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Because WITH's rates are low— and WITH's
audience is big, big and responsive. Even SMALL
appropriations do a BIG job for you on WITH.
Here's proof: WITH regularly carries the
advertising of twice as many local merchants as
any other station in town. For just one good
reason: WITH produces low-cost results! Get the
whole WITH story from your For joe man today!
TOM TINSLEY, PRESIDENT • REPRESENTED BY FOR JOE & COMPANY
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The Wilson Memorial at Poznan, Poland
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Wilson

served

mankind

Thomas Woodrow Wilson, distinguished Virginian and 28th
president of the United States, was a practical idealist.
After leading the nation through the grueling years of
World War 1 he fought tooth and nail to build the League
of Nations as a worldwide Gibraltar of democracy.
His age predated commercial broadcasting by a few
scant years. But we suspect that had radio and television been
available he would have used them to the full. The
persuasiveness of voice broadcasting, the remarkable
ability of radio and TV to be of service, would have meant a
great deal to Woodrow Wilson.
Havens & Martin Stations broadcast in the Wilson
tradition — they broadcast to serve.

FM
WTVRtv

Havens & Martin Stations are the only
complete broadcasting institution in Richmond.
Pioneer NBC outlets for Virginia's first market.
Represented nationally by John Blair & Company
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...They

SELL!.

inventories

down

..they
to

Every Edward Lamb Enterprise is geared to produce sales for its
advertisers. Lamb Stations move the goods and cut down inventories
and this spells Profits for our Sponsors. Getting distribution and
quick retail sales for advertisers entering the market is a primary
obligation of an effective medium!
First Prize in the 1951 Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Merchandising Contest was granted to "Ted" Lamb's famous WICU-TV Station, Erie,
Pa. WICU has now increased its power more than 1,000% and becomes one of the most powerful TV stations in the world!
The proven ability, facilities, experience . . . and enthusiasm . . .
in delivering to advertisers the utmost in merchandising cooperation
is the earmark of an Edward Lamb Station.
Ask our representatives for full information.
EDWARD

LAMB

WICU-TV— Erie, Pa.— Headley-Reed Co.
WTVN-TV— Columbus, O.— Headley-Reed Co.

ENTERPRISES,

knock

size

dumrul
IAMB
Sritetjyuae

EDWARD LAMB

incorporated

Representatives
WHOO— Orlando, Fla.— John E. Pearson Co. WTOD— Toledo, O.— Headley-Reed Co.
WIKK— Erie, Pa.— H-R Co.
ERIE DISPATCH, Erie, Pa— Reynolds-Fitzgerald
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Is Foreseen
For
Area

Industry
of City

Reserve Bank Points To
$500,000,000 Expansion
Since War as Proof Of
tion
Prophecy; ConstrucCite
d
Of Homes, Plants

and,

a full

for advertisers
WILMINGTON,
DELAWARE
on WDEL-TV

trial
The Wilmingtoatn theindus
'vibrant
seams ^
area is "bursting and
is
ity,
with activ
nsion," the Federal
with
Reserveexpa.Bank of Philadelphia
said today
by
In a survey of Wilmington the
its monthly Business Review,
rve Bank prophFederal esiedRese
that "Wilmington is m
midstream between a proud past
future."
andMorea full
than $500,000,000 has been
since World Warspent in the city
commercial build
II on new plantals,s, scho
ols, churches,
ings, hospit
the article points,
home
te
priva
end
ed out.
Many Plants Expanding
A number of leading concerns in
world*i
capital of the capac
"chemical
the
ding their plant
are expanbank
its
in
noted
ties, the DuPont Company,reportAl-,
namingChemtheical and Dye Hercules
]£F
ont
Powder, Claymnen
Powder,EthylAtlas
Corporation,es Conti
steel
any
Comp
Pyrit
Xl Diamondnal Fibre.
Fibre.
Vulcanized
and Natio
that the Wil
The article statedof Comme
had
er approximatrce
on Chambflies
mingt
ely 400
in its active
seek_are
which
cts
prospe
rial
indust
from higher-taxing
ing refugestates.
neighboring
Leads in Chemists
article states that Wilming,nTheprobably has more chemists per,
mile than Represented by
ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
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there's

future

WDEL-TV completely covers this booming market and area— distinguished for
its stability, distinguished for its sales
productivity.
Wilmington is first in per family buying income among all U. S. metropolitan cities
1 00,000 to 250,000.
(Sales management — 1951 Survey of Buying Power)
Delaware is first in per capita buying income of any state.
(U. S. 1948 Census of Business)
WDEL-TV offers you the foremost sales
opportunity in the nation.

WDEL-TV
WILMINGTON
D E LAWAR E

Chicago

Los Angeles

San Francisco
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CLOSED

CIRCUIT

..IT'S
Corp.,NOW
sorelydefinite
in needthatofBritish
funds, Broadcasting
is going to
sell time, both radio and TV. Approach, to be
made gingerly at start, probably will constitute
watered-down
spots. Emissaries
in U.S., our
it's
learned
authoritatively,
already observing
techniques and commercials will be smuggled
to public innocuously at first. Eventual plan,
it's said, is to make BBC self-sustaining which
would mean transition from "British system
ofbeing
stateusedmonopoly"
in Canadato modified
and otherAmerican
dominions.plan
ANY CONFUSION regarding meaning of
FCC's oft-quoted
issuance
of final TV"waiting
report period"
is clearedfollowing
up by
explanation from FCC sources: Waiting period
was meant to mean that for a period of time
(now believed to be 90 days) no action will
be taken by Commission which would discriminate in favor of pending applicants.
There was no thought of making end of that
period a cutoff date. It will be recalled that
Commission
in March be1951
"ThirduntilReport"
asked
that applications
withheld
after
'final
decision
was
issued,
and
declared
"reasonable
would be that
provided for theperiod
filing ofof time"
new applications
and
revisions of pending ones.
BIGGEST change in temperament of broadcasters at NARTB, it was generally noted,
was that they had "gotten over their TV
scare." Incasters,contrast
to 1951 convention,
instead of denouncing
and fearingbroadTV
"ogre,"
and how generally
they couldsought
enterinformation
video field. on when
ASSOCIATED PRESS television news service
will be announced soon. Many stations have
signified their interest on basis of plans discussed privately at NARTB convention.
NBC AFFILIATES besieged network representatives atNARTB sessions in Chicago last
week over failure of network to carry President Truman's sensational Jackson Day "I
shall not be a candidate for re-election" speech.
Network
pick up
was
classified didn't
as political
and speech
contrarybecause
to its itpolicy
in an election year. CBS, on other hand, picked
it up and scooped the world, though other networks hadaddress.
it minutes after closing of sensational
THOUGH he feels he should give up chairmanship of Affiliates in 30-60 days to concentrate on operation of WTIC Hartford (story
page 23), Paul W. Morency is agreeing to
serve on til Radio Affiliates by-laws and constitution are prepared, system for perpetuating committee is devised, and new chairman
is picked. Some members of committee have
asked to be relieved, due to pressures of station operation, but most are agreed on serving
for another year.
BOTH NBC and CBS found themselves confronted with clearance problems during
NARTB convention. NBC met resistance from
r~
(Continued on page 6)
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BANNISTER IS V.P.;
HEADS STATION RELATIONS
ELECTION of Harry Bannister as NBC vice
president to head station relations department
was announced by NBC President Joseph H.
McConnell following monthly board meeting
Friday. Move had been expected since March
12 announcement that Mr. Bannister, colorful
radio figure identified with WWJ Detroit for
last 20 years, was leaving WWJ general manin "executive
on April a14gership to join
[B»T,NBCMarch
24, 17]. Ascapacity"
station
relations head, he succeeds Carleton D. Smith,
who becomes director of operations for NBC
owned
and operated stations division [B#T,
March 31].
TELECAST SPORTS
GAINED ATTENDANCE
ATTENDANCE at sports events in 1951
equalled pre-television year 1947 — only slightly
below the biggest year in history, according
to figures released to RTMA today by Jerry
Jordan, originator of three years' study of subject, which has been completed through cooperation of N. W. Ayer & Son Inc. [B«T,
Dec. 3, 1951].
The survey indicated that hundreds more
TV channels should help, not harm sports, and
said
"gloomyintopredictions"
cut heavily
radio and that
othervideo
mediawould
and
threaten sports, movies and other recreation,
"have
not
proved
true."
Radio hit highest peak in history both in
numbers of sets and total income, the report
said. Major league clubs telecasting regularly
gained 234,169 admissions over 1950 and those
reducing or eliminating TV lost 1,485,070.
CBS-TV SALES UP 95.7%
CBS TELEVISION business at all time high,
Fred M. Thrower vice president in charge of
CBS-TV network sales, announced today (Monday). Time sales for first two months of this
year
added.wereHe95.7%
pointedoveroutlastthatyear's,
this Mr.
doesThrower
not include additional $5 million new business, including 1 quarter-hours purchased by Lever
Bros, and Pillsbury Mills. Mr. Thrower made
statement after widespread reports of TV
sponsor cancellations.

BUSINESS BRIEFLY
DODGE CAMPAIGN • Dodge Division of
Chrysler Corp., through Ruthrauff & Ryan,
New York, starts a national radio saturation
spot announcement schedule ranging from two
to four weeks, effective April 28. The new
Dodge August
agency,1. Grant Adv., doesn't take over
until
NEWS AND PARTICIPATION • National
Biscuit Co., New York (Honey Graham
crackers), through McCann-Erickson, New
York, liningticipation
up programs
5-10-15-minute
news inandlimited
parto start in May
number of radio markets.
WELCH'S
Sweet
Wine,
New CAMPAIGN
York, using a •spot Welch's
announcement
radio campaign for 8 weeks starting April 9
in limited market. Agency: Al Paul Lefton,
New York.
DURSTINE NAMED © Pacific Can Co., San
Francisco, names Roy S. Durstine, N. Y. and
S. F. to handle its advertising.
FORD ANNIVERSARY # Ford Motor Co.
expects to celebrate its 50th anniversary on
June 15, 1953 with a two-hour network television show on both NBC-TV and CBS-TV,
(Continued on page 110)
WINCHELL TO BE OFF
AIR INDEFINITELY
WALTER WINCHELL, who has been off the
air temporarily following virus infection, has,
on advice of his physicians, arranged for indefinite suspension of his Sunday evening ABC
broadcasts and of his contractual relations
with both network and his sponsor, WarnerHudnut Inc. He will return to air only if his
health permits. In recent weeks Mr. Winchell
has been replaced by guest newscasters.
On April 13 Drew Pearson, currently 6-6:15
p.m., will take over Winchell 9-9:15 p.m. spot
for Carter Products. George E. Sokolsky, currently 10 :30-10:45 p.m., will be heard at former
Pearson time.

P&G Renews Three Strips on CBS Radio
PROCTER & GAMBLE has renewed its Friday after contracts were signed.
three evening quarter-hour strips on CBS
"Transition" rate applies to stations broadRadio, concluding protracted round of negoNew York time from 6-6:30
tiations in which its future sponsorship of p.m. and castitong on current
coast stations
10-10:30 rate.
p.m.
these 15 quarter-hours per week hung in bal- and amountsPacific
to two-thirds
of nighttime
ance while sponsor pressed for lower time
It
was
understood
that
P&G
is
considering
costs [B*T, Feb. 25, et seq.].
reduction in talent costs in programming the
CBS radio officials said renewals are "a big periods involved, as means of reducing overshot tivein Julythe1, when
arm for
radio."
They
are
effecall expenditures. Programs now are Lowell
present contracts expire.
Thomas 6:45-7 p.m.; The Beulah Show, 7-7:15
Terms of contracts, which in 1951 repre- p.m., and The Tide Show, 7:15-7:30 p.m., all
sented more than $3.5 million in gross billings, Monday through Friday. Agency on Lowell
were not divulged. There had been reports
Thomas is Compton Adv.; on Beulah, Dancerand on Tide Show, Benton
that possible expansion of CBS Radio's "transi- &Fitzgerald-Sample,
Bowles.
tion
period"
rate
to
encompass
one
or
all
of
these shows had been considered, but neither
for more AT DEADLINE turn page ^
CBS Radio nor P&G officials would comment
April 7, 1952 • Page 5

CANADIAN NEGOTIATIONS
GO SMOOTHLY
MEETING of FCC officials with Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. executives in Chicago last
week resulted in no major upheavals in proposed U.S. northern border TV allocations, it
was learned Friday. It was understood that
negotiations worked out final arrangements
and agreed to recommend them to respective
governments. Official announcements of agreement are not expected to be issued until after
FCC final TV report comes out (scheduled for
April 14). The U.S.-Canada allocations will
be noted as temporary pending official confirmation, inthe final report, it is understood.
Some reassignments recommended by U.S.
broadcasters in comments filed during "hearings"dianlasts, it 1951
by Canawas quarter
learned, were
but accepted
others were
not
.'e.g., proposal to move VHF channel from
Windsor to Detroit was opposed by Canadians).
Meanwhile, FCC prepared to meet this week
to decide method of processing applications
following 90-day waiting period after final
report is issued. So far it still looks as if
frequency-by-frequency method will be chosen.
MINORITY APPEAL
PROGRAMS PRAISED
NEED for additional programs with minority
appeal was underscored by Louis N. Brockway,
retiring president, American Assn. of AdvertisingHotel,
Agencies,
told Sulphur
spring meeting
brier
White
Springs,at W.GreenVa.
(early story, page 25).
Mr. Brockway, also executive vice president,
Young & Rubicam, stressed necessity for enlarging this kind of programming, though, he
added, pattern of TV, like that of radio, is
quite properly
built around commercially attractive programs.
"Our association with the industry," he said,
"makes ofit television
a part of toourcooperate
responsibility
to the
future
in working
out plans to make public service shows possible."
LEVENSON WINS
CHARGES brought against CBS-TV network
and Irving Mansfield, producer of The Sam
Levenson Show, by Society for Prevention of
Cruelty to Children dismissed Friday by midManhattan court Judge Charles Murphy after
he had seen film of disputed Feb. 17 program.
Judge ruled no criminal intent in employment
of three children, aged 14, 9 and 7, who, although appearing with parents, had been
denied
work permits on technicality of New
York laws.
STUART MACHARRIE DIES
STUART A. MACHARRIE salesman for
Everett-McKinney, New York, until ill health
forced his retirement last August, died Thursday in New York. He was 45. In radio sales
since 1935, Mr. Macharrie had been associated
with WSRR Stamford, WJZ New York, WLW
Cincinnati's New York office and WDOK
Cleveland before joining Everett-McKinney.
He is survived by his wife, Isabella, his mother
and a brother, Lindsay, radio-TV production
manager of Calkins & Holden, Carlock, McClinton & Smith, New York.
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In this Issue—
Broadcasters
came 30th
awayconvention
from NARTB's
highly attended
at the
Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago, with
renewed faith in the broadcast media
and a feeling of stronger unity. Outshoot of actions taken was the new Rathe all-industrvdio Affiliates,
Affiliatessuccessor
Committeeto (Page
23).
And Broadcast Advertising Bureau is
on its own (Page 27). A highlight at
the convention was FCC Chairman
Paul
A. Walker's
prediction
that theto
TV freeze
has another
two weeks
p-o
which
brought
a
comment
from
Ed Johnson that he would hold Sen.
Mr.
Walker to that promise (Page 76, 88).
There were the usual exhibits by heavy
and light equipment manufacturers
interest whetted by impending thaw
(Page 48, 52).
While NARTB delegates were busy assessing the future of their business,
the American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies meeting at Greenbrier Hotel,
White Sulphur Springs, W. Va., saw
TV as a non-ston growing medium and
thrashed throueh multi-ways in getting
the best use out of it for the moneys
spent. And the agency executives
found
theireversurprise
to radiotothan
before. there's
Page 25.more
There's something new added to NBC:
— A new director of its National Spot
Sales, Thomas McFadden, of KNBH
(TV) Hollywood (Page 29) and out
at Chicago, a new affiliates group,
known as NBC-TV Affiliates Assn.
struck out on its own (Page 78).
Today marks the anniversary of long
distance television Page 82. But there
was increased activity in Washington,
D. C, ontowers.
the question
of height
antenna
For the
latest— onin
this, and an editorial, see Page 77.
Former FCC Chairman Wayne Coy, now
a telecaster himself, warned a group
of New York educators that their
greatest lift to the broadcast arts
would be to help improve and develop
private broadcasting. Page 89.
A master global TV plan to span North
Atlantic Treaty countries is gaining
adherents. Page 80.
AB-PT Inc. wants no part of Paramount
Pictures Inc.'s anti-trust violation
burden, it was revealed at FCC hearings. Page 109.
On Capitol Hill, a House threat to investigate radio-TV programming was
caught in the bud. Page 28.
Upcoming
April 8: ABC annual stockholders meeting,
RCA Bldg., New York.
April
16: "Brand Names
Day" conference,
Waldorf-Astoria,
New York.
April 16: BAB Sales Clinic, Los Angeles.
April 17-20: Ohio State U. Institute for
EducationHotel,
by Radio-Television,
Wallick
Columbus, Ohio. Deshler(Other Upcomings page 36)

Closed Circuit
(Continued from page 5)
affiliates over double-commercials in new Joy
program. CBS affiliates were complaining over
sale of five-minute segments, viewed as impinging upon spot time.
ABANDON
any hope
that FCC's
AM processing line is going
to move
any faster
than it
has in past six months. Resignation of one
engineer reduces technicians on line to two,
but recent replacement restores roster to mere
three! As of March 15, FCC had 206 applications on processing line, 100 in pending files
(daytime sky wave mostly), 200 in various
stages
of
hearing court
status, actions,
await-y
ing initialcompletion
and final (indecisions,
etc.). About 30 other applications were also
in pending
awaitingof answers
quiries or atfiles
the request
applicants.to FCC
Monthlyinaverage
of completed
applications:
February1
17, January
21, December
7, November
16,
September 34.
WHILE
DETAILS exhibitors
are highlyespecially
secret it'sin known
many convention
equipment field, kept their pens hot last week drawing up contract proposals. Inquiries too, at
all-time record, as potential telecasters learned
facts of post-thaw life.
LOOK for FCC to call general hearing in near
future to determine whether functional music
operations of FM stations are broadcasting or
non-broadcasting. Commission will ask for
suggestions
for rules if "beep"Hearing
operations
considered non-broadcast.
will arebe
along
lines
of
movie
anti-trust
hearings
held
in 1950 which resulted in Commission decision
tobasis.determine each situation on a case-by-casa, .
THERE'Smation
planAdministration
afoot at toInternational
decentralize InforNew
York headquarter operations of Voice of
America and seek "lend lease" broadcast
agreements with foreign countries. Goal is
more foreign program originations, with VOA
buying time on domestic stations. Difficulties
arise in nations where Communist Party influence is strong. Incidentially, IIA is shopping around for top level radio executive to
head up Voice New York setup.
POWERFUL RCA TUBE
RCA TUBE department, Harrison, N. J., hal
announced its most powerful VHF power
tetrode transmitting tube (RCA-6166), a
forced-air-cooled "10 kw" type equipped with
a thoriated-tungsten filament which, RCA explained requires less power and has greater
electron-emission efficiency and longer life expectancy. Tube "is rated for operation up to
220 mc and can deliver a synchronizing-level
power output of 12 kw in broad-band TV serv- ■
ice at 216 mc," company said.
WHIL FREQUENCY
MOVE of WHIL Medford, Mass., from 1540
kc to 1430 kc was authorized by FCC Friday.
WMEX Boston (on 1510 kc) claimed that 25
mv/m contours of stations overlapped and |
therefore were against regulations (see earlier
story onof Appeals
page 62).for WMEX
to U.FCCSJ '
Court
injunctionappeal
against
for not revoking WHIL program test author- |
ity was scheduled to be argued April 25, but |
FCC action
— unless
another stationnowfindsmakes
that that
its 25mootmv/m
contour
overlaps with
new frequency. WHIL
continues
with WHIL's
250 w, daytime.
for more AT DEADLINE see page 110
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For

you,

the

whole

A. C. Nielsen
the
of Radio

most

and

TV

industry.
Company

announces

exhaustive
audience
ever

. .

survey

circulation

made :

NIELSEN

COVERAGE

SERVICE

A giant measurement
of the weekly

day and night audience coverage
of radio and TV stations and networks
Ever since the last BMB report, the industry has
urgently needed a comprehensive study of the true
dimensions of station and network coverage.
Now, such a study has been launched. Using the
meticulous accuracy that is a rigid policy of the
world's largest marketing research firm, Nielsen
Coverage Service will fill that pressing need... and
then some!
To give stations and networks* the most comprehensive, up-to-date audience circulation data, NCS

NIELSEN
COVERAGE
SERVICE

will report on the size of weekly audiences . . . their
composition . . . cumulative monthly audiences . . .
homes reached per minute . . . out-of-home listening
and viewing . . . home and automobile set ownership.
Complete, accurate and timely, NCS Reports will
be the definitive answer to your coverage measurement problems. Just as so many leading networks,
advertisers and agencies have long depended on
Nielsen services for factual data, so can you. Call your
nearest Nielsen representative for more details.
* NBC has already subscribed.

2101 Howard Street, Chicago 45, 111.
HOllycourt 5-4400
500 Fifth Avenue, New York 36, N. Y.
PEnnsylvania 6-2850

a Service of A. C. Nielsen Company
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THE

WASHINGTON,

D.C.

METROPOLITAN
NETWORK
THE SMART WAY TO BUY
THE WASHINGTON, D. C. MARKET
These are some of the experienced buyers of time
who know the value of the Washington MET NET.
ACCOUNT
Bayer Aspirin
Pertussin
Jelke Margarine
Chesterfield
Manischewitz wine
Ford Dealers
Florida Citrus Commission
Adam Hats
Griffin Shoe Polish
Charm, Living, Mile.
Musterole

AGENCY
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Inc.
Irwin, Wasey & Company, Inc.
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn
Cunningham & Walsh
Donahue & Coe, Inc.
J. Walter Thompson
J. Walter Thompson Company
Hirshon-Garfield
Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce
Peck Advertising
Erwin, Wasey & Company, Inc.

THIS IS THE
MET
NET
independents,
th individual audiences, combined
to give the second
highest daytime
Met r opolitan
Washington audience (Monday-Friday) Pulse, January, February, 1952.

METROPOLITAN NETWORK
Munsey Building • Washington, D. C.
Represented Nationally by
FORJOE & COMPANY
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Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
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"They never missed
an issue !
at that mess!
'That's what a fire, a few axes and a couple
tons
water Editor
can doGrimes
to a place.
But boys
you'vea
got toof give
and the
lot ofor credit
fire
no fire.. . . they didn't miss an edition,
"They're over in their new home now . . . still
printing the news, telling the truth and fightrights likeyears.
they've been
doinging forforthethepeople's
last forty-two
'Y'know, when I look at that boarded-up
door,
broken mewindows
the 'closed'in
sign, itthereminds
of how andnewspapers
some other countries get closed down . . .
for keeps ... by governments that hate the
idea of free press . . . that can't take criticism . . that don't believe in free speech.
'Well, that's what happens when government
of, by and for the people becomes government of, by and for the government! It's 'Goodbye, Freedom'
. . . and
it go Free
Worship,
Free then
Elections,
Free with
Enterprise
...
all
those
Freedoms
that
make
you
glad
you're
a citizen of this country instead of a socialistic
or communistic one.
'Praise
Lord,stillwe're
still our
a freeownpeople
over
here. Wethe can
choose
churches,
our own friends, our own jobs (like mine
at Republic) and our own political parties.
We cansions opraise
wise deci-of
r criticizeour itgovernment
for reckless forspending
taxpayers'
hard-earned
dollars
.
.
fear of secret police or concentration. without
camps.
m

'But . . . let's not get careless about it. After
all, the people in those dictator-plagued
countries used to enjoy a lot of these Freedoms. Unfortunately, some of them got
careless and handed over their rights, one
by one, to governments which promised to
'take care of them.'
'Me . . . I'll take my Freedoms with no 'handout' strings attached. How about you, Friend?'
REPUBLIC STEEL
Republic Building • Cleveland 1 , Ohio

Republic BECAME strong in a strong and
free America. Republic can REMAIN
strong only in an America that remains
strong and free ... an America whose
people, farms, homes and businesses are all enriched
byIndustry,
the chemist's
magic. And,America.
through the Chemical
Republic
carbon, alloy
and, serves
especially, stainlessManysteelstons. .o£.
much
of
it
from
Republic's
mills
. . . are
needed
each
year forventilation
chemical vats,
workautoclaves,
tables,
acidtubing
tanks,
centrifuges,
ducts,
and countless other types of steel equipment by
which
chemistry,
Nature's
untold steel,
wealththrough
of better
livinghelps
for tap
all America.
,
:rmessage
of a series appearing
in national
andis onemines
in newspapers
in communities
wherea
agazliic' ' ' mills,
mmagazines,
and
off
ices
are
located.
Rfcaueslptlu,t,b wwrite
reprint,M, orRepublic
permissionSteel,to Cleveland
broadcast 1,orFor
teleroiU Dept.
Ohio.
ccolor
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ANY

ADVERTISER

CAN

AND
MOST

ADVERTISERS

SHOULD

...USE

Spot

Radio

^^^^^^^^
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY

EDWARD
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BY
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The word has gotten around that SPOT radio is
the quickest to start, quickest to act of any
national medium an advertiser can use.
Want to start your spot commercials tomorrow
afternoon? You certainly can, if you're quick
about it and if there's a real need to get that fast
start. And, just as you can buy it fast, you will
discover that Spot is a mighty quick way to
change people who are only prospects into
people who become in-the-flesh cash customers.
What better way to get that fast start than on the
country's great stations you see listed here.

488 MADISON
AVE.
NEW YORK CITY 22
MU 8-0200

SPOT RADIO LIST
NBC
Atlanta
WSB
NBC
WBAL Baltimore
NBC
WBEN Buffalo
CBS
WGAR Cleveland
NBC
(Dallas I
ABC
1 Ft. Worth !
ABC
KSO
Des Moines
WJR
CBS
Detroit
ABC
KARM Fresno
NBC
Houston
KFOR
ABC
Lincoln
NBC
*
AA
KARKWF Little Rock
Los Angeles
KFI
NBC
NBC
WTMJ Milwaukee
KSTPKPRC*
St.
Paul \/ NBC
NBC
WSM J/ Minneapolis
Nashville
WSMB New Orleans
NBC
ABC
WTAR Norfolk
ABC
KOIL
Omaha
WIP
Philadelphia
MBS
KPHO Phoenix
ABC
Portland, Ore. NBC
KGW
ABC
WRNL
Richmond
NBC
San Antonio
NBC
KOMO Seattle
key
NBC
KTBS
Shreveport
ABC
KGA
WMAS * Spokane
NBC
CBS
WOAI Tulsa
Springfield
KVOO
KFH
Wichita
CBS
*Also represented as
stations of the
TEXAS QUALITY NETWORK

CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES
DETROIT • ST. LOUIS • DALLAS
SAN FRANCISCO
*

BROADCASTING
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CLEVELAND

feature of the meek

1,000,000
PER DAY
WRC audience surveys
mean something more than
passive listeners. Daily and
Sunday "circulation" is also
measured in terms of results over the counter for
advertisers.

NTERPRETATIVE commercials
i as well as interpretative reporting of news events have
built an enviable record for Paul
Bolton, news editor of KTBC AusTex., and
won him a state publice tin,
office,
to boot.
KTBC, CBS affiliate in the Texas
capital,fire"feels
that it has
a "sureselling formula
in the
technique developed by Mr. Bolton three
years
Mr. ago.
Bolton concocted the formula
for Austin's T. H. Williams Co.,
one of fashion
Central stores.
Texas' Results
largest
women's
have been so successful that Williams' radio budget is now spent
almost
exclusively on Mr. Bolton's
7:30
a.
weekly. m. newscast, aired five times
By his own admission, Mr. Bolton
did not know shantung from chamois skin. However, years of serving as head of newspaper wire
service bureaus at the State Capitol
had
forged aof reporter's
approach.ad
So instead
simply reading
copy, he decided to use "reporter's
approach" on commercials.
He girls,
interviewed
Williams' tosalesbuyers and executives
get
the "story" behind each advertising

Morning, noon and
night, Washington area
people tune to the continuing editions of WRC-NBC.
Combined total listening
goes well over nine digits
... a tremendous audience
for your commercial message.

IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL
YOUR BEST BUY IS
FIRST in WASHINGTON
GEORGE OLIVA
5.000 Watts . 980 KC
Represented by NBC Spot Sales
Page 12 • April 7, 1952

"The Family Station"
feature. And, in the reportorial
tradition, he quoted each authority
for his ad statements.
With this technique, Mr. Bolton
now covers the full field of feminine CLEVELAND'S
fashion — from perfume to foundaONLY
tion garments. His commercials
make it clear that he is delivering NEWS STATION
a first-hand report on Williams' offering, just as he delivers a firstON THE AIR
news. hand report on interpreting local
Mr. Bolton joined KTBC 10 years 24 Hours daily
ago.
He pioneered news
local sources
"beat"
coverage
for
radio, ofandAustin's
today an estimated
around the clock
80% of KTBC's local newscasts
is the product of his personal legwork.
When first making newscasts,
Mr. Bolton decided to include a
regular interpretative feature on WSRS
local and state issues. In these
"explanation" segments, he gave
#"The Family Station" uses
listeners
"a-b-c's"andon onhowschool
tax
the latest "on the spot" voice
rates werethecalculated
reporting
to cover
all kindsequipment
of events
and
problems.
His broadcasts over KTBC about
public school problems resulted in local news. WSRS has more
his being elected — without a camactive field reporters on their
NEWS staff than any other
centralpaign— to
Texasrepresent
district aon 10-county
the State
station in Ohio. The WSRS
Board of Education.
NEWS staff is on the job
around the clock. That's
why you hear it first on
"The
Station."
WSRSto
makesFamily
it their
business

strictly business

The entire WRC schedule
represents a range of program ing tofit any sales
requirement.

interested in isproduci
"not ngjustgood
A MAN WHO
advertising, but more ining
trested in what good advertis
of the
OlivaYork.
is George
produce
Co., New
Nationals" Biscuit
Another belief is that a good ad-

WSRS

report the NEWS when it is
really NEWS.

vertising man should know all
media, so that each advertising
form "can pull its own load and so
that all media, together, do a com- WSRS
evaluation of radio
in Mr.
thesepleteOliva's
job."terms is obvious: National
LOCAL NEWS
Biscuit will spend $2 million on
radio broadcasting this year.
EVERY SIXTY
The executive is one of those successful careerists who did not have
MINUTES
ON
to travel to New York. He was born
there in 1891. Mr. Oliva started THE HALF HOUR
work young and finished his education by attending night high school
AROUND
THE
after he had taken his first job.
That first job was as an office boy
CLOCK
with National Biscuit Co., and, except for overseas service as a magunner insince.
World War I, he
On the air
has beenchine there
His early work with National 24 hours daily
Biscuit was clerical, but in 1908 he
transferred to the advertising department where, as he explains it,
he had a few ideas and let his boss "The Family Station"
know about them. The result was
that his boss, Alfred C. Mace, soon
turned all promotional responsibilities over to the young man.
WSRS
to getobserves
rid of them,"
the"Hequietwas Mr.gladOliva
today.
National
Biscuit,
one
of
the
bigCLEVELAND
(Continued on page 106)
NAT'L REP. FORJOE & CO.
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get the
NEW WORD

in

the Carolinas

. . .

This is the SPARTANBURG

MARKET
a market

In most all of these cities and towns there are one
or more textile mills surrounded by fertile farm
lands.
And

. . . the NEW
now

WDXY— FM Duplication
BROADCASTING
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WORD
910

High wages from the mills and high farm income
from cotton and peaches in the thickly populated
Piedmont Section make Spartanburg a top market.

blankets
KG

WALTER

of half million people

the Spartanburg

with

J. BROWN,

Market

NBC
Pres. - See HOLLINGBERY
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agency

FRANK W. HALL and JOHN T. HANEMAN Jr., account executives
with Albert Frank-Guenther Law Inc., N. Y., elected vice presidents.
HENRY FLARSHEIM, account executive with Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago, appointed vice president in charge of direct sales at Bozell &
Jacobs, same city.
LEWIS P. OGLE, salesman on Ladies Home Journal for Curtis Publishing Co., to Humphrey, Alley & Richards Inc., N. Y. as account executive.
HERSCHELL GORDON LEWIS, producer-director, WKY-TV Oklahoma
City, to Gershuny Assoc. Inc., Chicago, as radio-TV director.
ROBERT H. McKENNEE, Erwin, Wasey & Co., N. Y., and BENJAMIN
J. MOODIE, Geyer, Newell & Ganger, that city, to Campbell-Ewald,
N. Y., as assistant account executive and copy writer, respectively.
C. MURRAY CRUMMINS, WNEW New York, to Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
same city, as radio-TV writer-producer.

on all accounts

TWO
TOP
CBS RADIO STATIONS
TWO
BIG
SOUTHWEST MARKETS
ONE
LOW
COMBINATION

RATE

Sales- winning radio schedules for
the Great Southwest just naturally
include this pair of top- producing
CBS Radio Stations. Results prove
this ! Write, wire or phone our
representatives now for availabilities
and rates!
National Representatives
JOHN
Page 14 • April 7, 1952

BLAIR

&

CO.

of Brisacher, Wheeler as the Pict
andARD
televisI.ion CLARK
timebu,yerradio
for Sweet "Telephone Quiz Man," then
RICH
sco office of moved
the San Franci
to the checking department.
Brisacher, Wheeler & Staff, has an A year later he became director of
ambition which is shared by many research and space buyer for the
organization. While in the media
n: "To
men inrephisthatpositio
persa department he became assistant
media
admits
newspafind
and magazines are still being to the head space buyer. His next
appointment was to the radio and
The business responsibilities of television department.
"The deciding factor as to media
Mr. Clark's menjob
call forpurchase
the recom-of selection
ultimately remains in the
dation and actual
all radio and television time for individual market problem and in
read."
the nature of the
San Francisco as
well as western
client's
product,"
Mr. Clark
media tionsrecommenda"However,
we said.
have
for the New
found that radio and
York office of
Brisacher, Wheeler.
television
have become increasingly
For such a position,
more important. For
he has the advanthat reason, we feel
tage of advertising
experience
on
both
that
the radio-TV
coasts.
department of this
He was born in
agency
expandof
with thewillgrowth
1917 in Westchester,
N. Y., cation
and washissplit
eduthese
media."
Among
thecampaigns
successful
evenly
with which Mr.
Champlain between
College,
Plattsburg, N. Y.,
Clark hassociated abeen
asre: Rainier
and the College of
the Pacific, Stockton,
beer (1951), the Van
Calif. His interest
Mr. CLARK
Camp Sea Food. Co.,
in advertising began
floor coverings and thePabco
Contadina
tomato
at Champlain when he worked during recess chandising
periodsdepartment
in oftheYoung
mer- paste, said to be the largest campaign
of
its
kind
in
the
country.
Mr. Clark is not married and
& Rubicam, New York, and for a
short while in the media depart- lives in San Francisco. He is a
ment of Pedlar & Ryan there.
good skier and when the Snow is
Mr. Clark's career was inter- hard on the nearby Sierra slopes,
rupted by 3% years of service it's not difficult to guess where he
with the Army medical service. is. He is the son of Stanley I.
He had two years of overseas serv- Clark, vice president of Sterling
ice in North Africa, Italy and Drug Co., New York, one of the
Okinawa.
heaviest radio and TV buyers in
In April 1950, he joined the staff the country.
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beat
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^
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ARNOLD DUNCAN, account executive, Hans E. Kaufmann & Co., Hollywood, and RUSSELL L. JACOBS, copy writer, Morgan Agency, Phoenix,
to McCarty Co., L. A., as account executives.
HOWARD J. DOYLE, TV copy writer, Compton Adv., N. Y., to Ellington
& .Co., that city, in same capacity.
r JOHN M. HOWARD, Cayton Inc., N. Y., to Humm & Johnston, same city,
■> as writer.
BERNARD WEISS, production manager, Milton Weinberg Adv., L. A.,
joins production staff McCarty Co., that city.

No
with

Pig-in-a-poke
Joe...

NEIL
of radio-TV
& Eckhardt,
N. Y., O'BRIEN,
to Lennen head
& Mitchell,
same copy
city, department,
in radio-TV Kenyon
copy department.
JAMES J. McCAFFERY, media director, Anderson & Cairns, N. Y., to
Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, that city, in same capacity.
MRS. ROBERT B. CARLSON, copy writer, Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., Chicago, to Erwin, Wasey Co., L. A., in similar capacity.
GORDON G. AGNEW Jr., executive producer-director, West Hooker
Productions, to Ben Sackheim Inc., N. Y., as radio-TV director.
DAVID ANSON joins Tilds & Cantz Adv., Hollywood, as copy writer.
MITCHELL
EPSTEIN appointed chief copywriter at Emil Mogul Adv.,
N. Y.
STANLEY GOLDSTEIN promoted to head of radio-TV department of
Feigenbaum Adv., Phila.
MORT GOODMAN, publicity director, Republic Productions Inc., North
Hollywood, Calif., to Stodel Adv. Co., L. A., as vice president in charge
of motion picture department.
AMY G. FISHER, Ernest William Greenfield Inc., Phila., to Ray Coller
Adv., that city, as chief assistant and account executive.
JANE ASHMAN, Hollywood free lance writer, to Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago, in radio-TV department.
F. J. EGLIES, L. Bamberger & Co., Newark, and JOHN W. CARBERSON
to N. W. Ayer & Son, Phila., in plans-merchandising department. J.
SANDERS HAAS joins agency's media department.
CHARLES A. BOWES, account executive, Ruthrauff & Ryan, Hollywood, named manager of office.
AL PETCAVAGE, time buyer, BBDO, N. Y., to Ted Bates Inc., that
city, in the same capacity.
STEVE GARDNER, account executive, L. A., Roche-Eckhoff & Assoc.,
Hollywood, to Shore Assoc. Corp., as vice president.
NATHANIEL C. DOUGHTY, Ward Wheelock Co., Phila., to N. W. Ayer
& Son as service representative in Detroit.
RICHARD TALMADGE, formerly head of own agency, and SAM NUSPLIGER, Moser & Cotins Inc., Utica, N. Y., to G. M. Basford Co., N. Y.
RYDER & INGRAM Ltd., Oakland, Calif., elected to membership in
National Advertising Agency Network.
TELEVISION ADV. ASSOC., N. Y., moves offices to 1710 Broadway.
RUSE & URBAN Inc., Detroit, moves to 921 Book Tower, same city.
WIL ROBERTS Adv., Phila., moves to 1403 Fox Bldg., that city.
WILLIAM SPIRE, vice president-account executive, Sullivan, Stauffer,
Colwell & Bayles, N. Y., father of boy, John Marshall, March 16.
BROADCASTING
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JOE WESP SELLS
"WELL-FIXED"

FARMERS

BIG WESTERN
MARKET

THE

EVERY

IN THE

NEW YORK
DAY!

Joe WespRaised
is theon farmers'
friend ...
he speaks
their
language.
a farm himself,
Joe Wesp
has made
a host of rural friends with his cross-country buggy trips,
helicopter adventures and recorded interviews at county
fairs which are well publicized by the Buffalo Evening News
and broadcast over WBEN.
Setting somewhat of a record in Buffalo, Joe recently
completed 20 years as WBEN's Ironic Reporter — 16 years
with one sponsor. He knows what people want — particularly farmers. His early morning show features livestock,
fruit, produce and vegetable prices . . . news, music and
lively
interviews.marketplace
Monday through
Saturday.
It's ora friendly
and profitable
to sell your
product
service.
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Your

c$n6e

m
JJ
This
Stttofrt&f

t

importan

GET THE FACTS
CONTAINED IN THIS BOOKLET

; booklet

-THEY MEAN MONEY
IN YOUR POCKET

today

!

-

w

r

the
of
GREAT
VOICE
the
GREAT
LAKES

RADIO Building
STATION WJR— Dept. 30
Fisher
Detroit 2, Michigan
Please send me a copy of your Michigan Vacationland booklet.
j
Company_
L The Goodwill Sfalion
R
J
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Mr. Hayden Huddleston, WROV, and
Mr. Harold Woods, Sr., President,
Woods Brothers Coffee Company,
Roanoke, Va.

Coffee Sales at All-Time High
For Fulton Lewis Sponsor
For the past twenty-five years at the Woods Brothers Coffee
Company, Roanoke, Va., they have been roasting, blending,
packing and selling coffee. And, since using radio for the last
two years, sales are at an all-time high.
"We have been well repaid in sponsoring Fulton Lewis, Jr. on
Station WROV," says Mr. Harold Woods, Sr., manager of the
firm. "We feel that it is one of the outstanding programs on
the air."
The Fulton Lewis, Jr. program, with a ready-made audience and
the prestige of the largest national network, is available for sale
to local advertisers in individual cities at low, pro-rated talent
cost. Currently sponsored on more than 370 stations by 623
advertisers (including 16 food
companies), Fulton Lewis, Jr.
offers a proved and tested means of
reaching customers and prospects.
Since there are more than 500
MBS stations, there may be an
opening in your locality. Check
your local Mutual outlet — or the
Cooperative Program Department,
Mutual Broadcasting System,
1440 Broadway, New York City 18,
or Tribune Tower, Chicago 11.
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new

business

OCKWOOD & Co., N. Y., launching concentrated spot campaign in
Spotradio for wafers and bits using 16 major markets for 12 weeks.
R
Agency: Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
CAMEO CURTAINS Inc., N. Y., using 15 TV stations in 14 key markets
for 13 weeks. Company is sponsoring 15 minute film package titled
Comedy Cameos which includes commercials, offers of free booklets and
samples and one two-reel film classic of oldtime comedians featured on
each show. Agency: Product Services Inc., N. Y.
OHIO POWER Co., Canton, Ohio, begins first radio campaign today
(Monday) with 15 announcements weekly on WHBC Canton and 15
other Ohio stations for 13 weeks. Schedules are placed directly.
COTY COSMETICS, N. Y., effective today (Monday), starts radio and
television saturation spot announcement campaign in New York only.
Approximately 30 spots per week on radio and 25 live spots on TV will
be aired by WNBC and WNBT (TV) New York. If campaign is successful, expansion nationally will most likely follow. Agency: Franklin
Bruck, N. Y.
GENERAL ELECTRIC Co. sponsoring weekly half-hour musical show
on six stations of Intercollegiate Broadcasting System. Shows will vary
depending on local schedules. Agency: BBDO, New York.
OLYMPIC RADIO & TELEVISION Inc., Long Island City, N. Y., using
50-second film TV spots on four stations in three major TV markets. Plans
call for 13 insertions two or three times a week on each outlet with expansion into New York and other markets if results are successful.
Agency: Hicks & Greist, N. Y.
FLEX-LET Corp. (watchbands) began expansion of TV campaign on
March 15 in several cities with new markets being added continually.
Agency: Ben Sackheim Inc., N. Y.
A/etwotlc • • •
PHARMACO Inc., Kenilworth, N. J. (Feen-a-Mint and Chooz), is sponsoring quarter hour segment of Cavalcade of Stars Fri., 10-11 p.m. on
DuMont Network effective April 4. Agency: Doherty, Clifford & Shen
field, N. Y.
KITCHEN AID, division of Hobart Mfg. Co., Troy, N. Y., plans national
TV spot campaign for its dishwashers. Announcements will be paid for
cooperatively by dealers. Agency: Buchen Co., Chicago.
A. C. WEBER & Co, Chicago (distributor of Pfaff Sewing Machines)
starts This Is My Song on ABC-TV stations, Fri., 7-7:30 p.m. PST, for
52 weeks from April 11. Agency: Bozell & Jacobs Inc., that city.
PEARSON PHARMACAL Co., N. Y. (Ennds, chlorophyll tablets and
Eye-Gene eye drops), on April 7 begins sponsorship of Lights Out
NBC-TV, Mondays, 9-9:30 p.m. EST, program dropped by Admiral Corp
fortnight ago. Agency for Pearson: Harry B. Cohen Adv., N. Y.
■Qyencif -Qjajaointmcnt*
ZENITH RADIO Corp., Chicago, names Robert Otto & Co., N .Y.
company's overseas advertising.
RUST AWAY Corp., N. Y. (metal cleaner), names Duane Jones Co., same
for
city. Radio and TV included in advertising schedule.
PERVO PAINT Co., L. A., names Hixson & Jorgensen Inc., that city. TV
is being used.
PACIFIC-MERCURY TELEVISION & RADIO Corp., L. A. (radio and
TV sets), names Edwards Agency, that city. Radio and TV will be
used.
E. L. SCKENRODE Co., L. A. (factory representative for Sherkleen dry
rug
used.shampoo), appoints Cleveland-Collins Adv., Hollywood. TV is beingjBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

"I t's not a big story, but a long one. It began in Dallas at
* a little restaurant on Akard Street. The year was 1933.
A salesman for Radio Station WFAA who often had lunch
at the B & B Cafe was paying his check. From behind the
counter, Pappa Lucas, the owner, said, "Al, I want you to
be my agency ! In here too many fellas come to sell me advertising—I wanta be able to tell them 'See Al, he's my agency!'
If you do it for me, I buy some time on your radio station."
From that conversation evolved one one-minute radio spot
a week over WFAA-820. Every week since then, for 19 years,
Lucas' B & B Cafe has advertised over WFAA-820. Today
Pappa Lucas has three one-minute spots each week — and a
full house of customers 24 hours a day.
—j
lOU

- 9j
It's not a big story, but a long
there havebeen many
one. And
Al...
06 Illy CigenCy,
just
like it written during the
thirty years WFAA-820 has been broadcasting ... all of
• ••and the first
them ending on the same note of success.
chapter of a
The Radio Southwest story makes interesting reading, too.
success story
That's the name given WFAA-820's primary coverage area
— 116,000 square miles of Texas, Oklahoma, and Arkansas,
was written
including the two big metropolitan centers of Dallas and
Fort Worth. With the power of 50,000 watts, WFAA-820
reaches out into 1,143,500 high-income radio homes, and
sells your product to Southwesterners with over $7 billion
to spend.
Begin your own success story today— over Radio Southwest
-WFAA-820, Dallas!

WFAA
8 2 O
A L L A S

EDWARD PETRY & CO., NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

BROADCASTING
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• ALEX KEESE, Station Manager • RADIO SERVICE OF THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS
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Out on Bond
EDITOR:
Last week we were approached
by [name deleted] in connection
with a promotional scheme entitled "Bond a Week Club" . . .
After thorough setting up the
machinery for the "Bond a Week
Club" neither
promotionour andadvertisers
making sure
that
nor
listeners could be hurt, we authorized Mr. and a crew of his
salesmen to go ahead and sell the
"Bond a Week Club" in our area.
Imagine our chagrin when after
securing some 17 accounts, our
checkback showed that Mr.
had offered as inducement for sales,
not the plan previously worked out,
but practically all of the time on
the radio station. Immediately
upon learning the true state of Mr.

NATIONAL

open mike

's promotion we tried to contact this gentleman, only to find
that he had disappeared for parts
unknown.
Since then, we have found that
he had collected cash payments
which have not been turned over
to us, making it necessary for us
to turn the matter over to the authorities. Sheriff Bill Eddins of
Winkler County holds a felony
warrant for his arrest and will
extraditehended . . should
he be appre.
We feel it is our duty to inform

SPOT

our fellow broadcasters of this
man's activities. . . .
Victor King
Station Manager
KERB Kermit, Tex.
* * *

Helpful Offer
Whendistinguished
the recordspeople,
are WLOW
cut by '
these
EDITOR:
will be happy to send copies to all
I
noticed
in
.
.
.
Broadcasting
•
requesting them. The .
Telecasting that the networks stations
announcements to be recorded do
not
mention
any particular section
are
planning
a
big
"Get
Out
the
Vote" campaign this year. WLOW of the country.
I believe these discs, with other
discs on the subject recorded by
local civic leaders, will make quite
anof this
impression
on the "lazy" voters
Bobnation.
Drepperd
Program Director
ADVERTISER PLACES
WLOW Norfolk, Va.
* * *

$20,000
ANNUAL

CONTRACT

ON WLOF, ORLANDO,
PROOF

CASE
HISTORY

OF WLOF

FLA.

RESULTS!

Place your schedule now
and watch results come in.

CONTACT US DIRECT OR
A National Spot Advertiser (*)
bought two quarter-hour shows PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY, INC.
weekly on WLOF in February of
last year. Results were wonderful so the campaign was extended for a full 52 weeks. This
year the advertiser increased the
budget for WLOF by more than
400% because of the fine results
from the shows. This account has
WLOF
signed a new contract with
"FLORIDA'S SWEET MUSIC STATION"
WLOF calling for an "expenditure of $20,000 in 1952.
5000 WATTS • 950 KC • MBS NETWORK
(*) Name furnished on request.
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has started the same kind of drive
here.
I have written letters ... to all
the announced Presidential candidates, together
with a "GetwithOuta
the Vote"
announcement,
request that nouncthey
record the
ement for broadcast
here an-in
the Tidewater area. I have heard
from them and they all think it a
great idea. They will make the
records as soon as time permits.
The announcements urge the
people to use their American privilege of the right to vote . . .
regardless
of their party preference.

Another
EDITOR: Man's Poison
I have received several calls
from radio stations wanting to
know whether d-Con and Dianol
are the same company. They are
not of the same company. They
are entirely two different corporations in different parts of the
country. Mr. Barnett Friedenberg
is the account executive on the
Dianol account and has nothing
whatsoever to do with the d-Con
account. Therefore we are calling
your attention to the fact. Please
correct the impression that people
may have from reading the article
[B»T, H.March
24].
A. Friedenberg
President
Marfree
Corp. I
New YorkAdvertising
City
[EDITOR'S
NOTE:
Nowhere
the
story
said companies,
that d-Con but
and inB^T
Dianol
were was
the itsame
is
glad toquest fpublish
reor further* Mr.emphasis.]
* Friedenberg's
*

Commercial Plug
EDITOR:
Advertisements in your publication are quite effective. I have
been besieged by requests for a set
of books my outfit presumably offered in Telecasting Yearbook.
I
say
have not "presumably"
seen the ad, norbecause
has theI j
home office been kind enough to tell
me what it's all about.
ORLANDO,
FLORIDA
Apparently
the
Yearbook
was my
lost copy
in the ofmails.
How about sending me a copy?
J. ALLEN BROWN
W. B. Vamum
VICE-PRESIDENT & GENERAL MANAGER
Broadcast Equipment Sales
RCA
KansasVictor
City
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At 30th NARTB
RADIO-TV
UNITY
promotion campaign. AFFIRMED
By J. FRANK BEATTY
judicial proceedings by microphone
# Association will fight to pro- and camera.
RADIO and television broadcasttect right to report legislative and
ers took stock of their advertising
# Affiliates association formed
by NBC-TV
station group to proand program resources last week
tect own interests.
at the annual NARTB Convention
and drew up plans to live together
O Record interest shown in TV
insion.the coming period of TV expanequipment and Engineering Conference.
Though it was the first no-crisis
Manyceivedofindustry
the support
projects last
thatweek
reconvention in many years, with
few
of
the
usual
feuds,
an
all-time
will
require
board
action.
Others
record was set in attendance at
can be put into operation quickly
meetings.
by
Presidentboards
Fellows.
RadioNARTB's
and television
are
The Chicago convention of 1952
! took few unexpected actions that
not expected to meet before late
are likely to change the framework
spring or early summer.
of radio andsiderabletelevision
to anyit conThere were a few partially "forextent. Rather
was
gotten men"These
that received
attention.
included:minimum
a "think session" and a consolidation of facilities in preparation for
# TV
which itlittle
inthe media battle ahead.
terest was code,
shown inbecause
is only
Broadcasters acted to solidify PLAQUE, commemorating founding of a month old.
their position in the media field NAB 30 years ago presented at
$ Sports broadcasts — telecast
by strengthening their two sales
Tuesday luncheon to William rights, and there are troubles
weapons — Broadcast Advertising S.NARTB
aplenty
in this field.
Hedges,
NBC
vice
president
(right)
Bureau and the new Radio Af- by President Justin Miller. Mr.
0 Research apathy, with the
filiates
that
grew
out
of
the
afconvention
sidetracking a resolufiliates committee.
Hedges recalls
association's
tionfiliates
thoughcalled the
Radioattack
Afin histhebooklet.
In the
Telecasters, soon-to-be-telecast- organization
for anewfrontal
Beginning [B«T, March 31].
ers and hope-to-be telecasters
used their convention days and
nights to advantage, learning the
tricks of this new and fast-blooming advertising art from their
COMMITTEE
brother broadcasters who already AFFILIATES
are adding pictures to their sound
ces or isbeing chosen.
By
RUFUS
CRATER
services.
"There is no doubt that the comVOTING without exception to perDevelopments Denote Strength
ing
year
a critical one in
petuate their radio-wide Affiliates the historywillof be
The association itself emerged Committee,
radio,"
Mr.
Morency
some
200
representadeclared
in
his
report,
calling
upon
from the Chicago meeting as a
tives of affiliated stations last week
stronger organization, having the reaffirmed their faith in their me- all affiliates to "examine their opsupport of a heavy share of the
erations critically and carefully"
dium, went on record against off- and to give
activitelevision industry. The achieve- card sales,
and called upon netties of both support
NARTB toandtheBAB.
ment of bringing TV stations into
w
o
r
k
s
t
o
help
"re-establish
the
esBy
unanimous
action,
the
affilithe association during the past
sential dignity, prestige and staates endorsed the four resolutions
year and developing association
offered
by
the
committee:
b
i
l
i
t
y
o
f
network
radio."
unity was credited to Harold E.
Acting on the recommendation
• Petitioned the networks to do
Fellows, who assumed the presi- of the 13-man committee set up to
dency last June.
nothing that "might in any respect
crisis
precipitated
by
netThese are the main developments meet the
work rate cuts a year before, the modify the pattern of network raof convention week:
dio or the basic arrangements bemeeting Monday in Chi# Groundwork was laid for affiliates,
tween networks and their affilicago,
also
proposed
the
creation
—
station association structure.
ates," without
first discussing
the
BAB's research committee — of
and
the reasons
for it with
9 Industry lined up to put on via
an industry-wide group to pass on move
affiliates.
a "Get-Out-The-Vote"
campaign.
the
"acceptability"
of
radio
re• Denounced off-card deals and
9 New TV board of directors search.
elected.
of advertiser
Paul W. Morency of WTIC Hart- acceptance
for
reductions
in rates,pressures
calling
# Quick TV thaw and opening
ford, who has headed the Affiliates
of UHF band promised by FCC Committee
during
the
past
year,
upon
stations
individually
to proChairman Paul A. Walker.
won a long ovation with his report
tect their own cards and to "use
# Panicky fears about sound on committee activities to date. such methods of persuasion as seem
most desirable"
broadcasting's
future
largely
disHe
expressed
a
wish
to
be
recasters to do so, totoo.get other broadpelled.
lieved of the committee chairman• Recommended that the BAB
# Facilities set up to keep
ship
in
order
to
concentrate
on
take steps tosound broadcasting strong.
WTIC affairs, but agreed to serve Researchward Committee
"formation of a committee
# FM stations will expand for "30 to 60 days" while a sucBROADCASTING
• Telecast

Convention

on this deep-rooted and serious
media castproblem.
The late BroadAudience Measurement
Inc.
was quietly interred.
InterestRadio
ran Affiliates.
high in thePaul
newlyformed
W.
Morency,
WTIC
Hartford,
chairman of the All-Industry Affiliates
Committee, hastily formed a year
ago in worktherate panicky
netcutting, moments
agreed toofserve
temporarily
as
head
of
Radio
Affiliates during the organizational
days. His services during the past
year
casters.drew an ovation from broadBAB, too, captured substantial
support from delegates as it set
out on its own, completely independent from NARTB. The BAB
Sales Roundup Monday afternoon
drew some 1,500 broadcasters. It
was open to all stations. The
Roundup was staged with elaborate
trappings and
spectacular
production
tricks used
to point
up the
practical
selling
material.
NARTB and BAB both emerged
strong,(Continued
from a membership
on page 70)standContinuance Voted
composed of representatives of affiliated stations, independent stations,
representatives,
networks,station
advertisers
and advertising
agencies to pass on the acceptabilitaken
ty of any
research
to be under-on
to insure
acceptability
the part of all interested par• Commended NARTB and BAB,
ties. . . ." affiliates to "support
and
both urged
of these associations financially and through constructive help
in committees and through a united
Theentaffiliates
left it to tothe devise
presindustry
front."committee
13-man
the method of perpetuating the
organization, suggesting only that
it prepare "a simple constitution
and by-laws." Any idea that it
should be a one-year organization
was affirmatively rejected: When
Paul H. Goldman, KNOE Monroe,
La., committee
proposed from
the floor that
the
be continued
and
used
the
term
"for
a
year,"
time limitation was deleted. the
The committee consists of Mr.
Morency;
Edgar onKobak,
WTWA
(Continued
page 71)
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Coverage of the Chicago Convention
NBC-TV Affiliates Form Own Association
78
To facilitate location ~tof »K«
the various stories
cfetrioc
TV Film System
Unveiled
FMNew
408124
on Chicago activities, the following page
NARTBPromotion
ObservesSession
30th Birthday
"Merchandising's
the Secret,"
Special Session Hears 2829
Political
Coverage
Outlined
references are given:
NPA's Fowler
Says Plans
Materials
to Be Eased
3226
Resolutions
Adopted
at
Convention
SUN., MARCH 30
BAB Adds Uo Financial,
Member Power
2770
Plans Set for News Internships
24 Three-Year-Old
BAM
Dissolved
MON., MARCH 31
TV Vets Asked to Help Train New Staffs
82
200 Vote Affiliates Committee Continuance
23
TUES., APRIL 1
'Sales
Roundup'
Marks
NARTB,
BAB
Parting
27
Panel
4440
Engineers'
Talks Open With NPA Advice (Mon. through 32 Audience
NARTB-BMI Promotion
Luncheon
Wed.)
NEWS INTERNSHIP
Would Expand Project
EXPANDED program of practical
training in radio journalism for
college teachers through summer
service at broadcast stations was
voted March 30 by the Council on
Radio Journalism, which met durtion. ing the NARTB Chicago convenPlans for summer internships
for teachers in broadcast stations
were approved by the council, comprising National Assn. of Radio
& Journalism Broadcasters and
American Society of Schools and
Departments of Journalism.
Basket Mosse, Northwestern U.,
council chairman, said two-score
applications for internships have
been received from teachers. The
council program gives teachers
employment
broadcast stations,
which
bear theat costs.
Hugh Terry, KLZ Denver, said
the plan benefits both broadcasters
and teachers, qualifying these
teachers to train young people for
the profession of radio journalism.
The council plans to include TV
stations in the program.
Mitchell V. Charnley, journalism
professor, U. of Minnesota, reported to the council on needs and
prospects in education for TV news
techniques.
Attending the meeting were
Prof. Charnley; Mr. Terry; Robert
K. Richards, NARTB public affairs
director and council secretarytreasurer; Edward Breen, KVFD
Ft. Dodge, Iowa; Donald Brown,
U. of Illinois; Sig Mickelson, CBS;
Jim Bormann, WCCO Minneapolis,
president, National Assn. of Radio
News Directors; Arthur Barnes, U.
of Iowa. Absent were Wilton Cobb,
WMAZ Macon, Ga.; Paul Wagner,
Ohio State U., and Floyd Baskette,
U. of Colorado.
Miss Truman Signs
MARGARET TRUMAN will make
nine guests appearances on NBC
radio and TV shows during the
1952-53 season under a contract
renewed last week, NBC reported.
James
Truman'sC.
personal Davidson,
manager, Miss
and Charles
Barry, NBC vice president in
charge of radio programs, negotiated the new contract, financial
details of which were not disclosed.
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Panel . . „Dii . . .
Management
Radio
Shouse Pioneers
Address Annual
on Business
WED., APRIL 2
Walker Address
Freeze .
Radio-TV
Rights onDebated
GENERAL
Golf
Good Tournament
Music Stations Sales Session
Report
Light Exhibitors
Report
onon Heavy
Exhibitors
MBS Pre-Convention
Affiliates Session

Fellows Asks Member Support
30TH YEAR
Shacklers
against
common protection
NARTB forIndustry's
SUPPORT of the 30-year-old Against
who would shackle the industry with legislative restraints and
those
economic burdens was advocated by President Harold E. Fellows at a
association's
markingwasthe held
luncheon
The ceremony
Tuesday anniversary.
approval.
during thevention.NARTB
Chicago
con- to Toseekdo public
something about advertising
William S. Hedges, NBC
to guarantee
industry. a healthy growth of
vice president and one of the asso- the
ciation's founders, was presented
NARTB's history has been
a plaque
honor Presentation
of his participation in theinevent.
was marked by three major periods of
made
Judgechairman.
■ Justin Miller, growth, Mr. Fellows said — foundNARTB byboard
ing to Pearl Harbor; wartime
and reorganization period
Judge Miller introduced Mr. Fel- operation
lows, paying a tribute to his record with FM, TV and granting of
of achievement in less than a year many new outlets. Now a fourth
— a period in which television has stage is here, he said, calling it a
worbeen
survival,Dismissing
he suggested
tion. integrated into the associa- stage riesofoverunity.
President Fellows recalled the there was no reason for worry befive reasons behind formation of
cause of saociation issimple
asNAB three decades ago and said
essential;fact,it is"This
not exthey apply in the same form today.
The reasons, he said, were:
Industry forces produced by the
association are Broadcast Music
To oppose unseemly demands for pendable."
music licensing fees.
1939;
MeasureTo encourage development of an Inc., ment
Bureau, Broadcast
1944, and Broadcast
orderly system of licensing stations. Advertising
Bureau,
1949,
Mr.
To resist through unified action
any unfair or burdensome legislation. Fellows recalled, with BMI and
To offset unfair public criticism and BAB still operating as healthy in-

100

9898
5248
84

stitutions.
With NARTB having about half
of AM stations a higher ratio of
FM and over 80% of TV stations,
President Fellows said the financial
position also is stronger. He said
pressure of regulatory and legislative problems requires sound financing and support so the association can do its normal job without special appeals for help.
In the struggle of broadcasting
and television stations for survival
in the 50-cent dollar era, he pointed
out that the expense surge is ris*
ing faster than income. "We must
correct that situation in radio,"
he went on, "and we must never
let it are
happen
in television."
Taxes,
too,
creeping
upward around
the nation
and broadcasters
must
resist menttogether
levies. these local governThe final menace, he added, is
reduction
"the marginto such
of profit
in radio andof television
risk
limits that there will be no compelling reason to stay in business.
No person
can standwe alone
meeting this difficulty;
have inlearned
the hard way that independent
action establishes precedents jeopardizing each of referred
us."
Mr. Fellows
to rising
costs of casters
equipment
and
said
must make their ownbroaddecisions after careful study and exchange of opinions. As to legislation, he referred to 86 bills in Congress that directly affect the in^
dustry
it "a continuing
battle."andHecalled
commended
work of
the state associations.
In concluding he called on broadcasters, as custodians of a "great,
living instrument of good for mankind, something that belongs to the
people," to property.
protect this "immensely
precious"
to the 1953
FreeFREE
in '53trip
NARTB
convention, to be
held in Los Angeles was won
at last week's convention by
John W. Boler, president and
general manager of KCJB
Minot and president of KSJB
Jamestown, N. D. As holder
of the right coupon, Mr. Boler
will be the guest of the
SoutherncastersCalifornia
Assn., which Broadpassed
out brochures and coupons to
all registered NARTB memtion.
bers at the Chicago conven-

Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix
'No, it wasn't another woman, your honor. It was all those NARTB,
BAB, BMI, state and district conventions."
BROADCASTING
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AAAAMEET
By EDWIN H. JAMES
TELEVISION— how to produce it,
how to measure it, how to pay for
it— occupied a major part of the
annual meeting of the American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies last
week.
One whole afternoon of the April
3-5 meetings held at the Greenbrier
Hotel, White Sulphur Springs, W.
Va., was set aside for discussion of
TV. When the subject of television
research came up, radio got into
the talk too.
Whereas a year ago, the AAAA
might easily have dismissed radio
as something about which everybody knew all there was to know,
last week agency research experts
said there was an appalling lack of
facts about it.
This change
attitude
was alsoin advertiser-agency
noted earlier this
week by Paul W. Morency, chairman of the all-radio Affiliates Commit e , in Chicago (see story page
23).
Need for Research Dominates
As at the convention of the Assn.
of National Advertisers last month
[B«T, March
the topicat that
dominated
media24],discussion
the
AAAA meeting was the need for
better research for all media and
the expressed hope that the revived
Advertising Research Foundation
would be the instrument to accomplish that objective.
TV costs also figured prominently in the AAAA speeches.
No.Television
1 medium,willbut benotadvertising's
if its costs
rise beyond a guarantee of reasonable return, J. Hugh E. Davis, vice
president and director, Foote, Cone
& Belding, said during the Thursday afternoon session.
"We know only too well that $5

Analyzes Radio-TV at White Sulphur Springs
ming was in its death throes, Mr.
a foot for rent for a Frigidaire big-time manner, just as many of
showroom at Fordham Road and your clients are now doing. If not, Reagan advanced a number of reaGrand Concourse in the Bronx is a you will compete with your low
sons why, for many shows, film is
budget in low-cost television or in up to live performance.
very"Andfair weprice,"
Mr. that
Davis. five other
"Experience has shown," he said,
media with less coverage and
alsosaidknow
times that price, or $25, is impossi- less impact. . . .
"that by vertiser
andcan do
largea abetter
national
job ad-of
"But if you do have something
bly out ofprospects
line . . . there
enough
who just
mightaren'tbe to offer, you can speak and even tailor-making his coverage by spot
(the leaders) by start- buying . . . this of course means
soldSo toit make
$25 rent pay
is withthetelevision,
said off."
Mr. pass ingthem
small and growing to where
Davis.
Of as his
muchshow."
importance, film also
filming
you, too, are in big-time. . . .
"So
if
you
have
a
superior
A
lot
of
people
are
worryinghas
these
advantages.
. . . "Low
cost
once
second
and third
runs
about the TV rent going up. But product, it is the same old story.
will it go beyond reach ? Mr. Davis You will go from small space to have amortized production expendthinks not.
space and a bigger and bigger
itures; high quality in attaining
The reason that TV costs will be large
sales volume. You will also go effects not possible in live produckept in line with TV advertising from none or small-time television
tion; ease of handling for the client and agency who are freed from
returns is that agencies and adver- to big-time television. And if your
tisers will not permit costs to rise product is still better than the fear of fluffs, and shortage of live
that high.
competition, you will be out in
"We are the buyers," said Mr.
Hollywood's production facilities
Davis, "and,
as always, itsetsis the
Sales"to go be- are huge, Mr. Reagan pointed out,
buyer
who ultimately
the front."
Now TV
if TVMustcosts"Getbegin
and
are being expanded. Additionstudios."
even the big money that the
ally,
acHe said that even when the leadersyondcan
afford, advertisers will
tivity in"Hollywood
the fieldis ofa beehive
technicalof defreeze is lifted and many new sta- have to pull out. If enough do, the
velopment
relating
to
television,"
he said.
price."tions take the air, TV rents will costs will be brought down.
not go too high because, though the
and I are not going to let
Mr. Reagan reported the develtotal bill for true national coverage the"You
rent go too high," said Mr. Danew film
may be
higher,
the
cost
per
thoubids
wellopmenttoof a cause
a stircamera
in the "that
field
vis.
"If
it
(TV)
gets
us
the
insand will not.
creased sales that we need to justelevision
commercials,"
one
"Sure," he said, "we may pay
tify its great cost, then we will pay of
which keeps both foreground and
some very high prices. Maybe $5
and use it.
background in sharp focus.
million annually may be the time the"Ifprice
it does not, the answer is simDeveloped by Ralph Hogue, who
and talent bill for a half-hour
won't use may
it." very well invented the camera used in "CitTVple. Wenetworks
weekly of night time. But we are
not going to pay that price unless emerge from the developmental pevieizen
that Kane,"
was the
notedOrson
for itsWelles
depthsmo-of
riod in far different form from that
we get our money back and a good
focus, the new camera has proof
radio
networks
which
until
comsample TV commercials
profit
besides." Mr. Davis, bigObviously,
paratively recently, used live pro- which Mr.ducedReagan
illustrated
time
televisionsaidcould
be afforded
gramming almost exclusively, N. its unusual qualitiessaid
a
only by the big advertisers. The Neil Reagan, vice president of Mc- close-up of detail of bya showing
held
way TV will be used, he thought, AAAA.
Cann-Erickson, Hollywood, told the almost up to the lens whilering
persons
was this:
across the street in the background
Film, he said, will make the dif- were
"If you are already in the big- ference.
in
sharp
focus.
time — that is, if you have a mass
Aside from technical advantages,
Though he cautioned that he was
consumed product that is a leader
(Continued on page 86)
— you will be using television in a not predicting that live program-

Head Table at NARTB's 30th Anniversary Luncheon Included These Four Groups:

William Fay, WHAM Rochester; Orrin Towner, WHAS Louisville; Harry Goar Mestre, CMQ Havana; Frank White, MBS; Paul Raibourn, KTLA (TV)
Bannister, WWJ-TV Detroit, soon to join NBC; Campbell Arnoux, WTAR
Los Angeles; William B. Quarton, WMT Cedar Rapids, Iowa; William B.
Norfolk, Va.; E. M. Johnson, MBS.
Ryan, BAB.

Raymond Guy, NBC; W. D. Rogers Jr., KEYL (TV) San Antonio; A. James
Ebel, WMBD Peoria, III.; James C. McNary, engineering consultant; Richard
M. Fairbanks, WIBC Indianapolis.
BROADCASTING
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Chris J. Witting, DuMont TV Network; James D. Shouse, WLW Cincinnati;
Harold E. Fellows, NARTB;
JudgeProduction
Justin Miller,
NARTB; Henry H. Fowler,
National
Authority.
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NARTB Endorses
RESOLUTIONS
THREE-FOLD campaign to bring search said widespread confusion thanks to Dwight Clark, Fort Collins, Col., one of the four national
out the largest vote in history was has come out of varying techniques,
endorsed last week by NARTB at with emphasis on ratings often winners and a speaker at the
its Chicago convention in a series detrimental to best interests of Wednesday Luncheon.
Full confidence in Broadcast Adof resolutions. An all-industry both advertisers and broadcasters.
committee will be named to develop
vertising Bureau was voiced and
In an increasingly competitive
the project.
advertising sales market, it was support pledged to the sales agenAnother resolution adopted by stated, it is necessary to present
cy in its independent status.
the convention at the Wednesday accurate information on total cir- NARTB was commended for its
luncheon called on broadcasters to
cooperation with Radio-Television
culation,
universally
accepted,
similar to information and analyses Mfrs. Assn. in promoting FM tunoppose legislative proposals to
ers for TV sets. Manufacturers
restrict radio and TV coverage of offered by other advertising media.
legislative hearings (see TV debate
The fact that radio is adver- were urged to turn out auto sets
capable
of receiving FM.
story page 99).
tising's "lowest-priced mass adAll resolutions were adopted
National associations participatvertising medium and that the teleing
in
development
of audiences for
without opposition but a proposal
vision consumer impact is of pro- United Nations radio
programs
to set up an industry yardstick of
portions unequaled by that of any
were
thanked
by
NARTB. The
audience measurement was side- other advertising medium" was emtracked after Campbell Arnoux,
phasized inthe proposed resolution. organizations are coordinated by
WTAR Norfolk, Va., moved it be The proposal was rejected.
Dorothy
Lewis, Hilton
UN radio
The Conrad
Hotelofficial.
was
referred to the board of directors.
Other Resolutions
This motion was approved.
Other resolutions lauded FCC thanked
for
its
convention
arrangements.
The vote-stimulating plan, origi- Chairman Paul A. Walker for his
nally credited to Joe Wilkins, Wednesday luncheon speech and
Prospective television station
KFBB Great Falls, Mont., who voiced gratitude to Vice Chairman operators were cautioned by veterans at the NARTB convention
started the idea several years ago Rosel Hyde and Commissioners
in the Montana legislature, has George Sterling and Robert B art- last week to make absolutely sure
that they have as much floor space
these three objectives:
leyPresident
for appearing
convention.
Haroldat E.the Fellows
was as possible, and to figure that their
To promote a national registration
month in all states and urge all praised for his administration since operating costs will depend on the
potential voters to be properly taking over NARTB's manage- type of program service they want
registered.
ment last June. The convention
provide.stations were advised, for
To support and take the lead in a committee, headed by James D. to Small
"Get
Out
the
Vote"
campaign
prior
Shouse,
WLW Cincinnati, was the most part, to start conservato and on election day.
with programming at least
To urge the members of the U. S. given a vote of thanks for its ar- five to tively,
seven days a week but perCongress to pass legislation now rangements.
Resolution
of
respect
to
the
haps
for
only
hours a day,
pending providing for a national memory of former Sen. Wallace and to resist aanyfewinclinations
to
election day half-holiday as an im- White Jr., who died last Monday,
portant adjunct to full voting by the
was adopted (see story, page 30). "goTheexpensive."
people.
TV
"confession"
panel
was
Other resolutions expressed ap- supervised by Harry Bannister,
Behind the movement is the
WWJ-AM-TV Detroit, who conofBMI'sother
composers
need "for tfull
and
informed
parclinicspreciationand
servicescon-as
firmed that effective April 14 he
icipation by the citizens of this well astest,Foreman
M.
Lebold
and
the
will "take over station relations"
country this year."
Library
of
Congress
for
their
courat
NBC[B*T
March 31, 24], and
Resistance to Discrimination
tesy in providing documents for consisted of Walter Compton,
Strong appeal for industry the Freedom Hall display during WTTG (TV) Washington; Walter
action to meet the menace of radio- the convention; thanked NPA of- J. Damm, WTMJ-TV Milwaukee;
ficers for their participation in the Thad Holt, WAFM (TV) BirmingTV discrimination by legislative,
bar and other groups was made in convention and Col. Ed Kirby for
ham, Ala.; Harold V. Hough,
the resolution calling for resistance the Armed Forces information WBAP-TV Fort Worth; Gaines
of such steps. It was pointed out booth; approved the Voice of Kelley, WFMY (TV) Greensboro,
that New York recently banned Democracy contest and extended N. C; Klaus Landsberg, KTLA
broadcasting of proceedings where
witnesses are subpoenaed and similar prohibitions are likely to be
proposed elsewhere.
This marks an "undesirable
trend," it was stated, amounting
toestablished
"a repudiation
of those
principles
of thefirmly
law
of evidence recognized ever since
the days of the Star Chamber restated by Blackstone and amplified
in the present day texts of Wigmore, that the best guarantee of
veracity on the part of witnesses
is the presence of an informed
public."
People have a right to know
about the operations of their government, the resolution continued,
and both radio and TV have an
inherent right to equal and fair
treatment in performing the newsgathering function
the ac- PANEL on management problems at NARTB convention was moderated by
companying right to"with
disseminate
Chet Thomas (back row, center), KXOK St. Louis. Panel members were
such information to the public (seated, I to r): Richard P. Doherty, NARTB; Leslie C. Johnson, WHBF Rock
through their established tech- Island, III.; Simon R. Goldman, WJTN Jamestown, N. Y. Back row, William
niques of communication."
Thomas,
Marion,
Ohio. and Robert T. Mason, WMRN
The proposed
resolution on re- B. McGrath, WHDH Boston; Mr.
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Plan

(TV) Los Angeles; Robert Lemon,
WTTV (TV) Bloomington, Ind.;
Glenn Marshall,
Jacksonville, Fla., andWMBR-TV
Lee B. Wailes,
Fort Industry Co.
The session was on a questionand-answer basis, after a brief introduction byMr. Bannister.
In answer to a query, Mr. Wailes
expressed belief that, by and large,
AM experience by TV employes is
often very helpful. But others,
particularly Mr. Hough, felt that
while radio experience is helpful
in "routine" TV jobs, often it is
easier to train beginners in TV
than radio "oldtimers." This view
appeared to be shared by Mr. Holt
and others.
Mr. Marshall advanced the estimate that a station can be operated
at a cost of $1,000 per employe per
month, an estimate that coincided
with those of other panel members
including Mr. Kelley, who emphasized that station operators should
not be "deluded" into thinking that
they
had to(TV),
hire "prima
At WFMY
he said, donnas."
some of
the best employes were secured
through
general
advertisements.
Mr. Lemon voiced the belief that
a station can be operated for
around $20,000 a month, while Mr.
Landsberg noted that the question
of costs and number of employes I
dependwhich
upon istheundertaken.
type of programming
He also 4
felt that in many cases radio-expe- j
rienced personnel help comparatively little in TV.
Local Events More Interesting
On programming,
he was
confident that independents
can compete
successfully
with
network
affiliates.
Mr. Damm cautioned prospective
telecasters to "stay all on one
floor," with the back entrance level
with the ground — to move out of
the downtown area, and, as most
other panel members insisted, to
have as much storage space as possible.
He also advised that separate
contracts be written, in every case,
for (1)tion services.
time, and (2) all other staMr. Hough especially insisted
upon stations making sure that they
had adequate space, asserting that
his station spent $2.4 million and
enough. it still didn't have space
discovered
On the source of income, Mr.
Damm
said WTMJ-TV's
last year
came 12%%
from the network.
Somewhat differently, Mr. Kelley
said WFMY
(TV)'s from
came network,
approximately one-third
one-third from national spot and
one-third from local and regional
business.
When Mr. Damm reported, in
answer
to asales
question,
WTMJ's
local radio
were that
holding
even
this
year
with
last
year's
national spot was down 16% while
and
network business down 22%, Mr.
Bannister noted that WTMJ is in
(Continued on page 108)
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BAB BOARD of directors met before opening of NARTB Ed Kobak, retiring BAB chairman; Charles C. Caley,
convention. At meeting were (vertical row at left, front WMBD Peoria, III., new chairman; Kenyon Brown, KWFT
to back): Martin Campbell, WFAA Dallas; Frank White, Wichita Falls, Tex.; Allen Woodall, WDAK Columbus,
MBS; H. Preston Peters, Free & Peters; Lou Hausman, Ga.; Robert D. Swezey, WDSU New Orleans; William B.
CBS; Clockwise around table: George Hatch, KALL Salt Quarton, WMT Cedar Rapids; William B. Ryan, BAB
Lake City; Gene Cagle, president, Texas State Network; president; Gene Higgins, BAB; Adrian Murphy, CBS;
Joseph E. Baudino, Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc.; William McGrath, WHDH Boston; Simon R. Goldman,
Donald W. Thornburgh, WCAU Philadelphia; T. C. Strei- WJTN Jamestown, N. Y.; John F. Meagher, KYSM
Mankato, Minn.
bert, WOR New York; John F. Patt, Goodwill Stations;
Severs Tie With NARTB

UP'
UND
'ROBureau
BROADCAST
BAB Advertising
vited
to appear on the program.
marked its final divorce from Ke spoke on behalf of the full
committee,
which included George
NARTB March 31 with a "Sales B. Storer, Fort
Industry stations;
Roundup"
that
occupied
the
first
Harold
Wheelahan,
WSMB New
afternoon of the NARTB Chicago
convention. The roundup was con- Orleans, and Merrill Lindsay,
ducted with a Wild West theme, WSOY Decatur, 111. NARTB President Harold E. Fellows greeted
during
over 1,500
broadcasters filledwhich
the main
ballroom
of the delegates.
Conrad Hilton Hotel.
In opening the BAB program
called for more and betThe program's
purpose BAB
was Mr. terKobak
radio salesmanship. He called
three-fold:
Sales assistance,
on
stations
to stick to their rate
membership solicitation and entertainment. Edgar Kobak, retiring cards. The rate-splitting idea was
BAB board chairman, presided be- pointed up by Jerry Amster, national indoor archery champion,
neath an Indian-style feathered
head-dress. Charles C. Caley, who shot a series of arrows up
the
middle
of a rate card supplied
WMBD Peoria, made his first appearance as new board chairman.
Kimble, promotion manWilliam B. Ryan, BAB president, by David
er of WBBM
Kimbleaglater
acted asChicago.
volunteerMr. stooge
and other staff members took part
for Doc Conrad, whip cracker.
in the program.
Preceding the BAB roundup,
garbed in 20-gallon
James D. Shouse, WLW Cincinnati, hat,Mr.saidCaley,
BAB has $468,000 in sight
for the next fiscal year compared
retiring
NARTB
director-at-large
and chairman of the 1952 NARTB
$345,000 in BAB's first year,
convention committee, formally to
declared this was "only a good
opened the convention. Mr. Shouse but
start."
will be
welcomed members of NARTB and needed byHeOct.said1 and$700,000
compared the
BAB as well as non-members in- budget to the million-dollar-plus

budget of the newspaper Bureau of
Advertising. "Radio is not nearly
bigBABenough,"
he said.
President
Ryan was introduced
as
"Bronco
Ryan"artist,
by
Bob Atcher, WLS Bill
Chicago
who served as m.c. Mr. Ryan
diagnoses radio's troubles as "only
a head cold" and not "cancer," as
implied
competitive
He
noted a bymarked
change media.
in attitude
toward broadcasting, calling it "the
renaissance
of radio
advertising."
Radio is growing
50 times
as fast
every year as newspapers, he
claimed, referring to the continued
public demand for sets.
Mr. Ryan urged broadcasters to
hold the line on rates, even if
sacrifices
required.
BAB clinicsarewill
be held Forty-two
this year)
starting on the West Coast in April,
he said.
A feature of the afternoon was
a drawing for door prize. Winner
was D. L. Craddock, WLOE Leaksville,
N. C. who was presented a
live calf.
Main sales feature was a series
of short success stories narrated

byTheya group
"three-minute
men."
were ofBert
Banks, WTBC
Tuscaloosa,
William J.Mich.;
Edwards,Ala.;
WKNX Saginaw,
Simon town,Goldman,
WJTN
JamesN. Y. ; Julian F. Haas,
KARK Little Rock, Ark.; George
J. Higgins, KMBC Kansas City;
Winslow neLeighton,
WSNYC. Park,
Schectady, N. Y.; Daniel
WIRE Indianapolis; S. John Schile,
KUTA Salt Lake City; C. H. Simpson, WKBI St. Marys, Pa.; Don
Sullivan, WNAX Yankton, S. D.;
Elmer Wayne, WJR Detroit.
BAB sales
tacularlyservices
described by were
Kevinspec-B.
Sweeney, vice president, and John
F. Hardesty,motion.director
of local proBlow-ups around
the
balcony were described as Jerry
Amster shot arrows, timed with a
spotlight. The young archer showed
uncanny precision in the case of a
blowup showing photos of a girl
with bare midriff and another depicting abull.wound up the program
Mr. Ryan
with
a
review
BAB'sGimbel,
plansWIP
for
the coming year.of Ben
Philadelphia,
dramatized
the
membership drive by agreeng to join
BAB if the archer could hit an
application
the back
of the room.blank
The from
aim was
good
and WIP became a member.
BAB held several private meetings during the convention, includingship
a breakfast
chairman andfora state
board membermeeting
office.
at which Chairman Caley assumed
At its March 30 meeting the BAB
board, besides electing Mr. Caley
chairman,
actions : took the following
(a) shipEstablished
a specialuniversities
membercategory to enable
and colleges
have access purposes.
to BAB's
sales
aids fortoinstructional
(b) Approved
plans for promotional
services
and membership
solicitation
during the fiscal year beginning April
1, (c)
1952.Voiced appreciation to Mr. Kocommended
icebakasandboard
chairman.him for his serv(d) liamAppointed
auditor secreWilL. Morison BAB
as assistant
tary-treasure ofthe corporation.
(e)
Confirmed
appointment
to
board
of Adrian Murphy, president, CBS
Radio, as replacement for Howard S.
Meighan.
(f ) liamCommended
B. Ryan andBABhis president
staff for Wilthe
(Continued on page 67)

•

RAPID-FIRE narration of BAB serv- COWBOY DECOR prevailed at BAB sales roundup during convention. Fifty- Bob Atcher, WLS Chicago, and m. c.
ices, aided by a sharp-shooting gallon hat toters are (I to r): William B. Ryan, BAB president; Harold E. at BAB's sales roundup, to D. L.
archer, was given by Jack Hardesty Fellows, carefully adjusting tie, NARTB president; Charles C. Caley, WMBD Craddock,
Leaksville, N. C,
(I), local sales promotion director, Peoria, III., new BAB board chairman, and Big Chief Edgar Kobak, retiring winner of WLOE
this calf as door prize.
board chairman and an honorary member of the Pawnee tribe.
and Kevin Sweeney, vice pres.
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the Horan bill (HR 7602) which
has been reported out by the House
Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee and which would amend
the political broadcast section of
the Communications Act to give
broadcasters protection against
libel [B*T, March 31, 17].
"This is the first time we have
had a really good chance to get
something done about Section 315
(the political
broadcast
section),"
said
Mr. Hardy.
"I hope
every
broadcaster will urge his Congressional delegation to act on this."
Bill May Become Law
Mr. Hardy said that it was quite
possible for the bill to be pushed
through
into law before the political conventions.
Clair R. McCollough, Steinman
stations, chairman of the panel,
opened the session with a plea to
broadcasters to cooperate in a
vigorous campaign to get out the
vote.
"That is one of the finest things
this industry could do," he said.
"I hope everybody will give it a
full promotion."
Orange Market Test
FLORIDA Citrus Commission will
use radio and newspaper campaign
between April 7 and May 30 in
Memphis and Louisville for special
marketing
to determine
er consumertestbuying
habits whethcan be
changed to buying oranges by the
pound instead of by size and count.
isJ. Walter
agency. Thompson Co., New York

Medig Coyera^e p|qns qh!!^
CONVENTIONS
PLANS for the most elaborate
broadcast coverage of political conventions in history were described
last Tuesday afternoon at a panel
session of the NARTB convention.
Chairmen of the radio and television pool committees and radiotelevision directors of the Democratic and Republican National
Committees explained the intricate
system that will be used to take
the conventions
vision audience toof a 60potential
million teleand
a radio audience even larger.
Sig Mickelson, CBS-TV, chairman of the television network pool
committee, said that the pool would
use seven cameras in the conven- POLITICAL broadcasting was discussed by Tuesday afternoon panel consisting of (seated, I to r) William McAndrew, NBC, chairman of radio pool
tion hall. Cost of the pool: About
for 1952 political conventions; Sig Mickelson, CBS-TV, chairman
$150,000 which will be shared pro- ofcommittee
television
pool committee; Clair R. McCollough, Steinman Stations, panel
portionately among pool particichairman; standing, Edward T. Ingle, radio-television director. Republican
pants.
National Committee; Kenneth
Fry,Committee.
radio-television director. Democratic
Those
independNational
ent TV among
stationstheinseven
the U.S.
that
* * *
want to cut in on the pool will
have to pay their portion of the rector of the Democratic National
of their own to spend. He
total pool maintenance costs plus Committee, reminded broadcasters funds
broadcasters to begin now
whatever AT&T charges to feed that after candidates have been toadvised
sell
parties in their own areas
their station from Chicago. It selected and the campaigns begun, on the use
of radio and TV.
will also cost participating TV sta- there was a good chance for broadBoth Mr. Fry and Edward T.
tions about $250 each for their
c
a
s
t
e
r
s
t
o
pick
up
political
business.
Ingle, radio-television director of
share of the audio costs.
He pointed out that while the the Republican National Commitsaid the national committees
national committee would be buy- wouldtee, urge
Pool to Operate System
local groups to buy
ing radio and TV time mostly on
William McAndrew, NBC, chair- a national
time on behalf of local campaigns.
basis,
either
on
netman of the radio network pool,
works
or
through
national
spot,
Ralph
W.
Hardy,
of the
said the pool would install and op- local party organizations on the NARTB government director
relations deerate the central audio system of state or county levels would have
partment, reviewed the status of
the convention, providing mikes
serving the platform and each of
the individual delegations. TV, of
course, will use this same audio.
Mr. McAndrew reminded the
audience that though there will be
Rep. Gathings Proposal Snagged
J
an estimated 17-odd million TV RUG WAS pulled from under a casting
• Telecasting that he was it would have to sound out the
homes by convention time next 'REVIEW'
House have
"sleeper"
last weeka select,
which "delighted" with the Commerce Commerce group.
July, another 27 million homes would
established
would be served only by radio.
group'sduced a new
concern.
He has
re-introRep. Gathings
has told that
Broad-he
resolution
(H Res
596)
15-man
committee
to
probe
radiocasting • Telecasting
Ben Cottone, general counsel of
At least tem- that would set up the select comthe FCC, a member of the audi- TV programming.
p
o
r
a
r
i
l
y
,
t
h
e
proposal
is
in
deep
ence, rose to ask Mr. Mickelson water with faint chances for swimmit e to probe "immoral or other- wanted a probe "for years."
wise offensive
matter"books.
in books,
whether the pool would feed thea- ming.
magazines
and comic
Thus,
tres in cities without TV stations
on the resolution (H in effect, this resolution and an- PORTLAND LICENSE SUIT
but within access to AT&T coaxial ResTurnabout
520),
introduced
by
Rep.
E.
C.
Stations Protest City Code
other
(H
Res
597),
introduced
cables carrying the convention pro- Gathings (D-Ark.), came about at Rep. Edward H. Rees (R-Kan.),by
grams.
the close of the week.
SEVERAL Portland, Ore., radio
who
has
been
working
with
Rep.
and individuals have filed
These were the developments:
"We are operating a pool to feed
on the matter, would be a astations
suit in circuit court contesting
television stations," Mr. Mickelson
# House Interstate & Foreign Gathings
substitute
proposal
to
probe
printed
matter
only.
Commerce
Committee
huddled
on
said. "No other kinds of outlets
part
of thelicense
constitutionality
the
Portland
and business ofcode.
are contemplated."
the resolution which had been apWill Ask Approval
The contested section requires a
Kenneth Fry, radio-television diproved by the House Rules Com6 The Arkansas legislator now $250 annual license fee for radio
mittee March 28 [B*T, March 31].
It had been placed on the House intends to ask the Rules committee stations and $15 annual fees for
calendar with chances ripe for ac- to approve
OHIO RADIO EDITORS
resolution
intro- radio advertising solicitors, plus a
duced last asummer
whichhe would
tion this week and subsequent ap$1.40 levy on each $1,000 gross reMeet- April 19 in Columbus
pointment of a select committee.
have called upon the House Comceipts by such businesses.
merce Committee to do the invesANNUAL meeting of the Ohio
The stations, KGW KEX KOIN
0
However,
Rep.
Robert
CrosAssn. of Radio News Editors will ser's (D-Ohio) Commerce group
tigating of radio-TV programs KPOJ KPAM KWJJ KXL KBKO,
maintain the city is violating the
be
held April Hotel.
19 in Columbus' noted in a session with Rep. Gath- (H Res 278).
Deshler-Wallick
© Meanwhile, the Commerce
the resolution's
sponsor,
in taxing the stabeen notified
that that
the day).
Meeting is open to all radio and it hadings,not
group expects to go into the matter U.S. Constitution
tions, which the plaintiffs claim are
television news editors in Ohio, in- Rules committee was reporting out further. It may do so today (Monengaged exclusively in interstate
cluding non-members of OARNE. the measure. Members of the commerce unit pointed out that because
It was said by a close informant commerce. New Mexico's tax on
William Crooks, WFMJ Youngstown, OARNE president, has ap- of radio-TV subject matter in the that it was doubtful whether the revenue from national advertising
pointed Paul Wagner, WOSU Co- resolution, the legislation right- majority on the Commerce commit- was upheld last year as constitutee would be inclined to favor such
lumbus, Ohio State U., to handle
fully came within purview of Rep.
tional by the Supreme Court,
arrangements for the meeting. Crosser's committee and it should a probe of the broadcast media. which held that an advertising conThose wishing to attend are asked have been consulted.
Should the Rules committee conbetween parties in different
to contact Mr. Wagner.
sider the 1951 Gathings resolution states tract
# Rep. Gathings told Broadis not interstate commerce.
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Results Count, Say Experts
MERCHANDISING
MERCHANDISING as a vital step obligation of the medium which promotion activities in their behalf: "There's no profit in hiding
in the selling cycle, profitable to
[a sponsor's]
appropriation
to do advertising
everything
both station and sponsor, was accepts
under hea bushel."
declared, "lies
urged upon broadcasters by four within reason to fulfill his expecta- your"Thelightsecret,"
not in how many listen, but how
tion"
that
the
advertising
will
proexperts in the field during a speduce sales. WLAC, he said, spends well you sell those who are listencial session at the NARTB Convenapproximately 3% (not counting
tion in Chicago last week.
Cites WLW, WLWT (TV)
"Every radio station which does manpower) of the billings figure in
a good merchandising job is a prof- merchandising and promoting the
Mr. Zinselmeier reviewed the
itable station — profitable to the advertiser's products.
merchandising
and promotion
owners — and used with profit by
WLAC concentrates its promo- ing."
activities of WLW and WLWT,
tion
work
primarily
on
(1)
direct
Jhe
G. Richard
Shafto mail, mostly open-faced cards, with which have a staff of 26 assigned
of advertiser,"
WIS Columbia
and WSPA
this work.
mailings to 450 drug- to "The
V Charlotte,
Spartanburg,
S.
C,
and
WIST one orgistsmore
management of the Crosley
and 650 grocers each week, Broadcasting
N. C, told the group.
Corp. believes that
Speakers in addition to Mr. and (2) use of radio itself, with radio and television
offer to
Shafto, who presided, were Lester plugs calling attention to specific a client, in addition should
to the best in
W. Lindow, WFDF Flint, Mich.; programs, and on-the-scene broad- facilities
and
talent,
assistance
in
casts when clients open new
F. C. Sowell, WLAC Nashville;
bringing the consumer and product
and Jack Zinselmeier, WLW and stores, etc.
together
at the point of sale," he
WLWT (TV) Cincinnati. Robert
Keep Advertisers Informed
said.
K. Richards, director of NARTB's
WLW
merchandising
"It
occurs
to
us,"
he
observed,
public sented
affairs
department, pre- "that any event that will attract field work,- heWLWT
explained, is handled
Mr. Shafto.
great
crowds
of
people
to
a
given
by
"trained
personnel
[who]grocery,
make
"This is the era of selective net- location may rightly be considered regular calls on the retail
work buying — selective spot buy- of general public interest."
retail
drug,
wholesale
grocer,
ing— selective station profits, and
Mr. Sowell stressed the impor- wholesale drug, drug chains, and
selective station bankruptcy," Mr.
tance of keeping advertisers ac- grocery chains in the major marketShafto asserted. "Your local adquainted with merchandising and
ing centers in the four-state area
vertiser and your regional advertiser want results — and they are
McFadden Is Successor
going tiontoon what
evaluate
your goodresults
staadvertising
To James McConnell
NBC
POSTS
you produce, not on what advertising offers you make.
APPOINTMENT
of
Thomas
McFadden,
manager
of NBC'sof
- "The trend of station income is KNBH (TV) Hollywood, to succeed James general
V. McConnell
as director
non-network. To bolster this in- NBC National Spot Sales was announced last
Wednesday
by
James M.
come you should consider doing
for local and regional advertisers Gaines, vice president in charge of owned and operated stations.
the same merchandising practices
Donald A. Norman, commercial *
His first service with the netthat have made radio economical manager of KNBH, is slated to sucleaving the guide staff
ceed Mr. McFadden as general man- was asworkaafterwriter
and profitable in the sale of soap,
in the news room.
ager, it was understood.
soup, and Wheaties."
At the same By 1938 Mr. McFadden had become
a newscaster. He joined the Navy
'Must Stretch Efforts'
time,
named on
Pearl Harbor Day, 1941, as an
JamesNBC Cornell,
Asserting
that until
"the theproduct
hasn't
been
sold
conensign
in military intelligence, reformerly
manasumer walks out of the store with,
signed upon completion
of hisin the
asger of research
nd then enlisted
it," he told the broadcasters that
and sales promo- Army as siganment aprivate,
taking pilot
radio "must stretch its efforts
training.
tion
of
CBS
Rafarther to bridge the gap between
dio Network
Sales in Chicago,
the advertiser and the consumer —
Released in 1945 with rank of
and in doing so, radio will profit
as manager of captain after flight service in the
more."
African Fadden
and returned
CBI theatres,
Mcto the NBCMr. news
Mr. Lindow said WFDF regards Mr. McFadden NBC workradio
research.netHe
merchandising, advertising and
succeeds Howard staff. In April 1946 he was named
director of news and special events
promotion
as activity.
a necessary exten- Gardner, transferred to NBC radio for
WNBC.
sion of sales
network sales as assistant manager
He displayed examples of the of sales planning.
His appointment as National
station's
in this field,
Spot Sales director is effective imNielsen, West Coast radio- mediately.
that
theywork
encompass
direct noting
mail, TVCarlrepresentative,
NBC National
Mr. McConnell, identified with
"regular
bulletins
to
the
drug
and
repreTV
named
was
Sales,
grocery trades, window displays, Spot
and Heber Smith of the NBC spot sales activities for apdisplay advertisements in trade sales staff sofentative,KNBC
San
Francisco,
proximately 20years, resigned two
and general papers, bus and car
appointed to handle radio spot weeks ago to accept a vice presicards, courtesy announcements, was
sales
in
that
area.
dency with John Blair & Co., stasurveys and market studies, and
tion representation firm, effective
Maurice E. McMurray, CBS-TV
the
checking forof the
product
sales and network
salesman, and Thomas A. May 1 [B*T, March 31, 24].
distribution
advertiser.
vice president
Mr. McFadden's
new where
role was
Most of these, he noted, "cost Wright
radio-TV Jr.,
director
of Dundes and& announced
in Chicago,
he,
very little in dollars."
Frankas Inc.,
New
York,
join
NBCMr.
Gaines
and
other
NBC
execuHe advised station men to ac- TV
salesmen.
tives
were
attending
the
NARTB
quaint themselves especially with
McFadden, with NBC since convention.
the product categories which sup- 1934Mr.when
Mr. Cornell, before joining CBS,
he joined the guide staff
ply the majority of their revenues ; in New Yoxk,
served four years as manager of
to develop market data, and to manager of KNBHhassincebeenAprilgeneral
1950. radio and TV research for Foote,
make sure that their customers are Before that time he was succesCone & Belding, Chicago, and a
awareto ofuse radio's
and know
and man- total of 11 years with WGN and
manager
sively
assistant
how
it to thevalues
best advantage.
ager
of
WNBC
and
WNBT
(TV)
WBBM in that city.
Mr. Sowell held that "it is the New York.
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HIX GREEN (seated I) of Hix Green
Buick tractCo.,for weekly
Atlanta,sports
signsshow,
year'sBobby
conDodd Reports,
on
WGST
Atlanta.
Onlookers are Bobby Dodd (seated),
Georgia
Tech's
head
coach;
John
Fulton (standing I), station manager,
and Don Vance, sales manager of Hix
Green Buick.
covered
WLW field
[and]
Television.by These
men WLWbuild
displays in retail stores, counter,
floor, shelf and window displays,
featuring the products of the month
as featured by the merchandising
department of WLW and WLWOther services among the 25
Television."
evolved in the 12 years since
WLW's merchandising operations
were started, he said, include:
Checks on in-stock position of
products as found at the time of
field representatives' calls; surveys
of dealers with respect to their attitudes toward the products involved; mailings announcing special offers, promotions, or media tieins; publication
of two merchandis(one to
the ing
drugnewspapers
trade, aonemonth
to grocers);
preparation
of
display
material
used by some 2,500 grocery and
1,000 drug stores each month;
special promotions,
as in "WLW
Advertised
Brands gain
Week"
(whichof
brought a 26.5%
in sales
the products involved) ; trade and
general newspaper advertising;
window displays; cab covers and
car cards, and maintenance of a
complete research department. Additionally, clients and their agencies are given detailed reports on
each merchandising or promotional
project in their behalf.
'Radio . . . More Secure'
In opening the panel discussion,
Mr. Shafto reported that the subject originally
had been "Rates
Is There
a Formula?",
an ap-— ■
parent
reference
to
NBC's
attempt
to adjust the rates of its radio
affiliates according to formula. But,
he added:
"The leading advocate of applying the slide rule to radio rates declined to participate and excused
himself by stating that discussion
on rate formulas would only open
up old wounds.
"Thereby died the last embers of
that conflagration. Radio's house
is much more secure. . . ."
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KXOB PURCHASED
By Randau and Corwin
SALE of KXOB Stockton, Calif.,
by Lincoln Dellar to a group
headed by Clem J. Randau, New
York, and Sherrill C. Corwin, Los
Angeles, was consummated last
week subject to FCC approval.
Price, including net quick assets,
will approximate $250,000.
Mr. Dellar, president of Valley
Broadcasting Co., said Mr. Randau
will be controlling owner and plans
to return to California to reside in
Stockton. He will take over operation of the station personally. Mr.
Dellar also owns KXOA Sacramento, KXOC Chico and KDB
Santa Barbara.
Mr. Randau is a former vice
president of United Press, former business manager of the ChicagoofSun,
included
tions
thewhich
Marshall
Field operaradio
stations in Chicago, Cincinnati,
Portland and Seattle. He is a
minority stockholder in WNEW
New York and, for the past year,
has served as assistant administrator of the Federal Civil Defense Administration, headquartering in Washington.
Mr. Corwin is operator of motion picture theatres throughout
California and is president of Corwin Theatre Corp., a vice president
of Screen Assoc., producer of television films. He also is former
vice president of the Theatre
Owners of America and presently
is a member
tive committee.of the group's execuKXOB, a Don Lee-Mutual outlet, was established in 1947 and
operates on 1280 kc with 1 kw.
Transaction was handled through
Albert Zugsmith & Assoc., Culver
City, Calif.
ARF SUBSCRIPTIONS
Total Now Reaches 123
SUBSCRIPTIONS from 18 more
organizations to Advertising Research Foundation since the begin ing ofthe year bring total participants to 123, B. B. Geyer, board
chairman, announced last week.
New
members
agencies, five media— nine
concernsadvertising
and four
advertisers—
include
BarlowCo.,Adv.,
G.
M.
Basford
Co..
Biow
Cabot
&
Co.,
Fuller
&
Smith
&Harold
Ross,C.
H.J. LaRoche
B. Humphrey-Alley
&
Richards,
& Co., Needham
Groham
and O.Fortune,
S. Tyson
Co., all& agencies.
Also
Life,& National
Geographic, Time and Today's Woman
signed.H.
Advertiser-subscribers
are
John
Breck
Continental
PharmacoInc.,
Inc. and
U. S. SteelOilCorp.Co.,
Circus Promotion
RINGLING Bros., Barnum & Bailey circus on March 31 launched
its annual saturation radio spot
announcement campaign to lure one
and all to the circus which started
April 4 at Madison Square Garden
in New York and runs through
May 11. The circus named BlaineThompson, New York, to handle its
advertising this year. Agency
placed spots on the following New
York radio stations: WNBC WCBS
WJZ WOR WMGM WMCA WOV.
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FORMER Sen. Wallace H. White
Jr., 74, cations
whosehistory stamp
is the on
FCCcommuniand the
Communications Act under which
it operates, died in his sleep last
Monday at his home in Auburn, Me.
Sen. White, who had been seriously il with a heart ailment for
about a year, was co-author of the
Radio Act of 1927 and a prominent
figure in communications throughout his 32 year tenure in the House
and Senate. A Maine Republican,
he retired from the Senate four
years
Wordsago. of tribute were sounded
in both the Senate where he had
been majority leader and in the
House where he had been an active
member before being elected to the
upper
Manychamber.
Senators, recalling their
association with Sen. White, included reference in their speeches
to histive field.
ability in the radio legislaPresident Truman said he was
"saddened" by the death of Sen.
White,
him as
"my
old frienddescribing
. . . with whom
I served
in the Senate for 10 years. He was
a gentleman, a fine American citizen and a good public servant who
made a great contribution to our
country." Senate Resolution
The Senate unanimously adopted
a resolution expressing "profound
sorrow Vice
and President
deep regret"
the
death.
AlbenforBarkley and Sen. Margaret Chase Smith
(R-Me.),
the tribute on
the
floor ofjoined
the in
Senate.
Senate Majority Leader Ernest
W.
McFarland
now
chairman
of the (D-Ariz.),
communications
subcommittee of the Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee, noted:
... ject heof communications.
was an expert onHetheco-ausubthored
withthememerger
legislation
which
prov
i
d
e
d
f
o
r
of
the
domestic
communication
companies.
It White.
was a
pleasure
to
work
with
Wallace
His advice and counsel were always
valuable.
Sen. Owen Brewster (R-Me.)
said:
The
development of radioin
inAmerica
the amazing
last
is duequarter
in no ofsmalla century
measure to
the wise provisions
of legislation forWhite. mulated and sponsored by Senator
pre-eminenceandin uniquely
both these recogfields
wasHis universally
by his selection
to head Americannizeddelegations
at
international
ferences even when he was in conthe
minoritybute not— only
an almost
tritoobjectivity
hisunprecedented
knowledge,
but
also
to
his
utter
where
the
interests
cerned. of his country were conSenate Interstate - & Foreign
Commerce Committee Chairman Ed
C. Johnson (D-Col.) pointed to
"the splendid qualities he posses ed." His influence on the members of the Senate Commerce Committee, when he was chairman, Sen.
Johnson quately
continued,
adedescribed. "cannot
He ruledbe with
a gentle hand, and yet he ruled
Sen. Henry Cabot Lodge Jr. (Rwell.'.'

ity member of the Senate Com
merce Committee, said at the time
of Sen.ment in White's
1948, the announced
following: retireWhen communications
matters
am
considered
in
succeeding
Congresses,are
whether
Republicans
orandDemocrats
inthe control,
the
views
opinions
from Maine,
asreported
expressedbwot
inhim theSenator
bill
authored
and
in this Congress,
reflect**eif
inacted.whatever
legislationwillis befinally
Sen. McFarland called his Maine
colleague "the father of majqr
communications
In the Houselegislative
Monday,policy.''
Rem
Robert
Hale
(R-Me.)
"Sef
White was ... a greatsaid:
authority
on patent law and radio communis
cations. He served as a delegate to?
various international [communications] conferences, at Mexico City
in 1924, at Paris in 1925, at Genev i
in 1927, at Washington in the sam !j
year, at London in 1929, at Copenhagen in 1931,International
at Cairo inConven1938.'
In the latter
tion of Telecommunications at
Cairo, he was chairman of tie
American delegation. At Coperl
hagen, he was chairman of tri
U. S. delegation to the International Technical Consulting Conimittee on Radio Communications.! )
Although the Senator also we4
an expert on shipping legislation,
he was noted in the broadcast iri
dustry as the man on Capitol Hi:i
who helped set up the principle o
private operation of broadcastin
facilities under federal regulatior
He was a grandson of Sen. William P. Frye of Maine, whose*
lengthy service in the upper chamber was legendary. He was borV
in Lewiston, Me., Aug. 6, 1877.
Sen. White is survived by hi!
wife, Mrs. Nina Lumbard Luni
White; a son, Herbert; a sistei
Mrs. Horace Stevens ; five brother:
Harold, Thomas, Donald, John an<
William,
D. Lunn. and a stepson, Richan

Mass.)
joined
"The work he
did
in the
fieldwith:
of communications
will stand throughout history as a
very fine monument to his intellectual powers and to his sense of
dedication
to publicof duty."
Announcement
his death was
given the Senate by his successor
from Maine, Sen. Smith, who said
he "could training,
truly be and
characterized
service,
backgroundby
as Sen.
Mr. Senate."
White was graduated from
Bowdoin College in 1899. He went
to Washington to study law and
financed his way through law
school, working as assistant clerk
to the Senate Commerce Committee
which he was to head years later
as chairman.
Radio Commission Establishment
It was with this committee as
staff member in 1899 that Sen.
White amassed the information and
received his interest in the communications field. While a House PECK TO WISN
member, Sen. White was primarily
Named Station Manage
responsible for the drafting of the APPOINTMENT
of Harry D
1927 act which set up the old Fed- Peck to the newly created
post o:
eral Radio Commission to bring
station
manager
of
Mil
order out of chaos that had de- waukee was announcedWISN
Thursday
moralized the broadcast industry
by
Gaston
Grig
when the control was invested in
non, vice presi
the Dept. of Commerce.
dent and genera
This radio law, which was comanager
of the
authored by former Sen. Clarence
Dill of the state of Washington,
Hearstaffiliate.
-own Th.
CBS
was basis of the Communications
Act of 1934. Repeatedly, as a key
appointment is
member of the Senate Commerce
Mr. Peck
effective
May wasj
1. "
Committee and later as its chairvice presiden
man, Sen. White urged revision of
and manager
the act to keep pace with the progWDGY
MinneapoJ
ress andarts.
modernization of the
Mr. Peck
broadcast
olis until his reSen. White, who first entered
He is a come
20-yea:uj
Congress as a member of the House veterancent resignation.
in radio, having
in 1917 and subsequently entered through announcing, programming
the Senate in 1931, sponsored the and sales ranks. A native ol
White-Wolverton bill in 1947 and Kansas, he attended Kansas State
its predecessor, the White-Wheeler and started in radio in 1932 in hi
bill of 1943. Both bills would have home town, Abilene.
brought FCC functions up to date
past 11 years,
Mr. Pecl<ir
(some of these, as in the division hasForbeentheidentified
with stations
of operations, are now in effect) .
Nebraska and, more recently, ir
Essentially, the McFarland bill Minneapolis. He is a former pres
(S 658) of 1952 is a successor to
of the Nebraska Broadcasters
the earlier White bills. Sen. Mc- ident
Assn. and was on the board of the
Farland, then third ranking minor- Minnesota Broadcasters Assn.
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WHO
RADIO

ACCLAIMED
NEWS

NATION'S

BEST

OPERATION
IN 1951!
wire services do not clear this type of
information until too late for a 7:30 a.m.
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF RADIO
— or even an 8:45 a.m. — newscast.
Telephonesibility ofloss
checksof news
also minimize
the take
poswhen events
NEWS DIRECTORS MAKE AWARD AT
place
in
remote
areas,
distant
from
a
news service reporter.
ANNUAL CONVENTION IN CHICAGO
STAFF WORKS TWO SHIFTS
The WHO News Bureau maintains a
morning and a night shift. There is a cerShelley and Veteran Staff Praised
tain amount of specialization within each
shift in that one man may be assigned
Washington and foreign news, another
Iowa news, and a third miscellaneous
human-interest stories. Whatever the
assignment, the reporter stays on it for an
indefinite period, building up a background for that specific job, and becoming
a specialized reporter on that shift. Each
shift writes its news copy especially for
the men who will be airing it.
$100,000 ANNUAL BUDGET
To operate its award-winning News
Bureauers with
and unexcelled
to provide Iowa-Plus
listennews coverage,
WHO spends more than $100,000 annually. This figure is believed to be one of
the highest figures in the Nation.
PUBLIC SERVICE EXTRAS
In addition to its regular news services, the WHO News Bureau provides
its listeners with a variety of publicservice extras. These include free announcements regarding public and private
meetings during periods of extreme
weather
conditions,
up-to-the-minute
Des Moines, Iowa (Nov. 18) — This machines
the otheras reports on road and weather
conditions
five bring arein "radio"
detailed wires
stories— known
city's
50,000-watt
WHO,
and
emergency
calls
on
has beenfamous
awarded
one of theStation
broadcasting
"press"
wire service.
Pressandwirethe service
locate families or members newscasts
of familiesto
gives
lengthy
accounts
three
industry's
most
coveted
prizes
—
the
1951
are traveling or are visiting away
Distinguished Achievement Award for news services bring in three different who
home, etc. The News Bureau has
versions of the big stories around the from developed
Radio
News, ofsponsored
by the Directors.
National
a system whereby a copy
Association
Radio News
world. This necessitates constant boiling also
of
each
mentioning
The presentation was made on November
down, rewriting and sifting of details, servicemannewscast
is
sent
to the nextanof Iowa
kin.
17
at
the
NARND's
Annual
Convention
playing
up
news
of
local
interest
—
all
This
service
has
required
the cooperation
in Chicago.
tailored to fit a split-second time period. of local postmasters in many
cases be-or
In making the award, Baskett Mosse, NINE VETERAN REPORTERS
cause of the lack of a street address
chairman
the tojudges'
committee,
said EDIT AND BROADCAST NEWS
the name of the next of kin. Management
• .we are ofhappy
announce
tonight that
The WHO News Bureau is headed by at WHO considers the public service
radio station WHO, Des Moines, Iowa,
was selected as the outstanding radio news veteran Jack Shelley, and includes eight aspect
. . . the
"little things"
WHO
doesmany
for extra
its listening
public
operation in the United States for 1951.
other full-time men and a secretary. Eight that
... to be the difference between a routine
. . . The committee felt that special of the men are college-trained reporters,
news ing operation
and
one
that
is
contributand
broadcasters,
all
of
whom
recognition should be given to News Di- rewriters
of the community. This
rector Jack Shelley and his very fine and are heard on the air. The ninth man is — thento the— iswelfare
the difference between a good
a specialist in political reporting. The
veteran news staff".
news operation and the "Best Radio News
ten
people
on
the
staff
represent
a
total
BEST EQUIPMENT, VETERAN
Operation in the United States".
of the
85 years'
Five BETTER
STAFF, BIG BUDGET
News experience
Bureau staffwithhaveWHO.
been with
NEWS — BETTER AUDIENCES
The WHO News Bureau has an im- WHO ten or more years.
The
leadership
News why
Serpressive physical plant: seven leased-wire the InWHO
vice
is
only
one ofof WHO's
many reasons
additionNewsto theBureau
regularmaintains
full-timea staff,
staff
machines;
is Iowa's
greatest
tape
recorder;a aportable
telephone battery-operated
recorder; three of 75 correspondents — or part-time re- WHO
value. The
1951 Iowa
Radio advertising
Audience
short-wave
for statebroadcasts;
and city
rters — throughout
Iowa and Missouri,
in SouthSurvey, accepted by leading advertisers
police
and monitors
fire department
ern poMinnesota
and Northern
and agencies
completely
a number of subscription services; and heavy WHO listening areas.
tive analysis ofas alistening
habitsauthoritain this
a library
includes several special- TELEPHONE USED EXTENSIVELY
state, shows that WHO is by far the
ized news which
encyclopedia.
"most-listened-to"
station
in
Iowa.
The WHO News Bureau uses the local for your copy, or ask Free & Peters.Write
The seven leased-wire machines include
two
Associated
Press,
two
United
Press
and
long-distance telephone extensively
and three International News Service
+ WHO for Iowa Plus! +
to supplement and verify the regular news
machines. This is by far the greatest numcoverage.
check DES MOINES .... 50,000 WATTS
directly with
peace Staff
officersmembers
and hospitals
ber of leased-wire machines servicing any services'
B. J. Palmer,
radio station in this section of the couneach morning to get accident reports and
P.CoLA. Loyet,
ResidentPresident
Manager
try, and exceeds the leased-wire service have
accidentchanged
victims'sinceconditions
may
FREE & PETERS, INC.
the late which
night news
available
to
many
of
the
country's
leading
National
Representatives
daily newspapers. Only two of the seven
reports. In many instances, the leased-

Proper Scheduling Urged
In Station Building
NPA ADVICE
THOUGH National Production Authority rules now permit broadcasters
to "self-rate" purchase orders for construction materials up to certain
amounts without NPA permission, materials available through selfauthorization probably will not, in many cases, be sufficient for construction of new TV stations. *
This was the prospect held out ing, broad-band transmission research, TV construction
to a record-size group of engineers
tional
economics, a 35andkwoperaTV
attending the sixth annual NARTB
Broadcast Engineering Confer- amplifier, and planning and instalence in Chicago last week by J. tion. lation of Argentina as first TV staBernard Joseph, chief of the BroadThe Wednesday conference feacast and Communications Equiptured additional technical papers
ment Section, Electronic Division,
of the NPA.
on TV and symposia on UHF television and small TV operations.
Self-authorization limits, Mr.
Joseph noted, are 25 tons of steel, (For summaries of technical papers,
see B»T, March 31.)
2,000 pounds of copper and 1,000
In a Tuesday speech, Robin
pounds
of
aluminum
per
calendarquarter. While these are enough Compton, associate of the George
for most alteration or small con- C. Davis firm of consulting radiostruction jobs, he noted, the averengineers, emphasized the "very
age TV tower requires 100 or more TV
large" technical
costs ofcosts
TV. may
Astons of steel.
serting that operating
"fairly
well
defined"
in
relation
He pointed out that normally be
construction takes from nine to initial costs, he estimated that
physical plant might exmonths to a year, and that if build- a $300,000
pect operating costs between $200,ing a station can be scheduled so
that steel usage will not exceed 25
tons per quarter, then it will not
be necessary to go to NPA for permis ion to start the job.
Overall, he felt that many TV MAI IRIAIS
and radio construction jobs might, EXPRESSIONS of caution deif properly scheduled, be completed
signed to dilute the heady air of
without needing specific NPA au- optimism over eased materials rethority.
strictions characterized the views
Peak Attendance
of top government allocations
Mr. Joseph spoke Monday on the officials last week.
These views were expounded by
opening day of a three-day series
of technical sessions, held in con- three key authorities as manufacjunction with the NARTB Conventurers continued a round of meetings with the National Production
tion. Engineers'
and
attendance
at theregistration
meetings was
Authority. Within the past fortrecord-setting,
night, discussions were held touchance estimated atwith
500. peak attending intimately on the welfare of
The Monday sessions heard, in AM-FM-TV
receiver output, flow of
addition to Mr. Joseph, nine out- component parts,
future of colorstanding TV engineers present
equipment and the technitechnical papers on TV studios, casting
cal
manpower
shortage.
transmitters, antennas, cameras
and projectors, while Tuesday
Warning Sounded
morning meetings were concerned
Notes of caution were sounded
with AM, FM and audio — the only
non-television sessions of the con- by Defense Production Administraference— and Tuesday afternoon
tor Manly Fleischmann, National
was devoted to studies of TV light- Production Authority Administrator Henry Fowler and Charles E.
Wilson, who resigned as defense
mobilizer last Monday (see story
NARTB FLEA CIRCUS
Fourth Annual Scratch Held pageThe72).consensus might best be
FOURTH annual scratch of the summed up this way : the controlled
NARTB Flea Circus, comprising materials plan is "over the hump"
those who have made district meet- but
"must
a longareroad"deconbefore vitaltravel
materials
ing tours, was held Tuesday dur- trolled.
ing the NARTB Chicago convention. Neville Miller, Washington
Radio-TV set manufacturers face
no critical cutbacks and should be
radio attorney, presided.
A feature of the scratch was un- able to supply receiver demand and
veiling of a flexibly-metered poem reach the industry's collective goal
by Sydney M. Kaye, BMI. During for 1952. The radio-TV station
the business session Robert J. Kel- construction ban is "reasonably
ler was named to study a proposed unfrozen," with prospect for approval of most applications "on a
"flea classification" program. Dor- fairly regular
scale,"addressed
according theto
othy Lewis, of United Nations Mr. Fowler, who
Radio, was appointed chairman of NARTB
Convention in Chicago last
the women's division in a move to week (see separate TV story).
strengthen that branch of the orManufacturers have apprised
ganization.
NPA of the small receiving tube
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TECHNICAL problems had their more pleasant side at NARTB engineering'
conference in Chicago. Caught between reading of technical papers were
(I to r) Neal McNaughten, NARTB engineering director; Virginia R. Erwin;
Harold E. Fellows, NARTB president; E. C. Page, consultant.
000 and $240,000 the first year.
arrive
full under- j
betweenat engineering,,
Rural or isolated operations planners tostanding
(with at least one network feed) management and programming
can expect the investment-to-oper- personnel, recommended that adeating cost relationship to approxiquate space be provided, and sugmate 2 or 2.5 to 1, he said, while
gested that remodeling needs will
metropolitan stations may anticipate a ratio of about 5 to 4.
a station's first
Mr. Compton advised TV station 90probably
to 120 arise
days after
of operation.
Optimists Are Cautioned
picture, the progress of a salvage was called by NPA March 27 for
drive for materials used in radioof appraising the enTV loudspeaker magnets and the the purpose
gineer scarcity problem in relation
shortage of highly-skilled technical to the government's color TV
manufacturing ban [B»T, March
personnel. Still
anotherray field
transmitting
and cathode
tubes— 31], and discussing materials outlook for monochrome sets during
— will be morrow
explored
in
a
session
to(Tuesday).
the last half of 1952.
Set-makers were advised of the
With
respect
to
the
views
of
top
officials:
quotas(Continued
of steel, copper
on pageand85)alumiMr. Fleischmann told the American
Management Assn. National Packing
Exposition and Conference that a WPTR NEWSMAN
sudden deluge of materials "is not in
Elected to Congress
the cards," and that expanding outputtarywillneedsbe inoffset
by expanding
the months
ahead. mili- LEO W. O'BRIEN, news commentator at WPTR Albany, N. Y., has
Fowler said there
be anyof been elected
realMr. improvement
until won't
the end
to Congress from the
1953
and
noted
a
strike
—
such
as
32d
Congressional
District to fill
threatened in the steel industry
a vacancy caused
(April
9)
"could
plunge
us
into
a
by the death of
period of scarcity worse than any we
Rep. William T.
have known
to date."
and
nickel
will remain
scarceCopper
and under
Byrne
He will (D-N.Y.).
continue
controls, hedeniablysaid.
his newscasts
brighter The
than outlook
it was isjust"un-a
on
WPTR
from
few shortadded.
months ago," however, Mr.
Fowler
Washington,
reMr. Wilson, in his fifth and final
line. porting by direct
report
mobilization,
that "in
Mr. O'Brien,
no caseon has
the lack said
of materials
. . . held up any military items";
Mr. O'Brien national
winner ofradio
three
military
is "beginning
roll"; theproduction
U. S. is two-thirds
of theto news commentary awards, has been
way toward
peak
production;
all
manheard
on
a
nightly
news
program
power requirements for the military
and defense industry have been met. on the Albany station for two
years. During this period, he and
Meeting Small Tube Demand
the station's news director, Howard W. Maschmeier,
Small tube manufacturers told
place Sigma have
Delta capChi
NPA authorities last Thursday that nationaltured afirst
news
commentary
they are meeting all military and and two Ohio State first award
place
civilian demands. They estimated awards for their radio reporting.
1952 output at 310 million for small
The new congressman has been
receiving tubes (video, amplifier
chief for INS in Albany
systems, etc.) and 5.5 million for bureau
and
is a featured columnist for
TV picture tubes. A trend toward
the
Albany
Times Union, Syracuse
electrostatic type-tubes also was
Herald American and other New
reported.
York
state
newspapers.
Conference with set producers
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Monroe, Griffith, WMAQ
Among Winners
SDX AWARDS
SIGMA DELTA CHI, professional journalist fraternity, last week announced 1952 winners of its Distinguished Service Awards in American
Journalism.
Awards were announced in 12 categories, among them radio reporting,
writing and public serv- *
radioinnews
ice
radio journalism. Winners
were:
Jim Monroe, news director,
KCMO Kansas City, Mo., radio reporting.
William E. Griffith Jr., KMBC
Kansas City, Mo., radio news writing.
WMAQ-AM-FM Chicago, public
service in radio journalism.
Mr. Monroe's "unusually speedy
last
Mr. Griffith
Monroe
and comprehensive coverageKansas
year of the worst flood in for the city editor of the Kansas City
City's history was selected cita- Kansan. He began radio writing
award," his
radio-television
tion reads. A graduate of Central in 1935 at KCKN Kansas City,
holder Kan., on a parttime basis. In 1944,
College in Fayette, Mo., and Northhe left the newspaper to be fulldegree from
of a master's
western U., Mr. Monroe joined time KCKN news editor. He joined
KCMO in 1945.
KCMO in 1940.
WMAQ was honored for the news
The Kansas City flood also figured in the award to Mr. Griffith. broadcasts on "narcotics in Chi"In his coverage of one of the great
cago"gram,andTheparticularly
prostories of 1951, ... Mr. Griffith not
Black Mark,forandthe other
only captured the dramatics of his tape-recorded
presentations
by
Len
story but also provided essential O'Connor.
Citation
for
this
award
reads,
in
public information in time of emergency," according to his citation.
interest, timeliness,
Judges
said his ofworkexcellence
"established
and"Universal
effective dramatization
of this
new standards
and part:
not only held the listener,
maturity in the field of radio news- program
but
also
imbued
him
with
a
strong
writing."
Born and schooled in Kansas desire to counter the problem by
firm
civic
action.
City, Kan., Mr. Griffith holds a degree in journalism from the U. of
"The stating of the case against
Kansas. For 16 years he served narcotics,
the manner of direct insuccessively as reporter and acting
terview of witnesses and experts,
and the offering of answers to the
difficulty, were carefully handled
POLITICAL SHOWS
and appropriately emphasized. The
technical
qualities of the program
NBC Set May 1; CBS-TV Scoop
were excellent."
SPECIAL network program is
scheduled by NBC when Presi- POLITICAL LIBEL
dential candidates Estes Kefauver,
Maryland Bill Is Signed
Robert Kerr, Harold Stassen and
Earl Warren, with Paul Hoffman BILL safeguarding broadcasters
representing Gen. Dwight D. Eisen- and telecasters to some extent from
hower, jointly face the national suit as a result of remarks by
convention of the League of Women political candidates was signed
Voters in Cincinnati May 1 at what Tuesday by Gov. Theodore Mcmay prove one of the most signifi- Keldin of Maryland.
cant political meetings to be held
As finally enacted, the law probefore national party conventions
vides about 80% of the protection
this summer.
asked by the Maryland-District
Another major event of the po- of Columbia Broadcasters Assn.,
litical year was delivered into which sponsored the original bill.
American homes by CBS-TV exclu- The proposed measure had passed
sively Saturday, March 29, when both House and Senate and was
President Truman issued his sur- on the governor's desk for signaprise withdrawal from candidacy
ture just before the end of the
during his address at the Jefferson- legislative session when it was
Jackson Day Dinner in Washing- recalled by Sen. John Turnbull,
ton. Sunday papers, going to press Baltimore County. An amendwith a previously released but inment was inserted which drew procomplete copy of the speech, missed
test from the broadcast association
but since only a few hours
the
news
into bow
eai'lyto editions
were
forcedmedia.
reporting andby were left in the session it was
broadcast
impossible to prevent a change.
Telenews Productions, New York
Final version protects broadfilm news service, shared in the
casters against libel when a candidate libels his opponent. If the
scoop when it opened offices for
work Sunday and, with special candidate libels others, the station
couriers, delivered coverage of the can be held liable for compensatory
Truman statement for telecasts on but not punitive damages.
John E. Surrick, WFBR Baltilocal outlets Sunday evening and
Monday morning.
more, sponsored the original bill.
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upcoming
April 8ing,: ABC
annualNewstockholders
RCA Bldg.,
York. meetApril
15-17:Jefferson
AIEE Southwest
meeting,
Hotel, St. District
Louis.
April
Brand Day"
Namesconference,
Foundation's
"Brand16: Names
Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
April 16: BAB Sales Clinic, Los AnApril
16-18:Assn.
American
College convenPublic
Relations
36th Cleveland.
annual
geles.
tion, Carter Hotel,
April
17-20: Ohio
State U. Institute 22d
for
Education
by Radio-Television,
annual
meeting,
Hotel, Columbus,
Ohio.Deshler - Wallick
April 19: Ohio Assn. of Radio News
Editors,
annualColumbus,
meeting, Ohio.
DeshlerWallick Hotel,
April 19: Catholic Broadcasters Assn.
midwestern
regional meeting, Chicago.
April
19:
Cincinnati
section, Institute
ofconference,
Radio Engineers,
Cincinnati.Spring technical
April
20:
Los
Angeles
Advertising
Women
Inc., in cooperation
Advertising
of theachievement
West, with
6th
annual FrancesAssn.Holmes
awards. Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
'CHARTER
SPONSOR' forCLUB
Is Promotion
KBIG
INAUGURATION of a unique
"charter sponsor"
planof forspecial
advertisers, along lines
charter memberships in founding
of clubs, has been announced by
John H. Poole, owner-manager of
KBIG Avalon, Calif., new 5 kw
station on 740 kc scheduled to start
operating in early May.
Advertisers signing contracts in
advance of May opening will buy
on a special charter rate of ap15% below
card rate whichproximatelytakes
effectregular
when
station starts operating. Charter
rates to be effective for the contract
lifetime, up to a maximum of one

FCC TRIBUTE
Sen. White Memory Honored
FOLLOWING resolution on the
death of former Senator Wallace
H. White Jr. March 31 (see
obituary on page 30) was adopted
byThe
the Commission
FCC April 3notes
: with deep
regret the
deathStates
on March
1952 of
former
United
Senatorin31,Auburn,
Wallace
H.Me. White Jr. at his home
As co-author of the Radio Act of
1927, Senator
Whiteon exercised
a profound influence
the legislative
foundation
broadcasting.of the American system of
At the sidered,
timechaos reigned
this act wasthebeing
conairwaves.
The utility
of this greatonwasinstrument
mass
communications
being
ef-of
fectively frustrated.
Senator White on the basis of searchingrolesympathetic
study, played
ingthe
inregulation
determining
the broada leadbasein
for
of Hebroadcasting
the
public
interest.
planned
andof
fought
for
the
maximum
freedom
the
broadcaster
consistent
with radio
the
technical
requirements
of
orderly
transmission.
Although
improvements
have
beenthattechnological
made
since 1927,
basic
premise
broadcasting
musthisoperate
insoundthe andpublic
interest
endures
asmeta
final
principle.
It
has
the
of the years and has not been
foundtestwanting.
The nation's
far-flungencompassing
flourishing
system
of broadcasting
stationsof isthea living
tribute
to3,000theaural
foresight
distinguished
legislator.
Senator standing
White
services also
to hisperformed
nation as outher
representative
at onimportant
tional conferences
radio. internaBe it resolved: That a copy of this
of ofthe Senator
Commission's
onexpression
thetered death
White besorrow
enin the permanent
minutes
of the
toCommission,
his family. and that a copy be sent
Joins Shulton Inc.
MAXINE ROWLAND, head of
copy
Co., department
New York, oftoAbbott
ShultonKimball
Inc.,
same city (Old Spice, Friendship
Garden and Desert Flower toiletries), as advertising manager. Miss
Rowland succeeds Elizabeth Shoemaker Shenkin, who has resigned
to do freelance writing.

year.
Levelling of Sales
NETWORK GROSS
PI B
NETWORK RADIO business seems to be levellingDipoff Seen—
after a consistent
decline during the past year and more, according to February figures
released last week by Publishers Information Bureau. Combined gross
time sales of ABC, CBS, MBS and NBC radio networks for February,
PIB
reports,
totaled9.3%
$13,560,948,
decrease
of only
from thea ★
[B«T, March 17], PIB reported
$14,958,789 gross for the same that in the opening month of 1952
month of 1951, compared with a ABC had gross time sales of $3,drop of 11.3% for the combined 301,479, CBS of $5,164,309, MBS
network billings during the first of $1,678,409 and NBC of $4,357,two months of 1952 from the com- 353, with a combined gross for the
bined gross for that period of four radio networks of $14,501,550.
1951. January-February 1952 total
Network-by-network breakdown
was ary$28,062,498;
January-Febru- for February and January-Febru1951 total, $31,650,667.
Correcting its January totals showsary,: this year compared with last,
Feb.
Jan. -Feb.
Feb.
Jan. -Feb.
1951
1952
1952
ABC
1951
CBS
$ 3,177,970
4,788,561 $ 2,702,721
12,931,363
MBS
$
5,802,139
$
6,479,449
9,952,870
6,097,737
1,600,399
1,426,705
3,278,808
2,969,592
NBC
3,994,018
4,731,626
8,351,371
9,947,573
Total
$13,560,948 $14,958,789 $28,062,498 $31,650,667
BROADCASTING
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We nominate
THE

ORDER

for

of

the

Bfc

HEA&T

Jimmy Delmont of WTCN
The Case History:
This is the case history of Jimmy (5x5)
happily re-united through his off-the-air help.
Delmont of WTCN-Radio in the MinneapoHow he does these things is Jimmy Dellis-St. Paul Market.
mont's secret. He doesn't moralize, and
He belongs to that rare breed of men able
doesn't hang folks' troubles on a radio laun. . . through a big heart ... to submerge their
dry line.
own troubles and help others with theirs.
6000 members of his 5 o'clock Club tune him
in on their car radios and drive home careThe tools of his trade are: a telephone, a
husky voice, a turntable, sympathy, and a
fully because Jimmy Delmont asked them to.
sure touch in using it.
One more example of radio personalities at
WTCN who become part of the lives and
His mail . . . hundreds of letters and phone
loyalties of the folks who live here and who
calls each week . . . comes from couples
can sell your products to people who believe
on the marital rocks, from working men
in them. In the case of Jimmy Delmont you
and women who listen as they drive to and
from work. He has proof of over 30 couples
don't sponsor him. HE sponsors YOU!
'They knew his bell,

National
Representatives
FREE AND
PETERS

BROADCASTING
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his voice: and so the friendship of a voice wi

th many people was formed'

and TCN
WTCN-TV -Radio
MINNEAPOLIS — ST. PAUL
Town Crier of the Northwest
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People

s

RADIO,
TV
—
or
Broadcasters

Broadcasters have problems today which are an outof our artrapidly
growing
technologicalWhether
advance-it
mentsgrowthin the
of mass
communication.
was proper for the networks to alter their time charges
on a nation-wide basis when the new art of television
was available in only a relatively small area of the
country is beside the point. The fact remains that the
alteration of time charges by the networks has changed
the value of all broadcasting, in the minds of advertisers and agencies, on a station by station and market
by market basis across the whole country. In some
cases this change has given the network, as the seller
of station time, a decided advantage. All of the
changes that will be made in broadcast rates have of
course not been made as of this writing. The addition
of more television transmitters, new techniques in the
use of both TV and Radio, changes in coverage, changes
in the size and prosperity of markets and of course,
the "inventors mind," will ever be a challenge to any
competitive system to alter rates in its efforts to give
an advertiser "his money's worth."
The immediate problem is a need for some sort of
balance between what a network charges for a broadcaster's time and what the broadcaster charges for
that time. This would seem an easy problem from the
great amount of analytical data broadcasters have
used to sell their wares but the actual solution thus far
reached has, for the moment, pleased no one. Controversy has arisen from the advertiser and agency pero "listenership"because
figures.of use
Theseby broadcasters
figures, outgrtoawitnhinogf tacceptability
for years, are, on the other hand, contested by some
broadcasters because of newer figures now available
on "store traffic" created by advertising. These new
advertising-created
traffic"
have with
been
most
complimentary "store
to radio
in itsfigures
comparison
the printed word or with TV.
All of the above is purely the business side of broadcasting.
Fromloudspeakers
the people's ispoint
of view, whatfactor.
comes out of
their
the determining
In Radio broadcasting the networks have been the
primary source of fine programs. It has been the network programs, in the main, which induced people to
buy radios. True, the local stations gave many local
services of news, weather, civic activities, etc., but it
has been the great events of the world plus the top
entertainment made available by network radio, which
put radios in homes and made those radios be used
hour after hour. In effect, it was the QUALITY of the
service which made American Radio different from all
other.
At the close of major hostilities in 1945 the American Radio picture got its first change by a great influx
of new Radio transmitters. Then came Television. The
added competition of more than double the "time on
the air" of radio programs plus "time on the air" of
television programs has "watered" the radio "listening" market.
ring of ofquality
shows
has been
dilutedTheby sparkle
the greatandquantity
lesser shows
on the air waves. Lower charges for time and announcements with constantly rising operational costs
have made for a quantity instead of a quality handling
of the commercial advertising messages. All this has
taken place at the local and at the national level over
the whole country. Local broadcasters have coped with
it on a market by market basis. In growing markets
38 • April 7, 1952
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prices have been raised and in some diminishing markets prices for time have been lowered. In too many
markets the station has simply put into its schedule
more and more commercial copy, the effect of which is
merely a lowering of rates and from the listener view,
a substitution of quantity for quality.
Over the quarter century of network broadcasting,
stations have been affiliated with the networks in
order to have available quality programs. This fine
program service has been worth money to the stations
affiliated with the network and they have in most cases
given "free hours" to the networks for this service.
Beyond theto "free
hours"
have compensated
allowed the
networks
sell their
timetheandstations
have been
at a low rate for this time sold because it cost them
less to operate during such network hours. Now, with
greater radio competition, plus the tremendous impact
of TV in areas where TV is available, we find the networks trying to find some way by which they can
painlessly substitute a certain amount of "quantity"
for "quality," just as most stations have already done.
This network "quantity" substitution has been and
is being done in several ways. The quarter hour and
three-quarter hour station break was taken from the
station and became the property of the network advertiser who carried two separate programs from the hour
to the half hour period or from the half hour to the
hour period. Additional secondary products were run
into an advertiser's program. Contiguous time was not
necessary
be purchased
to get aduration
"rate." are
Moretoand
more
shortto periods
of 5 minutes
be
found in the broadcast schedule. Talent charges were
sliced and even a form of participating show has been
worked out where several advertisers with different
products share program and talent costs. "Premium
stations" are being added on a no charge basis. "Below
the
belt" products,
heard
as regular
network previously
sponsors. shunned,
The low are
costnowdetective
mystery and even the disc jockey is now common via
network radio. On top of this, networks cut the rates
of affiliated stations whether there was TV in their
markets or not. The result has been less income for
the stations to say nothing of less income to the networks and more and more advertising witji less and
less attractive programs for the listeners and the end
is not in sight.
Over the years there has been talk of limitation of
the amount of commercial copy in relation to the
amount of time purchased by an advertiser. In fact,
in our limitation
Nation's Capitol
politician
has even
talkedto
about
of the theamount
of time
devoted
commercial sale. Our American free enterprise system
of radio can little afford political supervision of program content of each individual program and the radio
people from their own selfish point of view should soon
find an answer before the representatives of the people
come knocking at their door.
The mentpeople's
response
a program,
an radio
announceor the printed
word, towhether
it be on
or in
the press or on TV should be heeded in coming to a
decision concerning the value of any advertising.

ARBIndex
ARBIndex is the ratio of performance at the point of sale of a radio
station and a newspaper. The ratio is based upon Certified ARBI surveys
in which an andequaladvertised
expenditure
is made in both media for identical
merchandise
simultaneously.
ARBIndex is the ratio of the radio station to the newspaper on the
basis of traffic developed by each medium. The newspaper is the constant
with aance offactor
1. The isradio
station,to this
based constant.
upon the Thus,
relativeif anperformthe twoof media,
in ratio
equal
number
of people
the advertising
of the radio
stationrespond
to theto newspaper
wouldat bethe 1 point
to 1. of sale, the ratio
ARBIndex is NOT ata the
rating
station's
popularity
it is a RATIO
OF
pointof ofa sale.
ARBIndex
is a —MEASUREMENT
OF PERFORMANCE
RESULTS.
ADVERTISING RESEARCH BUREAU, INC.
Central Building
Seattle 4, Washington

CERTIFIED
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KXLK

-I

KXLL

KXLJ
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■
Use
L

1.3

J
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1.7

J

L

1.1
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J

—

2.9

-J
KXLQ

KXL
PORTLAND

KXLY
SPOKANE

New York 17, N. Y.
347 Madison Avenue
The Walker Company
jjt BROADCASTING

KXL F
BUTTE

KXLL
MISSOULA

Hollywood 28, Calif.
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Pacific Northwest Broadcasters
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KXLJ
HELENA

KXLK
GREAT FALLS

San Francisco 4, Calif.
79 Post Street
Pacific Northwest Broadcasters

• BOZEMAN
Chicago
Illinois
360 Walker
North 1,Michigan
The
Company
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STATE broadcast association chairmen were guests of
BMI and NARTB at Monday luncheon in Chicago. At
table with Carl Haverlin, BMI president, and Harold E.
Fellows, NARTB president, were (I to r): Sydney M. Kaye,
BMI vice president-general counsel; Calvin J. Smith,

KFAC Los Angeles; J. Leonard Reinsch, WSB-TV Atlanta;
Mr. Haverlin; FCC Chairman Paul A. Walker; Mr. Fellows; Emmett Brooks, WEBJ Brewton, Ala., chairman of
state presidents; D. Malcolm Neill, CFNB Fredericton,
N. B., chairman, Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters.

NARTB GOAL
Is Outlined by Fellows
ORGANIZATION of the United
States into an overall national association and 48 autonomous state
associations is the goal of NARTB,
President Harold Fellows told a
joint NARTB-BMI luncheon for
state presidents, held during the
NARTB convention in Chicago.
Growing legislative and regulatoryquireproblems
amongandthecooperative
states recareful study
action, Mr. Fellows said.
Carl Haverlin, BMI president,
described progress of the BMI campaign to encourage young composers. He said 800 stations averaged over 6 hours a week of concert music under BMI encouragement.
Dan E. Jayne, WELL Battle
Creek, Mich., was elected chairman
of the state association group. He
succeeds Emmett Brooks, WEBJ
Brewton,
Guest atNeill,
the CFNB
luncheon was Ala.
D. Malcom
Fredericton, N. B., chairman, Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters.
FCC Chairman Paul A. Walker,
guest of honor, informally reviewed
FC'C's budget problems. He recalled that Congressmen talk about
cutting FCC appropriations in one
breath and then ask the Commission, "When the blank are you
going to get television down here.
If somebody doesn't appropriate
funds, many parts of the country
will be in a bad fix so far as telesion is concerned."
BMI viwas
host Tuesday at a dinner for the BMI-NARTB boards.
The BMI board met the previous
Sunday, reviewing progress of the
composers
motions. contest and other proThe new BMI TV Clinics [B*T,
March 31] will be held in New
York May 19-20; in Chicago May
22-23, and in Hollywood May 26-27.
Topics on the agendas will be program and production economies,
public service disc jockeys, musicians, music clearance, educational
programs, local TV news, camera
techniques, purchase of film, film
features, film operation and packsessions age-spot
are toprograms.
be Some
held inof the
TV
studios.
The annual series of BMI broadcastsoula,
clinicsMont.,opens
Aprilthrough
27 in Misrunning
May
16. Forty-two clinics will be held,
with twoferent areas.
and three a day in dif-

aarHy R,gbt$' FCC /s Asked
S
ATOR
ERlooked
OP
FM
FM
STATION
operators
ulated though many dealers did
tor of radio-TV, Crosley Div. of
their financial figures in the face, not cooperate nor was the home Avco Mfg. Corp., pointed to definite sales gains in the promotion
appraised results of three coop- demonstration idea properly deerative promotion campaigns and
veloped.availability
He said oftheFMdrive
in-at campaign
awareness
ofandFM. growing public
creased
sets
wound up a half-day meeting at
Herbert Guenin Jr., advertising
dealers and helped listening to some
the NARTB Chicago convention by extent.
manager of RCA Victor Div., said
calling on FCC to clear up the
Mr. Pleasants said 15 distribu- manufacturers will do all they can
rights of such supplementary services as transit and storecasting.
promote sale of FM sets.
tors took part in the North Caro- toHe help
said the promotion drive has
Contrary to custom, FM delelina campaign, five of them acgates overflowed the Conrad Hilton
helpedshowed
dealer-distributor
tively. Despite a textile depres- and
how industryrelations
groups
hotel meeting room, with about
sion and other adverse factors, a
a hundred broadcasters turned group of dealers sold 4,462 sets in can work cooperatively with benefit
to
all.
away during the Monday morning the five-week test period. This
A letter from Kenneth F.
meeting. Presiding was Ben did not include such chains as
Sehmitt, WIBA-FM Madison, Wis.,
Strouse, WWDC-FM Washington, Sears Roebuck, Montgomery Ward told
of the promotion campaign
and
Western
Auto.
The
total
actuNARTB director-at-large for FM.
ally ran well over the 5,000 mark, in that state.
Michael R. Hanna, WHCU-FM he believed.
Ithaca, N. Y., sat as a board obMr. Smith predicted steady exserver.
pansion in FM. The association
Sets in D. C. Cited
A program devoted mainly to
is
its work, he added,
Everett L. Dillard, WASH (FM) withexpanding
the series of promotion programs, Washington,
the
campaign a piece of
C, said the District evidence. set
soon to be expanded under auspices of ColumbiaD. has
He
spoke
of the growing
140,000 FM- spirit of harmony about
of NARTB and Radio-Television equipped sets in 405,000
stations,
Mfrs. Assn., wound up in a brisk with FM stations havingfamilies,
manufacturers
and
sellers
of sets.
debate over resolutions. Members range than most AM outletswideras More listenership is the target, he
of the Resolutions Committee were well as more network on the air contended.
Ed Wheeler, WEAW (FM) Evansdrive will
stations. The Washing- takeNextplaceFMin promotion
ton, 111., and Ray Green, WFLN than tonAMcampaign,
New York state with
scheduled to start others to follow.
(FM) Philadelphia.
March
1,
got
under
way
slowly
Proposal Is Tabled
and has been extended to April 15.
Oratory broke out all over the He played a tape of a "sales meet- West Coast NBC Salute
room when a resolution proposed
ing of the
air" conducted for the FOUR West Coast stations were
of salesmen.
the FCC check FM license renewal benefit
applications of network owned
William Hills, managing director scheduled to be saluted on the
stations and match applications of the Electric Institute of Wash- 25th anniversary of their affiliaagainst performance of these stasaid only four distributors
tion with NBC by a special radio
tions. The resolution was tabled had any ington,
FM sets in stock when the network program from 10:30-11
after delegates suggested it campaign started. Despite handi- p.m.
EST Saturday. The broadamounted to an endorsement of
caps of federal income taxes, local
cast, originating in Hollywood, was
FCC investigation of stations; that income taxes, Easter and $88 TV titled Operation Pacific Coast and
all stations would probably suffer set sales, he declared, 2,309 FM honored KOMO Seattle, KHQ
were such an FCC policy adopted, sets were moved in March com- Spokane, KFI Los Angeles and
and that it would arouse antagopared to 2,480 in the same period KGW Portland.
nism on the part of other groups.
a year ago. He contended this
Other resolutions asked radio set record was outstanding in view of
makers to develop auto FM sets the fact that appliance volume was CBC Good Friday Policy
and auto makers to install them; down 25-35% at the time. He
NO commercial programs will
thanked RTMA and member manu- added that dealers appreciate the
be aired on Trans-Canada and
Golden Jubilee
facturers for cooperation in FM daily announcements by FM staDominion networks of Canapromotion and in production of FM
dian Broadcasting Corp. on
tions, which help FM "sink into
IN
HONOR of the publisher's golsets, proposed FM tuners be in- the public mind."
Good Friday. This marks first
stal ed in all TV sets and praised
David Grigsby, advertising manPress,den jubilee,
KTMS Santa
SantaBarbara
BarbaraNewsand
year
CBC
institutes
same
polwork of John H. Smith Jr., NARTB
ager of Zenith Radio Corp. and
KCOY Santa Maria, all Calif., inicy on Good Friday that it
FM director.
chairman
of
RTMA's
special
FM
has
used
for
some
years
on
vited the public to an "informal
Benefits of the NARTB-RTMA Committee, gave Mr. Smith and
Christmas Day. CBC-owned
open house"
the News-Press
FM promotion plan in North Caro- other NARTB officials credit for
Bldg.,
Santa inBarbara,
Monday
stations will also carry no
their
public
relations
job
in
the
lina were described by E. Z. Jones,
through
Thursday
last week. The
commercials
that
day,
but
no
News-Press
Pub.
Co.
is
licensee
of
WBBB-FM Burlington, N. C, and campaign and contended increased
regulation has been issued reboth KTMS and KCOY. Building
Joe
L. Pleasants,
Allison-Erwin
Co., selling
garding commercials on indein the FMpowerset has
field. been developed
Zenith
distributor
in Charlotte.
was
formally
opened
and
dedicated
pendent stations.
Mr. Jones said FM sales were stimHenry Onorati, advertising direcMarch 30.
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RADIO

ALONE

PULLED

25,000!

v. . . police reserves were forced
to disperse a crushing mob of
25,000 ... 30 extra firemen . . .
40 extra police ..."
STAN ANDERSON, PRESS
"... radio is not a dead medium
when it can singlehandedly draw
25,000 to a dance."
CLEVELAND NEWS, PAGE ONE
"... doors closed . . . after turnstiles totaled 10,091 admissions
and still more ticket holders began to storm the entrance."
CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER
"People came from as far as
Toledo ..."

BROADCASTING
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CLEVELAND'S
ION
ST
CATABC
f SI
5000 W
BA
WJW BUILDING
CLEVELAND 15, OHIO
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY H-R REPRESENTATIVES, INC.
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TAKE
A
GOOD
LOOK
AT

CHATTANOOGA

; IN AUDIENCE
flN THE MORNING

IN COST
PER LISTENER

IN LOCAL
ACCEPTANCE
Outstanding Local
Personalities Build an
Outstanding Audience

1370 KC 5000 WATTS
Carter M. Parham, President
Represented by BRANHAM
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Time Runs Short; Radio Batista Interview
FORT INDUSTRY Co. has
Legislation Pends
CONGRESS
claimed for its owned raWITH an eye on the calendar, Washington lawmakers are hammering
dio stations the only peraway at "must" measures for 1952 with remarkable force this spring.
sonal interview thus far
Legislators'
aim
on
Capitol
Hill
is
to
fold
the
debate
tent
by
July
in
time
granted
to any U. S. station
to stalk the .Chicago political conventions.
by Gen. Fulgencio Batista
*
In addition, there is the cam- liquor
advertisements on radio or
since
d'etatcom-in
paign stretch
means
in- TV. The
Cuba. his
The coup
interview,
Johnson-Case bill (S
cumbents need which
and want
a time
pany spokesmen
reported,by
has been defeated in the
grace to return to their home 2444)
was
secured
and
recorded
Senate Interstate & Foreign Comstatesber elections.
to campaign for the Novem- 31].
Mrs. ican
Ida commentator
Faulk, Latin-Amermerce Committee [B»T, March
of Fort InIn effect, this puts an unpredictdustry's WGBS Miami, for
• PROGRAMMING
—
In
the
broadcast
by
WGBS
and
able stop watch on pending legisla- House,
the rug has been slipped
other Fort Industry outlets.
tion that is concerned with broadfrom under a proposed investigacasters' interests.
tion by a select committee of radio
Most important legislative
television programs [B»T,
actions with which broadcasters and
March
31] (see story, page 28).
have been concerning themselves But in the
Senate, apparently Sen. AWRT SESSION
are (1) the McFarland bill (S 658),
Held at Detroit
William
Benton'sreview
(D-Conn.)
a major measure that would set for
a
radio-TV
board call
has SECOND annual national convenup new operating guideposts for been languishing.
tion of American Women in Radio
FCC, and (2) a projected study of
• CAPEHART PLAN— This & Television, April 4-6 at Statler
political
ward to abroadcasts,
clarification looking
of Sec. for315 concerns the cost-allowance for- Hotel,
[B»T, March 3],
mula in the pricing structure as wag toDetroit
of the Communications Act.
feature a series of
spelled
out
in
the
Defense
Producworkshop
sessions
television,
Capitol Hill's
Act. It is one of many issues agencies and public onservice.
journment has thrust
assertedtoward
itself ad-in to betionconsidered
Acas
Congress
proc
o
r
d
i
n
g
t
o
Convention
the past few weeks. The pace is
with a study of the Act in Edythe Fern Melrose ofChairman
unrelenting in the House where its rollceedstoward
WXYZadjournment.
that chamber has been passing apHousefollowing:
0' Charm,
• FCC AND RECRUITING AM-TV
sessions Detroit's
included the
propriations bil s methodically and FUNDS—
FCC is striving for adbucking them over to the Senate
"You
Gotta
Develop
Your
Vision
ditional funds to help it break the in Television," was to be presided
without a letup.
expected
application
workload
over
by
Miss
Melrose,
with
panel
Congressmen's strategy is to when the TV freeze lifts. The members Susan Bartlett, continuity
quickly
get
these
"must"
measures
House
has
passed
its
recommendadirector,
WTTV(
TV)
Bloomington,
out of the way so that the slowertion, the Senate is next on the Ind.; Dave Green, director of telemoving Senate can have plenty of
time to consider them. Other agenda.dio-TV— money
vision, WWJ-TV Detroit; Harry
Recruiting
rato be funds
spent for
by the
Kahler, Kenyon & Eckhardt, New
"musts" are the Defense Production Act renewal or modification Army and Air Force — also is in- York, and Duncan MacDonald, sucluded in consideration of the genand foreign aid. There is no tax
eral appropriations.
Mont. pervisor ofwomen's programs, Dubill this
6
NARBA—
A
Senate
Foreign
Betty Stuart Smith, J. Walter
Resume of Bills
Relations subcommittee has not yet Thompson
Co., N. Y., was to conthe North American ReItem by item, the Congressional consideredgional
duct session on "Meet the Agencies
Broadcasting Agreement and Package
radio-TV picture looks like this:
Houses — We All Work
Together,"
withpresident,
panel including
9 McFARLAND BILL — that is pending Senate ratification. Anne
Gleason,
Gleason
House Interstate & Foreign ComAgency,
Detroit;
Gladys Blair,
merce Committee has reported the
Young & Rubicam, Chicago;
Betty
Senate - passed measure [B»T, NBC ISSUES NEW CARD
McCabe, Sherman & Marquette,
March 17]. However, the House
Formalizes
1951
Reductions
New York, and Beulah Zachary,
version of the communications bill
Kukla, Fran and Ollie,
has not yet been completed. A NBC last week issued a new rate producer
NBC-TV ofChicago.
card
(No.
34)
for
its
radio
network,
report, which may be more of a
Other Activities
document, will accompany it. formalizing the 10% reduction in
Latest guess is that the committee afternoon and evening rates and
In publicServed!"
service was
category,
will attempt to have both these the elimination of the 5% premium Public
be led"Thebyof
items out of the way before the charge for the 8-10 p.m. time which NatalieBe Flatow,
Girl toScouts
House Easter recess. Next steps NBC put into effect July 1, 1951. America, New York. Serving on
probably will be House approval, Failure of some readers of the new the panel were James Hanrahan,
then a joint conference between the card to note the effective date led vice president and general manager,
houses.
to a flurry of excitement over what
Cleveland; Henriette Har• POLITICAL BROADCASTS they thought was a new series of WEWS rison,
director, WMCA
which quickly sub- New York; radio-TV
— Although the House Commerce rate reductions
Lardie, manager,
when the date was brought to WDTR (FM)KayDetroit,
Committee chairman, Rep. Robert their sided
and superattention.
Crosser (D-Ohio), has signified his
v
i
s
o
r
o
f
radio-TV
for Detroit
public schools, and William
Hodapp,
desire to give this subject a hearThe new NBC radio network
executive
director,
Teleprograms
committee's
agenda
the network's af- Inc.
crowdeding, the[B»T,
March 31].
Thereis rate cardfiliatesgroups
into "primary" and "suphas been no hearing in the Senate.
plemental" stations under the plan Women
A plaque
honoring
American
in Radio
and Television
RADIO-TV
BAN that
— There
by NBC last fall [B*T,
has• been
no indication
the adopted
Oct.
8],
which
the
network
is
still
for
its
help
to
U.S.
homemakers
House will amend the rules so as vainly trying to persuade its affi- was to be presented at the convenliates to accept.
to permit radio-TV live or tapetion by the Kellogg Co. of Battle
film coverage of its committee proCreek, Mich. The plaque was to
ceedings [B*T, March 10]. It ap- ACCORDING to Frederic W. Wile Jr., be presented by Detroit's Mayor
pears at this date that Speaker
Albert E. Cobo on behalf of KelNBC vice president and director of TV logg's
Sam toRayburn's
(D-Tex.)
ban 83dis production,
Edythe Meserand, presiLife
of
Riley,
starring
here
stay at least
until the
denttoof AWRT.
William Bendix, will be produced as
Congress convenes next year.
Each member of the AWRT reboth
a
radio
and
TV
program
broadcast from Hollywood commencing next
ableceforives areplica
framing.of the award suitran• out"DRY
on the BILL"—
proposed The
banningclockof fall.
BROADCASTING
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Merchandising

Magic

in Baltimore!

BRENT GUNTS
Baltimore's
M.C.,$1.00
a favorite
the
ladies whotop pay
to see with
him
or for the lunch (we don't know
which).
JOE CROGHAN
Announcer and right hand man to
Brent Gunts, has a quick sense of
humor and a winning touch with
commercials.
DON REDDING
WBAL's Sales Service Manager,
whoselate theprimary
corre-of
terrific function
power andis toeffect
"K. K." with the effort of the manufacturers' own local broker or
representative.
BILL MASON
Merchandising Manager, carefully
plans the campaign and promotions
for sponsors. He sets up luncheons,
shows and displays, and personally
visits dentdozens
of chain and indepenstores weekly.
JIM MARKIEWICZ
Another experienced grocery detail
man. Full-time on the street, achieving distribution, stimulating sales,
setting up displays, obtaining bonafide
orders
"K. K."to products.
Weekly
writtenfor reports
sponsors
on activities.

BROADCASTING
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Kitchen Karnival, WBAL's outstanding daily half-hour
festival of fun, offers participating sponsors guaranteed, concentrated
merchandising for their products in the Baltimore area food stores.
Your product is exposed to thousands of customers. For instance:
Your product is mass displayed at luncheon broadcasts and at church
and civic broadcasts in and around Baltimore; it is sampled by
luncheon guests and audiences numbering over 500 each week; it is
given as prizes at every broadcast; it gets special point of sale display
and active in-store promotion from full-time merchandising men.

WBAL
50,000 Watts f NBC in Maryland
Nationally Represented by EDWARD PETRY & Co.
If
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Continuing Need Stressed
OMOTION
CO-OPselling PR
said, referring to sale of products, mation for backgrounds and disSUCCESSFUL
of radio co- collection
of funds and tabulations
operatively bystations in the same
plays in retail store windows
throughout the business district and
city and the continuing need for on mail.
audience promotion on the air and
organized all-station basketball and
At
KTUC,
Mr.
Little
uses
audiin sales presentations was outlined
leagues with the call letpromotion schemes with every softball
to NAETB conventioneers Tuesday sales encepresentation,
ters getting frequent mentions on
outlining what
afternoon.
the station will do for the show newspaper sports pages.
The stations offered $1,000 cash
Keynoted by Lee Little, general and the client and what the client,
manager of KTUC Tucson, the in turn, should do to bolster the to anyone who could find more than
a
5% and
margin
of errorsurvey.
in a Tulsa
radio
effort.
He
recommended
audience promotion session conradio
television
They
cerning
"The
Tale
of
Three
Cities"
advising
the
sponsor's
employes
also
helped
to
revive
the state
attracted an estimated audience of through meetings or letters that
radio
association.
Despite
the
60 broadcasters. Mr. Little, com- radio is being used, inclusion of a
menting on the small audience in box in newspaper space and dis- group's "solid front," however,
each station sells and promotes inplay of store and window cards.
contrast with the "3,000 attendance," termed the session "one of
Detailing combined radio cam- Esau said. dividual y toretain its identity, Mr.
the
two
top-level
discussions"
at
paigns
among
stations
in
the
same
the convention.
KTUL has reinstated the lastcity were John Esau, vice president
After reprimanding broadcasters and general manager of KTUL minute copy change, "although it's
a lot ofin trouble,"
a lotandof
for not forwarding their successful Tulsa; Jack Knabb of the advertis- names
chats withuses
listeners
promotion ideas to NARTB so the
ing agency of the same name in
programs the schedule with
entire industry would benefit, Mr. Rochester, N. Y., and Worth Kra- block
giveaways, which include
Little pointed out that many stamer, general manager of WJR De- numerous
"giving away"
announcer
to a
tions neglect to promote good shows
troit. Richard M. Allerton repre- housewife
everyan other
Thursday
which they put on the air. He
senteddirector.
NARTB, of which he is research
cited the instance when a network
and
a
local
variety
of
"Lonesome
Gal" to women's clubs and civic
aired a sustainer to its affiliates for
Stress Own Assets
13 weeks, learning afterwards that
Some 60 new residents in the
Broadcasters need to remind groups.
no stations had ever picked up the
city weekly receive personal letters
of radio'sflexibility
assets, and
Mr. from
show because "they had not been themselves
Mr. Esau, followed by another
Esau
said,
naming
advised the thing was available."
the program director and a
adaptability as primary. His sta- from
"Good,
solid"
promotion
gets
an
program
schedule, and all staff
tion, among six radio stations and members take
audience for bad programs, and
active part in most
one
TV
outlet,
helped
organize
the
can also improve them. "When we Tulsa Associated Broadcasters and of the local civic,
fraternal and
tell people to listen to a radio pro- hire a paid secretary.
cultural
groups.
gram, they do. We in the radio
"We've thrown out the word susThe group initiated a radio
business have found out that people
," Mr. Esaumissed
said. never
"The dies
stado what we tell them to do," he week, blew up the mayor's proclation that istainingnever
— the station that dies is never

«^

ton

BUY!

are coming" over WINS right now — every day,
at"The
homeYanks
and away.
That puts this station in the spotlight as the best spot buy — or
any buy!
Let WINS go to bat for you, through spots or programs.
Whatever you have to sell, you can sell more at lower cost!
We'll be glad to give you the facts, and the figures.
Buy WINS
it Sells!
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Call your WINS representative
. . . see him when he calls!
CROSLEY BROADCASTING
CORPORATION

SINGER Peggy Taylor pins carnations
on NARTB delegates, inviting them to
visit facilities of WGN-AM-TV in
Chicago. With her are Charles Sherburne (I), KCBQ San Diego, and Van
C. Newkirk, KHJ Hollywood.
with six other station men of the
United Detroit Radio Council, asks
broadcasters for "alert programming, vigorous audience promotion
and strong sales efforts to get the
other media dollars as well as competitive radio
management
candollars."
retain itsStation
place
in the advertising picture and gain
and
keep
the
respect
of
its
audience
and advertisers by reflecting the
strength and integrity of broadcasting concepts in their individual
operations, he said.
Detroit Activities
To "re-awaken listeners and advertisers," themeetings
Detroit group
conducted weekly
and spent
$5,0C0
in
a
three-month
car
card
and newspaper campaign backed
intensively by radio, using 400 car
cards and 113 cartoon ads rotating
among tions
threeaired papers.
The promotion
seven sta24 radio
spots daily, mentions in local shows,
in direct mail pieces, on envelopes
and in advertisements.
The Detroit group originated the
slogan which is used by industry
elements throughout the country,
"Wherever
there's
The slogan you
is thego title
of aradio."
song
written by a WJR staffer which has
been recorded and distributed at
cost to other stations.
Mr. Little, in recapping comments of the panelists, outlined a
few of his promotions. Among
them were free brake-testing and
lining replacement for all residents
of Tucson, use of acetate tape with
"As advertised on KTUC" in spon- J
soring stores, gummed wrapping |
tape for outgoing packages in retail concerns, letters to sponsors'
employes
and purchase of the sponsors' merchandise.
Heer towns
advised
stationpromotion
men in smallto keep
plans
simple, recommending also that
network promotion men in New
York send out "down-to-earth" audience material adaptable to "people west ofshould
the Hudson."
"They
get out and see
what
goes
on
"There is no there,"
reason heforsaid.
anyone
to be a bad broadcaster. No matter what you do, you should do it

Mr.sel forKnabb,
publicBroadcast
relations counthe Radio
Manmissed."
agement Council of Rochester, refer ed to the broadcast "nightmare
in 1950 tition
whenhauntedghosts
dreamsof theof compealmost
every radio man."
Purpose of Council
The group, organized to "make
headway
of headwork,"
has
workedwithto use
maintain
and improve the audience size and to sell
better and more radio time. Because public relations "was the
first about
job," speakers
were sent
talk
radio positively
ratherto
than apologetically before local
groups.
A screening committee was
formed to handle all requests for
free time, followed by approval of
the Rochester Advertising Committee and various civic groups of the
concept that stations were entitled
to be paid the same amount as
spent for newspaper space by organizations such as the Community
Chest.
Mr. Knabb failed initially in convincing council members they could
successfully sell as one group to an
advertiser, although he later proved
his theory by making two sales of
four stations to a single sponsor.
"It takes courage to make a profit
and to try new ideas," he said,
"and profit is the only thing that
keeps
in business."
Mr. usKramer,
also co-organizer
BROADCASTING
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Everything's
humming
here!
And there's plenty in it for
you. Because the new
BEEHIVE RADIO NETWORK
is husy providing advertisers
with exhaustive coverage of a
billion-dollar empire (annual
retail sales: $1,024,809,000)
honeycombed with farms and
factories. The BEEHIVE — a
combination of 50,000-watt
KSL plus four other busy CBS
Radio affiliates in Utah and
Idaho — has a potential audience
of 45,740 more radio families
than any competing regional
network. Now, thanks to the
five stations of the new
BEEHIVE RADIO NETWORK,
you can get blanket coverage
of the entire Intermountain
America market plus intensive
local merchandising of your
product in key population
centers. To gather in the riches
that are waiting for you
throughout this 576,000
square-mile territory, just
buzz KSL or CBS Radio Spot
Sales and ask for complete
information about . . .
WORK
RADI
NET
IVE'
THE OBEEH
Frank B. McLatchy, Manager

KSL, Salt Lake City
KSUB, Cedar City
KEEP, Twin Falls
KEYY, Pocatello
KID, Idaho Falls
♦Symbol of the early territory
of Deseret (Utah, Southern Idaho,
parts of Nevada and Wyoming,)

FEDERAL Telephone and Radio Corp., Clifton, N. J., was represented by
(I to r): Robert Deutsch and Joe Kircher, sales engineers, and C. J. Harrison,
vacuum tube sales manager.

HEAVY
EXHIBITS
HEAVY EXHIBITS — those of construction.
station transmission and studio
Andrew Corp. featured as the
equipment makers — were lighter central attraction of its display the
this year at the NARTB conven- new skew antenna based on an ention, with RCA again leading the
gineering principle which provides
field in amount of floor space and for mounting on the sides of buildnumber of items displayed.
ings, eliminating necessity of a
on top.
Company
The company sent more than 60 tower tures
transmission
lines manufacfor VHF
representatives from its custom
and
UHF,
antennas
and mounting,
recording, engineering products dehydrating and tower
lighting
and tube divisions. At the opening of its extensive display was a equipment.
of Collins Radio
revolving platform with a new Co.Representatives
from five cities showed convencombination studio-field camera
tion visitors the complete line of
operated by a plaster male model
AM and FM broadcasting installabefore a life-size ballet dancer.
tions, transmitters ranging in
Equipment available for inspec- power from
kw, FM
tion included AM, FM and tele- antennas, 10250w wFMto 50educational
vision transmitters, audio equip- broadcast systems, studio and acment, monitoring units and test
cessory equipment, remote pickup
apparatus for all kinds of sta- amplifiers,
input consoles,
tions. Items for TV stations in- transmitter speech
control consoles, transcluded mobile equipment, cameras,
mitter monitoring, test and accescontrol room units and distribusory
equipment and custom-built
tion amplifiers.
studio
installations.
RCA also showed AM, FM and
Fully-equipped television station,
TV antenna systems, transmission
transmitter, cameras, studio,
line equipment, tower lighting with
control room, film projection room,
units and accessories.
transmitter
room and client's booth
The camera, described as TK11A
installed by the Allen B. Dufor studio use and TK31A for the was
Mont
Labs.
Other exhibit feafield, features a view-finder with
tures— a 5 kw "Oak" air-cooled
a seven-inch kinescope, superior transmitter and console, a direcyoke design, a video amplifier with
tor's desk for audio and video
adjustable blanking and rugged switching and line amplifier de-

OPERATION UHF was inspected at the Allen B. DuMont Labs, display by staff
members (I to r) H. E. Taylor Jr., manager of the television transmitter division inClifton, N. J.; Herb Bloomberg and Lew Radford Jr., district managers.
Page 48
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STUDIO CAMERA manufactured by RCA is demonstrated by this group of
RCA men. They are (I to r) A. Reisz, A. R. Hopkins, Al Josephsen and
C. M. Lewis.
Fewer Big Products Shown at Chicago
signed to make programming more
flexible and to handle special effects
withGates
finger-tip
Radiocontrols.
Co. men showed
speech input equipment, including
two complete console systems and
a pre-set program dispatching and
switching facilities. Other features
were two AM transmitters and a
250 w FM relay transmitter used
for STL service.
Thirty
representatives
General Electric
Co. manned itsoflowerlevel display of UHF TV transmitter equipment and controls, a

UHF antenna, studio camera channel, film camera channel, SynchroLite projector, station switching
equipment, synchronizing equipment, portable console and audio
consolette.
General Precision Lab. presented
new TV camera chains and studio
field equipment as well as professional 16mm telecasting and previewing projectors. The camera
has separate light indicators for
each of four lenses, plus a fifth
light
indicating
on and off. Labs.
Federal
Telecommunication

GRAYBAR's delegation included (I to r) Bob Uhn'g, J. W. LaMarque and
Larry O'Connell.

TV CAMERA chains and studio-field equipment were displayed by General
Precision Lab. and its delegates
r): John M. Sims, Lee Matheson and
Louis(I L.to Pourciau.
BROADCASTING
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KLZ-30

INTRODUCED at the convention for the first time was General Electric's
12 kw UHF Klystron tube. Heading the GE delegation were William J. Motlock (I), general manager of the commercial equipment division, and Frank P.
Barnes, sales manager for the broadcast equipment section. The new tube,
which has been operated at more than 15 kw power at 750 mc during develtests, will
soon be maximum
installed effective
at GE's plant
in Syracuse
for propagation
tests. IfopmentFCC
authorizes
radiated
powers above
the presently proposed 200 kw, the basic design of the Klystron will make 50 kw
tubes "entirely practical," company claims.
displayed, in cooperation with
Also see Light Exhibit story,
Graybar Electric Co., the company's newcamera
distributor.
Showing
items from
to antenna,
the
page 52
exhibit stressed installations based Spangled Banner."
BMI, now in
on successful stations which Fed- its
12th
year,
also
featured
a Itminiaeral has equipped in North and
ture
theatre
with
hit
also
South America. The company displayed promotion songs.
material
manufactures transmitting, recti- the program encouraging board-on
fier and picture tubes, as well as cast of concert music and the young
magnetrons.
composers radio awards. The award
Graybar also distributes for Con- program is conducted cooperatively
tinental Electronics Mfg. Co., with state broadcasters' associaBlaw-Knox Co., Ampex Electric tions.
Corp. and Altec Lansing Corp., all
Other exhibition hall booths
NARTB associate members. Prod- were occupied by the Broadcast
ucts include transmission and Advertising Bureau, Armed Forces
studio equipment, speech input
Center, National Prounits, tubes, tape recorders, test Information
duction Authority and NARTB
and measurement equipment and Station Relations.
metal cabinets. Continental exhibited three broadcast transmitters for AM.
Switching
equipment wiring
de- FCC LEGISLATION
Reaches Floor of Senate
vices and switchboards
for TV
studios, as well as related engi- SENATE Expenditures Committee
neering services, were featured in last week approved and sent to
the display space of Kliegl Bros. the Senate floor a bill providing
Universal Electric Stage Lighting that an FCC Commissioner can be
Co. Another manufacturer of removed from office only for cause,
switchboards, lighting and equip- that is, for inefficiency, neglect of
ment, remote controls and mike duty or malfeasance [B»T, Feb.
booms was Century Lighting Inc.
25]. The bill (S 1139) also would
Broadcast Music Inc., cooperat- permit Commissioners to stay in
after their terms expire until
ing with the NARTB, set up Free- aoffice
successor is named and confirmed
dom Hall with a large collection
of historical documents and the by the Senate, and place a 60-day
original manuscript of the "Star limit on extra service.

YEARS

OF

SERVICE

Phillip X. Daniels
President
Colo. Chamber of Commerce

"KLZ... a splendid servant of the
people ... a great asset to our state!"
Phillip X. Daniels, president,
Colorado Chamber of Commerce, recently
stated: "KLZ is a splendid servant of the
people and a great asset to our state."
Mr. Daniels was analyzing
KLZ's 30 year record of public service to
the Rocky Mountain area and the distinguished list of national honors that KLZ has
brought to its area. Leading Colorado citizens— U.S. Senators, Congressmen, Governors, Mayors — have joined publishers,
businessmen and clergymen in praising
KLZ's unparalleled public service record.

KLZ
5000 WATTS-560 KC
CBS RADIO
EQUIPMENT manufactured by Gray Research and Development Co. is recdied
for convention visitors by Chester A. Snow (I) and Chester B. Hayes.
BROADCASTING
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REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE KATZ AGE
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'DUPLEX' DATA
Hooper Extends to Set Use
C. E. HOOPER Inc. is now using
"Duplex Coincidental" data for
"sets-in-use" figures as well as for
"ratings" and "share-of-audience"
data.
Advantage
of the by"duplex"
data, which
are obtained
asking
"What were you listening to 15
minutes ago?" as well as "What
• were you listening to when the
phone
that nothe increase
sample
size israng?",
doubled iswith
I in cost, the research firm explained.
Extensionto ofa Hooper
the "duplex"
data,
according
spokesman,
followed extensive research authorized by Dr. Matthew N. Chappell
during his analysis of methods of
I measuring broadcast audiences.
|jj was
"Thisnoresearch
that there
sacrifice showed
of accuracy
when
1 compared with the industry stand[ ard method, namely coincidental,"
;j it was stated. The full research on
ii "Validation of the Accuracy of the
Duplex inCoincidental"
pub;j lished
booklet form will
as thebe other
parts of Dr. Chappell's study have
j been.
A sample test study conducted
[Iin New York in January showed
| little difference between station
audience rating figures and sets' in-use data obtained by the "Dumethod
and
j' plex
those Coincidental"
obtained through
the pure
"coincidental"
Morningas
!| radio
sets-in-use system.
were reported
12.53 by the coincidental method,
|, 12.79 by the duplex method. After| noon radio sets-in-use were 9.97
(C.) and 9.82 (D.). Evening figures
were 8.99 (C.) and 8.98 (D.).
ZENITH INCOME OFF
'51 Gross arid Net Lower
ZENITH Radio Corp. had net
; sales of $110,022,780 for 1951 with
| a net income of $5,370,740 ($10.90
| per share) after provision for fed| eral income taxes of $6,400,000,
I company has reported in its annual
; statement.
| This compares with sales of
j $134,012,595 and a net of $8,479,; 390 ($17.22 per share) in 1950.
Total current assets as of the
end of 1951 was $34,588,640, of
s which $12,942,172 was in cash, the
' report showed. Total current
' liabilities was $13,868,381.
Bowling Green Meet
; COMMUNICATIONS Institute at
; Bowling Green State U., Bowling
Green, Ohio, June 20-21 will feaI ture as main speaker and consult; ant Dr. Dallas W. Smythe, research
; professor at the U. of Illinois InstiI tute of Communications Research
> and former chief of the economics
division of the FCC. Dr. Smythe's
convocation address will be, "Mass
Communications: What Are They
'Doing for Us and to Us?" The
' two-day program is offered as an
• area public service to educators and
''professionals in communications.
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THE

NEW

SPEECH

recommends

ALTEC
INPUT

250A

CONSOLE

Here is the latest addition to Altec's
new and enlarged line of speech
input equipment — the 250A Console. A completely self-contained
unit for AM, FM, or TV, the Altec
250A offers:
Two main program channels which
can be operated simultaneously on
separate programs.
A nine-channel parallel mixer — any
combination of nine inputs can be
used at the same time on
either channel.
All necessary monitoring, cue,
audition, and signaling circuits.
Controls, keys, and pots conveniently
arranged for maximum accessibility.

PLUG-IN UNITS...
All pre-amplifiers, line amplifiers, and power supplies are of the plug-in type . . . are compact . . .
easy to change and service. (The pre-amplifier unit,
for instance, is only 1%"x414"x9" in over-all size.)
The plug- in units are also available for rackmounted and custom speech input installations.
Ask your near-by Graybar Broadcast Equipment Representative for complete information on
Altec speech input equipment for any requirement.
He'll be glad to furnish you with data covering
specifications and performance of the new Altec
250A and 23QB consoles, as well as the popular
220A portable model. Graybar Electric Company,
Inc., Executive Offices: Graybar Building, Neiv
York 17, N. Y.
242-14

EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL TO KEEP YOU ON THE AIR

OVER

ONE

HUNDRED

PRINCIPAL
BROADCASTING

E S
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Advertisement
EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL
To Keep You On The Air
Graybar has everything you need
in broadcast equipment . . . PLUS
everything for wiring, ventilating,
signaling, and lighting your entire
station and grounds. Whatever your
requirements, call your nearest
Graybar Broadcast Equipment Representative.
Graybar's
nation-wide
network
more
than 100
offices and
ware-of
houses assures you of convenient
service wherever you are. Graybar
Broadcast Equipment Representatives are located in the following
19 cities:
ATLANTA
E. W. Stone, Cypress 1751
BOSTON
J. P. Lynch, Kenmore 6-4567
CHICAGO
E. H. Taylor, Canal 6-4100
CINCINNATI
W. H. Hansher, Main 0600
CLEVELAND
A. C. Schwager, Cherry 1-1360
DALLAS
C. C. Ross, Randolph 6454
DETROIT
P. L. Gundy, Temple 1-5500
HOUSTON
R. T. Asbury, Atwood 4571
JACKSONVILLE
W. C. Winfree, Jacksonville 6-7611
KANSAS CITY, MO.
R. B. Unrig, Baltimore 1644
LOS ANGELES
R. B. Thompson, Angelus 3-7283
MINNEAPOLIS
C. W. Greer, Geneva 1621
NEW YORK
J. J. Connolly, Exeter 2-2000
PHILADELPHIA
G. I. Jones, Walnut 2-5405
PITTSBURGH
R. F. Grossett, Allegheny 1-4100
RICHMOND
E. C. Toms, Richmond 7-3491
SAN FRANCISCO
K. G. Morrison, Market 1-5131
SEATTLE
D. I. Craig, Mutual 0123
ST. LOUIS
J. P. Lenkerd, Newstead 4700
Broadcasting's
— Amplifiers• Consoles
• Anten-•
nas •AttenuatorsBest• Cabinets
Loudspeakers and Accessories • Microphones, Stands, and Accessories • Monitors •Recorders and Accessories • Speech
Input Equipment • Test Equipment •
Towers
Lighting (Vertical
Equipment Radiators)
• Transmission• Tower
Line
and Accessories • Transmitters, AM and
TV • Tubes • Turntables, Reproducers,
and
DevicesAccessories • Wiring Supplies and
. . . manufactured by — Altec Lansing •
Ampex
• Blaw-KnoxProducts
• Bryant• Continental
• Cannon •
Communication
Electronics • Crouse-Hinds • Daven •
Fairchild • Federal • General Cable •
General Electric • General Radio • Hubbell
•• Meletron
Hugh Lyons
• Karp Electric
Metal •Products
Machlett•
• National
Presto
• Standard
• Triangle•
• Webster
Electric Electronics
• Western Electric
Weston • Whitney Blake

ROADCASTING

CONGRESS has been advised by the
'CO
the URI
U.S.S. ER'
Courier,
VOA
inequipped
violationvessel,
of international
treaties
The question has been raised that
station might violate provisions of
the Atlantic City Telecommunications Treaty, which specifies international wavelengths and sets
certain conditions for broadcasting
[Closed Circuit, March 24].
department's
theTheproblem
involved awareness
and its desireof
to minimize confusion stemming
from newspaper accounts were
evidenced by its international
broadcasting officials before a
House Appropriations subcommittee studying the fiscal 1953 budget.
A sum of $6,620,312 has been
approved by the full House Appropriations Committee for two addiship-borne
to Housetionalvote
last stations
week. — subject
Foy D. Kohler, director of State
Dept.'s
Broadcasting
Services,International
noted printed
accounts
suggesting that the ship (described
as the Vagabond project) will be
"steaming up and down the high
seas, broadcasting," and explained:
"Undertions wethecannot
international
operateregulafrom
ships on high seas; we must identify the locations, and have a legal
frequency for the use of the transmitter, and for that reason it is
not practicable to contemplate

$7 MILLION ASKED
To Support Foreign Media
SUM of $1 million for "mass communications" isbeing sought from
Congress by the Dept. of State to
support foreign radio, press and
motion picture operations by making grants
to selected personnel in
certain
countries.
The project and
is designed
"to
localize
more" outthese
activities more
and was worked
by
the
department's
Broadcasting
Services,International
Motion Picture Div., Press Div. and the Div.
of Exchange of Persons.
A House Appropriations subcommittee, holding healings on the
fiscal 1953 budget, was told that
the
State
proposes
. . . certainDept.
selected
people"to inbring
the
radio
industry"
under
this project.
This would include, among
other
personnel, owners, directors and
workers at local broadcasting stations in the Near East, Southeast
Asia and in other areas.
Such a plan, the department
testified, would improve the effectnational
ivenes of theinformation
entireandU. education
S. interprogram, and help combat Soviet
propaganda.
Specifically, the plan calls for
the U. S. to bring 90 broadcast
personnel
from divided
30 "priority"
tries (evenly
among councommentators, script-writers and program directors) to this country for
indoctrination. They also could be
used on Voice of America programs
piped overseas.
• Telecasting

Won't Broadcast at Sea,
Congress Is Advised
State Dept. that its new transmitterwill not broadcast on the high seas
the floating Voice of America relay
operating a Vagabond on the high
seas."
Mr. rules
Kohlerare added
course all
off in that
case "ofof
In response to questioning, Mr.
Kohler acknowledged there is nothingingtoitsprevent
ship from Query
shiftbase oftheoperation.
was
war."posed by Rep. Daniel J. Flood
(D-Pa.), a subcommittee member,
with the reservation that international agreements would permit
such a procedure. Mr. Kohler said
such a plan would mean "elasticity
andMr.security."
Kohler said that while the
vessel would not bring broadcasting
closer to the target than a landbased station, the department can
build two floating stations for the
price
a land-based
operation.
The ofAtlantic
City treaty
prohibits mobile broadcasting by land,
air and sea. Under the proposed
plan, the Courier would anchor at
portstainunder
countries.agreements with cerDespite conformance with the
treaty, some authorities have expressed consternation over the possible practical effect of such an
operation. The question is raised
whether the Soviet would launch a
similar projectmunication
and barrage,
open orup asimply
comchoose to regard the floating VOA
as Inan the
"unfriendly
act."
former eventuality,
authorities point out, the Soviet could
disrupt all modes of communication, including domestic radio-TV
broadcasting.
The USSR signed the 1947 Atlantic City convention but has not
yet ratified radio regulations stemming from separate administrative
conferences.
The State Dept. offered its views
during hearings held before the
subcommittee early last month and
released March 25.

(Total
U.andS. Urban
Area, Homes
Including
Farm
and Small-town,
including
Telephone
and Non-Telephone
Homes)Rating
REGULAR WEEK, FE&RUARY
I,Current
1952
Homes
Current
Rank Program
%
Evening,
Once-a-Week
(Average
for(CBS)
all Programs)
(6.9)
7.3 i
12 Jack
Benny
15.9
Amos V Andy (CBS)
34 People
Lux RadioAre Theatre
(CBS)
Funny
(CBS)
Show (CBS)
10567 Charlie
Our
MissMcCarthy
Brooks(CBS)(CBS)
Dr.
Christian
SuspenseGuild
(CBS)on the Air (NBC)
8~ Theatre
Arthur Godfrey's Scouts (CBS)
Evening,
Multi-Weekly
(Average
1 Beulah
(CBS)for all Programs)
(4.8) i
2 Lone Ranger (ABC)
3 One Man's Family (NBC)
9.1
Weekdays
(Average
for
all
Programs)
Helen Trent (CBS)
231 MaRomance
Our Perkins
Gal, ofSunday
(CBS) (CBS)
8.7
4 Big Sister
(CBS)
56 Wendy
Warren and the News (CBS) 7.6
7 Aunt
GuidingJennyLight(CBS)
(CBS)
(4.3)'
8 Perry Mason (CBS)
9 This Is Nora Drake (CBS)
10 Arthur Godfrey (Liggett* Myers) (CBS) 7 3
Day, Sunday
(Average
for allMysteries
Programs)
True
Detective
(MBS) (3.2)'
8.37.2? ;
231 Shadow,
The (MBS)
Martin Kane,
Private Eye (NBC) 5.5J
Day, Saturday
for all Programs)
21 (Average
Grand
(CBS) (3.8)'.'
6.79
Theatre Central
of TodayStation
(CBS)
7.o'l
3 Copyright
City Hospital1952 (CBS)
by A. C. Nielsen Co. 6.0'

MERCHANDISING CLINIC I
Set by N.Y. AM A, SE&
TWO-DAY Merchandising ClinicJ
planned
New York Assn.
chapterwithf;
of;'1
Americanby Marketing
the
Club of New1'
York,SaleshasExecutives
been announced
fori
Roosevelt.
Cott, NBC Hotel'
vice,;
April
29-30 Ted
in Manhattan's
president, will speak at the open-V
ing day luncheon.
Media will
and beother
merchandising'
services
discussed
by panels';
in both afternoon
and morning
ses-|
sions, with chairmen to include W.l
Parlin Lillard, General Foods:'1
Corp.; J.Co.;
SidneyRonald
Johnson,Welch,
National/i';
Biscuit
Mc-|
WMCA Strike Looms
Cann-Erickson; H. Ford PerineJ
Time
-Life
Inc.;
and
John
E.l
CONTINUITY, publicity, programming
and
clerical
depai'tments
at
Shepherd,
Fletcher
D.
Richards
Inc.,
'
WMCA New York were granted
permission by their union, Newspaper Guild of New York, to call
a strike against the station man- Anti-Inflation Drive
agement in efforts to seek wage RADIO, car cards and three-sheet
increases. A guild spokesman re- posters
are being used in an antiWednesdayhadthatreceived
union members ported
at WMCA
only inflation campaign inaugurated
Mondayby asthea Advertising
public serviceCouncil.;.
cam-.'j
a $3 arygeneral
increase
since living
Janu- paign
1950, in spite
of rising
Advertising
materials identify
ink
costs. Contract negotiations have flation as a "wage-price leapfrog'?been in process for some time, it and warn, "If we allow it to get;
of hand, inflation can lickj j
was added, but refusal by the sta- out
tion to grant pay increases, after America, wreck our economy and.
WMCA bers anhadincrease
grantedlastAFRA
mem- crush us as individuals." Adver-J
December,
materials were Dancer-Fitzprepared on1
has prompted the move toward tising
strike. Negotiations have been a volunteer basisgerald-Saby
mple under direction of,
conducted by the guild with Nathan Samuel C. Gale, vice president of
Straus, president and owner of General Mills and volunteer cam-',
WMCA.
paign coordinator.
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"GETard MORE
for Your Dough
Radio"its was
the convention
StandRadio Transcription
Serviceson and
representatives
(I to theme
r): Gus forHagenah
of the Chicago office; Lee Hart, Los Angeles; Alex Sherwood, New York, and
Lewis TeeGarden, Los Angeles.

PITCHMEN for World Broadcasting System donned straw hats and called
in conventioneers with canes plugging the new Judy Canova Country Fair
show. Salesmen included (back, I to r) Hugh Grauel, Marq Marquardt, Bob
Friedheim, Jim Weathers; front, Dick Lawrence, Pierre Weis and Cy Kaplan.

Viewers Get Gimmicks Galore
LIGHT EXHIBITS
THE LADIES— and broadcasters
pencilsfromfromCapitol
Snacluding premiums and merchandisblessed them — shared convention Ziv,
der, Dick
bottlesTracy
of wine
ing ideas, program features.
attention this year with a prize- and memo-books from SESAC.
Lang-Worth Feature Programs
winning steer named Nobull, CapWorld dispensed walking canes queried visitors with a cardboard
tain Video's proxy who passed out bearing a plug for Judy Canova's question,
YouneedConfused?",
that they
not be in
"secret rings," and cane-swinging County Fair, CBS-TV Film Sales answering "Are
pitchman, in addition to some 40 gave out miniature television sets a series of disc-posters on the walls.
Benefits
of
the
transcribed
service
exhibitsHilton
on theHotelfifthin floor
of plastic with pictures of its stars — "I'm tough, cue easily, reproduce
of"light"
the Conrad
Chi- and
Standard Radio Transcription
MAURICE B. MITCHELL, vice presi- cago.
dent and general manager of AssoServices distributed a specially-cut faithfully
and wear
well." Service
Conventioneers, playing between record.
Associated
Program
WGN-AM-TV Chicago and
ciated Program Service, checks outsize badges of John Andrus, vice the heavy exhibit section in the the Caterpillar Co. provided carna- stressed sale of its library "for as
tions
and
daisies
for
visitors.
president and treasurer, and Andrew basement Exposition Hall and the
little as $19.50" monthly on oneM. Wiswell, vice president and record- populous Famous Fifth, toted carIt deRCA Record Program Services year minimum
tailed its catalogcontracts.
of 10 different
ing director.
ry-alls with paper openers from spotted two models through the
halls soliciting members for the 512 Also see Harry Erlebert story,
Key Club. Numbers on two lucky
membership
determined
winners Monday cards
and Tuesday
evenings
pagesuited
48 to various
of a home freezer filled with some library services
200 pounds of beef. Plugging economic, sales and
programming
"Thesaurus — Your Steak in Pro- requirements of station men.
gram ing," the company
Standard Radio Transcription
blue-ribbon steer,
Nobull, showed
in a hay-a
which recently signed
filled pen in the exhibition hall. Services,
Doris Day and the Billy May band,
Models displayed packages labeled introduced a comprehensive sales,
"Readyence tofor
with Martin
refer- advertising and copy service. Sales
the Freddy,"
new Freddy
brochures, written directly to the
Show.
use by plans
stations,
inAmong the transcribed packagers advertiser
cluded fivefordifferent
on the
was the Frederic W. Ziv Co., which new attention-getter
series.
Central
decorated its suite with colorful theme of its exhibit was the slogan,
HEAVY promotion was given to / Was a Communist tor the FBI in the wallboards calling attention to "Get More for Your Dough on
Frederic W. Ziv Co. suite at the convention. Promotion kits, checked here Bright Star, Cisco Kid and / Was
by W. Bennett Philley (I) and Al Unger, were distributed for each of the a Communist for the FBI. ComSESAC, marking its 21st year
featured programs.
pany showed promotion kits, in- with more than 4,000 selections in
Radio."

'.SNADER TELESCRIPTIONS showed conventioneers 800 of its short TV SESAC, which is observing its 21st year and has more than 4,000 selections
'■ musicals. HostsKaufman,
included E.(IJonny
to r) Graff
Al LeVine,
MonroeFisher.
Mendelsohn, Reub and
in itsRobert
library,Stone;
was represented
by (rear, Parker,
I to r) Alice
Louis Heinecke
Tappe, Harold
and George
front, Mrs. Kenneth
and JohnFitzgerald
Casey.
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WELCOMING guests in the Capitol Transcriptions suite were (I to r) Jim
Strain, Bill Finkeldey, Cliff Ogden, Jack Barton and Alvin King.
its library, called special attention feature films and Washington
to Stan Freeman's jazz quartet in Spotlight.
Screen Gems Inc. sent representits convention suite. Representatives of its television department
tivesbo ks tgaveo visitors.
red plastic-covered note- to the aNARTB
convention for the
World Broadcasting System first time. The company packages
show
for
stations
well as films
salesmen wore
red- and commercials foras sponsors.
ribboned
straw a hatpitchman's
and carried
Musicolor Inc. exhibited telecanes, which were given to conventione rs. Its shows include Chapel
liarht that
light
mobiles"thewhich
are dances,"
synchronized
by the Side of the Road with Ray- color,
mond Massey, Steamboat Jamboree with music for film or live television. The device is used also for
with Lanny Ross, Forward America with Walter Houston and Free- advertising promotion.
dom Is Our Business with Robert
Representatives of the broadcast
Montgomery.
division of Allied Radio Corp. told
Harry S. Goodman Radio and
men about the company's
Television Productions featured a station
line of tubes, tape recorddisplay and brochures on the cus- complete
ers,
microphones, test units, monitom-built spots, radio programs
tor
speakers,
amplifiers, pickups,
ranging in length from 5 to 30 cartridges, turntables,
pads and
minutes, radio and TV weather patch
cords.
forecast
jingles
and
16mm
televiAltec Lansing
Corp.'s exhibit
sion film.
displayed
printed promotion
on its
Gives California Wine
speech input equipment, microphones,
loud
speakers,
amplifiers,
Bottles of varieties of California transformers and intermodulation
wine went to guests of Capitol Rec- test equipment.
ords Distributing Co. which listed
Ampex Electric Corp. featured
features of its custom libraries for
magnet'c tape reAM and FM radio and television. its high-quality
corders and motion picture synCBS Television Film Sales prochronizing
equipment, while Anmoted the following programs:
drew Corp. called attention to its
Gene Autry Show, Strange Adven- transmission line for VHF and
ture, Cases of Eddie Drake, Files UHF, its multi-TV antenna, the
of Jeffry Jones, Range Rider, Holi- multi-V
for FM broadcasting and
day in Paris, Vienna Philharmonic equipment
tower lighting,
Orchestra, Hollywood on the Line mounting andfor
dehydrating.
Audio and Video Products Corp.,
and World's Immortal Operas.
Snader Telescriptions Sales, in for the first time, showed a console
a viewing room adjacent to its cabinet model of the Ampex portsuite, showed conventioneers a seable series 400-A magnetic tape
ries of 800 short musicals filmed recorders.
Company has standard
for TV exclusively. A Dick Tracy as well as custom models.
Several items in the catalog of
pencil giveaway plugged a show
of the same name. Others are Eitel-McCullough were displayed,
(Continued on page 5U)
This Is the Story, Alexander Korda

1AGNECORD men at the convention were (I to r) Dick McQueen,
Whyte, C. G. (Spec) Barker and Dick Hornbogen.
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MISS AMPEX on poster eavesdrops on the convention discussion of this trio
(I to r): M. M. Newman, E. G. Swanson and Harrison Johnston.

LANG-WORTH representatives, who attended the NARTB convention, are
(I to r) C. E. Langlois Jr., C. E. Langlois Sr., John Langlois and Hugh Allen.

RCA THESAURUS representatives, who enrolled members in the 512 Key
Club and awarded a steer to the membership card holder with the prize
number, included (back, I to r) Greg Reeser, Bill Reilly, Hank Gillespie, Bob
Fender and Al Sambrook; front.BenBillRosner.
Gartland, George Field, Jim Davis,

FILM
REEL on "The
one April
of first3, isin checked
the seriesin oftheCBS-TV
B;g
Town programs
which Locomotive,"
switched to film
convention
suite of United Television Programs. Representatives of the TV film sales
organization include (I to r): Aaron Beckwith, sales manager; Jerry King,
president; Milton Blink, executive
president, and John Rohrs, Chicago
sales vice
manager.
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REPRESENTING Presto Recording Corp. were (I to r) Al Jorysz, Tom Aye,
Tom Aldrich, Austin Sholes.

COLLINS RADIO Co. representatives at the convention were (I to r) Jim
Flynn, Arthur Collins and R. H. Hollister, sales manager.

Light Exhibits
(Continued from page 53)
with the company introducing
Eimac's new external cavity Klystron for 5 kw output in the UHF
for TV. Firm also manufactures
power tubes, vacuum capacitors
and air system pockets.
Another exhibitor was DresserStacey Co., which makes steel
towers.
Federal Telephone and Radio
Corp. outlined details of its line of
transmitting and rectifier tubes,
picture tubes and magPICTURED at Kliegl Lighting Co. exhibit are (I to r) Arch Monson, West television netrons,
while Gray Research and
Coast distributor for Kliegl; George Gill, TV sales, Kliegl; Charles Batson, Development Co. representatives
formerly NARTB and now with Broadcasting Co. of the South; Bob Longer, explained the company's research
development engineer, Kliegl.
and development facilities and
services. Gray makes Telop, transcription arms, equalizers, multiplexers, camera turrets and soundeffects consoles.
Magnecord, which manufactures
high fidelity magnetic tape recorders, designs all equipment for use
interchangeably in portable, rack
or console
operations.
Also available are single
microphone
input
and multi-channel amplifiers as
well as zero line level amplifiers.
Presto Recording Corp. salesthe firm's equipment,
sound recordmen anddescribed
transcription
disc and tape types, amplifiers,
equalizers and blank recording
discs. Magnetic recording equipment was exhibited also by StancilHoffman Corp., including the miniPICTURED inspecting Continental Electronics Mfg. Co. exhibit are: K. W. tape,
a self-contained
battery-operPyle, KFBI Wichita (second from I), John Schilling WHB Kansas City (second
ated
recorder.
from r), W. D. Mitchell and W. M. Witty (r) both with Continental, flank duo.
Wincharger Corp., represented

GATES Radio Co. representatives at the exhibit booth are: (I to r) R.
Ware, F. W. Wentura, Al Krueger and Ken Neubrecht.
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also, manufactures vertical radiator antenna towers for radio, antenna supporting towers for AM,
FM and TV and tower lighting
equipment.
Other exhibitors included Keystone Broadcasting System and
Standard Rate and Data Service,
as well as General Precision Lab.,
Broadcast Advertising Bureau and
Graybar Electric Co., which had
other
displays
inin the
the lower
"heavy"
equipment
hibitionsection
hall (see story,
page 48).exURGES FULL NEWS
UN Official Lauds Radio
BYRON PRICE, assistant secretary general of the United Nations,
urged broadcasters, along with
press and motion pictures, to do
their utmost in keeping the American public informed about international affairs. Speaking Thursday to the Radio Executives Club
of New York, Mr. Price said the
fate of the world and the nation
may well hang
American
voter onanddecisions
it is ofof the
the
greatest importance that he be
fully informed.
Mr. Price, who was head of the
wartime Office of Censorship, lauded the broadcasters for their voluntary cooperation in suppressing
news which might have harmed the
war effort,
contribution to the saying
nationaltheir
welfare
has
never been sufficiently appreciated
by the general public.

CBS TELEVISION Film Sales staffers included (I to r) Fred J. Mahlstedt, New
York, with Charles Reeves, George Lyons and Walter Preston, all of Chicago.
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RCA TELEVISION console and its units are examined by this group of NARTB
convention delegates (I to r): Wiley D. Wenger, RCA, Dallas; Bob McRaney,
WCBI Columbus, Miss.; J. F. Palmquist, RCA, Dallas; Paul Goode, KSWO
Lawton, Okla.; Buck Lewis, RCA, Camden; Bill Buford, KSWO; A. R. Hopkins,
RCA; Lynwood Lessig, J. Walter Thompson Co.; W. O. Hadlock, RCA, Camden.

BOARD CHAIRMAN Kevin Mullen
(r) of Ampex outlines innovations in
his convention display with Russell O.
Hudson, vice president in charge of
sales for Audio and Video Products
Corp., which distributes Ampex.
Van Devander Resigns
CHARLES VAN DEVANDER,
publicity director for the Democratic National Committee, has
resigned his post and will resume
political writing and reporting. His
resignation is effective April 15.
No successor had been named as of
late Thursday. Mr. Van Devander
formerly was Washington bureau
chief for the New York Post before
he joined the committee in September 1950.

GIFT OF WDET (FM)
Union Offers to Wayne U.
GIFT offer of WDET (FM) Detroit
to city-owned Wayne U. was announced last week by the station
owner, UAW-CIO. The station was
the last labor-union-owned FM outlet in the country.
A union spokesman stated his
group tois use
"directing
our energy
plan
our finances
for and
the
processing of a television application in Detroit."
Emil
Mazey, UAW-CIO secretary-treasurer, made the statement
after Mrs. Millie Jeffries, WDET
(FM) manager, reported that the
union would dispose of the outlet.
Mr. Mazey said the union's relinquishment of control "does not in
any way
terest on thereflect
part diminishing
of the UAW in-in
owning and operating radio and
television
Failure ofstations."
the UAW-CIO to succeed in operating the FM station
was blamed on inability to attract
a sufficiently large audience and,
thus, enough advertising to make
the operation paying or sustaining.
The union previously had requested the FCC to allow suspension of operations April 1, but continuance another month was decided upon at the last minute, Mrs.
Jeffries
station's
expensessaid.
haveThebeen
about monthly
$7,000,
with a deficit of about $4,000.

The

ONUS

On

is

US!

The burden of telling you about ourselves falls lightly on our
Canadian
shoulders, for we're good and proud of Canada's recent
achievements.
The latest census shows that our population has increased by
about 2 1/2 millions in the last ten years: a rise of 22% to a
total of over 14 millions.
This means that ever-increasing new markets are being formed
at the rate of one city the size of Bridgeport, Conn, each year!
These new markets mean new money and more customers. Retail
Sales have risen 290%, and Gross National Product 160%
since the last census.
This means CASH customers for your products. In fact, for years
Canada has been your best customer abroad!
Getting back to people again, most of us live within 200 miles of
the U. S. border (closer to you than some of your best domestic
markets) ; but the population is spread out along the border and
only 38% lives in cities of over 30,000.
On the face of it, that may sound as though the Canadian market
isdoeshardtheto job
reachevery
— media-wise.
Not so! Radio will do the job —
day:
Canada's primary
entertainment
is Radio and over 94% of all
Canadian
homes have
one!
Radio is your best salesman in Canada.
"In Canada you sell 'em when you tell 'em."
A message from the 103 member stations of the
Canadian Association of Broadcasters
whose voices are invited into over 3 million homes every day.

EXPLAINING the newest developments in television lighting at the Century
Lighting Inc. exhibit to E. C. Swaringen (c), WTAX Springfield, III., were
Charles Shevlin (I) and Arthur H. Menkin.
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Canadian
168 Sparks
Ottawa.

Association of Broadcasters
37 Bloor St.. West.
Toronto.
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Jor

any

TV power

up

to

200kw!

Typical
2-kw range,
TV station
for VHF (ERP
2 to 20layout
kw)
A low-cost arrangement for
gettingannp RCA
to 20high-gain
kw ERP
with
antenna. The installation
includes: an RCA 2-kw transmitter,
console,equiptransmittercontrolmonitoring
ment, audio equipment, sync
generator, video equipment,
and power supplies.

lco»»M \sm

fUOO* P£W20BH.

The drawings spread across these pages are layouts
of typical TV transmitter rooms using RCA equipment. They are prepared expressly for TV station
planners in accordance with the best engineering
practice known today. Each plan represents the basic
or minimum TV transmitter room equipment needed
to get "on the air" for a specific power. Each indicates
the approximate space needed for the equipment—
including approximate weights of individual units.
Each provides wide flexibility for equipment rear angements to meet the special or future requirements of individual stations.
"Ready-to-use" plans like these are just one of
RCA's many television services now available to you
—through your RCA Sales Representative. For a
complete engineering analysis of your station requirements, cal this expert. He can show you exactly
what you will need to get "on the air" for a minimum
investment.
"Effective radiated power

editorial
Compatible
LAST WEEK'S NARTB convention— marking the 30th anniversary of the trade association— was a revelation. There were no discordant notes. The association had had a
good year. It has money in the bank. It parried
virtually all thrusts, legislative and otherwise.
All this
of decision"
for
radio,
and inon another
the eve "year
of allocations
designed
to make provision for 2,000 more TV stations.
Harold Fellows, brought into the presidency
a year ago, He
proved
himself
a broadcasters'
broadcaster.
directed
the business
affairs
of the association as he had directed a station
for nearly two decades. The esprit de corps
of the association and of its personnel has
never been better.
Radio and television are living compatibly,
side-by-side within the NARTB. A year ago
many thought this impossible.
In its 29 years, the NAB has undergone a
dozen reorganizations. As presently conindefinite stituted,
run. NARTB looks like it's here for an
And this proves the adage that a trade association, like government itself, is a strong
as its leadership.
An Untold Story
IT WAS singularly appropriate for the
NARTB convention last week to pay homage
to the memory of former Senator Wallace
White of Maine, who died on the eve of the
Chicago convention. If it had not been for
the presence of Wallace White in the House
in those
formativeart20's,
not have
been
a broadcast
as wethereknowmight
it today,
and
doubtless there would have been no 30th anniversary of NARTB.
It was Wallace White to a greater degree
than any one else who was responsible for the
original Radio Act of 1927, creating what was
to have been a temporary Radio Commission
tocommunications,
bring "order out
of chaos."
student
he was
the onlyA man
in theof
House who had the will to tackle so complex a
task. A good legislator, lawyer and statesman,
Rep. White was a shy, retiring man. He
feared newspaper people. The upshot was
that, although he was the true author of the
original law, it never carried his name. Reporters then specializing in radio gave others
who talked freely, the credit for Wallace
White's
When work.
Wallace White transferred from
House to Senate, he carried with him his interest in communications. He was largely
responsible for the drafting of the Communications Act of 1934, successor to the 1927 law.
James D. Shouse, chairman of Crosley
Broadcasting Corp. and vice president and director of Avco Mfg. Corp., told the story aptly
to the NARTB Convention last Tuesday: Of
the law, he said:
Thoseof oftheusrestin broadcasting
knew
long what
beforeit
most
of American
business
was
to
be
regulated.
We
have
been
regulated
by Congress
since 1928,
and has
I think
it is ina
peculiar
commentary
onthatwhat
happened
this
to findprovisions
the Communications
Act, country
under
whose
and
interpretations we have,these
from past
time 24to years
time, actually
been restive,
has through
supplied us with a that
degreealmost
of protection
from business
further
encroachment
every
other
wishes
it
had.
It
has
been
in
these
later
years
just
a charter of freedom as it has been
an actas ofmuchrestriction.
We agree with Mr. Shouse. The "White
Bill" towastime,
a good
The trouble came, from
time
withlaw.
its administration.
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CONCERN over apparent network invasion ofnational spot field through acceptance of program units heretofore
classified as mencspot,
brings problem
nolature to . Formally,
nationalin spot
is an abstraction of "national non-network." It can'tbusiness
be that and
if networks
sell
it as network
at network
rates. So, at NARTB session last week
where there was travail over this invasion, suggestion was made that such business (if accepted even on network ownedand-operated outlets) should be classified
as "national spot network."
NARTB-No Headline
A BROADCASTER stopped us in a corridor
of the Conrad Hilton Hotel last week and said:
"Well, it isn't much like last year's convention,
is Itit? allNo depended,
big news atwe all."
suggested, on how he
defined big news. If he meant news that made
splashy headlines, maybe he was right. Most
big headlines are reserved for negative stories,
the kind that report something unhappy or uncomfortable.
But the size of a headline is not always a
measurement of the quality of the story
beneath. Especially this is so of the story of
the NARTB convention last week. It is a
story which could be misunderstood by anyone
who evaluates news by the size of headlines.
Nobody dropped a bombshell, viewed with
alarm, pointed an angry finger, or resigned
in disgust. The convention consisted mostly of
groups of businessmen, fully aware of the
seriousness of the moment and of the problems facing them, intelligently trying to find
solutions. This kind of behavior may not make
headlines, but it does make sense.
There was a lot of difference between the
atmosphere of the 1951 convention and that of
the convention last week. In 1951, panic would
not have been too strong a word to use in
describing the reaction of the convention to
the announcement of the first radio network
rate cut. In 1952, though knowing that stability still had not been fully restored, the delegates were able to look upon their problems
objectively.
This change in attitude was no more conspicuous than at the meeting of the Radio Affiliates, an organization which has held only
two meetings in all its life. The first occurred
when the network stations spontaneously
banded together in a desperate effort to shore
up their defenses against depreciation of rates.
The second, held last week, was no less unified
and occurred under no less challenging
circumstances, but none of the emotionalism
that obtained at the first was evident.
Panic had been replaced by sober consideration. The second attitude guarantees a greater
margin of success.
What has happened in the past year is that
most broadcasters have begun to think more
realistically about their business.
They know they need to know more about
their business, as witness the resolutions
passed by the Radio Affiliates calling for better
research. They know they need equally to tell
others what they know and will find out, as
witness the interested and large attendance at
the Broadcast Advertising Bureau hard-selling
session Monday afternoon.
What kind of a headline would you write
to say that in radio a significant transition
has been occurring? To say that broadcasters
are applying
new and more mature judgment to their atrade?
Whatever headline you care to write, we
suggest you examine carefully the story
beneath. It is one of the most encouraging
stories in the history of radio.

£

our respects to:

MITCHELL WOLFSON

Mitchellin
said toof watch
DAMON
Wolf son:RUNYON
"This is once
the man
politics." politics has become a
Sincesouthern
then, however,
secondary interest with Mr. Wolfson who now
is regarded by many as "the man to watch in
southern
television."
Television
is presenting the challenge of
another career for Mr. Wolfson, already a successful theatre chain operator.
He is president of Wometco, which owns
the Southern Radio & Television Equipment
Co., licensee of WTVJ (TV) Miami. He is
also president of Theatre Owners of America,
which has large-screen TV problems.
WTVJ went on the air March 21, 1949, as
"Florida's First Television Station." Under
Mr.
Wolfson's
successful
videoguidance,
outlet. it has become a highly
Mr. Wolfson feels that "TV is, in some reness. spects, just an extension of the theatre busi"We built our theatre chain," he said,
"around the motto, 'Courtesy, Service & En"Certainly, these principles apply equally
tertainment.'
well to the television medium. Not only to the
viewers but also to the sponsors, advertising
agencies, networks and all other facets of the
WTVJ,Television
an affiliate
of ABC-TV,
DuMont
Network
and CBSNBC-TV,
Television,
business."
has
during its three years on the air built a
program structure which includes some 105
network and national shows and 92 local proance. grams weekly — all under Mr. Wolfson's guidWhile devoting a large portion of his seemingly endless energy to television, Mr. Wolfson
also has remained loyal to his first interest —
motion pictures.
He has backed his faith in theatre TV with
the installation of an RCA projection unit in
the
CaribeWometco's
Theatre. Miami Beach showplace, the
This was installed in late December, 1951,
just in time for the Orange Bowl game on New
Year's Day. It drew a well-satisfied, capacity
crowd and further strengthened his belief in
theatre
TV's future.
Mr. Wolfson
was born at Key West, Sept. 13,
1900. He received early schooling in Key West
and, at 14, moved with his brother, William,
toHallNewandYork
City, where
Columbia
U. he attended Erasmus 1
After his schooling was complete, young
Mr. Wolfson returned to Florida and entered;
business as a salesman for the , East Coast
(Continued on page 69)
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according to SALES
CITIES
OF
60%

MANAGEMENT

WITH

$20

RETAIL

MILLION

OF

OR

figures..

SALES

MORE

THE

NATION'S

FOOD

BUSINESS

DO

RETAIL

And— KDKA reaches more of

r CHECK THE LEADING CITIES1 }
IN KDKA'S $706 MILLION
these cities than any other
FOOD MARKET
FOOD SALES
medium in the Pittsburgh area
Pittsburgh, Pa.
$211,884,000
Erie, Pa.
42,261,000
Canton, Ohio
35,756,000
Altoona,
Pa.
23,738,000
Wheeling, W.Va.
17,807,000
25.815,000
If you want results in the tri-state
McKeesport, Pa.
Warren,
Ohio
17,781,000
New Castle, Pa.
16.237,000
Pittsburgh market-area, better make
Jamestown, N.Y.
16,219,000
13,791,000
Cumberland, Md.
sure your advertising reaches these
Hagerstown, Md.Ohio 12,368,000
Steubenville,
13,533,000
Clarksburg, W.Va.
important cities, each with $20 mil9,082,000
Wilkinsburg,
Pa.
8,691,000
Massillon, Ohio
lion or more retail sales. The most
Parkersburg, W.Va. 10,607,000
8,618,000
8,301,000
certain, most economical way to reach
Sharon,
Fairmont,Pa.W.Va'.
9,959,000
Aliquippa,
Pa.
7,936,000
Alliance, Ohio
.1 7,448,000
1,223,000
them all is through KDKA. For deWashington, Pa.
Morgantown,
W.Va.
6,256,000
tails, check KDKA— or Free & Peters.
N. Kensington, Pa.
9,869.000
E. Liverpool, Ohio
8,422,000
Butler,
Pa.
9,894,000
Ashtabula, Ohio
Uniontown,
Pa.
8,057,000
10,449,000
Oil City, Pa.
Meadville, Pa.
6,924.000
7,902,000
Dunkirk, N.Y.
6,913.000
Bradford, Pa.
7,23,0,000
Beaver Falls, Pa.Pa. 8,213,000
Chambersburg,
5,431,000
Greensb'urg,
7,481,000
Braddock, Pa.Pa.Pa.
KDKA
7,786,000
Ambridge,
9,000,000
Marietta, Ohio
5,325,000
Cambridge,Pa. Ohio
NBC AFFILIATE
4,162,000
Warren,
PITTSBURGH
Lewistown, Pa.
5,793,000
50,000 WATTS
6,239,000
Connellsville, Pa.
Salem,
Ohio
4;667,000
Indiana,
Pa.
IWESTINGHOUSE RADIO STATIONS Inc
4,852,000
Du Bois, Pa.
Serving 25 Million
3,259,000 Harrisonburg, Va:
5,175,000
Homestead,
Pa;
2,630,000
7,038,000
WOWO • KEX • KYW • WBZ
Charleroi, Pa.
WBZA • KDKA • WBZ-TV
4,207,000 ,
National Representatives, Free & Peters, except
for WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
TOTAL: $706,979,000 Food Sales
RADIO — AMERICA'S GREAT ADVERTISING MEDIUM
in KDKA's 97-county nighttime4/750,
market
000 •'
, Pa

^^Kittanning
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OHIO STATE MEET
Panel Groups Scheduled
SYMPOSIUM on "Improvement of
Television
Programming"
highlights the advance
program agenda
of the 22d Institute for Education
by Radio-Television to be held
April 17-20 at the Deshler-Wallick
Hotel, Columbus, Ohio, under auspices of Ohio State U.
The general session the morning
of
AprilTheatre
18 willTelevision
feature —"ClosedCircuit
A New
Mass
Medium?"
Robert
O'Brien,
vice president, United H.Paramount
Theatres, is scheduled to discuss
theIntheatre
owner's April
viewpoint.
a discussion
19 on new
techniques in radio-TV news, Jim
Bormann, director of news and
public affairs, WCCO Minneapolis,
and president of National Assn. of
Radio News Directors, speaks on
"Radio's Defense of People's Right
to Know"; John Shelly, WHO Des
Moines
news Events
manager,Coverage
on "News
and Special
for
Radio"; James Byron, WBAP-TV
Fort Worth news director, on coverage for TV, and Charles Day,
WGAR Cleveland news director, on
"Public Relations Function of
Radio-TV
Another Newsroom."
highlight that day is a
session on education through commercial radio stations chairmanned
by Gordon Hawkins, program and
educational director, Westinghouse
Radio Stations Inc.
Participants in the TV symWhen measuring up
the St. Louis Market...
9

Remember...
KWK delivers
listeners in the St. Louis
area at the lowest average
cost
15 out
of theper18 thousand'
hours of the
broadcast day!
Based on The Pulse,and Inc.,
Jan.-Feb.,
on SRDS,
Feb., 1952;
1952.
Globe-Democrat Tower B/dg.
Saint Louis
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posium, which is slated to open the
general session April 17, have not
been announced. However, speakers
who represent
commercial
educational TV, FCC
and theandpublic
have been invited.
Topics to be discussed during the
Institute's sessions also include,
among others, broadcasting and international understanding, broadcast problems of teacher training
institutions, broadcasting in school
public relations, "What's Doing in
Schoolport onTelecasting?",
reteaching with progress
tape, radio
writing and
production,
youth
discussion broadcasts, training by
television, educational TV, research,
student training, government and
religious broadcasting.
FCC Comr. Edward M. Webster
is slated to speak the morning of
April tional
19 onBroadcasting
"How Been
Has InternaAffected
by Allocations Conferences of the
Last Six Years and by the Most
Recent Geneva Allocations Conference? What Lies Ahead?" His
talk is part of a work-study of
broadcasting to foreign countries.
FCC Chairman Paul A. Walker
also is scheduled to take part in a
work-study
"Are Organized Listenerpanel
Groupson Really
Doing
an Annual
EffectiveInstitute
Job?" dinner will be
held the evening of April 19 featuring a special one hour symphony
program illustrating both the
Standard Hour and the Standard
School Broadcast presented by
Standard Oil Co. of California.
Dinner speaker will be "Oliver J.
Dragon"
and
Ollie. of NBC-TV's Kukla, Fran
Registration will be from noon
to 8:30 p.m. April 17 in the main
lobby of the hotel and from 9 a.m.8:30 p.m. during the remainder of
the Institute's sessions.
CHASE TAKES LEAVE
To Advise Eisenhower Group
HOWARD CHASE, public relations director for General Foods,
has taken a leave of absence to
serve as full time consultant to
National Citizensf°r - Eisenhower
HPijMfi^^ Hoffman,
■P^^^^^
campaign,
Paul
W
advisory
' jtm gMB
committee chairf ^W^^mi
man, announced
week.
* '^SmSK
:'^flflk lastDuring
two years, past
Mr.
^ ' J^^M asChaseconsultant
has servedto
Mr. Chase
the Secretary of
tant to the first Commerce,
administratorassis-of
National Production Authority and
assistant to the director of the
Office of Defense Mobilization. He
has taught international relations
at Harvard, Radcliffe and Drake
and has been an editorial writer
for the Des Moines Register & Tribune. He still serves as a public
relations committee member of the
Association of National Adver-

front office
HW. station
MAIER
Jr., manager named
of Dallas
office executive
of John E. forPearsons
Co.,
representative,
account
both CBS
# Spotquarters in Memphis.
Radio and CBS Spot TV in southwestern states, with headDUNCAN R. BUCKHAM, former eastern sales manager for MBS, to
DuMont Network sales staff as account executive.
JACK D. FREW, commercial manager, WJPS Evansville, Ind., to KITO
San Bernardino, Calif., in similar capacity.
ROBERT N. WOLD, promotion manager, WTCN-AM-TV St. PaulMinneapolis, to WBBM Chicago as sales service and
merchandising manager.
ARNOLD BENUM, program director-promotion manager, KITO San Bernardino, Calif., placed in charge
of station's Riverside studios and sales department.
Succeeding him is FRED REINHARDT, station farm
director.
DOUG FISHEL, assistant manager-farm director, KXO
El Centro, Calif., to KGER Long Beach as account
Mr. Wold executive.
ROY MALONE, account executive of CKCK Regina, named commercial
manager succeeding GIL SEABROOK, who resigned to become manager
of CJIB Vernon, B. C.
POWELL ENSIGN, sales manager, Everett-McKinney Co., N. Y., elected vice president.
NATIONAL TIME SALES appointed station representative for WJET
Erie, Pa.
Petien&U • • •
JOHN W. ROLLINS, president of WFAI Fayetteville, N. C, WJWL
Georgetown, Del. and WRAD Radford, Va., elected vice president of
Young Presidents Organization at March meeting in Boca Raton, Fla.
TED ARNOLD, local sales manager, WHBF-AM-TV Rock Island, 111.,
elected exaulted ruler Rock Island Elks Lodge No. 980.
JOE
sales manager of WENR-TV Chicago, father of boy,
March FISHER,
1.
RALPH J. ROBINSON, executive vice president and general manager,
WACE Chicopee-Springfield, Mass., father of girl, Mary, March 13. . . .
JOHN AKERMAN, general manager of KMOX St. Louis, accepted award
fromunfortunates
Salvation Army
of station'sCitation
annual presented
fund raising
drive
for
in the oncitybehalf
at Christmas.
at annual
dinner in St. Louis fortnight ago. . . . TED COTT, NBC vice president
and general manager of WNBC and WNBT(TV) New York, awarded
plaque last week for organization of Dean Martin-Jerry Lewis Telethon
to benefit New York Cardiac Hospital.

IN
PORTLAND, OREGON
1,246,540 active, young-minded Westerners comprise KGW's market in 12
big, prosperous metropolitan Oregon
counties, western
plus Washington.
a generous slice of SouthREPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC..
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FEE FORMULA
Canadian Court Test Seen
CANADIAN broadcasters are
studying plans to court-test the
ruling Appeal
of theBoard
Canadian
C'opy« . right
under which
ASCAP's Canadian affiliate, Comj ! posers, Authors & Publishers Assn.
1 1'of
(CAPAC)
has been
givenCanada
the right
to examine
the
books of radio stations to deter0 i mine gross revenue on which their
1952 fees are based.
The Canadian Copyright Appeal
s{ Board's
rulingMarch
was 27,announced
Ottawa late
last day atof
1 the annual meeting of the Canadian
of Broadcasters
Toronto
1(1j' Assn.
[B*T,
31]. ruling,at CAPAC
UnderMarch
the new
, will collect for 1952 from inde,ejpendent broadcasting stations
'[T .1.75%
of gross
revenue,
whichas
will
amount
about
$350,000,
compared
to tofees
collected
from
these stations in 1951 amounting
Q (to $152,421. Canadian BroadcastsIji$g
CAPAC one plus
cent
per Corp.
capitawill ofpay population
I 1.75% of its gross commercial
revenue.
This will amount
to $175,-in
erai'[,000
as compared
to $152,421
I 1951. Previously the fees had
been based on the number of life censed radio receiving sets at 14^
per set, with the total divided
J, evenlyent stations.
between CBC and independGreatest increase in cost will be
on the smaller independent stations,
some of whose CAPAC fees will
be increased tenfold. In other
jyears under the licensed receiver
0 ! formula,
stations
had borne thethe major
bulk ofmarket
the cost.
The
1 j large tainnumber
of
small
stations
obhalf their revenue from nonmusical programs, and Canadian
y,i i stations feel that CAPAC is not
entitled to revenue from such proi grams.
'r> 1 In a statement following an emer•■ gency meeting of CAB, the associastated royalties
that "theiscollection
agencyin
verd'ltion
for these
incorporated
ial iCanada but is controlled abroad and
,„{ |is part of a gigantic international
ej] cartel of publishers. Consideration is
M being
given steps
by Canadian
broadcasters
to specific
that might
lead to
litigation of this drain of Canadian
dollars to foreign countries, including

HERE is the 1952-53 board of directors of Canadian
man; Gordon Love, CFCN Calgary; Wm. Speers, CKRC
Assn. of Broadcasters, following election at CAB annual Winnipeg; standing, J. Arthur Dupont, CJAD Montreal;
E.
A.
CKBI Prince Albert; F. H. Elphicke,
meeting at Toronto [B*T, March 31]. Seated (I to r): CKWX Rawlinson,
Vancouver, vice chairman; Finlay MacDonald,
Ralph Snelgrove, CKBB Barrie; Dr. Charles Houde, CKNC CJCH Halifax,
and Henri Lepage, CHRC Quebec. Absent
is Ken Soble, CHML Hamilton.
New Carlisle; Malcolm Neill, CFNB Fredericton. chair* * *
the decreased use of foreign music, will only play BMI Canada Ltd. start at once to use only BMI
especially that controlled in the United music, which now has a large num- Canada Ltd. music, and will pay
ber of Canadian compositions on for CAPAC music used in the first
At the Copyright Appeal Board its list.
They have been preparing three months of 1952 on a pro
States."
hearings
held in January, CAPAC for the current emergency by la- rata basis.
had asked for 2.25% of gross
A test case is expected on the
beling
all their music as under
commercial revenue and 4/5ths of BMI, CAPAC
or public domain. A first request of CAPAC officials to
a cent per capita of population. number of stations
are expected to examine any station's books.
This would have brought payments
from independent stations to about
$562,000mentsfor
1952. The tonewJan.pay-1,
are retroactive
1952.
WATTS
NOW
At the same hearings, fees were
5.000
set as asked for by BMI Canada
Ltd. at nadian
2$ perbroadcasters
licensedarereceiver.
PRIMARY ONLY
expected Ca-to
decide soon whether or not they
813,896 Population
218,870 Homes
RATING STUDY
BBM to Direct in Canada
210,538 Radio Homes
DECISION to set up an industry
$763,631,000 Total Sales
controlled rating organization under the Bureau of Broadcast Measurement, Toronto, was taken at a
special tionsmeeting
of the member
of the Canadian
Assn. sta-of
Broadcasters March 27 at Toronto.
The CAB went further than the
research
and development
tee of BBM
in its report,commitwhich
recommended a research directorate be established at an annual
ompson
cost of $25,000 to start to specify
minimums for rating services in
ITH 28 years . . .
Canada [B»T, March 31]. Study
is to be made with the Assn. of
Canadian
Advertisers and Canadian
ce
rien
expe
RADI
and O. . .
Assn. of Advertising Agencies,
which are also partners in BBM.
LANSING,
BBM would establish a fulltime reTRADE ates ..know
how, oper.
search organization for ratings, and
ifself.necessary gather the ratings itMICHIGAN
commostious
s onsc
ONA'
ALTOmuni
ty-c
The BBM surveys on coverage
station . . .
recognized as authoritative in
. . . and from community are
Canada, having been worked out
service comes community
SEE RAMBEAU
by
a
body representing advertisers,
interest in your product.
and broadcasters. It is
New York • Chicago • Los Angeles
Represented by Robert Meeker Associates agencies
expected
that
such
a
BBM-operated
IMPACT RADIO SALES, Detroit
ABC
service will cost about $40,000 annually.
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TELEPHONE STATUS
Strike Would Complicate
NATIONAL telephone strike, a
possibility if CIO Communications
Workers are required to cross
picket lines of installations and
sales divisions of Western Electric
Co., may add considerably to broadcasting headaches, it seemed late
last week, but would not disrupt
radio and television reception.
Western Electric workers — set to
strike in 43 states today (Monday)
— as well as any strike sympathizers would be replaced by nonunion supervisory personnel. Although television's use of telephone
lines is generally handled by network personnel and would therefore be free of stoppages during
this strike, radio use of telephone
facilities for remote pickups might
be affected, American Telephone &
Telegraph officials reported.
In that case, networks would be
asked to limit their number of remotes, which would, at worst, effect
programming schedules but would
not cause noticeable changes as far
as the radio audience is concerned.
Only real concern for broadcasters
last week was that if a full telephone strike lasted some months,
relay equipment breakdowns might
take several days to repair.
WTIC Hartford, Conn., has begun
broadcasting
6:55 News
a.m. Sunday
stead of 7:30at a.m.
and musicinprogram fill additional time.
Three $200 Wrist Watches for
the Best Answers:
How Many Square
Miles Will KBIG Cover?
Simple, quick and easy! Fill in
below, and mail to KBIG, your
estimateof of
miles
landhowKBIGmanywill square
cover
within its half-millivolt area.
Here'smakesomethe information
to estihelp
you
mate: KBIG most
will accurate
focus 10,000
watts of sealed-beam power on 740
kilocycles daytime, directing it
across the great salt water route
to Southern California from a triIsland. ple-tower antenna atop Catalina
We have three beautiful $200
Chronograph wrist watches (or if
you
prefer,
ladies'
wrist
watches)
— one17-jewel
forcome
each
of those
whose estimates
closest
to
the actual coverage, as determined
by
an
independent
FCC-approved
consulting engineer.
Any principal or employee of advertising agencies
our own)
and
advertisers
may ("save
enter.
must
no laterEntries
than
May be1. postmarked
Judges decision
final.
Winner announced within two
weeks
broadcasting
in earlyafter
May.startIf ofties,
duplicate
prizes
awarded.
MAIL ENTRY NOW
KBIG
C
6540 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood 28, Calif.
My Estimate is
Sq. Mi.
Name
Company
Address
City
State
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SIGNING of pact for 300 spots per week in the Detroit area for Robert Hall
Clothes was announced last week. Those participating include (front row,
I to r) William Wardell, CKLW Windsor-Detroit; Jerry Bess, vice president,
Frank B. Sawdon Inc., agency; Lee Wailes, WJBK Detroit; back row, George
Millar, WKMH Dearborn-Detroit; H. Y. Levinson, WCAR Pontiac, and Harold
Christian, WXYZ Detroit.

TEST AUTHORITY
FCC Claims Legal Right
ALTHOUGH WHIL Medford,
Mass., has applied to change from
1540 kc toits1430
kc — with
which WMEX
would
eliminate
conflict
Boston — principle of the legality of
FCC program test authorizations is
still being argued in U. S. Court of
Appeals
Washington
[B • T,
March 17, in
3; Feb.
18].
FCC last week replied to WMEX
petition that the Commission should
withdraw program authority it
granted
WHIL [B»T,
The Commission
claimedMarch
that 3].it
has the proper legal right to issue
program test grants and that
WMEX's argument that such authority isillegal has no foundation.
In answer to WMEX's argument
that, since the Commission accepted proof that overlap of both
stations' 25 mv/m contours existed,
(WMEX is on 1510 kc) program
authority of WHIL should be revoked, the FCC stated that it felt
the public interest required that
the
status
the issues quowerebe maintained
decided at until
the
scheduled WHIL license hearings.
These hearings were scheduled for
today (April 7) but were postponed
when WHIL applied to change its
frequency.
Oral arguments on the questions
are due to be heard by the Court
of Appeals in the near future.

Legislation Marks Time
As Steel Strike Pends
CONTROLS
CONGRESSIONAL consideration of economic controls reached an impasse on Capitol Hill last week as Senate and House committees marked
time on the Capehart cost allowance formula and other unfinished
business.
Deliberations
on extension
of the *
Defense
Production
Act beyond
lition of Regulation W and :later
next June 30 were sidetracked be- proposed terms calling for 10%
cause of the sudden resignation of down and 24 months to pay on set
Charles E. Wilson as defense mo- purchases. Current terms call for
bilizer (see story page 72) and the 15% down and 18 months maturity.
Price Stabilizer Ellis Arnall has
threatened industry - wide steel
strike.
the Senate group that ceilThe Senate Banking & Currency advised
ing price boosts resulting from the applying for approval. While techCommittee has concluded hearings Capehart
cost amendment totaled
nically applicable to set makers,
and plans
go into executive
ses- $806.2 million as of March 14. In- the order is aimed at air conditionsion thistoWednesday,
scheduling
creases
from
appliances
and
equiping
and
refrigerator producers.
study of the Capehart advertising
ment alone (radio-TV receivers,
Authorities said they knew of
formula and other provisions of the etc.) amounted
to
$46,793,200
of
all
controls law. Chairman Burnet consumer goods price hikes over such practices in the radio-TV set
ceilings. Over 1,000 appli- industry,
Mayban'k
hopes to report normal cations
are for
stillwhich
under tailored
study atregulaOPS.
out a bill (D-S.
by thisC.)weekend.
were filed for these benefits, OPS istionssurveying
manufacturers on
The House Banking Committee, Mr. Arnall reported.
warranties,
model
types
of
reunder Rep. Brent Spence (D-Ky.),
Manufacturers have been perceivers, selling prices and other
has postponed hearings until after
m
i
t
e
d
t
o
apply
for
these
benefits
the House Easter recess, slated to on the basis of costs accrued from aspects.
While set manufacturers and
end April 21. Mr. Wilson originally the
start of the Korean war to July makers of phonograph records and
was scheduled as leadoff witness.
1951,committee,
the cutoff indate.unanimously record players technically are
An atmosphere of pessimism has 26,The
bound by control laws, a substantial
pervaded both committee quarters voting
extension,
rejected, 9-4, a number have been selling their
as a result of the steel strike, set
products below ceiling prices to
Capehart
proposal
for
a
ninefor this Wednesday. There are pre- month
extension.
meet competition in the industry
dictions that continuance of wageTwo Developments Involved
price controls would make economic
control extension difficult. ConMeanwhile, there are two collasensus now is that the production
teral developments involving Capeact will be renewed for another
hart ceiling price adjustments and
year, as voted unanimously by the manufacturers'
hinging
committee, rather than for two on actions takenwarranties,
by the Office of
Price
Stabilization.
years
as
sought
by
the
administration.
OPS has authorized manufacG H N S
turers who produce replacement
Cost-Allowance Formula
HALIFAX
NOVA SCOTIA
parts
—
and
who
already
have
comFate of the cost-allowance forputed cost adjustments under the
mula, authored by Sen. Homer E.
Our
List
of
NATIONAL
— to apply for adCapehart (R-Ind.) as a method of Capehart plan
justments on those parts. These ADVERTISERS Looks Like
permitting manufacturers to com- firms are covered
by general ceilpute tration
advertising,
selling,costs,
adminisWHO'S WHO!
ing price regulations (CPR 22).
and research
still
The agency
also
manuhangs hartinhas shown
the balance.
Sen.
CapeTHEY want the BEST!
ers they must notified
obtain express
no willingness to permissionfacturbefore
Ask
ceiling
fight for retention of this amend- prices on the basisjumping
of
long-term
JOS.
WEED
& CO.,
ment.
Customary warranties
The tive,Republican
Senator was
ac- warranties.
350 Madison Ave., New York
are one year.
OPS
said
it
was
inhowever, in attempts
to ease
formed that some manufacturers
About the
credit restrictions for radio-TV
buyers. His bid was beaten down are violating regulations by offerMaritimes Busiest Station
ing two,rantiethree
five-yearwithout
warin committee by a 7-6 margin. Sen.
5000 WATTS — NOW!
s at new and
low prices
Capehart originally suggested aboBROADCASTING
• Telecast

DR. L. W. CHUBB
Query to Stalin
Radio Scientist Dies
PREMIER
Josef
Stalin's
DR.
LEWIS
WARRINGTON
statements about the immiCHUBB, 69, director emeritus of
nence of a third world war —
Westinghouse
Research
Labs., died
widely quoted last week and
Wednesday at his home in Wilkinsattributed to "a newsman's
burg,
suburb
of
Pittsburgh.
questions" — were prompted
A world-renowned scientist, Dr.
by radioman Ronald B. WoodChubb served Westinghouse 42
yard iatofe in Dayton.
WONE, AsMutual
affilyears, spending the last 20 as represident
search
and general manager of
tember 1948.director. He retired in SepWONE, Mr. Woodyard was
During his two-score years of
touring Europe with 40 other
service, Dr. Chubb helped develop
newspaper and radio editors,
commercial radio broadcasting for
a group which had sought
the
permission by wire from Isburgh.pioneer station, KDKA Pittstanbul to interview the RusIn 1920, he was chosen to guide
sian premier. At Mr. WoodWestinghouse radio activities.
yard's four
suggestion,
they from
also
f wired
questions
"At that time," he recalled later,
"we future
were unable
Rome, thereby cueing the ofreal
to radio.to envision
The state theof
fr ficial Soviet release.
the art indicated that there might
be a few million dollars worth of
■
|
business before market saturation,
FRED GRIMWOOD
as radio seemed applicable only to
Gates Sales Mgr. Dies emergency use at sea, ship-toservice and for telephonic
, ?RED GRIMWOOD, 42, vice presi- shore
dent and sales manager of the communications where wires could
spates Radio Co., Quincy, 111., died notAmong
be used."
other affiliations, he was
„"!Tuesday.
member of the Institute of Radio
Mr. Grimwood aEngineers.
- ~\ ' ] had rel,been
LauMis*., inarrangSurviving are his wife, the former Mrs. Ora Lee McGregor of
ing for inspection
Pittsburgh;
- ^ I ment
and final
ship- brothers. three sons, and four
of military
equipment.
H e
became
ill when
I
returning and ARMED FORCES DAY
was hospitalized
M
Promotion Kirs Are Issued
immediately upon
VIr. Grimwood his return to KITS containing suggested maQuincy.
terial for observance of Armed
::: A consulting engineer, Mr. Grim- Forces Day May 17 are being
:;::vood went to Gates 10 years ago mailed to radio and television stations, Charles Dillon, chief of the
-s;";n the post of chief engineer. In
?';r '.946,
was the
madesame
sales year
manager,
Branch, Dept. of Dehen helater
was Radio-TV
fense, announced last week.
:i";lected
a
director
and
vice
presiIn addition, the Office of Public
dent.
is mapping plans with
1 Mr. Grimwood was a native of Information
individual radio and video net* rTerre Haute, Ind. He leaves his
works for paying tribute to the
Dillon said. Infor" rife, Shirley Cleo, and his parents. services,mationMr.
also is available from information
officers at all military
kartu
installations who will offer their
: (GW HONORS CITIES
assistance to local station manGains Losal Acceptance agers.
Radio folders will include a 15CAMPAIGN of KGW Portland, minute
statements from top
)re., to promote 13 communities in defense script,
authorities and background
^ts
area
in
a
series
of
advertisematerials.
A
and 20-second
{•iients is gaining wide acceptance film trailer is slide
being sent to TV
mong local merchants, according stations.
3 H Quenton Cox, station manaFirst community so honored — Foster May
•resham — actively participated in
ae promotion with the mayor and FOSTER MAY, 46, former WOW
and comity council proclaiming "KGW Omaha radiomentatornewscaster
and Nebraska political
•ays"
for members
a two weekof leading
period. civic
Ad- figure, died March
itionally,
31 in San Diego,
roups joined in broadcasts from Calif., after a lengthy illness. With
resham saluting the city and
|W, Stores used window displays WOW for many years, Mr. May's
innd street banners flew the legend, specialty wasterviews.man-on-the-street
He ran on the Democratic ticket for U.S. Senator from
KGW Comes to Gresham." The
Jvertisements, which also appear Nebraska in 1942 and was a canfor Nebraska secretary of
i Broadcasting • Telecasting, state indidate1950.
He served on the
ill continue through the year with
Omaha
Bee-News
before entering
issibly
additional
"honor"
series
Dinting up various Portland radio. Survivors are his wife, two
lburbs and Oregon cities.
daughters and his parents.
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WRBL delivers 18.7% MORE COVERAGE

than

ALL OTHER media in Columbus7 26 county trading area. This booming market with a population of 600,161 spent $310,780,000 in 1950 . . .
and Columbus shows sales increases in every category for 1951. To get your share of the business
at the lowest cost per thousand, there is only ONE
BUY— the Champ of Columbus— WRBL, the station for audience, coverage and merchandising
support.

s*w

'■ COLUMBUS,

«• rail
CALL
HOLLINGBERY

GA.

and WRBL-FM

1$

46.2 kw
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GUEDEL, CBS
Sign Five-Year Contract
IN A deal unprecedented in radiotelevision, John Guedel Radio Productions and CBS have signed a
five-year contract involving more
than $30 million in time and talent
for the first half-hour daytime
strip, coast-to-coast commercial
"adjacentcast" emanating from
Hollywood.
Starting Sept. 1, Art Linkletter's House Party, packaged by
Mr. Guedel's firm, will be telecast
live to the full CBS-TV network,
with a radio version taped at same
time and released to CBS Radio
immediately following. Show will
originate from the Earl Carroll
Theatre.
Arrangement, pioneered by Guedel Radio Productions, in producing
You Bet Your Life, radio and TV
shows with Groucho Marx, gives
the advertiser complete coverage in
all markets via both media with
sponsor paying only TV production
costs. Pillsbury Mills and Lever
Bros, will split the cost under the
new House Party arrangement,
with program continuing through
summer on CBS Radio.
Change in billings starts May 5,
with program going to full half
hour June 1.
Deal gives Mr. Linkletter six
half -hours weekly on radio (including NBC People Are Funny) and
five half hours on TV.
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air-casters

educaMARSHAL
DR. ROY tionalK. director,
WFILL,Philadelpresented
award
annual
first
phia,
achievement by Fathers Assn. ofof
Strawbridge School, Westmont, N. J.,
for
TV. popularizing scientific subjects on
MANNY WRIGHT, ville,
WFMW Ky.,
Madison-to
KTLW Texas
City,
Tex., as program
director.
CLARENCE
ELIASON
Jr., personnel
director
Gunther
Brewing
more, Co.,
to BaltiCBS
Hollywood
lar capacity.in simiTED LLOYD,
anMr. Wright
nouncer and radio
actor,
joins
announcing staf of WOAI-AM-TV San
Antonio, Tex.
BILL
GRIBBEN
joins announcing
staff of WSB Atlanta.
BOB JONES, news director at WHHM
Memphis, Tenn., appointed program
director replacing JACK BROOKS
who resigned because of illness.
STU WDLSON, moderator ABC radio
Hollywood Flying Feet and announcer
KLAC-TV Leo Carillo Dude Ranch
Varieties, adds daytime duties with
KBIG Avalon, Calif, as producer, maneffectiveager andMaydirector
1. of special events
ROBERT E. LEE promoted to program
operations supervisor at WAAM (TV)
Baltimore, replacing HARRIETT
GEORGE who
joins Red activities
Cross as co-in
ordinator of recreation
military hospitals.
PAUL LUTHER, WLWT (TV) CinTV Detroit,cin ati, toasWWJm.c.
of
Open
Housedaily
replacing
TED JOHNSON
who resigns
cause of other beTV
commitments.
ROBERTLER Inc.,S.N.KEL-Y.,
named national
sales promotion
representative
for
Mr. Luther
WDVA Danville,
Virginia.
JOHN MERRIFIELD, WWJ Detroit
farm director, awarded Honorary
State Farmer degree by Michigan
Assn. of Future Farmers of America.
KIT FOX, director of special broadcast services, WLW Cincinnati,
chosen candidate for "Advertising
Woman cinnati
of theAdvertising
Year"Club.award by CinBOB RIERSON, assistant program
director,
director ofWBTradioCharlotte,
there. N. C, named
TEX WILLIAMS, western singing
star of NBC radio Round-Up Time
and Western Songs and Music, received Presidential award from Goodwill Industries of America Inc. for
service
in providing entertainment for
handicapped.
DOROTHY MacFARLAND and DON
DAVENPORT, both of WXYZ Detroit,
will be married Sept. 6.

WALLACE
G. RAY,
assistant
of KBLF
Red Bluff,
Calif.,man-to
KNBC agerSan
Francisco
as announcer.
PETER JAMIERSON to WTTG (TV)
Washington on announcing staff.
GERALD A. PIERCE, production
chief, WIBU and WWCF (FM)
Poynette, Wis., to KRES St. Joseph,
Mo., as program director.
ALLAN CURTIS, WFGM Fitchburg,
Mass., to WWNH jockey.
Rochester, N. Y., as
announcer-disc
RUTH ANNE FLAHERTY, WTOP-TV
Washington, to WMAL-TV that city,
for daily show, Miss Ruth Anne's
Kindergarten.
CHUCK CECIL, staff announcer,
KARM Fresno, Calif., to KFI Los Angeles in similar capacity.
TOM CARY, KFNF Shenandoah, Iowa,
to announcing staff of KMTV (TV)
Omaha, Neb.
BLAINE HANKS, announcer, KMCM
McMinnville,
Ore., to KOIN Portland,
in same capacity.
SIDNEY NADLER, film editor, WORTV Newland in similar
York, tocapacity.
WXEL (TV) CleveGAIL POTTER, director of speech
and drama, Southern College, Fla.,
Lake-to
WFLA land,Tampa,
Fla., as director of
education
lic service.and pubW. T. McCLARIN,
promotion
and
merchandi sing
manager,
KVOO
Tulsa, O k 1 a.,
Miss Potter
elected president
of Tulsa Optimist
Club effective in June.
MARTIN BLOCK, WNEW New York
disc jockey, to write monthly column
in Redbook magazine commencing with
April issue.
EARL L. DAHLSTROM, program dirsumes
ector at KLIX
Twin atFalls,
assimilar duties
KRJFIda.,Miles
City, Mont.
DON L. PIERCE, program director,
WRRF
re-elected
to boardWashington,
of directorsN.ofC,Washington
Junior Chamber of Commerce.
FRED HUCKMAN and HUGH JARRETT to WESC Greenville, S. C, on
announcing staff.
CARL ZIMMERMAN, announcer,
WSYR Syracuse, father of girl, Terry,
March 27.
DON CLARK, director CBS Radio
Stars Over Hollywood, father of girl,
March 24.

MICHAEL HINN, news staff, KFI and
KHJ-TV Los Angeles, to Liberty
Broadcasting
System,
Dallas, Tex., as"
news
editor and
commentator.
MILO TOWNES, news editor, WAND
Canton, Ohio, to
WSRS Cleveland
news staff.
BARBARA
LIAMS joins WILnews
staff of Ky.WHAS
Louisville,
CHARLES WOOD,NORHartford, Conn.,WTHTto
WNHC - TV New
Haven as newsMr. Townes
ROY NEAL, news
editor-producer, WPTZ (TV) Philalphia, to NBC-TV Western Division
as news dedirector.
ATOM COVERAGE
More Reporters Allowed
ATOMIC Energy Commission is
permitting
radio-TVof
news people30toadditional
the contingent
broadcast network personnel alsigned toin cover
the atomic
explosionready test
Las Vegas,
Nev.,
set sometime after April 19.
AEC announced its plan last
Monday in answer to a protest by
the Radio Correspondents Assn. in
Washington, D. C. The association's president, Hollis M. Seavey
(MBS), and Bill Shadel, CBS, met
with
Charter Heslep, chief of
28.
AEC's radio-visual branch March
The correspondents noted in their
letter
"with ina prospect,
special event
of this that
magnitude
it is,
reasonable to suppose that correspondents from stations throughout the country will want to report
the story first-hand for their reaudiences." interested
Deadline forin
radio-TV spective
newsmen
taking part in the coverage was
today (April 7). Contact was Mr.
Heslep, AEC, Washington, D. C.

ALASKAN RADIO
Four Advertisers Buy Time
SERIES of newscasts,
announcements and stationspotbreaks
have been bought by four U. S.
stateside advertisers on two Alaskan radio stations operated by the
Midnight Sun Broadcasting Co. —
KFAR Fairbanks and KENI Anchorage— Gilbert A. Wellington,
Midnight national advertising manager, announced
March will
28. sponsor
Procter
& Gamble
52-week spot campaign over both
stations to advertise Spic 'n' Span.
Agency is thewillBiowbe Co.,
New York.by
Newscasts
sponsored
Lang & Co., Seattle, for its Gold
Shield coffee. Pacific National,
sameStation
city, breaks
handles were
account.bought for
52 weekscisco, by
Avoset
San FranA/eurl • • e
for its AvosetCo., and
Qwip.
GEORGE SKINNER, WPTZ (TV)
Agency
is
Harrington-Richards,
Philadelphia,
appointed
station's
same
news editor.
station city.
scheduleRounding
is J. A. out
Folgertwo-&
PAUL LIGGITT, newscaster and di- Co., which purchased 26 weeks of
rector of special events, WHBF Rock
for its Folger cofIsland, 111., father of girl, Anne announcements
fee.
Raymond R. Morgan, HollyChristie, March 8.
wo d, is agency.
BROADCASTING
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RECRUITING
Media Monies Asked
MILITARY recruiting authorities
have been assured by a Congressional subcommittee that $1,050,000 sought for radio, TV and other
advertising after July 1 is a "reaamount" and will receive
favorable sonable
consideration.
Officials
of the Military
Personnel Procurement
Service testified
before a House Appropriation
Army subcommittee March 26
on the Army Air Force recruitment advertising budget for fiscal
.1953. Subcommittee, headed by
Rep. notRobert
Sikes (D-Fla.),
has
made L.itsF.recommendations
yet.
Despite this favorable development, there were no indications
that Congress would lift its current freeze on current '52 monies.
Additionally, about $170,000 of an
estimated $900,000 remains unexpended from fiscal 1951 budget.
From $530,000 to $550,000 was allocated prior to March 1 for an interim advertising campaign involving a spot campaign on some
500 temKeystone
stations andBroadcasting
13 other 50 Syskw
outlets [B*T, March 17, February
11].
The controversial
ban was
not
discussed
during the'52brief
session
on Capitol Hill. Recruiting officials
are thus confused over their next
moves in the advertising hassle,

TIME

prompted
Congressional
criticism whichbyresulted
in withdrawal
of network programs. Thus far, no
action has been taken to lift '52
prohibition
on $2.1 million for national advertising.
Before the recruiting picture
clears, these steps must be taken:
(1) Authority must be obtained,
first for MPPS to spend the $170,000
still The
unexpended
fiscalcam-'51
funds.
current from
interim
paign
expires
July
1.
Radio-TV
has a stake in this sum, though its
share has not been worked out.
About $200,000 was spent on network shows dropped last fall.
(2) Congress must rescind
Amendment 8 of the 1952 Military
Appropriations Act unfreezing the
$2 million-plus now tied up. Again,
broadcasters'
hinges
this
eventuality.allocation
Report that
repealon
would be sought in the form of a
deficiency bill has not materialized
yet. MPPS authorities hope for
action by May 1.
Congressional Approval
(3) Congress must approve the
'53 bill. Recommendations
of theto
subcommittee
will be forwarded
the full House Appropriations
Committee, sent to the House floor,
be taken up by a Senate subcomate. mittee and be voted on by the SenThe Senate subcommittee is
headed by Sen. Joseph C. O'Mahoney (D-Wyo.)
, underimposed.
whose leadership the ban was
The
Senator is expected to participate

BUYING

FOR

l

in decisions involving the Pentagon's
for liftingandthe$2.1prohibition on request
the $170,000
million. Permission to spend the
$550,000 portedly
out ofstemmed'51 from
expenditures
reconferences
between Sen. O'Mahoney and Anna
Rosenberg, Defense Dept. manpower specialist.
NARTB has requested a breakdown of all monies spent on radicvideo since July 1, 1951. Radio is
allctted about 18 % of current
monies and 46 % of all funds spent
since that date. MPPS authorities plan to submit the breakdown
to
NARTB President Harold E.
Fellows.
Appearing for the recruiting
program
were
Brig.before
Gen. the
Omarsubcommittee
Niergarth,
MPPS chief; Col. James Banville,
deputy chief, and Col. William
Berkeley, publicity branch director.
They spoke on behalf of voluntary
recruiting,
induction center and
other
activities.
These officials asked the subcomfree rein
use '53to
funds inmittee afor amanner
besttosuited
personnel needs, with directionalized sionallocations
for radio,
televi-of
and other media.
Because
Congressional protests, plans now
envision spot announcements rather
than network productions.
CHARLES MICHELSON Inc., N. Y.,
transcription concern, will handle
U. S. release of The Happy Gang, daytime musical-variety
Canadian
BroadcastingshowCorp.carried
networkon
by Colgate and Quaker Oats.

Witting, Trammell Named
CHRIS J. WITTING, director and
general
DuMontto
Televisionmanager
Network,ofwasthe named
represent
industry as onetheof broadcasting
four new directors
elected to the Advertising Council
last week [B9T. March 31].
Simultaneously, Niles Trammell,
chairman of the NBC board, was
elected a director-at-large, with
Fairfax M. Cone, president of
Foot, Cone & Belding and former
chairman of the Advertising Council board, and William G. Chandler,
president of Seripps-Howard Supply Co., similarly
designated.
Besides
Witting,
new Jr.,
directorsMr.are Harry
F. theByrd
publisher of two Virginia papers,
and Bennett H. Fishier, New Jersey
editor sentandthe newspaper
publisher, both
to repreindustry,
and
Richard E. Deems, general advertising manager of Hearst Magazines, magazine industry reprecil board. sentative on the Advertising CounTheodore S. Repplier was reelected president of the public
service advertising organization,
and Allan M. Wilson and George
P. Ludlam were again named vice
presidents.
KMPC Hollywood has banned Capitol
Records'therelease
by Stan
Freeberg,
voice ofofTryCecil
on KTLA
(TV) Time for Beany.

>52

. . . bq WSOY and WTAX
YOU WERE RIGHT BOSS — I FOUND
THE ANSWER
WITH
WTAX IN
SPRItf&FfELD AND WSOY IN DECATUR/
THESE TWO STATIONS DOMINATE
THE RICH MARKET THAT BOTH
CHICAGO AND ST. UOUIS N\\SS/

fclATC* The largest market in Illinois outside of Chicago is covered by WTAX and WSOY. This tremendous market has
nvi ta 261.850 families with a population of 733.900. 66,671 industrial workers earn a total of $179,602,000.00 each year.
The net farm annual income is $457,403,000.00 — $9,016.00 income per farm family, OVER TWICE the national
average.— $782,738,000.00 total annual retail sales. This major market is YOURS %A#C / W
WTAX
AT APPROXIMATELY ONE-HALF the cost of any other major market in the U.S. W VV f
AM and FM
AM AFFILIATE
and FM
CBSDECATUR
CBS AFFILIATE
SPRINGFIELD
WEED * CO., Notional Representatives
BROADCASTING
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Kirby Plqn Aid Promised
to HOU
introduce aR'
spot which reminds Stations carrying the series have
been given certificates and the
peoplecanthat
there around
are men the
in Ameriuniforms
world programs enter a second phase
protecting our right to sit home in today
Marchto 31].
In the(April
letter7)he[B*T,
circulated
Mr.
an easy chair before a radio or tele- Repplier
and others, Col. Kirby
vision
set,"
Mr.
Repplier
explained.
Another possibility, he felt, is the noted that "it is obvious the 'miliuse of film from Korea on some
tary' is caught in the increasing
shows, with the announcer re- cross-fire of political battle and
charges." He termed
"that doing
we have
lot of boysmindinginviewers
uniform
a lota itcontroversial
a "specific
democratic
for
which
the military
are luxury
at defense
of
unpleasant
jobs."
The
boys,
seeing such evidence in these shows stations throughout the world
today,"in which
and quoted
Gallup
overseas, "will feel much less like poll
almosta recent
60% felt
the
forgotten
men," advised
he added.
Mr. Repplier
Mr. Gamble Korean
action
was
"unnecessary."
He
continued:
that while advertisers are the "cona voice in the wilderness
trolling factor" in lending assist- of Somewhere
sound is needed: a voice
ance, "certainly
therethe areagencies
ways withelectronic
not
political
in which
some of
voice from and to theovertones,
center ofbutmaina
might posal
help."
He urged
the proAmerica that makes a man with
be circulated
through
the astreet
rifle in Korea feel that he is needed
AAAA's. Mr. Gamble thought there, his family proud to have sent
the idea "splendid" but suggested him there, and his country condistribution through the ad countinuously anxious as to his wherecil.
abouts, aware of his accomplishments,
Others Interested
his wants, and his desires. This is
In point of concrete results, that two-way street we were talking
Robert C. Coleson, Pacific Coast about. . . .
one can have all the answers
representative of the Advertising for"No radio
and the Advertising
Council, conferred with Neil Reagan,
president
of
the
AAW,
who
in
Council,
seems sure it's more
turn asked 42 member ad clubs in than a but
spotit announcement
cam11 western states to publicize the
paign"
and
news
Col.
said. Using analyses,
fragmentary
plan at their luncheon sessions. Kirby
sketches
as
examples
Col.
Kirby
In addition, Art Linkletter prom- concluded: "It's the sound of all
ised to push the idea in his net- these things, all these people, all
work shows, Mr. Coleson reported.
Mr. West expressed interest in the services, all America. . . ."
the proposal and promised "we will
do everything
can" convention
upon his
return
from thewe ANA
RIAS EXPANDS SCHEDULE
in Hot Springs, Va., held last
Now on 24-Hour Basis
month [B*T, March 24].
Similar interest was conveyed IN A BID to counteract all-night
by Felix W. Coste, vice president programming
of a communist radio
of the Coca-Cola Co. He sug- network in Germany, the American
gested the overall project be un- radio station (RIAS) in Berlin has
der-writ en by the Advertising inaugurated around-the-clock operation with addition of two extra
Council which "could do the job
hours, the Dept. of State has anmostParteffectively."
of the broadcast work in nounced.
which Col. Kirby has continued to
RIAS has activated a transmitter
pioneer is reflected in the TV series, at Hof, Bavaria, and fanned out its
the Big Picture, which has ex- 22-hour daily schedule through the
panded to some 83 TV outlets. 3-5 a.m. period, it was explained.
Five-minute newscasts are aired
during the extra hours. The Hof
More rural and small-town homes
transmitter
will complement RIAS
are tuned in to KCMO than to shortwave and
wired transmitting
any other station in the area — ac- facilities in a move to offset program ing of a five-station
SovietThe BIGGEST
cording to the newly-completed
zone communist
network. Service
at listeners in Berlin and
Conlan "Study of Listening Habits" istheaimed
Soviet zone.
rural and small town
in Mid-America. Your message on
KCMO reaches them through
programming planned to fit their DEFENSE OP/
AUDIENCE
needs. It's a big, prosperous, loyal
House Group Orders Slash
audience — and you can reach it CONTINUING its attack on Penbest with KCMO.
"publicity" operations,
the
in Mid-America
House tagon
Appropriations
Committee
last Thursday ordered the Dept. of
Defense to slash its Washington
public information force by over
CMO
75%. The group took this action in
reporting
out thebill,department's
1953
50,000 WATTS • 810 KC.
appropriations
which the lower
125 E. 31st St., Kansas City, Mo.
day).
chamber will take up today (Monor THE KATZ AGENCY
There was no immediate indica-

'AMERI
ADVERTISING
is CA'
taking up S
the
cudgels on behalf of a campaign
to recharge civilian and military
morale and drive across the
validity
of election
America's
cause in this
year. fighting
Progenitor of the idea is Col.
E. M. Kirby, chief, Radio-TV
Branch, Dept. of Army, who enantiphonal
Hour . visions
. ."anwhich
radio America's
with the
leadership of The Advertising
Council can bring to ears hoping
to Col.
hear,Kirby
and soon."
appropriately broached
the plan with Theodore Repplier, nual
council
anVoice ofpresident,
Democracyat the
contest
luncheon last February. Actually,
the Army radio-TV information
chief had been toying with the
idea since last fall when he connotion [Closed
of an America's
Hour onceived theradio
Circuit,
Sept. 3, 1951].
Using simple good old-fashioned
patriotism as the theme — against
a "cross-fire of political battle and
controversial charges" traditional
in a Presidential election year —
Col. Kirby has called on the broadcasting and advertising industries
approachandthismilitary
"two-way
street"
ofto civilian
morale.
Already, promises of cooperation
have been given fortuitously by
The Advertising Council, American Assn. of Advertising Agencies,
the Advertising Assn. of the West,
the Assn. of National Advertisers
and such organizations as the
Coca-Cola Co., as well as NARTB.
Mr. Repplier has contacted Paul
W. West, ANA president, and
Frederic R. Gamble, AAAA president, on behalf of the Kirby
proposal. The results have been
gratifying.
Mr. Repplier advised Mr. West
that the Army radio-TV chief has
posed
"very real
which aconcerns
everyproblem,"
citizen. one
He
suggested the Kirby letter be circulated among ANA members.
"For
example,on there
opportunities
many may
radiowell
showsbe
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IT'S homecoming
Ma PerkinsPayne
and
"Shuffles"
Shoberfor (Virginia
and Charles Egelston) in Cincinnati
where
the two took
part inL toWLW's
30th anniversary
luncheon.
r: Mr.
Egelston; Miss Payne, and William
Ramsey, rector.
Procter
Gamble's radio
The two & performers,
nativesdiof Greater Cincinnati, have starred
in the Ma Perkins radio series more
than 1 8 years. Show started on WLW.

AIR FORCE FUNDS
Electronics Projects Asked
FUNDS for electronics — for major
procurement including Air National
Guard equipment and research and
development
projects
are contained in an Air
Force— appropriations bill studied by the House
Appropriations Committee.
Air Force officials told an appropriations subcommittee, headed by
Rep.
George
H. Mahon
(D-Tex.),
that the
electronics
program
calls
for monies for research and development, testing of airborne and
ground radio, and radar equipment
forIncluded
piloted inandthepilotless
aircraft.
Air Force
budget
are a request for laboratory funds
($14.1 million-plus), travel costs
($804,000), velopand
research and dement ($2.2 million-plus).
Sum of $3.2 million-plus is
sought for the Air National Guard,
covering such items as "major
radio, radar, telephone and communications center Fiscal
equipment"
with test equipment.
1953
estimate for UHF communications
equipment is $39.8 million.
An estimate which placed average cost-per-pound
of airborne
electronics
items or similar
components at $46 and average costper-pound
of ground
communications
systemselectronics
at $6, wasor
revealed during the hearings.
The Air Force also requested
$48.4 million for procurement of
"on-base communications" equipment. These include radio relay,
facsimile, and other services not
provided
ances. under authorized allowtion as to how the reduction would
affect media operation of each service or the Office of Public Information's Radio-TV Branch, should the
House tion.andAlso directed
Senate sustain
the cut
acwas a 50%
in staffs of each service. The committee recommended sum of $312,500 for all OPI activities.
The Air Force may drop two
public service radio programs as
the result of reduction in similar
personnel directed by Secretary
Thomas Finletter [B*T, March 31].
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BAB Roundup
Continued from page 27)
excellent progress recorded during the ABC
Agency,NewNewYork;York;ArchRobert
Kintner,
Morton,
KJR
past six months.
Seattle;
George
B.
Storer,
Fort
IndusJohn F. Patt becomes chairman mell,
try,
Birmingham,
Mich.;
Niles
TramNBC
New
York;
Frederic
of the Finance Commitee.
Ziv, Frederic W. Ziv Co., New York. W.
Attending
were:
Kenyon
Brown,
KWFT
WichitaWorth;
Falls, Charles
Tex.; GeneC. Caley,
Cagle,
KFJZ Fort
WMBD
Peoria; Joseph
Martin Baudino,
B. Campbell,
WFAA Dallas;
rep- 'POL
resenting Walter Evans,
of Goldman,
WestingITICAL' ADS
house,
Baltimore;
Simon
'Institutional' Tag Hit
WJTN
Jamestown,
N.
Y.;
George
Hatch,
KALL
Salt
Lake
City;
Louis
Hausman,
CBS
New York;
Edgar
Kobak,McGrath,
WTWA BARB at institutional advertising
Thomson,
Ga.;
William
used forin "political"
was
WHDH
Boston;
John
Meagher,
thrown
the Senate purposes
last Tuesday
Mankato,
Minn.;
Adrian
Murphy,KYSM
CBS by
Minn.).
Sen.
Hubert
H.
Humphrey
(DNew
York;
John
Patt,
WGAR
ClevePeters, B.Free
and
Peters, land;
NewH. Preston
York;
William
Quarton,
WMT
Cedar
Rapids,
Iowa;
Theodore
Sen.
Humphrey
said
he
was
critiStreibert, WDSU
WOR NewNewYork;
RobertDonD.
cizing an "abuse" of institutional
Swezey,
Thornburgh,
WCAUNewOrleans;
Philadelphia;
— "I refer to the growFrank White, Mutual,
York; Allen advertising
ing practice
of institutional
Woodall,
WDAK
Columbus,
Ga.;
Wiltising for political
purposes adverbeing
l
i
a
m
B
.
Ryan,
president
BAB
Inc.
ExcusedPasadena;
were: William
Beaton, used as a tax deductible business
KWKW
Robert
Dunville,
WLW Cincinnati; Eugene Katz, Katz
The attack by the Minnesota
Democrat
bringsbeento heard
the foreoff aandcriti-on
expense."
cism that has
both in the Senate Finance ComBAB STRENGTH
mittee during hearings on tax
and in Congressional
Told by President Ryan measures
chambers.
MEMBERSHIP of Broadcast AdPolicy
now
being followed by the
vertising Bureau totals 572 staDept. and the Internal
tions, four networks and a group Treasury
Revenue
Bureau
is to permit instiof associates, BAB President Wiltutional advertising as a deductible
liam B. Ryan announced at the con- tax expense
providing
the amount
clusion of the NARTB .Chicago
spentson iswith "reasonable"
in compariConvention.
what
the
individual
firm
This provides BAB with a $563,previously.
000 budget as a new fiscal year has spent
Cites
Newspaper
Ads
starts, compared to $340,000 in the
Humphrey said that what
pastComplete
year. separation of BAB setSen.
off his attack were two fulladvertisements appearing in
from NARTB April 1 left the sales page
paper that morning,
agency without the 30% share of aoneWashington
by McGraw-Hill
Publishing
NARTB dues many members of on wages
and
another Co.
by
that association had made avail- Safeway Storesprices,
Inc.
of
able. Operating independently, Calif., national food chain,Oakland,
on
the
BAB now charges half the highest price stabilization program.
Amer. Tobacco Sales
hourly rate per month.
Both of these advertisements,
BOTH unit sales and dollar sales
During the convention, BAB
to the Senator, had nothof American Tobacco Co. for the signed 125 station members, Mr. according
ing to do with the actual product
first two months of 1952 were well Ryan said. At its peak period under of these
two firms.
NARTB dues-sharing plan, thatI desire
to make
ahead of those for the correspond- the
I am not
opposingit perfectly
any right clear
of a
had reached a March total of
ing period last year, Paul M. Hahn, BAB
corporation
or
of
any
person
to that
exabout
970
station
members.
Some
pound political views.
I
respect
company president, reported to of these were lost through NARTB right regardless
of whether
I agree
stockholders at their annual meet- member default, according to BAB. with the point of view
-expressed.
What
I am saying is that Itit ishasnotnothing
a legitimate
ing April 2, in Flemington, N. J.
business
to do
Recruiting Is Under Way
with the expense.
product sold by a corporation,
All directors were re-elected.
whether
it
be
Safeway,
McGraw-Hill,
Membership
recruiting
has
startStandard
Oil,
or
any
other
corporation.
ed under a committee of BAB state
Sen. Humphrey said he planned
chairmen. These chairmen will
study the matter further and
William J. Staab
make station contacts before to
bring
the SenWILLIAM J. STAAB, 53, media BAB's 42 area sales clinics open
ate itand toto the
the attention
Treasury ofDept.
manager for Fuller & Smith & starting in mid-Api*il. Only BAB
Sen.
William
F.
Knowland
(RRoss, advertising agency, died members are eligible to attend the Calif.) suggested that Sen. HumWednesday in Cleveland. Consid- clinics.
phrey might also want to study
ered dean of Cleveland advertising
"We're delighted to find that we
and copy and
"intended
media directors in years of service, can now proceed with our plans for bepublications
used on billboards
presum-to
Mr. Staab started with the firm 39 an even stronger and more aggresably
on
television
and
radio
prosive sales organization during the
grams, as well as in the form of
years ago as office boy.
comingtion year,"
Mr.
Ryan
said.
Stanewspaper
hand-outs"
by
the
Office
to "Sell" its
casePrice
to theStabilization
people.
tion wasreaction
such during
that we this
fully convenexpect of
BASEBALL
to
hit
the
$600,000
budget
mark
Sen.
Humphrey
answered
that
SOUND EFFECT within a comparatively short time. Congress itself can stop any part
of the government from spending
"As
a
result,
we
are
proceeding
5 0/F SPEEDY-Q DISCS immediately with our plans for the submit that
for this
purposeby "but
advertising
a cor-I
ICOVER AIL REQUIREMENTS establishment of a Chicago office, money
to be headed by someone well
poration isa proper legitimate tax
*10*or$2.ea.
in the fields of sales and deductible item only when it reOrder CO J>, Today While Supply la$H versed
lates to its own business." The
promotion. We also plan to imCharles Michelson, Inc.
mediately strengthen sales, promo- taxpayer, he noted, has no recourse
15 West 47th St., N. Y. 36
tion and research staffs at BAB's to corporation "political" ads because housewives cannot "place
New York headquarters."
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PULSE TOP 70
Months Are Compared
TOP TEN network radio programs,
comparing Jan.-Feb. multi-market
ratings with those of Nov.-Dec,
have been released by Pulse Inc.
Listing shows evening, MondayFriday daytime, and Saturday and
Sunday daytime ratings as follows:
Evening
ProgramRatingAverage
Jan.
Feb. Nov.
Dec.
Jack
Benny
(CBS)
11.8
Lux Theatre (CBS)
9.9 11.4
10.3
Bergen-McCarthy (CBS)
9.7 10.2
Amos Hope
'n' Andy
(CBS)
8.9 9.17.6
Bob
(NBC)
7.6
You Bet (NBC)
Your Life (NBC) ... 7.6
7.7
Dragnet
7.5
Godfrey's
Talent
Scouts
(CBS)
7.5
7.7
Winchell,
(ABC)
7.4 9.1
Fibber McGeeAlsop& Molly
(NBC). . 7.3
Monday-Friday Daytime
ProgramRatingAverage
Jan.
Feb. Nov.
Dec.
Arthur
Godfrey(CBS) (CBS)
9.3
9.27.7
Helen
Trent
7.9
Our
Gal
Sunday
(CBS)
7.8
7.7
Ma
Perkins
(CBS)
7.7
7.3
Big
Sister
(CBS)
7.6
7.3
WendyJenny
Warren (CBS)
7.6 7.7
7.5
Aunt
GrandGuiding
Slam (CBS)
(CBS) (CBS) 7.5
7.3 7.4
The
Light
7.1
Young Dr. Malone (CBS)
7.1 6.8
Saturday & Sunday Daytime
ProgramRatingAverage
Jan.
Feb. Nov.
Dec.
Theatre
of
Today
(CBS)
5.5 5.5
GrandShadow
Central(MBS)Station (CBS) . . 5.3
5.4
The
5.2
5.0
Stars Detective
Over Hollywood
(CBS)
. . 5.2
5.75.1
True
Mysteries
(MBS)
5.1
City
Hospital
(CBS)
4.9
4.5
Give and Take (CBS)
4.6 4.8
Let's Pretend1212(CBS)(NBC)
4.5 4.6
Whitehall
4.5
Martin
Kane (NBC)
4.4 4.0

'Leaky
BOTTOMBucket1
fell out of a leaky
Capitol
Hill information
bucket
last week.
Report that
Sen.
Hubert
H.
Humphrey's
(D - Minn.) subcommittee
studying
in the
Senate newsprint
had recommended
newspapers should raise their
advertising rates was "a misby theWord
staff,"thatthe such
Sena-a
tortakesaid.
recommendation had been
made leaked out over the
previous week end. Sen.
Humphrey termed the leak
"a very tragic thing." Proposed report,committee
he added, print
was
a confidential
and
"should
not
have
leaked."
He said he was not aware
the language on ad rates was
in the report when it was
sent to the printers and in
any case, it had no business
being in there.
full page ads in the 400 newspapers
in the country and deduct the expense from oftheirinstitutional
income tax."adverProblem
tising,
Sen.
Humphrey
"is a
serious one in the lightsaid,
of recent
Congressional interest in campaign
expenditures. One of the loopholes
in our present laws affecting campaign expenditures is bythe business
use of
political
concerns advertising
who deduct the cost of
this advertising from their tax returns."

S00 Walls
Nights
with COMPLETE coverage of
Southern New York — Northern
Pennsylvania trading area . . .
Serving 381,700
customers
with primary V
coverage in 7

★ ★★the Triple Cities
★ Binghomton * Endicotf ★ Johnson City
NBC IN THE SOUTHERN TIER
George P. Hollingbery, Nat. Rep.
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RECORD SALES
TV Seen Stimulating
TELEVISION will stimulate rather
than retard demand for records by
causing more people to seek entertainment athome, Glenn E. Wallichs, president of Capitol Records
Inc., stated in his annual report to
stockholders.
Convinced that recordings will
continue to "enjoy popularity as a
major
entertainment,"
revealedform
that ofCapitol
Records saleshe
and profits in 1951 were "well
ahead
Salesofin1950."
the 12 months ending
last Dec. 31 were $13,385,548, an
increase of $1,069,229 over 1950
total. Last year's net income, he
reported, after $437,000 for federal income taxes, was $408,439, reflecting somewhat higher prices
and improved manufacturing and
operating efficiency, Mr. Wallichs
said.
The 1950 net income was $201,509, after federal income tax of
$121,000.
Working capital on Dec. 31 was
$2,760,475, an increase of $158,914
during the year. Compared with
the preceding year-end, cash was
up more than a half million dollars
to $1,202,440, report said.
WGAR-FM PLANS
Now Assembling Equipment
FIRST major station in several
months to enter FM, WGAR-FM
Cleveland, after getting FCC approval fortnight ago for 99.5 mc
(Channel 258), plans to go on the
air
as
soon
as equipment is assembled.
Carl E. George, WGAR general
manager, said the FM adjunct
would
cost about
$50,000.
demonstrates
our belief
in the"This
fut
u
r
e
o
f
the
aural
medium,"
he said.
WGAR-FM will reverse the
history of Cleveland FM, where at one
time there were eight stations. Two
suspended broadcasting in the last
three years. WGAR-FM, CBS
affiliate, will round out the FM network picture in the area. WGAR
applied to the FCC for FM several
years ago, but application was held
up pending outcome of the lengthy
G. A. (Dick) Richards case.

There is no better way
to go straight to your
sales targets in the prosperous Jackson market
than through popular
WJDX.
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inIndustrial
charge Surveys
of westernCo. operations for
KAYE-HALBERT Corp., Culver City
(mfrs. & TVElectric
sets),Supply
namesCo.,Wholesale
Radio
S. F., as
distributors
in
that
area and San
allied arts
Jose Television Supply Co., San Jose,
for San Benito, Santa Cruz, Santa
Clara and Monterey counties area.
City.
OTTO A. HARBACH, president of
manager
of
Visual
Media
Inc.,
that
Exof
owner LarehBOERST,
American Society of Composers, AuJAMES M. ecutives
Radio-TV Service,
thors & Publishers, last week named
pub- ROBERT I. GAINES, head of export
associate
N. Y., named
mont,
gh Report
Rorabau
lisher of monthly
to
Veterans
Hospital Radio Guild's
activities,
Instrument
Div.,
Allen
B.
board
ng.
on Spot Radio Advertisi
DuMont Labs, promoted to export drive. of governors for 1952 fund
managertionalfor
newly
created
InternaFREDERIC
BERNER,
manager
of
deBERNARD HENDEL, general manDivision.
fense products, American Home Foods,
ager of Hendel Fruit Co., joins United
to Industrial
Surveys,group
N. Y.,andas superappointed TV su- Artists
Television as Pittsburgh repvisor of account
PAUL A. M. REPSUMER
LIDEEN, client service executive of ville, Wis. pervisor at Baker Mfg. Co., Evans- resentative.
A. C. veysNielsen
to Industrial Sur- H. R. LETZTER appointed sales man- HARRY ment,ROE,
Foote, manager
Cone & media
BeldingdepartInc.,
as accountCo.,executive.
ager of industrial
division
of
WebIt.
A.,
and
HENRY
ESCHEN,
manRUSSELL J. TINKHAM, co-founder
s
t
e
r
C
h
i
c
a
g
o
C
o
r
p
.
,
Chicago
(record
ager
Edward
S.
Townsend
Co.,
that
and
past president
phonographs, magnetic wire city (magazine representatives), form
of Magnecord
Inc., changers,
and tape recorders).
ESCHEN
&
ROE
Co.
(publishers'
to Ampex Electric TED BOISUMEAU, Paramount Thea- representative),
at 1324 Wilshire
Blvd.
Corp., as manager
tres, Chicago, and TOM McMANUS,
of newly
estabEDWARD
STASHEFF,
TV supervisor
Shell
Oil
sales
representative,
apWNYE New York, and EDGAR E.
fice. lished Chicago ofpoindtuecdtitoonsales
s Inc., N. Y.staff, Telenews Pro- ofWILLIS,
professor of speech at San
DR ANNO,
director FRED MESSENGER, casting director, Jose State College, appointed to U. of
. T^~ CAPOMichigan'snextspeech
of engineering at King Bros., Hollywood, and JACK effective
fall. department faculty
Emerson Radio and MURTON, like capacity M-G-M, CulPhonograph Corp.,
ver City, form TALENT ASSOC.,
(TV casting agency) at 6920 Sunset
Y., elected vice Blvd.
Mr. Tinkham N.president
in charge
N. Y., anof engineering.
£<?juipment
•Corp.,
MITCHELL ARON, engineering staff AUDIO-MASTER
nounces development
of transcription
E. J. BAUGHMAN, electrical engineer, of Hazeltine Electronics Corp., Little player combined
with
PA
L.
I.,
to
technical
staff
of
named West Coast representative for Neck,
53-PA. Instrumentsystem
has
Andrea Radio Corp., Long Island City, called AMdetachable
TV equipment
loudspeaker with
cision Labs. sales for General Pre- N. Y. S. RONALD HACKER joins 12-inch
10-foot
extention
cord
and
plays
all
company's product
sizes of records and transcription
CLIFFORD to C.soundROSE,
section. design and de- from
7
to
17%
inches.
technician,
studioaudio-visual
sales staff WILLIAM velopment
E. JONES, former radio BAKER MFG. Co., Evansville, Wis.,
ofN. Hudson
Radio and Television Corp., director of Henri,
Y.
Hurst & McDonald, announces production of 10 AM fittedChicago, and head of own program end
SIDNEY GROVES, assistant sales production
mast, electrically welded for
group, appointed Chicago strength
and long life. Mast features
manager
of Macy's, N.of Y.,
named fac- representative for Charles Michelson
tory
representative
CBS-Columbia
special
tapered together
joint forto stackInc.,
N.
Y.,
TV
film
distributors.
to cover Connecticut and New York FRANK COOPER, owner Frank
ing ten Baker
foot sections
make
state except metropolitan New York. Cooper Assoc., Hollywood (talent higher masts.
PLASTOID
Corp.,
N.
Y.,
announces
W. L. ROBERTS, Inc., Memphis, Tenn., agency),
named CBS-Columbia distributor for March 25. father of girl, Pamela, production
ohm twin
lead-into
for televisionof 300
antennas
designed
northern
Mississippi,
western Tennes- W. J. JDLES, credit manager, Crosley produce
steadier more dependable
see and eastern
Arkansas.
Distributing Corp.,
ALEX THOMSON, manager of CKCL
N.
Y., appointed
SIMPSON ELECTRIC Co., Chicago,
pictures.
Truro, N. S., appointed representative
national
credit announces
manufacture of new oscilmanager.
in Atlantic provinces of S. W. Caldcalibrator termed Model 276,
well Ltd., Toronto, transcription disHAROLD JOVIEN, featuringloscopedirect
meter readings.
tributor.
head of West Coast Unit is companion piece for Model
COL. EDWARD. J. POTTER, U.S.A.F.,
radio-TV division 476 Mirroscope
which
vertical mounting of cathodefeatures
ray tube.
ret., San
Tex. representative
public relaGeneral Artists
tions man,Antonio,
named sales
Corp., Beverly "Technical • • •
for
city. United Artists Television, that
Hills, department
joins radioTV
Music
Corp. of KENNETH PENDLETON returns to
N. HINKLE BARCUS, manager of
Mich., aswith
technical
America, that city. WKBZ
Ideal Pictures, N. Y., appointed sales
Mr. Jile
Navy.
director Muskegon,
after 18 months
U. S.
DAVID
H. KUTNER, director of
merchandising,
PARKER
L.
LAVERTY
to
KXOK
St.
Campbell-Ewald Co., N. Y., to Norge
Div. of Borg-Warner Corp., that city, Louis as engineer.
as director of advertising and public WILLIAM
Mt. Vernon,engineerWash.,
relations effective April 1. succeeding announcer, P.KBRCENDICOTT,
CHARLES MacMAHON, now eastern father
of boy, William Paul, March
26.
regional manager for Norge.
WARD PRODUCTS Corp., Cleveland, PAT POLILLO, projectionist, WAAM
has released booklet covering its line
Baltimore,
appointed cameraof mobile antenna rods, bases and (TV) manman.
LEONARD NORINSKY,
at WTOP-TV
Washington,camerajoins
springs titled Form 54-153.
WAAM's
staff
in
same
capacity.
CBS-COLUMBIA Inc., Brooklyn,
manufacturing subsidiary of CBS, CHARLES LIND, engineer, WSB Atlanta, and June Nixon were married
names National Electronics Co., last week.
Minneapolis,
for eastern Minnesota asanddistributor
western Wisconsin.
RALPH TAYLOR, sales promotion SYLVANIA Electric Products is ofmanager CBS-TV Hollywood, to
feringespecially
magneticto screwdrivers,
meet the needs de-of
Long Beach Press-Telegram, Long TV-radiosignedservicemen,
to service dealBeach, Calif., in similar capacity.
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
ers wkoceivingpurchase
100
Sylvania
reJAMES D. NORTH, general manager
type
tubes
or
Sylvania
of Western Beet Sugar Producers picture tubes between four
If tke
April
1
and
GEORGE P. HOLUNGBERY
CO.
Inc., S. F., appointed vice president May 15.
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Our Respects to . . .
(Continued from page 58)
Wholesale Co., Miami. Two years
later, in 1921, he became treasurer
of that firm.
In 1924, he formed the WolfsonMeyer real estate firm with Sidney
Meyer, his brother-in-law. This
was the beginning of a co-equal
partnership that has continued to
the present time. Mr. Meyer, prior
to the merger, had been general
sales manager of the Old Fox Film
Corp.
The Wometco Theatre Circuit
(Wolf son-Meyer Theatre Co.) was
established in 1925 with the erection of the Capitol Theatre in
Miami. The chain now boasts 37
movie houses.
The motion picture industry,
however, did not claim all Mr.
Wolfson's activities. From early
youth he had been interested in
civic affairs. This led to his participation in local politics and his
election to the Miami Beach council in 1939.
In 1943, he was re-elected to the
council with the highest number of
votes received by any contestant up
to that time. His high returns and
his service in the city council resulted in his installation as mayor
of Miami Beach.
Leaves for Service Overseas
Politics were temporarily shelved
in September that year when Mr.
Wolfson resigned as mayor to
enter the U. S. Army. Military
service included duty in England,
North Africa, France, Germany,
Austria and Belgium. Outstanding
service tenant
won colonel.
him Hepromotion
to lieuwas decorated
with the Bronze Star with Oak
Leaf Cluster and the French Croix
de Guerre.
The war over, Mr. Wolfson returned to Miami and the expanding theatre circuit, again becoming
active in various theatre trade organizations both in Florida and
nationally.
It was in 1948 that Mr. Wolfson
entered the video field. He applied
I for and received a construction
permit for WTVJ, Channel 4, in
Miami. The growth of that station
is Florida TV history.
In 1950 and 1951, he served as
chairman of the TV committee of
the Theatre Owners of America.
In late 1951, Mr. Wolfson was
elected president of this organization, which represents more than
the 20,000-odd movie houses
inhalftheof nation.
As TOA president, he has urged
its
to "join
with television
to members
build a new
medium
of entertainment that will surpass any-
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JOHN A. KENNEDY (I), chairman of
the board, KFMB-AM-TV San Diego,
is recipient
awardsservice
for "extraordinaryofmeritorious
to the
men
and
women
of
the
Armed
by the stations. George A. Forces"
Scott,
chairman of the San Diego Council
of the U. S. O., made presentation.
thing
imagined."
Mr. heretofore
Wolfson married
the former
Frances Louise Cohen. They have
three children, Louis, 24, a WTVJ
public relations executive; Frances,
a student at Bennington College,
and Mitchell Jr., 13.
In addition to professional organizations, Mr. Wolfson is an
active trustee of two hospitals; a
member of the Rotary, Elks, Free
& Accepted Masons, the Mahi
Shrine Temple, Westview Country
Club in Miami, the Harmonie Club
of New York, American Legion and
is first assistant barker of the
Variety Club of Miami.
For recreation, Mr. Wolfson
plays golf. Or rather, he formerly
played
o-0lf. In entered
the threeTV,yearshe
since Wometco
hasn't been on a golf course.
However, Mr. Wolfson finds
recreation in planning the future
of WTVJ and theatre television,
which to him is still an exciting
threshold.
WBAL Documentary
DOCUMENTARY and dramatic
program was fed NBC by its
affiliate, WBAL Baltimore, last
Thursday 10:30-11 p.m. marking
the station's 25th anniversary of
its affiliation. Program, touching
on historical scenes and events in
the Baltimore area, illustrated
service and entertainment afforded
listeners by NBC and highlighted
audience reaction to name NBC
stars and shows. WBAL is supervised by D. L. (Tony) Provost, vice
president and general manager of
the Radio and Television Division
of the Hearst Corp. Leslie Peerd
Jr. is station manager.
Direct Mail Volume
DIRECT mail dollar volume for
February 1952 was $96,355,838— a
gain of 19.9% over the same month
last year — according to figures released last week by Frank Frazier,
executive director, Direct Mail Advertising Assn. Total for January
and February was $188,256,223, a
10% -plus increase over the corresponding 1951 period.

Would Amend Atlass Contract,
Renewal Bid Advises FCC
WKOW
OFFER to revise its management contract with Atlass Amusement Co.
was made by WKOW Madison, Wis., last week in a petition to the FCC.
The petition requested that the Commission reconsider its action last
November in setting for hearing the station's application for renewal of
license
[B«T,which
Nov.was12, scheduled
1951].to a*buyer later identified as H. Leslie
Hearing,
start
March 28, was postponed in- Atlass Sr. Stockholders did not
definitely.
wish to sell, set price far above its
Subsequently,
The petition said that if the Com- value. ficials
were invited to WKOW
Chicago of-to
mission feels 50%. of the net profits
plus travel allowances give Atlass meet Mr. Atlass, where they discontrol of the station, the contract
need for a CBS affiliation andcusseda theirmanager.
will be revised to pay a fiat $1,250
Mr.
Atlass
turned them over to
a month to the management confirm. Itcancellation
also would atbe the
re- his son, who had set up as a manvisedsulting
to allow
agement consultant. He also told
that recent surveys showed
notice.
end of any year, upon three months' them
CBS was not being covered aden Madison and that it was
Hearing
on WKOW's setlicense
re- seeking qauately iMadison
affiliate.
newalmationapplication
on intis bv the FCCwas that
Monona
After signing
with Atlassa management
Amusement conCo.,
Broadcasting Co., licensee of stationtractbecame
a CBS affiliate. Its
WKOW, had abdicated its control
through the contract with Atlass affiliation contract with MBS was
Amusement Co. The FCC also im- cancelled when Mutual affiliated
plied that WKOW secured a CBS with WJSC Madison, sharing affiliation with ABC on that station.
affiliation after hiring the Atlass
Mr. Atlass Jr. and members of
firm. Atlass Amusement Co. is
headed by H. Leslie Atlass Jr., son his family acquired 180 shares of
of the CBS Western Division vice stock in the station at no par value,
giving them 4% ownership. At
president.
one time,
opLast
week's
petition
recounted
s to buyMr.800Atlass
shares Jr.at had
$30 per
the early history of the Madison share, tionwhich
would
have
amounted
station, told of $154,597 in operat- to 13% to 19% of the ownership.
ing deficits from Jan. 1, 1948, to
Sept. 30, 1950. It also pointed out However, he did not exercise these
that the station cost $250,000 to options.
Petition also related that a conbuild, almost double the amount estimated.
tract between Michael Henry, present manager of WKOW, and Atlass
Income Increase
Amusement
was drawn up when
After Atlass Amusement Co. was Mr. Henry Co.
was being considered
signed as management consultant, for
employment
the WKOW
the station's income rose rapidly, board. It was by
drawn, petition
the petition stated. In 1951, WKOW stated, to show WKOW
had a net operating income of that Atlass Amusement principals
Co. could
$293,108.02 plus other income of deliver the services of the man it
$3,263.63, and an operating expense recommended to be station manof $255,815.84.
ner. Mr. Henry, then manager of
Story of WKOW, as related by WWXL Peoria, 111., never worked
station executives in affidavits to for
Atlass
Amusement Co., the pethe petition was as follows: Needs
tition stated, and the contract
of the station in the early days lapsed when
he accepted the offer
were two — CBS affiliation and a to manage WKOW.
competent manager. CBS told
WKOW officials that its O&O Chi- AMERICAN Newspaper Guild has apcago adequately.
station, WBBM, covered Madplied for certification at Ottawa as
ison
agent
for Canadian BroadIn 1950, Chicago attorney Arthur bargainingcasting
Corp. newswriters
across
Morse tried to buy the station for Canada.
GATES
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Radio-TV Unity Affirmed
(Continued from page 23)
point. William B. Ryan, BAB
president, and his staff officers
were quietly claiming their budget
is heading above that of NARTB.
Prior to the convention, the bulk
of BAB's revenue had come via a
30% cut from NARTB member
dues, if members desired the service. Now BAB membership will
cost as much as NARTB in some
cases, running half the highest
published hourly rate per month.
Have Common Interest
The two groups are competing
directly, from a membership viewpoint, but have common interests
in stimulation of business for
broadcast stations. BAB was separated from NARTB so it could
enter the media field without trade
association handicaps, and slug
openly alongside printed and other
advertising media. This separation
is designed to strengthen the salespromotion organization, and BAB
responded to the expression of
faith
service.by promising an improved
Television occupied a heavier
share of convention attention, with
the industry heartened by the
promise of FCC Chairman Walker
that they probably will not have
to wait much longer for the TV
thaw and the new UHF band.
The chairman drew an ovation
WETELL
DON'T
YOU HAVE
THIS: TO
The Green Bay Market is an
uncommonly receptive market
where come
average
spendable
exceeds state
and na-intional figures
WE'D YOU
LIKE THIS
TO TELL
You can effectively
and ecoMarket nomical y cover this Green Bay

PROGRAM POLICY:
"More Reasons for More
People to Listen More
Often."

J P
GREEN BAY, WIS.
McGILLVRA, Rep. N.Y.&CHI.
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from the convention Wednesday
noon after his first formal address
in his new commission role.
In the manner of ex-Chairman
Wayne Coy, Mr. Walker advised
telecasters to avoid pressures for
expediency. The TV freeze has lasted a long time, he said, because the
Commission is drawing up a master
plan for development of a leading
industry, the dominant medium of
mass communication.
His unfreezing promises were
tempered by the reminder that licensing will proceed "at a snail's
pace."
and budgettheshortages
promise Staff
to aggravate
delays,
he indicated. Chairman Walker
mixed with delegates all during the
convention. He made many new
friends and served to bring the
industry and Commission into a
new understanding of common
problems. Flanking the chairman
at the convention were Vice Chairman Rosel Hyde and Commissioners George E. Sterling and Robert
T. Bartley.
History-Making Debate
Right
after Chairman
address Wednesday
noon aWalker's
handful
of delegates heard a debate that
made history in the field of radio
and television freedom. Two of the
nation's leading lawyers debated
the right of radio and television to
report
ceedings.legislative and court proThe present trend toward curtailment of radio-TV rights to reproceedings
is dangerousportandpublic
strikes
at the fundamentals of free enterprise, it was
pointedgatesoutjoinedinJames
the discussion.
M. Landis Deleand
Louis Waldman in the arguing.
Even Mr. Waldman, who argued
against electronic reporting of
some types of hearings and trials,
agreed that radio and TV were
not getting proper protection.
Many a delegate, recalling recent
legislation tying the hands of radio and TV, winced as Mr. Waldman charged them with gross negligence in making their position
known in legal and legislative halls.
There emerged from the meeting, however, what seemed to be
general
ers and agreement
telecasters that
must broadcastwake up
or they will find themselves locked
out
of
more
and
more
public
proceedings.
Though the Wednesday afternoon program fell apart from an
attendance standpoint, with the
Code Review Board given only a
few brief minutes, the overall program ing of the meeting was
praised. James D. Shouse, WLW
Cincinnati, was chairman of the
convention committee; Robert K.
Richards, NARTB public affairs
director, handled programming;
Neal McNaughten, engineering dihandled intheassociation
largest technicalrector,
conference
history; C. E. Arney Jr., directed the
business operations, and President
Fellows was the executive head who
kept the project moving.
While much of the convention
time was devoted to workshop sesplanning for TV's
study sions,
of equipment
and expansion,
program-

ONE of two winners in RCA Thecontest saurus'
at homethefreezer-filled-with-beef
convention was K.
Cassel Thompson, president and
general - commercial manager of
WDAD Indiana, Pa. RCA models,
roving the fifth floor, reminded conventione rs that Thesaurus is "your
steak in programming."

N.Y. CBS WAGES
Hike Pending WSB Okay
WAGE INCREASE of 1V2% to all
New York employes in the labor
grade structure
executive staffers——non-union,
was offerednon-by
CBS management during a special
meeting of the employe-managecommittee Tuesday. Emmously. ment
ploye members accepted unaniRetroactive to March 31, the
plan awaits approval by the Wage
Stabilization Board, although CBS
agreed to start paying minimum
cost-of-living increases June 1 and
until WSB decision is made. If the
7%% increase is not approved,
CBS will pay the difference into a
merit fund, even though some 22%
of labor grade employes, currently
above the maximum for the classifications, would be ineligible for
merit incr<
Discussions of the increase were
startedmentbycommittee
the employe-managelast November,
with employes seeking a flat 10%
raise in early March. Agreement,
when fectapproved,
until March will
31, remain
1953. in ef-

BAM IS DISSOLVED
BMB Successor Yields
BROADCAST Audience Measurement Inc., industry corporation
formed in 1949 to study the radio
research situation, was formally
dissolved Wednesday during the
NARTB Chicago convention.
SECOND freezer with another 200
Henry Johnston, WSGN Birmingpounds of beef went to Bill Hunt (I),
up the corporation's
a meeting
of directors.
chief engineer of WHIZ Zanesville, affairsham,atwound
who is congratulated by Judge Justin Mr. Johnston was president of
Miller, NARTB board chairman. The BAM.
Formed in the dying days of
giveaway gimmick included importa- Broadcast
Measurement Bureau
tion of a prize-winning steer, named after conclusion
of the second BMB
Nobull, to the lower Exhibition Hall.
study, BAM served as a standby
(See exhibit story page 52)
agency. When private measurement
the type and qualming services, the public service firms expanded
their services, BAM failed to
side of broadcasting and television drawity ofindustry-wide
support.
was given careful attention.
Besides reviewing the radio-TV
reporting situation in connection meeting Monday morning, concentrating on their plan to promote
with trials and hearings, the convention promised to throw full sup- the medium on a state-by-state
port behindThethe fact
Get-Out-The-Vote
test drives have alCampaign.
that 1952 is a basis. Three
been conducted. Interest ran
presidential year was emphasized high inreadythe
FM meeting, with 50and a strong resolution was
delegates turned away because
adopted at the Wednesday business odd
session. Another resolution cov- of lack of seating space.
ered the discrimination against
Winding up the Convention was
microphones and cameras in court the annual banquet, a complete
and hearing rooms, pointing par- sellout. The banquet program feay to thegoverning
public's right
tured PattitainmentPage,
vocalist.by Enterknow howticularlits
agenciesto
was supplied
ABC,
are operated.
BMI,
CBS
DuMont
MBS and
In electing a new television board NBC.
Monday morning, TV members
elevated Robert D. Swezey, WDSUTV New Orleans, to the chairmanship. Mr. Swezey was a driving
force behind adoption of the TV
Code last autumn. Two directors
retired from the board. They were
W. D. Rogers Jr., KEYL (TV) San
Antonio, and Harry Bannister, who
is leaving WWJ-TV Detroit to join
NBC.
FM broadcasters had a busy
CKIN'
IS KLI•Telecasting
BROADCASTING

Affiliates Committee
(Continued from page 23)
Thomson, Ga.; Clair R. McCollough, of the Steinman Stations;
G. Richard Shafto, WIS Columbia
and WSPA Spartanburg, S.C., and
WIST Charlotte, N.C.; Hugh B.
Terry, KLZ Denver; Kenyon
Brown, KWFT Wichita Falls; John
Patt, the Goodwill Stations; George
B. Storer, Fort Industry Co.;
Leonard Kapner, WCAE Pittsburgh; Richard M. Fairbanks,
WIBC Indianapolis; Walter J.
Damm, WTMJ Milwaukee; Ben
Strouse, WWDC Washington, and
Robert D. Swezey, WDSU New
Orleans.
In his report, which he said represented the views of the full committee, Chairman Morency noted
that the group had opposed NBC's
late-1951 economic study for "several basic reasons," and said "there
can be no question" that the comof it, plusefforts"
"the
determinedmittee'sandanalysisconcerted
of NBC affiliates, "prevented its
adoption."
Notes Committee's Objections
He felt that "no one can tell
just what effect the adoption of
this plan, which has since been
shown to be unworkable and unsound, would have had." Committee's objections, he noted, as:
"1.
Radio's
be measured oneffectiveness
the basis was
of theto
presence, or non-presence, of another medium — namely, television.
The studies
reappraisal
on "2.BMB
which waswerebased
acknowledged by most people to be
out of date and obsolete at the time
they were used.
"3. Thecutstudy
eventual
in radioenvisioned
rates of anas
much as 50%, a basis, we can all
agree, which if put into effect
would destroy the industry, at least
as we now know it."
Referring presumably
NBC's
subscription
to the newto Nielsen
survey, Mr. Morency pointed out
that the network has said a new
study will be made this spring "on
an entirelyhopedifferent
basis,"would
and
expressed
that details
be
given
to
the
network's
affiliates
in advance. He noted, however,
that the study already is "in the
works," without the affiliates hav-

1"<

' k

PANELISTS at the audience promotion meeting outlining "The Tale of Three
Cities" included
and Knabb,
r) Johnof Esau,
Tulsa,nameand inRichard
Allerton,
NARTB; (back,
front. IJack
agencyKTUL
of same
Rochester-M.
Worth Kramer, WJR Detroit, and Lee Little, KTUC Tucson, keynoter.
ing been acquainted with it.
end objective was to attain for
Although he did not mention any radio a high degree of acceptance,
network by name at any time, it stability and a real appreciation of
was obvious he was referring to its worth as an advertising medium.
CBS Radio when he pointed out We have tried to avoid winning
and permanently losthat a network
at- arguments
ing friends to the industry.
tempting achange"isin currently
its contracts
with its affiliates that would per"At the same time, we have been
mit the network arbitrarily to forthright, we have called a spade
change rates practically without a spade, and we have not deviated
notice." He added:
principle."
He basic
recalled
committee confer"It ismitteethethat this
opinion
the weak
com- from
is a ofvery
ences with representatives of the
Assn.
of
National
Advertisers,
position from the point of view of
the affiliated station and also from which launched the attack on radio
that of the network. Such a con- rates with its TV penetration
dition could have the direct effect studies approximately a year and
of bringing increased pressures a half ago, and said that as a
from the advertisers on the net- result "we are quite certain that
work to decrease rates, the ad- by
a different
viewpoint
is nowHe held"
the advertiser
group.
cited
vertiser knowing that the network
has the power to decrease rates at ANA's present insistence upon
will and without further consent better facts on all media [B«T,
March 24], and added:
or consultation with its affiliates.
that a year ago all of
"We think this is the worst the"Note
was placed on the
position in which a network could effectemphasis
that
TV would have on only
place itself. It would invite hasty
and ill-considered action. The one other medium, not all."
committee strongly urges that each
Research, Rates Stressed
affiliate carefully examine the efHe reported had
that the
committee's
fect of any suggested modification deliberations
indicated
"two
of its network contract which major fields of greatest
impormighttion weaken
his
station's
posit
a
n
c
e
"
—
research,
and
rates.
and work to the detriment of
"Radio still sells merchandise at
theInentire
industry."
lowest cost per dollar of sales,"
its work,
Mr. Morency re- hethe asserted,
"but thehaveadvertiser
broadcaster
become andso
ported,
stantlythebornecommittee
in mind has
that"conour the
confused with the mass of contradictory research studies that
both have forgotten all about sales,
the only reason for the use of any
WARD PROGRAMS $OLD— ALL NEW FOR '52
SHOW
He commended the ARBI studies
SPONSOR
Your Esso Reporter
asmedium."
a good step toward measuring
$
Esso
Standard
Oil
Co.
I Was A Communist
radio's selling power, as opposed
$ Tru-Ade Bottling Co.
to the "trap" of using ratings as
The Fashion Reporter
$ Kline's Department Store
a precise measurement.
Voice of the Turtle
$ RCA-Victor Records
The Admiral Hour
"popularity
concept,"
$ Gateway Television Co.
he The
asserted,
should rating
be discarded.
Milkman's Matinee
"Radio should also discard the
$ Carling's Beer & Ale
concept of radio homes and start
measuring the number of people
BUT, THERE'S ROOM FOR YOU, TOO!
who
radio,"Nielsen
he said.measHe
singledlistenout torecent
urements
as
containing
"inaccuracies or distortions which are
costly
to
radio,"
they pic-do
not, heture of listening.
felt,
give ina that
complete
MARKET IN
RATINGS
CBS RADIO NETWORK
RESULTS
WESTERN
RENEWALS
WEED & CO., Representative
PENNSYLVANIA
Nielsen was mentioned specif-
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ical y, he said, rating
"becauseservice
it is now
the
only national
available and is the one most
relied upon by advertisers, agencies and networks." He added that
local rating services have "importantand
weaknesses."
Of rates
rate cutting, Mr.
Morency said "what really hurts
the industry are the rate cuts —
package
— theof absorbing
costs and deals
things
that nature.of
They are the real menace to your
operation and to the health of the
entire
industry."referring to GenPresumably
eral Mills' current summer saturation spot campaign, he said:
"Recently one of our largest advertisers has been
business to stations
on aoffering
basis which
would mean a rate cut of about
75%.
such aAcceptance
basis couldof bebusiness
the moston
expensive dollars a station ever
took in. It would seem that a
broad acceptance of such terms by
broadcasters might well permanently set new rates on approximately the level of that acceptance.
"This rate cutting is an insidious
thing — there is no end to it — it is
particularly disturbing to the users
of the medium . . . Just imagine
the time that could be spent on
really selling radio rather than
discussing just what the rate cut
would be. . . .
"The networks have not a good
(Continued on page 108)

FIRST!

18.1 i
14.2 ]
WHLI
27.5
"A" Network— 50 Kw
10.1 J
"B" Network— 50 Kw
21.8
"C" Network— 50 Kw
"D" Network— 50 Kw
8.3
All others combined
ONE STATION
WHLI DOMINATES
THE MAJOR LONG
ISLAND MARKET
CONLAN LATEST SHARE OF
AUDIENCE: Daytime, February,
1952 Hempstead, Long Island, N. Y.
1100
Mill AMFM 98.3
HEMPSTEAD
LONG ISLAND, N.Y.
PAUL PRES.
GODOFSKY,
REPRESENTED BY RAM BEAU
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Sit in
with
the Top
TV Authorities
If you expect to take part in planning or operating a VHF or UHF station, either independent or network, they'll give you the answers in . . .
PATTERN FOR TV PROFIT — Whether you are concerned with the problems of organization, costs, equipment, operation, or programming,
you'll
find FOR
help in...
PATTERN
TV PROFIT
RADIO
COMMUNICATION
Magazine's
Exclusiveresponsible
Feature SeriesmanHere is a abasic
text
for the guidance
of executives
gement, sales, engineering,
and programming.
This series isforliterally
crammed full of practical, factual information drawn from the personal
experience of the five top television broadcast engineers.
Written
non-technical
language,
TV Profit"in has
been
planned toin cover
all the factors
which"Pattern
must beforconsidered
planning
for the successful, profitable operation of VHF and UHF stations, either
independent or network, in accordance with local market and area
requirements.
PATTERN FOR TV PROFIT js written by
Roy F. Allison
Editor, Radio Communication Magazine In Collaboration With
Rodney D. Chipp
A. B. Chamberlain
EngineeringNetwork
Chief
Engineer
DuDirector
Mont ofTelevision
General
Engineering
Depa
Columbia Broadcasting System
Thomas E. Howard
Raymond F. Guy
Manager
Chief York
Engineer
New
Radio
&
Allocation
Engineering
Station WPIXDaily News
National Broadcasting Company
Frank L. Marx
Vice President in Charge of Engineering, American roadcasting Company
Nothing comparable in scope or factual details has been available up to
now for the simple reason that never before have the top television broadcast engineers collaborated in making their knowedge and experience
available to newcomers in this industry.
For example, the first chapter, in the March issue, details four distinct
types of TV stations. It explains the relation between market and area
requirements and the choice of basic facilities. It presents equipment
lists and costs. It gives a breakdown of management, operating, and
programming personnel, and average salaries. Also, it shows how to
estimate
first year's
expense.
Succeedingthechapters
willoperating
go into every
detail of TV broadcasting in the
same
thorough,
informative
manner.
"Pattern
TV Profit"
more widely discussed and referred You'll
to morefindoften
than foranything
ever
written on this subject.
™ ~ ~ "* "
~ m " " Publisher
f* ~ "* ™ ™B.~ ~Sleeper,
the first
Don't
chapter,missstarting
the
issue ofin ■>1 Milton
RADIO
Great
Barrington,Magazine
Mass.
RADIOMarch
COMMUNICABank Bldg.,
RIH«COMMUNICATION
R».t
M
TION. A costs
year's sub I Please enter my subscription, starting with March, so that
scription
I shall hove
the
first
chapter
of
or $6.00 for $3.00,
three II Canada
50c per year. Foreign,"Pattern
$1. per foryearTV Profit".
years. panyUsepurchase
your order,
com- J □ 1 year,add $3.00
□
3
years,
orNOTE:
the coupon
Check enclosed □ Send Bill$6.00
To bebelow.
sure III □NAME
each
_
I
reaches
you promptly,
weRADIOsuggest
having j ADDRESS
COMMUNICATION sent to your ' CITY
ZONE STATE
home address.
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Wilson Successor No Stranger
To Radio- TV Broadcasters
STEELMAN
THE ELEVATION of Dr. John R. Steelman to the post of acting deon thewhoheels
E. Wilson's
resignationfensebringsmobilization
to the director
fore a man
has ofbeenCharles
intimately
identified
with
broadcasting activities in the current preparedness program.
advisor to * —
Dr. Steelman,
President
Truman labor
and administra; (2) theproducts
question of contion trouble shooter, was appointed TV and trother
ol diuncgtailonend
industries; in(3)radiothe
defense chief on an interim basis
"butter and guns" controversy on
after Mr. Wilson's
surprise
anCapitol
Hill
involving
degree
nouncement during the heat of the civilian cutbacks, and (4) economicof
steel squabble.
Mr. Wilson resigned at the close controls, including the Capehart
of business Monday, following a advertising cost formula (see separate stories). In the end, hownews conference during which he
, itwas the wage-price dispute
cited production achievements in in the eversteel
fight that prompted Mr.
the rearmament program since he Wilson's decision
to resign.
took office 15 months ago.
Mr. Wilson stoutly defended
The former president of General progress of the rearmament proElectric Co. told newsmen he had
gram under his leadership and
no immediate
beyond thought
a vaca- scored those critics who complained
tion in Florida. plans
Authorities
that he has sacrificed military preit unlikely that he would return to
the electronics firm and would not economy. parednes on the altar of civilian
announce his future association
He consistently held out for a
until his return from Florida.
long-range defense production plan
Mr. Wilson resigned his $175,000 with a gradual adjustment of the
economyIn rather
than all-he
GE post in mid-December 1950 to nation's
controls.
this fight,
head the nation's mobilization pro- out
emerged
victorious,
with
the
suc- that materials availabilityresult
has
ce gram.
ded at theHe subsequently
top GE post was
by Ralph
eased appreciably in recent months
J. Cordiner.
and
consumer
goods
output
reDr. Steelman, special assistant
tained relatively high levels durto the President and former head
of the federal mediation agency,
his tenure.
Ining the
color TV fight, not yet
will fill temporarily the vacancy
resolved,
Mr. Wilson tacitly concreated
by
Mr.
Wilson's
departure.
ceded
that,
while casting
he felt equipment
mass proThe suddenness of his decision induction of color
vited
speculation
as
to
his
permashould
be
stopped
for
the
present
nent successor from industry. It
regulations should not
was acknowledged that the Presi- emergency,
out a flat a prodent would sift through a list of necessarilyhibition onspell
the allocation of mapossibilities at length and choose
terials
for
all
TV
end products
a top executive who has compiled such as existed during
World
a formidable production record in War II.
private industry.
In resigning,
exAs White House Liaison
pressed belief he Mr.
could Wilson
not accept
Dr. Steelman is no stranger to responsibility "for major stabilizabroadcasters and, particularly, the
tion action which
I cannot control"
of proposals
by the
NARTB. Acting for the Chief — acceptance
Executive, he has been instru- Wage Stabilization Board for
solidifying
be- settling the steel issue. Mr. Trutweenmentalthein White
Houseliaison
and the
man praised Mr. Wilson, in actrade association. Out of a series
cepting the resignation, for his
of conferences with industry grew "vigor, competence
and effectivethe Broadcast Advisory Council,
n
e
s
"
i
n
carrying
out the defense
mobilization
assignment.
comprising
top
radio-TV
executives.
In bowing out, the defense chief
The Presidential advisor, who asserted that under the rearmaprogram the past 15 months
thus
ascends tospot,
the also
nation's
mobilization
has No.
been2 the U. ment
S. is "fast overtaking Russia
active on the TV program front. in the quantity of production of
He has been serving as special host war material" — in fact, "we have
on NBC-TV's Battle Report, Wash- already overtaken them."
Much of the delay in filling miliington,acclaim
which under
has elicited
widespread
White House
orders during
Wilson's
tenuretarystemmed
fromMr.bottlenecks
auspices.
Mr. Wilson came into the re- in the machine tool and component
armament program at a time when
and thedesigns,
complexity of newfields
military
portent of controls first took parts delivery
form —tion
when
the
Defense
Producparticularly
in
electronics.
Administration was created
toterials
set policy
for allocationand
of ma-,
to broadcasters
set KUTE (FM) on Air
manufacturers.
KUTE (FM) Glendale, Calif., went
During that 15-month period, on the air March 22, it was announced last week by the licensee,
Mr. Wilson was a protagonist in
a number of continuing mobiliza- Robert P. Adams, 1644 Idlewood
tion issues, primary of which were: Rd., Glendale 2. The new station
on manu- operates on Ch. 270 (101.9 mc) with
TV ban
(1) Thefacture color
ofequipment
for mass pro- 11.6 kw ERP, from 3-9 p.m.
• Telecasting
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make yourself
at home . . .
Southern hospitality is more than a
tradition with us at wafm-tv. It's our
stock in trade.
You get the warmest welcome in
Birmingham when you're on wafm-tv.
Because Birmingham viewers consistently
watch wafm-tv most often . . . and
are watching it more often all the time.
Over the 14 months Telepulse covers,
wafm-tv's score has been 2,201
quarter-hour wins to its competitor's
1,226 (or 80% more). In February,
it was 179 wins to 71. Or 152% more.
In Birmingham, they're always glad
to see you on . . .
"Television Alabama WAFM-TV
Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales

■

Count the house any way you like.
Television movies in New York—
big box-office for advertisers always—
are better at getting an audience late
at night than any other time. And
wcbs-tv's "Late Show" is best of all.
than

ever...

In a new study of TV feature film shows
in the New York metropolitan area
(we'd be pleased to show you a copy) ,
Advertest finds :
Of the 78% of New York viewers who
regularly watch TV movies, more than half
prefer to watch weekdays after 11 p.m.
They named WCBS-TV more often than all
other stations combined as their first-choice
station for TV movies.
More than twice as many viewers tune in
WCBS-TV's "Late Show" as any feature film
show, early or late, on any other station.
Or take the word of advertisers who
have already been on "The Late Show". .
like the one who recently increased
his sales by 73% in just two months.
And cost is running as low as 78 cents
per thousand viewers.
You (and your product) can be
the idol of this big home audience.
At amazingly little cost. Ask wcbs-tv
or your CBS Television Spot Sales
representative about participations
on "The Late Show" today.
CBS Owned
New York, Channel 2
ed bv CBS Television Sool Sales
WCBS-TV

Within Two Weeks — Walker
FREEZE
LIFT IMMINENT
land rush in Oklahoma in 1889.
FCC CHAIRMAN Paul A. Walker for the many communities that have-not status," he declared.
"We are at another kind of fronWalker, an Oklahoman
brightened the NARTB convention have been denied television these whoChairman
has served on the FCC since
tier— a new frontier in the ether
last week with the assurance that long years and that have been hopinception in 1934, compared [with] new opportunities for fame
ing that the lifting of the freeze its
the TV freeze would be lifted withthe
imminent
freeze
lift
with
the
and fortune, for adding to the real
in the next two weeks — -"barring would mean a speedy end to their
wealth of the nation, for raising
some last-minute snag" — but he
our standard of living, for conwarned that licensing "will appartributing to the general welfare,
ently proceed at a snail's pace."
Highlights
of
Chairman
Walker's
Address
for unprecedented access to inforSpeaking to a packed ballroom at
mation, education and entertainWednesday's luncheon, Chairman
". . . How much longer can the Commission stand off the thwarted
Walker
also wonwiththehisbroadcasters'
and the public [before lifting the TV freeze] ? We might reBut,
he
added, after pointing out
commendation
assertion of applicants
mind you that the children of Israel had to wait 40 years before they
shortage of personnel:
faith in the future of "that cele- were permitted to enter the promised land. The Commission has not kept FCC's
"Unlike
the break-neck speed of
brated bird-in-the-hand," radio,
waiting that long. It only seems that long; actually it has been three the great runs
in Oklahoma,
whose local-level service, he said, you
and a half years. . . .
vision
will
not gallop
into its telenew
makes it "the indispensable medifrontier.
It will apparently proment."
".
.
.
What
we
have
been
drawing
up
is,
in
effect,
a
master
plan,
comum."
ehensive and detailed,
for themedium
development
of onecommunication.
of America's leading
He called upon telecasters to en- industries, prfor
at a snail'snoted
pace."that TV last
her dominant
of mass
When
Mr.ceed Walker
force a program of strict self-dis- hundreds of applicants are waiting to invest hundreds of millions of
108 stations
and of14 more
milcipline, and praised radio and tele- dollars in this new service ... we cannot build upon sand. ... I say it year, lionwith
sets,
had
an
vision broadcasters alike for (1)
have been craven folly to sacrifice our chances for soundness and than $43 million income
before federal
their contributions to national se- would
stability
by
capitulating
to
pressure
for
expediency.
.
.
.
taxes. Independently owned Stacurity through the Conelrad plan
tions (93) made 30 cents on the
I will state as my considered opinion that, taking all circums'tances
and (2) their promotion of the dem- into"...account,
the
Commission's
solution
of
the
television
problem
will
ocratic process in acquainting the prove to be the best that could be reached at this time. . . .
dollar,
he obtained
noted,a while
networks
greater"the
proporpublic with current political issues
tion of their income from infant
". . . You will not have to wait much longer. I can give you this assurand their efforts to get out the
ance: barring some last-minute snag, we are going to lift the freeze TV than they did from 30-year-old
vote.
the next two weeks. . . . We will then probably allow three months
On the uppermost topic Mr. within
for
the
filing of applications. That would bring us up to around the
Walker said:
FCC'sit was
Solution
'Best' that
middle of July before we start processing. By that time we will probably
He said
his opinion
have
1,000
or more applications on file. ...
"Frankly,
I
had
hoped
that
here
at this convention I could announce
FCC's
solution
of
the
3%
-year-old
". . . Weassignments
estimate that
the applications
will cities
exceedandthemany
number
the lifting of the television freeze. available
TV freeze
"willbeprove
to atbe this
the
in virtually
all the larger
of theof best
that
could
reached
. . . But you will not have to wait smaller cities.
This means that hearings must be held in each of these time." It must provide for at least
much longer. I can give you this cities. We estimate
hearings will be necessary for a great many of the 2,000
AM."assignments, recognize the
assurance: Barring some last- 1,000 or more applications. . . .
needs of
states for channels and
minute snag, we are going to lift
"We
now
have
seven
examiners
to
conduct
hearings.
.
.
.
Besides
exof
communities for local channels,
the freeze within the next two
aminers, the Commission requires engineers, lawyers and accountants to
while maintaining "a reasonable
weeks."
handle
staff these hearings. And in none of these fields do we have adequate degree of flexibility" and reflecting
Applications May Hit 1,000
"long-range thinking as a protec"Confronted
with ofthemeeting
biggestit workload
in our history,
are faced
on licensing
tion for the future," he declared.
the prospect
with hopelessly
inadequatewe funds
and
be Theslow,"timehe table"
cautioned.
After will
the with
staff.
.
.
.
Television
will
not
gallop
into
its
new
frontier.
It
will
apCalling
upon future"
telecastersandto urging
"build
freeze lift is announced, three
for
the
long
parently proceed at a snail's pace. . . .
months probably will be set aside
"full support for efforts toward
"Amid all plans,
our talkwe ofaretechnical
problems,
processing
procedures
and
for the filing of applications. In construction
apt to forget the ultimate goal . . . and that self-regulation such as your teleall,
"1,000FCCor more"
servision
ted : code," Chairman Walker asmay hebe estimated,
on hand when
starts is the service that will finally be delivered to the public. . . .
basis ofof our
[my]television
experience
of half
a century,
I respectfully
"It is true that in the hurlyprocessing applications "around the urge"Onyouthebuilders
industry
to
heed
the
lessons
of
history.
middle of July."
new may
re. . . Turn your face resolutely against the temptation of fast, easy money burly ofsource odeveloping
r service, theanypublic
Reiterating
money that
and through unsound practices inconsistent with the public interest. . . .
personnel
plight,FCC's
he forecast
for
a
time
be
too
dazzled,
too
unin"... I urge
for efforts
towardagreed
self -regulation
your
formed, to unorganized to realize
"Besides
of examining
code.fullThesupport
members
who have
to take on such
the asdelicate
the shortcomings and the excesses
and
passingthe onwork
uncontested
appli- television
and
difficult
task
of
administering
this
code
are
performing
a
service
cations, we will be swamped by that needs to be performed if this industry is to realize its highest and to deal with them.
"But in the end, let me assure
hearing cases." He expected that potentialities. . . .
hearingstuallywill
necessarycities
"in viryou, the public awakes and when
. . Incompetition.
cities where Thetelevision
moves
in,
radio
does
feel
the
effect
of
all thebe larger
and the". new
there is a day of
answer to that is not surrender but readjust- that day comes,
It is a day of wailing
many of the smaller cities."
ment. . . . The truth is that some of you radio broadcasters who have retribution.
and gnashing of teeth on the part
To handle these hearings and been making
a
poor
mouth
about
your
future
have
not
yet
even
begun
of those who have betrayed the
also the hearings in all other FCC to fight. . . .
fields, he noted, the Commission
radio
and
television
have
their
jobs
to
do.
We
need
both
systems
now has seven examiners and simi- just"Both
as we need the railroad, the airplane and the automobile. ... I am best
He oftold
his listeners
that "theis
public
interest."
larly short staffs of engineers, law- pot one
American
broadcasting
of thosethe who
believe that
is doomed
to be transferred
yers and accountants.
in time from
jurisdiction
of theauralFCCradio
to the
Smithsonian
Institution. a service in the public interest
(Continued on page 88)
"I know this will be a bitter pill A flourishing, far-flung system of radio is in the public interest. . . ."
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Joint
TV TOWERS
HIGH
JOINT meeting of government hazards to air traffic.
agencies concerned with TV towers
ATA's 6 request
was Rep.
madeRobert
in a
as hazards to air navigation is March
letter to
being planned for the near future. Crosser (D-Ohio), chairman of the
Meeting is expected to include House committee, signed by its
officials of the Civil Aeronautics general counsel, S. G. Tipton.
Letter recommended that the
Administration, Civil Aeronautics
Board, FCC, Dept. of Defense House committee include in its re(Army, Navy, Air Force), Treasury
vision of the McFarland bill (SDept. (Coast Guard), as well as 658) the following additional provision to Section 303 of the Comrepresentatives of the radio-TV
munications Act:
broadcasting
and aviation industries.
That the
FCC
shall "(s)to Have
authority
and
be
refuse
r That is the latest development in issue or modify required
any license
or con-toor
struction permitauthorize
when
such
license
a month of activities that has seen permit would
operation
the aviation industry increasing its or construction of radio theor television
whichwithin theits Civil
judgment,
after
pressures to put restraints on the towers
consultation
Aeronautics
erection of tall TV towers [B»T, Administration, the Civil Aeronautics
March 31, 17].
Board,
the
Department
of
Defense,
conSummary of the proposals made and thestitute,Treasury
orythere
aDepartment,
reasonable
that theyis may
constitute,pos-a
by aviation interests during the hazard tosibilitair
navigation."
last four weeks adds up to the folMr. Tipton called attention in
lowing :
letter to the fact that FCC has
1. Request that Congress legislate his
power to deny applicaan amendment to the Communications assumedtionstheproposing
towers considered
Act which specifically would give the air hazards,
but has no statutory
FCC authority to deny applications
whose antenna sites or heights are power to back it up. He called atfound to be air hazards.
tention to the fact, however, that
the Commission has been upheld in
2. nasRequirement
TV antenbe installed onthata allsingle
tower. its powers to deny an application
3. Requirement that all TV towers on these grounds in one court test
beconsidered
localizedaninaircityhazard
sections
area. already (Simmons v. FCC) in 1944.
Commission's
of refer4. Requirement that the height of
ring cases to thepractice
CAA and
other
TV towers be limited— through FCC agencies
for tower clearances was
ruling or Congressional action.
termed
advisory
only
by
Mr.
Tip5. Requirement that a radio warningtedevice
n a site. be installed at each an6. Establishment of a national set
of standards that all CAA regional RADFORD IS APPOINTED
airspace subcommittees would be re- To DuMont- Eastern Disr. Post
quired to adhere to when considering LEWIS C. RADFORD Jr. has been
TV tower applications.
7. Requirement that TV coverage be appointed eastern district sales
obtained through the use of booster manager for television transmitter
stations so that high towers would division of Allen B. DuMont Labs,
be unnecessary.
Clifton, N. J., National Sales ManMost significant of the recomager James B. Tharpe announced
mendations isthe request of the early last week.
Air Transport Assn. to the House
The appointment, Mr. Tharpe
Committee on Interstate & Foreign said, is in line with DuMont's nationwide sales expansion program,
Commerce for legislation to specify that FCC have the power to
activity for"greatly
the TVincreased"
transmitter
deny applications which propose to calling for
construct TV towers believed to be group.

Meeting ls plgnned
ton. He pointed
that thebyCommission was notout bound
the
objections of such agencies and
could grant an
application
notwithstanding claims that a tower
is an air hazard. He acknowledged
that the Commission, in practice,
has not gone that far.
He referred to the fact that FCC
has already begun referring some
applications comtoit e s andthe
airspace subcontinued:
Thesetinueapplications
will
notto only
conbutfreeze
are expected
increase
when thecenses is lifted.
on new
television
Out
of fairness
to theliapplicants
an earlyThedisposition
of them
should
bedecisions
made.
applicantsthem
wantto
prompt
to forpermit
find
other
locations
the
tower
in
sufficient
time
to
permit
the
operation
of theauthorized
broadcast bystations
at the earliest
time
the Commission.
As far as can be learned, the
House Interstate Commerce Committee has not taken action on the
request except to refer it to the
FCC for "comments." One source
on Capitol Hill admitted that recently the committee has been getUTP Expands Five
SALES of five shows in six markets were completed by United
Television Programs, New York,
during the
four-daylastNARTB
convention in Chicago
week, Sales
Director Aaron Beckwith announced Thursday. Corona Cigars
extended its sponsorship of the
Bing Crosby
Enterprises'LosRoyal
Playhouse
on KECA-TV
Anand Milani's
1890 package
French
dressinggeles,bought
the same
for WENR-TV Chicago. Teletronics
sponsor theMovie
WalterQuick
SchwimmerwillProduction
Quiz
on WGN-TV Chicago and E & B
Brewing Co. renewed Old American Barn Dance on WWJ-TV Detroit. Ward Drug Co. will back
Hollywood
Off-Beat,Melvin
privateDouglas,
detective show starring
on KRLD-TV Dallas, and KFMBTV San
run
of BigDiego
Town.signed for a 26-week

Trouble in the Air Space
TROUBLE brews again along the air lanes. covering such matters as single tower location
for all TV stations in the same market (the
The Air Transport Association is proposing
; i legislation presumably designed to give the Empire State approach) and even use of booster stations to reduce antenna heights.
FCC specific authority to control antenna
The air belongs to the people. Broadcasting
heights and locations — this with an eye toward
services
by the FCC to use this air
J theUnder
TV-freeze
lift. regulations, regional air- to providearethelicensed
people with radio and television
existing
and
communications
services. Air lines are
space committees must approve towers of more
by CAA to provide common carrier
j than 500 feet to eliminate air hazards. The franchised
service at a fee for the people. Each govern18 ! proposal now is made that the pending McFarment agency— FCC and CAA — functions une° Ij legislative
land bill (S-658)
be amended
to give thewhose
FCC
der its own enabling act.
authority
to deny applicants
Over
the years, the air transport people —
™g | towers run afoul the CAA. The FCC has as- government
as well as industry — have been
'-' ; won
sumeda court
this power
right
along
and
has
even
disposed
to look with disdain upon broadcast
action upholding this right.
The proposal of the Air Transport Assn., services as in the "entertainment" field, whereas they describe their sphere as involving safe;he however, is only one facet of the aviation
ty of life and defense.
isit industry's
campaignof that
has as TVits
The development of television should not be
eventual aimrecent
the control
the nation's
impeded
by arbitrary restraints imposed by
towers. Proposals have already been made
BROADCASTING
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HARRY WEISSBAUM (I), regional
chairman of Damon Runyon Cancer
Fund, presents Robert E. Dunville (r),
president of Crosley Broadcasting
Corp., a certificate of appreciation
for work done by WLWT (TV) Cincin ati in helping to raise funds.
John T. Murphy, vice president in
charge
of
TV operations,
looks on asCrosley's
Mr. Dunville
presents
check to Mr. Weissbaum.
ting "complaints"
about they
tall may
TV
towers
and the hazards
be to air travel.
At present, the staff of the
House committee is drafting its
version of the McFarland bill, acto the committee's
last monthcording [B*T,
March 24, 17].vote
The Senate Committee on Interstate & Foreign Commerce has no
such proposals on its agenda.
First word of the request for
legislation came at the Monday
morning business meeting of the
NARTB
Chicago. television membership in
Thad H. Brown Jr., NARTB
managing director of TV operations, said he had just learned of
the
an amendment to
the request
McFarlandfor bill.
It is understood that the Air
Transport Assn. for several years
has tried to get legislation through
Congress limiting the height of
all obstructions considered a menace to air straffic.
uc es ful thus far.It has been unSimilar to the comments made at
(Continued on page 90)

an editorial
aviation interests through star-chamber proceedings. Therepresentwere
broadcaster
sentatives
at theno CAA
sessionsreprethat
already have been held on the subject. Reasonable regulations, evolved with the FCC and
engineering representatives of the broadcast
services exist today.
Through compliance with these regulations
there have been few if any serious commercial
aviation accidents resulting from tower collision. The Air Board can no more prevent
erection of towers meeting FCC specifications
than it can stop the construction of buildings in
airport areas complying with local ordinances.
The FCC is the licensing authority from
ground system to tower top. The CAA can
recommend to the FCC but it cannot reverse
its decision. The lines of authority should be
kept that way.
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Biblical Brown
CODE REVIEW
BIBLICAL
formula
for guidNBC-TVof anAFFILIATES
Only Few Complaints
ance of those
contemplating
FORMATION
NBC-TV Affiliates Assn., with revision of the staerection of UHF TV towers
ONLY a trickle of complaints
tion compensation plan as its first major project, was completed in
was
offered
by
Dr.
George
about the quality of TV programChicago last week under the leadership of Walter J. Damm, WTMJ-AMming and advertising has come to
Brown, RCA research engiTV Milwaukee, who was named chairman.
n
e
r
,
a
t
NARTB
Engineering
the
NARTB TV code review board,
Clair R. McCollough of the Stein- McCollough, Raymond Welpott,
Conference
in
Chicago.
Using
it was sionsbrought
board sesman Stations was elected vice WRGB Schenectady, Nathan Lord,
as his text St. Luke 14: 28,
held last out
weekat during
the
chairman and Arden X. Pangborn,
Dr.
Brown
quoted
the
passage
NARTB
Chicago
convention.
WAVE-TV
Louisville,
Ky.,
E.
R.
WOAI AM-TV San Antonio, was
At
a
Wednesday
afternoon
code
as
follows:
"For
which
of
named secretary-treasurer of the Vadeboncoeur, WSYR-TV Syradiscussion, board members said the
you, intending
cuse, John Outler, WSB-TV Atorganization, which started with
tower,
sitteth not todownbuildfirst,a
one-month period of code existence
lanta and Harold P. See, KRON-TV
some 35 station members.
and
counteth
the
cost,
has
been too short to bring much
San
Francisco.
In addition to the compensation
whether he hath sufficient to
public reaction. J. Leonard Reinsch.
First
meeting
of
the
committee
question which had concerned the was held Wednesday to explore the
WSB-TV
Atlanta, vice chairman,
affiliates in prior meetings, the as- problem. When a new formula is
finish it."
sociation adopted a resolution ask- developed, the stations will negopresided.
OthersBullitt,
taking KING-TV
part were'
Mrs. A. Scott
ing NBC to exercise greater vigilSeattle;
Ewell
K.
Jett,
WMAR-TV
tiate individually with NBC.
FAYE EMERSON SHOW
ance on cow-catcher and hitch-hike
Baltimore, and Walter J. Damm,
Officials of the new association
commercials, inquired about the
view that the or- To Be Dropped by Pepsi-Cola WTMJ-TV Milwaukee, Chairman
network's intentions regarding expressed gthe
a
n
i
z
a
t
i
o
n
c
o
u
l
d
initiate
certain
acPROGRAM,
Wonderful
Town
John
E. Fetzer, WKZO-TV Kalastronger morning and afternoon
mazoo, Mich., issaidin the
Europe.
and produced by its star,
tions which NBC's Stations Plan- owned
programming and requested that
Mr.
Reinsch
board is not
Faye
Emerson,
will
be
dropped
by
ning and Advisory Committee canNBC, whenever the time element
not appropriately do, and that its Pepsi-Cola Co., according to a "a super board of censors." Reis not essential, place its public formation
s
p
o
n
s
i
b
i
l
i
t
y
i
s
clearly
laid out in
should not be regarded Thursday announcement by the
service TV programs in network as a reflection
on SPAC. Activi- company president, Alfred N. the code, he said. He referred staoption time rather than in station
ties will be channeled through Steele, who attributed the move to
time.
tion operators to the board's
The association will meet "inability to obtain satisfactory monthlyletin
bulThe assignment of studying the atSPAC.
andbulletin.
flavor it"Take
with that
common
least
twice
a
year,
according
to
compensation formula and fash- present plans.
sense,"
he
suggested.
He
added
that
ioning a new payment formula was
Sponsored
by
Pepsi-Cola
since
Among those
participating
in the
onlytherealpublic.
link be16, Wonderful Town is seen the sealtween the"iscodethe and
given to a seven-man committee following:
organization
of the
group were
the June
To
Damm,
Welpott,
on
CBS-TV at 9 p.m. EST Satur- the viewer,
composed of Messrs. Damm and Lord, Hoyt Messrs.
time."
absence
of
the
seal inAndres,
WKY-TV
Okladay. Miss Emerson has been
homa
City;
George
M.
Burbach,
KSDdicates absence of theThad
code."Brown,
TV St. Louis; Frank p. Fogarty and backed by the sponsor since SepHe complimented
Paysonbur Havens,
Hall, WTVR
WOW-TV(TV)Omaha;
Wiltember 1950, and announcement NARTB
MINNEAPOLIS BAN
Richmond;
TV
director,
for
his manbowed
to
her
dignity
and
appeal
in
Stanley Hubbard,
MinneNewsmen Protest Order apolis-St.
Paul;WRGB
R. B.KSTP-TV
HannaSchnectady;
Jr.,
and television performances and identi- early days.agement of the code project in its1
B.
J.
Rowan,
(TV)
MINNEAPOLIS City Council last Gaines
fied her personal efforts as "a conAnswering a point raised by
C. KeUey, WFMY-TV Greensboro,
week issued a ban preventing N.Robert
factor to salesthat
growth."
Lemon,Nathan
WTTVLord(TV)andBloomClair R. McCollough, WGAL-TV
It was tributing
understood
Miss Lancaster,
cameramen of KSTP-TV there ington,
Ind.;
John
Pa., a member of the
WAVE-TV
Louisville;
Mitchell
to take pictures of city employes Boyle,
and Lee Schroeder,
Ruwitch,
WTVJ
(TV) Emerson's final appearance would NARTB TV board, Mr. Jett re-|
on any city property without coun- Wolfson
Miami;
Willard
WOOD-TV
called
instances
of code complaints. |
be
April
19.
Pepsi-Cola
was
reGrand Rapids; Alvin D. Schrott and
cil permission after a protest by a Frank
ported getting a new time slot, plus In one case he said criticism had
P.Pa.;Cummins,
WJAC-TV
Johnsunion business agent.
been
received
of
lengthy coverage
town,
H.
W.
Slavick,
WMCT
(SV)
a
new
show,
for
the
end
of
June.
Allen
Haid, WSPD
- TV
The order, emanating from the Memphis;
of an attempted suicide atop a CinToledo; W.
E. C.Walbridge,
WWJ-TV
council police committee, applies Detroit;
Irving
Waugh,
WSM-TV
cinnati building. He said a simiFay, WHAM-TV
only to KSTP-TV, and followed Nashville;
lar instance in Baltimore was covA.William
M. Herman,
WBAP-TV
a formal protest to the council Rochester;
Fort
Worth;
John
T.
Murphy
and
Moore
to
CBS-TV
ored
by
a two-minute film shot durby George Todd, business agent of Dwight
Martin, Crosley
ing a newsreel program.
Corp.; WTAR-TV
Campbell
ArnouxBroadcasting
and John THOMAS W. MOORE, vice presiLocal 363 (AFL), representing Peffer,
Norfolk.
Two
questions
that have come up
dent
and
advertising
director
for
state, county and city employes.
review board meetings, it was
Jack Baudino,
Harris, KPRC-TV
Houston;
He charged a cameraman and Joseph
Westinghouse
Radio Forest Lawn Memorial Park, Glen- instated,
centered
around
use of the
Stations;
Martin
Campbell
and
Ralph
newsman from the station dis- Nimmons, WFAA-TV Dallas; Ralph dale, Calif., has been named to new seal in commercial programs
and
turbed city laborers on the city Evans
and John
Ernie Hill,
Savage,
WOC-TV
post
as
head
of
West
Coast
sales
its
use
by
networks.
The
board
feels
Davenport;
KOTV
(TV)
wharves while taking pictures of Tulsa.
office, CBS-TV Film Sales.
it is proper tificatotion in connection
use commercial
an ice jam in the river.
with identhe
KSTP-TV officials, as well as
seal
if
it
is
presented
in good
management of other local stations,
TV Network Business taste, keeping the code symbol and
believe the move is another flarecall letters predominant.
up from the two-year-old KSTP- FEB. TIME SALES
In the case of networks, the probSkyrockets—
PI
B
TV unionnational
dispute
with
the
Interlemworkof affiliate
seal station
appearance
on netBrotherhood of Electrical CONTINUING its skyrocketing rise, network television in February did
programs
not
80.1%
more
business
than
in
the
same
month
of
last
year,
according
to
Workers. The station, however, "is figures released last week by Publishers Information Bureau. Combined subscribing to the symbol is not
serious
inasmuch
as
90
stations
are
takingficiapictures
as
usual,"
one
ofgross
time
sales
of
the
four
TV
networks
for
the
second
month
of
1952
l said.
now subscribers.
equalled
$14,786,047,
compared
*•
James Bormann of WCCO Min- with
a gross of $8,210,629 for the the individual TV network January
Mr. Damm pleaded for cooperaneapolis, president of the National
month of 1951.
tion. "Give us time to get orgross billings as: ABC-TV, $2,020,Assn. of Radio News Directors, sameTwo-month
461;
CBS-TV,
$5,074,643;
DuMont,
said. Memphis,
Henry W. asked
Slav1952
total
(Januarywrote a protest to Aid. George February) was $29,857,606, against $717,148; NBC-TV, $7,259,307— a
ick,
WMCTganized," he(TV)
Martens of the police committee, $16,763,262 for the like period of total of $15,071,559.
if the review board is interested in
saying his group was "seriously 1951, an increase of 78.1%, PIB reGross time sales for the indi- letters from listeners, drawing an
concerned"
about and
the free
infringement
vidual TV networks are itemized in affirmative reply. "We have many
ported. Correcting figures reported
of press freedom
access to
letters, particularly about religious
news.
earlier [B»T, March 17], PIB gave the following table:
and alcoholic matters," he said.
Jan.-Feb.
Jan.-Feb.
He
believes
the
decision
"was
Feb.
1952
More than 19,000 copies of the
Feb.
1951
1952
1951
taken without full consideration
TV code have been distributed.
ABC
of
all
the
points
of
view,"
and
1,254,851
volunteered to appear before the
$ 2,120,911
4,141,372 $ 5,201,504
2,583,570
PLANS have been made to televise ■
2,600,339 $ 10,177,686
5,103,043
police committee to explain the CBS
841,606 Life
748,544
406,079
1,465,692
With
CBS-TV Shows
using cast
NARND position. The group has DuMont
NBC
CBS Luigi
Radio onversion.
will
6,813,549
3,949,360 14,072,856
8,136,582 from
a regular meeting April 14, aloriginate from CBS Television City,
t
h
o
u
g
h
a
special
conference
may
be
L.
A.,
this
fall.
Mac
Benoff
has
been
called this week.
$14,786,047 $ 8,210,629 $29,857,606 $16,763,262 assigned to write and produce.
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own more
than thesixmaxiJohnson Suggests
mumpanyoftoseven
AM stations,
FM
Year Delay
stations.
STATION LIMIT
Text
of
Sen.
Johnson's
letter
FORGET about revising the TV multiple ownership rule for a year or so FCC Chairman Walker follows: to
until the freeze is thawed and there are more stations on the air.
During athegreat
past deal
sevenabout
weeks I have
worried
petivirtually,Paulis what
Senatorlast Edwin
been filedtheurging
FCCThat,Chairman
A. Walker
week. C. Johnson (D-Col.) wrote to revisiontionsofwhichthehaveCommission's
multiple
ownership
rules
which
would
authorIn a letter
datedSenate
MarchInterstate
31, the Dealers
* Assn.,
;
ize a licensee
with theto current
chairman
of the
which claimed that of five
VHF outlets
increaselimit
his
& Foreign Commerce Committee retailers would benefit from the holdingstionaltoUHFinclude
at Itleastis two
stations.
said addi(which handles radio-TV legisla- impetus given UHF through ac- such a concession would act
asthata
incentive
perfecting
UHF
tion) admitted that raising the
ceptance ofthe NBC recommenda- powerful
for usage.
I which
am inpleased
withtaken
the
tion [B»T, Jan. 28].
ownership limitation from its presvarious
steps
have
been
by the Commission
andis gratifying
the industryto
Opposition to lifting the limita- t^>
ent five-to-a-single
ownerof "might
UHF.
It
accelerate
development
UHF,
tion was expressed to the FCC by learndevelop
now
but will it be done at the terrific WWW Fairmont, W. Va.; KIEM satisfiedthatthatmany
high engineers
standards are
for
and
reception
are UHF
just
price of still further concentrating Eureka, Calif., and New England transmission
around
the
corner.
Television Co., applicant for TV
Perhaps revision of the multiple
TVSenator
in a fewJohnson
powerful answered
hands?" his stations
in Fall River, Boston, ownership velrule
might
accelerate
deopment of UHF,price
but ofwill
it befurther
done
Worcester and Springfield, Mass.; at the terrific
N'I'own
thusly:
concentrating
TV five
in aVHF
fewstill
powerfulto
St. Louis and Kansas City, Mo., hands?
4^developing
"If question
it appears
that
UHF
is
not
To
aliot
stations
as rapidly as desired, and Buffalo, N. Y.
one network is being most generous
On the FCC Rules book as a with
the peoples' property,
andHow,it inis
'aj<and if smaller communities are not
valuable
being served by television, and if proposed amendment is a sugges- very
good
conscience,property,
can any too.
network
ask
»no other solution is in sight, there
tion that one company be per- forIn more?
theinmonopoly
problemrewill be time enough to take such
mit ed to own in varying degrees whichanyis event,
inherent
the
proposed
ision of thevery
multiple
rule
a drastic step as has been sug- more than five TV stations. The should vhave
carefulownership
consideration
gested. .. ." part of his letter, the proposed amendment spells out de- by
the Commission.
In another
modification
of the rule, Aat hearing
which timeon
grees
of
ownership
and
the
number of stations above the maximum all parties
wouldmightbe permitted
Colorado Senator, who has actively
mit comments,
someto subuninterested himself in the freeze,
situations
anddevelop
facts.
be permitted. Same proAt any expected
rate,
with
all
the
difficult
tcolor and other facets of TV, said: that may
posal spells out degrees of owner- problems
before
it
which
the
Commission must handle during the balance of
ship to be permitted for one comthingsmatter
shouldright
comenowfirst,is
and'First
the vital
the
'lifting
of
the
freeze'
and
the
Swezey Elected Chairman
allocation of channels to a large
area of the United States long TV BOARD
Organizational Meet
denied the benefits of this most de- ROBERT D. SWEZEY, WDSU-TV At
New Orleans, was elected chairman
sirable
medium."
Recommendation that the FCC of the television board of directors of the NARTB last Monday at the
revise its multiple ownership rules first organizational meeting of the new board elected earlier that day.
Clair R. McCollough, WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa., was named vice
to permit one entity to own five
VHF stations and any number of president.
Also re-elected to two-year terms terms were: William A. Fay,
UHF stations was made by NBC
the board were: Harold Hough, WHAM-TV Rochester; Henry W.
last January [B»T, Jan. 7]. At onWBAP-TV
Fort Worth; George B. Slavick, WMCT (TV) Memphis;
;he present time, common ownerKenneth Carter, WAAM (TV)
ship of TV stations is limited to Storer, Fort Industry Co. (WAGA- and
five.
TV Atlanta, WJBK-TV Detroit, Baltimore.
The
four networks reappointed
WSPD-TV
Toledo
and
KEYL
Sterling Suggestion.
(TV) San Antonio), and Paul Rai- their representatives to the board:
The NBC petition came two bourn,
Alexander
Stronach Jr., ABC; HerKTLA
(TV)
Los
Angeles.
months after Comr. George E. Ster- Campbell Amoux, WTAR-TV Norbert V. Akerberg, CBS-TV; Chris
ling suggested that networks be
folk, was re-elected for one year. J. Witting, DuMont Television Netpermitted
to have
"two or tothree"
work, and Frank M. (Scoop) RusNew members elected to one-year
UHF stations
in addition
the
five VHF they are allowed in order
zo get their backing for the new
channels. Comr. Sterling made the
recommendation in a speech to the
Armed Forces Communications
Assn. in New York in November
#51 [B»T, Nov. 5, 1951].
Following the NBC petition, seconding comments were filed with
;he FCC by:
ABC, which urged that any one
owner be permitted five VHF and
I UHF stations [B*T, Feb. 4].
DuMont, which urged five VHF
ind three UHF stations [B»T,
?eb. 18].
Fort Industry, which urged that
;he
limitation
permitfive"notor
ess than
seven, rule
including
nore VHF stations" [B*T, Jan.
|]. of seven Mountain States
Group
adio stations, which represented NEW TV BOARD of directors of NARTB is shown after election Monday.
hat no distinction be made be- Seated (I to r): Harold Hough, WBAP-TV Fort Worth; Robert D. Swezey,
ween limitation on AM ownership, WDSU-TV New Orleans, chairman; Clair R. McCollough, Steinman Stations,
even, and TV. The stations were vice chairman; George B. Storer, Fort Industry Co. Standing (I to r): Chris
:OPR Butte, Mont.; KUTA Salt Witting, DuMont Television Network; William A. Fay, WHAM-TV Rochester,
,ake City; KGEM Boise, KIFI N. Y.; Kenneth Carter, WAAM (TV) Baltimore; Paul Raibourn, KTLA (TV)
daho Falls, KWIK Pocatello, Los Angeles; Alexander Stronach Jr., ABC; Henry W. Slavick, WMCT (TV)
Memphis, and Campbell Amoux, WTAR-TV Norfolk, Va. Two other net[LIX Twin
iSarch
24]. Falls, all Idaho. [B*T,
work representatives
on board,
Herbertnot V.present
Akerberg,
CBS-TV, and Frank M.
Russell,
NBC, were
for picture.
National Appliance & Radio
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'Culture' Competition
TELEVISION is cutting into
the advancement of culture in
Atlantic City, a teachers
group says. Samuel Gillingham, program chairman of a
winter soredprogram
series sponby the Atlantic
City
Teachers Assn., blamed television for a $1,100 loss suffered by the series during
the past year.discontinuing
He said he will
recommend
the
programs which are made up
of lectures, dances and music,
designed
to further
entertainment
in the cultural
city.
this teryear,
a postponement
ofprove
this matfor a year
wouldUnited
most
salutary.
Mostoranyofso the
States
does
not
have
kind
of
television.
First things should come first, and the
vital
rightandnowthe isallocation
the "liftingof
ofchannels
thematter
freeze"
to denied
a large
areabenefits
of the ofUnited
States
long
the
this
most
desirable
medium.
I notice
sometheir
of the
desiring
to that
increase
TV interests
network
holdings
are complaining
that
our cur-is
supply
electronic
engineers
so shortrent gineers
thatwouldofanyamount
additional
usediversion
of ento
a
ofwouldengineers
from
defense
work proand
seriously
affect
our
defense
duction
program. onIf there
no engine rs to work
color aretelevision,
how canposed they
be spared for the proticular UHFtime? development at this parIf it appears
that asUHFdesired,
is not de-if
veloping as rapidly
smaller
communities
are ifnotno and
being
served
by
television,
and
other
solution
is
in
sight,
there
will
be
timeas
enough
to
take
such
a
drastic
step
has
beenin postponing
suggested. action
I cannotuntilsee next
any
harm
year
when
all phases
of thisthe problem
can
be
explored
and
when
agenda
of the Commission is not so crowded
and so confused.
I don't like the old
torushbe act,
just and
that.this proposal may prove
sell, NBC Washington.
The election was part of a TV
membership business session that
also heard a report from Thad H.
Brown, vision
NARTB manager of telethe TV board.operations and counsel to
Mr. Brown outlined regulatory
and legislative developments in
which the association had taken
active interest in the past year.
He said the NARTB could take
credit for speeding the end of the
freeze "by atpetitioning
least 18 the
months"
byTV successfully
FCC
to amend the Third Notice of Further Proposed Rule Making to permit written rather than oral testimony in allocations hearings.
Campaign Is Success
The membership campaign of the
past
year
handsomely,
said
Mr. Brown.paidAs offof the
1951 NARTB
convention, membership totaled 55
TV stations and two networks. Last
week it included 88 stations and all
four networks.
The NARTB soon will distribute
questionnaires to members soliciting their opinion on several proposals to request an updating of
FCC rules and regulations affecting TV operation.
He said some of the rules, inherited from AM operating rules
and applied to TV without adaptation, needed revising to make them
more compatible with TV operation.
He said the FCC had advised the
NARTB it was receptive to suggestions on this problem.
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Movement

NATO
TV FLAN
A MASTER global TV plan to span arm. Plans laying the groundwork
all NATO countries — initially re- for a TV network among members
vealed on Capitol Hill last year in of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, with installations initiconnection with a proposed "Vision
al y in Turkey, were exclusively deof
America"
project
is gathering
momentum under
the— relatively
untailed by Sen. Mundt to Broadcasting • Telecasting last year [B*T,
publicized leadership of three U. S.
July 30, 23, 1951].
communications pioneers.
Sen. Mundt has been working
Envisioned in the vast international communications blueprint are with the State Dept., military authorities and foreign embassy delvaried services — radio relay sysegations inWashington, as well as
tems, television networks, AM and
Japanese
communications officials
FM broadcast stations and fac- on the feasibility
of such a plan.
simile^— with international televiThey
all
expressed
interest.
sion as the key activity.
But the actual groundwork —
The promulgation of international TV is being carried out on diplomatic, engineering and electronic— has been laid by authorithe basis that foreign countries acvaried backgrounds.
cept U. S. video standards (525 These tiesmenwith are:
Maj. Henry F.
lines, 60 fields, 6 mc) and finance
Holthusen, a New York lawyerinstallation of equipment.
Aside from the electronics as- diplomat-educator, who spearheads
pect, there are other facets which the mission, lending the diplomatic
invite interest, among them:
approach; sultant
William
a conassociatedHalstead,
with Murray
# The prospect of entertain- Crosby, Crosby
Labs. Inc., Mineola,
ment and cultural programs on an N. Y., and co-builder
of the New
exchange basis among foreign
State Rural Radio Network;
countries — and between those na- York
and Dr. Walter Duschinsky, also
tions and the United States.
with Mr. Crosby, a planner for UN
$ The potentiality of sponsor- TV facilities, who designed WWJship by U. S. industrial firms with TV Detroit studios. Messrs. Crosby,
a stake in foreign markets, acting Halstead and Duschinsky are partthrough their respective advertisners in Telecommunications Coning agencies.
sultants Inc.
0 The possibility of program
State
Dept. Adviser
oi-iginations
and concomitant interest overseas
of Hollywood
film and
Maj. Holthusen also is counsel
stage entrepreneurs in this fare.
for American electronics firms,
Who are the progenitors and and was instrumental in laying the
primemovers behind this vast new groundwork for the Voice of
concept ?
America. He consults periodically
The global TV plan originally with the State Dept.
was brought to light on Capitol
Planning for this vast global
Hill by Sen. Karl E. Mundt (R- S. project was laid before the Senate
D.), co-author of the Smith- Mundt last week by Sen. Homer E. CapeAct setting up the U. S. informa- hart (R-Ind.). He inserted into
tion program and father of a pro- the Congressional Record copies of
posed Vision of America to com- an article and editorial appearing
plement the U. S. overseas radio in Television Opportunities magazine.
The editorial noted that, under
CONSTRUCTION
the leadership of the HolthusenHalstead
triumvirate,
NPA's Fowler Gives Assurance Japan had- Duschinsky
officially adopted U. S.
TV standards. A bylined article
HENRY H. FOWLER, National by
Lawrence Levey, was titled
Production Authority administra- "Pathfinders
for Telecommunicator, told the NARTB meeting
tions Blaze Tele Trails Through
Tuesday that materials controls
and the Middle East."
would be eased enough to permit Europe
As a result of a trip by this
construction of new television stadelegation to Japan last fall [B*T,
tions "on a fairly regular scale."
3, 1951], the JapaMr. Fowler's announcement, Nov. 19,RadioSept.
Regulatory Commission
made during a speech on the gen- Feb. nese
16
issued
a
license to the Niperal subject of the Controlled Mapon National Television Network
terials Plan, confirmed earlier reCorp. to operate a 22-station TV
ports that NPA intended to ap- network
on U. S. TV standards.
prove new TV construction after
the FCC freeze is lifted [B»T, Mr. Halstead supervised network
March 24].
plans and Dr. Duschinsky studio
industry is susThough he emphasized that planning.tainingJapanese
the cost of installation and
copper would remain in short sup- maintenance.
ply Mr. Fowler said structural
According to the editorial, two
steel for building TV stations
would be in good supply. He said other conditions were prescribed by
he could not give assurances that the New York group: Conduct of
the network on private enterprise
"every application" would be "im- principles
and permeation of netmediately approved," but he did
work operation with the "demothink
"the
situation
on
approvals
can be characterized as reasonably
cratic way of life." Commercial
radio operation also has been auunfrozen."
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Gathers Momentum
thorized in Japan.
it couldn't
done
. ."They
. Yet, said
all these
obstaclesbe were
overcome
by
the
electronic
mission .. . Never has a new industry
been launched on an international
scale with such brilliant omens for
better global relations, economic
and otherwise,"
tunities remarks. Television OpporHaving completed the Asiatic
phase, the electronics mission then
visited Turkey, Egypt and the
Philippines. Since the plan was
conceived, Turkey has become a
member of NATO with the result
that certain difficulties have been
minimized.
According to Mr. Levey, these
are the next steps:
Theing 11master
plan, embodyservices,global
but TVstressing
TV, will
span
all NATO— a countries.
It will
be —
100 percent
radio
relay
telecommunications systemtelegraph,
combiningteletype,
multichannel
telephone,
facsimile, FM and AM broadcasting,
and entTV.microwave
It will relay
be similar
the presnow into successful
operation
incoastthe toUnited
States,
stretch-by
ing
from
coast,
and
built
the American Telephone & Telegraph
will provide a completely
Co.The plan telecommunications
integrated
system
extendingEngland,
nearly and
2,400Ankara,
miles between
London,
Turkey,
eventually
reaching
east inandthegoverndirection ofmental
Asia.
Military
authorities,
here
and abroad,
have
knowledge
of
the
plan,
which
would
provide
thoroughly
reliable
network
service,ina 24NATO,
hoursanda day,
for
the 14 countries
adjacent
territories.
Top
world
communication experts
have
expressed
their
unqualified enthusiasm for the plan.
The plan reportedly has been
broached at Gen. Dwight Eisenhower's SHAPE headquarters
[B»T, Sept. 3, 1951].
The sioned
original
enviinstallationTV of concept
video outlets

in Turkey first at a cost to the U. S.
of between $3 million and $4 million and completion of the entire
project at between $30 million and
$40 million.
Thisrelays
includes
mitters, network
and translarge
receivers. These funds were to be
made available through Congressional allocations or, in the longer
range, through American advertising firms or an advertising foundation. This concept has been
abandoned.
On the basis of the Japanese success, the electronics mission is
furnishing the blueprint and advice
and local countries the money for
putting
the project feels
on a that
working"
basis.
"fora
global Mr.
TV Halstead
to exist and thrive,
one-world approach is necessary."
The Mundt plan envisioned manufacturers banding together under
a foundation
to buytotime
on overseas TV stations
merchandise
their wares. Advertisers would receive their money back in sales
revenue in an "entirely new approach to advertising on an interIn return
national scale."for blueprinting and

CBS-TV SHOWS
Sunday Cuts Are Made
CBS-TV is dropping its Sunday
afternoon program service, effective April 20, when it will begin
feeding programs to its TV affiliates at5 for
p.m.,local
leaving
the earlier1
hours free
programming.
Move was officially unexplained
by CBS-TV but was generally atted to a baseball
variety ofseason
causeswith—
advent oftributhe
many TV stations preferring to
telecast ball games on Sunday
afternoons instead of network propreference of commercial
other staDuMONT FILMS
tionsgrams,
for NBC-TV's
programsandover
CBS-TV
susSummer Rates Offered tainers
the the
always
good reaFILM distribution department of
son
of
"economy."
DuMont Television Network last
The one commercial on the CBSweek undertook a special promotion TV Sunday afternoon schedule,
drive involving special summer See It Now, sponsored by Alumirates and bonus arrangements as
num Co. of America, will move on
well as merchandising material April 20 from its current time of
published
3:30-4 p.m. to 6:30-7 p.m. The
mer Hiatus.in booklet form as Sum- Sam
Levenson Show, now in that
Department offers special rates spot, will be transferred to Tuesduring June, July and August,
day, 8-8:30 p.m., following the
ranging from 15 to 50% off regu- withdrawal of the Frank Sinatra
lar film prices. In addition, a free Show which was unable to weather
feature-length film will be given the competition of Milton Berle on
with
purchaseFeature
of the 13-proDuMont.and Bishop Fulton Sheen"
gram every
Illustrious
Films on
NBC-TV
package as well as with every
Program for the second half of
booking of the 15-minute Pathe the 8-9 p.m. hour on Tuesday is
Hy-Lights, human interest series. not set, but it will not be Out
DuMont is also distributing mys- There, science fiction series which
had been considered for the full
dramas, and Fairy
the newTales,
15- hour.
minute teries,
Streamlined
an animated series produced espeSundayMy CBScial y for video.
TVRealignment
shows p.m.
will (from
putof other
Lamp
Feet
5:30-6Unto
p.m.); What
The Slimmer Hiatus brochure inat 5-5:30
the
World?
at
5:30-6
— distributed to more than 1,000 4:30-5 p.m.); Man of the Weekp.m.at (from
6-6:30
agencies, sponsors and station p.m. (from
5-5:30 p.m.).
I Magina6-6:3019Mr.p.m.
Sunday
managers to help them fill summer tion,
period,nowwill inmovethe April
to Saturday,
time spots with top quality films — 1-1:30 p.m. None of these programs is
provides promotion ideas, selling sponsored.
Three other
CBS afternoon
TV sustainers
now
Sunday
areat being
tips, and merchandising aids, all broadcast
discontinued,
for
the
present,
least:
Do You Stand? (now on at 2:30focusedment on
project.DuMont's film depart- 3Where
p.m.);
Quiz Kids(4-4:30
(3-3:30p.m.).
p.m.); Columbia Workshop
BROADCASTING
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Who Will Pay,
Celler Asks
HILL TELECASTS
CHAIRMAN Emanuel Celler (D-N. Y.) of the House Judiciary Committee warned sessions
that "there
be compulsion
for inpayment
somewhere"
if TV covered
and would
committees
of Congress,
a simulcast
March
30 of the American Forum of the Air on NBC (Sunday, 2:30-3 p.m.).
Rep. Celler's remarks were con- the
*
chief argument made by Rep.
tained
in "comment"• onTelecasting
a portion
of a Broadcasting
Celler,
not
want
towho
makeadmonished:
a speech on "Ithedofloor
editorial read to him on the proand before a speech have some
gramdoreby Producer-Moderator
TheoGranik. The editorial said commercial saying I should take a
"the
great
of the offuture
must be the goal
admission
radio .and. .
Sen. Tobey quipped: "That
television to all public meetings laxative."
be true. You might need it."
of the Congress, on a basis of equal might
Rep.
questioned whether
access with the press." It also telecastingCeller
of congressional investipointed out that in the "truest
gatory
hearings
may not be invadsense" it would mean "the admising rights of witnesses. An exsion of the public to public meetample
of
holding
the witness up
ings, on a scale made possible only
ridicule and trying him by the
by the miracles of radio and tele- topublic
rather
than
by the courts
vision" [B*T, March 3].
Crime CommitRep. Celler appeared on the pro- was tee,theRep.Kefauver
Celler intimated.
gram in debate with Sen. Charles
Sen. Tobey, who served on the
W. Tobey (R-N. H.) on the ques- crime-busting
committee, took extion, "Should Congress Be TeleThe Republican said he
vised"? His answer to Mr. Granik's thought theception.gist
of his argument
query follows :
"televising
hearings
is mereWith mentreference
to does
that, notthe subsidize
govern- is that
ly
another
form
of
reporting
the
,
f
o
r
example,
the newspapers
that
cover the
prohearings. ... If the reporters can
c
e
d
i
n
g
s
a
n
d
the
government
does
not
be there with their notebooks and
subsidize
the
radio;
but,
when
it
comes
to television,
theresomewhere.
would be compul- take down the facts and put in
sion forgovernment
payment
not Now,
pay. their own words in the paper the
TheThetelecasters
wouldwould
be paid.
ifcaster
you areindustry,
going tothen
subsidize
the
telesubsidize
the
newspaper
industry that
coverspeople
the
proceedings;
the radio
20TH Entering
CENTURY-FOX
that
cover thesubsidize
proceedings.
TV Production
Sen. Tobeyareinterjected:
emphatically denied,
newspapers
subsidized "The
now. ALTHOUGH
20th Century-Fox Film Corp., one
They
get freeof postage."
the major holdouts on video, is
Question
sponsorship was in ofreported
a TVsubsidiary.
film productorganizing
ion and distributing
New
company
will
not
release
TV FILM SYSTEM
studio'sto current
or pastof
Unveiled at Convention any
motionof the
pictures
TV because
exhibitor reprisal, but will
NEW TV film system to be avail- possible
able commercially in from 18 concentrate on making commercial
spots
and
films to order for advermonths to two years was unveiled
tisers,
Broadcasting
• Telecastto NARTB delegates Monday during
was
informed.
Distribution
seting the Chicago convention.
up
will
be
carried
through
The 16mm system combines ad- FCC freeze lifting when more with
TV
vantages ofthe flying spot scanner
are in operation.
TV system with continuous motion stations
To keep TV subsidiary separate
film for commercial stations, ac- from
Century-Fox, outside
cording to James B. Tharpe, na- studio 20th
space will be acquired, it
MGM TV Test
tional sales manager
transmitter
division. ofTheDuMont's
system was said.
METRO -GOLDWYN- MAYER, in is being shown in advance to give
keeping with plans announced in broadcasters planning TV stations
mid-March [B*T, March 24], on a a chance to plan their operations Six-Week Seminars
test basis and to promote its new "without fear of obsolescence," he SAMUEL GOMPERS Trades
said.
movie
the Rain,of has
School, San Francisco, on recomstarted Singin'
using ain schedule
one
mendation of the TV Trade AdAccording to the DuMont deminute and 20-second filmed coms
c
r
i
p
t
i
o
n
o
f
the
system,
the
flying
Committee, will sponsor two
mercials on TV stations in 10 key spot tubes in DuMont scanners are six-weekvisoryvideo
seminars, to begin
cities. They include Memphis, far advanced. The scanners are April 21-22, it was
last
Nashville, Providence, Richmond, said to require no shading or ad- week. Most sessionsannounced
will be held
Rochester, Syracuse, Toledo, Bufat
the
school
itself.
Demonstrajustments
and
no
critical
accesfalo, Dayton, Houston and Inditors and lecturers will be from San
sories as back and rim lights. In
anapolis. Agency is Donahue & addition,
they are described as Francisco television stations and
Coe, New York.
gamma corrected for gray scale. allied industries. Initial courses
Other claims include lack of in- are limited to those employed in
termit ent film movement, use as TV and those refeiTed to the school
Motorola Seeking
a film recorder and adaptability to by management or unions as proscolor
TV.
pective TV employes. Enrollment
MOTOROLA Inc., Chicago, manuBroadcasters and engineers alike will be by mail, using special postfacturer ofradio-TV sets, is in the
cards which are in the hands of
market for a 26 half -hour TV film agreed that the new system conseries. Top dramatic talent is
stitutes the greatest advance in TV union officials and supervisor at
wanted, in addition to a narrator- film techniques made to date and each TV station. There is no
that
it
might
be the answer to the charge for instruction at the sesm.c. Agency for Motorola is Ruthsions.
rauff & Ryan, Hollywood.
kinescope quality problem.
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financing the installation, the U. S.
would buy times commensurate
rf 9 with Turkish programming hours
on these stations. The programs
would be cultural and educational
in nature.
Mr. Levey
that corollary
since "spon-to
sorship is a notes
required
TV," manufacturers who advertise
in foreign
countries
less sponsor
program"would
seriesdoubtand
shorts on an intercountry, worldSomeclients
300-plus
agencieswide scale."
represent
in thead
U. S. who advertise abroad (as
much as 90% overseas), Mr. Levey
notes, and such a plan would stimuig • late trade.
*' Other
points made in the magazine article:
• Global TV would make possible
"rapid transmission
by FM of the new
techniques
of facsimile."
facsimiled
would
augment TV. Material
• Europe is beset with lack of cohesion and uniformity in radio broad"Regional TV asandoutlined
FM sta-in
tions atopcasting.
mountains,
the Master TV plan would, of necessity, bring uniformity, better reception
in homes. . . ."
• Air and surface transportation
can be enhanced
ventional VHF. through use of con• "Electronic
that
before
long thereexperts
will bebelieve
telecasting
onand anCentral
international
scale,"
with
Latin
countries
joining the U. S.American
and Canada
in a Latin
American network.
• There is great need for "world
adoption
U. S. technical
• Six orof seven
program standards."
TV recordingcallypoints
could
be
strategifor kinescopinglocated
or originating
programswood,—producers,
a "solution"
for
Hollytising agencies. sponsors and adver• "Large-screen
TV, on. . .a Univerglobal
basis,
also inof the
offing.
sal istelevising
feature
films in world
theatres would augment grosses of film
producers,
stimulate
production.
. ."
• The global
TV project
will . help
unify NATO nations, assist electronic
industries of other countries and open
up avenues of employment, according
to Maj. Holthusen.
• Other countries need only apr
paratus inand electronics
guidance —from
leader
the theU. world's
S. — to
receive
"democracy's
better their own welfare.message" and

next morning, why should not the
people
humble tohomes
America inhavethea chance
see theseof
things graphically portrayed before
their own eyes, through the miracle of television. . . ."
PARIS TV MEET
UNESCO Advisers Attend
DAVIDSON TAYLOR, NBC-TV
general
and
two
otherproduction
members executive,
of a UNESCO
advisory committee left New York
last week to attend an international
TV meeting in Paris starting today (Monday).
They will confer with representatives of nine countries on the importance oftelevision as a medium
of communications. Meeting will
be
held
April
7-12, the first
such
international conference
under
UNESCO auspices.
Other committee members are
Richard B. Hull, director of WOITV Ames, Iowa, and Robert B. Hudson, Urbana, 111., TV consultant to
the Ford Foundation's Fund for
Adult Education. The three members are representative of a major
TV network, a university which has
experimented in educational TV and
a research institution which has
studied influence of TV on society,
UNESCO pointed out.
They were chosen by UNESCO
from a 13-member advisory group
"in recognition of the advanced development oftelevision in this country," according to Luther Evans,
Librarian of Congress and chairman of the U. S. National Commission for UNESCO, who made the
announcement in Washington, D. C.
Purpose of Meeting
Purpose
the exchange
meeting isoftoviews
furnish aforumof for
among experts of countries which
have experimented with video or
plan to launch TV service. UNESCO
is exploring ways in which television can be developed international y for education, science and
culture.
"Television itself is no panacea
for achieving [these things] by
means of the cathode ray tube. It
has
to be judged
against
the olderestablished
methods
of press,
film
and radio, and invoked only where
it seems likely to secure a better
result," aplained.
UNESCO
exEven so, it statement
was conceded
that TV "has to be ranked with
the older mediums ... as an influence on the public that can be
used to aid international understanding, orsaid
to impair
it .to. ."concenUNESCO
it plans
trate on objectives
which
would
help individual TV organizations
rather than on large-scale projects
by OnUNESCO
itself.are questions of
the agenda
international TV program exchange, involving standards of definition and film; methods of circumventing language barriers, tax
and customs laws, export regulations, copyright and contractual
rights,
codes. and censorship or moral
April 7, 1952
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Mgrks 25th Anniversqrv
TV
ANCE
DI7,ST
LONG
ton coaxial system, formed the Bell
TODAY,
Monday, April
is the of 525-line pictures (present stand25th anniversary of long distance
ard) occurred on Dec. 1, 1945, when System Eastern TV Network. On
television.
May
1, 1948, was
commercial
intercityon
game from Phila- TV service
authorized;
On April 7, 1927, Herbert the Army-Navy
delphia'sYork
Municipal for
Stadium
was Sept. 20 the Bell
Hoover, Secretary of Commerce, in sent to New
broadcast
ern TV Network System
opened; Midweston Jan.
Washington, was seen and heard in there. Two months later, Feb. 12,
New York by Walter S. Gifford, 1946, Lincoln memorial services in 11, 1949, the eastern and midwestwere united to conAT&T president, and an audience Washington were transmitted to ern networks
nect TV stations from Boston to
of about 50 scientists and newsmen the New York transmitters of CBS,
in the first public demonstration of DuMont and NBC in a pooled tele- St. Louis. Augmenting the coaxial
cast that inaugurated TV service connections, a New York-Chicago
simultaneous intercity transmisradio-relay system was
sion of voice and image.
between
and April
Washing-19, microwave
put into service Sept. 1, 1950.
ton via New
coaxialYorkcable.
The signals were received on two
Coast-to-coast TV was inaugu- SAM GOLDWYN (I), movie producer,
receivers, one with a picture 2x3 1946, marked the first intercity
rated with telecasts of the opening and Edward R. Murrow, editor of
color transmission over coaxial
inches, the other 2x3 ft.
The Hoover-to-Gifford conversa- from New York to Washington and of the Japanese
Peace TreatySept.Con-4, CBS Television See It Now, watch
Francisco,
filming of a scene from forthcoming
tion was carried, sight-and-sound, back — 450 miles — in tests of the 1951, andference in San
on Sept. 29, 1951, the movie, "Hans Christian Andersen."
over telephone wire facilities of CBS color system.
first commercial transcontinental Documentary report on the film will
AT&T's
long
lines
department.
The
Boston Completed Network
second half of the demonstration, a
TV program was aired. Of the 66
13 over See It Now,
TV transmission between New cities with TV stations, 54 are be shown April
telecast vaudeville show, reached
3:30-4 p.m.
New York by radio from its point York and Boston over a 4,000 mc already linked via Bell System
and eight more will be
of origin in the Bell Telephone radio-relay system was launched facilities
Labs in Whippany, N. J.
experimentally on Nov. 13, 1947. added in time for them to receive ical conventions in Chicago this
The first intercity TV program, This, plus the New York-Washing- the telecasts of the national polit- July, leaving only four of the
country's
108 TVTV stations
forerunner of today's nationwide
interconnective
network without
service.
video program service, was a milepost in a continuing program of
Help
New
Stations
Train,
research and development carried
Jett Suggests
on by Bell Labs with the goal of TV STAFFS
paralleling for vision what had A SUGGESTION that present television broadcasters help new ones to KHJ-AM-TV ELECTIONS
already been done for voice in long train staffs was made last week by E. K. Jett, vice president and direcIATSE, IBEW Beat NABET
distance telephony. Dr. Herbert E.
tor of television, WMAR (TV) Baltimore.
BY
VOTE of 7 to 1, IATSE beIves, director of electro-optical reAppearing on a television management panel Wednesday morning at
search for Bell Labs, was in charge
came bargaining agent for producNARTB
convention,
Mr.
Jett with
*
tion-program department personnel
of the project, which stemmed from the
said
that
unless
the
108
stations
all
five.
The
agreement
is
of
KHJ-TV
Hollywood in an NLRB
intercity still picture transmission now on the air provide assist- in the form of a letter to which
supervised
election
contest with
that the laboratories and long lines
ance to new stations that will all are signatory guaranteeing that 10].
department had first demonstrated
spring up in numbers after the lift- no work stoppage will ensue from NABET on March 27 [B«T, March
in the summer of 1924.
ing oftionsthewillfreeze,
the present
sta- any jurisdictional dispute.
IATSE was chosen representafind their
own staffs
Sight, Sound on One Band
He suggested
otherto teletive for makeup and scenic artists,
raided
by
new
telecasters
seeking
casters who were that
obliged
deal set erectors,
Within ten days of the Washing- trained personnel.
construcwith so many labor groups might
tion workers,stagesignhands,
painters
and
ton-to-New York demonstration, on
The
question
of
how
to
recruit
to get a similar agreement.
April 16, 1927, AT&T transmitted personnel for the expanding tele- tryRichard
lighting
men.
One
vote
was
chalP.
Doherty,
employeboth image and sound on the same
lenged
by
NABET
on
the
ground
casting industry was one of several
relations director of that the voter was not on the origfrequency band by a single radio
with by the management employer
NARTB, casterssaid
new tele-to
inal list of names submitted.
transmitter from Whippany to dealt
would bethatwellall advised
panel
under
the
chairmanship
of
Bell Labs in New York. Two years Dwight Martin, vice president, do their utmost
IBEW Local 45 was named barto
keep
the
numlater, May 23, 1929, AT&T filed WLWT
ber of unions with whom they had
(TV) Cincinnati.
gaining agency for engineers and
the original patent application for
technicians of KHJ-AM-TV the
of the panel members, all contracts to a minimum.
coaxial cable, to be used as a wide- of Most
following
when 36 votes were
whom
are
operating
telecasters,
As insurance against jurisdic- cast in its day
band long distance transmission said they acquired their own staffs
favor as against 18 for
tional conflicts, Mr. Doherty sugmedium for both TV and telephony. mostly
from radio backgrounds,
gested
that
telecasters
try
to
keep
ThereLatter
were election
two "no also
union" votes.
The next spring, April 9, 1930, and by various means gave them all technicians within one union and NABET.
two-way sight-and-sound communi- the additional instruction necessary seek long-term contracts with that was NLRB supervised.
cation was publicly demonstrated to adopt their talents and training one union to discourage encroachover a two-mile connection between to TV.
ments by other unions.
special booths between AT&T headAs new TV stations are authorMr. Doherty also had a sugges- TVA ELECTS ON COAST
quarters and Bell Labs in New
i
z
e
d
,
i
n
some
abundance,
they
saw
tion
for
operators of combined AM- Manning Succeeds Carpenter
York. This demonstration was a serious problem of personnel re- TV properties.
He said there was
continued for more than a year.
cruitment arising, and it was to a growing tendency
among seniortech- KNOX MANNING, TV actor and
solve this without wholesale raiding
In
the
mid-30's
AT&T
installed
nical
unions
to
seek
common
moderator, KTTV (TV) Hollya coaxial cable link between New of existing stations that Mr. Jett
ity
clauses
in
contracts
covering
was elected
York and Philadelphia over which advanced his proposal.
both AM and TV technicians.
manwood,of West
Coastpermanent
section ofchairnaTV images of 240 lines were transThe union jurisdictional difficulThe danger in these, he said, was
tional
board
of
TV
Authority
last
ties that beset TV were discussed that if the broadcaster ever wished
mit ed on Nov. 9, 1937, a year after
the cable had first been tested for by the panel, which included, in to reduce personnel on his AM sta- Monday. He succeeded Ken Carmulti-channel telephone use. On addition to Mr. Jett, Lawrence
penter,
Hollywood radio-TV antion, he might have difficulties if
nouncer, who resigned.
May 21, 1940, video pictures of 441 Rogers, general manager, WSAZ- technicians
there had seniority over
Elected to the West Coast board
lines, using a frequency band of TV
Huntington, W. Va.; Willard those at the TV station.
of directors by the membership
2700 kc, were transmitted over the Walbridge, station manager, WWJThe panel members reported they were
Lee Hogan, star of KNBH
cable from New York to Phila- TV Detroit, and Victor A. Sholis, followed
policies
of
rotating
techdelphia and back to New York,
president and director, WHASnical personnel among most jobs (TV) Hollywood Lee Hogan PreTV Louisville.
nearly 200 miles. A month later vice
sents; Peter Prouse, radio-TV
within technical operations, to
the Republican National ConvenWest Coast exMr. Walbridge reported that at
particular special- actor andecutiveformer
of TVA; Vincent Price,
tion in Philadelphia was televised his station five different unions avoidties toattaching
any.
This
is
another
protecand transmitted over the cable for were represented, a situation which
TV-stage-film
star;
Lee Millar,
tion against attempts at encroach- radio-TV actor. They will
for
broadcast
experimental could create constant hazards were
TV
station byin NBC's
New York.
by other unions,greater
and" itflexialso an indefinite period until serve
it not for an agreement which gives mentmanagement
First intercity TV transmission WWJ-TV had managed to reach
bility in assigning personnel.
ture of TVA is settled. the fuPage 82 • April 7, 1952
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phia
tune

more
peopJe
to WPT
Z

than

any
TV

other

Station

When ARB measured the TV viewing habits of
Philadelphians for the entire year of 1951, WPTZ
led in 48.9%' of all the 15-minute periods. That's
nearly
as much as Philadelphia's other TV stations
combined!

WPTZ- Philadelphia
NBC TV-AFFILIATE
1600 Architects Building, Philadelphia 3, Pa.
Phone LOcust 4-5500 or NBC Spot Sales
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BRINK RULING
Upsets TV Movie Royalty
BREAKDOWN of the AFM 5%
royalty
and tracks
re-recording
fees for formula
use of sound
of old
movies released to television is
seen if a ruling made March 28 by
U.S.
referee-in-bankruptcy
Benno
M. Brink
is sustained.
Mr. Brink ruled that four theatrical feature films recently returned to George and James Nasser by United Artists through
court order can now be released to
TV without payment of the royalty
formula and re-recording fees, but
said AFM might seek damages it
estimates are caused by recording
of the sound track.
The ruling came when Mr. Brink
refused to grant at AFM request
an injunction restraining the brothers from selling the films to video
unless union demands were met
[B*T, March 17]. An upholding
of the opinion possibly could see
other Hollywood film producers following footsteps of the Nassers in
releasing old films to television.
Mr. Brink said the 5% royalty
demand was unreasonable since no
percentage provision was provided
in the original contract, and that
an
"agreement contract
to agree"
in the
producer-AFM
before
the
films were sold to TV was merely
so stated and its ambiguity made
it unenforceable.
He said the injunction could not
be granted because AFM held no
actual interest or property rights
in the films, having failed to record any liens against them. The
injunction would be inequitable, he
said, because it would give AFM
"a powerful
weapon
in effectto
would
require
the which
producers
agree to any terms prescribed by
AFM."
Mr. Brink said any damages
KRON-TV GRANTED
Directional Antenna
KRON-TV San Francisco has become the second TV station in
the country to get FCC permission
for a directional antenna. The
only other directional pattern used
by a TV outlet belongs to WNBK
(TV) Cleveland.
Directional TV operation is
usually not permitted by the Commission, but KRON-TV showed
that its coverage could be increased
at no loss to areas now receiving
service. This is the only change
from omni-directional operation
which the FCC allows. The Commission will not permit the use of
a directional antenna to squeeze
in another channel to a community.
WNBK (TV) at Parma, Ohio,
was permitted to change its coverage from a circle-like area, which
would waste half the signal over
Lake Erie, to a directional pattern
in order to cover Akron and Northern Ohio more effectively.
At the same time KRON-TV
switches to its DA, its ERP will
be reduced from 14.5 kw visual
to 9.6 kw visual.
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sought by AFM could be estimated
at prevailing rates of pay for mu- INTERCONNECTION
who would demanded.
actually re-record sicians
the sessions
An
Eight More Cities July 1
AFM appeal was expected.
and AlbuAlthough AFM might be SEATTLE,querque. Phoenix
are the only cities
"deemed" to have a form of lien which won't Those
be
TV-interconnected
or mortgage against the film when
July 1, when 104 of the 108
the sound track is recorded, union after
U.S. television stations will be able
failure to record it as provided for to
receive
instantaneous network
under California law voids any in- service — including
live coverage of
terest on its part in the pictures, the political conventions
in Chicago
Mr. Brink said. AFM attorney [B»T, March 24].
Leonard Horwin was granted an
On
July
1,
AT&T
Long
extension of time for reviewing the Dept. will interconnect eight Lines
addifindings
and Goggin
the Nassers'
attorney,10
tional cities, bringing the total
George T.
was given
number
of
cities
on
the
coaxial
days from filing date to answer.
cable or microwave relay to 62
[B*T, clMarch
This number with
inudes six cities24].
interconnected
AFM 5% DEMAND
privately-owned
radio
relay
microElimination Requested
facilities — Lansing, Grand
ELIMINATION of AFM demand Rapidswaveand
Kalamazoo, Mich.;
for 5% of grosses realized from Bloomington,
Ind.; Nashville, Tenn.,
sale of old theatrical movies to TV and Huntington,
W. Va.
and revision of its policy on payThe eight
cities
be interconment for re-scoring of those films,
by AT&T into time
for the
have been asked for by Independent politicalnectedconventions
are Miami,
Motion Pictures Producers Assn.
New
Orleans,
Dallas,
Fort
Worth,
J. E. Chadwick, head of IMPPA
Oklahoma City, Tulsa and
revealed last week that his group Houston,
San Antonio.
requested James C. Petrillo to name
Dallas and San Antonio will have
a special committee to re-nego- two-channel service before the end
tiate AFM demands in Hollywood of the year. The other six cities
"where the producers reside and
have single channel circuits.
where facts are more obtainable." will
for the eight southwestRequest was based on the Facilities
ern
cities were originally scheddecision handed down by U. S.
uled for the end of the year, but
referee-in-bankruptcy Benno M.
dates were moved up to
Brink in the George and James completion
meet
the July political convention
Nasser
vs.
AFM
hearing
(see
story
dates.
this page.)
AT&T has no plans for interMr. Chadwick pointed out that
connecting Seattle, Phoenix or
the referee-in-bankruptcy scored Albuquerque this year. Of the
the looseness of the current con- three, Phoenix might be intertract calling for TV negotiations
con ceocnteedctiboyn year's
at a future time on uncertain conis orderedendbyif a internetditions.
work, since it is on the southern
"It is well to understand that transcontinental coaxial cable.
in the future the producer-musician Albuquerque is 330 airline miles
agreements must be specific and from Phoenix. There is also a
cable running northward
conclusive," Mr. Chadwick said. coaxial
"At this time it is evident that on the west coast from Sacramento
the entire matter has to be re- to Portland, Ore. This could also
be adapted for TV, but facilities
negotiated."

from Portland to Seattle would
have to be installed. Seattle is 145
miles from Portland.
Actually, there are two other TV
cities not interconnected. They are
Newark, N. J. (which is considered
part of the New York area) and
Brownsville,
Tex.however,
Brownsville's
TV transmitter,
is in
Matamoros, Mexico, and the AT&T
has had no discussions with the
Mexican authorities.
AT&T radio relay link between
Washington and Charlotte was put
into service April 2 for telephoneuse, with
be available whenTVit service
is fullyto developed.
Link is final section of a $6 million
project connecting Washington,
Charlotte and Atlanta. The Charlot e-Atlanta leg was opened for
phone-TV service March 17.
Political Audience
SIXTY million persons — approximately 40% of the U. S. population
— will be able to attend this summer's Presidential conventions via
television, Sig Mickelson, CBS-TV
director of news and public affairs, estimated in a speech at New
York's Freedom Sales Rally for
Westinghouse Electric Corp., CBS
convention coverage sponsor.

MBS MEETING
Hears Television Plans
TELEVISION services being
planned
by MBSthe same
will programoffer "in
many respects"
ming advantages
to small
and
large video stations "as are enjoyed" by Mutual radio affiliates,
according
to Thomas [Closed
F. O'Neil,
MBS board
Circuit, Marchchairman
31].
At a meeting of the Mutual Affiliates Advisory Committee in Chicago March 29 prior to the NARTB
convention, Mr. O'Neil said studies
to develop
are
now
under Mutual's
way. ItTVwasservice
his first
meeting
with
the
group
since
General Tire and Rubber Co. acquired
a controlling interest in Mutual.
expressed
with
theHemanner
in whichsatisfaction
Mutual, under
President
Frank
White,
"is
fulfilling more than ever its primary
obligation
to therepresentees
affiliated stations."
MBS network
present
included: Mr. White; William H.
Fineshriber
Jr.,
executive
vice
president; Earl M. Johnson, vice president
in charge of station relations and
engineering; Robert A. Schmid, vice
president in charge of advertising,
public relations and research, and
Charles Godwin, Robert Carpenter
and Roy Danish, station relations executives.
Advisory Gene
committee
inincluded:
Cagle, members
KFJZ Fort
Worth, chairman; John Cleghorn,
WHBQ Hazleton,
Memphis;Pa.; Victor
Diehm,
WAZL
Fred Fletcher,
WRAL Raleigh, N. C; George Hatch,
VIDEO-EQUIPPED automobile, one of KALL Salt Lake City; Rex Howell, |
few in world, is driven along sea drive KFXJ Grand Junction, Col.; E. J.
KVOX Moorhead, Minn.;
in front ofis attached
Havana's toMorro
Castle. McKellar,
Robert McRaney, WCBI Columbus,
Antenna
rear bumper
with 13-inch screen under dashboard, Miss.;
Hugh Porter
Potter, Smith,
WOMI Owensboro, Ky.;
WGRC
tilted upward toward seat next to Louisville;
KCRG
driver. Car is owned by Mike Alonso Cedar Rapids,FredIowaWagenvoord,
;
and
(left), UP Havana correspondent.
WEEB Southern Pines, N.JackC. Younts,
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Materials
(Continued from page 32)
num they will receive for the third
and fourth quarters. While estimates for each metal are earmarked below current levels, manufacturers were assured they will
receive sufficient allotments to meet
industry goals and civilian demand
for AM-FM-TV receivers this year.
Set demand currently is being met
and inventories of TV receivers are
good
for a two weeks'
Manufacturers
reportedsupply.
a serious
shortage of senior engineers,
draftsmen and semi-skilled techjpical help. Some firms are using up
to 85 % of engineering personnel on
military orders, it was reported.
! Lowest level is 35%.
j It was emphasized that military
I orders are not being delayed, however, for lack Greatest
per se of bottleneck,
engineerstechnicians.
set makers reported, is in fulfilment of orders for component parts
because of the long lead-time requirement.
jI Electronics
J. A. Milling,
chairman
the
Production
Boardof and
[directorvision,ofwho NPA's
Disat in asElectronics
an observer,
told the set group that industry
could use at least 1,500 more
highly-skilled technicians and that
some companies are training semiskilled junior engineers (processtions. ing, testing help) for senior posiMr. Milling said the military

electronics program was valued at
$1.5 billion as of last January and
now is at a going rate of $2.5 billion for mid-1952 and $3.5 billion
by next January.
Set-makers will receive the following allotments for the third
quarter: 55% of carbon and alloy
steel (compared to 50% for the
second quarter) ;35% of brass (now
30%); 40% of copper wire (35%),
and 45% aluminum (now 30%).
Despite these and earlier cutbacks,
industry has maintained high set
output through conservation and
substitution under impetus furAssn. nished by Radio-Television Mfrs.
At another conference March
26, under chairmanship of Ralph
C. Donovan, NPA General Components Division, magnet manufacturers reported active support of a
program to reclaim scrap grindings. Cobalt, nickel and other
scarce materials are being re-used.
These firms turn out permanent
magnets for radio-TV loudspeaksearch.ers, radar systems and atomic reThe industry advisory committee
also discussed further reclamation
of permanent magnets from magnetron tubes, with the Air Force
lending active aid by channeling
magnets back to suppliers for reuse of materials. Group also suggested standardization of magnets
in these tubes to conserve materials
and manpower. NPA promised to
take it under advisement.
iBY.

RTMA TUBE DATA
Small Size TV Is Down
SUBSTANTIAL slump in sale of
small radio-TV receiving tubes
from a year ago and data on size
of TV ceiver
picture
tubeslastsoldFebruary
to remanufacturers
was
reported
by
Radio-Television
Mfrs. Assn. Friday.
Receiving
tube sales
for units
February 1952 reached
28,262,407
valued at $19,923,287 compared to
36,821,794 units in the same month
last year. Breakdown showed sale
of 26,107,782 entertainment-type
tubes
and 2,154,625
nonentertainment
tubes allied
for lastor February.
Of the 28.2 million units, 17,608,162 tubes went into new equipment,
6,623,798 for replacements, 1,153,270 for export
and 2,877,177 to government agencies.
The TV picture tube report was
highlighted with disclosure that,
for the first time, tubes rectangular in shape and sized from 18
inches up represented over half of
purchases by manufacturers. A
year ago they represented only 6%
of all sales.
RTMA reported that 53% of
the tubes fell in this category.
Units sold were estimated at 330,431 with value of $7,715,256.89
compared with 634,080 tubes at
$17,555,375 the same month last
year.
Salesstand
for January-February
1952 now
at 670,623 tubes
with value of $15,407,115.27, RTMA
noted.
►

GETS
FORBuys
TV Rights
Crown'ALICE'
Pictures
CROWN PICTURES International, Hollywood,
has acquired
elusive
TV distribution
rights ex-,in
the western hemisphere to Lou
Bunin's feature film, "Alice in
Wonderland." Negotiations, representing several hundred thousand
dollars, were completed last week
by Maxwell J. Fenmore, president
and general counsel of CPI, and
HenrytiveSouvaine
of Souvaine SelecPictures, France.
Feature, filmed in 35mm color
over a period of five years and
combining animated puppets with
live cast of English actors, will be
offered for national sponsorship
this year only as Thanksgiving and
Christmas programs.
Crown Pictures, formerly known
as Exclusive Distributors Inc., has
already subtitled prints of the film
in
Spanish for South American
distribution.
Poole to Visit BBC
LYNN POOLE, creator and producer of the Johns Hopkins Science
Review on DuMont TV Network,
has accepted an invitation from
the BBC in London to visit its
studios and consult with British
TV personnel. Mr. Poole is scheduled to leave April 22 and return
to the U. S. late in May.
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AAAA Analyzes
Radio-TV
(Continued ft om page 25)
film also is better than live on other belief on which all drama depends
counts, he said.
hopelessly
and irretrievably."
Commercially
speaking, TV is
"The great problem of live teleshow itbusiness:
It's selling.
And
vision is rehearsal time," he said. asnot such,
needs
advertising
". . rehearsal
. If you'veof ever
attendedshow,
the know-how injected more
first
a Broadway
into it.
This was the substance of a talk
however great the cast, you know
the vast difference between a well- York.
by Robert Foreman, BBDO, New
rehearsed
less one. performance and a care"We all know that one of the
most obvious advantages of tele"As
we
know,
Broadway
shows
seldom if ever are brought into
vision is that it's the first advertising medium which comes close
New York short of four weeks reto the most effective type selling
hearsal
and
out
of
town
performance time. I know of no television there is: That is, person-to-person
show
selling," said Mr. Foreman. But too
A livethatTV well-rehearsed."
show, he said, is by its few
advertisers are taking full advery nature a "continuous stream
vantage ofTV's potential, he noted.
of
'first
takes.'
Not
one
first
take
Cites
Godfrey, Dick Stark
in a dozen is good enough to print
"How
many
announcers are there
in the average 'A' picture."
leave us with anything but
A live TV show "is a show that who
impression,
'Here's a guy
who
hasn't been polished or rewritten or isthejust
able to memorize
his lines
edited show
for pace,"
he said. polished
"... A and deliver
them with all the confilmed
is a rewritten,
and edited show in performance Mr. Foreman
viction of P. S. asked.
83s valedictorian?',"
form. And even the great 'spon"How
many
of our announcers
taneous'
performers,
the
Grouchos,
Bings and Jerrys (Lewis), prefer have that vacant stare which shows
that they are reciting from a memit for that reason."
orized scriptout
or looking
a visu-of
Summing up, Mr. Reagan said: alizer from
of the atcorner
"All
other things
equal, toa live
TV dramatic
showbeing
compared
the their eyes?"
Mr. Foreman cited Arthur Godsame drama with the same actors
frey and Dick Stark, the announcer
placed on film is as inferior to its
commercials, as outcelluloid counterpart as a 'B' pic- for Ammident
standing TV salesmen.
'A.' One
bad
Because TV advertising is so
break,ture is tofluffthe oraverage
mike boom
shadow
will destroy the gossamer fabric of new, the creators of TV commer-

Origincrting Station
JOHNS HOPKINS SCIENCE REVIEW

ask

any
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time

buyer

about

WAAM
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Represented Nationally by
HARRINGTON. RIGHTER & PARSONS, INC.
Chicago
NEW YORK
San Francisco
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cials are still more concerned with
technique than with advertising TV Defined
content, Mr. Foreman said.
HERE'S a new definition of
One reason for this is that many
the component
parts asof given
teleTV commercial writers have come
vision broadcasting
from radio and have not learned
to the AAAA last Thursday
to attach proper importance and
by Charles L. Whittier,
Young & Rubicam, New
perspective to the visual part of
York. Television, he said, is
TV advertising. Others have come
from films or other entertainment
like
"engagement
ring inis
whichan the
entertainment
fields and they are without adequate background in advertising,
the
platinum
setting
and
the
commercial is the valuable
the speaker observed.
Optical tricks fascinate many
square cut diamond." One
novice TV writers, said Mr. Forewag remarked: "He's in the
man, and they are apt to use tricks
right
price bracket alright."
in such abundance that simplicity
and clarity are lost.
Animation is another tempting the customers of broadcasting.
Charles A. Pooler, vice president
device to amateurs. As for him,
marketing, Benton & Bowles,
Mr. Foreman said he was "damn of
sick" of seeing "beer bottles sing New York, said it was impossible
and tooth paste tubes conga and to make a clear choice among present services "because all of them
soap boxes jitterbugging."
Agencies Bypass Realism
seem to have flaws."
"Why do so many smart adver- allInhave
answerserious
to thequestion
question:marks
"If
tisers and agencies bypass realism
and completely avoid demonstra- against them, why use any?",
vice president
tion of their
he won- Herbert A. ofVitriol,
media and research,
"Why — products?"
when they've
medium dered.here
which
for the gotfirsta inGreycharge
Advertising Agency, New
time permits reality in motion and York, said
that perhaps one reason
demonstration
in
product?"
What
that
all
were being used, was that:
is needed
to
improve
the
effective"We're
attempting
to wrap up
ness of TV commercials generally,
said Mr. Foreman, is the acquisi- complex problems with simple yes
tion by all in the industry of this
or That,
no answers."
he felt, was impossible. I
point of view:
The best that can be done at the]
"Television is just another admoment,
thought, was to pickj
vertising medium."is thoroughly de- the servicehe that
seemed to provide! v.
If that attitude
particular kind of information!
veloped, he said,
"we're copy
sure de-to the
build a sound
television
that was needed for a particular]
show.
Mr. Vitriol said that one impor
"As for the copy those folks
partment."
tant
research project that ought to
turn our
out, clients
well it'llsimply
turn handsprings
for
because no be carried out at once was that of
advertising medium had so much measuring the habits of consumers
homes. television enters their
to Keynoting
do it with."a panel discussion of before
television rating services, Fred B.
'Last Chance' Investigation
Manchee, executive vice president
He said that once the freeze is
of BBDO, who made a speech on the lifted
and a host of new stations
same subject at the AAAA meeting
last spring, remarked:
go
on
this "last
chance'
to makethea air,
thorough
investigation
year agothatwewere
talkedtroubling
about twous of pre-TV habits will be gone. The
big"Afactors
for such an investigation
in audience measurement research: reason
be to have facts on hand h
Confusion and the frightening costs would
against
to measure habits p
of research. Now both have after TV which
has arrived.
Thatlikeis toonesee project
Mr. Manchee said, however, there would
ARF do.Mr. Vitriol fn
mounted."
was
"one
new
hope"
for
resolving
Lyndon
0.
Brown,
vice president
the research muddle: The Adver- in charge of media, merchandising
tising Research Foundation which, and research, Dancer-Fitzgerald
he hoped, would undertake soon a Sample, New York, said one area
study of radio-TV rating service.
in which current reading services
Such a study received top pri- fall down completely is in measurority among agency subscribers of
radio listening in multi-settle
ARF in a recent questionnaire ask- homesingand
out-of-home.
ing subscribers to enumerate their
He said that most recent reliable
preferences for a number of proj- information was that some 40% of
radio homes have one set, 35%
ects that ARF might do.
Of the 35 agencies responding, have two sets and 25%> have three M
sets or more. He compared the to
80% puts that study at the head distribution
of Nielsen Audimeters r5
of the list.
with
those figures and found that jjj
Discussions by other experts on multiple-set
the panel, which included some of short-changed. homes were beingfri!!
The Nielsen sample, he saidl^d
the leading agency researchers, reflected the general feeling of hope- counted far too large a percentage rrlessness over the present research of homes in the one-set class.
situation that prevails among
Commenting on forthcoming cov
ROADCASTING
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erage studies by Standard Audit
and Measurement Bureau and A. C.
Nielsen ofCo.Benton
[B«T, & March
Pooler
Bowles24],saidMr.it
was regrettable that two firms were
setting out to do the same thing,
though admittedly by different
techniques he said.
It was to be hoped, Mr. Pooler
said, that somehow Standard and
Nielsen would join together in one
study.
At a Friday morning session,
B. B. Geyer of Geyer, Newell &
Ganger, New York, and chairman
of the board of Advertising Research Foundation (on which both
the ANA and AAAA pin so many
hopes), reported that to date ARF
has 125 subscribers and an annual
it| subscription income of $130,900.
esr He summed up the ARF plan and
>fepreminded AAAA that it had been
?s-| given in greater detail at the recent
ail, convention of the ANA [B»T,
March 24] .
m "What Does the Advertising Dollar Buy Today?"
the subject
>.,j of Melvin
Brorby, was
Needham,
Louis
'A & Brorby, Chicago. Answer: Ten
^ percent less than it did a year ago.
" 1 Mr. Brorby reported on an upi ("datingbyof hisan agency
advertising
"done
last cost
year.study
He
!':: warned that this study could not
opibe used to compare media since
:there was variation in the accuracy
of the figure and since the study
was prepared in an index form
rather than with dollar figures.
Must Spend 10% More
Overall, the study shows, the advertiser must spend 10% more now
to get the same advertising impressions he got a year ago.
Trends within the various media,
tc|'comparing 1951 with 1952, showed
otithat costs-per-thousand for maga!i?|-zines
has risen
trade pubeiijilications
1%; 1%;forfor newspapers
(milline rate) 1%; for outdoor advertising 5%; for network radio
time 16%; for spot radio time 22%.
For network TV, cost per thousand
has decreased 14% and for spot TV
it has gone down 5%.
Average talent costs for radio
and television have remained unchanged in 1951-52, he said, counting only the union scale talent.
Ethical problems in radio-televiIbffiOii were discussed Friday morning by Robert D. Swezey, executive
rice president, WDSU-AM-FM-TV
New Orleans, chairman of the
NTARTB committee which drafted
;he television code.
The only way the code can be
jnforced,
said Mr.cooperation
Swezey, is of"with
-he sympathetic
you
idvertising agencies and your
:lients."
Without such cooperation, he
;aid, telecasters will be beset by a
:onflict of
brought
uponpressures
us by the— "pressures
public and
>y militant special interest groups
md the pressures which we in turn
vill be forced to place upon you."
An omnipresent problem in
iroadcasting, he said, is that of
ff/k rying
to reconcile
rith economic
factsmoral
of life.standards

AAAA OFFICERS
Elected at W. Va. Meet
NEW officers and directors were
elected by the AAAA at its spring
meeting in White Sulphur Springs,
W. Va., last Thursday. At the
organizational meeting of the new
board after the election, Frederic
R. Gamble was engaged as AAAA
president.
New officers and directors follow:
John P. Cunningham, executive vice
president, Cunningham & Walsh,
N. Y., elected chairman of the board.
Harry M. Stevens, vice president,
J.chairman.
Walter Thompson Co., N. Y., vice
Harold Cabot, president, Harold
Cabot & Co., Boston, secretary-treasurer.
Others elected were:
Directors-at-Large
Clifford L. Fitzgerald, chairman of
the board, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
N. Y.; Robert E. Grove, executive vice
president, Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove
Inc., Pittsburgh (elected to fill Mr.
Stevens'executive
unexpiredvice term)
; Henry
Little,
president,
Camp-G.
bell-Ewald Co., Detroit; Lawrence
Valenstein, president, Grey Adv., N. Y.
Directors Representing AAAA
Sectional Councils
New York Council — Marion Harper
Jr., president, McCann-Erickson, N. Y.
New England Council — J. Paul
Hoag,Boston.
president, Hoag & Provandie
Inc.,
Atlantic Council — Dan W. Lindsey
Jr., partner, Lindsey & Co., Richmond.
Michigan Council — Elliott E. Potter, vice president, Young & Rubicam,
Detroit.
Central Council — John M. Willem,
vice president, Leo Burnett Co., Chicago.
Pacific Council — Carl K. Tester,
president, Philip J. Meany Co., Los
Angeles.
Continuing in office are the following directors-at-large :
William R. Baker Jr., president,
Benton & Bowles, N. Y.; B. C. Duffy,
president, BBDO, N. Y.; Gordon E.
Hyde, president, Federal Adv. Agency,
N. Y.; Earle Ludgin, president, Earle
Ludgin & Co., Chicago; E. E. Sylvestre, president, Knox Reeves Adv.
Inc., Minneapolis.

say no to a big name or big account, even though we are convinced in our own mind that what
they asked us to do does not eonform
industry standards," Mr.
Swezeyto said.
"Sometimes this is just a fear
complex, but more frequently it is
tied
tions. up with economic considera"It takes a lot of courage to tell
asetbighisperformer
the itshow
heart on that
is out;
takeshe'sa
lot of courage to tell a big advertiser that you're not willing to cut
your rate for him.
"I'm worried about us," he said.
"No advertising standards, nor
radio or television code, can be successfully observed unless all of us
who participate in air programming—stations, the networks, the
advertiser,
and and
theirmettle
agencies
have intelligence
enough—
to set up appropriate standards
"Many of us just can't seem to and to enforce them . . ."
i(,g^ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Since December 11, 1948, the growth
and development of television receivers in Memphis and the Mid-South has
been truly amazing. Look at these figures".
4 sets
W41 m-M44
lee* 11/
March
1, 1950
24,172
TV Sets

Dec. 1, 1151 - 108,780 TV Sets
Feb. ir 1952 - 118,000 TV Sets
TODAY
125,000
TV
Sets
In the Memphis market area — and
this is an undivided audience, too!
WMCT is the only television station these sets can tune
to. This means an undivided audience, means, too, a far
better buy for your TV dollar than you would get in
many multiple station markets.
'based on latest Memphis distribution figures
National Representatives The Branham Co.
Channel 4 • Memphis
Affiliated with NBC
Owned and operated by
THE COMMERCIAL APPEAL
Also affiliated with CBS, ABC and DUMONT

Memphis
ONLY
TV Station
WMC
WMCF WMCT
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We Will Legislate,
Johnson Says
IF NO THAW . . .
CONGRESS must act if the TV freeze is not lifted -within two weeks,
Sen. Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.) declared last Thursday.
Sen. Johnson is chairman of the Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee which has jurisdiction over radio-TV legislation. His
remark climaxed a growing demand
in Congress that the freeze on new toward lifting the freeze which has
TV outlets be thawed immediately. been imposed on the nation as a
The Coloradan's comment came whole over a period of several
on the heels of a request from Sen. years." The Senator's file revealed
that three letters from FCC, two
James P. Kern (R-Mo.) that (1) from
Chairman Walker (March 28
the Senate committee hold hearings and (2) if necessary Congress and March 26) and one from then
should legislate in order to break Chairman Wayne Coy (December
the ice. Sen. Kem is a member of 1951), contained the same language
the Senate Commerce Committee. in answering the Floridian's comHis suggestion was contained in a plaints.
This was noted by both the
letter last Monday to Sen. Johnson,
recapitulating the predictions on Senator and by his office assistant
the freeze lift which have come who has been keeping a record of
the correspondence.
from top-level FCC officials.
Sen. Holland in his letter of
At the same -time, Sen. Spessard March
31 to Chairman Walker said
L. Holland (D-Fla.) turned over his
in part:
. . this
"file" toence Sen.
of correspondfrom". you
is in most
contentrecent
the
he hasJohnson
had with
FCC the letter
same as the one which was received
past two years on the freeze. Sen. from
the
Commission
in
December
Holland suggested that the com1951. .asserted,
. ." Consequently,
mittee studydeem
the files
"for whatever
the FCC did the
not Senaseem
action they
advisable
at this to betormaking
any
progress.
time."
Sen. Johnson said FCC Chairman
Constituents Up in Air
Paul
A. Walker's
in Chicago
In his letter to Sen. Johnson, the
last week
indicatingspeech
the freeze
will
complained
that regularly
the "liftbe lifted in the next two weeks (see Floridian
ing . . . has
been quite
story, page 76) was being taken postponed
from one date to another
verbatim.
until my constituents are all beas I am concerned
gin ing to get up in the air about
the"Solastfarpostponement
... ifthisit isis the matter.
I . . . feel that the
not lifted Congress will have to attitude taken by the FCC is not
legislate," Sen. Johnson said.
altogether
His files necessary."
also revealed that the
Sen. Holland
would
appear deplored
that notthatmuch"it Senator on Feb. 26 had written the
progress is being made by FCC FCC saying the people, "particularly in the Tampa-St. Petersburg
area and the Orlando - Daytona
Beach area, are getting more and
more exasperated about the failure
of FCC to approve TV stations
which would give them direct and
acceptable service." The Senator
concluded "delay has now become
so Complaints
great as to tobe Sen.
indefensible."
Holland were
from people representing a crosssection of business pursuits ranging from broadcaster to airline
operator. One of the complaints
was the existence of only two TV
stations in the state, both of them
on the same channel. [WMBR-TV
Jacksonville and WTVJ (TV)
Miami, both Channel 4 (66-72 mc).]
In the House, Rep. Oakley Hunter
(R-Calif.) released a statement he
is circulating to his constituents
explaining the current situation as
described to him by the FCC.

OMAHA, NEBRASKA
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more daring, more realistic em-

CONGRATULATIONS are extended
by Sigpublic
Mickelson
CBS-TVto news
and
affairs (r),director,
two
staff members on their appointments
within CBS Television Network. Francis N. Littlejohn Jr. (I) was named
managing
news
and
Paul C.editor
Levitanfor (c)CBS-TV
was named
special events producer.

He ofsaidpthe
regards it asin "the
loymentheof FM."
duty
Commission
the
years ahead to take every appropriate step to preserve, perpetuate
andReferring
promote radio."
broadcasters'
ice in nationalto defense
throughservthe
Conelrad plan and their contributions to the education of the public on political
Walker
said: issues, Chairman
"These services remind us again
that under the American system
of broadcasting, it is primarily
upon the individual broadcaster
that icewethat base
servwill our
besthopes
meet forthea needs
of the community and the nation — ■
in peaceTribute
and inTo war."
Sen. White
He paid special tribute to former
Sen. Wallace H. White Jr., coauthor of the Radio Act of 1927,
whose death occurred Monday (see
story page 30).
"American broadcasting will be
forever indebted to Wallace H.
White Jr. for his leadership in
formulating the fundamental law
that has served the broadcasters
and the public so well for a quarter of a century," he asserted.
He formoffered
this credo:
perour respective
duties"Toaccording to thescience;true
voice
of
our
conTo consider our mutual
problems in a spirit of fairness
and tolerance; To labor unremittingly to improve broadcasting as
an Chairman
instrument Walker
of democracy."
was introduced by NARTB President Harold
E. Fellows.
Preceding
FCC Jr.,
chief's
address, DwighttheClark
a high
school student and an announcer
for KCOL Fort Collins, Col., won
an ovation with the "I Speak for
Democracy"
speech
whichwinners
made
him one of four
national
of
this
year's
Voice
of
Democracy
contest, sponsored by the NARTB,
the Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.
and the U.S. Junior Chamber of
Commerce.

Freeze Lift Imminent
(Continued from page 76)
which is unrivaled anywhere on
this globe. Let us take as our
standard this highest achievement
of broadcasting. I know that this
industry has within its ranks the
vision and the statesmanship to
help guide it along the high road
of The
the future."
FCC chief expressed certainty that "The growth of television will pose new problems affecting the public interest which
the Commission must consider if
it is to be faithful to its trust."
Turning to the growth of radio
from less than 1,000 stations to
more than 2,300, he construed it
as meaning "that radio is firmly
entrenched and it is entrenched because itis rendering a local service
to those communities that they
need and want. Radio to them is
the indispensable medium. They
will never again be without this
ready, efficient, powerful means of
local
He expression."
felt that "Economically, the
present overall status of radio is
excellent" and that "the prospects ASCAP, TV MUSIC
for the future are also encouragSettlement Seen Possible
notedwere
thatover
radio's
that ASCAP will reach
nuesing."lastHeyear
$450 revemil- PROSPECT
with the all-industry
lion— "almost no loss from the total aTVsettlement
Music Committee developed
ofTV theat year
before"
—
even
though
Tuesday
at
a
meeting
the same time was taking held during thecommittee
NARTB Chicago
in $240 million.
convention. Dwight W. Martin,
Revenues — Some Up, Some Down WLWT (TV) Cincinnati, presided
While revenues and profits of as committee chairman, with some
networks and their owned radio two-score telecasters present.
Judge
Simon Rifkind,
stations
dropped
"somewhat,"
he
sel, and Stuart
Sprague, chief
counselcoun-to
said,
"the
revenues
of
more
than
the
committee,
reported
on the
WNBQ (TV) Sales Up
2,200 other radio stations went up,"
of litigation. The commitFIRST QUARTER sales this year and "more radio stations operated status
tee has applied to the U. S. District
rose 50f/c above sales for the same at a profit last year than in 1950." Court,
Southern District of New
period in 1950 at WNBQ (TV)
Radio's answer to TV's emer- York, for
establishment of terms
Chicago, NBC station, Sales Mangence,
he
said,
"is
not
surrender
and
conditions
for TV music licensager John McPartlin said last week. but readjustment," involving "more
ing
under
terms of the amended
The three-month period was cli- versatile programming, greater at- ASCAP consent
decree.
maxed with sale of a half-hour
tention to local needs, and more
is going ahead
program, Noontime Comics, to development of the things that withTheitscommittee
plans
to reported
obtain court
acJewel Food Stores five days weekly radio can do better than television
tion.
ASCAP
is
through Herbert S. Laufman or which television cannot do." He expressed a desire to settle tothehave
TV
Agency.
also suggested "a more aggressive, music controversy by negotiation.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

coy SPEECH
"FULL OPPORTUNITY for educational institutions to have use
of radio and television outlets as
a supplement to, but not a substitute for commercial
was advocated
Sunday by outlets"
former
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy, making
his first public address since resigning that post [B*T, Feb. 25].
He spoke on "The Future of Educational Radio-TV" at New York's
Cooper Union Forum.
Mr. Coy suggested that education's greatest contribution to programming might be the study of
ways vateto broadcasting.
improve and develop priStressing that he would vote
again to reserve 200 channels for
exclusively educational use, Mr.
Coy nevertheless
wondered
if educators have considered
realistically
the money problems of independent
TV operation and if they could
find practical answers to television
financing,
you
think of the"especially
many otherwhen
unsolved
problems of education."
Required Know-How
Lacking trained technicians,
trained programmers, trained producers and writers — as well as
money — educators must somehow
acquire these technicians in competition with professional rates to
produce effective TV programming,
he warned,
radio listeners via WNYCtalking
New toYork.
Educators' best interests might
be served, he suggested, if they get
together to produce in combination
programs to be made available to
commercial outlets, which would
be less expensive than operating
individual educational outlets —
even ifchasethecommercial
educators
have to purair time.
Mr. Coy suggested forming a
private organization for development of arts and radio in the public interest to study improvement
and development of television programs, to emphasize citizen participation in program criticism
and to collect money for new programs
high audience
interest coupling
with educational
content.
The group might open its fund for
3k
RADIO and TV STATIONS
Profits Depend on
Efficient Personnel
Our
Graduates
Checked
for and. . are
.
Ability
Enthusiasm
Appearance
and Personality
Integrity
and
TrainedNetwork
bv . .Professionals
. Showmanship
Trained to . . .
Do more thanyourone operational
job well
Understand
problems
TrainedComplete
with . TV. . and Radio
Commercial
TrainedActual
underBroadcast
. . . Equipment
Conditions
ForCall,Promot
Free Service
Write,
DEPT. Hor Wire
Personnel Division
SCHOOL of RADIO TECHNIQUE
316 West 57 St.. N. Y. • PLaza 7-3212
IROADCASTING

Offers Educational TV Views

TV use by state and local groups
educationally and even by commercial sponsors of newer program
ideas.
His own programming suggestions, which Mr. Coy said he had
long wanted to share, centered on
the use of film to preserve and circulate "great sermons by great
preachers" (as well as complete
religious services), "great lectures
by great university instructors"
such as Albert Einstein, and "great
statements
by greatHoover
statesmen"
such
as Herbert
and
Bernard Baruch. "There are many
others," he reported, but these
could contribute to "a better general understanding" if they were
distributed, through a central educational TV organization, to all
stations throughout the country.
At the outset of television,
educational institutions were not
very interested in video, to judge
by the number of station applications, Mr. Coy recalled, adding
that only one college (Iowa State
at Ames, Iowa) currently is operating a TV outlet.
To consider the future of educational TV as very bright is, for
Mr. Coy, an "impossible assertion,"
but
he
is
by educators'
recognitionencouraged
of the medium.
He is
more encouraged, however, by
prospects of TV use as studied by
the Joint Committee on Educational TV, the Ford Foundation
and the proposed mid-April educators' meeting at Penn State.
Conceding "nauseating" soap
operas
on AMon TV,
and he"offensive"
variety shows
nevertheless maintained that the proposed
cure — operation of channels by
educational institutions — is "an
oversold idea."
Broadcasting Successes
"I, for ceptingone,
have that
difficulty
acthe thesis
radioin and
TV have failed," Mr. Coy asserted,
"even if you admit nothing more
than that broadcasting has provided news — the most unbiased in
the United States — for the past
30 years."entation of fine
Bowing
presmusicalsoandto drama
on both TV and radio, Mr. Coy
identified broadcast media as having "served to extend the lives of
many,
in termsout-of
life spanmany
as wellpeople,"
as intellectual
lo k. A particular compliment was
handed by the music-loving administrator tothe "cameraman at
NBC who caught Toscanini's expressions"
during NBC Symphony
telecasts.
Quizzed after his hour-long
speech, Mr. Coy suggested that
colleges and universities might
meet production costs by operating
commercially part of the time, an
idea being considered by Michigan
State. The TV consultant to Time
Inc. turned thumbs down on educational TV via state or municipal
channels, however, since he feared
that elected politicans might be
• Telecasting

tempted to use civic outlets for
political purposes.
Asked about telecasts of Congressional sessions, he doubted the
feasibility of covering all meetings, but believed that the public
should be allowed to attend important sessions via broadcasts
and telecasts.
MULLEN, KERSTA
Form Consulting Service
TELEVISION consulting service
which will include assistance in
financing as well as application
procurement, facility construction
and detailed plans for station
operation was announced last week
by
Noran E. Kersta and Frank E.
Mullen.
The two have combined their
operations to cover both the East
and
Mr. Mullen's
officeWest
at 121Coasts
SouthwithBeverly
Drive,
Beverly Hills, Calif., and Mr.
Kersta located at 143 Meadow St.,
Garden City, N. Y.
Mr. Kersta was director of NBC
television until 1949 and was one

y
OnlS
fstN and
VIEGO'
SA
TELEVISION STATION

MARKET
THIRD
CALIFORNIA'S

1951
San Diego's
BANK
DEBITS

Mr. Mullen
Mr. Kersta
of those who developed station and
network television plans. He left
NBC and formed his own consultation company. Ray Kelly, former
NBC production
associated with Mr. director,
Kersta inisNew
York.
Mr. Mullen, who was formerly
executive vice president of NBC,
has been a consultant in radio,
television and motion pictures since
1949 in Los Angeles.
"In the next two years, it is
probable that between $500 million
and a billion dollars will be required for capital investment by
the 2,000 television broadcasters in
prospect,"
Mr. already
Mullen done
said. in"The
work we have
the
field has convinced Mr. Kersta and
myself that by joining our efforts
we can provide a complete consulting service in all respects, not only
to the new broadcasters entering
television but also to the radio
broadcasters now ready to get into
television with both feet."
ACE Meets May 2-3
USE of television in education will
be among topics discussed at the
annual meeting of the American
Council
Chicago. on Education, May 2-3 in

increased 22.8%
over 1950
. . reflecting the
sharp gains in
ALL LINES of
INDUSTRY in
the San Diego
Market!
Wise Buyers

8UV~

KFMB-TV
Channel'8
KFMB-AM
I
5 50 - K.C.
John A.L. Chernoff,
Kennedy, Gen.
ownerMgr.^
Howard
Represented by The Branham Co.
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High TV Towers
(Continued fi om page 77)
the March 5 meeting of CAA, FCC towers are being considered are
and ATA officials, held under the Chicago, Boston, Norfolk, Nashaegis of the Airspace Utilization
ville and Cincinnati. Costs generally are from $400,000 for a 1,500Branchtheof recommendations
CAA [B»T, Marchof 31],
were
the ft. tower to $815,000 for a 2,000-ft.
Air Line Pilots Assn. made at a structure.
All radio-TV towers over 500 ft.
March 18 meeting of the Chicago
Regional Airspace Subcommittee. have to be submitted to regional
"Because ALPA believes that the airspace subcommittees, under
the Commission's
erection of steel 'needles' 1,000, PartCAA17 ofregulations
require rules.
that
1,500 and 2,000 ft. above the sur- planes fly not less than
1,000 ft.
face . . . will seriously affect the
above
the
highest
structures
in
safe and efficient operation of pres- the airways.
ent
and
future
air
transportation,"
What
the
aviation
industry
has
it proposed that all TV antennas be in mind was spelled out in detail
required to be placed on one tower in the following comments of the
and that such towers be placed in Air Line Pilots Assn. included in
"known
such as areas
on top ofof obstructions,"
buildings or the minutes of the March 18 meeting of the Chicago Regional Airwithin the confines of a city. It
space Subcommittee:
also suggested that a height limit
The
of applications
for the
be placed on radio-TV towers.
erectionnumber
of TV towers
already received,
ALPA observed that lighting of plus
those
anticipated,
will
create
serious
hazards
to
enroute
and
terminal
towers was not sufficient during
unless some workable plan
weather conditions requiring planes navigation
is adopted
to
serve
as
a
guide
in
solving this problem.
to operate on instruments. It recErection
"needles"
1,000,within
1.500
ommended that a radio warning and
2,000 feetof steel
aboveadjacent
the surface,
or
immediately
towillairport
device "such as the 75 mc fan control
zones
and
airways,
serimarker"
be located at the tower
ously
the safeand andfuture
efficient
opersite.
ation ofaffect
present
air transportation.
Fact
that
jet-powered
planes
Certainly
it
is
much
easier
to
regulatetionsthe thanerection
ofhave
man-made
obstrucwould soon be in commercial use
it is toafter
them have
moved
was stressed by ALPA. It pointed knocked
down
they
beenor
out that an aircraft travels five built. fThe
following
suggestions
are
ofered so thatundue
some hardships
plan can beonadopted
miles in one minute when it is fly- tothe prevent
eitheror
Television
and
Radio
industry
ing at 300 mph; 10 miles in one the Air
Transportation
industry.
minute when flying 600 mph.
1.isUnless
from a technical
standpoint
itdesirable
impractical,
itforwould
be more
and
safer
air navigation
"Definite Criterion" Needed
to
have
one
tower
of
sufficient
Chicago airspace subcommittee to adequately serve an area withheight
sevantennae ofmounted
thereon,
than
did not concur in all the ALPA severaleraltowers
equal
or
nearly
equal
recommendations, but agreed that height,
scattered allIf over
one the
towersurroundsome action was mandatory im- used ingbycountryside.
several
broadcasters,
thecan costbe
as
well
as
maintenance,
mediately to establish a "definite ofcoulderection
by those
companiesset
criterion"
for radio-TV
towers.also grantedbeFCCshared
Television
The subcommittee
comment
owners would licenses.
benefit
fromcould
such tune
an inbecause
they
stated that TV applicants had re- one tower stallation
not have to compromiseto
ceived quotations from tower build- on several and
locations.
2. Fromas a great
pilot'sa viewpoint,
would
ft. structuresdo "and
hazard area
to ithave
theyers for[the3,000broadcasters]
not not belocated
insuch asa onknown
of ob-a
s
t
r
u
c
t
i
o
n
s
,
top
of
a
building
consider the cost prohibitive when tower
or within a thetower
confines
of aincity,
located
an than
area
evaluating
the anticipated
CAA Planning
Officerresults."
D. D. toand
wherehave
italso
is thean onlyadded
majorhazard
obstruction,
is
air
Thomas, named to coordinate the transportation. The exception toto this
would
be
when
a
tower
can
be
erected
CAA's
study
of
the
situation,
last
an areatowhere
it wouldflownot ofbecome
week wrote to all 14 of the agen- ina hazard
normal
traffic
or behind
awaythe from
The
regions asking for When
commentsre- into
thought
this
isanthatairport.
citiesevery
are
and cy's
recommendations.
known
areas
of
obstructions
and
plies are received, they will be cor- over
effort congested
is being made
to
avoid
operation
areas.
related and a specific set of criteria
3. A liheight
limit radio
shouldtowers.
be estabis expected to be evolved for the
shed for TVweather
and
4.
During
conditions
which
guidance of all regions.
to periods
operate ofon reduced
instruPurpose is, according to the CAA require meaircraft
n
t
s
,
o
r
during
visibility,is not
obstruction
lighting
on aPertall
executive, to ensure that all regions tower
sufficient
warning.
and airspace subcommittee, use the
haps ait would
bewarning
well to device,
begin thinking
radio
such
as
same set of standards in evaluating about
the
to be located
applications for TV towers.
the 75-mc
tower fansite.marker,
This would
serve IFRasat
obstruction
warning
during
As it is now, he explained, some an
conditionswhenand theduring
periods
regions are inclined to be liberal weather
of low arevisibility
obstruction
not jetoperating.
in their interpretations of existing lights
Commercial
aircraft
will
soon
regulations, while others are more the military jets now in operation join
and
conservative.
the speeds
of these
aircraft
should
as
a
guide
for
future
planning
Mr. Thomas conferred with FCC serve
an aircraft
miles—
inat 300
one mph
minute;
at in600onetravels
mph,minute.
anfiveaircraft
staff officials last week in the first travels
ten
miles
move of his "exploration" of the alsoIf wefuture
keepairthese
speeds
and
situation.
travel,
itserious
is innotmind
difficult
understand
why
thought
Exaggerated belief by air indus- to
should
be
given
this
problem
now
to
restrictwillthesubstantially
erection ofaffect
obstructions,
try officials that immediately after which
the safe
the TV freeze is lifted there will and
efficient
operation
of
air
traffic.
be 2,000 TV stations under conThe minutes of the subcommittee
struction—al with 1,000-2,000-ft.
the following comantennas — is believed at the root of also included
ments :
their activity.
Subcommittee
was not
Among the cities where such in Although
concurrencethe with
all the suggestions
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outlined above,
was in action
unanimous
agreement
that itimmediate
was
mandatoryterionfor
establishing
a definite
crifor antenna
erection
in order
that the television
industry
aeronautical interest may
have anda guide
upon tivwhich
to base important
their decisions
relae to this
and competitivehighly
activity industry
[italics nothas supplied].
The television
received
quotations
tures up tothefrom
3,000costcontractors
feetprohibitive
and theyon dostrucnot
consider
when
evaluating
the
anticipated
results.
Subcommittee
has been viewpoint,
informed
thatThe from
an engineering
one structure
anten ae is highlysupporting
desirable several
in addition
to placingtraliallzed areastructures
within antennae
one cenwhen
separate
are necessary.

WJIM-TV EXPANSION
Higher Antenna Is Planned
WJIM-TV Lansing, Mich., filed
with the FCC an application to
increase its tower height from 320
to 500 ft. and install a new sixbay antenna to replace its present
three-bay radiator, General Manager Howard K. Finch announced
last week. CAA approval has been
obtained, Mr. Finch said.
Also ready to be filed with the
FCC is an application to install
a new 25 kw RCA transmitter, Mr.
Finch said. Upon FCC approval,
Text of ATA Letter
the higher transmitter power and
antenna height and gain will imFOLLOWING is the text of the
prove service for the central Michigan area with approximately 25
March 6 letter to Rep. Robert
times
the present 19 kw effective
Grosser (D-Ohio), chairman of the
power of WJIM-TV, he
House Interstate & Foreign Com- radiated
is now secondary covmerce Committee, from S. G. Tip- said. What
erage
will become the single
ton, general counsel of the Air Lansing station's
primary area,
Transport Assn., regarding legis- Mr.
Finch pointed out.
lation to specifically give the FCC
Consistent noise-free reception
power to deny applications which
propose antenna towers which and increased viewing power will
be provided to such cities as Flint,
may be considered air hazards:
The . . [S. bill
now before
Saginaw, Bay City, Jackson and
Committee
658] permits
you to your
deal Battle
Creek, he said. Additional
with atedtheby thehazards
to
air
navigation
creTV
service will be provided to
of radio height
and tele-of
vision towers.erection
The enormous
Dearborn,
Grand Rapids, Kalamaproposed television towers makes them
Midland and Ann
a special
problem, and
largeor number of applications
now thebeing
soon Arbor,zoo,hePontiac,
added.
to be filed
with
the forFederal
Communications
Commission
tower
construction permitsimmediate
makes it consideration.
an urgent matter
requiring
The Federal
Communications Act in
its present form does not deal directly WAUG to Seek TV
with this
provides, in shall
Sec- WAUG Augusta, Ga., announced
tion 303,problem;
that the it Commission
"(q)
Haveand/or
authority
to require
the last week that it plans to file for
painting
illumination
of
radio
towers
if andconstitute,
when in orits there
judgment
TV but is waiting until the end
such
towers
is
reasonable possibility that they maya of the TV freeze. Melvin Purvis,
president of the 250 w daytime
constitute,
a
menace
to
air
navigation."
Thereity to isdenynot, permits
however,to specific
constructauthorsuch station on 1050 kc, said that since
towers,
and not
the necessarily
mere illumination
them
does
eliminateof the formation of the company two
the hazard. Although the Commission
it has been
a "firmAugusta
objecin at tionleast
one caseto reconstruct
denied an applicafor a license
a radio years ago
tive" to apply
for TV.
station
in
part
because
the
antenna
has
a
population
of
71,508
and
would gconstitute
a hazard byto theair courts
navi- about 140 miles east of Atlanta.is
ation and was VS.sustained
in Simmons
Federal
Communications Commission, 145 Fed. 2d 578 (1944), WJBF Augusta has a TV bid
this wassion's decided
underto the
pending at FCC.
general powers
issue,Commisor modify
inrenew,
Section 309 of thelicenses
Federalcontained
Communications
authorized
Commission.
Act, and thority.
not onCongressspecific
statutory
ausame time, bythe thepotential
hazards Atto the
air
has not tospecifically
authorized plithe
Commission
deny ap- navigation
should
alsotheyreceive
the
cons
i
d
e
r
a
t
i
o
n
t
o
which
entitled.
c
a
t
i
o
n
s
w
h
e
n
such
towers
constitute
a hazard to air navigation.
WeCommunications
recommend, Commission
therefore,are that
the
In the absence
precise statutory
clear authority
to dealCommunications
with bethemgivenby
authorization
the ofCommission
is em-of amending
the
Federal
p
l
o
y
i
n
g
a
n
administrative
procedure
by would
insertingadd a toprovision
in303thisof bill
referring doubtful
to the inotherair Act
which
the
government
agenciescases
interested
Communications
Act Section
a new paragraph
safety. Theplicants'agencies
often
hear
the
ap(s),
which
would
read
as
follows:
proposals
and
recommend
an
approval
or disapproval.
This proce"(s) Have authority
be re-or
dure has little,
if any, statutory
basis,
quired to refuse andto issue
and is advisory
only.
If the
recommodify any
license
orsuchcon-lim
e
n
d
a
t
i
o
n
s
b
y
the
agencies
responsible
struction
permit
when
for air safety
rejecteda hearing
by the apor permit would
authorant, he can aredemand
beize thetcieonnse operation
or television
construcfore theplicCommission.
of radio in or
towers
which
its
judgment,
I
recognize
that
this
comment
on
after consultation with the
consideration
ofS. 658
the comes
bill,hasbutlate
thein your
immediacy
of will
this
Civil Aeronautics
problem
arisen
recentlythe andcoming
tion, the Civil AdministraAeronautics
be
so
pressing
within
Board, fense,
the and Department
of DeDemonths
that bill
it isisurgent
to your
considercom-it
the
Treasury
while this
before
partment, possibility
constitute, or there
mittee. The Federal Communications
is
a
reasonable
that
Commission
already referred
sevthey may constitute, a hazard
eral
proposedforhasapplications
for construction permits
television
towers
which
toa airprovision
navigation."
Such that
would remove
any
are
now
being
studied
by
the
Air
Force,
doubt
Commission
the
Navy, theAdministration,
Coast Guard, the
Civil
constructionthepermits
where could
towers deny
are
Aeronautics
and
the
a hazard sutoltation wair
navigation
after conCivil Aeronautics
Board.
These butapplii
t
h
agencies
responsible
forto
c
a
t
i
o
n
s
w
i
l
not
only
continue
are
safety. Eachoperate
of theaircraft
departments
expected
to increase licenses
when theis freeze
beair
consulted
or
have
on
new
television
lifted.
a responsibility for the operation of
Out
fairness toof thethemapplicants
aircraft. isThedue Treasury
Department's
early ofdisposition
should de-anbe interest
to thein Coast
made.
Thecisions to permit
applicantsthemwantto prompt
operation
oftheaircraft
rescue Guard's
operafind
other
locations
for
the
tower
in
sufficient
tions,
and
Civil
Aeronautics
Administration and the Civil
Aeronautics
time
to permit
the Board
are
responsible
for
safety
in
civil
broadcast
stationstheat operation
the earliestof time
air navigation.
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ABC
CBSSUNDAYDuMONT NBC
Ralston
General
(alt. sp.)
Foods
Mr.
Space Imaginatiot
Roy Rogers
Patrol
F
Reichhold
Those
Chemicals Levenson
Young
Sam
The Week Endearing
Meeting
Show in Religion Charms
Skippy
Wrigley
S. Rubbe;
Peanut
Gene Georgetown U.Showcase
Autry
YouButter
Asked
U. Forum Royal
L
ForL It
American
General
Young
Tobacco
Foursquare
Is Show
Court
L ThisBusiness
Mr. Bobbin

111
Crossroads
King's
F

Mercury
LincolnDealers
ofToastthe
Town

ArthurInc General Clorets
Murray
Electric Chlorophyll
Arthur
Murray
Fred
Waring
Party
KingGumDetect.
L
Larus Co.&
Bristol Bro.
Myers Plainclothes
theBreak
Bank
Man
B.F.
Goodrich
Celebrity
Time Crawford
Clothes
Stand
Jules TheyAccused
Montenier
Church
People's
110:30 Youth on
the March
MyWhat's
Line
F
Norwich
j10:45
Sunday
News Spec.
111:00PM
111:15
SUNDAYDuMONT
CBS
9:00 AN
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45

Colgate
Comedy
Hour
C-P-P
Goodyear
Corp.
(alt.Philco
Corp.with)
Playhouse
TV
P&G
Red Show
Skeltorj
L
• Cameo
L
Theatre

ABC

CBSMONDAY
DuMONT NBC

ABC

TUESDAY
CBS
DuMONT NBC

.Kellogg
Space L
Cadet
Kukla,
RCA
General
Fran
& OIlieof
Foods
Vit.
Corp.
Capt.
Am., The L
Video Goldbergs
Ironrite Oldsmobile
ThoseP&GL Two P&G
News
Perry
Hollywood
Screen
Beulah
Test Chesterfield
Camel
News
F
GMCaravan
Crosley L
Como
Film
(alt.Filmsp.) Lever
Pentagon
wks.)
Video Washington P.(alt.Speidel
Wmchell
Myers
ivir.BristolLt. iV. Li. Theatre
Johns Firestone
Film
Voice of
Lipton
Hopkins
Film
LeverScience
Talent
Review Firestone
L
Philip
Scouts
Godfrey's
Morris
Or Not?
Film I Love
^Oat*
Lucy
L
L
United—
General
Foods
Instant
Co-op
(See KNote) Maxwell
Johnson On LTrial
Coffee Wrestling alt.Waxwith
Claudia
American
Tobacco
Robert Cc.
Dennis
with Montgomery
James
Co-op
housetinsWesStudio
No Net
NoService
Net
One
WhoThatSaid Service
After
After
L
10 p.m.
10 p.m.
Longines
scope
ChronoMONDAY
FRIDAY NBC
CBS - DuMONT

In The
Park
Hip} Ranger
Corp. Joe
12:00 N _ Sweets Cc Ranger Joe
drome LI
12:15 PJi"poVoice
1 12:30
of M&MCandyLtd
Prophecy
Faith
Today ForL Carnival
Too
Susqueh
Waist Co.

WEDr

Cadet L
Space

Columbia
Records
News
Fatima
Stork
Club
TBA
Schick
Crime
Syndicated
Carter(alt.)Prod.
CityElectric
Hosptl.
Lite
Drug
Suspense
AutoBlock
Danger

(11:15-11:30)
Burlington
Mills
Continental
(off 4/15)

Kukla,
Natl. Biscuit
General
Foods Fran
& OUie
Capt. Bob^Jtay
Video
Chevrolet
GlvP —
Dinah
Shore Swanson
News
Bendix —Chesterfie|
Oldsmobih
L
(alt.
wks.)
News
Camel
Bishop Caravan L The LSame Perry
Com
The Name's Pillsbury
WorthLifeLiving
is
Toni
(alt.)
Godfrey &
Fu«on J. Texas
Oil Co. Paul TheDixon His Friend
Texaco
Publishing
L
Curtis
Theatre
&Liggett
Myers
Star
Keep Posted
EUery
His
Friend
Co.
Bayuk
Serutan
P&G
the
Colgate
BattleAgesof Theatre
Cigars
Fireside
L
It Rich
Armstrong
P.
thewithDrawon Circle Cross Fire Lorillard
BobQuick
Dunn Theatre
L
Queen
Not for
WeD
Corp.
Pabst
Celanese
Publication
Lorillard Celanese
with
Sales
Pabst
Jerome
Theatre
BlueCo.
Original
■ theCowan
Story Amateur
Hour
Ribbon
(alt.
wks.)
L
Frigidaire
P.L
Prize
Pulitzer
with
Co-op
Walter Considine
Mutual
Cigar
Sports
of Omaha
scopeSjk
What's
Wrestling
Chrono-

SATURDAY
CBS DuMONT

:30 PM

Services
Washingtor
t ii/hrilnil

Easter
Services
tiittliniore
I '.utliedral

Kellogg
ABC

2:00
1:45
M-Th
10-10:15
CBS
News
Lever-Rinso
Godfrey
(M.Th.)
Gen.
Mills
Hudson
Bride &Gr'm
Al Pearce
C-P-P
(MWF)
ItStrike
Rich
P&G
(Tu.& Th.)
Amer.
Home
EggProducts
&I
All
Love of Life
P&TT
TheDixonPaul Tomorrow
Search for
L

2:15
2:30
2:45
3:00

Parly
Breakfast
L
Hollywood
WinnerAll Candy Co
Take
L

Noontime
News
with
Walter
Raney
Take with
the
Break
Don Russell

Personal
Prologue
to Appearance
Theatre
The Future
L
F
Betty
General
Mills
City
Crocker
L
Prtcpting. Carter Prod
RuthSponsors
Lyons Hospital
50 Club
L
Personal
Theatre
Appearand
F

Whistling
The
Internatl.
Shoe Co.
Company
Kids &
Wizard
Brown
Shoe
Top Ed
McConnell
Smilin'
Dairy
The Big
National

No
Network
Service

3:15
3:30
4:00
3:45
4:15
4:30
4:45
5:00
5:15
5:30
5i45PM

TVTime
FToi
(alt. sp
super
CanadaCir1
(5-5:30
Mars Ii

THURSDAY
_CfiS , PvMONT

FRIDAY
-CBS DuMONT

_nbc_

Champ
Amend
Hail theCo.

Kellogg
Cadet
Space L
Vatl.Kukla,
Biscuit
General
Foods i'ran & Ollie
Capt.
Video

General
Foods
Capt.

The
Goldbergs
ThoseL Two General
Mills
&G — Lone
Camel
NewsP L Ranger
F
Caravan
Toni,
H. Bishop
(alt.)The
Reynolds StopMusic
L
B.T.Metals
Babbitt
Norge
Stop
Lorillard
Kate
Smith
The
Music
L
Sterling
IV
s
a
Susiness
Mystery
with
Krafts
Bob
Theatre
Foods
Drug"
Havmes
F
Television
Theatre
American
L
Tobacco
Meet
Champthe
Hazel
Bishop
WhatI DoShall
L

SUNDAY
CBS
Easier
Parade
/13 only)

Columbi;
Records
News
Fatima
Stork
Club
Carnation
Burns
(alt.)Allen
Ronson-Star
of Family
Tydol
Headline
Blatz
Brewing
Clues
to
Andy Broadway
Amos 'n' Hollywood
R. J.
Gruen
ManReynolds
Agains Playhouse
(alt. wks.)
Crime
Big
Lever
Rinso
Town
F
Philip Wine Corp.
Bristolof America
Morris Charlie
Myers
Racket
Sports
ShowF
PrivateWild
Squad Detective
Carter
Authorthe
Toni
Meets
Critics
(alt.)
Crime
Photographer
Burlington
Mills
Continental
ll:15-30pm
(off 4/17)

American
Inventory
L
Battle
Report
(Co-op)
Bohn
Alum
American
Forum
L
ManJohnsFairville
Meadows
USAL

[an I1 ip Unto

Hallmark
Sarah
Churchill
Quaker
Zoo Oats
Parade
L
Derby
Foods
SkyThtr.,King
F
(alt.
with)
Meet
the
Masters
Lees Carpet

Ireen
Giant
Life with
Linkletter
Camel
K
News
Caravan L
DeSoto- TheSeatHot
Plymouth
Groucho
L
Borden
T-Men in General
Mills
Stu Erwin
Action
L
L — Fatima
Dragnet
(alt. wl . F
Gangbusters
Chesterfield Kreisler,
Ford
Masland
(alt. sp.)
Ford
Tales of
Festival
Tomorrow
L
U.S.
Tobacco
Martin
Kane
King
Standard
Wayne
Oil

Oldsmobile
Perry
Chesterfield
Como
Ne<GMMaxwell
House
Coffee
Mama
R. J.
Reynolds
My Friend
Schlitz
Playhouse
of Stars
General
Foods
It'sSanka
News
To
(eff. Me4/4)
Policeirmacal
Story
(eff. 4/4)
Presidential
Timber
(st.
4/4)
Longines
scope
Chrono-

TV Opera
month)a
(once

~Goldbergs
The
—ThosepesTwo—
L
Camel
News
Caravan L
Mennen
Twenty
RCA
Victor
Show
Co.
L
Questions
Gulf
Oil
Lifeat Eighty
Begins We, The

Anthracite (5/3 only)
Better
Int.
Home Show
L
Lambert
ThePharmacal
Sammy
Saddle
Club Pal Kaye Show
F
Beat
The
Sylvania
Clock
Kelvinator
Whiteman
TVClubTeen Anheuser
Busch
Ken
Budweiser
NashMurray
L
Review
Sports
F

OldDownGold
You
Go

:00 PM i
6:15
6:30

Derby
Gillette
Kentucky

Gillette
Drug
Store Cavalcade
of
TV Prod.
Cavalcade
of Stars Sports
Jhesebrough
Greatest
Fights F

6:45
7:00

Manhattan
Miles Labs,
(alt. wks.)
Family
Kellogg L
Snow
Crop
One Man's
Pet Milk

7:15
7:30
7:45

Shop
Pel

Pepsi-Cola
Campbell
Family
Aldrich

Soap

Co-op

Libby,
Reynolds
S.O.S.
Libby
Benrus
McNeill &
Lehn & Fink
Frazer
Kaiser-

Chicago
American
Tobacco
Your
ParadeHit
Vord of Life
Song Time

8:00
8:15
8:45
9:00
9:15
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:15 PM

SATURDAY
CBS
DuMONT

MONDAY
FRIDAY
CBS - DuMONT
Garry
Moore
Show

Explanation: Programs In italics, sustaining:
Time, EST.cording; E, Eastern
L, Live;network;
F, film;M, K,Midwestern;
kinescopic renon-interconnected stations;
S, sustaining. NI,
CBS— 1:30-2:30
p.m., Oats,
Best Poods,
GeneralStandard
Electric, P&G, Qkr.
Reynolds,
Brands,
Stokley-Van
Camp,
O'Cedar. OwensCorning,
Garry
Moore
Show.
10-10:30 steada.m.,
of 15 min.Fri., CBS News is half hour in10:30-10:45
a.m.. &M-Tu.,
F. Gen.Paper
Millsonspon-Th.
sors The Bride
Groom:W, Hudson
11:30-12 n, Tu. & Th., Strike It Rich, sus12-12:15 p.m., Mon., Wed., Fri., The Egg & I,
3:30-4 p.m. Tues., Mel Torme, sustaining.
3:30-4 p.m.p.m.,Sun.,
Mon. Bert ParksGreatest
Show S. Ever
4-4:30
Told 4/27, 5/25, Goodyear.
6/22 only. CBS-TV Story
Workshop,
4-6Robinp.m.GolfSun.Tournament;
5/18 only.5-6Palm
Beach
Round
p.m.
portion
sponsored by Palm Beach Fabrics.

P&G
First
Years100
The Big
Payoff
CPP
(M-W-F)
G. Foods
Bert(W-F)
Parks
Cannon
(Th)
Give & Take
Arrival of
Juliana
Queenonly)
(4/2

Alcoa
Co.
!um.It Now
jodyear
reatest
Story
er note)
Told
'hat in
fjffF' World

ML.

General
Foods
Capt.
Video

FOR APRIL 1952
CBS
DuMONT
SATURDAY

NickL
Kennv

NBC—
Fri. Fla.
"Today"
7-97:45-50
a.m., EST
&
CST, Mon.
7:15-20thru7:50-55
Wed.—
Citrus,
Mon.—
Fla.
Citrus,
Fri.—
Anahist,
8:15-20
Mon.
— Kiplinger.
Tue.—
CitMon.—Fla.PureCitrus,
Pak, Thu.—
Wed.—Fla.
Kenwill,
Fri.— rus,Fla.8:20-25Citrus.
♦Quaker Oats — Mon. & Fri.
5:30-6
Doodyp.m.,in 15M-F,min. Firms
segments.listed sponsor Howdy

ParticipatKate
ing Smith
Sponsors
Hour
Lever
Hwkns.
(MWF)FallI
Welch,
Mars,
C-PKlog
Int.
Shoe
Howdy
Ddy
Wander
L

Youth
Know to
Wants
Roolie
BeaUy
Kazoolie
Morgan
News
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Want Reaction. ..from

Here's a constructive youth
program with a strong public
service angle — Bob Penny's
"ACTION UNLIMITED"
"Action Unlimited" talks on even terms with
a full -sized audience of half -sized halfbacks
and keen-minded teen-agers— emphasizes the
importance of fair play, sportsmanship and
education. Penny handles his popular sports
and hobby program the way kids (and their
parents) like to see it handled. Penny's pointers
help realistic youngsters to understand the
fundamentals of sports— the pleasures of educational hobbies. They pick up background
information on class work and scout work—
they get the right answers to their own ques-

the Small-Fry Faction ?

tions—they se and hear big name guest stars
they admire.
Thousands of these young citizens look and
learn when "Action Unlimited" hits TV screens
in this area from 5:30 to 5:50 p. m. Monday
through Thursday. What they learn comes in
handy when Mom's washer— or Dad's car—
needs fixing. And they earn a strong vote when
it comes time to replace them, too.
So here they are— an interested, influential
audience of tomorrow's adults— tuned four
times a week to the station that's made a
name for itself with a long, long list of public
service programs. They're all yours on WHIOTV's "Action Unlimited." George P. Hollingbery, national representative for WHIO-TV,
can give you market data and availabilities.
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Station
telestatus
1
CBS will install what it calls the
largest stage-lighting control system at its television city in Hollywood in August for Oct. 1 operation, CBS-TV Vice President
Harry S. Ackerman announced
last week at the NARTB convention. Mr. Ackerman is in charge
network programs originating
in Hollywood.
The C-I system, named for Century Lighting, which built it, and
George C. Izenour, the inventor,
is the only all-electronic system of
its kind, Mr. Ackerman said. It
can control 5% million watts and
achieve a gradual effect of a brilliant sunset, he said. The inventor
claims the C-l extends "the 10
human fingers many, many times,"
with
its "memory
board"at enabling
the operator
to remain
least 10
light ancecues
ahead
of
the performat all times.
Mr. Izenour claims the system
"eliminated the hit-and-miss method of light cueing, and makes possible a system of light-cue notation equivalent to that of music
cues
in
Stageasdesigner
Jo
Mielzinerradio."
was quoted
saying the
control system "is in my opinion
the most important single development that has been made 'in the
theatre
duringwasthedesigned
past 25 toyears."
The system
point
up camera action and to aid the
artist innour his
expression,
Mr.
said. Previewed at Izethe

Huge Stage-Lighting Plan
Set By CBS-TV
(Report 210)

NARTB convention, it was de- Godfrey, Lucille Ball
scribed in a paper at the engineering session Wednesday afternoon. Lead March ARB Ratings
ARTHUR GODFREY'S Talent
Late Feb. Nielsen
Scouts was the nation's top TV
show percentage-wise but I Love
starring Lucille Ball, reached
Topped
Godfrey,
'Lucy' Lucy,
CBS-TV's by
J Love
Lucy, reaching
the greatest
number forof homes,
cording to ratings
March ac-by
8,261,000 homes and Arthur God- the American
Research
Bureau.
frey's Talent Scouts, being viewed
by 57.8% of homes, were the leadPercentage-wise, Talent Scouts
in A.forC. February
Nielsen's drew a rating of 52.1; I Love
seconding programs
TV ret»ort
Lucy followed closely behind with
[B»T, March 10].
a rating to 50.6%. Difference may
Ratings are based on two weeks be traced to Mr. Godfrey's show
ending Feb. 23. Complete ratings being
Ball's telecast
in 62. in 25 cities, and Miss
follow:
Homes
2.
Rank Program (000) Rank Program
%
Homes
1 Red
I LoveSkelton
Lucy (NBC)
(CBS) 8,261
Talent
Scouts
(CBS)
8,249
1 LoveSkelton
Lucy (NBC)
(CBS)
342 Texaco
Star
Theatre
(NBC)
8,168
Red
3.
52.1
50.5
Hour (NBC) 7,951
50.6
48.6
4.5. Star
You Bet
Your (NBC)
Life (NBC)
5 Colgate
Your ShowComedy
ofR. J.,Shows
Theatre
Tobacco)
(NBC) 7,177
6.
Show
of
Shows
(NBC)
6 Your(Reynolds,
Show
of
Shows
(NBC)
6,900
45.8
47.9
7. Blue Ribbon Bouts (CBS)
41 .0
(Participating)
Philco
TVGodfrey
Playhouse
(NBC)
(La Motta
Hairston)
Hourvs.(NBC)
87 Arthur
& Friends
(CBS) 6,692
6,634 8. Comedy
(Liggett
&
Myers
Tobacco)
(Donald O'Connor)
39.9
9. Cavalcade
of Sports (NBC)
39.6
Your Life(NBC)
(NBC) 6,634
109 You
FiresideBet Theatre
6,624 10. Godfrey
(Young & vs.Friends
Durando)
(CBS)
Homes
Rank Program %
39.1
Homes
Godfrey's
Scouts (CBS) 54.1
57.8 Rank
4. 1 Love Lucy Program
(CBS)
231 Arthur
Red
Skelton
(NBC)
I
Love
Lucy
(CBS)
53.7
Bet Your (NB)Life (NBC)
4 Texaco Star Theatre (NBC) 51.8 6. You
Star
Theatre
7,960
(100's)
56 Colgate
Hour (NBC)
(NBC) 51.4
Red Skelton
8,260
7.1. Show
Your(Reynolds,
ShowComedy
ofR.Shows
47.1
of Shows(NBC)(NBC)
5.
7,890
7,730
J.,
Tobacco)
2.
7,800
Comedy
Hour
(NBC)
7 Your(Participating)
Show of Shows (NBC) 46.9
(Donald
O'Connor)
Fireside
Theatre
(NBC)
6,370
8 Arthur
Godfrey
&
Friends
(CBS)
45.7
TV
Playhouse
(NBC)
8.
(Liggett
& Myers Tobacco)
Godfrey & Friends (CBS)
6,130
(NBC) 43.2 10.9. Cavalcade
of Sports
5,980
109 Philco
BigCopyright
TownTV Playhouse
(CBS)
5,920
(Young vs. Durando)
1952 by A. C. Nielsen Co. 43.1
5,770

City
Weekly Television Summary— April 7, 1952 — Telecasting Survey
Outlets on Air
Sets in Area
Outlets on Air
Sett in Area
146,181
Louisville
14,400
KOB-TV
WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
WOI-TV
19,200
88,106
Tex. XELD-TV
185,000 Brownsville, (Mexico)WAGA-TV, WSB-TV, WLTV
123,020
WMCT
372,937
WAAM,
WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
WTVJ
110,000
WNBF-TV
53,585 Milwaukee
320,945
90,000
WAFM-TV,
WBRC-TV
318,200
WTMJ-TV WTCN-TV
Minn.-St.
137,000
WTTV
Nashville Paul KSTP-TV,
WSM-TV
WBZ-TV,
WNAC-TV
873,761
65,785
250,000
WBEN-TV
WNHC-TV
258,940
138,999
WBTV
WDSU-TVWCBS-TV, WJZ-TV, WNBT
WABD,
WBKB,
WENR-TV,
WGN-TV,
WNBQ
85,359
1,116,386
WOR-TV, WPIX
342,000
WCPO-TV,WNBK,
WKRC-TV, WLWT
WEWS.
595,015 Norfolk WATV
WBNS-TV,
WLWC,WXELWTVN
WTAR-TV
107,101
Oklahoma
City
WKY-TV
121,014
125,171
KRLD-TV,
WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV , ,
KMTV, WOW-TV
WCAU-TV,
WFIl-TV,
WPTZ
DavenportWOC-TV
Phoenix
1,021,966
KPHO-TV
Quad Cities WHIO-TV,
Include Davenport,
Pittsburgh
55,100
WtWD Molina, Rock Ise.
389,000
WDTV
230,000
750,000 Providence
W JAR-TV
205,000
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
WTVR
WICU
113,505
162,384
Ft. WorthRochester
WHAM-TV
138,000
Rock Quad
Island
160,415
WBAP-TV,
Cities WHBF-TV
Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline91,563
217,081
WOOD-TV KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
WFMY-TV
105,740
Salt
Lake
City
KDYl-TV,
KSL-TV
74,600
San Diego
Antonio KEYl, WOAI-TV
KPRC-TV
127,500 San
71,704
130,000
Charleston WSAZ-TV
San Francisco
KGO-TV,
KPIX,
KRON-TV
348,500
.Trai WRGB
Jacksonville WFBM-TV
202,800
WMBR-TV
,dr- KING-TV
135,300
144,116 Seattle
WJAC-TV
382,000
Kalamazoo
WKZO-TV
185,140 St. Louis
KSD-TV
158,000
171,126
WHEN,
WSYR-TV
Kansas City WDAF-TV
195,674
Syracuse
WSPD-TV
KOTV
WGAL-TV
WKTV
139,552
109,865
Lansing
WJIM-TV
85,000 Utica-Rome
70,000
Washington
344,004
WMAL-TV,
WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
Los Angeles KNXT,
KECA-TV,KTLA,KHJ-TV,
Wilmington
96,081
KTTV KLAC-TV, KNBH Stations1,232,000
WDEL-TV
Estimated
Sets
in
use
16,761,792
on
Air
>n
Air
64*
* Includes XELD-TV Matamoros, Mexico
Is within
area. WhereTVcoverage
areas overlap setelectric
counts may be
Editor's Note:
Totals Sources
for eachof market
representare based on data
from te'evision
dealers,
distributors,
partially
duplicated.
set estimates
monthly, some may remain
unchanged
in successive circulation
summaries. committees,
Total sets in all companies
areas are
and
manufacturers.
necessarily
approximate.Since many are c<
109*
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Dallas

7 ex**' TtUtt 'Potuen^ui
7eleaUi<x*t Station
★
SERVES THE LARGEST
TELEVISION
MARKET...

DALLAS

and

FORT WORTH
More than a Million
urban population in the
50-mile area
More than TWO MILLION
in fhe 100-mile area . . .
NOW

TELEVISION HOMES
EFFECTIVE COVERAGE
D-TV'S
,N KRLAREA
EXCLUSIVE CBS
TELEVISION OUTLET FOR
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€
time current TV
thee first ^
Forfeatur
films are receiving
prominent motion picture
awards. Seven Days to Noon, prodisduced by Alexander Korda and
tributed by Snader Telescriptions
Sales Inc., won recent Academy of
Motion Picture Arts & Sciences
"best1951.original film story" award
for
Southern California Motion Picture Council cited another Korda
film, Bonnie Prince Charlie, also
distributed by Snader. It is now
being released to television.

fi
lm rebypo
be distributed
Official
rt Films.Guns
Mr. Roach also
preparing
of Destiny, half -hour TV film series
with Kenneth Noyes as associate
producer. Format concerns gun
collector dramatizing story of each
gun in collection.
* * *
Official Films announces that negotions have been completed with film
stars Charles Boyer, Rosalind Russell, Dick Powell, Joel McCrea and
Robert
Cummings
hour television
films.to make halfMessrs.
Boyer,Russell
Powellwillandappear
McCrea and Miss
in Official's Four Star Playhouse
produced by Don Sharpe.
The Robert Cummings Show features the actor and Julie Bishop
in a comedy-mystery series.
Dougfair Productions has finished filming Terry and the Pirates
for TV audiences. Dougfair and
officialsments forhave
concluded
distribution
of thearrangeseries.

Hills, for leads in Hans Christian
Andersen film series. Films are
being
Karl E.produced
Moseby. in Copenhagen by
* * *
Screen Televideo Productions,
Hollywood, signed Georgia Johnstone, secretary to Agnes Moorehead, as casting
* *director.
*
Lorraine V.partment Hanley,
deat WROK production
Rockford, 111.,
to Jerry Fairbanks Productions,
Hollywood, as research editor of
creative department.
* * *
Jane
(LoreleiLt.inJames
CBS-TVBaker
Big
Town)Nighmarried
March 16.

ROLE FOR BANKS IN TV
Cited by Bankers Trust
THERE'S
a place
for theaccording
bank in
the television
industry,
to Alex Ardrey, executive vice
president of Bankers Trust, New
York,notwhoonlysaidbe that
the bank's
role
will
financing
of video
productions, but other business
services as well.
State of the industry and lack
of bank participation to date raises
questions vthat
only out,
be but
inestigated now, hecanpointed
Bankers
Trust
is
considering
namJudy
Canova,
star
of
NBC
radio's
Judy Canova Show, completing TV
ing someone within the next three
pilot film at Republic Studios for months
— probably from among its
proposed NBC-TV version. Cast own staff — to see what possibilities
includes
Mel
Blanc,
Franklin
Pangproblem
to find
born and Mari Blanchard. Del are.
someone"Thewhobigknows
aboutis banking
Lord is directing.
interests as well as television," he
said, "so it may mean that only
Film People . . .
after five years' active study will
George Giroux Jr., recently re- we
really know where we stand."
signed staff director KTTV (TV)
Hollywood, appointed West Coast
television
program
supervisorInc.ProcHerliman
ter & Gamble
Productions
Mr. George HERLIMAN,
50, head
Giroux has been associated with ofGEORGE
Herliman
Productions, producer
motion pictures, radio and TV for
of films for television, died Sunthe past 10 years.
day, March 30, in Doctors Hospital,
New York. Mr. Herliman started
John H. Mitchell, director of United his film career in 1925 when, with
Artists Television, announced that his brother, he operated Herligraph
Bernard Hendel, general manager Studios to process motion picture
of the Hendel Fruit Company, has film, a business sold to Consolidated
been appointed sales representative Films in 1930. He moved to the
of UA-TV in Pittsburgh, Johns- West Coast where he was a producer for Republic Studios and,
town, Erie and Huntington, Pa.
Mr. Mitchell also announced that independently, Caledonia Films.
Returning
New York, he founded
Edward J. Potter has been ap- Herliman toProductions
and Film
pointed sales representative of
Classics,
a
rental
library
later sold
UA-TV in San Antonio.
to United Artists.

Jerry
specialHillhour-long
BiblicalFairbanks'
TV programs,
Number
One and That I May See, have been
released for Easter weekend. They
were filmed for Family Theatre and
are set for 142 presentations on
86 stations. Arthur Pierson directed both pictures.
Films are offered without charge.
Sponsorship plans have been cancelled due to religious nature of
programs.
Frank Wisbar Productions, Hollyo film Procter
Firesidewo d, tTheatre
series &in Gamble's
approximately six months in order to cut
costs. By using same production
crew, additional savings will be
effected.
Mel Ronson, Hollywood film writer,
acquired TV film rights to New
York's Finest from New York Police Benevolent Assn. PBA, sharing in proceeds of series, will suggest retired policemen whose stories may be film possibilities.
Production . . .
Tele-Voz Studios, at Churubusco
Studios, Mexico City, plan May 6
production of Gloria Swanson Show
on 13 half-hour TV film series.
Miss Swanson, under contract to
Simmell-Meservey TV Productions
Inc., Beverly Hills, will receive salary plus residual rights.
Hal Roach Jr. Productions signs
Joan Harrison, producer at Universal Pictures, as associate producer on new half-hour dramatic
TV film series, Sunday Nights, to Charles Kerr signed by Philidan TV
Productions as production manager
on half-hour film series based on
li
Ernest
Haycox stories. Mr. Kerr
UT
TOP QM
has been associated with RKO,
BS
Walter
Wanger
and Frank Melford
TUR
MOTI
1932 PtC
SinceON
Up-to-date in similar capacities.
completely
Bob Bennet joins Jerry Courneya
equipped
Productions, Beverly Hills, as film
New York writer
for 26 quarter-hour TV
studios of films starring
Noah Berry Jr.
Video Varieties
Joan
Vohs,
film
actress, and Allyn
CORPORATION
Smith signed by ScandinavianOffice: 4) E. 50tjrSt., Nl. 22 MU 8-1162
American Television Co., Beverly
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PENNANT GROUP
Forms in Hollywood
INCORPORATED for $100,000,
new
Hollywood
televisioncompany,
- radio
production
and packaging
Pennant Productions Inc., has been
organized
with Studios.
headquarters at
General Service
Ed Woodworth, formerly production supervisor for Commodore
Productions Inc., who recently
formed Citation Productions, heads
group ham,
as attorney
president.
Harrisongeneral
Dunand former
manager of KTTV Hollywood, is
secretary and counsel.
New TVcompany
plans first
four tohalf-be
hour
film series,
Date With Destiny, which was to
have been produced by Citation
Productions. Pennant will establish New York and Chicago offices,
it was said.
Mr. Dunham also is spearheading formation of General Television Network, and reportedly
backed by a group of nationally
known TV station owners and
financiers, has been negotiating
purchase of General Service Studios
from George and James Nasser for
$2% million.
Telecourse Expands
EXTENSION to western Michigan
of college courses by television given by the Hour
U. of (Sunday,
Michigan 1 onp.m.),
its
Television
planned and taught by faculty
members, has been announced.
WKZO-TV Kalamazoo, in an arrangement by General Manager
John E. Fetzer and WWJ-TV Detroit's Manager W. E. Walbridge,
will broadcast to western Michigan. WWJ-TV, where the program
originates,carryand theWJIM-TV
already
program. Lansing
WTVJ (TV) Expands
WTVJ vating
(TV)
Miami, Theatre
Fla., isinrenothe Capitol
the
city to give it additional space for
studio, office,
storage
maintenance facilities.
The andstructure
will
contain
three
stories
when
it
WTVJ.
is completed, the station has announced. Itis adjacent to a threestory building which already houses

CBS-TV Rodeo
CBS-TV has announced plans for a
weekly hour telecast of its own
rodeotionfeaturing
talent ifwillaudi-be
passes test. topKinescope
NEW
SERIES
of
3%
-minute
films,
filmed
April
13
at
Calif. Berry
In the Fashion Spotlight, featuring Farm near Santa Ana,Knott's
fashions
of
America's
top
designers
and filmed in cooperation with leading CALIFORNIA'S Gov. Earl Warren rewomen's
half-hour monthly
KECA-TV
is being magazines
distributedandbyfashion
DuMonthouses,
TV 16.
Hollywoodsumes Report
to the People
April
network's film department.
RANGERTONE
BEST FOR'TV FILMS

JOHN J. KUEHN
728 Buckingham Place,
Chicago 13, Illinois .
BROADCASTING

SYNC-SOUND
RANGERTONE
73 WINTHROP ST.
NEWARK 4. N. J.
• Telecasting
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THE COAXIAL CABLE
ARRIVES IN HOUSTON
JULY

1st!

KPRC-TV will carry the political
conventions and campaigns during this YEAR OF DECISION!
Complete coverage of these vital
events will SKYROCKET an already booming TV market in the
Great Southwest!
BEGINNING APRIL 26 and continuing through JULY 1, KPRC-TV
and The Houston Post will cooperate with television distributors
and dealers in a GIANT promotion and merchandising campaign to stimulate TV set sales
in the Houston area.
Arrival of the Coaxial Cable
Coupled with KPRC-TV Coverage of This Year's Political
Events Promises a Dynamic
Medium for All Wide-Awake
Advertisers!
Plan Your Summer Campaign
to
with Houston's
Vast Coincide
New Audience!

Channel 2 • Houston
JACK HARRIS
General Manager
Nationally Represented by
EDWARD PETRY & CO.

ROADCASTING

• Telecasting
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GOLF TOURNEY
Higgins, Roche Winners
BRAVING inclement weather,
more than 80 divot diggers fought
the battle of Bunker Hill Country Club in Chicago March 30 to
decide the champions of the 18th
annual Broadcasting • Telecasting-NARTB golf tournament at
convention opening last week.
The golfers recorded excellent
scores despite the weather, with
Joe M. Higgins, WTHI Terre
Haute, Ind., shooting a 79 for low
gross first prize and Steve Roche,
NBC Chicago, scoring 61, aided by
a blind bogey handicap of 30, to
win low net honors.
The two received silver trophies
from Broadcasting • Telecasting, which entertained with its
annual "19th hole party." Tom
O'Connell of J. Walter Thompson
Co., Chicago, took second low gross
score with an 80 and S. (Bud)
Fantle Jr., KELO Sioux Falls,
S. D., totaled 81 for third place.
The cago,Boiling
shot a netCo.'s
64, John
helpedCoy,
by aChi-30
handicap, for second low net, while
Glenn Wilkinson of Wilkinson,
Boyden & Crogun, attorneys,
Washington, took third net honors
with a 67.
Tom O'Neil of General Tire &
Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, and Tom
Wilson of Dow, Lohnes & Albertson, attorneys, Washington, won
free subscriptions to the Golf
Digest which were donated by John
Barnett, editor, for the most pars
in the first nine holes.
FLORIDA BROADCASTERS
Schedule Meeting May 22-23
TWO-DAY meeting of the Florida
Assn. of Broadcasters will be held
May
at theOfficers
Royal and
YorktwoHotel,
Miami22-23
Beach.
new
directors will be elected for the
year commencing July 1. Current
president and secretary-treasurer
are S. O. Ward, WLAK Lakeland,
and John Browning, WSPB Sarasota, respectively.
Speakers for the Thursday night
dinner meeting, Friday banquet and
business sessions have not been announced. Program chairman for
the meeting is George Thorpe,
WVCG Coral Gables.
Sixtytions six
of the state's
staare members
of the75FAB,
said to be the oldest state broadcasters group in the country.

SECOND-TIME winner Joe Higgins (r)
of WTHI Terre Haute, Ind., in Broadcasting • Telecasting's annual golf
tourney conducted during the NARTB
convention, congratulates Steve Roche
of NBC Chicago, who won the low
net trophy with a 61 score on a 30
handicap. Mr. Higgins took the low
gross cup with a 79. The tournament
took place Sunday preceding the
meeting in Chicago.
POPPELE CHOSEN
Heads Radio Pioneers
JACK R. POPPELE, WOR New
York, was installed as president
of the Radio Pioneers Club at the
club's annual dinner held Tuesday
night during the NARTB Chicago
convention. He succeeded Carl
Haverlin, BMI, in the office.
Other officers elected were: Paul
W. Morency, WTIC Hartford, first
vice president; Martin Campbell,
WFAA Dallas, vice president; Raymond Guy, NBC, vice president; O.
H. Caldwell, Tele-Tech, vice president; Charles A. Wall, BMI, vice
president; Samuel R. Dean, CBS,
secretary; James E. Wallen, MBS,
treasurer.
Citations for unusual contributions to radio were awarded Dr.
Lee de Forest, radio inventor;
Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA;
Hon. Herbert Hoover; Dr. Alfred
N. Goldsmith, consultant, and
Charles Pannill, inventor. Mr. Guy
made the presentations, with Mr.
de Foresthumous responding.
The award
postRadio Hall of Fame
went to Reginald Aubrey Fessenden for pioneering inventions in
transmitting light, sound and electric waves. William S. Hedges,
NBC, announced the selection. Dr.
Christopher Crittenden, director,
North Carolina Dept. of Archives
and History, accepted the award.
Ex-President Hoover greeted the
club by tape recording.
Mr. Haverlin announced that
Victor C. Diehm, WAZL Hazleton,
Pa., berhad
a life memin thebeen
club.elected
The station
staff
surprised him by sending the $100
fee to the club.
Thomas K. Finletter, Secretary
of the Air Force, delivered the
principal address of the evening,
reviewing struction
progress
program. of the air con-

Broadcasting - NARTBChicago
Golf Scores
LloydHushes
Nelson
Chicago
Vogue Wright
Studios Chicago
Dick
St.
Louis
Edward
Petry
Co.
Edward
Petry
Co.
Rollie Fishburn
Chicago
J.J. Walter
Thompson
Co.
Tom O'Connell
Walter
Thompson
Co.
Malcolm
Sullivan
Chicago
Atlas
Film
Corp.
Norman C. Lindquist Quaker Oats Co.
Chicago
Bob
McGorrin
Sunbeam
Corp.
John Robinson
Coy
Chicago
Tye
Boiling
Co.
Chicago
John T. Carey
WIND
Chicago
Robert
Meeker
Assoc.
Carlton
F-J
Jewett
Chicago
AM
Radio
Sales
Co.
Jerry
Glynn
H. Leslie
Atlass Jr.
WIND
ChicagoHaute
Joe
M. Higgins
Terre
WTHI
Chicago
WMAQ
Foote,
NBC
Dieter
NBC Cone & Belding Chicago
AlHarrySchroeder
Steve
Roche
Chicago
Jim Wehrheim
Chicago
Edward Petry Co.
CharlesPerryPratt
Joe
Chicago
Tatham-Loird
Chicago
Ruthrauff
&
Ryan
NBC
Neil Murphy
Howard
Medici
Edward
Petry
Co.
Bill Mailleefert
New York
York
Chicago
Edward
Petry
New
GeorgeHarmsBachus
Edward
Petry Co.
Co.
Bill
WNDR
Franklin H. Small
KELO
Syracuse,
Falls,N. S.Y. D
S.Glenn(Bud)Wilkinson
Fantle
Washington
Wilkinson, Boyden & Sioux
C. N. layne
Idaho Falls, Ida.
KID
Washington
Pete Shuebruk
Fly,
WBKB
(TV) & Blume Chicago
Marv
Rosene
Minneapolis
WLOLShuebruk
Chicago
R.LewisPeterson
WBKB
(TV)
Green Assoc.
Green
Chicago
Walter G.Preston
Indianapolis
Dan
Meadow
RCA
WDAN
Bob
J.
Burow
Danville,
Chicago
Everett-McKinney
Max
Everett
New
York III.
Bob
Everett
Price,
Robinson
&
Fran
Chicago
Toni Co.
Fred
Klein
Chicago
Edward
Petry Co.
Bruce
Bryant
Chicago
Edward
Bill
Oldham
Chicago
Edward Petry
Petry Co.
Co.
Lou Smith
Ted
Jeffrey
Kraft
Foods
Co.
Chicago
Don Harding
Edward
Petry
Co.
Chicago
Edward
Petry Co.
Jack Matthews
WLS
Edward
Petry
Co.
Chicago
Frosty
Blair
WLS
Chicago
Jack
Stillwell
NBC
Bill Nelson
Russ
Jolly
Rain prevented the following from finishing afterChicago
playing
Hal
Holman
Co.
Hal Holman
WBKBHolman
(TV) Co.
Hal
Kent
Holman
Chicago
WBKB
(TV)
Ken
Ponte
Chicago
Bill Ryan
WBKB
Chicago
WBKB (TV)
(TV)
Bruce Roberts
Chicago
Dan
O'Neil
Harold
M.StoutGross
H.Dow,M. Lohnes
Gross &Co.Albertson Washington
Clair
Tom
W.L. Wilson
Dow,
WSVA Lohnes & Albertson Washington
Bob Harrington
Harrisonburg, Va.
Gene LaMarr
Trace
Youngstown, Ohio
Chicago
J.WBBW
Walter Thompson Co. Chicago
Jack
Bill Eberling
Monogram
Pictures
Chicago
Bill Thompson
MBS
Chicago
Dick
Cass
MBS
Tom Henry
MBS
Chicago
Broadcasting-Telecasting
Bill Shaw
Broadcasting-Telecasting
Washington
Win LeviLong
Maury
Broadcasting-Telecasting Chicago
Washington
Chicago
Jack Evanson
Henry
Atkinson
Inc.
Chicago
Henry
Atkinson
Inc.
Tony Nilson
Weber
Chicago
John
CBS
Barbara
Chicago
Bert West Mattson
Chicago
CBS
Marge
Washington
CBS
Pierson
W. TedN. Flotron
Pierson
Akron
CBSGeneral &&TireBall
Pierson
Ball& Rubber Co. Chicago
Washington
Tom
Dowd
Chicago
Dick Byrne
Tom
O'Neil
MBS
Chicago
Mac
Chandler
Chicago
Paul
Schlesinger
Tatham-Loird
Chicago
Bill Davis
CBS
Jim Shaw
Henri, Hurst & McDonald

86
80
Gross
92
96

8368
88
5ic
71 f

102
92
10394
10181
97
1019894
9382
8696
8986
8499
8886
113
101
109
82
110

77 *

67
72
86 \

11 V
49

80

4846
56
49484252
41
40
4044
4438
394144
4641
394041
4540
4540
4239
4146
5539

GOOD MUSIC GROUP Raymond
nounced lastGreen,
week. chairman,61 an |
Plans Audience Study
Sales strategy was outlined b?
of Good Music Station:
AUDIENCE surveys on listener- managers
who met during the NARTB con,
ship,income
composition,
habits vention.
Meeting was centeret
and
level willfamily
be completed
Wins Scholarship
more local an^ Hj
by the Good Music Stations which around attracting
business to the station •
KURT F. W. MOELLER, electrical
include WFLN (FM) Philadelphia, national
of which are both AM an
engineering major at Polytechnic
WEW St. Louis, WEAW (FM) seven
Institute of Brooklyn and graduate
Evanston, 111., WQXR New York, FM outlets.
of RCA Institutes, was announced
sales presentation wil
WGMS
Washington,
Bos- dealCombined
Wednesday as winner of a four
with "discriminating listenin;
ton, WSNJ
Bridgeton, WXHR
N. J., KFAC
year university scholarship offered
Los Angeles, KEAR San Mateo, and buying audiences" which th
by RCA. Scholarship committee
Calif., KIXL Dallas and WBIB group claims to have.
consisted of Dr. Alfred N. Gold(FM) New Haven, Conn.
smith, consulting engineer; Dr.
portrays
Mr. Clyd(
Report will be ready in June for ALAN
and JohnREED,
Brown,who who
portrays
Al o f&
Sgs
Ernst Weber of the Polytechnic
by
the
group's
national
sales
CBS
Radio
My
Friend
Irma,
are
part i
Institute, and Maj. Gen. George L. CBS has donated offices in recently use
organization. Results of two local ners in manufacture of new speake
Van Deusen, RCA Institutes presi- leased Earl Carroll Theatre, Holly- studies made in Philadelphia and housing to be demonstrated at Soun
dent, with final selection approved
to Radio-Television-Recording New York will be correlated with & Electronics Show in Long Bead
Charitieswood, Inc.
by the RCA education committee.
surveys being done in St. Louis, Calif., this summer.
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Argued in Chicago

".O
ftjsADIO
andVER
TV are AGE
having their
"Microphones and cameras pushed
it of court and legislative proedings but it's their own fault.
liThis charge spiced a wide-open
Xbate on coverage of trials and
nparings
NARTB's
|||)und up asthree
days ofconvention
meetings
i^i
Chicago
last
week.
|]An afternoon of formal debate by
'o>undnationally
legal figures
up withknown
agreement
that
|f sic rights of the public to hear
d see such proceedings must be
Jotected against hasty and unfair
tion by rule and law - making
ladies.
jiiPitted against each other in a
W!atest
that presentation
was regarded ofas the
an
itijtstanding
Jdio and TV case were James M.
nndis, attorney, and Louis Waldjjjin, labor attorney.
JjjMr. Landis argued on behalf of
' iiio-TV
reporting
of proceedings,
contended
the public
is entitled
;know how its judicial, regulatory
iini legislative bodies operate.
«raking an oratorial position
gainst
of proceedings,
ttfliildmanpickup
readily
conceded inMr.a
fiie-for-all discussion after the
iljmal debate that broadcasters
3 telecasters have their own
fhts. He chided the industry for
ling flat on its face in failing to
ke its position known while the
w York legislature was consider• its recent bill banning radio-movie reporting of proceedings
olving subpoenaed witnesses,
e bill recently became law.
lent ions Broadcasters Rights
Hr. Waldman is chairman of the
w York State Bar Assn. com;tee on human rights, a com;tee that endorsed the legisla3 position. He said he would like
see "a better arrangement be;en broadcasters and the bar"
I conceded again that broadters rights should be protected
well as those of the general
>lic.
n a final observation, Mr. Landis
med the old Mayflower decision
;he FCC "ridiculous." He added,
can't
The deci1 hadunderstand
prevented it."broadcasters
atinm taking editorial stands.
runs-hits-errors tabulation
[Wi made of the 2% -hour contest
it was conceded by most of the
»Jf ticipants and observers that the
istry's position was greatly
a^ngthened
the exchange
vs and the byrunning
fire of ora-of
The debate started out with
two chief participants taking
netrically opposite views. It
nl]f,3d
with statement
what was described
ealthy
of positionsas
; will inevitably clear up mis|yJ(ir:eptions
of the way public prolings
ia. are covered by electroni
^ ewspapers were criticized at
ral points for their unfair
Jeat|ilines and biased presentation
3ADCASTING
• Tele.

of hearingsHTS
and trials, pointing up
RIG
the relatively
accurate and uncolored versions given the public
when the microphone and camera
are present. At the same time, Mr.
Waldman made the point that stations tend to pick the exciting and
the dramatic in their coverage.
Referring to Speaker Sam Rayburn's
recent ruling
Representative
rules that
do notHouse
permitof
radio-TV coverage, Mr. Waldman
said he had congratulated Speaker
Rayburn for the decision but added
this pointed comment, "I deplore
hisAsdecision."
the debate got under way, Mr.
Landis reduced the issue to this
point, "Does TV create new possibilities of abuse." Then he asked
rhetorically,
anything
fairer than TV?"is Itthere
eliminates
the
possibility of misrepresenting the
situation. Unlike newspapers, TV
can't
colordevelops
proceedings.
Greaterin
publicity
an interest
goodInequities
government."
in the conduct of hearings and trials must be solved by
forms in rules and laws, he said,
rather than by mere suppression of
publicity. He conceded there is
somewitnesses
"hamming"
by politicians
and
but suggested
this
would backfire in the end.
Actually the effect of TV cover"serving,"
he contended,
servingage is as
a protection
of basic
rights of the witness. He felt an
innocent man would want TV coverage instead of mere reporting by
the press.
Judicial proceedings are different
from legislative hearings, he
agreed, but predicted that if the
public could see a judge asleep on
the bench or watch mal-administration of justice it would bring fast
reforms that are hard to accomplish by means of bar association
reports and resolutions.
Kefauver's TV Success
Mr. Landis referred to the prominence Sen. Estes Kefauver (DTenn.) achieved as a result of TV,
setting off a point that was refer ed to frequently. Mr. Waldman
suggested
"lesson
of Kefauver
has
not beenthe lost
on other
legislators," who observed what TV could
accomplish. "Where human rights
are involved it's a different situatiotions
n," he warned.
The legalhuman
quescentering around
rights were worked over at some
length by both debaters. The
matter
"mike
fright" said
was
brought up,of too.
Mr. Waldman
the mechanics of broadcasts and
telecasts can jeopardize ability of a
witness "to be himself." He called
the Kefauver hearings "a Barnum
& Mr.
BaileyLandis
performance."
predicted the public
will decide whether the hearings
were merely a circus. "If trials
are dignified, let the people know,"
he said. "If they are not, let the
people
know." have deadlines, Mr.
Newspapers

Landis said, and all legislators and
committee lawyers know them, arranging testimony accordingly.
"If Senator McCarthy (R-Wis.)
were after me, I would want television coverage," Mr. Landis said.
"If the government is run badly,
put congressmen and senators on
the screen where we can look at
them. I'm deeply sincere in that
Mr. Waldman said protection
conviction."
must be given people whose lives
and
rights education
are involved.
use public
as a"We
devicecan'tto
kickDuring
people the
around,"
he
argued.
question period
Lester L. Gould, WJNC Jacksonville, N. C, criticized Mr. Waldman's bar group. "You acted without my consent, you deprived me of
my rights,"struck
he said.
Mr.
Waldman
at theAgain
industry,
saying,
"You
should
have
insisted
on public hearings in the New York
legislature.
You wereheasleep."
Waldman conceded
would Mr.
not
have opposed telecasting of such
hearings.
Due Process Clause
R. Russell Eagan, Washington
radio attorney, asked how coverage
could jeopardize the due process
clause. Mr. Landis replied that
constitutional law "is really only
horse
and statesmanship."
Mr. sense
Waldman
finally observed
that the New York statute is borderline in its application though
constitutional in regard to the way
it was drafted.
power a has
a senator
call"What
a witness
racketeer
beforeto
20
million
people,"
Mr.
Waldman
asked, drawing a quick response
from Mr. Landis who termed this
one
of the foundations of free government.
Rex Howell, KFXJ Grand Junction, Col., long a leader in the fight
on behalf of editorializing on the
air, raised this point, drawing from
Mr. Landis the harsh criticism of
the former FCC policy.
Ralph W.ernmentHardy,
NARTB govrelations director,
said
there was a tendency to confuse
closed and open hearings. "If a
What

Has TV

CEREMONY launches Hal Fellows
(r), NARTB president, as commodore
in the Oklahoma Navy. Doing the
honors by bestowing the certificate
on behalf of Gov. Johnston Murray is
J. J. Bernard, KOMA Oklahoma City
general manager. Presentation was
made during Oklahoma Broadcasters
Assn. meeting [B*T, March 24].
witness is subpoenaed to testify in
an open hearing, is it his right to
decide
to tell his story?"
he askedwhether
Mr. Landis.
"That's the committee's right,"
Mr. ingLandis
hearis open, replied.
open it to"Ifthisthe means
of communication." He praised
Meet the Press and similar programs, and said he might have
decided not to vote for a Presidential candidate he had watched
in actionderfulonwhat the
television.
"It'soutwon-of
public gets
these
programs,"
he
added.
Getting back to the Kefauver
hearings, Mr. Waldman called Rudolphvision
Halleyappearances
a lawyerhadwhosebrought
telehim into a top public position in
Yorkbecause
City. he"Halley
inNewoffice
cleanedwas upputa
condition that smelled to high
heaven,"
On the Mr.
stageLandis
fright responded.
issue, Judge
Justin Miller, who moderated the
proceedings, posed this question,
"Suppose
on the stand
in
a trial aiswitness
embarrassed?
Does
that mean he is not required to
testify?" Mr. Waldman thought
it was a question of degree.
Don Elias, WWNC Asheville,
N. C, inobserved
thing
the worldit isto "the
let thefairest
public hear — to let the public see your
actions and note your intonations."
Done

to RADIO

in Syracuse?
In spite of the fact that Syracuse is a two-TV-station city — even
though 71% of the homes in the Syracuse area have TV sets — two
separate surveys* show that radio is very much alive and kicking.
3.07 Hours a Day
is the average daily radio-listening time in TV homes in Syracuse.
samelisten
homesto watch
an average
a day. radio
NonTVThesehomes
radio 4.4TV hours
a day.ofTV4.52hashours
not replaced
ininformation.
Syracuse — merely supplements it as a source of entertainment and
*Write,
wire, phone or
Ask Headley-Reed
your
FREE Copy forof
\ACUSE
the
Surveys
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'suk^
FUT
NOM
exercise
extreme IC
caution, extreme
Shouse URE
pointed out. Psychologically,
RADIO,
which
almost S
alone among
ECO
IO'
RAD
U.S. businesses continued to ex- care and extreme adroitness if we this had a profound effect within
in the highly com- the agencies and upon their clients,
pand during
depressionfuture
'30s, are to survive
may now
face the
an economic
petitive era which I am sure we for TV interest distracted from
radio interest within the timein which its gains will be "strictly are approaching."
buying
departmentsHadand TVhence
TV
marginal," James D. Shouse, chair"I
do
think,"
he
said,
"that
it
is
was
buying
man of the board of Crosley Broad- always well for us in broadcasting been emphasized.
lodged with spacebuyers,
easting Corp., said last week.
to continuously remember that we newspapers
magazines
In a major address to the have never yet run into a really have suffered andinstead
of radio.would
NARTB convention, Mr. Shouse depressed year.
Shouse thought there is now
saw
"The rest of the country had a a Mr.
sion. signs of a general U.S. reces- depression
to disassociate radio
through most of the andtendency
television
within
an infant
in- some agencies, timebuying
"I might as well come right out '30s, butdustry andwewe were
a trend which he
continually
showed
and
say
it,"
he
said.
"I
do
not
think
hoped
would
be
encouraged.
our economy is healthy by any gains when almost every other
Mr. Shouse said the uncertainty
business was in trouble.
standard that I can determine."
"must arise in the minds of every
Mr. Shouse said that whereas a
"That can happen only so long. one
of us as to whether our ad"It could be that radio broadyear
ago "virtually
plant forin
economy can continue to
the country
was every
straining
casting has reached something ap- support thevertisingthousands
of stations
proaching apoint of stabilization.
capacity production rather than
relying upon consumer demand as We could anticipate in radio some we now have in our business."
In
his
opinion,
these
stations
gains
in
the
future.
My
guess
is
the
limitinglullfactor,"
now thereinduswas
must continue to exist if what he
a definite
in consumer
thatTelevision,
they will beMr.strictly
marginal."
tries.
Shouse said, is described as a trend toward stat"In a wide and growing range now in a position somewhat like ism in the U.S. is to be abated.
majority of radio stations
that ofof radio
in theahead
'30s:and"Itlacks
has areTheoperated
of consumer industries," he said, more
its future
as proprietorships
"plant mentcapacities
and hours are
of idle.
work Employare re- most of radio's 30 years of past." and they, along with most newsduced. Raw material prices have
papers,
small
retailers
and farmers
Thoughin hethe"would
broken and now many retail prices person
world beto thetrylastto representtorshiptheclass "last
great
left
in
the proprieUnited
evaluate
the
ultimate
future
relaare shaky."
States.
tionship
between
radio
and
teleProfits Compared
vision," Mr. Shouse said he was
"You
are awhich
part stands
of the between
remainGenerally, he said, corporate
ing bulwark
both there
kindswillof
profits in the first quarter of 1952 "glad
stationsthatand I I have
am sure
this
country
and
statism
in
whatare down about 20% from profits
ever modified form it may appear,"
in the first quarter of 1951. In always be both kinds."
he told the broadcasters. "Your
Impact of TV on Radio
consumer industries "that provides
as a vital and pervadOne reason that radio was the importance
ing force in the small but hard
your
income
and
mine"
the
decline
first
of
the
major
media
to
feel
the
in profits has been greater than
core
of
the
proprietorship class in
25%.
impact
of TV was
had a terribly
bad that
break "radio
from has
the this country cannot be overestiMr. Shouse, who is also vice time
that television really got
president and a director of Avco
He before
said thatmost
broadcasters "knewof
Mfg. Corp., said that tax increases started," Mr. Shouse stated.
long
have slowed down consumer spendAmerican
business ofwhattheit rest
was to
"There
is literally
son for radio
budgets noto more
be cutrea-in mated."
ing, particularly for durable
regulated.
faVor of television than for maga- be "We
goods.
have been regulated by
to be cut in
"The cpyramiding
two taxcounin- order zintoes or newspapers
since 1928 and I think it
provide funds for tele- isCongress
reases has caught theof whole
a
peculiar
commentary on what
v
i
s
i
o
n
,
"
h
e
said.
try completely unaware," he said.
has happened in this country to
the
tragedy
has
been
in
Its effect has been to hit a "really the"But
sheer mechanical facts of the
big segment of the population"
with time
big taxes
literally
first
in the"forhistory
of the
the wayAt advertising
the outset isof bought."
TV, television
buying was taken as a prerogative
country."
In this economic atmosphere, Mr. of radio departments and time-*
Shouse said, broadcasters "need to buyers in advertising agencies, Mr.
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TheVoice^/Kansas
in TOPE K A

^
find^^
that the 'Communications Act
under whose provisions and inter
pretations
have, from
time t<
time, been werestive,
has througl
these past 24 years actually sup
plied us with a degree of protec
tion from further encroachmen
that almost every other busines:
wishes it had. It has been in thes.
later years just as much a char
ter of freedom as it has been ai
act of restriction."
MANAGEMENT
Panel Airs Problem
EXCHANGE of ideas on improve m
ment of station management prac t
tices marked a forum held Tuesda;
afternoon during the NARTB con
vention in Chicago. Panel modera
tor was Chet Thomas, KXOK Si
Louis.
The four panel members set th
pace by
currentWHDlL
practices. discussing
William B. McGrath,
Boston, urged managers to hirl|r
carefully,
pay
and makeworl<Le;
thL.
station
happywe'llplace
Simon R.a Goldman,
WJTNto Jamejf;
town, N. Y., suggested carefv
checkup
and sales WMRlLr
Robert on costs
T. Mason,
Marion,
and Island,
Leslie C.111.,Johrdis§,t
son, WHBFOhio,Rock
cussed problems in their areas.
Topics discussed included taler
fees, development of personalitie
special problems in different mai
kets, impact of television, use
budgets, turnover, pooling of taler j
fees and pirating of personnel.
GEORGE LEWIS, director of Nation, L
Assn. of Gagwriters; will addre:
Washington, D. C, branch April 1
Founder of NAG, which sponsors con
edy
development
citie
throughout
the U.centers
S., willin discu:
"Careers in Comedy."

ASSOCIATED
PRESS 16.
Broadcasters
of Arkansas
Lift I ;''
Rock meeting March
They include
(front row,elected
I to r):newRayofficers
Dexter,atstatio
manager, KDRS Paragould, president; Oliver Gramling, AP assistant generc ^
manager for radio; Fred J. Stevenson, general manager, KGRH Fayettevillt jj
director. Standing (I to r): W. N. McKinney, general manager, KELD
Dorado, director; L. B. Tooley, manager, KNAR Hope, director, and Mar
Weaver, news editor, KLRA Little Rock, vice president.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasti

UMMER in St. Louis and de" tails of the $900,000 sale pos5fSsibilities there are outlined in
programs prom
promotion piece issued by KMOX
otjon
St. Louis. Folder points out for adTOertiser's benefit that "they listen
'I1just as much— they buy just as
Wtmuch" as during any other period
UP 1 of the year. Results of a market 'RED CROSS BUN' DRIVE
H'survey
for the summer of RED Cross Buns instead of Hot
1951 are taken
also stated.
Cross mickBuns
proved Rochester
a popular when
gimat WHAM
Bob
Keefe
introduced
new
product
LETTER PLUGS PROGRAM
into the current campaign. Local
8 written
REPRINTby ofa satisfied
congratulatory
supermarket chain adopted the idea
sponsorletter
has and
that all receipts
been distributed by KYW Philadel- from announced
of the buns would be
phia to promote KYW Feature donatedsaleto the
Red
Cross drive.
Drugs, merchandising idea worked
into a program by Hal Moore of 'PROMOTION' IS DEFINED
station'sresponse
staff. Copy
enthu- POSTCARD promotion based on
wet:siastic
show states
has received
Webster's definition of the word
ra|ifroming druggists
who
are
participatin the plan.
"promote" has been issued by Robert S. Keller Inc., N. Y., radio promotion firm. Mr. Keller suggests
CONVENTION COVERAGE
you
mailforthemore
card,national
if you'rebusiness,
in the
market
FIRST hand information on goto
his
organization
which
has
'ings-on at both Republican and
to the growth "been
and
"f'Democratic national conventions contributing
will be supplied to listeners of prosperity of radio clients ... on
hllllWHIM Providence, R. I., by one of a promotional level" since 1946.
""'station's newsmen who will be
TEAM
or'!,present at both party meetings. STATION-LIBRARY
PROJECT designed to afford the
"^'Fifteen
will listener
an opportunity to brush up
be tape minute
recordedprogram
by the daily
reporter
and flown to WHIM for broadcast on coming radio events has been
next day. Recorded telephone in- worked out by WKBZ Muskegon,
Hackley Public LifWferviews
the station.have also been planned by Mich., braryandthere.theProgram
schedule listing
Metropolitan
Opera selection,
let
topic
of
coming
America's
tie sPRO-RADIO CAMPAIGN
Meeting of the Air and other Town
ABC
STANDARD Radio Transcription features are posted in the library
with references as to where
Services Inc., L. A., slogan, "Get along
information on each subject can be
lafMore
For given
Your Dough
on Radio,': obtained
in the library files.
is being
full promotional
treatment in company's advertis- TALENTED COMBINATION
ing. Company's newest idea is
Sponsor-Tailored Idea Cards, con- COMBINING station's on-the-air
taining suggestions for use of
KLAC Hollywood has
Standard Program Library ma- personalities,
introduced Platter Pulse featuring
iMerial in its subscriber stations' five disc jockeys, Dick Haynes,
campaigns.
Peter Potter, Bob McLaughlin,
Gene Norman and Alex Cooper
playing ceivedtenfrom top
tunes
day reT£XOK GOES TO HOME SHOW
City,eachHollywood
UNIQUE among exhibits seen at record store. Music
The
store
in
turn
proBildors Home Show which opened
motes the show by displaying life
March 29 in St. Louis was display size pictures
of
the
five
emcees
levoted to KXOK-AM-FM that new serve-yourself record bar. in
:ity es.
as Remotes
well aswerestation's
conductedadvertisevery
EXTENSIVE COVERAGE
ifternoon and two monitor-speak- WIP'S
MORNING disc show beamed by
srs carried KXOK programs Mac
McGuire
armed forces
hroughout the show which closed around the worldtofrom
WIP Phil^pril 6.
adelphia has a varied listening
audience, according to station reVDSM SPONSORS CONTEST
ports. Japanese listener in Tokyo
NAVIGATION Jackpot Contest wrote in that he had heard Mr. McGuire's
the
las been launched by WDSM Su- March ofrequest
Dimesforandfundssentforalong
lerior, Wis., based on opening of 200
yen
to
help
out.
avigation in the Duluth, Minn.Superior, Wis. harbor. Person most
■ tlosely guessing exact arrival time PROGRAM EXPANDS TO FM
Pff the first boat entering the har- RADIO series, Studio Schoolhouse,
or wins $500. Registrants also sponsored on WFIL Philadelphia
ave chance to win prizes valued by RCA Monday through Friday,
t over $1,000 which have been has been made available for FM
je"1 ontributed by local merchants. reception. Programs designed for
in-school listening are in their
illd'ime
and country
agency arepeople
rom allbuyers
over the
also ninth year on the station. Nearly
ble to enter the contest to com- 7,000 students have visited the stuete for special $100 navigation
cast. dio for participation in the broadackpot prize.
ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

premiums
STATIONS UNIT OPERATION
RADIO stations in Milwaukee,
Wis., combined operations for a
two week period in March for the
28th annual Milwaukee Home Show
held in the city auditorium. Broadcasting from the special events
stage, WMAW,
WISN,show
WFOXvisitors
and
WOKY
interviewed
and described exhibits, fashion
shows, interior design and cooking
demonstrations for benefit of listeners. Special feature presentations were prepared by each station
providing greatest coverage by radio in home show's history.
PHOTOGRAPHY COMPETITION
CONTEST open to both amateur
and professional photographers has
been inaugurated by CBS at site
of CBS Television City now being
constructed in Los Angeles. Photographers may shoot pictures of
the center from noon to 3 p.m. on
three successive Saturdays. Prizes
for best pictures range from TV
sets to U. S. Defense Bonds.
KNX's STORE PROMOTION
CROSS promotion has been started
by KNX Hollywood with a monthly
salute to from
a "Store
of thestore
Month"to
ranging
grocery
pharmacy. Selected place of business receives a printed sdroll bearing its name and that of the manager. In return, store displays
products verittised on handles
KNX. which are adSPOTS GET RESULTS
NINE new car dealers were
brought to the microphone at
WAKU Latrobe, Pa., forty times
in one day in promotion carried
out by the station. In connection
with auto show, station had dealers
transcribe announcements calling
attention to time and date of showing. WAKU reports spots brought
overflow crowds and one additional
dealer into the station's family of
sponsors.

KBIG'S COAT-OF-ARMS
COAT-OF-ARMS dignifying KBIG
Avalon, Calif., new station starting
May 1, consists of two crossed
sticks, all that remains of two
Eskimo Pies. Reason for such heraldic blazonry is that Golden State
Co. Ltd., San Francisco (Eskimo
Pie
Co.),
is station's
sponsor with
purchase first
of 52national
minute
and half-minute
spot
announce-&
ments through Guild, Bascom
Bonfigli Inc., that city.
ADDED ATTRACTION
NEW cast member has been added
to Paul Dixon Show on WCPO-AMFM-TV Cincinnati. Pamela Dixon,
Mr. Dixon's daughter, has been
chosen toNu play
thein part
of "Miss
Bonnie
the toNu
Maid
commercials Maid"
in addition
assisting her father in pantomiming of
latest records. Pamela, incidental y, is three years old.
POLITICAL INFORMATION
PROGRAM package designed to
acquaint listeners with election
mechanics from the "precinct to
the national level" is being aired
by
WMTis Your
CedarBusiness
Rapids,willIowa.be
Politics
heard in 20 half-hour installments.
In addition to featuring candidates
from the state, 300 high schools are
participating in contest conducted
by the station to stimulate political
interest among students.
KSL ANNOUNCES CODE
TEARSHEET has been mailed out
by KSL-TV Salt Lake City picturing seal adopted by NARTB TV
Code as well as reprint of text of
code itself. Copy announces that
KSL-TV subscribes to the code and
that practices it outlines are adhered to by the station.
TELEVISION SERIES ON MAN
SIX-PROGRAM television series on
general subject of "man" will be
producedwork andbyAmerican
NBC television
Museum net-of
Natural History, New York. Scientists and explorers associated with
museum are to counsel and perhaps
appear on programs on physical,
social and psychological aspects of
man and
the earth,
sea and
verse he lives
in. Project
may uni-be
completed by the end of the year.

immediate revenue
with regional promo
■it " (mm\omisviiti
;= sales
personnelexperienced
will sell community
programs throughout
your coverage area
HOWARD J. McCOLLISTER Company

23
serviceyears
to theof
broadcasting industry
66 ACACIA DRIVE
ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA

DAVENPORT 3-3061
r?AUL W. McCOLLISTER, Genera.' Manager
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March 28 Decisions . . .
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Hearing Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
Azalea
Bcstg.
Alabama —of
Granted from
petitionCo.forMobile,
continuance
hearing
date
and until furtherMarch
order28,of without
Commission,
in proceeding
re
its
application;
apconsulting engineer
ened iisnplicant's
preparation
certainisneces;data
which,sity ofgitaghearing.
alleged, may ofobviate
WTOD Toledo, Ohio and The Rural
Bcstg.
Co. OakWTOD
Harbor,to Ohio
Grantedto
motion
file —reply
proposed offindings
and conclusions
of
other parties
proceeding
n andintoanswer
Rural thereto.
Bcstg.re its
Co. ap-of
Ohio to fileplicatioits
By Hearing Examiner Leo Resnick
Paramount
Picturestaking
Corp. of— Granted
petition
authorizing
deposittain
ions on officers
writtenof interrogatories
of cerParamount Pictures
Corp. andductionParamount
Television
Pros
I
n
c
.
in
proceeding
re
Docket
Nos. 10031-10034.
By Hearing Examiner
James D. Cunningham
WKOW
Madison,
Wisconsin—
petition for
continuance
of Granted
hearing
upon its application. Upon Commission's
own
motion,
hearing
until further order pending continued
action by
FCC en banc
on petition
tion of action
ordering forthe reconhearing whichforsiderapetitioner
prepared
filing. alleges is being
FCC CORRECTION
ByElizabeth
Hearing C.Examiner
Smith
Frank
D.
Tefft
Jr. Big No.
Rapids,
—Ordered
that
exhibits
18,this19Mich.
and
20 be received
in
evidence
in
probe closed. ceeding. Further Ordered that record
March 28 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1460 kc
Paul A. Brandt,
Big
Mich.—
Application
for
new Rapids,
AM station
1550 kc, 1 kw D,CPAMENDED
to changeon
FOR FINEST TAPE RECORDIN
W CO A
Pensacola, Fla.

FIRST CHOICE
OF ENGINEERS I
Only Magnecorder offers all the flexibility, high fidelity and features you
require — at a price you want to pay!
FITS EVERY PURPOSE - EVERY PURSE!
LIGHTWEIGHT
QUICKLY
MOUNTED
Units
beRACKcombined
studio conoperation
of portablefor
CONSOLE OR CONSOIETTE
Operationbining available
comunits in rich byMagne-

Moflrneord, Inc.,
Page 102

ichigan Ave.. Chuaga I, I I.
April 7, 1952

fCC actions H

CP for extension of completion dati
to KMPC
6-1-52. Los Angeles — Granted mod
CP
for extension
to 9-30-52;
cond. of completion date
April 1 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED
FOR kcFILING
AM— 1430
WHIL
Medford,
Mass.—
Mod. AMCP,staas
mod.,
whichchange
authorized
new
tion,
frequency
from from
1540
kc250 tow for1430
kc,
increase
D
power
to 500 w, etc.
Modification of License
Minn.— Mod. license
to KWLM
change Willmar,
studio location.
Modification of CP
KDSJ which
Deadwood,authorized
S. D.— Mod.frequency
CP, as
mod.,
change, studio
power location
increase, andDA-N,trans.etc., to
change
WRDBauthorized
Reedsburg,
Mod. CP.
which
new Wis.—
AM station,
for
approval of ant., trans, and studio
locations.
WTVB-FM
Coldwater,
Mich.—
Mod
CP, as mod.,
which ERP
authorized
new w FMitc
station
to change
fromft. 770
311
w,
ant.
height
from
220
to
above average terrain and type of233antft
License Renewal
Following
license
: station request renewal of
KWHN Ark.,
Fort KXAR
Smith, Ark.,
KFFA
Helena,
Hope, Walnut
Ark
KNBY
Newport,
Ark., Bogalusa,
KRLW
Ridge,
Ark.,
WIKC
La.
KLFY
Lafayette,
La.,
WLOX
Biloxi
Miss.,
WGVM
Greenville,
Miss., WJDX
Jackson,
Miss.,
WLATJ
Laurel,
Miss,
and WVIM Vicksburg, Miss.
TENDERED
FORkc FILING
AM — 570
WACLof Waycross,
Ga. — DCP totounl.,
change
hours
operation
in
stall DA-N,
using
1from
kw.kc
AM — 1060
KXOC Chico, 1150
Calif. — CP to change
frequency
crease powerfromAM—
from 12805 kctokcto10 1060
kw, kc,
etc. in
KTLN Denver,
CP kc,to increase
change
frequency
from1 kw1150toCol.to5 —1280
power
from
kw,
install
DA
DN,
from
Detc.to change
unl., andhours
changeof operation
trans, location,
April 2 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED
FOR kc FILING
AM— 810
San Juan,
P. R.— frequency
Mod. CP
asWKVM
mod., which
authorized
change,
power
increase,
DA-DN.
change
trans,
and
studio
locations,
to810 change
from 1070 kcetc.tc
kc, changefrequency
DA,
etc.
AM— 920 kc
Montezuma
Ala.— tion,
ApplicationBcstg.
for CP,Co.,newAndalusia.
AM stafrequency
from 1190 kcAMENDED
toAM—920to930kcchange
kcand change ant

MARCH 27 THROUGH APRIL 3,
CP-construction permit ant.-antenna cond.-conditional
DA-directional antenna D-day LS-local sunset
ERP-effective radiated power N-night mod.-modification
STL-studio-transmitter link aur.-aural trans.-transmitter
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier yis.-visual unl. -unlimited hours
STA-special temporary authorization
Grants authorizing new stations and transfers, accompanied by a
roundup of new station and transfer applications, begin on page 107.
to further
amend apfrequency
ntrans,
to correct
coD, etc. to 1460 kc, power to 500 w petition fororpdliniactaetsioofleave
site geographical
specified
therein,
Application Amended
and
record
of
hearing
was
closed.
Gulf burg,Beaches
Bcstg.
Co.,
St.
PetersApplication
forD, CPAMENDED
new AM
onFla. — 1310
1 kw studio
1 Decisions . . .
tostation
change
trans,kc, and
locations April
BY FCC BROADCAST BUREAU
and
change
from
non-directional
ant.
to DA.
Extend
Completion Date
License for CP
WJZ-TV
New York—
Granted mod.
for extension
of completion
date
WLCS-FM
Baton
Rouge, authorized
La.— Li- toCP 9-30-52.
c
e
n
s
e
f
o
r
CP,
as
mod.,
which
new FM station.
Granted
License
Modification of CP
Washington Court
House,
OhioWCHO
— Granted
WJJL authorized
Niagara Falls,changes
N. Y. — inMod.trans,
CP, station;
which
1250 kc, license
500 w D.for new AM
location
and
new
ant.,
for
extension
WKHM
Jackson,
Mich.—
Granted
cense for new AM station: 970 kc, li-1
of completion date.
kw,KUTE
DA-2,(FM)
unl.; condt Calif.— GrantLicense Renewal
license new Glendale,
FM station: 101.9 me
of Following
licenses: stations request renewal (Ch.ed 270),
11.6
kw; ant. 630 ft.
Ga., Covington,
KVOF-FM
WPRS-FM
Paris,
111.— Granted
El WBML-FM
Paso, Tex., Macon,
and WMOC
cense
new
FM
station:
mc (Ch.li257),
1 kw, ant.Des 225Moines,
ft. 98.3
Ga. TENDERED FOR FILING
KRNT-FM
Iowa
— Ganted license new FM station: 104.5
mc
AM — 810 kc
(Ch.WPAR-FM
283), 50 kw,Parkersburg,
ant. 530 ft. W. Va.—
WKVM
San
Juan,
P.
R.
—
CP
to
Granted
license
new
FM
station:
106.5
change
from 1070and kcDAto pat810 mc (Ch. 293), 8.9 kw, ant. 280 ft.
kc,
changefrequency
trans, location
WSPEnewSpringville,
N. Y.— Granted
tern.
license
noncommercial
AM— 930 kc
FM station:
88.1 mc (Ch. 201),educational
10 w.
KSDN
Aberdeen,
S.
D.—
Mod.
license
KWEWcense covering
Hobbs,changes
N. M. in— ant.
Granted
lito change from DA-DN to DA-N.
and change in trans, location. system
Granted Modification
March 31 Decisions . . .
WPAACP forMayaguez,
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
mod.
approval P.of R.ant.— andGranted
trans,
By Comr. Robert F. Jones
location,
tion; cond.and specify main studio locaWEDS
Weirton,
W.
Va.,
and
WSTV
WNCA
Silver
City,
N.
C—
Granted
Steubenville,
Ohio—
Granted
motion
of
mod.main
CP studio
for approval
WEIR
for dismissal
locations.of ant. trans,
of its application
and without
dismissedprejudice
as moot andKVNC
Winslow,
Granteddatemod.to
its petitionce ding; atolso dismissed
enlarge issues
in
proCP
for
extension
ofAriz.—
completion
astomoot
peti- 8-8-52; cond.
tion
of
WSTV
for
leave
intervene
WDMJ for
Marquette,
Mich. — Granted
in proceeding re application of WEIR. mod.
extension
Chief, FCC for
Broadcast
Bureau—
Grant-to date toCP5-15-52;
cond. of completion
extension
of time
WJFR
Caguas,
P.
R.—
Granted mod.
Apriledsion4petition
toissuedfilereexceptions
to
initial
decifor extension of completion
date
license toCP 10-18-52.
to cover CP for application
Station KCIJfor ShreveKVOZ
Laredo,
Tex.—inGranted
mod.
port,
La.
License for CP
CP
to
make
changes
ant.
system,
Liberty petition
Bcstg. Co.,
Liberty, Tex.of its— change trans, and extend commenceGranted
for proceeding
acceptance
KFXDwhich Nampa,
Idaho—
License
for ^_
ment
and
completion
dates
to
2
months
CP
authorized
power
increase
late
appearance
in
re
its
8 months from date of grant.
application and that of KTHT Houston, andWBUD
DA-N. for.
Tex.
Trenton, N. J.— Granted mod. andKIOAchange
Des from
Moines,DA-DN
Iowa —toLicense
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond
WOOK forWashington,
D. C—its Granted
petition
leave
to amend
applica-of
tion to showsynch,
in application
operation
SERVICE DIRECTORY
proposed
amp.
nighttime
only
and
to
delete
all
reference
to
daytime
operation
order to give
coverage toin Washington
area. improved
By Hearing Examiner
COMMERCIAL RADIO
• James D. Cunningham
Custom-Built Equipment
MONITORING COMPANY
KCIL
OrderedGranted
that
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
record of Houma,
hearing be La.—
reopened.
U. S. RECORDING CO.
Engineer on duty all night every night
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
JACKSON 5302
Sterling 3626
Allocations Supplement
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
Broadcasting • Telecasting will publish in complete
text the FINAL TELEVI• TOWERS •
SION ALLOCATIONS REPORT. Subscribers will reAM • FM • TV •
ceive the supplement without
charge. Extra copies will be
TOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
available, as long as the
6106 N. E. Columbia Blvd.
supply lasts, at $3 each.
11, Oregon
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting0"

CONSULTING

RAD IO

&

TELEVISIC >N

ENGINEERS

JANSKY & BAILEY
rom t Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. ADams 2414
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE*

— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J. MO. 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE*

GEORGE C. DAVIS
501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

There is no substitute for experience
GILLETT & BERGQUIST
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG. NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C
Member AFCCE *

MclNTOSH & INGLIS
1216 WYATT BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Metropolitan 4477
Member AFCCE *

RUSSELL P. MAY
1422 F St., N. W. Kellogg Bldg.
Washington, D. C. REpublic 3984
Member AFCCE*

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas Seattle, Wash.
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. 4742 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE *

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261
Member AFCCE*

REAR & KENNEDY
1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
AR 4-8721
1100 W. Abrom
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.
Republic 6646
Washington 7, D. C.

LYNNE C. SMEBY
"Registered Professional Engineer"
1311 G St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Radio Engineers
QuarterConsulting
Century
Professional
Experience
Radio-TelevisionElectronics-Communications
1833
M
St.,
N.
W.,
Wash.
D. C.
Executive 1230 — Executive6, 5851
(Nights-holidays, Lockwood 5-1819)
Member AFCCE *

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Riverside,
Road — Riverside
III. 7-2153
" Soft
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3738 Kanawha St., N.W., Wash., D. C.
Phone ORdway 8071
Box 2468PhoneBirmingham,
6-2924 Ala.

ROBERT L. HAMMETT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
230 BANKERS INVESTMENT BLDG.
SAN FRANCISCO 2, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER
815 E. 83rd St. Hiland 7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

GRANT R. WRATHALL
nd
Aptos, California
Appointments arranged for
260 APTOS— 3352
Member AFCCE*

RAYMOND M. WILMOTTE
1469 Church Street, N. W. DEcatur 1231
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

quency change,
of operation, inion of DA-N,hoursetc.
WSB-TV stal atAtlanta—
License for CP, as
tion.
mod., which authorized new TV staWTSV-FM
Claremont,
N. changes
H.— Lifor CP which
authorized
in FM censestation.
WFBC-FM
Greenville,
S.
C—
License
Member AFCCE'
for CP
which authorized changes in
FM
station.
WMRC-FM
Licensein
for
CP
whichGreenville,
authorizedS. C—
changes
FM station.
of CP
KTOE
Minn.—
Licensein forD KPOL LosModification
whichMankato,
authorized
increase
Angeles,
Calif.— Mod.
CP,
as
mod.,
which
authorized
new AM
jower, etc.
station,
for
extension
of
completion
date.
Yakima,whichWash.—
License frefor
2P,KALE
as mod.,
authorized
KNBR North Platte, Neb.— Mod. CP,
JROADCASTING
• Telecasting

asstation,
authorized
new AM Church of Universal Triumph, Domiextension
of completion
date.mod., forwhich
nion of God, Detroit, to CKLN Windsor.
License Renewal
Application Amended
KQ2XBH
Cincinnati, Ohio— Renewal
WO
OK
Washington
—
Application
for
of
license
experimental
censed to Crosley Bcstg. TVCorp.station lisynch, amp.
NCP operation
only. AMENDED to specify
APPLICATION RETURNED
Jackson Bcstg.
Co.,newJackson,
Miss.
Application
TV location
station—
AMENDED
tofor
change
trans,
Cy N. Bahakel,
Roanoke,
Va.— REfrom
Lamar
Life
Bldg.
to
Deposit
tion on 1410TURNEDkc,application
5 kw for
D. new AM staGuaranty Bank & Trust Co. Bldg., in
Jackson.
TENDERED
FOR kcFILING
AM— 1450
Extension of Authority
Following
request extension
offrom
auKPUY Puyallup, Wash.— Mod. lithority to transmit
programs
250 w. cense to increase power from 100 w to
their
studios
and facilities
to toCanada:
WHYN
Holyoke,
Mass.,
CFRA
(Continued on page 107)
Ottawa; WITH Baltimore to CFRA, and
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted 20tf per word— $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 2$4 per word— $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 30^ per word— $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting • Telecasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, SI. 00 charge for mailing. All transcriptions, photos, etc. sent
to box numbers
sent ator owner's
sibility for their arecustody
return. risk. Broadcasting . Telecasting expressly repudiates any liability or responHelp Wanted
Managerial
Manager-teacher
to be State
half-time
executive
secretary
Oregon
Broadcaster's Association
half-time
teacherof
professional
radio andcourses
University
Oregon. Position requires
solid plus
radio-at
management-sales
background
least bachelor's
preferably
master'sWrite
deg
r
e
.
U
p
to
S500
monthly
salary.
full
detailsJournalism
bv April 21School,
to DeanUniversity
Gordon
Sabine,
ofGeneral
Oregon,manager,
Eugene.
functional music,
transit casting,
storeFM casting
background.
station
major
market. East. Progressive
Exceptional
opportunity
right ING man.
Box 703M, BROADCAST. TELECASTING.
Sales tial.
manager,
Must know radio
New experience
York agencyessenand
local
contacts.
Salary
S12.000-S14.000.
In reply
giveAllall replies
details will
including
start-in
ing
salary.
be
held
strict confidence.
Box 729M, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Salesmen
Salesman. Excellent opportunity for
good salesman
aroundstation.
30 for 5Guarantee
kw independent midwest
during333M,
initial
period.
Good potential.
Box
BROADCASTING.
If you think sales, breathe sales, sell
sales, commission.
you're the man
Salary
plus
TexasforABCus.. station.
Box 563M,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING^
Can you
pitch sports?
Progressive
station in midwest
market,
populafour stations,
needslikes250,000
salesman
who
issports
nowtion,and
selling
sports,
sports,
lives
how toVolume
sell sports.
No restrictedknows
accounts.
such
that
S8.000Salary
to S12.000
per year couldYearbe
earned.
and
commission.
around
sports
schedule,
afternoon
night. If at convention, leave name andat
Superior
7-8177, or• TELECASTING.
write Box 652M,
BROADCASTING
Experienced
salesmanforwanted
sell
and
service
accounts
wireto good
suburban Chicagoforstation.
Big livemarket,
opportunity
man
who
can
produce.
Box 697M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTLNG.
Salesmanenced—in competitive
Must be thoroughly
market experiselling.
Immediate
opening
in Kentucky.
Average
earnings
here
now
better
than
S200
weekly.BoxReliable
manBROADCASTING
with good record
only.
720M,
TELECASTING. .
50,000 manwatt
AM, needs topflight
salesin a
friendly working
and easyprotected
to live inaccounts,
south Texas
market.
Texas. Write K-SOX, Harlingen,
Salesman, excellent opportunity for exSalem, N. C.perienced salesman. WATR, Winston
Opening
office inlocalneighboring
city leavesbranch
immediate
salesman
opening.
opportunity.
Contact
Bill Tedrick,GoodWOKZ,
Alton, Illinois.
Announcers
Key job forperienced
better
exannouncerthan
withaverage
first midclass
ticket. west.
Pleasant
small
city
upper
Long
established
net
affiliate.
Low
turnover.
Send
audition
andCASTING .TELECASTING.
factsS75.00Box and183M,raises.
BROADWanted,gineerexperienced
for progressiveannouncer-ensoutheastern
city.
Announcing $70.00
ability-permanency
most
Important.
per week and
talent
shows.
Send
photograph
first reply.
Box 296M, BROADandrdisc-TING
. TELECASTING.
Experienced
by Rocky
Mountain
area announcer
network
station.
full
particulars,
audition
record Send
and
salary
requirement
first
letter.
Box
399M.
ING. BROADCASTING . TELECAST-

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Combination
announcer
- engineer,
phone,
neededstation.
for opening
ata permanorth-1st
nenteastern
position forThisthe will
rightbe man,
who
can handle
all kinds
ofS300programs
capably.
Starting
salary
per
month.
Regulartails.pavBox 504M,
increases. Rush full deTELECASTING. BROADCASTING .
Immediate opening for strong night
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Combo-man,
with fulltime
first phone
for permanent job with
northeast
independent. business
We've been operation
enjoying the
results
of
sound
for
over two
years.
There
iswants
a goodto future
here
for
a
man
who
settle
down inat a$300
friendly
community.
Salary
starts
month
with regular
increases.
No perfloaters
wanted.
Box
564M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Announcer-engineer
first network
class ticket,
S65.00 tion.
to start.
Southern
staOpening immediate.
Box 571M,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Experienced
writer-announcer,
midwest
NBC news
affiliate.
Must be able
to gather,
edit and
present news.
Send
tape,
photo,
experience,
Box
619M. BROADCASTING references.
. TELECASTING.
Fulltime kilowatt
independent
inwants
north-a
market
ofcan300,000
morning eastern
man
whoFull
air andand
selldisc.
top
morning
show.
details
Box
6S8M. BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Hillbilly
commercial
man. SouthNBCandregional
wants
ingdowesthillbilly
jockeystraight
and MCearly
whomorncan
also
acceptable
commercial.
40 hours. TV minded. Send
detailed
letter,
photo
and
versatile
tape
or
disc.
Box
639M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Wanted:
Announcer-salesman
ABC
affiliate situated
in the Rockies, forserving
an expanding
oilman.
city. Send
Good tape
oppor-or
t
u
n
i
t
y
f
o
r
right
disc, 647M,
photo, BROADCASTING
references all in first. TELEletter.
Box
CASTING.
Announcer-engineer
first network
class ticket.
S60.00
totion.start.
Virginia
staOpening immediate.
Box 724M,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
News
and special
events,
mike
and TV
experience
for New
York
City.
becommercial
top-notcher.
Staff
job ongive
salaryfullMust
plus
fees.
In
reply
details
including salary required.
Box
730M,
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING^
Local news editorbackground.
must have Gather,
college
and
write journalism
andmonthly
broadcast
local news.
UpRa-to
S275.0O
to
start.
Contact
dio Station KCOW, Alliance, Nebraska.
Fine opportunity
for announcer-engiphone.oneWith
abilityhalfcan
sell andneer firstservice
stationsalesmarket
time
if
desired.
Permanent.
Salaryopen plusticularscommission.
Send
tape,
parto KDAC, Fort Bragg, California.
Immediate
opening
announcer-engineer,
announcing.
S66.00 week
start. emphasis
KDKD, Clinton.
Missouri.
Announcerphasiswithannouncing,
first phone
license,
emnews
disc
shows.
SendCalifornia.
complete Immediate
letter and
to KSUE,
Susanville,
opening, no collect phone calls, please.
Announcer:
light
neces ary if you only
canChillicothe.
work experience
in Ohio,
with a3-2244.
good
staff. WBEX.
Good announcer
who local
can handle
prograopportunity,
m ing and write
news.
Excellent
immediate
opening.
Air
mail
voice
disc,
salary
requirements.
CompleteNew personal
WHIT,
Bern, N. data.
C. Manager,

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Personality plus DJ with plenty of
zany ingpromotional
show. MustSendbegimmicks
strong for
ondisc,admornlib
commercials.
audition
tailed
letter
and
photograph
to WORL,deBoston.
WPAZ, Pottstown,
Penna., needs
good
matured
voiced
morning
man
who
wants
to
sell
in
the
afternoon
and
a
live
wire
deep
voiced
disc
jockey.
You
will
replace
an
announcer
going
to
major
network
and aPersonal
disc jockeyinterview
calleda
back into
service.
preferred.
Stafffamily
announcer
wanted.
Goodoperate
place
for
man.
have car,
turntables.
PreferMustsomeone
with independent
station
experience.
Send
audition, details, to WPIC. Sharon, Pa.
Technical
First classquired.engineer.
No experience
reVirginia
network
Box
ING. BROADCASTING
238K,
. station.
TELECASTPittsburgh
area:
Immediate
opening.
Permanent.
First class
engineer.
Must250
have
car.
Transmitter
work
only.
watt
non-directional
daytime
(RCA)
andfrom1 kwPgh.FM Transmitter
(Westinghouse)AM
30mile
miles
one .
from
downtown.
Good
living
conditions.
Friendly
staff
of
12.
$55
for
a five day,
forty
hour
Paid
vacation.
week Considering
this week.
year. small
Two
weeks
nextOneyear.
local TV but can't .promise.
Box 636M,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
First class license holder. Transmitter
only.
S46.00 for 44. hours.
Box 677M,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Engineer,
first
class
ticket,
experience
unnecessary,
no announcing,
western
Penna.
250paidwatter,
network,
$50 Box
for
40701M,hours,
vacation,
ING.
BROADCASTING
. address
TELECASTEngineer Starting
- announcerpay with
class
ticket.
$65.00firstweekly.
Southern
network
station.
Present
opening.
Box 707M, BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Immediate foropening
experienced
chief
engineer
progressive
kw station
southeast
Oklahoma.
Excellent
working
conditions,
good
pay.
Must
have
car. Give complete details first letter.
Box
737M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
First
engineer,
no announcing,
state class
minimum
salary.
Box 740M,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Wanted,
one
first
class
engineer.
Box
ING.
742M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTPermanentgineer.
position for
first phone
enequipped
network affiliateExcellent
in central
TexasAM-FM
town
ofGood28.000
population.
No
announcing.
details contact
Burton
Bishop,pay.KTEM,For Temple,
Texas.
Excellent opportunity
for
engineer-announcer. Emphasis onof chief
engineering
ability, offering
near
future.
Include position
allCalifornia.
facts in first inreply.
KTUR, Turlock,
Engineer: First phone.ability.
Starting salary
commensurate
Chief Engineer, with
WBCK, Battle Contact
Creek,
Michigan.
Engineersary. Goodwanted.
No
experience
necespay.
opportunity
for
right
Apply Great
Fayetteville,
North man.
Carolina.
AllWFLB,
applications
answered.
1000
daytime
needs Will
first
class watt,
engineer,
some only,
announcing.
consider
inexperienced
man
willing
learn.
Short Write
hours, orexcellent
workingto
conditions.
West
Frankfort,
Illinois. phone WFRX,

Help opening
Wanted first
(Cont'd)
Immediate
engineer-announcer.
Beginnersphone
considered
40 hour evening shift, mainly
network
Good nitworking
andvoice
opportuy to advance.conditions
Air mail
disc
salary
complete
Manager,requirements,
WHIT, New Bern,
N. C. data
Chief engineer for WKYW, 1 kw, daytime,
Western Electric
equipment, Want
studio engineers,
TV expansion.
qualified,
experienced
working
engineer.
Steve
Cisler,
WKYW,
Louisville.
Kentucky.
Can use
one transmitter
engineer. IBEW
scale.
Wantedence— unnecessary,
Engineer, WLOK,
first phone,
Lima,experiOhio
Engineer,
1st
phone,
experience
not
necessary,
immediate
employment
Wire
or contact
WMOD.
Moundsville,
W. Va. Manager
(phone-1730)
Wantel: Engineer, first phone. Young
staff,
announcing
ortalentsales.
Top Those
base
with
and apply.
money.
over overtime
30 need
not
Hal Benson,
WMPA,
Aberdeen.
Mississippi.
Engineer
no experience necessary,ington,needed,
immediate
Virginia. opening, WREL, LexFirst classessary.
engineer, noopening.
experiencePermanecnent position.Immediate
Wire or call, WRMN
Elgin, Illinois.
Wanted
transmitter
tor withimmediately,
firstnecessary.
class phone
license.operaNo
experience
Starting
salary
fifty-fiveneer, per
week.
Write
Chief
EngiWSIP, Paintsville, Kentucky.
Immediate
opening fornecessary.
first phone.
kw.
NoContact
experience
Need1
car.
Coshocton, Ohio.Chief Engineer, WTNS,
Production-Programming, Others
Wanted — tiCapable
young lady
conReal opportunity
with for
network
affiliates
innuity. Michigan,
midway
between
Chicago
and
Detroit.
Prefer
someone
with air work who can build daytime
women's
Kindlydisc,
sendordetails
yourself
asshow.
tape, ofif
Boxwell700M,as BROADCASTING
.available.
TELECASTING.
News director, supervisor, 4 man sports,
farm and news
department.
experienced men with
journalismOnlydegree
need
GoodBoxsalary
withBROADbonus.
5 kw apply.
midwest.
705M,
CASTING .TELECASTING.
50mostkw progressive
CBS affiliate,andoneoutstanding
of the nation's
stations, needs a program
director
with
solid
experience,
ideas
andOutstanding
program
ingenuity.
Good
salary.
opportunity for right
man. Box 723M,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Wanted:
Continuity
chief.
Experienced
writing
for details,
all typescopyof samples.
clients.
Send
letter full
Moderate,
healthful
climate.
Salary
according
to
your
ability.
Program
Director,
KCSJ, Pueblo, Colorado.
Continuity
Need a "takecontinuity
charge"
guy
or galwriter.
for commercial
department. KIRX, Kirksville, Missouri.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Attention southern station owners.
Two young men, general manager and
chief ernengineer
to operateCansouthstation,charge.
hardwantworkers.
take
complete
only in.
working
ING^
interest,
or chanceNeed
to buy
Box
625M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTManager, available soon. Know all
angles.west or Like
toDependable,
work. Preferguarantee
southwest.640M,
results.
Box
BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
General mercial
manager,
commanager, now
majorsuccessful
market independent
experience.
Hard
worker.
Saleideas. Box 691M, BROADCASTIable
NG • TELECASTING.
I'm
ready for
manager's
job. 7 years
experience
all phases
of radio.
graduate, active
in civic
affairs,College
ready
to meet
competition.
Want
nitypotential
for securitymustearned
by hardopportuwork.
Good
be
present.
Prefer
north
midwest, references.
but will consider
replies.orExcellent
Box 704M,all
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Salesman
Sales or sales-management.
Seven
years
radio. 32.Presently
earning well-rounded
in excess of $7200.
Family.
Box
693M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.

L
J\.
PW„

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
alesman - salesmanager. Experienced
'ational,
local, regional;
well-known',;
'iterested
position
with fu-•
are.
Box permanent
716M, BROADCASTING
ELECASTING.
Announcers
portscaster,
baseball,years
football.
Box'mti.ig
a speciality.
experience.
ltM T ingle.
Box 478M, 2BROADCASTING
•
ELECASTING.
married, Northeast
draft exempt,
-rerjinouncer,
resently Audition
employed.
preen--ia-red.
on request.
Box
*'18M,
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING.
35 (nnouncer:
console,
x>d 657M,
on copy.News,DiscDJ,speaks
for also
me.
-l,ox
CASTING. BROADCASTING . TELE■0*t
nnouncer:
monthscolor,experience
M. Iphases.
Disc, 14sports,
dance
band,all
Night turnTape
preferred.
■pi I :motes,
vailablequest.news.
immediately.
on
Box 690M, BROADCASTING re-.
' ELECASTING.
nnouncer, deep clear voice, college
'-aduate,
competent, 26,
trained
al radio Pathfinder.
single.commerPhoto
I'd disc on .request.
Box 695M, BROADASTING
TELECASTING.
xperienced
operateDJ board,
.sccel
friendly,announcer,
informative
show,
iject plenty
"sell"
intoin news.
any typeCapable
commercial.
Know-how
llJreferstaffnetduties.
Presently
employed,
affiliate. Reliable, married,
'•aft
exempt.BoxAir 695M,
check, BROADCASTphoto, details
JGmailable.
• TELECASTING.
.nnouncer/copywriter
would daytime
like nightto
.aff
trick
socoverage.
he can devote
jcal
news
Six
Horatio
Alger
„iys
for sixtyexperience.
Harry Truman
r,ROADCASTING
college,
Box dollars.
711M,
. TELECASTING.
Dmmercial night announcer. 8 years
cperience.
No DJ. $100
Veryminimum.
steady. Fam/.2M,NowBROADCASTING
employed.
Box
. TELECASTIG.
a progressive
Florida station
is inrested
in a thoroughly
experienced
with successful
production
id■oadcaster
sales
records
and
the
position
iimanent
please . write.
Box 714M,is
SOADCASTING
TELECASTING.
»nr Michigan.
years experience,
PreAvailableannouncer.
end of• TELEApril.
dx^.STING.
715M, BROADCASTING
nnouncer,
vet, Two
single.
mature
lice
that sells.
yearsDeep
experience.
?sume
upon request.
Prefer
east.
)XVSTING.
717M,disc,BROADCASTING
. TELEnnouncer, 2 years experience Armed
Radio Service,
2z/2 years school■g>rces
commercial
punch,
n allwritephases,
copy.good
Married.
ast.
Available
May
4.Prefer
Box south726M,
itO ADC AS TING . TELECASTING.
nnouncer,
with
nine
years
experience.
>mplete
music, news
td specialbackground
events. inMarried,
draft
ferred.
27 years
old, university
lee.
Excellent
references.
Travel defor
idition.
Box
727M,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
inouncer,
experienced
phasesoperate
with
utual
affiliate.
News,alldraft
DJ,
ard. Single,
veteran,
exempt,
ixU3TING.
728M, BROADCASTING . TELE>ld
it! More
than "staff
veuncing,
years
experience
inCurrently
allannouncer",
phases chief
anproduction.
nouncer.
Canf
deliver
for
you. 733M,
Tape
dtOADCASTTNG
details available.
Box
. TELECASTING.
inouncer,
news, 2 years
experience,
veteran,
exempt.
West.percent.
Interested
buying
stock
or
small
Box
1M,
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTG.
perienced
young
announcer,
draft
empt,
connection perseverance,
with station
erestedseeking
in integrity,
ralty,
talent.
Strong on continuity,
pular,
classical
music.
Available refim:diately.
Moderate
;nces,
Box salary.
738M, Disc,
BROADlSTING photo.
. TELECASTING.
•ailable
Conscientious anuncer
sixApril
years 12:experience
lgle, 27,
college
graduate, allvet,phases,
will.
ivel.
Box
739M,
BROADCASTING
LECASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced
play-by-play
baseball
and
football
sportscaster
available
shortly.
Aud., consider
photo
andtopreferences
Will
salary onofferrequest.
only.
Box
741M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Excellent radio voice, they say. First
class license.
experience. Box 323,Combo
Palm operation
Desert, California or telephone
76-2095.
Experienced
single,
draftat
exempt,
seriousannouncer,
minded.
Available
once.
Eugene
L.
Books,
1808
Summit
St., Eau Claire, Wisconsin.
Announcer,voice;
experienced,
panel,
mature
friendly operate
approach
shows, college Write
background.
AvailableDJ
immediately.
Julian
Bronstein,
2218-33
tape etc. Street, Galveston, Texas for
Deep-voiced
graduate William
of SRT. College
grad.
Draft exempt.
10619 Hamilton,
Chicago. BevMitchell,
8-0288.
Announcer, operate board. Age 27,
draft exempt,
2
years
college.
Expeforemost. Salary
nominal.Tampa,
Contact E.rience
H. Osborn,
phone 874541,
orida. write P. O. Box 255, Tampa 1, FlorTechnical
This cost a buck. I cost more. Combo
job. Currently
chief engineer. Box
702M,
ING. BROADCASTING • TELECASTWest coast.
years commercial
dio. ControlFive
or transmitter.
Good ra-on
audio. Married,
29.BROADCASTING
Car. $65.00 mini- .
mum.
Box
731M,
TELECASTING.
First phone license, no experience.
Radio-television
schoolBox grad.
empt. WillCASTINtravel.
735M, Draft
BROAD-exG .TELECASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
Station
or agency radio-TV
production
man. cagoExperience
includes 1continuity,
kw Chiarea PD, announcing,
news rewrite,
TVveteran,
and theatre
production.westMarried,
age
27.
S. in Speechproduction
(Radio).NorthBoth
innate andern B.acquired
sense.
Ideal production
staffandaddition
with an-to
nouncing,
writing
art
talent
wrap
up the package.
Box 706M,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Program
director,
top
independent
and
network
experience.
Box 708M,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Capable womansmallimmediately
available:
Experienced
stationprogram.
sales,
public
relations,
mike, traffic,
Box
ING^^
709M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTProgram—
Music director;
university
mature; affiliate;
experience
ingraduate,
50 kw married,
radio-television
all
phases
radio-TV
production-direction;
teaching
ability;
excellent
music
ability.
Box
713M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Qualified
programwithdirector-announcer
seeks affiliation
progressive independegramming,
nt. Five yearproduction
experience
proand permanent
all inphases
announcing.
Want
solid,
position
with
outlet
in
east.
Request
it, we'll sendCASTING •TELECASTING.
it. Box 732M, BROADSports and news director 3 years New
England baseball,
metropolitan
stations.
Playby-play
football,
basketball.
Gather, edit, broadcast
local
and
regionaluate,news.
Age
28.
college
gradsingle, will .travel.
Box 744M,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Vet, draftately.exempt,
available
immediSports phases
director
years,
experience
all
of four
sport.details
Will
travel
and
sell.
Send
full
first
letter.
Contact
Bob
French,
8817
Houston, Chicago 17, Illinois, phone
Bayport 1-3694.
Television
Announcers
Experienced in TV-AM. Announcing,
directingnical.andSportsproduction.
Some techa specialty.
with
major
TV station.
DesirePresently
position
with
progressive
TV
operation.
Will
arrange
personal
interview.
Box
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.627M,

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Technical
Recent sitioS.R.T.
lokingHave
for pon in small graduate
TV station.
TV
and radio servicing background and
some
knowledge
of
film
and
movie
cameras. Box
Veteran,
28. Photos on
request.
465L,ageBROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
TV
engineer,
chief
or
staff:
4 years TV
studio
transmitter
networkandowned
station.experience
Interestedwithin
good paying opportunity.
Box 722M,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Licensed technician, 10 years aural
transmitter
experience
to 10 kw.television
Seeking position
with California
station.
Knowledge
ofmarried,
video circuits.
Presently
employed,
32,
22 Hanover, San Francisco.car.
Production-Programming, Others
Young
with unusually
and TV man
background
wishes onefull ofradio
the
top
production-program
positions
new TV station. College
degree,with2
years
radio,BROADCASTING
2y2 years TV experience.
CASTING.
Box
692M,
. TELEFor Sale
Stations
Southwest. 250 watts. Well equipped.
Gross
$2500
month.
Asking $35,000.
Terms.
Box 718M, BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Notice of sale. Radio Station WWXL,
including license and all physical
property, will be sold at public auction
by William
Young, Building,
trustee in Peoria,
bankronuptcy, 12 April
5H.Jefferson
Illinois,
10, 1952,of sale
at 10:00
a.m.
Write
trustee
for
terms
and
ther particulars. furFor asale
— broadcasting
rd J. Schrader,
509V2 stations.
East GreenLeonSt.,
Champaign, 111. Phone 9094.
Equipment,
etc.
Tower — Win charger, model 300, galvanized,including
guyed triangular,
good condition,
beacon, tuning
unit,
lightning
filter,
transmission
lines,
is,
where
is,
Washington
D. BROADC. area.as
Make
us
offer.
Box
622M,
CASTING . TELECASTING.
For
at lighting
bargain
prices,sale—
withradio
base towers,
insulators,
equipment,
guy
cables
and
anchors.
53—260
— 300 foot towers, Box
3—360633M,footBROADtowers,
CASTINGfoot .towers.
TELECASTING.
For sale:quency10 modulation
kw Western
Electric fretransmitter,
506 B-2. Never been• TELECASTING.
used. Box model
673M,
BROADCASTING
RCA 70C-2 turntable, $300. MI-11304.
Relay
powerhead,supply,
Recording
new, $150.
$150. MI-11850C.
Two 77-D
polydirectional
microphones
with
90-C
boom
stands,
$150
each
complete.
44BX
velocity
microphone,
$60.
TwoWeston
90A
program
stands
$25
each.
Two
861
VUAllmeters
withor multipliers
$30
each.
excellent
new
condition.
Also 40C line amplifier
$50. Box 698M,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Magnacorder
tape
PT63 andA2
HX— amplifier—
PT7-Precorder
EV
mikes
other
equipment
15 hours.
Must .
sell.
Box 736M, used
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
A 300 tower.
foot Andrew
inch angle forwrought
iron
Offers 2 accepted
quick
disposal. All
sold from
previous
ad. other
KGKB,equipment
Tyler, Texas.
Wanted to Buy
Stations
The ketowners
of a successful
smallAtlantic
marradio
station
in a middle
state desire to expand
their interests
through
the purchasein oftheadditional
properties
south. If youpreferably
are interested in east
sellingor
yourersstation
tooperate
experienced
broadcastwhoterest ofwill
it
in
the
best
inyour community, please write
Box 664M, BROADCASTING
.will
TELE-be
CASTING
and
your
letter
treated in confidence.
Wanted east
to buy.
Florida
coast. Radio
Preferstation
250 watton
fulltime. All
replies
will
be
held
confidential.
Address Box 721M, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Equipment, etc.
Wanted: Flasher for single tower,
photoelectric
control unit andBox250'671M,
RG17/U
or
RG-19/U
BROADCASTING • coax.
TELECASTING.

Wanted
toanyBuypart(Cont'd)
Wanted,
1 Box
kw equipment.allNeedoreverything.
694M,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Wanted
—
FM
frequency
modulation
monitor.
Prefer
Hewlett-Packard
335B. State CASTING
condition,
type and.price.
Box 699M, BROADCASTING . TELE1000 intensity
watt transmitter,
field
meter, phasecoaxial
monitorcable,or
microphones.. TELECASTING.
Write Box 725M, BROADCASTING
Two RCAni
70-C or 70-D turntables.
gi
WLPM, P. O. Box a.
626, Suffolk, VirMiscellaneous
Owner profitable western station seeks
TVCASTING
financing.
Box 719M, BROAD. TELECASTING.
Help Wanted
Managerial
WANTED
Local Sales Manager
5,000 watt independent needs
young
local asSales
Manager.experienced
Terrific potential
yet
not wholly developed. Wonderful opportunity for the right man.
Box 642M, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Salesman
Now
looking
for
in ourproven
Sales
Department. Mustreplacement
be man with
sales recordmissionsinshouldradio.
comrun in Salary
excess and
of $7,000.
Reply direct to Gene DeYoung, General
Manager,
Radio Station KERO, Bakersfield, California.
Situations Wanted
Television
Production-Programming, others
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY
top tv programming executive
EXPERIENCED NETWORK
AND LOCAL OPERATIONS
Formerly
programN. manager
owned station,
Y. newspaper
Formerly program manager network
flagship station, N. Y.
Head sionofof national
programming
network,midwest
ChicagodiviEXCELLENT REFERENCES
AND RECORD:
Kefauver Hearings
Richard Rodgers Tribute Show
Top
Chicago local
networkprograms
originations
Outstanding
Responsible for syndication of
first major feature film package
in TV andnational TV Newsreel
creating first InterCan build impregnable network or
local program structure and support same before FCC.
Please contact: Box 743M,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
Employment Service
EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
We have
selected Managers
General, ; Commercial and Program
Chief
Engineers, Disc
Jockeys
and other
specialists.
Delays
are
us your needs today. costly; tell
Howard S. Frazier
TV Bond
& RadioBldg.,Management
728
WashingtonConsultants
5, D. C
(Continued on next page)

Strictly Business
(Continued from page 12)
WWL MARKS 30TH ANNIVERSARY
advertisers at that time, wen
Ceremonies Recall Station's Humble Start gest
into radio first in 1932 with spon
sorship
of Ida Bailey Allen and hei
WWL New Orleans celebrated its
women's commentaries.
30th anniversary March 31 in cereToday, National Biscuit product
monies which recalled its growth
— Premium, Ritz, and Grahan
from 10 w to its present status of
crackers,
Triangle Thins, etc. — are
a 50 kw clear-channel station.
represented by Arthur Godfrey or
CBS. (Company salesmen, Mr
A mere $400 and the dreams of
Jesuit priests of Loyola U. were
Oliva reports, say he does them
funneled into electronic ingenuity
lot of good.) National Biscuit alsc
to give the station its start three
sponsors a newscast on the full Dor
Lee network and is planning spots
decades ago. Today, WWL, a CBS
on 84 local stations.
affiliate, serves 659,040 homes in
"We're new in television," th<
330 parishes and counties within its
advertising head explains, but his
four-state primary coverage area.
organization sponsors Kukla, Frar,
In addition, listeners have picked
and Ollie and was surprised at the
up
WWL'sGuam,signal
in allthe 48Aleutian
states,
volume of mail it received when the
MBS GRADUATES
Alaska,
Israel,
Islands and aboard ship in the Mr. Summerville (I), compares a show was cut to 15 minutes. "We1
tube used today with a small tube answered all letters," Mr. Oliv
English Channel.
DEMAND
Mr. Bloom. WWL used the said, "telling them we could onl>
As early as 1907 the Jesuit held bysmaller
tube in 1922.
NBS
has
rrore
requests
for
trained
buy
the network
— and
fathers
began
their
work
in
radio.
radio help than it can fill I Jobs
that what
we were
taking twooffered
segments
The success of the pioneer station,
waiting
right
now
for
NBS-trained
to replace our former half hour.
World
War
II,
both
Loyola
and
\ ingraduates.
Get
your
first
class
license
KDKA
Pittsburgh,
later
fired
the
few months;
complete
had at their helm the Rev.
The advertising executive's office
tioaa training
in a year
or less.combinaCourse
imagination of the radio-minded WWL
{
includes
announcing,
writing,
selling,
faculty and plans were envisioned Thomas J. Shields, S.J., who is — located in the largest manufacdrama,
news
editing,
production,
profor a similar station to serve New given much credit for the station's
in Manhattan
— overgram ing, disc jockey technique.
looksturingthe plant
Hudson
River, but
the
Orleans.
100% Placement
Combination Man
WWL
also
has
applied
to
FCC
progress.
Housing ofArranged
busy
Mr.
Oliva
says
he
doesn't
look
As time went by, a radio school for TV Channel 4.
out very often. He has other thing
was set
up the
in the
physicsof laboraFather Shields is soon to receive to survey, if he wants, such as the
tory under
direction
young
grand medal from the
change in assignment and his just-awarded
Father Edward Cassidy. Father aduties
Directors'
Club, Biscuit
which means
will be shouldered by the Art
that
one
National
poster
Cassidy's
"hams"
did
their
part
in
W. P. Donnelly, S.J.
helping defeat the enemy during Rev.General
was
judged
best
in
all
classes, re
manager
of
WWL
is
World War I.
ceiving the grand award. Other
Howard (Slim) Summerville, a company
won first, second
Father
and his
"One of the Nation's Great
of 28 years of broadcast- and third posters
ers wereCassidy
determined
to co-workbuild a veteran
prizes in the bake goods
Radio-TV
Schools"
ing,
who
joined
the
station
in
1939.
531 S. W. 12th Ave., Portland 5, Ore. broadcasting station but they had Another veteran is Chief Engineer classification.
Mr. Oliva and his wife, the for
little money. A retired sea captain J D. Bloom, who joined the staff
RCA Exhibit
mer Ruth Schiele, live in Engle
who hadin been
admiring
Jesuits' in 1924.
wireless
offeredthe $400.
RCA exhibited industrial television work
wood,
N. J., where, in his spare
Other present staffers include time, Mr.
Oliva prefers golf to
A wireless trunk set discarded Larry
and electronic metal detection
Baird, commercial manager; other activities.
one son
from
an
old
government
ship
was
equipment at the National PackagEd Hoerner, program director; George Jr., whoTheyis have
on
ing Exposition and Conference of bought by Father Cassidy. Then Ray Liuzza, promotion manager; radio -TV for McCann working
Erickson,
American Management Assn. April on March 31, 1922, when the na- Don Lewis, news director; Flo Cleveland.
1-4 in Atlantic City. Company
tiontorywasovercheering
Dempsey's
vic- Shannon, farm director; Bill
A member of the Assn. of NaCarpentier,
and still
demonstrated its small industrial
Brengle, sports director, and Jill
tional Advertisers, Mr. Oliva serves
the untimely death of Jackson,
TV camera — used as a monitor de- mourning
women's director.
on the steering committee of the
Enrico Caruso, WWL was born.
outdoor
group and has just been
vice—
in
a
"see
yourself"
setup,
of the university, Father
enabling visitors in RCA booth to President
named a director of Traffic Audit
Edward Cummings, made the ADS BELIEVED?
Bureau.
see themselves on television. Eriez initial
Test Method Suggested
broadcast. Then a phonoMfg. Co., national distributor for
record of John McCormick QUALITATIVE and quantitative
RCA electronic metal detectors, singinggraph"When
analysis, used in balance, can aid
Irish
Eyes
Are
advertisers in learning whether
demonstrated its line of magnetic Smiling" was played.
AMERICA' SPOTS
During the trying years of their sales messages are believed 'ALERT
separators with RCA products.
Radio and TV Being Used
rather than merely read.
This theme was propounded by SERIES of radio and TV spot announcements featuring radio-TV
Steuart Henderson Britt, vice presCalifornia
Southwest Scenic
ident and director of research of personalities is being distributed to)
Needham,
Louis
&
Brorby,
Chistations
by
the
Federal Civil DeMountain Area
Independent
fense Administration to promote
cago, as he spoke to members of
the
American
Marketing
Assn.
in
its
touring
Alert
America convoys.
$65,000.00
$95,000.00
Toronto last Monday.
Transcribed and filmed spots
One
reason
for
the
lack
of
beNetwork station serves
were made by John Cameron
Profitable 250-watt dayisolated market. Ideal livlievability, he said, was "almost Swayze, John Daly, Jay Jostyn
time station, serving metidentical erators,
claims"
made
by
refrigReynolds, Lowell Thomas ^
ing conditions. Good plant
beer, whiskey, soaps and Quentin
ropolitan market. Absenand others. Stations are using thei
and equipment. Liberal
50-second
announcements in adtee
ownership
by
persons
After contrasting the four basic
financing. Profitable unvance of the arrival of the conunfamiliar with radio.
methods of market research, Mr.
der absentee ownership.
v
o
y
s
i
n
New
the Midwest.
Britt suggested that people in ad- Southwest andEngland,
Far West. Produced
Negotiations • Financing
Appraisals
vertising "almost take them too by FCDA's Audio-Visual Division
cars."
under Jesse Butcher, the spots urge
BLACKBURN- HAMILTON COMPANY
"We like to quantify," he said, local citizens to see the convoy and
seriously."
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
"and love to make up tables and learn
about civil defense.
graphs and. charts. As a psycholoSAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
g
i
s
t
,
I
find
it
becomes
difficult
to
Lester
M.
Smith
James
W.
Blackburn
RayTribune
V. Hamilton
encompass the complexities of the
Tower
235Exbrook
Montgomery
Washington Bldg.
day has been expanded BP ;,
2-5672 St.
human mind in bar charts and sta- BROADCAST
Delaware 7-2755-6
SterUne 4341-2
one
Man. hour to 1 a.m. at CKX Brandon
tistical tables."
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BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
Employment Service (Cont'd)
2
of every
3
PERSONNEL ORDERS
are for
ENGINEERS
(First and Second Phone)
Write for Placement Forms
Edward C. Lobdell Associates
17 East 48th St., New York 17, N. Y.
Schools

the
other hand, aspartnership
desires
Docket Actions . . .
licensee.]
operate
partnership
licenseeto
rather thanKCSJas stockholder
in corporate
FINAL DECISION
Brazosport
Bcstg.
Freeport,
Tex.
WJPS
Evansville,
Acquisition
—FCC
adopted
initialCo.,decision
granting
ofDavis,
control
WJPS
Inc.Ind.—
by
Robert
tl H1460
500 Nov.
w, daytime
(original
appliNettie
R. Davis
andheld
Hazel11,875D.S.
fCC roundup
Seacat.
J.
Porter
Smith
„cation,-UP,kc,Dec.filed
28,
1950
[FCC
ROUNDshares
common
stock,
no
par
value;
he
4,
1950],
asked
1490
kc,
250
w,
fulltime).
Estimatedare construction
cost
transferred
shares and
to Mr.250 Davis,
New Grants, Transfers. Changes, Applications
$9,825. interest
Principals
Kelly
Bell,Bell75%,
shares to Mrs.200 Davis
shares 250to
66%%
in
law
firm
of
&
Mrs. ingSeacat
(sister
of11,375
Mr. shares.
Davis), While
leavReavley
owner KOSFmanager
Nacogdoches,
Smith
with been
aland
J. C. and
Stallings,
stock Mr.has
actually
transferred
on
and order25%,March
27. KOSF.
books
of
corporation,
no
change
in
manII lDecisionOPINIONS
AND ORDERS
atgoermsenhtasanbeen
d no change
inor board
of diTHROUGH APRIL 3
SUMMARY
6
SCOT
bOX
r
e
c
made
is
contemBy memorandum
opinion
andby order
plated. It was was
believed
that nobecause
prior
On Air Licensed CPs Pending
Hearing
Appls.
FCC
filedPetersburg
Gulf AM Stations
FCC approval
necessary
Beachesgranted
Bcstg.petition
Co., St.
2,337
2,320
93
326
220In10
stock
transfer
did
not
give
Mr.
Davis
FM
Stations
642
573
81
9
control
in
his
own
right.
Sale
was
, Beach,
Fla.,atforhearing
review onofitsruling
exam- TV Stations
108 97 11 523 183
;iner made
application
provide
capital
for$23,900
construction
of newto
10 's(and
those
ofand Alabama-Gulf
Radio,
residence
costing
and
to
prevent
Foley,
Ala.,
WEBK
Tampa,
Fla.,
CALL
ASSIGNMENTS:
KLWO
Dallas,
Tex.
(Lakewood
Bcstg.
Co.,
1480
kc,
1
kw
sale of stock on open market. Filed
denying permission
to Gulf Beaches
500 w Ala.
N); KWSK
Pratt,
(Pratt Reedsburg,
Bcstg. Co., Wis.
1570 (1400
kc, 250kc,w 250D);w WTUS
complete
itsbelayheldtestimony
at 1952,
furtheronto LS,
Tuskegee,
(580
kc,(Portage
500 w Kan.
D);
WRDB
unl.); April
KUGN1. control
Eugene, from
Ore. O.— E.Transfer
hearing
to
April
14,
WPDR
Portage,
Wis.
Bcstg.
Co.,
1350
kc,
1
kw
D);
WSWF
Fort
Myers,
negative
Berke The
andof
engineering
matters;
set
aside
examFla.
(Robert
Hecksher,
1410
kc,
1
kw
D);
WIUK
Iuka,
Miss.
(R.
W.
Towery,
P.
R. Berke
towhoEwing
C.holdKelly.
580
kc,
1
kw
D);
KSCY
Searcy,
Ark.
(1450
kc,
250
w
unl.);
WCNL
Central
City,
iner's
ruling;
granted
permission
to
Messrs.
Berke,
each
25%,
will
Gulf testimony
Beaches, atof John
furtherD. hearing,
City-Greenville
Bcstg.1380 Co.,
138ft
500WHVF
w D);Wausau,
KGMS Wis.
Sacramento,
total ofthem5% towithMr. total
KeUy offor 45%);
$4,602.91in
offer
Callan andto Ky.
Calif.w(Central
(Capitol
Radio Enterprises,
1 kw kc,D);
kc, sell
(leaving
unl.);
WHWD
Hollywood,Bcstg.
Fla.kc,Co.,
(Circle
Bcstg.
Corp.,D); 1320
kc, Mayaguez,
1 (1230
kw D);
JJ. Tweed McMullen
in its
support
of (Gulf
non- 250
addition,
Mr.
Kelly
has
option
to buy
technical
aspects
of
case.
WSHF
Sheffield,
Ala.
(Daylight
1380
kc,
1
kw
WPAA
remaining
45% withinplusthe5%nextinterest
two
Beaches
and toAlabama-Gulf
both kc,seek1 P. R. (Jose Ramon Quinones, 1190 kc, 250 w unl.); WKOV Wellston, Ohio (Stephen years
for $41,426.19
new
stations
operateseeks
on 1310
H.1580 Kovalan,
1570
kc,
250
w
D);
WVKO
Columbus,
Ohio
(Sky
Way
Bcstg.
Co.,
rate
from
time
sale
closed
following
kw,
daytime;
WEBK
frequency
kc, 1 kw
D);
WGAR-FM
Cleveland,
Ohio
(The
WGAR
Bcstg.
Co.);
WJOI-FM
FCC
approval.
If
Mr.
Kelly
does
not
change from 1590 kc to 1300 kc, with its Florence,
Ala.WCPS-FM
(Florence Tarboro,
Bcstg. Co.);
Pocahontas,
Ark.
(Pocahontas
buy
remaining
45% Berke
withinhavetwo option
year
(present
of 1 kw27. daytime.) Opin- Radio
Inc.);
N. C.KPOC-FM
(Coastal
Plains
Bcstg.Bcstg.
Co.);Co.);
WVLN-FM
period,
thethe Messrs.
ion and power
order March
Olney,
111.
(Olney
Bcstg.
Co.);
WPRS-FM
Paris,
111.
(Paris
WSAIto
buy
5%
interest
sold
to
Mr.
Cincinnati,
Ohio (Buckeye
Bcstg.Ga. Co.);
WAUG-FM Augusta,
Ga. (Garden
City Kelly for $4,602.91. (Other 50% of
WTUX
Wilmington,
Del.— FCC
grant- FM
ed authority
toJunecontinue
temporary
Co.); WDWD-FM
(Dawson
Co.); Francisco
WIST-FM
Charlotte,
KUGN owned by C. H. Fisher.) Filed
N.Bcstg.
C. (The
Bcstg.
Co. from
ofDawson,
theWGSF
South);[FM]);
KXKXKEEPBcstg.
(FM)TwinSan
(Electronic
operation
until
10, pending
action
Service
Corp.,
changed
Falls,
Ida.
(Radio
Sales
on petition
for
rehearing
and
other
reCorp., WMFT);
changed WICE-AM-FM
from KVMV); Providence,
WOWL Florence,
Ala.
(Daylight Bcstg.
Bcstg. Co.,
Co., changed
changed April
lief filed on Nov. 1, 1950, directed from
WSKB2. McComb,
Miss.
— Assignment
of
from toH. Lester
Bee Wood,
trustee
R.
I.
(Narragansett
adbagainst
decision
released
in license
bankruptcy,
Williams
for
Oct.
12, Commission's
1950,
denying
licensebroadcast
renewal from
WDEM-AM-FM);
WOSA
(FM)
Merrill,
Wis.
(Alvin
E.
O'Konski,
changed
because
station
allegedly
from
WLIN-FM);
WBRI
(FM)
Detroit,
Mich.
(Booth
Radio
&
Television
Stations
$25,800.
Mr.
Williams
owns
73%%
int
e
r
e
s
t
i
n
and
is
manager
of
WCJU
th ihorse-racing
information
said
to
be
of
Inc.,
changed
from
WJLB-FM);
KTAC
Tacoma,
Wash.
(Tacoma
Bcstrs.
Inc.,
Columbia, Miss.; owns 49% interest in
value to gamblers. Order March 27.
changed from
from WDBQ
KTBI);(FM)
WDBQ-AM-FM
Dubuque,
Iowa (Dubuque
Bcstg.Bcstg.
Co., and
changed
and
WKBB);
WTNB
Birmingham,
Ala.
(Pilot
is
manager
of
Columbia
PublishCo., changed
fromKCAP
WILD);Helena,
KONGMont.Visalia,
Calif. Clark
(TulareBcstg.
County
Bcstg.
Co., RuralingLife
Co., Columbia;
isfarmsole magazine);
owner of
New Applications . . .
changed
from back
KKIN);
Corp.,
changed
from
KFDW);
KEAR
San(Radio
Mateo,Station
Calif. WIBS
(Bay(Lewis
Radio&changed
Inc., changed
from KSMO);
former Miss.,
owner(monthly
of Tylertown
Times,owner
TylerTV APPLICATIONS
town,
and
former
48%
WIAC
San
Juan,
P.
R.
Inc.,
from
WIBS);
WKAQ
Picayune Item, Picayune, Miss. Filedof
Spokane,
Wash. 100— KHQ
Inc., 50Ch.kw6 Rapids,
San Juan,Mich.
P. R.(Grandwood
(El Mundo Bcstg.
Bcstg. Co.,
Corp.,changed
changedfromfromWLAV-TV),
WIAC); WOOD-TV
Grand
(82-88
mc).
ERP
kw
visual,
and
WTIX
New
April
2.
aural, antenna
height ground
above 826
average
Bcstg. Corp., changed from WHHW).
WBML-AM-FM
Macon, control
Ga. — Relin.terrain
941 construction
ft. (above
ft.). Orleans, La. (Royal
quishmenand
t of negative
from
(Also see Actions of the FCC, page 102)
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Resolutions
(Continued from page 26)
a one-TV-station market and that
in Detroit, where there are three
stations,20%WWJ's
radio volume was
down
last year.
Somebody wanted to know how
a TV station fixed its initial rate.
Mr. Hough observed that "that's
between
you andmade
God."clear that he
Mr. Compton
felt
that
"any man demand
who gives
to
a
minimum-crew
[by ina
SEVENTH ANNUAL reunion of the U. S. Radio Mission of VIP-ers award for meritorious service to radio for
going beto wreck
to European Theatre of Operations was held in Chicago 1952; Joe Csida, editor. The Billboard; Col. Harry Wilder, union]it isshould
made us,"
clear andto
March 30 in connection with the annual convention of WSYR Syracuse; Morris Novik, radio consultant; Col. that
"minimum
or maxi-of
NARTB. Present were (clockwise from left) William S. E. M. Kirby, Army radio-television director and escorting unions mumthat
crews
are
a
prerogative
Hedges, NBC vice president; Martin B. Campbell, WFAA officer of the 1945 mission; Joseph H. Ream, executive
Dallas; NARTB Board Chairman Justin Miller; J. Leonard vice president, CBS; and Robert D. Swezey, WDSU-AMReinsch, managing director. Cox Radio and TV Stations; FM-TV New Orleans. Not present were John E. Fetzer, management."
Sol Taishoff, editor and publisher. Broadcasting • Tele- WKZO Kalamazoo; Mark Woods, Woods & Warwickcasting; Clcir R. McColiough, Steinman Stations, winner Abel Green, Variety; and Jack Alicoate, Radio Daily.
tion, suretakethe maintenance
effective measures
IMPACT
Affiliates Committee
of theirtoownin- RADIO'S
Cited by Zeckendorf
(Continued from page 71)
rate cards, and use such methods "IF WE woke up tomorrow mornrecord in this matter of rates. In est efforts to re-establish the es- of persuasion as seem most desiring and found that no advertising
fact, some of the most important
was permitted on radio . . . we
able to inhibit
suchcallpractices."
sential dignity, prestige, and staThere
was
no
for
further
deviations are attributable to them.
would
have the greatest financial
of network radio."
toward com- catastrophe this country has ever
They are in a difficult position, it
The bilityrate-card
resolution noted financialmitteecontributions
activities, Treasurer George known,"
is appreciated, but this must be "a tendency on the part of certain
William& Knapp,
Zeckendorf,
B. Storer reporting that 819,083
dent of Webb
New presiYork
straightened
out." on network rela- individual stations, involved in had
been
collected
and
S7,288
spent.
realtor
and
former
driector
of
The resolution
competitive situations, to look with Expenditures include fees for legal
ABC,
told
the
Sales
Executives
tionships recognized "that parti- favor on . . . proposals to desert counsel
and
reimbursement
of
comClub
in
New
York
Tuesday.
cularly in view of the current un- their published rate cards, in fact
mittee members at the rate of
in some cases to have approached
certainty among asmanyto the
of radio's
Mr. Zeckendorf's
talk was the
reprincipal clients
extent both local and national advertisers seven cents a mile for their most
of his being included
in the
of the inroads which television will with solicitations for future busi- recent meetings. They paid their list ofsult"America's
12
Master
Salesexpenses at initial sessions.
make upon other media including
ness at rates well below their pub- Aowntotal
men," which is the title of a book
of 354 stations had sup- being issued
radio, there is considerable quesby B. C. Forbes Pub.
lished
figures."
ported
the
committee
financially.
tion concerning the proper steps
Such practices, the resolution
to be taken to insure the continued continued
Co.Radio's master salesman was
"have as their ultimate
strength and prosperity of radio." result the depreciation of the value REGULATION W
Mary Margaret McBride, ABC
of individual radio stations . . .
commentator and the only woman
Confidence Expressed
and
the
confirmation
of
the
belief
included
in the book, who, to prove
The resolution expressed con- already held in some quarters that
Appliance Dealer Views her point that women are not necesAPPLIANCE retailers are about
fidence
that
affiliates
"are
perfectly
radio
as
a
medium
is
in
desperate
sarily "long-winded," gave a terse
willing to consider open-mindedly circumstances and that individual evenly divided on the question of acceptance
speech at the same
any suggestions made by the net- station operators are ready and whether Regulation W (consumer luncheon meeting.
works with a view to improving willing to prostitute their proper- credit restrictions) should be ex"The
frontiers
are
network service or increasing its
tended with other controls after greater now than oftheybusiness
ties in order to obtain revenue, the
ever have
value to the public and to adver- combination
June 30, according to a survey by been
inevitably
leading
to
and are, in fact, cruelly intisers," asking only that the netruination of the industry;
the National Appliance and Radiofinite," Mr. Zeckendorf said. Citing
works consider affiliates' recom- the"Therefore,
be it resolved that TV Dealers Assn.
the
important
role in American
mendations open-mindedly:
all
radio
station
operators
give
The
membership
survey
revealed
economy
played by selling, he
be it resolved,
that thought to this dangerous situa- that 45% favored retention and
the"Therefore,
network affiliates
. . . reaffirm
as in"prob45% favored abolition of the credit described
their confidence in the power and
the salesmanship
greatest
factor
thisof
regulation. The remaining 10% re- nation ablywhich
raises our
standard
efficacy of network radio, and asq
u
e
s
t
e
d
i
t
be
kept
on
the
books
as
a
sert their willingness fairly and Queen Juliana's Visit
living
above
that
of
the
rest
of
the
"standby" measure. The survey
objectively to consider any and all QUEEN JULIANA'S arrival in was
based on a questionnaire issued
efforts reasonably calculated to the U.S. with Prince Bernhard
provethehissupposition
point "in reverse,"
strengthen, improve or protect the Wednesday and her address to with NARDA's newsletter, Ap- he Tomade
adpliance &Radio-TV Dealers News.
position of network radio as a Congress Thursday received almost
vertising not be permitted that
on radio,
Members
also
were
polled
on
full
network
radio
and
television
public service and advertising
world."
which,
he
said,
would
result
in
ecomedium; and,
coverage, with only ABC-TV and wage-price controls. A majority of
Volumedrop
of cigarettenomic
sales,catastrophe.
alone, would
25%,
DuMont not carrying the events. 61.3% felt they no longer are neces"Be it further
affiliates
earnestlyresolved,
petition that
the said
net- Arrival ceremonies for the Nethersary and only
11.3%
wantedfavored
con- he estimated.
tinuance.
Another
27.4%
works to refrain from any action
"I believe that the stimulant
lands' Queen and
were CBS-TV,
carried liveusingby controls on a standby basis.
which might in any respect modify CBS Radio
from advertising has caused and
the pattern of network radio or WTOP-AM-TV Washington facili- Production
RegulationActW now
in the
Defense
volume ofdealing
busicalls for a createdness forthat
the basic arrangements between
ties, and her address (also live) by
most extra
corporations
networks
and their
with- NBC-TV MBS, ABC radio and minimum 15% down payment and
out full and
frankaffiliates,
consideration
in
advertised
products,"
Mr.
ZeckWOR-TV New York. Tapes of 18 months maturity on installment
endorf continued.
"And those
who
with their respective affiliates of speech were carried same day by purchases of radio and television don't deal
in advertised
products
the reasons for such action and the NBC radio, CBS Radio and WJZ receivers.
get the benefit of the progress in
end to be attained by it, with due New York. At request of U. S.
success and prosperity of those
regard to long-term industry values
NBC-TV made kineas compared with immediate com- State scDept.,
osional
pe of Queen
Juliana's
petitive gains or curtailment of
Again referring
broadcast
adaddress, had
Dutch Congrescontinu- KTLA (TV) Leases Films
vertising, he said heto could
not even
temporary losses, and with like
ity dubbed in by a member of the KTLA (TV) Hollywood has leased who
do." just in terms of employestimate,
regard to the encouragement of
films, produced or reNew York consulate, 20 feature
ment, whatofwould
happenthat"ifhave
the
the solidarity of the industry in- Netherlands'
leased by Lippert Pictures Inc. dur- hundreds
products
cumbent upon them as a dominant and flew the film on a KLM plane
ing
1949-50,
Tele Pictures, been introduced since it's become
factor in it; and further petition to Europe, where it was to be Los Angeles, from
underruns.
two-year con- possible to reach into a home" were
the networks to exert their great- shown on Dutch television Friday.
tract of unlimited
denied access to radio.
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Hearings Recessed
ABC-UPT
MERGER
ATTEMPT to saddle American the control of the board of direc- Broadcasting division. . . ."
tors, composed of seven who are inDuring his cross - examination,
Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatresof
Inc. directors with the burden
no previous
con- Mr. Goldenson was asked how the
nectionsdependenwitht and had
Paramount
Pictures
anti-trust violations of Paramount
value of $14.70 per ABC share was
Pictures Inc. was angrily opposed Inc., five of whom have been asso- arrived at when its book value indicated that the stock was worth
ciated with ABC, and six of whom
by Leonard H. Goldenson, presi- have been
associated in the past $3 per share. He answered that
dent of United Paramount TheaABC
with
five TV stations in five
with
the
management
of
the
theatres Inc., last week at the FCC
tres of Paramount Pictures Inc.
of the six top markets was assumed
hearings on the proposed merger
"It is and has been our desire to to have a potential of about five
of UPT with the American Broadoperate our business in the spirit times its book value.
casting Co.
In his answers regarding the
in the principles laid down in
Two-day cross-examination of and
S. v. Paramount [the consent future of radio and TV, Mr. GoldenJJlr. Goldenson was marked by acri- U.
son made these remarks:
decree] and that we will have prumonious
exchanges
between
DuMont Counsel Morton R. Galane
dent, sound and fair management
"I think the real vitality in the
and UPT Counsel Duke M. Pat- operating these respective busi- future of TV is in live broadcastrick.
ing. TV has the opportunity to do
nes es— whether they be theatres
FCC hearings were recessed until or whether they be the American things I do not think any other
April 14, following the completion
of Mr. Goldenson's cross-examinaHouse Unit Hears Collins,
tion. When they resume, the following schedule of witnesses will VOA MONEY
Asks $27.5 Million For Voice
be followed:
1. Gordon Brown, owner of LARGELY on the strength of vigorous military support and radio's
WSAY Rochester, N. Y., and long- effectiveness in piercing the Iron Curtain, the Voice of America could be
time foe of networks, will appear a financially stronger operation after July 1.
as a public witness to oppose the
A glowing testimonial to the "enormous benefit" of U. S. transmitter
merger.
abroad for military use and *2. DuMont officials will appear in the effectiveness of shortwave a substantial boost over '52 in
rebuttal to the testimony favoring broadcasting could very well turn funds for broadcasting operations
the tide money-wise for the Dept. and acquisition of new radio facilthe merger.
ities.
3. Witnesses in the issue con- of State in fiscal 1953.
VOA transmitters would aid the
cerning the transfer of Paramount
Senate Holds Hearings
U.
S.
armed
forces
and
other
Pictures,
New Orleanshalfto-interest
UPT willinbe WSMB
heard. friendly nations "in time of war"
Meanwhile, a counterpart subm it e has begun hearings on
4. Cross - examination by FCC and overall are vital in the "psy- the Senate coside.
The House hearCounsel Frederick W. Ford of Parachological
warfare
for
men's
ings were held early last month.
mount Pictures and UPT directors minds," Gen. J. Lawton Collins,
Army
chief
of
staff,
had
advised
Budget requests were sharply
concerning
theatre acquisitions will specific
be undertaken.
amittee.
House Appropriations subcom- criticized by Rep. Cliff Clevenger
(R-Ohio).
Noting that it calls for
Denies Responsibility
Proof of the efficacy of the Col- six and a half times the 1951 figure,
lins testimony was evidenced by Rep. Clevenger asserted: "If this
Denial that the responsibility of
Paramount Pictures anti-trust vio- the full House Appropriations broadcasting is the most effective
lations can be laid to AB-PT execu- Committee in a mid-week report medium, let us discontinue some
tives was made by Mr. Goldenson voting more funds for VOA opera- of these other things which will not
tion during the coming fiscal year.
on the ground that only six of the
home theforbacon."
18 AB-PT directors ever had any- The House was to vote on the ex- bring
Appearing
the State Dept.
penditures late Friday.
thing to do with the producing
were Dr. Wilson Compton, new International
Information Adminiscompany. They were, he said, himLargeprovedappropriations
werewhich
apself, John Balaban, A. H. Blank,
by the House group,
trator; Foy Kohler, chief, International
Broadcasting
Services;
'Walter W, Gross, Robert H. noted in its report that radio broadGeorge Herrick, chief engineer;
O'Brien,
Robert
B.
Wilby.
c
a
s
t
i
n
g
"
i
s
our
most
effective
way
Of the other 12 directors, five of of reaching the people behind the Ben Gedalecia, former ABC research director and member of the
:them will come from ABC, Mr. Iron Curtain." The committee
Goldenson pointed out. They are allotted $27.5 million of $30 million OWI during World War II, and
others.
Edward J. Noble, Robert E. Kint- requested for this activity. The
ner, Earl E. Anderson, Robert H. reduction, it was explained, "will
NARTB was commended by Mr.
Hinckley, Owen D. Young.
in no way interfere with the effec- Kohler for its "activities and great
The other seven directors are
interest"
helping theforState
tivenes of thatmillion
operation."
VOA to
enlist inpersonnel
job Dept.
gaps,
$19.8
plus in regu'from other
empha- received
lar appropriations this fiscal year. especially electronics engineers
sized. They industries,
are John A.heColeman,
Adler, Coleman & Co., brokers;
Additionally, the committee ear- whom he described as a "bottleCharles T. Fisher Jr., president,
neck" in recruitment. He lauded
marked $20.5 million for nine staNational Bank of Detroit; E. Chestion projects — a paring of $16,227,- the association for its "generous
ter Gersten, president, Public Na- 086 — covering two more sea-borne gesture" in using its facilities "for
tional Bank & Trust Co., New relay stations and five overseas
people."was allowed
York; Robert L. Huffines Jr., pres- transmitter projects looking toward reaching
Sum ofthese
$6,550,000
ident, Burlington Mills Corp.; Wil- "completion
offacilities
a ring. of. . radio
by
the
committee
for special projbroadcasting
(in)
liam T. Kilborn, president, Flanmedia evaluation surveys
nery Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh; Walter critical target areas throughout the on theects andbasis
of
testimony.
P. Marshall, president, Western world." A bid for two new oneRadio research projects are
Union Telegraph Co.
megowatt (1 million watts) home aimed
to assure that development
base,
domestic
stations
at
$7,280,"ABC
will
have
prudent
business
of the "ring" project is in line
practices because of the men who 790 each was denied. Two such "with
latest scientific discoveries
units onalready
are and
unare operating that business," Mr. transmitter
der construction
the east
and inventions capable of provid'Goldenson
Kintner
ipresident andsaid.will"Mr.
continue
to beis west coast [Closed Circuit, March
ing
more
efficient means of penepresident of the American Broad- 31].
trating the 'electronic curtain' of
casting division. He is subject to
The House group thus voted
Soviet jamming."
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medium has. It is unlike the stage,
it is unlike motion pictures, it is
unlike radio. I think it has the opportunity of getting behind the
scenes, such as the Kefauver hearings indicated, such as MacArthur
arriving in San Francisco, and
things
that nature."
The offuture
of radio is still
bright, Mr. Goldenson declared. He
repeated what he had said in his
direct
— thatautomobiles,
there are
radio setstestimony
in 22 million
that there are multiple receivers
in homes, that people can listen to
the radio while doing other
things.
pinpointingin myitselfopin-to
its"Radio,
particularby markets,
ion, can develop a great vitality
and serve a great need which TV
cannot
said. number of
"I findserve,"
that hea great
people who formerly watched TV
to a great extent are now shifting
back to radio when they want to
read magazines or books. They may
want to do other things in the
home and they may be listening
to the radio while they are doing
these
things."
Is itother
possible
that TV will grow
to such an extent that the broadcasting division will contribute
more
the theatres,
merged company's
earningsto than
Mr. Goldenson was asked by Mr. Ford. He
answered that that is possible.
In the course of DuMont councapital
strengthsel's ofposition
the that
mergedthecompany
would leave DuMont trailing a
"bad fourth" among TV networks,
FCC Hearing Examiner Leo Resnick was prompted to remark:
"I am not prepared to say that
leaving DuMont a bad fourth has
no effect
competitive
situa-be
tion.onDuMontthe does
appear to
the remaining unmarried sister in
the family of four and is objecting
to the engagement of the American
Recommendation
Broadcasting
Co." that the FCC
look into the question of whether
the
UPT proposed
violates merger
the 1949of ABC
U. S.andv.
Paramount consent decree, which
forbade the combination of producers and exhibitors, was made last
week in a letter to FCC Chairman
Paul A. Walker by the American
Civil Liberties Union. The ACLU
has had an observer at all the hearing sessions.
On the other hand, the ACLU
also recommended
that the
Commission consider whether
approval
of the merger would strengthen
ABC so that it is "better able to
compete works
with[NBC theandtwoCBS]
dominant
netand thus
enlarge the area of diversification."
Zenith on ABC
ZENITH Hearing Aid Division of
Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago, will
sponsor 10 minutes of Monday
Morning Headlines on ABC each
Sunday from April 20 through
BBDO,cast forsame
city. Show
is broad15 minutes
weekly
at a
different time for each zone. Seeman Bros., for Air-Wick, sponsors
opening five minutes.
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HOPE TO CONSOLIDATE
FILM STANDARDIZATION
INDUSTRYWIDE action by technical groups
to bring all TV film standardizing studies
under one roof to be started by joint committee
created under NARTB ausnices.
Move started by NARTB Recording and Reproducing Standards committee, revived last
week with Neal McNaughten, NARTB engineering director, as chan-man. Inactive several years, committee studies during last decade ended confusion in disc and tape recording by setting up uniform standards. Proposed
changes in these standards based on practical
use will be considered by committee.
Film standards, both optical and sound, now
being worked out piecemeal by Institute of
Radio Engineers, Society of Motion Picture
and
Television Assn.
Engineers,
Radio-Television
Manufacturers
and NARTB.
Work is
to be correlated
and
results
analyzed
on systematic basis.
NARTB group has created two new subcommittees covering disc and magnetic recording. Heading disc subcommittee is K. R.
Smith, Allied Record Mfg. Co. Topics to be
studied include thickness of pressings, fine
grooves, speeds and reference discs.
W. Earl Stewart, RCA- Victor division, heads
magnetic subcommittee. Topics cover timing
limits, frequency response at different speeds,
reel thickness, reference tape, half-track recording and signal-to-noise ratio.
THEATRE TV PLANS
REQUEST
information
plans TV
for common carrierforfacilities
for ontheatre
was
asked of AT&T, Western Union and Independent Telephone Assn. in letter from FCC
last Thursday. Identical letters asked that
following information be worked up for presentation athearing, scheduled for May 5: (1)
Existing or planned intercity TV links; (2)
new developments in broadband transmissions ;
(3) ability of common carriers to expand TV
networks to provide for theatre TV requirements; (4) experiences in providing theatreTV services, and (5) intracity plans for theatre TV pickups and remote pickup facilities.
CIVIL LIBERTIES COMPLAINT
QUESTION of black listing in radio-TV because of alleged associations or beliefs will be
put up to FCC in complaint to be filed this
week by American Civil Liberties Union, citing
specific persons, stations, and networks. Complaint, being prepared last week, is based on
radio-TV blacklisting report made for ACLU
by Merle Miller and being published Wednesday by Doubleday & Co. as book titled The
Judges and the Judged.
WESTERN UNION REPORT
WESTERN UNION Telegraph Co. reported
Friday February gross revenue of $16,675,319,
amounting to net of $246,154 after provision
of $369,000 federal income taxes, as compared
to February 1951 gross of $15,314,258 with
net of $471,497 after $264,000 for taxes, Revenues for first two months this year totaled
$34,318,866— increase of $2,552,296 or eight
per cent over comparable period last year —
with
net of $528,712 after provision of $767,000
for taxes.
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500 ON RCA COMMON
FIFTY CENTS dividend on RCA common stock, payable May 29 to holders as
of April 18 close, was declared by RCA
board Friday. Dividend of 87% cents pershare was voted for April 1-June 30
period on first preferred stock, payable
July 1 to holders as of June 9.
Business Briefly
(Continued from page 5)
8 to 10 p.m. Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, is
agency appointed to plan and prepare show.
HOPALONG ON RADIO 9 General Baking
Co., New York (Bond bread), through BBDO,
same city, understood to be considering placing half-hour radio version of Hopalong Cassidy, once a week in number of non-TV markets.
JELKE CONSIDERS RADIO • John F.
Jelke Co. (Jelke margarine), division of Lever
Bros., New York, through its newly appointed
agency, Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, New
York, understood to be considering quarter hour
radio show five times weekly on spot basis.
KORDOL NAMES JONES # Kordol Corp. of
America, N. Y., has appointed Duane Jones
Co., N. Y., to handle Dordolin, drug product
to relieve arthritic and rheumatic pains. Newspapers, radio and TV spots will be used.
TODAY SPONSOR 0 Mystic Foam Corp.
(rug and woodwork cleaners), Cleveland, to
sponsor 8:15-8:20 a.m. Wednesday segment of
NBC-TV's
daily Today,
starting this week.
Agency: Carpenter,
Cleveland.
#VOICE# FUNDS AXED
IN SHARP reversal, House late Friday axed
funds for State Dept. Voice of America and
other activities. Chamber deleted $20.5 million for five new overseas stations and two
sea-borne projects, and pared information
budget from $133 million to $85.5 million,
including VOA broadcast money. (See early
story page 109.)
KENYON & ECKHARDT SHIFTS
IN REALIGNMENT of copy department at
Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y., Garth Montgomery,
vice president in charge of radio and TV,
moves to copy department as one of its supervisors, retaining his vice presidency, along
with Leslie Munro and Howard Wilson, who
were appointed vice presidents last week.
Meanwhile, Werner Michel will become acting
director of radio-TV department until another
appointment is made.
HICKERSON AGENCY
J. M. HICKERSON, who resigned from
presidency of Albert Frank-Guenther
law last month, reestablishing his own
agency, J. M. Hickerson Inc., at 270 Park
Avenue in New York, as a creative copy
agency with efforts directed at hard selling campaigns.

PEOPLE...
DONALD A. NORMAN, KNBH (TV) Hollywood sales manager, appointed manager to I
succeed Thomas B. McFadden, new director of |
NBC National Spots Sales (see story, page 29),
James M. Gaines, NBC vice president of owned II
stations, said Friday. Associated with NBC
since 1943, Mr. Norman has been spot sales j
manager for western division, account execu- jj
tive in national spot sales, and sales director |
of WNBC and WNBT (TV) New York before
being named KNBH sales manager in July i
1950. Previously, he was field supervisor for
A. C.ardNielsen
and,years.
before that, with StandBrands forCo.four
EUGENE KATZ, executive vice president of
KATZ agency, station representative, to talk
on film programming needs of local video outlets
quarterly
forum,at toTelevision
be held inFilmNew Council's
York Wednesday.
CAROLYN
only woman
TV
producer, to BURKE,
speak on NBC's
integrating
film in live
shows, and DR. A. N. GOLDSMITH, RCA chief
consultant, to discuss future TV trends. Entire
agendawick ofhotel,day-long
forum, toto TVbe held
in Warwill be keyed
problems.
GEORGE DIRADO, formerly with Raytheon
Co., Watham, Mass., appointed assistant to
president of CBS-Columbia Inc. to succeed
Mort
Barron, recently appointed assistant sales
manager.
JOSEF C. DINE, director of NBC press department, has been appointed director of
public relations of Ziv Television Programs
Inc., John Sinn, Ziv president, announced in
a statement for publication today. Mr. Dine
joined NBC six years ago. His successor at
NBC has not been named.
0#NEIL# WHITE TO BE AT
GENERAL TIRE EXHIBIT
THOMAS F. O'NEIL, General Tire & Rubber
Co. viceprises president,
Enter-K.
and chairman president
of MBS, ofandLeeFrank
White, MBS president, are scheduled to be
present in Washington tomorrow (Tuesday)
at General Tire's elaborate exhibit in Statler
Hotel.
Day has beenGeneral
marked as president.
"William
O'Neil
Exhibit Day"
showshonoring
various productsTire
and interests
of General Tire, parent company of Lee Enterprises— Yankee, Don Lee and WOR divisions
— and 58% owner of MBS. Radio-TV properties and interests occupy first spot inside exhibition door. Hidden TV camera picks up
entering visitors, relays their picture to large
TV receiver at one end of radio-TV display.
Washington is first city to see exhibition.
After April 16 it will probably go to Akron,
General Tire headquarters.
EDUCATIONAL SERIES
INSIDE OUR SCHOOLS, educational series
produced by local stations with Life magazine
and currently on WNBC and WNBT (TV)
New York after having been on WHAS-TV
Louisville, WRGB-TV Schenectady, and KSDTV St. Louis, to be seen on following schedules: WEWS-TV Cleveland, Friday to end of
school year; WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh, April 27
to May 3; WJBK-TV Detroit April 28 to school
year's
end;9, WFBM-TV
28 to May
and WCPO-TVIndianapolis,
Cincinnati, April
May
5-11. Other stations to focus on local schools
at dates to be announced, include KNBH (TV)
Los Angeles, WPTZ-TV Philadelphia, WSPDTV
Toledo,Dayton.
WTOP-TV Washington and
WLWD-TV
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KMBC
KFRM

7% MILLION
"HANDS
HIGH'
service to the outstanding local proMeasurement, in equestrian vernacugram ing of KFRM by KMBC of
lar, is expressed in "hands." By these
Kansas City that has made KFRM
standards the KMBC-KFRM Team is
the favorite of the people of Kansas.
well on its way to llA million "hands
It means a host of new listeners are
high."
Why
llA
million?
Because
that is the number of hands on the
joining the thousands who daily ride
3% million people living within the
the wagon drawn by The KMBChalf millivolt contour of The Team —
KFRM Team. In this step, The
and those are the hands which daily
KMBC-KFRM Team becomes "CBS
take the measure of The KMBCfor the
America"
and insales
doKFRM Team and which have aping so Heart
brings ofabout
a greater
plauded and lifted The Team to the
potential
for
KMBC-KFRM
advernumber one spot in the Heart of
tisers, for those same measuring
America!
"hands" also hold the purse strings
The tremendous lead of The Team is
in the Heart of America! Write, wire
now being increased by the affiliation
or phone KMBC-KFRM, Kansas City,
Missouri, or your nearest Free &
of KFRM with the CBS Radio NetPeters Colonel!
work. That means the addition of CBS
TO SELL THE WHOLE HEART OF AMERICA WHOLEHEARTEDLY, IT'S
Team
KMBC-KFR
OWNED

AND

OPERATED

BY

MIDLAND
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Namesakes

of a voice . . .

AWWJY'LAURA

And they're all real— the thoroughbred West
Highland White Terrier duly registered
with the American Kennel Club as "Lady
Laura"; the baby "Laura" who arrived a
few hours ahead of schedule while her
parents tuned in WWJ to while away
anxious moments futilely waiting for a cab
to take them to a hospital; the Flushing,
Michigan, farmer who listened nightly and
showed his appreciation by naming the
queen of his dairy herd "Laura Heifer"
Real, too, are the thousands of 2:05-6:00
A.M. listeners to "Lovingly Yours, Laura".
You can reach those thousands at surprisingly low cost.
Ask any Hollingbery man.
FIRST IN DETROIT Owned and Operated by THE" DETROIT NEWS
National Representatives: THE GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY
Associate Television Station WWJ-TV

LAURA HEIFER

AM — 950 KILOCYCLES — 5000 WATTS
FM — CHANNEL 246—97.1 MEGACYCLES
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iUVThe WHAS-Market is a balanced market
and getting BIGGER in a healthy way.

FARM RECEIPTS UP 22%
In its region, Kentucky's 632 million
dollars ranked second only to Texas in
cash farm income last year. Kentucky
has more cattle than any other Southeastern state, and the value per head
is the highest in this area of the nation.
Kentucky leads the U.S.A. in rise of
land value over pre-war level ; and crops
in 1951 showed an increase of 24%.

35 TOTALLY NEW INDUSTRIES
LOCATED IN KENTUCKY IN 1951
Industrial development in Kentucky last
year produced nearly 26,000 new jobs,
and added more than 1 billion dollars
in invested capital. When the new plants
go into operation, they will add 80 million dollars to the annual industrial payroll of the state.

No other station— or group of stations in this
market can match the audience Zdelivered
by WHAS
7
seven days a week; morning, afternoon and night.
(Benson and Benson Diary Study,
November, December, 1951)
THE WHAS MARKET
105 Kentucky counties
25 Indiana counties

ASSOCIATED WITH THE COURIER-JOURNAL-LOUISVILLE TIMES • VICTOR A. SHOLIS, Director • NEIL D. CLINE, Sales Director
Represented Nationally by Henry I. Christal Co., New York, Chicago

HE WINS

'EM

THAT'S

ALL

THE PROOF!

DISC

CLEVELAND'S

JOCKEY

INNER
CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER
This is lo certify lhal fljll iJOrioi)
has been voled lhe_jkstCisll Jodl££_
jl. in the J55J_Reader Poll of the Cleveland A
_3L Plain Dealer.
JSC

BILL GORI

It isn't what other local stations CLAIM
. . . it's what Cleveland listeners

1951 Winner Cleveland Plain Dealer Radio Poll
STORM

KNOW. . . that really counts! There
can only be ONE Number ONE
. . . and he's it! He has the awards . . . the
listeners . . . the advertisers ... to prove it! And,
with WHK's 5,000-watt coverage of
17 counties and ONE MILLION
radio families . . .WHAT A BUY!
1951 Doubfe Winner Cleveland Press Radio Poll
Jfirtft Annual
THE AMERICAN FEDERATION OF RADIO ARTISTS (AFL)

WHK
CLEVELAND
Represented by Heod/ey-Reed Company
Wished Building,
every Monday,
with 4,Yearbook
Numbersas (53rd
issues)March
published
in January
by Broadcasting
Publications,
Inc., 8703, National
Washington
D. C. Entered
secondandclass54thmatter
14, 1933,
at Post and
OfficeFebruary
at Washington,
D. C, under
act of March
1879. Press

ON

THE

MOVE

products

sponsored

on

WGAL-TV
LANCASTER, PA.
Advertisers, both local and national, find their
products moving — -rapidly, profitably — when
WGAL-TV does the selling. It's the overwhelming
sales favorite in the large, prosperous
mid-Pennsylvania area it covers. This popularity is
readily understandable because WGAL-TV
gets quick results in this flourishing
market. It carries top shows from four networks . .
NBC, CBS, ABC and DuMont. And, its many local
telecasts are carefully planned to meet the needs and
interests of the communities it serves. Let
WGAL-TV move your product in its wide,
prosperous market area.
A Steinman Station • Clair R. McCullough, President
WGAL
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Represented by
ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES Chicago • San Francisco • New York • Los Angeles
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, WILL PRESIDENT TRUMAN become radiovTV personality after he retires next January?
There are folks interested in retaining him as
commentator on public affairs and he soon
may be getting bid. Thus he might follow in
footsteps of his daughter whose $100,000 contract makes her just about highest paid of
"first year" performers in show business
annals.
HOW MANY hearings will be entailed in FCC
TV proceedings?
guess involving
but best
judgment
is thereIt'swillanybody's
be hearings
every city of 50,000 or more having VHF assignments.
WITH FCC hard pressed because of lack of
appropriations, indications are that most of
hearings stemming from final TV allocations
will
in Washington.
FCC behasheldlimited
travel expenseThat's
and because
cannot
send its task forces into field in sufficient numbers to cope with problems ahead.
LOOK FOR APPOINTMENT of Clayton B.
Fritchey, civilian chief of Office of Public Information, Dept. of Defense, as public relamittee.tions consultant to Democratic National ComINDICATION of tribulations stemming from
1,000 ft. antenna height limitation placed on
stations in new TV Zone I (See Page 23) is
plight of WBEN-TV Buffalo. Station last
year got grant for 1,000-ft. tower, bought land
and erected transmitter building 20 miles out,
spending about $200,000. Tower steel is ready,
but would put antenna about 1,200 ft. above
average terrain. Thus, Channel 4 station must
reduce 100 kw maximum permitted power about
one-third. Or it might lop off 200 ft. from
tower. Alternative would be to move proposed
tower to another site, and lose vast investment
made in good faith.
NEWEST big-league entries in TV film
syndication field expected to be Call of the
Yukon and The Green Hornet, properties of
Trendle-Campbell, now syndicated for radio.
Programs, in pilot film, are being produced by
Tack Certak at Apex in Hollywood under dijell. rection of George Trendle and H. Allen CampVMONG FIRST citizens to be served with
idvance copies of final TV allocation (in addiion to press) were all members of Senate and
louse Interstate Commerce Committees in
idiich communications legislation originates.
VITHIN week, members of American Teleision Society and Radio Executives Club of
Jew York will receive ballots on which to
ote for or against merger of two organizaions. If approved, new organization, as yet
nnamed, will start functioning with opening of
952-53 fall-winter-spring season next October.
j UGGESTIONS for name for proposed com(Continued on page 6)
ROADCASTING
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TV HEARING STATUS
DEFINED BY FCC
TV APPLICANTS for following cities, who
have been in hearing status since before the
imposition of freeze Sept. 20, 1948, are being
removed from hearing status today in line
with decision of Commission in final TV report:
Hearings begun — Boston, Providence, San
Francisco, Cleveland, Detroit, Cincinnati, Reading, Philadelphia, Harrisburg, Milwaukee,
Allentown
Diego. - Bethlehem, Atlantic City, San
Hearings designated, dates set, but never
begun — Hartford, Atlanta, Fall River, Miami,
Kansas City, St. Louis, Albany (N. Y.),
Charlotte, Akron, Youngstown, Pittsburgh,
Wilkes-Barre, York (Pa.), Dallas.
Hearings designated, dates never set —
Fresno, Sacramento, San Jose, Denver, Waterbury, Chicago, Indianapolis, Des Moines, New
Orleans, Portland (Me.), Lowell (Mass.),
Springfield (Mass.), Holyoke, Worcester, Flint,
St. Joseph, Omaha, Buffalo, Niagara Falls,
Rochester (N. Y.), Oklahoma City, Tulsa,
Portland (Ore.), Memphis, Houston, Richmond,
Seattle, Wheeling, Madison.
WJBK POWER BOOST
ANNOUNCEMENT will soon be made by FCC
of approval of grant to WJBK Detroit to
change frequency from 1490 kc to 1500 kc and
boost power from 250 w to 10 kw day, 5 kw
night, directional antennas night and day, thus
ending four-year-old case. Fort Industry stamove is predicated
similarkc move
WABJ tion'sAdrian,
Mich., fromon 1500
to 1490by
kc and from 250 w daytime, to 250 w fulltime,
also to be approved by FCC. Among 10 stations involved in case, which went through
hearings and oral argument, were KSTP
Minneapolis-St. Paul and WTOP Washington.
Examiner's initial decision late last year proposed to make grant, but exceptions were
taken
by
WJBK's
directional FCC's
antennaBroadcast
will have Bureau.
eight towers.

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

WILDROOT LOOKING # Wildroot Co.,
N. Y., contemplating spot announcement radio
campaign on West Coast. Availabilities are
being lined up with final decision expected next
week. Agency, BBDO, New York.
SERUTAN ADDS Q Serutan Co., N. Y.
(Serutan Geritol), to air its DuMont Network
Battle of the Ages (Tues., 9-9:30 p.m. EST)
on 12 stations with addition of WTVJ (TV)
Miami and KING-TV Seattle. Agency, Franklin Bruck Adv., N. Y.
CIGAR APPOINTMENT # La Primadora
Cigar Corp., N. Y., names Monroe Greenthal
Co., same city, as advertising agency.
AGENCY NAMED • Rilling Dermetics Co.,
N. Y., manufacturer of cosmetics, names Ruthrauff & Ryan, same city, to handle advertising,
effective May 1.
WAFFLE CORP. SPOTS • Waffle Corp. of
America, Philadelphia (frozen waffle mix),
through J. M. Corn Co. there, preparing radio
and TV chainbreak campaign starting April 29
for 13 weeks in half-dozen markets.
POPSICLE DISCS ® Joe Lowe Co., N. Y.
(Popsicles), placing five-minute transcribed
show featuring Buster Crabbe adjacent to network and local children's shows, on local station basis. Agency, Blaine-Thompson, N. Y.
SINGER IN TEXAS. • Singer Sewing Machine Co. extending radio spot campaign to
Texas, in cooperation with dealers. Agency,
Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
AGENCY NAMED. © Delaware Valley Dairy
Inc., Trenton, names N. W. Ayer & Son to
handle advertising. Firm distributes Sealtest
products and is National Dairy subsidiary.

Liberty Seeks Last-Minute Court Relief
LIBERTY Broadcasting System slated to go petitions for temporary restraining order perinto Chicago Federal District Court this
mitting starts
Liberty to Tuesday.
participate in baseball season which
morning (Monday) in effort to preserve its
network structure and its major feature, baseLibei-ty's plan, if relief is granted by Judge
ball broadcasts. Amending its original comP. Barnes, is to carry live broadcasts of
plaint charging restraint of trade against 13 John
Brooklyn Dodgers and Chicago White Sox,
major league ball clubs, Liberty attorneys Fri- with which it has contracts, and to recreate top
day filed complaint naming Western Union as
of other teams in both leagues. Only
co-defendant. It charges illegality on part games
remaining team not included in either category
of leagues and member clubs and Western
is
Cincinnati
Reds, expected to "go along with
Union, with which American and National
Leagues have had contracts since 1943, paying live broadcasts".
main restraining
objective isorder
to prolong
$24,000 each per year.
withLiberty's
temporary
followed suit
by
According to contractual terms, clubs can temporary
injunction,
latter
remaining
effeccontrol parties using Western Union wire lines
tive until outcome of conspiracy hearings. Netfrom parks, complaint alleges. Liberty says
reportedly ..faces possible loss of many
Western Union is licensed as common carrier affiliateswork who
signed originally for ball games.
under terms of Communications Act, which
provides that facilities must be unrestricted
for more AT DEADLINE turn page jj^
and available to anyone. Amended complaint
therefore charges illegal contract terms and
April 14, 1952 • Page 5

REYNOLDS, GENERAL TIRE
TO CO-SPONSOR DRAMAS
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co. has signed
for co-sponsorship, with General Tire & Rubber
Co.,
of WOR-TV
York'stonight
new Broadway
TV Theatre,
which New
starting
(Monday)
will present full-length Broadway dramatic
successes, each of which will be carried five
consecutive evenings [B»T, March 31].
This week's show is "The Trial of Mary
Dugan,"
will be and
seen Friday
at 7:30 and
p.m. atMonday,
Tuesday, and
Thursday
8 p.m.
on Wednesday, featuring Ann Dvorak and
Vinton Hayworth. Other Broadway hits have
been lined up for showing in successive weeks.
Reynolds, sponsoring for its Cavalier cigarets, and General Tire & Rubber will alternate in taking first 45 minutes of each show.
Move to present same show on consecutive
nights is part of plan for general program
strengthening which has been in progress since
General Tire became major stockholder of
WOR radio and TV properties early this year.
Agency for Reynolds, which signed for 52
weeks, is William Esty & Co., New York; for
General Tire, D'Arcy Adv. Co., New York.
EDUCATORS HAIL THAW
JOINT Committee on Educational TV hailed
educational reservations included in FCC's
final order unthawing the TV freeze released
today. Statements were issued by Ralph
Steetle, executive director of JCET, and following educators: Dr. Edgar Fuller, chairman of JCET; President David Henry of
Wayne U., vice chairman of JCET; President
Arthur S. Adams of American Council on Education; Willard E. Givens, executive secretary
of National Education Assn.; Seymour N.
Siegel, president, National Assn. of Educational Broadcastei-s;
Belmont Farley,on National
Education
Assn. representative
JCET;
James H. Denison of Michigan State College,
representing land grant colleges and universities on JCET; Dr. A. N. Jorgensen, president, U. of Connecticut.
POWER OF SPOT SHOWN
ADVANTAGES of spot broadcasting as advertising to be shown in presentation by National
Assn. of Radio & Television Station Representatives, slated for preview tomorrow (Tuesday) before business press in New York. Tom
Flanagan, NARTSR general manager, will
handle presentation following luncheon at Biltmore Hotel.
ADMIRAL SALES HOLD UP
INTEREST in political conventions will bring
Corp.'s
sales toof about
radio same
and TV
inAdmiral
first half
of 1952
levelsetsas
last year, President Ross D. Siragusa said in
Chicago at annual stockholders meeting. Admiral is sponsoring both conventions on ABCAM-TV.
TWO NBC RADIO PROJECTS
NBC RADIO believed interested in new show,
just auditioned, titled Meet Your Match, featuring Jan Murray. Network has taped another new program, Word by Woolley, quarter-hour show featuring Monty Woolley.
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In freeze
this
Issue—
The
is thawed;
2,053 TV stations
assigned to 1,291 communities in the
FCC's Sixth Report and Order. Of
these, 242 — of which 80 are VHF — are
reserved for non-commercial educational use. Main story and highlights
of thesonsreport
Page 23. and
Comparibetween newon allocations
those
proposed
a
year
ago
in
the
Third
port are on Page 24. Full text of Rethe
report is published in the special Part
II of this issue. Procedures to be followed by applicants, now that TV is
opened for business nationwide, are
described in detail on Page 65. Concurring opinion of Comr. Webster and
dissents of Comrs. Jones and Hennock on Page 24.
House version of the Senate-passed McFarland Bill, first piece of basic legislation affecting broadcasting to get this
far in Congress since the Communications Act was passed in 1934, is exposed in detail. Some of its provisions
give the FCC far more authority than
it now has or claims. Page 25.
Manhattan Soap drops high-rated TV
program to put the money into spot
radio.
only one reported
of several
moves byIt's sponsors
in big
the
week. Page 29.
Edgar Kobak is named president of the
Advertising Research Foundation
which is off to a well-heeled start on
several vital projects. Page 27.
American Civil Liberties Union seeks
full-dress FCC investigation of blacklisting in radio and television, charges
four networks and two stations with
allegedly discriminating against specific performers. Page 25.
U.S. Census Bureau issues first statewide report of radio and TV circula1950.radio
It's saturation
for Delaware
showstion inthat
rose andfromit
87% in 1940 to 96.2% in 1950. Page 27.
Sen. Hubert Humphrey wants to remove
from tax deductions the cost of institutional advertising that expresses poprobably
fight onliticalhisattitudes.
hands.He'llPage
31. have a
One of the biggest headaches of the TV
film industry is undercapitalization,
but generally the future for the inpromising.
Here'sNational
a reportdustry
on alooksmeeting
of the
Television Film Council in New York.
Page 66.
Edward
J. Noble
any
more radio
rate says
cuts there
at ABCwon'tthisbeyear.
Page 48.
Ohio State U. Institute for Education by
Radio-Television announces 16th batch
of broadcasting awards. Page 44.
Upcoming
April
16:
"Brand
Day" conference,
Waldorf-Astoria, Names
New York.
April 16: BAB Sales Clinic, Los Angeles.
April 17-20: Ohio State U. Institute for
Education by Radio-Television, DeshlerWallick Hotel, Columbus, Ohio.
April 19: Ohio Assn. of Radio News Editors,
Deshler-Wallick Hotel, Columbus, Ohio.
(Other Upcomings page 38)

Closed Circuit
(Continued from page 5 )
bined ATS-REC range from American Radio
& Television Society (ARTS) to Radio & Television Executives (RATE), affording mem-!
bers opportunity offered by broadcast media
for choosing either creative or commercial
path to success.
IN ANTICIPATION of big business in TV,
more than one top FCC lawyer (as well as
engineer) contemplating hanging out shingle
or being importuned to join existing firms.
Half-dozen lawyers have left in recent weeks.
ANOTHER manifestation of anticipated TV
business seen in splitting up of both law and
engineering firms. So far there has been one
in each field, while engineers, who have been
in government or non-radio-TV practice during lean period of freeze, are re-establishing
themselves in broadcast operations.
WHILE entire FCC was working overtime to
meet its April 14 deadline on final TV allocaComr. Robert
Jones hisworked
prac-|
tically tions,
around
clock in F.writing
voluminous)
dissent protesting overall allocations. Fori
several weeks, he took 15 minutes for desk
lunch and kept away from telephones.
NBC ARRANGES SERIES
OF RADIO WORKSHOPS
PLANS forchandising
four workshops
radiobetween
promotion-press-merNBC network
officials and affiliated stations, with first to be
held
in
New
York's
Waldorf-Astoria
May NBC
1-2,
announced Friday by Jacob A. Evans,
radio advertising and promotion manager.
Other two-day meetings — "to effect closer
liaison and mutual- understanding" between
station officials, promotion and publicity managers and their network prototypes — to be held
in Chicago, May 5-6; New Orleans, May 8-9;
andAllHollywood,
12-13. same format: First
workshops May
to follow
day, station heads to hear of network sales,
promotion, merchandising, publicity, exploitation, news and research operations, plus general network plans for rest of year. Second
day, network officials and station heads to discuss means for affiliates' maximum use of those
network plans. Then station members to have
closed session, followed by network-station
meeting for further discussion.
Network officials to participate in New York
workshop include: Joseph H. McConnell, NBC
president; John K. Herbert, vice president of
Radio Network Sales; Charles C. Barry, vice
president of Radio Network programs; William F. Brooks, vice president of public relations Sydney
;
H. Eiges, vice president of press
and information; Mr. Evans; Clyde L. Clem,
radio audience promotion supervisor; Fred N.
Dodge,
Henry Hugh
Cassidy, radiomerchandising
news-special director;
events director;
M. Beville Jr., plans and research director;
and Fred Shawn, radio station relations manager.
LORILLARD CHANGES
P. LORILLARD Co. (Old Gold cigarets)
replacing its 8:30-9 p.m. portion of Stop the
Music on ABC-TV (Thurs., 8-9 p.m.) with
Chance of a Lifetime, starring Dennis James
beginning May 1. Agency is Lennen & MitchN. Y. ABC-TV
to continueby 8-8
:3C
p.m.ell, Stop
segment planning
(being dropped
Haze]
Bishop Inc. and Toni Co. in favor of anothei
time period) while seeking new sponsor.
for more AT DEADLINE see page 98
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WHEB!

The 45 National accounts
listed used WNEB during
June, July or August, 1951
... a 36% increase over
1950!
Some of the above accounts
have been with WNEB for
5 consecutive summers!
Yes, there's a trend to WNEB
— for reasons why — for ratings and rates — call in our
representative today.
WORCESTER
MASSACHUSETTS

Reprlsented by: THE BOLLING
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Let WGST handle your sales problem in the
Atlanta market. 28 years of successful
selling in this steadily growing area coupled
with the top ABC and local shows PLUS
high-powered merchandising support PLUS
complete market coverage make WGST
your sales tool to gain distribution and consumer acceptance. Get the full story on Atlanta's favorite station by contacting WGST
or our national representatives.

$
A
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1
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NATIONAL REP.
JOHN
S 9 BLAIR
5 000 WATT IN SOUTH EAST
CHAS C. COLEMAN
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In some countries products are endorsed by the
Crown, and bear the arms of the royal family.
That gives them prestige which stimulates sales.
But in democratic America our products are
endorsed solely by the approval of the American
people, and are identified by brand names and
trademarks that have won esteem the hard way.
Here every product must stand on its own feet,
and fight for survival in the intense competition
of the market place.
Here there is no easy road to popularity or
leadership— no suggestion from government as to
what you shall buy or what you shall pay. Under
our brand system, which is the very keystone in
the structure of our free economy, people can
separate the wheat from the chaff and make their
purchases solely on the basis of merit and appeal
to their personal tastes and preferences.

Our system of brand names and advertising is
important to the American way of life for two
other basic reasons:
1. It develops broad markets for our goods, which in
turn stimulate volume production. As a result, many
conveniences that would otherwise be luxuries can
be sold at prices almost everyone can afford.
2. Brand competition spurs our manufacturers to
greater efforts to please us. And this results in constant product improvement and the birth of many
new products to add to our comfort and happiness.
• • •
Getting this story across, simply, clearly, is an
important job — a task that calls for the concentrated efforts of all who have a stake in the success
of manufacturers' brand names.

INCORPORATED
A NON-PROFIT EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION • 37 WEST 57th ST., NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
WEDNESDAY,
APRIL
16TH,
BRAND
NAMES
DAY
- 1952
This space is contributed by Broadcasting • Telecasting
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2,300 INDEPENDENT DRUGGISTS
PUSH WFIL-ADVERTISED PRODUCTS
An exclusive arrangement with the Philadelphia Association
of Retail Druggists and its affiliates now makes WFIL "the
voice of the independent druggist" in the heart of this rich
coverage area. Here's a tailor-made plan for you to cash in
on full co-operation by 2,300 druggists who account for
75 perwhich
cent once
of Philadelphia's
drug involume.
Here's a
plan
again gives a retail
head start
merchandising
to WFIL advertisers!
DISPLAYS!
Each week a different product will be
featured on an eye-catching WFIL Spotlight Drug display set up in PARD
member stores. This tremendous pointof-sale
impactdays!
can be yours— exclusively
— for seven

DIRECT MAIL!
The Spotlight Drug of the week is promoted through PARD direct-mail product notices to members in Philadelphia
and seven neighboring counties. WFIL
designates the product with PARD's
prior approval.

RADIO JACKPOT!
A daily telephone jackpot quiz is featured on the PARD-sponsored Skip
Dawes disc jockey show. Cash awards
go to consumers who can answer a
question on the Spotlight Drug of the
week, and to the druggist who subt ed the winner's
blank. toA surefire migimmick
to pullentry
customers
your
display.

EFFECTIVE SPOTS!
Any WFIL-advertised drug product
which uses the equivalent of six minute
spots a week for 13 weeks is eligible for
the Spotlight Drug promotion. When
you schedule WFIL you hit hard in an
area with 6,800,000 people and more
than $9 billion in buying power.
FOR FULL DETAILS CONSUL
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. America's Third Market

500,000 FOOD FAIR CUSTOMERS WEEKLY
STOPPED BY SPECIAL MERCHANDISING DISPLAYS
Food Fair, one of the nation's leading supermarket chains,
has made a special co-operative agreement with WFIL
covering its Philadelphia-area stores. Now WFIL can offer
advertisers valuable point-of-sale merchandising and a
strong tie-in with a successful women's show. You'll reach
an estimated 500,000 shoppers at point-of-sale each week
under this plan. Here's another example of how WFIL
leads Philadelphia radio stations in merchandising sponsors' products.
DISPLAYS!
COVERAGE IN 35 SUPERMARKETS!
Food
Fair is one of the three leading
Special merchandise displays for qualifying WFIL advertisers will be erected
supermarket chains in Philadelphia.
You cover these markets by taking
each week in 35 busy Food Fair markets.
A different advertiser will be featured
part in WFIL's merchandising plan:
every seven days on these attractivelyPhiladelphia, Trenton, Chester, Wilmington, Atlantic City,Coatesville, Bryn
designed
displays. inIt'sposition
an idealwhere
way toit
put
your product
Mawr, Jenkintown, Norristown, Camden, Collingswood, Vineland.
can't be missed by a half-million shoppers!
PARTICIPATION!
POINT-OF-SALE
WFIL'sable toSpotlight
is avail-or
CO-OPERATION!
advertisersFoods
who Service
buy three
Wherever possible, Food Fair will use
more participations a week in the popular Mary Jones Show, for a minimum
point-of-sale and other display material
of 13 weeks. This show has proven
prepared and furnished by the advertiser. This is a worthwhile plus to the
pulling and selling power throughout
the 14-County Philadelphia Retail
basic merchandising plan — a plan
that's
worth real money to every food
advertiser.
isTrading
strongest.Area, where WFIL's voice
4E KATZ AGENCY OR WFIL
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STEPHEN P. BELL, account executive, Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.,
elected a vice president.
WALLACE L. SHEPARDSON, vice president-general manager, James
Thomas Chirurg Co., Boston, elected to board of governors of New England Council, American Assn. of Adv.
Agencies.
CHARLES HULL WOLFE, director TV commercials,
McCann-Erickson Inc., N. Y., transferred to Los Angeles
office in same capacity.
JOHN C. APPLETON, account executive, Gray Adv.,
N. Y., to Ellington & Co., that city, in same capacity.
NOEL CHARLES, British film attache in Rome, Italy,
named coordinator of TV film production and perMr. Shepardson sonal representative in Europe for Ted Baldwin Inc.
BOB KESTEN,
Torontoon office
& MeMahon
Adv.,
appointed manager
to trustee ofvacancy
East ofYorkO'Neil,
BoardLarson
of Education.

He's a chimpanzee. To monkeys and chimpanzees
that makes a lot of difference.
Similarly, all radio stations are radio stations
. . . . but there are some very important
differences.
Take KOMA for example, We look, sound and
act like most quality radio operations, but the
difference is personality! Oklahomans have an
affection for KOMA that has been carefully
nurtured through years of public service by our
farm, special events, marketing and charities
departments. They trust KOMA ... so can you.
KOMA

// IMC.
RADII STATION REPRESENTATIVE

50,000 WATTS • CBS RADIO
J. J. BERNARD
Vice-President and General Manager
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as Sunkist.
had the further
accoSheunts
all
advantage
of
learning
vision at an early date about
becausetele-of
an association with an agency that
recognized
potentialities
the
new mediumthealmost
from its ofstart.
As timebuyer she was in on two
important national debuts on television, that ofcanned
Sunkist's
frozen anud
citruslineprod-of
motor ucts,oil.and Union Oil's Royal Triton
In October 1951, Miss Koren left
FC&B to take her
present
position
with
The
Mayers
That
37 year
old Co.agency,
under the quiet direction of advertising veteran
Henry
Mayers,
been alert also
to the has
potentialities intelevision advertising.
The
she still
findswork"
the
enough
"guess
agency's growing
field a constant chaltelevision
lenge.
ment has itsdepartown
facilities for producSix years tices"apprenhip" at FC&Bof
ing films, as well as
taught her many
its
room.own projection
the ins and outs of
Recently the firm
advertising, particMiss KOREN
published
distelevision.ularly in radio and
trbuted
toand manuAbout a year after
facturers a booklet
entitled
joining the agency, she was made
What Does TV Adassistant timebuyer; about a year vertising
rates of
TV Cost?",
stations,,listing
i addition
and a half later she got a taste of local
in
to
other media when she was assigned information on how the medium
can
be
successfully
used.
Quarterly
to help set up a new Contract De- revisions will be made on the well
acting as liaison
betweenIn received booklet.
media and partment,
account
secretaries.
June 1949, the agency timebuyer
Among accounts
the agency's
radio Roeand
left. Miss Koren was called away television
are Sears,
from her contracts to fill the post.
buck & Co., Los Angeles, currently
In that capacity she worked on carrying the hour weekly Dude
Show locally
national radio and TV accounts in- Martin(Continued
on pageon 88)KTTV
cluding Union Oil, Purex, as well
ROADCASTING
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®
.ft
sing on
decided
that ago,
adverti
was
Korena
Claire
N years
SEVE
ting field
fascina
and made up
her mind to be part of it all.
Canvassing the Los Angeles advertising agencies, she found an
ally in Foote, Cone & Belding which
recognized the initiative and determination ofyoung, attractive Claire
and promptly set her to work as a
service girl on the Sunkist account.
Now media director of The Mayers Co. Inc., Los Angeles, Miss
Koren has never
changed advertising.
her mind
about
To her there is still
nothing so exciting
as planning
a cam-it
paign and seeing
through. Working on
the
of "good
hard premise
work" plus
just

Obviously
beat
AAA
PAUL J. BASINGER, executive vice president, McGiveran-Child Co.,
Chicago, has purchased complete stock from MILTON J. KLEE, president, who is no longer associated with firm.
CHARLES L. MOSS to staff of Walter J. Klein Co., Charlotte, N. C.
EDGAR WILBORN to Aubrey, Finlay, Marley & Hodgson, Chicago, as
member of copy staff.
ROBERT CLEAR, Young & Rubicam, N. Y., to Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield, that city, in radio-TV department.
DUDLEY N. ROCKWELL to Fuller & Smith & Ross, Chicago, as account executive, from Dallas Jones Productions, same city, where he was
account executive-sales manager.
HENRY J. SENNE has purchased controlling interest in Roberts &
MacAvinche, Chicago. Name will change to Roberts, MacAvinche & Senne.
JAMES BARKER, account executive, A. W. Ellis Co., Boston, to Mayers
Co., L. A., in similar capacity.
JACK K. CARVER returns to traffic department, Hazard Adv., N. Y.,
after serving 17 months with U. S. Infantry.
JERRY CROLLARD, account executive, Ruthrauff & Ryan, Seattle,
elected chairman of Puget Sound Chapter, American Assn. of Adv.
Agencies. FLOYD FLINT, manager of Seattle office, J. Walter Thompson Co., elected vice president and HOWARD SMITH, Condon Co.,
Tacoma, is new secretary-treasurer.
THOMAS H. SHANKS, copy writer, Sears, Roebuck & Co., Chicago, and
D. JAMES DeWOLFE, account executive, Walter J. Klein, Charlotte,
N. C, join MacFarland, Aveyard & Co., Chicago, in similar capacities.
WILLIAM R. CLAXTON, formerly with Lambert & Feasley and Ruthrauf & Ryan, both N. Y., to Harry B. Cohen Adv., N. Y., as art director.
JACK KADUSON, William H. Weintraub & Co., N. Y., to Roy S. Durstine, same city, as member of executive staff.
DON C. JOHNSON, account executive, BBDO L. A., to sales staff, Reuben
H. Donnelley Corp., that city.
RALPH R. LEDDER, advertising manager, W. & J. Sloane, Beverly Hills,
to Walter McCreery Inc., that city, as account executive.
CRAIG MAUDSLEY, owner, Craig Maudsley Adv., Seattle, resigned as
president and disposed of all interests in Maudsley-Miller Inc., Hollywood.
J. C. BALSON, director of media, Vickers & Benson Ltd., Toronto, to
same position with McKim Adv. Ltd., that city.
LAURENCE E. DAVIDSON joins Botsford, Constantine & Gardner,
Portland, as service-media assistant.
GENE STURM, WCCO Minneapolis, to Rand Adv., N. Y., as account
executive.
GENE MASTERS, advertising manager, Denver Chemical Mfg. Co.,
N. Y., to Dowd, Redfield & Johnstone, N. Y., as assistant to EDMUND
F. JOHNSTONE, executive vice president.
JULIUS HARBURGER, Warwick & Legler, N. Y., to copy staff of
Pack Adv., that city.
NED WATKINS, formerly with Camden Courier and Philadelphia
Record, to John LeCerda Adv., Phila.
MEDBERRY & BARTH, L. A., merges with CARSON-ROBERTS Inc.,
that city, with offices at 8811 Alden Drive under name CARSONROBERTS Inc. Telephone is Bradshaw 2-2719.
SID SLON, script editor, Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y., father of boy, April 7.
ED SHAPIRO Adv, Phila., moves to larger quarters in Fox Bldg., that
city.
TED HAINES promoted to production manager, Adolph L. Bloch Adv.,
Portland. EARL GRAY joins agency as art director.
BROADCASTING
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Proof again that the prosperous Peoriarea market is a
must on your market list! One industry with 28,000
employees earning over #2 million each week — that's
mass buying power . . . and when you add the #30
million that Caterpillar spent last year among 439
Peoriarea merchants for products ranging from peanuts
to industrial cranes . . . and look at Peoria's many other
industries and its rich agricultural market . . . you
can see that PROSPEROUS must be capitalized to describe the Peoriarea market.
the
WMBD Dominates
Rich!
Peoriarea Market
WMBD, the mass medium for Peoriarea, reaches and
sells more of these people than any other radio station
in the area. Advertisers use WMBD to tell their story
beginning at 5:55 in the morning and don't stop until
after 11:15 at night. Their commercial messages are
beamed to the rich PROSPEROUS Peoriarea "mass
buying power" . . . the sales results prove it!
WMBD— THE NO. 1 STATION IN THE
MIDWEST'S NO. 1 TEST MARKET
See Free & Peters . .

FIRST in the
Heart of Illinois

PEORIA
CBS Radio Network
5000 Watts

oo'o

PORTLAND
OREGON
In community after community, people dePARKROSE

BUSINESS

DISTRICT

Merging with part of Multnomah county's fine agricultural district, itis one of the leading shopping centers in the Portland area.

clare KGW is the "People's Choice"! This
acceptance is no accident. More than 30
years of continuous operation plus diversified programming combine to make this
pioneer station a dominant advertising medium without equal. Read what Portland
area residents say about KGW and learn
why you, too, will benefit by placing your
copy on the station that delivers results!

COMMUNITY

CIVIC

LEADERS

Men such as these three community leaders in the Parkrose district say, "KGW is the leading
station in the Portland area."
With support from such wellknown business leaders KGW
can assure advertisers of the utmost in listener loyalty.
PORTLAND, OREGON
REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

FRED SCHWARY, Parkrose Chamber
of Commerce PresidenJ
BY EDWARD PETRY & CO., Inc.

adDRUGGIST 'The mostvertising iproductive
nPortland radio
isDensem,
KGW...the
favorite
in
this
area,"
states
Douglas
Parkrose Pharmacy.

BANK MANAGER
"Definitely
good a investment,
whether
you're
a listener ora have
product to sell
in Portland
radio,"
reports
Arthur
Damschen,
manager,
Parkrose branch of Portland Trust Bank.

CAREER GIRL local listeners
makes KGW 'tops' in our area," says Clara
Johnson, Parkrose resident.

Our favorite station
nd best
programs
that attract ALL age groups. Truly the
in the Portland
area," declares
Mahoney
and JimParkrose
Sheley. High School Students Diane
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WAUTOMA
LAKE TOMAHAWK
CUBA CITYPLAINS
V/AUW7
LANCASTER
OXFORD
CURTISS
PACKWAUKEj
LARSEN
DALE
LIMERIDGE
DALTON
DANCY
DANE
DARIEN
DARLINGTON
DE PERE
FOREST
mAf if 0
1
DEDEDEERFIELD
SOTO
DELAFIELD
DELAVAN
DENMARK
DICKEYVILLE
DODGEVILLE
DOUSMAN
DOYLESTOWN
1070 K.C
DUNBAR
DURAND
EAGLE
RIVER
EASTMAN
EDEN
madison; v/isconsin
EDGAR
EDGERTON
en,ed by Headley-Reed Co. WYEVILLE
EDMUND
reS
Rep
WYOCENA
ELELANDDORADO
YUBA
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new business

SUPREME LIBERTY LIFE INSURANCE Co., Chicago, begins series
of 15-minuteand women's
showsin onJuneoneforstation
in Detroit,
S/aot
Baltimore
Washington
26 weeks.
Agency:Cleveland,
Arthur
Meyerhoff, Chicago.
WILLIAMSON CANDY Co., Chicago, launching first TV spot campaign
for Oh Henry candy bars. Schedule calls for one spot weekly on 3(3
stations
same city.through May. Agency: Aubrey, Finlay, Marley & Hodgson,
J. C. ENO (CANADA), Toronto (proprietary), to sponsor transcribed
I Was a Communist for the FBI on large number of Canadian stations.
Agency: Atherton & Currier Inc., Toronto.
A/etwotk m • •
PURE OIL Co., Chicago, renews Pure Oil News Time on 32 NBC stations for 52 weeks Monday through Friday, 6-6:15 p.m. CST from April 28.
Agency: Leo Burnett, Chicago.
DERBY FOODS, Chicago, began sponsorship of Sky King Theatre on
26 NBC-TV stations April 13 on alternate Sundays, 4:30-5 p.m. CST.
Show has been converted from AM to TV with use of specially filmed
Westerns. Agency: Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago.
LOOZ PRODUCTS, L. A. (mfrs. dietary supplement), started Stexcart
Craig, health commentator, on 53 ABC Pacific and Mountain radio stations, Sat., 5:45-6 p.m. PST and Mon., 7:45-8 p.m. PST, for 13 weeks
from April 5. Agency: Dean Simons Adv., that city.
■fiyancy -@]Q}aointment5 • • •
GLAMOUR PRODUCTS Inc., N. Y. (reducing aids), appoints Leonard
Shane, N. Y. Radio and TV will be used. Account executive is RLT)Y
RUDOLPH.
VENTURA COASTAL LEMON Co., Ventura, Calif, (lemon products
growers), names Erwin, Wasey & Co.. L. A.
WISSAHICKON YARN Co., Jenkintown, Pa., appoints Lee Ramsdell
& Co., Phila., for Wyco wool and nylon hand knitting yarns.
EMERSON RADIO and PHONOGRAPH Corp., names Grey Adv., N. Y.
city.
PEPSI-COLA BOTTLING Co., Portland, names Hal Short & Co., that
KITCHEN ART FOODS, Chicago, names Aubrey, Finlay, Marley &
Hodgson, same city, to handle advertising on PY-O-MY mixes and other
food products. Broadcast media are expected to be used.
COLONIAL DRAPERY and CURTAIN Corp., N. Y., appoints Wexton
Co., that city.
DIXIE MILLS Co., East St. Louis, 111., appoints Olian Adv., St. Louis.
Radio will be used.
COCA-COLA BOTTLING Co. of N. Y. Inc., appoints Comstock & Co.,
Buffalo, for Western New York market areas. Extensive radio-TV campaign planned.
TELE-KING TELEVISION Corp., N. Y., appoints Monroe Greenthal
Co., that city to promote company's newest TV receivers.
■fldjae&jala • • •
F. I. MULLIN, region planning manager for eastern region of Sales Div.,
General Foods, N. Y., and C. E. CHRISTENSEN, same position for
western region, named associate managers of sales promotion department. W. A. SCHEIBLE, supervisor of assignment and planning in sales
promotion, appointed staff supervisor of sales planning.
FRITZ NEILSON, Hunt Foods Inc., appointed sales promotion manager
of Arkansas Rice Growers Cooperative Assn. with offices in Stuttgart,
Ark.
ABE ZIMMERMAN appointed Philadelphia-Baltimore-Washington district sales manager for Hunt's Foods, replacing FREDERICK SHOBE,
now sales manager of company's mid-western sales division.
BROADCASTING
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FOR

SPOT
PROGRAMS
MAKE
TELEVISION
TICK
they started with a good program and a sound idea
THE PROGRAM: "The Gruen Playhouse," a half-hour dramatic
series ... on film.
THE IDEA: Develop broad coverage for the program . . . with
stations only in markets they need ... on a Spot basis.
On a Spot basis, Gruen cleared good time in 35 hand-picked markets, including 29 hard-to-get
one- and two-station markets. In all markets, Gruen got top picture quality . . . thanks to film.
And thanks to Spot Program television, Gruen saves enough on time costs to take care of extra
film prints, their handling, distribution.
What you can expect from Spot Program television is told in a new presentation, "A Better Approach
to TV Advertising." A call to your Katz representative will bring it to your office. It shows why Gruen
and other advertisers agree:
YOU CAN DO BETTER WITH SPOT. ..MUCH BETTER
THE
KATZ
AGENCY,
INC.
NATIONAL
ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES
488 MADISON AVENUE • NEW YORK 22 • CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO • ATLANTA • DALLAS • KANSAS CITY • DETROIT
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open mike

is a
simple

word

. . .

but Mr. Webster takes up
half a column to tell its
different meanings
In this broadcasting
gets sort
overworked,
too. Some business
stations "FIRST"
enthusiastically
claimof
to be first just because they are the oldest in the
market. And other stations talk about the Number
One network— also on the basis of grey hairs. We
respect
grey hairs
(and that
have weour want
share)to but
Web-is
ster definition
of FIRST
talktheabout
FOREMOST
IAIT A Y is f'rst witn ,he listeners with more audiff I HA enee than other Springfield stations combined (see HOOPER).
IAIT AY is the first choice of Springfield advertisers
If I HA — j0 the extent that spot availabilities
have a habit of getting non-existent at times.
IAIT A V is affiliated with CBS — which has more
If I HA top-20 programs than the other three major networks combined — and ranks first with national
advertisers as shown by an investment of 28% more
dollars in 1951 than the next ranking network.
\AIT A Y 's only 22 years old (not first in years we
WW I HA acJmit) but we won't weep over that. It's
modern up-to-the-minute plant was constructed in
1947-48 and its equipment is unsurpassed. If you
want to cover the Springfield market thoroughly and
economically — the most listeners at the lowest cost to
you. — you will put WTAX on your list *

|&i

,.--{f5[

WTAX
Springfield, Illinois
Represented by Weed & Company
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Blue Chips in Demand
Half-Time Activities
EDITOR:
EDITOR:
The March 31 issue of your pubKINYlieves ithasJuneau,
Alaska
. . . berecruited
the youngest
lication has an article which has
aroused considerable interest here. listener in history to basketball
It all happened when
We're speaking of the one entitled broadcasts.
"How Leaders Play Their Blue the town of Wrangell, 140 miles
south
of
the
Alaskan capital, went
Chips" starting on page 34.
May we have some extra copies on the air for the first time with
of the article? . . .
a broadcast of the territorial high
school basketball championship
Walter Warzbok
series. . . . The play-by-play was
Research Librarian
Brooke,
carried marine
by the Signal Corps' subDorranceSmith, French &
mit er. . .cable to the Juneau transDetroit
* * *
Mrs. Robert Whickman, wife of
the town clerk, was expecting a
Word to the Weiss
baby
didn't intend
the
historicbut broadcast.
Whento miss
she was
EDITOR:
taken
to
the
[Wrangell]
hospital,
Last year during the early
went with her. A conspring an article about Courtesy her radiosiderate
daughter arrived at halfMotors of Chicago appeared in your time so that
neither Mrs. Whickman
nor
her
husband (who had
publication.
Would it be possible for us to been ordered away
his wife
get a copy of this article? We are and the radio during from
the delivery)
conducting
a
survey
of
the
usedmissed
any
of
the
broadcast.
car market and were told that your
Baby and team both did well,
article would be most helpful to us.
Wrangell sweeping the series in
Sidney P. Weiss
two
straight games. . . .
William N. Scheer Adv.
Newark, N. J.
William J. Wagner
President
[EDITOR'Sin the
NOTE:
The
article
which
appeared
Feb.
19,
1951,
issue,
has
Alaska
been forwarded to Mr. Weiss, and with
Seattle Broadcasting System
it BROAD
CASTING
• sales
TELECASTING'S
new
brochure
of
success
stories, which
histories
of auto includes
dealers.] several case Caught Napping
Nosegays
EDITOR:
EDITOR:
... I believe the broadcasting
. . . We are very appreciative industry was asleep at the switch
when
they allowed the New York
of the fine
coverage thathas Broadcasting •Telecasting
given legislature to put through a ban
on
such
telecasting [of legislative
the
hearingsmerger]
[on ABCUnited[FCC]
Paramount
and hearings] without even making a
fight
of
it.
I am also confident that
your fair and impartial treatment.
We are sure we are on the right public opinion will be on our side
of
this
question
and the best way
side in this merger and we feel
we can get that public opinion
the business measuwill
be
helped
imrably. You will have played vocal is to let them know that there
acasebigover.
part . in. . helping us get our is a real chance that such television
opportunities may be withdrawn
Robert E. Kintner
through legislative action. . . .
President, ABC
Jack
V. P., Harris
Gen. Mgr.
New York
KPRC-AM-TV Houston
EDITOR:
... One of the first things I read
was your splendid editorial in the One of the Boys
[March 31] issue in regard to radio
card rates. It has been, and is, a EDITOR:
wonderful thing for the radio inMy article on "The Service to be
dustry that you are able and willwhichMarch
aping to be frank, outspoken and Expectedpeared onfrom
page UHF"
146 of the
fearless invictionsexpressing
your
con31
issue
of
Broadcasting
•
Teleabout the broadcasting
casting seems to have inspired
business' relations to government some editorial interpretation which
and its intra-mural problems . . .
I would
an opportunity
to correct or atlikeleast
comment upon.
T. F. Flanagan
The purpose of the article was
Managing
Director
National Assn. of Radio and to present an objective picture of
relationship between UHF and
Television Station Repre- the
sentatives
VHF. It was not my intention to
(Continued on page 9U)
New York
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is ten

A

live

in

to

I than

the

city

of

DETR

Detroit is the country's fifth city. We of
the Southwest are proud of the industrial giant that is the motor capital of
the Nation. We're proud, too, that
WOAI serves the great Southwestern
area with its 50,000 watt voice. Over
834,000 families listen to WOAI nighttime*— they listen — enjoy — buy!
WOAI IS THE MOST POWERFUL
ADVERTISING INFLUENCE IN ONE OF
THE NATION S LEADING MARKETS
NBC — TQN
Represented Nationally by
EDWARD PETRY & COMPANY, INC.
• CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES
NEW YORK
DALLAS • SAN FRANCISCO • DETROIT
ST. IOUIS
DETROIT— 530,400 Families
WOAI— 834,100 Families
•Computed from B.M.B. — Study No. 2
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H

WOOPS

!I

Just fo eatch your eye, Mr. Timebuyer — Here at WRC, we feel
that our sales story is something
more thah marks on paper. The
statistics live, breathe and tell
the wonderful success of WRC's
dominant position in this rich,
always-growing market.
WRC listening is up — way up,
Some very choice availabilities
in spots and programs are keyed
to the listening tastes of the capital city. You see, we know this
market, and we know what we
can accomplish for a product.
We've been here a long time,
growing with our audiences.
The latest American Research
Bureau report tells the story.
We'll stand on that!
IN THE
YOURNATION'S
BEST BUYCAPITAL
IS
FIRST in WASHINGTON

5,000 Watts » 980 KC
Represented by NBC Spot Sales
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feature of the meek

KBKR Baker, Ore., is more than
slightly
an advertisingcampaignproud
whichof has
won three
awards in the past two years.
The sponsor, Henry Levinger,
owner of a Rexall Drug Store, is
highlyincreased
pleased, more
too. Gross
businessin
has
than 400%
the past five years and the store
now reportedly
is doing
ness than all other
eightmore
storesbusi-in
the county combined.
Planned and supervised by Milton L. Levy,
KBKR advertisingmanager,
the campaign
consisted
of a twice-weekly give-away show,
a weekly remote broadcast, a prescription contest and a Christmas
letter -writing contest for children.
In addition, spots were used.
By dint of hard work, Mr. Levy
was able to get more than 25 firms
to assist with cooperative advertising for the Rexall campaign.
Prizes won were the Highest
Merit Certificate in the Oregon Advertising
Club's Achievement
annual Oregon
Advertising
Exposition;
the Highest Merit Award in the
Third Annual MacWilkins Memorial Award contest conducted by
the Oregon Advertising Club, and
a first prize from BAB in its "RaGets Results"
contest.has made
In dioeffect,
the campaign
of Mr. Levinger a "neighborhood
druggist" for the entire county.
His voice, heard throughout the remote broadcast, is a familiar one
to listeners.

Mr. Levinger (I) and Mr. Levy
hold the three awards.
This is what Mr. Levinger has to
say about radio advertising:
last of20advertising,
years we
have"During
tried allthetypes
directdio. by
mail,
newspaper
raWe find for a small townand such
as ours with a good rural trading
area, the radio is by far the most
effective.
"Before we concentrated on radio
advertising we spent far too much
time working out newspaper ads.
We find that the radio is much
simpler, more flexible and pulls better dollar-for-dollar of expenditure.
"We continually
'scoop'because
our com-of
petitors on promotions
the speed with which we can get
new items on the air. We believe
changes in the programs are essential and are planning on many revisions to keep our listeners listenMr.dio Levy
many have
rastations reported
and drugthatstores
made inquiries about his campaign.
ing."

his June WISN
and the Milwaukee
Druggists Will Celebrate the 10th Birthday of Their Popular
Weekly Public Service Program
"Know
Your
Druggist

Better."
'ecause of This
i
Outstanding ProMilwaukeean gram
HasEveryCome
To
Know His Druggist
As the Real Professional Man That He
Is.

strictly business
T,
hat's Why WISN
manager ofwhich
Harrington,
ter & cagoParsons,
claims Righto be
Means RADIO To
the first exclusive national television station representative firm.
All Milwaukee DrugMr. Layman, in the near future,
expects many new advertisers to go
into TV, old advertisers to use TV
spot in new and more effective
ways,
and stations
their schedules
with tothe"clean
advent up"of
competition. Spot, which has been
"abusedcess oflocally,"
often haswith
an ex-no
commercialism
value "from any angle," he says.
Taking the country as a whole,
TV costs are not as high as people
seem to believe, he states. Mr.
Layman viethinks
resultsof should
wed on the basis
sales. be reIn Buffalo, for example, he said
a Class A spot for $115 has a potential audience of more than 250,CARROLL LAYMAN
000, plus some 30,000 persons in
Canada
who are classed as a bonus.
of TVt isevenso treRE"we haven'
beTHE FUTUmendous
Mr. Layman, who opened his
s"
ilitie
to
its lpossib
(Continued on page 58)
Layman, Chi-is
the opiniongun ofseeCarrol
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the
big
boy

of
tiny
town

COLOSSUS OF THE CAROLINAS

Way down west in North Carolina, the kids have their own
idol of six-gun glamour. It's WBT's Fred Kirby whose Saturday
morning "Tiny Town" bangs away with a 10.5 Pulse rating
at 10 AM — with over 10,000 roped, branded and certified
"citizens." Shooting from both hips, Fred also wings a 14.5
rating for his Saturday afternoon folk-music disc session,
"Hillbilly Star Time." If you're shooting for sales in the
Carolinas, use the local big gun for best results.

CHARLOTTE, NORTH CAROLINA
WBT

Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Company
Represented Nationally by CBS Radio Spot Sales

"Unfa

iling

success

with

"

KH

KW

Says JAMES
E. CAWTHON
President, Shreveport Grain and Elevator Co.
IMPORTANT LOUISIANA FEED MANUFACTURER
In addition to manufacturing and marketing their own
line of stock and poultry feeds, Shreveport Grain and
Elevator Co. also distributes PurAsnow Flour in the
big Louisiana-Arkansas-Texas area. Mr. James E. Cawthon recently wrote us as follows:

or several years we have used KWKH with
unfailing success, for promoting our firm and the
various lines of stock and poultry feeds which we
manufacture. The same good results have been produced for the nationally- advertised products we distribute. Our dealings with the station have been
pleasant as well as profitable, since the personnel has
been most helpful. We know we can call on them
at any time for fine cooperation.
(Signed) James E. Cawihon

KWKH DAYTIME BMB MAP
Study No. 2— Spring 1949
KWKH's daytime BMB circulation is 303,230 families,
daytime, in 87 Louisiana, Arkansas and Texas counties.
227,701 or 75.0% of these families are "average daily
listeners".
(Nighttime
BMB Texas,
Map shows
268,590 Mississippi
families in
112 Louisiana,
Arkansas,
New Mexico,
and Oklahoma counties.)

KWKH
A Shreveport Times Station

50,000

Watts

• CBS

Radio

The Branham Company
Representatives
Henry Clay, General Manager
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677 VHFs, 1436 UHFs in 1291 Markets;
Educators Win
THAW
JULY
1
The voluminous report (reprinted
THE FCC today (April 14) thought. And hearing cases may Notice" [B»T, March 26, 1951].
in
full in this issue's Special TV
thawed the 43-month-old television take months; even years.
It
did,
however,
provide
additional VHF channels in 21 cities. Allocations Supplement) embodied
With the release of the report,
freeze with the release of a pona legal, point-by-point discussion of
But
this
was
partly
offset
with
the
it
now
can
be
expected
that
literderous
"Sixth
Report
and
Order"
and counterwhich establishes a national teleally hundreds of new applications deletion of one VHF channel each the various propproposals
osals filed in the more than
vision policy for the United States. will be filed. Consolidations of ap- from 15 cities. Most of these 1,500 comments
submitted
to the
The new allocations, providing
plicants in given areas also are losses were in the Gulf Area states, FCC last fall.
over 2,000 stations in nearly 1,300 anticipated, in consonance with the where wider separations were speReport
contained
discussion
communities, came by a divided revelation of the table of assigncified because of interference fac- decisions on the general issues and
and
\ FCC vote, with four of the seven
ments to cities, and the new rules tors.
city-by-city comments. It also
Educational reservations were the
commissioners (Chairman Paul A. of the game.
a complete revision of
Walker, Vice Chairman Rosel H.
The FCC provided no additional increased from the proposed 209 contained
TV Rules and Engineering
i Hyde, Comrs. E. M. Webster, VHF channels to such major to 242 — 11.8% of the total assign- the
Standards,
prediction charts, curves
and
tables.
ments. Among the 242 educational
George E. Sterling) giving it un- "trouble" areas as Boston, Chicago,
qualified endorsement. Comr. Ro- San Francisco, Philadelphia or reservations are 80 VHF chanThree reasons were given for
> bert F. Jones bitterly dissented on Pittsburgh, compared with the asnels— 13% of all VHF assign- the Commission's support of a
all counts, and Comr. Frieda B.
table of allocations: (1) It was the
signments last year in the "Third ments.
Hennock, victor in her crusade for
most efficient technical use of the
educational reservations, concurred
limited number of TV channels.
in part and dissented in part. The
(2) rural
It protects
cities
Highlights of Report Ending TV Freeze
and
areas. the(3) smaller
It eliminates
seventh Commissioner — ■ neophyte
procedural disadvantages and deRobert T. Bartley — did not par- FOLLOWING are the significant
H
III
ticipate in the final vote.
lays in processing
applications.
Zone
VHF UHF VHF UHF205
"Assign
ments made
upon the
The report, destined to set off highlights of the FCC's Sixth Re- Co-Chan
Adjacent Chan. . . 19060 17555 220
60 55 'application' or 'demand'
porttern forand TV
Order,in the
wrhichUnited
sets the
patthe biggest land-rush for facilities
States: northward for about 150 miles. necessarily leads to results method
which
since the advent of electrical comNumber of Channels and Com- Zone II includes rest of nation.
do not adequately reflect on a namunications, does not become efmunities: There are 2,053 assigntionwide
significa
comparabasis
nt
fective until July 1. This leaves
Powers: Maximum power for
ments made to 1,291 communities Channels
tive needs as well as differences
2-6 is 100 kw; Channels
78 days applications
of "waiting period"
(including 51 assignments to 17 7-13,
communities throughout
which
can beduring
per- cities
316 kw; Channels 14-83, 1,000 among
in the territories). This com- kw. Minimum
fected. And it will be on the conthe
power for all sta- stated.country," the Commission
with 1,965 assignments made
t
i
o
n
s
i
s
1
kw.
troverted "channel - by - channel" to 1,256pares communities
March in
Commission table of assignments
basis, as against the "one-pot" pro- the FCC's Third Reportlast and
Antenna Height: Maximum an- uses the entire VHF and UHF
Order
posal.
tenna
height
permitted
with
maxibands
— the latter from 470 to 890
[B*T,
March
26,
1951].
mc.
Actually, the report does not
VHF and UHF Assignments:
mum power is 2,000 ft. above avbecome legally effective until 30 There
erage
terrain
—
except
in
Zone
I
are
617
VHF
and
1,436
UHF
In
answer
to several suggestions
days following its publication in assignments made, of which 51 where VHF antenna maximum is that commercial
TV be moved to
the Federal Register. But that is VHF
limited to 1,000 ft.
channels
are
to
territories.
solely and coma technicality.
Changes in Existing Stations: the UHFpletely, thband,
This compares with 608 VHF and
e Commission
questioned
A temporary expediting proce- 1,357 UHF assignments made then. Only 30 of the existing 108 U. S. whether there
would
dure is established, with cities
Educational Reservations : There stations are required to change fre- UHF channels to providebea enough
nationwide service.
having no TV service to be proc- are 242 non-commercial, educationquencies. Last March, 31 were proessed first. (Detailed outlines
al reservations made in as many
p
o
s
e
d
t
o
be
changed.
WKY-TV
OkFormer
FCC
Chairman
City has been permitted to Coy never made any bones Wayne
of procedures and priorities, plus
nine to territor- remain onlahoma Channel
4. In two other his belief that all TV shouldaboutbe
highlights of the report on this cities (including
ies).
Of
the
242
reserved
chaninstances, changes are different moved
and the next page. For full text,
nels,
80
are
VHF
frequencies
(inthe UHF. He said as
see Allocations Supplement pubcluding the nine to territories) . from those proposed last March: much intoseveral
*« lished with this issue.)
WSAZ-TV Huntington changes and speeches. public statements
This compares
with
209
non-commercial, educational reservations from Channel 5 to Channel 3, inIn its 600-plus page final reIdea of UHF flexibility channels
stead of to Channel
and WTARj port, the Commission establishes made last March, of which 82 were TV Norfolk
from 8,Channel
4 to reserved for "drop-in" purposes
I a zone system with varying spac- VHF.
was
abandoned. Although all 18
Channel
3,
instead
of
to
Channel
8.
Zones:
The
United
States
is
diI ings between stations to fit engisuch channels were not assigned,
vided into three zones. Zone I inFlexibility
Channels
: Plan
to re- those
I neering or geographical condiremaining can only be ass
e
r
v
e
1
8
UHF
channels
for
future
cludes
the
northern
part
of
the
\ tions. Most of its conclusions fol- country to the Mississippi River.
signed to a community through
lowed closely the speculation that Zone III includes the southern assignment on request was aban- rule-making
procedure.
doned. Instead some of the sohad been circulating broadcast
Table
of Assignments (see page
called
flexibility
channels
were
states,
from
the
Gulf
of
Mexico
ranks for many weeks (as depicted
used to add UHF frequencies to will
\ in issues of this publication).
Mileage Separations:
to this
force without
changeissue)
for '
some cities. The others were un- 132 beof inSupplement
• On July 1, the processing ac- Zone
VHF
UHF
assigned and will be assigned to a one year, the report noted. HowH tually resumes. There will be some Co-Chan
170
155
60 55 city upon rule-making procedure. will beever,made
exceptions
"freeze"
1 grants — where uncontested — but Adjacent Chan
for to(1)thisassignment
of a channel where no assignment
most The
applications
will go to ofhearI|j ing.
station population
108
has been made in the table to a
For city -by -city assignments see page 732,
TV Allocation Supplement.
(Continued on page 67)
' is not destined to increase by more
1 than a handful this year, it is
April 14, 1952 • Page 23
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DISSENTERS
OF the three separate opinions
to the majority FCC final TV
reportSupplement),
(reprinted inComr.
full
in"freeze"
the special
Robert F. Jones was the only one
who dissented in toto. He found
the whole philosophy of the report
distasteful — and he said so, vigorously and colorfully.
Comr. Frieda B. Hennock also
objected vigorously to the lack of
what she claimed was an "adeeducationalandreservation
plan, to quate"
the power
antenna
height standards, which she claimed
"enhanced VHF at the expense of
UHF," and
the temporary
expeditingtoprocedure.
She concurred
with the idea of the educational
reservation plan, although re-emphasizing that she didn't think it
went far enough.
Comr. Edward M. Webster issued
a concurring opinion in which he
declared that the Commission was
forced to accept the educational
reservation plan because of the lack
of a case against it by commercial
interests.
Blistering Attack
Blistering attack on the FCC's
"Sixth
set
down byReport
Comr. andJonesOrder"
in 27waspages
and 33 charts and tables. In
graphic language, he declared that
the report:
1. Gave the advantage to major
cities to the detriment of the
smaller cities.
2. Was based on administrative
convenience rather than on the fair
and equitable distribution of frequencies to the various cities and
states.
3. Was on questionable legal
ground when it included the Table
of Assignments in the rules, which
prohibited any changes except
through rule-making procedures.
4. Was in error when it established minimum separations to assign channels throughout the United States. He said he believed that
the Commission should take advantage of the flexibility provided in
raising antenna heights rather
than powers and use the difference
in efficiency to get the equivalent
of minimum co-channel separations
agreed upon.
5. Gave VHF operators a greater
break than UHF in station coverage. He desired, he said, regulations which would equalize the coverage of VHF and UHF stations.
"Actually,charged
if you attribute
all thein
selfishness
against them
the Commission's
decision,
broadcasters could have done little more
on an application basis, without an
allocation plan, to carve out an advantage to the detriment of the
smaller cities," he said.
Speaking of the high cost entailed in meeting the Commission's
maximum powers and antenna
heights, which he believed almost
everyone
be forced to meet,
Comr. Joneswillsaid:
"This means that there is a million dollar entry fee for every
Page 24 • April 14, 1952

Are Jones and Hennock (in Part)
broadcaster to guarantee the Commission plan'stheefficiency.
. . This
plan throws
heaviest . financial
burden upon those least able to pay
[UHF
Other,operators]."
equally vivid, passages
follow:
"It [the FCC] has created a biggerficialFrankenstein
with thisin artiscarcity of channels
this
plan than it is trying to avoid. . . .
"The Commission has had the
paralysis of analysis for one
year, not consumed in drafting
the general Rules and Standards, but consumed in a search for
a city-to-city allocation plan which
it can freeze on the country by rulemaking proceedings.
". . . the firm, fixed and final allocations plan constitutes an inefficient use of our valuable spectrum
space.
". . . this
of mileage
arations isthedodge
Achilles
heel to septhis
allocation
plan's
efficiency.
. . .
The arbitrary mileage separations
. . . are not based upon engineering
principles at all.
"In their Report, they [the Commission] have given only lip service to that standard [fair and
equitable distribution of television
service] . . . The inevitable result
[of abandoning that standard] is
an allocation which is neither fair
nor efficient nor equitable and
which so far departs from the realities as to be completely arbitarary
and capricious.
".nel. .protection
by givingto VHF
excessive
co-chanstations
and
inadequate protection to UHF stations the Commission has arbitrarily and adversely affected the abilof UHF stations
to compete."
Inity establishing
maximum
powers
and antenna heights, the Commis-

sion should have limited VHF so
that UHF stations could compete
properly,
HennockChannels
declared.2
She would Miss
have limited
to 6 to 50 kw with 500 ft. antenna
height, Channels 7 to 13 to 150 kw
and 500 ft., and the UHF frequencies to 1,000 kw. She did not mention antenna height limitations for
UHF.
The greater coverage that VHF
channels will get with high powers
and antenna heights were specified
by Miss Hennock.
"To increase power and height
now is irrevocably to cast the die in
favor of the VHF and to take an
unnecessary gamble with the future of our entire television system," she said.
Failure to use the flexibility channel idea was also scored by Miss
Hennock. She stated that she
feared that the unassigned chanwill be "preempted" by the
largernelscities.
A "two-lump" hearing procedure

—VHF and UHF— instead of the
channel-by-channel procedure is
best,
Miss Hennock
permitting
applicantsdeclared.
to pick "By
and
seek particular VHF frequencies,
the 'channel-by-channel' procedure
is inconsistent with this basic allocations principle [that all VHF
channels are identical]," she said.
She also foresaw
"multiple"
VHF
hearings
in the same
community
under the Commission's plan of
processing, she said, rather than
any more speedy grants as it believed.
"Maximizing" the number of educational reservations should have
been the program in the final Table
of Assignments, Miss Hennock declared. She stated that she believed also that the reservations
have "predominantly been confined
to thetrumUHF
portion of number
the spec-of
and an insufficient
VHFHer reservations
provided."
26-page dissent
went into
detail as to reasons why she is opposed to the reservation methods
followed in the final report.
Educational
(Continuedreservations
on page 38)are the

WHERE VHF CHANNELS WERE ADDED
And the Cities That Lost VHF Channels

Mich.; Eugene, Ore.; Altoona, Pa.;
NONEBoston,
of the Chicago,
big city "hot
Spartanburg, S. C; Memphis,
like
San spots,"
Fran- Tenn.;
Nashville, Tenn.; Lubbock,
cisco, Pittsburgh and PhiladelTex.; nal,
SaltUtah;LakeHarrisonburg,
City, Utah; Verphia,
got
any
more
VHF
channels
Va.;
than were proposed to be allocated
to them in the Third Report last Bellingham, Wash.; Beckley, W.
Va.; Green
Wis. Additional
year [B*T, March 26, 1951].
went toBay,Sacramento,
Calif.,
However, 21 cities had a VHF VHF the
educational reservation
channel added to the assignments but
shifted
from
UHF
to
VHF.
proposed last year. They are:
Fifteen
lost Diego,
a VHF Calif.;
chanSanta Barbara, Calif.; Denver,
nel. They cities
are: San
Col.; Durango, Col.; Grand Junc- Visalia, Calif.; New London, Conn.;
tion, Col.; Hartford, Conn.; Cham- Pensacola, Fla.; Tallahassee, Fla.;
paign-Urbana, 111.; Cedar Rapids, Tampa-St. Petersburg, Fla.; ValIowa; Bay City, Mich.; Cadillac, dosta, Ga.; Centralia, 111.; Middlesborough, Ky. ; Alexandria, La.;
Lafayette, La.; New Orleans, La.;
Jackson, Miss.; Columbia, S. C;
Amarillo, Tex. The following cities
were left with no VHF assignments: New London, Tallahassee
(VHF remaining
is reserved
for
education),
Valdosta,
Centralia,
Middlesborough, Lafayette.
In the following three cities
the educational reservation was
changed from the VHF channel to
a UHF channel : Indianapolis, Kansas City, Omaha. In addition the
Commission deleted the VHF reservation for Columbia, Mo., and
did
nel. not change it to another chanIn two cities, the Commission
reserved VHF channels. They are
Gallup and Silver City, N. M.
Among other changes made in
the city-by-city assignment table,
the Commission
Brownsville, Weslaco specified
and Harlingen,
Tex., and Buffalo and Niagara
Falls, N. Y., as one market cities.
Noteworthy was the lack of
NEW OFFICERS of the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, elected at Commission action on Channel 5
in
Ames, Iowa. This channel is
early April meeting [B»T, April 7] are (seated I to r) John P. Cunningham,
Cunningham & Walsh, new board chairman; Henry M. Stevens, J. Walter now occupied by WOI-TV, owned
by
Iowa
State College. This places
Thompson Co., vice chairman; standing (I to r) are Frederic R. Gamble, AAAA,
station in the commercial,
president; Harold Cabot,Link,
Harold
Co., secretary-treasurer,
and George the
Jr., Cabot
AAAA & legal
counsel.
rather than educational category.
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the important changes related
above, the House version is considered by observers not to basically modify the original Senate
on
useVefs,
Ho
es
£y
bill.
Thus,
We
L
L
BI
centratthe
e on keyconferees
sections. can conHowever,
there was no explana- (2) revocation of construction
tion in the committee's report on permits, (3) issuance of cease-and#
Surprise
new
(Sec. 6!
a provision
why this was done. The report de- desist orders, and (4) imposition of of House version) issection
scribed the McFarland change say- penalties in the nature of for- which would permit an unsuccessing it would have eliminated from
feitures. (Specified grounds appear
ful applicant for license renewal to
request FCC to condition its grant
Sec. 311 ththe
provision "which
au- below in text of section).
orizes the Commission
to refuse
to
the
successful applicant with
£ So-called
"job - jumping"
a station license or construction clause
has been eliminated
from the
purchase
of physical
(plant and
equipment)fapermit to any person which has McFarland bill. It would have right of cilities
been finally adjudged guilty by a barred any Commissioner from rep- owned by the unsuccessful applifederal court of unlawfully monopcant. It would add a new subsecresenting an individual or a firm
olizing or attempting unlawfully to before the FCC in a professional
tion (f) to Sec. 307 of the Act.
monopolize, radio communication, capacity for one year after he
Here is the section on suspendirectly or indirectly, through the failed to serve out his term. It
sions, fines and cease-and-desist:
control of the manufacturer or sale would have become effective one
of radio apparatus, through ex- year from the date of enactment.
ADMINISTRATIVE SANCTIONS
clusive traffic arrangements, or by
for this omittance, the comany other means, or to have been Reason mittee
"Sec.
312 (a)or Any
license maysaid,
was
that
similar
agenbe revoked,
may station
be90 suspended
for
using unfair methods of competicies do not have such a bar.
a period
not to exceed
days, and any
permit
may
be
revoked
—
Thus, the House would re0 The same reason was given construction
tain thistion."provision.
"(1) either
for falsein the
statements
knowingly
made
application
or bein
for
eliminating
a
provision
in
the
any
statement
of
fact
which
may
• In explaining its section deal- McFarland bill on placing certain required pursuant to section 308;
ing with cease-and-desist, suspen- limitations on the authority which the"(2)attention
because ofoftheconditions
coming
to
which
sion, revocation and fines, the com- FCC now has to issue declaratory cation;
it in Commission
grant
licensewarrant
or permit
anrefusing
originalto applimittee said its "modified section orders. Latter orders would have awould
would in addition [to revocation been used by FCC, in the Senate
"(3) forsubstantially
willful or repeated
for acts willfully, knowingly, or version, "to terminate a contro- license;
operate
as set forthfailure
in theto
repeatedly committed] authorize,
v
e
r
s
y
o
r
remove
uncertainty."
"(4)
for
willful
or
repeated
violation
for certain specified reasons or
or repeated
obIn the
main,on except
for the sec- of, or willful
serve, any provision
thisfailure
Act3U)orto any
tion added
non-discrimination
grounds, (1) suspension of station
(Continued
onof page
licenses for not to exceed 90 days, against newspaper applicants and

FUTURE F
Senate conferees
on the
D
AN
Mc billAhadRaL
McFarland
chance
to see
the House version in black-andwhite last week and prepare strategy.
It's believed that Senators will
be ready to explore carefully the
House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee's revised bill in a
move to bring it more in line with
the Senate-passed original.
The House version of S 658, only
major communications legislation
in Congress, was released for full
inspection Wednesday. It contains
a rewritten section which would
give to FCC powers of suspension,
cease-and-desist and fine-levying to
add toity totherevoke
agency'sbroadcast
present licenses
author[B*T,
March
24,
17].
Bill arrived on the eve of a
House Easter holiday recess. The
chamber convenes April 22.
Next step will be for the
House Rules Committee to give the
bill, which would modernize FCC
functions, a go-ahead. That action
will propel the bill to the House
floor where it can come up for a
vote at almost any time.
If amendments are to be probe of-E.
fpeorseedd aitn the
that House
time. they
Rep.willAlvin
O'Konski
(R-Wis.)
already
has
warned he will attempt to amend
the bill so as to direct the FCC to ACLU
charge fees for station licenses.
CITING four networks and two
stations specifically, the American
Next Steps
Once the House approves the bill, Civil Liberties Union last week
it will travel to the Senate, where, called upon FCC to conduct a genif a conference is asked, both houses
eral investigation of "blacklisting"
will appoint conferees. From there, in radio and television and to consider adoption of rules banning the
the billwardwill
be
on
its
last
lap
toenactment.
[B*T, April 7].
A clause in the bill says that the practice
complaint also asked FCC
new Communications Act would to The
refuse to renew the station litake month
effect "on
first day
the
censes of the defendants — NBC,
first
whichthebegins
more ofthan
CBS,
ABC, DuMont, WPIX (TV)
60 There
days" were
afterthese
enactment.
New York and KOWL Santa
signs pointing Monica,
Calif. — until they take an
to eventual joint conference:
against discrimination because
(1) House committee has added oath
of
actual
or alleged associations or
language to the McFarland bill
past or present, and agree
that was not there when the meas- beliefs,
to insert a similar no-blacklist
ure left the Senate. It has rewrit- clause
contracts dealing with
ten some Senate bill sections, de- programsin prepared
by advertisers,
leted still others entirely.
agencies
or
others.
(2) One of the sections omitted
The "general investigation and
refers to "double jeopardy" in anti- hearing"
requested by ACLU
trust, a pet clause of Senate Majority Leader Ernest W. McFar- would be designed "to determine
(1)
the
extent
of suchindiscriminaland (D-Ariz.).
tion and blacklisting
the radio
(3) A controversial re-worked and television
industries and (2)
section is that of suspension-fine which appropriate
measures may
levying powers. Its hastened de- be necessary, including
the adopbut by the House committee brought
tion
of
a
general
rule,
pursuant to
immediate radio-TV industry oppo- . . . the Federal Communications
sition. Industry people say they Act ... to insure the immediate
are fearful of how these new powers could be used by FCC [see edi- cessation of such blacklisting."
A letter accompanying the comtorial, B*T, March 24]. The feelplaint to FCC appeared to question
ing also is rife in radio's ranks on
legality of networks permitting
the potential power of cease-and- the
desist. (The section in the House advertisers and agencies to produce
version dealing with these powers the programs they sponsor, whether
appears in context below.)
blacklisting
occurs orthat
not, they
but officials told newsmen
are
More important implications of
not concerned with this question
House committee actions:
# The McFarland section on except as it relates to blacklisting.
inti-trust (Sec. 311) was omitted.
Officials denied that the com5ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Asks FCC Action on 'Blacklisting7
from 18].
The Goldbergs TV show [B*T,
plaint, which wasof prepared
with Feb.
the assistance
former FCC
Chairman James Lawrence Fly, was
But ACLU officials felt that al"a press
stunt"it was
to promote
though itturned down Mr. Stout's
the
book agent
on which
based:
FCC had "practically inThe Judges and the Judged, a re- request,vited a complaint
They
noted that ofin this
his sort."
letter of
port by author and ACLU board
member Merle Miller on an investi- notification to Mr. Stout, thengation of blacklisting which, com- Chairman Wayne Coy had said that
missioned originally by ACLU, was "any specific information which
published last week by Doubleday might establish that a licensee has
& Co. (See review, this page). The surrendered responsibility for the
book was submitted to FCC as operation of his station would be
"Exhibit A."
relevant" in license-renewal proWhether the Commission would
may therefore desirece dintogs and that
bring "you
any facts
which
undertake the probe could not be
foretold. At least once before, it you may have relating to specific
licensees to the Comhas refused to consider the prob- stations and
mis ion, so that it can be ascerlem. That was when Rex Stout,
tained whether any matters within
president of Authors League of
America, called for FCC hearings the jurisdiction of the Commission(Continued
are involved."on (The
on blacklisting during the turmoil
page Loeb
95 ) case
surrounding release of Philip Loeb
in review.
THE JUDGES
AND
THE JUDGED.
By and Harper's magazines, makes
Merle
Miller.
Doubleday
&
Co.,
575
this plea:
Madison Ave., New York 22. 220 pp.
"Freedom is expensive. In war$2.50.
THIS BOOK manages a successful
time it is bought at the cost of
effort in presenting a documented, lives; in peacetime the price must
objective case history of the so- be paid in terms of coolheaded
called blacklists, allegedly cir- courage.
visionculated
offices.widely in radio and tele"It is a price that Americans
a right to expect the leaders
It was compiled with the assist- have
ance of the American Civil Liber- of one of its basic industries to
ties Union, which sponsored this
"We have a right to demand
report on blacklisting and its ef- moral
fects.
in radio and
pay. responsibility
In closing words of the book, Mr. television
as well as in governMiller, a former writer for Time
April 14, 1952 • Page 25ment."

DEMO. CAMPAIGN
Joseph Kotz Co. Named
MAJOR step in media planning by
the Democratic National Commit e for the '52 Presidential election campaign was taken last Tuesday with the appointment of The
Joseph Katz Co., New York and
Baltimore, as its advertising
'agency.
Preliminary discussions were held
among agency executives and committee officials the following day to
map plans for radio-TV time buying and other media programs.
While the national committee has
given no concrete figure on proposed radio and television expenditures, the overall budget calls for
between $1 million and $2 million
during the campaign — or substantially more than for the 1948
elections.
Kenneth Fry, radio-TV director
of the committee, is expected to
confer with network authorities in
New York this week. Cost problems
and other factors will be explored.
The Katz agency will handle all
timebuying allocated by the national organization, including national network and national spot
commitments. State and city Democratic organizations will purchase
time for local candidates at community levels.
TV Complicates the Picture
Television complicates the picture this year because of its expansion since 1948 and high costs.
Because of the latter factor alone,
radio-TV's share will be substantially greater than four years ago
when roughly $700,000 was expended on radio-video broadcasting
through Warwick & Legler.
Joseph Katz, president of the
agency bearing his name, will supervise the account. Lloyd G.
Whitebrook, vice president, and
Robert Swan, radio-TV director,
will assist Mr. Katz and work directly with the national committee.
The appointment was effective last
Tuesday,
nouncement.concurrent with the anIt was emphasized that media
planning is in the formative stage
and that thinking on time purchases wil not firm up immediately.
The bulk of the media budget — the
Democrats approved a total outlay
of $2.8 million for the campaign —
will go to radio-TV broadcasting,
with
the stress on post-convention
activities.
Wednesday's
agency by- committee
session
was attended
Mr. Katz
and half a dozen other executives
from his company, Mr. Fry and
other
Fundstop-level
will becommittee
availableofficials.
on the
state or county level for broadcasters. The Democratic National
Committee will urge local groups
to buy time for local candidates
and broadcasters were urged at the
NARTB convention to canvass local
organizations for paid time segments [B«T, April 7J.
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STRIKE THREAT
ABC-NBC Newsmen Ask Fees
RADIO Writers' Guild served
strike notice Tuesday — "this afternoon, tomorrow,
or you
guess" re-—
after ABC
and NBC
networks
f
u
s
e
d
t
o
grant
commercial
fees to
news writers.
Continuity writers at both networks might also walk out, it was
said, although
question con.
cerns
rights to their
their materials,
for
which the companies now claim
complete ownership.
Strike date remained unspecified
late last week, although RWG
spokesmen underlined the sincerity
of their Guild's stand. General
RWG membership has voted to
support
the strike
and the
Guild'sof
parent body,
Authors
League
America, gave strike approval
through its council. A possibility
pointed out by RWG was that the
direct dramatists,
all writers — ra-inDrawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix League may
cluding novelists,
and video authors — to withhold
'The network wants to put a hitchhike on that 8 p.m. cowcatcher and TV diomaterial
from the networks
sell it at daytime rates."
since no general TV contract with
voiced
by
H.
V.
Kaltenborn,
comwriters
is
in
effect
yet.
SELL-RADIO DISCS
mentator.
Newswriters on non-sponsored
Distributed by NARTB
Long-playing
10-inch
transcripfirst raised the question
tions were pressed by Columbia. newscasts
commercial fees in 1943. Their
FIRST transcriptions of the radio- Drex Hines
was producer. Future ofargument
promotion series authorized for sta- releases
that fees
actors
and anwill include leading figures
tion use by the NARTB were sent in the business
nouniscers get the
by contract,
world and other that engineers
to all stations last week by Robert fields.
automatically
get
will be available to the higher scale, and that newsK. Richards, NARTB director of stations Discs
at a cost of $2 each.
writers are only ones not paid on
public affairs.
commercial basis. Network repreThe first release had a subscripsentatives decried the duo-struction list of 250 stations. Only sub- FULTON LEWIS FILES
ture for sustaining and commercial
scribers wil receive future monthly
Seeks New AM Outlet shows and refused to extend the
transcriptions.
structure further.
Titled "Radioseries
on thewasRecord,"
the FULTON LEWIS jr. applied to
transcription
approved
A $300 weekly maintenance was
FCC
last
week
for
a
new
AM
stareported by RWG as pledged to its
by the NARTB board last year on tion.
members
the proposed
recommendation of President
He requested 1370 kc with 1 kw, strike, andduring
Guild leaders hoped
Harold E. Fellows, who conceived daytime, and would construct the day.
the idea. It is designed to use radio station at Lexington Park, Md., to add $1,000 a week more at the
RWG membership meeting Thurs
to sell radio, with prominent public near his farm at Hollywood, Md.
Mr. Lewis reported that his net
figures
the medium's
NBC and ABC would not com
place indepicting
the American
structure.solid worth
is "in excess" of $200,000, ment.
The initial disc carries radio-pro- and that his annual earnings exmoting announcements voiced by
ceed $25,000. Mrs. Lewis has
several political leaders, including 5% interest in KJBS San Francis- RADIO HOMES
co, but he has no radio interests.
Guy George Gabrielson, chairman,
B#T Estimate on Target
Republican National Committee;
Mrs. India Edwards, vice-chairman, MBS Gross Up 11.1%
Democratic Committee; Sen. Edwin
ESTIMATES
radio
billings for Mutual during homes by countiesof asDelaware
C. Johnson (D-Colo.), chairman of GROSS
of 1950 [B«T,
the
first
quarter
of
1952
showed
an
the Interstate & Foreign Commerce
as compiled by Broadcastover the compar- Jan. ing7],
Committee, and FCC Chairman 11.1%able increase
• Telecasting, are almost idenperiod last year, according to
Paul Walker.
tical
figures released
a network statement issued Thurs- last weekwith official
the U. S. Census
A quarter-hour script recalling
day. Total for the first three months Bureau (seeby story
and table on
radio's growth in the news field of this year was given as $5,126,- opposite page).
and its development into the 201.82 in contrast to last year's
The B*T county figures for 1950
world's leading news medium was $4,617,598.72.
were compiled by applying Broad
cast Measurement Bureau figures
against the number of occupied
TV Allocations Supplement
dwellings
in eachTheseof dwelling
the nation's
3,070
counties.
figAS A service to subscribers, and in keeping with our "fuil
ures were made available in December by the Census Bureau.
text" policy on all important news events, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING is publishing in complete text
Comparisons
of the radio
Censushomes
Buthe FINAL TELEVISION ALLOCATIONS REPORT.
reau's official 1950
The ALLOCATION REPORT is being delivered
figures
for
Delaware
and
the
B#T
estimates follow:
WITHOUT CHARGE to the 16,000 subscribers as a
Census
U.S. Estimate
B.T
supplement to the regular weekly BROADCASTING •
72,565
72,734
Kent
Co.
10,400
10,301
TELECASTING. Extra copies of the PRINTED text will
New
58,815
SussexCastle
Co. Co.
Wilmington*
16,560 58,883
17,309
be available as long as the supply lasts, at $3 each.
"Standard Metropolitan Area
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Total

Del. First State Released

units

THE STATISTICS in this table
are extracted from a final report
of the 1950 Census of Housing,
Series will
H-A, beNo.available
8, for Delaware,
which
in about
six weeks
from
the
ent of Documents, SuperintendWashington
25, D. C, at 30tf per copy.
Statistics on distribution of
the
population
in Delaware
presented
in a final
report of are
the
1950 Census of Population, Series P-A, No. 8, now available
from the Superintendent of
Documents at 15tf a copy. Deand mapspresented
of "urban-in
ized areas"scriptionsare
this report.
Statistics on characteristics of
the
population
in Delaware
presented
in a final
report of are
the
1950 Census of Population, Series P-B, No. 8, available from
the Superintendent
ofDescripDocuat 30(* a copy.
tionmsenotfs,Standard
Metropolitan
Areas are presented in this reA Standard Metropolitan Area
is generally described as a
county
of contiguous
counties orwithgroupat least
one city
port.
of 50,000
or
more.
land, it is denned onIn aNewtownEng-or
cityAn rather
than area
countycontains
basis. at
urbanized
least
one
city
of
50,000
more
and includes surrounding orclosely
settled incorporated and unincorporated areas.

reportin'

Total

Number

occupied

i
populat

Numbei

dwelling

CENSUS'
HOME
COUNT
THE
NUMBER of radio homesRADIO
in
the State of Delaware rose from RADIO AND TELEVISION— 1950 U. S. CENSUS OF
59,921 in 1940 to 85,775 in 1950, acHOUSING — DELAWARE
cording to official U. S. Census
SOURCE: Tables 13, 20, 27 Series H-A8 (and P-A8)
figures. This represents 96.2%
saturation in 1950 compared to
RADIO
TELEVISION
87% in 1940.
With TV
§
With Radio
Area
First of a series of state reports
showing radio and television homes
by cities and counties was made
available last week by the U. S. The State 318,085 90,390 89,190 85,775 96.2 59,921 88,685 20,405 23.0
Census Bureau. The data are based Urban and rural nonform * 81,136 80,165 77,535 96.7 51,844 79,710 19,730 24.8
Urban
199,122 56,608 55,815
on radio and TV set ownership as Rural
54,555 97.7
33,331 55,545
16,030 28.9
nonfarm
I
of April 1950, when enumerators
farm
f 118,963 24,528
9,254 24,350
9,025 22,980
8,240 94.4
91.3 18,513
8,077 24,165
8,975 3,700
675 15.37.5
took the 1950 Census (see attached Rural
Wilmington
Standard
table).
Metropolitan Area 268,387 75,075 74,370 72,565 97.6 51,597 74,010 23,700 32.0
The state had 20,405 television Wilmington
Urbanized Area
187,359 31,587
52,807 31,170
52,205 30,375
51,210 97.4
98.1 26,655
* 31,025
51,970 17,295
33.3
homes as of April 1950, according Wilmington
8,425 27.2
110,356
to the Census, showing 23% of all Counties: City
occupied homes in the state had New Castle
10,400 92.7 41,634
7,093 11,15518,770
970 8.7
37,870 60,731
11,251 11,225 58,815
218,879
television service at that early mo- Kent
92.4 11,194 59,765
17,765 665 31.43.7
61,336 18,408 60,035
17,930 16,560 98.0
ment in TV history. Fewer than Sussex
5 million TV sets were in use at the
liable or not comparable with 1940 Census data.
time the Census figures were gathered, compared to 16,761,000 at
taken, the bureau had anticipated was based on the Census Bureau's
present.
state radio-TV figures would official 95.6% radio saturation
Release of the Delaware figures the
starts a flow of state radio-TV be available within 12 months, or figure (as of April, 1950) applied
spring of 1951. Pressure of high- against the bureau's estimate of
Census data, giving city and county priority
government work and need 44,380,000 occupied dwellings at the
radio as well as television homes.
re-checks to insure ac- start of 1952. By adjusting the
The state reports will be completed of countless
uracy are understood to have been 95.6% saturation figure upward to
by mid-December, according to the mainly cresponsible
for the one-year show the increase of radio homes
present Census Bureau schedule.
in release of the figures.
since spring
1950, itofwashomes
esti"Release of the statewide radio delay
mated the ofnumber
The
1950
nationwide
homes
and television reports will give ad- data, as released by radio
actually
had
reached
43,000,000
as
the
Census
vertisers, media and marketing or- Bureau, showed a total of 40,093,- of Jan. 1, 1952.
ganizations true
a picture of broad- 000 U. S. homes equipped with radio
The
number
of
radio
homes
in
casting and TV circulation as of
receivers as of April, 1950 [B*T, the nation in 1950, by standard
April,
1950,"
Dr.
Roy
Victor
11, 1951]. This represented metropolitan areas, was estimated
Peel, Director of the Census, told June
95.6% saturation.
last December by Broadcasting •
Broadcasting • Telecasting.
As of Jan. 1, 1952 there were Telecasting [B»T, Dec. 31, 1951]
Figures Trace Growth
42,427,000 radio homes in the na- by applying
ment Bureau Broadcast
percentages Measureagainst
tion, according to an estimate by
"In the case of television the
• Telecasting new Census Bureau figures showing
1950 Census provides benchmark Broadcasting
the
number
of
households
in
1950.
figures that will help trace the [B*T, Dec. 31, 1951]. This estimate
growth pattern of this fast-developing medium. The figures showKobak Elected
ing the number of radio homes by
states, counties and cities reflect a ARF REACTIVATED
President
national increase in radio saturation from 91.9% in 1940 to 95.6% ADVERTISING Research Foundation, semi-dormant all-advertising
in 1950."
project, set out last week to attain a prominent role in the media world
The radio-TV figures are included by starting work on four studies and electing Edgar Kobak, consultant,
in tables showing diversified in- as president.
Mr. Kobak, long
formation on housing facilities in
member announced to
a leading figure broadcast
the nation, state by state, accordin the media and date.
ing to Robert C. Hamer, Chief,
Basic
objectives
are to provide
Quality & Equipment Statistics
advertising
indus- a set of research standards
tries, was picked
Section, Population and Housing
accepDivision.
table to the whole industry and to
byat thea ARF
board
Thursday vertising.
stimulate new techniques in adRadio-TV statistics were based
meeting to direct
on a 20% sample, one out of each
the cooperative
B. B. Geyer, chairman of the
five returns used by enumerators
board, announced election of
organization in ARF
having the radio-TV questions. This
its effort to im- Mr. Kobak following the board
large sample is believed to involve
session.
Mr. Kobak
only infinitesimal danger of error,
prove
advertising
research and
giving a high degree of accuracy.
"Appointment of Mr. Kobak as
In Delaware, for example, all but techniques. (As predicted in Closed president of the foundation marks
a major step forward in the new
1,200 of the 90,390 occupied dwell- Circuit, March 24.)
ings are represented in the radio
American Assn. of Advertising expansion program of the recently
homes data, with 85,775, or 96.2% Agencies and Assn. of National Ad- reconstituted foundation," Mr.
reporting radio set ownership.
vertisers have thrown their weight Geyer encesaid.
"His extensive
in business,
advertisingexperiand
The official Census data do not behind ARF, with individual media
include extra radio sets in homes also lending their support [B»T, media will be most helpful in extending
the
work
of
the
foundanor do they show non-home sets April 7, March 24].
tion in better serving the adverin autos, offices, stores, other places
The foundation already has over
of business and non-home struc- $125,000 in subscription income
tising
The
new industry."
president will initiate
tures.
from 56 agencies, 45 advertisers
(Continued on page 36)
At the time the 1950 Census was and 21 media. CBS is the only
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County estimates were compiled
similiarly [B»T, Jan. 7].
In starting the flowr of statecounty-city radio-TV homes data,
the Bureau includes the following
area classifications: State, urban
and rural nonfarm; urban; rural
nonfarm; rural farm; standard
metropolitan areas; u r b a n i z e d
areas; cities and counties. ^The
urbanized area figures were not
compiled in the 1940 Census. •
Highest saturation rate for radio
homes in Delaware was found in
urban or city areas, amounting to
97.7%. Lowest rate was in rural
farm areas where it was 91.3%.
In Wilmington and nearby thickpopulated
were occu51,210 lyradio
homesareasout there
of 52,807
pied dwelling units, a rate of 98.1%.
New Castle County, including Wilmington, had a saturation rate of
98%. Kent County had 92.7% and
Sussex, the third county, showed
a rate of 92.4%.
The Wilmington metropolitan
area, ately
including
surroundingcounties
the city immedishowed
72,565 radio homes out of 75,075 oc97.6%. cupied dwelling units, a rate of
23%On TVa statewide
saturationbasis,
in theDelaware's
spring of
1950 compares with 33.3% in Wilmington and nearby thickly populated areas, at that early stage of
TV's tiondevelopment
circulaon a nationalwhen
basisTV was
less
than a third of the current circulation.
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counsel, ABC, and Norma Young, KHJ
Hollywood.
Assistant Secretary of Defense
Anna M. Rosenberg sent a message
of congratulations to AWRT, cited
the growth and progress of its first
year as an organization. Noting
the "splendid record of service to
the nation" by AWRT, Mrs. Rosen"We grateful
of the Defense
Dept. berg
aresaid:deeply
for the
support and cooperation we have
always received from your memThe seven winners of the McCall
Mike awards selected for outstanding public service, were honored
at the McCall award dinner Saturday rnight.
Dr. Halein Aarnes,
diector of education
radio and
bers."
television at Stephens College,
Columbia, Mo., was dinner speaker
on "The Undefined Impact."
the convention's
theAtAWRT
national officersconclusion
for the
coming year were announced.
Elected president was Doris Corwith, supervisor
and She
religious broadcastsoffortalks
NBC.
is a past national president of the
American Legion Auxiliary. New
secretary-treasurer is Jane Dalton,
director
of women'sS. C.programs,
WSPA Spartanburg,
The four new area vice presidents are Dorothy Fuller, WBET
Brockton, Mass.; Alice Sieberg,
WCYB shall,
Bristol,
Va.; Elizabeth
MarWBEZ Chicago,
and Molly
Morse, KGB San Diego.
law proposal would affect political
advertising
on themandatory
airwaves upon
indirectly, i.e., make
candidates and persons supporting
candidates to keep records and file
amounts
time.
It would spent
cover fornot radio-TV
only national
elections but also primaries and
nominating conventions.
Expenditures and contributions
would be publicized through the
press to the American people, Rep.
Mansfield told his colleagues. It
would
the "absurdly
financialrepeal
limitations
which have low
existed since 1925 and which are one
of the tinual
mainevasionreasons
the con-by
of the forstatutes

Citizenship Project Approved
ET
E
M
AWRT
THREE
hundred women
from
all women in TV and radio: (1) don't YWCA in New York, urged her
listeners to be schizophrenic,
parts of the country gathered at pack your program with too many altruisitic
and commercial at the
Detroit for the first national con- commercials; (2) don't take a prodvention of the American Women in
uct on your program unless you same time, by participating in
community
organizations as much
Radio & Television, April 4-6 and believe in it; (3) don't take competitive products without allowing as possible.
all agreed that a firm step had
"Ten feature
who became
was a
been taken in accomplishing the or- a reasonable time to elapse between novel
of thetops"
convention.
ganization's aim: To contribution
enable womento them; (4) don't let your programs Miss Melrose
introduced 10 of the
to make a greater
become
stereotyped;
(5)
don't
pass
successful AWRT members
your fan letters on to the sponsors most
their industry, their station and to without
who spoke briefly.
answering them.
their own well-being.
The
ten were: Gladys Blair, radioThe convention opened Friday
She also urged women in radio TV account
executive, Young & Rubiafternoon at the Statler Hotel with to sell their bosses on not getting cam,
Chicago;
Lardie,WDTR
a brief introduction by Edythe panicky about the present competi- Detroit; AgnesKathleen
Law, CBS librarian,
tive
situation
because
the
tendency
New antYork;
Elizabeth
Marshall,
assistFern Melrose,
WXYZ
Detroit,
condirector, WBEZ Chicago; Christine
vention chairman. Gov. G. Mennen to cut rates, special deals and
General Foods Corp., New
Williams made a welcoming talk agency-by-passing can lead to de- Miller,
York; Bette Doolittle, assistant to the
and AWRT National President struction.
director of TV, NARTB; Joyce Smith,
Edythe Meserand then addressed
In the discussion "The Public Be WDSU-TV New Orleans; Josephine
the group.
Wetzler,
director of education, WLS
Served,"
Henriette
Harrison,
raBefore the convention opened,
dio-TV director of the YMCA and Chicago; Geraldine Zorbaugh, legal
the national board of directors
approved the first national project
to be undertaken by AWRT. It will
Overcharging Is Hit
be a good citizenship project
for women, to be titled "Are POLITICAL TIME
Rep. which
Mansfield
Women
Citizens?" by LEGISLATIVE whip may be cracked againstBystations
overcharge
MaterialFirstwillClass
be furnished
political
candidates
for
their
advertisements,
Rep.
Mike
Mansfield (Dthe Project Committee to AWRT Mont.) cautioned Thursday.
members, enabling them to enlist
He thus revived a complaint he made in December 1950 when he was
the active support and understand- chairman
of the House Special *
ing of the women in communities Campaign Expenditures
advertisements
as they do for comthroughout the United States, to [B*T, Jan. 15, 1951, Dec.Committee
mercial advertisements.
4, 1950].
inform them of their citizenship reAt that time, the committee
The
campaign
comsponsibilities as women, and to scolded
broadcasters for
mit e , he said, hadexpenditures
been concerned
stress vigorously how important charging certain
rates for political with it in its final report in 1950.
they can be in the scheme of advertisinghigher
than for commercial While he would not specify whether
things.
advertising. NARTB (then NAB) new complaints of so-called rate
Reform For Future
immediately re-routed the congress- overcharging had been received by
AWRT leaders expect this proman's complaint
to stations.
The his office, Rep. Mansfield pointed
ject to be very influential, in years NAB board
adopted
a resolution
that he remembered the
to come, in overcoming corruption, calling for the desist of such prac- out
action taken by NARTB
unsatisfactory school conditions,
tices by stations and sent a copy of in"prompt"
warning
stations.
juvenile delinquency, poor housing the resolution along with a stateand
generally
raising
living
standRepeals
Hatch Act
ment
by
Judge
Justin
Miller,
then
ards.
and now chairman of the
His speech was delivered as he
Saturday was devoted to a series president
introduced
a
bulky
bill designed to
NARTB
board,
to
individual
broadof five panel discussions on dif- casters.
amendticesthe
Federal
Corrupt
Pracferent phases of telecasting and
Act.
The
measure
(HR 7488)
Rep.
Mansfield,
however,
brought
broadcasting.
the subject up again in a speech would repeal the Hatch Act and
In "You Gotta Have Vision in on the floor of the House warning make it mandatory for candidates
Television," chairmanned by Miss that he "was studying legislation" and persons spending money on beMeh'ose, the problems faced by a in this regard. As he put it to
half of candidates to reveal the
TV director, a TV network execu- Broadcasting • Telecasting la- amounts spent and register with an
tive an advertising agency official
Rep. Mansfield
imelection
government agency, Office candidates."
ter,
the
legislation
would
be
directmediate hearing asked
from for
the anHouse
and thevisionoperator
a small Each
teleRecords.
ed against those stations "who of AElection
studio were of
discussed.
Administration Committee to which
catch-all
bill,
the
new
elections
field was covered by someone in charge twice as much" for political
the Congress
bill was toreferred.
It's house
"time
that field who explained how his or
for
put its own
her problems was solved.
in order,"
the
congressman
emphasized, noting that his measure was
Esther Van Wagoner Tufty, a
being offered when corruption was
Washington syndicated radio news
an issue in government.
writer, led a discussion labeled
"Why
More gave
News"their
in which
several Not
speakers
views
N.Y. AMA-SEC Clinic
on how radio and TV news programs could be broadened and imN. Y. CHAPTER, American Marproved. At this panel, President
Assn., in cooperation
the Salesketing Executive
Club of with
New
Meserand, a newswoman with WOR
New York, explained the need of
York, will conduct its 1952 merunbiased, accurate and concise
chandising clinic April 29-30 in
news reports.
New York's Hotel Roosevelt. Conference will include panel discusThe leading address in the panel
sions and business sessions on such
discussion "How to Sell . . . and
topics as robot selling, media merSell
.
.
.
and
Sell"
was
made
by
Stephen Douglas, director of sales
chandising, co-op advertising, conof The Kroger Co., Cincinnati, 0. AT formal opening of the American Women in Radio & Television conventests, test markets, and retailing
trends.
Joint
luncheon meeting with
tion
April
4-6
at
Detroit's
Statler
Hotel
were
(I
to
r)
Edythe
Fern
Melrose,
Speaking at the panel "Meet the WXYZ Detroit, convention chairman; Gov. G. Mennen Williams; Edythe J. the Sales Executive
Club will be
Agencies,"
Ann Advertising
I. Gleason, Agency
owner Meserand, national president, and Dorothy Fuller, WBET Brockton, Mass., held eonApril
of the Gleason
29, with
following
day. a closing lunchpast secretary-treasurer and elected an area vice president.
in Detroit, listed five "dont's" for
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Radio- TV Rep°rt Rise
BUSINESS
SPRING
SPRING activity in both radio and Brooks. Colgate - Palmolive - Peet, of Edgar Bergen on CBS-TV, has
TV took an unexpected leap last which has first option on the show definitely decided not to take the
week.
and also sponsors the radio version
One advertiser, Manhattan Soap on CBS Radio, is expected to make program.
Gulf Oil Co. for its Gulf Spray
Co. (Sweetheart soap), decided to a decision early this week. Both insecticide is considering a 16-week
and American To- summer radio series of 2%- to 3drop its alternate-week NBC-TV Generalbacco Co.Foods
are said to be interested
show and put the budget into a
Sunday afternoon shows on
radio campaign of news and spot in taking over the TV version, if hour
CBS Radio, featuring a disc jockey.
announcement schedules, to be Colgate turns it down.
Deal late last week was still in the
placed on a local basis. The agency,
Benny Replaced
teleScheideler, Beck & Werner, New
American Tobacco Co. will re- negotiating
phone strikestage
had because
held upthestation
York, currently is lining up availclearances.
The
show
would
feaplace
the
Jack
Benny
Show
on
abilities in major cities to start CBS Radio (Sun., 7:30-8 p.m.)
ture recorded and live music, with
for the summer season with FBI in local cut-ins for reports on local
J weeks.
May 12Theforsoapapproximately
13
firm may return
and War. Mr. Benny will weather, traffic conditions, etc. Gulf
to TV next fall but plans are still Peace
return to the time period in the fall is expected to reach a final decision
indefinite.
for Lucky Strike cigarettes. The this week. Young & Rubicam, New
Manhattan
drops its(Sat.,
One 7:30-8
Man's talent cost on the show will be cut York, is the agency.
Family
on NBC-TV
from $25,000 weekly to $18,000 in
Realemon-Puritan Co., Chicago
p.m., alternate weeks) despite the the new fall contract, it was underhigh rating of the program, reportstood. BBDO, New York, is the (Lemon Juice), will pick up sponedly because it is unhappy with the agency.
sorship of the 10-10:15 a.m. segment of the Arthur Godfrey Show
time period. Meanwhile, Miles Labs
General
Foods
(Jell-O),
which
will continue to sponsor alternate had been considering sponsorship on CBS Radio, which has been
weeks and NBC, which owns the
show. Network expects to line up
Edmund Chester Heads
another sponsor shortly.
At least three advertisers are
$1 Million Purchase
understood to be interested in the CUBAN NETWORK
television version of Our Miss EDMUND CHESTER, veteran CBS news executive, becomes quarterowner and general manager of RHC-Cadena Azul under a million dollar
cash transaction consummated last week, whereby a new joint CubanUnited States company takes over the operation from the Amando
W&W DISSOLVED
interests.
the Cuban executive thought the
Mr. Chester,
director of news and *~~
Mark Woods to Retire Trinidad
affairs for CBS Radio and transaction "would be a good
DISSOLUTION of the advertising public
well-known
in
Latin
American
thing." It was learned that Gen.
agency of Woods & Warwick, New radio and TV circles, left New Batista,
during his exile from
York, which was organized last York
Saturday for Havana where 1944-49, spent considerable time
fall, was announced last week.
with
Mr.
Chester in this country.
formal
transfer
of
the
properties
One of the partners, Mark Woods will take place.
RHC, radio-wise, has been the
former president and vice chairRHC
is
a
network
of
10
standard
top
competitor
to CMQ, the Goar
man of ABC, has retired to live
stations covering the Mestre network. CMQ, besides its
in Sarasota, Fla., while the other, broadcast
key
TV
station
in
Havana, recently
plus two international
J. R. Warwick, joined Kenyon & islands,
stations. Six TV chan- began operation of two additional
Eckhardt, New York, as vice pres- shortwave
nels already have been allocated outlets and likewise holds conident and general executive.
struction permits for an aggregate
and Mr. Chester said the plan is of six stations.
Before forming his own agency to
get
their construction underwith Mr. Woods, Mr. Warwick was
Mr. Pumarejo will be president
way
vice president and director of Warstood hisimmediately.
salary willIt beis inunderthe of the new company, with Mr.
wick & Legler, where he served neighborhood
Chester
as general manager, part
of
$100,000
a
year
such accounts as Sherwin-Williams,
that he also will acquire an owner and operating head.
Vick Chemical Co., Motorola and and
interest
in
a
related
set
manufacMr.
Chester
plans to return to
others. He is chairman of public
turing project.
the United States following the
information of the United Negro
Mr.
Chester
said
he
could
not
College Fund and a member of the identify the American interests but meeting today (Monday) at which
board of
of the Dart- he described them as businessmen
mouth Clubgovernors
of New York.
not nowin idenMr. Woods had been vice chair- and private
withinvestors,
broadcasting
this
man of ABC for one year prior country.tified The
Cuban
are
to formation of the agency and for- represented by Gasparinterests
Pumarejo,
merly had been president of the former part owner of Union
Radio,
network since its inception in 1942.
Before that Mr. Woods was with which placed CMUR-TV on the air
NBC, which formerly operated the in October, 1950 — Havana's first
network, as vice president and TV station.
treasurer. He originally moved to
Don't Confuse With Roosevelt
the network from AT&T in 1926.
Mr. Chester that
told Broadcasting
Telecasting
the transaction•
is
not
to
be
confused
with reports
New Post For LeVally
of plans of Elliott Roosevelt to
entersaidthehisCuban
radio-TV
NORMAN W. LEVALLY who re- He
transaction was field.
not
tired from the agency business a
consummated until the Roosevelt
year ago with dissolution of Le- negotiations
had been concluded.
Vally Inc., Chicago, has joined
MacFarland-Aveyard, same city, as
A eral
closeFulgencio
personal
GenBatista,friend
Mr. ofChester
manager of the business development department. LeVally Inc. han- said the Cuban president is not
dled 12 accounts with a 4% mil- identified with the new ownership.
lion yearly billing. Mr. LeVally also He had discussed the matter with
worked as an account executive at Gen. Batista, however, after the
Mr. CHESTER
Leo Burnett Agency.
leader's coup d'etat, and he said
BROADCASTING
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sponsored
on May
Schwimmer by& Ovaltine,
Scott, Chicago,
is the5.
agency.
B. F. Goodrich Co. is following
the trend of sharing TV expenses
via alternate - week sponsorship,
with its decision to take over the
George Burns and Gracie Allen TV
show every other Thursday, starting next fall. Carnation Co., Los
Angeles, which currently sponsors
the show on alternate Thursdays,
has renewed effective Oct. 2 for
another 52 weeks through Erwin,
Wasey & Co., New York. BBDO,
New York, is Goodrich agency.
ATOMIC TESTS
Networks Plan Coverage
MAJOR networks are planning to
send as many representatives as
they are allotted for the Atomic
Energy mentalCommission's
activities on the "developweapons
program"
— and
atomic April
blast 21.— to
be conducted
in Nevada
ABC announced that it will attempt to bring both radio and television audiences on-scene reports
of the tests and has assigned network
to study
transmission and engineers
recording
problems.
NBC television news last week
scheduled its own films of the blast
for 11:15-11:30 p.m., EST, April
22. Special camera crews are to
rush
their work to NBC West Coast
ing.
television headquarters in Hollywood for processing and telecastMutual Broadcasting System
spokesman said their network
would carry on-scene broadcasts,
if possible, or at least would have
taped descriptions on the air as
soon as they were passed by security checkers.
CBS Radio assigned Commentator Robert Trout as their witness of the tests, where media representatives and civil defense officials are to be admitted on a quota
basis.
Plans of other radio and television networks had not been completed at the end of last week.
the transaction will be concluded.
He will return to Cuba as soon as
his affairs at CBS Radio can be
delegated. It was expected that
Wells
Church, acting
news editor-in-chief,
will become
head of CBS
Radio news and public affairs.
Mr. Chester first went to Cuba
inrevolution
the early for
'30s Associated
to cover a Cuban
Press.
That assignment in Havana, taken
on only six hours notice, was the
beginning of a career as foreign
correspondent. During the sucChester
traveled ceeding
someeight years,
250,000Mr.miles
and
distinguished himself as a reporter
of Latin American events.
In November 1940, he was named
director of Broadcasting to Foreign
Countries for CBS. In 1948, he
became CBS director of news and
special events. A native of LouisChesterin is1915in under
his mid50s. Heville, Mr.served
the
late Gen. John J. Pershing in the
Mexican Border Expedition and
also is a World War I veteran.
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INFO. PERSONNEL
Radio-TV Funds Attacked
PUBLIC information personnel of
the Defense Dept. drew fire again
last week on Capitol Hill as House
members lashed out at use of funds
for radio and television programs.
Despite these criticisms, the
House voted down a proposal to
delete $312,000 recommended by its
Appropriations Committee for the
department's
Office offund
PubliccutsInformation. The overall
may
mean a reduction of 75% in defense personnel and 50% in each
of the services — Army, Navy and
Air Force [B»T, April 7].
Rep. Pat Sutton (D-Tenn.) labeled OPI activities as "propaganda"withconsisting
"radioandpro-so
grams,
movie ofstars,
forth on television at the taxpayers'
expense."
Rep. Suttonhadwasreference
advised
that
he unwittingly
to "recruiting"
or perhaps
Stars
for Defense
series. the OPS'
Rep. H. R. Gross (R-Iowa) inperformers
paid $75jectedanthat many
hour, when
most of"are
the
people who watch television and
listen to the radio programs think
they are contributing their services." He said he found no limitation in the defense bill "which
would prohibit any branch of the
service from paying . . . for the
services of actors, singers, musicians, sports broadcasters, announcers, news commentators or
script writers."
ITU TO CONVENE
Geneva Meeting Planned
SEVENTH session of the Administrative Council of the International
Telecommunication Union will convene in Geneva, Switzerland, next
Monday, with Francis Colt de Wolf
serving as U. S. representative.
Mr. de Wolf, chief of the State
Dept.'s
Staff, willTelecommunications
be accompanied by Policy
Helen
G. Kelly, also of the policy staff;
Donald C. Blaisdell, U. S. repres'entative
in U.Switzerland,
and
Wayne Mason,
S. telecommunications attache for the American
legation at Bern.
The council, which comprises 18
ITU members, will discuss administrative and fiscal operations of
the union in preparation for the
Plenipotentiary Conference at
Buenos Aires this October. A
major council function is to insure
efficient coordination of all ITU
work.
Richter Appointed
EDWIN C. RICHTER Jr. has been
appointed general manager of
WKRC-FM Cincinnati, Transit Radio outlet, according to David G.
Taft, managing director of Radio
Cincinnati Inc., licensee of WKRCAM-FM-TV. He succeeds Robert
F. Bender, who has transferred
to the sales department of WKRCTV. Mr. Richter has been a
WKRC-FM account executive since
September 1950.
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ATTENDING luncheon-meeting in preparation of campaign of the ElliottLewis Corp., Philadelphia, to sponsor five news shows weekly over WCAU
there are (seated I to r) Donald W. Thornburgh, WCAU president-general
manager; R. F. Pettet, vice president, Elliott-Lewis Appliance Div., and T.
H. Lewis Jr., Elliot-Lewis president-board chairman; standing (I to r) are
Charles Shaw and George Lord, WCAU newsmen; Earle Dietrich, account
executive, Joseph Lowenthal, Adv. and Alan Scott, WCAU newsman.

TUBE OUTPUT
Defense Orders Needed
MANY manufacturers of transmitting tubes will need additional
defense orders to continue normal
operations
thislastfall,Tuesday.
the government was told
A special advisory group met
with George Henyan of National
Production Authority's Electronics
Division, and other officials to discuss productionmembers
needs. reported
Committee
some shortages of certain tube
types for non-military demands but
indicated
the main,
sufficient that,
materialsinhave
been made
available to industry. Present and
proposed
plant facilities
meet
production
needs forshould
both
transmitting and special purpose
tubes, NPA was advised.
Representatives
General
Electric Co., Raytheon ofMfg.
Co., RCA,
Western Electric and other firms
were told that no substantial relaxation of controls is in sight [B»T,
April
7]. Copper
will thecontinue
scarce another
year and
nickel
situation will remain acute even
longer. There will be sufficient copcurrent second-quarter
needs,per to meet
however.
The session was called during
the heat of the steel dispute last
week. The government promptly
froze steelneeds
supplies
deliveries vital
for
civilian
to conserve
stockpiles for defense.
While the strike failed to materialize, production was set back
by the mantling and dismantling
processes
the steelthat
companies.
There wereat estimates
TV set
production
wouldif beit had
cut come
aboutoff.a
million
receivers
The freeze on civilian goods using
steel will be maintained only long
enough to permit withdrawal of
stocks for defense production.
Aside from receiver production,
TV broadcasters are pinning their
hopes for new station construction
on availability of structural steel
late this year and in 1953.

Hill Cuts May Halt
Paid Advertising
DEFENSE BUDGET
CONGRESS last week wielded its economy axe over military recruiting
operations, with the prospect that virtually all paid radio-TV and other
advertising funds may be eliminated after July 1.
The House of Representatives took a dim view of voluntary recruiting
activities
off a sizable
has found itself in recent months
chunk for and
Armylopped
maintenance
and *April 7].
operation, under which recruiting [B*T,
When the current interim ad
monies fall. Personnel procurement authorities for both Army allocations program for radio-TV
and Air Force thus are faced with broadcasting and other campaigns
the prospect of restudying the expires, personnel procurement auoverall recruiting program and
thorities wil find the money cupdistributing the cuts down the
board bare. An estimated $2 milline — providing the Senate goes
lion-plus of'52 funds is still frozen
along with the lower chamber.
by Congressional mandate. The
Authorities noted that the axe interim program is financed from
was not aimed at advertising per se '51 monies of which another $170,000 is tied up [B«T, Feb. 1].
but the Defense
Dept.'sBut,personnel
In hearings before a House Approgram
as a whole.
in any
propriations subcommittee, Maj.
event, the combined Army-Air Gen. G. H. Decker,
Army Dept.
Force tainbudget
of
$1,050,000
is
certo suffer unless the cut is budget division, pleaded that the
restored.
freeze
on
current
('52)
funds has
Air Force recruiting officials curtailed local radio expenditures
said the reduction would mean and "made the task of obtaining
"considerable curtailment of volun- public service newspaper and radio
more difficult." Contary recruiting methods and per- supportgressmuch
haps complete elimination of the rescind thehas taken
ban. no action yet to
advertising
An Air Force official, on the other NBC COMEDY PLAN
Accordingprogram."
to best estimates,
Introduced in N. Y.
hand,tryassured
"we
overall recruiting monies of $12.5 will
as far Congress
as we can that
go with
million would be cut to the bone. free advertising
—
free
space,
free
NBC's
Comedy
Development Plan
The Air Force pointed out it would time" in carrying out the '53 to build new comedians,
writsuffer more than the Army, which campaign. The program called for
ers
and
new
material
for new
television
still receives manpower through
has been introduced in New York
and
television
spots
"where
selective service. The proposed $1,- radio
can get the best re- studios, with the first of a series
050,000 was earmarked for radio, we think we according
tochief,
Brig.
Gen. of bi-weekly revues staged for an
TV and other media in fiscal 1953. Omar O. sults,"
Niergarth,
Military
The
split is 60% Army and 40% Personnel Procurement
audience of
executives",
TV
Service, directors
and NBC
program
producers.
Air adForce.
USAF.
Produced by William Gargan Jr.,
The House Appropriations Comthe
revues
are
not
telecast
and
are
An
MPPS
authority
acknowlmittee had recommended that reauditions
cruiting be pared $2 million. The
last weekto that
will actually troduce
go on"webended
new talentintended
and testto newinlower chamber lowered the boom probablyedged have
in adopting an amendment by Rep. knee to all media" to sustain the comedy possibilities, according to
Leroy Johnson (R-Calif.) to pare
Joe Bigelow, producer of NBCArmy maintenance and operation program.
TV's Royal Showcase, who is also
in charge of the development plan.
$135.6 million out of the budget
The comedy tests are the first phase
request of $4.5 billion. Another Morgan Returns
amendment completed the job, EDWARD P. MORGAN, after of an over-all talent development
chopping pay and allowances for more than a year at the Office of scheme, ultimately to include the
NBC tryout theatre and the NBC
field recruiting stations 75%.
Price Stabilization, leaves the gov- variety
theatre on broadway, he
ernment agency April 15 to return
Last week's action, taken during
debate on a Defense Dept. appro- to the Washington law firm of said. Results of comedy development should be offered on the NBCpriations bil (HR 7391) aggre- Welch, Mott and Morgan. Mr.
gates an already bruised condition Morgan was national director of TV network starting this summer,
in which recruitment advertising enforcement for the agency.
Mr. Bigelow added.
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recipes for avocado salad or in
Paris styles.
RADIO HELPS AP
Radio members of AP continued
Newsgathering Cited to form state associations, accord- 'POLITICAL' ADS Wz5£
E?
by Sen.
to the yearly review, with a FRONTAL attack on institutional advertising was promised
ASSOCIATED Press services in new inggroup
in New Mexico Hubert H. Humphrey (D-Minn.) last week which may add steam to a
the U. S. and 72 other countries to bring the formed
total to 36 state groups brewing fight on Capitol Hill with the advertising industry.
were channeled to a total of 5,564 which
cover the geographical areas
It was learned by Broadcasting • Telecasting that the Senator is
outlets by the end of 1951 — with
46 states
plus
the District of engaged in consultation with the *
domestic radio membership alone of
Columbia
and
Alaska.
Bureau
of Internal Revenue in an disavowed by the Senator [B»T,
having increased by 58 to a total
The report noted that Tom effort to determine how so-called April 7].
of 1,126 — according to a year-end O'Neil,
Sen. Humphrey said he had not
institutional
newsandeditor
AP for "political"
report by the AP general manager, 11 years,radio
can be eliminated
as a advertising
deductible been aware this language was in
retired
was ofsucceeded
made public last Friday.
the
report and in any case it had no
in
late
December
by
John
A.
Aspintax
expense
by
corporations.
Domestic newspaper members in- wall, former general early news
This new development followed business being in the report.
creased by 13 to 1,733, and outlets editor.
Should
the Senator be successful
Sen.
Humphrey's
broadside
against
for the news, radio and picture re"political" institutional advertis- in forcing the hand of the bureau
port outside the United States rose
ing
in
a
speech
on
the
Senate
floor
by more than 200 to reach 2,705.
in cracking stitutional
down advertising,
on "political"
inCOLLEGE RADIO
[B«T, April 7].
the ruling
* Speaking
of the radiofrom
newsdomesservwould affect the funneling of ad
Discussed at IBS Clinic to Atpermit
present,
the
bureau's
policy
is
ice— as distinguished
institutional advertising budgets in both radio and televitic and world newspaper service, COLLEGE radio is still largely an to be deducted
as an expense prosion as well as in the printed media.
newsphotos, features, etc. — the re- untried
advertising medium which
vidingonatheble"amount
spent with
is "reasThetol Hillreport
was delayed
on Capiport said that, since it was impos- should develop more facts about
for a week.
One paragraph
in comparison
the
sible to give over the radio wire to itself and its market but which the firm's advertising
budget of pre- was deleted when Sen. Andrew F.
individual requests for specialized sponsor will be ready to use when
vious years.
Schoeppel sections
(R-Kans.)ofsaidthehe report
would
coverage, radio service would op- its proves itself, an Intercollegiate
Sen. Humphrey would have the criticize
erate "on the
of thenumber
greatestof Broadcasting System sales clinic bureau tighten this policy and which
blamed the newsprint shortgood for
the basis
greatest
crack down on firms which use sowas
told
April
4
at
Columbia
U.,
age on increased advertising.
subscribers."
called "political" advertising and
Some station members, it was NewThe York.
Further Explanation
mark
off
this
expense
in
their
inspeaker
was
James
C.
Bowlnoted, had sought only football
come tax returns.
In
the
Senate comMorris
&
Co.'s
college
scores and game details on Satur- salesing of Philip
Over
the
weekend
of
April
5,
Sen.
department, who outlined
mitteereport,
recommendedthelegislation
for
days during the fall, even to the
Senate Small Business the formation of publisher-owner
advantages and disadvantages Humphrey's
exclusion of all general news, and both
Subcommittee
on
Newsprint
refor the manufacture
there had also been requests for of advertising via the wired-radio
leased areport of a study made on cooperatives
of newsprint.
baseball play-by-play coverage and campus stations.
of newsprint supply. andIn distribution
further
explanation of why
Thomas F. Clark, national repre- theInproblem
fights, round-by-round. Other stathe
report,
the
subcommittee
sentative for the IBS group, rehigher adtions had requested extensive covthat "postal subsidies the Senatorvertisingisrates,against
erage of special events lending
an associate exported "reasonable success" in sales concludedregulations
tend to stimuthemselves to sales of programs, of spot announcements, but empha- and tax
late
advertising
that
may
be
unplained last week that the "little
sized the need for developing prosuch enceasat San
the Japanese
necessarily extravagant and not fellow" would be squeezed out of
Francisco.peace confergrams to offer agencies as well as
productive. Possibly the picture.
for more audience and market data. particularly
While
is not against
praccan give more conSeeking Greater Coverage
tice of a hecorporation
or anytheperson
"We are beginning to get the our government
sideration to its postal rates and
advertising
in
order
to
expound
poState meetings of radio mem- medium
across
to
the
advertisers,"
litical views, Sen. Humphrey said
tax regulations."
bers, the report continued, per- he asserted.
May Turn to Legislation
sisted in seeking greater coverage
"it is not a legitimate business
Other speakers in the IBS weekSen. Humphrey reportedly has expense. It has nothing to do
end sales and promotion clinic inof the particular areas on Suncluded Leslie T. Harris, radio-TV made his plans to first consider in- with the product sold by a corporadays. "Fundamentally," the genstitutional advertising as a field
director of Colgate-Palmolive-Peet, where corrective
eral
manager
observed,
"they
are
administration can
looking for something that does who stressed the importance of
tion. . . ."
public
relations
and
publicity
and
be
applied.
If
the bureau is unable
not exist,tivitiessince
people's
normal
acdo not make news Sunday also noted the value of campus to tighten its hand under the law, WISMER TO LEE
the
Senator
will
look
into
the
posmornings." AP tried to expand its radio experience as an "entree into
To Help Guide Expansion
sibility of clearing a path for the
Sunday coverage with long-dis- radio"; Roy C. Porteous, NBC-TV
tance telephone calls and tele- account executive, who discussed bureau through legislation.
WISMER, radio - TV
grams, however.
A sentence in the report, read- HARRY
"The
Television
Salesman";
J.
sportscaster and commentator, has
General news coverage was aided Donald Foley, WCBS New York
ing: "Large publishers might help joined the Thomas S. Lee Enterand increased throughout the year advertising and promotion director, to alleviate the situation [of newsprises in a general executive caby participation of radio members, who outlined station promotion
print shortages] by voluntarily adpacity, PresidentThursday.
Thomas F.
it was said. Cooperation of most needs and tools, and Samuel KaufO'Neil announced
justing
and
increasing
their
adverof the 162 radio members in localitising ratestravasogant use asof tonewspaper
discouragespace
exman, NBC press dept., who
Mr.
Wismer
will
be
assigned to
ties where there are not newspaper sketched NBC's activities in the
work on the new and expanded
members was particularly cited as various
fields of publicity.
for advertising," already has been program of the O'Neil radio and
"of noteworthy value."
television
Possibility of regular AP memAM-FM-TVstations,
New including
York, andWORthe
bership for qualified radio stations,
Mutual Yankee and Don Lee radio
suggested by the AP board of dinetworks, and later this month will
rectors as early as 1950, was disstart his own series of sports broadcussed with newspaper members
casts on WOR. The five-times
and various state groups throughweekly program will be sponsored
out the year, the report indicated,
by General Tire & Rubber, of
"but no definite conclusions were
which
Mr. O'Neil will
is vicealsopresident.
reached."
The sportscaster
develop
Radio subscribers — quoted as
a
sports
feature
on
WOR-TV
the
future,
and
will
continue
within
praising AP services highly and
his reporting of major athletic
criticizing harshly — indicated a
events, the announcement said.
marked preference for straight,
Mr. Wismer had been associated
factual news reports and omission
of slang from radio news wire, alwith
ABC as a member of its sports
though an occasional colorfully
division and then on a free lance
written feature story drew member HERE IS signing for new show. Private Files of Matthew Bell, starring actor basis until last fall, when he moved
praise, it was noted. A usual Joseph Cotton, on MBS (4:30-4:55 p.m., Sunday), sponsored by Seabrook his New York offices from ABC
criticism
was specialized,
that women'sthatscripts
Bridgeton,
N. J. This
is firm'svicefirstpresidents
use of national
L to quarters and assumed independent
Jack Inc.,
Seabrook
and Courtney
Seabrook,
of firm; radio.
Mr. Cotten,
were
overly
rural r:Farms
radio listeners had no interest in
and Frank White, MBS president.
operations.
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tional networks of NBC in radio
and television. Thus local and national programming will stand
m
pup j. Mtjier
)^
SHEA NAMED
Heads NBC Cleveland Outlets side by side to form the strongest
PHILIP JOHN MEYER, 70, N. D., and recently was granted a HAMILTON SHEA, controller of broadcasting partnership in Clevefounder and owner of KFYR Bis- life membership to the Elks.
and operated stations of
With NBC since 1949, when he
Surviving are his wife, the for- owned
marck, N. D., died April 6 followmer Etta Hoskins, of Bismarck, NBC, was named general manager joined as controller of the O&O
ing a heart attack at his winter
and a daughter, Mrs. William and
division,
Mr. Shea formerly was
of theWNBK
network's
WTAM-AM-FM
home in Miami Beach, Fla.
Cleveland last
and controller of EmerMr. Meyer, also president of the Ekberg, whose husband is an in- week following(TV)
the resignation of treasurer
son
Drug
Co. for five years, during
Meyer Broadcasting Co., licensee demy. structor at the U. S. Naval Aca- John
land."
McCormick
from
that
post.
which time he was closely assoof KFYR, founded the station in
Funeral services were held in
ciated with the successful Bromo1925. He reportedly was one of
The appointment, announced
Tuesday by James M. Gaines, NBC Seltzer advertising campaigns. He
the first three persons to get a sta- Miami Beach April 8.
tion license from ex-President Hervice president in charge of the previously was with Chase National
O&O division, is effective May 1. Bank for two years and with Telbert Hoover, who was then Secretary of Commerce. The Dept. of Martin H. Barrett
Mr. Gaines predicted that Mr. Autograph Corp. for six years.
Commerce then governed radio.
His successor as operations diFUNERAL services, followed by Shea "will bring new excitement to
rector and controller of the O&O
KFYR grew from a one-man interment
in
Holy
Cross
Cemetery,
radio
and
television
in
Cleveland,"
division
was not designated.
operation to its present stature as
and said the network's stations
were held last Wed- there
a 5 kw station on 550 kc. From the Los Angeles,
"will
explore
new
formulas
20Year Radio Veteran
nesday
for
Martin
H.
Barrett,
43,
outset, Mr. Meyer aimed at im- West Coast representative of Cun- and devices to accentuate the vital
proving Canadian-North Dakotan
Mr.
McCormick,
leaving the mann
i
n
g
h
a
m
&
Walsh.,
New
York
agenpolicy
of
community
integration."
relations, once strained.
WTAM properties,
"Mr. Shea's most important job has been agerinship of theradio
So successful was this effort that Santacy. HeMonica,
died at onSt. April
John's 7,Hospital,
for more than
is
one
of
service
to
the
greater
after
a
two decades and with NBC since
in 1932 a delegation from Winni- lingering illness. Surviving are a
said. "He
peg went to Bismarck to honor Mr. daughter, 3%, his mother, five sis- Cleveland
for a part of 1945
will add tocommunity,"
this local heservice
the 1940 heexcept
was on leave of absence to
Meyer.
ters and three brothers.
world-wide facilities of the na- when
Born in Waseca, Minn., Mr.
serve as director of the radio deMeyer moved to Bismarck at an
artment of the Republican National pCommittee.
early age. At the time he started
the radio station he was working WRFD HOLDS OPEN HOUSE
He joined WGBS (now WINS)
instationery
his father's
New York in 1930 as an announcer,
store. combination florist18,471 Visit New Radio Farm at Dedication engaged
in free-lance program
Mr. Meyer was a member of the
work
in New York from 1932 to
Bismarck Chamber of Commerce, RURAL Ohio trekked from all the high school students greeted them 1934, then
moved to WKRC Cinthe Rotary Club, Bismarck Maso- state's 88 counties when 18,471 with tours and gifts of baby vanda
as program and production
nic Lodge, the Shrine at Fargo, Ohioans attended a weeklong dedi- orchids flown from Hawaii, animal director,cin atirising
to assistant mancation of the new WRFD Worth- balloons, WRFD folders and book
ager of the station in 1935 and
manager
in
1936.
He joined WCCO
matches.
Staff
personalities
enington
studios
and
260-acre
Radio
WOPA-LBS CASE
tertaining included Ray Roese, Minneapolis in 1938
Farm at Powell Rd. on route 23 in
as assistant
Settlement Terms Studied Delaware
with Frank LaRue and orchestra, manager
County.
and two years later enFINAL terms of the out-of-court
Greeting the rural Ohioans per- mornings on Hospitality House,
tered NBC service as an account
WRFDPfeiffer
Women's
Director
Mary executive in the central division.
settlement between WOPA Oak
Hess," 72- Lou
on her daily
programs,
Park, 111. and Liberty Broadcasting year-old sonally
farmwas Col.
sales"Pop
representative.
Except for the brief leave of abKitchen
Kettle
and
Your
Home
System were being checked last
Some 6,000 Ohio families drove
remained with the central
week by WOPA owners Egmont an average of 75 miles through and Allen James, staff pianist, and divisionsence, heuntil
named manager of
baritone,
in
quarSonderling and William L. Klein. cold wet weather to cause a traffic Floyd Mussard,
WTAM on Feb. 1, 1948.
ter-hour musicals.
The agreement was drawn during jam near the scene, during the first
Dedicatory Speakers
the NARTB convention by these big day of the Open House week,
men, who also own United Broad- the station noted. Highlighting
E. Evans, vice president Jr., administrative vice president
casting Co., Chicago, and Gordon the opening day was a two-hour andHerbert
general manager of the Peo- of the audience measurement firm.
McLendon, Liberty president, and dedication broadcast with Ohio
Broadcasting
Corp., dedicated
station's
The closing day saw WRFD preJames Foster, LBS executive vice Governor Frank J. Lausche intro- ownerples and
operator,
first broadcast of the
president.
ducing the program.
WRFD at the opening day cere- Columbussenting theLittle
Symphony with
Although both parties have
monies,
and
Murray
D.
Lincoln,
"It
seemed
like
all
Ohio
came
agreed not to divulge settlement walking through our front door president of the firm and of Farm G. E. Hardesty conducting. Beterms, it is presumed Liberty will . . . and we like it!" said J. D. Bureau Insurance companies, Cofore the Open House week WRFD
entertained the Ohio press at a
pay a cash sum to WOPA and con- Bradshaw, WRFD manager. "Our
lumbus, spoke on "Peace Through luncheon,
tinue with WCFL Chicago as its open house success proved to all
with Mr. Evans of PBC
affiliate. WOPA charges affiliation Ohio stations that 'Wherever you Abundance."
contract violation.
the station's
future was
deThe sponsors' tour took place on describing velopment
plans. The station
secondin day
and at a400sponsors'
go Included
there is radio!'"
in the mass attendance the
dinner
Columbus,
heard the cover feature of the March iswere church, school, civic and farm talks by Edgar Kobak, WTWA
sue of the Ohio Farm Bureau News
Magazine Revenues Up groups, all arriving by chartered Thomson, Ga.; Joseph C. Harsch, and received a seven-page spread
Christian
Science
Monitor,
and
bus
and
special
auto
tours
through
MAGAZINE advertising revenues dedication week.
Liberty Broadcasting System news in the Columbus Citizen magazine
reached a new high during the first
WRFD staffers and Worthington commentator, and A. C. Nielsen section. More than 5,000 invitaquarter of 1952, with a total of
tions were mailed throughout Ohio.
$122,941,552, up 10.1% from the
During the Open House week
$111,623,629 gross for the first
WRFD sponsors furnishing spequarter of 1951, according to Magacial contest and door award prizes
zine Advertising Bureau. Pages of
included:
Meridian plastic tile,
magazine advertising were up
3.97c, with 18,894.50 pages in the
Youngstown
kitchen, Gibson reopening three months of 1952 to
frigerator, Apex washer, Norge
18,188.13 in the same period of last
home
freezer,
Hamilton clothes
year. Sunday newspaper sections
dryer, Tappan range, Crosley elecare down from last year, MAB retric range, Perfection electric
ports, with total first-quarter billrange, Gruen watches, Lincoln
ings of $13,846,354 this year, down
8.5% from the $15,125,735 last
farm welder, Westinghouse roastyear. Advertising pages in SunCrosley sets,
radios,
plasticer,kitchen
Big Columbus
H feed, Purity
day supplements for the quarter
dropped to 1,160.27 this year from HERE are the new studios of WRFD Worthington, Ohio, and 260-cucre feed, Genuine Pfister hybrid, Mi1,186.34 last, a decrease of 2.2%.
radio farm, dedicated during the station's weeklong Open House.
ami baby chicks and others.
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1951

Iowa

Survey
trends

Radio

reveals
in

Audience
important

PROGRAM

PREFERENCES!

In comparing
types1948,
of radio
grams in 1951Iowa's
with "best-liked"
those of 1947,
1949 proand
1950, the 1951 Iowa Radio Audience Survey* highlights
several important trends which might well influence your
radio plans.
Here, in capsule form, is the five-year comparison for
16 program types:
Survey
Survey 79.9%
1947 Survey
1951
Survey
MEN
1947% 1951
WOMEN
72.1
80.4% 87.1 %
News broadcasts
broadcasts
62.0 News
Featured comedians 71.5 48.5
Featured comedians 66.3 57.6
44.7 51.4
Popular music
39.9
Popular
47.4
49.4
Sports broadcasts 38.7 41.0 Audience music
47.4 38.4
43.1
41.7 30.6 Complete participation
Audience participatio n 25.2
drama
Market reports
Religious
music
or
28.2
23.2 29.7
28.5 27.4
Oldtime music
devotionals
16.6
Complete drama
32.7 28.2 Sports broadcasts
drama
30.5 26.7
Variety programs 29.5 20.6 Serial
19.5
21.9
Oldtime music
Religious
music
or
devotionals
17.4 18.4 Variety programs 32.3 21.3
16.4
20.5
Talks, comment
Band music (brass) 14.5 15.3 Homemaking pro- 18.2 18.8
12.8 16.1
reports
Talks on farming 17.0 14.3 Market
gramscomment
Serial drama
15.0 15.0
15.2
9.5 Talks,
16.1 12.3
20.7 14.6
Classical music
ClassicalBand music
8.8 13.4
music (brass) 13.2
Homemaking pro- 4.3 5.4
8.3
Talks on farming
grams
Note the growing popularity among both men and women
of news and sports broadcasts, popular music, market
reports and oldtime music. And notice the substantial
decline in popularity of featured comedians, complete and
serial drama shows, classical music and variety programs.
In almost every case the trend is consistent, year after year,
indicating a definite pattern rather than a temporary shift
in preference.
You'll find the 1951 Iowa Radio Audience Survey one
of your most valuable reference books. It's packed with
authentic,
up-to-date
It is usoneforof your
America's
most
dependable
radioinformation.
studies. Write
copy,
today! — or ask Free & Peters!

The 1951 Survey proves again that WHO continues to be your best
radio approach to the Iowa market. With its 50,000-watt, Clear
Channel voice, its top-grade programming and its enlightened
Public Service attitude, WHO is Iowa's greatest radio outlet —
listened to by more lowans night and day than any other
station in the State.

WIKI®
*/©r Iowa PLUS +
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
FREE & PETERS, INC.
National Representatives
*Thevey is1951
Iowa Radioannual
Audience
the fourteenth
studySur-ofIt
radio
listening
habits
in
Iowa.
was conducted
by Dr.andF. hisL. Whan
Wichita
University
staff. ofIt
is basedandonApril,
personal
interviews
during
March
1951,
with
9,180
families — all scientifically selected Iowa
from
Iowa's tocities,
and
farms,
presenttowns,
a true villages
and accurate
picture of the radio audience in Iowa.

Advertisement
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Associated Progr
Service Vice151 Pres.
W. 48ttf
NXMgr.
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M
M
m
M
M
M
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UNANIMOUS!
'Wo transcription library can
approach APS."
was the
unanimous
verdict That
of broadcasters in the U. S. and Canada at
both NAETB and CAB Conventions in Chicago and Toronto during the past weeks.
"It
sounds better"
was a frequent
comment.
The cumulative
impact
of all that fine talent ... all that
specially-arranged music . . . made
a sound that broadcasters liked.
And sound counts in radio.
"What a talent list" Delighted
programmers revelled in that
APS Talent Roster. Where many
libraries have cut corners, APS
has built well — with basic ingredient music. Yes — we saw the
importance of commercial help as
a part of library service long ago
—difference
long before
rest,fact
but that
the big
lies the
in the
we
didn't
borrow
from
the
music
heart of any library!) to pay (the
for
the sales gimmicks.
"You must be after a rate increase,"Broadcasters
was an oft-heard
comment.
were realizing
that
APS'
overwhelming
superiority as a station tool made
it an outstanding value. Where
goodsicnames
muhave beenandon "important"
the down grade
in
"promotional"
libraries,
they
keep piling up at APS stations.
And a library is never any better
than its talent and its music, no
matter what else you use for trimming.
"The phone rings more often since
we startedin Toronto
with APS"andsaidChicago.
many
friends
It's true there's a startling difference in APS music — because it's
so
It's acalldifferent
sound,different.
and listeners
to ask
"Where
can
I
get
music?"reMany APS stations that
proudly
ply: "Sorry, you just can't get it.
That's music transcribed especially for this station."
"We're always reading raves
about
your talent"
said a flock
wide-awake
broadcasters.
We ex-of
pect that. Where else can you find
winners like Rosemary Clooney

. . . Guy Mitchell . . . Vic Damone
. . . Evelyn Knight . . . Kay Armen
. . . Ted Dale . . . Glenn Osser . . .
Al Goodman. ... a flock of others
. . . always in the headlines. Reseen "Four
Star"
ratings cently
for we'vepersonal
appearances
like the Clooney current nightspot tour . . . Guy Mitchell's Tor. . . Evelyn
superbonto datesinging
at theKnight's
Swank
Plaza
in
N.
Y.
.
.
. Glenn on
Osser's
incomparable
conducting
TV
. . . etc.
"How can you keep this up?" Was
a frequent question. It's easy to
answer. We're the music specialists of theformers library
like us, do business.
their very Perbest
for us. We have the know-how,
and we spend our music dollars
for performances that can be
used, not for musical "gimmicks"
you can't
even Afindlibrary
once the
brary arrives.
is likeliany other kind of entertainment
material.
Ours does. It "plays" or it doesn't.
"It's been ten years — and we use
itthatmore
We heard
from than
many ever."
old friends.
They
chuckle with us at the "two-yearsand-out" kind of library. There's
only one "best performance," and
once you
haveforit,changing
there's noto sensible reason
second
best
"just
for
a change."
Stations never junk top-audience
shows friends
"just forhave
a change"
our
old
learnedand that
when you have a flock of solid
performances all in one library it
gets better and better as time
goes on in.and new material keeps
flowing
"How much?" We enjoy hearing
that question. It's a "closer" for
us. That's because there's an APS
library service for every broadcaster. Our Specialized libraries
lease at rates like these: $19.50,
$22.50, $32.50, $39.50, $47.50 per
month. The full basic APS library
costs less than any other fullsized library on the market. A
bargain? Nope! Just a sensibly
priced service for broadcasters,
produced by broadcasters who
know broadcasting problems. We
have nothing else to sell — this is
a full-time business for us.

ASSOCIATED
PROGRAM SERVICE
151 W. 44th StrMt, New York
PLoro 7-7710
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McFarland Bill — Senate Eyes
(Continued from page 25)
introduction
of evi-be
rule
or
regulation
of
the
and thewith the
burden
of proof shall
authorized
Act States;
or byCommission
aandtreaty upon thedenceceeding
Commission.
ratified by bythe this
United
"(f)
The
provisions
of
section
(b)
"(5) serveforany cease
violationand ofdesist
or failure
ob- of the Administrative Procedure 9 Act
order toissued
with respectfortothethesuspeninstiby the Commission under this section. whichsion otruapply
t
i
o
n
o
f
any
proceeding
revocation
of a license
wheresubstantially
any person as(1)sethasforth
failedin shall apply
also with
respector oftopermit
the
toa "(b)
operate
institution,
under
this
section,
any
license,
or
(2)
has
violated
or
failed
toAct,observe
any
of
the
provisions
of
this
proceeding
for
the
issuance
of
a
cease
desist order or for the imposition
or any
(3) has
or failed
observe
rule violated
or regulation
of theorto and
Commission
authorized
by the
this Act
of a forfeiture."
by
a
treaty
ratified
by
United
States, the
Commission
may order
person
to cease
and desist
from such
such
action.
"(c) Before
revokinga permit
or suspending
ABC-UPT MERGER
atolicense
or
revoking
pursuant
or issuing
a cease
Hearing Nears Conclusion
and subsection
desist order(a),pursuant
to subsection
(b), licensee,
the Commission
shallor serve
uponin- FINAL two- to four-week phase of
the
permittee,
person
volvedrevocation
an order to show
cause whyor ana the hearing on the proposed merger
order
or suspension
Paramount Theatres with
cease ofandAny
desist
order
should
notcausebe ofABCUnited
begins at the FCC today
issued.
such
order
to
shall contain a statement of show
the matters
(Monday) [B*T, April 7].
with
respect and
to which
thecallCommission
First witness will be Gordon
is inquiring
shall
upon said
licensee,
or person
before thepermittee,
Commission
at a totimeappear
and Brown, owner of WSAY Rochester,
N. Y. He will appear as a public
place
statedthanin30thedaysorder,
but receipt
in no witness.
less
the
Mr. Brown has been at
ofeventsuchmatter
order,specified
and giveafter
evidence
upon
the
therein;
except
with the networks — especially
that where safety or life or property odds
ABC
—
for
some time.
is involved,
the Commission
provide in thehearing,
order
for aa waiver
shortermaythereof,
period.
Next part of hearing will bring
Iftheafter
or
Commission
determines thator ana testimony from DuMont officials,
order
of revocation
will offer rebuttal to testimony
cease and
desist orderor suspension
should issue, it who
shall issue
such
order,
in- favoring the merger.
clude a statement of the which
findingsshallof the
WSMB New Orleans half-interest
Commission
andand thespecify
groundsthe and
rea- transfer
from Paramount Pictures
sons
therefor
effective
date
of
the
order,
and
shall
cause
the
to
UPT will be considered next.
same to be served on said licensee,
permittee, or person.
Finally, FCC Counsel Frederick
"(d) sionExcept
as other
provi- W. Fordmountwill
Paras of this Actinsofar
provide
for specific
Picturescross-examine
and UPT directors.
forfeitures,
case section
where subsec- He is expected
or in(b)anyof this
to delve into the
izestion the(a) revocation
or suspensionauthorof a
theatre acquilicense,
the orrevocation
of a ofconstruction permit,
the issuance
a where
cease proprietysitions byofthosecertain
companies.
and
desist
in anyActcase
The number of witnesses Mr.
section
303order,
(m) and
of this
provides
for
the thesuspension
of anmay,operator's
plans to question and the
license,
Commission
in lieu Ford
ofor revoking
orthe
suspending
license,
of his interrogation will
revoking
permit,
or the
issuing
the manner
determine whether the hearing is
cease
and
desist
order,
or
in
addition
concluded
within two weeks or four
todirect
issuing
the
cease
and
desist
order,
the payment
the
United
States
ofofwhich
thea forfeiture
sum
ofoffense
$500to weeks.
for
each
day
during
any
FCC Hearing Examiner Leo
specified
in insubsection
(a) or (b)occurred,
of this Resnick
said that regardless of
section,
section
or such orlesser
sum as303the(m),Commission
whether
commay
find
appropriate
in
the
light
of
all
pleted the
with twoproceeding
weeks or aismonth,
of the facts and circumstances of the
particular
case.
Before
the
imposition
he
still
expects
to
issue
his
initial
of any
forfeitureshall
hereinserveprovided
the
Commission
a noticefor,of decision by October 1.
liability
formoney,
the forfeiture
Observers point out that if the
aapparent
specific
sum
of
which
sumof
may
be basis
determined
by the Commission
onit. the
of
information
then
before
Commission
Mr. Resnick's
findings
the accepts
final decision
may be
Such
notice
shall
give
a
reasonable
opportunity
to
apply
for
a
hearing,
or,
out
by
December
1
—
providing
if a hearing is waived, to submit a upon filing of the exceptions tothat,
the
written ductrequest
for remission,
or re- initial decision, the Commission
ion in the amount,
of thebe forfeiture,
such
written
request
to
supported
byremission
a statement
of the factsThewarranting
proceeds
promptly to oral argument.
reduction.
Commission, ofuponorfinal
determinationshall
of give
the
amount
any
forfeiture,
On
the
other hand, if the Comnotice
and specify
time,
mission should differ with the exnot
lessthereof
thanwithin
thirty
days toafterthe
receipt
ofsumnotice,
which
pay
such
aminer's
the final for
demay not conclusions,
be forthcoming
States.intoIf the
not Treasury
paid withinof the
the United
period a much cisionlonger
period of time.
specified,
suit may504 beof brought
asforprovided cionvesection
this
Act
reThe hearing began Jan. 16.
forfeiture.hasIn served
any casean
where thery of aCommission
order tosectionshow
cause
pursuant
to
subof this section,
Commis-as
sion, after(c)hearing
or waiverthe thereof
therein voprovided,
may,a license,
in lieu ofor rere- Haber Buys WFEC
kvokinignagpermit,
or suspending
or issuing
a toceaseissuing
and SALE of WFEC Miami, 250 w daydesist
order,
or
in
addition
time station on 1220 kc, was coma cease and
desistthe order,
in such
proimpose
forfeiture
provided
pletedproval.last week
pending FCC
for
in thisaceeding,reasonable
subsection.
If a hearing
is
Price is $75,000.
Buyer ap-is
waived,
opportunity
shall
David
Haber,
of
New
York
and
befor given
to submit
a written request
remission,
or reduction
in theby Miami, who has investments in real
amount
of
the
forfeiture,
supported
estate
and
has
interest
in
various
a statementor reduction.
of the factsAny warranting
remission
companies including 50%
after
the service of forfeiture
an order taxicab
toordered
show
cause
Cresent Cab Co., New York.
provided above. shall be collected as of
Seller
is
D. Steere. Trans- I
"(e) In anypursuant
case where
is action wasHoward
handled by Blackburn- |
conducted
thea hearing
provisions
of this section,
both theto burden
of pro- Hamilton Co.
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Watch

pennies,

your

Mister!

When you buy radio time these days, you want
to make every penny count. In Baltimore, the way
you do it is simple. You just buy WITH — the
BIG independent with the BIG audience!
Every penny you spend on WITH helps produce exactly
what you want from radio — low cost results! Because
WITH delivers more buying listeners-per-dollar than
any other radio or TV station in Baltimore.
No wonder WITH is so popular with the local folks! Their
advertising must produce immediate, economical results.
And WITH regularly carries the advertising of more than
twice as many retail merchants as any other station in townl
Let your Forjoe man give you the whole
WITH story today!
lgniB ,

IN BALTIMORE

REPRESENTED

? BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

TOM TINSLEY, PRESIDENT
BY FORJOE I COMPANY
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To an advertiser who prefers
to captivate audiences
There are no captive radio audiences in Iowa. Every
set has a dial. The dials work, the radios work, and
any listener is free to free lance. Apart from the
totalitarian implications of the word (no self-respecting Iowan — that's the same as saying no Iowan
— would sit still for being a captive anything) we
figure an audience earned on program merit is more
healthy for business.
Being on WMT, CBS outlet in Eastern Iowa, is like
occupying a choice location on Main Street. Twentythree of the top twenty-nine programs are on CBS.
There's great customer traffic — great opportunity to
reach more than 300,000 radio families in WMTland. They're captivated by programming — CBS
and local. For full details, trap a Katz Agency rep
(they capture easy).

5000 WATTS, 600 KC
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE KATZ AGENCY
BASIC CBS RADIO NETWORK
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ARF Reactivated
(Continued from page 27)
business, according
a studygram andof make
the Foundation's
pro- measurement
to Mr. Manchee, but try to get the
recommendations
for
enlarging the service to the answers to questions asked about
membership.
present methods and techniques.
A complete report was made at This, he felt, would aid in interpreting present data and possibly
Thursday'sresearch
board meeting
the lead to improved
various
projects onwhich
techniques. In addition itwould om eput
ARF plans to undertake. It is
n
d
a
tions madeinto
last force
year byrec-a
expected that analyses of these
projects will be completed within special test survey committee which
called for field testing of broadcast
a month, so that work can be com- research
methods. This committee
menced without further delay. A
survey of the membership showed had been formed
advertisement in thefollowing
July 10,an 1950
a study of magazine ad readerissue of Broadcasting • Telecastship measurement and one of radio- ing.
TV ratings most wanted by most
subscribers, and it was indicated
In this advertisement Stanley G.
they will be undertaken first. The Breyer, KJBS San Francisco,
ARF research committee has also pointed
to confusion in radio rerecommended two short-term projsearch and proposed an impartial
ects, one of preparing analytical evaluation
of techniques. The retabulations of the findings of ARF
port was made March 3, 1951 by
continuing studies, the other a Dr. Kenneth H. Baker, then NAB
study of the relationship of ad- research director who served as
vertising expenditures to sales and chairman of the special test survey
to national income. Presumably committee.
these will also be launched
promptly.
Mr. Kobak will serve as salaried PEABODY AWARDS
president of ARF but continue his
Announcement Set May 7
consulting practice, retaining his
headquarters at 341 Park Ave., ANNUAL George Foster Peabody
New York. He is not under con- Radio and Television Awards will
tract to ARF and is to devote one be announced May 1 in New York
week under
to theway.
foundation once at a meeting of the Radio Execuitdayisa well
tives Club of that city at the
"Waldorf-Astoria, Dean John E.
Among Clients
Drewry of the Henry W. Grady
Among his clients, it is under- School of Journalism, U. of Georgia, has announced.
stood, are General Mills, KnoxReeves Adv., Miles Laboratories,
The awards, given for outstandWestinghouse Radio Stations Inc.,
ing meritorious public service during 1951, are presented to indiA. C. Nielsen Co., Cleveland Plain
Dealer. He also is identified with as follows:viduals, stations and/or networks
McGraw-Hill interests.
Radio — for public service by a
In addition Mr. Kobak is owner
station above 1 kw, public
of WTWA Thomson, Ga., and a regional
service by a local station 1 kw or
weekly newspaper in that city. He under, reporting and/or interpretais an NARTB director-at-large for
tion of the news, drama or other
small stations. Just a fortnight non-musical entertainment, music,
ago he resigned as chairman of the education, children's program or
board of Broadcast Advertising series and promotion of international understanding; television —
Bureau. In advertising much of his
career, Mr. Kobak was president of education, entertainment, news
Mutual network before becoming a and /or interpretation and chilor series. Special
consultant. Prior to that he had awards dren's
also program
are made.
served in high executive capacity
at NBC and McGraw-Hill as well
as in the agency field.
Fred B. Manchee, executive vice LEE ESTATE
Twin Sisters Named
president of BBDO and chairman
of the ARF Projects Development TWIN sisters Marilyn Joan and
Committee, reviewed survey results Mary Jean Lee who will eventually
at the ANA convention in March. receive
$1 million from the
In the survey, 72% voted for the estate ofnearly
the late Thomas S. Lee
magazine readership study and have
been
granted
a monthly allow65% wanted the radio-TV ratings
ance of $150 each in Santa Monica
study. Ranking fourth was the Superior
Court.
effect of TV on magazine and/or
Cousins
of Mr.among
Lee, the10 16-yearnewspaper reading.
old
twins
were
persons
"We want to be sure that we can
share $4,788,206 remainrely with confidence on the data we nameding fromto $12%
million
left
by the
receive on the measurement of our heir to the late Don Lee broadcastradio
and
television
advertising,"
ing
and
automobile
distribution
Mr. Manchee had told the ANA
They are daughters of the
convention. He added that agencies fortune.
Cupler Lee, brother of Don
rated the radio-TV project first in late
Lee,
and
reside with their mother,
their voting, with advertisers rank- Mrs. Frances
M. Lee in Northridge,
ing it fourth and media fifth.
Calif. The twins are to receive
ARF will not go into the rating $470,000 each from estate.
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with

TEXANS

More

Texas

advertisers

used

KMAC

during

first quarter
than

any

Antonio

Texan

s

the

of 1952

other
radio

San
station.

Know

Texas!

"

MUTUAL ON 630
SAN ANTONIO
* HOWARD

W. DAVIS, OWNER

* REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY Co.
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Dissenters(Continued
— Jones,fromHennock,
page 2U) Sterling
". . . we are left with no alternasole basiscurringforopinion.Comr. Webster's contive. Despite the inadequate show"The failure of the commercial
ing made by the non-commercial
interests to make a strong, posi- educational group, circumstances
tive showing with respect to edu- dictate that the requested reservacational productions leaves me with
tions be made," he concluded.
the impression that that group is
not as prepared to voluntarily go
forward with this type of television
'Mr. Dixie'
programming as originally indi- WBT's
CAREER of Grady Cole, WBT
cated .. .," he said.
Charlotte
farm
director, is traced
"But, with respect to an overwhelming majority of the 209 com- in the April 19 issue of Collier's
magazine. The article is written by
munities tentatively assigned edu- William
A. Emerson Jr. under the
cational channels by the Third
Notice, support therefor by local title, "Mr. Dixie." Writes Mr.
educational organizations took, for
is generally
recin the Carolinas
by sight
the most part, the form of affidavits Emerson ogn:ized "Grady
stating that reservations of such or sound. He'd be downright disheartened ifa formal introduction
channels
tinued. were desired," he con- were necessary."

upcoming
April
15-17:Jefferson
AIEE Southwest
meeting,
Hotel, St. District
Louis.
April
16:
Brand
Names
Foundation's
"Brand Names dorf-Day"
conference.
WalAstoria, New York.
April 16: BAB Sales Clinic, Los AnApril
16-18: Assn.
American
College convenPublic
geles.
Relations
36th Cleveland.
annual
tion, Carter Hotel,
April
17-20: Ohio
State U. Institute 22d
for
Education
by Radio-Television,
annual
meeting,
Hotel, Columbus,
Ohio.Deshler - Wallick
April
19: Ohio
of RadioDeshlerNews
Editors,
annualAssn.
meeting,
Wallick
Hotel,
Columbus,
Ohio.
April
19:
Catholic
Broadcasters
Assn.
midwestern
regional meeting, Chicago.
April
19:
Cincinnati
section, Institute
ofconference,
Radio Engineers,
Cincinnati.Spring technical

fomen Inc., in cooperation
Advertising
of theachievement
West. with
6th
annual FrancesAssn.Holmes
awards. Ambassador Hotel, Los AnApril 20-24:lishers
American
Newspaper PubAssn., annual
geles.
Waldorf-Astoria,
New York.convention,
cisco.21: BAB Sales Clinic, San FranApril
April
SocietyEngineers,
of Motion71stPicture
and 21-25:
Television
annual convention,
Drake Hotel, semiChicago.
April 21-26grams: Educational
Television
ProInstitute seminar,
Pennsylvania State College,
State College,
Pa.
April 23: BAB Sales Clinic, Portland,
Ore.
April
24: New
MBS York.
stockholders annual
meeting,
April
BMI Program
Hotel,24: Calgary,
Alta. Clinic, Palliser
April
Radio of-Television
Mfrs.inAssn. 24-25:
and RTMA
ternationalFalls,
conference,Canada,
General 9thBrock
Hotel, Niagara
Ontario.
April 25: BAB Sales Clinic, Seattle.
April
25-27: Advertising
Federation
of
America,
(Florida)
district,
boro, Ky Fourth
Casablanca
Hotel, Miami
Beach,
Fla.
April 28: BMI Program Clinic, Owens-

April 29-30:
New YorkAssn.Chapter,
American Marketing
-Sales
ExecuNew York,
merchandisRoosevelt,
New
York. tiveing Clubclinic,of Hotel
April
Falls,30:S. BMI
D. Program Clinic, Sioux
April 30-Mayvertise2:rs, 37thAssn.
CanadianRoyal
Adannual ofmeeting,
York Hotel, Toronto.
NARTB MEMBERS
Total Passes 1,500 Mark
AM STATION membership of
NARTB reached the 1,000 mark
last week — highest point in the last
two years, according to President
Harold E. Fellows. This brings
the overall membership total to
more than 1,500, comprising in
addition to the AM group a total
of 376 FM stations, 92 TV members (88 stations, four networks)
and 75 associate members.
No. 1,000
in the NARTB
directory is WOWL
Florence,AMAla.,
according to William T. Stubblefield,
rector.NARTB station relations diMost of the members recently
signed made application during
the NARTB convention in Chicago,
where the Station Relations Dept.
maintained a service desk. Over
An independent survey of radio listening habtion ... a 3V2-to-l favorite over all competition
1,100 service calls were handled
its in the Red River Valley was recently made
combined!*
at the desk by William Treynor,
by students at North Dakota Agricultural ColIt's the same story in town. Year after year,
assistant
station relations director,
lege. The Survey covered 3,969 farm families
WDAY makes a run-away of the Hooper race,
and Helen Fruth. The service
in 22 counties within about 90 miles of Fargo.
consistently getting a 3-to-l greater Share of
desk
served
as a central point for
the
Fargo-Moorhead
In answer to the question, "To what radio stastations
combined! Audience than all other
phone calls, telegrams and other
tion does your family listen most?" 78.6% of
messages addressed to convention
Truly, WDAY is a colossal radio buy in a
the families said WDAY, 4.4% Station "B",
delegates.
Other Blytheville,
new memberArk.;stations
stupendous farm market. Write direct, or ask
2.3%
Station
"C",
2.1%
Station
"D",
etc.
KLCN
KXO include
Ogden,
Free 8C Peters for all the facts.
WDAY was a 17-to-l choice over the next staUtah; ger,KOJM
Havre,
Mont.:
KSJV Tex.;
SanCalif.;
KULP
El
Campo,
KVNU
Logan,(FM)Utah;
KWKC
Abilene,
Competition includes local studios of the other three major networks.
Tex.;
KUSC
Los
Angeles;
WACO
Waco, Tex.; WANS Anderson, S. C;
WQXI saBuckhead,
WVLK Ala.;
VeriMount
l es, Ky.; WSFAAiry,Ga.;
Montgomery,
WPAQ
N. C;Columbia,
WPAL
f&
WDAY
• NBC • 970 KILOCYCLES • 5000 WATTS
Charleston,
S. C; WNOK
S.peka;C; WGTM
WLOK Lima,
ToWilson,Ohio;
N. C;WIBWWGCM,
WGCM-FM
Gulfport,
WCRI Ark.;
Al^mp~
FREE & PETERS, INC., Exclusive National Representatives
bertville, Ala.;
KWCBMiss.;
Searcy,
KHAS Hastings, Neb.; KCKN Kansas
City.
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doesn't operate 4
s or theaters//

M^yC

But it does run a

that feeds

Sit and mm
top rated programs plus sparldinq
local shows toa^rife^so
that it covers all of

high

plus adjacent

mi

parts of/

This is a reprint from the Monday, March 10th
issue of the New Haven Evening Register

Represented by ihe Katz Agency
Subscriber, NARTB seat and good practice
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wr^tc Truly Connecticut's Only Window on the
World for Over 250,000 TV Homes.

April 14, 1952

Summer

'Boom- Sta
te

The tremendous impact of Station WGY on an enlarged summer-time audience is ably demonstrated
by one of WGY's sponsors — the Catskill Game Farm.
In 1951, this organization abandoned its advertising
schedule in newspapers and other radio stations to
use WGY exclusively. Through spot announcements
in the morning and night-time stations breaks, the
result was a 250 percent increase in attendance.
Reaching all the summer resorts in the Adirondack,
Catskill and Berkshire Mountains and Vermont, sales
messages carried by WGY also reach the many
tourists and vacationers in Saratoga Springs, Lake
George, Lake Champlain and Cooperstown, New
York. The WGY area is surely one of America's
foremost vacation areas.
Motorists visiting "WGY-Land" learn the station's
location on the dial through seven striking, colorful
8' x 24' Scotchlite billboards which are located on the
major traffic arteries leading into the "17th State."
You can realize outstanding results by doing
your summer selling on Station WGY.

y0Ur dial
on your
~Q*f\\f\)Q 011
50,000^^/(j|watts
affiliated with
WGY
I » GENERAL ELECTRIC STATU!
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The Capital of the
17th State
The WGY area if so
named because its
population
exceeds
(hat
of 32 states.
Represented by
NBC Spot Sales

HOW MANY More
COMMERCIALS
AIRED
'51?
than 114 Million,
B*T IN
Survey
Discloses
RADIO and television have had a with number of spot announcenose-counting job performed on
projected to give
total number ofments
commercial
announcements
their commercials by BROADCASTING
• Telecasting. Here are the re- in a week.
sults, based on carefully computed
In the case of AM stations, the
estimates :
number of commercial announcementswithin
(including
all announce# 100,620,000
commercial
ments
programs)
ranged
sages were delivered
in 1951mes-by
all AM broadcast stations.
from 20,800 to 95,000 during the
year for 2,236 stations. A median
# sages
10,000,000
commercial
were delivered
in 1951 bymes-all figure of 45,000 commercial mesFM broadcast stations.
sulted. sages per year per AM station re# 4,000,000
commercial
sages were delivered
in 1951 bymes-all
The FM figure was more difficult
television stations.
because so many sta# Grand total: 114,620,000 to pin-point
tions duplicate AM and because
commercial messages delivered dur- of the variation in number of daily
hours. The computation
ingcastthemedia
year(AM,
on the
FM, three
TV). broad- operating
produced an estimate of 10,000,000
The figures came out of actual commercial messages broadcast in
checks of radio and TV station a year by the 653 stations.
logs, using samples believed typical
The check of TV (againcommercial
in each category. In addition, the
including anall
renewal applications of typical announcementsnouncements
within programs,
stations were checked at the FCC, as done in the AM and FM estimates) showednounceme145
annts as thecommercial
highest daily
NLRB SETS VOTE
total for the logs selected. The
For WGH, WNOR Employes total for 108 TV stations was
DIRECTIONS of election were 4,000,000.
figures do not include
handed down by the National Labor freeThese
service announcements,
Relations Board last Wednesday whichpublic
in the case of AM stations
involving the American Federation range from
30 to over 200 a week.
of Radio Artists (AFL) and two
Virginia
WGH Newport
News and stations
WNOR — Norfolk.
The board ordered balloting at
NARCOTICS SERIES
WNOR among announcing, an- WCBS Gets
Wide Development
nouncer-engine r and continuity
employes, and at WGH among an- WCBS New York is giving a demnouncing and programming peronstration ofprogram and idea desonnel. Elections will be held within 30 days.
velopment, al focused on the true
story
of
a
heroin
addict — known to
At WNOR, the union sought a
unit of announcers and announcers- the
public
as
"Robert
Adams"—
and
his
30-year
struggle
with
engineers excluding continuity,
first told as a two-week
traffic, production and commercial drugs,
series on Bill Leonard's This Is
help. folk
The Broadcasting
station, licensed
to Nor- New
York.
Corp., favored
The story was slated for further
inclusion of a salesman and traffic discussion
last week on Dwight
and receptionist
personnel.
In in- Cooke's You and the World
cluding continuity
help, NLRB
(WCBS,
weekdays,
6:15 p.m. EST)
noted "the small size of the radio as well as for a Thursday
roundstation . . . and integrated nature table with State Attorney General
of the employer's broadcasting Nathaniel Goldstein and State
Halpern on Mr.
WGH, licensed to Hampton Senator Seymour
program.
operations."
Roads Broadcasting Corp., favored Leonard's
Simon
&
Schuster
has schedinclusion of its commercial manuled
publication
of "Robert
ager,
chief
announcer,
choir
direcAdams'
"
story,
"Confessions
of . a
tor, and continuity and promotion
Heroin Addict,"
and
two
film
comemployes.
The
board
directive
inpanies (MGM and Paramount)
cluded in the unit only continuity
to broadcast tranemployes from this proposed group are listening
s
c
r
i
p
ts as possible movie story maurged by WGH. AFRA would
terial. The addict's wife, who parhave
limited the voting unit to announcers.
ticipated in one broadcast to explain what it meant to be married
to
a
drug-user,
is writing an
Paul sented
Styles,
NLRB
member,
disfrom the majority opinion. article for publication
in June
He contended that while "this is a issue of Today's Woman.
small radio station" and jobs performed by announcers are inteW. TYMICK, Buchen Co.,
grated with other program func- HENRY
Chicago, has been appointed general
tions,
announcers
perform
a
spechairman
of the Industrial
30th annual
confercial kind of work involving special
f National
Advertisers
conditions of employment. He Assn.,ence oChicago,
June
29-July
2.
Debateas
favored a unit of announcers, on communications is scheduled
pointing
out
the
board
has
so
acted
well
as
origination
of
ABC
America's
Town Meeting of the Air.
in other radio cases.
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How

you

can

and

make

a profit

go in the

of $27,295,971

hole!

1* According to our accountants, Union Oil
made a net profit during 1951 of $27,295,971. If
this bookkeeping profit represented the comactual "take"
our 38,347Butcommon
share
owners pany's
would
be overjoyed.
after paying
dividends of $11,444,259, we actually ended up
on the minus side of the ledger to the sum of
$7,534,000 in working capital.

2. Here's the reason: In 1951 we had to spend
$62,421,000 for replacement of worn-out equipment and oil properties and to enlarge our facilities to meet the greatly increased demand in the
West for petroleum products. This money came
from three sources.

3* $40,281,000 of it came from the "depreciation and depletion"
sums a
corporation
sets asideallowance.
each year(Theto replace
equipment
and
oil
properties
when
they're
worn
out.) $14,606,000 of it was made up out of profits.
$7,534,000 of it was taken from working capital
—the "checking account" a business keeps on
hand for day-to-day expenditures.

4.
We obviously
can't keepand dipping
into our
working
capital indefinitely
stay in business.
For
if
we
do
we'll
eventually
run
out
of
to carry our receivables, inventories, etc.,money
and
pay our daily
That's why
something
has operating
to be done expenses.
about a situation
that
affects not only us but every U. S. corporation.

5* Briefly it is this: The sums the tax collector
allows you to set aside for depreciation and depletion are based on what things cost when you
acquired them— not what it costs to replace them
today. quSince
theseequipment
depreciationand funds
aren't ade-at
ate to replace
oil properties
today's prices, we have to make up the difference somewhere -or go out of business.

6* On top of this, extremely heavy taxes on
corporate earnings make it almost impossible to
retain enough profits to make up the difference.
Sowhywe wehavemustto take
workingthatcapital.
That's
have ita from
tax policy
will permit
corporations to earn enough for the replacement
and expansion necessary to maintain the productivity and economic growth of the nation.

UNION

BROADCASTING

OIL COMPANY
OF CALIFORNIA
INCORPORATED IN CALIFORNIA, OCTOBER 17, 1890
This series, sponsored by the people of Union Oil Company, is dedicated to a
discussion
why American
business functions.
hope Write:
you'll feel
free
to sendof inhowanyandsuggestions
or criticisms
you have toWeoffer.
The
President, Union Oil Company, Union Oil Building, Los Angeles 17, California.
ManufaclnrerH of It ova I Triton, the amazing purple motor oil
• Telecaiting
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AFRA LA. TALKS
Open With Independents
WITH CURRENT contracts exApril 30,Artists
American
tion piring
of Radio
has Federastarted
negotiating for a 10% overall wage
increase and improved working
conditions for staff announcers of
Los Angeles area independent outlets.
Besides KFWB, KLAC, KFVD,
KFAC and KRKD Los Angeles, the
group includes KGIL San Fernando, KGER and KFOX Long
Beach, KWKW, KALI and KXLA
Pasadena.
Improved working conditions requested include a health and welfare plan which would be paid for
by the station, covering each announcer and dependents, with cost
to employer of $8 monthly; severance pay based on one week for
each year of service, with minimum
of two weeks'
notice;
special con-of
ditions covering
employment

parttime announcers with premium
pay time-and-a-half minimum call
provision; and full day salary for
parttime work.
AFRA also requests KGIL and
KWKW ential ttoo same
adjustsalaries
$3 weekly
differas KFOX;
KLAC to increase pay to the same
as KFWB, eliminating $6 differential. KMPC Los Angeles, Liberty
affiliate, was put in the network
category by AFRA and instead of
present flat $99 per week, the
union wants $100 weekly for first
year men, plus commercial fees,
and $115 for second year.
Announcer pay on Los Angeles
independents currently varies from
$75 to $99, Claude McCue, AFRA
executive secretary, stated.
KBIG Avalon, Calif., has contracted
for United
Press news
tive when station
starts service,
operatingeffec-in
early
will onbe installed
in bothMay.
the Teletypes
Avalon studio
Catalina
Island
Sunset and
Blvd.Hollywood studios at 6540

EDUCATION ON FM
KDKA Aid to Blind
Chicago Series Scheduled
KDKA Pittsburgh has begun
FIVE Chicago-area colleges April
shipment of a second ton of
14 will begin educational programused radio transcriptions to
ming on WBIK (FM), affiliate of
WBKB (TV) Chicago, General
the American Printing House
Manager John H. Mitchell has anfor the Blind Inc., Louisville.
nounced.
Shipments were started in
Preliminary program plans were
revealed at a press conference in
September 1940. Transcripthe Garrick Television Center.
tions, which KDKA supplies
Schools erative
participating
in theCollege,
coopfree of charge, are re-milled,
plan are Roosevelt
worked
in with new material
the U. of Illinois, Lake Forest Coland used in the production of
lege,nologyIllinois
Institute
of
Techand Loyola U.
"talking books" for the blind.
Each school will broadcast its
Officials of the printing house
programs one day weekly for 10
explained
that the demand
weeks, furnishing educational mafor "talking
terial from 3-9 p.m. If the series,
creasing daily. books" is inentitled Operation New Horizon,
wins enough public response, it will
be resumed in the fall on WBIK
as well as on WBKB. Stations are LIKES WNBC MUSIC
owned by the Balaban & Katz theatre chain.
Rep. Morano Tells Cott
AlikeCONGRESSMAN,
who doesn't
"claptrap
emanating
from
other radio stations
in New York
City ona after-midnight
programs,"
wrote
fan letter to WNBC
New
York complimenting the station on
its classical music disc jockey show,
Music Through the Night.
P. Morano
(R-Conn.)
lastRep.weekAlbert
released
his letter
to Ted
Cott, program director of WNBC.
Rep. Morano created a stir last fall
when he complained that WMCA
New York's nighttime music m. c,
Barry Gray,
made [B"ad-lib"
remarks
on hishadprogram
• T,
Oct. 29, 1951]. It was alleged that
Mr. Gray had criticized a column
printed in the Greenwich (Conn.)
Time that had attacked government sponsorship of recruiting proIn his letter, Rep. Morano said in
part:
is indeed
a prereal
grams.
public "This
service.program
I am ofsure
that
THIS
RICH
MARKET
majority
radiothetopublic
would muchdominantprefer
tothelisten
the
works of theterpreted bgreat
masters ... asconincontemporary
Radio delivers MORE sets-in-use in the South
ductors . . iny the
marked
contrast to the
clatrap
emanating
from
other
radio
stations in New York City on afterBend market than before TV ! . . . Hooper Sermidnight
In theprograms."
WMCA incident, Rep.
veys for Oct. -Nov. 1951 compared with Oct.Morano had complained to the FCC.
Nov. 1945 prove it. Morning up 6.8, afternoon
While praising WNBC and the proup 8.0 and evening up 4.4. Television is still
gram, Rep. Morano, who noted he
is
a frequent
cominsignificant here because no consistently satmended NBC forlistener,
placing also
the show
in
the
midnight-to-dawn
period.
isfactory TV signal reaches South Bend. Don't
sell this rich market short. Wrap it up with
WSBT radio.
KFAB SCHOLARSHIPS
Offer In-Service Training
HARRY BURKE, general manannounced
that ager,
for KFABtheOmaha,
seventhhas consecutive
year the station will cooperate with
the U. of Nebraska in taking students from the
radio
department
for university's
summer training
at KFAB.
In-service
ates" includescholarship
Bob Jones, "graduKFAB
staff announcer; Herm Harvey,
KFAB farm field director; Myron
Levenson, WOAI-TV San Antonio;
John Carson, KTTV (TV) HollyRAYMER .COMPANY
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
wood, and Arved Christiansen and
Jo Anne Mellen, KFOR Lincoln.
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YOU

183

MIGHT

CAST

A

TROUT

FLY

-

FEET

BUT...
YOU

NEED

STATIONS

THE
TO

IN WESTERN

FETZER

LAND

SALES

MICHIGAN!

1 AM or TV, here's proof that the Fetzer stations are
Western Michigan's best advertising buys.
RADIO
j WKZO, Kalamazoo, and WJEF, Grand Rapids, deliver
■ Western Michigan's largest audience, at surprisingly
; low cost. Each is consistently the most listened-to sta1 tion in its home city, and BMB figures prove the same
kind of audience in surrounding rural areas. WKZOWJEF's unduplicated BMB Audience is up 46.7%
over 1946 in the daytime — up 52.9% at night! Yet
this strong CBS combination costs 20% less than the
next-best two-station choice in Kalamazoo and Grand
Rapids!

TELEVISION
WKZO-TV, Channel 3, is the Official Basic CBS Television Outlet for Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids. It also
provides Battle Creek with intensive primary service
— effectively reaches a total market with a Net Effective Buying Income of more than two billion dollars !
And here's the best part of the story: A recent 24county
"B"! Videodex Diary Study made by Jay & Graham
Research Corporation, using the BMB technique,
shows that WKZO-TV delivers 54.7% more Western
Michigan and Northern Indiana homes than Station
Write
direct or ask your Avery-Knodel man for all
the facts.

Dick Miller of Huntington Beach, California, holds this world's record.
WJEF
WKZO-TV
WKZO
IN KALAMAZOO
^,4
MICHIGAN
WESTERN
IN
RAPIDS
GRAND
fffCA in
and GREATER
j
' and NORTHERN INDIANA
and KENT COUNTY
WESTERN MICHIGAN
(CBS RADIO)
■
■
(CBS RADIO)
lU
ALL THREE
OWNED
AND
OPERATED
BY
EH
FETZER
AVERY-KNODEL,
BROADCASTING
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Broadcasting Co., Sacramento, Calif.,
broadcast
tions. over various California staHonorable Mention, The Voice From
to WNOX Knoxville, Tenn.
live and kinescope fare and local the— Farm,
Special Citation, The Farm Front,
and
tions.regional stations or organiza- to Farm
Department, the Crosley
Broadcasting Corp., Cincinnati, Ohio,
List of awards, honorable men- broadcast over WLW Cincinnati.
and citations by classificaWomen's — First Award, Knudsen
tiontionsfollows:
Women's
Forum,
Network,
broadcastto Columbia
over KNXPacific
Los
RADIO AWARDS
Angeles, Calif.
Honorable Mention, The Barbara
Programs Heard Nationally by
Welles Show, to WOR New York.
Network or Transcription
Cultural: Art, science, literature and
Religious
—
First
Award,
The
Ave
(butThenot University
straight music)
— Firstto
Maria Hour, to The Franciscan Friars music
.Hour,
of the Atonement, New York, broad- Award,
Center, U. of North
cast at various times over numerous Communication
Carolina,North
ChapelCarolina
Hill, broadcast
stations.
stations. over
Honorable Mention, Let There Be various
Honorable mention, Critically SpeakLight to Broadcasting
and
Film
Commission of National Council of nesota).
ing, to KUOM Minneapolis (U. of MinChurches, New York, broadcast at
various times over numerous stations.
Dealing with personal and social
problems — First Award, Minnesota
Agricultural — (No awards).
Mid-Century, to KUOM Minneapolis
Women's — (No Awards).
(U. of Minnesota) broadcast at various
Cultural: Art, science, literature times
over other Minnesota stations.
and music (but not straight music) —
Honorable
First Award, Corp.
Stage 52, to Canadian
ables, to WBBMmention,
Chicago.The UntouchBroadcasting
Presenting Public Issues (forums,
Honorable Mention, CBC Wednesday
— First Award, Freedom Revisited,
Night, to Canadian Broadcasting Corp. etc.)
WCAU Philadelphia.
Dealing with Personal and Social to First
Award, The Killers, to Public
Problems
— Mention, The Lonesome Service Division, WMCA New York.
Honorable
News Interpretation (not straight
Road, to Communication Materials
E. W. MinZieCenter, Columbia U. Press, broadcast reporting) — First Award,
to WCCO
at various times over numerous sta- barth Newsneapolis,Analysis,
M
i
n
.
tions.
Mention. W. S. C. Views
Presenting Public Issues (Forums, theHonorable
News,of toWashington).
KWSC Pullman (State
etc.)
— FirstBroadcasting
Award, CrossCorp.Section, to College
Canadian
Furthering International UnderNews Interpretation (not straight
standing— First Award, The Ralph
reporting) — (no awards).
to Columbia Pacific NetFurthering International Under- Story Show,
work,
broadcast over KNX Los Anstanding— First Award, Citizens of
geles, Calif.
the World, to United Nations Radio,
Honorable
broadcast
at various times over num- World,
to WMAQMention,
Chicago,It's111.a Small
erous stations.
—
Special
Citation,
Japanese
Peace
SpecialArise
One-Time
— Firstto Calif.
Conference, to KFWB
Hollywood,
Award,
and GoBroadcasts
Thy Way,
The National Society for Crippled
Children and Adults, broadcast over
Special One-Time Broadcasts — First
the NBC network.
Award,
Portland,WhoOre.Killed Dr. Drew? to KOIN
Honorable
Mention,
No
Escape,
to
Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
Children's (for out-of-school listenChildren's
(for out-of
listen- Story,
ing)— First Public
Award. Let's Listen to a
ing)— First Award,
Bert,-school
the Turtle,
New York. Service Division,
toDefense
Audio-Visual
Division, Federal
Civil WMCA to
Administration,
Washington,
Honorable Mention, Down Story
D. C, broadcast
Lane, to Speech Dept., U. of
numerous
stations.at various times over Book
Michigan (Ann Arbor).
Honorableto Mention,
Children's
Corp.
Teen-Agers'
(for out-of-school
Theatre,
Canadian TheBroadcasting
tening)— Honorable
Mention, WQXRlisYouth Forum, to WQXR New York,
Honorable Mention, A Carol for and the New York Times.
Corp.
Canada, to Canadian Broadcasting
Honorable Mention, Young Book
Reviewers, to Public Service Div.,
WMCA New York.
Teen-Agers'
(for
out-of-school
listening)— (no awards).
Designed for in-school use by pupils
Designed for in-school use by pupils
primary grades (approximately
in primary grades (approximately in
grades
I-III)to —Minnesota
First Award,
and
SchoolOld(U.
ofTales
theof |
grades I-III) — no awards).
Air New,
and KUOM
Minneapolis
Designed for in-school use by pupils Minnesota).
in intermediate grades (approximately
Designed for in-school use by pupils
grades IV-VI) — (no awards).
Designed for in-school use by pupils in intermediate grades (approximately
in junior and/or senior high schools Sing
gradesTogether,
IV-VI) —to First
Award, Let'sof
the Departments
(approximately grades VII-XII) — (no Education of Manitoba,
awards).
Alberta, and
British Columbia, broadcast over CBW
Winnipeg
(Manitoba)
and
stations in
Regional Networks,
RegionalandOr- Alberta and British Columbia.
ganizations, and Regional
Clear-Channel Stations
Honorable Mention. News of the
(5 to 50 kw)
Week, to consin)
WHA broadcast
Madison
Wisover (U.theof WisReligious — First Award, The Pasconsin
State
FM
network.
tor's Study, to WSB Atlanta, Ga.
Designed for in-school use by pupils
Agricultural
-First Award,
Mc
(Continued on page 46)
Clatchy
Farm — Review,
to McClatchy
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American Exhibition of Educational Radio and Television Awards
RECOGNITION is extended to
local and regional television programs for the first time this year
in the list of awards and honorable mentions of the 16th American
Exhibition of Educational Radio
and Television Programs.
The exhibition, to be announced
today (Monday), is sponsored by
the 22d Institute for Education by
Radio-Television, which meets under the auspices of Ohio State U.
at Columbus this week (see separate story).
All awards are based upon entries made by networks, stations
and other organizations. Regional

and local TV programs are auditioned comparatively by the same
panel of judges as national network video fare. With one exception, the awards are made to series
rather than individual broadcasts.
Series were judged in 14 cooperating centers, one for each program
class.
Radio awards are broken down
into national (network or transcription) programs, regional networks, stations and organizations
(including clear-channel, 5 kw to
50 kw stations) and local organizations and stations (less than 5 kw) .
Television awards cover network

American-Standard
ups its sales $14,000,000
Complete story of this big increase
appeared in the March 28 Printers' Ink
"But," said an official of the material we give
sub-every
company, "This sales increase our 23,475 scribers
in 1951readying
is only thethe program
beginning."
Now
for week thatsistentlyconattracts
the second year, the company
believes creased
theysales can
parlay
in- to Printers' Ink
results
in the
the largest
combined audience
years to come.
of advertisers Bob Kenyon
Pick up your copy of the and
agencies
March 28 issue of Printers' Ink. that you can reach anywhere.
(If you
can't .find
send first
us 25cof
for
another)
Noteit, the
Many things are involved
any sales drive a sucfour paragraphs that are pre- in making
cess. But the backbone of the
ceded by a "Bull's Eye." The most successful
campaign is, as
first
one
says,
"For
the
first
time consistent schedules of was reported in this and other
local radio and TV" were used Printers'
Ink
articles,
consistent
in conjunction with other local schedules.
media.
You find the same thing
At the close of 1951, this
in advertising to advertisfine company had more than true ers.
Each year more radio sta7,000 retailers in all parts of the
tions start to advertise in Printcountry tied in with their overers'
Ink.
Some use but 1/6 of
allentplanadvertising.
of selling Last
and consista page to tell with consistent
year it schedules
the story of their
spent around $2,000,000 for
Others use full pages.
space advertising, and another market.
Whatever your budget allows,
$750,000 in cooperative adver- we believe that you, too, should
tising.
tell our readers — the advertising, management, sales and
You will get two benefits
agency executives who make
from
this Printers' Ink the
articlereading
:
buying decisions — the importance of your market. "AdFirst — a sales idea that you
is one
may be able to use right now. of the mostvertising to Advertisers"
profitable ventures
you ever started.
If
you
didn't
get
any
of
the
$750,000 spent last year, conWhen can we have a talk
tact the nearest AmericanStandard dealer. About 1,200 with you about what Printers'
of them are scattered all over Ink can do to help you sell
the country, one in every major more advertising?
market.
ROBERT E. KENYON, JR.
second,of you'll
get ofa
ADVERTISING DIRECTOR
goodAndexample
the kind
42nd Street,
York 17,
N. Y.
rPl-intorc*
I Hilda Ink
I II IV • 205
ChicagoEast• Pasadena
• AtlantaNew• Boston
• London
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"Yes, and if that's a TV antenna,
you'll get a year in jail!"
Obviously neither television nor newspapers can deliver any
"impact"
the 213,316
privately
cars
and in
trucks
within 60
miles owned
of Louisville.
But radio is at work regularly in 128,303 of them.
That's another reason why WAVE
radio can deliver 1000 impressions for you, for only 37 '$■!
Ask Free & Peters for all the facts!
Facts
from scientific,
authoritative survey
MRl
ABA, ^H^^B^H
made above
by Dr.are Raymond
A. Kemper
(bead
of the
W^^B^VHf ^B3Bk
Sm^b. wBflF II
Psychological Services Center, University
of Louisville)
in WAVE area, July,
OF^k.
HI
5000

WATTS

•

NBC

•

LOUISVILLE

Free & Peters, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

American Exhibition Awards
(Continued from page hh)
in junior and/or senior high schools
Honorable Mention, Sir Ernst Plays
Favourites, to CKEY Toronto, Ont.
(approximately
grades Fun
VII-XII).
Honorable Mention,
From the
Dealing With Personal and Social
Dictionary,
— Honorable Mention, Unof Education.to WBOE Cleveland Board Problems finished
Honorable Mention, Ecoutez!, to
ton, D. C. Business, to WCFM WashingBritish Columbia Dept. of Education
Presenting Public Issues (forums,
Award,Tuscaloosa
Alabama (U.
Docu-of
(Vancouver)Broadcasting
in cooperation
-withbroadthe etc.) — First
ment, to WUOA
Canadian
Corp.,
cast over the Pacific Division of the Alabama).
Trans-Canada network.
Honorable Mention, Notes on Labor,
to Bureau of Publications, Government
Local Organizations and Local
of Saskatchewan, broadcast over
Stations (less than 5 kw)
Regina, Sask.
Religious
— Honorable
Our CKRM
News Interpretation (not straight
Kind
of People,
to the Mention,
Radio Class,
reporting)—
Honorable
ReYale
News Desk, toMention,
New Haven
Conn. Divinity School, New Haven, Councilligion atofthe Churches,
broadcast
over
Agricultural — Honorable Mention, WELI New Haven, Conn.
Farmer,reau ofWhat's
Your Problem?,
to Bu-of
Furthering International UnderPublications,
Government
standing — First Award, Freedom
Saskatchewan (Regina).
Speaks, to World Wide Broadcasting
Women's
—
(no
awards).
Corp., WRUL
New York,
broadcast
Cultural: Art, Science, Literature, wave
Boston,
Mass. over short
Music, (butAngell
not straight
music) — Firstto
Award,
Hall Playhouse,
SpecialorableOne-Time
Broadcasts — HonMention,
Speech Dept., U. of Michigan (Ann WFDR-FM
New Strike
York. in Danville, to
Arbor) .

Children's (out-of -school listen— First Award,
Was ing)Young,
to JuniorWhen
Leaguethe ofWorld
Salt
Lake City and the Radio Dept. of the
U. of Utah, broadcast over KSL.
Teen-agers'
(for out-of -school listening)— (no awards).
Designed for in-school use by pupils
in primary grades (approximately
grades
Tell Me aI-III)
Story,— toHonorable
MinneapolisMention,
Public
Schools, broadcast over KTIS Minneapolis.
Honorable Mention, Tell it Again, to
WABE-FM Atlanta, Ga., Board of
Education.
Designed for in-school use by pupils
in intermediate grades (approximately
grades IV-VI) — (no awards).
Designed for in-school use by pupils
in junior and/or senior high schools
(approximately
First
Award, Unitedgrades
NationsVII-XII)
— Success—
Story, to Radio Div., Dept. of Theatre
Arts, U. of California at Los Angeles
and the Audio-Visual Aids Section of
the Los
cast overAngeles
various City
localSchools,
stations.broad-

Your customers are much like chickens. Their
This
not creates
only keeps
your established customers,
but also
new ones.
natural instinct is always to "come home" to
In Kansas, WIBW is the greatest single sales
brand names they're most familiar with.
job— buyers
and our constantly
job here ataware
WIBWof your
is to
influence you can use. The reason's simple.
keepYourKansas
WIBW is the station "most listened to" by the
brand name and the features of your product.
state's biggest-spending families.*
Kansas Radio Audience '51
WIBW
Serving aad Selling
'THE MAGIC CIRCLE"
Rap.: Copper Peblicotions, fee. • BEN LUDY, Gen. Mgr. • WIBW* KCKN
Rep. CAPPER PUBLICATIONS, Inc. • BEN LUDY, Gen. Mgr.
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TELEVISION AWARDS
Network: Multi-Station telecast by
cable,recording
relay, or(kinescope)
delayed video
Public Affairs: News Interpretation,
Issues,
— Firstthe Award,
The MarchProblems,
of Time etc.
Through
Years,
tonumerous
the March
of
Time,
ABC-TV stations.telecast over
Honorable Mention, Industry on
Parade, to Public Relations Div., National Assn. of Manufacturers, telecast
attions.various times over numerous staSpecial Award, TV Spots Before
Your Eyes,
to American
telecast
at variousJewish
times Comover
numerousmittee,stations.
Cultural: Drama, Music, Literature
Science, Art. — First Award, Zoo
Parade,
to NBC-TV.
Honorable
Mention, Mr. Wizard, to
Cereal Institute, Chicago, 111., telecast
over the NBC-TV network.
Programs directed to special interest
groups
: Women's, Agriculture, etc. —
(noSystematic
awards).
instruction: TV University, Telecourses,
Award,
American
Inventory,etc. to— First
Teleprograms
Inc.,
telecast
over
the
NBC-TV
network.
Children's
programs
(out
of
school)
— Honorable Mention, The Big Top,
to WCAU-TV Philadelphia, telecast
over the CBS-TV network.
School Telecasts (elementary and
high school) — (no awards).
Local and Regional Stations or
Organizations
Public Affairs:
News Interpretation,
Issues,
Problems,
etc. — Seattle,
First Award,
March On, to KING-TV
Wash.
Honorable Mention, Your Family
Doctor, to Baltimore City Health Dept.
and WMAR (TV) Baltimore.
Award,Louisville,
Inside Our
to Special
WHAS-TV
Ky. Schools,
Cultural: Drama, Music, Literature,
Science, Art. — First Award, Science in
Action, to California Academy of
Sciences, telecast over KGO-TV San
Francisco.
Honorable
Mention,
KING'SSeattle,
Community Workshop,
to KING-TV
Wash.
Programs directed to special interest
groups:
Women's,
etc. —
First Award,
How Agriculture,
Does Your Garden
Grow? to WNBQ (TV) Chicago.
Systematic
instruction:
TV university Telecourses,
etc. — First
Award,
The Western
Reserve
University
Telecourses, to WEWS (TV) and Western
Reserve U., Cleveland.
Children's
(out ofTales,
school)to
— First
Award,programs
Telaventure
KING-TV
Seattle,Chandler
Wash., inRecordings
cooperaInc. tion with Gloria
Honorable Mention, Magic Window,
to WOI-TV (Iowa State College) Ames.
School telecasts (elementary and
high school) — toFirstPhiladelphia
Award, Operation
Blackboard,
Public
Schools, telecast over WPTZ (TV)
Philadelphia.

BBM Officers Elected
CHARLES R. VINT, president,
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co. Ltd.,
Toronto, was re-elected president of
Bureau of Broadcast Measurement, Toronto, with Horace Stovin,
president of Horace N. Stovin Co.,
station representative firm, Toronto, as vice president. Charles J.
Follett, Assn. of Canadian AdverelectedMcQuarrie,
executive secretary,tisers,andwasAthol
ACA,
named as treasurer.
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Quality Programming for Listeners
Mechanical Perfection
Adequate Power

m
A market of over $2,000,000,000.
10% less cost per thousand listeners than in 1946.
A Hooper averaging higher than any other Memphis
Station.
AFFILIATED
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MEMPHIS
REPRESENTED
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Stability This Year
Seen by Noble
ABC RATES
THERE will be no further decline in ABC's radio network rates this
Advertisement year, Edward J. Noble, board chairman and major stockholder in ABC,
toldAsked
the annual
about thestockholders'
possibility ofmeeting
furtherlastradioTuesday.
rate reductions, Mr. Noble
answered,
"Definitely
not."
On
the
★
the
decline
in business, he said.
contrary, he said, some radio rates
From where I sit "ought to be higher than they now
Mr.
Kintner
said he hoped "the
are. I look for the next move to
of cancellations"
has ofended
and predicted
that the end
the
be an increase rather than a de- period
freeze April 14 will stimulate time
Mr. Noble added that for the im- sales. "I have great faith in the
future, ABC radio rates importance of television and in the
6y Joe Marsh
crease." mediate
probably
would remain at their ABC TV network and its five owned
present level.
and operated
declared. He saidTVthatstations,"
the NBChe and
Questioned
as tolessABC's
income
last year,
than low1% netof CBS head start in TV affiliations
the gross, Mr. Noble admitted the gave them a present advantage in
time, butwill
thatchange
the advent
net "was not anywhere near what ofclearing
new stations
that
itsmall
oughtprofit
to be."
blamedof the
on theHe costs
TV
Asked
if
ABC
was
developing
its
operations,
saying
net- picture.
Handy's Cows—
work's overhead
coststheare TVas high
own TVsors,programs
for
sale
to
sponMr. Kintner replied in the
now as they will be when there are
video stations all over the country affirmative but in a more limited
degree than NBC and CBS, adding
"Tired But Happy"
instead of in only 66 cites as at that
after merger with United
Handy Peterson is one person
present.
Answering a query about re- Paramount Theatres is effected "we
ports of a decline in TV business,
around here who really lives up to his
exceed those networks."
his unqualiRobert Kintner, ABC president, hopeMr.fiedtoNoble
belief thatindicated
the merger
will be
name. Stopped by his fine -looking
said
that
"a
weakness"
in
network
approved
by FCC,
TV business began to develop last that
farm the other day and watched his
the hearing
has but
taken regretted
so long.
December,
withNBC,
"theCBSthreeand major
However, he noted that with the
cattle enjoying the latest brainstorm
TV
networks—
ABC ABC
and UPT testimony concluded,
—the hardest hit." Shortage of TV the
he had — a back-scratcher.
hearing is now substantially
stations, which he said has had a
depressing effect on the medium, over.Only official business of the
What Handy did was to cut a tracand increased costs of TV time and
was oftheABC
reprograms were the main causes of stockholders'
tor tire in half — then he slid the open
election of thesession
full slate
directors: Earl E. Anderson, Alger
ends over the tops of two posts set in
B. Chapman, Robert H. Hinckley,
RADIO SALES JOB
Robert E. Kintner, Edward J.
the ground — bolting the tire to the
C. Nicholas
Priaulx,
FrankRecalled by WLS' Snyder Noble,
posts, making the inside edges come
and Owen
D. Young.
RADIO'S sales job today is similar Grouplin S. Wood
will
serve
until
the
next
anto
that
in
the
late
20's
and
early
just about the height of a cow's back.
meeting or until the UPT
30's, "when we had to show people mergernualbecomes
effective.
it
worked,"
Glenn
Snyder,
general
Handy's cattle-scratcher wasn't a
manager of WLS Chicago, said
very big idea as ideas go— but he
last week in commenting on the ELECTRONIC FIRMS
figures the happier his cows are the
station's 28th anniversary.
DPA Grants Tax Writeoffs
"We had to talk hard to convince
better. (And he'll probably get more
an advertiser that he should be a SPEEDY tax writeoffs for a nummilk from them, too!)
ber of manufacturers turning out
52-week man, going year after
year. We still have to advance the electronic products for the defense
effort
were among a list of applisame
arguments
today,
through
it
From where I sit, it's important to
cations approved by the Defense
is interesting to notice how many Production
keep your eye on the little things.
from
of our year-around,
long-term
ad- Feb. 16 to FebAdministration
29. Certificates of
v
e
r
t
i
s
e
r
s
h
a
v
e
grown
and
developed
They add up. For example, little differnecessity
for
plant
expansion
were
right along with radio, while the
ences ofopinion are important. You
for these firms making
spasmodic type passed out of the approved
electronic
equipment:
may like a milkshake, my choice may
Raytheon
Mfg.Co.,Co.,
$110,125;
Supicture.
"Problems we've always had with
perior Electric
$72,750;
Diamond
us — we welcome them as a chal- Mfg. Co.,
be beer — the difference may be small
$10,019;
Aerovox
Corp.,
lenge that forces us to tell and sell $118,983; Georgians Massa, $54,000;
in itself, but the right to have that
the full power of radio, a power Allied
Control Co., $19,143 and $28,704;
that has never been equalled any- Doelcam Corp., $79,906; Kellett Airopinion is one of the biggest things
where," Mr. Snyder said.
craft
$16,934; Sylvania
Electrical Electric
Indusin this democracy.
tries Corp.,
Co., $4,795;
In April 1924, WLS housed its Products,
$85,461 and $685,582; Stack500 w transmitter atop Sears, Roe- pole
Carbon
$350,000;
& Co. (world's
tronic Corp., Co.,
$10,905;
GeorgeBirdW. ElecBorg
from buckwhich
the call largest
letters store,
were Corp., $122,118;
RCA,
eral Instrument Corp.,$1,900,000;
$57,452; GenOpetaken)
on
the
city's
West
Side,
withtela Sherman.
"remote" studio in the Ho- radio Mfg. Co., $23,513; Model Engine
& Mfg. Co., $103,148; Electra Mfg. Co.,
Sears Agricultural Foundation $34,687; Canoga Corp., $12,755; Litton
established the station, with Edgar Industries, $6,000; Micro Precision Co.,
Bill, retired owner-manager of
Copyright, 1951, United States Brewers Foundation
WMBD
Peoria, 111.,
as theFarmer
first $58,093.
WKCR, leducational
radiohasoutlet
of Costation director.
Prairie
umbia U., New York,
completed
newspaper
bought
the
station
in
October 1929 with Mr. Snyder as tape recording
of Shakespeare's
"Antony andtoCleopatra"
which will
available
stations without
charge.be
general manager.
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FM PROGRESS
Smith Sees Strides
FM BROADCASTERS are overcoming their greatest mistake —
failure to reach the public with the
FM story, John H. Smith Jr.,
NARTB's FM director, said in an
address last Monday to the National Capital Forge, American
Public Relations Assn.
Mr. Smith joined with Robert
Rogers, general manager of
WGMS-AM-FM Washington, in
pointing to the need for proper program ing if listeners are to be
drawn to the high-fidelity medium.
Sales of FM receivers are holding the 1951 level in Washington
despite a drop of 35% in appliance
lines, Mr. Smith said. He described results of the test FM promotion campaigns in Washington,
North Carolina and Wisconsin.
Other campaigns are to get under
way soon. The three drives staged
in recent months have been effective in making the public more
conscious about FM, he explained.
Mr. Rogers said good-music program ing had drawn many listeners to radio, with the nighttime
FM-only service showing a constantly rising audience. He said
good music programming "is likely
toannouncers,
survive in he
the added,
-TV world."
are WGMS
trained
to a level delivery "without unusuallistings
emphasis orof oil."
Cardsandshowing dial
all AM
FM
stations are sent every family moving into the Washington area.
KSBW DRIVE
Hits 125% of ARC Goal
WHIRLWIND one - day KSBW
Salinas, Calif.'s, Red Cross campaign over the seven-town Salinas
Valley in March raised $48,000 or
125% of the fund quota in a ninehour broadcast in which 1,500 workers participated in the drive among
the valley's
tion reports. 80,000 people, the staKSBW General Manager John
Cohan, fund drive chairman, and
his partner, W. M. Oates, prerecorded announcements by 180
business, union, professional and
other leaders calling for funds.
Jaycees
at 100-yard
intervals placed
in allradios
business
districts
and seven sound trucks patrolled
streets announcing for KSBW
tune-in.
The campaign, covered by Life,
Universal News Reel, San Francisco Chronicle and all wire services, featured a continuous KSBW
broadcast from four pick-up points,
interviewing citizens. Broadcasting also for MBS, Mr. Cohan says
KSBW'stained onebuild-up
campaign
atof the highest
ratings
ever recorded in the area.

I

I

WSyfe

ioca/

//at/ova/ 1Sflot

Rac/to

Safes

dc/verf/sers

Central New York is a stable, diversified market -an
industrial center, agricultural center, distribution
center. It is a big-spending market, as is proved by
booming department store sales. To reach it, do what
the on-the-spot advertisers do — put your sales story
onWSYR. $
*
,

— I
\—
|
j ■ Phone
f"
Write, Wire,
U. S. SENATOR WILLIAM F. KNOWLAND. (R-Calif.) will conduct re13 ABC
ACUSE
Ask Headley-Reed
forniaelection
stations,campaign
Mon.,on May
12, 19 Caliand
or
26, 9:45-10 p.m. PST, and June 2,
NBC AFFILIATE
9:30-10
p.m.
PST.
Agency
handling
arrangements is Erwin, Wasey &
WSYR-AM-FM-TV — The Only Complete Broadcasting Institution in Central New York
Co., L. A.
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. a

name

to remember

To musicians the name Ludwig van Beethoven has been
pre-eminent in the sphere of orchestral composition for
150 years. For real grandeur, perfect sense of beauty, and
range, depth and truth of thought, Beethoven is possibly
the greatest musician that ever lived. His major orchestral works, of which the Fifth Symphony is a classic
example, have achieved a pinnacle of fame second to no
other. Today, more than ever before, Beethoven's name
is remembered for the originality and creative power of
his music.
To time-buyers the name fort industry has been
recognized as a leader in the field of broadcasting for
25 years, the fort industry company is well-known, in
each of the thriving markets where its stations are
located, for attentive programming and high ideals of
service in the public interest. Today, as in years past,
fort industry is the name remembered by alert advertisers who want the greatest audience-response and
maximum sales results.

THE
FORT
INDUSTRY
COMPANY
WSPD, Toledo, O. • WWVA, Wheeling, W. Va. • WMMN, Fairmont, W. Va. • WAGA, Atlanta, Ga.
WGBS, Miami, Fla. • WJ B K, Detroit, Mich. • WSAI, Cincinnati, O.
WSPD-TV, Toledo, O. • WJBK-TV, Detroit, Mich. • WAGA-TV, Atlanta, Ga. • KEYL-TV, San Antonio, Tex.
NATIONAL SALES HEADQUARTERS:
488 Madison Ave., New York 22, ELdorado 5-2455 • 230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago I, FRanklin 2-6498
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editorial

4

Humphrey, Drop Dot Gun
AS REPORTED elsewhere in this issue, Sen.
Hubert H. Humphrey (D-Minn.) has set out to
remove
institutional
advertising
"political"
nature from
the business
expensesof athat
can be
deducted from corporation taxes.
He objects in particular to those advertisements which take an attitude on political questions and which, he says, have no connection
with the business of the advertisers.
Is he ticular
really
kind ofconfining
advertisinghis ?interest
Hardly.to this parHe is chairman of a Senate Small Business
Subcommittee on Newsprint which has just released areport recommending ways of consering paper. An illuminating part of that report
reads: ". . . Postal subsidies and tax regulations
tend to stimulate advertising that may be unnecessarily extravagant and not particularly
productive. Possibly our government can give
more consideration to its postal rates and tax
regulations."
The inference there, of course, is that if advertising is curtailed, so will be the use of
newsprint. You can't quarrel with that conclusion, nor with the attendant fact that newspaper profits, already perilously slim, will be
tragically curtailed.
Can the government, either by legislative or
administrative action, curtail newspaper advertising without also curtailing advertising in all
other media? Not by a long shot.
Suppose Sen. Humphrey succeeds in getting
the Internal Revenue Bureau to turn thumbs
down on "political" institutional advertising.
Who is to be the judge of what is "political"
and what is not — a government agency which
is itself as political as it is possible to be?
Would a pro-Administration ad receive the
same judgment as one that opposed Administration policy?
obviously firmly
Sen. Humphrey's
proposals
mustQuitebe answered
and immediately,
else
everybody in advertising suffer. This is not
exclusively a defense to be fought by newspapers or any other media. The whole advertising business must rise to defend itself.
Ubiquitous Mr. Kobak
THE NEWS that Edgar Kobak, a name as
well known as any in broadcasting management, is to be the president of the revived
Advertising Research Foundation should reassure broadcasters about the future of this
tripartite effort to learn more about the advertising business.
It is no secret that broadcasters have been
skittish about joining up with an organization that seemed so heavily dominated by
advertisers, agencies and rival media. Their
not unnatural concern was that research
projects undertaken by the ARF would be
loaded in favor of the competition.
Perhaps broadcasters will be more willing
to subscribe to ARF now that a man of intensive experience in all phases of advertising,
including broadcasting, is administering it.
We hope so.
Just about the only topic on which almost
everybody in radio and television is in agreement these days is that some basic research
is needed to find out what is wrong with present research and with its uses. That is a job
which only an ARF-kind of group can do.
In the operations of ARF there seems to
be an excellent chance to at least stimulate a
search for comparable information about all
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media. In that direction lies the greatest
hope for radio. For radio has suffered because
advertisers have isolated it from other media
in assessing the influence of TV.
Had advertisers had in their possession
equally
information
aboutasTV's
on, say,detailed
newspaper
readership,
theyeffect
had
about TV's effect on radio listening, it is
probabletrated that
they would
not have
their pressure
on lowering
radioconcenrates.
The ARF provides a chance to correct these
inequities and to improve knowledge about
all phasessighted of radio
of advertising.
and televisionIt would
not to begiveshortthis
organization their full support.
Wrong Channels
IT IS DIFFICULT in these times of emotional
and intellectual strain for even the sanest and
most even-tempered to keep their heads. Hence,
it is not surprising, to find the officers of the
American Civil Liberties Union losing theirs
over the blacklisting issue in radio and TV.
However commendable the intentions of the
ACLU in seeking to correct what has admittedly been an awkward and regrettable
situation, the decision to take the matter to
the FCC was not rational.
Misunderstandings
discus ions of this kind too
and often
so we crop
wishupto inmake
some preliminary statements before explaining why we think the FCC is not qualified to
deal with blacklisting.
First, it must be understood that regardless
of its legality, the Communist Party, by the
proved treason of many of its members, has
been clearly shown to be a menace to the
security of the United States. Broadcasters
must be especially wary of Red infiltration
which could, at whatever D-Day the Communists pick, seize radio-TV facilities which would
be of greatest value in espionage and fifth
column activity.
Concurrently, however, broadcasters must
do everything consistent with security to protect the cherished principles of respect for the
individual which distinguish democracy from
totalitarianism. It is these principles which
have unquestionably suffered in the publication
of Red Channels and the attention paid to that
accumulation of innuendo and doubtful facts.
It is not irresponsible to say that a good deal
of fear hysteria has been brought about within
radio and television by Red Channels. The important thing is to remember that it has not
been fear of placing subversives in positions
where they endanger security but rather fear
of being associated with anyone remotely "controversial" that has prevailed.
The charge cannot be avoided that broadcasters and sponsors have acted timidly in
regard to Red Channels and Counterattack.
But, to get to the main point of this editorial,
that is none of the FCC's business.
It is, after all, the responsibility of the
broadcaster and nobody else to determine who
does and does not go on the air. If Actor X
can prove he has been deprived of a livelihood
or has otherwise been damaged as a result of
his being listed in Red Channels, his recourse
must be to the courts, not to the FCC.
Indeed the ACLU would completely negate
its own purposes if it were successful in prosecuting its preposterous complaint to the FCC.
For broadcasters too have liberties which would
be seriously infringed upon if the FCC were
able to order them to put a specific person on
the air or forbid them to take another off it.
One of the greatest enemies of democratic
freedom is the concentration of power in the
state. It ill suits the ACLU to be petitioning
an agency of the state to assume more power
over
broadcasters and
to limit the broadcasters'
own discretionary
authority.

jf - our respects to:

CHARLES LIONEL GLETT
CBSin has
two ofvicenetwork
presidents
in Hollywood
charge
services
and both
answer to the name of Charles Lionel
Glett.
not man
a coincidence
names.
It's
a And
case itofisone
carrying ofwater
on both
shoulders. When CBS divided its broadcasting
and telecasting operations into two separate
corporations, Mr. Glett was affected by the
divisiontives more
tangibly than most other execuand employes.
Where the services of others were channeled either into CBS Radio or CBS-TV, Mr.
Glett'sdle.talents
were split
down inthecharge
midHe was made
vice right
president
of network service, CBS Radio, Hollywood, and
separately vice president in charge of network
service, CBS-TV Hollywood.
This mouthful of titles sounds like a big
load for one person to carry around. Mr.
Glett is a man sturdy enough to handle big
loads, however. That is how he came to CBS
in the first place.
The term "Network Services" is CBS-talk
for describing all operational functions of production except the creative. When the network needed a top-notch production administrator for its fast expanding Hollywood operations, itfound him right in its own backAfter more than 30 years in motion picture
business,
Mr. Glett in 1949 was appointed vice
yard.
president
in charge of television for Don Lee
Broadcasting System, Hollywood. His vast
production experience immediately was put to
use.
When CBS bought the pioneer Los Angeles
TV station KTSL (now KNXT) from Don Lee,
his services were acquired too. He joined CBS
as administrative consultant on Jan. 1, 1950.
Subsequently the company was split into the
present two corporations. Mr. Glett was
handed his two jobs and two titles on August
23, 1951.
A slim, wiry man of medium height, with
great drive, vast energy and a rather intense
personality, his goal is efficiency and economy
of operation in production. He doesn't spare
himself
them. or anyone else in his efforts to get

|
I
J

;

"I abhor waste," Mr. Glett says. By that
he means not only waste of dollars and time,
but anything — whether words, motion or thinking— that doesn't lead directly to desired goals.
Mr. Glett likes efficiency because it saves
dollars. By economy he seeks not to do a job
cheaply as possible,
make 60)sure that dol(Continuedbut onto page
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Five Years Ago-at 9:37 a. m. On April 16, 1947A telephone call to the KPRC newsroom brought the first
bulletin of the Texas City disaster — minutes before news was
flashed over press association wires.
From that moment . . . and for the next 48 hours . . . KPRC newsmen,
under the on-the-spot direction of News Editor Pat Flaherty, broadcast to
the Houston area and to the entire nation via NBC accurate, up-to-theminute reports of one of America's major tragedies.
For this brilliant radio news coverage, KPRC was lauded by Texas
City officials, by NBC listeners throughout the country, by officials of
the National Broadcasting Company, and by the press through the annual
Headliners Awards.
It was No Accident that KPRC Won Local and National Acclaim
for Its Coverage at Texas City.

HOUSTON
NBC and TQN On
The Gulf Coast

Today, still under Pat Flaherty's direction, KPRC maintains an even
larger staff than five years ago . . . men whose full-time job is covering
and broadcasting the news for KPRC.
Complete, accurate, instantaneous news coverage is a KPRC tradition
that has helped to make us . . .
FIRST in the South's First Market!

JACK HARRIS, General Manager
BROADCASTING
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Represented Nationally by EDWARD PETRY & CO.
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'FATHER OF de
RADIO'
HONORED
Forest Feted
by 500 at Waldorf-Astoria
t
don'
miss

"

M

R

IE"

DIX
in
this

week's
Collier's

FABULOUS T'S
WE
GRADY
COLE
APRIL 19TH ISSUE
ON STANDS NOW
WBT
CHARLOTTE, N. C.
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
BY CBS RADIO SPOT SALES
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DR. LEEventordewhoseFOREST,
ininventionfamed
of the
audion tube in 1907 paved the way
for all radio developments since
that time, was guest of honor Tuesday at a testimonial dinner held
at
New
where someYork's
500 topWaldorf-Astoria,
radio engineers
and executives gathered in tribute
to the man who is generally termed
the "Father of Radio."
Dinner was organized by the de
Forest Pioneers, a group of men
who have been associated with the
inventive genius at some stage or
other of his long career in radio —
50 years in which he has been
granted more than 300 patents.
Hosts with the de Forest Pioneers
were American Institute of Electrical Engineers, American Radio
Relay League, Institute of Radio
Engineers, NARTB, RTMA,
SMPTE and Veteran Wireless
Operators Assn.
The importance of the de Forest
three-element vacuum tube, essential to every radio and television
broadcast station and receiver as
well as to sound motion pictures,
radar, radiotelephony and radiotelegraphy and industrial electronic
controls, was hailed by the banquet
speakers.
Rear Admiral Ellery W. Stone,
president, American Cable & Radio
Corp., who presided at the dinner,
traced Dr. de Forest's phenomenal
career in that
his "keynote"
and
reported
the inventor,speech
who will
be 79 this August, is still active.
Filed Patent Application
When Dr. de Forest arrived in
New York last week, Admiral Stone
reported, his friends shied away
from any mention of transistors,
which seem likely to compete with
the vacuum tube in many of its applications. That is, they did not
mention the subject until Dr. de
Forest himself brought it up, telling them that before leaving California he had filed patent applications for an improvement on the
present transistor and stating "I
think it's going to be a real good
Herbert Hoover, chief banquet
speaker,
patent." said that when Faraday
was asked by a politician of his day
what practical use could be made
of his invention of a device for
transforming energy into electricity, he repied: "Sir, some day you
will taxticianit."
If anDr.American
had asked
de Forest polithe
some question about his vacuum
tube, Mr. Hoover suggested that
his
"Sir,
someanswer
day youwouldwill have
try tobeen:
regulate
it with laws."
"And now," said the former
president who, as Secretary of Commerce during the early 20's was responsible for licensing the nation's
first broadcasting stations, "the
managers of this $6 billion industry
are haunted by day with summons

to Washington and by night theirs
is the restless pillow of regulation
nightmares
their sleep."
Mr. Hooverin hailed
Dr. de Forest
for bringing "infinite blessings to
mankind by the instant transmission into every home of the news,
of great music, of great drama and
great lifts in education.
"But," Mr. Hoover went on, "he
has some grave matters to answer
for. He has made it possible to
transmit the worst music on earth
— and political speeches. Perhaps
the worst of his results is the singing commercial that plugs in when
we try to get the news. And then
there is the fellow who cannot
sponsor a program without periodic
interruption of huckster chatter
into the midst of an inspiring musical presentation or a great drama.
Suggests Another Invention
"Dr. de Forest could redeem himself if he would produce another
great invention. That is the push
button by which we could transmit
our emotions instantly back to the
broadcasters. It would explode our
feelings over the air instead of having their inner gnawing of our
Charles Edison, former governor
of Newtion ofJersey,
associamorals."
Dr. derecalled
Forestthewith
his
father, Thomas A. Edison. E. N.
Pickerill, president of the de Forest

Pioneers, presented a bust of Dr.
de Forest to Yale U., from whose
Sheffieldventor Scientific
inhad earned hisSchool
B.S. the
in 1896
and his Ph.D. in 1899. Irving S.
Olds, chairman of the board, U. S.
Steel Corp., accepted the gift on
behalf of the university.
INTERWOVEN PLANS
Minute Spot Drive Prepared
FOR the third successive year,
Interwoven Stocking Co., New
Brunswick, N. J., has prepared
one-minute radio spots for dealers
and radio stations throughout the
country
launch its promotion for
Father's toDay.
Last usualyear,
as a dealers
result ofandthelocal
untie-in with
stations,wovenmore
than
700
Interdealers used the spots
(which are supplied free) and
bought time on local stations. This
year the number of dealers using
heavily.
the service is expected to increase
The announcements — 20 oneminute spots — are made available
to the Interwoven dealers throughout the country. In addition the
company
radio Sta-in
tions withalso
spotsupplies
announcements
every
part
of
the
country
where
Interwoven dealers are located.
The promotion
for Father's
Day
holiday
is the second
largest sales
season for the stocking company —
second only to Christmas. Thus
its annual campaign begins at this
time of the year.

WBNS

Doesn't Fall

With the greatest of ease
. . . WBNS
programming
"NET"
on the
Back
swings back and forth
from top CBS shows to
locally-produced programs
built around beloved Ohio
personalities. Blessed with
a choice of all the best
CBS talent, WBNS knows
sponsors
can't miss
local favorites
add when
their
endorsement to selling
Ohio.
messages
aimed at Central
ASK JOHN BLAIR
POWER
WBNS
5,000
WELD-FM—— 53,000
COLUMBUS, OHIO
CENTRAL OHIO'S ONLY
OUTLET
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GROUCHO MARX and Bob Dwan (co-director of ''You Bet Your Tight, noisefree splices are easily made — the only equipment
Life" with Bernie Smith) check the tape of a recent broadcast, required is ordinary scissors and "Scotch" Splicing Tape.

Groucho
takes

to tape

X

Sparkling wit -J- skillful tape editing =
radio's top quiz show... "YOU BET YOUR LIFE" (NBC)

How funny would a comedian be without his script
writers? Groucho Marx supplies the hilarious answer to
that one every week on "You Bet Your Life". His deft
ad libs ("You say you're a philatelist? So am I... I figure
if it's gonna happen, it's gonna happen") are captured on
tape during relaxed non-broadcast sessions with studio
audiences; the tape is skillfully edited to produce a laughpacked show that has climbed to top listenership ratings.
"Scotch" Sound Recording Tape is used exclusively for
"You Bet Your Life."

Here's why recording engineers use more
"SCOTCH" Sound Recording Tope than all
other brands combined
• Lower noise level than any other tape
• tape
Greater output sensitivity than any other
• other
Better tape
reel-to-reel uniformity than any
• Erases cleaner than any other tape
• lies
No curling
flat on orheadcupping — always
• Lubricated for longer tape life
EIGHTY 3M SOUND ENGINEERS in the field
— backed by 20 technical experts in the 3M
Laboratories— stand ready to give you technical assistance with any recording problem
you may have. Call your local 3M Service
Representative, or write us direct: Dept.
BT-42, Minn. Mining & Mfg. Co., St. Paul 6.
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IMPORTANT: There's more than one brand
of sound recording tape. Insist on the
"SCOTCH" brand, the lubricated tape that
gives matchless fidelity, clarity of reproduction, freedom from distortion. Used by all
major networks and for master recording by
leading record companies.

The
term "SCOTCH"
and the plaid
registeredby
trademarks
for Sound Recording
Tape design
made arein U.S.A.
MINNESOTA
MINING
&
MFG.
CO.,
St.
Paul
6,
Minn.—
also
makers Rubberized
of "Scotch" Coating,
Brand Pressure-sensitive
Tapes,
"Underseal"
"Scotchlite" Reflective
Sheeting,sives, "Safety-Walk"
Non-SlipExport:
Surfacing,
"3M"MiningAbra-&
"3M"
Adhesives.
General
Minn.
Mfg.
270 Park
New .
York London,
17,Co.,N. International
Y. Canada.
In Canada: Division,
Minn. Mining
& Mfg.Avenue,
of Canada.
Ltd.,
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AGENCY STATUS
Ver Standig Sees New Age
THE
DAY of theagency
"15% business
house" inis
the advertising
passing, M. Belmont Ver Standig,
head of the Washington agency
bearing his name, told the Washington Ad Club last Tuesday in an
agency day panel, presided over by
Joseph Katz, president of Joseph
Katz Co., Baltimore-New Yoi-k.
Forseeing the end of the old
"blood and guts" method of "slapout advertising,"
Mr. Ver
Standigpingsaid
advertisers finally
are
placing agencies "in their proper
light — not as people who just 'do
counsellors
beadvertising'
consulted but
in allasfields
pertainingto
to advertising, merchandising and
selling."
He contended that every agency
must be a marketing agency, with
clients entitled to demand merchandising, marketing and sales help including research.
"The time is here now in some
agencies, and will soon be in
others,"beheablesaid,to "when
you orwilltimeno
longer
sell space
according to routine methods and
factsers andconcerning
viewers. Wereadership,
now knowlistenthat
readers aren't necessarily buyers,
listeners aren't necessarily customerssarily
and viewers
interested. just aren't neces"With
the
highmencostareofdemandmedia,
smart advertising
ing proof of salesworthiness from
media. So a great deal of media
testing is being done by agencies —
and, let me caution you on this:
You should know enough about
media testing and good copy and
RADIO

advertising techniques to be sure
that the agency testing your media
is using fair samples. If not, you
can come out on the short end."
Mr. Katz, in a serious departure
from his humorous approach to the
whole "crazy
tising, assertedbusiness"
that too ofmuchadver-lip
service is given to the "responsiility" of media.
the advertising bmessage
that It's
counts,
he said,
pointing out
that
the
"constitutes the hall themedia
advertiser
hires" and that media should not
be blamed if the advertising mesisn't ofright.
cited through
the recentsage case
a 1.6Herating
which an advertiser doubled his
business, while a 24 rating "didn't
sellMr.anything."
Katz was introduced as the
"account
the agency
which hadexecutive"
just been fornamed
by the
Democratic National Committee to
handle the 1952 advertising campaign for the Presidential elections.
Henry J. Kaufman, head of
Henry J. Kaufman & Associates,
Washington, in his panel stint, suggested to Mr. Katz that a good
slogan for the campaign might be:
"Honesty is no substitute for exOther panel participants were
perience."
Bill Sigmund of Kaufman, Alvin
Miller, Ernie Johnson, Henry Kronstadt, Gervis Stark, Alvin Epstein,
Charles Isbel (Advertising, Inc.)
and Robert J. Enders.
POUR radio stations, KOMO Seattle,
KHQ Spokane, KFI Los Angeles and
KGW Portland, celebrate 25th anniversary as NBC affiliates, this month.
KNBC, owned and operated by NBC,
has been San Francisco outlet also for
25 years.

REACHES

PEOPtf...

K E n t u
THi

front offi
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OBERT S. deSOUSA, account executive, KNBH (TV) Hollywood,
R appointed sales manager.
JACK M. LOGAN, formerly account executive with KOOL Phoenix, Ariz.,
and general manager of KLUF Galveston, Tex., joins advertising staff
of KRLD Dallas.
CHARLES CLIFTON HOWARD named resident manager of KISW (FM)
Seattle, replacing ROBERT WALDRON who transfers to KRKL Kirkland, Wash.
WILLIAM E. WALKER, sales staff, KIKI Honolulu, appointed sales
manager.
WILLIAM SANFORD, former news editor at KMJ
Fresno, Calif., named manager of station.
EARL A. PETERSON, division manager of Montgomery
Ward's major appliance division, to sales staff of
WTCN-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul.
TOM UNDERWOOD, WPDQ Jacksonville, Fla.
WGRC Louisville, Ky., as commercial manager.
Mr. Walker
NEAL B. BUNN, program director, KNEA Jonesboro, Ark., promotedto
to assistant manager.
CARL W. HILL, account executive, KFOB Long Beach, Calif., and
ROBERT WAYNE MULLER, account executive, KIEV Glendale, Calif.,
to KBIG Avalon in similar capacities.
BEN BURDETT,Jtransmitter technician, KSL Salt Lake City, transfers
to sales staff.
_
ERNEST LEE, assistant personnel manager, Los Angeles Times, L. A.,
to KTTV (TV) Hollywood in same capacity.
NORMAN FLYNN, salesman, WENE Binghamton-Endicott, N. Y., appointed sales manager effective April 8.
BERTRAM LEBHAR Jr., director of WMGM New York and head of
MGM Radio Attractions, and SAM ROSSANT, WMGM account executive,
won blue ribbon pair event in Eastern Tournament of American Contract
Bridge League, held in New York fortnight ago. . . . ARTHUR E.
GERBEL Jr., assistant manager, KJR Seattle, elected secretary-treasurer
of Seattle Rotary Club. . . . GORDON B. McLENDON, president of
Liberty
Broadcasting
named "Man of the Month" for April of
East Texas
Chamber ofSystem,
Commerce.

NAStiVILLt
MAKK€T*

WSIX

/

♦Cover
53 counties
in middletheTennessee
and
southern
Kentucky
with
WSIX o/onel
Celebrating a Quarter-Century of Service
mm tnessee
\jV !re ofjTer
SetterBuuX
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE: ^
GEO. P. fiOLLINGBERRY CO.
ABC AFFILIATE ■ 5000 WATTS- 980 KC as* WSIX FM
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WHEN
Shenandoah,
Iowa, President1
of theto station's
founder, KMA
presented
this engraved
silver cup Edward
for 25 May,
years son
in radio
Bernice
Currier,
station's
homemaker,
there
was
a
total
of
180
years'
broadcasting represented. The KMA veterans attending, and their service
length ofin
service, were (I to r) Tony Koelker, assistant manager (16 years); Mr. May;
Gretta Bellamy (27 years); Mrs. Currier; Frank Field (26 years); Adella
Shoemaker (9 years); Doris Murphy (23 years), and Mrs. Earl May, widow
of founder. Mr. May practically
"used pointed
the KMAout. microphone for a teething
ring," station
BROADCASTING
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Wbuld you throw
357 million tax dollars into
The government may do it for you — using
your tax money to promote a giant federal
power monopoly.
The plan is to spend more than a third of a
billion tax dollars to build a dam and hydroelectric plant on the Snake River along the
Idaho-Oregon border. The site: Hell's Canyon.
This would be a needless expense because the
local electric light and power company already
has offered to develop the power at no cost to
American taxpayers. For more than four years
the company, with the wholehearted support of
its customers, has been ready with plans for a
series of five dams.
But the job is held up. For there are those
who want the federal government to take over
electricity — as well as medicine and other businesses and services. They insist that the government develop the power even though it takes
longer and costs many more millions.
Congress will make the final choice within
the next few months. And these are the facts
that will be considered:
BROADCASTING
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If the local company
If the federal government
does the job
does the job
The company and its investors will
You and every other American taxpayer will put up the money.
pay
it. about $6 million a year
It willfor pay
Little
or nobe paid.
local, state or federal
taxes will
in local, state and federal taxes.
Power
produced
will
be
shared
by
all
Specially
favored
groups will have
with rates regulated by
first
call
on
all
power.
Rates won't
be regulated by state commissions.
public commissions.
Six years to build one high, costly
All dams can be completed and
dam. Ten years to complete project.
power available in about 2V2 years.
Those who want a socialistic America know that when government takes over electricity, itis a step toward the control of every business, farm and family. The time to
stop the spread of socialized electricity is now. That's why these facts are brought to
you by America's business-managed, tax-paying Electric Light and Power Companies*.
*Names on request from this magazine
• "MEET CORLISS ARCHER" -Sundays— ABC— 9:15 P. M., Eastern Time.
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air-casters

OF THE SELLING STATION
IK INDIANAPOLIS!

For the Fourth
Consecutive Year
the Brewers of C.V.
Champagne Velvet Beer
— are sponsoring
a complete season of
Major League Baseball
on the selling station
of Indianapolis.
Proof Positive that
WXLW's Sales Impact
really does the job!
Let Sales Impact
go to work for you.
Contact Your Nearest
John E. Pearson Office
New York, Chicago
Dallas, Minneapolis
Los Angeles
San Francisco
THE ONLY INDEPENDENT RADIO
STATIONdbfk. INDIANAPOLIS
1000 -WD
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CAMPBE,LL,N. C,formerly
DAVE
and WTOPof
WBT Charlotte
d program
Washingrecton,
, S. C. ditor at WNOKappointe
Columbia
CHARLES RAY, KENT Shreveport,
,
La., to KXEL
nouncing staf .Waterloo Iowa, on anEDWARD MILLER, announcing staff,
WKNA Charleston, W. Va., promoted
to chief announcer.
BOB' HENDRICKS,
transcription department, head
KNX of Hollywood,
named assistant director succeeded by
JIM GIBSON.
FRANK NESBITT, ,
sales presentations
staff, CBS Radio,
New York, appointed director of
that department.
FRANK MORIARITY, program staff,
WCBS-TV New
York, appointed
staff director replacing FRANK
HARMS who re- Mr. Nesbitt
signsretcotobecome
di- Show.
r of Bert Parks
PAUL DENAULT, WCOW S. St.
Paul, Minn., to KSTP-AM-FM-TV
Minneapolis-St. Paul, as announcer.
JON MASSEY, WWDC Washington,
selected one of "America's most popular Negro
disc jockeys"
ducted by Color
magazine.in poll conED FISHER, morning man, WHIZ
Zanesville, Ohio, to WQUA Moline, 111.
KEITH
McKENZIE
joins continuity
staff of CHUB
Nanaimo.
DON FORBES, production manager,
KLAC-TVecutiveHollywood,
appointed exdirector.
PAUL W. YOUNG, telegraphic editor,
News-Journal, Wilmington, Ohio, to
WLW and WLWT (TV) Cincinnati,
as writer in publicity department.
ART LINKLETTER, star of CBS
Radio House Party and People Are
Funny,
to be featured
speaker at annual
conferencebanquet
of Southern
Calif.
Agencies Assn., April 25
in SantaAdv.Barbara.
ANNE ROBERTS, continuity director,
WBBW Youngstown, Ohio, and JIM
GERARD, announcer there, to WLWD
Dayton, in same capacities. KENNETH SANDERS, production department,placingnamedJOHNWLWD's
SPOFFORDfilm whoeditor
left re-to
join Armed Forces.
DOYLE sistant
LOVE
to WFA Dallas as asfarm editor.
BILL TONYAN to WNAX YanktonSioux City, S. D., as staff musician.
RUBY TILLERSON, program directorcontinuity editor, KASI Ames, Iowa,
to continuity staff, KCMO Kansas City.
KENNETH YEEND, program director,
KIRO Seattle, appointed chairman of
publicity
committee
for 1952
Kiwanis
International
Convention
scheduled
for
June in Seattle.
PHIL MOSS, announcer, KNEA Jonesboro, Ark., appointed program director.
MARY
addedMass.
to continuity staff,
WCCM COCO
Lawrence,

PHILLIS NUNGESTER, traffic manager-sales secretary, KFI Los Angeles,
to Hollywood headquarters of KBIG
Avalon, Calif., in similar capacity.
FRANK ANNAND, assistant program
director, WCHS Charleston, W. Va.,
promoted to production manager. SAM
POLAND,
announcer announcer,
at station. appointed chief
WALLY DOUGLAS joins WCAV Norfolk, Va., as early morning man.
DANNY SHEELDS, WITH Baltimore,
transfers to WCAV to handle all
Muntz TV shows on station.
WALTER O'KEEFE, star of NBC
radio oriteDouble
Nothing, bynamed
favradio quizOr comedian
National
Assn. Gag Writers.
KEITH EIDE, staff musician, WNAX
Yankton-Sioux City, S. D., father of
girl,
April CONOVER,
3.
WILLIS
disc jockey,
WWDC and WNBW (TV) Washington,
and
Jacqueline
Laraque,
of Haitian April
ambassador
to daughU. S-,
were ter married
1.
A/ewl • • •
GEORGE BROWN, WOR New York
news editor, promoted to manager of
newsroom.
LANSING CHRISTMAN, news staff,
WGY and WRGB Schenectady, N. Y.,
named stations' news director.
CHARLES S O RLIEN, staff photogGazette,rapher,MasonGlobeCity,
Iowa, toMinneapoWTCNAM-TV
lis-St. Paul, as rep o r te r -photograDON WRIGHT,
Minnesota
newspher.
news
writingpaperman to staff,
Mr. Sorlien
KSTP - AM-FM-TV
Minneapolis-St. Paul.
PHIL WILSON, newsman, WQUA
Moline,
Peoria. 111., to news staff, WMBD
Wilson Profiles Lamb
EDWARD LAMB, owner of
WTVN (TV) Columbus and
WICU (TV) Erie, was the subject
of a column by Earl Wilson, national y-known New York newspaperman. Mr. Wilson wrote that
Mr. Lamb was "an unusual man"
because, "he wants to give the public something." Mr. Lamb told Mr.
Wilson of his proposal to set aside
a couple of hours a day for "nonprograms.Mr.In Lamb
additionownsto
the TV profit"
stations,
WTOD, WTRT (FM) Toledo and
WHOO-AM-FM Orlando and is
publisher of the Erie Dispatch.

Strictly Business
(Continued from page 20)
company's
Augustof
1949, startedChicago
with aoffice
salesin force
two men and three office girls representing two stations. The list has
grown to eight stations, with staffs
in
Chicago,
Francisco. New York and San
He has been in the broadcasting
business since 1938, when he worked
for $2.50 weekly as a singer at
WDWS Champaign while attending the U. of Illinois. A star deathlete, dramatist
and spent
studentbater,government
official, he
his first two years studying law at
Harvard U. after winning the first
National Elks Foundation $1,000
cash scholarship. He was chosen
the most outstanding high school
or preparatory school graduate in
the competition after graduation
from DuQuoin (111.) High School,
the city where he was born and
raised.
After graduation from Illinois in
1938, he learned about radio station operation
up"
at WDWS
and "from
at WD theAN broom
Danville,
111., later freelancing in Florida.
Still favoring the Midwest, he returned to Chicago and was hired
as a credit representative for the
U. S. Gypsum Co. after cornering
the personnel director on a slow
Saturday morning and getting a
jobHeforleftwhich
he didn't
apply. as an
to join
the Navy
ensign in 1943. Helping to keep
Navy planes flying, he spent most
of his service time in the Pelau Islands, where he discovered over a
five-month period in Anguar that
the Army and Navy got along famtrary.
ously despite reports to the conAfter his Navy duty, Mr. Layman worked as an account executive at T. R. Bauerle Agency and
Grant Adv. in Chicago before selling network time for ABC there.
He married the former Betty
Jane Lovegren, whom he met at
the U. of Illinois, and they live in
west suburban Hinsdale with their
children, Susan Gay, 8, and twins
Carol Lyn and Cathy Lea, 4.
Mr. Layman is a member of the
Chicago Television Council. He also
works fairsactively
in Hinsdale
afand is a member
of thecivic
Union
Church there.

FREEPORT, TEX., GRANT
WAFB Withdraws Protest
BRAZOSPORT Broadcasting Co.,
Freeport,
Tex., has
granted
1460 kc with
500 been
w, daytime.
FCC
adopted
an
initial
decision
recommending grant.
About suanthree
the isce of the weeks
initial after
decision
by
Hearingison,Examiner
Hugh
B.
HutchWAFB Baton Rouge, La.,
filed a petition objecting to the proposal, asserting
feared
terference [B»T,that
Marchit 24,
17]. inNEW Line
publicon service
series, Hollywood,
The Thin
Blue
KNBH(TV)
The
FCC
stayed
the
effectiveness
features discussions of current public of the initial decision in order to
interest concerning L. A. Police Force study the matter further. Later,
by its members.
WAFB withdrew its objections.
BROADCASTING
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The advertisement shown
here
is appearing
Advertising
Agency.currently in
Reason is we want all agency |
men to know how Service-Ads
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To help you make these
Service-Ads of maximum usefulnes tobuyers (and so of
maximum effectiveness) we have
interviewed scores of media
people
and outadvertising
... to find
how they managers
buy 1
spot
radio time,
what valuable
kind of to 1
information
is most
them. The results of these
interviews are available to radio
and TV stations and their
representatives in the booklet,
"SPOT RADIO PROMOTION
handbook" (at cost: $1.00).
Then, to help you convert these
viewpoints
into "sell
Service-Ads
that will really
by helping
buyers
buy,"
we
have another
condensed
this information into
handy
booklet, "Copy
Organizer
for Service-Ads
in

added informafion for Busy
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WSAZ
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.

68%
OF THE
INDUSTRIAL
WORKERS
ARE AT
WORK
BY
7:30 A. M.
IN HUNTINGTON

WSAZ
IS THE
ONLY STATION
SIGNING ON AT
5:30 A.M.
TO REACH
THESE PEOPLE
• 930 KC
• 5000 WATTS DAY
• 1000 WATTS NITE
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
BR AN HAM
COMPANY
• FOR A MORE COMPLETE
BREAKDOWN OF INDUSTRIAL
PLANT SHIFT STARTING TIMES
WRITE. . .

WSAZ
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.
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Corps. Still in service upon the
Our Respects To
death of Myron Selznick in 1944,
(Continued from page 52)
Major Glett was elected the talent
tors.
agency's
president by estate execulars, like other tools, are well used. where
U.
S.
dollars
weren't
frozen.
He believes the creative elements He arrived in London with $62. By
As Chief of Operations Branch,
week-end
he
couldn't
even
pay
his
must beterialsgiven
all
the
tools,
maSCPC, Western division, while in
and assistance they require hotel bill. He managed, however, service,
Major Glett supervised
to do their end of the job. What- to
liquidate
all
his
firm's
foreign
from
20 to 25 active production
holdings
and
brought
back
enough
ever economies are effected must dollars to New York to pay off units making
over 500 training and
not be at expense of quality of pro- company debts. With bills paid in indoctrination films.
duction.
Returning to civilian life in 1945,
full, Mr. Glett had $100 left.
rejoined the Selznick family. He
"By acting in close teamwork
Rejoining Western Electric in hebecame
with theduction
creative
people,
the
proand general
1934,
he
was
made
vice
president
in
administrator can actively charge of production. When that manager vicein president
charge of production
help in insuring quality of the final company took over the former and studio opertions for David O.
show," he declares. Summing it up, Paramount Studios in Astoria, Selznick Studio. Next move was
Mr. Glett says,with
"My thejob creators
is to workto Long Island, in 1937 he became vice three years later to Motion Picture
hand-in-hand
Center Studios as managing direcof studio and production tor.
help get a good end product at president
operations,
continuing
in
that
carealistic
cost."
Mr. Glett joined Don Lee Broadpacity for the next two years.
Born in New York March 13,
casting System on June 7, 1949 as
Then Mr. Glett joined director
1902, Mr. Glett attended Public William Dieterle in Hollywood as vice president in charge of TV.
School 42, but by the time he en- associate producer and they formed When CBS bought Don Lee TV
rol ed in high school, he had to William Dieterle Productions. Their station some months later, his present association began.
go to work. He spent only one first picture, The Devil and Daniel
year in regular day high school. Webster, won two Academy awards.
Faced with the problem of creatIn his second year he became stocking a production organization for
This association ended in April
room boyNews.
for the
Motion high
Pic- 1942 when he became vice president an industry entering into a period
ture
He old
continued
general manager of General of rapid expansion, but at a rate
school at night for another 12 and
yet measurable, he found a
Service (United Artists lot) in not
months. Then he enrolled in New charge
oferatproduction
andyear.
studio op- solution that Mr. Glett believes
York School of Journalism night
i
o
n
s
f
o
r
about
one
anticipates any increasing or declasses. After two years his formal
creasing work load.
Shortly afterward Mr. Glett was
education was completed.
He set about creating basic units
elected vice president of Myron
Meanwhile, he changed jobs. He Selznick Agency, handling many for each phase of physical production. Once these were established
joined Far East Film Co. in 1918. top film stars, directors, producers
The following year at 17 he went and writers. He took military and their functions clearly defined,
to Europe for that firm.
leave-of-absence from the agency he had a foundation that could be
He went to Chicago in 1920 and in 1943 to join the Army Signal expanded indefinitely to handle any
got a angle
jobmovies.
selling
reissues
of TriDuring
his next
two
years Mr. Glett learned the film
distribution business. He joined
Goldwyn Film Co. in 1922 and a
year later became mid-west sales
representative for United Artists,
distributing movies of Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks, Charles
Chaplin and D. W. Griffith.
Forms Production Unit
The ambitious young man went
to work in 1925 for George MatAdams' newspaper
syndicate,
WINS NOW
which thewhandled
Edgar A.
Guest
poems. Interesting exhibitors in
a series of short subjects based on
Guest's works, his employer gave
him the go-ahead to form his own
50,000 WATTS
film production unit.
Mr. ducedGlett
wrote,18 directed,
proand edited
of these films
Day and NIGHT!
during 1926. He won a national
trade paper blue ribbon award for
Now WINS offers a powerful
his second picture, The Yellow Dog.
After this promising start, sound
50,000 watts around the clock.
came in.
This means still greater coverage—
Some months later he produced
an even better signal—
Paramount's first sound short,
another reason why . -. .
Song of the Builder, ending a tenyear period that Mr. Glett now
looks back on as his apprenticeship in motion pictures.
1010 WINS!
In 1928 he became production
manager
of Western
tion picture
subsidiary,Electric's
Audio. moHe
continued in that post until 1931,
resigning to again enter independent production.
Mr. Glett went broke in 1932
when backers defaulted on their
notes during the government bank
holiday. Undaunted and deterDAY AND 50,000
NIGHT WATTS
. . . NEW YORK
mined to pay off obligations, he
BROADCASTING CORPORATION
borrowed $350 and went to England
ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

flow
of production
the goal
regardless with
of any"quality
other
consideration."
Work and his family are almost
Mr. Glett's
only interests.
He enjoys the relaxation
of his Beverly
Hills home shared by Mrs. Glett,
the former Clarice Allen and their
12-year-old daughter, Patricia. Not
a hobbyist, he works around the
house and yard on week-ends, and
has become an expert rose fancier
and carpenter.
A reserve officer, a member of
Amvets, and Retired Military
Officer'sdirector
Assn., ofhe Television
is a founderBroadand
board
casters of Southern California.

First or Second in

"Slave"
caps and
managementChapter,
wore "Top
Brass" Assn.
helmetsof
atEMPLOYES
March 24woreannual
meeting
of Chesapeake
American
Advertising Agencies in Baltimore. Among those attending were (I to r)
Sidney A. Levyne, S. A. Levyne Co., Baltimore; M. Belmont Ver Standig,
M. Belmont Ver Standig Agency, Washington; Joseph Katz, Joseph Katz Co.,
Baltimore; Jerry Collins, media director, Ver Standig Agency; Robert V. Walsh,
radio-TV director. Van Sant, Dugdale & Co., Baltimore; Edgar Kassan, account
Total Ads Up
executive,
Joseph Katz Co., and Theodore A. Newhoff, Theodore A. Newhoff
TOTAL national advertising in
Agency, Baltimore. .
four major media — network radio,
network TV, magazines and Sund a y newspaper supplements —
reached a new all-time high in
dollar volume in 1951 of $873,428,- WOWO HEALTH CONSERVATION
Joint Cooperation With Others Planned
613, up 17.1% over the 1950 aggregate, Magazine Advertising Bureau has reported. Figures came
that Westing- taken by an individual radio station.
from tabulations kept by Pub- ANNOUNCEMENT
WOWO will co-operate in the
lishers Information Bureau, which house's WOWO Fort Wayne, Ind., project
with other organizations
has
embarked
upon
a health conshowed a gain over 1950 for every
throughout
Indiana, Ohio and Michservation project came at the 13th
one of the 28 industry classes in- annual Farm
Achievement
Award
igan,
which hope to improve
cluded in the PIB service. PIB banquet, sponsored by the station. environmental
factors affecting
shows that 1951 was the top year Franklin Tooke, general manager, health, Mr. Tooke said. He indifor network TV and magazines; who will direct the project, said
cated that there are many profesdevoted to curing disease,
network radio and Sunday supple- WOWO believes the work will be but fewsions dedicated
to preserving
ments fell below their 1950 levels counted among the most important health.
of advertising revenue.
public service activities ever underThe project, "Health From the
Soil Up," will include any activity
pertaining to physical, mental, social or community health, the station manager said. He stated
BEFORE
YOU
WOWO personnel will work with
all individuals or agencies who seek
the common goal of good health,
DECIDE
ON
YOUR
including extension departments of
state universities, county agents,
home demonstration agents, soil
SUMMER
SCHEDULE
conservation men, health councils
and services, among others.
in the DETROIT
Area
Some objectives are: Natural resources use and conservation; improvement in the complete
average home's
ration balance;
health
checks for school children, with hot
and better lunches, and a closer
approach
to ideal
conservation through
homehealth
environment,
personal habits and disease control.
See How Much MORE You Get Using
The project also would improve
health and conservation education
in schools, with church participation in these activities; add more
organized recreation for youths and
adults and more county health
councils, and promote contests, displays and demonstrations
CKLW
maintenance
at local events.of health
and its 50,000 watts
AT THE LOWEST RATE OF ANY
MAJOR STATION IN THIS MARKET
Guardian Bldg. • DetroitJ. 26,
E. C
J
BROADCASTING
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WMRY Increases Rates
WMRY New Orleans has announced a15-25% rate increase in
both local and national advertising.
Mort Silverman, general and commercial manager, explained that
this was the first increase since
May 1, 1950,
the all-Negro
time when prothe
station
went atinto
gramming.

Quarter Hours
Between 6 a.m. and 7p.m.
WFBR "HOME-GROWN"
SHOWS
OUTSTANDING
IN AUDIENCE AND
RESPONSE!
Looking for a place to put
your minute
Baltimore? Pickspots
the inWFBR
' ' home-growns' ' — outstanding participation shows! For
instance:
Completely
outclasses
field-No. 1 show
of its kind!its
MELODY BALLROOM
Top-rated disc jockey show
in Baltimore!
NELSON BAKER SHOW
1st in its time period!
EVERY WOMAN'S HOUR
Top-rated
30 - minute
woman's show!
SHOPPIN FUN
Top locally produced show
in its period!
MORNING IN MARYLAND
Misses being tops for 3-hour
period by a fraction!
Buy
are — where
buy onthe. . top
. shows
Man.
Pulse-Feb.
Report1952

ABC NETWORK
5006 WATTS IN BALTIMORE, MD.
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bank'
blood
Go All
Out in Community Campaigns
IterationStations
OPERATION Blood Bank, a Strickler and Mike D'Angelo slept
project to meet the needs of the in the park — as advertised.
armed forces in Korea, and other
In New York, WFAS-AM-FM
Red Cross projects have been an White Plains had five staffers
donate
blood and describe their reunqualified success at the comin the process via tape
munity level, judging by reports recorder.actions Staffers
included Joan
from local stations.
Schneider,
assistant program diParticipation of radio-TV netrector; Fran Keegan, traffic superworks has been reported previously
visor; Bob Juhrenm, copywriter;
in detail in past issues of Broad- Lenny Dillon, sportscaster, and
casting •Telecasting, with com- Dan Valle, assistant chief anmendations from top government nouncer.
authorities. But the American Red
WLAM Lewiston, Me., announcer
Cross and other organizations also Norm
Card, who is m.c. on WLAM
have been lavish in their praise Bandstand,
went through the Red
of stations who evolved promo- Cross bloodmobile "line" when the
tional plans to put over local donor vehicle visited there. He inquotas. Staffmen literally gave
terviewed Red Cross workers and
their blood in many instances.
nurses at each step, giving his personal reaction, including the period,
The techniques and promotions
varied throughout the country, but when he was giving his blood.
as always, the results were uni- Quota for the Bloodmobile visit
formly the same — successful. Typi- was 100 pints. Armed Forces, for
cal of the reports submitted by whom the blood was earmarked, restations were these:
ceived 119 pints from residents of
In Pennsylvania, WMGW Mead- Lewiston and Auburn.
ville cooperated with the Red Cross
Swinging south to Georgia,
and local chamber of commerce by WFRC Athens credits H. Ranremaining on the air an hour past
dolph Holder, news director, for
signoffs for several nights. On one "single-handedly" putting over the
stunt, two announcers volunteered most successful blood bank drive
to sleep in the local park all night in the city's history. Over 250 pints
if five people would each donate a were pledged — well over quota.
pint of blood to meet quotas. They
In Texas, Charlie Harrison, program director at KFRD Rosenberg,
got the blood — so announcers Jim
New

PULSE

We've

Surveys

Done

Show

It Again

KMTV
4. 4 The Most
KMAListened
Omaha's No. 1
To Station in Its
TV Station
Vast Rural
Midwest Area
KMTV has done it again!
Latest Pulse figures show that
Pulse figures released in JanKMTV leads in 66 out of 100
uary, 1952 for 23 rural Iowa,
Class A (6 to 11 P.M.) quarterNebraska and Missouri counties
show that KMA is the Most
hours — Monday thru Friday.
For the entire week, KMTV
Listened To Station during 234
leads in 88 out of 140 Class A
Vi-hour This
periodis throughout
week.
more than theall
quarter-hours or 62.8% of all
other radio stations heard in
Class A quarter-hours.
this area combined. KMA delivers 1 7 additional BMB counKMTV has a bright picture
ties not included in the Pulse.
on afternoon ratings, too, with
a 53% share of the weekday
KMA gives you more concenafternoon audience and a 54%
trated coverage of this rich,
share on Saturday. For the
midwestern,
rural market at less
best in TV coverage of the rich
than 1/3 the cost of the 2nd
Omaha area, contact the Katz
place station. Contact AveryKnodel or KMA today.
Agency or KMTV today.
KI1ITV
OMAHA 2, NEBRASKA
SHENANDOAH, IOWA
Represented by
CHANNEL 3
AVERY-KNODEL, INC.
Represented by KATZ AGENCY
MAY BROADCASTING COMPANY
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greeted the arrival of a Red Cross
bloodmobile with a donation. He
gave listeners a first-hand report
on its effects and on procedure to
be followed.
In the Midwest, reports were
received from Wisconsin, Michigan, nesota.
Missouri, WTMJ-AM-TV
Nebraska Milwaukee
and Minset
up
a
"Five
Thousand
Club,"
seeking that number of pledges
during a two-week campaign.
Result: a total of 7,612 came in.
A service award was offered to
donors. Station cooperated with
the Milwaukee County Red Cross
Chapter and Junior League Blood
Center.
A total of 3,871 pints of blood
were promised the Detroit chapter
of ARC for Korea veterans as the
result of a feature film promotion
on WXYZ-TV there. Sponsor of
Motion Picture Academy series, the
Rose Jewelry Co. devoted commercial time to appeals. Switchboard was kept open to 3 a.m. with
many celebrities contributing blood.
Kansas City Efforts
In Kansas City the voices of
some 1951 flood victims offered a
helping hand in the local drive.
KMBC there used transcribed
statements of victims to push the
drive. Heavy play was given by
WDAF WHB KCMO KCKN there,
with
WDAF-TV using still picture
as well.
KMBC reported praise from
civic leaders, local Red Cross directors and E. Rolland Harriman,
national American Red Cross director. Other stations carrying
transcriptions reported favorable
listener comment. Number of
pledgesviewsdoubled
were begun.after spot interIn Nebraska, KWBE Beatrice
went promotionally all-out with
the theme, "Anything for the Red
Cross." The gimmicks consisted of
a baby-sitting auction by Acting
Manager Bud Pentz and announcer Bill Boyce. Top bidders
CITRUS SPOT TEST
Memphis, Louisville Underway
SPOT budget for Memphis and
Louisville during the Florida Citrus
Commission's $25,000 intensive
educational and advertising campaign on selling Florida citrus
fruits will take $12,414 of the total.
The two-month promotion campaign began last Monday [B»T,
April 7] and calls for $5,971 to be
spent in Memphis among WHHM
WMC WDIA WMPS and $6,443 in
Louisville
among WHAS "WINN
WKLO WAVE.
J. Walter Thompson Co. is handling the tests, to be conducted with
radio, newspapers
and stores.
display material for retail food
The
campaign will test the proposed
new method of selling citrus fruits
in Memphis by the pound, the system used in selling most fruits and
vegetables, and in Louisville by
the present method of selling by
the dozen, with results to be studied
for control and comparison purposes.

got the services of the two staffmen
for a night. Station made a tape
recording of the proceedings with
"hilarious" results after news
stories and promotion put over the
idea.
In Minnesota, KAUS Austin
took dramatic means to remind listeners of blood needs. Staffers
donated blood after station signed
off in mid-afternoon and invited
listeners to join in. Ten daily announcements pointed up arrival of
the Red Cross bloodmobile. Total
ofin five-day
1,309 pintsvisit.of blood was collected
On the West
Weaver's
"B-Day"
driveCoast,
at Bill
KCBS
San
Francisco netted the armed forces
230 pints of blood. Working with
local baseball club, Mr. Weaver
passed out complimentary baseball
tickets for exhibition games to
donors. Tributes were paid Arthur
Hull Hayes, CBS San Francisco
vice president and KCBS general
manager, by the Red Cross.
TEMPERATURE STABILITY
Research Aids Production
BOTTLENECK in manufacture of
certain electronic equipment has
been eliminated through Navy research, according to the Office of
Technical Services in the Dept. of
Commerce. New development
evolves around temperature stability, tronic
a basicequipment.
requirement in elecOTS noted that tuning and other
operating characteristics of equipment should remain unchanged even
when temperature fluctuates. To
avoid temperature - produced
changes, electronic components are
used as "compensating" elements.
The Navy devised a test which,
when
applying
quick "heat
pulse,"
produces
same a effects
as obtained
by a long heating run. New technique requires less time, is less
costly and involves smaller test
equipment.
Theory is outlined in a 27-page
book, A New Instrument for the
Rapid Measurement of Capacitor
Temperature Coefficients. It is
available for $1 at OTS, Dept. of
Commerce, Washington 25, D. C.
WCHS Full Time
FULL - TIME, around-the-clock
operation by WCHS Charleston, W.
Va., has been announced by
John T. Gelder Jr., vice president
and general manager of the CBS
affiliate. WCHS will program 24
hours daily, seven days a week,
with accent on standard music designed to reach a general audience.
Doug Martin will handle the record
shows.
kc with 5 Station
kw. operates on 580
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Did
Can
with

You

Realize

Sell Eleven
TV

'590.50

That
Key

You
Markets

for as little as
A WEEK?

Spot Television is
one of the most economical media available today —
and certainly the most effective per dollar.
Yes, TV advertising on the outstanding programs
of these eleven stations can be purchased for as little as
$590.50 a week. That's an average of
$53.68 per market per week.
That's low cost (and highly effective) advertising.
Worth buying into right now.

WSB-TV
Atlanta
WBAL-TV
Baltimore
WFAA-TV
Dallas
KPRC-TV Houston
KHJ-TV Los Angeles
KSTP-TV . . .M'pTs-St. Paul
WSM-TV
Nashville
WTAR-TV Norfolk
KPHO-TV
Phoenix
WOAI-TV San Antonio
KOTV
Tulsa
REPRESENTED BY

EDWARD

PETRY
& CO., INC.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES
DETROIT • ST. LOUIS • SAN FRANCISCO • DALLAS

PARTICIPATIONS ON THESE
HARD-HITTING KNBH TV FOOD
SHOWS WILL TAKE YOUR SALES STORY
INTO EVERY TV HOME IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Results prove that television is particularly effective
in selling food products.
This is especially true in Southern California — one of the
most heavily TV saturated areas in the nation.
With retail food sales in food stores alone estimated*
at $1,224,699,000 a year, Los Angeles and
Orange Counties deserve your close attention.
Shown here are three of the top food participation TV shows
in this area... all on KNBH — the aggressive NBC outlet
in Los Angeles. Time is available on these shows for
YOUR product. For details on the proved results these
shows are delivering, consult KNBH, Hollywood, or
or your nearest NBC Spot Sales office today.
* Standard Rate & Data — Consumer Markets 1951-1952
iHC HOLLYWOOD

TO SELL
THE BUYING
MILLIONS IN
2ND LARGEST
AMERICA'S
TV
MARKET
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TV APPLICATIONS
PEOCESSING of TV applications, its prime purpose to get TV service to those cities which have none
after a 45-month freeze, begins
July 1 — 78 days after the April 14 today. A subsidiary purpose is to
process UHF applications as early
issuance
of
the
FCC's
Sixth
Order
and Report.
as possible.
Applications will be considered
Four processing lines will be set
on a channel-by-channel basis. That up.
is, qualified applicants seeking a
Line A will process: (1)
channel for which there is no com- changes required to be made by 30
peting application will be granted of the 108 existing TV stations ima construction permit no matter
mediately following the effective
how many applications are filed for date of the final report (30 days
other facilities in the same city.
after the date of publication in the
(2) ApplicaA temporary expediting proced- Federaltions forRegister).
cities which are not now
ure has been set up which has as

FCC

Will Begin Processing July 1

receiving TV service. As a rough
rule of thumb, the Commission designated such cities as those 40 miles
from the nearest TV transmitter.
Processing will start for such nonTV served cities in order of population.
Line B will process, in the following order, applications for cities
now receiving TV service: (1)
UHF applications where no commercial VHF channels are assigned. (2) UHF applications
where all commercial VHF chan-

FOUR WASTED YEARS?
certain glaring exceptions. Whatever
WAS
freezewhich
necessary?
the —newwithdesirable
facilities that were opened up,
startlingTHE
question
overrides That's
all others
in large part, go to educators, for service to
in appraising the FCC's final Television Re- unknown
and
unchecked minorities. Many
port, born of nearly four years' labor,
important cities are left without VHF commerjThaw,
The what,
why
and
wherefore
of
the
Great
cial facilities
biggest event in broadcast annals, are minimum
needs.adequate to accommodate their
recounted in these pages. The full text, which
becomes the television law of the land, is pubCertainly,
when we look at what we have —
lished as a supplement to this issue.
four paii;
yearsof ofthose
gestation
— it's were
evidentwasted.
that
In capsule, the allocations provide for 2,053 after
the better
four years
stations in 1,291 communities, including the It would have been wiser to have allowed the
territories. Of these 617 are VHF, 1,436 UHF.
interplay of normal forces of competition,
The big lament is that of an exorbitant 242- through allocation as demand developed. That
channel reservation for noncommercial educanow seems to be the approach of Comr.
! tional stations, a lusty 80 are VHF — facilities
Robert F. Jones, in his formidable, albeit bitthat properly should be used to serve vast mass
ter, dissent, but Comr. Jones right or wrong
audiences, both urban and rural, rather than
speaks toomissionlate.
lost cause.
The breath
Comlie fallow, awaiting single-purpose educational
majorityIt's
has a voted.
The hot
occupancies which may never come. Thus, the of Congress was on the FCC's neck. It couldn't
educators get 11.8% of total assignments and re-traverse old ground without inviting a Con13% of the coveted VHFs.
gressional investigation.
While it's futile now to rehash the need for
matter how well-reasoned the Jones plan,
the freeze, it nevertheless behooves us to see it Nocomes
after
the fact. In our judgment, he
where we have been and where we are going.
should have publicly proclaimed his philosophy
The freeze was imposed in September 1948, months
ago.
The
FCC then could have had the
when the FCC was under terrific duress. The
reactions from broadcasters, engireason given for the freeze (which was to benefitneersofand attorneys
specialized in the field. And
have been of a few months duration) was
members of Congress, looking to the
something called troposphere, and how this vocal
time
when
TV
would
be available to their coninterference was to be circumvented. The final
stituents, might have reasoned that possibly
report scarcely mentions it.
another
few
weeks
could
have been spared to
The 43-month freeze has brought certain
reach for near-perfection. The stake is investpluses.
There
are
wider
separations
and
there's
ment
of
uncounted
millions
by public and inoffset carrier operation. There are other addustry in what potentially is the greatest
mitted engineering refinements.
medium
for
mass
communication
in the history
The minuses: A sell-out to the educators,
of man.
who were hardly aware of TV's existence in
The fact that the FCC and its staff labored
1948. The
of politicians
recoglong and hard (and we do not question their
nized TV onslaught
as the difference
betweenwhowinning
zeal or indefatigability)
aband losing elections. The Klondike rush of ap- integrity,
solve the Commission
from criticism.doesn't
The most
slicants who regard a TV license anywhere
regrettable phase was the complete capitulais a modern-day Wallingford. Most important,
tion to Comr. Frieda Hennock's campaign for
lenial of service to many millions of people.
"reservations."
; The FCC certainly didn't need four years to education
But thecasters,FCC
isn't entirely
blame. Broad' ;merge with a plan which, at best, still must
who waited
until theto eleventh
hour,
' )e viewed as abortive. It provides no more
made an abysmal showing on education. Comr.
service for large areas than did the 1948 report
agJRO ADC ASTING
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nels are occupied. (3) Applications for cities with one TV service
but no local station. (4) Applications for cities with one station
and no other TV service. (5) All
other applications for cities which
are now getting two or more TV
services.
Line C will process requests for
modifications of CPs made after
July tion,
1, petitions
for reconsiderawaivers of hearings,
etc.
Line D will process applications
(Continued on page 75)

- ... .An Editorial
Webster, in his caustic concurring opinion, is
correct in severely indicting "commercial interests" for failing to make a positive showing.
Educational "reservations" were even given
to a ingscore
of "applicants"
no pleadwhatever.
This was donewhoon made
petition
of the
Joint Committee on Educational Television,
and comes as close to flaunting the law as is
possible.
The educators get 242 reservations. It's our
guess
they won't usearea updozen.
Theoretically,
these reservations
for grabs
after a
year. But, if we perceive the strategy, they'll
bemeans
backtheyasking
for
"non-profit"
status,
could become network affiliateswhich
and
take other business, but simply would plough
what normally would be profits into new stadia,
libraries and stained glass windows. To do
this would be to procure commercial facilities
by fiat and under false colors, as against the
rights of other citizens who were forced to
compete.
So the TV Allocations of 1952 now are a
fait accompli. New stations will go on the air —
but the hard way. There will be attempts at litigation. The FCC feels it has buttoned up all
possible legal loopholes and that the project,
as a whole, cannot be enjoined. This may not
be true of specific city-by-city allocations.
The Commission worked its heart out in devising these final allocations. The staff, headed
by Paul Dobin, performed a super-human job,
in following FCC instructions. The victor, for
the moment, is Frieda Hennock and her brood
of ambitious but naive educators. The publicat-large does not get the equitable allocation
to which it is entitled. Many broadcasters, to
some extent, because of their own lethargy, are
tossed into the crucible of expensive and extensive hearings, with concomitant delays in
providing the public the new services to which
it is entitled.
It is thus that the destinies of arts and industries are charted — a compromise between
unsound political pressures and sound engineering and economics.
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stations, he footnoted, spent over
$1 million for films in 1951.
Television networks, faced with
on Is Problem time restrictions, costs and sharing
zati
tali
Capi
RE
TU
TV FILM FU
of
in cable transmission, have
UNDERCAPITALIZATION is cur- 75% of commercials and 25% of sales meetings and general product alsolinesturned
to film for their an
rently a major problem for the network programs — including those promotion. He also listed the swer, he pointed out, saying that
television film industry, Dr. A. N. with top ratings — are filmed. Cit- practically of repeat showings, but all four TV networks are also
Goldsmith, chief consultant for
ing the flexibility, realism and warned that labor demands for the film business.
repeat payments must be solved
Since stations need help in
RCA, said Wednesday, warning in- economy of filmed programs, he first.
dependent producers to build their said that from 50-90% of non-netlecting film, his company has supDr.
Goldsmith
further
warned
work
scheduling
is
further
filled
by
industry's economic health either film products.
plied its representatives with catathat TV films should be created for
by selling first-run and residual
logues of all film availabilities and
The consultant suggested that TV and its characteristics, not, in has produced
rights as a package or by increas"Better Approach to
of Hollywood, as feature
films be produced in color, to be imitation
ing first-run prices.
Television
Advertising,"
a presen-of
Dr. Goldsmith made his state- sold" for first and second showings films for theatre showings.
tation
which
cites advantages
Questioned from the floor, he celluloid: A film
ment as luncheon speaker at a in monochrome and, ultimately, for
program
can be
day-long quarterly forum held by first and second runs in color, thus said that, to date, film cameras
on a national spot basis at
the National Television Film Coun- increasing the producers' profits cannot compete with TV cameras placed
19% savings in time costs, with
cil in New York Wednesday. Other through four-time sales in a single in achieving depth of field. The the
also benefiting from
RCA consultant saw three-dimen- their stations
speakers were Edward Codel, TV market.
higher spot sales fees.
director of The Katz Agency,
sional television as a definite posHour
Cost
Cited
Mr. Codel suggested that prostations representative; Carolyn
sibility, method
however, either
a vertiducers, instead of attempting totalcal scanning
or byby polaroid,
"Network connections compete
Burke, NBC-TV producer; and T.
ly new formats on film, scout local
side-by-side images seen through stations
R. Shearer, vice president in charge with
film
syndication,
to
a
degree,"
of necessity, have
of the A. C. Nielsen Co. New York he admitted, quoting $30.30 as the polaroid glasses. But three-dimen- developed that,
own shows, many
average cost per station per hour
office.
sional TV should not be overem- of which he their
considers highly salable
phasized, he advised, since about as well as audience-tested.
Identifying independent TV film for network lines. Film producers
meet this competition, he 45% of the public have eyes that
production as "the giant industry must
Films On Art, Travel
suggested, or at least conduct an are "low" or impaired in registerof the future," Dr. Goldsmith said educational
campaign to explain
that the 50,000-mile TV network
ing depth.
Some
cannot
produced live,programs
Miss Burke,
only bewoman
"Any show — except special events
ship. film cost-advantage relationexpectedtentialto400 VHF
link theandcountry's
po- the
1,500 UHF
— can be done on film," Mr. Codel listed as a TV producer at NBC,
stations will be serviced largely
Advantages of film which the noted, saying that The Katz Agency said in nominating films on art
RCA executive listed — in addition has learned that all TV stations and travel as offering a great poby film.
He estimated that today at least to syndication of four residual require good film programs, if only
tential to the film producer. The
rights for color films — included for their own spot sales. He ex- cost of an average art film — such
plained that his agency does not as "Paris 1848" or "Matisse"
greater ease in clearing station
NCAA COUNCIL
Miss Burke introduced on
achievement of animation and buy, sell or syndicate films and which
Given TV Recommendations time,
slow-motion effects as well as out- has no plans to finance them, but television last fall — would be up to Is
it
has
recognized
the
utility
of
films
door
shots,
chance
to
correct
fluffs,
EXECUTIVE council of the Na$6,000 a reel, she noted, a cost
tional Collegiate Athletic Assn. and re-use of films for auditions, as a device to sell time. Katz that could be returned not onl
from repeated TV showings, but
last week in Chicago heard details
subsequent distribution or sale to
of the televisionom endationscommittee's
recComr. Hennock to Air museums,
schools, civic group:
for continued controlled telecasts of football this IERT PANEL
Educational TV Views and art theatres, of which there
are
now
some
1,500 in the United
year, but declined to release them
until April 22 in New York. At UTILIZATION of educational TV channels will be explored by FCC States.
that time, the committee will meet Comr. Frieda Hennock and other panelists during Ohio State U.'s 22d
The best production plan, she
for a two-day session, make its Institute for Education by Radio-Television at Columbus, which starts advised, is for 13-minutes in length
with black and white films shot on
recommendations and pass them on Thursday.
+
to member institutions.
Chicago; Burton Paulu, manager of 35 mm and the more expensive
In
the
light
of
FCC's
allocations
A two-thirds vote is required for
released, this
special will
ses- KUOM, U. of Minnesota, and Sey- color films, on 16 mm. "Figures I
passage of any one of 12 plans for plan, sionnowon educational
television
mour Krieger, counsel member of
gathered,"
she 16 reported,
control which have been studied command top attention
the JCET. Belmont Farley of the have
Friday
"show that
the average
mm art
thus far. Blackout telecasts sec- among educators and broadcasters JCET
will moderate.
film
sells
over
100
prints,
and the
tionally were approved by the gathered for the four-day conferdemand
is
increasing.
The
averAnother special interest session
NCAA last year in convention
ence— particularly educators.
number of rentals for the
with a vote of 163 to 8. The progwill concernAgencies,"
"Broad- same age
Comr. Hennock, an outspoken (Sunday)casting by Government
picture is approximately 250,
ress report in Chicago was pre- proponent of reservations for non- with John Meagher, acting chief
sented to the 17-man policy group
commercial educational channels, of radio, television and visual media andPublic
hunger
growing
fast."for travel films|
in meetings at the LaSalle Hotel will discuss steps
which institutions for the State Dept., as chairman. was demonstrated, she noted, when|
April 6 and 7 by Asa Bushnell, and civic groups may
take to obtain Panel members will be Kenneth a "fast, 10-second offer" of
director of the TV program this and use TV assignments.
French Tourist Office brochure—
in- made
year.
Some
30
general
and
special in- M. Gapen, assistant
formation for radio director
and TV of staon NBC-TV's Vacation
The council also heard a sumterest
meetings
have
been
schedprogramof— 8,000
resultedaudiin
tions, Dept. of Agriculture; Charter Wonderlands
mary of the 1951 football season
an
unexpected
uled
for
the
conference
at
the
Deshdirector of AM-TV, Atomic ence replies. Thetotal
attendance report conducted by the ler-Wallick Hotel under the direc- Heslep,
program,
attract
Energy
Commission;
Dr.
C.
R.
National Opinion Research Cention ooff Dr.
I. Keith
Tyler, and
coordinaSeitz, chief of the research branch ing what Miss Burke described as a
ter, which was paid for by an astor
radio
activities
radio
"low-brow, high-brow audience'
Engineering
ses ment of 18% from member education director at Ohio State U. of thesion, Human
Office of Naval
Research, Diviand that was just as interested in Ch
schools. NORC will check its preIn
addition,
a
number
of
allied
cago as inagainst
Paris —analsoopposing
held its soap
own
the
Rev.
Daniel
Power,
S.J.,
Georgeliminary survey results, and no groups will meet concurrently with
ratings
town U.
new study will be made this sea- the
Institute.
Another
feature
of
Conference
kicks
off
Thursday
son, according to NCAA Executive
the 16th American evening with a general symposium opera.
Saying that there is little new
Secretary Walter Byers. He said the conclaveof isEducatonal
Radio and session on television programming. travel
film to be rented, Miss Burke
the preliminary report of last fall Exhibition
Programs, whose awards Participants
predicted
an enormous market for
has evolved into a conclusive sum- Television
will
include
commerare
announced
today
(see
separate
it
both
as program film and as clips
cial and educational telecasters and for background
mary which substantiates the re- story page 44).
material.
port that gate attendance at games
On SaturOther panelists discussing steps an FCC
decreased in TV areas.
day Comr.representative.
E. M Webster will
speak
Mr.
Shearer,
speaking
"Re
which
educational
and
civic
groups
on
international
broadcasting,
and
search Builds
thethe TVNielsen
Box onOffice,'
TVMr.committee
members,
in addition
should take in getting and using TV FCC Chairman Paul A. Walker will explained
how
rating
toRobert
Byers
and
Mr.
Bushnell,
are
Hall, Yale,
chairman;
J. Shober
channels will be Ralph Steetle, take part in a panel session on is determined for TV and how it
Barr, man,
Franklin
Marshall:
Jeff
Cole- executive
director of the Joint ComAlabama; and
Howard
Grubbs,
Southfilm the
producer's
businessof
He notedthe that
top program
mittee on Educational Television, organized listener groups. Other affects
west
Conference;
K.
L.
Wilson,
Big
10;
E. L. Romney,
Mountain
States
Confertopics
previously
were
set
[B*T,
the
previous
week,
I
Love
Lucy
Washington;
George
Probst,
direcence;
Willis
Hunter,
Southern
Califortor of the radio office of the U. of April 7].
nia, and Reaves Peters, Big 7.
is presented on film.
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Thaw July 1
(Continued from page 23 )
VHF channels be assigned to the
'- community
where forsuchreassigna com- larger
metropolitan areas in order
munity isnotandeligible
ment under the 15-mile rule; (2) to equalize network competition,
the Commission said it could not
assignment
of
a
non-commercial,
educational channel where no such agree to that premise.
assignment has been made in the
competition
TV fieldeconomic
will exist
within thein
table to the community involved; the"Healthy
(3) assignment of a commercial framework of the assignment plan,"
channel to a community to which it said. It also stated that it was
no commercial assignment has been concerned that many smaller cities,
made in the table.
under the shadow of larger cities,
Fifteen-mile rule permits with- should have the opportunity of having their own stations rather than
out rule-making procedure the
shifting of a channel from the having to rely on a big city's covcommunity to which it is assigned erage.
in the table to another community
The DuMont allocation plan,
not more than 15 miles from the which was the only one submitted
first.
as a substitution for the whole of
Educational reservations were the FCC's proposed allocation last
justified on the theory that the year, was also denied on the ground
Table of Assignments itself is a that many of its assignments were
the minimum separations esreservation of channels for specific below
tablished.
communities.
Also
were several requests
It isn'tmercial TVpossible
forcetimecom-to for lessdenied
stations toto give
than the separation minwhich held out hope that
educational institutions, the Com- mountainimum walls
would serve to conmission decided. It warned, however, that the fact or reservation
fine signals, and thus overcome codoes not absolve commercial sta- channel interference. The FCC majority sought to adhere to the strict
tions from filling the educational
technical limits in such instances.
needs of the community.
Notion that additional channels
Educational stations must be licensed to educational institutions, could be squeezed in certain cities,
or a cooperative group of such in- by requiring less than maximum
stitutions, the Commission empha- powers, also was turned down.
sized. However, if there is no such
Coverages For Stations Differ
authorized institution, then a muspecifying maximum powers,
nicipality running the schools of its theIn Commission
out that
area may be licensed, the Commis- coverages would pointed
be different for
sion pointed out.
each station. This reference was to
Requests for partial commercial the
fact that the whole assignment
operation of educational stations
were rejected with finality.
principle is embraced in rigid adherences to separations, powers
Smaller Cities Share VHF
and antenna heights.
VHF was used primarily in the
the "Third
large cities to give wide coverage, lastA provision
year whichin would
have Notice"
forced
the FCC pointed out, but it empha- stations to diminish maximum
sized that it did not believe large powers when interference was
cities should receive an "undue caused stations on adjacent channels was deleted in the final report.
share" channels.
of the "relatively
scarce"
VHF
Therefore,
the
Proposals
the the
"Third
Commission said, it made a sub- Notice"
were made
retainedin for
folstantial distribution of VHF chanlowing:
Oscillator
radiation
—
nels among the smaller cities. It stations seven channels apartUHF
are
was apparent that cities with pop- required to be 60 miles apart
ulations below 30,000 got UHF- (based on a receiver IF of 41.25
only assignments.
interference —
If all VHF and UHF channels mc). Picture image
must maintain minare utilized, the Commission said, UHF stations
imum spacing of 75 miles if they
"there
few, ifbeyond
any, peoseparated by 15 channels.
ple in theshould
U. S.beresiding
the are
Sound
image maintain
interference
— UHF
areaDecision
of TV onservice."
stations
a minimum
the number of chan- spacing ofmust60 miles
if
they
are
sepnels (both VHF and UHF) to be
arated by 14 channels. IF beat —
assigned to a city was based on the UHF stations
must
maintain
minfollowing population criteria: One
imum spacing of 20 miles if they
million or more, 6 to 10 channels; are separated
channels.
250,000-1,000,000, 4 to 6; 50,000- Intermodulation by— eight
UHF stations
250,000, 2 to 4; under 50,000, 1 or 2. must maintain minimum
spacing
But, the Commission said, varia- 20 miles if they are separated byof
tions were made on the ground
channels. Multiple inthat it was more important to give less than six
terference— not recognized.
each of several cities in one area
New rules and standards cannot
at least one channel rather than to
as guarantees of servplace them all in the largest city. be construed
ice, the Commission warned, but
There was also the requirement,
the Commission said, to distribute only as yardsticks. For UHF servchannels equitably among the
ice curvesdecided(F to50,use50),63themc Commisinstead
states. And finally, it pointed out, of thesion 195
mc basis it previously
it tried tocationalgive
every
primary
eduhad used. It was believed these
center a VHF channel.
In answer to the DuMont plan would give a more realistic picture
(Continued on page 68)
which urged that at least four
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HAPPY smiles follow signing of The Cisco Kid by Skillern's Drug Stores on
WBAP-TV Fort Worth. From I to r (standing): Curly Broyles, WBAP-TV
slsmn.; Harry Holcombe, natl. radio-TV dir.. Grant Adv.; Harold Hough, station's dir.; Henry Finch, sis. mgr., Skillern's; (seated) Frank Skillern, sponsor's v. p.; Tom Murphy, dir.,
v. p.Grant's
and mgr.,
W. C. Woody, v. p. and TV
Dallasandoffice.

NON-NETWORK segment of WLWT
(TV) Cincinnati's Breakfast Party is
sold
for 13foodweeks
to Alber's
Markets,
chain.
From I Super
to r
(standing): Herb Flaig, WLWT slsmn.;
Bob
Egbers,
Alber's;
(seated):
John
Murphy,
TV v.andp., Alfred
Crosley Broadcasting Corp.,
Bissmeyer,
Alber's.

GEORGIA Tech football games for
film
next fall
on WSB-TV
Atlantashowing
are arranged
by Coach
Bobby
Dodd (seated, I) and Walter W. Gibbs,
GE
Supply
Corp.
adv.
and
sis.
whose firm will sponsor contests.mgr.,Ed
Danforth
I) Atlanta
Journal, with (standing,
John M. Outler
Jr., WSBAM-TV gen. mgr., join huddle.

NEW SERIES, Rebound (ABC-TV, Fri. EXCLUSIVE contract for Chicago
9-9:30 p.m. EST), premiered last Cubs
home game
telecasts
on WGN-by
TV Chicago
followed
this signing
month
ownedCo.stations
Packardon ABC-TV
Motor Car
signedwithby James T. Gallagher (I), Cubs' bus.
S. James Andrews (c), asst. to pres. mgr., and Frank P. Schreiber, treas.
in charge of radio and TV dept., and gen. mgr., WGN Inc. Games
were carried four years by station,
Maxon
him: W. Inc.Ray[B°T,
BakerJan(I),28].
v. p.,Flanking
Maxon but this was first time exclusive rights
and Slocum Chapin, ABC v. p.
were attained.
THIRTEEN-WEEK contract for Star Hostess Party, half-hour audience participation show, on WWJ-TV Detroit is approved by (I to r) W. P. Smith,
radio-TV
dir., Charles
W. Hoyt
Norman
Hawkins,
station's Robert
sis. mgr.;
Jim
Cottingham,
adv. mgr.,
StanleyCo.;Home
Products,
the sponsor;
W.
Mickam, Hoyt's sec, and Al Elzerman, Michigan sis. mgr. of Stanley.

FIRST contract for the new AP television newsfilm service is signed by
(I to r) Al Stine, AP executive representative; George M. Burbach, general manager, KSD-TV St. Louis, and Oliver Gramling, AP assistant
general manager.
Newsreel Scheduled
on 7 Stations
AP TELEVISION
ASSOCIATED PRESS today (Monday) makes its entry into the television news field. The first of a series of daily quarter-hour TV newsreels will, if all goes off according to schedule, be delivered to seven
AP member TV stations for broadcast today.
St. Louis,
ownedwasby first
the *
St.KSD-TV
Louis Post
Dispatch,
with AP offices
subscriber to the new AP service. collaboration
the world, will produce
Others signed to date include throughout
the AP TV service under Mr.
WDAF-TV Kansas City (Star), Gramling's direction.
WBAP-TV Fort Worth (Star-Telefinanced corporation
gram), WTAR-TV Norfolk (Vir- andA privately
AP subsidiary, Spotginian-Pilot and Ledger-Dispatch) , news notis anheaded
Theodore A.
WCAU-TV Philadelphia (Bulle- Morde, president,by whose
backtin), WHAS-TV Louisville (Courg
r
o
u
n
d
i
n
news,
film
and
goes
ier-Journal and Times), WBNS-TV back to 1929. He has radio
also seen
Columbus, Ohio (Dispatch). Serv- government service as a special
ice is exclusive to AP members,
of the Military Intelligence
with TV stations eligible for as- agent
sociate membership in AP on the Division, as chief ofofthetheU. foreign
S. Co-as
same basis as radio stations have language division
ordinator of Information and
been for some years.
assistant
chief
of
operations
of the
Describing the AP video service,
strategic servOliver Gramling, assistant gen- War icesDepartment's
unit.
eral manager of AP for television
Production Personnel
and radio, who will direct its operation,
said
that
it
"will
stress
John
former general
domestic news, enlivened and diver- managerT. ofTobin,
Telenews, Internasified by a format that includes
tional
News
Service's
video ally,
good human interest and features is vice president of Spotnews
Proas well as all the other varieties
ductions.
Other
production
perof news that can make a television
sonnel
include
George
Johnston,
screen
interesting
and
really
informer president of Video Producformative.
tions; F. D. Kahlenberg, former
Music and Sound Effects
editorial director of Telenews ; Tom
"On news that lends itself to Craven, Paramount News camerasuch treatment, we will background
man for 25 years; Bernard Dresner, formerly an NBC cameraman
and explain," Mr. Gramling said. in Washington,
and Louis Tumola,
"We
propose
to
give
TV
news
meaning and significance — to lift former March of Time cameraman.
Cameramen and correspondents
it out of the category of yesterday's
in 42 states, plus representatives in
headlines,
yesterday's
Another innovation
is thatnewscasts.
much of the
other states, Alaska, Honolulu
the service will be completely and Puerto Rico, will supply Spotscored with music and sound news with its domestic coverage.
Foreign News will be covered by
effects."
Announcement of the new serv- cameramen
and correspondents in
ice, made by Frank J. Starzel, AP 44 countries.
general manager, said that to obSpotnews
production headquartain the objective of a film news
ters will occupy a full floor in the
service
"created
and
tailored
solely
building with Major Film
for television and not as a by-prod- same
which will process the
uct of other purposes, AP arranged Laboratory
news
film.
Film is the video
for the formation of a new, spe- division of Major
Consolidated Film Incialized organization — Spotnews
dustries, laboratory owned by ReProductions Inc." Spotnews, in
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politan and rural of pre-freeze days,
was reaffirmed.
Plan for individual separate
spacings for assignments and for
facilities was dropped. Minimum
facilities spacing is the same as
minimum assignment requirements,
the report disclosed.
Tolerances for VHF and UHF
use of offset carrier, the technique ]
by which stations on the same
channels can overcome co-channel !
interference to a great extent, were j
set as plus or minus 10 kc, with 1
kc tolerance.
The principle of the intermixture
of VHF and UHF channels in the,
same city was upheld by the FCC.
It emphasized that it was necessary to treat VHF and UHF television as one service, on the assumption that someday both frequency
be. The Commissionbandsrecalledwould
the differences
that
existed before the 1948 freeze was
imposed when Channels 2 to 6 and
Channels 7 to 13 were considered
in different bands, with the latter
believed not as useful as the lower
end of that band.
Ban on the use of directional
antennas
to a"shoe-horn"
another
channel into
city was retained,
although
permission
was
given
to
use DAs to increase service.
Experimentation Upheld
Experimentation
sion and Polycastingwithwas Stratoviupheld,
as it was in the "Third
Notice,"
but
commercialization
of these
principles
was
turned
down.
Stratovision, sponsored by Westinghouse,
is a means of wide-area coverage
Thaw July 1
through
the use of high-flying air(Continued from page 67)
planes radiating TV signals downof potential service areas. The
ward.
Polycasting, aengineer
recommendation of consulting
RayCommission terference
alsocurveschanged
UHF in(F 50, 10).
mond M. Wilmotte, is a method of
wide-area
coverage
through
the
Coverage and interference esti- of a number of low-powered use
TV
matedmission
by these
charts,
admonished,
were the
for Comlarge stations [B»T, March 31].
Assignments along the northern
area consideration,
not for individual station predictions.
border were arrived at after conwith Canadian officials.
No co-channel or adjacent chan- It enabledferencesadditional
assignments
nel interference
ratios were
tained in the revised
rules conand to be made to some U. S. cities, the
report stated. The same practice
standards, the FCC pointed out.
Provision encouraging the use of was followed along the Rio Grande
common antenna sites was retained with the same results, the report
pointed out. It also disclosed that
in the tions
newthat rules,
recommendawas not planning to use
this bebut required
were Mexico
turned down on the ground that UHF for the time being.
That there will be court actions
such a requirement should not be
imposed "without further explora- because of the Commission's rulings on some of the city-by-city
Thistion of istheoneproblem."
of the plans being ad- recommendations seems to be a
vanced by the aviation industry in foregone conclusion. However, it
its current campaign to impose was
pointed out that the document
some sort of a limit on TV antenna is so built that they can only apply
to
a
limited area of the country.
heights and sites [B*T, April 7, FCC officials
seemed confident that
March 17»]. Joint meeting of gov- the
whole allocation plan cannot
ernment and radio-TV and aviation
representatives is planned for the be enjoined.
near
future, but has not yet been
The final report was furnished
scheduled.
Broadcasting • Telecasting a
In setting up the three zone week in advance of the April 14
system, the Commission cited the release date so that it could be put
population densities of the three into type and printed in time for
areas: Zone I, 222.1 people per arrival at subscribers' addresses
square mile; Zone II, 27.4, and with the regular issue of this date.
Zone III, 47.8.
Because of advance release hanit waslegalimpossible
to proSingle class of TV stations, incuredlingexpert
and engineering
stead of the community, metro- reaction
to the document.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

public Pictures Corp. Washington
offices of the new company adjoin
the AP newsroom in the Star Bldg.
AP was "first
theRecalling
field with that
news-on-film
for tele-in
vision four years ago, but there
were not enough member stations
on the air at the time to support
the venture," Mr. Gramling declared that "since then, no news
gathering association has developed a comprehensive service designed exclusively for television
use. Everything has been largely
an off-shoot of the old movie house
newsreel. Coverage has been
spotty, with emphasis on New
York, Washington, Cheesecake,
free publicity
film and
overbtailoannacbleeoafgeforeign
film anof ques.
"Television, a potentially great
news medium, deserves a service
product
its exclusive
declared.for"That
is what APuse,"
is nowhe
producing. We propose to deliver
a rounded service, not just a lot of
footage, which is the cheapest and
easiest way to do it— the way
everyone else has done it to date."
Noting that Spotnews cameramenedgecanthatoperate
with arethe for
knowltheir films
TV
use exclusively, Mr. Gramling
pointed with
out that
the service
"is
flexible,
provisions
for dropping
sound
or
cutting
off
titles
without affecting the sound tracks
on the stories themselves. Stations don't have to edit, but they
can edit any way they wish."

WHAT'S
RELAY

INSIDE

A RADIOSTATION?

Sending television signals across the country is a complicated job,
requiring 123 radio-relay stations between Boston and Los Angeles.
This view of a typical unattended station shows the arrangement
of the apparatus which amplifies the signal and sends it on.
ON THE ROOF
are the lens antennas, each with its horn
tapering into a waveguide which
leads down to equipment in the building.
ON THE TOP FLOOR
the signal is amplified and sent back
to another antenna on the roof. Normally
unattended, the station is visited
periodically for maintenance.
ON THE THIRD FLOOR
are power supplies for several
score electron tubes.

ON THE SECOND FLOOR
are power supplies for additional
electron tubes. Storage batteries on both
floors will operate the station
in an emergency for several hours, but

ON THE GROUND FLOOR
is an engine-driven generator which
starts automatically after anything more
than a brief power failure.
Anything that happens— even an opened
door — is reported to the nearest
attended station instantly by an automatic
alarm system.

value of the nationMost of this equipment is complex, and expensive. The present American
Telephone
wide network, provided by the Long Lines Department of the
and Telegraph Company and the Bell Telephone Companies, is nearly $85,000,000.
Yet the charges for the use of this network are low— averaging about 10 cents a
mile for a half -hour program.
Providing transmission channels for the radio and television industries today and tomorrow
BROADCASTING
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Apply

for your

UHF

Channel

now.

Get on the air

quickly and profitably...

VITH

DU

MONT

TRANSMITTERS

UHF at VHF prices! Entirely new concept in UHF trans- gi
mitter design results in clean, simple, circuitry allowing ij|^pp
easiest future power increases. Utilizes the new 5KW **! 9
Klystron with independent cavities.

VITH

DU
MONT
PROGRAMS
The Du Mont network is prepared to supply nationally famous stars and shows
via coaxial cable, syndicated film service, or teletranscription ; the variety of
programs necessary to build big audiences.

VITH

DU

MONT

BUILT

AUDIENCE

With new Telesets designed to receive various combinations of UHF and
VHF channels, Du Mont is prepared to launch an intensive promotion
campaign, through local distributors and dealers, to build your UHF audience.

See how these three Du Mont operations, working together, can help
you to make your VHF station a success. Write for the free booklet
uf "VHF — The Big New Development in Television." Find out why you
d^"^ \ can't go wrong with Du Mont.

duMont
Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories, Inc., 1500 Main Avenue, Clifton, N. J., (Dept. BTU2)

YESTERDAY
and
TODAY
in
Central Indiana

WFBM-TV

Yesterday ....
On May 30, 1949 there
were 2500 Sets in WFBMTV's coverage area.
Today ....
there are

221,350
Sets in use
in WFBM-TV's
coverage area
In planning your TV coverage remember to TAKE
A CLOSE LOOK at the
Central Indiana Market —
COMPLETELY COVERED by WFBM-TV.
Represented nationally by
The Katz Agency Inc.

WFBM-TV
Channel
6
"JiAAt ul Qndiana."
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P re-School 9-10 a.m.

telestatus
ASK the viewers, if you want
J\ the
answers,
officialsassert
who WWJ-TV
aretobusyreadingDetroit
the 10,889
replies
the
station's questionnaire during the
second quarter of one of its 9-10
a.m. Playschool programs.
Braving a possible thumbs down,
WWJ-TV asked viewers if they
would condone a sponsor for the
program, with the answers coming
underapprove
the general
theme,if "Yes,
will
a sponsor
it meanswe
keeping
program
air."
Viewersthe gave
a solidon the
affirmative
to the first question, "Do you want
Playschool
to continue?" officials
said.
The yesses to the first question
and the third, "Do you want Playevery day?"thedecided
WWJTV uponschoolkeeping
show on
the
air through the summer and changing the schedule to five days a week
instead of the present four.
Other comments, station staffers
said, included statements that the
viewers hoped the sponsor would
be chosen wisely since children
watching would regard statements
as utter truth, and several persons
offered to help raise money to support the program if no sponsor was
available.
Program format includes: Merri
Melody, who teaches the children
songs ; Midge, who brings cartoons ;
Eko, the pixie-like artist who

TK
JM
sketches as the Story Spinner tells
his tales; Lady Dooit, whose Magic
Workshop of things to make appeals to both mothers and children ;
and the Magic Fairy and the Busy
Buzzy Bee, who whirl through the
program as transition effects.
WWJ-TV's Walt Koste is producer.
* * *
'Lucy', 'Talent Scouts'
Top Videodex Ratings
Videodex
ratings 1952
of topwereten released
TV network
shows
March
last
week
asforfollows:
1.
I
Love
Lucy
(CBS-TV)
45.6
2.3. Talent
Scouts
(CBS-TV)
44.6
Texaco
Star Theatre
(NBC-TV) 42.9
43.3
4.5. You
Red Skelton
(NBC-TV)
Bet
Your
Life
(NBC-TV)
42.1
6. Your Show of Shows (NBC-TV) 36.3
7.8. Comedy
Hour (NBC-TV)
36.1
Fireside
Theatre
(NBC-TV)
36.0
9.
Godfrey
&
Friends
(CBS-TV)
32.5
10. Pabst Blue Ribbon
* * Bouts* (CBS-TV) 32.0
Film Editing Is Aided
By Camera Control
NEW automatic camera control
system which can reduce cutting
time on a TV film from five days
to one day has been successfully
tested at Filmcraft Productions,
Hollywood, Isidore Lindenbaum,
president, has revealed.
Invented and developed by Ferenz Fodor, production supervisor at

(Report 211)
the
whichLifefilms
You studio
Bet Your
withNBC-TV's
Groucho
Marx, the patented system has
completed eight weeks of tests. It
can control eight motion picture
cameras at once so that one technician can start and stop all of
them from one control room, the
inventor said.
1
It is estimated that time of editing and synchronizing the film of
eight cameras can be cut down 75
to 80%, ductioresulting
n in film. in a great re* * *
Single-Channel City
Viewing Studied by G-P
WHAT
amount of viewing is there
city?Saturday
on
in a single-channel
This was the subject of a study
by Guide-Post Research which
surveyed 1,2008. Only
families
in Pitts-in
TV station
that cityburgh isMarchWDTV
(TV).
Guide-Post results showed that
93% of the set owners had their
sets on sometime during the day
(9:30 a.m. to midnight); 92V2%
tuned in WDTV sometime during
the
day
had anduring
outof-town
stationthaton6%%
sometime
the
day. and
Average morning program, it
(Continued on page 7U)

Weekly Television Summary — APni 14, 1952— telecasting survey
Outlets On Air
Sets in146,181
Area
Sets in Area City
On Air WHAS-TV
Albuquerque KOB-TV
LouisvilleOutlets
WAVE-TV,
14,400 Matamoros
Ames
WMCT
WOI-TV
88,106
WTVJ
(Mexico)Atlanta
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV, WLTV
Brownsville, Tex. XELD-TV
185,000
123,020
Baltimore
19,200
WAAM,
WBAL-TV, W MAR-TV
Miami
372,937
113,000
WNBF-TV
Binghamton WTTV
60,000
Milwaukee
WTMJ-TV
WAFM-TV,
WBRCTV
142,000
Paul
90,000 Minn.-St.
BJoomington
320,945
KSTP-TV,
WTCN-TV
318,200
Nashville
873,761
Boston
WSM-TV
WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
68,418
258,940 New
Buffalo
New Haven
250,000
WBEN-TV
WNHC-TV
WBTV
Orleans
WDSU-TV
Charlotte
138,999
Chicago
85,359
New
York
WABD,
WCBS-TV,
WJZ-TV,
WNBT
WBKB,
WENR-TV,
WGN-TV,
WNBQ
WOR-TV,
WPIX
WATV
1,116,386
Cincinnati
WCPO-TV,WNBK,
WKRC-TV, WLWT
342,000 Newark
605,329
Cleveland
WEWS,
Norfolk City WTAR-TV
Columbus
222,900 Oklahoma
WBNS-TV,
WLWC,WXELWTVN
121,014
WKY-TV
112,543
125,857
DallasFt. Worth KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
160,415 Omaha
KMTV,
WOW-TV
Philadelphia
Davenport
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV,
WPTZ
WOC-TV
96,000
Pittsburgh
Phoenix
Quad Cities WHIO-TV,
WDTV
Include
Davenport,
Moline,
Rock
Ise.,
E.
Moline
KPHO-TV
230,000 Providence
WLWD
Dayton
WTVR
,021
,966
Detroit
750,000
WJBK-TV,
WICU WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
389,000
WJAR-TV
205,000
Erie
55,100
162,384
WHAM-TV
Ft.Dallas
Worth118,860
160,415
WHBF-TV
217,081 Salt Quad
Grand
Rapids WBAP-TV,
138,000
Cities Include
Davenport,
WOOD-TV KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
Lake City
109,947
Greensboro
KDYL-TV,
KSL-TV Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline91,563
WFMY-TV
127,500 San
Antonio
Houston
San
Diego
75,900
K
PRC-TV
KEYL, WOAI-TV
73,378
HuntingtonKFMB-TV
San
Francisco
Charleston WSAZ-TV
KGO-TV, KPIX, KRON-TV
130,000
SchenectadyIndianapolis
Albany-Troy
348,500
WFBM-TV
WRGB
Jacksonville
WMBR-TV
202,800
144,116 Seattle
Johnstown
KING-TV
St. Louis
135,300
KSD-TV
KalamazooCity WJAC-TV
Toledo
WKZO-TV
382,000
Kansas
185,140
WDAF-TV
KOTV
WHEN,
WSYR-TV
Syracuse
Lancaster
WSPD-TV
195,674 Tulsa
Lansing
WGAL-TV
143,186
WKTV
JIM-TV
85,000 Utica-Rorne
Washington
Los Angeles WKNXT,
KECA-TV,KTLA,KHJ-TV,
1158,000
1 1 ,970
WMAl-TV,
WDEUTV WNBW, WTOP-TV,
KTTV KLAC-TV, KNBH
70,000
1 ,232,000 Wilmington
Total Markets
on Air 64*
Estimated Sets in use 16,785,044
Stations
on
Air
109*
rily
171,126 1
* Includes XELD-TV Matamoros, Mexico.
Editor's Note:
Totals Sources
for eachof market
representareestimated
setsdatawith!from d
Where
coverage
areas
overlap
set
counts
may
b«
partially
duplicated.
set
estimates
based
on
distributors,
TV circulation
and manufacturers. Since
are compiled monthly, some may remain
successive
summaries.committees,
Total sotselectric
in all companies
areas art
City
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LEADERSHIP

IN

Quarter

nam
■ '
40 6!
^.00 A.M-

60

86

«u

46

MARYLAND

MOST

PEOPLE

WATCH

Of the week's 332 quarter-hours when all three Baltimore television stations
are on the air, ratings show WMAR-TV leading in 165 segments— approximately as many as the total for both other Baltimore stations.
* According to March ARB
during
12 hr.broadcast.
-period
all threedaily
stations

WMAR-TV
SUNPAPERS TELEVISION
CHANNEL 2 * BALTIMORE, MD.
Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY, INC. new york • Detroit • Kansas city • san francisco
CHICAGO • ATLANTA • DALLAS • LOS ANGELES * TELEVISION AFFILIATE OF THE COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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Telestatus
(Continued from page 72)
was shown, reached 33% of the Peet Co. made a survey to determine habits and characteristics of
TV homes, the average afternoon
program reached 43% and the the average daytime listener.
average evening program reached
Material gathered by the C-P-P
56%.
Market Research Dept.'s Consumer
Institute revealed that 8,000 samples show the average listener to
be a housewife, between 30 and 34
'Bob & Ray' Revised
years old, married to a factory
worker for about 11 years, with
For 'Average Listener'
IN ORDER to revamp and revise an annual income of $3,683 to $5,the format of its Bob & Ray Show 542, and with two children, six
on NBC radio, Colgate-Palmolive- and 14 years old. The family has

you

can

see

the

difference en WBNS-TV
Central Ohio's only TV station with complete art facilities,
WBNS-TV offers a commercial art department equipped to do
an inspired art job from beginning to end.
Progressive and versatile in every respect, its functions include planning and developing commercial slides, creating
sets and TV effects, graphic art, brush work, silk screening,
paper maches, set construction and rendering . . thorough
development of an idea from its conception to its completion.
Yes, you can undoubtedly SEE the difference in art and
photography results on WBNS-TV.

's Kitchenprogram
Fair . . where
.10:45 fulldailyfacili..
an excellent
ties of art andeffective
photography
are usedmes-in
presenting
commercial
sagesments, withetc. slides, films, set arrange-

WBNS-TV's
ownguarantees
photographic
and lahoratory
uniformstudio
and
exacting
conversion
of various
forms
of art work, layouts, typesetting, etc.,
into slides, Balops and Camera Cards;
producing
techniques. the utmost in production

COLUMBUS, OHIO
CHANNEL 10
CBS-TV
NETWORK
•
Affiliated
with
Columbus
Dispatch and
uibns-tv
WBNS-AM
REPRESENTED• General
BY BLAIRSalesTV Office: 33 North High Street
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its own home, with a mortgage.
"As a result of the survey the
format of the Bob & Ray Show was
changed and is turning out successfully," Leslie Harris, director of
radio and TV for C-P-P, told
Broadcasting • Telecasting.
Regarding
other habits
andtheways
life
of thethataverage
surveyof
sheand islistener,
mainly
interested
inshowed
her
children
her
home,
although
nationalthanandin the
localpast.affairs
her
more
She interest
is also more
concerned
World
War about
I. religion than before
She buys four dresses a year, wears
very little
nent once make-up,
a year. and has a permaShe reads
hermagazine
local newspaper,
s
c
r
i
b
e
s
t
o
one
and reads subone
book
She aandyear.her husband do not discuss
world cernaffairs
very and
much.whatHer shemaincancon-do
is his health
to help him progress to a better-paying
The family
eatsverywell,sophisticated,
but not lavishly.
She
is not
her
sense
of humor
is not attunedandto
job.
smart
jokes.
If shethelikes
audience
participation
shows,
chances
are she
does not
care
very much
for
daytime
drama.
has
never
seen
a
Broadway
show, She
butbe
if she had her choice it would
"South Pacific."
Pulse Inc. Survey
Compares Top Ten
TOP TEN network TV programs,
including once-a-week and multiweekly shows, surveyed week of
March
1-7 are shown by Pulse
Rating Inc.,
as follows:
Program Average
Once a Week Shows
Mar. Feb.
PresidentStarTruman
40.4
Texaco
Theatre (NBC) 40.6
39.4
Godfrey's
TalentShowsScouts(NBC)(CBS) 36.8
38.4
35.5
Your
38.1
1 LoveShowLucy of(CBS)
36.9 34.0
Red Skelton (NBC)
36.5
32.2
You
Bet
Your
Life
(NBC)
Godfrey
and His (NBC)
Friends (CBS) 31.8
32.6 35.2
Theatre
3129.8.2
31.7
TVFireside
Playhouse
(NBC)
30.4 Feb.
Mar.
Multi-Weekly Shows
16.2
HowdySmith
Doody(NBC)(NBC)
13.6
Kate
16.7
13.1
Camel
News (CBS)
Caravan (NBC) 14.1
13.7
13.5
Perry
Como
Dinah
Shore (NBC)
12.5
12.0
12.5
The Goldbergs
(NBC)
11.8
Kukla, Two
Fran (NBC)
& Ollie (NBC)
15.3
9.8 11.3
Those
10.9
CBS-TVStorkNews
11.2 10.0
The
Club (CBS)
(CBS)
9.6
10.7 10.3

COMMUNITY TV
Palm Springs Under Way
INSTALLATION of International
Telemeter
communityto antenna systemCorp.
is underway
bring
television
to
the
desert community mountain-ranged
of Palm Springs,
Calif.
The city council had granted ITC
a 50-year
last
month. exclusive franchise late
How progress of the ITC system
will affect plans of Howard- Yale
Inc., who recently applied for FCC
permission to build a relay-type
station to boost signals from all
Los Angeles stations [B*T, March
31], istonotscramble
known.its Howard-Yale
plans
pictures and
service subscribers through a decoding device.
The ITC system consists of a
mountain top master antenna and
coaxial cable connections to town.
Cost will be $100,000, according to
Carl Lesserman, ITC vice president
[B*T, March
It will bring
viewers
in the3].California
desertto
resort programs from all seven Los
Angeles
stationsto— 110
away.
Subscribers
the miles
community
antenna system will pay about $150
for
serviceinstallation
charge. and $4 a month
The ITC system also will test
pay-as-you-see scrambled picture
service. Arrangements have been
made with three Palm Springs
theatres to feed feature films in
scrambled form over the system.
Subscribers
pay sets.
through
attached
to their
The coin-box
fee will
be regular theatre admission price,
of which ITC will keep a small
portion, the rest going to theatre
owners.
Pay-as-you-see service will use
Channel 6( 82-88 mc), unassigned
toCorp.
Los Angeles TV outlets. ITC is
half -owned by Paramount Pictures
In the meantime, a community
antenna project is being discussed
for Ocala, Fla. It would be built
by R. M. Chamberlain, president
and general manager of WGGG
Gainsville,sociatedand
Regge Coral
Martin,
aswith WTTT
Gables.
Messrs. Chamberlain and Martin
have stallpresented
a proposalsystem
to in-to
the master antenna
the Ocala city council.
Mr. Martin said community TV
service is now in successful use in
30 to tion
40 towns
cities.$135,
Installawould runand about
Mr.
Martin
said, with
ice fee about
$4. a monthly serv-

Program Type Trend
Studied by Pulse
TV PROGRAM trends by types acto number rating,
of quarterhours andcording average
taken
from the Multi-Market Telepulse
for the week of March 1-7, have
been released by Pulse Inc., New
York, as follows:
No. of Avg.
V4 Hrs. Rtg.
Quiz-Audience
Participation 101
103 6.38.2
Daytime andVarietyMysteries
Drama
92 16.9
Kid
Shows
73
News
63 10.34.5
Musical Variety
61 7.6 Builders Show Pact
Comedy
55 23.66.0 WLWT (TV) Cincinnati has an
Interviews Variety
39
Comedy
Situations
27 16.44.3 nounced an exclusive contract with
Forums,
Discussion
27
Cincinnati Home Builders Show
Serial Stories
25
6.2
Wrestling
18
8.0 the
Assn. for promotion of the Home
Talent
17
16.4
Religion
12
2.2
Builders
Show to be presented
Basketball
8
13.0 April 19-27
at the Cincinnati
Boxing
8 27.8
Educational
8
4.3
Music
8
5.1 Gardens.
Film Shorts
6 3.6
Homemaking
Service
6
ALL RAYTHEON Mfg. Co. operations
Westerns
6 20.03.2
TV showed larger sales and
Feature Films
4
President
Truman
2
40.69.5 except
profits in third
quarter
reportNetof profit
firm's
Sports News
2 7.7
3.3 Waltham,
plant.
Miscellaneous
2
after taxes Mass.,
for quarter
ending Feb. 28
Total
733
was $408,000 on $28,698,000 sales.
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TV Applications
(Continued from page 65)
program plans with their applicaiV to changetions facilities
(except the of30existing
forced sta-to tions.
Pending applications which are
change frequencies), license applications by existing stations, etc. not completely resubmitted will be
'ft The Commission stated that Line dismissed, the Commission stated.
D will not start functioning until Only exception is when duplication
MNov. 1 at the earliest.
of some exhibits would prove an
Non-commercial, educational ap- "undue hardship."
plications and those from the
in Processing Line
territories will be processed in the A Applications
will be checked against applicaorder received immediately after
tions in Line B for conflicts regardJuly 1.
ing transmitter - to - transmitter
The Commission also announced spacings. It therefore behooves all
that all TV applications in hearing applicants to get their applications
status have been removed from such on file within the 78-day period beclassification.
fore July 1, it was pointed out.
an applicant in Line B
The new procedures also call for isOtherwise,
likely
find that his antenna
idjkall pending applicants to submit site will toconflict
that of an
ej-completely new applications. application grantedwith
Line A, and
Among the revisions of Application he will be required toin pick
another
Form 301, which are largely techsijtnical to incorporate the new stand- site.Where two applications are found
ards, is the requirement for pro- to be in conflict, they will be set
gram
to now, TV
appli- for hearing. If the conflict is recants plans.
were notUp required
to submit
solved, the application with the
higher priority will be processed,
while the application with the lower
priority will go back into its proper
place in its processing line.
UNION MERGER
The Commission also called atAFRA-TVA Fusion Foreseen
tention to present rules which reMERGER of at least two enterquire that an application must be
titainment unions — American Fed- filed at least one full day before
iKi eration of Radio Artists and Tele- Commission action on another application inorder for the former to
Mi vision
certaintyof
for thisAuthority
summer— was
as aa result
be considered in conflict with the
membership vote announced last latter. It also pointed out that a
week.
new application must be filed at
Results of the balloting, con- least 20 days before the date of a
ducted by mail throughout March, hearing in order to be consolidated
showed that 1,254 TV A members in the hearing with the other appliwere for the merger, while 269 cations.
were opposed. Among radio artists, 2,213 favored unification while
79 did not. Voters also approved a
constitution for merger of the P&G REVIEWS SHOWS
unions, which would become the
Chicago Kinescopes Viewed
American Federation of Television REPRESENTATIVES of Procter
and Radio Artists.
visited Chicago last week
National polling was conducted, & Gamblekinescope
auditions of Welas planned at the TVA convention to see come
Travelers,
which P&G sponin New York last December, as an sponsors five mornings
weekly on
alternative to an over-all merger
The kines were cut at NBC
with three other talent unions, NBC.
headquarters
and
were
filmed at
scheduled with a July 1 deadline.
Mart headquarThe other unions are Actors and NBC tersMerchandise
Chorus Equity Assns., American half-houras twofilms.quarter-hour and one
tt: Guild of Musical Artists and AmerAM principals are expected to
1 Mean
Guild of ofVariety
Artists.
All handle the TV show also, among
are members
Associated
Actors
them
being emcee Tommy Bartlett,
& Artistes of America (AFL).
Cunningham, director; Myron
Early this year, all entertain- Bob
Golden,
and Les Lear,
■:ment unions — on record as favor- manager.producer,
sponsors are Lava,
ing total merger but unable, among Spic-N-Span,AM Joy
and Prell. Althemselves,
to effect
it — approved
though the show is proposed now
a study for total
unifications
to be as a five-a-week
afternoon
show,
conducted by the Institute of In- the network is also considering
a
dustrial Relations at the U. of Cali- simulcast.
fornia at Los Angeles and the
School of Industrial & Labor RelaAlex Drier, NBC network comtions at Cornell U. The educators
mentator from Chicago, last week
volunteered to study feasibility put his own news-feature package,
Man on the Go, on kinescope for
'01,1f and
means
for
total
merger,
to
report to AAAA members in prospective client auditions. Detime for them to vote on it by
signed as a once-weekly half-hour
July 1. TVA, previously invited
the program feato form an all-broadcasting union networktures Mr.show,
Drier in a narrative and
by AFRA, served notice that unless
dramatic
format
news
a'| total merger is accomplished by trends, features anddiscussing
human interest
unite with the radio stories.
would
it
July,
i
jjjjjj
Ji group.
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SAN VIBGO'S
fsf and Only
TELEVISION STATION

CALIFORNIA'S
THIRD MARKET

1951 General
Business Activity
in the
San Diego Market
maintained a level
20% HIGHER
than in 1950
. . . this was
reflected in
PRODUCTION,
EMPLOYMENT,
FINANCES and
RETAIL SALES.
Wise Buyers
BUY-

V
nelA--8M
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M
M
F
F
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I5 50 - K., C.
y
Jorhdn A. Kenrnneofdf, own.er
a
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Represented by The Branham Co.
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FCC ATTORNEYS
Three More Leave Staff
FCC lost three attorneys last week.
A. Harry Becker, chief of the Administrative Law Branch, Office of
the General
Counsel, resigned
to
openHoward
his ownJ.
office.
Schellenberg Jr.,
attorney in New
& Aural
Facilities Division,
and
Leonidas P. B.
Emerson, attorney in the
ReMr. Becker
& Transfer newalDivision,
Broadcast Bureau, resigned to
join the newly formed law firms of
Haley & Doty and McKenna &
Wilkinson respectively.
Washington radio law firm of
Haley, comes
McKenna
& Wilkinson
betwo separate
organizations
April 15. Andrew G. Haley and
Dwight D. Doty, with Mr. Schellenberg, form Haley & Doty. James
A. McKenna Jr. and Vernon L.
Wilkinson,
with & Mr.Wilkinson.
Emerson, Both
become McKenna
firms will remain for the time being
at their present address, Duryea
Bldg. on Connecticut Avenue.
Meanwhile, Edward P. Morgan,
of Welch, Mott & Morgan, resigned
as director of enforcement for the
Office of Price Stabilization and returned this week to his private
practice. He has been with OPS
since February 1951.
Mr. Becker ended 18 years of
service with the FCC with the opening of his own office in Room 1116
Ring sionBldg.
in 1941, Hewasjoined
chief theof Commisthe Law
Department's
Chicago
office
1942 to 1945. During his from
FCC
career, Mr.missionBecker
Comcounsel in acted
such asnotable
cases as Clear Channel hearing, in
1946; Daytime Skywave, in 1946;
rule making on 30 kc separation, in
1947; WMIE Miami, in 1949-50. Mr.
Becker was graduated from Marquette U. Law School in 1934,
worked for the Securities and Exchange Commission and the Federal
Power Commission before joining
the FCC.
Prior to his OPS tenure, Mr.
Morgan served as counsel for the
Senate Foreign Relations (Tydings) subcommittee looking into
communists in government. Before
joining Messrs. Welch and Mott in
1947, Mr. Morgan was with the
General Accounting Office and the
FBI.
Benton-McCarthy Spat
IN THE continuing spat between
Sen. William Benton (D-Conn.) and
Sen. Joseph R. McCarthy (R-Wis.),
the Wisconsonite last week critiBenton's Sen.
use of
TV in
his 1950cized Sen.campaign.
McCarthy
introduced a resolution asking for
a Senate probe of Sen. Benton,
naming as one of six areas of inquiry: "Theportrayals
use by Benton
fake
television
of ofBenton
during his 1950 campaign."

members
discussedof "The
Problems Assn.
of Television
Rating Services",
atPANEL
the 34th
annualwho meeting
the American
of Advertising
Agencies
[B»T, April 7] were (I to r) Herbert A. Vitriol, Grey Adv.; Charles A. Pooler,
Benton & Bowles; Lyndon O. Brown, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, and Fred B.
Manchee, Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn, panel leader.
UTP PACKAGE SALES
Announced for 7 Markets
UNITED cordedTelevision
resales of fourPrograms
video film
packages in seven more markets
last
to Aaron Beckwith,week,
UTP according
sales director.
Hollywood
Off-Beat,
private detective seriesa half-hour
starring
Melvin Douglas, will start on
WXYZ-TV Detroit April 29 for
the Evans-Beckwith Carpet Co. and
on KFMB-TV San Diego this week.
Quarter-hour sports interviews,
conducted by Leo Durocher and
his wife, Laraine Day, Double Play
With Durocher and Day, starts on
WNAC-TV Boston April 26 and,
for the Fedders-Quigan Corp., on
WMBR-TV Jacksonville as of May
7. On the market little more than
six weeks, the sports program has
been sold in 16 markets so far,
Mr. Beckwith reported.
RoyalforPlayhouse,
which
honors
the best film
serieswonof
1951 when it was presented as
Fireside Theatre, was added by
WOC-TV Davenport, where Ford
dealers will sponsor.
Anticipating the end of the TV
station freeze, UTP is the first
film distributor to start contacting possible
new stations,
Beckwith claimed.
Many Mr.sponsors
anxiouschisestoare already
get toplining
time upfran-in
some markets, he said.

DETROIT TO LANSING
Microwave Link Planned
PLAN to erect a microwave TV
radio-relay link between Detroit
and Lansing to provide one northbound channel to Lansing was revealed in an application filed last
Tuesday by AT&T with the FCC.
The link will require two intermediate amplifying stations between the cities and will cost $250,000. If the FCC approves the request promptly, AT&T expects to
have
summer.its link in operation by late
WJIM-TV, the only TV outlet
in Lansing, now is interconnected
with the four TV networks but
uses
systema privately-owned
which
connects microwave
with Bell
facilities
in Detroit.
Peterson to CBS-TV
EDGAR PETERSON, original producer of Pulitzer Prize Playhouse
and tormore
producer-direcof the recently
Faye Emerson
Show,
has been named manager of the
CBS-TVment,story
and
script
departeffective today (Monday).
The former motion picture production aide to Dore Schary, David
Selznick and Frank Capra will report to William Dozier, former
CBS-TV script manager recently
named maticexecutive
producer of drashows.

Montgomery Testifies
WTOP-TV's Thanks
ROBERT MONTGOMERY, radio
RETURN by WTOP-TV
news commentator and NBC TV
Washington of the CBS-TV
producer, testified before the House
Songs
with being
Steve
Allen tofortheSale
air after
Agriculture Committee last week.
He was called to explain where he
dropped a month was accomgot
the information
with which thehe
panied by sofrom
manyapprecia"thank
attacked
in news broadcasts
you" tiveletters
viewers that
the station
government's $125 million dollar
in
a
series
this
week
will
air
campaign
against among
foot-and-mouth
its own thank yous, using
disease (prevalent
cattle in
names
of
letter
writers.
Lloyd
Mexico). Mr. Montgomery acDennis, director of program
quitted himself well in the opinion
service, said the 9:30-11 p.m.
of observers by countering quesEST Saturday telecast was
tions with queries of his own. At
returned after a flood of letthe hearing's close, Rep. August
ters and post cards, and called
Andresen
the station's response to the
hearing will(R-Minn.)
not be a said
total "this
loss.
writers
"television democWhere you had 15 million listeners
you'll now have 75 million."
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remuneration to the stations than
late last week had taken legal NBC AFFILIATES
steps to eliminate or change the
if they themselves sold the anJUSTICE PROBE
Resist New Spot Plan nouncements.
court order, a spokesman for the
division indicated.
RCA Opposes Subpoena anti-trust
The program is seen 7-9 a.m.
NBC-TV
reportedly
was
encountersubpoenaes were served in
RCA asked the U. S. Court for the lateTheFebruary
resistance last week EST and CST, Monday through
start what was to a ingplanaffiliates'
Friday,
andis features
GarroSouthern District of New York described as anto industry-wide
to
sell
the
four
half-hourinsponsored Dave
by Armour
ly 35-to-60 second weather reports way,
last week to withdraw or modify
on NBCwho radio.
v
e
s
t
i
g
a
t
i
o
n
o
f
possible
anti-trust
on
its
Today
morning
show,
charge
the subpoena issued to the manu- law violations. Those served were the sponsor for the equivalent of a
facturing company in the anti- instructed to deliver masses of five-minute segment and pay affilitrust probe launched by the Jus- company records to the New York rate.
ates one-third of the 15-minute TV Talent Search
tice Dept. in the electronics indus- court on May 12, for study and
try six weeksforagothe[B«T,
MarchDept.
5]. consideration by a grand jury. AcFOLEY Inc., producer
The
sponsor is Armour GEORGE
Deadline
Justice
tual charges could be lowered only & Co., proposed
of ABC-TV's science-fiction Tales
which
under
the
plan
would
to answer the motion, originally at grand
jury request upon coma brief mention of its Dial of
Tomorrow,talentbegan
"Starweekof
set for tendtoday
exTomorrow"
searcha last
pletion of its closed-door investi- get
soap before each weather report in
ed aweek (Monday),
with RCA was
consent.
effort
to
find
new
TV
talent
g
a
t
i
o
n
,
a
matter
that
might
take
and
a
15-second
commercial
afterThe motion was filed Tuesday by months.
from among women, 20 to 25 years
ward.
The
network
pointed
out
to
the law firm of Cahill, Gordon,
List of manufacturers known to
have never been cast in
this adds up to old, whoroles.
Final winner of
have been subpoenaed, or presumed its affiliates that
*Zachry
& Reindel,
RCA counsel.
four minutes of pro- video
The action,
considered
the nor- to have been since the investigation approximately
nightly
auditions
will be selected
gram
and
one
minute
of
commermal way to counteract a subpoena, was to be industrywide — included
cial time daily.
April 30 by Charles Underhill,
charged that the federal request RCA, whose activities were singled
ABC-TV
programming
head; Jesfor voluminous company records, out as a specific subject upon which
NBC-TV spokesmen had no imsica Landau,
Pictures'
Eastern
talentUniversal
supervisor;
actor
mediate
comment
on
affiliates'
recorrespondence and other docu- certain information was demanded,
action, but it was known that some Thomas Mitchell, and a Broadway
ments^— some dating back to 1934 and CBS, General Electric, Weststations
were
contending
the
plan
— pertaining to electronics manu- inghouse, Philco, Hazeltine Corp.,
producer. Winner to be starred in
facture— was "too broad, unreason- International Telephone & Tele- would put the network into the Tales of Tomorrow May 9 and be
screen tested by Universal Pictures.
graph
Co.,
Zenith,
and
DuMont.
able
and
oppressive,"
spokesmen
"spot
carrier"
business
with
less
for the law firm said Thursday.
An additional part of the motion charged that that part of the
subpoena relating to RCA licensing
had previously been adjudicated in
the 1932 consent decree in the Delaware courts. When the office of the
Attorney General tried to reopen
that case in 1942, the motion said,
In MARCH
an agency executive
the court held that the case was
closed. A subsequent federal appeal to the U. S. Supreme Court
wrote about a WGN-TV program:
was dismissed before hearing.
RCA was the only manufacturer
among those served — virtually all
^ / have consistently watched our participation
the nation's major producers of
AM, FM or television transmitting
with a very critical attitude, and all I have
and receiving equipment — who by
ever
come up with was ... Praise, sincerely and
AFA CONVENTION
Includes TV Session
copiously, for the fine job you are doing. 99
ADVERTISING Federation of
America's convention session on
television, based on the theme
"Television Takes Stock of the
Future"
March 17],
will be
conducted [B»T,
by Eugene
S. Thomas,
Follow the lead of advertisers who know .. . get the most
vice president of George P. Hollingbery Co., station representation
for
your advertising dollar by buying WGN-TV in Chicago.
firm, it was announced last week.
The annual convention will be held
Check your WGN-TV representative for choice availabilities.
June 8-11 in New York.
Speakers for the TV session,
slated for the morning of June 11,
have not been announced.
"What's Ahead for Advertising
and the
Marketing?"
is scheduled
topic
for
June 9 morning
meeting,
featuring a survey report by Arno
Johnson, vice president of J. Walter Thompson Co., followed by a
panel discussion. Panel leader will
be Stuart Peabody, assistant vice
president in charge of advertising,
The Borden Co., with members including Marion Harper Jr., president of McCann-Erickson; Ben
Duffy, president of BBDO, and a
national
nounced. advertiser, to be anAFA award to its annual high
®be Chicago tribune Suelebtston Station
school essay contest will be made
at luncheon the same day by
Thomas Brophy, Kenyon & Ecknardt board chairman and chairman of the board of judges.
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OPERATING COSTS
tSSSSt
DETAILED analysis of TV station operating costs, broken down by
size of station, has been prepared by Joe Herold, TV station planning
consultant
for RCA's
department.
Actualas the
stations,
now in operation,
were engineering
studied and products
their averages
were used
basis
★
study.
forNotthe only has Mr. Herold listed program expense, $28,720 for sales
typical salary requirements, de- expense and $77,380 for administrative and general expense. Such
partment-by-department, forfour
major classifications of station, but a station uses network, film and
also he has considered transmitter slide programming, in addition to
operating costs, rent, depreciation, one live studio.
insurance and even the amount of
A station with a 20 kw transmitter has yearly operating exfloor space needed for various departments ineach class of station.
penses of about $444,632 and 50
A typical station with a 2 kw employes. It needs at least 15,835
transmitter, without a live studio sq. ft. of floor space. These staand using network, film and slide
tions spend about $116,144 on technical expense, $186,480 on program
programming, has total yearly
operating expense of $184,048. Its expense, $34,700 on sales expense
personnel numbers 22, and the sta- and $107,308 on administrative and
tion needs 2,624 sq. ft. of floor general expenses. It uses network,
space. Technical expense for such slide and film programming, has a
studio and also handles rea station is $40,140; program ex- live
pense runs about $64,180; sales ex- motes.
The station operating with maxpense is about $24,700, and adminimum ERP uses network, film and
istrative and general expenses are
about $55,028.
slide programming, has two or
A station with a 10 kw trans- more live studios and remote equipment, plus a master control room.
mitter has 31 employes, needs 6,260
sq. ft. of floor space and has total Its total yearly operating expense
is
$618,882
and it has 70 employes.
yearly operating expense of $274,718. A breakdown of departmental Technical expense is about $160,725,
expenses shows about $65,268 for program expense is $222,312, sales
technical expense, $103,350 for expense is $65,800 and general and
Washington

11

Watches

Jn<ovLes

FOOTUGHT THEATRE
6-6:40 p.m.
.Monday thru Friday
Featuring Western films, "Footlight Theatre"
consistently
tures top ratings
in this captime
period. March ARB survey
shows
a
cumulative
rating
of
39.0.
PARTtCIPATIOHS NOW AVAILABLE ON
WESNESOAT ONLY

Watch
Washington
Latest figures show that there are 334,004 television sets
operating in the Washington Metropolitan Area . . .
and other late figures indicate that the per family income
in the area is over $6,500 . . . what a combination . . .
especially when you add WNBW to it!
wnfow
Channel 4
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NBC Television in Washington
Represented by NBC Spot Sales

administrative expense is $166,045.
Also included are comparison
tables showing at a glance statistics for all four major groups of
stations.
Classminute
"A" time
perAverage
hour and
vary rates
from
$225 an hour and $27.50 a minute
for a 12,000-receiver market, $400
an hour and $75 a minute for a
100,000-receiver market, to $1,500
an hour and $300 a minute for a
1,775,000 - receiver market and
$3,000 an hour and $550 a minute
for a 3,000,000-receiver market.
The report is concluded with a
breakdown of responsibilities for
the usual TV station operating
personnel.
TV PRIORITY
St. Louis Wants From FCC
ST. LOUIS Board of Aldermen has
asked the FCC that St. Louis be
given first priority when the TV
freeze is lifted and the Commisbegins processing
applications.
In asionresolution
adopted
April 4,
the
Aldermen
asked
that
the
TV applicants be given an city's
early
hearing so that new stations can
beearliest
built date.
and put on the air at the
The resolution called attention
to the fact that St. Louis viewers
are
a moreto adverse
with "inrespect
televisionposition
. . .
than the residents of the 10 principal
metropolitan
areas
of
the
United States. . . . The St. Louis
area contains the largest concentration of receivers (372,000) in
the United States having only a
single service available." The Aldermen credited the city's only TV
station, KSD-TV, with performing "a marvelous job."
Owner of KSD-TV, the St. Louis
Post-Dispatch editorially endorsed
the Aldermen's request that the
FCC "give early consideration" to
the city's applicants.
Meanwhile, on April 6, the St.
Louis Globe-Democrat, which owns
a minority interest in KWK, began a series on the history of the
TV freeze. Series was introduced
by
a front-page
referred
to the facteditorial
that St. which
Louis
has only one TV station, but explained that the situation was not
due
FCC
but totothethe"unfairness"
freeze. Theof the
editorial
pointed out that some major cities
had no TV — Denver and Portland,
Ore. "Television," the editorial
said, "hasgrowth.
made ...
a stupendous
and
historic
It is fabulous
in its appeal to the people, and in
a great sense has changed the
pattern
of public
and the home
life of entertainment
the American
There are seven applications
pending
six available
nels in St.theLouis.
Applicantschanare
people."WEW, KXOK, KFUO, St.
KWK,
Louis Amusement Co., 220 North
Kingshighway Inc., and the New
England Television Co. Of the six
available channels in St. Louis,
three are VHF and three are UHF.
One of the VHF channels is reservedcationalforuse. non-commercial, edu-

Who's All Wet?
COLD WATER followed hot
words during America Votes,
KECA-TV Los Angeles public service sustaining panel
program,
when ofGeorge
Lain, advocator
an old Mcage
pension plan, replied to the
question ofmunist?" b"Are
you thea comyheaving
con-at
tents of a glass
of water
his questioner, Paul Sheedy,
counsel for the Property
Owners Assn. of California.
Television watchers saw Mr.
Sheedy reply by throwing a
full glass back at Mr. McLain, who was nicked on the
hand by a piece of flying
glass. Nelson Pringle, moderator, stepped inandto the
smooth
ruffled feathers
old
age
pension
plan
discussion
continued to a wet but uneventful conclusion.
WCBS-TV AUDIENCE
Sales Presentation Made
WCBS-TV New York is circulating a sales presentation, "The New
York Television Picture," claiming
that the CBS-TV key delivers the
biggest
leads in localandas
well as audiences,
network programming
offers lowest cost circulation of all
Manhattan TV stations.
Brochure states that WCBS
reaches 18% of the total national
TV audience,
quarterhour
count of leads
audiencein for
both
daytime and nighttime, with TelePulse reporting total of 247 firsts
for WCBS-TV compared to 120
for the
station.on such
Station alsonext
claimshighest
first rating
pooled broadcasts as President
Truman's
March Peace
6 speech
and the
San Francisco
Conference;
highest-rated film programs, womprogram, news
program
sportsen'sfeature.
Average
cost and
per
thousand is said to be $1.47 on
WCBS-TV
tor listed as with
$1.83. nearest competi- '
CBS-TV Sleuth Series
NEW TV series of 39 half-hour
programs, Files of Jeffrey Jones,
was announced as available by CBS
Television Sales last week. Concerning aformer G. L who finances
his way through law school by
outside sleuthing activities, the
series has been taken by Crawford
Clothes for WABD (TV) New
York, effective June 7 when the
CBS-TV film sales' Cases of Eddie
Drake — also sponsored by Crawford— completes its 13-week run.
Files of Jeffrey Jones also was purchased bybyEnnds
for KING-TV
Seattle and
Pittsburgh
Brewing
for WDTV (TV Pittsburgh. Program starsfeatures
film actor
Don Henry,
Haggerty and
Gloria
Lyle
Talbot,
Vince
Barnett
and
Tristram Coffin.

AMERICAN
104-week
sponsorship ofBrewing
TV dramaCo.'sseries,
The
Unexpected,
began ZivAprilseries
5 on features
WBALTV
Baltimore.
half hour dramas with trick ends.
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approves the plan, BCA will be
spared bankruptcy he said.
Only if the court does not approve the plans for payment to
E'
BAT
'RERepay 'Losses' creditors,
. 1
CHBill
Would
if it declares BCA
BILL to pay William L. Gleeson, bankrupt, or
the involuntary
president of Broadcasting Corp. of transfer ofshould
control be made, Mr.
America, nearly $150,000 for losses Gleeson claimed.
due to the FCC's deletion of Channel 1 (44-50 mc), has been introduced in the House by Rep. George 'WOODY' WOWS #EM
B. Miller (D-Calif.).
WOOD'S Bird Is Versatile
The House Judiciary Committee,
where the bill pends, has taken no WOOD-AM-TV Grand Rapids is
action on the "relief" measure.
Mr. Gleeson got his CP for proud of its bird. He's "Willy
Channel 1 in Riverside, Calif., in Wood," who appears quite liberally
December 1946. Early in 1948, as on the station's video picture and
the station neared construction, the also identifies both stations.
FCC deleted Channel 1. Mr. Glee- The little woodpecker, who has
son then asked for Channel 13, as- animation that is life-like and
signed to KLAC-TV Los Angeles. pleasing to the eye, the stations
Later, he decided not to become note, expresses well the area
involved in hearings and asked for which they serve. Grand Rapids
special temporary authorization to is in the heart of a wood working
with a concentration of furniuse Channel 6. This request was area ture
factories.
rejected by the FCC which said he
would have to submit a new appliSearch
for Willy's
creatorreport.
is a
cation and take chances on getting story in itself,
the stations
the grant just like any new ap- Studios nationwide submitted
plicant.
sketches
in had
response
to WOOD's
Commission said it took action bid.
But all
something
missing
in deleting Channel 1 only after until Harry Wesslund's sketch arinforming Mr. Gleeson in May 1947
rived.
Mr.
Wesslund,
a
local
selfthat re-allocation or deletion of taught freelancer, had the answer.
Channels 1 and 2 appeared likely His skilled pen makes Willy "comand that he should participate in
manding, excited, whimsical or athpublic hearings on the proposals.
letic— exhibiting the impression deAlthough Channel 6 is not in use
any circumstance,"
in Los Angeles, it was assigned to Willy siredisfor almost
"a bird equal to every
San Diego, 112 miles away.
challenge,"
WOOD
adds.
Originally Channel 1 was set
aside for community TV stations,
but later FCC decided mobile and
fixed services, also assigned 44-50
mc, could not share channel with
TV stations. Eleven cities were
assigned Channel 1, but no other
CP's were granted by the FCC.
Gleeson Petition
Last November Mr. Gleeson filed
a petition to reorganize BCA under
the Federal Bankruptcy Act in Los
Angeles. Petition was to prevent
a pending sheriff's sale of KROP
Brawley, Calif., equipment and furnishings. Foreclosure action was
brought by Mr. and Mrs. Fred K.
Wahl who claimed $8,120.41 due on
a $10,000 promissory note signed in
1946
1951].by Mr. Gleeson [B»T, Nov. 5,
William B. Ross, head of W. B.
Ross & Assoc., Los Angeles advertising and public relations
agency, was appointed BCA trustee. When he filed applications
with the FCC for involuntary
transfer of control of the Gleeson- TV film strip shows Willy in action.
owned stations (KPRO Riverside,
KREO Indio, KPOR Blythe and
KROP Brawley), Mr. Gleeson refused to sign them.
'Faith of Our Fathers'
Last week Mr. Gleeson signed a AN UNNAMED television network is reported
considering
petition with the FCC requesting
duction of a serial
versionpro-of
that no action be taken on the
transfers since he claims he is "Faith of Our Fathers," the Paul
under the protection of the court. Green sesquicentennial show at
Until the court decides at a hearing Washington, D. C, which has been
next month whether or not BCA suffering budget problems. According to Sesquicentennial Director
is. bankrupt, Mr. Gleeson contends
that he should retain control.
Paul M. Massmann, the $65,000
Mr. Gleeson said he is trying to received from TV serial rights
work out arrangements with his would put the show over the hump
creditors for monthly settlements. this season. Costs for the drama
If this can be done, and the court are about $260,000 annually.
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TVA COLLECTS CLAIMS
Payments Due Under Code
TELEVISION Authority has collected more than $25,000 in claims
in the past 18 months, according
to a report by Wayne Oliver, West
Coast representative, made to the
union's executive board.
Explaining
thatunder
payments
collected were due
the TVA
code, Mr. Oliver said producers had
either cprotested
or sought
ation on the various
claims. clarifiDaws
Butler and Stan Freberg, voices
on Time for Beany on KTLA (TV)
Hollywood, received $1,300 in
claims against Clampett Productions, co-owner of the puppet show.
The pair based their claim on the
fact they were not paid for handling commercial spots for which
they doubled.
Included also was money held in
escrow until the Wage Stabilization
Board approved the new TVA code
for salary increases and fee adjustments. KTTV (TV) there released
$5,020, which
increases for staffrepresented
announcer.payTerra
Productions turned over $5,122 to
TVA and adjusted its fees for cast
members of ABC-TV Space Patrol.
OFFICIAL FILMS
To Distribute TV Series
OFFICIAL FILMS, New York,
has acquired distribution rights to
three half hour TV film packages
being produced
Don They
Sharpeinclude
Enterprises, byHollywood.
My
Hero,
comedy
accentuated
mystery series starring Robert
Cummings, with Julie Bishop; Impulse, suspense series written by
Larry Marcus,
Star plays
Playhouse, seriesand
of Four
original
starring Charles Boyer, Rosalind
Russell, Dick Powell, Joel McCrea
and Robert Cummings, who will be
rotated each week.
In addition Official Films will
handle distribution of Dougfair
Corp.'s
TV film
Terryseries
and
the Pirates.
The series
adventure
is based on the comic strip distributed by Chicago Tribune-New York
Daily News Syndicate.
Political Advice
POLITICAL quotation of the
hour was delivered by Sen.
John M. Butler (R-Md.) to
the Arlington, Va., Republican Women's Council. He
said:tant"The
impormedium inmost
campaigning
todaying hisisremarks
television."
to a DirectRepublican who is aspiring
to a ,
House seat from Virginia,
Sen. Butler, who unseated
former Sen. Millard E. Tydings (D-Md.)
versial electioninthata controset off
a Capitol Hill investigation,
added: "You can take care
of the city people through
TV, but take care of the
people in the counties through
personal contact."

so say...

TO YOUR
KATZ AGENCY
WHEN MAN
Television sells
... so get in on this rich
market by using Central
New York's
pioneer
tion, that not
onlysta-is
FIRST in length of service, but FIRST in results.

» miREDITH
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'THE BIGSecond
PICTURE'
Cycle Shown
PREVIEW of the second 13-week
cycle of The Big Picture, Armyproduced documentary of the Korean War, was held last Monday in
New York. It depicts the vast
U. S. military training program at
home and abroad, development of
new military equipment, and the
U. S. military picture in Western
Europe and Africa.
Produced jointly by the RadioTV Branch, Public Information
Div., Dept. of the Army, and the
Signal Corps Photographic Center, the film is distributed by Col.
E.the M.Army
Kirby's
Radio-TV Branch of
in Washington.
The series currently is running
on 83 TV stations. Stations may
sell it tionaltobasis.sponsors on an instituRegulation W
CEILING for radio-TV and other
consumer goods now exempted from
Regulation W installment restrictions has been raised from $50 to
$100 by the Federal Reserve Board.
Effect of ruling is to subject all
appliances costing over $100 to the
current requirement of 15% down
and 18 months to pay. Board of
Governors explained additional
exemption would "simplify administration" ofRegulation W without
"substantially
affecting credit
volume out-of
consumer
installment
standing."

90,000 TV SETS
IN THE QUAD-CITY AREA
"C1 ACH
this TV setby
total month
is ascertained
Quad-City
wholesalers
servActually,
the
totaling thisof area.
TV homes
reached
by WHBF-TV
is
considerably larger as our TV signals
are received over an extenCities.sive area beyond the QuadIncreased
doubled power
WHBF-TV has
radiated
strength;cilities the
staff
and
have recently movedfainto enlarged quarters.
True to a 25 year tradition
of service in radio broadcasting, WHBF-TV now also
serves
Quad-Citians
well —
and advertisers
profitably.
Les Johnson. V.P. and Gen. Mgr.

WHBF
TtLCO BUILDING, ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS
Represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc.
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film report
Crown Pictures International, Hollywood, acquires The Barber of Seville, feature film version of Rossini's comic opera produced in Rome
by Tespi-Productions, for exclusive
seven-year television distribution
rights in America. Film stars
Ferruccio Tagliavini, Metropolitan
Opera star, and opera personalities
Tito Gobbi, Nelly Corradi and Italo
Tajo. Feature will be offered as
single unit or in three half-hour
episodes.
Hyman Marcus, financier, to head
Television Varieties Inc., Hollywood, formed with more than $200,000 capital to produce and package
TV film programs. Herman Webber,
General Service Studios producer,
vice president, and Max Fink, attorney with Fink, Rolston, Levinthai & Kent, as secretary-treasurer.
Production . . .
Stanton Kramer, head of TV Enterprise Pictures, Hollywood, and former head of George Florey Inc.,
Chicago, to be executive producer
of Radiant Productions, Hollywood,
newly formed to produce two 13
half-hour film series plus several
features. Writer- director will be
Lawrence Raimond, head of Lawrence Raimond Productions, and
David Buntzman, United Artists
Productions Inc. executive producer, to be associate producer.
Production planned to start in 90
days.
* * *
Jack Chertok Productions Inc.,
Hollywood, to start 52 half -hour
Lone Ranger next month for General Mills Inc., with Fred Fralick
to work with Mr. Chertok as representative of series owner, George
W. Trendle.
* * *
Lindsley Parsons Productions,
Hollywood, starting new TV film
series of 26 half-hour CBS-TV
Files of Jeffrey Jones on April 17.
Actors Don Haggerty and Gloria
Henry of first 13 of series, again
will be co-starred and Lew Landers
and
tion. George Blair will share direc-

playlet
by studio's stock company
and
stars. (4) playlet featuring the two
* * *
Phildan TV Productions, Hollywood, has acquired TV rights to
Alley Oop, N.E.A. Service Inc.
comic strip, and plans to produce
13 halfsummer.
-hour TV film series starting
this

TV PROGRAM ADVICE
'Home Is Not Nightclub'
THE TV industry must not con- |j
ceive of the home as a nightclub
but rather as a church in miniature,
Martin H. Work, executive secretary of the National Council of IT
Catholic Men, said in an address r
before the 1952 Family Life Conference in Columbus, Ohio. The
conference was sponsored by the
Family
Life
BureauConference.
of the National
Catholic Welfare
"If the home is as sacred as the
church," Mr. Work continued,
"dramas will not justify suicide, ,
divorce of convenience, drunkenness, lust and
Mr. TV
Workis
suggested
that,violence."
at present,
"neither a saint nor a sinner" and
added that
on into
the credit
side, "television brings
our homes
many
hours of innocent, healthful enter-

Film People . . .
Royce Barclay of production department, Warwick & Legler Inc.,
Los Angeles, signed as story coordinator with Pennant Productions Inc., Hollywood, for initial tainment."
TV film series, Date With Destiny. LOUIS G. PACENT
Budget of over $8,000 allowed to
Was Pioneer Engineer
obtain personalized stories for
series through newspaper ads in 12 LOUIS G. PACENT, 58-year-old
cities.
founder and president of the Pacent Engineering Co. and pioneer in
Fred Messenger and Jack Murton, radio development, died in Roosevelt Hospital in New York on Monhead of newly-formed Talent Assoc.
(television casting agency), signed in theday after
day.having become ill earlier
by Lindsley Parsons Productions,
The industrial electrical engiHollywood, to cast next 13 halfne r, agraduate of Pratt Institute,
hour series.
Files of Jeffrey Jones TV
film
first experimented with wireless in
1906, 10cessfulyears
afterhad Marconi's
suchis ownhe amateur stationtests, inand 1909
when
was
PRESIDENT'S
16 years old. Working with the
Pollard WouldNEWS
Televise Armed
forces as a communicator
RADIO-PRESS conference of the in 1913, he munications
helped equipment
develop
for comboth
President of the U. S. should be
the
Army
and
Navy
in
World
telecast to provide another channel War I.
for the flow of White House ideas,
After the war, Mr. Pacent formed
opinions and actions "directly home the Pacent Electric Co. to design
to millions of Americans," accord- and produce radio apparatus and
ing to Dr. James E. Pollard, direc- electi-ical equipment for such comtor, Ohio State U. School of Journapanies as RCA, General Electric
lism.
and Westinghouse. During the
next two decades, as a consultant
Dr. Pollard's
suggestion
was
contained in his article written for to Warner Bros. Pictures, he also
on talking motion picture
Public Opinion Quarterly. He re- worked
developing in 1928 the
ceived the 1947 Sigma Delta Chi equipment,
first
power-operated
sound projecDistinguished Service Award for
tor for films.
research in journalism for his
In
1933,
Mr.
Pacent
the
book, The Presidents and the Press. engineering company heformed
headed at
the
time
of
his
death.
The
analyzesas thea President's
newsarticle
conference
channel of
He was a fellow of the Institute
communication.
of Radio Engineers, as well as of
News conference telecasts would the Society of Motion Picture Enginot impair press and radio reports
of the Engineers,
American
but would make both the President Institutene rs, amember
of Electrical
and
also
author
of
a
number
of
and his questioners "more responsible in their conduct of them," he paperstionsandengineering.
books
on
communicasaid. sonal
It touch"
wouldand "enhance
the perMr. Pacent is survived by his
"would make
still
more
democratic
a
major
com- wife, the former Antoinette Marie
Gayle Gitterman, head of Hal Roach
munications device that is uniquely
Andriola,
and two sons, Louis G.
Studio story department, Culver American," Dr. Pollard added.
Jr. and Homer C. Pacent.
City, appointed producer on The
Dramatic Hour, four-part, onehour TV film series starting May
HOLLYSMITH
19. Studio is seeking actor and
RANGERTONE
SYNC-SOUND
PICTURES
actress to star in programs, format
BEST
FOR
TV
FILMS
106
South Church St., RANGERTONE
of which will be: (1) screen test
Charlotte, N. C.
followed by discussion with the two
73 WINTHROF ST
stars, (2) dramatized chapter from
The Last Days of Pompei, (3)
BROADCASTING
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/JARS
SEEK BidTV
Santa Barbara
Filed
ATE ST indication of motion picire stars' interest in television
'as
comeColeman
with announcement
Donald
is chairman of that
the
pard of Santa Barbara Broadcastig & Television Corp., formed to
pply for a TV construction permit
i that city.
; Colin McRae Selph, vice presimt and general manager of KDB
inta Barbara, is president, and
ecil Smith, local investment bank| is vice president. Alvin C. Weinj'and,
president
of SanDirectors
Ysidro
anch Inc.,
is secretary.
iclude Arthur Marquette, partner
jgency,
Sherman-Marquette,
and C. H. JacksonChicago
Jr., a
evada rancher.
Recently Irene Dunne and Loretta
oung became minority owners of
esert Television Co., applicant for
hannel 13 in Las Vegas, Nev.,
irough purchase of 90% interest
. the firm by Huntridge Theatre,
I which the actresses hold stock,
•om Edward J. Jansen, president
I"Y/cKRAM
Vegas, 17].
who Ifretains
[B*T,LasMarch
FCC
•ants application, Huntridge Thea'es
would
also
buy
control
of
RAM.
Mary Pickford and her husband,
harles (Buddy) Rogers, have apications for TV stations in Ashelle and Winston-Salem, N. C.
Bing Crosby, under his baptismal
ime Harry L. Crosby, applied
>me time ago for outlets in Spoane, Tacoma and Yakima, Wash,
he Gene Autry owns 85% of KOOL
hoenix, which is an applicant for
V in that city.
Edward Lasker, RKO Radio Pic'ld !ires
producer,
applied for Se;tle and
Denverhasstations.
& Gifford Phillips, president of Tee!> ee Co., Hollywood TV film profitiction
J
company and owner of
n- 1enver
GHF Pueblo,
has application
for
rie
and one
for Colorado
:temt jorings-Pueblo
[B*T,
March
10].
ie latter application was filed
1:0 intly with James D. Russell, presire
the-■ ent of KVOR Colorado Springs,
V HOUR-LONG filmed version
.iffy's
BC-TV Tavern
All Star will
Revuebe ontelecast
May 31

PROGRAM FORMAT TEST
Planned at Syracuse U.
EXPERIMENTATION in developing formats for television programs dealing with economics are
underway at Radio Television Center of Syracuse
U. under theCentury
sponsorship of Twentieth
Fund. Purpose of the project is to
determine the best method of presenting economic information to
the public via TV.
Edward C. Jones has been placed
in charge of coordinating the project. Don Lyon will handle scripts
GIRDING for Eisenhower for President drive are (I to r) Sigurd S. Larmon, and production. Research will be
under
the direction of Lawrence
Young & Rubicam president, who has just been named national vice chairMyers. All are on the staff of the
man of the Citizens for Eisenhower Committee; Sen. Henry Cabot Lodge Jr. center.
(R-Mass.), chairman of the Eisenhower campaign, and Walter Williams, naThree programs, each using an
tional chairman of the committee. Mr. Larmon will continue to serve as
experimental format and based on
publicity-public relations director.
economic research information
supplied by the fund, are being
broadcast in April over WSYR-TV
INDEPENDENT PROGRAMMING
Syracuseon from
the university's
TV
campus.
Each program
Fairbanks Warns Against 'Mediocrity' studios
format will be different. Audience
priced to theatres according reaction tests and interviews are
INDEPENDENT TV station pro- are
gram ing isdoomed to mediocrity to the number of seats in houses. employed to determine relative imif the current attitude of operapact of each format.
"Not
onlya are
operatorsprice
unwilltors is projected into the future.
ing to pay
comparable
for
Jerry Fairbanks, president of quality programming but they
Jerry Fairbanks Productions, made frown on any re-runs," he said.
Wilmotte Ends Tour
Mr. Fairbanks stated that some
this prediction in Hollywood after
talks with station executives dur- stations rule against a repeat for RAYMOND M. WILMOTTE, who
ing his fiveweek, 11,000-mile tour at least 12 months and warned that recently completed an assignment
of video
cities.
unless this policy is relaxed, TV as consultant to Research and DePolicies of resistance to re-runs, film producers will stop investing
velopment Board of the office of the
disregard for basic principles of money in quality products.
Secretary nounofced his Defense,
good showmanship,
unrealistic
atreturn tolasttheweek
field an-of
"In
many
instances,"
he
said,
tempts to get everything for "re-run ratings have been higher broadcast engineering.
Headquarnothing and a viewer-go-hang at- than during the first release. Many
ters are at 1460 Church St., N.W.,
titude were impressions he said he viewers missed shows because of
received from independent station competing programs, the time and Washington 5, D. C.
date of telecasts and other home
operators.
He was amazed to find that many factors.
And there are the many
operators "are not concerned with new set owners each month in each
raising the quality of their programming.
During the past five years, TV
"Engrossed in selling time, they
producers have developed new
are interested in improving their film
WOW-TV
techniques, resulting in
presentations only if no expense is production
leads the way in
remarkable savings, Mr. Fairbanks
city."
involved,"
he said.TV film producers said. Some shows are being made
Noting that
at
prices
500%
lower
than
in
1947.
Midwest Television
generally base program prices to
Operators in cities with multiple
stations on the outlet's rate card, stations
* WOW-TV serves one of the
have
a
much
greater
aphearrangement
declared thatbecause
"It isthean rate
equitable
preciation ofquality programming,
fastest
growingStates.
TV markets
card
in the United
is based on the number of sets in Mr. Fairbanks said he learned during his tour.
the area, just as motion pictures
* Every day an average of 125
"Unfortunately, there are not
families is added to the
WOW-TV audience.
enough
multiple-station
markets
available currently so that the
* Present total- now well over
producer can amortize his produc125,000 sets!
tion costs over them," Mr. Fairbanks explained,
until FCC
the
* Low-cost, high-rated particimonopoly
created "and
by the
pations now available.
freeze on station permits is lifted,
the public and the TV film proWire or telephone your nearest
John Blair-TV office or Fred
ducer will continue to suffer."
Ebener, Sales Manager.
WEbster 3400
Skyland Stations
LAST WEEK'S FCC Roundup
listed
stations affiliated
Skyland Broadcasting
Corp., with
applicant
for new TV station in Dayton,
WOW-TV
Channel Six
Ohio, incorrectly. Skyland is liA MEREDITH STATION
censee only of WONE and WTWO
OMAHA
(FM) Dayton. Skyland seeks ChanFRANK FOGARTY, General Manager
200 nelkw22 (518-524
visual. mc) with ERP of
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TRUSTEESHIP TV
Proposed at Evansville
AN INGENIOUS plan to get TV
started in Evansville, Ind., without
waiting for comparative hearings
and an FCC grant for the sole proposed VHF Channel 7, has been
submitted to the Commission.
Plan involves the use of a truste ship to construct and operate the
VHF station pending the Commission's decision granting it to a
single applicant.
There are two Evansville applications on file at the present time.
Both are for VHF. In the
Commission's
proposal,
Evansville
would have three
additional
UHF
channels — one of which would be
reserved catfor
ional use. non-commercial, eduEssence of the trusteeship plan is
this: A group of non-broadcast
highly regarded Evansville citizens
would set up a TV company. With
FCC permission it would build and
operate the VHF station as soon as
the TV freeze is lifted. When consolidated hearings on Evansville
applicants are finally decided (exto be l1/2-2
the
trusteespectedwould
turn years
over off),
the station to the chosen applicant — which
would repay the costs of construction and operational losses, or inherit any profits.
Idea was broached to FCC General Counsel Benedict P. Cottone

by Evansville Mayor H. 0. Roberts and J.nessmanD.and chairman
Beeler, localof busithe
Chamber
of
Commerce's
Communications committee.TV and
Mr. Cottone's
reported, was thatreaction,
the groupit wasshould
formulate its plan in more detail
and submit it to the FCC for a
decision. He also pointed out, it is
understood, the possibility that the
idea might run afoul the objections
of a single applicant.
First recommendation for the
trusteeship plan was made by John
B. Caraway Jr., executive vice
president
of Electronics Research
Inc.
Controversy flared when John A.
Engelbrecht, president and general
manager of WIKY Evansville, first
opposed idea, then proffered use of
WIKY's
facilities
(900ft. tower,television
transmitter
and studio
equipment
now
in
storage,
44x24x22-ft. studio).
Mr. Caraway charged that WIKY
was
since trying
one oftothe"torpedo"
provisionsthe inplan,
the
WIKY offer was that the trustees
must be acceptable to the owners
of WIKY.
Mr. Engelbrecht retorted that he
was suspicious of the plan because
Mr. Caraway was the consulting
engineer for WGBF Evansville and
that one of the executives of Electronics Research Inc. is a major
stockholder in WGBF.
Only applicants for TV in Evansville at present are WIKY and

PEABODY AWARD 1951
originating Station of
THE JOHNS HOPKINS SCIENCE REVIEW

Around
Baltimore
they
keep

always
an

eye

on

WAAM
TELEVISION
CHANNEL 13
Affiliate DuMont Television Network — American Broadcasting Co.
Represented nationally by Harrington, Righter & Parsons, Inc.
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NBC's summer television presentation
is studied enthusiastically on a cold
Chicago day by this threesome (I to r):
Booth Luck, director of TV operations
for Geoffrey Wade Adv.; Perry Schupert, sales manager, Miles Labs., Elkhart, Ind., and Oscar Capelle, sales
promotion manager for Miles. Wade
agency,
headquartering
in Chicago,
handles Miles
account. Presentation
luncheon was attended by more than
200 agency and client representatives.
Trans-American Television Corp., a
Philadelphia
group.areIt about
is understood that there
five
more TV applications being prepared for Evansville.

TV RENEWALS
Eleven Temporaries Per
ONLY 11 of the 26 TV statioi
placed on temporary license by tl
FCC because of the lack of educ
tional and/or religious prograr.
ming have not been granted reg
lar renewals.
Fortnight ago the Commissic
granted another five stations reg
lar license renewals. They weil|f
WBTV (TV) Charlotte, WKT§e
(TV) Utica, WNBQ (TV) ChK
cago, WNBT (TV) New York arj|
WNBW (TV) Washington. Earlh
10 stations got their licenses r.
newed [B»T, March 24, 3].
Last February when all 78 T
licensees came up for reguh
yearly renewal the FCC put 26 c
temporary because their listing!
for the 1951 composite week showe
agricultural and/or religiot
programming.
The a Commission
attitude was that
TV statiolit
could not be operating "in the pul
lie interest" without some sue le
programming
[B»T, Feb.
Stations receiving
regular4]
year renewals after having bee
placed on temporary license showe|?
FCC that the composite 1951 lis
ings did not indicate the true pi'
ture of program types actuall
aired, or informed the CommissiofcL
that such programs had beeftie
started or were soon to start,
Still operating
under Maytemporallicenses,
due to expire
1, are
KING - TV Seattle, KPHO - T
Phoenix, KTTV (TV) Los Angele
WGN-TV Chicago, WJAR-TV Pre %
vidence, WLWT (TV) Cincinnat ti
WLWC (TV) Columbus, WLW1 B
(TV) Dayton,
WNHC-TV Ne^
Haven,
WOR-TV
WOW-TV
Omaha. New York an

SMPTE CONVENTION
TV to Be Leading Topic
TELEVISION will be the leading
topic when the Society of Motion
Picture & Television Engineers
holds its 71st semi-annual conventiondentin Chicago,
21-25,week.
PresiPeter Mole April
said last
Video speeches, scheduled for the
first day, include talks on color
viewers by Robert E. Lewis, Armour Research Foundation, Chi"TheoryH.ofKaplan,
ParallaxChicago
Barriers"cago;by Sam
TV consultant; "Effective Sum of
Multiple
D. FowlerEchoes
and H.in N.Television,"
Christopher,A.
Bell Telephone Labs, Murray Hill, 'TRUTH IN ADS'
More Clubs Join Campaig
N. J.; and "TelePrompters" by Fred
Barton
H. J. N.Schlafly
PrompterandCorp.,
Y. of Tele- AT LEAST six ad clubs in the na
tion have followed the lead of th
Dallas Ad League in promoting
Omaha TV Courses
"truth in advertising" campaign t
SERIES of short university boost public confidence in adver
tising, the Texas unit reported las
courses for college credit has been week.
announced by the U. of Omaha and
The Dallas league said resolu
KMTV (TV) Omaha. The station
has reserved a time segment for a tions patterned after its suggeste
minimum of 52 weeks, committing resolution have been adopted b]
full resources to the series. Owen ad clubs in Oklahoma City, Tulsa
Saddler, KMTV executive vice
Central Florida, Providenc
president and general manager, Akron,
and the Women's Adv. Club
said thatvision could
he behasof long
felt
that
teleLetters from other club
tremendous value inWinnipeg.
the U. S. and Canada indicate
in education. "By bringing the much interest, the league added.
classroom into the home," he exresolution suggesting tha
are tapping
new theIts Advertising
Federation o
source ofplained, "westudents
— the ahouseAmerica call a convention to se
up "a code of basic advertisin
METHOD to reduce handling costs principles" and also develop a pro
20% in moving TV console sets from gram of "voluntary self-regula^
wives."
production line to retailers was dem- tion to the end that public fait!
onstrated AprMfg.
il 2 in Co.
Atlantic
Yale & Towne
Firm City
showedby- and confidence in and acceptanc
National Packaging Exposition how of advertising generally may b
its gas and electric fork lift trucks, preserved" was adopted by thi
equippedeightwithconsoles
new TVat once.
clamps, can Dallas
March 31].
league March 28 [B«T
handle
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ITMA SESSIONS
N.Y., Canadian Meets Set
eijiflFFECTS
on TV sales
stationin construcion and receiver
the wake
fop FCC's
expected
freeze
will
post facto discussions liftamong
iirectors of Radio-Television Mfrs.
:afissn.
of Canada conferat the
bint and
ninthRTMA
international
nce of the groups in Ontario
ipril 24-25.
! This topic is scheduled on the
'genda with the expectation that
'he Commission will release its
*Hew TV allocations plan by midypril. Anticipated effects on starT[on
and Canadian
receiver
ales inconstruction
the U. S. and
ities within American station
lange will be studied.
Prior to the Canadian board
leetings, several RTMA commit"t'ees will convene in New York
wfipril
22. Groups
meetingTechnical
are the
advertising
Committee
Products Divisions, Executive Committee and Broadcast Section Inpitfuustrial
Relations
he Eastern
Credit Committtee
Committee. and
The Canadian conference will be
oJjfeld at the General Brock Hotel in
bee Ontario with separate board meetings on successive days. U. S.
liili'.TMA
directors under
will meet
April
4 (Thursday)
Chairman
'obertcounterparts
C. Sprague Friday
and theirmorning
Canasicbiian
beepfnder
President
Ralph
A.
Hackusch. Directors of each associaion will sit in at the other's sesion as guests. Two luncheons,
j ] reception and dinner dance
jlfijOund out social activities.
New York sessions will be held
jilit the Biltmore Hotel.
Mi The Advertising Committee will
Sfs'eigh recommendations that the
'M promotion
campaign
exmded
after a drive
in New beYork
tate this coming May. Heading
ae committee is Lee Pettit, Genral Electric Co., with David
rigsby, Zenith Radio Corp., as
ji'jLiairman
of the FM Promotion
lubcommittee.
S The Technical Products Division
xecutive Committee, with RTMA
irector H. J. Hoffman, Machlett
;abs., presiding as chairman, will
sview progress of its reorganizaon plan and map future activi-

HOUSEWIFE DAYTIME AUDIENCE
Oakite Offer on WNBT (TV) Brings 18,000 Requests
A TRIAL OFFER over WNBT crowned "Queen of TV Cooking
(TV) New York by Oakite Prod- Schools" by Mr. Conolly. In addiucts Inc. of its silver cleaning plate
tion, two women were awarded fur
drew 18,000 requests from one dem- coats for their prize-winning letonstration, the firm has reported.
ters concerning Oakite.
Offer was made on the Josephine
Entrants in the Oakite contest,
McCarthy Cooking Show, telecast promoted
nationally in radio, TV
Monday through Friday, 11-11:30 and newspapers,
were to tell in 50
a.m.
Oakite has been using radio for words or more, "Why I like the
Oakite handi-squeeze spout" or
23 years and now uses TV as well. "Why
I like Oakite for my fall
Frank A. Conolly, manager of
the Oakite package division, deEntries were received from all 48
clared after viewing the avalanche cleaning."
states, the District of Columbia and
of requests,
honestlyintobelieve
that Alaska.
In all, there were 1,000
this
forever "Iknocks
a cockedprize-winners
from 40 states.
hat any myth about the lady-folks
prize, a persian lamb coat,
notMiss
looking
at daytime
shows." wasFirst
won by Mrs. William E. Long,
McCarthy
and herTVmanager,
Mole & Lee Inc., commented, McKeesport, Pa. Second prize, a
muskrat coat, was
"We've
simply been
inundated.
. ." mink-blended
awarded to Mrs. Elsie Mallow,
The telecast
during
which . the
offer was made was itself a special Brooklyn. Both coats were from
occasion. Miss McCarthy was I. J. Fox Inc., furrier.

rcaVictor

Appearing on WNBT (TV) telecast were (I to r) Mrs. Long; Howard
Fox, president, I. J. Fox Inc.; Conolly.
Miss McCarthy, Mrs. Mallow and Mr.
MONOGRAM TV POLICY
Is Explained by Broidy
WITH CURRENT contracts fulfilled, Monogram
will "refrain
committing
any further
productsfromto
video," Steve Broidy, president, revealed inannouncing studio's policy
of licensing motion pictures to television.
He declared "for the record" that

PROTECT YOURSELF, your STAFF, your CLIENTS
from the daily hazard of
LIBEL, SLANDER, INFRINGEMENT OF
COPYRIGHT, INVASION OF PRIVACY
Arising
from Editorializing, Speeches, Newscasts, Ad libs, Financial
Comment,
Interviews. Mystery Plots, Gossipy Announcements, Man-on-the-street
Hundreds
Broadcasters
and Newspapers
guard thisInsurance.
continuous hazardof with
our special,
tallored-to-the-risk
USE CAUTION -LADY LUCK IS A DESERTER!
IT COSTS SO LITTLE TO BE SURE WITH INSURANCE.
For details, write to the Pioneer in this line.
EMPLOYERS REINSURANCE CORPORATION
Insurance Exchange Bldg.
—
Kansas City, Mo.
ROADCASTING
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Monogram is "primarily in the
business of producing and distributing pictures for theatrical exhibiDeal was concluded recently with
Screen Actors Guild enabling the
studio to release one group of aption."
proximately 70feature films, made
since August 1948, to TV by reimbursing actors from 12%% to
15%. No deals with Screen Directors Guild and others were finalized.
Interstate Television Corp., subTV films.sidiary of Monogram, is making
Solar Noise Bursts
SOLAR investigations by the National Bureau of Standards in
Washington have led to the discovery of a phenomenon that appears to be another source of interference to long-range radio
reception. The phenomenon has
been observed as bursts of solar
radio noise superimposed on a
normally steady level of radiofrequency energy received from
the sun, it was reported.

Good program ideas and top talent
deserve RCA Victor transcription
quality and service. Your materialspot
full-lengthof
shows—announcements
should get theto benefit
RCA's technical experience and
research.
Your order, large or small, is
recorded, processed and pressed in
the country's best-equipped studios
and
receives world-famous
RCA plants
Victor. . .engineering.
Complete
transcribed radio production and
script-writing facilities are available.
Contact
RCA Victor Custom Record officeantoday:
630 Fifth Avenue
Dept. B-40, NEW YORK 20
JUdson 2-5011
445 North Lake Shore Drive
Dept. WHitehall
B-40, CHICAGO
4-3215 11
1016 North Sycamore Avenue
Dept. B-40,
HOLLYWOOD
38
HILLside
5171
Write
for ourBrochure!
fact-filled
Customnow Record
custom
record
sales ^
RADIOOF CORPORATION
AMERICA
RCA VICTOR DIVISION
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What

a Buy!
N

ABC
C
PROGRAMS
For "Minutes"
& Chain Breaks
IN
YOUNGSTOWN,

0.

5000
WATTS
Serving America's
34th Market
WFMJ
REPRESENTATIVES
Headley-Reed Co.

"Thanks to our
'US' Electric Plant
we're on the air!"
In choosing a
stand-by electric plant,
more stations
are turning to
"U. S." units
because of
their reputation for dependability. U. S. specializes in standpower. We'llon gladly
you byinformation
U. S. send
electric plants suitable to your needs.
UNITED STATES
MOTORS CORP.
354 Nebraska St.
Oshkosh, Wis.
m
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SEATTLE AWARDS
Ad Club to Present
RADIO and television figure as
two of nine media classifications in
the fifth annual advertising awards
competition
of the
tising and Sales
Club.Seattle
Last AdverFriday
was deadline and awards will be
made at a banquet May 8 at Seattle.
Dick Keplinger,
news-is
caster and radio free-lance
personality,
chairman of the judging committee
on radio entries. Chairman of the
television judging committee is Otto
Brandt, general manager of the
King Broadcasting Company
(KING-AM-FM-TV Seattle).
All entries will be judged by a
"newing tostandard
yardstick,"
accordTrevor Evans,
vice president
of Pacific National Advertising
Agency, Seattle, and chairman of
the ad club's awards committee. The
three elements, summarized by Mr.
Evans in a letter to all advertisers,
agencies and media, are: (A) creative idea, (B) execution of idea,
(C) achievement of objective.
Four categories each have been
set
up for
awards
: the radio and television
RADIO
a. Best commercial announcement
copy
broadcast,
and service.
designed to sell
merchandise
and/or
Bestmerchandise
commercial
programservice.
designed
toc.b.sellBest
and/or
announcement
copy
promoting Publiccampaigns.
Relations and/or Community
Service
d. Bestmotingprogram
or
programs
proPublic Relations
munity Service
campaigns. and/or ComTV
a. Television commercials on film or
slides of approximately one minute or
less, designed specifically for television.
b. Televisionproximatellive
commercials
y one minute
or less. of apc. Commercial
filmed television
progsignreadmsf,orofand
five containing
minutes
oronemore,
deor more
commercial
messages
for
one
or
more
clients.
d. Commercial
live television
profive containing
minutes
oronemore,
desiggrnaemdsfoorf and
or more
commercial
messages
for
one
or
more
specific clients.
G. LYNN SUMNER
Was Kimball Executive
G. LYNN SUMNER, 67, chairman
of the plans board and a director
of Abbott Kimball Co., New York,
died last Monday in his sleep at
his Quaker Hill country home.
Mr. Sumner was a former president of the Advertising Club of
New York and had been president
of Assn. of National Advertisers.
He established his own agency under his own name in 1925, and
joined Abbott Kimball Co. as a
vice president in 1951, when the
agencies merged. He was made
chairman
February. of the plans board last
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Mary Brooks Picken Sumner, a son,
G. Warren, and a daughter Mrs.
George Birdson.
MAIER Brewing Co., L. A., renewed
Lonesome Gal, nightly program on
KHJ Hollywood, on April 7. Show is
in its third year on the station.

allied arts
HOFFMAN sidiary
LABSHoffmanInc.,Radio
L. A.,Corp.,
subestablished
electronics field. H. toL. specialize
HOFFMAN in president,
heads new company which is housed
in three plants: 3761 S. Hill St. and
3716 S. Grand Ave., both L. A., and
335 S. Pasadena Ave., Pasadena.
BEALE H. RICHARDSON, Motion
Picture Advertising Service Co., New
Orleans, appointed sales manager for
company's television film commercial
production.
T. O. WHITE Co., Birmingham, Ala.,
appointed
representative
for
United ArtistssalesTelevision
in that city.
BETTY
E.
JONES
will
be
direct
contact.
ALBERT B. EARL, advertising and
salesbiapromotion
department,
ColumRecords,
Y.,
namedof consumer
executive
assistant
and N.director
research.
HARRY ADELMAN, radio-electronics
advertising
man, ofappointed
sales promotion manager
Arrow Electronics,
N. Y., distributor of broadcasting and
industrial electronic equipment.
FREDtor ofFREELAND,
direcRuthrauff &former
Ryan, TVChicago,
named director of motion picture and
television
same city. department, filing Studios,
JAMES R. BUTLER, national sales
promotion
Machine Co., manager,
Rockford, Frew
111., Sewing
to Belmont
Radio Corp., Chicago, in same capacity.
DAVID A. BADER appointed national
publicity
director
of Motion Picture
Pioneers Inc.
and Foundation
of the
Motion Picture Pioneers Inc.
ARTHUR E.chandising
WELCH,
national
manager of Raytheon merMfg.
Co., to morBendix
Aviation
Corp.,manager
Baltie, as assistant general
of radio,ceivertelevision
division. and broadcast reWILLIAM H. LINZ appointed representative of Peerless Electrical Products, division of Altec Lansing Corp.,
in Illinois, Wisconsin and part of
Indiana north of Indianapolis.
BERNARD L. CAHN, general sales
manager, Insuline Corp., Long Island
City, N. Y., elected 1952 chairman of
Sales Managers Club, Eastern Divi-

sion, association of electronics and
equipment manufacturing executives
ALLEN B. DuMONT, president of
Allen berB.of Industrial
DuMont Labs,
namedrecently
memCouncil,
organized at Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute, Troy, N. Y.
LOUIS tive,
D. EPTON, Osteopathic
radio representaSHELDON American
M. HEIMAN, Julius Assn.
Kleft.
Public Relations and Internationa!
News Service and MONTE ERTEL
free lance publicist, form Shelly anci
Assoc., 11 E. Superior St., Chicago;
new public relations firm.
KAYE-HALBERT Corp., Culver Citj
(mfrs. TV sets), names Ralph M
Cohen Inc.,sentative fN.or NewY.,York,
as eastern
reprePennsylvanis
and New Jersey metropolitan areas
MORT BARRON, CBS Columbia Inc
N. Y., named assistant sales manager

RCA TUBE DEPT., Camden, N. J
announces production of its mos1
powerful high frequency power
rode transmitting
tube, "10 kw"
type
featuring
thoriated-tungsten
filament
TV.
Tube, RCA-6166, is designed for maxi
mum operating economy in radio anc
WARD PRODUCTS Corp., Cleveland
announces manufacture of Mode
SPP-143, antenna providing single
hole mounting that can be installed ir Pre
same place as standard auto aerial
and
ModelsameSPPB-71,
designeea
to have
outwardantenna
appearance
standard auto aerials while operating
on regular mobile frequencies. Latte
model commonly
eliminates used
"giveaway"
effect of
more
mobile antennas
"Technical • • *
JERRY CALLAHAN joins engineering
staff of WCCM Lawrence, Mass.
HENRY M. BRODERICK Jr., tran
mitter and control room superviso
at WDRC Hartford, appointed
engineer.
;hie
HIGHEST revenues in history o:
American Cable and Radio Corp., Nev
York,
1951. Neiii
profits were
before reported
taxes werefor $2,560,625
1951 as compared with $1,427,677 fox
previous year.
QUINCY,
ILLINOIS

GATES

t
THESE OFFICES
TO SERVE YOU
QUINCY, ILL
HOUSTON, TEXAS
WASHINGTON, D. C. ... TEL.
MONTREAL, QUE
NEW YORK CITY
TEL.

TEL. 8202
TEL. ATWOOD 8536
METROPOLITAN 0522
TEL. ATLANTIC 9441
MURRAY HILL 9-0200
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MISS CUTHBERT
Retires From NBC Post
MARGARET CUTHBERT, supervisor of public affairs for NBC
radio and a widely known broadcasting pioneer, isafter
retiring
moreJunethan1
25 years'
service
with
the network
[Closed Circuit,
March 31], it
was announced
last week.
Miss Cuthbert
■kjfflj
joined
m/r ■ New YorkWEAF
(now
* ™ WNBC) about
/Miss Cuthbert 1924 as director
of speakers, and
when the station became the key of
the newly organized NBC in 1926,
she was made an executive of the
network. She headed the women's
and
children's
division
for many
years,programs
developing
and
producing a large number of radio
series including Gallant American
Women and Echoes of History.
More recently, she produced the
award
Theatre- winning,
series. long - run NBC
A native of Prince Albert, Sask.,
Canada, and graduate of Cornell
U., Miss Cuthbert is president of
the New York Chapter, American
Women in Radio & Television. In
1936, she was designated by the
New York League of Business &
|| Professional Women as one of 24
"women
of achievement,"
of her work
in radio, and because
in 1941
the
General
Federation
of
Women's
Clubs honored her for achievement. In 1946, the Women's National Press Club placed her among
10 women chosen for outstanding
work
"promoters
of progress."
Her assuccessor
at NBC
has not
been designated.
Probst Resigns
I. STANLEY PROBST has announced his resignation as president of Maryland Pharmaceutical
Go., Baltimore, to be effective on
)r shortly after May 1. He says
lis future plans are not definite.
The firm uses radio spots through
Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore.

ROADCASTING

r
GLEEFUL expressions tell story for (I to r) Jim Clark, WRVA Richmond sales
manager; Betty Powell, Geyer, Newell & Ganger; Anne Small, Scheideler,
Beck & Werner; Eunice McGarry, Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield, and Steve
Suren, Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles. Occasion was week-end festivity
arranged by WRVA for 24 executives of New York agencies.
KJR FARM PROGRAM SELLS
Lime Firm's Sales Add Retailers as Sponsors
ABOUT a year ago, dealers in the needed by various types of soil.
service area of KJR Seattle noticed
Mr. Moshier long ago learned
the rapid depletion of their stock that the farmer is a businessman
of lime fertilizer.
and unless radio advertising satisfies him that the product will pay
When tracing the reason for the
unexpected demand, their path of terested.
off in cash, the farmer isn't ininquiry
led to KJR's Bill
Moshier
telling ficialfarmer-listeners
beneThough the farmer regards exeffects of proper about
application
itures for soil improvement as
of lime to the soil. One of Mr. a long-term pendinvestment,
KJR points
out
that
the
radio approach is the
Moshier's sponsors is the Imperial
same
as
in
selling
consumer
items.
Agricultural
Limestone
Flour
account.
Knowing the listening habits of
The dealers decided that this year farmers, Mr. Moshier airs the
they would take advantage of his Farm Forum at 6:45 a.m. and
program and buy participations in Farm News at 12:30 p.m., both
the Farm Forum Tuesday and Monday-through-Friday.
Thursday, and in Farm News
KJRcigarettes,
says that radio's
abilityandto
Wednesday and Friday.
toothpaste,
KJR comments that judging by sell
other
"consumer"
items
has
mail and other inquiries, the cam- well been established. But, thepretty
stapaign has paid off handsomely.
tion shows
proudly adds,
Mr.
Moshier's
success
that
radio
can
sell
to Mr.
mayOnebekeyfound
in hisMoshier's
manner success
of ad- "capital" goods, too.
dres ing his audience. Mr. Moshier
does not talk down to his listeners,
KJR notes. Instead, he discusses
soil acidity, plantfood elements, Appoint Maj. Mayall
plant nutrients, chemical reactions, APPOINTMENT of Maj. Herschel
bacteria and the amounts of lime Mayall, network TV and stage
actor, as producer-director for the
Defense
Radio-TV
Branch
has beenDept.'s
announced
by Charles
Dillon, branch chief. Major Mayall
will replace Lt. Alfred Lurie
(Army), who has returned to
WBAP-TV Fort Worth as video
director. The major, who uses the
stage name of Herschel Bentley,
recently completed a stage tour
with actress Kay Francis in the
production of "Theatre."
KAYE-HALBERT Corp., Culver City
(mfrs. TV sets), has opened factory
sales and service branch at 3349
Adams Ave., San Diego. Service and
installation of Kaye-Halbert TV receivers is offered to dealers' stores
and
homes.
Williamservice
Jellersoncustomers'
is in charge
of factory
branch.
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Ever Get That
"Tired" Feeling?
Take a tip from little Bismarck
— you'll sleep like a baby if
you've put KFYR to work, selling families with the 4th highest tion*
buying... power
in theNorth
nain wealthy
Dakota.
*SM 1951 Survey of Buying
Power.
KFYR
BISMARCK, N. DAK.
5000 WATTS-N. B.C. AFFILIATE
Rep. by John Blair
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Radio Stamp Issued
RADIO Monte Carlo is pictured on stamps for 1, 15 and
30 francs issued by the post
office of Monaco. Philatelic
experts say this is the first
time a radio station has been
honored in this way. Station
broadcasts simultaneously
in medium waveband, 1466 kc
with 120 kw, and in two
shortwave bands with 30 kw,
according to Pan American
Broadcasting
Co., whichin represents the station
the
United States.
CBC ON PROGRAMS
Improvement Is Noted
IMPROVEMENT in programming
of all Canadian stations was noted
by the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp.'s 21board
of governors
March
meeting
in Toronto.at Butits
it also said in announcing the renewal of seven small station licenses that the "board will continue to keep program patterns of
private
stations under
review."
All applications
for share
transfers
and changes
of licensesexcept
from that
individuals
to
companies,
CKRS Jonquierre which was deferredof
for further study, were approved during the meeting.
CJON St.a John's,
Newfoundland,
was authorized
broadcast mcpick-upband.
license
to operate
in had
the
152-174
Stations
which
their
licenses
renewed
were
CHLO
St.
Thomas;
CJOY
Guelph;
CKBL
Matane;
CKOK Penticton; CKEN Kentville;
CJDC
Dawson
Creek,
and
CJRW
Summerside.
They know at home

$$
mORE
uotumE
IN LOCAL BUSINESS
THAN ANY OTHER STATION
IN TOPEKA!
UJREil #^
• top ratings
. • wide coverage
• lowest cost
per listener

ABC
5000
TOPEKA
WATTS
Represented nationally
by Weed & Co.
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Truman, Candidates,
NATIONAL
NIELSEN
RATINGS
TOP RADIO
PROGRAMS
Send Greetings
NARTB HONORED
(Total
Area, Homes
IncludingandSmall-Town,
Farm U.andS. Urban
including
Telephone and Non-Telephone Homes)Rating
ABILITY of the radio and television industries to help people know what EXTRA
WEEK,
FEBRUARY
24-MARCH
1, 1952
is happening in the world, aiding them in making proper decisions, will
Evening, Once-a-Week Current
determine their importance in the national structure, President Harry
S. Truman told NARTB in a telegram of greeting to the 30th annual
NIELSEN-RATING*
convention held in Chicago March
Current
Homes
%
AndyProgram
(CBS)
executive department would be asked Rank
31-April 2.
1
Amos
10.2
Jack Benny (CBS)
on
the
Congressional
floor
13.5
14.5
14.0
Greetings also were sent by three toto appear
Lux
Theater(CBS)
(CBS)
explain their problems, report
CharlieRadioMcCarthy
13.1
leading Presidential candidates — progress, and answer questions. This
People
Are(CBS)Funny (CBS)
Sen. Robert A. Taft (R-Ohio) ; would clarify issues and bring closer
11.4
Suspense
You
Bet
Your
Life
(NBC)
Sen. Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.), cooperation between the executive
Dragnet (NBC)
12.5
10.0
branch
and
the
Congress.
and
Sen.
Richard
B.
Russell
(D96
Godfrey's
Scouts (NBC)
(CBS)
Ga.).
It would also serve as a great
Fibber McGeeTalent& Molly
school of political education
Sen. Kefauver congratulated public
as I also propose, these question
plyingthethe 1952
"Nielsen-Rating"
to 42,United
radio and TV for making the most if,
000—
estimate of(%)Total
9.5
Homes.
of their opportunity to serve the and answer
ered by the periods
press, bywereradiofullyand cov-by States Radioreached
during
all
or
any
part
public during the recent crime television. This would give all of us, (*)of Homes
except for homes listening
hearings. He added that they are from coast to coast, a better insight
onlythe1 program,
to 5 minutes.
into
our
Government.
Through
our
Copyright
1952
by
A.
C.
Nielsen
Co.
performing
"an invaluable
for the freedom
of the worldservice
and marvelous modern means of come could thus establish
the cause of democracy in bring- on a nationalmunication wscale
of New INVENTORIES
ing the American people and their England town meeting aat kind
which
everygovernment closer together . . ."
body sits in on matters of common
Feb. Stores 'Inadequate'
Text of President Truman's concern.
The radio and TV broadcasters of "INADEQUATE" inventories last
greeting
follows:
February
low-priced
radio TV
rePlease extend my greetings to those America have a proud record, having
ceivers for
and 17-inch
table model
led the way for all the world. Keep
attending
30th annual
tion of the theNARTB.
These 30Convenyears up the good work, as I know you will. sets were claimed by 13% of retail
have brought radio from the status With deep appreciation of all you stores covering five cities, the Naof an infant to the stature of a giant have done, I wish you the best of luck
tional
nounced lastProduction
Monday.Authority anin American life and have also wit- for the future.
nessed the birth and unprecedented
Sen.
Taft's
message:
NPA's
Office
of Civilian Requireexpansion of television. This has been
Congratulations
on your
ments, under Administrator Walfortunate for the American people convention.
I understand
this annual
is the
ter J. Currie, surveyed retail outbecause never have they needed, as
much as in the last three decades, largestsionmeeting
and televilets in 10essential
cities 'forlow availability
broadcastersof andradioI wish
you a selected
such elaborate communication media
and medium-of
to keep pace with the national and profitable and enjoyable time.
priced
consumer
durable
goods durinternational problems confronting
Sen. Russell's greeting:
ing February. Study revealed only
us. Much as we all enjoy the enterCongratulations
and
best
wishes
to
occasional
reports
of
low
tainment features of radio and tele- the NARTB on the occasion of their
tories or difficulty in obtaininginvennew
vtanciesioonf, these
in the lastindustries
analysis) will
the always
impor- 30th annual convention in Chicago merchandise,
Mr. Currie said.
on
March
30.
Retailers advised that new supdepend in a large measure upon their
plies of inexpensive radio sets and
ability to help the people know what
is going on in the world so that the BAVARIAN RADIO STDDY
17-inch table video receivers "were
people can make the right decisions
cut off from someweresources."
Other
for their welfare and safety.
not included
40% is FM — State Dept. TV thesetlistmodels
of 37 items checked.
Sen. Kef auver's message follows : THERE are approximately 1.5 mil- in About
20% of the stores reported
I wish ciattoion on its
congratulate
your assolion FM listeners in Bavaria, with "limitations
30th birthday.
No
on shipments" of 17praise is too high for the fine work 400,000tered orradio 40%
of
the
total
regissets allotments
and other products.
receivers being FM sets, inch
of these
to retailers"Some
may
you radio broadcasters and telecasters have done and are doing better
to
a
Radio
Munich
estibe
due
to
customary
trade pracand better every day. You have a according
mate revealed by the Dept. of State.
tices," NPA explained.
rare eral
opportunity
the genThe survey, another in a series
The survey covered dealers and
welfare, for totheserve
potentialities
public by
the
department
on chain
stores in Boston, New York,
of your media are almost limitless. made
the
status
of
FM
in
Germany
You have seized and made the most [B»T, March 31], estimates that Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Detroit,
of that opportunity as I know from about 27% of all sets in Western Chicago, Cincinnati, Birmingham,
personal experience, especially in the
and Los Angeles. Study
Germany are FM-equipped. Local Houston
crime
made for NPA by the Bureau
lead forhearings
a time. I had the honor to dealers there also have started a was
campaign designed to of Labor Statistics.
You were invaluable allies in focus- cooperative
ing the attention of the American increase FM set ownership.
people on the twin evils of crime and
Additionally,
Munich will
corruption. You have brought into concentrate moreRadio
heavily on FM
almost every American home and to programming, with a new drive
millions
of people
a fairandre-a scheduled to get under way last
port of the
events abroad
of the day
Tuesday. New FM programs will
lively discussion of the problems feature
entertainment and newsthat face us.
casts. Many shows originally
You
are
performing
an
invaluable
broadcast
over medium wave
service for the freedom of the world will be airedfirstinitially
on FM now,
and the
cause
of
democracy
in
bringit
was
reported.
ing the American people and their
GREENU
DAY,
ZWIS.
Government closer together, thus proWD
ABC NETWORK
motingstanding
the kind
of mutual
upon which
national underunity Baseball Sound Effects
rests. Asential ifwell-informed
publictheis full
es- CHARLES MICHELSON Inc.,
JOHNSTON
CRACKERS
we are to achieve
(KVP
& D) RENEWS
SPOT
promise of American life and we shall New York; has announced the availCAMPAIGN
FOR NINETEENTH
CONSECUTIVE
13all work together to make the public
WEEK
PERIOD.
a
b
i
l
i
t
y
o
f
a
special
group
of
five
even better informed.
Speedy-Q
double-faced
baseball
As you probably know, I have pro- sound-effects phonograph records.
BEN A. LAIRD, PRES.
posed to Congress that a regular The discs are designed to recreate
question and answer period be estab- actual background of baseball
lished at which the heads of the
CALL JOHN E. PEARSON CO.
BROADCASTING
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CONELRAD PLANS
Funds Cut May Not Hurt
TESTING
of FCC's alert
Conelrad,
permanent broadcast
plan foror
radio station participation in the
event of hostile air attack, may
escape appreciable impairment despite House action fortnight ago.
An FCC spokesman said that
while the fund slash for monitoring
and field engineering activities "is
not good," Conelrad still would be
pressed
cable. into action when practiThe House upheld recommendations of its Appropriations Committee, which allotted the Commission $125,000 for acquisition of new
equipment
monitoring
outlets but atmadeexisting
no allowance
for
new stations or additional personnel requested for these functions
[BThe
• T,Senate
March still
24, 17].
must vote on
these funds, contained in the independent offices expenditures bill
for fiscal 1953, beginning July 1.
The Senate Appropriations Committee has completed hearings on
the FCC phase.
Broadcasters currently are operating under the "interim" plan
calling for 24-hour, around-theclock operation by key 50-kw clear
'channel
It was inunderstood
that the outlets.
main roadblock
the path
of operating Conelrad is the question of what agency shall pay for
■setting
up telephone
lines — the
Federal Civil
Defense Administration or the Continental Air Defense Command, which drafted the
(broadcast alert plan.
! The House sustained its appropriations group in cutting requested FCC funds for monitoring
and field engineering activities.
Most immediate effect of the House
action is that it bypasses monies
ffor 86 people requested by the Commis ion for "functions
relating
■the electronic
and magnetic
radia-to
tion control (Conelrad)." These
functions relate primarily to testing of Conelrad.
, Former FCC Chairman Wayne
,3oy had testified before the Independent Offices subcommittee that
il9 jobs pertain to this critical
t vork. He placed Conelrad esti-

TESTING
ABC's Trevarthen,
new master director
control ofcenter
in the network's
are
(I to r) William
engineering
operations; newJohnstudios
Bourcier,
New York AM operations supervisor, and Frank Marx, vice president in charge
of engineering. New ABC radio studios are located at 39 W. 66th St., New
York. First program was aired 6 a.m. March 31.
mates at roughly $260,000 for HADACOL RULING
fiscal
Jurisdiction Affirmed
The '53.Conelrad plan, entailing
voluntary participation by broad- QUESTION of jurisdiction over
cast stations with slight equipment Hadacol reorganization by the U.S.
changes, has been financed out of Southern District Court in New
a trust fund involving transfer of York has been settled. Judge Wilfunds from the U. S. Air Force to
Bondy ruled on March 25 that
FCC. Members of the FCC chief the liam
matter fell within proper
domain
of his bench.
engineer's
staff
are
compensated
from this fund.
had been weighed since
The Commission requested funds lastMatter
fall when a southern group
to build four new monitoring sta- of Hadacol creditors — including
tions, estimated at $307,000, plus members of the Dudley Le Blanc
another $250,000 to replace worn- family — sought to have reorganizaout equipment at 11 primary and
tion of the corporation handled by
seven secondary stations. The southern
courts, raising the juris$125,000 sum represented half of
dictional question when the New
the latter figure for replacement.
York court appointed Milton F.
"Thetionsnumber
of
monitoring
staRosenthal,
New York attorney, as
which we have and our lack of
ability to staff those stations on a trustee, on Oct. 5.
Bondy's ruling leaves the
full 24-hour, seven-days-a-week wayJudge
open
for Mr.
Rosenthal
conbasis, has created what we believe
tinue
conduct
of the
Hadacolto busiis a major crisis in the national
ness, unless the decision is apdefense aspect," Mr. Coy testified.
pealed. Representatives of his
Presumably, this is the back- counsel predicted
last week that
ground for current 24-hour "sky- it may take some time before opwave"
operations
of
the
nation's
posing
parties
even
50 kw stations, underway in recent
will appeal. know whether
weeks. Under this interim plan, theyReorganization
of the business,
all stations could be asked to leave
for several months, is
the air on proper authority. In a instillprocess
too
new
to
measure,
was
similar action last year, the House indicated, since much of the iteffort
wiped out a similar bid for has resulted in clearing dealers'
monitoring and engineering funds. shelves rather than lowering the
GENE AUTRY, western TV and film corporation's
One basicmeasurable
matter stillinvenhas
star, signsdicate, N.with
General
Syn- not beentory.solved,
however
: Theagainst
FedY., for
dailyFeatures
and Sunday
eral
Trade
Commission
suit
comic strip based on his TV adventures. previous Hadacol advertising
methods. Possible solutions are for
the trustee to enter a consent
decree — in effect, to make wide
J
DAY
AH D NIGHT
compromises with the FTC — or to
see the matter through legal chan'WHIZ has the
nels, expected toConcern
be a time-conMomm
of many
g-^H
creditorssuminglastprocess.week
was that
the
longer the
reorganization
is
HIGHEST*
tended, the less chance for any ex-of
share of radio
them to make good the bills they
hold.
audience oF all Afternoon ^
||
Scott Radio Names
NBC
SCOTT RADIO Labs., Chicago,
which also owns John Meek IndusHooper rated statfons
tries and Meek Television Inc., has
named Ross Roy Inc., same city,
* NOVEMBER, 1951 -HOOPER
Evenin
to
handle
advertising
on allwilldivi-be
sions. Radio
and television
gused.
Mark
Martin,
vice
president
WHIZ
ZANESVILLE, OHIO
of the agency, is account executive.
iROADCASTING
• Telecasting

RADIO SALES PULL
WOV Cites Mueller Results
ITALIAN language broadcasts on
WOV New York, bi-lingual independent, proved a real booster for
sales uctsof in Mueller's
a market Macaroni
dominatedProd-by
Italian-name brands, results of a
test have revealed.
After 13 weeks of broadcasts —
bolstered by night and morning anEnglish lantime —nouncemaents inWOV's
six-day
offer wasguage made:
send in apremium
box top
to receive a free steak knife. Response was 8,166 replies, more than
double
Scheide-as
ler, Beckthe& figure
Werner, setthebyagency,
satisfactory. Overflow mail rethe established
line wasceivednotafter even
counted. deadThe Italian response of 5,825 was
viewed by WOV General Manager
Ralph Weil as particularly astounding, inasmuch
Mueller's
had not achieved
wide asdistribution
in Italian stores — meaning that
many listeners had to go beyond
their usual shopping centers to
make Mueller purchases.
A concurrent
test showed
of WOV'ssimilar
English language pull
results: one announcement daily for
six days on two programs (Prairie
Stars and Wake Up New York)
brought in 2,341 replies, again
double what Mueller's would have
settled for as satisfactory in proportion to advertising costs, according to the station.

We're tooting our
own horn . . .

Our boss says . . .
Use a bass horn, too, because of the
iOW-low-cost per thousand radio
homes delivered by KWK.
Sound out your
Katz man. He has the facts— based on
Pulse figures, too
Globe- Demot rat Tower Bldg.
Saint Louis

mAGENCY
mKATZ
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Cannot Be Used
In Ad Copy

REE'
THE
WORDadvertising
"free"
eventually
from promulgated
all broadcastby and
RS
BA
FTC
published
claims'F
as amayresultdisappear
of a ruling
the
Federal Trade Commission within the past fortnight.
There were strong indications, too, that the Better Business Bureaus
of major cities would crack down
on companies, dealers and other be followed throughout the country.
Firms and dealers, when offering
groups who use this bait in connec- gifts
or gratuities, are urged by
tion with the advertising and sale
bureaus to abandon the use of
of merchandise.
"free" and qualify such offers with
theThewordcommission
or similardoesn't
phrasesprohibit
in so the reservation that they are
many words, but is falling back on "given without extra or additional
a stringent interpretation of its charge" with other purchases.
deceptive practices statute. It now Another requirement is that the
has the backing of federal courts to item offered "free" be of the same
administer the new policy.
quality and value as that purchased.
In an order handed down April FTC authorities withheld official
2, FTC reminded that an appellate comment on the ruling.
A BBB official conceded that
court has affirmed the interpretation banning
the usejudicious
of "free"useandof under such a literal interpretation,
requiring
a more
no offer actually could be construed
phraseology in connection with ad- as "free" inasmuch as the recipient
vertising claims. The Supreme has to perform such action — merely
Court, in effect, upheld it by re- by applying — to take advantage of
fusing to review the order.
it. FTC has been awaiting court
The Washington Better Business affirmation before cracking down,
Bureau has served notice on local he explained.
dealers, it was learned, that it will
There was confusion in ad agency
refer all such instances of alleged
last week as a result of the
violation to the commission. A circles
FTC
which actually has been
spokesman said this practice may on theorder,
FTC books since early 1948.
The issue was posed casually
during a panel session of a luncheon
held by the Washington Advertisof the District of ColumbiainglastClubTuesday.
Henry L. Kronstadt, president and
media director of Kronstadt Advertisingthat asAgency,a result
Washington,
obWhen "SMITTY" Plays
served
of the FTC
Southwesterners Listen ruling, it has become "dangerous"
to use the word "free" in ad claims.
Strict Interpretation Questioned
Kronstadt and other agencies reportedly have questioned whether
the strict interpretation offered by
the commission prohibits certain
related uses of the word and generally have advised clients to steer
clear in their ad claims lest they
run
afoul
of FTC's deceptive practices statute.
"Smittr ." OTOD staff organist lor six years.
The U. S. Court of Appeals for
the Second Circuit in New York
" affirmed the commission's ruling
SMim
Buy"
This
organist
is availUCantalented
YOversatile,
last November and the U. S. Suable for sponsorship on your own live
preme Court last month denied a
— tailor-made — local show, OR you can petition for writ of certiorari, thus
throwing
out the case. It was reparticipate with one or more spots on
portedly the first time the "freeSmitty's popular mail-pull show, "Request- without-any-strings-attached"
sue had reached the high tribunal.isA-Tune," 2:30 to 2:55 p.m. Monday
The case involves a commission
through Friday. The audience is here, order
citing Modern Manner
waitin' to hear YOUR message. See any Clothes, New York, for making
Taylor man for details.
such claims in their representaAfter the appellate court
CBS RADIO NETWORK IN EL PASO affirmed tions..
the decision the respondents, Joseph and Sadie Rosenblum,
filed a petition with the high court,
HUH
I
which
refused review March 24.
5,000 WATTS
FTC's administrative interpreRODERICK BROADCASTING Corp.
tation, which appeared in the FedDORRANCE D. RODERICK
eral Register in February 1948,
Chairman of the Board
reads
as
follows:
VAE LAWRENCE
use ofimport,
the wordin "free",
or wordsto
President and Gen. Mgr.
of Thesimilar
advertising
designate or describe merchandise sold
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY
or distributed in interstate commerce,
THE O. L. TAYLOR COMPANY
that is not in truth and in fact a gift
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CREATING a leaning tower of Pisa
from 24,000 entries to a $100weather contest is Ken Allen (I),
WKBHon the
La Street.
Crosse,HeWis.'s
Man
staged m.c.
contestof
for sponsor. La Crosse Breweries. Mr.
Allen, who toppled the stack just
after picture was taken, is assisted
by Mrs. Margaret Magin, who handled
paper work, and Carl Michel Jr. (r),
representing sponsor.
or gratuity or is not given to the recipient thereof without requiring the
purchase of other merchandise or requiring thedirectly
performance
of some toservice inuring
or indirectly
the
benefit of the advertiser, seller or dist
r
i
b
u
t
o
r
,
i
s
considered
by
the
commission to be a violation of the Federal
Trade Commission Act.
The question was raised by Mr.
Kronstadt whether the interpretation prohibits use of the phrase
"free of extra charge" with respect
to offers of certain items. Accordingness
to theBureau,
Washington
it does. Better BusiAn FTC spokesman pointed out
that the ruling was prompted by
numerous complaints and that some
companies orcumvented tsmall
cirhe intent firms
of thehave
statute
by holding so-called "one cent
Modern Manner Clothes in New
York had advertised wearing apparel with reference specifically to
sales."
"free goods."

On All Accounts
(Continued from page 12)
(TV), and thrice weekly Tom Har
mon sports-newscasts on KNX
plus special radio and television
spot campaigns from time to time:
Shontex Co. (hair conditioner
shampoo), now conducting a spot
radio campaign on Western sta
tions;
Hoffmanbar),
Candy
(Cup 'c
Gold candy
whichCo. recently
increased its distribution 1,200^
over
a sixofmonths'
mainly by1
the use
radio period
programming
ftij \
Los Angeles; Bandini Co. (ferti
lizer); Gordon Bread, and Bakei
Boy Bakeries (confection rolls).
Miss Koren was born in Chicagc
26 years ago. When she was seven
the Korens moved to Los Angeles
Loyal 1948
to herthatadopted
city,gotit wasn'11
until
she even
to seefcll
one of the West Coast's other at til
tractions,
San
Francisco,
and
ther re
Belding
it was
on business for Foote, Com it

She School
was graduated
High
in 1945. from
FromBeverly
there |I01
she took a job with Hughes Air
craft Co. in the engineering depart
ment. She supplemented her in
come bydance
singing
popular
band evenings
in variouswithloca cf'a!
spots. Two years later, she desert
ed Hughes for advertising.
Miss Koren shares a garage Oft
apartment in Los Angeles' Wil Cl
shirechampagne-colored
district with "Gus theminiature!^
Great,';
French poodle. One of her active me
hobbies is cooking, with particulai tea]
emphasis will
on foreign
dishes.howNexitc ait»'
project
be learning
play the piano,

PLANT EMPLOYMENT
Chicago Area Down 27% ^
ALTHOUGH employment in Chi- x
cago-area
more than electronics
27% fromplants
a yearis dowr
ago
the region is still not classed as phia
"distressed" and therefore is un- L
able to get priority on the list for ^
PUBLIC SERVICE
government contracts. This was
to the board
of the Radar-:
KNOX, WANS Make It Pay reported
Radio Industries
of Chicago
at ari [tu
emergency
session
called
by
Presijrt
SUCCESS in signing sponsors for dent Leslie F. Muter last week.
station's
Baukhage
Talkin' Grand
show
Mr. Muter, discussing the new
was
realized
at KNOX
Defense Manpower Office directive
Forks, N. D., when the KNOX which
favors letting contracts tc
sales staff hit on idea to sell public
service announcements to com- firms in "distressed areas," pointed
world'stelevision
largest con
panies such as real estate offices out that "the
of radio,
anc
and banks which did not ordinarily centration
electronic equipment and com\
use radio advertising.
has beer
Each sponsor got one announce- ponents
"fighting manufacturers"
an uphill struggle
foi
ment per week supplied by the Na- its
share of government orders.'
tional Safety Council with credit
given to the sponsor for making
the message possible. When the
idea clicked, Elmer Hanson, genBASEBALL
eral manager of the station, wrote
SOUND EFFECT
the good news
to
MBS's
co-op
department with which it is affiliated.
Publication of the idea in a
ERD/FAILSPEEDY-Q
REOUIR DISC
memo sent to all MBS stations
»10.or$2.««.
prompted WANS Anderson, S. C,
to give it a try. Result: 15 out of Order CO J>. Today WMIo Supply lo»f ^
21 firms approached in Anderson Charles Michelson, Im
signed up onto sponsor
15 West 47th St., N. Y. 36
broadcast
WANS. a co-op news
BROADCASTING

• Telec;

programs pron
lotj0n
"^IIVIC
promotionAtlanta,
of pro-I
. gram club
on WGST
Was a Communist for the
31, is assisting the station and
mder Motors, Atlanta Dodge
>d Plymouth dealer, to put the
ogram across. One of four injUrested clubs is Atlanta Lions,
fich gave the promotion top spot
''its monthly
luncheon,ago.for show
rich
began fortnight

premiums
RADIO'S ECONOMY VALUE
PROMOTION stressing economy of
radio advertising compared to cost
of other media has been distributed
by WBBM Chicago. Copy deals
with
one advertiser's
and points
out that "case
moneyhistory"
spent
in radio produced results far greater in ratio to money spent than did
advertising
through any other medium.

KLZ PROMOTES SERIES
PROMOTION drive has been
launched by KLZ Denver for its
Philo Vance series under sponsorship of Denver National Bank. Station placed cartooned cards at each
teller's
statementwindow,
insert, prepared
designed colorful
a lobby
easel and display window and aired
announcements and motion picture
trailers. Display uses "Wanted, to
Solvebooks
Baffling Mysteries" as theme
and
nal author.by S. S. Van Dine, origiSCHOLARSHIP PLAN
FOR seventh consecutive year,
KFAB Omaha is cooperating with
U. of Nebraska on its "In-Service
Scholarship" program. Station
takes students from the school's
radio department for summer training in studios.
including announcerPastBobwinners,
Jones and
farm director Herm Harney at
KFAB, have gone on to key jobs in
the broadcast field, according to
Harry Burke, KFAB general manager, who made announcement.
NEW INDUSTRY
CAMPAIGN to attract new industry to the San Francisco East Bay
area has been started over WPIX
(TV) New York through Ryder &
Ingram, Oakland, Calif. Series
consists of three five-minute programs dramatizing advantages of
Alameda County as an industrial
location. Ross Ryder of agency is
account executive on drive,
launched
land Marchfor30. metropolitan Oak-

SIGN LANGUAGE
NEW technique is being used by
Mary Jones, women's commentator
for WFIL-AM-TV Philadelphia, on
her weekly TV program. Program
is conveyed in sign language for
deaf and hard-of -hearing. As result, nearly 2,000 laudatory letters
came to station after first effort
and method was continued as regular feature on TV. One camera covers interpreter exclusively throughout half - hour program each
Wednesday, and other two focus on
Mary and Howard Jones and their
guests.
CLASSROOM PROGRAMS
TV classroom series will resume on
WAAM (TV) Baltimore April 23.
Show, titled Baltimore Classroom:
1952, will be patterned after the
1950 series. Program, seen once
a week, telecasts unrehearsed ses- HOLIDAY SHOWS
sions from local public school class- PLANS for entex-taining children
Memorial Day are being mapped
by
of Big
CALIFORNIA MARKET
BearSpooks
DollarBeckman,
Derby m.c.
on WLWC
LETTER pointing up Southern (TV) Columbus, Ohio. Mr. BeckCalifornia as all-year market — and
got idea
particularly in summer months — man
Birthday
circusfrom
showWashington's
he put on
is being distributed to trade by for children. Station decided that
KNX Los Angeles under signature on future school holidays, Mr. Beckof Edwin W. Buckalew, assistant man will put on similar program
general manager in charge of sales. for
kids, issuing tickets in advance
Letter says over one quarter of for the show.
year's
total
retail
sales
are
made
in
three summer months and notes in- "HARD SELLING" PAMPHLET
flux of tourist trade. Figures are
quoted on sets-in-use in area and "HARD selling" pamphlet, pointing up antoadvertiser's
accolade
KNX average share of summer au- response
announcements
on itsin
dience in Los Angeles.
daily Every
Woman's
Hour,
featuring
Brooks,circulated
home economist, isHelenbeing
by
WFBR Baltimore. Message conveyed is just how well advertiser's
product gets across via radio "esstrongin TV
Advertiserpecial y in acited
the market."
piece is
The Sofskin Co., Bloomfield, N. J.,
maker of skin cream.
experienced sales
23 years of
RADIO PLUGS MERCHANDISE
personnel will sell community
service to the
RETAIL buying is getting a lift
programs throughout
from WNEW New York. Station
broadcasting industry
your coverage area
has begun extensive campaign of
"reminder - to - buyer" announcements designed to make listeners
HOWARD J. McCOLLSSTER Company
aware of their needs for various
kinds of merchandise. Over 100
66 ACACIA DRIVE
unsponsored spots of this type are
*f ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA
aired by the station daily to stimDAVENPORT 3-3061
ulate retail buying which has rePAUL W. McCOLLISTER, Genera! Mi
ebb of late.portedly been at an unusually low
tl OA DC A STING • Telecast in.
T COVERS HOME SHOW
sefOME Builders Show, Cincinnati,
being promoted by WLWT (TV)
Ere by exclusive contract with
ncinnati Home Builders Assn.
idwestern Hayride, heard on the
[ition as well as the NBC neti>rk, will originate from show on
)ril 19, the opening date. Thirtytree members of the station's tal,t roster will make personal aparances and telecast coverage is
inned for opening ceremonies,
ow will run through April 27.
• — •- •
agkOW MUST GO ON
BEST trouper tradition, Bill
ischmeier, W P T R Albany's
mjiungest
disc jockey,
age 4, byoverwme the problem
of measles
doilaj«? his part of the WPTR Chiln's his
Playhouse
the telephone
tcfhile
father,over
Howard
Masch|er, did his end of the show
>m the studio. Young disc jockey
heard each Saturday on a child's record program.
•— • — ■
taED RECORD CLAIMED
■'CW speed record for filming, deiwit'oping
film
igojoclaimedandby airing
WPTZ newsreel
(TV) Philaphia. Station's film unit took
tures of U. S. Attorney General
foifmes P. McGranery on April 3,
ifg and a half hours after his aprntment to the President's cabiaijn; shortly before 4:30 p.m. Shots
ned between 7 and 7:20 p.m.
re seen on NBC's Camel News
±ravan same night, 7:45-8 p.m.

Mr. William J. Hecker
Cecil & Presbrey
Cincinnati, Ohio
Dear Bill:
Gist yestidy I seen a memo on the
boss' desk with a hull mess uv jiggers.
bottom it sed
that WCHS
Down
at th'
with 5,0 0 0
watts on 580
haz
teners hyarlis-in
West more
Virginny
than any other
stashun in th'
state.add Ef'n
you
to the fact thet
thet
we
hev more
listeners
hyar
in Charleston
Algy
other
fourth'
stashuns,
than allyou
can shore see
that WCHS
Yrs. sell a hull
will
lot of Redtop.
WCHS
Charleston, W. Va

by

NBC
AFFILIATE
IN
DETROIT
Owned and Operated
HE DETROIT NEWS
iational Representative
GEORGE P. H0LLINGBERY
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Additional Radio-TV
Schedules Announced
BASEBALL
FURTHER baseball signings and broadcast schedules have been announced by radio and TV stations.
Complete home schedule of the Boston Red Sox will be telecast through
joint sponsorship of the Atlantic Refining Co., Narragansett Brewing
Co. and Liggett & Myers Tobacco
schedule calls for 58 day games, 43
Co.
To 77 home games will be added of which are to be No
played
weeknighton games
two pre-season games between the are toendsbeor holidays.
telecast.
Red Sox and the Boston Braves,
WIBG Philadelphia will air the
April 12-13. The TV coverage will
be alternated between WBZ-TV radio broadcasts, with 16 other stations from Wilmington through
and WNAC-TV Boston. In addition
arrangements are being made to eastern Pennsylvania hooked into
Athletics-Phillies network.
have
31 games carried by WJAR- theTelecasts
TV Providence.
will be divided among
three
Philadelphia stations, WPTZ
Under the same joint sponsorWFIL-TVwill and
WCAU-TV.
ship, all 154 home-and-away Red (TV),
Announcers
be Byrum
Saam
Sox games will be aired over
WHDH Boston and fed to a net- for the Athletics and Gene Kelley
for
the
Phillies
with
Claude
Haring
work of 15 stations in Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut as alternate and color man for
both.
and New Hampshire.
In sent
addition,
WFIL-TV
will inpre-a
Curt Gowdy, Tom Hussey and
Messrs. Saam
and Kelley
Bob LeLaney, veteran New England sportscasters, will handle both 15-minute program, Strictly Baseball, Monday, beginning April 14.
radio and TV announcing.
Agencies directing the broadWashington Plans
casts are N. W. Ayer & Son for
WWDC - AM - FM Washington
Atlantic Refining and Cunningham
air the full 154-game schedule
& Walsh for Narragansett Brew- will
of the Washington Senators in
ing and Liggett & Myers.
addition
to 12 pre-season exhibiAtlantic Refining, along with
tion games.
RadioChristian
& Telethe Adam Scheidt Brewing Co.,
vision
Co.Phillips
and the
will sponsor games of the Phila- Heurich Brewing
Co.
(for
its Old
delphia Athletics and Phillies.
Georgetown beer) will sponsor all
Philadelphia baseball videu broadcasts
on an alternating basis.
KRIC Beaumont, Tex., will air
FOR FINEST TAPE RECORDING
MBS' Game During
of the Day
during the
afternoon.
the evening
the
station's sportscaster, Ed Dittert,
will describe
games of the BeauWESC
mont Roughnecks.
Greenville, S. C.
KNOE Monroe, La., will broadcast all home-and-away games of
the Monroe Sports with Irving
Zeidman, KNOE program director,
handling play-by-play. Frigidaire
and
the Coca-Cola Co. share sponsorship.
WOAI-TV San Antonio, as a
public service, was to telecast an
exhibition
last Saturday
between thegame
St. Louis
Browns and
the Brooke Army Medical Center
Comets by remote pickup from Ft.
Sam Houston's
Field.
The gameChristy
was to Mathewson
be carried
to the bedsides of 2,000 patients
of Brooke Army Hospital where a
Only Magnecorder offers all the flexTV receiver is available in each
ibility, high fidelity and features you
ward.
require — at a price you want to pay!
WMAR-TV Baltimore will teleFITS EVERY PURPOSE — EVERY PURSE!
cast home games of the Baltimore
'ORTABIE
—
LIGHTWEIGHT
iecorder
case Easy—
KXOK Bat Boy
Amplifier inintheoneother.
CONTEST being conducted
by KXOK St. Louis, the
QUICKLY
RACKcombined
MOUNTEDfor
Browns baseball station for
Units
con
be
studio operation of portable
this season, will award $500
and a job as the Brownies
CONSOLE OR CONSOLETTE
bat
boy to the lad, 10 to 16,
Operotionbining uovoilable
by
comwho
writes the best 150-word
nits in rich Magneletter on "Why I want to be
i for new catalog — wrt
bat
for winner
the Browns."
Secondboyplace
in the
INC
contest, which ends April 13,
will be bat boy for the
Browns' visiting opponents.
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Orioles (International League) on
a two games per week basis for the
fifth straight year. Covered will be
Thursday night games and the first
game of each Sunday afternoon
double-header, station announces,
with Chuck Thompson handling
play-by-play
by John
McLane. Guntherassisted
Brewing
Co. will
sponsor the telecasts, coverage of
about
totalthetwo-dozen
games.
Biow Co.a was
handling agency.

fCC actions

James A. Willard
JAMES A. WILLARD, 63,
was a children's favorite as "Un<
Wip" on WIP Philadelphia frc
1932 to 1936, died April 3 of
heart ailment at his North Phil
delphia
Willarddep£alip"
was
in thehome.
visual Mr.
education
ment
of
the
Society
for
of Cruelty to Animals. Preventi'
His wi:,
Mrs. Elsie T. Willard, survives.

&

&

APRIL 4 THROUGH APRIL 10
CP-construction permit ant.-antenna
cond. -conditional
DA-directional antenna D-day LS-local sunset
ERP-effective radiated power N-night mod. -modification
STL-studio-transmitter link aur.-aural trans.-transmitter
synch, amp. -synchronous amplifier vis.-visual unl. -unlimited hen
STA-special temporary authorization
Grants authorizing new stations and transfers, accompanied by
•oundup of new station and transfer applications, begin on page 96.
changeof hours
of operation, instal
April .4 . Decision . . .
tion
DA-N
location;
cond. and change in trai
COMMISSION EN BANC
KSOO covering
Sioux Falls,
Grant
Granted 1430 kc
license
changeS.to inD.—
operation
from
limited
unl.hours
with
WHIL
Medford,fromMass.—
Granted
mod.D, kw
CP
to
change
1540
kc,
250
w,
N,
10
kw
D,
installation
of
to 1430 kc, 500 w, D and change type and change trans, location; cond.DA
of trans. [B.T, April 7].
WMSCcovering
Columbia,
S. C— Granted
cense
and
in increase
DA: 1320in kc,N pov.
1k
April 8 Decisions . . .
DA-N,changes
unl.; cond.
BY FCC BROADCAST BUREAU
WPEN-FM
Philadelphia,
Pa.—
Gra
ed license
covering
Granted License
ing
FM station:
102.9 changes
mc (Ch. in275)exi
WISTcense newCharlotte,
N. 930C— kc,Granted
li- kw, ant. 420 ft.
AM
station:
5
kw-LS,
Granted Modification
1 kw-N, DA-N, unl.; cond.
Ottawa, 1430111.—kc,Granted
KDSJCP Deadwood,
S. D.studio
— Grantloc
newWCMY
AM station:
500 w, D.license mod.
changecommencement
main
and toextend
KABR newAberdeen,
S. D. 1220
— Granted
license
AM station:
kc, 250 tion
completion
dates
to
2
months
anda
from date of grant, resp>
w, WGAF
D. Valdosta, Ga. — Granted li- months
for new cond.
AM station: 910 kc, 5 kw, tively; cond.
Extend Completion Date
DA-N, censeunl.;
KNBRCP North
Platte, Neb.— Grant
WJBY-FM
Gadsden,
Ala.— mcGranted
license
(Ch. mod.
for extension
279), ERPnew2.45FMkw,station:
ant. 78103.7
ft.
date to 6-15-52;
cond. of completi
WAGA-FM
Los Angeles—
Granted m
cense new FMAtlanta,
station:Ga.—103.3Granted
mc (Ch.li- toCPKPOL
for extension
8-7-52;
cond. of completion d
277), 42 kw, ant. 530 ft.
WARM
Scranton,
Pa.—
Granted m
WSGN-FM
Birmingham,
Ala. —93.7
Granted license new
FM station:
mc CP
for extension
to 7-15-52;
cond. of completion d
(Ch. 229), 55 kw, ant. 850 ft.
KG2XAZ,
In
WTOC-FM
Near
Easton, Associated
Pa
GrantedBcstrs.
mod.
license
new FMSavannah,
station: Ga.
97.3— mcGranted
(Ch. for
10-2-52.extension
of completion
date
247), 5 kw, ant. 260 ft.
KTAC censeTacoma,
Wash.— Granted
covering frequency
change,li- WTIC Hartford, Conn.— Granted n
SERVICE
Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
Sterling 3626

DIRECTORY
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT:
Engineer on duty all night every night
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mojd!,

VACANCY
• TOWERS •
YOUR
in thisrea "vac
AM
•
FM
•
TV
•
will beFIRM'S
seen NAME
by 15,500
Complete Installations
tion ownersgine rs and
managers, chief ena
n
d
techni
TOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
for AM, FM, Television and
6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.
facilities.
11, Oregon
BROADCASTING
• Telecast!

CONSULTING

RADIO

&

TELEVISION

ENGINEERS

JAN SKY & BAILEY
i {executive Offices .
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. ADams 2414
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE *

— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclsur, N. J. MO. 3-3W0
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE*

GEORGE C. DAVIS
501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
I O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

There is no substitute for experience
GILLETT & BERGQUIST
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG. NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C
Member AFCCE *

MclNTOSH & INGUS
1216 WYATT BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Metropolitan 4477
Member AFCCE*

RUSSELL P. MAY
1422 F St., N. W. Kellogg Bldg.
Washington, D. C. REpublic 3984
Member AFCCE*

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas Seattle, Wash.
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. 4742 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE *

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
,
ENGINEERS
jlOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
\ WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261
Member AFCCE *

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
)27 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
AR 4-8721
1 1 00 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.
Republic 6646
Washington 7, D. C.

LYNNE C. SMEBY
"Registered Professional Engineer"
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Radio Engineers
QuarterConsulting
Century
Professional
Experience
Radio-TelevisionElectronics-Communications
1833
M
St.,
N.
W.,
Wash.
D. C.
Executive 1230 — Executive6, 5851
(Nights-holidays, Lockwood 5-1819)
Member AFCCE*

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TVFCC BROADCAST
ALLOCATION,
& FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Riverside,
Road — Riverside
III. 7-2153
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3738 Kanawha St., N.W., Wash., D. C.
Phone ORdway 8071
Box 2468PhoneBirmingham,
6-2924 Ala.

ROBERT L HAMMETT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
230 BANKERS INVESTMENT BLDG.
SAN FRANCISCO 2, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER
815 E. 83rd St. Hiland 7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

GRANT R. WRATHALL
Aptos, California
Appointments
Francisco Seattlearranged
Salt Lakefor City
Los Angeles Portland Phoenix
Box 260 APTOS— 3352
Member AFCCE*

RAYMOND M. WILMOTTE
1469 Church Street, N. W. DEcatur 1231
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

MARCH BOX SCORE
STATUS of broadcast station authorizations at the FCC on
follows :
AM
FM
Total authorized
636
Total
on
the
air
2,413 574
Member AFCCE'
Licensed (all on air)
2,33991 6507613
Construction permits
2,322 143
Total applications pending
License Extended
? for extension of completion dates
9
223
11-1-52.
Total applications in hearing
1,063
6
320
WRLD-FM Lanett, Ala.— License exRequests for new stations
205
t
e
n
d
e
d
o
n
temporary
basis
to
July
1,
Requests
to
change
existing
facilities
7 p.m. Sign Off
1952.
0
3
Deletion of licensed stations in March
KASI
Ames,
Iowa
—
Granted
request
2
0
Deletion of construction permits
r authority to sign off at 7:00 p.m.
(Continued on page 96)
iring May, June, July and August.
April
14,
ROADCASTING
• T< lecasting
1952

BERNARD ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
5010 Sunset Blvd.
^Hollywood, Calif. NOrmandy 2-6715

TV
March 31
108
108
94
14
620
185
521
53
0
0

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted 2CV per word— $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 254 per word— $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 30tf per word— $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting • Telecasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing. All transcriptions, photos, etc. sent
to box numbers
sent ator owner's
sibility for their arecustody
return. risk. Broadcasting • Telecasting expressly repudiates any liability or responHelp Wanted
Salesmen
Two
station
western
York reliable
market
of 95,000 has salesman
opening New
forwithloyal
self
car. Must
know starting
radio.
Earning
possibilities
unlimited $75.00763M,
weeklyBROADCASTING
plus 5% for good
man.
Box
•
TELECASTING.
50,000 manwatt
AM,
needs
topflight
salesin a
friendly working
and easyprotected
to live inaccounts,
south Texas
market.
Texas. Write K-SOX, Harlingen,
Announcers
Key job forperienced
better
exannouncerthan
withaverage
first class
ticket. west.
Pleasant
small city netupperaffiliate.
midLong
established
Low
turnover.
Send
audition
andCASTING .TELECASTING.
facts$75.00Box and183M,raises.
BROADWanted,gineerexperienced
for progressiveannouncer-ensoutheastern
city.
Announcing $70.00
ability-permanency
most
Important.
per week and
talent
shows.
Send
photograph
and
disc first reply.
Box 296M, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Experienced area announcer
by Rocky
Mountain
network
station.
full
particulars,
audition
record Send
and
salary
requirement
first
letter.
Box
399M,
ING. BROADCASTING . TELECASTCombination
announcer-engineer,
1st
phone,
needed
opening
at anortheasternposition
station.for
Thisthe
will
beman,
permanent
for
right
who
can
handleStarting
all kinds
of $300
programs
capably.
salary
per
month.
Regular
pay
increases.
Rush
full details.
Box 504M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Immediate with
opening for affiliate.
strong night
announcer
Pay
dependent on network
ability.
Box 536M.
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Combo-man,
with fulltime
first phone
for permanent job with
northeast
independent.business
We've been operation
enjoying the
results
of
sound
for
over
two
years.
There
is
a
good
future
here for a man who wants to settle
down inat a$300
friendly
community.
Salary
starts
perfloaters
month
with regular
increases.
No
wanted.
Box
564M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Announcer-engineer
first network
class ticket,
$65.00 tion.
to start.
Southern
staOpening immediate.
Box 571M,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Hillbilly
commercial
man. SouthNBCandregional
wants
ingdowesthillbilly
jockeystraight
and MCearly
whomorncan
also
acceptable
commercial.
40letter,
hours.
TV
minded.
Send
detailed
photo
and
versatile
tape
or
disc.
Box
639M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Announcer-engineer
first network
class ticket.
$60.00
totion.start.
Virginia
staOpening immediate.
Box 724M,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
1000 wattwants
independent
daytimer Pernear
Chicago
staff
announcer.
sonal interview
required.
State age,
experience.
Box
753M,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Good combo network
man neededstation
May inFirstNewby
progressive
Mexico, tihigh
guarantee.
Send
all parculars fCiArSTsItNG letter.
Box 756M, BROAD•TELECASTING.
Experienced
newsman,
tokilowatt
gather
write,
deliver
news,farmability
Iowabackground.
prefersdetails,
man experiences,
with
Rush
tape,
photo,
references.
Box 773M. BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer-engineer. South Carolina
1 kw ing.daytimer.
Emphasis on man
announcWill giveand inexperienced
good voice
reading
ability inan with
opp
o
r
t
u
n
i
t
y
.
G
i
v
e
full
details
first
letter.BROADCASTING
Good working conditions.
Box
778M
•
TELECASTING.
DJ wanted
DJ forformajor
market. A real—andNegro
opportunity
one
dependability
and with
able
toexperience
do
A-l
sell
job
on
air.
Give
particulars
to Mr.DElmar
Sloan,1320.KXLW, full
St.
Louis,
Missouri,
Immediate
opening
for
staff
announcer
heavy on news.
Send discRadio
and full information first letter.
KVAL, Brownsville,
Texas. Station
Combo-man,
Pacific
kilowattat
independent.
Good northwest
man1st can
$72.50.
Car necessary,
classstart
ticket,
good announcer.
40
hour
week,
overApply with Washington.
disc and photo.
KWIE, time.
Kennewick,
DJ wanted—
DJ. A Must
real play
opportunity inaHillbilly
majorfiddlemarket.
aexperience
guitar and/or
andthe have
some
in
selling
on
air.
Give
full
particulars
to Mr.DElmar
Sloan, 1320.
KXLW,
St. Louis,
Missouri,
Wanted,
hillbilly
disc
jockey
at
once
for
morning
shift,Good
must salary
be sober
and
willing
toRadio
work.
toKingsstart.
Contact
Station
WDKD,
tree, S. C.
Combination
announcerposition
- engineer,
1st
phone.
Permanent
for right
man.
Emphasis
on announcing.
1000
watt
daytime
station.
$70
per
week.
Phone collect
Keith Moyer, WTIM,
Taylorville,
Illinois.
Good announcer
who local
can handle
prograopportunity,
m ing and write
news.
Excellent
immediate
opening.
Air
mail
voice
disc,
salary
requirements,
Complete
personal
data.
Manager,
WHIT, New Bern, N. C.
WPAZ, Pottstown,
Penna., needs
good
matured
man
wants
to sellvoiced
in the morning
afternoon
and a who
live
wire
deep
voiced
disc
jockey.
You
will
replace
an
announcer
going
to
major
network
and aPersonal
disc jockeyinterview
calleda
back into
service.
preferred.
Stafffamily
announcer
wanted.
place
for
man.
Must
have Good
car,withoperate
turntables.
Prefer
someone
independent
station
experience.
Send
audition, details, to WPIC, Sharon, Pa.
News timeannouncer.
Experienced.
Daystation 1000-watt.
Must haveStarting
good
voice
with
selling
power.
salary Taylorville,
$65. Contact
Keith Moyer,
WTIM,
Illinois.
Technical
Engineer,
firstnoclassannouncing,
ticket, experience
unnecessary,
western
Penna.
250paidwatter,
network,
$50 Box
for
40701M,
hours,
vacation,
address
ING. BROADCASTING . TELECASTOpportunity for combo.
Box 710M,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
First
class
engineer,
no
announcing,
state
minimum salary.
Box 740M,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Chief
engineer,
Iowa
kilowatt
wants
experiencedperience,man
exgo d pay,withsendannouncing
complete
details,
photo-references.
Box
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.772M,
Wanted AMrequirements,
control operator.
Strictly
technical
notTV.production.
Stationcentral
also operates
Location
south
New
York.
Box
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.782M,
Engineer,
1st ticket only
Box 651, Patchogue,
L. I.,requirement.
N. Y.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Immediategine r. 5 day
opening
1st phone
enweekforwith
good pay.
250 wattground aABC
station.
Send backn
d
reference
information
with
first letter to KBIX, Muskogee, Oklahoma.
Wanted—
First class
engineer-announcer.siderExperience
desired
but need
will conall. Indicate
salary
availability.
KBIZ, Ottumwa,
Iowa. and
Permanentgineer.
position
for
first
phons
enequippedTexasAM-FM
network affiliateExcellent
in central
town
ofGood28,000
population.
No
announcing.
details contact
Bishop,pay.
KTEM,For Temple,
Texas. Burton
First classquired.engineer,
no experience
WCOR, Lebanon,
Tennessee.reWantedtionimmediately.
Two
combinaannouncers.
Florida
west
coastengineer
city.- salary
Send audition,
photo,
resume
and
requirements
WDHL, Bradenton, Florida.
Immediate
for firstN. class
ator, WEAV,opening
Plattsburg,
Y. operWantedence— Engineer,
first
phone,
experigineerunnecessary.
WEOL, Elyria,Contact
Ohio. Chief EnEngineersary. Goodwanted.
No experience
necespay.
for
right man.
Apply Great
WFLB,opportunity
Fayetteville,
North
Carolina.
All
applications
answered.
Immediate
opening for
with
first
class license.
Goodengineer
opportunity
for
inexperienced
man who
wants
to
learn
broadcast
radio.
Good
salary,
excellent vacation area, no housing or
transportation
mington. N. C. problems. WGNI, WilImmediate opening
firstBeginnersphone
engineer-announcer.
40 hour evening shift,
mainlyconsidered.
network.
Good nitworking
conditions
and
opportuy to advance. Air mail
voice data.
disc,
salary
complete
Manager,requirements,
WHIT, New Bern,
N. C.
First class
engineer-announcer.
Permanent position,
good working
conditions.
WJAT, Swainsboro,
Georgia.
KGLO,
City, Iowa,and needs
engineer Mason
for recordings
remotes.an
Start
for 40 hours.
position.at $59.40
Immediate
opening.Permanent
Wanted — Consulting
and
application
work AM engineer,
andandTV.field
Please
state
full
qualifications
personal
status.
Replies
held
confidential.
Walter
F. Keen, 1 Roverside Rd., Riverside, 111.
Engineers,mediateannouncer,
salesmen.
Imopenings.
Goodgroup-owned
pay and working conditions
with
stations. Offering
opportunities
for
vancementRollins
. Disc andBroadcasting,
photo with adapplication.
Moore Building,
Rehoboth, Delaware.Inc.,
1st classKDLK.
engineer-announcer
$65.00.
Del Rio, Texas.wanted.
Operator
first classstation
phoneaffiliated
license
atwith
250ABC.
wattwithFirst
broadcast
change
inSalary
engineering
department
since
1945.
open.
Box
799M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Wanted
transmitter
tor withimmediately,
firstnecessary.
class phone
license.operaNo
experience
Starting
salary
fifty-fiveneer, per
week.
Write
Chief EngiWSIP. Paintsville, Kentucky.
Immediate
opening fornecessary
first phone.
kw. NoContact
experience
Need 1
car.
Coshocton,
Ohio.Chief Engineer, WTNS,

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Othe
Wanted—
Capable
young lady
cci
tinuity.
opportunity
with for
netwc
affiliate inRealMichigan,
midway
betwefI
Chicago
and
Detroit.
Prefer
someci
with air work who can build dayti
women's asshow.wellKindly
sendordetails
yourself
disc,
tape,
available.
Box 700M,as BROADCASTII
. TELECASTING.
News and
director,
supervisor,
4 manOnlyspoie
farm
news
department.
perienced
men
with
journalism
degi
GoodBoxsalary
bon
5need
kw apply.
midwest.
705M,withBROA
CASTING
. TELECASTING.
50mostkw progressive
CBS affiliate,andoneoutstanding
of the natioisi KG
tions,
needs a program
director
solid
experience,
ideas
progr;w:
ingenuity. Good salary. andOutstandi
opportunity for right
man. Box 723
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Wanted: Continuity chief. Experienc
letter
fullfor details,
copyof samples.
MoSe:' f!
writing
all types
clients.accor
erate, healthful
climate.
Salary
ing to Pueblo,
your ability.
Program Direct' ran
KCSJ,
Colorado.
Continuity
Need a "takecontinui
charg |*A:
guy
or galwriter.
forKIRX,
commercial
department.
Kirksville, M
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Attention
southern
station
Two
young
general
managerowne;
ai E<f}.
chief
engineermen,
to operate
ern station,
hardwantworkers.
Cansout:ta
complete
only in.
workiB^
interest,
orcharge.
chanceNeed
to buy
ING. BROADCASTING
625M,
. TELECAS' £
I'm
ready for
manager's
job. 7Colle)
_
experience
all phases
of radio.
active in civicWant
affairs,opport,
reai| LC"
tograduate,
meet competition.
nity
forpotential
securitymustearned
by hard Pref,
wor, ^
Good
be will
present.
north
or
midwest,
but
consider
replies. Excellent references. Box 704ii yL
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Experienced
manager,
thirty, colle; „<LU
degree,Experienced
seeks "utility"
position
sout; jjjj
west.
in copy,
promotio,
sales,
capableannouncing,
on and off administration.
air during ownerFul P
general manager's •absence.
Box 7711
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Attention
all—
Available
after
triple AAAexecutive.
aggressive,
alert,Aprilyeaab [foity
radio-TV
Twenty-two
intelevision
all phases
of
radio
broadcasting
industry.in New
Ten years qual|K;
national
network
fied
as general
manager York,
and/or .
gram, promotion
sales, production, public rel-EJfo ;
tions,
cellent contacts director/manager.
with advertising
talent agencies. Prefer New York, Philtkt
adelphia,
D. C,veryFlorid1
Los
AngelesWashington,
area.goodPresently
busl Ityn
but
reasons
wan
ing tohavemakeverychange.
Will be fordelighte
j
to discussopportunity
an.y sincereandproposition
o' tie
fering
compensatic|tll
commensurate with performance,
submit
topflight endorsers. Address B<*nt
ING. BROADCASTING
787M,
. TELECASr' K
Manager
— have onproven
record
pu it
ting
stations
paying
basisof froJBO;
standpointradio-TV
of salescombination
and programmin
Prefer
or
plans 797M,
in near
future. $10,000. TEL*
starT ft
Box
BROADCASTING
CASTING.
Generalmarket
managerexperience.
— program directo;
Small
marric a"f™
1 child.798M.South
or midwest28.preferre
Box
BROADCASTING
.
TELK
CASTING.
Sa lesmen
Sales well-rounded
or sales-management.
Sevi
years
radio. 32.Present:
earning693M,
in excess
of $7200.
Famil
Box
BROADCASTING
.
TEL
CASTING.
Salesman-newsman, experienced, _,_
references,
combination. TELE
onl'
Box
759M, interested
BROADCASTING
CASTING.
Collegeposition
graduate,radio-television.
26, veteran, seel**)S
sales
Nc Jjf
York
advertising
agency
backgrounc
Box
768M,
BROADCASTING
. TELI E,c1
CASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcers
Versatile:DJ Knowledge
announcing,graduate
CBO,
news,
and commercials,
radio andwhere inTVU. school.
Will travel
anyS.
Write.
Box
660M,
II BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
tjslf
a progressive
Florida station
is intflterested
in with
a thoroughly
experienced
broadcaster
successful
production
+and
sales
records
and
the
position
^permanent
please . write.
Box 714M,is
n BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
ft4-Experienced
announcer-operator,
fine
recommendation.
vocalist. RestrictedEmcee,
permit, musician,
studying
J"( 1st
or vicinity,
married,
draftphone.
free. Penna
Box 752M,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
liAnnouncer-newscaster,
three years
experience. CollegeBoxgraduate,
veteran,
available.
757M, BROAD!,atape
CASTING
. TELECASTING.
Topnotch midwest sports
y,Ten
feiplay years
in bigsolid
ten experience
basketball, play-byfootball,
oibaseball.
Alsograduate,
boxing. excellent
Married, vetsi srences.
sran, college
refPresently
employed.
Looking formanstation
that
wants Canaggressive
reports
who
can
sell.
double
fbtts DJ. Tape available. Box 758M,
S$'BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
^Announcer
- program Wantdirector.
Ten
year background.
permanence.
1 Details,
transcription.
Box 760M,
-fBROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
_Announcer-engineer, first class good
Jj. Isnce,
announcing,
months experiall phases,vet.south18 preferred,
$75.00
i-ninimum.
Box 761M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
^Married,
veteran,
exempt,and 2sports.
years
t];;xperience.
Strongdraft
on news
^Working
in west,
wish
to return east.
Box 762M, BROADCASTING . TELEjt CASTING.
lfi5Network
Currently
employed
s1'tw
MBS man:
affiliate
one year,
desire1
rf!;hange
for
further
experience.
Past
rr'vork tionwith
insures
in quest.
the BoxAFRS
business.
Disc,solid
data foundaon re-.
767M, BROADCASTING
W rELECASTING.
-r3J
events promotion,
with originality
'fmd and
sell.special
Experienced
programming. Energetic morning
or smooth
ff'pght agerdisc,
interview,
talent,
quiz.
Manand
sponsor
references.
Available
Box 769M, BROADCASTING •
ffllMay.
TELECASTING.
-yDisc
jockey,
currently
Ab;olute top
Hooper
inemployed.
four-station
iff! i nidwest
city
of 300,000.
Three
strong
elevision
stations
have
not
dented
aulience. Prefer afternoon time around
r-i-7.
$125
guarantee
against
talent.
Box
f70M,
§G. BROADCASTING • TELECASTE:?3o
you need I me?
I dosecond
some class
staff
4, amounting.
fckdcket.
I have have
some a experience
in
jewelling
programming,
but also
my specie; alty isandhillbilly
DJ. I can
lead
ji+wn
string
band.
Can
do
early
mornm,| oerience.
ng or personality
show. 6 years exBox 783M,
<m TELECASTING
. BROADCASTING .
j{5-r:!5,
Combination vet,
announcer-engineer,
age
handle
PresI ;ntlymarried,
employed.
Desire2 console.
job offering
_|.freater
opportunities.
weeks
notice.
J^BROADCASTING
''ull information on. TELECASTING.
request. Box 793M,
^Vnnouncer perience.
with Available
1st phone.
3 yearsnotice.
exweeks
■ii Itate salary,CASTINGhours.
Box2 794M,
BROAD•TELECASTING.
rf|| Vnnouncer
- engineer.shows.
Three years
ports, news,
ief.75.00.
Prefer talent
northeast. BoxFamily.
795M,
^BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Staff announcer, over 4 years experi|i ;nce;
age handled
27, college graduate,
sportsBoxmarried,
play-byfrvf *empt;
>lay;
available two•allTELECASTING.
weeks.
796M,
BROADCASTING
liWAnnouncer-control
board
operator,
IE ;ran,
draft 2 exempt,
single,University,
age vet-24.
Completed
years Illinois
-jr >erienced,
:ood voice, Newdiction,
grammar.
Ex-as
City station
newscaster,tapediscYork
jockey.
Excellent
IW£1f 1varry
eferences,
or
disc
on
request.
Black, 345 Autumn Avenue,
<x Brooklyn, N. Y.
•nB;e p Sxcellent
radio voice, operation
they say. expeFirst
jjp lialass
ience.or license.
Box 323,Combo
Palm Desert, Califortelephone
76-2095.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Combination man, first class phone.
Some ernexperience.
locatewithsouthCalifornia or Desire
southwest
net
affiliate. Oliver Grieve, Tempe, Arizona.
Announcer
writer. Some
experience.
Good
news, orcommercial
board man.of
Disc jockey
with Graduate
wide andknowledge
various
music.
Pathfinder
Radio legeSchool,
Kansas
City.
Junior
colgraduate.
Single.
Any
offer considered. Colored. Kansas.
Edward Love,
2505
Morton, Parsons,
Combo man, 1st phone. Draft exempt.
Top news and
to 10 kwRogel,
ex. Wisport.
l travel.250w
1275 GrantsperienceAvenue,
NewWilliam
York City,
Technical
31/* years station.
experience,
as chief
small
network
24, 3single,
car.
Northeast or north-central.
Boxvet,669M,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Chief engineer
- announcer
change.
Will consider
good desires
paying
combo. TELECASTING.
job. Box 750M, BROADCASTING
First phone.
AMFM-TV.
EasternSlight
job experience
preferred.
Box
764M, BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING^
Engineer,Desires
some TVexperience.
First
phone.
work. Married,
permanent.
Box 779M, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
1st
phone grad.
license;NowExperienced,
television
employed. radioMarBox 781M, STI
BROADCASTING
TELried.ECA
NG. .
Station engineer first class, experienced
maintenance,perience. noCan announce
station operating
exif necessary.
Box
784M, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
First phone perience.
license,
no commercial
exDesires exempt.
studio
and
mitter work. Draft
Box trans785M,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Engineer,
1st phone.
years and50 kwTV
AM-TV control
station.
Crew 4 chief
master
operation.
Projection
room experience. College, radio
school
background.
Box
792M,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Production-Programming, others
Station Experience
or agency radio-TV
man.
includes 1production
kw Chicago area PD, announcing,
continuity,
news rewrite,
TV
and
theatre
tion. Married,
age 27. producNorthS. in veteran,
Speechproduction
(Radio).
Both
innate andwestern B.acquired
sense.
Ideal production
staff
addition
with
announcing,
writing
and
art
talent
wrap
up the package.
Box 706M,to
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Continuity writer,
typist, excellent
references.
Southfast preferred.
Box
765M, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING^
Gone aboutin radio
as farinas over-million
I can here. Prescity.
Twelveingentlyman,years
program
director
news
director,
time mornsales,
agency. Considerable commercial
TV
experience.
FamilyJaycees.
man, member
Kiwanis,
Masons,
Enjoy
civic
endeavor.
Currently
making
in
excess
of $100 weekly. Expect high pay for
plenty oferences.responsibility.
Finest
moving and
want refthis
toSanbe Francisco,
last time.DetestMidwest,
Wash.,
C,
Box D.766M,
BROADCASTINGor environs.
. TELECASTING.
Program director. Desires progressive
northeast station.
Top experience
announcing and news
directorship.
Box
777M,
BROADCASTING
CA
ST
ING.. TELEIf your graduate
station will give ambitious
college
and excellent voice,withher writing
start in ability
radio,
IBROADCASTING
am your gal. .Contact
Box 789M,
TELECASTING.
Program-promotion director three years
net and
independent
experience stadeconnection
with progressive
tionsiresin larger
market.
Preferto outlet
with
TV
plans
and
opportunity
work
into thatliable.field.
married, re-.
Box 790M,Veteran,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Program
with first Strong
phone; 6
years
net director
andnews,
independents.
announcing,
jockeybackground
shows, writ-onin
ing,
MC.
Thorough
program
department;
copy, accounts,
logs,
Now Hollywood.
Will
travelproduction.
for permanent
position with
progressive CASTstation.
Box
791M,
BROADING .TELECASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Television
Salesman
TV station-agency-film
accounts
executive. Experienced sales,
promotion,
production,
scripting.
(Former
newspaper
ad
mgr.)
$6,000.00
minimum.
G. P. Baker,W. 3614
Huntington,
Va. Riverside Drive,
Technical
Cameraman,
studio
technician.
Television
workshop
Write
copy.
Direct
show. Draftgraduate.
Box 755M,
BROADCASTING
. exempt.
TELECASTING.
Licensed technician, 10 years aural
transmitter
experience
to 10 kw.television
Seeking position
with California
station.
Knowledge
ofmarried,
video circuits.
Presently
employed,
32,
car.
22 Hanover, San Francisco.
Production-Programming, others
ProducerTV-radio.
- writer. Experienced
all
phases
Four A agency. Presently
Available employed
May 1.
Box
788M,
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING.
For Sale
For
sale:
Established
radio real
school
eastern
city with Box
valuable
estatein
and equipment.
776M, BROADCASTING •TELECASTING.
Stations
California.
1000 watts.
Rich
and growing
area.Gross30%$150,000.
down.
Box
751M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
For sale: Two well established radio
stationsties.byReasonably
the owner.
pricedgood
inSound
nonprosperous
TVpropermarkets. Middlewest,
markets. Illness
reason
for
selling.
Information wil be revealed only after
financialchaseability
andproven.
intentions
to 780M,
purhas
been
Box
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Western liastation.
tes. Al prices.Independents.
Jack L. StollAffi-&
Associates, 4958 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles 29, Calif.
Equipment, etc.
Tower — Wincharger, model 300, galvanized,including
guyed triangular,
good condition,
beacon, tuning
unit,as
lightning
filter,
transmission
lines,
is,
where
is,
Washington
D.
C.
area.
Make
Box 622M, BROADCASTINGus offer.
. TELECASTING.
For sale:quency10 modulation
kw Western
Electric fretransmitter,
506 B-2. Never been. TELECASTING.
used. Box model
673M,
BROADCASTING
Magnacorder
tape
recorder
PT63
HX—
amplifier—
PT7-P
EV
mikes Must
andA2
other
equipment
used
15 hours.
TEL
sell.
BoxECA
736M, STI
BROADCASTING
NG. .
For sale— 2-RCA-70C lateral pickup
arms,
heads forandabove.
filters,2-RCA-70D
complete.ver-2spare ticalheads
and lateral
Universal
pickup arms,
heads
and
filters,
complete.
takes the lot. KENO, BoxFirst1310,$200.00
Las
Vegas, Nevada.
Wanted to Buy
Stations
Wanted — Prefer
FM frequency
modulation
monitor.
Hewlett-Packard
335B.
State condition,
type and price.
CASTING.
Box 699M, BROADCASTING • TELEWanted
to buy.
Florida east
coast. Radio
Preferstation
250 watton
fulltime. All
replies
will721M,
be held
confidential.
Address
Box
CASTING .TELECASTING. BROADEquipment,
Wanted: Flasher
for etc.
single tower,
photoelectric
control coax.
unit andBox250'671M,
RG17/U
or
RG-19/U
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Complete
equipment
for
3
kw
FM
station,
completesidedetails,mount
price.antenna.
Box 774M,RushBROADCASTING •TELECASTING.
Miscellaneous
FCC first-phone
in 6 weeks.courses
Both
residence
and
correspondence
available.
Grantham
RadioHollywood,
License
School,
706
North
Wilcox,
California.

EXPERIENCED
BROADCASTERS
NOW AVAILABLE
PETERround
WIDMER:
All-a
a nnouncer
and copy
man. Creator of
'Plantation Echoes"
Formerly
WRTCon
and
"DayStrong
Dreams."
staff.
morning
andshows;
late
evening
DJ
news;
news editing
and sports.
Good
control
DISC ORoperator.
TAPE
AVAILABLE.
ANNE
BELCH:
Good Girl Friday
and
prog r a mefficient
assistant.
Strongtureonshowsprogramming women'sand
fea-in
assembling
special
events.
Excellent
voicer
on
news
and
commentaries DISC
and
interviews.
ABLE.
OR TAPE AVAILTED
BURG: A SCHOEMgood anemsis Creator
on withsports
and news.phanouncer
of
published
"Sports Biographies" and "Sports
Personalities
on
Parade." Strong on
sports
statistics,
copy, special
events
*"A§§ board
work. WRITE
reporting
and
FOR COPY SAMPLES, DISC, OR
TAPE.
AL LEIBERT:
sonable andPerglib
announcer - M C;
newscaster; salesNYU graduate andman.former
acEspecially strong countant.
on news;
pitch
announcing;
on-the-spot
broadidea
man incasts. Topadding
profits OR
to sales.
TAPE
DISC
AVAILABLE.
TED
announcer
copy
Network WYGANT:
-andcaliber
man. Creator of
merchandising programs: "M a r k e t
Basket" and "The
merly
WKRZ.
Alarm
Clock."
ForStrong on staffaudience
participation
andat
DJcont'rol
shows. Tops
board.
DISC OR TAPE
AVAILABLE.
BRUCE PARSONS:
Announcer
-- newsstJazz"
er -DJ Creator
musi"Just cacian.
andof
other musical
lights. with
Korea devet
formerly
Army concert
|
bands. Strong on I
news; music
nuity; contiman-in-the- |.
street.
control Operates
board.
DISC OR TAPE AVAILABLE.
Write or Wire
SCHOOL OFSRT
RADIO TECHNIQUE
R.K.Q. Bldg. Radio City, N.Y.20,N.Y.
Circle 7-0193
SRT men casting
and stations
womenall over
are employed
broadthe Unitedin States.

Films in Television." We have had
some tionrequests
for theas revised
Open fromMike
of this booklet
a resultedi-of
(Continued
page 18)
this
reference.
present figures which were in any considered to harbor an extreme
your information, we wish
major degree at variance with point of view. They came up with to For
that we have not yet been
WANTED
those of ". . . the FCC and some ratios of equivalent powers of ableadvise
to
prepare
UHF and VHF for the frequencies this booklet
Local Sales Manager
other
engineers."
To
the
best
of
and a itnewwill edition
probablyof.
selected which were of the same not be available
5,000 watt independent needs
my
belief
there
are
no
major
difbefore
the
order as mine but which were on this year. Also, we do notendhaveof
ferences.
young experienced local Sales
Manager. Terrific potential as yet
My evaluation was based on a the whole somewhat less favor- any
available copies of the old
not fulwholly
Wonderable for UHF.
comparison of the power needed for
opportunitydeveloped.
for the right
man.
edition.
the
same
service
and
indicated
that
Raymond
M.
Wilmotte
Since there have been so many!
Box 642M, BROADCASTING • TELEit should require something of the
Consulting Engineer
CASTING.
requests for information on this!
Washington, D. C.
order of 1,000 times the power
subject,
radiated for UHP to give the
tion of we
the didold reprint
booklet a assmallan sec]
aid!
same service as VHF. Power was
Production-Programming, others used
in
helping
people
with
some
oil
as a comparison because that Airspace
the fundamentals regarding light!
is what the broadcaster has to pay EDITOR:
ing technique for television studicl,
for when he invests his money in
WRITER
have noted with a great deal photography and outlining some oi
a station,dicatedbutdoes not
the mean
power that
ratio the
in- of Weinterest
your editorial in the the production methods used. . .
A seasoned, all-round writer for radio UHF service
W. I. Kisner
March 10 issueandof theBroadcasting
area or population Telecasting
and television
wanted
by
major
netMotion Picture Film Dept.
stories in the•
reached
will
be
1/1,000
of
that
work affiliate. Good pay. Address Box
Eastman
Kodak Co.
March 17 and 31 issues regarding
served by a VHF station of the the
754M,
Rochester, N. Y.
problem of obtaining approval
ING BROADCASTING . TELECASTsame
power.
That the service area and the of proposed television towers and
an aeronautical viewpopulation served will be less for sites from
point. I think you are doing a File 13?
Situations Wanted
UHF than for VHF under the contemplated
rules
is
a
certainty,
but
splendid
job
of bringing
mat- EDITOR:
ter to the attention
of thethisbroadProduction-Programming , Others how much less will greatly depend
casting and television industry.
... I suppose that all station
on the location of the station, the
is one factor which has
terrain, population distribution, notThere
AM-TV EXECUTIVE
yet been brought out, however. regularly
hold hints, receive
etc., in so-called
the mail, house
the interference, and the proper
of these are out and out ads foi
. . . The
CAA
has
published
criavailable!
handling of these factors. . . .
teria for determining what are some national product ... I an
The figures I gave were checked
Presently employed (nearly two
to their operation and wondering how the industry
informally with other engineers hazards
years) in creative-production cawhat
would have to be whole treats such items, how man
whose affiliations and standing made inchanges
pacity. Top coast-to-coast
their operating procedures agers feel about giving, or at leas
could under no circumstances be
show originating
in New York.TV
by
reason
of
erection
of television being asked to give, such firms a;
Previous extensive experience protowers. . . .
gram manager AM regionals.
Procter & Gamble, Popular Me
Employment Service
Strong idea man who can write,
problem
us at chanics magazine, Fritos and man
direct (and even sell) low budget
thisThetime
is thethatfactconcerns
that several
others free time. . . .
shows tailor-made
tough
of the regional CAA offices do not
EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
James D. Abbott
clients.
Will considerforcombinaPresident
1:
want
to
be
guided
by
their
pubfor competent
compost. Away from
lished rules, but instead apply arbimercial managers,
managers, program?
New tion
YorkAM-TVpreferred.
KEVA
Shamrock,
Tex.
trary
rules
and
standards
that
go
BOX 786M,
directors, chief engineers/
[EDITOR'S
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING
beyond the published material, just casters
want NOTE:
to tellAnyMr. other
Abbottbroad
hoi \V,
disc
jockeys.
Reliable,service/
confi-F
because they do not want a tall they handle such things?]
dential,
nation-wide
Send
for
full
information
today.)
tower
anywhere
in
the
area.
.
.
.
For Sale
Howard S. Fbazibb
A. Earl Cullum Jr.
TV &BondRadioBldg.,
Management
It's a Problem
Consulting Engineers
728
WashingtonConsultant^
5, D. Cj
Equipment, etc.
Dallas
EDITOR:
We are attempting this year t jt
POSITIONS FREQUENTLY
AVAILABLE a
* FOR SALE BECAUSE OF INCREASE
as
No Swamis Here
develop some problems and case
t
IN POWER
for our students in Americai
Engineers
* 1 KW Gates BC IF AM Transmitter
EDITOR:
Announcers
government . . . One of the case ■ J USED LESS THAN
Directors FORMS
S4500 TWO YEARS
Your editorial, "The Network we have selected is the Benton bil
WRITE Program
FOR PLACEMENT
Problem,"
[March
31]
should
*
KTOE Minn.
Edward C. Lobdell Associates
(S 1579)Advisory
proposing
prompt many to realize that just Citizens
*
Mankato,
Boarda onNationa
Radi
17 East 48 Street, New York 17, N. Y.
as in the early '20s the local daily and Television.
Those of us teach N
newspaper
emerged
from
the
shaing
the
course
are
very
desirou
dows of metropolitan publications of presenting the opposition view p
and
"boiler
plate," isso taking
today the
bill as fully as possible
local radio station
the point to thejust
Very Successful
found a couple o
lead in listenership and advertiser yourI have
editorials. in. . Broadcasting
acceptance.
Telecasting
which I believ
Midwest Independent
Your discerning commment that are excellent materials
for ou
"the
day
may
not
be
far
distant
students
to
read
...
should b
when the network, for a fee, will most grateful if you Iwould
$100,000.00
giv
provide something analogous to
permission
to use these ma
terials.
...
A well established consistently profitable station located in one of
press association service" indicates me
the best medium sized midwest markets. Percentage return on sales
you employed
a gooda crystal
pair ofball.
binoPhillips Bradley
culars rather than
price is much higher than average. More than $30,000.00 in net quick
Thomas B. Tighe
Prof, of Political Science
assets included in this sale of 100% of the stock.
Station Manager
Syracuse U.N. Y.
Syracuse,
WJLK
Asbury
Park,
N.
J.
Appraisals • Negotiations • Financing
* * *
SALES of Stewart-Warner Corp., Ch
BLACKBURN -HAMILTON COMPANY
cago, increased
in 1951 over
Eastman Booklet
previous
year 28.3%
but earnings
drop^ t
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
EDITOR:
about
10%,
according
to
an
announc
SAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
by James S. Knowlso:
We have noted the reference ment made Sales
Lester
M. Smith St.
Junes W. Blackburn
RayTribune
V. Hamilton
last year total
Tower
given in your Telecasting Year- president.
235
Montgomery
with earnings of $4,104
Exbrook
2-5672
Delaware 7-2755-6
book for 1952 regarding our book- $103,269,258
789 after taxes or $3.40 per share o : let, "The Use of Motion Picture $5 par value capital stock.
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Help Wanted
Managerial

ACLU Asks FCC Action
(Continued from page 25)
^ !isplaint.)
not involved in the ACLU com- "because of her alleged affiliations
listed incordi.ng to the
. . Red
Channels,"
accomplaint,
and (2)
In an accompanying letter to
FCC Chairman Paul A. Walker, cancellation of the appearance of
ACLU's Patrick Murphy Malin, The Weavers, folk-singing quartette, on Congoleum-Nairn's
executive director, said "the only Garroway
TV show last JuneDaveby
three"
issuesare:involved
in the
proposedlegal
hearing
(1) Whether
NBC
"solely
on the basis of alleged
blacklisting is against public in- associations of some of the members
of
the
said
quartette."
terest; (2) whether
"have
The charge against
CBS was that
improperly
delegated licensees
programming
it
eliminated
the
dance of Paul
powers — and on this we cite the Draper from the kinescope
of a
Blue Book of 1946 and the Commission's report on chain broad- Toast of the Town show in January
1950 "solely
as
a
result
of
protests
^! ' c? sting — and then improperly ac- received
his appearance
quiesced in or endorsed blacklist- on the live[following
version of the program]
ing, demonstrating a lack of on
the
basis
of
the
said Paul
character qualification as well as
action against the public interest. Draper's alleged associations and
. . ." and (3) whether conditional
The kinescope in question, the
renewal of licenses is appropriate — beliefs."
"and on this we cite the Richards complaint said, was shown on
case."
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles, "KWTJ
Cases cited in the complaint, like Miami," WDAF-TV Kansas City;
KSD-TV
Louis, WHAS-TV
Mr. Miller's book, frequently in- Louisville; St.
WAGA-TV Atlanta and
j volved the anti-communist news- WRGB
(TV)
Schenectady.
[Preletter Counterattack and its Red
sumably the reference to "KWTJ
*? Channels booklet linking 151 per- Miami" should
be to WTVJ, Mi"jsons with various "Communist or
ami'splaint
only TV
outlet.
The com-all
Communist-front" groups, past or
erroneously
identified
anF present. Also as in Mr. Miller's seven stations,
except
KTTV
and
!f book, the network, advertiser or "KWTJ," as CBS-owned outlets.]
™ agency
officials allegedly involved
are not identified.
ABC Incident
Mr. Miller explained that often
In the case of ABC, it was
he was unable to reach the persons charged
that in the summer of 1951
he sought to interview, despite re- the network
"refused to permit
peated efforts, and that in almost
vehement anti-Communists,
all cases interviews which were two
de Toledano and Benjamin
s granted were conditioned upon Ralph
| anonymity for the interviewee. Gitlow, to appear on its Cholly
'4 Nevertheless, he said, a number of Knickerbocker radio show originating in New York City."
T persons have agreed to come forI ward and testify if FCC grants a
that due"theto said
mayAsserting
have been
the refusal
beliefs
hearing.
of the aforesaid de Toledano and
Proof Claim
From the network and station Gitlow, or to a general policy of not
having political discussions of any
side,theMr.defendants
Malin saidmay"onewellor admit
more kind
on that particular show," the
tJj)of
complaint
said that
"the matterby
jlthe allegations made," but as- should therefore
be investigated
serted that, if not, ACLU is prepared to prove
its chargespowers"
"once thisWithCommission."
regard to DuMont, the com,we
the subpoena
whichhave
are granted
in hearings,
plaint said that pianist-singer
j All but one of the cases cited in Hazel Scott's program was cancelled
September
1950 "probjibhe complaint involved alleged or
ably inbecause
of allegedly
prosuspected firings or non-hirings,
Jdue to public pressure or fear of Communist affiliations, though she
y^jit,
who had associations
been linked is in fact violently anti-Com.withof persons
pro-Communist
Dr beliefs. In the case of ABC, munist."
WPIX was charged with cancel ing aseries of Charlie Chaplin
however, the charge was that "two
vehement anti-Communists" had film
series
"solely orbecause
the
alleged affiliations
beliefs ofof the
been kept off a show.
NBC was accused on two counts : said Charlie Chaplin."
KOWL, the complaint alleged,
(1) The famed "Jean Muir case,"
Rev. Clayton Russell from
in which the actress' appearance "barred
speaking
over its facilities solely
mi General Foods' The Aldrich
Family was cancelled in August because of his alleged associations."
1950 by Young & Rubicam, with
Citing the instances of alleged
'apparent asquiescence" by NBC, discrimination detailed in Mr.
Miller's report, ACLU asserted
that in cases of blacklisting the license is operating contrary to
public interest, regardless of
whether the act is performed by the
licensee or by advertisers, agencies or others to whom he delegates
program responsibilities.
ACLU said it was filing the complaint
public in-of
terest" and"solely
not inin the
the interest
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

any of the victims of alleged blacklist practices. Further, it said:
"This complaint is brought not
only because
complainantto be-be
lieves the said the
discrimination
against the public interest because
of its effects upon the individuals
blacklisted and others in the radio
and television industries, but also
belreves it to be against the public
interest because of its denial to the
public of the right to see or hear
artists or their work-products because of irrelevant considerations."
In his letter to FCC, Mr. Malin
quoted from the Miller report:
By lumping together the names of
some ofentedthepeoplemost
prominent
and talin radio
and television,
"Red actlyChannels"
has surelywould
done wish
exwhat the Communists
itgiven
to do.
It
has,
by
innuendo
at
least,
the Party glamour,
prestige,
and
importance
never before
enjoyed
in radio andit has
television.
It has created throughout the industry
a suspicion and distrust and despair
and
hysteriacould
whichnot the
themselves
hopeCommunists
to create.
The
publication
and
those
executives
inandadvertising
and
among
the
on the networks who havesponsors
used
it have, whatever their intentions, creacial
ted in one
of thisthecountry's
cruindustries
kind ofmost
terrified
dissension on which the Communist
Party always has and always will grow.
MoreChannels"
important,
publishers
and the
those
who forever,
adhereof
to"Redit have
wrecked,
probably
the
careers Americans,
of many nottalented
antiCommunist
to mention
the spiritual
pain
and151humiliation
suff
e
r
e
d
b
y
all
of
the
[named
in
the
booklet].
ACLU's position on the blacklisting issue
was Malin
outlinedandby Board
Executive
Director
Chairman Ernest Angell in an introduction to The Judges and the
Judged (see page 25) :
(1)
The
government
has but
a duty
preserve national security
is theto
"only" proper
designate
positions
closely authority
affecting tosecurity
and
to decidecludedwhat
from them;persons should be ex(2) For
all other
positions, theemployment "should
be decided
basisto
of qualifications
strictly onrelevant
the(3)particular
task
involved";
The public
has a right toof express
disapproval
of employment
certain
radio-TV
performers,
"but when which
they
aim
at
censorship
or people
suppression
would
prevent
other
who
doat notor
agree
with
them
from
looking
listening
the performer,
then ofthey
are acting tocontrary
to the spirit
the
First Amendment";
(4) If private
persons
"purvey
inreflectingshould
on a "observe
person's loyalty," thenformation
they
the
elementary
canons
of
due
process,"
striving for accuracy and completeness

of information
sons a full and andfairproviding
hearing; the per(5) determination
The radio-TV industry
must show
"the
to
what
little
cost may be involved topaysupport
free
speech, due process, and non-discrimACLU officials
said they
had "noto
ination."
illusions"
that their
approach
the problem through the FCC is
"all that's needed," but felt it
would be a step forward in the
overall civil liberties campaign.
The complaint was prepared by
former FCC Chairman Fly, an
ACLU board member; John F. Finerty, also a board member, and
Herbert Monte Levy, staff counsel.
VOTE CAMPAIGN
Broadcast Aid Sought
THE Advertising Council will solicit a major amount of free time
from the broadcast media to promote the first national non-partisan
register-and-vote campaign, being
sponsored
by theThisAmerican
Heritage Foundation.
was reported
in Chicago Wednesday as Thomas
D'Arcy Brophy, president of the
non-profit educational foundation,
outlined plans for the extensive
public service promotion.
The foundation
willandprovide
advertising, promotion
publicity
patter to themunicationvarious
mass
commedia as a prelude to
getting outofa Leo
heavyBurnett
fall vote,
with
ning.
personnel
Agency,
Chicago, handling most of the planMr. Brophy hopes the campaign
will result in a record vote of 63
million, or 15 million more than
were cast in the last national election. Although the drive was
launched in Chicago, coordinating
headquarters are in New York.
NARTB
tion. is a cooperating organizaWCTC Ups Rates
A RATE rise amounting to approximately 10% was announced last
week by WCTC New Brunswick, N.
J., independent station on 1450 kc
with 250 w power. General Manager Robert L. Williams said the
increase was effective April 1 but
pointed out it was not made
"across the board."

Wisconsin . . .
Complete Your
u raCagen't Without
Yove
Co
WKTY
Ask
Weed and Company

I

WKTY ratings are
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KLOK Sanassignment
Jose, Calif.of— Granted
inLII IIII ■ fI
H I f ft flI
I I ft fa\\ '. JB8i/
^Lm*
voluntary
license and
CP from general
E. L. partners,
Barker andand Claribel
IUU
I I J M II VW
Li 1 1 U
X^H^^"\>
IWIWIIW
T. H.
Barker,
SS,
°aPsaVaiieyaBficsig:
cTtS
New
Grants,
Transfers.
Changes,
Applications
E. L. eralBarker
Barker,special
genpartners,andandClaribel
Paul Grim,
mmv&m'*<&mmm
■^m^mm^'m.mm.mmm'*
administrator
H. Can- U »« ^mmm.
field,
deceased,of andestateOpalof A.T. Canfield,
a #t m. u n
limited ispartners.
trans- (1|1Y
\OUUI
R II I UR
SUMMARY THROUGH APRIL 10
ferred
that heldInterest
by Mr.to beCanfield,
UUA
deceased,
to Mr.consideration.
Grim, and totals
15%.
Appl= In
No
monetary
Grante
d
On Air Licensed CPs Pending Hearing
^„
_ . Calif.—
_ ... Granted
_ . , AM
Stations
2,339
8672
329
KNOB*4 Long Beach,
FM «;t,tiftn„
'fiM 2,326
'=7fi
q 223q
assignment B.of Torian
license and
from John
J. E. Doran
Tapp, ™lv ItottSnt
108
isa
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a^b 185
iu»
S>t!«I0ns
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Doran
who
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/at„„
„„„
a
„ia^„
~c
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T?nn
assume
allbeingassetstransferred
and liabilitiesto ofnew
li(Also see Actions of the FCC, page 90.)
censee
mm.
partnership
d/b asMr. Cerritos
Bcstg.33^%
Co. of capitalization of corporation to allow KJpw Annlirnrinnc
Before transfer
Tapp held
interest,
Mr.
Torian
held
43y3%
in- for television addition. Granted April 8. '^cw "PP,,tu ■«"» • • •
terest and
Doran Mr.heldTorian
23%%holds
in- signment
WGWD ofGadsden,
Ala.—First
Granted
as-„ t TV vAPPLICATIONS
te'esfAfterMr.transfer
license from
National
«Skyland
■ Bcstg. Corp.,
76%%
interest
while
Mr.
Doran
conBank
of Montgomery
and Margaret
tanu.es
t0
h0™
23%%
interest
Mr.
Covington
Milwee,
executors
of
estate
UHFDayton,
Ch.10022Ohio—
ERP 200height
kw
Torian pays Mr. Tapp $1,721 for his of G W Covington Jr deceased to visual,
kw(518-524
aural,mc),antenna
interest.
Granted
AprilTerm.—
8.
Etowah
'Bcstrs.
Die. Principals
' of
above
averagecostterrain
500 ft. First
Estimated
WKIN
Kingsport,
Granted
Etowah
are
beneficiaries
of
estate
of
construction
$349,377.45.
year
assignment
of license
from County
Cy N. ton
deceased:
President
Coving- operating
cost andis revenue
estiBahakel,
asStation
Sullivan
(13.8%),
ownerMontgomery,
ofOscar
Oscar P.Covington
mated^.
Applicant
licensee [This
ofnotWONE
Bcstrs., from
to d/b
Radio
WKIN
Die. Foot
Health
Shop,
DeLuxe
?ndin WTWO
(FM)
Dayton.
item
Change
individual
to
corporaSn0e
Fixery,
Montgomery,
and
Selby
is
ijeu
of
TV
application
for
Daytton;
no actual
change
ownership Earl
Bonfield
Shoes Inc., (13.83%),
Birmingham,
published
in FCC listed
ROUNDUP
or control.
Granted
Aprilof 8.
B. Covington
ownerAla.;
of ton
7 which
incorrectly
stationsAprilof
WGBA-AM-FM
Ga.- farm
at Canton,
N, C.; (3.19%),
Secretary-TreaseS,kS
Cotp' is tne
Filed
manager licensee.]
M. Smith
Hugh
urer
control
of Columbus,
transfer
Granted
Alabama
Bcstg.
Corp.
to R. E.Georgia
Page
ofhousewives,
WCOV
Montgomery,
and will
following
Roswell,
N. M. ERP
—April
John1104.A.kwBarnett,
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Corp
All
present
stockholders
of
each
of
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hold
8
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visual,averGeorgia-Alabama
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Corp.
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Covkw aural,
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stock
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E.
Page
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and
ington,
C.
Milwee,
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M.
age
terrain
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ft.
(above
ground
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noin R.oneE. except
R. E.andPage
holds
stock Carlton
and Hazel
C. Davies.
Transfer
ft.).
Estimated
construction
cost$100,000,
$314,Page
Corp.
not
in
Georgiais
to
effect
settlement
of
estate;
no
722.14,
first
year
operating
cost
Alabama
Bcstg. Corp.
Georgia- monetary
consideration
transfer
revenue
$100,000. principally
Mr. Barnet,in since
Alabama
Corp. Five
stockholders,
merely
carries
terms since
of willGranted
of Mr. land
1947, and
oil producer,
Midwho
each Bcstg.
holdto 400
Covington
Jr.,out deceased.
counties,
sell interest
R. E.shares
Page (20%),
Corp. will
for April
9.
consulting Upton
geologist.
He hasTexas;
100% also,
in$108
per
share
or
$43,200
per
stockWCOV-AM-FM
Montgomery,
Ala.—
terest
in
numerous
oil
leases
as
proholder,
total Corp.
of $216,000.
Principals
assignment
from from
ducer 10%a** tova^°us.
ranging
in R. E.forPage
(transferee)
are:GrantedNational
Bank ofof license
Montgomery
50% in interests
joint adventures
President
A. H. ChapmanPage(0.06%);
Vice tors
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Prior toU. 1947
he wasof
President
of estate
of G Bcstg
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Jr., involving
petroleum Oilleases.
engineer
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(33.27%); ViceWyline
President AnnieChapman
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& Gas for
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(33
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*Xof
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same
as
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percentage
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News,
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above
ft. (above
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is to effect
set- height
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Estimated303 construction
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of
estate;
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concost
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first
year
operating
cost
sinceoftransfer
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out terms
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licensee revenue
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Newport
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National Covington
license from
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and Margaret
Lexington
Park,
Lewis,
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executors
of
estate
of
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W.
jr.,
1370
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kw Md.-Fulton
D. Estimated
conApril
9 Decisions . . .
CovingtonInc. Jr.,Principals
deceased,of Dallas
to Dallas
struction
cost
first$52,500.
year operr
Bcstrs.
are
ating
cost
$52,500,
revenue
Mr.
COMMISSION EN BANC same
as
principals
of
Etowah
Bcstrs.
Lewis
is
radio
commentator
and
newsDie, andbe substantially
percentage ofequivalent
ownership
paper
columnist;
also, he Md.
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and
To
Remain
Silent
would
as
operates
farm
at
Hollywood,
KPRS Olathe, Kan.— Granted author- that which they hold in Etowah (see April 10.
ity to remain silent for 90 days from WGWD Gadsden, Ala., above). Trans- Warrensburg Mo —Clinton Bcstg
March
11madein order
that operation.
arrangements
fer is to effect
settlement since
of estate;
no Coconstruction
t 1450 kCj 25'0costw fu'ntime
Estimated
can be arrangements
to resume
In monetary
consideration
transfer
first
event
result in approval
transfer
merely
carries
out deceased.
terms of Granted
will of President
operating ofcostClinton
$36,000,$12,000,
revenue
$48 year
000
ofmustcontrol,
prior
Commission
Mr.
Covington
Jr.,
Bcstg.
is
be secured before station resumes Apri, 9,
Segal, who also is president ofDavidKDASM.
operation. Granted Renewal signment
KCRT Trinidad,
Col.—
Granted
asMalvern,
Ark.
Filed
April
10.
of license from Ernest M. Southbridge, Mass. — James W. Miller
K02XBH,Ohio—Croslev
Bcstg.
Corp..of CinCooper,
d/bR. asMalott
Mel-Bert
Bcstg. Co.,
Hope N.construction
Miller, 970 cost
kc, 1 $11,000,
kw D.
cinnati,
Granted
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exto
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for $20,000.
Mr. and
Estimated
perimental
TVperiod.
broadcast station license Malott
is newspaper
broker
in Kansas
^tnLear^per^f?ns
c?st
$40>°0u, of^X?11}^
for
regular
City,
Mo.
Granted
April
9.
¥50,000.
Mr
Miller
is
owner
J.pro-W.
6 1
_
Miller
Co. (producers
of radio
grams tions)
and
campaigns andfor
radioowner
staand president
50%
ofandOldhousehold
Guilford
Forge
Die.
(metal
goods
furnishings). Mrs. Miller
Pj™» is wife of Mr. Miller and a homemaker.
,
QUffV
Bcstg.
Co., 1330costkc, 1$22,598,
D. Estimated
7(J^m 1t4. ISM I ^ tfOt<M,
FlNeVMwtinsville,
W.kw Va.-Magnolia
construction
year
operating
cost $25,000, revenuefirst$36,000.
Principals are President and Treasurer
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Published
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»
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tenAnother BMl "Pin Up nit — fuonsnea uj i>w
Jshares),
p Beacon
(130 sharcs
out of and150
97% Fairmont,
owner
of W.WWW
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(FM)
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^._T— 7
M~^WT"%^
President
NumaandFabre
Jr. manager
(10 shares),of
/% fl_-B
A%A \W
wJ Ml
\ A tHH
lHH
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president
general
^ A «JT«J ■ " 1 T
\ 1 |BB|
WWW
WJPB (10(FM),
and Secretary
OBm
Joseph and
McQuay
shares),
assistantof
tam
manager
and program
director
wjpb (fm). Filed April s.
and
www
MM
y
Columbia;
—
Dav
V^nrrff Doris
nOil KeCOraS.
UOrib
y HH Lewiston,
Idaho-W.
GordonconstrucAllen,
kc,cost1 kw$7,800,
D. first
Estimated
T-in
„^o1rl TVrra
\\ ^1mm
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year Mr.
operating
tilla T ltZgeraia
uc^a.
CQst
?36
000)
reVenue
$55,000.
Allen
owns 60%
of KGAL
Lebanon,
Ore.,
33%%
of KGAE
Salem,Ore.
Ore.,(CPandonly).
50%
ofFiledKSGA
Redmond,
April 1.

WMOR (FM) STATUS^
Placed in Receivership) '
WMOR (FM) Chicago, owned by
the Metropolitan Radio Corp., was!
placed in receivership last week]
with attorney Arthur Morse by the!
bankruptcy court after petition of
a former employe for unpaid salary. The station, started originally
by
groupthe ofcenter
veterans
has abeen
of a inmaze1949,of
legal and management difficulties
since a large portion of the stock
was
by about
restaurantowner transferred
Dario Toffenetti
three
years ago. Several other claims for
back salaries and unfulfilled con*
tracts have been filed and more reportedly are contemplated.
Station has been off the air since
January, with minor stockholders
charging action was taken without
their proper consent by Chicago
attorney Abraham Teitelbaum, the
largest
stockholder
49%.
understoodsingle
to have
between who
40 andis
Several stockholders are plan
ning an informal meeting with Mr
Morse to discuss the matter ol
assets. Station, located in the 188
W. Randolph St. bldg., is understo d to owe a large sum of money
in rent.
WWXL AUCTIONED
Cecil Roberts Bids $11,000
CECIL Farmington,
W. ROBERTS,Mo., president
KREI
bid $11,000of^°
Thursday afternoon for WWXL
Peoria, 111., which went into bank
ruptcy court last month. The bid
includes the building and equipment, as well as the property lease
The sale becomes eligible for FCC
approval
Aprilto 24theif sale
no creditors
have
objected
price by
that time.
WWXL has been operated since
1947 at 1590 kc as a 1 kw daytimer
owned most recently by Centra
Illinois Radio Corp. It is indebtei
to between 50 and 75 creditorsS5
one attorney said, with preferredE
creditors splitting the sale revenue ^
to date since Jan. 1:
AMWKST-FM
5, FM 3, TVNew0. Castle,
New deletions:
licensefor
Licensee stated
that everyPa.,hour
one weekments asking
station
broadcast
announce-FM
if
audience
wanted
service continued.
Total oflicensee
five letters'
and
weredecided
received,
hencecards
it was
that
there
wassaid,no
interest
in
or
need
for
FM
station.
Deleted April 8.
WFDR asserted
(FM) NewthatYork,
license,deficit
censee
operating
of $10,500 monthly to Dec. 1951, and
$7,000sionmonthly
since
then,
forced
decito discontinue operations. Deleted
April 8.
Looking for Radio &
Television Technicians?
RCA
Institutes,intervals,
Inc., graduates
students
atoperators
regular
as technicians,
and withlaboratory
aids.RadioOur
men
graduate
a
first
class
Telephone personnel
License. Call
on us for your
technical
needs.
Write to: PLACEMENT MANAGER

A RCA INSTITUTES, MC
EHI^HBBI^lHBlHaB^i^Hi^nfiSiBlM
TOTAL deletions of licensed stations
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Radio-TV Report
New York Tragedy
PLANE CRASH
H/THROUGH the alertness and fast work of radio-TV news and special
siievents staffs, crash-conscious New Yorkers were delivered immediate
w reports and prompt pictures of the cargo plane which fell and burned
fein residential Jamaica Saturday, April 5.
word of *
included
networks
theAllevent
in their
regular news a scoop on other broadcasters for
on-the-scene crash coverage. StaNew
local
while
| programs,came up with fullest York
tion reports news was on the air
ioutlets
posminutes after first flash of the
Tsible details and, in some instances, 46
tragedy
came through. First live
Tput special programs on the air.
was aired at 9:16 a.m.
2. WJZ New York, key station of broadcast
WHLI
L. I., was one
A ABC, timed its reports as follows: of the firstHempstead,
the accident,
018:45 a.m. (shortly after the crash), broadcasting toa report
bulletin within five
ftfbrst bulletin; 9:15 a.m., program minutes of the crash. Director of
j 'interruption for first details; 9:45 News Jerry Carr and Director of
for fullerwrapde- Public Affairs Art Patterson went
I■"a.m.,
tails ; interruption
10 a.m., two-minute
to the scene, taped interviews and
-up;
10:28
a.m.,
added
details;
11:01
and broadcast them
a.m., telephoned report from the descriptions
that noon. Additional accounts
scene by Gordon Fraser; 11:49 a.m. were
wrap-up of details; 12:20 p.m., live noon. aired throughout the afterbroadcast from scene by Julian AnSlowed down by the time rethony and Gordon Fraser; 12:30
"[p.m., tails
regular
newscast
with
all
dethen known. At 6 p.m., WJZ
3Ej;produced
a special
15-minute
pro'kpgram including
recorded
interviews
°fand excerpts from earlier on-scene
^broadcasts.
tr WOR New York received first Program: Crossfire; simulcast on ABC
radio and ABC-TV; Wednesday,
iefword
from J. the
sec9:30-10 p.m.
I retary ofto the
Vice event
President
R. PopProducer
and Moderator: Gunnar
pele, Peg Morris, who lives near
Back.
the accident site. Hearing the crash Director:
Milton Komito.
i she telephoned a description to the Panel: Regulars,
Elmer Davis, Bert
station even
b'eforethenewsroom
teleAndrews and Martin Agronsky, and
OMprinters
carried
first bulletin.
a fourth guest member.
J.WOR sent three reporters to the
jJscene andcountsbroadcast
acan hour andeye-witness
a half after
ABC's full-blown excursion into
the accident which took five per- the realm of Washington news
sons' lives. Alert to civic opinion panel programs, for which other
which had urged removal of air- networks already have displayed
ports from residential areas, WOR
relish, invites speculabroadcast a special program at 6 an obvious
tion that someday the number of
p.m. in which a state senator dis- such shows may exceed the dwindling political fraternity of the un'j^cussed
problem.
WKBS theOyster
Bay, L. I., claimed interviewed.
To
be
has twist
embellished
the formatsure,withABCa new
on its
Crossfire, a simulcast offered to
the
works.full ABC radio and TV netThere is a faint suspicion in
this corner,
producers of thishowever,
program that
may thepermit
the vehicle to deviate from its announced purpose and merely serve
as a sounding board for ABC commentators who grace the panel.
"The
program
aimed
bringing prominent ispeople
in theat
news to the listeners and viewers,"
according to ABC. These promi^ Reasons Why
people are to range the gamut
The foremost national and local ad- of topnent government
officials,
legisvertisers use WEVD year after
lators,
military or public
figures.
year to reach the vast
The
first
two
programs
kicked
I Jewish Market
off with Sen. Richard Russell (D■ of Metropolitan New York Ga.), a Presidential hopeful, and
Sen. James H. Duff (R-Pa.), one
5 1. Top adult programming
of the leaders of the Eisenhowerm
2. Strong audience impact
for-President movement.
3. Inherent listener loyalty
0
4. Potential buying power
The most immediate reaction to
■ - -- Send for a copy of
Crossfire may be summed up in
this
fashion:
S
"WHO'S WHO ON WEVD"
Since thetablished
panelobservers
members
Henry Greenfield, Managing Director
in theirare ownesright, with news shows of their
00
WEVD 117-119 West 46th St.,
own, the temptation is overriding
New York 19
to ramble on with their own views.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

quired to develop film, TV outlets
nevertheless made high-speed deliveries to New York viewers: Lester Mannix, cameraman for WPIX
(TV), utesreached
scenesoseven
after the thecrash
that minhis
first film was processed and ready
to go on the air at 11:15 a.m., although the station did not start
its broadcast day until 12:38 p.m.
Two special WPIX telecasts were
devoted to the aviation accident at
2 and 4:45 p.m.
CBS-TV, covering the disaster
only first
locallystills
through
WCBS-TV,
had
its
on at
11:59 a.m.,
more
at
1:15
p.m.,
and
a
sevenminute film at 3:11 p.m.
Telenews
Productions'
man Skip Lambert,
hired toCamerareport
for work the following Monday,
was driving with his wife near the
scene when the crash occurred.
While his wife gave Telenews a
running account from a drugstore
phone booth, Mr. Lambert shot his
first films for the company which

had them processed and shipped to
evening.
subscribers for showing that
NBC was only company to give
TV network coverage, with an onscene report plus a 15-minute film
telecast
at 3:30
p.m.prior
Don plane
Goddard, who
covered
crashes in Elizabeth, N. J., headed
the mobile mentators
unitfrom crew.
Two were
comNBC radio
reportedly the first radio reporters
on the scene and taped interviews
and descriptions for network
broadcasts at noon and 6 p.m.

ABS IMPROVEMENTS
To Cosr Over $100,000
PLANS calling for improvement
expenditures of over $100,000 for
three Alaska Broadcasting System
stations — KFRB Fairbanks, KINY
Juneau and KTKN Ketchikan —
were revealed last week by William J. Wagner, ABS president.
Plans include acquisition of a
building in Seattle, Wash., Mr.
Wagner stated, adding that work
will begin as soon as approval is
received,
to be completed by next
o q s
fall. Additions in equipment, and
erection
of
larger control towers
Within the limitations of a 30among improvements scheduled.
minute segment, this defeats the are
Subject
to
FCC
KFRB
avowed purpose. As a result, Cross- will change from approval,
1290 to 790 kc,
fire's
interviewee
finds
himself
too
with
KINY
moving
from
1460
to
frequently out of line of fire.
kc, position vacated by KFRB ;
An example of this time-con- 1290
insuming meandering was exhibited and KTKN
crease from 1iskwseeking
fulltimepower
to 5 kw
day
and
1
kw
night.
by
Mr.
Agronsky,
whose
"question"
is paraphrased here:
Senator, there's
been a lot night
of talk
after
when that
the famous
PresidentSaturday
announced he—
would not be a candidate — there was
some speculation on the possibility
of a Democratic ticket with Gov.
ST in
(Adlai) Stevenson as President and
CHATTANOOGA
you asstandvice
president.
...
I
underthat you and the governor are
in the morning
what might be called kin folks down
south. . . . Now, how would you feel
about that possibility, accepting the
vice presidential candidacy with Gov.
Stevenson
as the Presidential candidate?
Sen. Russell, more to the point,
replied
simply:the "My
friendsof are
ND in
talking about
possibility
me
as President and Gov. Stevenson
CHATTANOOGA
as Invicethepresident."
first two programs Sen.
in the evening
Russell and Governor Duff both
found themselves on the sidelines
at times. At the close of the program, both took advantage of the
"turnabout" twist and, in summing up the questions, revealed the
very
weaknesstheofpanel
Crossfire
— thatto
rd in the nation
of permitting
members
edge out important issues.
of all ABC HooperThe question also arises as to
crated stations in
whether such a format may be effectively adapted for simulcast,
A.M. share of
since there is no attempt to identify the participants after the program gets underway.
Yet, despite these criticisms,
Source: March, April, May— Hooper
Crossfire is in its way an intelligently differentidea.
approach
the
news conference
With atomore
WDEF
properly directed aim and the reCHATTANOOGA
straint of distinguished commen1370 M.KC Parham,
• 5000 WATTS
Carter
President
tators, it could prove stimulating
and news-worthy
fare
in
this
Presidential election year.
Represented by BRANHAM
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TV, MOVIE EXTRA PLAYERS
UNDER NEW GUILD PACT
AFFECTING some 3,500 film extras and retroactive to last Oct. 25, wage increases and improved working conditions granting new basic
contract worked out between Screen Extras
Guild and Assn. of Motion Picture Producers,
subject to Wage Stabilization Board approval.
Covering television as well as motion pictures,
new contract increases general extra rate from
$15.56 to $18.50 per day, stand-ins from $13.90
extras, dancers, skaters, swimto $17,mers,dress
riders and special ability extras, from
S22.23 to $25; amputees (new classification)
S35; comparable increases in other classifications.
Agreement also increases auto allowance
set at
from $5 to $7.50, wardrobe allowance Carfare
$5 maximum.
$2.50 per change
allowance
increasedwithfrom 50 cents to $1.25.
Running to Jan. 2, 1958
both SEG and producers have right to reopen contract at start
of 1954 and 1956 if cost of living index rises
5% or more above Oct. 15, 1951 figure, SEG
has right to reopen contract for negotiation on
wage rates only. Guild agreed to cooperate
in averting wild-cat: work stoppage by players
in meeting ofproducer's
cooperation
pledgedregarding
and
military
photographing
problems
personnel. New contract also provides producers carry at least $20,000 insurance on
each employed extra player traveling by air
and that joint standing committee be created
on safety and sanitation to check equipment,
wardrobe, etc.
FM-AM PROMOTION DRIVE
IN NEW YORK STATE
FIRST extension of FM promotion campaign
beyond original three test areas— North Carolina, District of Columbia and Wisconsin — will
be New York State drive starting May 12, according to John H. Smith Jr., NARTB FM
director. New York City is not included in
plan.
Because some areas in state do not have full
FM programming, emphasis will include AM
and FM both according to service available.
Committee structure includes H. S. Brown,
Rural Radio Network, broadcast chairman;
Glenn Sprague. WHAM Rochester, vice chairman; Frank Kelly. WBEN Buffalo, western
chairman; Russell Wilde, WFLY (FM) Troy,
eastern chairman. Distributor structure includes Ted Pierson, Onondago Supply Co.,
Syracuse, chairman; Harold Kelley, General
Electric Supply Co., Buffalo, western vice
chairman; C. J. Ward, Crosley Distributing
Co., Albany, eastern vice chairman.
THEATRE TV DELAY
THEATRE TV hearings were postponed indefinitely last week by FCC, "because of the
pressure
of other
business."MayHearings
had
been
scheduled
to commence
5, following
several postponements. Last week's notice said
that FCC will announce new date "as soon as
possible."
TWO NAMED Y&R VPs
ALEXANDER KROLL, account executive for
Kent cigarets and Statler Hotels, and Frank
L. Henderson, merchandising executive, Young
& Rubicam, N. Y., have been appointed vice
presidents of agency.
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WATCH IT GROW
DAILY progress of garden planted outside of Milwaukee's Radio City to be
telecast by WTMJ-TV, from planting in
April to frost in autumn. Gordon Thomas
will direct daily excursions of viewers.
Milwaukee County agents as well as
guests from U. S. Dept. of Agriculture
and U. of Wisconsin will take part in
project and appear on weekly roundup
programs.
or shine. Daily telecasts planned, rain
IT&T NET INCOME
REACHES RECORD LEVEL
CONSOLIDATED net income for International Telephone & Telegraph Corp., New York,
during
1951 was
highest inaccording
organization's
31year history,
$17,992,314,
to annual
report
Harrison.issued Friday by President William H.
Net,mostwhich
exceeded
previouson year's
by al$2% million,
was based
gross income
of $297,952,113 as compared with $253,136,029
for 1950. Net earnings equaled $2.60 per share
on 6,918,895 shares of outstanding stock. Net
income of combined telephone and radio operating facilities was $2,988,451 from gross of
$33,357,442, generally higher than in 1950
when net was $1,901,089 on gross of $29,754,906.
Commercial radio equipment orders during
1951 were mainly for microwave radio links,
medium-haul carrier equipment and voice-frequency telegraph equipment, it was reported,
with about 1,000 miles of microwave equipment
— 20% of that ordered— installed. TV picture
tube sales increased. Inventories of Capehart
TV sets were lowered to point where "new and
improved line will soon be in production."
FLORIDA CITRUS RENEWAL
PARTICIPATION by Florida Citrus Commis ion in NBC-TV Today four more weeks
beginning nounced
AprilFriday.14,Commercials
at cost of $42,000,
anwill stress
grapefruit and oranges in 3-2 ratio. John F.
Forshew, Lakeland, Fla., manager of J. Walter
Thompson Co., said program is "a very outstanding buyFunds
at the for
present
time."comeIt isfrom
viewed
in 30 cities.
renewal
additional state advertising tax income as result
of increased citrus crop estimates.
ABC GETS NEW LOAN
ABC has borrowed additional $500,000 under
bank credit arrangement providing for loans
up to total of $3.8 million, Stock Exchange
records showed Friday. Loan, made as of
March 10 and put into working capital, brings
to $2 million amount borrowed under that
credit (with Bankers Trust Co., N. Y.) and
raises outstanding long-term debt to approximately debt to approximately $11 million, including $784,820 in installments due this year.
TONI RENEWS SERIAL
TONI Co., division of Gillette Safety Razor
Co., Chicago, renews This Is Nora Drake on
CBS Radio (Mon.-Wed.-Fri., 2:30-2:45 p.m.)
for 52 weeks, effective May 5. Agency: Foote,
Cone & Belding, Chicago.

PEOPLE...
ROBERT S. WOOD, recently news division
manager of WOR New York and before that
with CBS in New York and Washington, named
deputy director of Radio-TV Film Division,
Office of Price Stabilization.
LEN MATTHEWS, chief timebuyer at Leo
Burnett Agency, transfers to account staff.
His replacement, effective April 28, will be
Ken Fleming, salesman at George P. Hollingbery station representative firm in same city.
BOB CABITT, promotion and publicity chief,
WORL Boston, to Hoag & Provandie, same
city, as copywriter. Hank Wilayto, Boston
Red Cross disaster service assistant director,
to succeed him at WORL.
JOHN C. APPLETON, Grey Adv., N. Y., to
Ellington & Co., that city, as account executive.
RICHARD C. HUNT, formerly Ruthrauff &
Ryan, Chicago,anan-Thasomas Adv. account
executive,
to BuchCo., Omaha,
as account
consultant on grocery and drug packaged products.
GENERAL MILLS ATTEMPTING
EXTENSION OF RATE-CUTTING
GENERAL MILLS and Knox Reeves Advertising, agency handling its Wheaties advertising, attempting to extend to summer of 1953
wholesale cut-rate announcement purchase
plan introduced this year [B» T.March 10.
Feb. 25]. Agency
letter togranting
stations agency,
asks their
acceptance
of agreement
for
General
Mills,
"first
refusal
for
a
similar
oneminute spot announcement summer campaign
for 1953; such first refusal to run to March
Plan for 1952, reportedly rejected by most
major
daytime stations,
rates for offered
each of one-half
five or 10 ofspotsone-time
daily.
80%
to be broadcast in Class A time. As for
1, 1953."
next year,
says:future
"Naturally,
the
terms
and agency
conditionsletterof any
campaign
would again have to be worked out."
JAHNCKE NAMED TO DIRECT
ABC'S RADIO AND TV
ERNEST LEE JAHNCKE Jr., ABC vice
president for radio network, promoted to vice
president and assistant to President Robert E.
Kintner with responsibility for both radio
and television, effiective immediately, it was
learned Friday. Charles T. Ayres, vice presiradio assales,
advances
to for
Mr. radio
Jahncke's
formerdent forwork.
post
presidentcontinues
AlexanderviceStronach
as netvice
president for TV. Successor to Mr. Ayres as
radio sales head not disclosed.
WICK CRIDER JOINS K&E
WICK CRIDER, vice president in charge of
new program development, BBDO, N. Y., appointed vice president in charge of radio and
television department of Kenyon & Eckhardt.
N. Y., last Friday by William Lewis, president
of agency
April 7).wasMr.with
CriderJ. prior
his
BBDO [B*T,
association
Walterto
Thompson Co.
CBS-TV CLINIC SCHEDULED
SPECIAL clinic on station operation, in view
of FCC's TV thaw, set for Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel, New York, May 1-2, J. L. Van Volkenburg, president, CBS Television Network, announced today. Third in series, clinic expected to draw about 500 top executives of 62
TV and 207 CBS Radio affiliates.
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FORERUNNER...

Forerunner of today's big, efficient outdoor
advertising industry was this scene. Early
in the century advertising posters of various
sizes were displayed on buildings, boards and fenceswherever a suitable surface greeted the bill poster.
About the same time that billboards were becoming
standardized, other media — newspapers, magazines, car cards —
were also burgeoning with advertising as manufacturers
sought more and better ways to reach the public.
Then came radio . . . and advertisers quickly took advantage of
l^V^Vv^'|y'j\ "

th'S nCWwithme^'um
enarj,led tnern t0 reacn millions of people simultaneously
sound tnat
selling.
Now television has added sight to sound . . . and again advertisers were quick to
capitalize on the added impact this newest medium affords them.
In WLW-Land, these two media— WLW Radio and WLW-Television— used in combination,
offer advertisers the most efficient and economical way to
reach more people more often and more effectively.
WLW

THE

NATION'S

STATION

AND

ITS

TV SERVICE

30

ca*tdU& , , , <ute fan ev&icf yean o£ tadia &i4to>iy

Back on April 13, 1922, a few hundred persons in Chicago heard a new voice in their earphones. Itwas a new radio station, destined to become the leader in Midwest radio . . .
destined to pioneer in programming and sales techniques which have become standards of
the industry.
Those first few hundred persons in a single area of Chicago have grown to a family of
millions in five states — the hub of the thriving Middle West. These millions long ago
learned to rely on WMAQ for the newest and the best in home entertainment.
Advertisers, too, long ago learned that products and services find a host of willing buyers
when advertised by Station WMAQ and its crew of favorite personalities.
These 30 years of know-how and listener acceptance are ready to work for YOU and your
product or service. Ask your WMAQ or NBC Spot salesman for the complete story.
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(A statement of policy and an expression of thanks)
WWL thanks BROADCASTING & TELECASTING for their kind
comment on our plans in their editorial of January 21, 1952.
New Orleans, a city of 600,000, is like other large communities. There
is an urgent need for additional television service — to give the audience achoice of programs and the advertisers a choice of stations.
WWL believes that additional stations should be established as soon
as possible with a minimum of bickering and few, if any, hearings.
WWL filed a television application with the FCC on March 3, 1948,
and on February 17, 1950, tendered an amendment to specify
Channel 4.
WWL will adhere to its request for Channel 4. WWL will file no lastminute amendments and will not try to outguess any other applicant.
WWL believes that in this manner the expansion of television service to the people can be hastened.

NEW
ORLEANS
CBS Radio Affiliate
A DEPARTMENT

OF

LOYOLA

UNIVERSITY • REPRESENTED
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FCC 74219
52-294
Before the
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
Washington 25, D. C.
In the Matters of
)
Docket Nos. 8736 and 8975
Amendment
of
Section
3.606
of
the
Commission's
Rules
and
Regulations
Amendment Standards
of the Commission's
Regulations
and
Docket No. 9175
Engineering
Concerning Rules,
the Television
Broadcast
Service.
Utilization of Frequencies in the Band 470 to 890 Mcs. for
Docket No. 8976
Television Broadcasting.
SIXTH REPORT AND ORDER
By the Commission (Commissioner Bartley not participating; Commissioner Webster concurring; Commissioner Hennock concurring in part and dissenting in part; and Commissioner Jones dissenting.)
Adopted: April 11, 1952.
Released: April 14, 1952.
THE PROCEEDINGS
dix A were based; Appendix C conproposed
These proceedings were insta- revision tainedofthe Commission's
its Table of television
ted on May 6, 1948, by a "Notice channel assignments throughout the
Proposed
Rule
Making"
(FCC
United
States
and
the
Territories;
1569) designed to amend the
D contained illustrable of television channel assign- and Appendix
assignments
for Canada,
Mexnts
for the3.606
United
set
icotive
and Cuba
indicating
the manner
in Section
of theStates,
Rules and
in which it might be necessary to
gulations of this Commission, take
into account the use of chanfiring
the pursuant
hearing held
by Nothe
nels by these countries.
ommission
to this
4. In September
1949, the onComce, evidence was introduced which
mission began its hearings
the
idicated the necessity for a re- color television
issues
progion
of
the
Commission's
Rules,
ceeding and its First inandthisSecond
I egulations and Standards with re- Color Reports
on Sepject to thebroadcast
technical service.
phases of the
tember 1, 1950wereandissued
October
11,
ilevision
respectively
(FCC
50-1064
and
! 2. On September 30, 1948, the 1950,
FCC
50-1224).
jmmission issued a Report and
5. Subsequently, on October 16,
rder (FCC 48-2182), commonly re- 1950,
the Commission began hearrred
to as
ingtiesthe whotestimony
interested pargeneral,
this the
Order"freeze
providedorder",
that
had filedof comments
connew
or
pending
applications
for
cerning the general issues set forth
; construction of new television
in
Appendices
A
and
B
of
the
Nojoadcast stations would be acted
tice of July
11, 1949.
These until
ex|on
by thepending
Commission;
and that
tensive hearings
continued
!w and
applications
for
January
31,
1951,
when
the
Comedification
of
existing
authorimission recessed in order to study
itions would be considered on a
record and determine whether
tse-to-case basis with action the
proceed with the hearings
tereon depending on the extent to iton should
Appendices C and D in the light
hich the requested modification
I fected the issues in the television of the evidence adduced on the
roceeding. In adopting the "freeze general issues.
6. On March 22, 1951, the Comj,'der",
Commission
pointed
out
(at a the
national
television
assignmission issued its "Third Notice
ent plan and the Commission's of Further Proposed Rule Making"
jIules,
Regulations
and
Standards
(FCC
51-244).
1 In Appendices
ust be based upon, and must re- and B of the
the Com-A
mis ion setThird
forth Notice,
its conclusions
set,
the
best
available
engineering
formation. It was noted that the
hearing record develi tmmission could not continue to based opedon withtherespect
to the general
at the
ake assignments under the ex- issues. The Commission
ling Table since the evidence pre- same time afforded interested parties the opportunity to object to
jpted at the hearing raised serious the conclusions
in Appendices A
the validity
Ijestions
bases concerning
upon which
the Tableof
as constructed. The Commission and B by filing statements of obited that the granting of addi- jections.
7. Appendices C and D of the
'■|ould
ttiai make
television authorizations
contained a new prore- Third Notice
posed Table of television channel
gions in themoreTabledifficult
made anynecesassignments
for
the United States
ry by subsequent changes in the and the Territories
and new illufiles and Standards.
strative
assignments
3. The current phase of the tele- and Mexico. PursuantfortoCanada
parasion proceeding was initiated on
graph 12 of this Notice, parties
lly 11, 1949, by the issuance were permitted
to
file
comments
I the Commission's "Notice of and oppositions to such comments
I irther Proposed Rule Making" as might be filed by other persons
to the proposals in
'CC 49-948).
j Jtice
were four Attached
appendices:to" this
Ap- with respectC and
D.
1 ndix A set forth the Commis- Appendices
8.
On
June
21, 1951, the Com>n's Rules,
proposals
to amend andits Engitelemission
issued
its
sion
Regulations
(FCC 51-640) in the"Third
above Report"
entitled
ering Standards: Appendix B set proceedings.
In this Report, the
rth the methods and assumptions
whichvalues
the specified
Commission's
fig- 1 Hereinafter referred to as the "Third
eson and
in AppenNotice."
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Commission decided that it could
position with respect to Appendices C and
of the Appendices
Third Nonot, at that time, take action to
tice
deviatesD from
effect a partial lifting of the
A and B, a sworn statement or
"freeze." On July 12, 1951, the
exhibit inconsistent with ApCommission issued its "Fourth Rependices A and B may be filed
and Order"
(FCC 51-693)
which port
allocated
to television
broadpursuant
to paragraph
5 aboveis
if such statement
or exhibit
casting the frequency band 470-500
inconsistent with Appendices A
Mcs. On July 25, 1951, the Comand B only to the extent that
mission adopted its "Fifth Report
the comment or opposition is
and Order" (FCC 51-752) amendinconsistent
with Appendices
ing its "freezeonorder"
to permit
consideration
a case-to-case
basis of censees
applications
by
existing
liand permittees for special
11.
Upon
of the the
enrecordB."inconsideration
this proceeding,
A tireand
temporary authority to increase Commission
now in a position to
power within certain defined limits. issue a final isReport
with respect to
9. sion
On issued
Julyan25,Order
1951, (FCC
the Commis51-739) the matters covered by Appendices
cancelling the oral hearings which A, B, C, and D of the Third Notice.
were scheduled to take place pur- GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
suant to the Third Notice. 2 This
Order provided all parties with an SUPPORTING THE ADOPTION
OF A TABLE OF ASSIGNMENTS
opportunity
to file
ments or exhibits
fullysworn
settingstateout
FOR THE TELEVISION
their position in support of the
SERVICE
pleadings they had filed. In addithe close of the War
parties statements
were permitted
to sub- in 12.1945,Toward
mittion,sworn
or exhibits
when it appeared that the
directedhibitsagainst
statements
or
exemergence
of
television as a
offered by other parties and
broadcasting service was
to file briefs with respect to any regular
imminent,
the
Commission
conmatter of factTheor Commission
law raised by also
the
ducted a rule making proceeding
evidence.
(Docket
6780)
resulting
in
the
provided
presentations
ofStandards,
the existing
television
addition tofortheoral
submission
of swornin adoption
Rules
and
including
the
statements or exhibits with respect
present
TableTableof which
Assignments.
earlier
employs 3
to any issue which in the Commis- This
has growth
served
sion'sfactorily
judgmentconsidered
couldandnotdisposed
be satis-of VHF
as a frequencies
framework only,
for the
without oral presentation.
thus far of the television service.
10. The Order of July 25, 1951, It has been urged in this proceedalso provided:
ing thatabandon
as a matter
policy of4 wea
the ofconcept
"In view of the fact that the should
nationwide
table
of
channel
issues
raised
by
Appendices
A
and B of the Third Notice of
ments and permit applicantsassignfrom
Further Proposed Rule Making any community to apply for the
use
of
any
channels
provided
cer(FCC
51-244)
are
interrelated
tain general engineering criteria
with those raised by the issues
to be determined in the remain- were tiomet.
Upon
careful
consideran of the record in this proceeding
ing portion of these proceedings,
and in order to permit parties we are convinced that the public
to make a full presentation of interest requires
our continued
adto the concept
of a table
their cases, the Commission has of channelherence assignments
the mosta
decided not to finalize Appen- effective method for asassuring
dices A and B at this time. How- fair distribution of television servever, sworn statements or exice throughout this country.
hibits filed pursuant to parag
r
a
p
h
5
above
must
be
c.onsist3
In
FM also the Commission decided
ent with Appendices A and B,
with the following express ex- that the
tions couldoptimum
best be distribution
accomplishedof bysta-a
ception: Ifa comment or op- Table of Assignments.
4 The Commission has already deterin its Memorandum
Opinion
2cancellation
The procedural
steps leading to the
13,mined 1951
(FCCto 51-709)
that
it has.of'a
of the
are July
legal
prescribe
described in the
Orderoralof hearings
July 25, 1951
Table authority
of Assignments
as part such
of its;
Rules.
(FCC 51-739).
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13. The Communications Act of
1934, among
other things, ofestablishes as a responsibility
the
Commission
the
available to all people "making
of the United
States, an efficient, nationwide,
radioeffectuation
service," of(Section
1), and
the
the distribution
of radio facilities in such a manner
that the result is fair, efficient and
equitable
otherwise
in the pub-of
lic interestandfrom
the standpoint
the listening and viewing public of
the United States (Sections 303 and
307b). Our conclusion that these
standards can best be achieved by
the adoption of a Table of Assignments is based upon three compelling considerations: A Table of
Assignments makes for the most
efficient technical use of the relalimitedthenumber
of channels
availabletivelyfor
television
service.
It protects the interests of the
public residing in smaller cities and
rural areas more adequately than
any other system for distribution
of service and affords the most effective mechanism for providing
for non-commercial educational
television. It permits the elimination of certain
proceduralwithdisadvantages in connection
the
processing of applications which
would otherwise unduly delay the
overall availability of television to
the
people. below.
Each of these factors
is discussed
14. One of the principal reasons
for an ments
engineered
incorporatedTable
into ofourAssignRules
is that it permits a substantially
more efficient use of the available
spectrum. Itmatically,is onceclear
that, mathea fixed
station
separation
has
been
agreed
upon,
the maximum number of stations
which can be accommodated on any
given channel becomes fixed. In
practice this theoretical maximum
cannot be achieved since the location of cities capable of supporting
such stations will not follow any
such regular pattern of location.
But an Assignment Table drawn
upon an examination of the country
as a whole can confidently be expected to more closely approximate
the mathematical optimum, than
would assignments of stations
based upon the fortuitous determinations of individual applicants
interested solely in the coverage
possibilities in a particular community iri-espectiveon ofthethepossibility
effect of
such assignments
of making assignments in other
communities. We are convinced
that only through an engineered
Table of Assignments can areas
receiving no service or inadequate
service be kept to a minimum.
15. In our opinion there is an
equally significant reason why a
Table of Assignments should be
established in our Rules. For while
the record in this proceeding demonstrates that the desire for broadcasting service from local stations,
reflecting local needs and interests
is widespread, experience has
shown that many of the communities which cannot now support
television stations but would eventual y be able to do so, will in the
absence of a fixed reservation of
channels for their use, find that
available frequencies have been
preempted. The same is true with
respect to the establishment of
any significant number of noncommercial educational stations.
Page 4 • April 14, 1952 Part II

It might, of course, be possible to
achieve these results by allocating
a large block of frequencies for
these smaller cities and non-commercial educational television withouttionspecifying
the assignment
locaof
particular
channels.
But
we are convinced
that
this could
only be done at the expense of unnecessarily reducing
the totalto number of channels
available
meet
other television needs.
16. A further consideration compels us to adopt the Table. When
we resume the processing of applications for television stations,
we expect to have on file an exceedingly
numberin theof applications. We findlarge that
absence
of a fixed Assignment Table it
would be unduly complex — and perhaps impossible — to decide all conflicting demands among communities in individual licensing proceedings. Once it is recognized that
these conflicting
demands
inter elated, itbecomes
apparentare that
they can most satisfactorily be
decided in one hearing. Moreover,
a question is raised in view of the
decision of the Supreme Court in
Ashbacker Radio Cor]}, v. Federal
Communications Commission, 326
U. S. 327, whether it would not be
necessary
a matter
law orto
decide all asthese
cases inof one
several very large proceedings.
Accordingly, we find that the determination ofthe questions
ing to the equitable
distributionrelat-of
facilities among the cities and
statesing suchin asonewe rule
proceedhavemaking
here conducted
was conducive to the best dispatch
of our business, satisfied the ends
of justice and was required in the
public interest.
17. It is contended that the
establishment of a Table of Assignments such as has been adopted
herein does not provide sufficient
flexibility in the assignment of
channels as to enable us to recognize economic, geographic, population and other
pertinent and
differences
between
communities
areas.
This is in effect an argument that
a Tablesiblyofachieve
Assignments
cannotarepos-as
results which
much in the public interest, convenience and necessity, or as "fair,
efficient andplication"equitable"
asmethod
the "ap-of
or "demand" But
assigning channels.
it has
not been in any wise demonstrated
by
anyone
making
this
contention
that the end result of the claimed
"flexibility" for the "application"
or "demand"channels
methodthroughout
of assigning
television
the
country will be a more fair, or more
equitable, or a more efficient assignment of television facilities
throughout the country. Indeed,
it is almost self evident that assignments made upon method
the "application"sarilyorleads
"demand"
to results which donecesnot
adequately reflect on a nationwide
basis significant comparative needs
as well as differences among communities throughout the country.
We find no merit in the contention
that by the adoption of a Table
we have generally or specifically
disregarded any pertinent public
interest factors. We have given
partiessentacomments
full opportunity
preand evidenceto with
respect both to the basic principles
and standards underlying the Table
and with respect to proposed assignments for specific communities.
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Particularly, where parties did not
think our proposed assignments
were fair or equitable, or where
they felt that we have improperly
assigned channels to individual
communities,
they haveto been
afforded an opportunity
their contentions
in this establish
hearing.
All these objections and the
relevant comments and evidence
have been most carefully considered
in
connection with our decision
herein.
18. In view of the foregoing, we
find that the public interest requires the establishment
of Assignments
such asofwea Table
have
adopted herein.
THE CHANNELS
Use of the VHF
19.nel 1 inSince
of Chan1948 thethe deletion
Commission
has
allocated 12 channels, Channels
2-13 in the 54-216 Mc. band, for use
by the television broadcast servThe Commission's
Notice ice.proposed
to continue Third
this
allocation.
20. Two parties filed comments
pursuant to Paragraph 11 of the
Third Notice objecting to the fact
that thevidedCommission
not proadditional VHFhas channels.
Allen B. DuMont Laboratories,
Inc.," onobjects
that no finding
was
made
the feasibility
of allocating 1 ornels.more
VHF objects
chanA. Earl additional
Cullum, Jr.,
that an additional television channel was not allocated in the frequency range from 72 to 78 Mcs.
21. In order to allocate additional VHF channels to the television service, it would be necessary to delete
one
or more
of the frequencies
other radio from
services
which have been allocated frequencies in this portion
the ra-is
dio spectrum.
While ofthere
testimony in the record as to the
possibility and alleged desirability
of such a reallocation of frequencies, this proceeding has included
no issue or proposal by the Commis ion or the parties for the reallocation of specific frequencies nor
any evidence evaluating the comparative needs of the various radio
services for the pertinent VHF frequencies. Accordingly, this proceeding affords no basis for a decision withdrawing frequencies from
other services (both government
and non-government) for the purpose of creating
television
channels. additional VHF
Utilization of the Entire UHF
Television Allocation
22. In mission
the stated
ThirdwithNotice,
respectthe toComthe
utilization of the UHF bands:0
B. Utilization of entire UHF
band. In its Notice of Further
Proposed Rule Making, issued
on July
11, 1949,
the Commission proposed
to assign
forty-

two
through6-megacycle
55) in the channels
lower portii('
of the UHF band for commerc
television broadcasting.
Commission proposed to assi
32 of the above UHF chann
for
metropolitan
static
and usethe byremaining
10 chann
for
use
by
community
statioi
During the hearings conduct
by
Commission
to thethe general
issues with
in therespper
ing television proceedings, tes
mony
was
presented ofwhit
favored
the allocation
entire UHF
band for co
mercial television broadcasth
Although some testimony xi
presented which favored the
location of a portion of the UI
band at this time pending t
acquisition of additional da
greater support was given
the
proposal
assign UHF
televisiba
channels
in theto entire
for immediate use. It was urgL
that a need existed for ad
tional commercial televis
channels; that such an alio
tion would encourage devel
ments in UHF equipment; £
that due to problems not pre
ously considered, i.e., oscilla
radiation, intermodulation,
age
etc.,to m<p:
channelsinterference,
were necessary
vide an adequate number
usable channels. Some tes
mony that
was the
presented
to the
feet
allocation
of
lower portion of the UHF ba
was
preferable
because
coverage and equipment betp
formance
could
expec'
there. On the
otherbehand,
th :
was testimony to the effect tl
differences would not be app
ciable
throughout
UHF band.
In any the
event,ent
effect of such differences
the optimum utilization of
band are likely to be small,
cordingly,
the Commission
concluded that
allocation of
entire UHF band for televis!
broadcasting on a regular ba
would result in the maxim
utilization of television chann
in the United States and wo
be in the public interest.
23. Comments in support of
aboveAmerican
proposal Broadcasting
have been filedCc
the
pany
and
RCA-NBC.
The grb>
demand for television service
by
commercial
and
non-commerc
educational interests evidenced
the portion of the proceeding de
ing
with Appendices
C andsuppo,D
the Third
Notice clearly
the use at this time of the ent
UHF television allocation for rF
ular television operations. No
jection to the proposal was fil
Accordingly,
the Commission
herewith
finalizing
the allocat '
of the entire UHF television hi
for use at this time by televis
on a regular basis
The undecided
Commission's
Third 1
tice24.left
the manner
which
the
band
470
to
500 M
5proceedings
In 1948 during
the
first
part
of
these
suggested
a means would be allocated. At that
ti
of obtaining DuMont
additional
VHF channels
the
Commission
had
not
yet
det
bySincethe DuMont
use of government
frequencies
did
not
refer
to
this
mined
whether
that
band
sho
in the Notice,
commentno filed
pursuant
toproposal
the Third
conbe allocated
to carrier
multi-chani
sSeeiderationalso
isbeingParagraph
given further
to that
procommon
mol
posal.
4
ofMakthe broadband
radio service or to television bro
Noticeing issued
of Further
Proposed
Rule
July 11, 1949, in this proceed- casting. In the Fourth Rep
ing (FCC 49-948).
and Order in these proceedi
ctheThefrequency
UHF bandrange
is defined
to include
(FCC 51-693)
the Commission
300
Mc.-3000
Mc.
located
the 470-500
Mc. b
Television
is allocated
Mcs.
the
UHF band
betweenthat470portion
and 890of for television broadcasting. 1
grounds for its decision are
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forth fully in the Fourth Report use of flexibility channels for experimentation in stratovision and
and Order.mis ion is now
Accordingly,
the Comin atheposition
As has been pointed
make available for
televisionto polycasting.
out
in
another
portion
this filed
Rebroadcast service 70 UHF channels
port no comments
have ofbeen
(Channels 14 through 83), located pursuant to Paragraph 11 of the
between 470-890 Mc.
Third Notice with further reference to thecasting.stratovision
poly25. Statements were filed by
Several of the or
parties
Mercer Broadcasting Company, however, have
made proposals for
Trenton,
New
Jersey;
Lehigh
Valof Channels 66-83 in a
ley Television, Inc., Allentown, the use other
than that provided
Pennsylvania; Radio Wisconsin, manner
in the Third Notice. Objection
Inc., Madison, Wisconsin; and for
been
made
proposal
Presque Isle Broadcasting Co., has
the Commissionto the
to set
aside
Erie, Pennsylvania, contending, of
some of the UHF for use as flexiamong other
things,
that
all
combility channels and parties have
mercial television stations should
be assigned to the UHF band. requested that the Commission at
The statements allege that many this time assign all of the channels
of the economic and competitive in the ties.
UHF to specific are
communimade.
problems
which broadcasting
would arise will
be- First, thatTwo arguments
certain
specific
cause television
munities have present need ofcom-an
be expanded into the UHF portion
of the spectrum would be obviated assignmenttablished ifthat
esuse isonly
madecanof beChanif no commercial television broad66-83
for
specific
assignments.
casting were permitted in the The nels
other contention is that if all
VHF. These objections, however,
of the 782-890 Mc. band is not fully
do not monypoint
out
any
specific
testiassigned
or evidence to support the use will beat this
madetimeof an
the inefficient
channels
large
scale reallocations
re- available in this
band.
assignments
which would and
thereby
28. At the outset it should be
be required nor do they make any
concrete proposal. We are not, pointed out that the provision for
moreover, convinced that an ade- flexibility channels (Channels 66quate showing has been made that
in the Third Notice was itself
sufficient spectrum space would be 83)
a reservation,
although
a spereservation
for not
particular
provided
for
an
adequate
nationwide television service if only the cities orcificcommunities,
made
to asUHF
of the spectrum
sure that channels will be available
allocatedportion
for commercial
televisionis for cities
and communities not
broadcasting.
Accordingly, television
we have otherwise provided for on Channels
decided that commercial
2-65 of the Table of Assignments,
operations should be provided for particularly
the smaller cities and
in both bands
of
the
spectrum
alcommunities
of the country. Clearlocated for television broadcastly,
the
Commission
ing.
some of the spectrum should
allocatedleaveto
television
unassigned.
For
while the
. The Use of Channels 66-83
Commission may, upon the basis
(782-890 Mc.)
of the evidence, viewed in the light
26. In making up the Table of
with broadcastAssignments proposed in the Third of itsing-,experience
reasonableinprovision
for
the various
Notice the Commission made spe- televisionmake facilities
cific assignments to particular communities of the country, it cancities and communities only on
not predict with complete accuracy
I . Channels 2 through 65. Channels every community in which there
may
eventually develop demand for
HW 66flexibility
to 78 orchannels
83 7 were anddesignated
as
no specific television.
Accordingly,
deassignments
to
individual
cities
leave
a portionit ofis the
or communities were made on these spectrumsirable to allocated
to
television
channels. It was provided in the unassigned.
Third Notice that persons desiring
29. We therefore adhere to our
to file an application for a station proposal in the Third Notice that
in a community which (1) is not the
whole
of the spectrum
listed in the Table of Assignments
cated to television
should notallo-be
and (2) is not eligible for an as- assigned at this time to specific
signment, without the necessity of cities or communities. As a matrule making proceedings, might
ter of fact, it is clear from infile an application for a station on
spection ofthe Table
adopted herethat possible
assignments
have
one of the flexibility channels with- not in been
on Channels 2-65
out further rule making. It was as well as made
on
Channels
66-83.
We
provided, however, that stations on recognize, however, that need may
flexibility channels could not be ap- exist at this time for the assignplied for, in this manner, in any
ment of additional channels to incommunity assigned a channel in
dividual cities and communities
the Table or which was otherwise even though
they have already
been
assigned
in the
)ti "'eligible
for
such
an
assignment
without further rule making under Table. Therefore,channels
where a request
has been made for the assignment
the 15 mile rule."
27. In addition to the use of flexi- of a channel to an individual combility channels as set forth above,
munity, we have whether
on a case-to-case
the Third Notice provided for the basis considered
such an
assignment
should
be made in the
7still
The under
use of consideration
the 470-500 Mc.at band
was
Table
of
Assignments.
We
wish
the time
of the issuance of the Third Notice.
to point out, however, that the
8 The Third
Notice, as amended by FCC 0 Communications Measurements Labo51-410,
provided:
nc., New York;Kentucky;
Radio Ken"A
channel
assigned toTable
a community
tucky,ratInc.,ories, ILouisville,
Rain the vision
Commission's
of availTeledio Virginia,
Inc., Richmond, Virginia,
Assignments
shall
be
and
Kingston
Broadcasting
Corporaable,
without
the
necessity
of
rule
tion,
Kingston,
New
York,
all
have
making proceedings,
to any within
other filed
objectionsassignwhichall ofrequest
that the
community
which is located
Commission
the UHF
15 miles
community
allocated
to usetelevision
and
leavebandno
and
whichof hasthe noassigned
assignment
of its channels
for
as
flexibility
channels.
own provided
minimum separaproposed bethatmadechannels
in the
tions set forth thein Paragraphs
E and DuMont
782-890by Mc.
use
any band
applicant. available for
r G herein are maintained."
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Commission must act carefully in
signed for such purpose. Accordconsidering
nities thatassignments
already haveto commuassigning isingly,
madewhere inan a appropriate
rule making showproments, particularly on Channels
c
e
d
i
n
g
,
a
s
indicated
assignments in the Table willabove,
be made
for
66-83. The number of assignments
that can physically be made on non-commercial educational staChannels
66-83,
particularly
in
tions
where
the
community
inareas where cities are located close
volved does not have an educational
reservation
and
no
non-comtogether, iscordingly, itindeed
limited.
Acmercial educational station is in
must be clearly and
affirmatively demonstrated that a
channel from the group 66-83
THE
EDUCATIONAL
should be assigned at this time to
RESERVATION
a community
whichbefore
has weassignments in the Table
will operation.
33. Section
of Appendix A
11 VINotice
contained a
make an additional assignment to of the Third
the community. The portion of statement that as a matter of
this spectrum left unassigned is policy certain assignments in the
intended to be used primarily in VHF and UHF would be reserved
cities and communities without any for the exclusive use of non-comassignments in the Table and in
mercial television has
stations.
ful consideration
been Caregiven
situationsmercialwhere
non-comeducationaleither
or commercial
to
the
exceptions
taken
to this
assignments
are not
communities listed
in theincluded
Table. in policy proposal in comments filed
several 11parties
12 pursuant
to
30. In view of the comments that by
Paragraph
of the
For the reasons
set Third
forth Notice.
below,
have been filed and upon considera- the
Commission has concluded that
tion of the whole record, we bedoes support its prohowever,66-83we toshould
per- the record
posal 13and it is hereby adopted in
mitlieve,
channels
be usednotsolely
the public interest as the decision
on the basis
of
the
filing
of
an
application but should rather require of the Commission.
applicants to secure an assignment
34. The only comments directed
in the Table by rule making before against
the proposal Paragraph
which fulfill11
the application for a station will be the requirements
considered. By doing so we are in of the Third Noticeof are
those filed
a positionficiencyto involved
minimize
inef- by NARTB-TV and Allen B. Duin the any
proposal
Mont Laboratories, Inc. The others
made iningly, ithe
Accord- do not specify their objections nor
n the Third
Rules Notice.10
we have adopted
do they cite the evidence on which
herein, visionnostationapplication
for
a teleare inbased.
It is
will be considered
by their
difficultobjections
to ascertain
some cases
the Commission if the channel re- whether
the
objection
is
in
uested is notcommunity
listed as involved
an assign-in based upon the view that there fact
is a
ment to qthe
failure of the record to support the
the Table of Assignments.
or upon some other gen31. The cational
JointTelevision
Committee
on Edusuggested
in a proposal
eral disagreement with the procomment that the proposal with
posal.
the comrespect to flexibility channels be
ments filedSince,
withhowever,
NARTB-TV
and
modified so as to permit an educa- DuMonttions to the
clearly
cover
all
the
proposal
made
byobjecany
tional institution to make application for a non-commercial educational television station on Chan- 11 In recognition of the fact that the
in anyhas community
portionsprimarily
of the for
spectrum
which nelsno 66-83
channel
been reservedin unassigned
are being
reserved
cities
communities
without assignments
for such a station. The same pro- and
or without
any non-commercial
educa-we
t
i
o
n
a
l
o
r
commercial
assignments,
posal
has
been
made
for
similar
reasons by the Board of Regents of have below provided an exception to
the University of the State of New the general
yearof Assignments,
ban on amend-so
ment of the one
Table
York, field,
the Public
Schools,
petitions
toandamend
be considered
acted the
on inTable
this will
one
Massachsetts,
Gary SpringPublic that
Schools, Gary, Indiana, Utah State
petitionwhere
(1) for
aas been
channel
noTableasasAgricultural College, Logan, Utah, year periodsisiggnnmmeenntt ohfupon
made
in
the
the State of New Jersey, and the to a community, and the community is
not
eligible
for
an
assignment
under
Connecticut
State
Board
of
Eduthe 15 mile rule (2)educational
for assignmentchannel
of a
cation. The effect of this proposal non-commercial
such assignment
underin the
the
would
be to onpermit
Channels 66-83
Table ofnoAssignments
is available
to be used
an application
basis where
involved or channel
(3) for assignfor non-commercial educational community
ment of a commercial
to any
community
listed assignment
in the Table has
to which
purposes not only in cities which no
commercial
been
are not
assigned
a television
nel under
the Table,
but alsochan-in made.
cities with commercial assignments B.12 These
parties
are:
NARTB-TV,
Allen
DuMont Inc.,
Laboratories,
Inc., Radio
but which
not haveNo anoneeducaCapitol Broadcasting
tionaldoreservation.
has Kentucky,
Co., andmentsThe
Tribune
Co.challenged
Some comwere
filed
which
the
objected to these proposals.
of the Commission
underchanthe
32. We recognize that cities power
Communications
Act to reserve
nelstionsfor havethisbeen
purpose.
which do not have educational
disposedSuchof contenby the
reservations or a non-commercial ofCommission's
Opinion
July 13,objected
1951Memorandum
(FCCto the
51-709).
Other
educational station in operation comments
reservation
should have an opportunity to use of a channel
in
a
given
community.
These
objections
have
been
considered
portion of this Report. The
any portion of the spectrum unas- in another
Committee
on Educational
Television filed comments
support
the
10 The manner in which Channels 66-83 Joint
educational
reservation,ininstitutions,
as did ofmany
may
be
assigned
is
already
determined
educational
and
and limited to a substantial degree by individual
other
civic
non-profit
organizations.
the assignments
the Table together
with
the minimumin assignment
spacing 13 Communications Measurements Laboratories, Inc. has taken issue with the
requirements
adoptedthatherein.
Whatever
the
inefficiency
may
remain,
we believe that the flexibility retained use of thescribingword
"nationwide"
in dethe reservation
of channels
by leaving
some
of
the
television
specthis purpose.
proposalAlthough
is selftrumsirablunassigned
is necessary
andprovide- for
explanatory
in thisTherespect.
e
i
n
order
that
adequate
channels
have been
reserved throughsion canassignments
be made for
out the nation,
the reservation
not
without
in thesmaller
Table cities
and
apart
anyon single
channel basis.
ordoesgroup
toof the
provide
of channels
a nationwide
Table.for some future adjustment set
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educational agencie
regard to the desire, ability and commercial
qualifications of the educational in aural broadcasting, and thei
plans
and
abilities
to meet thecostinj ior
organizationscommercial
to construct
a
noneducational station, or stallation and programming
of television, can lead only to th
the competing
commercial
interconclusion that waste of limitei
estsvision
whichservice
desire
to bring
to the
public.tele-In spectrum space through non-usag
will result from the reservation o c
preparing
a
proposed
Assignment
Table for the entire nation which channels for non-commercial eduj
would provide the framework for cational stations. To whateve
the growth of television for many extent the position taken in thes
years to come, we could not limit exceptions is that any immediat
non-use
of channel
space availabl
our perspective
to immediate
de- for
mand for educational
stations
television
constitutes
a wast
under circumstances where all com- of channels the Commission canno
munities did not have an appor- agree. The basic nature of a res
tunity to give full consideration to ervation in itself implies some non
the possibilities of television for use : to attribute waste of spectrun ta:
educational
purposes Moreover,
and to mobithe Commission's
proposal
con ^
lize their resources.
eviT tocerning
the use of certain
channel:
dence oftionalspecific
for educanon-commercial
educational
television demand
was submitted
for by
tions without attributing itsta1*t<
several communities in the general those
assignments in the Table foi 'B
phase of the hearing, and in addi- used
which ismay
not b<! uf
some time,
misleading
tionmatethere
presented
an esti- smallerfor cities,
of thewasnumber
of channels
The very
purpose
of the channel
Assign
required
for
this
purpose
for
one
ment
Table
is
to
reserve
section of the country based upon for the communities there listec
the size
variouseducational
communi- to forestall a haphazard, inefficien
ties and oftheirthegeneral
or inequitable
tele
requirements. We do not think it vision
service indistribution
the United ofStates!^
unreasonable to believe that gen- throughout
the
many
years
tc |r(
eral principles
Moreover, as pointed out ir
be derived
from ofsuchassignment
evidence, may
and come.
another
portion
of
this
Report,
the
that such principles may validly whole of the Table of Assignments
the reservations of chanj
be applied
ities, for theto comparable
purposes of commundrawing including
for , usestations
by non-commercia
up a nationwide assignment plan. nels
educational
is subject t(
alteration
in
appropriate rul
See, e.g.,
The
New
England
Divisions
Case,
261
U.
S.
184,
197-199
making
proceedings
in
the future; jUl
(1923).
any assignment,
40. Moreover, the Third Notice and
educational
reservation whether
or not, majar! mla|
be modified if it appears in the pub ^
providedcificforreservations
the contesting
spe- lie
interest to do so.
in anyof community. The Assignment Table
43. We do not believe that
adopted below has been prepared order
to support our decision t(
after consideration of the specific
channels for
non-com
evidence in support of, as well as reserve educational
stations
it v.
in objection to, specific proposed mercial
necessary
that
we
be
able
to fine
reservations
and
after
consideraon
the
basis
of
the
record
before
us
tion of the overall needs of all
communities for television service. in the general phase of the hearing
that
the
educational
communit
41. The great preponderance of of the United States has demon p
evidence
presented
the Commiscollectively or indi
sion has been
to the toeffect
that the strated either
that it is financially quali
actual process of formulating plans vidually
fied
at
this
time
to operate
and of enacting necessary legisla- vision stations. One
of the tele
rea
tioncingor ofavailable
makingis one
adequate
finansons
for
having
the
reservation
which will that the Commission recognizesi;
generally
more time
educational require
organizations
than for
for that it is of the utmost importance
commercial interests. The record to this nation that a reasonable
does,
of
course,
show
that
there
are
opportunity
educationa
institutions beto afforded
use television
as £
some educational institutions which non-commercial
educational medi
are nowvision
ready
to
apply
for
telebroadcasting licenses, but um, and that at the same time i1
this in no wise detracts from the will generally take the educationa
unavoidable conclusion that the community longer to prepare foi
the operation of its own television [jf
great tions
massmust move
of educational
institumore slowly
and stations than it would for some \
overcome hurdles not present for commercial broadcasters. This ap-jj
commercial broadcasters, and that proach is exactly the same as thai
to insure an extensive, rather than underlying the Assignment Tableas a whole, channels
since reservations
a sparsement ofand
haphazardtelevision,
develop- commercial
have beerjoi
educational
in
many
smaller
communis
channels must be reserved by the made
Commission at this time. There ties to insure that they not be;
from ever having tele
is moreover, abundant testimony foreclosed
in the record that the very fact of vision stations.
reserving channels would speed the
44. Although the record in th<
development
educational
vision. It wasofpointed
out thattele-it general phase of the proceeding;
does not contain any detailed show-1 rej
isconstruct
much easier
for
those
seeking
to
educational television ing onthata community-by-communitj1
the educational organiza pai
stations to raise funds and get basis
tions have made detailed investiga
tion
to
Comments
and
Proposal:
other
necessary
support
if
the
Other Parties, has submitted the results channels are definitely available, tion of the costs incident to th<
upon bears
this quesand operation of tele
tion. Insofarwhich
as thebearsurvey
upon
"called
Of this
number, allorganizations
but five wereor ofanya survey
if it is problematical whether construction
stations and of the exacl
by
educational
specific
reservation,
DuMont
had than
a channel may be procured at all. vision
testified
in
their
own
behalf
in
support
sources
from
which such funds
the
opportunity
to
present
it
in
the
porof the tionposition
by such organization ofpendixtheC. The
hearing
dealing
with
Ap42. With regard to possible could be derived in the near future
favorquestion.
oftaken
an affirmative
resoluThirdthe
Notice
was
not waste
of
the
reserved
channels
by
nevertheless,
the
record, as a whole
tion osnesses
finthe
Two
other
witintended
to
permit
filing
of
new
on subject
the matters
which were
were in but
favordiffered
of the with
principle
it isincontended
evi- does indicate that educationa
of reservations
wit- material
alreadyMontthe
of hearing.
Du- non-use,dence offered
the generalthat
portion
organizations
in
most communities
nesses
presented
on
behalf
of
educahad
an
opportunity
to
present
groups withof reservation.
respect to the man- this
evidence in the general of the hearing, concerning the where reservation has finally beei
ner andtionalextent
phase type
of theof proceeding.
record of performance of non- made will actually seek the neces
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of the other parties, a discussion
of their exceptions will cover those
of the other parties, and it will
not be necessary to determine
whether the latter comments must
be rejected for failure to comply
with
11 of the
the provisions
Third Notice.of Paragraph
35. In view of the rather comprehensive and detailed exceptions
taken to Section VI of Appendix
A it isturenecessary
the naand extent toof review
the Commission's
proposal
in
the
Third
Notice.by
An
hearingon was
the extensive
Commission
the held
issue:
whether television channels should
be reserved for the exclusive use
of non-commercial
stations. A total ofeducational
76 witnesses
testified
on
this
issue.
11
Among
the
subjects upon which the proponents
of reservation presented evidence
were: the potential of educational
television both for in-school and
adult education, and as an alternative to commercial programthe history
of education's
use of ming;
other
broadcast
media and
of visual aids to education; the
possibility of immediate or future
utilization of television channels by
public and private educational
organizations and the methods
whereby such utilization could be
effectuated; the type of program
material which could be presented
over non-commercial television stations; the history of and prospects
for educational
organizations'
securing broadcast
opportunities
from commercial
broadcasters;
and
the number of channels, both UHF
and VHF, which would be required
to satisfy the needs of education
throughout
country.
witnesses whothe
opposed
the The
principle
of reservation, contending that it
was unlikely that educators would
make sufficient use of the reserved
channels to warrant withholding
them
fromthecommercial
and that
best resultsapplicants,
could be
achieved by cooperation between
educational groups and commercial
broadcasters, testified principally
about the past record of educators
in broadcasting, the cost of a television station,
and broadcasters
cooperation and
between
commercial
educational institutions.
36. On the basis of the record
thus compiled,
concluded, as set the
forthCommission
in the Third
Notice, that there is a need for
non-commercial educational television stations; that because educational institutions require more
time to prepare for television than
commercial interests, a reservation
of channels is necessary to insure
that such stations come into existence; that such reservations should
not be for an excessively long
period and should be surveyed from
time tothetime;
that UHF
channels
both
VHFand and
bandsin
should be reserved in accordance
with the method there set forth.
37. It has been contended that
the record in this proceeding fails
to support
the Commission's
proal in three
that
it has posnot
been basic
shownrespects;
that educational organizations will, in fact,
require a longer period of time

to prepare to apply for television
stations than commercial broadcasters; that it should have been
found that the reservation of channels for this purpose will result in
a waste of valuable frequency
space because of non-usage and because of the limited audience appeal that educational stations will
have; and that no feasible plan
for stable utilization of channels
by educational institutions has been
advanced, particularly with respect
to the problem of licensee responsibility.
38. None of the commenting
parties have contended that the
record has failed to support the
findings of the Commission in the
Third Notice that, basedsuchon stations
the imcan makeportantin contributions
the education of the
in-school and adult public, there is
a need for non-commercial educational stations. The objections to
the
Commission's
therefore,
refer to proposal
the desiremust,
and
the ability, as evidenced in the
record, mof
the educational
comunity to construct
and operate
such record
stations.shows
15 Wetheconclude
the
desire that
and
ability ofstantial
education
a sub-of
contributiontotomake
the use
television. There is much evidence
in theties ofrecord
concerning
the activi-in
educational
organizations
AM and FM broadcasting. It is
true and was to be expected that
education has not utilized these
media to the full extent that comterms
of numbermercialofbroadcasters
stationshave,
and innumber
of hours of operation. However, it
has
also been shown
that many
the educational
institutions
whichof
are engaged in aural broadcasting
are doing an outstanding job in
the presentation of high quality
programming,
and have
been And
getting excellent public
response.
most important in this connection,
ittelevision
is agreedforthateducation
the potential
is muchof
greater and more readily apparent
than that of aural broadcasting,
and that the interest of the educational community in the field is
much greater than it was in aural
broadcasting.
justification for an Further,
educationalthe station
should not, in our view, turn simply
on account of audience size. The
public
will clearly
served ifinterest
these stations
are usedbe
to contribute significantly to the
educational process of the nation.
The type of programs which have
been broadcast by educational
organizations,
and can
those and
whichwould
the
record indicates
be televised
by
educators,
will
provide a valuable complement to
commercial programming.
39. We do not think there is
merit in the contention that the
record, with respect to the general
phase portof thethegeneral
hearing,principle
does not ofsup-a
reservation of channels for educaas set itoutdoesin not
the
Third tional
Noticepurposesbecause
contain detailed information with

time to time. Moresuj ijary
in- period over,from
the presentation of a comfo crestedfunds.
persons Furthermore,
have had an opschedule of programs
le £ iportunity to present evidence in comprising prehensive
a number of courses
Cl!" the
portion
the hearings city-by-city
as to whether
such offunds
will and subjects which are designed
^ be sought or will become available for various age and interest groups
require large periods of the
lsaE-in specific communities. It will may
day which would be difrV admittedly be a difficult and time broadcast
ficult if not impossible
eM consuming process in most in- on commercial
stations. to obtain
e,,'r5tances, but the likelihood of ulti47. Another alternative was proMl"I mate
to thesuccess,
publicandof thetheimportance
objective
posed by Senator Edwin C. Johnson of Colorado. This proposal is
'^
sought,
warrants
the
action
taken.
'^* was
Severalindicated
educational
institutions,
it
elaborated
in the Senator's stateon the record as ment:
"It
is
mypeatedly sbelief
have re'p
early
as
the
general
portion
of
the
aid that astheI CommisMt hearing, had applied for television
sion could and should impose a
'""J
stations.
The
amounts
of
money
condition on all television licenC0ltl spent by other public and private
ses that a certain amount of time
!lf] educational groups in aural broadbe
made available for educa;ti pastingtion ofindicates
that
the
acquisisufficient funds for teletional purposes in the public in™ "vision would not be an insurmountterest as a sustaining feature.
In this manner, television can
:.'I'1able obstacle. It has been shown,
become
available for educational
"?-for example, that considerable
work now without saddling
'^j'sums have already been spent on
schools
with the enormous burM'jvisual isaids
to aeducation.
n'vision
clearly
fertile fieldTelefor
den and expense of constructH1 endowment, and it seems probable
ing
and
operating
a non-commercial educational station.
... It
- that sufficient funds can be raised
is
my
considered
that
^jiboth through this method and
the Commission canopinion
best serve
f'!'
through
the
usual
sources
of
funds
Wfor
public and
education
the public interest and at the
Wto enable
the private
construction
and
same time extend extremely
profitable assistance to the eduoperation of stations.
many non-commercial
1I'I't3 educational
As concerns
cational processes of this counflKthe costs of operation there is the
imposing license
a condition
eachtry bytelevision
issuedin
J'1
possibility
of
cooperative
programwhich would require the availa"'ming and financing among several
ability of appropriate time for
""educational
in large
a; communities.organizations
The record indicates
48.educational
It must bepurposes."
remembered that
ia!;that educational institutions will
fl|« unite tioninof non-commercial
the construction educational
and opera- the provision for non-commercial
educational television stations does
jl television stations. Such coopera- not relieve commercial licensees
tive effort will, of course, help to from their duty to carry programs
,nH(make such stations economically which
fulfill the educational needs
((feasible. The fact that somewhat and serve
the educational interests
in, ,novel problems may arise with re- of the community in which they
us;, spect to the selection and designa- operate. This obligation applies
tion of licensees in this field does with equal force to all commercial
or not a nonjtjHBiot — as some have contended — con- licensees whether
educational channel has
)„'{[,
stitute
a valid
argument reservaagainst been reservedcommercial
in
their
community,
jjjil
the
concept
of
educational
jjii]tions.
and similarly will obtain in comwhere non-commercial
Ie«| 45. Several alternative methods educationalmunities
stations will be in
|sisi for
tion utilizing
have beentelevision
presentedin toeducathe
:e: s Commission, but we do not think operation.
Aside from the question of
iticthat any of them is satisfactory. the49.legal
basis of a Rule which
would
accomplish Senator John|Be.i'One
proposal
is
to
utilize
a
microwave relay or wired circuit system
proposal,be the
Commissionto
si of television for in-school educa- feels itson's
would
impracticable
iiiiittional
appearsfor that
a ruletelevision
requiringlicensee
that
i the costprograms.
of a wired Itcircuit
the promulgate
each commercial
1a i schools in larger cities might be devote a specified amount of time
on- prohibitive; but the determinative to educational programs. A proper
determination as to the appropriate
on .objection to such a proposal is that amount
of time to be set aside
wjit
wouldofignore
very significant
is
to so many different
pawttt
'{aspects
educational
television,
is clear from the record that an and subject
complex factors, difficult to
determine
in
advance, that the pospart of will
the educator's
eraM Important
effort in television
be in the
sibility ofsuch a rule is most quesa field of adult education in the home,
tionable. Thus, the number of stations in the community, the total
liji-as
wellprograms
as the provision
of after
w school
for children.
hours operated by each station,
the number of educational institu\fthat46. theThesolution
NARTB-TV
contended
lay in the
volunin the community, the size
Jfl; tary cooperation of educators and of thetions community,
and countless
[<>jcommercial broadcasters in the other factors, each of which will
^ presentation of educational pro- vary from community to commung grams on commercial facilities.
nity, would make any uniform rule
'■''We conclude, however, that this applicable to all TV stations uni sort of voluntary cooperation canrealistic. Al things considered, it
lf" not be expected to accomplish all
to us that the reservation
V the important objectives of educa- appears
of channels for non-commercial
j.,jtional television. In order for an educational stations, together with
eL educational program to achieve its continued adherence by commerfs;purpose it is necessary that broadcial stations to the mandate of
a i cast time be available for educa- serving the educational needs of
:. tors on a regular basis. An audi- the community, is the best method
" ence cannot be built up if educators of achieving the aims of educational television.
5 'rare forced to shift their broadcast
BROADCASTING
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WhoNon-Commercial
May Be LicensedEducational
To Operate the Commission authorize ". . .
commercial operation on the channels reserved
educational
Stations.
stitutions to anforamount
equal in-to
50. While the Third Notice did
not specify who would be eligible 50%
of
the
broadcast
day."
appearsin from
the evidence
thatIt
to owncial and
operatestation,
a non-commerfunds
the amount
of $350,000
educational
the
Comto the ofUni-a
mission has in the past restricted are presentlyfor theavailable
construction
the ownership and operation of televisionversitystation,
but that no funds
such stations
to
non-profit
educaare available for the operation of
tional organizations.
a station. Accordingly, the
51. The United States Confer- such
that the Comence of Mayors and the Municipal Universitymissionrequests
permit educational instituBroadcasting System, City of New
tions
to
use
the
reserved
assignYork, ments
haveproposed
in that
appropriate
ments to operate stations on a
eligibilitycom-be limited commercial
non-profit
basis.
extended to any municipality op- It is urged that if its request
erating educational institutions. is granted the following objectives
The Municipal Broadcasting Sys- will be attained:
temtious
statesmanagement
that a of
"more
expediA. More educational institueducational
tions will be in a position
television in the City of New York
to construct and operate
from an administration standtelevision
stations throughpoint"
would resulta iftelevision
it were pertions;fitout ofthethe
country
benemit ed to operate
stapublicto the
at
large
without materially
affecting
tion. It further
stated that
the Municipal
Broadcasting
System"if
the
strictly
commercial
stais eligiblecilities,tothe station
operatecantelevision
fabe utilized
B.
Educational
television
staby alltionsofover which
the educational
institutions will be able, through
it has jurisdiction,
income received from comrather than having responsibility
mercial programs to better
for the operation placed in a parprogram their stations; and
C. That the commercial proticular school."
52. The
Commission is of the
grams televised will break
opinion that in any community
the monotony of continuous
where an independent educational
educational subjects so as
agency is constituted, and is elitoattract
permitand the
hold stations
audiences.to
under
Commission's rules
to applygible cational
for the
a non-commercial
55. A similar proposal, that the
television
station, there eduare Commission
extend the reservano compelling reasons for extendtion to include
ing eligibility
to municipal
authori-by
stitutions whichallare educational
operated onin-a
ties. The continued
operation
non-profit
basis,
is
made(WMUU)
by the
the Board of Education of the City Bob Jones University
of New York commercial
since educational
1939 ofStation
non- Greenville, South Carolina.
The
Jones University argues that
WNYE indicates
that nobarriers
insur- Bob
". . . the reservation of the privmountable administrative
ilege of a commercial
income comexist which would preclude the
mensurate with the operating
exBoard of Education as a potential
pense of the educational station
licensee in the television field. Sim- . . ." will
result
in
the
encourageilarly,
there
is
no
evidence
to
inment and aid to television broadthe ofBoard
of Educacasting by educational institutions.
tion ofdicate
the thatCity
New York,
now
56.. KFRU, Inc., Columbia, Miseligible under the present rules,
souri, opposed the request of the
would
give
less
access
to
other
educational institutions were it the University
of Missouri.KFRU
In it'sstates
reply
the University,
licensee of a television station than to
that itposed
has reservation
no objection
to the 8prowould
the
Municipal
Broadcastingof Channel
for
System
were
it
eligible
and
granted
education purposes
a license. It should be noted that non-commercial
in Columbia, Missouri. However, it
in
any
community
the
municipal
authorities, or any other group, opposes the request of the Universitytion foron the
partial
commercial
opera-an
can take the initiative in constitutgrounds
that such
ing a consolidated television auoperation
would
give
the
educathoritynicipal
which would
represent
mueducational institutions,
tional institution unfair competitive advantages over a commercial
private universities and other licensee.
organizations
concerned
with
education.
57. It is our view that the re53. The Commission has, howf the University of Missouri
ever, established in its Rules an and thequest oBob
Jones University must
be denied. In the Third Notice we
exception
providing
that
where
a
municipality
no independently
constituted has
educational
entity stated:
In general, the
nonwhich would be eligible under the
commercialneed
educationalfortelevirules, the municipality in such case
sion stations was based upon the
will be eligiblecommercial
to apply
for
a
nonimportant contributions which
educational station.
non-commercial educational teleThis exception is designed solely
sion stations can make in eduto meet those situations where the
cating thelevels
people— and
both also
in school
municipal authorities do not dele—
at all
the
gate educational authority but readult
public.
The
need
for such
serve to themselves the managestations
was
justified
upon
the
ment of the municipal educational
high quality
type ofbe programming
which
would
available
system.
Partial Commercial Operation By
on such stations — programming
Educational Stations
of an entirely different character
from
that available on most
54. In its comments the Univercommercial stations.
sity of Missouri10 requests that A grant of the requests of the
16 See the discussion, elsewhere in this University of Missouri and Bob
Report,
Missouri.of the assignments in Columbia, Jones University for partial comApril 14, 1952 Part II Final TV Report • Page 7

mercial
operation
by educational
institutions
would tend
to vitiate
the differences between commercial
operation cational
and operation.
non-commercial
eduIt is recognized
that the type of operation proposed
by these Universities may be accomplished binstitutions
ythe licensing
of comeducational
in theservice.
mercial
television broadcast
But in our view achievement of the
objectivetionalforreservations
which have
specialbeeneducaestablished— i.e., the establishment of
a genuinely educational type of
service — would not be furthered by
permitting educational institutions
to operate in substantially the same
manner as commercial applicants
though they may choose to call it
limited commercial non-profit operation.
58. The Joint Committee on Educational Television suggests in its
final brief that, in communities
where only one VHF channel is
assigned,served forand
channel is reuse bythata non-commercial
educational
station,
the non-commercial educational station
should
be allowed to broadcast programs
which at present are available only
from commercial network services.
This
exception
would apply
such time
as a commercial
GradeuntilA
service is available in the area.
On January
10, 1952,
Replyby
and59.Motion
to Strike
was afiled
Peoria Broadcasting Company,
Rock Island Broadcasting Company
and
News-Gazette,
Inc.,
with Champaign
respect to the
above described
proposal of the Joint Committee.
On January
25, 1952,wasa filed
response
the
Joint Motions
by theto
JCET. In view of the fact that the
proposalmittee made
by the Joint
was not previously
raisedCom-in
any of its prior pleadings, the
Motion to Strike is granted and the
proposal
is being given no further
consideration.
The Use Of commercial
The Educational
VHF Television
For Non60.ticeTheproposed
Commission's
Thirdof Noto reserve one
the
assigned
channelstelevision
for non-commercial educational
use in all
communities having a total of three
or more assignments (whether
VHF or UHF). Where a community
had fewer than three assignments
noin those
reservation
as proposed
communities
which except
were
designated as primarily educational
centers, where reservations were
made although only one or two
channels were assigned. Except for
educational centers, a UHF channel
was
in those
whereproposed
there were
fewercommunities
than three
VHF assignments. In 26 of the 46
educational centers, the Commisproposed
to reserveuse.a InVHF23
channelsion for
educational
of these 26 centers a VHF educational reservation was proposed
where only one VHF channel was
assigned
to the VHF
community.
three or more
channelsWhere
were
assigned to a community, a VHF
channelservedwas
proposed
to
be
reexcept in those communities
where all VHF assignments had
been previously licensed. In those
cases, the reservation of a UHF
channel was proposed.
61. The Joint Committee on Educational Television in its comment
has proposed
that a VHF reservation for non-commercial
educational institutions in place of a
UHF reservation be considered in
communities with less than three
VHF assignments. On the other
hand, some parties have argued
Page 8 • April 14, 1952 Part II

that no assignments in the VHF
be set aside as educational reservaThe Commission's
Third
Notice tions.
stated
that the proposed
reserveations were not final and
that consideration would be given
to
any specific
looking
toward
additionsproposal
or deletions.
After examining the comments and
evidence filed pursuant to the Third
Notice,
remains
the view thethatCommission
the bases upon
whichof
it determined the apportionment of
non-commercial educational assignments by communities are generally sound and should be continued.
However, in particular cases the
Commission
concludes
that from
the evidence warrants
deviations
the
proposals in the Third Notice, for
the reasons stated in the city-bycity portion of this Report.
62. The cational
JointTelevision
Committee
on Edualso proposes
that the Commission should specificallyterest istate
educationalfromins notthat
to bean foreclosed
applying for a VHF channel in the
so-calledassignments
"closed cities"
VHF
havewhere
alreadyall
been made. No properly qualified
applicant is ever precluded from
applyingin theof
broadcast for
field any
on thechannel
expiration
the existing license. Thus, whether
educational interests seek a commercial or non-commercial television operation, they are, just as
other applicants, eligible to apply
for licensed channels upon expirationtions
of theinvolved.
license term of the staASSIGNMENT PRINCIPLES
The Basis of the Table of
Assignments
63. In proposing the Table of
Assignment
set out in the Third
Notice
it had the Commission said that
. . . endeavored to meet the twofold objective set forth in Sections 1and 307 (b) of the Communcations
Act service,
of 1934,as tofarpro-as
vide television
possible to all people of the
United States and to provide a
fair, efficient
and equitable
distribution oftelevision
broadcast
stations to the several states
and communities.
In attempting to carry out these
objectives, the Commission set forth
certain principles,
termsTable
of pri-of
orities, underlyingin the
Assignments.17
These
principles
were:
Priority
1: Toservice
provideto allat
least one No.
television
parts of the United States.
Priority No. 2: To provide each
community with at least one
television broadcast station.
Priorityof No.
3: To
choice
at least
two provide
televisiona
services to all parts of the
United States.
Priority No. 4: To provide each
community
with at stations.
least two
television broadcast
Priority No. 5: Any channels
which remain unassigned under
the foregoing priorities will be
assigned munities
to the
dependingvarious
on the comsize
of the population of each community,
the
geographical
location of such community, and the
number of television services
available to such community
17of Forthe aCommission
discussion toof establish
the legala power
Table
of Assignments
suchMemorandum
as we are adoptingion here,
see
the
issued in this proceeding on OpinJuly
13, 1951 (FCC 51-709).
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from television stations located television outlets. It has pr>
vided 1250
at least
one assignment
in other communities.
communities.
(See prio l|on
64. The Commission has reviewed over
ity
2.)
And
it
has
attempt*
the above described principles in where possible to provide
eac
community
with
at
least
the lightdenceofreceived
the incomments
and
evithis proceeding. signments. (See priority 4.)two a
We believe it desirable to state in
68. Examination of the Tab
somewhat comprehensive form the
Assignments makes clear, th;
various factors underlying the es- of
in
seeking to arrive at an equitab
tablishment of the television As- distribution
of assignment
signment Table.
throughout the country, the Con
65. At the outset it should be mission has given consideration 1
clearly understood that no single population as one of the importai
criteria for distribution of assigi
mechanical
formulaof w'as
the construction
the utilized
Table ofin ments. Thus, it will be seen th;
Assignments. With the above for the most part, the followiri
priorities in mind it was necessary table reflects generally the numbe
of assignments made to cities fal
to recognize that geographic, eco- ing
within the indicated populatio
nomic, and population conditions
vary
from
area
to
area
and
even
:
within the boundary of a single groupings
1950
Population
Number c
state; the possibility of assigning
Channels
of CitiesCity)
channels, for example, may differ (Central
and UHF
as between the northern and south(Total
to VH106
ern
segments
or
between
the
eastand above
46 to
ern and western parts of the same 1,000,000
250,000-1,000,000
state. It must be emphasized,
2
to
4
50,000Under 250,000
50,000
therefore, that in establishing the
Table of Assignments it is not There are of course variatiorl
lor 2
possible to follow a mechanical and from this pattern because of tr
rigid application
basic principles or what ofwasthe termed
the many factors and circumstance1
"priorities" in the Third Notice.
that
to be considered
cor'
nectionhad
a finalinofjudj1
66. In establishing a Table of ment
as with
to themaking
exact number
a]
Assignments we were faced at the signments
that
should
be
made
outset with the significant fact that any particular community. Fqfc
we
make all
consideration was give
in thecouldTablenot within
the assignments
VHF. The example,advantages
of VHF channe
intermixture problem resulting tofor theobtaining
wide coverage,
from this situation is discussed be- it was considered
more importai
for each of the several cities in
low. Secondly,
charac- area
teristics inthepropagation
VHF are different
to
have
at
least
in some respects from those in the than for the largest ofonethechann
UHF. Primary consideration was to have the maximum numberciti
given to the fact that the VHF can
indicated. And as a fui|
effectively cover large areas, and channels
example, cutting across t
VHF was used wherever possible ther
criterion
size as
in larger cities since such cities basis for ofthe population
number of channe]
have broad
areas
of
common
inassigned
to
a
particular
city wa
terest. To achieve the benefits of
criterion of insuring an equii
VHF the 12 VHF channels were the
able
distribution
of
facilities
distributed as broadly as possible. the several states. Thus, the Cont
However, conflicting interests had mission has attempted to provid
to be adjusted.
the order
Commis-to at least some VHF channels to ai
sion concluded Thus,
that in
states even though in some case
achieve an equitable distribution of an
might otherwise
facilities, metropolitan centers have assignment
made to a large metre
with their large aggregations of politanbeencenter
in
an
people
should bethanassigned
more ly urbanized state. adjacent higl
VHF channels
communities
69. The Commission also cor
comprising fewer people. At the eluded
that as a further assigr
same time — and this is a basic ele- ment factor
it should provid
ment
in
the
Commission's
assignchannels
for non-commercial
ment plan — the Commission did not cational television
service inedv4
believeceivethat
large
cities
should
recommunities
outside
of metropol
an undue share of the relatively scarce VHF channels; the tan areas designated as "primaril
educational
centers."
Table flwe
have adopted
herein re-of these communities wereCertain
assignej
ects asubstantial
distribution
channel use,
for non-commercif
VHF
assignments
among
educational
whereas the
communities and sparsely smaller
settled one
would otherwise not have been a:
areas.
channel; channel
others over<
67. The Assignment Plan for signed ananyadditional
UHF channels was coordinated ceived
and above the number of channel
with and made complementary to they
would
have
otherwise
the VHF assignment plan. The Moreover, an attempt was receive
i
Commission has always recognized so far as possible to assign made
a VH]|
that even with an extensive scat- channel
to each of these educations!
t
e
r
i
n
g
o
f
VHF
assignments,
the
12
channels available are not sufficient centers for educational use. In a|
to meet the objective of providing have
cases, beenhowever,
made onthethe assignment!
basis of thl
television service to all the people. evidence
in the record relating t|
With the additional UHF channels,
however, the Commission was able the issues presented.
to formulate an assignment plan
70. Allen B. DuMont LaboraJ
that have
the potentiality
of 1ful-of tories, Inc., was the only party if
f
i
l
i
n
g
t
h
e
objective
of
Section
the proceedings
submit a plal
nal
the Communications Act. If all tional
television toassignment
the VHF and UHF channels are
an alternative to that contained
utilized, there should be few, if inas the
Commission's Third NoticJ
many respects
plal
any, people of the United States re- isIn similar
that theof DuMont
the Commiaj
siding
beyond
the
areas
of
television service. (See priorities 1 and sion. Withto very
few
exception!
DuMont and the Commissiol
3.) Moreover, the Table has gone both
make at least one television assigia
far in vidual
fulfilling
the toneeds
indi- ment
communities
obtainof local
to the same communities
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Vloreover, both DuMont and the with respect to a revision of the
Commission
for intermixCommission's
fare
of VHF provide
and UHF
channels DuMont
attemptspriorities.
to show thatRather,
both
n numerous communities. A de- its own assignment plan and the
ailed comparison of the proposed FCC plan seek the same dual objective. DuMont describes this obissignments
iity reveals thecommunity-by-commuimportant fact that
jective, as follows :
ander both the DuMont and the
(1) To provide television servtcjCommission
plan the would
great receive
majorfar United
as possible,
'tatrjfcy
of communities
pleice,ofasthe
States;to allandpeohe identical number of VHF, UHF,
(2)
To
provide
the
to the most people. most services
C r jr VHF and UHF assignments.
71. On the other hand, the Du75. After allegedly showing that
. : ;Mont assignment plan differs from the two plans are alike in objecDuMont attempts to prove
of the respects.
CommissionThein present
several that itstive,plan
(|j„■ chat
important
is superior to that of
lnJ section deals with these differences the Commission in more nearly
;Jin the two plans in so far as they realizing the common objective. DuMont states that both plans meet
Ijfll-soncern
assignments.
Elsewherethe inbasis
the for
Report
are dis- DuMont Principle 1 in that they
;Missed other differences between provide for service to all people of
States. However, DuJJ«e
plan andherein.
the Assign- the United
c mentDuMont
Table adopted
Mont emphasizes that its own plan
is
superior
in
more VHF
DuMont's major
criticism of service to the providing
larger centers, and
jiHFfj
106 ofthe72.Assignments
Commission's
it is therefore more efficient
wasproposed
that it Table
alleg- that
in producing a highly competitive
failed to provide
adequately
2 for theedlycommercial
television
needs network situation than the FCC
tj01,of large cities. In its comment of
76. Columbia Broadcasting Sys• • May 7, 1951, DuMont stated its plan.
in its comment of May
jncij
agreementto with
Priority
but 1951, tem,andInc., later
f0n objected
Priorities
Nos. No.2. 3,1 and
in its evidence presents
views
generally similar to
jD(j|i. DuMont
alleged thatin these
nri- those of DuMont
in respect to the
i{a]i:orities
were unrealistic
that they
providing additional come fr|failed to take adequate account of need for mercial
VHF
stations
in key eco-to
plfhe
need
and
demand
for
services
nomic areas. It calls attention
rivekin large cities; that they failed to
the
need
for
an
additional
assignaneli
recognize
present
and
lone-range
Alsij differences as between VHF and
ment policy of insuring to the maximum
extent
possible
a
competitaipUHF;
and
that
they
were
harmful
tive commercial television service.
n a? to the future of networking. As an
However, CBS does not suggest
alternativeDuMont
to the recommended
Commission's priitfeorities,
the any specific system of priorities
but rather recommends that the
following two priorities:
(a) Provide channels which will Commission's priorities be applied
Specifically,
I permit one service without re- inCBSa "flexible"
urges thatmanner.
an additional
commercial
VHF
channel
should
be as"j.
gard
to
population.
°e'5 (b) Encourage fair economic
s
i
g
n
e
d
t
o
Boston,
Chicago,
and
San
Francisco.
J]
and equitable
operation
ofassigntele'UJ
I ; vision
service
through
77. As set forth above, the Comment to major metropolitan
mission has concluded that larger
yjil service areas of not less than
should be assigned more VHF
)aj6 four VHF channels when tech- cities
channels
than communities comas»£ nically feasible under the proprising fewer people. However, the
Mi; posed standards and with fur- Commission
cannot agree with the
,Jij
distribution in allocation ofin DuMont principle
that an overrid\M ther
relationship
ing and paramount objective of a
communities toin population
the service national
television
assignment plan
,01 areas: provision being: made for should be the assignment
jpju
transfer
of
unused
frequencies
commercial
VHF
stations oftofouras
,uj and adjustment by subsequent many of the major markets
M assignment of specific "flexibilsible. The Commission is asof posthe
'i ity channels."
view that
economicfieldcompet
ition in healthy
the television
will
||ff Mont
73. assignment
A basic objective
of
the
Duplan is to provide exist within the framework of the
'Piinajor metropolitan centers with
Table adopted herein.
4tmultiple VHF stations. In partic- Assignment
Moreover, in the assignment plan
*"iular, DuMont seeks the assignment adopted, the Commission has taken
into account
other the
significant
fac<*f
four VHF
such comtors. For example,
Commission
u »finunities
— an channels
objective todirectly
rein fulfillingof what
it
considers
the
[f; lated to DuMont's contention that mandate
the Communications
''I
this iscompetition.
necessary toBypromote
netan
equitable
distrijjj work
the assignHMerit
of four VHF channels
in the Act to provide
bution of facilities has attempted
channj|h largest
markets,
DuMont
nels to eachat ofleastthe some
states,VHFalthough
that it would
thereby
obtain assumes
an out- toin provide
cases this was done where
[jjlet for its network operations in an some
might otherwise
„!; the most important centers. Con- have assignment
been made to a large metro|Ij trariwise, DuMont fears that if
politan
center
in
an
adjacent state.
| only
one
or
two
VHF
channels
are
assigned in these markets, it would
78. A second policy difference bei be unable to obtain affiliates in
tween the DuMont and Commission assignment plans lies in their
r|I| position
such centers
and would beon inUHF
the contrasting
views with respect to
of
dependence
it outlets. Because of the time reof individual comM. ,quired to develop UHF stations, the importance
munities
having television
ments. The DuMont
view assignis that
ic],lDuMont contends that it would be
J- (placed at a severe competitive han- emphasis should be placed on loassignments,
particuijiMdicap in relation to other networks.
larlycatingVHFthe channels,
so that
the
74. In its sworn statement of
number of people will have
August 17, 1951, DuMont does not largest
television
service
but
not
necesspecifically repeat the recommensarily that theshould
largesthavenumber
dation in its original comments communities
one orof
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more television stations of their
own.18 This view derives from Dupremise large
that populations
the major
cities withMont'stheir
are certain to be able to support
expensive
facilities,
that
smallertelevision
communities
which and
are
within
appropriate
range
cities should obtain serviceof these
from
stations in the large cities, rather
than attempt to support stations
with their
own less substantial economic resources.
79. The Commission, on the other
hand, believes that on the basis
of the Communications Act it must
recognize the importance of making
it possible sigwith
of asfor a any
largetable
number
communities nments to
obtain
televisionof
assignments of their own. In the
Commission's
view as should
many have
communities as possible
the opportunity of enjoying the
advantage that derive from having
local
outletsneeds.
that will
responsive
to local
We bebelieve
with
respect to the economic ability of
the smaller
communities
to
port television stations that itsup-is
not unreasonable to assume that
enterprising
individuals
will come
forward in such
communities
who
will find the means of financing a
television operation. The television
art is relatively new and opportunity undoubtedly exists for initiating various methods of reducing television costs.
80. Another difference in assignment principle as between the
DuMontspect to and
FCC plan liesmade
in re-to
the assignments
the "primarily educational centers."
opposes any educareservation forDuMont
non-commercial
tional television stations and under the DuMont plan all of its
channel assignments would be
available
use.19 With
reference forto commercial
the educational
centers, DuMont does not follow the
Commission's
assignment
principle
of providing in so far as possible
a VHF channel to these communities, which would be reserved for
use
by non-commercial
television
stations. Thuseducational
in 10 of
the educational centers to which
the Commission has assigned a
VHF channel DuMont proposes to
assign a UHF channel.
81. The Commission finds that
the
principles
of assignment
which
DuMont
advocates
are inadequate
in that these principles do not recspecificallyapportionment
the need to pro-of
vide anognize
equitable
channels among the separate states
and communities and they do not
providetionaladequately
the educaneedscenters.
of the for
primarily
educational
82. With respect to the recommendation of CBS that the Commission apply its priorities in a
18 While DuMont as a matter of general
principle takesplan,this DuMont
position inmakes
its own
assignment
least one assignment
to practicallyat
every community
listed
in
the
mission'sThird
Table of Notice.
Assignments Comcontained in the
19 Contrariwise,
the
number
of
commercialisVHF channels
the Commission plan
reduced inbecause
of the
Commission's
policy
of
reserving
one
VHF channel
for
non-commercial
educational television use in every community signments,
having atunless least
three
VHF
asall of theselicensed.
assignments hadprinciple
been previously
While
this
does
not
determine
inshould
whichbe community
made, it isanan assignment
important
factor toparisonbeof theconsidered
any comofin commercial
VHF channels innumber
the DuMont
and the
FCC Assignment Tables.
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flexible manner, the Commission,
as previously indicated, formulated
its Table of Assignments on the
basis ousoffactors
takingand intoobjectives
account and
numerdid
not
apply
the
priorities
in
a
mechanical way. With respectrigid,to
the needs of larger communities
for additional VHF assignments
as setsionforth
believes bythatCBS,
in itsthefinalCommisTable
of Assignments it has provided for
these needs to the extent possible,
consistent
its otherin objectives
and criteriawithviewed
the light
of the record. With respect specifical y to the CBS request for adcommercialBoston,
VHF andassignments iditional
n Chicago,
San
Francisco, these requests are dealt
with in the section of the Report
which discusses
dividual cities. assignments to in83. Whereas both DuMont and
CBS contend that the Commission's priorities do not make adequate provision foraspects
the competitive
and commercial
of television, the ucational
Joint Television
Committee
Edallegeson that
the
Commission's
priorities recogwere
deficient
in not specifically
nizing The
non-commercial
television.
Joint educational
Committee
urges that an additional priority
should be established between Priand Priority No. 4
readingorityasNo. 3follows:
To
provide
a non-commercial
educational television
service to
all parts of the United States by
the
reservation
of
frequencies
for this purpose.
84. It is not clear from the above
statement as to whether or not the
Joint Committee actually is proposing an additional assignment principle. An assignment principle referssionto:channels
(a) thethatnumber
of televiindividual
munities should receive,
and com(b)
whether the channels should be in
the VHF or the UHF band. The
Commission has reserved channels
for non - commercial educational
television use on an extensive basis
throughout the United States, but
not as a principle of assignment.
That is to say, the Commission decidedmunity
first should
thathave
a particular
comthree channels
on the basis of various criteria, and
only
subsequently
decide that
one channel
should didbe itreserved
for
educational use. As discussed previously, in one
main theexception
the
Commission
treated
educational
need as a principle of assignment:
in the special case of the 46 "primarilyfact
educational
centers."an Ineducathis
case, thetional
of being
center influenced
the Commission's decision as to the total
assignments to these communities,
and also
influenced
determina-of
tion as between the its
assignment
VHF and UHF channels. Moreover,
upon request in this proceeding and
ahasproper
the Commission
addedshowing,
an assignment
as an
educational reservation in various
communities even though these assignments had not been made to
the community in the Third Notice.
At anysionevent,
view of ourin decidiscussedinelsewhere
this
Report to avoid any reference to
priorities as such in the Commission's Rules, no further action is
necessary with respect to the request of JCET for an additional
priority.
Prediction of Service Areas and
Interference
85. In the Third Notice the CornPart II Final TV Report • Page 9

mission stated with respect to preference: diction of service areas and interMethods
describing are
service
areas andforinterference
set
forth in Appendix B. The
methods therein described include the propagation of radio
waves through the lower atmosTheseon anpropagation
charts phere
are only.
based
extensive
number of measurements made
at various locations over a long
period of time. It is recognized
that thesefrom
chartstimemay tohavetimeto beas
revised
more measurements are made,
and interested persons are encouraged tomake as many meaurements as possible
and submit them sto
the Commission.
The Commission is satisfied that
on the basis of the data presently
available to it the data underlying the propagation charts are
sufficient to afford an adequate
statistical basis for describing
field intensities under average
conditions, but it is expected
that
there inmay
be substantial
variations
individual
areas.
Long distance
skywave
interference. It is also realized
that
propagation to distances of the
order of 500 to 1,500 miles via
the sporadic E layer and to distances beyond via the F2 layer
may occur in certain of the channels. However, since such interference may occur over extremely large distances, it is not
possible to protect stations
against such interference unless
operationto on
limited
one such
or at channels
the best isa
few stations. In order to provide
stations for the various comthe Commission
has
determinedmunities,that
the overall
public interest is better served
by not protecting television
broadcast stations against this
type of interference.
86. No objections were filed with
respect to the proposal concerning
long distance skywave interference.
Accordingly, the decision of the
Commission not to protect television broadcast stations against
this type of interference is made
final. In this connection it should
be pointed out that in setting engineering standards, we have considered all known propagation
effects. If in the future, any person
is of the opinion that the Commission's Rules types
do not of
properly
reflect
any given
propagation
effect, consideration will be given
in an appropriate
rule making proRules. ceeding only to amendment of the
87. Several comments have been
received which, in general, state
that the pendpropagation
ix B of the TMrdcurves
Noticein Apare
not supported by the record when
used for UHF propagation. These
comments are especially directed
to the use Comments
of these curves
rough
terrain.
of thisin nature
have been received from the Greylock Broadcasting Company, Pittsfield, Mass.; Fort Industry Company; Enterprise Publishing Company, Brockton, Mass.; WTAG,
Inc., Worcester, Mass.; and James
C. McNary.
88. These comments must be
viewed in light of the nature of the
propagation
curves areas
used inandtheinterprediction of service
ference. The Ad Hoc Committee
Report establishes that the received
field intensities of television signals
vary so greatly from location to
location, and with time, that any
Page 10 • April 14, 1952 Part II

prediction of service from these
average curves for a specific station isciably
expected
to deviate
appre-In
from the actual
service.
addition, it is clear that a very
large number of measurements
from both desired and interfering
stations, many of which will not
be in existence for several years,
would be necessary to make an
accurate prediction of service for
any specific station. However, the
Ad
Hoc estimate
Report indicates
overall
of servicethatforthea
large number of stations will be
fairly good. In view of the foregoing, it is apparent that the
Assignment Table must be made on
a large area basis for which the
overall estimated service is reasonably accurate. The assignment
Rules and standards, however, cannot be construed as guarantees of
service but rather as yardsticks
based upon the best available data.
As the quantity of available data
increases, the assignment Rules and
standards may be revised at a later
date in the light of the scientific
findings.
89. viewThe
reof the Commission,
whole record after
and the
comments filed in this proceeding,
has decided that the 63 mc. F
(50,50) curves
a more
acofpresent
expected
service
in the curate
UHFpicturethan
do the 195
mc.
curves. The UHF data in the record
indicates that for 50% of the locations theimafield
tely 4db strengths
below the are195approxmc. F
(50,50) curves for distances in the
order of 10-20 miles for which data
are available. The 63 mc. curves
are mc.
approximately
4 db belowof this
the
195
curves at distances
order vidand
appear
to
generally
proe a reasonable match with the
data for UHF within service distances (as contrasted with interfering distances).
In addition, the
Commission
has reconsidered
the
curvestion ofwith
respect
interference toin thethepredicUHF
and based on T.R.R. Report No.
2.4.10 (Exhibit 565), in the record
in this proceedings, a new family
of curves for the prediction of
interfering UHF signals has been
prepared and has been substituted
for the F (50,10) curve for ChanNotice.nels 14-83 proposed in the Third
90. With these changes in mind
the Commission is confident that
the curves it is establishing are
of sufficient accuracy to achieve the
purposes of its assignment plan.
The use of such curves is indispensable to thetionwideinauguration
television service.of Ifa nawe
were to await more extensive data
before establishing the Assignment
Table, it the
wouldinauguration
be necessaryof toa
withhold
nationwide service which will operate on both the UHF and VHF.
The objections to the use of the
195 mc. curves for UHF in rough
terrain are in part mitigated by
the use of the 63 mc. curves for
prediction
servicethat
ranges.
It is
neverthelessof true
the same
curves are used for smooth as for
rough
terrain.
However,
one
either in
the record
or theno comments filed pursuant to the Third
Notice has proposed a system of
prediction of coverage which while
recognizing the differences between
rough and smooth terrain meets
the criterion of reasonable simplicity or in lieu thereof is reasonably accurate? in the light of available scientific data. Actually, no
one has offered adequate data upon
which curves may be adopted which
Final TV Report

would recognize the differences between smooth and rough terrain or
has established criteria for determining various degrees of terrain
roughness. As a result no further
changes in the curves adopted are
justified on the basis of the record.
In themade
future,
are
whichwhenwillmeasurements
add to the
store knowledge in the field of
propagation,
these willrulebe making
considered in appropriate
proceedings looking toward the
amendment of existing curves. In
the absence of such data, objections
to the UHF propagation curves
91. beForrejected.20
purposes of establishing
must
a Table of Assignments and developing
Rules
and standards
for the
television broadcast
service,
the
service areas are described in
terms of iso-service contours based
upon
proposed
propagation
charts. theIt should
be stressed
again
that the service and interference
computed by the use of these charts
are not expected to prevail for any
specific station but rather describe
the service and interference which
would prevail if the stations involved were all typical ones producing the average field intensities
described by the charts. In other
words, the proposed methods for
describing service areas and interference are only assignment tools
which are expected to give a fairly
good service description on a large
area
basis but
not necessarily
on an
individual
station
basis.
92. It has been found that radio
signals tiinnent to the
perthe frequency
television range
allocation
vary both with time and location
in a statistically normal distribution. In order to adequately describe these variable field intensities, the Commission has adopted
the statistical approach advocated
by the Ad Hoc Committee. Thus,
if a T fineper
fieldof intensity
is ded as thatcentlevel
field intensity
exceeded for T per cent of the time,
then F(L,T) is the T per cent field
intensity exceeded at L per cent of
the locations. Stated in another
way,
F (L,T)
the field
exceeded
for atisleast
T perintensity
cent of
the time at the best L per cent
of receiving
locations.
In
establishing the Table of Assignments and
in developing
Rules' and
standards for the the
television
broadcast
service, it has been found necessary
to use primarily the F (50,50) and
F (50,10) values of field intensity
and theiatiocharts
the varn of field indicating
intensity with
the
percentage of receiver locations.
However, we have considered in
this connection the efficiency
studies developed by the Ad Hoc
Committee utilizing the concept of
integrating the service available
at all receiver locations.
93. The above charts are based
upon the results of the Ad Hoc
Committee Report with two exceptions. First, the field intensity versus distance
curves were extrapolated for transmitting
antenna
heights of more than 2000 feet.
Secondly, the Ad Hoc Committee
did not study UHF propagation.
94. The hasconcept
of iso-service
contours
been introduced
for
the purpose of describing service.
It is recognized that there exists no
sharp line of demarcation between
20 It is to be noted that the Commission'sterprise,
decisionGreylock
withandrespect
to counterthe EnWTAG
proposPittsfield
als with respect
to theWorcester
cities of
Brockton,
and
does not rest on the nature of the UHF
propagation curves.
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service and interference but thai
the service available may be mor:
satisfactory or less satisfactory ii
varying degrees. However, for th:
purpose of obtaining practical com
parisons
of the
to beplarex
pected under
the service
assignment
it has been found desirable in thi
proceeding
set upbased
a standar<
criterion of toservice,
upon i
standard instantaneous acceptanc
ratio of desired to undesired sig
nals being exceeded for 90 per cen
of the time at any given receive
location, as outlined in Volume I
of the Ad Hoc Committee Report
The iso-service contour is definei
as that contour along which ever;
location has the same probabilit;
of exceeding the standard criterioi
of service, described above. Th
farther away a location is from th.
transmitter, the smaller is the prob
abilityexceed
thatthethestandard
receivedcriterion
servio
will
The grades of service are deter
mined by selecting particular loca
tion probabilities, namely 70% anc
50%
for Grades A and B service
respectively.
95. In determining service am
interference, the receiving antenn:
isThisassumed
to behasnon-directional
assumption
been recom
mended by the Ad Hoc Committee
It is believed that the receiving
antenna directivity gain should b<
used as a safety factor to permi
adjustment of the antenna to min
imize multipath distortion and loca
oscillator radiation, to permit £
compromise orientation for the re
ception
on the same
fron
several desired
stationsantenna
in differen
directions, and to minimize the ef
fects
96. ofIn multiple
view of theinterference.
foregoing, tht •
Commission's
proposal
modifiec
herein, with respect toasprediction
of service areas and interference
has been followed in this proceed
ing and appropriate portions there
of have been incorporated in the
Commission's Rules and standards'
The F(50,
10) curvesB. are attachec
hereto
as Appendix
Grades of Service
97. The Third Notice provided:
C. Grades of service.5 In its
5 The iso-service
Commissioncontours
proposeswhichthe
use
expressof service
in terms
the ratic
between
desired
and of undesirec
signal
in
decibels,
or
the
minimurr
required
levels in decibel;
above hasonesignal
metertc
This
beenmicrovolt
done inperorder
facilitate
computation
of
service
and
interference
field strengths
Likewise,
may
carried overthetransmission
tosame
the terms
outputline
of lossj
the,be
transmitter,
and
antenna
gain.
This
has
the
advantage oftheusing
same unitin
throughout
servicethe whether
the
transmitting equipment
or in thei
field andvantagehasthat a thedecibel
additional
adof
power,
at oftheincreased
transmitter
results
in
aInadded
decibel
field
strength.
order to place these matters on a
related tobasis,
the decibels
with1
respect
transmitter
power
and
antenna gain
asbe well
as field
strength
must reference
expressed
decibels with
to someas
given level.
strengthabove
is ex-an
pressed eitherField
in decibels
undesired
decibelshas above
a referencesignal
level orwhich
beeh
chosen
as one microvolt
perlevel
meter:of
Atransmitter
convenient
reference
power is 1 kilowat. The
propagation charts attached to Ap-1
pendix B and identified as "Apix Vhalf
, figures
based'
upon
the are
equatorial
plane the
of peandradiation
wavein1-4"
dipole
antenna
having
effective
radiated
poweris
ofexpressed
one ankilowat.
Antenna
gain
asradiation
the ratiofromin thedb antenof the
maximum
na to theof radiation
in thedipole
equatorial
plane
a
half
wave
with
equal power input.
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GATES offers three speech input consoles
that fully meet every TV need. Whether you select the
ultra complete SA-50 dual channel equipment, the
much used SA-40 single channel console, or the very
popular 52-CS studioette, you can be
certain of top quality through advanced GATES
engineering. For 30 years now, GATES has been building fine speech equipment — and for TV
there is nothing finer!

GATES SA-50 Dual Channel Console . . .
Nine mixing channels, dual program amplifiers, dual
V. U. meters, 10 watt monitoring amplifier, self-contained cueing amplifier, five preamplifiers with room
for two more where required. Complete remote, override, cueing and talk back facilities. Extremely low
cross talk combined with high gain. Deluxe equipment
all the way!

GATES 52-CS Studioette . . .
All GATES consoles have the same top quality components. This popular, modestly priced console is
made possible by combining functions through key
control. Many TV stations will prefer to use several
52-CS Studioettes instead of a single larger console.
Every progressive TV engineer will find it worth while
to investigate the 52-CS Studioette!

Buss

ing

GATES SA-40 Single Channel Console . . .
Perhaps the most used speech input console in TV and
radio today. Nine mixing channels, wide circuit selection, low cross talk, high gain and extreme ease of
servicing
but asend
few detailed
of the SA-40's
manyon features.
GATES willaregladly
circuit data
request.
GATES Speech Input Catalog — Yours for
the asking is a 44-page catalog on GATES
speech equipment plus a new 12-page
brochure on remote control apparatus. No
obligation, of course. Why not write now?
SALES OFFICES
2700 Polk Avenue, Houston, Texas * Warner Building, Washington D. C.
International Division, 13 E. 40th St., New York City • Canadian Marconi
Company, Montreal, Quebec
BROADCASTING
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siderable information concerning a
typical home installation is available as a result of actual experitypical installationence;hadin UHF
to bea predicated
to a
large nical
extent
on
the
basistheofextent
techfeasibility. Thus,
to which the grades of service for
the UHF, herein adopted are acin practice
will dependtually
on therealized
ability
of the industry
economically
to
produce
and
install high performance receiving
equipment as well as upon the
propagation
frequencies. characteristics of these
102. DuMont and Radio Kentucky, Inc.,recommended
Louisville, Kentucky,
have both
that the
Commission impose requirements
with respect
to
the
joint
use
antennas to make coverage ofmore
equal, reduce construction costs
and tion
aidand the
in the antennas.
installause public
of receiving
In this connection, Section 3.639
of the Commission's present rules
provides :
Use
of commonlicense
antenna
site. —
No television
or renewal
of a television license will be
granted to any person who owns,
leases, or controls a particular
site which is peculiarly suitable
for television broadcasting in
a particular area and (a) which
is not available for use by
other television licensees, and
(b) no other
comparable
available
in the
area; andsite(c)is
where the exclusive use of such
site by the applicant or licensee
wouldber ofunduly
the numtelevisionlimitstations
that
can be authorized in a particular area or would unduly restrictstations.
competition among television
While we encourage licensees to
use common
sible, we believeantennas
that we where
should posnot
imposeout such
a
requirement
further exploration ofwiththe
problems which might arise from
such a rule. We have, however,
retained the provisions of Section
3.639 in the Rules adopted herein.
Station Separations
The Commission
seeking
to 103.
establish
a nationwide intelevision
assignment plan which will provide
service to the people of the United
States for years to come is basing
the Assignment Table in large part
on a system of minimum station
separations.
Thesewithstation
tions, together
the separastation
powers and antenna heights permit ed by the Rules, will establish
the nature
extent of tothebe profromandinterference
acctection
orded to television
stations. The
use of thisaratisystem
of
station
sepons, we believe, will more
easily and more likely bring about
a truly efficient
and equitable
distribution oftelevision
service than
would a system based upon "protected contours."
The Measurement of Station
104. We Separations
are dealing 21in this Report with two types of separations
or mileage spacing requirements.
There are in the first place assignment spacing requirements which
we are following herein and which
will be followed in future rule mak21 Station
separations
include
co-channel separations,
adjacent
channelprovided
separations, atond those
separations
for
herein
protect
against
interfer*
For
the
specialized
case
that
existsnelininterference,
the case see
of adjacent
chanence
caused
by
oscillator
radiation,
I. F.
par. II E (2) beat,
and to protect
below.
againstintermodulation
image interference.
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Notice of Further Proposed Rule
Making issued on July 11, 1949,
the Commission
proposed toservice
classify television broadcast
into three grades of service. In
the
opinion,
is noCommission's
need for more
than there
two
grades of service. Grade A service is so specified that a quality
acceptable to the median observer is expected to be available for at least 90 per cent of
the
time
the best at70 theper outer
cent
of receiverat locations
limits of this service. In the case
of Grade B service the figures
are 90 per cent of the time and
50
cent of theandlocations.
The per
field
interfer- e
ence ratiosstrengths
are as follows:
1. Required median field
strengths in db above 1 uv/m:
Grade Chan- Chan- Chanof nels
nels nels
service 2-6
7-13 14-83
A 68 db 71 db 74 db
B 47 db 56 db 64 db
2. Permissible co-channel ratios
in db of median desired field
strength to 10 per cent undesired field strength:
Channels Channels
2-13 14-83
Grade Non- Nonof Off- Off- Off- OffService set set set set
A 51 db 34 db 53 db 36 db
B 45 db 28 db 45 db 28 db
3. Permissible adjacent channel
ratios in db of median desired
and undesired field strengths:
Grade of
Channels
Service
2-83
A
Odb
B
Odb
98. No objections were filed to
the proposal described above with
the exception of comments concerning adjacent channel interference ratios which are treated elsew
h
e
r
e
in this Report.
Accordingly,
the proposal
in the Third
Notice
has been followed in this proceeding and appropriate portions
thereof have been incorporated in
the Commission's
and Standards. In view of ourRules
decision
herein
with respect to station separations,
powers
and
antenna
heights,
there
is no need to include in our Rules
and standards co-channel and adjacent channel interference ratios.
99. The Third Notice provided
that:
Transmitter locations shall be so
chosendian that
the following
mefield intensities
as calculated in accordance with the
methods and procedures described in Appendix B are prothe entire principal
city tovidedbeoverserved:
Channels Channels
Channels
7-13
2-6
14-83
77 db
74 db
80 db
100. No one has objected to this
proposal with respect to median
field
intensities
it is being
finalized.and accordingly
101. It should be noted that the
values
selected
for athese
gradesof
of service
assume
number
conditions
with
respect
to
a
cal home receiver installation typisuch
as the sensitivity of the receiver,
the type of antenna, the installation of themissionantenna,
and VHF,
the transline used. In
con-

ing proceedings
dealingto with
additions or amendments
the Table
of Assignments. These separations
are to ities
be distinguished
from facilspacing requirements
that
must be complied with in determining spacings between stations in
licensing dividual
proceedings
involving
inapplications for
facilities.
The Third
Notice
implicitly
recognized the difference between these
two types of separations by refer ing to assignment spacing requirements ascity-to-city spacings
and by referring to facilities spacing
requirements
as transmitter-totransmitter spacings.
105.
A
number
of parties22to have
filed comments pursuant
the
Third Notice taking issue with the
requirement that minimum co-channel separations be determined exclusively on a city-to-city basis.
These denparties
state ofthat
evice in the record
the the
hearing,
supplied mission
by Edward
Allen,
a
Comwitness, pertaining to the
determination of interference, distancciated
e to service
contours,to and
studies related
the assolocations of the transmitting antennas
irrespective of the distance between
cites.tainThese
further ofmainthat the parties
determination
interference, distance to contours,
and grade of service are functions
of the transmitting antennas together with the propagation characteristics ofthe frequencies conand power
and effective
antenna cerned,
height.
Accordingly,
they
request that the Third Notice be
modified so that minimum co-channel separations be stated either on
a transmitter-to-transmitter basis
or that the alternative of transmit er-to-transmit er ocity-to-city
r
spacings be permitted.
106. In providing that assignment spacings were to be measured
from
city-to-city,
Third Notice
did not
expresslythe specify
what
reference point in a city should be
chosen in measuring the city-to-city
separation.
a trans-of
mit er is in However,
existence where
by reason
a Commission authorization, that
transmitter site is obviously the
appropriatecordingly,reference
Acas thepoint.
comments
described above insofar
constitute
a request
that, in measuring assignment
spacings an shall
authorized
transmitter
be used television
as one of
the two necessary reference points,
they are granted, and we have in
this proceeding
measured authorized
23 assignment spacings
transmitter
sites from
where such sites
were available. The location of the
site
from the
co-ordinateson
of theis derived
transmitter
as indicated
the official Commission instrument
22 Southern Minnesota Supply Co.,
Mankato, castingMinn.:
PennsylvaniaPa.;BroadCo., Philadelphia,
The
Brockway
Co.,
Watertown,
N.Corp.,
Y.;
Hampton
Roads
Broadcasting
Norfolk,
Va.;
Loyola
University
of
The
South, New Orleans, La.; The Gazette
Company,
CedarDubuque,
Rapids, Iowa;
Iowa; KingsTelegraph Herald,
port
Broadcasting
Co., Kingsport,
Tenn.;
Hartford
Times,
Inc.,
Hartford,
Conn.;
Buffalo
Courier
Express, Co.,
Inc.,BayBuffalo,
N.Mich.;
Y., BayWJR,
Broadcasting
City,
The
Inc., Detroit.
Mich.;Goodwill
Wm. H.Station,
Block
Company,elersIndianapolis.
Ind.; The Corp.,
TravBroadcasting Service
Hartford.castingConn.;
McClatchy
BroadC
o
.
,
Sacramento
and
Fresno,
Calif.; WIBC,
Inc., Indianapolis,
Ind.;
Peoria
Broadcasting
Co., Peoria,
111.;
Independent
Broadcasting
Company,
Des
Moines,
Iowa,
and
Jacksonville
Broadcasting
Co.,
Jacksonville,
Fla.,
among others.
23 The manner of measurement of
mileageence points
spacings between two referadopted herein.is set out in the Rules
BROA

of authorization. Where television
transmitters are authorized in both
cities, each site should be used as a
point of reference, and in such case
the assignment spacing is measured
transmitter-to-transmitter.
107. The Third Notice did not
state specifically how an assignshould betransmitter
measured
where mentnospacing
authorized
site is available as a reference
point.authorized
We have transmitter
decided that site
whereis
an
available for use as a reference
point in one city but not in the
other, the latter is the point deco-ordinates
set forthscribedinby thethecitypublication
of theas
United States Department of ComBetweenmerce entitled
Cities"AirinLinetheDistances
United
States," 24 or if this publication does
not
specify
such
co-ordinates,
the
reference point used is the point
described by the co-ordinates of the
main post office of the city involved.
Where no authorized transmitter
sites are available for use as a
reference point in both cities, the
mileage distance between the two
cities listed
publication
described aboveinhasthebeen
used where
available. In the absence of such
information, the reference points
are determined by ascertaining the
city co-ordinates as set forth in the
publication listed above and where
the city co-ordinates are not listed,
by
ascertaining
the co-ordinates
the
main post office
in the city in-of
volved.
108. The measurement of facilities separations in licensing proce dings issimplified by reason of
the fact that in each case one reference point is established by the
applicantposedbytransmitter
his selection The
of a proreference
point is site.
determinedotherby
ascertaining
the co-ordinates
an
authorized(1)transmitter
site ofin
the
other
city
or
(2)
where
transmitter site is not availablesuchthea
city co-ordinates as set forth in the
publication of the United States
Department of Commerce entitled
"Air Line Distances Between Cities
in
the United States"
or if such
said
publication
not specify
co-ordinates does
the co-ordinates
of the
main post office of the other city
involved. In addition where there
are pending applications in the
other city, which, if granted, would
have to be considered in determining facilities
separations,
coordinates of the
transmitterthesites
proposed in such applications must
be used to determine whether
minimum facilities spacing between
the two proposals have been met.
The Minimum Co-Channel
ment Spacings Assign109. In the Third Notice, the
Commission said with respect to
co-channel assignment spacings:
The Table of Assignments conin the Proposed
Commission's
Notice oftainedFurther
Rule
Making, issued July 11, 1949,
had as its objective co-channel
separation
of 220
the
VHF
band and
200 miles
miles inin the
24 The Third Notice provided that in
determining
separations
between ofcities
for
the purpose
application
the
15 mile
rule (seeof footnote
8 above)
"the
city
mileage
separations
forth
in the publication of the Unitedset States
Department
of shall
Commerce
entitledWhere
'Air
Line
bein utilized.
cities Distances"
are separations
not listed
thebeabove
pub- t
lication,
shall
computed
on
the
basis
of
the
distance
between
the main post office in the respective [
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UHF
the
was

band. At the hearing on
terized byhigher population density
general issues, testimony and closer
spacing of cities than
offered
that
these
separathe
other
portions of the country.
tions could be reduced considera- See Appendix
A.
bly by utilizing offset carrier
111. Recognition must also be
operation.thatEvidence
also
offered
more was
television
the mileages
service could be made available given to the fact thatspacings
deterto the country if the separation set formine theco-channel
size
of
the
interferenceobjective
were
reduced
to
150
free
service
area
of
nearby
miles for VHF channels.
channel stations. It is important co-to
note
that Awe service
are referring
heremore
not
The
Commission
has
carefully
considered the above evidence to Grade
but to the
and has concluded that some re- extensive Grade B service. As spacduction in co-channel separation
ings in the order of 140-250 miles
is possible because
of thefrom
im- are reduced
by 10 miles
interference free service
area isthereduced
provements which result
offset carrier operation. It is not by 2-3 miles in the direction in
deemed advisable to effectuate a which stations face each other. Acreduction to 150 mile VHF sepcordingly, reductions in Grade B
aration as suggested at the
from reduced sephearing. In the first place, the service resulting
arations
deprive the rural areas
evidence upon which the 150 mile and the less sparsely
areas
separation is based is the theor- of television service. Tosettled
the extent
etical
computations
of whatOn covwe
do
this
in
the
"VHF,
we
lose
erage
can
be
achieved.
the
benefits of that portion oneof
basis of the evidence in the ofthe the
spectrum, the wide area coverrecord, it is clear that consideraage possible.
tions ofgation
terrain
propa112. We have also considered the
factorsand
willother
materially
affect many of the theoretical import of minimum spacings on
computations. In the second the policy we have adopted herein
place, much of the propagation with respect to the use of greater
data — although the best avail- heights and higher powers. As
antenna heights and higher
able—sionupon
the Commisrelies iswhich
necessarily
quite greater
powers are used, the greater is the
meager. Postponing a decision need
for
wider separations; with
in these proceedings would not smaller separations,
the direcmaterially aid this problem since
tion of the co-channelinstation,
the
it
has
been
the
Commission's
potential
gain
from
greater
experience that substantial and higher powers would beheights
lost.
amounts of propagation data do
not wish to negate the polnot become available until sta- We icydoof trying
to obtain
covertions are authorized on a regular
age by the use
of highwideantenna
basis. Hence, the Commission is heights;
neither
do
we
wish
to
crefaced with the practical problem
ate excessive interference by perthat if it postpones assigning
mitting
operation
with
high
power
stations
sufficient such
propagation datauntil
are available,
data at small spacings.
may never become available,
113. Finally
haveforgiven
consideration tothewe need
a safety
while on the other hand if sta- factor
of the incomplete
tions are assigned before suffi- nature inof view
available propagation
cientsembled,
propagation
data are may
asmore interference
the pros and cons hang
result in actual operation than indata.evenWhere
balance we deem it highly
was anticipated. In the Com- desirable if not imperative to tip
the scales in favor of wider separaview, theproblem
best method
of handlingmission'sthis
is to tions.
assign stations
as
soon
as
a
rea114. The Commission in the
sonably sufficient amount of
data is accumulated, but in doing Third Notice provided the followso
assignments
should
not
be
ingmentminimum
co-channelcities:assignmade on the barest minimum
spacings— between
VHF
180 miles
separation
which
exact
calculaUHF — 165 miles
tions would indicate. Instead, a
safety factor should be included.
it was not inIn this way. if as a result of Actually,tendedhowever,
that all requests for additional
assignments
should
be grantactualenceexperience
more
interferresults than was indicated
ed solely
because fortheyinmetthethe Third
minima The
provided
by the earlier calculations, the Notice.
Third Notice stated:
safetysivefactor
will
prevent
extenIn each case, the above figures
damage to overall service.
are minimum separations.
If actual
shows thatis
the
amountexperience
of interference
Greater separations are utilized
approximately that predicted by
in
the sparsely settled areas of
the calculations, then the rules
the
country in order to secure
and standards can be amended to
a maximum amount of service.
reflect the new data. In the
In addition, greater separations
are also utilized in Gulf Coast
Commission's
it is
areas and in other areas where
much
easier experience,
as a practical
mattertionstowhichreduce
station
separahigh
levels of tropospheric propare somewhat larger
agation may be expected. This
than were originally thought to
should
keptto insuggest
mind changes
by persons bedesiring
be necessary
than itwhich
is to are
increase separations
in
the
Table
of
Assignments.
smaller than were originally
(Emphasis added.)
thought to be necessary.
Moreover, examination of
110. In determining- minimum co- the115.
Table of Assignments proposed
channelsider aseparations
we
must
conin
the
Third
Notice makes it clear
number of factors. The that the 180 mile
VHF co-channel
geographical distribution of the separation and the 165 mile UHF
people and cities of the United co-channel separation were not inStates does not lend itself to a simtended to be the minimum assignple rule for the spacing of stations.
throughout
the counThe northeastern portion of the
try.mentThesespacing
minimum
spacings
were
United States is generally charac- intended to be used and were used
BROADCASTING
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119. Inries of Zone
establishing
bounI we havetheincluded
only tryin where
thosenarrower
portions spacings
of the counare within dathe
Zone portions of some
appropriate, particularly
the states that, as a whole, have relanortheastern
part of the in
United
tively low population
and
States. we
Uponadhere
reviewto ofthetheconcept
whole relatively
large densities
cities. The
portions wefew have
record
included,
are,
that in the less densely settled however, relatively more populous
areas oftionsthe
wide separanumber of large
must country
be maintained.
The and havethana greater
the other portions of
minimum VHF co-channel spacing cities
the
same
states
and
utilized in the Third Notice in such contiguous to the generaltheyareaarewithall
areas of the country was 190 miles. a higher density of population and
cities. For these reaWe adopt propriate
this spacing
ap- concentrated
sons we believe their inclusion in
minimum VHFas the
spacing
in areas which have a relatively Zone I is warranted.
lower population density or where
120. Upon consideration of the
large cities are more widely sepa- whole record, we have determined
rated. See Appendix A. For if we that the minimum co-channel aswere to permit stations at close
signment spacing in Zone I shall
separations in such areas, we would be 170 miles
in the VHF and 155
deprive persons
residing
insuchthe stain- miles intutes a reduction
the UHF.25of This
consti-in
terference
areas
between
10 miles
tions of television service since
assignment separathere generally do not exist other the minimum
proposed in the Third Notice,
cities of sufficient magnitude in but istionthe
same as the minimum
this interference area capable of facilities separations provided for
in
the
Third
Notice. We find no
supporting
stations
on
other
channels which could serve the area.
basis for going below the 170 and
155
mile
figures
proposed
116.ever,Aexistsdifferent
situation,
how- minima in the Third
Notice.as the
where there
is a higher
121.
As
we
have
pointed
out in
density tofration of population
and concencities. Because
of the the Third Notice, in certain areas
of the country, particularly the
concentration
of
cities,
the
provision for lower minimum spacings Gulf Coast area, high levels of
in such an area will not have the tropospheric propagation may be
In such areas greater
tendency of depriving residents of expected.
are necessary to comthe area of television service, since separations
pensate for the reduction in service
there would be an overlapping of
caused by the interservice contours of stations on dif- areas thatferenceis resulting
from the high
ferent
ferencechannels
areas. located in the inter- level of tropospheric propagation.
We
have
carefully
re-examined
the
117. Analysis of population den- record and the comments that have
filed pursuant to the Third
sity andlishesdistribution
the existence ofofcities
one establarge been
Notice and we have determined
contiguous area where there is a that only the Gulf Coast area
substantially higher density of should, by rule, be treated differpopulation and concentration of
ently from other areas which may
cities compared
all other size.
con- be affected by a high level of tropotiguous areas of tocomparable
spheric propagation.
reaching
we are Inaware
that
See Appendix A. We believe the this conclusion
record in the general portion of the wide separations will have to be
maintained in other areas as well
hearing
supports
the
conclusion
that lower separations in this area to protect against the effects of
are warranted.
high levels of tropospheric propagation. We believe, however, that
118. We have called this area these situations
can be considered
Zone
It consists
that portion
on a case-to-case basis, and we
of the I.United
States oflocated
within have
attempted
to
care of this
the
the following
lines problem on such atake
in estabdrawnconfines
on the ofUnited
States Albers
the Table ofbasis
Assignments
Equal Area Projection Map, (based in this lishing
proceeding.
on standard
and a) 122. We have designated the
45%°
North parallels
American29%°
datum):
Coast area as Zone III. Zone
Beginning at the most easterly Gulf consists
point on the state boundary line III
United
Statesof that
locatedportion
south ofofthea
between North Carolina and Vir- line, drawn
United States
ginia; thence in a straight line to e)Albers Equal onAreatheProjection
Map,
a point at the junction of the Ohio, f)c)d)
Kentucky, West Virginia State b)(based45%on °standard
North parallels
American29%°
daboundary lines, thence westerly and
tum), beginning
at a and
pointtheon 31st
the
along the southern boundary lines east coast
of Georgia
of the States of Ohio, Indiana and h)parallel
and ending
at theconsisting
United
Illinois to a point at the junction i)States-Mexico
border,
of the souriIllinois,
Kentucky
and
Misof
arcs
drawn
with
a
150
mile
State boundary lines; thence radius from the following specified
northerly
boundary
line of thealong
StatetheofwestIllinois
to a North Latitude West Longitude
point at the junction of the Illinois,
Iowa and Wisconsin State bound- points :
ary lines ; thence easterly along the
northern state boundary lines of
Illinois to the 90th meridian; thence
north along this meridian to the
43.5°
parallel;to the
thence
along g)
this parallel
71st east
meridian;
58' 30"
thence in atersectionstraight
line
to
the
inofthe 69th meridian and
04' 30"
the 45th parallel; thence east along When any of the above lines pass
the 45th parallel to the Atlantic through a city, the city shall
30"be
Ocean. When any of the above lines
52' 30"that a few 39'
25 We recognize
existing
pass
through
a
city
the
city
shall
operations separations
do not comply
withabove.
the
be considered to be located in Zone minimum
set forth
I. A map of Zone I is included in Itthesehas cases
not without
been possible
to remove
unwarranted
disthe Rules adopted herein.
location.
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considered to be located in Zone H,
A map of Zone III is included in
the Rules adopted herein.
123. All of the United States (including the Territories) not inI andInIIImeasuring
is designatedcluded asin Zones
Zone II.
separations between cities in different Zones,plicablethe
lower separation apwil govern.
124. The area designated as Zone
II is more sparsely settled than the
area designated Zone I and has a
lower concentration of cities than
does Zone I. See Appendix A. As
shown tionindensity
Appendix
A, the mile
popula-in
per square
Zone I is 222.1 people per square
mile; in Zone II the population
density
27.4 set
per outsquare
For the isreasons
above,mile.
we
believe the minimum VHF co-channel
assignment
separation
of
190
miles maintained in this area in the
Table
in the Third
Notice,
shouldproposed
be adhered
to without
change. In the case of the UHF,
the minimum co-channel separation
in Zone II, maintaining the relationship usedThere
in Zoneare I,very
shallfewbe
175 miles.
UHF assignments
proposed ofin this
the
Third
Notice in violation
minimum; these assignments have,
however, been deleted from the
Table adopted herein.
125. There remains for consideration the minimum co-channel
separations to be maintained in
Zone III, the Gulf Coast area. This
area would be on the basis of
density tofration of cities
population
and concenfall within
Zone
II. The population density per
square mile in Zone III is 47.8
peopledix A.perOn square
mile.of See
the basis
the Appenrecord,
itaddappears
necessary,
a factor
of abouthowever,
33 milesto
spacingtions tobetween
staobtain theco-channel
same service
area as would exist in Zone II. We
believe it to be reasonable in light
of
the Gulf
foregoing
in the
Coast toareaaddto 30themiles
190
mile minimum VHF co-channel assignment spacing provided in Zone
II.
substantially
equalizein
the This
servicewillcontours
of stations
the Gulf area with stations in Zone
II. On this basis the minimum asZone band
III will
be 220 milessignmentinspacing:
theinVHF
and
205 miles in the UHF. Several
VHF assignments
in
Zone
III
proposed in the Third Notice involved
•spacings below this minimum. However, as set forth above, it was
clearly contemplated in the Third
■Notice and
Commission
indicated thatthespacings
in the soGulf
Coast area would have to be much
wider than spacings in other portions of thechanges
country have
*. Accordingly,
necessary
been made
in the Table to insure that all assignments meet the minimum re■quired herein.
126. In establishing Zone III we
-are
intohave
account
the data
fact
that taking
we do not
sufficient
at this time to determine exactly
a For example,
The Houston
Post Companpy,oritneditsthe principle
comments,
supthatexpressly
in the Gulf
area
minimum
spacings
substantially
above the minima in other areas are
required.
The proposal
Houston that
Post aCompany
advanced the
specificin
limitation
be that
madestations
on assignments
this
area
so
operating
on
the
S3me
channel
should
be
separated
by200 240
on Channels
milesmiles
on Channels
7-13. 2-6 and by
Page 14 • April 14, 1952 Part II

separations lower than
points, the DuMont plan achieves a co-channel
greatermentsnumber
VHF table.
assign-It the minimum between stations septhan does theof FCC
arated by mountain ranges. 29
is apparent, however, that Du134. Somethatof co-channel
the parties 30 have
Mont's alleged superior assignment requested
ment
spacings be calculated assignon the
efficiency
in
fact
results
from
utilizing station separation standards at basis of proposed transmitter sites
variance with
those
of
the
Comas
well
as
on
the
basis
of
existing
mission. For the reasons detailed transmitter sites. Such a request
previously, the Commission does confuses assignment spacings with
not believe it is in the public in- facilities spacings. The purpose of
terest toseparations.
utilize such lower assign- what
assignment
determineto
ment
channelsspacings
shall isbe toassigned
130. Furthermore, the DuMont individual communities for use by
Assignment Table is inconsistent, applicants
who mayin seek
tions for stations
such authorizacommuniin part, with the assignments that
ties after an assignment has been
have been made along the Mexican established.
After
an
and Canadian borders. This aspect has been made it must assignment
be capable
of the DuMont assignment plan is
discussed elsewhere in this Report. of being used by any applicant who
In addition, the DuMont proposal may succeed in the licensing proce ding. To use the specific transfor UHF
does not follow a basicassignments
principle provided
for
mitter sitepetitioner
proposed
by anmaking
individual
in a rule
in this Report and followed in the
proceeding
as
a
reference
point
Commission's
Table,
namely,
that
UHF stations separated by less calculating assignment spacingsin f
than 6 channels should be separated would be to use a site that might in
fact never be available to the sucby
least 20assignment
miles. Thisplanaspect
cessful applicant in the licensing
the atDuMont
is alsoof
discussed in detail elsewhere in this proceeding.
135.
Further,
to permit parties to
report.
131. The Commission has already
specific
proposed
examined and rejected certain of use ble
transmitter
sites insitesorderor possito esthe underlying principles of the
tablish that they meet minimum
assignment spacing requirements
DuMont
plan.27
We
must,
for
the
reasons indicated above, similarly would in effect reduce the minimum assignment spacing requirereject
the proposed DuMont Table
of Assignments.
ments. Several parties have, however,
attempted to demonstrate that it
132. DuMont requested an opporco-channel
assignmentsby
tunity to make an oral presentation proposed
meet the minimum
requirements
in
this
proceeding.
This
request
evidence that they can
was based on the view that the offering
site that will
Commission would not adequately select a transmitter
minimum assignment sepunderstand the DuMont nationwide meet the aration
even
assignment plan. We have very the distance requirements
the though
proper
carefully considered the DuMont reference point between
in the community of
proposal.
The
Commission
recognizes the contributions made by the proposed assignment and the v.
DuMont to these proceedings. We other city involved is less than the
cannot permit
sepdo not believe that an oral pre- minimum.arations tWe
by allowing
for theconsider
Com- proponents obeof reduced
missenitoatniontiosnecessary
satisfactorily
new
assignments
to est
demonstrate in rule making proand disposeIn ofourtheview
issuestheraised
DuMont.
detailedby ceedings that they can meet the y
spacing rewritten evidence submitted by Du- minimum assignment
quirements only by being
Mont adequately presents the facts
a transmitter
at a able
specificto
with respect to the nature of Du- erect
site.
The
manner
in
which
the asMont'stoproposal
enabledof its
us
signment spacings are measured is
fully
consider andthe hasmerits
important in determining the spacproposal.
The
DuMont
request
for
an
oral presentation
is, therefore,
ings betweensuremenstations
the meaherewith
denied.
ts wil vary and
significantly
depending
on
the
reference
points
has been
that133.theA request
Commission
permitmade2S
as- used. To permit assignments to be
s
i
g
n
m
e
n
t
s
o
f
co-channel
stations
at
made
in
rule
making
proceedings
on
less than the minimum spacings
where advantage can be taken of the basis of the measurement of
mountain ranges to form a natural spacings from particular transmitter sites other than the approprotection between stations. The
priate reference point would result
parties referred to testimony on
in
a
reduction
of the required asthis point presented in the record
signment spacings. Accordingly,
by Messrs. Goldsmith, Poole, Gil- we are denying
all requests for the r
lett, Inglis,
and Harmon.
of assignments where
While
there O'Brien
is some evidence
that establishment
intervening mountain ranges may the minimum spacings would be
normally reduce television signals, measured not from the proper
the propagation data available at reference point but from possible jiot
this time is insufficient to determine
136. The sites.
Table 31 of Assignments
the extent to which there may be transmitter
significant deviations from the nor- contained in the Commission's
Third
Notice
permits the use of
mal pattern in such situations. The
Commission is, therefore, denying maximum power at all locations
in this proceeding the requests for where an assignment was proposed.
29 For the same reasons we have re27 See Paragraphs 70-81 above.
similar proposals
assign28 Southern Minn.;
Minnesota
Supply
Company,
mejected
nts in violation
of theforminimum
Mankato,
Erie
Television
Corseparations
where
other
than
co-chanp
o
r
a
t
i
o
n
,
E
r
i
e
,
Pa.;
Airfan
Radio
Corp.,
nel
spacings
are
involved.
See footnote 22 above.
Ltd., land
San Broadcasting
Diego, Calif.;
CaliforniaCalif.;
In- 3130 For
Co., Oakland,
Fresno,
the same reasons we have reTribune
Building
Co.,
Calif.;
similar proposals
for assignKUGN,
Inc.,
Eugene,
Oregon;
and
mjected
ents in violation
of the
129. By reducing the spacings be- Tenn.
Kingsport
Broadcasting
Co.,
Kingsport,
separations
other
than minimum
co-chanlow the minimum at numerous
nel spacingswhere
are involved.
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at what point the effects of the high
level of propagation in the Gulf
need no longer be considered in
establishing minimum assignment
spacings. We believe, however,
that the figure we have chosen
provides an adequate margin of
safety and yetments thatdoes
not prevent ascould
be made at signthis
time. appropriately
127. DuMont Laboratories, Inc.
has submitted an alternative nationwide assignment plan which it
claims
is superior
the
Commission.
DuMontto that
makesof this
claim on the grounds that its assignment planuseallegedly
more efficient
of the makes
availablea
television spectrum, especially the
VHF band. DuMont points out that
it has made more assignments on
each VHFmissionchannel
Comand that itthan
has the
provided
more communities with VHF multiple service. At the same time
DuMont proposes to assign at least
one channel to practically every
community listed in the Commission's Table ofof Assignments.
substantiation
its claim that itsIn
plan would provide more persons
with more service, DuMont had a
population
count made ofwithin
the nummiles berofof persons
televisionliving
service centers.50
It defined a "television service cenas a community
which more
than ter" one
television tochannel
had
been assigned under either the
Commission or the DuMont assignment plans. For example, DuMont
states that under the proposed FCC
plan 98 television centers have been
tentatively assigned four or more
VHF and UHF channels and a
population of 95,115,203 live within
50 miles of these centers, whereas
under
centers
would the
haveDuMont
four orplan
more149channels
and
a
population
of
113,814,387
within 50 miles of these centers. live
128. DuMont contends that it
achieved this greater efficiency
"within the FCC framework of engineering standards."
of fact, however,
there Asis aa matter
highly
significant difference between the
two plans with respect to the minimum co-channel assignment separations employed and this difference is necessarily reflected in the
total number of assignments under
the two plans. In order to increase
the number of VHF assignments in
large cities, DuMont would make
many assignments below the minimum separations employed in the
Table of Assignments proposed in
the
Commission's
as adopted in this Third
Report.Notice
For and
example, in the area comprising Zone
II,
the
Commission's
proposed
Table and final Table have no assignment separations below 190
miles. By contrast DuMont proposesimum.79 spacings
this minThese wouldbelow
be distributed
as follows: 6 below 170 miles: 21
between 170 and 180 miles; and 52
between 180 and 190 miles. In the
area defined as Zone III. the Commission had proposed 9 spacings
below 220 miles (minimum established herein), but in the Table
adopted herein all VHF spacings
below 220 miles have been deleted.
DuMont, however, proposes 30 assignments below this minimum.
Two separations would fall below
180 miles, 18 between 180 and 200
miles, and 10 between 200 and 220
miles.

occurs. We have above discussed
kt would
number beofpossible
parties32to contend
provide that
ad- at length the basis for the separations we have established. The proJitionaltions if the
assignments
many localilocaposals here cannot be accepted bestations atin such
cause they are contrary to the
ses were limited to power less than
;he maxima. For example, it is basis upon which the co-channel
separation
requirements have been
stated
if-two stations
small that
communities
operateserving
with established.
139.
Also
to be considered is the
ninimum power they could be located as close as 73 miles co-chan- safety factor we have previously
lel and 19 and 25 miles adiacent mentioned.
If we should find at a
channel for Channels 2-6 and 7-13, later date the interference which
respectively, while at the same time stations may suffer is greater than
we have predicted upon the basis of
receiving
grade of protection offeredthebysame
a separation
of 180 available data, generally only
Grade B service will suffer whereas
miles
shown
in
the
Commission's
standards. The parties accordingly the impact on Grade A service will
be
if any. Moreover, power
have requested that the Commis- couldlittle,
then be reduced if it were desionmentsprovide
for additional
cided that the interference should
at reduced
power whereassignsuch be reduced.
But in the case of staAssignments
will than
not cause
ference greater
would interexist
tions operating with lower power
at reduced separations it would be
under the prescribed minimum more
difficult to further reduce
spacings.
the service that would
137. The Commission does not power andsuffer
would be Grade A
believe that limited power stations generally
service.
should be provided for in the Table
140. Accordingly, the Commisof Assignments at this time in
sion finds that it must deny the
order to squeeze
in additional
as- requests
ofditional
the assignments
parties where
seeking such
adsignments. The effect
of low power
combined with close spacing is to
would
require
operareduce the interference-free cover- assignments
less than the maximum
age areaviding asharply
of such limited
stations,service.
thus pro-In powerstion atspecified
in this Report.
the example cited above of two
141. In establishing the co-chanstations operating with minimum
nel
assignment
spacing requirespower (1 kw effective radiated
ments set out above, we have considered carefully the comments
power) and separated 73 miles cochannel,
the would
interference
- free and evidence of all the parties who
Grade A service
be confined
have requested assignments at
to 11 miles and the Grade B serv- spacings below the minima adopted
ice to 14 miles. Further, the pro- herein. Insofar as we have reduced
posals for low power stations are the minimum assignment spacing
all based stations
upon operation
the co- in Zone I from that proposed in
channel
with anofantenna
the Third Notice, the requests of
height of 500 feet. As the antenna certain of the parties for reduced
assignment spacings have
heights of co-channel stations in- minimum
granted. We find, however,
crease, the service area of the lower been
no adequate basis on the record for
powered stations would decrease. granting
any of the other requests
138. Further, these proposals
reduced minimum spacings and
rest on the implicit assumption for
we
have
found
convincing reason
(that where interference is not to deviate fromno our
minimum ascaused to the Grade A service of
signment spacings in acting on any
a station, the minimum separations specific counter-proposal in this
may be reduced below the stand- proceeding.
142. The following is a sumards adopted by the Commission.
mary of the minimum co-channel
The television Assignment Table
assignment
spacings provided for
and the Rules with respect to tele- herein
:
vision, however, recognize no proVHF UHF
tected contours. Rather they are
Zone I
170 miles 155 miles
based on the concept of affording
Zone
II
190
miles 175 miles
each station the widest coverage
Zone III 220 miles 205 miles
possible consistent with an efficient Classes of Stations: Powers and
utilization of the spectrum and the
Antenna Height
satisfaction of the needs of the
various cities and communities in
143. In the Third Notice, the
the United States. The Commission Commission stated:
in considering grades of service in
The
FurtherCommission's
Proposed RuleNotice
Makingof
this proceeding has utilized the
issued July 11, 1949, provided
principle of iso-service contours.
for three classes of stations, i.e.
Basic to this principle is a recogcommunity, metropolitan and
nition of the fact that, even though
rural
stations. During the
"objectionable
interference"
may
hearings
on the General Issues
not be caused in any contour, an
relatively little comment was
inevitable degradation of service
offered concerning the proposed
classifications. In reviewing this
32 PennsylvaniaPa.;Broadcasting
Company,
Philadelphia,
Southeastern
Broadproposal, that
the itCommission
casting
Company,
Macon,
Ga.;
Middle
concluded
is desirable hasto
Georgia Broadcasting Company, Macon,
reduce station classifications to
Ga.; The Brockway Company, Water|| town,
N.Corp.,
Y.; Hampton
RoadsJacksonBroada minimum and that more than
castingville
Norfolk,
Va.;
Broadcasting
Company,
Jacksonone class of station is unneces! ville,
Fla.;
Loyola
University
of
the
sary if provision is made for
South, New Orleans, La.; The Gazette
I Company, Cedar Rapids, Iowa; Teleappropriate
powerof ranges
for
the
various sizes
cities and
Herald, Dubuque,
Iowa;Kingsport,
KingsI' graph
port
Broadcasting
Company,
rural
areas.
Accordingly,
only
Tenn.;
Michigan
State
College,
East
Lansing, Mich.;
Hartford
Times,
Inc.,
one class of television broadcast
Hartford,
Conn.;
Travelers
Broadcasting
Service
Corp.,
Hartford,
Conn.;
stationsion forisminimum
proposed,andwith
proviSouthern
Minnesota
Supply
Company,
maximum
Mankato,
Minn.,Wayne,
and Indiana
College, Fort
Indiana.Technical
effective radiated powers in acBROADCASTING
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cordance with the respective
tables set forth below:
(1) Minimum Power
Population
of Minimum
effeccity (excludes
tive radiated
adjacent
metropower1
(in
politan areas):
above 1 kw)db
Above 1,000,000 17 db/500 ft. Ant.
250,000-1,000,000 10 db/500 ft. Ant.
50,000-250,000
db/500 ft.ft. Ant.
Under 50,000 03 db/300
Ant.

channels allocated to television are
approximately
three times
the frequencies on Channels
Cullum contends
that7 through
in both 13.of
these cases the maximum power for
the higher channels should be three
times that of the lower channels
and that putting a limit of 200 kw
dbk)33 on 7thethrough
power 13,
to beandused14
on(23 Channels
through 83 is unfair to those who
wish to use these channels in competition with assignments made on
Channels 2 through 6. James C.
McNary filed a comment in which
he
amplifieron tube
withstated
25 kwthatwasan feasible
the
UHF. Such a tube it was stated
would provide a radiated power of
400 kwfore,(26recommends
dbk). that
McNary.
there-be
provision
made for the use, on an individual
basis, of power in excess of 23 dbk
on Channels 14 through 83. Pacific
Video Pioneers also proposes that
the maximum power limitation of
23 dbk (200 kw) on Channels 14-83
be liberalized
to permit
stations to increase
to 26 single
dbk (400
kw) able
on interference
a showingwillthat
not objectionbe caused
to other assignments using 23 dbk
(200 kw) atincreases
500 feet and
to permitby
horizontal
in power
two or more stations. On the other
hand, tions
RCA-NBC,
and Laboratories,
CommunicaMeasurements
Inc., support the Commission's pro147. On the basis of the record
it appears
that television
the Grade channels
B covposal.
erage of the
decreases as the frequency involved
increases. Considering first the
power nelsrelationship
between7-13Chan2-6 and Channels
the
propagation
charts
in theoperation
record
establish that, assuming
at 500ers feet
andinthethemaximum
powproposed
Third
the Grade
A service
extendsNotice,
to 33
miles on Channels 7-13 as compared to 27 miles
on Channels
2-6.34 However,
in the case
of Grade
B service
and
where
the
ing factor is noise the only
servicelimit-on
Channels 2-6 extends 57 miles compared to 50 miles on Channels 7-13,
based ontennatheheights.
sameIn powers
anview and
of this
disparity with respect to Grade B
service there was considerable testimony in the record favoring a
three-fold
in power
between differential
Channels 2-6 and
Channels
7-13 rather than the powers proposed by the Commission.
148. The arguments described
above are somewhat misleading
since the prediction of service areas
is made in all cases on the basis
of
noise operation
limitations
only. Co-a
channel
is, however,
substantial factor in the determination of the effects of permitting an increase in power such as
is requested here by the parties.
For example, at 170 mils station
spacing, with maximum power as
specified
underantenna
the Third
and
500 feet
height,Notice
the
Grade B service of a station operating on Channels 2-6 or 7-13 would
extend 41 miles and 47.5 miles, respectively, in the direction of a
co-channel station. These coverages are aration
related
to thebe station
sepand would
unchanged
by the same increase in power of

1 Or Grade
equivalent,
basedradius
on theas
same
A service
with these
values
ofantenna
effective height
radiated
power
and
above average terrain. A chart
showingtached to Appendix
this relationship
is
B and identifiedatas Appendix
IV.specified.
No minimum
antenna
height
is
wherever
feasible,
high However,
antennae
should
be
used
to
provide
improved
service.
(2) Maximum
power. Thepowermax-to
imum effective radiated
be authorized on the respective
channelslowingistable:set forth in the folMaximum effective
radiated power (in
Channels
7-13
db above 1 kw)
2-6
20 db/500 ft. ant.
23
db/500 ft. ant.
14-83
23 db/500 ft. ant.
144. No one has objected to the
Commission's
to establish
only
one classproposal
of station
and to
permit any station to operate on
any channel, consistent with the
Rules and standards. Some comments have been received with reto operation
with lowermileage
powersspectwhere
the minimum
separations provided for in the
Rules cannot
be met.
These above
comments have been
considered
in another portion of this Report
and the requests have been denied
for the reasons set forth. The Commis ion is, therefore, finalizing its
proposal to have only one class of
station.
145. No comments were received
with
respect
to the minimum
Commission's
proposal
concerning
power. Generally,
we believe we should
adhere to the proposal made in the
Third Notice. It is a fact, however,
that with
verythelowservice
effective
diated powers
areas ra-of
television stations are extremely
limited.vided in Accordingly,
proour Rules thatwe nohavetelevision
station
shall
in
any
case
operate with less than 1 kw effective
radiated power. As so modified the
proposal in the Third Notice with
respect to minimum power is
adopted.
146. Several comments have been
received relating to the Commisproposal for
withtelevision
respectsta-to
maximumsion's
tions.power
Radio Kentucky,
Inc., and
Radio Virginia, Inc., both oppose
the granting of further power in
the VHF above the maximum presently provided for in the Rules. The
reason for this position appears to
be a desire not to increase the
disparity of coverage between the
VHF and UHF. Havens and Martin opposes this proposal to limit
power and subscribes to the Comproposal forlimits
an increase
in existingmission'spower
in the
VHF.
A.
Earl
Cullum's
refers to his testimony comment
relating
power to frequencies in order to
obtain comparable coverage. The
frequencies involved on Channels 7
through 13 are approximately three 34 See in this connection our discussion
times the frequencies involved on above of the manner of prediction of
Channels 2 through 6, and the UHF service areas and interference.
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all stations on the same channel.
However,suminginnoise other
asas the directions,
only limiting
factor,nish Grade
suchB stations
would
furservice as far as 57
miles and 50 miles, respectively,
for the channels stated. Similarly,
at 200 mile spacing with stations
on the same channel operating with
the
and antenna
the same
Gradepower
B service
of a height,
station
would extend 47 miles and 50
miles for Channels 2-6 and Channels 7-13, respectively, in the din of a co-channel
station, and
57 miles rectioand
50 miles, respectively,
in other directions. The latter distances for both examples could be
increased by an increase in power
of all stations on the same channel. Thus,
co-channelof
operation
will although
be determinative
Grade B coverage in some areas,
in many other areas an increase
in power for stations operating
on Channels
7-13 Bcanservice
effectively
increase
the Grade
range
and moretentialnearly
the pocoverage ofequalize
such stations
with those operating on Channels
2-6. Even in those areas where
the specified grades of service are
determined by mutual station interference, the us© of higher power
will improve the service by helping
to overcome
types of noise.
interference, suchother
as receiver
This results in increased coverage
efficiency and a more effective utilization onfreviewing
the spectrum
space inthe comments
that havevolved. Ibeen
filed and
the whole
record in mission
thishas, proceeding,
the Comtherefore, concluded
that an additional 2 db should be
permitted on Channels 7-13 providing for a total maximum power
of 25 dbk (316 kw). Where noise
is the only limiting factor, this
increase
3 miles towill
bothaddthe approximately
Grade A and
Grade B service areas of Channels
7-13.35
149. Similar considerations are
involved in establishing maximum
power limitations in the UHF. According to the median field strength
requirements, Channels 2-6 require
68
dbu36
for Grade require
A service dbu.
and
the
SinceUHFboth channels
the low VHF and74 UHF
areas are, pursuant to this Report
to be computed from the same 63
megacycle curves and considering
to be the that
only the
limiting:
itnoiseis obvious
UHF factor,
must
have an additional 6 db to obtain
the same Grade A service area.
Likewise
strengthis
required the
for median
Grade field
B service
47 dbu and 64 dbu for Channels
2-6 andan increase
the UHFof respectively.
Hence
17 db wouid
be necessary in the UHF to eaualize the Grade B service areas where
noise is the only limiting factor.
The same considerations which impelled the increase in the maximum power on Channels 7-13 to
25 dbk (316 kw) impel an increase
in the maximum UHF power to
30 dbk (1000 kw). This increase
will extend the Grade A and Grade
B service areas of stations operating with 500 feet antennas to
32 miles and 47 miles, respectively, where noise is the only
»andWe Radio
believeVirginia
that therequests
Radio Kentucky
must be
denied.
The
record
clearly
requires
usin totheraiseVHFthe inexisting
limits
on
poweran
order
to
achieve
efficient use of the spectrum.
"strengths
As used inherein
"dbu" signifies field
volt per meter.decibels above one microPage 16 • April 14, 1952 Part II

limiting factor. In establishing
this maximum power for the UHF,
we recognize that these powers may
not be immediately attainable, but
we believe, on the basis of the
record,forthat
made
such provision
an increaseshould
since webe
are confident that developments
in the art will achieve such powers.
150. The maximum radiated
power permitted under the Rules
adopted herein is tabulated below:
Effective Radiated
Channels Power
2-6 20 dbk ( 100 kw)
7-13 25 dbk ( 316 kw)
14-83 30 dbk (1000 kw)
151. In making these increases in
power
that not will
all
stationswein recognize
all communities
operate with such maximum power.
Where stations operate with such
maximum power the resulting
added coverage of the stations will
almost
always
more areas
than offset
the
decreased
service
of other
stations affected. We have, further,
by reason
tions which ofwe the
havemileage
required separain the
Rules, provided that where such
powers
are
used
the
service
area
involved will not be unduly reduced.
Accordingly, we believe that the
provisions with respect to increased
power made herein are required in
the public interest in order to provided more effective use of the portion ofvision
the spectrum
broadcasting. devoted to tele152. In the Third Notice the Comtennamission
heights:stated with respect to anAny station may be authorized
on appropriate
application
to increase its power
maximum
set forth
aboveto the
without
the
necessity of ato hearing
so far asis
interference
other stations
concerned. The use of antenna
heights greater than 500 feet
above average terrain is encouraged as a means for improving the quality
If an antenna
heightof service.
greater
than 500
feet
is
used,
the
effective
radiated
power
shall
limited to that value which willbe
avoid interference within the
Grade A service radius of any
other station, either existing or
provided forsignmeinnts, on the
the basis
Table ofof the
asoperation of such station with
the maximum
power
height of Where
500 feetand
as anset
forth tenna
above.
antenna
heights of less than 500 feet are
utilized, the effective radiated
power shall not exceed that
listed above.
153. Several comments have been
filed with respect to the application
of the proposal in the Third Notice
to limit increases in antenna height
because of adjacent channel interference. These comments contend
that the Commission should not
prevent the use of heights above
500 feet because of interference
that might be caused to stations
operating on adjacent channels.
The American Broadcasting Company 37points out that in the case
of WJZ-TV located on the Empire
State
Building1,
restricted
underthethepower
Thirdwould
Noticebe
to 15.4 dbk because of the assignments of the adjacent channel to
37theTheABCsituation
KECA-TV,
station involving
in Los Angeles,
and
KFMB-TV,
San
Diego
is
discussed
separately below.
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New Haven. ABC proposes that TV), New Haven, Connecticut, filet
when antenna heights above 500 comments opposing the comment
feet are utilized the limitation on of ABC, Inc., and General Tele
radio, Inc. The comments o:
power shall only apply where the WNHC-TV
are based on its particu
Grade A service is invaded by the
co-channel interference. ABC also lar situation with regard to pos
sible
adjacent
interfereno
points out what appears to be the from - WJZ-TVchannel
and WOR-TV
discontinuity existing in the Com- with WNHC-TV operating
Chan
mission's proposal
between an- nel 8. It is contended that onit woulc
500 feet
unfair to limit the service area:
above tenna
500 heights
feet.ofABC
cites andthe those
case beof stations
receiving adjacent chan
of two adjacent channel stations nel interference
from other stations
in the Channel
7-13 byrange
with utilizing particularly
high antenna:
transmitters
separated
60 miles.
beyond
the
extent
Under the proposal in the Third the
Third Notice. contemplated ir
Notice, both stations would be per156. The record clearly support
mit ed to use powers of 23 dbk at
500 feet antenna height even
use of greater antenna height:
though both stations would suffer the
to achieve
maximuir
channelpossible
utilization.
However,
the
a reduction in area of 31 square where
miles within their Grade A con- existence in some cases of a smal'
tours. If, however, one of the sta- amount of adjacent channel inter
proposal
tions
an an- ference
the Thirdwould,
Notice ifis the
adhered
to, preir
tennaused,
heightforof example,
505 feet through
choice or necessity, application of vent the accomplishment of the verj
the proposed rule would result in objective which is sought. In fact
reduction
of the power 19.5
of this staparties point out a discontinu
tion to approximately
and the
ity in theexistheights
the service
area would be dbk
reduced
would
underandthepower,
Thirdwhich
No
from 3,220 to 2,465 square miles, a tice proposal. The parties, there
loss of 23%. ABC contends further fore, proposed to remove this
that the proposal is inconsistent
and would provide for
with other Commission proposals limitation
the acceptance of a small amount
which
encourage
high
antennas
of
adjacent
channel interference
wherever feasible both to increase over and above
service and reduce interference. It contemplated. The thatrecordoriginally
shows
also icecontends
that the gain
in serv- that this small amount of interarea by increasing
the antenna
ference is minor when compared
height of one of the stations is with the accompanying gain in
muchicegreater
than adjacent
the loss ofchannel
serv- service and consequently should
area to the
prevent acceptance of the
station which has not changed its not
parties' proposal,
particularly
height. General Teleradio, Inc., adjacent
interferencesinceii
took a position similar to that of susceptiblechannel
to treatment
by techABC.
nical expedients
and at the
most
in a substitution of one
154. The Allen B. DuMont Lab- results
service
for
another
in
so
far
as
the
oratories, Inc., also innotes
leged discontinuity
the the
power/al- listener is concerned.
height
157. Adjacent channel interferthe ruleproposal
might andbe suggests
amended thatto
ence has not been a severe probpermit both the affected stations
lem in the past and it appears that
to agree to increase power simul- it is not costly to provide additional adjacent channel selectivity
sly. A. Earlproposed
Cullum'spower/
com- in receivers
ments thattaneouthe
if necessary. We be
height cation
ruleprinciple
is a provided
good general
allolieye the channel
record supports
a 0 radb
it is tested adjacent
interference
by co-channel conditions. If the tio. On specthis
basis thechannel
rules with
ret to adjacent
mileage
proposed rule is adopted, he claims,
separations
will
not
unduly
reduce
it would cdiscourage
rather
than
enservice areas of individual stations
ourage the use states
of taller
Cullum further
thatantennas.
the rule Accordingly,
we have deleted from
the
Rules adopted herein any prowould mentplace
an
arbitrary
requirein the Rules and prevent a
visions which would prevent the
station
use of higher antennas because of
service. from
James providing
C. McNary additional
requests adjacent
that
would
be channel
caused tointerference
other stations
that theenceadjacent
channel
interferconsiderations for antennas
158.
The
Commission
has
above 500 feet on certain channels given further consideration to alsc
the
should be clarified. Earle C. An- use of antenna heights above 500
feet.
As
we
have
pointed
out
the
thony,
Inc.,
recommends
that
—
6
db38 rather than 0 db be used as record clearly supports a policy of
the permissible adjacent channel the encouragement of increased anratio.39 He cites testimony of
heights. The record contains
Thomas Goldsmith and William detailedtennaengineering
studies show
ing
that
increased
antenna heights
Lodge
to
substantiate
a
■
—
6
db
ratio.
are much more advantageous than
power. It is shown that
155. Although several parties increased
the ratio of service area gained to
subscribed
service area lost by other stations
Third
Noticetoin the
toto Commission's
and thus by increases
with antenna height. It
implication were on record as favor- has also been
shown that a given
ing the adjacent channel ratio and increase in radiated
power is more
power-height relationship, none of effective with higher
these parties singled this item out heights than it is with an antenna
antenna
for specific comment. Elm City
of 200-500 feet. When two
Broadcasting Corporation (WNHC- height
stations
are
operating
co-channel
is allowed to in38 As used herein
adjacent thechannel
in-of and onecreasestation
its antenna height greatly
terference ratio signifies
ratiofield
in
excess
of
the
other,
the increase
median
desired
and
undesired
strengths.
in area covered by the first station
39Lynchburg,
LynchburgVirginia;
Broadcasting
Corp.,
exceedstation.
the lossIf inthe servLos will icegreatly
to the second
two
Angeles, California, andKTTV,
KMTRInc.,Radio
stations do not change antenna
Corp.,poseLos
Angeles,
California
all
proan
adjacent
channel
interference
heights,
but
the
first
station
ratio of -6 db.
creases power, the area gained inby
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that station is still greater than Moreover, relatively few stations
than lost by the second station but are now or will in the near future
the
effectcase
is notwhere
as pronounced
be operating at heights over 2000
is the
the antennaas feet,
and these are primarily in
height is increased. Again it should areas where greater co-channel
be emphasized that in all cases separation has been maintained.
Where the height is above the 2000
the
service
"not undulymaximum we have provided a
reduced
whenareas
the are
minimum
spac- foot
chart in the Rules which permits
ings are maintained.
operation with less than maximum
159.
Accordingly,
in
order
to
achieve a more efficient utilization power but which nevertheless gains
of each television channel we are some of the benefits afforded by
sites over 2000
feet. Weand encourage
modifying
with over
re- interested
individuals
licensees
spect to thetheuseprovisions
of antennas
tests towith
de500 feet to specify that in Zones II to conducttermine thpropagation
e
effect
of
operation
and IIItionswhere
station separapowers
and
antenna
heights
have beenwidermaintained
in the high
over 2000 feet. When such data
antennas
be authorized
available the Commission
inTable10,
the VHP
up towillheights
of 2000 becomes
will
consider appropriate changes
,feet,outwith
maximum
power,
within
the
chart
established for the deto co-channel
terminatioover
n of power2000where
enceregard
that will
be caused interferby such
tenna
heights
feet anare
operation with the greater antenna used.
height.videdInthat VHF
Zone stations
I" we have
promay use
162.est Inpermissible
Zone I where
the
greatVHF antenna
antennas up to a height of 1000
feet, with maximum power. In height with maximum power is
1000 feet, higher antenna heights
view oftionsthe
fact
that
station
separain this Zone are lower than
be permittedreductions
but inonlypower.
with ap-A
in Zones II and III, and in view will
been included
in the
of the fact that cities in Zone I chart haspropriate
are more closely located than cities
possible
the
determiin Zones II and III, until a larger Rules tonatimake
on of the power that will be
body ofspect data
is available
re- permitted
over 1000 atfeet.any Itantenna
will be height
noted
to operation
with with
antenna
heights over 1000 feet with higher that we have maintained the power
powers, we are unable to permit ratio of 3.16 to 1 between powers
operation with such powers at
heights over 1000 feet. The rules to
and be7-13.employed on Channels 2-6
we have adopted with respect to an163. There remains for considheights in themodification
VHF consti-of
eration the comment of the Ameritute tenna
no substantive
can Broadcasting Company which
the
proposal
in
the
Third
Notice.
requests
that
KECA-TV,
owned 7andin
Stations in the VHF, under the
by ABC
on Channel
Third Notice proposal, would have operated
Los
Angeles,
be
permitted
opbeen entitled to operate with anerate with maximum power onto top
.tenna heights of 2000 feet since at of Mount
Wilson.
ABC
requests
these
heightsto there
be noto that the Commission's Rules auinterference
Grade would
A service
thorize operation with maximum
co-channel operations, assuming power even
at heights such as that
co-channel operation at maximum on top of Mount
Wilson. asIf asuch
oppower and an antenna height of
e
r
a
t
i
o
n
i
s
not
matter
500 feet (as was done in the Third of general rule,permitted
ABC requests that
Notice).
an exception be made in the case of
160. videdInin our
the Rules
UHF wethathave
pro- KECA-TV. Opposition to this restations
quest has been filed by the Kennedy
may operate at full power in all Broadcasting
Company which owns
Zones, with antennas up to a and operates KFMB-TV
on Channel
height of 2000 feet, without re- TV
8
in
San
Diego,
is located California.
106 milesKFMBfrom
gard to co-channel interference
that will
be the
causedgreater
by suchantenna
opera- KECA-TV. KECA-TV has an antion with
tenna
height
of
3040
feet
above
height. We have provided no average terrain and an antenna
Zone height of 4987 feet in the direction
Ispecial
in viewruleofwith
the respect
fact thatto UHF
The basis of Kenstations will not be able to operate of KFMB-TV.
nedy's opposition
with maximum effective radiated at maximum
power isonthat
top operation
of Mount
power for some time to come. We Wilson will cause excessive interrecognize that, in the UHF, loss
f
e
r
e
n
c
e
t
o
operation
of
KFMB-TV,
of Grade A service of a co-channel especially in view of what is alleged
propagation
charac-by
station operating with maximum to be unusual
teristics prevalent
in that area
[power
proposphere.
height of(30500dbk)
feet and
wouldanbeantenna
caused way164.of Wethe have
decided that
by another station operating on VHF stations inabove
II and III
the same channel with 2000 feet will have a right Zones
to operate with
'and
one
megawatt
power
where
maximum
power
with
antenna
..the co-channel separation was less heights up to 2000 feet above
avthan 183 miles. We feel, however,
erage terrain and that at heights
that any loss of Grade A service above 2000 feet, a special chart
that is caused by operation with shall be used to determine maximum power. It is to be noted that
such greater antenna heights and KECA-TV
be permitted to
maximum
power
per- operate withwould
the maximum power
mit ed in view
of theshould
added beservice
of 21.9 dbk (155 kw) at its present
gained.
Mount Wilson. No spe161. Our choice of a 2000 foot location oncircumstances
are presented
antenna height limit is based, main- which cial
would
a special rule
ly, on the fact that the propaga- in the case ofwarrant
KECA-TV.
Nor do
tion data in the record at heights we believe that the Commission
over 2000 feet is extrapolated from should adopt any special rules at
data obtained under 2000 feet. this time to afford protection
inter-is
40seeForParagraphs
a description117-126
of Zones
when one of channel
the stations
above.II and III, against ferenceadjacent
operating with an antenna height
41Paragraphs
For a description
of
Zone
I
see
over 2000 feet at the maximum
117-126 above.
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adjacent channel rejection ratio
of —6 db. Thus a median field
strength ratio of 0 db should
provide service from one station
or the cother
each90 receiver
ation for at atleast
percent lo-of
the time, irrespective of signal
fading.ments The
Assign-an
has beenTable
basedof upon
adjacenttween cities
channel
separation
beof 70 miles for Channels 2-13 and 65 miles for Channelstween
14-83.transmitters
The separations
beare 60 miles
for Channels 2-13 and 55 miles
for Channels 14-83.
167. For the reasons stated above,
we have deleted from the Rules
adopted herein any limitation on
the use of antenna heights based
upon
channel interference.
Under adjacent
these circumstances
we are
of the opinion that we have no need
ofratiospecifying
in
our
Rules
a
definite
of desired to undesired field
strengths on adjacent channels.
The adjacent channel separations
provided for herein will not unduly
reduce the service area of individual stations. We have, therefore, eliminated all reference to
adjacent channel ratios and we have
provided that the minimum mileage
separation requirements should
alone
channelgovern
stations.spacing of adjacent
168. The
Third
Notice
statedCommission's
that the proposed
Table of Assignments was based on
minimum
adjacent
channel
separations between cities of 70 miles for
Channels 2-13 and 65 miles for
Channels 14-83. We have lowered
the minimum
co-channel assignment spacing
1 to 170
milesrequirements
in the VHF inandZoneto
155 miles in the UHF. We, therefore, believe that the minimum
adjacent channel assignment spacing requirements should be reduced
proportionately
to 60 inmiles
the
VHF and 55 miles
the inUHF.
Moreover, we do not believe it
necessarymum toassignment
impose spacings
higher minifor
adjacent channel operation in the
other
_ zones.
Excessive
tropopropagation
no relation
tospheric
adjacent
channel has
spacings
since
the effects of such propagation are
felt at long distances from the
transmitter rather than at relatively close distances. Accordingly, the
reasons for treating Zone III differently fromobtain
the rest
of thecasecoun-of
try do not
in the
adjacent channel spacings. Further,
we do not believe we should have
higher adjacent channel spacings in
for
inZoneZoneII I.thanAs wewe have
have provided
pointed out,
high minimum assignment spacings tend to decrease the number
of assignments that may be made.
In the case of co-channel spacings
itminima
is necessary
establish
higher
since into Zones
II and
III
people in the rural areas tend to
rely ontivelyservice
far away. from
But instations
the caserela-of
adjacent does
channel
interference
listener
not suffer
unduly. the
He
will continue to receive one of the
two
view of
this potential
fact, theservices.
minimumIn adjacent
separations may be the same for
the whole country and the following minima have been established:
VHF 60 miles
UHF 55 miles
Oscillator Radiation
169. The Third Notice of Further
Proposed Rule Making stated:
Oscillator Radiation— (a) VHF.
The Commission's proposed
April 14, 1952 Part II Final TV Report • Page 17

powers
for in thereference
special
chart. provided
With particular
to the KECA-TV— KFMB-TV situation, we do not with
believethethatmaximum
KECATV operating
powersivepermitted
will
cause
exces-of
interference to the operation
KFMB-TV in San Diego. At a later
time tion
whendata ismore
extensive
available
withpropagarespect
to operation with higher powers at
antenna heights over 2000 feet, we
will be in a position to re-examine
problems of a general nature or respecificby communities,lating
that solely
are tocreated
adjacent
channel nationinterference.
exami-of
will be made in Such
the light
further data which will then be
available with respect to receiver
selectivity characteristics.
165. In establishing Rules with
respect to power and antenna
height
we haveon considered
the effectof
of our action
the development
the UHF. We are unable to conclude that Rules adopted herein
will prevent
development of this newthe andfullest
valuable
porof the these
spectrum.
We' believeit
that tionunder
circumstances
is clearly
in theefficient
public use
interest
make
the most
of bothto
the VHF and the UHF by providing
for the use of antennas and powers
that
will permit
the listening
to receive
the most
and thepublic
best
service possible.
Adjacent Channel Separations
166. The Third Notice of Further
Proposed Rule Making stated with
respect rations: to adjacent channel sepaAdjacent Channel Separation.
Under the present television
standards,
objectionable adjacent
channel interference
results
when the ratio of the desired to
the undesired signal falls below
6 db. posThe
als of JulyCommission's
11, 1949, did pronot
recommend any change in this
ratio. senteConsiderable
data
pred tothe commission indicate
that tivethis
ratioit iscouldtoo beconservaand that
0 db or
—6
db.
In general has
adjacent
channel interference
not
been of a serious nature and
such problems as do exist can be
solved to a very considerable extent by improvements in receiver
designcult norwhich
neither difficostly.areExperience
has
shown that many receivers are
giving satisfactory adjacent
channel performance in areas
where interference is predicted
under the present standards.
The Commission's proposals of
July mal11,adjacent
1949, provided
for a norchannel separation
of 110 miles in the VHF band
and
100 miles
the UHF provided
band —
one-half
the indistance
for the normal
co-channel
separations. Since adjacent channel
interference is so readily subject
to being controlled by adequate
design and production methods
by manufacturers, the Commission believes that adjacent channel duced,
separations
should
be re-a
thus making
possible
greater number of assignments.
The ionCommission
is of the should
opinthat these separations
be based
uponmayreceiver
perform-be
ance which
reasonably
expected of manufacturers and
not on the characteristics of the
poorer receivers. Separations
have been
based on thehaving
assump-an
tion of receivers

does

J$Uy
with

the

teast

-VHF
4 PROGRAM SERVICES
— no local studios needed !
•
•
•
•

Network programs
Local films (16mm)
"Stills" from local slide projector
Test pattern from monoscope
(including individualized station
pattern in custom-built tube)

Xhis picture illustrates
what mwe
is the
minimum
ent aTVthink
station
should
have toequipstart
with — and earn an income. The arrangement can handle any TV show received

or

the

most

equipment
UHF!

from the network and provides station
identification and locally inserted commercials asrequired. In addition, it offers
an independent source of revenue — by
including film and slide facilities for
handling local film shows and spots, or
network shows on kine recordings.
The Basic Buy includes: A transmitter
and an antenna (necessary for any TV
station); monitoring equipment (required by FCC); film and slide equipment (for local programs — and extra
income); monoscope camera for reproducing a test pattern of known quality
(important for good station operation
and as an aid to receiver adjustment);
and a control console that saves operator
time and effort (it enables one technical

man to run the station during nearly
all "on-air" periods).
RCA's BASIC Buy can be used in combination with any RCA TV transmitter
and antenna, of any power — VHF or
UHF. Matched design and appearance
make it easy to add facilities any time
(you need never discard one unit of a
basic package). And note this: RCA BASIC
Units Are Identical To The RCA
Units Used In The Biggest TV
Stations!
RCA's Basic Buy is already being
adopted by many TV station planners.
Let your RCA Sales Representative
work out a flexible package like this for
you — show you how to do the most with
the least equipment!

Table of television channel assignments set forth in its Notice
of Further
ing, issued onProposed
July 11,Rule
1949,Makdid
not
take
into
account
the'
effects
of receiver oscillator radiation
on
in the has
VHFbeenor
UHFassignments
band. Evidence
presented to the Commission
concerning
to receivers interference
as a result caused
of the
use of a 21 mc. I.F. by manufact
u
r
e
r
s
o
f
receiving
sets.
In order to avoid such interference,
Radio-Television Manufacturers
Association
hasof adopted
standard an I.F.
41.25 mc asin
the VHF and UHF bands. No
oscillator radiation problems are
involved for these VHF receivers
so far aserating intelevision
opthe VHF isstations
concerned.
Because ofreceivers
the large now
number
television
in useof
employing
21 mctoI.F.,minimize
efforts
have
been themade
such interference without reducing thementnumber
of VHF table,
assigns in the proposed
(b) UHF. There was general
agreement at the above hearings
that
radiation
to beoscillator
more severe
in theis likely
UHF
band than in the VHF band, due
to the difficulty in suppressing
such radiation
the because
higher fre-of
quencies.inFurther,
the wide span of the UHF band
itoscillator
is not possible
to place
the
outside the
band and
still employ an I.F. which is
practical
the art. in the present state of
Evidence was offered concerning
a method of dealing with the
oscillator radiation problem
based
the "fold toin" divide
principle.
It wason proposed
the
UHF band into four equal parts;
to employ the lower and upper
quarters for most assignments;
to confine all oscillator radiation within
the
two ancenter
and to Commission
employ
I.F.believes
ofquar111
mc. ters;The
that the use of an I.F. of 111
mc. in television receivers is not
feasible
this available
time. Existing
tubes andatthose
in the
foreseeable
future
will not with
permit
adequate
amplification
a reasonable number of I.F.
stages. The use of the proposed
I.F. nelwillselectivity.
reduce Further,
adjacent setting
chanup one-half of the UHF band as
a repository for oscillator radiaprovidemanufacturers
little incentivetionforwould
receiver
to reduce such radiation. Accord' not
ingly,been
the "fold
has
adoptedin" inprinciple
preparing
the proposed Table.
Although the Commission expects that continued improvements may eliminate
the inproblem of oscillator
radiation
the
future, titicable todoes
not
appear
pracexpect such receivers
inUHFthe table
near future.10
Hence, the
has taken
account the standard
I.F. into
of 41.25
mc.
adopted
by
the
RTMA.
Thus,
stations in the UHF which are 7
channels apart are required to
have ratedtheir
transmitters
sepaby a minimum
of 60 miles.
This separation
affords
substantially the same protection as
does the co-channel separation
provided for above.
This same
observation is alsoimage
apHcable
to intermodulation,
terference
and
I.F.
beat
problems
iscussed below.
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ments Laboratories, Inc., proponent
of the fold-in principle described
above, inobjected
the proposal
made
the Thirdto Notice.
In its
objection, CML reiterates its position with regard to the
^'fold-in"
principle.
of the recordUponand full
the consideration
objections of
CML, the Commission is still of the
opinion that the views of CML are
not sufficiently substantiated, either
theoretically
or byantest,intermediate
to provide
assurance that
frequency in the 111 mc. range is
currently
and
for thepractical.
reasons Forset this
out reason
in the
Third Notice, it is concluded that
the Table of UHF Assignments
should not be based on the "foldin" principle.
It isis inadequate
concluded
further
that there
evidence
to
support
the
establishment of an assignment Table on the
basis of an intermediate frequency
other than 41.25 mc. Accordingly,
the proposals
oscillator radiationwithmaderespect
in theto Third
Notice are now finalized and stations in the UHF which are 7 channelsarapart
required
to beof sepated by 60aremiles.
In view
the
nature of the interference, different spacingsZones
are not
the different
whichnecessary
have beenin
established in connection with cochannel assignment spacings. A
similar observation
to intermodulation,
imagepertains
interference
and I.F. beat problems discussed
171. The separations established
herein
protect against oscillator
below.42to are
radiation
based on the principle
ofareas
non-overlapping
of stations 7 Grade
channelsA service
apart,
so that receivers within the Grade
A service area of one such station
would ceivenotservicenormally
tuned station
to refrom thebe other
which
would
not
be
as
good
in
ity. This arrangement reducesqaulthe
probability
of local
oscillator
inter-of
ference within
the Grade
A areas
the respective stations. Since this
protection is not absolute and is
confined primarily to the Grade A
service areas, it remains of utmost
importance that continuing efforts
belocalmadeoscillator
to reduceradiation
the magnitude
in UHFof
receivers. It should also be emphasized that the success
separation requirements
which ofrecognize
oscillator radiation and spurious
responses depends on general into the
basic premisedustry
s i.e. useadherence
of the
standard
I.F.
of 41.25 mc. and fundamental oscillator operation. It would appear
that the manufacturing industry
has a direct responsibility to the
set-purchasing
public toof avoid
the
harmful
consequences
deviation
from this protective standard. It
would be unfortunate if the manufacturing industry or an appreciable portion thereof were to use different standards without adequate
suppression measures. In this event,
the Commission will of necessity
be faced with the need for a reexamination ofthe problem to determine what more effective measures may be necessary to avoid the
harmful consequences to the public.
Image Interference
172. The Third Notice of Fur42separation
It should requirements
be pointed outimposed
that theto
protect against toscillator
radiation,
inermodulation, images and I.F. beats
dointerference
not provideof forthe protection
against
above character
which
causedthebytelevision
radio services
operatingis outside
band.
Final TV Report

which are separated by eight
ther Proposed Rule Making stated :
channels are required to have a
Image interference (picture and
minimum transmitters.
separation of 20 miles
sound). Image interference has
between
raised no problems in the VHF
There were no oppositions to this
band
since
a
signal
from
another
For the reasons set outj
television station removed from proposal.
the proposal with respect
the desired channel by twice the above,
I.F.
beat
is
adopted, and UHF staI.F. doesother not
normally
fall Inin the
antions separated by 8 channels are
television
channel.
required to be separated by 20!
UHF band, however, where miles.
there is a large number of conIntermodulation
channels, image
interftiguous
erence is expected
to present
175. The Third Notice of Furinterference problems. No alther Proposed Rule Making stated
lowance was made for this facIntermodulation. The Commis
Commission's
proposed
sion's proposed table of July 11,
tabletorordinoftheindicates
July
11,that1949.
The
rec1949, tiondidthe effects
not take ofintointermodula
consideraimage rejection ofvided
30 bytoUHF
40 dbreceivers
can be pro-of
tion. Although interference re-i
suiting from intermodulation
reasonably good design which
has
notband,
been ait.problem
in the
employ a 41.25 I.F. There was
VHF
is generally
general agreement
image
agreed that intermodulation is
interference
should that
be avoided
in making channel assignments.
likelylem intothebe UHF
a moreband.
seriousVarious
probAccordingly, a minimum separaarrangements have been pro
tion tween
of 75 transmitters
miles is provided
bewhere UHF
posed for reducing intermodula
stations are separated by 15
tion such asrangement ofachannels,
staggeredor ar-by ft
channels
to provide
againstandpic-a
wide frequency separation. Tes
ture image
interference,
timony in the record indicates
minimum separation
of 60 where
miles
between
transmitters
that a three
four channel
separation wouldor serve
an adequate
UHF stations are separated by
protection
against
intermodula
14 channels to provide protection.
The
Commission
has
con
tion againstference.sound
image intereluded that the best method of
This separation
provides substantially the same proavoidinglation isproblems
intermoduto use a ofnormal
mini
tection to the picture of a demum separation of six channels
sired
station
as
does
the
cochannel separation provided for
in a city, thus allowing for a de
sirable safety factor. There is
above. Aaration isslightly
provided smaller
for in septhe
generaltanceagreement
separation ofthat15 ato dis-20
case of the sound image than
the picture image because of the
miles is sufficient to provide prolesser interfering effect of the
tection against intermodulation
former.
since sufficiently
high
field stainto more
173. There were no oppositions
tions wouldtensitiesnotfrom two
normally
exist at
to
the
Commission's
proposal
in
any point between stations so
this
regard, with Measurements
the exception of
separated. Accordingly, in preCommunications
paring the UHF Table,
assignments
Laboratories, whose counterprothe attached
stationsin
posal has been previously discussed
closer than 20 miles have not
and rejected. Since the separation
been
assigned apart.
channels less than
to minimize image interference is
six channels
based on the intermediate frequency of 41.25 mc. and since the
176.
With
regard
to intermodulaCML encecomments
interferare based onon image
a 111 mc.
I.F., stated:tion, DuMont filed a comment which
which has previously been rejected,
The best
Commission's
that
the CML comment with respect to
"the
method offinding
avoiding
image interference need not be
problems of intermodulation is
given further consideration. For
to use a normal separation of
the reasons set out above the prosix channels in a city, thus al
posalferewithnce isadopted
respect and
to image
interlowing for a desirable safety
a minimum
factor"
applicable
to UHF
spacing of 75 miles is maintained
cation
would appear
to bealloin
between UHF stations separated
correct.
Intermodulation
results
by 15 channels to provide against
from
the
assignment
of
three
picture image interference and a
stations to a city with an even
minimum separation
of 60 miles
two-channel jump between stamaintained
between UHF
stationsis
tions (Tr. 13449-13451). For exseparated by 14 channels to provide
of Chanagainst sound image interference.
nels 14,ample,16the assignment
and 18 to the
same
city
would14, 16cause
intermodula■
tion,
but
and
19
would
not
174. The Third Notice of Fur13449). in interference (Tr.
result
' , stated:
ther ProposedI.F.RuleBeatMaking
I.F. Beat. It is recognized that
Recommendation. A separawhen two stations in a city are
tion of 20 miles between chanseparated
it is posnels which cause intermodulasible that bythe antwoI.F.signals
will
tion interference is recommendcombine to provide a beat signal
which will be picked up by the
ed. The restriction of assignment of frequencies less than
I.F. Amplifier. Where a 41.25
six channels apart which do not
mc. I.F. is in use, such signals
cause interference should be
■may exist in channels which are
eliminated as wasteful of specseparated
sevendesired
or eightstation.
chantrum.
nels frombythe
The effect is similar to that of
177.
DuMont is in error in conintermodulation. As indicated
fining its consideration
of inter-It
modulation to three stations.
above the seven channel separais
easily
shown,
from
the
testimony
tion is taken
care
of
by
the
separation which is used to avoid in the record, that third order intermodulation produced by the
oscillator interference. Accordingly, stations in the UHF band combination of only two signals
BROADCASTING
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can occur in the UHF TV band.
Multiple Interference
This type of intermodulation pro180.
The Third Notice stated
• ducesciesspurious
signals
on frequen-as with respect
to multiple interfer(fx)
which
can
be
computed
ence:
follows:
In
preparing
the Table
of As-of
fx = 2fa — fb
signments, astudy
was made
where fa is the frequency of one
several
cases
of
multiple
interstationother
and station.
fb is the This
frequency
ference involving relatively unithe
formulaof
form
co-channel
station
separaproduces two values of fx, as each
tions in congested areas. This
station is represented by fa and fb,
study based on information and
respectively.
These
spurious
sigdata
presently
available,
indinals could cause harmful intercates that the grade
A service
ference to reception of stations
areas obtained with the maxieven tionoutside
mum powers as specified above
separation.the 20 miles protecare not infringed
by combined
interference
from more
than one
178.fines itDuMont
erroneously
consignal when
non-directional
re-to
s consideration of intermodceiving
antennas
are
assumed
ulation to stations assigned with
be
used.
Moreover,
if
receiving
'aother
"two-channel
jump."
antennas are assumed to have
factors being
equal,Although,
the in6 db rejection in the directions
the spurious signals
of the undesired stations, the
ducedtensitbyy ofintermodulation
tendspro-to
multiple interference under
decrease
as
the
frequency
separathese conditions is not expected
tion between stations is increased,
to exceed the single station case
intermodulation does not abruptly
where no rectreceiving
disappear at any particular value
ivity is assumed.antenna
Thus, di-it
of frequency separation. DuMont
appears that interference from
therefore errs in stating that Chanmore than one station may be
nels 14, 16 and 19, assigned in the
accounted for satisfactorily by
same city, would not result in interplotting a composite
interferference. As is shown in the followon the
basisin
ing example, the sound carrier of
of the most ence-limited
severecontourlimitation
Channel 16 and the picture carrier
each
direction
due
to
any
single
of Channel
14 canto produce
a spuriinterfering station. This apsignal due
intermodulation
whichous falls
within Channel
19 and
proximationforappearstheto bepurpose
sufficiently accurate
cause interference. Similarly, the
of determining station separapicture
carrier
of
Channel
19
and
the sound carrier of Channel 16 can
tions and power, it islimitations.
Acproposed
that
combine
a spuriouswhich
siginterferencecordinglyfrom
each station
nal due toto produce
intermodulation
will be determined on an incan cause interference to Channel
dividual basis and that calcula14.
tion of the effects of multiple
Example :
interference will not be required.
Channel 14: 470-476 me.;
181. No objections to this proChannel 16: 482-488 mc; Chanposal have been received. Accord500-506of mc.
Let the
soundnel 19;carrier
Channel
16,
the proposal
has been folloingly,
wed in this
proceeding.
487.75 mc, be f.-, and the picture
carrier of Channel 14; 471.25 be
Facilities
Spacing
fu. Then from the formula above
182. We have above discussed
(fx- = 2fa - fb) :
the difference between assignment
fx 504.25
= 2(487.75)
—
471.25
=
spacing
requirements and facilities
mc,
requirements
have such
also
which falls within and can cause spacing
described
the manner inandwhich
interference to Channel 19.
spacings
will
be
measured.
In
the
Third Notice it was provided that
Similarly
if fa be 16,
the 487.75
sound carrier of Channel
mc, minimum
facilities
spacings
would
and fb be the picture carrier of be 10 miles less than minimum asChannel 19, 501.25 mc,
signment spacings. A number of
fx 474.25
= 2(487.75)
parties43 have objected to the fact
mc, - 501.25 = that
the minimum assignment requirements proposed in the Third
which falls within and can cause
interference to Channel 14.
Notice were higher than the minimum
facilities
spacings requireIt is also
apparent
the foreWe believe
consideragoing example
that from
it is necessary
tion ments.
of the
wholeuponrecord
and
comments in this proceeding that
u|\ to
take ofinto
account
thesignal
channel
spread
each
spurious
due
minimum facilities spacing requireto intermodulation.
Each
third
orments should be the same as minider intermodulation combination
mum ments.
assignment spacing
produced by television signals havstated requirein the
ing a 6 mc. channel width results in Third NoticeThe reason
for lower minimum
facilities spacings was to provide
f a potential
spurious
signal
covering a channel width three times as flexibility in the location of transmittersmunitiesand inwithinorder
to give
great, or 18 mc. Thus, when sta15 miles
of a comcity
tions are assigned Channels 14 and
opportunity to take advantage
16, intermodulation produces spuri- an
rule.
Upon
reconous signals on Channels 17, 18 and of the 15 mile
sideration ofthis matter we believe
19- — not merely on Channel 18 as that the advantages
of such flexiassumed by DuMont.
bility are more than counter bal179. Except for the DuMont comanced
by
the
inconsistencies
ments, there was no opposition to would arise from having ruleswhich
unthe Commission's
proposal with
reder which minimum facilities spacgard to intermodulation.
In view
ing
requirements
would
be
lower
of the foregoing, it is concluded than minimum assignment spacing
For under such rules,
that
the Commission's
concerning
intermodulationproposal
should requirements.seeking
an assignment,
not be changed and that UHF sta- ina petitioner
a
rule
making
proceeding, could
tions separated by less than six not secure an assignment
where by
channels should be separated by at
See footnote 22 above.
r least 20 miles.
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in the transcript relates to this
proper measurement to an existing
transmitter the proposal satisfied
item.
the lowermentsfacilities
spacing
require185.
but did not satisfy the
tion atWethisrecognize
time of that
the the
Tableadop-of
higher assignment
spacing
on the basis that all
ments. Accordingly,
in therequireRules Assignments
channels start on frequencies with
adopted herein we have made all integral
numbers
createscarrier
a situa-of
minimummentsfacilities
spacing
requirewhereby
the video
identical with minimum as- each tion
UHF, as well as each VHF
signment spacing requirements.
channel, is placed on a fractional
number. We feel, however, that
Offset Carrier
183. In the Third Notice the there is no evidence in the record
Mr. difficult
McNary'sto position
Commission stated with respect to tothatsupport
it is more
achieve
offset carrier:
satisfactory stability of monitoring
with are
viThe Commission's
proposals
of equipment
deo carrierswhen
whoseoperating
frequencies
July
11, use
1949,ofdidoffset
not provide
for the
carrier fractional numbers than when the
frequencies
are
integral
numbers.
operation either in the VHF or No evidence was received in the
UHF band.
sented at the Testimony
hearing on prethe record on this point from either
Mr. McNary
any otherfrequency
person.
Generalings Issues
in
the_
proceedexactor integral
hereinoperation
substantially
fa- Further,
operation could not be conducted in
vored offset
and tests
majority of cases in any event
have tionindicated
such opera- the
since two of every three stations
resulted in that
an improvement
of approximately 17 db over operating with offset carrier would
to operate
on frequencies
non-offset carrier operation. A have
fractional
numbers.
Despite with
the
survey conducted
the Joint fact
that many manufacturers were
Technical
Advisoryby Committee
of stations engaged in offset car- parties to this proceeding, Mr. Mcrier operations indicates prac- all. In Nary's
problem wasit would
not raised
addition
appearat
ticallyAlthough
unanimousa support
therethat
little,
if
any,
additional
equipfor.
question
has
been raised concerning possible
ment is required
maintain
satisfactory stabilityto of
monitoring
frequency
stability
of
transmitters used in these operations, it equipment when operating with
appears that this problem is not quarter megacycle as compared
seriousbilityand
frequency
sta- with integral megacycle steps. Furcan be that
provided
which will
ther, the evidence expressly established that equipment will be availinsure adequate and proper offable _for
withthis offset
set carrier operations. Accord- carrier
in theoperation
UHF. For
reaingly,cludedthe thatCommission
has
conson we are finalizing our proposal
separations should for the
use of offset carrier in the
be based
upon
stations
employoffset rules
carrier
operation.as UHF without further proceedings.
When ingthese
are adopted
186. With the exception of James
final, cifythethe exact
Commission
frequencywilltospe-be C. McNary's
filedcomments,
to the use noof objecoffset
utilized by each station for offset carriertionsaswere proposed.
RCA-NBC thein
carrier operation. In the VHF its comment has supported
band, stations will be offset from Commission's proposal.
each other by plus or minus 10
187. In the Third Notice the
kc and 1 kc tolerance will be
Commission set specific tolerances
specified. Similar requirements for
the use of offset carrier in the
will be applied to UHF stations,
that similar rebut
the specific
valuesdate.will be VHF and stated
quirements wil be applied to UHF
determined
at a later
The Third Notice, how184. James C. McNary has filed stations.
did notof provide
specific values
ing:
a comment which states the follow- in the ever,case
UHF stations.
Upon
examination
of
the
record
we have
The operation of offset carrier determined that the tolerances
with
transmitters in the UHF por- respect to the use of offset carrier
tionular,ofwilltherequire
spectrum,
in
particshould
be
the
same
both
in
development of UHF and VHF. Accordingly, thein
new tus,
frequency
control
be off-or
and will probably appararequire the UHF band stations
other bywillplus
continual monitoring of this ap- minusset 10fromkceach
and 1 kc tolerance will
paratus from such
a central
frequ-to be specified. With this addition
ency standard,
as WWV,
maintain satisfactory operation. the Commission's
proposal
with re-is
spect to offset carrier
operation
The continual
monitoring
lieved to be required
may be-be being finalized.
facilitated by appropriate choice
188. Inasmuch as a considerable
period outof offset
time will
be required
of channel frequencies. For ex- work
frequencies
for theto
ample,
specifying
the
video
carrier frequency to be an integral assignment plan, such designations
are not being made at this time but
multiple
of 1 megacycle
may as- will
sist materially
in simplifying
be forthcoming at an early
the
frequency
control
equipment.
staIf the video carrier frequency is date. tionsThe
will belicenses
modifiedof inexisting
accordance
so specified, the sound carrier with the designations that will be
frequency and the frequencies made
and a transition period will
defining
the have
limitstoof betheshifted
chan- be provided
for in which existing
nel would
from what would otherwise be stations may commence operation
their normal operation, if the with offset carrier. A delay with
established
characterisof spec-on
tics are to bechannel
maintained.
The respect to the
ificationsestablishment
should have no effect
recommendation is therefore re- applications that may be filed by
spectfully made that the specifi- licensees or new applicants since
n of UHF channel
frequen-an the exact carrier frequencies for
cies cbeatiodeferred
until after
do notbefore
beinformal engineering conference any particular
come important channel
until shortly
to determine best system proce- commencement
of
operation
with
dure. No specific page or exhibit offset carrier.
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Intermixture of VHF and
UHF Channels
189. In the Third Notice, the
Commission said with respect to
the intermixture of VHF and UHF
Channels :
The
Commission's
proposed
of July
11, 1949, was
based table
to a
considerablesignment degree
on
of VHF andtheUHFaschannels in the same city. During the hearing on the General
Issues, itnesseswasthat the
urgedelimination
by some wit-of
intermixture would simplify receiver problems and would minimize theproblems.
broadcasters'
Itwould
was competiarguedto
that tive
intermixture
tend
deter the construction of UHF
stations and that until a large
number of VHF-UHF receivers
were distributed,
such UHF would
stations as were constructed
have difficulty in surviving. On
the other hand, many witnesses
favored intermixture on the
ground that it was impracticable
towould
avoidbeit;constructed
that UHF instations
cities
located within the service areas
of VHF stations and television
viewers would expect their sets
to receive both signals; and that
receiver manufacturers would
be obliged to build combination
VHF-UHF
receivers for such
areas.
It is reasonable to assume that
economic problems will be faced
by UHF broadcasters in areas
where VHF broadcasting exists.
Similar problems confronted the
VHF broadcasters
prior to in-in
creased receiver distribution
their respective
areas.
is reasonable to assume
ifIt the
entire UHF
band isthat
allocated
for
regular
television
broadcasting,
television receivers will be built
to receivenals. IfVHF
and UHF were
sigintermixture
avoided, it would be necessary
to limit many areas to one or
two VHF stations even though
UHF ableassignments
for those areaswere
and availadditional
stations
could
be supported financially. Moreover,
VHF stations
are capable
providing agreater
coverageaof more
than
UHF stations.
Hence,
extensive television service is
made available where some VHF
assignments
are made
in _ as
many
communities
as possible
than where
only
VHF
assignments are made in some communities andreonly
UHF
asmadeCommission
in other
communities.signments aThe
has concluded that the adoption
of an assignment table based on
non-intermixture constitutes a
short-term
view of Accordingly,
the problem
and
is inadvisable.
the proposed table attached
herein
been preparedof onVHF
the
basis ofhasintermixture
and UHF channels.
190. Pursuant to Paragraph 12
of the Third Notice several of the
parties object to or raise questions
with respect to the intermixture of
VHF and UHF channels in individual cities. These objections and
questions are treated in the city-bycity portion of this Report. Mercer
Broadcasting Company, Trenton,
New Jersey, Lehigh Valley Television, Inc., Allentown, Pennsylvania,
Radio Wisconsin, Inc., Madison,
Wisconsin and Presque Isle Broadcasting Company, Erie, Pennsylvania, filed comments in which they
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contend that the intermixture of
UHF and VHF is contrary to the
public interest because they are not
and
may never
services.
Basedbe ontruly
this competitive
allegation,
these parties
propose
that allshould
commercial television stations
be assigned to the UHF. This proposal hasportion
beenof this
considered
in anfar as other
the comments
ofReport.
Mercer Inandso
Lehigh cation
Valley
relate307(b)
to the ofappliof Section
the
Communications Act they are
treated below in further detail.
191. DuMont Laboratories, Inc.,
filed a comment which objects to
the manner in which the Commission has applied the intermixture
principle
its Assignment
It is to be innoted
in this regardTable.
that
DuMont's own alternative assignment
plan
went
very
far
in
accepting intermixture in practice. The
basis
DuMont's
objectionprinciple
to the
use ofof the
intermixture
in
the
Commission's
Assignment
Table is the effect that wide dison the
number persalofof VHF
VHF channels
channels hasavailable
to the large cities. Accordingly,
DuMont's
to the principle
application of theobjection
intermixture
in
the
Commission's
assignment
plan
relates
mattersin
that have
beenbasically
consideredto above
connection with the discussion of
the DuMont nationwide assignment
plan.
192. On the basis of the comhave been received
sments
uant tothatParagraphs
11 and 12pur-of
the Third Notice, the Commission
is not persuaded that its decision
with
respect
intermixture
VHF and
UHF tochannels
set out ofin
the Third Notice was in error.
With particular reference to the
comments of DuMont, the Commission cannotwhich
subscribe to anto assign4 VHFment plan
channels into order
as many assign
large
cities as possible disregards other
important objectives. We have
above considered the merits of DuMont's objections to the basic principles underlying
assignment
plan. the
Our Commission's
dismissal of
these objections foreclose the adoption
of
DuMont's
approach
to the
intermixture problem.
193. Related to the intermixture
problem are objections to the Comon the
ground thatmission's
it proposed
did notTable,
provide
for
aof separate
and
distinct
assignment
VHF and UHF channels. These
parties"
contend
distinctions
whichthatexistbecause
betweenof
channels in the VHF and UHF
band, the Commission is required
to assign VHF and UHF channels
separately, in order to satisfy the
requirements of Section 307(b) of
the Communications Act, which
provides:
In considering applications for
licenses, and modifications and
renewals thereof, when and in
so far as there is demand for
44Co.,Theselicensee
partiesofareFM: Easton
StationPublishing
WBBX,
Easton,
Pennsylvania,
and,
on a sharetime basis
with
Lehigh
Valley
applicant for Channel Tele8 to
serve thevision Inc.,Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton
metropolitan
area;
Travelers
Broadcasting
Service
Corp.,
license
of
Staand WTIC-FM,
Hartford,
Conn.;tionsandofWTIC FMMercer
Broadcasting
Co.,
licensee
Station
WTCA, Trenton,
N.
J.
Other
contentions
with
respect to the illegality of this Table
made bycus ed inthese
parties have Opinion
been disJuly 13, 1951the andCommission's
the contentions madeof
by709).thesons setparties
are
rejected
for
the rea-51out in that Opinion (FCC
Final TV Report

the same, the Commission shall imposederalbyCommunications
the statute. See Fedmake such distribution of li- v. Pottsville BroadcastingCommission
Co., 309
censes,
frequencies,
hours
of
opFederal108Commueration, and of power
among the U.S. 134; Ward
nications v.Commission,
F. 2d
several States
and communities
486, 491 Cf. National Broadcasting
as to provide a fair, efficient and Company
v. United States, 319 U.S.
equitable
distribution
of
radio
service to each of the same.
190, 224;v. United
Radio States,
Corporation
341 U.S.of
412.
194. At the outset it should be America
stated that
we
agree
with
the
con197. Because television is in a
tention of the parties in so far as
stage of earlyconsideration
development that
and the
they claim that the Commission additional
the
should disperse both VHF and limited number
of
VHF
channels
UHF widely munities.
among
states and Table
com- will prevent a nationwide competiThe Assignment
tive television service from developproposed
in the Third
and
ing wholly withinthatthetheVHF
the
Assignment
TableNotice
adopted
UHF band,
band
herein make a wide dispersal of wewill arebe convinced
utilized and that UHF
both VHF and UHF channels stations fully
will
eventually
compete
among the states and communities. a favorable basis with stations onin
We must,tention ofhowever,
con- the VHF. The UHF is not faced,
the partiesreject
that theSection
as was FM, with a fully matured
307(b) reauires the Commission competing
service. In many cases
to treat VHF channels as com- UHF will carry
completeservice,
burpletely
different
from
UHF
chanden of providing the
television
nels
in
making
an
Assignment
Table. We think it clear that the while in other areas it will be escompetitive
fair, efficient and equitable distri- service.sentialInfor providing
view of these cirrequiredreference
by the Communicawe are convinced that
tionsbution
Act has
to over-all stations in thecumstances,UHF
condistribution within any given radio
stitute an integral partbandof will
a single,
service and not with respect to nationwide
television
service.
every ice.typeFederal
of station
within a serv-v.
Radio Commission
198. With respect to the propagation characteristics of the UHF
Nelson Brothers Bond and, Mortgage Company, 289 U.S. 266, at band, as compared to the VHF, we
believe that such differences as ex281. Intionstheoperating
case inof the
television,
staUHF and
ist will prove analogous to those
VHF bands, although marked by formerly
existing between the
distinguishing characteristics, will higher and lower portions of the
together constitute an integrated VHF television band." We are pertelevision service. We have consuaded that the differences in procharacteristics will not
mentcluded,
s of the therefore,
Act canthatbestthebe requiremet by prevent UHFpagationstations
from becoman over-all Table of Assignments, service.
ing
an
integral
part of a single
which includes within its scope all
channels which will be utilized in
199. It is alleged that equipment
powerandin that
the
the195.
television
service.45that Section for
In arguing
UHF employing
band is nothigher
available
307(b) of the Communications Act it is not known when such equiprequires the Commission to make
ment willtentionbeis notavailable.
separate and distinct assignments
supportedThisby conthe
of VHF and UHF channels, the record. There is evidence that it
parties
lay
particular
stress
on
the
will
be
possible
to
operate
stations
decision of the Court of Appeals in
band with 400 kw. raEaston Publishing Company v. in the UHF
diated power thby
time for
that such
auorizations arthe
e issued
Federal Communications Commission, 85 U.S. App. D.C. 33, 175 F.
Further, there is no rea2d 344. They contend that since stations.
sonencetowillbelieve
that American
scithere are
differences
benot produce
the equipment
tween admitted
VHF and UHF
television
necessary
for
the
fullest
developm
e
n
t
o
f
the
UHF.
facilities, as in the case of FM and
AM, the holding in the Easton case
In any event, it is clear that
must be construed as requiring the in 200.
formulating an assignment table
Commission to assign the VHF and which
will
be the basis for the overUHF facilities independently.
all development
of television
c
a
s
t
i
n
g
i
n
this country,
the broadpublic
196. The
parties'
reliance on The
the interest requires
the Commission
Easton
decision
is misplaced.
to
take
a
long-range
view
of
the
Easton decision clearly confirms
that the Commission is not bound future ofment47 television.
and economic Present
problemsequipmay
by a hard and fast rule in achiev- temporarily handicap operations in
ing the "fair, efficient and equitable the new UHF band and place cerdistribution
of radio
retain communities at a disadvanquired by Section
307 (b)service"
. And the
tage. Such
immediate
Easton case emphasized that the
tions,
however,
cannot beconsideraallowed
Commission must decide, in the to obscure the long-range goal of a
light of the situation before it, nationwide competitive television
what principles of allocation and service, in which stations in both
bands will conassignment will achieve the pre- the UHFstituteandintegralVHF
parts. We find that
scribed statutory goal, and that one over-all table
of assignments
Congresscretion ohas
conferred
broad
disis best caln the Commission to reach for the television
culated to achieveservice
that goal.
that goal, so long as its discretion
is exercised within the standards Changes in the Assignment Table
201. In the Third Notice the
43 It is tohave
be noted
that some
these
parties
not made
any ofspecific
proposalmentsas proposed
to howin thethechannel
assign40
See
the Commission's case,
decision in the
Third
Notice
shouldties havebe notmodified.
These
samecity-bypar- Washington
Broadcasting television
Service, Inc., 11Bamberger
FCC 211.
appeared
in
the
city
portionin ofthattheportion
hearingof ortheoffered
abun-of
evidence
pro- 47 The dantrecord
evidencebefore
as to usthecontains
feasibility
c
e
d
i
n
g
.
I
n
the
absence
of
a
specific
adapting
existing
receivers
or
building
nels.
proposal
and
evidence
relating
thereto
ones which will be capable of
the
not able to afford new
receiving signals on all television chanthem Commission
any specific isrelief.
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we have decided to omit any
■Commission provided that with cer- tion,
requirement that petitions for
taincationdescribed
exceptionsstation
no applifor a television
in a changes in the Table show the extent to which the changes conform
"community specified in the Com- to specific
Each request
mission's Table would be accepted for a changepriorities.
the Rules or Table
for filing'quested achannel
if said which
application
re- will merely bein required
to set out
was
not
contained in the Table. Persons with clarity the reasons for the
proposed
change.
;specified
desiring toin apply
for would
a channel
206. Earle C. Anthony, Inc., has
the Table
first notbe
required to secure an amendment requested that petitions requesting
thereof through appropriate rule changes in the Table be required to
establish that such changes comply
making proceedings.
Uponand consideration ofitthethecomments
eviminimum separations and
dence before
Commission
has with
other requirements and that the
decided that it is in the public in- proposed assignment would protect thements Grade
A service
assign-on
terest to adhere
to thisInc.,principle.45
in the Table
based ofeither
See Yankee
Network,
12 FCC
751, 1043.
the maximum power at 500 feet
such assignments or the actual
> 202. We find that the rule we for
power and antenna height employed
Tiave adopted is necessary to the whichever
is greater. Clearly, peproper conduct of our business.
titions for tochanges
the Tableor
With the backlog of applications
have
indicatein whether
which will be on file for a period of would
not they have met the minimum
time totions tocome,
the
joinder
of
petiamend the Table with in- assignment
in thespacing
Rules requirements
and if they
dividual applications inconsistent doset notout they
would have to indicate
with the Table would make unduly the
reasons
for
a
change
in these
complex, if notterminatioimpossible,
the de- requirements. We do not, however,
n of issues presented
believe
that
the
Commission
should
with respect to the distribution of
requirement
that Table
perfacilities among the states and ci- imposesons any
seeking
changes
in
the
ties. As we demand
have described
above, of Assignments shall have to
the current
for television
establish that the proposed change
facilities which would present con- would
protect the Grade A service
flicting applications in different of assignments
already made. We
cities and communities in a multi- have
above made clear that the
tude of cases can only be decided Commission
is not basing the Table
efficiently and appropriately in a of Assignments
on any theory of
rule making
instant
one. proceeding such as the protected
establishing
the Table contours.50
we have notIn provided
for
203. Moreover, it should be any
protectionstations
to specific
contours
pointed out that similar procedural of existing
in
connection
rules are in effect not only in the with the grant of individual
AM radio service but also in many
cations. We have determined applithat
other radio services. For example,
areas of television stathe Commission does not permit the service
tions
and
the
degree
of
protection
persons to join a petition to change
will be deterthe AM rules with respect to maxi- from interference
mined by the minimum spacing remum power or the classification of
quirements
established
herein.
a channel with an application for
207. The Houston Post Company
facilities with more than the maxi- has suggested that "in proposing
for faciliin the Commission's
Table
tiesmumonpermitted
channelspoweron orwhich
such ofchanges
Assignments
those areas which
adjacent channel interferfacilities are not permitted to oper- receiveence should
be
given
the
same
conate pursuant to the Rules or Standsico-channel
deration with respectinterference
to protecards. See FCC v. WJR, The Goodtion
from
will Station, Inc., 337 U.S. 265,
adjacent channel in272; Pittsburgh Radio Supply as though the
d not exist."
proHouse v. Federal Communications
posal must teberference direjected
for This
the same
Commission, 98 F. 2d 303.
reason set out above in connection
204. In view of the foregoing, we with the disposition of the Earle
find the public interest requires the C. Anthony proposal. Since the
establishment of a Rule providing Commission has recognized no prothat the Commission will not accept
tected contours, it cannot include in
applications for television stations its Rules the provisions proposed
if the channel requested is not spe- by the Houston Post Company.
208. The Tribune Company of
cifically provided for in the Table
of 205.
Assignments.40
Tampa,
Florida, and Capital BroadThe Third Notice provided
casting
Nashville,toTenthat petitioners proposing changes
nessee, haveCompany
bothof objected
the
in the Table would be required to requirement that changes in the
show the extent to which the Table be preceded by rule making.
changes
the priorities listedconformed
in the Thirdto Notice.
We <9 WTAG, Inc., Worcester, Mass. has
that amendmentsrule tomaking
the Tableto
have above discussed the basic beproposed
permitted
acommunity
channelwithout
assigned
in totheanother
Table
principles which have been ad- make
a
available
hered to in establishing the Table for
has no
of Assignments. Upon reconsidera- community
assignment which
provided
the comparable
minimum
separations
maintained.to The
pros madeare apparently
48Third
The Notice
exceptions
referred
in theto possibleposal ifor
to receivemake
a VHFofit
deal first
withbe torespect
assignment.Worcester
The counterproposal
applications
which
may
made
for
seekingin such
an assignChannels 66-83.
The ofprinciples
which WTAG,ment forInc.,
Worcester
proceeding
will
the use
these Thechannels
has Report.
been considered
in this
another
partmustof
have govern
been discussed
above.
other the
The
instant
proposal
exceptionsigned toprovided
that ainchannel
as- the
be denied
since it isandinconsistent
a
community
the
Table
basic
functions
purpose
ofwith
the
of Assignments
shallofberuleavailable,
Assignment Table.
without
the
necessity
making
proceedings,
to
any
other
community
so
The
Third
Notice
did
propose
to
limit
located within 15 miles of the assigned the antenna heights of stations based
community
provided minimum
of Grade at A500service
tions are maintained
and thereseparais no on
otherprotection
stationspower.
operating
feet withof
maximum
Welimitation
have, however,
assignmentconcerned.
in the Table
for thefinalized
com- herein
f munity
We
have
deleted
this
this proposal.
use of high antenna heights. on the
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Both of these parties based their period where the petition proposes
objection on the allegation that the
of any channel, whether
Assignment Table is based upon aby change
deletion,
addition,
or substitufragmentary
propagation
data
and
tion
or
where
the minimum
assigntherefore ought to be as flexible
ment separations provided in the
as possible. We have in another Rules would
not
be
met
by the propart of this Report considered the
posed assignment. We find that no
nature of the propagation data
ruleswith respect
concerning
time limiupon which the Assignment Table further tations
to amendment
is established. We recognize the of the Table need be established at
extent to which additional propa- this time.
212. made
Various
objections
haveon
gation datahowever,
is desirable.
can- been
not agree,
that Wepersons
to time
limitations
should be permitted to join petitions the filing of petitions for amendfor rule making, which would proment of the Table of Assignments.
pose in effect to change the propa- We believe, however, that the time
gation curves, as a result of propa- limitations herein adopted are reagation theory or data relating to
sonable exercise of the authority
specific areas,
with applications
for given to the Commission by Sectelevision
stations
in those areas.
tion 4(j) of the Communications
We believe
re- Act
"conduct
its best
proceedings
quires that inthesuchpublic
cases interest
the parties
such tomanner
as will
conduce toin
be required to seek to amend the the proper dispatch of business and
Rules in appropriate rule making to the ends of justice." WJR v. Federal Communications Commission,
proceedings before the Commission
accepts for filing applications for 337 U.S. 265; Pulitzer Pub. Co. v.
channels.
Federal Communications Commission, 94 F. 2d 249; Commission,
Ward v. Federal
Time Limitations on Changes in Communications
108
the Assignment Table
F.
2d
486;
United
Detroit
Theatres
209. The Third Notice of Fur- Corp. v. Federal Communications
ther
178 F. 2d
700. Comvided that:Proposed Rule Making pro- Commission,
pare also Sections
1.363(a)
and
Upon adoption in the instant Rules
1.387(b)(3)
of the Commission's
and Regulations.
proceedings sigofnments, sathe
Table
of
As213. The Fort Industry Company
id Table shall not
be subject to amendment on in its comments has requested that
petition
for
a
period
of
one
year
reviewmadeanyin edufrom the effective date of the the Commission
cational reservations
the
Commission's final order amend- Table
of
Assignments
at intervals
not
in
excess
of
six
months
and
ingtionsaidof said
Table.one Upon
the
expirayear period the
the Commission require the
Commission will consider peti- that
educational ortions filed during said period re- filing by interested
ganizations ofinformation
concernquesting changes in the Table.
ing
their
progress
in establishing
210. The provisions that the non-commercial educational
staTable of Assignments shall not be
the respective
communitiestionsininwhich
reservations
have
subject to amendment on petition
for
a period
fromorder
the been made. As we pointed out
effective
dateof ofone theyearfinal
earlier, the need for reservation
serves a two-fold purpose. First, it of
channels for educational purwill permit the utilization of the
poses is predicated upon the fact
Commission's
limited
personnel
for
that
educational institutions rethe consideration and processing
quire more time than commercial
oftelevision
the hundreds
of
applications
for
to formulate and implestations which will be on interests
ment plans and proposals for the
file whencations
processing
of such action
appli- establishment
of television stacommences. Prompt
tions. Accordingly, a requirement
upon these applications is clearly that educational
withnecessary and desirable in view of
of institutions
the final decision
the duration of this proceeding andin sixat months
six
month
intervals
theresince 1948 and the consequent
after report their progress in atfreeze on the establishment of
tempting to establish
a station is
new stations. The second end to be neither desirable
nor necessary.
served by this provision is that the
214.
The
setting
aside
of educachanthe experience
in the and
ennelstionalforusenon-commercial
suing year in thegained
consideration
is
precisely
the
processing
for new type of reservation of channelssameas
stations willofbeapplications
extremely valuable
by the Assignment
in the atre-evaluation
reconsider- that
Table provided
for commercial
stations in
ion of the Table ofandAssignments
the various communities, and the
adopted
herein
and
in
the
dispositwo
should
be
governed
by
the same
tion of such petitions requesting an
With respect to changes in
amendment of the Table as will be rules.
the
Table
the
Commission
has proconsidered after this period.
vided for amendment of the As211. We believe, however, that
signment
Table
by
appropriate
some exceptions to this rule are
making proceedings in the
appropriate. We will, during the rule
Rules ingsherein
proceedone
year
period,
accept
petitions
will be adopted.
required Such
for changing
to amend the Table where they the assignment
of a channel from
request
assignmentwithout
of a chanto another and for
nel to athecommunity
any one community
the for
status
of a chanassignment in the Table and not changing
nel
reserved
eligible for an assignment under educational stationsnon-commercial
to a channel
the 15 mile rule, the assignment available for commercial appli,of a noncommercial educational
channel in any community to which
no such assignment is available 51 Before a non-commercial educational
station
operating on use
a channel
reservedfor
under the Table or where they re- for
non-commercial
may apply
it toappropriate
operate comquest thechannel
assignment
a commer- a license tomercial y, itpermit
would
by
ruleto
cial
to anyof community
be
listed in the Table to which no making
forproceedings
a change
in therequired
character
ofIt cants.11
the
channel
assignment
involved.
commercial assignment has been petition
willa newthen license,
have toin filecompetition
an application
made.
No petition
with
entertained
withinwill,thehowever,
one yearbe for
any others who may seek the channel.
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DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
215. In the Third Notice the
Commission said with respect to
Directional Antennas:5"
There are two aspects to the
questions which have been raised
concerning the use of directional
antennas. In the first place the
Commission's
rules,
and
standards
do notregulations
prohibit
the use
of directional
antennas
as such. If a channel is available in any particular community in the Commission's
table, a directional
antenna may
be authorized upon an approauthorizationspriatehaveshowing.
been Such
granted
in the
past. It should be pointed out,
however, that at the time of
such grant a channel was
available in the existing Assignment Table. The second aspect
to the problem
direc-a
tional antennasconcerning
arises when
request is made that another
channel be added in a community
by means
a directional
antenna. This ofsituation
differs from
the first one because in this instance no channel assignment is
possibleten a iunless
a directionalis, the
anuse of a s employed,
directional that
antenna is
compulsory
as a matter
of channel assignment.
This question
was considered by the Commission in 1945 when the first Asthat time signment
the Tableusewasof adopted.
directionalAt
antennas as a basis for making
assignments in the table was
rejected by the Commission
when a proposal to that effect
was
offered by
the Television
Broadcasters
Association.
In its
report of November 21, 1945, the
Commission stated, among other
things:
"An examination
of thethereT.B.A.
proposal
reveals that
are
several disadvantages in att
e
m
p
t
i
n
g
t
o
accomplish
this
objective by the use of directional
antennas.
In
the
first
place,
the
Commission desires to avoid as
much as possible the resort to
directional antennas for television. With the asgreat
increase
civil aviation
a result
of thein
war, it is going to be increasinglytennadifficult
to finddo suitable
ansites that
not constitute a hazard to air navigation.
If directional antennas are used,
there is much less flexibility in
choosing antenna sites, thus increasing the possibility of conflict with air navigation requirements.
antennas willMoreover,
have directional
to be located
away from cities with the result that problems of shadows
and multi-path
rendering
service distortion
to cities willin
be much greater than where the
antenna is located in the city
itself — in most instances antennas can be located in the city
itself where no directional anten a is required.
12 In the wasThirddefined
Noticeas one
a directional
antenna
db or more difference
in having
effective3
radiatedtions of minimum
power in and
the maximum
azimuthal radiadirection. Uponthefurther
consideration
of
the matter
Commission
has
determined that,data
pending
the
acquisition
of
additional
on
the
subject,
the
Commission will consider television
antennas
designed
to
have
a
nominally
circular azimuthal radiation pattern to
beis deliberately
non-directionalaltered
unlessto theproduce
patterna
noi-circular
radiation
pattern.
Antennas
designed
or
altered
to
have
a noncircular sidered
radiation
directionalpattern
antennas.will be con-

"In the second place, the directional Antenna patterns proposed by T. inB. A.highly
result artificial
in many
instances
service areas with a good part
of the station's signal strength
being directed out to sea. Moreover,tionstheusing
service
area ofantennas
the stadirectional
would be no larger than that of
a community station but such
stations would be as expensive
to construct and operate as
metropolitan
stations."
Theof Commission's
table
July 11, 1949, proposed
made no
provisiontionalforantennas
the use
of direcexcept
with
respect to two existing stations.
It was pointed out however,
that directional transmitting
antennassituations
may bein order
usefulthatin
certain
a particular site may be
utilized or overall service imwas then transconcludedproved.
that Itdirectional
mitting
antennas
would
be
in appropriate
cases perforin
use on mit edchannels
contained
the Assignment Table, provided
that this did not excuse compliance with the service area
requirements
permitareas.
reduc-It
tion of basic orservice
was also indicated that nulls
than — 10value
db (compared
togreater
the maximum
of radiation)cause omayf reflections.
not be practicable
beDuring the
hearings on the general issues,
limited testimony was presented
generally favoring the use of
directional antennas principally
for the purpose of improving
service rather than reducing
station separations.
Some oftestiwas offered inantennas
favor
the
use of monydirectional
with
nulls greater than — 15 db.
The Commission is not satisfied that in the present state of
the art, directional antennas are
practicable with nulls greater
than
db; theof policy
set forth
in the— 10Notice
July 11,
1949,
is adhered to. If the future
available data indicate that the
performance of directional
transmitting antennas can be
properly
predicted,
particularly
in areas where
reflections
occur,
their use of interference protection
can
be
given
further
consideration.
As indicated, directional antennas may be employed for improving servicea orparticular
for the site;
purpose of using
they may not be used for the
purposemumofstation
reducing
the miniseparations
set
forth
E and G.is
Where in aparagraphs
directional IIantenna
proposed, the effective radiated
power in any direction shall be
contained in the range permitted
in paragraphs II D (1) and (2),
providedtweenthatmaximum
the and
difference
beminimum
radiations shall not exceed 10
db.
216. The Pennsylvania Broadcasting Company objects to the
above proposal because it prevents
the assignment of Channel 12 to
Philadelphia. They request that an
exceptionstance to permit
be madethein utilization
this one in-of
a directional antenna at Lancaster
with a maximum suppression in
excess of 10 db, thus providing protection to New York and Washington on Channel 4 and releasing
Channel 12 for assignment to Philadelphia. In support of the PhilaPage 24 • April 14, 1952 Part II Final TV Report

flection. It might appear froir,
delphia
Broadcasting
Mr.
Alfred's
Godley's tesproposal, neering
E. C.statement
Pageproposing
filedCompany's
an engitimony
that inandanyMr.particular
sit
that
in
general
directional
antennas uation a particular type of antenna
should
be allowed
in congested
could be erected at a particular loareas
cation to provide a given protecVHF whereby
channels their
could usebe additional
assigned.
tion tomained
a given
The Easton Publishing Company
unansweredarea.
on theThere
basis re-oi |pf
also objects to the proposal. They the whole record
the question oi
happen to the patterr
cite previous
testimony
in the that
rec- what would
ord to support
a conclusion
a given set of tropospheric
a maximum
suppression
in excess with
conditions or by the erection of ad
of 10 db was
that di- ditional reflecting structures in the
rectionalfeasible
antennas wereand practical
of the antenna. Testimony
for interference protection. Radio vicinity
fromed expert
recommendKentucky strictions
Inc. imposed
objects
to
the
recaution
inwitnesses
establishing
stand
on the because
use pf ards for directional
antennas.
VHF directional antennas
220.
In
view
of
the
testimony
it restricts the use of the VHF. A. the whole record the Commissionin
Earl Cullum
to conclude that even un-{
vious testimonyJr.,hasstates
provedthatthatpre-a isderunable
most reflection
favorabletestscircum-F
10 db suppression
limitation
is un- stancesthewhere
were
realistic and will stifle
development
of directional antennas. He contends made in the field at the proposed
that there is no reason why basic antenna site, there would not still
remain the problem of reflections
antenna patterns should be pro- from
buildings
and mountainous
hibitedsuppression
regardless of maximum-toterrain.
Furthermore
such tests
minimum
ratio.
The
Travelers Broadcasting Company would necessarily have to be conducted
over
a
long
period
of time toj
advocates changing the Commission's proposal
to authorize
the determine the tropospheric propaassignment
of television
channels
gation
under
all
conditions.
based
the usewhere
of directional
directionals are proposed onWhere
the
antennasuponin cities
the public basis
theoretical design or field
interest, convenience and necessity tests ofof scale
models
only,
both
the
will be served by the utilization horizontal and vertical plane reflecof directional antennas. In a suptions remain unpredictable and in
engineering showed
statement
of the Commission
D. Ring &porting
Company
how A.a the opinion proposals
uncerVHF channel could be assigned to rendertain forsuch
decreasing
mileagetoo separaHartford utilizing a suppression
tmentions ofso additional
as to permit
the
assignratio
of
only
2
db
at
Montpelier
based
which is 172 miles from Hartford. upon operation withchannels
a directional
217. These comments to the antenna.
Commission's
and the raise
evi221. tional
Where
use ofto aincrease
direcdence in theseproposal
proceedings
antenna the
is solely
the
following
questions:
(1)
Can
directional antennas be constructed service the Commission is willing'
with suppression ratios greater at this
10 db ratio as a time
basis toforaccept
such the
a directional
than 10 db? (2) Are directional antenna.
clear minus
that reducing
antennas with greater than 10 db the radiationIt isbelow
db in
suppression impractical in the field the directions of minimum 10 radiadue to reflections?
dition would not appreciably increase
rectional antennas be(3)usedShould
for asthe field strength or service range
purposes tochannels?
increase the
number ofsignmentVHF
(4)
of maximum
diation. Ifa directional
antenna ra-is
Should directional antennas be used in the directions
able to operate as proposed,
to improve service only where an not
service to the city or community
assignment
in the Table?has already been made can continue on the basis of non218. On the basis of the testi- directionalpressionoperation.
ratios in excessAsof for
10 dbsup-it
mony and the comments outlined
above it appears that the record is clear that as the nulls become
the direct signal in the null
clearly supports
di- deeper
rectional antennasthe
whereusesuchof use
direction becomes weaker with refwould result in improved coverage
erence to ghost signals from reby anotstation
flecting sources which are not exwas
based whose
upon theassignments
use of a
actly
in the
null direction.
Condirectional antenna. But with resequently ifexcessively
deep nulls
are used, the quality of service may
gardteton athe
use
of
directional
ans for decreasing mileage spac- be degraded due to ghost images in
ing totional
permit
the accompanying rechannels assignment
in the TableofofaddiAs- addition ductioton of service
range in the null
signments there were mixed opin- direction. Until we are assured
ions.
that
these
problems
exist,
219. Onpressiontheratio ofquestion
of the there
sup- the Commission is ofwillthenotopinion
directionals
that
directional
antennas
seemed to be no doubt that direc- more than 10 db ratio should with
not
tionals with greater than 10 db
even for the purpose
suppression could and had been de- beof permitted
improvingan service
in a hascommusigned and tested. But a main
assignment
been
problem
centered reflections
around the would
ques- made nityin where
the Table of Assignments,
tion of whether
based
on
non-directional
operation.
destroy tional
the antenna.
pattern
222. The Federal Broadcasting
All ofof the
the directestimony relative to reflections was System Inc. proposed that the
based upon scale model experiments Commission provide for the assignment -of "satellite" or "booster"
or upon theoretical designs. Two
witnesses indicated the possibility stations byrectional
means of the
of diThe usepurpose
of the horizontal pattern being af- of the proposal antennas.
would
be
to
allow
fected by tropospheric propagation
not financially interested
which would be a function in part parties
in
the
dominant
station
to
erect
of the vertical directivity pattern.
operate station
a low power
television
The scale model measurements took and
rebroadcast
at
a
high
point
no account of this tropospheric reROADCASTING
• Telecai

that stratovision, if feasible,
above communities situated in valwould be a most useful instruleys otherwise out of range of the
dominant station.
ment in providing service to the
sparsely settled areas of the
223. The assignment plan concountry. Indeed, many areas of
t
e
m
p
l
a
t
e
s
t
h
e
use
of
stations
so
rethe country
can only
undoubtedly
removed from each other as to serve
ceive service
from wide
the greatest number of areas and
area coverage stations, such as
persons
and
to
keep
the
areas
of
stratovision would provide. The
interference between stations to a
Commission, however, does not
minimum. The indiscriminate use
believe
that channels should be
"satellite"
assigned to stratovision at this
inof "booster"
cities otheror than
shown stations
in the
time.
As
can be seen from an
assignment Table would defeat the
examination of Appendix C, it
aims of the plan. The Commission
is notsionpossible
televiis of the opinion, however, that
channels to tomanyassign
important
there may exist special cases where
communities and other commuthe carefully controlled utilization
nities have an inadequate numof such stations may be beneficial
ber of assignments. This situato the plan. However, in view of
tion
occurs when relatively close
the absence of adequate data in this
separations are utilized based
'record,
the
Federal
Broadcasting
upon
ground-located
transmitSystem proposal must be denied.
ters. Witharationsthethat air-borne
much widertranssep224. In view of the foregoing
considerations and the consideramitters
would
require,
the
probtions discussed in the Third Notice,
lem of providing a fair, efficient,
it is our conclusion that:
and equitable
of television facilitiesallocation
to the various
(1) Directional antennas may
not be used for the purpose of
communities
would
be
vated. The demands foraggratelereducing the minimum mileage
vision service require that all
separation requirements.
available channels be assigned
(2) Directional antennas with
a ratiomum radiation
of minimum
to maxifor proven ground-station operin the horizontal
ations,
no substantialparticularly
demand waswhenshown
for
plane of more than 10 decibels
air-borne transmitters. Howwill not be permitted.
ever, as indicated above pro(3) The minimum effective raposed Channels 66 through 83
diated power in any horizontal
have notticularbeen
assigned
pardirection shall meet the mini.communities
but areto flexmum power requirements of the
ibility channels, which may be
Commission's
Rules.
used for various purposes, in(4) The effective radiated power
cluding further stratovision exin any horizontal or vertical diperimentation. The door rerection
may
not
exceed
the
maxmainserationopenof this
for proposal
further considimum values permitted by the
by the
Commission's Rules.
Commission if it can be shown
(5) Thediatedmaximum
effective
rathat
stratovision
can
operate
in anyshalldirection
successfully within the above
above the power
horizon
be as
flexibility channels, without
low as the state of the art percausing
interferenceoperating
to ground-on
mits andfective
mayradiated
not power
exceed the
efbased stations
in the
Channels 14 through 65.
horizontal direction in the same
226. The Third Notice stated
vertical plane.
with respect to Polycasting:
STRATOVISION OR
Evidence in support of this
POLYCASTING
proposal was presented by one
225. The Third Notice , stated
witness who advocated the prinwith respect to stratovision :
ciple otransmitters
f using a number
of lowpower
The of Commission's
more channels
in the on
UHF onebandor
table
July 11, 1949 proposed
did not
instead of attempting to cover
provide channels for stations
a large area with a centrally
operating in accordance with
located
high-power
transmitter.
the stratovision method of teleHe expressed
the belief
that his
vision broadcasting utilizing airproposed system would result in
borne transmitters. The Comimproved
service
at
lower
cost
mission afforded interested perand odwas
the stations
only feasible
methsons
an
opportunity
of
presentwhereby
in
the
UHF
ing evidence on this point. Only
band could serve large areas. It
one party presented evidence in
was contemplated, for example,
support of stratovision. From
that four transmitters could be
the evidence offered it appears
located in as many directions to
that five UHF channels would
give service to a large city with
supply
81 percent
the
the north and south transmitarea of about
the United
Statesofwith
on onetransmitters
frequency
one signal.
the as
five guard
chanand ters
eastoperating
and west
nels wouldTwobe ofused
operating
on
another
frequency;
bands. Consequently, in order
by using directional receiving
to supply all areas of the United
antennas and taking advantage
States with 4 services about 20
of the wide variations in signal
channels would be required. This
intensity over a small area there
figure nelsdoeswhichnotwould
includehavethe tochan-be
would be adequate rejection of
the nal.
undersired
sigadded in order to provide proThe use of FMco-channel
was favored
per protection between stratofor polycasting to improve the
vision stations and ground staability to reject the undesired
tions in the light of the separations required to avoid oscillator
signal.
No evidence was presented
radiation image interference, or
concerning previous or existing
I. F. beats. The studies presented at the hearing did not
operations
on inproposals
accordance with carried
the above
include these factors.
and the Commission has no inThe Commission appreciates
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

sion service. The urgent necessity
formation that such operations
have been conducted. It appears for an understanding between the
United
and Canada, and the
that the
has United States
States and Mexico, relating
never
been proposed
field testedsystem
and hence
to
the
employment
of television
an adequate determination as to
its feasibility cannot be reached channels along our mutual borders
manifest.
at the present time. To devise is therefore
ments provide the only Such
meansagreefor
an assignment table at this
time which would provide for the effectuation of a fair, efficient
televipolycasting in many areas would and equitable
channelsdistribution
among theof United
be impractical and unwarranted States,sionCanada
and Mexico.
since such an undertaking would
require prior knowledge of the
230. In recognition of the forenumber, location and power of
going, the Commission set forth in
the various stations in a city. Appendix
D of the Third
Notice
assignments
for Canada
Further, it would involve con- certain
and Mexico which might be made
s
i
d
e
r
a
t
i
o
n
o
f
possible
interferthe same basis as the overall
ence such as oscillator radia- on
tion, image interference
and in- Table if the borders between the
termodulation
not onlv between
countries
exist.53 It was
stations in a city but between pointed outdidthatnota series
of conferences had been
held
with represtations in adjacent areas. Acsentatives of the Canadian
and
cordingly, the attached proposed Mexican Governments,
table does
not contain
assign- formal agreements had notbutat that
that
ments of channels
for stations
to operate under the polycasting time been entered into. It was
system on a commercial basis. noted, however, that views were beFurther experimentation coning exchanged
and that
it was expected satisfactory
understandings
cerning polycasting can be carnels. ried on in the flexibility chan231. beInnels,reached.54
assigning
television
would
Canada, Mexico
andchanthe
227. rectNo
ed to the specific
subject comments
of polycastingdi- United States, all employ somewhat
different
assignment
policies
in
oror stratovision were received in reder to satisfy the viewpoints and
sponse to the Third Notice. Ac- interests
of
the
respective
counngly, the Commission's
s. It is apparent, therefore,
posal not tocordimake
an allocationpro-or that in trieeffectuating
international
assignmentcasting isnow
for stratovision
or
polyagreements,
the assignment policies
made final.
employed in relation to domestic
228. The Commission stated in assignments
could
not be utilized
the Third
that experimentaFor example,
Mexico,in
tion couldNotice
be carried
on with re- asall ainstances.
matter
of
allocation
policy,
spect to stratovision and polycast- not employing channels in the UHFis
782-890 portion
Mc. band.
We portion of the spectrum for televihaveing inintheanother
of this
sion. Similarly, assignment sepaReport considered the use of the
be maintained
bechannels in this band. It appears
tweenrationssomemustcities
in the United
that the demand for these channels States and
Canada, and the United
will betent to very
great
and
that
the
exMexico,requirements
above the miniwhich they may be used in States mumandseparation
for
any one area is severely limited the pertinent
zones
in the United
considering
the
demand
that
probStates.
However,
these
across
the
ably will exist. The Commission
separations are necessary in
will consider requests for experi- border
order to comply with the internal
mentation with respect to stratovi- requirements
of Canada and Mexico
sion
or
polycasting
in
the
782-890
Mc. band. It seems clear, however, and in light of the necessity for
an
understanding with
that in certain areas of the coun- reaching
try, for example, the New England Canada and Mexico. Accordingly,
area, it will be impossible to estab- while in some instances assignlish a regular stratovision or polyments proposed by the parties could
casting service in this band. Ac- have been accomplished in concording, al persons
interested arein
formity with minimum separations
stratovision
or polycasting
the appropriate United States
urged to give consideration to the for
such proposals have not been
demand for these television chan- zone,
herein where they were
nels in making plans for further adopted
deemed insufficient by Canada and
ofexperimentation
broadcasting. with these forms Mexico and an agreement with repect to thetherefore
proposedbe assignments
INTERNATIONAL
could snot
reached. It
CONSIDERATIONS
229. In establishing a Table of 53 Appendix D contained both VHF and
Assignments for the United States, UHF assignments for Canada but only
consideration must be given to the VHF assignments for Mexico. Since
not in employing
the foreseeable
fupatent fact that television signals Mexicoturedoes
contemplate
channels
do not respect
international
boundin
the
UHF
portion
of
the
spectrum
for
aries. Accordingly, neither the television,
with
respectalongto the
the
assignment rapport
of UHFStates
channels
United States, Canada, nor Mexico Mexican-United
border
is
not
can assign television channels as if necessary at this time.
these countries ar» isolated entities. 5« The Third Notice also proposed to
If each country were to exercise changefollowing
the frequency
existing assignments
stations in anof
its sovereign authority to assign the
at anchannels
equitable
distelevision channels from the radio effort to tribarrive
ution oftelevision
between
the United States and Canada:
spectrumterests ofwithout
regard
to
the
inits neighboring countries,
City
g c §, a
all the countries would suffer. For, Station
while viewers in certain sectors of
&u cuu
each country would not be directly WXEL
Cleveland, N.Y.
Ohio 69 85
affected by such action, those resid- WHAM-TV Rochester,
ing in the border areas might, as a WSYR-TV Syracuse, N.Y.
5 3
is exDlained
fully elsewhere
consequenceterferofence that the
in- As
in this
Report, nomoreobjections
to these
wouldunrestricted
doubtless enproposedby the
channel
have been
sue, be totally deprived of televi- raised
stationsshifts
involved.
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should be pointed out that Canada,
as a matter of domestic policy, desires service created by large station
separations
desires
to protect fringe
area and
service
to achieve
maximum
service
from
each
operating station.
232. Comments filed in this proceeding with respect to specific cityby-city channel assignments were
submitted
light of described
the interna-in
tionalinconsiderations
the Third Notice. After the filing
of such comments, further conferencesductedand withnegotiations
conCanada andwereMexico.
Each comment affected by international considerations55 has been
carefully considered by the Commission. Furthermore, each such
comment which in the judgment of
the Commission should not be
denied for purely domestic reasons
has been taken into account in the
conferences and negotiations with
Canada and Mexico held since the
issuance of the Third Notice. As
a result of such further conferences
and negotiations, an Agreement
has been entered into with Mexico
concerning, among other things, the
channel assignments for communities in the border areas of the
respective
countries.50
da, complete
agreementWithhas Canabeen
arrived at between the administrative authorities concerned though
15to Domestic
areorconsidered
be affectedassignments
by Mexican
Canadian
assignments
when
they
are 250
miles
from
the
border.
Similarly,
and Canadian assignments are Mexican
deemed
to be affected
by United
ments whenStates.
they
are 250States
milesassignfrom
the United
50 An exchange
of diplomatic
between Mexico and
the UnitednotesStates
was announced
by1951.theOn State
Depart-7,
ment
on
Oct.
26,
November
1951, the Commission issued a Notice
in thising outproceeding
51-1109)
it would(FCCfrom
accept
new pointcommentsthatand evidence
parties
who
had
theretofore
filed
comments
if such
new
proposals
were
made
solely
as a
result
of
the
changes
brought
about
by
the Agreement
with Mexico were
and
if such
new
counterproposals
consistent
with the
Agreement.
In light
oftogether
such further
comments
and
evidence
with all
and evidence
in the
the other
record,comments
further
negotiations
were
conducted
with Mexico resulting into certain
additions
and
modifications
the
Agreement,
but
not inconsistent
with the basic
provistions
ions ofandthemodifications
Agreement.
These
addiwere
agreed
to on Feb. 4, 1952. and will be formalnotes. ized by an exchange of diplomatic

formal mentsconfirmation
governhas not yet beenbygiven.
233. The channel assignments
worked out in negotiations with
Canada and Mexico with respect to
communities in the border areas
have been
the Assignment Tablereflected
adopted inherein.
The
conferences and negotiations with
Canadaried onand
Mexico
have
been
carover a period of years.
Such conferences and negotiations
were conducted under the auspices
of the State Department with the
continued technical advice and assistance ofthis Commission. Moreover, as noted above, the comments
filed
proceeding
taken inintothisaccount
in the have
coursebeenof
these conferences and negotiations.
We believe that the channel assignments prescribed in the Mexican
Agreement and those which will be
prescribed
the proposed
ment with inCanada
reflect theagreebest
assignments for the border areas
that may be established in light of
the problems presented. Accordingly, we believe that the distribution of assignments made thereunder should be followed pursuant to
our duty to distribute service to the
people of cordance
thewith the
United
in acpublicStates
interest.
CANADIAN-UNITED STATES
TELEVISION ASSIGNMENTS
234. As pointed out above, the
administrative authorities of the
United States and Canada have
agreed on the channel assignments
to be prescribed for communities
within 250 miles of the CanadianUnited States border.
235. In the conferences and negotiations conducted with Canada,
agreement for the assignment of all
channels requested by counterproposals filed in- this proceeding
could not be reached for the reasons set forth above. We have
made no assignments herein requested in any counterproposal
where such assignments would be
inconsistent with and in violation
of the terms which have been
agreed upon for inclusion in the
proposed agreement with Canada.
Following is a list of those counterproposals which are denied in light
of the proposed agreement. Certain of these counterproposals, as
is noted elsewhere in this Report,
must also be denied for domestic

Counterproposal
Add Channel
11Channel
to Syra-11
c
use, N. Y. andOnt.,
to Pembroke,
Canada,
by
substituting
Channel
for Channel
13 in Channel
Hamil-11
ton,
Ont.,
Canada;
13 for Channel 11 in Toronto,nel 5Ont.,
and11 inChanfor Canada;
Channel
Ottawa-Hul , Ont., Canada.

CorningCorning,
Leader,
9 to CorInc.,
New Assign
ning, N.Channel
Y.
York
Buffalo Courier
Add Channel 9 to Buffalo,
Express, Inc., Corp.,
WGR N. Y. nelby8 forsubstituting
ChanBroadcasting
Channel
9 in
and WKBW, Inc., Toronto,
Ont.,
Canada;
ChannelSound,
3 for
Channel
8 in
Buffalo, New York Owen
Ont.,
Canada;
and
Channel
12
for
Channel
3 in Orillia, Ont., Canada.

Add
Channel
10 to Flint,
Mich,
by 43substituting
UHF
Channels
andLondon,
65 for Ont.,
VHF
Channel
10
in
Canada.
Michigan
State
College, East
Lansing,
Mich.

Add Channel 10 to East
Lansing, Mich.

Booth
RadioStations,
and (In part) Add Channel 9 to
Television
Detroit,tutingMich,
by substiUHF Channel
50 for
Inc., Detroit, Mich. VHF
Channel
9 in Windsor,
Ont.,
Canada,
and
deleting
Channel 50 from Detroit.
Channel 6 to Detroit,
WJR,
(1) Detroit, Add
Mich. Inc.,
Mich.,nel 10 inby Lansing,
substituting
Mich.,Chan-for
Channel 6.

Separations
and assignment:
concerning
with
Canada which
could agreemen
not bi
reached
Channel 11 at Syracuse woulc T,
be 188assignment
miles from suggested
the co-chanfo: f
nel
Hamilton,
Canada.as Chan
nel
11 gested,
at Ont.,
Hamilton,
sugwould bechannel
72 milesassign
from
the
adjacent
ment
(10)
at
London,
Ont.
Canada.beChannel
13 atfrom
Torontt
would
187
miles
co-channel
assignment
at Pernth<
broke,
Ont., Canada.
Channe:
Toronto
would alsoprobleir!
create
an13sinceatoscillator
radiation
Channel
9
is
assigned
that
5 tel
Ottawacommunity.
- Hull
asChannel
suggestedj
would
be
183
miles
from
co - channelN. assignment
irj11
Rochester,
Y.,
Channel
at Pembroke
would
be as18,p*
miles
from
the
co-channel
signment in Toronto.
Channel
at Corning
would b<
159
miles 9 from
the co-channe
assignment
at Toronto.
Channel 8 in Toronto would b
169 miles from
the co-channe
assignment
N. Y
Channel 8 atin Syracuse,
Toronto would
bechannel
59 miles
from the(9)adjacent
assignment
as sug
gested
for Buffalo.be Channel
infrom
Orillia
177listedmile:ir1
that would
assignment
the
Third
Notice
for
Erie, Pabe
Channel 12 in Orillia would
65 miles assignment
from the adjacent
channel
(11) in
Toronto.
Channel 16 at Beaver Fall
would
be 168assignment
miles from thea(
co-channel
Brantford, Ont.,
Canada.
Deletion
of
VHF
Channel 10
from
at Flint London.
would be 61Channel
miles from
the adjacent
channel
assignment (Channel 9) in Windsor
Ont. donChannel
New from
Lonwould be 43163at miles
the
assignment at
Butler,co-channel
Pa.
Channel 10 at East Lansing
would be 164assignment
miles fromlisted
the
inco-channel
the Third Notice for London
Ont., Canada.
Deletion
of VHF
from
Windsor,
Ont., Channel
Canada. !
Channel
10 in Lansing
be
169 miles
from thewould
co
channelCanada.
assignmentChannel
in London
Ont.,
6 a
Detroit would be 205 miles
from menthe
co-channel
assignt at Toronto,
Ont., Canada
Channel
18 inbe 164
Eastmiles
Lansing
Mich.,co-channel
would
fromin
the
assignment
London,
Ont.,
Canada.
Channel
46
at
Flint
would
be
miles
assignmentOnt.of61
Channelfrom32 the
at Windsor,
Canada.

Add Channel 22 to Detroit,
Mich.,nel 18byforsubstituting
Channel Chan60 in
East nelLansing,
Mich.; Chan46 for Channel
22 in
Flint,
Mich.;
Channel
60
Channel 18 in Ludington,for
Mich.;
and
Channel
37
for
Channel
45 in Cadillac,
Mich.
Separations
and
assignments
concerning
which
Channel 4 to Albany, Channel 5 in Victoria would
with Canadareached
could agreement
,not be Central Willamette Add
Counterproposal
Ore.; Channel 11 to Eugene, be
Broadcasting
200 co-channel
miles from assignment
the sug-j
pany, Albany,Com- view
Ore.; Wash.;
ChannelChannel
3 to Longgested
Channel
11
at
Watertown
would
The
Brockway
Co.,
Add
Channel
11
to
WaterOregon.
in Portland.
3
12andto Vancouver
Watertown,
174nel assignment
miles fromat Toronto;
the co-chanby substituting
Bellingham,
Wash.;
wouldChannel
be 212 miles!
ChannelN. Y.5 for
Channel 11 beChannel
(1) N. Y. town,
and
Channels
2
and
6
to
Seattle,
from
the
co-channel
assigninda. Ottawa-Hull, Ont., Cana- would be 5179 atmilesOttawa-Hull
Wash., Seattle
by deleting
channel Channelment suggested
for Longview
from the
and Channel
at Victoria
would
co-channel
assignment at Roch125 from
from Chilliwack,
B. C, be 75 miles5 from
theassignment]
suggested
ester.
adjacent
channel
Canada,
and
by
substituting
Channel
8
for
Channel
(6)
at
Seattle.
Deletion
ofj
410 inforMedford,
Add Channel
11substituting
to Water- would
The Brockway
Channel be8 195
in MontrealVerdun
Channel Ore.,
11 inChannel
Yreka, Channel 12 from Chilliwack
miles from
the
Company,
ChannelN. 7 Y.forbyChannel
11 in co-channel
Calif.;
Channel
2
for
Chantown,
N.(2) Y.Water- town,
assignment
in
Lewin Salem,
Ore.,
iston, Maine. Channel
8alsoin
Ottawa-Hull,
Canada;
nneell 53for
6 in ChanChannel 8 for Ont.,
Channel
7 in Montreal-Verdun
would
land, Channel
Ore.;
Channel
5PortforB.
create
an
oscillator
radiation
Montreal-Verdun,
Que.,
Channel
2
in
Victoria,
Canada;
Channel
11
for
problem
since
Channel
12
is
Channel
13
in
Hamilton,
C,
Canada;
and
Channel
3
assigned
to
that
community.
for
Channel
6
in
Vancouver,
would
Ont.,
Canada;
and Channel Channelmiles13 atfromToronto
B. C. Canada.
13 forto, Ont.,
Channel
co-chanCanada.11 in Toron- beOnt.187nelChannel
assignment 13attheatPembroke,
Toronto
Central
Willamette12 could
suggest-be
would
alsoproblem
create ansinceoscillator
ed that Channel
radiation
Chanreplaced
inChannel
Chilliwack
nel 9 is assigned
to
that
comassigning
3
thatby
munity.beChannel7211miles
at Hamilcommunitycouver, or byin place
ofto Vanassigning
an
ton would
from
additional
the adjacent
channelOnt.assignChilliwack. UHF channel to
ment (10) in London,
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Party
Counterproposa

Separations which
and assignments
concerning
with
Canadareached
could agreement
not be
2 atfrom
Longview
would
Twin City Corp.,BroadbeChannel
158 miles
the
assignment
at co-chanVictoria,
r.J Longview,casting Wash.
B. C,nelCanada.
(1)
Add
Channel substituting
2 to Longview, The
conflicting
counterproposal
Wash.,
of
KVOS,12 Inc.,
assigning
Channel
to
Bellingham,
Channeltoriaby
6,B. C,8 orCanada;
10 in Vic,
for
Wash., is being granted.
This
Channel
2;
and
Channel
2
counterproposal
assignsB. Channel 3ofto Channel
Chilliwack,
C, in
in Vancouver-New
West-for place
m
i
n
s
t
e
r
,
B
.
C,
Canada
12.
Channel
3miles
in Chilliwack
would
be 47
Channel 6, 8 or 10.
Westminster
and
58from
miles New
fromChannel
Vancouver
where
adjacent
proposed by Twin City. 2 is
Add
Channel
2
to
Seattle,
Fisher'stions,Blend
Sta- Wash., by substituting The conflicting counterproposal
Inc.,andSeattle,
of KVOS, Bellingham,
Inc., assigningWash.,
Chan-is
Channel 3B.forC. Channel
Wash.
(1)
Victoria,
Can. 2 in beingnel 12 togranted.
Totemers, Inc.,
BroadcastThis
counterSeattle,
proposal
assigns
Channel
3 toof
Wash.
Chilliwack,
C, in 3 place
Channel liwack12.wouldB.Channel
in Chilbe 81 miles
from
Victoria,
B. C, Inc.,
whereand Fisher's
Blend Stations,
Totem
Broadcasters,
sign Channel 3.Inc., would asAdd Channel
2 to Seattle, The conflicting counterproposal
Fisher'stions, IBlend
Sta- Wash.,
of KVOS,
Inc.,
assigning Wash.,
ChanChannel by
12B.forsubstituting
Channel
nel 12 togranted.
Bellingham,
(2)nc.,
Victoria,
C.
Can.; 122andinin atis being
Channel
12
Channel 3 for Channel
Bellingham
would
be
Chilllwack, B. C, Canada. miles from Channel 12 in Vic-48
Blend. toria as proposed by Fisher's
Nationwide Allocation Plan. The DuMont plan differs in
numerous aspects
from inthe the
assignments prescribed
tentative agreement.
236. The following list sets forth with Canada, were tentatively
those counterproposals requesting agreed upon by Canada and are
changes
in channel
assignments
for being gTanted herein. The channel
cities within
250 miles
of Canada
in these incounwhich, pursuant to the negotiations assignments sought
terproposals are reflected
the
proposed agreement:
Counterproposal
Party
City
T
Add Channel 21 to Hanover,
Dartmouth College Hanover, N. H.
N. H., to be commercial
reserved
educationalforuse,non-by
substitutingN. Channel
51 in
Rochester,
H.
Hartford
Times,
Hartford,
Conn.
modified) by
Add Channel 3
Inc. and Travelers
to(As
Hartford,
Channel
813. in New substituting
London for
Broadcasting
Channel
ice Corp. ServNorwich,
Storrs, Bridgeport
modified)andAddChannel
Channel71 63to
ind New London,
Conn.
to(AsNorwich
Bridgeport,
both to beeducational
reserved
for
non-commercial
use,
by
deleting
Channel
from Storrs, deleting Channel26
63 from New
London, and asLondon. signing Channel 26 to New
Troy
Broadcasting
(As modified) Add Channel 41
New YorkN. Y.
Schenectady,
Co. Inc.,
and Mere- Troy,
to Albany-Schenectady-Troy,
dith Champlain
N. Y.; addnectady;
Channel 35Channel
to ScheTelevision
Corp.
for Channel 35substitute
in Watertown,48
N.62 for
Y.; Channel
and substitute
Channel
48 in Oneonta,
New York.
Add Channel 66 to Kingston.
Kingstoncasting
BroadCorporation Kingston, N. Y.
BoardUniversity
of Regentsof of Poughkeepsie,
Malone, New York
Add
Channel
Malone, and
Channel
83 to66 toPoughkeepsie,
the
N. Y.
the
N.Y., both to be educational
reserved for
York State of New
non-commercial
use.
Gable
CompanyBroadcasting Altoona, Pa.
Add Channel 32 to Lock Haven,
Lock Haven
Broad- Lock Haven, Pa.
casting
Corporation
Pennsylvania.
Add Channel 73 to Youngstown,
Vindicator
Printing
Yc
ingstown,
Ohio
Company
Ohio.
ClevelandCo.,Broad(In part) Add
Channel
65 to
casting
Inc. Cleveland, Ohio
Cleveland,
substituting ChannelOhio,
42Ohio.
forby Channel
59
in Sandusky,
WSTV, Inc.
Steubenville, Ohio
Channels
7,(As9 modified)
and 51 to Assign
Wheeling,
Virginia-Steubenville,
Ohio,West
insvilletead ofandChannel
51
to
SteubenChannels 7 and
9 to
Wheeling.
(Channel
*57 remains assigned
to Wheeling.)
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WSAZ, Inc.

Huntington, W. Va.

Copper
Company Broadcast Butte, Montana

Board
Trusteesof ofSchool
Gary,
Indiana

Gary, Indiana

Company
Bay
Broadcasting Bay City, Michigan
Board
Education Bay City, Michigan
of Bay of City,
Michigan

Buffalo, N. Y.
Buffalo
Express, Courier
Inc.,
WGR
Broadcasting
Inc.
Corp. and WKBW
New
Jersey Board Andover,
Montclair, N.N. J.J.
of Education
(Washington State)
State denSuperintent of Public
Instruction
for the
State of Wash.

Bellingham, Wash.
Presque
Isle Broad- Erie, Pa.
casting Company
Harrisburg, Pa.
Patriot
News
Company
The Scranton Times
The following additional
to citiesassignments
within 250
miles of the diaCanan-United States
border have been
made:

Scranton, Pa.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Bad Axe, Mich,

Counterproposal
Substitute
Channel 3 and
for Chanin Huntington
Channneellton,88for
WestChannel
Virginia. 3 in CharlesAdd Channel
3 tosubstituting
HarrisonChannel burg,12Va.,forby Channel
3 in
Richmond,
Va.;
Channel
3 for
Channel 12 in Norfolk-Portsmouth-Newport
News,
Channel 8 for Channel 3Va.;in
Charleston,
W. Va.; 8andin Channel 3 for Channel
Huntington, W. Va.

Add Channel 71 in Muncie, Ind.
to be cialreserved
educationalforuse.non-commerAdd Channel 66 in Gary, Ind.,
to be reserved
for non-commercial educational
use.
Add Channel 5 to Bay City,
Mich.,
substituting
Channel
7 for byChannel
5 in Traverse
City, Michigan.
Add Channel 73 to Bay City,
Michigan, to be educational
reserved for
non-commercial
use.
(As modified)
Substitute
nel 3 for Channel
13 inChanEstocanaba,
both Mich.;
CalumetaddandChannel
Cadillac,13
Mich.; add Channel 2 to Green
Bay,
substitute
Channel
10 forWise;
Channel
5 in Hancock,
Michigan;
Channel 5Mich.;
for Chann
e
l
3
in
Marquette,
Channel 7City.for Channel 5andin
Traverse
Add Channel 30 to Shell Lake,
Wise;
ChannelChannel
18 to Park
Falls, Wise;
Wausau,
Wise; Channel 4658 toto
Adams, Wise;
Wise; and
Channel
24 to
Channel
toChilton,
Richland Center,
Wise; all66
to be reserved
for
non-commercial educational use.
(As modified) Assign Channels
2, 4, nel7,2agaratoandFalls,Niagara
59 to Buffalo-Niinstead
of Chanand
Channels 4 and 7 toFalls
Buffalo.
(Channels
17
and
*23
assigned to Buffalo). remain
Add Channel 77 to Montclair,
N. J. ovand
69 to And-for
er, N. J.,Channel
to be reserved
non - commercial
educational
use.
Add
Channel
65 to Ellensburg,
Wash.;- Richland
Channel
41 to
Kenniwick
- Pasco,
Wash.;
Channel
35
to
OmakWash.;Wash.;
ChannelChan-22
toOkanogan,
Walla45 toWalla,
Wenatchee,
Wash.;
and nelChannel
47 to Yakima,
Wash.,
all
to
be
reserved
non - commercial educationalfor
use.
Add Channel 12 to Bellingham,
Wash.,
by substituting
Channel
3 for Channel
12 in Chilliwack,
B. C, Canada.
(In part) Add Channel 66
Add Channel 71.
Add Channel 73.
Add Channel 74.
Add Channel 16.
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MEXICAN-UNITED
STATES
those counterproposals originally
TELEVISION
ASSIGNMENTS
filed in this proceeding requesting
237. As pointed out above, an changes in VHF channel assignAgreement has been entered into
ments within 250 miles of the Mexiwith nelMexico
prescribing
the chancan border and therefore affected
assignments
for communities
States Telewithin
of the Mexican- by the Mexican-United
United 250
Statesmiles
border.
Agreement, announced Octobervision
26, 1951:
238. The following list sets forth
VHF Counterproposals
Affecting Mexico Temple,

Bell
Broadcasting Temple, Texas
Company
Harbenito
casting Co.,BroadInc. Harlingen, Texas
McAUen
Television
McAllen, Texas
Corporation
Taylor RadioCorpora&
Weslaco, Texas
Television
tion
Plains Radio Corp. Lubbock, Texas
Lack's Stores, Inc. Victoria, Texas
New Mexico
State Silver City, New Mexico
Dept.
of Education
Charles E. Salik

San Diego, California

Radio KIST, Inc. San Diego, California
Paul
Bartlett Bakersfield, Calif,
and GeneR. DeYoung
McClatchy
BroadBakersfield, Calif,
casting Co.

239. Subsequent to the filing of
the above counterproposals, further
conferences
and negotiations
conducted with
Mexico. Eachwereof
the above counterproposals which
did
not require
for purely
domestic
reasons denial
was taken
into
account in these discussions with
Mexico.ment of State
Thereafter,
the
Departannounced on October 26, 1951, that an Agreement had
been concluded by an exchange of
diplomatic notes between Mexico
and the United States formalizing
the assignment of VHF channels
to communities within 250 miles
of the Mexican-United States border. The assignments prescribed by
that Agreement were identical with
those
Appendices
and D
of thelisted
Thirdin Notice
with C several
y express
exceptions
set
out
below.
The total number of VHF channels
assignedvolvedtoremained
eachthe community
insame with the
: exception that an additional channel was provided for Tucson, Ariz.
I and one less channel for San Diego,
I
California" in the United States,
It should
understoodavailable
that thefornum-asergnment
of VHFinbechannels
the
San
Diego
area byis
overned
to a ofconsiderable
degree
iengeles.
number
assignments
in VHF
Los
Since
there
are
only
aannels,
theLos assignment
of 127 7 VHF
hannels
to
Angeles,
where
staons are nowchannels
operating,
only
for leaves
thewhichborder
rearemaining
in soul hern California,
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Move viChannel
4 fromTexas.
Brownsl e, to Harlingen,
Move vil Channel
5
from
Brownse to McAllen, Tex. and subville. stitute Channel 12 in BrownsMove Channel 4 and 5 from
Brownsville
lingen,
Texas. to Weslaco-HarMove
Channel
5 from Texas
Amarillo,
Texas to Lubbock,
and
substitute
Channel
9
in
hans, Tex. for Channel 5.Mona(As modified) Add Channel 10.
Add cither Channel 6 or 12 to
San Diego, Channel
California
de6 or 12by from
Tijuana,letingMexico.
Add Channel 6 or 12 to San
Diego,
by Tijuana.
deleting
Channel California
6 or 12 from
to Bakersfield,
Add Channels 5, 7 and 9 to
Fresnonel 12 by
substituting
Chanfor
in Las
Vegas,
Nevada,
and 13other
changes.
SubstituteMexico
Channel
12 in
for Channels
79Mexicali,
and
9
and
substitute
Channels
and 47 in11 Yuma,
Channels
and 13. Arizona for
Nationwide Plan.

and anvidedadditional
was profor Reynosa channel
and Hermosillo
and one less channel for Mexicali
and Monterrey, in Mexico. The
changes in VHF assignments from
those asexpressed
were
follows: in the Third Notice
Mexican
Agreement
Announced
City Third Notice Oct. 26, 1951
Flagstaff, Arizona
9,11 3,5,8,10
9,13
Phoenix,
Arizona 4,5,8,10
Tucson,
Arizona
2,6,7
4,6,9,13
San
Diego,
Calif.
3,8,10
8,10
ElLaredo,
Paso, Texas
Texas 2,4,5,7
4,7,9,13
3,8
8,13
Mexicali,
Mexico
7,9
3
Nogales,
Mexico
9,11,13
2,7,11
Hermosillo,
Mexico 2,4,6 6,8,10,12
Ciudad Juarez,
Mexico
9,11,13 2,5,11
Monterrey,
Nuevo
Laredo,Mexico 2,6,10,12 2,6,10
Mexico
Reynosa, Mexico 11,13
9 3,119,12
eludes
San Diego
the United
States
and 7Tijuana
and inMexicali
in Mexico.
The
VHFcannotchannels
emoloyed
into San
Los
Angeles
also
be
assigned
Diego,
Mexicali,
or Tijuana
withoutof
undesirably
limiting
the
coverage
United States
as Mexican
stations. The Losas bewell
Angeles
assignments
must, therefore,
considered
in
conUnitedarea.States
assignmentnection
s inare
thewith the
border
VHF
assigned
to Diego,
LosSevenAngeles,
2channels
VHF
channels
to
San
2 chanVHF
channels
to
Tijuana,
and
1
VHF
Thus,channels
it will be seen
that nelassignment
ofto Mexicali.
the 12 VHF
for
in communities
the border available
area,the9
are
assigned
to
United States and 3 to Mexican incities.
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240. Since the channel assignments prescribed in the Mexican
Agreement announced October 26,
1951, differed in some instances
from the mis iThird
Notice,7, the
on, on November
1951,Com-issingued a Notice
(FCC
51-1109)
that it would accept statnew
comments and evidence from parties
who
had
theretofore
filed
proper comments in the proceedings if
such new comments and evidence
were submitted solely as a result of
the changes brought about by the
Mexican sistentAgreement
and were conwith the Agreement.
241. Pursuant to the above Notice, Plains Radio Broadcasting
Company,Inc.,Lubbock,
Stores,
Victoria,Texas;
Texas; Lack's
Taylor Radio and Television Corporation, Clatchy
Weslaco,Broadcasting
Texas; Company,
and McBakersfield and Fresno, California,
filed statements contending that
their counterproposals filed in ■this
proceeding seeking additional VHF
channels munities
for weretheir
respective
consistent
with comthe
Mexican Agreement. Charles E.
Salik and Airfan Radio Corporation, Ltd.,fornia,both
of San Diego,
Califiled statements
advising
that further pleadings in light of
the Mexican Agreement would not
beMont
submitted.
Finally, Inc.,
Allen filed
B. Du-a
Laboratories,
modificationsignmenttoplan suggesting,
its nationwideamong
asother things, that Channels 2 and 5
be assigned to Mexicali, Mexico in
placenel 3ofbe Channel
3,asapdan that
Chanadditional
channel toassigned
San Diego.
242. On December 11, 1951, Radio KIST, Inc., Santa Barbara,
California, filed a petition for leave
to file dencfurther
commentsrequesting,
and evie in the proceeding
as an alternative to its previous
counterproposal, that Channel 3 be
assigned to Santa Barbara. The
Commission granted this petition
by Order (FCC 52-28) of January
9, 1952, and accepted the new Radio
KIST, Inc. counterproposal in this
proceeding.
Thisthenewfollowing:
counterproposal requested

ifications in the Mexican-United
States
Agreement4, 1952.,
were
agreed Television
to on February
These additions and changes made
possible
the granting of several
counterproposals.
245. The following list sets forth
those counterproposals affected by
the Mexican Agreement which are
beingnelgranted
and thethereby
chanassignmentsherein,
requested
are
reflected
in
the
Agreement,
as
modified :
Plains Radio
&
Television
Corporation, Lubbock,Inc.,TexasSanta Barbara,
Radio
Calif. KIST,
(Channel 3)
Harbenito Broadcasting Co., Inc.,
Harlingen, Texas; Taylor Radio
& Television
Comoration,
laco, Tex. (Granted
in Part)WesNewmodified)
Mexico
of Education, SilverState
City, Dept.
N. Mexico
(As
246. The following list sets forth
those counterproposals which must
be denied in light of the MexicanUnited States Agreement and subnegotiationssequent
conductedconferences
with and
Mexico.
The
assignment of channels requested
ininconsistent
these counterproposals
would
with and in violationbe
of the Mexican Agreement as
modified.where in this
As isReport,
pointedtwooutof elsethe
counterproposals
discussed
below
must also be denied
for domestic
Airfan
Radio Calif.Corporation, Ltd.
San Diego,
Charles
E. Broadcasting
Salik, San Diego,
Calif
American
Company
Inc., Yuma,
Arizona Corporation,
McAllen
Television
McAllen,
Texas Laboratories, Inc.
Allen
B. DuMont
Nationwide
plan
247. Discussion of counterpro
posals denied on the basis of the
Mexican Agreement.
(a) Charles
E. SalikLtd.and Charle:
Airfan
Radio
Corporation,
E. Salik and Airfan Radio Corpora
tion, Ltd. filed counterproposals re
questing
or 12 be
added tothat
San Channel
Diego, 6California
This
assignment
would
necessitate
the deletion of Channel 6 or 12
VHF Proposed
Channel Changes
UHF Channel
No.
3-ps 20,No.26
f
43t,49+

City
No.
Santa Barbara,
Calif.
Visalia,
Calif.
3
53 A proposal
for the deletion, issubstiTijuana,
listed in
, or addition
indi- from
catedtutiinonthe
Report ofbya channel
(t).
the Third
Notice.Mexico
It wasas suggested
that
UHF
channels
could
replace
243. The following list sets forth
in Tijuana. Howthose counterproposals which, al- the VHFever, in channels
the
negotiations
on
this
though affected by the Mexican
conducted with Mexico,
Agreement, must be denied for matter
agreement
could
not
be
reached
purely
domesticin reasons,
as is set any assignment necessitating theon
out elsewhere
this Report:
BellTexas
Broadcasting Company, Temple, deletion of Channel 6 or 12 from
Tijuana.
Mexico
Lack's
Stores, Inc.,
Inc., Santa
Victoria,Barbara,
Texas would
not Furthermore,
accept the suggestion
Radio
KIST,
that UHF channels are available
California
(Channel
8)
McClatchy Broadcasting Comoany, to replace Channel 6 or 12 in
Calif.
Tijuana. Accordingly, the Mexican
PaulBakersfield
R. BartlettandandFresno,
Gene DeYoung,
Bakersfield, California;
Harbenito Agreement assigns Channels 6 and
Broadcasting
Co. Inc., Harlingen,
to Tijuana. Since the Charles
Texas; Taylor Radio & Television 12
Airfan Radio CorporaCorp., Weslaco,
proposals grantedTexas
in part(counteronly). E. Saliktion, Ltd.andcounterproposals
are inconsistent with this Agreement
244. All of the counterproposals
affected by the Mexican-United they must be denied.
States Agreement which in the
(b) tion.
McAllen
Television CorporaCommission's
not
McAllen Television
Corporabe
denied forjudgment
domesticshould
reasons
tion
filed
a
counterproposal
realone, including those counterproquesting
that
Channel
5
be
deleted
posals filed pursuant to the Notice from Brownsville, Texas and
asof November 7, 1951, were taken signed to McAllen, Texas. Chan
into consideration in connection
12 was suggested as a sub
with further negotiations with nel
stitute in Brownsville. As a result
Mexico. As a result of such nego- of our negotiations with Mexico
tiations, certain additions and mod- Channel 12 is assigned by the
BROADCASTING
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Mexican Agreement to Reynosa,
Temaulipas, Mexico at a distance
of only 52 miles from Brownsville.
Mexico would not agree to any assignment precluding the use of
Channel 12 in Reynosa. Accordingly, the McAllen Television Corporation counterproposal must be
denied. As noted elsewhere in this
■eii' Report,
this counterproposal
must
also be denied
for domestic reasons.
(c) American Broadcasting Company, Inc. The Third Notice proposed Channels 7 and 9 for Mexicali, Baja California, Mexico, duplicating channels proposed for Los
Angeles, California. The Ameri-

can Broadcasting Company, Inc.,
licensee of Station KECA-TV
operating on Channel 7 in Los
Angeles, filed a counterproposal
requesting that VHF Channels 7
and 9 be deleted from Mexicali. In
order to accomplish its request,
ABC suggested, among other
things, that Channels 9 and 47 be
substituted in Yuma, Arizona for
Channels 11 and 13. However, subsequent to the filing of the ABC
counterproposal, the Mexican
Agreement assigned Channel 3 to
Mexicali in the place of Channels
7 and 9. ABC filed a statement
supporting the Mexican Agree-

ment insofar as it makes the above
changes from the Third Notice.
The ABC counterproposal for
Yuma is therefore moot.
(d) tories
Allen
B. B.DuMont
Inc. Allen
DuMont LaboraLaboratories, Inc. filed a proposed "National Television
Plan."7,
After the
Notice Allocation
of November
1951,canissued
pursuant
to
the
MexiTelevision Agreement, DuMont
amended its plan suggesting several changes in the assignments
prescribedment. byThe DuMont
the Mexican
planAgreethus
modified would assign Channels 2
and 5 to Mexicali, Baja California,

Mexico, signeind by theplaceMexican
of Channel
3 asAgreement,
and would thereby add Channel 3
to San Diego,
California.
signment of Channels
2 andThe 5 as-in
Mexicalimentswould
duplicate
assignproposed for
Los Angeles,
California. In further negotiations
with Mexico, agreement for any
assignment siutilizing
co-channel
asgnments for Mexicali
and Los
Angeles could not be reached. Accordingly, the DuMont plan is innsistent with theelsewhere
Mexican inAgreement. Asconoted
this
Report, however, the DuMont plan
must also be denied for other reasons.
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When the time comes for you to consider high power, whether you are on the air now
and wish to increase your power, or whether you are making application, it will pay you
well to consider Du Mont. An investment in Du Mont — a Du Mont high-power transmit er isyour investment in the same long-term operational advantages ... the same low
costs . . . the same reliability that has been proved by the Du Mont Acorn 500W and the
Du Mont Oak 5KW transmitters.
Du Mont offers two outstanding high-power transmitters — the Series 9000, 20KW lowband - the Series 12000, 40KW high-band.
Either of these transmitters driving a high-gain antenna will easily
meet the maximum FCC allowed ERP of 100KW for the low-band
and 200 KW for the high-band.
The Series 9000 low-band transmitter employs intermediate-level
modulation for most economical utilization of available tubes and
features the time-proved Oak Transmitter driving a single power
output tube in each of the Aural and Visual Transmitters.
The Series 12000 high-band transmitter contains the Oak Transmitter driver but utilizes a single r. f. power output tube in the
Aural Transmitter and a pair in the Visual Transmitter.
No matter what power you require, consider Du Mont first for a
long range, economically-sound investment. Du Mont protects your
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THE TABLE
OF ASSIGNMENTS
(d) Statement in Support of CBS
248. In the Third Notice, the The University stated that its Pres- and maintain a non-commercial educational television station. The ex- Counterproposals. CBS stated that
ident had been instructed to conCommission, in addition to proposploration was expected to take "... a major objective of the Coming revised Rules and standards
sider means for making facilities
the reservation was supfor the television broadcasting available for non-commercial edu- time andported so that
mis ion isthe reasonable assurance
the channel would be
cational television. The University
service, also proposed a Table of
for educational use when- of the possibility of a nationwide a.
Assignments indicating the specific submitted a copy of a resolution available
ever it becomes feasible for the competitive television service" and
cities and communities in which it adopted by the Board of Trustees University
to erect and maintain that CBS is genuinely concerned
reservation.
Nowere
opproposednels.toFurther,
assign
chan- supporting positthe
that very real dangers of mono poly h
i
o
n
s
t
o
this
reservation
the particular
proposed Table
filed.
New
such a station.01 London
inhere
in the Commission's
indicated the
specificitcities
composal allocation.
CBS stated pro-j|
that *J
Conclusions
munities in which
was and
proposed
255. (a) Census Data. The City "the Commission itself has reorto reserve particular assignments
252.
On
the
basis
of
the
foreof New London has a population of
ganized that for a considerable Jlj
for use by non-commercial educational stations. Parties were af- Channelgoing, 12the proposed
period perhaps 5 years, perhaps
in Oronoreservations
and Channelof 31,000.
forded an opportunity to support or 16 in Burlington
(b)
Statement
of
Thames
Broadmore,
a
commercial UHF stationia;
casting Company Supporting Pro- cannot compete
to objectments andtoeducational
these proposed
assigncial educational usefor arenon-commerfinalized.
on anything like an
reservations.
posed
Assignment.
Thames
BroadNEW HAMPSHIRE
casting Company supported the equal basis with a commercial VHF ^
Further, they were afforded an op- DURHAM,
BOSTON,
BROCKTON,
proposed
of Chanin the same community. ..."> —
poi'tunity
to makeThecounterproposals
nels 3 and assignment
63 to New London
and station
SPRINGFIELD-HOLYOKE,
CBS urged that "it must.be ob-;, _
of their
own.
following
PITTSFIELD, WORCESTER,
tion of this
Report deals
with porthe
opposed
all
requests
seeking
the
vious
that
during the not inconMASSACHUSETTS
deletion of VHF Channel 3 from
growth period of UHF,
individual filings in this proceeding
RHODE ISLAND New London. Thames Broadcast- network Asiderable
with UHF outlets in
in support of or in opposition to PROVIDENCE,
BRIDGEPORT, HARTFORD,
the assignments and reservations
ing zaCompany
stated3 inthat
utili- Chicago, San Francisco and Boston
NEW LONDON, NORWICH,
tion of Channel
New theLondon
proposed
in thewith
ThirdtheNotice;
furunder a crippling competiNEW HAVEN, STORRS,
would better serve the Commis- wouldtivebe disadvantage
ther, it deals
individual
via a vis network
counterproposals that have been WATERBURY, CONNECTICUT
sion's
priorities
set
forth
in
the
B
with
VHF
outlets in these three
made. No comments have been re- and253.Reservations.
(a) Proposed Assignments Third Notice than any of the councities."
Thus
CBS
argued "It is
ceived with respect to the large
seeking the
assignVHF Channel
UHF
ment of that terproposals
channel
to another
majority posed.
of Except
the where
assignments
proquite possible that the Commission's
Channel
community,
that
New
London
is
we have
allocation plan
will as permit
a matter thefj
of1
City
No. No.
saturated with VHF receivers; and practical
necessity
found reason to re-examine pro- Durham
the assignments in the State development during the critical
posed
suchdiscussed
assign- Brockton
Boston *2,*114, 5,eo 7 44, 50,62 56 that
ments haveassignments,
not been
of Connecticut should not be re- formative years of only 2 full naPittsfield 64
duced.
herein.
Springfield-Holyoke 14,
55, 2061
tionwide competing television netBoston
Worcester
PORTLAND AND BANGOR,
works," and that this situation
Hartford
18,*2624
MAINE: EDUCATIONAL
Storrs
".
.
.
accentuates
of the f^
256.ard(a)
Census Data.
stand- proposed allocationsthe fordanger
Providence 10, 12 16,43, *2249
RESERVATIONS
metropolitan
area The
of Boston
. . . Boston
Bridgeport
New
London
3
63
—
although
the
danger
is
clearly
249.
(a)
Proposed
Reservations.
has
a
population
of
2,370,000
and
In the Third Notice the Commission Norwich
the City of Boston has a population present even if we assume the con- j^i
Waterbury
535957
tinued existence of 4 such netproposed the reservation of UHF New
Haven
8
of 801,000.«
works. The need for additional
Channel 16 in Bangor and UHF
(b) Existing
Stations.Inc.,Westing(b) Counterproposals. Various house
VHF channels in these cities in
Channel 47 in Portland for non- parties
Radio
Stations,
has
a
in this proceeding filed construction permit for Station order to assure network competicommercial educational use.
seeking (1) the
(b) The Joint Committee on counterproposals
tion is readily demonstrable even
on Channel 4. Thomas S.
additional assignment of a VHF WBZ-TV
networks are asEducational
Television
59 supported
Enterprises, Inc., is licensed if four television
the
reservation
of Channel
47 in channel to Boston, Brockton, Lee
sumed." CBS stated that Boston
for
the
operation
of
Station
WNACWorcester and TV on Channel 7.
Portland and Channel 16 in Bangor Springfield-Holyoke,
is
of
vital
importance
nationwide
the additional astelevision networking to and
that a
for non-commercial educational Hartford; sign(2)
(c)
Counterproposal
of
Columbia
m
e
n
t
o
f
2
UHF
channels
to
network
which
owns
no
in
use. No oppositions
System, Inc. Colum- Boston or comparable citystation
servations were filed. to these re- Hartford; (3) the assignment of Broadcasting
is
an
bia Broadcasting System, Inc., pro- enormous or fatal competitiveat disUHF
channels
to
Bridgeport,
HartConclusions
posed 3 alternative plans for the
ford, Norwich and Waterbury to be additional
advantage. CBS pointed out that
assignment
of Channel
non-commercial eduIn view ofofUHF
the Channel
foregoing,47 reserved for
VHF under
comto Boston.ea
Plan 1 would
delete with onlymercialonechannelBoston
cational use; and (4) the as- 9Channel
the250.reservation
10
from
Providence,
and
signment of a UHF channel to Plane 2 and 3 would delete the Commission's unassigned
in Portland and UHF Channel 16
. there
Hanover, New Hampshire, to be Channel 11 from Durham by mak- is no assurance plan
that ".a .network
in Bangorcationfor
edu- reserved
al use arenon-commercial
finalized.
could acquire a construction permit
ing the following changes in the via
catiofor
nal use. non-commercial eduthe application route in these
assignments proposed in the Third cities."
ORONO, MAINE AND
Notice:
Durham
CBS ofstated
further network
". . . it
BURLINGTON, VERMONT:
is a fact
television
254. The Durham Educational
EDUCATIONAL
economics
and
operations
that
full
61
Columbia
Broadcasting
System,
Inc.,
RESERVATIONS
Reservation. The University of filed a counterproposal containing 3 complement of network owned a stasupported
the res- alternative plans for the additional as251. (a) Proposed Reservations. New Hampshire
tions
is
a
condition
precedent
to
e
r
v
a
t
i
o
n
o
f
Channel
11
in
Durham
s
i
g
n
m
e
n
t
o
f
a
VHF
channel
to
Boston;
In the Third Notice the Commis- for non-commercial educational Plans 2 and 3 would substitute a UHF successful networking on a fully
sion proposed the reservation of use. The University stated that it This
channelcounterproposal
in Durham for
Channel
11.in competitive basis." Were a netis
set
forth
VHF Channel 12 in Orono and UHF considered the reservation neces- detail below.
work not to own stations in key
markets such as Boston, it was
Channel 16 incommercial
Burlington
*4f Report is based claimed
3f in this
it
is
exploring
62
Census
data
educational use.for non- sourcessary andofthat
the problem of clearance
on
1950
U.S.
Census
of
population
and
assistance
could become a *llt
major factor in
(b) The Orono Educational Res- which it will financial
require to establish is reported to the nearest thousand.
ervation. The University of Maine
obtaining veorrtiser. Itwas
losingalsoa asserted
network that
ad83
In
addition,
CBS
opposed
the
reservasupported the reservation of VHF designate
t
i
o
n
o
f
VHF
Channel
2
in
Boston
for
is usedreserved
in this Report
*56t factor which makes it
channels
for non-to non-commercial
educational
use. *llt
Theis ". . . another
Channel 12 for non-commercial edu- ""An asterisk
12f
commercial
educational
use.
educational
reservation
in
Boston
competitively
cational use in Orono. The Uniconsidered below.
Plan #3 for a
Planadvantageous
#2
10f Plan #1
versity stated that its long-range
*12Third NoticeUHF
12t
*13+
plans included the use of television;
VHF
VHF
UHF
VHF
UHF
VHF UFH
and that it anticipated that the DeChannel
Channel
Channel
No. Channel
No.
No. Channel
No.
No. Channel
No.
No. Channel
partment ofEducation of the State
*47,No.50,53 t Channel
*44,
*11
of Maine would use the Orono chan- Augusta,
10
*47, 53
» Maine
llf
78
*47, 53
nel for its television programs. No Calais,
Lewiston,
6, 8f
oppositions to this reservation were Orono, Maine
filed.
Portland, Maine
4, 5, 7, 9+ *44, 50, 56 2, 4,6,5,10f7, 9t *17,48 23
10t
53 56
44, 50, 56
(c) The Burlington Educational
2,
4,
5,
7
6,
13
lit, t13t
2, 4,6,5,t
7, 9t *FIex.
*44,*47,50,Ch.t
a,jster,
N. H.N. H.
*17, 23
Reservation. The University of
912
*17, 23
B. I.
Vermont and State Agricultural Providence,
12t
48
10,
7f
16, *22
College supported the reservation Albany-Schenectadylit,6, 10t13t 16,17, *22
6, 10t
6,6, lOf
23
17, 23
of Channel 16 in Burlington for Troy, N. T.
17, 23
non-commercial educational use. St. John, Camada
Note:
A
proposal
for
the
deletion,
addition,
indicated in the Report by (t); a blank
"Referred to hereinafter as JCET.
t, substitution
12 no changesof ma channel
space opposite a city indicates that under that orplan
channel isassignments
were requested for that city.
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etwork to own a station [in a city Eadio Company, Inc., in so far as
uch as Boston] is that which re- these counterproposals were muates
to the problem
exclusive with VHF
counterproposalstually
for additional
channels
. . because
the cost ofoforigination
television
acilities and of the operating or- in Springfield-Holyoke, Hartford
] ;anizations are high it is far more and Worcester, respectively. In adan opposition to CBS Plans
"deficient,
and economical
to inte- 2 and 3dition,was
filed by WPIX, Inc.,
grate network
and local operation
I father than to have only network presently
operating
on
Channel
11
NewStation
York. WPIX
WPIX
acilities
in a city." of Matheson alleged that atinterference
would
(e) Counterproposal
ladio Company, Inc. Matheson result to the Grade B service areas
WJAR-TV at Proiadio Company, Inc., requested the of WPIXvidence dand
ue to the 154 mile spacing
idditional assignment of Channel
i to Boston by substituting UHF of these assignments under CBS
,. hannels for VHF channels in both proposals
2
and 3. Inthere
a similar
ner it was alleged
wouldman-be
'J Providence,chester,Rhode
Island, andandMan-by mutual
interference on Channel 13
New Hampshire,
a Providence station and
iofinaking the following changes in between
he assignments proposed in the WATV at Newark, New Jersey.
The
CBS
proposal, WPIX asserted,
5|]?hird Notice:
Third Notice
Proposed Changes
VHF
UHF
VHF
UHF
*18f
ChanNo.
nel
nel
nel
nel
No.
ChanNo.
ChanNo.
City
Chan24,62t55f
lartford,
18, 24
&l\i.Utorrs,
Conn.
*26
44?
™i:f Jarnstable,
Conn.
52
;.|;
MaSS.
1in1 Boston,
*2,4,5,7
44,50,56
Mass.
irockton,
62
?,46,50,52f56
I PFallMass.River
40, 46
f Mass.
34,64?40f
Mj'STew
28,34
1S.L
Mass.Bedford,
JstT5pringfield-Hol55,
61
20, 26?
yoke, Mass.
14,20
51?
IIWorcester,
Mass.
"fjerlin,
26
?,61
0[||
N. H.
14?, 48
,itf Manchester,
9
48
■y Rochester,
n. h.
21
it.!. N.H.
16, *22,28?
;,11'rovidence,
10,12
16,
*22
ii n R. I.
ti (f) Statement in Support of would add a fifth VHF channel to
e^Matheson Radio Company, Inc.,
and a second VHF channel
is^Counterproposal: Matheson stated toBoston
Albany, and in each case these
oidilkble
o;hat itsa proposal
make posfirst VHFwouldchannel
for new assignments would substantithe VHF
coverage
«3pringfield, and that Boston is otherally duplicate
Finally,
Radioof
mow saturated with VHF receivers Voice ofstations.
New
Hampshire
opposed
and, accordingly,
UHF there
assign-in the CBS Plans in so far as they
ments will not bethe used
assign inChannels
or 12 to9
ithe foreseeable future. It was would
Manchester
lieu of 11Channel
-urged that the assignments pro- proposed
in
the
Third
Notice.
el noosed byBoston
the Commission
delelsorive
of some would
network
(h) The Boston
Educationalof Reservation. The members
the
rkprograms, and that even if UHF
Lowell
Institute
Cooperative
BroadBosin
ized
util
s
were
ent
gnm
IJi
rage of any suchteUHF
cove
s;on,ssi
the
casting
Council
of
Boston,
consistfetation would be inadequa for
ing of Boston College, Boston Uni;;he Boston trading area. Since
versity, Harvard University, Lo[Manchester and Providence have
well Institute, Massachusetts Ins
t
i
t
u
te of Technology,
Northeast-smaller trading areas than Boston,
ern University,
Tufts College,
and
ede that
tHatntshesoinn argu
esUHFwouassi
ld gn-be Boston Symphony Orchestra, supciti
thes
:ljtoljifie
ported the proposed reservation of
■t- satisfactory.
2 in educational
Bostonuse.
for none? (g) Oppositions and Conflicting VHF Channelcommercial
The
as Counterproposals to the CBS and members of the Council
and other
ceinIJMatheson
Radio
Company,
Inc.,
Counterproposals. Grandview, Inc., parties, including the City of Bos•md Radio Voice of New Hampshire
ton, the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts, Senators Henry
Cabot
joth of Manchester, opposed the
Matheson Radio Company, Inc., Lodge, Jr., and Leverett Saltonstall, Congressman Christian A.
counterproposal
in
so
far
as
it
would delete a VHF channel from Herter and Richard B. WigglesManchester. Cherry & Webb Broad- worth, various private and parocasting Company and the Outlet
chial schools, the American AcaArts and all
Sciences
and
Company,
op- variousdemy ofmuseums,
indicated
posed the both
CBS ofandProvidence,
the Matheson
that
the
Lowell
InRadio Company, Inc., counterpro- their belief
Cooperative Broadcasting
posals. Regional Corp.,
TV Corp.,Travelers
Hamp- Council, stitute
licensee
of
educational
ien-Hampshire
Station WGBH, is the proper
Broadcasting
Service Corp.64
and FM
agency for coordinating the joint
WTAG,
counteroroposalsInc.,of opposed
CBS andthe Matheson
effort to secure the funds necessary to construct
operatetelevision
a non"In
rebuttal
oppositions
CBS
commercialandeducational
pointed
out tothattheseChannel
10 which
station in Boston. The Council
would under
its
counterproposal
be
asstated
that
it
has
had
extensive
could alternatively
assignedsigned ttoo Albany
Springfield
or Hartford. be experience in the fields of radio and
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television and is prepared to meet priseed thePublishing
request-5
deletion ofCompany
VHF Channel
the responsibilities of television from Boston
the assignment of
broadcasting; that it is seeking the this channel toandBrockton.
funds for constructing and operatthe station; and
that itthat
"is more
(c) Statement
in Company
Support ofCounEnthan ingreasonably
confident
they
terprise Publishing
can be secured if VHF Channel 2 terprosopal.
Enterprise
Publishing
is reserved in Boston for non-com- Company stated that Brockton is
one of the few large population
educationalinbroadcasting."
Emersonmercial
College
a separate centers for which only one assignment has been proposed. It was
statementervation also
supported
the
resofVHF Channel 2 in Bos- urged that a first VHF channel for
should receive preference
ton.(i) Opposition to the Boston Brockton
over a fourth VHF channel for
Educational Reservation. CBS op- Eoston.
posed the reservation of VHF
Channel 2cationfor
(d) Opposition
to Counterproposal of Enterprise
Publishing
al use innon-commercial
Boston urging eduthe
to thecounEnsame grounds advanced by it in Company.terpriseOppositions
Publishing
Company
support
of its VHF
counterproposal
terproposal were CBS,
filed byandMatheson
an additional
assignment forin Radio Co., Inc.,
Cowles
Boston. CBS contended that while
Co. InthattheBrockton
opposiultimately UHF and VHF would be Broadcasting
t
i
o
n
s
i
t
was
asserted
competitive, during a considerable is situated less than 20 miles from
interim period of perhaps 5 years Boston and would receive Grade A
or more, a commercial UHF station service from the operation of a
competeVHFsuccessfully
acannot
commercial
station in with
the VHF station in Boston.
same community; but that the
Springfield-Holyoke
short-run competitive disadvan258.ard (a)
Census area
Data. ofThe Springstandtages of a UHF assignment are
metropolitan
much lessmercial
significant
non-comfield-Holyoke has a population of
educational for
broadcasters
the City of Springfield has
since (1) educational broadcasters 407,000;
of 162,000 and the City
are not as critically affected by the aofpopulation
Holyoke
has a population of
anticipated reduced coverage of
UHF, (2) the educational interests 55,000.
generally
are not ready
proceed
(b) Counterproposals
of Hampden-Hampshire Corporation
and
with
construction
of a totelevision
facility immediately, and (3) the Regional TV Corporation. Hampden-Hampshire
Corporation,
Holeducators will be seeking a minor3?
yoke, Massachusetts,
requested the
ity audience "rather
than the
"masslosscir-of assignment
and therefore
Springfield of either
circulationculationinvolved
in UHF,
as Channel 3 orto3?Channel
10 by deletagainst VHF, signisificant.comparatively
ining dence,
from New
London
ProviCBS further alleged
respectively,
and
byor making
8?
that the comments of the Lowell
the
following
changes
in
the
asCity "provide no basis whatInstitute
ever for a finding by the Commis- Notice: signments proposed in the Third
Third Notice UHF
Proposal 1 UHF
nel
VHF
VHF
nel
No.
No.
UHF?
No.
nel
nel
No.
New London,
3
63
Chan?
ChanConn.
63Chan10?
Lewiston,
Chan4017plus
8
1740
Maine
Holyoke,
55, 61
SpringfieldMass.
55, 61
Montpelier,
3
Vt.
Proposal 2
Holyoke,
55, 61
SpringfieldMass.
55, 61
Providence,
10, 12
16, *22
plus UHF?
R. I.
16, *22
Assignment of the Providence
sion that there is any assurance
to Springfield would rethat the Lowell Institute will in Channelquire10 WJAR-TV
to
fact utilize Channel 2 in Boston in operate on Channelin 12Providence
than
the ascertainable future or that a Channel 10 as?, 12proposed rather
in
the
Third
UHF channel will not serve equally Notice. Regional TV Corporation
as well." In reply to CBS, the JCET requested the assignment of Chanassertedtion tothat
shiftingchannel
the reservanel 3 to Springfield-Holyoke by
a UHF
would deleting
that channel from New
greatly taining
handicap
educators
in ob- London.
funds if mass distribution
(c)
Statements
of
of UHF receivers is as far distant Hampden-Hampshirein andSupport
Regional
as
indicated
by
CBS.
The
JCET
TV
Corporation
Counterproposals.
further contended that CBS, in It was stated that Springfield
VHF largest
assignment
light
of itsbetter
financial resources,
is" should
because receive
it is thea third
city
in a dermuch
to shoulthe burden of position
developing
UHF in New England; that UHF is not
in Boston than are the educators. desirable for the area because of
the
and that
Brockton
of therough
20 VHFterrain;
assignments
in the14
England area are proposed for
257.ard metropolitan
(a) Census area
Data.ofTheBrockton
stand- New
cities of lesser importance than
has a population of 130,000, and Springfield.
the City
of
Brockton
has
a
popula(d) Oppositions
to the Hampdention of 63,000.
Hampshire
and Regional
TV Corporation Counterproposals.
Travel(b) prise
Counterproposal
of
Enterers
Broadcasting
Service
Corp.,
Th«
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Hartford Times, Inc., Greylock
(c) Statement in Support of
Broadcasting Service Corp., CBS, Greylock Broadcasting Company
Inc., and WTAG, Inc., opposed the Counterproposal. Greylock Broadcasting Company argued that the
foregoing counterproposals since
they were mutually exclusive with operation
of Channelwould
3 at Mt.
Grey-in
lock in Pittsfield
result
the counterproposals for additional more
extensive coverage than the
VHF channels in Hartford, Pitts- operation
that channel England
in New
field, Boston and Worcester. The London orof other
Thames Broadcasting Corporation cities for which theNew
channel was
opposed posalsthein soforegoing
counterprorequested. In view of the size of
far as 3they
delete VHF Channel
from would
New this alleged service area, Greylock
London. The Outlet Co., and Cherry contended that Pittsfield should be
& Webb Broadcasting Company considered as the second Massachusetts city for assignment puropposed the counterproposal of
poses. Greylock argued that a
Hampden-Hampshire in so far as it
city in the more populous
would delete VHF Channel 10 second
Massachusetts
refrom Providence. Lewiston-Auburn state cofeive aVHF
channel in should
preference
Broadcasting Corp. opposed the to a second city
in the smaller and
counterproposal of Regional TV less populous state
of Connecticut.
Corporation in so far as it would
Greylock3 atasserted
thatwould
the
change the assignment of Lewiston, Finally,
use
of
Channel
Pittsfield
Maine, from Channel 8 to Channel better implement the priorities
than would the use of this channel
Worcester
stand- at either Hartford or SpringfieldData.of The
(a) Census area
259.
ard metropolitan
Worcester Holyoke.
(d) Oppositions to the Greylock
has a population of 274,000 and the Broadcasting
Company CounterproCity of Worcester has a population
posal. Thames Broadcasting Comof 203,000.
deletion
(b) Counterproposal of WTAG, Channelpany3opposed
fromtheNew
London.of
Inc. WTAG, Inc., requested the as- Lewiston - Auburn
Broadcasting
s
i
g
n
m
e
n
t
o
f
Channel
12
to
Worsubstitucester by deleting that channel Corporation
tion of Channelopposed
3 for the
Channel
8 at
from Providence.
Springfield Regional
(c) Statement in Support of Lewiston.
Television,
Hampden
Hampshire,
WTAG, Inc., Counterproposals. Hartfort Times, Travelers BroadWTAG asserted that Worcester
casting Service., CBS, WAGE, Inc.,
ranks 29th among the nation's the Buffalo
Courier Express, et al..
markets
the basis that
of theit area's
the counterproposal of
economic onpotential;
ranks opposed
Greylock
Broadcasting
Co., since it
second only to Boston in the State
mutually exclusive with the
of Massachusetts; and that it is the was
counterproposals
for
additional
third most important market in VHF channels in Springfield,
HartNew England.
ford,
Boston,
Syracuse,
and
Buffalo.
(d) Oppositions Cherry
to WTAG,
Inc., Stromberg-Carlson Co., Licensee
of
Counterproposal.
& Webb
WHAM-TV,the Rochester,06
New York,
Broadcasting Company and The opposed
Greylock
Broadcasting
Outlet ofCompany
opposed
the Company proposal in so far as it
deletion
VHF Channel
10 from
result in the assignment of
Providence. Travelers Broadcast- would
Channel 3 to Rochester in lieu of
ing
Service
Corporation,
HampdenChannel
5.
Hampshire Corporation, and CBS
Providence
opposed the foregoing counterproposalwithsincecounterproposals
it was mutually exclusive
for
261. (a) Census Data. The standthe additional assignment of VHF
arddencemetropolitan
area ofof 737,000
Provihas a population
channels
to Hartford,
Holyoke and
Boston. Springfield- and the city of Providence has a
population of 249,000.
Pittsfield
(b) Existing Stations. The Out260.ard (a)
Census
Data.
The
standlet Company is licensed for the
metropolitan area of Pittsfield
of Station WJAR-TV,
has a population of 66,000 and the operation
on Channel 11. The
city of Pittsfield has a population Providence,
Commission ordered the Outlet
of 53,000.
(b) Counterproposal of Greylock Company to show cause why the
Broadcasting Company. Greylock license of WJAR-TV should not be
Broadcasting Company requested modified to specify operation on
the assignment of VHF Channel 3 Channel 10, in lieu of Channel 11.
to Pittsfield by deleting that chan(c) Statements of The Outlet
nel from New London and by mak- Company
and Cherry & Webb
ing the following changes in the
Company Supporting
the Proposed
assignments
proposed
in
the
Third
3t
Notice:
*43UHF
Proposed
Changes
Third Notice
VHF
VHF
UHF
No.
nel
nel
nel
*43No.
nel
ChanChan8+No.
No.
ChanCity
Chan64
64
Pittsfield,
6f3f
Mass.
5f,8
Syracuse,
3,8
n.
y.
15,*21,27
5f3t,10
15,*21,27
Rochester,
5,10
N. Y.
3
4017
4017
Montpelier,
Vt.
8
Lewiston,
Maine
13
51,57
51,57
Hamilton,
Ontario
9,ll,13t
19,25
19,25
Toronto,
30
6,9,11
tario
3
Orillia,
30
Ontario
17,23
17,23
3t, 7
5,7
Sudbury,
Ontario
63
63
NewConn.London,
t
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(c) Statement
Support of Th|
Assignments. The Outlet Com- Hartford
Times inCounterpropos;
pany, licensee of WJAR-TV, sup- The Hartford
Times argued thai
area should be cor;
Commission's
mentsportedfortheProvidence
and assignagreed the Hartford
in terms of the Hartford.
to the proposed channel change for sidered
New
Britain
metropolitan
district
WJAR-TV.castingCherry
& Webbsupported
Broad- with a population of 501,000
Company also
it the third largest in thi
the assignments for Providence and making
New England area and vastly mori
stated that the Providence assign- important
as athanpopulation
ments
provided
the
minimum
neccenter
New Londoran:
es ary to meet the needs of the economic
It
was
also
urged
that
78% of th
area; and that the deletion of one service area of a VHF station
opei
of the two VHF assignments pro- ating on Channel 3 at Hartfor
posed for Providence would result
overlap the service area o
in an inequitable distribution of would
a VHF station operating on Char
nel 3 at New London. With respec
to its proposal to utilize Chamu
(d) Providence
Educational
Rese
r
v
a
t
i
o
n
.
T
h
e
JCET,
Brown
Uni47 at New London, Hartford Time
facilities.66
assignmeri
ersity,
Providence
College,
Univerwould resultthat
in a such
violation
of th
sity of Rhode Island, the Rhode recognized
Island College of Education, and UHF assignment limitation requii
the Providence School Department ing
60-mile
separation
to
preven
due to oscillator radia
supported
reservation of Chan- interference
nel 22tional
foruse.thenon-commercial
but asserted that the interfei
The JCET statededucathat tion
ence would be at a minimum.
the Catholic Schools of the Arch(d) Oppositions toandTheConflictin
diocese of Providence also support- Counterproposals
Hartfor
ed the reservation. Brown Univer- Times Counterproposal's. Thame
Broadcasting
Corp.,
opposed
sity
stated
that
a
state-wide
meeting had been held for the purpose of deletion of VHF Channel 3 frorth
discussing
utilization
of educaLondon. CBS, Matheson Radi
tionalthe
television,
and that
as a New
Company, Greylock Broadcastin
result oftionalthis
meeting,
an educaCompany,
Regional TV Corporaop
television
committee
was tion
Hampden-Hampshire
established under the chairmanship posed and
the counterproposal
of Hart
of the State Director of Education. ford Times
since it was mutuall
exclusive with counterproposals fo
No
opposition
to
this
reservation
the assignment of VHF channels t
was filed.
Boston, Pittsfield, and
Springfielc
Hartford
Lewiston-Auburn
Broadcastin
Corp.,
opposed
the
substitution
262. (a) ropolitan
Census
Channel 3 for Channel 8 in Lewiso
area of Data.
HartfordThe hasmet-a ton.
population of 356,000 and the city
(e) Counterproposal of Travel
of Hartford has a population of
es WHAM- TV is presently operating o
177,000.
(b) Counterproposal
of The Commission
ordered
license"
Channel
Inhas thewhy
Third theNotice
Hartford
Times, Inc. The Hartford
to show 6.cause
license
should
not the
be modified
Times, Inc., proposed 3 alternative WHAM-TV
3f
specify
Channel
5.
plans
assignment
VHF 66 Matheson Radio Company, Inc., ot
Channelfor3 the
to Hartford
whichof would
to all statistics
inontheChamber
Cherry c
Webb
statement
basedarea
delete that channel from New jected
Commerce
or that
trade
publication:
London and make the following and
requested
such
data
be
record.
believe, strick
how
alternative changes in the assign- enever,fromthatthesuch
data Weis admissible
75f
this
proceeding.
ments
proposed
in
the
Third
Notice:
Third Notice
City
nel
nel3f
VHF
VHF
UHF
UHF
No.
No.
nel
nel
No.
3f
No.
18,24,59t,81
18,24
Hartford,
ChanChanChanChan8f
Conn.
New Haven,
59
8
8
75f
47f,63
Conn.
New London,
3
63
f
Conn.
Plan 2
Third Notice
nel
nel
VHF
VHF
UHF
No.
No.
No.
UHF
nel
No.3f
Hartford,
nel
18,24
ChanChanChan8t
4018,24,59f,81l
Conn.
New Haven,
4059
8
8
17ChanNewConn.London,
47t,63
63
3
t
Conn.
Montpelier,
3
3f
Vt.
Lewiston,
17
8
Maine
75f
Plan 3
Third Notice
nel
VHF
VHF
UHF
No.
No.
UHF
nel
nel
nel
No.
No.
Hartford,
18,24
63,83f
ChanChan4018,24,59t,81
NewConn.Haven,
59
8
8
Chan17Chan17
NewConn.
London,
63
3
t
Conn.
Montpelier,
40
3
Vt.
Lewiston,
8
Maine
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ers Broadcasting Service Corp.
Travelers Broadcasting Service
Corp. proposed 2 alternative plans
for the assignment of a first VHF
channel and a third UHF channel
to Hartford. Plan 1 would delete
Channel 3 from New London and
Plan 2 would delete Channel 10
from Providence by making the
following
changes
in the
assignby the
Commission
in the ments
Thirdproposed
Notice:
City
Hartford,
Conn.Conn.
New
London,
Montpelier,
Vt.
Lewiston, Maine
Providence,
R. I.

acceded posedto change
the inCommission's
assignment profor
WNHC-TV
but
limited
acceptance of the change on theitscondition
that the proposals set forth in
Appendices A and B of the Third
Notice be finalized without substantial change prejudicial to Elm
City and that the frequency assignments proposed in Appendix C
of the Third Notice for communiThird Notice
18,6324
4017
16, *22
Third Notice

(f) Statement in Support of
in Connecticut
be adopted.
The
Travelers Broadcasting Service ties
indicated
in the Third
Corp. Counterproposal. In support Commission
Notice that antenna heights above
of its request to delete Channel 3 500
not be authorized
from New
Travelersof the
as- wherefeetthewould
effect of the utilization
serted that London,
the population
would causeto adHartford area is 356,000 compared of suchjacentheights
channel interference
the
to New
that ChanA service
area of another
nel 3 at London's
Hartford 30,367;
would serve
more Grade
station assuming operation by such
persons and area than a similar station
with maximum power and
operation
at New 3 London;
the an antenna
height of 500 feet.wasAd-to
use
of Channel
at New that
London
jacent
would bemately halfwasteful
since would
approxi-be be calculatedchanneloninterference
the basis of O db
of the signal
ratio. The American Broadcasting
lost
over
water;
and
that
UHF
Company,
Inc.,
licensee
of Station
would not be suitable to the terrain
operating
onandChannel
7
in the Hartford area. With respect WJZ-TV
in
New
York
City,
to its proposal to assign Provi- Teleradio Inc., licensee of General
Station
dence's
Channel
10
to
Hartford,
Travelers stated that the use of WOR-TV operating on Channel 9
this channel at Hartford would in New York City, both opposed
assignment
WNHC-TVstated,on
bring a first VHF service to a large the
Channel
8. Theseof parties
population center in addition to however,
would have no
providing a second VHF service to objection tothatthethey
channel
an even greater population; while in New Haven useif ofthethisconditions
the use of this channel at Provi- with respect to the use of antenna
dence would merely duplicate the
service area of an existing VHF heightfied above
to permit500 thefeetusewereof modisuch
station in that city.
without regard to adjacent
(g) Oppositions and Conflicting heights
or in the alterCounterproposals to Travelers channel interference
ative, if thewaived
provisions
of this
Broadcasting Service Corporation. section nwere
for Stations
Oppositions
the filed
aboveby counterproposal havetobeen
Thames WJZ-TV and WOR-TV.
Broadcasting Corporation, Cherry
Educational Reservations in the
& Webb Broadcasting Company
State of Connecticut
and the Outlet Company, WTAG,
264.
(a) The The
Storrs Educationalof
Inc., Regional TV Corporation, Reservation.
Greylock Broadcasting Company, Connecticut supportedUniversity
CBS, Matheson Radio Company,
tion of UHF Channel 26the inreservaStorrs
Lewiston - Auburn Broadcasting for non-commercial
educational use.
Corporation
and
Hampden
HampThe
University
stated,
however,
shire Corporation.
that "definite action based upon
adequate financial support from
New Haven
State public monies stands little
263. (a) ropolitan
Census
Data.
The
metarea of New Haven has chance of becoming an immediate
a population of 263,000 and the reality";tionaland
channelthat
was unless
reservedan educafor at
city
of New Haven has a population least a decade
their plans for an
of 164.000.
educational
television
station
could
(b) Existing Station. Elm City not be realized.
Broadcasting
Corporation
is licensed for the operation
of Station
(b)icutCounterproposal
of
ConnectState Board of Education. The
WNHC-TV,
Haven,is on
Chan- Connecticut
State Board of Educanel 6. ThisNewstation
presently
tion
requested the
reservationuse forof
operating as a community station non-commercial
educational
withna height.
2 kw power
at
510
feet
antenfollowing UHF channels:
The Commission ordered the
the licensee to show cause why the Bridgeport, Channel 43; Hartford,
license of WNHC-TV should not be Channel 18; Norwich, Channel 57;
modified
Waterbury, toChannel
53.67 for
As
an alternative
the request
Channel 8to inspecify
lieu ofoperation
Channel on6. and
the above necticutlisted
channels,
the ConThe Third
Notice
proposed
to
reState
Board
of
Education
move the community classification
of this station and would permit requested a revision of the Comthe station to operate with full 07 By Memorandum Opinion and Order
power and antenna height.
dated October 31, 1951, the Commission
stated queitsts of thewould
the re-of
(c) Answer
Elm Cause
City BroadBoardnotforconsider
a reservation
casting Corp. toofShow
Order. Channels
Elm City Broadcasting Corporation Waterbury. 57 in Norwich and 53 in
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York, at a separation of about 235
miles. Further, we find that a
reduction in the number of VHF
assignments
in New Hampshire
one is not warranted
in order toto
make another VHF assignment for
the
City of Boston and the State of
Massachusetts.
267. In view of the fact that the
CBS counterproposal (Plans 2 and
3) would in two instances reduce
the co-channel separations proposed by the separations
Commission adopted
below
the minimum
herein
and
would
reduce
the
num18, 24,22f81+or or81t83tor 83f
ber of VHF assignments in New
t
63, plus
Hampshire to one, the CBS profar asChannel
it requests
the
10, 12
plusis assigned
22f if 81
deletionposal, ofin so VHF
11 from
or16to 83New
Durham (Plans 2 and 3) is denied.
London
On the basis of the record, the
reservation of Channel 11 in Durhamtionalforuse isnon-commercial
educafinalized.
Conclusions: Boston, Hartford,
Springfield,Providence
Holyoke, Worcester,
Commission propose a plan which
268. The counterproposals of
will allow coverage of eastern Connecticut for non-commercial educaand Matheson Radio
tion without entirely eliminating CBS (Plan 1) the
deletionin oforder
Chan-to
10 from Providence
the possibility of a commercial sta- Co., nelrequested
assign a VHF channel to Boston.
t
i
o
n
i
n
that
large
area."
The
Board
submitted a statement by the Act- In addition, the counterproposal
of Matheson Radio Co. would
ing Governor
de- delete
claring that it ofwasConnecticut
the intention
Channel 9 from Manchester.
of the state
administration
to
inNew
a city of 83,000
troduce before the State General people.Hampshire,
The counterproposals of
Assembly
a
bill
proposing
the
Hampden-Hampshire
Travelers
authorization to the State Board Broadcasting ServiceandCorporation
of Education of $1,200,000 for the (Plan 2) also requested the deletion
construction
and operation
of anto of Channel 10 from Providence in
educational broadcast
service
to assign a VHF channel to
serve the entire State of Connecti- order
Springfield-Holyoke and Hartford,
cut. The bill in question, if ap- respectively.
counterproposal
proved, would be effective during of WTAG, Inc.,Therequested
the deletion of Channel 12 from Providence
the
1955. budgetary period, fiscal 1953- in order
to
assign
that
channel
to
Worcester.
Conclusions :
269. All of the foregoing counBoston and Durham
se k the deletion
of a
265. The counterproposal of CBS, VHF channelterproposals from
Providence.
in so far
as it Channel
requests 9thein assignUpon careful consideration of all
ment of VHF
Boston the
evidence, we believe that these
by the substitution of UHF Chan- counterproposals
be denied.
nel 56 or for
a flexibility
channel 11in The entire State must
of Rhode Island,
Durham
VHF Channel
with
a
population
of
792,000,
has
(Plansreason
2 andthat3) must
be denied
two VHF assignments; and
the
it would
result forin but
both
of
these
are
located
in
the
two violations of the minimum co- City of Providence, which ranks
channel assignment separations.
266. The CBS counterproposal 19th itanamong
andtheis nation's
the secondmetropollargest
(Plans 2operation
and 3) would
require11 co-in city in areas
the New England area with
channel
of Channel
a
metropolitan
area
population
New York and Providence. WJAR- 737,000. The Matheson Radio Com-of
TV
operatingand onWPIX
Channelis
pany counterproposal would, in
11 inis now
Providence
deleteassignment
the only
comoperating on this frequency in New addition, mercial
from VHF
the State
York City. The distance between of New Hampshire.
It is our view,
the transmitters of these stations under the circumstances
is 160 miles. It was to improve that the reduction of the presented,
VHF asthis
co-channel issued
separation
that
signments in Rhode Island to one
the low
Commission
a show
cause order in this proceeding would result in an unfair and inequitablethedistribution
which to
wouldChannel
require10.WJAR-TV
ments among
statesofandassignthat
move
Under theto the record
does
not
support from
the
Commission's
plan,
the
nearest
codeletion
of
a
VHF
channel
channel station to WJAR-TV would
Moreover,
with
be located in Augusta, Maine, at a Providence.
spect to the counterproposals re-of
distance of approximately 185 CBS and
Matheson, we do not
miles. The CBS counterproposal believe
record warrants the
(Plans 2 and 3) would also require deletion the
of
an assignment from a
co-channel
operation
of Channel
at
Providence
and Station
WATV13 city as large and as important as
at Newark, New Jersey. WATV Providence in order to create anis13 presently
Channel
other assignment
for Boston. Ac-of
at Newarkoperating
and its on
transmitter
cordingly, the counterproposals
is 165 miles from Providence. The CBS, Hampden-Hampshire CorporTravelers Broadcasting
Commission's assignment plan
iceation,
Corporation,
and WTAG, ServInc.,
would not involve such co-channel are denied
in so far as they request
the
deletion
of
a
VHF
channel
operation
but
would
place
the
second Providence VHF assignment on
and the counterChannel 12. The nearest co-chan- from Providence;
proposal of Matheson
Radio Com-of
nel assignment to Providence on
pany
requesting
the
Channel 12 is Binghamton, New UHF channels for VHFsubstitution
channels in
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mission's
proposed
policy channels.
with respect to UHF
flexibility
Specifically, the State Board of
Education
requested that the Com3t
mission permit an educational ins
t
i
t
u
t
i
toapply for suchwhich
a chan-no
3f nel in any on community
television
channel hadin been
reserved foruse.non-commercial
educa-of
tional
The State Board
Education also requested that "the

miles from that city. It is our Corporation are denied, and the
view that where a community seeks counterproposals of the Hartford
a first VHF assignment by the Times, Inc., and Travelers Broadcasting Service Corporation are
deletion of a VHF assignment from
in soof farChannel
as they3 from
requested
one of the very largest cities of granted,
deletion
New
the United States, the deletion is the
and the assignment of that
not warranted where the smaller London
channel to Hartford.
city
receives
Grade
A
VHF
service
from stations located in the larger
Conclusions : Requests for UHF
city.
It is ourof view,
that
Assignments in Connecticut
the deletion
a VHFtherefore,
assignment
281.
Counterproposals have been
from anta ascity
as large
and as one
importby three parties requesting the
Boston
to create
for filed
assignment of additional UHF
Brockton is not warranted.
The HartConclusions: Springfield-Holyoke, channelsford inTimes,Connecticut.
requested the
Hartford, Pittsfield, New London assignment toInc.,
New London of
Conclusions: The
Boston
Educa277.
Parties
in
three
cities,
Channel 47 to replace Channel 3.
tional Reservation
that Channel
two addi-59
Springfield, Hartford and Pitts- It alsotionalrequested
272. tionThe
educational
organiza- field,
UHF channels,
seek
the
assignment
of
Chans in Boston
have demonstrated
nel
3
for
their
respective
cities
by
proposed
for
New
Haven
flexitheir interest in establishing a deleting that channel from New
bility ChannelThe81, Connecticut
be also andassigned
non-commercial
tele- London. The counterproposals of to Hartford.
State
vision station in educational
the Boston area.
Regional TV Corporation and Board of Education requested the
They have
supported
interest Hampden
- Hampshire Corporation reservation for non-commercial use
with
concrete
plans this
to establish
deletion of Channel of several UHF channels in Consuch a station by banding together requested theLondon
and the assignFinally, thereBroadcasting
is the rein an association, the Lowell In- 3 from mentNew
quest ofnecticut.
Travelers
of
that
channel to SpringCouncil of their
Bosfield. The counterproposal of Servicement ofCorporation
for
the
ton.stitute
TheyCooperative
have mobilized
UHF
Channel
81
orassign83 to
Greylock Broadcasting Corporation
resources and, further, have al- requested
and the assignment of a
the deletion of Channel Hartford
ready
established
a
non-commercial
UHF
channel
to
New
London
to
3 from mentNew
assigneducational FM station.
of thatLondon
channelandtothePittsfield.
replace Channel 3.
273. As set out above, CBS op- The counterproposals
of
Hartford
282.
Since
we
have
deleted
VHF
posed the reservation of Channel
3 from New London, it is
and Travelers Broad- Channel
2 in Boston for non-commercial Times, Inc.,
our view that a UHF channel
casting
Service Corporation
educational use and requested the
the deletion
of Channel re-3 should be assigned to that commuassignment of that channel for from Newquested London
assignnity in substitution for the deleted
commercial use. We recognize
ment of that channeland totheHartford.
channel. Channel 47 can not be
that atcompetition
278. We stated above in connec- assigned to New London as proboth
the nationalinandbroadcasting,
local level,
tion with the discussion of requests
posed by Hartford Times, Inc.,
should be maintained and stimu- for the
deletion of a VHF channel since such
would be in
lated. However, the reservation from Providence
that the reduction violation ofassignment
the minimum separaof channelsucatiofor
non-commercial
edVHF assignments in Rhode
tion
requirement
established
nal use of necessity results of
Island to one would, in our view, Accordingly, UHF Channel herein.
81 is
in a reduction of potential commer- result
in an unfair and inequitable
to New London.
cial
competition
by
providing
fewer
distribution of assignments among assigned
channels to the commercial service. the
283.
There
remains
for
our
constates. We are of the same
But the demands of commercial
sideration the conflicting UHF
with
respect
to
requests
for
demands
of
the
Connecticut
State
interests and educational interests view
deletion of a VHF channel from
for the assignment of channels to the
Education and the HartNew London in order to assign a Board fordof commercial
their
respective
that on interests.63
the basis ofIttheis
evaluation
of theservices
ends to require
be servedan channel to Pittsfield or to Spring- our view
field-Holyoke. We do notpresented,
believe, record the request of the Connectiby both classes of stations. We under the circumstances
cut State Board of Education is
can
find
no
justification
on
the
VHF tochannel
pro- entitled to the highest considerrecord for the conclusion that the that theposed to besecond
assigned
Connecticut
ation. The Board of Education has
alleged demands
of
economic
comshould
be
deleted
in
order
to
assign
petition outweigh the benefits to
educational
reservations
VHF channel to the State requested
in
Hartford
and Bridgeport,
and
be derived from non-commercial aof fifth
Massachusetts.
in addition that the Commission
educational television so as to re279. It is our view, however, that propose a plan which would allow
quire
us
to
deviate
from
our
genfor New
the deletion
eral policy with respect to the the requests
of eastern Connecticut
3 from
London ofin coverage
without entirely eliminating the
designation of educational reserva- Channel
order
to
assign
that
channel
to
tions
and
place
the
Boston
reservapossibility
of a commercial station
tion in the UHF.
Hartford are meritorious and in that area.
It is impossible
beshould be granted. The proposed
cause
of
the
of channels
274.
We
reject
CBS's
contention
that the availability to it of a assignment of Channel 3 to New in this area toscarcity
satisfy the whole
commercial channel in Boston is an London was predicated primarily request of the Connecticut
State
appropriate sideratmatter
for ourIn conon the Commission's desire for Board ever,of thatEducation.
We feel,
howion at this time.
this maintaining
it
is
possible
to
grant
optimum
co-channel
rule making proceeding we are spacings
wherever
possible.
The
the
counterproposal
to
the
followconcerned with the assignments of Commission has reconsidered the
ing extent: We have set aside
channels terestots of states
meet the
and in- need for such wider spacings in Channel
24 in Hartford to be reand needs
communities
this
area.
In
light
of
the
record,
served for usestation.
by a non-commercial
for non-commercial educational and we have determined that closer educational
Likewise, we
commercial television. The quali- spacings can be utilized in an area have reserved Channel 71 in
such as New England where high Bridgeport and Channel 63 in Norf
i
c
a
t
i
o
n
s
o
r
particular
circumes of individual
applicants
lie in very close
wich for a non-commercial educamatters stancthat
can and
should arebe population centers
tional television station. To acHartfully determined in licensing pro- proximity.
complish this we have, however,
ford is more Thethanpopulation
5 times theof popudeleted
the assignment
l
a
t
i
o
n
o
f
New
London,
and
Hart| ceedings.
275. In view of the foregoing,
and substituted
Channel 26to inStorrs,
New
f
o
r
d
i
s
presently
without
any
VHF
the CBS counterproposal is denied assignment. Moreover, the New London for Channel 63. In doing
London
area
would
receive
VHF
I inthe soreservation
far as it requests
a
shift
of
so,
we
have
considered
the
fact
to a UHF channel service from stations located in that a Hartford station can serve
and the reservation of Channel 2 Providence
and
New
Haven;
and
Storrs.
We
have
also
considered
in Boston for non-commercial ed- if Hartford is assigned a VHF that there is a greater likelihood,
channel, New London would receive
the basis station
of the will
record,
that anin
' ucational
use isBoston
finalized.
Conclusions:
and Brockton Grade A service from a station in on
educational
be built
It is our view, therefore, Norwich than in Storrs. In addi276. The counterproposal of En- Hartford.
3 should be deleted
tion it may be pointed out that a
terprise Publishing Company seeks that Channel
New London and assigned to Hartford
would also provide
the assignment to Brockton of a from
Hartford.
service tostation
Waterbury.
VHF
channel
proposed
in
the
Third
Notice for Boston. Brockton will
280.
Accordingly,
the
counter68 No request
was reservation
made by thein HartState
* receive Grade A service from the
proposals ofRegional TV Corpora- Board
a VHF
tion,
CorporI operation
stations
in Bos-20
fordforfor non-commercial
educational
tor since itof isVHF
located
less than
ation andHampden-Hampshire
Greylock Broadcasting
. Page 36 • April 14, 1952 Part II Final TV Report
BROA
Providence and Manchester is also
denied.
Conclusions : Show Cause Order
(WJAR-TV)
270.tionAn
authorizawill beappropriate
issued to the
Outlet
Company
to
specify
operation
of
WJAR-TV on Channel 10.
Conclusions: Providence
Educational Reservation
271. On the basis of the record
the reservation of UHF Channel
22 incialProvidence
educational usefor isnon-commerfinalized.

284. In view of the total spectrum space available for use in the
State sionofis notConnecticut,
the toCommisin a position
grant
any further
assignments
to Hartford for commercial purposes.
The
assignments we have made permit
practically
no
further
assignments
in this area in either the VHF or
the UHF. Under these circumHartford stances,
are further
not assignments
warranted andto
the requests of the Hartford Times,
Inc., and Travelers Broadcasting
Service Corporation for additional
UHFdenied.
assignments in Hartford must
be
Conclusions : New Haven (WNHCTV) Show Cause Order
285. We have in another portion
of thislem ofReport
the probwhetherdiscussed
the Commission,
in effecting an assignment Table
and in establishing Rules and
standards for the assignment of
television stations, should permit
the use of antenna heights above
500 feet without regard to possible
adjacent channel interference that
might be caused as a result of
such operation.
havein there
reached
the decisionWe that
view
of the great gain in service areas
at theence,expense
of minor
and for other
reasonsinterferthere
set out, the Commission will permit
the use of antenna heights above
500 feet without regard to adjacent
channel intereference so long as
specifiedtions areminimum
maintained.mileage separa286. The situation presented
with respect to adjacent channel
operationillustrates
in New theYorksoundness
and Newof
Haven
the
Commission's
decision
this
matter. The record indicateson that
if WJZ-TV operates with 200 kw
at its present site on the Empire
State Building, that station would
increase its total Grade A land
area coverage from 3,670 to 5,430
square
miles,
an increase
of 48%.
On the that
other would
hand,
thebe interference
area
caused to
WNHC-TV
on Channel
with 200 kwonerating
at 510 feet
would be8
only 75 square miles, or at the
most, 88 square miles as contended
by Elm City. The remaining
Gradewould
A service
area of WNHCTV
be approximately
2400
square miles. Under our decision
with respect to power and height
in Zone I, the interference to
WNHC-TV would be slightly increased over the 88 square mile
figure. However, the total Grade
A remaining service area of
WNHC-TV would be considerably
increased. We are of the opinion
that thisferencesmall
of intershould not amount
negate the
great
gain in coverage that would be dethe operation
WJZTV atriveditsfrom present
antennaof height
with
full
power.
Similarly,
WORTV operating on Channel 9 in New
York agewould
cover-at
with the gain
use ofextended
full power
its present antenna height while
the interference to WNHC-TV
would be slight. We do not believe
as is contended here, that Section
307(b) of the Communications Act
requiresation ofusWJZ-TV
to prohibit
operand such
WOR-TV.
On the contrary, we are of the
view that the mandate of the Communications Act that the Commission shalltribprovide
efficient
disution of radio anservice
requires
that the small amount of adjacent
channel interference should not
(CASTING
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preclude the large gain in service
area.nel Ininterference
any event,is not
adjacent
chan-of
a loss
service to the public since in the
"interference
would
always area"
have attheleastviewer
one
service,
and
in
some areas both
services.
287. In view of the foregoing, the
Commissionsignmentisof Channel
finalizing8 tothe New
asHaven. An appropriate authorization to Elm City Broadcasting
Corporation will be issued to
specify
of WNHC-TV on
Channel operation
8.
Final Reservations
Assignments and
288. The following assignments
and reservationsVHF
are adopted:UHF
City Channel No. Channel
No.
Durham
Boston
44, 50, 56
Brockton
Pittsfield
Springfield55, 61
Holyoke
14, 20
Worcester
Hartford
3
18,
8
59*24
New
Haven
New London
26, 81
Bridgeport
43,
49,
*71
Norwich
Providence
10, 12 57,
16,53*63
*22
Waterbury
HANOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE:
EDUCATIONAL RESERVATION
289. (a) Proposed Reservation.
In the Third Notice no channel assignment was proposed for Hanover.
(b) Counterproposal of Dartmouth College. Dartmouth College
filed a counterproposal requesting
that UHF Channel 21 be assigned
to Hanover to be reserved for noncommercial educational use. This
assignment would be accomplished
by substituting Channel 51 in
Rochester,21. New Hampshire, for
Channel
(c) Statement in Support of
Dartmouth College Counterproposal. Dartmouth College stated
that itcinghad
the finanrequiredinvestigated
for the construction
of UHF and
television
facilities
that thetransmitting
Board of
Trustees was prepared to seek
funds for this purpose. Dartmouth
College's
operatingJunebudget
for
the
fiscal total
year ending
30, 1951
was in excess of $5,400,000. Dartassets ofas $38,000,000.
of June 30,
1951 weremouth'sintotal excess
(d) Opposition to Dartmouth
College Counterproposal. M i d Hudson Broadcasters, Inc., Poughkeepsie, New York, opposed Dartmouth College'sthatcounterproposal
on the grounds
in the Third
Notice, Channel 21 was assigned
to
Poughkeepsie,
and thatPough"the
mileage
separation between
keepsie, New York, and Hanover,
New
Hampshire,
is out158thatmiles."
Mid-Hudson
this
would
violatepointed
the minimum
UHF
co-channelscribed bspacing
(165
miles)
prey the Commission in its
Third
Notice.areBoth
Poughkeepsie
and Hanover
situated
in Zone I.
CONCLUSIONS
290. We have above reconsidered
the
of co-channel
spacings
and matter
have reduced
the minimum
UHF ing co-channel
assignment
in Zone I to 155 miles.spacOn
the basis of this revised minimum
mileage separations requirement,
and
in viewthat
of theUHFforegoing,
concluded
Channelit 21is
should be assigned to Hanover and
reserved for non-commercial educational use. Channel 51 will, therefore, be substituted in Rochester,
New nelHampshire
in place of Chan21.
BROADCASTING

Final Reservations
Assignments and
291. The following assignments
and City
reservation are UHFadopted:
Channel No.

STATE OF NEW
EDUCATIONALYORK:
RESERVATIONS
292. (a) Proposed Reservations.
In the Third Notice the Commission proposed
the following resucateirovnaatliuosnes infor non-commercial
New York State:edCity
UHF Channel
AlbanySchenectady-Troy
*17 No.
Binghamton
*46
Buffalo
*23
Ithaca
*14
New
York City
*25
Rochester
*21
Syracuse
*43
Utica-Kome
*25
(b) Support ofThetheBoard
Educational
Reservations:
of Regents of the University of the State
of New York supported the foregoing
mercialreservations
educational useforin non-comthe state
of New York. The Board stated
that it proposes
to
utilize
resources of more than 8,000thestate
educational and cultural institutionsnittoieafford
s to more educational
than 91% opportuof the
population of the state. Sample
program schedules, detailed as to
content mittedandby theobjectives,
were Board
subBoard. The
proposes mercial
to educational
constructtelevision
a non-comwork at an estimated costnet-of
$3,855,540 with an annual technical
operating cost of $2,273,941 based
on 16 hours of operation Monday
throughday andFriday
and 12Programming
hours SaturSunday.
would be apportioned among the
public and private institutions
under its supervision and costs will
be borne
participating
institutionsbysupplemented
by state
aid.
Statements were also filed by the
following
institutions
in
support
the reservations of channels forof
non-commercial educational use in
their respective communities and
in
support
of the State
Board's
plan
a state-wide
The
City for
College
of the network:
City of New
York, the Board of Education of
the City of New York, Fordham
University,
try of the The
StateCollege
of Newof ForesYork,
Syracuse University, the Brooklyn
Public Library, the New York State
College for Teachers at Buffalo, the
University
Rochester,
the Rochester ofInstitute
of Technology,
Rochester Board of Education and
the University
of Buffalo.
No op-to
positions were filed
with respect
the educational reservations proposed in the Third Notice.
(c) Counterproposal
of Board
Regents
of theYork.
University
of theofof
State of New
The Board
Regents requested the additional
reservation commercial
of a educational
channeluseforin New
nonYork
City,
Malone
and
Poughkeepsie.
(d) Statement in Support of
Board of Regents Counterproposal.
With respect to New York City,
the Board requested that either
UHF Channel 19 or 31, which the
Commission proposed to assign for
commercial use, be reserved instead
for non - commercial educational
use.
The Board
that York
one
educational
stationurged
in New
City is inadequate to meet the
needs
of a state-wide
program
the special
educational
needs andof
the city itself. No oppositions
were filed to this counterproposal.
With respect to Malone, the Board
requested that UHF Channel 20,
• Telecasting

which the Commission proposed to City of Binghamton has a population of 81,000.
assign for commercial
use, be refor non-commercial
use. Inservedtheinsteadalternative,
the Board
(c) Existing
Inc., isStations.
licensedClark
for Asthe
requested ervathe
res- operation soofciates, Station
WNBF-TV on
tion of anassignment
additional and
channel
Channel
12.
for non-commercial education use.
No oppositions were filed to this
(d) Counterproposal
of Binghamton Broadcasters, Inc.
Bingcounterproposal. With respect to
hamton Broadcasters, Inc., proPoughkeepsie,
the
Board
requested
posed
the
additional
assignment
that UHF Channel 21, which the Channel 7 to Binghamton. Noof
Commission proposed to assign for
in the assignments
commercial use, be reserved instead other changes
by thewereCommission
for non - commercial educational proposed
Third
Notice
requested. in the
use. The Mid - Hudson Broad(e) Statement in Support of
casters,
Inc.,
of
Poughkeepsie
opBinghamton Broadcasters, Inc.
this request
on the grounds
Binghamton
that it posedwould
be in violation
of the Counterproposal.
Inc., urged that the
Commission's announced method Broadcasters,
additional
assignment
of Channel
employed incommercial
the makingstation
of non- 7 to Binghamton is necessary
to
and
equitable
dis-It
ervations. In theeducational
alternative, resthe achieve a tribufair
t
i
o
n
o
f
television
service.
Boardreservation
requested ofthean assignment
recognized by Binghampton
and
additional was
Broadcasters, Inc., that a grant of
channel for non-commercial educa- its
counterproposal would result in
tional use. No oppositions were a co-channel
separation
filed to this alternative request.
of 136 and 160assignment
miles, respectively,
CONCLUSIONS
to WJZ-TV, New York and Buffalo.
293. We believe the record sup- Broadcasting
(f) Oppositions.
The Inc.,
American
Company,
New
assignmentin and
reservationportsofthechannels
Malone
and York, licensee of Station WJZ-TV,
the
Buffalo
Courier
Express,
Inc.,
Poughkeepsie
for
non-commercial
educational use. Since we have of Buffalo and Meredith Syracuse
Television
Corporation,
licensee
of
assignedfor only
one channel
to these
cities
commercial
purposes,
we Station WHEN at Syracuse, New
York, opposed the Binghamton
are assigning
66 to Malone counterproposal.
and
Channel Channel
83 to Poughkeepsie
Conclusions
and we are reserving these channels for use by non-commercial
298. The counterproposal of
Binghamton Broadcasters, Inc.,
educational
294. In viewstations.09
of the total spectrum must
be denied for the reason that
space available for use in this it would result in co-channel
area, we do not believe the Board assignment separations between
of Regents'
requestchannel
for the reservaBinghamton and WJZ-TV, New
tion of a second
non- York
and between Binghamton and
commercial educational useforin New
Buffalo below the minimum proYork City issignmentswarranted.
The
aswe have made herein Zone I.vided by our decision herein for
permit practically
assignments in this noareafurther
in either
Final Reservations
Assignments and
the VHF or the UHF. This portion
of the gerequest
of
the
Board
of
Re299.
The
following
assignments
nts is therefore denied.
are adopted:
295. On the basis of the fore- and reservation
VHF Chan- UHF Changoing, the reservations
of channels
for non-commercial
educational
use
City nel 12
No. nel40, *46
No.
in Albany-Schenectady-Troy, Bing- Binghamton
hamton, Buffalo, Ithaca, New York BUFFALO, NIAGARA FALLS,
ITHACA, NEW YORK
City,
Rochester,finalized.
Syracuse and
Utica-Rome
300. Proposed Assignments and
FINAL are
RESERVATIONS
Reservations.
In the Third Notice
296. The following reservations
for non-commercial educational use the Commission proposed the folare adopted:
tions : lowing assignments and reservaCity
UHF Channel
No.
VHF Chan- UHF ChanAlbany-Schenectady-Troy
*17
City
nel4, No.
No.
Binghamton
*46
Buffalo
*23
Buffalo
7 nel17, *23
Ithaca
*I4
Niagra
Falls
2
Malone
*66
Ithaca
*14, 20
New York City
*25
Buffalo-Niagara Falls
Poughkeepsie
*83
Rochester
*21
301.ard(a)
Census Data.
standSyracuse
*43
metropolitan
area ofThe Buffalo
Utica-Rome
*25
has a population of 1,089,000. The
Binghamton, New York
city of Buffalo has a population of
(a) Proposed InAssignments
and297.Reservations.
the Third 577,000. The city of Niagara Falls
Notice the Commission proposed has a population of 91,000.
the
of VHF40 and
Channel
Stations. WBEN,
and assignment
UHF Channels
46 for12 Inc.,(b)is Existing
licensed for the operation of
Station
WBEN-TV
on Channel 4
Binghamton,
with
Channel
46
reserved for non-commercial educa- at Buffalo.
tional use.
(c) Joint
Counterproposal
(b) Census Data. The standard Buffalo
Courier
Express, Inc.,of
metropolitan area of Binghamton WGR
Broadcasting Corporation
has a population of 184,000 and the and WKBW,
Inc. Buffalo Courier
65thatThe provision
Board ofbeRegents
also share
suggested
Inc., WGR Broadcasting
made for
time Express,
Corporation
and
WKBW, Inc., have
operation
asandbetween
educational
other non-commercial
television
servfiled joint counterproposals rei
c
e
s
i
f
no
"reasonable
solution
to
the
questing the assignment of Chanproblem" presented
MaloneIn view
and
Poughkeepsie
could channels
be infound.
nels 2 and 9 by making the followof thereserved
fact that
ing changes in the assignments
been
in these citieshavefor now
use
by non-commercial
educational sta- proposed by the Commission in the
tions, this suggestion
no further
consideration.has been given Third Notice:
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Third Notice
Counterproposal
VHFnel3f Channel No.
No.
nel No.
City
nel No.
2T,4,7,9t
17, 23
Buffalo
2
Niagara
Falls
12f
19,25
Toronto,
6,9,11
6,8f ,11
Ontario
59f^or
26 62 1
26
8
Owen
Sound,
Ontario
30
30
3
Orillia,
Ontario
(d) Statement in Support of
Buffalo Joint Counterproposal. In counterproposal is denied for the
support of the request to delete reasons set forth above in the disChannel 2 from Niagara Falls and
cus ion of Canadian-United States
assign that channel to Buffalo it
was contended that the assignment assignments.
305. mentsWith
to the and
assignof Channel 2 to Niagara is in acproposedrespect
for Buffalo
for
with theareas
Commission's
Niagara
Falls it that
is ourBuffalo
view based
proposals incordanceother
to assign on
the
record
and
VHF channels to the principal Niagara Falls should be considered
cities toof the
metropolitan
area within
rather as a single entity for assignment
than
smaller cities
in view of the proximity
the metropolitan area. The pro- purposes
and strong identity of interests of
to assign
9 to Buf- these
cities.
Niagara
faloposal would
resultChannel
in a co-channel
17 miles
from Falls
Buffalo.is
separation of 169 miles between situated
In
the
1940
census
these
cities
were
Toronto jacent
andchannel
Syracuse
and anof ad-59 included in the "Buffalo-Niagara
separation
miles between Toronto and Buffalo. inFallsthe meti-opolitan
district"; Falls
and
1950 census Niagara
(e) Opposition to the Joint
included within the Buffalo
Counterproposal of Buffalo Courier was
metropolitan
area.
Further,
Express, Inc., WGR Broadcasting believe that the assignment of wean
Corporation and WKBW, Inc. The
to BufNiagara Falls Gazette Publishing additional UHFfalo-Niagarachannel
Fal s is warranted.
Company, Niagara Falls, New Accordingly, Channel
59
is asYork, supported
the 2proposed
assigned tofor
theseeducational
cities. Channel
23,
signment of Channel
to Niagara
reserved
use,
Falls and opposed
the Buffalo
coun-2 Channel 17 are only available and
for
t
e
r
p
r
o
p
o
s
a
l
s
t
o
delete
Channel
and substitute a UHF channel assignment
the effect of inuseBuffalo
of thesebecause
channelsof
therefor.
in Niagara Falls upon Canadian
Ithaca
302. (a) Census Data. The city assignments.
306. With
respect University,
to the counterof Ithaca has a population of 29,000.
proposal of Cornell
(b) Counterproposal of Cornell do not believe
the record warrantswe
University.
Cornell
University
redeletion of a VHF channel
quested the assignment of Channel the
from Niagara Falls and Buffalo,
3 to ing
Ithaca
the follow- cities
with a combined population
changesby inmaking
the assignments
in order to create
proposedNotice:
by the Commission in the of over 600,000,
3t
Third
Third Notice
Proposed Changes*43
VHF
VHF
62f
UHF
No.
Channel
Channel
Channel
No.
No.
*14,
20
City
*43
Ithaca
t
Niagara
Falls
Buffalo
2f, 107
Rochester
15,17,*21,*23 27
15,17,*21,*23 27
4f,
Syracuse
5f, 8
(c) Statement in Support of
Cornell Counterproposal. Cornell a VHF assignment for Ithaca, a
contended that priorities 1, 2 and city307.of In29,000.
view of the foregoing,
3andarethateffectuated
proposalin the counterproposal
of Cornell
UHF is bynot itsfeasible
University
is denied and the joint
the irregular terrain in Ithaca.
of
Buffalo
Courier(d) Opposition to Cornell Coun- counterproposal
WGR Broadcasting
terproposal. WBEN, Inc., (WBEN- Express, Inc., Inc.,
and WKBW,
TV), Buffalo, New York, WAGE, Corporation,
Inc., Syracuse, New York, the inInc.,part.is granted in part and denied
Brockway Company, Watertown,
Final Reservations
Assignments and
New York, the Buffalo Courier Express, Inc., and the Niagara Falls
308.
The
following assignments
Publishing Company opposed the
are adopted:
Cornell counterproposal. Gable and reservationsVHF
UHF
Channel Channel
Broadcasting Company, Altoona,
Pa., filed a conflicting counter- BuffaloCity
_No.
No.59
2,
4,
7
proposal.
Niagara
Conclusions
Falls
17, *23
303. The foregoing counterpro- Buffalo
posals consist of requests for the Ithaca
WATERTOWN AND*14, 20
assignment of additional channels
SYRACUSE,
NEW
YORK
to Buffalo
and deletion
to Ithaca,
respec309 (a) Proposed
tively, by the
of Channel
In theAssignments
Third No2 from Niagara Falls and by and Reservations.
tice the Commission proposed the
making the other changes in the following
assignments
and
reservaassignments proposed in the Third
tions :
Notice, set forth above.
VHF Channel
UHF
Channel
304. The joint counterproposal
City No.
No.
of
the
Buffalo
parties
requesting
the assignment of Channel 9 to
3, 8
that city would result in a co-channel separation of 169 miles be(b) Census Data. The city of
tween Toronto and Syracuse and Watertown
has a population of
an adjacent separation of 59 miles 34,000. The standard metropolitan
between Toronto and Buffalo. This area of Syracuse has a population
Page 38 • April 14, 1952 Part II Final TV Report

of 342,000. The City of Syracuse
(b) The counterproposal of
has a population of 221,000.
WAGEnel assignment
would result
in a co-chanseparation
of 188
(c)
Existing
Stations.
Central
New York Broadcasting Corp., is miles between Hamilton and Syracuse tween
on Channel
11,
187
miles
licensed for operation of WSYRand Toronto be-on
TV, Syracuse,ordered
on Channel
5. Theto Channel 13,Pembroke
Commission
the licensee
183 miles between
and Ottawa-Hull on
show cause why the license of Rochester
W SYR-TV should not be modified Channel 5 and 187 miles between
Toronto and Pembroke on Chanto
specify
operation
on
Channel
3 in lieu of Channel 5. Central
nel 11. In addition it would reNew York Broadcasting Corp.
sult in an adjacent channel assignment
72 miles bestated it fihad
no
objection
to
moditween separation
London and ofHamilton.
cation of its license. Meridith
Syracuse Television Corporation Counterproposals
(c) Oppositions to
and theConflicting
WAGE
has a construction permit for sta- Counterproposal. The following
tion
on Channelunder
8 inspecial
Syra- parties submitted oppositions and
cuse, andWHEN
is operating
conflicting counterproposals to the
temporary authorization.
counterproposal of WAGE, Inc.:
Watertown
Clark Associates, Inc. (WNBF310. (a) Counterproposal of The TV),
Binghamton, New York, and
Brockway Company. The Brock- the Brockway
Company, Waterway Company
requested
the
additown,
New York.
tional
assignment
of
VHF
ChanConclusions
nel 11 to Watertown by making
lit
the following changes in the as- lit 312. The foregoing counterproposals
must
be
rejected
for the reasignments
proposed
bf
the
ComNotice:
City mis ion in the Third
No.35
Third Notice
Plan
2 UHF
Plan 1 35
lit
No.
No.
VHF
UHF
VHF
VHF
UHF
No.
Channel
No.
Channel
Channel
Channel
Channel Channel
No.
Watertown
35
OttawaHull,
30, 40
Ontario
2,4, 6,7f 8f, 9,
2, 6, 7, 30, 40 4, 5t, 9 30,40
10, 12
MontrealVer- 4,10,9,1211 15, 44
dun, Quebec
Hamilton,
15,44
51,57
Ontario
13
Toronto,
51,57
19, 25
Ontario
6, 9, 13t
19, 25
(b) Statement6, 9,in 11Support of the
Brockwayposal.Company
Counterproabove in the disBrockway Company
urged sons setcus ioforth
n of Canadian-United States
assignments. Accordingly, the
that itsvide a counterproposal
would
profirst VHF assignment to counterproposal of the Brockway
the area of New York State com- Company and WAGE, Inc., must
be denied.
monly
the "North
Country." known
Planseparation
1aswould
result
in a
313.tion toAnCentral
appropriate
co-channel
on Channel
New YorkauthorizaBroad11 of 174 miles between Watercasting Corporation will be issued
town and Toronto and a co-channel on
to
specify
operation
on
WSYR-TV
Channel
3.
separation
of 179Ottawa-Hull
miles on Channel 5 between
and
Final Reservations
Assignments and
Rochester.
Plan 2 would result
inmilesthe between
co-channelBuffalo
separation
of
230
314.
The
following
assignments
and Ottawaare adopted:
Hull on Channel 7 and 195 miles and reservation VHF
UHF
on Channel 8 between Lewiston
Channel
Channel
and Montreal- Verdun and 187
City
No.
No.
miles ronto
between
Toon ChannelPembroke
13. In and
addition
Plan 2 would result in an adjacent 70 Channel 48 has been assigned to Watertown in view of our action below
channel tweenseparation
of 72 miles
beLondon on Channel
10 and
granting the
joint alternative
counterHamilton on Channel 11.
posaCorp.,
l of Meredith
Champlain
Televisionprowhich
andrequested
Troy
Broadcasting
Co.,
Inc.,
in
part48 the
(c)
Oppositions
and
Conflicting
substitution
of
UHF
Channel
Counterproposals to the Brockway UHF
Channel 35 in Watertown. for
Counterproposal. The following
CORNING, NEW YORK
parties filed oppositions and conflicting counterproposals : Travel(a) Proposed
the Third
Notice no Assignments.
assignments
ers Broadcasting Service Corpora- In 315.
tion, Hartford, Connecticut; Hart- were proposed for Corning.
fordnecTimes,
Inc.,
Hartford,
Con(b)
Census
Data.
The
of
ticut ;Greylock Broadcasting Corning has a population of city
18,000.
(c)
Counterproposal
of
Corning
Company,
Pittsfield,
Massachusetts; Hampden-Hampshire Corp., Leader, Inc. Corning Leader, Inc.,
Holyoke, Massachusetts; Regional requested the assignment of VHF
TV Corporation,
Springfield,
Mas- Channel 9 to Corning. This assachuset s and WAGE,
Inc., Syrasignment would require no other
cuse, New York.
changes in the assignments
proposed
by
the Commission *43in the
Syracuse
Notice.
311. (a) Counterproposal
of Third
(d) Statement Counterproposal.
in Support of
WAGE, Inc. WAGE, Inc. requested *43 Corning
the
additional
assignmentby ofmaking
VHF Corning Leader
Leader urged that its
Channel
11 to Syracuse
would meet the
the following changes in the as- counterproposal
Commission's
the
oflitastandards,
separationwith
of 159
Notice : signments proposed in the Third exception
City
Third Notice
CounterproposalUHF
VHF
UHF
No.
No.
Channel
Channel
Channel
No.
No.
Syracuse,
N.
Y.
13
Hamilton,
Ont.
51,
57
3,
8,
lit
3,8
6,9,
13t
19,25
Toronto, Ont.
51,19, 5725
Ottawa-Hull,
30,40
4,lit,5t, 139
32
Pembroke, Ont.Ont. 6,4, 9,139, 1111
30,40
BROADCASTING
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miles between Corning and Toronto
on Channel 9.
(e) Oppositions and Conflicting
Counterproposal to the Corning
Leader lowing
Counterproposal.
The and
folparties filed oppositions
conflicting counterproposals to
the counterproposal of Corning
Leader: Buffalo Courier Express,
Inc.; WGR Broadcasting Corporafalo. tion and WKBW, Inc., all of BufConclusion
316. The foregoing counterprop
o
s
a
l
o
f
Corning
Leader
for the reasons set
forthis indenied
the
discussion of Canadian-United
States assignments.
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK
317. Existing Station. Stromberg-Carlson is licensed for the
operation of Station WHAM-TV,
Rochester,
Channelto show
6. Thecauselicensee wasonordered
why
the
license
of
WHAM-TV
should not be modified to specify
Channel 5 in lieu of Channel 6.
The licensee has filed no objection
to the show cause order.
Conclusion
318. In view of the foregoing,
an appropriate authorization to
Stromberg-Carlson will be issued
to specify
of WHAM-TV
on
Channeloperation
5.
ALBANY-SCHENECTADYTROY, NEW YORK
319. (a) Proposed Assignments
and Reservation. In the Third Notice the Commission proposed three
channels to Albany-SchnectadyTroy: VHP Channel 6 and UHF
Channels *17 and 23.
(b) Census Data. The standard
metropolitan area of Albany-Schenectady-Troy has a population of
514,000 and the cities of Albany,
Schnectady
and Troy
tions of 135,000,
92,000have
and popula72,000,
respectively.
(c) Existing Stations. General
Electric Co. is licensed to operate
Station WRGB, Schnectady, on
Channeldered the4.licensee
The Commission
orto show cause
why the license of WRGB should
not betion on modified
toin specify
lieu ofhasoperaChannel 4. Channel
General 6Electric
not
filed any objection to the order.
(d) dith
Counterproposals
of
MereChamplain Television Corp.
and Troy Broadcasting Co., Inc.
Meridith Champlain Television
Corp., and Troy Broadcasting Co.,
Inc. requested the additional assignment of one or -more UHF
channels to Albany-SchnectadyTroy by making the following alternative changes in the assignproposedNotice:
by the Commission
in the ments
Third

Conclusion
320. With the exception of UHF
Channel 35, the rearrangement of
the channels requested in the joint
alternative counterproposal can be
accomplished without prejudice to
the assignments proposed for any
other city. Channel 35, under the
separation
herein for the standards
UHF, canadopted
be assigned
only to Schenectady. In view of
the size and importance of the
tri-citymentarea
we believe UHF
the assignof 2 additional
channels
to
Albany-Schenectady-Troy
is
warranted.
An
appropriate
authorization will be issued to
General Electric Company to
specify
of WRGB on
Channel operation
6.
Final Reservation
Assignments and
321. The following assignments
and reservation are VHF
adopted. UHF
Channel Channel
City
No. No.
AlbanySchenectady-Troy
6 *17.23.41
Schenectady
Watertown
483562
Oneonta
KINGSTON, NEW YORK
322. (a) Proposed Assignments.
In the Third Notice the Commissionmendidts tonot
propose
any assignthe city
of Kingston.
(b) Census Data. The city of
Kingston has a population of
29,000.
(c) Counterproposal of Kingston
Broadcasting Corporation. KingstonquestsBroadcasting
rethat Channel Corporation
66 be assigned
to Kingston.
(d) Statement in Support of the
Kingston Broadcasting Corp. Counterproposal.that
Kingston Broadcasting Corp. stated
other less
populated communities in the
states of New York, Massachusetts
and Connecticut have been assigned one or more channels.
Conclusion
323. The Commission believes
that the record supports the asgnment of a channel
to Kingston, New siYork.
Accordingly,
the
counterproposal of Kingston
Broadcasting Corp. is granted.
Final Assignment
324. The following assignment
is adopted:
City
UHF Channel
Kingston
66 No.
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY
AND NEW YORK, NEW YORK
325. (a) Proposed Assignments
and Reservation. In the Third Notice the Commission proposed the

City
Albany-SchenectadyTroy
Oneonta

Third Notice
VHF
UHF
Channel
Channel
No.
No.
*17,23
6
48

VHF
No.
Channel
6

City
Albany-SchenectadyTroy
Schenectady
Watertown

Third Notice
VHF
UHF
Channel
Channel
No.
No.
*17,23
6
35

Meredith
Counterproposal
VHF
UHF
No.
Channel
Channel
62t
No.
*17,23
6
35t,41t

62f
UHF
No.
Channel
*17,23,41f

Alternate Joint
Third Notice
Counterproposal
VHF
UHF
VHF
UHF
*17,23,
Channel
No.
Channel
Channel
Channel
No.
No.
City
No.
62t
*17,23
Albany-Schenectady48t41f
Troy
35+,
6
6
Oneonta
35
Watertown
\ BROADCASTING
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districts
following
assignments and reserva- channels
as defined toin metropolitan
the 1940 census.
The
tion.
VHF Channel
UHF
assignments proposed in the Third
City
Channel
Notice,
however,
and
the
final
asCity No.
No.
Newark
13
adopted herein,
have
been made tosignments
particular
cities only,
New York
2,4,5,7,9,11 19,*25,31
our Rules have been predi(b) Census Data. The standard and
assignments
to cities
and notcatedtoupon areas.
Further,
upon
metropolitan
area
of
New
YorkNortheastern New Jersey has a the basis of the record we are not
population
12,912,000.
The cities
such common
of Newark ofand
New York
have convincedtereststhat
exist between
New Yorkinpopulations
of 439,000 and 7,892,- City, New York and Newark, New
000, respectively.
Jersey so as to warrant the treat(c) Existing Corporation
Stations. Bremer
ment of these cities as one comBroadcasting
has a
munity for assignment purposes.
construction permit for Station Accordingly,
Channeland13 nothas tobeen
WATV, Newark, on Channel 13, assigned to Newark
the
and is operating under special New York-Northeastern
New Jertemporary authorization; Allen B.
sey area jointly.
or to New York City and
DuMont censedLaboratories,
Inc.,
is
liNewark
for Station WABD, New
City FINAL ASSIGNMENTS
York City, on Channel 5; Columbia
Broadcasting
System,
Inc.,
is
li327.ANDThe RESERVATIONS71
following assignments
censed for Station WCBS-TV, New
adopted: UHF
York City, on Channel 2 ; American and reservation areChannel
VHF
Broadcasting Co., Inc., has a conNo. Channel
No.
struction permit for7 inStation
TV, on Channel
New WJZYork NewN. Y.York, 2,4,5,7,9,11 *25, 31
City, and is operating under spe- Newark, N. J. 13
cialtional
temporary
authorization;
STATEEDUCATIONAL
OF NEW JERSEY
Broadcasting
Company Na-is
licensed for Station WNBT, New
RESERVATIONS
York City, on Channel 4; Don Lee
Broadcasting System is licensed
328. (a) Proposed Reservations.
for Station WOR-TV, New York In the Third Notice the CommisCity, on Channel 9; WPIX, Inc.
did notchannels
proposein the
tisionon of any
New reservaJersey
has a tion
construction
for Sta-on
WPIX, New permit
York City,
communitiesuse.for non-commercial
Channel 11 and is operating under educational
special temporary authorization.
Counterproposal
of State ofof
New(b)Jersey.
The Commissioner
(d) Counterproposal
Broadcasting
Corporation.of Bremer
Bremer Education, State of New Jersey,
Broadcasting
Corporation
re- requested that UHF channels be
quested that instead
of separate
to Andover,
New BrunsMontclair, Hammonton,
assignments for Newark and New assigned wick,
York City, the Commission retain Freehold and Camden. The rethe area designation contained in
based upon a survey
the existing rules and regulations made byquest wasDuMont,
RCA indicating
and General Electric engineers
and assign all the channels to the
New York-Northeastern New Jer- that six UHF stations would be
tomercial
giveeducational
completecoverage
non-com-to
(e)sey area.
Statement
in Support Itof was
the needed
Bremer
Counterproposal.
the state. It was represented
asserted that inasmuch as the 1950 that the State of New Jersey incensus records list New York and
tends to commence immediately
Northeastern New Jersey as one the construction of a station on the
campus of Rutgers University,
metropolitan
area,
separate
assignments of channels in such an un- New Brunswick, and to proceed
divided metropolitan area is un- with other construction as rapidly
reasonable and would not consti- as feasible. The cost of construcoperation
one yearat
tute a fair, efficient
and facilities.
equitable of onetion andstation
was for
estimated
distribution
of radio
Bremer contended that there is no $500,000. It was noted that the
inconsistency in its being licensed State believes this amount can be
to serve the New Jersey area in raised, pointing to the 1950-1951
particular, while at the same time public
budget ofof $130,825,an indication
financial
it serves the whole New York- 000.00 asschool
resourcesmissionofwas advised
the State.
The
ComNortheastern
New
Jersey
metrothe Board
politan area; and that assigning of Trustees of Rutgersthat University,
Channel eastern
13 NewtoJersey
New metropolitan
York-Norththe State University of New Jerarea would be "without diminution
sey, adopted a resolution on June
of
[its]
obligation
to
render
an
1951, indicating its desire to
adequate electrical and acceptable 8,
locate tionanon educational
the campus,television
offeringsta-to
program service to Newark and
make
land
available,
without
Northeastern New Jersey."
promising Rutgers
the full sup(f) Opposition.
WPIX, Inc. op- charge,port ofand
its faculty.
also
posed the Bremer counterproposal
submitted as apart
of the list
State's
and
supported
Commission's
suggested
and
assignments
for the
Newark
and New presentation,
York City.
WPIX asserted
that description of programs suitable
WATV
was licensed
as a Newark
for
presentation
over
a
station
cated on the campus. No objectionlostation and that Channel 13 should was filed
to these proposals.
be
classified
as
a
channel
assigned
Conclusions
to Newark.
329. On the basis of the showing
Conclusions
made
by
the
State of New Jersey,
326. We do not believe that any
Commission has reserved the
basis has been established in this the
following channels
for usetelevision
by noncommercial educational
recordnels to for
of chanthe the
New assignment
York-Northeastern
stations:
New
Brunswick,
ChanNew Jersey area. Prior to the Montclair,
nel 19, Hammonton,
Channel
Channel 77,
Camden,70,
amendment of the Table of Assignments in this proceeding. Section "With respect to UHF Channel 19, see
the discussion
of the New
3.606
cational reservations
below.Jersey eduprovidedof the
for Commission's
the assignmentRulesof
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Channel 80, Freehold, Channel 74, channels in the 782-890 Mc. band
to Scranton. It apand Andover, Channel 69. The as- be assigned
pears thatbe UHF
channelsof below
signment of UHF Channel 19 to 66 cannot
used because
other
New Brunswick, N. J. for educa- assignments
in the area.
tional purposes is made possible
(f ) Statement in Support of The
by
the
deletion
of
that
channel
Times Counterproposal.
from use in New York City as was Scranton
The Scranton Times contended
proposed in the Third Notice. It is that
Scranton
is the fourth largest
believed
the City
remaining
chan- city in Pennsylvania;
that it is
nels in NewthatYork
are as many
the
73rd
largest
metropolitan area
as should appropriately be as- in the United States;
that
signed there, considering the needs supports four AM and twoit now
FM
of adjoining communites.
stations ; and that the metropolitan
Final Reservations
Assignments and
area
now
supports
five
AM
and
330. The following assignments three FM stations.
Conclusions
and reservations are adopted:
334. On the basis of the record,
UHF
Channel
we believe
the Channel
additionalto Harrisassignment of a UHF
City
No.
New
Brunswick,
N.
J.7-'
*19,47
burg
and
Scranton
is
warranted.
Hammonton. N.J.
J.
*70
Accordingly the counterproposals
Montclair,
*"
of The Patriot News Company and
Camden, N.N.N.J.
*80
Freehold,
J.
*74
The Scranton Times are granted
Andover, N. J.
*69
and nelwe71 to
are assigning UHF
ChanBALTIMORE,
MD.
AND
WASHINGTON, D. C. EDUCATIONAL
Channel 73 Harrisburg
to Scranton. and UHF
RESERVATIONS
Final Assignments
331. Proposed Reservations. In
335. The following assignments
the Third Notice the Commission
proposed
reservation
Chan- Harrisburg
UHF 16,Channel
No.
areCity
adopted:73
nel 24 in theBaltimore
and ofChannel
27, 33,22,7173
26 in Washington. Statements in Scranton
AND LEBANON, PA.
support
reservation
Chan- READING
336. (a) Proposed Assignments.
nel 24 inof the
Baltimore
and ofChannel
In the Third Notice the Commis26 in Washington
for
non-comsion proposed the assignment of
mercial educational use were filed two channels
to Reading: UHF
by
educational,ofcivic
and religious
55 and UHF
61, andChannel
one chaninstitutions
Baltimore,
and Channels
nel
to
Lebanon:
15.
Washington,
respectively.
Nowere
ob(b) Census Data. The standard
j
e
c
t
i
o
n
s
t
o
the
reservations
metropolitan area of Reading has
filed.
a population of 256,000 and the
Conclusions
of Reading has a population
332. On the basis of the fore- ofCity109,000.
The City of Lebanon
going, the reservation of Channels
population of 28,000.
24 in Baltimore and 26 in Wash- has(c)a Counterproposal
Eastern
ington
non-commercial
edu- Radio Corporation ofof Reading.
cational uforse are
finalized.
SCRANTON AND HARRISBURG Eastern Radio Corporation requested the assignment of UHF
PENNSYLVANIA
15UHF
in Reading
333. (a) Proposed Assignments. Channel
tion
for
Channelin 55substituto be
In the Third Notice the Commis- accomplished
by
substitution
sion proposed
the
following
asof UHF Channel the
55 in
Lebanon
signmets:
VHF Channel
UHF
for UHF Channel 15. It was urged
Channel
that a better and greater coverage
City
No.
No.
would result from the operation
Scranton
16,22
Channel 15 at Reading rather
Harrisburg
27,33 of
(b) Census Data. The standard than that on Channel 55.
(d)dio Oppositions
Eastern
Rametropolitan area of Scranton has
Counterproposal.to The
Lebanon
a population of 257,000 and the city Broadcasting
Company, Lebanon,
of Scranton has a population of Pennsylvania, and
Scranton Times,
126,000. The standard metropolitan Scranton, Pennsylvania,
opposed
area of Harrisburg has a population the
counterproposal of Eastern
of 292,000
and
the
city
of
HarrisRadio Corporation.
burg has population of 90,000.
Conclusions
(c) triotCounterproposal
of The
Pa337. The record contains no
News Company. The
Patriot
basis
for
distinguishing
between
News
Company
requested
that
one
or more channels in the 782 to channels in the UHF band for
purpose of establishing a Table
890 Mc. band be assigned to Har- the
of Assignments. Accordingly, the
risburg. It appears
channels below
66 cannotthatbe UHF
used counterproposal of Eastern Radio
because of other assignments in Corporation is denied.
the area.
Final Assignments
The following assignments
(d) Statement in Support of The are388.adopted:
Patriot triotNews
Company.
The
PaNews Company contended Reading
City
UHF Channel
55, 1561 No.
that the Harrisburg metropolitan Lebanon
area tanisareathein the
57th United
largestStates;
metropoliLANCASTER,
that PHILADELPHIA,
PENNSYLVANIA;
Harrisburg presently supports
WILMINGTON, DELAWARE
three AM and two FM stations;
(a) Proposed Assignments
that the metropolitan area sup- and339.Reservations.
the Third
ports
FM sta-on Notice the Commission Inproposed
the
tions;fivethat AM
thereandare two
presently
following
assignments
and
reservafile two
applications
for televiCity tions :
sion facilities
in Harrisburg;
and
VHF Channel
UHF
Channel
that The Patriot News also proNo. No.
poses to file an application for a Philadelphia;
television station in that city..
Pa3, 6, 10 17, 23,21 29, *35
(e) Counterproposal
of The Lancaster,
Wilmington, Pa. 8
Scranton
Times. The Scranton
Del.
12 53, *59
Times requested that one or more
"proposed
In the Third
Notice theUHFCommission
■3Noan request
was made
on thein record
for
educational
reservation
either
one
channel,
Channel
Scranton or Harrisburg.
47, for New Brunswick, N. J.
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(b) Census areas
Data.of The
standard The city of Philadelphia and th(
metropolitan
Philadelphia,
Chamber
of ComLancaster, and Wilmington have Philadelphia
merce75 supported
the counterpropopulations of 3,671,000, 235,000
of VHF
and 268,000, respectively. The Channelsposals8seekingor the12 addition
for Philadelphis
cities of Philadelphia, Lancaster
and Wilmington have populations and adopted the engineering proof 2,072,000, 64,000 and 110,000,
posals of Daily News Televisior aori
respectively.
Company and Pennsylvania Broad-jfe
(c) Existing Stations. WCAU, casting Company.
Inc. is licensed for station WCAU(f) Statements in Support of
TV, Philadelphia, on Channel 10;
Philadelphia
Triangle censedPublications,
Inc.
is
liThe
PhiladelphiaCounterproposals.7'
parties asserted v.
the size, wealth and industry
Philadelphia, foronStation
Channel WFIL-TV,
6; Philco that
of the city required an additional
Television Broadcasting Corp. is VHF
channel; that an additional
licensed for
Philadelphia, oStation
n ChannelWPTZ,
3; WGAL,
and WDEL, Inc., on SepInc. is licensed for Station WGAL- 75 WGAL, tembeInc.,
r 25, 1951, Motions
filed withto Strike
the Com
TV, Lancaster, on Channel 4; mission identical
cer
WDEL,tionInc.
is
licensed
for
Statains
portions
of
the
testimony
in the »
sworn
statement
of
Albert
M.
Green
WDEL-TV,
Wilmington,
on
field, President
of thePhiladelphia.
Chamber of ComThe.
Channel 7.
merce
of Greater
WGAL,why Inc.
ordered
istoofthetheweight
opinionto bethatgiven
thef1-:
objections
go
show(d) cause
the was
license
of Sta-to toCommission
the bility,
evidence
andor notcompetency.
to its admissition WGAL-TV should not be modimateriality
The
fied to specify Channel 8 in lieu Motions to Strike are DENIED.
WGAL, Inc., and WDEL, Inc., on Sep
of Channel 4 and WDEL, Inc. was ™tember
25, 1951,to filed
the Commis
orderedcense oftoStation
show WDEL-TV
cause why should
the li- sion Motions
Strikewith
directed
against
all
of statement
the evidence
contained
in the
sworn
of
Edward
D.
not nelbe12 inmodified
to
specify
Chanand Arthur Borowsky,
filedDailywithBarker
the
lieu of Channel 7.
Commission
on
behalf
of
News
(e) Counterproposal of the Strike go toCompany.
the weightThese
to beMotions
given toto lot.
Pennsylvania Broadcasting Com- Television
the evidence
and ornot competency.
to its admissibilpany,TheDailyCityNewsof Philadelphia,
Television Comity, materiality
pany,
and DENIED.
this reason,
the Motions
to Strike For t'rPhiladelphia
Chamber
of
Commerce. The counterproposal of the WGAL,
Inc.,
and
WDEL,
:
substantially identical MotionsInc.,
to Strike
Pennsylvania Broadcasting Com- testimony
from
the
affidavit
of
Benepany requested
the additional
asdictvaniaGimbel,Broadcasting
Jr., President
of Pennsyland cersignment of Channel
12 to Philatain testimony
and Company,
exhibits
from
delphiastituting
to be accomplished
by sub- affidavit
of Virginia
R. Erwin,
engjthe
Channel 4 in Lancaster
neering
affiant
of
Pennsylvania
Broad
for Channel 8, and making other Strike
casting Company.
The Motions
Gimbel's testimony
go onlyt<
changes in the assignments pro- to the Mr.
toto beits admissibility,
given to the maeviposed by the Commission in the
denceweight
andterialinot
ty and competency. The Motion
Third Notice. The counterproposal requested that Station to Strike isportions
made onof theErwin's
groundsworn
that
since the didPennsylvania
Broadcasting
WGAL-TV, now operating on statement
not file aD-l,proper
proposal
Channel 4 in Lancaster be con- toCompany
change
Paragraph
Appendix
tinued on that channel with low of the Third Notice it cannot under
7 now
of8f theintroduce
Order of evidence
Hearing
with that
directional
antennaof Paragraph
Procedure
inpower,
the orevent
an increase
is inconsistent
with Appendix A
power is authorized. Daily News which
We find,posal ohowever,
that
thewasoriginal
proTelevision Company requested the with
f May 4f7,D-l,
1951 Appendix
in conflict
Paragraph
A and
additional assignment of Channel that
of affiant
Virginia
8 or 12 to Philadelphia. Following Erwinthe isstatement
consistent
with
previous
pleadings original
since itproposal.
merely elaborates
are the changes that would be made upon
inCommission
the assignments
by the tions totheStrike
City
are DENIED. The Mo
in the proposed
Third Notice:
Third Notice
No.
No.
VHF
UHF
UHF
No.
VHF
No.
Channel
Channel
Channel
Channel
Philadelphia,
3, 6, 10, 12f
21
17, 23,2129, *35
Lancaster. Pa. Pa.
Wilmington, Del.
17,23,53, *59
29,=*
53, *59
No.
No.
VHF
UHF
VHF
No.
Channel
Channel
Channel
Channel
UHF
No.
Philadelphia,
23,2129,UHFf)
*35
21 17,(plus
Lancaster, Pa. Pa.
53, *5917, plus
23, 29,UHFf)
*35
Wilmington, Del.
53, *59
71 DailyforNews
proposed two
additional12 statement
of thewhich
Dailyintroduced
News Television Company
plans
the assignment
Channel
proposal.
Paragraphs
5(b), 6, this
and
in Philadelphia.
One plan ofrequired
the new
7
of
the
Order
of
Hearing
substitution
of
Channel
8
in
WilmingJuly 25,
ton for Channel 12 and the other plan issued in this proceeding onProcedure
required
the
substitution
of
Channel
7
1951,
make
clear
that
upon
proper
obin Wilmington for Channel 12. Daily
, the Commission
considerjectionevidence
presentedcannot
in sworn
News poadmitted,
however, ofthatChannel
its pro-12 statements,
s
a
l
f
o
r
the
assignment
filed
pursuant
to
Paragraph 5(b) of thedoesOrder
offallHearing
to Philadelphia by the assignment of Procedure,
Channel nically
7 tofeasible
Wilmington
scope inofwhich
the issuestonotraised
bywithin
the12
and did was
not not
urgetechthe the
pleadings
response
Paragraph
ofStrike
the testimony
Third Notice.
The
Motions
to
proposal
further.
No
consideration
has,
with
respect
to
the
therefore,
been
given
this
proposal
in
assignment of Channel 8 in Wilmington
this Report.
are
GRANTED.
Accordingly,
no
furThe request for the assignment of
ther consideration
been given
this
Channel 12signmenttoof Channel
Philadelphia
by the as- request.
Since thehasoriginal
proposal
8
to
Wilmington
of
Daily
News
requested
the
assignwas made
Daily statement.
News for theWGAL,
first
8 in Philadelphia,
time
in itsbysworn
so farment asof Channel
the Motions
to Strike arein
Inc., WDEL,
Inc.,
and filed
Elm City
Broad-to addressed to this part of the countercasting
Corporation
Motions
proposal, they are DENIED.
Strike those portions of the sworn
BROADCASTING
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proposed reservation. The
;VHF channel would provide Phil- the
declared that the financing
adelphia outletsand
for the
four
exist- ofBoard
the station would be shared by
ing
networks;
that
a
fourth
VHF channel would better serve all participating educational agenhave already
^'the demands of advertisers for taken cies;tothat steps
determine
the costbeenof
sufficient broadcast time. In support of these contentions, there has constructing
and
operating
vision station; and that ita telehas
been submitted economic data concerning population, income, indus- produced a number of educational
programs
over
the
local
commertry and ceivers
number
of
television
recial television station and feels
in use, with particular
emphasis on comparison with the that it has the experience and resources to operate its own station.
Wilmington and Lancaster markets.
No objections have been filed to
(g) The counterproposal of this
proposed
reservation.
Pennsylvania
Broadcasting
ComConclusions: The Educational
pany for the additional
assignment
Reservations
| of Channel 12 to Philadelphia
On the basis of the record,
j- would4 inretain
WGAL-TV
JJunel
Channel 8onasChanpro- the340.reservations
of Channel 35 in
si posed bylieutheof Commission.
This
Philadelphia
and Channel 59 in
f Would result in a co-channel assign- Wilmington for
- commercial
t ment separation of 132 miles be- educational use arenonfinalized.
;{ tween
WGAL-TV
WNBT,between
New
Conclusions: Requests for VHF
York City,
and 86andmiles
Channels 8 and 12 in Philadelphia
J;j WGAL-TV
and WNBW, Washing341. The counterproposals of
ton. The
counterproposal
tNews
Television
Company offorDaily
the Pennsylvania Broadcasting Company and Daily News Television
j:1B|additional
assignment
Channelin Company,
and the supporting counto Philadelphia
wouldof result
of PhilHmilesco-channel
separation
of
152
between Philadelphia and
adelphiaterpropandosals ofthe
the City
Philadelphia
Chamber
of
Commerce
would
as'WNHC-TV,
New
Haven,
Connecticut.
sign VHF Channel 8 or 12 to Philadelphia by either (a) retaining
K (h) Oppositions to Philadelphia a VHF assignment
Lancaster on
p Counterproposals. Binghamton Channel 4 with low inpower,
or with
j(Broadcasters,
Inc.
and
Clark
Asa
directional
antenna
in the event
s
o
c
i
a
t
e
s
,
I
n
c
.
,
(WNBF-TV)
both
of
increased
power
is
authorized;
P Binghamton, opposed the requests (b) shifting the Wilmington oror
;'to
assign
to Philadel- Lancaster VHF assignment to a
\,phia.
The Channel
Elm City12 Broadcasting
UHF channel. No specific UHF
(WNHC-TV),
New Haven,
is proposed but it is in=■t'Corp.
and Peoples
Broadcasting
Corp., channel dicated
that a channel
in theto782-be
(.'• Lancaster,
opposed8 tothe Wilmington.
requests to used.
890 Mc band
would have
assign Channel
NBC, Inc., opposed the request to
342. We do not believe that a
jassign Channel 4 to Lancaster,
i • WDEL, Inc., and WGAL, Inc., op- grant of any of the foregoing counterp op sals iswarranted.
We rec-of
j| posed all theproposals.
Philadelphia
counterognize the size
and importance
Hearst Eadio,of Inc.,
oph posed the assignment
Channel
the City of Philadelphia and the
jl2 to Wilmington for the reason need for the encouragement of economic competition; nevertheless, it
, that a co-channel separation of
j-tween
156.3 miles
would and
be created
be- is our view that under the circumWDEL-TV
WNBF-TV,
stances presented the assignment of
VHF channel to PhiladeljjBinghamton
an adjacent
chan- a fourth
i?nel
separationandof 68.8
miles between
phia
justifychannel
the deletion
Baltimore and Wilmington.
of the would
solenotVHF
from
(i) Answers to Show Cause cities as large and as important
1 0rders. WGAL, Inc., and WDEL, as Lancaster or Wilmington.
343. Moreover, in the case of
supported
the Commission's
mline,
proposed
assignments
for Lancas- Lancaster, the public would lose its
only
local VHF service,
ter
and
Wilmington,
respectively,
and agreed to the modifications of and inavailable
the case of Wilmington, the
+the licenses of their respective state of Delaware would lose its
local VHF service; existing
j?sion's
stationsshow
specified
the Commis- only
set owners would be required to
cause inorders.
convertservice.
to continue
(j) The Philadelphia Education- local
While to
the get
effecttheirof
J al Reservation. The Philadelphia
assignment changes on existing
I reservation
Board of Education
supported
the
of Channel 35 for non- sets is not a determinative factor
here, the Commission is unable to
i commercialthough it stated
educational
that VHFuse,wouldal- find the deletion of such existing
local service is warranted in order
have
been
preferred.
The
Board
declared that it has been a leader to provide a fourth VHF assignment to the City of Philadelphia.
J in educational television and mainprofessional
344. There remains for considerdevotedtains a full-time
to producing
radio staff
and
ation the use of directional antentelevision programs on existing
of a low powered
commercial
stations.on The
Execu- stationnas or operation
in Lancaster
inchannel
order toto protive Committee
Educational
v
i
d
e
a
fourth
VHF
the
Television supported the Board of City of Philadelphia.
We have
[ Education in its proposal for the held
in another part of this Report
all stations provided for in
j mutual
of have
television
facilities. utilization
No objections
been that
the Assignment Table must be able
filed to the proposed reservation. to operate with maximum power.
(k) The Wilmington Educational Indeed, operation in Lancaster
Reservation. The Wilmington with the power proposed by Pennsylvania Broadcasting Company at
Board of Public Education supported the proposed reservation of the existing antenna height would
not satisfy the minimum power
Channel 59 incommercial
Wilmington
for
noneducational use. The requirements provided for in the
Rules. We have also held, for the
Board filed copies of letters from reasons
stated elsewhere in this
leading educational institutions
and civic organizations supporting Report, that assignments must be
BROADCASTING
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not
this modification of
the objected
license ofto WDTV.
(c)
Counterproposal
of WWSW,
Inc. WWSW, Inc. requested
the
additional assignment of Channel
4ofto the
Pittsburgh.
No other
changesby
assignments
proposed
the Commission
in the Third Notice would be required.
(d)
Statement
Support Inc.of
Counterproposal ofin WWSW,
WWSW, Inc., stated that adequate
competition
in Pittsburgh should
as soonbe asestablished
possible;
that there are more than 300,000
VHF receivers in use in Pittsburgh;
and that UHF stations can be established only after considerable
delays. Finally, it was urged that
the irregular terrain of the Pittsburgh areaexperimentation
is such thatwould
consider-be
able
required
the
UHF prior
band.to the utilization of
(e) Counterproposal
house
Radio Stations, ofInc.WestingWestinghouse Radio Stations, Inc., requested
the
additional
assignment
of Channel 4 and Channel 9 to
Pittsburgh. The assignment of
Channel 4 would require no other
changes and the assignment of
Channel 9 would be accomplished
by
the following
changes
inCommission
themaking
assignments
by the
in the proposed
Third No.
Notice:
VHFProposed Changes
No.
Channel
UHF
Channel
13 2, 4f , 9f , 11, *13 47, 53
7, f in Support
*57 of
(f) Statement
PITTSBURGH, BRADDOCK,
Counterproposal of Westinghouse
McKEESPORT, WASHINGTON,
Radio Stations, Inc. Westinghouse
PENNSYLVANIA;
Radio Stations, Inc., stated that,
WHEELING, WEST VIRGINIA; "The
8th ranking city of the United
STEUBENVILLE, OHIO
States [Pittsburgh] needs and
demands television service from
(a) Proposed InAssignments
and348.Reservations.
the Third more
than 4 commercial stations.
Notice the Commission proposed The diversified
economic and culthe
following
assignments
and
restural
interestwill
of anotpopulation
mass
ervations:
VHF
UHF
of
this
size
support,
Channel Channel but actually demand, only
service from
City 2, No.
Pittsburgh,
11, *13 47,No.5363 at least 6 television stations."
Washington, Pa.
Pa.
Wheeling,
Va. 7,9 *5751
(g) Counterproposal
of AlleSteubenville,W. Ohio
gheny Broadcasting Corporation.
No channels were proposed to be Allegheny Broadcasting Corporation requested the additional asassigned to Braddock, or McKeessignment ofChannel 4 and Channel
9
to
Pittsburgh, and a change in
(b) Counterproposals. Counter- the educational
reservation for
proposalsinhave been
by vari- Pittsburgh from VHF
port. ous parties
thesefiled
proceedings
Channel 13
to UHF Channel 47 or 53. The
seeking
the
assignment
of
one
or
more additional VHF channels to assignment of Channel 4 would
Pittsburgh
and a first McKeesport,
VHF chan- *57 require no other changes; and the
nel to Braddock,
assignment of Channel 9 would be
Washington and Steubenville.
accomplished by making the followPittsburgh
ing changes in the assignments
349.ard metropolitan
(a) Census area
Data.of Pittsburgh
The stand- proposed
by the Commission in the
Third Notice:
Proposed Changes
City
Third Notice
47, 53
2, 4t,9f , 11, 13 47, *53 (or *47, 53)
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Wheeling, W. Va.
7, t in Support
*57
(h)
Statement
of Alleghenyof
has a population of 2,213,000 and Counterproposal
Broadcasting
Corporation.
Allethe citylation ooff 677,000.
Pittsburgh has a popugheny Broadcasting Corporation
asserted
that
its
"proposals
reasonable and the adoption areof
(b) Existing
Station.is Allen
DuMont
Laboratories
licensedB. better
either ortelevision
all will provide
and
service more
than will
for the operation of Station WDTV,
Pittsburgh on Channel 3. The the plansion" andproposed
by the 307(b)
Commisthat "Section
Commission ordered the licensee to
Communications
Act of 1934,of
show cause why the license of the
amended, requires the adoption
WDTV should not be modified to asof one
or all of the proposals made
specifyof operation
• Page
41
of its
lieu
Channel 3.on Channel
DuMont 2,hasin by Allegheny." In support
April 14, 1952 Part II Final TV Report

based tional
on operation
direcantennas. For without
these reasons,
the Commission cannot provide an
assignment
at Lancaster
use
of a directional
antennabased
or lowon
345. In view of the foregoing,
power.
the counterproposals
of Pennsylvania Broadcasting Company,
Daily
News Television Company, The
City of Philadelphia
and
the
Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce
are denied.
346. An appropriate authorization to WDEL, Inc., will be issued
toon specify
of WDEL-TV
Channel operation
12. The pleadings
filed
by Peoples Broadcasting Co. with
respect to the WGAL, Inc. show
cause
order have been considered
elsewhere.
Final Reservations
Assignments and
347. The following assignments
andCityreservations are adopted:
No.
VHF
Channel
UHF
No.
Channel
Philadelphia,
Pa.
12
Lancaster,
Pa.
3, 6,8 10 17, 23, 2129, *35
City
Wilmington,
Del.
53, *59
Third Notice
VHF
Channel
No.

request
shift the from
Pittsburgh
educationalto reservation
VHF
Channel 13 to UHF Channel 47 or
53, Allegheny
Broadcasting
Company stated that Pennsylvania, and
Pittsburgh in particular, had not
received a fair and equitable share
of television channels; that the
reservation resulted in an injustice
to applicants for commercial stations; that Pittsburgh was- being
"penalized"
in having
one ofin the
four
educational
reservations
the
VHF band made in the entire
northeast quadrant of the United
States, including 14 states and the
District of Columbia, whereas such
cities as New York and Philadelphia escapedanda that
VHF theeducational
reservation;
educators
and
the
people
of
would
be better served ifPittsburgh
the reservation
were in the UHF band rather than
in the VHF, in view of the fact
that the educators would not utilize the VHF assignment
as commercial
interests. as rapidly
(i) Counterproposal
of Pittsburgh Radio Supply House,
Inc.
Pittsburgh Radio Supply House,
Inc., requested the additional assignment of Channel 4 and Channel m9entot of Channel
Pittsburgh.
assign-no
4 wouldTherequire
other changes; and the assignment
of Channel 9 would be accomplished by the for
substitution
UHF channel
Channel of
9 ina
Wheeling,
West
Virginia,
as
follows:
City
Third Notice
Pittsburgh,
*13 47*
Wheeling, W.Pa.
Va. 2, 11,7, 9
(j) Statement in Support of
Counterproposal
Pittsburgh
Radio Supply House,of Inc.
Pittsburgh
Radio Supply House, Inc., stated
that other cities ranking lower in
population
thanbeenthe assigned
city of Pittsmore
channelsburghforhave commercial
television
operation and that a fair, efficient
and equitable
of television channels allocation
would require
that
additional channels be assigned to
the Pittsburgh area.
(k) Counterproposal of WCAE,
Inc., WCAE requested the additional assignment of Channel 9 to Pittsburgh by substituting UHF Channel 63 in Wheeling, West Virginia,
for Channel 9, and by making the
following changes in the assigntice: ments proposed in the Third NoCity
Third Notice
Pittsburgh, Ind.
Pa. 2, 11, *13 47,6
Anderson,
Muncie,
Ind.
49,6
Bellefontaine,
O.
Hamilton-Middletown,
Ohio
66
Washington, Pa.
Wheeling, W. Va. 7, 9
*5
(1) Statement in Support of
Counterproposal of WCAE, Inc.
WCAE, Inc., stated that the competitive situation in Pittsburgh
would be improved by the assignment of additional commercial
VHF channels to augment the two
proposed; and that assignments of
UHF channels would not alleviate
this condition.
(m) Opposition and Conflicting
Counterproposals. Opposition and
conflicting counterproposals to the
above Pittsburgh counterproposals
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tohaveassign
Pittsburgh
been Channel
filed by4 toWBEN,
Inc.,
Buffalo, New York, and Crosley
Broadcasting
Corporation,
Columbus, Ohio, and Matta Broadcasting
Company, Braddock, Pennsylvania.
Oppositions and conflicting counterproposals tothe requested assignment of Channel 9 at Pittsburgh have been filed by Washington Broadcasting Company, Washington, Pennsylvania, WSTV, Inc.,
Steubenville, Ohio, WBVP, Inc.,
Beaver Falls, Pennsylvania, The
Fort Industry Company, Tri-City
Broadcasting
Company Inc.,
and allCom-of
munity Broadcasting,
Wheeling, West Virginia, and by
Cleveland
Broadcasting,
Inc., United Broadcasting
Company,
The
WGAR Broadcasting Company and
WJW, Inc., all of Cleveland, Ohio.
The assignment
of Channel
4 to(n) Pittsburgh
would result
in a
co-channel assignment separation
of 162.5 miles between Pittsburgh
and the existing transmitter site of
WLWC in Columbus, Ohio. The
minimum co-channel assignment
separation
170
miles. in this zone, Zone I, is
(o) The Pittsburgh Educational
Reservation.77
The Standing
Commit e of Educators
for an Educational Television Channel and Duquesne University in Pittsburgh
supported the reservation of Channel 13 inmercialPittsburgh
educational use.forThenon-comStanding Committee includes the folProposed Changes
lowing educational institutions and
organizations : Carnegie Institute
of Technology, University of Pittsburgh,sylvania
Duquesne
College University,
for Women,PennMt.
Mercy College, Pittsburgh Council
P.T.A.,tion,Pittsburgh
Board
of
EducaPittsburgh Catholic Schools,
Allegheny County Schools, Geneva
College, Washington and Jefferson
College, California State Teachers
College, Seton Hill College, Mrs.
James Elkus
Community
Representative and David
L. Lawrence,
Mayor, City of Pittsburgh. Also
supporting
reservationwereof
Channel 13 the
in Pittsburgh
State Teachers College, Edinboro,
Pennsylvania, St. Vincent College,
Latrobe, Pennsylvania, Waynesburg College, Waynesburg, Pennsylvania, and State Teachers ColProposed Changes
16t
64f
7, f
*57, 63f
lege, Slippery Rock, Pennsylvania.
The Standing Committee has held
six meetings to discuss the financing and programming of an educational television station. A bill
has been introduced in the State
Legislature providing
the establishment of a statefortelevision
77WWSW,
Inc.,thatPittsburgh,
Pennsyl-of
vania, claimed
the reservation
VHF
Channeltelevision
13_ for was,
non-commercial
educational
apparently
asanda discretion
matter of delegated
law, beyondto the
power
the Act
Com-of
mis ionbelieve
by the Communications
1934.
We
that
our
decision
of
July ter13,disposed
1951, with
respect
to
this
of these contentions.matFinal TV Report

network cational
for television
non-commercial
edu- for this channel were granted.79
to be financed
(d) ofMcKeesport
miles
Pittsburgh is
and within
eligible 15to
by
an
appropriation
of
$2
million.
The bill also would authorize the apply for the Pittsburgh channels.
sum of $50,000, or so much as may
(e) Oppositions and Conflicting
Counterproposals to
the Tri-City
be necessary for a survey by quali- Counterproposal.
Oppositions
and
fied personnel for guidance on the conflicting counterproposals
to the
purchase of necessary sites and counterproposal of Tri-City Broadequipment
for
the
construction
of
casting Company have been filed
a master station and subsidiary
following
parstations. A sub-committee has been by the ties:
PittsburghPittsburgh
Radio Supply
appointed
by thetheStanding
mit e to survey
possibilityCom-of House, Inc., Westinghouse Radio
Allegheny
financial assistance from sources Stations, Inc.,
Corporation,
WWSW, BroadInc.,
other than the Commonwealth of WCAE, casting
Inc., and the Standing
Committee
of
Educators
for
an
EdPennsylvania.
The
Standing
Committee stated that there was strong
ucational Channel in Pittsburgh.
Braddock
indication that substantial financial
support for an educational station
Braddock
has aData.
population
of
could be obtained from foundations of 351.
(a) Census
The city'
and charitable trusts in the area. 16,000.
(b) Counterproposal
Matta
Some of the heavily endowed pri- Broadcasting
Company. ofMatta
vate educational institutions have Broadcasting Company
requested
indicated, according to the Stand- the assignment of Channel 4 at
The assignment
ing Committee, that if the educa- Braddock.
nel 4 would
require noof Chanother
tion program on television were changes.
sufficiently comprehensive, it could
(c)
Statement
in
Support
of
Matbe used advantageously in these
ta Broadcasting Company Counterinstitutions and could be supported
proposal. Matta stated that a VHF
station located at Bradfrom school grants. Duquesne Uni- television
would serve a substantially
versity has made some exploratory largerdockaudience
than would be
investigation
into necessary
served by a VHF television station
vision equipment,
including teletype located
at numerous other places
and cost of apparatus, studio loca- proposed to be assigned channels
tion, sources of program material
the The
Thirdassignment
Notice.80 of Channel
and talent, and the training of in
4 at(d)Braddock
would result
in a cochannel
assignment
169.39 miles between separation
Braddock andof
McKeesport
existing transmitter site of
350. (a) Census Data. The City the
personnel.78
WLWC in Columbus, Ohio. The
of McKeesport has a population of minimum co-channel separation in
this zone, Zone I, is 170 miles.
52,000.
(e) Oppositions and Conflicting
(b)
Counterproposal
of
Tri-City
Broadcasting Company. Tri-City ™ A counterproposal urging the principle thatquired commercial
stationtime
be reBroadcasting Company requested
to allot educational
prescribed
for
usehasin been
lieu
that McKeesport be assigned VHF non-commercial
of
reservation
of
channels
denied
in
another
part
of
this
Report.
Channel 13 for "commercial-educa- Allegheny Broadcasting Corporation
tional" use in lieu of the assignto Strike
portions of the
ment of that channel to Pittsburgh filed
sworn Motions
statements
of Edward
Wilkes
E. Hurley
and BenJ. HirschFarkas
for non-commercial educational tel- berg,
filed
on
behalf
of
Tri-City
Broadcastevision use.
ing Company.
The Motionof wasEdward
directedJ.
against
the statement
on the grounds
that state(c) Statement in Support of Tri- Hirschbergof economic
and statistical
data
City Broadcasting Company Coun- did not mentsindicate
their
source,
generally
unsupported
conclusions
and
terproposal. Tri-City Broadcasting personal opinions, are withoutareproper
in
fact,
and
are
irrelevant
Company urged that although Mc- foundation
The MotionofwasWilkes
directKe sport is approximately 10 air and edimmaterial.
miles southeast of downtown Pitts- the
Hurleyagainst
and the
Ben statement
Farkas onto the
groundsE.
related
engineering
burgh and is listed by the Census matterstestimony
and that
no qualified
showing was
made
affiants
as expert
Bureau as part of the Pittsburgh that
engineers
in thewerefieldCompany
of television.
Tri-to
metropolitan area, it is not a City
Broadcasting
replied
Motion
tothe Strike.
The
Motions
to
"Pittsburgh suburb" but rather a the
Strike
go
to
weight
of
the
evidence
major city of Pennsylvania; that DENIED.
and not to the admissibility and are
Pittsburgh educators could not adeAllegheny
Broadcasting
Corporation
quatelystation;
finance and
an educational
tele- 80filed
Motionsfiled
to Strike
portions
the
vision
that to provide
document
on behalf
of ofMatta
Broadcasting
Company
in
supnort
of
an opportunity for the presenta- its Comments. Matta Broadcasting
tion of non-commercial educational Company
filedto a Strike
reply todirected
these Motions.
The
Motion
against
swornas itstatement
ofto counsel
programs by colleges and universi- the
goesand only
the
weightis
ties in the area, Tri-City Broad- DENIED
of
the
evidence
not
to
its
admissibility. The Motion
directedG.
casting Company would make
the
affidavitontotheofStrike
William
available to educational institu- against
Mattastatement
is GRANTED
grounds
that
to
the
best
of that
hisof
tions 50% of the broadcast hours his
and
belief
the
statements
on its television station if VHF knowledge
the
counsel
were
true
and
correct
when
in
face
such
statement
was
sworn
to
Channel 13 were assigned to Mc- a later date and may not have been inat
at the time
was said
to be
Ke sport and a Tri-City application existence
true and correct.
The itMotion
to Strike
directed
against
a
statement
of
7SBroadcasting
The counterproposal
of
Allegheny
grounds that
itMotion
was Mr.
not
Corporation channel
requesting Matta
sworn toondirected
istheGRANTED.
the reservation
against The
Section
II toof
Pittsburgh
in lieuof ofa UHF
VHF Channel in13 Strike
a document
entitled is"Economic
has beenquest of set
forth Broadcasting
above, and theCom-re- for
Braddock
asDatait
onlytotoitstheArea"
weight ofDENIED
the evidence
pany for Tri-City
the deletion
of Channel
and not
admissibility.
from Pittsburgh
is discussed
below. 13 goes
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WSAM

TRUSCON
TOWERS
FOR

TV

TRANSMITTERS

Take advantage of the great fund of experience which Truscon
has acquired in the steel tower field for television purposes.
Truscon engineering has encountered and solved many types of
problems in tower design and construction. Truscon manufacturing
facilities are precise and efficient, assuring economical installation.

WSAM FM-TV,
Saginaw, Mich.
Truscon
Self-Supporting
386 feet high. Tower,

Your phone call or letter to any convenient Truscon district office,
or to our home office in Youngstown, will bring you immediate, capable engineering assistance. Call or write today.

Counterproposals. Oppositions and
conflicting counterproposals to the
counterproposal
of Matta
Broad-by
casting Corporation
were filed
WBEN, Inc., Buffalo, New York,
Crosley Broadcasting Corporation,
Columbus, Ohio, and by Pittsburgh
Radio Supply House, Inc., Westinghouse gheny
RadioBroadcasting
Stations,Corporation,
Inc., Alleand WWSW, Inc., of Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania.
Washington
352. (a) Census Data. The city
of Washington has a population of
26,000.
(b) Counterproposal
Washington Broadcasting ofCompany.
Washington Broadcasting Company
proposed alternative
signment of Channelplans
7 orfor9 as-to
Washington
by
making
the following changes in the assignments
proposed
by
the
Commission
in the
Third Notice:
Third
7,9
(c) Statement in Support of
Washington Broadcasting Company
Counterproposal. Washington
Broadcasting Company urged that
the assignment of a VHF channel
to
Washington
in lieu
a UHF
channel
would make
moreof effective
use of the receivers presently in
the hands of the persons residing
in (d)
the Oppositions
Washington and
area.81Conflicting
Counterproposals to the Washington Broadcasting Company CounOppositions andto conflictingterproposal.
counterproposals
the
counterproposal of Washington
Broadcasting Company have been
filed by Pittsburgh Radio Supply
House, Inc., Westinghouse Radio
Stations, Inc., Allegheny Broadcasting Corporation, WWSW, Inc.,
and WCAE, Inc., of Pittsburgh;
Fort Industry Company, Tri-City
Broadcasting Company, and Community Broadcasting, Inc., of
Wheeling; and WSTV, Inc., of
Steubenville.
Wheeling-Steubenville
353. (a) Census Data. The
Wheeling-Steubenville standard
metropolitan area has a population of 354,000. The city of Wheeling has a population of 59,000 and
the city of Steubenville has a population of 36,000.
(b) Counterproposal of WSTV,
Inc. WSTV, Inc., requested that
the Commission delete either Channel 7 or Channel 9 from Wheeling
for assignment to Steubenville and
81onAllegheny
Broadcasting
Corporation
Octobermission1,Motions
1951to filed
the ComStrikewithcertain
port
i
o
n
s
o
f
the
sworn
statement
of William
S.
Yard,
President
of
Washington
Broadcasting
Company,
filed
on
behalf
ofin which
Washington
Broadcastingby Company,
he incorporated
the Comments
of the
Companyreference
the
grounds
that
the
statements
areon conc
l
u
s
i
o
n
s
o
f
the
witness
basis and that the witnesswithout
had notfactual
been
qualified as with
an engineer
toto give
expert
testimony
respect
grades
service
rendered
byto amake
station,
gains ofof
population,
and
comparison
between a UHF station and a VHF station.answered
WashingtonandBroadcasting
Comopposed totheStrike
Motipany
ons to Strike.
ThetheyMotions
are
DENIED
since
go
to
the
weight
toits beadmissibility
given to the asevidence
and
not
evidence in thisto
proceeding.
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substitute Channel 51 in Wheel(c) Statement in Support of
WSTV,
Inc.,that
Counterproposal.
WSTV stated
Jefferson
County,
in
which
Steubenville is
ing.82
situated, has a population of
95,963 persons as compared with a
population of 71,253 in Ohio
County, cated.inIt waswhich
lonotedWheeling
that the isstate
of Ohio has 183,393 persons in the
Wheeling - Steubenville standard
metropolitan area as compared
with 169,531 for West Virginia
within the metropolitan area. It
was also contended that a VHP
channel in Steubenville would more
effectively cover the area since
Steubenville is located in the eastern portion of Ohio where a station would provide the only VHF
service to large sections of Ohio.
It was mentpointed
that the
assign-to
of a secondout VHF
channel
Planl
Notice

Wheeling would merely result in
duplication of service whereas the
assignment of a VHF channel to
Steubenville would afford a first
VHF service. It was also asserted
that the rough terrain in and near
Steubenville necessitates a VHF
facility for adequate television
coverage in the area.83
(d) Oppositions and Conflicting
Counterproposals to the WSTV,
Inc., Counterproposal. Oppositions
and conflicting counterproposals to
to the counterproposal of WSTV,
Inc., have been filed by The Fort
82 On December 6, 1951, WSTV, Inc.,
filed a merequest
for acceptance
of amendnt it is proposed
as an alternative
that the assignment of television channels to Wheeling and Steubenville be
combined so as to assign Channels 7, 9,
51 and 57 to the Wheeling-Steubenville
standard meropolitan area. Fort Industry opposed the acceptance of this
amendment on the grounds that it was
filed too late and that good cause for
its acceptance was not shown. WSTV
argued that the evidence adduced in
the hearing
would support
native counterproposal
and the
citedalterthe
position taken by Fort Industry with
respect letioton of a Pittsburgh's
request
for
dechannel as establishing thatWheeling
Fort ofIndustry
the homogeneity
the area.recognized
It is our
view mthat
acceptance
of thiswe amendent is not necessary since
believe
the possibility
of assigning
all the chan-to
nels in Wheeling
and Steubenville
these
cities
is of especially
necessity inin
issue
this jointly
proceeding,
view ofin the
evidence
adduced.
83filed
Allegheny
Broadcasting
Corporation
Motions
to statements
Strike certain
portionsJ.
of
the
sworn
of John
Laux, Executive Vice President
of
WSTV, neering
Inc.,affiantand
Julius Inc.,
Cohen,
of WSTV,
filed engiwith
the
Commission
on
behalf
of
WSTV,
Inc. The
reasons theadvanced
for theof Motion to Strike
statement
Mr.
Laux and
are engineering
that he attempted
give
legal
testimonyto when
heand hadthe not
been qualified
as an forexpert
statement
of Mr. Cohen
the
reason
that inhe the
last paragraph
his
statement
attempted
set forthtoof
conclusions of law. The toMotions
Strike are DENIED since they go to the
weight
toits beadmissibility
given to theasevidence
not
evidence andin
this toproceeding.
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Industry
City
Broadcasting Company
CompanyM, andTri -Community
Broadcasting,
Inc., Wheeling;
Allegheny
Broadcasting
Corp.,
Pittsburgh Radio Supply House,
WCAE,
Inc., andInc.,
Westinghohuse
Radio Stations,
Pittsburgh;
and Washington Broadcasting Company,
Washington.
(e) The Wheeling
Reservation.
A request Educational
to accept a
late filing by the JCET in support
of the reservation of UHP Channel 57 for non-commercial educational use in Wheeling, West Virwas denied17, by1951.
the Commissiontionginia,
onhasOctober
objecbeen filed
to the Noproposed
reservation ofcommercial
Channel
57
for
educational usenon-in
Wheeling.
(f) The assignment of Channel
57 to Wheeling
be in and
accordance with would
our Rules
Standards
adopted
herein.
However, the assignment of Channel
f
9t
t
63f 7, f
*57, 63f
57 in Steubenville would result in
a violation of the separation requirements to protect against
sound image
since Steubenville andseparation
Butler, Pennsylvania
are only 52 miles apart.
Conclusions: The Pittsburgh
Educational Reservation
354. The educational organizations in Pittsburgh have demonstrated their interest in establishing
a
televisionnon-commercial
station in the educational
Pittsburgh
area. They have supported this interest with concrete plans to establish such a station by banding together in an association, the
Standing Committee of Educators
for an Educational Television
Channel in the Pittsburgh area.
Further, a bill has been introduced
in the State Legislature providing
for the establishment of a state
television network to be financed
by
an appropriation
of two
millionof
dollars.
It is our view,
in light
the
record,
that
the
reasons
for
reservation of a VHF channel the
for
educational purposes are particularly
applicable
in
the
Pittsburgh
area.
84filed
Allegheny Broadcasting
Corporation
tostatement
Strike certain
portionsE.
of theMotions
swornPresident
of Fort
William
Rine,
Vice
of
the
try Company, filed in support ofIndusthe
Commission's
for
Wheeling. Theproposed
Motion assignment
to Strike was
directedment onagainst
Mr. Rine's
sworn
statethe
grounds
that
the
affiant
offeredsionsengineering
and been
legalqualified.
concluwhen heStrike
had were
not
Motions
to
also
directed
against
statements
of seven civic
individuals
prominent
in business
life in
Wheeling,
which
were and
filed
in support
of thement oFort
Industry
Company
comf
September
10,
1951.
The
Motseven
ions to Strikeswornwerestatements
directed against
these
on
the
grounds
that
they
are
hearsay,
that
they
are statements
of have
personalnot belief
and
that
the
affiants
been
qualified asFortexpert
engineers
andfiledas
attorneys.
Industry
Company
an
answer
to tothe
Motions
toDENIED*
Strike.
The
Motions
Strike
are
since
they
go
only
to
the
weight
given
to the asevidence
andin notthistotopro-itsbe
admissibility
evidence
ceeding.
Allegheny
Broadcasting
Corp.
filed
Strike theof West
statement
of Irvina Motion
Stewart,toPresident
Virf£mastatement
University,has onnotthebeengrounds
the
sworn thattoIn
The
Motion
to
Strike
is
GRANTED
Paragraph 5(d)
of the25,Order
oftheHearing
Procedure
of provided
July
1951,
Commission
that
statements
not
sworn
to
will
not
receive
any
consideration.

355. We reject
the contention
Allegheny
Broadcasting
Companyof
that the effect of the proposed reservation on applicants for commercial stations in Pittsburgh requires the deletion of that reservation from the VHF.85 We also rejecttorstheandargument
the educathe peoplethatof Pittsburgh
would be ervation
better
served
if
reswere in the UHFthe band
rather than in the VHF; we find
nosuchadequate
basis onMoreover,
the record with
for
a conclusion.
respect
to
the
counterproposal
Tri-City Broadcasting Company,of
McKeesport is situated less than
15 miles from Pittsburgh, and will
receive Grade A service from
Pittsburgh. Further, applicants
from McKeesport are eligible to
apply
for thein channels
Pittsburgh
accordanceassigned
with theto
rulessonadopted
reawe find noherein.
basis inForthethisrecord
to delete an assignment from
Pittsburgh in order to create one
356.
In view of the foregoing,
for
McKeesport.86
we believe
that the record requires
that the proposed reservation of
Channel 13 incommercial
Pittsburgh
educational for
usenon-be
finalized.
Conclusions:
dock Pittsburgh
(Channel 4)and Brad357. Four parties, Pittsburgh
Radio Supply
House, Inc.,
Allegheny Broadcasting
Company,
Westinghouse Radio Stations, Inc.,
and WWSW, Inc. requested the adassignment of VHF
Channel 4 toditional
Pittsburgh;
and Matta
Broadcasting Company requested
the assigment of Channel 4 to
Braddock. It is our view that these
counterproposals must, on the basis
of the record, be denied. The asent of Channel would
4 to involve
Pittsburgh or tosignmBraddock
co-channel assignment separations
of 162.5 miles or 169.39 miles, respectively, to Station WLWC in
Columbus, Ohio. The minimum sep
a
r
a
t
i
o
n
i
n
which isSince
appli-a
cable here, Zone
is 170I, miles.
grant
of
either
counterproposal
would result in a separation less
than the required minimum, these
counterproposals can not be granted. posAccordingly,
counterproals of PittsburghtheRadio
Supply
House, Inc., Allegheny Broadcasting
Company,
Westinghouse
Stations, Inc., WWSW, Inc.,Radio
and
Matta Broadcasting Company are
denied in so far as they request the
assignment of Channel 4 to Pittsburgh and Braddock, respectively.
Conclusions: Pittsburgh, Washington, Wheeling-Steubenville
(Channels
7 and 9)
358. Four parties, Pittsburgh
Radio Supply
House, Inc.,
Allegheny Broadcasting
Company,
Westinghouse Radio Stations, Inc.,
and WCAE,ditionalInc.,
requested
the ad-9
assignment
of Channel
to Pittsburgh and the deletion of
this channel from Wheeling. Washington Broadcasting Company requested the additional assignment
of either Channel 7 or Channel 9
to Washington
by deleting
nel from Wheeling.
WSTV,a chanInc.
requested the additional assignment of either Channel 7 or Channel 9 to Steubenville by deleting a
83educational
See our decision
with inrespect
reservation
Boston.to the
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channel from Wheeling.
as they request the assignment of
7 or 9 to Steuben359. We believe, in view of the eithervilleChannel
only.
common identity and economic in- Conclusions:
Additional
tville,erestthatof Wheeling
and
Steubenfor Pittsburgh Channel
these cities should be
considered as a single entity for
363. ment We
believe
that the
assign-in
additional
channel
assignment purposes. The 1950 Pittsburghof anwarranted
on the basis
Census cludes
of Wheeling
Population
Report
inand Steubenville of the record. It was above pointed
in one standard metropolitan area outCitythat, in establishing the Table
denned as Wheeling-Steubenville,
with a population of 354,092 persons. The parties in this proceedhave explicitly
recognized
the ingneeds
of the entire
area that
for Harrisonburg, Va.
television service should be con- NorfolkPortsmouth,Va. Va.
sidered rather than the needs of Richmond,
W. Va.
the cities within it separately. For Huntington,
example,ment ofFort
Industry 10,
in its1951state-in Charleston, W. Va.
September
opposition
request
dele- of Assignments, we have given
tion of a VHFto the
channel
fromforWheelconsideration to the factor of popuing
to
be
assigned
to
Pittsburgh
thus, citiesto with
a populastated :
tion fromlation;250,000
1,000,000
have
The allocation of two VHF chan- been provided from 4 to 6 assignments. We believe, further, that
n
e
l
s
t
o
the
Wheeling-Steubenville
metropolitan area is necessary a city with a population of 400,000
to provide preas ion choice
local ex-a or more, the top 25 cities in the
and to ofpromote
country, should have a total of at
healthy competitive situation.
least 6 channels, including both
where such
assign-It
In its brief, WCAE, Inc., posed VHF andments areUHF,
technically
feasible.
the conflicting requests of Pitts- was above noted,
however, that the
burgh,
Wheeling-Steubenville
as
counterproposal
s requesting
adlifollows :
VHF channels
for Pittsburgh
Moreover, in the last analysis the tional
could
not
be
granted.
UHF
Chancomparative
needs ofareathemustPitts-foe
nel 16 in Pittsburgh would meet
burgh metropolitan
required mileage spacings for
weighed against the correspond- the
channel
assignments in Zone I. Acing needsbenville
of the
Wheeling-Steucordingly, Channel 16 will be asmetropolitan
area taken
s
i
g
n
ed to Pittsburgh.
together
Conclusions: The Wheeling
areas. and not as two separate
Educational
Reservation
360. ments
Accordingly,
the assign364. As indicated above, the
made to Wheeling
and to assignment
Channel 57 with
to WheelSteubenville will be revised to proing is in ofaccordance
our
vide assignments
to Wheelingstandards,
butto the
assignment
Steubenville
rather than
to the re- this
channel
Steubenville
wouldof
spective cities.
image separation
361. In view of our decision, the result inthea sound
required
requests of the Pittsburgh parties below
miles.
In
view
of
the minimum
fact that no60
for the assignment of Channel 9, objections to the reservation
and of the Washington party for filed, the reservation of Channelwere57
the assignment of either Channel in
Wheelinguseforis finalized.
non-commercial
7 or Channel 9, must be considered
as requests to delete that channel educational
Conclusions:
Show
Cause Order
from Wheeling-Steubenville. We
365. Allen B. DuMont Laborado nottifiesbelieve
record from
justories, Inc., has not objected to the
the deletionthatof the
a channel
modification of the license
Wheeling-Steubenville
order to proposed
of Station
WDTV to2 specify
assign that channel to inPittsburgh.
tion
on
Channel
rather operathan
As indicated above, the Commission
Accordingly, an apin the Third Notice proposed the Channel 3.
propriate
authorization
to
Allen
assignment of three VHF and two DuMont Laboratories, Inc., will beB.
UHF channels to Pittsburgh. A issued
operation2. of Stagrant of the Pittsburgh requests
tiontoWDTVspecify
on Channel
for
Final Assignments and
wouldtheaddassignment
a fourth ofVHFChannel
channel9
Reservations
to the Pittsburgh area. We do not
The following assignments
believetion ofthetherecord
dele- and366.reservations
secondjustifies
VHF thechannel
are adopted:
VHF ChanUHF Chanassigned
to Wheeling-Steubenville
CityPa. nel2, No.
for
this purpose.
We reach the Pittsburgh,
11, *13 nel16, No.47,
same conclusion with respect to the Washington, Pa.
63 53
request for the deletion of a VHF Wheeling, W. Va.
*57
W. Va.-O. 7, 9
channel fromsignmentWheeling
and the as- Wheeling,
Steubenville,
51
thereof to Washington.
Washington is located 23 miles
ALTOONA,
PENNSYLVANIA,
from Pittsburgh and in a suburban
HARRISONBURG, VIRGINIA
part of the Pittsburgh standard
367. Proposed Assignments. In
metropolitan area. Moreover,
Washington would receive VHF the Third Notice the Commission
Grade A service from the stations proposed the following assignto Pittsburgh
addition
City ments :
toassigned
VHF Grade
A servicein from
the
operation of a station in Wheeling.
362. partsAccordingly,
the counterof Pittsburgh Radio
Supply
Altoona
House,
Inc.,
Allegheny
Broadcasting Company, Westinghouse
Radio
368. (a) Census Data. The
Stations, Inc., and WCAE, Inc., are standard
of Aldenied in so far as they request the
toona hasmetropolitan
a population area
of 140,000
assignment of Channel 9 to Pitts- and the city of Altoona has a popuburgh; the counterproposal of
lation of 77,000.
Washington Broadcasting Company
(b) Counterproposal
is denied and the counterproposal Broadcasting
Company.of Gable
Gable
of WSTV, Inc., is denied in so far Broadcasting Company
requested
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dio Corporation, Norfolk, Virginia,
tothe assign
Channel 3 ofat WSAZ,
Norfolk Inc.,
and
counterproposal
Huntington, West Virginia,
to
as*53
sign Channel 3of atChannel
Huntington.87
The assignment
3 would
be accomplished
making
the following changes inby the
assignments
proposed
by
the
Commission
in the
Third Notice:
Third Notice
Proposed Changes
*23, 29
*23, 29
*43,
49
6, 12f
15,*43,*21,49 27
15, *21, 27
3t, 1013
3t,
(d)
Statement in Support of
serve substantial portions of the Shenandoah Valley Broadcasting
Corp.
Counterproposal.
Shenandoah
population
of
surrounding
counties
which would receive some VHF Valley Broadcasting Corp.,
stated
service only from one proposed as- that its proposal would improve the
s
i
g
n
m
e
n
t
i
n
Johnstown,
Pennsylover-all
assignment
plan
of
television stations in the United States
vania, and noted that there are
on
the
basis
of
the
priorities
set
presently
10,000
receivers
in
Alforth in the Third Notice.
toona and suiTounding areas.
(e)
Channel
3
at
Harrisonburg
(d) Oppositions and Conflicting as proposed by Shenandoah Valley
Counterproposals to Counterpropo- would
be 179 miles from the closest
sal of Gable Broadcasting Company. Cornell University filed a co-channel station at Norfolk, Virmutually
exclusive
counterproposal
and 105 miles
for the addition of Channel 3 to closest ginia,88
adjacent
channelfrom(4) theat
Ithaca. The addition of Channel 3 Washington, D. C. These distances
to Ithaca has been denied for the meet the minimum separations
reasons set forth in the discussion adopted in the Report for this
of that counterproposal. Shenan- Zone.
doah
Broadcasting
Corpora(f) Oppositions and
Conflicting
tion,ValleyHarrisonburg,
Virginia,
filed Counterproposals
to Shenandoah
a mutually
exclusive
counterproValley Broadcasting Corp. The
posal
for
the
addition
of
Channel
3
counterproposal of Shenandoah
to Harrisonburg.
Valley Broadcasting Corp., is mu(e) In the Third Notice it was
tually exclusive with the counterproposed to assign Channel 10 to
propand
osal of Gable
Broadcasting
Company
Hampton
Roads
Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania,
Rochester, New York, and Columbus, Broadcasting Corp., Newport
Ohio. The distances from Altoona News, Virginia.80 Richmond Newsto Philadelphia,
Rochester
Copapers, Inc., Richmond, Virginia,
lumbus are 176, 187,
and 246andmiles,
opposed the counterproposal of
respectively. The Third Notice Shenandoah
Valley3 toforHarrisonburg,
the assignment of Channel
proposed
the 9assignment
adja- if it could
be achieved only by the
cent Channel
to Wheeling,of West
Virginia, at a distance of 126 miles deletion of a VHF channel from
from Altoona, and Channel 11 to Richmond. In light of our action
the counterproposal of
Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania,
at a dis- granting
tance of 84 miles
from Altoona.
WTAR, Inc., which substitutes
Harrisonburg
Channel 12 in Richmond for Channel 3, Channel 3 can be assigned to
369. (a) Census Data. The city Harrisonburg
without deleting a
of
Harrisonburg
has
a
population
Richmond
channel and therefore
of 11,000.
meets the Richmond Newspapers,
(b) doah
Counterproposal
of ShenanValley Broadcasting
Corp. Inc., objection. Larus & Brother,
Shenandoah Valley Broadcasting Inc., Richmond, Virginia, opposed
Corp., requested the addition of a the counterproposal of Shenandoah
Corporation seeking
VHF
channelis made
to Hai-risonburg.
This request
contingent by Broadcasting
assignment of Channel 3 in
Shenandoah Valley Broadcasting the
Harrisonburg
since
this would preCorp. on theproposals
grant
of otheraddcounterclude the utilization of Channel 3
and would
either in Richmond.
For
reason
Channel 3, sonburg.
or Channel
12, toaddition
Harri- Larus & Brother also this
opposed the
The requested
of Channel 12 to Harrisonburg is counterproposal of WTAR, Inc., to
made contingent upon our adoption assign Channel 3 to Norfolk in
of the counterproposal of South- place of Richmond. Our action
eastern Ohio Broadcasting Com- elsewhere in this Report granting
Inc., Zanesville,
Ohio, to We
as- the WTAR, Inc., counterproposal
signpany,Channel
12 to Zanesville.
of the opposition
have in another part of this Report isof determinative
Larus & Brother with respect
denied the counterproposal of
Southeastern Ohio Broadcasting 87 We have elsewhere in this Report
granted
the counterproposals
of WTAR 3
Radio Corporation
to assign Channel
at Norfolk
and 3 ofatWSAZ,
Inc., to The
assign Channel
Huntington.
WSAZ, Inc.,
counterproposal
also 3sub-in
stitutes
Channel
8
for
Channel
Company,
Inc., to and
assign
Channel Charleston, W. Va.
12
to Zanesville,
accordingly,
in another
part
this Rethe request for assignment of ss We have
determined
thatNorfolk,
the oflicense
Channel 12 at Harrisonburg will StationportWTAR-TV,
Virginia,of3.
not be discussed further.
will be modified to specify
Channel
(c) The3 to requested
addition
in this Reportof we
have
Channel
Harrisonburg
is madeof ?n Elsewhere
the counterproposal
Hampton
contingent upon our adoption of denied
Broadcasting
Corp. for the reasons
there
the counterproposal of WTAR Ra- stated.
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the assignment of VHF Channel 3
to Altoona. No other changes
would ments
be proposed
required
the assignby thein Commission
in the Third
Notice.
(c) Statement
Support of
Gable
Broadcastingin Company
Counterproposal. Gable
*53thatBroadcasting Company
a would
VHF
channel
locatedstated
in Altoona

to the utilization of Channel 3 in
Richmond.
Conclusion
370. The foregoing counterproppanyosaandls of Gable
Broadcasting
ComShenandoah
Broadcasting
Company seeking the assignment
of Channel 3 to Altoona and Harrisonburg, respectively, are mutually
exclusive.
As indicatedof above,
however,
the
to Altoonaassignment
would be in Channel
accordance10
with our standards adopted herein.
It is our view that the record supports the basis for the additional
assignment of a VHF channel to
both Altoona and Harrisonburg.
The conflict between these communities can be resolved by the assignment of Channel 10 to Altoona
and Channel 3 to Harrisonburg.
Accordingly, the counterproposal
of Gable Broadcasting Company is
denied in so far as it requests
Channel 3 in Altoona, and Channel
10 is assigned to Altoona; and the
counterproposal of Shenandoah
Broadcasting Corp. is granted in
so farment ofasChannel
it requests
the assign3 in Harrisonburg.
Final Assignments
371. The following assignments
for Altoona and Harrisonburg are
adopted: 90
City
Altoona,
Pa. Va.
Harrisonburg,
STATE COLLEGE,
PENNSYLVANIA EDUCATIONAL
RESERVATION
(a) Notice
Proposedthe Reservation.
In 372.
the Third
Commission
proposed
the
reservation of educaChannel 44 for non-commercial
tional use at State College.
(b) The ofJCET
supported
the373.
reservation
Channel
44 in
State College, the site of Pennsylvania
State
College.
No
objections to the proposed reservation
were filed.
Conclusions
On the basis of the record, the
reservation of Channel 44 for noncommercial educational use in
State College is finalized.
JOHNSTOWN, PENNSYLVANIA
374. (a) Proposed Assignments.
In the Third Notice the Commisproposed 6the
VHF sion
Channel
and assignment
UHF Channelof
56 to Johnstown.
(b) Existing Stations. WJAC,
Inc., is licensed for the operation
of WJAC-TV,
Channel 13. The Johnstown,
Commission onordered
the licensee to show cause why the
license of WJAC-TV should not be
modified 6toin specify
operation13. on
Channel
lieu of Channel
(c) Answer of WJAC, Inc. to
Show Cause Order. WJAC, Inc.
stated that it did not object to the
proposed modification of the
WJAC-TV license.
Conclusion
375. In view of the foregoing, an
appropriate authorization to
WJAC, Inc., will be issued to specify operation
of WJAC-TV on
Channel
6.
ERIE, PENNSYLVANIA
376. (a) Proposed Assignments
and Reservation. In the Third Notice, the Commission proposed the
assignment of VHF Channel 12
and UHF Channels 35 and 41 to
Erie, with Channel 41 reserved for
No request was made on the record
for
toona.an educational reservation in Al-

Third Notice
non-commercial educational use.
(b)
Census
Data.
The
metropolitain area of Erie has a population Plan 1
of 219,000 and the City of Erie has PlanErie,2 Pa.
a population of 131,000.
Pa.
(c) Existing Stations. Dispatch, PlanErie,
Jamestown,
N. Y.
3
Inc.,
is
licensed
for
the
operation
12
of Station WICU on Channel 12 in Erie, Pa.
Erie.
(d) Counterproposal
Erie Tel(h) Statement in Support of
evision Corporation. Erieof Television
ComBroadcastingPresque
Corporation
requested
the addi-64 PresquepanyIsle
tional assignment
of Channel
assertedCounterproposal.
that intermixture
of
to Erie by making the following Isle
VHFin and
UHF
tele-be
changes in the assignments pro- commercial
vision
channels
Erie,
should
City posed in the Third Notice:
Third Notice
Proposed Changes
(e) Statement in Support of Erie
Television Corporation Counterproposal. Erie Television Corporation stated that
its counterproposalawouldgrant
be in ofaccordance
with
the
Commission's
rules,
the exception that Channel 47 with
provanposed
ia, is atfor aPittsburgh,
distance of Pennsyl71 miles
from Oil City. The required mileage separation to protect against

imagenel 47 interference
and Channel between
62 is 75 Chanmiles.
The Erie Television Corp. asserted
however, that the terrain between
Pittsburgh and Oil City is extremely rugged and that it is not
expected that image interference
would result from utilizing Channel 47 at Pittsburgh and Channel
62 at Oil City; that it would be
possible to locate transmitters in
Pittsburgh and Oil City so that the
required 75 miles spacing could be
met; and that because of expected
improvements in receiver design,
the operation of stations on Channel 47 in Pittsburgh and on Channel 62 in Oil City woul not result
in objectionable image interference.
(f) Oppositions and Conflicting
Counterproposals to the Erie Television Corporation Counterproposal. A conflicting counterproposal
was filed jointly by Buffalo Courier
Express, Inc., WGR Broadcasting
Corporation and WBKW, Inc., all
of Buffalo, New York, requesting,
in part, that either Channel 59 or
Channel 62 be assigned to Niagara
Falls, New York. This counterproposal ofthe Buffalo parties has
been discussed above and denied
for the' reasons there stated.
(g) Counterproposal of Presque
Isle Broadcasting Company. Presque Isle Broadcasting Company
filed a counterproposal requesting
the assignment of all commercial
television at Erie to the UHF band
and the shift of the educational
reservation from UHF Channel 41
to VHF Channel 12 so that tha two
UHF channels would be available
for commercial use. Alternatively,
it was requested by Presque Isle
that UHF Channel 58 be assigned
to Erie and deleted from Jamestown, New York; or that a flexibility channel be added to Erie.
The alternative counterproposals of
Presque Isle are as follows:
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Proposed Changes
34, *41, 58f
+

shifted from UHF Channel 41 to
VHF Channel 12 should be denied.
We do ments
not advanced
believebythatPresque
the arguIsle
outweigh such other important
factors as wide VHF coverage
which have led to the adoption of
our general ofpolicy
reservation
VHF concerning
channels the
for
non-commercial educational stations. We have proposed the assignment ofonly one VHF channel
to Erie;
in light interests
of the factin
that
the and
educational
community have not requested
eliminated in order to equalize that
of that VHF chancompetition
between
UHFIt was
and the nelreservation
for non-commercial educational
VHF
commercial
stations.
use and have made no showing
asserted that the inequality of with
to the utilization of a
competition,
fromapplicainter- VHF respect
channel, we do not believe the
mixture wouldresulting
discourage
record
supports
the shifting
the
tions for the only UHF commerreservation
to theof only
cial television channel and, conse- educational
VHF
channel
in
Erie.
Furtherquently, would delay a competitive
more, since station WICU is presservice to Erie. Presque Isle contended that there need be no inoperatingof onthethisPresque
VHF channel,ently
a grant
Isle
jurytion toon the
existing
licensee
operarequest would
necessitate
a disChannel
12,
or
to
the
owners of VHF television receivers in Erie. ruption of television service in
the Erie area, since a reasonable
Conclusions: Channel 58 and
period of time could be provided
Flexibility Channel
the existing VHF station to convert
to UHF.nativeInrequestsupport
of additional
its alter379. It is our view that the althat
an
ternative request of Presque Isle
UHF channel be assigned to Erie, Broadcasting
Company that UHF
Presque
Isle
asserted
that
while
Channel
58
be deleted from Jamesthis alternative proposal would not
town,
New
York,
and assigned to
meet the objections to intermix- Erie must also be denied. No basis
has
been
established
in the record
ture,
an
additional
UHF
commercial channel in Erie would provide
deletion
of the onlyin chanan incentive to the public purchase for neltheassigned
to
Jamestown
VHF-UHF receivers or UHF con- to provide a fourth channelorder
for
verters more promptly and in
However, the Commission
greater number than if only 1 UHF Erie.
believes
that,
on
the
basis
of
the
stationstation.
were competing with the record, the addition of a UHF asVHF
signment to Erie is warranted.
(i)
Opposition
to the Presque
the counterproposal
Isle Broadcasting Company
Coun- Accordingly,
of
Presque
Isle Broadcasting ComDispatch, Inc. op-of
pany,
insofar
the
posed the terproposal.
counterproposal
assignment to asErieit ofrequests
a channel
Presque
Isle toto the
moveUHFexisting
tion WICU
band Staand from the 782-890 Mc. band, is warwe are assigning Chanto move
educational
reservanel 66 toranted andErie.
tion to VHFthe Channel
12. Dispatch,
Inc. asserted that converting the
Conclusion:
The Educational
Reservation
existing VHF television station to
the UHF would be expensive, both
380.
It
is
our
view on the basis
to the licensee and the public. of the record that
the proposed
Moreover, it was asserted that if reservation of UHF Channel
41 for
the existing station were required non-commercial educational use
in
to change to the UHF, 11,735 per- Erie should be finalized.
sons
would
lose
their
only
commercial television service.
Final Assignment and Reservation
381. The following assignments
(j) Theation.Erie
Educational
ReservThe
JCET
supported
the
reservation of Channel 41 in Erie and reservation are adopted:
for non-commercial educational City VHF Channel No. UHFnel ChanNo.
use. No objection was filed to the Erie 12
35, *41, 66
reservation of this channel.
LOCK HAVEN, PENNSYLVANIA
Conclusion: Channel 64
377. With respect to the Erie
382. (a) Proposed Assignments.
Television Corporation counter- In the Third Notice the Commisproposal, we have discussed above
sionmentdidofnot
any propose
channelsthe toassignLock
the necessity for maintaining 75
mile separation between channels Haven.
(b)
Census
Data.
The
City
of
in thenelsUHF
band
spaced
15
chanapart. It is our view that the Lock Haven has a population of
11,000.
request
must
be
denied
for
the
reasons set out in our discussion
(c) Counterproposal
of Lock
Broadcasting Corporation.
of minimum separation in the Haven
UHF.
Lock Haven Broadcasting Corporation requested the assignment of
Conclusion:
Channels
12 and
*41 UHF Channel
32 to Lock Haven.
378. It is our
view that
Presque
(d)
Statement ofin Lock
Support
Isle's allcounterproposal
requestingin Counterproposal
Havenof
that
commercial television
Corporation.
In
supErie be assigned to the UHF band Broadcasting
its counterproposal,
Lock
and the educational reservation Haven port ofBroadcasting
Corporation
BROADCASTING
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educaurged that the assignment of Chan- Toledo tionalforuse isnon-commercial
finalized.
nel 32 to Lock Haven, Pennsylvania,
would
afford
the
first
teleOXFORD,
OHIO
EDUCATIONAL
vision station to Lock Haven and
RESERVATION
a first television service to a small
(a) Proposed Reservation.
area in the vicinity of Lock Haven In 388.
the Third Notice the Commisand Wililamsport, Pennsylvania. It
proposed 14theforreservation
was also urged that the grant of UHF sion
Channel
Oxford. of
the
counterproposal
would
afford
(b)
The
Miami
University
supthe second television service in
ported the reservation of Channel
other areas.
14
in
Oxford
for
non-commercial
Conclusion
objection was
383. It is our view that the educational use. No reservation.
assignment of a UHF channel to filed to the proposed
Conclusions
Lock Haven is warranted. Accord389. In view of the foregoing,
ingly, the counterproposal of Lock
reservation of Channel 14 in
Haven Broadcasting Corporation is the
Oxford tionalforuse isnon-commercial
educagranted
and
the
assignment
of
UHF Channel 32 for Lock Haven AKRON, ANDfinalized.
WOOSTER, OHIO
is adopted.
(a) Proposed
BEAVER FALLS,
and390.Reservation.
In theAssignments
Third NoPENNSYLVANIA
tice the Commission proposed the
384. (a) Proposed Assignments. following assignments and reserIn the Third Notice the Commis- vation:
sion did not propose the assignFalls. ment of any channels to Beaver Akron, Ohio
49, *55, 61
assignments were proposed for
(b) Census Data. The City of NoWooster.
Beaver Falls has a population of
17,000.
(b) Census Data. The popula(c) Counterproposal of WBVP,
tion^
is 275,000.
The popInc. WBVP,signment of UHF
Inc. requests
ulation of Akron
Wooster
is 14,000.
Channel the16 as-to
Akron
Beaver Falls. No other changes in
391. The ervaAkron
Educational
Resthe assignments proposed in the
tion. The Board
of Education
Third Notice were requested.
of Akron School District and the
(d) Statement in Support of Kent
State University
supported
WBVP, Inc. Counterproposal. In the reservation
of Channel
55 in
support of propthe
WBVP,
Inc. that
counterAkron for non-commercial educao
s
a
l
i
t
was
stated
the
tional use. The Board of Educanearest cities to Beaver Falls for
stated that it was cooperating
which the Commission proposed with tionKent
University and
channelburgh, assignments
Pitts- the UniversityState
of Akron in a preat a ditsance ofare31 miles,
liminary
study
of
the
Youngstown, Ohio, at a distance of
volved in setting up anproblems
educationalin28 miles, Butler, Pennsylvania, at television
station in Akron; that
a distance of 21 miles, and New
take considCastle, Pennsylvania, at a distance such a erablestudy
time andwould
consequently
the
of 16 miles. The WBVP counterwas
necessary
perproposal would result in a co- reservation
mit its completion; that ato joint
channel separation of 165 miles be- committee
the three
tween Beaver Falls, Pennsylvania, institutions representing
held meetings to disand Brantford, Ontario.
cuss the problems of construction
(e) Conflicting Counterproposals and operation
an educational
and Oppositions to the WBVP, Inc. television station;of that
research is
Counterproposal. The WBVP, Inc. being
conducted
into
the possibility
counterproposal is opposed by, and of an educational network
the
is mutually exclusive with coun- State of Ohio and that variousfor proterproposals filed by the following
grams produced
Radiopublic
Departies: Joint proposal filed by the
partment of theby the
Akrcn
Cleveland Broadcasting Company,
be
used
for
educaUnited Broadcasting Company, schools tionalcould
television.
WGAE Broadcasting Company,
Wooster
and WJW, Inc., all of Cleveland,
392. (a) Counterproposal of
Ohio; WCAF, Inc., Pittsburgh,
Wooster
Republican
Printing ComPennsylvania; and Pittsburgh Rapany. Wooster Republican Printdio Supply House, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania.
ingtion ofCompany
requested
deleChannel 55 fromthe Akron
Conclusions
its assignment to Wooster. No
385. The WBVP, Inc. counter- and
were requested in the
proposal for the assignment of other changes proposed
in the Third
Channel 16 to Beaver Falls, Penn- assignments
Notice.
sylvania, would result in a co(b) Statement in Support of
channel separation of 165 miles be- Wooster
Republican Printing Comtween Beaver Falls and Brantford,
pany Counterproposal. Wooster
Ontario.for The
counterproposal
Printing Company
denied
the reasons
set forth inis Republican
proposed
assignour discussion of Canadian-United stated mentthat
of a its
channel
to Wooster
States assignments.
would
better
meet
the
assignment
TOLEDO, OHIO EDUCATIONAL principles of the Third Notice than
RESERVATION
the proposed assignment.
386. (a) Proposed Reservation. would
(c) Opposition toThetheBoard
Wooster
In the Third Notice the Commission Counterproposal.
proposed the reservation of UHF Education of Akron School Dis-of
Channel 30 for Toledo.
trict, and the Summit Radio Cor(b) The Board of Education of
poration, Akron, Ohio, opposed the
the City School District of Toledo Wooster Republican
Printing Comand the portedUniversity
of
Toledo
suppany
counterproposal.
the reservation of Channel
Conclusions
30 in Toledo for non-commercial
393. It is our view that the receducational use. No objections were
ordmentsupports
the proposed assignfiled to the proposed reservation.
andmercial
reservation
Conclusions
educational useforof non-comChannel
55
in
Akron.
The City of Akron
In view ofof Channel
the foregoing,
the387.
reservation
30 in has a population of 275,000 as comBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

pared to the City of Wooster with
posed assignment of Channel 21 to
a population of 14,000. In view of Warren. No objection was filed to
the relative sizes of these commu- the assignment of this channel.
nities and in the absence of a showConclusions
ingablethatfornoassignment
other channel
is avail400. In view of the foregoing
to
Wooster,
we do not believe that the deletion the nelproposed
assignment
of Chan21 for Warren
is adopted.
of Channel 55 from Akron to asYOUNGSTOWN, OHIO
sign that channel to Wooster is
warranted. Accordingly, the coun- In 401.
the (a)
ThirdProposed
Notice Assignments.
the Commisterproposal ofWooster Republican
proposed the27 assignment
Printing Company is denied and UHF sionChannel
and 33 toof
the nelproposed
reservation
of Chan- Youngstown.
55
in
Akron
for
non-commercial
educational use is finalized.
(b) Census area
Data.of The
standard
Youngstown
Final Assignments and Reservation metropolitan
has
a
population
of
528,000
the
394. The following assignments City of Youngstown has a and
populaand reservation are adopted:
tion of 168,000.
VHF Chan- UHF Chan(c) cator
Counterproposal
VindiCity
nel No. 49,nel*55,No.61
Printing Company
Company. ofrequested
VindicaAkron,
Ohio
tor Printing
DAYTON, OHIO
the additional assignment to
(a) Proposed
of one Mc.
or more
nels in the 782-890
band. chanand395.Reservation.
In theAssignments
Third No- Youngstown
tice the Commission proposed the Vindicator
(d) Statement
in
Support
Printing Companyof
assignment
VHF Channels
and 7 and UHFof Channels
16 and 222 Counterproposal. Vindicator Printfor Dayton,
with Channel 16 reingtown isCompany
the onlystated
one ofthatthe Youngsfirst 30
tionaserved
l use. for non-commercial educa- metropolitan
areas of the United
States
which
has
not been assigned
(b) Existing Stations. Crosley
channels for comBroadcasting
Corporation
is li- at least mer2cial uVHF
se, and is also one of three
censed for the operation
of Station
of the first 30 metropolitan areas
WLWD onmissionChannel
5.
The
Comordered the licensee to which has not been assigned at
show cause why its license should least townfive
that Youngsis thechannels;
only principal
city of
not be modified to specify opera- the first
tion on Channel 2 in lieu of Chan- which does 30not metropolitan
have
at
least areas
three
nel 5. Miami Valley Broadcasting television channels assigned
Corporation is licensed for the for commercial use; and thattotheit
operation
of Station
WHIO-TV or-on City of Youngstown supports three
Channeldered the13.
The Commission
AM and two FM broadcast stations.
licensee
to show cause
opposition was filed to the
why its license should not be modi- No
counterproposal.
nelfied7 into specify
lieu of operation
Channel 13.on Chan(e)
Channel 73in can
be assigned
to Youngstown
accordance
with
(c) Answers
to Orders
to Show the
standards adopted herein.
Cause.
The Crosley
Broadcasting
Corporation did not object to the
Conclusions
proposed license.
modification
the
402. It is our view based on the
WLWD
Miami ofValley
that the assignment of an
Broadcasting Corporation stated record
additional
channel to Youngstown
that
WHIO- is warranted.
Accordingly, the
TV onoperation
Channel 7ofin Station
lieu of Channel
counterproposal
of Vindicator
13 would
constitute
an
improvePrinting
Company
is granted, and
ment in channel assignments and Channel 73 is assigned
to Youngsthat it had no objection to the protown.
posed change.
City
(d) The eDayton
403. The
assignments
rvation. The JCETEducational
supported Resthe
Final following
Assignments
91
reservation
of Channel educational
16 in Day- are adopted:
ton for non-commercial
use.
No objection
filed to the
reservation
of this waschannel.
Youngstown, Ohio 27, 33, 73
Conclusions: Orders to Show
CINCINNATI, OHIO
(a) Proposed
396. In viewCause
of the foregoing, and404.Reservation.
In theAssignments
Third Noan issued
appropriate
authorization
will
tice the Commission proposed the
be
to Crosley
Broadcasting
to Cincinnati of VHF
Corporation to specify operation assignment
5, 9 and 12 and UHF
of WLWD on Channel 2; and an Channels
Channels 48 and 54, with Channel
appropriate authorization to Miami 48
reserved
Valley Broadcasting Corporation educational use.for non-commercial
will be issued to specify operation
(b) Census Data.of Cincinnati
The standard
of Station WHIO-TV on Channel 7. metropolitan
has
Conclusions:Reservation
Dayton Educational a population area
of 904,000 and the
City
of
Cincinnati
has
a
population
397. On the basis of the record
504,000.
the reservation of Channel 16 in of (c)
Existing Stations. Crosley
Dayton tionalforuse isnon-commercial
educaBroadcasting
Corporation
is lifinalized.
operation
of Station
Final Assignments and Reservation WLWT censeond for theChannel
4.
The
Com-to
mission
ordered
the
licensee
398. The following assignments
and reservation are adopted:
show cause why its license should
be modified to specify operation
VHF Chan- UHF Chan- not
on Channel 5 in lieu of Channel 4.
City nel No. nel No.
Radio Cincinnati, Inc., is licensed
Dayton, Ohio
2, 7
*16, 22
WARREN, OHIO
for
of Station
WKRCTV theon operation
Channel 11.
The Commis(a)Proposed
licensee
to show
the399.Third
Notice theAssignment.
CommissionIn cause sionwhyorderedits the
license should not be
proposed
of UHF
Channel 21theto assignment
Warren.
91
No
request
was
made reservation
on the recordin
for
an
educational
(b) The Warren Tribune Radio
Station, Inc., supported the pro- Youngstown.
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modified
Channel 12to inspecify
lieu ofoperation
Channel 11.on
Scripps-Howard
Radio,
is licensed for the operation Inc.,
of Station
WCPO-TV mission
on ordered
Channel
7.
The
the licenseeCom-to
show cause why its license should
not be modified to specify operaneltion7. on Channel 9 in lieu of Chan(d) Answers to Orders to Show
Cause. The Crosley Broadcasting
Corporation did not object to the
proposed modification
of licenseInc.,of
WLWT.
Radio Cincinnati,
supported
the
proposed
modification of license of WKRC-TV.
Scripps-Howard
Radio,
Inc.,
did not
object to the proposed modification
of license of WCPO-TV.
(e) Counterproposal of L. B.
Wilson, Inc. L. B. Wilson, Inc. requested theVHFassignment
of an additional
channel to Cincinnati
by making the following changes
in the Notice:
assignments proposed in the
Third
Cincinnati,
Indianapolis, O.W.IndVa.
Huntington,
Louisville,
Ky.
Bloomington,
Clarksburg,HI. W.Ind.Va.
Urbana,
Terre Haute, HI.Ind.
Springfield,
Kirksville, Ky.Mo.
Paducah,
Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Rockford,
Chicago, HI.111.
Muncie,
Ind. Ind.
Connorsville,
Richmond.
Ind.
Steubenville,
Washington, Pa.O.

VHF Channel No.
5, 9, 12
6, 8,8, 13*13
*12
3,12411
103
12
12136
2, 5, 7,
9, *11

ton on Channel 7 and a station in
Cincinnati on Channel 11 (proposed by Plans 1, 2, 3 and 4), (3)
in the Indianapolis area by the
assignment of Channels 8 and 12
in Indianapolis (proposed by Plans
1 and ment2),of Channels
and (4) by8 the
and assign12 in
Huntington, West Virginia (Plans
1, 2, 3 andsignment4),
and (5)9 byandthe13 as-in
of Channels
Chicago
and 4). (proposed by Plans 3
(i) Oppositions to
and the
Conflicting
Counterproposals
L. B.
Wilson, Inc. Counterproposal. Oppositions tothe counterproposal of
L. B. Wilson,
to add an Ohio,
additional channelInc.,
at Cincinnati,
or counterproposals which conflict
therewith have been filed by the
following parties: Champaign
News-Gazette, Champaign, Illinois;
University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois; Indianapolis Broadcasting,
*53
Inc., Indianapolis, Indiana; Univer*3f
*48,
54Channel UHFNo.
nellOf5t3fVHFNo.Channel*48,*53UHFNo.54Chan5, 9, llf, 13f
*15,
21
6f
20, 26
*30,20, 4626
*15,
4f8,3,,13f8,12f
6f*12
*30, 2136
*57,22 63
12t
I2f
27,4333
*57,
27,33
22 63
20,1818*26
20.4318*26
18
20.39,26,*4532,
38,4455
49,
38

(f ) Statement in Support of L. B.
Wilson, Inc. Counterproposal. L. B.
Wilson,
that Cincinnati
is one ofInc.,
the stated
outstanding
cities of
the Ohio Valley and the mid-west;
that it is recognized as one of the
outstanding wholesale markets and
manufacturing centers; and that
the need and interest for an additional television channel is evideceiving
nced by the 258,000 television
rein the hands
of consumerssets presently
in the area.
(g) The counterproposals of L. B.
Wilson, Inc. would result in the
following
co-channel
below 170 miles
in Zoneseparations
I:
Channel Cities Plan Separation
13 Terre Haute-Cincinnati1 157 miles
5 Clarksburg-Clevelaind
(Station WEWS) 1 162 miles
4 5: Indianapolis-Columbus
(Station WLWC) 1 167.4 miles
4 Indianapolis-Columbus
(Station WLWC) 2 167.4 miles
5 Clarksburg-Cleveland
(Station WEWS)
3 162 miles
10 Indianapolis(WBNS-TV)Columbus3 167.5 miles
10 Indianapolis-Columbus
(WBNS-TV) 4 167.5 miles
(h) The L. B. Wilson counterwould also
result in oscillator proposal
radiation
interference.
Such
interference would be encountered
(1) in the Cincinnati area by the
assignment of Channels 9 and 13
to that community (proposed by
Plans 1, 2, 3 and 4), (2) in areas
served jointly by a station in Day»2 Station toWTVN
licensed
operateandon WFBM-TV
Channel 6 areat
Columbus
and Notice
Indianapolis,
respectively. ThetinueThird
proposed
to conthe assignment
of 2Channel
both
cities.
Plans
1
and
of
the would
L.6 B.to
Wilson,
Inc.,
counterproposal
substitute Channel 4 for Channel 6 at
Indianapolis
cation of the thereby
WFBM-TVrequiring
license.modifiPage 48 • April 14, 1952 Part II

sal Broadcasting Company, Indianapolis, Indiana; West Central
Broadcasting Company, Inc., Peoria,
Ohio Ohio;
State Ashland
University,Illinois;
Columbus,
Broadcasting
Company,
Ashland,
Kentucky; Southern Illinois UniIllinois;IndianWilliam H.versity,
BlockCarbondale,
Company,
apolis, Indiana; Cedar Rapids Gazette, Cedar Rapids, Iowa; MidAmerica
Broadcasting
tion, Louisville,
Kentucky; CorporaWHAS,
Inc., Louisville, Kentucky; Radio
Cincinnati, Inc. (WKRC-TV) Cincinnati, Ohio; Quad-City Broadcasting Corporation, Moline, Illinois;
PeoriaIllinois;
Broadcasting
pany, Peoria,
WCAE, ComInc.,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; WFBM,
Inc., Indianapolis, Indiana; Wabash
Valley Broadcasting Corporation,
Terre Haute, Indiana; Crosley
Broadcasting Corporation (WLWC),
Columbus, Ohio; Dispatch Printing
Company (WBNS-TV) Columbus,
Ohio; Scripps-Howard Radio, Inc.
(WEWS),
Cleveland,Inc.,Ohio;
Rockford
Broadcasters,
Rockford,
Illinois; joint opposition filed by
Cleveland Broadcasting Company,
Inc.; United Broadcasting Company; the WGAR Broadcasting
Company and WJW, Inc., all of
Cleveland, Ohio;
WIBC,
Inc., Indianapolis Indiana;
Southeastern
Ohio Broadcasting Company, Inc.,
Zanesville, Ohio; Radio Indianapolis, Inc., Indianapolis, Indiana;
Hirsch Broadcasting Company, Cape
Girardeau, Missouri; and Columbia
Broadcasting System, Inc., Chicago, Illinois.
(j) The Cincinnati Educational
Reservation. Civic, religious, and
educational institutions supported
the reservation of Channel 48 in
Final TV Report

nel in Cincinnati is warranted oil:
Cincinnaticationalforuse. Nonon-commercial
objection was edufiled the basis of the record.93 It was
to the reservation.
above noted that the counterproan additional
Conclusions:
Requestin for
Addi- channelposalforrequesting
Cincinnati
could notVHFbe
tional VHF Channel
Cincinnati
UHF
Channel
74 in Cin
405. It is our view that the coun- granted.
terproposal of L. B. Wilson, Inc., cinnati would meet the required
mileage spacings for channel as
requesting
the
assignment
of
a
fourth VHF channel to Cincinnati signments in this zone. Accord
must be denied. Following are the ingly,
Channel 74 will be added to
co-channel
belowresult
170 Cincinnati.
Conclusions: Show Cause Order
miles
in Zoneseparations
I which would
408. will
An be
appropriate
under the four alternative plans tion
issued toauthoriza
Crosley
submitted by L. B. Wilson, Inc.:
Corp., to specify op
Channel Cities Plan Separation Broadcasting
eration
of
Station
WLWT
on
Chan
13 Terre
HauteCincinnati 1 157 miles nel 5. An appropriate authoriza
5 Clarksburg-Cleveland
tion will be issued to Scripps
(Station
WEWS)
1
162
miles
Howard Radio, Inc., to specify
4 Indianapolis-Columbus
*53 9
(Station WLWC) 1 167.4 miles operation of WCPO on Channel
4 Indianapolis-Columbus
An
appropriate
authorization
will
(Station
WLWC)
2
167.4
miles
be
issued
to
Radio
Cincinnati,
Inc..
*53
5 Clarksburg-Cleveland
(Station
WEWS)
3
162
miles
to specify operation
of WKRC-TV
10 Indianapolis-Columbus
12.
*3f
(WBNS-TV)
3 167.5 miles on Channel
Conclusions : Cincinnati
10 Indianapolis-Columbus
Educational Reservation
*53
(WBNS-TV)
4
167.5
miles
Since the foregoing separations
409. On the basis of the *48,54
record
10f6f
*48,54
*48, 54
3f
*15,21
*15,21
nel12fVHFNo.Chan20, 55f
5, 9, llf, 13f
*15,
21
*30,
36
5,9,llf,13
5,9,llf,13
20,55f
6f
8,3, 12f
20,26
8,12f
6,8,*10t
6,8,*10f
3,12f
3,12f
4f, 12f8, *12
8,12t
22,48?
t
22,48?
41f,57,63
f
41f27,, 43*57,33 63
*ll,13f
32f
63f
18*26
20,26f
*ll,13f
3226
18
51f
39,*45,51f
f
t
2,5,7,9,
39,*45
20,26,32
20,26,32
23f,49
2,5,7,9
23f, 49
38,44
38,44
are below the minimum of 170 the reservation of Channel 48 for
6351 in
miles provided for Zone I the al- non-commercial educational use
ternative plans of L. B. Wilson can- Cincinnati is finalized.
not be adopted.
City
406. In addition alternative Plans
Final Reservation
Assignments and
2 and 4 would substitute UHF
channels for VHF channels pro410.
The
following assignments
ed in the Plan
Third 3Notice
for other
cities posand
deletes
VHF and reservation are adopted:
channels with no replacements
therefor. The Commission, in the Cincinnati, Ohio 5, 9, 12 *48, 54, 74
Third menNotice,
t of one VHFproposed
channeltheforassignTerre CLEVELAND AND SANDUSKY,
Haute, ford,oneand VHF
channel
for RockOHIO
one VHF channel
for
Clarksburg. Plan 2 would delete
411. (a) Proposed
Assignments
In theproposed
Third Nothe only VHF channels proposed to and Reservation.
tice the Commission
the
be assigned at Terre Haute and
to
Cleveland
VHF
Clarksburg. Plan 3 would delete assignment
3, 5, and 8, andof UHF
the only VHF channels proposed Channels
Channels 19 and 25 with Channel
toRockford.
be assigned
Planto4 Terre
would Haute
delete and
the 25 to be reserved for non-commercial educational use, and the asonly VHF channels proposed for
Terre Haute,
and plans,
Rock- Channel 59.signment to Sandusky of UHF
ford. Under Clarksburg
the foregoing
the numbersignmentsofwould possible
VHF since
as- standard
(b) Census
Data. Thearea
Cleveland
metropolitan
has a
be decreased
the number of VHF assignments population of 1,466,000 and the City
required to be deleted under each of Cleveland has a population of
plan would exceed the number of 915,000. The City of Sandusky has
VHF assignments which would be a population of 29,000.
added. It is our view that the de(c) Existing
Stations.
The Naletion of the only VHF channel astional Broadcasting
Company,
Inc.
signed to these communities in or- is licensed for the operation of
dernel toto Cincinnati
assign a fourth
VHF
chanStation
WNBK
Cleveland,
on
Chanis not warranted.
nel 4. The Commission ordered the
In addition to the foregoing, each licensee to show cause why its license should not be modified to
of L.sult inB.oscillator
Wilson'sradiation
plans would
reinterferoperation4. onEmpire
Channel
ence. In view of the foregoing, the specify
lieu of Channel
Coil 3 Co.in
counterproposal of L. B. Wilson, Inc.,
is
licensed
for
the
operation
of Station WXEL on Channel 9 in
Inc.,
an addtional
channelto toassign
Cincinnati
is denied.VHF Cleveland. The Commission ordered
the
licensee to show cause why its
Conclusions:
Additional Channel license
should not be modified to
for Cincinnati
discussion
con407. We are of the view that the 03 See alsonectionourwith the
additionaboveof ina UHF
assignment of an additional chan- channel to Pittsburgh.
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specify operation on Channel 8 in
lieu of Channel 9. Scripps-Howard
Radio, Inc., is licensed for the
operation5 of
Station WEWS on
Channel
in Cleveland.
(d)
Answers
to Orders
to Show
Cause. The National
Broadcasting
Company,
Inc.,
supported
proposed modification of the theWNBK
license, portedandthe proposed
Empire modification
Coil, Inc., sup-of
the WXEL license.
Cleveland
412. (a) Joint Counterproposal
of Cleveland Broadcasting Company, Inc., United Broadcasting
Company;
the andWGAR
ing Company;
WWJ, BroadcastInc. The
above named parties filed a joint
counterproposal which would add
UHF Channels 31, 59 and 65 to
Cleveland
and change
educa-25
tional reservation
from the
Channel
to Channel 65. Channel 65 would
be added without making other
changes in the channels proposed
to be assigned in the Third Notice;
Channel 59 would be added by substituting Channel 42 for Channel
59 at Sandusky, Ohio; and Channel
31 would be added by making the
following other changes in the
channel
proposed in
the Third assignments
Notice:
City
Cleveland,Mich.Ohio
Detroit,
DuBois,
Pa.Ohio
Findlay,
Gallipolis,
Ohio
Lexington,
Ky.
Lorain,
Ohio
Marion,
Ohio
Massillon,
Ohio
Pittsburgh,
Windsor, Ont.Pa.
(b) Statement in Support of the
Joint Counterproposal. The parties
stated in support of the joint counroposal that the four
cial channelsterpproposed
by thecommerThird
Notice are inadequate to meet the
needs of Cleveland; that Cleveland
is Ohio's
largest
and the sev-in
enth largest
city city
in population
the United States; that there is a
strong demand
in service;
the area andfor that
additional television
there are approximately 500,000
television
land area. receivers in the Cleve(c) Opposition and Conflicting
Counterproposals. The request to
add Channel 65 to Cleveland is mutually exclusive with the counterproposal of WCAE, Inc., at Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and the counterproposal ofthe Trebit Corporation at Flint, terpMichigan.
The counroposals ofboth WCAE,
Inc.,
and the Trebit Corporation have
been denied elsewhere in this Report for the reason there stated.
The request to assign Channel 59
to Cleveland by substituting Channelnel4259inis Sandusky,
Ohio for
not in conflict
withChanany
other counterproposals nor have
oppositions been filed thereto. Opns or conflicting
counter-to
proppoosaslisttioothe
counterproposal
assign Channel 31 to Cleveland
have been filed by Pittsburgh Radio Supply House, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania; WVBP, Beaver Falls,
Pennsylvania; and Tri- County
Broadcasting Company, DuBois,
Pennsylvania.
(d) The Cleveland Educational
Reservation. The Board of Education and the Superintendent of
Schools supported the reservation
of Channel 25commercial
in Cleveland
for noneducational use.
No
objection
was
filed
to
the
reservation of a channel, however,
the
BROADCASTING

joint counterproposal of Cleveland
Broadcasting Company, et al, which
requests that UHF Channel 65 be
added to Cleveland also requests
that Channel 65 be reserved in lieu
of Channel 25.
Conclusions: Additional UHF
Channels
413. It is our view that the record warrants the additional assignment of a UHF channel to Cleveland, Ohio'
and the sev-in
enth
largestlargest
city incityWepopulation
the United
States.
are not of
the opinion,
however,
that
record supports the addition ofthe more
than one UHF channel to Cleveland.
that the channel
assignment Weof believe
one additional
making a total of 6 channels to a
community the size of Cleveland
compares
favorably
with the num-of
ber assigned
to communities
similar size. Moreover, the availability of additional channels, for
assignment in the area, particularly
in the 782-890 Mc. band, is extremely limited and the assignment
of a greater number of channels to
Cleveland would decrease the availf such channelsin the
to other
cities andability ocommunities
area.
There remains for decision which
Third Notice
50,19,*56,*25 62
3153
32, :
2, 11, *13
of the three channels requested by
the joint counterproposal should be
assigned
as an additional
for Cleveland
and whatchannel
other
changes, if any, should be adopted.
It is our view that the most efficient assignment
plan65foris the
is created
if Channel
addedareato
Cleveland and Channel 42 is substituted for Channel 59 in San59 willandremain
unassigned dusky.
in Channel
the area
thus will
be available for assignment later
in accordance with the procedures
adopted herein. It is our view that
other changes
channel assignments which werein requested
by the
counterproposal, should not be
adopted.
Conclusions: The Educational
Reservation
414. It is our view that the recordtion ofsupports
reservaChannelthe 25proposed
in Cleveland
for
non-commercial educational use.
The Commission does not recognize
differences in UHF channels for
assignment purposes. We see no
merit, therefore, in the request of
the Cleveland
educationalparties
reservationthat
be theshifted
from Channel 25 to Channel 65 and
this
request isShow
denied.
Conclusions:
Cause Orders
415. An approprite authorization
will be issued to National Broadcasting Company, Inc., to specify
operation of WNBK on Channel 3.
An
appropriate
authorization
will
be issued to Empire
Coil Company,
Inc.
to specify8. operation of WXEL
on Channel
Final Reservation
Assignments and
416. The following assignments
and reservation are adopted:
VHF Chan- UHF ChanCity nel No. nel No.
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COLUMBUS, OHIO
(a) ProposedIn Assignments
and
Reservation.
the Third Notice
the Commission
proposed
the
signment to Columbus of VHFasChannels
4,
6 and40 10,
UHF
Channels 34 and
withandChannel
34 tocialbe educational
reserveduse.for non-commer(b) Census
Data. Thearea
Columbus
standard
metropolitan
has a
population
of
503,000
and
the Cityof
of Columbus has a population
389,000.
(c) Existing Stations. Crosley
Broadcasting
Corporation
is licensed for the operation
of Station
WLWC mon
Channel
3.
The
is ion has ordered the licenseeCom-to
show cause why its license should
not be modified to specify operationnelon5.Channel
4 in lieu ofPrinting
ChanThe Dispatch
Company
is
licensed
for
the
operatnelion of10.Station
Chan-is
PictureWBNS-TV
Waves, onInc.,
licensed
for
the
operation
of
tion WTVN on Channel 6. Sta(d)
to Order
to Show
Cause. Answer
The Crosley
Broadcasting
Corporation has not objected to the
proposed modification of the
WLWC license.
24f
33f
Proposed Changes 60f
18t
19, 25,23f
53f 31 f
38?, *56, 62
18f , 27
16f , 47
(e) Counterproposal32, 50-fof Ohio
State University. Ohio State University requested the additional
assignment
of VHF
Channel 12 toof
Columbus and
the reservation
that
channel
for
non-commercial
City
educational
use by
making
the following changes
in the
assignments
proposed in the Third Notice:
Third
Columbus,
4, 6, 10
Cincinnati, Ohio
Ohio
Clarksburg,
W.Md.Va. 5, 9,12 12
Cumberland,
Indianapolis,
Huntington, W.Ind.
Va. 6, 8,8, 13*13
(f) Statement in Support of
Ohio State University Counterpropostael.rpIrnosupport
its counposal Ohio StateofUniversity
statedtionthat
it is education
the largest ininstituof higher
Ohio;
that it expects to construct a VHF
educational station immediately if
Channel 12 is assigned to Columbus
and reserved use;
for non-commercial
educational
that adequate
funds are available for the conof a station; thatstructition and operation
began broadcasting
educational programs in 1922; that
itclassroom
broadcastsreceivers
programs direct
in Ohioto
schools; and that the annual budget
for the operation of its stations is
over $150,000. With respect to the
requested substitution of a UHF
channel for the VHF channel proposed for Clarksburg in the Third
Notice, it was asserted that Clarksburg, West Virginia, could best be
served by
channels
sively: thatUHF
the use
of UHFexclu-in

Clarksburg and Huntington, West
Virginia
wouldof beVHFpractical;
the deletion
Channelthat12
from
Clarksburg
and
the
addition
of that channel to Cumberland,
Maryland,
would
provide
VHF
service to a larger community;
that the deletion of VHF Channel
*13 from Indianapolis would not
deprive
of aif commercial VHFIndianapolis
service; that
a UHF
channeltionalwere
reserved
educause in Indianapolisfora strong
incentive
would
be
furnished
ent set owners to buy adapterspres-to
receive UHF signals; that a VHF
channel in Columbus could provide
educational television service in the
immediate future to 55 percent of
the homes in the Columbus area
now
sets
(229,000equipped
sets as ofwith
OctoberVHF1, 1951)
and that the operation of a UHF
station in Columbus is a commercialtional
impossibility
and anTheeducaimpracticability.
Ohio
State University counterproposals
would result in oscillator radiation
interference in the Cincinnati area
by
of Channels 9
and the
13 toassignment
that community.
(g) The Columbus Public Schools
supported the reservation of Channel 34 inmercial
Columbus
educationalforuse.non-comAside
from the position taken by Ohio
State University no objection was
filed to the reservation of this
channel.
(h) Oppositions and Conflicting
Counterproposals
to theUniversity.
Counterproposal of Ohio State
Oppositions and
conflicting
counterproposals wCincinnati,
ere filed by: Radio
Cincinnati,
Inc.,
Ohio;
Clarksburg Broadcasting Corp.,
and Ohio Valley Broadcasting
Corp., both of Clarksburg, West
Va.; Universal Broadcasting Company, Inc., Crosley
Broadcasting
Corporation,
WIBC, Inc.,
William
*53
H. Block
Company,
and
olis Broadcasting Company,Indianapall of
Indianapolis, Indiana; Huntington
Radio Corporation, Huntington,
40
Proposed Changes
Notice*34,
*48, 54
22

17

West ingVa.,
and Ashland,
Ashland Broadcast20, 26 1
Company,
Kentucky.
Conclusions: tional
Columbus
EducaReservation
418. It is our view that the
counterproposal
versity should beof Ohio
deniedState
sinceUni-it
would result in an inefficient utilization of the available frequencies.
The counterpsoposal
VHF
channels from would
three delete
other
cities of large size and importance
and would assign VHF channels to
only two cities in order to secure an
additional
assignment for Columbus.
We do not believe that the record
supports
for this
reduction in thethetotalbasisnumber
of assignments
proposed
in
the
Third
Notice. Further, the counterproposal
would mentdelete
the
only
VHF
assignat Clarksburg, West Virginia,
with a population of 32,000; reduce
the VHF assignments at Huntington,
Virginia,
a population ofWest86,000
and awithmetropolitan
94theThechannel
counterproposal
did notforspecify
area
population
of
246„000
from
to
be
reserved
noncommercial educational use in Indian- two to one; and reduce from three
to two the VHF assignments proapolis.
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posed for Indianapolis, with a
population areaof population
427,000 and a 552,000.
metroWe do politan
not believe thisofreduction
in servicetionalis assignment
justifiedofby one
the addiVHF
channel to Cumberland with a
population
of
38,000
(where
no
request for such assignment has been
made by any Cumberland party);
and the increase in the VHF assignments ofColumbus from three
to four. The counterproposal would
also result in oscillator radiation
interference. Accordingly, the counterpadditional
roposal ofOhio State
University for the
of VHF
Channel
12 toassignment
Columbus
and its mercial
reservation
for isnon-comeducational use
denied;
and the proposed reservation of
Channel
34
for
non-commercial
educational use in Columbus is
finalized.
Conclusions: Show Cause Order
419. An appropriate authorization to Crosley
Corporation wil be Broadcasting
issued to specify
operation
of
Station
WLWC
on
Channel 4.
Final Reservation
Assignments and
420. The following assignments
and reservation are adopted:
City
Columbus, Ohio
HUNTINGTON AND CHARLESTON, WEST VIRGINIA
421. (a) Proposed Assignments
and Reservations. In the Third
Notice the Commission proposed
the
following assignments and reservations:
City

(c) Oppositions and Conflicting
Counterproposals to Counterproposals of WSAZ, Inc. No oppositions or conflicting counterproposals were filed to the counterproposal of WSAZ, Inc., to assign
Channel change3 fortoChannel
Huntington
ex8 andin for
modification of the WSAZ-TV liChannelcense3.to specify operation on
(d) The Huntington
Reservation.
The JCET,Educational
Marshall
College,
and thetheBoard
of Educa-of
tion supported
reservation
Channel 53 incommercial
Huntington
for noneducational use.
No
objection
was
filed
to
the
reservation of this channel.
Charleston
423. The Charleston Educational
Reservation.
The JCET, Morris Harvey College and the Kanawha County
Schools
supported
reservation
of Channel
43 in the
Charleston
for
non-commercial educational use.
No opposition
was
filed
to
the
reservation of this channel.
Conclusions : Educational
Reservations
424. In view of the foregoing,
the reservations of Channel 53 in
Huntington and Channel 43 in

(b) Census Data. The standard
metropolitan area of Huntington
has a population of 246,000 and the
City tionof of Huntington
a popula86,000. The hasmetropolitan
area of Charleston has a population
of 322,000
the city ofof 74,000.
Charleston has a and
population
(c) Existing Stations. WSAZ,
Inc. is licensed for the operation of
Station WSAZ-TV on Channel 5 in
Huntington.
The Commission
has
ordered the licensee
to show cause
why its license should not be modneli8fiined to specify
lieu of operation
Channel 5.on ChanHuntington
422. (a) Answer to Order to
Show Cause and Counterproposal
of WSAZ, Inc. WSAZ, Inc. opproposalto
that it posed
movethe Commission's
its existing station
Channel 8, and has made a counterproposal requesting that the license
of WSAZ-TV
ify operation be
on modified
Channel to3. specThis
change could be accomplished by
substituting the assignment of
Channel 3 for Channel 8 in Huntington
substituting
the assignment oandf Channel
8 for Channel
3 in Charleston, West Virginia.
(b) Statement in Support of
Counterproposal of WSAZ, Inc.
WSAZ, Inc. asserted that the cost
of conversion from Channel 5 to
Channel 8 would be substantially
greater than the cost of conversion
from Channel 5 to Channel 3; that
changing to Channel 8 would require existing set owners to
change their antennas which would
not
be
were to necessary
Channel 3. if the change
Page 50 • April 14, 1952 Part II

ization suedtoto WSAZ,
will be is-of
specify Inc.operation
WSAZ-TV on Channel 3.
Final Reservations
Assignments and
426. The following assignments
and reservations are adopted:

4, 6, 10
Charlestoncationalforuse arenon-commercial
edufinalized.
Conclusions: Show Cause Order
425. It is our view that the
counterproposal of WSAZ, Inc. is
meritorious, and it is therefore
granted. An appropriate author-

ZANESVILLE, OHIO, AND
CLARKSBURG, WEST
VIRGINIA
427. (a) Proposed Assignments.
In the Third Notice the CommisCitysion proposed the following assignments:
Zanesville,
Clarksburg, Ohio
W. Va. 12 2250
(b)tionCensus
Data.is The
populaof Zanesville
41,000.
The
population of Clarksburg is 32,000.
(c) Counterproposal
of
Southeastern Ohio Broadcasting System,
Inc. Southeastern Ohio Broadcasting
System,
Inc., 12requested
the
deletion of Channel
from Clarksburg and its assignment to Zanesville by making the following
changes
in the assignments proCity posed in the
Third Notice:
Third
Zanesville,
Clarksburg, Ohio
W. Va.
Cincinnati,
Ohio
Louisville,
Ky.
Final TV Report

12
5,3,9,1112

(d) Statement
Support of
Southeastern
Ohioin Broadcasting
System, Inc. Counterproposal.
Southeastern Ohio Broadcasting
System urged that its proposal
would result in the assignment of
an additional channel to Zanesville,
without for
reducing
the number
of channels
any community;
that
the assignment of Channel 12
City
to Zanesville, instead of to Clarksburg, would result in a more effi-

that the assignment of Channel 11
in Cincinnati
in view
the assignment of Channel
7 in ofDayton,
Ohio,
is not as engineeringly sound as
the assignment of Channel 12 in
Cincinnati. In view of the foregoing, the counterproposal
Southeastern
Ohio Broadcastingof
System, Inc. is denied.
Final Assignments
429. The following assignments
are adopted:

Zanesville,
50
12
Clarksburg, Ohio
W. Va.
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA
cient utilization of channels, and
(a) Proposed InAssignments
that the assignment of the VHF and430.Reservations.
the Third
channel
in inZanesville
would there
pro- Notice the Commission proposed
an area where
City vide service
the
following
assignments
and re
are many VHF receivers.
servation:
Indianapolis

6, 8, *13
20, 26
(b) Census Data. The standard
metropolitan
area
of
Indianapolis
(e) Oppositions and Conflicting has a population of 552,000
and
Counterproposals
to the Southeastern Ohio Broadcasting
System, the city of Indianapolis has a population of 427,000.
Inc. Counterproposal. Oppositions
and conflicting counterproposals
WFBM,of
have been filed by Ohio Valley Inc.,(c)is Existing
forStations.
the operation
Broadcasting Company, Clarks- Station licensed
WFBM-TV on Channel 6.
burg,Inc.,West Cincinnati,
Virginia; Radio
Counterproposal
of WIBC,
nati,
Ohio; CincinL. B. Inc.(d) WIBC,
Inc., requested
the
Wilson, Inc., Cincinnati, Ohio; and additional
assignment of Channel
Ohio State University, Columbus, 4 to Indianapolis
by
substituting
Ohio.
UHF Channel 5110t in Terre Haute,
(f) The Southeastern Ohio Indiana
VHF Channel
10,
16f
55f
Broadcasting
Inc. counter- and by for
53f
making the following
City proposal wouldSystem,
result in inoscillator
radiation interference
areas changes in the assignments pro*20,
posed in the Third
Notice:
9644f
39f 2636
Changes
10 Notice
*57,Chan6336 VHFProposed
UHF*30,
Chan- UHF*30,ChanIndianapolis,
Ind.
20, 26
4f , 6,t 8, 13 51f , *57, 63
Terre Haute, Ind.
4
Bloomington,
Ind.
Logansport,
Ind.
6, 8, *13
Vincennes, Ind.
4453
Lincoln,
Olney, 111.111.
535116
Findlay,
Ohio
(e) Statement in Support of
served
operating
Inc. Counterproposal.
Channelby11a instation
Cincinnati
and ona WIBC,
WIBC, Inc.,
urged thethatgrant
the public
station operating on Channel 7 in interest
requires
of an
additional
assignment
to
olis where this can be Indianapachieved
without reducing the number of
channels assigned to any community. WIBC, Inc., contended
that
would result
Dayton, Ohio. Such interferences initsa counterproposal
gain
of
Grade
B
service
and
wouldice areas
be within
Grade A serv- that the size and economic imporof thesethestations.
tance of the Indianapolis area neces itate the assignment of an addiConclusions
tional VHF channel for that com428. We are of the opinion in
WIBC, Inc.,
arguedhasthat
view of the foregoing that the since Terremunity.Haute
presently
no
"reliable" VHF service and few
recordtion ofdoes
not
support
the
delethe only VHF channel for VHF receivers outstanding, this
Clarksburg, West Virginia. As we community could utilize a UHF
pointed out in the Third Notice, channel instead of a VHF channel
efforts have been made to minimize without rendering any sizable public investment obsolete. WIBC,
oscillator radiation interfernce
without reducing the number of Inc., submitted that its counterproposaland would
encourage
the popVHF assignments in the proposed
ularity
growth
of UHF
and
table. The Southeastern proposal would
would result in no additional VHF Haute. foster competition in Terre
assignment and in addition would
The assignment
Channelin
create oscillator 12fradiation interfer- 4 (f)
in Indianapolis
wouldof result
ence from the operation of Channel a 168
mile
co-channel
assignment
11 in Cincinnati and Channel 7 in separation between Indianapolis
and Columbus, Ohio. The minimum
Dayton. Accordingly, we believe co-channel
separation
for this zoneassignment
is 170 miles.
The
Notice
Proposed Changes
WIBC,
Inc.,
counterproposal
would
also assign UHF Channel 51 to
*48,65t2154
*15,
22,
95educational
WIBC, Inc., also requested
that the
5,3,9,t12tllf
in Indianapolis
be moved to reservation
a UHF channel.
BROADCASTING
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Terre Haute at a distance of only
49 miles from Bloomington where
UHF Channel 36 is assigned by
the Commission. Channels 36 and
51 must be 75 miles apart in order
to satisfy the mileage separation
required
to prevent picture image
interference.
(g) Conflicting Counterproposals
and Oppositions to the WIBC, Inc.
Counterproposal. The WIBC, Inc.,
is mutually exclucounterproposal
sive with the following other count
e
r
p
r
o
p
osals: Joint counterproposal of Cleveland
Broadcasting
BroadcastUnitedBroadcasting
Inc.,WGAR
Company,
ing Company, WWJ, Inc.; Ohio
Company, and Columbia BroadState University;
Indicasting System, Inc.; RadioBroadanapolis, Inc.; Logansport
Owensand
casting Corporation
boro On The Air, Inc.; Radio KenIllinois Unitucky,versity;
Inc.; Southern
Champaign News Gazette;
and Evansville
Chamber
of Com-to
merce. In addition, oppositions
the WIBC, Inc., counterproposal
were filed by the following parties:
Crosley Broadcasting Corporation,
Columbus, Ohio; Wabash Valley
Broadcasting Company; Columbia
Broadcasting System, Inc., and
Logansport
Broadcasting CorporaInc. tion and Owensboro On The Air,
1H.(h)Block
Counterproposal
of WilliamH.
Company. William
Block Company requested the additional assignment of VHF Channel 10 to Indianapolis by substituting UHF Channel 41 in Terre
Haute for Channel 10, as follows:
Third

L. B. canWilson,
Inc.; Corporation.
and Mid- Ameri-In
Broadcasting
addition, oppositions
counterproposal of Williamto the
H. Block
Company were filed by the following parties: Dispatch Printing
Company; Columbia Broadcasting
System, Inc., Chicago, Illinois;
Mid-American Broadcasting Corporation;
Broadcasting
CompanyWabashandValley
Logansport
Broadcasting Corporation and
Owensboro On The Air, Inc.
(k) Counterproposal of Radio
Indianapolis, Inc. Radio Indianapolis, Inc., requested the additional assignment of UHF Channel
38,
or
channel in theby making
782-890
Mc. band toa Indianapolis
the following changes in the assignments proposed in the Third
Third
Notice:96

VHF Channel 13 in Indianapolis
for non - commercial educational
purposes andofindicating
the
reservation
a UHF that
channel
would satisfy their requirements.
No sworn statements were filed by
educators in Indianapolis supporting the reservation of Channel 13.
The JCET submitted a sworn statement supporting the reservation of
UHF Channel 20 for non-commercial educational use in Indianapolis
based on the stated preference of
the educational institutions in the
Indianapolis area for a UHF resnel 13. ervation rather than VHF ChanConclusions : Indianapolis
Educational Reservation
431. Both commercial and educational interests in Indianapolis
45+
Proposed
Changes
29+
Notice
*20, 31+
26, 38+

Indianapolis, Ind.
Connersville,
Ind.
Kokomo,
Marion,
Ind.Ind.
(1) Statement in Support of
Radio Indianapolis, Inc. Countercontended proposal.
that RadiotheIndianapolis,
assignment Inc.of
UHF Channel 38 in Indianapolis
could ancebewith accomplished
complithe minimum inseparation
requirements with the exception
that Channel 45 at Connersville,
Indiana, would be only 53 miles
from Indianapolis. Channels 38 and
Notice
Proposed Changes

(or flex.
chan.)07
have requested that the educational
reservation be shifted from VHF
Channel 13 to a UHF channel, and
the J CET has urged the reservation
of UHF Channel 20 in Indianapolis
for non - commercial educational
purposes.
indicates,in
therefore, The
that evidence
the educators
Indianapolis do not intend to utilize VHF Channel 13 for non-commercial educational purposes and
that the reservation of a UHF
channel
City would satisfy the needs of
the educators in this community.

t *13
6, 8, 10f,
(i) Statement in Support of Wil- 45, being 7 channels apart, must be
liam H. Block Company Counter- separated by at least 60 miles to
H. Block Com- prevent interference due to oscilproposal. William
pany
the assignment
lator radiation.
Channel urged
10 that
in Indianapolis
wouldof
(m) Oppositions and Conflicting
iprovide a new television service to
a greater number of persons as Counterproposals
the Radio Indianapolis, Inc.toCounterproposal.
compared with the utilization of
Channel 10 in Terre Haute. While Conflicting counterprosals and oppositions tothe counterproposal of
ithe assignment of Channel 10 to
■Indianapolis would result in a 168 Radionel 38Indianapolis,
Inc., byfor WIBC,
Chanhave been filed
Imile separation between that city
land Station WBNS-TV presently Inc., Indianapolis,
Indiana
and
CoBroadcasting System, Inc.,
operating on Channel 10 in Colum- Chicago,lumbia
Illinois. In addition, the
!bus,
Ohio,
William
H.
Block
Comipany contended that a transmitter Radio Indianapolis, Inc. counter:site could be selected in Indianapproposal conflicts
the counL. with
B. Wilson,
Inc.
olis to provide 170 mile co-channel for Cincinnati,terproposal ofOhio.
spacing.
It
was
also
urged
that
even with a 168 mile separation,
(n)
The
Indianapolis
Educational
interference would not be substan- Reservation. Indianapolis Broadtial. The William H. Block Comcasting, Inc.; Universal Broadcastcounterproposal
would Haute,
assign
ing Indianapolis,
Company; WIBC,
Inc.;of and
RaUHF pany
Channel
41 to Terre
dio
Inc., all
Indian70 miles from Indianapolis where
apolis, filed counterproposals reUHF Channel 26 is assigned by
ing that the educational
reserthe Commission. Channels that are
vationquienstIndianapolis
Channel 13 beand removed
shifted
thus spaced 15 apart are required from VHF
,to have a separation of 75 miles in to a UHF channel. In support of
order to prevent
picture
imageCom-in- its counterproposal, Indianapolis
terference. William
H. Block
Broadcasting, Inc. submitted letpany
contended
that
a
separation
from Indiana
University,
Butof 75 miles between transmitters
lertersUniversity,
DePauw
University,
could be achieved and that no ob- Wabash College, Jordan College of
jectionable interference would re- Music, Franklin College, Purdue
sult.
University, Indianapolis Public
(j) Conflicting Counterproposals Schools, and the Superintendent of
and Oppositions to the William H. Schools of the Archdiocese of InBlock Company Counterproposal.
that these
institutdianapolis,
ions did notstatingintend
to utilize
The counterproposal of William H.
Block Company is mutually exclu- 08 Radio Indianapolis, Inc. also requested
sive with the following other coun- that the educational reservation in
;erproposals : Logansport Broad- Indianapolis
be shifted to a UHF channel.
Corporation
Doro On casting
the Air,
Inc.;andOhioOwensState 87 No changes would be required to asUniversity; Columbia Broadcastsign a channel in the 782-890 Mc. band
ing System, Inc., Chicago, Illinois; to Indianapolis.
BROADCASTING
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an additionaldianapolis atVHF
channel ofto the
Inthe expense
only VHF channel in Terre Haute,
a community
of 64,000,
is warranted. Moreover,
the assignment
of Channel 4 or Channel 10 in Indianapolis wouldseparations
result in co-channel assignment
between
Indianapolis
Columbus
below
170 miles, the and
minimum
assignment
separation for this zone; and the
assignment
Channel
51 to
Terre Haute ofas UHF
proposed
by WIBC,
Inc., and of UHF Channel 41 to
Terre liam Haute
proposedwould
by WilH. Block asCompany,
also
result
in
separation
below
the
minimum. In light of the foregoing,
the
counterproposals
of
WIBC,
Inc.
and William H. Block Company for
the assignment of an additional
VHF channel in Indianapolis are
denied.
Conclusions: Additional UHF
Assignment
Indianapolis
433.
We believein that
the record
supports
the
addition
a UHF
channel in Indianapolis.ofHowever,
the counterproposal
of
Radio
Indianapolis, Inc. to assign Channel
38 to that community cannot be
granted since it would result in assignment separations
the
minimum. However,
the below
alternative
request of Radio Indianapolis, Inc.
seeking for
a channel
in the 782-890
band
Indianapolis
can Mcbe
granted
since
Channel
67
can be
utilized in that city. Accordingly,
the counterproposal of Radio Indianapolis, Inc. in so far as it requests the assignment of a channel
in the 782-890 MC band in Indianapolis, is granted. and Reservation
Final Assignments
434. The following assignments
and reservation are adopted:

Indianapolis
LOGANSPORT, INDIANA AND
On this basis the JCET supported
OWENSBORO, KENTUCKY
the reservation of UHF Channel 20
(a) Proposed Assignments.
in Indianapolis. In light of the In 435.
the Third Notice the Commisabove, we believe the record resion proposed the following asquires the shifting of the educa- tucky: assignments for Loganstional reservation from VHF Chan- lowing
port, Indiana and Owensboro, KenLogansport,
Owensboro, Ind.
Ky.
(b)tionCensus
Data. isThe21,000
populaof Logansport
and
the population of Owensboro is
34,000.
(c)portCounterproposal
of LogansBroadcasting Corporation
and
Owensboro On The Air, Inc. A joint
counterproposal was filed by Logansport Broadcasting Corporation,
Logansport,
Owensboro On The Indiana,
Air, Inc., and
Owensboro,
Kentucky, requesting the additional
assignment of Channel 10 to both
Logansport and Owensboro to be
accomplished by shifting Terre
Haute, Indiana, from VHF Channel
10 to a UHF channel as follows:
Proposed Changes
Third Notice
Owensboro, Ky.
14
10+ 1451
Logansport,
*57,51
63 10+
+ 34+, *57, 63
Terre Haute, Ind.
Ind.
(d) Statement in Support of
Counterproposal of Logansport
Channelliam H.10,
as requested
Block
Company, bycanWil-be
Corporation and
accomplished only by substituting Broadcasting
On The Air, Inc. Loa UHF channel for the only VHF Owensborogansport
assignment in Terre Haute. We do and Owensboro Broadcasting
On TheCorporation
Air, Inc..
not believe that the assignment of
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nel 13 to UHF Channel 20. Accordingly, the dianapolis
counterproposals
InBroadcasting, Company;
Inc.;ofUniversal Broadcasting
WIBC,lis, Inc.,Inc.;
in soandfarRadio
as theyIndianaporequest
the shifting
of the educational
reservation in Indianapolis
to a UHF
channel,
are
granted.
UHF
Channel 20 will be reserved in Indiantioapolis
nal use.for non-commercial educaConclusions: Additional UHF
Assignment in Indianapolis
432. The additional assignment
incityIndianapolis of Channel 4, as
requested by WIBC, Inc., or of

contended that the assignment of
Channel 10 to both Logansport and
Owensboro would provide service
to a greater area and number of
persons assignmecompared
asnt of Channel with
10 intheTerre
Haute.
Logansport
BroadcastingCorporation and Owensboro On
The Air, Inc., suggested UHF
ChannelChannel
34 as 10a inreplacement
for
VHF
Terre Haute.
It was recognized, however, that
Channel
Terre theHaute,
beingonly
152 34milesatat from
co-channel
assignment
Carbondale,
Illinois,
would not meet the minimum separation for co-channel UHF assignmentgested
s in thisthat UHF
area. ItChannel
was also51,sug-as
proposed by WIBC, Inc., or UHF
Channel 41 as proposed by William
H. Block Company, in connection
with their counterproposal for Indianapolis, be assigned in Terre
Haute to replace VHF Channel
10.os
(e) Conflicting Counterproposals
and Oppositions to the Logansport
Broadcasting Corporation and
9S Wabash
Corporation filed aValley
MotionBroadcasting
to Strike paragraph
22 of the "Written Presentation in Lieu
of(Logansport
Hearing" filed
by
WSAL
and
WVJS
Broadcasting
and
Owensboro
On forthetheAir,Corporation
Inc.)thaton
September
10,
1951
reason
the
joint counterproposal
WSAL and
WVJS
May 7, 195110 ofproposed
the
deletionfiled
ofon Channel
from Terre
Haute,
Indiana,
and
the
substitution
of
Channel
therefor; that
in paragraph
22theyof admitted
the 34September
10,
1951
statement
assigning Channelthe34 impracticability
to Terre Haute andof
abandoned propothat
portion
counter-of
s
a
l
;
t
h
a
t
in
the
sameof their
document
Septemberfor10,the1951,
WSAL
andChannel
WVJS
proposed
first
time
that
41 or 51, or a flexibility channel, or one
the "unused
channels
the area"
beof assigned
to Terre
Haute.in WSAL
and
WVJS
filed Motion
an opposition
to theadmitting
abovementioned
to
Strike
that
materialpresentations
objected tomade
did notby
appearsuch
them
butin prior
said that such material
has
been
properly
submitted
as
evidence
other
parties
to this
proceeding
(byby-L.
William
H.
Block
Co.;
WIBC,
Inc.;
B.properly
Wilson, recited
Inc.) andand therefore
may
relied upon
bybe
WSAL
and WVJS.
The
Motion
to Strike
isconsidered
GRANTED
but
the
Commission
has
all bytheother
evidence
whichto this
has
been
offeredwith
parties
proceeding
respectHaute.
to the possible
assienment
to
Terre
WSAL and WVJS filed with the Commis ion a "Motion
to Strike toandMotion
For
Other Relief
and Opposition
to
Strike"
and
a
"Reply
to
Brief
of Wabash Valley Broadcasting Corporion." The Motionportions
to Strikeof isthedirected
againstmonyaticertain
nValley
the Broadcasting
sworn statements
of testiWabash
Corporation
filed berwith
the
Commission
on
Septem8.
1951
and
October
8,
1951.
The
Opposition
to toStrike
directed againsttoValley
theMotion
Motion
StrikeisCorfiled
by Wabash
Broadcasting
pvembeorra2t6i,on1951
on October
22,
1951.
On
NoWabash
ValleytheBroadcasting Corporation
filed with
Comm
i
s
i
o
n
"
A
Motion
to
Strike
Physically
Documents
Filed
Late
by
Logansport
Broadcasting Corporation and Owensboro On The Corporation
Air." Wabash Valleyto
Broadcasting
strike
for the reason that moves
the Commission's Orderallofpleadings
Hearing and
Procedure
provides
that
briefs
affecting
Groups
N
through
R thatshould
beabove-named
filed by October
22,
1951
and
the
their documents one weektoparties
late. filed
The Motion
Strike
is GRANTED in
so far ofas Wabash
it pertainsValley
to theBroadcasting
"Reply to
Brief
Corporation"
and of"Motion
to Strike"of
certain
portions
the
testimony
Wabashtion, Valley
Broadcasting
Corporafiled
on October
29, 1951,
since
thesebothlater
documents
havedeadline
been
filed
one
week
than
the
for
their
group.
The
Motion
to
Strike
DENIED in so far as it pertains to theis
Opposition andto Motion
Strike"
filed29,
by
WVJSto toonStrike
October
1951 WSAL
for
theOctober
Motion
wasdeadnot
filed
until
22,
1951,
the
line must
date for betheallowed
group, the
and opportunity
WSAL and
WVJS
to file an opposition to the motion to
strike.
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Owensboro On The Air, Inc. Counterproposal. The LogansportOwensboro counterproposal conflicts with the following other counterproposals: William H. Block
Company, Indianapolis, Indiana;
WIBC, Inc., Indianapolis, Indiana;
L. B. Wilson, Inc., Cincinnati, Ohio;
Twin Valley Broadcasters, Inc.,
Coldwater, Michigan; Quad-City
Broadcasting
Moline, East
Illinois; Michigan Corp.,
State College,
Lansing, Michigan; WJR, The
Goodwill Station, Inc., Detroit,
Michigan;
University Illinois.
of South-In
ern Illinois,andCarbondale,
addition, oppositions to the Logansport-Owensboro
counterproposal
were filed
by the following
parties:
Wabash pany,
Valley
Broadcasting
ComTerre Haute, Indiana;
WIBC, Inc., Indianapolis, Indiana;
William H. Block Company, Indianapolis, Indiana; and WJR, The
Goodwill Station, Inc., Detroit,
Michigan.
Conclusions
436. Thegansport
counterproposal
of LoBroadcasting Corporation
and Owensboro On The Air, Inc.,
would assign Channel 10 in both
Logansport
and VHF
Owensboro
deleting the only
channel byfrom
Terre Haute, a community of 64,000
in a metropolitan area of 105,000.
However, the combined population
of both Logansport and Owensboro
is less than the population of Terre
Haute. In view of the size and importance ofTerre
Haute,10 we
do notbe
believe that
Channel
should
deleted from Terre Haute to provide a VHF channel for Logansport and Owensboro. In light of
the foregoing, the counterproposal
of Logansport
Broadcasting
poration and Owensboro
On CorThe
Air, Inc., is denied.
Final Assignments
The following assignments
are437.adopted:
City
UHF Channel
Logansport,
Ind.
5114 No.
Owensboro, Ky.
FORT WAYNE, INDIANA
438.
(a) ProposedInAssignments
and Reservations.
the Third
Notice the Commission proposed
the assignment of three UHF channels to Fort Wayne, Indiana:
Channels 21, 27 and 33, with Channel
27
reserved
educational
use. for non-commercial
(b) Census Data. The Fort
Wayne standard metropolitan area
has a population of 184,000 and
the City ulatofion of 134,000.
Fort Wayne has a pop(c)
Counterproposal
of Indiana
Technical College. Indiana
Technical College of Fort Wayne filed a
counterproposal requesting the additional assignment of VHF Channel 5 toto Fort
with power
limited
14 kw,Wayne,
to be reserved
for
non-commercial
educational
lieu of UHF Channel 27. use in
(d) Statement in support of Indiana Technical College CounterIndiana assignment
Technical College
stated thatproposal.the
of a
VHF channel in Fort Wayne would
make possible the immediate initiation of a non-commercial educational television service. Indiana
Technical College stated that it
had received as donations much of
the
equipmentof necessary
the
construction
a VHF for
station.
None of this equipment would be
adaptable for use in the UHF band.
Accordingly, the Indiana Technical
College stated that if a VHF channel is not assigned to Fort Wayne
Final TV Report

for non-commercial educational
use, "it seems
at the
present
time very
that doubtful
the necessary
funds and community interest to
supporttionala UHFnon-commercial
educaoutlet in Fort Wayne
could be found for several, perhaps
many,
come." that
The theMayor
of Fort years
Wayneto stated
city
has appropriations set aside for
such purposes and that as much
financial assistance as possible
would be given, along with full
assistance in connection with program ing. The Paterson-Fletcher
Company, Rea Magnet Wire Company
and
other
organizations pledged theirbusiness
full cooperation
in helping to finance the construction andmercial
operation
of a non-comeducational station
in Fort
Wayne.tions in Fort
The following
organizaWayne stated
their
intention of assisting in the prog
r
a
m
i
n
g
o
f
the
proposed
educational station: Fort Wayne- Allen
County Chapter of the Red Cross,
Superintendent
Schools, College,
Concordia College, St.of Francis
Fort Wayne Bible College, Public
Library, Fort Wayne Art School
and Museum, Fort Wayne Civic
Theatre, Fort Wayne Musical Society, Chamber of Commerce. The
film library of WOI-TV in Ames,
Iowa, has been placed at the disposal of Indiana Technical College
for use on the proposed educational
station. Galbreath Pictures Production, Inc., has made available
to the College its film library for
use on the proposed station and has
offered to lend assistance in any
television production problems. The
Capehart - Farnsworth Corporation
has givenzationthe
support of itspersonnel
organiand engineering
to the television activities of the
College. The Indiana Technical College stated that the Fort Wayne
community enthusiastically supportedcational
the establishment
edutelevision stationof inan Fort
Wayne.
(e) Channel 5 in Fort Wayne
would be 143 miles from existing
television Station WNBQ in Chicago and 139 miles from existing
Station WLWT in Cincinnati, both
operating on Channel 5. However,
Indiana Technical College stated
that no limitation on the operation
of Stations WNBQ and WLWT
would be necessary if a maximum
of 14 kw power at an antenna
heightfied inofthe500usefeetofwould
be speciChannel
5 at
Fort Wayne. By limiting power to
14 kw at Fort Wayne, Indiana
Technical College asserted that interference tothe Grade A service
areas of WNBQ and WLWT would
be
avoided
interference entirely
would be and
causedthatto less
the
Grade B service areas of these stations than would result from the
assignment of a station employing
100 miles.
kw powerIn was
at a also
separation
180
contendedof
that all of the Grade B area loss
due to the operation of a station in
Fort Wayne
Channelservice
5 as from
proposed would onreceive
other stations. Indiana Technical
College stated that a station operating on Channel 5 in Fort Wayne
as proposed ferwould
interence-fre Grade A have
servicean radius
of 17.3 miles and a Grade B interference-free service radius varying
City
from amum minimum
of 34 miles. of 25.1 to a maxi-

(f) Indiana Technical Collegi
argued that precedent exists fo:
affording
assistance to televisioi
non-com
mercial educational
broadcasting, including the opera
tion with low power. In additioi
to the reservation policy adoptee
by theCollege
Commission,
cal
pointed Indiana
to the Techni
conces
sions made to non-commercial Ffr
stations including permission t(
operate
10 watt:
and
less.withIn powers
connectionof with
A1V
broadcasting, the College submitte<
that the Commission granted mam
exceptions to its general rules, in I
eluding
for educationa
licensees permission
to discontinue
broadcast;
during the summer months. Ac,
cordingly,
Indiana
Col, i:
lege
requested
the Technical
assignment
Channel
5 in Fort
Wayne to bo
utilized with low power.
(g) Opposition
to the Indian
Technical
College Counterproposal
Crosley Broadcasting Corporation
licensee of Station WLWT, Cin
cinnati, Ohio, and National Broad
casting Company, Inc., licensee o
Station WNBQ, Chicago, Illinoi
filed oppositions to the Indian.
Technical College counterproposal
As noted above, Channel 5 in For
Wayne would be 143 miles fron
Station WNBQ in Chicago and 13
miles from Station WLWT, in Cin;
cinnati. The oppositions of Crosle?
and NBC are based on the interfer
ence which allegedly would be
caused by the operation of a sta
tion in Fort Conclusions
Wayne on Channel 5
439. The assignment of Channe
5 in Fort Wayne would not mee
the minimum co-channel assign
ment
Zone I. recog
Whil
Indianaseparations
TechnicalforCollege
nizes this deviation, it requestei
that operation be permitted wit]
power limited to 14 kw. We have
in
anotherlowportion
this Repdiscussed
power ofoperation
we have there concluded that th ri
public interest would not be servec o
by suchis operation
an assign
ment
made in where
violation
of th n
minimum separation requirements
We find no reason to deviate fron
our rules with respect to the opera
tion of low power stations. Th<
Commission recognizes that it ha
made special rules with respect t<
power
and time
educational
stationsof inoperation
other servfo!
ices.
The
engineering
tions that are involved in considera!
the estab
lishment of low power stations ii
television make it impossible, how
ever, to permit low power oper
ation in the non-commercial eduoa
tional television service. In ligh
of the foregoing, the counterpro
posaldenied.
of Indiana
Technical however!
Collegi
is
We believe,
that the record supports the res
ervation of UHF Channel 27 ii
Fort Wayne as proposed in thi
Third Notice and the reservation
finalized.
of Channel 27 in Fort Wayne, i;:
Final Assignments
The following assignment
are440.
adopted:
UHF ChanCity
Fort Wayne,
Indiana 21,nel*27,No.33
BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA
(a) Proposed
and441.
Reservation.
In theAssignment
Third No
tice the Commission proposed th
following
assignments
and
reserva
tion to Bloomington, Indiana:
*30, 36

Bloomington, Ind.
BROADCASTING
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! (b) Existing Stations. Sarkes reservation of UHF Channel 56 in
Tarzian, Inc. has a construction Evansville for non-commercial edpermit for Station WTTV in
ucational use. Incorporated in this
Bloomington on Channel 10, is oper- statement were letters of support
of
the
reservation
by the Evansating- underthorspecial
temporary
auization and has been directed
ville Chamber of Commerce, Evansto show cause why its authorization
villevillePublic
Schools,
and the
EvansPublic Museum.
Evansville
should not be modified to specify
operation
on
Channel
4
in
lieu
of
College
stated
that
there
is
interest
Channel 10.
among the educational institutions
working coopera(c) Answer of Sarkes Tarzian, in the area
for the inconstruction
and use
Inc., to Show Cause Order. Sarkes of an tivelyeducational
television staTarzian, Inc., stated that it had no
tion.
The
President
of
the
College,
objection
to theStation
Commission's
pro- stated that there is "every expectaposal to move
WTTV from
tion that some time in the foreChannel 10 to Channel 4.
seeable future as adjustments are
(d) Educational Reservation in
equipment becomes available
Bloomington. Indiana University made,
in the UHF field, and the probable
supported the reservation of Chan- cost
of equipment and production
nel 30 in Bloomington, stating that are reduced
this community will
it hopes to make use of the res- wish
to make television as part of
ervation in cooperation with other
educational institutions in the area. the total educational facility which
No oppositions
to the reservation it (g)
uses."The South Central Broadwere
filed.
casting Corporation, Evansville,
Conclusions: Show Cause Order Indiana, supported
the reservation
442. An authorization will be is- of Channel 56 for non-commercial
sued to Sarkes Tarzian, Inc., to educational use provided the time
specify operation of Station WTTV of reservation is not unduly proon Channel 4 in lieu of Channel 10.
longed, and suggested that a time
Conclusions : Educational
limitation of one year be placed
Reservation
on the reservation.
443. In view of the foregoing,
Conclusions: Additional
the reservation of Channel 30 in
Assignments
Bloomington
for
non-commercial
446. We believe that the record
educational use is finalized.
not support the assignment
Final Assignments and Reservation does
of additional channels to Evans444. The following assignments
ville. The assignment of Channel
and reservation are adopted:
City
Bloomington, Ind.
EVANSVILLE, INDIANA
proposed
by the would
Evansville
445. (a) Proposed Assignments 29
Chamber
of Commerce
not
and Reservation. In the Third No- meet the required 75-mile spacing
tice the Commission proposed the necessary to prevent picture image
In light of theofforeassignment of 4 channels to Evans- intex-ference.
going, the Chamber
counterproposal
the
ville, Indiana: VHF Channel 7 and
of Commerce
UHF Channels 50, 56 and 62, with Evansville
requesting
the
additional
assignChannel 56 reserved for non-comment of Channel 29 is denied.
mercial educational purposes.
Conclusions:
Educational'
Reservation
\ (b) Census Data. The standard
metropolitan area of Evansville
447. We believe, on the basis of
has a population of 160,000 and the the record, that the reservation of
edCity of Evansville has a popula- Channel 56ucationfor
al use innon-commercial
Evansville should
tion of 129,000.
be finalized. We do not believe
(c) Statement in Support of Pro- that
a time limitation on the resposed Assignments. South Central eiwation
of one year as suggested
Broadcasting Corporation, Evans- by the South Central Broadcasting
ville, Indiana, and the Evansville Corporation is warranted. We see
Chamber of Commerce filed state- no reason for deviating in this instance from the rules adopted
ments supporting the proposed as- herein with
signments for Evansville.
ments
of therespect
Table.to Inthetheamendlight
(d) ville
Counterproposal
of Evans-In of the foregoing,
the reservation
Chamber of Commerce.
of
Channel
56
for
non-commercial
addition to supporting the proposed use in Evansville is finalized.
assignments for Evansville, the
TERRE HAUTE,RESERVATION
INDIANA:
Evansville Chamber of Commerce EDUCATIONAL
448. (a) Proposed Reservation.
requested'
that
the
Commission
"keep otherEvansville
mind forshould
an- In the Third Notice the CommisVHF or UHF in channel
sion proposed the reservation of
circumstances make such further Channel
educational57use.for non-commercial
allocationgested thatpossible."
It
was
sugChannel 29 should be
(b) legeIndiana
State Teacher's
Colfiled a statement
supporting
assigned to that community.
the reservation of Channel 57 in
(e) The assignment of Channel Terre
Haute
for
non-commercial
29 to Evansville would not meet educational use. It was stated that
the required 75 mile spacing neces- local educational institutions insary to prevent picture image including Indiana State Teachers
terference in light of the assign- College, Rose Polytechnic Institute,
St. Mary-of-the-Woods College,
ment of Channel 14 in Ownesboro, and
the public schools of Terre
Kentucky, and Channel 44 in Vin- and
cennes, Indiana, both within 75 Haute, were studying the legal and
technical
aspects
of the establishmiles of Evansville.
educational
television
(f) Educational Reservation. station.ment ofNoan oppositions
were filed
Evansville College supported the to the proposed reservation.
ROADCASTING
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Conclusions
Conclusions
455. In view of the foregoing the
449. In view of the foregoing
the reservation of Channel 57 for counterproposal of Ball State
non-commercial educational use in Teachers College insofar as it reTerre Haute is finalized.
quested the assignment
of a channel in Muncie
to be reserved
for
SOUTH BEND, INDIANA:
EDUCATIONAL RESERVATION non-commercial educational use is
granted.
Accordingly,
Channel
71
450. (a) Proposed Reservation.
to Muncie and is reIn the Third Notice the Commis- is assigned
served
for
non-conrmercial
educational use.
sion proposed the reservation of
Channel 40 incommercial
South
Benduse.for non- Final Assignments and Reservation
educational
The following assignments
(b) The University of Notre and456.reservation
adopted:
Dame
supported
thenon-commercial
reservation 'of City are UHF
Channel No.
Channel
40
for
49,55,*71
educational use. The President of Muncie
LAFAYETTE, INDIANA:
the University stated that it was EDUCATIONAL
RESERVATION
studying the financial, program(a) Proposed Reservation.
ming, legal and engineering re- In457.
the Third Notice the Commisquirements necessary to establishthe reservation
ing an educational television sta- Channelsion proposed
47 to Lafayette,
Indiana,of
tion.
oppositions
the pro- for non-commercial
educational
posedNo reservation
were tofiled.
use.
Conclusions
(b) Purdue University, Lafayet451. In view of the foregoing
te,tionIndiana,
supported
the reservathe reservation of Channel 40 for
of Channel
47 in Lafayette
for
non-commercial educational use in non-commercial
educational use.
South Bend is finalized.
No
oppositions
to
the
proposed
MICHIGAN CITY, INDIANA
reservation inConclusions
Lafayette were filed.
452. (a) Proposed Assignments.
In view of the foregoing,
In the Third Notice the Commis- the458.reservation
of Channel 47 in
sion proposedUHF
the assignment
one channel,
Channel 62 ofto Lafayette, Indiana, for non-com
mercial educational use is finalized.
Michigan City, Indiana.
(b) Census Data. Michigan City
GARY, INDIANA
has a population of 28,000.
(a) Proposed Assignment.
(c) Statement in Support of In 459.
the
Third
Notice, the CommisProposed Assignment. William C.
sion proposed for
the Gary,
assignment
channel
Indiana,of
Higgins filed a statement support- one
UHF
Channel
50.
ing
the
proposed
assignment
of
UHF Channel 62 for Michigan
(b) Census Data. The population
City. It was
as- of Gary is 134,000. Gary lies withsignment urged
would be inthatthethispublic
in the Chicago metropolitan area.
interest, convenience and necessity,
(c) Counterproposal
the
of School Trusteesofof the
and that such assignment is re- Board
City of Gary. The Board
d by theassignment
priorities. ofNo Channel
opposi- ofSchool
tionsqutiorethe
School Trustees of the School
62 in Michigan
City were filed.
City of Gary
requested
in the alterConclusions
(1) that
pro453. In view of the foregoing,
posednativefor Gary
in Channel
the Third 50Notice
the assignment of Channel 62 in be reserved
for
non-commercial
Michigan City is adopted.
educational use; or (2) that ChanMUNCIE, INDIANA
nel 44 be deleted from Chicago, assigned to Gary, educational
and reserved
454. (a) Proposed Assignments. non-commercial
use; foror
In the Third Notice the Commission
proposed
the
assignment
of
2
(3)
that
a
channel
in
the
782-890
Mc. band be assigned to Gary and
channels
Channels to49 Muncie,
and 55. Indiana; UHF reserved catiofor
nal use. non-commercial edu(b)
Census
Data.
The
Muncie
standard metropolitan area has a
(d) Statement in Support of
Trustees Counterpopulation of 90,000 and the City Board of SchoolThe Board
of School
of Muncie has a population of Trustees proposal.
urged, that adequate
58,000.
coverage for the Gary area from
(c)
Counterproposal
of
Ball
State Teachers College. Ball State an educational television station in
Teachers College, Muncie, Indiana, Chicago would not be achieved, and
the Audio-Visual Educational
requested that Channel 55 be des- that
ignated as an educational reserva- Department of the Gary Public
tion or that a channel in the 782- Schools was in a position to aid
890 mc. band be assigned to Muncie educational intendtelevision.
The Superent of Schools stated
that
toeducational
be reserveduse.
for No
non-commercial
oppositions the Board was "aware of the cost
were filed tl the counterproposal. of establishing a television broadcasting station and of the cost of
(d) Statement in Support of Ball
State Teachers College Counter- and
the operation
such the
a station"
representedof that
Board
p
r
o
p
o
s
a
l
.
B
a
l
State
Teachers
College stated that it is the only state would do its best "to finance this
institution of higher learning in area
an adequate the
manner."
Indiana which would not have a
(e) inOpposition
Board of
Trustees toCounterproposal.
television assignment reserved in School
its area catifor
non-commercial
eduJohnson-Kennedy
Radio
onal use. The Director of Radio
tion filed an opposition Corporato the
of theandCollege
notedcourses
that both
Trustees counterradio
television
are Board of School
only insofar
as it re-44
questeproposal
d the deletion
of Channel
now
in the courses
school from Chicago.
and being
that conducted
the television
(f) Counterproposal
of the Lake
would be cational
expanded
when
edu- Broadcasting
Company.
Lake
televisionSupport
stationanforcommenced operation.
the Broadcasting Company, Gary, Indicounterproposal of Ball State
ana, filedquestinga; that VHF
counterproposal
11 re-be
Teacherspres edCollege
was ofalso
ex- deleted from Chicago,Channel
where it is
b
y
the
Mayor
Muncie,
the Principal of Burris School in reserved for non-commercial educational use, and be assigned to
Muncie, and the School City of
Muncie.
Gary, with the ' reservation in
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Chicago shifted to UHF Channel
proposed
the assignment
5 channels to Denver,
the 26thof ranking
20, as follows:
metropolitan area, and 5 channels
Third Notice
COLDWATER, MICHIGAN
Counterproposal
to Indianapolis,
28th metro468. (a) Proposed Assignments,
politan area. It wasthe further
urged
City
*20,26,32,
that the assignment of Channel 41 In the Third Notice the Commis2,5,7,9,
20,26,32,
50f
Chicago, Illinois
litf
sion proposed
no assignments for
in Louisville would not require the Coldwater,
38,44
50
Michigan.
38,44
deletion of channels from any other
Gary, Indiana
(b)
Census
Data.
community and would meet the re- a population of 9,000.Coldwater has
(g) Statement in Support of servation for Gary are adopted:
assignment
UHF
Channel
No.
Lake Broadcasting Company Coun- City
dioquired
Kentucky,
Inc.separations.
contended, Ra-in
(c) Counterproposal of Twin
Indiana 50,*66
terproposal. The Lake Broadcasting Gary,LOUISVILLE,
support
of
its
request,
that UHFto Valley Broadcasters,
KENTUCKY
Channel
51
can
be
assigned
terproposal has been Inc.
filed byA counTwin
Companytitled to anurged
that
Gary
was
enadditional assignment
Louisville without affecting any
(a) ProposedIn Assignments
Broadcasters,
Inc., Coldin accordance with priorities 3 and and463.Reservation.
the Third other assignments and would meet Valley
water,
Michigan,
requesting
the
Notice the Commission proposed
4Section
and in307(b)
lio-ht ofrequiring
the mandate
assignment of VHF Channel 10 to
assignment
separaan equalof the assignment of four channels to the minimum
tions.
No
oppositions
were
filed
to
Coldwater,
or
that
a
UHF
chandistribution of frequencies between Louisville, Kentucky: VHF Chan- the counterproposals of Midnel be assigned
states and cities. It was further
nels 3 and 11 and UHF Channels America Broadcasting Corporation in the
event thatto athatVHFcommunity
channel
contended that educational tele- 15 and 21, with Channel 15 reserved or Radio Kentucky, Inc.
is
not
assigned.
No other changes
vision in Chicago would not be for non-commercial educational use.
in
channel
assignments
were
sug(g)
Educational
Reservation
in
adversely affected by shifting the
gested to accomplish this counter
(b) Census Data. The Louisville Louisville. The Louisville Free
reservation
for
non-commercial
standard
metropolitan
area
has
a
Public
Library,
the
Board
of
Edueducational use to a UHF channel. population of 577,000. The City of
cation of Louisville, the Lutheran proposal.
(d) Statement in Support of
(h) Opposition to the Lake
Theological Seminary, and
Valley Broadcasters, Inc.
has a population of Baptist
Nazareth College supported the Twin
Broadcasting Company Counter- Louisville
Counterproposal. Twin Valley
369,000.
proposal. The Johnson-Kennedy
reservation ofcommercial
Channel
15
for
nonBroadcasters,
Inc., submitted that
(c)
Existing
Stations.
WAVE,
educational use in under the assignments
Radio nois,Corporation,
Chicago,to Illiproposed in
is licensed for the operation of Louisville. Radio Kentucky,
filed an opposition
the Inc.,
Inc. the Third Notice, Coldwater
would
Station
WAVE-TV
on
Channel
5,
counterproposal
of
the
Lake
Broadreceive
only
fringe
area
reception.
and
WHAS,
Inc.,
is
licensed
for
the
opposed
the
reservation
of
Chancasting Company contending that
nel 15 in Louisville
contending
thatbe It was pointed out that Coldwater
of
Station
WHAS-TV
on
educational
institutions
would
the shifting of Channel 11 from operation
Channel 9. The above licensees
AM andthatFMa
Chicago
to the
Gary number
would substantialhave been directed to show cause adequately served by commercial presently
station, andsupports
it wasan urged
ly
reduce
of
persons
stations;
that
educational
institutelevision
channel,
either
or
in
this
proceeding
why
the
licenses
that would receive service from of WAVE-TV and WHAS-TV
tions would secure a maximum UHF, should be assigned VHF
to this
audience through the utilization of community.
this assignment.son-Kennedy
While
the
Johnshould
not
be
modified
to
specify
Channel
10
at
ColdRadio Corporation operation on Channels 3 and 11, commercial
television;
educa-be water would be 168 miles from
institutions
wouldthatbest
neither supported nor opposed the respectively,
in lieu of Channels served bytionalparticipating
assignment at Milreservation of Channel 11 in Chi- 5 and 9.
in the regu- the co-channel
Wisconsin, and 172 miles
lar programming of commercial from the waukee,
cago foritnon-commercial
educationco-channel
assignment at
(d) Answers to Orders to Show stations;
al
use,
was
urged
that
Channel
and
that educational
in- Columbus, Ohio.
11 should not be deleted from that Cause. WHAS, Inc., stated that it
stitutions in Louisville
lacked the
(e) Conflicting Counterproposals
the license
proposedtomodificacommunity. The Lake Broadcasting agreed tionstoof its
necessary
finances
to
establish
a
specify non-commercial educational tele- and Oppositions to the Twin ValCompany
con- operation of WHAS-TV on Channel
ley Broadcasters,
Inc. Counterpro-of
flicts withcounterproposal
the support
of thealsoforJCET
In reply,
posal. The counterproposal
and educational
institutions
the 11 in lieu of Channel 9. WHAS,
villevisionPublicstation.
Library
and the
the LouisBoard
Valley Broadcasters, Inc.,
out that
theLouisville
assign- of Education
reservation of Channel 11 in Chi- Inc., pointed
of Louisville argued Twin
ment
of
Channel
11
in
it requests
assignbecome a real insofarment ofasChannel
cago.
10 in the
Coldwater,
would be 227 miles from the co- that television couldonly
Conclusions: Assignment of
if the sta-by is mutually exclusive
with the
channel assignment at Johnson tool oftionsinstruction
VHF Channel 11 to Gary
are
owned
and
controlled
the following
460. We do not believe that a City, Tennessee, and 241 miles
educational institutions. It was counterproposalsThe ofTrebit
VHF channel should be deleted from the co-channel assignment at the
Corporaalso urged that since commercial other parties:
tion, Flint, Michigan; Michigan
St. Louis, Missouri, the closest co- interests
from Chicago to provide a VHF channel
could
move
more
rapidly
assignments, and that ac- than educational institutions in State College, East Lansing, Michchannel for Gary. Chicago has a
igan; Logansport Broadcasting
cordingly, the assignment
of Chanmetropolitan
and securing
neces-of Corp., Logansport,
nel 11 in Louisville
would meet
the making plans the
and
495,000 and aareacitypopulation
populationof 5,-of minimum
reservation
Owensboro On TheIndiana;
Air, Inc.,
separation requirement. channelssary funds,
for
non-commercial
edu3,621,000.politanGary
is
in
the
metroOwensboro, Kentucky; WJR, The
has not filed an objecc
a
t
i
o
n
a
l
u
s
e
are
necessary.
area of Chicago and is WAVE,tion to Inc.,
Goodwill Station, Inc., Detroit,
the proposed modification
located 24 miles from the City of of its license
Conclusions : Additional
specify operation
Chicago. Gary will receive Grade on Channel 3 into lieu
Michigan; William H. Block ComUHF Assignments
of Channel 5.
A service from the operation of
Indianapolis, Indiana;
464. We are of the view that the Wilson,pany,Inc.,
Ohio;L.andB.
VHF
stationsthatin theChicago.
(e) Counterproposals
of Mid- record
supports the assignment of Quad City Cincinnati,
not believe
deletionWeof doa America
Broadcasting Corp.,
Broadcasting Corporation
additional
UHF
assignments
to
VHF assignment from one of the and Radio Kentucky, Inc. Mid- Louisville. Since Channels 41 and Moline, Illinois. In addition, opmajor cities of the United States America Broadcasting Corporation, 51 can be assigned without affectpositions were filed by the followis warranted where the smaller city Louisville, Kentucky, filed a couninglege;
parties:
Coling any other assignments and in
DispatchMichigan
Printing State
Company,
is located within the metropolitan
terproposal
requesting
the
addiwith minimum
separa- Inc., Columbus, Ohio; The Trebit
tional assignment of UHF Channel conformity
area ofGrade
the major
and from
will
tion
requirements
these
channels
receive
A VHF city
service
Corporation;
Goodwill
41
Louisvillechannels
"as well
all are assigned to Louisville.
otherto additional
whichas can
Station, Inc.,WJR,andTheLogansport
in the
Conclusions
: Educational
Itstations
is our located
view that
the larger
deletioncity.of be allocated." Radio Kentucky, Inc.
Reservation
Broadcasting
Corp.;
and
Owensboro On The Air, Inc.
a VHF assignment from a city as filed a counterproposal requesting
465. We believe that the record
large and as important as Chicago the additional assignment of UHF supports
Conclusions
the
reservation
of
UHF
to create ranted.
one Theforcounterproposal
Gary is not war-of Channel 51 to Louisville." The Channel 15 for non-commercial
469. We are of the view that the
woul€ make the educational use in Louisville. Ac- record
supports
the assignment
Lake Broadcasting Company is counterproposals
following changes:
a television
channel
in Coldwater,of
therefore
denied.58
Conclusions : Educational
Michigan.
However,
City VHFnel ChanProposed Changes
UHF
ment of VHF Channel the10 inassignthat
No.Third Notice
Reservation in Gary
461. We are of the view that the Louisville, Kentucky
community
would
result
in
a
devia15,21,41f,51t
tion
from
the
170
mile
minimum
record supports the reservation of
3,11
a channelmercialateducational
Gary use.
for However,
non-comassignment
separation
for The
co(f) Statements in Support
of
channel
stations
in this zone.
are finalizing
of Mid-America cordmgly,
we do not believe such a reserva- Counterproposals
reservation weof UHF
Channel 15 thein Twin Valley Broadcasters, Inc.
Broadcasting
Corporation
and
Rais therefore denied
tion is warranted at the expense of
dio Kentucky, Inc. It was urged Louisvillecationafor
l use. non-commercial edu- counterproposal
the only commercial assignment in by Mid-America
insofar as it requests the assignBroadcasting
CorGary or of the deletion of a UHF
ment
of
VHF
Channel
10 to ColdConclusions:
Show
Cause
Orders
poration that Louisville, which
However,
UHF
Channel
channel
Accordingly,
466. Appropriate authorizations water.
which
meets
the
required
mileage24
25th
among
the
nation's
Channel from
66 isChicago.
assigned
to Gary ranks
will
be
issued
to
WAVE,
Inc.,
and
metropolitan areas, has fewer pro- WHAS, Inc., to specify operation separations
will
be
assigned
to
and
reserved
for
non-commercial
Coldwater.
posed assignments than many
educational use.
lesser metropolitan areas. It was of WAVE-TV and WHAS-TV on
Final
Assignment
Final Reservation
Assignment and
pointed out, for example, that the Channels 3 and 11, respectively.
470. The following assignment is
Final Reservation
Assignments and
4^2. In view of the foregoing, Commission in the Third Notice
adopted:
the following assignments and re- theMRadio
Kentucky,
Inc.,
also
opposed
City VHF Chanof Channel 15educational
in Louisnel No.UHFnel ChanNo.
467. The following assignments
ville for non-commercial
"See our decision in Boston and use. reservation
and reservation are adopted:
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FLINT, MICHIGAN
471. (a) Proposed Assignments
and Reservation. In the Third Notice the Commission proposed the
assignment of four channels to
Flint, Michigan: VHF Channel 12
and UHF Channels 16, 22 and 28,
with Channel 22 reserved for noncommercial educational use.
(b) Census Data. The Flint
standard metropolitan area has a
population of 271,000 and the City
of Flint has a population of
163,000.
(c) Educational Reservation in
Flint. The JCET and School District of Flint
filed statements
supporting the reservation
of UHF
Channel 22mercial
in educational
Flint foruse.
non-comThe
School District stated that funds
were available and that it was preto proceed with
plansif
for the paredconstruction
of a its
station
the reservation of a channel in
Flint
finalized. No
oppositions22
to theisreservation
of Channel
in Flint were filed.
(d) Counterproposal of the Trebit Corporation.
The Trebit filed
Corpo-a
ration, Flint, Michigan,
counterproposal
requesting
the
signment of VHF Channel 10 as-in
Flint to be accomplished by deleting Channel 10 from London, Onin Canada,
tingtario, UHF
Channelsand 43by andsubstitu65 in
London, as follows:
City
Third Notice

at
43 Windsor,
at London Ontario,
would beand163Channel
miles
from the co-channel assignment at
Butler, Pennsylvania.
The
counterposal ofThetheTrebit
is denied profor
reasonsCorporation
set forth
above in the discussion of the
Canadian-United States assignments.
Final Assignments and Reservation
474. The final assignments and
reservation are adopted:
VHF Chan- UHF ChanNo. nel16,*22,28
No.
Flint, City
Michigan nel 12
LANSING AND EAST LANSING, MICHIGAN
475. (a) Proposed Assignments.
In the Third Notice the Commission proposed the assignments of
two channels to Lansing, Michigan:
VHF Channel 6 and UHF Channel
54. One channel was proposed for
East
Michigan, UHF
ChannelLansing,
60.
(b) Census Data. The Lansing
standard metropolitan area has a
population of 173,000 and the city
has a population of 92,000. East
Lansing, which lies within 15 miles
of Lansing, has a population of
20,000.
(c) Existing Station. One station is presently operating in Lansing. WJIM, Inc. is licensed for
the operation of Station WJIMTV.

Proposed Changes
i,*22,28 10,tl2
16,*22,28
t
18,43t,65f
(e) Statement in Support of The
(d) Counterproposal of Michigan
Trebit Corporation CounterproposCorporation
urged State College. A counterproposal
thatal. anThe Trebit
additional
VHF Channel
has been filed by Michigan State
was required to provide adequate College requesting the assignment
service to Flint, and that UHF
10 to East Lanservice in that area would be dif- of VHF sing.Channel
No other changes in the
ficult to establish. It was urged assignments proposed in the Third
that, on the other hand, UHF Notice were requested. 100
would be adequate to provide serv(e) Statement in Support of
ice for the London, Ontario area,
State Counterproposal.
and that non-intermixture of VHF Michigan
assignment of Channel 10 at
and UHF would be to the best in- The
East
Lansing
would be 164 miles
terest of that
community.
as- from the assignment
chansignment of Channel
10 atTheFlint
nel
in
London,
Ontario,of inthisCanada.
wouldent channel
be 61 assignment
miles from oftheChannel
adjac- However, in support
of
its
counterMichigan State College
9 at Windsor, Ontario. Channel 43 urged that proposal,
theEastoperation
Chanproposed
by thewould
Trebitbe Corporation
Lansingof would
for London
163 miles cause nelno10 atobjectionable
interference
from
co-channel assignment at within the Grade A or B service
Butler,thePennsylvania.
of any co-channel stations
(f) Conflicting Counterproposals areas
contemplated that
maxi-of
and Oppositions to The Trebit Cor- since mumit effective
powers
poration Counterproposal. The Tre- 110 kw at 500 radiated
feet above average
bit Corporation counterproposal terrain
would
be
employed.
conflicts with the following other
Conflicting Counterproposals
counterproposals: WJR, The Good- and(f)Oppositions
to the Michigan
will
Station,
Inc.,
Detroit,
MichState
Counterproposal.
The Michigan; Michigan State College, East
igan
State
College
counterproposal
Lansing,
Michigan;
and
Booth
Radio and Television Stations, Inc., conflicts with the counterproposals
Detroit, Michigan. Oppositions to of the following parties: LogansThe TrebitproposalCorporation
counter- port Broadcasting Corp., Loganswere filed by Michigan
port, Indiana; and Owensboro
State willCollege
and
WJR,
The
Good- On The Air, Inc., Owensboro,
Station,
Inc.
Kentucky:
ValleyMichigan;
BroadConclusions: The Educational
casters, IncTwin
., Coldwater,
Reservation
The Trebit
Corporation,
Flint,
In view ofofUHFthe Channel
foregoing,22 Michigan; WJR, The Goodwill Stathe472.
reservation
tion, Inc., Detroit, Michigan; and
in Flint,mercialMichigan
Quad-City Broadcasting Corp., Moeducational useforis non-comfinalized. line,
Illinois.
Conclusions: alRequest
for
Addition"»On May 7, 1951, Michigan State
VHF Channel
College ceeding
filed a thecomment
in thisof VHF
proassignment
473. The Trebit Corporation Channel 10 tourgingEast
Lansing, Michigan,
would assign VHF Channel 10 to for
non-commercial
educational
purHowever, on September
6, 1951,
Flint by deleting this assignment Michiganposes.State
Commisfrom London,
and substi-43
sion for leave topetitioned
amend itstheprior
protuting thereforeOntario
UHF Channels
p
o
s
a
l
t
o
request
that
Channel
10
be asand 65: Channel 10 at Flint would signedcial tochannel.
EastThisLansing
as wasa commerpetition
granted
be 61 miles from the adjacent
channel assignment of Channel 9 by the Commission on September 12,
BROADCASTING
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Conclusions
UHF transmissions. It was urged
476. The counterproposal of that since most network programs
Michigan
College spacing
would re-of are generally available to Detroit
sult in a State
co-channel
viewers, itreceivers
is unlikely
the ex-to
will be that
converted
only 164 miles between East Lan- receive isting
UHF, and that consequentsingganandStateLondon,
Ontario.
Michirecognizes that this
ly,troitany areaUHF
the The
Dewill audience
be a limitedin one.
separation is in violation of the Board
contended that since only
minimum mileage
separation
re- one station
quirements. Itrequests,
however,
is
presently
in
operaexisting VHF sets
that an assignment be permitted would tionbein Toledo,
converted at a faster rate
at reduced
have conin comparison with Detroit. It was
sidered the power.
questionWewhether
low noted
that the Detroit metropolitan
power assignments
be permit ed in cases suchshould
as this.
We area had a population of 2,973,000
see no reason to deviate in this as compared to 393,000 for the
instance from our decision that Toledo metropolitan area. With
to the removal of Channel
such assignments
not be deny
per- respect
12 from Flint to Bay City-Saginaw
mitted. We must will
therefore
it was submitted that asuch
the Michigan
StatethecounterprofirstassignVHF
posal. Moreover,
Michigan channelmenttowouldtheafford
Bay City-Saginaw
State proposal
must
also
be
rearea,
with
a
population
of
241,000.
jected for reasons set forth above
in
the States
discussion
of Canadian- The population
the Flint
metropolitan area wasof listed
as 270,000.
United
assignments.
Mercy College, Detroit, Michigan,
Final Assignments
the JCET supported the Board
477. In view of the foregoing, and Education's
counterproposal.
No
the following assignments are ofsubstitutions
are
suggested for
adopted :
Toledo
or
Flint
to
replace
the
VHF
City VHFnel ChanUHF
Chanchannels to be deleted.
No. nel No.
Lansing,
Mich. 6
54
East Lansing,
(f ) As noted above, in the Third
Mich.
60
Notice, serUHF
Channel
56 was reved in Detroit
non-commerDETROIT, MICHIGAN
cial educational
use.for The
Board of
Education of the City of Detroit
(a) ProposedInAssignments
and478.Reservation.
the Third stated that if its request for VHF
Channel 11 in Detroit is denied, it
Notice the Commission proposed desired
that Channel 56 be reserved
the assignment of six channels to
Detroit, Michigan: VHF Channels in Detroitcationfor
Nonon-commercial
oppositions
to eduthe56
2, 4. and 7 and UHF Channels 50, reservationsal use. of
UHF
Channel
56, and served62,for non-commercial
with Channel 56educare- were filed.
tional use.
(g) Oppositions
to the Board Theof
Counterproposal.
(b) Census Data. The Detroit Education
standard metropolitan area has a following parties filed oppositions
population of 3,016,000 and the to the counterproposal of the Board
City of Detroit has a population of Education of the City of Detroit:
Adrian Broadcasting Company in
the Toledo
proposalto toDetroit
shift
Existing
Three sta-in opposition
of (cj
1,850,000.
' Stations.
Channel 11 tofrom
tions
are
presently
in
operation
Detroit. Fort Industry Company is and Channel 12 from Flint to Bay
licensed for the operation of Sta- Cit^-Saginaw; Booth Radio and
tion WJBK-TV on Channel 2; Television Stations, Inc., in opEveningcensed fNews
Association
is liposition to the proposal to shift
or the operation
of Station
Channel 12 from Flint to Bay CityWWJ-TV on Channel 4; and Saginaw
;
Broadcasting
WXYZ, Inc., is licensed for the Corporation,Crosley
in opposition to the
operation
to shift
ChannelCommunity
11 from
Channel 7.of Station WXYZ-TV on proposal
Toledo to
Detroit;
(d)
Counterproposal
of
the
Broadcasting
Company,
in
opposiBoard of Education of the City of
tnelion to11thefrom
proposal
ChanDetroit. The Board of Education
Toledoto shift
to Detroit;
of the City of Detroit filed a coun- Maumee Valley Broadcasting Comrequesting11theto Detroit
assign- to shiftpany, iChannel
n opposition11 tofromthe Toledo
proposalto
ment of VHF terproposal
Channel
toeducational
be reserved
for
non-commercial
Detroit
and
Channel
12
from
Flint
use. Wayne University,
and The Tre-to
Detroit, Michigan, joined in this to Baybit City-Saginaw;
Corporation, in opposition
counterproposal. This would be ac- the proposal to shift Channel 11
mplished bydeleting
to Detroit and Channel 11 from coToledo,
Ohio,VHFand Chanshift- from nelToledo
12 from Flint to Bay Citying VHF Channel 12 from Flint, Saginaw.
Michigan,
City to Bay City-Saginaw,
(h) Counterproposal of Booth
Third Notice
Michigan, as follows:101
Proposed Changes
Detroit,
Michigan
2,4,7
50,*56,62
2,4,7,*llt
Toledo,
Ohio
11,13
*30
t,13 50,56,62
*30
Flint, Michigan
12
16,*22,28
12tf ' 16,*22,28
63
63
Bay
City,
Michigan
Saginaw,
Michigan
51,57
51,57
BayMichigan
City-Saginaw,
(e) Statement in Support of
Board of Education Counterpro- Radio and Television Stations, Inc.
posal. The Board of Education of Booth Radio and Television Stations, Inc., requested
the additional6
the City of Detroit pointed out that assignments
of VHF
three television
stations
were presand 9 to Detroit.
ChannelChannels
9 would
e
n
t
l
y
i
n
operation
in
Detroit,
and
that none of the half million sets in be assigned to Detroit by substitutuse in the Detroit area can receive ing UHF Channel 50 in Windsor,
for VHF
Channelto 9.Detroit
Chan101The Bay City Public Schools filed Ontario,
nel 6 would
be assigned
a counterproposal
requesting12 the
assignment of VHF Channel
to Bay
by
substituting
Channel
5
in
City-Saginaw commercial
to beeducational
reserved
for
nonuse.
sing, Michigan, for Channel Lan-6; ■ 1
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channels for Flint, with one
Canada. Channel 6 at Detroit, as UHF
of the UHF channels reserved for
proposed by WJR, would be 163 non-commercial
educational use.
miles mentfrom
the
co-channel
assignat Columbus, Ohio, Channel
counter10 at Lansing, as proposed by WJR The Boardproposalofwould,Education
depriveandFlint
its only VHF channel
wouldof
would
be
169
miles
from
the
cochannel assignment at London, leave Toledo with only one VHF
Ontario, and 171 miles from the assignment. In view of the foreco-channel assignment at Mil- Board ofgoing, Education
the counterproposal
of theof
of the City
Detroit
is
denied.
However,
(o) Conflicting
Counterproposals
waukee,
Wisconsin.
103
reservation of UHF Channel 56 thein
and Oppositions
the Countereducaproposal of WJR,to The
Goodwill Detroit tionalforuse isnon-commercial
finalized.
Station, flicting
Inc. proposals
Oppositions
Additional
Assignwere filedandby conthe Conclusions:
ment of UHF Channel 22
followingcasting
parties:
Music Rapids,
Broad480. In order to assign UHF
Company, Grand
Channel
22
to Detroit, WJR, The
50,*56,62
Detroit.
Mich.
2,4,7
Michigan;
Michigan
State
College,
32,38
Windsor,
Ontario 96
Station, Inc., suggested,
East bitLansing,
Michigan;
The Tre- Goodwill
Lansing,
Mich.
among
other
changes, that UHF
Corporation,
Flint,
Michigan;
Iron
Mountain,
Mich.
9
54
Channel 18 be assigned to East
Alpena,
WJIM, Inc., Lansing, Michigan; Lansing
Traverse Mich.
City, Mich. 95
at a distance of 164 miles
Picture Waves, Inc., Columbus,
Ohio; Quad-City Broadcasting from the co-channel assignment at
(i) Statement in Support of
In addition,
Counterproposal of WJR, Company, Moline, Illinois; Logans- London,
Booth Radio and Television Sta- The(1)Goodwill
atOntario.
Flint would
be 60 Chanmiles
port Broadcasting Corp., Logans- fromnel 46the
Station,
Inc.
A
countions,
BoothInc.,Radio
assignment of Channel
terproposal has been filed by The port,
Indiana, and Owensboro On
visionInc.Stations,
urgedandthatTelethe Goodwill Station,
Inc., requesting The Air, Inc., Owensboro, Ken- 32 at Windsor, Ontario. The reassignment
of
VHF
Channels
6
and
additional
tucky; Twin Valley Broadcasting
quest tomustassign
Channelfor 22theto reaDe9 to Detroit would afford Grade A the
Channel
6 and assignments
UHF Channelof 22VHFto Company,
Coldwater, Michigan;
troit
be denied
and B service
to a Itsubstantial
pop- Detroit.
sons set forth above in the discusIn order to assign Channel and Saginaw Broadcasting Co.,
ulation and area.
was contended
sion
of
United
States-Canadian
as6
to
Detroit,
Channel
10
would
be
Saginaw,
Michigan.
that such assignments are needed substituted in Lansing, Michigan, Conclusions: The Educational Re- signments.
since Detroit is the fastest growing for Channel 6. WJIM-TV is pres
e
r
v
a
t
i
o
n
i
n
Detroit
Conclusions:
Additional
VHF
Asmetropolitan area among the five
operating in Lansing on
479. The Board of Education of
largestadditional
cities intelevision
the nation;
and Channel sently
481. Booth signments
Radio and Television
6. In order to assign Chanthat
facilities
City of Detroit has requested
22 to Detroit, Channel 18 would the
Stations,
Inc.,
requested
the
assignment
of
VHF
Channel
are required for the large foreign be nelsubstituted
in
East
Lansing,
s
i
g
n
m
e
n
t
o
f
Channelthe9 as11
to
be
reserved
in
Detroit
for
speaking
population in the Detroit Michigan for Channel 60, Channel non-commercial educational use. Detroit to beVHFaccomplished
byin
area.
substituted in Flint, Michigan, However, in order to accomplish shifting this channel from Wind(j) Channel 6 at Detroit would 46
Ontario, and substituting a
22, ChannelMichigan,
60 sub- this assignment, VHF Channel 11 UHF sor,
be 163 miles from the co-channel for Channel
stituted in Ludington,
channel in the Canadian city.
must be deleted from Toledo, and The Booth
assignment at Columbus, Ohio. for Channel
18,
and
Channel
37
request
for reasons
Channel set9
VHF
Channel
12
shifted
from
Channel 5 at Lansing, as proposed substituted in Cadillac, Michigan
be denied
for the
by Booth, would place Station for
Flint believe
to Bay City-Saginaw.
We do must
forth
above
in
the
discussion
of
Channel
45.
The
WJR
counternot
that
these
proposed
WJIM-TV 170 miles from existing
proposal would make the following changes are warranted in order ments.
United States-Canadian assignStation
in the
assignments
proto
provide
a
fourth
VHF
channel
nel 5 in WNBQ
Chicago.operating on Chan- changesinCitythe
Third Notice:
(k) Conflicting Counterproposal
482.nel 6,With
ChanThird Notice
this respect
channelto VHF
at Detroit
and Oppositions to the Booth Radio
Proposed Changes
would be only 163 miles from the
and Television Stations, Inc. Coun18f
co-channel assignment at Columterproposal. Oppositions to the
Mich.
2,4,76
bus, Ohio, where Station WTVN
Booth counterproposal have been Detroit,
22t,50,*5tt,62
1845
Lansing,
Mich
54
is operating. The assignment of
East
Lansing,
Mich.
16,*22,28
Channel
6 to Detroit would thereFlint,
Mich.
12
'"-Booth
Radio
and
Television
Stations, Inc.,filed
filedon a behalf
Motionof toNational
Strike Lubington,
Mich.
60f
fore be in violation of the mini16,28,*46t
testimony
Cadillac, Mich.
37f
mum separation requirements
Broadcasting
Company,
Inc.
In
its
sworn
statement filed
opposing
the
adopted herein and for this reason
(m) Statement in Support of to Detroit. Toledo is a metropolitan the
counterproposal
with
the Booth
ComWJR request
be denied.of
WJR,
The
Goodwill
Station,
Inc.
m
i
s
i
o
n
o
n
September
19,
1951,
NBC
In
addition,
the must
assignment
area
with
a
population
of
396,000
had
notedto that
its Station
WNBQ5 inis Counterproposal. WJR, The Goodlicensed
operate
on
Channel
Channel
10
at
Lansing
as sugand
has
a
city
population
of
304,will
Station,
Inc.,
urged
that
the
Chicago.
NBC thestated
thatcounterproit, there000. Flint has a metropolitan area
gested by WJR. The Goodwill Stafore,
opposed
Booth
Commission's
proposal and
assigning
population of 271,000 and a city
posal
which
would
require
moving
three
VHF
channels
three
tion,
Inc.,
in
order
to
assign
nel 6 to Detroit, would beChan170
WJIM-TV
Lansing, onMichigan,
163,000.
the
UHF channels to Detroit, the fifth population
its
present inoperation
Channel from
6 to largest
Third Noticeof two
VHF Under
and one
miles from
the co-channel
assignmetropolitan
area
in
the
Channeltion of Channel
5. NBC urged
that
the
operament
at
London,
Ontario.
The
UHF
channels
were
proposed
for
5
in
Lansing
would
United
States,
violates
Section
cause interference to Channel 5 in 307(b) of the Communications Act. Toledo, with the UHF channel re- WJR request must be denied for
Chicago,
and thethatminimum
such counterproserved for non-commercial educa- the reasons stated in the discusIt was contended that Detroit
posal violates
co-channel would
tional use, and one VHF and three
assignment
spacings.
sion of United States-Canadian asreceive no more channels
Boothtion, moved
to
strike
this
opposisignments. Booth Radio and Telethan would
be
received
by
metrocontending
that
NBC
did
not
file
«On
February
27,
1952,
WJR,
The
vision Stations, Inc., counterpropolitan
areas
which
are
smaller
an opposition
to
the
May
7,
1951,
ComGoodwill
Station,
Inc.,latefiledsupplemental
a petition
ment of Booth
advancing
the under
counterthan Detroit; and that in some in- for
leave
to
file
a
posal
conflicts
the counterp
r
o
p
o
s
a
l
a
n
d
that,
therefore,
the
stances, Detroit would receive few- sworn statement "for the purpose of pi-oposal of Bay with
Broadcasting Comterms dure,
of issued
the inOrder
ofproceeding,
Hearing Proceer
channels
than
several
smaller
this
NBC
submitting
newly
discovered
evidence."
pany
which
requested
theBayassignIt
was
noted
that
in
its
comments
and
ment
of
Channel
5
to
City,
isan precluded
from nowtheoffering
such metropolitan areas. It was also prior sworn statement filed in this
proceeding,
WJRsite had
contended
thatin Michigan, since Channel 5 can not
Boothopposition.
has filed a Inrebuttal
toalternative,
the NBC urged thatsignmenthe
Commission's
asa
transmitter
could
be
found
statement.
be
employed
in
both
Lansing
and
ts inDetroit are unlawful Detroit that would provide a 170-mile
On October
22, Motion
1951, NBCto Strike
filed anof since under the
currently effective transmitter
Bay City. We believe that the
to
transmitter
separation
opposition
to
the
between
Detroit
and
Columbus,
Ohio,
assignment Table, 4 VHF chan- so as to permit the operation of Bay Broadcasting
Companyassign
counBooth, mnoting
filed Comterproposal which would
ents on Maythat7, NBC
1951, had
supporting
the
nels are assigned to Detroit, and Channel 6 in both cities. In its peti- first VHF channel
to Bay City, aa
Commission's
proposed
assignments
the
Commission's
proposal
in
the
listed
in
the
Third
Notice.
Further,
tion
WJR
asserts
that
it
"has
only
recity
with
a
population
of
53,000,
Notice assigning only 3
NBC argued that since this was in Third
located [such]
ato site,"
and is more meritorious than a counleaveconcerning
file a supchannels was made after a therefore,centlyrequests
conflict itwith
the
counter-proposal
plementalsite.statement
the
Booth,
was
not necessary
toto file
anof VHF
terproposal seeking a fourth VHF
consolidated hearing on the com- WJR
detailspetition
of this
Oppositions
to
the
opposition
to
insure
the
right
crosshave been filed
byColdthe channel for Detroit. In view of
examine Booth.
peting applications of WJR and Twin Valley Broadcasters,
Inc.,
Paragraph
6
of
the
Order
of
Hearthe
United
Detroit
Theatres
Corthe counter-proposwater, Michigan; Picture Waves, Inc., the alsforegoing,
of Booth Radio
and Television
ing Procedure,
issued states
on Julythat25, .1951,
for the channel
one remaining
Columbus,
Michigan
State Colin this
proceeding
. . unassignedporationVHF
Inc., and
WJR,
The
lege, EastOhio;
Lansing,
Michigan;
Bay Stations,
in Det- Broadcasting
"parties
whose
comment
filed
in
these
roit.
Company,
Bay
City,
Goodwill
Station,
Inc.,
requesting
proceedings
onconflict
May 7,with1951,otherwerecom-by
Michigan;
Saginaw
Broadcasting
Comtheir
terms
in
the
assignment
of
VHF
Channels
(n)
Channel
18
at
East
Lanpany,
Saginaw,
Michigan,
and
WJIM,
ments, willorbe exhibits
entitled into accordance
file sworn
9 to Detroit are denied.
Michigan. The
time foras 6 and
statements
sing, as proposed by WJR, The Inc.,
filing Lansing,
sworn statements
by WJR,
483. The television assignments
with
subparagraph
5c above,
evento Goodwill
Station, Inc., would be specified
in issued
the inOrder
ofproceeding,
Hearing Proadopted
in 1945 assigned four VHF
though
specific
oppositions
directed
cedure
this
has
164
miles
from
the
co-channel
assuch other comments have not been
to Detroit,
three ofin
Furthermore,
we are of spethe channels
signment at London, Ontario. In expired.
filed."
these channels
are and
presently
view cificthattransmitter
evidence
concerning
In
view
of
the
foregoing,
the
Motion
addition,
Channel
46
in
Flint,
as
sites
is
irrelevant
and
use.
A
comparative
hearing
was
to
Strike
is
DENIED.
However,
the
in this proceeding for the held for the remaining unassigned
suggested by WJR, would be 61 immaterial
rebuttal
of Boothbyistheaccepted
and hasin miles
offered
by
WJR.TheAccordfrom the assignment of purposes
been proceeding.
considered
Commission
channel.
We
cannot
agree
that
the
i
n
g
l
y
,
t
h
e
petition
of
WJR,
Goodthe
Channel 32 at Windsor, Ontario,
will Station, Inc., is DENIED.
denial of the above counterproposPage 56 • April 14, 1952 Part II Final TV Report
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substituting Channel 11 in Alpena, filed by Picture Waves, Inc.,
Michigan, for Channel 9; substitu- Columbus, Ohio; WJIM, Inc., Lanting Channel 8 in Iron Mountain,
sing, Michigan; Indiana Technical
Michigan, stituting
for Channel
sub- College,tional
FortBroadcasting
Wayne,Company,
Indiana; Inc.,
NaChannel 9 in9, and
Traverse
City, Michigan, for Channel 5. Sta- Chicago, Illinois;102 and Trebit Corporation, Flint, Michigan. The
tion WJIM-TV is presently operating on Channel 6 in Lansing, Michi- Booth countex-proposal is also
gan. The Booth Radio and Televi- mutually exclusive with the counterproposal ofMusic Broadcasting
sion Stations, Inc., counterproposal Company, Grand
Rapids, Michigan,
would make the following changes and
Bay Broadcasting Company,
in the assignments proposed in the Bay City,
Michigan.
Third Notice:
City
Third Notice
Proposed Changes

als seeking
additional
VHF tochannels for Detroit
is contrary
law
as urged by WJR, The Goodwill
Station, Inc., because the reduction
in the mentsnumber
VHF four
assign-to
in Detroitof from
three was made after this comparative hearing was commenced.
We believe the opinion of the
Commission,
FCC195151-1216,
issued
on December 12,
in connection
with the requests for oral hearing
of Daily News Television Co., et
al makes clear that the Commission, in a proceeding such as this,
may
VHF change
channelstheto assignment
Detroit underof
the circumstances presented.
484. The following assignments
and reservation are adopted:
jr City Channel
VHF
UHF No.
No. Channel
Detroit 2,4,7 50,*56,62
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
485. (a) Proposed Assignments.
In the Third Notice the Commission proposed the assignment of
three channels to Grand Rapids,
Michigan: VHF Channel 8 and
UHF Channels 17 and 23, with
Channel 17commercial
reserved
for noneducational use.
(b) Census Data. The Grand
Rapids standard metropolitan area
has a population of 288,000 and the
City oflatioGrand
n of 177,000.Rapids has a popu(c) Existing Station. Grandwood
Broadcasting Company is licensed
to operate Station WOOD-TV in
Grandlicensee
Rapidshas onbeenChannel
The
directed,7. to104
show cause why the license of the
existing station in Grand Rapids
should not be modified to specify
operation
Channel 7. on Channel 8 in lieu of
(d) Answer to Order to Show
Cause. posed
No modification
oppositionof tothethelicense
proof Station WOOD-TV to specify
operation
8 in lieu of
Channel 7 onhasChannel
been filed.
(e) Educational Reservation in
Grand cRapids.
The Board
Eduation of the Grand
Rapids ofPublic
Schools filed a statement supporting the reservation of UHF Channel 17 in Grand
for noncommercial Rapids
educational use.
The
Board of Education stated that
while it had no actual experience
in educational television, it was
prepared to
the establishment ofundertake
an educational
television
station
in
Grand
Rapids
soon as television service
in theas
available. were
No oppositions
toUHFthe isreservation
filed.
(f) Counterproposal of Music
Broadcasting Company. Music
Broadcasting Company, Grand
Rapids, Michigan, requested the
additional assignment of VHF
Channel 6 in Grand Rapids. _ In
order ment,tothe following
accomplishchanges
this assignwould
be made:
City
Third
Grand Rapids,
Mich.
Lansing,
Mich.
Traverse
City,Wis.
Mich.
Green
Bay,
Clintonville,
London, or Shawano,
Waupaca, New
Wis.

685
6

casting Company counterproposal
would
the shifting
of this
station require
to Channel
5.
(g)
Statement
in
Support
Music Broadcasting Companyof
Counterproposal. Music Broadcasting Companysignments
urged
asproposedthat
for theGrand
Rapids are inadequate to meet the
needs of that community. Music
Broadcasting Company pointed out
that Grand Rapids is the second
largest tendedcitythat the
in Michigan
importanceandof conthat
city is evidenced by schools,
churches, manufacturing plants,
amount
of retailestablishments
sales, the number
of
wholesale
and
banking institutions, etc., and that
such data supports the need for an
additional VHF assignment in that
community. It was further urged
that there
is need forof the
immediate establishment
additional
television facilities in Grand
Rapids for the reason that there
are
at thereceivers
present intimethe 114,557
television
Grand
Rapids-Kalamazoo area despite the
fact
that
there
is
only
one
local
station in that area. It was further
contended by Music Broadcasting
Company
assignment
Channel 6 that
could thebe made
in Grandof
Rapids and could also be assigned
tomunities.
any one of four Wisconsin com(h) Conflicting Counterproposals
and Oppositions to the Music
Broadcasting Company Counterproposal. The counterproposal of
Music Broadcasting Company is in
conflict with the counterproposals
of the following other parties:
Indiana Technical College, Fort
Wayne,
Ind.; Bay
ing Company,
Bay City
City, BroadcastMichigan;
Delta
Escanaba,Broadcasting
Michigan; Company,
Green Bay
Newspaper Company, Green Bay,
Wisconsin; WJR, The Goodwill
Station, Inc., Detroit, Michigan;
Booth Radio and Television Stations, Inc.,waukee
Detroit,
Michigan;
MilBroadcasting
Company,
Milwaukee,
Wisconsin;
Hearst
Radio, Inc., Milwaukee, Wisconsin;
Quad-City
Broadcasting
Corporation, .Moline, Illinois. In addition
oppositions
the counterproposal
Music BroadcastingtoCompany
were filed by WJIM, Inc., Lansing,
Michigan;
Scripps-Howard
Radio,
Inc., Cleveland,
Ohio, and National
Broadcasting Company, Inc., Chicago, Illinois. Show Cause Order
Conclusions:
486. In view of the foregoing, an
appropriate
authorization
will _be
issued to Grandwood
Broadcasting
Company to specify operation of
Station WOOD-TV on Channel 8.
Conclusions: Educational
Reservation
487. In view of the foregoing,
the reservation of Channel 17 in
Grand
Rapidsuse for
non-commercial
educational
is finalized.
Prooosed Changes
Notice
*17,23
5420,*26

Conclusions: Request for
Station WJIM-TV is presently
operating in Lansing, Michigan, on
Additional VHF Assignment
Channel 6, and the Music Broad488. We believe that the record
does not support the assignment of
'On September
1951, the ofCornVHF Channel 6 to Grand Rapids.
approved
the19, transfer
above, thecounterproposal
Music Broadstation from
Leonard
A. Versluisthisto As noted casting
the present licensee. The call letters conflicts with Company
the counterproposal
ofTV. this station were formerly WLAVof Bay Broadcasting Company reROADCASTING
• Telecasting

of VHF 12 were assigned to Bay City, a
Channel 5questtoing the assignment
Bay City, Michigan.
agreementin with
al institutions
the educationadjoining
These counterproposals are mutual- working
ly exclusive since Music Broadcast- in
Saginaw
Countythiswould
be effected
utilizing
frequency
for
ing Company would assign Chan- educational television. The Board
nel 5 to Lansing
105 andwould
Bay Broadcasting Company
assign noted that Central Michigan ColChannel 5 to Bay City at a distance
lege was interested
educational
of only 69 miles. We are of the television.
The Boardin stated
that
view that the counterproposal of considerable progress in relation to
the
joint
sponsorship
and
financing
Bay ingBroadcasting
Company
seeka first VHF assignment for of the construction and operation
Bay City is more meritorious than of an educational station is being
that inshould
that of Music Broadcasting Com- made
Channeland 12represented
be reserved
Bay
pany seeking
a secondRapids.
VHF Bay
as- City
signment for Grand
it
would
be
utilized
City has a population of 53,000 and reasonable period of time.within
As ana
is one ofpolitanthe
nation's
168 metro-of alternative, the Board of Educaareas with
a population
requested thatin aBayUHFCitychanneltionbe reserved
for
88,000. Furthermore, the Music
non-commercial educational use.
Broadcasting
Company
counterproposal
also
conflicts
with
the
Conflicting Counterproposals
counterproposal of Green Bay and(e)Oppositions
to the Board of
Newspaper
Counterproposal. Conquests the Company
assignment which
of VHFre- Education
flicting
counterproposals
or opposiChannel 2 to Green Bay, Wisconsin.
tions to the Board of Education
The Music counterproposal would counterproposal
were
filed by
assign Channel 2 to Green Bay Booth Radio and Television
Stabut would
protions,
Inc.,
The
Trebit
Corporaposed in thedelete
ThirdChannel
Notice. 6Green
tion, and Adrian Broadcasting
Bay is a city with a population of Company.
The oppositions point
53,000 and has a metropolitan area
population of 98,000. In light of out that the nopulation of the
the above, a denial of the Music Flint area exceeds that of Bay
Broadcasting Company counter- City and Saginaw combined.
would permit
assign-to
(f) Counterproposal of Bay
ment ofproposal
a first
VHF the
channel
Broadcasting Company. Bay BroadBay nelCity
and
a
second
VHF
to Green Bay. In view ofchanthe
castingsignmenCompany
t of VHFrequested
Channelthe5 as-to
foregoing, the Music Broadcasting
Company counterproposal is denied. be
Bay accomplished
City. This assignment
would
by substituting
Final
Assignments and
City Reservation
Channel
7
in
Traverse
City,
Mich489. The following assignments
igan for Channel 5, as follows:
Third Notice
Proposed Changes
and reservation are adopted:
City VHF Channel No. UHFnel ChanNo.

(g) Statement in Support of
Bay Broadcasting
Counterproposal.Company
Bay Broadcasting
Company
urged
that
a
substantial
portion
the northwould
centralreceive
area
BAY CITY, MICHIGAN
of lowerof Michigan
490. (a) Proposed Assignment. its first VHF Grade A and Grade
service from the operation of
In the Third Notice the Commis- BChannel
5 in Bay City. It was
sion proposedUHF
the assignment
one channel,
Channel 63 ofto pointed out that Bay City, with a
Bay(b)City,
Michigan.
population
of overof Michigan
50,000 ranks
Census Data. The Bay City 8th in the State
but
standard metropolitan area has a is assigned only one UHF channel
population of 88,000 and the city in the Third Notice. It was further
has a population of 53,000.
contended that nine cities in Mich(c) Counterproposal
of City.
the
igan with lesser populations than
Board
of Education of Bay
Bay City are assigned two or more
The Board of Education in Bay channels,
that one-half
twenty-five
City requested
with and
less than
the
VHF
Channel 12theto assignment
Bay City forof cities
population
of
Bay
City
are asnon-commercial educational use to
signed an equal
than orBaygreater
City. number
be accomplished by deleting this of channels
channel
follows: from Flint, Michigan, as
(h) Conflicting CounterproposThird Notice
Proposed Changes
VHF ChanVHF
ChanBay
Mich.
Flint,City,
Mich.
12
As an alternative the Board of als and Oppositions to the Bay
Education
channel be requested
reserved that
in Baya UHF
City Broadcasting Company Counteruse.
for non-commercial educational
proposal. The counterproposal of
Bay Broadcasting Company is in
(d) Statement in Support of conflict with that of Booth Radio
Board of Education Counterpro- and Television Stations, Inc., Deposal. The Board of Education of
troit,casting
Michigan;
and Grand
Music Rapids,
BroadBay City asserted that if Channel
Company,
"•''Although Music Broadcasting Com- Michigan. Oppositions to the counpany suggestedChannelthat6 could
under beits added
counterterproposal of Bav Broadcasting
Clintonville,proposalShawano,
New London orto Company have been filed by the
Waupaca,
Wisconsin,
no
counterproabove two Radio,
parties Inc.,
and byCleveland,
Scrippsposals requesting
for these
communities
wereassignments
filed in this
pro- Howard
Ohio, and Channel
WJIM, 5Inc.,
Lansing,
cemundiitniegs.isThase population
these com- Michigan.
follows: ofClintonville—
in
Bay
City
5,000;
Shawano—
5,000; and
Waupaca6,000;
— 4,000.New London— would be 183 miles from CleveApril 14, 1952 Part II Final TV Report • Page 57

5;108 Channel 10 would be substi
assignments have not been made nel 28, it was noted that four tuted
Michigan fo:
channels are proposed for Flint, Channelin 5;Hancock,
tothatBaythe City.
However,
we
believe
and Channel
5 substifo;
record supports the basis Michigan, including one VHF chan- tuted in Marquette,
Michigan,
for granting the Board of Educanel, andtendeditthat was,
therefore,
conChannel
3.
In
addition,
it
a fair, efficient and serted that with the abovewas proas
tion's alternative
request inthatBaya
UHF channel
be reserved
equitable distribution of facilities posed
Cityal use.
for Channel
non-commei-cial
the removal
of Chan13 couldfrequency
be assignedchanges
to bothChanne
Cadil
73 will, educationtherefore, wouldnel 28 require
from Flint
to Saginaw.
The lac
and Calumet, Michigan, thai
be assigned to Bay City and will population of Flint is 163,000.
Channel
5
could
be
assigned
tc
be
reserveduse.for non-commercial
(e) Conflicting Counterproposals
Michigan, and Channe
educational
and Oppositions to the Saginaw 2Essexville,
assigned
to
Green
Bay,
Wiscon
Final Assignments and
Broadcasting Company Counter- sin. Following are the changes ir
Reservation
proposal. Conflicting counterpro- the assignments proposed in the
493. The following assignments
posalsCity
and oppositions
to the counSagi- Third Notice requested by Delta
and reservation are adopted:
naw
Broadcasting
Company
City VHF Chan- UHF Chanterproposal were filed
by Booth Broadcasting Company:
5f
nel 5
No. nel63,*73No.
Proposed
Changes
Third Notice
BayTRAVERSE
City, Mich. CITY,
MICHIGAN:
lOf
EDUCATIONAL RESERVATION
(a) Proposed InAssignments
Michigan
and494.Reservation.
the Third Escanaba,
13f
Hancock,
Michigan
13f7t
Traverse City,
Mich.
20,*26
Notice the Commission proposed Marquette,
20*26
4517
Michigan
4517
2f,65?
the assignment of three channels Cadillac, Michigan
to Traverse City: VHF Channel 5 Calumet, Michigan
Essexville,
Mich.
and UHF Channels 20 and 26, with
Channel mercial
26 reserved
for non-com- Green Bay, Wisconsin
educational use.
(d) Statement
in Support
Broadcasting
Companyoi
(b) The JCET supported the Radio and Television Stations, Inc. Delta
reservation of Channel 26 in Tra- and WJR, The Goodwill Station, Counterproposal. Delta Broad
casting
urgedwould
that bettei
Chan
verse cCityationalfor
edu- Inc., both of Detroit, Michigan.
nel 3 atCompany
Escanaba
use andnon-commercial
submitted a stateConclusions
serve the hilly terrain surrounding
ment
of
the
Superintendent
of
498.
We
do
not
believe
that
the
Public Instruction of the State of
that community. It was contender
the basis for as- that Channel 3 would provide
Michigan supporting the reserva- record supports
signing
UHF
Channel
19
to
Sagiwider13;coverage
Chan-|3
tion.
No
oppositions
to
the
pronaw by moving Channel 51 from nel
that the than
use ofwould
Channel
posed reservation: Educational
were filed.
Saginaw missiontodoes Midland.
The
ComConclusions
in
Escanaba
as
proposed
would
recognize
differ- make possible additional VHF asReservation
ences in UHF not
channels
for assign495. In view of the foregoing,
signments in Cadillac, Calumet,
ment purposes; accordingly, we see and Essexville,
the reservation of Channel 26 in no basis
Michigan and
for
the
deletion
of
ChanGreen
Bay,
Wisconsin; and that,
Traverse
City
for
non-commercial
nel 28 from Flint, Michigan in
educational use is finalized.
accordingly,
the
Delta
Broadcastorder toment tomake
possibleIt its
assign-be
Final Assignments and
Company counterproposal
Saginaw.
should
Reservation
would ingaccomplish
an appreciable
pointed
out
that
Saginaw
lies
only
- 496. As noted above in connec- 12 miles from Bay City where the advancesion'sinpriorities.
fulfilling the Commistion with the discussion of Bay Commission is assigning one VHF
City, Channel 7 was substituted and
(e)
Conflicting
Counterproposal
two
UHF
channels,
with
one
Company
for Channel 5 in Traverse City. UHF channel reserved for non- to the Delta Broadcasting
Counterproposal. The Delta
Accordingly,
the
following
assigncommercial
educational
use.
Under
ments and reservation are adopted: these circumstances we do not be- Broadcasting Company counterproCity VHF Chan- UHF Chanlieve
deposal conflicts with the counterproletedthatfromaa channel
city the should
size ofbeFlint
Traverse City, nel No. nel No.
posalpany,
of Music
Broadcasting
Comin order to afford an additional since Music
Grand
Rapids, Michigan
Mich. 7
20,*26
Broadcasting
Company
channel to Saginaw. Accordingly,
SAGINAW, MICHIGAN
of Saginaw would sing
assign
ChannelBroadcasting
5 in Lan497. (a) Proposed Assignments. the counterproposal
while Delta
Company
is denied.
In the Third Notice the Commis- Broadcasting
Final
Assignments
Company
would assign
this chansion proposed the assignment of 2
nel
in
Essexville
75
miles
from
499.
In
view
of
the
foregoing,
channels
to Saginaw,
UHF
Channels
51 and 57.Michigan, the following assignments are Lansing-. However, the Music
(b) Census Data. The standard adopted:
Company counterUHF Channel No. Broadcasting
proposal has been
for theof
metropolitan area of Saginaw has City
51,57
reasons stated
in thedenied
discussion
a population of 154,000 and the Saginaw
ESCANABA,
CALUMET,
AND
Grand
Rapids
above.
City of Saginaw a population of
CADILLAC, MICHIGAN
Conclusions
93,000.
(c) Counterproposal of Saginaw In 500.
501. The Commission, for asthe (a)
ThirdProposed
Notice Assignments.
one channel,
Broadcasting Company. Saginaw VHF
signment purposes,
recogChannel 13, was assigned to
nize differences
in does
VHF notchannels
Broadcasting
requested
as was pointed
out bya
that
Channel Company
19 be deleted
from Escanaba,
chan- However,
nel, UHF Michigan,
Channel 45,andto oneCadillac,
Delta Broadcasting
Company
Midland
and
assigned
to
Saginaw
and that Channel 51 be deleted Michigan. No channels were as- grant of its counterproposal would
signed in the Third Notice to Calu- make possible additional VHF asfrom Saginaw and substituted in
Michigan.Data. Escanaba has
Midland. Saginaw Broadcasting
nts in otherbe communities.
(b)met,Census
Channel 13signmecould
assigned to
Company also requested the addi- a population
15,000, Cadillac a both
tional assignment of UHF Chan- population of of10,000
Cadillac
and Calumet,Company
Michiand
Calumet
gan. Delta Broadcasting
nel 28 to Saginaw, to be accom- a population of 1,200.
plished by deleting this channel
also suggested that Channel 5
(c)
Counterproposal
of
Delta
could
be
assigned
to
Essexville,
from Flint, Michigan and by mak- Broadcasting Company. Delta
ing the following changes in the Broadcasting Company requested Michigan and Channel 2 to Green
assignments
Wisconsin.
The Commissionof
City proposed in the Third that VHF Channel 3 be substituted Bay,
Notice:
has granted
the counterproposal
City Channel
Broadcasting
Company
Third Notice
Proposed Changes
toBayassign
5 to Bay
City,
Michigan, which is less than 3
19f,28t,57
Saginaw,
Michigan
miles from Essexville. According51,57
Midland, Michigan
51t
19
ly, Channel 5 could
be assigned
16,*22,28
12,16*22,t
Flint, Michigan 12
to Essexville.
With notrespect
to the
of Channel 2 in Green
(d) Statement in Support of in Escanaba for VHF Channel 13. assignment
Bay,
the
Commission
is
Saginaw Broadcasting Company
granting the counterproposalbelowof
Counterproposal. Saginaw Broad- In order to accomplish this assign- the
Green Bay Broadcasting ComCompany urgedlarger
that SagiChannel 7 would
substiwhich requests
naw iscasting
considerably
than19
tutment,
ed in Traverse
City forbe Channel
mentpanyof Channel
2 to the
GreenassignBay
Midland
and that Channel
and this change is not dependent
106The stituted
Commission
has
below
subwould provide a better service to
on
the
Delta
counterproposal.
In
7 in Traverse
the larger community, while Chan- for Channel 5Channel
with City
the summary, therefore, the channel
nel 51 would amply serve the needs counterproposalin ofconnection
Bay
Broadcasting
changes suggested by Delta Broadof Midland. With respect to Chan- Company of Bay City, Michigan.
casting Company would make posBROADCASTING
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land, Ohio, where Station WEWS
isHoward,
operatingInc.,on licensee
Channel of
5. ScrippsStation
WEWS, casting
opposed
the
Bay
BroadCompany counterproposal
urging that terference
the duepossibility
of into tropospheric
transmissions over Lake Erie regreaterhowever,
separation.
should bequires
noted,
that theIt
distance between Bay City and
the WEWS transmitter site in
Cleveland
is 189 miles.
ment of Channel
5 atTheBayassignCity
would be 69 miles from the adjacent
channel
assignment
of
Channel 6 in Lansing, Michigan, where
Station WJIM-TV is presently operating. WJIM, Inc.,opposed
licensee theof
Station WJIM-TV,
counCompany
Bay Broadcasting
terproposal since it did not meet
the 70 mile city-to-city adjacent
channel spacing required by the
Third Notice. However, we have
elsewhere in this Report reduced
channel asthe required adjacent
signment spacing for VHF channels to 60 miles.
Conclusions: VHF Assignment
491. We believe the record supfor the5 toassignthe basisChannel
mentportsof VHF
Bay
proassignment
This VHF
City.vide afirst
channel towilla community of 53,000 people situated m
a metropolitan
areanoted
with above,
a population of 88,000. As
the
Bay Broadcasting Company counterproposal conflicts with the counterproposal ofMusic a BroadcastingCompany forrequesting
secondandVHF
channel
Grand Rapids,
the
counterproposal of Booth Radio
and Television Stations, Inc., reesting afourth
channelout forin
Detroit. quWe
haveVHFpointed
connection with our discussion of
the above counterproposals that we
believe the request for a first VHF
channel ferfor
City VHF
is to channel
be preed to a Bay
second
for Grand Rapids or a fourth for
Detroit.tween BayTheCity69andmileLansing
spacingwhere
beadjacent Channel 6 is being utilized by Station WJIM-TV meets
the
requirements
for adjacent
channel
station separation.
We
believe, also, that the spacing of
189 miles between Bay City and
Station
WEWS, 5Cleveland,
operating on Channel
will be adequate
to prevent undue interference due
to tropospheric propagation. The
assignment
of Channel
7 in Tra-5
verse City rather
than Channel
will meet all required mileage
spacings.
nel 5 will beAccordingly,
assigned toVHFBay ChanCity.
Conclusions: Educational
Reservation
492. We are of the view that the
assignment of VHF Channel 12 in
Bay City to commercial
be reserved
educational useforisnonnot
warranted since it can be accomplished only by deleting Channel
12 the only VHF assignment in
Flint, a city with a population of
163,000 within a metropolitan area
with a population
Accordingly, the Boardof of271,000.
Education
counterproposal
requesting
the
servation of VHF Channel 12 re-in
Bay City is denied. While we have
assigned
Chanel that
5 to Bay
we
do not believe
this City,
channel
: hould be reserved for use by nonThe•nmercial
Board ofeducational
Education stations.
did not
request the reservation of Channel
5 and in accordance with our policy
with respect to the reservation of
VHF
5 should
not be channels,
so reservedChannel
since three
VHF

sible the assignment of a VHF Katz has been ordered to show
duringin which
Committee
channel in Cadillac and Calumet. cause why the authorization of time
broadcasters
the UHF commercial
could not Superintendent's
consider
educa-on
We believe, therefore, that the Station WBKB should not be modi- effectively compete with VHF Television"
tional toimplications
of thetelevision
substitution
of
Channel
3
in
Esand
the
part
that
the
Chicago
broadcasters.
CBS
also
pointed
out
fied
to
specify
operation
on
Chancanaba for Channel 13 will effect
nel 2 in lieu of Channel 4. Na- that a network owning no station school system would play in the
a more efficient use of the VHF
tional Broadcasting Company, Inc.,
of Channel 11.
channels. All of the suggested is licensed to operate Station in Chicago would be at an enor- joint(i) operation
Opposition CBS,
to theasEducationassignments except the one to WNBQ on Channel 5. American The arguments
mous competitive
disadvantage.
108
urged
by
CBS
for
al
Reservation.
an alterBroadcasting Company, Inc., is the addition of a VHF channel in
Essexville
meet
the
required
minin
a
t
i
v
e
t
o
its
counterproposal
dismum spacings. As noted above, licensed to operate Station WENR- Chicago were also offered in concussed
above,
requested
the
the Delta Broadcasting Company TV on Channel 7. WGN, Inc. is
reservation
in that
Chicago
nection with its counterproposal educational
counterproposal conflicts with the licensed
be
shifted
to
a
UHF
channel.
CBS
seeking
the
addition
of
a
VHF
to
operate
Station
WGNcontended that it would be at a
counterproposal of Music Broad- TV on Channel 9.
channel
Massachusetts.
casting Company, Grand Eapids,
We havein inBoston,
connection
with our competitive disadvantage if it did
(d) Answer to Show Cause Or- discussion
Michigan. However, we have
not own a VHF station in Chicago.
of
the
Boston
counterder.
Balaban
and
Katz
Corporaabove denied this counterproposal
the Commission that ments. proposal considered these argu- the
CBS Illinois
arguedInstitute
that theofstatement
Technologyof
for the reasons stated in the dis- it hadtionnoadvised
objection
the proposed
cus ion of Grand Eapids.
did
not
indicate
any
assurance
modification
of itsto authorization
(g) Conflicting Counterproposals Channel 11 would be utilizedthator
Final Assignments
WBKB to2 specify
to the CBS Coun- that a UHF channel would not
ation on Channel
in lieuoper-of and Oppositionsterproposal.
502. The following assignments for Station
Oppositions andto conChannel
4.
The
application
of
well. CBSoffered
conflicting
counterproposals
the serve equally
'"are adopted:
tended that theas educators
City VHF ChanBalaban and Katz for the renewal CBS counterproposal urging
the no indication
nel No. UHFnel ChanNo.
of the source of its
of licensenated forof hearing.
WBKB has(Docket
been desigassignment
of
VHF
Channel
13
Escanaba,
Michigan
3
whencommence
an educational
No. for Chicago have been filed by the funds,tion might
Cadillac, Michigan
10038.)
operation, sta-or
Calumet,
Michigan 131013 45
following parties: William H. how they were
Hancock,
prepared to transMarquette, Michigan
Michigan 5
17
Block Company,
Indianapolis,
In(e)bia Counterproposal
of
Columlate
acdiana; Radio Indianapolis, Inc.,
Broadcasting
System,
Inc. Inc.
Co- Indianapolis,
SAULT STE. MARIE, MICHIGAN
tual program
programs.suggestions
In reply tointoCBS,
Broadcasting
System,
Indiana; Booth Radio the JCET
EDUCATIONAL RESERVATION requestedlumbia
argued that educators
the
assignment
of
VHF
and
Television
Stations,
Inc.,
De503. (a) Proposed Reservation.
belationdependent
uponandsetthat
circu-to
for their effect
troit,
Broad- will
Channelbe 13
to Chicago.11"
This
In the Third Notice the Commis- would
castingMichigan;
Corp.; LakeCrosley
Broadcasting
shift
the
reservation
to
a
UHF
accomplished
by
the
folsion
proposed
the
reservation
of
changes: VHF
Channel
13 Company, Gary, Indiana; Indian- channel would greatly handicap
UHF Channel 34 in Sault Ste. would belowingdeleted
from
Rockford,
the
educators
in
obtaining
funds.
apolis
Broadcasting,
Inc.,
IndianMarie tiofor
Illinois and UHF Channel 51
nal use. non-commercial educa- would
apolis, Indiana; Milwaukee Broad- The JCET also urged that in view
be substituted in that comcasting Company, Milwaukee, Wis- of CBS's financial resources, it
(b)
The
JCET
supported
the
munity; UHF Channel
64 would
in a themuchburden
betterof position
consin; and WIBC, Inc., Indian- was
reservation of Channel 34 in Sault be substituted
in
Indianapolis,
shoulder
developingto
apolis, Indiana.
Ste. Marie for non-commercial edu- Indiana for VHF Channel 13;
UHF
in
Chicago
than
would be
cational use and submitted a state- UHF Channel 23 would be substi- Chicago.
(h) Educational
Reservation
in
The Illinois Institute of the educational interests.
ment of the Sault Ste. Marie Pubt
u
t
e
d
i
n
Muncie,
Indiana
for
UHF
Conclusions:
Show
Cause
Order
a statement
suplic Schools
supporting were
the reservaChannel 49; UHF Channel 45 Technologyporting thefiled
of VHF
tion. No objections
filed to would
508. In view of the foregoing
be substituted in Conners- Channel 11 inreseiwation
the proposed reservation.
Chicago
for
nonpendency
of theof hearing
ville, Indiana for UHF Channel
commercial educational use. It was andthetherenewal
Conclusions
of license
WBKB
38,
and UHF for
Channel
57 would
beat noted that a "Working Committee on(Docket
504.
In
view
of
the
foregoing,
No.
10033)
an approprisubstituted
Channel
44
the reservation of Channel 34 in Piqua, Ohio. As an alternative, for Developing the Use of Chanate
temporary
authorization
will
be issued to the licensee of Station
Sault Ste.
Marie useforis non-com11 for formed
Education
in Chicago"
education-be had nelbeen
on May
9, 1951 WBKB in order to permit operamercial educational
finalized. CBS alrequested
reservationthatin theChicago
ANN ARBOR, CATIONAL
MICHIGAN
EDU- shifted to a UHF channel. In and included the following memneltion4. on Channel 2 in lieu of ChanRESERVATION
tabular form, the CBS counterbers:
Loyola
University,
UniverConclusions:
Comproposal requested the following
505. (a) Proposed Reservation.
sity of Illinois (Chicago Profes*11
mercialAdditional
VHF Assignment
In the Third Notice the Commis- changes :
Proposed
Changes
509.
We
are
of
the
view
that
proposed 26thein Ann
reservation
Third Notice
the record does not support the
UHF sion
Channel
Arbor forof
VHF ChanUHFnel ChanVHFnel ChanUHF20,26,32,
Chanassignment
of
VHF
Channel
13
to
nel
No.
No.
No.
nel
No.
non-commercial educational use.
38
20,26,32,
45t
Chicago. This
assignment
couldVHFbe
(b) The
Regents atofAnnthe Arbor
Uni- Chicago, Illinois 2,5,7,9,
achieved
only
by
deleting
39,*45,51f
38,44
versity of Michigan
13
channels in Rockford, Illinois, and
Connersville,Illinois
Ind.
filed
a statement
supporting
the Rockford,
39,*45
23f,55
Indianapolis, Indiana. Rockford is
reservation
of Channel
26 in Ann
Indianapolis,
Ind. 6,8,*13
20,26,*64f
20,26
Muncie,
Indiana
49,55
57
44
Arbor tional
foruse.non-commercial
educaa metropolitan
with a acity
populaOhioalternative:
It was stated that a Piqua,
tion of 152,000 area
and has
popor, in the
ulation of 93,000. Indianapolis has
Faculty2'*i\'9'
CommitteeAdministration
had for some Television
time been Chicago
a metropolitan area population of
and a city population of
studying the advisability of the
(f) Counterproposal.
Statement in Support
Colleges) ; Chicago Public 552,000
427,000. We do not believe that
In supportof sional
University's
owning
and andoperatSchools, University of Illinois the
ing a television
station
had CBS
assignment
a 6th VHF atchanof
its
counterproposal
requesting
recommended to the Board of Re- the assignment of VHF Channel (Navy Pier Branch), DePaul Uninel to Chicago isof warranted
the
expense
of
deleting
only oneVHFof
gents that an application should 13 to Chicago, CBS urged that an
versity,
Illinois
Institute
of
TechArts Institute of Chicago, channel from Rockfordthe and
be filed when channels are avail- additional VHF Channel is needed Rooseveltnology, College,
University of
from Indianable. Noservation
oppositions
were filed. to the re- in that city. The basic premise Chicago, Chicago Historical So- three VHFapolis.channels
Moreover, the CBS counupon which CBS's counterproConclusions
ciety, Museum of Science and Interproposal
would
necessitate
a reposal
rests
is
the
need
for
insurd
u
c
t
i
o
n
i
n
the
number
of VHF
dustry Theand Northwestern
Univer-of assignments and would, therefore,
In view ofof Channel
the foregoing,
sity.
Illinois Institute
ing the possibility of a nationthe506.reservation
26 in
constitute
an
inefficient
use
of
the
Technology
submitted
letters
from
wide
competitive
commercial
teleAnn
Arbor useforis finalized.
non-commercial
vision service. CBS contended that each of the other members of the spectrum. Accordingly, the CBS
educational
though
UHF
woud
ultimately
be
Woi-king
Committee
expressing
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
signment of VHFrequesting
Channel the13 as-in
reasonably competitive, there support for the reservation. The counterpi-oposal
(a) ProposedInAssignments
filed a statement sup- Chicago is denied. The CBS aland507.Reservation.
the Third would be a substantial period of JCET also
ternative
request
for
the shifting
portingthethe support
reservationof and
indi- of the educational reservation
cating
Columbia
Notice 10 channels were assigned
in
counterproposal
consisted ofCBS3original
alternative
plans
for
Chito Chicago: VHF Channels 2, 5, 107CBS'scago.
College
and
George
Williams
ColChicago
to
a
UHF
channel
is madein
has since
withdrawn
plans
7, 9 and 11 and UHF Channels B and C leaving
on the same basis as its request
l
e
g
e
.
I
t
was
stated
that
the
Workonly
plan
A
for
con20, 26, 32, 38 and 44, with Channel C and all comments
sideration. Accordingly,andplans
B and
Boston. We have, in connection
Committee isprogramming
conducting studiesingof financing,
and with
11 reserveduse.for non-commercial relating thereto
our sidereddiscussion
of Boston, conwill not beoppositions
discussed operation
educational
the CBS contentions
and
of
an
educational
telein
this
Report.
vision stationinstitutions
on a cooperative
(b) Census Data. The Chicago
for
the
reasons
there
stated re10SCBS
has
contracted
with
Balaban
basis.
Seven
indicated
standard metropolitan area has a and Katz, operating Station WBKB in
jected
them.
We
are
of
the
view
population of 5,495,000 and the Chicago,tion.toApplication
could grcontribute
tostation.
the pro-It in the instant case that the record
acquire for
control
of thatof staconsent
as-by they
am ing of such
City of Chicago has a population
requires
finalizationandof that
the
signment tKatz
o CBS andhas Columbia.
been filed
was contended
that ana educational
of 3,621,000.
educationalthereservation
Balaban
and
Final
television station on Channel 11 the
action taken
on thisby application
has
not
yet
educational
reservation
should
(c) Existing Stations. Four sta- been
Commission.
CBS in Chicago would serve at least not be shifted to the UHF. In the
tions are presently in operation in
out thattheallassignments
VHF assignments
the population of Illinois. Third Notice we stated that a
Chicago on Channels 4, 5, 7 and 9. pointed
for commercial
in the It60%wasof pointed
Chicago
area
are
already
in
operation,
VHF channel would be reserved in
Balaban and Katz Corporation is leaving
no VHF channels for which of Education ofoutthethatCitytheofBoard
all communities with three or more
authorized
to
operate
Station
Chi- VHF
be made broadcaster.
by a netWBKB on Channel 4. Balaban and application
channels where all such VHF
work or othercouldcommercial
cago has organized the "General
ROADCASTING
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funds in a manner deemed by the
ingOwensboro
Company, Logansport,
Indiana
On The Air,
Inc
University to be most advan- and
Owensboro, Kentucky. All of th
tageous,
and
that
since
the
Uniconflicting counterproposal
versity considers television to be above
been denied for other rea
of major importance in education, have
it would be in a position to allo- sons.
Conclusions
cate funds for the proposed television operation.
519. We are of the view thai
Southern Illinois University
(e) The Southern Illinois Uni- the
counterproposal in so far as il
versityChannel
counterproposal
would sub-11 requests
stitute
10 for Channel
Carbondale ofmustVHFbe
in Louisville, Kentucky, Channel Channel 10theat assignment
11 for Channel 4 in Bloomington, denied. This assignment would ne
cessitate deviating from the re
Indiana, and Channel 4 for Chan- quired
minimum assignment spac
neltion
6 in Indianapolis,
Indiana. operSta- ings. The
WHAS-TV is presently
University in order tc
ating
in
Louisville
on
Channel
9
assign
10 to Carbondal<
but has been ordered to show cause proposesChannel
that Channel 10 be as
signed
at
Louisville.
Statioi
in this proceeding
why
its
authorization should not be modified to WHAS-TV operating on Channe1
10 at Louisville would be only 18<i
specify
operation
on
Channel
11.
The Southern Illinois University
the co-channel
ment from
at Knoxville.
Sinceassign
botl
counterproposal would necessitate miles
these
cities
are
situated
shifting
Station
WHAS-TV
to
Channel 10 rather than Channel Zone II, this spacing wouldwithir
11. Station WTTV is presently meet the 190 mile minimum nof
operating in Bloomington, Indiana, signment separation. In view oi
on Channel 10 but has been or- the foregoing, the counterproposa
dered to show cause
in this pro- of Southern Illinois University ir
its authorization
should notceedingbe whymodified
to specify so farment as
of VHFit requests
Channel the
10 inassignCar
operation on Channel 4. The bondale is denied. We believe
Southern Illinois University coun- however, that the record support?
the basis for assigning a channe
terproposal would necessitate
shift- to
Carbondale to be reserved foi
rathering Station
than WTTV
Channelto Channel
4. Station11 non-commercial
educational use
WFBM-TV is presently operating Accordingly, Channel
61 will be asin Indianapolis,
Indiana,
on
Chans
i
g
n
e
d
t
o
Carbondale
for this purnel 6. The Southern Illinois University counterproposals would reFinal Assignments and
quire shifting
WFBM-TV
Reservation
to Channel
4. Station
The Southern
Illi520. The following assignment;
nois University counterproposal and
pose.
reservation
are adopted:
would assign
4 at also
Indian-be
City UHF Channel No
apolis. This Channel
channel will
Carbondale,
Illinois
34, *61
utilized in Columbus, Ohio, where
Station WLWC, *10tlicensed to CrosDAVENPORT,
IOWA-ROCK
ley Broadcasting Corporation, will
ISLAND-MOLINE, ILLINOIS
operate. The distance between the
521.Reservation.
(a) ProposedInAssignment
and
the Thir
*30,36
otice Proposed Changes
Notice the Commission proposec
No. UHFnel*57,63
No.
VHFnel ChanVHFnel6flitChanChanNo. UHFnel*30,36ChanNo.
the following assignments and res
*57,63
ervation:
*15,21
34
Carbondale, Illinois
VHF UHF
*15,21
433418
4
Bloomington,
Indiana
20,26
Channel Channel
20,26
6f12f
Indianapolis,
Indiana
18
12
10
Terre
Haute,
Indiana
City
No. *30, No.36, 4
Louisville,
Kentucky
Davenport,
lowa,4t,8,*13
6,8,*13
3,10t
63,11
43
Paducah,
KentuckyMo.
Moline,
111.
4,6
Rock IslandCape Girardeau,
(b) Census Data. The standarc
(d) Statement in Support of
sites of WLWC in Co- metropolitan area of Davenpor
Southern Illinois University Coun- transmitter
Rock Island-Moline has a popula
lumbus
and
WFBM-TV
in
Indianterproposal.
Southern
Illinois
Uniapolis would be 166.2 miles. Under tion of 234,000. The population o:
versity urged
the assignment
Davenport is 75,000. The popul
distance 6 be-in tion
of Channel
10 that
in Carbondale
would the Third
of Rock Island is 49,000. Th
tween Notice
WFBM-TV the
on Channel
serve the southernmost third of Indianapolis
and
Station
WTVN
population
of Moline is 37,000.
Illinois, onedevelopedofareasthein most
under- in Columbus also on Channel 6, is
the United
(c) ExistingCompany
Stations. license
Centra
167.8 miles. The Southern Illinois Broadcasting
States with high unemployment University
counterproposal would for the operation of isWOC-TV
and a low living standard. The assign Channel
10 at Louisville Davenport, Iowa, on Channel 5
University
stated
that
the
development of new trades and skills and 188 miles from the co-channel as- The licensee was ordered to shov
signment at Knoxville, Tennessee. cause why the license of WOC-TA
the raising of the educational and Both Louisville
and Knoxville are should not be modified to specif;
cultural level in Southern Illinois
is of major concern to the Uni- situated in Zone II; and, there- Channel 6 in lieu of Channel
versity and urged that educational
fore, this separation would be be- Rock Island Broadcasting Com
television could be instrumental in
low the 190 mile minimum co- pany is licensed for operation o
assisting development in this area. channel
assignment separation in WHBF-TV,
Rock Island, on Chan
nel 4.
It was contended that a VHF this zone.
channel is necessary to serve the
(d) Counterproposal of Quad
(f) Conflicting Counterproposlarge but dispersed population in
als and Oppositions to the South- City
Broadcasting Corp. Quad-Citi
the area. The University submitern Illinois University Counterpro- Broadcasting Corp. requested th
ted a proposed weekly programposals. WHAS, Inc., Louisville, additional assignment of Channe
ming schedule which was designed
WFBM, Inc., Indianap- 10 to Davenport-Rock Island-Mo!
to aid in the education and rehabil- Kentucky;
olis, Indiana; and Crosley Broad- line-East Moline"0 by making th
itation of the area. The University
casting Corporation, Columbus, following changes in the assign
stated that it was fully cognizant Ohio, all filed oppositions to the ments
Notice: proposed in the Thir
of thetioncosts
of thethat
proposed
opera- Southern Illinois University counand stated
construction
terproposal.
Conflicting
counterand operating costs would come
""Davenport Broadcasting Corp, Inc
proposals and oppositions have
the Iowa,
assignmen
from University budget funds ap- been filed by WIBC, Inc., Indian- ofDavenport,
Channelof requested
2 tomiles
Atalissa,
at
propriated each biennium by the
distance
50
from
Davenpor
apolis,
Indiana;
Lake
BroadcastThis
assignment
would
be
accom
State Legislature. It was stated
ing
Company,
Gary,
Indiana;
L.
deletionThisof request
Channel ha
that the University administration B. Wilson Company, Cincinnati, plished
from considered
Desby the
Moines.
been
in connection
with th
is authorized to distribute these Ohio; and Logansport Broadcast- Des
Moines educational
reservation.
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assignments
in operation. We canwere
see not
no reason
for
deviating from this decision in
Chicago.1"1'
We thebelieve
that theof
record
justifies
reservation
VHF Channel 11. Accordingly,
the CBS request is denied and the
reservation of Channel 11 in Chicago
educational foruse isnon-commercial
finalized.
Final Assignments
and
Reservations
510. The following assignments
and reservation are adopted:
City VHF UHF
Channel No. Channel No.
Chicago 2,5,7,9,*11 20,26,32,38,44
ROCKFORD, CATIONAL
ILLINOIS:
EDURESERVATION
511. (a) Proposed Reservation.
In the Third Notice the Commission proposed the reservation of
Channel 45 commercial
in Rockford
educational use.for non(b)
The
City
of
Rockford Public Schools,Rockford,
and Rockford
College
filed
statements
supporting the reservation of Channel 45
in
Rockford use.
for non-commercial
educational
Resolutions of
the City
Council,
of Educa-of
tion, and the BoardBoard
of Trustees
Rockford College were submitted
supporting the reservation. No
oppositions to the reservation were
filed.
Conclusions
In view ofof Channel
the foregoing,
the512.reservation
45 in
Rockford cationfor
non-commercial
edual use is finalized.
SPRINGFIED, CATIONAL
ILLINOIS
EDURESERVATION
513. (a) Proposed Reservation.
In the Third Notice the Commission proposed the reservation
of UHF Channel 26 in Springfield
for
non-commercial
educational
use.
(b) The Board of Education of
School District No. 186, Springfield,porIllinois
filed a statement
supting the reservation
of Channel
26 in Springfield. The Board of
Education stated that it is surveying the matter of costs of construction antelevision
d operation
an educational
stationof and
the
possibilities of joint operation of
ain station
by
educational
interests
the area. It was contended that
the reservation is required in order
to permit the Board to complete
the
survey. were
No oppositions
to the
reservation
filed.
Conclusions
In view ofof Channel
the foregoing,
the514.reservation
26 in
Springfield,
Illinois
mercial educational useforis non-comfinalized.
DEKALB, ILLINOIS
In 515.
the (a)
ThirdProposed
Notice Assignments.
no channels
were(b) assigned
to DeKalb,
Census Data.
DeKalbIllinois.
has a
population of 12,000.
(c) Counterproposal of Northern Illinois State Teachers College.
The Northern Illinois State TeachersmentCollege
of UHFrequested
Channel the67 assignin DeKalb tomercial
be reserved
for No
non-comeducational use.
other
changesposed in
assignmentsin proby thetheCommission
the
Third Notice were requested. No
oppositionsproposalsorwereconflicting
counterfiled.
(d) Statement in Support of
Illinois State Teacher College
Counterproposal. Illinois State
Teachers College represented that

it is very interested in constructingcialandeducational
operatingtelevision
a non-commerstation.
It stated
that
the
College
presently constructing a new islibrary
containing
a
theatre-television
studio. The College listed various
types of educational programs it
proposed tooperative,utilize
including
cogeneral adult
education,
extension, laboratory,
sports,
entertainment, and special events
programs. The college stated that
its next budget to be presented
to the State Teachers College
Board and the State Legislature
would include funds for the contruction of anat educational
television sstation
DeKalb.
Conclusions
516. We
the record
supports thebelieve
assignment
of UHF
Channel 67 to DeKalb and the reservation of that channel for noncommercial educational use. Accordingly, Channel 67 is assigned
to DeKalb and
commercialreserved
educational use.for nonFinal Assignment and Reservation
517. The following assignment is
adopted :
UHF Channel
DeKalb,City
Illinois
*67 No.
CARBONDALE, ILLINOIS
In 518.
the (a)
ThirdProposed
Notice Assignments.
one channel,
UHF Channel 34, was assigned to
Carbondale, Illinois.
(b)tion Census
Data.is The
populaof Carbondale
11,000.
(c)ern Counterproposal
SouthIllinois University. ofSouthern
Illinois University requested the
assignment of VHF Channel 10
to Carbondale to be reserved for
non-commercial educational use by
making the following changes in
the
Thirdassignments
Notice: proposed in the

Third Notice
nel No.
21
39,*45
50,*5o,62
20,*26
30,36,42
is1«
^8
•!? IS
96
3,6,*8
275533
30
1819,25
12
4,5,*9
2
4,5,*9,11 *26,32
*19,25
*32,38
*21,27,33
4,*10,12 1619,25,31

Counterproposal
VHFnel5fChanNo.
No. UHFnel Chan3t13t
32
5f2f
39,*45
*12t
2120,*26
50,*56,62
*2f
*30,36,42
20,*26
4,6,10f
3517
*17,23
10t
2416,*22
38
2751
at
«tili*
32,38
33
3055
7?3,6,*13t
3
7t
19,25
18
4,5,*llf
10?
*26,32
30,36,42
2?,4,*9,11 *19,25
2830,*36
*32,38
3,9f
13?
*21,27,33
lOt
4,*8,12
1619,25,31

Centralia,111.111.
Quincy,
Rockford,
Springfield,111.Ind.
111.
Evansville,
Cedar
Rapids,
Iowa
Davenport-Rock
Island-Moline
Iowa City,
IowaIowa
Mason
Waterloo,City,Iowa
Lawrence,
Kan.
Pittsburg,
Kan. Mich.
GrandMountain,
Rapids,
Iron
Austin,
Minn. Mich.
Duluth-Superior,
Wis.
Rochester,
Hannibal, City,
Mo.Minn.Mo.
Jefferson
Joplin,
Kansas Mo.
City,Mo.Mo.
Kirksville,
^t..
Joseph,
Mo.
St.
Louis,
Sedalia, Mo.Mo.Mo.
Springfield,
Claire, Wis.
Wis.
LaEau
Crosse,
Madison,
Wis.Wis.
Milwaukee,
Wausau, Wis.
(e) Statement in Support of
Channel
9 — Waterloo,
Iowami.—
Quad City Counterproposal. Quad
Minneapolis,
Minn. 180
City
BroadcastingCorporation
Channel
12—
Pittsburg,
urgedly 54,000
that
there
are
approximatesas— Hutchinson, Kan., Kan181
VHF receivers in the
miles.
area; and that a long period would
Channel
10
—
Austin,
Minn.
elapse before the existing receivers
Wausau, Wis., 187 miles. —
could be converted or new receivChannel 6 — Rochester, Minn.
ers obtained capable of receiving
— Superior, Wis., 187 miles.
ultra high frequencies; that the
Channel 11 — Kansas City, Mo.
Commission's
assignments
the
Third
Notice would
limit thein area
— Des Moines, Iowa, 180 mi.
Channel
7 — LaMinn.,
Crosse,189 Wis.
to the programs of two networks
St. Cloud,
miles.—
thus preserving
the
existing
monopolistic situation; and that the
(h)
Answer
of
Central
BroadCo., to Show Cause Order.
two VHF frequencies proposed for Central castingBroadcasting
Company,
Davenport-Rock
Island-Moline
are
already
in
operation
by
existing
licensee
of
WOC-TV,
that
stations and that there is demand it did not object
to thestated
proposal
for additional frequencies.
to change
its assignment to Chann
e
l
6
.
(f) Oppositions and Conflicting
Counterproposals to Quad City Moline
(i) TheEducational
Davenport-Rock
IslandReservation.
Broadcasting Corp. Counterpro- The Independent
District,
posal. Oppositions and conflicting Davenport, Iowa, School
counterproposals to the counter- reservation of UHFsupported
Channel the30
proposal of Quadwere
City filed
Broadcasting Corporation
by the at Davenport-Rock Island-Moline,
following evision,parties:
Evansville
Tel- for non-commercial educational
Inc., Evansville,
Indiana;
use. The
School Dis-of
trict statedIndependent
that at a meeeting
KFEQ, Inc., St. Joseph, Missouri; representatives
and
The Journal Company (WTMJ- secondary schoolsofof colleges
area the
TV), Milwaukee, Wisconsin; Bad- unanimous opinion wasthevoiced
that
gerson,
Broadcasting
Madi- an educational television channel
Wisconsin;Company,
Cedar Valley
assigned to the DavenBroadcasting Company, Inc., Aus- should be port-Rock
Island-Moline area. The
tin, Minnesota; Milwaukee Broadcasting Company and Hearst Ra- JCET tionalso
of UHFsupported
Channelthe30 reservain the
dio, Inc., Milwaukee, Wisconsin;
- Rock was
Islandfiled- Moline
the Gazette Company, Cedar Ra- Davenport
area.
No
objection
to the
pids, Iowa; Davenport Broadcastreservation.
ing Company, Davenport, Iowa; proposed
Conclusions:
Show
Cause
Order
The Black Hawk Broadcasting
522. In view of the foregoing, an
Company, Waterloo, Iowa; the appropriate
authorization
will be
Northwest Broadcasting Company, issued
Broadcasting
Fort Dodge, Iowa; Midland Broad- CompanytotoCentral
specify operation of
casting Company, Kansas City, WOC-TV on Channel
6.
Missouri; University of Illinois,
Conclusion: Educational
Urbana, Illinois; Michigan State
Reservation
College, East Lansing, Michigan;
In view of the foregoing
The Trebit Corporation, Flint, the523.reservation
Channel 30 in
Michigan; WJR, The Goodwill Davenport-Rock ofIsland-Moline
Station, Inc., Detroit, Michigan; non-commercial educational use foris
Milton J. Hinlein, Sedalia, Mis- finalized.
souri; Pulitzer Publishing ComRequest for Addipany (KSD-TV), St. Louis, Mis- Conclusions:
tional Commercial
ment. VHF Assignsouri, KNUJ, Inc., New Ulm, Minnesota; Champaign News Gazette,
524. It is our view that the
Inc., Champaign, Illinois; Peoria counterproposal of Quad City
Broadcasting Company and West Bi-oadcasting Corp. seeking the asCentral Broadcasting Company,
signment of Channel
10 tomust
DavenPeoria, Illinois.
Island-Moline
denied. Asport-Rock
indicated
above thebe
(g) The counterproposal of changes
in
the
proposed
Table
of
Quad City Broadcasting Company
requested by Quad
would result in the following co- Assignments
Corp. below
would the
rechannel
separations
below • 190 City sultBroadcasting
in six separations
miles in Zone
II:
minimum provided herein for coBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

channel assignments in Zone II.
and Peoria,
Peoria Illinois.
BroadAccordingly, the counterproposal Dodge, Iowa,"1
casting Company,
ofis denied.
Quad City Broadcasting Corp. In addition oppositions to the
Champaign
News-Gazette
counterproposal have been filed by WCNT,
Final Assignments and
Reservation
Inc.,
Centralia,
the Balaban
and
Katz Illinois;
Corporation,
Chi525. The following assignments
cago,
Illinois;
and
Sangamon
Valand reservation are VHF
adopted: UHF
ley Television Corporation, SpringChannel Channel
field, Illinois.
City No. No.
(e) WCNT
opposed theto Champaign counterproposal
delete
VHF
Channel
2 from Centralia
4,6 *30, 36, 42
CHAMPAIGN, URBANA,
and
to
replace
it
with
UHF
Channel 59. WCNT argued that the
PEORIA, ILLINOIS; NEW ULM,
MANKATO, MINNESOTA;
Champaign
would
remove
thecounterproposal
only VHF channel
WATERLOO, IOWA
CEDAR RAPIDS,
from the southern part of Illinois
whereas operation of Channel 3
(a) Proposed InAssignments
at Champaign, it was argued,
and526.Reservations.
the Third would
duplicate that of
Notice the Commission proposed Channel merely
12s ion at Urbana.
proposed byThethepopulaComthe following
and rem
i
servations: assignments
tion of Centralia is 14,000.
VHF
UHF
C
(f)tion ofBalaban
and Sangamon
Katz CorporaVal-of
Champaign,
Illinois
21
leyChicago
TelevisionandCorporation
Urbana,
Illinois
*12
27,33
Springfield, Illinois, opposed the
Peoria,
Illinois
8
*37,43
Champaign counterproposal since
New
Ulm,CitMinnesota
Minnesota
4315
y
Mankato,
it wouldtween mean
separation
Waterloo,
Iowa
7
16,*22
Springfielda and
Chicago be-on
Cedar Rapids, Iowa 9 20,*26
Channel mission
2 ofhas revised
178 miles.
The Comits rules
and
(b)
Counterproposals.
Various
parties in this proceeding filed standards in this Report to require
a
minimum
co-channel
mileage
conflicting
counterproposals
seeking the to
assignment
of aPeoria,
VHF spacing of 170 miles in Zone 1.
channel
Champaign,
Urbana
New Ulm, Mankato, Waterloo and
528.
(a) The Urbana
Cedar Rapicls.
al Reservation.
Urbana Educationis one of
Champaign
*2
the communities designated in the
527. (a)
Census
Data.
The
popas a "primarily educational
ulation of the City of Champaign record
center." The University of Illiis 40,000.
nois, Urbana,
servation of VHFsupported
Channelthe12 re-in
(b) Counterproposal
of Champaign News-Gazette. Champaign
non-commercial eduNews-Gazette' requested the as- Urbana cafor
tional use and reaffirmed its insignment of Channel 3 to Chamtention of constructing and operatby substituting
a UHFfor chaning a television station. The Uninel inpaignCentralia,
Illinois,
VHF
versity
the General
Assembly ofstatedthethatState
of Illinois,
ChannelCity
and in making
the following2 changes
the assignments
*12t
in
May
1951,
as
part
of
the
ennial budget of the University bi-of
proposed by the Commission in the
3?
Proposed
Changes
Third Notice
nel No.
nel
No.
nel
No.
nel
No.
VHF
ChanVHF
ChanUHF
Chant
2
Centralia,
Illinois
18 UHF Chan2t,9
12
3t
21
2132,59?
Champaign,
Illinois
123
Springfield,
Illinois
20,*26
9
Cedar City,
Rapids,IowaIowa
. Vi 2t
Iowa
20 *26
243520,*26
20,*26
32
Mason
City,Missouri
Iowa
18
Kirksville,
( 3t
(c) Statement in Support of
24
Champaign News-Gazette Coun- Illinois authorized funds specifically
for
the
of 35a unit
tele-;
terproposal.
Champaign
NewsGazette contended that the cities
visionoperation
program-producing
the University's
fiscal
budgetof
of Champaign and Urbana, Illi- that
for
1952-1953
was
in
excess
nois, are inonly
reality
cities" $47,000,000; and that the Universeparated
by "twin
a boundary
sity's Board of Trustees had acstreet.bana is 23,000.)
(The population
UrIt was urgedof that
cemitter
pted agiftfrom the
of a General
televisionElectric
transsince the Commission proposed the
for
use
by
the
University
assignment of three channels in atCompany
such time and place as may be
the
Third 12Notice
for Urbana,
Channel
and UHF
ChannelsVHF27 approved by the Commission; that
and 33, with Channel 12 reserved it hasdio successfully
rabroadcasting forengaged
about inthirty
for educational purposes, the
years; and that it has owned and
Champaign counterproposal would operated
StationWIUC
WILL (FM)
since since
1922
assign a first VHF for commercial and Station
purposes
bana area. to the Champaign-Ur- 1941. The University also stated
it has originated hundreds of
(d) Oppositions to
and Champaign
Conflicting that
radio programs
for and
commercial
Counterproposals
stations
and networks
that it
News - Gazette Counterproposal. had
cooperated with commercial
Oppositions teand
conflicting
counrproposals tothe counterproposal stations in originating- television
both from the Urbanaof Champaign News-Gazette were programs
Champaign campus and in Chifiled by the following- parties: cago.
Quad tion,
CityMoline,Broadcasting
Corpora(b) Oppositions and Conflicting
Illinois; WIBC, Inc.,
Indianapolis, Indiana; Davenport, Counterproposals to Urbana ReluEIsewhere in this report, we have
Broadcasting Company, Daven- denied
counterproposals of Davenport,casting
Iowa; Company,
BlackWaterloo,
Hawk BroadIowa;
porttheBroadcasting
BroadcastingCorporation,
Company, NorthWest
West Central Broadcasting Com- WIBC,
Central west
Broadcasting
and
Inc., for the Corporation
reasons therein
stated.
pany,
Peoria,
Illinois;
Northwest
Broadcasting
Company, Fort
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servation. Sworn statements were Centralia, Illinois, could support
filed opposing the reservation of a television station and accordChannel 12 in Urbana, Illinois, for
ingly the deletion of the proposed
non-commercial
educational System
use by; VHF assignment
thosein communities would notfromresult
any
Columbus Broadcasting
L. B. Wilson,
Inc.
(WCKY),
Cinactual
loss;
and
that
neither
cinnati, Ohio; and the Peoria
tralia nor Kirksville required Centhe
coverage
could andbe
Broadcasting Company (WMBD), additional
obtained from
a VHF thatchannel
Peoria,
Illinois.
In
a
subsequent
sworn statement CBS withdrew that UHF was adequate for these
communities.
certain oftheitsconflict
proposals
eliminated
betweenwhich
the
(d) Oppositions and Conflicting
University of Illinois and CBS. Counterproposals
Peoria BroadThe proposals of L. B. Wilson and
casting Company toCounterproposal.
Peoria
conflicting
counhave
been Broadcasting
considered and Company
denied in Oppositions tand
erp op sals tothe counterproposal
another portion of this Report.
of Peoria Broadcasting
Company
(c) Counterproposal of West were filed by the following parties :
Central Broadcasting Company. WCNT, Inc., Centralia, Illinois;
West Central Broadcasting Com- Sangamon Valley Television Corporation, Springfield, Illinois; Balpany
Company
Katz Corp., Chicago, Illiposed theBroadcasting
reservation
of VHFop- aban andnois;
Davenport Broadcasting
Channel 12 in Urbana and requested the assignment of that Company, Inc., Davenport, Iowa;
channel to Peoria by making the Champaign News-Gazette, Chamfollowing proposed
changes
in the
assignpaign, Illinois;
The Gazette
by the
Commission
pany,
Cedar Rapids,
Iowa; Comand
in the ments
Third Notice:
Third Notice
Proposed Changes
Peoria,
Urbana, Illinois
Illinois
*128
Brookfield,
Missouri
Kirksville, Missouri
12
(d) Statement in Support of
West Central Broadcasting Companystated
Counterproposal.
tral
that there West
are Cenfour
times as many people in the Peoria
metropolitan area than there are
in
thereChampaign
are four and
full Urbana;
time and that
two
daytime standard broadcast stations in the Peoria metropolitan
area and only one full time and
two daytime standard broadcast
stations
Peoria
tan areainandtheonly
one metropolifull time
and two daytime AM stations in
Champaign and Urbana. West
Central also stated that the proposal affords Brookfield, Missouri,
its first television assignment. The
population
of Brookfield
is 6,000.is
The population
of Kirksville
11,000.
Peoria
529. (a) Census Data. The
standard metropolitan area of
Peoria has a population of 251,000.
The City
of Peoria has a population of 112,000.
(b) Counterproposal of Peoria
Broadcasting Company.112requested
Peoria
Broadcasting
the assignmentCompany
of Channel 12 to
Peoria byin the
making
the following
changes
assignments
in the
Third Notice:
City
Centralia,
Illinois
Peoria,
Illinois
Springfield,
Illinois
Urbana,
Illinois
Cedar City,
Rapids,IowaIowa
Iowa
12
Kirksville, Missouri
(c) Statement in Support of
Peoria Broadcasting Company
Counterproposal. Peoria Broadcasting Company urged that a city
the size of Peoria required an additional VHF assignment; that
neither Kirksville, Missouri, nor
"2The
counterproposal
of WesttheCen-astral Broadcasting
Co.,Channel
seeking
s
i
g
n
m
e
n
t
o
f
a
VHF
to Peoria
by the deletion of VHF Channel
12 in
"'.rbana proposed educational
to be reserved
non-commercial
use hasfor
been
considered
above
in
connection
with the cational
discussion
reservation.of the Urbana eduPage 62 • April 14, 1952 Part II

18
Quad City Broadcasting Corp.,
Moline, Illinois.
(e) The Peoria
Reservation. IllinoisEducational
State Normal
University,
Normal,
Illinois,
supported the reservation of UHF
Channel 37 for non-commercial
educational use at Peoria. No objections were raised to the reservation. The University stated that it
was interested in cooperating with
other universities and school systems of the region in a television
broadcasting program for the benefit of schools in the region; that
it wasparticipate
"financially
able to sponsor
and
in educational
televcational
ision"; that programs
it hasover
broadcast
educommercial
radio Station WJBC for many
years, and that it plans to install
a closed-circuit television system
for demonstration teaching purposes, educational film distribution,
and for training teachers in the
effective use of the medium.
New Ulm
530. (a) Census Data. The
ispopulation
9,000. of the City of New Ulm
(b) Counterproposal of KNUJ,
Proposed Changes
*37,43
*37,43
32
20,*26
27,33
27,33
20,*26
20,*26
2420,*26
18,63f
Inc. KNUJ, Inc., requested the
assignment of Channel 3 to New
Ulm by making the following
changes in the assignments proposed by the Commission in the
Third Notice:
. City VHFnel Chan
Third Noi
No.
6,10
Pierre,
DakotaDakota"
New Ulm,SouthMinnesota
Watertoi
South
(c) Statement in Support of
KNUJ, Inc. Counterproposal.
Final TV Report

Hawk Broadcasting Company.
KNUJ, ments
Inc.requested
urgedbythat
the assignit would
serve Black Hawk Broadcasting Comthe assignment
the Commission's
priorities
of as- Channelpany 12requested
to Waterloo
by makingof
signment and would
also comply
the following changes in the s
with the City
minimum mileage separa- signments
proposed in the Thi
tions. The counterproposal of Notice:
3t
Proposed
Changes
Third Notice
18
VHF Chan- UHF 18ChanMason
City,
Iowa
16,*22
Waterloo,
7,12t
Brookfield, Iowa
Missouri
16,*22
12tt
Kirksville,
Missouri
(c) Statement in Support of
KNUJ,
Inc. would ofresult
in a co-in Black Hawk Counterproposal. It
channel
Zone II separation
on Channel 189
11 miles
between was urged that Waterloo is a raPierre and Sioux Falls, South
pidly growing
city in the
Dakota.
of a rich
agricultural
area;center
and
(d)
Oppositions
and
Conflicting
that
the
importance
of
the city
Counterproposals to KNUJ, Inc. and its need for an additional
Counterproposal. Oppositions and television channel is evidence by
conflicting
counterproposals
the
counterproposal
of KNUJ, to Inc.,
were filed by the Gazette Company, the increasing
ance of Waterloo. economic importCedar sota
Rapids,
the
Southern
MinneSupply Company, Mankato,
(d) Oppositions and Conflicting
Minnesota, and the Black Hawk Counterproposals
to Black Hawk
Broadcasting Company, Waterloo, Counterproposal.
Oppositions to
Iowa.
the counterproposal of Black Hawk
Mankato
Broadcasting Company were filed
531. (a) Census Data. The by
the Gazette Company, Cedar
of Mankato has a population
ofCity19,000.
Rapids, Iowa, and the Southern
(b)ernCounterproposal
of
SouthMinnesota Supply Company. Minnesota Supply Company, ManSouthern Minnesota Supply Comkato, Minnesota.
pany
the assignment
(e) The Waterloo
Educational
Channel 12requested
to Mankato
by makingof Reservation.
The Iowa
State
the following
changes
inthetheThird
assignments
proposed
in
Teachers
College,
Cedar
Falls, and
Notice :
lot
Proposed
Changes
Third Notice
12t
Mason City,Minnesota
Iowa 1212
*2,12f
12t
Brainerd,
Hibbing,
Minnesota
10
Mankato,
Minnesota
Grand Forks, North Dakota *2,10
(c) Statement in Support of
Southern Minnesota Supply Com- the JCET supported the reservation of UHF commercial
Channeleducational
22 for
pany. Southern Minnesota Supusenon-in
ply Company
assignmentsurged
requested that
by itthewould
Waterloo.
The
college
stated
it
serve
the Commissions's
and would
also comply priorities
with the
onlyexclusively
educationalconcerned
instituminimum mileage separations. was tionthein Iowa
The counterproposal would result with teacher education and thereinmilesa co-channel
of 18210
fore it had a special interest in
in Zone IIseparation
on Channel
between Brainerd and Rochester, educational television, particularly
Minnesota.
in the use of television programs
(d) Oppositions and
Conflicting directed to the classrooms of the
Counterproposals
to Southern
public schools. The college stated
Minnesota Supply Company Coun- that
it has prepared a weekly film
terproposal. The Independent
Broadcasting Company, Minne- for telecasting over WOI-TV,
apolis,casting
and theCompany,
Northwest
Ames, Iowa. The college stated
Ford BroadDodge that
it was prepared to cooperate
opposed the counterproposal of with
educational institutions.
Southern Minnesota Supply Com- The other
College further stated that
pany
on
the
grounds
of
adjacent
channel spacing of 67 and 69 miles. the assignment of a reserved chanNo conflict, however, arises under
Waterloo, eight miles from
the minimum mileage separations Cedarnel forFalls,
would give it the best
adopted herein. Black Hawk
Broadcasting Company, Waterloo, chance to participate in educational
filed a conflicting counterproposal. television.
Waterloo
Cedar Rapids
532. (a) Census Data. The
standard metropolitan area of
533.
(a)
Census Data. The
Waterloo
100,-a standard metropolitan
area of
000 and thehasCitya population
of Waterlooof has
population of 65,000.
Cedar Rapids has a population of
(b) Counterproposal of Black 104,000. The City of Cedar Rapids
has a population of 72,000.
Proposed Changes
Counterproposal
of The ComGail No. zette(b) Company.
The Gazette
||
pany, that
CedarChannel
Rapids,12 beIowa,
pro35 posed
assigned
to Cedar Rapids by making the
following changes in the assignBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Federal Telecom
unication
Laboratories,
Inc.
on associate of mthe Internationa!
Telephone and Telegraph
Corp.
500 Washington Ave. Nutley, N. J.
Domestic Distributors: Graybar Electric Co., Inc.
• Offices in 108 cities
Export Distributors: International Standard Electric Corp., 67 Broad St., N. Y. <
Canadian Distributors: Federal Electric Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Montreal, P. G.

ments
Notice : proposed in the Third
City
Third Notice
Cedar
Iowa 9
Chariton,Rapids,
IowaIowa
Mason
City,
Kirksville,
Missouri 1212
Trenton,
Missouri
Reedsburg, Wisconsin
(c) Statement
Support of Gazette CompanyinCounterproposal.
It was urged that Cedar Rapids is
a substantial
with a popu-by
lation whichmarket
has increased
16.4% in the 10 year period from
1940, that none of the minimum
station
separations
the
Third Notice
would proposed
be violatedin and
that a net gain in service would
result from a grant of the counterproposal.
(d) Oppositions and Conflicting
Counterproposals to The Gazette
Company Counterproposal. Oppositions to the Cedar Rapids prohave been
followingposalparties
who filed
also byfiledthemutually
exclusive proposals: Davenport
Broadcasting
Company,
port, Iowa; KNUJ,
Inc., NewDavenUlm,
Minnesota;
Black
Hawk Broadcasting
Company,
Waterloo,
Iowa,
and Peoria Broadcasting Company
and West Central Broadcasting
Company.
(e) The
Rapids
tionalCedar
Reservation.
The EducaJCET
supported the reservation of Channel 26 in Cedar
Rapids
for
commercial educational use. nonNo
objections were filed to the proposed reservation."3
Conclusions
534. The
foregoing
counterproposals consist
of requests
for the
assignment of a first VHF channel
in Champaign, Mankato and New
Ulm, respectively; and a second
VHF assignment in Waterloo,
Peoria andtively. Cedar
Rapids, respec-of
The counterproposal
Black Hawk Broadcasting Company (Waterloo), KNUJ, Inc.
(New pany
Ulm)(Cedar and
The Gazette
Comare mutually
exclusive andRapids)
are also
mutually
exclusive with the counterproposals of Champaign News-Gazette
(Champaign)
and Southern
Minnesota Supply Company
(Mankato).
In addition the counterproposal of
Peoria Broadcasting Company
(Peoria) is mutually exclusive
with the counterproposals of
Champaign
News-Gazette and The
Gazette Company.
535. It is our view, based on the
record,should
that Champaign
bana
be consideredand asUr-a
single poseentity
for
s in view of theassignment
proximity purand
strong identity of interests of
these posed
cities.
In
view
of
the
proreservation of Channel 12 in
Urbana for non-commercial educational use the counterproposal of
Champaign News-Gazette will, acordingly, be considered
request for cthe
assignmentas ofa the
second VHF channel to Champaign-Urbana.
Conclusions: Mankato, Peoria,
Waterloo,
New Cedar
Ulm, Rapids.
ChampaignUrbana,
536. The counterproposal of
Southern Minnesota Supply Coml,2Coe
College,
Cedar
Rapids,
in its
mment
on June
6, 1951,
requested
e reservation
of VHF
Channel
9 for
n-commercial
educational
use;
thereter
college advised
the JCET
that
wasthethewithdrawing
its
request
in
favor
reservation
ofeducational
a UHF channel
re possible
future
use
by
college.
Page
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Proposed Changes
47?
35
46?
18,41?
pany,
seeking totheMankato
assignment
VHF channel
mustof bea
denied. As indicated below, this
counterproposal would result in a
co-channel
miles
in Zone II separation
on Channel of10182between
Brainerd and Rochester, Minnesota.
This separation is below the
minimum of 190 miles for the asZone II. signment of co-channel stations in
537.ing With
respect toit the
counterproposals,
is ourremainview
that the counterproposal of Champaign News-Gazette is meritorious
and, for the reasons set forth below, is toflicting
be preferred
to the
concounterproposals
seeking
assignment of a VHF channel to
Peoria, Waterloo or New Ulm. The
cities of Champaign and Urbana
have a combined population of
63,000, and in the Third Notice the
Commission
the for
assignment of one proposed
VHF channel
the
city of Urbana and no VHF channels for Champaign. The counterproposal of Champaign
News-GaresultVHF
in thechannel
assign-to
mentzetteof awouldsecond
Champaign-Urbana and would, in
addition,
assign-to
ment of amake
secondpossible
VHF the
channel
Cedar Rapids with a population of
72,000. These assignments would
be
accomplished
deleting which
VHF
Channel
2 from byCentralia
has a population of 14,000. It is
our view that the assignment of
VHF
channels
to both ChampaignUrbanadeletion
and Cedar
this
of aRapids
VHF warrants
channel
from Centralia. Accordingly, we
are assigning VHF Channels 3 and
12Channels
to Champaign-Urbana
and VHF
2 and 9forto Cedar
In substitution
ChannelRapids.
2 in
Centralia
nel 59. we are assigning Chan538. It is our view that the assignment of a second VHF channel
to
Champaign-Urbana
CedarbothRapids
is to be preferred andto
the
assignment
of a West
secondCentral
VHF
channel to Peoria.
Broadcasting Co. has requested
the assignment of Channel 12 to
Peoria by the deletion of Channel
12 from Urbana where it was proposed tomercial
be reserved
for non-comeducational use.
We believe,
that the ofrecord
quires however,
the reservation
a VHFrechannel for non-commercial educational use in center.
Urbana, The
a primarily
educational
record
establishes that the University has
had considerable experience in
broadcasting as the licensee of
both an AM and an FM station and
that it now intends to establish a
non-commercial educational television station in the Urbana area.
The University has received a gift
of a television transmitter and the
General Assembly of the State of
Illinois has specifically authorized
funds for the operation of a television program broadcasting unit.
As indicated above, West Central
Bi-oadcast
not propose
substitutionCo.of dida VHF
channel thein
Urbana for Channel 12 which it
requested be deleted from that
Final TV Report

VHF channel,
community. It is our view, on the Channelment of12,a tosecond
Cedar Rapids. This
basis of the record, that a VHF
counterproposal,
however,
is in con-of
channel should be retained in Urflict with the counterproposal
bana tional
for non-commercial
use. Accordingly,educathe Champaign
News-Gazette.
Howdecision herein
provides
counterproposal
Central
theever, ouradditional
assignment
of
Broadcasting Co.ofisWest
denied.
We for
Channel 2 to Cedar Rapids.
have by our decision herein added VHF
Accordingly,
the
Gazette
Company
the assignment of VHF Channel 3 counterproposal need not be conto Champaign-Urbana. It should
sidered further.
be pointed out that if Channel 3
543. In view of the foregoing,
were reserved
in
Champaign-Urthe
counterproposals
of Black
bana
tional foruse innon-commercial
lieu of Channel educa12 as Hawk Broadcasting Company,
KNUJ,
Inc.,
The
Gazette
Company,
proposedsignedand
Channel
were asMinnesota Supply Comto Peoria,
the 12assignment
of an additional
VHF
channel to Southernpany, West
Central Broadcasting
Cedar Rapids would be precluded. Co. and Peoria Broadcasting ComAs noted above, we have preferred
pany are denied; and the counterthe assignment of a VHF channel
proposal of Champaign News-Gazet e is granted.
to
Champaign-Urbana
and
Cedar
Rapidschannel
over the
assignment of a
544. ever,Wethat are
the view, ofhow-an
VHF
to Peoria.
the ofassignment
additional UHF
channel to Peoria
539. The
counterproposal
Peoria
Broadcasting
Companyof is warranted. Channel 19 in Peoria
seekingchannel
the assignment
a secondbe would meet all required mileage
VHF
in Peoriaof would
separations for assignments in this
accomplished
by
the
deletion
zone. Accordingly, Channel 19 will
the
VHF channels
assignedThisofto be
assigned
to Peoria as an addiKirksville
and Centralia.
tional assignment.
Conclusions: The Peoria, Waterloo,
plan
also assignIt a isVHF
channelwould
to Brookfield.
our
Cedar Rapids
Educational
view, menthowever,
assign-to
Reservations
of a second that
VHF thechannel
545.
On
the
basis
of the record,
both Champaign-Urbana and Ce- the reservation of UHF
Channels
dar Rapids, at the expense of deand *26Rapids,
in Peoria,
Waterleting only one channel from Cen- *37, loo*22,
and Cedar
respectively,
tralia, isto be preferred to the as- are finalized.
s
i
g
n
m
e
n
t
o
f
a
second
VHF
channelnelto toPeoria
and a which
first VHF
Final Reservations
Assignments and
Brookfield
wouldchan-be
accomplished
by
deleting
VHF
546.
The
following assignments
channels from both Centralia and
Kirksville. It is to be pointed out and reservations areVHF
adopted:"4UHF
that Brookfield has a population of
Channel
only been
6,000 filed
persons
and party
no request
No. Cha/inel
No.
has
by any
from Centralia,CityIllinois
32,59
that community
1921,27,33
Illinois
ment of a channel.for the assign- Champaign-Urbana,
15 *37,43
Illinois
540. It is also our view that the Peoria,
43
Springfield,
Illinois
18
Cedar
Rapids,
Iowa
counterproposal of Champaign Iowa City, Iowa
2420,*26
News-Gazette is to be preferred Mason City, Iowa
20,*26
35
to the counterproposal of Black Waterloo, Iowa
Hawk Broadcasting
Al- Mankato,
16,*22
New
Ulm, Minnesota
Minn.
though Black Hawk Company.
Broadcasting
Kirksville,
Missouri
Company signingwould,
in
addition
to
asasecond VHF channel to
AMES, FORT DODGE, AND
DES MOINES, IOWA
Waterloo, assign a first VHF channel to Brookfield,
this
would
be
ac(a) Proposed InAssignments
complished by deleting the sole and547.Reservations.
the Third
VHF channel
KirksNotice the Commission proposed
vil e. It is our assigned
view thatto the
as- the
following assignments and ressignment of a second VHF channel ervation:
to
Champaign-Urbana
VHF Channel
UHF
CedarbothRapids
is to be preferred andto
Channel
the
assignment
of
a
second
VHF
City
No.
No.
Ames
5
channel to Waterloo and a first
Moines 8,*11,13 2517,23
VHF channel to Brookfield, a city Des
Fort
Dodge
21
of 6,000.
(b) Census Data. The standard
541. It is also our view that the
metropolitan area of Des Moines
counterproposal of Champaign has
a population of 226,000 and
News-Gazette
is to beof preferred
Des Moines
has aofpoputhe counterproposal
KNUJ, Inc.,to the city ion ofof 178,000.
The City
Fort
seeking the assignment of a VHF Dodge lathas
population of 25,000.
channel to New Ulm with a popu- The City of aAmes
has a population
latisons.
on of approximately
9,000
perof
23,000.
As indicated above the
counterproposal of KNUJ, Inc.,
(c) Existing
The Iowa
State
CollegeArtsofStations.
would ationresult
a co-channel
isAgriculture
licensed for and
the
of 189 inmiles
in Zone separII on Mechanical
Channel 11 between Pierre and Ames
operation
of
Station
WOI-TV
at
on
Channel
4.
The
licensee
Sioux Falls, South Dakota. This
ordered to show cause why the
separation is below the minimum was
of WOI-TV should not be
of 190 miles for the assignment of license
specifyState
operation
co-channel station in Zone II. modified
Channel 5.to Iowa
stated onit
Moreover, it is our view that the had
no objection
to the5. move from
Channel
4
to
Channel
assignment of a second channel to
both darChampaign-Urbana
and Ce-to
(d) west
Counterproposal
of NorthBroadcasting Company.
The
Rapids is to be preferred
the assignment of a first channel Northwest Broadcasting Company
to New Ulm, especially in view of proposed
of Channelthe 4additional
to Fort assignment
Dodge by
the
nities.relative sizes of these commu- making the following changes in
U4The educational reservations for
542. The Gazette Company coun- Springfield,
Illinois,elsewhere.
and Iowa City,
terproposal requested the assign- Iowa, are discussed
ROADCASTING
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Ithe assignments proposed in the
(j) Statement in Support of
Third Notice:
Cowles Broadcasting Company,
Proposed Changes
Third Notice

Counterproposal. The Davenport
Broadcasting Company urged that
the size, population, and economic
importance ofwarranted
Davenport-Rock
Island-Moline
an additional
VHF
assignment
and
that
the deletion of reserved Channel
11 frominateDeswasteful
Moines,
"wouldbetween
elimoverlap
educational
serviceState
now College
being ren-of
dered by Iowa
Agriculture and Mechanical Arts,
(WOI-TV), Ames, Iowa, and the
proposed
Channel
11 in Des assignment
Moines for ofeducational

show cause why its assignment
should not be changed to Channel
5. It was urged that since Ames
and Des Moines are the same distance
Rock Island,
the assignment offromChannel
4 to Des
Moines
Fort
Doage,
lowa
would
result
in
the
same
interferSioux
City,
Iowa
4,9
Mitchell,
South
Dakota
5
encesion's
situation
Commis-to
Vermillion, South Dakota *2
Order towhich
Showthe Cause
WOI-TV inate.wasThe counterproposals
designated to elim-of
(e) Statement in Support of Central Broadcasting Company
Northwest Broadcasting Company and Murphy Broadcasting ComNorthwest Broadcasting Company
Counterproposal. The Northwest
and Davenport
Broadcasting
ComCounterproposals. Cowles,
Broadcasting Company urged that Centralpany
mutually
exclusive
with
and
Murphy
Broadcasting
the geographical
Company.
that
ofpany areIndependent
Broadcasting
Companies
urged
that
WOI-TV
portance of Fortlocation
Dodge and
as imthe provide
educational
service
to
the
dominant city in a large area jus- Des Moines area; that the proposed
Conclusions: Des Moines
(n)portOppositions
to the Daventified theoneassignment
of twoUHFchan-to changes in classification of WOIBroadcasting Company
CounEducational Reservation
nels,
VHP and one
Inthat city. It was also urged that TV tocialanstationeducational
would meetnon-commerthe needs
dependent,terproposal.
Murphy,Cowles,
andCentral,
Iowa State
548. We believe on the basis of
the Davenport the record that we must deny the
|he Commission's
proposed
assign- of Des Moines for non-commercial College opposed
ments did notof provide
an equitable
counterproposal.
distribution
television
facilities educational television; that WOI- Broadcasting
request to remove the educational
use."Counterproposal
its
license
repre(o)
Inde- reservation in Des Moines from
since cities of comparable size were TV in sesecuring
pendent Broadcasting of
Company.
nted it would be a non-commer- The Independent
assigned more channels than were
In light of the eviBroadcasting
cial station;
and that "itchannels
would beto Company proposed the additional Channeldence 11.
assigned to Dodge.
introduced by the educational
waste
of television
interests in Des Moines, we believe
(f ) The Northwest Broadcasting aassign
assignment
of
Channel
4
to
Des
two
channels
for
use
in
the
Company counterproposal would operation of educational television MoinesCityby making the following that the educational reservation in
result
in thein Zone
following
in the assignments pro- that city should be finalized.
separation
II: co-channel stations, one at Des Moines, Iowa, changesposed in the
Third Notice:
*17t,23
*30,36
Channel
Cities
Mileage
Proposed Changes
Third Notice
Vermillion, S. D.-Hastings, Nebr. 170
Vermillion,
S. D.-Ames, la. ( WOIDes Moines, Iowa
TV)
175
Fort Dodge, Ia.-Minneapolis, Minn. 176
(or 23*)
(g) Opposition and Conflicting
Counterproposals to the Northwest
(p) Statement
in SupportCompany
of In549. The request that we change
other at Ames, Iowa."
dependent
Broadcasting
Broadcasting Company Counterpro- and(k)theOppositions
to Cowles, Cen- Counterproposal. Independent the character
ofon thethe Ames
tral and Murphy Counterproposals.
posal. Oppositions and conflicting
basis assignof the
Company urged that record,ment canbenot,granted.
counterproposals were filed by the Iowa State College,"6 and Daven- Broadcasting
Iowa State
Channel
4
could
be
assigned
to
Des
; following
parties:
Gazette
ComCollege
in
securing
a
license
did
port
Broadcasting
Company
opMoines
without
adversely
affecting
pany, Cedar Rapids; Black Hawk
posed the counterproposals of any existing TV broadcasting sta- not secure a non-commercial liBroadcasting Company, Waterloo, Cowles, Central and Murphy.
cense
requiring
it
to
broadcast
nontion
or
any
assignment
proposed
commercial programs but secured
Iowa; Champaign News-Gazette,
(1) Counterproposal
the Dav- by the Commission; that the Com- a license giving
Inc., Champaign, 111.; Southern
enport Broadcastingof Company,
it thecommercial
responsibil-or
mission's priorities
would
not beof
ity
to
determine
the
Minnesota Supply Company, Man- Inc., Davenport, Iowa. The Daven- affected with
the
exception
kato, Minnesota; Quad City Broadport Broadcasting Company, Inc., priority 5; and that an additional non-commercial character of its
castingdependent
Company,Broadcasting
Moline,Company,
111., In- proposed the additional assignment VHF service would be provided to the
programs."8 We dorecordj
not believe,
that weon
of a VHF Channel
channel *11to atAtalissa,"7
by a substantial area and population. shouldbasisissueof this
a show cause order
DesMoines,
la.;
Mid-Continent
Radeleting
Des
Moines
dio Television, Inc.. Minneapolis, and by making the following
(q) The dependent
counterproposal
of In- which would require WOI-TV to
Broadcasting Company
Minn.; Iowa.
and Iowa State College, changes in the assignments proits classificationstation.
and be-In
Ames,
would result in the following co- changecome a non-commercial
posed in the Third Notice:
the absence of compelling reasons,
(h) The Des Moines Educational
Third Notice
we do not believe that educational
Reservation.
School District ofTheDes Independent
Moines and
institutions who secui'e commercial
Atalissa,
Iowa
licenses should be required to
[(Drake
University
supported
the
Des Moines,
Iowa *28,*11,13
reservation of VHF Channel 11 at Iowa
change ation.theTo adopt
character
of their policy
operCity,
Iowa
Des Moines for non-commercial
a contrary
educational use. The City Council
(m) Statement in Support of channel separation in Zones I and would be to discourage educational
of Des Moines, Iowa, and other Davenport
Broadcasting Company
institutions which do not prefer to
civic
and educational
parties also
The Independent Broadcasting II:
supported
the reservation.
The Company,
as
part
of
a
counterproChannel
Independent School District urged
Zone
an additional
City
Mileage
that a reservation was necessary channel posaltoto assign
Des Moines,
also urged VHF
the
I
4
DesMoines-Rock Island, la. 158
ina reservation
fromin Des
VHF Moines.
Chanin order that educational institu- change
n
e
l
1
to
UHF
channel
(WHBF-TV)
tions and other interested organ- filed""Central
Broadcasting
Company
Des Moines-Kansas City, Mo. 180
a Motion
Strike oftheAgriculture
statement
izations have sufficient time to' de- of Iowa
Des Moines-Vermillion, S. D. 182
State toCollege
program use
for of
non-commerand Mechanical
Arts
on
the
grounds
cialvelop a educational
television that
the
statement
signed
by
counsel
(r)
Oppositions
and Independent
Conflicting
m the area.
was notge of Agriculture
sworn to. Theand Iowa
State Arts
Col- Counterproposals to
operate afromfully
non-commercial
staMechanic
entering
the television
Broadcasting Company Counter- field. tionAccordingly,
(i) Counterproposals of Cowles filed lean
opposition
to
the
Motion
to
we must deny
Strike saying
that
the
document
was
Broadcasting Company, Central intended
proposal.
Rock
Island
Broadcastas a brief
meaning
ing Company opposed
changeassignment.
the classifiBroadcasting Com nan y. and Mur- of Paragraph
5 (f ) under
thethe Order
cation of theto Ames
counterproposal,
and Independent
urged that the request
phy Broadcasting Company. that
Hearing
Procedure
ofof July
25. 1951;of the
550.
Moreover,
from
the record
it
was
filed
early
on
September
counterproposal
should
be
deCowles Broadcasting Company,
for the reason that it would it appears that Des Moines
ratherfilingthan
and itsis
1951, 1951,
the last
date;onthatOctober
the brief29, createnied the
Central Broadcasting Company, is24.
interference which the immediate surrounding vicinity
in
support
of
an
engineering
stateCommission has attempted to the
and the Murphy Broadcasting Commajor
economic,
cultural
and
ment which has been sworn to and eliminate
social
center
of
the
State
of
Iowa.
in
the
Third
Notice.
It
since
it is a brief5 ff )un-it
proposed to increase
the that, dertherefore,
the meaning
of Paragraph
number pany,"5
of commercial
VHF chanThe
fact
that
different
educational
was
pointed
out
that
WHBF-TV,
need
not
be
sworn
to.
Attached
to
nel assignments in Des Moines, by
Rock Island and WOI-TV, Ames,,
to thefor Motion
simultaneously
removing the reservation of VHF their
Strike, opposition
the attorneys
the Iowato Iowa, now operate on Channel 4. programs
available inmaythe besame
area from
Channel 11 for non-commercial State
Because
of the close spacings of WOI-TV
College
of
Agriculture
and
Meand
a
non-commercial
chanical Arts filed an amendment to these stations
educational
use
and
by
proposing
and
the
resultant
ineducational
television
station
in
on
Behalf
of
Iowa
State
that VHF Channel 5 at Ames. "Statement
terference the Commission in the
Collegein ofSupport
Agriculture
and Mechanical
unIowa,classified
be assigned
to WOI-TV
and Arts
of delete
Commission
Allo- Third Notice ordered WOI-TV to Des Moinesdesirableis sincenotit necessarily
increases
the
cation
Plan"
to
the
word
be
as a channel
reserved
"Statement"
in theit word "Brief." In view of the amend- number of program choices as does
for non-commercial educational caption
of saidwhere
briefitandappears
wherever
menttosubmitted
College The
the the presence of several stations in
use
instead of for commei'cial use apoears
StrikebyistheDENIED.
brief andcapitalized
substitute inin thelieubody
thereofof said
the Motion
as follows:
"Statement"
objected
to has been con- a given city. In addition, it is
s
i
d
e
r
e
d
o
n
l
y
as
a
Brief.
Third Notice
Proposed Changes
shown ment inin thetheCentral
engineering
state"'Atalissa,
a community
of 240 perBroadcasting
sons, is 50 miles
from Davenport.
The
counterproposal
proposed
a transmit-30 filing that Station WOI-TV operter
site
at
Durant,
approximately
miles from Davenport.
ating with the maximum power
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contemplated
the Commission's
proposal and byoperating
with its
presently licensed antenna height
could provide Grade A service to
but 45% of the City of Des Moines.
551. In view of the foregoing,
the counterproposals of Cowles
Broadcasting Company, Central
Broadcasting Company, Murphy
Broadcasting
Company,Company,
and Davenport Broadcasting
are
denied. Furthermore, with respect
to theportcounterproposal
of
DavenBroadcasting Company, we do
not believe the assignment of a
VHF channel to the city of Atalissa
by thement ideletion
of a aVHF
n Des Moines,
much assignlarger
city, is warranted.
Conclusions: Additional VHF
Assignment
Fort Dodge
and Desin Moines
552. The Northwest Broadcasting Company counterproposal
would result in three co-channel
separations
the Channel
190 mile5
minimum forbelow
Zone II.
would be asigned at Vermillion, 170
miles from Hastings and 175 miles
from
Station 4 WOI-TV
Ames;
and Channel
would beatassigned
to Fort Dodge, 176 miles from
Minneapolis. Accordingly, the
Northwest Broadcasting Company
counterproposal is denied.
553. ing
The Company
Independent
Broadcastcounterproposal
would result in one co-channel
separation
the 170-mile
imum for below
assignments
in Zonemin-I
and twolow theco-channel
separations
190-mile minimum befor
Zone II. Channel 4 would be assigned to Des Moines, 158 miles
from
Island Station
in Zone WHBF-TV
1 and 180 inand Rock
182
miles, respectively, from Kansas
City, Missouri and Vermillion, both
in Zone II. Accordingily, the Independent Broadcasting Company
counterproposal is denied.
Conclusions: Show Cause Order
554. In view of the foregoing,
an appropriate authorization will
be issued to Iowa State College to
specify
of WOI-TV on
Channel operation
5.
Final Reservation
Assignments and
555. The following assignments
and reservation are VHF
adopted: UHF
Channel
City 5
No. Channel
Ames
25No.
Des
8,*11,13 17,23
Fort Moines
Dodge
KEOKUK, IOWA; 21
QUINCY, ILLINOIS; AND
HANNIBAL, MISSOURI
556. (a) Proposed Assignments.
In the Third Notice the Commisassignments:sion proposed the following
VHF Channel
UHF
Channel
City
No.
Keokuk, Iowa10 No.
4421
Quincy,
Hannibal,Illinois
Missouri 7
27
(b) Census Data. The population of Keokuk, Iowa, is 16,000.
The population of Quincy, Illinois,
is 41,000. The population of Hannibal, Missouri, is 21,000.
(c) Counterproposal of Keokuk
Broadcasting Company. Keokuk
Broadcasting Company requested
that Channel 10 be assigned to
Keokuk.
assignment
Channel 10 to The
Keokuk
would beof accomplished by the deletion of Channel
"'The allegations
concern >tong the
representations with respect
its proceedings. gram ing are irrelevant to these proPage 66 • April 14, 1952 Part II

supported
reservation
nel
30 in theSioux
City. Noof Chan
party
objected to Conclusions
the reservation.
564. In view of the foregoing,
the reservation of Channel 30 in
Sioux Citycationalfor
eduuse is non-commercial
finalized.
IOWA CITY, IOWA
EDUCATIONAL RESERVATION
(a) Proposed Reservation.
that VHF Channels 5 and 11 be In 565.
the Third Notice the Commisassigned to Dubuque with less than
sion
the reservation of
maximum power to protect other Channel proposed
2 incommercial
Iowaeducational
Cityuse.for nonco-channel and adjacent channel
stations. This counterproposal
(b)
The
State
University
would require no other changes in Iowa supported the reservation ofof
the
VHF Channel 2 in Iowa City for
Thirdproposed
Notice. assignments in the non-commercial
educational tele- !
(d) Statement in Support of vision use. The University stated
Telegraph Herald Counterproposal. that
it
has
engaged
non-com1919; j
The Telegraph Herald urged that mercial broadcasting insince
a separate building has been
the operation of UHF stations in that
for radio broadcasting
Dubuquenomicwould
eco- constructed
and the annual operation budget
obstacles.present
It was serious
urged that
operation on Channels 5 and 11 for its broadcast activities was
with powers below that proposed $50,000. The University stated that
in the Third Notice would afford from 1932 to 1938 the University
protection
co-channel
stationswithto regularly scheduled television prothe same toextent
as stations
grams fromtransmitter
an experimentally
censed
and that it has,limaximum facilities operating at
the required minimum spacings. for the past two years, organized
and
presented
weekly
programs
Specifically, it was urged that
powers of 46.7 kw on Channel 5 from Station WOC-TV, Davenport
and 87 kw on Channel 11 be au- Iowa.ed that
The television
University facilities
further statare
thorized for stations in Dubuque. It
available and that it has begun
was further urged that a grant of construction
of
a
Communications
the
counter-proposal
would
provide
and that it has a complete
a first
tial area.VHF service to a substan- lyCenter
outfitted motion picture produc
(e) The counterproposal would tion laboratory including ten mo
tion sity
picture
Univer-of
result
in theinfollowing
submittedcameras.
a detailedThelisting
separations
Zone I co-channel
below the
170-mile
minimum:
suggested
program
material
for
use on the proposed educational
Channel 5 Dubuque, Ia.-Chica- television
station. No one has obgo
(WNBQ),
162
miles.
j
e
c
t
e
d
t
o
the
reservation
of
VHF
Channel 11 Dubuque, Ia.-Chi- Channel 2.
cago, 161 miles. in addition,
(c) Quad - City Broadcasting
The counterproposal,
would result in the following co- Corp., Moline, Illinois, Davenport
channel
separations
in
Zone
II
beBroadcasting
Company,"9
Davenlow the 190-mile minimum:
Champaign Illinois,
NewsGazette,port, Iowa,
Inc.,andChampaign,
Channel 5 Dubuque, Ia.-Ames, proposed
the reservation
of
a
VHF
la. (WOI-TV), 159 miles. channel other
VHF Channel
Channel 11 Dubuque, Ia.-Des 2 for Iowa Citythan
in connection with
Moines, la., 164 miles.
counterproposals for additional
(f) Oppositions and
in their respecCounterproposals
to Conflicting
Telegraph VHF tiveassignments
cities.120
TheReport
Commission
Herald Counterproposal. Opposiw
h
e
r
e
i
n
this
granted elsethe
tions and conflicting counterproposmade
by
Campaign
News-as
als to the counterproposal of The request
Gazette,
Inc.,
which
proposed
Telegraph Herald were filed by the part of its over-all plan the reson of VHF Channel 12 in
followingcastingparties:
CentralIowa,BroadCo., Davenport,
The lieu of theervatiproposed
reservation
National Broadcasting
Company,
VHF Channel 2 in Iowa
City. of
Conclusions
Chicago,nedy Radio
Illinois,
the Johnson-KenCorporation,
Chicago,
566. On the basis of the fore
Illinois; Iowa State College, Ames,
Iowa; and the Davenport Broad- going tionand
the record,
reservaof Channel
12 intheIowa
City
casting Company, Davenport, Iowa. for non-commercial
use is finalized
Conclusions
'"Elsewhere
Report the Comof
Elsewhere hasin setthisforth
Report
denied inthethiscounterproposals
the560.Commission
the mission
Quad-City Broadcasting
Broadcasting Company
Corp. and
basis for its decision not to create Davenport
1MThe State University of Iowa on
a special
class
of
stations
authorOctobera Motion
8, 1951,tofiled
the Commis
ized to operate with reduced power sion
Strikewith
of the
at reduced
statementsF. ofKean
Hugh
R.portions
Norman
that
decisionseparations.
and for theIn view
reasonsof Davenport
Walter
filed
on
behalf and
Company,
Ino
therein stated the request of The corporated. Broadcasting
In these
statements,
the
Telegraph Herald is denied.
affiants
introduce
as
a
new
proposal
the
use ofat aIowa
UHF City
channel
for educational
Final Assignments
whereas
counterproposal
of May
7, 1951,the didinitial
not
561. The assignment of UHF use
contain
this
proposal.
Paragraphs
5(b)
Channels 56 and 62 in Dubuque, and 6 of the Order of Hearing ProceIowa, are adopted.
d
u
r
e
o
f
July
25,
1951,
clearly
indicate
that sworn
the Commission
will
notareconsider
SIOUX CITY, IOWA
any
statements
which
notThein
of
the
initial
pleadings.
EDUCATIONAL RESERVATION support
MotionWithto Strike
is
therefore
GRANT'
562. Proposed Reservation. In ED.
to the ofsworn
state'
ments filedrespect
onCompany,
behalf
Davenport
the Third Notice the Commission Broadcasting
Incorporated
the Commission
has above,
not considered
for
proposed the reservation of Chan- the
reasons
given
as
evidence
nel 30 inmercial
Sioux
Cityuse.for non-com- properly before it, the evidence relateducational
ing to this
proposal.
The Com563. The JCET, the Mayor of evidence
miscontained
ion has,new
however,
considered
therein
which issuchin
Sioux City, the City Council and support
of its counterproposal in this
other local educational groups, proceeding.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

(c) Counterproposal
of The
10 from Quincy,
Illinois,
substitution of Channel
7 intheQuincy
Herald. The Telegraph
and the deletion of Channel 7 from Telegraph
Herald,
Dubuque,
Iowa,
proposed
Hannibal, Mo., as follows:
Proposed Changes
Third Notice
Keokuk,
Iowa
Quincy, Illinois
107
Hannibal,
Mo.
(d) Statement
in Support
Keokuk
Broadcasting
Companyof
Counterproposal.
Keokuk
Broadcasting Company urged that
the
deletion
of
Channel
7
from
Hannibal
would
not
deprive
that
city
television service because of theof
assignment
27 to
Hannibal. Itof UHF
was Channel
also asserted
that Hannibal would receive Grade
A service
from the15 VHF
ment at Quincy,
milesassignfrom
Hannibal. Further, it is urged that
the assignment of Channel 10 to
Keokuk
wouldof persons
provide with
a substantial number
a first
VHF service. It was also contended that the assignment of
Channel 10signmentot of Channel
Keokuk 7andto the
asQuincy
comply in all respects with the
standards adopted herein. Finally,
it was urged that a more extensive
coverage would be rendered by a
station located in Keokuk on Channel 10 than would be rendered by
Channel 7 at either Quincy or Hannibal.
(e) Opposition
Keokuk Broadcasting Company toCounterproposal.
The Courier Post Publishing Company, Hannibal,
Missouri, opposed
the Keokuk
counterproposal
urging
that Hannibal, a city of 20,540 persketonsfrom
is a separate
competitive
marlation ofQuincy
41,402 which
persons,has anda poputhat
a grant of the counterproposal
would deprive Hannibal of its only
VHF assignment. Further, it was
pointed out that Hannibal and
Quincy are
in separate
Counties
and located
States and
each is
also considered the principal city
of separate retail trading areas. It
was also urged that under the Commission's proposedwould
assignments
the
receive
two City
Grade ofA Keokuk
services from Keokuk
and Fort Madison and that 70%
of theceive aCity
Keokukfromwould
rethird ofservice
Channel
10 proposed for Quincy.
Conclusions
557. It is our view that, on the
basis of the record, the counterproposal of Keokuk Broadcasting
Company should be denied. A
grant of this counterproposal
would deprive the City of Hannibal, a larger
than inKeokuk,
its sole
VHF city
channel
order ofto
add a first VHF channel to Keokuk
and a second assignment to that
city. Accordingly, the counterproposal of Keokuk Broadcasting
Company is denied.
Final Assignments
The following assignments
are558.adopted:
VHF Channel
UHF
Channel
City
No.
Keokuk, Illinois
Iowa10 No.
44
Quincy,
Hannibal,
Missouri
7
2721
DUBUQUE, IOWA
559. (a) Proposed Assignments.
In the Third Notice the Commission proposed the following assignments to62.Dubuque: UHF
Channels 56 and
(b) Census Data. The City of
Dubuque has a population of
50,000.
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of Milwaukee and the cities of
Lansing and Davenport are 171
and 170 miles respectively. The
separations between the City of
Milwaukeemitter and
present transsites ofthe WOC-TV
and
WJIM-TV are 167 and 173 miles,
respectively. It was asserted by
the Milwaukee parties that it
wouldtion bein Milwaukee
possible toonlocate
a sta-6
Channel
10!
which would meet the minimum
nijj , Springfield, Missouri
requiredtweenco-channel
transmitters ofseparation
170 miles. be-It
(b) St. Joseph
Educational
was claimed by Central Broadcastervation. The School
DistrictRes-of
ing Company proposed
that although
the
St. Joseph supported the reservaCommission
to move
tion of Channela 36resolution
in St. Joseph
WOC-TV from Channel 5 to Chanand submitted
of the
nel 6 in fereorder
to eliminate ofinterBoard of Education requesting
nce, the counterproposal
the
that a television channel be reMilwaukee
parties
would result
in
served for this city. The JCET,
the
interference
situation
which
Northeast Missouri State College,
the
Commission's
proposal
would
avoid.
Maryville,
and St.
Benedict's
College, Atchison,
Kansas,
also sup(k) The Milwaukee
Educational
No objecReservation.
The Milwaukee
Edutions ported
to thethe reservation.
reservation were
filed.
cator's Committee Vocational
on Television
(c) St. Louis Educational Resand the Milwaukee
and
ervation. The Mayor's
Adult Schools
supported
the10res-at
on Educational
TelevisionCommittee
and the
e
r
v
a
t
i
o
n
o
f
VHF
Channel
Board of Education of the City of
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. The MilSt. Louis andofJCET
supported
Educator's Committee
reservation
Channel
9 to the
St.
Televisionwaukeecomprises
the Mayor,on
Louis. Noservationobjections
City of Milwaukee, Wisconsin
were filed. to the reState College, University of Wis(d) Springfield
Educational
Resconsin
Extension
Diervation. The Board
of Education
vision),(Milwaukee
MilwaukeeVocational
Public
Schools
and Milwaukee
and
of the Springfield, Missouri Public
Adult Schools. Numerous civic,
Schools, Reorganized Green County
District No. 12, Drury College, and
religious, labor
orSouthwest Missouri State College
ganizations andand
the business
State Radio
and JCET
supported
the
reservaCouncil
of
Wisconsin
also
supported the reservation. The Board of
tion of Channel 26 to Springfield.
Vocational and Adult Education of
No objections
to the reservation
were
filed.
Milwaukee passed a resolution
Conclusions
supportingstructethe
reservation and Milind the director
568. In view of the record, the
waukee
Vocational ofandtheAdult
reservations
of
the
foregoing
chanSchools
to
file
a
statement
with
the
nelstionalforuse are
non-commercial
educaCommission which contained the
finalized.
following points: (1) The Board
Final Reservations
was prepared to cooperate in developing local educational
televi569. The following reservations
sion programs;
the aDirector
*36
re adopted:
was authorized
to(2)make
survey
VHF
UHF
of all pertinent facts which relate
City Channel
No. Channel
No.
to the proposed television station;
St.
Joseph,
Missouri
(3) the Board was prepared on
St.
Louis, Missouri
the basis of favorable and concluSpringfield,
Missouri
sive findings
the re-of
sponsibilityto
for theassume
construction
such
a
station,
provided
that it
MINNEAPOLIS-ST.
PAUL,
MINNESOTA:
was assured by the cooperating
EDUCATIONAL RESERVATION
bodies, or by the city, that costs
of operation would be equitably
570. (a) Proposed Reservations.
shared according to a formula to
In the Third Notice the Commisbe
agreed
uponPending
before construction
sion proposed the reservation of
was
ordered.
the outcome
VHF
2 in Minneapolisof the survey the Board stated
St. PaulChannel
for
non-commercial
educational use.
that it "will very probably earmark a sum sufficiently large to be(b) Minneapolis-St.
Edugin taken
such andwork
as canin betheundercational Reservation. ThePaulUnivercompleted
next
sity of Minnesota, the Minneapolis
fiscaleralyear,
provided Commission
the FedPublic Schools, the College of St.
Communications
Catherine, the City of St. Paul,
thinks
of thea proposal
of the
the Saint Paul Public Library and
Board well
to build
station on
its
the JCET
reservaproperty
in
Milwaukee
and
will
tion. Thesesupported
institutionsthe expressed
reserve
the
use
of
VHF
Channel
their
cooperate within
other willingness
educationalto institutions
10 for the proposed
station." The
the area mercial
witheducational
respecttelevision.
to non-com-No
onMilwaukee
TelevisionEducator's
submitted Committee
a detailed
listing of proposed television proobjections
were
filed
to
the
programs designed for class room use
posed reservation.
and . adultwaukeeeducation.
The Adult
MilVocational and
Conclusions
Schools
stated
it
could
"legally
571.
On
the
basis
of
the
record,
raise all the funds needed to build
the reservation of Channel 2 in
Minneapolis-St.
Paul use
for non-coma television station."
mercial
educational
is
final(1) Oppositions
to theWisconsin
Educational Reservation.
ized.
Milwaukee 4,*10,12
GREEN BAY AND
4,6f,10,12 *,t,121,19,25,31 Broadcasting System, Inc., and
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN
Hearst crease
Radio,
Inc. proposed
to inThe assignment
Channel
the number
of commercial
6 in(g)Milwaukee
would ofresult
in a sion has proposed no change in the VHF channels
(a) ProposedInAssignments
in Milwaukee from
and572.Reservation.
the Third 167 mile co-channel separation be- licensed
frequency
of
that
station.
tween Milwaukee and Station The separations between the City two to four by proposing to add
Notice the Commission proposed
BROADCASTING
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ST. JOSEPH, ST. LOUIS AND
SPRINGFIELD, MISSOURI:
EDUCATIONAL RESERVATION
567. (a) Proposed Reservations.
In the Third Notice the Commission proposed
the following usere-:
servations for non-commercial
VHF Channel
UHF
City Channel
No. No.

the following
Zone I. at Davenport, Iowa in
ervation: assignments and res- WOC-TV
VHF Channel
UHF
(h) Statement
in Support
Channel
Wisconsin
Broadcasting
System,of
Inc.
and
Hearst
Radio,
Inc.
and
GreenCity
Bay 6 No. No.
Broadcasting Company
Milwaukee 4,*10,12 19,25,31 Milwaukee
Counterproposals. It was urged
3.606 of the Commis(b) Census area
Data. ofTheMilwaukee
standai'd that Section
assign Channels
3, 6,
metropolitan
8 and 10sion'stoRulesMilwaukee;
that under
has a population of 871,000. The the
Third Notice, however, the
City oftion ofMilwaukee
has
a
popula637,000. The standard Commission proposed to assign
metropolitan area of Green Bay VHF Channels 4, 10 and 12 to
with Channel 10 rehas a population of 98,000. The Milwaukee
served for non-commercial educaCity tionofof 53,000.
Green Bay has a populational use; and that the result under the Commission's
proposed for
as(c)nalExisting
ignments isto leave available
Company isStation.
licensedTheforJourthe applicants sonly
Channels 12, 19, 25
operation
of
Station
WTMJ-TV
31. 122 It was urged, that the
in Milwaukee on Channel 3. The and
Channel
6 in Mil-of
licensee was ordered to show cause restorationwaukee ofand the
assignment
why
the
license
of
WTMJ-TV
Channel 2 to Green Bay would satshould
not
be
modified
to
specify
Channel 4 in lieu of Channel 3.
isfy the requirements standards
of the Com-in
The licensee
not cause
file anyorder.
op- relation tomission'stherules and
assignments proposition to thedidshow
posed
for
other
communities
under
(d) Counterproposal of Green
It was also conBay Newspaper Company. The the Thirdtended Notice.
that
the
assignments
proGreen Bay Newspaper Company
posed in the
ThirdtheNotice
are and
inrequested
the
additional
assigna
d
e
q
u
a
t
e
t
o
meet
pressing
ment of VHF Channel 2 to Green immediate needs for competitive
Bay. No other
in theThird
as- commercial television service; and
signments changes
proposed in the
that the assignment to Milwaukee
Notice were requested.
of only two VHF channels for
(e) Statement in Support of commercial use will extend for an
Green Bay Newspaper Company additional and considerable period
of time the adverse effects upon
Counterproposal. Green Bay News- competition
which presently exist
Company urged
mentpaper
of Channel
2 to that
GreenassignBay in Milwaukee. Further, it was
would provide a fair, efficient and stated that there are 258,000 VHF
equitable distribution of television receivers in the hands of the public
facilities; that the assignment of in Milwaukee. Finally, it was
Channel 2 to Green Bay conforms urged that because of the population, size and economic importance
fully with
the Commission's
standards and serves
the priorities
set of Milwaukee, it is one of the key
links
in every
chain forof
forth in the Third Notice; and economic
television
broadcast
stations
that the additional assignment of network service.
Channel 2 could be obtained without depriving any city of a pro- Broadcasting
(i) Opposition
to Wisconsin
System,
Inc. and
posed assignment under the Com- Hearst Radio, Inc.
and Milwaukee
mission's
Third
Notice.
Further,
it was asserted that there are no Broadcasting Company counterprocities or metropolitan areas to the
Oppositions to the Milwest, north or east of Green Bay been filed posals.
waukee
counterproposal123
have
by WJIM,
Inc., Lansing,
within approximately 200 miles
which have a population greater Michigan, and Central Broadcasting Company, Davenport, Iowa, on
than Green Bay; that the nearest
of interference
excity largerwaukee,
thanapproximately
Green Bay100 ismiles
Mil- the grounds
isting Stations
WJIM-TV to and
to the south; and that the Green WOC-TV, respectively. It was
that the assignment of
Bay community is the second larg- urged
6 to Milwaukee would reest distribution and jobbing out- Channel
sult in interference to these existletter inandWisconsin.
the third largest
retail
cenThe distance being stations.
tween Green Bay and Chicago, the
(j)ly operating
Station WOC-TV
is presentnearest city where Channel 2 is
on Channel
5 in
proposed to be assigned, is 182 Davenport and the Commission has
that
WOC-TV
be
shifted
miles. The nearest adjacent chan- proposed
to Channel 6. WJIM-TV is licensed
nel
is Channel 3 toassignment
Madison,proposed
Wisconsin,
121 to operate on Channel 6 in Lansmiles from Green Bay.
ing, Michigan, and the Commis(f) Joint Counterproposal of J2JChannel not specified.
the Wisconsin Broadcasting Sys- 122At the "freeze" date, one VHF
tem, Inc. and Hearst Radio, Inc. channel had been assigned (WTMJand Wisconsin Broadcasting,
and the Counterproposal
of Mil- TV)
waukee Broadcasting Company.
Hearst Radio, Company
and (WEMP),
Milwaukee were
Broad-in
The Wisconsin Broadcasting Sys- hearing casting
had petitioned
theof Command
is ion for immediate
grant
tem, Inc., and Hearst Radio, Inc., non-competing
applications
for thetheir
refiled a joint counterproposal and
maining
three
VHF
channels.
n3M
u
s
i
c
Broadcasting
Company,
the Milwaukee Broadcasting Com- Grand Rapids, Michigan, opposed
the
panyposalfiledrequesting
an identical
counterprocounterproposal
since it
the assignment of Milwaukee
conflicted with
counterproposal.
in thisitsdecision
we have
Channel 6 to Milwaukee by delet- Elsewhere
denied
the
counterproposal
of
Music
ing it from Green Bay and substi- Broadcasting
there stated. Company for the reasons
Channel Bay
2 to asreplace
nel 6 intutingGreen
follows:ChanThird Notice
Proposed Changes

VHF Channel 6 and by proposing
to shift the proposed reservation
to the UHF. The parties stated
that substantial public interest in
having immediate and effective
competition among local and network services changes.
required
the recomHearst
Radio
stated the mended
Board of Vocational
and
Adult tion,
Education
was
not
in
a
financially or otherwise,posi-to
constructtionaland
educatelevisionoperate
station.an Hearst
Radionel stated
further
that
if
10 were reserved thereChanwas
no prospect of any additional VHF
service in Milwaukee for an indefisiderable
nite, and inperiodany
event Ita conof time.
was
contended that competition for the
one remaining VHF channel would
preventtionaltheVHF possibility
an addistation for ofsome
time
to come. Hearst Radio stated that
the educators did not claim they
wouldson ofbetheunduly
prejudiced
fact that
there byarerea-no
UHF receivers in the Milwaukee
area. It was claimed that the
Board of Vocational and Adult
Education
not have
pione r in the would
UHF field
since toa commercial applicant has applied for a
UHF channel, and by the time the
Board was ready to build and
operate an educational station,
thereber ofwould
a substantial
UHF bereceivers
in the numarea.
Conclusions: tional
Milwaukee
Reservation Educa573. We do not believe, on the
basis of theervation record,
the res-10
of VHF that
Channel
should
be
changed.
The
educational interests in Milwaukee have
shown a strong interest in establishing a non-commercial educational station and they have presented a concrete
for the The
establishment ofsuchplan
a station.
Milwaukee Vocational and Adult
Schools are confident that the
taxes enable
reservedthemto tothemraiseby the
statefunds
law
will
necessary for the construction of a
station. The Milwaukee Educators' Committee
demonstrated
that on
the Television
educators
are working together to solve the
problems that must be faced in
the establishment of a non-commercial educational station. The
educators have made it clear that
the finalization of the reservation
of VHF Channel 10 is one of the
steps required before the educators can proceed with their plans
for the establishment
an educational station. The ofreservation
of VHF Channel 10 would still
leave availab'e
terests one VHFforandcommercial
three UHFinchannels which have not yet been
assigned.121toNoa commercial
legal rightVHF0r
preference
channel inures to Hearst Radio
and Wisconsin Broadcasting by
reason of their past participation
in a hearing for assignment of
VHF channels in Milwaukee which
was not carried to completion due
to the "freeze."
We believeissued
the
opinion
of the Commission
on December
12,
1951,
in
connection with the requests for oral
hearing of Daily News Television
Company, et al., makes clear that
the Commission, in a proceeding
such as this,
may channels
change the
assignment of VHF
in Milwaukee under the circumstances
presented. Accordingly, on the basis
of the record, the counterproposal
of
the Inc.,
Wisconsin
Bi-oadcasting
System,
and Hearst
Radio,

Inc.,
to change
from VHF
Channelthe10 reservation
to a UHF
channel, vationisof VHF
denied;Channel
and the 10reserfor
non-commercial educational telev
i
s
i
o
n
u
s
e
in
Milwaukee,
Wisconsin
is finalized.
Conclusions:Milwaukee
Green Bay and
574. The counterproposal to add
VHF Channel 2 to Green Bay in
addition to VHF Channel 6 is
mutually exclusive with those of
the Milwaukee parties to add VHF
Channel
6 toGreen
Milwaukee
ing it from
Bay. Itby isdeletour
view that the record does not support
the
addition
of
a
4th
channel
to Milwaukee in preference to a
second VHF channel for Green
Bay. The City of Green Bay is a
large commercial
with diversified businessescenter
and industries
and the record supports the need
of this area for a second assignment.
of 575.VHFIn addition,
Channelsthe2 assignment
and 6 to
Green Bay are in accordance with
our standards adopted herein. On
the other
hand,Milwaukee
the counterproposal of the
parties
would
require
a
deviation
from ourin
rules and standards. Elsewhere
this decision we have determined
that for purposes of creating new
assignments
the
separation betweentransmitter
a cityminimum
and shall
an existing
authorized
be 170
miles. The distance between WOCTV and Milwaukee, however, is
only576.167Inmiles.
view of the foregoing,
the counterproposals
the Milwaukee Broadcastingof Company
and the joint counterproposal of
the Wisconsin
Company, Inc. and Broadcasting
the Hearst Radio,
Inc., are denied, and the counterproposal of the
Green
Bay Broadcasting
Company
is granted.
Conclusions:
WTMJ
Show Cause
Order
577.tion will
Anbe appropriate
issued to theauthorizaJournal
Company to specify operation of
WTMJ-TV
on
Channel
4
in Milwaukee.
Final Assignment
and
Reservations
The following
assignments
and578.reservations
are adopted
:
City
VHF Chan- UHF Channel
nel
Green Bay, Wis. 2, 6
Milwaukee, Wis. 4, *10, 12 19, 25, 31
WISCONSIN
EDUCATIONAL
RESERVATIONS
579. (a) Proposed Reservations.
In the Third Notice the Commission proposed
the following
educational reservations
in the State
of Wisconsin:
City
No.
Eau Crosse
Claire Channel*19
LaMadison
*32
*21
Marinette
*38
Milwaukee'-3
Duluth,
Minn.- Superior *io*8
(b) Eau Claire. Wisconsin State
College, Eau Claire, and the JCET
supported the reservation of UHF
Channel 19. Wisconsin State College stated it was prepared to cooperate in any state-wide program
of television service which the people
of
"Wisconsin
No objections weremight
madeestablish.
to the
proposed reservation.
(c) La Crosse. La Crosse State
College and JCET supported the
reservation of UHF Channel 32.
The College
stated that ofit has
ported the development
radiosup-as
an educational tool; that it has
encouraged the establishment of
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(i) Racine.a sworn
The Racine
the state radio FM network; and Library
statementPubhre
that tiveitusehas
workedin the
for schools
the effec-of questing filed
the
reservation
a chan
of radio
for non-commercial ofeducation
the La Crosse area. The College nel
television use at Racine, Wis
stated it was ready to cooperate al
consin. The Public Library state
in any vision
state-wide
of tele-of that
the reservation of a channel
service whichprogram
the people
Milwaukee did not provide fo
Wisconsin
might decide
estab-to at
effective community participation
lish. No objections
were tomade
in thecontended
Racine-Kenosha
the proposed reservation.
that the area.
needs oI
(d) Madison. The University of was
the
area
would
be
better
met b
Wisconsin
supported
the Madison.
reserva- the reservation of a UHF channe
tion of Channel
21 for
The University stated that it had at Racine. No specific channel wa
Incorporated
in tht
taken steps television
to design transmission
a system of requested.
statement
filed
byvarious
the Librar
educational
were
letters
from
throughoutcorporate
thetelevision
state
and tostudy
in- tional and labor organizations.educaN
program
in its courses.
objections were filed to this pro
(e) Counterproposal
of Radio
Wisconsin,
Inc. Radio Wisconsin,
(j) Support
and Counterpro
posal
of TheWisconsin
Inc., proposedin that
the educational
WisconsinState
StateRadiRa
reservation
Madison
be shifted Council.
posal.
from UHF Channel 21 to VHF dio Council supported the Commis
Channel 3. In the Third Notice sion's proposal to reserve six chan
for non-commercial
the Commission had proposed to nels
al television
use in the education
State o
assign
Channel
and UHF Wisconsin.
While supporting th
ChannelsVHF27 and
33 for 3 commercial
television and to reserve UHF Commission's proposal the Stat
Channel 21 for non-commercial Radio Council stated that the si:
channels proposed for reservatioi
educational
television.
consin urged
that theRadio
publicWis-is were inadequate
to provide
a state
non-commercial
educationa
best served when several broad- wide
television
service. Accordingly,
th
casting
stations
with
equal
transmission facilities are compelled to Radio channel
Council reservations
requested sixto addi
mee
compete for their audiences on the tional
educational needs of the State
basis of the quality of the pro- the
The University of Wisconsin a
grams they broadcast; that such Madison,
supported th
equality
promotes
the
financial
health of all the broadcasters and State RadioWisconsin,
Council in its reques
that six additional channels be
eliminates
the
probability
of
marginal operation (financially and reserved for non-commercial edu
programwise) which would exist if cational television use. An engi
one station had superior facilities neering
studyindicated
conductedthatbya nettb
Radio Council
the other and
stations
incompared
the samewithcommunity;
that work of twelve stations would b
needed to provide at least Class I
such equalitycould
for becommercial
broadcasters
brought service throughout Wisconsin
These could be interconnected anc
about
in
Madison
by
-placing
the
three commercial assignments in operated simultaneously througl
the
UHF
band
and
shifting
the
the
establishment
of twelve
reservation to VHF Channel 3.
wave relay stations.
The microRadic
Council
estimated
that
the coulc
pro(f) Oppositions
to
Radio
Wisconsin Counterproposal. This pro- be constructed
posed twelve station
network
for less than $3,
posalposed
of Radio
Wisconsin
was
opby Monona Broadcasting 000,000 and stated that this sum i
a fraction of the total amount
Company, and Badger Broadcast- but
in educational plant anc
ing Company.
These parties
con- invested
tended that commercial
interests
equipment
the State.
Wis
CouncilTheat Mad
were in a position to make use of consin StateinRadio
the
VHF
channel
immediately
Wisconsin, is and
a policy-mak
while its reservation would result ison,
executive
at best in substantial delay in its ing, administrative
created by the 1945
State
use; and that better use of the board
legislature
to
"plan,
construct,
anc
channel
would
be
made
programdevelop
a
state
system
of
radic
wise by commercial interests. It broadcasting for the presentatior
was further stated that intermix- of educational, informational and
ture of VHF and UHF was sup- public service programs." The
Governor of Wisconsin has desig
by the Commission.
Mo- nated
the Council as the appropri
nonaportedBroadcasting
stated that Wisconsin
Broadcasting's
principle,
if
agency
to "take actionwithto the
ac
valid, would have to be applied ate
quaint
generally and a broad revision of desire ofthetheCommission
State of Wisconsin
to
have
channels
reserved
for
edu
the assignment plan would be recational
Council,
as ai
indicationuse."
of itsTheinterest
in educa
(g) Radio
Marinette.
Wisconsin
quired.
State
Council The
supported
the tional
broadcasting,
pointed
to its
reservation
operation
an educational
of
Channel for
38 non-commercial
for Marinette. use
No work
of twoof AM
stations and netsb
objections were made to the pro- FM stations with two additional
posed reservation.
FM stations under construction
(h) Duluth, Minn. — Superior, No objections were made to the
Wis. The ervatJCET
supported
the
resproposed additional six reservaion of Channel 8 for Duluth- tions.
Superior. The JCET pointed out
Conclusions : Eau Claire, La Crosse
that the following
educational
institutions would be served by an
Marinette, Duluth, Minn. —
educational television station in
Wisconsin
the
area:
College
of
Saint
Scholas580.
OnSuperior,
the basis
of the recorc
tica,
Duluth;
Junior Hibbing
College, the proposed
Eveleth
JuniorElyCollege,
City reservation of the fol
for non-commerJunior College, Itasca Junior Col- lowingcial channels
lege, Virginia Junior College, Ash- Eau Claireeducational use are finalized:
land
County
Noi'mal
School,
Channel No
Crosse
Northland College, and State Col- La
lege,jections
Superior,
Wisconsin.
No ob- Marinette
were
made
to
the
proposed
Duluth,
Minn.-Wis.
reservation.
Superior,
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Conclusions : Madison
(b)sity Counterproposal
Univer581. It is our view that the
of Missouri. The ofUniversity
Missouri requested that the
counterproposal of Radio Wiscon- of
"commercial
sin, Inc.,reservation
requesting inthatMadison
the edu- Commission
operation on authorize
the channels
reserved
tX cational
shifted from
UHF Channel 21 beto for educational institutions to an
VHF Channel 3 should be denied. amount equal to 50% of the broadday." The sworn
We do not believe that the argu- of thecastUniversity
again statement
requested
mentsforadvanced
byassignment
Radio Wisconpartial
commercialization
of the
sin,
Inc.,
the
of
all
commercial stations in the UHF channel but made no reference to
degree
of
commercialization
outweigh such other important the
factors, as wide VHF coverage, desired.
which have led to the adoption of
(c) Statements in Support of
our general ofpolicy
of Missouri Counterproreservation
VHF concerning
channels the
for University
posal. The the
University
stated ofthata
for
construction
non-commercial educational sta- funds
station would be available but that
tions. We have proposed the as- funds
for the maintenance and
signment of onlyandonein VHF
roL nel to Madison;
light ofchanthe operation of the station would not
■>f act that the educational interests be available
for Committee
an indefiniteof period. The Radio
the
in that community
have ofnot that
re- University,
quested the reservation
after conferences with
state
officials,
was
convinced
the
VHF
channel
for
non-commercial
educational use and have made State Legislature would not auno
showing
with
respect
to
the
thorize
the
operation
of
the
teleutilization of a VHF channel we
vision station at State expense and
do not believe the record supports that funds from commercial prothe shifting of the educational resgrams mustoperation.
be used forUniversity
the television
id ervation to the only VHF channel stated that
unless The
the Commission
in Madison. Accordingly,
the
counterproposal of Radio Wisconsin, permits partial commercialization
3} Inc., is denied, and the reservation have
for non-profit
operation
no alternative
but itto would
apply
j|l of Channel commercial
21 in educational
Madisonuse foris finalnon- for a commercial
station. The University stated that it did not dely izedConclusions
: tiAdditional
commercialrather
staons in Wisconsin Reservationsire forto operate
profit buta preferred
582. On the basis of the record to operate a partially commercial
we believe the Wisconsin State non-profit station. The University
stated that commercialize
if the station were
perCouncil's
partially
§It i! Radio
should be
granted.counterproposal
Accordingly, so that mitit ed tocould
telecast
programs
the following additional reserva- originated by one of the major
tions of channels
use by
non- networks the station would have
commercialforeducational
stations
a sufficient variety of programs to
have been made in the State of make
it attractive to the viewers
Wisconsin :
be able to hold an audiCity
UHF Channel
No. and thus
ence against competing commercial
Shell
Lake
*30
Park
Falls
*18
stations.
The
University also statWausau
*46
ed that if partial commercializaAdams
*58
tion
were
permitted
it would inChilton
*24
Richland Center *66
commercialprograms;
programs that
betweentersperse
educational
Conclusions : Racine
to inaugurate a series
583. In light of the action taken itof proposed
educational
programs
agriabove finalizing the reservation of
culture, domestic
science,in farm
six channelsmercialproposed
educational for
usenon-comin the management, animal husbandry,
music, music
appreciThird Notice (including VHF horticulture,
ation, the dramatic
arts, sciences,
Channel imat8ely 20 miles
at Milwaukee,
approxprograms
of
an
from Racine)
and and other
nature which might educafrom
making available six additional as- time to tional
and _ that
signments for such use, the Com- in ordertimeto bemakedesirable;
the
educational
believes made
that adequate
pro- programs of the station most effecvisionmission
has been
for non-comtive and to cover the various
mercial
educational television
in
of education, high schools
Wisconsin. Accordingly, the re- phases
and
nearby
colleges would be
quest
from the Racine Public Li- solicited to prepare
and present
brary is denied.
educational
programs
ifbecome
the pro-a
Final Reservations
posed
station
should
reality.
584.
The
following
reservations
are finalized in Wisconsin:
(d) Stephens College, Columbia,
Channel
Channel
VHF
supportedversity the
proposal The
of theCollege
UniNo. UHF
No.
of Missouri.
City
_
Eau Crosse
Clair
*19
stated that although it did not inLa
*32
tend to operate a television staMadison
*21
Marinette
*38
tion it was interested in a teleMilwaukee
*10
vision station from the point of
Duluth,
Minn.view of using it as a significant
Superior,
Wis. *8
Shell
Lake
*30
teaching
aid.
Park
Falls
*18
Wausau
*46
(e) No party affirmatively supAdams
*58
ported
the proposed reservation of
Chilton
Richland
Center *24
*66
Channel c8ationalfor
use. non-commercial eduCOLUMBIA, MISSOURI:
EDUCATIONAL
RESERVATION
(f) Opposition of KFRU, Inc.,
(a) ProposedInAssignments
Missouri. KFRU opand585.Reservation.
the Third Columbia,
posed the request of the University
Notice
the
Commission
proposed
3
for
partial
commercial operation
channels., for Columbia: VHF on VHF Channel
8 on the grounds
Channel 8 and UHF Channels 16 that such an operation
would give
and 22. Columbia was designated the University unfair competitive
as a "primarily educational cen- advantages over a commercial liter" and the Commission
the reservation
of Channelproposed
8 for
censee, andreservation
stated it hadof noChannel
objection to the
non-commercial educational use.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

8 for non-commercial educational
Conclusions
586. We have above in another
portion of this Report denied the
requestsouri ofthat the
the Commission
University ofauthorMisize partial or limited commercial
operation on channels reserved for
use
educationalor stations.
isrecord
nobyuse.120
evidence
support inThere
for the reservation
ofthea
channel in Columbia for use by a
non-commercial educational station.versOnity othe
contrary,
f Missouri
statedthethatUni-it
wishes
to
operate
on
8 as
a commercial station Channel
if it cannot
operate inmercial
a partial
or
limited
commanner. The University
cannot under these circumstances
be given
any
ment by way ofpreferential
a reservationtreatbut
will be required to compete equally
with applicants for commercial
channels. Accordingly, the counterproposal of the University of
Missouri is denied, and, in view
of the foregoing, the educational
reservation is deleted and Channel
8 is assigned
mercial use. to Columbia for comFinal Assignments
587. The following assignments
are adopted:
VHF Channel
UHF
City Channel
No. No.

the following
and reservations: assignments
VHF Channel
UHF
Channel
City
No.
Lawrence,
17No.
Kansas City,Kansas
Mo. *11
4,5,*9 19,25
(b) Census Data. The Kansas
City standard metropolitan area
has a population of 814,000 and
the City ulofation ofKansas
a pop-of
457,000.CityThehasCity
Lawrence has a population of
23,000.
Existing
Kansas
City(c)Star
CompanyStations.
is licensed
for
the operation of Station WDAFTV, Kansas City, on Channel 4.
(d) The Lawrence
Educationalof
Reservation.
The University
Kansas,
Lawrence,
supported
reservation of VHF Channel 11 thein
Lawrence for non-commercial educational use. The University stated*
it was resolved
to service.
provide anIt stateducational television
ed that it had made careful analysis of cost, personnel, programming, equipment,
opportunities
for
educational
service,
and financial
resources; that it had pioneered
in the visiuse
closed-circuit
on in its ofMedical
Center; teleand
that the sources which it could
draw upon included eleven schools,
sixty-eight
departments,
sions, athousand
teachers,ten anddivi-a
supporting staff
an additional
thousand.
The ofUniversity
also
stated that its Bureau of Lectures
and Concert Artists furnished during the year over three thousand
hundred
ities, andfour
that its
Bureaucom-of
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI AND programs munto
Visual Instruction, as one of the
LAWRENCE, KANSAS
greatfurnished
film libraries
of America,
(a) Proposed InAssignments
has
more than
twenty
and588.Reservations.
the Third thousand
educational
film proNotice the Commission proposed
g
r
a
m
s
i
n
response
to
requests
from
all over the nation. As further
126The Board of Curators of the Uni- evidence of its interest in educational broadcasting, the University
versity of Missouri
filedStrike
with thethe entire
Comthat it has operated radio
affidavitofmission
ofKFRU,
H.MotionsJ. toWaters,
Jr.,the filed
on stated
station
KFKU since 1924 and that
behalf
Inc.,
for
reason
that
it
is
hearsay;
if
the
Commission
does notmoved
strike that
the entire
the University's
was scheduled FM
to go station
on the
Board
certain affidavit,
portions theof KANU
air in January 1952 as a full time
the affidavit
stricken testimony
for the reasons that it isbe opinion
not 10,000
watt
station.
It
was
also
supportedments arebyconclusions
any facts, ofthatthethe affiant,
state- stated that in June 1951 a new
and
that
the
statements
are
irrelevant
University of Kansas Raand immaterial to the issues in this division,
dio,tor ofwasRadio
formed,appointed
a full-timeandDirecproceeding.
A Motion
to Strike
is di-of
the
rected
against
thefiled
entire
affidavit
full-time staff for radio doubled.
A.
D.
McLarty
on
behalf
of
KFRU,
Inc.,
for
the
reason
that
the
Plans
were
also
approved
for
two
statements
immaterial
and irrele- new studios in addition to those
o the arefiled
issues
proceeding.
already used for broadcasting. The
KFRU,vant tInc.,
within this
the Commission
a Reply tivingto thetheobjections
Motions toraised
StrikebynegaUniversity stated that its resources
theto make
it possible for television to
Board
of
Curators.
The
Motions
Strike are DENIED since they go only be properly
and that in
to the weight
to the evi- the fiscal yearfinanced;
of 1951-1952 it was
dence and notto beto given
its admissibility,
operating
on
a
budget
of $13,000,materiality,
and
competency
as
evidence in this 15,
proceeding.
with recently
additionalallocated
funds offor$10,on October
1951, filedKFRU,
with Inc.,
the 000
000.000
the
Commission,
to Strikeof Lester
all or construction of new buildings.
certain parts aofMotion
the affidavit
While the University acknowledged
E. Cox,tors of the
Member
of the ofBoard
of CuraUniversity
Missouri,
and
of the verified letter of Homer P. that the 1951 Legislature did not
appropriate specific funds for an
Rainey,sity of Missouri
filed on behalf
ofgrounds
the Univeron theimmaterial
that
evithey are irrelevant,
and educational
dence wastelevision
submittedstation,
indicating
unsupported
conclusions.
Further
obj
e
c
t
i
o
n
i
s
made
to
the
affidavits
of
Mr.
that
the
University
had
other
Cox the
and sworn
Mr. Rainey
for deal
the with
reasona sources of funds, such as gifts and
that
statements
proposalation by educational
for limited commercial
oper- endowments, which in 1950 were
stations,
a
matter
than $1,000,000. It was also
relating to Appendix A of the Third more
that the Kansas State Board
Notice,souri iwhile
the
University
of
n its initial Comments did Misnot ofstated
Regents, the governing body of
direct
its
statements
to
Appendix
A.
the
University,
on April 20, 1951,
On
October
29,
1951,
the
Board
of
Curators ThefiledBoard
a replyof toCurators
the Motion
the University to apply
Strike.
of 1951,
theto authorized
University
of
Missouri
on
July
16,
for
a
license
to
operate
filed
withits the
Commission
a request
to station. The Universitya television
said that
amend
comments
of
May
7,
1951,
to
also
to Appendix
A of statements
the Third engineering surveys have been preNotice.referFurther,
the sworn
pared, that a University
of Mr.ber 24,Cox1951,andareMr.consistent
Rainey of Septemtee on Television
has been Commitformed,
the
initial comments of the Board with
of Curaand
that
"plans
are
going forward
tors.mentsThe other
objections
to
the
stateinvolved go only to the weight swiftly for the establishment
of a
of the evidence
and tonotStrike
to its isadmissiity. The Motion
there- television station soon after apforebilDENIED.
proval is granted by the F.C.C."
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The University
statedbe that
a UHFas gards the University of Kansas,
channel
would not
desirable
stated that the Unia substitute for the proposed VHF the petitioners
versity ibys abiennial
State institution
supassignment since it believed that
ported
appropriations
UHF at the present time could not made by the Legislature
of the
provide the desired service cover- state of Kansas whose appropriaage required by the needs of the
tions for the University for 1951
and 1952 contain no provisions for
area ; that
of thein hundreds
sands of sets
use in theof thouarea funds
could legally be used
few, if any, were equipped for for the that
construction and operation
UHF zensreception;
that
since
the
citiof
a
non-commercial
educational
of Kansas City, Missouri, also
claim the University of Kansas as station. It was stated that the
their University it was its intent next regular session of the legislature of Kansas at which approto usetion to its
proposed
provide
servicetelevision
not onlysta-to
priations for the University of
a large portion of the population Kansas would be made will not
of Kansas,
but
also
to
metropoliconvene
until
January 1953. Actan Kansas City, Missouri. The
was contended
University submitted a detailed reservation coofrdingly, itVHF
Channel 11 the
for
list of grams
suggested
educational use in
under the television
categoriespro-of non-commercial
Lawrence,
Kansas,
will
inevitably
Medicine
and Public
Sci- result in non-use of said channel
ence, Education,
Home Health,
Economics
and Miscellaneous. The Univer- in the foreseeable future. It was
that UHF Channel 17 now
statementitsincluded
letters of stated
for commercial use in
supportsity's
proposed
tionalfor
television station
from educacivic, assigned
Lawrence,
Kansas, could not now
educational and religious groups. be successfully
used no
for dealer
commer-or
(Lawrence, Kansas was designated
cial
telecasting
since
as a "primarily educational cen- distributor of television
receiving
ter".)
in this
area has
avail(e) Counterproposal
the Mid- equipment
able converters
or other
equipment
land Broadcasting ofCompany,
KCMO Broadcasting Company and necessary to adapt existing television sets to receive a UHF teleWHB Broadcasting
Co. Company,
The Midvision broadcast service. It was
land Broadcasting
KCMO Broadcasting Company and stated that by the time the University of Kansas, or any other
WHB
Bi-oadcasting
filed
an opposition
to theCompany
reservation
body in Lawrence,
of VHF Channel 11 for educa- educational
Kansas, could obtain funds with
tional purposes at Lawrence and a which
to build and operate a telejoint counterproposal for the asvision station, a sufficient number
that channel
to Kan- of receivers
equipped to receive
sas City bysignment of making
the following
changes in the assignments pro- UHF telecasts would then be in
posed by the Commission in the this area thus making the utilizaThird Notice:
tion of this channel feasible and
Third Notice
Proposed Changes
Lawrence, Kansas *11
Kansas City, Mo.
4,5,*9
Midland individually proposed the
assignment of Channel 11 to Kansas City by its deletion at Lawrence and the interchange of Channels 2and 9 between St. Joseph and
Kansas City, as follows:
City
Third Notice
Lawrence,
Kansas
City,Kansas
St. Joseph,
Mo..Mo.
(f) The assignment of Channel
11 to Kansas City would result in
a co-channel separation in Zone II
between Kansas City and Des
Moines, Iowa, of 180 miles. The
minimum
separation
for co-channel assignments
in this
zone is
190 miles.
(g) Statement in Support of
Midland Broadcasting Company, et
al., Counterproposal.
asserted that VHF ChannelIt was
11 could
not be successfully used now by
the University
of Kansas,
marily for the reason
that it prihas
no public funds for acquiring and
maintaining a television station;
and stated
the only educational bodiesthat
or institutions
which
could apply for and use VHF
Channel 11 were the public school
system of Lawrence or the Universitythatof Kansas.
It wasof submitted
the revenues
the
public school system of Kansas
were inadequate to permit that
body to incur the large expense
necessary to construct and operate
a non-commercial educational television station in Lawrence. As rePage 70 • April 14, 1952 Part II

Counterproposal
*17,64t
2f,4,5,llf
9f *19,25
30.*36

19,25
30,*36
practical for non-commercial educationalBroadcasting
television use.127 Company,
I2;Midland
WHB
Broadcasting
Company filed
and
KCMO
Broadcasting
with
the
Commission
a Company
jointthe Motion
to
Strike
certain
portions
of
evidence
of theCommission
UniversityonofOctober
Kansas 15,filed1951,within
the
support
proposal to reserve
Channeltional11ofuse infortheLawrence,
non-commercial
educaThe Motion to StrikeKansas.
is directed
againstrivedmaterial
written
by
and
de-all
thirdPageparties,
of its
Pageentirety,
12from and
13,ground
andincluding
Exhibit
E
inmaterial
on
the
that
such
does
notof the
comply
withof Hearparag
r
a
p
h
s
5
and
6
Order
is hearsay.
The
MotioningterialtoProcedure
Strike and
isforDENIED.
The purmais admitted
the resources
limited
pose
of
establishing
the
of
theTheUniversity
forStrike
television.
Motion
to
is
directed
also
against11 such
ofthatExhibit
Page
of theofportions
brochure,
refer B,asto
authorization
Deane
W. Malcott,
Chancellor
of
the
University
of
Kano make onapplication
radiosas, tlicense,
thebrochure
groundforthat
thata TVDeane
it appears
from
the
W.
Malcott
has
been
succeeded
by
Franklin
D. Murphy
Chancellor
said University,
and itasdoes
not authorappearof
that
Deane
W.
Malcott
is
now
ized to actversity.asThe Motion
Chancellor
of saidis Unito Strike
NIED. The material objected
to is DEadFinal TV Report

or greater than those proposed
(h) Alternate Counterproposal of to Appendices
A and B for urban
the Midland Broadcasting Com- inservice.
pany pany.
and WHB
Broadcasting
ComThe Midland
Broadcasting
(k)
Oppositions
to the
Midland
Alternate
CounterproCompany and WHB Broadcasting and WHB
posal. Oppositions to the alternate
Company
requested
the
assignment of a fourth VHF assignment joint counterproposal were filed by
to Kansas City, Mo., by making KFEQ, Inc., St. Joseph, Missouri;
Post Publishing Comthe following changes in the as- the Courier
Hannibal, Missouri;
Four
Broadcasters,
Inc., Joplin,
signmentsThird
proposed by
the Com- States pany,
mis ion in the
Notice:
Counterproposal
Third Notice
12f 3038
Pittsburg,
Kansas 712
9t
Joplin, Missouri
2f,4,5,7f *19f,25
Kansas
City,
Missouri
4,5,*9
St. Joseph, Mo.
2
9f
30,*38
Missouri; KFAB Broadcasting.
(i)
The
foregoing
changes
in
Company, Omaha, Nebraska, and
the
Thirdassignments
Notice wouldproposed
result inin the
the Pittsburg Broadcasting Company,
Inc., Pittsburg,
following
co-channel
separations
terproposal aKansas.
lso conflicts Thewithcounthe
in Zone II.
counterproposal
ofOklahoma
WKY RadioChannel
12
Pittsburg,
Kan.phone
Company,
City,
Hutchison, Kan., 181 miles. Oklahoma.
Channel 9 Joplin, Mo.-St. JosThe KansasMidland,
City Education
al (1)
Reservation.
et al, pro
eph, Mo., 185 miles.
Channel 7 Kansas City-Oma- posed that UHF Channel 19 be re
ha, Nebr., 166 miles.
served'
for
non-commercial
educa
use in lieu of VHF Channel
Channelbal, 7Mo.,Kansas
City-Hanni- tional
9. The JCET made the same pro
178.5 miles,
proposalof was
(j) Statement
Al- posal.
based onThetheJCET
statements
the
ternate Midland inandSupport
WHB ofCounUniversity
of
Kansas
City,
Mist
e
r
p
o
p
s
a
l
.
I
t
was
urged
that
beand the Board
of
Education
cause of its size and importance of the souri,School
District of Kansas
Kansas City should be assigned at
least four VHF assignments; that City,
Missouri, release
requesting
that
Commission
for com
the counterproposal has no effect "the
mercial use in Kansas City VHF
on
the
Commission's
priorities
of
9 in the final allocation
allocation except priority 5; and Channelof the
Commission,
that no community loses an as- table
one
of
the
UHF
channelsandtothatbe
signment atserpaop sal. Itwas
resultrecognized
of the counallocated
to
Kansas
City be re
that
the counterproposal would result served for educational use. . . ."
in the assignment of VHF Channel
Lawrence, Kansas
7 to Kansas City at a distance of Conclusions:
Educational Reservation
166 miles from Omaha, Nebraska
589. On the basis of the record
and 178.5 miles to Hannibal. It
was urged, however, that Channel the Commission finds that the Uniof Kansasin has
demon7 could be assigned to a commustraversity
ted its interest
establishing
nity in the Kansas City metropoli- a non-commercial
educational
tele
tan area such
Grandview,
Mis- vision station in Lawrence, which
isas 180
miles
from
Omaha souri,
andwhichHannibal.
Grandview,
been designated
as a "primariMissouri,
a population
1,556 has
center."
are notf;
able,ly educational
on the basis
of theWerecord,
to
and is 14.5hasmiles
south of ofKansas
find
that
the
University
not
City, Missouri, and within that have the funds necessary will
to conmetropolitan
It was con-of
tended that area.
the assignment
and operatetelevision
a non-commercialstructeducational
station
Channel 7 to Grandview, Missouri,
would serve the Kansas City area In view of the record, the Commission believes
that
strong
with signal strength values equal
couragement should be given en-tc
the
efforts
of
the University tc
missible
for the purpose
of establish-at construct an educational
facility a1
ing the intention
of theof theUniversity
the earliest date. The Commissior
theThetime
of
preparation
brochure.
Motion
to
Strike
is
also
directed
in
its
Third
Notice
recognized
the
against certain other portions of the fact that educational institutions
brochurements onare irrelevant,
the groundsimmaterial
that the stateand
of
necessity
needed
a
longer
perioc
conclusionary matter unsupported by of time to prepare for televisior ^
facts. The
Motion togoesStrike
NIED. The objection
only isto DEthe than did commercial interests. II
weight
to be given to the evidence in was
sibility.
for this reason that the reserthis proceeding and not to its admisvation principle was adopted. The
On October
30,
1951,
KCMO
BroadCommission
believes that the rea
casting
Company tofiledStrike
withExhibit
the Comm
i
s
i
o
n
a
Motion
No.
sons
for
reservation of a chan
1, a sworn statement of Arthur B. nel for theeducation
purposes are
Church, President
Midland inBroadCompany, ofcontained
the particularly applicable here. More
"Written casting
Testimony
in
Support
of
Supover, a grant of the Midland, et al.
plemental Petition of Midland Broad- counterproposal
would result in :
casting
Company" filed17,with1951.theExhibit
Commis ion on September
station separation be
No. 1 is devoted to the television ap- co-channel
tween
Kansas
City
and Des Moines
p
l
i
c
a
t
i
o
n
p
l
a
n
s
of
Midland
BroadcastCompany. toTheStrikereason
on Channel 11 of 180 miles in Zone
for the1ingisMotion
is thatadvanced
Exhibit
No.
wholly
inappropriate
to
these
II
for
which
a
minimum
of 19C
proceedings
in that, it and
is anbuildunfairup miles was established.
attempt to aggrandizes
590.
Accordingly,
the
joint
peti
apetitioner
private inandthespecial
M'sition
for
the
minds ^gthe staff.
Commisof the Midland Broadcasting
nd the CommisHfc
Motion tosioners aStrike
is DENIED. ThereTheis tion
KCMO Broadcasting th
nothing
inRule
the Third
Further
Proposed
MakingNotice
or ofin oftheJuly
Order25, Company,
Company, and WHB Broadcasting
of
Hearing
Procedure
1951,
which
precludes
the
offering
of
Company,
and
the individual re
testimony
quest of Midland are denied; anc
No. 1. The such
Motionas isto given
Strike ingoesExhibit
only the
reservation
of
VHF Channel 11
to the denceweight
to the evi- at Lawrence, Kansas,
and not toto beitsgiven
admissibility.
for non
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commercial educational television
Final Reservations
Assignments and
use is finalized.
596. The following assignments
I Conclusions: Kansas City
and reservations areVHF
adopted:UHF
Educational Reservation
• 591. On the basis of the record,
City Channel
No. Channel
No.
the Commission
accepts
the
proposal of the parties that UHF
Channel 19 commercial
be reserved
for
noneducational television
MANHATTAN, KANSAS
use and that VHF Channel 9 be EDUCATIONAL RESERVATION
■assigned
for
commercial
use
at
597. (a) Proposed Reservation.
.Kansas City, Missouri.
In the Third Notice the Commission proposed the reservation of
Conclusions: Additional VHF
VHF cialChannel
Assignment in Kansas City
educational 8 usefor innon-commerManhattan.
view that
the rec-of
(b) Kansas State College of
jrd592.doesIt isnotourwarrant
a grant
Agriculture
and
Applied
Science
the joint
counterproposal
of Midsupported
reserland Broadcasting
Company
and at Manhattanasserting
that it theproposed
WHB Broadcasting Company for to utilizevationChannel
8
for
non-comthe assignment of a fourth VHF
mercialas educational
television
stachannel in Kansas City. As a reconditions
made such
sult of our decision herein, Chan- a steption as far
possible.
It
stated
that
an
nel 19 has been
application would be filed if the
commercialreserved
educational useforin nonlieu rules
governing
non-commercial
of Channel 9 and Channel 9 has educational stations as adopted by
been retained in Kansas City as a the Commission permit construccommercial VHF station. Accordtion within facilities.
the College's
budget
ingly,mercial
our decision
assigns
3 com- and present
The College
VHF channels
to Kansas
that it had available
most
City with a UHF channel reserved stated
facilities,
and
fifor non-commercial educational use of the equipment,
nances
for
such
a
station,
noting
and two UHF channels assigned
it
has
held
an
experimental
for commercial use. A grant of that
television station license since
the
requestVHFfor channel
the assignment
The Office of Education of
a fourth
to Kansasof 1932.Diocese
of Salina, Belleville,
City would require a deviation the
Kansas,
and the JCET also supfrom the
minimum
ported the reservation. No options adopted
hereinmileage
since itseparawould
tions to the proposed reservaresultmiles
in co-channel
tion wereposifiled.
166
between separations
Kansas Cityof
Conclusions
and Omaha on Channel 7, 178.5
598. In view of the foregoing
miles between Kansas City and
Hannibal on Channel 7, 181 miles the reservation of Channel 8 for
between Pittsburg, Kansas, and non-commercial educational use at
Hutchison, Kansas, on Channel 12, Manhattan is finalized.
and 185 miles between Joplin, Mo.,
TOPEKA, KANSAS,
and St. Joseph, Mo., on Channel 9. EDUCATIONAL RESERVATION
The tminimum
(a) Proposed Reservation.
ion in this Zoneassignment
is 190 miles.separa- In 599.
the Third Notice the Commis593.nel 7 toTheGrandview
request toconstitutes,
assign Chan-in
sion proposed to reserve UHF
Channel 48 in Topeka, Kansas for
effect, a request that the Commis- non-commercial
educational use.
sion measure the assignment mi(b) Washburn
Municipal Unileage
spacings
from
a
specific
proversity of Topeka
posed transmitter site in order to reservation
of UHF supported
Channel 48 thein
find compliance with our minimum Topeka
for non-commercial educaassignment spacing requirements.
tional use, and submitted a resoluWe have
above rejectedthethismileage
mantion of its Board of Regents statner of measuring
deeply interested in
spacings for purposes of making the ingusetheyofweretelevision
an educanew assignments in the Table.
tional medium. Theas University
Moreover,
the
assignment
of
Channel 7 to Grandview would result in stated that it would make the necthe same number of violations of
essary taarrangements
for the staesblishment ofan educational
the minimum
co-channel
tion when UHF is perfected for
tion requirements
in Zone separaII, as
if costs are
not proexare
above.set forth in paragraph 592 practicalposedcesuse;
ivreservation
e. No oppositions
tofiled.
the
were
594. In view of the foregoing,
Conclusions
the counterproposal
of the Mid600. In view of the foregoing
land Broadcasting Company
and
reservation of UHF Channel
the WHB Broadcasting Company the
48 for non-commercial educational
isthatgranted
it requests
Channelin so19 farbe asreserved
for use in Topeka is finalized.
WICHITA, KANSAS
non-commercial educational use in
lieu of Channel 9 in Kansas City,
601. (a) Proposed Assignments
and is denied in all other respects. and Reservation. In the Third Notice the Commission proposed the
Conclusions: Additional Channel
assignment
ofVHF
4 channels
to Wichifor Kansas City
ta, Kansas:
Channels
3 and
595. We are of the view that 10 and
UHF
Channels
16
22,
the assignment of an additional with Channel 22 reserved forandnonchannel in Kansas City is warcommercial educational use.
nted on the basis
(b) Census Data. The Wichita
It was raabove
noted ofthatthe therecord.128
coun- standard
metropolitan area has a
terproposals requesting additional population
222,000
and the Cityof
VHF channels for Kansas City of Wichita ofhas
a population
couldnel 65notin Kansas
be granted.
UHF
Chan168,000.
City would meet
of KFBI,
the required mileage spacings for Inc.,(c)andCounterproposals
Taylor Television
channel assignments in this Zone.
dio
Corporation.
KFBI,
Inc.& Raand
Accordingly, Channel 65 will be Taylor Television & Radio
added to Kansas City, Mo.
poration, both of Wichita, Corfiled
seeking to add
12»See also with
our discussion
aboveof ina counterproposals
connection
the addition
VHF Channel 6 to Wichita, KanUHF
channel to Pittsburg.
sas. This assignment was proBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Conclusions:
Educational Reservation
602. In view of the foregoing,
the reservation of UHF Channel
22
in Wichitause for
non-commercial
educational
is finalized.
Conclusions :
Additional UHF Channels
603. Wichita Beacon BroadcastCompany has requested
that
UHFed ing
53 be addto Channels
Wichita. 45UHFand Channels
45
and 53 cannot be employed in the
same community since they must
be, edunder
requirements
herein, the
at least
20 miles adoptapart
to avoid I.F. Beat interference.
Moreover, neither Channel 45 nor
Channel 53 would meet the re175-mile minimum
nel quired
assignment
spacing forco-chanUHF
channels
in
Zone
nel 45 would be II.
onlyUHF173 Chanmiles
from the co-channel assignment in
Muskogee, and UHF Channel 53
would be only 166 miles from the
co-channel assignment at Shawnee. The counterproposal of WichBeacon Broadcasting
mustitatherefore
be denied. CompanyFinal Assignment and
Reservation
604. The following assignments
and reservation are VHF
adopted: UHF
City Channel
No. Channel
No.
Wichita, Kansas
16,*22
NORTH DAKOTA
EDUCATIONAL RESERVATIONS
605. (a) Proposed 3,10Reservations.
In the Third Notice the Commission vproposed
the following resertionalatuseionsinfor non-commercial
North Dakota: educaCity Channel
Bismarck
*24 No.
Dickinson
*17
Fargo
*34
Grand Forks *2*6
Minot
Williston *34
(b) Bismarck. The Board of
Education of the City of Bismarck
and JCET
supported
reservation of UHF
Channelofthe24Education
at Bismarck. The Board
asked that the channel be reserved
for educational use until such time
as the Bismarck Public Schools,
either alone or in cooperation with
other educational institutions,
were able to establish and maintain an educational television stato the reservationtion.wereNo objections
filed.
(c)
Dickinson.
The
Dickinson
(g)
Conflicting
Counterproposals and Oppositions
to theCompany
Wichita State Teachers College, the
Board
Beacon
Broadcasting
of
Education,
Dickinson
and
Counterproposal. No oppositions supported the reservation of JCET
Channor conflicting counterproposals to
nel 17 at Dickinson. Dickinson
the
counterproposal
of
Wichita
State
Teachers
College
stated
Beacon Broadcasting Company it was prepared to cooperate in that
have been filed.
utilization of this channel with the
all
educational institutions in the
(h) Educational Reservation. The the
area.
The
Board
of
Education
University
of Wichita
filed a state-of its sworn statement requested thein
supporting
UHF ment
Channel
22theinreservation
Wichita for reservation of the channel in annon-commercial educational use date for educational
ticipation ofits use at some futureby
asserting that it had made prelimi- the Board alone, or intelevision
cooperation
nary plans for the establishment with the other educational
instituand operation of a non-commercial
tions
in
the
area.
No
objections
educational
station.of The
Depart- to the reservation were filed.
ment of Education
the Catholic
Diocese of Wichita also supported
The JCET
support-34
ed the Fargo.
reservation
of Channel
the reservation stating that it ex- and(d)
asked that the reservation be
pected towith
worktheoutUniversity
an arrange-of
ment
Theof Board
EducaWichita, the public school system made tion final.
of the City
Fargo ofrequested
that
an
educational
channel
be reof Wichita,
the
county
school
system and other
privatealso
schools
the Board
of Educathe area.
The JCET
filed ina
tion served
eitheruntilalone
or in cooperation
statement in support of the reser- with other educational instituvation.ervatNoion oppositions
to the22res-in
to establish
and mainof UHF Channel
taintionsan, isable
educational
television
staWichita were filed.
tion for the people of the state.
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posed to be accomplished by
changing channels in Dodge City,
Kansas;
Tulsa, andOklahoma;
Lawton,
Oklahoma;
Wichita Falls,
Texas. Oppositions were filed to
this counterproposal by Cameron
Television, Inc., Tulsa, Oklahoma,
and Wichtex Radio & Television
Company, onWichita
However,
July 11,Falls,
1951, Texas.
KFBI,
Inc. and Taylor Radio & Television
Corporation
withdrew
their
quest for the VHF Channel 6 re-in
Wichita,cussedand
be disfurtheritin will
this not
Report.
(d)
Counterproposal
of
Wichita
Beacon Broadcasting Company.
Wichita Beacon Broadcasting Company, Wichita,assignment
Kansas, requested
the
additional
of UHF
Channels
45 and 53 to Wichita.
(e) Statement
Support of
Wichita
Beaconin Broadcasting
Company
Wichita BeaconCounterproposal.
Broadcasting Company
asserted that the City of Wichita
has a population of over 166,000;
that six broadcasting stations are
presently operating
that comthat theindemand
for
commercialmunity; andtelevision
frequencies
in Wichita will exceed the assignby ofthe twoCommission.mentsThe proposed
addition
more
channelsmitted,inwouldWichita,
was sub-5
carry outit priority
in a rapidly growing area where
the demand of frequencies will exmission.ceed those proposed by the Com(f) UHF Channels 45 and 53
cannot be utilized in the same community. Since these channels are
spaced 8 apart in the spectrum,
they must be at least 20 miles
apart to prevent
I.F. beat 45inter-at
ference. UHF Channel
Wichita would be 173 miles from
the co-channel assignment at Muskogee, Oklahoma. Both Wichita
and Muskogee are situated in
Zone II. Consequently, the assignment of UHF Channel 45 in Muskogee would not meet the required
175 mile araminimum
assignmentin Zone
seption for UHF channels
II. With respect to UHF Channel
53, this assignment in Wichita
would be only 166 miles from the
co-channel assignment at Shawnee,
Oklahoma, which is also located in
Zone nel II.
53 in Accordingly,
Wichita alsoUHF
wouldChannot
meet the
required
175
mile
minimum
assignment
separation
for
UHF channels in Zone II.

Concordia College, Moorehead,
Minnesota, which is located close
to Fargo, stated it was in favor of
reserving a generous number of
channels cational
for usenon-commercial
and stated thatedu-it
hoped to be in a position to engage
inreservation
television.wereNo filed.
objections to the
(e)sity ofGrand
Forks.
The aUniverNorth Dakota filed
sworn
statementvation inof Channel
support 2of at
the Grand
reserForks. The University stated that
it was the intent of the University
to apply for a license to operate a
station. The University stated it
intended to initiate appropriate
steps to secure the necessary apn toprovide
for the teleconstructiproonprioaftioan
educational
vision
station.
No
objections
to
the
reservation were filed.
(f)
Minot.
The
JCET
supported the reservation of Channel 6 at
Minot and asked that it be finalto the reservationized.wereNo objections
filed.
(g) Williston. Williston School
District
No. 1 and The
JCETSchool
supported the reservation.
Districtlihood
statedthatthat
there
was
likethe Willistona area
would tion increase
in populaas a resultgreatly
of recent
oil exploitations. This factor was exp
e
c
t
e
d
t
o
develop
a
-.greater
for educational television in need
the
area. The School District further
statedtion toitmake
wanted
to
be
in
a
posiuse of television as
a valuable teaching device and as
a means of reaching scattered
school
buildings.wereNo filed.
objections to
the reservation
Conclusions
606. On the basis of the record,
the reservation of the following
assignments
*6
educational useforare non-commercial
finalized:
City Channel No.
Dickinson
■ '■.'A
Fargo
Grand Forks
Minot
Williston
SOUTH DAKOTA
EDUCATIONAL RESERVATIONS
607. (a) Proposed Reservations.
In the Third Notice the Commission proposed
the following resercvations
ational usfore innon-commercial
South Dakota: eduCity
Brookings Channel
*8 No.
Pierre
*22
Sioux
Falls
Vermillion *2*44
(b) Brookings. The Board of
Education Brookings City Schools
supported
the reservation
of Channel 8 inreservation
Brookings.
No objections
to the
were
filed.
(c) Pierre.
Pierre Independent School The
the reservation
ofDistrict
Channelsupported
22. No
objections
to the reservation were
filed.
(d) Sioux Falls. Augustana
College supported the reservation
of a channel in Sioux Falls, but
requested that VHF Channel 11 or
13, assigned to Sioux Falls for
commercial use, be reserved for
education instead of a UHF channel. The College stated that since
all operating
stations
were
now in thetelevision
VHF band
the
utilization of the UHF band appeared to beperimentalentirely
in
the
exstage.
{<-.) Opposition of Midcontinent
BroadcastingBroadcasting
Company. Company,
The Midcontinent
Sioux Falls, South Dakota, supported the Commission's assignPage 72 • April 14, 1952 Part II

ments for Sioux Falls and objected
to thelege proposal
of reservation
Augustana toCol-a
to shift theMidcontinent
VHF channel.
stated
that
Augustana predicated
College's proposal
was apparently
upon a
mistaken belief that UHF channelsmental
were stagemerely
an experiat the inpresent
time,
and that
it
might
be
some
time
before
operation
in
the
UHF
became
technically feasible. It was urged
that
of this
some the
800 plans
students
for College
utilizationof
of television as an educational facility were sothatindefinite
far. in
the future
a UHF andtelevision
facility would be more appropriate
for such operation.
(f) Vermillion. The University
of South Dakota and JCET supreservation
VHF
Channel ported2. theThe
Universityof stated
that it was investigating the posy of the cooperative
ownership andsibilitoperation
of a television
station tional
together
with
other
educainstitutions. The University
stated it would take steps to utilize the channel as soon as it deemed it advisable and as soon _ as
money was available. No objection to the reservation
Conclusions were filed.129
608. On the basis of the record,
the proposed reservation of the
foregoing assignments
commercial educational for
use nonare
finalized. The Commission is not
persuaded
on
the
basis
of
the
recordtion inthatSioux
the Falls
educational
should bereservamade
in the VHF rather than in the
UHF
as
proposed
in
the
Third
Notice. We find no reason in the
record to depart from our general
policytion with
to thefor reservaof VHF respect
channels
use by
non-commercial
educational stations.
Final Reservations
The following reservations
are609.finalized:
City Channel
Brookings
*8*22 No.
Pierre
Sioux
Falls
Vermillion *44
*2
OMAHA AND LINCOLN,
NEBRASKA
(a) Proposed InAssignments
and610.Reservations.
the Third
Notice the Commission proposed
the following
assignments
and reservations:
VHFnel ChanUHFnel ChanCHv
No.
No.
Lincoln
10,12 *18,24
Omaha 3,6,*7
16,22,28
(b)ardCensus
Data.
standmetropolitan
area The
of Omaha
has a population of 366,000 and
the City of Omaha has a population of 251,000.
The Lincoln
standardhasmet-a
ropolitan area of
population of 120,000 and the City
of Lincoln has a population of
99,000.
(c) Existing Stations. May
Broadcasting Company is licensed
for operation of station KMTV,
Omaha,tiononWOW,Channel
Radio StaInc., is3.licensed
for
operation
station.
Omaha, on ofChannel
6. WOW-TV,
""Thepany,Northwest
Broadcasting
ComFortVHFDodge,
Iowa,No.proposed
substitute
Channel
5 for ofVHFitsto
Channel
2
at
Vermillion
as
part
proposal to add VHF Channel 5 to Fort
Dodge, Iowa.
The Independent
Broadcasting
Company,
Des VHF
Moines,
Iowa,4
proposed
toChannel
substitute
Channel
for
VHF
2
at
Vermillion,
part nelof4 toits Des
proposal
to addElsewhere
VHF Chan-inas
Moines.
this ingReport
Northwest BroadcastCompanytheand
BroadCompanyIndependent
counterproposals
have beencasting
denied.
Final TV Report

coin and that parts of this area
(d) The ervOmaha
ation. The JCETEducational
supported Resthe would receive from 3 to 12 other
reservation of VHF Channel 7. UHF and VHF services.
The School District of Omaha,
(i) Oppositions
KFAB BroadCounNebraska, in a comment dated
terproposal. ThetoLincoln
casting
CorporationCompany,
and the both
InApril 19,ported1951,
stated
that
it
supland
Broadcasting
Channel 7.the reservation
However, it offiledVHFno of Lincoln, supported the proposed
for Lincoln
and opevidence in support of its com- assignments
posed the KFAB
Broadcasting
ment.
Company counterproposal for the
(e) Opposition
12 from Lincasting CompanyoftoKFAB
VHF BroadReser- deletion oftheChannel
replacement thereof
vation. KFAB Broadcasting Com- with colna andUHF
channel.
The urged
oppopany, Omaha,
requested bethatmoved
the
sition to the counterproposal
educational
reservation
for
a
second
VHF
from VHF Channel 7 to the UHF. the nelneed
It was stated chanthat
KFAB cialssubmitted
lettersinstitutions
from offi- Lincolnin Lincoln.
is the capital city and the
of educational
second largest city in the State
concerning the intentions of these of
Nebraska; that the Grade B
institutions with respect to the coverage
of a UHF channel would
construction and operation of a
substantially less than that of
television station in the event the be
channel; and that the area
Commission reserved VHF Chan- isa VHF
largely rural and needs the wide
nel 7. In these letters the follow- coverage
of a VHF channel. It
ing statements were made: The
pointed
out ofin the
the KFAB
oppoUniversity of Omaha stated was also
sition
that
the grant
through its President that it did counterproposal
would result in
not plan to file an application for the
assignment
of only
VHF
VHF Channel 7 because the re- channel
in Lincoln
whichone would
quired recommended
expenditure was beyond
the licensee of that station
means and
that VHFits agive
position
Lincoln
Channel mercial
7 beoperation.
released
for com- areadominant
and could
createin athemonopoly
The needs
University
further stated
that its
would situation. Further it was pointed
that a grant of the KFAB
be
satisfied
one future
of thetime
UHFit out
counterproposal would result in
channels
if atbysome
the assignment to Omaha of four
could
render
an
effective
full-time
educational television service. A times as many VHF channels as
although the population
letter dated May 18, 1951, from Lincoln,
the School District of Omaha to of Omaha is only 2V2 times the
the KOWH Broadcasting Company, population of Lincoln.
Omaha, Nebraska, said in part: Conclusions: The Omaha Educa"We
are schools
practicalin enough
to know
tional Reservation
that the
this community
611. On the basis of the record
can never
support
a
television
tion nor a broadcasting stationsta-of we cannot conclude that the reservation of a VHF channel in
their own." The School District
said further:
"We arehaveinterested
taken thein Omaha for non-commercial educaposition
that we
tional
use
warranted. No local
non-commercial television service. educationalis interest
offered eviWe doubt whether this will ever be
dence in support
reservation
of a VHF
channelof the
in Omaha
for
available
for
our
use."
The
School
Districtment toalso
that their
com- non-commercial educational use.
the stated
Commission
of April
The
only
evidence
of
record
indi19,
"merely
cated that thedo educational
our 1951,
rights was
in being
able toto protect
appear
not intend tointeruse
before the Federal Communications a VHFests in Omaha
a non-commerCommission on matters of telecialchannel
educationalforstation.
On the
other made
hand,clear
commercial
interestsof
have
their intention
(f ) The Lincoln
Educationalof Rescasting."
Ne- proceeding with the construction
braska ervation.
and theThe University
JCET supported
and
a station7 isinmade
the
the
UHFby Channel
event operation
that VHF ofChannel
18 in_reservation
Lincoln commercial
forof use
a
nonavailable
for
commercial
use.
We
educational station.
in light
of the evi-of
The Board
of Regents
of the Uni- are, however,
dence indicating
the interest
versity stated
it was investigating
educational institutions in
the possibilities of the use of this the
in using a UHF channel for
channel for educational televising. Omaha
educational purposes, of the view
No
objection was filed to the res- that
ervation.
the record
the res-in
ervation of a warrants
UHF channel
(g) Counterproposal
Broadcasting
Company.of KFAB
KFAB Omaha. Accordingly, VHF ChanBroadcasting Company requested
nel 7 is assigned to Omaha for
that VHFcity Channel 12 be assigned commercial
use, and UHF Channel
to Omaha
by deleting it from Lin- 16 is assigned
coln as follows:
to Omaha and reThird Notice
Counterproposal
3,6,7t,12f 16,22,28
10,t *18,24,44t
(h)
Statement
in
Support
of
KFAB Counterproposal. KFAB served tiofor
non-commercial
educan
a
l
u
s
e
.
Broadcasting Company urged that
its counterproposal would result in Conclusions: The Lincoln Eduservice to more people; that it
cational Reservation
would be consistent with the priOn the basis of the record,
orities, and that it would meet the the612.reservation
of UHF Channel
required co-channel station sepa- use
educational
Lincoln is finalized.
rations. Itwas further urged that 18 forin non-commercial
the area which would lose service
Conclusions:
Additional
VHF
as a result of the operation of
Assignments in Omaha
Channel 44 in Lincoln in lieu of
613.
We
do
not
believe
that
the
Channel 12 would receive other addition of a fourth VHF channel
service from Channel 10 in Lin- to Omaha at the expense of deletROADCASTING
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NORMAN, MUSKOGEE, ENID
are finalizing
the reservations
AND STILLWATER,
OKLAposedFinal
for Muskogee
and Enid. proHOMA,
EDUCATIONAL
Reservations
RESERVATIONS
623. The following reservations
(a) Proposed InAssignments
and621.Reservations.
the Third are adopted:
Notice the Commission proposed Norman, City
UHF Channel
OKlanoma
*37 No.
the followingcommercial
reservations
Muskogee,
Oklahoma *45
educational use:for non- Enid,
Oklahoma
*27
Stillwater,
Oklahoma
*69
OKLAHOMA CITY, TULSA AND
Norman,City
Oklahoma Channel
*37
LAWTON, OKLAHOMA
Muskogee,
Oklahoma *27
*45
Enid, Oklahoma
(a) Proposed InAssignments
No channel was proposed to be and624.Reservations.
the Third
reserved incommercial
Stillwater
for non- Notice the Commission
proposed
educational use.
(b) Norman. The University of the following
ervations: assignments and resFORT SMITH AND LITTLE
VHF Channel
UHF
Oklahoma, Norman, and the OklaROCK, ARKANSAS
Channel
homa Baptist University, Shaw- Oklahoma
City,
615. (a) Proposed Assignments
City
No. No.
nee, ported
Oklahoma,
and
the
JCET
sup*and Reservations. In the Third
the reservation of UHF
Oklahoma 2,*4,6
7,9,*13 19,25
Notice the Commission proposed
Channel 37 at Norman. The Uni- Tulsa,
17,23
versity of Oklahoma stated that Lawton, Oklahoma
the following
and resOklahoma
11 *28,34
ervations: assignments
it
was
a
pioneer
in
the
field
of
(b) Census Data. The standard
VHF Channel
UHF
educational radio broadcasting; and metropolitan
Channel
area of Oklahoma
that "a considerable lapse of time City has a population
of 325,000
City
No. No.
must
pass
before
we
are
fully
preand
the
City
of
Oklahoma City has
Fort
Smith,
Ark.
5
*16,22
Little Rock, Ark.
*2,4,11 17,23
pared
not
only
to
file
for
an
edua
population
of
244,000.
The
cational television station but also
(b) Census Data. Fort Smith
ard metropolitan area of Tulsastandhas
has a population of 48,000.
plan for
the installation
and aoperaa
population
of 252,000 and the
tion
of
such
a
station
on
scale
(c) Counterproposal
of
SouthCity
of
Tulsa
has
a
population
western Publishing Company.
comparable with better commercial 183,000. Lawton has a populationof
Southwestern Publishing Company
operations
this field."
de- of 35,000.
sirous of a inreserved
VHF While
channel,
requested
the Channel
additional8 toassignFinal Assignments and .
ment of VHF
Fort DENIED."1
(c) Existing
WKY Rathe
University
requested
that
the
diophone Stations.
Company is licensed
for
Reservations
reservation of UHF Channel 37 for the operation
Smith, by making the following
of
Station
WKY-TV
618.
The
following
assignments
Norman,
Oklahoma,
be
made
final.
on
Channel
4
in
Oklahoma
City.
changesposed ininthetheThirdassignments
proNotice:
No objection
filed to the
Radiophone Company was
vation of UHFwas Channel
37. reser- WKY
Third Notice
ordered to show cause why the
Counternro^osa'.
(c)
Muskogee.
Northeastern
license
of Station WKY-TV should
VHF CftanUHF
Channel No. nel No.
State College, Tahlequah, Okla- not be changed to specify Channel
homa, andervaJCET
in lieu of Inc.,
Channel
4.135 Cameron
tion of UHFsupported
Channel the45res-at 7Television,
is licensed
for the
Muskogee, Oklahoma. No objec- Channel
operation
of
Station
KOTV on
(d) Statement in Support of and reservations are adopted:
6
in
Tulsa.
tion
was
filed
to
the
proposed
resSouthwestern Publishing Co. Counervation.
Oklahoma City
VHF Channel
UHF
terproposal.
Southwestern
Channel
(d)reservation
Enid. The ofJCET
supported
lishing Company
stated
thatPub-its
625.
(a)
Counterproposal of WKY
the
UHF
Channel
City
No.
No.
counterproposal complies with the
Company
27 at Enid. No objection was filed toRadiophone
Show Cause
Order. andWKYAnswer
filed
Commission's standards; that a
to the proposed reservation.
grant of the counterproposal would
(e)
Stillwater.
Stillwater
is
the
FAYETTEVILLE,
ARKANSAS,
an opposition
toCause
the Commission's
not result in a loss of service else- EDUCATIONAL RESERVATION site of the Oklahoma Agricultural Order
to
Show
and
a
counand that 8a station
terproposal which would permit it
and Mechanical College.
ing on where;
Channel
at Fort operatSmith
to continue operating on Channel
619. Proposed Reservation. In
(f) In connection with the fore- 4.
would provide
an
additional
The counterproposal of WKY
mercial television VHF servicecom-in the Third Notice the Commission
going proposed
reservation * of eduas- would require the following
of Chanreservation for
for non-commercial
Arkansas and Oklahoma. It was proposed
in assignments proposed
cationaslignumseentsand
requests for such inchanges
nel 13 intheFayetteville
also urged that Arkansas with a
the Third Notice:
commercial educational use
asnon-a
population
of
1,909,511
as
comprimarily
educational
center.
The
Third
Notice
Counterproposal
pared to 2,233,351 in Oklahoma has
supported
reservationof
been assigned only 38 channels as JCET
stated
that thetheUniversity
compared to 54 channels which and
Arkansas
at
Fayetteville
was
19,25
Muskogee, City,
Oklahoma
have been assigned to Oklahoma. studying the financial, program- Oklahoma
S
Okla.
7,9,*13 39,*45
19,25
39,*45
(e)
The
counterproposal
of
Tulsa,
Oklahoma
17,23
2,*4,6
17,23
reand engineering
ming, legal,quirements
Southwestern Publishing Company
necessary
for theofes-a
(b) Statement in Support of
would
result
in
the
following
cot
a
b
l
i
s
h
m
e
n
t
a
n
d
operation
reservations,
the
JCET
submitted
channel
assignment separations in television— station in cooperation a resolution of the State Legisla- WKY Counterproposal. WKY RaZone II:
diophone Company in its answer to
Mileage
ture of Oklahoma
Com- the Commission's
Order to Show
Channel
Cities
mis ion to reserveurging
such the
channels
188
Cause,
and
in support of its rein the VHF and UHF as will ade11
Muskogee, Okla.-Lawton, Okla.
quest,
urged
that
its counterproquately
serve
the
needs
of
the
11
Muskogee, Okla.-Little Rock, Ark.
posal meets the minimum
mileage
State.
(f
)
Conflicting
Counterproposals
separations
for
both
Conclusions
and adjacent channel co-channel
operation
to the Southwestern Publishing with other educational institutions
With respect to the request
Company Counterproposal. The in the area. The Arkansas State of 622.
sepaon of 188 miles.co-channel
It was further
the University of Oklahoma for with a ratiminimum
counterproposal of Southwestern
of Educationstating
also supthe assignment of a VHF channel stated that there are approximatePublishing Company is mutually Department
ported
the
reservation
that
Norman, we have examined the
ly 92,000 VHF receivers in the
exclusive with the counterpro- it would cooperate with these edu- toassignments
in the area and find WKY-TV
the presof All Oklahoma
Broadcastcational institutions that would that it is impossible
ent time,service
and itareawasat contended
to grant the
ingposalsCompany
and Southwestern
request
consistent
with
the
Table
non-commercial
educaSales Corp., Tulsa, and KTOK, operatetionala station
in Fayetteville. No of Assignments adopted herein.
13!On June 25, 1951, WKY filed a petiInc., Oklahoma City.
tionberequesting
thatfromthe this
orderproceeding
to show
oppositions
to filed.
the proposed reser- We must, therefore, deny the re- cause
(g) Fortervation.Smith
Educational
Resvations
were
and
that severed
a formal
hearing
be held
quest
of
the
University
of
OklaThe Fort Smith Public
thereon.
This
petition
was
dismissed
homa for the assignment and res- without prejudice as premature by
Conclusions
Schools, the Arkansas State Deervation ofa VHF
Commission
(FCC 51-696) of
commercialchannel
educational for
usenon-in July
partment of Education and the
620. In view of the foregoing,
11, 1951. Order
In onits statement
this proceeding
October 15,filed1951,in
Norman.
Accordingly,
we
are
finalthe
reservation
of
Channel
13
in
that if in lighttheof Commisthe eviU0KFAB has claimed the Commission Fayetteville for non-commercial
izing the reservation of UHF WKY stated
is without
power to regularly
reserve for educa- educational use is finalized.
Channel 37 commercial
in Norman
for With
non- of Station
sion idence
s not submitted
satisfiedtherein
that
operationon
tional use channels
educational use.
WKY-TV
shouldthe remain
for general
television service. allocated
It is not
Petition
respectthatto anStillwater,
it isshould
our Channeltofore4,fileditand"renews
clear whether
was di- 131It would also create a 188-mile as- view
requestsits upon
the full, herecomsolely to this
the7 orobjection
proposed
assignment
fair hearing
tion ofrectedChannel
whether reservait was
signment separation
between
Muskoissues, pletetoand which
it is entitled specified
by law
directed
to
the
reservation
of
any
gee
and
Lawton.
This
separation
would
be
made
to
that
city
for
non-comchannel at all. Insofar as it related to be eliminated by our decision herein
mercial
educational
use
and
we
are
and
the
Commission's
Rules
and
Regto the final
the
latter, for
we the
have reasons
disposedstated
of thein Tulsa.
shifting InChannel
11 from
Lawtonwouldto assigning UHF Channel 69 to of any ruleulations,orpriorregulation
whichadoption
wouldof
contention
itsseparation
place,
however,
preclude
the
continued
operation
Stillwater
for
that
purpose.
Furbe
a
44-mile
between
Tulsa
the
ther, on the basis of the record, we WKY-TV on Channel 4."
1951 Commission's
(FCC 51-709). decision of July 13, and Muskogee on Channel 11.
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ing the second VHF channel from
Lincoln is warranted. This is especially true in view of our action
making
commercial VHFavailable
channel atothird
Omaha.
Acc
o
r
d
i
n
g
l
y
,
t
h
e
request
of
KFAB13U12
for
the
assignment
of
Channel
to Omaha is denied.
Final Reservations
Assignments and
614. The following assignments
and reservations areVHF
adopted:UHF
Channel Channel
City
No. No.

JCET
supported16 the
reservation
UHF Channel
at Fort
Smith forof
non-commercial educational use.
No objection was filed to the reservation.
(h) Littleervation.
RockThe JCET,
Educational
ResArkansas
State Teachers College, Conway,
Arkansas, and the Arkansas State
Department
of Education
ed the reservation
of VHF supportChannel
2made
at Little
Rock.
No
objection was
to the reservation.
Conclusions: Educational
Reservations
616. In view of the foregoing
the proposed reservations for Fort
Smith and Little Rock are finalized.
Conclusions: Additional VHF
Assignment to Fort Smith
617. A grant of the Southwestern Publishing Company counterproposal would result
in a co-of
channel
separation
188 milesassignment
between Muskogee
and
Little Rock. This separation would
be in violation of the minimum
co-channel assignment separation
requirements interproposal
Zonemust therefore
II. The coun-be

(f) Statement in Support of pany tosentlyretain
that if WKY-TV were required to of such channels in the VHF and
licensed toChannel
WKY-TV,4 pre(2)
shift to Channel 7, a large number the UHF as will adequately serve Southwestern Sales Counterproposal. Southwestern Sales Corp., requests
by
various
parties
seekof persons would be compelled to the needs of education. No objecing
the
addition
of
a
fourth
VHF
tion
was
filed
to
this
proposed
install either new or modified an- reservation.
Tulsa, Oklahoma, urged that the assingment to Tulsa, and (3) a
ten as in ox-der to continue to resize, industrial development and request seeking a fourth VHF asTulsa
ceive sei'vice from WKY-TV and
strategic
of Tulsa
evisignment to Oklahoma City.
that the proposed shift to Channel
626.
(a)
Counterproposal
of
All
thelocation
need of that
community
628. The WKY counterproposal
7 would result in a disruption of Oklahoma Broadcasting Company. for an dencedadditional
VHF
channel.
service to the public during the All Oklahoma Broadcasting Comassignmentcreate
separationa co-channel
below the adopted
It was also urged that the addi- would
period of conversion. It was also
the byassignment
mile minimum for Zone II.
tional VHF channel may be as- 190
to Tulsa
making theof
asserted that the cost to the licen- Channelpany 8requested
The
distance
between
Muskogee
signed to Tulsa without violating
see forposedeffecting
the change would
pro- following changes in the proposed
by the Commission
assignments:
*4,6 Third Notice
and KTOK
Little counterproposal
Rock is 188 miles.13'
would
exceed $138,000.
No.Counterproposal
VHF Channel
UHF Channel The
create one co-channel assignment
City VHF Channel UHF Channel
No.
(c) The counterproposal of WKY
separation
below
the
minimum
would
in the separations
following co-in Muskogee, Oklahoma No.8
No.
17,23
17,23
Channel 6 between Woodward,on
2, *4, 6, f 8
channelII:result
assignment
Tulsa, Oklahoma 2,
39, *45
Oklahoma and Wichita Falls, Texas.
39, *45
Zone
between these comtil minimum mileage The distance
Channel
the
Commission's
munities is183 miles. The All Okla-*!
Cities
Mileage
separation requirements.
homa counterproposal would create
11
Muskogee,
Okla.-Lawton,
Okla.
188
11
(g) The Sales
counterproposal
below the
minMuskogee, Okla.-Little Eock, Ark. 188
Southwestern
would create ofa the sameimum as separation
would the WKY
counter(d) Conflicting Counterproposals.
187
mile
co-channel
separation
on
p
r
o
p
o
s
a
l
.
1
3
5
T
h
e
Southwestern
Sales
(b) Statement in Support of All Channel 11 between Elk City, Okla- Corp. counterprosal would create
The counterproposal of WKY is Oklahoma
Counterproposal. All II. homa, and Lubbock, Texas, in Zone one co-channel assignment separamutually exclusive with that of Oklahoma Broadcasting
Company
tion below the minimum between
KTOK, Inc., Oklahoma City, and
City, Oklahoma and Lubbock,
All Oklahoma Broadcasting Com- urged that Tulsa is a large metro(h) Conflicting Counterproposals Elk
pany, and Southwestern Sales
Texas, on Channel 11 of 187 miles.
politan
area
which
serves
as
the
to
Southwestern
Sales
Corp.
CounCorp., both of Tulsa.
terproposal. The counterproposal Since the counterproposals of the
and
(e) Counterproposal of KTOK, trade, service, entertainment
for eastern Okla- of Southwestern Sales Corp. is All Oklahoma Broadcasting ComInc., Oklahoma City. KTOK, Inc., cultural homacenter
and adjoining areas of mutually exclusive with the coun- Sales pany;
KTOK Inc.; Southwestern
Corporation;
and WKY
requested
assignment
terproposals ofWKY Radiophone
Kansas, Missouri, and Arkansas;
nel 11 to the
Oklahoma
City ofby Chanmak- that
Radiophone Company would result
Company
;
Southwestern
PublishTulsa
has
experienced
the
in
co-channel
separations
below the
ing theposedfollowing
changes
in
proing
Company,
Fort
Smith,
Arkanassignments:
provided by our decision
4tCounterproposal
sas; 134 KTOK, Inc., Oklahoma City minimum
Third Notice
herein, they are denied.
and
All
Oklahoma
Broadcasting
City
VHFnel
VHFnel ChanUHFnel
15 ChanNo.
Conclusions: WKY Show Cause
No.
No. UHFnel
Company, Tulsa.
8f Chan15 Chan*28,34
12 No.
23
*28,34
Dodge
City,
Kansas
(i)
The
Tulsa
Educational
Re12f
Elk City,Oklahoma
Oklahoma
2319,25
servation. The JCET supported
6f
629. AlthoughOrder
we are unable to
Lawton,
19,25
the reservation and submitted a grant the WKY counterproposal,
Oklahoma
City,
Okla.
7,9,llf,*13
8
Woodward, Oklahoma
7,9,*13
question
remains
whethershould
the
resolution of the Legislature of the the
for WKY-TV
State of Oklahoma urging the authorization
(f) Statement in Support of largest growth of any city in Okla- Commission
be
changed
to
specify
operation
on
to
reserve
such
chanKTOK Counterproposal. KTOK,
7 as Order
proposedto inShowthe Cause
Third
10 year period since
nels in the VHF and the UHF as Channel
Inc., stated that Oklahoma City is the 1940homa in the
Notice. The
census;
that
the
assignserve the needs of was issued to WKY in an effort to
the
capitalandandis centrally
largest city
ment of Channel 11 to Muskogee will adequately
Oklahoma
locatedof
No objection was made "reduce interference, make availin the state. It was urged that the and Channel 8 to Tulsa would meet toeducation.
the
proposed
reservation.
abnels
le a reasonable
of chanthe
Commission's
requirements;
addition of a VHF channel to Ok- and that under the counterproposal,
and to effectnumber
the maximum
(j) The Lawton.
Re- utilization
City would
provide
addi- an additional channel and service
servation. The JCETEducational
and the State
of VHF television chantionallahomatelevision
service
to 514,470
nels." It was believed that the
wouldreduction
be provided
Tulsa which
with Department of Public Instruction
persons in Central Oklahoma and no
in the toservice
assignment
of Channel City
4 in would
Tulsa
would provide
a
net
gain
of
addisupported
the
reservation
of
Chaninstead
would
be
afforded
under
the
Third
tional television service to sub- Notice. It was urged that the
nel 28 in Lawton for non-commer- effect a ofmoreOklahoma
desirable utilization
stantial number of persons. It was
cial
educational
use.
No
oppositions
of the spectrum. It is true, howalso urged that the co-channel and grant of the counterproposal would to this reservation were filed.
the assignment
of Chana more fair, efficient and
adjacent channel spacings result- provide
nel 4ever,
in thatOklahoma
City would
meet
Conclusions:
Additional
Assignequitable
distribution
of
television
ing fromproposal
a grant
counterment to Oklahoma City, Tulsa, and all reauired mileage spacings for
would meetoftheits minimum
facilities
than
does
the
CommisZone
II.
For
example,
the
closest
the
WKY
Counterproposal
separations, and that the size and
sion's plan.
assignment separation to
economic importance of Oklahoma
627. The foregoing conflicting co-channel
(c) The All Oklahoma counter- counterproposals
on Channel 4 would be
City requireVHFthe channel.
assignment of an
consist of (1) a WKY-TV
proposal would create the followadditional
Station
KRLD-TV
operating in
ing co-channel
separations in Zone request by WKY Radiophone Com- Dallas, Texas, at a distance
(g) The KTOK counterproposal II below
of 196
190
miles:
Mileage 134 WREC Broadcasting Service and miles.
-would create a 183-mile co-channel
separation in Zone II between
WMPS,
Inc.,
both
of
Memphis,
Tenn.,
630.
We
have
in
this
proceeding
Okla.the assignment
of ina followed the principle that we would
Woodward,
Oklahoma,
and Wich-6. 11 Muskogee,
Lawton, Okla.
188 have
fourth requested
VHFcounterproposals.
channel
to Memphis,
ita Falls, Texas,
on Channel
11 Muskogee,
Okla.-Ark. 188 alternate
Thedeletion
first not compel an existing licensee to
The minimum co-channel station
Little
Rock,
counterproposal
requested
the
separation for this zone is 190
except
3
from
Blytheville,
Arkmiles.
(d) Conflicting Counterproposal of Channel
sas, and the assignment
of thatalternachan- change frequencies
pelling considerations
suchforascomthe
neltive
to anMemphis.
Therequested
second
(h) Conflicting Counterproposals to All Oklahoma Broadcasting
removal of a very low mileage sepcounterproposal
19
VHF
to the KTOK Counterproposal. Company Counterproposal. The changed
a
r
a
t
i
o
n
.
I
n
view
of
the
circumin
14
cities
and
5
The counterproposal of KTOK, counterproposal of All Oklahoma states. Thisassignments
alternative
stances discussed above, and upon
Inc., is mutually exclusive with Broadcasting Company is mutually
proposal piossinalssecond
withOklahoma
the countercounterof the whole record,
of theconflict
Tulsa,
Cityof reconsideration
the counterproposal of WKY Ra- exclusive with that of WKY Radio- and Fort proSmith
parties.
In
view
we
do
not
believe that WKY should
our
decision
elsewhere
in
this
Report
diophone
Company
and
the
Southphone Company, and KTOK, Inc., to grant the first alternative request be required to change frequencies.
western Publishing Company, Fort Oklahoma
City; Southwestern and
to delete
Channel 3offrom
we have City,
assigned
the assignment
that Blytheville
channel
to Accordingly,
Smith,Company
Arkansas;1''3
Southwestern
Channel 4 to Oklahoma
and
Sales
and All
Oklahoma Sales Company, Tulsa; and South- Memphis,
we counterproposal
will not discuss
theof second
western
Publishing
Company,
Fort
alternative
WREC
Broadcasting
Company,
both
of
are
withdrawing
the
Show
Cause
and
WMPS
further
in
this
connection.
Tulsa.
Smith, Arkansas.
to WKY. If the assignment
In addition,
the counterproposal
of ofOrder
(i) The
EducaChannel 4 is maintained in OklaTelevision
Company,withSher(e) Counterproposal of South- Shermanman, Texas,
tional Oklahoma
Reservation. TheCityOklahoma
is
in
conflict
the
the assignment of
western
Sales
Corporation.
Southcounterproposal
Southwestern
Sales Channel homa4 inCity,Tulsa
Agricultural
and Mechanical
must be deleted,
Corporation.in this
In ofview
of our
decision
western Sales Corporation has re- elsewhere
lege, Stillwater,
Oklahoma, Coland
Report
to
deny
the
since
Tulsa
and
Oklahoma City are
q
u
e
s
t
e
d
t
h
e
assignment
of
Channel
JCET supported the reservation of
counterproposal
of
Sherman
Television
only
98
miles
apart.
Company,
that counterproposal
will Channel 4 can be replaced However,
VHF
Channelsubmitted
13 at Oklahoma
City. 11 to Tulsa by making the follow- not
be discussed
further in this conin Tulsa
The JCET
a resolution
ing
changes
in
the
proposed
asnection.
of the Legislature of the State of signments:
133 It wouldsignmentalsoseparation
create
a
188
mile asOklahoma urging the reservation
Counterproposal
between Muskogee
15 34
and
Lawton.by This
separation
wouldshift-be
*28,
34
*28,
"The counterproposal
of
the
Southeliminated
our
decision
herein
western Publishing Company
at Fort Elk City, Oklahoma
Channel
from Lawton
Smith,
denied
elsewhere
15
In itsingseparation
place, 11however,
would tobeTulsa.
a 44
Oklahoma
in this Arkansas,
Report foris the
reasons
there Lawton,
mile
between
stated.
17, 23
Tulsa, Oklahoma
17, 23
Muskogee on Channel
11. Tulsa and
2, *4, tl26, til
til
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that the size, populaalternative counterproposal We believe
by shifting
from Law-11 to Memphis,
UHF Chan-to of The
tion and economic importance of
ton
to Tulsa.Channel
In turn,11 Channel
WREC and WMPS would result
nels 17 and and23 that
be assigned
the
City
of
Memphis
this
in
place
of
Channel
3
in Lawton can be replaced by shift- Blytheville
additional assignment. warrant
It has been
ing Channel 7 from Oklahoma City as follows:
to Lawton. The assignment of
proposed
that
this
be
accomplished
Third Notice
Counterproposal
Channel 7 in Lawton and Channel
by
the deletion
of VHF
Channel
3 from
Blytheville,
a community
11 in Tulsa would meet the reof approximately
16,000
quired
minimum
assignment
sepBlytheville,
Ark
3
and
the
substitution
of
apersons
UHF
r Zone beII. deleted
Accordingly,
t3, 5, *10, 13
channel in that community. In
Channel ara4tions fowill
from Memphis, Tenn. 5, *10, 13 i'i
(e)
Statement
in
Support
of
Tulsa and assigned to Oklahoma
view tionofand the
relativeimportance
size, populaeconomic
and
City; Channel 11 will be deleted WREC and WMPS Counterproposal in the followingII:co-channel separa- resources
of the City of Memphis
from Lawton and assigned to Tulsa; I. WREC and WMPS urged that Channel tions in Zone
Cities
Mileage
and Channel 7 will be deleted from the size, population and economic
as
compared
with
the
City
of
3
Little
Rock, Ark.Blytheville, we believe the record
Oklahoma
Springfield,
Mo. 180
of Memphis warranted
Lawton. City and assigned to importance
8 Little
Rock,
Ark.the addition of a VHF channel and
supports
the
basis
for
the
deleMuskogee, Okla. 188
tion of Channel 3 from Blytheville
Conclusions: Educational
Channel 3 could be assigned
Jackson,
Tenn.- Ala. 184
and the assignment of that channel
tion in Tulsa Reserva- tothatMemphis
Birmingham,
without violating any 10
to
Memphis.
The second
631. We are of the view that the of the Commission's standards for
tive counterproposal
wouldalternaresult
(h) Oppositions and Conflicting
record supports the basis for re- minimum
Counterproposals to WREC and in
three
co-channel
separations
separation
of
co-channel
below
the
minimum
adopted
for
serving achannel
in
Tulsa
for
nonor
adjacent
channel
assignments.
WMPS
Alternative
Counterprocommercial educational use in
posal 2. Oppositions and mutually Zone II and must be denied.
pointed ofoutChannel
that the3 would
near- exclusive
Tulsa. In the Third Notice the It was
counterproposals
to
the
637.
WREC
and
WMPS
sugest
assignment
Commission proposed that Channel
assignment of UHF
Mississippi, a dis- alternative counterproposals of Channelsgested17the and
4 be so reserved. However, as be at taJackson,
23, in addition to
nce of 197 miles from Memphis; WREC Broadcasting Service and Channel
noted leted
above,
Channel
4
must
be
de64
proposed
for Blythefrom Tulsa in light of our that more than half the population WMPS, Inc., were filed by the folv
i
l
e
i
n
the
Third
Notice,
to Blythedecision to withdraw the order to that
would
be
served
by
the
operav
i
l
e
t
o
replace
VHF
Channel
3. It
lowing
parties:
Southwestern
Pubshow cause to WKY. It was also
3 at Blytheville
lishing Co., Fort Smith, Arkansas;
our view,
however,
that
2 UHF
noted above that VHF Channel 11 residestion ofinChannel,
the State of Tennessee Voice of Longview, Longview, ischannels
are
adequate
to
meet
the
is being
assigned
in Tulsa to re- in areas which have no common Texas; Memphis Publishing Com- needs of the Blytheville community.
place Channel
4. Accordingly,
Further, since the assignment of
interest with Blythepany,
Memphis,
Tennessee;
WKY
Channel
11 will
be reservedVHF
for identityville;ofthat Memphis
17 or 23 would reis a vastly Radiophone Co., Oklahoma City, eithersultChannel
non-commercial educational use in more important economic
co-channel assignment
market Oklahoma; Harold L. Sudbury, spacing in abelow
Tulsa.
the minimum for
than
Blytheville
and
that
the
rural
Blytheville,
Arkansas;
KTOK,
Inc.,
Conclusions: Educational Reserva- population surrounding Blythe- Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; All Zonenel 74IIavailable
we are making
UHF Chanto
Blytheville.
tion in Oklahoma City and
Oklahoma
Broadcasting
Co.,
Tulsa,
ville are more dependent on
Lawton
638.
Accordingly,
the
Memphis
than
upon
Blytheville;
Oklahoma;
and
Southwestern
Sales
632. On the basis of the record
native counterproposal offirstHoytalter-B.
the reservations of Channel 13 in and that it was unlikely that the Corporation, Tulsa, Oklahoma.
Wooten d/b as WREC Broadcasting Service and WMPS, Inc. is
Oklahoma City and Channel 28 in assignment of Channel 3 in Blythe(i) The Memphis Educational granted,
ville would result in the operation
insofar as it requests the
Lawtontionalfor
educaThe Board of Educause arenon-commercial
finalized.
of that facility with maximum Reservation.
tion of the Memphis City Schools, assignment of Channel 3 to Memphis and the second
power. Finally, it was asserted that The Memphis Chamber of Com- counterproposal
Final Reservations
Assignments and
is denied.alternative
the operation of the UHF channel
merce, Shelby County Department
Conclusions: Show Cause Order
633. The following assignments in Blytheville would be adequate to of Education, Southwestern Uniserve the needs of that community
and reservations are adopted:
versity and the JCET supported
639.tion willAnbe issued
appropriate
authorizaVHF Channel
UHF for television service.
the reservation of VHF Channel
to Memphis
PubChannel
lishing
Company
to
specify
opera(f)
Opposition
to
WREC
and
10
in
Memphis
for
use
by
a
nonCity
No.
No.
tion
of
WMCT
on
Channel
5.
commercial educational station.
WMPS
Counterproposal
I.
Harold
Oklahoma
City,
Okla.
4,
9,
*13
19,
25
Tulsa, Okla.
Blytheville, Arkansas, The JCET stated that an educa- Final Assignments and Reservation
Lawton,
Okla. 2, 6,7*11 *28,17, 3423 L. Sudbury, the
tional television committee had
assignments proThe following assignments
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE, AND supported
posed by the Commission for been formed in Memphis and the and640.reservation
are adopted:
BLYTHEVILLE, ARKANSAS
Mayor
of
Memphis had appointed
VHF UHF
Blytheville and opposed the Mem634.
(a)
Proposed
Assignments
of the Board of Eduphis counterproposal. In the op- the President
Channel
and Reservation. In the Third
c
a
t
i
o
n
o
f
the
Memphis
City
Schools
City
No. Channel
No.
position itwas stated that Blythe- as its Chairman in April, 1951. The
Notice the Commission proposed
v
i
l
e
i
s
situated
in
a
large
farmthe following assignments and
Board
of
Education
of
the
Memphis
ing and rural area and would be
reservation :
TEMPLE, TEXAS
VHF Channel
UHF best served by a lower VHF chan- City Schools stated that it was
(a) Proposed Assignments.
Channel
nel; that because of the rural area, using television to some extent in In 641.
the Third Notice the CommisCity
coverage was required in the schools and that the necessary
Blytheville,
Arkansas No.
3 No. 64 extensive
proposed the assignment of
order to reach several hundred finances would become available in two sion
Memphis, Tennessee 5, *10, 13 42, 48 thousand
channels
the
near
future.
No
objection
was
persons;
that
no
showing
Channels
16 and to22. Temple: UHF
(b) Census Data. The standard had been made by the Memphis filed to the proposed reservation.
metropolitan area of Memphis has parties of a need for the specific
(b)tion Census
The populaof Temple Data.
is 25,000.
a population of 482,000 and the City use of Channel 3 at Memphis; and
Conclusions: tion Memphis
of Memphis has a population of that
Reservation Educathe assignments proposed by
(c)
Counterproposal
of Bell
396,000. The City of Blytheville has the Commission would result in a
635. On the basis of the record Broadcasting
Company.
Bell Broadcasting Company,
Temple,
Texas,
a population of 16,000.
fair
and
equitable
distribution
of
the
reservation
of
Channel
10
in
(c) Existing Stations. Memphis the available frequencies.
requested
the additional
assignMemphis
for
non-commercial
edument
of
Channel
6
to
Temple.
No
Publishing Company is licensed for
cational use is finalized.
Alternative Counterproposal
other changes in the assignments
the operation of Station WMCT at 2 of(g)WREC
and
WMPS.
In
alterproposed in the Third Notice were
Conclusions: mentAdditional
Memphis on Channel 4. The Comnative counterproposal 2 WREC
to Memphis Assign- requested.
mission ordered the Memphis Pub- Broadcasting Service and WMPS,
(d) Statement in Support of Bell
lishing Company to show cause Inc. requested the addition of a
636. It is our view that the recwhy the license of WMCT should VHF channel to Memphis by maksupports
basis for
the as- Broadcasting Company Countersignment othe
f a third
commercial
ing the following changes in the VHF ordchannel
proposal. Bel Broadcasting
Comnot be
modified
to
specify
operato the Memphis area. closest panycities
contended
the
tion on Channel 5 in lieu of Channel assignments proposed in the Third
to that
Templesincehaving
4. No opposition to the Commis- Notice :
VHF
assignments
under
the
Third
Third
Notice
Counterproposal
2
*2
sion's Show Cause Order was filed City
Notice are Waco, 30 miles to the
No.
VHF Channel
UHF Channel VHF No.
Channel UHF *16,No.
Channel
by Memphis Publishing Company.
22
north, and Austin, 61 miles to the
(d) Alternative Counterproposal
*16,No.64 22
64
fl3
3
of Hoyt B. Wooten d/b as WREC Blytheville, Ark.
Ark.
26
south, Temple
105
26
reliable
VHF would
service.not Itreceivewas
Broadcasting Service and WMPS, ElFortDorado,
Smith, Ark.
5239
98
52
pointed
out
that
Fort Hood, conInc. WREC Broadcasting Service Hot
Springs,
Ark.
til
f*3,
f5,
f
8
Jonesboro,
Ark.
17,
23
fl2
taining approximately 35,000 mili*2, 4,7 11
and WMPS, Inc., requested the addi- Little Rock, Ark.
17,3623
36
tional assignment of a VHF chan- Pine Bluff, Ark.
16
located
in theLa.
westerntary personnel,
portion was
of Bell
County,
2511, 138
43
nel to Memphis in two alternative Alexandria,
4339
f 8,f713
Monroe,
La.
miles
from
Temple
and
that
Temple
counterproposals. In the first alter- Shreveport,
La.
tio
State
College,
Miss.
contains several large private host2,f4til
native counterproposal it was re- Jackson, Tenn.
16
3,912
quested that VHF Channel 3 be de42,48
pitals, in addition to a large vett2, f 7, t*4
t*9, til
42, 48
19
5, *10,7 13
leted from Blytheville and assigned Memphis,
erans hospital. It was also conTyler, TexasTenn.
tio
t4
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tl2

tended that a UHF channel would
not be adequate to cover the entire
Temple trading area and that a
VHF
sary. facility was, therefore, neces(e) Channel 6 at Temple would
be 183 miles from the co-channel
assignment at San Angelo, Texas.
Both
situatedTemple
in Zoneand II.San Angelo are
(f) Conflicting Counterproposals
and Oppositions
the Bell Broadcasting CompanytoCounterproposal.
The Bell Broadcasting Company
counterproposal does not conflict
with any other counterproposal nor
have
thereto.any oppositions been filed
Conclusions
642. The counterproposal of Bell
Broadcasting
would atas-a
sign Channel Company
6 to Temple,
distance of only 183 miles from
the assignment of Channel 6 at San
Angelo. Since both Temple and
San Angelo are located within
Zone II, the counterproposal does
not meet the 190 mile minimum
assignment
separation. Accordingly, the counterproposal
of Bell
Broadcasting Company is denied.
Final Assignments
643. The following assignments
are adopted:

ingly, this counterproposal and
the
relating
theretoin will
not opposition
be considered
further
this
Report.
Final Assignments
646. The following assignment is
adopted:
UHF
City
Breckenridge, TexasChannel
14 No.
SHERMAN, DENISON AND
DENTON, TEXAS
(a) ProposedInAssignments
and647.Reservation.
the Third
Notice the Commission proposed
the
following
and
reservation
: assignments
VHF UHF
City
Channel
Channel
No. No.
Sherman
Denison
Denton
(b) Census Data. The population tioofn of Sherman
Denison isis20,000,
18,000 theandpoputhe
population of Denton is 21,000.
Sherman
648. (a) Counterproposal of
Sherman Television Company. Sherman Television Company, Sherman, requested
additional12 as-to
signment of VHFthe Channel
Sherman. No other changes in the
assignments
Notice were proposed
requested.in the Third
(b) Statement in Support of
Counterproposal of Sherman Television Company. Sherman Television Company contended that the
Sherman
area would
receive VHF
serviceprobably
under not
the
Third Notice since it is not located
near any city to which the Comhas proposed
the Itassignment ofmissionVHF
channels.
was
alleged that the proposed VHF
facility in Sherman would serve
"well during
over 100,000
people,"
and
that
the summer
vacation
period this number would be materially increased.
(c) Under the Sherman counterproposal, Channel 12 at Sherman
would be 183 miles from Shreveport, Louisiana. Both Sherman and
Shreveport
are situated within
Zone
II.
(d)
Conflicting
and Oppositions Counterproposals
to the Sherman
Television Company CounterproThe Sherman Television
Company posal'.counterproposal
conflicts
with the counterproposals of
KTOK, homa,
Inc.,and Oklahoma
City,
OklaVoice of Longview,
Longview, Texas. In addition, an
opposition
to the
Sherman Television Company
counterproposal
was
filed by KTOK,Denison
Inc.
649. (a) Counterproposals of
Red River Valley Broadcasting
Corporation and Red River Publishing Company. Counterproposals
were
filed byCorporation
Red RiverandValley
Broadcasting
Red
River Valley Publishing Company,
both of Sherman, requesting the
additional assignment of VHF
Channel 10 to Sherman-Denison, to
beUHFaccomplished
substituting
channel forbyVHF
Channel a2
in Denton and by making the following other changes from the asNotice : signments proposed in the Third
City
._
Third Notice
Sherman,
Texas
Denison, Texas
Denton,
TexasTexas 5
Sherman-Denison,
Fort
Worth, Texas
Texas
Waxahachie,
Hillsboro,
Texas
Weatherford, Texas

BRECKENRIDGE, TEXAS
644. (a) Proposed Assignments.
In the Third Notice the Commission proposed the assignment of
one channel, UHF Channel 14, to
Breckenridge.
(b)tion Census
Data. isThe7,000.
populaof Breckenridge
(c) Counterproposal of Stephens
County Broadcasting Company.
Stephens County Broadcasting
Company, Breckenridge, requested
the additional assignment of Channel 7 to Breckenridge. This counterproposal conflicted with the
counterproposal
of Trinity
casting Corporation,
Dallas, BroadTexas,
and an ooposition thereto was filed
by the Trinity Broadcasting Corporation. Sworn evidence in support of the Stephens County Broadcasting
which10 inof the
accordance with Company,
Paragraph
Order of Hearing Procedure (FCC
51-739)
in the15, proceeding
was
due issued
on October
1951, was
not timely filed. On February 1,
1952, Stephens County Broadcast"petition and
for
leaveingtoCompany
file filed
late astatement
exhibit" in propsupport
of
its
counterosal. It was alleged therein
thatthe"Dueprocedure
to a misunderstanding
of
adopted by the
Commission .in its Order of July
25, 1951, [its] consultant did not
prepare the necessary supporting
data urged
until athatverytherecent
was
filing date."
of swornIt
evidence at this late date would not
undulying retard
the instant proceedthereto. nor prejudice any parties
Conclusions
645. We are of the view that the
aforesaid petition does not make
the requisite showing of good cause
for thedence filedacceptance
swornmonths
evimore than ofthree
late.
The
petition
for
late
filing
therefore denied and the swornis
evidence in support of the Stephens
County Broadcasting Company is
not accepted in this proceeding. In
light of our above action, no sworn
evidence in support of the counterproposal isbefore us and, accord76 • April 14, 1952 Part II Final TV Report

supporting the above reservation
noting that
the College
terested in television
as a was
mediuminfor
general
public
instruction
that the Board of Regents and
had
pledged deavor.itsThe J.CET
support
enalso in
filedthis
a statement cluding
supporting
the
reservation
within its presentation in-a
statement of the Texas State College for Women at Denton indicating that it would support and participate in the establishment
of a
non-commercial
educational station
at Denton.
Conclusions:ment of Additional
Channel 12 Assignin
Sherman
651. The Sherman Television
Company counterproposal would
Channel
to Sherman
aassign
distance
of only12 183
miles fromat
Shreveport,
both
Sherman andLouisiana.
Denison areSince
situated
within Zone II, this assignment
would
violateassignment
the requiredseparation
190 mile
minimum
for this zone. Accordingly, the
Sherman Television Company counter proposal is denied.
Conclusions:
The Denton
Educational Reservation
and Channel
10 in Sherman-Denison
652. In order to accomplish the
assignment of man-Channel
10 in Valley
SherDenison, the Red River
Broadcasting
Company
and
Red
River Valley Publishing Company
counterproposals
would
substitute
UHF Channel 46 in Denton for
VHF Channelcommercial
2 reserved
for VHF
noneducational use.
Channel 2 was assigned and reserved in Denton as a "primarily
educational
where in thiscenter."
Report,As wenoted
haveelse-as
an assignment principle, assigned
VHF channels
to primarily
educational centers where
VHF channels
were available. We see no reason,
on the basis of the record in this
proceeding, for deviating from this
principle in order to make possible
the assignment of a VHF channel
in Sherman-Denison. We are of the
view,
thatfromChannel
should therefore,
not be deleted
Denton.2
Furthermore, the suggested
changes in order to assign UHF
Channels
46 andChannels
52 to Denton
stead of UHF
17 and in-46
would require violations of minimum assignment separation requirements. Inorder to make the
above assignments, Channel 54
would be assigned to Weatherford
and Channel
17 tois Sherman-Denison. Weatherford
only 169 miles
from Bryan where Channel 54 is
also assigned and Denison is only
172 miles from Tulsa where Channel 17 is also assigned. All of the
above communities are situated in
Zone II and accordingly the proposed assignments would not meet
the 175 mile minimum separation
required for UHF co-channel assignments intethis
The Valley
counrproposals ofRedZone.River
Broadcasting
Corporation
and
Red
River Valley Publishing Company
are therefore denied.
Final Reservation
Assignments and
653. The following assignments
and reservation are adopted:
t*46,1-54t52
VHF UHF
Channel
City
No. Channel
No.
Sherman,
Texas
Denison, Texas
20,t63*26
Denton, Texas
t45
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
tl7

(b) Statement in support of the
Red River Valley Broadcasting
Corporation and the Red River
Valley Publishing
CounterproposalsCompany
. Red River Valley
Broadcasting Corporation and Red
River Valley Publishing Company
noted that Denison, Texas, is located approximately
eight miles
from Sherman
and contended
that
Sherman and Denison are situated
so closely together they should be
considered as one area. It was submitted that Sherman-Denison contains the largest concentration of
population
in northern
and
that with the
exception Texas,
of Dallas,
located about 60 miles to the south,
and Fort Worth farther to the
southwest, there are no major
population
centers within
miles
of Sherman-Denison.
It was125 urged
that
the
assignment
of
a
VHF
channel rather than a UHF channel
to Sherman-Denison would result
in service to a larger portion of the
trade area. It was alleged that a
UHF station would serve 100% of
the Denton trade area as compared
with
81.2%area,of the
Denisononlytrade
whileShermana VHF
assignment would serve 94.8% of
the Sherman-Dension area.
assignment ofwould
Channelbe
10 (c)to The
Sherman-Denison
accomplished
by
substituting
Channel 46 in Denton for UHF
VHF
Channel 2, where it is reserved for
non-commercial educational use,
and by substituting Channel 2 in
Fort nelWorth
for Channelfor10;Channel
Chan63 in Waxahachie
45;
and
Channel
45
in
Hillsboro
for
Channel 63. It was noted by Red
River Valley that these changes
would result in two UHF channels
widely
Channels spaced
17 and in46, the
being spectrum,
assigned
toinstead
Denton.
It
was
suggested
that
Channels 46 and 52 could
be assigned
to
Denton
by
substituting Channel 52 in Denton for
Channel 17; Channel
17 in52;Sherman-Denison for Channel
and
Channel
54 in51.Weatherford, Texas,
for
Channel
(d) Oklahoma,
Denison iswhere
172 miles
Tulsa,
Channelfrom17
is assigned. Weatherford is 169
miles from Bryan, Texas, where
Channel 54 is assigned. Denison
and Weatherford are situated within ZoneZone
II, III.
and Bryan is situated
within
(e) Conflicting Counterproposals
and Oppositions to the Red River
Valley Broadcasting Corporation
and the Red River Valley Publishing Company Counterproposals.
The RedposalsRiver
counterproconflict Valley
with the
Trinity
Broadcastingproposals fCorporation
counteror Dallas, Texas;
and
oppositions thereto have been filed
by the Trinity Broadcasting Corporation and the Houston Post Company, Houston,Denton
Texas.
650. The Denton Educational
Reservation. VHF Channel 2 was
reserved by the Third Notice for
non-commercial educational use in
Denton as a "primarily educational
center." North State Texas College of Denton filed a statement
Proposed Changes

LONGVIEW, TEXAS
(i) Statement in Support of East
Company
Coun654. (a) Proposed Assignments. Texas Television
terproposal. East Texas
Television
In the Third Notice the Commission proposed the assignment of Company stated that within an
two UHFChannels
channels
to 38.
Longview, area of 25 miles of Longview is a
Texas:
32 and
population of 121, 492 and 38,985
(b)tion ofCensus
Data.
The
and that Lufkin, on
Longview is 25,000. popula- housing units, basis,
has a popula(c) Counterproposal of Voice of a comparable
tion
of
55,447
and 17,041 housing
Longview. Voice of Longview,
It was contended that LongLongview, Texas, requested the units.
and its trade area, is able
assignment of VHF Channel 12 to view,
Longview, by substituting Channel economically to support a VHF
television
broadcast facility while
10 in Shreveport, Louisiana, for
Channel 12, Channel 5 in El Dorado, there is "serious and grave doubts
Arkansas, for Channel 10, as fol- that the Lufkin area could so suplows:
Third Notice
Proposed Changes
VHF Channel UHF Channel VHF Channel
UHF Channel
City
Longview,
Texas
32, 38
La.
26
3, 12
ElShreveport,
Dorado, Ark.
(d) Statement in Support of
port one." It station
was urgedinthatLongview
a VHF
Voice ofposal. Longview
CounterproVoice of Longview
urged television
reach a large population in
that the assignment of Channel would
Texas which would not re12 to Longview could be accom- East ceive
service from any other
plished without depriving any other station suchproposed
the Third
community
of
a
television
assignNotice. East Texas insubmitted
that
ment. It was suggested that as the
public
interest,
convenience
and
an alternative
to assigning
requires the assignment
nel 12 to Longview,
Channel Chan32 or necessity
of
a
VHF
television
assignment
38, presently
proposed
Long-be this area. It was urged that Chan-in
view
in the Third
Notice,forcould
nel 10 in Lufkin would be adequate
assigned to either Gilmer or
Tatum, Texas, communities near munity.
to provide service to that comLongview.tended thatVoice
of
Longview
con(j) The East Texas Television
least one VHFwherever
channel possible
should beat Company
would utilize Channel
assigned to each community.
9
in
Longview co-channel with Hot
(e) The Voice of Longview Springs,
Arkansas.
East Texas
counterproposal would assign Television Company alleged
that
Channel 5 to El Dorado, Arkansas, the distance between these cities
182 miles from the co-channel as- was 176 miles but gave no indication as to how this measurement
signment of Channel 5 at Fort
Smith, Arkansas. Both El Dorado
obtained and it appears to be
and Fort Smith are situated within inwaserror.
Forest Capital BroadcastZone II.
Company, in its opposition,
(f) Conflicting Counterproposals allegeding that
the distance between
and Oppositions to the Voice of Longview and Hot Springs is 168
Longview Counterproposal. Con- miles. We find the distance to be
flicting
and op- approximately
170 miles.
10 at Lufkin would
be 176Channel
miles
positions tothecounterproposals
Voice of Longview
counterproposal were filed by East from the co-channel assignment of
Channel
10
at
El
Dorado,
Arkansas,
Texas Texas;
Television
Longview,
LamarCompany,
Life Insurance
and 180 miles from the co-channel
Company, Jackson, Mississippi; and assignment of Channel 10 at Fort
Sherman Television Company, Worth, Texas. All of the above
Sherman, Texas.
cities are in Zone II with the exception of Lufkin, which is in Zone III.
(g) In its opposition, East Texas
Television
Company
opposed
any
Conflicting toCounterproposals
removal of UHF Channel 32 or 38 and(k)Oppositions
the East Texas
from
Longview
for
assignment
to
Television
Company CounterproTatum or Gilmer. It was noted
posal.
The
counterproposal
of East
that thelatiotown
Tatum has
Texas Television Company conflicts
n of 599 ofpersons;
that a itpopuhas with
the
counterproposal
of
less than 10 retail stores; and that Broadcasting Corporation, Trinity
Tatum cannot support a television Texas. Oppositions to theDallas,
East
station. The Gilmer population
Television counterproposal
was alleged to be 4,114, and it was Texas
have
been
filed
by
Trinity
Broadurged that this community also
Corporation;Inc.,
Julius
does not possess the economy neces- Gordon & casting
Associates,
Lufkin,M.
sary
to
maintain
a
television
facilTexas;
and
Forest
Capital
casting Co., Lufkin, Texas. BroadTatumity. It was
nor also
Gilmernotedhas that
an neither
AM or
Conclusions: Voice of Longview
FM outlet. In addition to the foreCounterproposal
going, International Broadcasting
Corporation, Shreveport, Louisiana,
655. The Voice of Longview counsupported
the
proposed
assignterproposal inassigning Channel 12
ments for Shreveport, including
would assign Channel
the assignment of Channel 12 but to5 atLongview
Dorado, Arkansas, only 182
has not specifically opposed the miles Elfrom
the
assignment at Fort co-channel
Smith, Arkansas.
Voice
of Longview's
. to
substitute
Channel 10 request
in ShreveSince
both
El
Dorado
and
port.(h) Counterproposal of East Smith are situated in Zone II, Fort
this
would not meet the reTexas Television Company. East assignment
quired
190
mile
minimum
separaTexas Television Company refor co-channel assignments in
quested the additional assignment this tionZone.
Accordingly, the Voice
of Channelstituting9 toChannelLongview
by
subof
Longview
counterproposal is
10
in
Lufkin
for
denied.
Channel 9 as follows:
Third Notice
Proposed Changes
Citv
BROADCASTING

• Telecast

Conclusions: East Texas Television
Company Counterproposal
656. The East Texas Television
Company
counterproposal
wouldat
assign Channel
9 in Longview
a distance of only 170 miles from
Hot
Springs,
Arkansas,Thiswhere
this
channel
is assigned.
distance
is well below the required 190 mile
minimum
co-channel
assignmentsseparation
in Zone IIforwhere
these
communities are situated. In addition, in achieving the assignment
of Channel 9 in Longview, East
Texas Television Company would
assign Channel 10 in Lufkin at a
distance of only 176 miles from the
co-channel assignment at El Dorado, Arkansas, and 180 miles from
the co-channel assignment at Fort
Worth,
is situated
in Zone Texas.
III andLufkin
Fort Worth
and
El Dorado in Zone II. Accordingly,
the counterproposal does not meet
the 190 mile minimum co-channel
assignment separation. In light of
the above violations of the minimum separation
requirements,
the
East Texas
Television
Company
counterproposal is denied.
Final Assignments
657. The following assignments
are adopted:
UHF
City
Longview,
Texas Channel
32, 38 No.
SAN ANTONIO AND VICTORIA
TEXAS
(a) Proposed InAssignments
and658.Reservations.
the Third
Notice the Commission proposed
the
following
assignments
and
reservations:
VHF
UHF
City Channel
No. Channel
No.

tonio would still leave this city and
its
VHF surrounding
services. area with three
(f) Conflicting Counterproposals
and
to Lack's Stores,
Inc., Oppositions
Counterproposal.
ing
counterproposals Nohaveconflictbeen
filed. Oppositions to the counterp
r
o
p
o
s
a
l
o
f
Lack's
Stores,
Inc.,
have been filed by Texas State Network, Inc.,136 and the Walmac Company, both of San Antonio.
(g) Educational Reservation in
San Antonio.
St. Mary's
Uniy of San Antonio
filed
a statementveinrsitsupport
reservation
of Channel
9 in ofSanthe Antonio
for
non-commercial educational use.
The University stated that it was
presently
the two
commercial cooperating
stations in with
San Antonio
in providing
programs
an educational nature.
It was ofnoted
that
while the University had no definite
solution for the problem of financing, it proposed to work with other
educational groups to find a means
of establishing
educationalsupport
television station. anAdditional
for the reservation was submitted
by Our Lady of the Lake College
at San Antonio. No oppositions to
the proposed reservation were filed.
Conclusions: Additional VHF
Assignment for Victoria
659. We are of the view that the
record does not support the basis
for assigning VHF Channel 12 to
Victoria at the expense of deleting
a VHF channel from San Antonio.
In light of the wide disparity in
population between San Antonio
and Victoria, a community of 16,000, we do not believe such an assignment
be warranted. Ac-of
cordinglwould
y, the counterproposal
(b) Census Data. The population Lack's Stores,
Inc., is denied.
of the San Antonio standard metropolitan area is 500,000 and of the
Conclusions : Educational
City of San Antonio, 408,000. The
Reservation in San Antonio
population of Victoria is 16,000.
660.
On the basis of the record
(c) Existing
Stations.
SanisAn-li- the reservation
of Channel 9 in
tonio
Company
censed for Television
the operation
of Station
Antonio for non-commercial
KEYL on Channel 5 and Southland San
educational
use
is
finalized.
Industries, Inc., is licensed for the
Final
Assignments
and
Reservation
operation
of
Station
WOAI-TV
on
Channel 4, both in San Antonio,
661. The following assignments
Texas.
On November
1951, Texas
(d) Counterproposal
of Inc.
Lack's
Inc.,
Fort6, Worth,
Texas, State
filed
Stores,
Inc.
Lack's
Stores,
re- 130Network,
quested
the
additional
assignment
a
Motion
to
Strike
the
statement
of VHF Channel 12 to Victoria by Lack's Stores, Inc., filed October 15,of
substituting UHF Channel 23 in 1951. in ments,
support
of
its
May
7,
1951
comthat the October 15,
San Antonio for Channel 12, as 1951 statementallegingconstituted
a new profollows:
Third Notice
Counterproposal
IS
(e) Statement in Support of posal departing fl2from the May 7, 1951
Lack's Stores, Inc. Counterproposal. comment
and therefore not in conformity with Paragraph
Order1951.of
Lack's Stores,
alleged thatunder
the Hearing
Procedure 5(b)of ofJulythe 25,
nearest
VHF Inc.
assignments
The
May
7,
1951
Comment
of
Lack's
Stores.
Inc.,
proposed
the
assignment
the Commission's
plan
were
proVHF thanChannel
in Victoria,
posedtonio,for Corpus
Christi,
San An-all ofrather
to San12Antonio,
Texas,Texas,
and
Galveston
and
Houston,
the
engineering
affidavit
attached
at least 75 miles from Victoria. It
to statedtional"itUHF facility
is anticipated
that
an thereaddiwas noted that these cities form a
can
be
made
available to San Antonio to replace the VHF
triangle, with Victoria roughly in
the center; and, accordingly, it facilityment ofremoved."
In1951,itsLack's
sworn Stores,
stateOctoberthe15, assignment
was submitted that large areas sur- Inc.,
Channelproposed
12 to Victoria instead ofof VHF
San
rounding
Victoria
would
not
receive
UHF of Channel
rereliable VHF service under the Antonioplace thewith
deletion
Channel 2312 atto San
Commission's
urged Antonio. tachedThetheretoengineering
affidavit
atthat
UHF wouldplan.not Itbewasadequate,
supports this
assignand that a UHF facility would not Stores, ment.
On November
13, 1951, Lack's
Inc.,
filed
an
opposition
to
the
to Strike. We believe that the
be utilizedseeableinfuture.Victoria
the fore- Motion
It was incontended,
October 15, 1951 sworn statement of
Lack's
Stores,
is7,consistent
with
accordingly,
that
a
maximum
need
ofInc.,
May
1951.is DENIED
Accordfor VHF service exists in Victoria. its Comment
he Motion
to
Strike
It was noted that the removal of and theingly, tLack's
Stores,
Inc.,proceeding.
statement
in this
one of the channels from San An- is being considered
April 14, 1952 Part II Final TV Report • Page 77

and reservations are VHF
adopted: UHF ing on Channel 8, which Trinity
Broadcasting Corporation would
Channel Channel delete,
this station would have to
City
No. No.
move
Channel 8 to Channel 7.
4, 5, *9, 12 35,1941 TrinityfromBroadcasting
Corporation
urged
that this
"minor
move
DALLAS, TEXAS
the
upper
half
of
the
VHF within
band
(a) ProposedIn Assignments
simple
one techand662.Reservation.
the Third is an extremely
nically
and
involves
relatively
little
Notice the Commission proposed
the assignment of five channels to
Dallas, Texas; VHF Channels 4,
(g)
assignment
8, and 13 and UHF Channels 23 atcost."
DallasThe would
result inof aChannel
182 mile7
and 29, with Channel 13 reserved co - channel separation between
for non-commercial educational use. Dallas and Austin, Texas, where
(b) Census Data. The Dallas
7 is assigned.
The assignstandard metropolitan area has a Channelment of Channel
9 at Dallas
would
population of 615,000 and the City result in a 173 mile co-channel separation between Dallas and Abilene,
of Dallas has a population of
434,000.
Texas, where Channel 9 is assigned.
(c) Existing Stations. A. H. Belo The
assignment of Channel 8 at
Corporation is licensed for the Tyler
would result
in a 179
mile
co - channel
separation
between
operation
of
Station
WFAA-TV
on
Channel 8 and KRLD Radio Cor- Tyler and Houston where Channel
poration
is licensed
for theon operais assigned.
The assignment
tion of Station
KRLD-TV
Chan- 8Channel
5 at Lufkin
would resultof
nel 4, both in Dallas.
in a 180 mile co-channel separation
(d) Statement in Support of between Lufkin and Fort Worth,
Proposed Assignments. A. H. Belo Texas, where Channel 5 is assigned.
Corporation,
Dallas, Texas,
sup- Dallas, Fort Worth, Abilene and
ported the Itproposed
assignments
Tyler are all situated in Zone II.
for Dallas.
was noted
that the Houston,
Lufkin and Austin are
in Zone III.
nearest
co-channel
assignment
to
Channel 8 in Dallas would be at situated
(h)
Conflicting
Muskogee, Oklahoma, a distance and Oppositions Counterproposals
to the Trinity
of 220centmiles,
the nearest
Counterchannel and
assignment
wouldadja-be Broadcastingproposal.Corporation
The
Trinity
BroadcastChanneltance of 927 atmiles.
Tyler, Texas, a dising
Corporation's
counterproposal
(e) Counterproposal of Trinity conflicts with the counterproposal
Broadcasting Corporation. Trinity of KTRH Broadcasting Company
Broadcasting Corporation, Dallas, and Shamrock Broadcasting Company, Houston, Texas; South Texas
requestedditionaltheVHF assignment
of an adchannel to Dallas
by Television Company, Houston,
deleting Channel 8 from Dallas and Texas; Red River Valley Broadsubstituting therefor Channels 7
casting Corporation and Red River
and
and below:
making other changes as Valley Publishing
Company, Sherset 9,forth
Third Notice
Proposed
Changes
VHF Channel
UHF Channel
VHF Channel
UHF No.
Channel
No.
City
No.
No.
Dallas,
Texas
23, 1929
8, *137
23,
1929
4,
t7,t9,
*13
Tyler,
Texas
46
9
Lufkin,
TexasTexas
*28,46 3434
Fort
Worth,
*28,
34
t8
*28,
5,
10
20,
*26
*28,
34
11
Waco,
5, til
20, *26
Lawton, Texas
Oklahoma
11
flO
t5
(f) Statement in Support of man, Texas; East
no Texas Television
Counterproposal of Trinity Broad- Company, Longview,
Texas; and
casting Corporation. Trinity Broad- Stephens County Broadcasting
casting three
CorporationVHF
' pointed
out
that of the
channels
Company,
Breckenridge,
In addition, oppositions Texas.137
to the
proposed
Dallas
in the inThird
Notice, twofor are
presently
use Trinity Broadcasting Corporation
counterproposal were filed by A. H.
and theposed tolast,
Channel
13,
is
probe reserved for non-com- Belo Corporation, Dallas, Texas;
mercial educational use. Accord- Julius M. Gordon & Associates,
ingly, itwas noted that under the Inc., Lufkin, Texas; KTRH Broadproposed assignments, no VHF
casting Company and Shamrock
channels would be available for Broadcasting
Company, Houston,
Lucille Ross Buford, licensee
new commercial applicants in Dal- Texas;
las. In view of the size of Dallas, of Station KGKB, Tyler, Texas, and
its rapid growth, and its large and Oil Belt Television Company,
prosperous tradingarea, Trinity
Texas.158
Broadcasting
Corporation
urged Breckenridge,
(i) Educational
Reservation. The
that the maximum number of "wide JCET
filed a statement supporting
coverage
television
facilities"
the
reservation
of
Channel 13 in
should be assigned. Trinity Broad- Dallas for non-commercial
educacasting
Coi-poration
submitted
that
tional
use.
It
was
urged
that Dallas
assigning only two VHF channels
in Dallas for commercial purposes was a great metropolitan area with
schools and colleges and that
would lemscreate
"monopolistic
prob- many
of two dominant
television
it was important that Channel 13
networks in a large and prosperous be reserved. No oppositions to the
area where competition should proposed reservation have been
obviously be encouraged rather filed.
than
limited."
It was argued
that
it would
be possible
to reassign
**> No sworn evidence
in supportwasof the
acVHF channels to five communities Breckenridge
or filing,counterproposal
accordingly,in this
in Texas and one community in Report.
commentcepted fwill
not and,
be considered
this
Oklahoma in such a way as not to
reduce the number of VHF chan- m Although Oil Belt Television Company filed a commentof inTrinity
opposition
to
nels proposed by the Commission
for any of these communities while the counterproposal
castingevidence
Corporation was
on June
11,Broad1951,in
no
sworn
submitted
at the same
time
achieving
an
adits oppositions; and,
ditional VHF channel in Dallas. support inglyof, the opposition
not beaccordconsidered further in this will
Report.
Since Station WFAA-TV is operatApril 14, 1952 Part II Final TV Report

Conclusions : Additional Commercial the additional
assignment
of Channel 5 to from
Lubbock
by deleting
VHF Assignments
channel
Amarillo,
Texas, this
and
663. The Trinity Broadcasting by
the following changes
Company counterproposal would in themaking
assignments
proposed
in
the
assign an additional VHF channel Third Notice:
*20,
26
Third Notice
Proposed Changes
*2, 4, f 7, 10
Amarillo
Lubbock
J,11,4, 1355, 7, 10
t5, 11, 13
Monahans
(b) Statement in Support of
to Dallas only by deviating from Plains Radio Broadcasting Company Counterproposal.
the requiredarations.minimum
mileagewould
sep- Broadcasting
Channel 7 at Dallas
Company Plains
pointedRadio
out
that the assignment of Channel 5
be only
182
miles
from
the
co-channel assignment at Austin; Channel to Lubbock, rather than to Ama9 at Dallas would be only 173 miles
f9 andthree
rillo,towouldLubbock,
provide
four VHF
VHF
from the co-channel assignment at channels
Abilene; Channel 8 at Tyler would channels to Amarillo. It was noted
that the population of Amarillo
be
only
179
miles
from
the
cochannel assignment at Houston; and the population of Lubbock are
and finally, Channel 5 at Lufkin practically equal. Accordingly, it
would be only 180 miles from the was
urged5 tothatLubbock
the assignment
Channel
rather thanof
co - channel assignment at Fort to
Amarillo would effect a more
Worth. mentsSince
all
of
these
measureare between cities in Zone equitable distribution of television
II, or between cities in Zone II and facilities. It was argued that there
no valid reason why Amarillo
Zone III, they do not meet the re- isshould
mile minimum
separanels,bewith assigned
Lubbock five
only VHF
two. chantionquired
for 190co-channel
assignments.
Accordingly, the counterproposal of
(c) Itthoughwas
alTrinity
in 1940 pointed
Amarilloouthadthat
a subdenied. Broadcasting Corporation is
stantially larger population than
did Lubbock, during the past ten
Conclusions : Educational
years Lubbock has grown 124% in
Reservation
It is also noted that the
664. On the
basis of the record, population.
1950 population
for are
the
the reservation of VHF Channel 13 metropolitan
area figures
of Lubbock
in Dallascationfor
non-commercial
edusubstantially
greater
than
those
for
al use is finalized.
Amarillo. It was submitted that
Conclusions:forAdditional
of the comparable size of
Dallas Channel because
the two cities,
and thedonecomparable
665. We are of the view that the amount
of business
in each
assignment
of
an
additional
chancity,
a
fair
and
nel in Dallas is warranted on the
tion of television equitable
facilities distriburequires
that a comparable number of VHF
basis ofthatthetherecord.139
It was above
noted
counterproposal
re- channels be assigned to each of the
additionalnotVHFbe channels
co-channel asfor Dallasquestingcould
granted. cities. Thesignment toclosest
Channel 5 at Lubbock
UHF Channel 73 in Dallas would would be 268
miles,
the
meet the required mileage spacings closest adjacent channelwhile
assignfor channel assignments in this
ment
would
be
161
miles.
Channel
9 at Monahans would be 205 miles
bezone.addedAccordingly,
to Dallas. Channel 73 will from the closest co-channel assignment, and 150 miles from the
Final Reservation
Assignments and
closest adjacent channel assignment.
666. The following assignments
and reservation are adopted:
Conflictingto Counterproposals
VHF UHF and(d)Oppositions
the Plains Radio
Channel Channel Broadcasting
Company CounterCity
No.
No.
p
r
o
p
o
s
a
l
.
N
o
oppositions
Dallas, Texas 4, 8, *13 23, 29, 73
flicting counterproposalsnorto conthe
AMARILLO, LUBBOCK AND
Plains
Radio
Broadcasting ComMONAHANS, TEXAS
filed. pany counterproposal have been
(a) Proposed InAssignments
and667.Reservations.
the Third
(e) The Lubbock
Reservation.
The JCET Educational
supported
Notice the Commission proposed the
reservation of UHF Channel 20
the
following
assignments
and
resin
Lubbock
for
non-commercial
eduervations:
VHF UHF
cational use and submitted stateChannel Channel
ments
by
Texas
Technological
ColCity *2, 4, No.
lege and the Lubbock Independent
Amarillo
5, 7, 10 No.
School
District
supporting
the
resLubbock
11,
13
*20,
26
Monahans 5
ation. No oppositions
to the proposedervreservation
were filed.
(b) Census Data. The standard
Amarillo
metropolitan area of Lubbock has
a population of 101,000 with the
669. The Amarillo Educational
City of Lubbock having a popula- Reservation. The JCET and Amarillo Public Schools supported the
tion of 72,000. The Amarillo standreservation of VHF Channel 2 for
ard metropolitan area has a popu- non-commercial
educational use in
lation of 87,000 and the City of
Amarillo, a population of 74,000. Amarillo. The JCET submitted a
The population of Monahans is statement by West Texas College,
Canyon, Texas, supporting the
reservation. No oppositions to the
6,000.
Lubbock
proposed
reservation were filed.
668. (a)
Counter proposal
of Plains
Conclusions: Additional VHF
Radio
Broadcasting
Company.
Assignment
in Lubbock
Plains Radio Broadcasting Com670. We are of the view, that the
pany, Lubbock, Texas, requested record
supports the basis for the
130 See alsonectionourwith the
discussion
con- assignment
of VHF Channel 5 in
additionaboveof ain UHF
channel to Pittsburgh.
Lubbock. In light of the comparBROADCASTING
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would extend eastmiles, while the closest adjacent 5 at Brownsville
able size
and importance
of Lub12 is proposed
ward into the Gulf of Mexico. It
tute for Channel
5. as a substi- channel assignment would be Chanbock and Amarillo,
we believe
that Channel
was urged that the assignment of
the
assignment
of
a
third
VHF
nel
3
at
Laredo,
Texas,
at
a
dis(d)
Conflicting
Counterproposals
tance of 143 miles. The nearest these channels in the Weslacochannel to Lubbock would effect a and Oppositions to the McAllen
area would provide
assignment to Channel Harlingen
more equitable
distribution
ofassigntele- Television Company Counterpro- co-channel
36
in
Brownsville
would be at Jack- Grade A television service to a
vision
facilities
than
the
counterproposTexas, at a distance of substantially larger number of resment of a fifth channel to Amarillo.
al to theposal. A conflicting
McAllen Television
Com- 437 miles, sonville,
idents in the Lower Rio Grande
and the nearest adjacent
pany counterproposal has been filed
Accordingly,
counterproposalCom-of
Area. Taylor Radio and
would 248
be ChanPlains RadiotheBroadcasting
by Taylor Radio and Television channel
nel 35 atassignment
San Antonio,
miles Valley
Television Corporation pointed out
pany is granted- As noted above, Corporation, Weslaco, Texas. Op- distant.
that
Brownsville
is but one city of
the Mexican-United States Telepositions tothe McAllen Television
Conflicting Counterproposals an isolated compact group of cities,
Company counterproposal were and(d)Oppositions
Agreement
been modi-of filed
to the Harbenito with the population of Brownsville
fied tovision
reflect
the has
substitution
by
Brownsville
Broadcasting
VHF Channel 9 to Monahans for Company, -*Brownsville, Texas, and Broadcasting Company, Inc., Coun- being only
the total
popu-in
lation of the21%15 ofcities
situated
Channel 5.
terproposal. Oppositions
to the
Taylor Radio and Television Cor- Harbenito Broadcasting
Company,
the Lower Rio Grande Valley. It
poration, Weslaco.
Conclusions: Lubbock and Amarillo
was
noted
that
Brownsville
lies
at
Inc., counterproposal were filed by
Harlingen
Educational Reservations
extreme eastern end of the
Brownsville Broadcasting Com- the
Lower
Rio
Grande
Valley,
almost
Brownsville,
Texas, Houston,
and the on the Gulf of Mexico, and that
675. Broadcasting
(a) Counterproposal
of Har671. In view of the foregoing, the benito
Company,
Inc. Houstonpany,Post
Company,
reservation
of Channel
20 in LubBroadcasting Company, Texas. Taylor Radio and Televi- Harlingen,
the other hand, is
bock and Channel
2 in Amarillo
for Harbenito
sion
Corporation,
Weslaco,
Texas, located muchon nearer
Inc.,
Harlingen,
Texas,
requested
to the geonon-commercial educational use are the additional assignment of Chan- filed a counterproposal conflicting
graphic
center
the Valley.
nel 4 to Harlingen, Texas. This in part with the Harbenito Broad- was stated thatof Weslaco
finalized.140
is 37.2It
assignment would be accomplished
miles west of Brownsville and 19
Final Assignments and
casting
Company,
Inc.
counterproIn its opposition,
the miles west of Harlingen. Weslaco
Reservations
by deleting
the Channel Texas,
4 assignCompany
ment from Brownsville,
and Brownsvilleposal. Broadcasting
is 21.8 miles east of Mission, Texas,
672. The following assignments substituting
UHF
Channel
36
in
westernmost heavily populated
and reservations are VHF
adopted: UHF Brownsville, as follows:
supported the Commission's pro- the
town in the Valley Area.
Proposed Changes
Third Notice
Channel Channel
(c) Channel
Weslaco-HarCity
No. 26 City
lingen would be 4205at miles
from the
Lubbock,
Texas
5,4,No.
11,7, 1310 *20,
closest co-channel assignment at
Amarillo,
Texas
*2,
Saltillo,
Coahuila,
Mexico,
and 137
Monahans, Texas 9
miles from the closest adjacent
channel
assignment.
Channel
5 at
McALLEN, BROWNSVILLE,
(b) Statement
in Support
HARLINGEN AND WESLACO,
Weslaco-Harlingen would be 228
of VHF ItChanHarbenito
Broadcasting
Company,of posed assignments
5 in Brownsville.
was miles
TEXAS
from
the
closest
co-channel
Inc., Counterproposal. Harbenito urgednels 4and
that
Harlingen
a popu- assignment at San Antonio, Texas,
673. (a) Proposed Assignments. Broadcasting Company contended
lation of only
23.000 ashadcompared
and 114 miles from the closest adcounterproposal
would
efIn the Third Notice the Commis- that fits
with
36,000
for
Brownsville;
jacent channel assignment.
ect a fair, ofefficient
and facilities.
equitable the assignment of one VHF that
assign- distribution
and
television
Conflicting Counterproposals
ments:sion proposed the following
one UHF channel to Brownsville and(d)Oppositions
VHF
UHF
to the Corporation
Taylor RaIt
was
urged
that
the
assignment
dio and Television
Channel Channel of a VHF channel at Harlingen would create a serious economic
situation
for
the
UHF
broadcaster,
Counterproposal.
Oppositions
to
City
No.
No.
would
make
available
a
second
staMcAllen
20
Taylor Radio and Television
tion to that community, and would while the problem of intermixture the
Brownsville
4, 5
Corporation counterproposal were
provide service to a substantially would not arise under the Commis- filed
Harlingen
23
by Brownsville Broadcasting
and bethatassigned
UHF
greater population than that which Channel sion's
No assignments were proposed would
54 orproposal
60 could
Company,PostBrownsville,
Texas ;
receive
service from Ita was
sta- to Harlingen
Company, Houston,
if added assignments Houston
for(b)Weslaco.
'
tion
located
in
Brownsville.
Census Data. The City of
necessary in that community. Texas; and McAllen Television
that the use of Channel were
Brownsville has a population of 4submitted
In
its
opposition,
the
Houston
Post
at Brownsville would result in a objected to the use of Channel 4 Company, McAllen, Texas. McAl36,000; the City of Harlingen a
of
the signal
len Television Company filed a conpopulation of 23,000; the City of dissipation
substantial
amount
of the since
servicea in Harlingen since it would be asflicting
counterproposal
and Harbenito
Broadcasting
Company,
Inc.,
McAllen a population of 20,000; area would fall
within
the
Gulf
of
signed
only
228
miles
from
the
coand Weslaco a population of 8,000. Mexico, and since a greater portion channel assignment at San An- filed a counterproposal conflicting
tonio.
The
Houston
Post
Comof the service area would fall in
in
part.
In
its
opposition
to
the
McAllen
pany urged a minimum spacing of Taylor Radio and Television Corthan would be the case if 240 miles
674. (a) Counterproposal of Mc- Mexico
for
assignments
in
this
Channel
4
were
assigned
to
Harporation
counterproposal,
the
HousAllen Television Company. McAllen
lingen. Itwas also noted that un- area on Channels 2 through 6.
ton Post Company urged that tropTelevision Company, McAllen,
the Harbenito
counterproposal,
ospheric propagation in this area
Weslaco-Harlingen
Texas, requested the additional as- the dernumber
of
stations
available
requires
signment ofVHF Channel 5 to Mc676. (a) Counterproposal of Tay- those thatgreater
would separations
result under than
the
would not be relor tion.
RadioTaylor
and Radio
Television
Corpora- Taylor counterproposal.
Allen by moving Channel 5 from to Brownsville
duced
since
UHF
Channel
36
would
In the opand
Television
Brownsville
to
McAllen
and
assignbe
provided
as
a
substitute
for
that
p
o
s
i
t
i
o
n
o
f
the
Brownsville
Broading Channel 12 to Brownsville in community and that the assign- Corporation of Weslaco, Texas, recasting Company to the counterquested the additional assignments
place of Channel 5, as follows:
proposal ofTaylor Radio
Teleof Channels 4 and 5 to WeslacoThird Notice
Changes
vision
sameand in
objecHarlingen
by
deleting
Channels
4
UHF Channel VHF Proposed
tions
wereCorporation,
raised asthe those
its
Channel UHF Channel and _ 5 from Brownsville, and by
making the following changes in opposition to the Harbenito Broadthe assignments proposed in the
casting Company, Inc., counterpro4, fl2
posal discussed above. In the op(b) Statement in Support of Mcment
of
Channel
4
at
Harlingen
Third
Notice
Allen Television Company Counter- would still provide Grade A service Third Notice: 141
Proposed Changes
proposal. McAllen Television ComUHF Channel
UHF Channel
pany argued that two channels to Brownsville. Harbenito Broad- Brownsville, Texas 4, 5
casting Company noted that Har- Weslaco-Harlingen, Texas
would not be utilized in Brownslingen is more centrally located in Harlingen, Texas
ville; that there is a widespread in- the Rio
Valley than
terest in McAllen and Hidalgo Brownsville;Grande
that the maximum
County
for
VHF
television
service;
(b) Statement in Support of
density occurs several Taylor
and that the removal of Channel 5 population
Radio andCounterproposal.
TelevisionTaylor
Cor- position of McAllen Television
miles west of Brownsville; and
from Brownsville and its assign- that,
Company to the Taylor Radio and
accordingly, a significant in- Radio andporation
ment at McAllen would not deprive
Television
Corporation
Corporation counterproc
r
e
a
s
e
i
n
population
could
be
served
the Brownsville population of VHF by the assignment of Channel 4 to contended that a large portion of Television
al, itwas noted that Weslaco is
service, since Channel 4 would re- a community farther west than the service areas of Channels 4 and a very possmall
The removal andof
main in Brownsville. It was also Brownsville. Harbenito Broadcasttwo channels town.
from Brownsville,
suggested that Channel 12 could be
their
assignment
in
Weslaco,
141
Taylor
Radio
and
Television
Corporaing Company, Inc.. also asserted
tion alsobyproposed
add channel
Channel from
2 to urged, would monopolize all ofit was
utilized inditional
Brownsville
shouldbe adthe
Weslaco
deletingtoLeon,
that
a combination of the Harlingen Monterrey,
television service
re- that
Nuevo
Mexico,
and VHF channels in the Lower Rio
and San Benito populations, San adding it as well to Saltillo, Coahuila,
quired in that community.
Grande ItValley
in
this
small
inland
Benito being less than 4 miles Mexico. In light of the conflict between town.
Cc) As noted above, Channel 12 from
was submitted that it
is slightly in ex- Agreement
the Mexican-United
States Radio
Television
istheassigned
to Reynosa,States
Mexico,Tele-by
and the Taylor
and would be more appropriate and in
cessHarlingen,
of that of Brownsville.
Mexican-United
Television
Corporation's
counterpropothe
public
interest
assignasChan(c)
The
closest
co-channel
assal seekingto toSaltillo
shift inChannel
from
Agreement.
Reynosa iswhere
only
nel 5 to McAllen, toTexas,
prosignment to Channel 4 at Har- Monterrey
order to2Taylor
make
52 milesvisionfrom
Brownsville
available Channel
2 for Weslaco,
lingen would be the assignment in Radio
posed
by
McAllen
Television
Comand
Television
Corporation
abanthe
Mexican-United
States
Televidoned its proposal
to assignit will
Channel
1rNoa request
was made reservation
in the recordin
Conclusions: VHF Assignments
VHF educational
Agreementat for
Saltillo,of CoaWeslaco.
Accordingly,
not be2 pany.
huila, sion
Mexico,
a distance
214 indiscussed
further
in this Report.
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lization of VHF Channels 4 and 5 13 and UHF Channels 23 and 29, dio station KTBS, Inc. 144 Shreve- thur lies in Zone III and Shrevein Brownsville would result in a with
VHF Channel 8 reserved for port, Louisiana; and Trinity Broad- port in Zone II.
large portion of the service areas non-commercial educational use.
casting Company, Dallas, Texas.
(k) Conflicting Counterproposals
of these stations falling over the
and Oppositions to the KTRH
(b) Census Data. The Houston
(h) Counterproposal
of KTRH
Gulf of Mexico and within the Mex- standard
metropolitan
area
has
a
Broadcasting
Company
and ShamBroadcasting
Company
and
Shamican border. The assignment of
rock Broadcasting Company. A
rock Broadcasting
Company
Counof 807,000 and the city joint counterproposal
was
filed
by
these channels in a city more cen- population
t
e
r
p
r
o
p
o
s
a
l
s
.
T
h
e
above
counterhas
a
population
of
596,000.
KTRH
Broadcasting
Company
and
trally located in the Lower Rio
proposal
conflicts
with
the
counterShamrock Broadcasting Company,
(c)ton Existing
Stations.
The HousGrande would provide a greater
proposals of Trinity Broadcasting
Post Company
is licensed
for both of Houston, Texas, also re- Company and
population
greater area
with the operation
East
Texas Televiof
Station
KPRC-TV
Grade A andandB service.
Moreover,
sion
Company,
Longview,
Texas.
q
u
e
s
t
i
n
g
t
h
e
additional
assignment
on Channel 2.
of Channels 5 and 10 to Houston In addition, oppositions to the joint
these assignments
would
not
necessarily deprive Brownsville of Grade
by making the following changes counterproposal of KTRH Broad(d)
Counterproposal
of
South
A service. Accordingly, we are of Texas Television Company. South in the assignments proposed in the
casting Company
and were
Shamrock
the view that the VHF assignments
City Notice:
Broadcasting
Company
filed
Company request- Third
for Brownsville should be assigned Texased theTelevision
additional assignment of
instead to Brownsville-Harlingen- Channels 5 and 10 to Houston, and
Third Notice
Proposed Changes
Weslaco,
than4 and
to BrownsVHF Channel
8, which is proposed
ville alone.rather
Channels
5, there- thatbe Channel
reserved for non-commercial Houston, Texas
fore, will be assigned to Browns- toeducational
use,
be
made
available
ville-Harlingen-Weslaco. These as- instead for commercial purposes. BeaumontPort Arthur,
Texas
3, tlO,
?, f 13
signments may be utilized in any These assignments would be Galveston,
KarnesArthur,
City,Texas
Texas
community lying within the tri- achieved
Port
Texas
by
the
following
changes
35, 31,f43
41, *37*47
angle
formed
by Browsville,
Harin the assignments proposed in the Beaumont, Texas
lingen
and
Weslaco.
However,
we
do not believe that McAllen should Third Notice:
by Lufkin Amusement Company,
beWeslaco
added thereby
to Brownsville-Harlingenmaking Channels
Beaumont, Texas; Houston Post
Third Notice
Proposed Changes
4 and 5 available for assignment in City
Houston,Inc.,Texas;
Radio
UHF Channel Company,
Station KTBS,
Shreveport,
that community.
McAllen
is
located at a considerable distance to Houston, Texas
Louisiana148;
and
Trinity
BroadGalveston,
Texas
Corporation, Dallas,
the twest
of Brownsville.
staLufkin casting
Amusement
CompanyTexas.
opion in McAllen,
for example, Awould
PortArthur,
Arthur, Tex.
Tex.
not afford Grade A service to Beaumontposed
the
Houston
counterproposPort
als in so far as they requested the
Brownsville. We are of the view
assignment of Channel 12 to Port
that thements of request
for the
assign-to
instead of to Beaumontan additional
channel
(e) Statement in Support of
(i) Statement in Support of ArthurArthur.
Lufkin also opposed
McAllen, Texas, must be denied. South Texas Television Company Counterproposal of KTRH Broad- Port
the
assignment
4 at
casting
Company
and
Shamrock
We do not believe that a VHF chan- Counterproposal. South Texas Tele- Broadcasting Company. KTRH Galveston in placeof ofChannel
Channel 11
nel should be deleted from Brownsvision
Company
urged
that
Channels 5 and 10 could be employed in Broadcasting Company and Sham- and of Channel 5 to Houston. It
ville-Harlingen-Weslaco
in
order
to
make an additional assignment Houston without causing or receivrock Broadcasting Company al- was submitted that the Commising undue interference, and that
available to McAllen. Furthersion's plan was to be preferred and
leged
all minimum
would result in
ments forthatchannel
spacings requireas pro- that the service area of at . least
more, in light of the Mexico-United such assignments
gains in service. It was
posed in the Third Notice would be five proposed assignments would be
States television agreement, Chan- substantial
was further urged that degraded under the Houston plans.
nel 12 could not be assigned to stated that the closest co-channel met. It ranks
14th in the United
both co-channel
Brownsville in order to replace assignment to Channel 5 at Hous- Houston
States
in
population and that, It was urged that
channel station septon
would
be
at
San
Antonio,
a
disChannel 5 in that community;
tance of 189 miles. Channel 5 among the first twenty cities in the and adjacent
arations
would
be
substantially
Channel 12 in Brownsville would would also
creased in an area recognized de-as
be 204 miles from Alex- United States, Houston shows the being subject
be only 52 miles from Reynosa,
to abnormally high
andria,
Louisiana,
where
Channel
fastest
rate
of
increase
in
populaTamaulipas, Mexico, where this 5 is assigned as a result of our detion. It was submitted that with tropospheric propagation charact
e
r
i
s
t
i
c
s
.
I
t
was
stated that under
the
exception
of
Pittsburgh
and
channel is assigned by the Mexicocision mherein.
of theinabove
unities are All
situated
Zone comIII. Cleveland where five channels are
United
Commission's
plan the
nearest
ment. States Television Agree- Channel 10 at Houston would be proposed in the Third Notice, all the
co-channel
assignment
to Channel
Arthur would
183 miles from Corpus Cristi, cities ranking above Houston have 4be atatBeaumont-Port
New Orleans, a distance of
Conclusions: UHF Assignments Texas, where this channel is as- anywherements. Itwas
fromcontended
six to ten
that,assignwhile 242 miles from Beaumont and the
signed. Port Arthur, Texas, on
678. Channel 23 proposed for
Channel 12 as proposed would be the possibility of increased tropo- nearestment atadjacent
Harlingen cannot be utilized in all 182
College channel
Station, assignTexas,
miles from the co-channel as- spheric propagation
mayexpected
cause inof Brownsville-Harlingen-Weslaco
t
e
r
f
e
r
e
n
c
e
o
v
e
r
that
on
more
than
130
miles
from
Beaus
i
g
n
m
e
n
t
a
t
Shreveport,
Louisiana.
because of the required mileage Corpus Christi and Port Arthur the basis of propagation curves, a
m
o
n
t
.
I
t
was
alleged
that
under
Houston counterproposals,
spacings for UHF assignments. Ac- are situated in Zone III and Shreve- balance must be sought between the the
12 at Port Arthur would
cordingly, Channel 23 will remain
number of assignments which can beChannel
p
o
r
t
i
n
Zone
II.
180 miles from Shreveport where
assigned to Harlingen. Channel 36
citiescontended
and suchthatinterWith respect to theavailable
request be added fetorence. Itwas
the the same channel is assigned, and
proposed for Brownsville by Har- that(f)Channel
79
miles from Houston where adbenito Broadcasting Company, Inc., for commercial8 beuse,made
of one VHF channel to
South Texas assignment
13 is proposed
unsimilarly cannot be utilized in all Television Company asserted
Beaumont and one to Port Arthur,
that
the jacent
ThirdChannelNotice.
It was urged
of Brownsville-Harlingen-Weslaco. there is no "evidence of a demand as it proposed, was a more reason- that derthe
Houston counterproposals
We believe, however, that the rec- for purely educational television faable approach than assigning the would aggravate
condition
ord supports the basis for assignTexas channels to Beaumont-Port Arthur. since the Port Arthurthistransmitter
Company alsoSouth
contended
ing Channel 36 to Brownsville and Televisioncilities atHouston."
site
would
be
closer
to
the
gulf in
(j)
Channel
5
at
Houston
would
have
it will be assigned to Brownsville. that the Commission did not
maintain
the required
189 miles from the co-channel order to aration
between Port
Arthur sepand
authority to reserve channels be
the
assignment
at
San
Antonio,
and
Final Assignments
"class" of appli- 204 miles from the co-channel as- Shreveport. It was noted that the
center
of
Port
Arthur
is
only
679. The following assignments for a particular
gnment atAlexandria, Louisiana. miles from the gulf, while the cen-15
are adopted:
ls Houston, siSan
proposa
Counter
ing
Conflict
(g)
Antonio, inandZoneAlexter of Beaumont is 29 miles from
VHF
UHF
Texas
South
c
a
n
t
s
.
1
4
3
the
to
III.
and Oppositions
Channel Channel Televisi
coast. It was pointed out that
propo-on Channelandria10are allatsituated
Counter
CompanyTexas
Houston would be the
City
Na No.
Televisi
sal.onThe South
the
assignment
4 in183 miles from the co-channel asstead of Channelof11Channel
at Galveston
conflicts
l
proposa
counter
y
Compan
signment at Corpus Christi, which would mean a co-channel spacing
with counterproposals y,of Trinity is also located
Brownsville, Texas
36
in Zone III. Channel of only 223 miles from San Antonio
Broadcasting Compan Dallas,
Harlingen, Texas
23
opposed to 267 miles between
Texas; and East Texas Television 12 in Port Arthur would be 182 as
McAllen, Texas
20
admiles
from
the
co-channel assigned Beaumont and San Antonio under
In
w, toTexas.
Company,dition,Longvie
the South at Shreveport, Louisiana.
oppositions
HOUSTON, TEXAS
Port
Arthe
Commission's
plan. tropospheric
Lufkin subcountermitted that while
Texas TelevisiwereonfiledCompany
(a) ProposedInAssignments
by the following !« Although Radio Station KTBS, Inc. propagation
proposal
and680.Reservation.
the Third
along
the
Com- of Shreveport
entHouston
filed a Texas
commentcounterproin oppo- would have little effect Gulf
Amusem
underCoast
the
Notice the Commission proposed parties:pany,Lufkin
siptioosnalto, the
South
Texas;
Beaumont,
Third
Notice
assignments
in this
n
o
evidence
in
support
of
its
assignment of five channels to Post Company, Houston, Texas; Ra- opposition was filed. Accordingly, the area, tropospheric propagation
Houston: VHF Channels 2, 8 and i« The contention that the Commission KTBS
in this opposition
Report. will not be considered
does
not havereservations
authority into theprovide
forof 115 This counterproposal originally also 146 No sworn evidence in support of its
143anyThese
assignments
may
be
used
in
educational
Table
that UHF Channel
was the filed
by KTBS and, accommunity
within the tri- the
Assignments has been disposed of in urged
opposition
to Fredericksburg,
Texas. 27Thisbe assigned
request, opposition
considered cinordingly,this
Report. will not be
angle formed bylying
Brownsville-Harlingen-Weslaco.
1951. Memorandum Opinion of July 13, however, was withdrawn.
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would be a factor under the Housand service
wouldtonbecounter-proposals
seriously degraded.
It was
contended that the proposed assrounding
ignments areafor Houston
and
the
surin the Third Notice
are adequate to provide service to
that community, and that there
would appear to be no justification
for additional assignments. In its
opposition to the Houston counterproposals the Houston Post Company tosupported
the wider
Commission's
proposal
employ
between stations
in Gulf
Coastspacing
area.
It was contended that the station
separations proposed by the Houstoncient forcounterproposals
this area. were insuffi(1) The Educational Reservation.
The University
Houston submit ed a statementof supporting
the
reservation of VHP Channel 8 in
Houston,
Texas.
The
University
stated that there was extensive
support for the reservation from
numerous organizations including
educational institutions, the Chamber of Commerce, legislators, and
the City Council. The University
stated
it was an"prepared
submit that
immediately
applicationto
for permit to construct an educationalsentedtelevision
It reprethat thestation."
educational
interests in Houston are prepared to
operate this station initially not
less than
six for
hourstwelve
a day hour
with ultimate plans
day
operation. It was noted that the
University is presently operating
an FM station and is proposing to
expend an additional $250,000 for
television
The ofUniversity stated equipment.
that one source
funds
is a special royalty annual income
of approximately
will
be available if$250,000,
needed forwhich
the
establishment of the television station. The University stated that it
is prepared to finance construction
on its own, or in cooperation with
the Houston Independent School
District,
that area
all educational
interests and
in the
have been
assured that in uniting they will
have the privilege of using the
facility
of theIt educational
televi-a
sion station.
was stated that
committee representing various interests will be set up to allocate
time on an equitable basis. The
JCETtion ofalso
reservaVHF supported
Channel 8 thein Houston.
As a part of its presentation, JCET
submitted a statement of the Houston Independent School District
requesting the reservation. The
Superintendent indicated that a
committee had formulated various
programtisticssuggestions.
stawere submitted Detailed
to show that
the Houston School District has
the
financial Itresources
for television.
was notednecessary
that the
1950 actual budget was almost $19
million and that enrollment in the
schools totaled 95,757. In addition,
it was pointed out that the School
District has an extensive adult education program for the entire community and that during 1950-1951
over 15,000 adults were enrolled in
the various activities and course
offerings of the adult education department.
Conclusions: Additional VHF
Commercial Channels
681. We are of the view that the
record does not support the basis
for assigning VHF Channels 5 and
10 to Houston. These assignments
can be achieved only at the expense
of deviating from the required 220
mile minimum assignment spacing
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for Zone III and 190 mile minimum
spacing forstances.
ZoneThese IIcounterproposals
in several inwould also require the deletion of
a VHF channel from Beaumont,
Texas, since under the Commission's plan channels
are assigned
Beaumont-Port
Arthur
while theto
Houston counterproposals would
assign
separately
BeaumontVHFandchannels
Port Arthur.
As weto
have noted above, we believe that
in this Gulf Coast area, separations
greater than the minimum for other
parts oftainedthe
must beinterfermainin ordercountry
to prevent
encegationcausedthat could
by tropospheric
proparesult in a severe
degradation
television theservice
that area. Toof illustrate
defectsin
in the Houston counterproposals, in
orderton,tothis channel
assign Channel
to Houswould be5 employed
189 miles from San Antonio, and
204 miles from Alexandria, Louisiana. In order to achieve the assignment ofChannel 10 in Houston,
abetween
co-channel
spacing ofand183Corpus
miles
Houston
Christi, Texas, must be employed.
It should be pointed out that Corpus
Christi and Houston both lie along
the Gulf
The above
tions areCoast.
well below
the 220separamile
minimum for Zone III. Channel 12
at Port Arthur would be only 182
miles
Shreveport,
belowII thein
190 milefromminimum
for Zone
which Shreveport lies. Accordingly,
the counterproposals of South
Texas Television Company and
KTRH Broadcasting Company and
Shamrock Broadcasting Company,
in so farment ofasadditional
they request
assignVHF thechannels,
are denied.
Conclusions : Educational
Reservation
682. It is our view that the record
warrants the reservation of VHF
Channel 8 in Houston for non-commercial educational use. The evidence indicates an early utilization
of thiston. Wefrequency
for use
in Hous-in
see no merit,
therefore,
the South Texas Television Company's contention that no evidence
of a demand for "purely educafacilities"noexists.
the viewtional that
basis We
existsare forof
deviating in this instance from the
principle of making available for
educational
purposes a VHF
nel in those communities
with chanthree
or more VHF assignments where
all such VHF assignments are not
in operation.
Accordingly,
the reservation of Channel
8 in Houston
for
non-commercial
educational
use
is finalized.
Conclusions:for Additional
Channel
Houston
683. We are of the view that the
assignment of an additional channel in Houston is warranted on the
basis of the record.14' It was above
noted that the counterproposals requesting additional VHF channels
for
be granted.
UHF Houston
Channel could
39 in not
Houston
would
meet the required mileage spacings
for channel assignments in this
zone. Accordingly, Channel 39 will
be added to Houston.
Final Reservation
Assignments and
684. The following assignments
and reservation are adopted:
VHF UHF
Channel Channel
City
NO. Nn
Houston, Texas
2, *8, 13 23, 29, 39
147 See also ourwith the
discussion
conadditionaboveof ain UHF
to Pittsburgh.
channel nection
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mercial educational use. No oppositions to the
have been
filed.proposed reservation
Conclusions : Educational
Reservation
689. In view of the foregoing, the
reservation of Channel 28 in Waco
for non-commercial educational use
is finalized.
Final Assignments and Reservation
690. The following assignments
and reservation are adopted:
VHF *28,
UHF34
Channel Channel
City
No. No.
Waco, Texas
WICHITA FALLS, TEXAS
691. (a) Proposed Assignments
and Reservation. In the Third Notice the Commission proposed the
assignment of four channels to
Wichita
VHF Chan-16
nels 3andFalls,
6 andTexas;
UHF Channels
and 22, with Channel 16 reserved
for non-commercial educational use.
Wichita Falls
has(b)a Census
standardData.
metropolitan
area
population of 98,000, and the City
has a population of 68,000.
(c) Statement in Support of Proposed Assignments.
Rowley-Brown
Broadcasting
Company,
Wichita
Falls, Texas, supported the proposed assignments for Wichita
Falls. It was pointed out that the
assignment
Wichita
Falls would ofbeChannel
255 miles3 atfrom
the
closest co-channel assignment, and
91 miles from the closest adjacent
channel
that beChannel 6 at assignment,
Wichita Fallsandwould
203
miles from the closest co-channel
assignment, and 104 miles from the
closest menadjacent
assign-is
t. It was urgedchannel
that there
aWichita
need for
these
assignments
in
Falls.
(d)
Educational
Reservation.
The
WACO, TEXAS
the reservation
Channelsupported
16 in Wichita
Falls forof
688. (a) Proposed Assignments JCET
and Reservation. In the4> i Third No- non-commercial educational use and
submitted a statement of the Dean
tice the Commission proposed the of
Administration of Midwestern
assignment of three channels to University,
Falls, that the
Waco, Texas: VHF Channel 11 and University Wichita
to utilize
UHF Channels 28 and 34, with television as issoonanxious
as
developments
Channel mercial
28 reserved
make it feasible to do so.
educational use.for non-com- inNo UHF
oppositions
ervation were tofiled.the proposed res(b) Census Data. The Waco
standard metropolitan area has a
Conclusions : Educational
population of 130,000 and the City
Reservation
of Waco has a population of 85,000.
692. In view of the foregoing, the
(c) Statement in Support of Pro- reservation of Channel 16 in Wichiposed Assignments. KWTX Broadta Fallscatifor
educasting Company, Waco, Texas,
onal use isnon-commercial
finalized.
filed a statement supporting the
Final Assignments and
Commission's
proposed
assignReservation
ments for Waco.
It was pointed
The following
assignments
out that Channel 11 in Waco would and693.reservation
*16, 22
are adopted:
be 209 miles from the closest coVHF UHF
channel assignment, and 83 miles
Channel
Channel
City
from the closest adjacent channel Wichita
Falls, Texas No. No.
COLLEGE STATION, TEXAS:
(d) Educational Reservation. EDUCATIONAL
RESERVATION
assignment.149
Baylor
University, the Waco Independent School District, and the the694.Third
(a) Proposed
Notice theReservation.
CommissionIn
JCET supported the reservation of
reservation
VHF
Channel 28 in Waco for non-com- proposed
Channel 3 the
in College
Station,ofTexas,
for
non-commercial
educational
use.
148Television
The counterproposals
ofKTRH
South BroadTexas
Company,
and
(b) The JCET filed a statement
casting
Company
and
Shamrock
Broadthe reservation
of Chancasting 6Company,
requestedto that
Chan- supporting
nels 12 and
assigned
Beaumont
nel 3 in College
Station for
nonPort
Arthurbe separately,
rather
than
commercial educational use. No optoand Beaumont-Port
Arthur.
The
Comp
o
s
i
t
i
o
n
s
t
o
the
proposal
reservam
i
s
i
o
n
h
a
s
denied
these
counterprotion were filed.
posals elsewhere in this Report.
Conclusions
149Dallas,
TrinityTexas,
Broadcasting
Corporation,
filed
a
counterproposal
695. In view of the foregoing,
which,
among
other
things,in would
the
reservation
of Channel 3 for
change
the
VHF
assignment
Waco
tocounterproposal
Channel 10. has
However, the Trinity non-commercial educational
use in
where in this Report.been denied else- College Station, Texas, is finalized.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
BEAUMONT-PORT
TEXAS ARTHUR,
685. (a) Proposed Assignments
and Reservation. In the Third Notice the Commission proposed the
assignment of four channels to
Beaumont-Port
VHF Channels 4Arthur,
and 6 and Texas
UHF :
Channels 31 and 37, with Channel
37 reserveducationalfor
use. non-commercial ed(b) Census Data. The standard
metropolitan
areaa ofpopulation
Beaumont-of
Port Arthur has
195,000; the City of Beaumont has
a population of 94,000; and the
City tionofof 58,000.
Port Arthur has a popula(c) Statement
in SupportBeaumont
of Proposed Assignments.
Broadcasting Corporation, Beaumont,portingTexas,the proposed
filed a statement
supassignments
for(d)Beaumont-Port
Arthur.148
Educational
Reservation.
The
JCET
filed a statement
supporting
the reservation
of Channel
37 for
non-commercial educational use in
Beaumont-Port Arthur and submit ed astatement by Lamar State
College of Technology in support
of the reservation. No oppositions
to the proposed reservation were
filed.
Conclusions: Educational
Reservation
686. In view of the foregoing,
*37
the reservation of Channel 37 for
non-commercial educational use in
Beaumont-Port Arthur is finalized.
Final Assignments and Reservation
687. The following assignments
and reservation are adopted:
VHF UHF
City Channel
No. Channel
No.

FORT WORTH,TIONAL
TEXAS:
EDUCALAREDO, TEXAS:
EDUCARESERVATION
TIONAL RESERVATION
704.
(a)
Proposed
Reservation.
696.
(a)
Proposed
Reservation.
In
the CommissionIn
the Third Notice the Commission the Third theNotice,
reservation
of Chanproposed the reservation of Chan- proposed
nel 26 in Fort Worth, Texas,
for
nel 15 in Laredo,
Texas,use.for non- non-commercial
educational use.
commercial educational
(b) The JCET filed a statement
(b) Statement in Support of suppoi-ting
the reservation
of ChanReservation. The JCET filed a statenel 26 in Fort
Worth for non-comment supporting the reservation of
mercial
educational
use
and
subChannel 15 in Laredo, Texas, for
mit ed astatement of the Director
non - commercial educational pur- of the Fort
Worth Association supposes and submitted a statement
g the reservation.
No oppoof the Superintendent of Catholic
sitipoonsrttionthe
proposed reservation
Schools at Beeville, supporting the
reservation. No opposition to the have been filed.
Conclusions
proposed reservation has been filed.
705. In view of the foregoing, the
Conclusions
reservation commercial
of Channel 26 for non697. In view of the foregoing, the Worth is finalized. educational use in Fort
' reservation ofcommercial
Channel
educational15 for
usenon-in GALVESTON, TEXAS: EDUCALaredo is finalized.
TIONAL RESERVATION
SAN ANGELO, TEXAS:
706.
(a)
Proposed
CommissionIn
EDUCATIONAL RESERVATION the Third Notice theReservation.
proposed
the
reservation
Chan(a) Proposed
nel 47 for non-commercialof educathe698.Third
Notice theReservation.
CommissionIn
tional
use
in
Galveston,
Texas.
proposed
of Chan(b) The JCET filed a statement
nel 23 in theSan reservation
Angelo, Texas,
for supporting
the reservation
of Channon-commercial educational use.
nel 47 in Galveston
for non-com(b) The City Manager of San
mercial
educational
use
and
subAngelo
supported
the Angelo
reservation
mit ed a statement of the Acting
of Channel
23 in San
for
of Galveston Indenon - commercial educational use Superintendent
pendent Schools indicating an instating that the City Commission
teressittioinnsthe
reservation.
No oppohad pledged cooperation in sharing
to the
proposed reservation
the costs
of
construction
of
a
telehave
been
filed.
vision station. The JCET submitted
Conclusions
a statement in support of the reservation, including statements of
707. In view of the foregoing, the
the San Angelo Public Schools and reservation
of Channel 47 for nonSan Angelo College. No oppositions
commercial educational use in Galto
veston, Texas, is finalized.
beenthefiled.proposed reservation have
CORPUS CHRISTI,
EDUConclusions
CATIONALTEXAS,
RESERVATION
699. In view of the foregoing, the
708.
(a)
Proposed
Reservation.
reservation ofcommercial
Channel
Third Notice the CommissionIn
educational 23useforin nonSan the
proposed
the reservation
of ChanAngelo is finalized.
nel 16 in Corpus
Christi, Texas,
for
non-commercial educational use.
TEX ARK AN A,TIONAL
TEXAS:
EDUCA(b) The Superintendent of the
RESERVATION
Corpus Christi Independent School
(a) Proposed
suported the reservation
the700.Third
Notice theReservation.
CommissionIn District
of Channel 16 in Corpus Christi for
non-commercial
educational use.
proposed
the
reservation
of
Channel 18 in Texarkana, Texas, for The JCET also filed
a statement
non-commercial educational use.
supporting
the
reservation
(b)
The
JCET
supported
the
ing
testimony
of
the
Deanincludand
reservation of Channel 18 in Acting President of the University
Texarkana
for
non
commercial
of
Corpus
Christi
expressing
educational use and submitted a interest of the University in the
the
statement of the Superintendent of reservation. The JCET also subTexarkana Public Schools expressm
i
t
e
d
a
statement
of
the
Superining an interest in and need for the
tendent of Catholic Schools at Beereservation. No oppositions to the
ville,vationTexas,
supporting cooperation
the reserproposed
reservation
have
been
promising
filed.
with other andeducational
institutions
in the area. No oppositions to the
Conclusions
proposed reservation have been
701. In view of the foregoing, the filed.
reservation ofcommercial
Channel
18 for
educational
usenon-in
709. In viewConclusions
of the foregoing, the
Texarkana is finalized.
reservation ofcommercial
Channel
16 for
educational
usenon-in
EL PASO, TEXAS:
EDUCATIONAL RESERVATION
Corpus Christi is finalized.
702. (a) Proposed Reservation. In
AUSTIN, TEXAS:
EDUCAthe Third Notice, the Commission
TIONAL RESERVATION
proposed the reservation of Chan710.
(a)
Proposed
Reservation.
nel 7 in El commercial
Paso, educational
Texas,use.for non- the Third Notice the CommissionIn
proposed to reserve Channel 30 in
(b) Texas Western College of El Austin,
Texas,
Paso supported the reservation of educational
use. for non-commercial
Channel 7 in El Paso for non-com(b)
The
of Texas
mercial educational use. No oppo- supported theUniversity
reservation
of Chansitions to the
nelcial
30 ineducational
Austin
for
non-commerhave been
filed.proposed reservation
use, stating that
the Board
of Regents
had instructed
Conclusions
the
Chancellor
and officials
of the
703. In view of the foregoing, the University to continue the developreservation ofcommercial
Channel
of plans for the establishment
educational 7usefor atnon-El of a mentnon-commercial
educational
Paso is finalized.
television station. No oppositions
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

to
filed.the proposed reservation were
Conclusions
711. In view of the foregoing,
the reservation of Channel 30 for
non-commercial educational use in
Austin is finalized.
MORGANTOWN,
WEST VIRGINIA: EDUCATIONAL
RESERVATION
Reservation.
In 712.
the (a)ThirdProposed
Notice the
Commission proposed the reservation of
Channel 24 for Morgantown.
(b) West Virginia University
supported the reservation of Channel 24 in commercial
Morgantown
educational use.forNo nonobjection was filed to the proposed
reservation.
Conclusions
713. In view of the foregoing the
reservation of Channel 24 in Moreducatigantown
onal use isfor non-commercial
finalized.
CHARLOTTE, HIGH POINT,
WINSTON-SALEM, NORTH
CAROLINA; PRINCETON,
BECKLEY, WEST VIRGINIA
714.
(a) Proposed InAssignments
and Reservations.
the Third
Notice the Commission proposed
the following
assignments
and reservations:
VHF Channel
UHF
Channel
City
No. No.
Greensboro,N. N.C.
C. 3,29 36,*51,*4257
Charlotte,
High
Point, N. C.
15
Winston-Salem,
N.
Princeton, West Va. C. 12 26, *32
Beckley, W. Va.
21
(b) Census area
Data.of The
standard
metropolitan
Charlotte
has
a population of 197,000 and the
City of Charlotte has a population
of
Greensboro-High
Point134,000.
standardThe metropolitan
area
has a population of 191,000 and the
City of High Point has a populationboroof 40,000.
The City ofof Greenshas a population
74,000.
The standard metropolitan area of
Winston-Salem has a population of
146,000
City of ofWinstonSalem hasand a the
population
88,000.
The City of Princeton has a popul
a
t
i
o
n
o
f
8,000.
The
City
of
ley has a population of 19,000. Beck(c) Existing
Stations.Company
Jeffersonis
Standard
Broadcasting
licensed
for
the
operation
of Station WBTV, Charlotte, on Channel
3. Greensboro News Company is
licensed for the operation of StaGreensboro, on
Channeltion2. WFMY-TV,
Charlotte
Joint Counterproposal
of 715.
The (a)Broadcasting
Company of
the South and Inter-City Advertising
Company,
Charlotte,
North
Carolina. In a joint counterproposal
The Broadcasting Company of the
South and Inter-City Advertising
Company requested the additional
assignment of Channel 6 to Charlotte, by making the following
changes
the assignments proCity posed in in
the Third Notice:
Third Notice

assignments
proposed
by the
mission and that
the size
and Comeconomic
importance
of
Charlotte
warranted the assignment of a third
VHF channel to that community.
(c) The signment
closestseparations
co-channel
asresulting
from the requested
changes
in
asbe at a distance
183 miles signments
on wouldChannel
5 betweenof
Raleigh, lumbia,
North
Carolina,
and Coof 183 miles Southon Carolina;
Channel 12a distance
between
Winston-Salem, North Carolina,
and
Wilmington,
North
Carolina;
and a distance of 180 miles on
Channel 6 between Knoxville, Tenlina.
nessee, and Charlotte, North Caro(d)
Oppositions
Conflicting
Counterproposals toandBroadcasting
Company
of the Company.
South and OppoInterCity
Advertising
sitions and conflicting counterproposals were filed by High Point
Enterprises, Inc., High Point,
North Carolina; Piedmont Publishing Company Company,
and Winston-Salem
Broadcasting
WinstonSalem, North Carolina;
Daily
Telegraph
Printing
Company,
Bluefield,
West Virginia; Radio Augusta,
Inc., Augusta,
Georgia;
Southeastern Broadcasting
Company
and
Middle Georgia Broadcasting Company, Macon, Georgia, and Joe L.
Smith, Jr., Inc., Beckley, West Vir(e) The Charlotte
Reservation.
DavidsonEducational
College,
Davidson, North Carolina, and
ginia.
JCET
the reservation
Channelsupported
42 at Charlotte.
The JCETof
submitted a resolution of the Charlotte Board of School Commissioners suporting the reservation. No
objection
reservation.was filed to this proposed
High Point of High
716. Enterprises,
(a) Counterproposal
Point
Inc., High Point,
North Carolina. High Point Enterprises,
Inc.,
requested
additional assignment of VHF theChannel
6 to High Point, North Carolina,
without making any other changes
in the assignments proposed in the
Third Notice.
(b) Statement in Support of
High Point Enterprises,
Inc., Coun-by
terproposal. Itwas recognized
High Point Enterprises, Inc., that
the operation of Channel 6 at High
Point would result in the co-channel
operationmond,ofVirginia,
that and
channel
at RichWilmington,
North Carolina, at distances of 178
and 166 miles, respectively, from
High Point. It was urged, however, that there would be no difficulty in meeting the 170 mile required
between trans; aseparation
nd, moreover,
separamtiiotn eofrs134.5
miles wasthatalla that
was required to protect Grade A
service and that the separations
proposedprises,by
Point6 EnterInc.,distance.
onHigh
Channel
would
exceed that
(c) Oppositions and Conflicting
Proposed Changes

Augusta,
Georgia 3,6, 129
Charlotte,
36,29,
Wilmington,N. N.C.
C. 6
3,f7,tl2f6,12 9
Charleston, S. C. 2, 5, *13
Columbia, S. C. 7, 10
*19
(b) StatementCompany
in Support
!,f5.t4, 10*13to High Point EnBroadcasting
of theof Counterproposals
rprises, Inc., Counterproposal.
South and Inter-City Advertising Conflicting tecounterproposals
Company Counterproposal. It was filed by Broadcasting Companywereof
urged that the adoption of the
counterproposal
not resultof the South and Inter-City Advertisin the reduction would
of the number
ing Company, Charlotte, N. C;
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Piedmont Publishing Company and
Winston-Salem Broadcasting Company, Winston-Salem, N. C.; Daily
Telegraph
Company,
field, WestPrinting
Virginia,
and JoeBlue-L.
Smith, Jr.
Inc.,
Beckley,
Virginia. Havens & MartinWest
opposed
the High Point counterproposal.
Winston-Salem
717. (a)
of Piedmont Counterproposal
Publishing Company
and
Winston-Salem Broadcasting Company.
In
identical
counterproposals Piedmont Publishing Company
and
Winston-Salem
Company
requested theBroadcasting
additional
assignment of VHF Channel 6 to
Winston-Salem, without making
any other proposed
changes
the assignby thein Commission
in the ments
Third Notice.
(b) Statement in Support of the
Piedmont Publishing Company and
Winston-Salem
BroadcastingIt Company Counterproposal.
was
urgednel 6 tothatWinston-Salem
the assignmentwould
of Chancomply mentwithforthe
Commission's
requireminimum
co-channel
and
adjacent channel separation; that
the nearest co-channel assignment
would tanbe
Richmond,
a disce of 185at miles.
It wasat further
urged that the size and economic
importance and population of the
area justified the assignment of a
third VHF channel to that community; and that the resources of
the community were adequate to
support a third VHF channel.
(c) The counterproposal would in
addition result in a co-channel assignment separation of 183 miles
on Channel 6 between WinstonSalem
and
Wilmington, North
Carolina.
(d)
Oppositions
Conflicting
Counterproposals toandPiedmont
and
Winston-Salem
Counterproposals.
Conflicting counterproposals were
filed by Broadcasting Company of
the South and Inter-City Advertising Company, High Point Enterses, Inc., DailyJoeTelegraph
ingpriCompany,
L. Smith,PrintJr.
Inc., Beckley, West Virginia.
Havens and Martin, Inc., Richmond,
Virginia, opposed the foregoing
counterproposals.
(e) The
Winston-Salem
Educational Reservation.
The WinstonSalem
Teachers
College
supported
the reservation of Channel 32 at
Winston-Salem for non-commercial
educational
use. wasNo filed.
opposition to
the
reservation
Princeton
718. (a) Counterproposal of Daily
Telegraph Printing Company, Bluefield, West Virginia. In a counterthe Commission's
Third
Notice theproposal toDaily
Telegraph PrintingmentCompany
requested
the
assignof VHF Channel 6 to Princeton, West Virginia, without any
other changes in the assignments
proposed in the Third Notice.
(b) Statement in Support of
Daily Telegraph Counterproposal.
Daily Telegraph urged that a grant
of the counterproposal would not
adversely affect any assignment
proposed by the Commission in the
Third Notice. It was urged that
the counterproposal complies with
the priorities outlined in the Commission's Third Notice;
that there
are nonel co-channel
or adjacent
assignments within
180 orchan170
miles, respectively, from Princeton,
West Virginia; and that a grant
of the counterproposal would constitute the only Grade A VHF television service to a substantial number of people. In further support
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of the counterproposal it was urged
that UHF is not satisfactory for
the area in view of the rugged and
mountainous
terrain surrounding
Princeton.
(c) The counterproposal would
result in a 185 mile co-ehahnel assignment separation between
Princeton
on Channel and6 inKnoxville,
Zone II. Tennessee
(d) Opposition and Conflicting
Counterproposals to Daily Telegraph Counterproposal. Oppositions
and conflicting counterproposals
were filed by Broadcasting Company of the Company,
South and High
Inter-City
Advertising
Point
Enterprises, Inc., Piedmont Publishing
Co.,
Winston-Salem
Broadcasting Company, and Joe L. Smith,
Jr., Inc., Beckley,
West Virginia.
Beckley
719. (a) Counterproposal of Joe
L. Smith, Jr. Inc., Joe L. Smith, Jr.
Inc., requested
the additional
assignment of Channel
6 to Beckley
without making any other changes
in
channels proposed in the
Thirdthe Notice.
(b) Statement in Support of Joe
L. Smith, Jr. Inc., Counterproposal.
Joe L. Smith, Jr. Inc., stated that
the assignment of Channel 6 at
Beckley would be in accordance
with the assignments proposed by
the Commission in the Third Notice. The assignment of Channel 6
at Beckley
complies
with herein.
the minimum spacings
adopted
(c)
Oppositions
and
Conflicting
Counterproposals to Joe L. Smith,
Jr. Inc., Counterproposal. Oppositions and conflicting counterproposals were filed by Winston- Salem
Broadcasting
mont PublishingCompany
Company,andbothPied-of
Winston-Salem, North Carolina;
Daily Telegraph Printing Company,
Bluefield, West Virginia; Broadcasting Company of the South and
Inter-City Advertising Company,
both of Charlotte, North Carolina;
and High Point Enterprises, Inc.,
High Point, North Carolina. Winston-Salem Broadcasting Company
suggested that Channel 9 could be
utilized in Beckley in lieu of Chan6; and WSAZ,
suggestedin
that nelChannel
4 couldInc.,
be utilized
Beckley in lieu of Channel 6.
(d) The assignment of Channel
9 in Beckley would not comply with
the minimum separations adopted
in this Report. The assignment of
Channel 9 in Beckley would create
co-channel
assignment
separationsto
of 160 miles
from Beckley
Wheeling, West Virginia, and 177
miles from Beckley to Charlotte,
North Carolina.
(e) The assignment of Channel
4 in Beckley would likewise not
comply with the minimum co-channel assignment separations adopted
in this Report. The assignment of
Channel 4 in Beckley would create
a co-channel assignment separation between Beckley and Chapel
Hill, North Carolina, on Channel 4
of 176 miles under Plan 1, and between Chapel Hill and Bristol, Tennes e , on Channel 5 of 178 miles
under Plan 2, both separations being in Zone II.
Conclusion: The Educational
Reservations in Charlotte and
Winston-Salem
720. On the basis of the record
the reservation of Channel 42 in
Charlotte and Channel 32 in Winston-Salem for non-commercial educational use are finalized.
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Conclusions: Requests for
VHF Assignments
721. The counterproposals seeking the additional assignment of a
VHF channel to Charlotte, High
Point, Winston-Salem and Princeton would result in the following
co-channel
assignment
below
190 miles
in Zoneseparations
II:
Counterproposal nel
Broadcasting Co. of the Chan(5
South and Inter-City Adv. Co. (12
High Point Enterprises, Inc. 6
Winston-Salem Broadcasting Co. 6
and Piedmont Publishing Co.
Daily Telegraph Printing Co. ( 66
722. Since these separations in
Zone II are below the minimum for
this area, the counterproposals
must be denied. Accordingly, the
counterproposals of Broadcasting
Company
of the South
and InterCity
Advertising
Company,
High
Point Enterprises, Inc., Piedmont
Publishing
Company,
WinstonSalem Broadcasting
Company
and
Daily
Telegraph Printing Company
are denied.
723. With respect to the addition
of a VHF assignment to Beckley,
the nesuggested
assignment
l 4 and 9 to this
city wouldof Chanresult
in theParty
following
co-channel
assignment
separations
below
170
in Zone I and 190 miles in Zonemiles
II:
Channel
Winston-SalemCo.
Broadcasting
WSAZ, Inc. Plan 1
WSAZ, Inc. Plan 2
724. Since these separations in
Zones I and II are below the minimum for these areas the counterbe denied. Accord-of
ingly,proposals
the mustcounterproposals
WSAZ,
Inc.,
and
Winston-Salem
Broadcasting Company
are denied
in City
so farment of asVHFthey Channel
request the
4 orassignVHF
Channel 9.
Third
Norfolk-Portsmouth, Va.
10, 12
Richmond, Va.
3,6
725. The assignment of Channel
6 to Beckley would comply with the
minimum separations adopted and
in our view should be made. Accordingly, the counterproposal of
Joe L. Smith, Jr., Inc. is granted.
Final Assignments
726. The following assignments
and reservations are adopted:
VHF UHF
Channel Channel
City
No.
No. 57
Greensboro,
C.
*51,
Charlotte,
N.N.N.C.C.
3,29 36,
High
Point,
15*42
Winston-Salem,
Beckley, W. Va. N. C. 12
6 26, 21*32
NORFOLK-PORTSMOUTH, AND
NEWPORT NEWS, VIRGINIA
(a) ProposedIn Assignments
and727.Reservations:
the Third
Notice
the Commission proposed
City
the following
ervations: assignments and resNewport News
Portsmouth
Norfolk-

(b) Census Data. The standard
metropolitan
of Norfolk-of
Portsmouth hasarea
a population
446,000. The City of Norfolk has
aof population
The cityof
Portsmouth ofhas214,000.
a population
80,000. The City of Newport News
has a population of 42,000.
(c) Existing
Station:is The
WTARto
Radio
Corporation
licensed
Mileage
Cities
Raleigh, N.C.-Columbia, S.C. 183
Winston-Salem,
N.C.-Wilming- 183
ton, N.C.
Knoxville, Tenn.-Chaiiotte,
N.C.
180
Wilmington,
N.C.-High Point 166
N.C.
Winston-Salem,
N.C.-Wilmington, N.C.
183
Princeton,
W.
Va.-Knoxville,
Tenn.
185
operate
station
WTAR-TV
Channel 4 at Norfolk. The licenseeon
has been ordered to show cause
why
of WTAR-TV
should the
not license
be modified
to specify
Channel 10 in lieu of Channel 4.
Norfolk-Portsmouth
728. (a) First
Alternative
Coun-to
terproposal and Answer
to Order
Show Cause of WTAR Radio Corporation. In a counterproposal to
the Commission's Third Notice and
inOrder
its Answer
toCause,
the Commission's
objetocted to theShowproposal
to WTAR
modify the
license of WTAR-TV to specify
Channel 10 in lieu of Channel 4.
In its counter-proposal to the asCities
Zone Mileage
Beckley-Wheeling I 160
Beckley-Charlotte II 177
Beckley-Chapel Hill II 176
Chapel Hill-Bristol II 178
signments proposed in the Third
Notice, WTAR Radio Corporation j
requested the assignment of Chan- |
nel 3 to Norfolk-Portsmouth for
the operation of WTAR-TV by the
following changes in the assignNotice : ments proposed in the Third
Notice

Counterproposal I

15,*23,*21,29
27 6,3f 12f
, 10 15,*23,*21,2927
(b) Statement in Support of
WTAR Counterproposal I. In support of its first alternative counterproposal and in opposition to the
Commission's
to Show argued
Cause,
WTAR Radio Order
Corporation
that WTAR-TV has been in operationthatsince April
2, 1950,
on Chan-10
the costs
shift
Channel
wouldnel 4; involve
toto the
licensee
in the amount
of would
$56,000;be that
ditional revenue
lost ad-as
a result of the three to four week
period of conversion; and that the
public wouldtelevision
be deprived
of itsduring
only
available
service
this period. It was further urged
that the assignment of Channel 3
to Norfolk
Channel feasible
12 to Richmond were and
technically
and
would sion's
comply
with
the
Commisstandards
for
minimum
separation of co-channel and adjacent

10, 12
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15, *21, 27
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GENERAL

ELECTRIC

TV

'FIRSTS'

TRANSMITTER

PIONEER

AND

Complete 1952 Line of Broadcast
Equipment Shows Startling Advance
in Electronic Science

First Home TV Receiver. In 1927, at Schenectady, Dr. Alexanderson reveals his
console
with was
a tinyreceived
3" screen.on aThedifferent
receiver wave
used alength
rotatingthrough
perforated
scan
the
image.modelSound
speakerdiscatto right.

ON Alexanderson,
December 16, famed
1926, when
Dr. E.Electric
F. W.
General
scientist, first demonstrated a system for transmitting pictures by radio, The New York
Times hailed the event as a major achievement
in electronic science.
This prolific inventor, who was issued a
patent on an average of every 7 weeks during
his 45-year active tenure with the company,
established the tradition of bold, challenging
television research that sparks the efforts of
G-E engineers today. The first home receiver,
the first remote pickup, the first theatre projection ofTV— all were developed in Alexanderson's laboratory. He and his associates have
kept up the pace for 25 years.

lightoffromrevolving
electricdisc,
arc
atFirstleftTelevision
is projected"Camera."
through 48Asholes
the
flashes
ore
picked
up
by
4
olectric
eyes
protruding
from wooden frame on table. The impulses are then
broadcast much the same as any radio message

Jon. In May, 1930, Dr. Alexonderre 7 feet square on a ;creen in
»rnectady.
Receiver used a light
August Karolus.

ansmltter"
is demonstrated
of thewas24 setmirrors
mounted
jchine
at a different
image before 7 photocells.

First Remote
Pickup.
G-E equipment
Albany,
15 miles
from Pioneer
Schenectady,
picked upat
the image and voice of Governor Alfred E. Smith
accepting Democratic presidential nomination.

SPAN

QUARTER

RECEIVER

TO

CENTURY

LATEST

UHF

FROM

EQUIPMENT

TODAY.

Today, with the greatest new industry in
America on the threshold of unprecedented
expansion— with UHF channels soon to be
claimed by scores of applicants— G.E.'s latest
television developments deserve your attention. Complete studio units for VHF and
UHF operation, television transmitters ranging in power from 100 watts to 50 kw, and
antenna systems with effective power gains up
to 25 times— are available to existing stations
and prospective broadcasters.
In an expensive business, it pays to examine
carefully your investment in basic station
equipment. Here at Electronics Park we believe we have the most modern television factory in the world. We'd like you to see it
before you make any equipment decisions.
Your General Electric Broadcast Man will be
glad to make the arrangements.
General Electric Company, Electronics Park, Syracuse, N. Y.

GENERAL^

ELECTRIC

World'* Meat Powerful UHF Television Transmitter. This 12 kw i
a unique
trend the aural
carriers,
quency control system. One crystal oscillator controls bolh (he visual t offers
ngd orders
them together
with
a
fixed
separation
of
4.5
mc.
A
number
of
broadcasters
have
already
for this UHF transmitter.

High-Power UHF Klystron Tube. A successful solution to the difficult problem of high power at UHF. Designed and built to G-E
specifications,
remarkableUHF amplification
and extreme
stability
actuallythismaketube'shigh-power
television a reality.

channel stations. In support of the additional assignment of VHF
counterproposal it was urged that Channel 12 to Newport News by
the operation
of Channel
from Norfolk would result
in a total3 ingainNor-of deleting that channel
folk-Portsmouth2and replacing
service; that the interference free with VHF Channel
as follows:it
area of a station operating on
Third
Channel 3 would be greater than
the operation
of a station
on Channel 12 in Norfolk.
It was
also Newport News, Va.
urged that as a result of the ex- Norfolk-Portsmouth, Va.
10, 12
change oNorfolk
f Channels
3 and 12 the
between
and Richmond,
(b) Statement in Support of
area which would receive interfer- Hampton
Roads Broadcasting Corp.
ence-free service and the area Counterproposal.
Hampton Roads
whichice would
wouldbe increased.
receive Grade A servurged trial
thatimportance
the economic
and indusof
Newport
News
(c) Oppositions and Conflicting
the assignment of a first
Counterproposals to the WTAR warrants
VHF
channel;
that
the
cities
Counterproposal I. An opposition to Norfolk - Portsmouth - Newportof
the counterproposal of WTAR News had previously been classiBroadcasting Company was filed
fied as a metropolitan district
by Larus and Brother Company, in the
Roads area;
Inc., Richmond. Virginia, urging that in Hampton
the television assignthat the operation of Channel 3
ments
proposed
by
the andCom-in
in Richmond would provide Grade
mis ion in April of 1947
B service to a greater area than
Norfolk-Portsthe operation of Channel 12 in July of 1949 the
outh-Newport News were treated
Richmond. A conflicting counter- as one unit and mwere
made a comproposal was filed by Hampton
mon assignment. It was urged that
Roads Broadcasting Corporation, Hampton
Roads
is
a
50-square
Newport News.
and serves the portsmileof
(d) Second
Alternative
Counter- harbor
Norfolk, Portsmouth and Newport
proposal of WTAR
Broadcasting
News; that the Hampton Roads
Company. In its second alternative area
has
counterproposal to the assignments
ered as traditionally
a composite been
area;considthat
proposed
by theWTAR
Commission
in the Newport
News is situated across
Third Notice,
Broadcasting
the
Bay
at
a
distance
of
11.7
miles
Company requested the additional north of Norfolk; that Newport
assignment
VHF Channelof 2 theto News has many large and diversiNorfolk andof modification
activities. It was
WTAR-TV
license
to specifywithout
oper- urgedfiedbyindustrial
ation on that channel
Hampton
Roads
Broadcasting
Corporation
that Newport
changes in any other assignments News, with a population
of 41,551
proposed
by
the
Commission
in
the
and a thriving industrial capacity
Third Notice.
(e) Statement in Support of warrants the assignment of at
one VHF channel, particuWTAR Counterproposal II. In sup- least larly
no other Roads
community
unport of this counterproposal it was
der the whenHampton
proposal
urged by pWTAR
Broadcasting
Corbe deprived of television
oration that in the event that the would
the changes re-It
Commission assigned Channel 2 to service byquested inmaking
the counterproposal.
Norfolk,jectionWTAR
have no ob-of was recognized
by Hampton Roads
toshiftingwould
the frequency
Broadcasting Corporation that a
WTAR-TV from Channel 4 to co-channel
169 milesof
Channel 2. It was further urged
resultseparation
from the ofoperation
that the assignment of Channel 2 would
Channel 2 at Norfolk and Baltito Norfolk would provide a third more.
VHF channel to the area ; that the
(c) Oppositions and Conflicting
population of the standard metro- Counterproposals
to Hampton Roads
politan area ofofNorfolk-Portsmouth
was 13Vz%
the population of Counterproposal. A. S. Abell, Baltithe State of Virginia and that the
more, andcasting
the Corporation
Beach View
Broadof Norfolk
assignment of a third VHF chan- both opposed
the counterproposal
nel, or a sixthwas channel,
to NorfolkPortsmouth
in accordance
with of Hampton Roads
because of the
the mandates
of SectionAct.307 It(b)wasof 169 miles separation that would
the
Communications
be created by a grant thereof.
recognized by the WTAR Radio WTAR Radio Corp. filed a conflicting counterproposal.
Corporation that the minimum cochannel
which would
re- Educational
(d) TheReservation.
Norfolk-Portsmouth
sult underseparation
this alternative
counterThe JCET
and
the
School
Board of Norfolk
proposal
would
be
169
miles
from
Norfolk to Baltimore on Channel supported the reservation
of Chan2 andlow thethatminimum
this separation
was
benel 21 in Norfolk-Portsmouth
for
proposed
by
the
non-commercial
educational
use.
Commission.
was made to the pro(f) Oppositions and Conflicting No objection
posed reservation.
Counterproposal to WTAR Counter- Conclusions: The Norfolk-Portsproposal I . The A. S. Abell Commouth Educational Reservation
pany licensee of WMAR-TV, BaltiMaryland,counterproposal
opposed the sec-of
730.
On
the basis
of the record,
ondmore,
alternative
reservation
of Channel
21 in
the WTAR Radio Corporation as- the
Norfolk-Portsmouth
foris non-comserting
that
interference
would
remercial
educational
use
finalized.
sult to the service area of WMARConclusions: Additional VHF
TV as aaratresult
of the2 between
reduced Balsepion on Channel
Assignments
Norfolk-Portstimore and Norfolk. A conflicting
mouth and inNewport
News
counterproposal
was
filed
by
Hamp731.
The
counterproposals
seekton Roads Broadcasting Company,
ing the additional assignment of a
Newport News.
VHF
channel
to
Norfolk-PortsNewport News
mouth (WTAR second alternative
729. (a) The Counterproposal of counterproposal) and to Newport
Hampton Roads Broadcasting Cor- News would result in the following
poration. Hampton Roads Broad- co-channel
assignment
170 miles
in Zone separation
I:
casting Corporation requested the below
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RICHMOND,
CHARLOTTESVILLE AND
PETERSBURG, VIRGINIA
Since the minimum assignment sep(a) Prosoped InAssignments
and735.Reservations.
the Third
Counterproposal
Notice the Commission proposed
Notice
the following
assignments
and reservations:
33
12f 33
*23, 29
15, *21, 27 2f , 10 15, *21,27
City VHFnel ChanNo. UHFnel Chan
No.
Petersburg
Charlottesville
aration of co-channel stations in Richmond 3,
Zone I is 170 miles these counter(b) Census area
Data.of The
Standard
be denied.alternative
Accord- rnetronolitan
Richmond
has
ingly,proposals
the mustsecond
of 328,000 and the
counterprosal of WTAR Broad- aCitypopulation
of
Richmond
has
a
population
casting Company and the counterCity of Charlottesproposal of Hampton
ville has a The
population
of 26,000.
casting
Company areRoads
denied.Broad- of 230,000.
Under the 1940 census Norfolk- The Citylation of of35,000.
Petersburg
has a popuPortsmouth-Newport News were
contained
in one
metropolitan
dis(c)Martin,
Existing
trict. Under
the revised
1950 cenInc., isStation.
licensed Havens
for the
sus definitions Newport News was and
operation
of
WTVR,
Richmond, on
not included within the same area, Channel 6.
since Newport News is located in
Richmond
Warwick
County, whereas,
Norfolkin
and Portsmouth
are located
736.
(a)
Counterproposals
LaNorfolk County. We do not berus and Brother Company, Inc.of and
lieve, however,
census Richmond
Newspapers, Inc. Larus
definitions
shouldthatbe the
controlling
Brother Company, Inc. and
here for assignment purposes. and
Inc. reNewport News is located 11.7 miles Richmondquested theNewspapers,
additional
assignmentby
from Norfolk and the record estab- of VHF Channel
8 to Richmond
lishes that the Norfolk-Portsmouthdeleting that channel from PetersNewport
ai*ea ashasa traditionand substituting
ally beenNews
regarded
unit and thereforburg,UHFVirginiaChannel
59.
that there
is
a
high
degree
of
common interests within these three
(b)
Statement
Richmondof
cities. Accordingly, although the Larus and BrotherinandSupport
counterproposal of Hampton Roads Newspapers Counterproposal. Lacannot be granted because of the
rus andmondBrother
Inc. urged
and Richviolation of our standards for minNewspapers,Co.,Inc.
that
imum co-channel spacing resulting the economic importance and population of Richmond as compared
under its proposal, we believe that
the proposal of Hampton Roads
the deleof Channel 8justifies
from Petersburg
should be granted in part by mak- with tionPetersburg
and the assignment of that channel
ing available to Norfolk-Ports- to
Richmond. It was urged that
News the cities.
channelsIt
assigned to each moutofh-Newportthese
of the byCitymore
of Richis our view that the first alterna- the population
had increased
than
tive counterproposal of WTAR is 19%, mond
and metropolitan
the populationarea
of theby
meritorious and it is .therefore standard
granted as modified above.
more than 24% since 1940. It was
Conclusions: Answer to Show
also contended that its counterproCause Order and First Alternative
posal wouldmission's
comply
Comstandards with
for the
minimum
Counterproposal
of WTAR
Broadcasting Company
separation
of
co-channel
and
cent channel assignments. Itadjawas
732. The first alternative
out that theon closest
cocounterprosal of WTAR Radio pointed
channel
assignment
Channel
Corporation for the assignment of from Richmond would be at Lan- 8
Channel 3 to Norfolk is in complicaster,InPennsylvania,
184 miles.
furthera distance
support ofof
anceardswithand the
Commission'swithstandis consistent
the the
counterproposal it was urged
counterproposals of Shenandoah that the operation of Channel
Valley Broadcasting Corporation, at Richmond would render service
Harrisonburg, Virginia, and to a substantial area and popula
that the operation of Channel
WSAZ, Inc., Huntington, West tion;
Virginia, both of which have been 8 at Richmond would result in
gain of coverage; and that the
granted elsewhere in this Report. net
losing Grade B service would
733. It is our view that the area served
by from two to nine
first alternative counterproposal of be
other
It was also urged
WTAR Radio Corporation is meri- that theservices.
operation
VHF Channel
torious, and it is therefore granted. 8 at Richmond wouldof provide
Grade
An appropriate authorization will A service to Petersburg. In further
be issued to WTAR Radio Corpora- support
of
the
counterproposal
of WTAR- of Richmond Newspapers, Inc. it
TV ontion to specify
Channel operation
3.
was urged that a minimum of three
or four VHF assignments is reFinal Reservations
Assignments and
quired in Richmond to afford the
required
number
of major outlets
and
to
avoid
monopoly.
734. The following assignments
(c)
Oppositions
Conflicting
and reservation are adopted:
toand
theNewspapers
Larus and
Channel No. Counterproposals
Brother and Richmond
Counterproposals.
An
opposition
Norfolk-Portsmouthcounterproposals was filed byto
Newport News 3, 10, 15, *21, 33 the
1=1 In accordance with our decision to
Norfolk-Portsmouth 15ri 27
grant Corp.,
the counterproposal
WTAR
lr" Channel 27 cannot be used under the Radio
Norfolk, we haveof adopted
table portof News.
minimum separations
Channel3 as12 proposed
in RichChannelin New27 is the
moThird
nd in lieu Notice.
of ofChannel
in theassignment
assigned to Accordingly,
Norfolk-Portsmouth
only.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

was urged that the operation asof
Louis H. Peterson, Petersburg, Vir- ItChannel
n the opposition
it was proposed 8atattheCharlottesville
mountain site
urged thatginia.132 IChannel
8 be retained
in Petersburg. It was asserted would render service to very large
; that the City of Petersburg was not area and population. It was furstated that8 from
the operation
part of the Richmond standard VHF therChannel
a downtownof
metropolitan
that was
the dis-23 site in Charlottesville
would also
: tance
betweenareatheandcities
render the first VHF service to a
miles.tion of Channel
It was urged
the dele- large
area in the northern portion
8 fromthatPetersburg
State of Virginia. It was
and the assignment of that channel of thecontended
that a grant of the
to Richmond would result in a sub- also
stantial los of the only VHF Grade counterproposal would be consisB service to persons residing along
tentardswithfor minimum
the Commission's
stand-of
separation
the Virginia-North
Carolinathatboundand
adjacent
channel
ary. It was asserted
the co-channel
assignments. In addition it was
operation
of Channel
8 at Petersthe closest station
burg would
render service
to a urged that render
Grade A servlarge area and population. The whichice to could
the area of Charlottesville
City ber ofof Commerce
Charlottesville,
the
Chamassigned
to
Waynesboro
of Charlottesville, was
Channel 42 at a distance of on23
Virginia, and Barham and Barham, miles
and that the Blue Ridge
Radio Station WCHV filed a con- Mountains
separate the two cities
flicting counterproposal to that of with elevations
of about 3,000 feet.
the Richmond parties.
It
was
concluded
that it was un(d) The Richmond educational
likely
that
satisfactory
service
reservation. The City of Richmond would be provided to the city
of
supported
the
reservation
of
ChanCharlottesville
from
the
operation
nel 23 in Richmond for non-com- of a UHF channel.
mercial
educational
use.
No
objec(c) Oppositions and Conflicting
tion was filed to the reservation.
Counterproposals to the CharlottesCharlottesville
ville Counterproposal. Oppositions
737. (a) Joint Counterproposal of to the foregoing
counterproposal were filed joint
by Larus
and
City ber ofof Commerce
Charlottesville,
the
Chamof Charlottesville, Brother Company, Inc., and Richmond Newspapers, Inc., both of
Virginia, and Barham and Barham,
Radio Station WCHV. In a joint Richmond, urging that it was inap ropriate toconsider the use of
counterproposal the Charlottesville
Channel 8 in Charlottesville operpartiesChannel
requested8 from
the deletion
VHF
Petersburgof
ating
with
a
transmitter
asa mountain.
It wassiteurged
and the assignment of that channel that thesumed at use
8 at the
to Charlottesville and the substitu- downtown siteof ofChannel
tion of UHF Channel 59 in Peters- would not provide Charlottesville
service to as
burg for the deleted channel.
as would be served
(b) Statement in Support of manythepersons
operation of that station
Charlottesville Counterproposal. by
Richmond or PetersThe Charlottesville parties urged from either
burg. It was
also
inof theBucks
opthat if Channel 8 were assigned to
position
that
the urged
use would
Charlottesville it was proposed to Elbow mountain
site
be
locate the transmitter at Bucks El- equally
in the UHF
bow, at a distance of 13% miles and thatadvantageous
Channel
64
could
be
asfrom the city and at an elevation
An oppoof 2,450 feet above average terrain
ssiitginoend ttoo Charlottesville.
the counterproposal
was
and 3,180 feet above mean sea level. also filed
by Louis H. Peterson.
WSAZ,
Inc.
has
filed
an
opposition
15-filedLarus
and toBrother
Company,
Inc. to this counterproposal since it
Strike certain
portions
of thea Motion
sworn
involve the assignment of
Peterson,
filed statement
on August of27, Louis
1951. H.In would
in Charlottesville,
a disparticular
the Exhibit
Motion Ato and
StrikeB onis the
di- Channeltance of8 173
miles from Charlesrected
against
grounds of hearsay. A Motion to Strike
ton,
West
Virginia,
where
WSAZwas directed
graph 7 of theagainst
sworn evidence
statementin onParathe TV proposed
8. the assignment of
ground that
they
areExhibit
conclusions
pur-is Channel
portedly
based
on
A
which
(d)
The
Charlottesville
Educational Reservation.
The University
objected
to astoinadmissible
in evidence.
The
Motions
Strike
are DENIED
for of Virginia
supported
the
reservathey
go
only
to
the
weight
to
be
given
tion of Channel 45 in Charlottestosibility.
the evidence and not to its admisville for non-commercial educationA Motion to Strike is directed against
al use. No objections were made to
an
"Engineering
Statement
supporting
Louis
Support8 to ofPetersFCC the reservation.153
Conclusions : Educational
ProposalH. toPeterson's
Assign Channel
Reservations in Richmond
burg, Virginia",
swornandto filed
by Peterson's
consulting
engineer
with
the
and Charlottesville
Commission on October 22, 1951. The
last paragraph
onthisPagesentence.
1 of this"Statestate738. On the basis of the record
mentmentsincludes
Channel 23 and
supporting the opposition
of the reservation of and
Louis
H. Peterson
Charlotteshave been
filed with tothethese
FCC proposals
and they 45 atville,Richmond
respectively,
for
non-commercial educational use are
finalized.
are
herein states
by reference."
The incorporated
Motion to Strike
that the
Conclusions: Additional VHF
affiant attempts
to incorporate
byH.
reference
the
statement
of
Louis
Assignments
in
Richmond
Peterson
of Junethat6, this
1951,statement
on file with
and Charlottesville
the
Commission;
was
739. We are of the view that no
submitted
on behalf of Louis
H. Petersontionbybyhisthe counsel
prior
to
the Order
adop- basis has been established on the
Commission
of
the
for the deletion of Channel
ofthatHearing
Procedure of July 25, to1951,by record
theH. statement
to Petersburg in order
Louis
Peterson, wasnor nothassworn
he filed a to8 assigned
assign
that channel to Richmond
or
Charlottesville.
"sworn
statement
verifying
the
matters
ofparagraph
fact set 5(b)
out therein"
as required
740. We are of the view that
the Order
Hearingbyis
Procedure.
Thisof Motion
to ofStrike
the deletion of the sole VHF chanGRANTED.
The
affiant
engineer
may
a comment
recommending
that this
not incorporate
this
by referassigned
for commercial
use
ence under
Ordermaterial
of inHearing
Pro- 153channel
cedure.the
Such material
the affiant
was the
filedbebyCharlottesville
Radio Station
WCHV and
by
Chamber
of
engineer's
statement,
other
than
that
Commerce.
However,
these
parties
incorporated
by reference, is properly
to submit a sworn statement in
before
ation. the Commission for consider- failed
this proceeding.
BROADCASTING
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nel from Petersburg, a city of are necessary to serve the needs of
35,000,
in ordertoto Richmond
assign a third
Old Dominion BroadcastVHF channel
or a the area.
ing Corporation also filed a sworn
total of five channels to that city statement
supporting
the assignis in view of the circumstances
ments proposed
for Lynchburg.
No
presented unwarranted. Similarly, opposition
to
the
assignments
prowe
believe
that
the
assignment
of
for Lynchburg has been filed
a VHF channel to Charlottesville in thisposedproceeding.
at the expense of deleting the only
Conclusions
VHF channel proposed for PetersOn the basis of the record
burg, a larger
un- the744.following
war anted. It iscommunity,
recognizedis that
assignments and
Charlottesville would not, under reservations are 13adopted:
the ThirdmercialNotice,
have
any
comassignments. However, one Blacksburg
ofof the
parties64 has
proposed the use
Channel
in Charlottesville
for Danville
that
purpose
and
we
that thisto Lynchburg
Roanoke
channel should be find
assigned
Charlottesville.
NASHVILLE
AND
7, 10 COOKEVILLE,
741. In view of the foregoing,
TENNESSEE
the counterproposals of Larus and
745.
(a)
Proposed
BrothermondCompany,
Reservations. In Assignments
the Third
Newspapers, Inc.,
Inc.,andandRichthe and
Notice
the Commission proposed
counterproposal of the City of the following
Charlottesville, the Chamber of
ervations: assignments and resCommerce of Charlottesville, Vir*2, 4, ;
ginia, and Barham and Barham,
Radio Station WCHV, are denied.
Final Assignments and
30, 36
Reservations
City
(b) Census Data. The standard
742. The following assignments metropolitan
area
of
Nashville
has
and reservations are adopted:
*45, 64
aCitypopulation
of 322,000
and the
of Nashville
has a population
*23,29
of 174,000. The City of Cookeville
Charlottesville
has a population of 7,000.
Petersburg
8
41
(c) Existing Station: WSM, Inc.,
Richmond 6, 12
is licensed
for the atoperation
of Sta-on
BLACKSBURG, DANVILLE,
tion WSM-TV
Nashville
LYNCHBURG, AND ROANOKE,
Channel
4.
VIRGINIA
Nashville
(a) ProposedIn Assignments
(a) Joint Counterproposal
and743.Reservations.
the Third of 746.
WLAC
Broadcasting
Station and
Notice the Commission proposed WSIX Broadcasting Service,
and
the following
ervations: assignments and res- Counterproposal of Capital Broadcasting Company.
joint counCity
terproposalInWLAC aBroadcasting
Service and WSIX Broadcasting
Blacksburg
*60
Station and in an identical counterDanville
24
proposal, Capital Broadcasting
Lynchburg
Roanoke 7,13
10 27,16*33
Company,
all requested
anChannel
additional
assignment
5 in Nashville
andof theVHFdeletion
of
(b) Blacksburg
Educational
Rese
r
v
a
t
i
o
n
.
T
h
e
JCET
supported
the
the
educational
reservation
from
reservation of Channel 60 in Channel 2 without any other
Blacksburg use.
forNonon-commercial
in the assignments proeducational
objection was changesposed in the
Third Notice.
made to the proposed reservation.
(b)
Statement
in Support of
(c) Roanoke
Educational
ReserCapital Counvation. The JCET and the Virginia WLAC, WSIX,terproposals.and
I
n
support
of the rePolytechnic Institute supported the
the additional
assignment
reservation of Channel 33 in Roa- of VHFquest forChannel
5
at
Nashville
it
noke for non-commercial educa- was urged that it would
not retional use. No objection was made
quire any other changes in the asto the proposed reservation.
proposed byNotice;
the Com(d) Danville. The population of
mis ion in signments
the Third
that
the city mont
of Danville
is
35,000.
PiedBroadcasting Corporation the assignment of Channel 5 to
Nashville for
meetsminimum
the Commission's
filed a sworn statement in support standards
separation
of the Commission's
proposed
as- ofstations.
co-channel
and asserted
adjacent that
channel
signment for Danville,
Virginia,
It
was
the
stating that the location, size and operation of Channel 5 at Nasheconomicquire andposition
of
Danville
reville
would
render
service
to
can readilystation.
sustain Noa substantial area and populations;a
television broadcast
that VHF
there were
approximately
television
sets in 43,the
opposition
to the Commission's
posed inassignment
for Danville prohas 393
Nashvilleserted thatarea.
It
was
alsowould
asbeen filed
this proceeding.
UHF
channels
(e) Lynchburg. The city of be inadequate to serve the needs of
Lynchburg has a population of the
Nashville area since UHF sta48,000. Lynchburg Broadcasting
would serveareaa substantially
Corporation, Lynchburg, Virginia, smallertionsservice
than would
filed a sworn statement supporting VHF
stations.
the Commission's
proposed
assignConflicting Counterproposals
ments for Lynchburg, Virginia. In to (c)
the WSIX, WLAC and Capital
the sworn
statement
was as- Counterproposals.
A conflicting
serted that the
City of itLynchburg
counterproposal was filed by
is within
of theofgeographical center14of miles
the State
Virginia, WHUB, Inc., Cookeville, Tennesee.
and is the dominant city in the Reservation.
The Nashville
The JCET Educational
supported
area in which it is located; that the(d)
reservation of VHF Channel 2
Lynchburg
is
the
geographical,
economic and cultural center of cen- for use bycationala station
non-commercial edu-a
tralmentsVirginia
the assign- sworn statement andof submitted
Vanderbilt
proposedandby that
the Commission
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University in Nashville. The Uniit was "fully
consciousversityofindicated
thethatadvantage
that
such a ation,
station
would
be
operand is proposingto toits make
full investigation and to seek the
necessary funds
for thisstated
purpose."
Vanderbilt
University
that
it recognized the importance of
this opportunity and that it was
the purpose ofministrationthe
adtomakeUniversity
a thorough
study ofversitythereportedsituation.
The
Unithat it hoped that
on its own account, it might find
the way to avail itself of the use
of a television channel. The Davidson County Board of Education
also supported the reservation.
(e) Opposition
to Nashville
Educational Reservation.
WLAC Broadcasting Service and WSIX BroadStation, Nashville,
Tennesee, andcasting Capital
Broadcasting
Co.151 opposed
proposed2. reservation of VHF theChannel
Their
sworn statement included an affidavit of the Mayor of Nashville
stating that the commercial radio
stations had been cooperative with
the city educational institutions in
the broadcasting of public service
programs, and that the city was
not financially able within the predictable
to support
educationalfuturetelevision
station. anAffidavits were also presented from
Scarritt College for Christian
Workers, Fisk University, George
Peabody College for Teachers, and
David Lipscomb College indicating
that these institutions had no objection to making Channel 2 available for commercial use in light of
the great doubt that they would
be
to operate a station in the
nearablefuture.
Cookeville
747. (a) Counterproposal of
WHUB, Inc. In a counterproposal
to the Commission's
Third Notice,
WHUB,
requested
additionalInc.,
assignment
of VHF theChannel
5 to Cookeville without any other
changesposed in the
in the
proThirdassignments
Notice.
(b) Statement in Support of
WHUB, Inc. Counterproposal.
WHUB about
urged 72
thatmiles
Cookeville
located
east ofis
Nashville, 90 miles west of Knoxville and 80 miles north of Chattanooga; that the population of
Putnam County in which Cookevil e is located is 29,825; that the
trade area of Cookeville encomas es an area ofCookeville
approximately
miles paround
with 50a
population of approximately
300,000. It was further urged that
the industrial, agricultural and
economic growth of the Cookeville
region and the importance to the
nationment ofofthetheareacontinued
warrant developthe best
service possible in every field of
communications including television. It waslocation,
urged that
strategic
its Cookeville's
position as
a geographic,
cultural
and economic
center
make
it
site of a VHF stationthethatlogical
will
give service to the area and thereby assist in the continuing growth
and advancement of the area.155 In
'"' Capital
Company opposed the Broadcasting
principle of reservation
for
non-commercial
in general in addition toeducational
the specificuseobjection
at Nashville.
v~- Capita]
Broadcasting
Company,to Strike
Nashville, Tennessee,
filed aMedley
Motion
the
affidavit
of the
Luke
submitted
in support
of
WHUB
counterproposal, on the grounds
that it was ofarguand an expression
the
opinion of thementativeaffiant
in all material
reApril 14, 1952 Part II

170 mileto rule
for proposed
trans-l
further support of the WHUB 7,000. In view of the foregoing, mitter
transmitter
spacings
by
joint counterproposal of
counterproposal it was asserted the
site
selection
or
reducthat the assignment of Channel 5 WLAC Broadcasting Service, the proper
to Cookeville would comply with WSIX Broadcasting Station and kw. tion in power below 20 dbk or 100
the Commission's standards for the counterproposal of Capital
Conclusions
are grant-of
minimum
separation
co-channel Broadcasting
754. It is our view that the
ed and the Company
counterproposal
and adjacent
channel ofassignments
counterproposal of the Kingsport
and would provide a service to a WHUB, Inc., is denied.
Broadcasting Company, Inc., must
substantial area and population. Final
Assignments and Reservation be
denied. The counterproposal
(c) The counterproposal would
750.
The
following
assignments
would result in a co-channel asresult in the following co-channel and reservation are adopted:
separation Kingsport
of 159 miles andon
assignment
separations
below
190
Channel 2signment
between
miles in Zone II :
VHF Chan- UHF Chan- Greensboro,
North Carolina in Zonel
City
nel
No.
nel
No.
Cookeville
24
Cities Channel Mileage Nashville *2, 4, 5, 8 30, 36
II. The ment
minimum
assign-is
separation co-channel
for this Zone
Cookeville,
Tenn.- 5
Atlanta, Ga.
180
CHATTANOOGA AND
190
miles.
Elsewhere
in
this
Re-!
Cookeville,
Tenn.port we have set forth the reasons
Bristol, Tenn. 5
185
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE:
EDUCATIONAL RESERVATIONS for the denial of requests for a
class of low power stations
(d) Oppositions toandWHUB,
Conflicting
751. (a) Proposed Reservations. special
Counterproposals
Inc.,
and for assignments at reduced
Counterproposal. Oppositions and In the Third Notice the Commis- separations due to high intervening
sion vations
proposed the following reser- terrain. Accordingly, the counterconflicting counterproposals were
filed by Capital Broadcasting Co.,
proposal of Kingsport Broadcasttional use: for non-commercial educaWSIX Broadcasting Station and
ing
Company, Inc.,proposed
is denied,by and
WLAC Broadcasting Service, all
assignments
the
VHF Chan-UHF Chan- the
Commission
in
the
Third Notice
City
nel
No.
nel
No.
of Nashville,
and
the
Fort
IndusChattanooga,
Tenn.
*55
for
Kingsport
are
adopted.
try Company, Atlanta, Georgia.
Knoxville, Tenn.
*20
Conclusions: Nashville
BRISTOL, TENNESSEE AND
BRISTOL, VIRGINIA
(b) Chattanooga. The Board of
Educational Reservation
of the Chattanooga Pub748. We find on the basis of the Education
755. (a) Proposed Assignments.
lic
Schools
supported
the
reservaNotice, the Commisevidencevation othat
proposed
resertion of Channel 55 for non-com- In thesionThird
f VHF theChanel
2 in Nashtwo chanmercial
educationaltouse.
Noproposed
objecnels toproposed
Bristol,to assign
Tennessee,
VHF
ville for use by a non-commercial
tions
were
made
the
Channel 5 and UHF Channel 46;
educational station should be final- reservation.
and
did
not
propose
the
assignment
ized.156 The record establishes that
(c) Knoxville. The University of of any channels to Bristol, VirVanderbilt University is seriously Tennessee
supported
the non-comreservaconsidering the establishment of a
tion of Channel
20 for
non-commercial educational station
Census Data. The population
mercial educational use. No ob- of (b)
in Nashville. It is our view that
the City of Bristol, Tennessee,
the educational community in tion. jections were made to the reserva- isginia.
17,000
and the population of the
Nashville must be afforded time in
City of Bristol, Virginia is 16,000.
Conclusions
which to establish such a station.
(c) Support
of Proposed
752. On the basis of the record,
ments to Bristol.
Radio AssignPhone
Accordingly, on the basis of the
record, the proposed reservation of the reservations of Channels 55 Broadcasting Station supported the
and 20ville,
at respectively,
Chattanooga
and
KnoxChannel mercial
2 foreducational
use bystation
a non-comCommission's
proposed
assignment
are finalized.
is finfor Bristol, Tennessee, stating that
KINGSPORT, TENNESSEE
alized; and the counterproposal of
the assignments proposed by the
WLAC Broadcasting Station,
753.
(a)
Proposed
Assignments.
der service towerethatnecessary
area. to renWSIX Broadcasting Service and In the Third Notice the Commis- Commission
Capital Broadcasting Company are
sion
proposed
the
assignment
of
(d)
Counterproposal
of Appaladenied insofar as they request the one channel to Kingsport, Tennechian Broadcasting Company,
Brisdeletion
of
the
reservation
of
Chansee,
UHF
Channel
28.
tol,
Virginia.
Appalachian
Broadnel 2 at Nashville.
casting
Company
requested
(b) Census Data. The City of
assignments proposed by that
the
Kingsport has a population of the
Conclusions: Additional VHF
Commission
to Bristol, Tennessee,
20,000.
Assignments in Nashville and
also be giniaassigned
to
Bristol,
VirCookeville
(c)
Counterproposal
of
KingsthatVirginia,
Bristol,
sport Broadcasting Company. The Tennessee,. It wasand urged
749. The counterproposal of the Kingsport
Bristol,
Broadcasting Company
Nashville
parties
seeking
the
addiare
adjacent
municipalities
separequested
the
additional
assigntional assignment of VHF Channel
ment of VHF Channel 2 to Kingsratedthough
by thethe twostatecities
line;constitute
that al5 to Nashville and the counter- port without
any other changes in one market,
Bristol, Virginia, is, in
pditional
roposal ofWHUB
ad- the
proposed in the
assignmentseeking
of thethesame
Thirdassignments
Notice.
many respects,
centralarecom-lochannel
to
Cookeville
are
mutually
(d)
Statement
in
Support
of
munity;
that
twotheCity
colleges
exclusive since Cookeville and Kingsport Counterproposal. Kingscated within the
of Bristol,
Nashville are approximately 72 port Broadcasting Company urged Virginia,
and that Bristol, Virmiles apart. We believe on the that the size, economic importance
ginia
compares
favorably
with
basis ofment of the
record5 that
Tennessee, with respect to
of Kingsport
war- Bristol,
Channel
shouldthebeassignmade and population
the
number
of
retail
stores,
service
ranted
the
assignment
of
a
VHF
to Nashville rather than to Cooke- channel to that community. It was establishments, wholesale estabville. The Cookeville counterpro- recognized that the assignment of
lishments,
manufacturing works.
estabposal would result in two colishments
and production
2 to Kingsport would rechannel assignment separations be- Channel
sult
in
a
co-channel
separation
of
No
opposition
was
filed
to
the
low the minimum adopted herein 159 miles to Greensboro, North counterproposal of Appalachian
for Zone
II; whereas,
the assign-is Carolina, where that channel is Broadcasting Company.
ment of Channel
5 to Nashville
also assigned but it was argued
Conclusions
in accordance with our standards. that
should be given
756. It is our view that, on the
Moreover, it is our view that the by theconsideration
Commission
to
the
unusual
basis
of
the
common identity of the
assignment to Nashville, a city of terrain conditions which exist in
174,000 with a metropolitan area the area. It was stated that a two communities, the assignments
of 322,000 is to be preferred to mountain range between Kings- proposed in the Third Notice for
Cookeville with a population of port and Greensboro rises to an Bristol, Tennessee, should be revised to provide those assignments
elevation of 5,000 feet or higher
spects
and inthatit aresuchnotfactual
statements
Tennessee-Bristol,
Viras appear
material
or releand that the normal separation re- to Bristol,
ginia, only.
rather than
to Bristol,
vant to anyceeding.
ofWHUB,theInc.,issues
in
this
proquired between transmitters should Tennessee,
Accordingly,
the
filed saying
an opposinot
apply
in
this
instance.
It
was
t
i
o
n
t
o
the
Motion
to
Strike
that
bytothe assign
Comthe
affidavit
is not argumentative
andis also urged that more television assignmentsmission proposed
are
revised
that
it
is
a
statement
of
facts
which
services could be made available if Channels 5 and 46 to Bristol, Tenmaterial
and relevant
to the toissues
in the
this
proceeding.
Theit goes
Motion
Strike
required
separations
re- nesee-Bristol, Virginia.
isweight
DENIED
since
only
to
the
duced to 150 miles
for VHFwerechanNORTH CAROLINA
to beadmissibility
given to theas evidence
andin
nels. Finally, it was asserted that EDUCATIONAL
not
to
its
evidence
RESERVATIONS
if Channel 2 were assigned to
this proceeding.
757.
(a) Proposed Reservations.
Kingsport
that
the
interference
150haveIn notarriving
at
this
conclusion
we
level
could
be
held
to
that
value
Notice the Commisvemberelied
r 13, 1951, onby thethe filing
JCET. dated No- contemplated by the Commission In thesionThird
proposed the reservation of
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SPARTANBURG, COLUMBIA,
Broadcasting Company, Tuscaloosa, assigned a first VHF assignment
SOUTH CAROLINA AND
Radio Athens, Inc., Ath- before another community will be
MIDDLESBOROUGH, KENTUCKY Alabama;
ens, Georgia; The Broadcasting assignedment. Inaviewsecond
of theVHFsize assignof the
759.
(a)
Proposed
Assignments
Company
of
the South
and Interand Reservation. In the Third
citylotte,
Advertising
Company,
CharSpartanburg
and the
exAtlanta City of tensive
population
living
in
the
Notice the Commission proposed Newspapers, NorthInc.,Carolina;
Atlanta, Company,
Georgia; surrounding area in Spartanburg
the following
assignments and res- Marseco Broadcasting
City ervation:
County, quireswethe deletion
believe the
record
reof one
of the
Palmetto
and' two
VHF assignments
proposed
the
City Broadcasting
of Columbia, Corp.,
Columbia,
S.
C.
for
Columbia
so
that
Spartanburg
Columbia
7, 10 *19,17 25
Spartanburg
a firstbecause
VHF assign(f) pany,
Marseco
Broadcasting Corp.,
Com- may receive
Middlesborough
7
57
ment. However,
of the
Palmetto Broadcasting
separation
of
188University,
miles on
the City of Columbia urged mileage
(b) Census Data. The standard and
Channel
2
between
that
Columbia
is
the
Capital
of
the
metropolitan area of Columbia has State, that it is the largest city in Alabama, and Atlanta, Georgia
a population of 143,000 and the the State and that it is centrally (WSB-TV), the Commission is unCity of Columbia has a population
able to grant the proposal of Sparwithin the State, that the
of 87,000. The City of Spartanburg located
tan Radiocasting Company. Chanof the City of Columbia
has a population of 37,000. The ispopulation
nel
7, however, may be assigned
104,843
which
is
more
than
twice
City of uMiddlesborough
has a popto Spartanburg
the deletion of
*7
lation of 14,500.
the population of the City of Spar- that
channel
fromby Middlesborough,
*
tanburg and is entitled 2funder Sec- Kentucky, a city
(c) Counterproposal of Spartan
of
We be-in
tion
307(b)
of
the
Communications
Radiocasting Company. Spartan
*2
n the basis of14,500.
the record,
VHF *4channel
f to thein view oflieve, othe
Radiocasting Company requested Act to a second
size and importance of
to a first
VHF
the assignment of VHF Channel 7 preference
7f
Spartanburg and the extensive
of Spartanburg. It was fur- population
to Spartanburg by deleting this as- City ther
surrounding Spartanurgedportancethat
the economic
imsignment from Columbia and makburg that Channel 7 should be deand educational
interests
lOf
ing the following changes in the of the City
leted
from
Middlesborough, Kenof
Columbia
justified
assignments
proposed in the Third
tucky, in order to make possible the
Notice
:
7t
assignment
of
Channel however,
7 to Spar-in
Third Notice
City
tanburg. We believe,
Counterproposal
view
of
these
reassignments
that
VHFnel ChanUHF
ChanVHF
Channel
No.
nel
No.
nel No.
No.
Channel 67 should be assigned to
University,
Ala.
Columbia,
South
Carolina,
and
*19,1759 25
Rome,
Ga.
97
Channel 63 to Middlesborough,
*19,175957 25
Kentucky.
Middlesborough,
Ky.
57
State
College,
Miss.
*20, 26
Columbia, S. C.
*20, 26
3, 9+
Final Reservation
Assignments and
Spartanburg,
S. C.
Chattanooga,
Tenn.
7,
10
6, 12f
43,
49,
*55
Knoxville, Tenn.
The following assignments
6, 10
43, 49, *55 are763.adopted:
(d) Statement in Support3, 12of
f, 10
Spartan Radiocasting Company
Counterproposal. Spartan Radio- Columbia, S. C.
10
*19, 25, 67
casting Company urged that the Spartanburg, S. C.Ky.
7
17
assignment of VHF Channel 7 to Middlesborough,
57, 63
Spartanburg
in
lieu
of
the
assignment of that channel to Columbia,
CHARLESTON,
CLEMSON
AND
GREENVILLE,
South Carolina, would result in a
retention of the second VHF
fairer, more efficient and equitable the
SOUTH
CAROLINA
channel in Columbia. Further, it
distribution of the available fre- was
urged that evidence adduced
quencies. It was contended that on behalf
764.Reservations.
(a) ProposedIn Assignments
of the counterproposal andCity
the Third
under
the Commission's
proposed
of Spartan Radiocasting Company Notice the Commission proposed
assignments
no
Grade
A
VHF
include data with respect the following assignments and
service would be available to a todidthenotUHF
services that would be
substantial number of persons in
to the area that would reservations :
the Spartanburg area, and that in available
served by the operation of
view of the size and particularly be
7 in Spartanburg
that Charleston 2, 5, *13
the economic importance of Spar- inChannel
fact between
four andandeleven
Greenville 4
23, *29
t
a
n
b
u
r
g
a
s
compared
with
Columother
services
would
be
available
bia that the assignment of Channel
the Grade B service area of a No channel was assigned to Clem7 to Spartanburg is to be preferred. tostation
operating on Channel 7 in son in the Third Notice.
It was atiofurther
the oper- Spartanburg.
n of Channelurged
7 at that
Spartanburg
(b) Charleston
Columbia
ervation. The JCETEducational
supported Resthe
would render service to a greater
760. The Columbia Educational reservation of Channel 13 in
area and population than would Reservation.
The JCET supported educational
Charleston
for
non-commercial
the operation of this channel at the reservation
use. Attached to its
of Channel 19 at
Columbia. With respect to the popfiling were statements of support
non-commercial
edu- from
lation of the asserted
respectiveby communithe
Medical
College of the
ties it uwas
Spartan Columbia cationalforuse. Attached
to
its
filing
was a sworn statement of Benedict State of South Carolina and the
Radiocasting
Company
Charleston Public Schools at
College atinterest
Columbia
expressing
a
tanburg County,
in whichthatthe SparCity definite
in the channel. Charleston. The College stated
of Spartanburg is located,* has a
submitted sworn state- that it has under construction a
population
of 150,349
Richland County,
in which whereas
the City The JCET
ments of support from the Mayor large teaching hospital and laboraColumbia, The University of
addition, and has provided in
of Columbia is located has a popu- of
South Carolina at Columbia, and planstoryand
lation of 142,565. The counter- the
for the
Superintendent of Schools in development specifications
proposal would result in a 188 mile Columbia,.
of educational
tele-to
No objections to the
co-channel
separation
vision.
No
objection
was
made
on
Channel assignment
2 between University,
proposed
reservationColumbia
were filed.
the proposed reservation.
Conclusions:
Alabama,
and
WSB-TV
at
Atlanta
in Zone II.
(c) Clemson
Educational Reservation
vation. ClemsonEducational
AgriculturalReserCol761. On the basis of the record
(e) Oppositions and Conflicting
lege requested that a channel be i
Counterproposals to the Spartan the reservation of Channel 19 at assigned
to
Clemson
and
that
it
be
Columbia
for
non-commercial
eduRadiocasting Company Counterproreserved for educational use. Clemcational use is finalized.
posal. Oppositions and conflicting
Conclusions: Additional VHF
City
son
College
stated
that
it
origi*40
counterproposals
were
filed
by
the
nates remote live broadcasts which ,i
Assignment to Spartanburg
*51*22
Asheville
following
parties;
Meridian
Broad762.
We
believe
on
the
basis
of
Chapel
Hill
are
by Radio Stations
*35
Durham
casting Company, Meridian, Mis- the record that a VHF channel WSPA,carried
and WIS,a
Greensboro
should be assigned to Spartanburg Columbia Spartanburg,
sissippi;
Southeastern
Broadcastand
that it furnishes
Raleigh
ing Company and Middle Georgia
Wilmington
transcription
service
to
radio
by
Spartan
RadioBroadcasting Company, Macon, as proposed
casting Company. We have in this stations. The Board of 26Trustees
157educational
The Charlotte
and Winston-Salem
Georgia; Johnstown Broadcasting Report consistently followed the indicated
that
they
are
planning
reservations
are
discussed
Company and Voice of Dixie, Inc., policy that cities of the size and survey the matter of costs of con-to
and finalized in another portion of this Birmingham,
Report.
Alabama; Tuscaloosa importance of Spartanburg will be
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the followingcommercial
assignments
educational use:for non*42
City
*40
Asheville
*51
Chapel
Hill
*22
Charlotte 157
*35
*32
Durham
Greensboro
Raleigh
Wilmington
Winston-Salem 1
(b) Asheville. Western Carolina
Teachers College, Cullowhee,
North Carolina; City of Asheville,
the Asheville
Commerce and the Chamber
Asheville ofSchools
and the vatiJCET
supported
the
reseron of Channel 56 in Asheville.
No objection was filed to the proposed reservation.
(c) Chapel Hill. The JCET, the
Chapel Hill Schools and the Conof North Car-of
olina solidated
supportedUniversity
the reservation
Channel 4 incommercial
Chapeleducational
Hill use.
for nonNo
objection
was
filed
to
the
proposed
reservation.
(d) Durham. The Durham City
Schools, Durham, North Carolina,
Duke University and the JCET
supported
the reservation
of Channel 40 in Durham
for non-commercial educational use. No objection
was
tion. filed to the proposed reserva(e) Greensboro. The Greensboro
Public Schools, the Agricultural
and Technical College, Greensboro,
North Carolina, and The Consolidated University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, North Carolina,
the Board of Trustees of Greensboro City Administrative Unit and
the JCET
supported
reservation of Channel
51 attheGreensboro
for non-commercial educational
use. No objection was filed to the
proposed reservation.
(f) Raleigh. The Consolidated
University of North Carolina at
Chapelboro andHill,
and Greensthe Raleigh
JCET supported
the
reservation of Channel 22 at Raleigh for non-commercial educaIncorporated
in thefrom
filing of tional
the use.JCET
were letters
the Raleigh Public Schools and the
East Carolina College, Greenville,
North Carolina, supporting the
reservation. No objection was filed
to the proposed reservation.
(g) Wilmington. The Board of
Education, New Hanover County
and tyWilmington
Council of theSchools,
P.T.A.theof CounNew
Hanover
County,
Wilmington
lege and Williston College and Colthe
JCET supported the reservation of
UHP Channel 35 in Wilmington
for non-commercial educational use.
Incorporated in the filing of the
JCET was a telegram from the
State Superintendent of Public Instruction supporting
the Wilmington reservation.
No objection
was
filed to the proposed reservation.
Conclusions
758. On the basis of the record
the reservations of the following
assignments
for non-commercial
educational
television
use are finalized :

J

structionvision station,
and and
operation
a telethat a oftelevision
station would
be
used
in
the
cultural extension program ofagrithe
College.lationSince
Clemson has3,000,
a popuof approximately
the
College
stated that station
it was would
unlikelybe
that a commercial
established in the community.
(d) Statement in Support of
Greenville Assignments. Greenville
News-Piedmont
Company,
ville, South Carolina,
supportedGreenthe
Commission's
proposed
: for Greenville. It wasassignments
asserted
that the assignments proposed by
the Commission meet the Commis, sion's standards
for minimum
separation of co-channel
and adjacent
'' tion
channel
stations;
that
the
operaofvilleawouldVHFrender
channel
in Greenservice
to a
! substantial population and area;
£ that the wholesale and retail trade
[ sales each approximate one-half
'(.billion
dollars
and employees
that therewithare
100,000
i inmorethe than
coverage
area of the station
| with a payroll of nearly a quarter
|i ofthata million
dollars. It was
asserted
the importance
of the
area
I establishes the need for the assignI ments proposed by the Commission.
] No oppositions to the Commission's
*; ville
proposed assignments for GreenI ceeding.have been filed in this proI (e) The Greenville Educational
I Reservation. Furman University
| at Greenville and JCET supported
| the reservation of Channel 29 in
|I mercial
Greenvilleeducational
for use bystation.
a non-comThe
I1 University
stated
that
it was surveying the costs of construction
} and operation. The University reportedto over
that it5 million
has assets
amounti' ing
dollars,
and
j] ies
in addition
is oneEndowment
of the beneficiarin
the
Duke
to
the
i extent of 5 percent of the income
I; from
a
fund
of
$40,000,000.
The
JCET submitted a statement of
1 the School District of Greenville
I County in support of the reserva3 tion. No objection was made to
the proposed reservation.
Conclusions
765. On the basis of the record
the following
ervations areassignments
adopted: and resCharleston
2, 5, *13
Clemson
*68
' Greenville 4
23, *29
ATHENS, GEORGIA
ATLANTA, MACON,
766.
(a)
ProposedIn Assignments
and Reservations.
the Third
\ Notice the Commission proposed
| the following
assignments
and reservations:
*8
City
60
Athens
*30,
Atlanta
*41, 3647
2, 135, 11
Macon
(b) Census Data. The City of
,)Athens has a population of 28,'000.
standard
,k'(The
Atlanta
has a metropolitan
population of area
672,000of
fand the lationCityof 331,000.
of AtlantaThehasstandard
a popu^metropolitan
population of area
135,000of Macon
and thehasCitya
! of Macon has a population of
1 70,000.
(c) Existing Stations. Broad'jj casting,
Inc.,
is licensed
for Atthe
operation
of Station
WLTV,
fflanta, Georgia,
on Channel
8. The
'•(Commission ordered Broadcasting,
vjlnc, formerly Atlanta Newspapers,
[Page 92 • April 14, 1952 Part II

60 miles. It was further urged that
Inc., to show cause why the license 173 miles; that the closest adjacent the
assignment
of Channel
of WLTV
under the coun- Atlanta
would result
in a net 7gainto
should
not be(formerly
modified WSB-TV)
to specify channellanta onseparation
terproposal would7 beandbetween
Athens At-on of VHF service to a substantial
operation on Channel 11 in lieu of Channel 8Channel
at a distance of 60 miles. area and population.
Channel 8. No opposition to the It was further
urged that the
Order to Show Cause was filed by
counterproposal would assign a to (d)
the Conflicting
WEAS and Counterproposals
Georgia Institute
Broadcasting,
Inc.
The
Fort
InTechnology Counterproposals.
dustry Company is licensed for the second channel to Huntsville, Ala- of
Conflicting counterproposals were
operation
of
Station
WAGA-TV,
(e) The counterproposal would, filed by the following parties:
Atlanta on Channel 5. Atlanta
addition, result in a co-channel Radio Athens, Inc., Athens, GeorNewspapers, Inc., has a construc- inassignment
of 185 miles
gia ; Southeastern
Broadcasting
tion permit for Station WSB-TV, on Channel separation
between Atlanta
and Company
and Middle
Georgia
Atlanta,ating under
on special
Channel authority.
2 an is oper- University, 7Alabama,
in Zone II. Broadcasting Co., Macon, Georgia;
Johnstown Broadcasting Co. and
(f)
Oppositions
and
Conflicting
Voice
of
Dixie,
Inc.,
Birmingham,
Athens
Counterproposals to the Radio
Opposi- Alabama ; Spartan Radiocasting
767. (a) TheThe
AthensUniversity
Educationalof AthenstionsCounterproposal.
andwereconflicting
counterproReservation.
Co., Spartanburg,
posals
filed
by
the
following
Company ofS.C.;
the and
SouthBroadand
Georgia supported the reservation parties : Southeastern Broadcast- IntercitycastingAdvertising
Co., Charof Channel 8 in Athens for nonlotte,
North
Carolina.
ing
Company
and
Middle
Georgia
commercial educational use. _ The
Company, Macon,
University described its experience BroadcastingSpartan
(e) The ervation.
Atlanta
Educational
The Atlanta
BoardRes-of
Radiocasting
in producing radio and television Georgia;
Company,
Spartanburg,
South Education supported the reservaprograms over commercial stations. Carolina; WEAS, Inc., Decatur,
tion of Channel 30 in Atlanta for
The University
statedhasthatbeen
its comeducational use.
Georgia Institute of Tech- non-commercial
mit e on television
con- Georgia ;nology,
The
of Education stated
Atlanta,
Georgia;
Johnssidering the problems presented by
Broadcasting Company and that itBoard
has
been
licensed
to operate
the construction and operation of Voice town
of Dixie, Inc., Birmingham, a non-commercial educational
FM
an educational tele^sis'ion station Alabama;
Broadcasting,
Inc.,
Atstation,
WABE-FM
since
1949;
including
such
matters
as
the
servlanta,
Georgia
and
WJKL,
Inc.,
that
the
facilities
of
this
station
ices to be rendered, programming
Tennessee.
have been made available to six
methods, the cost of installation Johnson City, Atlanta
public school systems, serving 4,100
and annual operating costs, and
classrooms and 125,000 students;
the administrative organization. It
and that the Board has one of the
768. (a) Counterproposals of finest
estimated that the cost of con- WEAS,
film libraries which would
Inc.,
Decatur,
Georgia
and
station$300,000,
would Georgia Institute of Technology, be available
for use on television.
be betweenstructing atelevision
$250,000 and
It
was
also stated that various FM
Atlanta, queGeorgia.
WEAS,of Channel
Inc. reand nelthat
utilizingwithstaffan personsted the assignment
it couldby operate
annual
programs
produced
by thetelevision
Board
8 to Atlanta by the deletion of that could be adopted for
budget of $100,000.
No objection was
(b) Counterproposals of Radio channel from Athens, where it was presentation.
Athens, Inc. Radio Athens, Inc. proposed to be reserved by the filed to the proposed reservation.
Commission for non-commercial
submitted two alternative counter- educational
Macon
use. In identical counsals for the commercial
additional assignment ofpropoone
VHF
769. (a) TheTheMacon
terproposals the Georgia Institute Reservation.
JCET Educational
supported
and WEAS, Inc., rechannel to Athens. The first alter- of Technology
quested the additional assignment the reservation of Channel 41 in
native
counterproposal
requested
7
to
Atlanta.
The
addithe reservation of UHF Channel of Channel
Georgia, and submitted a
tion of Channel 7 to Atlanta would Macon,
60 for non-commercial use in lieu
statementvation infrom Mercer
support University
of this reser-at
of Channel 8 and the assignment be accomplished with no other
Macon. No objections to the prothe
assignments
proof Channel 8 in Athens for com- changesposed in in
the Third Notice.
mercial use. The second alternative
posed reservation were filed.
(b) Statement in Support of the
(b) Joint Counterproposal of
proposal requested the assignment WEAS
and
Georgia
Institute
of
Southeastern
Broadcasting Comof VHF Channel 11 in Athens by Technology, Counterproposal. In
panycasting
and Middle
Georgia
making the following changes in support of its counterproposals to
Company.
In a jointBroadcounthe assignments proposed in the assign Channel 8litto Atlanta by deterproposal Southeastern BroadThird Notice:
casting
Company
and
Middle
GeorThird Notice
Counterproposal
gia quested
Broadcasting
rethe additionalCompany
assignment
*8, llf
of Channel 7 to Macon, Georgia.
*30, 36
No other changes in the assignHuntsville, Ala.
3160
mentsrequested.
proposed in the Third NoAthens,
tice were
2, 5, 7f
Atlanta, Ga.
Ga.
2, *85, 11
(c) Statement in Support of
(c) Statement in Support of
Broadcasting Comleting this assignment from Athens Southeastern
Radio Athens Counterproposals. In WEAS
panycasting
and Middle
Georgia Broadurged that the Atlanta
Company
Counterproposal.
support ofervation othe
request
for
the
resf a UHF channel in lieu area was the most important cen- It was urged that
ter of industry and population in
ment of Channel 7 theto assignMacon
of a VHF channel in Athens for
the entire south and that a nation- was in accordance with the Comnon-commercial
educational
use,
television service required at
Radio Athens asserted that it had, least wide
mission's
standard
for
minimum
four commercial VHF sta- separation of eo - channel and
in the operation of Station WRFC,
Atlanta. It was further adjacent channels. It was stated
cooperated with the University in assertedtions inthat
Atlanta would be de- that the closest co- channel
the broadcast
of
educational
proprived
of service by one of the separation to Macon on Channel 7
grams; that the construction of an
educational station would be de- major networks
Columbia, South Carounless it was'VHFas- would lina,beat aat distance
layed for a commercial
long period ofinterests
time; channels. signed four commercial
of 170 miles.
and that
Further eitration was
urged 7thatat the
opof Channel
Macon
would construct a station immedi(c)
In
support
of
the
identical
in a net gain of servately in order to meet the need for counterproposal of Georgia Insti- wouldice to aresult
substantial area and poputelevision service.
tute and WEAS it was urged that
(d) In support of the counter- the assignment of Channel 7 to At- lation.
(d)
Oppositions
Conflicting
proposal to add Channel 11 to
lanta would not violate any of the
toandSoutheastern
Athens it was urged that the oper- Commission's standards for mini- Counterproposals
Broadcasting
Company
and
Middle
ation of Channel 11 in Athens
mum separation of co-channel and Georgia Broadcasting Company
Counterproposal. Oppositions and
would meet the Commission's re- adjacent channel stations; that the conflicting
counterproposals were
quirements for minimum separa- nearest co-channel assignment re- filed by the
following parties:
sulting from its counterproposal
tion of co-channel and adjacent
Inc., Athens, Georchannel stations; that the closest would be at University, Alabama, Radiogia;Athens,
WEAS,
Inc.,
Georgia;
co-channel separation resulting a distance of 185 miles, and the Georgia InstituteDecatur,
of Technology,
from the operation of Channel 11 nearest adjacent channel assign- Atlanta, Georgia; Spartan
Radioment would be Channel 8 at
in Athens would be at Johnson
casting Company, Spartanburg,
City, Tennessee, at a distance of Athens, Georgia, at a distance of South Carolina;
Broadcasting
BROADCASTING
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Company of the South and Inter*30,60 4736
city
Company,
Char- Athens
*41,
lotte,Advertising
North Carolina
and Marseco
Atlanta
Macon
Broadcasting
Company,
Columbia,
South Carolina.
COLUMBUS AND SAVANNAH,
Conclusions: Athens Educational
GEORGIA,
EDUCATIONAL
Reservation
RESERVATIONS
770. The request of Radio
776.
(a)
Proposed
Athens, Inc.,reservation
for the shift
of the In the Third Notice Reservations.
the Commiseducational
in Athens
sion proposed to reserve the followto a UHF channel is based on the
ing assignments
for non-commercial
educational use:
asserted need of that city for the
assignment of a VHF commercial
VHF Chan- UHF Chanchannel. The request of WE AS, Columbus
City nel No. nel*34No.
Inc., for the deletion of Channel 8 Savannah
*9
from channel
Athens to inAtlanta
order istobased
assignon
that
(b) Columbus.
The JCET
supthe asserted need of Atlanta for a
ported the reservation
of Channel
fourth VHF channel. On the other 34 in Columbus
for non-commercial
' has
hand,established
the University
of Georgia
No objection was
its interest
in con- educationalthe use.
reservation.
structing a station to serve the made(c) toSavannah.
The JCET
supcommunity and
that will
the
ported the reservation
of Channel
maintenance
of thebelieves
reservation
in Savannah for non-commercial
serve to aid the University in its 9educational
use. No objection was
plan.
proposed reservation.
771. With respect to the re- made to theConclusions
quest of WEAS, Inc., we find no
777.
On
the
of the record
merit in the deletion of the only the reservation basis
of Channels 34 and
VHF videchannel
from Athens
and Savannah, rea fourth VHF
channel toto proAt- 9. in Columbus
edulanta. With respect to both recationalspeucsteiveisly, for non-commercial
finalized.
quests forervatithe
deletion
of
the
resDAYTONA
BEACH
AND
on it is to be noted that
TALLAHASSEE, FLORIDA
Athens has been designated as a
(a) ProposedIn Assignments
"primarily
educational
center."thatIn and778.Reservation.
the Third Notice,
we stated
the Third
we would reserve, where possible, Notice the Commission proposed
a VHF channel for non-commercial the following assignments and reservation:
use inters.primarily
educational
cenWe see no basis
in the record
for deviating here from this policy.
City :
Accordingly, the counterproposal Daytona
Beach 2
of Radio Athens. Inc., is denied in Tallahassee
2, *11 24
so fartion ofasa UHF
it requests
the
reservachannel in lieu of
(b) The foregoing proposed asa VHF channel in Athens for nonsignments would result in a sepcommercial educational use; and
on of 214and
milesTallahassee
between Day-on
tonaaratiBeach
the counterproposal of WEAS,
Inc., for the deletion of Channel 8 Channel 2 in Zone III.
from Athens is denied. The reser(c) Census Data. The City of
vation of VHF Channel 8 in Athens Daytona
Beach has a population of
for
non-commercial
educational
use
30,000.
The City of Tallahassee
is finalized.
has
a
population
of 27,000.
Conclusions: Requests for
(d) Tallahassee
Educational
ResAdditional VHF Assignments in
ervation.
The
JCET
and Florida
Athens, Atlanta and Macon
State
University
supported
the
ervation of VHF Channel 11res-in
772.ing theThe
counterproposals
additional
assignment seekof a Tallahassee for non-commercial
VHF channel to Athens, Atlanta educational use. The University
and Macon, respectively would re- stated that the reservation was
sult in the following
co-channel as- necessary to provide it with the
miles in Zonesignment
II: separations below 190 time to obtain funds and organize
Counterproposal
Channel
Athens—— Johnson
Radio
Inc.
(II)
Radio Athens,
Athens,
Inc.Inst,
(II)
Atlanta
UniversityCity
1177
WEAS.
Inc.
&
Ga.
of
Tech.
Atlanta — UniversityS. Georgia
E. Broadcasting
Co.
&
Middle
.
Broadcasting Co. 7
Mac on — C olumbia
Since the minimum separation of its resources. No objection to the
co-channel stations in Zone II is reservation was filed.
190 miles these counterproposals
must be denied. Accordingly, the Conclusions: Deletion of Proposed
counterproposals of Radio Athens,
VHF Assignment
WEAS, Inc., Georgia Institute of
779. In the Third Notice the
Technology, Southeastern Broad- Commission
proposed2 tothe Daytona
assigncasting Company and Middle Georment of Channel
Tallahassee
at
a
denied.gia Broadcasting Company, are Beach ationandof 214
miles in ZoneseparIII.
773.tion willAnbe appropriate
authorizaSince
this
separation
in Zone III
issued to Broadcasting, is below the minimum adopted
hereInc..Cannel
to specify
in for one
zone ofIIIthewe twoai'e assignments
required to
on
11. operation of WLTV
Conclusions: Atlanta and Macon todelete
comply
with
the
separation
Educational Reservations
quirements. The population re-of
774. On the basis of the record Daytona Beach is somewhat larger
the reservation of Channel 30 in than the population of Tallahassee
Atlanta and Channel 41 in Macon and Channel 2 is the only assignare finalized.
proposed hand
for Daytona
Beach.
On thementother
three channels
Final Reservations
Assignments and
were proposed to be assigned to
of the
tive size of In
theseviewcities
and relathe
775. The following assignments Tallahassee.
and reservations are adopted:
number of channels proposed to be
BROADCASTING
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assigned to these cities, we believe
the deletion of Channel 2 from Tallahassee and the assignment of
that channel to Daytona Beach is
warranted. In replacement for
Channel 2 in Tallahassee we are
assigning UHF Channel 51.
Conclusions: Tallahassee
Educational Reservation
780. On the basis of the record
the reservation of Channel 11 in
Tallahassee useforis finalized.
non-commercial
educational
Final Assignments and
Reservation
City
781. The following assignments
and reservation are adopted:
PENSACOLA, FLORIDA,
ALBANY, GEORGIA AND
JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI
(a) ProposedIn Assignments
and782. Reservations:
the Third
Notice
the Commission proposed
City
the following
ervations: assignments and resnel No.
nel*19,UHFNo.25ChanAlbany
Pensacola VHF Chan10
15,25*21
Jackson
3, 10
(b) The foregoing
3, 12 pre
signments would
result in the folin Zone lowing
III: separations below 220 miles
Channel Cities Separation

(c) Oppositions to
and the
Conflicting
Counterproposals
Lamar
Life Insurance Co. Counterproposal.
The following parties filed oppositions and conflicting counterproto theInsurance
counterproposal
Lamar posalsLife
Co.: Gid-of
dens and Rester, Mobile, Alabama;
the Houston Post Co., licensee of
Station
Houston,
Texas; VoiceKPRC-TV,
of Longview,
Longview,
Texas; and Deep South Broadcasting Co., Montgomery, Alabama.
(d) The The
Jackson
Reservation.
JCET Educational
supported
the reservation of UHF Channel
19
in Jacksonuse.for Nonon-commercial
educational
objection to
the reservation
filed. of
Conclusions:wasDeletion
Assignment
785. Proposed
In the Third
Notice the
Commission
proposed
assignment of Channel 3 tothePensacola
and to Jackson at a separation of
218 miles; and the assignment of
Channel 10 to Pensacola, and to
Albany at a separation of 199
miles. Since these separations are
below the minimum for Zone III
we are required
to delete
one one
assignment of Channel
3 and
assignment
of
Channel
10
to
provide the requisite seperations.
786. With respect to Channel 10
we are presented with the choice
of deleting
that channelThefromCityPen-of
sacola or Albany.
Pensacola with a population of 43,000 is somewhat larger than the
City oftwoAlbany.
In the
Notice
VHF and
two Third
UHF
channels were proposed to be ass
i
g
n
e
d
t
o
Pensacola,
and
only
one
VHF and one UHF channel were
proposed
to
be
assigned
to
Albany.
In view of the fact that Channel
10 is the only channel proposed for
Albany we believe that the deletion
of that channel from Pensacola
and the assignment to Albany is
warranted. In replacement for
Channel 10 in Pensacola we are
assigning UHF Channel 46. With
respect sented
to withChannel
3 weof are
prethe choice
deleting
that channel from Pensacola or
from Jackson. The City of Jackson
has
a population
of 98,000
standard
metropolitan
areaandhasthea
population
of
142,000.
In
the Third
Notice we proposed the assignment
of twonels to Jackson.
VHF and Since
two our
UHFdecision
chanherein has deleted Channel 10 from
Pensacola, there remains assigned
VHFdeletion
channel.of
Itto that
is ourcityviewonlythatone the
the second channel assigned to
Proposal
Notice

(c) Census Data. The City of
Pensacola has a population of
43,000. The City of Albany has a
population of 31,000. The standard
metropolitan area of Jackson has
a population of 142,000. The City
of Jackson has a population of
98,000.
Pensacola
783. The Educational Reservation. C. P. Mason, Mayor of Pensasupported21thein reservation
UHF cola,
Channel
Pensacola forof
non-commercial educational use.
No objection to the reservation was
filed.
Jackson
784. Life
(a)Insurance
Counterproposal
Lamar
Co., Jackson,of
Mississippi. Lamar Life Insurance
Company requested
additional
assignment
of VHF the
Channel
5 to
Jackson by making the following
changes
in
the
assignments
pro~ in the Third Notice:
Third
Jackson
3, 12 *42,
*19, 48
25 3,8,5f10f
, 12 *19, 4825
5,8
Mobile
Pensacola
3,10
15,*21
3,5f *42,
15,*21
(b) Statement in Support of Jackson is to be preferred to the
Lamar Life Insurance Co. Counter- deletion of the only remaining
proposal. Itwas asserted that the
assigned for
to Pensaassignment of VHF Channel 5 to VHF channel
VHF
Jackson would not result in the re- Channelcola.10In replacement
in
Jackson
we
are asduction of the number of VHF assigning UHF Channel
Conclusions:
Request 47.for VHF
the inCommis ion fsignments
or any proposed
otherby city
the
Assignment in Jackson
Third Notice; and that the lowest
787. Since the counterproposal
co-channel
separation resulting
Life Insurance Company
der the counterproposal
would un-be offor Lamar
the assignment of Channel 5 to
Louisiana,
Channel
5Lafayette,
at a distance
of 180 onmiles.
The Jackson would create a co-channel
assignmentJackson
separation
180 miles
counterproposal would, in addition, between
and of Lafayette,
result in theseparations
following co-channel
Louisiana,
on
Channel
5,
218
assignment
below
220
Mileage miles
between Pensacola, Florida,
and
miles in Zone III:
Channel
Ci
Jfensacola,
Mobile, Ala.Fla.-Jackson,
-Baton Rouge,Miss.La.
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educational use are Voice of Dixie, Inc., requested the nel 3 to Montgomery and the other
Jackson, Miss., on Channel 5, and commercial
additional assignment of Channel changes requested in the counter188 miles between Mobile, Alabama finalized:
7 by making the following changes
and Baton Rouge, Louisiana, on
proposal are in accordance with
inThird
the Notice:
assignments proposed in the the Commission's lit standards for
VHF nelChanChannel 10, terinproposal isdenied.
Zone III, the counUHF ChanNo.
nel No.
City
Counterproposal
*56
Third Notice
Conclusions: Jackson Educational Auburn
Mobile
*42
UHF Chan
Reservation
nel
No.
nel
No.
VHF ChanUniversity *7
UHF Chan- nel VHFNo.Chan- nel No.
788. On the basis of the record BIRMINGHAM, MONTGOMERY,
Birmingham, Ala.
42, 48
42, 48
6, *10, 13
the reservation of UHF Channel
University, Ala.
6, 7f, *10, 13
21 in Pensacola and UHF Channel AND TUSCALOOSA, ALABAMA
Meridian,
Miss.
11
19 in Jackson are finalized.
State College, Miss.
30, *36
30, *36
(a) ProposedIn Assignments
8
56
and792.Reservations.
the Third West Point, Miss.
Final Assignments and
Notice the Commission proposed
Reservations
(c) Statement
in Support
Broadcasting
Companyof minimum co-channel and adjacent
ervations: assignments and res- Johnston
789. The following assignments the following
and
Voice
of
Dixie,
Inc.
Counter- channel station separation. It56 was
and reservations are adopted:
proposals. In support
of both
coun- stated that the nearest co-channel
VHF
ChanUHF
ChanVHF
Chant
e
r
p
r
o
p
o
s
a
l
s
f
o
r
the
additional
nel
No.
UHF
Channel No.
assignment to Montgomery on
City
nel No.
nel No.
assignment
of
Channel
7
to
3 would be at Chattanooga
Pensacola,
Fla.
10
Birmingham
15, *21,
46 Montgomery
42, 48
mingham it was urged that Birtwo atChannel
no,12 13
25
a distance of 193 miles and that
Albany,
Ga.
12
stations
are
presently
on
the
air
*19, 25, 47 Tuscaloosa
20, *26, 32
Jackson, Miss.
the
nearest
adjacent channel would
in Birmingham and that there are be at Columbus,
45, 51
Georgia,
Chan-In
60,000 sets in the area that would
AUBURN, MOBILE, AND
nel
4
at
a
distance
of 77 onmiles.
service from the operation further support of the
(b) Census Data. The standard receive
UNIVERSITY, ALABAMA
counterproof
an
additional
VHF
station
in
metropolitan
area
of
Birmingham
posal it was urged that the size,
EDUCATIONAL RESERVATIONS has a population of 559,000 and the that community. It was also urged
importance and populahas astandard
popula- that UHF stations are undesirable economic
790. (a) Proposed Reservations. City oftion Birmingham
tion
of Montgomery required the
of
326,000.
The
in
the
Birmingham
area
because
In the Third Notice the Commis- metropolitan area of Montgomery of the mountainous terrain, and
assignment
of a second VHF chansion vproposed
the
following
reserhas a population of 139,000 and because licensees of UHF stations
nel to that community. The countionalatuisoen:s for non-commercial educa- the City of Montgomery has a would not be able to compete sucterproposal would result in a 185The City ofof
cessfully with VHF operations. In
VHF Chan- UHF Chan- population
Tuscaloosa ofhas107,000.
a population
addition it was urged by Voice of mile co-channel assignment sepCity
nel
No.
nel
No.
aration
between Meridian, Miss.,
46,000.
Dixie,
Inc.,
that
a
grant
of
its
Auburn
*56
counterproposal would permit the
Mobile
*42
New Orleans, La., on Channel
(c) Existing Stations. Voice of operation of Channel 11 in Biloxi and
University *7
4
in
Zone
III.
Alabama, Inc., is licensed for the as requested by Deep South Broadof Station WAFM-TV,
(b) Auburn.
casting Company. The counterpro(c) Oppositions and Counterprotechnic InstituteTheandAlabama
JCET Polysup- operation
Alabama,Broadcasting
on Chanposals would result in the followposals to Deep South Broadcasting
nel 13. Birmingham
ported the reservation of Channel Birmingham,
ing
co-channel
assignment
separat
i
o
n
s
:
56 in Auburn for non-commercial Company is licensed for the operaeducational use. No objection was
tion of Station WBRC-TV, Birfiled to this proposed reservation.
mingham, Alabama, on Channel 4.
ordered
Birming-to
University, Ala. — Atlanta, Ga.
(c) Mobile. The JCET and the The Commission
Broadcasting
Company
Mobile Public Schools supported show ham
(WSB-TV)Miss.-New Orleans, La.
Meridian,
why
the
license
of
the reservation of Channel 42 in WBRC cause
should not be modified to
Mobile for non-commercial educa- specify operation
(d)
Oppositions
6 in Counterproposals and
tional use. No objection to the pro- lieu of Channel on4. Channel
to Conflicting
Johnstown Co. Counterproposal. Oppositions
Birmingham
posed reservation was filed.
Broadcasting Co. and Voice of to
Broadcasting
Company
stated
that
counterproposal of Deep
(d) University. The University it did not object to the modification Dixie, Inc. Oppositions and con- SouththeBroadcasting
Company were
of Alabama
supported
the reser- of license of WBRC-TV to specify
flicting counterproposals were filed filed by the following
vation of Channel
7 in University
parties:
by
the
following
parties:
WEAS,
Channel
6.
for non-commercial educational
Inc. and Georgia Institute of Loyola University of the South,
Technology, Atlanta, Georgia, New Orleans, La., Lamar Life
Birmingham
use, and
submitted
letters
in
support of the reservation of VHF
Radio Athens, Inc., Athens, Insurance Company, Jackson,
Channel 7 from the SuperintenTuscaloosa Broadcasting Miss., Meridian Broadcasting Co.,
793. (a)
Birmingham
Edu- Georgia,
cationalTheReservation.
The Jefferson
dent,bama,City theSchools,
Tuscaloosa,
AlaTuscaloosa,
Ala.,
Spartan Meridian, Miss., Tuscaloosa BroadSuperintendent of the County Board of Education and Co.,
Radiocasting
Spartanburg,
casting Co., Tuscaloosa, Ala., Voice
Tuscaloosa County Schools and the the JCET supported the reserva- S. C, Atlanta Co.,
Newspapers,
Inc.
State Superintendent of Education.
tion of Channel 10 in Birmingham (now Broadcasting, Inc.), Atlanta,
of Dixie,castiInc.,
and JohnstonAla.BroadThe University of Alabama stated for non-commercial educational Ga.,
ng Co., Birmingham,
and
Deep SouthAla.Broadcast4t Educational
through its President that it has use. The Jefferson County Board
ing
Co.,
Montgomery,
(d)
The
Montgomery
Montgomery
had more than twenty years of of Education requested the perReservation. The Montgomery
experience in educational radio
manent reservation of VHF ChanPublic Schools and the JCET sup794. (a)Broadcasting
Counterproposal
nel 10 until the five public school Deep
broadcasting
and wethatshallbe
"It is able
our systems
Company.of reported the reservation of Channel
sincere hope that
and three institutions of Deep South
South
Broadcasting
Company
learning in Jefferson
26 in Montgomery for non-comto beginvisionoperating
station withinoura own
periodtele-of higher
additional
mercial educational use. No ObjecCounty could perfect arrangements requested
ment of VHFthe Channel
3 to assignMont- ervation.
two or three years following the for establishing and maintaining
tion was filed to litthe proposed resan
educational
television
station.
gomery by making the following
final allocation of television chanchangesin in
the assignments pronels." Noreservation
one objected
proposed
of VHFto the
Channel
City the Third Notice:
(b)tonCounterproposals
of JohnsCounterproposal
Broadcasting Company
and
7 for educational purposes in Uni- Voice
Third Notice
of Dixie, Inc., Birmingham,
versity, Alabama.158
nel50No.
nel No. UHF*44,ChanAlabama.
Johnstown
Broadcasting
VHF
Channel
No.
Conclusions
nel No. UHF*44,Chan50
VHF ChanCompany and Voice of Dixie, Inc.,
10,
13f
20, *26, 32
12
791. On the basis of the record,
counterproposals, re- Montgomery,Fla.Ala.
20, *26, 32
the following reservations for non- in separate
quested the additional assignment Pensacola,
13
3+,
12
Biloxi, Miss.
15, *21
15,
*21
of Channel 7 to Birmingham.
u> The pany,Tuscaloosa
Broadcasting
*2t 3,1110
Tuscaloosa, Ala.,
proposed asCompart Johnstown Broadcasting Company Meridian, Miss.
*4t
30,
*36
30, *36
of onenel inofTuscaloosa
its plans totoaddshifta VHFthe chan(b) Statement in Support of
VHF requested the assignment of Chan- Deep
South Broadcasting Company
Tuscaloosa
channel 7intoUniversity,
Ala., 2.fromThe VHF
nel 7 by making the following Counterproposal.
Channel
VHF
Channel
same
Deep
South
urged
shift for University, Ala., was proposed changes in the assignments pro- that the assignment of VHF Chan795. (a) Broadcasting
Counterproposal
Tuscaloosa
Company.of
by theham,Voice
Dixie,
posed in the Third Notice:
Ala., as 7 ofpart
of itsInc.,planBirmingto add
Tuscaloosa Broadcasting Company
VHF
Channel
to
Birmingham.
Neither
company
objectedin University,
to the reservationTheof
Third Notice
Counterproposal
requested the additional assigna VHF channel
Commission
has, however, inAla.another
ment of VHF Channel 2 to TusVHF
Channel
No.
nel No.
portion quesofts of thethisTuscaloosa
Report denied
the renel No. UHF Chancaloosa. This additional assignment
nel No. VHF ChanUHF ChanBroadcasting
Company,
Tuscaloosa,
Ala., and Ala.
the Birmingham, Ala.
Voice
of
Dixie,
Inc.,
Birmingham,
University,
Ala.
42
48
of
Channel
2 to Tuscaloosasubstituwould
Accordingly,
no shift
in the proposed State College, Miss.
6, 7t, *10, 13
be accomplished
VHF
reservation
is required.
tion of Channel 4byfortheeducational
BROADCASTING
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use in State College, Miss., as fol- Johnstown Broadcasting Co., Voice
lows: 159
of Dixie, Inc., Deep South BroadThird Notice
Counterproposal 1
(b) Statement in Support of
Tuscaloosa Broadcasting Co. Counterproposal. Itwas urged that the
additional
assignment
Channel
2 to Tuscaloosa
wouldof meet
the
Commission's standards for minimum
separation
of
co-channel
and
adjacent channel stations. It was
urged that the operation of Channel 2 in toTuscaloosa
wouldarea
provide
service
a substantial
and
population. The counterproposal
would result in a 188 mile co-channel assignment separation between
University
and WSB-TV
lanta on Channel
2 in Zone atII. At(c) Oppositions and Conflicting
Counterproposals to Tuscaloosa
Broadcasting Co. Counterproposal.
Oppositions and conflicting counterproposals were filed by the following parties : Spartan Radiocasting Co.,stownSpartanburg,
C, JohnBroadcasting Co.,S. and
Voice
of Dixie, Inc., Birmingham, Ala.,
Deep South Broadcasting Co.,
Montgomery,
AtlantaGa.,Newspapers, Inc.,Ala.,
Atlanta,
and
Meridian
Broadcasting
Co., Meridian, Miss.
Conclusions: The Birmingham and
Montgomery
Educational
Reservations
796. On the basis of the record
the reservations of Channel 10 in
Birmingham and Channel 26 in
Montgomery,
educational use forare non-commercial
finalized.
Conclusions: Requests for
Additional VHF Assignments in
Birmingham,
Montgomery and
Tuscaloosa
797. The counterproposals seeking the additional assignment of a
VHF channel to Birmingham,
Montgomery, and Tuscaloosa, respectively, would result in the folrlowing
ations : co-channel assignment sepaCounterproposal
2
Johnstown
Broadcasting Co. Channel
2
Voice
of
Dixie,
Inc.
Voice
of Dixie,B/cng.
Lac. Co.
444
Deep
South
Deep South B/cng. Co.
798. tions
Since
the minimum
separa-in
of co-channel
stations
Zones II and III are 190 and 220
miles, respectively, these counterbe denied. Accord-of
ingly,proposals
the mustcounterproposals

(d) Statement
in Support
Meridian
Broadcasting
Companyof
Counterproposals. Meridian Broadcasting Company urged that the
City of Meridian is the second largestsippi;citythatinthethesize,State
of Missispopulation
and
economic importance of Meridian
casting Co.,
and
Tuscaloosa
Broadwarrant
the
assignment
of
a
seccasting Co. are denied.
ond VHF channel to that commu799. Conclusions: Show Cause Ornity; that the population of the city
der. An appropriate authorization is largely
rural andsupplied
that television
will be issued to Birmingham service must
to such
Broadcasting Company to specify rural areas bybe the
operation of
operation
of
Station
WBRC-TV
on
VHF
stations
rather
than
by the
Channel 6 in lieu of Channel 4.
operation of UHF stations. It was
urged that the operation of Channel
Final Assignments and
4 in Meridian, Mississippi, would
Reservations
provide service to a substantial
and population. The three
800. The following assignments area
alternative counterproposals would
and reservations are adopted:
each result in a 185-mile co-channel
separation on Channel 4 between
Meridian and New Orleans in Zone
Birmingham
6, *10,12
13 20,42,*26,48 32 III.
Montgomery
Tuscaloosa
45, 51
(e) Oppositions and Conflicting
MERIDIAN, MISSISSIPPI
Counterproposals to Meridian Counterproposals. In addition to the
801. (a) Proposed Assignments
and Reservation. In the Third No- two parties mentioned above oppotice the Commission proposes the
sitions and conflicting counterprofollowing
were filedSouth
by the
followingtion:City assignments and reserva- parties:posalsDeep
Broadcasting
Co., Montgomery, Ala., and Spartan
Broadcasting Co., Spartanburg,
S. C.
(b) Census Data. The City of
(f) The Meridian Educational
Meridian
has a population of 42,- Reservation. Meridian Municipal
000.
Junior College and the JCET supported the reservation of Channel
(c) Counterproposal of Meridian
Broadcasting Company, Meridian, 36 in Meridian for non-commercial
Mississippi. Meridian Broadcasting educational use. No party objected
Company requested the additional
assignment of VHF Channel 4 to to the reservation.
Meridian. No other changes in the
Conclusions: Educational
assignments proposed in the Third
Reservation
Notice were requested. The coun802. On the basis of the record
terproposal ofMeridian Broadcast- the reservation of Channel 36 in
ing Company is mutually exclusive
eduwith the counterproposals of Tus- Meridian, catiofor
nal use isnon-commercial
finalized.
caloosa Broadcasting Company,
Tuscaloosa, Ala., Voice of Dixie,
Conclusions: Request for
Inc., and Johnstown Broadcasting
Additional Meridian
VHF Assignment in
Co., both of Birmingham, Ala.
188 Zone
Cities
Miles
803. The counterproposals seekn
ing the additional assignment of
University- Atlanta
a
VHF channel to Meridian would
(WSB-TV)
188 inii result
University-Atlanta
185
in a 185 mile co-channel asMeridian-New
Orleans
185188 ii
Meridian-New Orleans
signment separation on Channel 4
Unive rsity- Atlanta
between
Meridian and New Orleans
in
(WSB-TV)
in
Zone
III.
the minimum
*2 separation of aSince
f station
co-channel
2fmiles *8this
However,
it
was
suggested
by
Meriin
Zone
III
is
220
coundian Broadcasting Company that
the conflict between the counterterproposal must be denied. Accordingly, the counterproposal of
proposals requesting an additional
assignment to Tuscaloosa and Meridian Broadcasting Company is
denied.
Meridian
could
be
resolved
as
folCity
lows:
1 Notice Counterproposal
VHFnel ChanNo. UHFnel ChanNo. VHFnel ChanNo. UHFnel ChanNo.
45,
51
Tuscaloosa,
Ala.
11
Meridian,
Miss.
45,
30,56*36
State Point,
College,Miss.
Miss.
30,56*3651
8
4f, 11
West
*2f
Alternatively it was also sug*7
Final Assignments
Reservation *8fand
gested by Meridian Broadcasting
Company that the conflict between
The following assignments
the counterproposals seeking an and804.reservation
are adopted:
additional
assignment
to
BirmingCity VHFnel 11ChanNo. UHFnel ChanNo.
ham and Meridian could be resolved Meridian
as follows:
30, *36
Counterproposal
Third Notice

"» Tuscaloosa Broadcasting Company
Pled an alternate
counterproposal re-of
Channel 8questingtothe additional
Tuscaloosa.assignment
Tuscaloosa
Broadcasting
Company
made this alternative counterproposal
contingent
upon
the
second
alternative
counterproposal
of WREC Broadcasting Service and
WMPS,der the Inc.,
Memphis,counterproposal
Tennessee. Un-of
alternative
Tuscaloosa
Broadcasting
Company
was
requested
that
in
to theit
changes of the proposedaddition
assignments
inforththeinCommission's
Third
Notice
set
the second alternative of the
Memphiscastingproposal,
Company wouldTuscaloosa
make fiveBroadother
changes in theElsewhere
Commission's proposed
assignments.
Report
we have denied the secondin this
alternative
counterproposal
of
the
Memphis
parties.
the alternative
counterpropopanysal ofSince
Tuscaloosa
Broadcasting
Comwas made expressly
contingent
Birmingham,Ala.Ala.
upon tive
the grant of thatofsecond
alterna- University,
the Memphis
parties thecounterproposal
alternative counterproposal
Meridian,
Miss.Miss.
State
College,
of thepany Tuscaloosa
Broadcasting
Comwill not be discussed further.
West Point,
Miss.
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6, *10, 13
11

42, 48
30, *36

6, 7t, *10, 13 42, 48
4f, 11 30, *36
f
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BILOXI, STATE COLLEGE AND
UNIVERSITY,
MISSISSIPPI
EDUCATIONAL
RESERVATIONS
805. (a) Proposed Reservations.
In the Third Notice the Commission proposed the following
reservations
educational use:for non-commercial
Biloxi
*44
State College *2
University
*20
(b) Biloxi. The JCET supported
the reservation of Channel 44 at
Biloxi for non-commercial educational use. No objections were
filed to the reservation.
(c) State College. Mississippi
State College and the JCET supported the reservation of VHF
Channel 2 for
a non-commercial
educational
television
station at
State College, Mississippi. It was
pointed out that Mississippi State
Collegetion of isthetheState
landandgrant
institu-it
as such
anticipated using television to
bring population
programs ofof Mississippi.
interest to The
the
farm
College
also
anticipated
that
the
television station would serve as an
importantdents.training
groundthefor Joint
stuIncluded with
Committee's
filing
was
a
sworn
statement of the Mississippi State
College for Women supporting the
reservation. ioj -No objection was
filed to the proposed reservation.
(d) University. The University
of Mississippi and the Board of
Trustees for State Institutions of
Higher
reservationLearning
of UHF supported
Channel 20 thein
Universitycationalfor
non-commercial
use. No objection was edufiled
to the proposed
reservation.
CONCLUSIONS
806. On the basis of the record
the following commercial
reservations
for noneducational use
are
finalized:
VHF
ChanUHF
ChanCity nel No. nel No.
Biloxi
*44
State CoUege *2
University
*20
FORT LAUDERDALE,
GAINESVILLE, JACKSONVILLE,
ORLANDO, PANAMA CITY,
WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA
807. ProposedIn Assignments
and
Reservations.
the Third Notice
the Commission proposed the foltions: lowing assignments and reservaVHF Chan- UHF Channel No. nel17, No.
FortCity
Lauderdale
23
Gainesville
Jacksonville
4, 6,*7,*5
12 18,30,20*2436
Orlando
9
Panama
West PalmCity
Beach 5,7
12 *30,
*15, 3621
Fortv Lauderdale
808. (a) Census Data. The City
of Fort
Lauderdale has a population of 36,000.
(b) Counterproposal of Gore
Publishing Company. Gore PublishingsignmeCompany
requested
asnt of Channel
9 totheFort
leo Voice of Dixie, Inc., Birmingham,
Ala., pany,
Tuscaloosa
Broadcasting
ComTuscaloosa,
Ala.,
Hoyt Service
B. Wooten,
d b as WREC
Broadcasting
and
WMPS,tan Inc.,
Memphis,Company,
Tenn., andSpartanSparRadiocasting
b
u
r
g
,
S
.
C,
proposed
to
delete
VHF
Channel
2 from another
State College,
Miss.,
and substitute
VHF
channel
there
as
part
of
a
plan
to
add
another
VHF
channelshiftto istheirrequired,
respectivehowever,
cities.
No such
since
these
counterproposals
have
been
denied
for
the
reasons
stated
elsewhere
in this Report.
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within the Grade B quested that it be made available Reservation: John B. Stetson UniLauderdale
by inmaking
the fol- interference
service of the Albany
lowing changes
the assignments
versity, Leland, Florida, and the
9f station and for commercial use. It contended JCET supported
proposed in the Third Notice:
that the Commission is without of UHF Channel the
24 inreservation
Orlando,
authority to reserve any channels for non-commercial
12f
educational
for non-commercial educational use. The University stated
it
stations;161
reservation ofis is equipped to train students that
in the
VHF
Channelthat7 the
at Jacksonville
Fort Lauderdale
Myers
11
preparation
and
presentation
of
Fort
*2, 4, 7, 13f
arbitrary and capricious as no educational and religious television
Miami
West Palm Beach *2, 5,4, 127, 1(
5, llf
and that it expects to use
showing was made in this proceed- programs
an instrument of eduany need or interest in the televisioncation.asNo opposition
(c) Statement in Support of to the operation of Channel 10 in use ofing ofany
was filed to
channel
in
Jacksonville;
Gore Publishing Company Coun- Tampa. It was urged, however, that the Jacksonville Junior Col- the proposedPanama
reservation.
City
terproposal. Gore Publishing Com- that two or more services would
pany urged that Fort Lauderdale,
lege is thetheonlyareaeducational
instifrom the operation of
812. tion.
TheThe JCET
Educational
Reservawhich possibly
with a population of 37,000 persons beotherprovided
supported
the
stations to the area receiving could usetution inthe
channel and it has as reservation
had increased by 100% since 1940 ; interference.
of
UHF
Channel
30 in
that during the tourist season the
yet shown no interest in owning Panama City for non-commercial
(e) Opposition
to
the
Jacksonpopulation
of
Fort
Lauderdale
exville Broadcasting Corporation and operating a television station. education
ceeds 100,000; that of the 248
reservation use.
was Nofiled.objection to the
cities in the United States with a Counterproposal. The Tribune
Orlando
West Palm Beach
Company, Tampa, Florida, opposed
population between 25,000 to the
811. (a) Census Data. The standcounterproposal of Jacksonville
, 50,000 Fort Lauderdale ranks 19th Broadcasting
813. The Educational Reservaard metropolitan area of Orlando
Corporation urging
!in total retail sales ; that the as- that the operation
tion. The Board of Public Instrucof
Channel
10
has
of 115,000. The
signments proposed by the Com- in Jacksonville might preclude the City aofpopulation
tion of Palm Beach County supOrlando
has
a
population
ported15the inreservation
UHF
'the
mission
inadequate
to meet use of Channel 10 in Tampa.
needswere
of the
Fort Lauderdale
Channel
West Palmof Beach
of
52,000.
(f) Counterproposal of City of
for
non-commercial
educational
community;
and
that
the
assign3t
(b) Counterproposal
Central use. No objection to the reservament of a first VHF channel to Jacksonville, Jacksonville, Florida. Florida
Broadcasting ofCompany.
The City of Jacksonville requested
that community would result in a the
tion was filed.
additional assignment of VHF Central Florida Broadcasting
Comllf
Conclusions : Educational
/fair, equitable
and
efficient
distribution ofthe available channels. Channel 2 to Jacksonville by makpany requested the assignment of
Reservations
in Gainesville,
ing the following changes in the VHF Channel 2 to Orlando, Panama City, West
(d) Oppositions and Conflicting assignments
proposed in the Third Florida by making the following
and OrlandoPalm Beach
City :
Counterproposals to Gore Publish- Notice
ing Company Counterproposal. Op814. On the basis of the record
Third Notice
Proposal
positions and conflicting counthe reservation of VHF Channel 5
terproposals to the counterproin Gainesville and UHF Channels
27
posal of Gore Publishing Company Daytona Beach, Fla.
30 in Panama City, 15 in West Palm
with filed by Miami Broad- Jacksonville,
Beach and 24 in Orlando are
Fla.
30, 36
30, 36
finalized.
casting Company, Isle of Dreams Tallahassee, Fla.
4,
*7,12
2f
,
4,
*7,
12
6
27
[Broadcasting Corporation, the Thomasville, Ga.
Conclusions : Educational
*11
vFort Industry Company and
6f , *11
Reservation in Jacksonville, Florida
24
(g) Statement in Support of 2,City
24
'WKAT, Inc.
changes
in
the
assignments
pro
815.
Educational institutions in
Counterproposal.
(e) pany
Thecounterproposal
Gore Publishing
Com- ofThe Jacksonville
City of Jacksonville urged posed in the Third Notice:
would result
that a not
grantdecrease
of its counterproposal
Third Notice
in a co-channel separation of 183 would
Proposal
the number of
' miles
on Channel
9 betweenin Zone
Fort channels proposed by the CommisLauderdale
and Orlando
sion in the Third Notice and that
III.
the economic importance of the
Gainesville
City of Jacksonville warranted the
(e) Statement in Support of
809. The Educational Reservation. assignment
Jacksonville supported the reservaof a third VHF chan- Central Florida
Broadcasting
nel.
tion of VHF commercial
Channel
for nonterproposal. Itwas
urged thatCounthe
;9 tion
The ofJCET
supported
the
reservaeducational7 use.
The
counterproposal would result in
VHF Channel 5 in Gaines(h)
The
City
of
Jacksonville
Jacksonville Broadcasting Corville for non-commercial educa- counterproposal would result in providing
Orlando
with
an
additional
VHF
channel
and
Daytona
poration opposed the reservation.
I resei-vation
tional use. wasNo filed.
objection to the the following co-channel assign- Beach with a second channel.
We are ofcational
the reservation
view that
the eduments in Zone III.
in Jacksonville
should
be maintained.
In the
Jacksonville
Third Notice we stated that a
VHF channel would be reserved in
•']
(a) Census area
Data. ofTheJacksonstandall communities with three or more
| ard810.metropolitan
VHF channels where all such
(i) Opposition and Conflicting
|I ville
has
a ofpopulation
of 304,000.
(d) The Central
Florida incounCounterproposal
to
the
CounterVHF
assignments were not in
The
City
Jacksonville
has
a
terproposal
would
result
the
population of 205,000.
of Jacksonville. following co-channel assignments operation. In view of the evidence
(b) Existing Stations. Florida Oppositionproposatol of City
in
Zone
III.
the
counterproposal
adduced
by educational
institu-of
tions in Jacksonville
on behalf
f Broadcasting Company is licensed of the City of Jacksonville was Channel Cities Distance
the reservation of Channel 7, we
filed by Central Florida Broadcastfor
the
operation
of
WMBR-TV,
Daytona
Beach-Tallahassee
215
are of the view that no basis has
^Jacksonville on Channel 4.
casting Company since the coun11 Daytona
Beach-Fort Meyers 204
184 been
Orlando-Miami
established in this record for
terproposal was mutually exclusive
(c) Counterproposal of Jacksonville Broadcasting Corporation. with its counterproposal to assign
a deviation from the policy an(&)
Oppositions
and
Conflicting
Channel
2
to
Orlando,
I Jacksonville Broadcasting Cor- VHF
nounced in the Third Notice. AcCounterproposals.
Oppositions
and
Florida.
cordingly, the counterproposal of
conflicting counterproposals to the
'..poration requested
...assignment
of Channelthe 10additional
to Jack(j)
The
Jacksonville
Educational
Jacksonville
Corcounterproposal
of
Central
Florida
sonvil e. No other changes in the Reservation. The Duval County Broadcasting Company were filed the deletionporation, in soofBroadcasting
far
it requestedof
the asreservation
assignments
proposed
by
the
ComBoard
of
Public
Instruction
and
by
the
following
parties:
WKAT,
I mission in the Third Notice were the JCET supported the reserva- Inc., Miami, Florida; the New Channel 7 for non-commercial
; , requested.
tion of Channel 7 in Jacksonville Journal Corporation, Daytona educational use, is denied.
(d) Statement in Support of for non-commercial educational Beach, Florida; the Isle of Dreams
Conclusions: Requests for
The Board stated that Broadcasting Corporation, Miami,
Jacksonville Broadcasting Corpora- purposes.
Additional VHF Assignments
Florida, the Florida.
City of Jacksonville,
the educational
needs
of the county
,]tion Counterproposal. Jacksonville warranted
Jacksonville,
the
reservation
of
a
I Broadcasting Corporation urged
816.ing theThe
counterproposals
■ that the nearest assignments on channel; and that although the
(f) The Orlando Educational
additional
assignment seekof a
no
present
plans
to
conVHF
channel
to
Fort
» Channel 10 proposed by the Com- Board has
101
The
contention
that
the
Commission
struct a television station it is is without authority to reserve chan- Jacksonville and OrlandoLauderdale,
IImissionburg,areand Albany;
at Tampa that
— St.thePeterswould
renels for non-commercial educational
to conduct a survey to
dis- proposed
sult in the following do-channel
determine whether, alone or in decision
use
was
disposed
of
in
the
Commission's
I tance from Jacksonville to Albany cooperation
of
July
12,
1951.
assignment
separations below 220
with other educational
✓'and
to Tampa
is 171 miles,is 186
the
it could construct or Counterproposals Channel miles
distance
Petersburg
Cities in Zone III:
I■ miles.
It towasSt.further
stated that institutions,
use a television station.
Gore Publishing
■;'the nearestsignmentsadjacent
(k) Opposition to the Jackson- Jacksonville
9 Jacksonville-Albany
Fort Lauderdale-OrlandoSeparation
183
B/cng.Co. Co.
would be to channel
Orlando as-on
10
171
ville Reservation. Jacksonville City of Jacksonville
.'4. miles
Channelfrom9 atJacksonville.
a distance Itof was
124 Broadcasting
3 Daytona
Thomasville,
Ga.-Pensacola 215
195
of
Jacksonville
Corporation opposed City
11
Beach-Tallahassee
Central
Florida
B/cng.
Co.
2
Orlando-Miami
184
the reservation of VHF Channel 7 Central Florida B/cng. Co.
/ir'ated
that
the
operation
of
Chan11 Daytona
.;[nel 10 in Jacksonville would cause for educational purposes, and re- Central Florida B/cng. Co.
11
Daytona Beach-Tallahassee
Beach-Fort Myers 215
184
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817. Since each of the counterproposals would result in one or
more co-channel
separations below theassignment
minimum they
must be denied. Accordingly, the
counterproposals of Gore Publishing Company, Jacksonville BroadCompany, City
of Jacksonvillecasting
and Central
Florida
Broadcasting Company are denied.
Final Reservation
Assignments and
:
818. The following assignments
and reservations are adopted:
City
Fort
Lauderdale
Gainesville
*5 17,2023
..Jacksonville
4,
*7,
30, *2436
Orlando 6,7912 18,*30,
Panama
West PalmCity
Beach 5, 12 *15, 2136
MIAMI AND TAMPA—
ST. PETERSBURG, FLORIDA
VALDOSTA, GEORGIA
819. Proposed Assignments and
Reservations. In the Third Notice
the Commission proposed the foltions : lowing assignments and reservaVHFnel ChanCity
No.
*2, 8,4, 10,7, 1013
~
a.
.
rg,
Fl
a-St
rsbu
i,
*3,
Fla.
Pete
Tamp
Miam
8
Valdosta, Ga.
820. The foregoing proposed
signments would result in the
separations
low 220lowing
milesco-channel
in Zone
III:
Tampa-St.
Tampa-St.

State of Florida; that Miami is a
well known resort center whose
population is swelled by tourists
and vacationists each year and that
Miami is grone
of theof country's
playounds, acenter
entertainment,
talent, showmanship and events of
special catedinterest;
that Miami
is loin the Southern
Peninsula
and where few outside television
services would be available; that
Miami supports 11 AM and 6 FM
stations; that the economic resources of the area are adequate
to support
the stations;
operation thatof there
additional television
are presently
pending
5
applications for commercial television assignments for the City of Miami;
and that the assignments proposed
by the Commission for Miami, of 4
VHF channels are inadequate to
meet the needs of the Miami area
in view of the proposed reservation of one VHF channel for educational purposes.
(e) The Miami counterproposals
would result in the following cochannel separations below 220
miles in Zone III:
ISLE OF DREAMS
Plan 1
Channel 9
Miami-Orlando 204 miles
as13
fol- Channel
Miami-Tampa 205 miles
beSeparation
203
Petersburg-Valdosta
204
Petersburg-Miami

204 miles
Orlando-Miami
FORT INDUSTRY CO.
Plan 1
Channel 9
Miami-Orlando
204 miles
Channel
13
Miami-Tampa
205 miles
Channel 9 Plan 2
Miami- Orlando
204 miles
onannei 16
Miami-Tampa
205 miles
Plan 3
Channel 9
204 miles
Miami-Orlando
Channel 13
Miami-Tampa
205 miles
MIAMI BROADCASTING CO.
Channel 9
204 miles
Miami-Orlando
Channel 13
Miami-Tampa
205 miles
WKAT, INC.
Channel 11
Daytona
Beach-West 182 miles
Palm Beach
Channel
9
Miami-Tampa
205 miles
Channel
13
Miami-Tampa
205 miles
Channel 8
Orlando-Valdosta
198 milesw
Channel 2
205 miles
Tampa-Miami
Channel 4
205 miles
Tampa-Miami
(f
)
Oppositions
a
nd
Conflicting
Counterproposals to the
Miami
Counterproposals. Gore Publishing
Company, Fort Lauderdale, Florida,
filed a mutually exclusive counterproposal
seeking the
additional
assignment ofVHF
Channel
9 to Fort
Lauderdale,
and
opposed
the
mutually exclusive counterproposal of
the Miami parties.
(g) The erMiami
Educational
Resn. The Board
of Public
InstructivoantoifoDade
County,
Florida,
and University of Miami supported
the reservation of VHF Channel 2
in Miami cationalforuse. non-commercial
eduThe Board of Public
Instruction of Dade County, Florida, submitted statements in sup-

port of the reservation from
numerous dividuals,
organizations
and in-of
including the Mayor
the City of Miami, The Mayor of
Miami Shores Village, The Greater
Miami Council of Churches, certain
members of the Board of County
Commissioners, Miami, Florida,
State Congressman Dante B. Fascell and theofClassroom
Teachers'
Association
Dade County.
The
Board of Public Instruction stated
that non-commercial educational
broadcasting
facilities
were necesmeet County
the educational
of thesary toDade
area and needs
that
the Superintendent of Schools was
directed to include in the education
budget
the scholastic
year
1951-1952 forsufficient
funds to finance
the television station. The Board
asserted that Dade County has an
annual budget of approximately
$30 million and is therefore able to
construct and operate a television
station.atesTheeducational
Board presently
operradio Station
WTHS-FM, and the Board asserted
that it spent approximately $60,000
in the operation of that station to
provide a modern educational radio
service to Dade County. The Board
also stated that it proposes to
utilize the television station to
present a wide range of educational
programs to serve the schools and
the
public, in institutions.
cooperation
with general
other educational
(h) Opposition
Miami
Reservation.
The toForttheIndustry
Company
tion of VHF opposed
Channel the
2 inreservaMiami
and proposed
the reservation
both
UHF Channels
29 and 35 forof
non-commercial educational use in
lieu of VHF Channel 2. The Fort
Industry Company stated the reserwould tend toby impair
dom ofvation
competition
limitingfreethe
number of commercial stations with
substantially equal facilities, and
that the reservation would prolong
the length of time the public would
have to wait for the inception of a
second commercial service since the
scarcity
of commercial channels
thus 12fcreated might well result in
protracted hearings. The Fort Industry Company claimed the most
that would be expected of an edu10f
lit
Miami
Co. Proposal
*15, 21
12f Broadcasting
VHF Channel
No.
5tUHF Channel
27t, 33t No.
*2, 4, 9f5,7f, llf , 13t
WKAT,No. Inc. Proposal
VHF Channel
UHF Channel No.

Miami
Plan 2
821. (a) Census Data. The stand- Channel 9
ard metropolitan area of Miami
Miami-Orlando
has a population of 495,000. The Channel 13
City of Miami has a population of
Miami-Tampa
205 miles
249,000.
(b) Existing Stations. Southern Channel 11 Plan 3
Radio and Television Equipment
DaytonaBeach
Beach-West 182 miles
Company has a construction perPalm
mitnelfor4, and
WTVJ:is Miami,
operatingon Chanunder Channel 5
special authority.
Fort
MyersGainesville
209 miles
(c) Counterproposals of Miami
6
Broadcasting Company, Isle of Channel
205 miles
Miami-Tampa
Dreams Broadcasting Corp., The Channel
9
Fort Industry Company and WKAT,
204 miles
Miami-Orlando
Inc. Miami Broadcasting Company,
Isle of Dreams Broadcasting Corp.,
City
Third Notice *15, 21
i The Fort Industry Company and
UHF Channel No.
VHF Channel
WKAT, tionalInc.,
requested
the
addi117, 10No
Fort
Myers,
Fla.
*2,
4,
assignment
of
one
or
more
Fla.
VHF and UHF channels to the Miami,
City of Miami. Isle of Dreams WestCityPalm Beach, Fla.
11 Third
Broadcasting
Corp.,submitted
and Fortthree
InVHF5, 12Channel
No. NoticeUHF Channel No.
dustry Company
2
Daytona
alternative plans to accomplish the Fort
Myers,Beach,
Fla. Fla.
*15, 21
*15, 21
additional assignments requested. Melbourne,
Fla.
*2, 4,t 7, 10
*2, 4f,3f,7, 8f9f, 13f
lit
Fla.
Following are the plans submitted Miami,
Orlando,
Fla.
5,
llf
18, *24
byNOTE:
the Miami
parties:
*3, 8,6,910, 13 12t
Tampa-St.
18, *24
12t 2f , 4f , *6f , 9t, 13f
A blank
opposite
a city> West
Palm Petersburg,
Beach, Fla. Fla.
that
underspace
the were
plan
norequested
change
IslePlan
of Dreams
Alternative Proposals
inindicates
channel
assignments
1
Plan
2
Third Notice5, 12
for that city.
VHFPlan 3Channel
UHF
VHF Channel
UHF VHF Channel
UHF
VHF Channel
UHF
Channel
Channel
(d) Statements in Support of City
Channel
No. No.
No. No. Channel
No. No.
Miami Broadcasting Co., Isle of
No. No.
Dreams Broadcasting Corp., The Daytona Beach, Fla.
11
Fort Industry and WKAT, Inc. Fort
*2,4,4,*7,6f,13t7, 9t
Myers, Fla.Fla.
1=2, 4, 9t, lit, 13t *15, 21 *2, 4, 7, 9t, 13t
Jacksonville,
Counterproposals. In support of Miami,
*2,
4,
7,1210
12t
4,
*7,
Fla.
the foregoing
Miamithatcountei-proOrlando, Fla.
*3, 6,8, 10,
10 13
12t 5,7t
5,
llf
posals
itficientwas
urged
a
fair,
efTampa-St.
Petersburg,
Fla.
12t
and equitable distribution of West Palm Beach, Fla.
Fort Industry
Alternative Proposals
facilities among the several states
31t
Plan
1
Plan 2 UHF
No.
Third5, 12Notice
VHF
and communities warranted the asVHF
UHF Channel
VHF
Channel
VHF
UHF
Channel
Channel
Channel
signment of additional channels to
Channel
Channel
UHF
Channel
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No. No.
the Miami area; that the City of
*29t, *35f
Miami is the second largest city in Fort Myers, Fla.
*29t, *35f
*29t,21,*35t27t 2, 4, 5t, 7, 9t,
Pierce
*15,
Florida and the Miami metropoli- Fort
2,
4,
7,
9t,
13t
Ht,13t
*2,
4,
7,
10
*15, 21 2, 4, 7,5, 10,t 13t
tan area has the greatest popula- Miami, Fla.
5, lit
tion of any metropolitan area in the West Palm Beach, Fla.
f , t *15, 21, 27f , 33t
5, 12
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cational television station was a use. The Tampa Times stated
was a public need for the
service designed primarily to train there
students in television techniques, commercial use of Channel 3 as
supplemented by perhaps a few evidenced by the filing of five applications for television stations
hours weekly of regular education- in the Tampa-St.
Petersburg maral programs. The Fort Industry
ket; that there was a definite proCompany contended a commercial
bability that educational organizaUHF station
would
be
at
a
competions would not apply
a nontitive disadvantage in the Miami
educationalfortelevision
market since a substantial number station becausecommercial
of a lack of funds;
of VHF sets were in the hands of and that a channel
in the 782-890
the publics
Mc. band could be assigned for
Tampa — St. Petersburg
non-commercial educational pures if and when a need should
822. (a) Census Data. The Tam- arise. posThe
Tribune Company oppa-St. Petersburg
metro-of
politan area has astandard
population
posed themercial
reservation channels
of non-com-on
409,000. The City of Tampa has a the grounds educational
it was illegal
population of 125,000. The City of under Sections that
307, 309 and 326 of
St. Petersburg has a population of the Communications
Act, and on
97,000.
the further ground that reserva(b) Tampa-St.
Petersburg
Educational Reservation. The Public
tion wasValdosta,
unwise.3*6 Georgia
School System of Hillsborough
823. Census Data. The City of
County, The Pinellas County
Valdosta
has a population of
School System, Pinnellas BroadcastingtheCo.,reservation
and the JCET
sup- 20,000.
ported
of VHF
Conclusions: Deletion of Proposed
Channel 3 in Tampa-St. Peters824. In Assignments
the Third Notice the
burg
for
non-commercial
educational use. The Public School Sys- Commission proposed the assigntemtionstated
it
would
act
in
cooperament of Channel 10 to Tampa-St.
with the School System of
and miles,
to Miamiandat thea sepPinellas County and possibly other Petersburgaration of 204
aseducational institutions to bring
s
i
g
n
m
e
n
t
o
f
Channel
to Tampa-at
non-commercial educational tele- St. Petersburg and to 8 Valdosta
vision to the area; that several a separation of 203 miles. Since
departments of the School system these
separations
ZonethisIII area
are
now develop and produce radio below
the minimumin for
programs
and
that
an
educational
we
are
required
to
delete
one
astelevision station would render a
10 and one
type of service which could not be assignment signmeofnt of Channel
Channel 8 to comply
expected
commercial
televi- with the requisite separations.
sion. Thefrom
Pinellas
County School
825. With respect to Channel 10
System stated that the reserva- we are presented with a choice of
tion was indispensable
to
the
estabdeleting
that channel from Tampalishment of an educational tele- St. Petersburg
from Commission
Miami. In
vision station. Pinellas Broad- the
Third Noticeor the
easting Company
stated
that
eduproposed
the
assignment
VHF
cational television was a new field, channels to Miami and of 44 VHF
and that it would require time for channels to Tampa-St. Petersburg.
the formulation of practical and In both communities one VHF
detailed plans for the utilization channel was proposed to be reof non-commercial educational purserved for non-commercial educational use. The City of Miami has
poses in St.suchPetersburg-Tampa
area; that
an educational a population
of 247,000 and the
station could be financed by the
area has a population
Boards of Education of five sur- metropolitan
of
495,000.
The
City of Tampa has
rounding counties, the University
of 125,000, the City
of Tampa, the General Extension aof population
St.
Petersburg
has a population
Division of the University of of 97,000 and the metropolitan
area
Florida and the St. Petersburg has
a
population
409,000.
Junior College.
our view based onof the
recordIt inis
(c) Opposition to the Tampa-St. this proceeding and relative size of
Petersburg Reservation. The Tampa these communities that the deletion
Times Company and The Tribune of Channel 10 from Tampa-St.
Company opposed the reservation Petersburg and the assignment of
that channel to Miami is warofPetersburg
VHF Channel
3 in Tampa-St.
and proposed
that it
ranted. In replacement for Chanbe made available
for commercial
nelassigning
10 in Tampa-St.
Petersburg we
are
nathatTnetheFortCommission
Industry Company
proposal
community. Channel 30 to that
adopt
a
rule
pro826.
With
respect
to Channel 8
iding for aeducational
six-month review
of stepsto
taken vthe
by
institutions
we are presented a choice of deletutilize
reserved
channels
has
been
ing
that
channel
from
Tampa-St.
considered in another portion of this Petersburgh or from Valdosta.
The
Report.
City
of
Valdosta
has
a
population
>*Motion
The Fort
Industry
Company
filed
a
toTheStrike
thoseof Public
portionsInstrucof the of about 20,000. In view of the
brief tionof which
Board
disparity in the size in these
is alleged
introduce
new great
communities we believe the deletion
evidentiarytentions initcontravention
matter
and raise
new Comconof the
of Channel 8 from Valdosta and
mis ion's Orinder oftheHearing
Procedure toat the assignment of that channel to
such aother
time
proceedings
Petersburg is wardeny
interested
parties antoasthis
op- Tampa-St.
p
o
r
t
u
n
i
t
y
t
o
reply.
A
response
ranted. In replacement for ChanMotion
was offiledDadeby the
Boardin ofwhich
Publicit
nel 8 in Valdosta we are assigning
Instruction
County
UHF Channel 37 to that comthatappropriate
the materialfor objected
to munity.
iscontends
entirely
Conclusions: Additional VHF
ment andMotion
argumentation
inisfair
a comlegal
brief.ED since
The
to
Strike
GRANTAssignment in Miami
the
material
objected
to
is
827.
As indicated above each of
clearly
raised
for thewritten
first testimony
time, not
supported
by
sworn
the
counterproposals
by
and not in accordance with Paragraphs the Miami parties forsubmitted
the addi5fb)
or 5fc) Procedure.
of the Commission's Order
tional assignment of one or more
ofInHearing
view of thetoaction
hereinthetaken
is unnecessary
upon
alter-it VHF channels to that community
of rule
The
Fort Industry
of July
1951, Commission's
disposed of thisdecision
contention.
Companynativeforrequestother
appropriate
relief. 10513, The
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would result
in the
assignment
arations below
minimum sep-of
Rouge 10 28, *34,
220 miles in Zone III. Accordingly, Baton
Houma
30 40
Charles*2, 4,7
*19,26,2532
the counterproposals of Isle of Lake
Orleans
6,
7
20,
Dreams, Fort Industry, Miami New
Broadcasting Company and WKAT, Shreveport 3, 12
Inc., are denied in so far as these The foregoing proposed assignments would result in the followcounterproposals
request
tional assignment
of one theor addimore
ingtionco-channel
VHF channels
to Miami.
below 220 assignment
miles in ZoneseparaIII:
Conclusions: Miami and Tampa-St. Channel Cities Mileage
Petersburg Educational
7 Lake Charles-New Orleans 189
Reservations
(b) Census area
Data.of The
828. Educational
institutions in metropolitan
Batonstandard
Rouge
Miami
supported
reservation has a population
of 158,000, and
of VHF Channel 2 the
and educational
the
City
of
Baton
Rouge
has
institutions in Tampa-St. Peters- population of 126,000. The popu-a
burg supported the reservation of
lation of the City of Houma is
VHF cialChannel
for non-commermetropolitan
educational3 use
in their re- 12,000. The standard
Orleans has a popuspective communities. The Fort area oflationNew
of 685,000 and the City of
Industry in Miami, The Tampa New Orleans
has a population of
Times Company and the Tribune 570,000. The City
of Lake Charles
Company in Tampa-St. Petersburg has
a
population
of 41,000.
opposed the reservations
in their
standard metropolitan
area Theof
communities
and
requested
the
Shreveport has a population of
substitution of UHF channels for 177,000
and the City of Shreveport
educational use.
of 127,000.
&29. We are of the view that has(c)a population
Existing
Station. WDSUis :
the educational reservation in Broadcasting Corporation
Miami
and beTampa-St.
the operation
should not
shifted to Petersburg
the UHF. licensed
tionfor
WDSU-TV
on Channelof 6Sta-in
In the Third Notice we stated that
a VHF channel would be reserved New Orleans.Baton Rouge
in all communities with three or
833. (a) Counterproposal
of
more VHF channels where all
9f
such VHF assignments were not Baton Rouge Broadcasting Company,
Inc.
Baton
Rouge
Broadcastin operation. In view of the evidence adduced by educational instiing Company
requested
the Chanaddiassignment
of VHF
tutions in Miami and Tampa-St.
litRouge
nel 2 totionalBaton
by making
Petersburg
on
behalf
of
the
reservation of the VHF channel we are
changes in the asof the view that no basis has been the following
proposed byNotice:
the Commis ion in signments
the Third
established in this record for a
Proposal
Third Notice
Baton
Rouge,
La.
2f,
New
Orleans, Miss.
La.
6, 7,10*9f 28, *34, 40
*2, 4,10
6, 7 28,20, *34,
26, 3240
Hattiesburg,
9
20, 26, 32
Meridian,
Miss.
11
30,17*36
30, *36 of
(b) Statement in Support
deviation nouncedfrom
policy
an- Baton
Rouge Counterproposal.
in the theThird
Notice.
Accordingly, the counterpropos/al
Broadcasting Comof Fort Industry, The Tampa Baton panyRouge
that Baton
thirdurgedlargest
city Rouge
and theis
Times Company and The Tribune the
Capital of the State of Louisiana;
Company questedinthe substitution
so far as of
theyUHFre- that
the population of Baton Rouge
channels for the VHF channels had increased by 262% between
and 1950; that the City of
reserved for non-commercial edu- 1940
Shreveport with approximately
cational use in Miami
and Tampa- the
same population as Baton
St. Petersburg
are denied.
Rouge and the City of Alexandria
Conclusions: Additional UHF
with approximately one-fourth the
Assignments in Miami
population
BatonVHFRouge
were
assignedof two
channels.
830. Miami Broadcasting Com- each
It
was
urged
that
the
size
and
ecopany requested
additional and
asnomic importance of Baton Rouge
signment of UHFIt theisChannels
33 to Miami.
our view27 that
warrant the assignment of two
the record supports the assignment VHF channels to that community.
was further urged that the
of these channels to Miami. Ac- It
assignment of Channel 2 would be
cordingly, a counterproposal
Miami Broadcasting
Company ofis in conformance with the Commisgranted in so far as it requests
sion's
for minimum
sepathe
additional
assignments
ofto
ration of standards
co-channel
and adjacent
UHF
Channels
27
and
33
channel
stations.
It
was
pointed
out
Miami.
that under the counterproposal the
closesttion would
resultant
co-channel
separaFinal Assignments and
be between New Orleans
Reservations
Mississippi
on Chan831. The following assignments and nelMeridian,
9
at
a
distance
of 185 miles;
and
and reservations are adopted:
between Alexandria, Louisiana, and
Hattiesburg, Mississippi, on Channel 11 atasserted
a distance
miles.166
It was
thatofthe187 operation
Tampa-St.
38
burg, Fla.
Fla. Peters- *Z,*3,4,8,7,13
of Channel 2 in Baton Rouge would
Miami,
10
27,
33
afford
a
total
gain
of
VHF
service
Valdosta, Ga.
37
substantial
area and would
popula-in
BATON ROUGE, HOUMA, LAKE to a tion.
The counterproposal
CHARLES, NEW ORLEANS, AND addition result in a co-channel asSHREVEPORT, LOUISIANA
signment separationMississippi,
on Channeland9 ■
between Meridian,
(a) ProposedIn Assignments
and832.Reservations:
the Third Dothan, Alabama, of 210 miles.
Notice the Commission proposed 166 In view of the action taken elsewhere
the
following
Report this
tion in violation
of theassignment
minimum separawould
reservations
: assignments and inbe this
removed.
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(c) Conflicting Counterproposal
to the Baton Rouge Broadcasting
Company flicting
Counterproposal.
concounterproposal wasA filed
(d) Oppositions and Conflicting
Counterproposals to Loyola Univerby
Loyola
University
of
the
South,
New Orleans.
sity Counterproposal. Oppositions
and conflicting counterproposals
(d)al The
Baton Rouge
EducationReservation:
Louisiana
State were filed by the following parties:
University and Agricultural and Charles W. Lamar, Jr., Houma;
Mechanical College at Baton Rouge, Baton Rouge Broadcasting Company, Baton Rouge; The Houston
Louisiana, supported the reservaHouston; Company,
and Deep
tion of Channel 34 at Baton Rouge Post Company,
Broadcasting
for non-commercial educational South
iuse stating that advanced students Montgomery.
(e) The New Orleans Educationin the College of Engineering and
al Reservation. Tulane University
;the
Department
will be
available
to assistof inPhysics
the technical
supported the reservation of Channel 2at New Orleans for non-comaspects of television. The Univereducational use, stating
sity stated that it is presently that it mercial
hoped the Commission
negotiating
a
one-year
interim
conmaintain the reservation untract with local commercial televi- wouldtil such
time as the educational
sion stations for the production of
groups studies
in the onareaeducational
could complete
educational television programs their
tele^pending the time it can put into vision.
^operation a non-commercial educa(f
)
Opposition
of
Loyola
Univertional television station. No objecsity to New Orleans Educational
tions were filed to the proposed Reservation.
Loyola University conReservation.
Houma
tended reservation
that the Commission's
proposed
of VHF Channel
834. (a) Counterproposal of 2 at New
Oreans for non-commerCharles Wilbur Lamar, Jr. Charles
cial educational use, and the attendant withdrawal of that channel
'Wilbur Lamar,
Jr., requested
the
,aditional
of VHF
from use for general broadcasting
Channel 12 assignment
to Houma, without
any purposes,
was
beyond
the power This
and
other changes in the assignments discretion
of the
Commission.
proposed in the Third Notice.
contention that the Commission is
(b) Statement in Support of without
power to reserve
Lamar Counterproposal. Lamar channels legal
in the Table of Assignurgednel 12that
the assignment
of Chanments for use
by
to Houma
would comply
with educational
stations non-commercial
has been disthe Commission's minimum standp
o
s
e
d
o
f
in
the
Opinards
for
co-channel
and
adjacent
ion of JulyLake
12, Commission's
1951.
channel separation. It was pointed
Charles
out that the nearest assignments
836. (a) Support of Proposed
on Channel 12 proposed by the Assignments.
Calcasieu BroadcastCommission
are at Jackson,Louisiana,
Missising Company filed a sworn statesippi, and Shreveport,
ment
supporting
assignments
which are s190
270 miles,
re- proposed by the the
Commission
for
pectively, frand
om Houma.
Adjacent
Lake Charles. It was
stated that
channel
assignments
proposed
by
the assignment of a total of 3
the Commission which are nearest channels
to Lake Charles, with one
to Houma are at Biloxi, Mississippi, channel reserved
and Alexandria, Louisiana, at dis- use, appears to beforaneducational
equitable
tances of 122
165 miles,
re- assignment of the available
chanspectively, and
from Houma.
It was
nels
to
that
city.
urged
that the would
operation
of Channel
(b) Educational Reservation. The
12 in Houma
render
service
supported the reservation of
totion.a substantial area and popula- JCET
Channel 19 at Lake Charles for noncommercial educational
use. Vari(c) Conflicting Counterproposal
civic
and educational
to Charles W. Lamar, Jr. Counter- leadersous other
of Lake Charles also supproposal. Aconflicting counterproreservation.
No objecby New
LoyolaOrleans.
Universtionsportedwerethemade
to the reservation.
ity ofposalthewas filed
South,
Shreveport
New Orleans
837. Support
of Proposed
Assign835.
(a) Counterproposal
Loyments. International
Broadcasting
ola University
of the South. ofLoyola
Shreveport,
Louisiana
University requested the additional Corporation,
assignment of VHF Channel 11 to filed a statement supporting the
New Orleans, without any other assignments proposed by the Commis ion for Shreveport. No opposichangesposed in the
in the
proThirdassignments
Notice.
tions have been filed to the Commission's assignments for Shreve(b) olaStatement
in
Support
of
LoyUniversity Counterproposal.
Baton Rouge and
Loyola University urged that VHF port.Conclusions:
New
Orleans
Educational
Channel 11 could be assigned to
Reservations.
New Orleans without reducing the
On the basis of the record,
number of channels proposed by the838.reservations
of Channel 34 at
the Commission for assignments to
any other city, or without changing Baton Rouge and Channel 2 at
the assignments proposed by the New Orleans, for non-commercial
Commission for any other city. It educational use are finalized. _
Request for Additional
was urged
that bythetheUHF
assign- Conclusions:
VHF Assignments in Baton Rouge,
ments proposed
Commission
Houma and New Orleans
cor
New
Orleans
were
inadequate
to serve the needs of that area
839.ing theThe
counterproposals
since a considerable period of time
additional
assignment seekof a
VHF channel in those cities would
would
elapse
before
converters
_
or
lew receivers capable of utilizing result in the following co-channel
iltra
hieh frequency
assignment
below 220
De distributed
in the signals
area. Itcould
was miles
in Zoneseparations
III:
irged that this circumstance would
Proposal
Drolong for an indefinite period the Baton Rouge Broadcasting Co. Channel
ixisting
television
W. Lamar
i«11
NTew Orleans
area. monopoly in the Charles University
(c) The Lovola counterproposal 167Loyola
view of our action elsewhere in
vould result in the following: co- thisIn Reoort
this co-channel
:hannel separations in Zone III:
separation would
no longer assignment
exist.
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Accordingly, the counterproposals
of Batonpany,Rouge
Charles W.Broadcasting
Lamar, Jr.,Comand
Loyola
University
of
the South are
denied.
Conclusions: Deletion of Proposed
Assignment
840. In the
Third Notice the
Commission
proposed
the Charles
assignment of Channel
7 to Lake
and New Orleans at a separation
189 miles.
Since thisof separation
isof below
the minimum
220 miles
for Zone
III
we
are ofrequired
lete one assignment
Channelto 7de-to
comply with the requisite minimum
separation.
841. The City of Lake Charles
has a population of 41,000 and the
City of New Orleans has a population of 570,000. In the Third Notice only 1 VHF Channel was proposed for Lakewere
Charles
whilefor4
VHF
channels
proposed
New Orleans.
We believe
on the
basis of the record that the deletionleansof Channel
7
from
New
Orand the assignment of that
channel to Lake Charles is waranted. In replacement
nel 7 at rNew
Orleans we ofareChanassigning Assignments
UHF Channel 61.and
Final
Reservations.
842. The following
assignments
10are. adopted:
and reservations
VHF
ChanUHFnel ChanCity
No.
Baton
Rouge nel*2, 4,No.
6
28, *34, 40
Houma
Lake
Charles
7
New
Orleans
Shreveport
ALEXANDRIA 3, 12AND LAFAYETTE,
LOUISIANA, BILOXI,
MISSISSIPPI
843.
(a)
Proposed
and Reservations: InAssignments
the Third
Notice
the Commission proposed
City
the following
ervations: assignments and res11, 13
5 *44,38 50
13
11 35, 41, *47
2, *8, 13 23, 29
(b) The foregoing proposed assignments would result in the following
separationsco-channel
below 200assignment
miles in Zone
III.
Channel
Cities Mileage
11
Galveston-Alexandria
197
13
Houston-Alexandria 204
13 Alexandria-Biloxi
217
(c) CensushasData.
The City ofof
Alexandria
a population
35,000. The City of Lafayette has a
population of 34,000. The City of
Biloxi has a population of 37,000.
The standard metropolitan area of
Galveston
113,-a
000 and thehasCitya population
of Galvestonof has
population of 67,000. The standard
metropolitan area of Houston has
a population of 807,000 and the
City of Houston has a population of
596,000.
Conclusions:
Deletion of Proposed
VHF Assignments
844. In the Third Notice, the
Commission
proposed
assignments of Channel
13 to the
Alexandria
and Houston at a separation of 204
miles and to Alexandria and Biloxi
atCities
a separation of 217 miles
Mileagein
Meridian,
Miss.-Dothan,
Ala.
New
Orleans-Meridian,
Miss. 210
185
Houma-Jackson,
Miss.
192
New Orleans-Meridian, Miss. 185
Zone III. Since these separations in
Zone III are below the minimum for
April 14, 1952 Part
Alexandria,
La.
Lafayette,
Biloxi, Miss.La.
Galveston,Texas
Texas
Houston,

the area we are required to delete
one nelor13 totwocomply
assignments
Chanwith the onrequisite
separation.
The
population
of
both
Houston and Biloxi is greater than
that of Alexandria. Two VHF
channelsdria, onewere
proposedandforthree
AlexanBiloxi
for
Houston. for
In order
to remove the
sub-standard
separation
on
Channel
13 we are faced with the choice of
deletingdria or this
channel from
AlexanHouston
and
Biloxi. Infrom
viewboth
of the
foregoing,
we believe the deletion of Channel
13 from Alexandria is warranted.
In
replacement for Chanel 13 in
Alexandria
Channel 62. we are assigning UHF
845. Further the assignments
proposed in the Third Notice would
resultnel 11 toin Alexandria
the assignment
of Chanand Galveston
at a separation of 197 miles in Zone
III. Since this separation is below
the minimum for this area we are
required
one assignment
of Channelto 11delete
to comply
with the
requisite
separation.
The population of Galveston is approximately
twice that of Alexandria. In view
of the relative size of these cities
we believe the deletion of Channel
11 fromment ofAlexandria
assignthat channelandtotheGalveston
is warranted.
846. In view of the action taken
above the City of Alexandria would
be left with no VHF assignments.
In the Third Notice Channels 5 and
38 were proposed to be assigned
to Lafayette, a city of 34,000. Since
we are required
the assignments proposedto fordelete
Alexandria,
that city with a somewhat larger
population than Lafayette, would
have no VHF channels assigned to
it. In view of the comparative size
of Lafayette and Alexandria, it is
our view that the deletion of Channel 5 from Lafayette and the assignment of that channel to Alexreplacementandrifora is warranted.
Channel 5 Asat aLafayette
we are assigning UHF Channel 67.
The following assignments
are847.adopted:
Final Assignment1"8 *44, 50
VHFnel ChanCity
No. UHFnel ChanNo.
Alexandria,
Lafayette, La.La. 5
38,
67
Biloxi, Miss. 13
PROPOSED UHF ASSIGNMENTS
IN AREA II BELOW THE62
MINIMUM CO-CHANNEL
ASSIGNMENT SEPARATIONS
848 (a) Inproposed
the Thirdthe Notice
the
City
Commission
following
LHF assignments which do not
meet the minimum co-channel assignment separations:UHF Channel No.
Kingston,
N. C.
Bad
Axe,Mo.Mich.
Clinton,
Pryor
Creek,Tenn.
Okla.
Harriman,
Muskogee,
Okla.100
Marvville,
Tenn.
52
Shelbyville, Tenn.
(b) The foregoing
proposed
assignments would result in the
following co-channel assignment
separations
below 175 miles in Zone
II:26
Channel Cities Mileage
Kinston, N.
162
WinstonC.Salem, N. C. 168
Bad
Axe,
Manistee, Mich.Mich
170
Duncan, Okla.Muskogee,
Okla.
Chickasha,
Okla.
Pryor Creek, Okla.108 The final assignments for Galveston
and Houston appear elsewhere in this
Report.
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requesting the assignment
proposal of Senator Johnson. The of either proposal
42 Springfield, Tenn.and are
marketing
fa- third
Channel 3 or VHF Chancounterproposal would add a
cilities of Denver
more than
Maryville, Tenn. 171 mic potential
nel
5
to
Laramie,
which is conflict
sufficient
to
support
adequately
five
VHF channel to Denver by shift- with Senator Johnson's
52 Gainesville, Ga.ing assignments
proposed
by the
Shelbyville, Tenn. 172 commercial VHF stations. It was Commission
Warren
M.
Mallory
stated Plan
that the3.
in
the
Third
Notice
for
also
stated
that
priorities
set
forth
15 Clinton,
be resolved by the asClaramore,Mo.-Okla. 173 in the Commission's Third Notice five other cities and without reduc- conflict could
for the assignment of television
ing the number of assignments pro45 Laurens,
Cen e in lieusignmentofof onetwo channel
channelsto asCheyproHarriman, S. Tenn.
173 channels should not control where
posed by the Commission for these
extraordinary
or
peculiar
factors
Since the above co-channel ascities. In ternative
supportcounterproposal
of the third
al(h) The ..The
DenverDenver
Educational
it was
require otherwise. It was claimed
separationsII are
the that
..Public
minimum signment
for Zone
we below
are faced
as a consequence of having urged that the Commission could Reservation.
posed.
Schools (School District Number
with the necessity of changing 8 only three commercial VHF chan- maintain its present proposed plan One,
City and County of Denver),
an additional
chan- the University
nels the people of Denver would be and neladdto Denver
assignments in order to comply
of Denver (Colorwithout VHF
degrading
of the programs
a num- the Commission's
with the requisite separation. Ac- deprived
ado
Seminary),
the Adult
Educaber of networks
and theof adverse
engineering
cordingly, we have deleted the UHF influence
tion Council
of Denver,
the Denver
principles
and
standards.
It
was
of
monopoly
would
affect
assignments
and sub- national and local advertisers who also stated that the Commission Public Library, and the Colorado
stituted listed
other UHFaboveassignments
State Department of Education
proposed
seek Denver markets. In this con- had
which tionsmeet
the reservation of VHF
only ten
channelstheto assignment
Colorado state,of supported
in Zone the
II. minimum separanpetitive
ection itwasnationwide
urgednetwork
that nosystem
com- with
Channel 6 at Denver,
Colorado use.
for.
three reserved for non-com- non-commercial
educational
mercial education use; whereas
FINAL ASSIGNMENTS
could be effected without service to other states,
as New Mexico, The University of Colorado, Bouldand through the City of Denver. In Arizona and such
849. The following assignments view
er, Colorado also requested
Utah, each with less Commission
of the foregoing it was
are adopted:
channels thein
than half
of Colorado's
populationa Denver for tosuchreserve
claimedments that
the did
proposed
assign- were
use.
It appears
City
UHF
Channel
No.
assigned,
proportionately,
t
o
Denver
not
constitute
Kinston,
N.Mich.
C.
4546
greater number of channels. New that an executive committee has
Bad
Axe,
a
fair
and
equitable
assignment
of
Mexico
fifteen VHF
in Denver,of conClinton, Mo.
49
facilities.
Muskogee,
Okla.
channelswaswithassigned
three reserved
for been established
sisting of representatives
the
Pryor
Creek,Tenn.
Okla. 665467
of Denver, the Board of
(d) First
Alternative
Counternon-commercial educational use; University
Harriman,
p
r
o
p
o
s
a
l
o
f
Senator
Johnson.
The
Education
of
the
City
and
County
Arizona
was
assigned
fourteen
Maryville,
Tenn.
51
first alternative counterproposal of VHF channels with two reserved of Denver, the Public Library SysShelbyville, Tenn.
62
Senator Johnson would delete
non-commercial educational
tem of Denver Council
andoftheDenver.
Adult EduDENVER, BOULDER, CRAIG, Channel 9 from Boulder and assign for
The
Utah was assigned nine VHF task of thecationalexecutive
COLORADO SPRINGS, PUEBLO, that channel to Denver, Colorado use;
is
one reserved for non- to set up a program committee
DURANGO, GRAND JUNCTION, and redesignate UHF Channel 22 channels withcommercial
of
specific
educational
use.
WyoAND MONTROSE, COLORADO; in Boulder as reserved for nonming; which has one-quarter of and
study resources
of Denver'sas educational
LARAMIE, WYOMING
commercial educational use. It was
they pertainneedsto
as- the reservation.
850. Proposed Assignments and stated that Boulder, which is only Colorado's population,
In addition, an
stations was
with one
Reservations. In the Third Notice a short distance from Denver, reserved signedforten VHF
non-commercial educathe problems of protional use. In addition, it was analysisterestofhas been
the Commission proposed the fol- would be able to receive television
gramming, costs,undertaken
and audienceby in-a
sei-vice
without
difficulty
from
Denlowing
assignments
and
reservapointed
out
that
such
cities
as
tions:
*9
verwithin
. It was also
urged
that Boulfaculty
group
of the University
Grand mosa,
Junction,
Montrose,
Alader
is
the
retail
trade
area
Denver.
The
University
of Denverof
VHF
ChanUHF
ChanFort
Collins,
Greeley
and
City
nel No. nel No. of Denver and that the people of Trinidad, all in Colorado, and other stated it possessed resources
Denver
Boulder
look business
to Denver andas the
cen- progressive Colorado cities, were facilities which could be used and
2, 4, *6, 7 20,26
_ in
Boulder
2223
ter of their
cultural
not assigned a VHF channel.
Craig
19
*17,
televisionpation of broadcasting.
Intelevision
antici*8
interests.
It
was
submitted
that
10,
12
Colorado
Springs
the
arrival
of
Pueblo
(g) Oppositions toandSenator
Conflicting
28,211534
University
the assignment of a VHF channel
Durango
John- to the Denver area,a the
to Boulder, less than 26 miles away Counterproposals
1818
Grand Junction 3, 5, *8
full-timeofficials
teleson's Counterproposal (Plan 3). in 1948visionemployed
Montrose
from
Denver,
is
not
justified
since
expert.
University
Broadcasting Com- conferred in 1948-1949 with studio
Laramie
such a channel would not be Northwestern
pany filed a counterproposal
to as- design engineers of the Radio Coroperated in the foreseeable future
Denver
5 to Craig,
on a non-commercial basis. It was which signis VHFin Channel
poration of America to develop
conflict with Senator plans
851. (a) Census Data. The stand- claimed
that
the
Commission
could
forA thorough
a community
television
PlanCompany
3. Northwestern
ard metropolitan area of Denver imnose a condition upon the com- Johnson's
studio.
study was
made
Broadcasting
stated
that
has a population of 564,000 and the
mercial user of this channel in the conflict could be resolved by as- of equipment and program costs
City
of
Denver
has
a
population
of
and
the
problems
of
programming,
Denver
to
reserve
time
on
it
for
VHF Channel
416,000.
University stated that although
lieu ofsigningVHF
Channel13 to5. Craig
This The
purposes by the Uni*9 in
(b) Counterproposals of Senator educational
"the cost factors in that 1948-1949
versity of Colorado. Finally, it was
would
be
accomplished
by the8 subEdwin C. Johnson. Senator John- urged that
s
t
i
t
u
t
i
o
n
o
f
VHF
Channel
for
the
reassignment
of
study
areconclusions
no longerthatvalid,
the genson proposed that an additional Boulder's Channel 9 to Denver VHF Channel 13 at Rock Springs,
eral
a co-opera
VHF channel be assigned to Den- would
tive
educational
television
undernot
seriously
affect,
in
any
Wyoming.
Western
Slope
Broadver, by the adoption of one of the
can be practicable in Denver
way, the priorities set
casting Company*12?filed a counter- remain takingunshaken
following three alternative pro- practical
.
.
."
The
Denver
p
r
o
p
o
s
a
l
t
o
assign
VHF
Channel
3
forth
in
the
Commission's
Third
Public Schools, as evidence of the
posals.™
financial responsibility of the
Counterproposals
*9Third Notice
school
system for any educational
*22
UHF
VHF
VHF
UHF
VHF
program that it might undertake,
11?
UHF
VHF
No.
UHF
Channel
No.
No.
Channel
No.
Channel
Channel
Channel
No.
Channel
Channel
No.
10,
f
stated
that
their budget for 1950Channel
No.
City
No.
1951 wasSchools
$18,443,000.
The Denver
20,2226
Denver, Colo.
Public
said it believed
that
6, 7, 9f *17, 23
2, 4, 6, 7, 12f 20,*17,22*2623 2,4, 13?
2,4,*6, 7
20,
*26
Boulder,
Colo.
the
schools
had
the
staff
and or
22
*17, 23
3f,
5?
Colorado
Springs,
20,
*26
Ht,
13?
Colo.
ganization
which
would
make
<
10, 1213
11,
Cheyenne, Wyo.
Wyo.
television program feasible, and
1212
Rawlings,
that
its
possibilities
are
being
thor
Alliance, Nebr.
21
oughly
Pending
the results
ofsuitable
such studied.
study
they
that bea
(c) Statement in Support of 21 Notice and that such reassignment
channel
forrequested
television
to
Grand
Junction,
which
is
in
conSenator
Johnson's
Counterproposal.
reserved
for
educational
use in
Senator Johnson stated that Denver could be done without causing inflict
with
Senator
Johnson's
Plan
terference to other proposed as- 3. Western Slope Broadcasting Denver. In accordance with this
is the largest city in the Rocky
the Public
Schools
that
Companybe stated
conflict view,
signments in the Commission's could
Mountain area encompassing more
they had
embarked
on astated
program
resolvedthatbytheassigning
than 9 states; that Denver is the
of
study
of
the
uses
of
television
VHF
Channel
5
to
Grand
Junction
(e) Second Alternative Counter- in lieu of VHF Channel 3. Un- cooperation with other educationalin
hub of the rail, motor, air, banking, plan.
communications and commercial acproposal of Senator Johnson. The compahgre Broadcasting Company institutions and cultural organiza
alternative counterproposal filed
tivities ofthe West; and the econo- second
a counterproposal requesting tions of Denver.
of
Senator
Johnson would delete the assignment
186 Channels
8 and *45 were also pro- Channel 12 from
of VHF Channel 11 ucational
Colorado Springs, to Montrose, which
(i) Opposition
to the Denver
Ed
posed for Muskogee.
Reservation.
Senator
is in conflict
assign that channel to Denver.
Each of pthe
three alternative
counter- and
Johnson opposed the reservation of
with
Senator
Johnson's
Plan
3.
Unr
o
p
o
s
a
l
s
o
f
Senator
Johnson
included
It
was
stated
that
the
grant
of
this
a
VHF
channel
in
Denver
for
nonareservation
request forintheDenver
shift offromthe VHF
educational
result in a much im- compahgre Broadcasting Company
commercial educational use, and
Chan- request would
proved assignment plan without stated that the conflict could be re- Senator Johnson's
nelbe6 to considered
UHF Channelseparately.
26. This Senator
request
Plans
1, 2 and of3
will
s
o
l
v
e
d
b
y
the
assignment
of
either
causing
any
interference
with
any
would
substitute
reservation
EugenementD.urgingMillikin
alsoassignments
filed a com-to co-channel or adjacent channel VHF Channel 8 or 9 or 10 to Mont- a UHF channel inthe Denver
for the
additional
rose in lieu of VHF Channel 11.
Denverdence but
submitted
sworn evi- operation.
channel. Senator Johnson
in support
of the nocomment.
(f) Third Alternative Counter- Warren M. Mallory filed a counter- VHF
stated: "Television is a powerful
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and effective medium for the
Company counteacher. It is the finest educational orado Broadcasting
terproposal toassign Channel 5 to
tool ofsion is our
time.
However,
televiCraig.
The
request
of Northwestfar too valuable as a naernpany toColorado
tional resource and much too intriassign Broadcasting
VHF Channel Com5 to
cate and delicate a process to waste Craig and the request of Senator
away through idleness, lack of Johnson (Plan 3) to assign Chanfunds
I wantto this
nel 5 to Cheyenne would result in
mediumand toin experience.
be available
the a co-channel
separation of 152
in Zone II. The request of
peopletive ofthat neither
Colorado thenow.University
I am posi-of miles
Northwestern Colorado BroadcastDenver nor any other educational
ing
assignthe VHF
Chan-of
group will be ready during the next
nel 5 toCompany
Craigto and
request
ten years to apply for a license and Warren M. Mallory to assign Channel 5 in Laramie would result in a
state that they are 'fit, willing and co-channel
of 117 miles
able' totion."operate
a television
sta- in Zone II. separation
The alternative request
Senator
Johnson
also
recommended that the Commission could of Northwestern
Colorado Broadand
should impose
condition
Company to assign VHF
all television
licenses athat
a certainin Channel casting
13 to Craig requires the
amount of time be made available assignment
of VHF Channel 8 to
for educational purposes in the Rock Springs and would result in
public interest.
a co-channel
separation
of 189
miles
between
Rock 8Springs
on Channel
in Zone andII.
852. The Education
Boulder1'1 Reservation. Laramie
Johnson's counterproposal
Boulder is the site of the Univer- Senator
assignSprings;
VHF Chansity of Colorado and has been desig- (Plannel 133)towould
Colorado
and
nated as "a primarily educational the assignment of VHF Channel 13
center."
Boulder
is
approximately
would ofresult
in a co-chan26 miles from Denver. The Uni- to Craig
nel separation
186 miles
between
versity of Colorado and the Board Craig
and Colorado Springs in
of Regents
supported
the
reservaZone
II.
tion of a television channel for
Colorado Springs
Boulder. The Board of Regents
854. (a)
Census Springs
Data. Theis 45,000.
popustated tinuethe
University
would
conl
a
t
i
o
n
o
f
Colorado
to make studies of the feasi(b) The Educational Reservation.
bility and the cost of educational
television and educational televi- The JCET
supported
the Colorado
reservation of Channel
17 in
sion operations and the progress
Springstionalforuse. Included
non-commercial
being made stiattutions. Tother
educational
inin thea educastatehe University
reported
ment of the JCET was
letter
it would then make
a determination
within a reasonable period of time from the Colorado Springs Fine
Arts Center stating that it supas to rado
whenmighttheconstruct
University
of
Coloported thereservation
efforts of theof television
JCET to
a television obtain the
facility.
of Colothe region. No oprado statedThethatUniversity
if educational
tele- channels pfor
osition to this reservation was
vision lived up to its potentialities,
it would be educationally sound to filed.
Pueblo
invest the large sums required to
855. The Educational
operate and build the facilities.
Public ReservaSchools,
Otherwise, the University stated, it Districttion. 60The Pueblo
and the Pueblo Junior
would be forced to limit its television services to producing programs College supported the reservation
8 in Pueblo for nonfor presentation on commercial sta- of Channel commercial
educationalof use.
Resotions.of Education
The Colorado also
Statesupported
Departlutions of the Board
Education
ment
of the Pueblo Public Schools and
the reservation.
Craig
the Pueblo
Juniorthis
College
Committee requested
reservation,
853. la(a)
Census
Data.
The
popupending
completion
of
studies
of
tion of Craig is 3,000.
the problems
of educational
television
broadcasting
such
as
costs
(b) Counterproposal
of
Northwestern Colorado Broadcasting and areas of use. No opposition to
Company. Northwestern Colorado this
reservationDurango
was filed.
Broadcasting Company requested
the assignment of VHP Channel 5
856. lati(a)
Census isData.
to Craig without any other changes
on of Durango
7,000.The popuinThird
the Notice.
assignment
in theit
(b)
Counterproposal
San Juan
In theproposed
alternative
Co., Inc.of San
Juan
was requested that VHF Channel Broadcasting
Broadcasting
Company,
Inc.,
re13 be assigned
to
Craig
by
the
subthe
assignment
of
VHF
stitution of Channel 8 for Channel Channel quested
6 to Durango. In support
13 at Rock Springs.
counterproposal it was urged
(e) Statement in Support of of the the
assignment of a VHF
Northwestern Colorado Broadcast- that
to Durango would provide
ing Company Counterproposal. channel
a
first
television
service to an apNorthwestern Colorado Broadcastpreciable area.
ingment ofCompany
VHF stated
Channelthat
5 orassignVHF
Grand Junction
Channeland 13second
to Craigtelevision
would afford
857. lat(a)
CensusJunction
Data. The
popufirst
servicea
ion of Grand
is 15,000
to an appreciable area; and, ac- Slope
(b) Counterproposal
of
Western
Broadcasting Company.
cordingly, agrant of the counterwould constitute
an equi- Western Slope Broadcasting Comtableproposal
assignment
to the area.
pany,
Grand Junction,
requestedto
3 be assigned
(d) Conflicting Counterproposal that VHF Channel
to Northwestern Colorado Broad- Grand Junction without any
casting Company Counterproposal. changes in the assignments proposed in the Third Notice. Since
The third
alternative
posal of Senator
Edwin counterproJohnson to the counterproposal of Western
assign Channel 5 to Cheyenne is in Slope Broadcasting Company conconflict with the Northwestern Colflicted with Senator
Plan
3, Western
Slope Johnson's
Broadcasting
171 Plan 1 proposal
of Senator
Johnson's
counterwould
reserve
UHF
Channel
Company
suggested
that
the
22 in lieu of VHF Channel 9 in Boulder
flict could be resolved by the conasfor non-commercial educational use.
signment of Channel 5 to Grand
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Junction in lieu of Channel 3.
(c) Statement in Support of
Western Slope Broadcasting Co.
Counterproposal. Western Slope
stated that its proposal would supsecond television
serviceply a first
to an and
appreciable
area. In
addition it was urged that the ass
i
g
n
m
e
n
t
o
f
a
VHF
channel
is justified
economic
resources andbecause
size the
of Grand
Junction
evidence the ability of that community to support a VHF television station.
Montrose
858. lati(a)
Census Data.
on of Montnose
is 5,000.The , popu(b) Counterproposal
Uncompahgre
Broadcasting Co.of Uncompahgre Broadcasting
Company
requested
the
assignment
of
Channel 11 to Montrose without VHF
any
otrer changes in the assignments
proposed in the Third Notice. Since
the counterproposal of Uncompahgre conflicted with Senator Johnson's Plan 3, Uncompahgre suggested that the conflict could be reof Channel 8 orsolved9by the
or 10assignment
to Montrose.
(c) Statement in Support of UncompahgreBroadcasting
Counterproposal.
Uncompahgre
Company
urged
that
the
assignment
of
VHF channel to Montrose woulda
result in a first television service
to an appreciable area.
Laramie
859. lat(a)
Census
ion of Laramie isData.
16,000.The popuCounterproposal
Warren
M. (b)Mallory.
Warren M.of Mallory,
Laramie,
either VHF
Channel requested
3 or VHF thatChannel
5 be
assigned to Laramie in addition to
the assignments proposed in the
Commission's Third Notice.
(c) Statement in Support of
Mallory Counterproposal. Mallory
urged that commercial interests in
Laramie could not establish a telestation inChannel
the immediate
future vision
on UHF
18 proposed
for Laramie because no UHF transmitting equipment is presently
available on the market, but that if
a VHF channel were made availinterests
in Laramieablehavecommercial
expressed
a willingness
to establish
commercial station immediately
which would a not
only
provide commercially
sponsored
entertainment but would also provide
time for educational programs
sponsored by the University of
Wyoming,
located
was
also urged
that intheLaramie.
isolation ofIt
Laramie due to mountainous geographical terrain would prevent
that city
fromlocated
receiving
from
stations
in suchservice
other
communities as Cheyenne, Wyoming, and Denver, Colorado.
Conflicting
Counterproposals
to (d)
Mallory
Counterproposal.
The
counterproposal of Warren M. Mallory and the terpthird
alternative
roposal ofSenator
Johnsoncounare
mutually exclusive. Mallory, however,tweensuggested
that
the
conflict
bethe two counterproposals
could mentbeof Channel
resolved3 toby Laramie
the assignand
Channel 5 to Cheyenne or the assignment of Channelof 5Channel
to Laramie
and the assignment
3 to
Cheyenne. The counterproposal of
Warren H. Mallory to assign Channel 5 toclusiveLaramie
is mutually ex-of
with the counterproposal
Northwestern Colorado Broadcasting Company
to add that channel
to Craig,
Colorado.
(e) The
Educational
tion.1,72 The University ofReservaWyoming and its Board of Trustees supApril 14, 1952 Part

Channel ported
8 atthe reservation
Laramie for of
use VHF
by a
non-commercial educational station. 1
No
oppositions
to
this
proposed
reservation were filed.
Conclusions : Denver Educational
Reservation
860. We have in another portion
of thisposalReport
of Senatorconsidered
Johnson the
that prothe
Commission impose a condition on
all television licensees that a cerof time purposes
be made availabletainforamount
educational
as anof
alternative
to the establishment
reservations
for
non-commercial
educational use. Accordingly, it
will not be discussed further.
861. We believe on the basis of
the recordcational
thatreservation
the proposed
of Channeledu-6
ineducational
Denver should
be
finalized.
The j
institutions in Denver
have demonstrated on the record
their interest commercial
in establishing
a noneducational television
station. They have banded together
to solve the problems connected
with the establishment and operationsityofofsuch
a station;
the UniverDenver,
in particular,
has
shown on the record a strong intveirseisotn itno bringing
educational
teleDenver area;established
and the
educationalthe institutions
on the record
that
they
are
ce ding to develop plans for prothe
early establishment
of a non-commercial
educational
television
station in Denver. On the basis of the
record,ing, theandCommission
in view offinds
the itforegomust
deny tortheEdwincounterproposal
of SenaJohnson insofar
as it
would substitute UHF Channel 26
for VHF Channel 6 as the reserved
channel in Denver, Colorado. Accordingly, the reservation of VHF
Channel 6 in Denver, Colorado for
non-commercial educational television use is finalized.
Conclusions: The
tional Boulder
Reservation Educa862. We find no adequate basis
on the record for deleting the proposed reservationeducational
of Channel use9 forin
non-commercial
Boulder. Boulder has been designated as a "primarily educational
center" oradoandhas established
the University
of Colits interest
in establishing a non-commercial
educational
station in Boulder.
der these circumstances
we findUn-no
adequate basis for deviating from
our
of attempting
to providein
VHFpolicy
educational
reservations
"primarily
On the basis educational
of the recordcenters".
and in
view sion
of finds
the that
foregoing,
Commisit mustthe deny
the
counterproposal
Senator
Edwin
Johnson
insofar ofas the
reservation
of UHF Channel 22 instead of
VHF radChannel
9 at InBoulder,
o is concerned.
view ofColoour
grant
of Senator
third
plan, Channel
12 willJohnson's
be substituted
at Boulder for Channel 9. Accordingly, the Commission
is finalizing
the reservation
of Channel
12 in
Boulder
for
use
by
a
non-commercial educational station.
Conclusions: The Colorado Springs
and Pueblo Educational
Reservations
863. The Commission is of the
opinion, on the basis of the record,
that a reservation for non-commer17- In its Comments of May 7, 1951 WarrentionM.of UHF
MalloryChannel
requested
reserva18 in the
Laramie
for
non-commercial
educational
use in lieu
of VHFment in Chanel
8.
No
sworn
statesupport
of
this
request
was
filed. Accordingly,
sidered further. it will not be conII Final TV Report • Page 103

cial educational television is warranted in Colorado Springs and
Pueblo. Accordingly, the reservation of UHF Channel 17 in Colorado Springs, and VHF Channel 8
in Pueblo, are finalized.
Conclusions: The
tionalLaramie
Reservation Educa864. On the basis of the record
the reservation of Channel 8 in
Laramietionalfor
educause is non-commercial
finalized.
Summary oftional Requests
for AddiVHF Assignments
865. The remaining counterproposals consist of: (1) a proposal
by Senator
Johnson
the assignment of either
VHF forChannel
9 or
12 to Denver; (2) a proposal by
Northwestern Colorado Broadcastthe assignment
eithering Company
VHF for
Channel
5 or 13 ofto
Craig; (3) a proposal by the San
Juan Broadcasting Company, Inc.,
for the
of VHF Channel 6 to assignment
Durango, Colorado;
(4) a
proposalcastinofg for theWestern
Slope ofBroadassignment
VHF
Channel 3 or 5 to Grand Junction,
Colorado; (5) a proposal by the
Uncompahgre
Broadcasting
Company for the assignment
of either
VHF Channel 8, 9, 10 or 11 to Montrose, Colorado; (6) a proposal by
, Warren M. Mallory for the assign\\
ment
of
either VHF Channel 3 or 5
I to Laramie.
Conclusions : Additional VHF
Assignments to Denver,
Craig and Laramie
866. The first and second alternative counterproposals of Senator
Johnson would add a 4th commercial VHF assignment or a total of
5 VHF assignments to Denver by
deleting
the and
only the
VHF second
assignment
to Boulder
VHF
assignment tospectivelColorado
Springs,
rey. We have above denied
the firstnectioncounterproposal
in
conwith Boulder educational
reservation discussion. With respect to the second alternative
counterproposal, we do not believe
the record supports the basis for
the deletion of the second VHF
channel in Colorado Springs, a city
of
45,000, inof order
effect the
assienment
a 4thto commercial
VHF channel (with a total of 5
VHF channels) to Denver. The
third alternative counterproposal of
Senator Johnson would result in
the additional assignment of VHF
Channel 9 to Denver without deleting a channel
any other com-is,
munity. Thisfrom
counterproposal
however, mutually exclusive with
the counterproposal
the as-in
signments of VHFseeking
channels
Craigsion and
Laramie.
The
Commisis of the opinion that a fifth
VHF channel in Denver, one of the
maior cities of the United States
and a city
416,000, is toof bea first
prefer ed to theof assignment
VHF channel to Craie:, a city of
3,000 and a second VHF channel to
Laramie, a city of 16.000. We believe that in view of the great disparity iportance
n size,between
population
Denver and
and imthe
Cities of Craig and Laramie that
the assignment of an additional
VHF ed.channel
to Denver is warrantThe Northwestern
Colorado
Broadcasting
Company's
counterproposal to resolve
the conflict
between
Senator
Johnson's
and its
proposal would result in a mileage
separation of 189 miles between
Rock mie,
Springs,
and LaraWyoming,Wyoming:,
and of 186
miles
between Craig, and Colorado
Springs, in Zone II. Since the minimum co-channel separation in Zone
Page 104 • April 14, 1952 Part

II is 190 miles the alternative counterproposal ofNorthwestern
rado Broadcasting
Company Colomust
be denied.
867.lory toThe
counterproposal
of
Malresolve the conflict between
Senator
Johnson's
and
his
proposal
would require the deletion of a
VHF channel from Cheyenne. We
do not believe the record warrants
the deletion of one of the two VHF
channels from Cheyenne, a city of
32,000, in order to provide a second
VHF assignment for Laramie, a
city ofond 16,000.
the sec-of
alternativeAccordingly,
counterproposal
Senator Johnson, the counterproposal of Northwestern Colorado
Broadcasting
Co., andM. the
counterproposal ofWarren
Mallory
are
denied and
the third
alternative
counterproposal of Senator Johnson
in so far as it requests the addition
of a VHF channel to Denver is
granted.
Conclusions: Additional VHF Assignment toGrand Junction,
Durango and Montrose
is the Commission's
view
that868.erntheItSlopecounterproposals
of WestBroadcasting Company
for a VHF channel in Grand Junction; San Juan Broadcasting Company, Inc.,and
for atheVHFUncompahgre
channel in
Durango
Broadcasting
Company
for
a VHFbe
channel in Montrose should
granted. sistentThewith the
assignments
are
conRules and standards
adopted
herein
and
will
result in television service to areas
and persons which would otherwise
not receive VHF service. Accordingly, the counterproposals of
Westernpany andSlope
ComSan Broadcasting
Juan Broadcasting
Co., Inc., as modified and the counposal ofUncompahgre
castingterproCompany
are granted.BroadFinal Assignments and
Reservations
869. The following assignments
and reservations are adopted:
VHF Chan-UHF ChanCity nel*12
No. nel22No.
Boulder,
Colorado Colo.
Springs,
Colo.
11,13
*17,23
Denver,
Colo.
Durango,
Colo.2, 4, *6,67, 9 20,1526
Grand Junction
Colo.
5 . 21
Montrose,
Colo. 3, 10
Pueblo,
Colo.
5, *8 28,211834
Alliance,
Nebr.
13
Cheyenne, Wyo. 3, 5
Laramie,
Wyo. *8
18
Rawlins,
Wyo.
11
Craig, Colo.
19
WALLA WALLA, WASHINGTON
870. (a) Proposed Assignments.
In the Third Notice the Commission proposed the assignment of
VHF
Walla. Channels 5 and 8 to Walla
(b) Census Data. The population
of the City of Walla Walla is 24,000.
(c) Counterproposal of Salt Lake
Pipe Line Company. Salt Lake Pipe
Line Company requested that VHF
Channel 5 not be assigned to Walla
Walla.
(d) Statement in Support of
Salt Lake Pipe Line Company
Counterproposal. Salt Lake Pipe
Line Company stated that it is the
permittee of operational fixed stations in the Petroleum Radio Service at Pasco, Washington on 72.15
Mc. Adams, Oregon on 74.02 Mc,
and Mt. Emily, Oregon on 75.74 Mc,
74.50 Mc, and 74.42 Mc, in the band
72-76 Mc; that these stations are a
part
of a communication
constructed
at a cost of moresystem
than
$400,000 for the operation and
maintenance of its petroleum pipe
line; that when construction perFinal TV Report

mits were requested a check was
made of possible interference to
television channels based upon an
earlier Notice in these proceedings
which did not propose assignment
of Channel 5 to Walla Walla; that
equipment quencies
operating
frewas used onat other
locations
where interference might occur to
television but no interference was
then expected in the vicinity of
Walla tionsWalla;
the above
staare locatedthat37 miles,
25 miles,
and 46 miles, respectively, from
Walla Walla,
and thus may betoex-a
pected to cause
television
stationinterference
operating on
Channel 5 at Walla Walla where
the channel
is
proposed
to be and
assigned under the Third Notice;
that tions
to system
redesign
the
communicaby changing frequency
of the stations at Pasco, Adams,
and Mt.
Emily interference
in order to would
eliminate television
requiretions at the
heavyerection
expense.of other sta(e) InleaseditsMay 6,Report
Order 8487
re1948, inandDocket
with respect
to
the
sharing
of
television channels and assignments of
frequencies to television and nongovernment fixed and stated:
mobile services the Commission
Allocation of the Band 72-76
Megacycles
The band 72 to 76 megacycles,
except for the guard band around
the 75 Mc marker, is presently
allocated
to non-government
fixed and mobile
services. It is in
between television Channel 4 (66
to 72 Mc) and Channel 5 (76 to
82 Mc) and hence is a source of
potentialferenceadjacent
channel interto eachthatchannel.
dence showed
at leastTheso evifar
as mobile
cerned, operations
operation in thisarebandcon-is
not feasibleterferencsince
destructive
ine totelevision
reception
is inevitable.
However,
the
evidence did show that some use
can beno made
of these tofrequencies
with
interference
television
on the basis of careful engineering and the formulation of engineering and interference standards. The establishment and apation of such standards
appear to be pliccapable
solution
for
the fixed
service. ofThey
do not
appear
to be mobile
practicalservice
in thewhose
case
of the land
requirements are most acute in
the same areas which require
either television Channels 4 or 5,
or both. missionAccordingly,
has determined thethatComthe
frequencies 72 to 76 megacycles
should be assigned only to the
fixed service on an engineered
basis and on condition that no adjacent channel interference will
result to the reception of television stations
which may
thorized or provided
for bein authe
Commission's Rules. The Commission
recognizes
that
this
allocation does remove some of the
flexibility
allocation tablein butthethistelevision
is restricted
to television Channels 4 and 5
and not all the television channels, as would
the case
if assignments werebemade
for shared
use of television
channels
on an
engineered basis. Morever, if the
band 72 to 76 megacycles is not
to be used by the fixed service on
an engineered basis, it would be
difficult to assign any service
therein. This would constitute a
wasto of frequencies.
(f) Pursuant to the above Report and Order, Part 2 of the Commission's Rules and Regulations —
BRO Al

Rules Governing
Allocations and Radio Frequency
Treaty Matters;
General Rules and Regulations —
provides
that: fixed stations may
Operational
be authorized to use frequencies
in this band
in ac-11
cordance with [72-76
columnsMc]10 and
of the table of frequency allocaions, on the condition
harmful tinterference
will notthatbe caused
to the tioreception
ns on Channelsof 4television
and 5. sta(g) Part 11 —Services
Rules Governing
Industrial
in SectionRadio
11.303(a): — provided
the conditionwillthatbe
no Subject
harmfultointerference
caused to reception of television
Channels Number 4 or 5, the following frequencies fixed
are available
for
assignment
stations
in the
Petroleumto Radio
Service
on a shared
basis
with
other
services: [72-76].
Conclusions
871. The Commission has given
careful consideration to the possibility of substituting
VHF
television
channel at another
Walla Walla
for Channel 5 but the assignments
for Walla
are closelyforinterrewithWalla
thePacific
proposals
cities lated
in the
Northwest other
area
and with Canadian assignments.
Such a substitution would deprive
another city of a VHF television
channel without an adequate VHF
substitute and, therefore, does not
appear
to be and
feasible.
view theof
the foregoing
the factIn that
authorizations of operational fixed
stations in the 72-76 Mc band were
expressly madeinterferenonce to television
the basis of nonments, the counterproposal assignof Salt
Lake Pipe Line Company is denied.
Other pipe
line
companies
have
employed microwavesystems
frequencies
for
communications
of the
type which Salt Lake operates.
Such frequencies
characteristics suitable to possess
the fixed
operations and present
no problem
interference to television.
It isof our
opinion
that tothetelevision
potentiality
interference
in Wallaof
Walla can best be avoided by Salt
Lake Pipe Line Company changing
its communications to microwave
frequencies. Accordingly, the Salt
Lake City Pipe Line Company will
have tovolvedvacate
the frequencies
when a television
station in-is
prepared
to
commence
operation
on
Channel 5 in Walla Walla.
Final Assignments
872. The assignments of VHF
Channels 5 and 8 to Walla Walla
AND OLYMPIA,
are TACOMA
adopted.173
WASHINGTON
873. (a) Proposed Assignments.
In the Third Notice the Commissionmentsproposed
the following assignand reservation:
City VHFnel11,ChanNo.13 UHFnel*56,ChanNo.
Tacoma,
Olympia, Wash.
Wash.
60 62
(b)tan area
Census
Data. The
of Tacoma
has metropolia population of 276,000. The City of Tacoma
has a population of 144,000. The
City of Olympia has a population of
16,000.
of Tom addi01sen.(c)TomCounterproposal
tionalOlsen
assignmentrequested
of VHF theChannel
11 tochannel
Olympiafromby Tacoma.
the deletion of
that
(d)
Statement
in
Support
Tom
Olsen Counterproposal. Tom ofOlsen
173in The
assignment
of
UHF
Channel
Walla Walla and
its reservation
for22
non-commercial
educational
use
is
discussed elsewhere in this Report.
CASTING
• Telecasting

statednel 11 inthatOlympia
the operation
of Chanwould not
cause
objectionable interference to any
proposed assignment; that it would
provide
additional
Grade station
A service
and a second
television
for
Olympia;
and
that
Tacoma
would7
receive a total of 6 VHF and
UHF services of at least Grade A
quality under the FCC allocation
proposal: 4 from Tacoma, 2 from
Bremerton, 6 from Seattle, and 1
from Olympia.
(e) Opposition to Tom Olsen
Counterproposal. The Tribune Publishingopposed
Company,
Washington,
the Tacoma,
counterproposal
of Tom Olsen to move VHF Channel 11 from Tacoma to Olympia.
(f ) The Tacoma
Reservation. TacomaEducational
Public Schools,
Tacoma Vocational - Technical
School, College of Puget Sound, and
the State Superintendent of Public
Instruction
supported
reservation of Channel
56 at the
Tacoma.
No
objection
was
filed
to
the
proposed
reservation.
Conclusions: Tacoma Educational
Reservation
874. On the basis of the record the
reservation
of Channel 56 at Tacoma is finalized.
Conclusions : Olympia and Tacoma
875. It is our view, on the basis
of the record, that the deletion of
Channel 11 from Tacoma to provide aVHF assignment to Olympia
is not warranted. Tacoma has a
population of 144,000, as compared
to Olympia with a population of
16,000; and Tacoma is one of the
largest cities in the State of Washington.
Accordingly,
counterproposal ofTom
Olsen theis denied.
and
Final Reservation
Assignments
876. The following assignments
and reservation are adopted:

(d) The KVOS, Inc., counterproposal separation
would result inof an81 adjacent channel
miles3
between
Chilliwack
on Channel
and Victoria, Canada, on Channel
2 and tionanof 105adjacent
miles channel
between separaChilliwack on Channel 3 and Seattle,
Washington, on Channel 4.
(e) Oppositions toand KVOS,
Conflicting
Counterproposals
Inc.
Counterproposal. Oppositions and
conflicting counterproposals were
filed
by Fisher's
Station,
Inc., Seattle;
Totem Blend
Broadcasters,
Inc., Seattle; Twin Cities Broadcasting Corp., Longview, all of
Washington; and Central Willamette Broadcasting Company, Albany, Oregon.
Seattle
879. (a) Census Data. The Seattle metropolitan area has a population of 733,000. The City of Seattle
has a population of 468,000.
(b) Counterproposal of Totem
Broadcasters, Inc. Totem BroadInc., requested
additionalcasters,assignment
of VHF theChannel
2of toChannel
Seattle,1"
by
the
assignment
3 to Victoria,
Canada,
in lieu of Channel
2.
(c) Statement in Support of Totem Broadcasters,
Inc. Counterproposal. Totem
Broadcasters,
Inc.,
stated that
Channel
2 at Seattle
would
comply
with
the
standards,
that the economic resources of
were channel
adequate andto that
support
anSeattle
additional
the
assignment
of
4
VHF
commercial
channels to Seattle would result in
a healthy competitive situation.
(d) The Totem Broadcasters,
Inc.. counterproposal would create
an adjacent channel separation of
75 miles between Victoria, Canada,
on Channel
3 and Seattle on Channel 2.
(e) Oppositions and Conflicting
Counterproposal to Totem Broadcasters, Inc., Counterproposals. OpTacoma,
11, 13 *56,60 62
positionswereand filed
conflicting
Olympia, Wash.
Wash.
proposals
by KVOS,counterInc.,
BELLINGHAM, SEATTLE,
Bellingham,
Twin
Cities both
Broad-of
LONGVIEW, WASHINGTON,
casting Corp., Longview,
AND ALBANY, OREGON
Washington,
and Central
ette Broadcasting
Co., WillamAlbany,
Proposed
the877.Third
Notice Assignments.
the CommissionIn Oregon. The Totem Broadcasters,
Inc., counterproposal together with
proposed
the
following
assignments
the counterproposal of KVOS, Inc.,
and reservation:
create an 81 mile co-channel
City VHF Chan- UHF Chan- would
separation
and
Chilliwack onbetween
ChannelVictoria
3.
Bellingham
18,
24
Seattle
4,
5,
7,
20,
26
(f) Counterproposal
of Fisher's
33
Longview
Blend
Station, Inc. Fisher's
Blend
Albany
Station,tionalInc.,
requested
theChannel
addi55
assignment
of
VHF
Bellingham
2
to
Seattle
in
two
alternative
878. (a) Census Data. The City counterproposals. Plan 1 would
of Bellingham has a population of add Channel 2 to Seattle by the
34,000.
of inChannel
to Vic(b) Counterproposal of KVOS, assignment
toria,2Canada,
lieu ofthe3 Channel
Inc. KVOS, Inc., Bellingham, Wash- 2.175 Plan
would
make
followington,signmerequested
additional12 as-to
ing changes in the assignments
nt of VHF theChannel
Bellingham. The assignment of proposed in the Third Notice.
Channel 12 to Bellingham would
Third
be accomplished by the assignment
ofin Channel
3
to
Chilliwack,
Canada,
VHF
Channel
No.
lieu of Channel 12.
Seattle, Wash.
(c) Statement in Support of Victoria,
B. C.
KVOS, Inc., Counterproposal.
KVOS, ment Inc.,
stated12that
the assign- Chilliwack, B. C.
of Channel
to Bellingham
would
not deprive
(g) Statement in Support of
the Third
Notice any
of acityVHFlistedor ina
Queen
Broadcasting
UHF
channel;
that
the
shift
of
also
aCity
comment
in which Company
it stated
Channel 12 from Chilliwack meets that filed
itmenthad
no objection
to theprovided
assigno
f
Channel
2
to
Seattle
the mileage separation require- such assignment does not
result
in but
the
ments that
; proposala wouldgrant
of
the
counterremoval
of
Channel
4
from
Seattle,
provide additional
sworn statement. AccordGrade A service; and that a VHF submittedingly,sideredthenorequest
has
not
been
conchannel would provide a more de- ™ Plan 1 of further.
Fisher'sthe Blend
Station, Inc.,of
service toa UHF
a considerable
isTotem
identical
with
counterproposal
area than pendable
would
service.
Broadcasters,
Inc.
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Fisher's Blend Station, Inc. Counterproposal.that
Fisher's Blend Station,
ment ofInc.,
VHFstated
Channel 2theto assignSeattle
would comply with the Standards,
would provide a gain of Grade B
interference-free
service,
Seattle is the largest
city in that
the
Pacific Northwest located in the
center of the most densely populated region in that area, that the
population of Seattle had increased
since
nearly one-third
of the1940;
entirethatpopulation
of the
State of Washington resides in the
Seattle
metropolitan
area
;
and
that
the economic resources of the area
were adequate
to
support
the
additional station requested.
(h) The
Blend channel
Plan 1
would
createFisher's
an adjacent
separation of 75 miles between
Victoria,
C, on 2.Channel
and
Seattle on B.Channel
Plan 2 3would
createtion ofan90 adjacent
channel
separamiles between Victoria,
B.13. C, on Channel 12 and Tacoma,
Washington, on Channels 11 and
(i) Opposition and Conflicting
Counterproposals
to Fisher's Blend
Station, Inc., Counterproposal.
Oppositions
and
conflicting
counterproposals were filed by KVOS,
Inc.,
Bellingham, Washington; Twin
Cities Broadcasting Corporation,
Longview, Washington; and Central Willamette Broadcasting ComThe Fisher's
Blend pany,
PlansAlbany,1 Oregon.
and 2, together
with
the counterproposal of KVOS, Inc.,
would create, respectively, an 81
mile co-channel separation between
Victoria and Chilliwack on Channel
3 and a 48 mile co-channel separation
ham on between
ChannelVictoria
12. and Belling(j) The Seattle
Educational
Reservation. Educational
institutions
in Seattle supported the reservation of VHF Channel 9 for noncommercial educational use. No
objections were filed to the proposed
reservation.
Longview
880. (a) Census Data. The City
of Longview has a population of
20,000.
(b) Counterproposal to Twin
Cities Broadcasting Corporation.
Twin Cities Broadcasting Corporation requested the additional assignment of VHF Channel 2 to
Longview. Plan 1 would assign
Channel 2 to Longview without
making any other changes in the
assignments proposed in the Third
Notice. Plan 2 would shift Channel 6 or 8 or 10 from Vancouver,
Canada, to Victoria, Canada, shift
Proposed Changes (Plan 2)
Notice
nel No. UHF Channel No. VHF ChanUHF Channel No.
20,26
2f,4,
5,
7,
*9
20,26
40, 46 12t 40, 46
42
3+
42

diversity of industries; that it is
the center of a trading territory
of more than 75,000 people; that
the area could support a VHF channel; that the population of the City
of Longview has increased 63%
since 1940; that Cowlitz County in
which the city is located has a
population of 53,132 persons and
has increased 32% since 1940; and
that VHF channels were not made
available for use in the southwest
section of the State of Washington
due to the fact that they were assigned to the large areas in northern Washington.
(d) Plan 1 would result in a
co-channel separation of 158 miles
between Longview and Victoria,
B. C, on Channel 2. Plan 2 would
create a 75 mile adjacent channel
separation between Victoria on
Channel 6 or 8 or 10 and Seattle,
Washington, on Channels 7 and 9;
and 190 mile co-channel seperation
between Vernon, B. C, and Vancouver, B. C. on Channel 2.
(e) Oppositions and Conflicting
Counterproposals to Twin Cities
Broadcasting Corporation Counterproposal. Opposition and conflicting counterproposals to the counterproposal ofTwin Cities Broadcasting Corporation were filed by
Central Willamette Broadcasting
Co., Albany, Oregon; KVOS, Inc.,
Bellingham, Washington; Totem
Broadcasters, Inc., KING Broadcasting Co.;ofandSeattle,
Fisher's
Blend
Station, Inc.,
Washington. The Twin Cities BroadcastingCorporation Plan 2 together with
the counterproposal of KVOS, Inc.,
would create an adjacent channel
separation
Vancouver-New
Westminsterbetween
on Channel
2 and
Chilliwack on Channel 3. The distance from Vancouver to Chilliwack is 58 miles and the distance
from New Westminster to Chilliwack is 47 miles.
Albany

881. (a) Census Data. The City
of000.Albany has a population of 10,(b) Counterproposal
Central
Willamette
Broadcasting ofCompany.
Central Willamette Broadcasting
Company requested that VHF
Channel 4 be assigned to Albany ,176
17U In a counterproposal filed May 7,
1951, Central Willamette Broadcasting
Company
the assignment
VHF Channelrequested
12 to Albany.
In its swornof
Channel 2 from Victoria to Van- statement, however, Central Willamette
couver, and make the additional requested Channel 4 in lieu of Channel
several parties have opassignment of Channel 2 to Long- 12. Although
posed the request
the assignment
view.
of Channel
4 on theformerits,
no party
(c) Statement in Support of has
objected
to
the
acceptance
of the
Twin Cities Broadcasting Corpora- new counterproposal in this proceeding.
tion Counterproposal. Twin Cities Accordingly, the Commission is considBroadcasting Corporation stated
ering the request for the assignment of
that the City of Longview has a Channel 4 in Albany on the merits.
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if
by making the following changes posal would result in a 200 mile
inThird
the Notice:
assignments proposed in the co-channel assignment spacing be*9Third Notice
2+3f
City
Proposed
Changes
VHF Channel No.
Channel 55UHFNo.Chan- nel5,lOfVHFNo.
nel 55UHFNO.Chan8f
Albany,
Ore.
Medford,
Ore.
4,
5
*9,
llf
11
Yreka,
Calif.
*18, 24
5t
Eugene,
Ore.
*18,
20, 2624
3
Salem, Ore.
20, 26
12f
Portland
Ore.
6,
8,
*10,
12
21,
27
33
Longview, Wash.
5t, 8, *10, 12 21,3327
Seattle,
Wash.117
20,
26
20, 2426
Bellingham,
Wash.
4, 5, 27, *9
18,2446 2f, 4, 6t, 7, *9 40,
18,
Victoria,
40,
46
12
Chilliwack,B. B.C. C.
f
Vancouver-New
Westminster, B. C.
14, 4230, 36
14, 30,42 36
6, 8, 10
3f , 8, 10
(c) Statement in Support of Cen- tween Victoria, B.C. and Portland
tral Willamette Broadcasting Comon Channel 5, and a 212 mile copany Counterproposal.
Central
Wil- channel
lamette Broadcasting
Company
assignment spacing between Vancouver-New Weststated ment that
the
proposed
assignminster, B.C. and Longview on
of 1 UHF channel to Albany
at Vicis inadequate, that the City of Al- Channeltoria 3;would and
be 75Channel
miles 5from
the
bany hadbetween
a 78%1940increase
in populachannel assignment,
tion
and 1950,
that adjacent
Channel 6, at Seattle. Further, this
the terrain in the area is better counterproposal
would require the
adapted to VHF than UHF, and
Channel 12 from Chillithat the assignments in the coun- deletionwack inofCanada.
Central Willamterproposal would utilization
result in a offairer
ette Broadcasting Company sugand more efficient
the
gested
that
Channel
12 could be
available frequencies.
assigningof
(d) The Central Willamette replaced
Channel in3 toChilliwack
Chilliwackby instead
Broadcasting Company counterpro- to Vancouver-New Westminster as
posal wouldofresult
in co-channel
proposed in the Central Willamette
separations
200 miles
between counterproposal,
or by assigning an
Victoria and Portland on Channel additional
UHF channel to Chilli5, and 212 miles between Vanwack.
However,
in any event, the
couver-New Westminster and Long- Central Willamette
Broadcasting
view on Channel 3; an adjacent Company
counterproposal would
channel tweenseparation
of
75
miles
berequire
the
deletion
of
a VHF asVictoria on Channel 5 and
signmentThefromCentral
a Canadian
comSeattletion of Channel
on Channel
6;
and
the
delemunity.
Willamette
12 from Chilliwack. Broadcasting Company counterproIt was suggested in the counterbe denied
the reasonsposalsetmustforth
above for
in our
disoposal thatassign
the Canadian
ment prcould
ChannelGovern3 to
cus ion of Canadian-United States
Chilliwack to replace Channel 12 television assignments.
instead of to Vancouver-New West- Conclusions : Bellingham, Longminster. This suggestion, however,
view, Seattle
would result in the deletion of
Channel 6 from Vancouver-New
884. Twin Cities Broadcasting
Corporation (Plan 1) would assign
Westminster
with
no
VHF
replacement. It was also suggested that Channel 2 to Longview, without
the Canadian Government could making
any signments.
otherHowever,changes
Channelin 2 as-at
assign wackato replace
UHF channel
Chilli-In Longview would
be 158 miles from
Channelto 12.
any event the Central Willamette the co-channel assignment at Victoria, B.C.casting
The Corporation
Twin Cities
Broad-1)
Broadcasting
Companythe counterpro(Plan
posal would require
deletion of
counterproposal
must
be
denied
for
a VHFdian city.assignment from a Cana- the
reasons set forth above in the
of Canadian-United
(e) Opposition and Conflicting discussion
Counterproposals to the Central States television assignments.
885. The remaining counterproWillamette Broadcasting Company
posal of Twin Cities Broadcasting
Counterproposal. Oppositions and Corporation
2), seeks a first
conflicting counterproposals to the VHF channel(Plan
for Longview; the
counterproposal
of
Central
Willamof KVOS, Inc.
ette Broadcasting Company have counterproposal
been filed by King Broadcasting seeks a first VHF channel for Bellingham; and the counterproposals
Company, Seattle; KVOS, Inc.,
Bellingham, Totem Broadcasters, Totem
of Fisher's
Blend Station,
Broadcasters,
Inc. Inc.
seekanda
Inc., Seattle; Twin Cities Broad- fifth
VHF channel for Seattle. Only
casting Corp., Longview;
Blend Station,
Inc., Seattle,Fisher's
all of one of the above counterproposals
be granted since they are all
Washington; and Lane Broadcast- can
conflicting. We are of the view that
ing Company, Eugene, Oregon.
the
assignment of a first VHF
Conclusions: Seattle Educational channel
to Bellingham, a city of
Reservation
34,000
people, is to be preferred to
882. On the basis of the record the assignment of a first VHF
the reservation of Channel 9 at channel to Longview, a city with
a population of only 20,000, or to
Seattle tionalforuse isnon-commercial
educa- the
assignment of a fifth VHF
finalized.
channel to Seattle. Accordingly,
Conclusions: Albany
the KVOS, Inc. counterproposal is
12 is assigned
883. The Central Willamette granted and Channel
In order to acBroadcasting Company counterpro- to Bellingham.
complish this, Channel 3 will be
l;:licensed
King Broadcasting
Corporation
is assigned to Chilliwack, B.C. in
foron the
operation
of Station
KING-TV Willamette
Channel
5 in Seattle.
Theto place of Channel 12.
Central
counterproposal
886. Since we have granted the
delete quire
Channel
5 fromof the
SeattleKING-TV
would re-li- KVOS,
Inc. counterproposal for
modification
Bellingham,
the conflicting counterc
e
n
s
e
t
o
terminate
its
operation
on
Channel 5.
proposals of Fisher's Blend StaPage 106 • April 14, 1952 Part II Final TV Report

tions' Inc., (Plans
and Twin
2), Totem
Broadcasters,
Inc., 1 and
City
Broadcasting Corporation (Plan 2)
must be denied.
887. 1)Fisher's
Blend Broadcasters,
Stations, Inc.
(Plan
and Totem
Inc.,
in
assigning
a
fifth assign
VHF
channel to Seattle, would
Channel 3 to Victoria, B.C. However, the KVOS, Inc. counterproposalB.C.,assigns81 Channel
Chillifrom3 toVictoria.
The wack,
Totem miles
Broadcasters,
Inc.
counterproposal
and
Fisher's
Blend
Stations, Inc. (Plan 1) counterproposal must be denied for the
reasons set forth above in our discus ion of Canadian-United States
television assignments.
888. The Fisher's Blend Stations, Inc. (Plan 2) counterproa fifth assign
VHF
channelposal,toin assigning
Seattle, would
Channelever, 12Channelat 12Victoria,
B.C.
Howat Victoria would
be onlyment of48Channel
miles 12fromin Bellingham
the assignresulting from our grant of the
KVOS, Inc., counterproposal. The
Fisher's Blend Stations, Inc. (Plan
2) counterproposal
deniedin
for
the reasons set must
forth beabove
our
discussion
of
Canadian-United
States television assignments.
889. The Twin City Broadcasting Corporation (Plan 2) counterproposal, inassigning would
a VHF assign
channel to Longview,
Channel 2 to Vancouver-New Westminster, B.C. However, in granting the KVOS, Inc. counterproposal
for Bellingham, Channel 3 is assigned to Chilliwack,
3 at Chilliwack
wouldB.C.
be 47Channel
miles
from New Westminster and 58
miles from Vancouver where adjacent Channel 2 is proposed to be
assigned by Twin City. The Twin
City Broadcasting Corporation
(Plan 2)forcounterproposal
denied
the reasons setmustforthbe
above in our discussion of Canadian-United States television assignments.
Final
Assignments and Reservation
890. The following assignments
City
and reservation are adopted :1TS
Bellingham,
Wash.
Longview,
Wash.
Seattle, Wash.
Albany,
Ore.
ELLENSBURG, WASHINGTON
(a) Proposed
In 891.
the Third
Notice the Assignment.
Commission
proposed
the
Channel 49 to assignment
Ellensburg. of UHF
(b) The Central
Washington
Broadcasters,
Inc., supported
the
proposed
assignment
of
Channelwere49
to Ellensburg. No objections
filed to the assignment of this chanConclusions
892. In view of the foregoing
the nelproposed
assignmentis adopted.
of Chan49 for Ellensburg
THE WASHINGTON
EDUCATIONAL
RESERVATIONS
nel.179
893. (a) Proposed Reservations.
In the Third Notice, the Commission proposed
the followingfor reservations in commercial
Washington
educational use: non-

(b) Pullman. The State College
of Washington and the State
Superintendent
of Public
Instruction supported
reservation
Channel
10 in the
Pullman
for nonof
commercial educational use. No
objections
filed to the reservation of thiswerechannel.
(c)
The
Spokane
Public Schoolsof
and the State Superintendent
Public Instruction supported the
reservation of Channel 7 in Spokane foruse. non-commercial
educaNo objections
filed
to the tional
reservation
of thiswere
channel.
(d) Counterproposal
of Wash-of
ington State Superintendent
Public Instruction. The State Superintendent ofPublic Instruction
requested
of one
channel at theeachassignment
of the following
communities and its reservation for
non-commercial educational use :
Omak-Okanogan, Wenatchee, Ellensburg,
Yakima,
KennewickRichland-Pasco
and Walla
Walla.
(e) Statement in Support of
Counterproposal
State Superintendent of Public ofInstruction.
The
State Superintendent
Instruction stated that ofthePublic
middle
portion of the State of Washington
could not receive educational coveragetionsfromproposed
the educational
for Tacoma, reservaSeattle,
Spokane, and Pullman. No objections were filed to the counterproposal of theInstruction.
State Superintendent
of Public
Conclusions
894. It is our view that the
record supports the reservation of
Channel 10 at Pullman and Channelcial7 ateducational
Spokaneuse.for Itnon-commeris our view
that the record also supports the
assignment
and
reservation
non-commercial educational use forof
a UHF channel in Omak-Okanogan, Wenatchee, Ellensburg, Yakima, Kennewick-Richland-Pasco,
and Walla
Walla. Accordingly, the
counterproposal
of theInstructions
State Superintendent ofPublic
for
the
assignment
and
reservation
of channels to these communities
18,332624
20,

for non-commercial educational use
is granted.
City Final Assignments and
895. The following assignments
and reservations are adopted:
Reservations181
Pullman, Wash. *10
Spokane
*7
Omak-Okamogan
*35
Wenatchee
*45
Ellensburg
*65
Yakima
*47
Kennewick-Richland-Pasco *41
Walla Walla
*22
BOISE, IDAHO
EDUCATIONAL
RESERVATION
(a) Proposed
and896.Reservations.
In theAssignments
Third Notice the Commission proposed the
assignment
VHF Channels 4, 7 andto 9Boise
with ofChannel
4 re179 The additional assignment of Channel
65
to
Ellensburg
and
its
reservation
for
Pullman
non-commercial
use is discussed elsewhere in this Report.
Seattle
150
The
Seattle
and
Tacoma
educational
Tacoma
Spokane
reservations
this
Report. are discussed elsewhere in
173forNoan request
was
made
on
the
record
151
The
Seattle and Tacoma educational
educational reservation in Bell- this
reservations
report. are discussed elsewhere in
ingham.
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served tiofor
it would give all possible support
and Tele(c) Oppositions toandEastern
Conflicting
nal use. non-commercial educa- mountainvisionBroadcasting
Corporation is licensed to Counterproposals
Utah to a non-commercial
station by educational
providing
Station KDYL-TV in Salt Broadcasting Co. Counterproposal. television
(b) The JCET and the College operate
City on Channel 4. Radio Salt Lake City Broadcasting Com- talent, information, and technical
of Idaho supported the reservation Lake
assistance. No objections were filed
of Channel 4 in Boise for non- Service Corporation of Utah is
pany,
Inc.
stated
that
its
proposed
commercial educational use.
licensed to operate Station KSL- ". . . move of Channel 2 to Salt to the College's request.
Lake City on Channel 5. Lake City can be accomplished with
Conclusions: Utah Educational
(c) Counterproposal of KIDO, TV in SaltSalt
Lake City
either Channel 6 or Channel 3 subReservations
Inc. KIDO, Inc. requested that
stituted for Channel 11 assigned to
901. (a) Counterproposal of Salt
Channel 9 be reserved for non907.
On the basis of the record
commercial educational use instead Lake City Broadcasting Company. no
Price,"
and
therefore
that
it
had
reservations
objection
the assignment of the proposed commercial
of Channel 4.
Salt Lake City Broadcasting Com- Channel
educational useforin nonthe
6 to toPrice.
that VHF
(d) Statement in Support of Channel pany,2 Inc.be requested
State of Utah are finalized. With
Vernal
assigned
to
Salt
Lake
KIDO. Inc. Counterproposal. KIDO, City by making the following
regard
to
Logan,
the
Commission
Inc. stated that VHP Channels 2-6
903.tah Broadcasting
(a) Counterproposal
Uin- is of the opinion, on the basis of
Company. ofUintah
were preferable to VHF Channels changesposed ininthe theThirdassignments
the record, that an assignment to
Notice: prothat city forAccordingly,
educational useUHFis
7-13
for
coverage
of
rural
areas
warranted.
City
Counterproposal
such as surround Boise; that it did
Third
Notice
Channel 46 is assigned to Logan,
not
appear
likely
a
non-commercial
educational station would be estab- Logan
Utah, and
for non-commercialreserved
educational use.
lished seeable
in the future;
community
fore- Ogden
12li2
and thatin the
Channel
Price
Conclusions:
Additional
VHF
4 should
be
assigned
for
commerProvo
9
Assignments in Salt Lake City
cial use.
Salt Lake City
4, 5, *7
and Vernal
(e) Counterproposal of Boise
Statement in Support of Broadcasting Company requested
908. The counterproposals for
Valley Broadcasters. Boise Valley Salt(b) Lake
City Broadcasting Co. the assignment of VHF Channel 8 additional VHF assignments in
Broadcasters requested that VHF Counterproposal.
Salt Lake City to Vernal. In addition, Uintah Salt Lake City and Vernal are in
Channel 7 or 9 be reserved for Broadcasting
stated that the Broadcasting Company pointed out conformance with the Rules and
non-commercial
use in- counterproposalCo.would
affordLakean that conflicts resulting from the standards adopted herein. We bestead of Channeleducational
4.
additional
channel
to Salt
the basis of the record,
(f) Statement in Support of City without depriving
assignment of Channel 8 that thelieve, onassignment
any other torequested
of a 4th VHF
Boise Valley Broadcasters Counter- community
Vernal could be resolved by the channel
or state of a television assignment
to
Salt Lake City and a 1st
proposal. It was asserted that it
of Channel8. 3 to Vernal VHF channel
to Vernal are warfacility proposed under the Com- in lieu of Channel
did not appearcommercial
likely
that
a
nonranted. Accordingly, the countereducational station assignment mission's
that 2 theas
(b) Statement
in Support
of ThirdVHFNotice;
Channel
would beseeableestablished
the fore-4 requested would
ofSalt Uintah
Lake City
BroadBroadcasting
Companyof
meet the Commis- Uintah
future and thatin Channel
c
a
s
tinpgropCoos.alsand
BroadcastCounterproposal. Uintah Broading
Company
are
granted.
should
be
assigned
for
commercial
sion's
standards;
that
petitioner
casting Company 3urged
that operaproposed to use a site located on
909. With respect to the request
use.
or Channel
8 in
Ocquirrh Mountain Ridge which is Vernaltion on Channel
Utah Broadcasting Co.
Conclusions
would
afford
a first area
tele- offor Eastern
the assignment of Channel 6 in
feet
above
the
popu897. We are of the view that the about lated5,000
vision
service
to
a
substantial
area
in
and
around
Salt
Lake
Price
in
lieu
of Channel 11, we
record supports the reservation of City; that the operation of Channel and population.
would deny this request since the
Channel 4 in Boise for non-com- 2 in Salt Lake City as proposed
Commissionferences inVHF
does not
recognize
difmercial educational use. We do not would result in a first service to
or UHF
channels
904. tion.
TheThe Utah
Educational
Reserva-of for assignment purposes.
recognize differences in VHF chan- a substantial area and population;
OgdenState Board
However,
nels for assignment purposes; ac- that the large number of persons
Salt Lake City countercordingly, the requests of KIDO, in Salt Lake City justified the Education supported the reserva- since the proposal
have granted
tion of Channel 18 in Ogden. The above requiredwhich awe change
Inc., the
and educational
Boise Valley reservation
Broadcastersbe grant of an additional VHF asin the
that
that until
this reservaPrice assignment and since Chanthat the Board tionrequested
shifted to Channel 7 or 9 are denied populationsignmentoftothatSaltcity;Lakeand City
be
maintained
educa6 at Price would be consistent
had
tional institutions in the area had with nel that
and the reservation of Channel 4 in increased approximately 20% durproposal, the request of
opportunity to secure adequate
Boise
the ten-year
period
following the
finalized.for non-commercial use is the ing1940
data upon which to base decisions Eastern Utah Broadcasting Co. is
census.
No
oppositions
as
to
how
this
channel
might
best
MOSCOW, IDAHO
Assignments and
for educa-to granted.Final Reservations
EDUCATIONAL RESERVATION were filed to the Salt Lake City be usedtionalco-operatively
television.wereNo filed.
objections
898. (a) Proposed Reservation. counterproposal.182
the
reservation
910. The following assignments
(c) The
Lake Utah
City EducaIn the Third Notice the CommistionalSalt
Reservation.
State
and reservations are adopted:
PROVO
proposed the
Board of Education, Ogden City
UHF sionChannel
15 inreservation
Moscow forof Board
UHF Chan905. tion.
TheThe Utah
Educational
Reserva-of City VHFnel Chanof Education, Brigham
State Board
non-commercial educational use.
No. nel30, *46
No.
at
Provo,
UniLogan
12
(b) The University of Idaho Young University
supported
reservaat Salt Lake City, Education
Ogden
*18, 24
69
tion of Channel
28 in the
Provo.
The Price
supported the reservation of Chan- and Utahversity of Utah
State
Agricultural
Colnel 15 in Moscow for non-commer22, *28
Boardtion berequested
reserva- Provo
Salt Lake City 2, 4,11
lege atvaLogan
supported
the resercontinued that
untilthiseducational
cial educational use. No objection
Vernal
35, *7 20, 26
tion of Channel
7 at Salt
Lake institutions
in
the
area
had
the
was filed
to
the
proposed
reservaCity for
tion of this channel.
PORTLAND, OREGON
to secure adequate
tional use. non-commercial
No objections wereeducafiled opportunity
Conclusions
data upon which to base decisions
reservation.
911.
(a) Proposed
899. In view of the foregoing the to the proposed Price
as
to
how
this
channel
might
best
In theAssignments
Third Noreservation of Channel 15 in Mosbe usedtionalco-operatively
for Young
educa- and Reservations.
tice the Commission proposed the
television.
Brigham
cowtionalforuse isnon-commercial
educa902.
(a)
Counterproposal
of
assignment
to
Portland
of VHF
finalized.
Eastern Utah Broadcasting Co. University also supported the res- Channels 6, 8, 10 and 12 and
UHF
ervationresolutions
of the channel
andProvo
sub- Channels 21 and 27, with Channel
LOGAN, SALT LAKE CITY,
Eastern Utah Broadcasting Committed
from
the
OGDEN, PRICE, PROVO,
pany,
Price,
Utah,
requested
that
10
reserved
for
non-commercial
VHF Channel 6 be assigned to School District Board of Education, educational use.
VERNAL, UTAH
the Nebo School District, the Al900. (a) Proposed Assignments Price, Utah, in lieu of Channel 11. pene
(b) Support
AssignDistrict, School
and thefavorCenand Reservation. In the Third No(b) Statement in Support of
ments. KOIN,ofInc.Proposed
supported
the
tralSchool
Utah Vocational
Eastern
Utah
Broadcasting
Co.
tice the Commission proposed the
assignments
proposed
for
Portland.
ing
the
development
of
non-comCounterproposal.
It
was
urged
that
following
assignments
and
reservamerical educational television in Reservation.
tion.
the
of Channel
6 to Provo.
The University
(c) The Portland'
Educationalof
No wereobjections
to the reser- Portland,
Priceassignment
in lieu of Channel
11 would
the Portland Public
VHF Chanvation
filed.
result in greater coverage and that
City
nel No. UHFnel ChanSchools
and
the
Portland
Art
No.
Logan
the operation of Channel 6 in Price
Logan
Museum supported the reservation
Ogden
906.
The
Educational
Reservaof
Channel
10
in
Portland
for
nonwould
comply
with
the
CommisPrice
commercial educational use. No
tion. Utah State Agricultural Colsion's Standards for minimum coProvo
lege at Logan, Utah, requested the objection was filed to the reservachannel
Salt Lake City
rations. and adjacent channel sepa- reservation
tion of this channel.
of a channel on 782No assignment was proposed for 182 Oquirrh Radio and Television Com- 890 Mc band for non-commercial
Conclusions:
The Educational
Vernal.
Reservation
use in Logan. The Colfiledproposal
a mutually
exclusive
counter-of educational
(b) Census Data. The standard VHF panyChannel
lege
stated
that
its
administration
requesting
the
assignment
912.
It
is
our
view that the
to Tooele, Utah. On and faculty believe it to be their
metropolitan area of Salt Lake October 1, 1951, 2Oquirrh
Radioits andcounterTele- responsibility to make the educa- record supports
the 10
proposed
reserCity has a population of 275,000
vision
Company
withdrew
v
a
t
i
o
n
o
f
Channel
in Portland
of the College
and Salt
Lake City
use of Channel 2 at availabletionaltoresources
as many persons as for
use. non-commercial educational
tion of 182,000.
The has
Citya ofpopulaPrice Tooele ". pro.posal.forinthefavor
of the allocation
has a population of 6,000. The City of that channelcordingly,tothe Salt
Lake City." Ac-o f possible through the means of an Final Assignments and Reservation
educational television station. Acof Vernal has a population of 3,000. Oquirrh Radio andcounterproposal
Television
913. The following assignments
cordingly, the College reported that
pany will not be considered
further.Com(c) Existing Stations. InterBROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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Conclusions : Additional VHF
Assignment in Eugene
916. We believe that the record
supports the addition of a VHF
Portland, Ore. 6, 8, *10, 12
21, 27
channel inproposal ofEugene.
The tocounterEUGENE, OREGON
KUGN, Inc.,
assign
11
to
that
community
can914. (a) Proposed Assignments Channel
granted since it would result
and Reservation. In the Third No- in annot beassignment
separation below
tice the Commission proposed the
requireassignment
EugeneChannels
of VHF20 the minimum
ments adopted separation
herein.
Channel 9 andto UHF
917. The counterproposal of
and 26 with Channel 9 reserved for
Lane Broadcasting
Company
non-commercial educational use.
in the deletion
of a would
VHF
(b) Census Data. The City of result
channel
proposed
to
be
assigned
Eugene has a population of 36,000. Medford. Although it is our viewto
The City
of
Medford
has
a
populathat the record supports the basis
tion of 17,000.
the assignment of an additional
(c) Counterproposal of KUGN, for
VHF channel to Eugene, we do not
Inc. KUGN, Inc. requested the ad- believe
that this assignment need
assignmentwithout
of VHF making
Chan- be achieved
at the expense of denel 11 toditional
Eugene
leting
one of the
two VHF Wechanany other
changes
in the
the assignnels assigned
to Medford.
are
ments
proposed
in
Third
persuaded to this conclusion in
Notice.
of
the
(d) Statement in Support of view of thesignment offeasibility
VHF Channel 13 as-at
KUGN, Inc. Counterproposal. Eugene. Accordingly,
KUGN, Inc. stated that the City
proposal of KUGN, Inc.,the andcounterLane
of Eugene
Lane contain
County thein Broadcasting
Company in so far
which
it is and
situated
they
request
the
assignment
second largest concentration of as
additional VHF channel ofto
population in the State of Oregon; an
granted by the assignKUGN, Inc. recognized that the Eugenement ofare
separation between Eugene and community.VHF Channel 13 to that
Yreka City, California, where Final
Assignments and Reservation
Channel signed11by theis Third
proposed
to beis 163
as918. The following assignments
Notice
and reservation are adopted:
miles, butveningasserted
that
the
interterrain is composed of City VHFnel ChanNo. UHFnel ChanNo.
rough mountainous areas and that Eugene,
Ore.
no
serious
interference
would
oc20, 26
cur.
CORVALLIS, OREGON:
(e) Channel 13 can be assigned
RESERVATION
at Eugene in accordance with the EDUCATIONAL
(a) Proposed Reservation.
standards without making any In 919.
the
Third
Notice
the Commisother changes in the assignments
proposed the
proposed in the Third Notice.
VHF sionChannel
7 inreservation
Corvallis forof
(f) Opposition and Conflicting non-commercial educational use.
Counterproposals to KUGN, Inc.,
(b) Oregon State Agricultural
Counterproposal. No opposition or College
the reservation
conflicting counterproposals were of Channelsupported
7 in Corvallis for nonfiled to the counterproposal of
commercial educational use. No obKUGN, Inc.
filed to the reservationjections
of thiswere channel.
(g) Counterproposal of Lane
Conclusions
Broadcasting Company, Eugene,
In view of the foregoing,
Oregon.pany Lane
Com- the920.reservation
of Channel 7 in
requestedBroadcasting
that either VHF
Corvallis
Channel 4 or 5, proposed to be as- is finalized.for non-commercial use
sford,igned iOregon,
n the Third
Notice
to
Medbe deleted from that
SALEM, OREGON:
community and assigned to EDUCATIONAL
RESERVATION
Eugene.
921.
(a)
Reservation.
(h) Statement in Support of In the ThirdProposed
Notice
the CommisLane posal.
Broadcasting
Counterprosion
proposed
the
reservation
of
Lane Broadcasting Company
18 ineducational
Salemuse.for nonstated that Eugene is one of the UHF Channelcommercial
principal market areas of the State
(b) Willamette University and
of Oregon and with respect to Oregon
State Department
of Edu-of
population, commercial market
the reservation
data and cultural background is Channelcation18supported
in Salem for non-comsecond only in the State of Oregon
mercial educational use. No obto the City of Portland.
filed to the reser(i) Opposition and Conflicting
vationjections
of thiswere channel.
Counterproposal to Lane BroadcastConclusions
ing Company Counterproposal. A
conflicting counterproposal was
In view of the foregoing,
filed by Central Willamette Broad- the922.reservation
of Channel 18 in
casting Company, Albany, Oregon. Salem for non-commercial educaWe have elsewhere in this Report
tional use is finalized.
deniedsonsthis
proposal for the reathere stated.
BUTTE, MONTANA
(j) The Eugene Educational Res(a) Proposed
ervation. The University of Oregon and923.Reservation.
In theAssignments
Third Noat Eugene and School District No.
tice
the
Commission
the
4 of Lane County supported the assignment to Butte ofproposed
VHF
Chanreservation of Channel 9 in Eugene
nels
4,
6,
and
7
with
Channel
for non-commercial educational reserved for non-commercial educa-7
tional use.
use. No objection was filed to the
reservation of this channel.
(b) Census Data. The City of
Butte
has
a population of 33,000.
Conclusions: The Educational
(c) Counterproposal of Copper
Reservation
Broadcasting Company. Copper
In view ofof the
foregoing,
Broadcasting Company requested
the915.reservation
Channel
9 in the
additional assignment of UHF
Channel 15 to Butte without makEugene tionalforuse isnon-commercial
educafinalized.
ing any other changes in the chanPage 108 • April 14, 1952 Part 11 Final TV Report
and reservation are adopted:

nels proposed in the Third Notice.
(d) Statement in Support of
Copper Broadcasting Company
Counterproposal. Copper Broadcasting VHF
Company stated
that were
two
commercial
channels
insufficient to meet the needs of
Butte.
(e) Oppositions and Conflicting
Counterproposals to Counterpropospany.
al of Copper
Broadcasting
ComNo oppositions
or conflicting
counterproposals were filed to the
counterproposal
casting Company.of Copper Broad(f) The ervaButte
tion. The JCETEducational
supported Resthe
reservation of Channel 7 in Butte
for non-commercial educational
use.
No objections
werechannel.
filed to
the reservation
of this
Conclusions : Educational
Reservation
924. In view of the foregoing,
the reservation of VHF Channel 7
in Buttetionalfor
educause is non-commercial
finalized.
Conclusions: Channel 15
925. It is our view that the
record supports the basis for the
grant of an additional channel to
Butte. Accordingly,
the counterproposal of Copper Broadcasting
Company is granted and Channel
15 is assigned to Butte.
Final Assignments and Reservation
926. The following assignments
and reservation are adopted:
City VHFnel ChanNo. UHFnel 15ChanNo.
Butte, Mont.
4, 6, *7
STATE OF MONTANA:
EDUCATIONAL RESERVATION
In 927.
the (a)
ThirdProposed
Notice Reservations.
the Commission vproposed
the following educaresera
t
i
o
n
s
f
o
r
non-commercial
tional use:
City
Billings,
Mont. *11*9
Bozeman,
Great Falls,Mont.
Mont. *23
MUes
City,
Mont. *11*6
Missoula, Mont.

tional
station. were
No oppositions tothetelevision
reservation
filed.
(e)
Missoula.
The
University
Montana and the Executive Boardof
of the University supported the
reservation of VHF Channel 11 at
Missoula, Montana.
the
reservation
was also Support
received offrom
the Public Schools of Missoula and
the Missoula
Council,
Missoula CountyP.T.A.
Schools,
Missoula
CountytanaHigh
School,
and
the
MonFederation of Women's Clubs.
~No objection
to the proposed reservation was received.
Conclusions
928. In view of the foregoing,
the proposed reservation of the
above
channelsuse forarenon-commercial1
educational
finalized
City
Final Reservations
929.
The
following
reservations
are adopted:
Billings,
Mont. *11*9
Bozeman,
Great Falls,Mont.
Mont. *23
Niles City, Mont. *6
Missoula, Mont. *11
ALBUQUERQUE,
AND
SANTA FE, NEWROSWELL
MEXICO
EDUCATIONAL
RESERVATIONS
930.
InCity
the (a)
ThirdProposed
Notice Reservations:
the Commis
sion
proposed
the
reservation
the
following
channels
in Newof
Mexico:
VHF Channel N.o
Albuquerque
*5
Roswell
Santa Fe
*9*3

(b) Albuquerque.
The ofJCET
supported the reservation
Channel
5 in Albuquerque
submitting
statements of the University of Mexico
and thement of New
Mexico NoStateoppositions
DepartEducation.
tofiled.the proposed reservations were
(c) Roswell.
The JCET
supported the reservation
of Channel
3 in Roswell
submitting
a
statement of the New Mexico Military
(b)tanaBillings.
The EasternsupportMon- Institute at Roswell. In addition,
College of Education
the
University
of Eastern New
ednelthe11 reservation
of
VHF
Chanat Billings. The following Mexico and the New Mexico Board
educational organizations and of Education supported the reservation. No oppositions to the progroups tanajoined
withsupport
EasternofMonposed reservation were filed.
College in
the
reservation: Billings Business Col(d) Santa
The SantatheFereserMulege; Billings Commercial Club;
nicipal
SchoolsFe.supported
vation of Cannel
9 in Santa Fe.
Mayor terial
of Billings;
Billings
MinisThe
Board
of
Education
of
New
Association; Superintendent
stated that it was engaged
of Schools, Laurel, Montana ; inMexico
a survey as to the needs of the
County
Superintendent
of
Schools,
Yellowstone County, Billings; community, the costs of construcand operation,television
and thecould
extentbe
Rocky Mountain
College;Billings;
Post- that tion
educational
master, U.S. Post Office,
P.T.A. City Council; Superin- used in the community. The JCET
tendent School District #2, Bill- also supported the reservation, submdiocese
it ing a statement
the Archand Central
Catholic
High
of Santa Feof expressing
School.ings;The
JCET also
supported
interest in and a willingness to
this
reservation.
No
objection
was
filed to this reservation.
cooperate with other educational
(c) Bozeman and Miles City. The agencies in the establishment and
JCET
supported
the
reservation
of
of television
a non-commercial
station. No educaoppoVHF Channel 9 in Bozeman and supporttional
sitions to the proposed reservation
VHF Channel 6 in Miles City and were filed.
requested that these reservations
Conclusions
be made
final. reservations.
No objections were
filed
to these
931. In view of the foregoing,
(d) Great Falls. The College of the reservation of Channel 5 in
Greattion Falls
supported
the reservaAlbuquerque,
3 in Roswell
of Channel
23 at Great
Falls. and
Channel Channel
9 in Santa
Fe for
The JCET also supported this non-commercial educational use are
reservation. The College of Great finalized.
Falls requested that UHF Channel GALLUP, RATON AND SILVER
23 be reserved until it, either alone
CITY, NEW MEXICO
or in cooperation
withwas
otherable
educa-to
tional institutions,
establish and maintain an educa- In 932.
the (a)
ThirdProposed
Notice Assignments.
the CommisROADCASTING
• Telecasting

SACRAMENTO, FRESNO,
Final Assignments
of Harmco,
and Reservations
SANTA BARBARA, VISALIA, Inc.,(c)andCounterproposal
KCRA., Inc. Harmco,
Inc.
CALIFORNIA
934. The following assignments
and
KCRA,
Inc.,
filed
a
joint counand reservations are ; idopted :
939.
(a)
Proposed
Assignments
terproposal
requesting
the
assignand Reservations. In the Third
ment of an additional VHF channel
ae Raton
Gallup 3, 10
nel No.
City VHFnel ChanNo. UHF ChanGallup
Notice the Commission proposed to Sacramento.
46
Two plans for ac. Silver City 12
*10,*8, 1210
the
following
assignments
and
3,
Raton
complishing this assignment were
reservations :
Silver City
46, *52
*40,
46
proffered:
Plan
wouldforsubstitute
% (b) Census Data. Gallup has a
*18,Chan24
Channel 2 or 4 in1 Reno
Channel
City VHFnel ChanNo. UHFnel
No.
YUMA, ARIZONA
population of 9,000; Raton a popuSacramento
3,
and
Plan
2
would
substitute a
(a) Proposed Assignments. Fresno
lation of 8,000; and Silver City a In 935.
UHF
channel
in
Monterey
for
the Third Notice the Commis- Visalia
Santa Barbara
VHF Channel 8 and Channel 11 for
^'population
of 7,000.
20, 26
sion proposed the assignment of
S,l: (c) Counterproposal
of New
Channel 8 in Reno, as follows:
r- Mexico State Department of EduCounterproposal*40,No.246
Third Notice
cation. The New Mexico State DeCounterproposalUHF1
VHF
UHF
VHF
No.
partment of Education requested
Channel
Channel
Channel
UHF
*40,
46
Channel
*21, 27
Channel
No.
No.
the reservation of channels in Monterey
*21,No. 27
8
+
?• Gallup, Raton, and Silver City for Sacramento
3, Hf
19f , 58f or 64*
^'"non-commercial
educational use, as Reno
6,3, 108
follows :
8f, 10
*12f
Counterproposal
(d) Statement
in Support of
Third Notice
- KCRA Counterproposal.
(b) Census
The Sacramento standardData.
metropolitan
area Harmco
Harmco,
Inc.,
and
KCRA,AM Inc.,
has
a
population
of
277,000
and
the
noted
that
there
are
and
Gallup
3, 10
City of Sacramento a population three FM stations four
operating
io.si- .Raton
of 138,000. The Fresno standard Sacramento; and that there werein
SUver City
12
metropolitan area has a population 18,500 VHF television receivers in
(d) Statement in Support of two channels to Yuma, Arizona: of 277,000 and the City of Fresno use
Sacramento trading area
! New Mexico State Department of VHF Channels 11 and 13.
has
a population of 92,000. Santa as ofin the
September 1, 1951. It was
Education Counterproposal. The
Barbara has a population of 45,000. urged
(b)
Census
Data.
Yuma,
Arithat Sacramento could sup!Department of Education pointed
Visalia has a population of 12,000.
zona has a population of 9,000.
port an additional
VHF channel
L out that New Mexico is a rural
Sacramento
and that
such assignment
would
(c) canCounterproposal
of AmeriCOOstate with tributed
population
unevenly
disBroadcasting
Company,
Inc.
and that approximately American Broadcasting Company, Clatchy
940. (a)Broadcasting
CounterproposalCompany.
of Mc- enable the establishment of "a truly
televisionin service."
counties
in thedo Inc., Los Angeles, California, filed McClatchy Broadcasting Company competitive
(e) beChannel
Sacramento
ns:jone-half
state, the ofmorethe rural
counties,
counterproposal which, among requested the additional assign- would
209 miles3 from
the closest
iis-l.not have supervisors or special aother
changes,
would
substitute
ment of VHF Channel 3 to Sacra- co-channel assignment in Eureka,
jf- tional
teachersprogram.
to aid theThestate's
educaVHF
Channel
9
and
UHF
Channel
California;
and
80
miles
the
Department 47 in Yuma for VHF Channels 11
mento
by
substituting
VHF
Channel 4 in Reno, Nevada for VHF adjacent channel Station from
of Education urged that the use of
KRONan effort
to
avoid
duplieducational television would enable and 13 caintion of VHF
7 and 9 Channel 3, as follows:183
iSli available personnel to extend their in Los Angeles andChannels
Counterproposal
Third Notice
Mexiservices and made them more effecco as proposed in theMexicali,
Third Notice.
! tive. The Department of Education Since
the
filing
of
the
ABC
Sacramento,
Calif. 3,6, 108
| stated that the education of adults counterproposal, however, the Reno,
Nevada
tp-j-is
States Television
d'l'in atheparticularly
state, and pressing
that it problem
believes Mexican-United
has for
substituted
(b) Statement
in SupportCompany
of Mc- TV operating on Channel 4 in San
ite-j- the use of television would make it Agreement
Clatchy Broadcasting
ChannelsChannel
7 and
Francisco; and 75 and 68 miles,
jfio possible and feasible to carry_ on 93 inandMexicali
ABC has supported these Counterproposal. McClatchy Broad- respectively,
from the adjacent
:adult
educational
programs
withAccordingly, the
casting Company stated that channel assignment
offi i out the expenditure of large sums assignments.
of Channel 2
ofnotABCbe fordiscussed
Yuma Sacramento
isis the
capital
offastest
Cali- in San Francisco-Oakland.
ere s which are not now available. The iscounterproposal
fornia
and
one
of
the
moot
and
will
4 in Reno would be 190 milesChannel
from
Department of Education stated further in this Report.
growing
metropolitan
areas in that
the the transmitter of KRON-TV oper™ !.that the reservation of six channels
United States.
It was asserted
a
t
i
n
g
i
n
San
Francisco
on
Channel
Final Assignments
,e] in New Mexico (three proposed in
Sacramento increased 28.1% in 4. All of the above communities
The following assignments population
ltJ. the Third Notice and three addi- are936.adopted:
in the 10 year period are situated in Zone II and the
Jj:J !J quate
tional coverage
requested)to would
affordIt adebetween 1940 and 1950, and that above
City
would meet the
the State.
was
during
this
same period,
Sacra- minimumassignments
required separations for
u , contended
the topography
re- Yuma, Ariz.
mento metropolitan
area theincreased
assignments
in
this
Zone. Channel
quires six that
stations
to obtain the
11, 13
6E8% in population. McClatchy 2, 5, or 11 in Reno, however,
jj . desired coverage. The Department
urgednel 3 inthatSacramento
the assignment
of Chan-in not meet the required 190would
PHOENIX AND TUCSON,
mile
JT of Education argued that the reseris
justified,
ARIZONA EDUCATIONAL
minimum separation for co-channel
•; vation of these channels was inthat it would meet the objectives assignments.
RESERVATION
, ! dispensable in order to provide
Channel
8
at
Sacraof Sections 1 and 307(b) of the
would meet the minimum
Communications Act, to provide a requiredmentomileage
time to television
explore all and
aspectsto
937. (a) Proposed Reservation. fair,
3i5"h ofsufficient
educational
spacings for Zone
more efficient
and equitable
Notice the Commis- distribution
II.
.n; raise funds necessary for the con- In thesionThird
of
television
facilities
proposed the
reservation
of than would the Third Notice. It
H\) struction and operation of the non- VHF Channel
8
in
Phoenix
and
(f) Oppositions toand
-fi, commercial educational television VHF Channel 6 in Tucson for non- was submitted that this assignment Counterproposals
the Conflicting
McClatchy
commercial educational use.
stations.reservations
No oppositions
the prowould conform to the principles ex- Broadcasting Company and Harm31 j' posed
were tofiled.
co-KCRA
Counterproposals.
The
p
r
e
s
e
d
b
y
the
priorities.
McClat(b)
Phoenix.
The
JCET
suplies
chymittedBroadcasting
Company sub- McClatchy Broadcasting Company
ported the reservation
Channel
FT2L1 933. The Conclusions
that those counterproposals
submitting ofstatements
counterproposal
was
opposed
Commission is of the 8of inthePhoenix
conflicting with the assignment of the California Inland Broadcastingby
Dean of Phoenix College and VHF
1 1 view that the record supports the
Channel 3 to Sacramento
State College at Tempe,
la basis for reserving channels in Arizona
be rejected in light of the Company,lumbiaFresno,
CoArizona, in support of the reser- should
BroadcastingCalifornia;
System, Inc.;
urgent
need for an additional VHF
vation. No oppositions to the proGallup, Raton andeducational
Silver City use.
for
Jjf.'| non-commercial
and
the
Chronicle
Publishing
Comassignment
at
Sacramento.
posed
reservation
were
filed.
Jj ] channels
However, inwe Raton
do not and
believeSilver
the only
City
(c) Tucson. The University of McClatchy pointed out that the TV operating
pany, licenseeonof Channel
Station 4 KRONin San
supported the reservation Commission has proposed five VHF
L . and one of two channels in Gallup Arizona
of Channel 6 in Tucson stating that and five UHF channels for San Francisco. The McClatchy counterLjrI needs
should in
be reserved
in
light
of
the
these communities for the Tucson Public Schools had ex- Francisco and a total of only four
proposal
conflicts
with
the
Calicommercial service. Accordingly, in the establishment
pres ed awillingness andto cooperate
fornia Inland Broadcasting Comchannels for Sacramento, and
operation argued
Channel 8 will be added to Gallup, of an educational television
pany
counterproposal
and
several
that
the
equities
favor
the
station.
Channel 52 will be added to Raton, The JCET also supported
counterproposals seeking additional
assignment
of an additional
and Channel 10 will be added to reservation. No oppositions to the
nel to Sacramento.
It was chanalso VHF channels for San Franciscothe contended
Silver
City,
all
to
be
reserved
for
The San Francisco-Oakthat an additional VHF Oakland.
non-commercial educational use. proposed reservation were filed.
counterproposals have been
The addition of Channel 10 in
channel ferredin overSacramento
is to channel
be pre- deniedlandelsewhere
Conclusions
in this Report.
an
additional
Silver City, which is within 250
938. In view of the foregoing the for Fresno.
The Harmco-KCRA counterpromiles of the Mexican border, has reservation
of Channel 8 in
posal
was
opposed
by
the Monterey
been reflected in the Mexican- Phoenix and Channel 6 in Tucson 183 It was stated that Channels 2, 5, and Radio-Television Company,
MonUnited States Television Agree- for non-commercial educational 11 could also be assigned to Reno.
terey,
California;
Kenyon
Brown,
ment, as modified.
use is finalized.
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sion proposed
the following assignments :

Reno, Nevada; the American
Broadcasting Company, Inc., operKGO-TV on and
Channel
7 in atingSanStation Francisco;
the
Chronicle Publishing Company.
The Harmco-KCRA counterproposalposalsconflicts
with the counterproof Television
California,
Oakland, California; California Inland Broadcasting Company, Fresno, California; Kenyon Brown,
Reno, Nevada; Tribune Building
Company, Oakland, California;
Salinas Broadcasting Company,
Salinas, California; KROW, Inc.,
Oakland, California; and CBS, Inc.,
San Francisco, California. In its
oppositions CBS
to theargued
Sacramento
terprosal,
that itcounwas
more important, in order to afford
the opportunity for a nationwide
competitive television service, to
an additional
channelan
inprovide
San Francisco
than VHF
to provide
additional VHF assignment for
Sacramento. Chronicle Publishing
Company opposed the assignment of
Channel 3 in Sacramento contendit would degrade onthe Chanserviceingnelof4thatStation
in San KRON-TV
Francisco. For the
same reason, KRON-TV opposed
the assignment of Channel 4 in
Reno. Monterey Radio-Television
Companyplanopposed
KCRA
insofar the
as itHarmcowould
delete VHF Channel 8 from Monterey,
and
urged
that
it
was
possible to assign an additional VHF
channel to Sacramento without deleting the Monterey assignment.
ABC,Channel
Inc., opposed
the assignment
of
8 in Sacramento
if it
would mean a limitation on the
powering on ofChannel
Station7 inKGO-TV
operatSan Francisco.
(g) Sacramento
Educational
Reservation.
The Sacramento
City
Unified School District supported
the proposed reservation of UHF
Channel 40 in Sacramento for noncommercial educational use, stating
the preparations were under way
to studymentoandArea Educational
advise with the
SacraTelevision
Committee concerning the joint coon in the operation
of an
educationaloperatistation.
The Director
of the Grant Union High School
and Technical College filed a request on behalf of the Sacramento
Area Educational Television Committee
VHF Channel
reserved ithatn Sacramento
rather6 bethan
UHF Channel 40. This Committee
represents the Amador, Colusa,
Sacramento, Stanislaus, Yolo, and
Yuba County
SchoolthatSys-a
tems. It was Public
contended
VHF assignment was required in
Sacramento to provide adequate
coverage in a region of high
mountain ranges and large valleys.
No oppositions to the proposed
reservation or the request for a
VHF reservation were filed.
Fresno
941.
(a)
Counterproposal
of McClatchy Broadcasting Company.
McClatchy Broadcasting Company
requested
the additional
ment of three
additional assignVHF
channels to Fresno by substituting
Channel 11 for Channel 5 in Goldfield, Nevada; Channel 13 for
Channel 9 in Tonopah, Nevada;
and Channel 12 for Channel 13 in
Las
below:Vegas, Nevada, as indicated
Third

(b) Statement
in SupportCompany
of McClatchy Broadcasting
Counterproposal. McClatchy BroadCompanycity
urgedof the
thatFresno
Fresno is thecasting
central
standard metropolitan area, which
increased
in
population
53.6%
1940. It was also stated thatsince
the
Fresno city population increased
49.3% since 1940. It was urged
that the assignments proposed
for Fresno in the Third Notice
are inadequate, particularly since
only one VHF community
channel is and
asone of signedtheto that
two UHF channels
is reserved for non-commercial
educational use. It was argued
that the size and importance of
Fresno
assignmentVHFof
at
leastrequires
three theadditional
channels. McClatchy argued that
the
operation
of Channels
5, 7 andIt
9 would
be feasible
in Fresno.
wasno stated
that
Channel
5
Freswould be 161 miles from atStation
KPIX operating on Channel 5 in
San Francisco; Channel 7 would be
162.5 miles from Station KGO-TV
operating on Channel 7 in San
Francisco;
9 would
be
161 milesandfromChannel
San Francisco
and 155 miles from Oakland, where
Channel 9 is assigned. McClatchy
submitted
thatresult
while inthese
assignments would
separations
''somewhat less than those specithe Third byNotice,
safety
factorfied" inprovided
the the
mountain
range between Fresno and San
Franciso distance
"will set and
off theenable
effectfullof
reduced
power operations from the Fresno
site." are
It was
arguedterrain
that where
there
unusual
conditions, such as exist in California,
it would be good engineering practice to apply these geographical
advantagesfacilities.
to the assignment
television
Data has beenof
submitted concerning high frefield intensity
measurementsquency
made across
a mountain
path
between the period of August 17
and September 17, 1951, in support
of McClatchy's
proposal.
McClatcontended
that mountainous
terrainchy has
a substantial
effect on
the propagation along the same
length path over relatively smooth
terrain. It was argued that the
measurements submitted by
McClatchy demonstrate that the
reduction in signal due to the
mountainous terrain would be on
the order of 7 db, and that such a
reduction should permit closer
spacings of co-channel stations in
this area. McClatchy also submitted that the same degree of protection afforded by a co-channel
spacing of 170 miles could be obtained by a slight reduction in
power.
McClatchy
urged a that
the
Commission
must strike
balance
between the need for more VHF
service and an endeavor to give a
few stations a wider service range.
It was also urged that, if necessary, distances could be maintained
by proper site selection.
(c) Conflicting Counterproposals
and Oppositions to McClatchy
Broadcasting Company Counterproposal. Oppositions to the McClatchy Company counterproposal
have been filed by KPIX, Inc., and
American Broadcasting Company,
lit
Counterproposal
Notice
13t
125
5t,7t, 9f, 12
8, *10, 12f
8, *10, 13

Fresno,
Calif.
Goldfield,
Nevada
Las
Vegas,
Nevada
Tonopah, Nevada
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Inc.,
San Broadcasting
Francisco, California.
American
Company,
Inc.,
licensee
Station 7 KGO-TV
operating on ofChannel
in San
Francisco, pointed out that the
McClatchy counterproposal would
involve tween
co-channel
KGO-TV andoperation
Fresno be-at
162.5 miles. ABC urged that, while
there is no question that the terrain
may affect the coverage which a
television station may expect to
provide, the terrain between the
transmitter
and the receiver,
rated by a distance
comparablesepa-to
that between Fresno and San Francisco, may have little or no effect
on the tropospheric propagation
over that path. It was noted that
tropospheric
propagation
all transmissions
resultingincludes
from
departure mospfrom
the
athere and that thestandard
troposphere
is that portion
the the
earth'sspace
atmosphereofoccupying
above contended
the earth upthatto about
miles.is
ABC
when 6this
taken enceinto
consideration,
of a mountain
rangetheof existonly
a few thousand feet in height,
occupying but a small percentage
of the totalonpath,interfering
might havesignals
little
influence
propagated
sphere. It wasthrough
stated the
that, tropomoreover,
fieldcertain
calculations
dicate thatservice
under
conditionsinhigher than a normal field behind
a mountain might be expected than
would be predicted from propagabasedearth.
on theIt was
assumptiontionof acurves
smooth
also
12Third

level on Channel 7 might be the
same or entirely different from the
field intensities which were actually
recorded. It was also noted that
there was no information indicating that which
the field
the
stations
wereintensity
recordedof and
of the other stations in San Francisco might be the same or entirely
different,
20, or 30 miles
farther
from
San 10,Francisco.
ABC pointed
out that there v/as no information
in the report indicating what level
field intensity might be expected in
the San Francisco service area
from a television station operating
in Fresno.
ABC that
concluded thatAccordingly,
the only thing
might be derived from this report
is that during the period from
August 17 to September 17, 1951,
the received field intensity of
KRON-TV, KNBC-TV and KCRAFM was of the magnitude shown
in this report at the particular receiving location selected. ABC
argued that in light of the foregsignoing iChannel
t would7 beto unsound
Fresno. to asCounterproposal
of KARM,
The(d)George
Harm Station.
KARM,
The George Harm Station, Fresno,
California,
requested
the assignment of three
additional
VHF
channels to Fresno, by substituting
Channel 11 for Channel 5 in Goldfield,nelNevada;
ChannelNevada;
6 for Chan9 in Tonopah,
and
Channel 12 for lit
Channel 6 in Ely,
Nevada, as indicated below:
Counterproposal
Notice

3, 12f
5t, 7t» 9f , 12
5
3, 6
It was suggested, as an alternative,
urged bytensityABCmeasurements
that the
field
UHF channels be assubmitted inon that only
signed to Fresno. in Support of
behalf of McClatchy were made at
(e)
Statement
a single
approximatelysite 100of KARM, The George Harm Station,
miles
frompoint
the transmitter
KARM, The
KRON-TV in the direction of Counterproposal.
George Harm Station, stated that
Fresno.sisted of The
measurements
seven
pending
applica-in
continuous
recordingscon-of there tionswere
for new television stations
the
field
strength
of one
KRON-TV
Fresno. tionalKARM
asserted
that
addiover
a
period
of
only
month.
channels for Fresno
It was noted in the discussion of could onlyVHF be
obtained
by
cothese
field
intensity
measurements
San
that no information was offered as channel assignmentsIt with
was from
conto whether investigations were Francisco-Oakland.
ceded
that
since
the
distance
made to determine that the site se- Fresno to San Francisco is 161
lected for the recordings was one
such co-channel assignments
in which a generally homogenous miles,
would require deviations from the
field existed, nor was informaion required
minimum assignment
given as to whether the general spacing. However,
argued
area was probed at pertinent loca- that the assignment itof was
channelswithto
ons or atthose
antenna
heights
differ- both cities would be feasible
ent tifrom
used for
the recordings. It was also noted that operation in Fresno so situated as
Channel 7 is in a different portion to provide the grade of service to
in the Third Noof the spectrum from Channel 4, Fresnotice, andspecified
at themile
same transmitter-totime to mainand from the
the FM
frequencies under
tain a 170
which
measurements
were transmitter
It was urged
made. It was, therefore, submitted that such spacing.
operation could be
by
ABC
that
any
conclusions
drawn
achieved
from
a
transmitter
locafrom these measurements can only
be applicable to the FM frequency Visalia.tion midway between Fresno and
spectrum or to Channels 2 through
Conflicting Counterproposals
6. It was urged that it would be and(f)Oppositions
to the KARM, The
unsoundvisiontostations
assign
co-channel
in Fresno
and teleSan George Harm Station, Counterproposal.proposaOppositions
the counterFrancisco based on very limited
l of KARM,to The
George
data such as that offered by Mc- Harm Station, were filed by KPIX,
Clatchy. It was also pointed out Inc., and the American Broadcastthat there was no indication given
ing Company, Inc., both of San
whether the fields received were Francisco.
due to ground wave transmissions
(g)nia Inland
Counterproposal
CaliforBroadcasting ofCompany.
or to tropospheric propagation and
that there was no information to California Inland Broadcasting
Company,
Fresno,
California,
reindicate whether the field intensity
quested the additional assignment
BROADCASTING
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Fresno, Calif.
Ely,
NevadaNevada
Goldfield,
Tonopah, Nevada

of a VHF channel to Fresno by
(b) Statement in Support of
substituting UHF Channel 49 for Counterproposal of Radio KIST,
VHF Channel
3
in
Visalia,
CaliInc.
Radio KIST, Inc., urged that
fornia, as indicated below:
Proposed Changes
Third Notice
i=18,49f 24
Fresno, Calif.
123
Visalia,
Calif.
(h) Statement in Support of California Inland Broadcasting Company Counterproposal. California
Inland Broadcasting
tended that Channel Company
3 would con-be
capable
of
widespread
coverage only if transmittingruralfacilities
capable of radiating maximum
power, with maximum permissible
antenna height are utilized. It was
argued that such would not be the
case in Visalia, a community of
""only
people.
It wasapproximately
argued that 11,000
the priorities
wouldingbeVHFbetter
served3 to
by assignChannel
Fresno
where it would be utilized "to its
maximum
effectiveness."
counterproposal,
CaliforniaUnder
Inlandits
Broadcasting Company stated that
the
closest 3co-channel
assignment
to Channel
at Fresno would
be at
Reno, Nevada, 192 miles distant.
It wasnel 49also
stated
that
UHF
Chanat Visalia would meet all
minimum
ments. mileage spacing require(i) Conflicting Counterproposals
and Oppositions to California Inland Broadcasting
Company Inland
Counterproposal. The California
Broadcasting Company counterproposal
with theBroadcasting
counterproposal ofconflicts
McClatchy
Company, Sacramento, California;
Harmco, Inc., and KCRA, Inc.,
Sacramento; Tribune Building
Company,lumbiaOakland,
CoBroadcastingCalifornia;
System, Inc.,
San Francisco,
California;
Television California, San Francisco,
California; and Radio KIST, Inc.,
Santa Barbara,
California.Inland
Oppositions to the California
Broadcasting
Company
counterproposal have been filed by Television
California; Tribune Building ComBroadcasting
System,pany;
Inc., Columbia
and Radio
KIST, Inc.
(j) Fresno Educational Reservation. TheervJCET
ation of UHFsupported
Channelthe18res-in
Fresno for non-commercial educational use, submitting statements
of theno County
Superintendent
of theReedley
FresSchools and
College located in Fresno County.
No oppositions
to the reservation
were
filed.
Santa Barbara and Visalia
942.dio KIST,
(a) Inc.
Counterproposal
RaRadio KIST,of Inc.,
Santaally filed
Barbara,
California,
origina counterproposal seeking
the assignment of Channel 8 at
Santa Barbara. Subsequently,
Radio KIST, Inc., filed an alternate
counterproposal184
assignment of VHF requesting
Channel 3 theto
Santa Barbara to be accomplished
by deleting Channel 3 from Visalia
and nelssubstituting
two UHF chanas indicated below:
Third

3f,f 12
in light of the Mexican-United
States Television
removing VHF ChannelAgreement
3 from San
Diego, the assignment of VHF
Channel 3 be made to Santa Barbara. It was noted that the distance from Santa Barbara to Mexican, where VHF Channel 3 is
assigned
by theAgreement,
Mexican-United
States Television
is 274
miles. Ittance towasthe urged
that the
disadjacent
channel
transmitter on VHF Channels 2
and 4 on Mount Wilson, Los
Angeles,
would meets
be 94 miles
and that
this
distance
the minimum
separation
requirements.
The
distance between Santa Barbara and
San Diego where VHF Channel 8
is assigned is 188 miles.
(c) Oppositions to
and the
Conflicting
Counterproposals
Radio
KIST, Inc.
Counterproposal.
Oppo-of
sitions to the counterproposal
Radio KIST,
Inc., Channel
seeking 8,thewere
assignment of VHF
filed by the following parties:
American Broadcasting Company,
Inc., Los
nedy Angeles,
BroadcastingCalifornia;
Company, KenSan
Diego, California; McClatchy
Broadcasting Company, Bakersfield, California; and Thomas S.
Lee Enterprises, Inc., Los Angeles,
California. This counterproposal
conflicts with the McClatchy Broadcasting Company counterproposal
for Bakersfield. Oppositions to the
counterproposal of Radio KIST,
Inc., seeking the assignment of
VHF Channel 3 in Santa Barbara,
were filed by Columbia Broadcasting System,
Los Inland
Angeles,BroadCalifornia;Inc.,
California
casting
Company,
Fresno,
California; and National Broadcasting
Company, Inc., Los Angeles, Caliconflictsfornia.
with Thisthecounterproposal
California Inland
Broadcasting Company counterproposal for Fresno.
(d) In its opposition to the
Radio KIST, Inc., counterproposal,
National Broadcasting Company,
Inc., licensee of KNBH operating
on VHF Channel 4 in Los Angeles
from
Wilson,
allegedon that
stationMount
in Santa
Barbara
VHF a
Channel 3 would cause interference
to an area of approximately 1,600
square miles within the KNBH
service area. NBC urged that this
would
a substantial
part
of the represent
entire KNBH
interference
free service area, and that the
population within such area would
be 109,612 persons. If the Santa
Barbara station would operate at
greater height than 500 feet, or at
a lesser distance from KNBH, NBC
noted that the interference area
Proposed Changes
Notice

43f, 49f
I 184 On filed
December
11, 1951,
Radio toKIST,
be correspondingly greater.
a petition
leave
file would
I Inc.,
further comments
and forevidence
in the
(e) In its opposition to Radio
II proceeding
requesting,
as
an
alternaKIST,
Inc., CBS urged that the
to itsChannel
previous
counterproposal,
KIST counterproposal for VHF
|I tive
that VHF
3 be assigned
to Santa
Barbara.
The
Commission
granted
this
Channel
is contrary to the public
petitionuary 9, 1952
by and
Orderaccepted
(FCC 52-28)
Jan- interest. 3CBS
noted that although
the newof Radio
Santa Barbara is 87 miles from
KIST,
Inc.,
counterproposal
in
this
proseeding.
Los Angeles, signals transmitted
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on VHF Channels 2 and 4 in Los for television service. With respect
Angeles areand that
received
in Santa
Bar- to the conflicting Fresno counterseveral
proposal whichChannel
requests 3thein assignment of VHF
Fresno
VHF bara,
receivers are
on thousand
hand in
Santa Barbara receiving programs as a second VHF channel, it should
from Los Angeles. The assignment be pointed out that the California
of VHF Channel 3 to Santa Bar- Inland Broadcasting Company
Fresno also
bara sulting
as proposed,
of re- counterproposal
conflicts with thef orcounterproposal
interference,because
would prevent
reception
of
VHF
Channels
2
and
of
Radio
KIST,
Inc.,
seeking the
4 in the Santa Barbara area. It was assignment of a first VHF
channel
also urged, in addition, that the for Santa Barbara. VHF Channel
assignment of VHF Channel 3 in 3 can be utilized in both Sacramento and Santa Barbara; but, on
Santa Barbara would create an inproblem onsinceChannel
the li-3 the other hand, the assigment of
cense of thetermixture
station
Channel
3 in Fresno would prewouldtion inoperate
the only VHF
staclude the assigment of this frethat community
competing
quency
in both Sacramento and
against two UHF stations.
Santa Barbara. We believe, thereassignment
VHF
(f ) In its opposition to the KIST Channelfore, that3 the
in Fresno
wouldof effect
counterproposal, California Inland the more efficient
and equitable
Broadcasting Company urged that
while Fresno and Santa Barbara distribution of VHF assignments.
VHF Channel 3 is
are onlymitter160
milesbeapart,
trans-in Accordingly,
sites could
obtained
Channel 4to isSacramento
substituted andin VHF
Reno
the Fresno area to maintain a 170 assigned
3.
mile spacing. On this basis, Cali- for Channel
Conclusions : Educational
fornia Inland Broadcasting ComReservation in Sacramento
pany interposed no objection to a
944. In the Third Notice the
finding by the Commission that
both counterproposals of Radio Commission pointed out that a
KIST,
Inc., andCompany
California
Inland VHF channel was reserved for
Broadcasting
requesting
non-commercial educational use in
the
assignment
of
VHF
Channel
communities having three or
to Santa Barbara and Fresno could3 all
more VHF channels where all VHF
be granted and are not in conflict. channels were not in operation.
However,
Inlandmusturgedbe Since only two VHF channels were
that
if a California
determination
for Sacramento
in the40
made between the two proposals, proposed
Third Notice,
UHF Channel
the California Inland proposal was
reservedcommercial
in that
nonshould be preferred.
educationalcityuse.forGrant
Conclusions: Additional VHF
Union High School and Technical
Channels in Sacramento
that be
VHFreserved
Channel 6 inrequested
Sacramento
943. We are of the view that the College
non-commercial educational
record supports the basis for as- for
to this assigned
request
igning an additional CounterproVHF chan- use.
were No
filed.oppositions
We have above
nel toposalssSacramento.
Channel 3 as a third VHF channel
have
been
filed
requesting
Sacramento. We are of the view,
both VHF Channels 8 and 3 for totherefore,
that the
reservation
Sacramento: Harmco-KCRA has should be shifted
in Sacramento
suggested that VHF Channel 8 be from
UHF
Channel
40
to VHF
assigned stito
sub- Channel 6. We believe that
such
tuting aUHFSacramento
channel forby VHF
action
is
necessary
and
proper
in
Channel
and VHF
Channel 118 inforMonterey
VHF Channel
8 in light of the principle in the Third
Reno. However, VHF Channel 11 Notice set out above and the unin Reno being only 188 miles from
opposed request
for theVHFVHFChannel
reserAccordingly,
the
San 6 will bevation.reserved
in Sacramento
Jose co-channel
would not assignment
meet the 190in mile
non-commercial educational
minimum assignment separation for
and UHF
Channel 40purposes.
will be
for Zone II. VHF Channel 8, there- use,
for commercial
fore, cannot be assigned to Sacra- available
Conclusions
:
Educational
as proposed Broadcasting
by HarmcoReservation in Fresno
KCRA. mentoMcClatchy
945. On the basis of the record,
Company
and
Harmco-KCRA
have
the
reservation
of Channel 18 in
requested that VHF Channel 3 be
educaassigned stituting
to VHFSacramento
by VHF
sub- Fresno tionalforuse isnon-commercial
finalized.
Channel
4
for
Channel 3 in Reno. Both Channel
Conclusions:
VHF
Channels
3 in Sacramento and Channel 4 in
5, 7 and 9 in Fresno
Reno would meet the minimum
946. McClatchy
Broadcasting
mileage separation requirements Company and KARM, The George
for assignments in Zone II. We Harm Station, have requested the
can see no merit, therefore, in the additional assignment of VHF
Channels 5, 7 and 9 to Fresno.
opposition
these counterproposals by Theto Chronicle
Publishing However, such assignments would
in substantial deviations
Company, which operates Station result
KRON-TV on VHF Channel 4 at from the required 190 mile miniSan Francisco. The assignment of
mumrationco-channel
assignment
sepa-5
II: Channel
VHF flicts
Channel
3 in Sacramentoseeking
con- would be 161for Zone
with counterproposals
miles from KPIX on
the assignment of additional VHF Channel 5 in. San Francisco; Channel 7 would be 162.5 miles from
channels
in SanWeFrancisco-Oakland
and Fresno.
believe that the KGO-TV on Channel 7 in San
assignment of a third VHF channel Francisco; and Channel 9 would be
to Sacramento is to be preferred to 161 miles from San Francisco and
the assignment of a sixth VHF 155 miles from Oakland where this
is assigned. It was urged
channel
As
notedto inSanourFrancisco-Oakland.
discussion of the channel
that in light of the mountainous
San Francisco counterproposals, terrain that would separate the
stations involved, the distances
we arementofof five
the VHF
view that
and thefiveassignUHF would
be adequate safeguards to
channels to San Francisco-Oakland prevent interference. Measurements
submitted toWe substanconstitute a fair and equitable astiate thiswerecontention.
are of
view of thesignment to those
needs communities
of other areasin the view, however, that we cannot,
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upon the basis of the data submitted, deviateThefromCommission
our required
minimum.
will
not permit assignment separations
below the minimum between stations cut off by mountain ranges
until a sufficient body of pertinent
propagation information on this
point canalyzed. It was
be assembled
and that
analso contended
station separation could be met by
locating a site outside of Fresno.
We do not believe that there is any
basis forviatingmaking
assignments
from the required
minimumdeassignment spacings on the basis
of this contention. Nor, as we have
noted elsewhere in this Report, do
we
that such
assignments
madebelieve
in cases
as this oncan thebe
basis of operation with less than
maximum power. We also see no
adequate basis in the record upon
which we may grant the request
that all commercial assignments in
Fresno be relegated to the UHF
portion ingly,
of thethecounterproposals
spectrum. Accord-of
McClatchy Broadcasting Company
and KARM, The George Harm
Station, are denied.
Conclusions: Channel 3 in Fresno
947. California Inland Broadcasting
requested
assignment ofCompany
Channel
3 as a the
second
VHF channels, to Fresno, to be
accomplished
UHF
channel bvfor substituting
Channel 3 ina
Visalia. This request conflicts with
the counterproposals of Radio
KIST,
a first VHF
channel Inc.,
for seeking
Santa Barbara
and
McClatchy Broadcasting Company
and
Harmco-KCRA
seeking
a
third
VHF channel for Sacramento. The
assignment of Channel 3 in Fresno
would preclude the assignment of
this frequency in both Santa Barand Sacramento,
nelbara3 can
employedwhile
in atChanSanta
Barbara
andbe Sacramento
the
same time. As we have noted
above, we are of the view that the
granting of the Santa Barbara and
Sacramento assignments is to be
preferred since such action would
effect the more equitable and efficient assignments in this area. Accordingly, the counterproposal of
California Inland Broadcasting
Company is denied.
Conclusions: Additional Channels
for Fresno
948. We believe that the record
supports the basis for assigning
additional channels to Fresno, a
city of 92,000 in a metropolitan
area of 277.000. Accordingly, two
additional UHF channels, Channels
47 and 53, are assigned to Fresno.
Conclusions : Additional VHF
Channel in Santa Barbara
949. Radio
KIST, Inc., ofhasVHFrequested the assignment
Channel 3 or 8 as a first VHF channel for Santa Barbara. Channel 8
in Santa Barbara, however, would
be only
188 miles infromSan theDiego
co-chanassignment
and
thus nelwould
not meet the 190 mile
minimum
co-channel
assignment
spacing for Zone II. Channel 3 in
Santa Barbara, on the other hand,
would meet all minimum spacing
requirements. In order to assign
Channel 3 to Santa Barbara, Radio
KIST,
suggests
UHF
ChannelsInc.,
43 and
49 be that
substituted
in Visalia for Channel 3. Santa
Barbara has a population of 45,000
as compared to Visalia with a population of 12,000. We believe, therefore, that a first VHF channel in Santa
Barbara
to be pre-in
fer ed to a first
VHF is channel

Visalia.
assignment
Channel 3 in TheSanta
Barbara ofconflicts
with the California Inland Broadcasting Company
counterproposal
for Fresno.
We believe
that in
view of the population of Santa
Barbara, that city is entitled to a
first ond
VHFVHF assignment
assignment before
is madea sec-in
Fresno. Moreover, as we have noted
above, mentweof Channel
believe 3thatin both
the assignSanta
Barbara and Sacramento is to be
frequency in Fresno alone. CBS
prequency in Fresno alone. CBS
and NBC who operate adjacent
channel stations in Los Angeles on
Mount Wilson (Channels 2 and 4)
have opposed the assignment of
Channel 3 in Santa Barbara. Howthe assignment
of Channel ever,
3 in sinceSanta
Barbara meets
the
minimumment, wemileage
spacing
see no merit inrequirethese
oppositions. Accordingly, Channel
3 is assigned to Santa Barbara and
UHF Channels
43 and 3 49in are
substituted for Channel
Visalia.
As noted in connection with our
discussion of international considerations, this assignment has been
reflected
in the Mexican-United
States Television
Agreement, as
modified.
Final Assignments
and Reservations
950. The following assignments
and reservations are adopted:

Sacramento 3, *6, 10 *18, 40,24, 4647, 53
Fresno
Santa Barbara 12
3
20,
Visalia
43, 2649
SAN FRANCISCO
— OAKLAND,
CALIFORNIA
951. (a) Proposed Assignments
and Reservation. In the Third Notice the Commission proposed the
assignment of 10 channels for San
Francisco-Oakland: VHF Channels
2, 4, 5, 7 and 9 and UHF Channels
20,
26, 32, 38,for and
44, with Channel
9 reserved
non-commercial
use.
(b)tionCensus
Data.
populaof San FranciscoTheis 775,000;
and the population of Oakland is
385,000. The population of the San
Francisco-Oakland standard metropolitan area is 2,241,000.
(c) Existing Stations. Chronicle
Publishing Company is licensed for
the
operation
TV on
Channelof 4;Station
KPIX, KRONInc. is
licensed for the operation of Station
KPIX on Channel 5; and American
Broadcasting Company, Inc. is
licensed for the operation of Station KGO-TV on Channel 7, all in
San Francisco.
(d) Counterproposal of Columbia
Broadcasting
System,
bia Broadcasting
System,Inc.Inc.Columfiled
a counterproposal containing four
alternate plans requesting the asignment of additional
VHF chanfor sSan
Plan nel1 would
addFrancisco-Oakland:
Channel 11 to San
Francisco Oakland by substituting
Channel 30 in Stockton, California
for Channel
42; Channel
43 in Madera, California
for Channel
30;
Channel 51 in Salinas, California
for Channel 28; and UHF Channel
42Channel
in San 11.Jose,
for VHF
PlanCalifornia
2 would add
VHF
Channel 13 to San Francisco-Oakland by substituting UHF Channel
64 for VHF Channel 13 in Stockton. Plan 3 would add VHF Channels 11 and 13 to San FranciscoOakland by substituting UHF
Channels
VHF Channel 13 and30 and
UHF64 for
Channel
42 in
Stockton; UHF Channel 42 for
VHF Channel 11 in San Jose; Chan112 • April 14, 1952 Part II Final TV Report

51 for Channel
in Salinas;
and nelChannel
43 for 28Channel
30 in
Madera. Plan 4 would add VHF
Channel 13 to San Francisco-Oakland by substituting Channel 6 in
Stockton for Channel 13; Channel
3 in Sacramento for Channel 6;
and Channel 5 for Channel 3 in
Reno. The four plans are set out
(e) Statement
in Support
Columbia
Broadcasting
System, Inc.of
Counterproposal. In requesting additional VHF channels for San Franbelow:183
City
Third Notice

71,000.
(g) CBS6 toPlan
4 would
assignof
Channel
Stockton
in place
Channel 13 at a distance of 188
miles
assignsituatedfromin the
Zoneco-channel
II; and, accordingly,
this
separation
would
meet the 190 mile minimum not
for
co-channel assignments in this
zone.
This
plan
would
also
assign
Channel 5 at Reno at a distance
of 185 miles from KPIX operating
on Channel 5 in San Francisco.
Counterproposal

Madera
Salinas
SanOakland
FranciscoSan Jose
Stockton

20, 26, 32, 38, 44 2, 4, 5, 7, *9 llf 20, 26, 32, 38, 44
48, *54, 60
t
42f ,*30f,
48, *54,36 60
13
13
36, *42
SanOakland
Francisco38, 44
20, 26, 32, 38, 44 2, 4, 5, 7, *9, 13f 20,36,26,*42,32, 64f
Stockton
, 4, 5, 7, *9
Plan
36, *423
Madera
lit, 13f
Salinas
28
SanOakland
Francisco20, 48,26, *54,
3032, 38,60 44 2, 4, 5,tf 7, *9 20,42f,*30f26,48,,32,36,*54,38,64f6044
San Jose
Stockton
*40, 46
*40,
36, *42464
Plan
*21,
27
San Francisco
20, 26,*21,32,2738, 44
, 26, 32, 38, 44
Oakland
,
5,
7,
*9,
13f
Sacramento
6
2, 4, 5,13 7, *9
Stockton
3t,5f, 108
6, 10
36, *42
Reno
36, *42
cisco,
Oakland,offered
CBS inadvanced
(h) Conflicting Counterproposals
same reasons
support theof
and Oppositions
to the
CBS Counits
requests
for additional
VHF ment
at San Luis
Obispo.
Both
channels
in Boston
and Chicago.
Stockton and San Luis Obispo are
CBS cial
urged
that
additional
commerwhich
VHF channels were needed in terproposals.
substituteCBSa Plan
UHF 1,channel
San Francisco-Oakland as in Bos- would
in San Jose for VHF Channel 11,
tonwide
and Chicago
to
assure
a
nationby the SanCompany
Jose Tele-of
competitive television service. was opposed
vision Broadcasting
CBS own
also facilities
argued that
a network
Jose. CBS Plan 2, which would
must
in markets
such San
substitute a UHF channel for VHF
as Boston,
Chicago
San FranStockton, was opcisco to enable
it toandcompete
with Channelposed by E.13 F.inPeffer,
Radio Diablo,
other networks and submitted that Inc., and
McClatchy
it is essential that such facilities Company, Stockton. Broadcasting
CBS Plan 3,
be VHF.
which nelswould
for VHF substitute
Channels UHF
11 andchan-13
(f) The
1, 2 and
would
deleteCBSVHFplanschannels
from3 in San Jose and Stockton, was opSan Jose and Stockton. In the
posed by San
Jose Television
Company,
San Jose,
Third posed
Notice
the Commission
pro- Broadcasting
four channels
for San Jose:
and E. F. Peffer, Radio Diablo, Inc.
VHF Channel 11 and UHF Chan- and
McClatchy
Broadcasting
Comnels 48, 54 and 60, with Channel
pany, Stockton. CBS Plan 4 was
54 reserved for non-commercial ed- opposedciscobyand KPIX,
Inc.,
San
FranE. F. Peffer, Radio
ucational use. The San Jose standard lmetropolitan
popu-of Diablo, Inc., and McClatchy Broadation of 291,000 area
and has
the aCity
casting
Company.
This plan con-of
flicts with the
counterproposals
San Jose has a population of 95,000. McClatchy
Broadcasting
Company
In the Third Notice the Commis- and Harmco, Inc. and KCRA, Inc.
sion proposed three channels for seeking an additional VHF channel
Stockton, VHF Channel 13 and for Sacramento.
UHF Channels 36 and 42, with
6+
(i) sion
Counterproposal
of TeleviChannel 42 reserved for non-comCalifornia. Television
Calimercial educational use. The Stockfornia, San Francisco, requested
ton standard metropolitan area has the assignment of an additional
channel to San Franciscoa population of 201,000 and the VHF
City of Stockton a population of Oakland to be accomplished by subChannel 43 for
185 CBStive,also
requested,
in thereservation
alterna- in Reno; stituting
Channel
for Channel
Channel 3'6j
that the
educational
in Sacramento; and Channel 6 for
beUHF shifted
from
VHF
Channel
9
to
a
Channel 13 in Stockton, as inchannel.
*40, 46
Counterproposal
*40, 46
13f
dicated*9,below:186
Sacramento
SanOakland
FranciscoStockton
Reno

, 4,6,5,107, *9

*21, 27
2, 4, 5, 7,
20,*21,26, 2732,
20, 26, 32,
3+,
10
38, 44
4+,8
38,44
36, *42
36, *42
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Channel 6 to Stockton at a distance
(j) Statement
Support of Tel- of
evision CaliforniainCounterproposal.
188 miles from the co-channel
Television California urged that assignment at San Luis Obispo.
the assignment of Channel 13 in Both Stockton and San Luis Obispo
San Francisco-Oakland can be ac- are situated in Zone II; and, therefore, this separation would not
complished without depriving any
community of a television facility. meet the 190 miles minimum for
Television California noted that its co-channel
assignments in this
zone.
counterproposal conflicted with that
(m)
Counterproposal
of Tribune
of McClatchy Broadcasting Com- Building Company. Tribune
Buildpany and Harmco, Inc., and KCRA,
Company, Oakland, requested
Inc., requesting the addition of a the ing
of an additional
, . VHF channel to Sacramento. How- VHF assignment
in San Franciscoevemre,ntiot iwas
arguedalmost
that half
Sacra-as Oaklandchannel
tostituting
be Channel
accomplished
by sub-13
s assigned
3 for Channel
many channels as San Francisco in Stockton;
Channel
2
for
Channel
while the population of Sacramento 3 in Visalia; and Channel 4 for
is scarcely l/10th that of San Channel
3 in Reno, as indicated
Francisco. It was contended, also,
that the San Francisco metropoli- below:
Third Notice
i \an area is more extensively m
area than is the Sacramento metropolitan area, which is relatively
compact. Television California
submitted that, with these factors
36
considered, together with the na- Stockton 3,13
*2
5 ture of the rugged terrain sur- Reno
Visalia 3 8
rounding
San
Francisco,
the
asof an Francisco
additional would
VHF
(n) Statement of Support of
channel tosignmentSan
Tribune Building Company Counmanthe
with
fully
complydate ofmore
terproposal. The Tribune Building
Sections 1 and 307(b) of Company contended
the need
4 the Communications Act and of for television servicethat
in the Oak' 1 the Commission's priorities, than
land-East Bay area can be met
would tional
the VHFassignment
of
an
addiof an addichannel to Sacramento. only by the assignment
channel exclusively
for
Television California also urged use bytionala VHFlicensee
located
in Oaku ithat the assignment of an addiland. It was
that athegreater
Oaktional channel to San Franciscoland-East Bayurged
area has
Oakland is justified in light of those
that
of
San
Franapplicants who have participated population than
cisco-West Bay area and is politi- -in a hearing for television stations
cally, economically and culturally
a separate area. With respect to
Francisco.187Counterproposals the
San Conflicting
jj1- ;in (k)
use of UHF channels, the
:i and Oppositions to Television Cali- Tribune Building Company argued
«■cl -forma
Counterproposal.
The
Telethat
during the period of initial
vision California counterproposal development
of UHF service, the
id conflicts with the counterproposals existing
VHF stations in San
Francisco would become stronger,
llj?. of
McClatchy
Broadcasting
Company and Harmco, Inc., and KCRA,
the Oakland-East Bay area,
of Inc. for Sacramento. Oppositions and
during
period,It would
havethatno
televisionthisoutlet.
was noted
ilj to the Television California coun- the
three stations now operating
iFipi'terproposal
have
been
filed
by
E.
F.
Peffer; McClatchy Broadcasting in the San Francisco-Oakland metk Company; KPIX, Inc., San FranropSan
olitan area are
licensed to operFrancisco-West
Bay
5g-;isco;
1 Harmco, Radio
Inc. andDiablo,
KCRA, Inc.,
Inc. and area.ate in the
The Tribune Building Company
argued
that
the
Third
Notice
*■131Counterproposal
(1) The Television
California
would assign did not provide for a fair, efficient,
and equitable
television facilitiesdistribution
insofar as theof OakIas Television California requested that
Bay area is concerned,
the
its "final2 order"
nake Commission
it clear thatin Channel
is not contending land-East
that the
Oakland-Eastas
'reserved" in San Francisco-Oakland Bay area should
be considered
"or
any particular
applicant.
Television
one
community,
and
as
the
California
noted
that
it
has
pending
before the Commission a petition that only population center ofsuch,overis one
)on Lee's because
application
for noChannel
2 be-be million that is not assigned a VHF
lismissed
it
was
longer
ng prosecuted
by Thomas S.thei^ee.
We channel in the Third Notice. How.ire
here
concerned
ever, the Tribune Building Comments for the
various with
communities.assignWe
pany stated that it does not adlo notate believe
that
this
is
the
appropriproceeding in which to determine
vocate the creation of "a new metvhich
applicant
in
a
particular
comarea" but seeks
the San
aslunity
will receive athetelevision
assign-is
siropolitan
gnment of Channel
13 to the
lent.
Accordingly,
Commission
.ot ruling here concerning the status Francisco - Oakland metropolitan
. lf soChannel
San Francisco-Oakland
area. The Tribune Building Comas 2it inaffects
any specific
panyment isstated
that itif proposed
such an assignant. farTelevision
California
hasrights
alsoapplire-of
made,
to file
q
u
e
s
t
e
d
t
h
a
t
the
procedural
le parties whose applications have an application for a construction
1 een heard should be fully preserved. permit to be utilized in the Oak"•pplicants
'elevision who
California heard
arguedarethatin athose
land-East Bay area. The Tribune
cial category.were
The question
of spethe Building Company
also argued that
i;:atus
of
those
applicants
whose
applithe
hearing
that has been held in
5 ations ofhave
been heard has been disr^osed
elsewhere.
the San Francisco-Oakland area
"onTelevision
California raisedauthority
the ques-to gives the participants in such hearof thethe number
Commission's
ing no "vested" or other rights.iss
an'duceFrancisco
in viewof VHF
of thechannels
fact thatin
The Tribune
Buildingif Company
re--jarings
werethatheld
on applications
for
lannels
in
community.
The
Comoral argument
the who
CommisI 3ission,
however,
is December
of the view12, 1951.
that
sion ruledquestitceipdthat
the
applicants
paropinion
issued
on
ated in the No.hearing
cisco in Docket
7283. elin alSanhadFranany
connection
withNewsthe Television
request forComoral
j! iny,
;aring
ofal.,Daily
"vested"
rights.withInthose
lightapplicants
of our action
inhave
connection
who
et
makes
clear
that
the
Comparticipated in the hearing in San
l ayission,change
in a the
proceeding
such ofas VHF
this,
Francisco, the request for oral argutannels
Sanassignment
Francisco-Oakland
is moot.ment by the Tribune Building Company
ider the forcircumstances
presented.
ROADCASTING
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The Tribune Building Company
stated that its proposal would not
require the deletion of channels
from any community. However,
it was tween
noted
that the
distance
bethe center
of Los
Angeles
and Visalia
where
co-channel
operation is proposed on Channel 2, is
only 168tancemiles.
Further,to thestation
disfrom Visalia
KNXT
operating
in
Los
Angeles
on Channel 2 from a Mount Wilson
site is only 160 miles. Since both
Los Angeles
and theVisalia
are situated in Zone
assignment
Channel
2 inII,Visalia
would notof
meet the 190-mile minimum spacfor co-channel
assignments
this ingzone.
The Tribune
Buildingin
Company urged, however, that the
Counterproposal

terrain between Visalia and Los
Angeles
is very
rugged,ranges,
with three
intervening
mountain
and
that dthese
mountains
would
prouce a triple defraction of signals
attenuating them greatly in the
path between the two cities thereby
making it technically possible to
employ closer separations than
would be necessary over flat terrain.
(o) Conflicting Counterproposals
and Oppositions to Tribune Building Company
Counterproposal.
Oppositions to the
Tribune Building
Company counterproposal have
been filedClatchy
by Broadcasting
E. F. Peffer;
McCompany;
Radio Diablo, Inc.; The Chronicle
Publishing Company; and Harmco,
Inc. and KCRA, Inc. This counterproposal conflicts with the counterproposals of Harmco, Inc. and
KCRA, Inc., and McClatchy Broadcasting Company of Sacramento.
Counterproposal
of KROW,
Inc.(p) KROW,
Inc., Oakland,
filed a
counterproposal containing four
alternate plans for adding VHF
Channel 13 to San Francisco-Oakland. Plan 1 would add VHF Channel 13 to San Francisco-Oakland
by substituting Channel 6 for
Channel 13 in Stockton; Channel 3
for Channel 6 in Sacramento; and
Channel 11 or Channel 13 for Channel 3 in Reno. Plan 2 would add
VHF Channel 13 to San FranciscoOakland by substituting Channel 8
for Channel 13 at Stockton; Channel
City
Reno
Sacramento
SanOakland
FranciscoStockton
Monterey
Reno
SanOakland
FranciscoStockton
San
FranciscoOakland
Stockton
Monterey
Reno
Sacramento
SanOakland
FranciscoStockton

11 or Channel 13 for Channel 8 at
Reno; Channel
and UHF
Channel 19Planfor3
VHF
8 at Monterey.
would add VHF Channel 13 to San
Francisco-Oakland by substituting
UHF Channel 58 for VHF Channel
13 at Stockton. Plan 4 would assign VHF Channel
to San Francisco-Oakland 13by substituting
Channel 8 for Channel 6 at Sacramento; Channel 6 for Channel 13
at Stockton;
Channel3 at11 Reno,
or Channel 13 for Channel
and
UHF Channel 19 for VHF Channel
8 at Monterey, California. The
Statement
in Support
four(q)plans
are Counterproposal.
set forth
below.168 of
KROW,
Inc.
KROW,ment of Inc.
urged
that
the
six commercial
VHF assignnels should
be maintained
inchanthe
San tanFrancisco-Oakland
metropoliarea.190 KROW asserted that
no cityparesinin size
Central
California comor importance
with
the San Francisco-Oakland metropolitan area, and contended that
only 4 VHF commercial channels
in this area, as proposed in the
Third Notice, would encourage
monopoly and lack of competitive
programming.
It was
that
if the Commission
did urged
not assign
an additional VHF channel to San
Francisco-Oakland, the City of
Oakland might be deprived of a
VHF assignment, and that Section
307(b) of the Communications Act
requires such as assignment.
(r) Conflicting Counterproposals
and Oppositions to KROW, Inc.
Counterproposal. Oppositions to
KROW'S Plan 1 have been filed
by McClatchy
Broadcasting
ComF. Peffer;
Inc.; andpany; E. Harmco,
Inc.Radio
and Diablo,
KCRA,
Inc. This plan conflicts with the
McClatchy
and for
Harmco
- KCRA
counterproposals
Sacramento.
Plan 2 has been opposed by Radio
Diablo, Inc.; E. F. Peffer; Mc189 KROW,vation of VHF
Inc. Channel
also opposed
the reser9 in San
Franc
i
s
c
o
O
a
k
l
a
n
d
f
o
r
non-commercial
educbeational usereserved
and suggested
that a UHF
channel
instead.
1011 KROW, Inc. argued that since it has
gone cthrough
a hearingforin a San
Franisco on its application
television
station inmissionthat
community,
the Comcannot
change
the
assignments
that
Sanhearing.
Francisco
Oaklandwerehowever,
at assigned
the timethatofto thethe
believe,
opinion We12,of
the
Commission
issued
on
December
1951, hearing
in connection
oral
of Dailywiththe
News request
Televisionfor
Co., et al.,mis ion, imakes
clear thatsuchtheas Comn a 6tproceeding
this,
may
change theSanassignment
of VHF
channels
Francisco-Oakland
under the for
circumstances
presented.

8f
Counterproposal *21,27
*40, 46
No.
*21, No.2746
*40,
VHFnel Channel19tNo.
nel VHFNo.Channel
UHF ChanUHF
Chan3,138
8, lit or 13f
20, 26. 32, 38, 44
2, 4,6,5,107, *9 20, 2S.*2i,32,2738, 44 2,4, 5,3t,7,*9,
10 13f
*21, 27
36, *42
Plan
38, *422
813
f
19t
3, lit6tor 13t
3,8
20, 26. 32, 38, 44 2, 4, 5, 7, *9, 13t 20, 26, 32, 38, 44
2, 4, 5. 7, *9
36, *423
Plan
*21,*42,32,462758t
38. 44
2, 4, 135, 7, *9 20, 26,*21,"2,2733, 44 2, 4, 5, 7,f *9, 13t 20,36,26,*40,
-40,464
Plan
36,
*42
8
3, lit tor 13t
3,8
6,1310
20, 26, 32, 38, 44 2, 4, 5,8t,7, 10*9, 13t 20, 26. 32, 38, 44
2,April
4, 5, 7,14,*9 1952 Part II Fi tial TV Report • 36,Page*42 113
36, *42

that the reservation should be
Clatchy Broadcasting Company; shifted
to a UHF channel because
Monterey Radio-Television Com- the commercial
operators can not
pany; and American Broadcasting
affordoftotheoperate
UHF in
Company, Inc., San Francisco. view
hundredsin the
of thousands
Plan 3 has been opposed by E. F. of VHF receivers
in the
Peffer; McClatchy Broadcasting area. Educators, on already
the other hand,
Company; and Radio Diablo, Inc.
urged were not dependent
KROW'S Plan 4 has been opposed iton was
and could pioneer in
by Monterey
Radio-Television
Com- the circulation
popular acceptance of UHF.
pany; American
Broadcasting
Further, KROW
that
Company; McClatchy Broadcasting commercial
interestssubmitted
should have
Company; E. F. Peffer; and Radio the VHF channel
because they
Diablo, Inc. This plan conflicts would
provide a multi-purpose prowith theClatchy
counterproposals
gram
whereasbe an
educa-to
Broadcasting Companyof Mcand
tionalservice
station would
limited
Harmco-KCRA for Sacramento.
a
single
purpose
use.
KROW
con(s) sign
KROW's
1 would atas-a
tended, also, that the reservation
Channel 6 Plan
in Stockton
of
Channel
9
deprived
the
San
distance of 188 miles from the cohearing applichannel assignment at San Luis Francisco-Oakland
c
a
n
t
s
o
f
prior
rights
to
such
chanObispo.
KROW's
asthe Commission's
Rules.
sign Channel
11 atPlan
Reno2 would
188 miles
KROWnel underargued
that the reservation
from
the
co-channel
assignment
at
of
this
channel
on
behalf
of
prosSan
Jose, from
or Channel
13 at Reno,
non-hearing applicants
was
185 miles
San Francisco
and in directpectiveviolation
of
established
178 miles from Oakland, where
policies of the CommisChannel 13 is also proposed by rules and
sion. Since no educational appliKROW.
KROW'sChannel
Plan 113 would
cants appeared in the San Fransimilarly
or 13
cisco-Oakland hearing case, and
to Reno andassign
Channel 6 to Stockton.
no application was filed by
Since all of the above communities since
any educational group requesting
are situated
in ZonewouldII, not
the meet
pro- any of the VHF channels which
posed assignments
had been designated for hearing,
the 190-mile minimum for co- KROW
that the applichannel assignments in this zone.
cantscontended
who had completed
their
(t) Educational Reservation. hearing were entitled to priority
The Superintendent of Schools of with respect to Channel 9.
Conclusions: Educational
Alameda County at Oakland, filed
Reservation
a statement
supporting9 for
the nonreservation of Channel
952.
are of the view that the
commercial educational use in San record Wesupports
the basis9 in
for San
reFrancisco-Oakland. The statement
serving VHF Channel
was
filed
on
behalf
of
the
Bay
Francisco-Oakland
for
non-commerArea Public Schools Television
cial educational use. We believe
Council,
composed
the publicof that the
educational interests in the
school districts
in theof counties
San
Francisco-Oakland area have
Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin, San demonstrated
a strongto
Francisco, San Joaquin, San Mateo, interest in andon athefirmrecord
intention
Santa
Clara,
Solano,
and
Sonoma;
proceed
with
the
task
of
instituting
and in behalf of the San Francisco a non-commercial educational servBay Area Educational Television
area. We are impressed
Committee, composed of the Uni- withice inthethisfact
that steps have been
versity of California at Berkeley, taken to coordinate the interests of
Stanford University, Mills College, a large number of educational interests. This area is one of the
San Francisco State College, San
Jose State College, and the junior great cultural centers of the councolleges in the area. It was reptry,
and
the Commission believes
resented that the reservation would it should lend
every encouragement
to the early television
establishment
of anin
be used jointly and cooperatively educational
service
by the various
educational
organizations inthe area, which have an this area. With four other VHF
enrollment of 350,000 with an addi- stations and five UHF channels
tional 200,000 adults participating available to the commercial interwe believe
the for
reservain various educational programs.
tionests,of one
VHF that
channel
eduIt
was
the group
proposed explained
to utilize that
educational
telc
a
t
i
o
n
a
l
u
s
e
is
an
equitable
bution of the channels availabledistrifor
evision by a joint effort through
the organization of a non-profit
in this area.191
Accordingly, the reservation
of Channel
corporation or other representative assignment
body. It was stated that the or- 9 in San Francisco-Oakland for
ganizations could finance the capi- non-commercial educational use is
tal outlay believed
construct
and operate necessary
televisionto Conclusions:
finalized.192 cialAdditional
station. The JCET anda California
VHF ChannelsCommerCongress of Parents and Teachers
953. Four parties: CBS, Telealso supported the reservation. The
California, The Tribune
Superintendent of Schools of Ala- Buildingvision
and KROW,
meda opposed the CBS and KROW, Inc., have Company,
requested
assignInc. suggestions that the reservaof additional VHFthe channels
tion be shifted to a UHF channel to San mentFrancisco-Oakland.
We
are
arguingthat the educators should of the view, however, that the recnot be required
to carry the burden
ord does not support the basis for
of developing
UHF.
also our decision
with inresoeet
(u) Opposition to the Educa- 1MtheSeeeducational
reservation
Boston,to
tional Reservation. Columbia Broad- Mass.
casting
System,
Inc.
and
KROW,
102
With
respect
to
the
contention
Inc. opposed the reservation of
concerning
its legalprior
rightsto astheofa
participant
in
a
hearing
VHF Channel 9 in San Francisco- KROW
raised in connection
with the
Oakland. CBS requested that a "freeze"
9, theitsCommisUHF channel be reserved rather reservation
sion pointedofoutChannel
above12, that
opinion
1951,
in
than a VHF channel advancing the issuedtiononwith December
requests
for oralCo.,connechearing
same reasons as those urgred in of Daily the
News
Television
etin al.a
clearsuchthatasthethis,Commission,
connection with its opposition to makes
proceeding
may change
the
VHF reservations in Boston and assignments
of
VHF
channels
for
San
Chicago. KROW, Inc. contended Francisco-Oakland.
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assigning additional VHF channels Channel 11 or 13 to Reno in violation of the 190-mile minimum for
to this community.
CBS requests:
has submitted four alternate
co-channel assignments in Zone II.
KROW Plan 3 would assign an
CBS Plan
1
would
assign
an
additional VHF channel by substituting additional VHF channel to San
a UHF channel for the only VHF Francisco-Oakland by substituting
channel in San Jose, a city with a a UHF channel for the only VHF
channel in Stockton. Finally,
population
95,000 in CBS
a metropolitan area ofof 291,000.
Plan 2
4 would assign an adwould assign an additional VHF KROW Plan
ditional VHF channel to San Franchannel by substituting a UHF
cisco-Oakland aby substituting
channel for the only VHF channel UHF channel for
VHF channela
in Stockton, a city with a popula- in Monterey. This plan would also
tion of 71,000 in a metropolitan
6 in Stockton, and
area of 201,000. CBS Plan 3 would assign Channel
11 or 13 in Reno, in violaassign two additional VHF chan- Channel
tion
of
the
190-mile
for
nels by substituting UHF channels co-channel assignmentminimum
separations
for
channelsCBSin Plan
both in Zone II.
San the
JoseonlyandVHF
Stockton.
954. As will be noted from the
4 would assign an additional VHF foregoing,
requests
for Franaddi-,
channel
by
substituting
VHF
Chantional
VHF the
channels
in San
nel 3 for VHF Channel 6 in Sacracisco-Oakland consist of (1) those
mento,sigthereby
as- substituting UHF channels for
nment of anprecluding
additionaltheVHF
in San Jose, Stockchannel to Sacramento as requested VHF ton,channels
or Monterey-Salinas; and (2)
by several parties. Further, this those making
plan would make the assignment
withoutchanges
deleting in aassignVHF
of Channel 6 in Stockton at a dis- channel ments
from
any
community. With
tance of only 188 miles from the respect to the first
group,
we
co-channel assignment in San Louis not believe that the record supportsdo
Obispo and would thus violate the the basis for assigning an addi
190-mile minimum spacing for coVHF channel in San Fran
channel assignments in Zone II. tional
cisco-Oakland at the expense of de
Television California would simi- leting
the
only VHF channel from
larly assign an additional VHF
as lars:e and as important as
channel to San Francisco-Oakland cities
San
Jose,
Stockton or Monterey
by substituting
Channel 3The
for ChanSalinas. We are of the view that
nel 6 invisionSacramento.
Telethe
only
VHF
channel should not
California counterproposal
from those communities
would also preclude the assignment bein deleted
order to afford a sixth VHF
of an additional VHF channel in channel
to San Francisco-Oakland
Sacramento. The Television Cali- In addition,
the KROW Plans 2 and
fornia
request
would
also
assign
4,
which
would delete VHF Chan
Channel 6 in Stockton in violation
8 from Monterey, would assign
of the 190-mile minimum spacing nel
Channel 11 or 13 in Reno in viola
for
in Zone tion
of the 190-mile minimum foi
II. co-channel
The Tribuneassignments
Building Company
assignments; and
would assign an additional VHF co-channel
Plan 4 would similarly as
channel to San Francisco-Oakland KROW
sign
Channel
in Stockton.
by substituting
Channel thereby
3 for Chanto the 6second
group ofWit?re
nel 6 in Sacramento,
pre- respect
quests,
those
which
do
not delete [id
c
l
u
d
i
n
g
t
h
e
assignment
of
an
additional VHF channel to Sacramento. VHF channels from other commu
nities, it will be noted that all sucr
In addition, the Tribune Building requests
with the counter
Company counterproposal would proposals conflict
assign Channel 2 in Visalia at a ing Companyof McClatchy
and Harmco,Broadcast
Inc. anc ;ja!
distance of only 160 miles from KCRA, Inc. seeking
the for
addition
Station KNXT operating on Chan- a third VHF channel
Sacrao1
nel 2 in Los Angeles. This separa- mento. In the Third Notice
fou
tion, also, does for
not co-channel
meet the 190proposed for Sac
mile minimum
as- channels were
VHF Channels 6 and 1(
signments in Zone II. Finally, ramento;
KROW, Inc. has submitted four and UHF Channels 40 and 46, witl
Channel 40educational
reserved for
alternatetionalplans
seeking anfor addiuse.non-com
Sacra
VHF assignment
San mercial
mento has a population of 138,00f Mp,
Francisco-Oakland: KROW Plan 1 and
the Sacramento
standard
would assign an additional VHF ronolitan
area has a populationmetol|.;;
channel by substituting Channel 3
for Channel 6 in Sacramento, 277,000. We are of the view tha
the assignment of a third VH1
thereby
precluding VHF
the assignment
of an additional
channel to cannel to Sacramento is to be prp
Sacramento. In addition, this plan ferred to the assignment of a sixtl L
would assign Channel 6 in Stock- VHF channel, and eleventh chanl
ton, onlyassignment
188 miles infromSantheLouis
co- believe
nel. for that
San Francisco-Oakland.of ~Wfnn
channel
channels, fivetheVHFassignment
and five UHI|te fcj
Obispo,
and
Channel
11
or
13
one VHF channel reserved fa ot
Reno. Channel 11 at Reno would bein with
educational use, i out,
only 188 miles from San Jose, and non-commercial
and equitable distribution f ofu
Channel 13 at Reno would be only aSanfairFrancisco-Oakland
185 miles from San Francisco and the need for facilities in inotherlightcon
178 miles from Oakland, where munities. Furthermore, every rc
Channel 13 is proposed to be as- quest seeking an additional VHj ^
by KROW. therefore,
These co-chanfor San Francisco-Oal \<:.
nel signed
separations,
would assignment
land without deleting a VHF char
not meet the 190-mile minimum for nel
from
another
community woul W
Zone II. KROW Plan 2 would violate the 190-mile
minimum fc
assign an additional VHF channel co-channel
assignments in Zone I ?
to San Francisco-Oakland by sub- In view of the foregoing, the coui! !
stituting aUHF channel for VHF terproposals of CBS, Televisiq |j
Channel 8, the only channel as- California, The Tribune Buildin
signed to Monterey-Salinas, a com- Company, and KROW, Inc. are d
munity withpjan
a population
30,- nied. With respect to the Tribu
0Q0 193 rp^jg
woui(j aiso ofassign
Building Company and KROW, In
contentions that an additional a
103Channel
As a 8result
of
our
decision
herein
will
be
assigned
to
Montereysignment is needed in Oakland,
Salinas.
should be pointed out that the a§S
BROADCASTING
• Telecast

signment of 10 channels have been
made to San Francisco-Oakland
and that
the question
the stand-is
ing of parties
from ofOakland
properly to be determined in a
licensing proceeding. In view of
the assignments that have been
made, we do not believe it appropriate in this
to deter-be
mine
which proceeding
channel should
grantedland applicant.
to Oakland or to an OakFinal Assignments
955. The following assignments
and reservation are adopted:

ingly, the counterproposal of
KECC, Inc. is granted.
Final Assignments
958. The following assignment
is adopted:

Port Chicago, Calif.
BAKERSFIELD, CALIFORNIA
959. (a) Proposed Assignment.
In the Third Notice the Commission proposedtotheBakersfield:
assignmentVHFof
two channels
Channel 10 and UHF Channel 29.
(b) Census Data. Bakersfield
has a population of 35,000.
San Fran(c)
Counterproposal of Paul R.
m-j.
Cisco2,
4,
5,
7,
*9
20,
26,
32,
38,
44
J Oakland
Bartlett and Gene DeYoung. Paul
R. Bartlett and Gene DeYoung,
m PORT CHICAGO, CALIFORNIA Bakersfield,
California requested
956. (a) Proposed Assignments.
additional assignment of VHF
In the Third Notice, no assignments the
Channel 8 to Bakersfield. No other
jjpbwere proposed for Port Chicago.
changes are suggested to accomplish this assignment.
J,l' (b)tionCensus
Data. The
populaof Port Chicago
is estimated
(d) Statement in Support of
Counterproposal
of Paul R.PaulBart-R.
J.'at
3,290.
It
is
an
unincorporated
Awn lying within the San Franlett and Gene DeYoung.
Bartlett and Gene DeYoung urged
!n' cisco-Oakland
urbanized
district.
(c) Counterproposal of KECC,
the assignment of Channel 8
Inc., Pittsburg, California. KECC, that
can be effected withInc. requested that Channel 15 be to Bakersfield
out modifying or adversely affectassigned
to
Port
Chicago,
Califoring
any
assignment
in the
hat tinia. without any other changes in Third Notice. It wasproposed
alleged that
not tithe assignments proposed by the such assignment would be in full
accordance with the standards and
lie;};Commission in the Third Notice.
(d) Statement in Support of would meet the priorities as specithe Third
Notice,
in that it
KECC, Inc. Counterproposal. KECC wouldfied inmake
available
an additional
appointed
that PortCosta
Chicago
was service to Bakersfield
located inout Contra
and that
and the surrounding area without limiting or
]?Hno
the assignments
Third Noticewerefor proposed
this entireby depriving any other community or
^county. It was alleged that the area of television service.
^assignment of Channel 15 to Port
(e) Counterproposal
of McBroadcasting Company.
Mc'- Chicago would meet the Commis- Clatchy
Clatchy Broadcasting Company also
lf'sion's
required
mileage
separations
requested
the
additional
assign?j-and
would
effectuate
priorities
1
ment of VHF Channel 8 at Bakersland 3 in providing a first television
field, to be accomplished without
^service
to certain
ilflhe County,
and a communities
first and onlyin changing any other assignments.
(f)
Statement in Support of Mc[[local
service
to
Port
Chicago
and
t<ithe entire County. It was alleged Clatchy Broadcasting Company
nt'that Contra Costa County ranks Counterproposal. McClatchy Broadcasting Company alleged that the
oj«fifth in California in population and
of Channel 8 in Bakersajsis "the fastest growing County in assignment
field
would
meet the channel spacoj»the
that Sec(kion State."
307(b) Itof was
the argued
Communications
ing
requirements
out in that
the
Third Notice. It aswasset noted
ifAct
and the
the Commission's
priorities
the distance between Bakersfield
require
assignment
of
a
channel to Contra Costa County. It was
closest co-channel
ment at Monterey,
California assignwould
submitted that the great bulk of and the
oopulation of Contra Costa County be 182 miles. It was argued that
the assignment of Channel 8 to
metP'ies
northeast
of
San
Francisco,
would further the obn W50-30 miles distant, behind a large Bakersfieldjectives of Sections
1 and 307(b)
thf range Bay,
of hills
San FranVflfcisco
and east
thatof these
areas of the Communications Act, and
that
such
assignment
would con-in
iHf":orm an isolated
entirelycommunity
separate from
and
:ixti!argely
form to the principles expressed
mime
metropolitan
centers
of
San
the
priorities.
It
was
that
WiFrancisco and Oakland. Because the Bakersfield 1950 noted
population
these terrain features, it was increased 18.1% over that of 1940,
HFlirgued, television service would and that Kern County, in which
iftiiot be adequate for most of the Bakersfield is located, has a 1950
J,{iii?an
J bountyFrancisco
if it would
have forto service.
rely_ on ofpopulation
1940. 68.1% greater than that
stations
(g) Channel 8 in Bakersfield
B<f (e) Conflicting Counterproposal would
182 miles from
the codPBid
Oppositions.
at Monterey,
tm Channel
15 toThePortassie-nment
Chicago channelbeassignment
VHltvould preclude the assignment of California. Both Bakersfield and
MJEhannel 30 to Stockton as requested Monterey are situated in Zone II;
accordingly,
the assignment
,kgl iymd CBS
counterproposals
3 for inSanitsFrancisco.
The CBS1 and
Channel
8 in Bakersfield
would notof
meet the 190 mile minimum recounterproposals
for
San
Fran11 ,!, isco have been denied elsewhere in this Zone.quired assignment separation for
1,6"1U I■ his
Report andfurther
will, therefore,
not
e considered
in this con(h) Conflicting Counterproposals
fisif ection.
and Oppositions to the
Bakersfield
Counterproposals.
Radio
KIST,
Conclusions
Inc.,
Santa
Barbara,
California,
957. The assignment of Channel originally filed a counterproposal
5 to Port Chicago would meet our seeking the assignment of Channel
This counter|.I nd
bandards
for minimum
it is our
view that separations
the record 8 to SantaproposalBarbara.
conflicts with thesince
Bakers'arrants the assignment of Chanfield
counterproposals,
kersfield and Santa Barbara Baare
el 15 to that community. AccordROADCASTING
• Telecasting

only 76 miles apart. KIST, however, later filed an alternate counthe assignment
of Channel terproposal
3 toseekingSanta
Barbara,
which has been granted elsewhere
in this Report. KIST filed oppositions tposals
o thesinceBakersfield
it conflictedcounterprowith its
original
counterproposal
requesting
Channel
8
in
Santa
Barbara.
The Salinas Broadcasting Company
filed a counterproposal seeking the
assignment of VHF Channel 8 in
Salinas,
at a distance
172
milesCalifornia,
from Bakersfield
and ofin
conflict with the Bakersfield counterproposals. This counterproposal
is denied elsewhere in this Report.
Conclusions
960. Paul R. Bartlett and Gene
DeYoung and the McClatchy BroadcastingsignmenCompany
t of VHFrequested
Channelthe8 as-to
Bakersfield to be accomplished
without changing any other assignments. As noted
however, Channel
8 at above,
Bakersfield
would be only 182 miles from the
co-channel
at Monterey.lie
Since both assignment
these communities
in Zone
II,
the
assignment
Channel 8 in Bakersfield wouldof violate
the 190 mile minimum spacing for
co-channel assignments. The counterproposals of Paul R. Bartlett,
Gene DeYoung and McClatchy
Broadcasting
fore, denied. Company are, thereFinal Assignments
961. The following assignments
are adopted:

County, which has a population of
130,498, and that of this figure,
48,755 persons reside in Monterey
and
"towns andlocated
on the Monterey
Peninsula
unincorporated
areas
on the hand,
Peninsula,"
andpersons
that, onreside
the
other
81,743
in Salinas and the eastern portion
of Monterey
County
which that
Salinas is the hub.
It wasof noted
Salinasstation
has awhile
ClassMonterey
III regional
AM
has
AM station.
Itonlywasa Class
noted IVthatlocalSalinas
lies on
the main line of the Southern
Pacific Railroad while Monterey is
only on a branch spur. It was
stated mentthat
the California
Departof Employment
reported
that
the "Salinas city area" had a popuwhilea the
"Montereylationcityof 38,200,
area" had
population
of only 17,000, and that, accordingly, Salinas hasin population.
a 2-1 advantage
over
Monterey
The
Salinas
Broadcasting Company
urged that, in view of the relative
standing and comparative statistics
of Salinas and Monterey, the proposed assignments should be
shifted,
assigning
VHF Channel
Channel 288
to
Salinas
and UHF
totheMonterey.
The
distance
two communities is 15between
miles.
It was urged that where a VHF
channel can be assigned to a larger
communitycation" of the
without
dislooverall"serious
assignment
plan, the larger community should
be assigned the VHF channel,
(f) Oppositions and Conflicting

Bakersfield, Calif.
SALINAS AND MONTEREY,
CALIFORNIA
962.
(a) Proposed
InCity
the Third
Notice theAssignments.
Commission
proposed
the
assignments
for Salinas andfollowing
Monterey:
(b)tion Census
The and
populaof MontereyData.
is 16,000
the
population of Salinas is 14,000.
(c) terey
Support
for Steven
ProposedA. MonAssignment.
Cisler and Monterey Radio-Television
Company
supported
the
assignment
of VHF Channel 8 to Monterey. It
was nel
stated
that the
assignment
wouldclosest
be atco-chanReno,
Nevada at a distance of 232 miles,
and the closest
adjacent
channel
assignment would be Channels 7 and
9 at Santance of 86Francisco-Oakland,
a
dismiles. It was asserted
that
Monterey's population
of 16,000 represented
a 59.9% increase
over its 1940 population.
(d) Counterproposal
Salinas
Broadcasting
Company.of Salinas
Broadcasting Company, Salinas, requested the assignment of a VHF
channel to Salinas, to be accomplished by deleting Channel 8 from
Monterey and substituting therefor
Channel 28, as follows:
Third

Counterproposals to the Salinas
Broadcasting
Company Broadcasting
Counterproposal. The Salinas
Company counterproposal conflicts
with the counterproposals of Harmco, Inc., and KCRA, Inc., Sacramento,
Broadcasting California;
System, Inc.,Columbia
San Francisco,
California Clatchy
(proposals
1 andCompany,
3); McBroadcasting
Bakersfield, California; and KROW,
Inc., San Francisco, California. Oppositions tothe Salinas Broadcastcounterproposal
were
filedingbyCompany
McClatchy
Broadcasting
Company;
CBS;
and
the
Monterey
Radio-Television Company. All of
the
conflicting
counterproposals
have been
denied elsewhere
in this
Report for the reasons there stated.
In its oppositiondio-Television
the Company
Monterey
Raurged that
Salinas has a population of 14,000
representing
only
19.9% over thean1940increase
census offigures,
while Monterey has a population of
over 16,000 representing a 59.9%
increase. It was contended, therefore, that not only is Monterey the
largering morecommunity,
rapidly. but it is growConclusions
963. The distance between Salinas and Monterey is approximately 15 miles.
eitherA
community
would Stations
provide inGrade
service to the other on both ChanNotice
Counterproposal

Monterey,
Calif.
Salinas, Calif.
(e) linas
Statement
in Company
Support ofCounSaBroadcasting
terproposal. Salinas
Broadcasting
Company
pointedseat
out ofthatMonterey
Salinas
is
the county
April 14, 1952 Part

nels 8 and 28. The population of
Monterey is only slightly greater
than that of Salinas. In view of
the
the viewbe
that foregoing,
Channel 8weandare28of should
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assigned to Monterey and Salinas
jointly rather than Channel 8 to
Monterey and Channel 28 to Salinas
separately. Channels 8 and 28 in
both Salinas and Monterey will
meet
required mileage
ings fortheassignments
in this spaczone.
Accordingly, Channels 8 and 28 will
be assigned to Monterey-Salinas.
Final Assignments
964. In view of the foregoing, the
following assignments are adopted:
VHF Chan- UHF ChanCity nel 8
No. nel 28No.
Monterey-Salinas
RENO, NEVADA
965. (a) Proposed Assignments
and Reservation. In the Third Notice the Commission proposed the
assignment of four channels to
Reno,
Channels
and 8 Nevada:
and UHF VHF
Channels
21 and3
27, with Channel 21 reserved for
non-commercial educational use.194
(b)tion ofCensus
Reno isData.
32,000. The popula(c) Counterproposals of Kenyon
Brown. Kenyon
Brown, Reno,
quested the assignment
of VHFreChannelment to Reno.
11 as anNo additional
assign-in
other changes
assignments are suggested in order
to accomplish this assignment.
(d) Statement in Support of
Kenyon Brown Counterproposal.
Kenyon Brown urged that Reno is
the largest city in Nevada, with
approximately
31% noted
of the
population. It was
thatstate's
Reno
is located in Washoe County, the
largest county in Nevada, with a
population of 50,205. Kenyon Brown
arguedtion of television
that an equitable
facilities distriburequires
that Reno be assigned an additional
VHF channel
and
that
the
ment of Channel 11 in Renoassigncould
be achieved
without
priorities 1through
4, andinvolving
would meet
prioritytional5facility
in for
providing
an
addithe largest
city
in Nevada. It was stated
that under
its counterproposal the closest cochannel atassignment
be ChanSanReno.Jose, would
California,
188
milesnel 11from
(e)
Oppositions
and
Conflicting
Counterproposals to the Kenyon
Brownyon Brown
Counterproposal.
Kencounterproposal Theconflicts
with the counterproposal of Harmco, Inc. mento,
and California
KCRA,andInc.,an for
Sacraopposition
has
been
filed
by
Harmco
and
KCRA.
(f
)
Educational
Reservation.
The
Reno School District No. 10 filed a
statement
supporting
the for
reservation of Channel
21 ineducational
Reno
commercial
use. nonNo
oppositions
the proposed reservation weretofiled.
Conclusions: Educational
Reservation
966. In viewof ofChannel
the foregoing,
the
reservation
21 in Reno
for
non-commercial
educational
use
is finalized.
Conclusions : Additional VHF
Assignment
967. Kenyon
Brown assignment
has requested the additional
of VHF Channel 11 to Reno. However, Channel 11 in Reno would be
only
188 milesat San
fromJose,
the California.
co-channel
assignment
Both Reno and San Jose are situated in Zone II. Accordingly, the
Kenyon Brown counterproposal
would not meet the required 190
miles ment
minimum
separation co-channel
for this Zoneassignand
is therefore denied. It should also
,!" In connectionCalifornia,
with our discussion4 ofis
Sacramento,
substituted
for Channel 3Channel
in Reno.

be noted that in light of the reseparations, asno anVHF
channel can quired
be assigned
additional
assignment to Reno.
Final Assignments
and Reservation
968. In connection with our discus ion of Sacramento, California,
VHF tuted
Channel
has been3 insubstifor VHF 4Channel
Reno
in order tosignmemake
possible theVHF
asn
t
o
f
an
additional
channel in Sacramento. In view of
the foregoing,
the following assignments are adopted:
VHF Chan- UHF ChanCity
nel*21,No.27
Reno,
Nevada nel4, No.
8
LAS
VEGAS,
NEVADA:
EDUCATIONAL RESERVATION
969. In the Third Notice, the
Commission
proposed
the reservation of VHF commercial
Channel
educational10useforin nonLas
Vegas, Nevada. The JCET filed a
statement supporting the reservation.
No oppositions
the proreservation
weretofiled.
Conclusions
970. In view of the foregoing, the
reservation ofcommercial
Channel
educational 10useforin nonLas
Vegas, Nevada is finalized.
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA
971. (a) Proposed Assignments
and Reservation. In the Third Notice the Commission proposed the
assignment of six channels to San
Diego, California: VHF Channels
3, 8 and 10 and UHF Channels 21,
27, and 33, with Channel 3 reserved
for non-commercial educational use.
However,
as noted ofininternational
connection
with
our discussion
considerations above, the MexicanUnited States Television AgreeChannelMexico
3 to rather
Mexican,mentBajaassigns
California,
than(b) SanCensus
Diego.193
Data. San Diego has
a population of 334,000. The San
Diego standard metropolitan area
has a population of 557,000.
(c) Existing Stations. Kennedy
Broadcasting Company is licensed
for
operation
TV the
in San
Diego ofon Station
ChannelKFMB8.
Counterproposal
Charles
E. (d)Salik.
Charles E. of
Salik,
San
Diego,
requestedVHFthe channel
assignment
an additional
to Sanof
Diego, leting
to VHFbeChannel
accomplished
de6 or 12byfrom
Tijuana, Mexico as indicated below:
Third
San
Diego,
Calif.
(*3) 8,10
Tijuana, Mexico
(e) Statement in Support6, 12of
Counterproposal
lik. Charles E. ofSalikCharles
pointedE. Saout
that the assignment of Channels 6
and 12 in Tijuana precludes the
assignment of these channels in
San Diego. It was noted, that of
the VHF channels proposed for
San Diego, Channel 8 is already in
operation and that only one other
VHF channel remains unassigned.
Charles E. Salik stated that there
wouldtion tobehimself
other for
applicants
in addithis assignment
and urged that additional VHF
ins Television Broadcasting Company,
San Diego,proposalCalifornia,
filed a counterthe assignment
Channel 12 andseekingUHF
Channel 15 ofto VHF
San
Diego
and
assigning
VHF
Channel
6
and
UHF
Channels
27
and
33
to
Tijuana.
However,pany hasTelevision
Broadcasting
Com-in
filed
no
sworn
evidence
support
counterproposal
will not ofbe itsconsidered
further inandthisit
Report.
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channels be assigned to San Diego
for commercial purposes to afford
a sound assignment of channels in
the public
and inof conformity withinterest
Section 307(b)
the
Communications Act. It was suggested that UHF channels could
be
VHFutilized
Channelin Tijuana
12 or VHFin place
Channelof
6. Charles E. Salik argued that
the assignment of both VHF Channeltsra6ryand
12 in Tijuana
isassign"conprinciples
of sound
mentto within
the United
States
and
contrary to any just obligations or
principles of international accord
with Mexico; and therefore conrary to the public interest."
(f) tCounterproposal
of Airfan
Radio
Corporation, Ltd.
Airfan
Radio Corporation, Ltd., San Diego,
California, requested the additional
assignment of a VHF channel to
San nelDiego
deleting
VHF Mexico
Chan6 or 12bybelow:
from
Tijuana,
as indicated
Third

deleting VHF channel from Tijuana, Mexico. These counterproposals conflict with the MexicanUnited ment.States
Television
AgreeAccordingly,
for the reasons
stated above in connection with our
discussion
of the Agreement,
Mexican-United
States Television
the
counterproposals
of
E. Salik and Airfan RadioCharles
Corporation,
Ltd.,
be denied.
we
are ofmust
the view
that theHowever,
record does
support
the
basis
for
assigning
additional commercial channel anto
San Diego. A VHF channel is not
available for assignment in San
Diego in accordance with the Table
of Assignments adopted herein, and
the Mexican-United States TeleAgreemen
Channelvision
39 will
meett.187all However,
required
mileage spacings for Zone II in
which San cordDiego
is
situated.
Acare assigning
Channel 39 toingly, wethat
community. UHF
Notice
Proposed Change

San Diego. Calif.
or 12for ,6f8, 10 39, 45,
21, 51,
27, 3357, 63
21, 27, 33 6f 12f
Tijuana, Mexico
Conclusions
:
Educational
(g) Statement ofin Airfan
SupportRadioof
Reservation
Counterproposal
973. We are of the view that the
Corporation, Ltd. Airfan Radio
Corporation, Ltd., submitted that record supports
basisDiego
for for
reserving achannel the
in San
the assignment
two VHF
educational use.
nels to Tijuana, ofMexico
wouldchannot non-commercial
as noted above, Channel
be an equitable
of tele-to However
3Notice
which towasbe proposed
the Thirdbe
vision facilitiesdistribution
corresponding
so reservedin cannot
the legitimate needs of the area to assigned
to
San
Diego
in
be served. It was suggested that the Mexican-United StateslightTele-of
UHF Channels 39, 45, 51, 57 and
vision Agreement. Accordingly, we
63 could be assigned to Tijuana to
are assigning UHF Channel 15 to
replace VHF Channel 6 or 12.
San
Diego
and are reserving this
(h) Conflicting Counterproposals
educa-all
Channel 15 meets
and Oppositions to the Counterpro- channel tionalforuse. non-commercial
sals of Charles
E. Salik Ltd.
and Airrequired mileage spacings for Zone
fan poRadio
Corporation,
The II.
American
Broadcasting Company, Final Assignments and Reservation
City
The following assignments
Inc., Los Angeles, California, filed are974.adopted:
an opposition to the Charles E.VHF ChanUHF Channel No. nel No.
ODt
8, 10
*15, 21, 27, 33, :
San Diego, Calif.
LOS ANGELES,
DINO, SAN SAN
JOSE BERNARAND
Salik and Airfan Radio CorporaSTOCKTON, CALIFORNIA:
EDUCATIONAL
Ltd. counterproposals.198
(i) tion,Educational
Reservation. The
RESERVATIONS
Superintendent of Schools sup975.
(a)
ported an educational reservation
the Third Proposed
Notice theReservations.
Commission *ri
in San Diego on behalf of the San Inproposed
the
following reservations
use:
Diego City Schools, the San Diego for non-commercial
educational faitih
County Schools, and the San Diego
State College. It was asserted that City
UHF Channel No.
Los
Angeles,
Calif.
San
Bernardino,
Calif. *28
*24 Proposed Changes
Notice
San
Jose,
Calif.
Stockton, Calif. *54
*42 *
Angeles.
21, 27, 33 6f or12f12for ,6t8, 10 21, 27, 33 tion(b)ofLos
Channel
28 at The
Los reserva
Angeles
was entsupported
by the City
Superintendof the Los Angeles
Schools T
the $32 million budget for the above Occidental College, Chapman Col
organizations would make possible lege, and the College of Medical
the financing
educationaloftelevision station.of Aan resolution
the Evangelists at Los Angeles. In
San Diego City Council supporting addition, the JCET filed a state
the reservation was also submitted. ment
iKmi+torl
c+a+PTYipnt
cnnnnvtsupporting
the reservatiorJ1"1,
submitted
an statement
support- *'
The JCET and California Con- and
ing the reservation by the Lont
gres of Parents and Teachers also Beach
Public Schools. No opposi- :1
supported posthe
op- tions
to the proposed reservation1
itions to a reservation.
reservation No
in San
were filed.
Diego were filed.
San Superintendent
Bernardino. The ofPresi
Conclusions : Additional
dent(c) and
San
Commercial Channels
Bernardino Valley College filed i
972. Both Charles E. Salik and statement supporting the reserva
for non-commerAirfan Radio Corporation, Ltd. tion ofcialChannel
educational24television
use at
seek additional VHF channels for San Bernardino.
Statement P
San Diego to be accomplished by was filed on behalfTheof the
River - ^: 1
19,1 Earle fornia,
C. Anthony,
Los Angeles,to Caliside and San Bernardino Counties
also filed
oppositions
the Educational
Television Council > k\
Airfan Radio
Corporation,
Ltd. and
this connection see our discussio
Charlesever,E. evidence
Salik incounterproposals.
How- 107in Inparagraph
support
239 above concerning VHF
sitions wasinnotthis
filed
and ofwillitsnotoppo-be Mexicali
assignmentsarea.in the San Diego-Tijuanaconsidered
Report.
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which
the publicof
(b) Counterproposal of Pacific
school represents
districts inalltheof counties
Frontier Broadcasting Co., Ltd.
(Riverside and San Bernardino, as Pacific Frontier Broadcasting Com! well as the University of California,
pany,
urged 2that
reserRiverside Campus; Redlands Univation oLtd.,
f Channel
for "the
a non-comity; SaneyBernardino
Colmercial educational station at Honlege;versChaff
College;Valley
Riverside
olulu, T.H., be eliminated and that
College; and other various colleges such reservations
be made instead
in the
counties,
ttindwaspublic
statedschools
that the
channel
will of any one of Channels 7, 9, 11 or
oe used jointly and cooperatively 13. [We suggest Channel 7]." It
oy the members of the Committee. was argued by Pacific Frontier
No oppositions to the reservation that, due to rugged terrain, Chanyvere filed.
nel 2 would provide optimum cov(d) San Jose. San Jose State
erage on the Island of Oahu from
College
filed
a
statement
supportthe
site contemplated
ing the reservation of Channel 54 on thetransmitter
Range and that in
_ :or non-commercial educational use view of Loolaun
character'I n San
Statements
supporting the Jose.
reservation
were also
filed
istics othe
f this propagation
frequency over
rough
j,1jsy
the
University
of
Santa
Clara
terrain
such
operation
would
proocated in the same county, and the
vide
optimum
coverage
of
the
Island
of
Oahu
and
would
therefore
'Santa
Clara
County
Television
JIiCouncil.
In
addition,
the
JCET
filed
make
a
most
efficient
use
of
that
i statement to which was attached television facility. Pacific Frontier
Iividencevationofby thesupport
reser- stated that it desired to use a chanSanta for
Clarathe County
nel in the lower half of the VHF
Schools.
No oppositions
to the resrvation were
filed.
spectrum and that "in order to save
(e) Stockton. The JCET filed a expenses
by joint use of the anstatement
supporting
the reservatenna structure, from both Chanion of Channel
42 in Stockton
for
nels 2 and 4, petitioner requests
ion-commercial educational use. that the
be removed from
The JCET submitted a statement Channel 2,asterisk
and transferred to one
)f the City Manager of Stockton of the channels
in
the high band
ndicating
the reservaion by the support
Stocktonof City
Council, portion of the VHF spectrum." In
response
to
the
Pacific
College
of
the
Pacific,
Modesto
Junor College and the Superintendent counterproposal the JCETFrontier
stated
f Schools of the Stockton Unified
it "has no objection to the
School District. No oppositions to that
granting
of
the
request
of
the
Pahe proposed reservation were filed.
cific Frontier Broadcasting ComConclusions
pany to shift the channel at Honolulu reserved for non-commercial
"'bllowing
976. In view of the foregoing
the educational
for non-comtelevision station from
*28
nercial usereservations
are finalized:
2 to VHF Channel 7."
City
*54 No. VHF(c) Channel
UHF Channel*24
The Remaining Reservations
.OSan Angeles,
Calif,
*42
in
the
Territories.
The JCET supBernardino
antockton,
Jose, Calif.
Calif,
ported the reservation of Channel
7 in Honolulu and Channel 6 in San
THE TERRITORIES
educa977. In the Third Notice the Juan foruse. non-commercial
No objections were filed
Commission stated that it would to the tional
proposed
reservations.
etermine whether any issue had
Conclusions : Honolulu
ieen raised which would prevent
Educational Reservation
he
early
lifting
of
the
"freeze"
nth respect
to channel
assign979. In light of the stipulation of
aents
in Alaska,
the Hawaiian
concerning
reserva-in
slands, Puerto Rico and the Virgin the JCET
tion of Channel
7 in the
Honolulu
siands. In the absence of any
place of Channel
2,
the
educational
juch issue, the Commission pro- reservation
in Honolulu is shifted
d to lift the "freeze" without
nal [waiting to reach a final determina- to Channel 7 and Channel 2 will be
ion with respect to all the assign- available for commercial use.
lents proposed in Appendix C.
Conclusions: Anchorage, Fairbanks,
'urther
sr has, consideration
however, led ofto this
the matcon- Juneau, Ketchikan, Lihui, Waluku,
tusion that the "freeze" in the
Hilo, SanReservations
Juan Educational
'erritories
not be lifted
nal Rules could
and standards
had until
been
980. On the basis of the record,
dopted for the television broadcast
srvice. The Commission has not, and in view of the fact that no
oweyer,
until
this
time
been
in
a
oppositions
were filed, the proposed
osition to issue its new and revised
of channels for non?levision Rules and standards. In reservations commercial
educational use in Fairle absence of such a final decision
banks,
Alaska;
Anchorage, Alaska;
*7
rith respectit tohas,these
Rules and
,;andards,
therefore,
not Juneau, Alaska; Ketchikan, Alaska;
Lihui,
Hawaii;
Wailuku,
Hawaii;
een
able to before
lift thethis
"freeze"
erritories
date. in the Hilo, Hawaii, and San Juan, Puerto
Rico are finalized.
Educational Reservations in
The Territories
Final Reservations
978.
(a)
Proposed
Reservations,
•9 l the Third Notice the Commission
*7
981.
The
following reservations
roposed
the
following
reservations
da
the Territories for non-commer>rva- >r non-commercial educational in City
cial educational use are finalized:
mer- City
VHF Channel No.
VHF Channel No.
it
Anchorage,
Alaska
»eter[nchorage,
Alaska
Fairbanks, Alaska
lirbanks,
Alaska
|fiti«meau,
Alaska
Juneau,
Alaska
*3
;tchikan,
Alaska *8*9
Ketchikan,
Alaska
Hawaiian
Lihui,
Hawaiian
Islands
*8*9*7
. i hui,
)nolulu,
HawaiianIslands
Islands *2
Honolulu,
Hawaiian
Islands
Wailuku Hawaiian Islands *10
,injr ailuku, Hawaiian Islands *10
Hilo,
Hawaiian
1 1 , jlo,n Juan,
Hawaiian
PuertoIslands
Rico *6*4
San Juan,
PuertoIslands
Rico *4*6
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REMAINING COMMERCIAL AS- lines are being provided for different categories of applications.
SIGNMENTS PROPOSED IN
With
the exception
of applications
THE THIRD NOTICE
for channels
designated
for use by
educational sta982. As indicated above (para- non-commercial
tions,
applications
will
be
graph
248)
no
comments
have
given
been received in this proceeding within these categories andgrouped
with respect to the large majority a processing priority by category.
of assignments proposed in the The categories are set up on the
Third Notice. It is our view that basis ofvisiontheservicepresent
of telein the lack
communities
the
for
which proposed
no commentsassignments
have been filed
for
which
they
are
filed.
Appliand which we have not considered
cations fortelevision
non-commercial
tional
stations, educawhich
elsewhere in this Report constitute
expectedduring
to be the
relatively
a fair and equitable distribution are number
period few
for
of the available channels. Accord- in
the temporary processing
ingly,
thesetheassignments
are in- which
procedure is being set up, will be
cluded
in
Table
of
Assignments (Section 3.606(b) of the processed separately in the order
Rules) and are adopted herewith. in which they are filed, beginning
July 1,ities1952,
that the priorTEMPORARY PROCESSING
set up except
for applications
for
PROCEDURE
other new television stations will
respect
to
non983. At the conclusion of this be effective with
educational stations
proceeding the Commission expects where there iscommercial
a conflict of transto receive, within a relatively short
mitter
sites
cutting
the
period of time, an unprecedented category lines. The same across
procedure
number of applications for new
television broadcast stations. The will be followed for applications
Puerto Rico, Alaska, Hawaiian
filing and processing of these ap- for
and Virgin Islands.
plications wil be the first step to- Islands,
986.
The first applications to be
ward the development of the na- processed,
will be those
tionwide television broadcast serv- arising out however,
of final determinations
ice provided for in the new Table
of Assignments and the new rules made by the Commission with reand regulations. The Commission
spect to presently operating television stations whose channel asis, therefore, amending Section
signments wil be changed as a
1.371 of its Rules and Regulations
result
of
the orders to show cause
by deleting
footnote
10 as it a presently reads and
substituting
new set forth in the Commission's
footnote 10. The new footnote 10 Third Notice, since the implementation of these changes will affect
to Section 1.371, designated as Ap- the orderly
implementation of the
sets forth
pro- Table of Assignments.
cedurpendix
e to beC-l,followed,
untilthefurther
These aporder of the Commission, in the
plications wil be processed beginning with the effective date of the
processing of television broadcast new rules.
applications.
984. Footnote 10 sets forth in
987. Upon the completion of
detail the manner in which the processing the applications flowing from the orders to show cause,
Commission will process applications for permits to construct new two processing lines will be established to operate concurrently. The
television broadcast stations, apof these lines will not beplications for permits and modifi- operation
gin
1, 1952, in order
cations thereof relating to present- to allowbeforea July
reasonable period for
ly
operating
television
stations
and
stations authorized after April 14, filing new applications and amending those now on file. One line will
1952, applications for licenses and
modifications thereof, and petitions process applications for new television stations in all cities not
relating to television authorizations.
presentlyice.189 Thereceiving
servother linetelevision
will process
985. Supplementing the underlyapplications
for
new
television
staing principlessignments,ofthe the
Table of proAstions in cities presently receiving
processing
cedure adopted today is designed to service. Within the group in the
make television service available to first processing line, the cities for
the greatest number of people in which applications are filed will
be taken in the order of their popthe shortest
periodprovisions
of time138of consistent with the
the
ulations, so that the largest conCommunications
Act
and
the
pubcentrations of population
relic interest. Separate processing
ceiving no service
will be now
handled
first.
11,sAlthough the Commission has pre988. On the second processing
processed applications
for new
televisionviouslybroadcast
stations upon
the line, five separate groupings are
basis ofcedurethecannotdate
of filing, bethatapplied
pro- being made, each group to be
appropriately
the present30,situation.
In itsfootnote
order handled upon completion of the
ofto10 September
1948 adopting
preceding group. The first two of
to Section
1.371,
the Commission
stated
that
pending
applications
these groups give precedence to
those thereafter filed would not andbe the
service, where either no
acted upon, but would be placed in VHFUHFchannels
nonthe pending
file.
In
its
Notice
of
Further
Proposed
Rule
Making
of
July
commercial (excluding
educational channels)
11, 1951,
1949, the
and Commission
its Third Notice
of March
22,
requested
new are assigned or all VHF channels
applicants plications
to refrain
fromamendments
filing ap- (excluding non-commercial educaof the
which
would
bebecausebe required
when thein ™A standard of 40 miles from the
"freeze"
would
lifted.
Implicit
transmitter
in operation
these
requests
was thetherewith
assurancewould
that nearest
has beenmain
as the
test
persons
complying
whether
a adopted
city is receiving
service.of
not
be
placed
in
a
disadvantageous
This
is
a
reasonable
standard
for
proposition
vis-a-vis
persons
who
might
file new applications in disregard of
cessing The
purposesmethod
based upon
the record herein.
for computing
the
Commission's
requests.
Processingbe distances
by
date
of
filing
would
therefore
for
this
purpose
is
also
inequitable under these circumstances.
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tional channels)
alreadystations
occu- than that provided in the rules,
pied. Since all are
existing
they will, of necessity, also be
are in the VHF band, and all designated for hearing on a compresent receivers require at least
petitive
It shouldof the
be particularlybasis.
noted, because
fact
some modification to receive statiodencens in the
UHF
band,
this
precethat
some
applications
will
will help enable the younger
ly be reached for processing normalbefore
service to make a firm start, a others, that applications whose
matter of great importance to the transmitter sites may conflict with
other applications in communities
development
the inassignment
tern providedof for
the Tablepat-of
reached
es ing at an be
earlier
stageforwill,proc-in
Assignments. The three remaining which would
groups provide, in order, for cities order to receive comparative conwith one service but no local staotherat applications,sideration
have towith such
be filed
least
one local
tiontion,butfor nocitiesotherwithservice,
and stafor one day before Commission action
cities receiving service from two on the other application, or, in the
or more stations, thus carrying event that the other application
out the principle of making service has been designated for hearing,
available first to cities now receiv- 20 days before the designated
hearing date. This procedure is
ingablenone,
then making
a localand service
before availother identical with that which has been
cities are provided with multiple in forcetionedheretofore,
but is made
menbecause the provisions
services. Further priorities are
provided within the categories in herein for the staggered order of
might otherwise give
the second
depend- processing
potential applicants an erroneous
ing upon theprocessing
number line,
of operating
television stations in the city, impression of their rights.
where the nature of the category
992. tions
Thehereinnewadopted
rules will
and require
regulapermits a distinction on that basis,
and otherwise upon a population substantial
amendments
in
existbasis, except for the group of cities
ing applications before they may
presently receiving service but to be considered,
and
the
new
footwhich only
are asnote to Section
1.371
contains
insigned,UHF
which willchannels
be processed
structions
with
respect
to
filing
upon the basis of the number of such amendments, as well as with
services presently being received. respect
to amendments which may
by new applicants prior
989. A separate processing line be made
the completion of Commission
will be set up to handle applica- to
processing
of applications for the
tions to modify construction per- city or community
involved.
granted onforandreconsideration
after July 1,
1952, mitspetitions
AMENDMENT
AND
RECODIFIof actions taken with respect to apCATION OF THE RULES
plications for new television stations, and petitions for waiver of
993. Subpart E of Part 3 of the
hearing
of theseas applications,
Commission's
RulesStations
governing
to be processed
filed. The newall Television
Broadcast
has
processing procedure also provides
amended and recodified. The
that applications for changes in been
new
rules
which
have
been
added
existing facilities (other than to the Subpart and the rules
those required under the orders to which have been revised impleshow cause),
license
ment the decisions reached by the
tions, which and
clearly
are applicanot as
in these proceedings.
urgent as applications for con- Commission
Rules which were inconsistent with
struction permits for new televi- the
new
rules
rules
sion stations, will be processed at have been deleted.and Inobsolete
addition, the
a later date, and that priority will Standards
of
Good
Engineering
depend upon the number of oper- Practice Concerning Television
ating stations in the city, with pop- Broadcast Stations have been
reflect the Commispriority. ulation a secondary standard of amendedsion'stodecisions
in these
proceedings and have been
recodified
and
990. The Commission will publish, from time to time, lists of made a part of Subpart E. Finally, new Subpart E also contains
cities for which application for
changes
and improvenew television stations falling editorialments in and
clarification
of cerwithin the above-mentioned catetain of the language of the existgories are filed, so that the gening Rules which make no changes
eral public and all applicants and
other interested parties may be in their substantive requirements.
kept informed of the progress of
In view of the foregoing,
the processing procedure. These it 994.
is ordered that Section 1.371 of
lists will be revised periodically Part 1 of the Commission's Rules
to reflect the insertion in the proc- and Regulations relating to the
lines of the
new order
applications,
processing broadcast
of applications
and willessingshow
on the television
stations foris
appropriate processing line of each amended
as
set
forth
in
Appendix
city for which
one or more ap- C(l) below.
plications are filed.
995. In view of the foregoing, it
991. In order to expedite the is ordered that FCC Form 301,
procedure with respect to the li- "Application for Authority to Construct a New Broadcast Station
censing of new television broadcast stations, applications will be or Make Changes in an Existing
considered for grant only on the Station," is amended as set forth
specific channel designated there- in Appendix C(2) below.
in. Hearings held because of con996. In view of the foregoing, it
flicts in channel requests within
ordered that the "Standards of
any city or hyphenated community isGood
Engineering Practice Conwill be limited to the applicants
cerning Television Broadcast Staseeking the same channel. Where
and Subpart E
two or more applications for new of Parttions" are3 deleted
of the Commission's
stations in different cities, or appli- Rules and Regulations, "Rules
cations for changes in existing fa- Governing Television Broadcast
cilities, are in conflict because the Station," is amended as set forth
distance between their respective in Appendix D below.
997. The amended Rules and
proposed transmitter sites is less
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998. It is ordered that the above
amended FCC Form 301, as set
as set forth in Apforth low,inare Appendices
C pursuant
and D be-to amendments
Cand Dfrom
will thebecome
promulgated
fectivpeend3i0cesdays
date ef-of
Sections 1, 4(i) and (j), 301,
in
the
Federal
Regis303(a), (b), (c), (d), (e), (f), publication
ter.
(g), Communications
(h) and (r), andAct307(b)
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS
the
of 1934,of
COMMISSION
as amended, and pursuant to the
Secretary
T.
J. Slowie
provisions of ministrative
Section
of the AdProcedure4 Act.
APPENDIX A— Table I
Population Density Per Square Mile by Zones, 1950
Land Area
Per Square
Population
50.7
150,697,361
329,805
2,974,725
73,250,736
222.1
65,999,295
2,405,479
47 !8
11,447,330
239,441
ZONE I
61
District
of Columbia...
802,178
791,896
749.2
RhodeJersey
Island
13,150.5
New
642.8
Massachusetts
4,835,329
1,057
408.2
Connecticut
409.7
7,522
4,690,514
596.2
2,007,280
New
York
(Part)
14,446,405
7,867
Wisconsin
(Part)
35,386
300.6
4,899
1,512,731
Michigan
(Part)
252.6
5,033
21,867
Maryland
5,524,484
193.8
237.1
Pennsylvania
233.1
2,343,001
10,498,012
45,045
318,085
Ohio
160.8
41,000
7,946,627
Delaware
158.8
9,881
Illinois
108.7
1,978
Indiana
55,935
8,712,176
36,205
95.5
Virginia
(Part)(Part)
108.1
3,934,224
21,571
New
Hampshire
2,331,241
433,519
West
Virginia
(Part)
19,363
1,483^938
76.7
Maine
64.2
4,541
Vermont(Part)
(Part)
586,232
36.1
52,864
1,465
329,805
Total Zone I
73,250,736
222.1
9^129 II
ZONE
110.6
West
Virginia
(Part) .
521,614
North
Carolina
82.7
49,097
4,061,929
41,797
Tennessee
78.8
3,291,718
4,717
Alabama
(Part)
75.6
1,874,263
24,791
Kentucky
73.9
39,864
2,944,806
Georgia
(Part)
70.3
40^16
South Carolina
69.9
2,819,324
California
2,117,027
30,305
156,740
67.5
10,586,223
Louisiana
(Part)
57.6
47.3
Missouri
534,181
57.1
69,226
Virginia
(Part)
53.9
3,954,653
18,322
987,439
41.6
Mississippi (Part)
9,268
24,849
1,175,818
Iowa
46.8
2,621,073
56,045
Vermont
(Part)
324,883
1
921
844
Wisconsin
(Part)
Minnesota
80!009
37^3
7,813
2i982i483
Arkansas
52,675
36.3
1,909,511
Washington
66,786
Oklahoma
2,378,963
12,558
383,787
New
York
(Part)
69,031
35.6
30.6
2,233,351
32.4
Michigan
(Part)
847,282
Kansas
82,108
35,155
24.13
1,905,299
New
Hampshire
(Part)
22
Texas
(Part)
22!l
23.2
14.9
Nebraska
18L281
4,000334
Oregon
76,663
15.8
96,315
1,325,510
Maine
(Part)
1,521,341
21,911
12.8
327.542
Colorado
103,922
North
Dakota
619,636
8.8
70,057
South Dakota
8.5
76,536
Utah
652,740
688,862
4.1
1,325",089
82,346
Idaho
588,637
113,575
82,769
Arizona
749,587
1.55.66.6
New Mexico
145,878
121,511
681,187
Montana
8.4
591,024
3.0
Wyoming
290,529
160,083
Nevada
97,506
109,789
65,999,295
2,405,479
27.4
ZONE III
Louisiana (Part)
59.9
Florida
2,149,355
51.5
44.8
35,894
Alabama
(Part)
45.2
2,771,305
26.287
Texas (Part)
54,262
1,187,480
82^32
45.1
Mississippi
(Part)
3,710,840
34.0
22,399
Georgia (Part)
18,367
1,003,096
625,254
47.8
III of Population 239,441
11,447,330
Source: Total
1950 U.Zone
S. Census
New Jersey
APPENDIX A— Table II
Connecticut(Part)
Wisconsin
Number
of
Cities
Over
50,000
and
4
Land Area By1950Zone and State
Delaware
7,522
Michigan
(Part) 1591
4,899
Ohio
21,867
Zone
Number
Land
14
41,000
New York (Part) 12
or
of
Cities
Area
1,978
5,033
State 50,000
Over (Square
35,386
Indiana
Miles) Pennsylvania
45,045
9
New Hampshire
36,205
Total
United
(Part)
18
States
1
2,974,725
Zone III
329,805 Illinois
12
Virginia (Part)
Zone
4
2,405,479
Zone III
Virginia
(Part)
55,935
239,441 West
3
21,571
Maryland(Part)
19,363
Maine
1
Zone I
4,541
District
of
1
Vermont
(Part)
Columbia
Rhode
Island
Massachusetts
9,129
Total Zone I 128
9,881
1,057
1,465
7,86761
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WATCH
AFTER

YOUR
THE

Danger

STEP
THAW!

of management

errors

unknowingly made
after the thaw
is so great
as to threaten

For

low

cost, thoroughly

reduced TV earnings
for rears to come.
adequate

for insurance
depend

TV

operation

against costly errors
uncovered too late

on

a tried and

proven

management
Talk

the pioneer

TV

Demonstrated ability and reputation are
dependable yardsticks in selecting your TV
Management Counsel.
Our background — seven continuous years
of pioneering in the consulting field, twenty
other fruitful years of professional service in
the industry and a reputation earned by service to clients in all parts of the country.
Our activities include complete guidance
for entering TV, capital structure, profit pro-

things

management

counsel.
over

with

counsel.

jection, complete operational planning and
expert testimony before FCC. This work is
coordinated with consulting engineers and attorneys without overlap.
CAPABLE EXECUTIVE PERSONNEL
Our Broadcasters Executive Placement
Service establishes confidential contact between available qualified TV broadcast executives and career opportunities.

HOWARD
S. FRAZIER
Television and Radio Management Consultants
Broadcasters Executive Placement Service Suite 728 Bond Building
National 2173
Washington 5, D. C.
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Number of Cities Over 50,000 and
Land Area By Zone and State
Number
Zone
of Cities
or
Over
State
50,000
20
5
6
1
3
4
5
2
3
4
1
3
8
3
3
2
1
2
)
t
l
a
P
ka (
2
Nelras
1
2
Colorado

California
Georgia (Part)
North Carolina
Louisiana (Part)
South Carolina
Tennessee
Iowa
Alabama (Part)
Kentucky
Missouri
Virginia (Part)
Washington
Texas (Part)
Minnesota
Kansas
Oklahoma

sJuThDakota
Oregon
Arizona
New Mexico
Idaho
Maine (Part)
Mississippi (Part)
Montana

1
1
1

New Hampshire
(Part)
New York (Part)
North Dakota
Vermont (Part)
West Virginia
(Part)
Wyoming
Total Zone II 86
2,405,479
Number of Cities Over 50,000 and
Land Area By Zone and State
Number
Zone
of Cities
or
Over
State
50,000
Zone in
Texas (Part) 8
82,232
Florida 5
54,262
Alabama (Part) 2
26,287
Louisiana (Part) 2
35,894
22,399
Mississippi (Part) 1
Georgia (Part) 0
18,367

3 1,000 2,000
Transmitting Antenna height in Feet
TELEVISION CHANNELS 2-6
ESTIMATED FIELD STRENGTH EXCEEDED AT 50 PERCENT OF THE POTENTIAL
RECEIVER LOCATIONS FOR AT LEAST 10 PERCENT OF THE TIME
AT A RECEIVING ANTENNA HEIGHT OF 30 FEET
APPENDIX B
FIGURE I

Total Zone III
239,441
^^Source: 1950 U. S. Census of Population
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u
V

fo
v.;
a

51]

Transmitting Antenna Height in Feet
TELEVISION CHANNELS 14~83
ESTIMATED FIELD STRENGTH EXCEEDED AT 50 PERCENT OF THE POTENTIAL
RECEIVER LOCATIONS FOR AT LEAST 10 PERCENT OF THE TIME
AT A RECEIVING ANTENNA HEIGHT OF 30 FEET
FIGURE 3
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APPENDIX C(l)
Section 1.371 of the Commission's10Rulesfrom
is amended
by deleting
footnote
the heading
thereto and substituting
new footnote
10 reading as follows:
"Temporary
Processing
Procedure
for Television
Broadcast
Applications
Until further order of the Commis ion, the following temporary
procedures
shall applyfor with
respect to applications
permits
to construct new television broadcast
applicationsthereof
for permits andstations,
modifications
reltionsating tando operating
television
stato stations authorized
after licenses
April 14, and
1952, modifications
applications
for
thereof, and to petitions specified
below. The term "operating television station" means a television
broadcast station for which a conor license
was issued priorstruction
to permit
April
14, 1952.
(a) Applications accepted for
filing
which request
television
authorizations
describedthe above
will
be separated into the following
groups :
Group A — (1) applications
filed pursuant to final deterby the Com-to
missionminations
on itsreachedproposals
change channel assignments of
31 operating television stations
asandset"9"forthof intheparagraphs
"8"
Commission's
"Third Notice of Further Proposed Eule1951,
Making"
issued
on
March
51-244)
in Docket22, Nos.
8736(FCCet al.;
and
(2) applications
new tele-in
vision stations onforchannels
cities located 40 or more miles
from the main transmitter in
use of thestation.
nearest operating
television
Group
B
—
(1) applications
for new television
stations on
channelscated lessin than
cities40which
milesarefromlothe main transmitter in use of
one sion
or stations
more andoperating
to which televicities
only UHF channels are asigned in the Commission's
Table of sAssignments
(excluding
non - commercial educational
VHF tionschannels)
;
(2)
applicafor new television stations
on channels in cities in which
thereingaretelevision
one orstations
more and
operat-in
which cities all the VHF channels (excluding non-commercial
educational channels) have been
authorized and only UHF channels are available for authorization; (3) applications for new
television stations on channels
in cities in which there are no
operating television stations
and which are located less than
40 miles from the main transmit er in use of not more than
one operating television station; (4) applications for new
television stations or channels
in cities in which there is only
one operating television station
and which are located 40 or
more miles from the main transmit er in use of any other operating television station; and
(5) applications
new tele-in
vision stations onforchannels
cities which are located less
than 40 miles from the main
transmitters in use of two or
more
tions. operating television staBROADCASTING

Group Cconstruction
— (1) applications
modify
permitsto
granted on and after July 1,
1952; (2) sipetitions
recon-by
deration of actions fortaken
the Commission with respect to
Group A(2)cations; and
B appliand (3)Group
petitions
for
waiver of hearings
on
such
applications under Section 1.391
of the Commission's Rules.
Group D — (1) applications
for changes
ties filed prior into existing
April 14, facili1952,
by licensees and permittees of
operating television stations,
which applications were placed
in pursuant
the Commission's
pendingof
file
to the provisions
the
Commission's30, "freeze"
of September
1948; (2)orderall
other applications for changes
in existing facilities filed on and
after April 14, 1952, by licenseestelevision
and permittees
of operating
stations;
and
(3) allsion applications
televibroadcast stationfor licenses
filed on and after April 14, 1952.
Applications, and requests for
Special Temporary Authority
and extensions thereof submitted pursuant to the provisions of the Commission's Fifth
Report and Order (FCC 51-752)
in Dockets
cluded from8736
Groupet D.al., are ex(b) In computing the distances
specified in Group A(2) and Group
B, the geographical coordinates
listed in Special Publication No.
238 of the U.S. Department of
Commercetances(entitled
"Airlinein DisBetween Cities
the
Unitedreference
States")point
shallforbe the
used cityas
the
under consideration, and the geographical coordinates
on filenearest
with
the Commission
of the
operating
television
station
shall
be used as the other reference
point.
computation
of distance
shall beThemade
in accordance
with
the method set forth in Section
3.611 of the Commission's Rules.
"Wheretion isthe
consideranot city
listedunder
in the
above
Publication,ordinates othe
geographical
cof the main post office
of that city (determined to the
nearest second) shall be used as
the reference
plicationpoint.
requests a Where
stationan inap-a
city not listed in the Table of
Assignments
saidso city
in 15 tion
miles3.607(b)
of but
aofcity
listedis with(Secthe Rules),
the
point of measurement shall be the
listed city.
Where
an
application
restation
in a cities
city which
is one ofquests atwo
or more
listed
in combination in the Table of
Assignments,
"Sanof FranciscoOakland", thei.e.,point
measurement shall be the geographical coo
r
d
i
n
a
t
e
s
o
f
the
city
farthest
removed from the nearest operating
television station(s). Where one
combination
city other,
receivestheless lesser
service than the
served city shall determine the
group in which they fall.
(c) prior
Groupto A(l)
filed
July 1,applications
1952, and
which are in a position to be acted
on by the
Commission
will
be processed promptly after the effective
date of Subpart E of Part 3 of the
Commission's Rules. On July 1,
1952, the
will Group
commence Commission
processing pending
A(l)
applications
not
theretofore
processed. When processing of
these applications has been comthe Commissionlines,willoneestablishpleted,
two processing
for
Group A (2) applications and the
• Telecasting

other for the Group B applicain each pleted.
groupPriorityhavein been
comprocessing
will commence
processingtions,bothand Groups
simultaneously.
applications in Group B (5) will
Group C applications and petitions
be basedatingontelevision
the number
will be acted upon as filed and a
stationsofinoperthe
separate processing line will be
applicant's
city.
Thus, receives
applications
in
a
city
which
establishedces ing offorGroup
such Drequests.
Protwo or more television services
applications
will not vbeember 1, 1952.
commenced
before
Nobut hasvisionnostation
localwilloperating
teleAt the
earliest
be processed
first; if it has one local station,
practicable date, the Commission
it
will
be
processed
second,
and
will issue
announcement
cerning theanprocessing
of Groupcon-D
so on. ranThe
cities
will priority
be arg
e
d
s
o
that
in
each
applications.
group the city with the largest
(d) sionApplications
televi-on
stations whichforarenewfiled
bepopulation
processed (1950
first, Census)
and so on.will
and after July 1, 1952, will be
placed in their respective Groups
(4) Where cities in Group A
(2) and
B are listed inin
and will
the
TableGroup
of Assignments
ance withbetheprocessed
priorities insetaccordforth
combination, the total populain subparagraph "(e)" below.
tion of both
shall beof conGrouping requests
A(l) which
applications
sidered for thecities
purposes
this
fall incontainGroup
subparagraph.
Where
an appliD willtiretbe
considered
in
their
encation requests a station
in a
y as Group A(l) applications.
city not listed in the Table but
(e) Within each Group, priority
said city is within 15 miles of
in processing will follow the order
a city so listed, priority will be
in which the Group is subdivided,
based
on theonly.population of the
listed city
as follows:
(1) Priority
in
processing
ap(5) GroupwillC beapplications
plications in Group
(1) willof
petitions
processed andin
be determined
on theA basis
the orderceptedinfor filing.
which they
acthe factual situation existing in
Whereare the
each case,
taking
into
considernumber
of
such
requests
reationticular
such factors
as the par-by
quires a determination
problems presented
which shall
be processed asfirst,to
such applications
and applicathe depriority
processing
will parpendence of certain
allel theinpriorities
provided
for
tions on prior action to be takabove for the respective cities
en by specttheto other
Commission
with
refor
which
applications
have
applications
in
been filed.
the same group.
(6) Priority in processing
(2) Priority in processing
applications in Group D will be
Groupbased
A (2)on applications
will
based ating
on television
the number
be
the population
stationsof inoperthe
(1950 Census) of the city for
applicant's
citycity.
and Thus,
the populawhich an application has been
tion
of
each
applifiled, i.e., applications in the
cations in cities in which the
city having
largest popurespective applicants operate
lation will betheprocessed
first;
the
only
television
applications in the next largest
those cities
will be stations
processedin
city
processed
first; two station cities will be
and sowillon beuntil
all citiessecond,
have
processed second,
and so on.so
been completed.
The
arranged
that cities
in the will
first bepriority
group,
(3) Priority in processing
Group B (1) applications will
the city with the largest popube basedices on(stations
the number
of
servlation
(1950
Census)
will
be
less than 40
processed first, and so on.
miles away) being received in
(7) Where applications in
the city for which an applicaGroups
A, B and D are the
mutualtion has ulation
been(1950filed
and theof poply exclusive
disCensus)
that
tance betweenbecause
their respective
city.
Thus,
cities
receiving
one
proposed
transmitter
sites
is
service will be processed first;
contraryrationtorequirements
the station
sepa-in
cities receiving two services
set
forth
will be processed second, and
Section 3.610 of the Commisso on. ranThe
will priority
be arRules, said for
applications
ged so thatcities
in each
will be sion's
designated
hearing
group the city with the largest
at the time the application with
population will be processed
the
higher
priority
is
processed.
first, and so on. Priority in
If the question concerning
processingcations willGroup
B (2)onapplitransmitter
sites isis resolved
be based
the
fore a decision
rendered be-in
number of operating television
the matter, the application with
stations in the city for which
the lower
will beplace
rean application has been filed
turned to itspriority
appropriate
and the
population
(1950 cities
Cenon the processing line. In order
sus)
of
that
city.
Thus,
with one television station will
to be siveconsidered
mutually
with a higher
priorityexcluapbe
citieswillwithbe
plication, the lower priority aptwo processed
television first;
stations
lication must have been acprocessed
second,
and
so
on.
The
cepted for filing and must be in
cities will be arranged so that
compliance with the provisions
in each priority group the city
of paragraph (j) herein at least
with the largest population will
one day before the higher pribe
processed
first, andGroup
so on.B
Priority
in processing
ority application has been acted
upon
by the Commission. If the
(3) and
B on(4)theapplicahigher
tionslationwillGroup
be
based
popuin hearingpriorities
status atapplication
the time theis
(1950 Census) of the city
for which an application has
lower priority application is acbeen filed, i.e., applications in
epted for specified
filing, the 20-day
cutoff cdate
in Section
the city having the largest
1.387(b)(3) will be applicable,
population will be processed
(f) As soon after July 1, 1952,
first; applications in the next
largest city will be processed as is practicable, the Commission
second, and so on until all cities will make public the list of cities
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for which applications have been
filed falling in Group A (2) and
Groupforth
B based
the priorities
set
above.on From
time to
time, the Commission will issue
revisions of these lists so that interestedof the
parties may
be fully
informed
progress
of the
Group A (2) and Group B processing lines.
for the publication ofProvision
the atGroup
be announced
a laterD list
date. will
(g) Thecedures foregoing
priority
shall not be applicablepro-to
non-commercial educational television stations, except where an
application for such a station is
mutually exclusive with a Group
A, B tions
or forDnon-commercial
application. Applicaeducational television stations will be
separately processed, beginning
July 1, 1952, in the order in which
they are accepted for filing.
(h) On and after July 1, 1952,
applications for television stations in Puerto Rico, Alaska, Hawaiian Island and Virgin Islands
will be separately processed in the

orderfiling.
in which they are accepted
for
(i)
An
application station
for a must
new
television broadcast
request a specific channel provided
for
in the Commission's
Assignments
for the city Table
in whichof
the applicant proposes to construct
his station. Regardless of the
number of applications filed for
channels in a city or the number
of assignments available in that
city, those applications which are
mutuallyquest theexclusive,
i.e., which
same channel,
will re-be
designated for hearing. All other
applications for channels will, if
the applicants are duly qualified,
receive grants. For example, if
Channels 6, 13, 47 and 53 have
been assigned to City X and there
are pending two applications for
Channel 6, and one application for
each of the remaining channels,
the latter three applications will
be considered for grants without
hearing and
two mutually
exclusivetheapplications
requesting
Channel 6 will be designated for

hearing. If there are two pending
applications
for for
Channel
6 and
two
applications
Channel
13,
separate hearings will be held.
(j) sion
Applications
for
new
televiwhichprior
wereto designatedstations
for hearing
April
14, 1952, and on which final action
has not been taken by the Commis ion aremoved
re, by order from
in eachhearing
docket, being
status.
Said applications
and all
other applications for constructionstations
permits which
for television
cast
were filedbroadprior
to April 14, 1952, shall be amended by the
complete FCCfiling
Formof a301new asandrevised
April 14, 1952. In preparing such
forms, applicants shall set forth
complete answers to all questions
contained therein and shall submit new and complete exhibits,
data and other attachments. Applicants may not answer questions
or submit exhibits, data and attachments by cross-reference to
other applications or documents on
file with the Commission except

where
proposedareexhibits,
data and
attachments
not obtainable
without undergoing undue hardship. In such
instances,
specific cross-refand
include erence
the mustfilebe number,
page shall
and
paragraph of the application and
amendment referred to, the numbertionof the
and a shall
descripthereof.exhibit,
Applicants
not
cross-reference by using such
phrasing
as "on phraseology.
file," "previously
filed"
or similar
Applications which have not been
amended
by
the
filing
of
a
completed FCC Form 301, or which
fail to complyquirements bywith
the above
rethe time
they
reached for processing,
will arebe
dismissed.
(k) Except with respect to
Group A by(1)a licensee
applications,
an application
or permittee
of a television broadcast
station
which seeks to modify an outstanding
license
or
permit
to
specify a channel other than that
authorized
in
said
license
or
permit
will not be accepted for filing by
the Commission.

The following pages of FCC Form 301 (Revised 3-21-52) supersede
page 1 of Section I, pages 1, 2 and 3 of Section V-C, and Section V-G
(Antenna)
of FCC pages
Form-301
6-16-48),
be substitutedin
for
the superseded
in all(revised
applications
filed andwitharetheto Commission
April, May and June, 1952. The new pages are identified in the lower
right
corner by thethese
date pages
6-30-52.
complete reprinting
of the
Form hand
301 incorporating
is inA progress.
After it becomes
available the pages identified by the date 6-30-52 will no longer be used.

there isn't time to read them all
Let's not kid ourselves. No advertiser, no account executive, no agency time buyer has either the hours or the
physical across
stamina
stream
his to
desk.read all the trade publications that
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING is the only journal that
gives everybody concerned with radio and television the
fullest coverage of everything new, everything significant,
everything affecting radio-TV and the allied arts. And
BROADCASTING © TELECASTING is covering this beat now
for more than 21 years.
This double-duty newsweekly is easy to scan, easier to
read. You select the news you want. A separate section
for RADIO, a TV section all its own.
Annual subscription rate for 52 weekly
issues — $7.00.
Annual subscription rate including
either BROADCASTING Yearbook (53rd
issue)— $9.00 or TELECASTING Yearbook (54th issue)— $9.00.
Annual subscription to BROADCASTING © TELECASTING including 54
issues — $1 1 .00.
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National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D.C.
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FCC FormI 301
Section

Form Approved
Budget Bureau No. 52
and post office address of applicant (See Instruct
United States of America
Federal Communications Commission
APPLICATION FOR AUTHORITY TO CONSTRUCT A NEW BROADCAST
STATION OR MAKE CHANGES IN AN EXISTING BROADCAST STATION
(Revised 3-21-52)
INSTRUCTIONS
A. This form is to be used in applying for authority to conAM (standard),
(frequencyor modulatstirounct),a new
or commercial
televisioncommercial
broadcastFM station,
to make
notices and communications to the following-named person
changes in existing commercial broadcast stations. This form Send
consists of this part, Section I, and the following sections: at the post office address indicated
Section II, Legal Qualifications of Broadcast Applicant
Section III, Financial Qualifications of Broadcast Applicant
Requested facilities Power in kilowatt
Frequency
Section IV, Statement of Program Service of Broadcast
Minimum hours
Channel
operation
daily
Applicant
Section V-A, Standard Broadcast Engineering Data
Night
Unlimite
d Q
Hours
of operation
Section V-B, FM Broadcast Engineering Data
Davtime only Q No. Sharing with
(Specify)
(Specify Stations)
Section V-C, Television Broadcast Engineering Data
Limited Q
Other
Section V-G, Antenna and Site Information
B. Prepare three copies of this form and all exhibits. Swear Type of station (as Standard, FM, Television)
to one copy of Section I. Prepare two additional copies (a
total of five) of Section V-G and associated exhibits. File Location of main studio
all the ingabove
ton 25, D. with
C. Federal Comnunications Carmission, WashC. Number exhibits serially in the space provided in the body
of the form and list each exhibit in the space provided on
the back of this sheet. Show date of preparation of each
exhibit, antenna pattern, and map, and show date when each
Present facilities
photograph was taken.
Minimum hours
Call (Channel Power in kilowatts operation
daily
D. The name of the applicant stated in Section I hereof shall
Night
be the shiexact
corporate
name,
if
a
corporation;
if
a
partnerDay
p, the names of all partners and the name under which the rloursimi
of ted
operation
Q
partnership does business; if an unincorporated association, Unl
the
name
of an executive
Sharing wi t h
the association.
In other officer,
Sections hisof office;
the formandthethenamenameneedof Davtime only £
(Specify)
(Specify Stations)
Other
be only sufficient for identification of the applicant.
Limited Q
E. Information
by this (except
application
which isfor al-in
ready on file withcalled
the for
Ccmnission
that called
.ocation of main studio
Section
neednot isbe nowrefiled
application
providedor City
(1) the V-G)
information
on filein this
in another
application
FCC form filed
by or on fully
behalfby ofreference
this applicant;
(2) thenumber
information isidentified
to the file
J No.
in ansections
existing necessary
authori(if any), theplication orFCC
form
number,
and
the
filing
date
of
the
apcomplete Sectionis for
I andchanges
any other
other form containing the information and the b. If thiszation,application
to show all substantial changes in information filed with
page of paragraph referred to, and (3) after making the refthe
Commission
in
prior
applications
or
reports.
erence, the applicant states: "No change since date of fil- spaces below check Sections submitted herewith and Inas theto
ing. " Any such reference will be considered to incorporate
Sections not submitted herewith refer to the prior applicainto this
application
information,
confidential
or otherwise, contained
in the all
application
or other
form referred
to.
tion or report
containing E.the (If
requested
information
in accordance with Instruction
contemplated
expenditures
The incorporated application or other form will thereafter,
are less than $1,000, do not complete Section III. Section
in its entirety, be open to the public.
TV not required
applications
minor changes not involving changeorin for
power,
changecityin tofor
frequencv,
F. This application
executed byif aapplicant,
if anby in-an of operation,
moving
from
city.) change in hours
dividual; bya partnermustof beapplicant,
partnership;
officer of applicant, if a corporation or association; or by
Section No. Para. No. Reference (File or FormNo. and Date)
attorney of applicant only under conditions shown in Section
1.303, Rules
Relating
to Organizationevidence
and Practice
and Pro-of
cedure, inwhich
event satisfactory
of disability
□(~~| Section
II
applicant or his absence from the Continental United States
□ Section
Section TVIII
and
authority
of
attorney
to
act
must
be
submitted
with
application.
G. Before filling out this application, the applicant should Have
Section
there Vbeen any substantial changes Yes Q No Q
familiarize himself with the Communications Act of 1934, as in| |the
information incorporated in this
amended,
Parts
1,
2,
3
and
17
of
the
Commission's
Rules
and
by reference in this paragraph?
Regulations and the Standards of Good Engineering Practice. 3.application
If
this
applic ation is contingent on the grant of another
H. BE SURE ALL NECESSARY INFORMATION IS FURNISHED AND ALL pendin" applicat
PARAGRAPHS ARE FULLY ANSWERED. IF ANY PORTIONS OF THE AP- number of ot!ier ion, state name of other applicant and file
PLICATION ARE NOT APPLICABLE,
SPECIFICALLY
SO STATE. WITHOUT
DEFECappl ication.
TIVE OR INCOMPLETEAPPLICATIONS
MAY BE RETURNED
CONSIDERATION
.
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Broadcast Application FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
Section V-C
Name of applicant
TELEVISION BROADCAST
ENGINEERING DATA
1. Purpose of authorization applied for: (indicate by check nark)
(If application is for a new station or for any of the changes numbered B through E, complete all paragraphs of this form; if
change F is of a character which will change coverage or increase the overall height of the antenna structure more than 20
feet, answer all paragraphs, otherwise complete only paragraphs 2 and 3 and the appropriate other paragraphs; for changes G
through I, complete only paragraph 2 and the appropriate other paragraphs; for change J, complete only paragraphs 2 and 16)
A. [ |Construct a new station
F. | [Change antenna system
G. Change transmitter
B. | |Change effective radiated power or
antenna height above average terrain
H. I ]main
Installtransmitter
auxiliary or alternate
C. Q Change transmitter location
I. (pother changes (specify)
D. {^\ Change f requency
F. | |Approval of site and antenna
J. I IChange stuiio location
Facilities requested
4. Transmitters
Frequency
Channel number
(a) Visual
Rated power
In dbk:
Type No.
In kw:
Effective Radiated Power
Antenna height above average
(b) Aural
Rated power
(visual)
terrain in feet. (Must agree
with height given in Para. 12
In dbk:
In dbk:
Type No.
of this Section)
In kw:
In kw:
(a) Antenna structure
If the above transmitters are composite or of types for which data
have not been filed with the F.C.C. , attach as Exhibit No.
Yes Q
No Q
Is the proDOsed construction in
a complete showing of transmitter details in accordance with the
the immediate vicinity or does it
Commission's
The showing
includeof schematic
serve
the construction
of any standard
makes
and typesRules.of tubes,
operatingshould
constants
the last diagrams
radio
station,to modify
EM broadcast
station, television
broadcastbroadcast
station,
stages,
full
details
of
frequency
control,
vestigial
sidebandIf filor other class of radio station? If "Yes", attach as Exhibit
ter (if used), multiplex networks and isolation networks.
"to. complete engineering data thereon.
changesmatic are
made full
in a details
licensedof transmitter,
diagramtoandbe give
the changes. include a scheconstructed
□
leproposed
top of anstructure
existingbe structure?
(c) Describe in Exhibit No. means which will be used for
res", describe and give height above ground of existing structure. determining
and maintaining
power output of the transmitters to
the values specified
"H^^^oclulation
monitorsin this application.
Overall hei^it in feet above
Overall height in feet
above mean sea level. (Do
ground. (Do not include the
not include the height of (a) Visual monitor or monitoring equipment
heighting which
of may
any beobstruction
any obstruction lighting
required. light)
Make
which may be required. )
(b) Aural monitor
Type Nb.
Heipfrt of antenna radiation center in feet above mean sea level.
Type Nb.
6. Frequency monitors
Accuracy
(b) Antenna data
(a)MakeVisual monitor'
Visual
Make
Accuracy
Type No.
(b)
Aural monitor
Type Nd.
'•umber of sections

Power gain in db

Aural (if separate)
Type No.
number of sections

Power gain in db

Is directional antenna proposed?
Ifcomplete
"Yes", engineering
attach as Exhibit
No.
data thereon.

□
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Type No. equipment have not been
7. If the above monitors or monitoring
approved
by
the
F.C.C,
include
technical description of each. as Exhibit Nb. a brief
3. Transmission line proposed to supply power to the antenna
from the transmitter
Description
Type Nb.
in db
Size (nominal
insidein inches
trans- Length in feet Power
for thislosslength
verse dimensions)

Make

BROADCASTING
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TELEVISION BROADCAST ENGINEERING DATA
10. Will the studios, cameras, microphones, Yes □ No □
and other equipment proposed for transDescription
mis ion of programs be designed for compliance with the Commission's Rules?
Bower
loss in db for
Size (ncminal inside
feet in
this length
transverse
dimension) in Length
11. (a) Attach as Exhibit No. a map(s) (topographic where
inches
obtainable, such as U. S. Geological Survey quadrangles) for
the area within 15 miles of the proposed transmitter location
and show drawn thereon the following data:
9. Proposed operation
(a) Visual
Proposed
location
accurately
Transmittertransmitter
location and
call —letters
of allplotted;
known
Transmitter power output Multiplexer
in db: loss Input to mistransion line in
radio stations (except amateur) and the location of
(afterbandvestigial
sidefilter, if used)
known ectrmsrcial and government receiving stations
within 2 miles of the proposed transmitter location;
dbk:
In dbk:
Proposed location of main studio;
In kw:
Character of the area within 2 miles of proposed
Transmission Antenna input Antenna power Effective raditransmitter location, suitably designated as to resiline power power in dbk: gain in db:
ated
power
dential, business, industrial, and rural nature;
loss in db:
At least eight radials each extending to a distance
of ten or more miles from the proposed transmitter
In dbk:
location, one or more of which must extend through
the principal city or cities to be served.
In kw:
(b) Aural
Transmitter power output Multiplexer loss
ion line in
Input dbk:
to mistrans(b) Attach as Exhibit No. profile graphs with
in db:
reasonably large scales for the radials in (a) (5) above.
Each graph shall show the elevation of the antenna radiation center. Identify each graph by its bearing frcm the
transmitter location. Direction of true north
Transmission Antenna input Antenna power Effective radi- proposed
shall
be
zero azimuth, with angles measured clockwise.
line power power in dbk: gain in db:
ated power
Show source of topographical data on each.
loss in db:

3roadcast Application
8. Transmission line (Continued)
(b) Aural (if separate)
Make
Type No.

12. Prom the profile graphs in 11(b), for the eight mile distance between two and ten miles from the proposed transmitter location,
and in B accordance
the procedure
prescribed
in the Commission's
Rules, supply the following tabulation of data: (Grade A and
Grade
contours arewiththose
in the absence
of interference.
)
Radial
Predicted in
Predicted in
Average
Hsight inradiation
feet of Effective
distance
distance
bearing
miles
of radialelevation
(2-10 mi.) antenna
diated powerramiles
to the
Grade toB the
Grade
A
insea feet
above
mean
center
above
averin
radial
(degrees true)
contour
level age
of direction
contour
radialelevation
(2-10 mi.)
feet
feet

feet (Must be identical with Paragraph 2)
Antenna height above average terrain
13. Attach as Exhibit No. map(s) (Sectional Aeronautical 14. Attach as Exhibit No. a sufficient number of aerial
photographs taken in clear weather at appropriate altitudes
charts where obtainable, preferably without aeronautical overlay) of the area proposed to be served and shown drawn thereon: and angles to show the nature of the surrounding terrain in
the vicinity of the proposed transmitter site. The photographs must be marked so as to show compass directions. Photo(a) Proposed transmitter location and the radials along
graphs taken in eight different directions from an elevated
which the profile graphs have been prepared;
position on the ground will be acceptable in lieu of the
photographs if the area can be clearly shown.
(b) The predicted Grade A and Grade B contours from 12 above; aerial
Give date photographs were taken.
(c) Scale of miles.
6-30-52
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Broadcast Application
County
15. Proposed location of transmitter
State
City or town

Street address

Hew were coordinates
determined?
16. Proposed location of main studio
County
State
City or town

TELEVISION BROADCAST ENGINEERING DATA
Section V-C, Page 3
Geographical coordinates (to be determined to nearest second) of
the proposed TV antenna structure.
West longitude

retort h latitude
0

'

"

Other studios proposed

Street address

17. that
State will
the beminimum
valueoverof the
fieldentire
strength
accordance
with the method prescribed in the Ccnmiss ion ' s Rules,
provided
city inin dbu,
whichpredicted
the main instudio
is located.

18. (a) Does the proposed transmitter location comply with the minimum separation requirements of the
Commission's Rules?
Yes No r~~j
(b) If any co-channel separations are proposed that are less than the applicable minimum separation requirement plus 20 miles,
or if other channel separations are proposed that are less than the applicable minimum separations plus 10 miles, list
such separations below, (include existing stations, proposed stations and assignments; the location and geographical
coordinates of each antenna; the distance to each from the proposed transmitter location; and the method used in each
instance to measure the distance.) If none, so state.

I certify that I am the Technical Director, Chief Engineer, or Consulting Engineer of the radio station for which this application is submitted and that I have examined the foregoing statement of technical information and that it is true to the
best of my knowledge and belief. (This signature may be omitted provided- the engineer's original signed report of the data
from which the information contained herein has been obtained is attached hereto.)Sngi
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Broadcast Appl icat ion
ANTENNA AND SITE INFORMATION
(see Section
instruction
I) B

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
Name of applicant

Section V-G (Antenna)

Address where applicant can be reached in perse

Since this Section submitted to the Regional Airspace Subcoranlttee of the Air Coordinating Committee for clearance In connection with obstructlc
navigation, It is necessary
that all the data called Tor be supplied. Previously and separately filed data must not be Incorporated by reference.
Legal Counsel
Rjrpose of application (Check appropriate box)
a. New antenna construction Q
b. Alteration of existing antenna structures I I
c.
Change in location
□
Consulting Engineer
2. Features of surrounding terrain
List any natural formations or existing man-made strictures (hills,
trees, water tanks, towers, etc. ) which, in the opinion of the applitend to shield
fron aircraft and thereby minimizecant,the would
aeronautical
hazardtheof antenna
the antenna.
Class of stati
Facilities requested
1. Location of antenna
County

City or Town

Exact
antenna location
(streetfrom,address)
give distance
and direction
and na-ne(if ofoutside
nearestcitytown)limits,
Geographic coordinates (to be determined to nearest second.
For directional antenna give coordinates of center of array.
For single vertical radiator give tower location.
North latitude
West longitude

Submit as Exhibit No.
a chart on which is plotted the exact
location of the antenna site, and also the relative location of
the
listednatural
above. formations and/or the existing man-made structures
The chart used shall be an Instrument Approach Chart (or the
landing chart on reverse side thereof) , or a Sectional Aeronaut:
cal Chart,areas.choiceJJdepending
upon theproximity
of Aeronautical
the antenna site
landing
In general,
Sectional
Chartto
should be used only when
the antenna
site is more
than 10 miles
from a landing area or when an Instrument Approach Chart is unobtainable. J These
chartsWashington
may be purchased
Coast and Geodetic
Survey,
25, D. C. from the II. S.
JJboundary
Exception
Where
the
proposed
antenna
site is within
of a landing area for which no Instrument
Approachthe Chart
issite,available,
submit
a
self-made,
large
scale
map
showing
runway(s) and existing man-made structures listed above. antenna

Designation, distance, and bearing to center line of
nearest established airway within 5 miles
List all
areas site.
with;n 10 miles antenna site. Give distance and direction to the nearest boundary of each landing
area
from landing
the antenna
Distance
Direction
Landing Area

5. Description of antenna system (If directional, give spacing and orientation of towers).
Type
Description of tower(s)
Tubular (Pole)
Self-supporting
Guyed
Tower (height figures should not include
obstruction lighting)
Height of radiating elements
Overall height above ground
Overall height above mean sea level
If a mitcombination
of Standard,
FM, or plan
TV operation
is proposed
on thesystem,
same giving
multi-element
or proposed)
subas Exhibit No.
a horizontal
for the proposed
antenna
heights array
of the(either
elementsexisting
above ground
and showing
their orientation and spacing in feet. Clearly indicate if any towers are existing.
Submit as Exhibit No. a vertical plan sketch for the proposed total structure (including supporting building if any) giving
heights above ground in feet for all significant features. Clearly indicate existing portions, noting painting and lighting.
Is the proposed antenna system designed so that obstruction lights may
Yes Q
rb Q
#2
installed and maintained at the uppermost point (s)?
6. Is the proposed site the sane or immediately
adjoining the transmitter-antenna site of other
Tlat.fi
#5
#6
stations authorized by the Commission or specified in another application pending before the Caimission?
Yes 1— 1 m 1— 1
If the ansrer is "Yes", give
Call
File
Signature of Sngineer preparing data
letters
rniTbers
F.C.C. - Washington, D. C.
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Broadcast Application
ANTENNA AND SITE INFORMATION
(see Section
instruction
i) B

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
Name of applicant
Address where applicant can be reached in person

Legal Counsel

Purpose of application (Check appropriate box)
a. New antenna construction □
b. Alteration of existing antenna structures □
c. Change in location
2. Features of surrounding terrain
List any natural formations or existing man-made strictures (hills,
trees, water tanks, towers, etc. ) which, in the opinion of the applitend to shield
firm aircraft and thereby minimizecant,the would
aeronautical
hazardtheof antenna
the antenna-

Consulting Engineer
Class of station

Section V-G (Antenna)

Facilities requested

Location of antenna
City or Town
CountyExact
antenna location
(streetfrom,address)
give distance
and direction
and name(if ofoutside
nearestcitytown)limits,

Geographic coordinates (to be determined to nearest second.
For directional antenna give coordinates of center of array. )
For single vertical radiator give tower location.
North latitude
West longitude

Submit as Exhibit No.
a chart on which is plotted the exact
location of the antenna site, and also the relative location of
the
natural'
formations
and/or
the existing man-made structures
listed above.
The chart used shall be an Instrument Approach Chart (or the
landing chart on reverse side thereof) , or a Sectional Aeronaut
cal Chart, choice depending upon proximity of the antenna site to
landing
\J when
In general,
the Sectional
Aeronautical
Chart
should beareas.
used only
the antenna
site is more
than 10 miles
from a landingobtainablarea
or when
an mayInstrument
Approach
Chart
is S.une
.
\
J
These
charts
be
purchased
from
the
U.
Coast and Geodetic Survey, Washington 25, D. C.
Jjboundary
Exception
Where theareaproposed
site is within
of a - landing
for whichantenna
no Instrument
Approachthe Chart
issite,available,
submit
a
self-made,
large
scale
map
showing
runwav(s) and existing man-made structures listed above. antenna

3^ Designation, distance, and bearing to center line of
nearest established airway within 5 miles
4. List
areas site.
witfr'n 10 miles of antenna site. Give distance and direction to the nearest boundary of each landing
area all
from landing
the antenna
Landing Area
Distance
Direct ion
(a)
,
(b)
(c)
5. Description of antenna system (If directional, give spacing and orientation of towers).

Description of tower (s)
Tubular (Fble)
Self-supporting
Tower (height figures should not include Guyed
obstruction lighting)
Height of radiating elements
Overall height above ground
Overall height above mean sea level
If a mitcombination
of Standard,
FVI, or plan
TV operation
is proposed
on the same multi-element array (either existing or proposed) subas Exhibit
a horizontal
for the proposed
#1 antenna system, giving heights of the elements above ground and showing
their orientation and spacing in feet. Clearly indicate if any towers are existing.
Submit as Exhibit No. a vertical plan sketch for the proposed total structure (including supporting building if any) giving
#3 portions, noting painting and lighting.
heights above ground in feet for all significant features. Clearly#2indicate existing
Is the proposed antenna system designed so that obstruction lights may be
installed
and maintained
the uppermost
point (s)?
Yes#5 | | Nb | |
Is the proposed
site theat same
or immediately
adjoining the transmitter-antenna site of other
VesQ
NoQ
stations
authorized
by the Commission
or specified in another
application
pending before
the Oarmission?
is "yes", give
Signature of Engineer preparing data
Washington, D. C
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APPENDIX D
Measurements for rule makTable of Contents
ingquestpurposes
and upon reof the Commission.
Federal Communications
3.687 Transmitters
and associated
Commission
Part 3 — Radio Broadcast Services 3.688 equipment.
Indicating instruments.
Subpart Evision
— Rules
Governing
3.689 Operating power.
Broadcasting
StationsTele- Appendix
A— Maps
III. of Zones I and
Section Heading
General
Appendix B— Tables
for Distance
Computations.
3.601 Scope of rules.
3.602 Other pertinent rules.
Appendix
C—
Engineering
Charts.
3.603 television
Numerical channels.
designation of Cross-Reference to Recodification
Subpart E of Part 3
Channel Utilization
Old
Number
Number
3.606 Table of Assignments.
3.607 Availability of channels.
Revised. 3,603
3.601
3.608 International agreements.
Deleted
3.609 signments.
Changes in Table of As- 3.602
3.603 (a) and (b)
Revised.
New- 3,607,
3.603 (c)
| 3.610 Separations.
Revised.
3613 3,614
3.611 Reference
points
and
dis3.604
(a)
and
(b)
tance computations.
Revised. 3.607,
3.612 ence.
Protection from interfer- 3.604 (c)
Revised.
3.613 3.614
3.605
(a)
and
(b)
3.613 Main studio location.
Revised. 3.613
3.607, 3.614
3.605 (c)
3.614 Power and antenna height 3.606
Revised.
(a)
requirements.
Revised.
3.606,
3.606 (b)
Revised. 3.610 3.609
Applications
3.606 (c)
Authorizationsand
Revised. 3.622
Revised. 3.622
3.621 Noncommercial educational 3.611
3.623
3.612
stations.
3.625
3.613
3.622 Application
for television 3.614
3.626
stations.
3.627
3.615
3.623 Full disclosures.
Revised. 3.628
3.616
3.624 Repetitious applications.
3.617
3.629
3.625
of apparatus.
3.618
3.630
3.626 Installation
Period of construction.
3.633
3.627 Forfeiture of construction 3.619
3.361
3.620
permits; extension of time. 3.621
3.632
3.628 Equipment tests.
3.622
3.624
3.629 Program tests.
3.623
3.634
3.658 (a)
3.630
period.
3.631
3.631 Normal
Renewal license
of license.
3.658
(b)
3.632
3.658
(c)
3.632 Temporary
extension
of
sta3.633
tion licenses.
3.658
(d)
3.634
3.658
(e)
3.633 License, ficsimultaneous
3.635
3.658
(f
ation and renewal. modi- 3.636
3.658 (g))
3.634 control.
Assignment or transfer of 3.637
3.658 (h)
3.635 Use of common antenna 3.638
site.
3.635
3.639
Revised. 3.636
3.636
Multiple ownership.
3.640
3.637 Alternate
main transmitters. 3.641
3.659
3.638 Auxiliary transmitter.
Deleted.
See 3.689
3.639 Changes in equipment and 3.651
Revised.
3.687 (c)
3.652
antenna system.
3.653 (a)
Revised.
3.687
3.640 authorizations.
Administrative changes in
(b) (7) and (a) (7)
3.653 (b) and (c)Revised. 3.687 (c)
General Operating
Requirements
Deleted. See 3.681 et
3.654
seq.
3.651
operation.
3.652 Time
Stationof identification.
3.638
3.655
3.653 Mechanical reproductions.
3.656
3.637
3.654 nouncement.
Sponsored programs, an- 3.657
3 639
3.688 (a) and (f )
3.658
3.655 Rebroadcast.
Revised. 3.651
3.656 Lotteries and give - away 3.661
3.666
programs.
3.662
3.665
3.657 Broadcasts by candidates for 3.663
public office.
3.660
3.664
3.658 Affiliation agreements.
3.665
3.661
3.659 Special rules relating to 3.666
Deleted.
3.687 (b) See
(7) 3.689
contracts ervproviding
for res- 3.667
Revised. 3.687
of a station.ation of time upon sale 3.668
(c) (1)
3.680 Station license, posting of. 3.669
3.662 (Revised as
3.661 Operator requirements.
per Section 17.29)
3.662 Inspection of tower lights
3.667
and
ment.associated control equip- 3.670
3.681
Revised.vised 3.663
also as (Reper
3.663 Logs, maintenance of.
Section(a) 17.30)
3.664 Logs, retention of, etc.
3.664
3.665 Station inspection.
3.682
3.664
(b)
3.683
3.666 Experimental operation.
3.664 (c)
3.667 Discontinuance of operation. 3.684
3.664 (d)
3.685
Technical Standards
3.664 (e)
3.686
3.681 Definitions.
3.652
3.682 Transmission standards and 3.687
3.653
changes.
3.688
3.689
3.683 Field intensity contours.
3.654
3.657
3.690
3.684 Prediction of coverage.
3.655
3.685 Transmitter location and 3.691
3.656
antenna system.
3.692
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Cross-Reference
Recodification
of Standards
Good Engineering
Practiceto Concerning
Television
Broadcastof Stations
New Number (of Rules)
Old Sections
Revised. 3.681
1. Definitions
2. Transmission Standards and Revised. 3.682
changes or modifications thereof
3. Engineering Standards of Allo3A. cation
Deleted.
Revised,
3.684 (a), 3.685
Revised.
3.684 (d)
(a)
first paragraph
Revised. 3.684 (c) and (d)
second paragraph
Revised.
(c) and (e)
3.684
(g) 3.684
third paragraph
Revised.
3.684 (f)
fourth paragraph
Deleted.
fifth paragraph
4. Topographical
Data
Revised. 3.610 and 3.612
Interference Standards
6. Field
Intensity
Measurements in
Allocation
3.686 (g)
(a) to (e),incl.
first to fifth paragraphs, inclu- Revised. 3.686
(f)
sive
Deleted.
sixth and seventh paragraphs
Revised.
eighth
paragraph
Revised.
ninth paragraph
Revised.
3.685 (b)
7A.7. Transmitter Location
3.685
(c) 3.685
Revised.
(b)
3.685
(d)
7B.
7C.
7D. first paragraph
Revised.
second paragraph
3.685
(b) 3.685 (i)
3.685 (g)
8A.8. Antenna Systems
Revised. 3.685 (f)
8B.
8C.
Revised. 3.685 (h)
8D. and 8F.
Revised. 3.685 (i)
8E.
9. Transmitters and Associated 3.687 (a)
3.687 (b)
9A. Equipment
Visual Transmitter Design
9B. Aural
Transmitter Design
and
(b) (7)(c), 3.687 (a) (7)
Revised.
3.687 3.687
(d) 3.687
9C.
to Both Vis- 3.687
9D. Designual andApplicable
(e)
(g)
Aural Transmitters
9E. Construction
3.687 (j)
(h)
Wiring and Shielding
3.687 (i)
9F.
9G. Installation
9H.
Tubes
91. Spare
10.
OperationEquipment
3.688 (a)
Studio
Indicating
Instruments
3.688 (b)
10A. first paragraph
3.688
(c) 3.688 (f)
Revised.
10B. second paragraph
3.688
(d)
IOC.
3.688
(e)
10D.
10E.
11.
Operating
Power — Determina- 3.689
tion and Maintenance
(b) 3.689 (a)
Revised.
11A.
Determination
3.687 (f)
11B. Maintenance
12. Auxiliary Transmitters
New Appendices (to Rules)
Old Appendices
I. Television
Synchronizing Wave- Appendix C, Figure 4
form
II. Idealized Picture Transmission Appendix C, Figure 3
Amplitude Characteristic
C, Figure 7
III. Assumed Ideal Detector Output Appendix
IV. Figure 1. Ground Wave Signal Deleted.
Range, 46 Mc.
Figure 2. Ground Wave Signal Revised. Appendix C, Figure 5
Range, 63 Mc.
Figure 3. Ground Wave Signal Revised. Appendix C, Figure 5
IV. Range, 82 Mc.
Figure 4. Ground Wave Signal Revised. Appendix C, Figure 6
Range,
Mc.
(Not in 195Standards)
Standard Pre-Emphasis Curve Appendix C, Figure 8
Subpart Broadcast
E — RulesStations.
Governing
Television
broadcast service are included in
★
the
following Parts:
General
Part 1 — Rules Relating to
Practice and Procedure
3.601. Scope of rules. This Subpart contains the rules and regulaPart 2 — Rules Governing Fretions (including engineering standquency Allocation
Radio Treaty
Mattersand;
ards) governing television broadcast stations,
including
non-comGeneral Rules and Regulations
mercial educational television
broadcast stations, in the United
Part 4 — Experimental and
Auxiliary
States, its Territories and Possessions.
Services Broadcast
3.602. Other pertinent rules.
Part 17 Construction,
— Rules Concerning
the
Marking,
Other pertinent provisions of the
Commission's
rules
and
regulaand Lighting
tenna Structures of Antions relating to the television
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3.603. Numerical designation of
television channels.
lannel
Frequency band
No.
(Megacycles)
2
54-60
3
60-66
4
66-72
5
76-82
6
82-88
7
174-180
8
180-186
9
186-192
10
192-198
11
198-204
ZU4-Z1U
1312
14
470-476
15
476-482
16
482-488
17
488-494
18
494-500

8, 28

43
41
4442
45
46
47
49
48
5250 ■
5351
55
5456
57
58

632-638
638-644
644-650
650-656
656-662
662-668
668-674
674-680
680-686
686-692
692-698
698-704
704-710
710-716
716-722
722-728
728-734
734-740
740-746
746-752
752-758
758-764
764-770

64
65
66
68
6967
70
7275
7173
In
747 i
78
79

770-776
776-782
782-788
788-794
794-800
800-806
806-812
812-818
818-824
8Z4-OOU
Sou-Sod
OOD-84Z
842-848
848-854
854-860
oou-obo
obo-8
872-878tZ
59
878-884
60
80
6361
884-890
81
62
82
Channel No.
83
Swainsboro
Table
of
Assignments
Thomasville
6, 202714
Channel No.
Channel No.18 Tifton
Toccoa
3537
Lamar
Tucson
4, *6, 9, 1325 Leadville
Valdosta
14 Vidalia
Williams
26
Winslow
16
Longmont
32
Waycross
16
Loveland
38
Yuma
11, 13 Montrose
IDAHO
10,
18
ARKANSAS
33
Salida 3, 5, *8, 28, 3425 Blackfoot
Arkadelphia
3430 Pueblo
Boise
*4, 7,159
Batesville
Sterling
2521 Burley
Benton
40
Trinidad
Caldwell
2
Blytheville
64, 5074 Walsenburg
30 Couer d'Alene
Camden
Emmett
2612
CONNECTICUT
Conway
49
Gooding
El Dorado
10, 26 Bridgeport
43,3, 18,
49, *71
Falls
3, 23178
Fayetteville
*13, 4122 Hartford
*2465 Idaho
Jerome
Meriden
Forrest
City
Kellogg
333
New
Britain
30
Fort
Smith
5,
*16,
22
Lewiston
Harrison
2454 New
Haven
8, 5981 Moscow
Helena
*15
New
London
26,
Nampa
6,
12
(see Stamford)
Hope
Hot
Springs
9, 155239 Norwalk
Norwich
57, *6327 Payette
Pocatello
6, 411410
Jonesboro
8,
Stamford-Norwalk
Preston
Little Rock
*2, 4, 11, 17, 2823 Waterbury
53 Rexburg
Magnolia
DELAWARE
21279
Malvern
4643 Dover
Sandpoint
Morrilton
40 Rupert
Twin
Falls
11,
Newport
28
Wilmington
12,
53,
*59
Wallace
272013
Paragould
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Pine
Bluff
7, 443619 Washington
4, 5, 7, 9, *20, *26 Weiser
RusseUville
.
.
.
.
:
ILLINOIS
FLORIDA
Searcy
33 Belle Glade
4816
2528 Alton
Springdale
Aurora
Stuttgart
1435 Bradenton
Belleville
54
Clearwater
32
CALIFORNIA
Bloomington
Beach
2 Cairo
2415
Alturas
9 Daytona
De
Land
44
Bakersfield
10,
29
Carbondale
34,
*61
Fort Lauderdale
17, 23 Centralia
Brawley
2512 Fort
Myers
1119 Champaign-Urbana . 3, *12, 21, 32,
Chico
27,
334459
Fort Pierce
Corona
52
Chicago
.
2,
5,
7,
9,
*11,
20,
26,
32,
38,
Gainesville
*5,
20
Danville
24
Delano
3316 Jacksonville 4, *7, 12, 30, 36 Decatur
17, 23
El Centro
Key West
14, 20 De Kalb
Eureka
3, 5313 Lake
*6747
City
Fresno
12,
*18,
24,
47,
16, 223314 Dixon
Hanford
21 Lakeland
Elgin
2823
Lake
Wales
Freeport
Los
Angeles
2,
4,
5,
7,
9,
11,
13,
22,
*28,
34
2617 Galesburg
Madera
30 Leesburg
Marianna
Merced
34
Harrisburg
222940
Jacksonville
Modesto
14 Miami
Ocala *2, 4, 7, 10, 27, 3315 Joliet
4814
Monterey
(see
Salinas)
Orlando
6, 9, 18, *2417 Kankakee
Napa
62 Palatka
Kewanee
60
Oakland (see San Francisco)
Panama
City
7,
*30,
36
Oxnard
32
La
Salle
35
3, 15, *21, 4654 Lincoln
Petaluma
56 Pensacola
53
Quincy
Macomb
Port
Chicago
St. Petersburg
Augustine
25 Marion
Red
Bluff
16157 St.
404661
(see Tampa)
Mattoon
Redding
Sanford
35
(see Davenport, Iowa)
Riverside
34 Moline
Vernon
38
Sacramento
3, *6, 10, 40,
40, 4646 Sarasota
Tallahassee
*11,8, 24,
51 Mt.
Olney
Tampa-St.
Petersburg
*3,
13,
38
Pekin
494316
San
Bernardino
18,
*24,
30
5, 12, *15, 21 Peoria
San Buenaventura
38 West Palm Beach
8,
19,
*37,
San Diego
8, 10, *15, 21, 27, 33, 39
Quincy
GEORGIA
San
FranciscoRockford
13, 39,10, *4521
Albany
10, 2531 Rock
Island (see Davenport, Iowa)
Oakland
.
2,
4,
5, 7, *9, 20,11,26,48,32,*54,38, 4460 Americus
San
Jose
Springfield
2, 20, *2665
Streator
*8, 3660 Urbana
San
Obispo 3, 20, 266 Athens
(see Champaign)
Atlanta
2, 5, 11, *30,
SantaLuisBarbara
Augusta
6,
12
Santa
Cruz
16
Vandalia
28
Santa
Maria
4416 Bainbridge
22
28, 344535 Waukegan
Santa
Paula
INDIANA
Cairo
Santa Rosa
50 Brunswick
6115
33 Anderson
Stockton
13, 36, *4227 Carrollton
Cartersville
Tulare
Bedford
39
5363 Angola
Ukiah
18 Cedartown
Bloomington
4,
*30,
36
Columbus
4,
28,
*34
4238
Cordele
4325 Columbus
Watsonville
22 Dalton
Connersville
Yreka
City
11
52
3215 Elkhart
Yuba City
52 Douglas
Dublin
7, 21,
50, *27,
*56, 6233
COLORADO
16 EvansviUe
Fort Wayne
Alamosa
19 Elberton
Fitzgerald
23
Gary
50, *66
Hammond
Valley
Boulder
*12, 2236 Fort
6, 8, 13, *20, 26, 675619
Gainesville
5218 Indianapolis
Canon City
Griffin
39
Jasper
Colorado
Springs
11,
13,
*17,
23
Kokomo
31
Craig
Grange
Delta
2419 LaMarietta
Lafayette
*47, 1859
Macon
13, *41, 504757 Lebanon
Denver
2,
4,
*6,
7,
9,
20,
26
51
5148 Longansport
Durango
6, 1544 Milledgeville
Madison
Fort
Collins
2925
Newnan
6159 Marion
Fort
Morgan
15 Moultrie
Michigan
City
62
Rome
9,
Grand
Junction
5,
21
5024 Statesboro
Savannah
3, *9, 2211 Muncie
Richmond 49, 55, *7132
LaGreeley
Junta
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CHANNEL UTILIZATION
3.606. Table of Assignments,
(a) The following
of Assignments contains Table
the channels
assigned to the listed communities
in the United States, its Territories, and Possessions. Channels
designated with an asterisk are
assigned
for usebroadcast
by non-commercial educational
stations
only. tified
A bystation
on
channelmarkiden-is
a plus or aminus
required
to operate
carrier frequencies
offsetwith
10 kcitsabove
or below, respectively, the normal
carrier frequencies.1
'These identifications
are now inbeing
prepared
Table
as and
soon will
as itbe isincluded
practicable theto
do so.ized to New
television
stations
authorooerate
subsequent
issuance of these Rules will beto the
required
to operate
with their
carrier
frequen-in
cies
offset
where
it
is
so
specified
the Table. Offset carrier frequencies
of existing
broadcast
staoperatingtelevision
channels
so affected
will betions
listed
inoron allrenewal
construction
permits,
licenses,
of
licenses,
upon issuance
and
licensees
who thereof.
wish toPermittees
so operate
prior to qthe
time offset
carrierauthorfreuizations
encies are specified
in
their
may request authority for
such operation
quests therefor. by filing informal reALABAMA Channel No.
Andalusi
2937
Anniston
Auburn
*5654
Bessemer
Birmingham 6, *10, 13, 42, 2348
Brewton
Clanton
14
Cullman
Decatur
236018
Demopolis
Dothan
9, «1940
Enterprise
Eufaula
Florence
411944
Fort
Payne
Gadsden
15, 2149
Greenville
Guntersville
4031
Huntsville
Jasper
17
Mobile
5,
8,
*42,
Montgomery
12, 20, *26, 322248
Opelika
Selma
5847
Sheffield
Sylacauga
24
Talladega
Thomasville
276438
Troy
Tuscaloosa
45, 5116
Tuskegee
University
*7
ARIZONA
1415
Ajo
Bisbee
Casa
Grande
Clifton
253018
Coolidge
Douglas
Eloy
24133
Flagstaff
9,
Globe
3414
Holbrook
Kingman
6
Mesa
Miami
283112
Morenci
Nogales
Phoenix
3, 5, *8, 171015
Prescott
Safford
21
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19
20
21
2322
2524
2726
28
29
3031
3332
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

500-506
506-512
512-518
518-524
524-530
530-536
536-542
542-548
548-554
554-560
560-566
566-572
572-578
578-584
584-590
590-596
596-602
602-608
608-614
614-620
620-626
626-632

Channel No.
Channel No. Houma
3018
Shelbyville
Jackson
SouthCity
Bend
34, *40, 315846 Jennings
48
Tell
Lafayette
38,
Terre Haute
10, *57, 4463 Lake Charles
7, *19, 256730
Vincennes
Minden
Washington
60 Monroe
8, 4336
Morgan
City
IOWA
Natchitoches
1715
Algona
37
Iberia
Ames
5, 2545 New
New
Orleans
*2,
4,
6,
20,
26,
32,
61
Atlantic
Oakdale
Boone
Opelousas
582054
Burlington
32, 383919 Ruston
Carroll
Shreveport
3,
Thibodaux
242212
Cedar Rapids
2, 9, 20, *2631 Winnfield
Centerville
Charles
City
18
MAINE
Cherokee
Clinton
644314 Auburn
23
Creston
Augusta
10,*1629
Davennort-Rock Island &
Bangor
2,
5,
Bar
Harbor
2265
Moline, Illinois 4, 6, *30, 36, 4244 Bath
Decorah
Belfast
41
Des
Moines
8,
*11,
13,
17,
23
Dubuque
Estherville
v.56,. . 622454 Biddeford
Calais
7, 205918
Fairfield
Dover-Foxcroft
Fort
Dodge
21 Fort Kent
Fort
Madison
2417
Grinnell
4650 Houlton
Lewiston
8, 1714
Millinocket
Iowa
City
*12,
24
Keokuk
Orono
*12
Knoxville
334944 Portland
Marshalltown
Presque Isle 6, 13, *47,8, 532519
Rockland
Mason
City
3,
35
Muscatine
5829 Rumford
5515
Newton
Buren
Oelwein
2852 Van
Waterville
35
Oskaloosa
MARYLAND
Ottumwa
1532
Red
Oak
Annapolis
Shenandoah
20 Baltimore 2, 11, 13, 18, *24, 1430
Sioux City
4, 9, *30, 4236 Cambridge
2217
Spencer
Cumberland
Storm Lake
34 Frederick
6252
Waterloo
7, 16, *2227 Hagerstown
Webster City
Salisbury
16
KANSAS
MASSACHUSETTS
Abilene
31 Barnstable
Arkansas
City
4960 Boston *2, 4, 5, 7, 44, 50, 5652
Atchison
62
Chanute
5033 Brockton
Fall
River
40, 4642
Coffeyville
Greenfield
Colby
22
Holyoke (see Springfield)
Concordia
38
Dod«re
City
6, 472355 Lawrence
Lowell
ElEmooria
Dorado
New
Bedford
28, 323415
39
North
Adams
Fort Scott
27
3664
Garden
City
9, 1131 Northampton
Pittsfield
Goodland
Springfield-Holyoke
55,61
Great
Bend
2,
28
Worcester
14,20
Hays
7, 20
Hutchinson
MICHIGAN
Independence 12, 204418 Alma
41
Iola
Alpena
Junction
City
29
Lamed
15 Ann
Arbor
20,9,*263046
Bad
Axe
Lawrence
*11, 1754 Battle Creek
58, 64
Leavenworth
Liberal
Bay City
Benton
Harbor 5, 63, *7342
McPherson
2614 Big
Rapids
Manhattan
*8, 2314 Cadillac
13, 453913
Newton
Olathe
52 Calumet
Cheboygan
4, 3624
Ottawa
21
Coldwater
Parsons
Detroit
2, 4, 7, 50, *56, 6062
Pittsburg
7,. 463836 East
Lansing
Pratt
253
Salina
34 East Tawas
Topeka
13, 42, *4824 Escanaba
Wellington
Flint
12, 16, *22, 2840
Gladstone
Wichita
Winfield 3, 10, 16, *2243 Hancock
Grand Rapids
8, *17, 2310
KENTUCKY
Houghton
Iron
Mountain
9, 271912
Ashland
.5917 Iron
River
Ironwood
31
Bowling
Green
13,
Camobellsville
4016 Jackson
Corbin
Kalamazoo
3,6, 483654
Danville
35
Lansing
Elizabethtown
1815
Frankfort
432328 Ludington
Manistee
Glasgow
Manistique
1417
Harlan
36
Marquette
5,
Hazard
19 Midland
Hopkinsville
Pleasant
473519
Lexington
27, 2033 Mount
Muskegon
29,
Louisville 3, 11, *15, 21, 41, 2651 Petoskey
3144
Madisonville
Mayfield
4924 Pontiac
Port Huron
34
Maysville
Rogers
City
Middlesborough
57, 6333 Saginaw
51, *342457
Murray
Sault
Ste.
Marie
8,
10,
28,
Owensboro
City
7, 20, *2621
Paducah
6, . 144314 Traverse
West Branch
Pikeville
Princeton
45
MINNESOTA
Richmond
Lea
57
Somerset
226037 Albert
Alexandria
Winchester
Austin
6, 362451
Bemidji
LOUISIANA
12
Abbeville
42 Brainerd
Cloquet
4421
Crookston
Alexandria
5,
62
Detroit
Lakes
Bastrop
53 Duluth-Superior, Wis 3, 6, *8, 32, 3818
Baton Rouge
10, 28, *34, 4039 Ely
Bogalusa
402016
Crowley
2114 Fairmont
Faribault
De
Ridder
Eunice
64
Fergus
Falls
Franklin
4651 Grand Rapids
201629
Hammond
Hastings
ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Channel No.10
Hibbing
International
Falls
Little
Falls
141511
Mankato
Marshall
22
Minneapolis-St. Paul *2, 4, 5, 9, 11, 17, 2319
Montevideo
New
Ulm
4326
Northfield
Owatonna
45
Red
Wing
63
Rochester
10,55
St.
Cloud
7,
33
St.
Paul
(see
Minneapolis)
Stillwater
3915
Thief
River
Falls
Virginia
2627
Wadena
Willmar
3161
Winona
Worthington
32
MISSISSIPPI
Biloxi
13,
*44,
50
Brookhaven
3716
Canton
Clarksdale
6,
3235
Columbia
Columbus
28
Corinth
Greenville
21, 292724
Greenwood
Grenada
15
Gulfport
Hattiesburg
9, 564717
Jackson
12,
*19,
25,
Kosciusko
5233
Laurel
Louisville
4631
Me Comb .
Meridian
11,
30,
*36
Natchez
2922
Pascagoula
Picayune
1434
Starkville
State College
*238
Tupelo
University
*2041
Vicksburg
West Point
8, 4956
Yazoo
City
MISSOURI
Cape
Girardeau
12, 1856
Carthage
Caruthersville
2714
Chillicothe
Clinton
Columbia
8,
16,
225249
Farmington
Festus
Fulton
241427
Hannibal
7,
Jefferson City
13,12, 3330
Joplin
Kansas City
4, 5, 9, *19, 25,
65
Kennett
Kirksville
3, 212318
Lebanon
Marshall
40
Mary
ville
2645
Mexico
Moberly
Monett
143518
Nevada
Poplar Bluff
15
Rolla
•
St.
Joseph
2,30, 30,36,*36.3142
St.
Louis
4,
5,
*9,
11,
Sedalia
6, 2837
Sikeston
Springfield
West Plains 3, 10, *26, 3220
MONTANA
Anaconda
2
Billings
2, *9,
8, *1122
Rozeman
Butte
4, 6, *7, 2015
Cut Bank
Deer
Lodge
2520
Dillon
Glasgow
1618
Glendive
Great Falls
3, 5, *2317
Hamilton
Hardin
Havre
9, 114
Helena
10,12
Kalispell
Laurel
14138
Lewistown
Livingston
16
Miles City
Missoula
*11,3, *6,
13, 211018
Poison
Red
Lodge
1814
Shelby
Sidney
14
White
fish
T.
Wolf Point
2016
NEBRASKA
Alliance
\ 13, 2140
Beatrice
Broken
Bow
14
rolumbus
Fairburv
353849
Falls
City
Fremont
Grand
Island
11,5, 212752
Hastings
Kearney
13, 19
Lexington
Lincoln
10, 12, *18, 2423

Channel 8,No.17
McCook
Nebraska
City
50
Norfolk
North Platte
2,334
Omaha
3,
6,
7,
*16,
22,
Scottsbluff
10, 161528
York
NEVADA
Boulder
City
4
Carlin
Carson City
371410
Elko
Ely
3, 296
Fallon
Goldfield
Hawthorne
3152
Henderson
Las Vegas
8, *10, 1813
Lovelock
McGill
8
Reno
4,
8, *21, 279
Tonopah
Winnemucca
Yerington
337
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Berlin
26
Claremont
•
Concord
2737
Durham
*11
Hanover
*21
Keene
4543
Laconia
Littleton
Manchester
9,
482454
Nashua
Portsmouth
1951
Rochester
NEW JERSEY
Andover
*69
Asbury
Atlantic Park
City
46, 5852
Bridgeton
64
Camden
*80
Freehold
*74
Hammonton
*70
Montclair
*7713
Newark
New Brunswick
*19, 4737
Paterson
Trenton
4148
Wildwood
NEW MEXICO
Alamagordo
Albuquerque
4, *5, 7, 211713
Artesia
Atrisco-Five
Points
Belen
242318
Carlsbad
6,
Clayton
Clovis
12, 273514
Deming
Farmington
17
Gallup
3, *8, 4610
Hobbs
Hot
Springs
1922
Las Cruces
Las Vegas
Lordsburg
232014
Los Alamos
Lovington
2722
Portales
Raton
46,8,*5210
Roswell
*3,
Santa
Fe
2,*10,*9, 1112
Silver City
Socorro
Tucumcari
2515
NEW
YORK
Albany-Schenectady-Troy 6, *17, 23, 4152
Amsterdam
Auburn
3733
Batavia
Binghamton
12, 40, *46
Buffalo (also see
Buffalo-NiagaraFalls
Falls) 2, 4,17,7,*2359
Buffalo-Niagara
Cortland
56
Dunkirk
Elmira
18,244639
Glens
Falls
Gloversville
2950
Hornell
Ithaca
*14, 2058
Jamestown
Kingston
Malone
20, *666614
Mp.ssena
Middletown
60
New York 2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 11, *25, 31
Niagara
NiagaraFalls
Falls)(see BuffaloOgdensburg
24
Olean
Oneonta
6254
Oswego
3128
Plattsburg
Poughkeepsie
Rochester
5, 10, 15, 21,
*21, *8327
Rome (see Utica)
Saranac Lake
18
Schenectady (also see Albany) 35
Syracuse
3, 8, *43
Troy (see Albany)
Utica-Rome
Watertown 13, 19, *2548
NORTH CAROLINA
Ahoskie
5320
Albemarle
Asheville
13, *56, 62
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Channel No.
Burlington
63
Chapel
Hill
*4
Charlotte
3,
9,
36,
*42
Durham
11, *40, 3146
Elizabeth
City
Fayetteville
Gastonia
483418
Goldsboro
Greensboro
2, *51, 579
Greenville
Henderson
52
Hendersonville
Hickory
302715
High
Point
Jacksonville
16
Kannapolis
Kinston
454159
Laurinburg
Lumberton
2155
Mount
Airy
New Bern
13
Raleigh
RoanokeMount
Rapids 5, *22, 283050
Rocky
Salisbury
5338
Sanford
Shelby
3949
Southern
Pines
Statesville
647
Washington
Wilmington
6, 29, *3556
Wilson
Winston-Salem
12, 26, *32
NORTH DAKOTA
Bismarck
Bottineau 5, 12, 18, *2416
Carrington
Devils
Lake
8, 2614
Dickinson
2,*34,4, *1740
Fargo
6,
13,
Grafton
17
Grand Forks
*2, 2210
Harvey
Jamestown
Lisbon
.7,. 4223
Minot
*6, 10, 2013
New
Rockford
Rugby
Valley
City
4, 323845
Wahpeton
Williston
8, 11, *34
OHIO
Akron
49, *55, 6115
Ashtabula
Athens
6263
Bellefontaine
Cambridge
26
Canton
29
Chillicothe
56
Cincinnati
5,3,9,5,12,8, *48,
54, 6574
Cleveland
19,
*25,
Columbus
Coshocton4, 6, 10, *34, 2040
Dayton
2, 7, *16, 4322
Defiance
Findlay
5318
Gallipolis
Hamilton-Middletown
6528
Lancaster
Lima
35, 4131
Lorain
.
.
.
:
Mansfield
3617
Marion
Massillon
23
Middletown
(see Hamilton)
Mount Vernon
58
Newark
Oxford
*144460
Piqua
Portsmouth
30
Sandusky
Springfield
46, 4252
Steubenville
(see
Wheeling,
W.
Va.)
Tiffin
47
Toledo
11, 13, *3021
Warren
Youngstown
Zanesville 27, 33, 5073
OKLAHOMA
Ada
50
Altus
Alva
3036
Anadarko
58
Ardmore
5562
Bartlesville
Blackwell
Chickasha
645115
Claremore
Clinton
Duncan
393227
Durant
City
12, 1556
ElElk Reno
Enid
5, 21, *2744
Frederick
Guthrie
4820
Guymon
Hobart
2314
Holdenville
Hugo
21
Lawton
7,
*28,
34
McAlester
Miami
5847
Muskogee
8,
*45,
66
Norman
Oklahoma
City
4, 9, *13,31,19,*372625
Okmulgee
Pauls
Valley
Ponca City
406154
Pryor
Creek
Sapulpa
42
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Channel No.
Seminole
5953
Shawnee
Stillwater
29,
*69
Tulsa
2, 6, *11, 17, 2328
Vinita
Woodward
8
OREGON
Albany
55
Ashland
Astoria
303714
Baker
Bend
1516
Burns
CorvaUis *9, 13, 20,
*7, 4926
Eugene
Grants
Pass
302
Falls
LaKlamath
Grande
13
Lebanon
43
McMinnville
46
Medford
4,516
North
Bend
Pendleton
28
Portland
6,
8,
*10,
12,
21,
Roseburg
282427
Salem
3,
*18,
Springfield
3732
The Dalles . .
PENNSYLVANIA
Allentown
Altoona
10, 39,45
19, 2551
Bethlehem
Bradford
4843
Butler
Chambersburg
46
Du
Bois
Easton
5731
Emporium
Erie
12, 35,27,*41,33, 427166
Harrisburg
Hazleton
63
Johnstown
Lancaster
8,6, 215615
Lebanon
Lewistown
Lock Haven
323837
Meadville
New
Castle
Oil
City3, 6, 10, 17, 23, 29, *354564
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
2, 11, *13, 16, 47,
53
Reading
Scranton
16, 55,
22, 613973
Sharon
State College
*4465
Sunbury
Uniontown
Washington
6314
Wilkes-Barre
28,34
Williamsport
York
43,4936
RHODE ISLAND
Providence
10, 12, 16, *22
SOUTH CAROLINA
Aiken
5458
Anderson
Camden
14
Charleston
2,
5,
*13
Clemson
*6867
Columbia
10,
*19,
25,
Conway
238
Florence
Georgetown
27
Greenville
4,
23,
*29
Greenwood
2155
Lake
City
Lancaster
Laurens
454331
Marion
Newberry
Orangeburg
443761
Rock
Hill
Spartanburg
7,
17
Sumter
Union
\ 4765
SOUTH DAKOTA
Aberdeen
9, 2317
Belle Fourche
Brookings
*8, 2517
Hot
Springs
Huron
12,15
Lead
5, 26
Madison
Mitchell
5 462720
Mobridge
Pierre
6, 10, *22
Rapid
City
Sioux
Falls
11, 13, 38,7,*442015
Sturgis
Vermillion
*2,.3, 4135
Watertown
Winner
is17
Yankton
TENNESSEE
Athens
Bristol,
Tenn. -Bristol, Va
Chattanooga
3, 12, 43, 49,.5
Clarksvllle
... '
Cleveland
Columbia
CookeviUe
Covington
Dyersburg
Elizabethton
Fayetteville
Gallatin
Harriman
Humboldt
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Channel 9,No.16 Seguin Channel No.14
Jackson
Johnson
City
11, 34 Seymour
2446
Sherman
Kingsport
3032
Knoxville
6, 10, *20, 262850 Snyder
StephenviUe
Lawrenceburg
Lebanon
5846 Sweetwater
Sulphur Springs
1241
McMinnville
Maryville
51
Taylor
58
16,2253
Memphis
3, 5, *10, 13, 42, 5448 Temple
Morristown
Murfreesboro
18 Terrell
Texarkana
6, *18,7, 2419
Nashville
*2,
4,
5,
8,
30,
36
Tyler
Uvalde
2018
Oak Ridge
32 Vernon
Paris
19
Pulaski
446251 Victoria
Shelbyville
Waco
11,
*28,
455134
Springfield
4265 Waxahachie
Tullahoma
Weatherford
Union City
55 Weslaco
(see BrownsvilleHarlingen-Weslaco)
TEXAS
Wichita Falls
3, 6, *16, 22
Abilene
9,
33
UTAH
Alice
34 Brigham
365
Alpine
12
Cedar City
Amarillo
*2, 4, 7, 2510 Logan
12,9, *18,
30, *4624
Athens
Ogden
Austin
7, 18, 24, *3025 Price
6
Ballinger
11, 22, *2813
Bay
City
33 Provo
Richfield
Beaumont-Port
Arthur
4,
6,
31,
*37
St.
George
18
Beeville
38 Salt Lake City 2, 4, 5, *7, 20, 26
Big
Spring
Tooele
443
Bonham
43334 Vernal
Borger
VERMONT
Brady
15
Breckenridge
1452 Bennington
Brenham
5833
Brownfield
15 Brattleboro
Burlington
*16,3, 2240
Brownsville
(also
see
BrownsvilleMontpelier
Harlihgen-Weslaco) ... .4,365 Newport
4649
Brownsville-Harlingen-Weslacoi
Brownwood
19 Rutland
St.
Albans
Bryan
54
St.
Johnsbury
3034
Childress
4057
Cleburne
VIRGINIA
Coleman
21
*60
College
Station
*3, 4820 Blacksburg
Bristol (see Bristol, Tenn.)
Conroe
Charlottesville *45, 4464
Corpus
Christi
6,
10,
*16,
22 Covington
Corsicana
47
24
Crockett
5628 Danville
Emporia
2519
Crystal
City
Farmville
Cuero
25
Fredericksburg
4739
Dalhart
16
Front
Royal
Dallas
4, 8, *13, 23, 29, 7316 Harrisonburg
3,
34
Del
Rio
Denison
52 Lexington
Lynchburg
13, 545016
Denton
*2,
17
Marion
Eagle Pass
2626 Martinsville
35
ElEdinburg
Campo
Newport
News (see NorfolkPortsmouth-Newport
ElFalfurrias
Paso
4, *7, 9, 13, 20, 262752 Norfolk-Portsmouth
(alsoNews)
see
Norfolk-PortsmouthFloydada
Newport
News)
27
Fort
Stockton5, 10, 20, *264522 Norfolk-PortsmouthFort
Worth
Newport
News (also see3, 10, 15, *21, 33
Gainesville
49
Norfolk-Portsmouth)
Galveston
Gonzales 11, 35, 41, *476462 Norton
Petersburg
8, 5241
Greenville
Portsmouth
(see
Norfolk-Portsmouth
Harlingen
(also
see
Brownsvilleand also News)
see Norfolk-PortsmouthHarlingen-Weslaco)
23 Newport
Hebbronville
Pulaski
37
Henderson
425819 Richmond
6,7, 10,
12, *23,
Hereford
27, *332914
Hillsboro
63 Roanoke
South
Boston
Houston
2,
*8,
13,
23,
29,
39
Staunton
36
Huntsville
4217
Jacksonville
3615 Waynesboro
Williamsburg
Jasper
49
Winchester
28
Kermit
Kilgore
594014
WASHINGTON
Kingsville
58
Lamesa
28 Aberdeen
Anacortes
Lampasas
Bellingham
12, 18,
243450
Laredo
8, 13, *154038 Bremerton
44,
Levelland
17
Littlefield
32 Centralia
Longview 5, 11, 13, *20,32, 2638 Ephrata
Ellensburg
49, *6543
Lubbock
Everett
22,
28
Lufkin
9,
46
Grand Coulee
37
McAllen
2065 Hoquiam
McKinney
3952
Marfa
19 Kelso
Kennewick
(also see Kennewick- 25
Richland-Pasco)
Mercedes
32
Marshall
'
16
Kenne wick-Richland-Pasco *4133
Mexia
Midland
2, 385018 Longview
Mineral
Wells
Olympia
60
Mission
14
Omak-Okanogan
*35
Monahans
9 Okanogan (see Omak)
Mount
Pleasant
35
Pasco
(also see KennewickRichland-Pasco)
1916
Nacogdoches
4062 Port
New
Braunfels
Angeles
Pullman
*10,
24
Odessa
7,
24
Orange
4317 Richland
(also see KennewickRichland-Pasco)
Pampa
4, 5, 7, 2,*9,4,20,6,n 3126*7g
Paris
3331 Seattle
Pearsall
Spokane
Pecos
16
Tacoma
Perryton
2229 WaUa
Walla 11, 13,5,*56,
8, *226255
Plainview
Wenatchee
*45,
Port
Arthur
(see
Beaumont)
Yakima
23,
29,
*47
Quanah
WEST VIRGINIA
Raymondville
424217
Rosenberg
Beckley
6,
San Angelo
4121
San
Antonio
4, 5, *9,6, 8,12,17,35, *234148 Bluefield
Charleston
8,
*43,
San
Benito
Clarksburg
12,224049
San Marcos
53 Elkins
Fairmont
3135
1 These
assignmentslying
may within
be utilized
in Hinton
Huntington
3, 13, *5323
any
community
the
area
Logan
of the ville,
triangle
by Browns- Martinsburg
58
Harlingen formed
and Weslaco.
Morgantown
*24
ROADCASTING
• Telecasi

dynamics
mi
jm
EM
/ ZY
ed inmr
Iy
Broadcasting... Recording. ..P.A.
TV...
provjw
I Js

/tvaiCa&lc

fan Immediate

You see . . . and hear . . . the E-V
Slim-Trim on network and local
telecasts and broadcasts. You find
it in the studios and on remote
hook-ups. You find it on important P.A. jobs, too. And you
know it's there because it has met
the most exacting tests . . . because
it serves so superbly in every way
for voice and music. First in dynamic ... it has features only
Electro -Voice can provide . . .
features that enable you to meet
every need.

1

'DeUveny

... for wide range high fidelity
response ... for fixed position or
man-in-motion ... for ruggedness
and versatility ... for exclusive
Acoustalloy diaphragm . . . for popproof pick-up indoors and outdoors
FOR PUBLIC ADDRESS 1
"636"— Response 60-13,000 c.p.s.,
substantially flat. High
Power rating -55.
Omnidirectional.
ance. Swivel head.or lowList imped$70

FOR TELECASTING- BROADCASTING |
"654"— Response 50-14,000 c.p.s.,
substantially
flat. 50-250
Power ohmratingimped-55.
Omnidirectional.
ance selector. Swivel
head. List $90
"655"— Response 40-15,000 c.p.s.,
±2.5 db. PowerChangeable
rating low-53. impedance.
OmnidirecRemovabletional.swivel.
List $200

MICROPHONES • PHONO-PICKUPS

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

Ask your E-V Distributor
or send for full facts now.'
Suppliers to the Radio and TV Networks
402 CARROLL STREET • BUCHANAN, MICHIGAN
Export: 13 Cast 40th St., N. Y. 16, U.S.A., Cables: Arlab
HI-FI SPEAKERS - TV BOOSTERS • TV DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS
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Channel No.
Welch
25
32
Weston
I ersb
Park
urg
Wheeling(also see
■ Wheenng
15
*57
Ohio)
steubenviiie,
wheeiing-steubenviiie, Ohio 7,9,51

tions may be filed to construct
on ^e channels assigned in the
and only in
ofn Assignmentslisted
Table
tel
communities
theevisio
ast fail
statiotonstherein.
only
Applicationsbroadc
which
comply

WISCONSIN n0t
amendaf rP%nuf
the Table, ^r!
will Pe?ti.°n
not be ac-t0
Jdam*
*™ cepted for filing.
iamsonAshian?
is ^ \ ch?™e} .™^ j° %
Chilton
in any unlisted community
n *24 plication
this isrelocated
Eau Claire
13, *19, 25withwhich
15 miles of
enwithin
t, whet Where
Fond du Lac
54 the listedquiremcommunity.
Green Bay
2,6 channels are assigned toher twoor or

9 3.

Kenosna
g ,JJ nejg
bination
Table, such
chanCrosse
are ina,gotheavajiabie
Madison
S, *£l,, £>,
...
-t •to-\any uni
eaveLa
r
within 15 miles of any of
cated
*38
32,
ii,
Marinette
Milwaukee 4, *io, 512,7 319,A7ss25,co31 such listed communities. The disig*18
nmmmeuntnlisted
i
• Park Fails
shall be detersted
s tiys alicommunities
vailab m the Table of
le upo
Racine
49>55 set forth in the npublication
of the
apRice
Lake
merce entitled "Air. Line Distances
Richland
Center
15, *66
59 Between Cities m the United
Sheboygan
63 m
ore ... *30 States."2 If said publication does
Shell Lake ......................
c
o
mmuni either or both communities, the
Stevens Point
20,26
tie
liste or both of such communiSuperior (see Duiuth, Minn.) ins either
wausau
7, 16, *46 ties shalld inbe coused.
The method to
m- making
Wisconsin Rapids48
14 fee
followedis in,set
measwyoming
urements
forth inthe Section
tanc65
e be hsted
Casper tween comm2,6
3.608. International agreements.
Cheyenne suc 3,un5itieAuthorizations
issued by the Coms whi
h
liste^ missionch forar television broadcast faCody
Douglas
e
17
d
cilities
will
bel subject to the proa
mine
entered
any o-agreements
31nd visions
un- by ofthe
GUlette
d by
United States with
m^o
.16
Green50 River
the d
not
istan
ec
ce*8,be 18 thorizations.3 Where, pursuant to
2o2nta
Laramie
twee
iUnntite
n the
he d st
coo ates
r
D
e
d
p
nairiePowf
tion granted by the Commission,
ina nartm
du
teosf 34entres
may, on its own
io
Riverton
pecmotion,
tive Commission
o
cooset
rdinat
f
suchreofauthorizaes the
aside
13
C
springs
Rock
asof such
Sheridan
................... .9, 12om-tion pending
consideration

611of

rt.

ubpa

thisS

j
.
, d au-ignecJ mentahsnefo,mreelo.ybj, '
ignerdomtentti
ansseivf eem

44
Woriand
34 zation has been issued.
coor
u.dis. territories 3.609. Changes in Table of Ases of
andnatposses
sions signments. Except as provided bethe
alaska
10W; the Table of Assignments
Anchorage main p2,o *7, ii, 13 (Section 3.606) and the rules relatFairbanks
2, 4, 7,s*9,t ofii, 13 ing to separations as set forth in
Juneau
*3, f8,iceio Section 3.610 of this Subpart, shall
on
to amendment
not be subject
\*l petition
Reward"11
periodof
one yeardate
within
the theeffective
s^*r Hawaiian islands'13 following
these Rules. Petitions to amend
Lihue, Kauai
3, *8, io, 12 the Table of Assignments will be
Honolulu,
oahu
2, 4, *7, 9, 11, 13 eligible for consideration during
Wailuku, Maui
3, 8, *10, 12 said period under the f0Howing cir.
2, *4, 7, 9, 11, 13 cumstanCes, provided that the reexi Hilo, Hawaii puerto rico
quests therein comply with the
coc
onc
ern
ing
Ponce
7,9 not request any deletions or subSan Juan
. 2, 4, *6 stitutes of channels in any comvirgin islands munity listed in the Table:
#-i,„_w<-,>
in i o 2Tmstnepublication
may be purchased
Charlotte Amalie
o n^r, Availability
a -i
, 10, ,12 from
Washington,Government
D. C. Printing Office,
3.607.
ofr channels.
(al
Suhiect to
to tne
the nrovisions
of wmThese
agreements when formalized,
(cU auDject
piovisiono oi
subparagraph (b) herein, applicarules. be published as t of thege
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hor

aut

-

tion of the 69th meridian and
(a) Where the petitioner seeks
the 45th parallel; thence east
the assignment of a channel to a
along theOcean.
45th parallel
to theof
community which is not listed in
Atlantic
When any
the Table and which is not located
the
above
lines
pass
through
a
within 15 miles of a listed community.
city,bethelocated
city shall
be considered
to
in Zone
I. (See
Appendix A, Figure 1.)
(b) Where the petitioner seeks
the assignment of a noncommer(ii) Zone
II consists
that
cial educational channel to a comportion
UnitedinofStates
which
isofnotthelocated
either
munity listed in the Table and to
which such a channel has not been
I or Zone III, and Puerto
i)Zone
Rico,
Alaska,
assigned.
a)
and
the
VirginHawaiian
Islands. Islands
c)
(c) Where the petitioner seeks
(iii) Zone III consists of that
the assignment of a channel other
portion south
of theof United
States
than a noncommercial educational
located
a line, drawn
channel to a community listed in
h)
on
the
United
States
Albers
b)
the Table and to which such a
f)Equal
Area Projection Map,
d)e)
channel has not been assigned.
(based on standard parallels
3.610. Separations. The follow29y2° cananddatum),
45y2°;beginning
North Ameriat a
ing provisions relate to assignpoint on the east coast of Georment separations
and
station
sepagia and the 31st parallel and
rations. Petitions to amend the
ending atborder,
the United
States-of
Table of Assignments (other than
Mexican
consisting
those also expressly requesting
arcs drawn with a 150 mile raamendment of this subparagraph)
dius to the north from the folwill betions dismissed
and allbroadcast
applicalowing specified points.
for new television
North
West
Latitude
stations or for changes in the
Longitude
transmitter sites of existing stations will not be accepted for filing
if they fail to comply with the
requirements specified in the following subparagraphs.4
29° 40'
(a) Minimum
87°58'30"
ment and stationco-channel
separations:assign30°07'
83°24'
30°04'30"
84°12'
(1) Channels Channels
86°30' arcs
g)When30°31'
Zone 2-13 14-83
any
of
the
above
30°48'
30°23'
I 170 miles 155 miles
pass
through
a
city,
96°39'30"
27°52'30"
90°thelocated
12'city
29°46'
shall
be
considered
to
be
II 190 miles 175 miles
93°19'
inFigure
Zone
II.
(See
Appendix
A,
2.)
III 220 miles 205 miles
28°43'
95°05'
(i) Zone I consists of that
(2)
The
minimum
co-channel
portioncatedofwithinthetheUnited
States
lomileage separation between
97°32' a
confines
of the
stationtion ininanother
one zonezoneandshall
a sta-be
following lines drawn on the
that
of
the
zone
requiring
the
United States Albers Equal
lower separation.
Area Projection Map (based on
(b) Minimum assignment and
standard parallels 29%° and
45%°; North American datum): stationtionsadjacent
applicable tochannel
all Zones:separaBeginning at the most easterly
point on theNorth
state Carolina
boundary line
(1 ) Channels
2-13 Channels
14-83
between
and
60 miles 55 miles
Virginia; thence in a straight
(2) Due to the frequency
line to a point at the junction
sapcing
of the Ohio, Kentucky and West
Channelswhich
4 andexists
5, between
between
Virginia State boundary line;
Channels
6
and
7,
and
between
thence westerly along the
Channels
13
and
14,
the
minithe southern boundary lines of
mum
adjacent
channel
separathe States of Ohio, Indiana and
tions specified above shall
not
be
applicable
these pairs
Illinois to a point at the juncchannels.
(Seeto Section
3.603.)of
tion of the Illinois, Kentucky
and Missouri State boundary
(c) In addition to the foregoing,
lines; thence northerly along the following minimum assignthe western boundary line of
ment and station separations bethe State of Illinois to a point
tween stations
14-83,
at the junction of the Illinois, inclusive,
must onbe Channels
met in either
Iowa, and Wisconsin State rulemaking proceedings looking
boundary lines; thence easterly toward the amendment of the
along the northern state bound- Table of Assignments or in licensary line of Illinois to the 90th
proceedings.
listmeridian; thence north along
ed ing
in column
(1) No
will channel
be assigned
to any city, and no application for
this lel;meridian
the 43.5°
thence eastto along
this paralparal- an authorization to operate on such
lel to the 71st meridian; thence a channel will be granted unless
in a straight line to the intersec- the mileage separations indicated
at the top of columns (2) -(7), in4Licensees
and stations
permitteeswhich
of televiclusive, are met with respect to
sion
broadcast
were
each of the channels listed in these
operating
on April
14,1952belowpursuant
toset
oneforthor inmore
separations
those
columns
and parallel with the
continue
totheyso further
operate,Section
but 3.610
in the
nomayseparations
event
may channel in column (l).5
reduce
below
the minimum.
As the existing
parenthetical
beneath
separations
of such stations
are in- the5Themileage
figures inreference
2 to 7,
asedrequired
, the new separations
will
be- inclusive, indicate,
incolumns
abbreviated
cometionsthecreuntil
minimum
separaform,
the
bases
for
the
required
separations
are
reached
age separations. For a discussionmile-of
which
comply
with
the
requirements
see Commission
the "Sixth Report
of Section 3.610. Thereafter, the pro- these
Order"bases,
the
(FCC and
52Theof hyphenated
plicable. visions of said Section shall be ap- 294).
in column
(3) are bothnumbers
inclusive.listed
ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

(7)
(4)
(5)
75image)
miles
miles
55 miles
60lator)
miles 60image)
(6)
(Sound
(Adjacent
channel)
(Picture
15
(Oscil14,16
15,17
16,18
2526
17,19
18,20
2829
27
19,21
20,22
28,14
21,23
29,15
30,14
31,15
22,24
30,16
40
32,16
23,25
31,17
33,17
32,18
24,26
4142
25,27
34,18
33,19
34,20
41
35,19
26,28
42,14
4344,14
36,20
27,29
35,21
36,22
28,30
43,15
37,21
45,15
29,31
38,22
37,23
44,16
45,17
46,16
30,32
38,24
39,23
46,18
39,25
47,17
31,33
40,24
48,18
41,25
48,20
47,19
32,34
40,26
41.27
49,19
42,26
33,35
42,28
49,21
50,20
34,36
43,27
44,28
35,37
43,29
50,22
51,21
44,30
52,22
51,23
45,29
36,38
53,23
46,30
37,39
52,24
45,31
53,25
46,32
47,31
38,40
54,24
54,26
39,41
48,32
47,33
55,25
55,27
49,33
48,34
56,26
40,42
49,35
56,28
41,43
57,27
50,34
51,35
42,44
50,36
57,29
58,28
58,30
51,37
52,36
43,45
59,29
60,30
44,46
53,37
52,38
59,31
45,47
53,39
61,31
54,38
60,32
46,48
61,33
54,40
62,32
55,39
63,33
56,40
47,49
62,34
55,41
48,50
63,35
64,34
57,41
56,42
49,51
58,42
64,36
57,43
65,35
66,36
59,43
50,52
65,37
58,44
66,38
51,53
67,37
60,44
59,45
68,38
60,46
61,45
52,54
67,39
61,47
62,46
53,55
69,39
68,40
54,56
62,48
63,47
70,40
69,41
70,42
64,48
55,57
63,49
71,41
64,50
71,43
65,49
56,58
72,42
73,43
57,59
66,50
65,51
72,44
73,45
58,60
66,52
74,44
67,51
74,46
67,53
68,52
59,61
75,45
69,53
60,62
75,47
76,46
68,54
76,48
61,63
69,55
77,47
70,54
70,56
71,55
62,64
77,49
78,48
79,49
71,57
72,56
63,65
78,50
79,51
64,66
73,57
72,58
80,50
74,58
73,59
65,67
80,52
74,60
81,51
81,53
75,59
66,68
82,52
76,60
67,69
75,61
83,5355
82,54
68,70
77,61
76,62
83,55
56
78,62
69,71
77,63
57
79,63
70,72
78,84
71,73
80,64
79,65
81,65
80,66
72,74
82,66
73,75
81,67
83,6768
74,76
82,68
75,77
83,6970
76,78
71
77,79
78,80
79,81
68
76
80,82
81,83
75
83
82
69
tain the coordinates for said
3.611 Reference points and dismce
computations,
(a) Intheconsidother community,
the coordiring petitions
to amend
Table
of thebemain
thereof natesshall
used. post office
f Assignments, the following refrence points shall be used by the
(3) Wheresitesnoare authorized
ommission in determining astransmitter
available
gnment : separations between comfor use as reference points in
lunities
both
communities
for
the
per(1) Where transmitter sites
distance
between tinent
thechannels,
two the
communities
for
the
pertinent
channels
have
been authorized in communities
listed in the above publication
involved in a petition to amend
shall be used. If said publicathe Tablerationsof between
Assignments,
sepation does not contain such dissuch communithe separation shall
betweenbe
the
twotance,communities
ties shall be determined by the
distance between the coordidetermined
by
the
distance
between the coordinates thereof
nates of the authorized transmitter
sites
in
the
respective
as
set
forth
in
said
publication.
communities as set forth in the
Where such coordinates are not
contained in said publication,
Commission's
authorizations
therefor.
the coordinates of the main post
offices of said communities shall
(2) Where an authorized
be used.
transmitter site is available for
use as a reference point in one
(b) Station separations in licommunity but not in the other
be determinedcensing1
by the proceedings
distanceshallbetween
the
for the pertinent
channels,
separations shall be determined by
the proposed
mitter site inof one
communitytransand
the distance between the co- coordinates
ordinates ofthe transmitter site
(1) Thethorized
coordinates
an the
autransmitter siteof for
asauthorization
set forth in therefor
the Commission's
and the
pertinent channel in the other
coordinates of the other comcommunity;
or,
where
such
transmitter site is not available
set United
forth inStates
the publmiucnaititoyn oafsthe
Defor use as a reference point,
partment of Commerce entitled
(2) community
The coordinates
the
"Air Line Distances Between
other
as setofforth
Cities in the United States." If
in
the
above-described
publicasaid publication does not contion of the United States DeROADCASTING
• Tele,
(2)
20 miles
(I.F.
beat)

(3)
20 miles
(Intermodulation)
17-16- 2019
14,18-21
14-15,19-22
14-16,20-23
14- 18,22-25
17,21-24
16-17-15- 20,24-27
19,23-26
18-19- 21,25-28
22,26-29
20-21- 24,28-31
23,27-3022-23- 25,29-32
26,30-33
27,31-34
25-26-24- 29,33-36
28,32-35
27-28- 30,34-37
31,35-38
29-30- 32,36-39
33,37-40
32-33-31- 34,38-41
35,39-42
36,40-43
37,41-44
35-34-36- 38,42-45
39,43-46
37-38- 40,44-47
41,45-48
42,46-49
40-41-39- 43,47-50
44,48-51
42-43- 45,49-52
44-45- 46,50-53
47,51-54
48,52-55
47-46-48- 49,53-56
50,54-57
49-50- 51,55-58
52,56-59
51-52- 53,57-60
54,58-61
55,59-62
54-55-53- 56,60-63
57,61-64
58,62-65
56-57- 60,64-67
59,63-66
58-59- 62,66-69
61,65-68
60-61- 63,67-70
64,68-71
63-64-62- 65,69-72
66,70-73
65-66- 67,71-74
68,72-75
69,73-76
67-68- 70,74-77
71,75-78
69-70- 72,76-79
73,77-80
72-73-71- 74,78-81
75,79-82
74- 76,80-83
77,81-83
76-77-75- 8078,82-83
79,83
78- 81

partment of Commerce;
not contained
therein, or, if
(3) The coordinates of the
main post office of such other
community.
(4) In addition, where there
are pending
applications
other
communities
which, inif
granted, sidwould
have
conered in determiningto bestation
separations,
the
coordinates
the transmitter sites proposedof
in such
applications
must thebe
used
to determine
whether
requirements with respect to
minimum separations between
the proposed stations in the
respective cities have been met.
(c)
In measuring
and station
separationsassignment
involving
cities listed in the Table, in combination,
where
there
is
no
authorized transmitter
of the
combination
citiessiteonintheanychannel
involved,
separation
measurements
shall be made from the reference
pointestwhich
will result in the lowseparation.
(d) The
distance
between toref-be
erence points is considered
the length of the hypotenuse of a
side of ofwhich
isright
the triangle,
difference one
in latitude
the
reference points and the other side
the difference in longitude of the
two reference points, and shall be
computed
as follows:6 the difference
Determine
in (1)
latitude
and the difference in
longitudeerencebetween
the two these
refpoints. Convert
two differences into degrees and
decimal
parts of a degree in
accordance
Table I. with Appendix B,
(2) Determine
middle
latitude
of the twothereference
points to the nearest second of
latitude
of the two(average
points). the latitudes
(3)
Multiply
difference
latitude by the the
number
of milesin
per degree of latitude difference
obtained pendfrom
II of Apix B for Table
the appropriate
middle latitude (interpolate linearly).7 8 Thisdistance
determines
the
North-South
in statute
miles.
(4) Multiply
the difference
longitude
by the
number ofin
miles
per
degree
of
longitude
difference obtained from
Table
III of Appendix B, for the appropriate middle latitude (inlinearly). This
deneterpolate
s the East-West
distance
in statute termimiles.
(5) Determine
distance
between
the twothe reference
points by the square root of
cThis method
is appropriate
dedistances
up will
to 220formiles,
and more
for suchtermining
distances
be
accurate
than bynormally
using
sphericalrectiontrigonometry
without
for the spheroidal
shapecor-of
the earth. teriorates
However,
its accuracy
derapidly
at
distances
beyond
miles toandcompute
this method
not
be300 used
greater should
distances.
'Tables II and III of Appendix B
were encecomputed
from Clarke's
ReferIndigits
the interest
of clarity,Spheroid
the offirst1866.
the
mileage
tabulation
intwoTable
IIIinhave
been bersomitted.
The
appropriate
numbefore
the
decimal
point
are
obined in thesecond
tabulation
the pointby
where tathe
digit atchanges
one unit.
sIn determining
distance
computations
for thenecessary
Territories,
the
mileage
perinterpolation
degree may
beappropriate
obtained
by
linear
of
the
data
given
on
pages
122
and
123
the tables in publication H.O. No. of9
(Bowditch-American
Practical
Navigator— 1943 Edition) of the U.S. Navy
Dept., Hydrographic
Office. This
lication may be purchased
from pubthe
Government
ton, D. C. Printing Office, WashingApril 14, 1952 Part

the
sum ofobtained
the squares
the
distances
in (3)of and
(4) above,D i.e.
= (L + hi)
Where: D = Distance
ute milesin statLa = North-South
distance in miles
from (3) above
ho = East-West
is tance in dmiles
from (4) above
In computing
above,
cient decimal the
figures
shallsuffi-be
used to determine the distance
to the nearest mile.
3.612.ence.Protection
interfer-of
Permittees andfromlicensees
television broadcast stations are
not protected
any interference which mayfrom
be caused
by the
grant ofthorityato modify
new station
or of au-of
the facilities
an existing station in accordance
with the provisions of the Subpart.
The nature
extent of accorded
the protection fromandinterference
to television broadcast stations is
limited solely to the protection
which results from the minimum
assignment and station separation
requirements and the rules with
respect to maximum powers and
antenna heights set forth in this
3.613. Main studio location, (a)
The main studio of a televisi6n
broadcast
station shall be located
Subpart.9
inserved.
the principal community to be
(b) In cases where a showing is
made that, due to the existence
of unusual circumstances, compliance with the provisions of the
above
will result thein
severe subparagraph
and undue hardship,
Commission
will
give
consideration to the use of a main
studio
location other than that specified
above. The licensee or permittee
of a television broadcast station
shall not move his main studio
outside the borders of the comy in which ita ismodification
located with-of
out firstmunitsecuring
construction permit or license.
Such licensee or permittee shall
notify the Commission promptly
of
any change in the location of
munity.
the main studio within the com3.614 Power and antenna height
requirements,
(a) Minimum
rements— Applications
filed for
television quirebroadcast
stations
in
cities in the population groupings
set forthcepted forbelow
will
not
be
acfiling if they fail to
comply menwith
the following
requirets as to power
at the specified
antenna heights above average
terrain : Population of City
(Excludes adjacent areas)
(1950 Census)
1,000,000 and above
250,000-1,000,000
50,000- 250,000
Under
50,000
Minimum effective radiated
3The nature
and extent accorded
of the pro-to
tection frombroadcast
interference
television
stations
were
authorized
prior
to
Aprilwhich14,
1952, and which were operating
on
said date
only aslimited
specified isabovelimited
but is notfurther
by
any smaller
separations
existing
between
stations
date.
Where,
assucha result
of onthesaid
adoption
ofchanges
the Table
of
Assignments,
in transmitter sites madeor byof
such stations
after the
saidrequired
date, separationsaresmallerincreased
than
minibut stillminimum,
remain
lower mumthan
the required
stations will
beprotection
limited accorded
to the newsuchseparations.
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power in db above one kilowatt
(dbk) for the antenna height
shown
17 dbk (50 kw)/500 ft. antenna
10 dbk (10 kw)/500 ft. antenna
3 dbk ( 2 kw)/500 ft. antenna
0 dbk ( 1 kw)/300 ft. antenna
No minimum antenna height is
specified.
differ fromWherethoseantenna
listed heights
above,
the Grade
A
field
intensity
erage shall not be less than covthat
resulting from the use of the
minimumtennapowers
with
the
anheights shown above.
Equivalent
coverage
shall
based on the chart designatedbe
as Appendix C, Figure 1; however, thenot
effective
power may
exceedradiated
the figures
specifiedIninnosubparagraph
(b)
below.
event shall less
than 0 dbk effective radiated
power
station. be authorized for any
(b) Maximum power — Except as
provided in subparagraph (1) below, thepowers
maximum
effective
radiated
of television
broadcast
stations
operating
the channels
set forth
below onwith
antenna
heights not in excess of 2,000 feet
above average
terrain shall be as
follows
:
Maximum Effective
Radiated Power in
db above one kiloChannel Nos. watt (dbk)
2-6 20 dbk ( 100 kw)
7-13 25 dbk ( 316 kw)
14-83
30 dbk (1000 kw)
In Zone I,theon maximum
Channels
2-13(1) inclusive,
powers
specified
above
for
channels may be used only these
with
antenna heights not in excess
of 1000 rain.
feetWhereabove
average
terantenna heights
exceeding 1000 feet above averagenelsterrain
used onheights
Chan2-13, orareantenna
exceeding 2000 feet above averagenels terrain
used on power
Chan14-83, thearemaximum
shall be based on the chart desi
g
n
a
t
e
d
a
s
Appendix
C,
Figure
2a.
(2) In Zones II and III, the
maximum powers which may be
used by television broadcast staoperatingseton forth
the respectivetionschannels
in the
above table with antenna
heights exceeding 2000 feet
above average terrain shall be
based on the chart designated
as Appendix C, Figure 2b.
Applications and Authorizations
3.621.
Noncommercial
al stations.
In addition toeducationthe other
provisions of this Subpart, the
following shall be applicable to
noncommercial
educational television broadcast stations:
(a) Except as provided in subparagraph (c) below,
noncommercial educational
broadcast
stations
will be licensed only to nonprofit
educational organizations upon a
Bhowing that the proposed stations
will be used primarily to serve the
educational needs of the community; forcational
the programs,
advancement
eduand to offurnish
atelevision
nonprofit
and
noncommercial
broadcast service.
(1) In determining the eligibility of publicly supported educational organizations, the accreditation of theirrtments respective
of education state
shall de-be
taken into paconsideration.
(2) In determining the eligibility of privately controlled educational organizations, the accreditation of state departments of eduPage 138 • April 14, 1952 Part

cation or recognized regional and
national educational accrediting orconsideration. ganizations shal be taken into
(b) Where a municipality or
other political subdivision has no
independently
constituted
educational organization
such as,
for
example, a board of education having autonomy with respect to carryingtional
out theprogram,
municipality's
educasuch municipality
shall cial
be educational
eligible fortelevision
a noncommerbroadcast station. In such circums
t
a
n
c
e
s
,
a
full
and
detailed
show-of
ing must be made that a grant
the
application
will
be
consistent
with the intent and purpose of the
Commission's
such
stations. Rules relating to
(c)
Noncommercial
educational
television
broadcast stations
may
transmit educational, cultural and
entertainment programs, and programs designed for use by schools
and school systems in connection
with regular school courses, as
well as routine and administrative
material pertaining thereto.
(d) An educational station may
not
broadcast programs
for except
which
a consideration
is received,
programs
produced
by
or
at
the
expense
or furnished
by others
than theof licensee
for which
no
other consideration than the furnishing of the program is received
by the licensee. The payment of
line
charges
station asor
network
shallbynotanother
be considered
being prohibited by this subparagraph.
(e) To the extent applicable to
programs mercial
broadcast
a noncomeducationalbystation
produced by or at the expense of or
furnished by others than the liof said station,
the provi-to
sionscenofse Section
3.654 relating
announcements
regarding
_ sponsored programs shall be applicable,
except that no announcements
(visual or aural) promoting the
sale of a product or service shall
be transmitted in connection with
any program; provided, however,
that whereappears
a sponsor's
product
on thenamevisualor
image during the course of a
simultaneous or rebroadcast proeither onthethe portions
backdrop oforthein
similargramform,
program
showing
such
need not be deleted. information
3.622. Applications for television
stations.
Applications
for ofnewexiststations or for
modification
ing
authorizations
shall
be
filed
on FCC Form 301; for licenses,
on FCC Form 302; for renewal of
licenses,
on FCC shall
Form be303.filedSeparate applications
by
each applicant for the voluntary
sharing of television channels.
Such applications shall be accomby copies under
of the which
time-sharing paniedagreements
the
applicants propose to operate.
3.623. Full disclosures. Applications shall contain full and complete disclosures with regard to
the real
parties technical,
in interest, andparty
theiror legal,
financial, and other qualifications,
and as to all matters and things
required to be disclosed thereby.
3.624. Repetitious applications,
(a) Where an applicant has been
afforded an opportunity to be
heard with respect to a particular
application for a new television
broadcast station, or for change
of existing service or facilities, and
the Commission has, after hearing
II Final TV Report

or default, denied the application Commission, conduct equipment
or dismissed it with prejudice, the tests for the purpose of such adjustments and measurements as
Commission will not consider another application
a station
to assure comthe same
class toforserve
in wholeof may be pliancenecessary
with
the permit,
termstheof technical
the construction
or in part the same area, by the
same applicant or by his successor provisions of the application therefor, and the rules and regulations.
or assignee, or on behalf of or for
the benefit of the original parties
(b) The Commission may notify
in12 interest,
until
after
the
lapse
of
the
permittee
conduct no tests
months from the effective date or may cancel, tosuspend,
or changeof
the date for the beginning
of the Commission's order.
equipment tests as and when such
(b)
Where
an
appeal
has
been
action may appear to be in the
taken from the action of the Com- necessity.
mis ion in denying a particular ap- public interest, convenience, and
plication, another application for
the same class of broadcast sta(c) Equipment
tests
may be
tion and for the same area, in
long asremain
the construcwhole or in part, filed by the same continued
tion permitso shall
valid.
applicant or by his successor or
(d) Inspection
of a station
will
assignee, or on behalf or for the ordinarily
be
required
during
the
benefit of the original parties in equipment test period and before
interest, will not be considered the commencement of program
until the final disposition of such tests. After construction and after
adjustments and measurements
3.625. Installation of apparatus. have
appeal.
been completed to show comApplications
for
construction
perpliance withstruction
the permit,
termstheof technical
the conmits or modification thereof involving the installation of new provisions of the application theretransmitting apparatus should be
for, and the rules and regulations,
filed at least 60 days prior to the the permittee should notify the
contemplated installation.
Engineer
in Charge of the radio
3.626. Period of construction. district in which the station is
Each construction permit will tion.
located that it is ready for inspecspecify a maximum of 60 days
from the date of granting thereof
(e) The inauthorization
this section for
shalltests
not
as the time within which construc- embodied
tion of the station shall begin, and be construed as constituting a lia maximum
of
6
months
therec
e
n
s
e
t
o
operate
but
as
a
necessary
after as the time within which
of theProgram
construction.
construction shall be completed part3.629.
tests, (a) Upon
and the
station
ready
for
operacompletion
of
construction of a
tion, unless otherwise determined television broadcast
station ofin the
acby the Commission upon proper
cordance with the terms
showing in any particular case.
construction
permit,
the
technical
3.627. Forfeiture of construc- provisions of the application theretion permits; extension of time,
for, and the rules and regulations,
(a) A construction permit shall and when an application for stabe automatically forfeited if the
tion license has been filed showing
station is not ready for operation the station
to be in satisfactory
within the time specified or with- operating condition,10 the permittee
in such further time as the Com- may request authority to conduct
mission may have allowed for com- program tests : Provided, That such
, and a notation
of thepermit
for- request
be filed
with days
the
Commissionshallat least
ten (10)
feiptluerteioofnany
construction
under
this
provision
will
be
placed
prior
to
the
date
on
which
it
in the records of the Commission desired to begin such operationis
as of the expiration date.
and
the district
Engineerin inwhich
Charge
of thethatradio
the
An application
(FCCof Form
No.(b)701)
for extension
time station is located is notified.
within which to construct a sta(b) Program
tests shall
not
tion shall be filed at least 30 days
until isspecific
Commisprior to the expiration date of commence
sion authority
received.
The
such permit if the facts support- Commission reserves the right to
ing such application for extension
the date of the beginning
are known to the applicant in time ofchange
suchvoke tests
or to suspend
or reto permit such filing. In other
the authority
for program
cases, such applications will be ac- tests as and when such action may
cepted upon
a showingof sufficient
satisfac- appear to be and
in thenecessity.
public interest,
tory to the
Commission
reasons for filing within less than convenience,
(c)
Unless
sooner
suspended or
30
to the expiration
date.daysSuchpriorapplications
will be revoked, the program test authoritysion
continues
valid during Commisgrantedtailedupon
and de-to
consideration
applicashowing athatspecific
the failure
license andof the
during
this
complete was due to causes not periodtion forfurther
of the
under control of the grantee, or construction permitextension
is not required.
upon ingaof other
specificmatters
and detailed
showProgram test authority shall be
sufficient to automatically
terminated by final
justify the extension.
determination
upon the application
If a construction
has for station license.
been(c) allowed
to expirepermit
for any
reason, application may be made
(d) gram
Alltest operation
under bepro-in
authority shall
for a new permit on FCC Form strict
compliance with the rules
321,
"Application
for
Construction
Permit to Replace Expired Per- governing
broadcast with
stations and intelevision
strict accordance
made
in
the
3.628. Equipment tests, (a) representations
plication for license pursuant ap-to
During the process of construction
of a television broadcast station, which the tests were authorized.
(e) The granting of program
the permittee, after notifying the
Commission and Engineer in test authority shall not be conCharge
of
the
radio
district
in
show
compli-of
mit."the station is located may, the10AUconstruction
ancedata
with thenecessary
terms andto must
conditions
which
without further authority of the with
the license permit
application. be filed
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3.632. Temporary extension of
stiued as approval by the Commis- station
licenses. Where there is
license.sion of the application for station pending before the Commission
any
application,
investigation, or
3.630. Normal license period, (a)
which, after hearing,
All television broadcast station li- proceeding
might lead to or make necessary
censes will be issued for a nor- the
modification of, revocation of,
mal license
of oneto year.
refusal to renew an existcenses will period
be issued
expire Li-at or the
ing television license, the Commisthe hour of 3:00 a.m., eastern
sion may, in its discretion, grant
standard time, in accordance with a temporary
of such
the following schedule and at one license : Provided,extension
however, That no
year(1) intervals
thereafter."
such
temporary
extension
For stations located in construed as a finding by theshallCom-be
Delaware,
Pennsylvania,
that the operation
any
see, Kentucky,
Indiana and TennesTexas, televisionmissionstation
thereunderof will
August 1, 1951.
serve
public
interest,
convenience,
(2) For stations located in
beyond the express
Maryland, District of Columbia, and necessity
such temporary extenVirginia, West Virginia, Ohio, termssion ofoflicense:
And provided fur^Michigan,
Arither,of license
That suchwilltemporary
zona, Utah,Wyoming,
New MexicoNevada,
and Idaho,
sion
in nowise extenaffect
October 1, 1951.
or limit the action of the Com(3) For stations located in
mission
with
respect
to
any
pendNorth Carolina, South Carolina,
ing application or proceeding.
Illinois, Wisconsin and California,
3.633. License, simultaneous
December 1, 1951. «
modification and renewal. When an
(4) For stations located in application is granted by the Commission necessitating the issuance
Florida,lands, Puerto
Rico,Washington,
Virgin Is- of a modified
license less than 60
Iowa, Missouri,
days
prior
to the expiration date
Oregon,ruary 1Alaska
and
Hawaii,
Feb,1952.
of the license sought to be modified,newalandof said
an application
for re(5) For
stationsMinnesota,
located inNorth
Alalicense is granted
bama, Georgia,
Dakota, South Dakota, Montana, subsequent or prior thereto (but
Colorado, Connecticut, Maine, within 30 days of expiration of the
Massachusets, New Hampshire, presentcense aslicense),
lias the
theto modified
renewal
Rhode Island and Vermont, April
cense shallwell
be issued
conform li-to
1, 1952.
(6) For stations located in the combined action of the ComArkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, mission.
3.634. Assignment or transfer of
Kansas, Oklahoma, Nebraska, New
control — (a ) Voluntary. Application
Jersey
1952. and New York, June 1, for
consent to voluntary assignment of a television station con3.631. Renewal of license, (a)
permit or license or for
Unless otherwise directed by the consent tostructionvoluntary
of
Commission, each application for control of a corporationtransfer
holding a
renewal of a television station license shall be filed at least 90 days television
station
construction
permit or license shall be filed with
prior to the expiration date of the the Commission
on FCC Form No.
license sought to be renewed (FCC
Form No. 303). No application 314 (Assignment of License), FCC
for renewal of a television broad- Form No. 315 (Transfer of Concast station will be considered untrol) or FCC Form No. 316 (Short
less there is on file with the Com- Form) at least 60 days prior to the
mission the information currently contemplated effective date of assignment or transfer of control.
required by
SS by
1.341-1.344,
which
date andinreferfile
(b) Pro forma. Assignment or
numberence toshall
be included
the
transfer
application
shall be filed
application.
on FCC Form 316 where:
(b) Whenever the Commission
There is an assignment from
regardsnewalanof a application
for a re-li- an (1)individual
or individuals (intelevision station
cludingand
partnerships)
to a corporacense as essential to the proper
tion
owned
controlled
by such
conducttion, ofand specifically
a hearing ordirects
investigaor partnerships without
that individuals
any substantial change in their
it be filed by a certain date, such relative
interests;
application shall be filed within
(2) There is an assignment from
the time thus specified. If the lia corporation to its individual
censee failsthetoprescribed
file such time,
application within
the stock-holders without effecting any
hearing or investigation shall pro- substantial
in the disposition of theirchange
interests.
renewal applicationceed hadas ifbeensuchreceived.
(3) There is an assignment or
transfer by which certain partners
stockholders retire but no new
"Renewals
of licenses
willin bethegranted
for
the period
specified
rule: or
ones are brought in, provided that
Provided,
however,
That
if
as
a
result
the
interest transferred is not a
of
the
transition
from
the
present
schedule
to which
the proposed
schedule
the controlling
one;
period
for
a
license
is
renewed
is 4 months
or ofless,thetheexpiration
licensee may
(4) There is a corporate reorwithin
30
days
date
ganizationchangewhichininvolves
no subofof such
renewed
license (FCC
file, inForm
lieu
the beneficial
renewal
application
303),
application
underwhich
oath ownershipstantial
of the corporation;
for thea written
next renewal
of license
shall
of (1) aandrequest
its
(5) There is an involuntary
licenseconsist
(2) athatstatean Executive, Adminment bethat norenewed
substantial
changes
haveits transfer istotrator or other
been
made
in
its
operations
or
in
court appointed
plans
for
future
operations
since
its
officer
caused
by death or legal dislast
renewal
application;
or
if
changes
have been
made such
or proposed,
a stateexcept that this form does
specifying
changes.
Upon not coverability,assignments
(or transreviewmentofmission
such
statement,
the ofCommay
grant
a
renewal
lifers)
from
the
Adminisse for theor,fullif period
provided refor
trator or otherExecutor,
court appointed
in the cenrule;
the
Commission
quires additional information, it may officers to the ultimate beneficiary;
■equiretion (FCC
the Form
filing 303).
of renewal applica(6) There is an assignment or
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transfer from a corporation to a
wholly owned subsidiary thereof or
vice versa, or where there is an assignment from a corporation to a
corporation
or controlled by
ests; assignorowned
the
stockholders without
substantial change in their inter(7) There is an assignment of
less than a controlling interest in
a partnership.
Involuntary.
In the eventof ofa
the(c)death
or legal disability
permittee or licensee, or a member
of a partnership,
person ofdi-a
rectly or indirectly orin acontrol
corporation,
licensee: which is a permittee or
(1) The
Commission
notified
in writing
promptlyshall
of thebe
occurrence
of
such
death
or
legal
disability, and
(2) Within thirty days after the
occurrence of such death or legal
disability,
application
on FCC
No. 316 shall
be filed for
consentFormto
involuntary transfer of control of
such corporation to a person or
entity qualified to succeed to the
foregoing interests under the laws
ofthetheestate
place involved.
having jurisdiction over
3.635. Use of common antenna
site. Nonewal of atelevision
retelevisionlicense
licenseor will
be granted to any person who owns,
leases, or controls a particular site
which is peculiarly suitable for
television
in a particular areabroadcasting
and (a) which
is not
available for use by other television
licensees;parable sand
(b)
no
other
comite is available in the area;
and (c) where the exclusive use of
such site by the applicant or liwould undulystations
limit the
ber of censee
television
thatnumcan
be authorized in a particular area
or would unduly restrict competition among television stations.
3.636. Multiple ownership, (a) No
person (including all persons under
common control) 12 shall, directly or
indirectly,
operate, orbroadcast
control
more
than own,
one television
station that would serve substantially the same area as another
television broadcast station owned,
operated,
or controlled by such person.
(b) sonsNounderperson
percommon(including
control)allshall,
directly or indirectly, own, operate,
or control more than one television
broadcast station, except upon a
showing (1) that such ownership,
operation, or control would foster
competition
television
broadcast stationsamong
or provide
a television
broadcasting service distinct and
separate from existing services,
and (2) that such ownership,
operation,
control wouldof not
result in the orconcentration
control
of television broadcasting facilities
in a manner inconsistent with public interest, convenience, or necessity; Provided however, That the
Commission will consider the ownor control
more thanership,fiveoperation,
television
broadcastof
stations to constitute the concentration of control of television broadcasting consistent
facilitieswithinpublic
a manner
ininterest,
convenience, or necessity.
(c) Subparagraphs (a) and (b)
are not applicable to noncommer12notThelimited
word "control"
as used
to majority
stockherein
owner-is
includes
actual working
trshipol in butwhatever
manner
exercised.conApril 14, 1952 Part

cial educational stations.
3.637. Alternate main transmitters. The licensee
a televi-be
sion broadcast
stationof may
licensed for alternate main transmitters provided that a technical
need for such alternate transmitt
e
r
s
i
s
shown
conditions are andmet:that the following
are located
at (a)
the Both
same transmitters
place.
transmitters
the(b)sameBothpower
rating. shall have
(c) Both transmitters shall meet
the construction, installation, operand performance
mation
ents of this
Subpart. require3.638. Auxiliary transmitter.
Upon showing that a need exists
for the use of auxiliary transmitters in addition to the regular
transmitters of a television station,
aProvided,
license therefor
That: may be issued:
(a)
Auxiliary
may
be installed either transmitters
at the same location as the main transmitters or at
another location.
A licensed
operator
shall
be (b)
in control
whenever
auxiliary
transmitters
are
placed
in
operation.
(c) beThemaintained
auxiliary sotransmitters
shall
that they
may tionbeat any
put time
into immediate
operafor the following
(1)ularTheprograms
transmission
the reg-of
purposes:
upon the offailure
the main
transmitters.
(2) The transmission of regular
programs
modification during
13 workmaintenance
on the mainor
transmitters
necessitating
tinuance of their operation disconfor a
period not to exceed five days.
(3) Upon request by a duly auCommission.thorized representative of the
(d) beThetested
auxiliary
shall
at leasttransmitters
once each
week to determine that they are in
proper
operating
condition
that they are adjusted to .and
the
properoffrequency,
that in
case
operation except
in accordance
with paragraph (c) of this section
during any week, the test in that
week
may under
be omitted
provided(c)theis
operation
paragraph
satisfactory. A record shall be
kept of the time and result of
each test operation under paragraph (c).
(e) The auxiliary transmitters
shall be equipped with satisfactory
controlable theequipment
will freenmaintenancewhichof the
quency
emitted
by
the
station
within the limits prescribed by the
regulations in this Subpart.
(f) The operating power of an
auxiliary transmitter may be less
than the authorized power of the
main transmitters, but in no event
shall it be greater than such power.
3.639. Changes in equipment and
antenna system. Licensees of television broadcast stations shall observe the following provisions with
regard to changes in equipment
and antenna system:
changes in equipment
shall(a) beNomade:
13which
This may
includes
the equipment
changes
beelsewhere
made
without
authority
as set forth
in the rules
regulations
or as authorized
by and
the
Commission
by
letter
or
by
construction
permit.
Where
such
operation
required for periods in excess of is5
days, request
accordance therefor
with Sectionshall1.324be ofin the
Commission's Rules.
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(1) That would result in the
emission of signals outside of the
authorized channel.
(2) That would result in the externalbeingperformance
of the transmitter
in disagreement
with
that prescribed in this Subpart.
(b) Specific authority upon filing
formal application therefor (FCC
Form No. 301 or such other form
as is provided therefor), is required
for any of the following changes:
(1) Changes
involving
increase or decrease
in the anpower
rating of the transmitters.
(2) A mitreplacement
ers as a whole. of the trans(3) Change in the location of the
transmitting antenna.
(4) Change in antenna system,
including transmission line.
(5)eredChange
in the power delivto the antenna.
(6) Change in frequency control
and/ or modulation system.
(c) Other changes, except as
above provided for in this section
or in the provisions of this Subpart, may be made at any time
without the authority of the Comthat the Commission mission,
shall beprovidedpromptly
notified
thereof and such changes shall be
shown
in
the
next
application
for
renewal of license.
3.640. Administrative
changes ofin
authorizations.
In the issuance
television broadcast station authorizations, the Commission will
specifyput andtheeffective
transmitter
powerpower,
outradiated
when calculated to the figures in
the ranges shown in Column (1)
below, to the accuracy indicated by
the corresponding figure in Column
(2) below. Power in decibels will
be specified to the nearest 0.1 dbk
and antenna heights above average
terrain will be specified to the
nearest
feet. Midway
will be 10authorized
in the figures
lower
alternative.
1.0— 10.0
3.0 kw
kw
10303 ——— 100.0
30.0 kw
kw
100
300.0 kw
kw
300 ——1000.0
General Operating Requirements
3.651. Time of operation, (a)
All television broadcast stations
will be licensed for unlimited time
operation. Each such station shall
maintainating schedule
a regular
programnotoperas follows:
less
than two hours daily in any five
broadcast days per week and not
less
"than during
a total theof first
twelveeighteen
hours
per week
months
the two
station's
not less ofthan
hoursoperation;
daily in
any
five less
broadcast
days ofpersixteen
week
and not
than a total
hours, twenty nours and twentyfour hours per week for each succes ive srespectively;
ix month period
tion,
and ofnotoperaless
than two hours in each of the
seven days of the week and not
less than a total of twenty-eight
hours per week thereafter. "Operaincludes theis period
which tion"
a station
operatedduring
pursuant to special temporary authority or during program tests, as
well as during the license period.
Time devoted to test patterns, or
to aural presentations accompanied
by the incidental use of fixed visual
images which have no substantial
relationship to the subject matter
Page 140 • April 14, 1952 Part
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of such aural presentations, shall
not be considered in computing
periods
service. dueIf, toin
the eventof ofprogram
an emergency
causes beyond the control of a
licensee, it becomes impossible to
continue
sion and operation,
the EngineertheinCommisCharge
of the radio district in which the
station is located shall be notified
in writing immediately after the
emergency
and immediately afterdevelops
the emergency
ceass
and operation is resumed.
(b) Noncommercial
educational
television
broadcast stations
are
not required to operate on a regular schedule and no minimum number of hours of operation is specified;
the ahours
ationbutduring
licenseof actual
period opershall
be taken into consideration in consmercial
idering theducational
e renewaltelevision
of non-combroadcast licenses.
(1) The station
aural transmitter
a (c)
television
shall not beof
operated separately from the visual
transmitter except for the following purposes:
(1) For actual tests of station
equipment
or actual with
experimentation in accordance
Section
3.666; and
For equipment
emergency failure
"fills" inor case
of (ii)
visual
unscheduled .and unavoidable
delays
in presenting visual programs. In
such situations the aural transused to advise
audiencemitter mayofbe difficulties
and theto
transmit for a short period program material of such nature that
the audience will be enabled to
remain tuned to the station; for
example, music or news accompanying a test pattern or other
visual presentation.
(2) During
periods
mis ion of a test
patternof ontransthe
visual transmitter of a television
station, aural transmission shall
consist only of a single tone or
series of variable tones. During
periods when still pictures or
slides are employed to produce
visual transmissions which are accompanied byvisual
aural transmissions,
the aural and
transmissions
shall begram orintegral
parts
proannouncement ofanda shall
have a substantial relationship to
each other: Provided, That nothing
herein shall preclude the transmission of a test pattern, still pictures
or slides for the following purposes
and periods:
(1) To accompany aural announcements of the
program schedule
and station's
aural news
broadcasts or news commentaries,
for a total period not to exceed one
hour in any broadcast day.
(ii) To mis iaccompany
ons for a period aural
of timetransnot
to exceed fifteen minutes immediately prior to the commencement of a programming schedule.
Examples: (1) Duplication of
AM
or
FM programs
on thestation
aural
transmitter
of a television
while the same program is broadcast on the visual transmitter (i.e.,
a "simulcast")
this
paragraph. is consistent with
(2) Duplication of AM or FM
programs on the aural transmitter
of a television station while a test
pattern is broadcast on the visual
transmitter is not consistent with
this paragraph, except for the
II Final TV Report

3.654. Sponsored
specificified in purposes
periods specparagraphand(b)(2).
nouncement, (a) Inprograms,
the case an-of
each program for the broadcasting
(3)
A
travel
lecture
in
which
the
of which money, services, or other
words of the lecturer are broadcast valuable
consideration is either
simultaneously with still pictures
paid or promor slides of scenes illustrating the directlyised to,ororindirectly
charged or received
lecture,
newscast
in which
the
wordsand ofa the
newscaster
are by, any television broadcast station,
broadcasting such probroadcast simultaneously with still the station
gram shall make, or cause to be
pictures or slides of the news
events, are examples of programs made, mentanthat appropriate
the program announceis sponin which the
and parts
visual oftransor furnished, either
mis ions araural
e integral
the in wholesored, paidor for,
in part.
same program having a substantial
relationship
each other,(b)within
(b) In the case of any political
the meaning toof paragraph
(2).
or any program involving
Mood music unrelated to the visual program
publicanycontroversial issues forofwhich
films,
transmission is not consistent with the discussion
records, transcriptions, talent,
this paragraph.
or serv(4) tern
The accompanied
broadcast byof aa test
pat- scripts,ices oforanyotherkindmaterial
are furnished,
musical
directly or indirectly, to a
composition for the purpose of either
station as an inducement to the
demonstration, sale, installation or broadcasting
such program, an
orientation of television receivers, announcement ofshall
be made both
or receiving
antennas
is
not
conat
the
beginning
and conclusion of
sistent with this paragraph.
such
program
on
which
(5) Musicof accompanying
the
rial or services are used such
that matesuch
transmission
a test pattern upon
films,
records,
transcriptions,
talwhich is visually imposed a moving
ent, scripts,
or been
other furnished
material orto
text consisting of continuous pro- services
have
gram material,
as a runningis such station in connection with the
newscast
or newssuchcommentary,
broadcasting of such program:
consistent with this paragraph.
however, That only one
(6) Music accompanying the Provided,
need be made
transmission of a test pattern upon insuchthe announcement
case
any such program of
which is visually imposed a clock 5 minutes' ofduration
less, which
indicating the time of day, or a announcement may beor made
either
text that is changed at spaced at the beginning or conclusion
of
intervals, is not consistent with the program.
this paragraph.
(c)
The
announcement
required
3.652. Station identification, (a) by this section shall fully and
A licensee of a television broadcast fairly
disclose the true identity of
station shall make station identi- the person
or persons by whom or
fication announcement (call letters in whose behalf
payment is
and location) at the beginning and made or promised,suchor from
whom
ending of each time of operation or in whose behalf such services
and
during
the
operation
on
the
or
other
valuable
consideration
hour. The announcement at the received, or by whom the materialis
beginning and ending of each time or services referred to in paragraph
of operation shall be by both aural (b) of this section are furnished.
an agent or other person
and visual' nouncements
means.
an- Where
may be Other
by either
contracts or otherwise makes araural or visual means.
rangements with a station on behalf of another, and such fact is
(b) Identification announcements
during
operation
need
not
be
made
known
to
the
station, the anwhen to make such announcement
nouncement shal disclose the idenof the person
or persons
would interrupt a single consecu- whosetity behalf
such agent
is actingin
tive speech, play, religious service,
symphony concert, or any type of instead of the name of such agent.
production. In such cases, the
(d) In the case of any program,
identification announcement shall other
than a program advertising
be made at the first interruption commercial
products or services,
of the entertainment continuity and which is sponsored,
paid for or
at the conclusion thereof.
furnished, either in whole or in
3.653. Mechanical reproductions, part, icesor referred
for
which
material
to in paragraphor (b)serv-of
(a) Each program which consists
in whole or in part of one or more this section are furnished, by a cormechanical reproductions, either other unincorporated
poration, committee, association
group, theor
visual or aural, shall be accomannouncement
required
by
secpanied by noan
appropriate
anuncement to that
effect either
tion shall disclose the name this
of such
at the beginning or end of such corporation, committee, association
reproduction or at the beginning or other unincorporated group. In
or end of the program in which each such case the station shall resuch reproduction is used. No such
quire officers
that a listor ofmembers
the chief ofexecuannouncement shall be required
tive
the
where a mechanical reproduction is executive
committee
the board
used for background music, sound of directors of theor ofcorporation,
effects, station identification, pro- committee, association or other
gram identification (theme music
of short duration) or identification unincorporated group shall be
of sponsorship of the program made available for public inspection at one of the television broadcast stations carrying the program.
proper.
(b)ing The
exact form
identifyannouncement
is notofprescribed
(e) In thevertising
casecommercial
of programs
but the language shall be clear and
products ad-or
in terms commonly used and under- services, an announcement
stating
stood. The licensee shall not attempt affirmatively
to createbeing
the the sponsor's corporate or trade
impression
that any program
name or shall
the name
of the sufficient
sponsor's
product
be deemed
broadcast
by ofmechanical
tion consists
live talent.reproduc- for the purposes of this section
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and only one such announcement
need be made at any time during
the course of the program.
3.655. Rebroadcast. (a) The term
"rebroadcast" as used below means
reception
by radiobroadcast
of the program
of a television
station,u
and the simultaneous or subsequent
retransmission of such programs
by a broadcast
station. relayed
The broad-by
casting of a program
an auxiliary
censed to the broadcast
television station
broadcastlistation
is
not
considered
a
rebroadcast.
(b) The licensee of a television
broadcast station may, without further authority of the Commission,
rebroadcast the program of a
'United States television broadcast
isstation,
notifiedprovided
of the thecallCommission
letters of
each station rebroadcast and the
licensee certifies that express authority has been received from the
licensee of the station originating
the(c)program.15
No station
licenseeshall
of arebroadcast
television
broadcast
the program of any United States
radio station not designated in
paragraph
of this section
out written(b)authority
having withfirst
been obtained from the Commission
upon application (informal) accompaniedtifbyicatwritten
or cerion ofconsent consent
of the licensee
of the station originating the program.16
3.656. Lotteries and give-away
programs.17 (a) An application for
construction permit, license, renewal of license,
any other ofau-a
thorization for theor operation
television broadcast station, will
not be granted where the applicant
proposes to follow or continue to
follow policy or practice of broadr permitting
"the broadcacsatsitnignogfoany
advertisement
of or
information concerning any lottery,
gift enterprise, or similar scheme,
offering prizes dependent in whole
or in part upon lot or chance, or
any list of the prizes drawn or
awarded by means of any such
lottery, gift enterprise, or scheme,
whether said list contains any part

or all sec.
of such
U.S.C.
1304.) prizes." (See 18
(b) The determination whether
a particular program comes within
the provisions of paragraph (a) of
this section depends on the facts
of each case. However, the Commission will in any event consider
that a program comes within the
provisions
this
section if inof paragraph
connection (a)
withof such
program a prize consisting of
money or thing of value is awarded
to any person whose selection is
dependent in whole or in part upon
lot or chance, if as a condition of
winning or competing for such
prize:
(1) Such winner or winners are
required to furnish any money or
thing of value or are required to
have in their possession any product sold, manufactured, furnished
or distributed by a sponsor of a
program broadcast on the station
in question; or
(2) Such winner or winners are
required to be listening to or viewing the program in question on a
radio or television receiver; or
(3) Such winner or winners are
required to answer correctly a
question, the answer to which is
given on a program broadcast over
the station in question or where
aid to answering the question corisgiven
a program
broadcastrectlyover
the onstation
in question.
For the purposes of this provision
the broadcasting of the question to
be answered over the television
station on a previous program will
be considered as an aid in answering the question correctly; or
(4) Such winner or winners are
required to answer the phone in a
prescribed manner or with a prescribed phrase, or are required to
write nera orletter
in a prescribed
mancontaining
a prescribed
phrase, if the prescribed manner
of answering the phone or writing
the letter or the prescribed phrase
to be used over the phone or in the
letter (or an aid in ascertaining
the prescribed
or the prescribed mannerphrase
of answering
the
phone or writing the letter) is, or
has been, broadcast over the station
in question.
14 As usedcludes anyincomplete
this section,
program
in3.657. Broadcasts by candidates
program
or part
thereof.
for public office — (a) Legally qual15 The sentnotice
and
of con-of lified candidate. A "legally qualishall berebroadcast,
givencertification
within in3 days
candidate"
any person
any regular
single
case of who fied
publiclymeans
announced
that
the
practice of but
rebroadcasting
he ishas
a candidate
for nomination
certaincastprograms
of
a
television
broadstation
several
times
during
a
by
a
convention
of
a
political
party
license period, notice and certification or for nomination or election in a
of consent
be given
for applicathe en- primary, special, or general eleclicenseshall
period
with the
tionsuingfor renewal
ofrebroadcast
license,
orpractice
at the
tion, municipal, county, state or
beginning
of
such
national, and who meets the qualif begun during a license period.
ifications prescribed by the ap10June
By Order
No.
82,
dated
and
effective
24, 1941, untilSection
further order ofis licable laws to hold the office for
the
Commission,
he is a candidate, so that he
suspended
only insofar as 3.655(c)
it requires which
may be voted for by the electorate
prior sionwritten
authority
of the Commisor by means of delegates
for the
rebroadcasting
of purpro- directly
or electors, and who:
grams
originated
for
that
express
pose
by
U.S.
Government
radio
stations.
(1) Has qualified for a place on
171949,
The Commission
on September 21, the ballot, or
(2) cableIslaw toeligible
applipart asadopted
follows:an order which read in
be votedunder
for bythe sticker,
It is ordered,
That, date
effective
imme- by writing
in his name on the
d
i
a
t
e
l
y
,
t
h
e
effective
of
Sections
3.192, 3.292 and 3.692 [now Section ballot, or other method, and (i)
3.6561
of the Commission's
is has been duly nominated by a
hereby
until which
a daterules
party which is commonly
fixed by postponed
further order,
shallto bebe political
known and regarded as such, or (ii)
at leastsion bythirty
days
after
a
final
decithe
Supreme
Court
of
the
makes
a
showing that
United
States,which
or thirty
days afterto the
the he is a substantial
bona fide candidate for
time within
an appeal
nomination or office, as the case
SupremepiredCourt
may
be
taken
has
exwithout such an appeal being may be.
taken, spectinto these
pending
rules.litigation with re(b) General requirements. No
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station
required toby permit the licensee
use of itsis facilities
any
legally
qualified
candidate
for shall
publice office, but if any licensee
permit
any such
candidate
use
its
facilities,
it shall
afford toequal
opportunities
to
all
other
such
candidates for that office to use
such facilities: Provided, That such
licensee shall have no power of
censorship over the material broadcast by any such candidate.
(c) Rates and practices. The
rates, if didates
any,for thecharged
such shall
cansame alloffice
be uniform and shall not be rebated by any means, directly or
indirectly; no licensee shall make
any discrimination in charges,
practices,
facilities,withor
services forregulations,
or in connection
the service rendered pursuant to
the regulations in this part, or
make or give any preference to any
candidate for public office or subject any such candidate to any
prejudice or disadvantage; nor
shall any
licenseeagreement
make any which
contract or other
shall have the effect of permitting
any legally qualified candidate for
any public office to broadcast to
the exclusion of other legally qualioffice.fied candidates for the same public
(d) Inspection of records. Every
licensee shall keep and permit public inspection of a complete record
of all requests for broadcast time
made by or on behalf of candidates
for public office, together with an
appropriate notation showing the
disposition made by the licensee
of such requests, and the charges
made, if any, if request is granted.
Affiliation
agreements.
(a)3.658.
Exclusive
affiliation
of station.— No license shall be granted to a
television broadcast station having
any contract, derstanding,
arrangement,
or unexpress or implied,
with dera which
network
organization
18 unthe station is prevented
or hindered from, or penalized for,
broadcasting the programs of any
other network organization.
(b) Territorial exclusivity. No
license shall
be granted
television broadcast
stationto ahaving
any contract, derstanding,
arrangement,
or
unexpress or implied,
with a network organization which
prevents
or hinders
broadcast station
servinganother
substantially
the same area from broadcasting
the
network's
taken
by the
formerprograms
station, not
or which
prevents
or
hinders
another
broadcast station serving a substantially
different area from broadcasting
any program ganizaof
network shall
ortion. Thisthe
regulation
not be construed to prohibit any
contract, standing
arrangement,
or underbetween a station
and a
network organization pursuant to
which the station is granted the
first callgrams of inthe itsnetwork
area upon
the proorganization.
(c) Term
affiliation.
license shallbroadcast
beof granted
to aNotelevision
station having
any
contract, standing,
arrangement,
or underexpress or implied,
with
a network organization which prov
i
d
e
s
,
b
y
original
terms,
provisions
for renewal, or otherwise for the
18used
The herein
term "network
organization"
as
includes
national
and
organizations.
See rech.
casting.J.gionalof network
VII,
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affiliation of the station with the
network organization for a period
longer than 2 years : Provided, That
a contract,standingarrangement,
for a period up toor 2 underyears
may be entered into within 6
monthsment ofprior
to
the
commencesuch period.
(d) Option time. No license shall
be granted to a television broadcastworkstation
whichanyoptions
for net-to
programs
time subject
call on less than 56 days' notice, or
more timeeachthanof afour
total segments
of 3 hours of20
within
the broadcast
as herein
scribed. The day,
broadcast
day de-is
divided lows:into
four
segments,
as fol-to
8 a.m. to 1 p.m.; 1 p.m.
6 p.m.; 6 p.m. to 11 p.m.; 11 p.m.
to 8 a.m.21 Such options may not
be exclusive
as against
work organizations
and other
may netnot
prevent or hinder the station from
optioning
or
selling
any
or
all
the time covered by the option, orof
other time, to other network organizations.
(e) Right to reject programs. No
license vision
shallbroadcast
be granted
to a telestation having
any
contract, standing,
arrangement,
or
underexpress
or
implied,
with
a network organization which (a),
with respect to programs offered
pursuant to an affiliation contract,
prevents or hinders the station
from rejecting or refusing network
programssonablywhich
reabelieves tothebeorstation
unsatisfactory or unsuitable;
which (b)
with respect to network programs
so offered or already contracted
for, prevents
the station
jecting or refusing
any from
programrewhich, in its opinion, is contrary
to the public
interest,of oroutstanding
from substi uting aprogram
local or national importance.
(f) Network
of stations. No licenseownership
shall be granted
to a network organization, or to
any person directly or indirectly
controlled by or under common
control 22 of a network organization, for a television broadcast
station in any locality where the
existing
stations are television
so few or ofbroadcast
such unequal
desirability (in terms of coverage,
power, frequency, or other related
matters) that competition would
be substantially restrained by such
licensing.
10 As used in this section, an option is
any contract,
arrangement,
orbetween
understanding,
or implied,
awhich
stationprevents
and express
a ornetwork
organization
hinders
the
station
from
the
networkscheduling
agrees programs
to utilize before
the time
during uledwhich
such
programs
are
sched, or which
the station
clear
time
alreadyrequires
scheduled
when theto
network
the time. organization seeks to utilize
20section
All timemustoptions
permittedclock
underhours,
this
be specified
expressed
terms
of any agreed
time system
set forth inin the
contract
upon
by the tion.station
and network saving
organizaShifts from
standard time
or vicedaylight
versa may or mayto
not shift the
specified
hours
spondingly asagreed by the stationcorreand
network organization.
21forThese
segments
areterms
to beof determined
each
station
in
local
time
atremain
the location
of throughout
the station the
but year
may
constant
regardless
of
shifts
from
standard
to
daylight
saving"control"
time or asviceusedversa.
22section,
The word
in
this
is notsuchlimited
to fullof control
but includes
a measure
control
as wouldability of the
substantially
availstation to affect
other the
networks.
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(g) Dual network operation. No
license shall be issued to a television broadcast station affiliated
with a network organization which
maintains more than one network
of television broadcast stations:
Provided, That this section shall
not be applicable if such networks
are not operated simultaneously,
or if there is no substantial overlap in the territory served by the
group
of stations comprising each
such network.
(h) tionControl
of sta-be
rates. Noby networks
license shall
granted to a television broadcast
station having any contract, arrangement, or understanding,
express or implied,
with a network
organization
under
which
the
station is prevented or hindered from,
orits penalized
altering
rates for for,
the fixing
sale oforbroadcast
time
for other than the network's
programs.
3.659. Special rules relating to
contracts providing for reservation
of time upon sale of a station, (a)
No license, renewal of license, assignment of license, or transfer of
control of a corporate licensee shall
be granted
or authorized
to a television broadcast
station which
has
a contract, arrangement or understanding, express
implied, pur-or
suant to which,
as orconsideration
partial consideration
the as-of
signment of license or for
transfer
control, the assignor of a station
license or the transferor of stock,
where transfer
cense is involved,of ora corporate
the nomineeliof suchtains anyassignor
or
transferor
reright of reversion of the
license or any right to the reassignment of the license
in the
future, or reserves
the right
to use
the facilities of the station for
any period whatsoever.
(b) Inorthetransfer
case ofofassignment
license
control of ofa
corporate
licensee
approved
by the
Commission before the effective
date of this section, February 15,
1949, involving a contract, arrangement or understanding of the type
covered
(a) of this
section byandparagraph
the existence
and
terms of which were fully disclosed
to the Commission at the time of
execution, the Commission will give
consideration to the issuance of a
license despite the existence of
such contract, arrangement or understanding, ifthe parties thereto
modify such contract within 6
months from the effective date of
this section. Such modifications
will be considered on the facts of
each case but no such modification
will fied
be contract
approved
unlessat the
contains
leastmodithe
following provisions:
(1) A maximum limitation of
the time subject to reservation so
that no more than 12 hours per
week tion,
shall
be subject
to reservaof which
no more
than 4
hours shall be on any given day.
(2) A clause providing that the
licensee reserves the right to reject or refuse programs which he
reasonably believes to be unsatisfactory or unsuitable or for which,
in his opinion, a program of outnational importancestanding
shouldlocalbeor substituted,
but
provision
may
be
made television
for the
substitution of other
time for programs so rejected or
for the payment at the station
card rate for the time made unavailable.
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(3) A prohibition against the
resale or reassignment of any of
the broadcast time reserved by
such modified contract.
(4) An express negation of any
right with respect to reversion or
reassignment of license.
(5) An express provision setting
forth a definite expiration date of
the contract, derarrangement
unstanding. Such expirationor date
shall not extend beyond February
15, 1964, and shall in no event
extend beyond the expiration date
originally provided for in any such
contract, agreement or understanding, in the event that such expiration date is a date prior to February 15, 1964.
(6) An express provision giving
to thenatelicensee
the arrangement
right to termi-or
the contract,
understanding for substantial
cause, including, but not limited
to the assignment of license or the
transfer of control of a corporate
licensee, consistent disagreement
over programs between the parties,
or the acquisition of a network
affiliation by the licensee, upon the
payment of a lump sum or periodic
payments, and providing that the
amountafterinitially
there-of
decrease asfixed
the shall
amount
time reservedformance ofisthedecreased
by
percontract. Any
such payment should not be so
unduly large as to constitute in
practice an effective deterrent to
the licensee exercising the right.
In determining whether the amount
is unduly large, the Commission
will
consider thein amount
consideration
return byforwhich
the
transfer of the station was decreased by reason of the reservaof time or time
the present
value
of thetion television
still reserved
and unused as of the date of the
exercise of the right of termination.
3.660. Station license, posting
of. The original of each station
license
shallroom.be posted in the
transmitter
3.661. Operator requirements.
One or more licensed radio-telephone first class operators shall be
on duty at the place where the
transmitting
apparatus
each
station is located
and inof actual
charge thereof whenever it is being
operated. The original license (or
FCC Form No. 759) of each station
operator shall be posted at the
place where he is on duty. The
licensed operator on duty and in
charge of a television broadcast
transmitter may, at the discretion
of the licensee, be employed for
other duties or for the operation
of another station or stations in
accordance with the class of operator's license which he holds and
by the rules and regulations governing such stations. However,
such duties shall in nowise interfere with the operation ofthe
broadcast transmitter.
3.662. Inspection of tower, lights
and associated control equipment.
The licensee or permittee of any
television broadcast station which
has an antenna structure requiring
illumination pursuant to the provisions of Section 303 (q) of the
Communications Act of 1934, as
amended:
(a) (1) Shall make an observation of the tower lights at least
II Final TV Report

once each 24 hours either visually ings.(Hi) Frequency monitor reador by observing an automatic and
properlysignedmaintained
(5) tion
Logduringof experimental
experimental operaperiod
to register anyindicator
failure de-of
such lights, to insure that all such (if regular operation is maintained
lights are functioning properly as shall
duringbethis
period,
the
above
logs
kept).
required; or alternatively,
(2) Shall provide and properly
(i) A log
mustthebe experimental
kept of all
operation
during
maintain an automatic alarm sys- period.
entries required
tem designed to detect any failure above areIf nottheapplicable
thereto,
of such lights and to provide indi- then the entries shall be made
so
censee. cation of such failure to the li- as to describe the operation fully.
(b) Shall report immediately by
(c) Where an antenna
structureand(s) an-is
telephone or telegraph to the near- requiredtennato supporting
be illuminated, the liest
Airways
Communication
Station or office of Civil Aeronautics
or permittee
shallas make
entriescenisne the
radio log
follows:
Administration
otherwise
known any
failureobserved
of a codeor
(1)
The
time
the
tower
lights
or rotating beacon light or top are turned on and off each day if
light not corrected within thirty manually controlled.
minutes,
regardless
of thenotification
cause of
(2) The time the daily check of
such failure.
Further
operation of the tower
by telephone or telegraph shall be proper
lights
was made.
given immediately upon resumption
(3)
In
the event
observed
or otherwise
knownof any
failure
of a
of the required illumination.
tower
light:
(c) Shall inspect at intervals not
to exceed three months all auto(i) Nature of such failure.
matic or mechanical control de(ii)observed,
Date andor time
the failure
was
otherwise
noted.
vices,
indicators
and
alarm
systems associated with the tower
(iii)
Date,
time
and
of
lightingratus is functioning
to insure thatproperly.
such appa- the adjustments, repairs,nature
or rep
l
a
c
e
m
e
n
t
s
t
h
a
t
were
made.
3.663 Logs; Maintenance of. The
(iv) Identification of Airways
licensee or permittee of each tele- Communication Station (Civil
vision station shall maintain pro- Aeronautics Administration) notigram and operating logs and shall
fied of the failure of any code or
require
beacon light not corrected
lows: entries to be made as fol- rotating
within thirty minutes, and the date
(a) In the program log:
and time such notice was given.
(1) An entry of the time each
(v) Date and time notice was
station identification announce- given to the Airways Communicament (call letters and location) is
tion Station (Civil Aeronautics
made.
Administration) that the required
(2) An entry briefly describing illumination was resumed.
each program broadcast, such as
(4) Upon completion
of the
"music," "drama," "speech," etc., periodic
each three required
months: at
together with the name or title least once inspection
thereoftheandtimetheofsponsor's
name,
The condition
date of the
with
the beginning
and(i) the
of inspection
all tower
and ending of the complete pro- lights and associated tower lightgram.
If
a
mechanical
reproducing
control
devices,
indicators
and
tion, either visual or aural, is used,
the entry shall show the exact alarm systems.
nature thereof and the time it is
(ii) Any
adjustments,
ments, or repairs
made toreplaceinsure
announced ductionas. Ifa aspeech
mechanical
is made reproby a compliance with the lighting repolitical candidate, the name and
qjustments,
uirements and the
date
such
adreplacements, or repairs
political
er shall beaffiliations
entered. of such speak- were made.
3.664. (a) Logs, retention of.
(3) An entry showing that each
sponsored
program
broadcast paid
has Logs of television broadcast stabeen announced
as sponsored,
tionscense shall
be retained
the li-of
or permittee
for abyperiod
for, or furnished by the sponsor;
or that the broadcast is under the two years; Provided, however,
involving
communica-or
auspices of a non-profit educational That logs
incident
to a disaster
organization other than the li- which tions
include communications incense or permittee.
cident to or involved in an investi(4) An entry showing, for each
gation bywhich
the Commission
program of network origin, the
the licensee andor
name of the network originating concerning
permittee has been notified, shall
the program.
be retained by the licensee or per(b) In the operating log:
mittee until he is specifically au(1) Anbegins
entryto ofsupply
the power
time theto
d in writingthem;
by the
Comstation
mis tihoonritzoedestroy
Provided
the antenna, and the time it stops. Further, That logs incident to or
involved
in
any
claim
or
complaint
(2) An entry of the time the of which the licensee or permittee
program begins and ends.
has notice shall be retained by the
(3)tion toAnthe entry
each its
interrupor permittee until such
carrierof wave,
cause, licensee
claim or complaint has been fully
and duration.
satisfied or until the same has been
by statute limiting the time
entry of the following barred
for the filing of suits upon such
each(4)30Anminutes:
claims.
(i) Operating constants of last
by whom kept.
radio stage of the aural transmit- log(b)shallLogs,be kept
personEachor
voltage).
ter (total plate current and plate persons competent byto the
do so, having
the facts
re(ii) Transmission line meter actual knowledge
quired, who shallof sign
the log
readings for both transmitters.
when starting duty and again when
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height will be determined
going off duty. The logs shall be antenna
taneous amplitude of the modulat- the extreme lower and upper fremade available upon request by an in each direction from the antenna.
inging signal
(amplitude
of modulatauthorized representative of the The average of these various
signal
to be measured
after standards.
(ff) Television
transmission
The standards
which
Commission.
heights is considered as the an- pre-emphasis, if used) and the in- quencies.
determine the characteristics of a
stantaneous radio frequency is in- television
(c) Log form. The log shall be rain.) tenna height above average tersignal
as
radiated
by a
d
e
p
e
n
d
e
n
t
o
f
the
frequency
of
the
kept able
in form,
an orderly
television broadcast station.
(c) Antenna power gain. The modulating signal.
and in manner,
such detailin suitthat
square
of
the
ratio
of
the
root(gg)
Television
transmitter.
The
the lardata
the particu(p) Frequency
swing.of the
The frein- radio transmitter or transmitters
class required
of stationforconcerned
are mean-square free space field instantaneous departure
for
the
transmission
of
both
visual
tensity
produced
at
one
mile
in
the
q
u
e
n
c
y
o
f
the
emitted
wave
from
readily
available.may"Keybe letters
center frequency resulting from and aural signals.
in millivolts
per the
abbreviations
used orif horizontal
modulation.
for plane,
one kilowatt
antenna
proper meaning or explanation is meter
(hh) Vestigial
transmis ion. A system sideband
of transmission
input
power
to
137.6
mv/m.
This
contained elsewhere in the log.
(q) ningInterlaced
scanning.
A scan- wherein
process in which
successively
be expressed in decione of the generated side(d) Correction of logs. No log ratio belsshould
scanned
lines
are
spaced
an
integral
b
a
n
d
s
i
s
partially
attenuated
at thein
(db).
specified
for apower
par- number of line widths, and in transmitter and radiated only
or portion thereof shall be erased,
ticular(If
direction,
antenna
obliterated, or wilfully destroyed gain is based
which
the
adjacent
lines
are
on
the
field
strength
within videdtheby theperiod
retention
pro- in that direction only.)
scanned during
successive cycles of
(ii) Visual
The from
frerules.of Any
necessary
frequency.
quency of the frequency.
signal resulting
(d)cal ratio
Aspect
ratio.
numeri-to the(r)fieldMonochrome
correction may be made only by
of the
frameThe width
transmission. television scanning.
the
person
originating
the
entry
height, as transmitted.
The transmission
television sig-in part.(jj) Visual transmitter. The rawho shall strike out the erroneous frame
nals which can beof reproduced
dio equipment for the transmission
(e) Aural transmitter. The radio gradations
portion,
initialthethedatecorrection
made, equipment
of a single color only. of the visual signal only.
for the transmission of
and indicate
of correction.
the aural signal only.
(kk)
transmitter power.
(s)
Negative
transmission.
(e)
Rough
logs.
Rough
logs
may
a decrease in initial light The peakVisual
(f) Black level. The amplitude Where
power output when transbe transcribed into condensed
intensity causes
an increase in the nal.
m
i
t
i
n
g
a
standard
television sigof
the
modulating
signal
corretransmitted
power.
form, but in such case, the origscanning of a
inal tions
log or thereof
memoranda
all por- black area sponinding to the
Transmission standards
(t) Peak power. The power over and3.682
the
transmitted
picshall beandpreserved
changes
a radio frequency cycle correand made a part of the complete ture.
spcohnrdoinnigziinngamplitude
to syn(a) Transmission standards
(g) Center frequency (aural).
log.
peaks.
(1) The width
of theshall
television
(1)
The
average
frequency
of
3.665. Station inspection. The
broadcast
channel
be six
(u) Percentage modulation. As
the emitted wave when modu- applied
licensee of a television broadcast
to
frequency
modulation,
megacycles
per
second.
lated
by
a
sinusoidal
signal.
station shall make the station
the
ratio
of
the
actual
frequency
(2) The4.5 visual
carrier lower
shall bein
(2) The frequency of the
available forsentatives inspection
by repre-at
located
megacycles
swing deof the Commission
emitted wave without modula- swing finedtoas the
frequency
than the aural center
100 frequency
percent modulation,
frequency.
tion.
any reasonable hour.
expressed
in percentage.
For the
3.666. Experimental operation.
aural transmitter
of television
(3) beThelocated
aural center
frequency
(h) Color
field.
the picture
area Scanningonce in broadcast
Television broadcast stations may through
shall
0.25 megacycles
stations,
a
frequency
chosen scanning pattern and swing of ±25 kilocycles is denned
lower
than the upper
frequency
(upon informal application) con- the
each of the primary colors. as 100 percent modulation.
limit of the channel.
duct technical experimentation di- in
interlaced scanning patrected to the improvement of tech- In theternline
(4)
The
visual
transmission
The direction
of two to one, the scanning of (v)thePolarization.
nical phases of operation and for of the alternate
amplitude
characteristic
field as radiated
picture from theelectric
in accordance
with theshallchartbe
such
utilizetelevision
a signal area once in eachlinesof ofthethe primary
transmitting antenna.
other purposes
than the may
standard
designated
as
Appendix
C, Figure 3.
(w) Positive transmission. Where
signal subject to the following con- colors.
in initial light intenditions:
(i) Color frame. Scanning all of an increase
(5) For
monochrome
transsity causespower.
an increase in the
mis ion the number
of scanning
(a) That the licensee complies the picture area once in each of the transmitted
lines per frame shall be 525,
In
the
line
interwith the provisions of Section 3.651 primarylacedcolors.
scanning pattern of two to
interlaced two to one in succes(x) Progressive scanning. A
with berregard
minimum numcolor frame consists of two scanning
of hours toofthetransmission
with one,
sive fields. The frame freprocess in which scancolor afields.
a standard television signal.
ning lines trace one dimension subfield frestantially parallel to a side of the
ququency
ency 60,shall
andbethe30,linethe frequency
(j) Color oftransmission.
The
(b) That no transmissions are transmission
color television picture area and in which succesradiated outside of the authorized
15,750
per
second.
sively traced lines are adjacent.
signals which can be reproduced
For ofcolor
transmissions
channel
subject to theis caused
condi- with
the(6)number
scanning
lines per
tion thatand
no interference
different values of hue, sat(y) Scanning.
The process
frame shall be 405, interlaced
uration, and luminance.
to the transmissions of a standard
analyzing
successively,
accordingof
two
to
one
in
successive
fields of
(k) Effective radiated power.
television
a predetermined method, the
the same color. The frame frebroadcast signal
stations.by other television The product of the antennae peak to
light values of picture elements
(c) No charges either direct or input power and the antenna constituting the total picture area.
quency shall be 72, the field fregain. This product should
indirect censeeshall
be made bybroadcast
the li- power
fre(z) Scanning
line. ofA single
conququency
ency 48,144,andthethecolor
line frame
frequency
of a television
be
expressed
in
kilowatts
and
in
tinuous
narrow
strip
the
picture
29,160
per
second.
station for the production or trans- decibels above one kilowatt (dbk). area containing highlights, shad(7) The aspect
ratio picture
of the
ows, and halftones, determined by
mis ion of programs when con- (If specifiedeffective
for radiated
a particular
direc-is
transmitted
television
power
process of scanning.
ducting technical experimentation. based tion,
shall
bevertically.
4 units horizontally to 3
on the antenna power gain the(aa)
units
Standard
television
signal.
3.667.tion. TheDiscontinuance
of
operaonly. The licensed A signal which conforms to the
licensee of each station in that direction
radiated power is based television
(8) During
scanningbe
transmission standards.
shall notify the Commission in effective
intervals,
the active
scene shall
on
the
average
antenna
power gain
Washington,
Engi- for
scanned from
left
to
right
hori(bb) Synchronization.
tion.)each horizontal plane direcne r in ChargeD. ofC,theandradiothedistrict
tenance of one operationTheinmainstep
zontal y and from top to bottom
where such station is located of perwith
another.
vertically,
at
uniform
velocities.
(1) Field. Scanning through the
manent discontinuance of opera- picture
(cc) Television broadcast band.
once in the chosen
(9) lated
A within
carrier
shall betelevision
modutionatiaton ileast
two days before
oper- scanning area
a single
band exs discontinued.
The licensee
pattern and in a single The frequencies
from 54 toin 890themegacycles
channel for both picture and
color. In the line interlaced scan- which aretendingassignable
shall, wardin theaddition,
immediately
forto television
synchronizing signals, the two
station license and other
ning pattern of two to one, the
stations. These frequeninstruments of authorization to scanning of the alternate lines of broadcast
signals comprising
ulation ranges in different
amplitude,mod-in
cies
are
54
to
72
megacycles
(chanthe
picture
area
once
in
a
single
the Commission
Washington, forD. cancellation.
C, office of color.
nels 2 through
4),
76
to
88
megaaccordance
with
the
desthe
cycles (channels 5 and 6), 174 to
ignated as Appendix charts
C, Figures
(in) Frame. Scanning all of the 216 megacycles
Technical Standards
(channels 7 through
3
and
4.
picture
area
once
in
a
single
color.
and 470 to 890 megacycles
3.681. Definitions—
(10) A decrease in initial
In the line interlaced scanning pat- 13),
(a) Amplitude modulation (AM).
light intensity
shallpower
cause (negaan internsists ooff two
two fields.
to one, a frame con- (channels 14 through 83).
in radiated
A system of modulation in which
(dd)tion.Television
stativecreasetransmission).
A station in broadcast
the television
the envelope of the transmitted
(n)
Free
space
field
intensity.
(11) The black level shall be
band transmitting
simulwave contains a component similar The field intensity that would exist broadcast taneous
aural signals
to the wave form of the signal to at a point in the absence of waves intended to visualbe andreceived
represented
by a definite
carby the
rier level, independent
of light
be transmitted.
reflected from the earth or other
and shade in the picture.
reflecting objects.
general public.
(b)ageAntenna
height
above
averTelevision channel. A band
terrain. The average of the
(o) Frequency modulation (FM). of (ee)
(12)mal black
Thelevel)
pedestal
(normegacyclesband
wideandin
shalllevel
be(with
transsystem of modulation
the thefrequencies
J1 antenna
terrain
television 6broadcast
mitted at 75 percent
a
from twoheights
to tenabove
milesthefrom
the Ainstantaneous
radio where
frequency
tolerance
of
plus
or
minus
2.5
designated
either
by
number
or
by
antenna. (In general, a different varies in proportion to the instanBROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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ers;
percent) of the peak carrier amadopted
operation and standards
obsolescenceuponof receivplitude.
(13) The level at maximum
luminance shall be 15% or less
(5) The quired
change
in equipment
rein existing
television
of the peak carrier level.
broadcast
station
for
incorpor(14) The signals radiated
ating the proposed change or
shall have horizontal polarization.
modification
ards; and in the adopted stand(15) A radiated power of the
(6) The facts and reasons upon
aural transmitter not less than
which theclusionpetitioner
bases hischange
con50 percent nor more than 150
that the proposed
percent of the peak radiated
or modification would be in the
power of the video transmitter
public interest, convenience, and
shall be employed.
necessity.
(16) Variation of output. The
Should
a change or standards
modificationbe
peak-to-peak
the transmission
mitter outputvariation
within oneof transframe in
adopted
by
the
Commission,
of video signal due to all causes, effective date thereof will be the
deincluding
noise,measured
and low-at
termined in the light of the confrequency hum,
response,
sidrations
mentioned
in
subparaboth synchronizing peak and
graph (4) above.
pedestal level, shall not exceed 5
Field intensity contours,
percent of the average synchro- (a)3.683
In
thebroadcast
authorization
of telenizing
peak
signal
amplitude.23
vision
stations, two
field
(17) Black level. The black
contours are considered.
level should be made as nearly intensity
These
are
specified
as
Grade
A
equal to the pedestal as the state
B and indicate the apof the art will permit. If they and Grade proximate
extent
of
coverage
over
are madefactory
essentially
terrain
the absence
operation willequal,
resultsatisand average
interference
fromin other
televisionof
improved
techniques
will
later
stations.
Under
actual
conditions,
lead to the establishment of the the true coverage may vary greatly
tolerance
if necessary.23
estimates because the
(18) Brightness
characteristics. from these
over any specific path is
The transmitter output shall terrain
expected
to
be different from the
vary in substantially inverse average terrain
the field
logarithmic relation to the strength charts onwerewhich
The
brightness of the subject. No required field intensities,based.
F(50, 50),
tolerances
are
set
at
this
time.23
in
decibels
above
one
microvolt
per
(19) The color sequence for
color transmission shall be re- meter (dbu) for the Grade A and
are asA follows:24
peated in the order red, blue, Grade B contours Grade
Grade
B
green, in successive fields.
Channels 2-7-13
6 7168 dbu
4756 dbu
dbu
dbu
(20) The transmitter color Channels
Channels
14-83
74
dbu
64
dbu
characteristics for color transmission shall be such as to re(b) The field intensity contours
produce the transmitted colors
for herein shall be conas correctly as the state of the provided
only: sidered for the following purposes
art willing thepermit
on
a
receiver
havfollowing trichromatic
(1) Inage resulting
the estimation
coverco-efficients, based on the standfrom the ofselection
ardized colorternational
triangle
of
the
Inof
a
particular
transmitter
site
Commission on Illuby
an applicant for a television
minations:
station.
Red
Blue
Green
(2) In connection with problems
X = 0.674 X = 0.122 X = 0.227
of coverage
arising 3.636
out of ofappliy = 0.326 y = 0.142 y = 0.694
cation of Section
the
When equal amplitudes of red
Rules.
blue,
and
green
are
transmitted,
(3) In connection with problems
such a receiver will furnish a
of coverage arising out of appliwhite
to illuminant C corresponding
with the trichromatic
coRules. cation of Section 3.658(b) of the
ef ic ents x = .310 and y = .316.
(4) In determining compliance
(b) ChangesThe inCommission
transmission
with Section 3.658(a) of the
standards.
will
Rules concerning the minimum
consider the question whether a field
intensity to be provided over
proposed change or modification of the principal
community to be
transmission standards adopted for
served.
television would be in the public
3.684 Prediction of coverage
interest, convenience and necessity,
(a) All predictions of coverage
upon petition being filed by the
pursuant to this paragraph
person proposing such change or made
shall
be madeandwithout
modification,
setting
forth
the
folinterference
shall regard
be madeto
lowing:
(1) The exact character of the only on the basis of estimated
change or modification proposed; 21 It should be realized that the F(50,
(2) The effect of the proposed are
50) curves
when used
for Channels 14-83at
not based
on measured
changetransmission
or modification
upon that
all distances
beyond
aboutthat 30thedata
miles.
other
standards
Theory
would
indicate
field
have beenmis ion adopted
by broadcast
the Com- intensities for Channels 14-83 should
for television
decrease
more
rapidly
with
distance
beyond the horizon than for Channels
stations;
2-6,
and modification
of the
curves asfora
(3)
The
experimentation
and
Channels
14-83
may
be
expected
field tests that have been made result
of measurements
be made theat
theseto reasons,
to show that the proposed change a later date. beFor used
with
appreciaor modification accomplishes an curvestion ofshould
their
limitations
in
estimating
ofextent
fieldofintensity.
Further,
thebe
improvement and is technically levels
actual
service
will
usually
feasible;
less than
indicated byfrom
these other
estimates
(4)
The
effect
of
the
proposed
due
to
interference
stachange c
ication in the predictedtions.field
Becauseintensity
of thesecontours
factors, give
the
a: These
items
no assuranceof ofreceiver
service locations
to any specific
jectbestto practice
change percentage
but
are
consi
3
within
ate of the art. the distances indicated. In licensing
under will
the notpre
They
c-ed pending a beproceedings
further
determi/
considered.these variations will not
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profile graph for each
field intensities. The peak power of site. The
be plotted
contour
the visual signal is used in mak- radial
intervalsshould
of from
40 toby 100
feet
ing predictions of coverage.
(b) Predictions of coverage shall and, where the data permits, at
of elevation (genbe made only for the same pur- least 50erallypoints
uniformlyradial.
spaced)In should
poses as relate
use of fieldin used for each
instancesbe
intensity
contoursto the
as specified
Section 3.683(b).
of
very
rugged
terrain
where
the
use of contour intervals of 100 feet
the distance
the(c)fieldIn predicting
intensity contours,
the toF would result in several points in a
short distance,
400-foot
(50,50) field intensity charts (Ap- contour
intervals 200may or
be used
for
and intensity
6) shall such distances.
On the other hand,
be used.pendixIfC, Figures
the 50% 5 field
is defined as that value exceeded for where the terrain is uniform or
50% of the time, these F( 50,50) gently sloping the smallest contour
charts give the estimated 50% field interval indicated on the topointensities exceeded at 50% of the
graphic map (see below) should be
locations in decibels above one used, although only relatively few
available. The promicrovolt per meter. The charts pointsfilemaygraphsbeshould
the
are based on an effective power of topography accuratelyindicate
for each
one kilowatt radiated from a half- radial, and the graphs should
wave dipole in free space, which plotted with the distance in milesbe
produces an unattenuated field as the abscissa and the elevation in
strength at one mile of about 103 feet above mean sea level as the
db above one microvolt per meter ordinate. The profile graphs should
(137.6 millivolts per meter). To
use the charts for other powers, indicate the source of the topographical data employed. The
the
with used
the
chartssliding
shouldscalebe associated
trimmed and
graphtion ofshould
also ofshowthe the
elevathe center
radiating
as the ordinate scale. This sliding system.
graph may be plotted
scale is placed on the charts with either onTherectangular
coordinate
the
appropriate
for power
in line
with thegradation
horizontal
40 db paper on or special paper which
line on the charts. The right edge shows the curvature of the earth.
to take the
of the scale is placed in line with It is not necessary
earth into considthe appropriate antenna height curvatureeration ofin thisthe procedure,
as this
gradations,
and
the
charts
then
become direct reading (in uv/m and factor is taken care of in the charts
in db above 1 uv/m) for this power showing signal intensities. The averagebetween
elevation2 ofand the10 miles
8-mile from
disand antenna height. Where the
tance
antenna height is not one of those
antenna site should then be
for which a scale is provided, the the
determined from the profile graph
signal strength
or distancebetween
is de- for
each radial. This may be obtermined by interpolation
the curves
the equidisby averaging
ber oftainedequally
spaceda large
points,num-by
tant points.connecting
Dividers may
be used
in lieu ofdictingthethe distance
sliding scale.
In
preusing
a
planimeter,
or
by
obtainto the Grade
ing the median elevation (that exA and Grade B field intensity conceeded
for
50
percent
of
the
distance) in sectors and averaging
tours, the effective radiated power
to be used is that in the horizontal these values.
plane in the pertinent direction. In
(e) Insired toinstances
is de-in
determinewhere
the itarea
predicting
over areas other
not infield
the intensities
horizontal square miles within the Grade A
plane, the effective radiated power and Grade B field intensity conto be tionused
the power
the directours, the area may be determined
of suchis areas;
the inappropriate
coverage map by planivertical plane radiation pattern from the
meter or other approximate means;
must,
of
course,
be
considered
in
in
computing
such areas, exclude
determining this power.
(i) areas beyond the borders of the
(d) The antenna height to be used United States, and (ii) large bodies
with these charts is the height of of water, such as ocean areas,
the radiation center of the antenna gulfs, sounds, bays, large lakes,
above the average terrain along the
rivers.
radial in question. In determining etc.,(f)butIn notcases
where the terrain
the average elevation of the ter- in one or more directions from the
rain, the elevations between 2 and antenna site departs widely from
10 miles from the antenna site are the average elevation of the 2 to
employed. Profile graphs must be 10 mile sector, the prediction methdrawn for at least eight radials
may indicate
distances
from the proposed antenna site. thatod are
different contour
from what
may
These profiles should be prepared be expected in practice. For exfor each radial beginning at the
a
m
p
l
e
,
a
mountain
ridge
may
inantenna site and extending to 10
dicate the practical limit of service
miles therefrom. Normally, the although
the prediction method
radials
are drawn for
eachfeasible,
45° of may indicate otherwise. In such
azimuth;
the prediction method should
the
radialshowever,
should where
be drawn
for casesfollowed,
but a supplemental
angles along which roads tend to be
showing
be made concerning
follow. (The latter method may the contourmaydistances
as determined
be helpful in obtaining topographimeans. Such supplecal data where otherwise unavail- by other
mental
showing
should
describe the
able, and is particularly useful in
connection with mobile field inten- procedure
employed
and
shouldMaps
include sample calculations.
sity measurements of the station
and the correlation of such meas- of predicted
coverage
should
include both the coverage as preurements with predicted field intendicted by the regular method and
sities.) In each case, one or more as predicted
a supplementalof
radials must include the principal method. Whenby measurements
city or cities to be served, parthese should
inticularly incases of rugged terrain, area areclude required,
the area obtained
by the
even though the city may be more
prediction
method
and
the
than 10 miles from the antenna regular
area obtained by the supplemental
BROADCASTING
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make the choice of a transmitter
location difficult. In such cases,
consideration may be given to the
use of a directional antenna system,
although it is generally preferable
to choose a site where a nondirectional antenna may be employed.
(c) Intennacases
locationsofit questionable
is desirable an-to
conductdicatepropagation
testsexpected
to inthe field intensity
in the principal city or cities to be
served and in other areas, particularly where severe shadow problems sidering
may beapplications
expected.
In conproposing
the
use of such locations, the Commission
may
require
site
tests
to
made. Such tests should be madebe
in accordance with the measurement procedure hereafter described,
and full data thereon must be supplied to the Commission. Test
transmitters
an an-as
tenna havingshould
a heightemploy
as close
possible to the proposed antenna
height, using a balloon or other
support if necessary and feasible.
Information concerning the authorization of site tests may be obtained from the Commission upon
request.
(d) Present information is not
sufficiently complete to establish
"blanket areas" of television broadstations.adjacent
A "blanket
area"
is thatcastmitarea
to a transer in which
the reception
of
other stations
interference due toisthesubject
strongto signal
from tionthis
station.
The authorizaof station
construction
in areas
where
blanketing
is
excessive will be on thefound
basistothatbe
the applicantsponsibilwill
full re-of
ity for theassume
adjustment
reasonable complaints arising from
excessively strong signals of the
applicant's action.
station or take other
corrective
(e) A siddirectional
antenna that
is con-is
ered to be an antenna
designed or altered for the purpose
of obtaining a noncircular radiation
pattern. Directional antennas may
not be used for the purpose of reducing minimum mileage separation requirements but may be employed
of improv-of
ing servicefor theor purpose
for the purpose
using asionsparticular
site;
theythemayprovi-be
authorized underarewhich
as follows:
(1) Directional antennas with a
ratio of minimum to maximum radiation in the hori(b) Location of the antenna at
zontal plane of more than
i pointsary toofreduce
high toelevation
is
neces10
decibels
will not be pera minimum the
mitted.
ihadow effect on propagation due
(2)
The
minimum
effective
radi;o hills and buildings which may
ated power shall
in any
horizontal
direction
meet
the
•educe materially the intensity of
minimumments of Section
power requirehe
station's signals.
3.614 and
heion transmitting
antennaatIn ofthegeneral,
a most
stashould be located
Appendix
:entral
point at Totheprovide
highesttheeleva(3) The
effectiveC, Figure
radiated1. power
ion available.
best
in
any
horizontal
or vertical
legree of service to an area, it is
direction may not exceed the
lsually preferable to use a high
maximum
values
permitted
mtenna rather than a low antenna
by Section
3.614 and2(a)Appendix
C,
Figures
and
vith increased transmitter power.
2(b).
?he location should be so chosen
(4) The maximum
radihat line-of-sight can be obtained
in effective
anyshall
direction
rom the antenna over the prinabove atedthepowerhorizon
be as
ipal city or cities to be served;
low
as
the
state
of
the
art
n no event should there be a major
permits
and may
not exceed
bstruction
in
this
path.
The
anthe
effective
radiated
power
enna must be constructed > so that
in the horizontal direction in
the same vertical plane.
t is as clear as possible of surounding buildings or objects that
(f)
Applications
proposing
the
rould cause shadow problems. It use of directional antenna
systems
5 recognized that topography, ing:
must be accompanied by the followhape of the desired service area,
nd population distribution may
(1) Complete description of the
BROADCASTING
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method. In directions where the
terrainlemsismaysuch
probarise,thata special
supplemental
1be
showingof
expected
coverage
includedscription oftogether
withused
amust
de-in
the method
? 'predicting such coverage. In spe™ 'cial cases, the Commission may re!e' 'quire
information as to
terrainadditional
and coverage.
(g) In the preparation of the
profileelevations
graphs previously
the
or contour described,
intervals
shall be taken from the United
States Geological Survey Topographic Quadrangle Maps for all
areas for which such maps are
available. If such maps are not
published for the area in question,
the next
bestbetopographic
information should
used. Topographic
data may sometimes be obtained
from State and municipal agencies.
Data from Sectional Aeronautical
Charts (including bench marks) or
^ Irailroadway depot
and highelevationselevations
from road
maps
'-may be maused
where
no
better
infortion isavailable. In cases where
limited topographic data is availtable, usemeter in amaycar bedriven
made along
of an roads
altiextending
generally
the transmitter
site. radially from
1notOrdinarily
require the
the Commission
submission willof
]f topographical
maps
beyond 15 miles from fortheareas
antenna
site, but the maps must include
the principal city or cities to be
served. If it appears necessary,
additional data may be requested.
United States Geological Survey
Topographic Quadrangle Maps may
ii-Jbe
obtained
fromGeological
the Department
>y of the
Interior,
Survey,
d- Washington, D. C. Sectional Aerox-j nautical
Charts
are
available
from
the Department of Commerce,
Coast andington, D.Geodetic
Survey,
WashC.
3.685 Transmitter location and
antenna
system,
The transmitter location
shall (a)
be chosen
so that,
Dn the basis of the effective radilated power and antenna height
above average terrain employed,
;the following
intensity in decibels minimum
above onefield
microvolt
per meter (dbu) will be provided
over
lity tothebe entire
served:principal commu-

the television antenna on
proposed antenna system.
(2) Orientation of array with
the
directional pattern. Rerespect to true north; time
adjustment and field intensity measurements
the
phasing ments
of (degrees
fields leading
from ele-or
standard
broadcast of
station
may
be
required
following
lagging) ; space phasing of
construction of the television
elements (in feet and deantenna,
grees); and ratio of fields
from elements.
(i) The provisions of Part 17 of
(3) radiation
Horizontal patterns
and verticalshowing
plane the ernCommission's
Rulesmarking
shall govthe construction,
and
the free space field intensity lighting requirements of antenna
in millivolts per meter at one structures used by television broadcast stations. In the event a commile and the effective radimon tower is used by two or more
ated power, The
in dbk,method
for eachby
direction.
licensees
permittees
for antenna and/or orantenna
supporting
purwhich the radiation patterns
or
permittee
who
were computed or measured is ownerposes, thofe licensee
the tower shall assume
shall be cluding
fullyformulasdescribed,
inused, equip- full responsibility
for
the
installation and maintenance of any
ment employed,
sample cal-of
culations and tabulations
nts. In the lighting
event of requiresnared
data. Sufficient vertical plane painting meand/or
patterns shall be included to ownership, one licensee or permitindicate clearly the radiation cordingly.
tee shall assume such responsibilicharacteristics
the anty and advise the Commission actenna above andofbelow
the
3.686. Measurements for rule
the horizontal plane. The
horizontal plane pattern making purposes and upon request
of the Commission, (a) Except as
shall be plotted on polar co- provided
in Sectionstations
3.612 above,
with refertelevision forbroadcast
shall
ence to ordinate
truepapernorth.
The not
be protected against any type
vertical plane patterns shall
or propagation efbe plotted on rectangular co- of interference
fect. Persons desiring to submit
paper with plane.
refer- testimony,
ence to theordinatehorizontal
evidence,theor purpose
data to theof
Commission
(4) Name, address,
quali- showing that for
the
technical
stand-do
fications of theandengineer
ards contained in this Subpart
making the calculations.
not properly reflect any given types
(g)
Applications
proposing
the
efuse of television broadcast anten- of interference
fects may do so or
onlypropagation
in appropriate
nas within 200 feet of other tele- rule making
to
amend
vision broadcast antennas operating such technicalproceedings
standards. Persons
on a channel within 20 percent in
intensity
frequency of the proposed channel, makingments forfield
formal
submissionmeasureto the
or proposingantennas
the useonofchannels
television5 Commission in rule
making probroadcast
c
e
d
i
n
g
s
,
o
r
making
such
measureor 6 within 200 feet of FM broadments upon the request of the
cast
includeeffect,
a show-if Commission,
should comply with
ing as antennas,
to the must
expected
the
procedure
makingbelow:
such
any, of such proximate operation. measurements asforoutlined
(h)
Where
simultaneous
use
of
(b)
Measurements
made
to
deantennas or antenna structures is
termine field intensities
of televibroadcast
stations should
be
proposed,
shall apply:the following provisions made sion
with mobile equipment along
are as close and simi(1) toIn use
casesa where
tower ofit isa proposed
standard roadslar as which
possible to the radials showbroadcast station as a suping
topography
were submitted with thewhich
application
for
porting structure for a teleconstruction
permit.26
Suitable
vision
broadcast
antenna,
an'
appropriate
application
for
measuring
equipment
and
a
conchanges in the radiating
tinuous recording device must be
system ofstation
the must
standardbe employed, the chart of which is
broadcast
either directly driven from the
filed by the licensee thereof. speedometer of the automobile in
A formal application (FCC which
the equipment is mounted or
Form 301) will be required so arranged
that distances and
if the proposal
involves
subidentifying
landmarks can be readistantial change in the phyly
noted.
The
measuring equipsical height or radiation
ment must be calibrated against
characteristics
of
the
standrecognized
standards
of field itintenard broadcast antennas;
sity and soanconstructed
will
acceptablethataccuracy
otherwise an informal ap- maintain
of
measurement
while
in
motion
or
plication wil be may
acceptable.25
An application
be re-of when stationary. The equipment
quired
for
other
classes
should
be
so
operated
that
the
stations when the tower is recorder chart can be calibrated
toa television
be used in station.
connection with directly in field intensity in order
to facilitate analysis of the chart.
(2) Whension the
televi- The receiving antenna must be
antennaproposed
is to be mounted
horizontally
polarized and should
on a tower in the vicinity be nondirectional.
of a standard broadcast di(c)
Mobile
should
rectional array and it ap- be made withmeasurements
a minimum chart
pears that the operation of speed of 3 inches per mile and
the directional antenna sys- preferably 5 or 6 inches per mile.
tem may be affected, an en- Locations shall be noted on the
gineering study must be filed
as frequently as necwith the television applica- recorderes arychart
to fix definitely the relation
tion concerning the effect of
26 Cluster
and spot measurements
mayby
be submitted,
ifofaccompanied
26 In casecationof(letter)doubt,
an informal
appli- aalsocomplete
showing
the
procedures
together
with
complete
employed.
engineering data should be submitted.
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mile in all directions.
between the measured field intensity and the location. The time
(3) A full description
of the proconstant of the equipment should
cedures and methods
embe such as to permit adequate analployed,
including
the
type of
ysis of the charts, and the time
equipment,
the
method
constant employed shall be shown.
installation and operation,of
Measurements should be made to
and calibration procedures.
a point on each radial well beyond
(4) Complete
obtained
durthe
particular
contour
under
invesing the data
survey,
including
tigation.
calibration.
(Only
the
original
or
one
photostatic
copy
(d) While making
intensityor
measurements
either field
the visual
of the recording tapes, or
the aural transmitter may be used.
representative
be submitted.) samples, need
If the visual transmitter is used,
it is recommended that a black
(5) Antenna system and power
picture be transmitted or that the
employed during the survey.
transmitter be operated at black
(6) Name, address,
and quali-or
level without synchronization
fications of the engineer
peaks.
poweris
engineers
making
the meassomewhat Operation
less than at
blacka level
urements.
permissible
a reduc3.687 Transmitters and assocition in powerbut istoonotgreat
recommended
ated equipment.
due to the difficulty of recording
(a) Visual transmitter.
weak signals. In any event, an
appropriate
factor
shall be
used
(1) The overall aattenuation
charto
convert the
readings
obtained
cteristics of the transmitter,
measured
in
the
antenna
to the field strength that would
transmission line after the
exist on synchronization peaks
vestigial sideband filter (if
while operating at the authorized
used), shall not be greater
power.
than the following amounts
(e) After the measurements are
below the ideal demodulated
completed,
the
recorder
chart
curve.
should be divided into not less than
Figure 7.)(See Appendix C,
15 sections on each equivalent
2 db at 0.5 Mc
radial from the station. The field
2 db at 1.25 Mc
intensity in each section of the
3 db at 2.0 Mc
chart mineshould
be
analyzed
to
deter6 db at 3.0 Mc
the field intensity received 50
12 db at 3.5 Mc
percent of the distance (median
field) throughout the section, and
The curve shall be substantially smooth between these
this median field intensity associated with the corresponding sector
specified points, exclusive of
of the radial. The field intensity
the region from 0.75 Mc to
figures must be corrected for a
receiving antenna elevation of 30
(2) 1.25
The
field
strengthsideband,
or voltageas
Mc."lower
feet and for any directional effects
of the
radiated or dissipated and
of the automobile
and compensated.
receiving antenna not otherwise
measured as described in (3)
This data should be plotted for each
below, shall not be greater
than — 20 db for a moduradial, using log-log coordinate
paper with distance as the abscissa
lating frequency of 1.25 Mc
and
field intensity
as the beordinate.
A smooth
curve should
drawn
(3)
The
attenuation
or greater.28
through these points (of median
tics of a visual characteristransmitter
fields for all sectors) and this
shall
becation ofmeasured
by signal
applicurve taused
to
determine
the
disa
modulating
nce of the desired contour. The
to the transmitter input
distances obtained for each radial
terminals in place of the
may then be plotted on the map
normal composite television
of predicted coverage or on polar
video
signal. The signal apcoordinate paper (excluding water
plied shall be a composite
areas,ice etc.)
to determineareas
the of
serv-a
signal composed of a synand interference
chronizing signal
to estabstation.
lish peak output
voltage
plus
a variable frequency sine
(f) In certain cases the Comwave voltage occupying the
mission
may
desire
more
information or recordings and in these
interval between synchronizing pulses. The axis of the
beinstances
issued. special instructions will
sine wave in the composite
signal
the output
(g) Data obtained in conjunction
monitorobserved
shall bein maintained
with field intensity measurements
at an amplitude 0.5 of the
shall be submitted to the Comvoltage at synchronizing
ion in affidavit
form in triplipeaks. The amplitude of
cate,misincluding
the following:
the sine wave input shall be
(1) Map or maps showing the
held at a constant value.
roads or points
where
measThis constant value should
urements were made, the
be such that at no moduservice and/or interference
frequency doesof the
the
areas determined by the
maximumlatingexcursion
prediction method and by
sine wave, observed in the
the measurements, and any
composite output signal
unusual terrain characterismonitor, exceed the value
tics existing in these areas.
0.75
of peak output voltage.
The maps, preferably of a
The
amplitude
of the
type showing topography in
kilocycle
sideband
shall100-be
the area, should show the
measured and designated
Grade A and Grade B field
zero db as a basis for comintensity contours.
parison. The modulation
(2) If a directional transmitting
Output
measurement
shall be into
madea
antenna is employed, a dia- 27with
operating
gram on polar coordinate dummytheloadtransmitter
ofvoltage
pure resistance
andacross
the
measured
paper showing the predicted demodulated
load.
The
idealin Appendix
demodulatedC,
free space field intensity in this
curve
is
that
shown
millivolts per meter at one Figure 7.
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signal
frequency
then
be
varied
over theshalldesired
range and the field strength
or signal voltage of the corsidebands measAs an responding
alternate
od ofured.measuring,
in meththose
casestic d-cininsertion
which thecanautomabe reby manual control,
the aboveplacedcharacteristic
may
be taken by the use of a
video
sweep
generator
and
without the use of pedestal
synchronizing
pulses.
The
d-c level shall be set for

dix C,tion Figure
8.) Theresponse
deviaof the system
from the standard pre-emshallas lieshown
betweenphasistwo curve
limits
by
Figure
The Appendix
upper of C,these
limits8.
shall betion)uniform
from 50 (no
to devia15,000
cycles.
The
lower
limit
shall
be uniform from 100 to 7,500
cycles,
and
three
db
below
the upper limit; from 100 to
50
shallcycles
fall the
fromlower
threelimitdb
limit at a uniform rate of
one db per octave (4 db at
50 cycles); From 7,500 to
15,000
cyclesfrom
the 3lower
limit
shall fall
db limit
at a uniform rate of two db
per octave (5 db at 15,000
cycles).
(3) At anyquencymodulating
frebetween 50 and
15,000tioncycles
and
at
modulapercentages of 25 percent, 50 percent, and 100
percent, the combined audio
frequency
ured in theharmonics
output ofmeasthe
system
shall
not
exceedvalues
the
r oot-mean-squ are
given in the following table:
Modulation frequency Distortion
(Percent)
50100 toto 1007,500cycles
3.5
cycles
2.5
7,500 to 15,000 cycles
3.0
(i) Measurement shall be
made employing
75
microsecond de-emphasis
the measuring
equip-in
ment and 75 microsecond pre-emphasis
in the
transmitting
equipment,
and without compression
if a compression amplifier ismonics
employed.
Harshall be included

operation.28
(4) midcharacteristic
The radio frequency
signal,
as radiated, shall have an
envelope as would be produced by a modulating signal in conformity with Ap,Figure 4, assideband
modifiedpenbydix Cvestigial
operation specified by Appendix C, Figure
(5) The time
interval3. between
the leading,
edgespulses
of successive horizontal
shall
vary less than one half of
one
percent
of
the
average
interval.
(6) The rate of change of the
frequency of recurrence of
the leading
edges of thesignals
horizontal synchronizing
shall not be greater than
0.15 percent per second, the
frequency to be determined
by anriedaveraging
processof carout over a period
not
less than 20, nor more than
100 lines, such lines not to
include blanking
any portion
vertical
signal.of the
(7) Sufficient
monitoring
equip-to
ment shall be employed
determine whether the visual
signal complies
with Subpart.
the requirements of this
(b) Aural transmitter.
(ii) none
It is ofrecommended
that
(1) The atetransmitter
the three main
satisfactorily shall
with aoperfredivisions of the system
quency swing
± 25 kilototransmitter
30 kc.29 circuit,
(transmitter,
studio andto
cycles,
which ofis considered
100 recommended,
percent modulation.
is
however,It
audio facilities)
contri-of
over one-half
that the transmitter be dethese bute
percentages,
since
s
i
g
n
e
d
t
o
operate
satisfacat
some
frequencies
the
torily with a frequency swing
total comedistortion
may
beof at least ±40 kilocycles.
the
arithmetic
sum
(2) The transmitting system
of the distortions of the
(from input terminals of
divisions.
microphone
- amplifier,at
through audiopre facilities
(4) The transmitting
output noise level system
(frequency
the studio, through telemodulation) in the band of
phone lines or other circuits
50 to 15,000 cycles shall be
between studio and transmitat least 55 db below the auter, through
audio facilities
at the
transmitter,
and
dio frequency
levelswing
repre-of
senting afrequency
through the transmitter, but
excluding
equalizers
for
the
the correction of deficiencies
(5) The transmitting
system output noise level
in microphone response)
modulation)
in the(amplitude
band of
shall be capable of trans50 to 15,000 cycles shall be
m
i
t
i
n
g
a
band
of
frequenkc.30
cies from 50 to 15,000 cycles.
at±25least 50 db below
the levelrepresenting
100 percent
Pre-emphasis shall be employed
in
accordance
with
(6) Ifamplitude
a limiting or compression
the impedance-frequency
amplifier ismodulation.30
employed, precharacteristic of a series inductance-resistance network 29 Measurements of distortion using de- Hi
in
the
measuring
equipment
having a time constant of 75 emphasis
are the
not range
practical
microseconds. (See Appen- for
7,500atto the15,000present
cyclestime;
for;
25 andfore,50 measurements
percent modulation.
There-atj
28 Field sirstrength
measurements
are
deshould
be
made
e
d
.
I
t
is
anticipated
that
these
may
100 percent
modulation and frequencies:
on at leasti
not
yieldto data
which
are consistent
enough
prove
compliance
withabove.
the the
50, following
100,cycles.
400, modulating
1,000,
5,000.
10,000
and|
attenuation
standards
prescribed
15,000
At
25
and
50
percent
measurements
should
be
In that case, measurements with a modulation,
made
on
at
least
the
following
modu
dummy getherload
of
pure
resistance,
tolating frequencies: 50, 100, 400, 1,000
withactedata
the antenna
ristics, shal beon taken
in placechar-of 30andFor5,000the cycles.
purpose of these
overall fieldchronizing
measurements.
Thein "synsignal" referred
these ments,
the visual
should beof S;T: ;
paragraphs
means
either
atoanystandard
inoperative
since transmitter
the exact
amount
synchronizing
wave
form
or
pulse
noise
permissible
not known
at this from
time. that source is fre0
that will properly set the peak.
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caution should be maintained
further authority of the
Commission, Provided,
in its connection in the circuit
due
to
the
use
of
preemphasis in the transmitting
(i) Appropriate entries shall
That—
system.
be made in the operat(7) A modulation monitor shall
the station
showing logtheof date
and timeto
be in operation at the aural
transmitter.
The
percentage
the
equipment
was rereof modulation of the aural
from and
storemoved
d to service.
transmissions shall be maintained as high as possible
(ii) ofThe theEngineer
in Chargein
radio district
consisstent
with good
ity of transmission
and qualgood
which the
station
is located shall be notified
broadcast practice and in no
case less than 85 percent nor
both
immediately
after
more than 100 percent on
the equipment is found
peaks of frequent recurrence
to be defective and imduring any selection which
normally is transmitted at
mediately after the rethe highest level of the propaired or replacement
> (c) gram
under
consideration,
equipment has been inRequirements
stalled and is functionoth visual
and aural applicable
transmitters.to
(1) Automatic means shall be
ing properly.
providedmit erinto maintain
the visualthetrans(iii) During the period when
carthe station is operated
rier frequency within one
without the aural modukilocycle of the authorized
lation monitor or the
frequency; automatic means
shall be provided
in the aural
visual monitoring equiptransmitter
to maintain
the
ment, the licensee shall
carrier frequency within four
provide other suitable
kilocycles of the assigned
means for insuring that
aural carrier frequency or,
the aural modulation is
alternatively, 4.5 megacycles
above the actual visual carmaintained within the
rier frequency within five
tolerance prescribed in
kilocycles. When required by
subparagraph b(7)
Section 3.606, the visual and
above and that the visaural carrier frequencies are
ual signal is maintained
to be offset in frequency by
in accordance with the
10 kilocycles (plus or minus,
requirements of this
as indicated) from the norSubpart.
carrier frequencies.31
(iv) During the period when
(2) The maltransmitters
shall be
the station is operated
equipped with suitable indiwithout the visual or
cating instruments for the
aural frequency monidetermination of operating
tor, the respective carpower and with other instrurier frequency shall be
ments necessary for proper
compared with an exadjustment, operation, and
ternal frequency source
maintenance of the equipof known accuracy at
ment.
sufficiently frequent in(3) Adequate provision shall be
tervals to insure that
made for varying the output
the frequency is mainpower of the transmitters
tained within the tolerto compensate for excessive
ance prescribed in (1)
variations in line voltage or
above.
An entry shall be
for other factors affecting
made in the station log
the output power.
as to the method used
(4) Adequate provisions shall be
and the results thereof.
provided in all component
(v) If the conditions beyond
parts to avoid overheating at
the control of the licenthe rated maximum output
see or permittee prevent
powers.
the restoration of the
(5) Frequency monitors for the
monitor or monitoring
visual and aural transmitequipment
to service
ters, independent of the frewithin
the above
allowed
quency control of the transperiod, an informal remitters,
shall
be
in
operaquest in accordance with
tion at the transmitters.
Section 1.332(d) may be
(6) In the event the visual monifiled
with
the Engineer
toring equipment, the aural
in Charge of the radio
modulation monitor, or the
district in which the stavisual or aural frequency
tion is located for such
monitor becomes defective,
additional time as may
the station may be operated
be required to complete
without such equipment
repairs of the defective
pending its repair or replaceinstrument
or equipment.
ment for a period not in exces of 60 days without
(d) Construction. In general, the
Television
broadcast
author- transmitters
shall be mounted
ed as of April
1, 1952,stations
are0.002%
permitted
frequency
tolerance
of
from
either
on racks and panels or in
le assigned visual and aural carrier
totally enclosed frames protected
•equencies until April 1, 1953.
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as required by article 810 of the
that the instrument
will tingoperate
safely at
National
set forth Electrical
below: Code,32 and as
the applied potential,
additional
protection
is
not necessary.)
(1) Means shall be provided for
making all tuning adjust(ii) In case meters
theare located
plate volt-on
ments, requiring voltages in
the low potential side of
excesspliedofto the350circuit,
volts tofrombe apthe
the
multiplier
resistors
front of the panels with all
with the high potential
access doors closed.
terminal
of
the
ments at or lessinstruthan
(2) Proper
bleeder resistors
other automatic
means shallor
1,000
volts
above ground,
be installed across all the
no protective
case isit re-is
capacitor banks to lower any
quired. However,
voltage
good practicesubject
to protectto
accessiblewhich
with may
accessremain
door
voltmeters
more than 5,000 volts
open totwolessseconds
than 350
within
aftervolts
the
with suitable over-voltaccess door is opened.
protective
devices
acrossage the
instrument
(3) All plate supply and other
terminals
in
case
the
high voltage
equipment,
inwinding opens.
cluding transformers, filters,
rectifiers
motor genera(iii) Transmission line meters
tors, shalland
be protected
so as
and any other radio freto prevent injury to operatquency
which
may instrument
be necessary
ing personnel. guards shall
for
thebe operator
to readas
(i) Commutator
shall
so installed
be provided on all high
to
be
read
easily
and
voltage ery-rotating
accurately without the
Coupling machinguards
should be provided on
operator
having
to
risk
contact with circuits
motor generators.
(ii) Power equipment and
carrying
high potential
radio
frequency
energy.
control
panels
of
the
transmitters shall meet
(e)
Wiring
and
Shielding.
the above requirements
(1) The transmitter panels or
(exposed 220-volt
A. C.
units shall be wired in acswitching
the
front equipment
of the poweron
cordance with standard practice, such as insulated leads
control panelsommendedisbutnotis recnot
properly cabled and supprohibited).
ported, coaxial cables, or
rigid bus bar properly in(iii) Powercatedequipment
sulated and protected.
at a televisionlo(2) Wiring between units of the
broadcast station not directly associated with
transmitters,
with thecarrying
exception of circuits
the transmitters (not
radio frequency energy or
purchased as part of
same), such as power
video energy, shall be indistribution panels, are
stal ed in conduits or approved fiber or metal racenot subject
the provisions of thisto Subpart.
ways to protect
chanical injury. it from me(4) The following provisions
(3) Circuits carrying radio freshall be applicable to metery or video
being equipment:
tweenquencunits
shall energy
be coaxial
(i) All
instruments having
more than 1,000 volts
cables, two wire balanced
lines, or properly shielded
potential
to ground
lines.
the movement
shall onbe
protected by a cage or
(4) All stages or units shall be
cover in addition to the
adequately shielded and filtered to prevent interaction
regular case.struments (Some
inare designed
and radiation.
by the manufacturers to
(5) The tion
frequency
modulamonitors andandassociated
operateages insafely
voltradio frequency lines to the
excess with
of 1,000
volts on the movement.
transmitter shall, be thorIf it can be shown by
oughly shielded.
the manufacturer's ra(f
)
Auxiliary
Aux32of The
sections ofCodearticle
iliary transmitterstransmitters.
may not exceed
the pertinent
National Electrical
read 810as the power
rating
of
the
main
follows:
"8191.
General—
Transmitters
shall comply with the following:
transmitters. As a general guide,
"a. beEnclosing.
shall
enclosed —in aThe
metaltransmitter
frame or specifications for auxiliary transgrille, ating
or spaceseparated
from theor opermitters should conform as much as
by a allbarrier
other
of the main transofequivalent
which aremeans,
effectually metallic
connectedpartsto possible tomit ethose
rs. No requirements are set
ground.
"b. Grounding
of
controls.
—
All
exforth
at
this
time.
controls
accessibleternal tometallicthehandles
operatingand personnel
shall
No
(g) The
Installation.
circuitbein effectually
excess of grounded.
150 volts shall
(1)
installation of transmithave any
parts exposed
to directtypecon-of
ting equipment
shall be made
t
a
c
t
.
A
complete
dead-front
in
suitable
quarters.
switchboard
is
preferred.
"c. Interlocks
on doors. —with
All access
(2) Suitable facilities shall be
doors
shall
be
provided
interwhich willof disconnect
all voltprovided for the welfare and
agelocks
s in excess
350 volts when
any
comfort of the operator.
door is opened."
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(h) Spare tubes.
(1) A spare tube of every type
employed in the transmitters
and the frequency and modulation monitors shall be kept
on hand at the equipment location. When more than one
tube of any type is employed, the following table
determines the number of
spares of that type required:
Number of each type Spares
employed: required
1 or 2
1
3 to 5
2
6 to 8
3
9 or more
4
(2) An accurate circuit diagram
and list of required spare
tubes, as furnished by the
manufacturer of the equipment, shall be supplied and
retained at the transmitter
location.
(i) Operation.
(1) Spurious emissions, including radio frequency harmonics, shall be maintained at as
low a level as the state of the
art permits.
(2) If a limiting or compression
amplifier is used in conjunction with the aural transmitter, due operating precautions should be maintained
because of pre-emphasis in
the transmitting system.
(j) Studio equipment. Studio
equipment shall be subject to all
the above requirements where applicable, except as follows:
(1) If properly covered by an underwriters' certificate, it will
be considered as satisfying
safety requirements.
(2) Section 8191 of article 810
of the National Electrical
Code shall apply for voltages
only in excess of 500 volts.
(3) No specific requirements are
made relative to the design
and acoustical treatment of
studios. However, the design of studios, particularly
the main studio, shall be
compatible with the required
performance characteristics
of television broadcast stations.
3.688. Indicating instruments, (a)
Each television broadcast station
shall be equipped with indicating
instruments for measuring the
direct plate voltage and current of
the last radio stage of the visual
and aural transmitters and the
transmission line radio frequency
current, voltage, or power of both
transmitters; such instruments
shall conform to the specifications
therefor set forth in this Subpart.
(b) The following requirements
and specifications shall apply to
indicating instruments used by
Page 148 • April 14, 1952 Part

television broadcast stations in
compliance with (a) above:
(1) Length of scale shall be not
less than 2 3/10 inches.
(2) Accuracy shall be at least 2
percent of the full scale
reading.
(3) Scale shall have at least 40
divisions.
(4) Full scale reading shall be
not greater than five times
the minimum normal indication.
(5) No specifications are prescribed at this time regarding the peak indicating device
3.689(b). required by Section
(c) Any required instrument, the
accuracy of which is questionable,
shall not be employed. Repairs and
calibration of instruments shall be
made by the manufacturer, or by
an authorized instrument repair
service of the manufacturer, or by
some other properly qualified or
equipped instrument repair service.
In any case, the repaired instrumenttifimust
be supplied with a cercate of calibration.
(d) Recording instruments may
be employed in addition to the indicating instruments to record the
direct plate current and/or voltage
to the last radio stage provided
that they do not affect the operation of the circuits or accuracy of
the indicating instruments. If the
records are to be used in any proceeding before the Commission, as
representative of operation, the
accuracy must be the equivalent of
the indicating instruments and the
calibration shall be cheeked at such
intervals as to insure the retention
of such accuracy.
(e) The function of each instrument used in the equipment shall
be clearly and permanently shown
on the instrument itself or on the
panel immediately adjacent thereto.
(f ) In the event that any one of
the indicating instruments required by subparagraph (a) of this
Section becomes defective when no
substitute which conforms with the
required specifications is available,
the station may be operated without the defective instrument pending its repair or replacement for a
period not in excess of 60 days;
Provided, That—
(1) Appropriate entries shall be
made in the operating log of
the station, showing the date
and time the meter was removed from and restored to
service.
(2) The Engineer in Charge of
the radio district in which
the station is located shall
be notified both immediately
after the instrument is found
to be defective and immedi[ Final TV Report

of composite equipment
ately after the repaired or
the factor F shall be
replacement instrument has
furnished
to the Com
been installed and is funcmission by the applican
tioning properly.
along with a statemen
of the basis used in de
(3) If the defective instrument
is a plate voltmeter or plate
termining such factor.
ammeter in the last radio
stage, the operating power
(b) Maintenance:
shall be maintained by
(1) Visual transmitter. — Th<
means of the radio frequency
peak
shallreading
be monide j
transmission line meter.
tored power
by a peak
vice which reads proportion
(4) If conditions beyond the
ally to voltage, current, o|
controlvent theofrestoration
the licensesof prethe
power in the radio frequency
meter to service within the
line,
meter theto measure
be eali'l
above allowed period, inforbratedtheduring
mal request may be filed in
ment described in subpara
accordance with Section
1.332(d) with the Engineer
graph (a)(1) of this Section
The operating power as s<
in charge
of the
trict in which
the radio
stationdis-is
monitored shall be main
located for such additional
tained as near as practicable
time as may be required to
to the authorized operating
completefective
repairs
of
the
deinstrument.
power and shall not exceec
the limits of 10 percenl
3.689 Operating power.
above and 20 percent below
(a) Determination:
the authorized power excepl
(1) Visual transmitter. — The opin emergencies. As a furthei
erating power of the visual
check, both the plate voltage
transmitter shall be determined at the output terminal
and plate current of the outof the vestigial sideband filput stage shall be measured
ter, if such filter is used;
with a standard black teleotherwise, at the transmitter
vision picture with the transoutput terminal. The avermitter operating into the
age power shall be measured
antenna.
These values must
while operating into a dummy
load of substantially zero
agree
substantially
with correactance and a resistance
responding readings taken
equal to the transmission
under paragraph (a)(1) o^
line surge impedance, while
this Section.
transmitting a standard
black television picture. The
(2) Aural transmitter. — The oppeak power shall be the
erating power of the aural
power obtained by this methtransmitter shall be mainod, multiplified by the factor
tained as near as practicable
1.68. mentDuringto the authorized operating
the directthis
platemeasurevoltage
and current of the last radio
power, and shall not exceed
stage and the peak output
the limits of 10 percent
voltage or current shall be
above and 20 percent below
read for use below.
the authorized power except
in emergencies.
(2) Aural transmitter. — The operating power of the aural
transmitter shall be deter(3) Reduced power. — In the
event it becomes impossible
mined by the indirect method. This is the product of the
to operate with the authorplate voltage (Ep) and the
ized power, the station may
plate current (Ip) of the last
be operated with reduced
radio stage, and an efficiency
power for a period of 10 days
factor, F; that is:
or less provided the ComOperating power=EpxIpxF
mission and the Engineer in
(i) The efficiency factor, F,
Charge of the radio district
shall be established by
in which the station is lothe transmitter manucated shall be notified in
facturer for each type
transmitter for which he
writing immediately theresubmits data to the
after and also upon the reCommission, and shall
sumption ofthe normal operbe shown in the instruction books supplied to
the customer with each 33 See Part O ofatingthepower.33Commission's Rules!
for addresses
the Commission's Engi-;
transmitter. In the case neering
Field ofOffices.
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APPENDIX B
Table I
MINUTES TO DECIMAL PARTS OF A DEGREE
Minutes
Minutes Degrees
Minutes Degrees
4143
21
0.35
0.01667
1
42
22
.36667
.03333
P3
23
.38333
.05
4446
24
4
.06667
.40
.41667
25
.08333
5
4745
.43333
26
.10
6
.45
27
.11667
e
48
28
.13333
.46667
49
29
9
.48333
.15
50
30
.50
10
.16667
51
.51667
.18333
11
.53333
313233
.20
12
.55
5352
.21667
h
34
.56667
14
.23333
35
.58333
5554
15
.25
36
56
16
.26667
.60
.61667
37
57
17
.28333
38
58
18
.30
.63333
.65
19
4039
.31667
.66667
6059
20
.33333
SECONDS TO DECIMAL PARTS OF A DEGREE
Seconds Degrees
Seconds Degrees
42Seconds
0.00583
21
1
0.00028
2223
.00056
2
.00611
.00639
4341
.00083
3
24
.00667
44
4
.00111
25
4547
.00139
5
.00694
26
.00722
6
.00167
4846
27
H .
.00194
.0075
49
28
8
.00222
.00778
29
9
.0025
.00806
.00833
10
30
50
.00278
.00306
11
.00861
3231
.00333
.00889
5153
13
33
.00361
.00917
52
14
34
.00389
.00994
35
.00972
5554
.00417
36
56
.00444
.01.01028
37
.00472
.01056
38
.005
5758
.01083
19
.00528
4039
20
.00556
6059
.01111

Have

you

read

Degrees
0.68333
.70
.71667
.73333
.76667
.75
.78333
.81667
.80.83333
.85
.86667
.88333
.90
.91667
.93333
.95
.96667
1.00.98333
Degrees
0.01139
.01167
.01194
.01222
.0125
.01278
.01306
.01333
.01361
.01389
.01417
.01444
.01472
.015
.01528
.01556
.01583
.01611
.01639
.01667

APPENDIX B
Table II
MILES PER DEGREE OF LATITUDE DIFFERENCE
Middle30
Statute
Statute
Middle
Miles
Latitude
Miles
Latitude
30
68.828
68.992
25° 30
68.833
68.998
26 0 0 '
68.837
41 0
69.004
68.842
30
30
69.011
42 0
27 300
68.847
69.017
69.023
30
68.852
28 0
4244 0
68.857
69.029
30
68.862
69.035
69.041
29 0
68.867
040°
68.873
3030
69.047
30
30 0
45 0
69.053
68.878
69.060
30
68.883
'
069.066
46 0
68.889
31 0
69.072
30
30
68.894
4748 0
69.078
32 0
68.899
69.084
30
30
68.905
69.090
0
33 0
68.911
49
69.096
30
30
68.916
69.102
0
68.922
34 0
30
69.108
30
68.928
50 0
35 0
69.115
68.933
68.939
36 300
68.945
30
68.951
37 0
68.957
30
68.962
38 0
68.968
30
68.974
39 300
68.980
68.986
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Telecasting

Yearbook^

Read it and join the 5500 radio and TV station and
network personnel, the 2500 advertising agencies, 3000
national and regional advertisers— more than 5000 of
the most influential buyers of television time.
It takes a book like this first Telecasting Yearbook
to sum up the business of telecasting, underscore its
economic and programming aspects. In fact, and in
short, only the Telecasting Yearbook gives buyers everything basic about the business of television.

*rJThis 54th issue ...
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APPENDIX B - TABLE III
Latitude
Degrees 25 26
2?
28
29
30
31
32
33
3k
Statute Miles
Min.
0 62.728 62.211 61.675 61.120 60.5U7 59.955 59.3U5 58.716 58.070 57.1*06
1 .720 .202 .666 .111 .537 .91*5 -335 .706 .059 .395
2
-657 .101
3 .712
.703 .193
.13U .61*8
.092 .528'
.517 .935
.925 .321*
.311* .695
.681* .01*8
.037 .381*
.373
1* .691* .176 .639 .082 .508 .915 .303 .67U .026 .362
5 .656 .167 .630 .073 .1*98 .905 .293 .663 .015 .350
'6
.677 .158
.1*88 .885
.895 .272
.282 .61*2
.652 58.00I4
.339
7 .669
.1U9 .621
.611 .061*
.051* .1*78
57.991* .328
8 .600 .11*0 .602 .0U5 .U69 .875 .262 .631 .983 .316
9 .652 .132 .593 .035 .U59 .865 .252 .620 .972 .305
10 .61*1* .123 .581* .026 .1*1*9 .855 .21*1 .610 .961 .291*
11 .635 .11U .575 .017 .1*1*0 .81*5 .231 .599 .950 .283
12 .627 .105 .566 61.007 .1*30 .835 .221 .588 .939 .271
13 .613 .096 .557 60.997 .1*20 .825 .210 .578 .928 .260
Hi .609 .088 .5U7 .988 .1*10 .311* .200 .567 .917 .21*9
15 .601 .079 .538 .979 .1*00 .801; .189 .556 .906 .238
16 .592 .070 .529 .969 .390 .791* .179 .51*6 .895 .227
17 .50 .061 .520 .959 .381 .78U .168 .535 .881* .215
18 .575 .052 .510 .950 . 371 .771* .158 .521* .873 .201*
19 .567 .01*1* .501 .91*0 . 361 .761* .11*7 .511* .862 .192
20 .559 .035 .U92 .931 .352 .751* .137 .503 .851 .181
21 .$50 .026 .1*33 .921 .31*2 .71*1* .127 .U92 .81*0 .170
22 .51*1 .017 .1*71* .912 .332 .731* .116 .1*81 .829 .159
23 .532 62.008 .1*65 .902 . 322 . 723 .106 .1*70 . 818 .11*7
2U .521* 61.999 .1*55 .893 .312 .713 .095 .1*60 .807 .136
25 .515 .990 .1*1*6 .383 . 302 . 703 .085 .1*1*9 .796 .125
26 .507 .981 .1*37 .871* .292 .693 .071* .1*38 .785 .113
27 .1*98 .972 .1*28 .865 .282 .683 .061* .1*28 .771* .102
23 .1*39 .963 .1*19 .355 .273 .672 .051* .1*17 .763 .090
29 .1*80 .955 .1*09 .31*5 .263 .662 .01*3 .1*06 .752 .079
30 .1*72 .91*6 .1*00 .836 .253 .652 .033 .396 .7U1 .068
31 .U63 . 937 . 391 .826 .21*3 .61*2 .022 . 335 . 729 .057
32 .1*55 .928 .331 .817 .233 .632 .012 .371* .718 .01*5
33 .1*1*6 .918 .372 .307 .223 .622 59.001 .363 .707 .031*
31* .1*38 .909 . 363 . 798 . 213 .611 58.991 .352 .696 .022
35 .1*29 . 900 . 351* .788 . 203 .601 .980 .31*1 .635 57.011
36 .1*20 .891 .31*1* .778 .191* .591 .970 .331 .671* 56.999
37 .1*12 .382 .335 .768 .181* .581 .960 .320 .663 .988
33 .1*03 . 871* .325 . 759 .171* .571 .91*9 . 309 . 652 .977
39 .395 .865 .316 .750 .161* .561 .939 .298 .61*1 .966
1*0 .386 .856 .307 .71*0 .151* .550 .928 .288 .629 .951*
1*1 .377 . 81*7 . 298 . 730 .11*1* .51*0 .917 . 277 .618 .91*3
1*2 . 369 .838 . 289 . 721 .131* .530 . 907 . 266 . 607 .931
1*3 .360 .829 .279 .711 .121* .520 .896 .255 .596 .919
1*1* .351 .320 .270 .701 .ill* .510 .886 .21*1* .585 .908
1*5 .3U2 .811 .261 .692 .101* .500 .875 .233 .571* .897
1*6 .33U .302 .252 .682 .091* .1*89 .365 .223 .563 .885
U7 .325 .793 .21*2 .672 .081* .1*79 .85U .212 .552 .871*
1*8 .316 .781* .233 .663 .071* .1*68 . 81*3 . 201 .51*1 .863
U9 .308 .775 .223 .65I* .065 .1*58 .833 .190 .529 .851
50 .299 .766 .211* .61*1* .055 .1*1*3 .822 .179 .518 .81*0
51 .290 .757 .205 .631* .01*5 .1*38 .812 .168 .507 .829
52 .281 .71*8 .195 .625 .035 .1*27 .8O1 .157 .1*96 .817
53 . 272 . 739 .186 . 615 .025 .1*17 . 790 .11*7 .1*85 . 805
51* .261* .730 .176 .605 .015 .1*06 .780 .136 .1*73 .791*
55 . 255 . 721 .167 . 595 60.005 . 396 .769 .125 .1*62 .782
56 .21*6 .712 .158 .586 59*99$ .336 .759 .ill* .1*51 .771
57 .237 .702 .U*8 .576 .985 .376 .71*8 .103 .1*1*0 .759
58 . 228 . 693 .139 . 566 .975 . 365 . 737 . 092 .1*29 . 71*8
59 .220 .681* .129 .557 .965 .355 .727 .081 .2*18 .737
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APPENDIX B - TABLE III
Miles per Degree of Longitude Difference
tude
Lati35
Degrees
36
37
38
39
40
Ul
42
43
44
Statute Miles
'
-1
Min.
0 56.725 56.026 55.311 54.578 53.028 53.063 52.250 51.U82 50.669 49.839
1 .713 .014 .299 .565 .816
.050 .267 .469 .655 .825
2 .702 56.002 .286 .553 .803 .037 .254 .455 .641 .811
3 .690 55.991 .274 .5U1 .791 <024 .2la .U42 .627 .797
U .678 .979 .262 .528 .778 53.011 .229 .429 .614 .783
5 .667 .967 .250 .516 .765 52.998 .215 .415 .600 .769
6 .655 .955 .238 .503 .753 .985 .201 .402 .586 .755
7 .644 .943 .226 .491 .740 .972 .188 .388 .573 .741
8 .632 .931 .213 .479 .727 .959 .175 .375 .559 .72?
9 .621 .920 .201 .466 .715 .946 .162 .361 .545 .713
10 .610 .908 .189 .454 .702 .933 .Hi;9 .348 .531 .699
11 .598 .896 .177 .441 .689 .920 .135 .335 .517 .685
12 .586 .884 .165 .429 .677 .907 .122 .321 .504 .671
13 .575 .872 .153 .417 .664 .894 .109 .307 .490 .657
Hi .563 . 860 .Ha .404 .651 .881 .096 .294 .476 .643
15 .552 .849 .128 . 392 . 639 . 868 .082 . 280 .462 .629
16 .540 .637 .116 .380 .626 .855 .069 .267 .449 .615
17 .529 .825 .104 .367 .613 .842 .056 .253 .435 .601
18 .517 .813 .093 .354 .601 .830 .043 .2l|0 .421 .587
19 .505 .802 .080 .342 .588 .817 .030 .226 .408 .573
20 .493 .790 .068 .330 . 575 .80U .016 .213 .394 .559
21 .482 .778 .056 .317 .562 .791 52.003 .199 .380 .545
22 .470 . 766 .043 .304 .549 -778 51.990 .185 .366 .531
23 .459 .754 .031 .292 .536 .765 .977 .172 .352 .517
24 .447 .742 .019 .280 .521; .752 .963 .159 .333 .503
25 .U35 .730 55.007 .267 .511 .739 . 950 .1U5 .325 .U89
26 .U2U .718 5U.995 .255 .U98 . 726 . 936 .132 . 311 .U75
27 .Ul2 .706 .983 .2U2 .U86 .713 .923 .118 .297 .U6l
28 .liOl .69U .970 .230 .U73 .700 .910 ,10U .2b3 .Ui7
29 .389 .682 .958 .217 .U60 .687 .897 .091 .270 .U33
30 .378 .671 .9^6 .205 ,IM .67U .883 .077 .256 .U19
31 .366 .659 .93U .192 .U35 .661 .870 .06U ,2U2 .1|05
32 .35U .6U7 .922 .180 .U22 .6U8 .857- .050 .228 .391
33 .3U3 .635 .909 .167 .U09 .635 .8U3 .036 .21U .377
'3k
897 .155
396 ..608
622 .817
. 830 51.010
.023 .186
. 200 ..348
362
35 .331
.319 .623
.611 ..885
.1U2 ..33U
36 .308 .599 .872 .130 .371 .595 .80U 50.996 .173 .331;
37 .296 .587 .861 .117 .358 .582 .790 .982 .159 .320
38 .2B1; .575 .848 .101; .345 .569 .777 .968 .145 .306
39 .273 .563 .836 ■ .092 .332 .556 .763 .955 .131 .292
40 .261 .551 .824 .080 .320 .543 .750 .942 .117 .277
41 .249 . 539 . 811 .067 . 307 . 530 . 736 .928 .103 . 263
U2 .238 .527 .799 .054 .294 .517 .723 .914 .039 .249
U3 .226 .515 .787 .042 .281 .504 .710 .901 .076 .235
hh .214 .503 .775 .030 .268 .U91 .697 .887 .062 .221
h$ .202 .491 .762 .017 .255 .478 .684 .873 .048 .207
46 .191 .479 .750 54.005 .243 .W>5 .670 . 860 .034 .193
47 .179 .467 .738 53.992 .230 .U52 .657 .846 .020 .179
U8 .167 .455 .726 .979 .217 .438 .643 .833 50.006 .165
49 .156 .443 .713 .967 .204 .425 .630 .819 49.992 .151
50 .144 .431 .701 .955 .191 .412 .616 .805 .978 .136
51 .132 .419 .688 .942 .178 .399 .603 .792 .965 .122
52 .120 .407 .676 .929 .165 .386 .590 .778 .951 .108
53 .109 .395 .664 .917 .152 .373 .576 .764 .937 .094
54 .097 .383 .652 .904 .140 .359 .563 .751 .923 .080
55 .085 .371 .639 .891 .127 .346 .549 .737 .909 .066
56 .073 .359 .627 .879 .114 .333 .536 .723 .895 .051
57 .061 .347 .614 .867 .101 .320 .523 .710 .881 .037
58 .050 .335 .602 .854 .038 .307 .509 .696 .867 .023
59 .038 .323 .590 .841 .075 .294 .U96 .682 .853 49.009
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APPENDIX B
TABLE HI
Miles per Degree of Longitude
1*6
1*7
1*5
"
**i,Latitude
MiddleDegrees
Statute Miles
Min.
)iH 995 lift 1 15 )i7 .21*5
260
o
9ft0
.271
2
.120
•you
95?
091
j
.106
.966
•063
077
.216
.201
c
0?1
187
ono
17?
•
x 1£
.01*8
71
Ol)i
1 58
•xpo
019
ikl
Q
!867
88l U8.O05
9
•V77
.128
ioXI*
859 )i7 990
.opt:
8lH
099
.79751-3
XX
•• 821*
961
.081*
J.1 a?
•069
809
•05U
11
• 795
I7P
• 7OX
.91?
19
»7UU
tIk1 n5
•01*0
781
91/J'71
•
.7-1767
.901
.025
.
1
OX
.859
1167
75?
1*7.010
.888 k6
718
995
13
• (JO
.721*
.81*5
20
.980
.709
21
2k
• 6<?lu75
810
22
• 951
7PX
.916
*68l
.966
.316
21
.921
667
29
• 7 >J
.801
.6m
.787
.877
•623
77?
.891
• U7X
25
.618
26
•.758
II'
•906
.3U7
?7
609
7kl
.729
28
.362
.711*
.332
.581
.803
.685
.699
.567
.818
.552
.671
.538
.521*
.056
•.771
759
.788
111
.61*1
.627
.1*91*
.7Uu
35
.729
16
.699
31
.597
j&32
.1*80
.1*37
.583
.612
.711*
.1*66
.1*52
.681*
.553
.1*23
.669
37
39
.539
U3
l*o
.568
.1*09
.639
.395
.651*
1*2
.1*95
.509
.521*
.609
.621*
38
.365
.595
H5
Ul
.380
Ul*
1*9
.1*65
U7
.1*80
.351
.336
1*6
.565
.1*51
.293
.580
.1*36
1*3
.322
.551
.308
.279
.1*07
.536
.U21
.265
.377
.5a
.392
.363
.250
.1*91
.506
.236
.333
.1*76
.207
S
.1*61
.222
55
.14*6
.31*8
50
.1*31
.319
51
.192
.163
.289
52
.178
.275
59
.301*
.11*9
57
.1*16
.1*01
56
.386
58

Difference
I161*8171
.156
.126
.31*1
111
?96
.237
.231
?5?
.266
»J»?071 1
.222
1 9?
. 1J-J477f
.162
1)i7
•.11?
XX (
117
.087
♦102
.072
057
.027
.01*2
1*6.0121
<4?»77
k5.997
.967
•.982
7>-> 1
.937
.95?
.891
.922
.876
.906
.361
.81*6
.S^L
.816
.801
.786
.771
.756
.71*1jj.695
.710
.726
.665
.635
.680
.650
.601*
.620
.589
.559
.571*
.5U1*
.1*99
.529
.511*
.1*81*

1*5.1*68
.I1I8
.li5i
h07
.1*22
19?
.177
« J716?£■
lk6
.331
.n 7
Y)1
•.236
.TJX
?TO
255
•.179
2l*0
.225
.210
19)i
«XU7
.161*
.1U9
.101
.118
.071
.088
.057
•01*2
.026
1*5.011
•7
UU.996
.965
.981
.950
a on
.915
.889
.871*
•90l*
♦/"'
.31*3
.858
.827
.797
.812
.782
.751
.766
.736
.689
.705
.720
.659
.671*
.61*3
.613
.597
.628
.582
.566
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F(50,50)

Channels

7-13

Transmitting Antenna Height in Feet
TELEVISION CHANNELS 7-13
ESTIMATED FIELD STRENGTH EXCEEDED AT 50 PERCENT OF THE POTENTIAL
RECEIVER LOCATIONS FOR AT LEAST 50 PERCENT OF THE TIME
AT A RECEIVING ANTENNA HEIGHT OF 30 FEET
FIGURE 6
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ASSUMED
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For

KFMB-TV

chose

The

a

TOWER

FISHER

Our

coverage

Diego

San

permanent

record speaks for itself.
is
staff we maintain

backed

towers

of

both

in

experience
fabrication

the

erecting

and

all

of

years

by

up

of

heights.

FM

TV—AM—
CONSULT

C.
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FISHER
agents
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SALES

N.E.

&

&

SON

for

ERECTING

COLUMBIA

—Portland,

Oregon—

BLVD.

CO

APPENDIX E
INDEX OF ASSIGNMENT DECISIONS
Counter
Final
Proposed
Assign-ments and proposals
and
ments and
Assignrelated
filings
Reservations
Conclusions Reservations
(Paragraph Numbers)
ALABAMA
Auburn
790
791
793
791
Birmingham
796-799
791
Mobile
791
800
790
796799
794
Montgomery
797- 799
Tuscaloosa
795
800
790
791
University
ARIZONA
239
239
938
Flagstaff
937
Phoenix
Tucson
937
938 936
935
935
238,
^uma
ARKANSAS
634
634
620
636-638
Blytheville
619
619
FayetteSmith
ville
Fort
615
616
616, 617
Little Rock
615 615
615
CALIFORNIA
Bakersfield
959
238, 960
Fresno
941
238,
975
976 945-948
Los
Angeles
962
963
Monterey
Oakland
See
San
Francisco-Oakland.
956
957
958
Port
Chicago
943,
940
Sacramento
950
Salinas
962
964
963
976 944
San Bernardino
975
976
971
974
San Diego
238,
972, 973
952-954
953
955
San
Francisco-Oakland
San JoseBarbara
975
976
976
Santa
942
949
Stockton
947
975
976
976
950
Visalia
942
950
COLORADO
Boulder
863
852
854
861
Colorado
853
Craig Springs
865, 866
Denver
860,
865-867
851
Durango
865,
868
856
865,
868
Grand
Junction
857
865,
868
Montrose
858
863
Pueblo
CONNECTICUT
253
283
288
253
264
288
236,
268-269,
262, 264
277-281,
284
New
Haven
253
263
288
253
281, 277-283
285-287
New
London
283
288
236,
Norwich
253
264
288
Storrs
253
264
283
253
264
Waterbury
283
288
DELAWARE
339
339
Wilmington
340, 346
347
DISTRICT
OF COLUMBIA
331
332
Washington
331
332
FLORIDA
778
778
779
Daytona
Beach
Fort
Lauderdale
807
808
816
818
781
Gainesville
807
809
814
818
Jacksonville
807
810
818
815-817
Miami
831
827-830
820,
821
819
Orlando
807
814,
816,
817
807
811
812
818
814
Panama
City
Pensacola
782
783
784-788
St. Petersburg
See Tampa-St.
Petersburg
789
Tallahassee
778
778
779,
780
819
828-830
820,
Tampa781
West PalmSt. Petersburg
Beach
807
813 822
814
818
831
GEORGIA
Albany
782
786
Athens
766
767
775
789
770-774
Atlanta
766
768
775
771-774
Columbus
776
776
777
777
Macon
776
769
772,
774
Savannah
776
776
777
777
775
Voldosta
819
820, 822, 823 824, 826
831
IDAHO
896
897
899
897
896
898
898
899
ILLINOIS
518
Carbondale
520
519
518
Centralia
529
546
526
527
Champaign
534-545
537
Chicago
507
507
510
508,
509
546
Dekalb
516
517
515
515 See Davenport, Iowa
Moline
Peoria
534-545
529
546
526
514,
558
556
556
557
Quincy
Rockford
511
511
Rock
Island
512
See
Davenport,
Iowa
512
513
513
Springfield
Urbana
546
528
526
514
534-545
INDIANA
444
442-443
4
441
441
Bloomington
447
446-447
445
iEvans
ville
445
439
440
438
438
Fort
Gary Wayne
462
459
459
236, 461
430
430
434
Indianapolis
236, 431-433
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Final
ments and
and
Counterfilings
proposals
related
Conclusions Assigntions
(Paragraph Numbers) ReservaLafayette
1
458
Logansport
»
436
Michigan City
2
453
Muncie
I
236, 455
South
Bend
Terre Haute
»
451
S
449
Cedar Rapids
546,
526
546
533
534-545
Davenport-Rock
547
Moline,
Illinois Island525
522-524
Des
Moines
547
547
555
Dubuque
548-554
Fort
559
560
521
521
Iowa Dodge
City
555
547
548-554
565
566
559
Keokuk
561
Mason
City
558
556
556
557
Sioux City
546
565
564
562
563
Waterloo
546
526
534-545
564
Jft.i-Y.LN
OAO
532
Lawrence
588
596
589,
590
Manhattan
598
597
597
598
600
599
599
600
588
Topeka
Wichita
601
601
602,
603
463 KENTUCKY
436
604
464-466
Louisville
467
463
Owensboro
437
435
435
LOUISIANA
Alexandria
843
844-846
Baton Rouge
838, 839
Houma
842
832
839
843
847
Lafayette
843
844-846
833
Lake
Charles
842
832
836
834
New
Orleans
840,
841
832
835
838-841
843
847
Shreveport
837
842
250
842
252
MAINE
250
Bangor
249
249
252
251
Oreno
249
250
249
Portland
251
MARYLAND
331
331
332
332
Baltimore
276
MASSACHUSETTS
288
253
265-268, 272-276 288
Boston
253
Brockton
256
See Springfield-Holyoke
Holyoke
260
Pittsfield
277-280
257
253
258
288
268-269,
Springfield-Holyoke
253
259
268-269 277-280 288
Worcester
288
490
505 MICHIGAN
490
506
Ann Arbor
849
Bad Axe
236,
849 492
Bay
City
493
505
470
236,
491,
506
500
501
848
468
Cadillac
848
500
502
501
Calumet
468
Coldwater
236,
469
502
478
478
484
Detroit
485
500
500
Escanaba
235,
236,
501 473
474
Flint
486-488
235, 479-483
472,
485
489
Grand
Rapids
502
500
500
471
Lansing
471
Hancock
498
475
477
475
235,
476
500
500
Marquette
495
501
502
499
Saginaw
504
Sault Ste. City
Marie
501
502
Traverse
MINNESOTA
579
579
Duluth
534-545
526
530
Mankato
570
570
571
Minneapolis-St.
Paul
526
530
New
Ulm
534-545
See
Minneapolis
St. Paul
MISSISSIPPI
806, 847
Biloxi
805,
843 784
805, 843
789
782
785-788
806,
Jackson
801
801
802, 844-846
803
Meridian
805
805
806
State
College
University
805
805
804
MISSOURI
806
848
849
Clinton
585
586
Columbia
557
Hannibal
Kansas City
588
539, 540
529
Kirksville
556
567
568
St. Joseph
567
568
591,
St. Louis
568 592928
Springfield
Billings
567
MONTANA
927
927
928
Bozeman
Butte
236,
924, 925
928
Great City
Falls
Miles
928
928
Missoula
NEBRASKA
869
Alliance
610
Lincoln
612, 613
613
611,
614
Omaha
851
614
610
969 NEVADA
969
965 965
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Reserva-

Proposed
Counter
Final
Assign-ments and proposals
Assign-and
and
ments
Reservarelated
Reservations filings Conclusions tions
(Paragraph Numbers)
NEW HAMPSHIRE
288
254
253
Durham
265-267290
290
None
289
236,
Hanover
Rochester
291
289
I
291
NEW JERSEY
330
None
Andover
236,
329
327
330
329
Camden
330
327
None
Freehold
330
329
None
Hammonton
None
327
Montclair
236, 329
325
325
Newark
330
329
New Brunswick
327
330
NEW MEXICO
931
930
930
Albuquerque
932
931
Gallup
932
934
933
Raton
932
931
930
930
Roswell
930
Santa
931
296,
930
932
931 933
931
Silver FeCity
296,
238,
932
934
296,
NEW YORK
Albany-Schenectady-Troy
236,
295,
320
292,
319
292
295,
292,
Binghamton
292,
235, 298
236, 295,
Buffalo
292, 297
300
292, 297
301
303-307316
315
None
Corning
235,
296, 308
Ithaca
292,
300
292, 302
322
295, 323
303-307
None
Kingston
236,
296
292
Malone
324 327
236,
293
294-295,
326
296,
292, 325
New
YorkFallsCity
308
303-307
301
Niagara
320
Oneonta
319
296
292
Poughkeepsie
321
236,
293
292
Rochester
292, 317
295, 318
Rome
See Utica-Rome
321
320
292
319
Schenectady
292, 309 292, 311
Syracuse
235,
313 295, 312- 296, 314
Troy
See Albany-Schenectady-Troy
292
292
295
Utica-Rome
Watertown
309 310
235, 312-313
NORTH CAROLINA
757
758
757
758
Asheville
757
758
757 757
Chapel
Hill
720-722,
726, 758
758 758
Charlotte
714,
715,
757
757
757
Durham
758
Greensboro
714,
757
726, 758
758
757
716
714
726
721,
High
849 722
848
848
KinstonPoint
757
758
757
Raleigh
849
Salem
See Winston-Salem
758
757
Wilmington
Winston- Salem
714,
757 757
717, 757
NORTH DAKOTA
606
Bismarck
605
605
606
605
605
Dickinson
606
605
605
Fargo
605
605
Grand
Forks
605
605
Minot
605 605
Williston
OHIO
Akron
Cincinnati
236, 413-415
405-409
Cleveland
236,
Columbus
418-419
396-397
Dayton
Oxford
Sandusky
Steubenville
Toledo
Warren
Wooster
393
236,
Young
stown
Zanesville
428 402
OKLAHOMA
621
621
Enid
630
622
623
624
624 848
Lawton
623, 849
648
621,
Muskogee
622,
849
621
621
Norman
622
623
627-632
624
624,
625
Oklahoma
City
632
848
848
849
Pryor
Creek
Stillwater
622
623
849
627-632
Tulsa
624 621
624, 626
632
OREGON
877
235, 883
Albany
881
919
Corvallis
919
920
915-917
914
912
914
Eugene
911
Portland
911
921
Salem
922
921PENNSYLVAT
236, 385
370
367
Altoona
368
235,
384
Beaver
Falls
384
None
Braddock
351
357
376
Erie
376
333
236,
377-380
333
Harrisburg
236,
Johnstown
374
374
375 334
341-346
Lancaster
339
339
Lebanon
336
336
337 382
None
Lock
Haven
236,
382
None
McKeesport
350
355
339
339
Philadelphia
340-345
348
Pittsburgh
349
236,
354-358,
361-363,
365
336
Reading
336
Scranton
333
236,
333
373 334
State
College
372
372
348
Washington
352
358, 361-362
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Charleston
Clemson
Columbia
Greenville
Spartanburg
Brookings
Pierre
Sioux Falls
Vermillion
Bristol
Chattanooga
Cookeville
Harriman
Kingsport
Knoxville
Maryville
Memphis
Nashville
Shelbyville
Amarillo
Austin
Beaumont-Port Arthur
Breckenridge
Brownsville
College Station
Corpus Christi
Dallas
Denison
Denton
El Paso
Fort Worth
Galveston
Harlingen
Houston
Laredo
Longview
Lubbock
McAllen
Monahans
Port
Arthur
San Antonio
Angelo
San
Sherman
Temple
Texarkana
Victoria
Waco
Weslaco
Wichita Falls
Logan
Price
Ogden
Provo
Salt Lake City
Vernal
Blacksburg
Bristol
Charlottesville
Danville
Harrisonburg
Lynchburg
Newport
News
Norfolk-Portsmouth
Petersburg
Portsmouth
Richmond
Roanoke
Bellingham
Ellensburg
Kennewick
Longview
Olympia
Omak- Okanogan
Pasco
Pullman
Richland
Seattle
Spokane
Tacoma
Walla
Walla
Wenatchee
Yakima
Beckley
Charleston
Clarksburg
Huntington
Morgantown
Princeton
Wheeling

Counter- AssignFinal
proposals
and
ments and
related
Reservations
filings Conclusions tions
(Paragraph Numbers)
RHODE ISLAND
261
253
268-271
288
765
765
764SOUTH CAROLINA
764
764
765
765
761
763
759
759,
760
764
1V>
762
763
759
759
764
SOUTH
DAKOTA
607
608
609
607
607
607
608
609
607
608
609
607
607
608
609
755
756
756
755 TENNESSEE
751
752
749
750
745
747
848
849
849
848
751
752
753
753
754
751
752
848
848
849
849
635-639
754
640
751
748,
752 749
746
745
848
849
849
848
634
634
750
TEXAS
671
672
667
669
711
710
710
685
686
687
685
646
645
711
679
673
675
677,
678
694
695
644
644
Sno
708
708
709
709
666
662
694
663-665
649
653
647
705
652
650
653
662
703
703
702
702
652
704
705
707
706
706
680
697
679
673
704
238, 677, 678
675, 676
681-683
680
707
697
696
696
657
654
654
655, 670,
656 671
684
238,
672
667
673
238,
677-678
670
668
672
667
660
See
Beaumont-Port
Arthur
674
679
698
658
658
651-652642
653
648
647
698
238,
699
699
641
643
641
661
701
700
700
238,
659
658
658
689
688
688
679
676
661
692 677-678
693
238,
674
701
691
691
UTAH
907
906
900
907
910
904
900
910
900
910
907
905
900
910
901
900
902
909
907-909
910
903
900
907-909
VERMONT
252
251 VIRGINIA
251
252
744
756
756
755
755
737
742
743
735
738-741
743
744
744
743
743
236, 370
369
744
743
734
731
727
367
371
727
728
892,
730-733
743
744
742
735
738-741
729
See Norfolk-Portsmouth
734
736
735
738-741
737
744
743
743
742
WASHINGTON
890
878
877
877
236, 884-889
744
891,
895
893 893
236, 892,
894 894 890
891
876
873
873
235,
884-889
874,
875
895
893
880
236, 894
895
893
236,
894
895
893
893
236, 894
890
894
877. 893
879, 893
889
893
235, 882, 884- 876
895
893
893
875
873.
873, 893
870 893
236,
894 871
236,
894
893
870
236, 894
872
893
895
WEST VIRGINIA
723-725
424-425
426
423
429
428
427
714
427
719
726
426
422
421
713
713
236,
424-425
726
714
421
721,
722
353
712
348
358-360
712
718
366
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Proposed
Counter- AssignFinal
Assignments andproposals
and
ments and
Reservarelated
Reservations filings
tions
"57Q (ParagraphConclusions
Numbers)
WISCONSIN
.
__£jt), 582
JOS
Adams
236,
ChiltonClaire
is!
579
Eau
579
578
236 574-577
572
572
579
579
LaCrosse
579
579
581
Madison
584
572,
579
579
580 583
Marinette
584
573-577,
583
Milwaukee
579
572, 579
584
578, 584
579
Racine
579
584
236,
582
Richland
Center
582
Park
Falls
. 236, 582
579
584
Shell Lake
579
579
580
584
Superior
579
Wausau
236,
582
WYOMING
584
851
867
869
Cheyenne
850
859
869
Laramie
864, 865, 866
Rawlins
851
80' 869
5
ALASKA
979,
980
978
981
Anchorage
He
978
979 980
978
Fairbanks
978
Juneau
981
979^
978
979, 980
980
978
Ketchikan
981
HAWAIIAN
ISLANDS
979,
980
978
978
Lihui
981
979,
980
978
Honolulu
981
979, 980
980
978
978
Wailuku
981
978
979,
978
Hilo
PUERTO
RICO
981
979, 980
978
978
San Juan
981
CONCURRING OPINION OF
quested to indefinitely reserve
therefor. In other words,
j COMMISSIONER E.M.WEBSTER inchannels
the face of claims by commerThe importance of television in
cial
interests
that, with the cothe
of education
has alreadyoperation of educators, they could
beenfieldfirmly
established
in the produce educational
television
minds of allcordingly, itthinking
ams in a manner which
wouldpro-be
is not a people.
question Ac-as in the grbest
interest
of
the
public,
to whether programs of this nature
a scarce
should be televised, but, rather, we were askedpartto ofpermit
the public dowhether the Commission should re- and valuable
fallow, possibly for a
serve,
futurecertain
use bytelevision
educa- period mainofto lieyears,
if the educational
tionalfor groups,
groups
found
it infeasible to put
channels for non-commercial edu- these channels
to reasonably
cational purposes only, or leave
use.
the production of such programs prompt
I felt, as I am sure all of the
to the discretion of the commer- Commissioners
did, that I could
cial interests,
edu- not permit the
understandable
cational groupsincluding
desiring those
to operate
burst of enthusiasm displayed by
commercially.
the
educational
group
my
When the Third Notice of Fur- thinking as to whether to theswaypublic
ther Proposed Rule Making was interest would best be served by
issued March 22, 1951, I stated in indefinitely
reserving a certain
atheseparate
opinionofthat
I believed
reservation
channels
for number of channels for future use
by
the
non-commercial
groups, or
non-commercial
by making all television channels
sion stations waseducational
warranted televionly immediately
available
for
use by
upon a showing that there is a commercial stations and looking
reasonable probability that, if such this group to furnish the publicto
reservation were made, the chan- with educational programs. In my
nels would be utilized in the rea- opinion neither interest presented
sonably near future. It was my
strong case up to the time the
opinion that a vast majority of the aThird
Notice of Further Proposed
representatives
of educational
in- Rule Making
was issued, and, on
stitutions had little
concept of the
the
basis
the record
costs and practical problems in- I was not ofsatisfied
that then
we made,
would
volevreatdioinn othe
construction
and
opbe
justified
in
making
the ref a television station, and
quested reservations.
that when brought face to face
with
practicalities
mightif find
the Commission's
notice
the economic
hurdletheydifficult
not norNeither
my separate
opinion directed
either
group
to
show,
in
the
proimpossible
to
surmount.
I
was
unceedings
scheduled
to
follow
the
able to overcome the feeling that
Third Notice, what it contemplated
the
proponents
of
non-commercial
educational channel reservations, doing by wray of televising educational
it apknowing the importance of educame programs.
that theHowever,
logical course
tiontion,to the
well-being
our na-to for thepears tocommercial
group to have
and having
been ofalerted
the mass appeal of television, taken, iftentionit thatwasreservations
serious in its teleconwere carried away by the glowing
vision channels should not beof made
potentialities thereof in the field of for non-commercial
educational
education and failed to approach
this new venture from a practical stations, would have been to show
point of view. It appears that, of what commercial stations are cain this connection
those educational organizations not both aspable oftodoing
and quantity.
privately endowed, few, if any, By the same quality
token,
expected the
have the active backing and coop- educational group toI take
steps to
erationernments
of theirwhich will
statebeorcalled
local upon
gov- support the proposed reservations
to appropriate the funds for such be
on a city-by-city
It cannotto
that the basis.
opportunity
non-profit
operations.
Neverthe- makesaidsuch
a showing was not
less, with virtually
no reasonable
assurance
that funds
would be given, since comments with respect
available for the construction and to the table of assignments in the
portion of provided
the proceedcontinuedmercialoperation
of non-comings were specifically
for
educational television
sta- city-by-city
tions, the Commission was re- in footnote 12 of the Third Notice.
BROADCASTING
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spite the inadequate showing made
It ingwastheirmyrespective
hope that positions
by buttressthe
the non-commercial
educational
conflicting
would give data
the by
group,
circumstances
dictate
that
Commission interests
more affirmative
the
requested
reservations
made. There is this much to bebe
on which to base a decision, and I said
in
favor
of
such
assignments.
so indicated
in myappear
separate
ion. It does not
to me opinthat Regardless of the obstacles which
this was effectively done by either must be overcome, in general, educational institutions, in order to
group.cialThe
failure
of
the
commerinterest to make a strong, further the purpose for which they
positive showing with respect to exist, undoubtedly will be conscieducational productions leaves me
entiously concerned with the conwith the impression that that
struction
and operation
of non-at
commercial
educational stations
group tisarily gonot
as
prepared
to
volunforward with this type of the earliest possible date. We can
only hope that share
their state
local
television programming as orig- governments
their andinterest
inally
for the educational indicated.
group, in Asa relatively
few andOneforesight.
of the considerations which
instances a showing was made that
there were definite plans for con- enablestion of me
to accept
reservachannels
is thethefact
that,
s
t
r
u
c
t
i
n
g
a
n
d
operating
non-comin the event the educators fail in
mercial
educational
television
stations in the near future. But with their efforts, the Commission, at
respect to an overwhelming ma- any time it considers it in the
to do so, can conrejority of tatively
the 209assigned
communities
ten- public interest
educational
nectionconsideand,r its decision
through inrulethismaking
channels by the Third Notice, support therefor by local educational proceedings,
assign
educational channels
for idle
commercial
organizations took, for the most
part,
the form of ofaffidavits
stating purposes, and possibly promulgate
that reservations
such channels
rules requiring
than non-to
commercial other
educational stations
wez-e desired. In the case of 181
communitiessignmentsreceiving
tentative
asprovide
adequate
educational
programs. Moreover, after a period
no testimony of educational
at all was channels,
given by of one year
from the date on which
local institutions that the use of this
table of assignments is made
such channels is contemplated even final, any interested party is at
in the distant future. While the libei-ty to petition the Commission
Joint Committee on Educational for rule making proceedings lookTelevision did file a sworn stateing toward the commercialization
ment which endorsed the Commis- of any or all educational channels
sion's 18proposalcommunities
to reserve channels
Accordin these
and re- lying fallow
, in viewat and
ofthattheontime.
observations
the basis of
quested that the assignments be set outinglyabove,
made final, its affidavit made no the entire record, I believe it is in
public interest to reserve the
effort
to justify these specific res- the
ervations.
channels for non-commercial educationalReport
television stations
In my opinion the proposals of
fied in this
and Order.speciboth groups, having been weighed
in
the
balance,
leave
much
to
be
VIEWS OF COMMISdesired. On the one hand we have SEPARATESIONER
HENNOCKDISSENTING
CONCURRthe non-commercial educational
ING IN PARTIN AND
PART
group,
imbued
with
lofty
motives
and high hopes, but, generally
1. For the reasons set forth herespeaking,
or reasoninafter, Ifind it necessary to disably firm without
plans forfunds
televising
edufrom the Report
Commission's
decision
cational
programs
in
the
near
future. On the other hand we have in itssentSixth
and Order
concernig:
the commercial interest, apparA.er andTheAntenna
IncreasesHeight;
in Station Powently
possessed
of
means
for
televising educational programs in the
B.
The Procedure
Use of Channels
#66-83;
reasonably
C. The
for Processing
wise withoutnear
plansfuture,
as to but
what,like-if
anything, would be done in this and Hearing Applications;
2. With reference to the Educaconnection.
sincestatus
the fu-of
tional Reservations, and the Table
ture, if not However,
the present,
educational programming in the of Assignments, I am Concurring in
field of television depends on the the decision insofar as it adopts the
provision made therefor at this
reserving andchannels
time, the Commission, as I see it, principle
educationalof purposes
insofar foras
it
assigns
specific
channels
for such
finds tionitself
in
the
unenviable
posiof having to make a choice
and Dissenting
the
between the inadequate proposals purposes,
decision insofar
as it fails from
to make
of these interests, or promulgate a more adequate and proper provision for education herein.
rules requiring commercial stationstional
to provide
programs. adequate
I am not educaready
A.
THE
INCREASES
IN STAat this point to recommend that
TION POWER
AND ANTENNA
this latter step be taken.
HEIGHT—
(Pars. 143-165 of the
Sixth
Report)
Having made little or no showto what it is obviously,
willing- to wedo
The tenna
question
of powerin and
anin this ingconnection,
height concerns
essence
cannot depend on the commercial the relationship
between
the
VHF
interest to give this vitally impor- and the UHF portions of the spectant typetention ofit merits.
programming
the attrum, as well as the development
Therefore,
we
the smaller
commuare left with no alternative. De- of television
nities of the incountry.
By granting
increases in power and antenna
' Portland. Maine College
Station,
height the Commission, in my opinTexas
Bangor,
Maine
Gainesville,
ion, has unduly
State
Fla. City,Fla. enhanced
the VHFand atunnecessarily
the expense
Erie, College,
Pa. Pa. Panama
of the UHF. As the UHF is the
LasNevada
Vegas,
Dayton,
Bozeman, Ohio
new
and
heretofore
experimental
Miles
City,
Montana
Columbus,
portion of the spectrum containing
Montana
Biloxi, Miss.Va.Ga.
85% of all TV channels, and its use
Roanoke,
Butte.
San Juan,
Minot, Montana
N. D.
is so clearly necessary to a national
Dallas, Texas
Puerto Rico
system, the Commission should not
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hinder its development by adding
to the advantage held by the already highly developed VHP. Bather, the UHF should now be encouraged in every way possible so
as to aid its development, establishment and eventual growth into an
integral part of a truly nation-wide
television system.
I believe therefore that the Commis ion ingeneral should retain the
provisions now in its Eules regarding power and antenna height for
the lowerimum power
"VHP ofand50 finalize
maxkw fora these
channels (2-6) at a maximum antenna height of 500 feet, or their
equivalent.1
maximum height ofRetaining
500 feet, the
maximum
powernelsfor
the
upper
VHF
(chan7-13) should be raised to 150
kw to keep the 3 to 1 ratio adopted
by the Commission tending to
equalize potential coverage, and a
maximum
powerUHF,
of 1000to kwassist
authorized for the
the
early development of its high power
operations. Even 50 kw (or 150
kw) at 500 feet, it should be noted,
would permit increases in power
and height for nearly all stations
now operating which, despite alreadybelowextensive
ently
thesecoverage,
maxima. are presThe primary aim of this allocations
the maximum proceeding
utilizationmust
of allbe television
channels. Certainly a system comprising only a few hundred VHF
stations, each with the greatest
possible coverage, would be most
efficient individual
from the point
of viewThisof
these
stations.
would not, however, even approxie a nation-wide
system and
would matbe
most unfortunate
if theit
medium were to develop in such a
manner, depriving scores of cities
of their sole opportunity for local
self-expression in television.
Therelems facing
are the
serious
economic ofprobdevelopment
the
UHF against presently existing or
future VHF service, basic to a determination of this question of
powers and heights, which the
Commission
apparently
has
mined or disregarded.makes
Even clear
the
briefest imizconsideration
the difficulties confronting a potential UHF operator in a community
now receiving no VHF service or
only marginal VHF service, which
community is subsequently flooded
by reliable, multiple VHF signals
from
larger cities.
the VHFfar-off,
sets purchased
in the First,
area,
which may number in the tens of
thousands and even approach "saturation," wil notoverbe able
receive
local telecasts
UHF,to without
being
converted.1"
Furthermore,
the
VHF operations in the larger cities
in all likelihood will, if established
practices are continued, obtain exclusive rights to network affiliations
and operations in the area, thus
securing for themselves a large
body of highly
popular theTV major
program ing. Inaddition,
1 Thus, be
antenna
heightsforof over
500 feet
would
permitted
all inchannels
when
proportionate
decreases
power
were utilized
to provide
an equivalent
ratio whichcontour
would constant.
keep a station's
particular
Such
a
practice
been
followed
will has
be over
inheretofore
the1000future
with
respect1.
toand
heights
feet
in
Zone
(See Sec. 3.614 (b) (1) of the TV Rules).
10andIt should
be notedof thatUHFthe converters
efficiency
convenience
has
notdifficulties
yet been previously
proved. Inhadviewwithof
the
other converters,a serious
in FM andproblem
television,
this
for
existingremains
TV sets.
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national and regional advertisers
who provide much of the necessary
economic base for television operations will tend, for practical business reasons, to gravitate toward
those existing VHF stations with
extensive coverage. Thus, the potential UHF operation will predominantly be forced back upon
new UHF and converted sets and
upon local programming resources
and local advertisers, which alone
may a not
providestation.
sufficient Support
for
television
Similar economic difficulties, with
the exception of the set conversion
problem, will tablisalso
confrontsmallthe city
eshment of a local,
VHF station. Thus, provisions for
height and power intimately affect
assignments to smaller cities. The
Commission has recognized that
some delay
certain
television, more iscostly
and before
complicated
thaner cities.
radio,Thisdevelops
in these smallvery allocations
plan
has been expressly formulated to
give these cities additional time
to take ments,advantage
of their
thus preserving
their assignfuture
opportunity
for
local
television
outlets. Mere assignments, however,
are not enough; the Commission
must also establish rules and conditions which make these assignments
reasonably
capableoperations.
of being translated into actual
There will be, irrespective of the
power and height authorized, some
degree of VHF overlap. This decision,
aggravates thhowever,
e amountsubstantially
of this overlap
and to that extent may deter full
development
of the wholeCommission
TV spectrum. To illustrate:
propagation
data
shows
that
ations at maxima of 50 kw andoper500
feet in the lower VHF will, when
limited by noise only, have a Grade
B service eratiradius
Opons at 100 kwof 52andmiles.
2000 feet
on these channels limited by noise
only will, however, result in a Grade
B service radius of 86 miles, an inof 34 miles.2
terms ofcreaseland
coverage,Expressed
this resultsin
in an increase of the station's Grade
B _ service
area square
from 8,500
miles
to 23,300
miles. square
While co-channel interference
lessens the extension of coverage
brought about by increased power
and
height, besuchconsiderable.
extension willThusin
all events
at a separation of 220 miles, with
both
co-channelofstations
the maximum
100 kw going
at 2000to
feet, each station's Grade B service
in thefromother's
direc-to
tion willradius
increase
50 miles
67 miles. If only one station goes
toincrease
the newfrommaxima,
will
50 milesits toradius
76 miles
in the direction of its co-channel
station; maialthough
rening at 50 kw andthe500latter,
feet, will
suffer a 5 mile decrease in its servradius inmaxima
the former's
the icehigher
will stillindirection,
effect
substantial
net increase
overalla
coverage.2
These
increases,
in my
opinion, should not be permitted,
particularly in view of the fact that
2comparable
Statistics forextension
the upper
VHF Bshow
a
Grade
ice44radiusto limited
byofas noise
onlyserv-ofof
from
80
miles
the
result
equivalent
increases but, for purposes
ofhave
simplicity,
been used.only lower VHF figures
3both
In other
directions,
shouldto beapproach
noted,
operations
would it tend
the
noise
of 86 miles
referred
tolimitation
above, forfigure
the stations
will
not necessarily
be limited in every dithis order.rection by co-channel separations of
II Final TV Report

the wider mileage separations and tically an equal basis. The Comthe use of offset carrier established
mission's statements in this Report
in this Report have, by diminishing to the effect that these channels
co-channel interference, already re- will "primarily"
be usedassignments
for communities without
sulted in service areas greater than
those provided prior to the (commercial and educational) are
insufficient in the absence of spe"freeze."
cific safeguards and standards to
The FM,Commission's
with
where the setexperience
problem accomplish such a needed result.
was so crucial, should make it clear The privilege given cities without
beyond nomic
question
that cannot
practicalbe ecoto petition
for "flexconsiderations
left assignments
ibility" channels
even during
the
generalments one-year
ban
on
largelyment oftoa chance
in
the
establishto the Table does notamendoffer
new service. Moreover,
near the substantial prothe "safety factor," often referred anythingtection
required. In view of the
to in this
seem major
to require thatReport,
there be would
no further
anticipated heavy demand for freextension
the coverage
of indis, the equal
of all par-by
vidual VHFofstations
throughout
the
ties (afterquencieone
year)right
to petition
country, at least until UHF clears rule making for these channels and
its initial hurdles in getting started
the lack of any definiand more definite knowledge is particularly
tive criteria under which the Comgained concerning UHF and its
mission
could withhold them
interrelationships with the VHF. against such demand,
it is likely
Nor should the application of this, that most unassigned channels
will
"safety
factor"
be limited
toofZone
1,UHFforwillthe
ultimate
health
the
be
preempted
by
larger
cities
have a vital bearing upon already have multiple televisionwhich
assignments.doI not believe that we
television
development
To increase
power inandall zones.4
height should so encourage the early apnow
is irrevocably
the die
propriation ofthese channels at the
in favor
of the VHF toandcastto take
an
of smaller communities
unnecessary gamble with the future expense
may, in time, be able and
of our entire television system. which
to support a local television
Particularly in view of the Com- eager
station.
mission's
statutory
duty
to
"generally encourage
largerin and
more effective
use the
of radio
the C. THE PROCEDURE FOR PROCESSING AND HEARING APPLIpublic
interest,"
I
believe
further increases in power that
and an-no CATIONS
tenna
heights,
beyond
those
minor
By far the best system for procones hereinbefore indicated, should
essing television applications would
be permitted.
be the so-called
procedure; using it "two-lump"
the Commission
B. THE USE OF CHANNELS would separately
all VHF
#66-83— (Pars. 26-32 of the Sixth applications and allprocess
Report)
UHF applicafor a given community
and
The Commission, in my opinion, would tionsorder
consolidated
hearings
should have adopted and finalized when either the total number of
the proposal in its Third Notice to VHF or UHF applications exceeded
give a substantial preference in the number of available VHF or
these nelsunassigned
"flexibility"
The "channel by
to cities without
televisionchanas- UHF channels.
and the requirementprocedure
that applications
specify
signments.5without
Under this television
proposal, channel"
a party in a city
transmitter sites will, in my opinassignments (and not within 15
ion,
cause
unnecessary
legal
and
miles of an assignment) could have administrative difficulties without
applied in a licensing proceeding obtaining any substantial gain in
for a "flexibility"
In congrantsCommission,
without heartrast, aparty in a channel.
city to which
one the number
ingshould
issued byofnotthe
and
have been adopted.
or morevidedassignments
had
been
would have been ineligiblepro-to thusStrong
reasons exist for prefermake such an application and would
"two-lump"
have been required to institute rule even ifringitthemay
be assumedprocedure
(to my
making proceedings to secure a mind, incorrectly)
that the other
"flexibility" assignment. Such a would be more expeditious.
The
rule oftected th"limited
eligibility"
pro- "two-lump" method would enable
e future interest
of smaller
the
Commission
more
closely
cities without assignments in these meet its primary duty in licensingto
"flexibility" channels, and thereby proceedings
to choose
best qualpreserved what generally will be
ified applicants
in athecommunity.
their
sole opportunity
For example, its use would obtain
local television
outlets. to obtain the
three most worthy appliI believe that the Commission has
cants (perhaps out of seven or
erred in deleting this Third Notice eight) for
three VHF channels that
proposal and in making unassigned may be available
in a given city."
channels available to all on prac- "Channel by channel,"
will at best obtain the mosthowever,
highly
temporary
loss
of some
service
qualified
applicantin sofordoing
each itof may
the
to*areTheoutlying
areas
if
power
and
height
three
channels;
not increased is more than com- bypass one or two more worthy
p
e
n
s
a
t
e
d
f
o
r
by
the
substantial
enlargethe opportunity
for develop- applicants who have been lost in
memnetntofoflocal
TV outlets. Subsequently,
the
if it should
appear
that some localthe outnel. contest over a particular chanlets willcreases not
be
forthcoming,
in power and height could thenin(in granted
accordanceto extend
with thecoverage
"safety tofactor")
This appliesandwithapplications,
equal force although
to UHF
beoutlying
these 'channels
areas.
for
purposes
ofto.simplicity
only
the
VHF
is
referred
It
should
be
5ofSeethe Part
II,
Assignment
Principles,
that were it not for the desirabilitynotedof
Notice.in the
TheseThird
unassigned
channels,Thirdknown
Notice getting
UHF
started
against
the
advantage already held by the highly
aschannels
"flexibility"
in those
additionaddi-to
66 to channels,
83 include
VHF, aall "one-lump"
multiple proaptional
which, could,
con- developedcedure,
p
l
icants for including
available the
channels,
sistent withassignments
the standards
established
for the
herein bewould
best
herein, 65.be made on channels 2 and
through
shouldreasons
have stated
been adopted.
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• Telecasting

varied and inconsistent decisional
factors ment,inin any
them.event,
Such would
an arrangewaste
whatever time advantage "channel
by channel"
otherwise
held,
for the might
Examiner,
in orderhaveto
avoid
giving
an
unfair
"head
start"
to any applicant, would undoubtedly havecisions
to untilhold
up
his
earlier
all VHF decisions de-in
that ouscityissuance.
were ready for simultaneThe requirement
for applicants'
specification
of transmitter
sites,
apparently
one
of
the
prime rea-of
sons for Commission adoption
the
"channel a bycardinal
channel"weakness
procedure,of
is actually
it. Not only will it make more
difficult and seriously slow up routine processing but it will require
a heavy, and in most cases an unexpense moreover,
for all appli-an
cants. Itnecessary,
opens,
unfortunately wide avenue for
those "backstage"
nipulations alreadycompetitive
referred to.maSince transmitter sites will be
specified catinions, it ismore
1000 that
appli-a
not than
unlikely
good number of them will not meet
the established mileage separations
to other specified sites. Not only
will co-channel separations have to
be takenjacentintochannelaccount
here, asand well,
adseparations
but, insofar
as
the
UHF
applications are concerned, also those
many other separations established
by
the so-called
"Taboo this
Table."dif-9
Particularly
accentuating
ficulty wil be the fact that in preparing an application for filing,
there is no way for an applicant to
know of the specified sites in other
applications
be filedthe which
will
cause
him to toviolate
minimum
separations.
Every time specified sites violate
the separations, a conflict requiring
a hearing will be created involving
applicants from different cities (as
well as between other competing
applicants in their respective
cities).10 These
sembling those conflicts,
arising inclosely
standardrebroadcasting,
are
precisely
those
which the television allocations
plan and Table of Assignments
were designed to resolve and avoid.
Onlyflictsawouldrelatively
conbe able tofew
beginsucha chain
reaction which would tie up extensive regions of the country and
large numbers
of channels
in extremelyconflict
complicated
hearings.
should the
and
hearingEvenbe
limited to applicants in two cities,
it is indeed
difficult to would
see whatusecri-to
teria the Commission
prefer an applicant from one city
over his competitor in another (not
to mention the other competitors in
each city),signmfor
the Table
of Asents has already
established
that the operations of the several
9 See Sec. 3.610 (b) (3) of the Rules.
Briefly
to list them,all involving
these "Taboo
Table" ferent
separations,
difchannels, include I. (20
F. beat
miles),
Intermodulation
miles),(20
Oscillator
(60
miles),
Sound
Image
(60
miles)
and Picture
Image
(75 miles).
Every
of these
separations
will
have to one
be taken
into account
in every
direction
in measuring andof determining themit interrelationships
all transer sites specified.
10to Since
educators
will also
be they
required
specify
transmitter
sites,
may
similarly
be
forced
into
conflict
with
commercial
interests
in
other
cities,
situation inconsistent with the basica
non-competitive
of a reservation.
Moreover, principle
in criteria
such conflicts
there
are noCommission
established
underbetween
which
the
could choose
an educator
in
one
city
and
a
mercial applicant in another. com• Telecasting

:- That all VHF channels are ideni( tical has been a basic principle of
i]j the allocations plan and the Comj~ mission
several
counterproposalshas indeniedthese
proceedings
: which tween
sought
to distinguish
beVHF frequencies
as such.
•• By
permitting
applicants
to
pick
and seek particular VHF frequenIt cies,
by channel"
cedurethe is"channel
inconsistent
with prothis
. basic allocations principle.7 UnforI tunately, itportunitalso
offers
greater
opy for and thus encourages
maneuvering, pressuring and trad• ing
able among
VHF applicants
channels. within
No oneavailcan
be:■ believe
that
these
competitive
tices will be intended to or pracwill
. produce applicants best qualified to
serve the public interest and most
to it.notClearly,
.: 'dedicated
mission should
abdicatethe toComindividual applicants its critical role
:"■ innot licensing
proceedings;
it
should
select a procedure that puts a
ilj premium on their wiles and stratajjj gems.
The contention that "channel by
channel"
offers greater
speed inis
without substantial
foundation
, my opinion.
Most
likely,
the
numwill be which
very
muchber oftheearlysamegrants
no matter
procedure is adopted. At best there
:i will be a limited number of in>i stances in which "channel by channel"tionwillotherwise
free forcaught
grant inan hearing.
applica'-' It
unreasonable
to anticipate
manyis islands
in the rough
seas of
VHF competition, instances where
. there tions
will requiring
not behearings
multiple forapplicachoice VHF channel. In the every
case
; of UHF, the lesser competition will
- probably bring, in general, fewer
:." immediate
applications
and should
permit a quantity
of uncontested
grants, regardless of the method
:; adopted.
Id jcontest
In viewforofVHF
the anticipated
frequencies, heavy
it is
probable
that instances
"channel require
by channel"
..7 will
in
many
multiple VHF hearings in the same
. community. This increase in the
total number of hearings will, in
jut view of the limited hearing staff,
cause a serious delay in overall proar? cessing. It also raises the possibility of inconsistent results in
* these several VHF hearings in a
•: city,
due
in part toandthe use
ent Examiners
also of todifferthe
varied and inconsistent decisional
factors controlling licensing that
may be present in each hearing.8
d, Although a single Examiner for all
ing r.of these VHF hearings reduces the
;al- dangers of inconsistent results,
there remains the probability of
ptt-■ 7other
The hand
"two-lump"
procedure
the
is not only
consistenton with
I the fundamental
principles
ofprocedure
the all
o
c
a
t
i
o
n
s
p
l
a
n
but
is
the
which
in essence
been heretofore
used by the
Commission
FMhas and
television.
Itin represents
too ausedsoundinin
departure from
the method
! AM,
wherewasa permissible
"channel byforchannel"
procedure
licensproceedings brought
in theplan
absence
of aning ofengineered
allocations
and
0 Table
Assignments.
;* i 'Thus,
for
example,
depending
upon
the
of applicants
for particular
VHF lineup
channels,
thebe basic
of local
_~ ;i residence
mayin one
withoutfactor
substantial
significance
hearing
where
both
:.l applicants
possess
it,
substantially
overlooked
in
another
hearing
where
neither applicant
is local to inthea third
comn s munity,
and determinative
hearing
applicant
local
resident where
and theoneother
is not.is aUnder
the "two-lump" procedure, however,
'■■'A all
factors
consistently
equal
role would
in the play
resultsa
for
alldecisional
VHF channels.
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channels which may be involved and that, in so doing, it has worked
are, in nically
theirfeasiblerespective
tech- an injustice to the public interest.
and propercities,
in every
respect.
The transmitter problem could
In order to give a proper perbest
be handled
a "site-to-bespbackground
ective tothe Commission's
II facts action,
should
determined"
basis onunder
the "two- certain
first be stated in summary form. It
lump"
transmitter
site andprocedure.
its relatedTheissues
would is fundamental that the Commisthen play no part in a comparative and course
sion is herein
shaping1 the
nature
of television
operations
hearing.plicanOnly
the successful
generations
to
come.
In
this
t (or applicants)
holdingap-a for
decision, the Commission allocates
construction
permita would
be re- and
quired to secure
site meeting
opens up for licensing almost
minimum mileage separations. Any all of the frequencies that now redifficulties in so doing could more
available infor general
televisionwillservice.mainEducation
not
easily be ironed out within the immediately
be ab'e to claim and
greater flexibility
of
informal,
adthese television channels; it will
ministrative processes. Given the use
as the Commission recognizes,
result in either case of sites within need,
the minimum
separations,
the pro-to additional time in which to secure
cedure which reduces
difficulties
funds, evolve organizational struca minimum should be preferred.
tures and, just as important, investigate and develop
exIn view of the foregoing contrast
which it the
can, new,
through
of its assured benefits against the television,panded roleplay
in the community.
probable
minimal
gains
and
the
serious difficulties entailed in the
In viewdemandofforthetelevision
pent-up facilities
commerother procedure, there is every rea- and cial
the certainty of their early
son
to
adopt
the
"two-lump"
methfor regular commercial
od for the processing and the hear- preemption
operations,
only the reservation
ing of applications.
now of a substantial
number of
D. THE EDUCATIONAL RES- channels will insure their availERVATIONS, AND THE TABLE
abilityuse.for future,
educaOF ASSIGNMENTS, to which I
tional
Provisionfull-scale
for education
Concur insofar as the decision in television must literally be made
adopts the principle of reserving now or never. Since education canchannels for educational purposes
notpetein the
comfor theimmediate
remainingfuture
channels,
and assigns specific channels for the absence
of a reservation in any
such sent
purposes,
and
to
which
I
Disinsofar as the decision fails to city is almost a death blow to its
make a more adequate and proper television
opportunityservice.
for an educationalprovision for education herein.
Ill
I
has been no question as to
I am in complete agreement with theThere
tremendous
inherent
the Commission's action in finally in large-scale usepotential
of television by
adopting
the
principle
of
indefinitethe "electronic
ly reserving television channels for educators. TV,
is aasteaching
tool of
non-commercial educational pur- blackboard,"
andandpersuasion.
Composes. Iconcur, therefore, in the rare power
bining
sight
sound,
blessed
Commission's decision insofar as it with an immediacy of transmission
has finally
chan- and impact, welcomed by and availnels in cities reserved
throughoutspecific
the United
to almost everyone, television
State. Both Commission recogni- ble
offersnity foraneducation,
unprecedented
opportution
of
the
principle
and
the
speboth formal
cific reservations mark a significant informal. It is uniquely
capableandof
step forward for educational-TV. serving all of our people in our
I believe, however, that the Com- schools, homes and factories on a
mission's provision for education
and intimate basis. It can
herein is deficient in many vital re- constant
so, moreover, at a cost which is
spects, both general and specific. doextraordinarily
full acBy failing to provide education
count is taken oflowitswhen
effectiveness
with itsvision
rightful
of the tele- and extensive coverage.
spectrum, share
the Commission,
To refer
educational-TV,
howin my opinion, runs the risk of
ever, is no tolonger
to speak merely
stunting
growth of educationalTV in thethe formative
days of its of a potential, however basic such
infancy
of forever
retarding considerations might be. The steadthe futureandof our
entire educational
expanding volume
educationalilytelecasting
and theofinmany
successful experiments
teaching
system.
My Separate
Views
to
the
Comthrough
TV
are
already
realizing
mission's Third Notice, issued
March 21, 1951, pointed out certain the potential of this new medium in
defects in the proposals therein every
day alife.11
These activities
educarespecting educational television in show tiononly
could do sample
with itsofownwhatfull-time
the hopeediedthat
they
would
be
remstations;
they
provide
before final action was proof that television, in increasing
the hands
taken. Our decision today, how- of educators, could revitalize
and
ever, in large measure finalizes expand our entire educational systheseto proposals
and
thus
freezes
intem
and
do
so
at
a
minimum
cost.
permanency most of the flaws
IV
and shortcomings contained in
them.
Furthermore,
their errors
adoptionin
The
phenomenon
of televisionrapid
has
has resulted
in numerous
had an unprecedentedly
the specific allocations of the Com- growth; it has become in only six
an integral
part ofofthepeople.
lives
Table of Assignments.
and habits
of millions
view of themission'sfinality
of this action,In years
the additional evidence adduced by Already possessing major standing
the mass media, its power
educators
in the
city-by-city
hear- among
and influence will without question
ings and the
constantly
increasing
soon be second
none.to Itchildren,
is paradvancements
in
educational-TV,
I
ticularly toirresistible
now feel even more certain that the tens of thousands
whom already
Commission has grievously erred spend more time ofbefore
in not providing education with the 11 [See Column 1, page 168] their TV
reservations it needs and deserves
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receivers than they do in school.
Television, like other technical
innovations, is neutral in character; its use (or rather, our use of
it) will ultimately determine its
value. In view
television's
extraordinaryofinfluence,
which must
grow rather than abate in future
years, the Commission has an espeto the public
—
adultscialasresponsibility
well as children
— to insuresouthat
this
gTeat
natural
rerce to a substantial degree is
devoted to cultural interests, to
education as well as entertainment.
The Commission's lawful task is
not merely
to establish
technical framework
for the
television
service. The public must not only
be reached, it must (in the truly
beneficial sense of that word) be
"served."the The
goal,
within
ambitCommission's
of its statutory
powers, should therefore be to
bring about
the for
best thepossible
television service
American
people.cators oThe
participation
of
edun a full-scale basis is indispensable to its achievement.

tional stations operating full-time
on a non-commercial basis can accomplish such a service.12
Educational-TV
stations, when
established,
will dovaluable
more than
furnish a uniquely
teaching
aid for in-school and home use.
They willplementsupply
a beneficial
comto commercial
telecasting.
Providing for a greater diversity
in TV programming, they will be
particularly attractive to the many
specialized and minority interests
in the community, cultural as well
as educational, which tend to be bypas ed by commercial broadcasters
thinkingences.inThey terms
of mass
audiwill permit
the entire
viewing ofpublic
unaccustomed
freedom
choice anin programming.
Educationally licensed and operwill, in andaddition,
resultatedin astations
substantial
beneficial
diversification in the ownership and
control of broadcast facilities. This
would lished
be closely
line with
Commissionin policy
whichestabhas
sought to achieve such diversification through the exercise of its licensingstations
authority.
tional
willFinally,
provideeducathe
highest standards of public service.
Introducing
non-commercial
objectives and activities, they will be a
leavening agent raising the aim
and operations
casting system. of our entire broadVI
The circumstances,
Commission's requires
mandate,it into
these
provide
a
thoroughgoing
opportu-to
nity for education in television,
grant educators an adequate "home
in the spectrum." It can do so only
by maximizing
the number and
of reservations for education
realistically implementing its action
here and
in
its
Rules
and
Regulations so as to encourage and enable
educators to take full advantage of
these reservations. By "maximizthe number
meaning the
necessityof ofreservations,"
giving educa-I
the paramount
prioritiestioninonetheof allocation
of channels
and of mentsreserving
as
many
assignas possible, consistent with
the othertrum.major
the specCertainlyneeds
the inCommission
has not adopted or applied such a
Therehere.13
can be no doubt that the
policy
television
the main
should be spectrum
devoted toin commercial
operations in accordance with the
traditional concepts of our broadcasting system. Commercial broadcasting plays a vital function in
the development and operation of
12 Thising record
and historythatof commercial
broadcastfurther television
establish
radio inand
yearsa
have
general failed over
to givetheeven
barely minimal
opportunity
for edu-for
cational
broadcasting.
The
need
educational
stations, however, would as
above
the
fact.stated, exist even if this were not
13 Theing sole
allocation
principle
respecteducation
adopted
by the
Commiss
i
o
n
i
s
that
which
assigns
a
channel
those cities
which
are primarily
edu-to
cational
centers.
Beyond
this,
education hasof channels;
played no thepartCommission
in the allocahas
merelytions reserved
one channel in a city
when, ples,bythreeapplying
allocation
princior
more
have
been
assigned to it. Foron these
reasons,Telethe
Joint Committee
Educational
vsionisiadopt
on has requested
that
the
Commisan educational
serve ascation oaf channels.
basic
principle
inpriority
the allo-to
(See Pars.
the Sixth Report). Despite
the83-4Com-of
glossing
of this request,
itreservations
should mission's
bewould
notedover
more
havethatbeenmanyprovided
herein
if
such
a
high-ranking
priority
had
issuance
of thebeenThirdadopted
Noticebefore
or thistheFinal
De-

It is clear from the record in
these proceedings, as it is from the
entire history of broadcasting, that
educational stations can and will
make a distinctive and valuable
contribution to television. Although
there are commercial stations
which,ice asresponsibilities,
part of their publicgranted
servtime and facilities forhaveeducational
telecasting, these programs at best
do not even begin to satisfy education's need in television. Commercial stations in general cannot provide, nor in all fairness could they
beeducational
expected service.
to provide,Onlya acomplete
system
of independently licensed educa11of The
dynamictelevision
aspects of thebeengrowth
educational
dramaticallywhere
illustrated,theynothave
only beoncombut
off the monrecord
must
knowledge
to
the
Commission.
Each
month
brings
a
larger
number
schools
intotelecasts,
this field,initiating
sponsoringclasses
andof
producing
and workshops
(both
technical
and
creative) and securingequipment,
and operating
their
own television
including
studios
and closed circuit operations.
(See inter
alia JCET sponsored
Exhibit 647).
Regular educationally
telecasts
of several
years and
standing
proved
most
successful
have have
continually
been expanding.
oustandingwhere
example is found in AnPhiladelphia
the
TVof the
"School
of the
Air", used
part
regular
curriculum
in
theas
classroom, has been in operation since
1949 and verwhere,
last year,
the TV "Uniity of the Air"
commenced
tions tosprovide
inopertheof
home aunder
the adult
joint education
sponsorship
the area's
19
schools
of
higher
learnthese
two half-hour
programs pronow
telecasting.gramsTogether,
aper total
ofovernine
weekRegular
theeducational
three stations
in thatcasts ocity.
telen a more modest scale have been
seen also
inYork,
other Newark,
cities, including
DeNewThese
Miami, howChiceatroit,
gveor,, eatsc.indicated
programs
cannot,
above,
provide
anything near an adeauate substitute for
education's
stations.educational
In
the
pastownhave
year,TVdeveloped
several
organizations
plans
for
state-wide
TV
neworks.
TheYork
exhausof the
New
State
Board tiveofproposal
Regents
is
the
most
highly
deloped of these,
but have
initial also
stepsbeentowardin vesuch
networks
taken
Wisconsin
(now ofoperating
a
state-wide
radio
network
eight
tions). New Jersey, Connecticut staand
Washington.
And only Louis
a shortoftime
ago, educators,
a conferleading
citizensence in St.
and organizations
in this field
laid the groundwork
national educational-TV networkforto a facilitate
the
building mercial
andstations.
operation
of non-comThis
conference
underscorfor
es the swiftness
of developments here,operative
the within
possibility
of colarcantcitystepisforward.
hereinendeavormarked
asa a44particusignifi(See
Par.
of the
Sixth Report).
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this system,commercial
one which
theEducanontional television cannot
has,fulfill.
however,
its
own uniquely valuable contribution
of public service to make to this
system. Thus, only by establishing
a high ranking educational priority
could the Commission meet its obligation,Act and
inherent inexpressly
the Communications
recognized
in
its
1935
Report
gress respecting Section 307to (c)Con-of
that
Act, to "actively
assist inplace
the
determination
of the rightful
of broadcasting in education and
to Inseeestablishing
that it is useda scale
in that
place."
of relative
values,
upon
which
its
allocations
and assignments are based, the
Commission has sorely undervalued
education and placed it in a grossly
subordinate position. As a result of
the Commission's failure to strike
a properterestsbalance
of theeducation
various has
inhere involved,
not been tionate
provided
with
the
proporshare of the channels it
deserves. Certainly commercial
broadcasting
the "lion's"it
share of theseshould
TV get
frequencies;
should not,
"lamb's"
share however,
as well. get the

VIII
With the foregoing remarks to
serve as background, we may now
turn to an examination of the Table of Assignments itself. In my
opinion,
the Commission's
provision
for educational-TV
is generally
inadequate in that:
a. It fails to reserve sufficient
channels cational
for service.
a nationwide edu-

Since reservations for all practical purposes are indispensable
the establishment
of educationalto
television stations, it is axiomatic
that only ona apolicy
of setting
channels
nationwide
basis aside
will
accomplish the development of a
truly national educational service.
Yet, the 233 reservations finalized
by the Commission, representing
approximately 11.6% of the total
number of assignments, fall woeshort ofofproviding
sitefullynumber
channels theforrequisuch
a service. They allow at best for
haphazard and inequitable educaof the formedium."
Theretionalis development
no allocation
educational-TV in approximately onefourth
of
all
of
the
metropolitan
communities in this country. This
VII
The evidence
of educator's
deep includes cities as large as Youngsinterest
in television
and the steps
town (Ohio) with a metropolitan
they have templaalready
or conarea population of (Pennsylvania)
525,000; Allente as to the taken
building
and town
operation
TV stations
is de- with a-Bethlehem
population of 430,000; and
tailed,ofvoluminous
and persuasive.
o 1 y o k e (MassachuEducators' affidavits have, in scores Springfield-H
setts) with a population
of 400,000.
of instances,pres ions ofgone
beyond ex-or The people
in these many large
mere far
willingness
cities,
therefore,
will probably be
hope. They have set forth concrete deprived for all time
a valuable
facts and figures;
they degree
have parservice ofwhich
their
ticularized in minute
the educational
more
fortunate
neighbors
in comwhy's
and
how's
of
their
plans
for
parable
or
smaller
communities
educational television. Merely to may soon enjoy.
glance
— toNewmention
Similarly, there is only a single
only the through
affidavitsthem
of the
York
State Board of Regents, the New reservation provided for each of
Jersey Board of Education, the the following states: MassachuWisconsin State Radio Council, the
setts, Maryland, Kentucky, WyoUniversities of Kansas, Houston,
ming, Delaware, Rhode Island and
Ohio State and Southern Illinois, of Vermont, out of a combined total
educators in the cities of Milwau- of 114 channels assigned to them.
kee, Houston, Pittsburgh, Chicago, Only two reservations have been
for the entire states of
San Francisco,
Boston,
— estab- provided
Minnesota, Nebraska, Arizona,
lishes conclusively
thatetc.education,
given
a
proper
reservation,
will
Idaho,
Nevada
make excellent use of the facilities
shire. In New and
York New
City Hampwhere
set aside for it.
scores
of
educational
and
cultural
The Commission holds herein that institutions serve more than
the entire record in the general 000,000 people in the area, only 11,one
portion of the proceedings over- channel has been reserved despite
comes objections to the basic prin- the forcefully documented request
of the New York State Board of
ciple of reservations."
In these
the same
.way, the
entire
record inthe
pro- Regents for a second channel to
ceedings, particularly
evidence
in the city-by-city hearings, should meet the combined needs of the
be held to overcome any and all Regents, the City itself, the Board
objections toservations
finalizing
specific re- of Education and the many private
herein. Cumulatively,
schools and institutions of higher
this entire
record
supports
a maximumficientnumber
reservations
suf- learning located there. This is done
for a ofnationwide
service,
despite
the fact that New York
whichone inwould
allow almost
is today the primary producthis country
to enjoyeverythe City tion
center for commercial televibenefits
of anAt educational
"school
sion and its many writers, artists
of the air."
the very least,
this and technicians
would likewise be
recordsion requires
that
the
Commisfinalize all of the reservations
1B Thus, for example, by providing a
proposed in the Third Notice and reservation
every city in which
two
grant,
in the absence
of more
basic assignments in were
the
considerations
to the
contrary,
Notice (ratherproposed
than theby three
those other reservations snecificaliy Third
assignmentservations in that
used Notice),
as the basis
for
resCommission could have set
anthe additional
requested
146 assignments
for aside
education.
These
"Par.
44 of by
the educators
Sixth Report.herein.13
would, of course,
allow
for
a
closer
ap15unfairly
It shouldbeen
be noted
that
educators
have
proximation of a nationwide system.
required
to
participate
(See my forSeparate
Views toofthecultural
Third
Notice
a
discussion
in
both
the
general
and
city-by-city
portions of these proceedings. To my monopoly as contrasted to the ecomind, the
the public
nomic variety,
Sectionposition
II). It that
has also
terest couldCommission
andnumber
shouldinofhave
providedin- been my
constant
theto
ain substantial
had a the
responsibility
its final decision
withoutreservations
requiring Commission
make
or
initiate
study
of
educational
any
showing
from
educators
in
either
needs
throughout
the
country
to
serve
the basis for television allocations
portion
ing one inandboth.certainly without requir- asto education.
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of great value to educational tele- reserved in each of the following
states : Massachusetts, Pennsylvision.
vania, Wisconsin, Missouri, North
b. The reservations
have
preCarolina,
Hampshire, Maine,
dominantly be n confined to the Mississippi,NewNevada,
South Caroultra-high (UHF) portion of
lina, Utah,outIdaho,
Wyoming total
and
the spectrum and an insufficient Louisiana,
of
a
combined
number of VHF reservations of 136 VHF assigned to them.
provided :
Thus, in 28 states, including many
reBy limiting education to UHF of the leaders
sources which inhavepopulation
particularandneed
frequenciesmercialintelevision
citiesover
in which
comtelevision, educaVHF has for educational
fourteen VHF
already made substantial inroads, out oftorsa havetotalreceived
of 233 assigned.
,or
will
soon
do
so,
the
Commission
In
order
to
correct
this inequitahas placed the educators there at a
ble distribution of channels
to edufundamental disadvantage. This
should have,
situation exists in a large number whenevercation, the Commission
possible,
placed
in the
of cities, including
major com- VHF the additional reservations
munities as Detroit,suchPhiladelphia,
allocated
herein
and
should
have
Cincinnati, Cleveland, Washington,
particular effort to provide a
ietc. While it may be true that made
VHF
reservation
in
the
"closed"
some educators in these circum- and predominantly VHF cities.
stances will find UHF operations
c. The Commission has im,Only
for
othersa it"temporary
may provehandicap,"
to be a perproperly bound its policy of reservations to closely to a showmanent
disability.
The
public's
stake in educational-TV is too great
ing of present demand by
educators.
to be forced to rest on such speculation.
The past year since issuance of
A study herein
of the
specific
assignclearly
the Third gravatedNotice
has further
ag- that the ments
Commission
has establishes
refused to
this problem,
and made
even clearer the inadvisability of extend its reservations to the cities
forcing
education
for a nationwide educathese cities.
More into
thanthe16UHF
millionin necessary service
solely for the reason
TV receivers are now in the hands that notionalshowing
of demand for
such
reservations
has been made by
of the public
and,
in
many
communities set ownership nears or local educators in these cities. On
this same basis the Commission in
stands
at the
"saturationthepoint."
Educators
undertaking
task, several cities has deleted proposed
considerable in itself, of raising VHF reservations. Only in cases
fundstionsfor
opera- where a proposed reservation has
will be non-commercial
faced with the difficult
by commercialfinalinobstacle that their UHF operations not been terestsopposed
has the Commission
in these cities would not be capable
ized reservations, whether VHF or
jf being received by a single one UHF, without requiring evidence
}f the millions of outstanding sets, of educational demand. In all other
unless
instances educators have supported
verted. these sets are first con- the
proposed reservations in their
No one can be unmindful of the respective
cities.
Reservations are too critically
fact that commercial operators attempting
UHF
telecasting
in
cities
needed,
however,
to be made to deJidth established VHF service will
pendmand.on showings
of present
deThat local educators
in each
shemselves be handicapped by an
and every city affected have not, at
nitial
competitive
disadvantage."
But, however grreat this problem of this premature date in the early
ntegrating UHF into existing
TV, intention
given formal
assurVHF operations may be, it can historyances ofof their
and ability
jest be handled by commercial op- to make use of the medium, should
erators who are spurred on by com- not be material here. In this crucial area of public welfare, the
oetitive motives and possible moneCommission must not rely solely
tary
profits andto itthem.
properlyForshould
oe entrusted
the upon
the self-interest and awareCommission to force education to
ness of present-day educators to
;arry
what
is
essentially
a
subdelineate
and needsprescribe
future educational
in television.
The
;tantial commercial burden is unreilistic and unwise, for it apprecia- public interest, in my opinion,
bly limits the opportunity a re- would have required the Commission to make substantial reserva.ervation offers to educators.18
tions in this allocations proceeding,
Education's
share ofNotthe aVHF
Nearly
inadequate.
singleis even if educators had made no for/HF reservation has been provided record.mal showing of any kind on this
or the states of New York, MichiAs amply shown on the record
gan, Ohio, Indiana, Connecticut,
'Jew Jersey,
Virginia,
WestEhode
Vir- and spelled out by the Commission
ginia, Nebraska,
Kentucky,
herein,19
thatlocalities
many local
specific
are
sland, Delaware,
and educators thein fact
Maryland,
out of a Vermont,
combined total
ready
to for
'claimthe frequencies
*f 97 VHF channels assigned to isnota now
basic
reason
very
prinhem. Only a single VHF has been
ciple of reservations
and precisely
of it have channels
now
As expressly
statedmy inDissenting
Par. 200 ofOpinthis because
been set aside for future educaieport.
See
also
tional
use.
It
is
therefore
grossly
:>n
dealing
with
Powers
and
Antenna
teights, Part A, herein.
inconsistent and incongruous to
hold present educational demand to
:stic
An allocations
extreme instance
of insuchtenunrealis
found
cities,
unnecessary in determining the
nladeeachtwoof VHF
which assignments
the Commission
has begeneral
principle
and
then
vations, and then requiring
to make reserit an
as
reserved
for
education
the
only
fHF
channel
assigned
there.
These
essential in the city-by-city hearing
ities
are:
Bangor
(Maine),
Great
Falls
concerning specific reservations.
Montana),
Dickinson
and
Williston
If the Commission is, however,
North
Pierre (South Dakota),
falla Dakota),
Walla
(Washington),
Laredo to require a showing of educational
Texas),
Huntington
(West Virginia),
demand,
despite
the above
objec-be
'oledo
(Ohio),
andin Syracuse
ns to such
a policy,
ititwould
ork).cities,
Moreover,
everythereone(New
of much tiomore
valid
for
here
to
lese
except
Syracuse,
was
telsleastavailable
one of for
the reservation.
assigned VHF chanSee Pars. 37-44 of the Sixth Report.
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point to and rely on the great fer markedly from those of commercial telecasting.
assignment
quantumtionalofinstitutions
evidence
educa- for education
is not An
designed
solely
and from
communities
that are now ready, willing and, in to bring another TV station to a
community,
but
to
provide
a
some
cases,
even
able
to
begin
fullrate and unique service to it,sepapertime television operations as the
mitting
expressioninterests.
of its edu-In
basis forwardsa education.
more liberal
policy
tocationalfullerand cultural
It is to those
eminent educators who have taken keeping with this distinction a city
the lead in TV that we should look, already served by commercial stations
be entitledevento though,
an assign-on
if we must, to determine what in
ment formayeducation
general may be expected from edu- comparative
factors,
no
additional
in years to and
come.20action
Uniformcommercial purity ofcationopinion
from assignment beforpermitted
to it. This
every community in the nation is is vitalposesincouldspecific
assignments for
muchmanifested
to expect.is inThatno such cities as Detroit
and Columitsimply
has nottoo been
bus, hereinafter discussed.
way
proof
of
any
permanent
lack
of
The
Commission
has
interest by less advanced or smaller recognized the differenceheretofore
between
schools or any fixed inability on
educational and commercial
their part to undertake singly or the
services. In FM it has set aside a
cooperatively, the operation of their separate
block of channels excluown non-commercial stations. It is
sively and entirelystations.
for non-commersolely and simply due to the fact
The only
that in educational television, as reasoncialforeducational
not utilizing this method
elsewhere, some must lead so that
of "block
reservations"
in
sion, as expressly stated intelevithe
others
The may
very follow.21
purpose of an alloca- Commission's
Thirdgreater
Notice,efficiency
was in
tions plan and the Table of Assign- order
to achieve
ments is to erect a bulwark to pro- of allocations
throughout the entire
tect TV'sof development
against This
the Table of Assignments.22
inroads
present demand.
Commission
now
chooses That
in TV theto
purpose
should apply
to both educational
and consistently
commercial proceed
by
reserving
specific
nels in individual cities should channot,
allocations, and neither the reser- however,
cause it to lose sight of
vations
nor
commercial
assignthe
essential
that education is
ments to the smaller cities should a completely fact
separate and distinct
be limited
fact that
able personsby orthegroups
haveidentififailed service and should be so treated.
to articulate
formally
a
determinae. This decision will in gention and ability to use the facility.
eral exclude education from the
The cialfuture
rights of interests
the commerunassigned
portion of the TV
nels.
and educational
that
spectrum, the "flexibility" chanare not yet sufficiently vocal to appearcisely
in these
proceedings
are prethose which
the Commission
The Commission
has, aschannels
hereinhas the primary duty to protect.
before stated, established
An overall national allocations 66 to 83 as a pool of unassigned
plan for the distribution of all tele- channels, known in the Third Novision channels in the public intertice as the
"flexibility"
Although these
unassignedband.
channels
est must not be grounded pre- represent
more than 20% of the
dominantly
upon
considerations
of
immediate demand. This is true entire television spectrum, the Commis ion has provided a total of only
even where, as here, such demand
may be expressed in the form of fourteen assignments for education
in them. Even this small number
affidavits
rather
than
as
applications for construction permits. In has been set aside solely upon spedemand by educators in the
establishing
the structure
nat- cities cific
affected.
ure of our future
television andsystem,
the Commission must look beyond
By
making
availablethese
(after unassigned
one year)
contemporary opinions and atti- channels
on a demand basis to any party
tudesopedthatandpatently
are
underdevelwhich assuredly will instituting proper rule making prochange
with time isandto tie
circumstance.
ce dings, the Commission has seTo do otherwise
the future
limited educators'
with the bonds of the past.
tunitverely
y to secure
any furtheropporassignments in them. The Commisd. The Commission in its allosion'statement
s_
herein that these
cations improperly fails to distinguish between educational unassigned
will "primarily" be educational
used channels
for communities
withand commercial assignments.
out
(and commercial)
The Commission in acting upon assignments does not afford an adequate
protection
to
educators,
the assignments for specific cities no specific standards have since
been
has
education
merelyto beas
one considered
of the television
services
provided to effectuate this intenprovided for a given community.
t
i
o
n
.
2
3
I
n
light
of
the
Commission's
It has failed in every case to recog- own acknowledgments
tors need a longer timethatto educaenter
nize the essential distinction be- television,
it is significance
impossible toto the
attween the educational and commertach substantial
cial television service, which calls
for their different treatment. The provision herein permitting educators teven
o fileduring
for an the
unassigned
function,
scope and mode
of opercoming chanyear
ation of educational
television
dif- whennel most
proposed
amendments
20 See Section VII, herein.
to the Table will not beto accepted.24
21system
So, forof example,
these unfree publicAmerica's
schools
didunique
not A one-yearassignedpreference
channels is as illusory as
have eous
an development
instantaneous
andpartssimultanin
all
of
the
would
be
a
one-year
reservation.
United
States,
but
rather
developed
first inandthePhiladelphia,
larger cities,andsuchthereafter
as New
The Commission's provision for
York
spread
in
time
throughout
the
country.
Educational-TV
is presently,
a much
more
critical situation
than in was
the
public for
schoolassignments
system inare its
initial
phases,
necessary
now in orderportunity fotor future
preservegrowth
even and
the opforth Report.
in Footnote 11, Page 13, of
de- MSet
the Sixth
velopment.
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"flexibility"
channels, isparticularly
insofar
as education
concerned,
is therefore completely inconsistent
with the fundamental principles
followed
by it with
to channels 2through
65. respect
To be consistent
and equitable, the Commission must
establish a firm principle under
which education woidd have a preequivalentferencetoin "flexibility"
its reservationschannels
in the
other channels. This preference
could be accomplished by a rule
of
"limited
eligibility,"forsuch
spelled
out hereinbefore
smalleras
communities without television as(Part B Iofwould
this retain
Opinion). In othersignments.
words,
the proposal concerning "flexibility" channels
Third Notice
and contained
extend it into the
include cities without educational assignments,
instead
of
almost
completely deleting has
that done
proposal
the Commission
in thisas
Report.
f. Eligibility for the licensing
ofbeennon-commercial
unduly limited, stations has
I believe that municipalities
should be made eligible in every
instance served
to operate
stationschannels.
on renon-commercial
To limit eligibility in general to
educational institutions is, in my
opinion, unnecessarily strict, for in
many efficient
instancesadministration
it may preventof the
most
the
licensedsult in channel
and maylossevenof re-an
the complete
otherwise
censee. ready and valuable liIn providing for this new and
unique educational service, the
Commission should not be unduly
restrictive
of itsisfuture
ment. Television
so muchdevelopmore
costly than aural broadcasting and
involves such substantial differences in organization and operation, that practices followed in
FM should not necessarily be binding here. As the city usually holds
authority over the public school
system, it is not only incongruous
but it contradicts the basic prinlicensee*
responsibility
provideciple ofthat
its subordinate
entityto
is eligible for license while the city
itself is not. Moreover, in many instances the municipality could more
efficiently ticulaoperate
parrly sowhen itthehas station,
jurisdiction
over thetional many
and
varied
educaand cultural institutions in
the city.
It is clear that every licensee of
a reserved channel will be required
to broadcast exclusively on a nonbasis, featuring
specializedcommercial
educational
and cultural
programming, and will be bound by
the general requirements for coarrangementsinamong
educational operative
institutions
the area.all
In view of these careful limitations
as to the nature and scope of educational-TV operations, I can see
no
Commission's
Rulesreason
shouldwhy
in anythe case
prevent a
municipality which is ready, able
and otherwise qualified to build
and operate a station, while the
area's educators
not, from
bringing
this vitallyareneeded
service to the public. *
IX
Had the Commission adopted and
applied the general principles set
fortheducation
above, adequate
provision
for
would have
been
xneed
The toCommission
some extenthasbyrecognized
providing this
for
municipality
eligibility
in certain
ited
instances.
(See
Pars.
50-3 of(c)limtheof
Sixth
Report
and
Section
3.621
the TV Rules) .
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achieved. Since it did not, however,
and for the further reasons enumerated below in particular cases,
I find itstancenecessary
in several
s to dissent from
the Com-infinal Tableto ofspecific
Assignments. Mymission's
objections
assignments may be grouped in the
following categories:
a. Proposed VHF reservations
have
611 andbeen586)deleted. (Pars. 431, 588,
In Indianapolis (Indiana), Kansas City (Missouri) and Omaha
(Nebraska), the Commission has
improperly
proposed VHF
reservations deleted
and substituted
UHF
reservations in their place. In Columbia (Missouri), a proposed
VHF reservation for a "primarily
educational
has been resdeleted withoutcenter"
any substitute
ervation
provided.
25
I
believe,
however, that the VHF reservation
should have been retained and
finalized
cities. in every one of these
These deletions have been based
upon the lack of local educational
demand for VHF reservations and
commercial opposition to them.
The basic fallacy of a policy predicated upon demand has already
been pointed out and is fully applicable here. Reservations, it
should be remembered, are primarily set aside for the benefit of
the people who will be served by
these non-commercial stations. A
reserved channel therefore confers
no interest which local educators
can refuse, barter or sell. The only
right an educator has in a reserved
channel is one of use and service,
subject to Commission approval
and its Rules and Regulations. If
he is unwilling to exercise this
right, no the
matter
position
influence,
VHF hischannel
shouldor
remain reserved in that community
for the use of its more enlightened
and public spirited citizens and
educators.
The public interest should not
here
be neglected
solelyrefuse
becauseto
educators
now in office
accept or recognize
television's
opportunity and challenge.
Not only
may changes in administration
bring about a change in the thinking of their institutions, but the
passage of time and the example
set by other educators using TV,
may bring about radical revision
even in their own attitudes. They
may then be quick, if the channel
is gone, to demand its return and
cry that the Commission should
have guarded them against their
own error. We have seen such a
cycle in radio and must insure
against its repetition in television.
The Commission must not adopt
the shortsightedness of a few as
its own basic policy.
It should be noted here with
a Another
deletion
of a VHF
tion, in effect,
was made
in SanreservaDiego
(California)
where
the Commission's
Third
Notice
had
proposed
to reserve
VHF
channel
3,
and
strong
support
for
such alocal
reservation
had been
received
from
educators.
Subsequently,
due to anspectingagreement
with MexicoCom-reborder one
allocations,
mission deleted
VHF of the
the three
a=signed
to
San
Diego,
that
one being
VHF
channel
3 VHF
reserved
for
education.
Since
no
other
has
been
reserved
in San hasDiego,beenit forced
is clear tothatbeareducation
there
a disp
r
o
p
o
r
t
i
o
n
a
t
e
c
o
s
t
of
this
international
agreement. Storrs
(Connecticut)
is a
substantially
different
matter,
for
the proposed
UHFConnecticut
reservationcitythere
was
shifted
to
another
order temtoof reservations
provide a more
efficient
sys-in
for
a
state-wide
educational
Sixth
Report).service. (Par. 283 of the
II Final TV Report

regard to all allocations that the poses of those two cities into one
contest for assignments is now metropolitan area.
The Commission has failed to
largely confined
to the VHF
frequencies, and particularly
to those
give any reason why the general
cities in which
VHF stations
are pre-established
rules should
respecting
already
Thus,States
of thein educational allocations
not
73
cities onin the
the air.
United
be
applied
to
these
additional
aswhich the Commission had proHow can distinguish
the Commissionsignments.
consistently
posed
VHF
educational
assignments, commercial interests in 22
where aunder
city the
reof these cities have objected to the those instances
its assignments
reservations and requested that Third ceived
Notice
from those
where
they be deleted. In fully half of the that third assignment, or that
26 instances in which a VHF res- third VHF, came to it as the result
ervation was proposed for cities
with presently operating stations, of the city-by-city
thermore, in only ahearings?
single oneFur-of
these instances (Buffalo) did the
commercial
objections
were
received to such reservations. Yet, commercial interests requesting
at the same time, there was not a the additional assignment refer to
or deal with the question of
singleing to commercial
objection
seek- whether
this assignment, if made,
delete specifically
proposed
UHF reservations, although a total should be reserved for education
of 127 had been proposed by the as required by the principles of
the Third Notice or should be made
Without such
doubt,
tight available to commercial interests.
Commission.
27 ashowever,
situation
exists a where
Therefore, in order to achieve a
consistent application of these
VHF ing isdelayed
nowin operating
is onlyof the
be- aforementioned
the Comthe
remainder
mission should principles,
reserve every
third
VHF and in the entire UHF, and
will develop there with increasing assignment and third VHF, above
specified, for educational purposes.
intensityments areastaken
available
TV
assignup. To insure the
2. Similarlyfirst
the orCommission
has
full and unrestricted opportunity allocated
second VHF
in television that education needs channel toa several
cities, but in
and deserves, the Commission must no case has this VHF
been asnow standmediate firm
the imfor educational purposes,
claims ofagainst
commercial
ex- although signedthere
was
clear
need for
deletions which
from such action and the educators
afthose few pediency
VHFseeking channels
fected have strongly articulated
have been reserved.
their
support
of
educational
asb. Additional VHF and UHF
Thus, in Hartford
assignments have been provided (Connecticut),signments.
the
added
VHF
aswithouttionalbeing
signment, if reserved, could impurposes.reserved for educamediately serve as the hub of a coneducational
1. In itsmissionThird
the Com- network. Intemplated
Bay state-wide
City (Michigan)
set forthNotice
the principles
where local educators made a
for determining
allocations
to
edufor a VHF
chancation, which provided in part for strongnel, showing
the Commission
disregarded
a reservation in every city with
it despite
thewasfactassismed
that anto addithree
or
more
assignments
and
a
tional
VHF
that
VHF reservation in cities with at
city.
Although
that
VHF was
not
least
three
VHF
assignments
of
the
exact
one
requested
by
Bay
which one was still available. The
City's theeducators,
it
should
be
noted
Third Notice scrupulously followed that
Commission did not find
these principles in proposing its such circumstance
to be an obstaassignments
and reservations.
cle, when, on its own motion, it
in several instances
herein Yet,
the allocated
VHF 10 to Altoona (PennCommission has provided a numalthough commercial
inber of additional assignments which
terestssylvania)
there had
demanded the
these principles would require to be assignment
of
a
completely
difreserved for education, but in every
instance save one the Commission
ferent illustrates
VHF channel.
This ex-of
ample
the 29pattern
has deviated from the principle, Commission
inconsistency; it defailed to make such reservation
viates (in Youngstown, Lubbock,
and, instead, has assigned the chan- etc.) from principles requiring resnel
for
commercial
use.28
It
has
ervations on the basis that no edudone so solely on the basis that
cational demand has been manino educational demand has been
fested,
and yet in Bay City it admanifested for such reservation.
heres to principles
resThis is the case in Youngstown
e
r
ns even in therestricting
face of clear
(Ohio) ; Scranton, Altoona and demand forvatiosuch
assignments.
Harrisburg (Pennsylvania) ; Santa
While it is true that the general
Barbara (California), and Belling- principles
of the Third Notice do
ham (Washington) where third
assignments have been provided, not
require
theseI believe
additionalthatVHF's
reserved,
ordiand in Lubbock (Texas) and Buf- to be nary
fairness at least requires confalo-Niagara Falls (New York)
sistent
Commission
action
in
where third
VHF'sby have
as- situations, whether commercial likeor
signed, the latter
virtuebeenof the
In these above-mencombination for assignment pur- educational.
tioned instances, the entire record
lin
Madison
(Wisconsin),
it
should
be
so
well
supports
education's
need
noted,
a commercial
request
for the VHF channels
involved
the VHF
proposed
reservation
from totheonmove
UHF
that they should be set aside in
tobasis
was
denied
expressly
the
that no educational
demand (See
for every one of these cities.
the
request.
Par. VHF
581 ofsupported
the Sixth thisReport.)
c. VHF reservations requested
28 OnlytheinCommission
Sacramento
(California),
where
has reserved
the for
have early
not beeneducational
provided. operations
third
VHF
assigned
to
that
city
have
the
principles
of here
the Third
Notice been
The Commission must not only
followed;
such
reserve channels for education but
was
dueevenalone
thosetoassignment
principles,
but asnotmuch,
if not tomore,
the local
educators" demand for the VHF res- 29 Par. 370 of the Sixth Report,
ervations.
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it must implement its reservation
proposedthatto bethereserved
there.32
I believe
three existing
in a realistically effective manner, 56
reasonably calculated to bring VHF television stations in Detroit,
as
well
as
the
600,000
TV
sets
in
about the actual operation of these
channels. In order to achieve the hands of its public, makes a
VHF
reservation
necessary
if
edularge-scale
use of telecation is not to be placed at an
vision, itis educational
clearly imperative
that
handicap in its operations
there first be pioneers into the field initial
in Detroit. Furthermore, education
whose
stations
will
provide
a
strong
stimulus for the entire movement there has already had extensive
and successful experience in actual
and
serve
as "pilotTheplants"
for television
programming and is,
similarsion,
operations.
Commistherefore, uniquely capable of quick
however,
has
made
practically
no allowance for this need and in expansion into full-time educational
over its own independent
almost every instance has refused operations
to provide the additional VHF station.
reservations which have been reThe
Commission's
actions here
and in Columbus
inquecational
sted for immediate
consistency.reveal
Rejection ofstriking
the Ohio
operations. Inor soearly
doingedu-it
has rejected forceful showings of State request for a VHF assignthe public interest requiring such
ment pawasrison ofpredicated
a comthe relativeupon
populations
30
assignment.
Indianapolis, Clarksburg and
The particular facts in each of of
as against Columbus
the following cases further de- Huntington
and, in addition, the net loss of one
monstrate the validity of these re- VHF
channel caused
that counquests for VHF reservations:
Whilebydisapproving
1. Columbus (Ohio) Par. 417 the use of suchterproposal.
a
numerical
yardof the Sixth Report)
stick in this proceeding, I firmly
Ohiobus is now
Stateready,
University
in
Columbelieve
that
its
consistent
applicawilling and able
would have resulted in a grant
to make immediate use of VHF 12 of thetion educational
counterproposal
in Columbus and it already has on for Detroit. The gain
of a fourth
file an application for a construc- VHF in Detroit, the fifth largest
tion
permit
to
build
on
that
chancity
in
the
country
with
a metro| nel. Ohio State is without question
politan population of 3 million, toj! fluential
among the
leading
and
most
ingether
with
a
first
VHF
for Bayinstitutions in the field of
with its 240,000 popuI educational broadcasting. Its activ- City-Saginaw
lation, as requested, would more
1922 and increasing
have con- than compensate in my opinion for
tinueditiesonbeganainconstantly
the second its
VHF400,000
proscale to the present time over its the lossposed inofToledo
own Stations WOSU and WOSU- population and thewith
first
VHF
pro| FM. getItspresently
annualexceeds
broadcasting
posed iulation.
n FlintThere with
would itsbe270,000
no net poploss
$150,000.budWith a VHF channel, Ohio State in the total number of VHF channels and a substitute UHF channel
could immediately carry its leader! ship into television and give a could be provided for Toledo, which
J needed impetus to the development would help the educators there, who
of this new, specialized medium.
face the unhappy prosThe existence of three operating otherwise
pect of having
signment inthat thecity.only UHF asVHF stations in Columbus, however, and the high percentage of
On any basis,
the for
asVHF set ownership there, near a
of a VHFtherefore,
to Detroit
saturation point of 55%, requires educationalsignment purposes
is
warranted
Ohio
State,a asVHFa practical
in the public interest.
to secure
channel matter,
for its and3. clearly
Fort Wayne (Indiana) and
operations. Without a VHF, its Carbondale
(Pars. 438
operations will be delayed and it and 518 of the(Illinois)
Sixth Report)
becomes a matter of speculation
Indiana
Technical
College
has
when the school will enter televi- requested the assignment and ression on a full-time basis.
ervation of VHF 5 in Fort Wayne
Undeniably,
the shifts
in assign-jn for immediate educational operaments which would
be required
tion. Southern Illinois University
order to bring VHF 12 to Columbus has requested
assignment and
present certain difficulties. The reservation of the
10 in CarbonCommission, however, should not dale to permit VHF
its early initiation
of educational-TV operations. Both
merely "count
the
noses"
of
comparative populations nor make the
a VHF
addibare number of channels involved require tional,
substantialchannel
reasons:forIndiana
Technical College, in order to make
the
determinative
factor.31
In
this
equipment (valued at
situation, I believe that the proper use ofthanTV $100,000)
donated to it,
application of allocations principles more
some of which is usable only in
and the public interest require the the
lower
portion
of
the VHF;
Commission to make this requested
Illinois
University,
inVHForassignment of VHF 12 to Columbus Southern
der
to
bring
a
needed
firstpeople
for educational purposes.
service to more than 370,000
2. Detroit, (Michigan) (Par. 479 in the southern one-third of the
state,er athannumber
great-be
of the Sixth Report)
that considerably
which could
The Board of Education of the
by a UHF operation. The
City of Detroit has requested, by reached
has denied both rea series of channel shifts, the as- Commission
quests minimum
on the basis
thatseparations
each viosignment of a fourth VHF (11) in
lated
that city in place of UHF Channel established hereinmileage
and, in addition,
denied the further request of
In every
instance
herein andthe lengthy
educa- has
tors have filed
complete
Indiana Technical College for an
affidavits,
including
the
engineering
assignment to be limited to lowdata necessary
quested shifts. to accomplish the re- power
operations in order to pre;1principles
It should established
be noted that
under
the
in would
the Third
32 These requests, it should be noted,
Notice,
a
VHF
reservation
have
would
also
bring
first VHFandreservaand extent
Michigan,
would
been
for Columbus
had
its correcttions totoOhiosome
three inprovided
VHF
assignments
not
already
thethese
inequitable
been
actual
operation.
This
is
also
situation
that
now
findsany
States
true
in
the
case
of
Detroit;
hereinafter
among
those
without
reservation
discussed.
in the VHF.
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ventThe objectionable
Commission's interference.33
denial of these
requestedsulted iVHF
ren the assignments
loss, for thehastime
being, of cational
particularly
valuable
edulicensees who could otherwise have begun early operations.
Here, too, a UHF assignment may
cause substantial delay and make
speculative
schools will the
entertime
the when
mediumtheseon
a full-scale basis. Here then are
particularly glaring examples of
what has resulted from the Commission's mistake
not recognizing education
as ina separate
and
distinct service, its omission of a
high-ranking
educational
priority
in the allocations, and its failure
to construct an allocations plan
and a Table of Assignments reato meet television.
these major needssonablyin designed
educational
These faults are responsible for the
absence of educational VHF asWaynethe and
bondalesignandments iInFort
believe
TableCar-of
Assignments to be in error in not
providing them. Had proper principles ceeding,
been established
in thiswould
prothese assignments
have been granted as being in strict
conformity with them, rather than,
as they have been forced to appear
here, counterproposals seeking operations in violation of these general principles provided herein.

an extensive
not anhope;
impractical scale
dream or isa noble
rather it stands on the threshold of
realization. Given sufficient recognition andstantial
encouragement,
its sub-be
fulfillment could
achieved in the relatively near fuin order to ture.
keepFor those
faith reasons,
with its and
statutory
responsibilities, the Commission
should provide maximum reservations to preserve
in-a-lifetime
chancein full
for this
both oncetelevision and education. I deeply
regret
that
this
has
not
been
done
in these proceedings.
The vided
channels
for education
proherein, however
incomplete,
do offer an opportunity which the
American people should seize upon
ascannot
soon afford
as possible
to letandslipwhich
awaytheyby
default. They offer, too, a challenge that must be accepted and met
by every school, every teacher, parent, public official, technician and
public-spirited person and organization iwithn each
concerned
each community
community orherein
affected. This priceless opportupublic welfare
is one that
must nity forcarefully
be guided
and
guarded
by
all
in
order
to achieve
the maximum benefits of which
it is
capable. Without doubt, there are
sizeable obstacles, not the least of
which is the opposition of selfish
interests, that must be overcome
before educational stations in large
numbers are
built and
put into
operation. In view,
however,
of the
enormous public benefits offered by
educational-TV, and its steadily
growing
I firmlyon believe
that with support,
earnest efforts
all our
parts come
these
obstacles
will be televioverand
that
educational
sion will prevail and grow and, in
time, exceeding
our greatest
expectations, wil flourish
as an integral
part of our
educational
and
broadcasting systems.

The Commission, in making an
allocations plan, is forced to act in
an area filled with imponderables
and unknowns. It ventures into
the future without assurance or expectation ofabsolute certainty. It
is onlyfore,reasonable
to assume, therethat some misjudgments
and
errors will be made in the balancing and the determination of the
many conflicting factors involved,
all of which are subject to future
change. If the Commission must
err, however, it should take care
tointerest.
do so on the side of the public
DISSENTING OPINION OF
COMMISSIONER JONES
Elsewhere
in
this
Report
the
Commission refers often to the
"safetyular attention
factor"onrequiring
Even the detail in the Comits part particnot to
mission's decision released tounduly circumscribe
develday cannot conceal those faults
opments. Nowhere isfuture
such margin
compel
my dissent.
for error more necessary than here which
because
this firm, fixed
in the case of educational reserva- andI dissent
final allocation plan pretends
tions where a denial is, for all prac- to keep
the
large
city
broadcasters
tical purposes,
permanent
irremediable. Itwould
be farand better
best tele-of
vision channels toonthetheexclusion
therefore, since it must choose an from squatting
alternative, for the Commission to the smalltribute city.
Actually
if
you atal the selfishness charged
too manytoo channels
for
itreserve
to reserve
few. Itthanis the
against them
in the Commission's
have
latter alternative which involves decision,
done littlebroadcasters
more on an could
application
the cost too great to hazard.
basis,
without
an
allocation
plan.
XI
to carve out an advantage to the
of the smaller cities.
Education in a democracy is not detriment
The general rules and standards
a luxury; it is an imperative. The
to
a
greater
extentactually
the city-tostrengthening and expansion of our and
plan
exeducational system is a most ur- city allocation
clude
VHF
channels
the
gent requirement of our national smaller cities unless therefrom
happens
policy.
Nothing
that
could
be
done
be no larger city within artillery
to improve that educational system, torange
in. This is
however, can approach the force justifiedto onputthethem
andEducational
impact of use
television.
covers wider areasbasis
than that
UHF VHF
and
of television on that
the larger cities can serve the
population. So the general
33 There is substantial merit, in my rural
drafted to the adopinion, tothatIndiana
Technical College's
assertion
the Commission
should standards vantaare
ge of the largest cities to
permit
such
educational
low-power
accomplish
this
operationsmercial
on stations,
the basis
non-com- VHF channels. basic purpose with
unlikethatcommercial
stations, will
not produce
or respond
literally
the
to economic
pressuresto constantly
seek- 12 This
VHF policy
channels
of theshrinks
spectrum
ingand
higher acquire
power
expandaudiences.
service
(all
of
the
VHF
channels)
to
the
areas
greater
There
are, however,grounds
as above
shown,
equivalent of 4 in the northeastern
more
fundamental
upon
which
part
of
the
United
States
and
other
the
Commission VHF
shouldassignments
have grantedto areas like it. This occurs because
the
these requested
cities.
the bigger you make any single
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But it has created a bigger
station's
coverage
the wider
you Rules.
Frankenstein with this artificial
have
to space
stations.
The wider
of channels the
than it is try-of
you space stations the lesser num- scarcity
ing to avoid.
bernel ofin times
you can
use the chan- million
dollar Where
returns areprospect
at stake
the entire
country.
The Commission has pretended in major markets more applicants
that these high powers, antenna will be seeking a scarce number of
heights and wider VHF spacings channels. When many applicants
actually give more service to the compete for an unconscionably few
rural areas. In fact, the contrary VHF channels with the lucrative
is true. In northeastern United return on investment provided by
States and other areas like it 148% this plan (inordinately VHF servmore rural and city area could get
areas) it will take years before
a Grade A service and 59% more the iceCommission
can judge the
could get Grade B service if the merits on the kind of contests that
250 mile median spacing (between will surely ensue.
stations operating on the same
The Commission has had the
of analysis for one year,
channel) isarecutused,
in half
500' paralysis
antennas
and when
cut onenot consumed in drafting the genthird
when
1000'
antennas
are
used.
eral
Rules
and Standards, but conThe Commission has made 100
sumed in a search for a city-to-city
kw
maximum
plan which it can freeze
channels
2 to 6power
and 316forkwVHFfor allocation
by this
rule-making
proVHF channels 7 to 13 (roughly 3 on the country
ceedings. During
period people
times the low band VHF power) have been denied all television
and 1000 kw (10 times low band service in many parts of the United
States and have been limited to
VHF power) for UHF channels one
in others. In addition,
14 to 83. the
It hasmaximum
made 2000'except
antennain the service
Commission has created or
heights
Zone I (northeastern United continued television broadcast
in one-station cities and
States) arewhere
maximum.
These
the 1000'
values iswhich
have monopolies
limitedthree-station
monopolies major
in some
and
citiestwo-of
to be used
by
broadcasters
everywhere (from New York Citv to the nation. The mischievous damGoldfield, Nevada— population 336)
age that has been done byof delayUHF
to
make the degraded
Commission's plan (83%ing theofcommercialization
the channels
to be usedis
even
This approach
means that there is efficiency.
a million for television
broadcasting)
dollar entry fee for every broad- hard to contemplate. 90% of the
caster to guarantee the Commis- contests in the city-to-city proceedings involved only VHF chansioncastersplan'sfrom small
efficiency.
towns If
(VHFbroadwas nels.
given to the largest cities and
Even
now
portion of
UHF generally to the smaller cities the allocation theTableUHFis incomplete.
to fill in the gaps not covered by Its introduction has been delayed
VHF) are to contribute to ef- because the Commission apparently
ficency thev had better study anticipated, until lately, that it
astronomy
up oftheir
UHF and VHF chanance sheets toandfigure
buy lots
red balink. would lump
in theceedingssame
proThis plan throws the heaviest could nelsnot
for any application
city and
thus
release
UHF
channels
financial burden upon those least
for
television
broadcasting
until
it
able to pay. UHF transmitters
cost
to construct
and Initially
operate. perfected the VHF assignments.
UHF more
receivers
cost more.
Now, sound UHF
comthey will not be as good as VHF
mercialization isstation
handicapped
receivers and more complicated economically and technically by
and more expensive receiving an- 17,000,000 VHF-only receiving sets.
tennas are needed to pick up a
UHF broadcaster
useable UHF signal on every Any
is notprospective
only handicapped
where
UHF and VHF are intermixed but
farmer's
house
top
or
wind
mill.
also in areas where UHF is not
Inandaddition,
the higher
the farmer
small urban
resident
has to used to supplement the inefficient
constructtenna, thebis
channels.
longerUHFthe receiving
line is to anhis assignment ofisVHF
this true because
receiving set and the greater is theEspecially
UHF
broadcaster
cannot
the line loss by the time the availduce a better picture
thanpro-a
able
UHF
signal
reaches
the
VHF
broadcaster
—
the
standards
terminals of his receiver.
(lines, frames
and fields)
are
identical.
In addition
a UHF
UHF instation
doesn't
to Ifbea built
a small
cityhappen
which broadcaster in the large intermixed
is supposed to fill in the area not (UHF-VHF) cities would have to
coveredtion,bythe rural
the large
VHF urban
sta- be assured of 170 mile spacings
and citysmall
(and they are not in this plan )
resident has to buy an expensive for VHF stations operating at 100
VHF antenna array to get the kw power for low band VHF (chandistant
VHF signal or buy a huntnels 2 to 6) and 316 kw for high
ing license.
band VHF (channels 7 to 13) at
500'
antenna
serve theat
The
Commission's
plan
will
make
area withheight
a UHFto station
the television broadcasting busi- same
1,000 and 600 kw more power for
nes amillion dollar blue chip game high
band VHF and 1500 ft. higher
as a result of the powers and antenna
heights for both, he still
antenna heights chosen for its level
of efficiency. The corollary of this has to buy an audience of VHFphilosophy is that those powers only receivers.
and antenna heights require abThe Communications Act gives
wide the Commission the duty of fosterseparations.normal y, ifnotTheunreasonably
wider the VHF
development of the
separations are the less channels art. ingItthe fullest
is not the function of the
there are in any given city. In Commission to construct and opershort, it is creating an artificial
ate stations. Its function is to
scarcity of VHF channels. The promulgate
Rules and RegulaComnvssion thinks that it has
make it possible for
eliminated 307(b) contest between citizenstions ofthat will
the United States to becities (it has not eliminated all)
by incorporating this firm, fixed
come
licensees
and stations
operate broadcast and television
in the
and final allocation plan into its
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cents
thouspublic interest, convenience and vertiserand. twenty-six
If we
this percost
to theapply
Goldfield
area, per
its
necessity.
the allocation planThenowpurpose
being ofadopted
by thousand
Class A hour rate would come to
the Commission
is
to
create
a
naninety-seven
cents.
Obviously,
the
tion-wide, competitive television rate of a Goldfield station would
system, but the effect of the plan is not be figured precisely on these
toincluded
deny local
television
cities not
but any
in the
Table.to Once
the population
hourly rate percentages,
they could negotiate
would not be enough more to
Tabletionispermits
established
and
construcare granted, followed change the situation materially.
by
licensesassigned
and operation
onTable,
the Therefore, it seems very clear from |.
channels
examination of the largest and
the Commission will innotthis
be able
to an
the smallest communities where
dislocate such licenses to make an- VHF channels are assigned in the
other plan more efficient without Commission's allocation plan that
litigationandensuing
between such the chance for a financially sound
licensees
the Commission.
broadcast station at maximum
II
powers and antenna heights canI dissent because the firm, fixed of ninety-seven
uponcentsa gross
income'
hour
for
and final allocation plan constitutes Classnot beAbased
The anprobability
an inefficient use of our valuable that any service.
such
station
would
ever
spectrum space. Therefore it is be operated at maximum power is
fundamentally
a plan toto cities
deny local
It is more logical
television channels
and very remote. with
communities in the United States. and consonant
ness facts to assumepractical
that ifbusithe
Only 1274 of such cities are given Goldfield
channel
is
ever
occupied
the
privilege
to
build
one
or
more
it
will
be
operated
at
the
minimum
television stations. Of these 889 are powers and antenna heights proeach given the privilege to build
vided in the allocation plan. It canonly one local station, notwithnot be argued
thatwith
the comparison
standing the fact
that the touchthe city
the largest
stone of the
Communications
Act between
population
and
the
one with the
is competition.
Federalv.Communismallest population included in
cations Commission
Sanders the
is unfair because that is
Bros. Radio Station, 309 U.S. 470. the Table
very basis
which the
Commission
has upon
constructed
the
The
city-to-city
allocation
plan
is confined to 1,274 cities because allocation Table.
The
same
factors |
the Commission has established a are ignored by the Commission
in
standard service area which will
assign-of
meet the demands of the largest constructing
ments in all its
the Table
varyingof sizes
city in the nation and has applied cities included
and excluded from
it for allocation purposes to the the Table. It provided
itself with
no
flexibility
from
allocation
smallest
city
included
in
the
table.
1
In addition, for assignment pur- standpoint to changeanseparations,
poses the Commission
has assumed
powers and antenna heights which
that every
station occupying
any would
meet the reasonable needschannel assigned in the Table will give service
to the natural trading
employ
the
maximum
power
and
areas
or
of their cultural
antenna height regardless of the influence —theof areas
relative
of the cities
States.any given city in the
the sizes populations
of their respective
tradingor United
The entire philosophy of providareas tural
andinfluence.
the areas of their culing the standard
area area
for
all
cities
based uponservice
a service
An examination of the various satisfactory
to the largest city in
cities in the Table shows that it the
Table exposes some absurd reis unreasonable to expect that
sults. For example, the Commismaximum power and antenna
siondistribution
concluded that
"the geographheightsest will
be
utilized
in
the
smallical
of people
and cities
communities included in the
the United States does not lend
Table. For example, New York ofitself
to
a
simple
rule
for
spacing
City has a population of 7,891,957 of stations" which will protect
free service area theof
and its trading area is 3924 square interference
miles. Goldfield, Nevada, the small- each channel. Yet the Commission
est city included in the Table, has has adopted just such a simple rule
as the sole cria population of 336, which is that itteriacondemns
for assignment of channels
.0043% that of New York. Esmer- and refusal
to assign channels to
alda, the county in which it is cities throughout
the nation.
located, has a population of 614.
Zone I is area
described
as there
"one large
The broadcast industry, of course, contiguous
where
is a
is based upon the advertising spon- substantially higher density
of
sorshvertiser
ip of programs,
and
the
adpopulation
and
concentration
selects the stations he cities." Zone II is described as anof
wishes to use according to the po- area which has a low population tential number of people to be density "or where large cities are
served, and the rate paid is based more widely
separated."
says that
180 mile TheVHFComcoupon the number of people in the channel missionseparations
were not inservice area of each station. For
o be minimum co-channel
instance, one New York station spacingstended tthroughout
country
covers a population of 14,332,829 and that 190 miles is thetheappropriunder the present Rules and Standate minimum spacing for Zone II
ards of the Commission. Using the
we separations
were to permit
stain such
same standard for Goldfield, a 50 becausetions at"ifclose
we would deprive persons
mile radius normalized to the coun- areas,
residing
in
the
interference
areas
ty lines contains a population of
3715. The rate for the Class A between such stations of television
Commission
hour of this New York station is aservice."
differentThesituation
exists says
in ZonethatI
$3750, making the cost to the ad- "where there is a substantially
density of population and
11000
Minimum antenna
separationsheights
of 170inmiles
andI higher
concentration of cities" and that
Zone
"lower
minimum
spacings in such
makely foot
this
standard
service
area
slightsmaller cities
than and
the standard
servicein an area will not have
the tendencyarea
communities
Zone for
II.
of depriving residents of the area
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of television service, since there 14 to 83. To visualize the problem
achieving maximum use of a
would be no overlapping of service of
given channel so we can calculate
contours and a multiplicity of alter- its
maximum use, it is necessary to
native
services."
The
simple
rule
that the Commission applies to think of a series of dots spaced an
equal distance from each other on
these mous
twodifference
zones ofmakes
4 to 6themilesenor-in a map of the United States. If we
Grade B service radius between the draw lines between the dots we will
two zones. Four to 6 miles increase have a series of equilateral triangles overlaying the entire United
in Grade
servicein radii
doesn't
make
muchB sense
serving
the States. The dots will represent assignments ofa single channel. The
outlying areas from a relatively
the sides
of each
equilatfew
cities in Zone
does large
a contraction
of 4 II.to Neither
6 miles lengtheraloftriangle
will be
the mileage
in service radii with 20 mile closer separation between stations. Such a
co-channel
much scheme of assigning channels will
sense in Zonespacing
I. Sincemake
the results
referred to hereinafter as a "full
of the 20 mile differential in mini- betriangular
Appendices
through 6 lattice."
are a series
of charts1
mum
co-channel
spacings
between
Zones I and II have no effective or based upon a "full triangular latof a single channel in each
practicaltives relationship
to the objecwhich the Commission
es- portionditciecse1'and
of 2thefor spectrum.
Appen63 megacycles
are
pouses, it seems clear that they valid for
channels 2 to 6 (low VHF)
are
only
a
convenient
"simple
rule"
to limit local television facilities to utilizing 10 kilowatts, 100 kilowatts
and infinite kilowatts of power at
the
Table.1,274 cities included in the antenna heights of 500 feet and
1000 feet, respectively. Appendices
Thission ishas another
true unless
3 and 4 for 195 megacycles are valid
basisthe toCommisdefend for
channels 7 to 13 (high VHF)
these minimum co-channel spac- utilizing
31.6
kilowatts,
316 kilo-of
ings. The major contention might
and infinite
kilowatts
be that engineering factors dictate power atwatts 500
feet and 1000 feet,
the national policy of minimum respectively. Appendices
5 and 6
spacings
selected
500 megacycles are valid for
sion for each
zone byin the
orderCommisto get for
UHF channels 14 to 83 utilizing 100
efficient signuse
of
the
spectrum
askilowatts,
1000ofkilowatts
ed to television,
evensaidthough
nite kilowatts
power at and
500 infifeet
the Commission
has never
that
this firm, fixed and final allocation and
1000
feet,
respectively.2
These
all based on the record
plan does make efficient use of the inappendices,
this proceeding, show that the
spectrum.
minimum spacing proposed in the
In its Memorandum Opinion of Third
Notice, as amended and finalJuly
13,
1951
(FCC
51-709)
it
this Sixth Report and Order,
avoided any defense of this plan. is tooized in great
maxiLikewise, in this Report it avoids a
service toon produce
any giventhechannel
forthright avowal that this plan in anv mumgroup:
low VHF, high VHF
makes optimum use of the channels. or UHF.
Instead, it couches all its discussion
1 shows
that any
of "A Table of Assignments" in the of Appendix
the low VHF
channels,
2 toone6,
abstract,
that
"an
engineered
table
utilizing
100
kilowatts
of
power
at
* * * permits
substantially
efficient
use ofa the
available more
spec- 500 feet antenna height obtains
maximum
efficiency
of
area
covertrum" or that
"an anAssignment
agetionat 140
Tabletion drawn
up upon
examinainsteadmiles
of theco-channel
170 milesseparaminiof the country
as a whole
can
confidently be expected to more
mum separation finalized in this
closely approximate the mathemat- Report.3 It is significant that any
of this group of channels is as
ical mission
optimum
* * *."
The Com- one
efficient in area coverage utilizing
even biases
its recognition
that "the maximum number of sta- 10 kilowatts of power at 500 feet
jtions which can be accommodated antenna height when co-channel
100 milesof aspower
it is atutilizon any given
culated channel"
mathematicallycanwithbe calthe spacing
ing 100 iskilowatts
the
height when minihedge "once a fixed station separa- same antenna
mum
co-channel
spacing
is
170
upon."of mileAs a miles.
matteragetion hasseparations
ofbeen
fact,agreed
this
is thedodge
Achilles heel
This appendix further shows
toThethisarbitrary
allocation
plan'sseparations
efficiency. that at all co-channel spacings bemileage
tween 100 and HO miles, every
of 155 miles and 170 miles for cochannels
is more
effichannel UHF and VHF stations, one ofcientthese
in channel
coverage
utilizing
respectively, in Zone I, and 175 and 10 kilowatts
of power at 500 feet
190 miles, respectively, in Zone II, than it is utilizing
100 kilowatts
are not based upon engineering at the minimum spacing
of 170
principles at all. These separations
are based upon a policy decision of miles.3 Appendix 1 also shows that
the Commission for specific size if we utilized powers of infinity *
service areas for television stations. at 500 feet antenna heights the
All of the engineering for this plan maximum coverage for any one of
is subordinate to and complemen- this group of channels would still
tary to thisTherefore
non-engineering
volicy be at 140 miles co-channel separadecision.
the arbitrary
tion instead of the minimum finalminimum
co-channel
separations
ized in the Sixth Report.
170, 190 and 220 miles for VHF andof
155, 175, 205 miles for UHF, reAppendix
2 shows
imum coverage
for anythatonetheofmaxthis
spectively, have no sacrosanct engineering
basis
related
either
to
optiEach theof record
these inappendices
is based
mum use of a single channel or 2upon
those
proceedings.
efficient
use of the spectrum — all of 3 The minimum spacings for Zone I are
the
channels.
are used because the minimum of 190
Fortunately,
there is abasis
matheand 220tively for
II and for
III respecmatical and engineering
for antenna
arheights
e lessZones
efficient
over yet
most offeasible
these
selectingrationsco-channel
mileage
sepaZones.
for any given channel in
power
cannot
be
achieved.
For
each group, i.e., VHF channels 2 4theInfinite
this dissent
to 6 (low VHF), VHF channels 7 to meanspurpose
powers ofelevated
as hightheasterm
are
13 (high VHF) and UHF channels practically
obtaintable.
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group of channels is obtained at channel
all distances
beyond 100 miles cospacing.
co-channel spacings of 155 miles
when
of power
These appendices show that the
utilized100atkilowatts
1000 foot
antennais Commission
has not selected minimum co-channel spacings in its
heights. It also shows that the
rules
and standards that
efficiency is as great at 145 miles general
co-channel spacing as at the 170 obtain maximum coverage efficiency
I
if
any
powerfeetis antenna
utilized
miles3 minimum finalized in the ofat Zone
500 feet and 1000
Sixth Report and Order. It fur- heights.
This inefficient minimum
ther shows that if powers of intrue for
finity were utilized at 1000 feet an- spacing
in Zone holds
II which
havelarge
the areas
same
maximum
age tenna
would heights
be astheefficient
at 137covermile population and concentration of
city characteristics as Zone I as
co-channel
spacing
as
it
is
at
155
miles utilizing the maximum power will be more fully discussed in
authorized in the Sixth Report and connection with the actual assignOrder. It is significant that if 10
ments employed
the Table
signmentsinhereafter.
Whileof Asthe
kilowatts of power is utilized at the
same antenna height, the maximum Commission represents that it can
coverage would be obtained at 145 be confidently expected that an assignment Table drawn upon the
miles
and asis equally
as efficient at
140 miles
at 150 miles.
examination of the country as a
more closely approxiAppendix 3 shows that any one whole matewill
the mathematical optimum,
of the group of VHF channels 7 the minimum
spacings in the gento 13 utilizing 316 kilowatts of
eral rules and standards certainly
power at 500 foot antenna height
obtains maximum efficiency of area ignore principles involved in obtaining that mathematical opticoverage
135 miles
mum. The VHF assignments acseparationat instead
of co-channel
170 miles
minimum separation finalized in
tually employed
Table efficient
of Assignments are ineventhe less
this Report. It shows that any one
mathematically
in
Zone
I
particuof thiscient igroup
of channels
is as 31.6
effilarly and in the parts of Zone II
n area coverage
utilizing
The UHF assignments
kilowatts of power at 500 foot an- indicated.
are
admittedly
incomplete and a
tenna heights when co-channel
statistical analysis cannot
spacing is 110 miles as it is when sample
; but such a complete anal316 kilowatts of power at the same be made
ysis can be made of the VHF asheight is utilized with the minimum
Appendices 7 through
co-channel
spacingpower
of 170
miles.3 18 are mapssignments.
of allof VHF
assignIf the maximum
is utilized
ments in the Table
Assignments.
at the same height for any one of
this group of channels they are They are revealing, if not shocking, in their lack
of adherence
equally
at 90 and 170 miles the minimum
spacings
proposed toin
co-channelefficient
spacing.
any zone. They are offensive, if
Appendix
4
shows
the
efficiency
and capricious, beof any channel in the same group not arbitrary
cause the Commission will not perutilizing the same designated powmit a change in the Table until
ers at 1000 foot antenna heights. enough
construction permits are
The maximum channel efficiency at
to freeze this inefficient
this height utilizing maximum granted
firm,
fixed
and final allocation plan
forever.
power of 316 kw occurs at 155
miles co-channel spacing; and it
Now
let
examine the actual
is equally as efficient at 130 miles co-channel usspacings
employed in
as at the minimum
of 170 for
miles3in this firm, fixed and final
allocation
co-channel
spacing provided
the Sixth Report and Order. The plan for VHF channels.
maximum efficiency of one of this
Appendices
19 and 20 areas analyses of VHF assignments,
shown
group of channels utilizing 31.6
kilowatts occurs equally from 140 on the assignment maps, (Appento 150 miles spacing. If infinite
dices 7through 18). Appendix 19
that the median co-channel
power is utilized the maximum effi- shows
ciency is at the co-channel spac- separation is 280 miles for all VHF
channels assigned to cities throughing of 155 miles.
out the nation. Appendix 20 shows
5 and of6 each
show of that
theAppendices
channel efficiency
the that in Zone I the median coUHF channels is less sensitive to channel separation is 250 miles for
station spacing than either VHF channels 2 through 6. There is no
to believe
the separa-2
channels 2 to 6 or 7 to 13. Ap- reason tions
employed that
in channels
pendix 5 shows that using 1000
kilowatts of power the maximum through 6 are different than channels 7 through 13 in Zone I. If
efficiency
of a instead
UHF channel
at 115 miles
of 155 occurs
miles any section of the country is picked
as finalized in the Sixth Report. other than Zone I it is likely that
the median co-channel separation
This nelsis eachtheincrease
only group
whose chanin efficiency
from will be within 20 miles of the 280
100 to 265 miles co-channel spac- mile median for the entire nation.
ing utilizing antenna heights of
Approximately
% of 1%
of all
500 feet and infinite power. When VHF
assignments
100 kilowatts at 500 feet are used 175 miles.
In Zone are
I onlyless4%thanof
the maximum efficiency of a UHF station separations are 170 miles
less and
onlyentire
8% are
180 miles
channel occurs at 100 miles co- oror less.
In the
country
only
channel spacing.
the miles
co-channel
separaAppendix 6 shows that a UHF 7% oftionsall
are
195
or
less.
channel utilizing 1000 kilowatts at
It is mission
apparent
that this
the Table
Com1000 feet antenna height reaches
has constructed
its maximum efficiency at 130 miles of Assignments
without regard to
co-channel spacing; utilizing infi- the minimum co-channel spacings
nite power at the same height it of 170 miles in Zone I, 190 miles in
Zone II and 220 miles in Zone III
approaches
a flat
curve 250
of maximum efficiency
at around
miles for all VHF channels. It is also
co-channel spacing. When 100 kilo- quite apparent that in selecting
wat s is used at the same height these minimum co-channel spacthe maximum efficiency decreases at
ings the Commission has not had
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the efficient use of each of the VHF efficiency is gained by increasing- in constructing the Table for Zone to be available for at least 90%
channels or the efficient use of the antenna heights from 500 to 1000 I are large and incomplete lattices of the time for the best 70% or
VHF portion of the spectrum de- feet than by increasing transmitter which result in less rural area cov- more of the receiver locations. I
is defined
as servvoted to television as its major ob- power by tenfold.
erage than if smaller and more Gradeice Bwhereservice
acceptable
signals
are
jective. For example, appendices
(more nearly
They show further that channel complete
full latticelattices
at optimum
spacing) a available for at least 90% of the
1 to 4, inclusive, show the appro- efficiency
is
cut
about
one-half
with
priate
co-channel
spacings
to
obtime
to
50%
or
better
of
the
lo500
feet
antennas
and
one-third
smaller city
lat- cations.
tain the maximum efficiency of all
tices wouldused.
result The
in optimum
1000 foot antennas when the had been
VHF channels when maximum with
spacings
are
increased
from
135
or
and
rural
coverage
on
any
indi2 andspacings
4 showof that
powers are utilized at all feasible 140 miles to 250 miles.
vidual channel or on all channels withAppendices
the median
280
antenna heights. Appendices 1
This table further shows for the collectively.
miles
used
in
constructing
the Taand 4, of course, are based upon median
spacing
for
Zone
I
of
250
ble
only
15%
of
the
United
States
The
engineering
evidence
in
the
an assignment of channels on a
on 63 mc at 1000 feet and record or that which can be com- would get service from one chan- ;
full triangular lattice basis. These miles
nel
kw-1000'-195
op- jj
efficiency is rethe Commission
appendices are the efficiency charts 100 kw,ducedthefrom channel
timum(316channel
spacing mc).
of 155 Ifmiles
28%For to19522%,mc, aatreducofputed by such
evidence inupon
the the
re- were
for optimum
use of the VHF
1000 basis cord,
used,
35%is oflikethatZoneportion
of ,
shows
that
more
coverage
is
tion of the spectrum.
It is porfair feet, tion316of 25%.
Zone
II
which
I
would
kw, channel efficiency is obtained on any channel by closer
to use these efficiency charts as a reduced from
get
service
from
one
channel.
This
35%
to
21%,
a
rewide that
spacing.
Spe- is 2% times as much area as would
basis for comparison of efficiency
duction of 40%. For those parts spacing than
cifical y, it shows
for each
employed
constructing for
the each
ac- of Zone II which have a median VHF channel
in each group
the be covered by the single channel H
tual Table inof Assignments
280 mile spacing. This means Q
spacing of 280 miles, the coverage efficiency is higher with with
of the channels because the sepa- co-channel
that at 280 mile spacing it takes
channel
efficiency
for
63
mc
at
1000
1000'
antennas
and
10
kw
power
rations
actually
used
form
a
latfeet
and
100
kw
is
reduced
from
more
than 6 high VHF (channels
for
low
VHF,
and
at
31.6
kw
power
tice work of co-channel stations at 28% to 18%, a reducation of 36%. for high VHF, at spacings of 145 7 to 13)
to cover the country once
the
distances
indicated
in
the
maps
For
195
mc
at
1000
feet
and
316
miles
and
153
miles,
respectively,
and
at
optimum spacing of 155
for each one of the VHF channels. kw, from 35% to 15%, a reduction rather than at 250 miles spacing, miles it only
takesin 3both
of such
Appendices 7 through 18 have had of 72%. This is significant because the median spacing actually used
nels if we assume
cases chanthat
are substantial areas in Zone in Zone I. And even if maximum
linesneldrawn
assignmentthrough
of eacheach
singleco-chanVHF there
maximum
power is Even
utilizedif atwe1000'
antenna
heights.
II
in
which
the
high
density
popupowers
of
100
kw
on
low
VHF
and
channeleachandlinetheshow
figures
have an allocation plan, itdidis |
lation and concentrated
city aschar-in 316 kw on high VHF at 1000' are not
with
the associated
distances
a
c
t
e
r
i
s
t
i
c
s
a
r
e
the
same
doubtful
that applicants filing for;
used,
the
optimum
co-channel
spacI.
todirection.
all co-channel
stations inof every
the channels as they saw fit could
ing only for
increases
approximately
An examination
these Zone
10
miles
63
mc
(from
145
to
On
the
other
hand,
if
the
maxidestroy
4
of the 7 channels the
maps shows
they form
mum station efficiency — the largest 155 miles) and for 195 mc (from way
the Commission
has in this
gular latticesthat
reaching
all thetrianway coverage
plan.
for any single station 153 to 155 miles). Therefore, the allocation
from 550 to 165 miles. Insofar given
above
enumerated
engineering
a
VHF
assignment
—
is
the
If it ismissioncontended
by the
Com-4
as any one of these separations is goal of this allocation Table, the principles still apply for these
that Appendices
2 and
expanded from the most efficient minimum co-channel spacings chos- powers. So when the Commission
based
upon
the
total
service
of
co-channel radatiospacings,
they
are
a
degen
(and
these
are
too
large
for
says
that
it
is
using
wide
spacings
n of the efficient use of the optimum co-channel efficiency) are to take advantage of the wide cov- a station are not indicative of
what happens to Grades A and B
VHF spectrum.
This
is
true
beat
war
with
this
goal
because
maxerage
capabilities
of
the
VHF
to
used by the Commission
cause the geometric triangles
channel efficiency will not cover rural areas, it is not based service, criteria
formed by the actual assignments permit imum
for allocation purmaximum station efficiency. upon engineering fact, unless they as the poses,
even from this standpoint
employed in the Table are just a The spacings
mean
single
station
coverage,
when
which
give
maximum
variation from the theoretical equi- single station aoverage are ap- applied to Zone I and sections of closer spacings are more efficient.
lateral triangles in the full lattice.
proximately twice as great as are Zone II where the geographic, pop- Appendices 21 and 22 show that
Appendices 1 to 4 show the per- necessary
to give maximum chan- like ZoneulationI.and city characteristics are high VHF (channels 7 to 13) utinel efficiency.
centages ofchannel efficiency which
lizing 316 kwco-channel
power atspacings
1000' atof
median
will be obtained with optimum coThe Commission pretends to folThe Commission may contend the
250 miles in Zone I achieve only
channel spacing on the low VHF
low
a
different
policy
in
Zone
I
that
the
efficiency
charts
(Appenefficiency of area
(channels 2 to 6) and the high
in Zone II. It says Zone II
dices 1to 4) are based upon total 12.3% channel
the Grade A type contour
VHF (channels 7 to 13). Since the and
service of each channel assigned within
an area
which density
has a "relatively
maps (appendices 7 to 18) and co- islower
and
23.6%
within
the B type conpopulation
or
where
therefore they do not apchannel distribution curve (appen- large cities are more widely sepa- and that
They show
furtherbutthatat under thetour.same
conditions
155
ply to the assignment policy of
dices 19 and 20) show that the methe
Commission
which
recognizes
rated"
and
therefore
wider
separaoptimum co-channel spacing
is much
tions are justified. In Zone I it only Grade A and B contours. It mile
the
area
within
the
Grade
A
congreaterdian co-channel
than thespacing
optimum
for says that
the concentration of cities is true that the efficiency charts
30.5% and the area within
channel efficiency (250 for Zone I; in wide areas
of contiguous high are based upon the total service of the Btour iscontour
This is
280
for
the
entire
country),
it
density
population
lower a station. Let us examine what that a 148% increase isof37.4%.
must be concluded that the channel co-channel spacings.justifies
coverage
In
fact,
the
means.
The
total
service
is
defined
in the Grade A contour
and a with59% ]
efficiency is materially degraded. spacings actually employed in the as the sum of all locations, no mat- increase
of coverage within the B
The following table shows the Table tend to protect the Grade B
ter how distant from the trans- contour. However, it must be reamount of this degradation:
contour without any interference
mitter, which
receivefor a atsignal
coverage of
22%
the desired
station
least from
90% the channel membereatd in the155total
miles, efficiency
ZONE I
of the time which is at least 28 of total coverage is 72% greater
100 kw
6328%mc 28%
6323%mc 21% 10014%kw
db above the 10% interfering sig- than at 250 miles. Of course, ifj
170
155
250
140
170
Separation ofin Coverage
Miles
nal from each co-channel station,
are comparing the coverage of
28% 250
Efficiency
not
more than 6 db below the ad- you
21%
a single station separated at 250
316 kw
jacent channel interfering signal, miles
14%kw
19535%mc
316
195 mc 27%
withspacing
a singleof station
at a the
co500' 250
and 30 db above random noise.
153 1000'
155 miles,
28% 170
135
Separation ofin Coverage
miles
170
The standard measurement of these channel
250
area covered by each is 1922 square
Efficiency
signals
uses the F 50-50 and F miles and 1072 miles, respective50-10 curves.
ZONE II
28% 28% 18%
ly. But it must be remembered
63 mc 1000' 100280kw
63 mc 18% 500' 10013%kw
The
Ad
Hoc Report indicated and that if you are going to make such
155
280
the
Commission
tacitly
admits
that
190
15%
a
comparison
for the 155 mile spac23%
140
Separation ofinCoverage
miles
190
total service
ofdescribed
a station
as hereEfficiency
ingtionyou assignments
can get 2.6
stainafter
is
the
most
on anas many
area basis
31%
19535%mc 190 316 kw
195 mc 500' 31613%kw
with 250 mile spacing.
meaningful definition of television asTheyoutotalcanarea
280
28%
covered by the 2.6
service, either for a station or a
135 22.5%
190
Separation ofinCoverage
Miles
1000' 280
153
channel, because it counts every stations is 2787 square miles. This
Efficiency
is 860 square miles more area
possible
location
that
gets
an
ac1000'
ceptable signal, regardless
how coverage
by thehighcloserVHFspaced
staThis Table and Appendices 1 to 4500' in both Zones I and II. The Com- far removed
tion on any
channel.
from the oftransmission said that in Zone I it was
mitter. But ittheis Commission
for From any standpoint more comshow that the minimum co-channel
plete area coverage can be had
spacingnels inofZone
170 miles
VHF permit
chan- not concerned with interference to allocation purposes does not recogI doesfor not
this total service
the 90%
sum with high band VHF chanGrade
B contour
becauseof service
"there of allnize locations
maximum efficiency for any VHF the
for at— toleast
would
be
an
overlapping
nels
at the155optimum
co-channel
spacing
miles
than
channel when maximum power is contours of stations on different of the time. It just recognizes a 250
milesof which
the rather
Commission
utilized at any feasible antenna channels located in the interference portion of such total service prohas
actually
used
in
constructing
vided
by
the
F
50-50
curve.
These
height,
that
co-channel
spacings
have, however,
pro- two segments are designated Grade the Table in ZoneIll I.
the B contour
in this zone
should be a little larger for higher areas."tectedThey
to the same degree substantially A and Grade B service. The Comantenna
higherto powers are heights
utilized when
in order
gain that they did in Zone II, notwithmission specifies that Grade A
maximum efficiency on any VHF
service has that quality acceptastanding this statement of policy.
It now becomes important to
ble to the median observer expected compare
channel, and that more channel
The spacings actually employed
the minimum co-channel
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1ALI

TOWERS

**X0PS"

in TELECASTING
Guyed or Free-Standing Types!
"CUSTOM-ENGINEERED" for ground or building installation . . .
In perfect stride with the magical growth of Television, IDECO, America's pioneer manufacturer of
TALL TOWERS, has established high standards of
4
comparison in the industry for SAFETY — SERVICE and SAVINGS!
From coast to coast and from border to border,
sturdy,
symmetrical,
Ideco towers
dominate "CUSTOM-ENGINEERED"
the horizons of hundreds of
American communities today.
SAFETY
Of prime importance to the station owner is the factor of
SAFETY inwhich
is a or"Must"
for Antenna
installed
downtown
congested
areas. Supports which are
The fact that every Ideco Tower — either guyed or self-supportfabricated
for the specific
locationsafety
in which
it ising—tois designed
be erected,andinsures
the ultimate
in structural
from
every
standpoint.
780'lyGuyed
Tower
recentcompleted
for
Station
SERVICE
WHO in Des Moines, la.
The rigid,
triangular
design
minimizes
distortion and is added assurance ofthatalltheIdeco
towertowers
will retain
its original
shape
through
the
most
severe
storms.
Added
years
of
troublefree service are also assured by the fact that all structural members
are hot-dip galvanized to prevent corrosion.
SAVINGS
Substantial savings in first cost and in maintenance costs result
from the erection of IDECO towers. The triangular design requires les structural material — Erection time and costs are considerably reduced — Less material and labor time is required for
709'
Free-Standing
Tower
erected on building for foundation installation and maintenance costs are reduced.
Station KRNT in Des
Moines, la.
A COMPLETE SERVICE— From Plan to Program
Idecotions to antenna
engineering
the entireerection
job forandyou!
From foundation
arrayhandles
and including
inspection
after erection,specificaIdeco
handles every detail and there are no obnoxious "Hidden Costs".
ide
TRIANGULAR SECTION

Our skilled Engineers can provide the solution to your tower problems.
Let us submit an estimate when your requirements are known.
IDECO

£7

BROADCASTING

AM • FM . TV

• Telecasting

DIVISION

DRESSER-STACEY COMPANY
875 Michigan Avenue
Columbus, 8 Ohio
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spacings as they affect the total incontrovertible that from an
single station service between the economic
the Commission oughtstandpoint
not to adopt
a policy
three bands — low band VHF, high of minimum
spacings which require
band VHF and UHF. This is very
for
1500
important from a competitive heavy expenditure
ditional tower height and feet
900 adkw
standpoint, especially in cities more power
in comparison with the
where UHF and VHF are inter- low band VHF
to
cover
substanmixed. The minimum co-channel
tial y the same service
number area.
of locations
spacings
the CommisAs a
sion are adopted
such thatby they
tend to in the VHF
of
fact,
in
comparing
the
restrict the service on any given matter
relative number of locations served
UHF
channel
due
to
co-channel
stations at minimum cointerference. It will now be shown by UHF spacings
with VHF
stathat the minimum co-channel spac- channeltions at spacings
actually
employed
ings adopted for the several bands in constructing the
Table
of
Asunnecessarily reduce coverage of
UHF stationswould
operating
a single station on a UHF channel in the same signments,
community
cover
compared with single station cov- substantially less locations (apf a VHF
channelstation
and there50%) than VHFbecause
staforeerage omake
the UHF
nontions. This isproximatelysignificant
c
o
m
p
e
t
i
t
i
v
e
w
i
t
h
VHF.
It
will
also
the
Commission
has
adopted
be shown that it is necessary to policy of minimum co-channel spac-a
modify the minimum co-channel
of 170 miles for VHF channels,
spacing for the UHF stations to but ingthe
actual VHF assignments
equalize the coverage efficiency tend toward
a service which is
with respect to the VHF stations. limited by noise only. It has been
said
that
the
UHF
Table is incomThis iscauseparticularly
compelling
bethe UHF is just now being
plete; nevertheless the minimum
introduced for commercial broad- co-channel
snaring
for
is still
casting and the competitive value 155 miles. Therefore thisUHFminimum
of these ceivers
channels
is
17,000,000
respacing
for
UHF
is
an
economic
behind the VHF channels. threat to anyone who might invest
In addition, the higher cost of in a 2000' tower and equipment to
1000 kw radiated power
originaltion andconstruction
and opera-of ingenerate
the unavailability
order to compete with a VHF
equipment for UHF stations as licensee unless the minimum stacompared with VHF stations are
tion spacing is at least 200 miles.
the applicant for a UHF
handicap enough already without What
the minimum spacings for UHF license needs in order to be assured
further threatening: its competitive of competitive equality with the
position with a VHF station in an
VHF, with VHF spacintermixed market. In addition, low band
ings actually employed in the
the UHF receivers actually will Table (Appendices 7 to 13) would
be more
expensive
and forfroma time
a Table of co-channel spacings
less
reliable
than VHF
the be
for UHF greater than 250 miles
and
standpoint
of
the
prospective
viewkw. powers considerably above 1000
At the forminimum
spacings
155 er.miles
UHF and
170 forof
Inasmuch as the Commission has
VHF, the UHF could never become assigned UHF more extensively to
competitive from the standpoint small communities, obviously all
of single station coverage efficiency of our experience in broadcasting
using maximum powers with an- would certainly
show never
us that
cense s in such areas
will belitenna heights
from
500' to of2000',
able to make economic use of the
assuming
that
both
groups
stations have the same antenna height. UHF stations at maximum powers
and antenna heights. In addition,
However,
if a with
2000' a antenna
used
on UHF
maximumis insofar as UHF has been assigned
service to smaller compower tofen a is used
1000 on
kw low
and band
a 500'VHF
an- as a -localmunities
generally, we have placed
the heaviest burden upon both the
with 100 kw, proUHF
coverage
is
apximately equal to the low band broadcaster (the original construcVHF. Appendices 23, 24 and 25 are
tion cost and operating costs are
charts showing the distribution of higher for UHF than for VHF) and
locations receiving acceptable serv- upon the viewer (VHF-only receivice on each of the bands utilizing
ing sets will require adapters and
maximum power and antenna sets capable of receiving UHF will
be more expensive than for VHF).
heights of 500',
1000'
and
2000',
respectively, wand
ith spacings
170 Even if a prospective UHF licensee
miles for VHF
155 for ofUHF.
would weigh the cost of the purThey
further
show
that
in
order
e of an existing VHF station
to have the UHF cover the same in any chasone
total station service based upon
tion marketsofwiththe itslarge
high multi-stacoverage
minimum VHF spacing, the UHF efficiency assured by the actual
licenseeerate withwould
be
compelled
to
opspacings
employed
in
the
maximum power of 1000 versus capitalization of theTable,
cost
all VHF-only rekw
2000', while
low band
VHF at station
could the
operate
with of converting
ceivers presently in such markets,
there still would be a large portion
100 kwstation
at 500'.has Obviously
UHF
to spend when
moneya of the VHF service area he could
cover if both UHF and VHF
for
a 2000'totower
utilizing
kw not
in order
compete
with1000a low
stations operated at the same antenna heights and at the respective
band
tower
at 100VHFkw, licensee
he has with
a very500'serious
maximum powers. The prospective
financial handicap. From an eco- applicant for UHF facilities in a
nomic standpoint no encouragement major market where VHF is alis givencense tothe
ready operating has two costs to
use prospective
the UHF bandUHFin anli- capitalize:
(1) the costs of his
intermixed city.
station and (2) the cost of buying
Especially is this true since the an audience, i.e., UHF converters
UHF broadcaster does not produce for VHF-only receivers. Even if
any better picture than the VHF these converters were available to
broadcaster. The UHF standards — him at manufacturer's cost, this
lines, ticalframes
are idenfor just the opportunwith the and
VHF.fields
It —would
seem expenditure
ity to get listeners in such a mixed
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be employed in conmarket would probably be more should actually
structing the Table to make UHF
than his entire UHF station. And at 200 mile
co-channel spacings
after capitalizing this additional competitive with
VHF.theThese
cost,
which the
the minimum
VHF licensee
does charts further confirm
fact
not have,
spacings
UHF has the potential of
and the spacings actually employed that
equalizing
the
station
coverage
in
Table ofwillAssignments
for both high VHF and low VHF whenof
VHFthe channels
give him only
all operate at 2000 feet antenna
half a VHF audience.
at the respective maximum
Obviously, the Commission can heights
power
each potential
group and
that
relieve the situation without throw- UHF hasforbetter
for wide
ing this tremendous burden upon area coverage than
either of the
the prospective
UHF licensee
in- VHF groups of channels when the
as equalization
of service
UHF is spaced at 200 miles and
area issofarconcerned
by widening
the the
is spaced at 170 miles
UHF co-channel spacings and nar- or itsVHFequivalent.
They show that
rowing
the
VHF
co-channel
spacthere
is
a
basic
error in the Comings to equalize the distribution of
mission's
assumption
that only
locations
serv- VHF channels have a potential
for
ice from receiving
all groupsacceptable
of channels.
wide
area
coverage
—
assigning
This certainly should be the main VHF channels to the largest
cities.
objectivea new
of any
plan
Appendices 26, 27 and 28 show
where
band allocation
of frequencies
that you can make any one of these
is being introduced for commercial groups
of channels (low band VHF,
operation.
The Commission blows hot and channels 2 to 6; high band VHF,
channels
to 13;theandpreferred
UHF, chancold on twoposition.sides
of
the
same
pronelscoverage
14 to7 83)
On the one hand it says
channels simplywideby
that maximum rural coverage is area
wider spacings for the
obtained with wide spacings, and employing
on the other hand it says if you groups the Commission wishes to
have a large number of cities prefer.8 clusive,
Appendices
to 28, coinshow that if 23a proper
close together you can get large
rural coverage by the use of many channel poratedspacing
policy
is
incorRules and
stations on different channels be- Standards intoofthethegeneral
Commission
and
wouldcontours
be an overlapactually followed in an assignment
pingcauseof "there
service
and a table,
each
can
be
made
to
serve
multiplicity of alternative serv- the same area and the same relaThe questionis: unanswered
number of locations in such
by the ices."
Commission
why did it area.tiveThis
ought to be a bare
persist in strwide
spacings
in con-of minimum objective
for a policy of
ucting the Zone
I portion
this Table? As a matter of fact, intermixture of VHF and UHF
in the same city. Confrom the standpoint of efficient channels
rary to this obiective, the general
channel coverage there is no an- Rules tand
Standards and this firm,
swer because the actual assignments have moved toward maxi- fixed and final city-to-city allocation plan show every sign of trymumstead single
station
efficiency
inof total maximum, channel
ing to skirt around the natural
wide area coverage potential of
efficiency.
this firm,
UHF as if the technical problems
fixed
and Therefore,
final allocation
plan in
both transmitter and receiver
shrinks
the available
band
VHF channels
used at7 thehighmedian
equipment development for UHF
never be overcome or that
suacings of 280 miles actually em- may
ployed in constructing the Table scientific knowledge in overcoming
present
equipment difficulties
and gives no more coverage than the
three nelsofif 155themiles
same optimum
group ofspacing
chan- is frozen at the present stage.
Obviously,signmentthe
Commission's
aswere employed.
plan forty
that
presumes
years oughtto
If co-channel spacings of 170 look ahead a for
sound economic setting
miles were actually used for VHF toforprovide
licensees of each group of
assignments in the Table and 200 channels
to be competitive with all
miles for UHF at maximum powers others
to afford each licensee a fair
(100 kw and 316 kw for low VHF
and high VHF respectively and chance to render service to com1000 kw for UHF) and all operate
parable service areas, with the
at antenna heights of 500 feet, same opportunity
UHF can be competitive with low on his investment. for fair return
band
It canVHFbe competitive
Inasmuch as the Commission has
with VHF.
low band
when 1000
by and
feet antenna heights are used at used UHF
ment to small
citieslarge
and foras assigna mere
the same respective spacings and supplement
to the wide area single
powers. petitive
UHFwith lowis band
not only
comstation
coverage
of
VHF
channels
VHF but
is also competitive with high band located generally in the larger
VHF when all operate at 2000 feet cities, the burden of UHF is
antenna heights with the same thrown generally upon the people
spacingsTherefore,
and powers
indicated least able to pay if they are ever
above.
it is concluded
a Grade A service — the
that a 200 mile minimum co-chan- toruralreceive
populations.
nel
spacing
for
UHF
assignments
ence
would
us General
that theexperirural
in the Table is necessary to make populations tell
are
the
able to
UHF single station coverage com- pay the higher price least
(higher cost
petitive with VHF station coverfor Grade A television
age provided 170 mile spacings receivers)
service and that a prospective
are actually adhered to for VHF UHF
broadcaster has less chance
channels. Appendices 23 through
investment in construct28 show that the 170 mile co-chan- to recoup
ing
and operating a UHF station
nel spacings for VHF channels in
costs more than a VHF staZone I and those portions of Zone which tion.
considerations are not
II which have the same character- consistent Thesewith
the original basic
istics as Zone I, as heretofore in- purpose of this firm,
fixed and final
dicated, should not be just a stated
policy of the Commission for VHF is 6 utilized
Provided
sufficient
antenna height
by
UHF.
channel assignments but they
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sizes of service areas for
allocation plan — to protect the different
small communities
against
pre- different size cities to supply their
e
m
p
t
i
o
n
o
f
VHF
channels
by
large
needs — trading
cities. The Commission should respective
areas of cultural
influenceareas
— withor
abandon the use of VHF in large different
co-channel
spacingsandusing
standardized
interferences
difcities for wide area rural coverferent powers and antenna heights.
age. Optimum spacings less than
those used in the assignment Table It shows how to get that unequal
or in the Rules and Standards give service area to meet the respective
more Grade A service to the rural needs of the smallest community
population than the method used and the largest community with
random spacings, random powers
by the Commission.
random antenna heights in
Appendicesthat1 tooptimum
6 show channel
incon- and
each plegroup
trovertibly
of how ofthisfrequencies.
table may Abe samput
efficiency can be obtained at the into effect
is shown by Appendix 30.
optimum spacings indicated below,mumat both
maxiIV
powers, minimum
and antennaand heights
The Commission seeks to buttress
of 500' to 1000', as follows :
Spacing
Antenna
Height Power
10 kw
145
500 feet
125 miles
Low band VHF
10010 kw
kw
135
140
100Infinity
kw
155
1000 "
500 ""
Infinity
160
1000
100
500 "
1000
31.6 kw
kw
High band VHF
31.6
153
155
316
kw
135
500
"
316
kw
1000
Infinity
140
500 ""
Infinity
1000
156
100
500
"
100
100
1000
oror less
less
100 kwkw
130
125
1000
kw
500 "
1000
1000Infinity
kw
More
than
250
Infinity
1000500 " "
More than 250 miles
miles
500 ""
1000
The values taken from the effi- its excessive separation factor by
ciency charts (Appendices 1 to 6) arguing that it is necessary in view
and the above table are practical of the limited amount of propagabecause we can utilize powers,
tion data now available to provide
heights
co-channel
a "safety factor."
The
any valuesand within
these spacings
parametersat recognizes,
that majority
such a
to obtain
use often82 times
tele- safety factorhowever,
can only be justified
vision optimum
channels. Roughly,
if
it
is
possible
in
the
future
the power is required to obtain the modify its present separations. toIf
same expansion of coverage that
can be obtained with doubling the the separations in the Table are to
antenna height.
be fixed, the excuse for the "safety
factor" must fail. The Commission
Values
of power,
height and spacing between
these parameters
may says that when more propagation
be used to obtain more optimum data is available it will take approuse
all channels, toVHFuse and
UHF.
priate action with respect to modiIt isofunreasonable
excessive
fyingsigning
its Table
aschannels —at presumably
closer spacings.
powers which preclude a simulated
full triangular lattice, especially in This seems a plausible solution on
However,
the
CommisZone I and the parts of Zone II the surface.
sion completely destroys any hope
hereinbefore indicated, which would that more
assignments will be made
provide maximum station coverage
at the expense of optimum use of in the VHF portion of the spectrum
by its admission in footnote 25 that
!the
spectrum
(all
television
chanit has not been able to remove exmels).
which doseparations
not comAppendices 1 to 6 show that the
ply isting
with itsoperations
minimum
maximum channel efficiency as dis- because
"it hascases
not been
possible
tinguished from single station effi- remove these
without unwar-to
ciency is obtained regardless of
ranted
dislocation."
At present
powers
ranging
from
rather
nomi108 stations
on the
nal values of 10 kw for low band therein are64 only
markets. Obviously any
VHF, 31.6 for high band VHF and air
at adjustments after more
100 kw for UHF, to the highest attempt
on the air would
inpractical powers obtainable with stationsvolvegetmore unwarranted
dislocaco-channel
from
tions which would preclude the
between 100spacings
and 155 ranging
miles. Theremore asfore, itwould seem logical to utilize Commission fromSinceadding
each additional
this difference in efficiency of an- station put signments.
on
the
air
would
tenna
heights
versus
power
in
a
of dislocationinmanner that will fit the median size involvedcreaseinthe problem
any attempt to modify
city, as a general allocation plan,
and thetionallargest
city itasgraphically,
an excep- the spacings adopted now, it is apTo put
that the
Commission's
use a latticecase. that
will fit the median "safety parent
factor"
is simply
an increase in mileage separations arbisize city in the country and tear
trarily imposed without any propaout the lattice for the exceptional
it in the
case, i.e.,
Los Angeles considerations
from a stand- VHF. Ingationthedata toUHFsupport
where propagapoint of geographic
tion
data
by
contrast
is
almost
and Denver from the standpoint of
existent, they have failed to putnon-in
population characteristics.
a
safety
factor
in the general rules
Appendix 30 illustrates the dif- for co-channel spacing
of UHF sta-on
ferent spacings thatinterferences
can be usedto
tions. Since the information
with standardized
UHF propagation is admittedly so
provide
substantially
equal
service
the Commission
is much
areas for cities of all sizes located meager,harsh
with UHF spacings
:at random distances from each more
than
they
are
with
VHF.
Eithera
other
in
order
to
simulate
a
perfect
the Commission does not need
full lattice.
"safety
factor"
in
the
VHF
or it
Appendix 31 shows how to get is very reckless with the UHF,
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since the UHF propagation data
that is available shows that interierence is higher on the UHF than
it is in the VHF on any comparable
distance mitter.
in Asmiles
from ofthe fact,
trans-a
a matter
minimum of 183 miles is required
inservice
tne UHF
the Grade NoA
area toof protect
UHF stations.
place in the minimum spacing in
the general rules and regulations
have they impinged upon VHF
Grade A service. In short, the
Commission
provides
a "safety indifactor"
information
cates itiswherenottheneeded
(in the VHF)
and
it in the
UHF they
band don't
whereprovide
the information
is so meager it might be advisable.
This is an admission that the Commission means to make local (small
coverage)
of UHF tochannels evenservice
when out
assigned
the
largest markets regardless of its
future potential for wide area coverage, or that it has a double standard in applying
the "safety
factor."
Obviously
"safety
factor"
is a
snare and the
a delusion.
The whole theory of a safety
factor in minimum co-channel spacings is based upon administrative
convenience
than beanyattached
sacrosanct value rather
that may
to the minimum co-channel spacings
adoptedsion intoday,theat Commission's
least within decithe
parameters
of theby engineering
evidence shown
the efficiency
charts, Appendices 1 to 6, for the
powers, rations
antenna
indicated. heights and sepaThe whole idea that engineering
considerations dictate the respective minimum co-channel spacings
for each zone stems from two inconsistent ideas expressed in the
Third Notice,"
Appendix
A, paragraph C4a, wherein
the statement
is made predicting service areas
and
interference:
Commission
is satisfied
that on"The
the basis
of the
data presently available to it the
data
underlying
the
propagation
charts are sufficient to afford an
adequate scribstatistical
basis forunder
deing the field intensities
average
is expected that conditions,
there may butbe itsubstantial
variations
in individual same
areas." On
the other
ment, hand,
Appendix inA, the
paragraphdocuEl,
under the subject of station separations, co-channel separations, the
statement
"In the second
place, much isofmade:
the propagation
data
—upon
although
the
best
available relies
***
which the Commission
is quitecientmeager
* * until
suffipropagation* data
are availFrom these two statements the
Commission acauires the philosophy
that the tropospheric information
it has is good enough for a national
able."
allocation
plan but insufficient for
particular assignments in specific
cities. From an engineering standpoint there is absolutely no basis
in fact to pretend that there is a
difference
in troposphere
effects between stations
where the co-channel
spacings
are
reduced,
the
heights raised to obtain antenna
greater
efficiency in coverage and the power
lowered to equalize the minimum
co-channel spacings adopted in the
Sixth Report and Order.
The Sixth Report and Order gives
the implicit
thatunique
engineering hasimpression
dictated this
plan — the inordinately wide spacings actually used in constructing
the Table. It should be clearly
pointedtors doout
that
engineering
facdetermine
unique
allocation.notThousands
of adifferent

plans could be drawn up which were
correct engineering-wise, changing
the minimum co-channel mileage
separations
each parameters
group of chan-of
nels withinfor the
power and antenna heights that
Appendices there
1 tois 6wide
recommend.
Therefore
latitude
from an engineering standpoint for
thousands of different plans. The
engineering only places limitations
on what
can be upon
done.theThesimple
Commission has relied
rule
of minimum co-channel spacings
(evenple rulethough
admits
that anda simcannot it beconvenience
utilized)
for
administrative
wants
to throw
away
all
of
the
engineering factorsco-channel
upon which
all the
minimum
calculations
for the plans are based. For ipstance, all of the Grade A and B
service areas at all powers and
antenna heights used in constructthe Commission's
rules
and ingregulations
and areingeneral
its city-tocity
allocation plan
based
upon
the
simple
formula
that
the
desired
station for at least 90% of the time
produces
signal atattheleast
edge 28of its
Grade B a contour
db
above the 10% interfering signal
from each co-channel station, not
more than 6 db below the adjacent
channel interfering signal and 30
db above
random noise.
The signals
standard measurement
of these
is the F 50-50 and the F 50-10
curves.
for the from
F 50-50
curve at 10Tables
mile intervals
the
transmitter show the field intensity
of a 1 kw transmitter in db for
antenna heights at 500, 1000 and
2000 feet. The F 50-50 is Appendix
32. The interfering signal field
intensity of a 1 kw transmitter in
db for tancesthefor every
F 50-10
curve from
at dis-70
10 miles
miles to 300 miles are shown in
Appendixculate the33.
layman ofcansignal
calrate Any
of decline
strength for the desired station
from
Appendix 32 and
between
any 10-of
mile
the rate
declineseparation
in the interfering
signal
with
Appendix
at every
10-mile
spacing
and be33 able
to add
the
appropriate
number
of db's fortokilow
a
t
s
o
f
power
contemplated
the
values in this Table for both the
desired and undesired station to
predictby thejockeying
desired antenna
station's heights
service
area
up and ciency
power
down until
effiof antenna
heightsthe over
radiated
power
brings
the
desired
result. In this manner he can either
equalize the approximate service
area maintained by the minimum
co-channel
adopteda service
by the
Commissionspacings
or obtain
area which
will
satisfy
the
munity to be served and at comthe
same time make more optimum use
of the channel. There is no secret
or trick in maintaining the ratios
by this simple device and give the
same safety factor from the standpoint of tropospheric interference
asits isminimum
given by the
Commission
with
co-channel
spacings
adopted inmis ion this
The would
Comon the decision.
other hand
leave an area without a channel
assignment even if it is just one or
six miles under the minimum spacing, rather than make the channel
coverageefficient.
(optimum Cf.
spectrum
use)
more
Coldwater,
Michigan, and Pittsburgh, Pa., in
the city-to-city portion of the Commission's decision. Again the Commis ion's false "safety factor" philosophy prejudices those least able
to pay in favor of the great metropolitan populations. It would rather
space stations so far that their
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service is limited by noise, a 100% created an artificial scarcity. I am
of the time interference factor for profoundly disturbed not only by
the rural and small urban resident, the long range effect of this action but by the immediate conseby throwing emphasis to the imquences, which are that years of
portance of a 10% of the time cochannel interference factor. The litigation must ensue before any
considerable
number of new telerural resident can't get a signal in
the noise zone with a hunting livision
stationsUnited
can beStates.
put in ope
r
a
t
i
o
n
i
n
the
because there isn'tareaanyresident
signal
but thecensemetropolitan
It is theoretically possible from
in the interference zone can get a a technical standpoint to provide
usable signal by orientation of a for over 2% times as many VHF
relatively inexpensive antenna in- stations if a proper separation facstallation (compared to the listener
tor is used as could be provided if
miles away from the transmitter) the Commission's separation factor
to take advantage of its ordinary is used. Practical considerations
rejection ratio. Therefore, it seems undoubtedly would limit somewhat
unjust and unreasonable that the the number of stations that are
Commission should take the hard
from a theoretical standand fast rule of minimum co- possible point.
But these considerations
channel spacings as the sole criteria apply alike to the number permisfor station assignments as if they
siblearation
using factor
the and
Commission's
sepwere all utilizing maximum power
to the number
and maximum antenna heights.
possible using a proper separation
I pointed out in my dissent to factor.
the Memorandum Opinion of the
The standard by which the rules
Commission on the statutory au- and television allocation table
thority to adont a Table of Assign- adopted by the Commission must
ments (released July 13, 1951) that
is whether they proSection 307 (b) of the Communica- be tested
vide "a fair, ofefficient
and equitable"
tions Act requires the Commission distribution
television
service in
to determine the problems of fair, compliance with Section 307(b). As
equitable and efficient distribution the Commission said in its Memoof radio service among the several
Opinion in this proceeding
states and communities in proceed- released randum
on July 13, 1951, that is
ings onlicenses
applications
for radio sta"standard to be applied in all
tion
and modifications
and the
cases given
. . .".onlyIn lip
theirservice
Reportto they
renewals thereof. I think it plain have
that
that Congress intended not merely
and then principally in
to protect rights of applicants but standard
situations in which the standard
to provide the most effective pro- enabled them to reject some concedure for Commission determinatention made by one or more of
tions. I do not believe that the
Commission can substitute its views the parties (par. 194).
defect inis the
or preferences for other procedures of The
the fatal
Commission
that,appi'oach
despite
for the method laid down by Con- their
occasional reference to the
gres . I will not here repeat at
further length the arguments con- "fair, efficient and equitable distribution" standard, inthatfavorstandard
tained in my dissenting opinion has been abandoned
of an
above referred to.
adherence, someIf it be assumed, however, that undiscriminating
times
explicit
and
always
implicit,
the Commission is free to evade its
policyTheof inevitable
adminisduty to decide 307(b) issues in to a supposed
trative convenience.
competitive
hearings
on
applicaresult
is
an
allocation
which
is
tions and in lieu thereof to make
nor efficient nor equita predetermination of such issues neitherable andfair
which
so
far
departs
from
in a general proceeding, there are the realities as to be completely
two fatal objections to the Commis- arbitrary and capricious. The presion's present attemptFirst,
to make
such
ceding
discussion
to somenature
exa predetermination.
essential
indicated
the has
arbitrary
considerations
de- of thetentengineering
conclusions upon
cided on the basisrequired
of fact tohavebe been
which the allocations rest; a brief
summary of serve
a few toofillustrate
the practical
completely ignored by the Commis- results
how
sion in the instant nroceedings. See far the will
allocations serve to defeat
Easton
the CommunicaF(2) 344,Publishing
4 RR 2i47.'Co.Thev. FCC,
second 175is the injunction
tions Act thatof the
Commission
that the engineering basis upon
which
the
Commission
purports
to
"generally
encourage
largerin
and
more
effective
use the
of radio
rest its decision does not in fact
supporttrarythedemonstrates
result but
on
the
conthe
public
interest"
(Section
its invalidity.
303 (g) ) , and "when and
the insofar
same, theas
The majority admits that the there is demand formake
such dismost important elements in its as- Commissiontribution oshall
f licenses, frequencies,
signment plan is its minimum hours of operation,
and
spacingtor. It isordemonstrated
station separation
fac- among the several States ofand power
combelow that
munities as to provide a fair, efthe minimum separation factor
and equitable
distribution
stated by the Commission is un- of radioficient,service
to
each
of
the
soundandfromisandesigned
engineering
stand- same." (Sec. 307(b)) (emphasis
point
to preclude
supplied).
ratherice.than
maximum
servCommission
emphasizes
Furtherpermit
than that,
it is shown
theTheoutset
that the
allocationsat
that lythefailedCommission
has
completeto make assignments "must be based upon, and must reflect, the best available engineerwhich hwould
be permitted
if it The
adered to its own
separations.
ing information"
(par. 2). Having
net result is that the Commission announced
that undebatable
proposition,
they
then
proceed
to adopt a
has
drastically
limited
the
number
of television stations which could table of allocations based
upon
be licensed in this country and has curves which they explicitly conPage 178 • April 14, 1952 Part II Final TV Report

cede are inapplicable to any spe- located in other communities may
cific station.ministrative
Thisdecisionisofthewhich
firstI adprotected.
am be That
unfortunate consequence is
aware which so frankly conceded worsened
by the arbitrary rules
that the general principles under- and the Commission's assumption
lying it cannot be applied to any that all stations, however small the
specific situation which will be gov- community, will operate at the
power. The
erned bymission
the admits,
decision.
As the Comthe allocations
are maximum permissible
has rejected the probased upon hypothetical situations Commission
assignments based upon
which will never occur, upon the limitedposal forpower
stations in small
assumption contrary to fact, that communities (par. 137-8) on the
the stations which will be involved grounds that the Table and Rules
will
be "typical
ones producing
the "are based on the concept of affordaverage
field intensities
described
ing each station the widest possible
by
the
charts."
Such
an
arbitrary
coverage ..." and that limited
assumption
may
simplify
the
work
stations, although capable of
of the Commission but it can power
serving the local needs of small
scarcely be expected to result in communities, would be inconsistent
a fair, efficient
or equitable
distri-It with that concept. The result is
bution of television
facilities.
obvious: fewer stations, less effiis easier to estimate the number
cient use of available channels and
disregard of local necessities and
of lemons
in
a
barrel
if
you
assume the barrel is filled with convenience in the interest of maintaining an inflexible concept.
lemons, but the estimate is of duCharacteristic of the arbitrary
biousvancevalue
know contains
in adthat iftheyoubarrel
approach to the problem and of the
grapefruit and oranges but no resulting inefficient utilization of
lemons.
channels is the measurement of
The most striking result, of this permissible co-channel spacings by
blind devotion to administrative the accidental location of post offices (par. 105-8). Communities
convenience is the arbitary specification of minimum co-channel sep- will be deprived of additional chanarations on the mistaken theory
nels because of the wholly irrelefact that their main post
that "the larger and more effective offices,vantwhich
have no logical conuse
in the public
interest"of
nection with any proposed or posand oftheradio
"efficient"
distribution
sible
television
are located
television service requires max- nearer another station,
post office or an
imum station coverage in terms of
existing
transmitter
than
the refreedom from theoretical co-chanquired minimum distance, notwithnel interference rather than maxs
t
a
n
d
i
n
g
t
h
e
existence
of
numerous
imum use of the available frequencies. The Commission has sought potential transmitter sites at
to protect the interference - free greater distances. It is not an
service areas of existing and pro- c The Commission states several times
its opinion
that
the setting aside
of
tposed
ial y thestations
numberby reducing
of stationssubstanwhich inchannels
non-commercial,
tional useforis precisely
the sameeducatype
can be accommodated throughout of reservation
of
channels
as
that
the country by the device of estab- provided by the assignment table for
commercial stations in the various
lishing excessive minimum co-chan- communities.
This is not the view
nel assignment spacings. The re- that
of the assignment of shared
sult is, as the Commission states, use ofI take
the channels
for non-commercial,
to improve the Grade B service of educational
television
stations, and I
the proposed stations; it is al.so do not believe
the majority's
greatly to reduce the number of the
ment
correctly
describes
the actionstateCommission.
The
Commission
hasof
stations and the availability of ad- created a new class of radio stations
ditional service, both Grade A and and a new use of the radio frequencies,
non-commercial,
Grade B, to the rural areas and to namely,
television.
This television
class is educational
asstations
distinctas
increase the areas which will not from
commercial
communication
stations.
receive any television service. The point-to-point
The Commission
in providing
for any
resultdistribution
is to sacrifice
of frequencies
and orassigning
the
of theefficiency
availablein new usefrequencies
a full
sharedbe
channels in order to confer an un- specific
time basis for a newon service
may
to "reserve"
frequencies
for that
necessary benefit upon the fewer said
service.
This
is
an
essentially
different
persons who, because of the Com- thing than a reservation of frequencies
for are
specific
comwilladdition,
be able theto for specific muniapplicants
qualified
enter the mission's
field.Rules, In
useties, aofl ofnumerous
thewhich
service
involved.
Commission has established a new for
Therethe are
Commission
class of stations which will utilize precedents,
particularly where shared
these same
for non-comof frequencies
is involved,frequencies
for designating
areas for
in which
mercial channels
educational facilities
which use
will
be
used
a certainthe provided
service. For
play
a
part
in
the
scarcity
of
VHF
example,
the
Commission
for
assignments for both commercial shared
use
of frequencies
forhighway
certain
harbor
purposes
and certain
andTheeducational
use
in
any
city.8
purposes.
Obviously,
to
assign
resulting
inefficiencychannels
in the frequency for harbor use to Denvera
utilization
of available
would be absurd. In designating areas
for operation
for non-commercial
eduwould
been conformed
sufficiently serious
cationalsought
television
the which
Comhad thehaveTable
to the
mission
to stations,
select areas
Rules. But, in compiling the Table, are "cultural
centers."
It
would
obviously be a towaste
channels forfornonthe
the minimum co-channel separa- Commission
assignofeducational
channels
tions were largely ignored; for excommercial
stations
ample, in the Eastern Zone, only areas where there are no educationalto
facilitiestions.forThe fundamental
the operationdifference
of such stasome 4%imate theofprescribed
the allocations
approxminimum,
and
reservation
of channels
forbe-ofa i
the median separation is 250 miles, tween
class
of
stations
and
reservation
or 47% in excess of the minimum channels other
for favored
communities as
communities
of 170 miles specified in the Rules. against
qualified ofmust
beassignments
recognizedforequally
ifnonthe
That means that many communities validity
our
are losing
televi- commercial
tions is to beeducational
upheld. television stasion servicethein possibility
order that ofstations
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answer tomission,reply,
does and
the Rules
Comthat the asTable
are concerned with "assignment
spacing requirements" rather than
"facilities
spacing not,
requirements."
Transmitters
the nor-on
mal course of will
events, be inerected
top of post offices; if there are
available sites complying with the
Rules, there is no reason to deprive
a community of service, or of additionalwhimservice,which
becausedetermined
of some ancient
the
location of a main post office. Not
by such accidents
should
the
Commission make decisions affecting
the
nels. efficient distribution of chanThe Commission recognizes the
economic problems which will be
faced by UHF broadcasters where
VHF broadcasting exists (par. 189)
and expresses (par. 197) the pious
hope that
will eventually "UHF
compete on stations
a favorable
basis
with
stations
in
the
VHF."
But,
by givingtection to VHF
excessive
co-channel
prostations and inadequate protection to UHF stations
the Commission has arbitrarily and
adversely affected the ability of
UHF stations to compete. The economic problems faced by UHF
broadcasters are sufficiently serious
without the interjection of additional difficulties by Rules and
Tables based upon demonstrably
incorrect engineering assumptions.
The arbitrary penalization of UHF
cannot be said to result in a "fair"
or "equitable" distribution of television service or "the larger and
morepublic
effective
use" of television in
the
interest.
In short, the Commission's pre-

oc upatministrative
ion with thesimplicity
concept
has ofledad-it
into the error of first treating all
stations as if they were equal in
facilitate" standardization
oforder
rulesto concerning
separation and
other matters and then adopting
rules designed to assure, so far as
possible, that the standardization
would be carried out in practice
without regard to particular situations or local
requirements.
cient
distribution
of channels Effiand
the provision
of
the
maximum
ber of television stations
have numbeen
sacrified to achieve a misleading
appearance of simplicity of administration. The public interest, convenience and necessity have been
abandoned to the theoretical convenience of the Commission. The
small communities are to be subjected to rules
upon con-or
siderations drawn
applicable primarily
whollyent simplicity
to large ofcities.
The
appar-is
administration
an illusion that will disappear as
soon as the number and complexity
of conflicting applications under
the Standards
The Commission thinksemerge.
it has eliminated
307(b) contests between cities (it
has not eliminated them all) ; but
by creating
a scarcity
of frequencies it has created
a bigger
problem
in each city where there will surely
be more applicants than there are
channels. The administrative burden created by competitive applicants for the limited number of frequencies by this artificial scarcity
of channel assignments will far
outweigh the administrative burden they are trying to eliminate —
intercity 307(b) cases.
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APPENDIX 29
AND FIXED
ANTENNAPOWERHEIGHT

TELEVISION STATION
EQUIVALENT SERVICE AREAS

1150 MILES]

NOTE:
above portray
television
station
interference
free "B"
service Diagrams
areas
for channels
7-13 160(solid
based including
on standardoffsetinterference and separations
of 150,
and lines)
180 service
miles,
carrier
operation.
Essentially
equivalent
areas
are
obtained
varying lines
the parameters
and stationinterference.
separation.by
Dotted
show potential- antenna
coverageheight,
withoutpowerco-channel
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APPENDIX 30
Power, Transmitting Antenna Height, and Spacing Combinations to Give
Same Grade B Service Contours As For Standard Spacing, Transmitting
Antenna Height, and Power, Assuming Standard Power and Antenna
Height For Offset Carrier Co-channel Interfering Station
TABLE II C
TABLE II B
TABLE II A
Frequency
— 500 Mc/s
Frequency—
195
Mc/s
Frequency
—
63Mc/s
Standard Hr=
Ht=500
Standard Hr=
Ht=50030 ft;ft.
Standard Ht=500 ft;
30 ft;ft.
Hr= 30 ft.
Standard Power=20 dbk Standard Power=25 dbk Standard Power=30 dbk
Standard Spacing=170 mi. Standard Spacing=170 mi. Standard Spacing=155 mi.
Grade B Contour=41.5 mi. Grade B Contour=47.5 mi. Grade B Contour=33.5 mi.
i (dbk)
S (miles)
170 P, (dbk)
20 Hi (Ft.)
25 W1 (Ft.)
500 S (miles)
170 Pi (dbk)
30 Hi (Ft.)
500 S (miles)
155
500
720
170
15
2015
155
170
2520
820
840
1280
170
1010
10
1320
175
450
25
375
190
30
250
340
2015
190
630
2015
540
190
25
175
750
1000
190
790
135
20
175
150
660
750
2010
150
30
135
1400
940
1200
25
15
150
20
900
25
15
2150
150
10
1370
1750
150
135
1180
130
25
130
1210
20
1640
130
1820
130
1510
130
2500
2015
2270
20
APPENDIX 31
63 Mcs
dxP2= 20 dbk di
*X d, \
GRADE \/
/ CONTOURS
Ha=500'
#2
<do IA
TABLE
di
da
DISTANCES TO GRADE
B SERVICE CONTOURS IN MILES
di
SPACING (MILES)
150 da di 170 d2
Pi Hj
210 49da
dbk Ft. di 110 d2
130 d2
190
37 41 41 4566 45 4971 47
20 500 26 26 4032
2932 46 36 50
20 1000 32 22
54 45
49
20 2000 40 16 2848 22 3755 28 62 41
515141 4363 52
15 500 22 30
32 4333 35 53
58
15 1000 27 2619 4234 3733 4049 40 44 4747 3948
52 55
26
55 4035 59 46 46 55
15 2000 18
10 500 35 35 23 42 27 48
34
38
10 1000 2923 30 30
45 31 52 42 57
57
10 2000
38
30
49
44
51
53
57
37
35
39
44
►Limited by Noise. 23
58
57*
195 Mcs
#1 dl \ GRADE / a„ 37
diP2= 25 dbk di 57*
> /) CONTOURS
B
H2=500'
I\
TABLE
IB
di
da
DISTANCES TO GRADE
B SERVICE CONTOURS IN MTLES
di
da
Hi
SPACING (MILES)
190
170
d2
150
di
dbk Ft.
110
130 d2
210
di d2
d2
50
25 500 3831 31
39 44 4433 4347 47 51 51
6253 40
46 61
25 1000 45 1825 4639
54 2533
25 2000
69 40 73 45
50
20 500 27 35 35 42 40 48 5357
46
726478
20 1000 33 29 42
48 44
5051 56
20 2000 41
64
50 37 58
51 49
51*
15 500 23 21 30 4629
37 3948 44 68
15 1000 29 3832
41
48
35
51* 51*
47 63
15 2000 37 25 4638 33 5444
51* 46* 51*
51*
41 59
* Limited by noise
51* 6758* 51*
51*
500
Mcs
51* 41* 51* di41* 51*
51*
51*
51* P,= 3051*dbk
/ d2
E
D
A
R
G
CONTOURS
\
)
di H2=500' 53*
di B SERVICE CONTOUR IN MILES IS
DISTANCE TO GRADE
40 175 da
Pi Hi
da
SPACING
di
155
135 d2 (MILES)
dbk ft.
115 da
40 46 5 46
28
di d234
30
500
30 1000 222936 22 3543 28 34
47 3740 53 44
41
21
30 2000
4863 44
2327 50 3033 5642
17
500 18 27
25
33
39 35 424445
25 1000 24 25 382330 32 29
36
38
25 2000 3115 2032
57
3828 44 35 51
20
500
4443 30 46 5243
20 1000 20 30 19 36 24
31
20 2000 25 24 3225 32 39 39 4537
40* 47*
* Limited by noise
asting
47*
•
47*
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APPENDIX 32
EXPECTED FIELD STRENGTH IN DB
EXCEEDED AT 50 PERCENT OF THE
POTENTIAL RECEIVER LOCATIONS
FOR AT LEAST 50 PERCENT OF THE
TIME AT A RECEIVING ANTENNA
HEIGHT OF 30 FEET
Low VHF
Transmitter
to Receiver
1.000
Feet
2.000
Feet
Miles
500 Feet 72.6
20
78.3
66.5
10
53.5
60.4
66.9
52.6
60.0
5030
45.2
54.3
38.7
46.0
31.7
7040
48.1
39.1
33.0
24.9
60
36.2
42.0
26.8
18.5
12.5
20.4
6.8
80
24.9
14.1
30.6
—0.7
90
3.5
3.11.0
8.0
18.77.2
100
0.3
13.0
110
120

APPENDIX 33
EXPECTED FIELD STRENGTH IN DB
EXCEEDED AT 50 PERCENT OF THE
POTENTIAL RECEIVER LOCATIONS
FOR AT LEAST 10 PERCENT OF70 THE
TIME AT A RECEIVING ANTENNA
HEIGHT
—2 Low OFVHF30 FEET —2
16
Transmitter
90
to Receiver
500 Feet 1,000 Feet 2,000 Feet
Miles
28
5
27
80
1319.9
—22319
24
3236 53
13.2
15.5
100
1023.8
110
—0.1
10.0
19.7
—5.1
130
28.2
—0.1
8.4
140
—5.1
3.1
—8.26.88.4
—5.1
150
—8.26.81.5
12.5
—8.2
180
160
5.0
5.01.5
7.5
190
170
3.1
2
—14.3 —14.3
—11.1 —11.1
—17.6 —11.14.7
—14.3
200
—17.6
220
—17.6
240
260
280
300
* *

EXPECTED FIELD STRENGTH IN DB
EXCEEDED AT 50 PERCENT OF THE
POTENTIAL RECEIVER LOCATIONS
FOR AT LEAST 50 PERCENT OF THE
TIME AT A RECEIVING ANTENNA
HEIGHT OF 30 FEET
High VHF
Transmitter
to Receiver
10
20
Miles
1,000
Feet
2,000
Feet
500 Feet 75.2
30
80.1
71.5
68.7
57.2
64.3
57.7
51.0
49.8
32.5
42.0
4070
61.0
-2.0
42.2
54.0
50
33.8
—6.6
60
46.7
14.5
—5.0
5.3
23.2
39.0
16.2
25.7
31.0
6.3
—8.10.0
1008090
8.0
22.9
—10.7
14.3
110
0.3
120

EXPECTED FIELD STRENGTH IN DB
EXCEEDED AT 5fr PERCENT OF THE
POTENTIAL RECEIVER LOCATIONS
FOR AT LEAST 10 PERCENT OF THE
TIME AT A RECEIVING ANTENNA
HEIGHT OF 30 FEET
High VHF44.3 Transmitter
to Receiver
500 Feet 1,000 Feet 2,00038.5Feet Miles
26 34
20 28.2
15 —1.5
22.6
—5.0
—3.0
11.2
16.3
22
9
12.5
—3.2
—5.0
140
—5.0
16.96.5
—3.2
—6.4
*—6.43.5
3.8
13.5
5.2 5.8
3.5
160
—9.3
150
—9.3
0.0 —12.8
-12.8
170
—16.10.0
200
180
—16.1 —16.1
—19.2 —19.2
—22.3
—22.3
220
190
260
280
240
300

STRENGTH IN DB
EXPECTED FIELD STRENGTH IN DB EXPECTED FIELD
AT 50 PERCENT OF THE
EXCEEDED AT 50 PERCENT OF THE EXCEEDED
POTENTIAL
RECEIVER
LOCATIONS
POTENTIAL RECEIVER LOCATIONS FOR AT LEAST 10 PERCENT
OF THE
FOR AT LEAST 50 PERCENT OF THE TIME AT A RECEIVING ANTENNA
HEIGHT OF 30 FEET 70
TIME AT A RECEIVING ANTENNA
HEIGHT OF 30 FEET
UHF 41.5 Transmitter
90
to Receiver
UHF
Transmitter 500 Feet 1,00023 Feet 2,000 Feet Miles
100
10
28
- 140
to Receiver
500 Feet 1,00072.6Feet 2,000 Feet Miles
26.5
19.5
21.8
24.8
10
32.5
31
—1.9
110
18.6
16.3
66.5
34304.5
78.3
—1.9
—13.2
60.4
4020
—25
12080
2028.3
378.3
—1.9
—19
—7.5
130
52.6
12.8
—19
10.3
—19
53.5
15.84.1
66.9
—7.5
46.0
—4.5
30
45.2
12
—25
15.9
60.0
150
24
—7.5
—13.24.17
39.1
54.3
—25—4.-57
38.7
160
50
42.0
33.0
190
170
1.0
1.0
—13.2
31.7
48.1
—13.2
180
26.8
24.9
18.5
4.7
70
—30.5
—30.5
1.0
36.2
200
20.48.0
8060
—30.5 —36.1
12.56.8
30.6
—0.7
220
—36.1
24.9
90
—36.1
14.1
120
3.5
1.0
100
260
13.0
110
18.7
280
3.1
240
0.3
7.2
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CHRONOLOGY

OF

THE

TELEVISION

FREEZE

SEPT. 30, 1948 - APRIL 14, 1952
May 6, 1948: Broadcast and nonbroadcast sharing of TV channels
abolished; Channel 1 deleted; new
allocation plan (VHF) proposed.

May 26, 1950: Color hearing ends,
July 11, 1950: FCC begins deliberations on color case, the participants having submitted final
July 10; also on July
June-July 1948: Hearing on new summations
allocation plan, raising questions 11 the Condon Committee submits
as to tropospheric interference and its color TV report to the Senate
Interstate and Foreign Commerce
related problems.
Committee.
Aug. 27, 1948: Because of these
Sept. 1, 1950: FCC issues its
questions, FCC schedules FCC-in- "First Report" on color, favoring
dustry conference to consider desir- CBS system but advancing plan for
ability of revising engineering manufacture of "bracket sets" as
standards.
means of delaying final decision to
Sept. 13-14, 1948: FCC-indus- permit further studies.
try conference, slating technical
Sept. 29, 1950: Manufacturers
sessions for November-December
say
they
meet FCC's
deadlooking toward revision of standline for cannot
manufacture
of bracket
ards.
sets.
Sept. 20-23, 1948: UHF hearing.
Sept. 30, 1948: VHF freeze announced.
Nov. 30-Dec. 3, 1948: FCC-industry engineering conference; Ad
Hoc Committee is appointed to
study VHF propagation factors.
May 26, 1949: Preliminary plans
for far-reaching VHF-UHF hearing announced, with color among
subjects to be considered.
July 11, 1949: FCC announces
formal proposals for the hearing,
including VHF - UHF allocation
plan envisioning use of 42 UHF
channels along with present 12
VHF channels.
Sept. 26, 1949: First phase of
hearing, dealing with color, gets
under way.
Nov. 22, 1949: Color sessions
recess; field-test notice issued by
FCC.
Feb. 20, 1950: Color hearing resumes.
Page 192 • April 14, 1952 Part

last portion of "general" phase of
hearing, gets under way. After
recess Dec. 8 hearings resumed
Jan. 22, 1951, were completed Jan.
31, 1951.
Dec. 22, 1950: The Chicago court,
in 2-1 decision, upholds FCC's approval of the CBS color system,
but prohibits the start of commercial operation pending a ruling
by the Supreme Court. Judge
Walter LaBuy dissents. The temporary stay order is continued until
April 1, 1951, or such time as the
Supreme Court dissolves the
restraint.

May 28, 1951: Supreme Court, by
8-0 vote, affirms lower court ruling
in favor of CBS color. Justice
Frankfurter issued a "dubitante,"
neither concurring nor dissenting.
June 21, 1951: FCC announces
that it will not take action to
authorize partial lifting of freeze.
June 28, 1951: FCC hears oral
argument, requested by Federal
Communications Bar Assn. and
others, on legality of general allocations table incorporated in rules
and reservation of channels for
noncommercial, educational use.

July 12, 1951: In "Fourth ReJan. 26, 1951: RCA initiates apport," FCC denies common carrier
peal to U. S. Supreme Court for request for five UHF frequencies,
itself and two subsidiaries, NBC designated these frequencies for
and RCA Victor Distributing Corp. TV. This makes 70 TV channels
Oct. 11, 1950: FCC issues "Secin UHF band.
ond Report," adopting CBS color
Feb. 5, 1951: FCC, CBS and
standards effective Nov. 20.
July 13, 1951: FCC upholds its
Justice Dept. jointly ask Supreme
to include TV allocations in
Oct. 16, 1950: Hearings com- Court to affirm Chicago court's right
rules
and to reserve channels for
judgment
but
to
dissolve
the
temmence on second phase of overall
noncommercial,
educational staporary
restraining
order
on
comtions.
TV proceedings — "general issues,"
mercial start of CBS color.
including VHF, UHF, Stratovision
and other questions except specific
Feb. 26, 1951: RCA, joined by
July 25, 1951: "Paper hearing" to
city-by-city channel allocations.
Emerson Radio & Phonograph run from Aug. 27 to Nov. 26 (later
extended
to Dec. 17) announced
Oct. 17, 1950: RCA and two sub- Corp., answers motion to affirm.
by
FCC.
sidiaries, NBC and RCA Victor
March 5, 1951: Supreme Court
Distributing Corp., file suit against sets March 26 for start of oral
July 26, 1951: "Fifth Report" by
FCC authorizes existing TV stacolor decision in federal district
argument
on
color
case.
tions to increase transmitter power
court in Chicago.
to full capacity provided effective
March 21, 1951: FCC issues radiated power of metropolitan
Nov. 10, 1950: Hearings con"Third
Report," proposing to allo- stations does not exceed 50 kw.
cluded on "general issues."
cate either 65 or 70 UHF channels Score or more stations apply for
Nov. 16, 1950: The Chicago court, for TV service to augment existing higher powers.
after two days of hearings in which 12 VHF channels; also proposed to
Dec. 17, 1951: Final filing in writseven manufacturers, servicemen reserve 209 assignments for nonten hearings are received, bringing
commercial, educational use out of
and others took RCA's side, grants
of comments, oppositions and
temporary restraining order delay- the 1,965 allocated to cities and total
ing effectiveness of color stand- communities throughout the U. S. pleadings to more than 1,500. FCC
staff begins full scale study of filards pending further decision of
ings, looking to final report on TV
March 26-27 1951: Supreme
the court.
Court hears oral argument of RCA, rules, standards and city-by-city
Nov. 27, 1950: Hearings on res- Emerson, CBS and the Solicitor allocations.
ervation of channels for noncom- General, who presents the governApril 14, 1952: FCC issues "Sixth
ment's case.
mercial educational TV stations,
Report" to lift freeze.
II Final TV Report
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S
ENGINEER
TELEVISION AND STANDARD BROADCASTING ALLOCATION,
APPLICATIONS, FIELD ENGINEERING, AND HEARINGS BEFORE THE
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

1121 E. Capitol St.

Lincoln

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

Registered Professional Engineer

•

4-5131

CALL
LOOK

FOR

TO BLAW-KNOX

FOR

TV TOWER

EXPERIENCE

The big "Spring Thaw" on TV allocations is
bound to bring a rash of orders for new equipment— much of which requires critical materials.
That all-important tower for your antenna is no
exception. So we respectfully suggest that if the
proved safety, performance and long life of
Blaw-Knox Towers is wanted, have your engineers discuss their plans with us now ... it may
advance your "inaugural program" by many
profitable weeks.
BLAW-KNOX DIVISION
OF BLAW-KNOX COMPANY
2038 FARMERS BANK BUILDING, PITTSBURGH 22, PA.

BLAW-KNOX
.»C.<*>-5i TO
WERS

<^0jk

ANTENNA

BROADCASTING

TELECASTING

Watch

pennies,

your

mister!

When you buy radio time these days, you
want to make every penny count. In Baltimore, the way you do it is simple. You just
buy WITH— the BIG independent with the
BIG audience!
Every penny you spend on WITH helps produce exactly what you want from radio — low
ost results! Because WITH delivers
more buying listeners-per-dollar than
any other radio or TV station in
Baltimore.
No wonder WITH is so popular
with the local folks! Their advertising must produce immediate,
economical results. And WITH regularly carries the advertising of more
than twice as many retail merchants as
any other station in town!
Let your Forjoe man give
the today!
whole
WITHyoustory

.ECASTIN<
is on Page 67

IN BALTIMORE

WITH

TOM TINSLEY, PRESIDENT • REPRESENTED BY FORJOE & COMPANY

OPERATION 6R0CER 1952'

S

AR

E
QY

I

WIS advertising pulls . . . and

... and

PULLS

pulls

-

^

■

A his letter from a WLS
listener is just a routine order
... or so it appears
as you read it

V

But the letter
is dated 7952 . . . and the
merchandise ordered was offered over WLS
19 years ago ... in 1933 !
Yes, WLS advertising pulls . . . and pulls and pulls !
We're out of jigsaw puzzles now, of course. But we do
have availabilities ... for advertisers who like advertising that brings results . . . today . . . tomorrow . . .
and years from now.

CLEAR CHANNEL Home of the NATIONAL Barn

We've
The

Brought
Bottle

Back

.

.

.

not for the nickel deposit — but to

WTRY

illustrate the exciting fact that

in Albany — Troy — Schenectady

WTRY

— 27th of the nation's top 43
markets.

continues to be the best buy

in the cream of your market!

is the number

one station

'The Cream of your market", J. Walter Thompson's booklet listing the markets wherein over 2/3 of the nation's sales are made.
ALBANY - TROY - SCHENECTADY

WTRY
980 Kc- 5000 w
The CBS Radio Network
HEADLEY-REED
PnhlishPd everv Monday, with Yearbook Numbers (53rd and 54th issues) published in January and February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National Press
Building, Washington 4, D. C. Entered as second class matter March 14. 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.

WORK

| YORK,

PENNSYLVANIA

Recently completed Pulse survey for York CITY and COUNTY
shows
• WORK preferred in 55 out of 72 rated periods.
•WORK has rating superiority as high as 17% in
v some choice time periods.

Pulse survey shows NO OUTSIDE STATION effectively covers
the York trading area in ANY of the 72 rated periods.
Most powerful station in the York area, WORK's 5 KW
delivers a bonus coverage in nine surrounding counties with
a population of more than one million.

Advertisers — both local and national — expect and get
outstanding results on WORK. Many advertisers have been
using this station since its founding twenty years ago.
This long and successful experience has resulted in know-how
that assures you profitable sales for every advertising dollar.
Represented by
ROBERT

4 • April 21, 1952

MEEKER

ASSOCIATES
Chicago
Los Angeles

San Francisco

New York
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CLOSED

CIRCUIT

■.WITH FREEZE out of way, FCC plans to
! pitch in on long delayed, long suffering AM
activities among others. Because of full staff
activity on TV during past half-year, AM processing lines have hardly moved. There are
flock of cases ready for oral argument. Biggest
upcoming action expected to be scheduling of
thrice-deferred theatre television proceedings.
SOME MAJOR advertisers already thinking in
| terms of another round of network rate cuts in
fall. They're eyeing evening time especially,
looking
for reductions in area of 10-15 'To
onand some
segments.
RESEARCHERS can again lower eyebrows
raised over use of aided recall technique by
Nielsen interviewers, asking respondents to
identify network programs listened to "yesterday" in connection
with new
network
audience
survey. Nielsen
deniesstation
any intention
to use answers in program ratings, says extra
question is not part of survey but is being
asked at request of NBC for network's own use.
ILESS easily quelled is concern of affiliates that
NBC plans to use network program listening
data in connection with adjustments in stationnetwork rates. NBC, whose revaluation plan
last fall was vigorously resisted by most affiliates, says program audience information will
j be used
for general
salesit purposes,
deniesnetwork
present intention
to inject
into station
rate adjustment situation.
FINAL decision on future of Hymns of All
Churches, currently sponsored on about 900
radio stations by General Mills, is expected
latter part of this week. Present contracts end
latter part of June. It was understood that
renewals would most likely be placed on at least
500 stations and other new stations probably
added. Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y., is
agency.
AS THINGS STAND now, FCC does not intend
to grant any time extensions beyond July 1
freeze end. At that time it begins processing
applications for cities having no TV. Other
Iclasses of applicants have additional time in
^view of processing line setup. But feeling is
that to expedite handling, no extensions will
be granted except under "extenuating" circumstances.
WHAT'S REAL reason behind retention by
Thomas S. Lee Enterprises Inc. (General Tire
& Rubber) of erstwhile ABC sports commentator Harry Wismer? One educated guess is
that
Pennsylvania
Rubber
Co., goods
GeneralfieldTire's
subsidiary,
is entering
sporting
full
tilt and that Mr. Wismer will provide top level
sales contacts for company.
UPON
FCC Division
approval Vice
of UPT-ABC
CBS Central
President H.merger,
Leslie
Atlass will swing into TV action after acquisition of WBKB (TV) Chicago. He reportedly
has signed option with city's Saddle & Cycle
(Continued on page 6)
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THREE OR MORE RADIOS
FOUND IN 35% OF HOMES
PULSE survey on radio-ownership in Metropolitan New York indicates 35.1% of families
have three or more radios in their homes. Of
1,570 families
in New
boroughs,
radios checked
were found
in allYork's
homes five
but
1.8%. Only 35.4% of families had but one
set,
27.7% owned
owned three
two radios.'
totalwhile
of 35.1%
or moreWhereas,
radios,
20.1% had three sets, 8.3% owned four sets,
4.2%
had
five
sets,
and
2.5%
owned
more
than
five radios.
Dr. Sydney Roslow, director of Pulse, said
survey, conducted during January for Jos.
Jacobs Advertising & Merchandising Inc.,
would have shown higher multi-set ownership
if study had been extended to suburban counthan ties,
in where
city radio
proper.ownership is normally higher
PALEY SELLS SHARES
CBS BOARD Chairman William S. Paley has
sold 50,000 of his shares of CBS Class A stock,
New York Stock Exchange records showed
Friday. Shares sold (in March) were in block
he owned through holding company, of which
he retains 37,980. He also owns 530 shares
direct, plus 222,500 directly owned shares of
CBS Class B stock. Total CBS shares issued
as of last Dec. 29 were 1,268,700 Class A and
1,069,196 Class B (including shares reserved
for
conversion of outstanding scrip certificates).

BIGGEST SALE # United Artists announces
its
biggest purchasing
TV sale of Telesports
year with Phillips
"66"
Petroleum
Digest, halfhour weekly film series for 14 cities. Agency:
Lambert & Feasley, N. Y.

NBC CAMPAIGN SERIES
NBC on May 4 will launch Hats in the Ring,
half-hour Sunday radio and TV series featuring legally
qualified
candidates
dential nomination
of major
partiesforto Presiwhom
time is being donated by NBC. Series will
originate in Washington and will be on NBCTV 2-2:30 p.m. and NBC-Radio 10:30-11 p.m.

HEALY TO McCANN-ERICKSON
ROBERT E. HEALY, formerly vice president
in charge of advertising, Colgate-PalmolivePeet Co., has joined McCann-Erickson, N. Y.
as vice president and treasurer. He succeeds
as
company
directorto John
becomes
consultant
agency.L. Anderson, who

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

HOT WEATHER SPECIAL # Maxwell House
iced tea placing radio spot schedule in 25
southern markets starting in May following
successful Texas test for instant coffee. Agency: Benton & Bowles, N. Y.
AUTUMN PREPARATION # Erwin, Wasey
& Co., N. Y., gathering available information
for September start of its Pertussin and Musterole radio spot campaigns. Agency is interested in daytime minute spots, and roundup of information is to be set by May 5.
BEER SPOTS # Stagg Beer, preparing minute radio spot campaign in middle west for
13 weeks with starting date expected shortly.
Agency: Maxon Inc., N. Y.
CERTO PARTICIPATIONS • General Foods,
N. Y. (Certo-Sure-Jell),
women'sstations
participations on more thanplacing
100 radio
starting in May and coinciding with peak of
each jelly-making
fruit crop
and
rural
area. Contracts
from in8 each
to 17townweeks.
Agency: Benton & Bowles, N. Y.

default." He
described Schools
reservations as a
Don't
in TV,
Walker
Tells
FCC
has givenLag
no "assurance"
that educational channels will be reserved "as long as "fabulous inheritance."
FCC Chairman said the Commission's new
grass
grows andwarned
water educators
runs," FCCFriday.
ChairmanHe
Paul Walker
provides
"a high
degree ofbetween
protection"
addressed luncheon session of National Assn. plan
against
excessive
interference
staof Educational Broadcasters at Columbus,
tions,
adding
:
"We
refused
to
sacrifice
a margin
of
safety
for
the
sake
of
jamming
in
a
few
held during Institute for Education by RadioTelevision (early stories pages 35, 44 and 80). extra stations." He held up possibility of
In first speech since release of FCC TV
reducing ditional
mileage
assignments.separations as well as adallocation plan Chairman Walker reiterated
that commercial TV stations must not let nonSome differences in propagation characteriscommercial outlets "carry the burden of meettics of UHF and VHF bands "are not nearly
educational
needs." They
are hegoverned
as significant
some have
same ingrules
as commercial
stations,
said. Heby FCC
has been asassured
that thought,"
equipment hewillsaid.be
reminded educators they still may compete
available for UHF stations "in time for fullest
with commercial applicants for any comof its potentials.
mercial VHF or UHF channels assigned to development"
"UHF is going to grow because it has to
their cities. "Not all possible assignments
grow. It is needed," he declared.
The chairman was presented with a certifhave been made," he added.
icate for life membership in NAEB and lauded
Contending efforts are under way "to initiate
(Continued on page 102)
an organized
campaign
for
the
commercialization of these noncommercial educational assignments," Chan-man Walker told educators
for more AT DEADLINE turn page ^
"you
haveletwontheseonlyreservations
the first round"
not ...
of 1952andgo "doby
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COURT EXTENDS DATE
FOR ANTI-TRUST HEARING
ATTORNEY
GENERAL'S
pulled New
surprise maneuver
Friday by office
requesting
York's Southern District Court to extend another five weeks hearing date — set for today
(Monday) — of RCA motion to change or void
Federal anti-trust subpena, served as opener
to all-electronics industry investigation [B#T,
March 3].
Malcolm A. Hoffman, special assistant to
Attorney General and member of Anti-Trust
Division, argued that extra time was needed
for government study of RCA motion, an 800page document involving, he said, complicated
questions of fact. RCA, represented by John
T. Cahill, corporation director and member of
New York law firm bearing his name, opposed
request. When court ruled for three-week extension, RCA attorneys pleaded, in surprise
maneuver of their own, they could not appear
at that time, and hearing was extended by
more than seven weeks to June 12.
SEIZURE STATEMENT
BY TRUMAN CRITICIZED
REMARK by President Truman implying he
had power to seize newspapers and radio stations, just as he seized steel mills, brought
quick reply Friday from Jim Bormann, WCCO
Minneapolis, president of National Assn. of
Radio News Directors (early story page 27).
"If ofthethePresident
seize the guarantees
press and
radio
country, can
constitutional
of freedom of speech and freedom of the press
are meaningless," he said.
Joseph Short, press-radio secretary to President Truman, refused to amplify the Thursday
remarks at a Friday conference.
HAMPSON GARY DIES
HAMPSON GARY, 79, onetime FCC Commissioner and General Counsel, died late Thursday
night in Palm Beach, Fla. Mr. Gary served as
a member of the Commission from July 11 to
Dec. 24, 1934. He left the FCC as General
Counsel in 1938. He leaves a son, Franklin
Gary, and daughter, Mrs. Helen Moran.
KELO SIOUX FALLS, SOLD
SALE of KELO Sioux Falls, S. D., from S.
Fantle Jr. to local partnership controlled by
motion picture theatre owners for $280,000 [At
Deadline, March 17] was approved Friday by
FCC. New owners of 15-year-old station, on
1320 kc with 5 kw, are Joseph L. Floyd, theatre operator and originator of radio-TV show
Blind Date; Edmund R. Ruben, owner of 18
theatres in South Dakota and Minnesota and
former U. of Minnesota football star; L. T.
Bentson, who has minority interest in WMIN
St. Paul. Each owns one-third.
LAMB N. Y. OFFICE
EDWARD LAMB Enterprises Inc., announces
opening of New York offices at Barclay Hotel.
Under managership of Bernard H. Pelzer Jr.,
office will correlate Mr. Lamb's various interests, which include ownership of WTVN
■'TV) Columbus,
Ohio; Toledo
WICU and
(TV)WHOO-AMErie, Pa.;
WTOD
WTRT (FM)
FM Orlando, Fla. National promotion manwill be added to New York staff, Mr.
Lamb agersaid.
Page 6 • April 21, 1952

In this
Issue—
Though
some attorneys
and engineers
side with dissenting Comr. Jones in
callingure andtheothers
FCC hint
TV allocations
a failof court actions,
there is no clear indication that anyone is intending to tie up the TV thaw
in the courts. Page 25.
Set manufacturers swear that conversion to UHF won't be very painful.
And government authorities are optimistic
the availability
of materialsabout
to build
new TV stations.
Page 25.
Fifteen applications for TV stations are
filed in the vanguard of a promised
post-thaw
deluge at the FCC. Pages
70-71.
With 242 stations theirs for the asking,
educators are wondering whether they
can afford the costly gift. Page 80.
Can two or more AM operators in a
given community
join in aTVcommon
application for a scarce
channel?
FCC Chairman Walker gives the hint
of an answer. He's concerned over
"concentration of control" over broadcasting. Page 69.
Did the radio network rate cuts last July
accomplish their intended purpose?
Here'shavea boxentered
score network
on new advertisers
that
radio since
the cuts and old ones who quit anyway.
Page took
23. in more revenue in 1951 than
Radio
it ever had before, but its income (before federal taxes) was lower than in
1950. The official FCC estimate of
the 1951 financial record is on Page 23.
A remark by President Truman at his
special news conference for the American Society of Newspaper Editors, is
interpreted to mean he thinks he has
the right to seize newspaper and Radio-TV any time he wants to. Page 27.
Last February, TV network gross again
outstripped radio network gross — $14,786,047
to $13,560,948.
It's noton only
that clients
spent more money
TV;
there were also more clients. Page 27.
Among big advertisers, news programs
are becoming favored broadcasting
26.
A buys.
Senate Page
Subcommittee
worrying about
political campaign costs, thinks broadcasters ought to block out time segments for paid political programs to
avoid costs of paying regular sponsors whose times are preempted by
politics. Page 26.
Building-minded broadcasters have been
given what amounts to a blank check
on materials allotments by the National Production Authority. Page 28.
Upcoming
April 20-24: American Newspaper Publishers Assn., Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
April 21: BAB Sales Clinic, San Francisco.
April 21-26: Educational TV Programs Institute, Pennsylvania State College, State
College, Pa.
April 23: BAB Sales Clinic, Portland, Ore.
April 25-26: Washington State Assn. of
Broadcasters, Pullman, Wash.
(Other Upcomings page 36)

Closed Circuit
(Continued from page 5)
Club, elite social club occupying about six
square blocks of land near lake front six miles
north of Loop, for conversion to TV studios.
Charles Luckman, former Lever Bros, president
who designed
televisionas center
in Holly-'
wood,
would beCBS retained
architect.
Mr.;
Atlass also reported interested in buying local
film studio — with Atlas Film Corp. (no relation) in suburban Oak Park mentioned.
COMMISSIONER Robert F. Jones, who
strongly dissented from FCC majority TV alio-,
cations, is hitting sawdust trail next month.
He speakscasters atMay
1 beforeandOhioon Assn.
Columbus
May 20of Broadbefore
combined meeting of Pittsburgh Radio & Tele-i
vision Club and Pittsburgh Advertising Club.
His topic on both occasions: Against what he
characterizes as FCC majority's "Firm, Fixed:
and Final Plan" and in favor of his own rule
making flexible plan.
SENATE Appropriations Committee has asked ,
FCC to submit additional justification for its
$8of million
fiscal 1953 budget,
the Commission's
final TV following
allocationissuance
report 'jj
week ago [B*T, April 14]. House chopped
President's
down will
to $6restore
millioncutandso
Commission request
hopes Senate
it can handle expected TV application avalanche [B»T, March 31].
MAJOR manufacturer understood to have advised dealers that because radio discounts in
many instances seem to "depend entirely upon
how badly the station needs business or upon
the dealer's bargaining ability" it is changing
its factory-dealer cooperative advertising sys- 1
tern. Under new deal, factory would pay half i
of cost of announcements obtained at "lowest
local rate and maximum frequency discount"
or one-third of station's published national rate
for same type of announcements — "whichever
is lower."
NBC's
Today is going well commercially and is
now nudging $50,000 per week or about 25%
of available saleable spots. Among new acunderstood
be Bauer Sheets.
& Black, Inter- 1
nationalcounts
Silver
and toPepperell
MORE TV CHANNELS ASKED
BY EDUCATORS' GROUP
FURTHER extension for educational televi-i
sion was asked from FCC by Public Interest
Committee of National Assn. of Educational
Broadcasters in letter made public Friday.
Signed by Chairman Edward L. Bernays,
letter hoped for FCC provision of added TV
channels
for "many
metropolitan
not covered
by recent
allotments,communities"
that extra
channels be given "great educational centers
like New York, now inadequately covered."
RANDAU BUYS KXOB
CLEM RANDAU, executive director of Civil
Defense Administration, has bought KXOB
Stockton, Calif., from Lincoln Dellar for $200,000, it was reported Friday. Application will
be filed wi±h FCC soon. Mr. Randau and wife
will own 55% of station. Other stockholders
are Sherrill Corwin, Ralph Stolkin, Edward G.
Burke Jr. Mr. Randau is minority stockholder
in WNEW New York, was formerly executive
of Field Enterprises, publisher of books and
newspapers, owner of radio stations. KXOB
on 1280 kc, with 1 kw, is affiliated with MBS.
for more AT DEADLINE see page 102
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At left, the new
Tulsa Chamber of
Commerce Building,
erected at a cost of
$1,800,000.00.

Koberling & Brandborg, architects

is a phrase long
famous in the Southwest and it is rich with meaning for there
really is such a thing! This spirit is just one of the many plus
factors which make Tulsa the heart of Oklahoma's No. 1
market. There's a difference — an important difference — in
markets, and pride is one of them. Tulsans are proud of their
city! They are willing to back up that pride with money!
Tulsa is a market where spendable income is great and the
folks spending that money are great too!
We of KVOO are mighty happy and proud to have had a part
in helping the Tulsa market develop and grow since 1925!
If you want to tell the fine people of this area about your
product, tell them best over the station most of them listen to
most of the time — KVOO, The Voice of Oklahoma for more
than a quarter of a century!

RAD

ROADCASTING
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STATION
KVOO
NC. NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
TULSA, OKLA.
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^Jlie jPredti^e StatuIon
the C^amiinad
GREENSBORO,

NORTH

CAROLINA

Look at part of WBIG's potential out-ofhome audience! In addition to 186,870
radio homes in WBIG's Sixteen County
Market* there were 279,436 cars (Sept.
30, 1951 f). The composite result of 4 spot
checks** in Greensboro and High Point,
N. C., covering 6,474 cars revealed
64.74% equipped with radios.
SOURCES:
* BMB Study No. 2
t N. C. Dept. of Motor Vehicles
Va. Dept. of Highways
** Greensboro & High Point Police Depts.
Member, High Point Fire Dept.
Hege, Middleton & Neal

Represented by Hollingbery
5000
w°"s
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CBS
Affiliate

THE NEWSWEEKLY OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Executive, Editorial,
AdvertisingPressandBldg.
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Washington 4, D. C.
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Pigs

are

Pork

240

lbs.

Live Hog

all

Chops

180
Wholesale

The price of pork chops is one item in the
"cost of living" that almost any woman — or
economist — can quote off hand.
Although this figure has become almost
symbolic of the level of meat prices, only
about 5% of a pig is center cut pork chops!
A 240-pound porker, when dressed by the
meat packer, comes down to 180 pounds of
wholesale weight — unprocessed fresh meat
cuts and fat for lard. Some of these cuts lose
more weight when they are boned, cured,
smoked or otherwise prepared. This leaves

not

lbs.
Weight

150

lbs.

Retail Cuts

only about 1 50 pounds of pork products for
the retailer to sell. And only 10 pounds are
center cut pork chops.
That's why you pay more for pork chops
than for most other cuts of pork. For, from
sausage to pork chops, the price of each cut is
determined largely by how much there is of it
and how much people like it.
Economists call this the law of supply and
demand. Women call it "shopping." They
compare, pick, choose. In a free market, their
choice sets the values.

AMERICAN MEAT INSTITUTE
Headquarters, Chicago • Members throughout the U. S.

BROADCASTING
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The Great Thaw
EDITOR:
I want to compliment you on the
prompt and splendid piece of work^
you did
gettingandout,
time,'
copy
of ourin report
orderon lifting
the television freeze.
Paul A. Walker
Chairman
Federal Communications
Commission
Washington, D. C.
* * *
EDITOR:
I have been leafing through your
publication of the final TV report.
It is the most complete job that I
have seen and I want to add my
thanks and appreciation and congratulations to the many others
you will receive for this outstanding bit of publishing enterprise.
Edgar Kobak
3Jfl Park Ave.
New York City

open mike

EDITOR:
April 14, 1952, Part
MANY THANKS FOR SENDING staff upon theBroadcasting
• TeleCOMPLETE REPORT WHICH IS II issue ofcasting,
reporting the
final FCC,
teleA WONDERFUL SERVICE. THE
vision allocations
of the
ENTIRE INDUSTRY SHOULD which arrived here this morning.
BE GRATEFUL TO YOU AND
It is a monumental job, proMORE ESPECIALLY WE WISH
duced with amazing speed and acTO EXPRESS OUR HEARTcuracy,
typical of your jourFELT THANKS.
nalisticquiteenterprise.
George W. Bailey
GEORGE B. STORER
Executive Secretary
PRESIDENT
THECO. FORT INDUSTRY
Institute of Radio Engineers
New York
MIAMI
* * *
EDITOR:
EDITOR:
It's 2 a.m. and I have been workCongratulations to you and your
ing so hard on Cancer Crusade

SvtMtHT

BLUlfiS

Over 6,000 responses from 17 states during five months period ending
March 1 is the achievement story of the Lincoln Hatchery, Lincoln,
Nebraska
. . . one ofMarket,
the world's
largest. reports
Using only
to coverresults
the
big
Midwest-Empire
the hatchery
theseKFABamazing
from its noon-hour program, "Poultry Pointers."
The achievement in advertising marked up by Lincoln Hatchery is
typical of records made by many advertisers using the selling power
of KFAB. If you are not yet in the KFAB fold of "Achievement Advertisers" get the Manager.
facts today. Contact Free & Peters ... or Harry
Burke, General
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publicity
that it's
only now
had
a chance
to pick
up theI hav«
un
freeze edition of your magazine—
a day
late. know when I have helc,
I don't
more admiration for a team thar
I have for all you people.
What a job!
What a team!
As one night worker to others I
you have my deepest admiration]
gentlemen,
a job thathistory!
will gcij
down in tradefor magazine
Cody
Pfanstiehl
Director
Promotion of Audience
WTOP-AM-FM-TV
J
Washington,
D. C.
* * *
[EDITOR'S
NOTE: Space
prevent
our publishing
allfrom
thelimitations!
thoughts
I
ful messages
received
readers!
whose
appreciation
makes
the hard
job!I
done
over
an
Easter
weekend
by
our
staff and printers seem rewarding andF
worthwhile.]
* * *
How to Help Orphans
EDITOR:
. . eral. The
radio itindustry
in genhas before
an opportunity
to show its spirit of cooperation
and desire to further expand its
chosen profession. . . .
Today there is before the FCC
a backlog of AM applications and
many of them have been in the
files for a year and over. A
minimum of these applications are
from non-station markets and are
at present static while the FCC
is slowly working on applications
from one and more station markets . . . The non-station markets
must wait and go without primary
and oftentimes good secondary
service while processing goes on
in favor of markets that are adequately covered . . . Would not the
processing
of these orphan markets
be more fair?
An interest in their clients would
be displayedwould
if alloffer
equipment
concerns
to the sales
FCC
the services of their engineering
staff for a period that would clear
up the backlog that the FCC
acknowledges is 10 months behind
in its processing. . . .
With such help provided, the
FCC could clear up the backlog of
AM applications and after they
are cleared could concentrate almost fully on the huge TV problems that lie ahead. Perhaps this
system could be extended to TV
applications
...
Daniel also
J. Hyland
General Manager
Israel Putnam Broadcasting
Co. Conn.
Putnam,
* * *
Let's Be Vital
EDITOR:
Is the relative merit of "come
down" vs. "go down" the most importantforquestion
can be pre-of
sented
the which
consideration
copy writers today? Apparently
so, since that is the first copywriting question dealt with to any
appreciable degree by B*T, the
major voice of the industry. Apparently so,since such a recognized
specialist
as authoron Laemmar
(Continued
page 64) chose
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WAZL
HAZLETON, PA. NBC-MBS
ALLENTOWN, PA. CBS
(Represented by Robert Meeker Associates).
BROADCASTING
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BLOOMSBURG, PA. LIBERTY
(Owned and Operated by Harry L. Magee).
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new business
\$

3.
will get

you

with

West

Virginia's

"personality

"

package!

In West Virginia, one
order buys two powerful,
sales producing stations at a combination rate
that is about the same as you would pay for any
single comparable station in either locality!
This means twice the impact in a lush industrial
market that spends $500,000,000
annually. Write for details
about WKNA-WJLS today!
the
personality
stations

CHARLESTON— 950 KC
5000 W DAY • 1000 W NIGHT
ABC Radio Network Affiliate

CALIF.
PACKING CBSCorp.,
(Del MonteSunday
cannedDesk
fruits,
starts alternate
RadioS. F.Newsroom,
on 11vegetables),
Columbia
Pacific radio stations, Sun., 5:30-6 p.m. PST, for 52 weeks from May
4. Agency: McCann-Erickson Inc., that city. Co-sponsor is HOFFMAN
RADIO Corp., L. A., through Foote, Cone & Belding Inc., that city.
PUREX Corp., Southgate, Calif. (Trend detergent), started Jack Owens
Show on 11 Columbia Pacific radio stations, Thurs., 4:15-4:45 p.m. PST,,
for 13 weeks from April 3. Agency: Foote, Cone & Belding Inc., L. A.
CELLA VINEYARDS, Fresno, Calif. (Betsy Ross grape juice), starts
Hopalong Cassidy on 11 CBS California radio stations, Sat., 6:30-7 p.m.
PST, for 26 weeks from April 26. Agency: Thomas Adv., that city.
LOMA LINDA FOOD Co., Arlington, Calif., starting concentrated radioTV spot campaign for Ruskets Flakes breakfast cereal in California,
Washington and Oregon. Agency: Elwood J. Robinson & Co., L. A.
B-B PEN Co., Hollywood, started concentrated TV spot announcement
campaign, April 15, for Xm eye-glass cleaner on KNXT (TV) Hollywood, WHAM-TV Rochester, WBZ-TV Boston, WXEL (TV) Cleveland,
WBKB (TV) Chicago, WBEN-TV Buffalo, WTMJ-TV Milwaukee and
WTCN-TV Minneapolis. Agency: Foote, Cone & Belding Inc., L. A.
SWIFT CANADIAN Ltd., Toronto (all Swift products), starts live show
on 6 French radio associates stations on May 5 for 26 weeks, Mon. thru
Fri., 9-9:15 a.m. Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co., Toronto.
GAYLORD PRODUCTS of Canada Ltd., St. Hyacinthe (hair products),
has started one minute spot announcements til November, on 18 Canadian
stations. Agency: Cockfield Brown & Co., Montreal.
A/etwotlc • • •
TIDE WATER ASSOCIATED OIL CO., N. Y., renews Broadway to Hollywood on DuMont Television Network for eighth time. Show is telecast
Thurs., 8:30-9 p.m. EST. Agency: Lennen & Mitchell, N. Y.
CARNATION Co., L. A. (evaporated milk), and B. F. GOODRICH Co.,
Akron (tires), to alternate sponsorship of CBS-TV George Burns and
Grade Allen Show on film, weekly for 52 weeks starting Oct. 2. Agency
for Carnation: Erwin, Wasey & Co., L. A. Agency for Goodrich: BBDO,
Hollywood.
BOYLE-MIDWAY Inc., division of American Home Products Corp., N. Y.,
has purchased quarter-hour Spoi-ts Showcase segment of Saturday Night
Wrestling on DuMont, Sat., 10 p.m.-12:30 a.m. EST, effective April 12
for 26 weeks. Agency: W. Earl Bothwell, N. Y.
PALM BEACH Co., N. Y., to sponsor Palm Beach Round Robin Invitational Golf Tournament on CBS-TV on May 18, 4-6 p.m. Agency: Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR Co., Montreal (Toni division), on April 12
starts for 11 weeks, with option to renew for summer months, Twenty
Questions on 35 Dominion network stations, Sat., 8-8:30 p.m., replacing
Canadian comedy program Wayne & Shuster. Agency: Spitzer & Mills
Ltd., Toronto.
MINUTE MAID, N. Y. (frozen oi'ange juice), to sponsor Wednesday
segment
Gabby
Ted Bates ofInc.,
N. Y.Hayes Show on NBC-TV, effective June 1. Agency:
•fluency
• • • Assn., L. A. (used car dealers),
VERMONT ■O/o/aointmenti
BLUE RIBBON DEALERS
names
Yambert-Prochnow
Inc.,
Beverly
Hills. Radio spot announcements
will be used.

BECKLEY — 560 KC
3000 W DAY • 500 W NIGHT
CBS Radio Network Affiliate
Joe L. Smith, Jr., Incorporated
Represented nationally by WEED & CO.
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BEAUTIFUL BRYANS Inc., Chattanooga (nylon hosiery), names Abbott
Kimball Co., N. Y., effective May 1.
DUFF'S LINE OF MIXES, acquired by Pillsbury Mills, names Ted Bates
& Co., N. Y.
ASSOCIATED FREEZER DEALERS, L. A. (retail home freezers),
(Continued on page 93)
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General Electric Limning Amplifier Helps a 250-watt
IndependentjQutpull Higher Powered Competitors
his G-Jx-amplifier
cost WOLF,
Syracuse,
$897."
Accorc
tostrffion
management,
this Genial
Electric
equipmer
be^rf^twice as effective in attract^g fringe area listene/s as
14,000 half- wave antenna system previously used alonre. Why?
Because it gets the signal imo fringe areas at a low volume
setting and automaticaHy'minimizes the effect or interfering
signals and noise.
Since the insteHation of the amplifier, the/fation has had the
largest Hopper shares of audience in its hisjory. In dollar volume
and nyarfDer of advertisers, business ha^never been better.
More than 450 stations are nowXising the G-E Limiter. The
Broadcast Man at the G-E officeynear you has plenty of information on its performance. CaJ,raim today and he will demonstrate
why it's one of the mp^ffarsighted investments a station can
make. Meanwhilg^fet us send you a new illustrated bulletin
on the Limjfi**g Amplifier. Write: General Electric Company,
Sectior^fZ-21, Electronics Park, Syracuse, New York.
* Price today slightly higher.

^^
. . . Says the sta
mA
P%d.
p««atio
nej,er— «
..TWsUm«era«Ui
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n
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•he °
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GENERAL

B

ELECTRIC

agency

ALTER J. BOWE, Benton & Bowles, N. Y., to Hewitt, Ogilvy, Ben
w son & Mather, N. Y., as radio-TV timebuyer.
GEORGE D. WINKLER, media director, West-Marquis, L. A., to execu
tive staff of Roy S. Durstine Inc., L. A.
STEPHEN C. SCOTT, media director, Buchanan & Co., L. A., to Vick
Knight Inc., that city, as assistant to president, VICK KNIGHT. JOHN
GILBERT, free-lance designer-illustrator, joins agency as art director^
JOHN CARMAN, Chicopee Mills Inc., N. Y., to Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield Inc., N. Y., as account executive.

THIS
IS YOUR
SO

CHAIR

LET'S

TALK

BUSINESS
SALES are important to all of us and right now
"SPEEDY" the Pioneer has time available for
your
Ohio's and
Pioneer
Station,
serves product.
a Billion WSPD,
Dollar market
an audience
of 3,000,000 people. We know you don't
want to pass up Ohio's THIRD MARKET— so
let's talk business. Call KATZ or Tom Harker
and join the thousands of satisfied sponsors
who have used this 1st. station in a buying market. Your rating surveys will prove WSPD is
your BEST BUY — and a phone call will tell you
about outstanding availabilities to insure you
of "SPEEDY SALES" in Northwestern Ohio.

AM -TV
Vt|§P Represented Nationally
by KATZ
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1940 when
sold ts
the first of a
accheoun
on
g((
rd all
his name,^
isof shephe
string of radio serials, Against the
the firm
JOHbearin
ofN aGIBBS,
three -head
fold enterprise Storm, to Procter & Gamble. The
whose apparent complexity is con- program, still on the air, was origiand written by his wife,
trolled by the fundamental sim- Sandra nated
Michael.
plicity inherent in the word
On the strenth of its success, the
"quality."
Packager, producer and talent Gibbs moved to New York where
representative, Mr. Gibbs has built Mr. Gibbs established his own prohis principle into one of the most
duction agency. Within six months
he had sold another serial, Lone
profitable
the
industry.ventures of its kind in Journey,
and was clearly on his
As a packager, he is the source way as a reckonable radio entity.
of approximately a
Currently the com$12 million
plete list of his
revenue
to theflowradioof
properties
Against the includes
Storm,
and TV networks.
sponsored by Philip
As a talent repreMorris
Co.
on
ABC
ve, his clients
include, sentatiamong
radio; Lone Journey,
others, actors
sponsored
Lever
Bros, on ABCby radio;
Charles Laughton,
Raymond Masse y,
Whenries,a underwritten
Girl Mar-by
Hume Cronyn and
GeneralFoods;
Jessica Tandy; emTommy Bartlett
Mary
and
MarriageMarlin
for Two,
and cees
Johnny
Olsen;
sustaining on ABC
and writers Somerset
Maugham,Elaine
Sanradio
; Welcome
Travelers
on NBC
dra Michael,
radio, sponsored by
Carrington, Orin
Procter & Gamble ;
Tovrov,
Mona
Kent
Robert Montgomery
berry.
and Jane CruisinPresents for Lucky
Mr. GIBBS
The television
procigarettes and
duction efforts of his firm center on Johnson's waxStrike
on NBC-TV and
the NBC - TV hour - long Robert Johnny Olsen's Rumpus Room on
Montgomery Presents program, DuMont, sponsored by Premier
produced each week in conjunction Poods.
Mr. and Mrs. Gibbs met when
with Mr. Montgomery for the
were working at WISN, she
American
son's wax. Tobacco Co. and John- both
as a staff writer. They now live
Mr. Gibbs made his entry into in Greenwich, Conn., on a 32-acre
radio in Milwaukee in 1926 while farm. In addition, the couple own
still an undergraduate at Mar- a ranch in Montana and the Gibbs
quet e U. in that city. He became agency also has bought a ranch in
sports announcer and finally chief La Quinta, Calif., to make televiannouncer at WISN Milwaukee.
sion and motion pictures.
Mr. Gibbs' hobby is raising toy
Three years after his graduation
from Marquette, following succes- poodle dogs. In fact he served one
poodles, Lena, as talent
sive jobs as promotion manager of of his Lena
has starred on many
a newspaper and program manager aagent.
TV show and her earnings to the
of a radio station, he joined the
firm,
Mr.
Gibbs
computes, come
Cramer-Kasselt Co., Milwaukee, as
director of its radio department. quite properly to about 10% of the
He remained with the agency until money invested in her.
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beat
FRANK WOODRUFF, formerly with Young & Rubicam, Hollywood,
to Lennen & MitcRell, Beverly Hills.
HERMAN S. THOENEBE, vice president-creative director, John Falkner
Arndt & Co., Phila., elected to board of directors.
OHil E- c- dentBRADLEY
Biow Co.,
N. Y., as group.
vice presiand member rejoins
of executive
management
PEG ODLUM BENDER, Dan River Mills Inc., N. Y.,
to Ellington & Co., that city, as account executive.
ARTHUR CARROLL JONES, BBDO, N. Y., to Benton
& Bowles, same city, as account executive.
GEORGE OSWALD, Cecil & Presbrey, N. Y., to Kenyon
Got something
& Eckhardt, that city, as account executive.
Mr.
Bradley
ROBERT ALLGOOD joins Hixson & Jorgensen Inc.,
to sell to
L. A., as account executive.
HENRY J. VOLKER Jr., recently with Remington Rand and International Nickel Co., to G. M. Basford Co., N. Y., as account executive.
ARTHUR WEINBERG, formerly with General Electric Co., joins Basford publicity department.
TEEN-AGERS?
LAWENCE SCHWAB Jr., previously with J. Walter Thompson Co. and
Young & Rubicam, to Harry B. Cohen Adv., N. Y., to produce and direct
Lights Out on NBC-TV for Ennds Chlorophyll Tablets and supervise
Police Story on CBS-TV.
Beam your message at them
WILLIAM Mc QUILLAN, McCann-Erickson, N. Y., to Robert W. Orr
Assoc., that city, on copy staff.
during WHAM'S weekly
WILLIAM G. CHALKLEY, Fuller & Ross & Smith, Cleveland, appointed
manager of media department. C. W. BILLINGSLEY
'^j/f^^
toL. J.direct
media transferred
in agency'sto Chicago
office,at succeeding
^flHPH^
BOYCE,
media staff
Cleveland "Hi-Teen'
cing Party
1:30 TO 4:00 P.M. Dan
SATURDAYS
^^BP'
\ office.
RICHARD H. EYMAN, sales staff, WNLK Norwalk,
on a participation or "Block" time
Conn., to timebuying department, McCann-Erickson,
basis
N. Y.
JOHN M. W1LLEM, vice president of Leo Burnett, ChiStarted in January, this new program mushroomed to
elected a director of AAAA, representing group's
"most popular" classification almost overnight.
Mr. Chalkley Centralcago,Council,
headquartered in Chicago.
It has two "angles" — the three hundred (and more) teenADRIAN BRYAN MACK, formerly with Cecil & Presbrey Inc., and
William H. Weintraub Inc., both N. Y., to copy department of Sherman
agers who jam a Rochester ballroom to dance and participate
& Marquette, that city.
in M. C. Ted Jackson's merrymaking — plus the thousands at
home who listen to the goings-on (and your commercials) for
MILTON H. HOFFMAN Adv., Denver, has merged with BEN BEZOFF
two-and-a-half solid Saturday hours. And don't overlook the
& Co., that city. Agencies will continue under latter firm's name.
tremendous merchandising possibilities.
BOB MAGNANTE, art director, Sass-Wilson Art Agency. L. A., to H.
M. Gardner Assoc., that city, in similar capacity. DICK MULCAHY,
Incidentally— the station is WHAM, to which PULSE acwriter-producer, ABC Hollywood, joins agency as copy chief and director
of public relations.
corded 99.3% listener preference in 16 Western New York
counties.
DOROTHY KUHRE promoted to production manager-art director, Axelsen Adv., Denver.
Ask the HOLLINGBERY man about participation
HENDERSON Adv., Greenville, S. C, elected to membership in American
Assn. of Adv. Agencies.
The Strom berg-Car isor.
ASSOCIATED Adv., Montreal, changes name to Burns Adv., Ltd.
Station
LEO BURNETT Co., L. A., moves to 1680 N. Vine St., Hollywood. TeleRochester, N. Y.
phone is Hillside 7374.
WAYNE R. LELAND, account executive, House & Leland, Portland*
elected chairman of board of governors of Portland Chapter of AAAA.
Other officers include: T. BRYCE SPRUILLE, Botsford, Constantine &
Gardner, vice-chairman; GEORGE E. CLINTON, partner and media direcBasic NBC — 50,000 watts — clear channel— 1180 kc
tor, Joseph R. Gerber Co., secretary-treasurer, and WILLARD E. WILGEORGE
P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY, NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
SON, manager, McCann-Erickson Inc., board of governors.
BROADCASTING
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uW-tw' future!
.with
Mew operating convenience -New operating economy

3. Power tube costs reduced
Just read these exclusive features . . .
It is a 5-kw AM transmitter you can increase to 10 kw— easily— inexpensively—
quickly. No lost air time for conversion.
One simple kit makes it easy to increase
power overnight. (Yes, you can buy this
transmitter ready-built for 10 kw, too).

—

J£
4. l/60th second H
arc-back protection

It requires less "operating" floor space
than other 5 kw's — saves up to 40% floor
area. Entire transmitter is only 84" high,
130" wide, 32i/2" deep.
® It's the ONLY "5 kw" with such low tube
costs. Power and modulator stages use
the
new small
size, lightweight
RCA- types
5 762
— costing
less than
half that of power
in most "5 kw's".
'it's the ONLY "5 kw" with "split-cycle"
overload and voltage protection— using
thyratron-controlled rectifiers. Circuits
air"
work breaks.
so fast audiences cannot detect "offIt holds power bills to the LOWEST in
the "5-kw" field— through smaller power
tubes,
fewer8 different
stages, fewer
tubes and
types).tubes (only 24

5. Lower power bills

—

It's the ONLY "5 kw" with horizontallysliding doors front and back. Benefits:
V Saves over 60 square feet of floor area
V Provides more elbow room for operator
V Makes it easier to get at transmitter

f
H
1
6. Sliding doors-

For all the facts about this basically new transmit er .. . newest of nearly three hundred RCA
"5-kw's" now on the air . . . call your RCA Sales
Representative.

RAD tO CORPORATION
ENGINEERING PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT

of AMERICA
CAMDEN, N.J.

WORTH
Crowing about!, . .
H

feature of the meek

IT WAS 7 a.m. and disc
jockey
NfiWGST
Bill Lowry, driving to the
gk
studios in Atlanta for his morning
record program, switched on his
car radio. As
he, himself,
tells"I the
heardstory:
the
announcer
" 'Watch : out

GENE ARCHER
WRC's Gene Archer, to
be exact. Gene's delightful mid-day program
features the Cliff Quartette's individual music,
popular records . . .
plus Gene Archer's own
brilliant baritone style.
Participation in this
choice time period (12:30-1:15 PM, Monday
through Friday) promises business in Washington. An impressive list
of current national spots
amply story.
supports Gene's
selling
Audience loyalty of
"Here's Archer" offers
an immediate association with a "Name Performer" in the Nation's
Capital.
A few choice availabilities remain, contact WRC
directly or NBC Spot
Sales.
IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL
YOUR BEST BUY IS £
FIRST in WASHINGTON

5,000 Watts * 980 KC
Represented by NBC Spot Sales
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for
fa
seven cancer's
danger
signals. Do
you have a
lump
eningor thickanywhere in your body? Do you have
a sore that will not heal?'
"That was enough to start me
thinking. I had a lump on my left
leg. It had been there for eight
months. Could this be cancer?"
Instead of going to a football
game for which he had tickets the
next day, announcer Lowry went
to his doctor. Four days later, the
father of two small daughters and
"a little red-headed son" learned

that what he suspected was true:
He had cancer.
Mr. Lowry was operated on
shortly after and became one of
the 70,000 people in the U. S. to
be pronounced cured of the disease
last year.
To point out that an equal number—70,000 others — died needlessly
of the same disease (as part of the
total 210,000 cancer fatalities in
America), Mr. Lowry has recorded
his story on a 5% -minute platter,
being distributed to other disc jockeys throughout the country by the
American Cancer Society.
Described as a "somewhat reluctant" radio chairman of his local
cancer drive last year — before he
knew of his own illness — Mr.
Lowry also has taped a request to
fellow jockeys, explaining why
they should play his story on the
air. Their program, like the one
Mr. Lowry had heard while driving
to work, might also prevent a
cancer death.

KWK is the radio
buy in St. Louis!
Combing the St. Louis Market? Then
you'll find KWK does have something
to crow about . . . that LOW, low cost
per 1000 radio homes delivered.
Your Katz man has the details— based
on Pulse figures.
Globe- Democrat Tower Bldg.
Saint Louis

<7U KATZ AGENCY

strictly business
j£
They know at home
Defor
sales
of
r
NEWFrenesdirecto
lphia
Co., Philade
producer of television and motion picture film, is Col. Edward
mORE
$$
Davies, who should have much to
contribute to a successful future for
U0LUII1E
the company. Col. Davies was ial
one
of the first to make commerc
IN LOCAL BUSINESS
spot film for television.
THAN ANY OTHER STATION
In the early days of TV, he
IN TOPE K A J
charged $600 to $1,000 for a spot
commercial and was amazed when
advertising agencies paid the price.
Col. and
Davies'
wide dates
experience
radio
television
back toin
UIREI1
• top ratings ifcu
the crystal set days, when he was
• wide coverage
an employe
of Gimbel's
Philadelphia and Ellis
Gimbel in suggested
the crystal radio might be a good
• lowest cost
addition to the toy department.
per listener
The mistakes made in television,
according to Col. Davies, are very
few compared to those made at the
COL. DAVIES
beginning of radio. "I was present found radio station WIP Philadelatnowthefeelbirthlike ofa radio,"
he
said,
"and
midwife at the birth
becoming theHestation's
first
generalphia,manager.
was instruof Edward
television."
what are
Davies was born in Phil- claimed menttoal in inaugurating
be
the
first
football
WREN
adelphia where he attended Central
the first church service
High School and U. of Pennsylvania broadcast,
first
grand
opera
performevening school. After graduation in and the
5000
ance on radio.
ABC
1911, his first position was with
In 1932, Col. Davies entered the
WATTS
TQPEKA
Gimbel's
personnel
department
in
advertising field as radio director
Philadelphia. He left in September for
Falkner Arndt Co. Five
1917 to join the Army in World yearsJohn
Represented Nationally
later, he returned to WIP as
War I.ceived abattlefield
An infantryman,
he
revice
president
and director of sales.
commission.
by Weed & Co.
time the station became
returned
to Gimbel's
after theto At this
(Continued on page UU)
warHe and
in March
1921 helped
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Beeline

Baby foods or batteries, the way to sell in inland California and
western Nevada is ... on the BEELINE ! It's the five-station radio
combination that gives you
THE MOST LISTENERS More than any competitive combination of
local stations . . . more than the 2 leading San Francisco stations and
the 3 leading Los Angeles stations combined.
(Bmb State Area Report)
LOWEST COST PER THOUSAND More audience plus favorable
Beeline combination rates naturally means lowest cost per thousand
listeners.
(BMB and Standard Raie & Data)
Ask
Raymer
for
the
full
story
on
this
3-billion-dollar
market — inland
California and western Nevada.
McClatchy
Broadcasting Company
Sacramento, California Paul H. Raymer, National Representative
Affiliated withBEEInland
THE SACRAMENTO
• THE California's
MODESTO 3BEELeading
• THE Papers
FRESNO BEE
KMJ
KWG
KERN
KFBK
KOH
Reno
(NBC)
5000 watts, day; 1000
watts, .light 630 kc.
V
BROADCASTING
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A million people listen to the Beeline every day
April 21, 1952 • Page 21

Head

'n Shoulders

30

%

Above

Station

B

68

%

Above

Station

C

152%

Above

Station

D

'Total rated time periods, share of
Radio Audience Index. Hooper Radio Audience Index
Report, February 1952.
NBC and TQN on the Gulf Coast
JACK HARRIS, General Manager
Represented Nationally by
EDWARD PETRY and COMPANY
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Boon or Boomerang?
either have never used network
ucts $375,000.
By BRUCE ROBERTSON RATE
NETWORK
radio before orCUTS'
have been away EFFECT
Programs and networks used by
LAST spring, when the radio net- from it for many years. Their these
newcomers are listed in the
works announced that they were names and the approximate total table which
begins on this page.
putting a 10% overall rate reduc- gross annual billings represented
Comparing
the the
number
of theof
tion into effect July 1— CBS and by each follow:
newcomers with
number
NBC a direct cut in rates, ABC
American Bakers Assn. $400,000, sponsors who have quit network raand MBS a change in discount
Chicle Co. $1,000,000,
dio since last July, it would seem
structure that amounted to virtu- American
American Protam Corp. $500,000, that if the rate cuts achieved the
ally the same thing — a major ar- Avco Corp. $700,000, Borg-Warner result of enticing new money into
gument for the move was that it Corp. $200,000, Credit Union Nat'l. radio networks, they were not
would serve to attract new business Assn.
Economics Lab wholly successful in retaining the
to network radio, advertisers who $125,00, $600,000,
Ex-Lax $1,300,000, Kingan money already coming in.
had not previously used this means & Co. $250,000,
Business Lost
La
Maur Products
of advertising.
$30,000, Leslie Salt Co. $35,000,
are the 24 sponsors
Nine months have elapsed since Morton Salt Co. $100,000, North whoFollowing
used networks on or since the
those rate reductions were intro- American Van Lines $15,000, date of the rate reductions but who
duced and the question arises as to Orange Crush $350,000, Reynolds have since that date taken their
just how well they have accom- Metals Co. $550,000, Seabrook budgets entirely out of that kind
plished their assigned purpose of Farms $115,000, Stokely-Van Camp of advertising: (This list does not
adding new names to the list of $725,000, Sylvania Electric Prod- include cancellations since last
radio network sponsors.
Broadcasting* Telecasting last
week checked the network rosters
for an answer and came up with AMFM
INCOME
the factof that,
since July who
1, 1951,
total
19 advertisers
werea DESPITE a record high of $455.4
lion in 1950, a 5.8% decrease. Exnot previously network clients have million
total revenues in 1951 —
penses for networks
bought time on one or more of the 2.5% higher than 1950's $444.5 from $91.5
million inwent
1950 upto 2%$93.3—
million in lg51.
four
major
national
netwoi-ks.
Of
million
—
AM-FM
income
(before
the 19, all but one are still using federal taxes) totaled $61.8 milTotal AM-FM-TV revenue for all
network time, to the sum of 11
lion, a 9.4% decrease from 1950's broadcasters reached peak of $694.9
hours a week.
$68.2 million.
1950's $550.4
million. 26.4%
Of this,over
TV accounted
for
According to the FCC, which million,
Clients Added
week issued the 1951 figures $239.5 million in 1951 compared to
The 18 new advertisers now on last
$105.9 million in 1950, or 126.2%.
based
on
estimates
supplied
by
netthe networks represent annual
basic reaTV income, released in prelimigross billings of about $7.3 million.
son forworkstheand stations,
decline intheincome
was
nary form last month, showed that
By networks, ABC has added because of the substantially re- for the first time networks made
duced income of the four national more money from TV than from
three new network clients, using a
total of one hour and five minutes of and three regional networks — $10.8 AM [B*T, March 10].
Broadcast income before federal
network time; CBS, seven clients, million in 1951 vs. $19.0 million in
taxes for all services hit $105.4
using two hours and 25 minutes; 1950. This is a 43.2% decrease.
MBS, five clients, using three hours
The networks also showed a de- million for 1951 compared to $59.0
1950. This was a 78.6% increase.
and 15 minutes; NBC, five clients,
cline in total revenues — $104.1 mil- in Total
revenues of 2,240 AM and
using four hours and 15 minutes.
lion in 1951 compared to $110.5 mil. (American Chicle Co. has programs
Table 1
on three networks, so the client
TOTAL AM, FM AND TV BROADCAST SERVICES
figures add up to 20 instead of 18
Estimated Reven Yes,andExpenses,
advertisers.)
Stations and
in 1951Income of Networks
These figures are, of course, no
Percent or
($ Millions)
guide to the amount of advertising
Increase
(Decrease)
1951
each network is carrying in comin
1951
(Estimated)
1950 Revenues
parison to the volume before July Service
Total Broadcast
of last year. As always, advertisers AM and FM
$455.4
$444.5
2.5
126.2
239.5 105.9
have switched programs from one
network to another and have in- TV
$694.9
$550.4 Expense 26.44.6
Industry
FM Total
Total Broadcast
creased (or decreased) the amount
$393.6
$376.3
70.2
of time purchased from any one AM and
195.9
115.1
network. And at least 24 sponsors
$519.5
$491.4
ncome
Tax)
have dropped out of network radio TV
Industry Total
Broadcast
Income (before Federal 20.0
since last July, not counting those AM and FM
(9.4)
$61.8
43.6 $68.2
(9.2)
TV
that
sponsored
one-time
shows
or
78.6
such seasonal features as football.
$105.4 $59.0
Industry Total
The 18 new advertisers now on
the networks are companies that ( ) Denotes Loss.
BROADCASTING
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February. It was made up from
Publishers Information Bureau rsmonth.)
ports which do not go beyond that
American Dairy Assn. had David
Lawrence on NBC, Sun., 15 min.,
April-Dec.
American Soul Clinic had Witness Time on ABC, Sun., half-hour,
May-Sept.
Hazel Bishop Inc. (lipstick), had
Inside News of Hollywood on ABC,
5 min.,
Sept.-Dec. had
Block Mon.-Fri.,
Drug Co. (toothpaste)
Elmer Peterson on NBC, Sat., 15
min., March-Aug., and No School
Today on ABC, Sat., 15 min., JuneSept.
Cudahy Packing Co. (Old Dutch
Cleanser)
had Nick
(Continued
on pageCarter
36) on
Drops 9.4% in 1951
FM stations
(excluding were
the 25$351.3
network O&O stations)
million in 1951 compared to $334.0
in 1950, a gain of 5.2%. Income
for these stations was $51.0 million
in 1951 compared to $49.2 million in
1950, a jump of 3.7%. There were
2,203 such stations in 1950.
Commission reported that total
FM revenues for 602 stations in
1951 was $3.2 million compared to
$2.8 million for 669 stations in 1950.
Losses in income continued in
FM, however.
Loss forin651951
non-AM
affiliated
FM stations
was
$1.5 million compared to loss of
$2.6 million for 86 such stations in
1950. Income for AM-afftliated
stations could not be computed because of combined bookeeping methods used by all such stations. The
Commission did point out, however,
that eight
of the
65 FM-only
tions reported
a profit
in 1951. staIn other
breakdowns,
mission showed that in 1951the: Com(1) AM stations took in 2.4%
less in total revenues compared to
previous year in cities where there
was 50% or better saturation of
TV sets. In non-TV markets, AM
stations' revenues were 8.2% more.
(2) Decrease in total revenues
was noted
182 of 439 AM stations in TV bymarkets.
(3) Increased loss or decreased
income was felt by 239 of the same
439 AM stations in TV markets.
(4) (Continued
TV accounted
for 43.5%
on page
SU) of
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RE-BUYS WLAC
Insurance Firm Acquires
RE-PURCHASE, after 17 years, of
WLAC Nashville by its former
owner, Life & Casualty Insurance Co. of Nashville, was reported
last week. Seller is J. Truman
Ward. The insurance firm is paying $1,250,000 for the 50-kw Class
I-B station on 1510 kc. Sale is
subject to FCC approval.
Included in the terms of the contract is a life-time management
contract for Mr. Ward at $30,000
per year. Provision is made that
if Mr. Ward dies before 17 years
from date of purchase, the $30,000
per year will be paid to his heirs
until
the seventeenth year of the
contract.
WLAC, which is now a CBS affiliate, was established as WDADWLAC in 1925. It was owned by
Dad's Auto
Inc., a subsidiary of theAccessories
Life & Casualty
Insurance Co. Its first assignment
was on 1330 kc with 500 w unlimited time, but in 1927 it was
granted 1 kw day, 500 w night.
This was made 1 kw day and
night soon thereafter.
In 1928, during reallocation of
AM stations, WLAC was assigned
to 1490 kc with 5 kw, sharing time
with WBAW Nashville. WBAW
was then owned by the Waldrum
Drug Co. was later sold to Tennesseean Publishing Co. (Nashville Tennesseean) with call letters
changed to WTNT. WTNT was
deleted in 1931, and WLAC was
authorized unlimited time.
In 1935, the station was sold to
Mr. Ward for $75,000. During the
1941 reassignments due to NARBA,
WLAC was changed to 1510 kc. In
1941, it received a construction permit to go to 50 kw, with directional
antenna at night.
Mr. Ward is a noted breeder of
famous Tennessee walking horses.
He owns the Maryland Farms,
where he breeds these well-known
show and riding horses.
Change of ownership will not affect any personnel, it was said.
F.WLAC.
C. Sowell is general manager of -

WTCN IS SOLD
Ex-Ambr. Butler Acquires
SALE
WTCNU. Minneapolis-St
Paul to offormer
S. Ambassadoi
to Cuba
and
Australia
ler and associates
for Robert
$325,000But-by
Mid-Continent Radio-Television
Inc. was announced last week.
Transfer is subject to FCC apAssociated with Mr. Butler, who
proval. as U. S. Ambassador to
resigned
Cuba about a year ago, are Alvin
Gluek, brewer; Robert Mitchell, attorney; Quentin David, advertising
man, and
Schuneman,
ment storeCarlexecutive.
Mr. departButler
will own 65% of ABC-affiliated
WTCN, which operates on 1280 kc
with 5 kw day, 1 kw night. He is
president of the Builders Trust
Co., St. Paul, and of Walter Butler
Co., architectural,
construction
firm. engineering and
Sale of WTCN comes just about
one month after CBS merged its
WCCO Minneapolis with WTCNTV, accepting a 47% interest in the
dual operation [B»T, March 10].
At the time that announcment was
made, itbe wassoldreported
would
in orderthatto WTCN
comply
with the FCC's duopoly rules.
Mid-Continent is now 50% owned
by Northwest Publications (St.
Paul Pioneer-Press and Dispatch)
and 50%
owned by Minnesota
une Co. Northwest
PublicationsTrib-is
part of the Bidder newspaper chain
which also owns WDSM Superior,
Wis.; controls KILO Grand Forks,
N. D. and KSDN Averdeen, S. D.
Application for FCC approval of
the merger
CBS filed.
and Mid-Continent has not ofbeen

Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix
'Here come the players on the field, folks . . . The game is about to begin!"
OPPENHEIM
GANGER ELECTED
To New CBS Radio Post
President of P. Lorillard
ROBERT M. GANGER, who joined NEW administrative manager of
the P. Lorillard Co. in March 1950 advertising and sales promotion
as executive vice president, direc- for CBS Radio Network is Charles
tor and chairman of the operations J. Oppenheim, it was
Newannounced
York byin
planning committee, was elected
president of the company last week.
George
Bristol,
Mr. Ganger succeeds Herbert A. ' "SMMi^^^
advertising
f m JJmm tor
CBS of Radio
direcKent, who now becomes chairman
and
sales
promoof the board, and is succeeded as
tion.
vice president by William J. Haley,
Director of propreviously vice president in charge
of finance. Lewis Gruber, general
gram promotion
sales manager, was elected vice ^BVv : for CBS Radio
<*^Jf
1949,
Mr.
Oppenpresident.
Mr.
Oppenheim
iSt/r^^k since
tinue October
Previously Mr. Ganger served
for 22 years with Geyer, Newell & ,T „ , . heim will conGanger, New York.
program motion.
promotion
Before Apriland1948tradehe prohad Rorke Leaving JWT
been WOR New York publicity di- HAL RORKE, radio-television diFEDERAL ADV.
rector of J. Walter Thompson Co.,
rector
York Born
proExecutive Split Set
motion andand WINS
researchNewdirector.
Chicago, for seven years, resigns
in
New
York
in
1915
and
a
gradJuly
1
to
move to Hollywood, where
AN AGENCY shift involving more
uate of Cornell U., he is married
he owns a home.
than $3.5 million in billings will and father
of
two
daughters.
He will return to
take effect shortly when a group
business after a
on Federal Adv. Agency officials
vacation, but has
and employes, headed by President Gordon E. Hyde, leave that N.Y. AUTO RADIOS
no plansMr. atRorke
this
time.
agencyYork.
to join D'Arcy Adv. Co.,
Pulse Finds 11% Increase
New
worked for six
FAIRBANKS NAMED
In an executive capacity with RADIO-equipped automobiles in
years as CBS
Succeeds Ensign at ABC Mr. Hyde will be Kenneth W. New York City have increased
publicity
for
the director
Pacific
the past year to reach
APPOINTMENT of William F. Plumb, vice president and secre- a11%totalduring
of 852,400, according to a
Mr. Rorke
wood
andin HollyaS an
tary, and Douglas Boyd, vice presiNetwork
Fairbanks as ABC's eastern radio
and art director, plus about special Pulse survey conducted dursales manager was announced last half ofdentthe
Federal
personnel.
ing
January,
the
results
of
which
assistant department manager in
week. He succeeds William H. EnNew York. He is a former manAmong clients to move along were released last week.
sign, who reThe Pulse study indicated that
with these personnel will be Gerber
signed to rejoin
aging editor of the Los Angeles
42.3%
of
the
families
in
New
York
Daily
News. byNo the
replacement
Baby Foods, Stromberg-Carlson
CBS Radio's Netbeen selected
agency. has
work Sales Dept.
City
own
automobiles,
as
comparedCo.,
American
Optical
Co.'s
sun
glass division, and Davol Rubber to 38.2 % a year ago. More than
as an account exCo.
ecutive, effective
four out of five cars — 81% — are CBS-Guild Talks
today (Monday J.
Meanwhile, Jules B. Singer, vice equipped
with radios. Radio-cars
With ABC
president and major stockholder of have increased 46% since January CBS Hollywood negotiations with
since November
1950,
this
year's survey also in- the Publicists Guild last week
Federal, is expected to decide early
1950, baMr.
Fairthis week whether he will continue dicated.
dragged into the 17th week as the
nks is a former
Pulse
research
was confined to union
offered a counter-proposal to
under the Federal name or take his
director of plan- Mr. Fairbanks accounts
CBS's offer
of a wageand boost
15%
the
city
proper
where
car
ownerto another agency. He
across
the board
$85 ofweekly
s
h
i
p
i
s
at
a
lower
level
than
in
the
ning of the Mutual Network, and before that was supervises the Gem account for suburbs, it was pointed out. It was starting salary. The guild counterSafety Razor Corp., Doe- estimated that more than IV2 milassociated with NBC's Research and American
onwhich thea network
has
lion automobiles in the area are not acted,proposal,requests
skin, General Cigar and United
Sales Promotion and Advertising Distillers.
20% wage
Depts. from 1933 to 1942.
boost and $92.40 starting salary.
equipped with radios.
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Easy Conversion
To UHF Promised
WHEN UHF television stations
take the air, VHF receivers can be
easily ceiveandthe new
cheaply
band. adapted to reThis is the promise of the set
manufacturing industry following
;tthe FCC's April 14 action ending
the
14]. 3% -year freeze [B*T, April
Leading set makers contacted by
Broadcasting • Telecasting said
they had long ago starting preparing for the arrival of UHF by designing and/or testing various
types of conversion equipment. At
least two-score types of tuners,
adapters and converters have been
built and tested.
No fears have been expressed
about ability of present sets to
pick up UHF signals of VHF quality with the use of conversion techniques. With arrival of UHF service, manufacturers will be marketing sets that tune the 12 VHF
channels along with the new UHF
channels.
Price Range $10 to $50
In general, the prices for conversion range from as low as $10
up to $50, depending on the type
of receiver. Many manufacturers
using turret tuners explain that
simple addition of tuning strips or
plugs will permit UHF reception
on two or more of the VHF channels in present tuners. In the case
of continuous tuners, addition of a
coil plus possible other changes
will do the job.
Where sets have been built without thought of UHF, simple converters can be attached to receivers. These, of course, are more
complicated and expensive than
tuners. One type of adapter for
continuous tuners adds an extra

BE

A

BLIGHT

OR

After a week's study of the FCC's giant economy size allocations report, different people have different reactions. Most
Washington lawyers and engineers feel the report has flaws but
can be lived with. Some, however, side with dissenting Comr.
Jones and think it's a mess (see story in right-hand column).
Manufacturers naturally are pleased because of promised expansion of their business (see left-hand column). Educators,
handed 242 chances to get into TV, are wondering what to do
with this expensive gift (story on page 80). A dash of cold
water is thrown on plans considered in some cities by rival AM
operators to merge for joint operation of scarce TV (page 69).
Meanwhile, 15 applicants file for stations under new allocations
(pages 70, 71).

concentric knob with belt-driven
channel selector.
"Radio-television manufacturers
have solved the engineering problems involved in making UHF
transmitting and receiving equipment and are prepared to take and
fill orders promptly," said Glen McDaniel,sion Mfrs.
president
Assn. of Radio-Televi"UHF converters and tuning
strips will
be available
to VHF are
set
owners
wherever
UHF stations
constructed, and receivers with
built-in UHF reception facilities
will be ready for new television
areas. It does not appear that
any shortage
of materials
restrict the supply
of these will
devices
in the immediate future.
Materials Outlook Good
"While the effect of lifting the
TV freeze will be psychological at
the outset rather than an actual
upsurge in business, we anticipate
a gradual and steady increase in
the production and sales of TV
transmitters and receivers for a
years." freeze thaw will
HURRY & BUY TACTIC number
The TVof station
Urged by Some Set Dealers not find telecasters wanting for
raw materials the last half of this
RELEASE of FCC's new TV al- year. The
industry
been re-H.
as ured on this
score has
by Henry
location brought forth high-pressure advertising by set dealers in Fowler, National Production Auone city which does not now have
thority construction
Administrator,controls
who de-as
scribed
any television service.
Heeding the public hunger for "reasonably unfrozen." He had
service, some of the newspaper ad- told NARTB convention delegates
vertising copy implied that pictures early this month that construction
would be flooding the area over- will be permitted "on a fairly regunight.
lar scale" [B«T, April 7].
An advertisement in a Tampa,
Despite the current steel upFla., newspaper, proclaimed that
heaval, structural steel probably
Florida "gets 58 TV channels;
Tampa-St. Pete area granted 4 out- will remain in ample supply for
lets as U. S. lifts 2-year-old new TV stations and current alterafreeze." Then followed this mestion projects after July 1. NPA
sage:
authorities foresaw no appreciable
"Moretions tothan
2,000
new
TV
stachange
in the picture at the end of
operate shortly. There
will be a terrific demand for TV lastThisweek.means that the handful of
sets. Don't wait for television
shortage. Don't wait for prices to new TV stations expected to commence operation by year's end will
go up. Buy Now . . . ."
ROADCASTING
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receive sufficient materials to meet
their goals. Additionally, NPA altionreadynowhas indicated
underway thatby construcexisting
radio-TV broadcasters can be completed and that other major projects not yet begun may be planned
with reasonable assurance of materials [B«T, March 24].
Further tipoff was given by the
government last week with issuance
of approvals for virtually all radioTV applicants (see separate story
page
28).
In instances
involving minor alterations or remodeling, broadcasters may continue to write their
own tickets for steel, copper and
aluminum.
There is less of a problem concerning metals for radio-TV receivers and related products, with
manufacturers expecting to meet
their 1952 set quotas. No question
will arise until 1953 when the
growth of new TV station markets could pose a materials problem, it was felt.
Stromberg-Carlson Co. was one
of the first manufacturers to put
a UHF converter on the market,
said Stanley H. Manson, manager
of advertising and public relations.
The unit retails for $49.50 and is
in production. The new line of
Panoramic vision models includes
a strip tuner. Set owners can put
in as many as six UHF strips.
Crosley Plans Ultratuner
Crosley Division, Avco Corp.,
also has a UHF continuous tuner or
converter on the market, according
to Leonard F. Cramer, assistant
general manager. It is known as
the Ultratuner. When UHF reception is available, he said, Crosley
will make available two-band continuous tuners receiving both VHF
and UHF. These will cost possibly
$20 or $30 more list, depending
on cost of new tubes not yet in
(Continued on page 38)

BLESSING?
Legal, Scientific
Opinion
IS ANYONE Divided
going to take the
toFCC's
court?final TV allocations report
That was the $64 question last
week, following the issuance of
the long-awaited
nouncement [B*T,end-of-freeze
April 14]. anThe
answer
seems
to be:toThere's
lots of talk about going
court,
but none among the Washington
legal and engineering fraternity
can say for sure yet.
There is less question, however,
on whether anyone will go to court
in specific city instances. Several
Washington attorneys have virtually promised to take just that
action.
One prominent attorney flatly
stated that he would go to court on
behalf of one client to protest the
"mathematical rigidity" of the allocations plan. He felt that his
first move would be to petition the
FCC for reconsideration of its decision regarding his client. This
has to be filed within 20 days after
publication of the Sixth Report and
Ordereral inRegister.
the government's FedIt is doubted whether any attempts at litigation will be made
prior to August.
Zenith Will Sue
However, only loser that has publicly stated it would go to court is
Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago radioTV receiver manufacturer. Zenith, a
pre-freeze applicant for Channel 2
in Chicago, had protested Commission's proposal to change WBKB
frequency
fromreport
Channel
to(TV)
Channel
2. Final
made4
this change definite, and Zenith
stated, according to newspaper rethat it would fight the deciports,
sion in court.
Before Zenith does that it probably will re-file its petition asking
the FCC to rescind its decision
changing the WBKB assignment, it
was understood. Zenith was among
a number of petitioners whom the
Commission denied, but indicated
that further petitions could be filed.
There was no clearcut consensus
on the Commission's final report.
Most broadcasters and manufacturers hailed the decision as the
beginning
a newcommunications
era in TV's
growth to ofmajor
size on(seepagecomments
story
70) . in separate
Most Washington attorneys and
engineers expressed unhappiness
with the report but figuratively
shrugged their shoulders, claiming
they
with it."
concerncouldwas"live
primarily
withTheir
the
methods of processing applications
and how soon their clients might
(Continued on page 48 )
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More
SHOWS
NE
ing this month, with about 25 spots
By WS
FLORENCE SMALL
per week on each station.
AT LEAST eight advertisers fig"Through market tests," Mr.
ured in important actions last week
Kalech said,
"we havemorelearned
with the most significant develop- Tintair
now enjoys
than that
half
ment being a perceptible drift to of the home
hair
coloring
news shows, presumably as a re- in the United States and thatmarket
Clo,
sult of heightened public interest
which
was
introin that form of program during an the newducedshampoo,
in the eastern seaboard as
election year.
recently as March 1, 1952, has now
Gulf Oil Corp. is understood to become
the
leading selling shampoo
be considering at least 10 to 15
the market. Clo is now being
markets for radio news shows which on
introduced
nationwide."
will be placed on a local basis and the company announced Inthataddition,
it had
start in June.
entered the Canadian market and
Gulf, which sponsors We the would use newspapers and radio.
People on NBC-TV (Friday, 8 : 30-9 Phelwood Distributors, Toronto,
p.m.), meanwhile announced that Ont., will manufacture and distribute to wholesalers and retailers
the editors of Life magazine will
produce that program during the in the Dominion the complete line
forthcoming political campaigns of Tintair products.
and conventions, starting May 9
Mohawk Carpet Mills, Amsterfor 13 weeks.
dam, N. Y., supplementing a radio
Phillips Petroleum Co., Bartles- spot campaign already underway,
ville, Okla. (Phillips 66), which is is scheduling a television spot series
sponsoring six quarter-hour news first
on 46 32
TV stations
the country's
marketsin starting
this
shows weekly in 28 radio markets, month.
starting the last week in April, will
sponsor half -hour Telesport Digest
The cartoon spots feature "Mowith Harry Wismer once a week on
hawk Tommy," Indian character
18 television stations. Agency is
Lambert & Feasley, New York.
New York, New Haven and Hartford railroad will sponsor five 15minute programs a day on WHDH
Boston directly from Chicago during the national political conventions there in July. The programs,
timeCA
periods
L for
Station Manager William B. Mc- BLOCKING
LIofTI
PO
political
radio and TV proGrath said, are believed to repre- paid
during the Thursday
pre-electionby
sent the first such instance of con- weeks wasgramsadvocated
vention reporting by a Boston
of the Senate Subcommitoutlet. The railroad, through Cham- members
tee on Privileges and Elections.
ber & Wiswell, Boston, also will
The
subcommittee
is studying
sponsor WHDH
coverage
of Massachusetts primaries
April 29
and of ways of modernizing election laws,
including upward revision of the
national voting next November.
Armstrong Rubber Co., West 1925-established limits on the sums
Haven, Conn, (tires), on June 2 that can be spent in campaigning.
Legislation to give radio and TV
will start a test campaign in St.
Louis and Des Moines, sponsoring stations and networks libel relief
newscasts in those cities. Maxon because of their inability to control
remarks by candidates also is being
Inc., New York, is the agency.
Other advertisers who figured in considered by the subcommittee.
transactions last week include
Spokesmen for CBS opposed legdesigned to give libel relief.
Warner-Hudnut Co., Bymart-Tin- This is islation
contrary to the position
tair Inc. and Mohawk Carpet Mills.
taken by most of the industry.
Studying Summer Spots
The idea of setting aside time
Warner-Hudnut, which a fort- periods during Presidential campaigns was offered by Sen. A. S.
night ago cancelled
Walterbecause
Winchell show
on ABC itsradio
Monroney (D-Okla.), subcommittee
member, as a means of saving
of the news commentator's illness money
and obtaining desirable
[B«T, April 7], is contemplating
a radio spot campaign for the sum- hours. Like Chairman Guy M.
mer and is expected to spend over a Gillette (D-Iowa) and Thomas C.
million dollars in a network tele- Hennings Jr. (D-Mo.), he was
vision show next fall. Kenyon & searching for ways to keep down
Eckhardt, New York, is the agency. the cost of telecasts and broadcasts.
Subcommittee members wondered
Bymart-Tintair,
tive Vice President inPhilwhat
KalechExecusaid about payment of the 15% agency
commissions
on network time
ispowerful
an "attempt
get rural
a more
penetrationto into
and charges when sponsored programs
urban markets than we were able are pre-empted by political programs. They questioned, too, the
to achieve in our first year of television advertising, when we con- non-cancellable talent costs that go
fined ourselves to the more spec- along with pre-empted time
tacular but less comprehensive tele- periods.
Adrian Murphy, president of
schedulevision
of advertising,"
advertisingis onreleasing
132 radioa CBS Radio, and Joseph V. Hefferstations and 38 TV stations, start- nan, NBC financial vice president,
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Sponsors Are Signed
newly created for the carpet comadvertising. spots began
The pany's
March
24firm's
on 94radio
radio stations in
65 markets.
The intense tri-media (radio, TV
and newspapers) advertising campaign is in support of the Mohawk
"Spring
Carpet
Festival"
carried out
beginning
withbeing
the
carpet fashion opening in retail
stores handling Mohawk carpets.
Discussing the Gulf-Life teamup, Gulf President S. A. Swensrud
said: "The next few months are
bound to be important ones in the
political history of the country and
in order to bring to the people an
interesting
and dramatic
presentation of all sides
of the picture
we
have invited the editors of Life
magazine to produce We, the People
and to bring to the program their
great journalistic background and
Andrew Heiskell, publisher of
resources.'"
Life,
said: "We are
delighted anat
this opportunity
to undertake
important
public
service
by examining the Presidential contest
and

THOMAS F. O'NEIL (I), president,
Thomas S. Lee Enterprises, shakes
hands with Harry Wismer, radioTV commentator, after signing contract under which Mr. Wismer joined
the Lee firm in an executive capacity
[B*T, April 14].
the big issues which face the
American people. We hope to present the dramatic picture of the
current
political
scene each
week."
The Gulf
executive
emphasized
that Life will act solely as the program producer and that this arrangement does not constitute joint
sponsorship.
Young & Rubicam, New York, is
the agency for Gulf and Life.

ested
su^parties
iodthes major
Perthat
plained
have
veto power over the three sponsors
— Philco (NBC), Westinghouse
(CBS) and Admiral (ABC). They
explained the video sponsorship
will be dignified and plugs will not
be inserted at critical moments.
Sponsorship insures the largest
possible number of stations on the
Mr. Murphy
presented
the
broadnetworks,
subcommittee was
casting case to the subcommittee, told, with the
advertising fees only
flankedsel.byMr. Heffernan
Julius F. Brauner,
coungave the TV partly compensating for cost of
story. He was accompanied by installations and coverage.
Hugh M. BeVille, NBC director of
In the discussion of radio's libel
plans and research; Davidson Tay- dilemma, Messrs. Brauner and
lor, general production executive, Murphy said CBS prefers the
and James E. Greeley, counsel.
hazards of damage suits to the
Asked his views on the idea of protection of legislation that
force the
to refuse
blocking time in advance during might
facilities
to anetwork
candidate.
Most
Presidential
Hef- its
of the radio-TV industry members,
fernan said campaigns,
it might beMr.possible
"to
out."privilege
He addedof including NARTB, advocate prothat work
NBC something
confines its
tection by state and federal statutes because of their lack of conpre-empting sponsors' time and
statements. Many
selecting hookups to political ad- statestrol overhavelibelous
vertising.
enacted such statutes.
On behalf of radio, Mr. Murphy
Industry Spokesman
said it is still the most economical
When Sen. Monroney asked if medium for reaching the people.
the industry had an association Only an "insignificant increase in
that could make such arrange- cost-per-thousand" has occurred
ments, Mr. Heffernan said NARTB since 1944, he said.
serves the industry as trade assoMr. Heffernan said TV may be
ciation. He noted, meets
too, that
tothree-tenths
deliver an ofaudience
SPAC committee
laterNBC's
this able
about
a cent "for
for
month
the idea.and perhaps could consider each person of voting age reached.
the exception of network
Subcommittee fears that com- With
we believe this is a lower
mercial sponsorship of the national radio,
cost than that of any national
conventions on TV might be domi- medium. Our studies and those of
nated ments
by beerwereplugs
mo- others also indicate that television
easedat exciting
by Messrs.
is the only national medium for
(Continued on page 32)
Murphy and Heffernan. They exBROADCASTING
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—
ME
TI
expressed
timeblocking
ideainterest
though inMr.theMurphy
doubted if much money would be
saved parties and candidates. Sen.
Monroney suggested that industry
representatives get together and
reserve
autumn. political time in the

j
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opinion,
the manner
newspapersin are."
Earlier,but the
which k
radio and TV were used by the f.
President
to
announce
seizure
of
MEDIA SEIZURE
'Yes'
Held
Truman View
steel mills was singled out for
EADIO and television stations can communication stations and equip- mills and radio stations, I see no the
editorial criticism by the Christian
ment. Legislation enacted last year reason why he does not have the Science Monitor. In an editorial,
be seized
by the government
anytime the President
sees fit, judging
(S 537) amended the Communica- right to seize farms on the basis "Steel and Politics," the Monitor on
by the tenor of a statement made
tions Act to give authority to seize that the cost of food is too high. . . . April 10 stated in part:
Thursday by President Truman.
The reason he would never do that
The manner of the seizure is no ;ij
Newspapers, too, face the same "electromagnetic
devices in case of communications"
emergency. Sub- is a matter of several million votes less disturbing than the fact, '
sequently President Truman issued but the principle is the same."
prospect, according to some interSeizure without due process of law
Executive Order implementing
ns of thea President's
com- an
$ E.andK. Oklahoma
Gaylord, Daily
Okla- isappeal
accompanied
by aprejudging
direct radio
ment, madepretatioat
news conference
the law [B»T, Dec. 17, 1951].
which seeks
of '
homan
City Times
held in connection with the convenAfter the Presidential news con- and
the case by the public before the
WKY-AM-TV
—
"If
the
Presition of the American Society of
ference, Col. Steinman told Broadcan act.
believe
dent could do that we're pretty courts
casting • Telecasting that Mr.
Mr. Truman
meansWeto don't
be a dictator,
Newspaper Editors, held in Washdictatorship."
ington.
Truman'sissues.
remarks pose extremely close£ toGeorge
W. Healy Jr., New Or- but here is a method dictators use.
This is believed to be the first serious
leans Times-Picayune — "If the
time such a threat to newspapers
"I was very serious in asking the President
has that power we don't Eric W. Stockton
has
added. editors were have a democratic
government."
man. been implied by President Tru- question,"
Several heprominent
9 Lester Markel,
New York ERIC W. STOCKTON, board chairCol. J. Hale Steinman, co-pub- quoted by Associated Press as being Times
(Sunday)
—
"There
is a queslisher of the Steinman newspapers critical of the President's response
tion
whether
he
should
have
man, Stockton-West-Burkhart Inc.,
which own the Steinman radio and to Col. Steinman. The wire service the steel mills. Even if youseized
con- Cincinnati-New York advertising
television stations, in Pennsylvania quoted them as follows:
agency, died unexpectedly April 16
sider
that,
the
seizure
of
radio
and
and Delaware, asked the question
home in Cincinnati. Sur® Alexander F. Jones, Syracuse
goes far beyond and at his vivors
that
inspired the Presidential ob- Herald-Journal, ASNE president — newspapers
include his wife, two sons
raises much deeper questions. The
servation.
"If he has the power to seize steel steel mills are not organs of public and a sister.
"You have seized the steel mills,
Mr. President," Col. Steinman said.
"Can you also seize newspapers and
Further Reflects TV Rise
radio stations?"
The President, obviously not rel- FEBRUARY
GROSS
ishing the query, answered quickly
in this way: Under certain circum- GROWTH of television as an ad- number of stations carrying any with the average radio network
stances the President must act in
vertising medium is spotlighted by sponsored TV network show was comprising three or four times as
the best interest of the country. He Publishers Information Bureau's 62, in contrast to the 536 stations many stations as the average TV
included,onthepage
average
then turned quickly to another edi- reports on the volume of advertis- broadcastingseminatedthenetworkmost
dis- network
(Continued
32) exradio widely
programs,
tor who had taken the floor to ask
ing on the radio and TV networks
during February. Totals for both
a question on another subject.
Radio and TV stations under radio and TV were less than in
TABLE II
Sec. 606(C) of the Communications January, however.
Not only does the February TV
LEADING RADIO NETWORK ADVERTISERS IN EACH PRODUCT FOR FEBRUARY
Act are subject to seizure in case
of war, threat of war or other na- network gross time sales revenue Agriculture & Farming
Mfg. Co
Apparel, Footwear Access
& Access Allis-Chalmers
Brown Shoe
Co
tional disaster, or to preserve neu- of $14,786,047 top the month's Automotive,
Electric
Auto-Lite
Co
69,968
trality. The President upon proc- radio network gross of $13,560,948, Beer, Wine & Auto.
Liquor
Pabst Brewing Co
156,715
64,216
Building Materials,
Equip.
& Fixtures. . Johns-Manville
lamation may close or commandeer but the TV networks during the Confectionery
65,670
&
Soft
Drinks
Coca-Cola
Co
month broadcast programs Spon- Consumer
Services
A
T
&
T
Co
61,787
574,473
&
Remedies
Sterling
Drug
613,508
sored by 192 advertisers, 16 more Drugs
Food & Food
Products
97,503
ENGINEERING FIRM
Lubricants
& Fuels General
Standard Foods
Oil ofCorp
Indiana
than the 176 who sponsored pro- Gasoline,
11,034
Three Form in D. C. works. grams on the four major radio net- Horticulture
Household Equip., Appliances & Ferry-Morse Seed Co
131,500
Supplies
Philco Corp
ESTABLISHMENT of the radio33,136
Household
Furnishings
Armstrong
Cork
Co
And, although the maximum Industrial Materials
U.Prudential
S. SteelInsurance
Corp
97,560
TV consulting engineering firm of
Insurance Optical
& Banks
Co. of America
125,571
Vandivere, Cohen & Wearn in the
91,680
Jewelry,
Goods
& Cameras.
. . Longines-Wittnauer
Office
Equipment,
Stationery
&
Evans Bldg., Washington, was anTABLE
I ADVERTISERS
65,984
Writing Supplies
Hall
Brothers
TOP
TEN
RADIO
NETWORK
n
o
u
n
c
e
d
l
a
s
t
week.
The
three
partPolitical
California
Independent
Republican
Delegations
Committee
FOR FEBRUARY 1952
ners had been associated with the
Publishing
&
Media
Time
Inc
Procter &Drug
Gamble Co. $1,372,937
engineering firm of Weldon & Carr. 2.1. Sterling
Radios, TV Sets, Phonographs,
621,946
57,910
MusicalStoresInstruments
& Access RCA
FoodsCo.
Corp. 584,126
619,972 Retail
Edgar F. Vandivere was grad- 3.4. General
& Shops
Dr. Hiss Shoe Stores
Lever
Bros.
uated from Emory U. in 1934 and 5.6. Miles
Labs.
570,326
Smoking
Materials
Liggett
&
Myers
Tobacco
Co
849,424
442,551
Mills
478,904 Soaps, Cleansers & Polishes Procter & Gamble Co
earned a graduate degree at Duke 7. General
1,338
387,513
Liggett & Home
Myers Products
Tobacco Co.
Co. 388,184
442,551 Toiletries
Procter & Gamble Co
U. in 1935. After teaching at 8. American
Transportation,
Travel
&
Resorts
...
Assn.
of
American
Railroads
9.
Philip
Morris
&
Co.
353,950
97,608
Clemson College, he joined the FCC
Miscellaneous
American Federation of Labor
61,045
in 1942, leaving in 1951 from a po- 10. Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co. 326,467
sition as a branch chief in the TechTABLE III
nical Research Division to join
TIME SALES BY PRODUCT GROUPS FOR
Weldon & Carr as senior physicist.
COMPARATIVEFEB.GROSS
RADIO NETWORK
1952, JAN.-FEB.
Jules Cohen was graduated with
1951 1952, Fl B. 1951 AND JAN.-FEB. 1951 1952
an E.E. from the U. of Washington
Feb. Jan.-Feb.
Feb. 1952 Jan. -Feb.
Feb.
Feb. Jan.-Feb.
118,115 Jewelry,
in 1938. He served with the Navy Agriculture & Farming 60,039 120,026
Insurance Optical
295,484
585,412 239,181 Jan.-Feb.
482,423
59,354
during World War II, attaining Apparel,
Footwear
&
GoodsEquip.& Cameras
Access. Automotive 23,405 46,810 121,521 251,645 Office
Stationery 91,680 183,060 100,792 201,584
the job of executive officer of the Automotive,
141 ,456
Access. & Equip.
& Writing Supplies
65,984
147,109
Electronics Division, Commander, Aviation,
275,547 )682,155 231,239 828,928 Political
704 133,887
704
70,728 119,479
Service Forces, Pacific Fleet. He
Access. Aviation
& Equip.
Publishing
&Sets,MediaPhono- 72,737
4i|l23
646,364
385,766
Radios,
TV
Beer,
& Liquor 187,498
303,582
joined Weldon & Carr in 1945.
BuildingWineMaterials,
s &Access.In- 121,017
227,793
159,703 324,038
65,670 138,346
97,699 210,227 Retail Storesgraphs,strumentMusical
Wilson C. Wearn is a 1940 elec- Confectionery
Equip. & Fixtures
1,338
2,286
&
490,429
trical engineering graduate of Soft
1,589,023 3,359,460 1,697,603 3,541,568
541,366
564,451 Smoking Materials
318,814 1,037,323
400,195 2,013,318
Clemson College. He served with Consumer&Drinks
Services
173,445 1,088,496
1,056
Soaps,
Cleansers
2,112
& Polishers
1,450,529 3,008,648 1,625,400
Remedies
4,310,959
3,658,742
the Army during World War II Drugs
1,766,049
3,438,089
Toiletries
& Toilet
Food
&
Food
Product
7,876,452
3,742,164
6,691,416
2,283,238
4,465,186
Lubricants
and then taught electrical engi- Gasoline,
Goods
1,925,181
4,025,584
519,632
921,087
&
other
fuels
1,093,931
Transportation,
446,579
ne ring at Clemson. He later was a
12,042
11,034
11,034
121,324
12,042 Travel & Resorts
420,813
91,312 754,399
182,624 2,068,325
technical expert with the FCC Horticulture
Household Equip. &
Miscellaneous
389,917
371,115
681,409 171,753
136,446
68,112
Supplies Furnishings 329,887
Hearing
Division.
He
joined
WelTOTALS
206,642
Household
360,393
97,280
13,560,948 28,062,498 14,957,775 31,649,184
don & Carr as a senior engineer. Industrial Materials
203,005 419,408 172,068
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the first studio unit, to be ready by
Oct. 1 [B*T, Mar. 24]. With NBC
New York executives' approval on
plans,
the second unit is expected
G™"s to be completed
NM toues
by year's end. O. B.
ON
UCTI
Hanson,
NBC New
York vice-presiACO
BLANKNS
checkTR
for construction
the estimate is closer to $2.7 mil- Burbank property, it was reveiled
dent in charge
of engineering,
was
permits and materials allotments
lion [B«T, March 17, 10]. Work in Hollywood.
in Hollywood during early April
virtually has been issued to the na- has begun, however, on the projects
NBC has been granted the "go blueprinting plans.
tion's building - minded radio - TV still pending, with the result the ahead" by NPA for the second unit
is moving ahead with work
broadcasters, according to a pro- network will be able to complete of buildings. Approval of the net- on ABC
studios and offices in San Franapplication
covers
the
third
gress report on station projects re- them in Rockefeller Center, New quarter work's
cisco on the strength of two quarof this year and will make
vealed by allocation authorities York and in Hollywood.
terly grants, while DuMont Labs,
available
critical materials neceslast week.
sary.
reports
similar progress on two
Meanwhile,
NBC
will
erect
two
A summary of applications pre- additional studios on the 49-acre
WABD
(TV) New York projects.
NBC recently broke ground for
pared
by
the
Industrial
Expansion
Company
has applied through the
Division of the National Production
third quarter.
Authority showed that numerous
GRANTS
ANNOUNCED
IN
NPA
PROGRESS
REPORT
broadcast bids had been approved
CBS Material Guarantee
Not Given)Given; Quarter Covered in Application;
(T— Indicates Application Pending; A —* Approval
through April 11 and others were
CBS
reported its Los Angeles TV
pending with assurance their procenter as 45% complete, with
TVProject Amount pleted
jects would be completed.
iplicant & locality
guarantee
of materials through the
The breakdown, which spells out
60% 1,2,3,4
% ComTV Inc., Barre, Vt. Radio-TV Studios
third quarter. CBS also applied for
$26,000
1CrmontHollywood
materials to erect facilities now in
NPA's construction grants for the
67,000
tC
Brooklyn
115,000
TV
Studios
New York
second quarter announced last
TV Studios
135,000
the International Amphitheatre in
ICiCIC New
York
85,000
Radio-TV
month [B*T, March 24], covered
ATT Chicago for the Democratic and
TV Studios
York
75,000
these radio-TV broadcasters:
ICark New
New
York
Radio-TV
Republican National Conventions in
90,000
300,000
NBC projects in Hollywood,
July and received NPA approval.
N. Y.Assoc.. Binghamton, TVTV Studios-Office
1,2,3
Center
SMontLos Labs.,
AngelesN. Y.
Burbank, New York and Brooklyn;
1,2,3
Not shown in the breakdown
5,300,000
WABD (TV) Studios 1,750,000
CBS in Los Angeles and Chicago;
1
A were Tampa Broadcasting Co.
419,023
HEC
Y.
sert TVRochester,
Co., Las N.Vegas,
ABC in San Francisco; Allen B. Nev.
TVRadio-TV
Station
173,942
(WALT Tampa, Fla.), which was
DuMont Labs, in New York;
(Applicant)Studios
Radio-TV
CAU-AM-FM-TV,
exempted on alterations estimated
Merion
Township Pa.Lower
WNBF-TV Binghamton, N. Y.;
at
$7,500, and KWTX Broadcasting
T
HUM
Reading,
WCAU-AM-FM-TV Philadelphia;
(TVexperimental
Applicant
station)
Co. (KWTX Waco, Tex.), exempted
WHEC Rochester, N. Y.; WTMJsimilarly
on station alterations
Radio-TV
Studios
A
>C
San
Francisco
600,000
TV Milwaukee; WDAF-AM-TV
TMJ-TV Milwaukee
AA for $71,680.
TV Studios
307,937
21,2
1,2
700,000
DAF-AM-TV
Kansas City Radio
TVdoor Studios
OutKansas City, Mo.; WHUM ReadDetails on other broadcast proing, Pa.; WJBK-TV Detroit; and
AT
iMont
Lobs., N. Y.
(TV) Studios 175,000
2, 3
1,2,
jects and on community TV proTVWABDStudios
JBK-TV
2,3
others, including community TV
299,504
S ChicagoDetroit
A
2
jects are shown in the table. Many
Radio-TV
(Not
Shown)
antenna interests. (See table)
T
Community
TV
coming
TV
Co.,
WilliamsAntenna Sys.
of them involve applications filed
At the same time, the Commerce
port,
T with
TV Antenna Tower
uthernPa.Beach,
Radio-TVFla.Co.,
NPA over the past eight
Miami
Dept.
its short-term
T
3
TV
seq.]. [B»T, Sept. 24, 1951, et
months
ivens & mond,Martin,
Richon steellifted
deliveries
for civilianfreeze
uses
150,000
V
a
.
TV Studios
A
and the Defense Production AdIC Burbank, Calif.
5,650,000
2,3
ministration announced that thirdquarter steel quotas would double
the April-June allocation for commercial building. It was indicated
that industrial
supplies
would
ease as(radio-TV)
well. Commerce
NARTSR Shows Advantages
SPOT
ONAL
NATIspot
Secretary Charles Sawyer pre- NATIONAL
radio's flexibility $134 million in 1951. Spot's 1935- tions: 9.9% network, 13.5% spot,
dicted that steel output "will very in meeting advertisers' individual 1950 gain of 771% is compared to 76.6% local.
needs economically and effectively
shortly
to normal,"
Emphasizing
market-to-marindicatingbe anbackample
supply inthus
the is stressed in a new presentation a 269.7% rise in network business
ket variations inthebrand
popularity,
months ahead for radio-TV broad- unveiled by the National Assn. of during the same period.
NARTSR officials reported that
As evidence NARTSR
of national
spot's
casters as predicted by NPA Ad- Radio & Television Station Repre- effectiveness,
ad- BAB-0 ranked first in its field,
sentatives last week and being
ministrator Henry Fowler [B»T,
who have used cites
the same
nationally, "until a national spot
shown now to advertisers and station or vertisers
April 7].
stations for 10 years or campaign for Ajax put Ajax in
Probable Grants Noted
agencies.
longer,
including
Household
FiThe presentation emphasizes that
BC Headache Remedy, Rap- firstAs place."
The accompanying table shows
evidence of spot's flexibility
differ individually, prod- in- Wax, nance,Texas
Co., Stanback, J. A. in choice
the presentaallotments granted both for con- markets
uct
distribution
varies
from
market
tion notesofthatmarkets,
the Borden
Co. uses
Fogler,
Carter
Dr. Caldwell, one station
struction permits and quotas of to market, markets desired in sales McKesson & Pills,
to promote its cheese,
Robbins, Phillips
materials for the first two quarters. campaigns often vary, high lis35
stations
in
31
markets
for
In those instances where approval tenership periods are not uniform Petroleum, St. Joseph's Aspirin, lac, 72 stations in 61 marketsStarfor
Conoco Motor Oil, Socony-Vacuum evaporated milk and 86 stations
was not indicated the application among
stations, and listening tastes and
Colgate.
was pending with every likelihood are different.
in
68
markets
for
Borden
products.
In
NARTSR's
view,
of being granted in subsequent the best way for an advertiser to
It is pointed
out that
Esso was
Re- Of the latter 86, it is pointed out,
porter, as another
example,
quarters.
reconcile all these and other vari24 are CBS affiliates, 23 ABC, 15
11 stations
in
10
marApplications still pending at
ances to his own advantage is to placedkets inon1935,
whereas in 1951 it NBC, 11 Mutual and 13 are indeNPA included those of NBC, purchase time on a national spot was on 52 stations
in 49 markets.
WHUM Reading, Pa., WJBK-TV basis.
The presentation was developed
pendents.
Detroit and three community TV
"For most advertisers most of
FCC
Figures
Cited
by Murray Grabhorn before he left
and other firms— Lycoming Televi- the time," the presentation asserts,
the NARTSR managing directorthe that
station's
sion Co., Williamsport, Pa.; Southspot is the "most effective it From
ship to join the Edward Petry &
is stressed
70% ofstandpoint,
the spot
ern Radio-TV Co., Miami Beach, national
medium," affording "complete dollar goes to the broadcaster, Co. representation firm a few weeks
Fla., and Havens & Martin, Rich- flexibility"
in
time,
programs,
marago.
It was shown to newsmen at
compared
to
30%
of
the
network
mond, Va.
kets, stations and budgets.
a luncheon Tuesday by T. F.
dollar.
It also suggests that national advertiser's
Of the seven NBC projects listed,
Flanagan,
now managing
director
FCC figures are cited to show of the association.
Other NARTSR
four have been publicly approved, spot and network radio should be
that, in 1950, clear-channel station leaders on hand included Joseph J.
regarded as separate media.
includingterialsthe
network's
bid
for
macame 27.2% from network Weed of Weed & Co., president;
to construct new facilities
Spot,tional
it medium
notes,which
is thehas only
na- income
business, 50.7% from spot and Eugene Katz, Katz Agency ; Robert
at Burbank, Calif. Actually, this
enjoyed
from local
For regiontwo-studio project was scaled down continuous growth for 15 years — 22.1%
Meeker Free
Asal stations:
19.4%sales.
network,
31.4% D. C.soc.,Meeker,
from $25 million and, while NPA having
and RussellRobert
Woodward,
gained in volume from $13.8
listed the value at $5 million-plus, million in 1935 to an estimated spot, 49.2% local. For local sta- & Peters.
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One of the country's biggest finance companies, a $123 million business, will celebrate its 25th birthday next July. Its
founder and board chairman, in this special report, tells how
radio helped build his enterprise from a single office operated
by him and his wife to its present bigness — 150 offices and
975 employes.

made one abortiveFOR
venture into
By WILLIAM A. THOMPSON
EIGHT
BELLS,
of its first ALL'S
office, a small frame WELL
house at 2514 So. Figueroa St., in radio advertising. Our returns
Los Angeles, on July 1, 1927, per- seemed slight for the money spent.
IT WAS a tribute to the penetra- and me. sonnel consisted of two — my wife We learned, however, in the light
tion of radio advertising when
of later experience that had we
newsboys sounded bicycle bells and
Our capital was my experience spent more the over-all returns
would
have been more satisfactory.
as
general
manager
of
a
small
sang out "Eight bells and all is chain finance company, a small
But
asof itradio
was,forweus.pigeon-holed the
well" as they smacked their news- amount
idea
of
money,
and
a
fair
papersFinance
against Co.
entrances
Sea- amount of credit. The latter was
board
offices inof CaliThen
at
a dinner, I met Frank
fornia back in 1940.
important since the money we had Bull and Dick Smith, partners in
Seaboard had been a radio ad- on hand was only $2,790.
the advertising firm of Smith &
Seaboard not only weathered the Bull, with whom I had had a slight
vertiser for three years, first by
purchasing time signals and then depression when sturdier firms earlier acquaintance.
with sponsored programs. From failed, but it grew. The personnel
They were both crusaders for
to include 975 em- radio advertising and pointed to
the beginning,
ringing
bells
marking thethe hour
had ofbeenship's
the was expanded
ployes. Among those who came its successful use by many of their
to us in our first years, six are
maritimeboardtheme
clients. Mr. Bull, a sportscommercial.preceding the Sea- still with the company. First earn- agency
and disc jockey as well as
ings went back into the company caster
advertising
specialist, was exProof vertising
thatdollarthe
company's
adhad been well spent to provide working capital. In
tremely articulate.
was on more businesslike and au- 1935, Seaboard for the first time
thoritative records in its files. The sold stock to persons not employed
Soliciting or Not?
bicycle bells, however, were still a by the company.
And the emphasis of both men
pleasant dramatization of the
We attribute our present place
statistics.
in the finance field (fourth largest was consistently on "radio time
placedsoliciting
and rightly
used."
By this time we were quite in the United States) in large rightly
Neither was
the Seaboard
thoroughly sold on this medium of measure to adhering to one rule account
they were.
advertising in areas in which we in every phase of operation — abso- I've never— orbeenperhaps
quite sure.
had tried it. We gave every credit
lute honesty. And we also believe
I closed the discussion
except one — in the beginning we that it was this rule applied to our thatI believe
with a polite, "Well, you
elected to buy radio time; no sta- advertising copy for radio which may benight
right but our one experience
tion or network representative had has brought, and continues to
with radio was unrewarding."
approached us to sell us so much bring us, successful results.
Three days later, after thinking
as a spot announcement.
Seaboard specializes in small over
the conversation, I phoned
loans — loans for radios, refrigera- the
First in Field
partners and asked
tors, other household appliances them advertising
Seaboard Finance Co. was first and furnishings
to
come to my office to discuss
(hard
goods)
;
acthe
matter
further.
Before they
in its field in the Los Angeles area
bills, medical expenses left my office that night,
Smith &
to become extensive radio adver- and money cumulated
for
other
human
emertisers. We believe that we were
advertisingAndrepresentaWe also loan large sums Bull were
tives
for
Seaboard.
we
were
also first nationally. We have of any gencies.
denomination, in states
never checked for verification.
where there is no loan limit, but committed to trying radio again.
The initial program laid out for
When we embarked on a testing it was and is to the small borrower
program of radio time in 1937, Sea- that ingwecopy. direct our radio advertis- testing was the purchase of time
board was then a comparatively
signals on independent Los Angeles
young company (we celebrate our
In our thinking, it was poor stations. The ship's bells insignia,
so amused us when news25th anniversary on July 1, of business to encourage anyone to which
boys took it up and which we still
this year) , with 22 offices in Cali- ask for an unwarranted loan or to
fornia only and an annual volume permit him to borrow beyond his use, were fixed on as our signature.
of business of $3,949,000.
And it was agreed that results
ability to repay without hardship. both
as to applicants directly
Today Seaboard is represented
be a disservice, into our radio advertising
by 150 offices in 23 states. Volume Either steadwould
of the personal service on traceable
of business for 1951 was $123 which the policy of our company is as well as true representation were
million.
to
be
checked
and analyzed thoroughly.
When Seaboard opened the doors predicated.
Some years prior to 1937, we had
ROADCASTING
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SEABOARD
To do this, our loan application
blanks were changed to carry a
detachable portion on which was
indicated whether the applicant
had
us byadvertising
word-ofmouth,beenor sent
someto one
medium. (We also used direct mail
and newspaper
advertising.)
Inter-to
viewers were then
instructed
give a detailed report of each apsibilities. plicant's picture of borrowing posInformation relative to applicant sources and inferences drawn
from advertising copy were then
relayed to Smith
announcement that in& Bull.
any wayAnycould
be considered misleading, was
changed immediately.
Back in 1937 semantics was not
so popular
a subject
it is today. We soon
learned,as however,
that a single word, though technically correct, could produce an
erroneous picture in the mind of
the hearer.
Those round - the - clock time
signals on local stations proved
(Continued on page 58)
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NEWS AWARDS
For Smith, Murrow, Davis
"EXCELLENCE of presentation
and interpretation
of foreign
was
basis for judging
sevennews"
annual awards of the Overseas Press
Club, announced Friday.
Three of the awards went to
broadcasters:
Howard K. Smith, CBS Radio
European
news chief,
for "the
best
consistent
radiowon reporting
from abroad." Mr. Smith is on
CBS Radio from 12:30-12:45 p.m.,
Sundays during World Affairs Report and at frequent intervals on
the 8 a.m. daily World News
Roundup
newscasts. and other CBS Radio
Edward R. Murrow, CBS Radio
newsman,
editorwithof Fred
CBS-TV's
See
It Now and,
Friendly,
co-producer
of
the
same
program,
won the Overseas Press Club award
for "the best consistent television
presentation
foreign
news."by Mr.
Murrow has ofbeen
honored
the
group
previously
in
1940,
1948, and
1950.
Elmer Davis, veteran news analyst of ABC, won the award for
"the best radio interpretation of
foreign
news."radio,
Mr. Monday
Davis' analyses
are
on ABC
through
Friday, 7:15-7:30 p.m. EST.
Other awards, voted by secret
ballot of 700 present and former
foreign correspondents, went to:
William Oatis, prisoner of the
Communists in Czechoslovakia, who
won the $500 George Polk Memorial
Award for consistent demonstration of courage beyond the call of
his profession. (Mr. Polk was an
American newsman who disappeared mysteriously in Norway
a few years ago.)
Frank Noel, Associated Press
photographer now a prisoner of
the Chinese Reds, for "the best into illustrate
foreign news terpretative
of thepicture"year.
Cyrus Sulzberger of The New
York Times for the best consistent
press reporting of foreign news.
Joseph and Stewart Als6p of The
New York Herald Tribune for the
best
news. press interpretation of foreign
Presentation of the awards will
be made at the club's annual dinner,
to be held at New York's WaldorfAstoria Hotel, May 7, the seventh
anniversay of V-E Day. John Daly,
club president and moderator of
CBS-TV's
preside. What's My Line? will

PLANNING final details for retail sales campaign which opened yesterday
(Sunday) are George Johnston (seated), general manager of Drug Merchandise
Guild, and (standing, I to r) Frank J. Miller, treasurer, Maudsley-Miller Adv.;
Homer Griffith, agency account executive; Alex Keese, manager, WFAA-570
Dallas; Robert Sherry, drug firm district sales manager; Terry Lee, WFAA-TV
sales manager, and Buell Herman, Dallas manager for Edward Petry & Co.,
station's national representative. Contract calls for 12 quarter-hours weekly
on WFAA-570 and a nightly sportscast plus a weekly film over WFAA-TV.

LBS DENIED
Baseball Injunction
LIBERTY Broadcasting System's
plans for Game-of-the-Day baseball j
broadcasts
the 1952
season'
were voidedduring
Monday
in Chicago
Federal District Court as Judge
John P. Barnes denied relief in the
form of a temporary restraining
order against 13 major league ball
clubs and Western Union [B»T,
April 14].
The decision is considered a
major blow to Liberty's status because it cripples theuntil
network
ball programming
next base-'
year.
In the meantime, Liberty President
Gordon McLendon is seeking full
speedlionforconspiracy
the trial
on the $12
milsuit brought
against
the clubs and the telegraph comMonday. filed Monday by
Thepanypetition
Liberty
attorneys,
Lutkin & Van Hook, McConnell,
Chicago, named
Western Union as a co-defendant
and charged it with conspiracy because of existing contracts with
the major leagues. Basis for the
charge was that the contracts provide for ball club control of distribution of official scoring accounts.
Liberty said this practice was
illegal under munications
termsAct, provisions
of the Com-of
which apply to Western Union because of its classification as a common carrier. Judge Barnes ruled
this point down, however, on testimony that these contracts have
always been filed with the FCC and
never objected to by that body. The
Judge said ball clubs present exhibitions for the public and have certain rights over them, and that he
saw no evidence proving an illegal
conspiracy and none against Liberty particularly.
Liberty's only recourse now is to
bring the anti-trust suits to trial
as soon as possible, which an LBS
attorney said would be October at
the earliest.
The network late last week was
negotiating with the Chicago White
Sox, with which it has an exclusive
Chicago-area broadcast contract, to
extend the coverage nationally. It
was also reportedly conferring with
the Brooklyn Dodgers for national
rights.

Eight Meetings Set
On West Coast
BMI CLINICS
WITH regional or state broadcaster associations acting as host and involving two separate sets of speakers, eight BMI radio program clinics
are to be held in the western states starting next Monday (April 28)
★
May BMI9.
through
Jim Cox,
West Coast repMay 5 and follow balance
resentative, wil be chairman and B.of C,
the oncircuit.
moderator of the clinics, with Glenn
The traveling speakers and topDolberg, director of station relaics: William Fineshriber, MBS exections, also participating in sessions.
utive vice president, "Quicker Than
Traveling speakers and their the Eye";
William Holm president,
topics for discussion at clinics in WLPO La Salle, 111., "Opportunities
Phoenix, April 28; Hollywood, April in Local News"; Mahlon Aldridge,
29; Salt Lake City, May 1; Boise, general manager, KFRU Columbia,
May 2 are: George HigginS, man- Mo., "After the Sale — What
aging director, KMBC Kansas City, Then?" Harry McTigue, president,
Mo., "Programming for Better WINN Louisville, Ky., "Music is
Sales"; James Russell, president OurTwoBusiness."
broadcasters will
KVOR Colorado Springs, "Impor- augment regional
Seattle clinic at the
tance of Local News"; Murray Ar- Olympic the
Hotel. Robert Wesson,
nold, program director, WIP Philadelphia, "Programming Twists and program and promotion, KHQ Spokane,
will
Aids";
Ed
Freeh,
program
director,
KFRE Fresno.
Teamwork discuss
Between "Importance
Programmingof
and Sales."KMOJerryTacoma,
Geehan,willstation
Augmenting the speakers at manager,
talk
Hollywood
clinicwillat beHollywood's
Roosevelt Hotel
Alan Tor- on "Building an Audience on Local
bet, general manager, KROW Oakregional speakers
land, and Mark Haas, vice presi- areTheto Portland
Frank Loggan, general
dent and director of broadcast, manager,be KBND
Bend, Ore., with
KMPC Hollywood, who will discuss
"Promoting
Local Sales"KBKR
and
Spots."
"Programming and Selling for topic
Lee
W.
Jacobs,
president
Profit" and "Radio's Inferiority
Baker, Ore., discussing "ThePortland
InflaComplex," respectively.
In Saltfeatured
Lake City
at Hotelspeakers
New- clinic tionwillof Broadcasting."
be at Hotel Benson.
house,
regional
Regional
speakers
at SanHotelFran-on WALK DEDICATION
will be Arch Madsen, general mancisco BMI clinic
in Clift
ager, KOVO Provo, with topic May 9 will be Russ Coglin, proLong Island Outlet Opens
"Citizenship
for Radio" manager,
and Del
gram director, KROW Oakland, DEDICATION of WALK East
Leeson,
promotion
with
topic
"A
Locomotive
Named
Meighan Returns
KDYL-AM-FM-TV Salt Lake City, Programming," and Fred Ruegg, Patchogue, L. I., N. Y., was to take
HOWARD S. MEIGHAN, suddenly discussing "Expansion of Local Ac- program
at opening day ceremonies
director, KCBS San Fran- place
last Saturday, according to Capt.
replaced by Adrian Murphy as
Merchandising."
cisco, discussing "Radio's Inferior- John
T. Tuthill Jr., president.
Boise counts
clinicThrough
regional
speakers are
pi-esident of CBS Radio in midis assigned 500 w daytime
Under
auspices of the Television WALK
backa Walter E. Wagstaff, general manaity Complex."
on 1370 kc.
atMarch
work [B»T,
at CBSMarch
last 17],
weekwasafter
Broadcasters
of
Southern
Califorger, KIDO ofBoise,
withService"
topic "The
vacation which started immediately Do-Re-Mi
nia, BMI has also scheduled a
Capt.
said the station is
Public
and
after the executive realignment. Henry Fletcher, general manager, special two day TV clinic session awaiting Tuthill
to .go
in Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel, May on the airFCCand authorization
Officials explained that he was rethat the Saturday
Pocatello, discussing "Radio's 26-27, with specialists in their re- ceremonies officially
opened
the
turning to Columbia's "General KSEI
to Suicide."
spective categories from all parts new building. Other WALK offiExecutive Group," concerned with beShort
heldCutat Hotel
Boise. Clinic will of the country.
Program will follow
overall policy problems of the comcials
are
W.
K.
Macy
Jr.,
vice
presiJoined by Carl Haverlin, BMI similar BMI television clinics bepany, as scheduled when he relin- president,
dent and principal stockholder, and
a separate traveling
ing held in New York May 19-20 Niles E. Fegerdahl, general manquished the radio network presiclinic will originate in Vancouver, and Chicago May 22-23.
dency.
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end of the world"
Morgan Beatty meant to say : "And
that's the News of the World," but
"old disaster man" Beatty was nonplused
by a news story. The story ? A baby
born to a 79-year-old mother and an
80-year-old father.
It isn't easy to confuse Morgan Beatty.
He
earned
title "old flood
disaster
on the
1927 theMississippi
storyman"
and
has covered most of America's violent
upheavals since. As a Washington
analyst, Beatty had a two-year beat on
the 1937 Supreme Court battle. He
accurately forecast the successful Russian
resistance in 1942.

Now America's leading interpretive
reporter, his NEWS OF THE WORLD for
Miles Laboratories is the highest rated
daily news show in radio. In this vital
election year, Beatty's primary assignment,
and that of 100 other NBC men of news,
is to cover the primaries, the
conventions,
the elections
never been covered
before. as they've
Beatty, Swayze, Chaplin, Hicksbig names in news— but only a part of
the thousand-man, news-gathering force
which makes the NBC News Center
supreme in broadcasting.
Nearly everyone in America learns the
news first from radio or television.
And the fact that NBC, day after day,
broadcasts the highest rated news shows
on radio and television proves most
people learn news first from NBC. They
learn more news, too, because regularly, on
radio and television, NBC broadcasts more
hours of news than any other network.
In this, the most intense political
campaign year since 1932, all news assumes
larger significance and quickening
importance. As before, most Americans
will learn the news first and learn more
of it from NBC.
NBC radio and television
a service of Radio Corporation of America
Photograph br RALPH STEINER
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TABLE IV
February Gross
TOP TENDURING
TV NETWORK
FEBRUARY ADVERTISERS
1952
(Continued from page 27)
1.2. Frocter
&
Gamble
$1,153,070
penditure for network time of each gram sponsors, on the average,
Foods Tobacco
Corp
3 General
R. J. Reynolds
Co. ... 713,020
639,150 group was virtually the same.
spent $77,011 for network time
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
Co. .. -568,116
5.6.4. American
Tobacco
Co
440,780
On the average, radio network (gross).
Lever
397,247
Comparing Tables III and VI
sponsors spent $77,051 for
7.8. General
Liggett Bros.
& Mills
MyersCo
Tobacco Co. . . 342,102
393,545 program
network time in February (at (gross network time sales by prod9.
P.
Lorillard
Cc
310,975
for radio and television)
10. General Motors Corp
300,160 gross rates). TV network pro- showsuct groups
that for February 1952 adv
e
r
t
i
s
i
ng ofonly 11 of the 26 cateTABLE V
gories accounted for greater expenditures of radio network time
TOP
TV
NETWORK
ADVERTISERS
BY
PRODUCT
GROUPS
FOR
FEBRUARY
1952
Apparel, Footwear
& Access
International
ShoeCorp
Co
$246,510
90,267 than of TV network time, with 15
Automotive,
Auto.
Access.
&
Equip.
...
General
Motors,
of
the
groups
more for
Beer, WineMaterials,
& Liquor
Joseph Schlitz Brewing Co
185,750 video than radio spending
networks.
Building
Equip. &
Fixtures
Jchns-Manville
Corp
66,720
Tables
I
and
IV
show
the top
ConfectioneryServices
& Soft Drinks Mars
170,300
Consumer
Arthur Inc
Murray
School
of Dancing
19,920 10 advertisers for the month in
Drugs
and
Remedies
American
Home
Products
Corp
133,280
each
of
the
network
broadcast
Food
and Lubricants
Food Products
GeneralCo
Foods Corp
713,020 media, both lists headed by Procter
Gasoline,
& Other Fuels.. Texas
177,500
Household
Equipment
General
Electric
Co
275,340
& Gamble Co. and both also inHousehold
Furnishings
Armstrong
Cork
Co
89,040
Industrial
Materials
ReynoldsBenefit
MetalsHealth
Co
95,850
cluding General Foods Corp., Lever
Insurance
Mutual
& Accident Assn
27,580
Bros. Co., General Mills, Liggett
Jewelrv,
Optical
Goods
&
Cameras
.
.
Speidel
Corp
46,265
Office
Equipment,
Writing
Supplies
& Myers Tobacco Co. and Colgateand Stationery
MinnesotaforMining
& Mfg.Committee
Co
76,200
Political
Citizens
Eisenhower
17,260 Palmolive-Peet Co.
Publishing
&
Media
Curtis
Publishing
Co
32,520
Tables II and V show the leadRadios, TV Sets, Phonograohs,
ing advertiser in each product
MusicalStores
Instr. & Access.' RDrugC A
214,905
Retail
Store
Television
Productions
108,000
group
February on the radio
Smoking
Materials
R.Procter
J. Reynolds
Tobacco
Co
639,150 and TVfor networks,
respectively.
Soaps,
Polishers,
Cleansers
&
Gamble
Co
977,510
Toiletries & Toilet Goods
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co
418,258 Tables III and VI, also already
Miscellaneous
Young People's Church of the Air
31,973

Feb.
Apparel,
Footwear, S 363,187
&
Access
Automotive,
tive Access.&Automo& Equip.
Beer,
Wine
Liquor
.. 1,226,113
551,070
Building
Materials
73,636
Confectionery
&
Soft
Drinks
482,865
Consumer
Services
19,920
Drugs
Remedies
423,622
Food
&& Food
Products.
Gasoline,
Lubricants
& 2,933,086
other
Fuels
374,083
Household
Equip. &
Supplies
851,748
Household
Furnishings.
193,995
Industrial
Materials
. . 366,030
Insurance
27,580

TABLE VI
GROSS TV NETWORK SALES BY PRODUCT GROUPS FOR
FEB. 1952, JAN. -FEB. 1952, FEB. 1951 AND JAN. -FEB. 1951
. 1951
Feb. Jan.-Feb.
J
Optical Goods 157,987 300,407
&
Cameras
$ 706,880 S 205,985 $ 400,928 Jewelry,
Office
Equipment,
Stationery 193,920
Supplies,
Writing
Political
46,168 413,370
46,168
Publishing
&
Media...
52,683
106,295
Radios,
TV
Sets,
Phonographs
Musical
Instru.
&
942,316
159,619
Access
419,815 806,755
66,690
39,840 39,000
814,647
108,000 210,950
75,670 157,570 Retail Stores
Materials &
5,849,222
4,569,413
,724,793 3,411,048 Smoking
Soaps,
Cleansers,
2,204,470
Polishers
,562,649
3,247,011
Toiletries
& Toilet
Goods
553,307
,748,025
Miscellaneous
....
,184,922
649,785
301,000
396,700
581,370
TOTALS
706,31
SI 4,786,047 $29,857,606
65,9501 271,260
47,340
89,250

KALTENBORN
Honored in New York
H. V. KALTENBORN, NBC news
analyst, was honored Thursday at
a luncheon under the joint auspices
of the Radio Executives Club of
New York and the New York
chapter of Radio
Pioneers toofcom-30
memorate his completion
years in broadcasting.
• In his professional capacity, the
guest of honor looked ahead 30
years to deliver a brief newscast
dated April 17, 1982, reporting that
former President Truman was predicting Democratic successes at the
polls following "30 years of Republican misrule" and that truce talks
in Korea were continuing.
Later, Mr. Kaltenborn said the
tribute really should be given to
the American system of free broadcasting which permitted him to
speak his mind with no government
censorship or control over his
words, a privilege he said was
granted only where broadcasting is
supported by advertising and not
subsidized by the state.
J. R. Poppele, national president
of Radio Pioneers, founded by Mr.
Kaltenborn, presented him a volume
containing signatures of more than
Page 32 • April 21, 1952

in. -Feb.
312,775
30,590
46,035
391,130
34,680
17,340 832,640
,026,377 2,178,004
154,725
15,330

$7,804,550 $15,921,656

noted, show the total expenditures
for network time — radio and TV —
with February and January-February 1952 compared to the like
periods
Table ofVII1951.
compares the monthly
network gross figures for radio and
TV since last August.
TABLE VII
MONTHLY
GROSS RADIO
SINCE AND
AUGUSTTV NETWORK
1951
Radio TV
Month
Network Gross Network Gross
Aug.
'51
$11,804,161
$ 14,469,284
9,302,071
Sept,
14,966,436
Oct.
'51'51'51
14,970,355
14,466,568
Nov.
14,377,151
13,919,327
Dec. '51'52
14,619,048
14,247,061
Jan.
14,477,939
15,058,412
Feb. '52
13,560,948 14,786,047
Political Time
(Continued from page 26)
which the cost per person reached
has declined in the last year."
He said all but three cities (Seattle, Phoenix,
63 areas
withAlbuquerque)
TV are to ofbe theon
the interconnected network this
summer. He estimated there are
17 million TV sets in the hands of
the public, with another million
or two to be added by November.
The TV audience in the 1948 campaign watched through 400,000
sets served by 30 stations in 18
cities.
Industry witnesses were questioned by John Moore, committee
counsel, about the danger of faking
political programs, recalling a composite campaign.
photo used inHea suggested
Maryland
senatorial
rules against faking should apply
to radio and television but was
reminded of the Communications
Act and FCC regulations.
Bills designed to give the industry libel protection (S-2539, HR7062)ate andareHouse
pending
before and
the ForSenInterstate
eign Commerce Committees.
Danger
antagonizing
public towardofcandidates
who theappear
in place of popular programs was
stressed by Sen. Monroney.
Present law limits national commit e s to $3 million expenditure
in any one campaign. Senatorial
candidates are limited to $25,000
and House candidates to $5,000.

ABC PICKS WHITE
To Cover Conventions
W. WHITE, former news
KICKOFF at Poor Richard Club luncheon, Philadelphia, entertains Fulton PAUL
director of CBS and now with
KFMB-AM-TV San Diego, has been
LewisMonday
jr. (thirdthrough
from Friday
I), uponcommentary
Family Finance
of his
p.m.
over WIPCorp.'s
there.sponsorship
Among those
pres-7 appointed managing editor of
ent are (I to r) Howard Hopson, president of Hopson Adv.; Harold LeDuc, ABC's
radio and television news
staffs to direct their coverage of
Poor Richard
president; luncheon
Mr. Lewis;chairman,
Alan K. and
Dolliver,
sponsoring
firm's
president; John LaCerda,
Clyde
Spitzner,
WIP
local
the
Republican
and Democratic
commercial manager.
Presidential conventions this summer.His appointment for the assign500 members of that organization. Harold Essex Elected
ment, for which he leave
has been
grantG. W. Johnstone, New York presi- HAROLD ESSEX, vice president
ed a three-month
of absence
dent, gave Mr. Kaltenborn an enof the Piedmont Pub. Co., Winston- by the KFMB
stations,
was ABC
anfrom that city's
nounced by Thomas
Velotta,
chapter.gravedI.pocketpiece
E. Showerman,
REC Salem, N. C, in charge of the com- vice president
in charge of news
president, presided at the meeting,
pany's
broadcast
operations
(WSJSand
special
events.
during which Rolf Kaltenborn, H. AM-FM Winston-Salem), has been
ABC's radio-TV coverage of the
chairman of the
company's
to be held in Chicago
V.'s son, participated in a burlesque elected
management
board,
it was inconventions,
of his father's method of news senior
July,miralisCorp.being sponsored by Adannounced last week.
analysis.
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BROADCASTER

«IES MANAGERS - PRO
DUCTION MEN
for all who seek the ans
to Better Programmingwers

I

//

Be>,e' Programming

Mil

6roadc„sters AssocI it, r

°' y°"r S'°'e

Cl-cs spark ,oca, sLmans t°l «1 ' wa;d "6MI
City
" (S"<""°"- TMs ,952
--wNlbebi9gerandbe)
CHECK YOUR STATE OR NEARBY STATE AND HAVE
YOUR KEY PERSONNEL ATTEND
Date
State
Meeting Place
Montgomery
ALABAMA
Jefferson
Davis Hotel
May 12....
Little
Rock
.
Marion
Hotel
ARKANSAS
May
2
Phoenix
ARIZONA
.
Jokake
Inn
April 928...
. San Francisco...
. Clif t Hotel
CALIFORNIA
.May
Hollywood
CALIFORNIA
(Southern).
.. Hollywood-Roosevelt
April
29
Denver
COLORADO
Cosmopolitanof Florida
Hotel Hotel
May
2
..May 8
.Gainesville
FLORIDA
University
.Athens
.
University
of
Georgia
GEORGIA
.May
10
.
.
Boise Hotel
..Boise
IDAHO
. Chicago
. SheratonSavery
Hotel
ILLINOIS
..May
May 29
..Hotel
. Wichita
Des Moines
IOWA
.May
7
Broadview Hotel
KANSAS
.May
5
Owensboro
.. Owensboro
KENTUCKY
Alexandria
Bentley HotelHotel
LOUISIANA
.April
May 528..
.Augusta
MAINE
Augusta
House
.May
12...
.
Baltimore
MARYLAND
. Sheraton-Belvedere
.May 5
..Tcuraine
Hotel
Boston
MASSACHUSETTS
May 9
..Battle
Creek
.
Post
Tavern
MICHIGAN
April 730 .
. Radisson
Hotel
. Jackson
Minneapolis
MINNESOTA
.May
Heidelberg Hotel
MISSISSIPPI
May 3
. St. Louis
Hotel Jefferson
MISSOURI
.May 6
..Missoula
..
Hotel
.Omaha
MONTANA
..April 127..
. Florence
Paxton Hotel
NEBRASKA
Atlantic
City
..May
.
Dennis Hotel
NEW
JERSEY
..May
6
Onondaga
.
Syracuse
NEW YORK
. Raleigh
.May
Sir Walter Hotel
Hotel
NORTH
CAROLINA
Columbus
.May 82
..Deshler-Wallick
OHIO
..Oklahoma
City..
Skirvin Hotel Hotel
..May 72
OKLAHOMA
.Portland
..May
..
Benson
OREGON
....Sioux
Columbia
....Cataract
Columbia Hotel
Hotel
. May 76
SOUTH
CAROLINA
Falls
SOUTH
DAKOTA
..Nashville
..Andrew
Jackson
Hotel
..April 30..
TENNESSEE
....Salt
San Antonio
..Plaza HotelHotel
..April
TEXAS
Lake City..
..May 9129..
..Newhouse
UTAH
..May
.
Richmond
.John
Marshall
Hotel
May 1
VIRGINIA
• Charleston
Seattle
.... Olympic
Hotel
WASHINGTON
May 6 . .
Daniel Boone
WEST VIRGINIA
..Plankinton
Hotel
..Milwaukee
April
29
..May
5
WISCONSIN
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TABLE 3
Broadcast Revenues, Expenses and Income of Frequency Modulation (FM) Stations
Number of 1951
Estimated Number of 1950
Item
stations
Amount stations (Millions)
Amount
Percent FM stations
(Millions)
operated by:
FM Broadcast Revenues
Increase or AM licensees:
(Decrease)
in 1951
Reporting
noFM FMrevenues
revenues 1
351
420 $1.4
Reportinglicensees
18665
$1.9
4 Nationwide
networks
and
3
regional
Non-AM
1.3 163
86
1.4
networks
(including
owned
and
operated
stations)
FM stations
$3.2
669
$2.8
Other
AM 1and FM Stations FMNon-AM
stationsTotallicensees
operated
by:60265
FM
Broadcast
Expenses
$2.8 86 $4.0
1 (Before Federal Income Tax)
Total FM Broadcast Income
FM stationsIndustry
operatedtotal
by:
4 networks
Nationwide(including
networks owned
and 3 andregional
Non-AM
licensees
65
($1.5)
86 ($2.6)
operated
stations)
1
Industry total
1
1
Other
AM and
FM Stations
2
(1 In) view
Denotesof loss.
the AMdifficulty
inoperation
a joint AM-FM
operation
in allocating
FM operation
expense
separately
station
expense,
such stations
not required
4 networks
Nationwide(including
networks owned
and 3 andregional
toincome
reportareFMfrom
station
expenseAM-FM
separately.
As however,
a licensees
result, were
FMof industry
totalsto were
for expense
and
not
available.
licensees,
requested
report
separately
operated
stations
1
(43.2)
the
revenues,
if instances
any, attributable
to FMlicensees
station operation
ifwere
such unable
data wereto segregate
readily available.
Other AM and FM Stations 2
In
only
a
few
did
AM-FM
state
they
the
FM
revenues.
3.7
(9.4)
-1951.
Eight of the 65 FM stations operated by non-AM licensees reported profitable operations in
The
number2,203of network
and operated FMstations
and inin 1951.
1951, 25.
Including
AM, AM-FMownedor independent
stationsin in19501950wasand 262,240
TABLE 5
Percentage Change AMin Broadcast
Broadcast Stations1
Revenues in Between
1950 andMarkets
1951 of 1,834 Identical
and Non-TV
Number of stationsTV reporting
Percent of stations
Comparative Broadcast Revenues of 1,834 Identical AM Broadcast
In
TV
In
non-TV
In TV In non-TV
Stations 1 in Markets With1950-1951
and Without Television Stations,
Percentage
change
Total
markets
markets
Total
markets
Number
Percent
of
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6) markets
(7)
Decrease in broadcast revenues:
ofStations
AM
of AM Stations
increase
Over 20%
80
28
52
4.4
6.4
3.7
(decrease)or 20-15
Type of Market
52
24
28
2.9
5.5
2.0
Markets with television stations and
15-10
81 52
31 88
50 4.4
7.1 6.33.6
10-5
140
7.6
11.8
estimated
television
set saturation 1
42.8
5-0
171
47
124
9.3
10.7
8.9
Under
30%
(16
markets)
42.7
(0.2)
30%-50%
(27 markets)
$31.0
94.3
3.0
50%
and over
(20 markets)
Sub-total
524 182 342 28.6 41.5 24.5
$30.96.61
Increase
in
broadcast
revenues:
(2.4)
439
Total (63television
markets)
(0.9)
0-5%
310 37
81 249
229 15.6
16.9 18.5
16.4
3.5
157.5
$169.5
Markets without
8.2
5-10
286
8.4 22.1
17.9
1,395
All Stations stations
10-20
376
68
308
20.5
15.5
1,834
$327.0
20-30
169
33
136
9.2
7.5
9.7
30-40
72
16
56
3.9
3.6
4.0
40-50
39
10
29
2.1
2.3
2.1
50 and over
58 12 46 3.2 2.7 3.3
rved by TV stationSub-total
1,310 257 1,053 71.4 58.5 75.5
Grapd Total
1,834 439 1,395 100.0 100.0 100.0
Income (Before
Federal Stations
Income 1Tax)
1950 Markets951 of 1,834 Identical
AM Broadcast
in TVBetween
Non-TV
1 In operation for full year in both 1950 and 1951.
Number
ofandStations
InPercent
TV ofIn Stations
In
TV
In
Non-TV
Non-TV
Total
Income
Markets
Markets
Markets
Markets
Total
Stations
AM-FM ■om page 23)
Increased Reporting
loss
in 1951in 1951. 61175
4.1
4.1
4187158
19317
Decreased
income
33.3
44.03.9
(Continued f)
Income
1950 and
30.05.1
100
29
loss inin1951
5.5
6.6
the
total
revenues
of
AM-FM-TV
7.5
six TV cities
— Colum786
7.2
239
Sub-total2
39.2 stations in all 63 TV markets in revenuesbus, Losin Angeles,
54.56.4
42.9
Philadelphia,
547
Decreased
133
28
105
9.3
more.
Loss in 1950lossandin 1951
1951,
compared
to
26.2%
in
1950
183
New
York,
Cleveland
and
Balti142
10.0
10.2 and 10.7% in 1949. Revenues of
profit inprofit
1951
732
13141
601
29.8
Increased
in 1951
43.1
524 AM-FM stations and 108 TV
60.8
45.5
57.1
By age
the FCC prere200
848
in these cities totaled
1,048
439
peated whatof hasstation,
been reported
100.0
100.0
100.0 stations
1,834
1,395
$342,276,000 for 1951, of which
viously— that pre-World War II
$148,986,000 was attributed to TV. stations are making out better than
both 1950position,
and 1951.
InIndicating
operation less
for full
year ir nancial
(5) For the first time, total TV
favorable
stations.before
Of the1942,
800 only
stations established
position.
Indicating aa more
favorable financial
revenues exceeded total AM-FM post-war
93 or 11.6% reported a loss in 1951.
TABLE 7
Of the 1,388 stations established in
Broadcast Revenues of All Broadcastand Services
TV) inRevenue,
1951, Percentage
Services Accounted for by TV, 1949-1951, 1942 or subsequently, 330 or 23.8%
Percent (AM,
ChangeFM and
in Aural
1950-1951 offorRevenues
SpecifiedofTVAllMarkets
reported
a loss in 1951. Greatest
Number1951of Stati<
Broadcast1951Revenue
Percentage Increase or number seem to be in the 1946-48
class.
184
reported a loss in 1951.
All Services
(Decrease)
in Aural
Metropolitan Areas or
& FM) Revenues
Communities with TV Stations
> (AM 1950-1951
TV
(AM, FM & TV)
Thetal 800
pre-war
stationsmillion
had to-in
1
(AMAural
& FM)
T'
revenues
of $239.8
($000)
($000)
42.3
1950,
income
of
$44.5
million.
This
Los
Angeles
26
56.2
$23,939
$13,464
Philadelphia
205
54.0
0.9
15,182
compares to the 1,388 postwar sta(3.8)
Columbus,
Ohio
8,200
58.9
(2.8)
38.9
12.7
2.1
2,439
39.6
Baltimore
10
4,142
51.9
tions' total revenue of $122.6 mil7,639
(7.5)
49,800
New
York
3516
26,104
52.4 38.3 20.8
16.9
3,963
lion, income of $11.0 million.
Washington,
D. C
45.8
Commission called attention to
(2.1)
33.8
3.4
Cleveland
8
3,836
44.8
52.3
32.3
8,377
33.4
4,858
Chicago
30
the fact that one network (believed
47.3 27.4
30.8
28,087
12,578
14,328
Detreit
(6.7)
10,513
37.3 20.1
(0.7)
San
Francisco
18117
to becialCBS)
was would
revisingreflect
its finan7.9
6,771
(8.3)
Cincinnati
data which
more
10,149
18.1
36.4
3,823
49.3 21.0
Atlanta
3,790
38.9
(0.4)
4,254
completely
the
division
of
expenses
Total 12 TV markets 19610
$185,693
(3.0)
1,657
$91 ,483
between
AM
and
TV.
This
might
51 orother
TV
metropolitan
areas
32.7
156,583
57,503
328
mean come
thatdata the
inTotalor communities
63 metropolitan areas
36.7
for final
1951 AMmaynetwork
be higher
communities
524
43.5
$148,986
$342,276
than
shown in1951
last income.
week's report
on estimated
AM-FM
counted stations.
as one station.
231 Jointly
Includes operated
network
owned stations
and operated
The Commission also reported
Includes
46
metropolitan
districts
in
1949.
that the 19% of AM-FM stations
* Includes 58 metropolitan districts in 1949.
losses proportion
in 1951 rep-of
NOTE:Districts,
1951 data
compiled
on basisminorof variations
Standard Metropolitan
Areas,
1950andCe lis. 1950 and prior data compiled on basis of Metropolitan which reported
resents the smallest
1940
Census.
Only
occur
when
the
1950
■for
data
are
compiled
on
basis
of
Standard
Metropolitan
Areas, 1950 Census.
losers since 1946.
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EDUCATORS,
radiobroadcasterscommercial
and government
^u lumbus,
agency officials
converged
on
CoOhio, the past four days
~ for Ohio State U.'s 22d Institute for
Education by Radio-Television.
4'° While the accent was on televii„l | sion in view of FCC's lifting of the
!( allocation freeze, a myriad of
i I varied subjects ranging from international broadcasting to small college station problems occupied a
■ r crowded agenda. Sessions were held
' at the Deschler - Wallick Hotel
'[•''I
through Sunday.
fm | Thursday
The theoretical
approach to
broadcasting was reflected in a
"n seriesing onofnews
panel anddiscussions
touchspecial events
aspects of commercial radio - TV
(i stations, cussion
tape broadcasts,
recordings,
youth disorganized
lis. teners ' groups, programming of
^J) music,
religious
and
other
broadcasts, international broadcasting
and communications research, eduj cational radio, fare offered by govi ernment agencies and national orj ganizations and numerous TV
panels.
s( I manFCCPaulwas A.represented
ChairWalker andby Comrs.
' E. M. Webster and Frieda Hennock.
i Other government participants
' were to include Jack T. Johnson,
3 assistant administrator, Federal
; Civil Defense Administration; John
I Meagher,vision acting
chief,ofRadio-TeleDivision, Dept.
State.
Symposium on TV Held
Opening conference .session last
Thursday evening was a symposium
on TV programming and a similar
general session was held Friday on
j. "What the Educational Adminisa trator Expects from Television."
j' At
(SeeDeadline.)
separate story page 80 and
f. A number of allied groups also
fr held concurrent meetings with the
[j institute, which last year, in acin knowledgment of the growth of
a. the visual medium, incorporated
|. television
for the first time in its
title.
D Among those organizations meeting were the National Assn. of Edu.j cational Broadcasters, Assn. for
Education by Radio-Television,
New York Times Youth Forum, In, tercollegiate Broadcasting System
and Ohio Assn. of Radio News Editors. FCC Chairman Walker was to
j. , address
Times was
forumto Friday.
Comr. theWebster
address a
Saturday session on "Broadcasting
Foreign
whichradio
ini. to
eluded
a talk Countries,"
on international
consumer studies by Leo Lowenthal, chief Evaluation
of the Voice ofDivision
America'son
. Program
"t collaboration
of international
broadcasting systems,
by Pierre Crenesse,
r director of the French Broadcasting
t and
System's
Northcoverage
American
shortwave
of thebranch;
world
audience by Gen. Frank E. Stoner,
VOA communications coordinator.
Comr. Webster told a work-study
■ group that "frequency demands of
virtually all nations have far ex-

Four-Day Session Held in Columbus
international conferences since
spectrum
spacethusavailable . .ceeded. theand
countries
far World War II, Comr. Webster
appear to have been unable collec- called on larger nations to assume
tively to tailor their demands to world leadership in radio, despite
the restricted space."
their
reluctance,
and "see
to it that
the high
frequency
broadcasting
"Large
powerful nations
must accept and
full responsibilities
be- problem is equitably resolved."
Planned use of international frefore the present 'chaotic
condition'
in international
broadcasting
can
quencies had become inoperative
improve," he asserted.
by 1949 because the number of stations had increased to "fantastic
Not Hopeful
he observed.
The FCC Commissioner was not proportions,"
A
session
"Communications
overly optimistic. He expressed Research" wasonscheduled
Saturday
belief that the original Atlantic under chairmanship of Merritt
C.
City frequency agreement in 1947 Ludwig, supervisor of the Fund for
Adult
Education
television
project
was
not intended broadcasting
to "provide for
the international
reWOI-TV Ames, Iowa. Dallas W.
quirements of a deeply troubled atSmythe,
research professor,
Institute of Communications
Research,
world using high frequencies as a
means of engaging in a heated U. of Illinois, was to discuss the
significance of findings in the TV
propaganda
battle." and failure of monitoring
Noting successes
studies sponsored by the

National
Broadcasters.Assn. of Educational
Mr. Lowenthal planned to tell the
work group that
communicationsinternational
research is a relatively
new field requiring new skills. His
advance talk described field studies
in the Near East where, he said, the
Voice of America commands a
faithful audience. These studies,
henational
added, attitudes
pose difficultin questions
relation onto
broadcasts of political programs
and propaganda.
Use of radio frequencies for education was to be covered by Franklin P. Dunham,
radio-tele-in
vision, U. S. Officechiefof ofEducation,
a session on the subject with rect to commercial
ingspethat
the U. S. stations.
places a Nothigh
value on education, Mr. Dunham
in his prepared talk emphasized
that not only do commercial outlets
havepublic
a legal
obligation
to "serve
the
interest,
(Continued
onconvenience
page 36) and

Network
RatefromCuts'
Effect
(Continued
page 23)
MBS, Sun., half-hour, through
mas roses) — gardening talks on
Sept.
CBS Radio, Sat., 15 min., in May
Emerson Drug Co. (Bromo- Sept. and Oct.
Seltzer) had Hollywood Star PlayAndrew Jergens Co. (toiletries)
house on CBS Radio, Mon., half- — Jergens - Woodbury Journal on
hour, through July.
ABC,
Sun., 15 min., through Dec.
Glorion Corp. (cosmetics) had
Lee Pharmacal Co. (Shadow
Chet Huntley on ABC, Thurs., 15 Wave
home permanent) — Chet
min., Sept.-Dec.
Goodnews Broadcasting Assn — Huntley on ABC, Tues., Thurs., 15
Back to the Bible on ABC, Sun., min., June-Dec.
Joe Lowe Corp. (Popsicles) —
half-hour, May-July.
Popsicle
on
International Tel. & Tel. Co. (ra- Mel
MBS,Allen's
five min.,
Mon.,Clubhouse
Wed., Fri.,
dios, TV sets, clocks) — Van De- June-Aug.
venter on MBS, Sun., half-hour,
National Optics Co. (Ratex Nite
Aug.-Oct.
Jackson & Perkins Co. (Christ- Glasses) — Sidney Walton on ABC,
NEW MONEY IN NETWORK RADIO AND WHERE IT GOES
Time & Contract Duration
Program and Stations
Sponsor and Agency
'American
Bakers
Assn. (bakery
products),
Chicago
Foote, Cone ft Belding, Chicago
Fat Man,
'American
(gum). Long Casebook
Island
City,Chicle
N. Y.Co. Colwell
p.m.
Top Guy, of Gregory Hood, Wed.July8:30-9
Sullivan,
StaufFer,
11 -Dec. 26
ABC-235
& Bayles, N. Y.
The
Sheriff,
Defense
July 8-8:30
13-Dee. p.m.27
ABC-249Attorney,
Thurs.
Sun. 8:30-8:45
p.m.
StopABC—The231Music
July 8-Dec.5:55-6
29
WillABC-179
Rogers
Tues.-Thurs.
Oct. 25
Bobby
Benson
SunOct.4:55-5
28 p.m.
MBS-529
Sun.Oct.7:30-8
BigNBC-167
Show
7 p.m.
Martin
& Lewis
Fri.Oct.8:30-9
5 p.m.
NBC-178
Mr. sons
Keen, Tracer of Lost Per- Thurs. 8:30-9 p.m.
NBC-178
Quiz
M, W. & F. 10:30-10:45
'American
Corp. (Protam), Health
MBS-300
New
YorkProtam
Sun. 11:15-11:30
Dowd,
RedfieldYork & Johnstone MBS-269
1:15- 3:00
1:30 a.m.
p.m.
Inc., New
2:45p.m.
American
School
(correspondence
p.m.
school),
Chicago
Olian Advertising Co., Chicago
*Avco, Crosleypliances),Div.
(home apThurs. 8-8:30 p.m.
Benton ft Bowles,Cincin atiNew York
'Borg-Warner
Corp., Norge Div.
J.(home
Walterappliances),
Thompson, Chicago
Chicago
'Credit
Union
National Assn.,
Thurs. 7:30-7:45 p.i
Madison,
Wis.
J. Waiter Thompson, Chicago
'Economics
Lab
(Soilax),
St
Paul,
Minn.
Cunningham & Walsh, N. Y.
*Ex-lax
Brooklyn,
Warwick(laxative),
& Legler,
N. Y. N. Y.
Godfrey and His
'Kingan
ft
Co.
(shortning),
Indian- Arthur
Roundtable
apolis
Warwick & Legler, N. Y.
CBS— 96
Fisher Hollywood
*La Minneapolis
Maur Products (shampoos), George
10:30 p.m.
Report
CBS-30
Hilton & Riggio, N. Y.
♦Leslie
Sat. 11:30 a.m. -12 noon
cisco Salt Co. (salt), San FranSept. 22
long Adv. Service
'Morton
Salt
Co.
(salt),
Chicago
Sat. 6-6:30 p.i
Klau-Vansoc. InPietersom-Dunlap
AsSept. 18
c., Milwaukee
'North ingAmerican
Van Wayne,
Lines (movservice),
Fort
Ind.
Kastor ft Assoc., L. A.
'Orange-Crush
Co. (bev erages),
Chicago ft Miller
Fitzmorris
Ad v., Chica
Reynolds
Metals
Co. (aluminun The Big Show
Sun.Oct.6:30-7
Richmond,
Va.
9 p.m.p.m.
Buchanan ft Co., N. Y.
Sat.Dec.6:30-7:30
NBCNBC-167
Symphony
29 (one time
only)
NBC-178
Sun.March4:30-4:55
p.m.
'Seabrook
Farms
Co.
(frozen
foods)
16
Hilton & Riggio, N. Y.
*Stokely-Van
Camp Inc. (food
products),
Indianapolis
M-F 8:55-9 a.i
Calkins
Clintonft ftHolden,
Smith Carlock,
Inc., N. Mc-Y.
♦Sylvania
Electric
Products Inc. Sammy Kaye Sun. Serenade Sun.Oct.5-5:30
p.m.
(TV S.sets).Durstine
New Inc.,
York
26 p.m.
ABC-101 Rice
Roy
New York Grantland
Fri. 8-8:15
Sept. 28-Nov. 16
CBS-64
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Thurs., 15 min., July, Aug., Sept.
and Dec.
Niresk Industries (dolls) — Sidney Walton on ABC, Mon.-Fri.,
15 min., eight broadcasts in Nov.
Norwich Pharmacal Co., Robert
Trout
through onJuly.NBC, Sun., five min.,
Pepsi-Cola
Co. — Sun.,
Phil 25Regan
Show
on Aug.
CBS Radio,
min.,
through
Puritan Co. of America (foods)
— Julian Bentley on CBS Radio
Mon.-Fri., five min., May-Aug.
Ronson Art Metal Works (lighters)— Hollywood Stars on Stage
on ABC, Sun., 25 min., Oct.-Dec.
Safeway
From
Molly Stores
on CBS (milk)
Radio,— Memo
Sun.,
half-hour, to Sept.
Schenley Industries (beer) —
Blatz Reporter on ABC, Mon.-Fri.,
five
min., onJune-Sept.;
and Mutual
Newsreel
MBS, Monday-Friday,
15 min., July and Aug.
Sinclair Oil Corp. — Charles Collingwood and Larry LeSueur on
CBS Radio, Sun., 15 min., through
Dec.
U. S. Government (recruiting) —
Let's Go on ABC, Mon., half-hour
through July; Frankie Laine on
CBS Radio, Sun., half-hour, Oct.
Nov.Wafex Inc. (reducing tablets)
— Inside the Doctor's Office on
MBS, Sun., quarter-hour, Aug.Oct.

upcoming
April 20-24:lishers
American
Newspaper PubAssn., annual
Waldorf-Astoria,
New York.convention,
April
cisco.21: BAB Sales Clinic, San FranApril
SocietyEngineers,
of Motion71stPicture
and 21-25:
Television
semicago. annual convention, Drake Hotel, ChiApril 21-26grams: Educational
Television
ProInstitute seminar,
Pennsylvania State College,
State College,
Pa.
April
24: New
MBS York.
stockholders annual
meeting,
April
24:
BMI
Program
Hotel, Calgary, Alta. Clinic, Palliser
April
Radio of-Television
Mfrs.
Assn. 24-25:
and RTMA
ternationalFalls,
conference,Canada,
General 9thBrockinHotel, Niagara
Ontario.
April 25: BAB Sales Clinic, Seattle.
April
25-26: Washingtonmeeting
State and
Assn.salesof
Broadcasters,
clinic, Pullman,spring
Wash.
April
25-27: Fourth
Advertising
Federation
of
America,
(Florida)
district,
Casablanca
Miami
Beach,
Fla.
boro,28:KyBMI Hotel,
April
Program Clinic, Owens-

IERT
(Continued from page 35)
necessity," but they have found it is
"good
"Our radio
networkbusiness."
and independentlyoperated commercial stations glory
in their opportunity to serve the
public with instantaneous news
flashes, excellent commentators,
top sports coverage and programs
of general educational merit and
high public
acceptance,"
Mr. Dunham said, noting
the opportunity
afforded
under the American system of broadcasting.
Another highlight of Saturday
sessions was to be an exploration
of new techniques in presenting
radio-TV news and special events
(see separate story page 44).
National
organizations'
dioclude
was Robert
planned
SaturdayuseNARTB
toof rainK. Richards,
public affairs director, and Jerome
Reeves,
Columbus.program director, WBNS
Music was to dominate another
panel Saturday in a discussion by
Walberg Brown, general manager,
WDOK Cleveland. Contention was
advanced that serious music can
compete
for
radio effectively
listeners. with other fare
Annual institute dinner was
slated for Saturday evening in the
grand ballroom
the B.DeschlerWallick
Hotel, withofJacob
Taylor,
vice president of Ohio State U., as
toastmaster.
J. Dragon"
("Get on the "Oliver
Dragonwagon
this
election
year")
of
Kukla,
Fran &
Ollie was to address the assemblage
on "The Cultural and Educational
Possibilities of Television." Burr
Tillstrom, director of the NBC-TV
program;
Lewis Zachary,
Gomawitz,producer,
director, and Beulah
were to appear.
Highlight of of
dinner
slated
demonstration
The wasStandard
Hour and The Standard School
Broadcast by the Standard Oil Co.
of California with concert orchestra
and soloists
men Dragon. under direction of CarDistrict
meeting,
Binghamton,
N. Y. Arlington Hotel,
MayCity.1: BMI Program Clinic, Omaha.
May 1: BMI Program Clinic, Salt Lake
May 1-2:tion ooerations,
CBS-TV Waldorf-Astoria,
special clinic on New
staYork.
Maymerchandising
1-2: NBC radio
promotion-pressworkshop, WaldorfAstoria, New York.
May 1-2: Ohio
of Radiomanagement
and TelevisionAssn.
Broadcasters,
clinic,bus,Deshler-Wallick
Hotel, ColumOhio.
MayRock,2: Ark.
BMI Program Clinic, Little
May
2:
BMI
MayIdaho.2: BMI Program
Program Clinic,
Clinic,Denver.
Boise,
MayMiss.3: BMI Program Clinic, Jackson,
May 5: BAB Sales Clinic, St. Louis.
MayVancouver,
5: BMI Vancouver,
Program Clinic,
B. C. Hotel
andria, La. Program Clinic. AlexMay 5: BMI
Maykee. 5: BMI Program Clinic, Milwau-

April 29-30:
New YorkAssn.Chapter,
AmeriExecutivecanClubMarketing
of New York,-Sales
merchandisYork. ing clinic, Hotel Roosevelt, New
April
Falls,30:S. BMI
D. Program Clinic, Sioux
April
30:
BMI
Missouriincluding
Broadcasters
Creek. Mich. Program Clinic, Battle Mayspring5-6:meeting,
May program
5, Assn.
BAB
sales
clinic,
May
6,
BMI
April 30-Mayvertise2:rs, 37th Assn.
ofmeeting.
CanadianRoyal
Adannual
clinic, Hotel Jefferson, St. Louis.
York Hotel, Toronto.
May
5-6:
NBC
radio
promotion-pressmerchandising workshop, Chicago.
April 30-May 2: AIEE Northeastern
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WINTHROP H. SMITH— Securities
"RED" MOTLEY— Magazines
ELMER G. LETERMAN— Insurance
ALEX M. LE W YT— Vacuum Cleaners
WILLIAM ZECKENDORF— Real Estate
CONRAD HILTON— Hotels
JAMES A. FARLEY— Politics
MAX HESS, JR.-Retailing
NORMAN VINCENT PEALE— Religion
THOMAS J. WATSON — Business Machines
MARY MARGARET McBRIDE-Se//mg by Radio
ALFRED E. LYON — Cigarettes

When

it came

to radio, there

was

only one

choice

"Who is the top salesman in your field?" That was the question put to hundreds
of executives by Forbes, distinguished publishing firm, in a recent informal poll.
The answers are now out, for everyone to read, in a fascinating new book,
"America's Twelve Master Salesmen." Here, the greatest salesmen of our time —
in real estate and retailing, cigarettes and securities — tell their secrets of getting results.
When it came to selling by radio, the master salesman turned out to
be a woman . . . MARY MARGARET McBRIDE.
That's no surprise to Mary Margaret's millions of faithful followers ... to her happy
sponsors ... or to ABC. First Lady of Radio, Lady Aladdin of Broadcasting,
number-one miracle of modern radio — whatever she has been titled —
Mary Margaret McBride is undoubtedly the greatest single selling force in radio history.
She is believed and beloved as no other person in advertising.
Wouldn't it be wonderful if you could hire one of America's twelve master salesmen?
It so happens, you can! Mary Margaret McBride is now available for sponsorship —
local, regional or national — on all ABC Radio Stations except in the Chicago area!
For details, get in touch with The ABC Cooperative Program Department.
Exclusive Management:
ESTELLA H. KARN
49 West 45th Street, New York City

m
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FINAL
TELEVISION
ALLOCATIONS
REPORT
EXTRA

COPIES

AVAILABLE
NOW
AT $3.00
EACH
This is the complete report— 196 printed pages —
just as the FCC released
it last Monday.
This volume shows the
complete city-by-city
breakdowns for all 2,053
proposed stations in 1,291
communities. There are
sections on antenna
heights, educational reservations, power, procedures,' Hennock's and
Jones' opinions, zoning
and mileage separation.
You'll want library copies, home copies, tear
copies and working copies. Press run was limited. Please use the coupon
below and order today.
Broadcasting • Telecasting
870 NATIONAL PRESS BLDG.
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Please send
copies of
the Final Television Allocations
Report at S3.00 each.
□ M/O, check □ please bill

STREET
CITY

ZONE STATE
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$24.95 and Mr. Sloan said volume
Easy Conversion to UHF Promised
production is expected to bring this
(Continued from page 25)
down. The units will be available
area when UHF broadcastproduction. Production of UHF- serves Admiral, Emerson, Capehart in each
commences,
he added.
No price
only sets is planned for markets and others, he added. An 82-chan- has ingbeen
set for
the continuous
where no VHF service is available. nel VHF-UHF tuner was demonstrated in February and has an tuner covering all UHF channels.
Admiral Corp., Chicago, plans to
DuMont Labs has both internal
bring its VHF sets into UHF usage August delivery date, he said.
and external converters but has
by giving free tuning strips to
H. manL. Radio
Hoffman,
more than two million owners of
Corp., president
West Coastof Hofffirm, not decided when actual production
sets with turret tuners and to all said its sets will give complete will start, spokesmen reported. Nor
coverage, with present sets have probable prices been revealed,
new buyers in 1952, Vice President UHF
Richard A. Graver said with no out- easily adaptable. Conversion can those
but they
will bemanufacturers.
"competitive" Many
with
of other
adding an external con- models
side converter necessary. All that be done by putting
of the DuMont VHF line
a slug on the
servicemen need do, he explained, tuner, heverter orsaid.
contain built-in
provision fortuning
conis remove an unused VHF tuning
version by substituting
"Kaye-Halbert Corp., Culver City,
strip from the Admiral turret tuner will
make sets with UHF strips strips for local UHF channels.
and insert a UHF strip.
Spokesmen for Emerson Radio
He said Admiral was the first built-in when UHF stations are on
air and demand exists," said & Phonograph Corp. said their
company to produce the turret the
Harry Kaye, president. He said
at work on detuner,
present sets can be converted company hasvelopment ofbeen
adapters or convertthe use having
of UHF. "long anticipated" easily.
ers
but
they
were
not
in a position
Hallicrafters, Chicago, has four
General Electric Co. is prepared to discuss details.
approaches to the UHF problem: to market a continuous-tuning
Sylvania
Electric
Products
Install UHF strips on set models UHF "translator" for use with developed a converter which is has
reequipped with the dynamic or turret
VHF sets, according to
ted tduction,
o be "in
or ready
tuner; manufacture a UHF tuner present
spokesmen, who said it will retail around por$40.
with retail
pricefor"topro-be
for new sets not having the dynamic for
$49.95. Additionally, the comtuner, with the UHF tuner
Stewart-Warner Corp., Chicago,
panypectedhasto announce
developed —details
and isin the
exmounted in a space provided in the
said all sets have been convertible
chassis; manufacture a converter, near future
—
an
adapter
for
instalto
UHF by addition of tuning
which could be hooked on or placed
inside VHF sets to permit strips
since 1949. No plans for
on top of the receiver, and make them lation
to
receive
selected
UHF
making
converters were disclosed.
combination UHF-VHF sets if channels.
RCA-Victor
said it has been in
customers want one. A spokesman
Installation By Set Owner
production several months with
for the company said they could
UHF
receiving
equipment. For
manufacture such a combination
All Westinghouse VHF sets can
sets it has an all-channel
set now as preparatory work has be converted for UHF reception VHF
UHF
selector
to
be added to a
been completed. All Hallicrafters without sacrificing any of the 12
sets manufactured since June 1950 VHF channels and models intro- set. Two low-cost selectors are designed for areas with only one or
duced this year contain built-in
are equipped with turret tuners.
UHF stations. The selectors
Belmont Radio Corp., Chicago, UHF circuits making possible sin- two
are
said
to function on any make
gle-dial
tuning
of
UHF
as
well
as
which manufactures Raytheon tele- VHF, F. M. Sloan, manager of the TV set, with
simple installation.
vision sets, has a continuous UHF
Six
years
of field testing and
Division,
reporttuner which can be mounted on the Television-Radio
ed Thursday.
VHF tuner with a substitute dial.
experiments have gone into the
One-knob action will bring in 83
This year's sets, he said, "are equipment, it was added, based on
channels. If the auxiliary unit is equipped to use a new tube-type Washington and Bridgeport UHF
channel receptor. Two units reception. Reception will be as
added at the factory for conversion, plug-in
be used to give two additional
the cost is $29.95. If it is attached may
in the VHF band, accordUHF channels and it is anticipated good ing asto RCA.
in the field, it is $39.95. The unit that
will meet the needs in
Fred
D.
Ogilby, Philco Corp. vice
is a small box-like mechanism de- most this
areas for some time. The set president in
charge of TV, said,
scribed as the size of a portable
can make this installation. "all Philco television
sets have
radio which can be set on top or at owner
In case more than two UHF chan- been equipped to accept adapters
the side of the chassis.
nels
are
available
in
an
area,
an
for
a
number
of
years.
As soon
UHF Conversion Facilities
all-channel continuous tuning unit
operaAll sets in the line of Scott Labs., will be available. A dial for UHF as thetion UHF
and the stations
adaptersarearein needed,
Chicago and most of those made by tuning is incorporated in all sets." they will be available in any quanSets with single-dial tuning
John Meek Industries, Plymouth, manufactured
tity, since they have already been
this year, Mr.
Ind., are equipped with a turret Sloan said, can before
and perfected. We plan
be equipped via the developed
type tuner to which UHF Strips new tuner.
to
make
no profit on the adapters
can be added. The sets have been
but
sell
them
as a service to our
Retail price for the new tuner is
pre-wired for UHF conversion. The
customers when needed."
company has also produced a separate converter experimentally, but
will not produce these until there is
a demand for them, which Meek
officials expect next year "at the
earliest." The firm has also manufactured the UHF tuning strips experimental y, and could place these
in the hands of dealers "within a
week" ifrantedtheproduction.
public demand warStandard Coil Products Co.,
maker of tuners, has always produced atuner compatible to special
needs of UHF without additional
structural change or converter,
said Glen E. Swanson, president.
The company has made 5,750,000
tuners, he said, which can be
readied for UHF by simple substitution of coil strips for about
$10, including installation. It
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Merchandising

Magic

in Baltimore!

BRENT

JOE CROGHAN
Announcer and right hand man to
Brent Gunts, has a quick sense of
humor and a winning touch with
commercia
DON REDDING
WBAL's Sales Service Manager,
whoselate theprimary
corre-of
terrific function
power andis toeffect
"K. K." with the effort of the manufacturers' own local broker or
representative.
BILL MASON
Merchandising Manager, carefully
plans the campaign and promotions
for sponsors. He sets up luncheons,
shows and displays, and personally
visits dentdozens
of chain and indepenstores weekly.
JIM MARKIEWICZ
Another experienced grocery detail
man. Full-time on the street, achieving distribution, stimulating sales,
setting up displays, obtaining bonafide
orders
"K. K."to products.
Weekly
writtenfor reports
sponsors
on activities.

BROADCASTING
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K itchen Karnival, WBAL's outstanding daily half-hour
festival of fun, offers participating sponsors guaranteed, concentrated
merchandising for their products in the Baltimore area food stores.
Your product is exposed to thousands of customers. For instance:
Your product is mass displayed at luncheon broadcasts and at church
and civic broadcasts in and around Baltimore; it is sampled by
luncheon guests and audiences numbering over 500 each week; it is
given as prizes at every broadcast; it gets special point of sale display
and active in-store promotion from full-time merchandising men.

WBAL
50,000 Watts • NBC in Maryland
Nationally Represented by EDWARD PETRY & Co.
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CHICAGO AD GROUP
To Sponsor Contest
FOURTEEN radio and television
awards will be given to industry
members in Chicago by the Chicago
Federated Advertising Club in its
10th annual competition this year.
Entries from advertisers, stations,
networks and producers must be
entered by April 25 for judging in
the contest, results of which will
be announced at the annual banquet.
Radio entries competing for
awards in four classifications each
in network and local groups should
be in the form of a letter with descriptive and factual matter concerning the program or commercial (data on ratings, sponsor identification and accomplishments) all
accompanied by 33 1/3 transcriptions,
the
judgesor commercials
request. TV will
entries on shows
be judged on the basis of letters
and/or film.

Separate awards will be given
in radio and television to network
and local entries in these classes:
(1) sic,
programs
— drama, variety,
muaudience participation,
juvenile,
disc jockey; (2)nouncements,
commercial
anincluding station
breaks and (3) new program created during the year. A fourth
radio category is for special features, such as sports, public service,
women's
shows. shows, news and veteran's
Radio judgesKenneth
includeCraig,
Al Bland.
WBBM-CBS;
CBS;
Jane
EarleHarm,
Ludgin;WJJD;
Bruce Dennis,
WGN;Daly,Fred
Homer
Heck,
WMAQ-NBC;
Irene
Hess,
Ruthrauff
Ryan;Leo LeeBurnett,
Petrillo,andWCFL;
Nick &Wolf,
Woollen,
WENR-ABC,
all Chicago. Dick
Judges
for
TV
entries
are Jack
Arnold,
Henri,
& McDonald;
Hill
Blackett,
GrantHurst
Adv.;Dave
Bob Dole,
Brewster,
McCann-Erickson;
Leo
Burnett;
Fred
Klein,
Toni
Co.;
Jack
Odell,
Quaker
Oats Wallace,
Co.; Karl Needham,
Sutphin,
BBDO,
and
Alan
Louis & Brorby.
Representingon radio
and television,
respectively,
the B.general
committee
are Howard
Meyers,Co.awards
manager
of
the
O.
L.
Taylor
and
Gerald
A.
Vernon,
TV
network
sales
manager for ABC.

ABC CHICAGO
Moves to New Studios
ABC CHICAGO completed a $300,000 move last weekend, transfering its
Merchandise
ties to the
Chicago Mart
Daily faciliNews
Bldg. across the river from its Civic
Opera Bldg. headquarters [B»T,
Marchoperated
31]. WENR,
ABC'shas owned
and
radio outlet,
what
Vice President John H. Norton Jr.
terms "a completely new broadcastingofsetup"which
witharesixnowmodern
studios, five
being
built on the 24th and 25th floors.
One of the new studios will be used
for both radio and WENR-TV,
while another, now a TV room, will
be converted to radio use also.
New facilities in addition to the
AM studios include a master control unit and an engineering equipment maintenance shop, as well as
12 tape
recorders.
Modern is portable equipment
for remotes
being
purchased also, including microphone stands, amplifiers and cords.

"one of cur greatest assets. . .public relations
program built largely around WSGN and WSGN-FM'

That POWER-ful Station

(WHBS and WHBS-FM, Huntsville, Alabama, available
in optional combination at substantial savings.)
r WSGN is affiliated with ABC and is the key station for
L
tthe Alabama Broadcasting System.
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CONVENTIONS
Full CBS Staff Assigned
EVERY regular CBS Radio and
CBS Television news broadcaster,
backed by the entire radio network
editing and writing staff, will be
in Chicago for coverage of the
Presidential
it was announced lastconventions,
week.
Regular news commentators to
be assigned to the political coverage, under sponsorship of Westinghouse Electric Corp., include Edward R. Murrow, Robert Trout,
Eric Sevareid, Lowell Thomas, Bill
Downs, Don Hollenbeck, Allan
Jackson, Winston Burdett, Douglas
Edwards, Walter Cronkite and the
entire New York and Washington
news staffs of both CBS Radio and
TV networks. David Schoenbrun,
who has been covering Gen. Eisenhower's Paris
also
will be sent
to headquarters,
Chicago.
Regional reporters, also to be in
Chicago tarifor
CBS AM-TV
es, are Grant
Holcomb,commenKNXT
(TV) Los Angeles; Jim Bormann,
WCCO Minneapolis-St. Paul;
Charles Ashley, WEEI Boston;
Charles Shaw, WCAU- TV Philadelphia, and Jack Knell, WBTV
(TV)LouisCharlotte,
KSD-TV
St.
will alsoN.be C.represented
by a local news broadcaster.
CBS Radio coverage will be diby WellsRadio
Church,
chief ofrectedCBS
news,editor-inassisted
by Theodore F. Koop, Washington
news head; Henry Wefing, New
York editor; Dallas Townsend,
special events director, and Lew
Shollenberger, Washington special
events director.
Executive coverage
producer will
of CBS-TV
convention
be Sig
Mickelson, CBS-TV director of
news and public affairs, who is also
chairman of the TV network pool
executive committee. He will be
assisted
by Fritz
Littlejohn,
tor of news,
and Betty
Koenig,direcTV
program
assistant.
CBS-TV
technical operations will be headed by
R. G. Thompson, director of technical operations.

WASH. STATE CLINIC
Set for Friday, Saturday
WASHINGTON State Assn. of
Broadcasters is to hold its WSAB
Sales Clinic and annual spring
meeting this Friday and Saturday
at Pullman, Wash.
thosearelisted
speakers
forAmong
the clinic
Kevinas Sweeney,
vice president, BAB; Joe Ward,
general search
manager,
Advertising
ReBureau Inc.,
and Maurice
Mitchell,
Associated
Program
Service. BAB has scheduled a program
clinic in Seattle Friday, and WSAB
hopes that William Ryan, BAB
president, will speak before the
gathering, either Friday or Saturday. Expected to be on hand is Jim
Cox, West Coast representative for
BMI, which also is holding clinics
in the northwest region.
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(^) Complete facilil
for Smaller Stations
Adaptable for more

■■

■■

Comprehensive Installations

38

i

the

77>e GATES 52-CS Studioette is ideally suited for smaller stations
because it provides complete studio operation for present AM, FM
and TV service — yet is often incorporated into a larger master
control type of installation.
In design and construction, the GATES 52-CS Studioette is
modern in every respect. At modest cost, it possesses many features
usually found in only the most comprehensive and expensive
consoles and is intended for service where fidelity, noise and
distortion requirements are exacting.

The 52-CS
" Studioette provides four
""""channels,
^^^^^^^
for microphone
service
and two W
formixing
turntables. Bothtwo turntable
chan-nels\are provided with cue attenuators so that turntables, network or remote lines may be connected
to an external cueing amplifier where desired. The
Studioette will accommodate three remote lines
with complete override and cue facilities.
Four amplifiers are provided; two 2-stage preamplifiers, one 4-stage high gain program amplifier and one 3-stage, 50 Db. gain, monitoring
amplifier. Power supply is self-contained.

©

52-CS STUDIOETTE
For AM, FM, TV Studio applications.
Also recommended for recording
studio use and as high quality control unittralized
forradiopublic
address and ceninstallations.
Response— Plus or minus IV2 Db., 30-15,000 cycles.
Distortion— Program circuit including preamplifiers,
less than 1% from 50- 15,000 cycles.
Monitoring
2% orcycles.
less at 4
watts output,amplifier,
50 to 15,000
Noise—
Program
circuit
overall
65
Db.
below
plus
8 Dbm.

3
• Same high quality components as in
all GATES speech equipment.
• Inputshields.
transformers have multiple mumetal
• Allturetransformers
impregnated and moissealed.
• Shock mounted tubes in preamplifiers and
first stage high level amplifier.
• Self contained power supply.
• Attractive steel cabinet tilts back for chang:
ing tubes,strips.
cleaning attenuators and reaching
terminal
• Under-chassis
wiring quickly exposed by removing top.

• Large, illuminated 4" VU meter.
Write today for GATES SPEECH INPUT CATALOG where the junctional block diaram and complete specifications of the GATES 52-CS Studioette will better acquaint you
•ith the complete facilities provided in this versatile, yet inexpensive, speech input equipment.
GATES
RADIO
COMPANY,
QUINCY,
ILLINOIS, U.S.A.
MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS SINCE 1922
n, Texas • Warner Building, Washington, D. C. • International Division, 13 E. 40th St., New York City
lpany, Montreal, Quebe
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BASEBALL WIRES
Majors' Service Maintained
WESTERN UNION strike did not
affect baseball game reconstruction
service to stations and networks so
far as major league play was concerned, but wired reports of minor
league games were halted completely by the line tie-up, company
spokesmen said last week.
It was reported that supervisory
personnel and, in some cases, nonunion women telegraphers had
coupled with sportswriters at baseball fields to feed play-by-play
descriptions to radio outlets. Caught
in some instances without any
workers of its own, Western Union $100 JACKPOT for best guess among 149 media men in 14 states on arrival
was understood to have resorted to time of first ship to pass through ice-clogged Duluth Harbor into Great
its arch rival, telephone, to fulfill Lakes goes to Clifford E. Bolgard (seated), media director at Sherman &
its sports services, with result that Marquette
Adv., Chicago, from John Erickson (right) of Free & Peters, same
even news
copyparks
was being
station representative for WDSM Duluth. Station also conducted a local
from
baseball
by the "wired"
end of city,
last week when service was re- promotion, counting 50,000 entries from the public for $500 in cash prizes
stored to 1,104 cities throughout and $1,500 in merchandise. Other Free & Peters Chicago radio salesmen are
the nation.
(I to r) Art Bagge, Dean Milburn and Ray Neihengen.

NEW YORK ADWOMEN
Contest Winners Announced
WINNERS in the 23d annual advertising course conducted by Advertising Women of New York
were presented
$100 andandhonorable
$50 defense bonds as first
mention
prizes
at
New
York's
Waldorf - Astoria last Monday.
Helen Berg, AWNY president,
made the presentations.
Winners
includeHousekeeping
: Carol Brock,magazine,
hostess
editor
of Good
first
prize
in
merchandising,
and
Doris
Standfield, advertising department,
Johnson
Pub.
New York,
tie'd
with licMrs.relations
BrockCo.,
place whoinMarcia
pubandfor first
publicity;
>
Wiley,
Yachting
Pub.
Co.,
New
York,
tied for first prize in copywriting, and
won honorable
mention Phyllis
in publicLevoy,
relations and publicity;
Esquire
Socks,
New
York,
tied
with
Miss Wiley in copywriting; Vee Hoover,
Bellinger-Davis
Traveland Service,
York,
first in art
layout; New
and
Nancy Lee Hicks of Time Inc., New
York,
and
Margo
Hughes
of
Johnson
Pub.
awarded honorable
mentionsCo.in were
merchandising.
NIELSEN-SAMS
To Make Separate Surveys
A. C.ard Audit
NIELSEN
CO. and Services
Stand& Measurement
last week were proceeding with individual station and network coverage survey projects, following
failure of attempts toward a merger ofmenttheservices.
two audience measureAnnouncing that it had proved
impossible
to work
agreement between
Nielsenoutandan SAMS,
A. C. Nielsen, president of his company, saidhave Monday
that "Negotiations
been discontinued
and
we are proceeding at full speed and
with all the resources of our organization to produce — for the benefit
of the radio and television industries— the most accurate, impartial
and useful coverage service ever

CBS Radio
Network
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developed."BMB Is Praised
Praising BMB as "a well executIf a Tony Wons were to ask that question
ed pioneer
Mr. years
Nielsensince
declared thateffort,"
the seven
BMB's first survey show that a
over a WGR microphone today, he'd have an
"vastly improved technique" is
needed todayurementstowhichgive
will stations
do themmeasfull
audience far bigger than the "good old days."
justice. The problems which existOne day recently, ONE offer of a sample jar
ed "even in the old days" have been
"greatly magnified by the growth
of skin cream brought 3,000 requests
of television," he averred.
Without entering into the respective merits of the two systems of
flooding in from Buffalo, western New York
audience measurement used by the
two
organizations,
industry observand Pennsylvania and from our Canadian
ers noted that Nielsen's use of a
probability
sample
and personal
listeners across the river.
interviews will give results quite
different from those obtained by
Yes, WGR means We Get Results!
Standard through a quota sample
and a mail ballot. Fear was expressed that attention of the buyers as well as the sellers of broadcast time would be focused on the
differences in individual network or
station coverage data as reported
RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO 3, N. Y.
by the two measuring services,
rather than on the up-to-date picNational Representatives: Free & Peters. Ino.
turetionof andtoday's
and TV both
stanetworkradioaudiences
teo J. ("Fitz") Fitzpafrick
services are designed to produce.
I. R. ("Ike") Lounsberry
ROADCASTING
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KB

ROBERT

G

announces

MEEKER

as

&

exclusive

the appointment

of

ASSOCIATES,

national

Inc.

representatives

And what does that mean to you? It means, if you're an advertiser intent on selling Southern California, a new, easy, low-cost
way to get what you want:
BUY KBIG, Giant Economy Package of Southern California Radio, directing 10,000 watts of sealed-beam power over the Great
Salt Water Route to cover Southern California like the sky
THROUGH

MEEKER, A 1 w a y s- Where- You -Need- Them- Most

Station Representatives, with offices in New

York, Chicago,

Philadelphia, San Francisco, Los Angeles.
New
San

York

Chicago

Francisco

and

Philadelphia

Los

Angeles.

When You Think Southern California, Think BIG (5,000,000 people)
When You Think BIG, Think K-BIG (10,000 Watts— 740 kc.)
When You Think K-BIG, Think MEEKER (other end of your phone)

*
a complete

BROADCASTING

remember
coverage
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KBIG
combination

and

MEEKER

for Southern

California
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BROADCASTERS
with an eye on
TELEVISION

The long TV "freeze" is over at last!
And now that FCC is opening the floodgates, preparing
to expand TV, you can begin to see where you might fit
into the TV picture.
Whatever you decide to do about TV, it goes without
saying that it should be based on the latest and most
accurate
information
and associated
fields. about what's happening in the TV
For the last 7Vi years, nearly all top executives in the
broadcasting, telecasting and allied fields have been
reading Martin Codel's weekly TELEVISION DIGEST and
utilizing its various services. Perhaps it's time for you to
start doing so, too.
We want you to test the usefulness of TELEVISION
DIGEST without committing yourself to any long-term obligation—hence this offer to send you our full TV Services
for the next 13 weeks for only $18. Regular rate is $100
per year— and our current semi-annual Factbook plus FCC's
Final Allocation Report, which you will get as part of this
trial offer, would cost $10 if purchased separately.
Use the convenient order form below. We'll start
service the very day it reaches our office.
USE THIS HANDY

ORDER FORM

Television Digest
Wyatt Building
Washington 5, D. C.
Please send me the full TV Services* of TELEVISION DIGEST for
next 13 weeks at your Special Introductory Rate of $18 [Regular
rate: $100 per year]. Address the Reports to:
Name.
Company.
Address ...
... Zone... _. State...
City □ bill company
□ bi
□ $18 check enclosed
Includes
Weekly
Newsletter,
plus
TV
Factbook
No.
14
with
Weekly
date, plus
and Reports, pertaining to TV (includingAddenda
243-pageto
end-of
freeieallTV Supplements
Allocation Report).
Full Text of
FCC's FINAL ALLOCATION REPORT
Included With This Offer
■/
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House Rules Clarification
To Be Asked — Bormann
NEWS RIGHTS
MEMBERS of the National Assn. of Radio News Directors will strive
in the 83d Congress for a clarification of House rules spelling out rights
of radio-TV reporters in covering Congressional proceedings, NARND
President Jim Bormann, WCCO Minneapolis, promised last week.
Mr. Bormann
said the
ciation
will workalsoclosely
withassothe *
Columbus last Saturday. The
American Bar Assn. to set up a WCCO news and public affairs director was to serve as chairman for
"code of decorum" for radio and
video coverage of legal trials and a panel discussion of "New Techlegislative hearings.
niques in Presentation of News by
NARND objectives were outlined
and Television."
Mr. Bormann
decried the House
by Mr. Bormann in a talk prepared Radio
for delivery during a session of ban on radio-TV coverage and a
Ohio State U.'s 22d Institute for resolution adopted by ABA's House
recommending
legisEducation by Radio-Television at of Delegates
lation to prohibit
similar reporting
of trials and hearings.
Strictly Business
These twin developments, he as(Continued from page 20)
serted, "constitute a serious transthe people's right andto
part of the Mutual network. Col. know whatgres ion oftheir
Davies again left WIP, when called their courts are government
and areto
back as a reserve officer in World aimed at restrictingdoing"
full access
War II, serving as lieutenant col- the news. He described the actions
otionnel inofthe
sec- as a "cause of serious concern" to
the counter-propaganda
infantry.
radio-TV newsmen and declared
Col. Davies started his own busi- NARND will "resist" them.
ness as radio and television conNARND members will seek clarisultant in 1946. A year later he
fication early next year, in view
organized the Edward Davies of early adjournment of the 82d
Assoc., television spot producer. Congress, in hope of spelling out
One television film he produced was rights of reporters to use their
Musselman's Apple
This "tools of trade freely, but with
commercial,
made Products.
in 1949 with
They ABA
also plan
to dePennsylvania Dutch characters and discretion."
vise a code with
assistance
dialect, is still in use. The O-Cel-0 that would "modify the obtrusive
Mop film, made two years ago, also
of full radio-TV coverage
is still on television. Other films features"
include Valley Forge Beer and "without extinguishing the people's
American Floor Covering Co.
right toofbenews
fully informed."as a facWhen the Television Assoc. of Role
tor in successfulcoverage
station operation
Philadelphia was formed in 1951, and public relations was explored
Col. Davies was an originator and by Charles Day, WGAR Cleveland,
was its president last year. The during that session. He cited "tregroup, starting with 20, now has World WarmendousII growth"
of stations
since
and noted
that many,
110 members. He is board chairman.
particularly in smaller areas,
geared their operation to good news
Davies' Co.newbecame
appointment
withCol.DeFrenes
effective coverage. Adequate news operaApril 1. The firm has made film
tion automatically solves public relations problems, he added.
for 36 years and is the oldest in
"Better
friendships mean a
Philadelphia. Some DeFrenes accounts are RCA air-conditioning, deeper understanding of what the
Sylvan Seal milk, Good and Plenty community problems are and enable a station to put its shoulder
candy, Old Reading beer, Drexel
furniture, Philadelphia Saving to the wheel in common with peoFund Society and Rival food.
ple and organizations — civic, fraThree awards were made by the
r educational,"
asserted.
Otherternal opanel
membershe scheduled
Navy for motion pictures produced were
John
Shelley,
WHO
Des
by Col.
the DeFrenes
Co. in 1950.
Moines,
and Worth,
James Byron,
WBAPDavies believes
now that TV
Forth
on
news
and
"the freeze on TV stations is lifted,
events coverage for radio
the new independent stations will special
have to rely on the film companies and TV, respectively.
for their program needs, since it
will be ecomonically impractical for
the stations to use live talent and GIFT OF WDET
produce their own shows. The cost
Accepted by Wayne U.
of film will be negligible compared
Board of Education, actto production of live shows, and as DETROIT
ing on behalf of Wayne U., has
the number of television stations
accepted WDET (FM) Deincreases,
the cost
should thego former
down." formally
Col. Davies
married
as a gift7].from the UAW-CIO
[B*T, troitApril
Thelma
Melrose,
who
was
a
memWithout conditions, the land,
ber of the Philadelphia Civic Opera
Co. His hobbies include gardening tower, transmitter, studio building
and
were given free and
and caring for his seashore home clear equipment
to uationthewas university.
evalin Beach Haven, N. J. Col. Davies
estimated
atTotal
$125,000.
is also the originator of the Island Dr. Paul B. Rickard, head
of
the
Arts and Science Club in Beach university radio-TV department,
Haven and is a member of the Poor will manage the station.
Richard Club.
ROADCASTING
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resa sales wallop as these Hooperatings on the
such
figu
e pack
<ecan
WGBI audience: 56.6 in the morning . . . 59.0 in the afternoon
... 72.0 in the evening.* These ratings— which set a record
for all CBS stations — become even more impressive in view
of the extremely high sets-in-use percentages in all three
time segments !

This remarkably heavy listening occurs in Scranton, which
is situated in the Scranton-Wilkes-Barre market where WGBI
is the favorite station among 694,000 people who are eager to
listen and able to buy. And there's also a bonus from Hazleton,
where WGBI has the largest share of listeners in some time
periods in the Wilkes-Barre-Hazleton area.**
In fact, the only things that's low at WGBI is the rate
structure . . . which warrants calling your John Blair man today!
'Figures from Hooper Scranton Radio Audience Index, March-April 1951.
••Figures from the Pulse of Wilkes-Barre-Hazleton, November 12-16, 1951.

WGBI
Mrs. M. E. Megargee, President • George D. Coleman, General Manager
CBS Affiliate • 910 KC
• 1000 Watts Day
• 500 Watts Night
JOHN
BROADCASTING
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ABC-UPT
MERGER
Gordon Brown
Opposes
OPPOSITION to the proposed ABC
and United Paramount Theatres
merger was voiced during the FCC
hearings last week by Gordon
Brown, owner of WSAY Rochester,
who appeared as a public witness
[B*T, April 14]. Mr. Brown has
been an enemy of radio networks
ever since he and ABC disagreed
on
the years
network's
several
ago. rate practices
Also testifying were Harold M.
Wheelahan, general manager of
WSMB New Orleans, and Paul
Raibourn, Paramount Pictures vice
president in charge of television.
Today (Monday) Leonard H.
Goldenson, UPT president, and
Robert B. Wilby, UPT director, are
scheduled to return for cross-examination by the FCC. Wednesday
Barney Balaban, president of Paramount Pictures, is slated to appear,
and A. H. Blank, UPT director, will
probably be cross-examined a week
from today.
Mr. Brown last week predicted
that instead of increasing network
competition — as ABC President
Robert E. Kintner said would happen if ABC merged with UPT—
there would be less competition
between networks. He said that
Mutual and Liberty networks, now
behind ABC on the competitive
ladder, would be left even farther
back if ABC were allowed to zoom
ahead with the aid of UPT's resources.
Mr. Brown claimed that the mer-

ger of ABC and UPT looked, to
him, like the merger of two monopolistic groups into a much larger
group.
He is concerned about the merger
of ABC with a motion picture distributing company because he fears
feature films — which might otherwise be used by the independent
station owner for pay-as-you-see
TV — will be used by the network
adjunct of the ABC-UPT combination for network programming.
Mr. Brown said he thinks payas-you-see television will be the
salvation of independent TV outlets,
asserting that cost of programming cannot be met by advertisers.
Mr. Wheelahan appeared Tuesday afternoon and spent most of
his time under direct examination.
Major portion
his testimony concerned WSMBof programming
and
public service record. WSMB is
now owned by City Stores Mercantile Co. and United ParamountRichards Theatres. What is sought
is Commission
approval
transfer of control from
E. V. ofRichards
Jr. to UPT.
Mr. Raibourn, who appeared the
last half of the week, underwent
aFCCgruelling
counselcross-examination
Arthur Gladstone.from
Mr. Gladstone is a Commission
attorney regularly assigned to the
Common Carrier Bureau but
"drafted"
Ford,
chief
of thebyFCCFrederick
Hearing W.Division.
He seemed to be trying to establish abasis to prove that Paramount Pictures attempted to hold
back television development by control of certain electronic devices,

IN SYRACUSE

.

WJBK

GRANT
Gets 1500 kc, 70 kw
WJBK Detroit got FCC approval
last Wednesday to increase its
power and change its frequency
from 250 w, 1490 kc, to 10 kw day,
5 kw night,
on [B«T,
1500 kcApril
with 14].
directional antenna
Cost of the nroject will total
$259,535.
Simultaneously, two other applications contingent on the WJBK
frequency shift and power boost
were approved by the Commission.
WABJ Adrian, Mich., got a CP to
change from 1500 kc to 1490 kc,
and fromtion. Anddaytime
WMRNto fulltime
Marion, operaOhio,
got permission
to
install
a
new
antenna and ground system and make
other changes; however, it keeps its
present
frequency of 1490 kc with
250 w fulltime.
Last fall FCC Hearing Examiner
Fanny cision
Litvin
looking issued
toward antheinitial
grant de-of
WJBK's
application
and thebutother
two
dependent
applications,
the
FCC Broadcast Bureau subsequent-

ly submitted objections to these
proposed findings.
In its final decision, the Commission ordered that WJBK would
have to construct a two-element
directional array to determine the
effect of a powerline, which is
nearby the transmitter site, upon
the pattern.
If these tests are satisfactory,
WJBK can go ahead and build the
proposed eight-element array.
WJBK plans to build towers from
hollow tubing, running the wires
inside the tubing to the warning
lights. In addition, all transmission lines and couplings are to be
buried underground to insure a true
With the power increase, the
pattern.
Fort Industry Station will serve
7,980 more people than it does now
during
at night.the day, and 1,197,344 more

WABJ Adrian, operating fulltime, will provide the first nighttime primary service to its area.
The change
in WMRN
antenna will cover
98%% Marion's
of Marion
at
night
instead
of
85%
of
the
city,
through its relationship with its present nighttime coverage. The
Scophony Corp. of America. SCA
area includes 8,192 percontrolled rights to certain elec- increased
sons daytime and 4,873 persons
tronic developments, principally
large-screen theatre TV. Para- nighttime.
mount Pictures at one time was a
rate card has been issued at
25% owner of Scophony with Gen- NEW
Louisville, Ky., effective May
eral Precision Equipment Corp. also WHAS
15,
according
Neil Clinc,
holding 25CA. The other half of
rector at the tostation.
Card sales
providesdiSCA was owned by British inter- new time bracket from 6 to 7 a.m.
with A and B Class unchanged.
ests.

T£C€WSfO#

• ••Does NOT Replace it as a Source
of Entertainment and Information
Syracuse is a two-TV-station city. According to Niagara Mohawk
Power Company monthly surveys, 71% of the homes in the
Syracuse area have TV sets. According to the calamity howlers,
radio in Syracuse should be a dead duck. Butrtwo separate surveys
of television homes show that radio is alive and vigorously kicking.
(Details, including methods of sampling, free on request). Here
are the results :
TV Homes Only,
Number
Survey
Date
Homes of Number
Hours per Day
TV Homesof Average
Called
Radio Television
4.50
493
2.90
763
No. 1
Oct. 51
493
4.76
No. 2 Dec. '51
704
3.24
ST^'St****- TV.
Combined
1467
986
SUpJ>l"nents h V" «*J.ced Pr°^
4.52
3.07
MUSE
570 KC
NBC Affiliate. WSYR-AM-FM-TV. . . the Only Complete Broadcast
Institution in Central New York. Headley-Reed, National Representative
BROADCASTING
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FOR YOUR INFORMATION:
U.S. oil men found more new oil in 1951 than ever before in any
one-year period in history, but they had to buck big odds and invest vast
sums of money to do it.
They drilled nearly 45,000 new wells in 1951 (another all-time
record) , and spent more than two billion dollars in their ceaseless search
for new oil reserves.
The result was more than five billion barrels of new
oil for the wings and wheels of America.
Indicative of both the odds and the costliness of the great quest
for liquid petroleum, however, is the fact that 16,500 of the 45,000 wells
turned out to be nothing but dry holes — holes which represented a loss
of time, labor and capital.
Much of 1951' s two billion dollar investment went down the drain in
this fashion, but for oil men and for America there is no alternative.
Only a drill will determine whether a well will be a producer or
a dry hole, and oil men must drill thousands of them to expand known
fields and to bring in new fields.
The chances of finding oil in commercial quantities in an area where
it never has been found before are long and hard. The basic odds are
eight to one against success ; the chances of bringing in a field with an
ultimate recovery of a million barrels or more are 43 to one ; the odds against
finding a field that will yield 50 million barrels or more are 966 to one.
Even if an oil man is lucky enough to beat these odds and bring in
a well, here are some additional facts which must be considered: one
million barrels of oil is equivalent to only four hours' supply for the
United States; 50 million barrels is enough for only eight days' supply.
Last year, oil men drilled 6,189 new-field exploratory wildcats
and of these 5,505 were dry holes.
Since their average cost is $90,000 or
more, it is readily apparent why the search for oil is both hazardous and
expensive.
Finding oil is only part of what it takes to keep the family car
rolling, and to fill other demands for petroleum products.
Year after
year, oil men plow back into their business more than 50 cents out of every
dollar earned.
This plowing back, which was the biggest in history in
1951, helped oil men to set new crude supply records, and enabled them to
add new refinery capacity, new transportation and marketing facilities,
and to expand their operations extensively to keep pace with consumer
demand.
Planning, foresight, private enterprise and competition make such
feats possible.

Edwin W. Esmay, Acting Executive Director
Oil Industry Information Committee
American Petroleum Institute
50 West- 50th Street, New York 20, N. Y.
BROADCASTING
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Legal Scientific Opinion Divided
(Continued from page 25)
Orleans, Kansas
St. Louis,Nashville,
Buffalo,
get a grant or be heard in compara- Portland,
Ore., City,
Memphis,
tive hearings.
Houston, Richmond,
Norfolk, Seattle,
But, a serious and vehement mi- Spokane.
• Educational
reservations,
particnority of the several dozen Washularlyvolvedwhere
frequencies
are
in-of
, are ana VHF
abortion.
In many
ington practitioners contacted by the largest
markets,
change
of
reservaBroadcasting • Telecasting durt
i
o
n
t
o
UHF
would
permit
the
estabment of four VHFnetworks.
assignments,
ing the week dissented sharply foster four lishcompetitive
from this attitude.
•
Attempt
to
consider
UHF
asit good
as VHF
— or thatfiction.
some dayUHFsoonwill
will
"The FCC decision is one of the be—
is
merest
cost
lowest points in the history of ra- VHF.
more money to get less coverage than
dio regulation,"
declared
one
at• Channel-by-channel procedure is a
torney noted for the pithiness of "monstrosity."
Alreadyapplicants.
there is Failtalk
his observations.
of "meetings"
something among
like that,
applicants in
"From an engineering or an eco- each ingcity
will be engaged in a "rat
nomic point of view, this is ludi• people,
Plan doesit indicates
not give where
TV service
crous,"
said
a
well-known
consultthe
there tois
race."
ing engineer.
not anyment forservice.
ThereTherefore,
is no requireprotection.
station
Composite of opposition views operators
who
they
run the gamut. Some of these are coveringwillandnever
how know
much
territory.
Coverage will depend
on power
and
views are as follows:
antenna
heights
of
co-channel
and
adThe primary
purpose
seems
to be
jacentstations.
channel stations, not on inditoto •establish
a
system
of
TV
allocations
vidual
deprive applicants and licensees of • Third Notice set up five priorities,
their rightsnicatiasons Actset
in the Commusaid anythingin Gulf
about areas,
zones, com220. Forforthexample,
there is never
mile separations
nothing
in
the
final
TV
report
regardbination of facilities
andreport
city makes
spacings.a
ing protection
to
stations
against
interTherefore,
the
final
ference, nothing about service, no "mockery" of administrative procedure
penalties
against non-use
a channel.its rules.
• The Commission
has ofabdicated
• When mixture
shown
how to avoidblithely
interevils, Commission
responsibility
choosing
betweenIt has
ap- ignored
plicants on theforbasis
of demand.
recommendation.
For
example,
commercial
institutedof inseparations,
place thereof
a "mumbo- Madison,
that Wis.,
lone VHF
channel operators
be made
jumbo"
ment withdraws
from theetc.between
FCCThe thedocure- asked
educational,mercial.three
UHF channels
B
u
t
Commission
refusedcom-to
s
p
o
n
s
i
b
i
l
i
t
y
o
f
deciding
conbudge.
flicting
applications
on
the
basis
of
service and equitable distribution, etc. Communications
• Decision floutsAct,
Sec. dealing
307(b) of with
the
criteria aie
equitablecities
distribution
of frequencies
to
For• Separation
example,
Jackson,
Miss.,too
isrigid.
218is various
and
states.
How
can
anymiles
from
Pensacola,
Fla.,
which
one
economically
establish
UHF
in
assigned
VHF
Channel
3.
Therefore,
New
Jersey,
when
that
state
will
be
Jackson cannot have the same VHF blanketed with VHF signals from New
channel.
had the FCCfromstarted
upYet,its assignments
west York and Philadelphia TV stations?
todrawing
east,have
instead
ofChannel
vice versa,
action during past
would
had
3 accident
and Jackson
Pensa-of weekOnlywasformal
a directive to the Federal
cola
would
not.
Thus,
an
drafting decided the assignment. Even Communications Bar Assn. Comwith
Commission's
avowal of theit
mittee on Practice and Procedure
rigiditynottheofadhere
its minimum
does
strictly toseparations,
them.
to study the document, report
•
Monopoly
now
existing
in
one
and
recommendations
to the FCBA exetwo-station ofmarkets
is perpetuated.
cutive committee.
Desirability
VHF
is enhanced
through
the
extra-wide
coverage
it
is
permitted
It is believed that such a report
and markets.
the scarcity
of suchin channels
in
be ready in about two weeks.
key
most
cities
theremeansareFactthat
lessthatTVthan
four major
VHFto willFCBA
Practice and Procedure
channels
is
doomed
beas these
a two-network
service.
Such
cities
Committee is chairmanned by Wilhave
less
than
four
VHF:
Atliam
J.
Dempsey,
includes also
lanta, Miami,
Baltimore,
Cleveland,
Cincinnati,
Detroit,
Indianapolis,
New Thomas W. Wilson (Dow, Lohnes

& Albertson), Robert M. Booth Jr.
(Bingham, Collins, Porter &
Kistler), James A. McKenna Jr.,
W. Theodore Pierson, Henry G.
Fischer.
Whole long procedure last fall
of filing comments, counter comments, pleadings was a pure waste
of time in the view of those opposing the Commission's final TV
report.
In fact, one law firm in Washington is chortling over its prescience:
It advised its clients not to file
anything on the ground that the
expense and time involved was not
worth the minute chance of changing the Commission's
mind. certain
Many
observers were
that
the
three-and-a-half
freeze was totally unnecessary year
(see
editorial, Four Wasted Years?,
B»T, April 14). They feel the
same results could have been accomplished without putting TV on
a siding for that length of time.
Attitude Dates From 1948
Opponents
of theRobert
document
rallied round Comr.
F. Jones
and his bitter dissent. They
pointed out that his dissent was
predicated on previous expressions
of his attitude — going back as far
as 1948 when he opposed the
Commission's
denying
the
Yankee
Networkaction
the right
to apply
for a Hartford, Conn., channel for
Bridgeport,
Conn. at that time
The Commission
ruled that Yankee Network would
have to petition for rule-making
procedure in order to change a
channel from Hartford to Bridgeport. When Yankee did so, it
turned the New England radio
chain down.
They emphasized that he iterated
the same viewpoint in the Third
Notice last year [B»T, March 26,
1951]. In that case, Comr. Jones
referred to his previous stand that
a fixed allocation was illegal and
improper.
When the Commission asserted
its right to make a fixed allocation

■++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++
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LOW HURDLE

—

4
m
Mister PLUS

A race occurs whenever ads
Are set in type or spoken.
The winner (properly in plaids)
Sees low-cost records broken.
If you would win this profit-race,
Watch Mister PLUS in action:
Per dollar spent, he's in first place
In audience reaction!
- the difference is MUTUAL!
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last year, after FCBA had attacked
the
of the proposal,
Joneslegality
maintained
the same Comr.
position,
they
pointed
Essence of Comr.out.Jones dissent
isThethis,
according cannot
to his prejudge
friends:
Commission
application proceedings on an abstract basis without
considering
the differences
in terrain,
size of
cities, trading areas, cultural areas
— all of which are different for each
city in the country.
General attitude of those opposis thating theit Commission's
is not necessaryfinalto report
accept
it as a fait accompli.
Since there will be no processing
until July 1, they say, there is still
time
"for from
privatetheenterprise
be
released
shackles toand
bonds of an abstract allocation plan
which evades competitive hearings
on applications and ignores the
basic elements required to be decided between cities pursuant to
Section 307 (b) of the Communica-

\
|'}
j
1i
ji
j
I
Ij
i
j
j

A proponent
tions Act." of the Commission's
report
with Comr. Jones'
dissent disagreed
in this manner:
Basically, he said, Comr. Jones
disagrees with the FCC majority
on two counts — legality of fixed
allocations and separations.
Separations Can Be Reduced
Legality of fixed allocation may
be a debatable question. It can
never be finally decided until the
courts have a chance to rule on it.
On separations,
Comr.theyJones'
sential point is that
can es-be |
reduced. Such a move would, he
averred, riskterferencthe
unknowns
ine. Itwould
eliminateof the
safety factor which the FCC put
into its assignments for future j
years when more is known about
propagation. Therefore, to reduce
separations now is too great a risk.
He also claimed that Comr. Jones
compared median separations in
the Commission's table of assignments to charge the FCC with inconsistency. But, cities do not arrange themselves evenly, he declared. Therefore, it would be impos ible to equalize separations
throughout the country. What the
FCC has done has been to set up
minimum separations, he pointed
out.

N.Y. RADIO, TV CLUBS
Proposed Merger Protested
UNEXPECTED protests to the
proposed
tives Clubmerger
of New ofYorkRadio
and ExecuAmerican Television Society led I. E.
Showerman, REC president, Thursday to call a special post-season
meeting of his organization for
May
15, time Protests
and placearose
still toafterbe
announced.
mailing of ballots to REC and its
members for vote on the merger
[B*T, April 14], Mr. Showerman
said.Besides asking votes on the
merger, endorsed by officers and
boards of both organizations, letters request members to indicate
preference
of a name
the combined association,
listingfor suggested
names.
BROADCASTING
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The best time to drive a
of 6 P.M. and midnight. WWJ delivers more Detroit listeners* during
those six impressionable hours — Monday through Friday — than any
other station.
And WWJ's average cost-per-thousand nighttime listeners is 28% lower
than the average cost-per-thousand for nighttime radio in Detroit.
So— If you've got something to sell, do a WWJ-sized job. Cover a marketplace that sold over 4 billion dollars worth of goods in 1951 . . .
* based on Pulse ratings

FIRST IN DETROIT Owned and Operated by THE DETROIT NEWS
National Representatives: THE GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY
Associate Television Station WWJ-TV
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BojicM1,
NBC Affiliate
AM— 590 KllOCYCLES-5000 WATTS
FM — CHANNEL 246—97.1 MEGACYCLES
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Opening to Mark
Anniversary
WCAU CENTER
WCAU-AM-FM-TV Philadelphia will formally open its new radio-video
center at dualandceremonies
WCAU's 30 years
broadcasting
four yearsalsoof celebrating
television programming.
Date ofis toradiobe
set sometime in late May.
With major construction com- ★ struction completed and installaference-audition ro ms, one adtion of technical and office equipjacent to the TV sales department
ment proceeding on schedule, and the other next to radio sales.
Donald W. Thornburgh, WCAU A third conference-audition room,
television production personnel,
stations
announcedpresident-general
last week that manager,
the new for
is located in the TV production decenter will be ready for the an- partment.
niversary celebration.
The auditioning rooms have adWCAU is now located at 1622
joining booths with film and sound
Chestnut St., which, in 1931 when projection equipment. In addition,
it was built, was reportedly the there will be a completely equipped
first building in the country con- commercial film department.
structed exclusively for radio.
Mr. Thornburg commented,
Both buildings are a far cry from "WCAU's new building, which is
the small Market St. building the
most complete radio and telewhere the station first went on the
vision center in the world, repreair in 1922.
sents unlimited potential for radio
The new center will boast 100,000 and television broadcasting.
sq. ft. of floor space and is com"WCAU has always been at the
pletely air-conditioned.
forefront in facilities, engineei-ing
Ground floor of the new building and programming, and, as we start
will house an 80-seat cafeteria, our 30th year, we stand prepared
dressing and make-up rooms, a to meet any challenge the art of
printing and photography shop, broadcasting may present."
heating, air-conditioning and power
plants, storage, unassigned space DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
and garage facilities for two mobile
Opens New Radio Network
units
trucks. and four cars or pickup FIRST steps in the Dominican ReSecond floor contains executive
public's plans forservices
expansion
offices, sales and auditing offices communications
have ofbeenits
and program and public relations completed with the opening of a
departments.
radio network and
TV studios have been designed country-wide
will be supplemented in August by
to meet all requirements for pres- a TV station now under construcent and future techniques. The
n in Ciudad Trujillo, the capital,
three studios are 60x80 ft. and two RCA tioVice
President Meade Brunet,
stories high with a clear height of managing director of the RCA In20 ft. A fourth studio, slightly
ternational Div., has announced.
Both the radio network, known
smaller, will be available for programs or rehearsals.
as La Voz Dominicana, and conMany improvements in client
sisting of an AM and two shortfacilities have been incorporated in
wave stations in Ciudad Trujillo
the new building. Each of the linked via VHF repeater stations
three TV studios has a client booth. with an AM outlet in Santiago, and
Also there are two comfortably the new TV station are equipped
furnished, acoustically-treated con- bv RCA.

conception of WCAU's
Radio-TV
outskirtsnewof the
city. Center, located on the
SHARE
Artist' TRANSFERS
Sought- by Canadian Outlets
SEVERAL Canadian stations are
requesting share transfers at the
May 16 meeting of the board of
governors of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. atQuebec.
the Chateau
Frontenac Hotel,
Requesting
transfers are CKRS Jonquiere,
CKBW mouth,
Bridgewater,
CJLS CJBR
YarCFAR Flin Flon,
Rimouski, CGNB Campbellton,
CHNC New Carlisle. CHEX Peterborough, CKWS Kingston, CKLN
Nelson,
Winnipeg.CKCK Regina and CJOB
Recapitalization is being requested by CJBR Rimouski and
transfer of license from individual
licensee to incorporated company
is being asked by CKOM Saskatoon and CHUB Nanaimo. Transfer of control in licensee companies is requested by CJNT Quebec, and CKXL Calgary. Emergency transmitter licenses are
sought by CHLP Montreal and
CJON St. John's, Newfoundland.

BAB SALES MEET
First Held in Hollywood
RADIO
is
beingBABa "dead
duck," KevinfarB.from
Sweeney
vice
president, assured some 70 Arizona
and Southern
California
station last
operators and sales
executives
Wednesday at a BAB clinic in
Hollywood's
Roosevelt only
Hotel.was Clinic
session for members
first
in a outseries
of
42
to
be
held
throughthe country.
In the comparison of increased
radio set sales as against decreased
newspaper circulation, he declared
industry is growing 50 times as
fast every year as newspapers. He
referred to continued public demand
for radio sets.
"Nearly 13 million new radio sets
were sold in the United States last
year and nine million were not reare
105 million setsplacementsin," he said.
use in"There
this coun-

Newspaper circulation is going
down trywhile
today." that of radio is increasingingdaily,
he continued,
his statement
withsubstantiatfacts and
figures.
The morning closed session was
ABC Regional Meet
over primarily to station
REGIONAL meeting of radio af- given
managers
off the record aired
filiates wil be held by ABC at the their own who
specific sales problems
Fort Worth Hotel, Fort Worth, on with Mr. Sweeney and John F.
May 5, network spokesmen an- Hardesty, BAB director of local
nounced last week. About 70 per- promotion, joining in the general
In giving station opersons representing radio stations in discussion.
ators the current financial setup of
Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma,
Southern Kansas and Texas are BAB, Mr. Sweeney also told of new
projects
readied
for them.
He
expected to attend.
cautionedbeing
stations
to stick
to their
rate
cards
and
not
make
"special
-++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++BAB sales services were described by Messrs. Sweeney and
Hardesty at the afternoon session.
GREENER FIELDS
deals."
Music Copyright
Wherever Mister PLUS sows seeds
DECISION on action to be taken
by Canadian broadcasters on music
(Broadcasting them, of course)
copyright
problems
will be made
this
Monday
and Tuesday
at a
His sponsors' crops are minus weeds;
meeting
of
board
of
directors of
"No-Waste" the rule in force.
Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters at
Toronto. The CAB board will meet
I
to hear the results of exhaustive
"Ye shall sow on MBS
Mister PLUS ■
and detailed studies of the copyright problem by legal counsel and
Just where ye want to reap!"
CAB sible
management.
Among
actions to be taken
is a postest
Flexibility? Heck, yes!
case
to
prove
legal
right
of
CanaTime costs here? Dirt cheap!
dian Copyright Appeal Board to
empower
the Composers,
and Publishers
Assn. of Authors
Canada
- the difference is MUTUAL!
(CAPAC), Canadian subsidiary
of ASCAP to go through Canadian
station books to arrive at a gross
revenue figure on which to base
fees
for fiscal year[B«T, April 7].
++++ + + + FOR DETAILS: THE MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM • NEW YORK 18.
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THE

"FIVE

sells

more

ALARM
than

If you were a schoolchild in the busy,
bustling Fort Wayne area, you'd recognize
the Do-Funny Players as the stars of "Five
Alarm Follies". . the WO WO- sponsored
puppet performance that's traveling this
Indiana school circuit with its remarkably effective message of fire prevention techniques.
Efforts like this, conceived and executed
in
the public's
do hearts
much ofto the
keep2
WOWO
in the behalf,
minds and

fire

FOLLIES"
prevention

!

million people who make up its loyal audience. Folks here have learned to expect the
best of this station, on the air and in the area.
That's why WOWO stays on top as one
of America's great selling forces. That's why
you should get the facts on WOWO's influence in this important 49-county market.
Check with Paul Mills at WOWO or
Free & Peters.
FORT WAYNE
NBC AFFILIATE

wowo
WESTINGHOUSE
SERVING

RADIO
STATIONS
25 MILLION

In

KYW • KDKA • KEX • WBZ • WB2A • WOWO • WBZ-TV
National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
RADIO-AMERICA'S
GREAT ADVERTISING MEDIUM
BROADCASTING
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WCRY

IATEST

THE

HAS

WCKY

STORY

CINCINNATI'S

tremendous
OUT

AUDIENCE

HOME

OF

IN THE JANUARY 1952 CINCINNATI OUT OF HOME PULSE

WCKY
OR

PLACE

IS IN FIRST

SECOND

PLACE

97.9%
OF THE QUARTER-HOURS FROM 7.00 AM TO 7.00 PM MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

on
24

the

hours

air
a

everywhere

day

7

days

a

week

With

and

Spring

Summer

on

Here,

the

Way,

out of home listening will rise like the temperature. Sets in cars, portables at the
1 beach and in the country, prove that radio is everywhere!
Here is a Small Sample of WCKY'S Out of Home Audience:
225,316 RADIO

EQUIPPED

METROPOLITAN

CARS

CINCINNATI

IN

ALONE.

ALSO

39.1%

OF

CINCINNATI

LISTENING

ONCE
OUT

Get
for

this
your

summer

big

HOMES

and

schedule
WCKY

: Tom Welstead
Eastern Sales Manager
53 E. 51st St., New York City
Phone: Eldorado 5-1127
TWX: NY 1-1688
or
C.WCKY
H. "Top"
Topmiller
Cincinnati
Phone: Cherry 6565

MORE

OF HOME.

PLUS

spring

on

OR

HAVE

PERSONS

A DAY

editorial

4

McFarland Last Lap
WHEN CONGRESS reconvenes this week following its Easter recess, there will be the
opportunity, for the first time since 1934, to
write new substantive communications law.
The House Interstate and Foreign Commerce
Committee has reported its own version of the
McFarland bill (S 658) to rewrite the Communications Act of 1934. In most particulars,
it conforms with the Senate bill drafted by the
majority leader. But in the House draft are
passages which, if enacted, would make broadcasting the most hazardous business extant.
These provisions would authorize the FCC to
suspend station licenses for up to 90 days and
to levy fines of $500 per day for each infraction of the law. There are no such provisions
in the Senate bill, passed four times by the
upper vbody.
desist"is proision in bothThere's
drafts, aand"cease
that and
certainly
bad
enough because of the tendency of government
regulatory bodies to abuse their power.
Two other provisions in the House bill are
hard to fathom. One is the failure to follow
the Senate in eliminating the so-called "double
jeopardy"
the remedy)
existing any
law
(which the clause.
Senate Under
bill would
licensee adjudged guilty of attempting to
monopolize radio communication in any way
would be refused licenses, however remote its
manufacturing or communications activities
may be from its broadcast operations.
The other, a "sleeper," would put the FCC
in the equipment brokerage business — or so it
seems. It would allow an unsuccessful applicant for license renewal to condition the grant
to the successful applicant upon purchase of
the plant and equipment of the former licensee.
In at least one respect, the House committee
has improved
the preclude
Senate bill.
the provision that would
the That's
FCC from
discriminating against applicants identified with
other media "for the gathering and dissemination of information."
Thatcompanies
would apply
newspapers,
motion picture
or radioto
stations
(seeking
TV).
It's
a
desirable
timely provision, particularly in the lightandof
the thawing of the TV freeze.
The House leadership can steer the McFarland bill through the Rules Committee and
through the chamber. Then there will be the
opportunity by both Senate and House to appoint conferees and reconcile differences.
We hope Sen. McFarland, who toiled long
and hard in drafting the original bill, will be
named a Senate conferee. The chances then
would be excellent for a safe and sane bill.
TV Evolution
THE Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. has done a
real service to television as well as to the
public at large in presenting a comprehensive
and factual report carrying out the Jerry
Jordan investigation of the influence of TV on
other entertainment forms.
It proves that, contrary to the fears of sports
promoters and reactionary sociologists, television will not make us a nation of pop-eyed,
indolent mutes unwilling to unfasten our gaze
from the kinescope or to stir outside the living
room to watch or participate in recreation.
It proves also that television does not spell
economic ruin for the boxoffice; indeed the evidence is that for most other forms of entertainment television can promote, rather than
retard, the gate.
It should receive special attention from the
Page 54 • April 21, 1952

National Collegiate Athletic Assn. whose silly
restrictions on the telecasting of college footticsball arelookin.even sillier now that the full statisTelevision isn't going to destroy any other
recreation
form upthatthe amuses
people.forThere's
no need to break
college stadia
scrap
or burn the fieldhouses. We doubt that many
printingmade intopresses
will
be
melted
down
to
be
retelevision antenna towers.

our respects to:

It's a big
country,anything
big enough
to let TV in
without
crowding
else out.
TV's Zero Hour
THE TV FREEZE is ended— on paper. From
now until the Zero Hour July 1, when the waiting period ends, all eyes will be turned toward
the FCC and the courts for any moves designed
to
enjoin
final allocations report,
released a the
week FCC's
ago today.
JOHN HUDSON POOLE
Lawyers are talking litigation. So are distraught applicants who futilely sought new
VHF facilities in their markets. And those
who had VHF facilities assigned only to see FORoutstanding
UHF years
television
enthusiasts
the past four
one of the
nation's
them deleted in the final report.
has been developing experimental station
The FCC majority is confident that the courts KM2XAZ
which
operates
on
Channel
22,
covwill not enjoin the entire plan. It does not,
ering Los Angeles area from atop Mt. Wilson.
however, exude the same confidence as to pieceBesides directing early developments of
meal quests for injunctive relief. It doubts
whether any court, confronted with the issue UHF receivers and transmitters on the Pacific
of blocking nation-wide television, would issue Coast he also played a prominent role in forming the national VHF-UHF Allocations Plan.
a blanket injunction in effect re-freezing TV,
after a four-year drought.
Now with his early faith all but justified
Comr. Robert F. Jones, in his hard-hitting as the broadcasting industry opens upon a
dissent, has won over a lot of attorneys and nation-wide advance into the UHF spectrum
engineers. They say it would be better to start he helped pioneer, the paradoxical John Hudson Poole shows his continued belief in AM by
over again with the Jones philosophy of applications based on supply and demand, rather creating a brand new 10 kw daytimer —
— to service Southern California on
than follow the FCC majority's "planned allo- KBIG
740 kc.
To do this,
time in thecation."long
run. they contend, would save
Indicative of Mr. Poole's fresh approach to
There's doubtless considerable merit in the engineering
problems,
KBIG's
transmitter
Jones plan. We said last week that it is a located
at Avalon,
on Santa
Catalina
Island, 20is
"lost cause." This is refuted by Jones pro- miles
off
Southern
California's
populous
ponents. They disagree with the FCC ma- May.
Station is scheduled to start operating in coast.
early
jority that the entire allocation cannot be enjoined. They insist it is a final order and is
Mr.
Poole
claims
"Sea
water
conducts
radio
subject to court review.
waves over amazingly long distances, and the
In the tofurore
over ofprocedures,
there's the 10 kw AM transmitter will give 50 kw coverage
tendency
lose sight
the most revolutionary
of Born
the mainland."
and dangerous
of the
thaw tune
— the ofcapitin Detroit on Feb. 2, 1917, Mr. Poole
ulation to the aspect
educators
to the
242 became
a Californian 18 months later when his
assignment
"reservations."
father,
Col.
H. Poole, a West Pointer and
Most schools function under the aegis of career Army John
officer retired from service.
government — federal, state, local. Thus, the
Early
schooling
was in Pasadena and Los
government, once removed, places itself in Alamos, N. M. (later
the home of the atom
competition with private business. That is bomb),
with two years in Gunnery School,
socialism.
Washington,
Conn.,
earlier
the alma mater of
Hearings are scheduled before special boards
RobertuntilMeeker.
However,
these
two Meeker
didn't
set up in New York and Pennsylvania on what meet
15
years
later
when
Robert
to do about educational reservations to those Associates became KBIG's national
represenstates. Broadcasters should appear. They tatives.
should blast the fallacy of noncommercial eduIt was in school at Los Alamos that Mr.
cational operation. They should recite the his- Poole
was hard bitten by the radio bug. At
tory of AM educational stations, which
14
he became
today. a ham operator. It remains his
dwindled from 150 to a half-dozen before TV's hobby
advent. They should raise the question of
Graduating Gunnery School in 1937 Mr.
government education competing with private Poole
enrolled in University of California at
enterprise which is ready and willing to supply Los Angeles,
and about this time, also earned
all of the time needed to meet school require- his FCC commercial
telegraphimbued
operator's
ments— time now being offered but which most license. At this timeradio
he became
with
schools
because they
money
a burning urge to channel his future into the
tothem.
financeeschew
the programs
or thehaven't
will tothe produce
electronics field. He left college in 1938 to
enter R.C.A. Institutes in Chicago and comThe politico-pedagogues already are talking
pleted a course in practical radio engineering.
about "semi-commercial" or "non-profit" operaByestthis
youngby Mr.
the high-of
tion. No member of the FCC — with the poslicensestime,
issued
FCC Poole
for held
all classes
sible
exception
of
the
educators'
darling,
Comr,
radio
station
operation.
He
has
kept
Frieda B. Hennock — has fallen for this hoax. to date by constant service and renewals.them up
But remember, a few months ago no one
Three months after Pearl Harbor, Mr. Poole
thought the FCC would tumble to those socialis(Continued on page 90)
tic education reservations!
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for"Cementing
International
Relations"
niche in establishing direct relationship with the
". . . the New York multi-lingual station, faced
homeland in serving its 2,000,000 listeners. Here
with the dual competition from radio and telewas
ample testimony that radio has its place,
vision inthe world's largest market . . . jumped
the gun on all of them by making its own unique
and people with the know-how to maintain it."
VARIETY, April 9, 1952

AGAIN ... for the fifth time . . . Variety
honors WOV with its coveted Showmanagement Award. In accepting this Variety
Award, and the challenge that goes with it,
we give further impetus to a policy of public
service in the belief that radio serves best
when it serves listeners and sponsors alike.

i

Representatives:
John E. Pearson Co.
ROADCASTING

730 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 19 • ROME STUDIOS; VIA di PORTA PINCIANA 4
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VOA FUNDS CUT
Hope for Senate Aid
DESPITE the critical reversal in
the House, State Dept. authorities
are hopeful that sharp cuts in the
Voice of America program will be
restored in the upper chamber.
The International Information
Administration plans to appeal the
House action when its officials appear before a Senate Appropriations subcommittee early in May.
Reasoning behind this hope is
the tiesbelief
department
that theofVoice
has more authorifriends
on the Senate side — among them
Sens. William Benton (D-Conn.)
and Karl Mundt (R-S. D.)— and
the knowledge that the broadcasting budget traditionally has fared
better in the upper chamber.
The House, in effect, knocked out
$36 million-plus
five new
seas shortwave for
stations
and overtwo
seagoing transmitter projects (actually $20.5 million on the floor).
Additionally, it chopped overall
information funds from $133 million to $85.5 million.
Two May Suffer
IIA authorities said that if the
cut is sustained, two of seven stations slated for completion this
year would be unable to begin operation. Moreover, broadcasting
funds would be slashed to provide
for absorption of other operations,
including proposed Japanese programming taken over from the
Army.
New language projects

would be abandoned, too.
During House debate, it was the
understanding that VOA funds
would be cut back to fiscal '52 levels
— or about $19.8 million. Thus, the
actual amount would be substantially less than this sum.
The twin death blows were delivered in the lower body by Rep.
Charles B. Brownson (R-Ind.) and
Rep. Thomas
B. Curtissparked
(R-Mo.) a
whose
amendments
heated
debate ontook
the '53
Congressmen
pot budget.
shots at
various phases of the information
program, but the chief criticism
was that VOA is not effective
propaganda — say, like Radio Free
Europe — and is too costly to the
taxpayer. Content of programs
also was savagely attacked. Confidence was expressed, however, in
Dr. Wilson Compton, new IIA administrator, and in radio and other
advisory committees.
On April 17 in a speech before
the Southern Pine Assn. of New
Orleans, La., Dr. Compton predicted that "if within a few years
we areerfulable
to complete these
powradio broadcasting
and relay
installations, we will be able to
reach over 98% of the world's
population. . . ." Failure to carry
on a "vigorous offensive," he said,
would
But he"invite
added,calamity."
perhaps wistfully:
"Whatever Congress' final decision,
we will get
along.
terested inour doing Ia amgoodmore
job .in-. .
than in complaining because it did
not appropriate more." Dr. Compton's
speechwielded
was its
prepared
the House
big axe.before

Be *Radio-Wise!
Gel
extra power bt
««9e
ugh "Persor.alll.tythro
ng" 0„
Selli
R«ha
ons "»•*■
silt Y?ur
Stati$a,es

ADIOS
TOP
• AUDIENCES • MARKETS
• PERSONALITIES
Reach your listeners through these
Independent Stations that give
them
want to& hear
News what
. . .they
National
LOCAL—
Sports . . tainment
. music
features. and other enter(a)

cw
(b)
!O0O W. BECKLEY, W. VA. ' 620 KC.
JOE RAHALL, PRESIDENT
National Representatives
(a) WEED & COMPANY
•
(b) THE WALKER COMPANY
RAHALL
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STATIONS

front office
DW. WHITING, assistant sales manager, KTTV (TV) Hollywood,
named sales manager. He succeeds FRANK KING who trans* ferred to KECA-TV Los Angeles in similar capacity. JOHN R.
VRBA, tionalKTTV
promotion manager, named to newly created post of nasales manager.
JOHN
ALTEMUS, CBS-TV Spot Sales, N. Y., to sales staff of WCAU-TV
Philadelphia.
GEORGE W. CLARK, Chicago, station representative firm, appointed by
WNAM Neenah-Menasha, Wis.
J. RUSSELL McELWEE Jr., salesman, WIS Columbia, S. C, named sales
representative in North and South Carolina for that station, WSPA
Spartansburg, S. C. and WIST Charlotte, N. C.
ALLEN PARR, program manager, CBS-TV New York, transfers to
Hollywood program department as business manager, effective early May.
MURRAY ROBERTS, ReissAdv., N. Y., to sales staff, WWRL Woodside, N. Y.
L. D. GOOD, salesman, Portland (Ore.) Oregonian, to KPOJ there as
account executive.
MARION R. HARRIS, account executive, Don Lee Broadcasting System
Hollywood, named manager, KGB San
Diego,
Calif. He whosucceeds
WILTto GUNZENDORFER
transfers
KHJTV Hollywood as manager of tions. operaHENRY T. SJOGREN, divisional control er of NBC, and ROBERT R. COSNER, controller of Stewart- Warner
Electric Division, elected to memberMr. Harris
Mr. Gunzendorfer ship of National Controllers' Institute.
JOHN E. PEARSON Co. N. Y., appointed station representative for
WAKE Greenville, S. C.
BRANHAM Co., station representative firm, moves Chicago office to 360
N. Michigan Ave.
LIBERTY BROADCASTING SYSTEM, Hollywood, moves to 6253 Hollywood Blvd. Telephone is Hudson 2-7471.
PaHonaU • • •
KEITH KIGGINS, former ABC vice president and until recently halfowner of WIKK Erie, now living at La Jolla, Calif., where he plans to
make his home. . . . JUNIE ZOLP, salesman, NBC-TV Chicago, elected
president
of NBC Athletic
employes'
. . DOROTHY
LEWIS, coordinator
of U. Assn.,
S. station
relationssocial
for group.
United .Nations
Radio,
presented achievement plaque by New York alumnae chapter of Theta
Sigma Phi, national fraternity for women in journalism.
BENEDICT GIMBEL Jr., president-general manager, WIP Philadelphia,
vacationing in Miami. . . . AUSTIN E. JOSCELYN, director of operations, CBS Radio, Hollywood, elected to board of directors of Hollywood
Chamber of Commerce.
LOREN B. STONE, manager, KBRO Bremerton, Wash., elected chairman of Washington State Advertising Commission, public service
createdD. INGRIM,
to advertiseexecutive
state's resources
and recreational
advantages.
.agency
. . WARD
vice-president,
Don Lee Broadcasting
System, and DONN B. TATUM, director of television, ABC-TV Western
Division, elected to board of directors of Hollywood Chamber of Commerce MORT SILVERMAN, general manager, WMRY New Orleans,
to members council and publicity committee of city's Chamber
ofappointed
Commerce.
JOHN F. PATT, president of WGAR Cleveland, WJR Detroit and KMPC
Los Angeles, grandfather of boy, James Patt Thompson. . . . FLOYD
FARR, general manager, KEEN San Jose, Calif., elected member of
Santa Clara County Fair Assn. . . . JAMES D. SHOUSE, chairman of
the
board, Opera
CrosleyAssn.
Broadcasting
Co., Cincinnati,
named chairman
city's
Summer
. . . WALTER
HAASE, general
manager, ofWDRC
Hartford, appointed director of public relations for civilian defense group
in Wethersfield, Conn. . . . DAN PARK, general sales manager of WIRE
Indianapolis,
chairman
governor's radio committee for the
Indiana Councilnamed
of Children
and ofYouth.
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THE

GEORGIA

PURCHASE

EORGIA

ATLANTA

WAGA
5000w
590kc
CBS

SAVANNAH
MACON
WTOC
5000 w
1 290kc

WMAZ
1 0,000 w
940kc
CBS

the TRIO

offers advertisers

CBS

at one

low

cost

• concentrated coverage • merchandising assistance •
listener loyalty built by local programming • dealer loyalties
... IN THREE MAJOR MARKETS
represented
individually
| T H E KATZ
AGENCY,
INC.
as a group and
by
I
IEI Till • ClICASe • IETIIIT • ATLANTA • DALLAS • KANSAS CUT . 10$ ANSEL fS • SAN FIANCISCO
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Eight
Bells,fromAll's
(Continued
page Well
29)
the value of radio advertising, to pay for that stove, he knows
rightly placed and rightly used, as exactly what that money costs him
Smith & Bull insisted, within a because he pays a fixed and stated
matter of three months. We had rate of interest.
contracted for this time for a year.
The station manager accepted
We were now ready to expand it.
this logic the moment it was voiced
Our next step was to be non-net- with: "You know, I never thought
work time on the larger network
stations. When one of these was of it that way before, but you're
approached, we were told that our
With the time we bought and
business — finance — made us unac- the
right."continued careful policing of
ceptable as advertisers. A few loan copy,
it soon became evident that
companies had a number of years
a highly valuable adbefore fallen into disrepute. Their radio was vertising
medium for a finance
poor
reputations
were
still
rememcompany.
Others
in this field began
bered.
to follow us onto the air.
We might have had satisfactory
And
that
our
copy was well
results for the same dollars spent
and effective was atwith small local independent sta- thoughttested out
b
y
the
fact
that
of our
tions who took no such stand. How- competitors picked it upsomeverbatim
ever, we felt strongly that public with only change of name and
education was indicated. This address of the advertiser instead
seemed the place to begin.
of ours.
A company loaning money with
The ship's bells,since
however,
did rewhich to buy a stove is operating
a maritime
on the same business premise as theme mainwasindividual
not
adaptable
the
the company which sells the stove. name of any company otherto than
In order to stay in business, the Seaboard.
stove merchant must have a markAfter testing radio for a year in
up sufficient to return a profit.
the Los Angeles area we began to
And for the same reason, a work
our way up the coast with
finance company must also have
time purchased on staa markup on its merchandise, extensive
tions in Bakersfield, Fresno, Mowhich is money. The one major
desto, San Jose, Oakland and then
difference is that the purchaser of San Francisco. From there we expanded to Portland and Seattle and
the stove is usually not aware of
fanned out East and South.
the sumBut hewhen
pays heover
the dealer's
cost.
borrows
money
In 1939 we sponsored our first
a million dollars worth of talent for
$40 to $57.50 a month
based on advertising rates
the
song
spinners
The Song Spinners are featured on such top TV programs as Show of Shows, We
the People, and the Victor
Borge Show. They rocketed to
fame with their own AM programs on ABC and Mutual
and made sixty Community
Sing films for Columbia.
This versatile singing group
is the latest star attraction to
join the
SESAC
Transcribed Library
which includes Jazz, American Folk, Band, Concert, Hawaiian,
Barbershop, Novelty, Religious, and Latin-American Music.
SESAC, Inc. 475 Fifth Avenue
New York 17, N.Y.
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in no way branches of a large
program
with The
Pat and
concern. The complete structure
Bishop on— theKFI8 p.m.
Los news
Angeles.
of
these
offices and their methods
15-minute program was introduced of conducting
are in each
with the by then familiar ship's instance adaptedbusiness
the community
bells and theme line "Eight bells in which it is tosituated.
Therefore, it only follows logically that
andAt allabout
is well."
the same time, we also
contracted for an 8 a.m. newscast advertising should likewise be individualized onthe local level.
on KMPC Los Angeles, with Frank
Hemingway at the microphone. And advertising
A healthy dollar
portiontoday
of Seaboard's
goes for
as
the
"eight
bells"
reached
even
the newsboy level of penetration radio time. In some communities
with a program aimed primarily we spend as much as 80%. In other
at adult audiences, Mr. Heming- communities, because of checked
have found it necesimitations
a few years
later results,saryweto apportion
of suchway'swar
criminals
as Hitler,
the budget
Mussolini and Hirohito, became differently.
Some areas in which there are
subjects
for
popular
imitations
among news carriers of all ages, Seaboard offices are under-stationboth literally and figuratively.
ed area-wise. In others, by careful
Our third sponsored newscast check, we have established that reseries was over KSFO San Fransulting penetration has indicated
cisco, with Brooke Temple report- that our advertising dollar is best
spent
if
it
is budgeted for a variety
ing
15
minutes
of
news
at
8
o'clock
each morning and evening. These of mediums.
programs were followed by others,
Over the nation, however, radio
Seaboard Finance presenting such stations in ever increasing numpersonalities as Singin' Sam, Elton of our
bers are receiving
lion's share
advertisingthe since
those
Britt and the Squeakin' Deacon.
initial purchases of time signals in
Fan Mail Flowed
Los Angeles in 1937.
Our current radio and television
At this point in our radio program ing, itwould be needless „to budget is between $250 and $300
say again that we were quite sold thousand.
on the benefits of air advertising.
addition to West Coast radio
But our experiences with the andIn our
Los Angeles television,
Squeakin'
Deacon,
as
an
example,
Seaboard
has spot schedules going
revealed a secondary benefit to be on stations
some 15 other
gained from employing a radio markets. Theyininclude
the South,
personality.
Mid-West and East Coast.
The Deacon's fan mail, as did
Television as a medium for us
that of the other radio personali- is today in the same testing stage
ties, came in in bales. The Deacon as was radio at the turn of 1938.
had
a unique
with Smith & Bull, still our advertising
members
of his relationship
audience. After
is placing TV spots for
takingsulthis
recommendation
to
con- agency,
Seaboard in Los Angeles, and keepSeaboard Finance Co. in time
ing
careful
of the traceable
of financial need, they reported returns fromrecords
them.
back to him on just how the whole
thing was done.
Courtship Period for TV
Through thousands of letters
we have established to our
which came to him, we were able ownWhensatisfaction
place in our
to analyze, with the same thor- advertising plans, its
as well as types
oughness that we had applied
earlier in our radio copy, our of program best suited for us, Seamethod of client relations. Some- cities. board intends to test TV in other
times we basked in the glow of
In all honesty, we feel that with
compliments and in other instances
— well, we made changes in our television we are in what could be
mode of operation.
called courtship period. We'd like
KSFO, without interruption, has to learn whether or not we are
been for more than 10 years, and compatible with this newcomer before we become engaged — or in
still is, giving San Franciscans
their morning and evening news other words, sign time contracts.
with Seaboard the sponsor.
Our first impression of the
Our other West Coast sponsored medium is good, but we still don't
we are sufficiently well acprograms have ceased for varying feel
with the potential
of theat
reasons, and at present we have medium toquaintedbranch
out further
concentrated our radio budget on
spots. This does not, however, present. Our friendship with ramean that this will remain our
dio,
time however,
intimacy. is based on a longestablished policy.
Effective radio advertising, like
In fact
a cycle was
in Seaboard's
advertising
completed
good radio reception, is never radio
last September in one of our
static, we've learned.
downtown
Los
Angeles
offices.
Seaboard has never bought network time, though we have long
A young man, expecting his first
since been extensive national radio child, applied for a loan to finance
for his wife. As
advertisers. Rather, we have con- hospitalization
fined our time buying to a local credit reference in addition to his
basis, and believe our reasoning is job, he gave Seaboard Finance Co.,
said he had never becorrect as it applies to us, though although
fore beenhea borrower.
this too could change.
In February 1940, he rammed
We throughout
consider Seaboard's
through
the panel
offices
the country 150to his bicycle
(Continued
on page
60) of
be offices for those communities,
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MONTHLY

REPOR

Highlighting Significant Facts about Bituminous Coal

ELECTRIC FURNACE METHOD OF STEELM AKING.
Electric furnaces which, in a single operation, can reduce beneficiated iron ores to steel
are now receiving new and intensive study by research engineers. They would take the
place of the traditional coke oven and blast furnace steps in today's conventional type of
open hearth operation. Electric furnaces may offer the steel industry a way to expand its
capacity with far less capital investment than required by present methods. The coal
industry is directly concerned, too, because electric furnaces in steelmaking would create
new demands for electric power, which in turn mean more coal.
CURRENT TREND IS TO COAL FOR STEAM GENERATION.
Technical trends reported by Power Magazine indicate that pulverized-coal firing still
dominates utility practice and that in industrial and institutional plants there is a significant rise in choice of stokers and pulverized fuel systems. "For boilers of 50,000 lbs. per
I hr. and over," Power reports, "use of stoker firing has doubled and pulverized-coal firing
quadrupled" in industry, exclusive of the electric utilities. These facts come from Powers
recent survey of steam plants in the U. S., representative of design and construction work
in progress in 1951 and early 1952.
COAL COMPANIES DOING BIG JOB IN LAND RECLAMATION.
More than 100 thousand acres of marginal land underlaid with coal have been reclaimed
by the nation's surface coal-mining companies. Before the mining operation much of this
land was too hilly for plowing, or too poor to support crops. But after mining, this reclaimed land is given new usefulness. This land now supports young hardwood and pine
forests, clover, alfalfa, grasses and other foliage crops and is dotted with artificial lakes
stocked with fish.
COAL COMPANY GIVES $10,000 FOR MINER'S SUGGESTION.
Recently a foreman in one of America's coal mines won a ten-thousand-dollar prize from
his coal company for a suggestion that substantially raised production. He solved a
problem involved in conveying coal from the working face by devising a method that
avoids the shifting of heavy equipment and the removal of roof supports. His method
saves two-thirds of the time formerly required and greatly increases the amount of coal
produced by each shift.

If you have any questions about coal or
the coal industry, your inquiry to us will
receive prompt reply.

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

BITUMINOUS COAL INSTITUTE
A Department of National Coal Association
320 Southern Building, Washington, D. C.
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Eight Bells
(Continued from page 58)
glass
Seaboard
entrancein door
when hisFinance
bicycle Co.'s
belt
jammed on the seventh ring and
he looked doAvn to adjust it. He
offered to pay for the damage.
When it came to terms it appeared
that sum involved would be a lifetime obligation for him. Best he
could do, he said, from his paper
route, was 50<? a week.
As it turned out, the manager
of this office had boys of his own,
and anyway the glass was insured.
The expectant father thought
this should be proof of character
and willingness to repay his debts.
So did the interviewer to whom
he told his story. We also thought
that it was additional proof, if
more were needed, of the value of
radio advertising today even if the
most effective penetration in this
instance had occurred 12 years
earlier.
The young man said that in the
intervening years, each time he
heardair,ourhe had
ship'shadbellin insignia
the
the back onof
his mind that if he ever needed to
borrow money, Seaboard was the
place to come.
And that is exactly the point of
view among listeners that we have
always aimed for with our radio
copy. _
POWER increase from 250 w to 1 kw
has been announced at CJEM Edmundston, N. B.

ISLAND NETWORK
Signs Baseball Contract
CONTRACT covering the broadcast of major league baseball and
Puerto Rico's professional league
games tweenwasthe Puerto
signed Rican
last week
beNetwork
Inc.,
San
Juan,
and
the
McCannErickson office located in that city
for two of its clients, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. and Blatz Brewing Co.
Network officials report the contract represents, the largest radio
program package in the history of
island radio. Broadcasts, co-sponsored by Blatz beer and Camel
cigarettes, began April 16 with the
opening game of the New York
Yankees, to which exclusive broadcast rights were obtained for
Puerto Rico. All Yankee games will
be relayed direct from the ball
park for broadcast on WAPA San
Juan, WPRP Ponce and WORA
Mayaguez.
Upon termination of the major
league season, contract calls for
airing of home games of the San
Juan Senators and the Ponce Lions,
both Puerto Rican teams. .
Details for the national and local
baseball coverage were completed
by Harwood
Hull Theodor
Jr., network's
general
manager;
Saba,
San Juan manager of McCannErickson,
and for
DontheO'Meara,
radio
director
agency. local

Present at signing of baseball contract are (seated, I to r) Jose Ramon
Quinones,
president of Puerto
RicanI toNetwork;
O'Meara
and
Saba,
McCann-Erickson;
(standing,
r) Jose Messrs.
Ramon Diaz,
network
sportscaster ; Mr. Hull, and Miguel Angel Torres, sports announcer.
News Coverage, Relief Aid
Are Given by Radio, TV
FLOOD
COMPREHENSIVE coverage of the midwest floods was provided Americans last week as a public service by radio and television networks and
local stations alike.
NBC sent newscaster Morgan Beatty to the scene at 6:30 a.m.
Wednesday as a passenger on the <$>
Presidential
plane's special
NBCdescriptions
included
two eye-of
over the devastated
Omaha flight
area. duced bywitness
on News
the World, one of which was taped
Mr.
Beatty's
reports,
aired
via
WOW Omaha, were broadcast on from a plane flying over flooded
his regular 7:30 and 11:15 p.m. areas. Further accounts were comnetwork broadcasts.
for a specialat all-flood
15- the Federal Dept. of the Interior.
Other special radio reports pro- minutepiledbroadcast
11:30 p.m.
Headline Edition
Monday, narrated from New York andABCthe radio's
later News of Tomorrow
by
Vic
Roby.
On-scene
coverage
both
stressed
the
flood results
was effected through KELO Sioux throughout the week,
'l&tt&eA. RADIO STATION
providing
Falls, S. D., as well as WOW.
such particulars as details of Red
NBC television carried three un- Cross work by the director of the
scheduled reports from Omaha New York chapter and a business
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, analysis
of flood
havoc byWeek.
the midwith a full 15-minute description of
west editor
of Business
the disaster compiled for a special
ABC
television
audiences
saw
telecast Thursday evening.
pictures of the floods at Pierre,
CBS Radio was among the ear- S. D., Sioux City, Iowa, and Omliest to give attention to the disaster
plusprograms
screen documentation
on aha—such
as John Daly—
by
a 25-minute
up broadcasting
April 13. Complete
reports wrapwere and the News and Nightcap News
broadcast from Omaha — via KFAB with Dorian St. George.
there — Sioux City and Des Moines.
Mutual, which had kept pace
Many CBS Radio newscasts
news cleared
bullefeatured pickups from Omaha as with tinsother
of flood networks'
damage, was
early as Monday, with Douglas by week's
end
for
any
public
Edwards and Edward R. Murrow
ice announcements within the servsucbroadcasting their regular proing 10 days forthatvictims.
pertained to
fD B J
grams from the flood area the last the flood ce drelief
several days of the week. CBS RaLocally, WOW Omaha made onedio capped its week with a report
Friday via WCCO Minneapolis by to-ten-minute tape recordings along
59.0
James T. Nicholson, executive vice the river at disaster points, averaging about 18 a day, with 35 newspresident of the Red Cross.
men, announcers and engineers op69.2
CBS-TV reports of the Missouri
River overflow were narrated by
erating
the news
station's
while frommore
was newsbeing
71.9
Mr. Edwards, directed by Don Hew- picked room,
up
from
125
other
newsmen
itt
and
produced
by
two
CBS-TV
along
the
river.
WOW
personnel
sound-camera crews. Like his raGet th64e.0enTtilre story from
up following
the flood
in North
Dadio reports,
Edwards' from
TV picked kota,
it with
airplanes,
broadcasts
alsoMr.originated
S
a helicopter and telephone.
day.
FREE & PETER
*C. E. HOOPER, Inc.
Omaha Wednesday and Thurs- autos,
KOWH Omaha was broadcasting
24 hours daily and said it would
■ MM M^ MJMk M Established 1924 . CBS Since 1929
Highlights of the ABC radio cov- maintain
the schedule until the flood
Ufl fill
I AM . 5000 WATTS . 960 KC
g
erage included reports to Tom Careached the Omaha-Council
sey in Chicago on the Missouri- crest
IIK
I FM . 41.000 WATTS • 94.9 MC /|f—
and the clean-up beMississippi river system from Vir- Bluffsgun.area
the first
part oftrucks
the
■ ■ andIFOperated
W0W by theROANOKE,
V A . fgfjL^
gil Sharpe of KOIL Omaha and an flood theDuring
station
recruited
Owned
TIMES-WORLD CORPORATION
and
drivers
to
evacuate
families
appeal
by
Rep.
Karsten
of
Missouri to turn flood control over to from the potential flood area.
FREE & PETERS. INC., National Representatives N^ ^
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Don't

over
You're working inlook
the city. Turn on your radio. Listen F.M.
to one of
your AM commercials. It's coming through, clear as a bell, from
that big transmitter nearby. Sounds fine, doesn't it?
But there are many places in the country where that commercial
of yours can't be heard at all — even though it's broadcast from
an AM station right in the neighborhood.
For in many places "radio climate" is such that the AM signal
is torn to pieces by static, garbled by interfering "crosstalk." The
folks you're trying to sell can't hear your message at all.
FM solves that problem for you in many areas. FM is clear as a
bell whatever the "radio climate." So in making your time schedules—Don't Overlook FM.

NOTE: During its recent spot radio
campaign on Zenith Hearing Aids,
Zenith used separately keyed spots
on FM and AM stations in many cities.
In several cases, returns from FM
outnumbered those from AM.
In others, FM was — on the basis of
cost per inquiry — the best broadcast
buy. Here's real proof of the
growing importance of FM!
ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION • Chicago 39, Illinois
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

rgNITH
•LONG DISTANCE* RADIO
and TELEVISION
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EXPORT AD MEET
Slated May 8 In New York
RADIO and television are scheduled for consideration by members
air-casters
of the Export Advertising Assn.
when they hold their fourth international convention May 8 at
New York's Plaza Hotel.
win, NELSON
Wasey, &formerly
Co., N.withY., Er-to.
Fernando Eleta, owner and man- JACK
WAYZ New Haven, Conn., as conager of Radio Programs Continental, Panama City, will discuss tion. tinuity chief and director of promoNew York, to
"What's Wrong with Radio in TOM GEORGE, WOR
W C 0 L Columbus,
Latin president
America," ofandFoote
Roger Cone
Pryor,&
Ohio, for daily
vice
Inquiring
Reporter
show.
Belding, will tell the group "What
To Look Out For" in TV. Both
JACK
FRAZIER,
are scheduled to speak during the
sales manager for
Cincinnati district
one-day
sesof Post Cereals,
sion underconvention's
chairmanshipmorning
of Shirley
division
of General
Woodell of J. Walter Thompson Co.
Foods Corp., to
WLWT (TV) that
city, in merchandisSuit Names CBS
GENE
NORMAN,
ing department.
SUIT for $1,350,000 damages has KNBH-TV
George
Mr.
Hollywood
disc m.c, to
been filed against CBS in Los KHJ-TV that
city
for
daily
twoAngeles Superior Court by Bill hour program.
STAN
EDWARDS
to
announcing
staff
Anson, KFWB Hollywood disc mc.
Charges listed in the action are un- of CHUM Toronto.
fair competition, infringement of DR. ROY K. MARSHALL, educational
WFIL-AM-FM-TV Philadelcommon law copyright and breach director,
phia, to receive award from Temple
of contract. The suit alleges that
on April 23through
for "conthe CBS Radio and TV program U., that city,
tribution to education
the
Songs For Sale is identical in na- media of radio and television. . . ."
Song which
Jury andhe ROY MAYPOLE, special events reMusicture asIsMr. MyAnson's
Business
KTTV (TV)
Holly-of
had on radio and television respecwood,portermadeand m.c,
an honorary
chieftain
tively.
United Scottish Societies as "outstand-

FINAL

TELEVISION

ALLOCATIONS

REPORT

Limited Quantity Available
Every word of the original FCC 600-plus page
document has been reprinted by Broadcasting •
Telecasting.
If you'reworking
a subscriber,
get
one copy. Additional
copies areyou$3.00
— and they're going fast.
Carefully indexed and easy to read, this book
contains all the 2,053 TV assignments in 1,291
cities, educational reservations, assignment principles, directional antennas, power and more.
Send $3.00 in check or money order for each
copy desired.
ORDER EXTRA COPIES NOWBROADCASTING-TELECASTING
Notional Press Building
Washington 4, D. C.
Send me
copies of the Final
□ M/O, check
Television Allocations Report at $3.00
a Bill me
per copy.
Organization
Address . .
City
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JOHN H. BROCK, formerly district
manager of Libby, McNeill & Libby,
Columbia, S. C. territory, to WIS that
city,
as merchandising
New
announcers
at station manager.
are CHARLES
MELTON and ART TATE. FRANCES
BROCKINGTON named music librarian replacing RAYE RICE who
resigns to be married.
CAROL CUBINE to continuity staff,
WPTF Raleigh, N. C, replacing
PEGGY DEAN who has resigned.
JOHN WRISLEY, program director,
WFGM Fitchburg, Mass., father of
girl, Kathleen.
LYLE WHITE, assistant production
supervisor at ABC Chicago, and
MARY LAGEN, former ABC receptionist, were married April 5.
BILL HUFFMAN, WLWT (TV) Cinand will
DL.LEAN
MARTIN, cinnati
station producer,
vocalist,
be married
June 14.
RICHARD
QUEEN,Mo.,continuity
tor, KFSB Joplin,
father ofdirecgirl,
Kristin Ann. SAM BABCOCK, station's
chief
announcer,
father
of
girl,
Lisa Louise.
BUD WILSON, disc jockey, WKBR
Manchester, N. H., father of girl,
Debra Louise.
GLENN BAMMANN, WGAR Cleveland
sportscaster, father of boy.

ing television personality of Scottish
BURNIS ARNOLD, former associate
descent."director, KVOO Tulsa, Okla., to
farm
WHAS Louisville, Ky., as farm program director.
PETER GRANT, WLW Cincinnati
announcer,standing
awarded
"outcontributionsplaque
to theforgrowth
of art and
in Cincinnati" by
United
Fine music
Arts Fund.
FLORENCE partment,
MELODY,
programN. deWWRL Woodside,
Y.,
promoted to traffic manager.
BOB BYE, announcer, CKRM Regina,
appointed production supervisor.
KEITHtle PostMcKENZIE,
formerly
of SeatIntelligencer,
to continuity
staff of CHUB Nanaimo, B. C.
DON L. PIERCE, program director,
WRRF Washington, N. C, appointed
publicity chairman for Beaumont
County Fat Stock Show, May 2.
DUNCAN MILLER, Washington Evening Star, Washington, D. C, to
WWDC gramthat
assistant BRYAN,
to prodirector.city,ST.asGEORGE
Tufty
News
Bureau,
joins
station
music librarian. JANE POWELL,as JACK SIMPSON, sports director,
WSIX Nashville, named station's news
WARL Arlington,
partment of WWDC.Va., to traffic de- editor in addition to present duties.
RULON BRADLEY, news editor,
RUSSELL C. MOCK, assistant direc- KUTA
Lake City, to KSL that
tor of public rela- city, in Salt
same capacity.
districttions forofmid-west
Borden RON FRASER,
press and information
Co., to W T V N director, CBC Toronto,
on sick leave
(TV)
Columbus,
for
one
month.
Ohio, as director ARTHUR E. PATERSON Jr., director
of publicmunityandrelations.com- of public affairs, WHLI Hempstead,
CARLTON
ARD FISHERHOWjoins L. I., to WOR New York, on news
announcing staff of J.staff.S. VANSICKLE, KWKH Shreveport,
K A F P Petaluma, La., news director, father of boy,
Calif. BRADLEY,
Mr. Mock
DON
WKAN Kankakee, 111., to announcing James.
staff of WJOL Joliet, 111.
PUBLICISTS Guild has voted to ingeneral membership
JIMMIE KENT named chief an- meeting creaseindues at
Hollywood. Averaging
nouncer at WSIX Nashville. ROBERT
CHAUDOIN returns to staff as traffic raise of one-third in the several
classifications, senior members, now
manager continuity chief.
will pay $24;
GIL STRATTON Jr., who portrays paying $18 pernow quarter,
Jimmie Young on Columbia Pacific apprentices,
ter, will pay $5.33.paying $4 per quarNetwork Remember the Time, assigned
role in 20th Century-Fox feature film,
Monkey Business.
ROBERT HILL, announcer, CKRM
Regina, placing
named
program whodirector
FRED LAIGHT
transfersreto CBC Winnipeg. T. L. HILL, CKRM
announcer, promoted to production
supervisor.
C H N S
JOHN MINKOWSKY,
supervisor,
counting department, CBS
Hollywood,ac- HALIFAX NOVA SCOTIA
adds duties of comptroller.
JIM
GATES,Young
associate
CBSA CAPITAL Station
TV Alan
Showdirector,
and George
Burns & Grade Allen Show, to KTTV
In A CAPITAL City gets
(TV) Hollywood as staff director.
You CAPITAL Results!
CURT MARSHALL, WCRA Effingham,
111.,
Mo. to announcing staff, KFSB Joplin,
Ask
JOS. WEED 4 CO.
GUY WILLIAMS, New York TV actor,
assignedtionalrole
350 Madison Ave., New York
feature infilm,Universal-InternaBonzo Goes to
College.
P.S.
We now have our 5000 Waft
GENE F. SEEHAFER, assistant proTrontmitter in operationl
fes or of journalism, U. of Minnesota,search
to CBScounsel.Chicago as market reBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

FIRE PREVENTION
WOWO, WSJS Get Medals
WOWO Fort Wayne, Ind., and
WSJS Winston-Salem, N. C, were
announced last week as radio winners of the National Board of Fire
Underwriters'
given annually gold
to amedal
radio awards,
station
and a daily and a weekly newspaper for outstanding public service in increasing fire prevention.
In announcing the double-broadcasting ward, Lewis A. Vincent,
general manager of NBFU, said
two gold medals were granted in
■j-adio
this inception
year to resolve
a tie,
first since
of the medals
in 1941.
Noting that both stations had
done "an outstanding job in pointing up firepraised
safety programs,"
Mr.
Vincent
WOWO, gold
medal winner in 1949 and recipient
of honor citations in 1945 and 1947,
for its extensive fire prevention
programming.
highlight was WSJS'
frequentbroadcasting
airing of
tape recordings made while local
firemen
homes. inspected Winston-Salem
Honor citations went to WEOA
Evansville, Ind., for Fire Fighters'
Quiz, directed to a school-age audience; to KANS Wichita, Kan., first
place winner the past two years,
for "stimulating fire safety
throughout
listening Iowa,
area" which
; and
to WHO Desits Moines,
received an honor citation in 1947,
for a special series broadcast dur-

NATIONAL

Conf erring on gold medal, awan
presented by NBFU to WOWO and
WSJS are (I to r) Mr. Kaland,
Mr. Sether and Mr. Posner.
* * *
ing Fire Prevention Week and for
contests in rural schools on fire
safety.
Judging
the 19program
entries were
William Kaland,
director,
WNEW New York; Sam Posner,
DuMont sistant
Television
Network's and
asprogram administrator,
Seymour Siegel, director of New
York's Municipal Broadcasting
System
Other(WNYC).
entrants were WSB
Atlanta; WLS Chicago; WHK
Cleveland; WDSC Dillon, S. C;
KDLA De Ridder, La.; WTAC
Flint, Mich.; WNGM Moberly,
Mo.; WNBC New York; WDBO
Orlando, Fla.; KPOJ Portland,
Ore.; KONO San Antonio, KSOO
Sioux Falls, WVPO Stroudsburg,
Pa., and WEIR Weirton, W. Va.

ADVERTISERS

CD

LOCAL WITH WINS!
When national advertisers want to get their selling message right down where consumers live and buy in the
metropolitan New York market, they use local radio.
That means WINS to a blue list which includes:
• Anacin
• Ladies' Home Journal
• Ballantine
• Manischewitz Wine
• Bayer Aspirin
• Metropolitan Life Ins. Co.
• Bell-Ans
• Pepto-Mangan
• Bromo- Seltzer
•• Phillips
Rem Milk of Magnesia
• Carolina Rice
• TWA
• Crosley TV & Radio
• 20th Century- Fox
• Fry's Candy Bar
• Union Pacific
• Kirkman's Soap
economically while it's listenYou can reachJustthisbuymarket
. . . 1010 WINS ... it sells!
ing, relaxed.
1010
BROADCASTING

watts
WINS 50,000
Day and Night . . . New York
CROSLEY BROADCASTING CORPORATION
• Telecasting

BRAND NAMES
Two-Day Meet Held in N.Y.
FRANK WHITE, MBS president,
was reelected treasurer, and Barry
T. Leithead, president of Cluett,
Peabody & Co., N. Y., was elected
chairman of the executive committee for Brand Names Foundation,
the a merchandisers'
organizationwhenheld
two-day meeting
in
New
Wednesday. York Tuesday and
Other casting
men and prominent
broadallied fieldsin named
amongDontheFrancisco,
foundation's
were
vice officers
president of J. Walter Thompson
Co.,
N. Y., listed among the new direcand William
denttors,of General
Tire O'Neil,
& RubberpresiCo.,
voted among incumbent directors
to serve until April 1, 1953.
Paul West, president of the
Assn. of National Advertisers, and
William B. Ryan, president of
BAB, were named by their respective organizations to serve for one
year
foundation's
board.
Frank onM. the
Folsom,
RCA president,
will continue to serve as an honorary director, having previously
been elected a board chairman.
High point of the two-day event
was
the granting
of "Brand
Namesto
Retailer
of the Year"
awards
dealers in 16 different merchandising categories,
certificates
distinction
also with
distributed
in eachof
group.ment storeCertificate
in
the
classification was departwon by
the William F. Gable Co., Altoona,
Pa., and accepted by its president,
George P. Gable, who is also presiAltoona.dent of WFBG, NBC affiliate in
All delegates and their wives
were NBC breakfast guests Wednesday— Brand Names Day — in the
Rainbow Room of the RCA Building. In welcoming the guests, John
K. Herbert,
NBC radio
president and general
sales vice
manager,
accredited the sales efforts of local
merchants with making mass production an economic possibility.
In a letter to breakfast guests —
published in a booklet of Brand
Names advertisers on NBC radio,
their programs, and their program times — NBC President
Joseph H. McConnell reminded
the merchants that "Radio helps
you to sell brand-named products
to
your customers."
Afterenterthe
breakfast,
which included
tainment by NBC's Bob and Ray,
the guests were taken on a tour
of the New York NBC radio and
television studios.
The Brand Names Foundation
meetingsnesday aended
Wedt which with
Jamesdinner
A. Farley,
board chairman of the Coca-Cola
Export dress.
Corp.,Entertainment
gave thewaskeynote
adprovided
byYourcastShow
principals
from inNBC-TV's
of Shows
an hourlong Max Liebman production.
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New York,
will break ground for new general
offices on a 48 acre tract in White
Plains, N. Y., about July 1. Building
is scheduled for occupancy in the
spring of 1954.

Wilkes-Barre's Powerful
5000 Watt Station
OFFERS
ADVERTISERS
MORE
LISTENERS
34.1%

HIGHER

AVERAGE % HOUR
from 7 A.M. to 1 P.M.
THAN NEXT BEST STATION
*PULSE: NOVEMBER 1951
MORE
RATING*
COVERAGE
in the
Wilkes-Barre
Metropolitan Area
Largest Market)3rd
(Pennsylvania's
PLUS
Bonus Coverage
in 14 Surrounding
Counties
MORE
FOR YOUR
ADVERTISING
DOLLAR!

W/IK
980 KC AM-FM 5000 W (d) 1000 W (n)
A B C AFFILIATE
AVERY
KNOOEMnc,
Rep.
★ New York
★ Chicago ★Nat'l.
Los Angeles
★ Atlanta ★ San Francisco ★ Dallas
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FRED lenA.B. DuMont
LYMAN, Labs.,
manager
AlN. Y.,of factory distributor branch, appointed to
newly formed post of national merchandise manager of Receiver Sales
Div.
SIDNEY R. CURTIS, vice president
and general manager of StrombergCarlson's
named
vice Radio-Television
president in chargeDiv.,of
government contracts. CLIFFORD J.
HUNT, general sales manager of
Radio-TV
Division, promoted to general manager.
R. J. McNEELY, sales director-member of board of directors, Hoffman
Radio Corp., L. A., to Belmont Radio
Corp.,
Chicago (mfrs.
Raytheonregional
radioTV receivers),
as western
sales manager, headquartered in L. A.
EMANUEL WEINTRAUB, manager of
commercial
department,
Columbia Inc.,service
Brooklyn,
promotedCBS-to
chief buyercurementofprogram.
Arm'sHENRY
Military
ProE. HINZ,
senior project engineer of Admiral
Corp., to CBS-Columbia
mechanical
engineer. Inc., as chief
J. W. RAHDE, Western Union vice
president and comptroller, named vice
president in charge of finance replaced
by W. R. DRUMMOND, his assistant.
HALSEY BARRETT, eastern sales
manager for Consolidated Television
Sales Inc., N. Y., father of girl, June
McDonald, April 12.
LORRAINE
named Lawrence
production assistantCHECKI
with Robert
Productions
Inc.,
N.
Y.,
TV
film
producers.

allied arts
GEORGE J. PAULUS, district sales
manager of southeastern states for
Raytheon Mfg. Co., Waltham, Mass.,
to Tele King Corp, N. Y., as regional
sales manager in same area.
LOUIS ARTIGUE, associated with
Wynn Rocamora, Hollywood (talent
agency), resigns to open own agency
at 8776 Sunset Blvd., that city.
RUSSELL L. DIETRICH, territorial
manager, Hoffman Sales Corp., L. A.,
transfers to Dallas as south-eastern
district manager.
SAM RHEINER, assistant to Sam
Spiegel, executive producer, Horizon
Productions, Hollywood (feature
films),
board ofappointed
IMPPA. to labor advisory
HOFFMAN RADIO Corp., L. A., appoints Sociedade Continental de Exportacao,
tributor. Sao Paulo, Brazil, as disGENERAL ARTISTS Corp., Hollywood
talent agency, moves to 9650 Santa
Monica Blvd., April 28.
RCA TUBEnouncesDept.,
N. J.index
anavailabilityCamden,
of flip type
designed to place basic electrical and
mounting
teleand information
radio dealers.
speakersonIndex
at RCA
fingertips
of radiovisionservice
can be
ordered through RCA electronic components distributors.

The shocking full-scale
report on black-listing in
radio, television, and the
entertainment industries!
It investigates thoroughly
RED CHANNELS
COUNTERATTACK
The JEAN MUIR
Case and others
"Defamation as
a commercial
enterprise"
THE
JUDGES
JUDGED
including the statements of both
by MERLE MILLER for the American Civil Liberties Union
mm Foreword by ROBERT E. SHERWOOD
'A terrible exposure and indictment."— Virginia Kirkus
At all bookselle
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STANDARD RADIO TRANSCRIPTION SERVICES Inc. signs DORIS
DAY, CBS Radio and Warner Bros,
singer,
exclusive
contract for
Standard toProgram
Library.

Mike
(Continued from page 10)
Openvs. "go down" as a
"come down"
fitting
subject
in B«T features.for. .this
. innovation
By all onmeans,
let's subject
do have ofmore
articles
the vital
advertising
copy
writing.
But let's
have articles of significance
and
value . . . There must be more
B»T readers who can help improve
this heretofore neglected aspect of
the business.
Let us hear from them in B*T.
William A. Vaughn
Asst. Program Director
WFBM-TV Indianapolis
[EDITOR'S
NOTE:
The
article Action
to whichin
Mr. Vaughn
refers,
"Inviting
Radio
Copy"31,
bywasJack
W.intended
Laemmar,
B*T,
March
not
as a
of copywhich
writing.
Itcomprehensive
was the first study
of a series
will
appear
periodically.
And
as
Mr.
Vaughn
suggests, others will be heard from.]

• • announces
•Chicago,
JENSON
Mfg. ofniCo.,new
£(fiuijame
development
high frequency
unit, RP-302, which makes 3-way system
from
coaxial
speaker
or 2-way
from single unit direct radiator.
Unit
improves realism of sound reproduccyclestionupand provides
extending "highs"
range tofromlimits4,000of
audibility with extremely low distortion.
HEWLETT-PACHARD Co., Palo Alto,
Calif.,testannounces
manufacture
of two
new
sets for super
high frequency
Policy Statement
work. Model 624A SHF offers con- EDITOR:
tinuous frequency coverage over the
I wish I knew how many pounds
8,500 to 10,000 mc range. Set has
direct
andoverall
reading
dials. of P. I. deals we have carefully
Model 623tuning
SHF has
frequency
in the
like
range of 5,925 to 7,725 mc with operat- tofiledknow
how wastebasket.
many hours I'd
I have
ing frequency ranges determined by
klystron tube that is installed.
wasted being
that I'morder.
not
away sure
a legitimate
AMPLIFIER Corp. of America, N. Y., throwing
I imagine the P. I. mailing lists
producer of Magnemite Recorders, an- are made up from your Yearbook
nounces manufacture
battery-operated
midgetof "Interviewer,"
tape recorder [or] your Marketbook . . .
I wonder how many stations
designed tetorviews ansimplify
recording
ofmeas-in- would
d
conferences.
Unitruns
in making a
ures 11% x 8Yz x 5V2 inches,
15 notationlikeintoourjoinnewme listings
that
minutes onmodatessingle
winding
and
accomwould
state
plainly
and
unmistaktwo hours of recording on
reusable 5 inch reel of standard %
"No P. I.likeaccepted."
inch wide tape.
I'd ablyfurther
that statement to
include everything except straight"Technical • • •
forward,spots
legitimate for
orders.
No "30
LEO DeCONNICK, engineering staff, one minute
a one-half
WLWC Columbus,
hour rate."chandise,Nodollarspayments
in
per postcard, merletOhio,
appointedat
chief engineer
ter, 'phone call or box top.
Would you include such data in
KTMS Santa Barbara.
your listings if sufficient stations
RICHARD
BECHrequested
ER, engineering
W. E.it? Bradford
Manager
kstaff,
a k WKAN
e e, 111.,Kan-to
KSST
TexasSulphur Springs,
WBBM Chicago, in
same capacity.
EDDIE BRAS- Mr. DeConnick of[EDITOR'S
NOTE: Yes,it.]if the number
requests warranted
LAFF, still
man, CBScameraRadio,
Hollywood, resigns after 10 years to
freelance.
GREENVILLE is
RODNEY
CHIPP,Television
engineeringNetwork,
direcSOUTH CAROLINA'S
tor of DuMont
METROPOLITAN
AREA LARGEST
...
addressed joint meeting of Chemistry Teachers' Club and Physics
In EMPLOYMENT
Club of New York Saturday on "Television Up-To-Date."
GREENVILLE
45,056
Canadian Tax Law
Columbia
26,718
CANADIAN BROADCASTING
Charleston
Corp.
and
other
government-owned
24,277
corporations are to pay corporation
S. C. Emp. Sec. Com., 1951.
taxes henceforth, according to an
announcement of Canadian Finance
MAKE
IT YOURS WITH
Minister Douglas Abbott at Ottawa
late onment isApril
8.
The
new
arrangeretroactive to Jan. 1, 1952.
Insofar as the CBC is concerned,
NBC affiliate
for the
the ruling is academic, for the CBC
F B C 5000 watts
has been operating on a deficit in
Green
ville-Andersonrecent years and now is being
Spartanburg Markets
grantedsidy of about
an annual
government subRepresented by Avery-Knodel
$5,000,000.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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RACE PROGRAMS
WHIM Asks FCC Opinion
DOES broadcasting a feature raeeof-the-day — with a summary of
horse racing news and interviews
with celebrities of the sports
world about 6 p.m. — jeopardize a
station's license?
That, in essence, is what WHIM
Providence, R. I., has asked the
FCC.
Commission's
this
mayThe have
a bearing answer
on the toentire
question of horseracing broadcasts
and upon the status of the 16 sta! vtions that were set for hearing because of horseracing programs
[B«T, March 3].
In a letter to the Commission,
WHIM
FCC's
statementpointed
at the out
time that
it renewed
WANN
Annapolis'
license
created
doubt as to the propriety of any
kind of horseracing broadcasts.
WANN was on temporary license
for nearly a year while the FCC
considered how to deal with racing
programs. WANN discontinued the
broadcasts and was granted a renewal a few weeks ago [B*T,
March 3].
What WHIM wants the Commission to do is issue a declaratory
ruling on whether the broadcasting of a feature horserace and a
summary of the results at the close
of the day is contrary to the rules.
The Providence station pointed
out that the programs proposed
"could
any
interestnotto conceivably
bookmakers beorof their
patrons since the resume of the
day's racing would be presented
. . . after the tracks had closed"
for the day.
WHIM said in its letter that an
FCC ruling on the matter will have
"a vital effect upon the entire
broadcast
industry" because
many
stations throughout
the country
have presented programs of the
type it proposes.
WHIM asked for the ruling
within the next two weeks so that
it could make appropriate arrangements for carrying the daily feature at Narragansett Park at Pawtucket, R. I., three miles from
Providence. The season opens there
June 30.
Last month, the FCC put 16 sta-

tions on temporary license to determine, at a hearing, whether the
stations are aiding gamblers by
airing odds, giving scratches, track
conditions,
March 3]. prices paid, etc. [B«T,
Since then, a few stations have
been granted regular renewals
after notifying the Commission
that they had discontinued the
broadcasts before the notice was
received [B°T, March 10].
#GOOD
KWBWNEIGHBOR7
Spots Aid Drive
POWER of radio spots alone to
win community support for a local
project has been demonstrated by
KWBW Hutchinson, Kan.
The Dragon Club of Hutchinson
Junior College sponsored a "Good
Neighbor Day" to "help a young
man
who chosen
is helping
Candidate
was ahimself."
young
service station operator who had
been a polio victim as a child.
Verne Powell, assistant superintendent, Hutchinson Recreation
Commission, wrote Mrs. Bess Wyse,
KWBW hearted
president:
"The response
wholeand enthusiastic
by
KWBW
has
swept
the
city
and
a tremendous amount of business
for Vernon Miller has resulted."
Mrs. Wyse explained the local
newspaper had been contacted but
turned the project down on the
basis that "it smacked of commercialism." The promotion was
all done by radio.
"In one morning," added Mrs.
Wyse, "the gasoline distributor had
to filltionthethreetanks
the filling
times atbecause
of staour
radio spots."
MBA Meeting Set
MISSOURI Broadcasters Assn.
plans its annual spring meeting
May 5-6 at the Hotel Jefferson, St.
Louis, according to G. Pearson
Ward of KTTS Springfield, secretary. He said BAB would direct
the
firsttoday's
to be andof
interest
sales session,
departments
representatives. BMI will present
a program clinic on the second day.
Both MBA members and non-members are invited, Mr. Ward said.

\A/VAA^I will give you greater coverage
in the rich Central Pennsylvania Market with
the best CBS network and local programs. May
we go to work for you ?
"Most Powerful — Most Popular"
first with the finest
DAY AND NIGHT
Weed & Co. representatives
BROADCASTING
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INSTITUTION ADS
Sen. Johnson Comments
CENSORSHIP was Sen. Ed C.
Johnson's reaction last week to a
controversial
Capitol Hill a proposal
fortnight madeago thaton
newspapers might raise advertising rates as a means of discouraging 14,
"extravagant"
ing [B«T, April
7]. advertisSen.
Johnson
(D-Col.),
who is
chairman of the Senate Interstate
& Foreign Commerce Committee,
the government
tosaid,tell"When
the newspapers
what starts
kind
of advertising and how much of
it theywardcan
carry,
it's
moving
tothe day when it will seek
to Suggestion
control theirfornewsthe columns,
too."
raise in rates
was contained in a report released
by the mSenate
Small Business
it e on Newsprint
headed by ComSen.
Hubert H. Humphrey (D-Minn.).
However, Sen. Humphrey, who
has launched a drive to have socalled "political"
advertising cut down, ifinstitution
not eliminated,
stated that the recommendation on
newspaper advertising rates crept
into the report through a staff
error and had been considered by
the committee but not approved.
Sen. Humphrey last week was
waiting for a reply from the Internal Revenue Bureau to his query
on the whys and wherefores of
business firms deducting institutional advertising as an expense.

Who's on First?
CAN coffee pour out of musical clock ? It wasn't that zany
a certain day in Api'il in
Albany, Ga., but almost.
Two top disc jockeys in town
did
quick switch.
Bill aFowler
moved hisWGPC's
Musical Clock to competing station, WALB, whose Bill
Bowick took over Mr. Fowler's time slot with his Coffee
With Bill. Listeners were
agog,tion switched
stato another.from
But one
Messrs.
Fowler and Bowick were a
step ahead. They played
identical tunes throughout
the morning. Oh yes, the
date: April 1.
Benjamin Gottlieb
BENJAMIN W. GOTTLIEB, 66,
of B. phiaW. advertising
Gottliebagency,
Assoc., died
PhiladelApril
10 of a heart attack. Mr. Gottlieb
was a former managing director of
the old Jewish World. He produced
and appeared on foreign language
programs over WDAS PhiladelSurvivingMaxim
are hisB., wife,
Bessie W.,phia.
a son,
and three
daughters, Mrs. Ruth Brill, Mrs.
Sophie
Elion. G. Cooper and Mrs. Jeanne

• •without tone arm resonance
• That'ssatilewhatGray Transcription
you get with theArms.
verTake
your
pick:
There's
the
new
specially
designed—
dampedall
-Gray 108-B
Arm forviscous
all speed,
size
Arm records.
assuringThere's
fidelitythe ofGraytone106-B
for
every
speed
record.
Pickering Cartridges.Both use GE or
• For highest tonal quality and new
record reproduction from old records, use Gray Equalizers— preferred
by leading broadcast stations.
• Remember — for professional
broadcast equipment. Gray shows
the way. Write for bulletins describing the above equipment.

RESEARCH
AND DEVELOPMENT
INC.. 598 HILLIARD ST., —MANCHESTER. CONN
Division
of Theof theGRAYGray CO.,
MANUFACTURING
Originators
Telephone Pay StationCOMPANY
and the Gray AndoiraDh

1952 TELECASTING YEARBOOK ADDENDA
CHANGES and additions received after the 1952 Telecasting Yearbook went to press are included in the following list which also will
serve to correct some errors made in compiling the large volume. For
convenience, the information is arranged numerically by Yearbook
of this ★
the end changes
page
Hill,
assistant treasurer;
addendanumber.
are threeAt further
D. Christman,
copy chief;W.
in the 1952 Broadcasting YearJames
Yates,
creative
direcbook addenda which was pubtor; E. F.rectorMoeller,
and spacemediabuyer;dilished
earlier
[B»T,
March
3].
Anthony
Calanese,
producPage 23— Insert
J. Harold
tion manager;
Roy Winkler,
vice president
and Ryan
treasureras
and DonrectorsDeMarco,
art radiof the Fort Industry Co. sta,dio-TVand Nat
Strom,
tions.
director.listed
Account
Page 45— Insert
Joseph
Brenner,
executives
were
as
Prichard
& Brenner,
Joseph rett,Dunn,
A. Grace(LouisBarBeverly
Drive,
Beverly 321Hills,S.
VanKy.),MacNair
Calif.
ville,
John
McEvoy,
Page 78— Add J. Harold Ryan, as vice
William Boley, Albert Van
president
treasurer andof
Brunt and George Richardson.
WAGA - TVand Atlanta
Glenning director.
C. Jackson as manag- Page 281— Insert
Adv. Agency
Inc., 17,17Gibraltar
New
Page 108— Add
J. Harold
Ryan
as viceof
York
N.E. Y.45th
Tel.:St.,Murray
Hill
7-7896.
Frances
Scott,
president
and
treasurer
radio
and
TV
director;
WJBK-TV
Detroit;
Gayle
V.
Gloria Lubin, timebuyer;
Grubb,
vice president
and
manager,
and Harry
Frances
G. Sch-J.
neidman Scott,
and Earl
Charles
L.general
Lipson,
general
ager. Delete
name sales
of E.manHal
Basch
III, Television
accountAccounts:
executives.
Houghard E.and
substitute
RichBonafide Mills Inc.
Fischer
as program
director.
Delete
Robert
Page
285—
Revise
listing
of
Ruthrauff
Striker as Arthur
film buyer
and
& RyanNewInc.,York
405 Lexington
substitute
MacColl,
Ave.,
17, N. Y.
as
manager,
film
department.
Tel.:Dept.:
MurrayWillson
Hill 6-6400.
Page 148— Add
J.
Harold
Ryan
as
vice
Radio
&
TV
M. Tuttle,
president
and
treasurer
of
vice
president-director;
Tom
WSPD-TV Toledo.
Slater, ciate
vicedirector;
president-assoPage 174 — National
representative
of
Marshall
KEYL
(TV)
San
Antonio
Grant,
executive
producer
should be listed as The Katz
ofbusiness
TV film;
Grant Sidney
Flynn,
Agency.
Addpresident
J. Harold
manager;
Ryan
as vice
and
Slon, script
editor
and
extreasurer.
Big
Town forecutive
TV;producer
Johnof Cole,
Page 191— Wallach
& Assoc.,
1532 Hill-18,
crest
Road,
Cleveland,
production
manager;
Robert
Ohio, makers
of Allmetal
Steel, mansenior
director;
NorSectional
Discabinets
and
film productionMathews,
supervisor;
Stewart
Discabinet
Cataloging System.
Garner,
of
the
film
production unit; David
head
Page 224 — W.
Insert45thLibrary
Films York
Inc., 36,25
of talent
and newNyren,program
St., New
N. Y.
Tel.:
Plazapresident.
7-3450.
development;
Bernard
Rasumssen,
network
timebuyer;
Paul
N.
Robins,
Louis deMilhau, Canadian
Services:
Serials,
features
and shorts for
television.
liaison; Roland
Howe,
suof Arthur Godfrey
Page 237— Insert:ing Films
International
shows andpervisor assistant
head of
Inc., 6,9 S.111.WrestlClinton
talent
and
new
program
deSt.,
Chicago
Tel.:
velopment; Kay McMahon,
Andover 3-5337. Services:
casting
director;
Bernard
Motion vision,pictures
for teleZwirn, publicity
director.
a specialty. with wrestling films Media Dept.: DandentGordon,
vicedirector;
presiand
media
Page 238— EInsertGrayKentStreet,
Lane Louisville,
Inc., 716
Stan Schloeder, manager of
spot radio
andClaassen,
TV timebuyKy.
Tel.:Motion
Jacksonpictures
6304.
Services
ing;
Herbert
MalcolmOrrin
B. James,
Sherwood
and
slide: films
for industry
Heath,
E. Christy
Jr.,
and television.
timebuyers.
Page 241— Regent
Pictures
Inc.,
729
N.
Michigan
Ave.
Tel.:
Seventh Avenue, New York Chicago 1—360
Financialvice6-1833.
19, N. Y„Pik,Tel.:
Plaza 7-8645.
Heyne,
president.Norman
Robert
president.
Serv28—16807593.
N. Vine
St. Tel.:
ices:tribProduction
and
dis- Hollywood Hillside
Tod Reed,
vice
u
t
i
o
n
o
f
motion
pictures
president and West Coast
for TV stations.
manager.
Page 279 — Add
to
listing
for
Buchanan
&board
Co. Inc.:
John Hertz
Jr., Detroit 2—7430 itySecond
Blvd.Weiser,
Tel.: Trinchairman;
William
4-2200. and
John
president
manager. vice
Dasheff,dent;executive
vice presiJoseph
D.
Dunn,
vice
Cincinnati
2
—
Carew
Tower.
Tel.: manMain
president;
A. Grace Barrett,
2413. John L. Magro,
secretary-treasurer;
A. W.
ager.
This Summer
wherever you go
There's Radio
See Centerspread This Issue
ON THE AIR EVERYWHERE 24 HOURS A DAY
50,000

WATTS
OF
SELLING FOWEII
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St. Louis 0127.
1—812 Oscar
Olive A.St. Zahner
Tel.: Main
Sr.,
vice president
and manager.
Dallas 2— Reserve
Loan
Life
Bldg.
Tel.:
V-4-4986. Roger Bacon, manHouston 2—ager.
Gulfter 4-1741.
Oil W.Bldg.Van Tel.:
CharA. Combs,
manager.
Seattle 1— Northern Life Tower. Tel.:
Elliott 1572. Francis G. Mullins, vice president and manager.
St. Paul-Minneapolis—
2654 University
Ave.,
Paul.
James R.
Randers,St. manager.
San Francisco
4
—
235
Montgomery
Tel.: Exbrook 4616. John St.L.
Harvey,
manager. vice president and
Toronto— 2 Toronto St. Tel.: Plaza
1515. Gordon Ralston, manRadio Accounts:
ager.
American Allied
BreweryFlorists
Co., S;S;
Ampro
Corp.,
Beltone
Hearing Aid
Co., S;S; Chrysler
Corp.,
Comfort Royal
Mfg.
Corp.,
S;N-S;
Consolidated
Chemical
Co.,
S; DL&W
Coal
Co., S; DeMert
Dougherty
Inc., S; Dwight-Edwards Co.,
Eastco S;Inc.,Dodge
S; De-Frost. S;O-Matic,
Dealers,
S; Dr.tric Auto-Lite
Pepper Co.,Co.,N-S;
S; ElecBaking Co., S; Frito NY Fehr
Inc.,
S; Galveston-Houston
Breweries, S; Capitol-Frito
Maryland,
S; General Corp.,
Shoe
Corp.,ery Co.,S; S;Griesedieck
BrewHancock
S; Hollywood
Candy OilCo.,Co.,S;
Lewis-Howe
Co.,
S;
JanneySemple-Hill
S; Kentile
Inc.,
KreyCo.,Co.,
Packing
Co.
Inc., S;S;N-S;
Kroger
Lever
Bros.,
M
&
CS; Foods
Inc., S; Thos. J. Lipton
Inc.,
US-S; Lincotributing CProducts
Diso., S; Motorola
Inc., N-S; Arthur
Murray
School of Dancing, S; Nalley's
Inc.,
Oshkosh
Co.,
S; S;Palm
BeachB'Gosh
Co.
(Goodall),
S; Pharmacraft
Corp.,
S;
Quaker
Co.;
Reddi-Whip Inc., S;Oats
Reliance
Mfg.
S; Morris
B. BrewSachs
Inc., ingS;Co.,
Schmidt
Co.,Jacob
S; A. Weber
E. StaleyInc.,
Mfg.
Co.;
Sidney
Wm. Wrigley
J. S;F.
Goodwin
Inc.,& S;Co.,SoS; Good
Potato
Chip Co.,S. S; Sugardale Provisions,
Page 287 — Co.,
Insert683Victor
Der Linde
Fifth VanAvenue,
New
York rado22,5-5185.N. Television
Y. Tel.: Dept.:
EldoAgnes
Kingsley,
director
of
TV. TV
accounts:
Jones
Kitchen
CottonnMorgan(S-R);
Farberware
(S-R);
Dolcin
Corp. (S), and Mattlage Sales
Corp. (S-R).

MEDIA CREDIT
Houston Meet Considers
CREDIT discussions will be led by
three credit managers of combined
media operations at the May 13
program
of themedia
newspaper-radioTV advertising
group of the
National Assn. of Credit Men's
Credit Congress May 11-15 at
Houston, Arthur F. Gerecke, chairman of the group and credit manager of the St. Louis Post Dispatch
and
KSD-AM-TV
St. Louis, has announced.
Thomas McFarland, first vice
chairman of the combined media
group
and credit
of the
Milwaukee
Journalmanager
and stations
WTMJ-AM-TV Milwaukee, will
head
discussion and
on Efficiency
"Cost of
Credit the
Departments
of Theirpants Procedures,"
with
including Stannard M. particiButler
and Clarence W. Pierson, credit
managers of the Schenectady
(N. Y.) Union Star and the Minneapolis Star-Tribune, respectively.
Discussionof on
"Coast-to-Coast
Round-Up
Business
Prospects
and Their Effect on Credits and
Collections" will be led by Robert
T. Holman, credit manager of the
Cleveland Press and WEWS-AMTV Cleveland, and credit managers
C. S. Hograth, Chicago Tribune;
Robert R. Gramm, Washington
Times-Herald; Clifford D. Scherer,
Houston Post; Gilbert W. Sites,
Los Angeles Times and KTTV
(TV)
there,Problems
and Mr. ofPierson.
"Credit
Radio and
Television" will be led by Harry E.
Hull, credit manager of Detroit
News and WWJ-AM-TV Detroit
with participants including Paul F.
Benton,
of KMO
Tacoma-KIT comptroller
Yakima, Wash.,
and William F. Budde, credit manager,
KWK St. Louis.
An afternoon panel discussion on
"Trends, Problems and Procedures
in
Advertising Agency Credit and
Further Broadcasting Yearbook Addenda:
Recognition" will be led by W. A.
credits Tribune,
and acPage 84— Address
of KMJ should
- AM - FM Lightbody,
Fresno,
counts agency
manager, Chicago
1559 Van Calif.,
Ness Avenue. read with Mrs.
Hermine A. Fischer,
Page 91 — Eleanor
McClatchy
should
be
listed as president, rather credit
manager, Christian Science
than owner,
of KFBK
mento. Address
shouldSacraread Monitor, Boston, and Joseph Burg,
credit
manager,
ANPA, New York.
708 I Street.
Page 218— Substitute name of T. J.
Snowden
Jr.
as
general
manager of WCPS Tarboro, N. C.
Leigh E. Ore
LEIGH E. ORE, 63, former manaGoodwill Industries
ger of WJSV (now WTOP) WashRADIO and TV promotion will be
ington, died April 13 at Garfield
Hospital
heart
sought by Goodwill Industries, attack. Atthere
the following
time of hisa death,
which employed 18,000 handicapped
Mr.
Ore
was
national
representapersons last year in repair of worn
tive of the American Cancer Soout articles for resale, according to
ciety in Washington. Prior to 1933,
Robert J. Enders Adv., Washing- he was manager of WJSV. Survivors include his wife, Emily, a
ton, representing Goodwill Industries. A quarter-hour tran- daughter and a son.
scribed show, 8:30 — USA, featuring Kate Smith and Morgan
Beatty, plus transcribed spots and
a TV film showing work done by
the handicapped at Goodwill workshops, are to be distributed to radio
and TV stations all over the country.
campaign also will include liveThespots.
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Caveat Emptor — let the buyer beware if he thinks caviar
can substitute for bread and butter — or glamour TV for
dollar value.

in our

7
year

DllMONT
TELEVISION NETWORK
515 Modi: Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.
MU 8-2600
A Division of
The Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories, Inc.

Let him beware if he is paying fancy television prices —
and getting little for his money but fancy.
Either TV works for you at a reasonable, economical cost
—either you get dollar-for-dollar advertising value for your
investment— or its not worth a salty roe.
Du Mont has no champagned attitude towards television.
Whether it's time, program, facility or production costs —
item for item, Du Mont gives sponsors real value for their
money. Because DuMont costs are always realistic, always
reasonable, an advertising budget on the Du Mon1 Television Network pays off in results, not in fancy.
If you find that you are paying for glamour when you
should be paying for sales, then let Du Mont show you how
to make your TV budget work for you on a bread and butter
basis. Let Du Mont show you how to get the greatest value
in television advertising today.

NATIONAL ADVERTISERS
WHO ARE SPONSORING
K T L A PROGRAMS
American Cigarette & Cigar Co.
Bristol-Myers Co.
Frito Company, Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Foods Corp.
Gruen Watch Co.
Gordon Baking Co.
Kellogg Company
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.
Minute Maid Corp.
Pabst Sales Co.
Pearson Pharmacal Co., Inc.
Pillsbury Mills, Inc.
Servel, Inc.
Shell Oil Co. (San Francisco)
Standard Oil Company of California
United Air Lines, Inc.
Van Camp Sea Foods, Inc.
White Rock Corp.
Youngstown Kitchens—
Mullins Mfg. Corp.
(Eleven are sponsors or co-sponsors of
"live" KTLA-developed programs.)

These national advertisers buy
KTLA programs on a participating
basis to get best results in the second largest video market.
You, too, can do better with spot in
Los Angeles. You can do best on
KTLA, the station consistently attracting the lion's share of Los Angeles'
1,125,000 television homes. KTLA
has topped every audience survey
every month for the past five years.
KTLA knows its market and has
created its own top-rated shows.
Current availabilities include a
participating sponsorship in
"Frosty Frolics/' spectacular ice
revue (25.6 March ARB rating), and
another in the established Sunday
evening

sales - producer — the

sparkling "Bandstand Revue"
(24.5 March, 1952 ARB rating).
Let us tell you how and why KTLA
can do the outstanding sales job
for you in this 7-station market.

»**»,

For an audition print, wire, write or telephone . . .
KTLA Studios • 5451 Marathon St., Los Angeles 38 • HOIIywood 9-6363
Eastern Offices • 1 501 Broadway, New York 36 • BRyant 9-8700
PAUl H. RAYMER COMPANY • NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
Writ
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iING MARGI
"The Story of the Fabulous KTLA," just off the press.
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JOINT
TV
POSSIBILITY that the FCC might
permit merger of AM applicants
for TV and discount a possible dusituation [B»T,
was
dashedopolysomewhat
last Feb.
week 4]when
an exchange of correspondence on
the subject was made public by
Sen. Edwinof C.the Johnson
(D-Col.),
chairman
Senate Interstate
& Foreign Commerce Committee.
Senator Johnson wrote FCC
Chairman Paul A. Walker March
12 and posed four questions concerning the possibility of two or
more Denver AM operators joining
together to apply for TV.
Walker's
reply the
nextChairman
day indicated
the Commission
had not considered the problem.
He did say, however, there had
been some inquiries and discussion
by some staff members with outside lawyers.
Significant portion of Chairman

BIDS
Walker's
replywhich
was may
contained
these
words,
be takenin
to indicate his attitude: "... I have
been particularly concerned with
the protection of the public against
the dangers of excessive concentration of control over the mediums of
mass
At communication."
the time Chairman Walker
replied to Senator Johnson, he emphasized that the Commission was
working on the final TV allocation
report and was not likely to have
time to consider the problem until
after the TV freeze was lifted.
He did say, though, that the consolidation of AM applicants was
undoubtedly going to occur to
"quite a number of AM operators."
"And it isisa going
problemto that
Commission
have theto
formulate
a
policy
for,"
he
It is understood that as added.
of last
week the FCC has not yet taken
the subject up.
In some quarters, it is felt that
a decision should be formulated and
announced
Commission
within the next byfewtheweeks.
This would
aid TV applicants preparing to
apply during the pre-July 1 waiting
period, it was pointed out. Unless

Chairman

Walker Expresses Concern

that is done, there will be no way
for applicants to know whether a
merger of AM interests is legal or
not in the FCC's eyes.
Merger of AM stations for TV
is based on two factors: High cost
of TV construction and operation
and as a method of overcoming
protracted hearings where the numberberofofapplicants
the num-A
available exceeds
TV channels.
joint applicant would have more
funds than single applicants, it was
pointed out. Also noted was the
possibility that combinations might
eliminate need for hearings.
It is emphasized by those who
are eager for Commission approval
of this type of merger that although
a TV station might be owned by
the same people who also own two
or more AM stations, the AM stations would be owned individually
and the joint ownership would extend no further than the TV station. The AM stations would continue to be operated separately and
competitively, they point out.
Although the Commission has
taken no stand on the question, nor
has it considered it, discussion with
some FCC staff executives indi-

Lowman Was Director, Once
'SHORT-TERMER'
LAWRENCE W. LOWMAN, CBS
vice president, last Wednesday enjoyed what may be the shortest
board directorship in the history of
that organization. He was elected
Wednesday afternoon and then, per
agreement, he promptly resigned CBS-TV
EXPANSION
after the stockholder meeting.
His nomination (and election) IN ITS bid to achieve station- combinations of majority and minority interests.
came when the management, seek- ownership parity with its rivals,
In answer to other questions
ing to retain one vacancy on the CBS-TV will prosecute applications
stockholders, the CBS head
board while re-electing all incum- for new TV stations in markets from
bents, was confronted with an un- where it owns radio outlets with- expressed the view that it is too
whether TV proexpected nomination from the floor:
out television — specifically San early to predict
gram ing ofthe future is going to
A representative of the Assn. of Francisco, St. Louis and/or Boston
—
President
Frank
Stanton
told
the
be
predominantly
live or predomiWomen Shareholders proposed Mrs.
nantly film, though he did voice a
William S. Paley, wife of the CBS annual CBS stockholders meeting
firm
opinion
that
keeping coaxial
last Wednesday.
board chairman, for vacancy.
Executive Vice President Joseph
In response to questions, Mr. cables and radio relays on "standH. Ream, countering with the Stanton pointed out that CBS now filming
by" dutyallforother
special
events, would
while
programs,
Lowman nomination, explained that owns WCBS-TV New York, KNXT
the management wished to keep (TV) Los Angeles and 45% of impose a severe economic burden.
one directorate vacant and that WTOP-TV Washington; is seeking
Denies Cancellations
Mr. Lowman, as soon as elected by FCC approval for purchase of
renewed protests of officials
proxies already in hand, would re- WBKB (TV) Chicago and for a of HeCBS-TV
and other networks that
sign from the board. He did.
merger arrangement which would
of widespread TV cancelDirectors
re-elected:
Prescott
S. Bush,
give it 47% of WCTN-TV Minne- reports lations
Bruce
A.
Coffin,
Lloyd
H.
Coffin,
J.
A.
by
sponsors are misleadapolis-St. Paul, in addition to its
W. Iglehart,
Samuel Richardson,
Paley, Josephall H.of purchase
ing.s traditionally
He pointed outan that
this seaof 45% interest in KQV
Ream
and Dorsey
s
o
n
i
unsettled
one
whom wereholders; chosen
by Class
A stock- Pittsburgh, which has a TV applia
n
d
Frederick
L.
Chapman,
among
advertisers
and
cited
CBSDavid
H.
Cogan,
Ralph
F.
Colin,
James
cation
pending
[B»T,
March
10].
B.Murrow,
Conkling,
LeonS. Lew,
Mr. Stanton noted that FCC rules TV's recent report that its business
William
Paley Edward
and FrankR.
an all-time high with sales
Stanton, elected by Class B stock- permit a single entity to own as isthe atfirst
two months of this year
holders.
many as five television stations running 95.7%
of those for
President Stanton presided in outright — the number owned by the same periodahead
last year [B»T,
the absence of Chairman Paley, NBC and ABC — and that new rules April
7].
whose government duties prevented have been proposed dealing with
Mr. Stanton said he knew of only
his attendance.
ownerships of minority interests or
ROADCASTING
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cated they feel such a merger would
call into force the duopoly provisihibits
ons of the
FCC rules.(orThis
prosame owernship
control)
of more than one broadcast station
in the same city. The Commission
does permit a single owner to have
individual
in the sameAM,city.FM and TV stations
Only application that might fit
the description of merged AM applicants isthat of KVOR Colorado
Springs and KGHF Pueblo, Col.
[B*T, March 10]. KVOR and
KGHF plan a joint TV station
mid-way between the two cities.
Whether the Commission will consider this in the same light as a
merger of two AM stations in the
same city is unknown.
of Senator
to Text
Chairman
WalkerJohnson's
follows: letter
It radio
is my stations
understanding
that
most theof
the
licensed
to serve
Denver area have filed, or are
planning
to file, cenindividual
for lises to there
operateareaapplications
television
station.
However,
twice
as many
of
these
radio
stations
as
there
may
channels allocated to Denver. Thisbe
must
result
in
long
drawn-out
hearings
and endless litigation.
If these applications could be joined
so thattionsthefor Denver
actual number
televisionof applicalicenses
(Continued on page 101)
Stanton Tells Plans
iy2 nighttime
hours retained
on CBS-TVby
that
are not being
presentmer.sponsors
through
the sumAsked specifically about
published reports that Pepsi-Cola plans
to give up its Saturday night halfhour on CBS-TV when current conhe saidtoCBS-TV
had
receivedtractsnoexpire,notice
that effect
and pointed out that sponsors are
not
until a
monthrequired
before tothegiveend notice
of contracts.
Pepsi-Cola
has
eight
or
nine
weeks
to run.
He reviewed the color TV situatingion atthat
a stockholder's
request,is notthe CBS system
the
only one authorized by FCC even
though production of color sets has
been halted by the National ProductionotherAuthority.
He said he will
assumed
manufacturers
apply for FCC approval of their
compatible system if they feel it is
superior, but pointed out that as
yet they have not done so.
Members of the CBS board were
re-elected
this
page). at the meeting (see story
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TV Thaw Comments
Joseph H. McConnell, president
ofare National
Broadcasting
"We
on our way
to a truly Co.:
national
television service." He added that
"As thenomicaudience
grows,
the ecostructure of the
industry
will
be broadened and strengthened.
And this new strength will be
translated into improved programs,
into technical advances, into wider
coverage of world and national
events and personalities."
J. L. Van Volkenburg, president
of Columbia Broadcasting System
Television
"Within will
the
foreseeable Network:
future television
become a nationwide medium bringing news, tainment
information
and enter-of
into added millions
homes from coast to coast." He
added
the freeze-lift
"marksin
one of that
the most
historic dates
the progress of mass communications."
T.torF.of theFlanagan,
direcNational managing
Assn. of Radio
and Television Station Representatives, New York: Representation
organizations "are delighted at the
lifting ready
of installed
the freeze"
and "havewith
althe machinery
which to sell and service spot TV
to advertisers and advertising
agencies." Radio will feel the impactnosibuts is the
"Thegenerous
overall general
use of progradio
for national advertising." Naspot TV already
a healthytional volume
which will"enjoys
grow
in a sharply rising line as each new
TV station goes on the air."
Harry Kopf, NBC vice president
and general manager of WMAQ
and
WNBQ are(TV)
"Better
programs
likelyChicago:
to result.
...
The day is coming when television
networks will be able to select program origination points almost at
will. . . ."
John H. Mitchell, general manager, WBKBlift(TV)
Chicago: "The
TV freeze
is wonderful.
An
added factor is the establishment of
an educational TV station in Chicago. WBKB will be more than
happy to contribute personnel to
the universities and colleges in
helping them get this station
started."
J. Harry LaBrum, president of
the Chamber of Commerce of
Greater Philadelphia, upon the
failure of the FCC to allocate any
additional VHF channels to that
city than were proposed in the FCC
Third Notice: "The allocation of
four UHF channels to Philadelphia
does not remedy the gross discrimination against the city. . . . The
development of UHF transmitters
and receivers will require time and
will not answer the needs of Philadelphia now or in the foreseeable
future."
Albert M. Greenfield, chairman
of the Chamber's board, referring
to
TV
setsPhiladelphia's
in use, secondnumber
only toof New
York and "possibly" Los Angeles:
"Perhaps Philadelphia cannot yet
be called the 'Television City.' But
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we believe we have a better claim
to the title than does any other
community."
On Capitol Hill, from chairmen
of the Senate and House Interstate
& Foreign Commerce Committees:
Sen. Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.),
Senate committee chairman: "When
are we going to get TV licensed . . .
unless we get additional examiner
teams it will be many more
months." Television, he said, would
not blanket the non-serviced parts
of the U. S. until some 20 "examiner teams" were engaged to
process applicants at a favorable
pace and that there were only
seven such teams at FCC now.
Rep. Robert Crosser (D-Ohio),
House
want tocommittee
see progresschairman:
ahead. ..."WeI
have confidence in the Commission.
... It is my prediction that the
FCC's report will prove to be
From. .the." West Coast:
good.
Louis D. Snader, president of
Snader Teiescriptions Corp.,Beverly
Hills: "Our vista was never 109 TV
stations. This is a 2,500-station
country."
Basil Grillo, vice president in
charge of production, Bing Crosby
Enterprises:
freeze
lifting "The
will long
resultpromised
in the
greatest demand for film products
in Don
TV's Fedderson,
history." general manager,
KLAC-TV Hollywood and president,
Television Broadcasters of Southern
(Continued on page 99)

New and Amended
Bids Received
APPLICATIONS
FIRST week following the issuance of FCC final TV allocations report
[B*T, April
14], thesawCommission.
15 new and Ofamended
applications
outlets
filed with
these, nine
were new.for television
There were four requests for UHF stations, three of which were new.
Among the nine new applica
Ark., applied for Channel 8
tions was one from WINR Bing- Bluff,
hamton, headed by the mayor of for Monroe.
First application after the freeze
that New York industrial city.
one — was for ChanGreer & Greer, a firm which has — annel amended
8 in St. Petersburg, Fla., filed
interests in several southwestern
this
page).
by
WTSP-AM-FM
(see story
theatres, applied for two stations
in New Mexico — one in AlbuquerFor
other
new
applications
and
que and another in Santa Fe. And
James A. Noe, former governor of amended applications, see opposite
Louisiana, asked for an outlet in
Monroe, La., where he owns KNOE.
Binghamton Mayor Donald W. PAT HE TV PLAN
Kramer has 10% interest in WINR, page. Offers 4-Film Package
which
applied for UHFis WINR
Channel vice
40. COOPERATIVE film syndication
E. R. Vadeboncoeur
was announced Tuesday by
president; he is also vice president plan
Pathe Television Corp. President
and general manager of WSYR Bruce
Eells, who said his organizaSyracuse. N. L. Kidd, treasurer of
will supply film financing,
WINR, has 25% interest in man- would tiondistribute
films of established
agement
group
of
WNDR
Syracuse
producers
and share residual inand owns stock in WELI New
come' of TV films with stations
Haven, Conn^
for them now.
Firm of Greer & Greer, com- signing
Pathe
currently plans four halfposed of E. John Greer and Saloma
film packages, the first three
S. Greer, has no radio or television hour
to
be
available
Oct. 1 : A comedy
interests but has interests in mo- story with music,
starring Spike
tion picture theatres in Santa Fe Jones and band; Passport
to Danand Denver, in addition to real esger, spy drama property owned by
tate holdings. Cost of the two TV
Swedish firm of A. B. Kinostations, on Channel 7 in Albu- the
Stockholm, and to be
querque and Channel 2 in Santa Fe, centralen,
produced for TV in Europe; Pathe
would total nearly $683,000.
Playhouse,
series of unrelated
Mr. Noe, owner of WNOE New dramas to bea produced
in Sweden
Orleans and KNOE Monroe, La., by
Robert
B.
Spafford, president
plus 50 % interest in KOTN Pine of Skyline Productions;
and the
tentative Rainbow Riley, a Western
which
may
be
produced
by
Cy Roth
'First' Application Filed of Coyt Productions, Hollywood.
With
FCC
by
WTSP
Initialtion firmbudgets
for settheatdistribuPOST-THAW
have been
$3 mil
FIRST
following
the FCC's
end-of -freeze
report [B*T,
per year.
April 14]TVwasapplication
filed at 8:30
a.m. April
15 by WTSP
St. Petersburg,
Fla. lionPathe
TV
will
sell
the
four
films
Station amended its pending application to ask for Channel 8 with 316
kw, 421 ft. antenna height above average terrain in lieu of Channel 5 as a single package, Mr. Eells explained, to a probable
stawith
tions in existing
markets 30-40
on a cost
height. 16.8 kw, 417 ft. antenna *
six copies — the ap- basis. Subscriber stations would
It proposed to spend $541,550 on made up plicawith
nt, his laweachfirmholding
and consultto three exclusive
construction (it already has the
ing engineer
a copy receiveof rights
each program in their
in addition to the three filed with runs
land),
$278,000
for
first
year's
locality
during
an overall period,
operating expenses and expects to the FCC.
probably two years.
take in $175,000 during the first
year. Equipment will be RCA.
Station is owned by Nelson P.
Poynter, who is also owner of the
St. Petersburg Times and the Congressional Quarterly, published in
Washington, D. C. F. J. Kelly is
vice president and general manager
of Pinellas Broadcasting Co., licensee of WTSP-AM-FM. Application waofs filedMiller
by the
Washington law firm
& Schroeder.
Meanwhile, the FCC ran out of
revised application forms by Tuesday of last week after it had
handed out 4,000 sets — mostly to
eager, hurried Washington radio
attorneys and consulting engineers.
Additional print run of 5-7,000
was ordered and is not expected to
be available until early this week.
Since each application must be
filed in triplicate, the 4,000 forms
handed out during the first two
J. Kelly (I), general manager-executive vice president of WTSI
days of last week might be considered to mean 1,333 applications
station's
Miller,sincewaitTV outside
office earh
on the way to the Commission. and
Tuesday
to fileattorney,
first TV Neville
application
thaw. FCC
Mr. Kelly
hold.
Actually, most applications are
FCC's Sixth Report in his right hand, WTSP application in left.
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television applications
Digest of Those Filed With the FCC April 14 through 17
(f Indicates prc-thaw ajiplication re-filed.)
Boxscore
VHF UHF Total
Applications filed since April 14
11
4
15
engineer Radio Engineering Co.,
Listed by States
Applicant is lifDENVER, Col.— Aladdin Radio San Francisco.
cense of KJAY Topeka and KSAN
Television Inc., Ch. 7 (174-180 San Francisco;
owner
is
nc), ERP 57.5 kw visual; antenna S. H. Patterson, who hasof both
various
leight above average terrain 970 real estate holdings.
§L, above ground 187 ft. Estimated
instruction cost $377,505, first
MONROE, La. — James A. Noe,
.rear operating cost $683, 048, rev- Ch. 8 (180-186 mc), ERP 96.5 kw
alue not estimated. Studio equip- visual; antenna height above aver575 ft., above ground
I3e3nent RCA, transmitter RCA, an- 574 ft.age terrain
construction cost
a ;enna RCA. Legal counsel Pier son $331,921,Estimated
first year operating cost
■ fe Ball, Washington. Consulting
$214,690, revenue $195,260. Studio
■ engineer, E. C. Page, Washington. equipment
RCA, transmitter RCA,
' Applicant
of KLZ-AM'FM Denver.is licensee
Principals
include: antenna RCA. Legal counsel Roberts & Mclnnis, Washington. Con. IPresident Harry E. Huffman
sulting engineer Mcintosh & Inglis,
' (13.3%), owner of 66% interest Washington.
Applicant is licensee
m\m
Drug Store,
. and Winters-Huffman
Executive Vice President
Hugh of WNOE New Orleans and KNOE
Monroe.
Owner
is James A. Noe,
' B. Terry (16%).
50% owner of KOTN Pine Bluff,
fHARTFORD,
Conn.—
The Ch.Tra-3 Ark.,
who has interest in various oil
V7 5yelers
Bcstg. Service
Corp.,
and gasinterests.
companies in addition to
"e (60-66 tenna
mc)heightERP
kw visual;
an- radio
above100average
terrain
!: 326 ft., above ground 450 ft. EstiDULUTH, Minn. — Red River
Bcstg. Co., Ch. 3 (60-66 mc), ERP
"> Lnatedyearconstruction
flgL&rst
operating cost
cost $608,896,
$455,096, 25.6 kw visual; antenna height
.^ revenue $400,000. Studio equipment above average terrain 813% ft.,
ft. Estimated
con" RCA, transmitter
RCA, Kirkland,
antenna above ground
struction c558
ost $283,501,
first year
.jjRCA.
Legal counsel
^ Fleming, Green, Martin & Ellis, operating cost $175,000, revenue
^Washington. Consulting engineer $200,000. Studio equipment RCA,
IB.. D. Ring & Co., Washington. Ap- transmitter RCA, antenna RCA.
I plicant is licensee of WTIC Hart- Legal counsel Segal, Smith & Henr/J.i.ford. Principals include: President
nessey, Washington. Consulting env^. Jesse dentW.andRandall
Vice Presigineer Millard M. Garrison, WashGeneral and
Manager
Paul
ington. Applicant is licensee of
KDALcant firmDuluth.
Principal
in applia; W. Moi-ency.
Travelers
is President
and Treasurer
:X..Co.,
Hartford, owns
100% Insurance
of stock.
(70%), gen4-i fST. PETERSBURG, Fla. — Daltoneral LeMasurier
manager of KDAL and 79%
Pinellas Bcstg. Co., Ch. 8 (180-186
uldi-lmc), ERP 316 kw visual; amended stockholder and president of
ve engineering data not submitted, ex- WQUA Moline, 111.
ifiaeept that antenna height above
N. M.— Greer
i- ground will be 457 ft. Estimated & ALBUQUERQUE,
Ch. 7 (174-180 mc), ERP
construction cost $541,550, first 111Greer,
kw visual; antenna height
above average terrain 4,152 ft.,
"TTyear
operating Make
cost $278,000,
-Lnue $175,000.
and typereve-of above ground 274 ft. Estimated
equipment not specified in amended construction cost $352,123, first
application, except that antenna year operating cost $160,000, revewill be RCA. Legal counsel Miller
nue not estimated. Studio equipfe Schroeder, Washington. Engineer
ment RCA, transmitter RCA, antenna RCA. Legal counsel I. E.
F. J. Kelly, St. Petersburg. Applicant is licensee of WTSP-AM-FM Lambert, Wichita, Kan. Consult3t. Petersburg. Principals include :
ing engineer A. D. Ring & Co.,
i President Nelson Poynter (96%), Washington. Principals include: E.
(50%), inwhoSantahas Feinter■ Dwner and publisher of St. Peters- Johnest inGreer
nine theatres
and
i I burg Times and co-editor and publisher of Congressional Quarterly, Denver, and Saloma S. Greer
(50%),
who
has
interest
in
four
^Washington,
C. Mr. Kelly
also Santa Fe theatres; both have real
flis executive viceD. president
and genestate holdings and interests in
eral manager of WTSP-AM-FM.
f TOPEKA, Kan.— S. H. Patter- Santa Fe and Albuquerque.
i son, Ch. 13 (210-216 mc), ERP 25.2
SANTA FE, N. M.— Greer &
, <w visual ; antenna height above Greer, Ch. 2 (54-60 mc), ERP 52.8
■ average terrain 534 ft., above kw visual; antenna height above
iL?round 537 ft. Estimated construc- average terrain 419 ft., above
ft. Estimated construction cost $174,231.23, first year op- groundtion cost600$330,753,
first year opererating cost $225,000, revenue
ating cost $120,000, revenue not
-,m $250,000. Studio equipment Du- estimated.
Studio equipment RCA,
M0.ont, transmitter DuMont, an.j tenna RCA. Legal counsel P. W. transmitter RCA, antenna RCA.
Seward, Washington. Consulting Legal counsel I. E. Lambert, WichBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

ita, Kan. Consulting engineer A. D.
Ring & Co.,
Washington.
Principals
include
E. John
Greer (50%
), who
has interest in nine theatres in
Santa Fe and Denver, and Saloma
S. Greer (50%), who has interest
in four Santa Fe theatres; both
have various real estate holdings
and interests in Santa Fe and Albuquerque.
BINGHAMTON,
N. Y.—
ern Tier Radio Service
Inc., SouthUHF
Ch. 40 (626-632 mc) ERP 171 kw
visual; antenna height above aver598 ft.,
above ground
440 ft.age terrain
Estimated
construction
cost
$245,714, first year operating cost
$202,625, revenue $212,000. Studio
equipment
transmitter
GE,
antenna GE.GE,Legal
counsel Dow,
Lohnes & Albertson, Washington.
Consulting engineer Craven, Lohnes
& Culver, Washington. Applicant
is licensee of WINR Binghamton.
Principals
include:(10%),
President
ald W. Kramer
mayorDon-of
Binghamton, senior partner in law
firm of Kramer, Night & Wales,
and president of Hawthorne
Heights Inc. (real estate development) Vice
; (12.7%),
PresidentviceE. president
R. Vadeboncoeur
of WSYR Syracuse, and Treasurer
N. L. Kidd
(12.6%), one-fourth
terest in management
group in-of
WNDR Syracuse and stockholder in
WELI New Haven, Conn.
DURHAM, N.C.— Durham Bcstg.
Enterprises Inc., Ch. 11 (198-204
mc), ERP 200 kw visual; antenna
height above average terrain 364
ft., above ground 441 ft. Estimated
construction cost $310,000, first
year operating
$153,900,
revenue $200,000. cost
Studio
equipment
DuMont, transmitter DuMont, antenna RCA. Legal counsel Fletcher & Midlen, Washington. Consulting engineer Virgil D. Duncan,
Raleigh,
N. C. Durham.
ApplicantPrincipals
is licensee of WTIK
include: President Harmon L. Duncan (25%), owner of WHIT New
Bern, N. C, and Vice President and
Secretary J. Floyd Fletcher (50%>).
FREMONT, Ohio— Wolfe Bcstg.
Corp., UHF Ch. 72 (818-824 mc),
ERP 23.52 kw visual; antenna
height above average terrain 184
ft., above ground 261 ft. Estimated
construction cost $145,000, first
year operating cost $100,000, revenue $125,000. Studio equipment
RCA, transmitter RCA, antenna
RCA. Legal counsel A. L. Stein,
Washington. Consulting engineer
A. R. Bitter, Toledo, Ohio. Applicant is licensee of WFRO-AM-FM
Fremont. Principals include: President Robert F. Wolfe (44%), paper jobber, and R. C. Force (0.20% )
manager of WFRO.
JOHNSTOWN, Pa.— Rivoli Realty Co., UHF Ch. 56 (172-178 mc),
ERP 85.8 kw visual; antenna height
above average terrain 606 ft., above
ground 540 ft. Estimated construction cost $187,300, first year operating cost $150,000, revenue $200,000.
Studio equipment RCA, General
Radio, Transmitter DuMont, antenna RCA. Legal counsel Fisher,
Wayland, Duvall & Southmayd,
Washington. Consulting engineer
George C. Davis, Washington. Ap-

plicant
is licenseePrincipals
of WARD-AMFM Johnstown.
include:
President-Treasurer Walter M.
Thomas (12.5%), owner of 50%
of Laurel Theatre and 33% of
Roxy Theatre, both in Johnstown,
and Secretary
land
(57.5%), Margaret
owner of E.50%Gart-of
Laurel Theatre, and 33% of Roxy
Theatre and 50% of First National
Bank Building, Johnstown.
fWILKES-BARRE, Pa. — Wyoming Valley Bcstg. Co., UHF Ch. 34
(590-596 mc), ERP 233 kw visual;
antenna height above average terrain 1,004 ft., above ground 243 ft.
Estimated construction cost $397,500, first year operating cost $225,000, revenue
$250,000. Studio
equipment GE, transmitter
GE, antenna
GE. Legal counsel Miller &
Schroeder, Washington. Consulting engineer John Creutz, Washington. Applicant is licensee of
WILK-AM-FM Wilkes-Barre. Principals include: President Isaiah C.
Morgan, M. D. (12%%), Secretary
and General Manager Roy E. Morgan (12%%),
Second
Vice
President
and and
Station
Manager
Thomas P. Shelburne (12y2%).
f MEMPHIS, Tenn.— Hoyt B.
Wooten, d/b as WREC Bcstg. Service Ch. 3 (60-66 mc), ERP 100 kw
visual; antenna height above average terrain 978 ft., above ground
1,050 ft. Estimated construction
cost $500,216, first year operating
cost $450,000, revenue $600,000.
Studio equipment RCA, transmitter
RCA, antenna RCA. Legal counsel
Spearman & Roberson, Washington. Consulting engineer A. D. Ring
& Co., Washington. Applicant is
licensee of WREC Memphis. Sole
owner and licensee is Hoyt B. Wooten, who has no other interests.
SAN Quinones,
JUAN, Puerto
Rico— mc),
Jose
Ramon
Ch. 4 (66-72
ERP 54.5 kw visual; antenna height
above average terrain 317 ft., above
groundtion382
ft. Estimated first
construccost $244,009.78,
year
operating cost $125,000, revenue
$200,000. Studio equipment RCA,
transmitter RCA, antenna RCA.
Legal counsel Dow, Lohnes & Albertson, Washington. Consulting
engineer Commercial Radio Equipment Co., Washington. Applicant is
licensee of WAPA and permittee of
WPAA. Jose Ramon Quinones is
sole owner; in addition to radio interests, he owns three Puerto Rico
sugar cane farms and is president
of Puerto Rico Farm Bureau.
Thaw Stirs Marker
FCC's
televisionlastfreeze-lift
announcement
Monday
touched off a round of activin radio-TV
stocks, but
the ityflurry
was subsiding
by
mid-week. Trading in RCA
common stock, for example,
saw almost 70,000 shares
change hands on Monday,
while 23,400 were traded
Tuesday and 11,600 on
Wednesday. Prices which
were up at the outset appeared for the most part also
to be settling back by the
middle of the week.
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He

can

make

you

happy

Sam Levenson offers you the gift of laughter
. . . he's generous about spreading it around.
He's made so many people happy that half
of all the sets turned on at Levenson's time
are turned on to see Levenson, and that's
added up to a 22.5 Trendex rating.
Now he's moved to Tuesday at 8, when even
more people can be happy over his wholesome,
effortless humor and inspired story-telling.
One of those happy people could be a
sponsor who knows how family pleasure can
carry over into family buying.
That happy sponsor could be you.
CBS

TELEVISION

SIXTH REPORT
Clarification Policy Set
ALL REQUESTS for clarifications
KFMB
and interpretations
of the
voluminous
and exacting
SixthFCC's
Report and Order, which was issued
TV
last week [B*T, April 14], must
be put in writing.
That was one of the first actions
of the FCC following a week of
Channel-8
heavy reading by broadcasters and
their Washington legal and engineering counsel.
Commission sources said that
they
must
be asked questions in
san d/eeo'$
writing so that their replies can
be official and on the record. Otherwise, they fear that conflicting
1st and Only
answers may be given to the same
TELEVISION STATION
question.
Most of the inquiries verbally
submitted to the Commission last
week were matters answered in the
decision, these sources said. Some
of the questions raised led to these
answers :
CALIFORNIA'S
1. As of now it is impossible to
THIRD MARKET
judge when an applicant may get
a grant.the That
be knownforuntil
after
Julywon't
1 deadline
the
beginning of processing when most
of the applications will have been
filed.
San Diego's
2. FCC will put out shortly after
Great Demand
July 1 a list of cities and their
positions on the various processing
in 1951
lines.
3. Definitely scheduled is work
For Skilled Labor
on the change of assignments for
the 30 stations required to shift
frequencies. If applications to acOf All Types
complish this are accompanied by
Resulted
requests for maximum powers and
antenna
heights,
those items will
In A
be processed at the same time the
channel reassignments are.
4. Will FCC view sympathetical47.7% Increase
requeststo for
at end
of lyyear
shiftrule-making
unused channels
In
from one city to another where apMANUFACTURING
await additional
cies?plicantsCommission
sources frequenindicate
EMPLOYMENT
uncertainty on this, claim that nobody has given it much thought.
Over 1950
Answer is same regarding petitions to delete educational reservations on unused channels.
5. All applications do not have to
be in by July 1. If filed after that
Wise Buyers
date, they will be placed in the
FILM PRODUCTION
BUYStopped
by CBS-TV
CONTINUING
to own
package,
CBS-TV duhas
withdrawn
proction of TV films andfromturned
over
the
half
hour
Amos
'n'
Andy
filming to Hal Roach Productions,
which receives screen credit.
All personnel in the unit will
now be carried on Hal Roach Productions'has
payroll.been
Series,
start in 1951,
filmedsinceat
Roach
Studios,
with
network
rentKFMB -TV
ing technical facilities and carryChonne 1-8 .
ing
actors
and
directors
on
its
payroll.
KFMB - AM
CBS-TV was the only network
actually producing its own films.
5 50 - K. C.
It now reverts to a policy mainf John A. Kennedy, owner
by other networks who farm
Howard L. Chernoff, Gen. Mgr. out alltainedfilm
production to established motion picture producers.
Represented by The Brcnham Co. ~
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But if from
aproper
city processing
without TVline.service
now,
those delaying may find all channels granted.
6. tion
Whatbelonging
happens
an applicato thetoGroup
B (1)
processing line which is filed after
the Commission completes actions
on all applications in that group?
Does titions inget
applica-is
Grouppriority
B (2)?overAnswer
yes, it will be considered a Group
B (1) application and receive pritions. ority over Group B (2) applica7. Grantees who have to return
for modifications of CPs will be put GOAR MESTRE (I), president of CMQ
into Group C, which will be started
as soon as the first modification is Television Network, Havana, Cuba,
received. Group C will be processed signs contract of affiliation with
as soon as the first case comes in. NBC-TV as Sheldon Hickox Jr., director of NBC television station relaQuestion of how fast the various
looks on. Contract is effective
processing lines can be moved is April 15tions,and
covers use of kinescopes
the great unknown. At the present
of
NBC-TV programs.
time, the Commission is understaffed and is awaiting Senate action on its requested $8 million 1953
budget. The House passed a $6
million appropriation, which is not ATOMIC BLASTS
only a cut of $2 million from the
Set for U. S. Showing
amount requested, but is actually
$500,000 under present required ATOMIC blast scheduled tomorlevels.
row (Tuesday) at Frenchman Flat,
Should the Senate not restore the
Las Vegas, Nev., will be seen
House cut, the Commission will near
by
television
audiences over the
have to termine
survey
nation as a result of a public
which willitsbeactivities,
cut down de-to whole
service
venture
by the seven Los
shake loose personnel for the ex- Angeles TV stations.
pected
TV
avalanche.
The
seven
stations,
comprising
Commission officials vow that all
Television Broadcasters of
personnel are loaded with work at the
Southern California, will set up
the present time and that if any relays
on a pool basis from the
must be moved to tackle TV work- Frenchman
Flat scene to Los Anload it willactivities
mean a— virtual
"freeze"
geles where live telecasts will be
on other
AM, amateurs,
made
available
to the national nettelephone and telegraph, etc.
works.
Under
the
production
supervision
AUTO DEALERS
of Klaus Landsberg, vice president
Buy Drama-Sports Packages and general manager of KTLA
AUTO dealers seem to be empha- telecast
(TV) Los will
Angeles,
the co-operative
include
the atomic
sizing heavy dramatic-sports pack- blast itself
and behind-the-scenes
ages, Milt Blink, executive vice interviews with
troops participatpresident of United Television programs, said last week in reviewing vers. ing in the atomic warfare maneuspring sales of TV film programs.
to relay
blast byto
Chrysler-De Soto dealers in Buf- LosEquipment
Angeles has
been the
dropped
falo and Rochester had bought
Double Play With Durocher and helicopter on strategic mountain
Day in their cities, while Harts peaks, beginning with Mt. Charleston, 8,000-ft. receiving
Sales Corp., auto polish manufac- Frenchman
Relay point
then from
goes
turers, signed for the same pro- to Mt. San Flat.
Antonio
(Mt.
Baldy)
gram in San Antonio, Dallas,
and to Mt. Wilson, site of the seven
Houston, and Phoenix.
Dramatic Royal Playhouse series Los Angeles TV transmitters.
operation
is currently on the air for Ford at Cost
more ofthan
$75,000. is estimated
dealers in Davenport and Nash
NBC-TV
in
New
announced
dealers in Pittsburgh. In its origi- that it would carry York
a live telecast
nal version, Fireside Theatre, the
if
arrangements
are
completed
to
same program is featured by the
Clark-Smith Auto Sales Corp., in relay the blast simultaneously.
Phoenix.
CBS-TV said the explosion would
Studebaker Dealers in Milwau- be carried live.
ABC-TV spokesmen said the netkee havetectivepurchased
a
private
deseries distributed by UTP,
work was not even planning to
and Lou Levinthal, a used-car deal- carry
films of the atomic experier in Indianapolis, is running a ment.
5-minute dramatic-impact series,
CBS Radio reported it would
Paradox on WFBM-TV for 52 send commentators Robert Trout,
weeks. Sieberling Tires has pur- Lowell Thomas and Dallas Townchased the Big Town series for send to cover the event, with their
Brownsville, Tex.
broadcasts originating at KLAS
Cumberland-Nash dealers in Las Vegas.
Rochester struck out on an indiMBS said it is sending a crew
vidual choice, Mr. Blink reported. headed by Maj. George Fielding
Elliot to work with the staff of
They
bought
UTP's
Old
American
Barn Dance.
KRAM Las Vegas.
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The

end

of the

BEGIN

Freeze

PROFITS

can

FOR

YOU

r

GET
THIS BOOKLET
NOW

Find out how to
get on the air quickly and profitably |
# with Du Mont UHF transmitting equipment
# with Du Mont Network programs
# with a Du Mont-built UHF audience
Learn how these three Du Mont operations, I
working together, can help make your UHF plans I
a successful reality. |

he
mt

for your now
copy-. .
Allen B. DuMont Laboratories, Inc.
1500 Main Ave. (DEPT. BTU3)
Clifton, N. J.
flUMONT

ALLEN

BROADCASTING

B . DU MONT

• Tel,

LABORATORIES,

INC., CLIFTON, N.J.

Please send me my copy of "UHF The New
Development in TV".
Name
Company
Address
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Station
Plastic Props Are Boon
To Production
(Report 212)

telestatus

Dallas'

^eicviAioH Station
★
SERVES THE LARGEST
TELEVISION
MARKET...

DALLAS

and

FORT WORTH
More than a Million
urban population in the /
50-mile area
More than TWO MILLION
in the 100-mile area . .'.
NOW

TELEVISION HOMES
V'S
in KRLD-T
EFFECTIVE
COVERAGE
AREA

EXCLUSIVE CBS
TELEVISION OUTLET FOR
DALLAS-FORT WORTH
AREAS

Channel 4 . . . Represented by
The BRANHAM Company
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A PLASTIC resistant to water,
fire, shattering and warping is
being demonstrated by NBC which,
with Studio Alliance, New York,
theatrical supply house, has developed the compound for TV use
in sets, props and costumes.
An opaque plastic — shown in
fireproof flats two-thirds the usual
thickness — can be painted repeatedly with glazed or dull finishes,
thereby, since sizing is not necessary, saving one step in the usual
painting process. Having the
toughness but not the weight of
wood, the plastic — like wood — can
be nailed, sawed, planed and sanded.
It can be cast in molds to reproduce art objects— such as an antique urn or a hand-carved picture
frame — with precise detail and a
great saving in weight: a gilded
bust weighing 15 pounds was reproduced in plastic weighing two
pounds. Details can be cast so precisely, according to Arthur Segal,
partner in Studio Alliance, that
reproducing unwanted lines was
initially a manufacturing problem.
A translucent plastic can also be
used to create a marble-like texture and appearance or, with color
introduced into the plastic mixture,
stained glass windows. A transment,parentwill plastic,
makecurrently
it possiblein developto build
shatter-proof crystal chandeliers.
An elastic plastic can be used for

metallic chains it
and braids on military uniforms or ornate draperies
— which themselves can be cast in
plastic.
Cost of the process varies, with
hand-made objects proving cheaper
to date than tooled reproductions
which require special machinery.
In some instances — such as a portable antique vase — plastic is already cheaper than the usual and
coarse papier mache, as well as
more durable, Benjamin L. Webster, NBC manager of staging services, reported.
Durability of plastic props —
which can be dropped without damage— is soon to be proved by Ringling Bros, circus, which has ordered
ornately carved float-wagons coated with the processing, he added.
The technique, developed over the
last six months, was also used for
some props
NBC-TV's
presentation of the inopera,
Amahl and
the
Night Visitors.

ending March 22, complete ratings
follow:
Homes
Rank Program (000)
I Love Lucy
(CBS)
9,561
231 Texaco
Star
Theater
(NBC)
8,094
Red
Skelton
(NBC)
8,059
45 Colgate
Comedy
Hour
(NBC)
7,542
You
Bet
Your
Life
(NBC)
7,345
6 Your(Reynolds,
Show ofR. Shows
7,229
J.,
Tobacco)
(NBC)
78 Arthur
Fireside Godfrey
Theater (NBC)
7,213
&
Friends
6,582
Tobacco) (CBS) 6,503
9 Your(Liggett
Show &ofMyers
Shows
(Participating)
(NBC)
10 Philco TV Playhouse (NBC) 6,436
Rank
Program Homes
%
1 I Love Lucy (CBS)
59.1
23 Arthur
Godfrey's
Scouts
(CBS)
57.9
Red Skelton
(NBC)
51.5
4 Texaco
Star Theater
(NBC) 50.9
56 Colgate
Hour (NBC) 46.2
47.6
Your(Reynolds,
ShowComedy
ofR.Shows
Tobacco) (NBC) 45.7
78 Arthur
You Bet Godfrey
Your LifeJ.,& (NBC)
Friends
44.8
(LiggettTheatre
& Myers
Tobacco) (CBS) 44.7
Fireside
(NBC)
109 Mama
(CBS)
43.5
Copyright 1952 by A. C. Nielsen Co.

New Camera Crane
Aids TV Production
'Lucy' Heads Nielsen
TV CAMERA crane claimed to
have unusual versatility has been
In Homes Percentage
announced by Houston-Fearless
CBS-TV's / Love Lucy reached Corp., Los Angeles, which says the
9,561,000 homes and was viewed crane allows virtually every camera
in 59.1% of all TV homes able to effect known to television, from
receive the program, according to very high to very low "on the air"
fluid-motion shots, vertical and horA. C.March.
Nielsen'sBased
second
TV report
(Continued on page 101)
for
on two
weeks

21, 1952 — Telecasting Survey
Weekly Television Summary— ap^i
Outlets On Air
Sets in146,181
Area
s in Area City
Outlets On Air
Louisville
WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
Albuquerque KOB-TV
14,400 Matamoros
(Mexico)Ames
88,106
19,200
WOI-TV
185,000
Brownsville, Tex. XELD-TV
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV WITV
WMCT
Baltimore
380,263 Memphis
WAAM,
WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
Miami
WTVJ
126,853
Binghamton
113,000
WNBF-TV
Milwaukee
WTMJ-TV
Birmingham
90,000
60,000
WAFM-TV,
WBRC-TV
142,000
328,084
Minn.-St.
Paul
KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
WTTV
Bloomington
321,400
Nashville
WSM-TV
Boston
873,761
WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
258,940
New
WNHC-TV
Buffalo
138,999 New
WBEN-TV
WBTV
New Haven
Orleans
WDSU-TV
250,000
68,418
Charlotte
Chicago
YorkWABD, WCBS-TV,
WJZ-TV, WNBT
1,116,386
342,000
89,108
WBKB,
WENR-TV,
WGN-TV,
WNBQ
Newark
WOR-TV,
WPIX, WATV
Cincinnati
WCPO-TV,
WKRC-TV,
WLWT
Norfolk
WTAR-TV
Cleveland
605,329 Oklahoma City WKY-TV
WEWS,
3,059,400
222,000
Columbus
WBNS-TV,WNBK,
WLWC,WXELWTVN
112,543
Omaha KMTV, WOW-TV
125,702
Philadelphia
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV,
WPTZ
Ft.
Worth
KRLD-TV,
WFAA-TV,
WBAP-TV
DallasPhoenix WDTV
KPHO-TV
126,374
160,415 Pittsburgh
Davenport
WOC-TV
(
Include
Davenport,
Moline,
Rock
Ise.,
Quad
Cil
96,000 Providence
WHIO-TV, WLWD
Dayton
Richmond WJAR-TV
WTVR
sline230,000
750,000
118,860
Detroit
WJBK-TV, WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
Rochester
WHAM-TV
WICU
Erie
162,384
Rock
Island
WHBF-TV
140,109
Ft.Dallas
WorthQuad
Cities
Include
Davenport,
Moline,
Rock
Ise.,
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
160,415 Salt Lake City KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
75,900
E. Moline91,563
Grand
Rapids WBAP-TV,
WOOD-TV
217,081
San Diego
Greensboro
WFMY-TV
KEYL, WOAI-TV
109,947
KFMB-TV
73,378
Houston
127,500 San Francisco KGO-TV,
KPRC-TV
HuntingtonAlbany-Troy WRGB KPIX, KRON-TV
130,000
Charleston WSAZ-TV
80,350 Schenectady221,350
Indianapolis
WFBM-TV
Seattle
KING-TV
55,000
Jacksonville
206,600
WMBR-TV
St.
Louis
144,116
139,800
KSD-TV
Johnstown
Toledo
WJAC-TV
200,040
WHEN, WSYR-TV
390,500
Kalamazoo
Syracuse
KOTV
WSPD-TV
201,846 Tulsa
Kansas City WKZO-TV
174,718
WDAF-TV
WKTV
Utica-Rome
149,064
Lansing
Lancaster
111,970
WGAL-TV
158,000
Washington
90,000
WJIM-TV
WMAL-TV,
WNBW,
WTOP-TV,
WTTG
Wilmington
KECA-TV,KTLA,KHJ-TV,
Los Angeles KNXT,
70,000
WDEL-TV
100,438
354,129
KTTV KLAC-TV, KNBH
Estimated Sets in
Stations on Air 109*
otal Markets on Air 64*
Includes XELD-TV Matamoros, Mexico
Editor's
Note:
Totals for
eachofmarket
representareestimated
within television
area. WhereTVcoverage
areas overlap setelectric
counts may be
partially
duplicated.
Sources
set estimates
basedsomaonsetsdata
distributors,
and manufacturers.
Since
many are
compiled monthly,
may from
remaindealers,
unchanged
in successive circulation
summaries.committees,
Total sets in all companies
areas are
necessarily approximate.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
City

The Atlanta market is a beauty in more ways than
one. So far as we know, the city's famed dogwoods
bear no particular significance to sales . . . but did you ever
notice how much better work does seem to go amid
pleasant surroundings? One of these more pleasant things about
doing business in Atlanta is a television set-up that pampers an
advertising budget. Telecasting over Channel 2 with
50,000 watts from the world's tallest television tower,
WSB-TV delivers a package that makes sense to cost-conscious
time buyers. Let one of us show you WSB-TV's coverage pattern
and tell you about the production facilities we have for you.

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

Represented by
Edward Petry & Co., Inc.

Affiliated with The Atlanta
Journal and Constitution
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Nothing fitert
in the ihdusbyl

ADVANCED

y' INTERCHANGEABLE WITH MOST

C/oser Focus For GRCATCR MA6WFtCATfON
FIG. 1 —TWICE THE BACK FOCAL TRAVEL
/ With short focal length lenses, G-E cornsra (hot
torn) can focus closer on subjects for greet".
magnification - up to 25 limes.

S Vibration-isolated blower provides full length
cooling of I.O. tube for long tube life and top
picture quality.

SEND FOR THIS NEW BULLETIN — Complete specs, diagrams
and photographs of this new G-E TV Studio Camera Channel.
Wire or write us for Bulletin ECB-5. General Electric Company,
Section 232-17, Electronics Park, Syracuse, New York.

in naitf GEdurffo

camera

(knmll

ALREADY in production and already in service,
JLY. General Electric's Type PE-8-B represents another major engineering achievement in television
from Electronics Park, world center for electronics
research and development. Feature by feature— to
give you unprecedented picture quality and sim-

plicity of operation — this channel is far ahead of
anything in its field today!
Check the advantages listed below. Compare
them, point by point, with those of any other
camera channel. Then call your G-E Broadcast Man
and ask to see this new unit in action.

^ Twice the back focal travel of conventional cameras!
Now, for the first time you can focus on closer subjects
with a long focal length lens. ( See Fig. 1 )
^Silent blower permits close-up operation without microphone pick-up.
^ Special shielding around yokes and blower motor prevents picture distortion by eliminating effect of stray
magnetic fields.
^Faster lenses supplied at no extra cost!
50mm-f2.3 100 mm -f2. 3 152mm-f2.7
l/Lenses are positively indexed.
Circuits provide sweep failure protection for your
$1200 I.O. tube. \/ Quick change sweep expansion
switch prevents underscanning effects on the face of the
tube.
^Lens versatility. More than 15 different TV lenses can
be mounted without special adaptation.
^Stabilized and friction-damped turret prevents oscillation or sagging when shifting lenses or tilting camera.
^Automatic engagement of focus control when side
door of camera is closed.

^Low center of gravity in camera and Fearless pan and
tilt head assure stability and smooth operation.
Focus handle clutch protects against damage and misalignment.
^Removable I.O. yoke with ball-bearing slide assembly
and plug-in electrical connections.
^ Microphonics minimized. No signal circuits included
in control console.
^Average brightness measurements of channel picture
can be made at the channel amplifier.
14 kv independent power supply for monitor picture
tube. V* Calibration input terminals supplied.
^Change-over switch for composite or non-composite
signals.
^Waveform monitor includes IRE calibration scale.
^Simultaneous vertical and horizontal waveform
presentation.
Large quiet blower provides ample monitor cooling.
Entire channel is factory-wired, with all plug-in interconnections.

tube• screw
In 2 andminutest
Rapid coupling
focus by crank
kneb. </forUsefocusinturret, Remove
y Easy \/ tide
knob or(above)
ufe keeping, during "line-up".

GENERAL

S Counter-balanced "draw-out" and remov- y Convenient, accessible rack
panels picture
for accessibility.
|<12%" camera
telephoneandcommunication
between rack,
aluminized
tube.
control

ELECTRIC

EDUCATORS,
FCC has spun the wheel of fortune
for TV station-minded educators '
throughout
the nation
but thewhether
question remained
last week
many institutions would get their
blue chips on the table within the
prescribed one-year time limit.
While a number of prominent
educators,
representa-on
tives on theincluding
Joint Committee
Educational Television, expressed
themselves as highly gratified over
the FCC's non-commercial educational reservations, they made plain
they did not regard the allocations
as a "victory" per se but as a decision within the province "of the
public
interest" and a challenge
to education.
The Commission set aside 242
reservations for non-commercial
educational stations, of which 80 or
13% are earmarked for VHF
[B*T, April 14]. Processing starts
July 1.
Despite the concern over finances,
educational groups were urged to
apply immediately
for structure
precious fre-of
quencies within the
FCC's table of assignments — "even
before funds are available" lest
they "inevitably be lost" by remaining "fallow."
Estimate 15 to File
JCET, prime mover in the edudrive, with
$90,000 cators'
grant
from the
the help
Fund offora
Adult Education of the Ford
Foundation, estimates perhaps 15
organizations may file this year
for educational outlets — and at
least half "should get in substantial
readiness" to file.
Losing no time once FCC announced itsleaders
allocations
educational
and JCETplan,officials
called a news conference in Washington last Monday.
JCET announced that the final
TV allocations plan "retains the
principle of
reservations"
it had
proposed
before
the Commission,
lauded theallocation
FCC "forplancreating
aandtelevision
which
will provide [the American people]
with wider access to the benefits of
education."
Submitting to questioning were
Ralph Steetle, JCET executive director, and other committee representatives, and spokesmen for U. S.
Office of Education, National Assn.
of Educational
National EducationBroadcasters,
Assn. and Assn.
for Education by Radio-Television.
Mr. Steetle told Broadcasting •
Telecasting that perhaps a dozen
groups or institutions now are
seeking educational stations in such
cities as Houston, Milwaukee, San
Francisco, Detroit, Los Angeles,
DeKalb (111.), Columbus, Champaign (111.) and others.
Among universities expected to
file shortly for channels are U. of
Missouri (no educational channel
reserved by FCC), Michigan State
College, U. of Illinois, Ohio State
U., U. of Kansas, State U. of Iowa,
U. of Southern California, Wichita
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TV
JCET
U., Houston
U. and Southern Illinois U.
Statewise, several state education departments have joined other
groups New
for "initial
in New
York,
Jersey,steps"
Connecticut,
Michigan, Wisconsin, Oregon, California, Ohio, Washington, Texas
and others.
Mr. Steetle, while expressing no
such sentiment during the news
conference, told this publication he
wanted
stress that
televisionto stations
have "commercial
done a good
job"
in
presenting
educational
but that there is no questionfareof
overlap in programming.
"The interest of the Ford Foundation, additionally, will continue
unabated in this program to facilitate the establishment of an educational system of television broadcasting," Mr. Steetle said. He said
this interest implies "financial suppotional
rt" in instances
involving
educagroups in need
of funds.
In his prepared statement, Mr.
Steetle praised the FCC for its
attitude and expressed confidence
that many
schools to"will
move forward immediately
construct
and
operate
television
stations."
Basically, however, it was made
plain at the conference that responfor implementing
educationalsibility
TV will
rest with individual
institutions, which have been canvassing sources ofandrevenue
to sustain construction
maintenance

Thaw Is 'Challenge'
costs of educational stations (see
separate story page 100).
Seymour sentative
Siegel,
repreand NAEBJCETpresident,
suggested
non-commercial
TV
tions could be built for as littlesta-as
$250,000 and operated for one year
on a maximum of another $250,000
— depending on the type and size of
community and its interests. Where
educational networks are in existence, the cost conceivably would
be less, he added.
UHF For WNYC
Mr. Siegel, also director of
Municipal Broadcasting System
(WNYC) New York, who hopes to
obtain the only local commercial
channel
31—
and who available—
announcedUHFthatNo.WNYC
will apply this week, probably tofor theoperators
lone channel,daysaid(Monday)
commercial
will
shy away from the UHF frequency
in New York because six VHF operators already are established succes ful y there.
He said an application for a noncommercial channel had been substantially completed when FCC
ruled that applicants for such channels must be identified with educational institutions. He said authority for WNYC's application
was issued in February by the city's
board of estimates for a TV station. He indicated his hope of an

uncontested
Channel 31. hand in obtaining UHF 581
He urged educational groups to *
"apply for channels without delay
—apply for construction even before fundsofficials
are available."
JCET
conceded that in
some instances, state universities
would have to go to their legislatures every
year by
because
"fundsto
are hard
to come
and slow
come by." On the other hand, in
cases like that involving the Board
of Regents of the State of New
York, it was said television is
a "small item" when siphoned
from a substantial budget set aside
for support of public schools.
The Board of Regents has proposed an 11-station non-commercial
educational TV network at an esticost of $3,855,540
annual matedtechnical
operating with
cost an:of
$2,273,941 based on 12 to 16 hours
programming
seven channels
days a
week. Total ofdaily,
ten UHF
were reserved for the New York
State plan.
Arthur S. Adams, president of
the American Council on Education, posed a challenge for educators, stating:
"Thethistimeopportunity
is now —
the time
we have
Experience Needed
is Belmont
short." Farley, JCET reprefor NEA, said
educators'
TV stationsentativedreams
can come
true
"but it will take a little longer.
What we don't know now and have
inestimate
experience,
An
of twowe towillfivelearn."
years was
Seymour Krieger, JCET counsel,
given.

Ohio Institute Charts Course
TV PROGRESS
PROGRAMMING of commercial stations will improve," largely broadcasters might question granting free time to public service and
consumer and organized
TV stations
"willdoimprove"
in- through groups
dustry cannot
the jobbutalone
rather than by dint educational programs.
without the aid of educational viewing
"It is unfortunate that this reof "self-policed codes of good concent allocation plan did not accept
broadcasters, the Institute for EduHe described the new NARTB TV the proposal offered by Sen. Edwin
cation by Radio-Television was told
Thursday.
C.
Johnson
(D-Col.) and others of
a good tothing
but only "a us who have
been touring the
This was the gist of talks by code asincentive"
improvement.
commercial broadcasters and edu- mild
He
insisted
that
"more
and
more
duct."
country,"
he
said.
broadcasters are daily
Mrs. Bullitt
that tele-to
cators in a session on "improve- commercial
viewers showsuggested
more response
coming to a realization that FCC
ment of television
ushering
in the 22d programming"
annual IERT was essentially correct in its Blue good programming to guide comconference sponsored by Ohio State Book announcement several years
mercial stations and felt programU. at Columbus.
ago." As a result, he said, they
ming problems would be solved in
The general session was flavored have realized that the "best pro- time. She stressed public service
with references to the NARTB
programs, a high level of program
ice fare; gram ing" islocal and public serv- selectivity and research, adding
Television
Blue Book ofCode,
severalFCC's
years ill-fated
ago and
Most immediate problem, Mr. that there is a difference at times
trade criticism.
Lamb stated, is improvement of between so-called good and bad
commercial T V programming, shows and that research reflects
Panel Members
"will arrive out of a real, changes in audience taste.
Panelists included Edward Lamb, which
rugged competition for audience
Lethal'something
"When 'Silence
stationsIs offer
attention."
He said educators no
president of WTVN (TV) Columbus and WICU (TV) Erie, Pa., longer can afford to sit back and worthwhile, they frequently get the |
WTOD Toledo and WHOO Orlando, "criticize commercial telecasting"
Fla.; Mrs. A. Scott Bullitt, presi- but must face up to the task of silent treatment," she said. "Si- >
is lethal."to a question, Mrs.
Responding
dent of KING-TV Seattle, a mem- putting educational stations on the lence
ber of the NARTB TV Code Review air.
The American public will be Bullitt said that while some individuals in the industry take issue
Board; Armand Hunter, director of able to use this new program source
TV development, Michigan State as a gauge to measure usefulness with educational reservations,
of all TV stations.
"there will be very feeble opposiCollege,
and
Dallas
Smythe,
Institute for Communications Research,
Noting that educational groups
tion" once the educators start to
U. of Illinois.
are receiving reservations for more build stations.
Mrs.
Bullitt expressed confidence
than twice as many channels as
Mr. Lamb
factors
which said
lead "there
me to are
feelmany
that commercial outlets now on the air, that programs
willon show
(Continued
page continual
82)
TV programming at commercial Mr. Lamb suggested that private
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting 1

tHff/iaid he is delighted "the Commission has seen the light" and said
i;hat previously applications before the FCC were "predominantly
commercial.
He said the
burden
iad been on" educators
to present
jjjstrong case for non-commercial
TV
outlets telecasters
"immediately"
commercial
sat while
back
jind
"clamored"
for
three
and
lalf years for the FCC to lift thea
freeze.
JCET officials urged special
laste by organizations in larger
;ities where FCC has earmarked
one, VHF in its assignments.
isidj Turning to programming, a
JCET representative said educapri ,tional
stations
will "trymonotony
to get
away from
the deadening
of standardmercialstuff"
telecast
by
stations. But even com-so,
JCET officials emphasized that its
^proposed educational fare would
fall within the broadest possible
definition of the word, and include
culture,
ment. fine arts and entertainIn this connection, the educators
had a kind word for DuMont Network's Johns Hopkins Science ReNBC-TV'stheyMeetfeltthecouldPressbe
(whose view,
format
embellished with general educauplift) — and even Kukla,
Fran & tionalOllie.
The purpose of educational programming, JCET avowed, would
be
to weighand"thecultural
total fare
impacton allof
educational
levels of people" and to afford

EDUCATIONAL TV COST
'Who's Going to Pay?'
FINANCING of educational TV
presents a grave problem, Calvin
S. Hathaway, director of the Cooper Union Museum for the Arts of
Decoration, New York, declared
last Wednesday.
Speaking before the Friends of
the Museum, Mr. Hathaway said
that although
are keenly
interested in the "we
potential
widening
of our horizons by the new Washington decree ... I only wish that
Washington or Albany or the ultimate beneficiaries who own television receiving sets would tell us:
Who's going to pay?"
He cited the expense of TV program ing and noted that the New
York State Regents hope to operate a proposed network. He
added, "but
therethatseems
be noof
reason
to hope
the toState
New York will be any more interested in helping to cover a museum's television expenses than
commercial television has been."
"mature,education
literatehopes
and toadult
fare"
which
translate
in terms of public understanding
in government and democracy.
JCET still is "interested in educational programming of commercial stations" and the need for
cooperation between commercial
telecasters and educational outlets.
Role of the latter in supplying new

personnel
potential commercial
outlets wasforcited.
Because the stations would be
operated without profit, there are
no problems involving unions or
copyright-royalties.
"The American Federation of Musicians
has
cooperated
fully
and
completely"
with schools on broadcasts involving musicians, Mr. Siegel interposed.
Cost of operating these stations
would be "cheaper than chewing
gum — perhaps the least expensive
way you can educate except perhaps radio," Heaccording
ACE's
Mr. Adams.
cited a topotential
Bostonlion viewers
VHF andaudience
of
four
miladded that in New
York
the
cost
"will
approximate
.that of one newspaper per person
per year."wouldIn some
instances,
the
audience
be select
or limited,
however, it was acknowledged.
"Withinversitiesfive
years, institutions
state uniand private
will serve each community, state
and the nation on a scale only
dimly told
appreciated
Adams
newsmen. today," Mr.
Some educational groups, it was
acknowledged, have indicated interest in applying for commercial
TV licenses. It also was noted
that FCC was asked to rule on
partial commercialization by educational applicants as a policy.
(The Commission rejected this prosuggested schools.)
by the U. of Missouriposal,and other
The ACE president strongly en-

MARCH OF TIME
Announces New Series
THE MARCH of Time, New York,
has announced a new 26-week TV
films series, American Wit and
Humor.
Works and
of America's
famous
authors
humorists,mostincluding
Mark Twain, Artemus Ward, EuField, Joshand Billings,
Nathaniel geneHawthorne
Edgar Allen
Poe
are featured. Cast for the series
includes Thomas Mitchell, Gene
Lockhart, Jeffrey Lynn, Arnold
Moss, Ann Burr and Luella Gear.
dorsed the plan and expressed confidence that construction and operation "will begin promptly in many
communities."
Actual
work
for
these stations
may spade
take place
at the current Educational Television Programs
Institute slated
at PennCollege,
have been sylvania
held Stateyesterday
(Sunday).to
NEA's Mr. Farley noted that
one state (presumably New York)
is "well on the way to the creation of a statewide network of television stations. In numerous cities
and in many institutions . . . plans
for financing
and operating educa• tional stations have been made and
will be7\carried out at an early
date." The reservations will help
some groups overcome some
"limitations" on TV, he added. Los
(Continued on page 82)
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FINAL
TELEVISION
ALLOCATIONS
REPORT
EXTRA

COPIES

AVAILABLE
NOW
AT $3.00
EACH
This is the complete report— 196 printed pages —
just as the FCC released
it last Monday.
This volume shows the
complete city-by-city
breakdowns for all 2,053
proposed stations in 1,291
communities. There are
sections on antenna
heights, educational reservations, power, procedures, Hennock's and
Jones' opinions, zoning
and mileage separation.
You'll want library copies, home copies, tear
copies and working copies. Press run was limited. Please use the coupon
below and order today.

Broadcasting • Telecasting
870 NATIONAL PRESS BLDG.
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Please send
copies of
the Final Television Allocations
Report at S3.00 each.
M/O, check
please bill
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institutions and in many localities.
Considerable thought has been
given to how educational agencies
can pool their resources for effective operation.
educational agenciesI amare sure
readythatto meet
the time schedule for transmitting
and receiving UHF. Some are
ready for the immediate use of
VHF
FCC reservedusea
UHF allocations."
channel for educational
in Detroit.
Similar reports were given for
land-grant versities.
colleges
state uni-of
James H.andDenison
Michigan State College, another
JCET representative, said many
"are prepared to file applications
for construction permits immediately, and others will not be far
behind."
MSC atwasEastrejected
VHF channel
Lansing.for a
Dr. A. N. Jorgensen, U. of Connecticut president, felt that state
universities that have been assigned TV channels "must now
move forward as soon as possible."
Earl McGrath, U. S. Commissionecation,
r of Education,
Office Agency,
of EduFederal Security
Educators, JCET
described
the
FCC
plan
as the
(Continued from page 81 )
opening
of
"a
new
era"
for
education.
But
he
warned:
Angeles
"ready to go" with
UHF, it also
was issaid.
The FCC's decision must be imJCET assisted 838 colleges, unilemented bybenefits
actual broadcasting
erations ifpits
are to be felt op-in
versities and school systems and
public service agencies to file the community. Thus, educators also
a serious
challenge whether
this yearthey
—a
formal statements in response to face
challenge
to determine
the FCC's
proposal for
reservations. The difference
between
the will build and operate these stations,
242 finally reserved and the 209 or whethervaluable they
portion ofwill
the allow
public this
domain,inset
aside
in
the
Commission's
Third
the
television
spectrum,
to
remain
Notice represents extra channels
used and ultimately to be turned un-to
granted to groups which had not other than educational uses. Clearly
even applied. JCET will continue then, educators in all of these cities
to aid schools, offering engineering must begin at once to initiate or comand construction data.
plete plansoffortheir
the own
construction
and
independent
Detroit educational agencies are operation
television
stations.
"well along" in their planning, acDr. I. Keith Tyler, director of
cording to President David Henry radio
education at Ohio State U.
of Wayne
U., Applicants
an ACE representative on JCET.
for UHF and a key figure in JCET, said
in that city include Wayne U., U. he was pleased that the FCC recof Detroit and Dept. of Education.
ognized education's'
role in TV's
development
and commended
the
Mr. Henry said:
"Much experimentation in pro- Commission for its handling of the
gram ing isunder way in many allocations plan. (OSU was rejected iHen afelt
bid that
for aFCC
VHFhadChannel.)
not
solved one of the "most difficult
problems," asserting:
A BULLITT-PROOF PROGRAM
is now forced to rely upon
KING-TV President Gives Recipe to IERT UHFEducation
in some cities which already have
sosaturation
many VHFof VHF
stations
and suchsetsa ashighto
receiving
so that no imagination can get
MRS. A. SCOTT BULLITT, KING- lid
TV Seattle president, gave a recipe in and no gimmicks can get out, make the
educators'
task
These cities includealmost
New hopeYork
for an average program at the and
let stand while the costs in- and Losless.Angeles
as well as Columbus
Ohio State U. Institute for Educa- crease.
where
Ohio
State
University
was
pretion by Radio-Television meeting
Then take one jigger of talent — an educational
pared to go ahead
immediately
at Columbus Thursday. Speaking domestic
television
station ifwith
the
will
do
—
flavor
with
produring the TV program panel, she
duction problems, a pinch of doubt Commission
were able Butto make
avail-of
a
b
l
e
a
VHF
channel.
for
most
gave the recipe as follows:
and, if you have any — a dash of the nation's cities, the door is now
Take mentsoneand siftcupgently.
sponsor's requirefor educational stations.
Fold these
hope.
' ingredients carefully openColleges,
universities,institutions
school systems
Two tablespoons agency ideas, together
so they can get into a and other educational
must
carefully chilled.
small studio.
now take up the challenge. They must
Add one-half dozen staff suggesproceed as rapidly as possible to plan
This
requires
a
very
light
touch
tions, well beaten.
in eachchannels.
communityIt may
the
as the slightest jolt will sour the cooperatively
use of these valuable
However fresh and flavorful, they results.
timecommunities
to exploreandresources,
to eduwill curdle when combined with
Be sure to line the pan thoroughly take cate
to
marshall
agency ideas, so they must be with union regulations or the mix- necessary finances, but the time to the
bebeaten till stiff.
ture will stick.
gin is now. educators commended
Elsewhere,
Place in the oven with your
Stir together in a smoke-filled
room and sprinkle generously with fingers crossed. Sometimes it comes the FCC's educational reservations
salesmen gimmicks.
out a tasty delicacy, and sometimes and felt they opened a new "vista"
(Continued on page 100)
Cover the mixture with a tight it's just cooked.
BROADCASTING
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TV Progress
(Continued from page 80)
improvement but emphasized that
objectives will not be reached over
night. With new educational TV
outlets taking the air, programming is bound to improve, she
noted, but the pattern has not yet
crystallized.
Burden of responsibility for improvement invideo fare was placed
on educators by Dr. Hunter, a
prime mover in Michigan State TV
development,
who feltconflict
a "fundamental philosophical
and
opposition"
within
private
industry
is hampering progress.
"Industry has certain . . . economic obstacles
in its path,"
he said
in calling
on educators
to improve
programming.
has noit
practical method"Theof FCC
enforcing
and the public has no articulate
means of demanding it," he added.
Dr. Hunter predicted that "the
battle
be longasandoutside
hard"forces
and
that thewilleducators
are the only ones who can perhaps
swing the support and weight needed to help the industry win the
fight and eventually achieve the
common objective.
He called on educators to determine needs and standards through
qualitative program research and
experiment with new ideas.
Statistics on Programming
The research
elicitedalsosta-a
tistics from Prof.phase
Smythe,
director of studies for the National
Assn. of Educational Broadcasters.
He scored
"the apparentmaterial
predomi-in
nance of stereotyped
the entertainment which provides
theDelving
bulk of into
TV programming."
NAEB monitoring
studies in three cities, financed
partly by the Fund for Adult Education over a 15-month period,
Prof. Smythe said entertainment
occupies about three-fourths of
program time in New York and
Los Angeles. He gave this breakdown: Information type programs
(news, weather, sports, etc.) 19%

in New York and 24% in Los Angeles; public issues and events,
ranging from 4% in Los Angeles
to 7% in New York, and drama,
33% in both cities. Comparisons
with Chicago were not available,
though studies are under way and
are being extended to other cities.
This research covered 1951 and
1952.
Prof. Smythe particularly dewhich plored
he "crime
saidandhadviolence
risen onin TV,"
both
cities and suggested such studies
"may lead to revisions of TV program policy of the highest imA tribute to the late W. W. Charters, co-founder and honorary diportance."
rector of the institute, was given
by Judith Waller, NBC Central
Division, who cited his "wise counDr.sel in serving
I. Keith IERT."
Tyler, Institute director, presided over the panel held
in the Deshler-Wallick Hotel. Kenneth G. Bartlett, Syracuse XL, led
the floor discussion.

GPL

Cross

...to Drive its Story
Home!
Included in cross-country demonstration
is the GPLwhichUtilitypermits
Projector,
with I.O.
"3-2"ca i
mittent
use with
for film telecasting from remotes.

Compact GPL studio camera chain tits easily
in station wagon, and may be operated from
there, drawing power by cable from studio
and returning signal to transmitter.

BROADCASTING
i

• Telecast!

Stations all over the country will soon
be able to see GPL TV equipment in
operation right in their own studios.
They can compare it with their present
equipment, try it for compactness,
smooth efficiency, flexibility, operational simplicity, and overall performance quality. Maintenance-minded
engineers will examine its swing-up,
swing-out panels. Camera and camera
control men will note its many new
operating features — pushbutton turret

control, remoting of focus, turret and
iris— all engineered for faster, smoother control.
Beule ofsure
your station
on the
the GPL
Mobile isUnit
Tour.schedSee
why network users have said: "Best
picture on the air today!" Compare
"the industry's leading line— in quality,
or phone
today,
and we'll
inworkWrite,
design."
yourwire
station
into our
itinerary
for
earliest possible dates.

General Precision Laborator
INCORPORATED
PLEASANTVILLE NEW YORK
• TV Film Chains • TV Field and Studio Equipment • Theatre TV Equipment
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big $70 million gain over the preto broadcasting,
TVAsyear
of 1947." RTMA scoffs
'52 Keynote at prophets
whothe shouted,
Is
ion
erat
sion
will
take
audience "Televiand the
Coop
SPO
TELEVISION
manufacturers,
hav- RTS
DS
TV
income."
RTMA
quotes
Broadcasting shown AI
that TV
actually helps
ing
Yearbook
net
income
figure
of
rather than hurts recreation indusDOLLARS SPENT ON RECREATION
$485.5 million for the aural industries, are preparing to cooperate
with professional baseball clubs
try in 1951, an alltime record. "A
during the 1952 season.
pretty healthy corpse," RTMA sugCooperation is replacing the hosGood pictures are drawing well,
tility once shown by baseball opaccording to RTMA, with only the
e
r
a
t
o
r
s
,
a
n
d
Radio-Television
Mfrs.
gests.
Assn. will soon launch its drive to
mediocre
"taking
it on the Hollywood
chin." It films
cites opening
boost interest in the sport and to
of
3,000
new
drive-in
theatres
as
stimulate attendance at the parks.
against the 2,000 that closed, addFinal plans will be discussed Tuesing,
"about
80
million
people
a
day at a New York meeting of the
week
paidmovies
half-a-billion
dollarsin
RTMA Sports Promotion Subcommore
for
in
1951
than
mittee. Chairman of the group is
1941." Gains in symphony, ballet
Dan Halpin, RCA Victor.
and opera attendance has doubled
in a decade, it is stated.
The current study of TV's impact on recreation and communicaIncrease of 200% in spectator
tions, released by RTMA on the
sports
right after the war and
basis of a three-year investigation,
prior to general TV inevitably was
bears out the original premise of
influenced as people started buying
1940 '41 '42 443 '44 '45 '46 '47 '48 '49 "50 'SI
Jerry Jordan, research specialist,
homes, durable goods and paying
that harmful effects of TV set ownbig taxes,
"regardless
of televiership are confined to the "novelty
according
to the
RTMA.predictions
TV's Impact on Recreation Industries
RTMAsion," recalled
period"
[B»T,
April
7].
Mr.
Jordan is son of C. E. Jordan, execu- and that television is becoming a in 1951 caused a leveling off for the that video would empty sports
tive vice president of N. W. Ayer
stadia,less as terming
ground& Son, Philadelphia. The agency promotion partner, and not a harmthe earlierthemfears"asthat
once
Five out of eight major other threatened
ful competitor of most recreation."
to bar sports writers
has
continued
of
recreation
are
The new RTMA study shows classifications
research
projectyoung
duringMr.hisJordan's
service steady
year. ahead of the pre-TV year from the parks and did ban radio
growth for recreation and running
in the Army.
years ago. Sportscasting is
industi'ies, one of the fastest 1947, with RTMA describing video 20
Glen McDaniel, RTMA president, news
paying its way with $6 to $7 in
of American in- as "an addition, not a replacement" rights
said the summary of 1951 business growing dustrysegments
fees;ofeducating
TV is a part. The
"Opening
thrills
sports andmillions
openingto
in the recreation and communica- tremendous, of which
increase in 1950 TV in thedreds ofhome.
new stations
will hunnot the
enormous possibilities as network
tions industries "indicates that Jor- set sales helped boost the total in- change that condition," according and
theatre TV expand. Millioncome for that year and the decline to RTMA.
dan's original theory is working out
dollar gates for big events are
The average TV family can add coming
back, with television fees
about four hours of TV a day and leading the
way to greater stabilnot curtail other types of recreaity;
more
assured income; pension
tion seriously, according to RTMA,
PEABODY AWARD 1951
because of such factors as largest and welfare
Sportsfunds."
Participation
number of children in history,
originating Station of
TV
hasn't
stopped people from
shorter working hours, modern
homes, labor-saving appliances, participating
"doing"
THE JOHNS HOPKINS SCIENCE REVIEW
RTMA continues,in with
dollars sports,
spent
faster transportation and better on
participating sports up nearly
organized existance.
"Television simply fills another 10% over 1947 and intramural
need for our expanding economy — sports
increasing
baseball, "spectacularly."
RTMA explains
just as magazines did a few gen- thatAs theto nine
clubs that maintained
erations
ago,"
says
RTMA,
adding,
Around
their
regular
TV
of
games or
"just as ganized
the sports
movies,
or- day games played all
increased
have radio
done inandlater
crowds in 1951 and thetoseven
clubs
that
cut
or
eliminated
TV
a
As to newspapers, RTMA notes loss. Major leagues received had
Baltimore
about
daily newspaper circulation holding $4,562,000 for sportscasting fees
in
close to its all-time 1950 peak, ac- 1951, almost equal to the entire
years." cording to the Ayer Directory. National League gate receipts in
Reading titime
hasn't andchanged
no- 1940, biggest pre-war year, the rethey always
ceably, with sports
entertainport
"Sincethethewar,
lushpaid
attendancesays.following
ad"definitely
On topmentofpagesthat,
RTMA stimulated."
finds, newsm
i
s
i
o
n
i
n
parks
that
have
televised
regularly
and
consistently
keep an eye on
have gained
"twice asrevenue
many
dollars papers
in total
advertising
dropped only about half the
since 1947 as were spent on all have
percentage decline of those which
did not televise — or reduced or retelevision
advertising
in
1951."
Newspapers in TV markets were
stricted television," it continues.
found to have only a slight "novelty
Minor league baseball is delevelling-out"
in
1949.
s
cribed as "one unhappy note in
WAAM
Magazine Growth
the
sports
points
out
thatpicture"
only aboutbut40 RTMA
of the
TELEVISION
Magazines have grown just twice 350 clubs are near enough to TV to
as
fast
as
population
in
the
last
be
affected
by
it
and
losses
were
CHANNEL 13
decade, RTMA reminds, with TV general in 46 out of 50 leagues.
families reading as much as non- Much of the blame is ascribed to
TV families
all advertising
rev- overemphasis of the "major league
Affiliate DuMont Television Network — American Broadcasting Co.
enue recordsandbroken.
A 1949 drop
and such other eleRepresented nationally by Harrington, Righter & Parsons, Inc.
was shown during the novelty frame ofments asmind"
big-league broadcasts by
1,C00
radio
stations,
of na-of
period
but
last
year
"magazines
come back strong with a whopping
tional news services stories
and loss
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RELIGIOUS SHOWS
ings. The Monday evening speaker
WOI-TV Has Workshop will be Charles Guggenheim, producer ofWOI-TV,
The Whole inTown's
TalkREGISTRATION of 50 persons
from 10 midwest states is expected with ingtheon Fund
for Adult cooperation
Education.
PRE-TV
POST TV
1946 1951
for the religious television work- Tuesday luncheon speaker will be
shop to be conducted at WOI-TV Ed Wegener,while
WOI-TV
the production
Thursday
Ames, Iowa, this week. Richard manager,
B. Hull, radio-TV director at luncheon address will be given by
Iowa State College, which owns Merritt Ludwig, project supervisor of the Fund for Adult Eduthe station, is planning workshop
sessions under sponsorship of the tion. cation, an independent organization
TV-radio committee of the Iowa established by the Ford FoundaInter-Church Council.
Seminars will concern program
monitoring, general discussions of Bill Niethamer
TV, scripting,
ting a half-hourproduction
show on and
the putair.
NIETHAMER,
WOAI-TV
Rudy Bretz, TV consultant for BILL
San Antonio
staff member,
died
CBS New York, and Charles April
10
of
a
heart
ailment
after
Schmitz, educational director of
the commission on films, radio and several hamer
months'
Mr. Nietwas withillness.
the station
for
television for the National Council
of Churches, are in charge of the two years as commentator and narrator on local news programs.
program. Panelists will represent
state and city councils of churches,
TV's Impact on Broadcast Income
pastors, directors of Christian ed- ORIGINAL Richard Rodgers musical
ucation, laymen, Council of Church
layers to the military.
NBC-TV's
documentary,
The minors can come back if TV EDUCATION
women and parent and teacher score tofor
ry at Sea,
to be seen
next fall, Vichas
ley are courageous and get help
been
recorded
and
filmed
by NBC
Chicago Panel Set groups.
fom the majors, broadcasters and
Members
of
the
college
and
staSymphony
Orchestra
under
direction
aseball writers, RTMA believes, DAVIDSON TAYLOR, NBC vice
tion staff will direct several meet- of Robert Russell Bennett.
will be one of four feajntinuing,
TV of totheirdo president,
tured
panel
speakers
on
education
wn
games "And
may local
help them
d, when enough new stations are and television at the American
uilt to spread telecasting over a Council on Education's 35th annual
meeting in Chicago May 2-3.
irger
numberto aof 157c
teams."
Referring
loss in male
Mr. Taylor swill
discuss "The TeleRetudent enrollment at colleges,
ponsibilities ofEducational
:TMA cited National Collegiate
v
i
s
i
o
n
o
n
Commercial
Stations."
athletic Assn. research to show
Other panel members include
Ralph Steetle, executive director,
hat colleges in TV areas fared Joint
Committee on Educational
etter in 1951, compared to 1950,
will recall
"Hishan those in non-TV areas. "The Television,
tory of RecentwhoAttempts
to Achieve
ay is not distant when more than
,000 TV stations will offer the a Working
Plan
for
TV";
Franklin Dunham, who will consider
pportunity for hundreds of col2ges to build closer contacts with "Advantages and Disadvantages
heir alumni, friends and neighbors of Alternative Approaches to Educationaldirector
Television," ofandtheGeorge
hrough well-planned television of Probst, radio
U. of
ootball,"
in RTMA's
Professional
footballopinion.
is proving Chicago, whose topic is "Television
Public Service." will be Rev.
hat TV belongs alongside news- andPanel
HOW TO COOK-UP SALES
■apers
buildingto in-a Theodore chairman
M. Hesburgh, C.S.C.,
erest inanda radio
sport inconfined
imited number of cities, according executive vice president, UniverDame. Recorder
o RTMA. Upward turn in racing will besity I.of Notre
in the Quint-City Area
Keith Tyler, director of
.lso is shown, with TV credited an the Institute
"Today's
Cooking"by —capable
1:30-2:00
MondayNorida
thru
for
Education by
Friday,
conducted
home p.m.,
economist,
assist."
Boxing,
too,
is
benefiting
He will sumrom telecasts, RTMA asserts. On Radio-Television.
Frank— has recipe for increased sales in WOC-TV area.
marize the speeches of each of the
he other hand attendance is off
For example, Kaukauna Dairy Company, using three
participations weekly, ran 8-week test.
n professional hockey and basket- panel members for delivery to the
iall, where TV has been eliminated entire convention Saturday.
For $1.00, offered viewers link of cheese, cheese
n many areas. College basketball,
grater, simple recipe folder. Total response to offer was
mcandals
the otherandhand,
is
up
3<7<
despite
2,175.
is still telecast in
Cost ofreceived
this 8 -week
telecasting,
$1,500in —direct
for which
nany places. Tennis and golf also MIAMI
sponsor
IN EXCESS
OF $2,100
sales
ET'
'RACK
E
CABL
WTVJ
(TV)
Fights
Swindle
vere aided, it is claimed.
to viewers . . . plus direction of THOUSANDS OF
ADVENT of coaxial cable service
PEOPLE TO GROCERS for Kaukauna Klub products.
to Miami, Fla., has inadvertently
If you have a product adaptable to home economics
Mo Harm to Yanks
given rise to a "racket" in which
type
of telecasting,
"Today'sGetCooking"
will put it on
swindlers
are
collecting
"$30
license
front
sales-wise.
the
"THE only time televising a
fee on home television reception
nearest burner,
F & P man
... or direct
from facts
us. from your
game hurts the gate is when
of
the cable
programs."
the weather's bad . . ."
FREE & PETERS, INC.
swindlers
represent
themselves Theas
George Weiss, president of
New York Yankees baseball
tax agents and say that the tax
Exclusive National Representatives
club, asserted last week at
must be paid before July 1.
WTVJ (TV) Miami has carried
'Sports
luncheonby
in Bew Broadcasters
York. Questioned
the story on all of its news pro^ The
Bob
O'Connor,
WOR-TV
COL. B. Quint
J. PALMER, Cities
President
grams, cautioning viewers against
New York sports director, as
ERNEST C. SANDERS,
paying anylectors." Imor.ev
to thethe police
"tax colto television's usefulness in
n
addition,
and
Resident
Manager
promotion, Mr. Weiss reChannel 5
the Better Business Bureau have
plied: "It doesn't do us any
WOC-TV
Davenport, Iowa
been notified and an investigation
harm."
is underway.
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RADIO REPORTS

1

producer-direcLES MITCH
tor CBS EL,
Radio Skippy Hollywood Theatre from 1946-51,
has retained rights to all scripts
and plans to act in similar capacity
when they are filmed as half-hour
TV series, Guest Star Theatre.
Space at Churubusco Studios,
Mexico City, has been leased and
production on first 13 starts June 1
with
Mitchel's
radio Budd
scriptLesser,
editor, Mr.
heading
the
story department for TV version.
Plans call for many of the stars
in radio version to appear in the
roles they created and list includes
George Brent, Andy and Delia Russell, Martha Scott, Dane Clark,
Caesar Romero and Constance Bennett. Scripts will be filmed two at
a time with each star getting salary
plus right to use his two films as
pilot films on series which may be
developed.
TV version will not conflict with
the 39 radio scripts which were sold
to Frederic W. Ziv Co., Hollywood.

lenko, who will function as executive story head. Actors Edward
Arnold, Diana Lynn, Akim Tamiroff,
Millard Mitchell and directors Robert Florey, King Vidor, David
Miller and Ray Enright have been
signed by the new company for
its forthcoming dramatic series.
The company will function as a
stock company with important motion-picture and stage personalities alternating as stars and supporting players.
First picture, entitled The Victim,tureswritten
by Mr. Kozlenko,
feaMr. Kennedy,
Mr. Arnold,
Julie Bishop and Morris Ankrum.
Second picture, This Is Villa, stars
Mr. Tamiroff and Mr. Kennedy.
Short
plays are being lined up by
Bo-Mor Productions, Hollywood,
headquartered at General Service Mr. Kozlenko, who was former editor of One Act Play Magazine, for
Studios, newly formed by Richard
Address is MoMorley, formerly executive pro- futuretionproduction.
Picture Center, Hollywood.
ducer Primrose Productions, that
city. Plans call for three half-hour
TV film series — a musical, each
Co., Mexico City, headed
program complete in itself, a dra- Tele-Voz
Miguel Aleman Jr., signs Budd
matic format and a beauty-charm by
Lesser,
script
editor CBS Radio
type show. Another musical TV Skii^y Hollywood
from
film series is in offing which will be 1946-51, for similarTheatre
capacity on
quarter-hour. Val Lindberg, pro- half-hour TV film series,
Gloria
duction manager Primrose ProducShow. Edward C. Simtions, will serve with new company Swanson
mel,
vice-president
in similar capacity.
vey TV
Productions Simmel-MeserInc., Beverly
subsidiary, Simmel-Meservey
George Brent Productions Inc., Hills,
Co.,
and
distributor
of
series, will
Hollywood, newly formed by George direct first four films [B«T,
April
Brent, film actor, and William B. V].
White, Hollywood talent agent, to
produce 26 half-hour TV film se- Production . . .
ries, Address — Tangiers, starting
this summer. Film writer, Robert Athena Productions Inc., HollyBlees, is writing scripts to feature
headquartered at California
Mr. Brent as owner of a tanker in Studios,wood,plans
May production on
Tangiers and entrepreneur of nu- first of 39 half-hour
TV film
merous shady deals. Tangiers was series, Son of Robincolor
Hood, with
selected as locale because of dra- Clifford Sanforth, president,
acting
matic potentialities in this city of
producer - director. Howard
no income tax, passports or extra- as
Laurence
Field
is
adapting
scripts
dition. Mr. White will produce. from Son of Robin Hood and Son
Several low-budget feature films of Robin Hood in Nottingham,
are also planned.
novels written by Paul A. Castle* .♦ *
ton. Mr. Sanforth was formerly
New TV film production company, co-producer, with Leonard Picker,
National Repertory Theatre, has on Columbia Pictures' feature film,
been set up in Hollywood by Arthur Bandit of Sherwood Forest, which
Kennedy, Tony Owen, former exec- istres.currently being reissued to theautive at Columbia Pictures, Donald
and Jay Hyde, and William KozHour Glass Productions, Hollywood,
summer production schedule for
Industrial films
second 13 quarter-hour TV film setv spots . . .
ries, Man of Tomorrow, includes
Ham Radio in Nebraska, Basque
PROGRAMS
Sheep Boy in Idaho and Page Boy
in Washington.
i Cathedral Films, North Hollywood,
Calif., with Rev. James K. Friedrich, president, starting new halfhour TV films, The Christian Life
Series, which relates modern life
1^^625 Madison Ave. situations to stories in the Bible.
film, produced by Dr. FriedN.Y. 22, N.Y. • PLara 9-3600 First
rich and directed by John T. Coyle,
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Chicago, and Joseph Morton of the
radio-TV department.
film report
isfuture
already
completed.
production
is to Company's
be geared
for TV as well as church market.
Pennant Productions Inc., Hollywood, plans new 13 half-hour TV
film series,
to follow currentFiction
Date Theatre,
With Destiny
series, initial venture of newlyformed company. Plans resulted
from response to newspaper advertising in 12 cities for story ideas.
Shochiku Film Enterprises Ltd.,
Tokyo (Japan),
plansHirose,
TV filmpresiproduction. Kenneth
dent,
is
setting
up
co-production
deals with American, British,
French and Italian companies and
is in Hollywood for business conferences.
Wilkins-Gooden Productions, Hollywood,ter-completed
of 52 Story,
quarhour TV films,series
Jonathan
to be distributed
by
Sterling
Television Co. Inc., New York. Program
is type of serial story.
Crown Pictures International, Hollywood, plans half-hour TV series
of mystery films to be produced in
Mexico City, but in English with
an American cast. Conferences
with Churubusco - Azteca Studios
have been arranged by legal firm of
Cancinasent Crown
& Reba,
retained
to reprePictures
International
in their Mexican TV plans.
Sales . . .
CBS-TV Files of Jeffrey Jones, being filmed by Lindsley Parsons
Productions, Hollywood, purchased
by following firms: Crawford
Clothes,
ing),on Long
WABDIsland
(TV) (men's
New clothYork,
effective June 6; Pearson Pharmacal Co., N. Y., (Ennds Chlorophyll
tablets), on KING-TV Seattle,
started April 13; Pittsburgh Brewing Co., Pittsburgh, on WDTV
(TV) Pittsburgh, from April 18.
Sarra Inc., Chicago, has completed
a series of three 20-second spots
featuring Elgin National Watch
Co.'s Durapower Mainspring. The
series, with the theme "The heart
that
neveraidbreaks,"
produced
with the
of Youngwas& Rubicam,

BESTANFOR'TV
FILMSE
GERION
f

Film People . . .
Frank Ferrin, producer CBS-TV;
Smilin' Ed McConnell and His Buster Brown Gang, signs five-year
contract with Brown Shoe Co., St.
Louis (mfrs. Buster Brown shoes),
and Leo Burnett Co. Inc., Chicago,
tohourcontinue
producing
series of NBC
halfTV films
and releasing
radio taped program of same name.
Mr. Ferrin has just completed his
first feature film, Gunga Ram, and
in selling
it for theatrical
distribution
will include
* *TV *rights.
Ward Bond, film actor, signed
by Jerry Fairbanks Productions,!
Hollywood, for lead in half -hour TV
film,
McGurk
for which
Fruehauf The
Trailer
Co., Way,
Detroit,
dramatizes development of American transportation.
* * *
Carl Hiecke
rejoins
Revue Productions, Hollywood subsidiary
MCA,
as production manager on current
half-hour TV films for Chevron
Theatre and Gruen Guild Theatre.
Included in former's series are
"Playmates," "A Mansion for
Jimmy," "Meet the Little Woman"
and "The Reluctant Burglar."
Flying A Pictures, Hollywood, signs
Gail Davis, western film actress
and U.ner, toofenact
Texasleadbeauty
contestOakley,
winin Annie
52 half-hour TV film series. Initial
film, Bull's Eye, starting April 15
with Dorothy
Yost asandwriter,
lace Fox director
Lou WalGray
producer, is expected to be comby mid-Mayto atallwhich
time it
will bepleted shown
advertising
agencies simultaneously. Company
also produces Gene Autry and
Range Rider TV film series.
Pennant Productions Inc., Hollywood, signs Vy Russell and Sue
Dwiggins,team,Hollywood
free - lance
writing
to coordinate
story
material on half-hour TV film series, Date With Destiny.
Peter Coe, film actor, to write and
direct Port of Embarkation, TV
film series packaged by William
Morris Agency, Hollywood, which
is of adventure type laid against
background
of U. S. Immigration
offices.
FOURTH birthday celebration was
held for Man's Best Friend on KTLA
(TV) dallLosDog Foods
Angeles,Inc.,
sponsored
by Ken-On
that city.
April
5,
many
of
2,500
dogs
have been seen on the program which
were
recalled for guest appearances.

PICTURES
Gene Autry
FLYING "A"
ROADCASTING

SYNC-SOUND
RANGERTONE
73 WINTHROP ST.
NEWARK 4, N. J.
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TV

FILMS

TV TOPSwith. well
. . known
Hollywood
features
stars
are now available, CAGED
FURY, FEAR IN THE NIGHT,
SHAGGY, TAKE IT BIG, SWAMP
FIRE, TORNADO, WRECKING
CREW, WILDCAT , FOLLOW
THAT WOMAN. Other available
features are MAN IN BLACK,
Specialty1501Television
Films, Inc. ROOM TO LET, WHAT THE BUTBROADWAY
LER SAW, CONGORILLA,
NEW YORK CITY
BORNEO,
BABOONA, I MARLOngacre
RIED ADVENTURE.
JULES
B. WEILL,4-5592
PRES.

Screen
Gems, AVENUE
Inc.
729
SEVENTH
NEW CIRCLE
YORK 5-5044
19, N. Y.
WriteFor• Audition
Wire • Telephone
Prints

Telecast Films, Inc.
48th NewStreetYork
New112JUdson
YorkW. 36,
6-5480

WORLD'S GREATEST MUSIC: A
series of 13 symphonic films
with a fidelity of sound track
that is amazingly realistic. Features the best-known compositions of TSCHAIKOWSKY •
BEETHOVEN • SCHUBERT •
WAGNER
• GRIEG. • SeeMENDELSSOHN
and hear these•
masterpieces
filmed
mic beauty. Pricedwithtorhythsuit
every TV station's film budget.

32 FEATURE WESTERNS StarfamousTIM andMcCOY,
well
knownring thestars:
HOOT GIBSON, TOM TYLER,
and BIG BOY WILLIAMS. Action and super quality rolled
into one. Proven through
continued
many locations. FIRSTuseRUNin AVAILABLE
IN SOME TERRITORIES.

AND

FEATURES

Screen
Gems, AVENUE
Inc.
729
SEVENTH
NEW CIRCLE
YORK 19,5-5044
N. Y.
WriteFor• Audition
Wire • Telephone
Prints

Explorers Pictures Corp.
1501
NEW BROADWAY
YORK CITY
LOngacre
JULES
B. WEILL,4-5592
PRES.

Post Pictures Corp.
115 W. 45TH STREET
NEWLuxemburg
YORK 19,2-4870
N. Y.

TV DISC JOCKEY TOONS: Now
it is possible for television stations to make use of radio's
most ordprofitable
the recshow! TV format:
DISC JOCKEY
TOONS are films that can be
used with top current records
of RCA VICTOR • DECCA •
COLUMBIA • CAPITOL • MERCURY. A perfect library servwhere!ice for TV broadcasters every-

THE BIG GAME HUNT . . .
IN ACTION . . .
VIDEODEX REPORTS
LOS ANGELES . . .
Top
Film Show
For Wednesdays
#2 of Ten Top TV Shows
DETROIT . . .
In Ten 21.8
Top Rating.
TV Shows
Solid
BookIn Your
it forMarket
Big Results

SO THIS IS WASHINGTON is
one of the funniest pictures to
date in our success-tested series
of 6 Bigtures. WilhLUMaudience
'N' ABNER
appeal fea-established by17 years on radio,
these "jot-'em-down" comedy
partners offer terside-splitting
entainment for the entire
family. seLum
'n'
Abner
find
themlves the park-bench advisers
oflet
the
big-wigs
up. nation's
minutes
of laughs
that innever71

For more information please write direct to the distributors.
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I
CBS-TV CLINIC
Speakers Are Announced
CBS-TV announced this week a list
of company officials who will address its TV station operators
clinic, scheduled for both radio and
television affiliates of CBS [B*T,
Apriltelevision
14] after
the
freezeFCC's
last lifting
week. of
CBS-TV President J. L. Van
Volkenburg said the clinic will be
held May 1-2 at the WaldorfAstoria in New York, with more
than 500 officials expected to attend
from the 62 CBS-TV affiliates and
207 CBS Radio outlets.
Designed to aid those planning
to enter TV as well as those now
in it, the agenda covers such subjects as procedures in applying for
television licenses, construction
costs, equipment needs, income expectations, programming, sales, research, promotion and publicity.
FCC's lifting of the freeze, Mr.
Van
said, dates
"marksin one
of theVolkenburg
most historic
the
progress of mass communications.
Within the foreseeable future television will become a nationwide
medium
news,intoinformation and bringing
entertainment
added
millions of homes from coast to
coast. CBS Television welcomes
the challenge and opportunities inherent in tomorrow's television."
CBS President Frank Stanton
and Mr. Van Volkenburg will head
the roster of company officials who
will address the clinic.
Other CBS-TV speakers will include Herbert V. Akerberg, vice
president in charge of station rela-
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INSPECTING police radio-equipped
WTVJ (TV) Miami vehicle are (I to r)
Ralph Renick, WTVJ news director;
Mitchell Wolfson, WTVJ president,
and Police Chief W. E. Headley.
Two such WTVJ vehicles cruise city
for film coverage of accidents. Films
are shown as a public service on
WTVJ's You May Be Next.
tions, who will discuss the development of the CBS-TV network and
its stations and appraise the
future; William B. Lodge, vice
president in charge of engineering,
on application procedures and TV
station coverage; Hubbell Robinson
Jr., vice president in charge of programs, on program plans; Fred M.
Thrower, vice president in charge
of sales, on TV as an advertising
medium; A. B. Chamberlain, chief
engineer, on TV station costs; John
Cowden, director of sales promotion and advertising, on activities
in those fields as they relate to a
new TV station; David J. Jacobson,
director of public relations, on publicity and exploitation on the station level; Oscar Katz, director of
research, on the past and probable
future growth of the TV market,
and Sig Mickelson, director of news
and public affairs, on public interest programming.
Additional industry speakers will
be designated later, CBS-TV said.
AFM STANDS PAT
On Old Movie Policy
AMERICAN Federation of Musicians has refused to grant a request ofProducers
Independent
Picture
Assn. Motion
that AFM
President James C. Petrillo send a
special committee to Hollywood to
renegotiate all policies affecting
fees and percentages now demanded
by AFM for old movies sold to
television.
Refusal is based on the AFM
claim there are no negotiating
committees in Hollywood and that
all such matters are handled by
the union in New York. J. E. Chadwick, IMPPA president, had asked
for
a meetingreside
in Hollywood
producers
and "where
where
facts
are
more
obtainable"
[B«T,
April 7].
IMPPA wants AFM to eliminate
the demand
for 5r/<-of ofoldgrosses
realized from sale
theatrical
movies to TV and revision of its
policy on payment to musicians for
rescoring those films. IMPPA
members met this past weekend to
formulate future steps.

VISTASCOPE CORP.
Paramount Buys 50%
A 50% interest in Vistascope Corp.
of America has been acquired by
Paramount Pictures Inc. from Sol
Lesser, atelypresident.
immediwill set up Firm
facilities
for
marketing the French photographic
invention in the U. S. VCA has
exclusive license on Vistascope
equipment in this country, which
will
basis.be made available on royalty
The invention permits the use of
photographs for motion picture and
TV foreground
settings Equipment
to be combined with live action.
is described as able to completely
eliminate need for expensive matte
shots or construction of foreground
sets in live-action films, through
use of photographs for these foreground settings, thus effecting a
budget saving.
Linked directly with the camera,
it makes available for the foreground any structure, group of
structures or natural formation
which can be lensed in still form.
Color as well as black-and-white
can be used in the device, it was
explained.

PROGRAM PROBE
Rep. Gathings Still Wants
REP. A. C. GATHINGS (D-Ark.)
wants a probe of radio and televisionmitteeprograms
matter the
whattask.commay be noassigned
The Congressman in effect said
this in a statement April 10 in
which he asked the House Interstatemit e& tForeign
o do the job.Commerce ComIt was this particular committee
which stepped into the picture a
few weeks ago to stop a resolution
introduced by Rep. Gathings and
given clearance by the House Rules
Committee [B*T, April 7]. The
resolution would have set up a
select committee to investigate not
only radio-TV but also other media
channels, namely comic books,
pocket-size books and magazines.
It was aimed at "immoral and
offensive" matter.
Rep.mentGathings
noted inalready
his statethat the Congress
has
on
tap
a
long-pending
resolution
that he introduced a year ago which
would direct the House Commerce
Committee to investigate radio-TV
Under prodding by the commerce
programs.
group and by the House leadership,
Rep.
radio-TV
from hisGathings
proposed dropped
investigation
and
study of the various media by a
select committee. According to the
Congressman, it is immaterial to
him who does the radio-TV investigation, whether it be a select comor the Interstate
& ForeignmitteeCommerce
group.
In man
hisasserted
statement,
the
Congresshe doubted whether
the NARTB TV code "will work out
as successfully as intended. A thorough study of the types of proare putmuston the
catesgramsthatthatcrime
pay airin indithat
the networks and individual stations persist in using crime pro-

KPRC-TV RATES
Cost- Per Thousand Drops
ATTRACTIVE bar chart in orange,
red and green shows advertisers
that KPRC-TV Houston, Tex., circulation wil be up 113.49c by Oct.
1, 1952,
whilewill
the becostdown
for reaching viewers
43.5%
per thousand families by the same
date.
Basing figures on the increase
of TV set sales from 82,000 on
July 1, 1951, to 127,500 in the area
on March 1, 1952, an increase of
55.4%, station officials say a projection of set sales indicate 175,000 sets will be in use by Oct. 1.
In contrast to the charts showing
aother
jumpbarsin KPRC-TV's
circulation,
show the drop
in cost MEW COLOR CONVERTER
of advertising per 1,000 families as Accurate TV Labs. Announces
of March 1, 1952, and the expected A grams."
NEW prismatic color converter
which fits on face of the picture
Oct. 1, 1952, figure.
tube has been developed by AcOn July
1, 1951,forKPRC-TV's
curate TV Labs., Van Nuys, Calif.
charge
perwashalf-hour
families
$3.66, on each
March1,0001,
To sets
be produced
initiallyit for
24inch
public places,
utilizes
1952, $2.82 and on Oct. 1 is esti- a drivingin mechanism
not subject
mated $2.06 for Class A (6-10:30 to government regulations
in use
p.m. daily) time. For Class B per of critical materials, according
to
half -hour impression (5-5:59 Mon- E. O'Dell Woods, president.
day through Friday, 10:31-midnight
"The
converter
uses
CBS
color
daily and noon-5:59 p.m. Saturday transmissions which may be relayed
and Sunday), rates are indicated
East Coast," he said, adas: July 1, 1951, $1.22 per thou- from the
ding "The conversion to color is
sand, March 1, 1952, $0.94 and Oct.
1, 1952, $0.69. These same rates
apply forments Class
C minute
ANIMATED AND
(from before
5 p.m.announceMonday
through
Friday,
before
noon Satur- simple."
LIVE ACTION
day and Sunday).
Rates for chain break were
TV FILM SPOTS
$0.98 per thousand on July 1, 1951;
20-Secend and 1 MinuU
$0.75 on March 1, 1952, and are
projected at $0.55 for Oct. 1.
ELESCRIPTIONS
EDDIE CANTOR, star of NBC-TV 3
Colgate Comedy Hour, will begin a six
city tour for American National Red
Cross blood compaign on April 29.
BROADCASTING
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AUTRY -REPUBLIC
Final Briefs Filed
FINAL briefs have been filed in
federal court, Los Angeles, in suit
of Gene Autry to prevent Republic
Pictures and its subsidiary Hollywood Television Service, from releasing anymovies
of the tocowboy
actor's
old western
television.
Mr. Autry maintains his contract with Republic reserved even
more rights than that of Roy
Rogers who won a similar suit
against the film studio several
months ago. Republic, however,
allegedly considers it has right to
do anything it desires in the way of
■•releasing
The courtthosehasfilms.
30 days in which
to render its final opinion. However, there is a possibility that its
decision might await decision on
Republic's
Rogers
suit. appeal in the Roy

Judge Grim Sets June 16 Tiny TV Set
As Date for Trial
FOOTBALL SUIT
A TINY television set with a
one-inch screen was put on
TRIAL DATE for the government suit against the National Football
display at anEngland,
exhibitionby ina
League, charging violation of the Sherman Anti-Trust Act through a
Birmingham,
radio 16andby television
"blackout"
been set for
manufacturer as an advertisJune
Judge Allan
K. Grim ofin theU. S.league's
Districtgames,
Court,hasPhiladelphia.
Judge Grim set the trial date
ingturernovelty.
manufacsaid that The
the miniature
after granting, with restrictions, a Francis J. Myers (D-Pa.) hinted in
set cost $1,540 to make.
request by NFL for names of per- court argument that the governsons to be produced as witnesses by
ment made only a superficial investhe government and for access to
before filing
suit. to"They
fishing
expedition
get FORD FOUNDATION
documents to be introduced as evi- are on a tigation
evidence
to
prosecute
the
National
Reports on TV Value
dence
by
the
Attorney
General's
office.
Football
League,"
said.
Assistant
U. S.he Attorney
W. TELEVISION is "an influence of
The government charged last fall
that the NFL was violating the act Perry Epps said that granting the the greatest importance" in the
the Education,
Ford Foundation's
by restricting radio broadcasts and NFL demand for all documents opinion
for ofPresident
Adult
Foundatelecasts of its games [B»T, Oct. would be burdensome, since the de- Fund tion
Paul G. Hoffman
fense
counselhad,
among
other
15, 1951]. After hearing argument
said
in
an
annual
report
April
11.
on NFL petition Jan. 8 to throw things, asked for the schedules of
Fund administers Workshop
the foundation's
the case out, Judge Grim ordered the many radio and television sta- Television-Radio
under
tions affected by being blacklisted $1.2 million grant and also receiveda
a hearing and gave the league 45
days to reply to the government from broadcasting games.
in grants for other
Mr. Myers replied that granting $3.6 million
charge [B»T,
14].itThe
league
educational projects in 1951.
declared
Feb. Jan.
23 that
is not
en- the league's demands "would not adult
Of
the
$1.2
million grant for the
gaged in interstate commerce or be burdensome to the government,
Workshop last
trade as defined in the Anti-Trust but it is vitally important to the Television-Radio
year,
$325,000
beenapproved
paid as byof
Act and therefore, is not violating NFL in their case to know if any Dec. 31. Total had
grants
the act by restricting radio broad- of the stations had time available Foundation in 1951 amounted
to
casts and telecasts [B«T, March 3].
Judge Grim first denied the at the time of the games, or if they $22,331,736, of which $12,005,559
league
original
motion confor had contracts with sponsors which was actually paid during year.
access tocounsel's
all federal
documents
These payments plus $18,057,000
be cancelled."
cerning the prosecution,
"all could
Judgenot Grim
set May 22 as a date paid in 1951 on grants approved
the information
would notsaying
be relefor
pre-trial
conference
with
NFL
in 1950 brought last year's total
vant," afterfiled
the Attorney
office had
an answerGeneral's
to the and government attorneys.
payments to $30,062,559.
NFL motion for the data, insisting
that the information was "priviThe federal
judge's restricting
the celebrated model S 5
leged."
proviso
in his acquiesence
to the defense counsel's reduced demands
designed
for every
was that persons volunteering insynchronous
sound phase
recordingof
for thetelevision
motion picture
and
formation leading to the prosecuindustries.
tion would not be identified. Persons who did not wish the NFL to
have knowledge
of their
statements also would have
their wishes
respected, according to a further
proviso.
NFL co-counsel, former Sen.

CBC TV POLICIES
Dunton to Divulge April 30
CANADIAN BROADCASTING
Corp. policies on commercial television are to be announced on April
, 30 at Toronto by CBC Chairman
Davidson Dunton. He will speak
at a television forum of the 37th
I annual
of the Assn. of
Canadianmeeting
Advertisers.
The policy statement will be the
outcome of a number of meetings
with CBC by members of the ACA
and the Canadian Assn. of Advertising Agencies held at Toronto in
recent months.
While no official statement has
been made on CBC policy on commercial TV, it is understood that
slightly more than half the programs to be telecast will be available for commercial sponsorship,
with CBC retaining full control of
program content and production.
Rates unofficially are expected to
be quite high on a basis of number
of sets in Toronto and Montreal
areas, hoodsomewhere
in the neighborof six TV homes
for each
advertising dollar. This will drop TV'S MOVIE EFFECT
as there are more sets sold.
Exaggerated, Balaban Says
Mr. Dunton's
statement
during
the afternoon
sessionwill ofcome
the LONG-RUN effect of television on
first day of the ACA annual meeting, being held at the Royal York movies has
been Balaban,
"exaggerated,"
according to John
president
Hotel, Toronto, April 30-May 2.
of Balaban & Katz Corp., Chicago,
The TV forum panel will include which
owns a chain of movie
in addition to Mr. Dunton, Mrs.
Harriet Moore, director of psycho- houses and WBKB (TV) there. Mr.
logical services, Social Research Balaban, who believes movie-goers
become more selecInc., Chicago, and L. L. Cromien, merelytive inhave
their tastes, reported to
Peterson Productions, Toronto.
K stockholders at a meeting
At the May 1 afternoon radio Bin &Chicago
Tuesday.
session, Mark Napier, chairman of
He said TV profits this year
Canadian Advertising Research
would
be
about
the same as last,
Foundation and vice president and
managing director of J. Walter $850,000, or more than half the
Thompson Co., Toronto, will discuss total company net of $1,646,637.
netted about $300,000 in
"More things advertisers want to WBKB
1950. Theatre profits were down
know."
researchthatwill
topic of aMarket
panel forum
after-be from 1950, he reported. The comnoon, with participants being T. G.
pany's year
$1,646,637 ending
net income
MacGowan, Firestone Tire & Rub- the fiscal
Dec. for29
ber Co., Akron, Ohio; Abe Hack- equalled $6.28 per share, a drop
from $2,175,354 and $8.28 per share
man,
Inc., Neweconomic
York; and
Dr. 0.Macy's
J. Firestone,
ad- from the previous year. Dividends
viser of the Dept. of Trade and last year were $6 per share, comCommerce, Ottawa.
pared with $7.25 in 1950.
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A truly outstanding
synchronous
Magnetic
Sprocket film recorder.

35CONVENIENCE
MM SOUND ATFIDELITY
MAGNETIC COSTS
TAPE
16 MM PLUSPRODUCTION

The Key To Your Complete
Recording Problems
Use Stancil-Hoffman better recordfor and
radio,instrumentatelevision,
motioningtion . .systems
pictures
. equipment
designed to
gid Hollywood standards.
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Our Respects To
(Continued from page 54)
was dodging torpedoes aboard an ests previously handled by his
East Coast oil tanker. With pros- father up to time of his death durpects of an immediate transfer to
ing the war years.
special duty with Royal Air Force
In 1947, Mr. Poole purchased AM
in the British Isles, he accepted a station
KSMA and KRJM (FM)
direct commission in the U. S. Army Santa Maria, Calif. He combined
Signal Corps.
the two into one profitable operaShortly afterward he was in East
tion. Characteristically, he unAnglia as technical officer in charge
covered afar more desirable frequency for his stations shortly
of a million-watt radar station, obafter taking over. He feels his
serving
operations
of
Hitler's
Luftwaffe. A year later in London, technical ability paid off when
switched from the
1st Lieut. John Poole's budding KSMAendwas
to central spot on the
Army career was nipped by an at- high
Santa Maria radio dial. About this
tack of spinal meningitis.
FCC approved
commerThe 25-year-old officer, who was time the
cial broadcasting
of facsimile.
flown
didn't
travel toalone.
Olivia home,
de Reya,
assistant
the Within a few months enterprisingpublicity director of J. Arthur Mr. Poole had the FM part of his
operations sending out facsimile
Rank's Twohospital
Cities visitor,
Film, and
frequent
founda transmission to a number of experimental receivers.
herself cheering
one soldier
ticular. She decided
to makein parit a
Early in 1948, when inadequacies
lifetime job and became Mrs. John of the then-existent 13 VHF teleHudson Poole on July 3, 1943.
vision channels were just becoming
A week later they flew back to apparent, he obtained an FCC construction permit to build a UHF
the States. After six months' convalescence, Mr. Poole returned to experimental TV station atop Signal Hill, overlooking Long Beach.
active service and spent two years
more with the Signal Corps. Upon
Initial experiments were made
discharge, he joined his wife and with a picture transmitter designed
established their home in Southern and built by himself and two exCalifornia. The Pooles, who now
men. wasTheyreasonable
demonstrated that there
include Anthony Francis 8, Peter Army radio
Allen 4, and John H. Jr. IV2, make chance of successful operations in
their home today at Corona Del the UHF region. He then set to
Mar, Calif, near Laguna.
work developing more powerful
in conjunction
Mr. Poole took over active man- equipment
Stanford Research
Institute with
and
agement of mining and oil inter- R.E.L.
Company of New York.
By 1950, KM2XAZ was operating up to 40 hours per week,
radiating standard TV signals on
the ultra high frequencies, and
Mr. Poole could be seen almost
anytime riding around Long Beach
in a station wagon, fully equipped
to make reception tests under all
conceivable conditions.
1
Reaffirms Faith in UHF
1st... 69%
By this time Mr. Poole says, he
was thoroughly convinced UHF
of the daytime
was to play a great future role,
although most of the industry
quarter hours*
claimed the obstacles appeared
insurmountable.
In an appearance before the
More people listen to
FCC, Mr. Poole restated his faith
WHLI in the major Long
that high radiated powers in the
order of 200 kilowatts would be
Island market than to any
available before many years, and
network station or to all
that other UHF equipment would
be developed rapidly if an allocaother independent stations policy providing incentive
were adopted.
tions combined.
Never one to fear a fight, he
opposed
ABC, CBS, andAllen
B. DuMont Laboratories
a long
list
Conlan: daytime, February 1952
of others in upholding the issue
Hemsptead Town, New York
of VHF-UHF intermixture, pointing out that four-fifths of AmerAM 1100
in UHF.ica's available TV channels are
FM
98.3
m LI
Mr. Poole feared that this great
HEMPSTEAD w om if A
segment of the telecasting freLONG ISLAND, N.Y.
quencies would be crippled at birth
PAUL PRES.
GODOFSKY,
if barred from use in the principal
markets of the United States.
REPRESENTED BY RAMBEAU
With Long Beach TV tests completed, Mr. Poole applied for
Page 90 • April 21, 1952

authority to move KM2XAZ intact
to Mt. Wilson so they could be
continued over much longer distances. Early last fall, he bought
the transmitter building occupied
by KFMV (FM) Hollywood on
Mt. Wilson. He leased a portion
back to Harry Maizlish, head of
KFMV (FM) for its continued
operation. Rest of building was for
KM2XAZ.
By February
fer was completed
and the
the transUHF
television station now is undergoing initial tests from its new
mile-high vantage point.
By no means forgetting AM
radio, Mr. Poole in 1950 bought
former facilities of KWKW Pasadena when station moved to a new
location and frequency. With FCC
sanction, he set up 1000 watt KALI
Pasadena, on 1430 kc, which
started operating Feb. 16 that
year. He shared honors of the day
with birth of his third son, John Jr.
KALI well launched, Mr. Poole
sold his Santa Maria properties.
Then he filed FCC application for
the 740 kc channel.
Island Advantages
It was at this time that his
experience transmitting from ships
far at sea made him realize that
Santa Catalina Island, always
visible from the windows of his
home, was the natural spot to locate
a powerful regional radio station.
Mr. Poole was granted his FCC
construction permit in April last
year on condition he dispose of
KALI.
A 1000-watt transmitter was instal ed for tests and measurements
were made throughout Southern
California. He declares they revealed a coverage which makes
the KBIG call letters a must.
Mr. Poole's life at present is
occupied by shuttling between a
Long Beach office, where he conducts his mining, oil and securities
business; Los Angeles financial district; and new KBIG Hollywood
studios and executive offices at
6540 Sunset Blvd., with side trips
to Catalina Island and Mt. Wilson.
His stock market dealings have
been strongly influenced by his
radio operations. Mr. Poole likes
to say that money which is building KBIG literally comes from
television. He made a killing in

the market after buying TV shares
heavily in the early days.
He believes the revolution
brought about by radio and TV is
just
gettinglikesoffto tolooka tofaira future
start.
Mr. Poole
when
there will be aandKBIG-AMTV-FM-FACSIMILE
perhaps
something else as yet undreamed
as though John Poole is
of. It looks
well
started toward realizing his
dream of the future. However, the
early May inaugural program of
KBIG woodinstudios,
boththrilling
Avalon asand
it mayHollybe,
will have to take a back seat to a
more
For doctor
that's
exactlyintimate
the timemilestone.
the family
predicts arrival of another Poole
dual acquisition: Twins!
CANADIAN TOP TEN
Four Local Shows Place
AGAIN in March, four Canadian evening network shows are
among the ten most popular, according to the national rating report of ronto.
Elliott-Haynes
Ltd., with
ToThe ten leaders,
ratings, are: Charlie McCarthy
32.8, Radio Theatre 31, Amos V
Andy
Our 20.7
Miss Brooks
27.5,
Ford 29.9,
Theatre
(Canadian),
Great Gildersleeve 19.8, Share the
Wealth 19 (Canadian), Your Host
19 (Canadian), NHL Hockey 18.9
(Canadian), and Suspense 18.8.
Daytime, one out of five leading
shows was Canadian. They were:
Big Sister 19.2, Ma Perkins 17.6,
Happy Gang 17.2 (Canadian),
Road of Life 16.9, and Pepper
Young's Family 16.1.
French-language evening leading
shows were: Un Homme et Son
Peche 39.3, Radio Carabin 34.9,
Metropole 30.7. Jouez Double 27 .4,
and Theatre Ford 25.7. Daytime
French leading five shows were:
Jeanesse Doree 31.5, Rue Principale 29.7.
FM Tower Topples
DAMAGE of $15,000 resulted when
65-miles-an-hour winds toppled the
420-foot FM tower belonging to
WLAN Lancaster, Pa., on April 5.
Frank H. Altdoerffer, WLAN owner and general manager, said the
tower, unused for some time, was
covered by insurance.

Complete your
WISCONSIN
coverage
effectively
with
WKTY
Weed Askand Company
>
I

WKTY ratings are
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ERCHANTS in Oskaloosa,
Iowa,
: reported largest sales
day
M last week since Christmas as result
of "Radio
launched
by KBOE
there. Sale
ManyDay"
retailers took part by lowering prices
on several items and advertising
them .only on radio. Station furnished banners for window displays
and promoted the event for 10 days
on the air. Success was so great,
station reports, that plans are now
being made to make "Radio Sale
Day" a semi-annual attraction.
WKNE BEGINS PUBLICATION
AS additional feature of its promotion campaign, WKNE Keene, N.
H., last week began publication of
WKNE Time, monthly magazine
with pictures and stories of both
local and CBS Radio stars. Also
included are a column for the
younger set, a recipe section for
the ladies and short articles on the
commercial
and men.
technical aspects
of radio for the
COLLEGE WRITERS WANTED
TALENTED college writers will be
given a chance to demonstrate their
capabilities at KPRC-TV Houston.
New program idea has been deoped by Burt Mitchell,
program veldirector,
to make station's
local TV
shows possible. Letters have been
sent to 26 universities inviting their
radio-TV departments to submit
their best 30 minute scripts written
expressly for TV. Houston dramatic
groups will present the scripts on
KPRC-TV.
WOKE AIRS HOUSING FORUM
ON-THE-AIR housing forum designed to answer all questions from
listeners regarding proposed sale
of houses and land in Oak Ridge,
Tenn., owned entirely by the U. S.
government, was broadcast recently by WOKE there. Forum consisted of two panels. One group
was made up of citizens who asked
questions of those on the other
panel who were officials of the
Atomic Energy Commission. Queries were phoned in by listeners. Program lasted nearly two hours with
enough additional questions to have
kept it on the air an additional hour
if time had been available, station
reported.

programs pr
omotjon

WIP IN EASTER PARADE
EASTER finery was utilized by
WIP Philadelphia during holiday
festivities in that city. At annual
Easter
parade,new station
tol Records
releasetiedof inscoreCapi-of
"With
a
Song
in
Four
models promenadedMy onHeart."
Rittenhouse
Square carrying portable radios
and twirling umbrellas lettered
with "You're listening to the Capitol release 'With a Song in My
Heart' broadcast by WIP — 610 on
the dial."
EARTHQUAKE COVERAGE
NEWS of the earthquake which
shook six states April 9 was aired
by KOMA Oklahoma City instantly, station reports, when progTam director, Bob Eastman cut all
programs off the air and announced
that the earthquake was occurring.
His convictions, based on the
shuddering of the building which
houses the station, were confirmed
by a conversation with the Weather
Bureau which was broadcast by Mr.
Eastman in his flash announcement. Station continued to broadcast information gathered from
other points effected by the earthquake.
FARM SERVICE REPORT
SUMMARY and report has been
completed
by KPRC-TVservices
Houstonfromon
its farm television
Oct. 1, 1951, through March 31,
1952, Bill McDougall, radio-TV
farm and garden director, announced last week. The farm schedule, inaugurated last Oct. 1, lists
programs and services to agricultural interests by KPRC-TV in cooperation with colleges and universities, county agents, Houston
Chamber of Commerce, rural youth
organizations, milk interests, coops, farm bureaus, soil conservationists, cattlemen's groups,
U. S.
Production-Marketing
Administration and other organizations.

immediate reve
ith regional promof
campaigns
years of
service to the
broadcasting industry

experienced sales
personnel will sell community
programs throughout
your coverage area

HOWARD J. McCOLLISTER Company
66 ACACIA DRIVE
ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA

DAVENPORT 3-3061
PAUL W. McCOLLISTER, General Manager
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premiums
SCHOOL FORUM
ROUNDTABLE discussions on current affairs comprise format of The
Interschool Forum, new weekly
half-hour program on WBRY
Waterbury, Conn. Forum features
students from public and private
schools in area. Series, now in its
fourth year, will run six weeks.
Roland W. Tyler, debate director at
Taft School and member of State
House of Representatives, directs
program.
BAND SPONSORED
STATE U. of Iowa band was aired
by KCIMmercialCarroll,
basis for theIowa,
first ontimecom-in
history, station reports. School
officials granted permission for
sponsorship by Manning Creamery
Co. after approving broadcast code
for band. Provisions were band director could delete unsuitable portions of broadcast, university approve sponsor and that KCIM accept sole responsibility for copyrightsformed.
and licenses
perBoth schoolofandmusicsponsor
were tionhappy
with
arrangement,
stareports.
WAAM COVERS FIRE
SCOOP was scored in TV circles in
Baltimore by WAAM (TV) there,
according to station reports. Live
telecast fortnight ago of a million
dollar six alarm fire was handled
by the station which is located one
half mile from where the fire occurred. Cameras were mounted on
the WAAM roof. First pictures of
the blaze which began at 5:35 p.m.
were on television screens on Channel 13 at 6:02 p.m. Total of 58
minutes of fire coverage was televised by the station during a two
hour period.
STUDENTS SEE CANDIDATES
PUBLIC, parochial and private
school students in the Philadelphia
area will see Presidential Timber,
telecast each Friday, 10:30-11 p.m.
EST on CBS-TV. Special daytime
schedule has been arranged by
WCAU-TV Philadelphia so that
children in history and social
studies classes may see and hear
Presidential candidates.
COVERAGE TESTIMONY
REPORT attesting to wide listening audience
claimedreceived
by WLWby Cincinnati has been
the
station. It was stated that because
of mentions on WLW programs,
a disabled war veteran received
over 10,000 letters. Paul Jones,
announcer, and Lee Jones, singer
at the station, both broadcast soldier's name and address and letters
began arriving from nearly every
state in the union.
"SNEAK PREVIEW" MEETING
MORE than 30 driver-salesmen of

Blue Ribbon Cake Co., WilkesBarre, Pa., met in WIP Philadelphia
studios last week to attend "sneak
preview" of / Was a Communist for
the sorFBIon thatwhich
company
sponstation.
Saleswillstrategy
for Blue Ribbon products in the
Philadelphia area was outlined for
salesmen who were present so that
"every man will know which products we're pushing and what he
should
WGAR stock."
REPORTS SCOOP
SCOOP was scored by Jim Martin,
news tion
editor,
reports,WGAR
when Cleveland,
he hoppedsta-a
plane
fortnight
ago,
flew toa troop
New
York and climbed on board
ship
arriving
at
Staten
Island
welcome northern Ohio personnelto
arriving on troop ship. Mr. Martin
tape recorded interviews, returned
to Cleveland and broadcast the
event the same night.
KDAL PLAYS HOST
IN attempt to acquaint 700 local
school teachers with the mechanics
of business in relation to education, KDAL Duluth cooperated with
63 business firms in the city a
short time Day."
ago forTeachers
a "BusinessEducation
visited
the station to hear talks by members of all departments and attended luncheon where KDAL executives were hosts.
SUNDAY SCHOOL SERIES
SERIES of programs, Sunday
School With Uncle Bob, has been
inaugurated at KEX Portland,
Ore. Bob Amsberry, station m.c,
has turned teacher for weekly show
designedto for
shut regular
- ins whochurch
are
unable
attend
classes.

OMAHA
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NEWSPAPERS
FCC Policy Discussed
NOW that the House version of
the McFarland bill (S 658) would
provide that FCC could not discriminate against a newspaper applicant for a broadcast facility, at
least one newspaper is happy.
The House Interstate & Foreign
Commerce
re-worked
McFarland Committee's
Bill was released
official y afortnight ago [B»T, April
14].
The section on newspapers is designed to prohibit alleged FCC
policy of favoring a non-newspaper
applicant over the newspaper applicant "all other factors being
equal."
The McFarland bill would modernize the functions of the FCC.
Under pressure from newspaper
interests, the House committee inserted its new section on newspapers.
Plaudit was given the committee
by the Hartford (Conn.) Times
(WTHT Hartford) in an editorial
printed early in April. It was reprinted in the Congressional Record
April 10 by Rep. Antoni N. Sadlak
(R-Conn.).
According
to the Times,
"We disbelieve the unsoundness
of such
crimination against newspapers has
long since been proved by the high
standards maintained by newspaper-owned radio stations. We
think our own operation of Station
WTHT is a case in point. . . .
"Ever since the invention of
radio, the broadcasting of news has
been a great public service. Radio
is the fastest reporter in the world.
Largely because of the interest of
newspapers, and newspaper - supported agencies like'
various
press associations,
radiothenews
has
become more and more accurate
and has been more and more intelligently presented. The same
beneficial processes will operate in
the field of television unless a
doctrinaire policy is permitted to
intervene. The House version of the
McFar]and bill would keep radio
and television open to newspapers
on an equal basis with others. In
the interest of fairness and public
service we believe that to be good
public policy."

NATIONAL NIELSEN RATINGS TOP
RADIO PROGRAMS
(Total andU Urban
S. Area,HomesIncluding
Small-Town,
Farm
— and including
TeleNon-Telephone
Regularphone andWeek
March 2-8,Homes)
1952
Rating
Current
NIELSEN RATING*
Current
Homes
Rank Program %
EVENING,AllONCE-A-WEEK
(Average For (7.4)
Programs)
V Andy(CBS)
(CBS) 17.6
231 Amos
Jack
Benny
16.5
Lux RadioMcCarthy
Theatre Show
(CBS)
15.8
45 Charlie
(CBS)
14.4
MissAreBrooks
67 Cur
People
Funny (CBS)
(CBS) 12.2
12.2
Dragnet
(NBC)
11.8
89 Philip
Fibber Morris
McGee
&Playhouse
Molly (NBC)
11.4
(CBS)
10.9
10 You Bet Your Life (NBC) 10.8
EVENING, AllMULTI-WEEKLY
(Average For (4.6)
Programs)
1 Beuiah (CBS)
7.3
23 One
(NBC) 7.06.7
Lone Man's
RangerFamily
(ABC)
WEEKDAY (Average For All Programs) (5.0)
Romance
ofSunday
Helen (CBS)
Trent (CBS) 8.7
8.9
231 Our
Gal,
Ma
Perkins
(CBS)
8.3
45 Aunt
Big Sister
(CBS)
8.3
Jenny
6 Wendy
Warren(CBS)
and the News 8.2
(CBS)
GuidingMason
Light(CBS)
(CBS) 8.0
7.8
87 Perry
7.3
Pepper Godfrey
Young's (Liggett
Family (NBC)
109 Arthur
& Myers) 7.2
(CBS)
7.2
DAY, SUNDAY (Average For All Pro- grams) (3.2)
1 True
Mysteries (MBS) 5.9
7.4
Shadow,Detective
The Private
(MBS)
32 Martin
Kane,
Eye (NBC) 5.4
DAY, SATURDAY (Average For All Pro- grams) (3.6)
of Today (CBS)
231 Theatre
It Happens
Day (CBS)
(CBS) 6.76.16.0
Grand
CentralEveryStation
(*) Homes
reached
all orlistening
any partonlyof
the
exceptduring
1 toprogram,
5 Audience
minutes.
Forfor homes
5-minute
Average
basis
is used. programs.
Copyright 1952 by A. C. Nielsen Company
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^/i the dotted line . . *^
PREPARING
for
last
startKTHT
of Houston
to r) KTHT
Allen
Russell, Buff pres.; Billweek's
Bennett,
gen. & Buff
coml. games
mgr.; are
Loel (IPasse,
sports dir. and C. H. Weigand, sis. mgr. Houston District, Ford Motor Co.

JAMES WILSON, Hudson zone mgr.,
signs for Hudson dealers of Cuyahoga
County, Ohio, to sponsor WGAR
Cleveland's
Damon Runyon
Theatre,
a Mayfair production.
Watching
are
Harry
O'Grady
(I),
acct.
exec,
Baisch
Adv., and Mannie Eisner, WGAR.

MAX TUCKEL (c),signs
co-owner,
Tuckel's
appliance
for 7,700
checks overstore,
WCCC Hartford
in time
year
which began last month. Others are
Hamilton Heyl (I), WCCC acct. exec,
and Morris McKeever,
mgr. Tuckel's sis.

NCAB Sets Meet
NORTH CAROLINA Assn. of
Broadcasters board of directors at
its last meeting announced that the
NCAB convention June 19-20 would
berecommendation
held at Nag's ofHead,
C, upon
the N.convention
committee. A special showing of
the
"Lostarranged
Colony" forpageant
there
has been
the meeting.
SALES figure for first quarter ending
March 21 is reported by WJR Detroit
at $852,957.65. Amount for same period in 1951 was $891,441.83.

MILLER'S Furniture Store, Harrisburg, Pa., signs for sponsorship on WHGB
there of Martin Agronsky, ABC commentator, Mon. through Sat., and ABC's
America's Town Meeting, 9-9:45 p.m. Tuesday. Present are (I to r) Carl
Patton
Miller'sWHGB
adv. mgr.;
WHGBHooper,
acct. exec;
AllenJr.,Solada,
coml.Johnmgr.,Shearer,
and Jack
WHGB Mr.sta.Agronsky;
mgr.
ATLANTIC Refining Co. and Philco sign to sponsor full Cleveland Indian
schedule over WERC Cleveland. At signing are (seated, I to r) Ed Young,
pres.. Young
Bros. Electronics,
Philco dist.
distributor
for northwestern
vania; Harry Burkett,
Atlantic Refining
mgr.; Leonard
Neiderritter,Pennsylpres.,
Leonard Neiderritter Co., and Charles E. Denny, WERC gen. mgr.; (standing
I to r) Earl Chaffee, Chaffee Tire Co., Art Ingram, WERC coml. mgr.

WJR

BUILDING
Hinges on Zoning Bid
PETITION by WJR Detroit has
asked the
city'soncommon
council
rezone
an area
the Detroit
Riverto
to permit the station to erect a
three - story television - broadcasthas ingbeenbuilding.
held Preliminary
in discussionhearingform
only and the council not indicating
when it will decide on the case.
The proposed building, planned
as an adjunct
to WJR's
quarters
in the Fisher
Bldg.,present
would
be
on
property
in
the
city's
river
front development area. Property
vuns 173 ft. in width along Jefferson
Ave. and back 900 ft. to the river.
A city plan commission staff report statedfor
thatmultiple
"this area
was
designated
dwelling
use in the master plan on the basis
that recreational and residential
developments would permit enjoyment of the river front by the
greatest number of people.

New Business
(Continued from page H)
names Al Carmona Adv., Hollywood. Radio-TV will be used.
PHILADELPHIA TEXTILE FINISHERS Inc., Norristown, Pa., names
Eldridge Inc., Trenton, N. J.
NEWPORT SOAP Co., Oakland, Calif., affiliate of Safeway Stores Inc.,
appoints Buchanan & Co., S. F. RAY RANDALL is account executive.
SANTA MONICA NEW CAR DEALERS, Santa Monica, Calif., appoints
Irwin Co., Beverly Hills. Concentrated radio-TV spot campaign started
April 16 for 52 weeks.
BRAND NAMES FOUNDATION appoints John LaCerda Adv., Phila.,
for eastern Pennsylvania, Delaware and New Jersey.
MEAKIN-McKINNON
Inc., Lockport, N. Y., appoints Ellis Adv., N. Y.,
for
Mat-A-Door Cocoa Mat.

BAB EXPANSION
Seeks Chicago Manager
BAB PLANS for opening a Chicago
office and the addition of several
promotion and research specialists
to the New
York staff were announced last week.
President William B. Ryan said
a search for a manager for the
Chicago branch is now in progress
and that its success will largely
determine the date when the new
office will be opened. The Chicago
manager's primary duty will be to
make personal
presentations
to na-in
tional advertisers
and agencies
behalf of radio advertising.
BEVERLY HILLS PROVISION Co., Beverly Hills (packaged meats),
For the managership, BAB is
appoint Irwin Co., that city. Radio and /or TV spot campaign will be
used in cooperation with DEEP-FREEZE, division of Motor Products looking for "a seasoned radio proCorp., Detroit.
motion man with sales know-how."
"a person of similar
WEST COAST ENGINEERS Inc., L. A. (Wastemaster disposal), names Additionally,
capacity"
is to be added to the
Hutchinson-Hadlock Co., Hollywood. Radio is being used.
New berYork
staff, along
a numof research
andwithpromotion
STEWART F. LOUCHHEIM DISTRIBUTORS, Phila., names Ed Shapiro
specialists to expand BAB services
Adv., that city, for campaign for James Line — Mobile Dishwashers.
at both national and local levels.
L. D. FA AS Inc., Southgate, Calif, (mfrs. King-O-Lawn power edger),
AMERICAN LEGION SHOW
"The present staff has been
appoints
Kent
Goodman
Adv.,
Hollywood.
TV
being
used.
Air Power Programs Set
making presentations to national
METROPOLIS BREWING Co., Trenton, N. J. (Champale), names Roche- advertisers, chain store heads and
AMERICAN LEGION has pre- Eckhoff
& Assoc., Hollywood, to handle advertising in California, Oregon, ad agencies at the rate of approxipared a new series of programs
concerning U. S. air power. First Washington, Nevada and Arizona. Radio and TV will be used.
mately 30 a month," Mr. Ryan reof the programs is set for the TODD'S CLOTHES Inc., L. A. (men's clothing), and NORTHWESTERN
"This 90
is tosuchbe
up addingto that
at least
week of April 28 and will feature FURNITURE Co., that city (retail furniture), appoint Lionel Adv., Holly- stepped ported,
a roundtable discussion led by
wood. TV is being used.
presentations
He also saida month."
that several new
Secretary of the Air Force Thomas
K. Finletter.
FREEWAX Corp., Tallahassee, Fla., names Liller-Neal-Battle, Atlanta, research projects will be launched
additional
superFirst program is to be a half- to handle new product, Freewax. C. K. LILLER is account executive. shortly,visoryrequiring
and exploitation
personnel.
hour. Subsequent programs of 15 BURGK & NELSON, S. F. (clothiers), appoints Ad Fried Adv., Oakland,
minutes duration are to be sent to promote new Oakland store. Radio and TV are being used.
out at two-week intervals. Radio
stations desiring these broadcasts
may obtain them by writing to
the Public Relations Div., American Legion, 1608 K St., N. W.,
Washington, D. C.
C. W. COOK, product manager for Instant Maxwell House Coffee, named
sales and advertising manager of Maxwell House division, General Foods.
ROBERT
H. DILLER, former news editor, WIND Chicago, to AustinUnion Rejected
Western Co., Aurora, 111. (construction equipment), as assistant advertising
and
sales
promotion manager.
WITHAFL 19affiliates
"no union"
votesunioncast,
two
lost their
DONALD
B.
DOUGLAS
resigns as vice president in charge of advertis■Jization Records
campaignInc.,of Hollywood,
employes ata
ing for Quaker Oats Co., Chicago, but continues as board member.
■Capitol
■NLRB tally just released reveals. RALPH FOOTE, advertising manager, Beech-Nut Packing Co., Cana■The employes constitute the thirty- joharie, N. Y., retires effective July 1 but will continue as advertising
Bthird small-shop group in the Los consultant to company.
Angeles area to reject unionizaYou can effectively
and ecotion by way of NLRB-conducted JOSEPH J. MERLO resigns as advertising-sales promotion manager,
Market nomical y cover this Green Bay
elections since Jan. 1, it was said.
Payne Furnace Div. of Gas Equipment Inc., Monrovia, Calif.
The Green Bay Market is an
uncommonly receptive market
where
average spendable inTo Address J LA
come
exceeds state and national figures
TWO broadcasting representatives
—Robert K. Richards, NARTB director of public affairs, and Jack
Rayel, NBC supervisor of TV package program
sales — will
speakAssn.at
the 1952
conference
of the
of Junior Leagues of America to
PROGRAM
"Moreto
be held early this week at the Lake
Reasons for POLICY:
More People
Placid Club, Essex County, N. Y.
Mr. Rayel is to appear at a radioListen More Often."
television workshop today (Monday) where members of the 177
Junior Leagues will discuss their
educational - entertainment proTheVoice^/Kansas
GREEN BAY, WIS.
broadcast mostly
children.grams,Mr. Richards
is toto speak
McGILLVRA,
Rep. N.Y.&CHI.
WIBW
In TOPE K A
Wednesday night.
BROADCASTING
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LABOR POLICY
RCA Tells of Record
RCA is proud of its "outstanding
record"
on fair aemploye
and maintains
steadfastpractices
policy
of no discrimination in all its
activities at government, military
and civilian levels, RCA President
Frank M. Folsom told a Senate
subcommittee last Wednesday.
Mr. Folsom testified before a
Senate Labor and Public Welfare
subcommittee looking into labormanagement relations in connection with fair employment practices
legislation. Hearings were held on
the two bills (S 55, 1732), authored
by Sens. Hubert H. Humphrey
(D-Minn.) and Irving Ives (R-N.
Y.), members of the full committee.
The RCA president noted that
RCA "has long been a leader in
establishing progressive employment practices" and that Brig. Gen.
David Sarnoff, RCA board chairman, displayed leadership in reaffirming company policy since 1919.
It also was explained that
Negroes hold such NBC job titles
as director of community affairs,
senior staff writer, accountant,
studio engineer, announcer and
others. Employment opportunities
for Negroes at RCA Victor also
were cited by Mr. Folsom.
Original employment by RCA,
or by any of its divisions and subsbased on theforapplicant's
fitness andsidiaries, isuitability
the work
FOR FINEST TAPE RECORDING
WGAC
Augusta, Ga.

Only Magnecorder offers all the flexibility, high fidelity and features you
require — at a price you want to pay!
FITS EVERY PURPOSE — EVERY PURSE!
PORTABLE — LIGHTWEIGHT
Recorder in one case^ —

CONSOLE
OR CONSOLETTE
Operotion available
by com- %j
bining units in rich Magne- j

§
j For new catalog — write.-

ecotd. inc.
\ac
$Tl--c, inc.,
360 f4tchigan Ave., Chicago 1 , HI. j
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April 16 Decisions
BY FCC BROADCAST BUREAU
Granted License
KSGM covering
Ste. Genevieve,
Mo.— Granted
license
frequency
change,
power
installation
of DADN: 980increase
kc, 500 and
w, DA-1,
unl.; cond.
KTOEcense Mankato,
Minn.
—
Granted
covering daytime power increaseli-:
1420 kc, 5 kw-LS, 1 kw-N, DA-N, unl.
WLCS-FM
La.—101.1
Granted license for Baton
new FMRouge,
station:
mc
(Ch. 266), 680 w, ant. 200 ft.
WOUI
Athens,
Ohio
—
Granted
license
covering changes
in noncommercial
educational
FM station:
91.5 mc (Ch.
218), 10 w.
WTSV-FM
Claremont,
N.
ed license covering changes H.—
in FMGrantsta1000 ft.tion: 106.1 mc (Ch. 291), 4.8 kw, ant.
WFBC-FM
Greenville,
S.
C—
Granted
license for new FM station: 93.7 mc
(Ch. 229), 8.7 kw, ant. 170 ft.
WFAN Washington— Granted license
coveringtion: 100.3changes
broadcast
mc (20 inkw),FM ant.
320 ft. staWMGRcense Bainbridge,
Ga.—
Granted
covering
change
in
studio
andlitrans, sites.
WMRC-FM Greenville, S. C— Granted
licensetion: covering
changes in FM sta268 ft. 94.9 mc (Ch. 235), 3.94 kw, ant.
WHK censeCleveland,
Ohio— Granted sys-licovering changes
new FMin DA-N
supporting
towertem andforutilize
non-directional
daytime
operation. Granted CP
Amherst, Mass.—
Granted FMCP
forWMUA
new noncommercial
educational
to be done. Job retention and promotion to greater responsibility are
based on the same credentials, plus
the worker's record of performance, Mr. Folsom stated. As a
result, he added, such a policy has
produced
workers. gains for minority-group
GIFT TO MIT
'RCA-Clark Radioana'
RADIO RECORDS documenting
more than 50 years of wireless
pioneeringalent, inand
development
books,
to some— equiv5,000
volumes — were presented to the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology for its library by RCA last
Wednesday.
The historical records, known as
the "RCA-Clark Collection of Radioana," werebyamassed
his
radio career
George during
H. Clark,
MIT class of 1903 and, until his
retirement in 1946, a member of
RCA. It was presented to MIT
President James R. Killian Jr. by
Dr. Charles
B. Jolliffe,
dent and technical
directorviceof presiRCA.
Referring to the MIT Library of
Industrial Development, Dr. Jolliffe
said intoday
his presentation
here
cannot seespeech,
with "We
certainty al of the uses which this
special library will have. But we
can feel quite confident that
scholars of the future, as they read
through the yellowing pages of
these documents, will be grateful
for the foresight which brought
thisTheproject
into being."
RCA-Clark
Collection contains correspondence files of early
radio companies, photographs, blueprints,records
specifications,
research log
reports,
of litigation,
books, unpublished biographies of
radio pioneers and scrapbooks of
newspaper clippings tracing the
growth of the radio industry, with
emphasis on the 1900-1935 period.

fCC actions
APRIL 11 THROUGH APRIL 17
CP-construction permit ant.-antenna
cond. -conditional
DA-directional antenna D-day LS-local sunset
ERP-effective radiated power N-night mod. -modification
STL-studio-transmitter link aur.-aural trans. -transmitter
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual unl. -unlimited hours
STA-special temporary authorization
Grants authorizing new stations and transfers, accompanied by a
roundup of new station and transfer applications, begin on page 99.
station: 91.1 mc (Ch. 216), 10 w.
to permit submission of Exhibit
WYSN
New Castle, Ind.—
Granted CP tion
3b, Exhibit
which is3. extension of option shown
for
new noncommercial
educational
station:
91.1 mc (Ch. 216),
10 w. FM as WJDX
Jackson,
Miss., and
WGGA
Extended Completion Date
Gainesville,
Ga. — Granted
for dismissal
withoutpetition
prejudiceof
WBEN-TV
Granted WJDX
mod.
CP for Buffalo,
extensionN.of Y.—completion
its application.
own
motion,
removed OnfromCommission's
hearing docket
dateKECCto 11-1-52.
Pittsburg, ofCalif.—
Granteddatemod.to application of WGGA.
CP for cond.
extension
completion
6-1-52;
WJDX
Jackson,
Miss.
—
Dismissed
as
moot
petitionwithfor respect
leave totoamend
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
application
programits
information.
By Comr. George E. Sterling
Radio Norwich
Norwich,
N. Y. —
By Hearing
Examiner
Granted
petitionitsInc.,
insofar
as ittorequests
James
D. Cunningham
leave
to amend
application
change
Chief,
FCC
Broadcast
Grant-10
the
ant.
ground
system
and
unated petition for extensionBureau
from —April
tenuated radiation at one mile; denied to April
17 of final date for filing proinsofar asplicaittion frorequests
m hearing. removal of apposed
findings
upon
the
record
herein proceeding
Gulf Beaches
Bcstg.and Co.,Alabama-Gulf
St. Peters- La.
Bcstrs. tofore
Inc.,madeThibodaux,
La., reand Delta
that
Beach, Ala.,
Fla.,
Radio, burgFoley,
and WEEK Tampa, of Charles Wilbur Lamar Jr., Houma,
Fla.
—
On
Commission's
own
motion,
further
in this14proceeding
Hearing Examiner Leo Resnick
continuedhearing
from April
to April 21wasin By
Washington.
American
Bcstg. Co., New
petition
to be York
issuedon—
Radio Lakewood Inc., Lakewood, Granted
takingfor order
of ofdeposition
Ohio — Granted
petition
for dismissal authorizing
written
interrogatories
Mr.
Earl
without
prejudice
its
application.
vice president
directorE.
Indian River Bcstg. Co., Vero Beach, Anderson,
ofet ABC
re itsandapplication,
Fla.
— Granted inpetition
to accept
its late
al, in inNewproceeding
York, commencing
April
appearance
proceeding
re
its
apand thercontinuing
concluded; fur-be
ordered thatuntilinterrogatories
Beach, Fla.plication and that of WEAT Palm 3properly
taken,
sealed
and
filed.
WEAT forPalm
West Side
Calif. —to
petition
leaveBeach,
to amendFla. its— Granted
applica- Granted
petitionRadio,
for anTracy,
extension
May 14 toce ding rfile
e its proposed
application.findings in proWLW-Albers Pact
ByElizabeth
Hearing C.Examiner
Smith
CROSLEY Broadcasting Corp., WMEX
Boston, Mass.—
Granted from
motion
for
continuance
of
hearing
operator of WLW Cincinnati, April 7 to May 15 in Washington,
proceedingMass.re application of WHILin
WLWT (TV) Cincinnati, WLWD Medford,
(TV) Dayton and WLWC (TV)
Fanney
N. Litvin
Columbus, has arranged a year- ByTheHearing
ToledoExaminer
Blade Co.,
Toledo,
Ohio,
long
merchandising-promotion
plan
and
WTOD
Toledo,
Ohio—
Granted
with Albers Super Markets Inc., motionspose of including
to reopen information
record for sole
pur65-store midwest grocery chain. re capitalization and officers andof data
The
Blade
Co.,
and
information
and
The stations will receive three dis- Toledo
data in affidavit of Mrs. Sunne Miller,
plays each week in each store. In manager
of
WTOD
re
affiliation
conaddition, the food firm will use a into with
tract whichLiberty
applicantBcstg.
recently
entered
and
series of daily spots on the TV also re current changes System
stations.
WTOD, and record closed. in staff of
SERVICE
Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
STerling 3626

DIRECTORY
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
Engineer on duty all night every night
JACKSON 5302
P. O.STATBoxION 7037
PLa|| Kansas City, Mo.

. TOWERS •
DAVID & BARBEAU
AM • FM • TV •
Complete Installations
TELEVISION PROJECT CONSULTANTS
TOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
NG and OVSR-A1L GUIDANCE
6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.
P.O. BOX 996
11, Oregon
NEW YORK
BROADCASTING
• SCHENijgjADY,
Telecasting

CONSULTING

RADIO

&

TELEVISION

ENGINEERS

JANSKY & BAILEY
Execurivo Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. ADams 2414
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE*

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J. MO. 3-3960
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE*

GEORGE C. DAVIS
501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

There is no substitute for experience
GILLETT & BERGQUIST
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG. NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C
Member AFCCE *

MclNTOSH & INGUS
1216 WYATT BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Metropolitan 4477
Member AFCCE*

RUSSELL P. MAY
1422 F St., N. W. Kellogg Bldg.
Washington, D. C. REpublic 3984
Member AFCCE*

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas Seattle, Wash.
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. 4742 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE *

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261
Member AFCCE*

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
AR 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.
Republic 7,6646D. C.
Washington

LYNNE C. SMEBY
"Registered Professional Engineer"
1311 G St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Radio Engineers
QuarterConsulting
Century
Professional
Experience
Radio-TelevisionElectronics-Communications
1833
M
St.,
N.
W.,
Wash.
D. C.
Executive 1230 — Executive6, 5851
(Nights-holidays, Lockwood 5-1819)
Member AFCCE *

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3738 Kanawha St., N.W., Wash., D. C.
Phone ORdway 8071
Box 2468PhoneBirmingham,
6-2924 Ala.

ROBERT L HAMMETT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
230 BANKERS INVESTMENT BLDG.
SAN FRANCISCO 2, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER
815 E. 83rd St. Hiland 7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

GRANT R. WRATHALL
Aptos, California
San Appointments
Francisco Seattlearranged
Salt Lakefor City
Lot Angeles Portland Phoenix
Box 260 APTOS— 3352
Member AFCCE*
AM— 570 kc
WACL operating
Waycross, hours
Ga.— from
Requests
change
D to CPunl.,to
retaining
DA-N. power of 1 kw, and install
License for CP
KOKX-FM
Iowa— CPRequests
license
for CP Keokuk,
which replaced
which
authorized changes in FM station.
Change ERP, Location, Etc.
WCPS-FM
Tarboro,
N. C— new
Requests
mod.
CP which
authorized
FM
station to change ERP, ant. height
above
average
terrain,
trans,
location,
etc.
Extend Completion Date
WHP-FM Harrisburg, Pa.— Requests
mod. CP, as mod., which authorized
new FM station, for extension of completion date.

RAYMOND M. WILMOTTE
1469 Church Street, N. W. DEcatur 1231
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

BERNARD ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
5010 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif. NOrmandy 2-6715

Member AFCCE'
AM— 1280 kc
April 16 Applications ...
KTLN frequency
Denver, Col.—
CP to
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
change
fromRequests
11501 kc
AM— 1060 kc
1280 kc, increase power
from
kw toto
5 kw, install DA-DN,
operating
KXOC frequency
Chico, Calif.—
to unl.,change
trans,
change
fromRequests
1150 kcCP toto hours fromfromD Denver
tochange
Englewood,
101060kw,kc,etc.increase power from 5 kw to location
Col., etc.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

WLABCP, (FM)
Pa. — Requests
mod.
as mod.Lebanon,
and reinstated,
which
authorized
new
FM
station,
sion of completion date. for extenLicense Renewal
WJPR newal oGreenville,
f license. Miss. — Requests reAPPLICATIONS DISMISSED
Metropolitan
Atlanta Bcstg.
Co., AtGa. — DISMISSED
for
new AM lanta, station
on 1490 kc,request
250 w unl.
WHIL
Medford,
Mass.—
DISMISSED
kc).
mod.
as mod.,to change
which authorized
new AMCP, station,
frequency
from 1540 kc to 1550 kc (contingent on
cancellation of program tests on 1540
(Continued on page 99)
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted 20tf per word-^2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 25tf per word— $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 30tf per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting • Telecasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, J 1.00 charge for mailing. All transcriptions, photos, etc. sent
to box numbers
sent ator owner's
sibility for their arecustody
return. risk. Broadcasting • Telecasting expressly repudiates any liability or responHelp Wanted
Salesmen
Salesman,
excellent
5
kw midwest
station. opportunity,
Top Boxorganization, future advancement.
919M,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Salesman. Good opportunity in Illinois
for
hard-hitting
salesman. Liberal
drawing
Send
details
to against
Box 924M,commissions.
BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING.
Announcers
Key job forperienced
better
exannouncerthan
withaverage
first class
ticket. west.
Pleasant
small city netupperaffiliate.
midLong
established
Low
turnover.
Send
audition
andCASTING .TELECASTING.
facts$75.00Box and183M,raises.
BROADImmediate with
opening for affiliate.
strong night
announcer
Pay
dependent on network
ability.
Box 536M,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Announcer-engineer
first network
class ticket.
$60.00
totion.start.
Virginia
staOpening immediate.
Box 724M,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
1000 wattwants
independent
daytimer Pernear
Chicago
staff
announcer.
sonal
interview
required.
State
age,
experience.
Box 753M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Good combo network
man neededstation
May inFirstNewby
progressive
Mexico, tihigh
guarantee.
Send BROADall parculars fCiArSsTItNG letter.
Box
756M,
.TELECASTING.
5 kw metropolitan
affiliate wantsto verexperienced
join
topnotchpletesatile,
staff.
SendBoxannouncer
audition
comdetails
to
891M, and
BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Immediate
announcer
combo
man.opening
Georgiafornetwork
station.or
Salarj' BROADCASTING
commensurate with• ability.
Box
901M,
TELECASTING.
New
Wisconsin with
vacationland.
openingstation
for inannouncers
class
ticket.
Above
average
pay Box
for1st above
average
working
conditions.
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING908M,
Combination manplatter
with firstreferences
class lirequested.cense. Audition
Box 921M. and
BROADCASTING
■ TELECASTING.
Experienced
announcer
for particulars,
25.000 watt
Nebraska
station.
Send experience
full
audition
record,
board
and
salary
requirement,
first
letter.
Box
926M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING^
New
and 22,000 needs
FM watt
station5000soonwatt
to AMtake
experienced
announcerstheandairincopywriter,
most
modern
installation
the
area,
progressive
independent
programming,
congenial pstaff,
openstation,
offer theall opto growjobswith
quires
heldortunityconfidential,
possiblePositions
open-inings
for
first
class
operator.
open now. Box 955M, BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Combination
WillingNortheastern
to work.
First phone man.
requisite.
Pennsylvania.
Excellent
library.
Handle
all
types
programs.
$300
month
with overtime. Regular increases.
Opportunity
sell and
advance
to allexecutivetopositions.
round
experience,
thisIf isyou
yourwantchance.
Rush details.
Box 957M,
BROADCASTING .announcer-engineers
TELECASTING.
Two
and Rush
one auengineer
immediately.
dition andwanted
application
for immediate
employment.
Mail
to
Wade
Ebeling.
General Manager, KBUH, Brigham
City, Utah.
Combo, first class ticket. Announcing
ability tant.
andSend permanency
imporaudition
andmost
all details.
WBUT. Butler.
Pennsylvania.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Combo-man,
Pacific
kilowattat
independent.
Good northwest
man1st can
$72.50.
Car necessary,
classstart
ticket,
good announcer.
40
hour
week,
overApply with Washington.
disc and photo.
KWIE, time.
Kennewick,
Wanted,
hillbilly
disc
at once
for morning
shift,Good
mustjockey
be sober
and
willing
toRadio
work.
salary
toKingsstart.
Contact
Station
WDKD,
tree, S. C.
Announcer, versatile, good voice. $60
up. son,
WriteWFUN.fullHuntsville,
details toAlabama.
John GarriAnnouncer, operate board. Submit
transcribed
ground. audition,
WHAP, Hopewell,salary;
Va. backGood announcer
who local
can handle
prograopportunity,
m ing and write
news.
Excellent
immediate
opening.
Air
mail
voice
disc,
salary
requirements,
Complete
personal
data.
Manager,
WHIT, New Bern, N. C.
Announcer-engineer
class): inEx-a
cellent position
withhave(first
topgoodstation
market.
voice and
betop able
tolimited.useMust
it.
Advancement
unRush
audition
and
full Norpart
i
c
u
l
a
r
s
t
o
Jack
Black,
WNOR,
folk, Virginia.
Experienced announcer, strong on
dignifiedgraph,production.
Audition,
data, salarvBillfirst
letter.photoProgram Director.
Oak Ridge,
Tennessee. Sorrell, WOKE,
Experienced
announcer.
Send
audition
andstaff
resume
immediately.
WWPG. Palm
Beach,
Florida.
Technical
First classquired.engineer.
No experience
reVirginia network
Box
238K. BROADCASTING
• station.
TELECASTING.
1000 watt
daytimer
nearAnnouncing
Chicago wants
first
engineer.
abilityclasshelpful.
Require
personal interview.
Box
893M,
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING.
Engineer
no announcing,
$70.00 andweekly.
Give
engineering
background
how
quickly
available
with application.
Box
942M,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Engineer-announcer
firstWestern
class ticket.
Up
to S75.00sylvania.starting.
PennBox
958M.
BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Immediategine r. 5 day
opening
forwith
1st phone
enweek
good backpay.
250 wattground aABC
station.
Send
nd reference
information
with
first letter to KBIX, Muskogee, Oklahoma.
Operator
who canannouncing
announce chores
or is willingand
to learn,
are
light
shiftwe iswill
pleasant.
Ifyouyouboth
are transmitter
inexperienced,
teach
announcing
and
operation.
Can use
college
student during vacain this
Devilstion Lake.
N.job.Dak.Bert Wick. KDLR.
Engineer-announcer
for 1 Missouri.
kw farm station. KMMO, Marshall,
Wantedtionimmediately.
Two combinaengineer
- announcers.
F'orida
west
coast
city.
Send
audition,
photo,
resume Bradenton,
and salary
WDHL,
Florida.requirements
Immediate
for firstN. class
ator. WEAV,opening
Plattsburg,
Y. operWanted—
Engineer,
first
phone,
experiencegineer,
unnecessary.
WEOL, Elyria,Contact
Ohio. Chief En-

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Engineersary. Goodwanted.
No experience
necesfor
right man. pay.
Apply Great
WFLB,opportunity
Fayetteville,
North Carolina. All applications answered.
Engineer,
1st John
class,Garrison,
prefer WFUN,
combo.
Salary $60 up.
Huntsville,
Alabama.
Need tionengineer
now. Prefer
Permanent.
WGGA, combinaGainesville,man.Georgia.
Immediate openingneer-announcer.
firstBeginnersphone
engiconsidered.
40Goodhourworking
evening conditions
shift, mainly
network.
and
opportuadvance. Air mail
voice data.
disc,
salarynity to requirements,
complete
Manager.
WHIT, New Bern,
N. C.
Wanted,Station
engineer-announcer
tucky.
Radio
WHLN, Harlan,at once.
KenWant
first
class
engineer.
Evening
shift. Contact WIEL. Elizabethtown.
Kentucky.
First class
engineer-announcer.
Permanent position,
good working
conditions.
WJAT, Swainsboro,
Georgia.
First phoneperience.
man, with
or withoutbased
exon experience. Daytime
WJET,hours,Erie.salary
Penna.
Immediate
opening
phoneWKWF,
qualified engineer.
Write first
Manager,
Key West. Florida.
Engineer-announcer
and announcer
opening.Midland.
Good independent.
Write
WMDN,
Michigan.
Wanted,enceengineer,
firstWMGW
phone. AM-FM,
Experiunnecessary.
Meadville.
Pennsylvania.
First5000classwattengineer-announcer
neededat
by
WOOF. Dothan, Ala.,
$90.00 weekly.
Wanted gine immediately,
combination
enr to help build 1000
watt station.
Some tionselling.
Phone or wire
Radio StaWROS, Scottsboro,
Alabama.
Wanted
transmitter
tor withimmediately,
firstnecessary.
class phone
license.operaNo
experience
Starting
salary
fifty-fiveneer, per
week.
Write
Chief
EngiWSIP, Paintsville, Kentucky.
Wanted
— Consulting
and
application
work AM engineer,
and andTV.field
Please
state full
qualifications
personal
status.
Renlies
held
confidential.
Walter
F. Keen, 1 Roverside Rd., Riverside, 111.
Production-Programming, Others
Wanted — tiCapable
young lady
connuity.Michigan,
Real opportunity
with for
network
affiliate inand
midway
between
Chicago
Detroit.
Prefer
someone
with air work who can build daytime
women's
Kindlydisc,
sendordetails
yourself
asshow.
tape, ofif
available.
Boxwell700M,as BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
News director, supervisor, 4 man sports,
farm and news
department.
experienced men with
journalismOnlydegree
need
GoodBoxsalary
withBROADbonus.
5 kw apply.
midwest.
705M,
CASTING .TELECASTING.
Woman's
director
for 5own
kw metropoliHandle
and
doubletan affiliate.
in continuity.
Goodshowsalary.
Send audition,
full
particulars
first let-.
ter.
Box
892M,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING
Copy creater
touch —of
must
be ablewithto professional
keep up level
leading
women's
show. Experience
not
necessary.
References.
Box
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.950M,

Help manager
Wanted to(Cont'd)
Production
air shows and
superviseexperience
farm staff.
Two years allround
Marshall, Missouri. necessary. KMMO,
Established
1000 copywriter,
watt independent
wants
man
or
woman.experienced
$50
week and
splendid
opport
u
n
i
t
y
f
o
r
advancement.
Call orIllinois,
write
immediately, WCNT, Centralia,
phone 5151.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Attention southern station owners.
Two
young
men,
managersouthand
chief ernengineer
wantgeneral
to operate
station,
hard
workers.
Can
take
complete
only in.
working
ING.
interest, orcharge.
chanceNeed
to buy
Box
625M, BROADCASTING • TELECASTMan with 10 years experience desires
job with
midsouthPresently
station employed
as commer-in
cial
manager.
that
capacity,
5 yearsgoodin announcer
selling can and
get
the
job
done,
also
writer. Can mendoffer
firstBROADCASTclass recoma
t
i
o
n
s
.
B
o
x
895M,
ING . TELECASTING .
Manager,
manager,
program
director.
16assistant
years
experience
in all
phases
radio.
Familiar
bothNownetwork
and
independent
operation.
with
major
market
station.
With
present
employer
5 Interested
years. Agein 33,
family.
Have
car.
west
only.
CASTINGBox
905M. BROADCASTING • TELEGeneral manager: 18 years experience
desirestion,management
aggressive
stanot overrecord
5000 inofkw.sales,
Outstanding
achievement
programBox 90fiM, BROADCASTINGming, engineering.
. TELECASTING
Manager,cessfulproven
background
of sucsales
and
ment. Prefer radio-TVprogram
setup, ormanageif you
plan
later,Boxlet's
it together.
Immediate.
910M,planBROADCASTING .TVTELECASTING
Imanager
am placing
ad for our hasgeneral
since this
our
corporation
the
station.
Within
two years soldhe
tripled tion,thenearlymarket
value
our sta-indoubled enables
itsofgross,
creased its audience,
us now
to selling outourof the
stationred atintoa profit
after
comsolid
black.
has
proved
himself
to and
be a integrity,
man Heof
ability,
drive,
stability
built on a varied background of 12
years inness.several
of thismakebusi-a
thinkasphases
hegeneral
would
valuable Weman
manager,
sales
manager
or
key
executive
inor anin
organization
withto room
toits grow
one
that
wants
hold
leadership.
Replies
confidential,Boxdirect
of corporation.
608M,to president
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Young
energetic
manager-commercial
manager
desires
position
southeast.
Successful
record,family,
excellentinbad
references,
civic minded,
Legitimate
reason for no
change. habits.
In no
hurry.
Write Box 929M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
General or program manager. Thirteen
years experience
in all phases
of manReliable civicagement,
mindedprogramming
familyandmansales.
in midthirties.
Prefers
midwest.
Available
.MayTELE
ING.
15. BoxCAST
949M, BROADCASTING
Sales tmanager:
Sound Excellent
local andmannaional sales experience.
and personal
sales record.
Interestedagementmensin
remuneration
comurate wlocation
ith results.soleUnhealthful
climate Box
present956M,
reason for.
TELECASTING.
move.
BROADCASTING
Salesmen
Sales west
proof.
Account affiliate
executive midmajor
network
greater opportunity. Under 35, seeking
family.
9 years encsales
and
management
TEL
ECA
STI
NG.experi- .
e. Box 948M. BROADCASTING
Experienced salesman, 27, wishes job
on gulf
south Atlantic
coast.
Married withor family.
Box 951M,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Announcers
Announcer-engineer, first class good
announcing,
months experience, al phases,vet.south18 preferred,
$75.00
minimum.
Box 761M, BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Married,
exempt,and 2sports.
years
experience.veteran,
Strongdraft
on news
Working
in west,
wish
to return east.
Box 762M, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced
announcer,
all phases,
young,
draft
exempt,
degree, single,
operate
console,
DJ, college
news.
Presently
employed
Mutual
Desires permanent relocation affiliate.
in the
east. Tape, . photo,
Box 886M, BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Experienced
strong console,
on DJ,
commercials, announcer,
news, operate
veteran.
Atlantic,
New Engand states,Middle
presently
employed.
Box
904M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING*
Top sportscaster,
regional
rep,
five
years
experience
baseball,
football,
basketball,
specialmarket.
events.
sports
station in good
TopDesire
references
and tapesployed.onBox 912M,
request.
Presently em- .
BROADCASTING
TELE
CASTING
Combo
announcer-engineer,
morning man. Deep voice. Fiveadyearslib
"•experience.
$90Notperlooking
week. forPermanent
job desired.
stepping .
stone.
Box 913M,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING
Announcer-engineer,
phone.
years experience, all first
phases.
Desires2V2
position affording
play-by-play.
Married,
veteran.sports
College
graduate.
Box 915M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING
Morning
man.market.
LeadingAvailable
and sold outyourin
five
station
offer
is right.
Recording and ifdetails
on request.CASTING .Write
Box 916M, BROADTELECASTING
Announcer
- program
director,
eight
years
in
radio:
over
four
where
now
employed. College graduate,
married,
dependable,
sober.
Box
922M,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Announcer,
disc bass
jockey,
deep,
rich
melodious
voice,actor,
magnetic
personality,
16 years
experience.
Can
make
$$$
for
you.
Box
925M,
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING.
Ambitious
gal.
continuity writer,
announcer,Resume,
DJ. Good
Airdiscexperience
station.
available.N.Y.C.
Box
930M,
BROADCASTING
ING^. TELECASTAnnouncer
Three Family.
years
sports,
news,- engineer.
talentBox shows.
Prefer
northeast.
931M, BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING.
Experienced staff announcer, news, DJ,
personality,
veteran,Boxmarried.
ble, references.
932M, DependaBROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING.
Announcer,SomeDJ,sports.
exhaustive
knowledge
music.
Also
interested
news
coverage,
work. NoFreehillbilly.
lance
experience
in Newleg York.
Box
933M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING^
Announcer,
5 years1stallphone.
phases,Married,
prime
interest in sports.
good .worker.
Box 934M, BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Combinationnouncing andman
specializing
intransansalesapplicant
wants short
mitter shift. - TV
preferred.
Box
935M,
BROADCASTING • TELECA
ST
ING.
Sportscaster.
Present
station going
foreign
language.
University
grad,
four
years
experience
college, Minor
high
school, basketball and football.
!i ences.
league baseball.
Vet,
26.
Good
referDisc
available.
Box
939M,
i BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
This voice for hire —news
top net calibre,
colorful,
sentation,compelling
new car, tape rewrite-preequipment,
flying age.license,
for
special
coverFive years experienceevents
all phases,
cleancut
family
man,
likes
constructive
community
activities,
preference
California, intrigued? All requests
complied.
Box 952M, BROADCASTING
. staff
TELECASTING.
Good weeks.
man
DJ — except
availablesouthin
two
Any and
market
TELECASTING.
Announcer,
2 years college,
schooling
radio broadcasting.
Small New
salary
for
location
75 miles radius
York
City,
qualifications,
disc,
photograph,
Downey,
1863
Crawford,
Cleveland,
Ohio.
Announcer. Licensed. Experienced.
Don Kennett,
1503 Meridian
PL, Washington, D. C. Columbia
3796.
Four
years experience
announcing,
programming,
copywriting
and
selling.
Veteran,
married.
University
and
radio school
graduate.
Available
immediately.
Dwight
Larick,
Kosciusko,
Miss.
Not Don Wilson! 27, neat, conscientious,
versatile.
Radioamiable.
school, Write,
light experience. Sincere,
phone,
Mastroni,
Connecticut.Normandy Road, Fairfield,

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Young
announcer,
moreexcellent
promisead than
experience,
fine voice,
lib,
draft
exempt,
audition
W.Mo. E.phone
Wolff, LOJr.,personal
1117
W.
38th
St.,orK.disc.C,
1637.
Technical
Engineer,
1st
phone.
l'/2 yearsnow.experience AM-FM-TV. Available
Box
888M,
ING BROADCASTING . TELECAST1st phone, veteran,
car,
transmitter
experience,Boxeastern898M,
location,
available
immediately.
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
Engineer,car, first
experienced.
Family,
south, phone,
minimum
available immediately.
Box 911M, $65,BROADCASTING .TELECASTING
Engineer,
chief,Desire
12 years
experience,
construction.
southern station with
payconnection
commensurate
ofBROADCASTING
position.
References.
Box 920M,
. TELECASTING.
Engineer, first
phone. iV2oryears
excontrol.
Single,
car, perience.
vet. Transmitter
$65 minimum.
Box
927M, BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Engineer. 8 years experience. Seeks
position with
progressive
station.
References,
family.
Box 938M,
BROADCASTING •TELECASTING.
Excellent radio voice, they say. First
class license.
operationCalifornia
experience. Box 323,Combo
Palm Desert,
or telephone 76-2095.
Position wanted by broadcast operator
with first phone
license,college
two years experience, one year
Chester, Stromswold,
Grays 35, training.
Harvard
College,
Cambridge, Mass.
Engineer, first phone. Over four years
experience
& FM, asalsochief.
TV trainSome AMexperience
Pre-in
fering.station
with TV possibilities
Okla., ing.southwest,
west.235 NoWestannouncD. W. Williams,
Kiowa,
McAlester, Oklahoma. Phone 3247-J.
Production-Programming, others
Continuity
typist, excellent
references.writer,
Southfast preferred.
Box
765M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING^
Copywriter,
eighteenproduce
monthsgood,experiableence.west.
sellingCan quickly
copy.
Draft BROADCASTexempt. readPrefer
Box
887M,
ING • TELECASTING
Writer-announcer,
four years radio;
television;AMdesires
northeast
or TV.continuity
Will double.work,25,
family.
Employed
major894M,TV BROADstation.
Interview
arranged.
Box
CASTING . TELECASTING
Veteran lations,
34, experienced
inwriting,
public pro-repromotion,
news position
gram building,
desires
with
opportunity.
Box
917M,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Sports director,
experiencedFourbaseball,
football,
also staff
years
radio. west
College
grad.,work.
dependable.
Desire
coast,
willvet,consider
anyw
h
e
r
e
.
B
o
x
918M,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING. •
News-sports,
writing-reporting.
Some
play-by-play.
Eight
years
in radio.
BSBA, Florida,
1945.
Settled.
Cons
c
i
e
n
t
i
o
u
s
.
B
o
x
923M,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
5director,
kw experience.
Play-by-play
sports
staff. Permanent.
Wants
position
with
sports station.
Box 936M,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Highly
personable, intelligent
college
graduate,
radio all producphases
net affiliate.3Y2>2 years
tion-dyear
irection, y2yearlocalN. TVY. network
operations,
V2
year
production
assistant
two netprogressive
TV programs
desires position
with
metropolitan
radio/
television
operation,
preferably
ern.
Excellent
voice,
heavy
ad libwestMC
and
DJ
work.
Married.
Box
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.943M,
Production executive. Knows programming, operations,
WantsTopto stabea newfilm.
station.
tion,comeBoxpartagencyof945M,
references.
Married. $12,-•
000.
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Newsman— Three years metropolitan
newspaper,
radioWant
experience,
plus
ability, sweat.
permanency,
variety,
opportunity.
Also sports,
special
events.
Draft
exempt.
Box
953M,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Television
Technical
TV research engineer presently emyed on developmental
desiresploposition
in commercialproject
TV. Former PD in after
AM radio.
Master's
Degree.
Available
June
15.
Box
889M.
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING
TV
supervisor
at present
employed
midwest
TV station
is tired
of snowby
drifts.
I've
been
in
TV
four
years
and
have experience in station planning,
construction,
proof,position
operation.
I de-or
s
i
r
e
a
permanent
with
new
old, small
oror large
TVAnstation
in will
the
south,
eastdetails
west.
inquiry
bring full
by return
mail. Box
ING
914M,
BROADCASTING
• TELECASTTelevision engineer desires responsible
connection
with proposed
midwest outlet. Benefit
experiencefrom
involving long
design,Hollywood
installation,
operation.
Apt.
207,
1735
mercy, Hollywood, California.North GraProduction-Programming, Others
College grad desires initial break TV
production.
Consider any duties — practicalwhere.
experience
Single, 24.maindraftobjective.
exempt. AnyBox
ING
896M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTTV director.
Formersuccessful
film producerdirector.
Extensive
career
in TV.sires to join
Credits
on top programs.
Deadvertising
agency,
writerproducer, or television station. Box
900M,
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING
TV floormanager
andTVcameraman
comation, 4y2 yearsemployed.
stationBoxexperience.binPresently
903M,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING
Television
Wide
ofmusical-producer-director.
experience
and training.
Prefer range
new Boxsmall
station. Resume
upon
request.
. TELECASTING.941M, BROADCASTING
For Sale
Stations
Southwest. 1000 watts. Nets $2,000
month.ing area.IdealBoxopportunity
in fast grow885M, BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING
Equipment, etc.
For sale:quency10 modulation
kw Western
Electric fretransmitter,
506
B-2. Never been. TELECASTING.
used. Box model
673M,
BROADCASTING
For sale: RCA 250 K. transmitter now
operating.
Wonderful
holders
— crystals
1340 condition.
kilocycles.2 RCA
Box
890M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING
For monitor
sale— one used
Hewlett-Packard
335-B
FM
one and one-half
years.self Good
as new.insulated
Also, triangular
one Truscon
supporting
tower, 229 ft. above the insulators,
complete
with A-3Boxlighting
and insulators.
907M, equipment
BROADCASTING •TELECASTING
2-Presto
PT
900
tape
recorders
$450.00
each,
both $800.00.
Jacksonville,
Florida. P. O. Box 4554,
Radio
StationtheKCOH
announces
sale ofin Houston,
a Presto Texas,
model
Y . . ting. disc
recorder
.
.
.
withturntable,
a 1C cut-in
head,
combined
with
waist
high
Priced
at $512.00
when
new. cabinet.
For salecorrespondence
at $330.00.
For
information
address
Chief
Engineer,
Station
KCOH,
M. & M.to
Building, Houston, Texas.
5kw transmitter, brand new Collins 21B
in
original
crates, never unpacked.
Carries
Collins
guarantee.
Two setsnew-transmitter
tubes. Lists $23,400.
Will sell
$22,500
FOB Columbus.
Georgia.
Wire
or
phone
Manager,
Radio
Station WGBA. This is the finest
transmitter
available
immediatetoday.
delivery anywhere
in thefor country
1-300' 1-300'
heavy heavy
duty, 1-300' tubular
extra heavy
duty,
steel,of
guyed
TV.
Phillipsduty
towers, new,
course,
immediate
delivery,
special
prices.
Houston
Radio
Supply
Co.,
Inc., Clay at LaBranch, Houston. Texas.

ForLondon
Sale Library
(Cont'd) of 300 10
Last 78call—RPM
inch
discs.
AllF. instrumental
selections,
price
$125.
O. 113B. West
New
York,
42 Street,Recording
New YorkAssociates,
18, New York.
Wanted to Buy
Equipment,
Wanted: Flasher
for etc.
single tower,
photoelectric
control. coax.
unit andBox250'671M,
RG17/U or RG-19/U
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Wanted — FM frequency modulation
monitor.
Hewlett-Packard
335B.
State Prefer
condition,
type and price.
Box
699M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Wanted —cil aAtor unit702-A
Western
Electric
complete
crystal andOs-in
oven
for 1240
kc.junior
Alsowithvelocity
interested
used
RCA
ribbon
mikes. .
Write Box 899M, BROADCASTING
TELECASTING
3 kw or 1 kw FM transmitter, also 1%
transmissionCASTING .TELECASTING
line. Box 909M, BROADOne kw transmitter less than ten years
old
good andoperating
condition.
Send andfull indetails
lowest cash
price
toCASTING.
Box 940M, BROADCASTING . TELEHelp Wanted
Managerial
Wanted
Salesmanagers
One ofvisionthestationsnation's
telein onetopof radio
the tenandlargest
markets
needs
a
salesmanager
for
radio
a salesmanager for TV. These are andton
jobs for aggressive, experienced men of
proven ableability.
These openings
availbecause Miller
Robertson,are present
salesmanager is leaving to operate his own
station which he recently purchased. Write
inletter.completeStan detail
and enclose
Hubbard,
KSTP. picture first
Salesmen
CBS affiliate, Colorado Springs has immediate opening for top salesman with car. Established, protected, local account list. Salplus commission
shouldnowrunon excess
5,000 arydollars
from accounts
air. Yourof
ability only limits future income. Require
man 26-45, proven ability, settled, excellent
personal and business background. Submit
photo, sales record, references.
■*V II■ vA nII Jim
RusseM Springs, Colo.
Colorado
Production-Programming, others
WRITER
A seasoned, all-round writer for radio
and television
wantedpay.by Address
major network affiliate. Good
Box
754
M.
BROADCASTING
,
TELECASTING
♦
Announcers
NEWSMAN-DJ.
Detroit area news, music and
baseball station has outstandwantingtoopportunity
progress. for men who
BOX 897M, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Top Flight, Hard-Selling
DISC JOCKEY
$15,000 a year
for One Sponsor Exclusively—
Multi- Station Market
Radio- and TV
The man we want must be a real
salesman — we aren't interested
in pear-shaped tones. He knows
how to be friendly and sincere.
He punches his commercials with
enthusiasm. He makes people
believe what he tells them. He
good at ad lib, knows and
likes pop music, is probably over
3 0 and appears mature. If you
are our man, send a
and a small disc of
of commercials.
BOX 944M ;
BROADCASTING

• TELECASTING

Situations Wanted
Managerial
FLORIDA AM OR TV STATIONS
(or combination?
applicants). NeedAgencymanager,
programdirector
dir.,
ormajor
market,
20 yrs.,backsolidinRadio-TV
experience
radio,
now
TV,
too,
wants
station
operation
in South — preferablyrecord.
Florida.
Good creative
and
Top Hooper,
Video-.
Dex administrative
ratings. Box 902M, BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, others
Radio and TV
Comedy and Drama
WRITER
desires affiliation with station or
production agency.
BOX 937M,
BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING
For Sale
Stations
FOR SALE
250
watt Mutual
outlet market.
in beautiful,
diversified,
rich Carolina
Will
easily
gross
$50,000
this
year.
Cashfor
$40,000.
Terms
$45,000.
Reason
selling, otherWriteinterests.
Box 928M,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING
Equipment, etc.
FOR SALE BECAUSE OF INCREASE
IN POWER
/ KW Gates BC IF AM Transmitter
USED LESS THAN TWO YEARS
$4500
KTOE
Mankato, Minn.
Miscellaneous
ARE YOU
GETTING
YOUR SHARE
OFEdition
FREE
The
1352
ofoverthePUBLICITY?
Publicity
DirectoryFarmis
now
ready!
Usts
2,1100
Consumer,
&Editorial
Business-Trade
Publications
with FREE
Policies.
Combined
Circulation—
1Agencies.
hi. (innPublicA Relations
Cold-Mine Firms,
for Advertisers,
etc.
FREEPUBLICITY
5-DAY ADVERTISING
EXAMINATION!
1501HA Trails End, Kalamazoo, Mich.
Employment Service
2
of every
3
PERSONNEL ORDERS
are for
ENGINEERS
(First and Second Phone)
Write for Placement Forms
Edward C. Lobdell Associates
17 East 48th St., New York 17, N. Y.

New England Network Station
$5J9000.00
The only station in an attractive and well isolated New England
market. Always profitable, this combined facility offers a good income and very pleasant living. Valuable real estate and $10,000.00
in net quick assets included.
Appraisals • Negotiations • Financing
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
SAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
M. Smith St.
Junes
W. Blackburn
RayTribune
V. Hamilton
Tower
235Lester
Montgomery
Washington
Bldg.
Exbrook
2-5672
Delaware 7-2755-6
Sterling 4341-2

Shares WLAC Nashville
Frequency on Cruise
'COURIER'
THE
STATE Dept. currently is using the U. S. domestic frequency of
1510 kc to test its ship-borne relay station, the USCG Courier, now
anchored in the Panama Canal Zone, it was revealed last week.
Before the Courier departed for South America on its projected shakedown cruise,with
State executives
Dept. officialsof ★
conferred
from the high seas in violation —of
WLAC Nashville, Tenn., a Class the
Atlantic City 1947 telecomI-B 50 kw outlet operating on the
convention [B*T,
Mexican clear channel, on a plan April 7]. The munications
Voice ship will use
to share this frequency during the frequencies under
agreement with
period
10-28. while not a countries
anchor. at whose ports it may
The April
arrangement,
The 1510 frequency was chosen
legal necessity to permit the floating VOA relay transmitter to test by the State Dept. because it is
its equipment, drew the whole- "less likely to disturb" local U. S.
hearted cooperation of the Nash- radio signals than other channels,
ville station, which praised the ef- it was explained. In the case of
fort to pierce the armor of the
Iron Curtain countries.
WLAC, ondaryonly
the station's
secarea coverage
is affected
Both WLAC and the State Dept. to any degree.
acknowledged the agreement last
According to Antonio Micocci,
week. It was understood that only assistant administrator for the
the 1510volvekcd in thefrequency
would
be
inDept.'s broadcasting service,
tests and that the State
Spokane and Boston reception
other, signal stations on that chan- would not be affected and connel—WMEX Boston, a 5 kw Class
sequently inKGA and
WMEX were
II outlet and KGA Spokane, Wash., not consulted
advance.
a 50 kw Class I-B station — would
Mr.
Micocci
conferred
with J.
not be disturbed.
T. Ward, owner, and F. C. Sowell,
The VOA vessel recently has manager,
Nashville 50 kw
"guested" on frequencies borrowed station, andof gotthetheir
ready acceptfrom Colombia, Venezuela and
ance
of
the
plan
which calls for
Panama proper, and early next Courier power reduction
from 150
May will conduct similar experi- kw to 50 kw during the test period.
ments at Vera Cruz in Mexico be- The State Dept. official lauded the
fore heading out across the Atlan- station for its cooperation. The
tic to foreign countries. At no full
150 kw is being utilized only
time, however, will it broadcast
during
hours."
Under"off
the each
anchoredtheVoice agreement,
station closes
EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
day's tests with
a courtesy
We have
selected Managers;
General, Comnouncement advising
listeners an-of
mercial and Program
Chief
Engineers, Disc
Jockeys
and ;other
WLAC's cooperation. (VOA prospecialists.
Delays
are
costly
tell
grams are being piped to Latin
us your needs today.
America in Spanish.) In return,
Howard S. Fbazier
WLAC
indicatednouncements
it advising
may listeners
air anTV Bond
& RadioBldg.,
'Management
728
WashingtonConsultants
5, D. C.
they are "eavesdropping on the
Voice
America."
Mr. ofSowell
announced that the
Announcers! Writers!
arrangement will "serve to maNewsmen!
terially increase our station's lisWant a job in New York City?
tening audience
in Latin
America."
Mr. Micocci
advised
Mr. Sowell
that
For
inside
tips
send
one
dollar
to V. Rey, 1425 Broadway 18,
WLAC
is
"free"
to
inform
its lisNew York.
teners of this form of cooperation
with VOA.

SALES

EXECUTIVE

This is the job of a lifetime! The president of a large, successful radio station needs an aggressive, personable, energetic,
ambitious man between 30 and 40 who can sell and sell hard.
We want a man who has already demonstrated his outstanding ability in sales work. Starting salary excellent. Future
unlimited. If you think you will fill the bill, call Tom Tinsley,
WITH, Baltimore, Maryland, for a personal interview.
J
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fCC roundup
New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications
SUMMARY THROUGH APRIL 17
Appls.Hearing
In
On Air Licensed CPs Pending
AM Stations
Stations
2,339
2,326
86
329
2239
FM
635
578
72
7
TV Stations
108
97
11
536 2
(Also see Actions of the FCC, page 94.)
antenna
heightground
above 499average
terrain
Docket- Actions . . .
440
(above
ft.). first
Estimatedft.construction
cost $228,278,
year
FINAL DECISIONS
wtrit rw,«;+ Th» ew+ t^h,,^,, r„ operating cost $135,000, revenue $150,000.
from 1490 kc, 250 w, fulltime, to 1500 WCNT is Georle F Isaac 8ol interestchange
m transmitter location; engi- tprest
Anrii n7i. aLCis8a°at M% tal
?hC^LkTndat^n\^^/1,tf;,?AnDN'
^elry Filpri
* Slee
apni
*uea
conditions. Announced April^16. l"esi.
neering
WABJ Adrian,
Mich.-James
Gerity
Jf!lr
n^Rlr
Sixthsee.Repor
.C C f 14J>
fre- AprU
change from
CPof tooperation
Jr.quencyFCC andgranted
page t a nd Order [B«T,
hours
1500
kc,
250
w
daytime,
to
1490
kc,
250
_
,
.
w16. fulltime; condition. Announced April Deletions . . .
WMRNCo. Marion,
Ohio — CPTheto Marion
TOTALsincedeletions
Bcstg.
granted
date
Jan. 1:ofAMlicensed
5, FM stations
4, TV to0.
new
antenna,FCCmount
FM antennainstall
on New
deletions:
AM tower
and
install
new
ground
sysKYBS
(FM)
Dallas,
Tex.,
license.
Litem,250with wpresent
frequency
of 1490Ankc not
censeereceivable
stated frequency
(107.9station
mc) was
and
fulltime;
condition.
onat many
sets;
had
nounced
April
16.
been
operated
a
loss.
Deleted
April
[Each of the above three actions was 14.
dependent and contingent on the other KHAD Delano, Calif., CP. Grantee
lwo
said illness
from per.Non-Docket
■ J
r\ i Actions
a •. . .
forming
workprevented
required station.
tohimestablish
and
operate new
broadcast
Deleted
ADril 16
R
DE
OR
WHILFCC Medford,
Mass.—
Conanttests
Bcstg.
Co.
program
on25
1540
kc,authority
250terminated
w day,
effective
April
FCC Actions
(when
expires)
and
granted
application
for
special
service
authori(Continued from page 95)
zation to operate on 1430 kc, 250 w day,
for 30 daysof from
April 26 orwhichever
until modi••.
fication
CP granted,
is April
r 17 Applications
rr FOR FILING
sooner, provided
that kcno operation
protest or
petition
against 1430
is ACCEPTED
TV— Ch. 6
made prior to April 25. Order April 17. WJiM-TV Lansing, Mich—Requests
l., Applications
A ..
ERP change
from 18.7typekw ofvisual
New
...
toCP 8.7to reduce
kw visual,
ant.,
™,r
.
.
.„
and
increase
antenna
TV APPLICATIONS erage terrain from 350 height
ft. to above
445 ft. avChicago, 111.— WHFC Inc., TJHF Ch. 25
License for CP
(536-542antenna
mc), 200height
kw visual,
100 kw quests
KDPS license
(FM) forDesCPMoines,
Iowa— Reaural,
above
average
which authorized
terrain
ft. (above ground
ft.). new
Estimated564 construction
cost 589
$304,300,
stationnon-commercial educational FM
first
operating
cost is$125,000,
. Rpnpwai
ofFollowing License
licenseerevApplicant
$175,000.
enue year
WHFC
and isWEHS
President
of
stations Renewal
request renewal of
WHFC Inc.
Richard(FM).W. Hoffman
who
license:
holds
shares and
(75.5%);
Hoffman Jennings,
KWEM La.;
West WCLD
Memphis,
Ark.; Miss.;
KJEF
is vice 302president
33y3%Mr.stockholder
Cleveland,
ofof M.LifeV.Printing
Klich Printing
Co., owns
33%% KGFX
Pierre, S. 111.,
D.; WCHI
(FM) Chi&
Publishing
Co.
(three
cago
Heights,
and
KFGQ-FM
tri-weekly
newspapers111.),in isCicero, Ber- Boone, Iowa.
wyn and Stickney,
secretary- rrNnFRrn
FILING
ulijno
*OK
TENDERED for
capital stock
and 50%Building
treasurer
of25%Twenty-Fifth
Corp., owner
owns
of License
capital
stock
in
Community
Re- license
KWEM Modification
West
Memphis,
Ark.
— Mod.to
porter,
and
was
elected
November
1948
to
change
studio
location
as member of V. S. House of Repre- Memphis Tenn
sentatives
(Republican).
Filed Ch.April2 (5411. cense
WKBSto specify
' Oyster main
Bay, studio
N. Y. location
— Mod. li-as
60 Centralia,
mc), 24.3 111.—
kw WCNT
visual, Inc.,
12.1 kw
aural.Oyster
Bay and Stamford,
Conn.
box score

This Summer
wherever you go
There's Radio
See Centerspread This Issue

ON THE AIR EVERYWHERE 24 HOURS A DAY
50,000 WATTS
OF
SELLING POWER
ROADCASTING
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TV Thaw Comments
(Continued from page 70)
California
The addition
of hun-to build: "I consider the FC'C's edudreds of markets
should mean
cational phase of station allocathe television industry what the
tions unrealistic."
addition of facilities would mean to
Franklin
M. Doolittle, president,
any other industry which has been WDRC Hartford, who has had an
bursting at the seams since its be- application for TV on file with the
FCC since September 1947 stated
Wayne Tiss, vice president in WDRC will apply for Channel 3
in
Hartford under the new allocacharge
of
Batten,
Barton,
Durstine
ginning."
tions and will amend its application
&opening
Osbornof Inc.,
Hollywood:
"With to conform
with changed FCC conso many
new television
(Hartford will have one
stations, even in smaller markets, VHF andditions.
one
UHF channel for
it should bring about increased ac- commercial use and
cational channel.) one UHF edut
i
v
i
t
y
i
n
putting
programs
on
film."
Neil Reagan, vice president in
E. Bishop, vice president
charge, McCann - Erickson Inc., of Edward
Newport News,
and president of Advertising Asso- Va.,WGH-AM-FM
whose
owners applied for a
c
i
a
t
i
o
n
o
f
the
West:
"Considering
permit in 1948,
the . . . time necessary to process TV construction
the application caught in the
applications and get stations oper- with
freeze
said
WGH
already
has conating, itwill be perhaps a year or
TV tower and
more before any impact on com- that it isstructed a417-ft.
prepared
to
progress
mercial telecasting will be felt."
full steam" in constructing
Donn B. Tatum, TV director, ABC "with
a TV station.
Western
Division:
"Lifting
the
G.
Richard
Shafto, vice president
freeze will unleash and set in and general manager
of WIS Comotion the tremendous forces
l
u
m
b
i
a
,
S
.
C.
said his organizawhich have been gathering for the
tion
"will
pursue
with
all possible
last three-and-a-half years and speed its plans for a powerful
which will now bring television into television
station
to
be
builtnewin
full bloom as the greatest of all
mass communications media."
W. W. Warren, vice president
Jerry Fairbanks, president, Jerry Columbia."
general manager, KOMO SeFairbanks Inc., TV film producers: and
attle,already
Wash., who
sta"I anticipate that there will be
tion
has reports
investedhis more
twice as many [TV] film programs
$750,000 in TV development,
on the air this fall as there are than
equipment and facilities and whose
now, thanks to the ban lifting."
application has been on file since
Frank Wisbar, producer-director, April 1948: "KOMO-TV can be in
Wisbar Productions Fireside Thea- actual broadcast operation within
tre (sponsored by Procter & a few months if construction perGamble)
mit is granted by the FCC."
anticipate and
that other
in thefilm
mad shows:
scramble"I
for stations and programs only the
best [TV film producers] will survive. The greater audience means
to me greater demands and not a
Washington's
watering down of quality."
C. Burt Oliver, president and
general manager, Foote, Cone &
Hollywood: medium,
"Televisiontrulyas
aBelding,
major advertising
national in scope, can now become
a reality
contribution to liveandandHollywood's
film production
will
inevitably increase."
Frank Samuels, western manradio-television
department,
Williamager,Morris
Agency,
Beverly
Hills: "It now gives this medium
the mass coverage that it should
have and will bring a tremendous
impact to many new cities. ... It
will also help alleviate the problem
that networks and advertisers have
faced in getting clearance for their
shows in one or two-station cities."
Lee Ringer, president, Ringer &
Assoc., Los Angeles, and president, Southern California chapter,
American Assn. of AdvertisingableAgencies:
"The 'thaw' advertiswill ensmaller non-network
ers to purchase profitable time
slots, making television a more reMichaelsultantR. medium."
Hanna, general manager, WHCU-AM-FM Ithaca, N.Y.,
who announced April 15 that
Asktheyour
Blair man
WHCU will file for UHF in Ithaca
wholeJohnWWDC
story for
and plans to spend $250-500,000 to
April 21, 1952 • Page 99

Methods of Financing
Given Varied Study
SCHOOL TV
METHODS of financing the construction and operation of noncommercial,
educational TV stations are being investigated by educators in various
parts of the country. They are being spurred by the end of the TV
freeze [B»T, April 14].
are *
educators
In Kansas,to bestate
and vice chairman.
understood
proposing
that the
Dr. Earl J.ioner of Education,
McGrath, U.foresees
S. Com-a
legislature authorize the setting
aside of that portion of the per- type of missemi
which repre- which has not been- commercialization
tax
sonal
property
broached before.
sents the fee from TV receiver Writing in the March
23 issue of
ownership.
Parade,
the
Sunday
newspaper
The current Kansas personal
$100
magazine, he suggested "noncomis $4.50 per
rate
property
mercial" sponsors.
As he explained
valuation. There are approximately it, local civic
organizations
would
accord- pay for the production
TV sets in the state,
55,000ing to Radio-Television
of shows in
Mfrs. Assn.
which
they
are
interested.
Since
since
estimates of TV set shipments
would be done by college
be a production
Jan. 1, 1950. That ofwould
students,
the
costs
would
be
low,
of $247,500 taxes paid
minimum
McGrath pointed out. He also
on
TV set ownership, if all set Dr.
suggested that educational instituowners paid at least $4.50.
film
A subsidiary method of raising and selltions itcouldto"can"
clubs aandshowotheron civic
is also beingon invesoperating tifunds
organizations
for
airing
on
a
nonated. On the assumpti that
educationalg TV stations will be on
the air before commercial stations N.Y. STATE FILMS
eduwin out in contested hearings,
Distributed to TV Stations
approached radio-TV
withhave this proposition: That FILMED public service suggestions
dealers cators
they contribute a fixed amount to from various departments of the
educational stations from each TV state government are to be distributed free to 13 television staThe sum most menset saleionedmade.
tions in New York by the State
t is$5.
Since retailers are eager to see Dept. of Commerce, Commissioner
TV service in their cities, this idea Harold Keller has announced.
Produced by Radio, Television
has found them fairly sympathetic,
and Motion Picture Bureau of the
it is reported.
department,
the spots run about 20
Commission Set Up
seconds each with plans calling for
of
New York's Gov. Thomas E. production
ments from onefurther
to threeannounceminutes
Dewey has signed legislation to
long.
Three
sample
now
set up a 15-man temporary com- available, Were made forspots,
the Motor
mis ioncational
to studychannels
the allotted
use of eduthe Vehicle Bureau to advise that motorists heed "Slow — Children at
state. ernorSpokesman
for thethatgov-a
last week indicated
Play" signs;
DistressforneedState
for Safety
preventing
focal point of the study will be to kitchenvision toaccidents,
and for state
ascertain to what extent, if any,
to explain school bus laws.
the state
government
shouldthatoper-an police
Program is extension of radio
ate stations
and added
plan,
adopted
in 1946, under which
alternate sidplan
may administration
also be con- 1,667 spot announcements
ered: To leave
were
of all channels to an association distributed to 152 stations in past
of the 87 colleges and universities year. The AM announcements repwithin the state.
resented some 40 state agencies
The commission would include who received an estimated $1 million worth of free broadcast time,
eight legislative members and sev- allotted
by stations as a public
en appointees of the governor, who
will also designate the chairman service.

IN
PORTLAND, OREGON
1,246,540 active, young-minded Westerners comprise KGWs market in 12
big, prosperous metropolitan Oregon
counties, western
plus Washington.
a generous slice of SouthREPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.
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commercial TV station.
In the 1951 annual report of the
Office of Education just issued, Dr.
McGrathtional suggested
stations might that
chargeeducajust
the amountational necessary
to
cover toopercosts. He referred
the
operations
of
Iowa
State
College's
WOI-TV Ames, which accepts network commercials, but not local
business.
"On the basis of past experience
with commercial radio," Dr. McGrath cational
said, "any
that theor eduneeds ofidea
a school
college can be met satisfactorily by
commercial television on a 'public
service' basis must be" flatly disFormation of the Long Island
couraged."
(N. Y.)
Council
took
placeRadio-Television
in March at a meeting
in South Huntington, L. I., attended by representatives of over
400 schools, colleges, libraries, museums, etc. Council was established
to act as the official agency to set
up
area.and run TV facilities in that
Officers elected
Worthington
A.
directorwere:of WSHS
(FM)
FloralGregory,
Park, Sewankhaka
High School
radio station,
andTV lecturer
on College,
educational
radio
and
in
Hofstra
president;
DoddHunting
Craft, schools,
supervising
principal, South
vice
president;
CharlesRiverhead
E. Lawrence,
audiovisual
director,
High
School,
recording
secretary;
Horton
Amidon,
general educational department, Long
Island Agricultural
stitute, treasurer. & Technical In-

AFM TRUST FUND
L. A. Local Asks Change
BECAUSE it blocks musicians from
obtaining work, a change in the
AFM 5% trust fund format setup
to which TV film producers must
contribute is urged in petitions being circulated among members of
Los Angeles Musicians Mutual Protective Assn., Local 47.
More than 2,000 Los Angeles
musicians already have signed petitions which are to be sent to James
C. Petrillo, union president, for
submission to AFM national executive board.
Aware of the campaign, Phil
Fischer, vice president in charge
of radio-TV, acknowledged there is
considerable feeling among Local
47 members that format structure
should be changed because under
present setup rather than pay 5%
royalty
live musicfee,in TV
favorproducers
of foreignby-pass
sound
tracks which have no restrictions.
He found, too, that many band
leaders and sidemen feel that 5%
format is defeating its purpose by
lessening job opportunities. However, he said, nothing can be done
about it until a formula acceptable
to all can be worked out.
It waswithsuggested
another
formula
a set feethat
for TV
film
producers rather than 5% might be
considered by AFM.
Several musicians active in circulating petitions declared they
would be willing to cut their own
three-hour scale from $50 to $45
and donate the difference to the
AFM trust fund. While realizing
this would mean much less money
for the trust fund, they maintain
it would be more beneficial in the
long run,
the formula wouldsince
mean shelving
more work.
Increased activity among musicians
would eventually more than make
up for it as far as the welfare
fund
tained. is concerned, it was main-

Educators, JCET
(Continued from page 82)
in
this
commentsfield.
: Typical were these
Laurence A. Kimpton, chancelU. of Chicago:for"The
FCC isa
to belor,commended
allocating
TV channel over which the educational institutions of Chicago can
cooperate in using their resources
to produce programs of significance
and quality. I am sure the people
of Chicago will want to assist the
educators in their joint operation
of a TV station, which we hope will
become a part of a national educaThetionRev.
T. Hussey, S.J., CIO TELEVISION
programJames
service."
president, Loyola U., Chicago:
Series Debuts on WMAL-TV
"This
opens great
of afilm
laborfieldorganithe fielddecision
of education.
The vistas
questionin FIRST zationventure
into the TV
on a
has been raised whether educa- national basis
took
place
in Washtional institutions can cooperate efington April 18 when the new CIO
fectively inthis type of enterprise.
began on WMAL-TV there.
I am confident that such coopera- series
Issues
of
the Day will be televised
tion is not only possible but will for 13 weeks
over that station at
bring a new dimension to Ameri- 10:30 p.m. Friday. Series is available
to
local
CIO
groups for sponDr.can television."
John T. Rettaliata, presisorship on stations in industrial
dent, Illinois Institute of Technol- communities where members of the
ogy: "By reservingeducational
Channel 11telefor union are employed.
a non-commercial
Films are designed to explain
vision station in Chicago, the FCC attitudes
of organized labor.
offers this city a great opportunity. The educational and cultural
impact of such a station can be a
BASEBALL
real civic asset. IIT has offered
SOUND EFFECT
land and architectural assistance
for the physical establishment of
theFranklin
proposed Murphy,
station." chancellor,
5 D/FAILSPEEDY-Q
DISCS
COVER
REQUIREMENTS
Kansas U., and James A. McCain,
president, Kansas State (joint Order CCD. Today *10.«r*2.eo.
While Supply Lasts
statement)
: "Wecontinue
are gratified
have
the FCC
to expressto Charles Michelson, Inc.
its faith in the .future of TV for
15 West 47th St., N. Y. 36
educational purposes."
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

'Reservation' for Don Lee
Cancelled in FCC Action

S.F. CH. 2
SAN ableFRANCISCO'S
was thrown
the pot
availchannels in that Channel
city last 2 week
when thehackFCCintowiped
the ofhearing
status slate clean in the wake of its Sixth Report and Order [B«T,
April 14].
Since 1948,
San *
Francisco
was Channel
reserved 2forin Don
mission's action last week remedied
Lee. Don Lee failed to get a TV that oversight.
In the list of cities whose TV
jrant in the 1946 San Francisco
rearing because it was up for FCC applications were removed from
Investigation on network practices, hearing status [AT DEADLINE,
[n 1950, all its licenses were re- April 14] , the following cities were
newed, but because the TV freeze omitted: Lawrence, Mass.; Belwas then in force, no action was laire, Ohio; New Bedford, Mass.;
;aken on its Channel 2 application. Troy, N. Y.; Easton, Pa.; Oakland,
of other mar1*1 At properties
the end ofto1950,
sale Tire
of Don& Calif.ketsAllwhich are
werepartlisted.
Lee
General
Rubber Co. (owner of Yankee NetWork and now WOR-AM-FM-TV
Joint TV Bids
New York) was approved by the
FCC. Since 1950, Television Cali(Continued from page 69)
fornia, TV applicant for San Fran- might approximate the number of
cisco composed of oilmen Edwin channels
to betelevision
made available
the
Denver by
area,
in freeze
a citytowhat
long
W. Pauley, R. H. Chamberlain and denied
anhavearbitrary
C. L. McCarthy, had asked that other cities
long enjoyed
Channel 2 be returned to the San date.
have its rights restored
at an would
early
Francisco list of available channels,
Accordingly,
it
would
be
Commission would most
clarifyhelp-its
ft was turned down once, the Com- policyful if theconcerning
the filing
of applicamission claiming that its petition
tions by two or more
AM stations
for
a televisionforward reply
license.
I questions
feel a straightwas "premature."
to
the
which
are
set
forth
below
would
prove
most
Application Considered New
helpful to paeriencegroup
of very radio
sincere,operaexIn last week's memorandum
anxiousd antod cooperative
bringare television
tofora
Dpinion, FCC declared that since milliontors people
who
clamoring
the privilege
ofto their
enjoying
has
Don Lee was now owned by Gen- been
available
fellowwhatAmericans
elsewhere.
eralcationTirefor&SanRubber
Co., its
appli-be a. Can
Francisco
should
the
officers,
directors,
or
of twotheor more
considered as a new application. It, stockholders
stations serving
same AMcityradiobe
therefore, removed the reservation grantedtion, anda belicense
to
operate
a
TV.
stapermitted to retain their
from
Channel
2.
individual
radio sta-to
tions if thein their
radio
stations continue
In that
other city's
actions
last week,
the holdings
be
operated
as
Commission denied the following
b. If two AMseparate
stationsentities?
licensed to
petitions:
serve the same
city join station,
in an applicaa television
would
Peoples Broadcasting Co. such tionan forapplication
be orat Commission
any disadeither by rule
(WLAN) Lancaster, Pa. — Peti- policy asvantageagainst
an
application
tioned for comparative hearing parties not engaged in radio stationby
with WGAL-TV for Channel 8 in operation?
Would
be any prejudice
thec. granting
part ofthere
againston
Lancaster. WGAL-TV is required the
ofthe
such Commission
aapplication
joint application?
to move from Channel 4 to Chand.
Would
a
joint
ofsetwobe
or more
radiothestations
nel 8under thesaid,
FCC'sin Sixth
Report.
conflictAMthatwith
publicperinterest
Commission
denying
the in
provided
the
operation
of
radio stations will continue to saidbe
WLAN petition, that the request operated
separate entities?
may be submitted again when and I would asappreciate
early reply to
if WLAN resubmits the Channel 8 these questions since ana positive
clearcut answer to these questions might
application in accordance with the avoid
long
drawn-out
hearings,
endiew rules and standards.
less
litigation
and
years
of
delay
granting of television licenses inin
Zenith Radio Corp. (WEFM the
Denver.
(FM)), Chicago— Petitioned for
Walker's reply answers
stated:
ruling on question whether the IChairman
the kind of answers
Commission had the right to move and amthatall isforjuststraightforward
like toinsupply
the in-of
WBKB (TV) from Channel 4 to that I would
quiries
you pose
your toletter
Channel 2 in light of the fact that March ship12of TV
concerning
cooperative
ownerby
AM
operators.
Zenith had applied for that channel But I do notstations
even have these answers
and had used it for Phonevision myself.
As a matter
ofhave
fact, been
Senatorinquiries
Johnson,of
jxperiments and tests. Commis- although
there discussion
sion said, in denying the Zenith the
staff and
bylawyers,
some staff
members
with
outside
this
petition, that the request may be problem has not yet been considered
Commission
itself. of the finan"aised again when and if Zenith byI the
am
sure
that
because
resubmits its Channel 2 applicacialnels andburdentheofdesire
TV, theto scarcity
chanavoid theof delays
:ion in accordance with new rules of hearings,
this
cooperative
arrangeand standards.
m
e
n
t
i
s
going
to
occur
to
quite
a
numberlemof AMthat theoperators.
And itis isgoing
a probNational Broadcasting - Co.
Commission
toIt
to
formulate
a
policy
for.
(WNBT (TV)), New York— Ap- have
wouldmatter
be helpful
if weourcould
explore
and
chart
course
right
jlied' for increased power and this
as you these
know, days
we are
bending
;hange type of transmitter in 1948. now,
all ourbut efforts
toward
one
the
lifting
ofI have
the freeze.
3et for hearing then and main- objective—
Frankly,
at
this
stage
not
time to study this problem even
and
lined in hearing status during had
make tingupTV going
my ownas mind.
I am for getquickly
rreeze.
the FCC ingranted
the other hand,
during myas possible.
18 years
i changeHowever,
of transmitter
1949, Onon the
Commission,
Iwith
havethebeenprotecparticularly
concerned
>ut forgot to remove the applition of the public
against theof dangers
cation from hearing status. Com- of excessive
concentration
control
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Telestatus
(Continued from page 76)
izontal panning, long and continu- placement tubes in TV sets and
ous running dolly shots or any home and car radios, announced by
combination of these effects.
J. T. Thompson, manager of GE
Handled by a two-man crew, the replacement tube sales, shows that
picture tubes worth
crane's principal
feature
is
a
counter-balanced bo m mounted on the about 1,100,000
and 110,000,000
ing tubes worth
$220,000,000receivwill
mobile chassis by means of a ro- $44,000,000
tating center column. Camera and be sold this year for television and
cameraman are supported on a ro- replacement purposes.
tating mount operated
on boom's manually,
forward
Study ceiving
alsotube industry
reveals that
the re-to
end. Boom,
is about
can be raised or lowered or rotated pass a major
landmark. More than
950,000,000 receiving tubes are
Crane360°.is moved manually with a now in operation. Within the next
fully
weeks, the figure is expected
push-bar at the rear and rolls on few
the one billion mark.
eight dual-mounted hard rubber- to Inpasscommenting
on the value of
tired wheels. The rear steering
wheel
allowssteering.
both synchronous and the survey
to individual
distributors in sales
campaigns,
Mr.
differential
Thompson stated: "We have felt
* * *
for quite some
time
that
the
replacement tube sales potential has
'Lucy/
Talent
Scouts'
been
slighted
in
the
surveys
of
Top Trendex Ratings
electronics markets. Therefore, we
TOP TEN network evening pro- felt an obligation to undertake a
grams released by Trendex Inc., scientific analysis of the market
to distributors of replacement
N.
are Y.,
: for the week of April 1-7, open
tubes for television and radio reI Love Scouts
Lucy (CBS-TV)
50.4
2.1. Talent
(CBS-TV) 49.3
Survey was conducted under the
Godfrey's
Friends
(CBS-TV)
36.5
direction of Roger B. Yepsen, tube
4.5.3. You
Bet
Your
Life
(NBC-TV)
33.7
Red
Skelton
Show
(NBC-TV)
32.9
ceivers."
department
manager of marketing
6.7. Your
It is expected that the
ComedyShowHourof Shows
(Abbott(NBC-TV)
& Costello) 32.4 research.
study
will
be
made annually.
(NBC-TV) 32.4
8. Star
My Friend,
Irmo
(CBS-TV)
31.5
9.
Theatre
(Berle
sub)
(NBC-TV)
31.3
10. Strike It Rich (CBS-TV) 29.9 TV SET GIFT
To Aid Instruction
Picture Tube Replacement A TELEVISION set is being used
at Syracuse
U. to aid
the trainTo Top Million Mark
ing of journalism
and inadvertising
SURVEY conducted by General students.
Electric Tube Dept., Syracuse,
The set, a 20-inch Sylvania
N. Y., to determine market for remodel, was a gift of Baldwin-Hall
over thetion. Iwould
mediums
of
mass
communicaSyracuse distributor, and the
want to study that angle Inc.,
Sylvania Co. Caley E. Augustine,
mostI feelcarefully.
sure eager
that while
the citizenswith^of promotion manager, WSYR-AMDenver
are
for
television
FM-TV Syracuse, helped make arout
they, too,within the
long further
run, willdelay,
be concerned
the
rangements for the gift.
type of nelscontrol
exerted
over
their
chanofofcommunication.
Guarding
Acting Dean W. C. Clark, School
freedom
speech
must
be
balanced
of
Journalism,
commented that telagainst the desire for quick action.
evision permits an entire class to
I willtion or welcome
any
further
informainquiries
which
may
come
to
view
news
events
in the making.
your
attention for they will help to News stories can then
be written
sharpen
In viewthis ofproblem.
these considerations I about the event by the students.
hope we may
count
upon
your
underIn
this
way
the
professor
may
standing and theof Denver
continued patience
ofdesirethe forcitizens
whose check the students' powers of obtelevision I have with
the deepest
s
e
r
v
a
t
i
o
n
a
n
d
analysis.
sympathy.
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WESTINGHOUSE STATIONS,
EIGHT TV OUTLETS RENEWED
FCC cleaned up large number of pending temporary licenses Friday when it (1) renewed
eight TV stations placed on temporary license
last February for not showing religious and/ or
educational programming for composite week
[B*T, Feb. 4]; (2) renewed all Westinghouse
stations which had been on temporary for more
than year pending FCC consideration of that
company's anti-trust record; (3) renewed WJZTV New York which had been placed on temorary for carrying horse race programs [B«T,
March p3].
After showing that composite week did not
indicate true picture of religious and /or educational programs, or that stations had instituted or had planned to institute such programs, FCC renewed for regular period licenses
of following TV stations: KING-TV Seattle,
WGN-TV Chicago, WJAR-TV Providence,
WLWC (TV) Columbus. WLWD (TV) Dayton,
WLWT (TV) Cincinnati, WOR-TV New York,
WOW- TV Omaha. Still on temporary, of the
26 originally cited, are KPHO-TV Phoenix and
WNHC-TV New Haven. Only TV station also
still on temporary is KTTV (TV) Los Angeles,
involved in a question of privacy rights.
Renewed because FCC found that anti-trust
involvements did not disqualify it as a licensee
were licenses of the following Westinghouse
stations: WBZ-AM-FM Boston; WBZA-AMFM Springfield, Mass.; KDKA-AM-FM Pittsburgh; KYW-AM-FM Philadelphia; WOWOAM-FM
Fort Wayne; KEX-AM-FM Portland,
Ore.
Still on temporary license while FCC looks
into anti-trust cases against them are General
Electric's WGY and WRGB (TV) Schenectady,
Loew's Inc.'s WMGM New York, Paramount
Pictures' KTLA (TV) Los Angeles. United
Paramount's
WBKB is Chicago,
Falls, Mont, (latter
also underKFBB
scrutinyGreaton
the question of minority owner Anaconda
Copper Mining Co. extending its holdings to
control station).
WJZ-TV was first of 16 stations cited for
carrying horserace programs to have license
renewed. Renewal wa« granted after ABC station informed FCC it had ceased carrying
broadcasts of horseracing.
Renewed also after several years were licenses of Wesley Dumm stations KSFO and KPIX
(TV) San Francisco. They had been in temporary status while FCC looked into arrangements licensee had with previous church group
owners.
Complete list of Friday renewals will be
published in April 28 issue of Broadcasting • Telecasting.
GROUP ACQUIRES KEPO
CONTRACT has been signed for sale of KEPO
El Paso, Tex., from Rawley-Brown Corp. to
four Minneapolis-St. Paul businessmen for
$207,500. Heading new owners is Miller C.
Robertson, vice president and sales manager
of KSTP-AM-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul. Associated with him are W. A. Porter Jr., W. B.
Pratt and R. I. Richardson. Each will hold 25%
of stock. Application for transfer will be filed
with FCC shortly. Mr. Robertson will become
general manager of station, as well as president of corporation in July, assuming FCC approval by then. KEPO is on 690 kc with 5 kw,
holds a CP for 10 kw. It is affiliated with ABC.
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AM SPEED-UP PLAN
SPEED-UP in AM processing line was
proposed by FCC Friday. Scheme envisages setting up two lines, with preferapplicants notproposing
tionencein agivencommunity
now witha staone
or service to areas not now receiving
broadcast signals.
Commission called for comments on
proposal by May 12. It also specified that
an application to be considered proposing
to serve an unserved area must show that
25% of its coverage is to area not now
getting primary service, day or night.
Proposal
is in line
petit:ons
filed with
FCC with
last several
six months
asking that Commission give priority to
applicants seeking to give their communities first local radio stations [B*T.
Jan. 21; Nov. 12, 1951].
FCC FEARS CENSORSHIP
IN CAMPAIGN CONTROL BILL
CENSORSHIP dangers are seen by FCC in
proposed legislation requiring political speakers to post bond as protection to broadcasters
against civil or criminal actions. Commenting
Friday on bill (S-2539) pending in Senate Interstate &Foreign Commerce Committee, FCC
told committee bond requirement might cause
bonding firms to demand right to see and
censor scripts before agreeing to issue any
bond. (See election story page 26).
Instead, FCC proposes, legislation should
specifically exempt licensees from liability for
defamatory nature of any broadcast made
pursuant to provisions
of Section 315 of Communications Act.
Commission favored clause in S-2539 extending provisions of Section 315, covering
equal time requirement for reply to candidate's
talks, which would extend section's provisions
to cover "any person authorized in writing by
a candidate
to speak
on hisHuron
behalf."decision took
FCC recalled
its Port
the stand that Section 315 has the effect of
exempting licensees from liability in courts
because Congress specifically denied licensee
the power of censorship over political material.
However,ceivedFCCuniversal
added,
"this viewnorhasdefinitive
not reacceptance
judicial
support."
For
this
reason
it
has
been
urging revision of Section 315, the statement
points out.
KUDOS FOR KLAUS
THEY'RE
singing
praisesandof general
Klaus
Landsberg, vice
president
manager of KTLA (TV) Los Angeles in
overcoming what appeared to be insuperablecast ofobstacles
arrangingblast
for scheduled
first teleactualin atomic
sometime this week, at Yucca Basin, 80
miles from Las Vegas, Nev. (see story,
page 74). Working for Television Assn.
of Los Angeles, Mr. Landsberg last week
reportedly completed setting up of relay
system when others had given up. Task
included dropping of equipment by helicopter on strategic peaks.

PEOPLE...
ROYAL V. HOWARD has taken leave of II
absence from KIKI Honolulu to be executive I
engineer
Radio Free
of which John
Elwood isofdirector.
He isAsia,
in Washington
for |i
consultation. Bill Meyers, KIKI vice presi- j
dent and general manager, in charge during ;
Mr. Howard's absence.
RUBEY COWAN, former head of radio-TV j
departments for Famous Artists Corp., Para- II
mount Pictures, and before that NBC executive, named head of radio & television, Hamil- ;
burg
will divide ; •*
time Agency,
between Hollywood.
New York Mr.
and Cowan
Hollywood.
HARRIET HALSBAND, Kagron Corp., N. Y.,
to Town Hall of America as co-manager of
radio and television department, effective to- j
day (Monday).
YOUNG HEADS NBC PRESS
APPOINTMENT of Frank Young as director
of NBC press department announced today
(Monday) by Sydney H. Eiges, vice president
in charge of press and information. With
NBC as public relations representative since
February 1951, Mr. Young succeeds Josef C.
Dine, who resigned to become public relations
director of Ziv Television Programs Inc. [B#T,
April 7]. Mr. Young is veteran of United
Press, New York Daily News, and Newsowned WPIX (TV) New York. Native New
Yorker and 1934 graduate of Washington &
Lee U., he joined UP in Washington, transferring to New York in 1935 as reporter, feature
writer and editor specializing in coverage of
entertainment field.
DuMONT SELLS TRANSMITTERS
DuMONT LABS, sold over $5V2 million worth
of TV broadcast equipment, including 32 TV
transmitters in the two weeks between the
NARTB Chicago convention March 31 and
issuance of FCC's final TV report April 14,
Herbert E. Taylor, manager of the TV Transmitter Division, announced Friday. Of the
32 transmitters, 23 were VHF and nine were
5 kw UHF. VHF transmitters can be delivered this year, Mr. Taylor said; UHF trans1953. mitters can be delivered beginning early in
CREAMER LEAVING WOR
JOSEPH CREAMER, advertising and promotion director WOR and WOR-TV New York,
resigning effective May 1 after 16 years with
station. Following short vacation he plans
to open office as free-lance advertising and
public relations consultant. Widely known,
he has been frequent winner of Harvard Annual honors for advertising writing, as well
as other awards. He joined WOR Feb. 3,
1936, as promotion director.
WALKER WARNS EDUCATORS
(Continued from page 5 )
the late W. W. Charters, IERT co-founder.
Attendance
late
Friday. at the institute had reached 1,000
Comr. Frieda B. Hennock told educators
that although they had won their point in
obtaining TV station reservations, "I cannot
advise you that the fight is over." She said
"formidable obstacles" would have to be surmounted.
Aside from her scheduled talk, Comr. Hennock at a later session Friday night implied
laxity on part of educators in pursuing TV
facilities. She urged they get into television
now, regardless of how limited initial effort might be.
BROADCASTING
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FASTEST
GROWING
FOUR-YEAR-OLD
IN RICHMOND

AFter Four years, television has
lost none oF its magic in Richmond,
though much oF its mystery.
From the moment WTVR, the South's
first TV station, was unveiled
it became the most sought-aFter guest
in more homes than set makers could
Frequently supply.
Today, more than 118,000 homes in the
WTVR area are television equipped
and the number continues to grow in
beanstalk-like Fashion.
In Richmond your most important step
For national sales is to get in step
with the Havens & Martin stations,
pioneers in AM, TV and FM. Ask your
nearest Blair man For particulars.
Havens & Martin Stations are the only
complete broadcasting institutions
in Virginia.

Pioneer NBC outlets for Virginia's first market.
Represented nationally by
John Blair & Company.

In 1903, man finally did it — invented flying machines. But nobody wanted a ride.
The early airlines, that sprang up all over America, died, merged, folded, and
were forgotten because, to most people, flying was strictly for the birds.
Then Southern California got into the act. Maybe the sunshine, maybe the
hankering to get places, maybe the consistent use of radio advertising — but Southern
California flew. Southern California has the oldest airline in America —
by tomorrow morning we'll probably have the newest.
Moral: Whether you sell airlines or aspirins — sell them first in Southern California
where it will do the most good. Sell them best on the station that serves
Southern California best — on KMPC. That's where so many things really start.
KMPC is the station that covers Southern California like a network. You could
buy 38 stations, and not cover Southern California the way KMPC does.
KMPC reaches more people, far more people, than any other independent
radio station in the West. Whatever you sell, wherever you make it, use
KMPC and get power where it really counts !

50,000 Watts Days • 10,000 Watts Nights • Affiliate Liberty Broadcasting System • Represented Nationally by H-R Representatives, Inc.
RADIO

IS AMERICA'S
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KEYSTONE STEEL & ^LETTER
WIRE CO
PEORIA ILL TWX PE 8519 CLG
MR GLENN SNYDER
VICE PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER
.RADIO STATION WLS
CHICAGO ILL
ON THIS ANNIVERSARY OCCASION WE SINCERELY EXTEND SPECIAL
CONGRATULATIONS TO YOUR ENTIRE ORGANIZATION
WE'RE PROUD TO HAVE
BEEN ASSOCIATED WITH YOU FOR TWENTY OF YOUR TWENTY-EIGHT YEARS

Icaster
ief Urged
*age 25
Infei
Irawn by HS"
Page 25

• Proud of our association with you at Keystone . . . with
Murphy Products Company of Burlington, Wisconsin . . . with Warp Bros, and their
Flex-O-Glass . . . with Phillips 66, the gasoline and motor oil folks (over 60 years of sponsorship
just in those four WLS advertisers) ...
We're proud of America's oldest continuous radio broadcast . . . the
National Barn Dance . . . and of the first farm service program, Dinner Bell time . . . and the
first Homemakers' hour, all started with WLS 28 years ago. All part of the
radio experience available to serve the people ... the nation . . . and our
good advertiser friends like you, Mr. Sommer,
throughout Midwest America.
rear

lot 28 y&ate, the
CLEAR CHANNEL Home of the NATIONAL Barn Dance \ Chicago/
890 KILOCYCLES, 50,000 WATTS, ABC NETWORK — REPRESENTED BY JOHN^ BLAIR & COMPANY

Go

where

there's

WHAS/

GROWTH...

/ The WHAS-Market is a balanced market . . .
and getting BIGGER ... in a healthy way.

KENTUCKY LEADS
ALL STATES IN
FARM LAND INCREASE
Kentucky's land value increase of 222% over prewar values tops every other state, is 89% greater
than the U.S. average. Neighboring Southern
Indiana shows a record high of 203% increase in
land value.

LOUISVILLE INDUSTRY
NOW RANKS 2ND
IN THE SOUTH
Latest available U.S. Census figures show that
Louisville ranks 2nd in value added by manufacture in Southern cities . . . exceeded only by Baltimore. Louisville's non-agricultural employment
has increased 30% in the past ten years.

mwm/
BENSON AND BENSON shows WHAS has more listeners morning, afternoon
and night than all other Kentuckiana stations combined.
PULSE shows the top ten evening shows heard in Metropolitan Louisville
are on WHAS. The top ten daytime shows are on WHAS, and 3 of those
are WHAS produced programs.
EVERY WHAS NEWS PROGRAM has more listeners than any
other program heard at the same time, day or night.

THE WHAS MARKET
105 Kentucky counties
25 Indiana counties

ASSOCIATED WITH THE COURIER-JOURNAL-LOUISVILLE TIMES • VICTOR A. SHOLIS, Director • NEIL D. CLINE, Sales Director
Represented Nationally by Henry I. Christal Co., New York, Chicago

in PROVIDENCE

WHIM
JbJLlUQ

beats the

pants off the network stations . . .

Yes ! A greater audience than 3 Networks combined !
SHARE OF AUDIENCE
NET.
NET.
WHIM NET.
NET,
A
B
C
D
MON. THRU FRI.
11 .9
15.6
34.7
33.6
12 Noon-6 PM
0.5
SOURCE HOOPER MARCH 1952
6

1000

WHIM
WATTS
" 1110
Providence. Rhode Island
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Headlev-Reed Co.

National Press
_, . .
. „ ,.+Vl v„„1.v,nf.lc Numbers (53rd and 54th issues) published in January and February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 Natic
Published^jery Mc^day^with Yearbook^umbera (wrc^a ^
u ^ &t ^ Qffice at Washin?ton> D c _ aet of March 3> 1879

Exclusive DALLAS-FORT

WORTH

Outlet for Top-Ruted

CBS Shows

MORE MORNING

ill
This is why

AUDIENCE

%

MORE SUNDAY AUDIENCE

%

MORE EVENING AUDIENCE

than the second highest rated radio station or frequency.
AFTERNOON

is your best buy
John W. Runyon, President
Clyde W. Rembert, General Manager
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TIME

KRLD has 30.0, with the next Station 30.5,
less than 1 % difference.
Owners and Operators of
KRLD-TV CHANNEL 4

The Branham Company, Exclusive Representative
BROADCASTING
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CLOSED

CIRCUIT

„WHILEdent of Mutual
Frank K.MayWhite,
as presi31 who
(see retires
story page
23)
has
not
announced
future
plans,
it's
known
that
he has received number of proposals from corporate entities in past year. And, while he's
keeping his own counsel, it won't come as surprise if he joins another radio-TV connected
company — probably network.
ENIGMA: Procter & Gamble, top radio-TV
spender ($25,739,280 on network radio-TV in
1951) is concerned about cost of TV on nationwide coverage basis, now that freeze is
lifted. Red Skelton program, for example,
would figure at $10 million yearly for talent,
time and cable cost based on present network
cost-per-thousand.
LIGGETT & MYERS, N. Y. (Chesterfield
cigarettes), over-extended its advertising budget in radio past season and as result is dropping sponsorship of $22,000 (for talent) Bob
Hope radio show on NBC and $25,000 Bing
Crosby show on CBS Radio, plus one quarteri „hour of its half-hour daily segment of Arthur
I Godfrey on CBS Radio. Chesterfield will pick
' up sponsorship of Martin & Lewis on NBC
j Radio next fall (for about $10,000 for talent)
and probably will expand its current Perry
Como strip on NBC-TV. Among present Godfrey sponsors, it's understood, at least two or
three are ready to add quarter-hour which
Chesterfield drops.
U. S. RUBBER Co. and Coca Cola Co., both
bidding for Bing Crosby's services on CBS
Radio and sentatives
possibly
nextin season.
from both TVfirms
HollywoodReprelast
week talking deals with him and brother
Everett Crosby, who agents for actor-singer.
FCC has supplied Senate Appropriations Committee with additional data to justify its $8
million fiscal 1953 budget from which House
chopped $2 million [CLOSED CIRCUIT, April
21]. Details will be incorporated in release
of hearings coincident with Appropriations
Committee's
probably sources.
several weeks
away,
accordingreport,
to committee
THERE is indication that FCC may soon—
^within week or two — come up with starting
date of thrice-postponed theatre TV hearings.
Speculation now points to a fall beginning,
| most likely after September.
ADHERING closely to New Year's predictions
onnetwork
radio'saffiliated
financial station
health, inis Class
report Afrom
one
market
for first quarter showing local sales up 19.5%;
national spot up 34.3%; network down 25.9%,
figuring rate cut.
TELEVISION for Philippines is object of visit
| to United States of Pedro Belanca and Jose
Lovina,
Belanca's
identified mechanical
with large engineer.
distillery inMr.Manila.
FIRMING
UP of plans
for broadcast
tions of Committee
for Radio
Free AsiaoperaInc.
was object of mission to Washington during
(Continued on page 6)
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MBS FORMAT CONTINUES,
O'NEIL TELLS AFFILIATES
MUTUAL
ThomaswhenF. O'Neil,
who
also Board
assumesChairman
presidency
Frank
White leaves May 31 (see story page 23), reportedly assured members of Mutual Affiliates
Advisory Committee meeting in New York
Fridayworkthat
of netoperation,change
which inhasMutual's
long beentype
speculated,
is not now contemplated.
At closed andmeeting
White's
resignation
his owndiscussing
election asMr.president,
it was reported unofficially afterward, Mr.
O'Neil also stressed that MBS should continue
as network predominantly composed of large
number of relatively small stations mostly in
non-metropolitan markets, with emphasis on
acceptability
flexibility.
understo d to have andreiterated
view Hethatwascontinued
co-existence of four networks is economically
unfeasible but that Mutual intends to prosper.
He was also quoted as saying that Mutual
plans to enter TV network field, probably on
film basis.
Chairman O'Neil, who heads General Tire
& Rubber Co.'s radio-TV interests, which since
January includes control of Mutual stock
(almost 60%, praised retiring president and
his success as Mutual head and, in recognition
of esteem in which Mr. White is held by
affiliates, conceded that he himself was "on
the
mittee.spot" in Friday appearance before comMAAC members afterward appeared impressed withnetwork
Mr. O'Neil's
talk, and
his his
graspplansof
station and
problems,
for future.
Mr. O'Neil also was understood to have confirmed that employment of sportscaster Harry
Wismer by Thomas S. Lee Enterprises, General Tire's radio-TV company, was primarily
for promotional work on behalf of sporting
goods products of Pennsylvania Rubber Co.,
General Tire subsidiary [Closed Circuit,
April 21].
Whiteexpressing
preceded appreciation
Mr. O'Neil inforbrief
talk
to Mr.
MAAC,
support
given him by affiliates throughout his tenure.
It also was disclosed that MBS board had
voted bonus for him.
William H. Fineshriber Jr., Mutual executive vice president and newly elected to
board of directors, took charge of meeting for
further discussions after Messrs. White and
O'Neil completed their talks.
All MAAC members were present, headed
by Chairman Gene Cagle, KFJZ Fort Worth.
Other MAAC members include: John Cleghorn, WHBQ Memphis; Victor Diehm, WAZL
Hazleton, Pa.; Fred Fletcher, WRAL Raleigh,
N. C; George Hatch, KALL Salt Lake City;
Rex Howell, KFXJ Grand Junction, Col.; E. J.
McKellar, KVOX Moorhead, Minn.; Robert
McRaney, WCBI Columbus, Miss.; Hugh
Potter, WOMI Owensboro, Ky.; Porter Smith,
WGRC Louisville, Ky.; Fred Wagenvoord,
KORG Cedar Rapids, Iowa, and Jack Younts,
WEEB Southern Pines, N. C.

BUSINESS BRIEFLY
DORMIN EXPANDS © Dormin Sleeping
Tablets, N. Y., currently using radio spots in
such cities as New York and Boston, planning
to expand into other radio markets. Agency,
Dowd, Redfield & Johnstone, N. Y.
FARM AREA SPOTS © Hercules Toxathene,
Wilmington, nouncement
Del., campaigns
preparing
radio areas
spot an-in
for farm
Southwest starting today (Monday) for 13
weeks. Agency, Fuller & Smith & Ross, N. Y.
DIAMOND SALT SPOTS • Diamond
Krystal Weather-Proof Salt, N. Y., starting
radio spot campaign May 5 for 13 weeks.
Agency, Benton & Bowles, N. Y.
AGENCY NAMED # Chicago Office of Buchanan & Co. Inc. has been appointed by J-A.
Corp., Chicago, to direct advertising for new
product, Lemon
powdered
centrate. Initial Quick,
plans include
spot lemon
radio. conFALSTAFF PACKAGE # Falstaff Brewing
Corp., St.series
Louis,
CBS-TV's
film
package
Caseshasof bought
Eddie Drake
for placement on WKY-TV Oklahoma City, effective
immediately, and on KMTV (TV) Omaha, effective May 2. Agency for Falstaff, DancerFitzgerald-Sample, N. Y.
HOLLINGBERY NAMED
WHIO Dayton, Ohio, and WIOD Miami, Fla.,
have appointed George P. Hollingbery Co. as
national representative effective May 1. Hollingbery firm belong
has beento James
representing
TV. Stations
M. Cox WHIOgroup.
PROCTER & GAMBLE BUYS
21 2 HOURS RADIO ON NBC
SIGNING by Procter & Gamble for purchase
of 2% additional hours of morning time per
week
full NBC
radio network
[B*T, Marchby
17] ison being
announced
today (Monday)
John K. Herbert, NBC vice president in charge
of radio network sales, who viewed "this major
purchase
the country'sof largest
as "distinctby affirmation
faith in advertiser"
the power
of Time
networkperiod
radio."
is 9:30-10 a.m., currently not
programmed by NBC for network. Starting
June 23, P&G (for products not yet specified)
will sponsor Young Dr. Malone and Brighter
Day in this segment, Monday through Friday.
Contract was placed direct.
"We of the NBC radio network are heartened
byrealization
this concrete
of Procterattributes
& Gamble'sof
of evidence
the undeniable
radio which make it an imperative buy for the
advertiser who seeks to deliver his sales message to the greatest number of people, with
maximum
Herbert said.effectiveness, at lowest cost," Mr.
Sale brings P&G time on NBC radio to 12 %
hours weekly, adding to Welcome Travelers
(10-10:30 a.m.); Life Can Be Beautiful, Road
of
Life, Pepper
Young's Wife
Family,
Right
Happiness,
and Backstage
(3-4:15
p.m.),to
and Lorenzo Jones (5-5:45 p.m.).
for more AT DEADLINE turn page ^
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TV NETWORK TIME SALES
TOPPED RADIO IN MARCH
TIME sales of television networks topped those
of radio networks for March, again showing
change in radio-TV relationship in past year,
according toformationMarch
Bureau. report of Publishers InGross time sales of four radio networks in
March totaled $14,520,393, more than million
dollars under $15,835,973 combined gross time
sales of four TV networks. This is considerably different picture than that given by figures
for March 1951, when combined radio network
gross was $16,418,947 and TV network gross
was $9,645,246.
Network - by - network gross billings for
March and for first quarter, with 1952 compared to 1951, follow, for both radio and TV:
NETWORK RADIO
March
March
-Mar. Jan.-Mar.
1952
1951 Jan. 1952
1951
ABC
$
3,355,715
?
2,891,339
$
9,835,164
$ 19,725,329
8,693,478
CBS
5,154,077
6,793,966
15,103,981
MBS
1,826,527 5,085,636
1,648,006 12,535,445
5,126,208 15,033,209
4,617,598
NBC
4,184,074
TOTAL: $14,520,393 $16,418,947 $42,600,798 $48,069,614
NETWORK TELEVISION
ABC
$ 5,643,123
2,076,782 $ 2,993,902
1,539,470 $ 15,820,809
6,245,710 $ 4,123,040
CBS
8,195,406
DuMont
758,763 4,654,063
457,811 21,430,161
2,224,455 12,790,645
1,299,417
NBC
7,357,305
TOTAL: $15,835,973 $9,645,246 $45,721,135 $26,408,508
CIVIL DEFENSE TESTS
CONDUCTED BY TWO STATES
ANNUAL series of New York State civil defense tests, scheduled to have started Saturday on Long Island, were expected to follow
more detailed and extensive procedure, with
radio stations, braced for possible "communications paralysis," assigning some personnel
to WHLI
stand byHempstead,
for "emergency"
only.
locatedassignments
one mile from
hypothetical atom bomb burst, was designated
monitor station for others in Nassau County
to relay confirming announcements — some by
special transcription — primarly to C. D. workers. Although WHLI will remain on air,
spokesmen said Friday that station was ready
for program interruptions from time of blast,
between 8-9 a. m., until C. D. workers receive
dismissal some hours later. Outlet publicized
impending test with special spot announcements throughout week plus reports on regular news shows and hoped, if allowed, to tape
record progress at bomb scene during test.
New Jersey planned statewide air raid test
this week, with WNJR Newark, as member of
State C. D. Radio Network, ready to broadcast
alert signal and official instructions to public.
Station also scheduled exclusive live broadcast
from C. D. information-communications center
immediately following 10-15 minute test, with
on-scene
eral C. D.evalution
officials. of results by state and fedTV REPAIR FRAUDS PROBED
GRAND JURY in Chicago investigating TV
set repair frauds in which firms reportedly
get $1,000 a day after complaints by legitimate
servicemen and public. Frank A. Moch, president, Television Installation Service Inc., told
jury how repair men get initial call by advertising lower fees, remove good tube and
replace with old one, sell old tubes as new and
overcharge. He said fraud was prevalent in
New York about two years ago.
Page 6 • April 28, 1952

In this
Thomas
F. O'Neil, Issuealready chairman of
the board, takes over MBS presidency
.major
as Frankrealignment
White resigns.
It's the Tire
first
since General
& Rubber
Co., oftook
whichoverMr.control
O'Neil ofis
vice
president,
MBS. Page 23.
Is there anything to the talk about sponsors cutting back on TV? Not much,
according
B»T roundup.
The
dozen that tohavea cancelled
TV network
shows recently have or will put the
money into other TV or radio campaigns. Page 57.
Two bogeymen show up at the annual
American Newspaper Publishers Assn.
meeting.
radio,newspaper
which is
believed a They're
threat spot
to local
revenues, and television, which ha_s
already taken some money from the
daily press. Page 23.
Hamstrung by present political broadlegislativecastingrelieflaws, broadcasters
immediately.needProtection
against libel is the biggest demand.
Page 25.
Is anybody going to appeal the FCC thaw
to the courts? If so, action is apt to
come from Pennsylvania, New Jersey
or any of the Gulf States where rigid
adherence to the 170 mile VHF separation kept some cities from getting more
VHF. Page 58.
Radio and TV are drafted by The Advertising Council to help raise emergency fundshabilitation ofor
Cross for
reffloodedRedMidwest.
Broadcasting's flood coverage is extensive.
Page committee
27.
Joint
of broadcasters, aviaindustryto and
ciestionformed
figuregovernment
out how to agenplace
tall TVmum benefit
towersto telecasting
so they willatgive
maximinimum
hazard to flying. Page 57.
Here's a post-freeze
problem 25for markets,
TV networks. Of the biggest
only five will have as many as four
VHF channels. The competition will
gray the hair of station relations men.
Page Hennock
58.
Comr.
tells educators to apply
for reserved TV channels even if the
funds to build the stations aren't in
sight. Page 61.
President Truman withdraws his inference of a week ago that he could
seize radio-TV and newspapers at will
in an emergency. That interpretation of his remark was hooey, he says.
Page 25.
Upcoming
April 30-May 2: Assn. of Canadian Advertisers, Royal York Hotel, Toronto.
May 1-2: CBS-TV clinic on station operations, Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
May 1-2: NBC radio promotion workshop,
Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
May 1-2: Ohio Assn. of Radio-TV Broadcasters, Deshler-Wallick Hotel, Columbus, Ohio.
MayChicago.
2-3: American Council on Education,
(Other Upcomings page 34)

Closed Circuit \
(Continued from page 5)
last fortnight by John W. Elwood, radio director,
former With
head himof was
NBC'sRoyalSanV. Francisco
operations.
Howard,
owner of KIKI Honolulu and former NAB director of engineering, recently retained as
executive engineer of Asia group.
HORACE N. STOVIN, president of his owij
station representation firm in Toronto, will be
recipient
silver medal
the Assn. ofto ;
Canadian of
Advertisers
for hisofcontributions
advertising, at ACA annual dinner at Toronto j
on May 2. Mr. Stovin has been a radio directov |
of Canadian Bureau of Broadcast Measure-,!
ment for some years.
WHILE negotiations with Screen Actors Guild
continue for new collective bargaining contract, members of Alliance of Television Film
Producers and some unaffiliated TV film pro8 startof paying
mumducerswageMay scale
$70 peractors
day new
and mini$250
weekly. Rates are same SAG recently negotiated with major and independent motion picture producers. Residual rights, which SAG
is demanding for actors from TV producers,
and other major points covering working conditions yet to be worked out.
WHEN CBC Chairman David Dunton talks
April 30 before Assn. of Canadian Advertisers,
he'll have all of Canada's broadcasters (and
advertisers and agencies) hanging on his every
word. Expected is policy announcement on
Canada's approach to TV. Generally, it's
thought there'll be affirmation of report that
first authorizations will go to CBC (state-,
owned)enterprise
outlets. But
there's hope
that Canada's
free
cominercial
broadcasters
will
get shot, too.
FCC EXPECTED TO ISSUE
FORMAL AMATEUR ORDER
FORMAL issuance by FCC of order authorizamateurs starting
to use 21-21.45
band
for ingAlradioemission
May 1 mcexpected
within day or two, Commission sources indicated Friday as widespread interest arose in
danger of interference to TV reception. No
protests against use of band made following
issuance
proposed order March 17 (early
story pageof 70).
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. unable to estimate number of TV sets having I. F. stage
within amateur band and subject to potential
interference. RTMA pointed out it had adopted
41.25
mc as1950recommended
spot for I. F. stage
in March
action.
FCC noted it has no control over design of
TV sets. American Radio Relay League spokesmen reminded that set makers had long ago
been warned that 21 mc band was slated for
amateur use when 14 mc spot was taken from
hams.
Set-servicing interests pointed to possibility
that interference would occur only within few
blocks of amateurs, and then only if within
beam. They said many sets with 21 mc I. F.
stage are adequately shielded. Early sets using
circuit among those said to use 21 mc
I.RCAF. stage.
AVCO DECLARES DIVIDEND
AVCO MFG. CORP. declared quarterly dividend Friday of 15 cents on common stock payable June 20 to holders of record May 29. AnMarch other
20. 15-cent quarterly dividend was paid
for more at DEADLINE see page 94 ^
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THERE'S

NOTHING

HRST

BETTER

THAN...

PIACC!

37.1 %

42.1 %

HOOPER PROVES IT!
the Omaha, Council Bluffs Hooper Share-of-audience
show
charts
The above
for 8 A.M.-6 P.M., Monday through Saturday, from November 1951, through
February, 1952.

Largest share of audience, both morning
and afternoon, of any independent station
in all America! (Hooper, Nov. -Dec, '51)

Largesttion, 8A.M.
total audience
any Omaha
stato 6 P.M.,of Monday
through
Saturday! ( Hooper, Oct., Nov., Dec, '51;
Jan., Feb., '52)
Todd Slorz, General Manager
Represented Nationally By
H6e

SoUbty

&>.

O
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Wherefore

art thou.

Radio?
There's been some talk lately about TV luring advertisers away
from Radio. TV or not TV, that is the question! But not in
Canada.
So far there is no TV in Canada to challenge Radio's established
position as Canada's most popular entertainer and most effective
advertising medium.
The reason for Radio's pre-eminence is partly geographical. Most
of the 14 million people living in Canada are spread from coast
to coast along a 200 mile wide belt just north of the US border—
and the further north, the fewer people per square mile.
To serve all these people with news and entertainment is a
problem which only Radio can overcome successfully. For most
Canadians live in other than urban areas (only 38% in towns of
30,000 or over).
And 94% of all Canadian homes have a radio!
These listeners, enjoying a standard of living almost as high as
yours, are served by 112 independent radio stations strategically
placed across the whole country.
Yes, millions of Canadians depend on Radio, and so do advertisers. For Radio is Canada's favorite entertainer and top salesman.
"In Canada you sell 'em when you tell 'em!"
A message from the 103 member stations of the
Canadian Association of Broadcasters
whose voices are invited into over 3 million homes every day.
Canadian Association of Broadcasters
108 Sparks St.,
Ottawa.
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37 Bloor St. West.
Toronto.
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an flmPEX

t Q95

Com

with famous AMPEX

CONSOLE

RECORDER

pie te !
performance

and Quality— PLUS dynamic
New Styling!
DUAL-SPEEDS
...7% & IS inches per second
PUSH BUTTON OPERATION
...on all five functions
BUILT-IN PREAMPLIFIER
...for microphone
PRECISION TIMING
...within 3.6 seconds per 30 minutes
FULL AUDIO RANGE
. . .15,000 cps at 7^2 inches per second
MINIMUM MAINTENANCE
...even on heavy-duty service
LOW NOISE LEVEL
... complete shielding eliminates pickup

I ;

• Model 402 - Half-track Recording
• Model 403 - Full-frock Recording

$er/es400

ACCESSIBILITY
ALL OVER
.even in operation
Top plate and front
panel are hinged for
quick, easy inspection
of any recorder component.
NEW REMOTE
CONTROL BOX
For 100% push button
operation that saves
on operating time!
Standard of the Great Radio Shows
Ask for Complete Specifications
or Request a DEMONSTRATION

CONSOLE
00
f.o.k Redwood City,
995
California

Ampex

RECORDERS
AMPEX ELECTRIC CORPORATION
Redwood City
• California

j

FIRST
KRNT

in

MORNING

First in All 22 Periods!

KRNT's audience is 38.2% larger than the combined total
of the No. 3, 4, 5, and 6 rated stations ... is 7.8% greater
than No. 2, 3, and 4 stations combined . . . 167.7% greater
than No. 2 station.

47%
SHARE

FIRST
KRNT
49.6%
SHARE

in

AFTERNOON

First in 23 of 24 Periods!

KRNT's audience is 1.8% larger than the combined total of
all 5 other rated stations ... is 101.6% greater than the No.
2 station.
FIRST

in

EVENING

KRNT Has 40 Firsts (1 tie) Out of 63 Periods!
38

0

KRNT's audience is 48.4% greater than the station rating
second ... is 13.2% greater than No. 3, 4, and 5 combined.

SHARE
FIRSTinTOTAL

RATED

PERIODS

KRNT Has 85 Firsts (1 tie)
Out of 109 Weekday Periods!
KRNT's audience is greater by
27.3% than the total of No. 3,
42.9%
4, 5, and 6 stations combined
... is 95.0% greater than
SHARE
the second ranking
station ... is greater by 23.6% than
No. 2 and 3 stations combined.
Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY . . . SOURCE: C. E. Hooper Des Moines Audience Index, February, 1952

CbmlaJbh!
feature of the week

FOR THE FIRST TIME IN
OVER FIVE YEARS, "DUTCH"
BERGMAN'S SPORTS SHOW,
ON WRC, IS AVAILABLE FOR
SPONSORSHIP.
6:35 p.m. — Monday through Friday
When Arthur J. "Dutch"
Bergman takes to the air for
his nightly sports show on
WRC, he brings with him a
background rich in athletic
experience. Before joining the
WRC sports staff eight years
ago, "Dutch" had chalked up
several years as head coach
and scout for the Washington
Redskins and ten years as
athletic director and head football coach at Catholic University.
The flavor of Bergman's bigleague contacts with sports
luminaries across the country
and down to the average fan
provides a tightly edited ten
minutes of radio sports reporting. Bergman's sports show is
the highest-rated of its kind
in the early evening hours.
This availability can't last
long, so get on the phone right
away and call your nearest
NBC Spot Sales office or the
WRC Sales Department, REpublic 4000.

sponsor
ion-statio
LE k ofpromot
teamwor
whichn
EXAMP
has gone over big is the
m on KVORed ColSleepy orado
Joe Springs,
prograCol.,
sponsor by
Sinton Dairy Co., that city.
The five-days-a-week year round
show on KVOR features an Uncle
Remus type named Sleepy Joe,
who loves children and loves to tell
them stories of Bre'r Rabbit and
his
friends, Bre'rs Fox, Snake and
others.
So convincing are these characterizations, done by Jimmy Scribner of Hollywood in combination
dialogue-narration and transcribed
for syndication, that Meredith
Williams
KVOR's
departmentof says
it hasadvertising
a strong
adult following too. "For instance," he says,
"my arewifeardent
and
many other
mothers
fans, and when I can, I listen myself, for it's a real delight."
The two-year-old KVOR show
promotes
Sinton's milk
ice
cream. Commercials
by theandstory
characters also are transcribed by
Mr. Scribner. Currently, the CBS
affiliate station is promoting "The
Sleepy Joe Club," which for no

handling charges except a trademark from a carton of Sinton's
ice cream,
offers membership
members a card
certificate in color,
and button with color picture of
Ole Sleepy. Each week a new button of one
of the
offered. Several
weeks"Bre'rs"
ago theis successful Sleepy Joe contest featured
completion of the sentence, "I like
Sinton's milk because. . . ."
Mr. Williams gives credit for
the promotion to the sponsor, who
didn't "try to shave corners and
scrimp" with prizes. First prize
was a set of "Bre'r Rabbit's First
10 gallons
ofAdventure"
ice cream;records
second,andrecords
and
five gallons; third and fourth,
records and one gallon. Clincher
was that every child who responded
was awarded a pint of ice cream
and honorable mention of his name
on the program.
Hospitalized veterans at Colorado Springs had fun themselves
acting as judges and the winners
were taken to the hospital to meet
the
judges,icewhile
supplied
enough
creamSinton's
to give
the
patients
a
treat
throughout
the
whole hospital wing.

if you
Want Coverage
That Counts...

jtf. strictly business
Quote From Sales
overthethe TVdam,freez
curree ntis
NOWwaterthat
and potential advertisers in
Management
the medium are, in the strictly
business sense, concerned with
"Your story i s f a r
costs.
A practical direction could be
stronger than last
taken from Max Banzhaf, advertisyear. Your quality of
ing and promotion director of the
Armstrong Cork Co. He says:
market index is now
"In radio and television, adver28% above U. S.
tisers usually make a choice between two philosophies. They
average; 24% above
either adopted a low budget policy
and resign themselves to a low
Pennsylvania. You
rating; or they decide to pour in
have topped $6,000
money on production, hire big-name
stars, believing this to be the only
way
to
build
a
rating.
per annual
inIN THE
come . . family
. $1,102
YOURNATION'S
BEST BUYCAPITAL
IS
"It's a much neater trick, if you
can do it, to get a high rating with
a modest budget. That way you're
Mr. BANZHAF
above U. S. average."
FIRST in WASHINGTON certain of a low cost per thousand.
vision. Both are dramatic plays.
"Proof
that
this
latter
approach
The radio show is built around
can work is the currently high
ratings of both our television and the everyday situations of people
radio shows; and our costs per and is aimed at the mass market
thousand, which are among the low- for Armstrong's Quaker Rugs and
Floor Covering. The TV program
est on the air."
aimed at a wider auMr. Banzhaf guides two Arm- is similardience withbutcommercials
pegged to
Theatre strong
of network
Today,shows,
Sat. Armstrong's
12 p.m., CBS the firm's general line of linoleum
and other floor coverings, wall covRepresented by NBC Spot Sales Radio,
(Continued on page 83)
Theatre, and
Tues. Armstrong's
9:30 p.m., NBC Circle
tele• Telecasting
BROAD CASTING
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1951

One

PAYROLL

EXCEEDED

Billion

In Greater

BUY
One

Dollars

Youngstown,

O.

RESULTS!

Nationally Known

experienced a 400%

Food Client
increase from

an exclusive campaign

on WFMJ.

NBC
5000

Duplicating

WATTS

All Programs,

50,000

=W

F

FM

M

J=

Headley-Reed Co., National Representatives
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PORTLAND
OREGON
ST. JOHNS

BUSINESS

DISTRICT

offers complete shopping facilities for the ever-growing
North Portland residential area.

DEPARTMENT STORE
Partner Robert Currier, another St.
Johns part
civicofleader,
"KGWroses isandas
much
Portlandsays,as the
view of Mt. Hood. The greatest radio
station in the Northwest."

The 31st year of community leadership in the
Greater Columbian Empire. KGW gives complete coverage to a market you can't afford to
miss. It offers pioneer prestige and influence
no one can duplicate in the Northwest. You will
find every Portland community pointing to /
KGW's service record with pride. You cannot
adequately "sell" this area without KGW, "The
People's Choice". Place your advertising copy
with the station that delivers results!

POLICE CAPTAIN
Frank Erwin, president of the St. Johns
Businessmen's Association, reports,
"KGW is the public
proven service
radio leader
here.
Tremendous
for more
than 30 years."
Celebrating Our 31st Year of
Leadership and Community Service
Page 14 • April 28, 1952

PORTLAND, OREGON
BROADCASTING
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ST. JOHNS'

CHOICE

FURNITURE DEALER
Paul Clark asserts, "You're tuned to the Portland
people's
time 'Best pulse
Seller'at..."six-two-oh, KGW . . . An all-

IS THE

PEOPLE'S

HOUSEWIFE Mrs. A. D. Peoples
declares,
the entertainment,
news and"KGW
public hasservice
that make it shopping
the real
radio leader."

CHOICE:

KGW!

GROCER
wonderful to have a station
Otus like
BalesKGW
relates,serving
"It's
our community. Definite favorite in Portland."

DRUGGIST
Glenn Davis states,
"The right prescription anytime is KGW. Unequaled in all-around programming and leadership .. . our own KGW."
REPRESENTED

ROADCASTING

NATIONALLY BY EDWARD

• Telecasting

PETRY & CO., Inc.
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m

holds

leadership

at

top

evening

hours

WQXR's Pulse ratings are either first or second
among the 17 New York area non-network stations
for every quarter hour period all the way from
6 PM to midnight.*
These ratings bear out the statement we've been
making for quite some time that "there is no substitute for the good music of WQXR."
And there's no substitute for WQXR if you really
want to pile up sales in the New York area.
AM AND FM
XR
Q
W
The Radio Station of The New York Times
*SOURCE: Pulse ratings, March, 1952, Monday through
Friday, 6 PM to midnight.
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GEORGE DE PUE, previously with Young & Rubieam, N. Y., elected
a vice president and appointed chairman of plans board, Robert W.
Orr & Assoc., N. Y.
CHARLES EMERICK, senior time space buyer, J. Walter Thompson Co.,
S. F., appointed media director.
DR. JULES RUBEN appointed treasurer-administrative advisor, Ruben
Adv., Indianapolis. ROLF W. BRANDIS, Academy Films, Chicago, joins
agency as radio-TV director. DONALD C. TOOLE, B & M Adv., Evansville, Ind., to Ruben as art director and RUSSELL F. KULBERG to latter
agency as production manager.
BARBARA BREACHER, promotion department, ABC-TV Hollywood, to
Clifford Gill Agency, Beverly Hills, as radio-TV director.
IRVING S. UNDERHILL, Young & Rubieam, N. Y., to Lennen & Mitchell,
same city, as assistant director of research.

on all accounts
Interested in the Negro market
since attending high
singprogra
for the
ming and adverti
m- generally
of radio
THE
school in Chicago, Mr. Evans began
phebeen
has
market
Negrogrowth
concentrating
on the economic and
nomenal since 1946, according to
aspects while attending
Leonard Evans, account executive research
school
in
Nashville
and the U. of
at Arthur Meyerhoff Agency, Chi- Illinois, where he majored
in marcago, who is believed to be the only
keting, insurance and accounting.
Negro account man in any AAAA He surveyed
the
Negro
population
agency.
The importance of the Negro from the sociological angle and at
market was accepted by only about the U. of Illinois he worked with
mother, a leading insurance
10 stations in 1946, while now 73 his
in Chicago since 1919,
stations carry shows and advertis- onsaleswoman
a
study of mortality rates among
ing directed to Negroes, he reports.
Most oftionsthese
staNegroes,sidered long
bad riskscon-by
are in the
insurance firms.
south, and many of
He
subsequently
the sponsors are
acquired basic Negro
large national
tisers who doadvernot
data tionforinto incorporaa general
use radio in northern
survey which later
metropolitan
markets. While radio has
became the first official Negro market
grown, paperNegro
newscirculation has
study,
American the
study Afrocondropped
consideraducted in Washingbly, Mr. Evans
says.
ton, Baltimore and
Radio, in his opinPhiladelphia
1946.
has
Mr. Evans,in after
failedion,tonevertheless
keep pace
with the growth and
graduation
Illinois in 1935,fromworked
sales potential of the
in various industries
Negro market, which
and businesses most
comprises 15 million
Mr. EVANS
of which were directpersons.
sees
a need forHe Negro
ly concerned with
agencies handling any product Negro customers. He studied at
which is to be merchandised to night for a law degree and served
in the Air Force as an inNegroes; forNegro
well-informed
and two years structor
before handling his first
well-trained
media analysts
specific
agency
assignment.
in all large agencies; for continuIn New York, he handled promoing and detailed Negro market
tion,
counseled
national
manufacstudies, and tertafor
a variety
of enturers on merchandising, distribuinment inradio
and television
tion
and
general
marketing
probgoing beyond the usual disc jockey
lems in Negro areas,
and 90)directed
format and dramatic presentations
(Continued
on page
with stereotyped Negro portrayals.
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MURRAY C. THOMAS, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y., to Anderson
& Cairns, that city, as media director.
GEORGE C. ANTHONY, display advertising department, Los Angeles
Examiner, to West-Marquis Inc., L. A., as media director.
WALLY SEIDLER, manager, KPMO Pomona, Calif., named radio-TV
director, Edward S. Kellogg Co., L. A.
HIRAM VOGEL, Revlon Corp., N. Y., to Biow Co., same city, as account
executive.
JOHN BRODERICK, commercial artist, opens Broderick Productions Inc.,
3756 N. Interstate Ave., Portland, Ore. GREGORY DODD, account executive, Adolph L. Bloch Adv., that city, joins agency in similar capacity.
GEORGE D. WINKLER, media director, West-Marquis Inc., L. A., joins
executive staff, Roy S. Durstine Inc., that city.
STAN HAMILTON, assistant program director, CFCM Montreal, to
Kronstadt Adv., Washington, D. C, as account executive.
GEORGE DeSOLA, secretary-general manager, Anderson & Cairns,
N. Y., elected director of agency.
ALLEN L. BILLINGSLEY, president of Fuller & Smith & Ross, Cleveland, elected
chairman of board of directors of city's
Chamber
of Commerce.
CURTIS ROOSEVELT, Emerson Radio & Phonograph
Corp.,tive staff.
to William H. Weintraub Co., N. Y., on execuRICHARD SCHOCH, Richard A. Foley Adv., Phila., to
copy staff, Geare-Marston Adv., that city.
HARMON O. NELSON, program supervisor, CBS Radio,
M
. Hollywood, to Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc., that city, as asMr.
Billingsley sigtant to ROBERT WOLFE, vice president in charge.
ROBERT G. WILDER appointed director of public relations of Lewis &
Gilman Inc., Phila.
MILTON BIOW, president of Biow Co., N. Y., appointed chairman of
advertising and graphic arts division, Muscular Dystrophy Appeal, N. Y.
HOWARD ALBER and LAWRENCE CASEY appointed director of creative production and public relations director respectively at Weightman
Inc., Phila.
IRVING GOULD rejoins Lavenson Bureau of Adv., Phila., as art director.
JOSEPH G. MASON, Geare-Marston, Phila., to copy staff, Buckley
Organization, that city.
CLARENCE THOMAS, production manager, NBC-TV New York, and
CYRUS MANN, free lance writer and director, to William Esty Co.,
N.Y., as TV production manager and member of production staff respectively.
JAMES E. HAMILTON, account executive, Caples Co., L. A., and MILTON BECKMAN, secretary-treasurer, Television Productions Inc., Milwauke , to Argus Adv., L. A., as account executives. ROBERT A. ECKHART, director, San Diego (Calif.) Academy of Art, joins agency as
art director. Office manager is FRANCES J. DOBROWOLSKI, formerly
assistant editor Catalog & Adv. Producers, L. A.
CLIFFORD W. HANKIN to information service staff, N. W. Ayer & Son,
Phila. ANDREW MITTELBRUNN joins agency's art department.
DONALD H. JILLSON, technical copy writer, Leeds & Northrup, Phila.,
to copy staff, Richard A. Foley Adv., that city.
ROADCASTING
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More Merchandising
EDITOR:
... I can offer little in the way
of suggestions for the improvement
of your fine publication. It carries
all the important information
about the radio-TV industry, and
we use it here often as authentic
reference material.
If you were to ask me for my
opinion on the problem that seems
most important in the future success of the industry my answer
would be merchandising support
for the toriesadvertisers.
of successful Any
radiocaseor hisTV
merchandising programs are well
received here and you would be
pleased with the number of advertising men and salesman who are
converted from supporters of
printed media to advocates of radio
and television advertising when
they see the sales results that radio
and TV plus merchandising can
produce.
Anything you can do to further

LET'S

On May 25th we celebrate
our 30th birthday— commemorating 30 years of service
and satisfaction.
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Figure Fun
EDITOR:
I'm charmed by the item, "Bob
and Ray tener,"
Revised
for Average
[B*T, April
14, p. Lis74].
It gives us a real sense of solidarity
tolistener
discover
that
".
.
.
the
average
is a housewife . . . married
. . . for about 11 years . . . and
with two children, six and 14 years

this "cause" in Broadcasting • so addressed, so we feel some mailTelecasting
ingtory,list,hassome
radioKWED
stationSeguin,
direcciated. . . will be most appreus listed
H. H. Leland
Calif.,
Tex. instead of KWED Seguin,
Radio-TV Director
After 23 years in the radio busiArmour
expect surveys
Knowing that your publication old
Chicago and Co.
to
reveal
some tostartling
things.
. .ness,." I've come
reaches all media, we are asking
* * *
need
for an intensi-is
that you help in locating this error. But this fcrying
i
c
a
t
i
o
n
o
f
Moral
Rearmament
Imagine someone with gall to take something else again.
Tainted Mail
Seguin
out of Texas and give it to
Frank A. Seitz
California.
EDITOR:
Managing Director
Mail has been coming to our staGarfield
Kiel
General Manager
WFAS-AM-FM
tion originally addressed to Seguin,
White Plains, N. Y.
KWED Seguin, Tex.
Calif. After proper postal mark[EDITOR'S
NOTE:necessarily
The statistical
i
n
g
s
,
i
t
finally
arrives
at
its
Texas
housewife
is not
discreet.]
[EDITOR'S
NOTE:
The
error
has
been
destination. If one letter would located.
Forlistedinexplicable
reasons,
KWED
was
both
in
California
have been so addressed, we would and Texas in the 1952 BROADCASTbelieve it to be a mistake on the
ING YEARBOOK. KWED is herewith
part of sender. But we get dozens restored
gies.] to Seguin, Texas, with apolo- Utter Confusion
EDITOR:
On pages 25 and 95 of your April
14 issue,
you carry
a story wherein
the
American
Civil Liberties
Union
has
cited
four
networks
and two
TALK
SHOP/
stations specifically for blacklisting
in radio and television. On page
95 in the second column, third paraKy.,
is namedgraph,asWHAS-TV
one ofLouisville,
the stations
airing a kinescope of a January
1950 Toast of the Town program.
Completelyin apart
from the
issuesto
involved
the article,
I wish
point out that WHAS-Television
did not go on the air until March
27, 1950. If the program indicated
was aired in Louisville, it was not
through
Television.the facilities of WHASSince
out inerroneously
your article that you
the point
complaint
identified all seven stations except
KTTV and KWTJ as CBS owned
outlets, I feel that you would apHustling, bustling Flint is the center of a great induspreciate having the additional error
g trial empire — General Motors — with more GM workers
pointedBillout.Loader
than any other city in the country. With huge defense
Promotion Manager
contracts on hand, last year's record $315,840,000 reWHAS Louisville
tail sales promises to grow and grow.
[EDITOR'S
Our call
storyletters,
also
pointed
to listed
theNOTE:
inaccurate
"KWTJ,"
in
the
complaint
Making sales is Flint's First Station, WFDF — with
WTVJ
Miami.]
said presumably they referred andto
more coverage, night and day, than any other radio
Oops
# * *
station in Michigan, outside Detroit*. Sell your product
for sure, over WFDF. Sell as over 600 local merchants
sold over WFDF last year.
EDITOR:
* BMB Study #2
I must take issue with a paraaph in your
Deadline"
section ofgrthe
April"At7 issue.
An item
about coverage of Day
the President's
Jefferson-Jackson
Dinner
speech reads
part: "CBS,
the
other
hand, inpicked
it upon and
scooped
the
world,
though
other
BASIC AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY
networks had it minutes after the
F m i'ch
F 910DKilocycles
W
closing
the sensational
address."
The ofMutual
Broadcasting
System
carried
the
speech
"live"
direct
from the National Guard Armory
One
of
America's
Pioneer
stations
—
now
in
our
30th
year!
Associated
with WOOD and WOOD-TV Grand Rapids— WFBM and WFBM-TV along with other radio networks.
Indianapolis — WEOA Evansville.
In addition, to the best of my
REPRESENTED
BY THE KATZ AGENCY
(Continued on page U5)
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Ever

been

to

TOADSUCK,

ARK

JOHN R. HOLMES
KLRA Director
Farm
Service

Johnnie
Holmes

HAS!

You won't find Toadsuck on many maps. It used to be the ferry
point for cattle and supplies to and from southcentral and northcentral Arkansas. Nothing remains but its memories and a general
store. But farm activities in that section are unusual, so our
Johnnie
Arkansas Holmes
farmers.^ made a trip there and reported the doin's to
Johnnie has been traveling in Arkansas almost constantly the
past year. The map shows the many towns he has visited. This
doesn't represent all of John's traveling, though. Take Fayetteville, for example. This seat of the University of Arkansas has
had many visits, as has Russellville, home of Arkansas Tech. The
For the Complete KLRA

10,000

WATTS

5,000

WATTS

1010 KC • CBS
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many branch Agricultural Experiment stations of the U. of A.
have been visited frequently; they are not indicated on the map.
Several
of the towns have had more than one visit from KLRA's
farm reporter.
All in all, Johnnie Holmes and KLRA cover the state for first-hand
farm news. Johnnie is the only full-time farm service director
in Arkansas. In addition to his radio duties, Johnnie squeezes
ineachtimeSunday.
to write a farm column for the ARKANSAS GAZETTE
Johnnie Holmes has become one of the best known personalities
in Arkansas. He is in demand for talks to civic clubs, farm groups
and others, in and out of Arkansas. His activities have made KLRA
Arkansas's listening habit for farm families, just as it dominates
the listening of most other Arkansas families! And all this makes
KLRA your best buy in Arkansas!

Story Ask any 0. L. Taylor Company

Office

DAYTIME
NIGHT
RADIO

rain
LITTLE

ROCK
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YOU

DON'T

CLOWNS

*

NEED

TO

SELL

CIRCUS!

Step right this way ladies
and gentlemen . . . and
sponsors too! No longer
does it take clowns and
calliopes to sell a circus in
New Orleans. No . . .
we've found a quicker,
more effective way!
Recently— a small, well coordinated local dairy
bought two TV spots— totalling 80 seconds. Both
spots offered viewers a
miniature circus, in return
for sending in 3 milk bottle
caps— plus 50#.
"The Greatest Show On
Earth" proved to be just
that. The spot pulled an
amazing 535 orders. And
needless to say— the dairy
reported a healthy increase inmilk sales!
Whatever your product
may be-WDSU-TV can
produce effective sales for
you in "The Billion Dollar
New Orleans Market"!

new business f
^?

MANSFIELD
candidate for Republican nomination for
Spot U. S. Senate,SPRAGUE,
began radio campaign April 21 on WSTC Stamford,
WNAB Bridgeport, WNH.C New Haven, WATR Waterbury, WTHT
Hartford, WTOR Torrington and WNLC New London, all affiliates of
Connecticut State Network.
NORTH AMERICAN VAN LINES, L. A. (moving company), started
Let's Go Hollywood on 36 CBS Radio Pacific and Mountain stations, Sun.,
1:15-1:30 p.m. (PDT), for 13 weeks from April 27. Agency: Castor &
Assoc., that city.
LEWIS FOOD Co., L. A. (Dr. Ross dog and cat food), sponsoring Red
Skelton Show six times on 10 CBS California radio stations, Wed., 6-6:30
p.m. (PDT), from April 23. Agency: Rockett-Lauritzen, that city.
DORMAN'S Mfg. Co., L. A. (men's clothing), started weekly five-minute
Jackson's Sports Shots on KTTV (TV) Hollywood, for 13 weeks from
April 18. Firm also conducting 20-week spot announcement campaign on
KLAC Hollywood. Agency: The Caples Co., L. A.
A/atwotk • • •
P. LORILLARD Co., N. Y. (Old Gold cigarettes), renews 8:45-9 p.m. EDT
segment of Stop the Music, ABC radio, for 52 weeks effective May 18.
Agency: Lennen & Mitchell, N. Y.
MARS Inc., Chicago (candy bars), renews People Are Funny on CBS
Radio, Tues., 8-8:30 p.m. EST, for 39 weeks from Sept. 30. Contract calls
for 10% budget increase. Agency: Leo Burnett Co., that city.
■Qgenctf -OppointmenU • • •
CLUBcity.ALUMINUM PRODUCTS Co., Chicago, appoints Buchen Co.,
that
city.
LEIPHEIMER TEXTILES Inc., Phila., appoints Aitkin-Kynett Co., same
REAL ESTATE SAVINGS & LOAN Assn., Phila., appoints Benham
Adv., that city.
OIL HEAT Assn., Phila., names Shaw & Schreiber Adv., that city.
F. C. ORTNER DISTRIBUTING Co., Buffalo, appoints MacLaughlin Adv.,
that city, CONNAROE
for local radio-TV
ANDREA
is accountcampaign
executive.for company's freezers. J.
STANLEY FURNITURE Co., Stanleytown, Va., appoints Fien &
Schwerin, Phila.
LEWIS ASPHALT ENGINEERING Corp. names Wm. Wilbur Adv., N. Y.
RAYMOND J. VISCARDI is account executive.
JOSKE'S,
Houston,HOPETex. is(home
city. CYNTHIA
accountfurnishings),
executive. appoints Kamin Adv., that
JERCLAYDON Inc., Miami Beach (Glamorene), appoints Aitken-Kynett
Adv., Phila.
EDWIN Corp., S. F. (maker of Dust Out, mechanical mop shaker), names
Brisacher, Wheeler & Staff, that city. TV is primary medium in test
campaign now underway.

• Write, Wire
or Phone
BLAIR-TV!
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HERBERT M. CLEAVES, sales and advertising manager for Jell-0 Div.,
General sociated
FoodsProductsCorp.,
N. Y.,including
appointedJell-O,
marketing
of firm's
AsDivision
Minute manager
Rice, Minute
Tapioca,
Calumet Baking Powder and Certo products. He will be replaced by his
assistant, GEORGE R. PLASS.
VICTOR ELTING Jr. named advertising director of Quaker Oats Co.,
Chicago, with ROBERT S. MacDONALD as assistant director.
THOMAS G. PROSSER, director of sales and advertising, White Rock
Corp., N. Y., elected vice president in charge of sales and advertising.
BROADCASTING
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Selling

Da

ere^s conclusive evidence that a Dallas station sells
Dallas best — as well as the rich Dallas - Fort Worth TV
market — results of an impartial survey by Ira. G. Corn,
Professor of Marketing at Southern Methodist University.
Area dominance of Dallas television was emphasized by
figures on TV set saturation, set gain, and comparative
set distribution within the Dallas and Fort Worth primary
coverage areas. In every category, Dallas and WFAA-TV
led Fort Worth by margins of from 29% to 179% !
Here is proof it takes a Dallas station to sell Dallas and
the big Dallas-Fort Worth TV market -and WFAA-TV,
first in Dallas, offers most for your advertising dollar!
TV SET SATURATION: THAN
DallasFORTwfaaWORTHtv area
AREA. has 82.1% more tv sets
WFAA-TV covers 64.5% of the combined market compared to 35.5% by Fort Worth TV.
DALLAS WFAA TV PRIMARY COVERAGE AREA
97,376 SETS
FORT WORTH TV PRIMARY COVERAGE AREA
53,501 SETS
TV SET GAIN since April 1, 1951: dallas wfaa tv area has gained
179% MORE SETS THAN FORT WORTH AREA.
DALLAS WFAA TV PRIMARY AREA GAIN
25,888 SETS
FORT WORTH TV GAIN
9,292 SETS

WFAA-TV

BROADCASTING
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THE DO Ml N A N C EOF ^^T^ s seven
race
WFAA
i eTs
DALLA
RFPflRS INFMPH
THE Mmif
DALLASuntL
^PCoTV^b
I 3,253 TV residences
within the TVDallas
area with
insidecoun+,
aerials
es- cannot
ers +,ve
MARKE
WORTH from
beFT. reached
FortT: Worth, whereas WFAA-TV
comes in with a clear picture.
The primary coverage area of WFAA-TV included
97,376 TV sets as of Jan. 15, 1952— the Fort
Worth primary area had 53,501 TV sets.
In the combined Dallas and Fort Worth primary
areas, WFAA-TV's share is 64.5% of the total sets.
The Fort Worth station's share is only 35.5%.
WFAA-TV primary area has gained 25,888 sets
in the past 9'/2 months— a 36.2% increase over
April I, 1951. The Fort Worth area gain was
9,292 sets — a 21% increase.
Dallas County has 82,565 sets. Tarrant County
(Fort Worth) has 47,786 sets.
41.2% of all family units in Dallas County are
TV set-owners. Dallas County TV homes have 9.8%
larger family size compared to non-TV homes. This
means that the 41.2% Dallas County residences
reached by TV actually accounts for 43.5% of
the population.

CHANNEL 8 ' 27.1 KW VIDEO • 13 KW AUDIO ' NBC - ABC - DUMONT
NATIONALLY
REPRESENTED
BY EDWARD OFPETRYTHE& CO. DALLAS
* RALPH NIMMONS,
STATION MANAGER
TELEVISION
SERVICE
MORNING
NEWS
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How

to

get

COST

RESULTS

It's simple! It's easy! First you buy WITH — the BIG independent with
the BIG audience. Then you watch your sales go UP! WITH's rates are low —
and at these low rates, WITH delivers you more listeners-per-dollar than any
other radio or TV station in town. That's how WITH produces low cost results!
Here's positive proof: WITH regularly carries the advertising of more than
twice as many retail merchants as any other station in Baltimore. And you know
that retail advertising must produce fast, low cost results or it just doesn't run.
So get the whole WITH story from your For joe man today!

WITH

TOM
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TINSLEY, PRESIDENT

•

REPRESENTED

IN BALTIMORE

BY

FORJOE & CO.
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White Resigns, Fineshriber Director

O'N
from the first of the members of
By EIL
RUFUS CRATER
MBS PRESIDENT
the Mutual Affiliates Advisory
ACTIVE direction of Mutual was
Committee arriving in New York
taken over by its new owners last
Thursday for their meeting with
week, with Frank White resigning
the
network officials on Friday
the presidency and Board Chairmorning. They said they harbored
man
Thomas
F.
O'Neil
assuming
no criticism
of Mr.butO'Neil
as netthe presidential reins.
work president,
stressed
the
The top-level realignment, first
since General Tire & Rubber Co.
loyalty which
Mr.
White
has
veloped among affiliates as well de-as
became controlling stockholder last
his
progress
in building MBS.
January, came unaccompanied by
Mr. O'Neil himself was highly
any announcement of plans for
laudatory of both Mr. White and
changes
in either
Mutual's although
policies
or its scope
of operations,
his work, describing his service as
it is known that entry into TV nethaving
working is planned and reports
There been
was no"truly
open monumental."
sign of other
have circulated intermittently that
imminent
changes
in top personnel.
MBS may be reorganized along
In his closed circuit talk to affiliconventional network lines.
The executive changes, to become
O'Neilvalue
said tothatus
"someates onofFriday,
Frank Mr.
White's
effective May 31, obviously stemmed from inability of Messrs.
will
survive
his
departure"
Mr. WHITE
Mr. O'NEIL
the "most important" ways— one
beingof
O'Neilbothand principals
White to come
to terms,
will continue as ex- and all executive
officers
were
re"that
the
capable
and
outstanding
but
insisted
there directors.ecutive viceHepresident,
elected at the meeting.
in the No. 2
was no rancor. Each spoke highly spot he assumed last December.
he has built so exNews of Mr. White's resignation organization
of the other in announcing the
(Continued on page 34)
All
other
members
of
the
board
brought expressions of dismay
changes to the Mutual staff Thursday afternoon, to the Mutual Affiliates Advisory Committee on Friday
morning, and, by closed circuit, to
Held Threat fro Newspapers
the 553 MBS affiliates Friday noon. SPOT
RADIO
Mr. White said he would announce his future plans shortly.
broadcasting competition was has been lifted, and advised: "The
By WILLIAM RUCHTI
His original three-year contract SPOT RADIO is a real threat to issued by Mr. Barnes Wednesday soundest strategy is to resist the
as president — at a salary estimated local
temptation
all - has
out
afternoon,
when he evaluated com- frontal
newspaper
revenues
and teleattackto onmakeTV. anLogic
unofficially at about $85,000 a year,
petitive
media. Reporting
that netvision has already
siphoned
off
work
radio
contracts
had
fallen
off
little
effect
upon
a
person
who
plus bonuses reportedly neighbor- some money,
Harold S. Barnes, 11.3% during the first two months going through an emotional crisis.is
ing on $15,000 — actually expires
Bureau of Adver- of the current year, he assured his Our plans are to hammer away at
April 30. But he agreed to remain director tising,oftold the
to the 1952
in office an additional month to convention ofdelegates
not to worry about netweak spots."
the
American News- audience
work radio, but underlined the fact TV'sIn spite
assist Continues
Mr. O'Neil.as Chairman
of broadcasting competipaper Publishers Assn. in New that "spot
business
has
increased
tion, Mr. Barnes predicted that
York last week.
substantially and constitutes a very 1952 will
nevertheless
an allMr.eralO'Neil,
vice
president
of
GenTire and head of its radio and
Other speakers at the Wednes- real threat to local newspaper time high in national bring
advertising
day afternoon Bureau of Advertistelevision enterprises, will continue
Mr. Barnes asserted that the expenditures.
as Mutual board chairman.
ing session predicted tough selling- revenue."
Stuart M. Chambers, vice chairimportant effect of television,
Through its ownership of Yankee years ahead, to be made tougher most
man of the bureau's board, foresaw
and Don Lee networks and the by increased
competition
from
telewhich
he
conceded
had
"siphoned
selling
when
that newspapers off some money, especially in food "tough
WOR New York radio-TV proper- still canvision andnotwarned
he
s^oke
at theyears
sameahead"
Wednesday
survive any real de- and cigarettes," was that it pro- meeting which,
ties, General Tire controls .almost
unlike opening day
c
l
i
n
e
i
n
advertising
revenue.
duces
an
unsettled
frame
of
mind
61% tiesofare Mutual
stock.ofTheThomas
proper-S.
was an open session.
in the name
The three-way convention, which in the user and non-user alike. He discussions,
The real challenge is yet to come,
Tuesday in the Waldorf- explained:
Lee Enterprises, in which, as a re- started
he
warned,
and
as a result of the WOR-AM-FM-TV ac- Astoria, was the 66th at which
"One group of advertisers is
sult of the end ofwillthecome
TV freeze.
across the nation either itching to get in or is afraid
quisition early this year, General newspapermen
"In the next two, three or five
Tire owns 90% and R. H. Macy & met to discuss mutual problems, of what will happen if they don't years,
wefronted not are
to be conalthough the estimated 1,600 get in. The group that's already
Co., former owner of the WOR in- and,
with going
108 television
stain
attendance
did
not
give
as
much
in
TV
are
appalled
by
the
mounting
terests, owns 10%.
tions, but with 10 or 15 or 20 times
costs
and
straining
their
eyes
for
time
to
broadcasting
media
as
Mr. White's resignation and Mr. initial agendas had indicated, the sales results that justify the mount- that number — all clamoring for the
O'Neil's election came at the annual
advertiser's dollar for their support
stockholders - directors meeting, pressure
radio-TV
competition
He warned that TV costs will and very existence."
seemed sooftaken
for granted
that
held Thursday in New York.
Publishers, like other businessAt the same time Executive Vice literal statements did not have to growing with
costs." the medium, that shareof-aucMe^ce will dcre?se in onemen, may be forced to give more
President William H. Fineshriber be made.
(Continued on page 93)
station
towns
now
that
the
freeze
Jr. was elevated to the board of
The most specific warning of
BROADCASTING
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CO-OPABC BUSINESS
Reports Increase
ABC radio
increased 99cco-op
since business
the start hasof the
year and 4% over the comparable
1951 period, Frank Atkinson, manager of cooperative program sales,
announced last week in reporting
that a recent network survey
showed 18 cooperative ABC radio
programs are currently backed by
a total of 926 sponsors.
Some 546 sponsors participate
in the top five ABC co-op programs: No School Today, with a
total of 130 sponsors on 95 stations; Paul Harvey, 124 sponsors
over 105 ABC affiliates; Martin
Agronsky, 121 advertisers on 95
outlets; Headline Edition, 89 sponsors on 76 stations, and Elmer
Davis, 82 backers on 80 ABC stations.
Sponsors
representbusiness,
a cross section of American
Mr.
Atkinson said, with the list ranging from bakeries and bottling
companies, through banks and
grocers, to plumbers and jewelers,
and some have purchased the same
program since its inception on the
ABC radio network, a period of
ten years in occasional instances.
Advertiser satisfaction has been
very high, the sales manager reported, citing as typical a letter
from an Illinois specialty shop
owner : "For the month of September (1951), we turned in an overall increase of 35%. Incidentally,
it was the biggest September and
also the biggest in sales that the
shop has ever had."
A Texas
clothier
reported:
"We
made
a special
purchase
of sport
shirts and planned to use radio
only as the advertising medium
to sell them ... By 3 p.m. on the
day we made the on-the-air announcement (a 15-minute, noontime Paul Harvey broadcast), we
had to remove stock from our window display to strengthen the store
assortment
which afternoon.
practically vanished that same
RWG STRIKE THREAT
ALA to Set Up Committee
AUTHORS League of America,
parent body of Radio Writers Guild,
was reported last week as stepping
into the strike proposed against
NBC, ABC and CBS in order to
set up a three-man committee
which would request that all TV
and radio scripts be withheld from
the three networks.
Action, said to exclude writers
with contractural commitments,
was to be taken by the three ALA
appointees: President Rex Stout,
Erik Barneow, and John Hersey.
Attorney Arthur Garfield Hays
was named consultant for the committee.
A freelance committee, headed
by scriptwriter Hector Chevigny,
was also being organized to collect
voluntary
writers on bothcontributions
coasts forfrom
an RWG
strike fund, intended to augment a
compulsory assessment currently
being voted on by mail.
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"As near as I can figure it, we have only four-hundred and ninety-nine
thousand, nine-hundred and eighty-five dollars and twenty-six cents to go."
LETHEN APPOINTED
To CBS Radio Sales Post
EDWARD F. LETHEN Jr., who
joined CBS Radio in September as
an account executive on the network sales staff, has been named to
the new post of director of sales
extension, CBS Radio Network,
W. Eldon Hazard, network sales
manager, announced Thursday.
Before joining CBS Radio, Mr.
Lethen had been with MacFadden
publications for 16 years, serving
as advertising director of True
Story women's
groupcapacity
of six magazines, in the same
for a
five-magazine group, and as western manager of the Chicago office.
The new director of sales extension
had also been western manager for
Dell Publishing Co. and space
salesman for several newspapers
and magazines.
Plans Spot Radio
KATHLEEN COURT Ltd., Hampton, Middlesex, England (Cooltan
suntan cream), names Will Burgess & Co., New York, as its advertising agency. Plans for advertising schedule not definite as
yet, but spot radio will be used,
probably in four or five metropolitan markets beginning within 10
days merandmonths.continuing through sumNames Emil Mogul
RAYCO Mfg. Co., Paterson, N. J.
(automobile seat cover manufacturer), has named Emil Mogul Co.,
New York, as its advertising
agency. A budget of over $500,000
will be allocated for the rest of
1952. Radio, television and newspapers in key cities are currently
being used in a copy and media test.

SINGER

TO GREY
Federal to Dissolve
JULES B. SINGER, major stockvice president
Federalholder
Adv.,and New
York, joinsof Grey
Adv., New York, and
as vicemember
presidentof
the executive
group,
June 1, effective
it has
been announced.
Federal Adv.
meanwhile will
dissolve before
that date. Gordon
E. Hyde,
dent, and presiabout
Mr. Singer
half oferaltheemployes
Fedhave joined DArcy Adv. [B#T,
April 21].
Mr. Singer, who handled The
American Safety Razor Corp., Gem
Razor and Blade and Every Ready
Shaving Brush divisions, and DoeskincountInc.,
will Adv.
bringwith
the him.
first The
acto Grey
decision as to which agency will
handle Doeskin is still pending but
is expected to be announced soon.

ANTELL BUYS
MGM Programs on MBS
CHARLES ANTELL Inc. last week
undertook sponsorship of three
hours of nighttime programs a
week on MBS, with an additional
two and a half hours of morning
31].
programs slated to start under its
sponsorship today [B«T, March
For its hair preparations, the
companyRadiois sponsoring
of the
MGM
Attractions all
programs
which Mutual has offered to network advertisers, with the contract
to run until these programs go off
the air for a summer hiatus on
June 28.
Starting today (Monday), Antell
also is sponsoring two quarter-hour
strips
a day,a.m.,
fromMonday
9:30-9:45
a.m.
and 9:45-10
through
Friday, also on behalf of its hair
preparations. Agency is Television
Production Assoc., New York and
Baltimore.
It could not yet be determined, as
of late last week, how many Mutual
affiliates were carrying the Antell
business. At gross rates for the
complete network, billings on the
entire package would approximate
$80,000
estimated.a week, network spokesmen

ETC ORDER MODIFIED
Singles Out Tobacco Firm
AN ORDER by the Federal Trade
Commission citing allegedly false
advertising claims by American
Tobacco Co. for Lucky Strike
cigarettes has been modified to
exclude the firm's advertising
agency
dents. and others as party responThe FTC announced last Tuesday
that the order will be directed solely
at American Tobacco in accordance
with a stipulation filed in the U. S.
Circuit Court of Appeals, Chicago.
Company had asked the court to
review the order but the petition
was dismissed' per the stipulation.
FTC's action in excluding the
company's "officers, representaemployes"
followedtives,that agents
of a and
similar
case involving R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
(Camelruledcigarettes).
The samehascourtno
had
the commission
Leaves FC&B Post
authority to cite unnamed indiJ. HUGH E. DAVIS, vice president
without 11].
appropriate evidenceviduals
[B*T, Feb.
and director of Foote, Cone & BelThe
advertising
agency was not
ding, Chicago, joins Oakes & Co., involved in any proceedings
or
Chicago hardware brokerage firm,
identified
in
the
complaint
or order,
today utive
(Monday)
a general
exec- an FTC spokesman said. Nor
were
capacity toinassist
President
L. L. Oakes. Mr. Davis was with any respondents named as such.
Current agency for Luckv Strike is
FC&B eight years, joining the com- BBDO,
New York.
Pepsodentpany inas account
1944. executive
Two yearson later
he was ident.
elected
vice years,
presDuring executive
the past six
he has handled much of the radio Liquinet Plans
and television business, working LIQUINET Corp., Chicago (hair
with such accounts as Hallmark preparation), has named Sherwin
Robert Rodgers Agency to handle
cards, Toni Co., Armour, Interna- its
advertising. Television will
tional Cellucotton products, Frigidaire and Libby, McNeill & Libby. probably be used and radio is being
His work will be divided among considered.
executive. Mr. Rodgers is account
several directors.
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Broadcaster Relief Urged at Hill Hearing
LIBEL
POLITICAL
THE BROADCASTER needs im- capita cost.
program. Imwould thebe
Another indeterminable factor is dio or TV plicationforum
mediate protection from liability
was that it could be informedhe electorate"
said. At present,
that he is in danger of incurring "bidding" by networks for time manipulated or rigged in favor of served,
Horan
legislation
pends
before the
when his station airs a political where cable availabilities are lim- one political participant as against House Interstate & Foreign
Comtalk.
ited, the DuMont attorney said. another. But all agreed that the
merce
Committee.
Hearings
have
This was emphasized before the The network which has control of forum device was more effective not been scheduled as yet.
Senate Subcommittee on Privileges "legs" on the cable gets the ad- than a "political campaign speech
Possibility
of
reserving
time
and Elections last Thursday as it
for political campaigns,in
vantage and "the candidate is at his
bought
party.outright by the candidate or advance
wound up its second and presum- a disadvantage," he said.
Mr.
Fellows
said, is more feasible
The libel dilemma has become so in national campaigns
ably final day of hearings on the
This points up, he said, that a
than on the
radio-TV aspect in political cam- network must be rich enough to important in the broadcast in- local level — he pointed to difficulty
sustain time for political broadpaign
expenditures
[B»T,
April
in
forecasting
advance
program
reFellows are
said,scared
that "ato
21].
casts or must be able to get spon- majority dustry,ofMr. stations
s, is ues orbroadcast
personalities
time
The subcommittee is looking into
sorship. He said it would be im- death of political broadcasts" be- with demandsquirementfor
ways of streamlining election laws,
cause they might face libel suits varying as the campaign propractical to set up a "straight
including lifting of ceilings placed jacket" over
remarks.
He reminded the subcommittee
tures— since ancampaign
expensiveexpendicam- forMr.candidates'
on the candidate or the party exFellows said that a bill of- gresses.
penditure in a political campaign.
fering
immediate
for the
paign would have to be "supported broadcaster is that relief
through its memberintroduced in that sNARTB
At
the
hearing's
conclusion,
hip is promoting proper registrawith
somebody's
money."
Chairman Guy M. Gillette (DDuMont tried so-called "block" the House by Rep. Walt Horan
tion
by
eligible
voters, to be fol(R-Wash.). The bill (HR 7062)
Iowa) and Sen. Thomas C. Pfen- prime
periods butbecause
it didn't
lowedpaignby abefore
"getandout ontheelection
vote" camwork outtime
satisfactorily,
(1) would
free the broadcaster from
day
ning
Jr.
(D-Mo.)
agreed
with
NARTB President Harold E. Fel- if time is given to one candidate it liability for material over which he and calling on Congress to pass
has
no
control.
lows that the broadcaster is des- must be given to another, and (2)
legislation to provide for a national
The NARTB president said his election-day half holiday.
perately inneed of temporary legis- demand did not always come from
lation tailored for this election year. the same people for the same organization believed adoption of
Majority of the stations in the
Mr. Fellows noted that it would period. Mr. Fellows agreed with the measure "will make broadcast- nation
charge the same rate for
political
time as they charge for
analysis,
particularly
in
the
ers
in
many
states
more
ready
to
clear the decks for the broadcaster, this
who at the moment is concerned local contest.
sponsored time, with those
political broadcasts and to regular
under attack by accept
stations charging special rates
accept
them
at
the
usual
rates
of
with an obligation to give equal bothAlsoCol.coming
Roberts and the Senators
opportunity to candidates, can not
so because of increased exThus the sub- doing (Continued
censor what the candidate might present at the hearing was the ra- sponsored time."
on -page 92)
committee's objective of "a more
say, and yet can be held liable for
what may be said.
Chairman Gillette thought this
was "an intolerable situation. . . .
It's
becoming tomoreindulge
so by aintendency
of speakers
inflamD™'
PRESIDENT
TRUMAN
last steel
strike.W
He addedE
that theR
O
matory and scurrilous attack."
P
the April 17 comment. Rep. Bender
E
UR
SEIZ
Thursday
disclaimed the inference President actually has very great has introduced a resolution seeking
Hennings Appointed
believes he has power to and inherent powers to meet a na- impeachment of the President.
He appointed Sen. Hennings to that henewspapers
tional emergency, but cannot tell
as well as radio
Fear that information
President Truman's
head an investigation into what seize
stations.
policy,
what he is going to do until an government
corrective legislation may be necesemergency
arises.
The
seizure
threat
had
been
made
adopted
last
Sept.
24,
was
a
threat
sary to place both communications
In congressional comment, Rep. to freedom of information and a
during
a
joint
news
conand printing media on the same par April 17 ference
form
of
censorship,
continued
last
with White House corre- George H. Bender (R-Ohio) said
in regard to handling of defamatory
spondents and members of the that the President's April 21 state- week to disturb editors and repolitical speeches.
of Newspaper
ment
obviously
has beNeither Mr. Fellows nor Col. American Society
comeshows
aware "he
of the
apprehension
On the other hand, Edward J.
April 21]. It folporters.
William A. Roberts, of Roberts & Editorslowed a[B«T,
question by Col. J. Hale throughout the country" created by Trapnell, executive secretary of the
Mclnnis, who represents the Du- Steinman, co-publisher of the SteinSubcommittee
onInterdepartmental
Internal Security, said
his agency
Mont Television Network, thought
newspapers
it practical for a network to set man
requires federal agencies to prove
the Steinman
radio and
and co-owner
TV stationsof ANPA Would Fight
aside time periods for political in Pennsylvania and Delaware.
that news they withhold would hurt
national security. He said only one
DESPITEsertion of Thursday
the President's
asbroadcasts only. Such a suggesAt that time Col. Steinman had
morning
tion had been made a fortnight ago asked
complaint had been received since
the President if he felt he
that he had no intention of
by subcommittee members.
his
set up Publications
Jan. 12. It
could
seize
newspapers
and
radio
seizing broadcasting or the
cameagency
from was
Fairchild
Col. Roberts outlined the high stations, having already seized steel
and involved refusal by the Office
press, the American Newscosts of works
choice
time
periods
on
netmills.
The
President
had
replied
paper Publishers Assn.
which are faced with the that under certain circumstances
of Price Stabilization to make availThursday night passed a sizable the minutes of industry adproblems of clearing time with affil- the President must act in the best
zling
resolution
to
"resist
iates. Arrangements by networks interest of the country.
meetings.
Mr. Trapand
defeat
any
attempted
nell
saidvisoryhegroupbelieved
all information
must be made well in advance, he
The statement led to widespread
seizure by any President of
cautioned. But few candidates comment,
aboutopen"
the government
must help
be "free
the United States of the
mostly dealing with a
know until well nigh broadcast time
and
unless it would
the
to freedom of exprespress or any member of the
enemy
and insaid
the OPS attempt.
had been
just how much money they are new danger
s
i
o
n
.
I
t
led
the
American
Newsoverruled
its
secrecy
going to spend, for what time and
The
ANPA
resolution
was
paper Publishers Assn. to condemn
on how many stations, he explained. the apparent
Resolution proposing a Senate
threatstoryto page
basic 23).
libintroduced by Maj. Gen. Juinvestigation to learn if censorship
He noted that the candidate is
erties (see ANPA
lius Ochs Adler, general manusually unable to tell just when his
"is depriving the public of inforAt his April 24 news conference,
a
g
e
r
o
f
the
New
York
Times,
mation to which
it is byentitled"
was
campaign
be getting
"hot" — a the President denounced as a lot of
which
owns WQXR-AM-FM
introduced
Thursday
Sen. Blair
press."
time when may
he would
need broadcast
hooey any idea that he believes he
New
York. Only four disMoodyman and(D-Mich.),
ex-newspaperfacilities
—
nor
when
it
may
cool
—
could
seize
newspapers
and
radio
senting
votes
were
cast,
one
radio commentator.
a time when he would be inclined stations in an emergency. Asked
of them by Mrs. Dorothy
toward cancelling commitments.
Sen. Moody proposed the Senate
if he had by statement or implicaSchiff,
owner
of
KLAC-AMCommittee on Government Operation said he had any intention of
The well-financed party or candiTV Los Angeles and pubtions name a subcommittee to study
date got in for some attention by
lisher of the New York Post,
press and radio, Mr. Trugovernment information activities
who said she considered the
Col. Roberts, who noted that the seizingman replied
with a flat denial. In
party that can buy the network his April 17 statement, he said, he
and
effectorder.
of President
President's original remark
security
An advisoryTruman's
council
with most prime affiliates gets the was speaking of the welfare of the
of newsmen would be authorized.
on the subject "facetious."
most coverage at the least per country which is at stake in the
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Full Status For
Radio, TV Argued
AP MEMBERSHIP
FULL membership of radio and TV stations in the Associated Press
was a debated subject at the annual AP membership meeting held in
New York Monday. However, no definite decision was reached.
California AP members had resolved the previous week, it was disclosed, that stations
be given
regu- *■
lar instead
of associate
memberdent, apost he has held since 1938.
ship since many were fulfilling the Harold A. Fitzgerald of The Pontiac
board requirement of supplying as (Mich.) Daily Press was re-elected
well as receiving news service, and
vice president, and Clarence
that radio members be allotted a first
B. Hanson Jr. of The Birmingham
special representative on the board. (Ala.) Sunday News was named
Annual board report, issued at second vice president. Lloyd Stratthe meeting and prepared by AP ton
and Robert Booth were reGeneral Manager Frank J. Starzel,
turned to their offices of secretary
and
treasurer,
respectively.
had indicated that news-supplying
Four new board members were
stations had increased to 537 during 1951, of which 239 outlets were named: John R. Reitemeyer, Hartlocated in communities where there
ford (Conn.) Courant; Richard W.
are no newspaper AP members Clarke, New York Daily News; W.
H.
Cowles,
Spokane (Wash.)
[B«T, April
Association
President
Robert14].
McLean
further Spokesman-Review, and Nathaniel
R.
Howard,
Cleveland (Ohio)
reported that two stations had declined membership until radio is News. Two board members rerepresented on the board and staelected were Benjamin M. McKeltions have voting privileges.
way of The Washington Star and
One objection to radio member- Raymond L. Spangler of Redwood
ship was raised by C. E. Palmer, City (Calif.) Tribune.
head of TheandTexarkana
Retiring directors are J. R. KnowGazette
News and(Ark.-Tex.)
owner of land,
Oakland (Calif.) Tribune;
KCMC-AM-FM Texarkana, who Paul Bellamy, Cleveland (Ohio)
said that, although he owns sta- Plain Dealer; Arthur Hays Sulztions, he believes the AP could
berger, New York Times, and
make no greater mistake than by James E. Chappel, Birmingham
accepting them as full members.
(Ala.) News.
Guest speaker
at the Alfred
AP annualM.
"The number
newspapers
was Gen.
decreasing
and theofnumber
of radiois luncheon
Gruenther,
chief
of
staff
to Gen.
stations is increasing," he was Eisenhower at SHAPE headquarquoted as saying, "and we would ters.
wind up with a radio organization."
The AP president reported that
radio stations could not be accepted STROMBERG-CARLSON
as full members by the board withStation Sales, Earnings Up
out a change in by-laws and that
the association officers were hesi- BROADCASTING division of the
tating until the best interests of Stromberg-Carlson Co. continues
the AP are known. The report, in to increase overall sales and net
earnings and "is now paying off
fact, izedhadthe general
said, "the
board toauthormanager
invite handsomely," President R. C. Tait
a group of news representatives said in reporting on WHAM,
of radio stations to meet with him WHFM (FM) and WHAM-TV
to explore all matters that might Rochester at the company's annual
meeting Wednesday.
contribute to the continuing im- stockholders'
overall sales
provement of the news report of forStromberg-Carlson
the first quarter of this year
the Associated Press."
were listed as $9,000,809, an inLauded Member Stations
crease of about 10% over the comperiod last year. First
Commending member radio sta- quarter parable
amounted to
tions for their aid in supplying $248,191 orearnings
65 cents a share on
news, the report also noted that common
stock,
as
to
some outlets provide news on a $243,113 or 63 cents compared
regular basis, some supply tips on the same 1951 period. a share for
fast-breaking events, and some
Identifying the radio-TV situacover news during hours when local
tion as "still not good," Mr. Tait
newspaper members do not operate,
notably important, it was said, reported
as "far better"time
thanlastit
was at theit corresponding
for weekend
coverage.
The
associate member radio stations were year. A better fall market is anticby the company, with extra
cited also as broadening the AP impetusipated expected
from lifting of
reach particularly for state news. the TV freeze as well
as public inRadio stations mentioned interest to be aroused by TV coverdividual y for outstanding cooperaage
of
national
elections.
Stromtion were KWIK Pocatello, Ida.,
finished inventories,
which furnished 408 news stories like those of berg-Carlson
its
distributors
and
used in the report; WD AY Fargo, dealers, were reported as much
N. D., which supplied 236; WWCA lower.
Gary, ville,
Ind.,
WAVEDickinson,
Louis150, and217;KDIX
N. D., 119.
Election of AP officers resulted Story on radio-TV aspects of
in the renaming of Mr. McLean of ANPA Convention on page 23
The Philadelphia Bulletin as presiPage 26 • April 28, 1952

WHEN Tighe Woods, director of rent stabilization, Washington, visited
Kansas, he was interviewed by newsmen of KCMO Kansas City, Mo. Shown
during interview are (I to r) Larry Whyte, KCMO; Mr. Woods; Harold Mack,
KCMO, and Jim Monroe, KCMO news director.
Annual Report
Outlines
INS' EXPANSION
INTERNATIONAL News Service has added 201 new clients in the past
12 months, "a banner year for INS and the greatest overall growth scored
inlastany
Seymour
Berkson,executives
INS general
said
weeksimilar
in his period,"
annual report
to business
of themanager,
news agency,
in New York for the ANPA meet- news-gathering
★ facilities.
mgs.With the addition of these new
"We have inaugurated a variety
subscribers, Mr. Berkson noted, of new techniques of interpretive
INS services now reach more than reporting designed to provide a
and significance of
2,700 outlets throughout the world, background
news events at home and
including radio and TV stations, complex
abroad.
We
have also launched a
newspapers, magazines and others. highly successful
new department
Citing
the
progress
of
the
INSTelenews newsreel, photo and wire called "Fora steady
Better flow
Living"
which
of special
coverage for television, he said: furnishes
"We hold the dominant position as items and articles of particular
purveyor of newsreels and related value to the typical American famnews material for TV stations. Our
ily, including food and household
TV coverage now reaches 81% of hints, home economics, mental hygiene, public health guidance, etc.
the nation's TV markets."
"In line with a policy of long
Recalling that INS and its newshas continued
to imreel associate, Telenews Produc- standing, plINS
ement its regular
news report
tions, have held the top position in
the TV news field since 1948, Mr. with important news-features and
columnists. Of
Berkson reported that "last July, circulation-building
our great advantage in this
INS inaugurated a new wire serv- course,
respect
is
that
we
have
the
ice for TV stations, tied in with the INS banner some of theunder
greatest
INS-Telenews daily newsreel film writers
and
reporters
of
our
time.
service. Together, the wire and This has enabled us to deliver to
newsreel film provided the first
not only distinctive covcomplete basic news service for our clients
erage of world news but dramatic,
television.
exclusive
feature
material of prime
Scripts With Film
public service interest and reader
"The new teletype circuit transmits up-to-the-minute scripts for
International
INS'
use with the newsreel film, giving photo
affiliate, hasNewsone Photos,
of the most
it the impact of late pertinent news modern news photo plants in the
developments. It also provides world in its New York headquarsummaries of the latest news to
ters, recently completed at a cost
many thousands of dollars, Mr.
round out complete 15-minute news- ofappeal."
casts for voice-casting by the local Berkson said, adding: "INS is now
in its 40th consecutive year of daily
commentator
on TV."
Mr. Berkson
lauded Herbert operation and it is still setting the
pace
for enterprise in the news
Scheftel,
president,
"for
his
greatTelenews
vision and
pioneering
foresight which have played such
INP's Speedphoto Division,
launchedfield."in 1950 for the transmisan important part in launching and photo
propelling the joint TV enterprise
sionmentof police
law enforceagencies,data
now byserves
24 city,
of Attributing
Telenews andINSINS."growth during state and
federal organizations, including the FBI, Mr. Berkson rethe last year to a growing desire
ported. He said that the Speedfor "improved coverage of the news photo Transceiver
developed by
—Mr.andBerkson
the newssaidbehind
news," INP technicians especially for this
that inthe keeping
by the Interna-as
Assn. for Identification
with this "stimulating global ex- use, wastionalpraised
pansion and increased demand for "the greatest advance in police
communication
since
the advent of
our news products, INS has steadily expanded and improved its the teletype."
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Ad Council' fr»dio-TV Aid Red
FUNDS
FLOOD
ADVERTISING Council has en- the-clock schedule, working closely meet the emergency. KSWI reports
listed the support of radio and
the sheriff's office.
station's request for volunteer
television to help the Red Cross withKFAB
foresaw the flood danger that
help brought people from within a
raise emergency funds to speed re- and began its reporting from the radius of more than 70 miles.
habilitation in the flooded Mid- day the snow-swollen waters began
news and special events
west.
their threat in Montana. At the menSeven
from KMA Shenandoah, Iowa,
Project was initiated by a tele- flood's
height,
KFAB
fed
three
in a large
gram from E. Roland Harriman, stations and CBS Radio network reported flood conditions
area not serviced
American National Red Cross pres- at one time. When not on the air non-metropolitan
by
local
radio
stations
or
newspaident, to all network presidents and or sleeping, KFAB staffers aided
pers, station reports. Night and
to the Advertising Council. The the Red Cross and Salvation Army. day warning
system
for
residents
wire outlined extent of the damage The station also set up a temporary of the stricken area was maintained
and the needs of Red Cross to aid studio at Council Bluffs.
the station.
flood victims.
KOWN, an independent day- by KELO
Sioux Falls, S. D., news
went on the air 24 hours
Radio and TV networks respond- timer,
daily
with
special
FCC
permission,
personnel
spent April
4-6 onof the
24ed immediately with pleas by me- using tape interviews and live re- hour duty during
an overflow
dia
stars
and
by
special
announceBig
Sioux
River
to
give
descriptions
motes
to
bring
its
listeners
flood
ments.
another inde- of the scene and interviews on tape
To spur emergency appeals, the coverage.pendentKSWI,
located across the river in recorders, alert flood - threatened
Red Cross through the Advertising Council Bluffs,
maintained
a broad- residents and relay instructions
Council released 150 one-minute
crew atbulletins
the Mayor's
office from the Red Cross and other
trailers and 150 sets of four flip and fed casting
news
continually.
cards for TV networks and indi- Staff at the station was doubled to agencies. In the following flood of
the Missouri River, KELO newsvidual stations.
Listed by the Red Cross as outstanding examples of cooperation
Reported at N. Y.
were the April 16 CBS Radio
Annual Meeting
broadcast by James T. Nicholson,
Red Cross executive vice president, UP'S GROWTH
who discussed his tour of flooded UNITED PRESS is now serving more newspapers, more radio stations
regions wards
and newsthebroadcast
April 17 John
Ed- and more TV stations than at any time since its founding in 1907, Jack
on ABC
Bisco, UP vice president and business manager, stated last week at
radio.
the annual meeting of UP executives, held in New York in conjunction
Another programming highlight with the ANPA convention. *
conventions this sumAn increase of 61 in the number the national
listed by Red Cross was its evacumer our news editors, still picture
ation episode filmed in and around of UP newspaper, radio and TV
writers for radio, UP
Omaha by We the People and tele- clients during the past year cameramen,
Movietone camera crews and even
cast over NBC April 23.
brings the total to 3,533, Mr. Bisco those
teletypesetter
said, with about 300 additional tape to dispatching
Many Reports Received
newspapers will all operate
special clients, 200 ships served by
Further reports of individual the UP subsidiary, Ocean News, from one headquarters in Chicago's
station efforts [B*T, April 21], and hundreds of foreign stations
LeRoy Keller, vice president and
the following have been received at and papers getting up dispatches Ampitheater."
general sales manager, reported
deadline
by
Broadcasting
•
Teleindirectly
through
their
local
news
that
UP now serves 51 of the 108
casting.
U.S. TV stations, up from 37 a
KMTV (TV) WOW (TV) KBON agencies.
"The
new
method
of
news
disincluding UP news servKOIL KFAB KOWH, all Omaha
tribution which has had its greatest yearice,ago,newspictures
and UP Movietone
outlets and KSWI Council Bluffs development
year is News.
reported their coverage as follows : the productionin ofthe a past
Commenting
on
UP Movietone
daily newsKMTV (TV) issued flood reports
for television," Mr. Bisco News, joint venture of UP and
on three regular daily newscasts, film
stated.
"This
new
live
pictorial
20th
Century-Fox
Movietone,
adding two extra shows per day. coverage of the news has just been television manager William UPC.
Two still-picture crews worked
By present stan- Payette said that this service was
with four motion picture and TV well launched.
the cameramen and the begun last October with seven
camera crews at the Civil Defense newsmendards,who
create this service clients, now has 25 — 23 in this
station where dikes were weakest, are doing a remarkable
job. Yet country, one each in Cuba and
at the bridge connecting the two
are only at the beginning of Mexico. He estimated that UP's
cities, at the public power plant we
this
art.
In
time
to
come
we ex- daily TV news film footage — averwhere there was danger of a floodbetween 600 and 800 feet,
pect to bring the TV screen and 16mm, aging
out, in Council Bluffs and in the air the spontaneous
five days a week, enough
news event closer
above the flood scene.
for
three
quarter-hour
news shows
The station fed three remotes and closer together."
day — is twice that of any other
J. Johnson, vice president aservice.
with Douglas Edwards to the CBS- andEarlgeneral
news manager, noted
TV network, and shot film for use
Leased Wire For TV
"the recent addition of a coaston Edward R. Murrow's Omaha that
In addition,
"UP netopstory feature on his See It Now to-coast news service for television
erates aleased hewiresaid,
teletype
[United Press Movietone News]
telecast April 20.
work expressly for television. This
and the
acquisition
of
a
newspicWOW-TV sent out camera crews ture
of the latest posservice for newspapers [Acme assures stations
to shoot movie film and used most
developments in any story
of its news time on three daily newspictures, purchased Jan. 1 they aresiblepresenting.
A second adshows to air flood reports. The sta- from NEA] means that we are now
delivering
tion set up a remote relay system supplying the basic ingredients — film newsvantage is UP's
story way
by ofstory.
Each
news,
still
pictures
and
soundfrom
the
top
of
the
city's
tallest
take
of
film
is
sent
out
downtown building, and made feeds tracked film — for every news me- as processed. We do not aswaitsoonto
to NBC-TV
for Today, as well as
dium that exists."
combine stories on a reel. This
for
local shows.
Pointing out that the "brisk vol- makes for the greatest possible
KBON broadcast flood bulletins
viewpoints"
ideas and
leying ofvarious
from three
remote concentrated
units. Most reg-on among the
branches of UP
Mr. Payette reported that a new
ular newscasts
service
"enriches
themis all,"
Mr. film-processing
center in WashingJohnson
said
that
this
now seen
flood news. KOIL spotted tapedton has been added to the original
interviews throughout its round- daily in major news centers. "At speed."
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Cross in Emergency
men described the scene from the
air, made three network feeds April
11 and participated in a special
NBC flood program April 14 [B«T,
April 21].
KCOM Sioux City, Iowa, carried
an exclusive broadcast in its region
of
talkAirby Force
President
fromtheOffut
Base, Truman
Omaha,
during
the area.
President's
aerialbroadtour
of the flood
The station
cast from the scene a story of the
rescue of 37 persons in Woodbury
County, Iowa, and halted by radio
a perilous rescue mission for a
pilot who crash-landed safely.
KCOM was forced to build a dike
to save its transmitter and broadcast continuous flood information
and messages for 34-hour period.
Sylvania Offer
Sylvania Electric Products offered
last week to test and repackage
tubes for its midwestern dealers
and distributors whose stocks were
affected by floods, with new cartons
and sleeves for water-soaked tube
stocks supplied free.
A 30-hour appeal beginning April
16 bynatiWKRC-AM-FM-TV
sent 50 tons of floodCincinrelief
supplies and more than $3,000 to
the adopted city of South Sioux
City,est hitNeb.,
one of the flood's hardcommunities.
Station personnel flew by chartered planewith
to thepictures,
flood scene
and
returned
reports,
taped
interviews
and
movies
for
Cincinnati airing.
WPTR Albany, N. Y., reported
coverage of the flood as in two
previous disasters, including twoway "beep"terviewstelephone
recorded Carl
inwith News Editor
(Continued on page 93)
one in New York and that a third
one will be opened in Chicago in
July to develop and print the film
taken by the ten UP Movietone
News cameramen who are to cover
the
conventions
TV station
clients.for the service's
Reporting on the foreign situation,identJoseph
L. Jones, manager,
UP vice presand foreign
said
that
Japan's
ten
new
commercial
radio stations now get UP news.
UP's Latin American subscribers
now total 338 newspapers and radio
stations, he said.
To circumvent the censorship imposed in Russia and the Soviet
satellite countries, UP "maintains
departments in Vienna, Frankfurt
and London, manned by translators
and editors, who monitor the radiocasts and comb the newspapers of
the countries to which we are denied reportorial access," Mr. Johnson said. "Careful study of the
press and radio of these countries
frequently is a surprisingly useful
source of information."
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THANKS
to television,
an estimated five million
Americans
saw at
12:30 p.m. last Tuesday the first
public explosion of an atom bomb,
dropped by an Air Force plane over
the desert land of Yucca Flat, near
Las Vegas, Nev.
Without the aid of the special
dark glasses worn by newsmen and
other spectators gathered at "News
Knob,"
a merethe10 home
miles from
the
blast point,
audience
heard the call of "bomb away,"
listened to the counting of the seconds and saw the flash that, for a
few seconds, blackened TV screens
with a dark penumbra around the
central point of light that was the
blast.
Like the TV engineers and construction men who performed a
modern miracle in erecting a chain
of mountain top relay towers to Los
Angelesrelayandsystem
AT&T's
permanent
radio
for cross-country transmission, the home viewers
sweated out the minutes preceding
the blast, when the pictures alternately disintegrated and became
whole again.
The "bomb
heard
over theaway"
soundsignal,
circuit,clearly
was
illustrated
on
the
country's
screen by what might have been TVan
abstract artist's portrayal of atomic
warfare's
horrors.the Succeeding
seconds intensified
anxiety. Then,
a scant quarter-minute before the
blast, the scene appeared with better clarity which held through the
historic moment.
The picture of the atomic explosion itself was picked up by a TV
camera atop Mt. Charleston, 9,000foot peak about 40 miles from the
blast site. The brilliant flash of
atomic energy momentarily blackened the $1,500 camera tube, but
did not
it, and
a fewcovered
minutes laterdestroy
the same
camera
for home viewers the atomic mushroom cloud as it rose into the sky.
As soon as the flash was over,
cameras at "News Knob" were
brought into play for closer inspection of the target area as the radiological trucks went in to check the
area's atomic "heat" and the infantrymen and paratroopers prepared
to follow up the bomb as soon as
the ground was safe.
| Grant
on Mt.atCharleston, andHolcomb,
Fred Henry,
Yucca
Program:
First public
atomic
bomb
explosion:
on NBC-TV
and affiliates,
CBS-TV,
and
TV
tapednon-network
broadcasts
by radio
networks
TV newsreel
coverage;
9-10
a.m.
(PST);
fromTuesday,
Yucca Flat,
Las
Vegas,
Nev.
Technical
Supervisor:
Klaus
Landsberg,arrangements
KTLA (TV) Losby
Angeles;
Television
Broadcasters of
Southern
California.
Facilities:
Pooled
by seven Los
Angeles TV stations.
Commentary:
By
Grant Fred
Holcomb, KNXT (TV);
Henry,
KLAC-TV;
Gil Martyn,
KTLA (TV)
Los Angeles.
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The instant of the blast

a mushroom rises . .

the dust below

. . . and a cloud rises.
Flat, announced the hour-long telecast, from 9 a.m. to 10 a.m. Pacific
time (noon to 1 p.m. EST). The
pooled
was carried
by both
the NBCprogram
and CBS
TV networks,
which also fed it to a number of
non-affiliates such as WOR-TV New
York. NBC also had newsreel films
of the event on the air in a special
late evening program starting at
11:15 p.m. EST, Tuesday.
The spectacular success of the
telecast was due, in no small measure, to the efforts of all seven Los
Angeles TV stations (KECA-TV
KNBH
KTLA KTTV
(TV) KLACTV KNXT(TV) (TV)
(TV)

KHJ-TV) which pooled resources,
periment. At 6:15-6:30 p.m., MBS
a description of the
including manpower and equip- broadcast
ment.
actual blast, which was repeated on
In an arrangement worked out Mutual Newsreel, 7:45-7:55 p.m.
by the Television Broadcasters of
Dallas Townsend, CBS Radio speSouthern California, Klaus Landscialnessevents
man, oftaped
his eye-witdescription
the blast,
which
berg, vice-president and general was broadcast
from
Las
Vegas on
manager KTLA, set up the technical facilities and completely su- the network, 4:15-4:30 p.m. Lowell
on-the-scene
obaccepted. pervised operations which networks Thomas, server,also
did hisan 6:45-7
p.m. CBS
A special relay system, parts of Radio broadcast from Las Vegas.
which were flown into mountain ABC radio broadcast a taped description ofthe bomb blast at 4:45tops bytweenhelicopter,
bebomb site at were
Yucca setFlatup and
Another TV atomic first was
the stations' transmitters on Mt. 5scheduled
p.m.
for yesterday (Sunday)
Wilson overlooking Pasadena. The
system had the longest relay points at 1:30 p.m. when American Invenever attempted in TV, two of them
tory, American Medical Assn. series
being 140 miles apart.
on NBC-TV, was to originate at
The "shot point" was covered by Brookhaven National Lab. atomic
six TV cameras. Four were ap- energy plant at Upton, Long Island.
proximately 1 miles distant and
doneof "live"
from the meditwo 40 miles from blast. Gener- Telecast,
cal division
the laboratory,
was
ators on four closest cameras designed
to show the use of radioburned out just prior to explosion,
active
isotopes
in
medicine.
thus necessitating use of one of the
other two for actual blast.
Immediately following detonation, lenses of the other cameras LOYALTY PLAQUES
by then in working order, were un- VFW Honors Radio-TV Shows
cap ed to photograph
telecast
clouds from
blast andandwhatever
SIX loyalty award plaques for
else followed. Actual explosion, "commendable
service"
were
however, was covered by only one announced for public
and
television
camera in case tube, burned out. programs lastradio
week,
with
the
All types
lenses,in from
50 milli- awards to be made for the first
meter to 40ofinches
size, including
time
this
year
by
the
Veterans
of
zoomars, were used.
Foreign Wars in conjunction with
Engineers Flown Food
their Loyalty Day Celebrations
Four pairs of engineers, with May 1.
Tales ducedofby Foley
Tomorrow Gordon
on ABC-andTV. sconprofood flown to them by helicopter,
by Hirshon-Garfield
Jacques & Kreisler
Mfg.by Corp.
camped atop the various snow- sored
and
C.
capped mountain relay points for through
Masland, through Anderson & Cairns.H.
several days prior to the explosion, Award
to broaden
knowlunderstanding
of modern
guarding equipment to keep it in science.edgeforand helping
condition for moment's use.
Forward
America,
World
Broadcasting System
series
produced
by Herbert
Commentators for test, selected Gordon
andHonored
currently
in 476a
on pool basis, included aside from markets.
forplaying
instilling
pride
in
the
American
heritage.
Mr. Holcomb, KNXT newscaster, deeper
Sunrise bySerenade,
WOK sponsored
New York,by
and Mr. Henry, KLAC-TV program produced
Taylor,
andKay,RadioBill
Bargain
GuildStamp
through
and special events director, Gil Junex
Harold
by
Littleton
Co.
Martyn, KTLA newscaster, who
Schwab
& film,
Beatty;through
and — once
handled audio narration for TV through
weekly
by
ideal
Ted
Nelson
Assoc.
Cited
for
building
unof life
film coverage.
Ellison's
KTTV through music,derstanding of American
and way
prayers.
newsreel
crew, Bobfilming
detonation
Life CanbyBeArtnews
Beautiful,
NBC
radio,
for pool telecast, rushed . reels to produced
Richards,
sponsored
Procter &Honored
Gamble
through
Benton
Los Angeles by jet plane for quick by& Bowles.
showing
developing and release to stations picture
of American forLife,
based trueon
standing.
that same evening.
fair
play, mutual respect and underPlans for live radio coverage of
CBS Radio,byproduced
Carl .Mason,
Eastman,
Procter
the explosion were hampered by the by& Perry
Gamble
throughsponsored
Benton & Bowles.
inability of Pacific Telephone & Awarded
for
depicting
problems
menacTelegraph Co. to connect its radio
ingzensthecannation
combatandthem.showing how citinetwork circuits with the special
Magickey Cottage,
(TV) New
station
ofWABD
DuMont
Signal Corps communications hook- York,
the byprogram
which network,
is sponup from "News Knob." NBC radio producersored ofMondays
Good
Humor
through
Honored for ofinstilling
picked up the TV sound channel Grey
childrenAdv.an appreciation
the basicin
voice description of the dropping American
truth, unselprinciples
fishnes and mutual ofrespect.
and explosion of the bomb, 12:2812:33 p.m., preceded and followed
by commentary from W. W. Chaplin,turewhoof the
was event
watching
pic- Stuart K. MacNiven
in a theNewTV York
studio. Merrill Mueller at 1:30-1:45 STUART K. MacNIVEN, 57, adp.m. broadcast a report of the bomb
ministrative assistant to President
explosion utilizing taped excerpts James H. S. Ellis, Kudner Agency,
of the earlier broadcast on NBC New York, died last Wednesday
radio and at 2:15-2:30 p.m. NBC in New York after a long illness.
broadcast a special tape repeat of He had been with Kudner for 17
its noontime program.
years,Arthur
beginning
at the
time the
Kudner
founded
the
MBS did a special advance pro- late
Surviving
are
his
wife,
gram, midnight to 12:15 a.m., with agency.
Mrs.
Ruth
Fitch
MacNiven
and
two
Maj. George Fielding Eliot describ- sons, Thomas and Richard.
ing preparations for the atomic exBROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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Iowa

Survey
trends

Radio

reveals
in

Audience
important

PROGRAM

PREFERENCES!

types1948,
of radio
In comparing
grams in 1951Iowa's
with "best-liked"
those of 1947,
1949 proand
1950, the 1951 Iowa Radio Audience Survey* highlights
several important trends which might well influence your
radio plans.
Here, in capsule form, is the five-year comparison for
16 program types:
Survey
Survey
1951
1951
1947 Survey
Survey
1947% 79.9%
MEN
72.1
WOMEN
80.4% 87.1 %
News broadcasts
News broadcasts
Featured comedians 71.5 62.0 Featured comedians 66.3 57.6
48.5 Popular music
44.7 51.4
Popular music
39.9
Sports broadcasts 38.7 47.4
participation 43.1
47.4 49.4
41.0 Audience
Audience participation 41.7 30.6
Complete
drama
38.4
25.2
Market reports
music or 28.5 28.2
Oldtime
music
23.2 29.7 Religious
devotionals
28.2 Sports broadcasts 16.6 27.4
Complete drama
30.5 26.7
29.5 20.6 Serial
drama
Variety programs 32.7
19.5 21.9
Oldtime music
Religious
music
or
17.4 18.4
devotionals
16.4 Variety programs 32.3 21.3
20.5
Talks, comment
18.8
Band music (brass) 14.5 15.3 Homemaking pro- 18.2
12.8 16.1
reports
Talks on farming 17.0 14.3 Market
gramscomment
15.0
Serial drama
15.2 12.3 Talks,
15.0
20.7 14.6
Classical music
16.1 9.5 ClassicalBand music
13.4
music (brass) 13.2
Homemaking pro- 4.3 5.4
Talks on farming 8.8 8.3
grams
Note the growing popularity among both men and women
of news and sports broadcasts, popular music, market
reports and oldtime music. And notice the substantial
decline in popularity of featured comedians, complete and
serial drama shows, classical music and variety programs.
In almost every case the trend is consistent, year after year,
indicating a definite pattern rather than a temporary shift
in preference.
You'll find the 1951 Iowa Radio Audience Survey one
of your most valuable reference books. It's packed with
authentic,
up-to-date
It is usonefor.of your
America's
most
dependable
radioinformation.
studies. Write
copy,
today! — or ask Free & Peters!

The 1951 Survey proves again that WHO continues to be your best
radio approach to the Iowa market. With its 50,000-watt, Clear
Channel voice, its top-grade programming and its enlightened
Public Service attitude, WHO is Iowa's greatest radio outlet —
listened to by more lowans night and day than any other
station in the State.

WIHI®
+/or Iowa PLUS *
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
FREE & PETERS, INC.
National Representatives
*Thevey is1951
Iowa Radioannual
Audience
the fourteenth
studySur-ofIt
radio
listening
habits
inL. Iowa.
was
conducted
by
Dr.
F.
Whan
Wichita University and his staff. ofIt
is basedandonApril,
personal
March
1951,interviews
withselected
9,180during
Iowa
families
— all scientifically
from
Iowa's
cities,
towns,
villages
and
farms, to present a true and accurate
picture of the radio audience in Iowa.

CONVENTIONS
ABC, MBS Set Coverage
EXCLUSIVE services of news and
editorial personnel of Newsweek
magazine ventions
in covering
conthis summerpolitical
have been
contracted for by ABC network,
Thomas Velotta, network vice president supervising the political reports, announced Thursday.
Newsweek editors will present
their own reports, making individual as well as panel appearances
on both ABC radio and television
networks during the Republican
and Democratic conclaves, to be
sponsored on the network by the
Admiral Corp. Participating in
what Mr. Velotta described as "the
most comprehensive, colorful and
authoritative coverage of the conlowing: ventions possible" will be the folErnest K. Lindley, chief of
Newsweek's Washington Bureau
and the news magazine's political
authority;
Kenneth
editor of national
affairs;Crawford,
Chet Shaw,
executive editor; Raymond Moley,
contributing editor who specializes
in political analyses, and Sam
Shaffer and Vera Clay of the
Newsweek Washington Bureau.
Entire news staff for ABC-AMTV convention coverage, to include
almost all of the network's top
men and women
reporters,willcom-be
mentators and analysts,
headed by Paul W. White as managing editor.
Mutual also announced last week
that all its commentators will be in
Chicago as part of the extensive,
special broadcasts emanating from
the convention scene.
Plans and procedures are under
the direction of William H. Fineshriber Jr., MBS executive vice
president, with Milton Burgh and
Arthur Feldman, network directors
of news and special events, respectively, working out program
details.
MBS reporters on the convention floor will use shortwave transmit ers as they did in 1944 and
1948. A mobile unit with additional equipment will be used for
programs
just outside Installations
the convention amphitheatre.
are being supervised by Carl
Meyers, MBS chief engineer in the
midwest.
NPA Names Jordan
APPOINTMENT of Paul H.
Jordan as deputy assistant administrator for public information
at the National Production Authority was announced by Assistant
Administrator Edward K. Moss.
Mr. Jordan, former regional director of the Office of War Information, joined NPA in January 1951
as director of its field information
division. He has been serving as
acting deputy administrator for
four months and is responsible for
making information available on
defense production for NPA and
the Dept. of Commerce.
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IN APPRECIATION for WFIL Philadelphia's "three decades of broadcast
service," the city's Chamber of Commerce presented an achievement award to
the station. Attending ceremonies were (I to r): Fred Webber, WFIL promotion department; Kenneth W. Stowman, TV sales manager; Louis E. Littlejohn,
chief engineer; Roger W. Clipp, general manager of WFIL-AM-FM-TV; Brig.
Gen. Hugh B. Hester, C. of C. executive director; Col. J. Harry LaBrum,
C. of C. president; Harold Simonds, local sale manager for WFIL; Jack
Steck, manager of programs and production, WFIL-TV, and Jack Schantz,
radio engineering supervisor. Combined experience of WFIL staffers totals
217 years.

U.S. AGENCIES
Defense Role Ordered
PRESIDENTIAL executive order
has set in motion wheels of civil
defense activities of federal agencies— including the FCC.
Order issued April 18 requests
each federal agency to prepare
plansnel andforservices
(1) providing
its defense
personin the civil
program, and (2) maintaining the
"continuity"
of itsgovernment
functions and
"at
the
seat of the
elsewhere" if needed.
Meaningcording totobestthe information:
FCC is this, (1)
acFCC is now officially a coordinating agencyspectrum,
respecting(2) theuse use
the radio
of itsof
monitoring services by the military
services and other government
agencies
now continuance
legalized. of FCC
Plans foris the
functions in Washington have been
drawn up, as have specifications in
case of forced government decentralization.
Whereabouts
of FCC's
location in case
it has
to move
out
of
Washington
is
classified
information.
Among missionother
activities,
the Comstarted this
week with
first
aid instruction for some of its personnel. They are to be trained as
instructors and will teach other
groups subsequently.
Acting as civil defense coordinator is Harland R. Morris, assistantsion,chief,OfficeAccounting
Diviof the Chief System
Accountant.

Nearly 100 Applications
Fall in Line I List
AM
SPEEDUP SPEED-UP
plan for AM processing line, proposed by the FCC two weeks
ago [B»T, April 21], should not raise false hopes in the breasts of AM
applicants eligible for Line I listing, according to FCC sources conversant with the plan.
Although
Commission's
plan avalanche of AM applications filed
is based on the
preferential
treatment
for those AM applicants proposing with the FCC following the end of
the Commission
esto bring AM service to a commun- World WartablishedII,
expediting
ity which does not now have a sta- procedure in a temporary
1947. The Commission
tion, or to cover areas not now re- refused to accept
any application
ceiving primary service, nearly half
of the current 200 applications on filed after Feb. 7, and did not reopen its processing lines to new SWG WAGE BOOST
the AM processing line would fall
into that category, it was learned. applications until after May 1 of WSB Approves New Contract
year. During that three-month
Thus, if an applicant is No. 100 that
staff was solely INCREASES in minimum rates reon the present processing line, he period, the FCC
cently negotiated between Screen
processing those apwould become No. 50 on the new engrossed pliincations on file
prior
to Feb. 7. Writers Guild and major film proLine I list, it was pointed out.
ducers
were approved last Monday
When was
the reached,
Commission's
Commission's plan, which was ing.
deadline
it foundMay
itself1 by the Wage Stabilization Board.
given impetus by a number of peti- current
Under
terms
approved, minimum
on
AM
application
processtions for some such priority treatcompensation for writers will be
ment filed during the past six
At
one
time,
several
years
ago,
retroactive to Feb. 26, 1951, effecmonths [B*T, Jan. 21; Nov. 12,
AM two:
processing
tive date with
of SWG's
eight-year
1951], essing
proposes
up two proc- the
the producers.
line Commission's
was divided into
appli- agreement
lines for AMto setapplications.
cations with simple engineering
Weekly minimum salary has been
Components in Lines
problems and those with more com- established at $250, with flat deals
set at $2,000 for pictures budgeted
Line I would include applications
plicated engineering factors.
However, for the past year or under $100,000 and $3,000 for those
proposing first service to cities or
more
there
has
been
only
one
with budget over that sum.
towns,
or first
service areas).
for "white"
line.
areas (i.e.,
unserved
Un- processing
One of the problems with the
served area was specified in the
Commission plan as one in which present processing of AM applica- WQXR BUSINESS
tions is the number of times some
25% of the territory is not now
Sales 8% Higher in March
getting primary AM service, day or applications have to be reprocessed. INCREASE
in radio time sales in
Some
applications are filed, designight.
nated for hearing, amended out of an upward
Line II would include all other
spring
was tabufor WQXR trend
New York
last
hearing, reprocessed, found
in- week lated
applications — mainly those for sta- involve
by Norman S. McGee, vice
with toother
tions in communities already hav- stations interference
president
in
charge
of
sales.
He
and
reset
for
hearing,
it
ing such facilities, or improvesales were 8% higher
ments of existing facilities which was explained. "It's a regular explained
during
March
of
this
year
than
for
would not bring service to unserved merry-go-round," sighed one FCC the corresponding 1951 period.
attorney who works on AM appliareas. There would be no activity cations.
The trend has continued through
on Line II applications until Line I
first half of April, Mr. McGee
Back in 1950, AM applications the
was completed, or current, the plan
said,
with long-term advertisers
were
being
processed
in
45
to
60
to the air, new clients
proposed.
Commission asked for comments days, it was pointed out. Today it returning
signing,
and current advertisers
takes about a year.
on plan by May 12.
extending spot campaigns to full
The average age of the most re- program sponsorship. These acMost AM applications are considered simple cases, according to
counts are in addition to the new
cent applications studied in No1951 was eight months, in clients added to WQXR participaFCC sources. Therefore, Line I ap- Decembervembernine
months, in January
plications should move along fairly
tion programs designed as weekday
nine months, in February 10 broadcasts for theatres, restaurants
speedily, it was thought.
and clubs.
In an endeavor to cope with the months, in March 10 V2 months.
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Election

Extra

GALLUP

for

POLL
ON

Station

Managers

PROGRAM

RADIO!

■ A syndicated radio series featuring Dr. George Gallup, Director
of the famous Gallup Poll, interpreting day-by-day opinion trends
on the election and conventions is available on a market-to-market
basis.
■ Five minutes a day, six days a week, starting May 5th for 26
weeks. Recordings on tape or acetate.
■ Will be carried by WCBS
WTOP Washington, etc.

New

York; WCAU

Philadelphia;

■ Wire today for prices and availability in your market.

GEORGE

F. FOLEY, JR.

Foley and Gordon, Inc.
9 East 45th Street,
NEW YORK 17, N. Y. a MU 7-5354-7
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JUDITH WALLER, NBC Chicago director of education and public service
(third from I), receives a watch on her 30th anniversary in radio which
coincided
with 30th
birthday
for WMAQ
Miss Waller
station'sis
first manager.
Six NBC
employes
picturedChicago.
whose tenure
with thewasnetwork
146 years of service are: (I to r) T. E. Schreyer, engineering operations supervisor, 26 years; Mary Kelly, talent sales secretary, 21 years; Miss Waller;
Lillian Mack, radio spot sales secretary, 22 years; M. W. Rife, field engineering supervisor, 23 years, and Joseph Gallicchio, music conductor, 24 years.
Spring Series Begins;
BMI CLINICS
Speakers Listed
BMI spring series of field program clinics — 43 meetings in 38 U. S. and
five Canadian cities — got started last Thursday in Calgary and will
conclude May 16 in Toronto, giving Canada the distinction of both opening and closing the 1952 series.
Covering every aspect of station
programming, each clinic will fea- GUILD THREAT
ture talks by members of 11 travelWMCA Sponsors Notified
ing teams of speakers chosen from
a pool tives.
of Local37 broadcasters
broadcastingalsoexecuGUILD, on behalf
will ofNEWSPAPER
its unit at WMCA New York,
address the clinics and BMI offi- last week sent letters to station
cials will accompany the traveling
asserting that imminunits, which will be joined by BMI advertisers
ence of a strike, over a contract
field representatives in their re- sought since last July, might warspective territories.
rant discontinuance of advertising
A total attendance of some 5,000 there.
radio men and women is expected
Explaining "the pressing situafor the 1952 clinic series. More
said authorizathat the
than 3,000 attended the 1951 series WMCA tion,"
unitthe guild
had strike
of 37 meetings.
tion,ficersplusand 7,000
"all-outguild
support
of of-in
members
BMI officials accompanying the
teams include: Carl Haverlin, Syd- New York to obtain a satisfactory
ney M. Kaye, Robert J. Burton, contract." The WMCA unit, comCharles E. Wall, Roy Harlow,
posed of off-mike employes, initially
Glenn Dolberg. BMI field repre- sought a 10% wage increase acrossand subsequently lowered
sentatives who will attend meet- the-board
ings in their areas include: Al their demand to 5%.
Marlin, James Cox, Ken Sparnon,
The labor organization urged
Lin Pattee, Burt Squire, Dorsey WMCA advertisers to make themOwings, Ralph Wentworth, Bob
selves acquainted with the situaFuller.
tion, to urge the station to deal
Clinic schedule follows:
fairly with its employes, and, in
Phoenix,
Ariz., and Nashville,
Owensboro,Tenn.,
Ky., case of a strike, cancel advertising.
April
28; Hollywood,
and Charleston,
W. Va.,
AprilFalls,
29; Battle
"WMCA, since the inception of
Creek,
Mich.,
and
Sioux
S.
April
30; Omaha,
Salt 1;LakeLittle
City Rock
andD. negotiations, has consistently held
Richmond,
Va.,
May
to the point that we're prepared
Ark.,
Denver,
Boise,Ohio,Ida.,MayRaleigh,
inequities as comC, and
Columbus
2; AlexJack-N. to meetpared tsalary
o pay scales at competing
son, Miss.,
May
3;
Wichita,
Kan.,
a
n
d
r
i
a
,
L
a
.
,
Baltimore,
Milwaukee
and
stations,"
M.
M.
Fleischl,
vice
Vancouver,
May 5;S. St.C,Louis,
and general
manager,
City, 6.Columbia,
and Atlantic
Seattle, president
said Wednesday.
May
Des and
Moines,Portland,
Minneapolis,
Declaring that WMCA is ahead
City
Ore.,Oklahoma
May
Gainesville,
Fla.,
and
Syracuse,
May 7;8; of competitors in wage scales, Mr.
San
Antonio,
San
Francisco,
Chicago,
Fleischl
Boston
and MayRegina,
Sask., MayAla.,9; had
longsaidbeenhisnotstation's
to givepolicy
an
Athens,
Ga.,
Montgomery,
and B.,Augusta,
Me.,10;andMay
12; St. John,
across-the-board increase, since it
N.
May
14,
Toronto,
Ont.,
took
no
consideration
of various
May 16.
job functions.
Mr. Fleischl said that the NewsCOLUMBIA
INSTITUTE,
Philadelpaper Guild
has repeatedly
asphia, announces inclusion of Theatre
that WQXR
pays more.
Arts Institute into its School of Ra- But, he serted
WQXR is owned by
dio Broadcasting. Charles Cooper will The Newnoted,
Times, which can
head new unit, assisted by Doris be affected York
by the Newspaper Guild
Jacobson,
School. dean of Columbia Radio on other bases.
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Annual Report Lauds Aid
Of Radio, Television
FCDA
EXPERIMENTS in closed circuit theatre TV by federal civil defense
planners have proven "eminently practical, psychologically powerful and
limited
utility only
by the number
Presidentin Truman
and Congress
were toldoflastproperly
week. equipped theatres,"
In its annual
Executive
and report
Capitolto the
Hill,Chief *
ments, dramatic vignettes and
leased Thursday, the Federal Civil
Defense Administration praised background scripdata,
plus sent
threeto trantions. These were
2,900
theatre visionTVand radio
as wellforas their
regular
rolestele-in radio stations.
educating the public on civil de- < The report also noted other cofense.
peration bythe Advertising
Council, with oFCDA
working through
Plans now are underway to conduct athird closed circuit video de- its network and regional radio spot
monstration on the Eastern SeaFCDA also arboard and eventually to extend this allocationranged forplan.
announcements on four
medium to 15 key cities. Two tests major networks, with this breakalready have been held, covering
down: NBC, 28 programs; MBS,
selected theatre audiences in New 22; CBS, 27, and ABC, 23. CBS
York, Philadelphia, Washington, also aired a five-program series on
Baltimore and Boston. A survey of civil
defense publications.
reactions will soon be released.
Additionally, officials appeared
purpose whether
of the project
was on 28 programs of those networks
to"The
ascertain
this new
LBS and regional hookups.
medium could be effective in the plus
Commentators and nev/smen also
training or orientation of civil de- were commended for using material
Since fense
the volunteers,"
first of FCDA
the year,explained.
agency in their broadcasts.
Added the report: ". . . civil
officials have acknowledged efficacy
defense has continued to get unof the tests.
paralleled
cooperation from all
Harold Azine, TV chief, FCDA
Audio-Visual Division, estimates mass information media — newsthe agency can train some 35,000
papers and magazines, radio, television, advertising and motion picpeople in a one-hour program intures. As a result, the American
volving two-way communication for
$7,000— or roughly 20^ per seat.
areabouttoday
far better
incivil defense
and selfCost of producing the program people formed
(buying creative and director serv- protection than they were a year
ices) runs between $1,200 and
It was estimated that 87% of the
$1,500. Some 75 theatres in 35
communities are now equipped with people in major cities have basic
closed circuit facilities.
knowledge
ago . . ." of self-protection.
Radio, TV Praised
Regular radio and television also
came
for a kindas word
in FCDA's RCA FELLOWSHIPS
annualin report,
did newspapers
and magazines.
Eight Receive Grants
NBC was lauded for contributing $100,000 in air time to the EIGHT dentspre-doctoral
of outstandinggraduate
abilitystu-in
seven-program series Survival last studies related
to radio, television
summer, with government cost of
and electronics have received felonly
$1,607of covering
lowship grants ranging from $1,600
Kinescopes
the seriesproduction.
were also
shown to NBC affiliates in 40 cities. to $2,700 from RCA, Dr. C. B.
Last December, 19 units of the Jolliffe,
vice announced
president Wednesday.
and technical director,
series were distributed for routFellows
are
Theodore
M.
SandersArthur
Jr.,
ing
to
64
TV
cities,
reaching
40
by
New
York, a Columbia
student;
December 1951.
E.Edward
Wennstrom,
Los Angeles,
Princeton;
W.
Schwarz,
Springfield,
111.,
"This distribution was a pioneer
at the U. of Illinois;
Charles
undertaking, having for its goal graduate
C. Peterson,
J.; Cornell,
Hardy C.Summit,
Martel, N.Pasadena,
CIT.
maximum coverage of critical cities and
employes
selected for felserviced by television," the report Engineering
lowships are Leslie
said.
ton, graduate
studies;L. Burns
BernardJr.,A.PrinceColer,
Rahway,
N. J., consecutive
for Harvard,year,
winning
FCDA also cited preparation of for
the second
and
short films and slides and appear- Kenneth
Princeton
Junc-at
tion, N.R.J.,Deremer,
for further
studies
ances of leading agency officials on Princeton.
NBC-TV's Meet the Press and
Battle Report — Washington; DuMont's Pentagon — Washington, and
CBS- TV's Facts We Face.
A voluntary recruiting kit con- WCUE Asks Fulltime
taining radio-TV scripts was pre- WCUE Akron last week filed an apthe FCC requesting
for FCDA
by the Advertising paredCouncil
and distributed
early permissionplicationto withchange
from daytime
this year.
to fulltime operation on its present
"Radio
provided
an
important
frequency
of
1150
kc.
for
channel for dissemination of civil 1 kw day, 500 w night.It asked
Edwin T.
Elliot,
station
president,
said
the
defense information to the Ameridecision
go fulltime
is "basedof
can people,"
the report acknowlon
a firmtobelief
in the vitality
This cooperation
the AM
broadcasting and a healthy
form of edged.
radio
script kits, took
totaling
32 pages each of spot announce- confidence in its future."
BROADCASTING
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an' the
Fish are jumpin'
cotton is high!"*
All up and down the Gulf
Coast of Texas and Louisiana
millions (the '50 census says four
millions) of folks take to the outof-doors for their work or play.
On the highways and byways
millions of cars and trucks travel
all hours of the day for business
or pleasure — big boats and little
boats ply the bays and the bayous
— parties gather on the beaches
and in the ranch cabins — AND
EVERYWHERE YOU GO
THERE'S RADIO.
Yes, the list'ning is easy
and they all have money to
spend. Let KTRH Radio sell your
products or services in this big
market. Just call a John Blair
man unless you live in Houston,
in which case we'd be delighted
to visit with you in person.

Represented Nationally by John Blair & Co.

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

KXRH
740 KC
the only
CBS
50,000 WATT RADIO STATION
in the South's largest city
theHOUSTON,
14th market TEXAS
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O'Neil MBS President
(Continued from page 23)
pertly during his time with us re- and me in our many friendly talks."
He did not specify, other than to
mains intact."
Mr. Fineshriber, Sales Vice Pres- say that "my decision was based
ident Adolf N. Hult; Station Re- in no part upon any lack of confidence in the future of Mutual or
lations and Engineering Vice Presdissatisfaction with the people for
ident
E.-M. Johnson;
Advertising,
Public Relations
and Research
Vice whom and with whom I have
President Robert A. Schmid; SecThere were continuing reports,
retary and Treasurer James E.
Wallen; Controller George R. Rup- worked."
despitetion,lack
of explicit
confirmathat Mr.
White had
been
pel, Assistant Secretary Elisha
offered
a
subordinate
post
in the
Goldfarb "and their capable staff,"
he said will "all remain."
organization
under
Mr.
O'Neil.
Mr. O'Neil told the affiliates that
Mr. White, in his closed circuit
"I would have liked nothing better
talk to affiliates, said his decision than
to tell you Frank White was
to resign "was a most difficult and staying with us," but that "a man's
choice
of his work to me is just
trying one." There were "considerations on both sides," he con- about as personal as his choice of
tinued, "which have blocked Tom a wife, and while I regret Frank's
Principals in Mutual Top Executive Changes
Thomas Francis O'Neil
ALTHOUGH a comparative newcomer to the broadcasting industry,
Thomas Francis O'Neil brings to
the MBS presidency a sound business background. Without previous
radioYankee
experience,
Mr. O'Neil
joined
the
Network
in December
1947 as vice president and director.
His ascent has been rapid.
Mr. wasO'Neil
was
37 Youngish
on April 18),
born (who
in Kansas
City, Mo. After 1937 graduation
from Holy Cross, he joined the
General Tire & Rubber Co., which
had been founded by his father.
Wanting to be more than simply
the
boss' son,
O'Neilthebegan
his
business
careerMr. near
bottom
rung of the ladder. After working
for General Tire & Rubber in sales,
he was sent to Washington to handle
government contracts. Thereafter
followed four years in the U. S.
Coast Guard.
Mr. O'Neil
is presidentInc.,of
Thomas
S. LeealsoEnterprises
which is owned 90% by General
Tire and 10%
by Macy's.
Lee Don
Enterprises is composed
of the
Lee Network, the Yankee Network
and WOR-AM-FM-TV New York.
In addition, Lee Enterprises owns
58% of MBS.
Back from the war, he rejoined
General Tire & Rubber in Boston.
It was while there that he entered
the radio industry in 1947. In February 1948, he became a member of
the MBS board of directors, subsequently becoming chairman. In addition, he is a vice president of
General Tire & Rubber.
* * *
Frank Kiggins White
FRANK KIGGINS WHITE succeeded Edgar Kobak in the MBS
presidency May 1, 1949, almost
exactly three years ago. Today, at
52, he can look back on his 15 years
in radio with a sense of pride.
Born in Washington, D. C, Mr.
White attended George Washington
U. there until he enlisted as an
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aviation cadet in World War I.
After the war, he began a business
career which took him steadily
toward the top.
From 1929 to 1935, Mr. White
was treasurer of the Literary Guild
of America. He joined CBS in 1937
as treasurer, was made a vice
president and treasurer in 1942,
and became a director in 1944.
In addition to his reputation as
an excellent administrator, Mr.
White has won acclaim as a mediator. For seven years at CBS, he
handledtions.important
He has also labor
served negotiaon the
NAB
(NARTB)
Employer-Employe
Relations Committee.
In January
1948, he Records
became president of .Columbia
Inc.
Probably his most celebrated accomplishment inthis post was as
spokesman for the industry in the
settlement of the AFM record
strike thatmained year.
Mr. White
rewith Columbia
records
until he joined Mutual.
* * *
William H. Fineshriber Jr,
WILLIAM H. FINESHRIBER Jr.,
42, who last December was elected
MBS executive vice president, will
make his presence felt as a memboardber oftors.
ofMutual's
Hedirechas
spent
20
years
various fields ofin
the
broadcasting
industry.
A native of
Davenport, Iowa,
Mr. Fineshriber
was graduated
laude
on
summa cum
Princet
Mr. Fineshriber from
U. in 1931. After a trip to Europe,
he turned down an offer of French
or's
matery
at his
ng alma
a publicit
accepti
favor of post
ininstruct
post with CBS. He left CBS in
1949 to join MBS. He is wellknown in the industry for his work
with the Program Executive Commit e of NARTB (then NAB).

decision I can't quarrel with it."
He said that "in his leaving I feel
the
of a top operating
officer"a
who lossfortunately
. . . remains
friend of all of us, and I wish to
take this opportunity of expressing complete confidence in, and best
wishes
for, hiscontinued:
continued success." April
BMI Owensboro,
Program Clinic,
Mr. O'Neil
boro 28:Hotel,
Ky. Owens"It
is
a
tribute
to
Frank
White's
April
28:
BAB
Sales
Clinic,
New York.
effective ability as an organizer
BMI Program
that the competence of the staff April
Inn, 28:Phoenix,
Ariz. Clinic, Jokake
is so great that changes at the top April 29: BMI Program Clinic, Andrew
will not dull their effectiveness. Jackson Hotel, Nashville, Tenn.
BMI Program
As hard as this event was to accept, April
Boone29: Hotel,
Charleston,Clinic.
W. Va.Daniel
I assure you that Mutual will con- April 29: BMI Program Clinic, Hollywo d-Ro sevelt Hotel, Hollywood,
tinue its advance
without
Calif.
substantial
loss —of wethehope
momentum
that Frank has given it.
April 29-30:
New
York
Chapter, American Marketing
Execu"This unexpected change doubles
New Assn.-Sales
York,
merchandisRoosevelt,
New
York. tiveing Clubclinic,of Hotel
me into the position of chairman
and president. I hope that I may April 30: BMI Program Clinic, Cataract
have your continued support, co- Hotel, Sioux Falls, S. D.
BMI Program
operation andreport
indulgence."
Tavern,30: Battle
Creek, Mich.Clinic, Post
In his final
to the board, April
April 30-Mayvertise2:rs, 37th Assn.
of Canadian AdMr.
White
noted
that
Mutual's
annual
gross billings for the first three
York Hotel, Toronto. meeting. Royal
months of this year were at the April
30-May
2: AIEE Northeastern
District
meeting,
highest point in three years, showBinghamton,
N. Y. Arlington Hotel.
ing an 11.1% increase over those
Program
Clinic, Paxton
for the first quarter last year. He MayHotel,1: BMI
Omaha.
also cited latest Nielsen measure- May 1: BMI
Program
Clinic,
Hotel, Salt Lake City. Newhouse
as showing isthat
Mutual's
share ofments audience
up this
year May 1: BMI Program Clinic, John Marshall Hotel, Richmond, Va.
over last, reversing the general
industry trend.
May 1-2:tion operations,
CBS-TV Waldorf-Astoria,
special clinic on New
sta"tenure happy
at Mutual
hasHebeensaidanhisimmensely
and MayYork.1-2: NBC radio promotion-pressmerchandising
workshop, Waldorfgratifying one, and it is particuAstoria, New York.
larly pleasing to me to know from
Assn.
of Radiomanagement
and TeleTom that the basic policies under May 1-2 : Ohio
vision Broadcasters,
which we have worked will be conclinic,bus,Deshler-Wallick
Hotel, ColumOhio.
tinued." He also told the affili- May 2: BMI Program Clinic, Marion
ates:
Little Rock, Ark.
"The full measure of the satis- MayHotel,2: BMI
Cosmofaction that I have experienced in
politan Hotel,Program
Denver. Clinic,
BMI
Program
Clinic, Boise
my work for the last three years MayHotel,2: Boise,
Idaho.
can only be realized if Mutual con- May 2-3: American Council oh Educatinued its solid progress in the fution, 35th annual meeting, Chicago.
ture. Iknow intimately the mem- MayHotel,
2 : BMIRaleigh,
Program
N. C.Clinic, Sir Walter
bers of the Mutual
board, Tom
and May 2: BMI Program
the whole
staff.O'Neil
I know
Clinic,Ohio.
DeshlerWallick Hotel, Columbus,
that they have the high competence
Program
Clinic,
and the desire necessary to con- May 3:bergBMI
Hotel, Jackson, Miss. Heideltinue progress. I hope that they
5: BMI Vancouver,
Program Clinic,
B. C. Hotel
may have from all of you complete MayVancouver,
Program
Clinic,
Bentley
cooperation and support. If I am MayHotel,5: BMI
Alexandria, La.
entitled to any favors or good
wishes from you, that is the way Mayton 5:Hotel,
BMI Milwaukee.
Program Clinic, PlankinI would
like them
Clinic, BroadHotel, Program
Wichita, Kan.
Mr. White
praisedexpressed."
the coopera- May 5: viewBMI
tion of MBS affiliates, and, assert- MayBelvedere,
5: BMI Program
Clinic, SheratonBaltimore.
ing that "the basic operating plan
Missouriincluding
Broadcasters
which has been developed at Mu- Mayspring5-6:meeting,
May program
5, Assn.
BAB
sales
clinic.
May 6, BMI
tual is receiving widespread recogclinic,
Hotel
Jefferson,
St.
Louis.
nition throughout the industry," May 5-6: NBC radio promotion-pressdeclared that "I am confident that merchandising workshop, Chicago.
Mutual's role in the network pic- May 5-6: Wisconsin Broadcasters Assn.
ture will be an increasingly im- meeting,
Plankinton Hotel, Milwaukee.
Mutualportantofficers
re-elected were
one."
Messrs. O'Neil,
Hult,
Johnson,
Schmid,Fineshriber,
Wallen, Ruppel,
SEC Sets Panel
and Goldfarb and Emanuel DanTED COTT, NBC vice president;
nett, assistant secretary.
Board members re-elected, all of Douglas Leigh, president, Douglas
whom attended the meeting, were Leigh Inc.; Frank Mansfield, sales
director, Sylvania Electric
Mr. O'Neil, chairman; Elbert M. research
Antrim, WGN Chicago, vice chair- Products, and Arthur H. (Red)
man; Willet H. Brown, Don Lee; Motley, president, Parade Publications, make up a four-expert panel
H. K. Carpenter, WHK Cleveland;
Benedict Gimbel Jr., WIP Phila- which will discuss "Fact-Finding
delphia; J.R. Poppele, WOR; Frank and Merchandising That Make
P. Schreiber, WGN; Theodore C. More Sales" at tomorrow's (TuesStreibert, WOR; Linus Travers,
day)
Sales atExecutivesluncheon
Club of ofNewthe York
that
Yankee Network, and Mr. Wallen,
Mutual.
city's Roosevelt Hotel.
BROADCASTING
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Right now, there are 23 markets with two or more television stations.
In each of these markets, the Spot Program advertiser can and does
cross network lines— to clear more stations ... to get a preferred
time period ... to make a better buy. For in television, just as in
radio, no one network has a monopoly on the best stations, in all
markets, at all times.
And when newly-authorized station construction takes place, the
prime beneficiary will be the Spot Program advertiser.
The thaw will create more multiple-station markets where the Spot
Program advertiser can pick the "best" station, regardless of network
status or affiliation.
And there will still be markets where 2, 3 or 4 networks share the
same station— where network advertisers will have many of the same
problems on time clearances and kinescope picture quality which
now exist.
Spot Program advertisers will still be free to select as many or as few
markets as they wish— unhampered by any network-imposed minimum station requirements.
Yes, any way you look at it, any time you look at it . . .

MUCH

THE
NATIONAL

KATZ
ADVERTISING

BETTE

AGENCY,

INC.

REPRESENTATIVES

488 MADISON AVENUE • NEW YORK 22, NEW YORK • CHICAGO • DETROIT • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO • ATLANTA • DALLAS • KANSAS CITY
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Xo

a time

with
on

no

his

buyer

time

hands

Your crowded day consists of crowded hours . . . and
if the day isn't long enough you crowd some night
hours. All day long you run into characters talking
off the top of their heads, throwing it on the table for
what it's worth, willing to pool their brains, thinking
out loud, but who won't buy it. When you get the bugs
ironed out after suitable woodshedding, the ball is back
inantenna.
court, money-wise,
you're
in on the
the thing
right
But before and
plans
are tuned
finalized,
comes unwrapped and, copy-wise, has to be updated.
It figures.
No matter how many gimmicks there are in the
hopper, you don't need a survey to prove that a day
has only so many hours. That troubles us too . . . we
also have little time on our hands. We're sold out
Mon. thru Sat., 5:30 AM to midnight, except for a
couple of good half-hours on Friday & Saturday evenings. Sundays are sold, or not for sale, 6:45 AM to
11:30 PM, except for a popular hour in the morning.
(Details on request.)
We used to dream of the day when the schedule
would be filled like this and we could go fishing. But
the dream was better than reality. It's not easy to
fight off two good customers who want the same thing.
And we're not cocky about having little time to sell.
Seasons
just a
matter ofcome
time and
until go.
we Changes
can handleoccur
any and
goodit'saccount.
Please spot-check us anytime. Or tune in on our
antenna via our national reps, The Katz Agency.

5000 WATTS, 600 KC
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE KATZ AGENCY
BASIC CBS RADIO NETWORK
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ALL-DAY celebration
was staged Friday by WBT Charlotte, N. C,
WBT
BIRTHDAY
marking its 30th
anniversary on the "tJDZzr
air as "the first commercial radio
station
licensed
in the
Directing
the fete
were South."
Joseph M. Bryan, president; Charles H. Crutchfield,
executice
vice president
and anniversary.
* It carries a history of
general
manager,
and Larry
Walker, assistant general manager. the station, picture of all 125 staff
Every live program Friday in- employes and historical photos. The
cluded a guest speaker from a booklet was offered listeners on the
city in the WBT service area. air and 2,500 copies were mailed to
Mayor Victor Shaw, of Charlotte, agencies, clients, local public opinion leaders and members of civic
was first to honor WBT. He appeared on the Grady Cole show
It is titledtheme
"Colos-of
early in the morning. In addition, organizations.
of the Carolinas,"
salutes were heard on CBS network WBT suspromotion.
Ed Mellon Co., leading Charlotte
programs.
Climaxing the celebration was a clothier, used WBT anniversary
7:45
program,
first members
AM-TV window displays.
Full-page
adstudio p.m.
simulcast
in which
vertisements were carried
in local
of the WBT family participated. newspapers along with tie-in ads.
The program featured Grady Cole,
WBT received its license as a
Jack Knell, Fred Kirby and Arthur 100 w outlet in 1922. Power was
Smith, along with management increased to 1 kw in 1927, 25 kw
spokesmen. WBT is owned by Jef- in 1929 and 50 kw in 1933. It operates on 1110 kc.
ferson Standard Broadcasting Co.
which bought it from CBS in 1945.
Speakers recalled that shortly
after WBT was licensed in 1922,
it would send a boy up and down RIVERS' SUIT
the streets advising the public that
Ga. High Court Dismisses
the transmitter had been turned
SUIT for damages against five
on
and
advising
them
to
tune
in
the station.
Savannah, Ga., radio stations by
Jr., has been disA 28-page souvenir booklet was E. D. Rivers
missed by the Georgia Supreme
published by WBT in honor of the
Court, it was learned last week.
The Georgia high court reversed
itself when it held that the SavanWISCONSIN ASSN.
that was
Mr. correct.
Rivers
cause ofpleaaction
Fellows to Address had nonah stations'
The
case
began
in
1950
HAROLD FELLOWS, NARTB Mr. Rivers received a grant after
from
president, will be feature speaker the FCC for what is now WJIV
at the meeting of the Wisconsin Savannah (on 900 kc, with 1 kw,
Broadcasters Assn. in Milwaukee daytime only). Group of Savannext Monday and Tuesday. He
nahselvesradiothe Savannah
stations, Radio
callingCouncil,
themwill appear at the luncheon Tuesday, the day on which business petitioned FCC for reconsideration
sessions will take place, to discuss of the grant on the ground that
the structure of state broadcasting Mr. Rivers' program proposals
associations. Luncheon guest will were
suspect. The Commission
be Gov. Walter Kohler.
denied the petition.
Presidents of other state associaEarly in 1951, Mr. Rivers sued
tions have been invited to the meet- the five stations comprising the
ing by WBA President Ben Laird, Council (WDAR WCCP WFRP
WDUZ Green Bay. The Monday WSAV
WTOC) for malicious opsession will be a clinic sponsored
position to his Savannah applicaby BMI. Speakers and their sub- damages.tion. He asked for $242,500 in
jects include: Gus Hagenah, StandThe Savannah stations entered
ard Radio Transcription Services,
demurrer, claiming that Mr.
"Music Hath Charms"; Milt Slater, aRivers
no damages,
WNEW New York, "It Takes thereforehadhadsuffered
no cause of action.
Three to Make a Sale"; George
Frechette, WFHR Wisconsin RapThenied theFulton
Superior
Court was
deThe denial
ids, "Local News Builds Local In- appealed demurrer.
to
the
state
supreme
court
terest in Sales."
Charles
Severson, WHAM Ro- which sustained the lower court.
chester, "Hither and Dither and The Savannah station asked the
Wither"; Harold Safford, WLS state supreme court for a rehear4-3 decision two weeks
Chicago, ences";
"Building
Audi- ago ingwasand the
the result.
Norm Heyne,Farm
Ruthrauff
& Ryan, "What the Agency Expects From Radio"; Jim Hanlon,
WGN iceChicago,
Serv- Morris M. Musselman
Broadcasts "Good
ShouldPublic
Be Sponsored"; Emerson Smith, KDYL MORRIS McNEIL MUSSELMAN,
Hollywood radio writer, died
Salt Lake City, "I Lead Two Lives 52,
Tuesday in Santa Barbara, Calif.
—AM
Dan and
Jayne,TV."WELL Battle Creek, A former Chicago newspaperman,
chairman of the state association he later worked in the wholesale
radio business with his father, and
president'sClinic
group,chairman
will be aisspecial
guest.
Burt moved west to write radio and
movie scripts in Hollywood.
Squire of BMI Chicago.
BROADCASTING
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Watch

for "Revolution

on

the

Farm"

in the Nay 30 issue of Printers' Ink
Advertisers and agencies (tour readers) will find in this 20 page article,
complete with maps, charts, and statistical data, the most
authoritative report yet issued about this 22 billion dollar market.
In 1940, the value of farm products sold in the United
States was $6,681,581,292. In 1950, American farmers
sold $22,052,484,865 worth of farm products. These
United States Census figures, just now becoming available, show that the past ten years have witnessed a
Revolution on the Farm.
Months ago the editors of Printers' Ink recognized the
vital importance of this U.S. Bureau of Census information. They commissioned Wroe Alderson, nationally
known marketing and research consultant, to make an
analysis and appraisal of the data as they were released.
Highlights from this report:
1. Farm income has expanded faster than any of the
other major segments of the population.
2. Electrification has leaped to 78.3%. In four of the nine
census regions almost 90% of all farm homes today have
electricity.
3. Mechanization has increased at an amazing pace. In
1940, 23% of our farms had tractors. Today, it is almost
47%. In 1940, 15.48% of farms had motor trucks. Today,
more than 34% have them.
4. Home appliances, such as washing machines, home
freezers and telephones are in greater use than ever.
5. The value of farm products has tripled in ten years.
It rose from 6% billion dollars in 1940 to more than 22
billion dollars in 1950.
Farmers are good prospects for anything, NOW
Because of the modernization of millions of farms in this
country, our excellent roads, and farm ownership of
millions of automobiles and trucks, every farmer in your
market is a prospect for just about all the goods or
services offered by advertisers.
They are top prospects from three counts: 1. They
have the income. 2. Distance is no longer a problem
with them. They can shop anywhere. 3. They are in-

Printers'
BROADCASTING

* Telecastinj

Ink

terested in top quality, whether it
be a sewing machine or a silo.
Tell the buyers of advertising about
your market. In our audience of
23,475 are the buyers of advertising
— the marketing executives at the
decision-making level, and their
agencies who prepare and release
the advertising for their clients.

Bob Kenyon

The May 30 issue of Printers' Ink will be used as a
standard reference for a long time, so your advertisement inthis issue will get added value, at no additional
cost, for the advertising of your market.
The closing date is May 20, so plan now to be represented when your best customers and prospects will be
studying this momentous report on today's farm market.
It will go to the right people, in the right place, at the
right time.
Rates
Depth
Width
Full page spread
Two-page
520
7
10
Two-thirds page
$1,040
365
10
One-half page
275
4%
TA
One-third page
185
2%
One-sixth page
95
2)i
4%
Standard Colors: $125 per color extra 104YS
(Contract advertisers receive the benefit of frequency
discounts, of course. )
Wire, write, phone us, or contact immediately any of
our offices for your reservation of space in this issue or
for any specific information that you may want. Revolution on the Farm is an exclusive that will be found only
in Printers' Ink.
ROBERT E. KENYON, JR.
ADVERTISING DIRECTOR

15"

205 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N Y.
Chicago - Pasadena • Atlanta * Boston • London
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SAFETY AWARDS
Radio, TV Stations Cited
ANNUAL public interest awards
given by the National Safety Council, Chicago, went last week to 57
radio and 8 television stations in
recognition of their "exceptional
service toMountain
safety." InRadio
addition,
the
Rocky
Council
and United Film Service were
cited for their efforts.
TV stations included KPRC-TV
Houston, WAAM (TV) Baltimore,
WCPO-TV Cincinnati, WFBM - TV
Indianapolis, WFIL-TV Philadelphia,
WKY-TV Oklahoma City, WMAL-TV
Washington, WMAR (TV) Baltimore
and WWJ-TV Detroit.
Radio station winners: CHUM
Toronto, Ont.; CJBC Toronto; KCKN
Kansas City; KCVN Stockton, Calif.;
KELD El Dorado, Ark.; KELO Sioux
Falls; KFEL Denver; KFI Los Angeles; KFMJ Tulsa; KING Seattle;
KITE San Antonio; KLRA Little
Rock; KNX Los Angeles; KOA Denver; KOIL Omaha; KQV Pittsburgh;

RADIO
to

MORE

KRKD
Moines. Los Angeles; KRNT Des
KTFI Twin Falls, Ida.; KUSD
Vermillion, S. D.; WAKE Greenville,
S. C.j WBEN Buffalo; WBRE WilkesBarre; WBUD Trenton; WCAE Pittsburgh; WCHS Charleston; WDOD
Chattanooga; WFIL Philadelphia;
WFPG
Atlantic
City; WGAA Cedartown, Ga.
WGH Newport News, Va.; WHBC
Canton, Ohio; WHFB Benton Harbor,
Mich.; WHIM Providence; WING
Dayton; WISN Milwaukee; WJDA
Quincy, Mass.; WJDX Jackson, Miss.;
WKRC Cincinnati; WMAL Washington;Ohio;
WMAQWOWO
Chicago;Ft.WOSU
bus,
Wayne,ColumInd.;
WPDX Clarksburg, W. Va.; WPIC
Sharon, Pa.; WPRO Providence.
WRNL and WRVA Richmond, Va.;
WSAM Saginaw, Mich.; WSB Atlanta;
WSNY Schnectady; WTDS (FM)
Toledo; WTIC Hartford; WTTM
Trenton; WWDC Washington; WWJ
Detroit; WWL New Orleans.
Among advertisers cited were
Atlantic Refining Co., Borden Co.
(midwest district), Electric AutoLite Co., DeSoto-Plymouth Dealers

SELLS
PEOPIE

of America, Firestone Tire and
Rubber Co., Prudential Insurance
Co. of America, Esso Standard Oil
and Standard Oil of Indiana.
Judges included Arthur F. Harre,
general manager, WCFL Chicago;
Wesley ager,
I. Nunn,
advertising
manStandard Oil
of Indiana;
Robert K. Richards, director of
public affairs, NARTB, and Judith
Waller, director of public affairs
and education at NBC Chicago.
ARBI Studies
MERITSsearch ofBureauthe
ReInc. Advertising
(ARBI) studies,
point-of-sale surveys which consistently have shown radio superior
to newspapers as a producer of
sales, will be debated by representatives of radio's BAB and
newspapers' Bureau of Advertising
at a meeting of the Radio-TV disof American
ing Assn.cussioningroupNew
York on MarketMay 22,
it was pants
reported
last
week. set.Particiwere not definitely

MORE

pOR

LESS

. . . and WGN is your bargain buy in the Middle West —
delivering the greatest coverage and reaching the largest
number of homes per week — 260,100 more homes per
week in the daytime and 302,750 more homes in the
nighttime than the second Chicago station.*
Get the most out of your advertising
dollar — BUY RADIO
*BMB
— and make WGN your basic buy in the Middle West.

Chicago 11
A Clear Channel Station ... \ i fl ■
Illinois
50,000 Watts
Serving the Middle West
720
MBS
II On Your Dial HliilMi
Chicago office for Minneapolis-St. Paul, Detroit, Cincinnati and Milwaukee
Eastern Sales Office: 220 E. 42nd Street, Geo.
New P.YorkHolllngbery
17, N. Y. forCo. New York City, Philadelphia and Boston
Advertising Solicitors for All Other Cities
Los Angeles—
New York—• San500 Francisco
5th Avenue— 400• Montgomery
Atlanta — 223 Street
Peach Street
Chicago411— W.307 5thN. Street
Michigan. Avenue
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BAB SCHEDULE
Announced for Clinics 1
FULLclinics,
schedule
of inBAB's
1952 1J
sales
launched
Hollywood
a fortnight ago [B«T, April 21], 1
was announced last week by Presi- I
dent William B. Ryan.
Three were slated last week — in 1
San Francisco on Monday, Port- I
land, Ore., on Wednesday and I
Seattle continues
on Thursday
and the t1
series
today— (Monday)
with a clinic in New York. Presi- 1
dent Ryan, Vice President Kevin |
B. Sweeney and Local Promotion I
Director John E. Hardesty are ro- I
tatingcrews
assignments
two- JI
man
conductingto theformone-day
sessions.
The San Francisco clinic drew I
an attendance of 87 managers and 1
sales personnel from BAB member I
stations in the Northern California
area. Stanley G. Breyer, KJBS San
Francisco, presided.
The schedule of meetings after
the New York session this week
was announced as follows:
St. Louis;
City;
MayMay 9,5, Des
Moines;MayMay7, Kansas
12, Omaha;
May 14, Wichita; May 16, Oklahoma !
City; June
Boston;
June 2,5,Portland,
Providence,Me.;R. June
I.; June4, 1
6,18,Hartford;
June June
16, Philadelphia;
June
Baltimore;
19,
Washington;
June 20, Richmond; June 30, Syracuse.
July 1, Buffalo; July 3, Pittsburgh;
July
Detroit; JulyJuly16,21,Cleveland;
July 18,14, Indianapolis;
Chicago;
July 23,apolis;Milwaukee;
JulyJuly25, 30,MinneJuly
28,
Denver;
Salt
Lake
City; Aug.
San Antonio;
Aug.15,20,Dallas;
Houston;Aug.Aug.18,
22, New Orleans; Aug. 25, Miami; Aug.
27, Winston-Salem,
N. C.j Sept.Sept.
8, Cin-12,
cinnati; Sept. 10, Louisville;
Nashville; Sept. 15, Little Rock; Sept.
17, Birmingham; and Sept. 19, Atlanta.
GET-OUT-VOTE DRIVE
NARTB Will Direct Promotion
RADIO and television stations will
conduct an all-industry campaign
to bring out a record vote in the
1952 elections, Robert K, Richards,
NARTB public affairs director,
told the conference of the Assn. of
Junior Leagues Wednesday at Lake
Placid Club, Essex County, N. Y.
NARTB will direct the drive, he
said, explaining the association
membership had ordered the project at the recent Chicago convention. Spot announcements and programs will be carried in all states,
urging eligible voters to register
properly. This will be followed by
a get-out-the-vote drive.

Tennessee Meet
TENNESSEE Assn. of Broadcasters will meet in Nashville tomorrow (Tuesday) at the Andrew
Jackson Hotel for a business session and a Broadcast Music Inc.
clinic. President J. P. Sheftall,
WJZM Clarksville, will preside.
Dinner speaker will be Ralph W.
Hardy, director of government
relations for NARTB.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

The audience
walked

out!

In the last few years, many people
witnessed a miracle.
Once doomed to lives as invalids, they
walked out into lives of usefulness and
activity— by the miracle of the "wonder
drugs!"
as science's
newto drugs
mayWonderful
be, one factor
is still vital
their
success. They must be used in time to
be effective!

BROADCASTING
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That's why, when shipping drugs,
serums, and vaccines to all parts of the
country,
the orders
call for
world's!
fastest shipping
service—
Air theExpress
Air Express
speed savesyourlivesbusiness,
— and
dollars,
too. Whatever
you can profit from regular use of Air
Express. Here's why:
it's fastest — Air Express gets top
priority of all commercial shipping
services — gives the fastest, most complete door-to-door pickup and delivery
service in all cities and principal towns
at no extra cost.
it's dependable - Air Express provides one-carrier responsibility all the
way and gets a receipt upon delivery.

it's less
profitable—
Expressgivesservice
costs
than you Airthink,
you
many profit-making opportunities.
New parcel post regulations affect you?
Call your local agent of Air Express
Division, Railway Express Agency.

-^A/fflXP/lfSS

GETS THERE FtRST
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KM,

lie

million
is the number of radio families in the area now
covered by Radio Station WMC throughout the
.a and the Mid-South area.*
Memphis
♦Estimate based on 1949 BMB Survey projected through 1951.

Billio

n
dollars represents the buying power of those
families covered by Radio Station WMC in
the Memphis and Mid-South area.*
♦SURVEY OF BUYING POWER, 1951-1952.

and you can bet a
trillion
that your best radio
buy in Memphis* is
NBC — 5000
WATTS — 790
National Representatives, The Branham Company I
MEMPHIS
WMCF 260 KW Simultaneously Duplicating AM Schedule
WMCT
First TV Station in Memphis and the Mid-South
Owned and Operated by The Commercial Appeal
*Source : WMC's many satisfied advertisers
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WEEK SALE
Swap Plan Cancelled
SWAP of KTOK Oklahoma City
for WEEK Peoria, 111., has been
called off, it became known last
week when the FCC granted petitions of the respective owners for
dismissal of the transfer applications.
Exchange of stations— KTOK is
owned by 0. L. Taylor, radio-TV
station representative, and WEEK
is owned by Sen. Robert S. KerrDean McGee interests — was set
for hearing on overlap and trafficking in licenses issues by FCC last
month [B«T, March 10].
The overlap issue involved
KRMG Tulsa, already owned by
the Kerr-McGee group. Tulsa is
98 miles from Oklahoma City.
The trafficking in license issue
apparently was due to the fact
that Mr. Taylor intended selling
WEEK, after it was transferred
to his ownership, to Fred L. Vance
and family for $225,000. Mr Vance,
Dallas manager of the O. L. Taylor
Co., is a one-time Peoria resident.
Purpose of the trade, rather than
sale, between KTOK and WEEK
was attributed to tax reasons, it
was reported.
Reason for dropping the plan,
according to the petition to dismiss
the applications, was the inability
to furnish the FCC with any additional information regarding overlap of KTOK and KRMG which
might persuade it to approve the
transfer. The petition also stated
that there was no question that the
trafficking in licenses issue could
be resolved in favor of the applicants.
KTOK operates on 1000 kc with
5 kw day, 1 kw night, directional,
holds a CP for 5 kw fulltime, with
directional at night. It is affiliated
with ABC. WEEK operates on
1350 kc with 1 kw, and is affiliated
with NBC. Part of the agreement
was that the Kerr-McGee group
would maintain its 30% interest
in
whichSame
has
fileda separate
for TV company
in Peoria.
agreement bound Mr. Taylor to a
15% interest and Mr. Vance - to
55% interest in the TV applicant.
Mr. Taylor owns in addition to
KTOK, KANS Wichita, Kans., and
KRGV Weslaco, Tex.
Sen. Kerr is prominently mentioned as a possible Democratic
party candidate
dential nomination. for the Presi-

'Wherever You Go . . .'
ANGELS may fly over prison
walls, but radio beams fly in,
and officials at Rahway
(N.-J.) State
Prison fact
took last
advantage of that
week victto
persuade
230
cons to stop their rioting. To
convince local inmates that
other prisoners at Trenton
State Prison had ended their
77-hour siege, Rahway officials beamed a 6:15 p.m.
news report of the event over
the loud - speaker system.
WNJR Newark considered it
just another Friday night
newscast.
PEABODY AWARDS
Networks Plan Telecast
THREE of the four television networks — ABC-TV, CBS-TV and
NBC-TV — last week were planning
to telecast the annual Peabody
Awards luncheon, to be held Thursday in conjunction with the regular luncheon meeting of the Radio
Executives Club of New York.
Although complete broadcasting
plans appeared uncertain late last
week, it was known that CBS Radio
intended to record and broadcast,
later in the afternoon, an address
by its Edward R. Murrow, who
was scheduled as a principal speaker at the luncheon, while WQXR
New York announced it would
cover the presentation of awards
live from 1 : 15 to 2 p. m. The CBS
Radio broadcast is 4:15-4:30 p.m.
Telecast entations
coverage
of the pres-by
will be originated
ABC-TV and fed to CBS-TV and
NBC-TV, from 1:15 to 1:45 p.m.
The Peabody Awards, handled
through the U. of Georgia, are
designed
to and
recognize
"the most
disinterested
meritorious
public service" rendered each year by
radio and television. Winners of
this
year's The
honorsluncheon
have notwillbeenbe
disclosed.
held at the Waldorf-Astoria, with
Edward Weeks, editor of Atlantic
Monthly,
presiding over presentations.

'Forum' Landmark

TED GRANIK, Washington attorney, and his American Forum of
the Air, which he founded and moderates, celebrated their 24th anniversary in broadcasting yesterU.S. Pop.: 156#1 97,000
day (Sunday) with a simulcast of
the discussion program, 2:30-3
TOTAL
States aspopulation
of March of1, the1952,United
was p.m. on NBC radio, sustaining, and
about 156,197,000, according to Roy NBC-TV, sponsored by Bohn Aluminum & Brass Co. Oldest discusV. Peel, Director of the Census.
The figure includes armed forces
sion program on the air, the prooverseas. Official count of populagram originates in Washington and
tion in April 1, 1950, when the de- concentrates on political issues of
cennial census was taken, was 150,- the day. It has played host to a
697,361 with an estimate of armed
number of members of
forces overseas bringing the total substantial
to 151,132,000. The March estimate Congress. President Truman was
when Senator from Misrepresents
a 3.4%
increase in census
popu- a guest souri,
and President Roosevelt
lation since
the decennial
was taken.
when governor of New York.
BROADCASTING
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TOMORROW'S

NEIGHBORS

Making friends with the coming generation is essential
to good community relations. Radio is an effective aid.
Take another look at the kids in the picture.
Today they're schoolchildren, but tomorrow
they'll be employees, customers, suppliers . .
neighbors that any company should cultivate.
What's the best way to make friends with them?
The most efficient and economical way is radio.
No other medium gets into so many homes, at
hours when children are accessible. No other
local medium reaches so much of the areas that
companies want to influence.
Moreover, radio is superbly flexible. You can
tell your story in terms that appeal to the special
audience you seek. . at any time from early
morning to late night!

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

In six important industrial areas . . Boston, Springfield, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Fort Wayne and
Portland, Oregon . . you can get the benefit of
32 years' experience in helping industry make
friends with its neighbors. You can get this benefit from any one of the Westinghouse radio
stations. . whose skill and facilities are at the call
of company management, advertising agencies,
and public relations counselors.
WESTINGHOUSE RADIO STATIONS Inc
WBZ • WBZA • KYW • KDKA • WOWO • KEX • WBZ-TV
National Representatives, Free & Peters, except
for WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
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>l< E:COMPARATIVE NETWORK•MM
ABC
CBS
MBS NBC
Rangers
Co-opSskelskr
George My Friend Irmi Gabby Hayes Texas
Joel McCrea
Show
(192)
"
6:15 Mon. Headlines
(268) R C-P-P Dental &
The Chasemeiai
Nick
Carter neynoios
Shave
Creams
the
Band
6:30
S Our Miss Brook:
(171)
im\ State(6:55-7)
"
Farm Ins.
6:45
C.
Brown
CBC Winnipeg AmerJack TobBennyCo Affairs of BesHMays
(alL)CB(
7:00 ConcertVancouver
(199) R Peter Salem
Symphony
*
"
7:15
Little
Adventure
Amos 'n' Andy Symphonies
7:30
S
(192)
"
"
"
7:45
Great Day Harris 8 Faye
Stop
the
Music
Charlie
McCarthy
8:00
Show (202)
Show
(180)
"JC6R
»pp
"
8:15
Philip Morris
1)thes Airsteel
Hour —inTheatre
Guild(177)—
8:30 Stop the Music Playh.(193)on Bwy. Enchanted
a
"
"
8:45 Stop the Music
fiarlir rrous.
Prnik Screen Guild
barter
9:00 Drew(17S)Pearson Theatre Opera Concert
Electric
Cos.
Meet Corliss
9:15 Archer
(257)
"
Meet Millie John J.HourAnthony theS384
9:30
Question
"
Suns
9:45
S
Is Free Stars& inBlueKhaki
(10-10:05) ThisEurope
10:00 Harvey
Corp., Paul
(1!8), Bob Trout
Rin{S"
Gloria Parker (10:05-30)
"
10:15
ShowS
The People Act
Stringslor Hab in the
10:30 WilliamShowS lusher Choraliers (159) Music
Dr. SGin
10:45
NewsNBCfrom
News
News
NewsS
11:00
Thinkins
Clifton UHey
Thoughts
11:15PM In Passing Out Loud
Music
(11:15-25)
ABC
OperaAlbum
9:00 AN
9:15
Prophecy, Inc.
9:30 Voice ofmProphet
9:45
Message
IsraelS of
10:00
10:15
NegroChoirsCollege
10:30
S
10:45
Fine Arts
11:00
Quartet
S
11:15
theIn Christian
Action
11:30
S
11:45
12:00 N NewsS
12:15 PM Brunch Time
Co-op
Piano
12:30
Playhouse
12:45
Churches of of
(108)
~rnnr~ ChristTruthHerald
1:15

5UNDAY
CBS
MBS
Trinity
Elder Michaux
Choir Happiness
Hour
News
S
Rel.
E.Biggs
Power Christian
BackChurchto God

NBC
World
LoekwoodNewsDoty
We Hold
These Truths
Carnival
Books ol
Hudson
Coat
D&H Miners
Spl.
(14)
<
m
ChurchS of Air RadioClassBible National
(311)
Radio^Pulpit
Voice ol
Prophecy
SaltTabernacle
Lake City

ArtDr.ofhale
Living
News
Highlights
FaultlessTime
Starch

Wm.
Hillman
AmericanCorp. -mProtam
Health Quiz Serenade
Northwestern
U. UN.li
Review
My Beat
S
Learning*
TBA
Viewpoint
Platform College Choirs
USA
People's
LatinMusic
Ameriian
The
Eternal
Howard K. Bill Cunningham
Co-op
Light
Smith
S
BillNews
Costello FrankDawn& Bible
Ernest
Vandeventer &
String Serenade The SNews Critic at Large
tarn Corp.
Mike 95
Health Quiz

Strips
ABC
NBC
ABC
CBSLife Ins,. MBS NBC
Metro.LileCBS Ins. Kid MBS
norMon-Fri
8-7in p.m.service Metro.
Allan Jackson Kid Strips Bab Warren Not in Service Allan Jackson Repeat of Bab Warren
Repeal el
S
S
the World
the World
(MM)
—Sports
Bill(MM)
Stern's
—
S
S
Sports
Review
Review
No Service
NoService
Network
No Service
Network
No Service
— P86 Ivory— Co-op
sun OilExtraCo.
Sun OilExtraCo.
Lowell Thomas
3-Star
J-Star
Lowell Thomas
Co-op rau uxyo.
(106)
Lava
(106)
(34)
(33)
Oxyd. Lava Fulton Lewis Jr. PureNews OilTimeCo. Headline
Headline
Co-op P&GDreft-Beulah
Edition Dreft-Beulah Fulton(349)Lewis Jr. Pure
News OilTimeCo.
Edition
(349)
(125)
R
w
(33)
No Network
Network
Elmer Davis Jack Smith Show Hazel
Smith RShow DinnerS Date NoService
Elmer Davis Jack (125)
Nat'l Markel
Assn. milesServiceLaos.
(141)
R
Campbell
Soup
Silver
Eagle
Show
General
Mills
Mile*
sht
alt wks. News of World General Mills - Peggy Lee CreditHeatterUnion News of1 World
Lone Ranger Club 15 Beltone
(162)
n;|uii-namm.
ii3-m —GabrielcTlpHeatter
S
(137)
(162)
Miles
Labs
(153) Am.«_ (166)
1
Man's
Family
An.Ed. R.Oil-Hanm.
Murrow Mutual
R (7:45-7:55)— 1 Man's Family
"
Newsreel
(7:45-7:55)
(See footnote) Ed. R.(100)Murrow
Mutual Newsreel
(100)
Theatre
Elec.
Auto-Lite
(159)
H
R
People
Are
Funny The Black America
Woman
of Railroad Hour
Henry Taylor Suspense
the
Year
Museum Cavalcade(162)of
S
(159)Wide
(186)
WorldFlashes
gft (181)
,|■ RRis
"
"
"
"
"
J-P-P Shampoo & (Co-op)
S
(Co-op)
Lewis-Howe Co.
Lever-Lipton
Kildare
Craig
(169)
Shave
Cream
The BigS Hand Godfrey
Escape
With
/oice
of
Firestone
MeS Mr. & Mrs. North Story of Doctor 3/18 Barrio
TalentR DoesCrimeNot Pay
Co-op
Scouts (167)
(142)
"
"
"
"
R
Wm(187)Wrigley
Official
Bell Telephone Town Meeting Life(188)
of Luigi Detective
PaulTeenWhiteman
Liggett
Lux
Radio
obChesterfield
Hope& Myers
(176)
Club
Crime
Theatre (180) Fighters Telephone Hour
S
"
"
"
"
*
Pet Milk(158) 8
R
BandCities(176)
ol Service
America
The Line-up "XF.ol'L
Mysterious
Traveler ibberMollyMcGee
Home
Front
War Front»hr S Publ Co
"
fiews News (20)
B.F.oiL.
R
J
Reynolds
Cb'r.S.
Monitor'
Candidates
(103)
N
Bob
Hawk
ow
rr
TomoS
Musical
Album Tomorrow
Show (179)
and Issues Frank Edwards Life (100)
S
(10-10:30)
AlMontgomery
Goodman's
Dream SHarbor
1Mystery
Love A Montgomery
1
Love
A
Harbor
Mystery
S
(10:30-10:35)
(10:30-10:35)
Co-op
Phillips
Petro
DefenseNews el— Rex Allen(70) Show Amer.
Dance he(I'oTsihil)
or Not?
Man"X"s Called
HealthCo-opProtam
Quiz Assignment
Orchestra
S
(MM)
S
Waxworks
Robert Q.
Waxworks DanceTalkingOrch.
Robert Q's Talking
TBA
Baukhage
Baukhage News from\jleNBC(9o) Band
News
S
News
tews from NBC
Dance
News of
Dance
U.N.
(10:35-11)'
U.N. Morgan
the WorldBeatty Sports^Report Orchestra
Sports^Report Orchestra Highlights
theNewsal
WorldBeatty
Morgan
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Co-op
Co-op - FRIDAY
Today
ABC MONDAY
CBS
MBS NBC
ABC
CBS5ATUKDAYMBS Howdy-Doody
NBC
News
Network Opens
No
Network
Breakfast Club News Rebl(Co-.,)
No School
Hurleigh Service
(33)
19
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Breakfast
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Program
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Break
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General(141)Foods CurtMilesMassey
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At Noon
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S
Service
Man
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the
Farm
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Quaker Public Affairs
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Aunt
VictorSerutan
Show Smith
5th Army
S
News
(149)Lindlahr
(MM)
Time
(12:15-12:25)
Band
U.S.
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Stars
American
Farmer
Not in Service Helen(176)Trent Carl Smith
Marine
Band
Over (159)
Hollywood
S
(12:25-12:30)
Co-op Our Whitehall
Network
Gal Sunday FaithCo-opIn NoService
(170)
P&G8 Span,
Ivory,BigSpie Our Time
Allis-Chalmers
Ton!
Navy SHour Grand.Cen.Sta.
PaulCo-opHarvey Sister
Dance Orch latl.HourFarm(174)& H.
(150) Cedric Foster
(171)
P&GOxyuol Bob Poole
,W
Perkins
Show
Ted Malone Ma (158)

ABC Metro. CBSLife
Not in Service Allan Jacks it
the World •PP
S 31,
'46NoPi'flTTne
Oxyd
Servic
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Lowell Thou y
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Headline AmDreft-Beu
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Edition
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Lone Ranger
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Mills Campbell
Ed.' (141)
R. Murr15RS
Club
(153)
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(See footnote)
(100) m
lystery(288)Theatre
The Top" Guy
Co-op
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Mr. Co-op
President
Crossfire

Big Town
"
(153)
Dr. ChristiiR hn
ffineT"
afety
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(182) R
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Tomorrow
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News
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Sports Report Orchestra
BandS

5
1:30 PM
1:45
2:00
2:15
2:30
2:45
3:00
3:15
3:30
3:45
4l

Marines
Review In
S

This Weekthe
Around
Bill, Graliai

4:15
4:30
4:45
5:00
5:15
GoodyearStory
Greatest
5:30
b:45PM
(280)

"Vol

THURSDAY
CBS
Life Ins. MBS
Jackson
the WSorld

! SDAY
MBS
Sports(MM)Re»i
Service
Sun OilExtraCo.
3-Star
(34)
NewsnrcT
Time
(34)

P&G-lvory
Lowell
Thoma
Co-op P&G— Oxy. Lav
Dreft—
Beulah
Headline
Edition
(125) R
Jackpie-tide
Smith Sho
Mills SSI Lee
Silver Eagle
NewsMiles(162)
of Labs
World General
(137)
utiles Labs
Am. Oil-H;
Man's
(159) HFamily
8 Cafe Istanbul
(100)
MGM
Musical
M.
Dietrich
iomedy
of the TheAir

Rukeyser
Reports

Theatre
S

Am.Cig.&Cig.
The Big Story
m

Silent Men Jr.D
-Franka.f.oil.
10-10:30 S
(135)Edwards Fairbanks,

Foreign
Reporter
News of

Meredilh Willso Hotel Edison
(10:35-11)

Sun3-Star6ilExtra
Co.
(32)Oil Co.
Pure
News Time
(30)
Service
NewsMilesof Lab:World
Miles Lab!
Man's
Family
(160):t6»H

P8G-lvory
Co-op Lowell
(106)Thomas
Headline P&G Oxyd. Lav;
Edition
JackP&G-Tide
Smith Sho
(141)
Lone Ranger Campbell
Club 15RSoup
_Q53j__ (166)R
Murrow"
DrettAm.Ed. R.Oil-(100)

Co-op

Sports
Revie
Bill(MM)
Stern':
CaboT
Sun OilExtraCo.
3-Star
Management LarryNewsLeSeuer
Pure
This I Believe
News(33)OilTimeCo.
No
Network
(33)
Co-op
Service
MurineHeatter
Co. NewsMilesof LabsWorld
Gabriel
Dr.Wrigley
Pepper State Farm
(162)iTalT
7:45-7:55
Auto Ins. Co.
s Famil
Mutual Newsree
Sports
GeneMRoundu
Autry C. Brown
Adventures General
FoodsR
(159)
H
Roy Rogers
(179)
' amn

Dragnet Ozzie Heinz
&<MLHar
ilTJiR.
GulfCounterspy
Retiring Bristol-Myers
Mr. District
(288) Atty

- FRIDAY
withLuncheon
Lopez Merrill SMueller
Wesson
Dr. PaulOil
(59)
Dixieland Pickens Party
Matinee
Meredith
Willson'sRoomMusic
General
Live LikeMills(74)A
withSayMusic
It Millionaire
Co-op Amer. Tob. Co.
Banghart 2:55
Paradise Life-Beautiful
Road of Life
Poole's -S8Pepper(158)Young
P&G
(158)
Right tonesHappiMiscellaneous Backstage Wife
Programs - SterlingP8SGDrug'
4:25 News S Stella Dallas
Mert's
Record Sterling(149)Drug
Adventures
M-F 4:30-5 Young
Brown Widder
(149)
Manhtn.
M-F Woman
M—5-5:30
B. Benson
inSoapMy
Tu-Sgt.
Prestoi
House
Th-Sgt. Preston Whitehall(177)
Just Plain Bill
WFGreen(Quaker)
OrangeCrus
Hornet
Whitehall
5:30-5:55
tu i Front
Page
Th,SkyKellogg
Derby
King
_m^SL
5:30-5:55 MWF Lorenzo Jones
Wild Bill Hicko Ex-Lax(105)Inc.
M-F 5:55-6
Johnson
& Son Doctor's188 Wife
Cecil Brown

Tarzan

(75) R
GF-Grape-Nuts
Gangbusters

Reporter's
A.F..IL
A.F.otL. Amer.HitTob.ParadiCi.
Cavalcade of (10-10:05) Frank Edwards
Frank (28)Edwards Your
m Sport! "(Mi) Morgan News I LovemA
Life (100)
W
Montgomery
Co-op
(10:30-10:35)
(10:30-10:35) AmericanPageSport
Bill Stern
(10:35-10:45)
gomer
(10:35-11)
Talking
Baukhage
theNewsoi
World
theNewsoi
World

theNewsoi
WorldBeatty
Morgan
|T I M E
SUNDAY
MONDAY
Lutheran
U. of Chicago
Syncopation
Hour
Malone
Pieee
(Lutheran) Roundtable Not lu Service Dr.P&G(153)
Guiding(155)buzLight
• GF Swan-Cal.
Longines- TopwithTunes The Hour
Catholic M.MJKeBride Mrs.
Symphonette Trendler
GradyP&GBurton(13l
Coletide(41
(155)
Perry(158)Mason
(See
footnote)
ot Family Circle Toni,Nora Seeman
Your Invitation Dixie Four Amer.theForum
Drake
(2:3M:00)
SAir
Quartet
(178)
P&G
Ivory
American
Brighter
DayFl.
Protam
Health Corp.
Quiz
Miles(142)House
Labs•
Be Hilltop
Bandstand
Seated
U.SJ). Elmo Roper Ladies
S
Pillsbury
House Party
Music
America's
AirHourForce EarlWashington
Godwin's MaryMarlin NewsStar(3:50-55)
Lines'p.n
BelmontC. Swayzi
Radii Philip
Morrisof Gen4-4:15F.3:55-4
M-F
"
EH.OffTBA5/11
5/11 John
Romance
(135) E. Winters (24! ) ColeS.(41)Grad
General
Mills
The
Falcon
Tu-Music
by
Under
MusicYou For
Betty Crocker Antonini
S
Arrest
4-4:30*
MW
Chicagoan
Thy Voice
Neighbors
SL Louis
(91)
Matinee
S * ThFTreasury
Hearthstone
0
The
Dean
U.
S.
tobacc
Seah
rook
Farm
Martin
Kane
the Death Squa Private Files
S Show Bandstand
(167) Cameron
of Matthew
Manhattan
Bell
Maharajah
4:55-5 News
Co-op
4:30-4:55
Bake
KinganGodfrey Wildroot American
5-5:45 p.m.
Assoc.
Hollywoo
Arthur
Jon S No Service
Roundtable (17 , The Shadow Playhouse (183 BigSparkie
Mark S Trail
—Kellogg
(mWFCo.)
Admiral
Whitehall
Williamson
Robl. Trout (alternate wks. 1112S
Space Cadet(213)
Tu&Th
Labs
j '(111) True Detective
.CurtMilesMassey
.1Mysteries (515
S—FunSeeFactory
Footnot Time
(147) R

SATURDAY
CRS
, MRS

m
Una Mae
S
Carlisle

This Is Your FB

-GF^SsT

Dealers,
Your LileY (183) Amateurm Hour Mr. Chaim

FRIDAY
-CIS-

.NBC.

Saturday at
S
TheSunsThree
S
Bud*.

6:00 PM
(MM)
H. V. News
Kaltenborn 6:15
6:30
BC Syrr
Orihe:
6:45
7:00
7:15
7:30
7:45
8:00
8:15
8:30
The Judy

8:45
Canova Show
9:00
S
Grand
Ole Opry 9:15
R. J. Reynold:
9:30
9:45
Chicago
of theTheatre
Air
10:00
J1Z2L 10:15
Chimb.
SocBasinLowerSt.Mus. 10:30
10:45
11:00
11:15PM

Explanation: Listings
in order: Sponsor, nameB re-of
program,
of stations:
broadcast number
West Coast;
TBA to Sbesustaining;
announced. Time
EDT.
ABC—John8:55-9
Contea.m.,
ShowM-F.(295).Stokely-Van Camp. The
TBA
2:30-2:35
Tulany p.m.:,
Daily M-F,Double,John(49).H. Dulany & Son,
5:55-6 p.m.,
p.m., M-W-F,
M-F, World
Beporter
7:30-8
Amer.Flight
Bakeries
(southeast).
Lone
Banger.
seg.
Coffee in
(2:25-2:90) Washington
9:55-10
p.m.,
F.
Gen.
Foods,
Sanka
News
(283)
*PP General
(Pyramid
Plan)
American
S
Mills participations on The Chicle
Top Guy,&
Utornev. Th. ,
CBS—News11-11:05
Georgia
(185) a.m
Big City
Campana,un.,Bill8:30-8:45
Shadel
Crackers
Serenade
Sueurp.m..(180) Sun., Best Foods Inc., Larry Le5:55-fi
10:25-30
Lab., Galen Drake (188)
9:30-9:35 a.m..
p.m.,Sat.,Tues..Econ.
(179)Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.
Bandstand The Downhomers 9:25-30Louellap.m..Parsons
Th..
Gen.
Foods,
ShadelSalutes
News (158)
9:25-30
p.m..a.m..
Sat., Gen.
(155)
S
U.S.A.
8:30-9:15
Sun., Foods,
GeneralSankaFoods,
Sundav
(3:25-3:30)
Morning
Gatherin'
(107)
S. C.NewsJohnson U. S. Army
3:45-50
p.m.,
M-F,
Kellogg,
Carl
Smith,
(140)
3:40-45 p.m.,
Cedric Adams (164)
11:30-35
a.m.. M-F,
Sun., Pillsbury,
Bill
Band
Bill Shadel
Downs. (S).(S)
Sports Parade
* 4:10-15
Sustainersp.m.,on . Sun.,
split network
-4:30 p.m.,_Mon.-Sun.
, Game ofandtheC0-1Day(FalstaffTime,Brewing
Gillette
Warm-Up
5 min. Scorcbuanl.
preceding
Network Mon.-Sun.
games.
Camel-Sat.Baseball
Win Racing
Place News'
&
5
min.
following,
lion.
ScoreCaribbean
d, 5 min. M-Sat..
following.Johnson
Sun. Wheaties
Crossroads Show Tunes 11:25-11:30 boara.m.,
&Foods
Son. Co.—
News
11:30-12:00
Noon,
M-W-F,
Kraft
co-sponsors
Queen
for C.a Johnson
Day. & Son News.
2:25-2:30
p.m.,
M-F,
S.
4:55-5
p.m., S. Bobby
Benson — American Chicle
5:15-5:30
M, portion
sponsoredp.m..by Kraft
Foods Co.of Bobby Benson
Hawaii Calls Musicant
9-9^)5
p.m.,
M-F,
Johns-Manville
Corp.Amer.
Bill
NBC—Chicle,
*OT Liggett
Operation& Myers.
Tandem, Whitehall
Harmony Mind Your
8-8:15
a.m..
Skellv
Oil,
M-F,
News
(28);
Sat,
This a.m.
Farming
Bus.Time. Gen. Mills, (10).
Manners
10:15-11
HymnMan"
Rangers
* MM — "Minute
Programs.

SATURDAY
{1:30-2:25)
Vincent Lopez
Discs
City(158)
Hospital Dunn on
ShowS
Hormel & Co.
Front &S Center Music
Girls with(120)H.
TreasuryS Welk':
Show
Lawrence

Make Way
for Youth

Pan-American
UnionS

Report
From
Over Seas
Adventure
In Co-op
Science
Lone Pine & Farm News
eers S
Scratch Pad
ABCNewsLate Correspondents'
Stan Dougherty
S
Box ScoresSat. Horse Racing
Finnegan's
S
Tea & Crumpets CrossU.S.A.Section
Eddie Fisher
Roselandro m OBallS rch.
Show
Treasury
At Home
Music with Bandstand
ClubClubAluminum
Time
(28)

Bands
BondsIn
Dizzy Dean

TBA
TerreaSongsLea
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...to

deliver

COVERAGE

your

sales

pitch in the

Far

West!

You cover all the bases when you buy NBC Pacific Coast
Network — the only network that delivers top coverage —
83.5% of all radio homes in this great mass market!
Soap . . . soup . . . insurance . . . automobiles — than those of any other network serving the
whatever your product or service — if it has Far West.
mass appeal, your most effective advertising
The great states of Oregon, Washington and
medium for reaching the great Western California now have the highest per capita
market is NBC Pacific Coast Network.
income of any region of the U. S. A. Estimated
In this rich, fast-growing area where 98% retail sales for 1952 will run over 16 billion
of all homes are radio homes, 83.5% of these dollars! To get your share of these dollars—
homes listen regularly to NBC Pacific Coast buy time now on NBC Pacific Coast Network.
Network, and costs-per-thousand are lower Consult your NBC Sales Office for details.
WESTERN NETWORK
NATIONAL BROADCASTING
A Division of Radio Corporation of America
HOLLYWOOD • SAN FRANCISCO • CHICAGO • NEW YORK
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Open Mike
(Continued from page 18)
knowledge, Mutual was the first The person referred to by Mr. King,
iradio network to return to the Lee McGinnis, is in no way conscene for reactions approximately
nected with this company. At one
six minutes after the historic an- time he did, and when his disnouncement.
honesty and disregard for ethics
was found out he was immediately
Where was the scoop?
dismissed.
...
Hollis Seavey
Washington
Representative
Now
by
printing
letterfactswith-of
MBS
out bringing out thethistrue
the matter or McGinnis' name will
[EDITOR'S
NOTE:
Mr.
Seavey
caught
us in an unfortunate error — the omis- undoubtedly cause many broadcasters whom we have done business
sion of "TV"
the network
cations in afrom
CLOSED
CIRCUITidentiinto think we have completely
tended tofirefer
age of the
event.]only to television cover- with
turned dishonest. The implication
is there, inasmuch as the words,
"Bond
,Rural Listener
brought aout.Week
. . . Club," have been
EDITOR:
George R. Turpin
Owner and Manager
Enclosed is a piece of fan mail
George R. Turpin Assoc.
from one of the ardent listeners of
Fort Worth
the Ernie and Arnie Show, an 8 to
9 feature on WBVP that is more was
[EDITOR'S
NOTE:
The original
letter
written
by Victor
King,Tex.,station
than holding its own against TV manager
ofthatKERB
Kermit,
who
reported senting
Lee
McGinnis,
reprebecause
it's
programmed
by
two
himself as connected with a
local boys at the local level. . . .
"Bond
a Week Club,"
had disappeared
after ingcollecting
cash payments
belongTurpin towasthenot station.
mentionedThough
in theMr.original
letter,
we
are
glad
to
publish
Mr.
Turpin's
comments
as
emphasis
that
Mr.
McGinnis was not associated with Mr.
Turpin at the time of the Texas escapade.]

We thought that this would make
a good cartoon and should be passed
on to you. . . .
Thomas B. Price
Station Manager
WBVP Beaver Falls, Pa.
Man the Pumps
EDITOR:
Words cannot express my appreciation for the terrific story you
carried in the April 14 issue of
Broadcasting • Telecasting on
my "TV Station Operating Expense" analysis.
As a result of your story, we are
swamped with requests for copies
of the analysis ....
Joe Herold
Broadcast Equipment Sales
RCA Victor
Camden, N. J.

Allocations Report
EDITOR:
Of all the jobs
Broadcasting
Telecasting
has done
in its illus-•
trious history, your April 14 issue,
together with the supplement, was
the best in my judgment. Getting
the supplement out under such tremendous pressure would have killed
anyone else but you and your staff.
I would like to write each member who participated in the fine
job, but I hope you will save me
that by passing my letter around
as a sincere token of my appreciation.
Howard
L. C'hernoff
General Manager
KFMB-AM-TV San Diego
EDITOR:
I think you did the broadcasting
industry a tremendous service in
publishing the full text of the
FCC's TV allocation plan. It served
to clear up a lot of misinformation
and gave us, and many other stations, too, I am sure, a welcome
source of official reference for what
is actually going to happen.
I also noticed in one of your recent issues that you have compiled
a series of radio success stories.
Would
you be good enough to send
us a copy?
Thank you.
Paul Martin
Station Manager
WCCC Hartford, Conn.

The Missing McGinnis
EDITOR:
I was quite shocked and rather
violently disturbed when I read
Open Mike in the April 7 issue of
Broadcasting.
TREND back to radio buying has
By publishing the letter from the been
reported by WBAL Baltimore.
disgruntled Mr. King you have According1
station has
salesbeen
executives,,
probably cost me several thousand more new tobusiness
booked
dollars and damaged my reputation in April than at any time in recent
in this industry beyond repair. . . .
years.
BROADCASTING
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From

where

6y Joe

Whitey
"Rang

I sit

Marsh

Sure

the Bell

Telephone woke me out of a sound
sleep last Friday night about eleventhirty. "This is Whitey Fisher out on
River Road," says a voice. "I just
wanted to tell you how much I like
this week's Clarion"
"Thanks, but why call to tell me at
this time of night?" "Simple," he
says,
"yourwhile
paper
delivered
it a short
ago. boy
Beenjustwaiting
for
it all
Nextevening."
day, Buzzy Wilson tells me he
delivered Whitey's pape,r that late
because he stayed in town for the
high school dance— thinking it would
be O.K. to drop it off on his way home.
From where I sit, I can't blame
Whitey for his little joke. He was just
reminding me we owe other people the
same consideration we expect from
them. Since Tm always talking about
respecting the other fellow's rights —
including his right to enjoy a friendly
glass of beer if he chooses, it was only
fair that Whitey should "wake me
up" to his right to get his copy of the
Clarion when he expects it— on time.
Thanks again, Whitey!

Copyright, 1952, United States Brewers Foundation
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Only ONE Station
DOMINATES
This Rich
Growing Market
with
1951 Bank Deposits
of
$343,735,852.90
A 10-year gain of 134%

vwstomvUlem
Page 46 • ,4pr»7 2S, 2952

ion Fi,ed at Fcc
App,
SALE
APPLICATION
approval-T
of theVthe position
of vice president
and icot
AM
value of $26,470.59 for AM and
KOB for
sale of KOB-AM-TV Albuquerque general manager of WINX-AM- $74,542.79 for TV.
FM Washington, then owned by the
Current liabilities of the licensee
from T. M. Pepperday (Albuquer- Washington
Post. Before that he
quemer Journal)
to TimeWayne
Inc. and
put at $100,669.62. Balance
FCC Chairman
Coy forfor was assistant to publisher (now were
sheet also showed surplus of $429,chairman) Eugene Meyer.
188.29. Profit for the month of
$900,000
[B*T,lastMarch
with
the FCC
week. 3] was filed
Before joining the Washington January was put at $9,692.35.
Stations will be sold first to Time Post, Mr. Coy served in various
Balance sheet estimated replaceInc. After a series of reorganiza- government posts. At one time he
ment costs of the 31-year-old KOB
tions, which will transfer the physi- was one of President Roosevelt's (NBC affiliate operating on 770 kc
assistants
and
ascal assets to a Time Inc. sub- "anonymous"
with
50
wk day, 25 kw night under
sistant director of the Bureau of special FCC
sidiary, the stations will be owned
authority) at $260,500.
It also estimated replacement costs
jointly by the Henry Luce firm and the Budget.
Mr. Coy will be president and of four-year-old KOB-TV (on ChanMr. Coy [B«T, March 10].
Although Time Inc. will pay treasurer of Albuquerque Broadnel 4) atwith$226,500.
all four TVKOB-TV
networks,is
when the sale of the affiliated
$900,000 for the properties, the stations caissting Co.approved
via
kinescope
recordings.
by
the
FCC.
application revealed that it would Arthur R. Murphy Jr., manager of
'Time's' Past Radio Interests
declare a dividend equal to $300,000
Time beInc.'s
of TimeMrs.division,
net quick assets immediately after will
vice March
president.
Grace
From 1943 to 1945, Time Inc.
the FCC approves the sale. This
would bring the purchase price Cody Coy, wife of the former FCC owned 12V2% of ABC. From 1942
chairman, will be secretary. In ad- to 1944, the Time, Life, Fortune
down to $600,000.
dition to the officers, the new board publisher owned a substantial
A partial
liquidation
of
the
liof the licensee will in- amount of preferred stock in
censee will then be effected, the of directors
clude
Charles L. Stillman, Time Inc. WQXR New York (now owned by
application explained, which would vice president.
the New York Times).
place all fixed assets (including
land but not the TV building) in
Total assets of Albuquerque
Consolidated balance sheet as of
the name of Michigan Square Broadcasting Co. as of Jan. 31, 1952 the end of 1951 showed Time Inc.
Building
Corp.,
a
Time
Inc.
subwere
put
at
$588,311.74.
Of
this,
with total current assets of $60,sidiary.
$383,721.23 was in cash. Included
of which $20,270,825 was
Michigan Square company would in the assets was a depreciated 901,281,
in cash. Total current liabilities
lease the fixed assets and land back
to Albuquerque Broadcasting Co.,
licensee of KOB-AM-TV, for eight
years at the appraised value of
$450,000. Worth of licensee will
thus be $150,000, it was explained.
BETTENDORP
Coy Receives Interest
Subsequently, Time Inc. will sell
ONE ANNOUNCEMENT -50% interest in the licensee to Mr.
ROCKMOLINE
ISLAND
Coy for $75,000. Mr. Coy will put
TWO OUT-OF-TOWN CUSTOMERS
AND INEASTILLINOIS
MOLINS
up $37,500 out of his personal funds,
borrow the other $37,500 from the
Chase National Bank of New York,
it was indicated. At the same time,
$2,450 in Sales
Mr. Coy will be signed as general
manager of the stations at $26,000
Davenport's
Burkeholder Custom
had
schedule
WOC this
forKitchens
2V2
years.hasbuilds
Store
per year with an eight year conowner
J. ofK. advertising
Burkeholderon knows
schedule
tract. In addition, Mr. Coy will resales
main as radio-TV consultant to
fact. volume. Has many specific instances proving this
Time Inc. at a yearly fee of $24,000.
The consultant contract began April
For example,
in Januaryon '52,hisa way
Clinton,
Iowa, man
driving
near Davenport
to Burlington,
1 and runs to the end of March 1955.
heard
a
Burkeholder
announcement.
Stopped
in DavenTime has an option to extend that
port store ; told them to get in touch with his wife
about
contract to 1957.
remodelling their kitchen.
Mr. Coy represented his net worth
Within week, Burkeholder had a $1,350 order from
as $62,973.79. Assets included his
this
ClintonBurkeholder;
family. But purchased
more, Clinton $1,100
man's custombrother
Washington house, to be sold June
contacted
15 for $43,000; furnishings, $3,000;
built steel kitchen.
Result of one WOC aannouncement
—
1951 Lincoln automobile, $2,000;
$2,450 this
in sales.
"Credit WOC I
with
sale, forSaiduntilthe I Clinton
heard theman:announcement,
jewelry and pictures, $400; bonds,
didn't know about the Burkeholder firm."
$7,000; cash, $3,829.01; paid up reProof that when you want sales volume in the
tirement, U. S. Civil Service,
Quint-Cities
retail nearest
market; F— you
$5,050.96; cash value of life insurWOC. Contact— nation's
us direct,71stor your
& P loant
man.
ance policies, $5,038.31. Liabilities
comprised mortgage on Washington
Free & Peters, Inc.
house, $3,919.49; fee for sale of
Exclusive National Representatives
house, $2,150; bills payable, $275.
Income for Mr. Coy was put at
Davenport, Iowa
$12,685 in 1950, $12,148 in 1951.
This was after deductions for
Basic NBC Affiliate
taxes, the application stated. Mr.
5000 W. - 1420 KC
Coy was chairman of the FCC from
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
1947 25].
to Feb. 21 of this year [B»T,
Ernest C. Sanders, Manager
Feb.
Mr. Coy went to the FCC from
ROADCASTING
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added up to $17,373,712.
Representing Time Inc. and Mr.
Coy is the Washington law firm
of Loucks, Zias, Young & Jansky.
Time Inc. also is represented by
the New York law firm of Cravath,
Swaine & Moore. Representing
Albuquerque Broadcasting Co. is
the Washington law firm of Pierson
& Ball.
CHURCH NAMED
Succeeds Chester at CBS
APPOINTMENT of Wells Church
as acting director of news and
public affairs for CBS Radio, to
take over the duties handled by
Edmund A. Chester before he re' general
signed tomanager
become ofpartthe owner
RHC and
Cadena Azul network in Cuba [B«T,
April 14], was announced last week
by CBS Radio President Adrian
Murphy.
Mr. Church, who initially joined
CBS in 1931 in Washington, has
been editor-in-chief of CBS Radio
news since July 1949.
Mr. Church, a veteran newsman,
after joining CBS in 1931, became
program manager and assistant to
the vice president of WTOP Washington and in 1936 became director
of radio for the Republican National Committee. In 1941, Mr. Church
went to England as advisor to the
BBC. The following year he reurned to theandU. talks
S. to director
become special tevents
for
the Coordinator of Inter-American
Affairs. In 1945, he returned to
CBS andrector of news
the next
year became
broadcasts.
He wasdinamed
editor-in-chief
in
July
1949
when radio and TV news activities
were merged. Mr. Church received
the title for CBS Radio following
the divorcement of radio and TV
activities of CBS last July.

iocs/

foe/to

Safes

4

ACNY NOMINATIONS
Officers Slate Announced
NOMINATIONS committee of the
tVatmaJ
Spot dc/rerf/sers
Advertising Club of New York announced its 1952 slate April 18,
with George S. McMillan, vice
president of Bristol-Myers Product
Div., named for president. Stanley
Resor, J. Walter Thompson president, was listed for vice president
and James A. Brewer, board chairman of Brewer-Cantelmo Co. was
suggested for treasurer.
directors, terms,
to serveinCentral New York is a stable, diversified market— an
forNominations
one, cluded
twoElonandG.forthree-year
Borton,
Advertising
industrial center, agricultural center, distribution
Federation of America president;
Georgeager of Cluett,
A. Phillips,
advertising
mancenter. It is a big-spending market, as is proved by
Peabody
&
Co.;
George
A. Nelson,
general Corp.;
manbooming department store sales. To reach it, do what
ager,president
Stevens-Nelsonand Paper
C. B. Robert
Larrabee,M. president
of executive
Printer's
the on-the-spot advertisers do — put your sales story
Ink;
Feemster,
committee
Wall Streetdirector
JouronWSYR.
nal; Gene chairman,
Flack,
advertising
for Sunshine
Biscuits;
Hugh R.Bureau
Jackson,of
president,
Better
Business
New York; Royal
and David
B. Starrett,
president,
Typewriter
Co. vice
Write, Wire, Phone
Additional nominations are to be
accepted only in writing several
ACUSE
weeks in advance of the voting,
Ask Headley-Reed
or
scheduled for Club's annual meetNBC AFFILIATE
ing May 13. Top three nominees,
assisted by continuing officers, are
WSYR-AM-FM-TV — The Only Complete Broadcasting Institution in Central New York
to serve until next annual meeting.
BROADCASTING
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HIGHER RATINGS
In BIG Towns
In SMALL Towns
San Francisco . . 16.0
Hattiesburg . . 29.6
Louisville
. . 21.7
Zanesville
.. . 26.0
Minneapolis . . 16.5
Youngsrown . . 21.3
He'll chalk up high ratings for you, loo/
MORE RENEWALS!
Minneapolis,
network shows. consistently outrating
lportant
New Orleans, consistently delivering a large
and
loyal audience.
Raleigh,
consistently
selling
for
Carolina
Power
and Light Company.
He'll chalk up more renewals for you, too!
EASIER SALES
• "Boifon Blackie's J9.7, the highest rated show on Sunday afternoon in
James Coy — Rogers & Smith Advertising Agency
• "Boston
has air
the and
most isloyalLakelistening
of any showmystery
we've
ever hadBlackie
on the
Charlesaudience
most outstanding
°W James H. Jesse, Pgm. Dir., Station KLOU, Lake Charles, La.
• "Today
marksOurthe latest
91st broadcast
Blackieandfor local
Falls City
Beer —
Louisville.
Hooper topsof Boston
all network
competitive
Ray D. Williams — Prater Advertising Agency
• "Weprograms."
are having tremendous success with Boston Blackie. Once it was
necessary
play-by-play
sport commitments.
It would beto re-schedule
difficult for^Blackie'
you to forappreciate
the deluge
of calls we
received
station."Ass't. Gen. Mgr., Station WVJS, Owensboro, Ky.
John atT. theRutledge,
He'll chalk up easier sales for you, too!

NotyohTV!
AM + TV = TOP RESULTS!
Boston Blackie on TV is already proving the fastest seller ever.
Sponsored by big-name advertisers on top TV stations in:
NEW YORK CITY, CHICAGO, LOS ANGELES, WASHINGTON, D. C,
DETROIT, CINCINNATI, DAYTON, COLUMBUS, PITTSBURGH, CLEVELAND,
LANCASTER, TOLEDO, MINNEAPOLIS, RICHMOND, NORFOLK, ATLANTA
HURRY YOUR MARKET MAY STILL BE AVAILABLE!
WRITE, WIRE OR PHONE.
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Same 'Freedom' Boat
FOR THE past fortnight there has been sound
and fury over President Truman's remark implying that he had the authority to seize newspapers and radio in a national emergency. The
White House has done little to amplify or
explain
the President's
utterance
the
top topic
at the series startling
of newspaper
annual—
conventions held during the past 10 days.
Newspaper editors cannot fathom the kind
of emergency that would lead the chief executive to commandeer newspapers, the freedom
of which has been traditionally protected by
the First Amendment.
That has not been the case with radio — a
licensed medium. Section 606 (c) of the Communications Act provides that in a national
emergency, the President may take over communications. This provision was amplified with
the passage last year of a law authorizing the
President to close down any station emitting
"electro-magnetic"
wavesThiswhenwas there
existsto
war
or a threat of war.
designed
take into account the use of modern implements of warfare, such as guided missiles and
pilotless planes, which presumably can use
radio beams to "home" to targets.
Therethiswaslegislation
no outcrywasfrompending.
the nation's
when
Only press
radio
was involved.
Yet, one has but to look at the record to
determine that, with President Truman and
with his predecessor, Franklin D. Roosevelt,
radio andmous.thePresident
pressRoosevelt
were regarded
synonyoften ascalled
for
"freedom
radio ontoa this
parityjournal,
with thePresident
press."
Twice, inof letters
Truman has stated that radio "must be maintained as free as the press" and that "a free
radio is as indispensable as a free press."
It is apparently also his belief that both
should be equally treated if the freedom were
to be taken away. His cryptic answer to a
question put by J. Hale Steinman, publisher
and station owner, during a; Presidential conference with the American Society of Newspaper Editors, leads to no other conclusion.
The incident drives home, as nothing else
would, the inseparability of broadcasting and
the press as news media. They are both in the
same "freedom" boat, and the boat is rocking.
Longer Licenses
THERE'S
agitation
anew charges
to authorize
government agencies
to assess
for services
rendered, as a means of offsetting cost of government. This is a variation of the proposal
that there be levied a franchise tax or "license"
fee. Such agencies as the FCC, SEC, CAA and
ICC are mentioned as providing service to
particular segments of industry for which
Uncle Sam gets no immediate return.
All industry pays substantial taxes to the
government, direct and indirect. If it were not
for the broadcast services, the hundreds of millions in excise taxes on radio and television
receivers
reachpaythecorporate
Treasury.
broadcasterswouldn't
themselves
taxesAndon
revenues in excess of a half-billion.
Radio broadcasters receive licenses from the
FCC for a three-year tenure. Television broadcasters get only one-year licenses now, though
the law permits three-year authorizations.
Until now, the FCC has maintained that TV
licensestions flexible.
shouldNowbe that
short-term
allocawe havetoankeep
allocations
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plan, this argument no longer seems valid.
We doubt whether radio or television broadcasters would object to a nominal license fee,
to help defray costs of administration, if there
were no discrimination against their business.
But they then would be entitled to longer
license terms, and they would acquire certain
rights in return for the payment for the
"franchise." In Mexico, licenses are issued for
30 years. We think that in the U. S. they
ought to be issued in perpetuity, since the
licensing authority is always in the position
to cite stations for violations of the law.
Television is a far more expensive business
than radio broadcasting. A glimpse at applications filed since the April 14 freeze-lift shows
that a less-than-one-million investment for the
first
year
rare indeed.
too
much to ask isventure
capital toCertainly
invest suchit'ssums
on the slender thread of a one-year license. We
hope the FCC will see fit promptly to increase
the TV tenure to the full statutory limit of
three years, and that legislation will be sought
to extend license terms at least to 30 years.
AGAINST appalling odds, including the
skepticism of AT&T and the television
networks, Klaus Landsberg of KTLA
(TV) Los Angeles and a small band of
fervent engineers last week brought a
telecast of an atom bomb explosion to
the American public. It wasn't a very
good
can'tentities
help feeling
that iftelecast,
some ofand
the welarger
in this
business
had
shared
Mr.
enthusiasm — and the work Landsberg's
— it would
have been a better one. The job of throwing up a relay system across high
mountains was really too much to ask
of any group smaller than one commanding the resources of the entire telecasting industry. Mr. Landsberg deserves
the utmost praise, not only for heroically
prevailing with his ambitious plan but
also for giving a lasting lesson in how
television can serve the public.
The 'Duopoly' Answer
IT WILL take weeks to clear up all of the questions that have arisen as a result of the TV
Allocations
Report,answer.
but there's
receive a prompt
It isonehowthattheshould
FCC
will construe the merging of two or more radio
broadcasters in a given market for the purpose
of applying for a single TV assignment.
The exchange of correspondence between
Sen. Edwin C. Johnson and FCC Chairman
Paul A. Walker, published in Telecasting
last week, clarified nothing except the fact that
an issue exists. Mr. Walker did observe that
the FCC would have to meet the problem.
The time to do this, it is evident, is now.
The "waiting
period" must
runs out
1. Inplans.
the
interim
broadcasters
makeJulytheir
Under existing regulations, the operation of
two stations of the same class in the same
coverage
area constitutes
"duopoly".
If radio
owners pooled
their interests
for a single
TV
operation, manifestly that would not constitute
"duopoly"
in
TV.
But
the
problem
is
whether
the Commission would construe this to be
"duopoly" ofin interest
radio, because
the new
mutuality
that wouldof evolve.
The FCC, it seems to us, could well say that,
in the light of the scarcity factor in TV and of
the desire promptly to get more stations on
the air, it would not construe such radio
mergers as falling within the prohibition of
the "duopoly"
rule. broadcasters
From that point
how-a
ever, the merging
wouldon,take
calculated risk. The FCC could not give assurance that the joint applicant would have any
better chance for a grant than any other applicants. To do so would be to prejudge applications not yet filed or considered.

/ • our respects to:

JOHN THOMAS GELDER JR.

Va.,
of WCHSvice Charleston
president, -W.general
JACKmanagerGELDER,
made his entrance into radio with a bang —
literally.
Twenty years ago, Mr. Gelder portrayed the
role of Alexander^ Hamilton in a high school
play. Unfortunately for Mr. Gelder, the play
included the pistol duel scene between Mr.
Hamilton and Aaron Burr. So Mr. Gelder's
role in the play was short-lived.
Fortunately for him, however, the play was
broadcast and his ambition to enter the radio
industry as an announcer was born.
A native of Chicago, Mr. Gelder went to the
U. of Michigan in 1936 with the sole intent of
preparing himself to become a radio announcer.
At college, he broadcast over WJR Detroit
and WCAR Pontiac, but discovered he simply
wasn't cut out to be an announcer. Still interested in radio, he turned to sales. In
retrospect,
est move heMr.everGelder
made.believes this the smartUpon graduation from college in 1940, Mr.
Gelder found a sales position at WJLS Beckley,
W. Va. Hardly out of the fledgling class, his
ready smile made up for lack of experience.
Quick at building a firm foundation in radio
sales, Mr. Gelder in 1942 was named commercial manager at WKWK Wheeling. While
there, his zeal resulted also in appointment as
assistant station manager.
After four years at WKWK, in 1946, he
went to Charleston, W. Va., to become general manager of new WKNA there and put
the station on the air. At that time the state's
was blossoming
from a two-station to
acapital
five-station
city.
In 1948, he shifted to WCHS Charleston as
general manager and in 1950, when the station was purchased by the Tierney Co., Mr.
Gelder became vice president and general manHis community devotion, reflected by parager.
ticipation in local affairs, is helping make
WCHS a local institution.
A definite approach on how to operate a radio station Hesuccessfully
guided Mr. Gelder's
activities.
believes inhasdepartmentalizing
the
operation completely, then encouraging the departments to work together as a team.
He has
an "executive
advisory"
panel
of established
top-level
WCHS
which
meets with
him regularly
to personnel,
formulate policy,
outline procedure and plan the future.
These plans include television. Mr. Gelder
feels that under proper guidance, the future
WCHS video operation can become as much
(Continued on page 80)
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WHY
WW
II
I ... in Northern

KNBC

reaches

more

man

or TV
. . . more often .

people

any

California

other radio ^station

This represents the coverage
pattern in Northern California of
KNBC's
transmitter.50,000 watt non-directional

This represents the coverage pattern of the
other dominant 50,000 watt stations in
Northern California — both directional
transmitters.
This, for interesting comparison,
represents television coverage in
Northern California.
Put them all together — and you get
a complete picture of radio and TV
coverage in the great Northern
California market, like this: —

Television, covering a sixty mile radius with only
about one-third of the families in the narrow TV
circle owning sets.
Radio, dominated by three stations: — two with
50,000 watt directional coverage taking in a limited
elliptical area —
— and the other, KNBC, with 50,000 watts, nondirectional, giving a wide circle of coverage that includes
not only the San Francisco-Oakland Metropolitan Market, but all the thriving PLUS-Markets of Northern
California.
Yes, in Northern California, more people are reached
by — and listen more often to — KNBC than any other
radio station. More people tune in to KNBC radio than
to any television station in the area.
BROADCASTING
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Wide circle coverage plus program
popularity make . . .
in San Francisco. Northern California's
No. 1 Advertising Medium . . .
50,000 watts, Non-Directional ...680 KC
Represented by NBC spot sales
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front office

where
571,000 people
have $420,267,000
in Effective Buying
Income*
Hot Springs
Arkansas
0.5 MV/M area:
Population . . . 138,400
Radio homes . . . 39,500
Eff. buying income $ 96,375,000
Retail sales . . . 91,822,000
Texarkana
Ark., Tex.
0.5 MV/M area:
Population . . . 223,200
Radio homes . . . 62,800
Eff. buying income $175,750,000
Retail sales . . . 145,127,000
Camden
Arkansas
0.5 MV/M area:
Population . . . 209,400
Radio homes . . . 57,900
Eff. buying income $148,142,000
Retail sales . . . 130,589,000

(Sold Singly or in Groups)
For Facts, write
Frank O. Myers, Gen. Mgr.
THE ARKTEX STATIONS
Gazette Bldg., Texarkana,
Ark., Tex.
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PETER
A. CUNEO,
KDFC-FMof Musicast,
San Francisco,
named
commercial
manageroperations
as well staff,
as manager
background
music company owned by Sundial Broadcasting Corp., licensee of
KDFC-FM.
WILLIAM J. MARTIN, Philadelphia sales representative for Look, to
radio sales staff, NBC New York.
JOHN E. PEARSON Co., N. Y., station representative firm, appointed
by WBBZ Ponca City, Okla.
ROLAND B. VAILE, manager, KVVC Ventura, Calif., joins KORK Las
Vegas, Nev., in similar capacity succeeding JACK KEHOE who has
resigned.
CHARLIE C. SYLVESTER Jr. to KXYZ Houston, as account executive.
JACK CAMPBELL, sales manager, KSFO San Francisco, and LEN CINNAMOND, assistant sales manager, KYA that city, join KJBS there as
account executive.
JOSEPH N. CURL, former New York account executive for Crosley
Broadcasting Corp., named account executive in ABC-TV Spot Sales.
EDMUND LYTLE, radio-TV producer-account executive, Western Adv.,
L. A., to KCSB San Bernardino, Calif., as sales manager.
McKENNA & WILKINSON, Washington, D. C. law firm, moves May 1
to La Salle Bldg., 1028 Conn. Ave., N. W., Telephone is National 2931.
BRANHAM Co., Chicago, station representative firm, moves to 10th
floor, 360 N. Michigan Ave.
RUSSELL STEBBINS, CBS Radio sales staff, Chicago, to NBC National TV Spot Sales, same city.
PetAonali • • •
LAWRENCE W. LOWMAN, vice
president, CBS Inc., New York,
named head of radio-TV division
for city's Cancer Committee. . . .
LEE FONDREN, national sales
manager, KLZ Denver, has returned to station after week recuperating from minor surgery. . . .
Mrs. WAYNE COY, wife of former
FCC Chairman WAYNE COY, presented with scroll in recognition of
service rendered as chairman of
Family and Child Welfare section,
United Community Services, Washington, D. C.
E. R. VADEBONCOEUR, vice president-general manager of WSYR
Syracuse, to participate in radioTV symposium May 2 at State U.
Teachers College, Geneseo, N. Y.
. . . WILLIAM H. SYLK, president,
WPEN Philadelphia, will be honored with testimonial dinner by
city's Zionist group and Jewish National Fund, May 24. . . . JACK
KENT COOKE, owner of CKEY
Toronto, presented with second annual brotherhood award of Beth
Sholom Synagogue Brotherhood,
Toronto, "in recognition of his
splendid achievements in the field
of humanitarian service."

NATIONAL

ABC AFFILIATES
Additions Up Total to 323
SIGNING of five new affiliates for
the ABC radio network, bringing
the network total to 323, was announced last week by William
Wylie, director of radio stations.
The stations are WGGG Gainesville, Fla., whose affiliation was
slated to become effective yesterday (Sunday); the Granite State
Broadcasting
Co.'sWTSV
WTSL Claremont,
HanoverLebanon, N. H.,
N. H. and WTSA Brattleboro, Vt.,
all effective May 5, and WHOB
Gardner, Mass., also May 5.
WGGG, which has been affiliated
with Liberty, operates on 1230 kc
with 250 w and is owned by Alachua County Broadcasting Co. with
R. M. Chamberlin, president and
general manager.
The three Granite State Broadcasting Co. stations are operated
under
presidency
W. J. Barkley andthe the
general ofmanagership
of William F. Rust Jr. WTSL operates on 1400 kc with 250 w;
WTSV on 1230 with 250 w, and
WTSA on 1450 kc with 250 w.
WHOB, licensed to Gardner
Broadcasting Co., also is headed by
Mr. Barkley and operated under
the general managership of Mr.
Rust.
1490 kc.It operates with 250 w on
ABC radio Bill Tusker in Hollywood,
features unrehearsed interviews with
movie personalities.

ADVERTISERS

GO

LOCAL WITH WINS!
When national advertisers want to get their selling message right down where consumers live and buy in the
metropolitan New York market, they use local radio.
That means WINS to a blue list which includes:
• Anacin
• Ladies' Home Journal
• Ballantine
• Manischewitz Wine
• Bayer Aspirin
• Metropolitan Life Ins. Co.
• Pepto-Mangan
• Bell-Ans
• Bromo- Seltzer
Rem Milk of Magnesia
• Phillips
• Carolina Rice
• TWA
• Crosley TV & Radio
• Fry's Candy Bar
• 20th Century- Fox
• Union Pacific
• Kirkman's Soap
You ing,
canrelaxed.
reachJustthisbuymarket
economically
it's listen. . . 1010
WINS ...while
it sells!
1010

watts
WINS 50,000
Day and Night . . . New York
CROSLEY BROADCASTING CORPORATION
BROADCASTING
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*Boy!

What

a

Roberts Man- I
ge D. have!"
s how Georm
signal
That'
Petersburg, Florida,
St.
ager of WSUN,
faction with the perexpressed hisof satis
x
two new Blaw-Kno
formance
the
Antenna Towers that help extend
transmitting facilcoverage of WSUN's and
FM* towers,
ities. These AM water are
subject to
.rounded in salt
corrosive
y
uall
unus
and
high winds
equently
atmospheric conditions. Cons
ruction of Blawthe extra sturdy const
plus the pro
Knox Types H40 and CH,aniz
ing were
tectionofhot dip galvrmining
their
prime factors in dete If you are planselection for this site ... we would be
ning telecasting facilities
your tower requirepleasedments toat andiscu
earlyss date.

ON
BLAW-KNOX DIVISI
Y
NOX COMPAN
OF BLAW-Kers
ing
Build
2038 Farm Bank Pa.
Pittsburgh 22,
er«kftis deslgnedto accommodate TV antenna
• *Tou,
when authorized.

VfSAZ
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.
SERVING 3 STATES
COMPLETE
MERCHANDISING
WHEN
YOU BUY
WSAZ
40,000 LINES PER YEAR
OF DAILY AND SUNDAY
NEWSPAPER SPACE
HIGHWAY BILLBOARDS
BUS CARDS
COURTESY
ANNOUNCEMENTS
REGULAR MAILINGS
TO GROCERY AND
DRUG RETAILERS
AND WHOLESALERS
SPECIAL MAILINGS
PERSONAL CONTACTS
HOTEL NEWS
FLASHES
National Representative:
theBRANHAMco.
5000 WATTS DAY
1000 WATTS NIGHT
930 KC

RADIO STATION

V/SAZ
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air-casters
GEORGE
chief,
Zibman GOLDMAN,
Adv., Phila., copy
to WCAU
that city, as assistant director of
radio
HOWARD
REIFSNYDER,promotion.
writer, WALL
Middletown,
N. Y., to promotion staff, WCAU to
handle publicity
dio-TV center. for station's new raIRA
BLUE,
San there
Francisco
sportscaster, to KNBC
for nightly
show Monday through Saturday.
ELMER PETERSON, NBC radio-TV
commentatormentator in assigned
role of comUniversal-International
feature film, It Grows on Trees.
PAT KELLY, music librarian, Don
Lee Network, to KBIG Hollywood
headquarters in similar capacity.
WILLIAM FROUG, director of programlumbiawriting,
CoPacific Network, named program supervisor
CBS Radio,
Hollywood.
ROBERT R.
TUFTS, executive
staff personnel
director, Lever Bros.,
N. Y., to NBC that
city, in personnel
Mr. Froug
department as
ization planning. manager of organALICE FREER, vice president of
American
Newspaper
Club,
to substitute
for twoWomen's
week period
daily for HAZEL MARKEL, WWDC
Washington
commentator
who is visiting women's
Europe under
auspices
of Defense Dept.
JACK VALENTINE, vocalist, WBAPAM-TV
Fort Worth, Tex., join WCAUTV Philadelphia.
ED BROWN,
cuse, called toannouncer,
active dutyWSYR
with SyraU. S.
Navy aboard 17. S. S. Storms.
THOMAS NAEGELE, WATV (TV)
Newark art director, named head of
art department, WOR-TV New York.
FRANK ATWOOD, farm program director, WTIC Hartford, Conn., to deliver Founder's
Day address
Vermont,
Burlington,
May 1. at U. of
BOB MURPHY, WMOA Marietta,
Ohio,
to announcing staff, WHIZ
Zanesville.
GLENN ELLIOTT, WPEO Peoria, 111.,
to WANE Fort Wayne, Ind., as disc
jockey and promotion director.
HOOPER WHITE resigns as producer
at WBBM Chicago to free lance in
that city and New York.
STAN DALE, WSRS Cleveland, to
WXYZ Detroit.
LEN EAST, KVRN Lexington, Neb.,
to KMMJ Grand Island, as disc
jockey.
ALLAN CURTIS to WWNH Rochester,
N. H.
KIT FOX, casting
director
of special
services for
WLW broadand
WLWT (TV) Cincinnati, leaves May
9 for month's vacation in Europe.
BILL VOGEL, inventor of trick effects, to CBS-TV New York, as manager of special effects.

BETTY BOWMAN named program
director, KDFC-FM San Francisco.
GEORGE McLINN, WIP Philadelphia
sports director,
award forby
Junior
Chamber presented
of Commerce
his contribution to sports.
J. ROBERT HERR, traffic manager,
WGAY Silver Spring, Md., has reAustralia.signed to make extended trip to
RALPH ROSE, radio program packrejoins CBS Radio Pacific Netwager,
ork as writer-director.
HARVEY OLSON, program manager,
WDRC Hartford, Conn., elected president of 1952 graduating class of eveningfordivision
College, Hartd, of whichof heHillyer
is a member.
JOHN GAUNT, director, NBC-TV
Red Skelton Show, received first Behind-the Scenes award from Hollycellence.wood Actors Council for technical exLEE J. HORNBACK, producer-director, Paul Dixonto Show,
TV Cincinnati,
WLWT ABC-WCPO(TV) that
city, as TV producer.
HAL
O'HALLORAN,
sports
KFH Wichita, Kan., father ofeditor,
girl,
Kathleen Mary, April 14.
SOX
TIFFAULT,
pianist
arranger,
16.
WSYR Syracuse, father of boy, April
GENE
writer-director,
Columbia WEBSTER,
Pacific Network,
married
WBNS

Joyce
HammillBrown,
& Co., stockbroker,
April 20. Shearson
TED NATHANSON, staff director,
ABC-TV New York, and EDITH
LANDIS, writer, ABC-TV that city,
were
20. Mr. GIMBEL
Nathanson ismarried
son ofApril
BENEDICT
Jr., president-general, WIP Philadelphia.
STEPHEN
of folk music,"HAPPY"
WVOW ISON,
Logan, director
W. Va.,
father of girl, Deborah, April 14.
yCtfiei • • •
CLIFTON UTLEY, commentator, NBC
New York,
cited by National
ference of Christians
and Jews Confor
contribution to human relations.
SHELDON PETERSON, KLZ Denver
news director, reof directors
ap ointed to boardof
Denver Press Club
for fourth
secutive year. conVIC REED, KGO
San Francisco
rector of news anddispecial
events,
named program
Mr. Peterson operations manager.
WILLIAM
WINTER,
directorjoins
of news,
Oakland, Calif.,
news KROW
and special
events
department
of
KGO
San
Francisco.
STU MacPHERSON, newscaster,
WCCO Minneapolis, vacationing in
England for several weeks.
ALLAN JACKSON, newscaster, CBS
Radio, cited by Minnesota Radio
Council for promoting international
understanding of news broadcasts.
Reaches

Rural Listeners, Too!
Sponsors know their profits come
from rural as well as urban areas.
With WBNS Radio you get both!
Programs reach out from Columbus to rural areas thickly populated with prosperous farm families
^
which make up a large part of Cen.""*
tral Ohio's one-billion-dollar market. They stay tuned because
\
WBNS carries all 20 top-rated programs. Reach rural and urban
dwellers more effectively at less
cost through WBNS!
WHEREVER YOU GO— THERE'S RADIO
ASK JOHN BLAIR

CENTRAL OHIO'S ONLY
ROADCASTING
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Mon.

Channel

Wismer

9, New

thru Fri. 7-7:10

York

P.M.

One of the best sportcasters in America, Harry Wismer, is now
on channel 9 — New York's Number 1 sports station.

in our

7

year

He "k/cks-off" f his line-up of evening shows . . .
Sports, Harry Wismer 7:00 P.M.
Weather, Frank Forrester 7:10 P.M.
News, John Wingate 7:15 P.M.
"Broadway TV Theatre" 7:30 P.M.
He's available now
at low, low cost.

• • • • •
••••••••••••••••
••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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LANCASTER,

years

PENNSYLVANIA

of public

service

WGAL — one of the pioneer stations in the nation —
grew rapidly into a community public service bulwark.
After World War II, FM was added to its facilities.
And, in 1949, WGAL brought the thrill of television
to its viewers.
WGAL, in the future as in the past, is pledged to operate
in the best interests of its listeners and viewers. It is
pledged to present the best in entertainment; bring
news and sports as they happen; place public service
first and always.
WGAL, one of America's complete broadcasting services, will keep faith with its thirty years' heritage.
A Steinman Station
Clair McCollough, Pres.
Represented by
ROBERT Chicago
MEEKER, Associates
San Francisco
Los Angeles-
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TV
canceiiers Mereiy Reshuffie
COUN
AC
ITS
S
HOLD
By FLORENCE
SMALL
week bought
participations
fiveTS
place
in
the
time.
BBDO,
New (Monday, 9:30-10 p.m., CBS-TV).
York, is the agency.
a
week
in
NBC-TV's
Today
Toni Co., Chicago, which dropped
OF the approximately one dozen times
General
Foods,
New
York,
which
program (see story page
72).
television advertisers who can- morning
its portion of Stop the Music on
will
drop
the
Mr.
Bobbin
show
celled network programs at the
ABC-TV, put part of that money
Bavuk Cigar Co.. New York (Sunday, 7:30-8 p.m. on NBCend of the past season, at least 10,
portion
of* theon
Kate the
SmithFriday
daytime
program
in direct contradiction to the en- (Phillies cigars), picked up spon- TV), is currently deciding on its into
One plan under con- NBC-TV. The move, according to
sorship of Ellery Queen on ABC- fall agenda.sideration isthe
suing chorus of doom-shouters,
possibility of in& Co., New York,
agency representative, was one
have or will put their money back isTV.the Ellington
creasing sponsorship of its Bert an
agency.
of economy and none of the money
into TV or radio in one form or andaytime TV show on CBS- went into any other medium. Agenother. That was the finding of a
Esso Standard Oil Co.. which Parks
TV from its present three times
cy: Foote, Cone & Belding.
spot check conducted by Broadcast- dropped sponsorship of its Alan weekly
to a possible five times
Hazel Bishop Inc. (Raymond
ing • Telecasting last week.
Young
Show
(Thursday,
9-9:30
Reports have circulated widely p.m., CBS-TV), switched its TV weekly on a quarter-hour basis, or Spector rettes
agency)
Regentagency)
Ciga(Hilton & andRiggio
extending the program to halfsuggesting the cyclical program
into sponsorship of local hours.
In
addition,
GF
is
considercuts represented a symptomatic budget
cancelled
their
alternate
sponsorfive quarter-hours
TV network
disenchantment by advertisers with news programs,
Cameo Theatre on NBCseven markets. Cur- show ingforanotherthe evening
fall and is looking TV butships ofboth
the new visual medium, but an a week, rentin
advertisers have rely, its agency, Marschalk & over
program
formats,
although no
turned to TV. Hazel Bishop (lipanalysis indicates the actions were Pratt, New York, is looking for time has Ysen bought, for
Jell-o.
more in the nature of a realistic additional TV local news shows.
stick) has picked up the Wednesreshuffling founded on a firm faith As a result of the local news cover- Swansdown
day night,with
10-10:30
periodWhaton
Meanwhile,andGeneral
Sanka coffeeFoods'
are NBC-TV
its ownp.m.show,
in the selling powers of TV and
age
in
television,
Esso
is
spending
contracts for sponsor- Shall I Do, while Regent switched
radio.
more money in television now than about shiptoof sign
TV version of Our Miss to daytime TV by sponsoring a porAdmiral Corp., Chicago, which H did with the Alan Young Show
Brooks
which
will replace
It's
tionthree
of NBC-TV's
Today morning
dropped sponsorship of Lights Out on a limited number of stations.
News
to
Me (Friday,
9:30-10its p.m.
times weekly.
(Monday, 9-9:30 p.m. on NBC-TV)
The 9-9:30 p.m. Thursday night on CBS-TV). Young & Rubicam show,
Ekco
Products
Corp.,
Chicago,
is diverting that money into radio- period formerly held by Alan New York, will handle the $32,000
which
had
dropped
part
sponsorTV coverage
of
the
national
politOur
Miss
Brooks
show
for
GF
while
Young
on
CBS-TV
has
been
opical conventions. As a matter of
ship of the Frank Sinatra Show on
d to American Tobacco Co. Benton & Bowles, New York, will
fact, Admiral Corp. will spend for next tionefall,
the company has service the company's Claudia pro- CBS-TV,
has poured
its' TV72)budget
(Continued
on page
$2,500,000 on network TV this not yet decidedbutwhat
gram when it resumes in the fall
show it will
year,
nearly
doubling
last
year's
figure, according to Seymour Mintz,
advertising director.
Mr. Mintz said the company
dropped Lights Out only after conJoint Meeting Held at FCC
tracting for the radio-TV political
coverage and election night returns TOWERS
on ABC radio and TV. The com- AVIATION, radio-TV, military port Assn.; Larry Cates, Air Line Pilots Present method of evaluation by
Max Karant,
Aircraft Owners
& airspace subcommittee must be
pany, incidentally, spent $1,322,504
government people sat down Assn.;
Pilots ofAssn.;
A. Aviation
B. McMullen,
National
last year on television. Erwin, and
continued, he declared. He also exState
Officials;
Thad
at an informal meeting to Assn.
Wasey & Co., New York, is the Friday
pressed the opinion that 99% of
and Neal McNaughten, NARTB;
discuss the problems of high TV Brown
agency for Admiral.
Arthur
Scharfeld
and
Fred
Albertson,
cases going to subcommittees
and their possible effects Federal Communications Bar Assn.; the
Meanwhile Lights Out was picked antennas
would
be
settled to the satisfaction
aviation safety [B*T, April 7, Robert L. Kennedy, Assn. of Federal
up for sponsorship by Pearson on
both parties.
March 31, 17] and concluded to set Communications Consulting Engineers. of However,
Pharmacal Co., through Harry B. up
major problems were
ainto
representative
committee to
Cohen Adv.
Theme of meeting was set by F. these, according
to Gen. Arnold:
the whole subject.
B.
Lee,
deputy
administrator
of
Kaiser-Frazer Sales Corp., Wil- lookCalled
High
towers
in (1) control zones
FCC Comr. Edward the CAA, who shared the chairlow Run, Mich., dropped sponsor- M. Webster,by the
near
airports,
(2)
at or near airmeeting
attracted
p of the meeting with Comr.
ship of Ellery Queen (Sunday,
ways, (3) off airways.
than 40 representatives of Webster. manshiTV,
he said, constitutes
7:30-8 p.m. on ABC-TV) but has more
He
emphasized
that
the
several
fields.
increased its overall TV budget by
the greatest hazard to the airspace subcommitteesit isto upmaketo
General tone was one of amity potentially
approximately
25%,
according
to
air
navigation.
TV towers
and air- a finding whether a tall tower is
craft are competitors
for airspace,
and expression of hope for conone executive.
a hazard to air navigation, then
tinued
cooperation
between
aviahe
said.
There,
he
concluded,
The mystery show was sponsored
determine who should suffer —
tion and broadcasting. It was also necessary to work out criteria itforis toaviation
TV. Subcommittee
by
both
the
dealers'
and
factory
obvious
that
aviation
people
had
guidance of regional airspace finding of ora tower
money. When the program was a number of misconceptions regard- the
as a hazard is
subcommittee which would be not meant to be a fiat
dropped, the dealers put their
ing 1,000 and 2,000-ft. TV antennas "mutually acceptable" to both the the tower, he asserted. objection to
budget into an increased spot radio popping
up all over the landscape. aviation and the TV industries.
and television campaign. The facEmphasized at the outset by
Committee chosen to explore the
Same attitude was expressed by Comr.
tory undertook sponsorship of a situation
Webster was the fact that
further is comprised of retired
Air
Force
Gen.
M.
W.
segment of Your Show of Shows John R. Evans,
high TV tower was one of the
FCC, and D. D. Arnold, vice president of the Air a"keys"
on NBC-TV, along with its spot Thomas, CAA, co-chairman,
for getting nationwide
and Transport Assn. The aviation inradio-TV activity. William H. the following:
in three
the FCC's
allocations
dustry, he said, had no thought of coverage
Weintraub Co., New York, is the J. J. Quinn, CAB; Col. J. J. McCabe,
plan
issued
weeks ago
[B*T,
agency.
inspiring legislation to discriminate
(Continued on page 72)
Air
Force;
Capt.
R.
G.
Armstrong,
Meanwhile, Kaiser-Frazer last Navy; Richard G. Dinning, Air Trans- against the radio-TV industry.
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nces of Appeal Possible
NSto the wholeCha
Ochannels
OCA
state of pointed out that in many situations,
ALL
WATCH
Pennsylvania,
New T
Jer-IVHF
one more VHF chansey, or any of the Gulf States if New Jersey is pointed to by some the addition of still
would not make
you want to know where appeals as cause for a good case against muchnel toofa city
a
dent
in satisfying the
to
the
courts
against
the
FCC's
the
assignment
table.
They
don't
count
Newark,
whose
WATV
(TV)
expected large number of applifinal allocation assignments are
is now operating on Channel 13, cants.
going to be based.
Most Washington lawyers and
that city part of the
That is the word of legal observ- considering
consulting engineers seem to be
ers who have studied the bulky New York metropolitan area.
Another court case may be in the resigned to the assignment table,
"Sixth Report and Order," issued
busy preparing applicathree weeks ago [B*T, April 14]. works for Madison, Wis., it was and are
tions and readying for hearings.
In each of those states, some learned. There the Commission
Meanwhile,
staff
major cities failed to get additional refused to accept unopposed recom- was busy last theweekCommission
the
mendations that the single VHF 700-page document forpreparing
VHF assignments because the Commission adhered rigidly to the mile- channels be reserved for education in the Federal Register,publication
scheduled
the three UHF be made camage separation criteria — 170 miles. and
sometime between May 1 and 3.
In oneotherinstance,
an- mercial. The Commission reserved forThe
order becomes effective 30
VHF channelPittsburgh,
would have
one
of
the UHF channels for edu- days after
such publication.
cation.
been 169.39 miles from its co-chanErrors
found in the document
nel in Columbus, Ohio, these obare
almost
entirely typographical,
Might
Add
VHF
Stations
servers point out. In another inCommission attitude was summed it is understood. No major errors
stance, Jackson, Miss., assignment
have
been
found.
of a VHF channel could have been up by one Commissioner in this
Big question worrying FCC legal
made if the Commission was willing manner: Admittedly, the table
whether it would be posmakes no compromise with the 170- expertssible toisseal
to accept 218 mile separation with mile
off a city whose asseparation
figure.
But,
after
Pensacola,
Fla. Gulf
signments were in litigation. Offtion minimums
were state
set separaat 220 a year or so if experience shows the-cuff opinion
be
that stations could be closer to- possible to do so isforthatcitiesit might
miles by FCC.
in Zones
Fact that the FCC assigned no
gether, then the FCC might enter- II or III, but almost impossible
in
to add
nelstaintoa petition
some cities
even VHF
thoughchanthe Zone I. Any injunction obtained
the assignments in a Zone
separations might be less than the against
I city would necessarily require the
170-mile minimums.
EXAMINER TEAMS
The
same
Commissioner
also
"freezing"
of that whole northern
FCC Said to Need 20

TALK *of team,"
the FCCto handle
requiring
examiner
the "20
expected TV hearing mountain, mentioned by Senator Edwin C. Johnson (D-Col.) last week [B*T, April
21], adds up to the need for an
extra $750,000 to $850,000 in the
FCC budget,
to an informal check ataccording
the Commission.
Senator Johnson made his comment following the issuance of the
end-of-freeze final TV report, issued
by
the
FCC three weeks ago [B«T,
April 14].
A team consists of an examiner
(yearly pay about $10,100), an attorney, an engineer and an accountant (each of whom makes
about $7,500 yearly). In addition,
each examiner has a secretary
($3,900), and each attorney and engineer rates a clerk-stenographer
(at $3,500 each).
That adds up at full value to
$43,500 per team— or $870,000 for
20 additional "examiner teams."
However, FCC officials are worried that the Senate might just add
that amount to the $6,100,000 approved by the House for the Commis ion's 1953 budget,
and of
assume
that it would
take care
TV.
They point out that the Houseapproved sum is already $500,000
below the requirements for present
operations of the Commission —
withouttions fortaking
TV. into account addiWhat the Commission needs, they
explain, is at least $13 million
above the $6,100,000— to take care
of current level of operations and
to add 20 "examiner teams" for
TV. That still would leave the Commission without extra finances for
increasing the field monitoring
activities, they say.
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NDW0RK COMPETITION
IN THE MINDS of network offi- Philadelphia, Detroit, Boston, Pittscials, the shortage of cities with
burgh, St. Louis, Cleveland, Baltimore, Minneapolis-St. Paul, Buffour or more VHF channels is gofalo, Cincinnati, Milwaukee, Kaning toworkplaycompetitive
hob with
the
TV
netsas City, Houston, Providence,
picture.
Analysis of FCC assignments to Seattle, Portland (Ore.), New Orthe top 25 markets, based on the ford. leans, Atlanta, Dallas and HartCommission's final TV report isWorth of VHF stems not only
sued April 14 [B»T, April 14]
shows that only five of those cities from the fact that in those cities
have at least four VHF channels: as of April 21 there are 13,051,219
New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, out of a total of 16,887,589 existing
TV sets equipped only for VHF,
San Francisco and Washington.
The other 20 markets seemingly but also the high powers and antenna height maximums permitted
are shut out from having comparable network affiliates, in the mean extra-wide coverage — at least
view of observers. They are: for many years or until UHF techCity
ASSIGNMENTS TO TOP 25 MARKETS
(According to J. Walter Thompson Co. Market Li;
of(as
TVofNo.Sets
In Use
4/21/52)
liable
(all
VHF)
7
New York
UHF
Chicago
3,059,400
1,116,386
Los
Angeles
1,232,000
Philadelphia
1,031,966
750,000
Detroit
Boston
873,761
348,500
San Francisco-Oakland
Pittsburgh
389,000
St.
Louis
390,500
Washington
354,129
Cleveland
605,329
380,263
321,400
Minneapolis-St.
Paul
Buffalo
258,940
Cincinnati
342,000
Milwaukee
328,084
Kansas City
201,846
Houston
127,500
Providence
205,000
Seattle
139,800
Portland (Ore.)
250,000
New Orleans
Atlanta
1 60,41 5f
Dallas
185,000
Hartford
Total
reserved Worth.
for noncommercial,
f* One
Total channel
for Dallas-Fort
Fort Worth educational
is assigned station.
two VHF and two UHF channels,
with
Worth.one UHF assignment reserved for education. There is one VHF channel in use in Fort

'Weak' U. S. Stations
SOVIETS are now claiming
that television, which they
"invented," is far superior
there to that shown in the
U.saidS. commentator
"Since November
1948,"
I. Gribov,
"the Moscow television center has been transmitting
images divided into 624 lines.
This is the highest standard
in the world!" U. S. video
pictures - have only 525 lines,
he added. Also, the Moscow
station is able to broadcast
more than 100 miles, while
the poor,tions doweak
American
no better
than sta-50
miles, boasted Gribov.
area, it is felt.
That the end result of a court
action could rip up the Commission'ssidetable
red to beof assignments
improbable, isin conthe
view of some Commission attorneys.
They point out that the most a
court usually does in cases of this
nature is to remand the order back
for further FCC action to remedy
a legal
or error.
In thatoversight
case, they
point out, the
Commission can — and usually does
— accomplish what the court orders,
but still comes out with the same
end result.
Cite VHF

Need

nique is developed to permit equality of coverage with VHF.
Attitude of the FCC on VHF
and UHF inequality is this, as
stated in the Sixth. Report and
Order: titi"Healthy
on in the TV economic
field willcompeexist
within the framework of the asIn a study
162 major
signment plan."ofas the
U. S. markets,
specified by J.
Walter Thompson Co. (down to Laredo, Tex., pop. 14,135 families),
only six cities have four or more
VHF channels (Denver is the sixth
city to the five listed above).
Citieskets which
amonghavetheattopleast
162 three
marVHF commercial channels number
26, according to a study by one
network. There are 53 cities with
at least two VHF channels, 45 with
one, and 32 with none.
One warning was sounded in the
study: VHF in one market may
provide
VHFThus,
service
neighboring cities.
the insingle
VHF
assignments in Hartford and in
New Haven could provide two VHF
services to each of those cities.
Likewise,
the toassignment
VHF
channel
Petersburg, ofVa.,a
really means a third VHF service
to Richmond. Another situation is
Dallas-Fort Worth. Dallas is assigned three VHF channels, but
one is reserved for an educational
station. Fort Worth is assigned
two VHF channels. Therefore, the
Dallas-Fort Worth market will actual y be getting four VHF signals.
A comparative study of the first
25 markets is listed at left.
2*
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SPONSORS
IF ADVERTISERS and their
agencies paid more attention to the
commercials on their TV shows
and less to the entertainment, program ratings might decline but
sales would almost certainly improve,
to Jack
Boyle, for
director of according
television
research
Daniel Starch and Staff.
Citing
studies
of sales effectiveness of video
commercials
made by
the Starch organization, Mr. Boyle
told Broadcasting • Telecasting
that the range in the number of
new buyers created by telecast ad| vertisement for competing products
is far wider than is true for ads
in printed media.
There is little correlation between size of audience and sales
effectiveness for TV programs, he
reported, with some relatively low
rated programs producing many
more customers
for their
sponsors'
products
than other
programs
with
higher ratings.
Cites Comparisons
To demonstrate his thesis, Mr.
Boyle cited comparisons of the
sales effectiveness of TV commercials for various brands of
toilet soaps, deodorants, refrigerators, toothpastes and beers. Sales
effectiveness, he explained, is measured byviewed
asking
whether alltheypersons
would interbuy
the particular product. If 40% of
those who had seen the TV commercial said they would buy the
product but only 10% of those who
had not seen the TV commercial
said they would, the difference
(30% in this case) can be attrib-

Should Re-Focus on Commercials

uted for the most part to the sales in television as well — that focus
effectiveness of the commercial.
Projecting the sales effectiveness has sorchanged.
is concernedThenotprogram
merely sponwith
figures to the total number of TV the sales message — the advertising
families gives the number of addi- matter — but with the program contional people who said they would
tent— the circulation-building editorial material — as well. In many
buy thecause of the
product,
presumably
beinfluence
of its video
cases, the copywriter, traditionally
advertising. The following table the star of the agency's creative
showsest andthelowest
productsaleswitheffectiveness
the high- team, is relegated to the sidelines
while olizethethe spotlight.
program people monopfigure in each product group, accompanied by the rating (size of
"This concentration on program
audience) of the network TV show content — on circulation, if you
on
which each product was ad- please — is demonstrated by the atvertised.
tention that has been lavished on
Ratings are Hooper TV figures, program ratings by advertiser,
averaged for New York, Phila- agency and broadcaster alike.
delphia, Boston and Chicago, the 'How many people saw or heard my
cities in which the Starch interTV
program' has frequently been made
views were made.
more important than 'how many
people
productmy aspro-a
Commercial
TV
TV
Rating
result ofbought
seeing ormy hearing
Advertised
Program(#) Effectiveness
ProductSoap
(##)
Toilet
"I don't mean to say that circulaBrand
2026
Brand ZA
tion is not important and that pro11819
Deodorant
gram ratings which measure that
656
Brand
AZ
2239
circulation
are not also important.
Brand
16
Refrigerator
Obviously,
the besthavecommercial
Brand A
23
596
thegram.'
world would
no effect inif
Brand Z
no
one
saw
it
or
heard
it.
Toothpaste
Brand AZ
2013
"But sales are important, too.
12
BeerBrand
And, in these days when costs must
Brand
in terms of results, a
2124 tuned 7565to6 the beshiftmeasured
Brand AZ ail TV homes
of attention back to the ad(#) Percent of 1 people per
vertising
message, which after all
program.
TV
homesAdditionc
who
responsibility of ad(##)
woulc thousand
buy product is the first
after seeing aid
TV they
advertising.
vertising personnel, might be profitable all 'round. The advertiser
"The explanation," Mr. Boyle would get
sales commensurate with
said, tude"ison thelargely
of attipart aof matter
the advertiser
and the agency. In newspaper and Loughren To Speak
magazine advertising the client and A. V. LOUGHREN, director of rehis agency have traditionally
Hazeltine ofCorp.,
to disfocused their efforts on producing
cuss search,
the status
the isNational
advertising copy. Circulation and
TRANSMITTERS
the editorial contents of the pub- Television System Committee's
lication that attracted the readers "composite" compatible color teleDuMont Models Reported
vision system at a meeting of the
that circulation were
TWO NEW DuMont high power comprising
York section of Institute of
important,
but they were not the New
TV VHF transmitters, one a 25- responsibility
Radio
on Wednesday
kw model for Channels 2-6, the and agency. of the advertiser evening.Engineers
Meeting will be in the
other a 50-kw unit for Channels
Engineering
Societies
Bldg., 33 W.
"With
development
7-13, providing the maximum TV
cast mediathe— first
in radio ofandbroadnow 39th St., New York.
station coverage under the new
FCC rules, were announced
Wednesday by James B. Tharpe,
national sales manager for the TV
transmitter division of DuMont
Labs.
television applications
The announcement was made at
Digest
of Those Filed With the FCC April 18 through 24
the
of the indivision's
New
Yorkopening
sales office
the Empire
VHF UHF Total
State Bldg., where the transmitter Boxscore
salesmen were host to newspaper Applications filed since April 14
11
5 16
executives
the city for the annual ANPAin convention.
Existing
Station
NEWMunicipal
YORK, N.Bcstg.
Y. — System,
City of UHF
New
Mr. Tharpe said the price of the
Change in Channel
25-kw transmitter, less than $100,- York
Ch.
31
(572-578
mc),
ERP
186
kw
visWSAZ HUNTINGTON, W. Va. —
000,
"will make
maximum
power
ual; antenna height above average WSAZ
Inc.,
Ch. 3 (60-66 mc), ERP 84
TV stations
available
to smaller
terrain 587.2 ft., above ground 625 kw visual; antenna
markets than had heretofore been ft.
Estimated construction cost
age
terrain
ft., height
above above
groundaver349
expected."
He also pointed
out only
that $335,000, first year operating cost ft. Estimated593construction
$91,this transmitter
requires
$200,000, no revenue because station 000, first year operating cost cost
$650,000,
about half as much floor space as will
be operated as non-commercial.
$850,000. Studio equipment
competitive models, simplifying Studio-transmitter location Municipal revenue
RCA, transmitter RCA, antenna RCA.
14"
00'
station planning and reducing costs W.
74°
Lat.,
N.
47"
42'
40°
Bldg.,
Legal
counsel
Cohn Leroy
& Marks,
WashLong. Studio equipment RCA,
Engineer
Kilpatrick,
further. Mr. Tharpe indicated the transmitter
antenna RCA. Legal WSAZ-TV.ington.Applicant
is
licensee
of
new transmitters will be timed for counsel CohnRCA,& Marks,
WSAZ. Application is for change in
delivery to follow FCC grants of D. C. Applicant is licenseeWashington,
frequency
from
Ch.
5
(76-82
mc),
as
higher power as specified in the AM-FM New York. Seymourof WNYCN. Sie- required under provisions of FCC
final
director; William H. Pitkin, chief Sixth
Report & Order [B«T, April 141.
14]. allocation report [B*T, April geL
engineer.
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his expenditures for TV time; the
agency would not have to worry
about holding the account and could
concentrate on making the broadcast commercials even more effective; the station or network could
concentrate on building audience
without worrying about losing the
advertiser's business."
Schlitz Signs
CONTRACTS
havePSI-TV
been signed
with Paul White, president of PSITV, production and distribution
company in television film program ing, for that firmtheto Schlitz
supervise and distribute
Playhouse of Stars for Lennen &
Mitchell, advertising agency, it was
announced last week by Edwin B.
Self, director of advertising of
Joseph Schlitz Brewing Co., Milwaukee. The program will be cut
to a half hour (CBS-TV, Fridays,
9-9:30 p.m.) effective May 30.
WSAZ-TV
BID Change
Asks Channel
FIRST application for a change of
frequency by one of the 30 existing
stations required to do so under
the FCC's final TV allocation report [B«T.
14] was
filed
last week
by April
WSAZ-TV
Huntington, W. Va.
WSAZ-TV requested permission
to move from present Channel 5
to Channel 3, boost effective
radiated power from 16.8 kw to
84 kw. It reported that the move
will cost $91,000 and also said that
1951 earnings after taxes were
$183,185. In 1950, station had net
after tiontaxes
disclosed.of $3,089.70, applicaNew equipment has been ordered
for July 15 delivery, and the West
Virginia station hopes to be on its
new channel with new power thirty
daysSingle
thereafter.
new application was by
New York's
WNYC.commercial
Municipal UHF
station filed for
Channel 31, specifying that it
would
operate70).non-commercial (see
story page
Among those announcing plans
to file was WSIX Nashville, which
proposes to seek Channel 8 with
316 kw, spend more than $500,000,
it reported. KFWB Los Angeles
has told its Washington counsel to
file for a UHF channel in Los
Angeles. Lone Washington commercial UHF channel
its sec-in
ond contestant
when got
WEAM
suburban Arlington, Va., announced it would seek the Washington channel
in order
"serve
a northern
Virginia
area toseparate
and distinct from the service now
available in the District." Previously,nounced WGMS
had anitwasWashington
filing.
WGAR Cleveland announced that
it was preparing an application for
UHF Channel 65 with an ERP of
100 kw. The transmitter location
would be on the 50 acres of land
owned by WGAR in Broadview
Heights, Ohio.
Therein would
additional
studio
the beHotelan
Statler. Estimated cost is $700,000.
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sions ontionopening
of the convenconcerned day
television,
beginning with a luncheon address by
W. R. G. Baker, vice president of
investment as well as operating General Electric Co. and general
of the electronics division.
losses are relatively small, even manager
Mr. Baker outlined work of the
with a few theatres participating in Radio
- Television Manufacturers
the plan.
Costs ofwillmore
drop outlets.
even lower
with
addition
He Assn. National Television System
saying the color TV
contrasted costs of commercial tele- Committee,
standards report of the committee
casting to some sets, saying net- will
be
released
this fall after comworks and stations and
"madesustained
largepletion of field tests during the
scale investments
summer.
high inglosses
for years" before makEleven technical sessions of teleany money.
vision engineering matters took
The "relatively
re- ning.
corded thus far insmall
theatrelosses"
TV are
place Monday afternoon and eveattributable to (1) few theatres
sustaining costs of big-time attractions, (2) absence of a regular
year-round flow of programs and GLOBAL TV PLAN
promotion, and (3) pricing policies
Sen. Capehart Supports
followed by theatre men.
FOREIGN countries should hitch
All speeches and technical ses- their
wagon
American
tronics star byto the
adopting
U. S.elecTV
SET SHIPMENTS
standards as a prerequisite to any
February Total 434,808 global television plan, according to
E. Capehart (R-Ind.).
TELEVISION receiver shipments Sen.In Homer
an article appearing in the
to dealers totaled 434,808 sets in
issue magazine,
of Television
OpporFebruary compared to 619,122 in April 15 tunities
Sen. Capehart
the same month of 1951, according
to Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. declared "there should be no quesThe figure compared to 371,689 sets
tion in any nation's mind as to the
shipped in January.
adoption of Japan
our standards."
He
for accepting
RTMA's breakdown shows that commended
S. video standards (525 lines,
TV sets were shipped to all 48 U.
60
fields,
6
mc)
and
expressed
hope
states during February, the largest
countries would follow suit
total, 100,996, going to New York other
April 7].
and
the lowest, two, going to North [B*T,
Dakota.
Further in the article, which was
reprinted
Congressional inRecordtheon April
Capitol17 Hill,
Sen.
is quoted as stating:
Channel Requirements Capehart
"We have wasted a lot of money
Presented to AT&T
on the Voice of America. It can
transmission system were submitted never be as effective as television
Exhibitors Theatre Television Com- as a medium for message and information. . . The American peoof America.
ple have spent more than $4 billion
more stringent than now used in
intheirthe purchase
confidence of sets
in asourproof[TV]of
*—
5. Audio signal shall be equivalent
of Class AA intercity lines (up to 8
kc)
and besignal-to-noise
db shall
maintained. ratio of 50
Document suggests that a tariff TECHNICIAN NEED
for theatre TV program transmisSeen for Servicing, Stations
sion should provide for a minimum
of three hours consecutive use dur- A NEED for 170,000 new TV technicians was predicted by Leonard
ing any period of the day.
New York to Washington theatre C. Lane, president of the RadioTV system is used as an example Television Training Assn., last week
of how an intercity system might when he spoke before a meeting of
association held to appraise the
work. Theoretical system includes the
six reversible channels running TV freeze end.
"Estimating five or six service
from New York through TrentonPhiladelphia-Wilmington-Baltimore calls per set per year — a reasonable
to Washington. Single reversible figure in view of use of the lesser
feeder channels run from Philadel- known UHF band — as many as
phia to Atlantic City, Allentown 100,000 new servicemen may be reand Reading.
of the 30-40willmil-be
lion newquiredTVfor repair
sets Americans
Needs in Washington
Example was amplified to show buying in the next four or five
Mr. Lanehe anticipated
said.
what distribution requirements years,"
In addition,
that
would be in Washington. Six groups 10-40
technicians,
exclusive
of gradof theatres are listed, comprising
roughly 15-20 in each group, and man each
uate engineers,
needed"newto
of the will
2,000 bepossible
the
eachnecessary
group. links are specified for transmitters, plus 20,000 extra
technical personnel for expanded
Document,
whichwasasked
for an-by TV manufacturing operations.
swers in 60 days,
prepared
the Toeppen Co., Beverly Hills, BOB FINKLE, staff director of ABCHollywood
Calif., in conjunction with Wash- TV
Theatre
and ThePersonal
Ruggles,Appearance
has been
consulting and
engineers
Bailey. ington
intosh & Inglis
JanskyMc-& signed to seven year contract by the
network.
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Seen in Theatre TV
TELEVISION
will be installed in
FABULOUS'
every motion picture theatre in the
country, and profits on the hikedadmission events will be "fabulous."
This was the prediction of Nathen L.tre Halpern,
presidentInc.,
of TheaNetwork Television
as he
spoke to members of the Society of
Motion Picture and Television Engineers meeting for its four-day 71st
semi-annual convention in ChiDrake Hotelspeaking
last week.Monday
Mr. cago's
Halpern,
evening after the opening sessions,
discussed theatre TV from four
viewpoints — (1) industrial development, (2) programming, (3) public
reaction
tion. and (4) program distribuEnvisioning a future with TV instal ations in some 20,000 more
theatres,
contrasted
the which
present 75 houses
in 37withcities
are equipped for TV, Mr. Halpern
said one of the greatest limitations
to growth of the medium has been
a lack of telephone relay facilities
for networking.
Summarizing a plan of his company, Theatre Network Television,
to telecast nine snecial features
from March 3 to April 13, Mr. Halpern said the proposed schedule
was cancelled because American
Telephone and Telegraph was unable to clear lines to 23 metropolitan areas. Total number of clearance requests was 207, with AT&T
able to furnish only 56 or 27%,
Mr. Halpern said. He added that
the
phone companies
"have ofshown
increasing
understanding
the
theatre TV facilities needs" and he
anticipates AT&T will "free more
N. Y. FILM ASSN.
76 Set Up Organization
FORMATION of the Film Producers Assn., consisting of 16 of the
top non-theatrical film producers in
the New York area, was announced
last week by Peter J. Mooney, who
was elected president.
Other officers are David Pincus,
vice president; Edward Lamm,
treasurer, and Walter Lowendahl,
secretary.
Purpose of the association initially will be to halt the movement
to the West Coast of work normally of a non-Hollywood nature, and
to provide an authority for identifying reputable film producers as
bona fide business organizations.
Members of the association, currently producing educational and
business films and TV commercials,
also plan studies on producing complete TV programs, on labor problems involved in eastern film production, and on development of TV
financing through banks.
Member ductions,
companies
are ofAudio
ProPathescope Co.
America,
Willard Pictures, Video Varieties,
Transfilm Incorporated, Leslie Roush
Productions, John Bransby, Caravel
Films, Sound
for Industry, PaulMasters,
Hance Films
Productions,
Murphy-Lillis,
Herbert
Kerkow,
iated Film Producers, WilliamAffil-J.
Ganz Co., and Film Graphics.
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PROMTS
facilities"
in the future.
Discussing potential profits to
theatre owners, the speaker outlined the case of one motion picture
house in New York which was
among a group carrying six fights
exclusively last summer. The house
had 3,000 seats. Net receipts at $1,
$2.40 gross admission and a sellout
with 473 buying standing room
came to $7,500 after taxes. Of this,
total TV costs were $4,000— considered high because of the small number of theatres in the network —
leaving a $3,500 profit for the exhibitor. "The deduction of normal
house expenses and film distributor
costs still left this exhibitor with a
whopping profit for a single theatre
TV show," Mr. Halpern said.
Theatre TV Costs
Discussing theatre TV costs, he
noted that exhibitors have upped
their box office charges considerably since the advent of the medium, in one case from 54 cents to
more than $2.00. He said there was
one instance of concession sales
during a telecast going up 400% .
Success of theatre TV depends to
a large degree, he said, on superior
events which are "(1) exclusive,
(2) promoted well and (3) telecast
Profits will be high for theatres
regularly."
with TV installations because the
THEATRE TV
REQUIREMENTS for a theatre TV
to AT&T last week by the National
mittee and the Motion Picture Assn.
The specifications, some of them
commercial TV networking, were
submitted to AT&T in conjunction
with the request of the FCC for
data on the availability of common
carrier facilities for theatre TV
earlier this month [B«T, April 7].
Theatre TV hearings were postponed from May 5 several weeks
ago by the FCC due to the "press
u
r
e
o
f
business"
April
14]. It other
is expected
the [B*T,
Commission
will set another date in the near
future.
Specifications submitted to AT&T
last week cover performance standards, pricing basis and typical system requirements. Among the requirements are:
1. A 10 mc bandwidth video signal,
compared
to commercial
4.5 mc.of
2. Amplitude
and phase TV's
response
the video
much stiffer
those
used insignal
commercial
TV. than
3. Signal-to-noise ratio of the video
signal not less than 46 db for blackand-white signals and 42 db for field
sequential (CBS) color signals. Commercial TV signal-to-noise
networking
run about 40ratios
db for
for
monochrome, it is understood. For
periods
of
fading,
minimums
of
db for monochrome and 37 db for41
color are specified.
not exceed
of 4.theLinearity
differenceshallbetween
black 10%
and
white levels. Commercial TV networking
has
no
such
requirement,
it
is
understood.

found significance in the large
number taking the courses for
credit, paying fees and actually
finishing
The proportion was the
saidcourse.
to be much
higher
sored by the American Council on than the average in the more conEducation, with financial support
ventional
university
extension
courses.
provided
Fund for
Education byof the
the Payne
Fund,Adult
and
Among other speakers were Dr.
Allen B. DuMont, who reviewed the
by
tion.the Alfred P. Sloan Founda- history
and expressed
fiofdence in theTV future
of UHF; conand
Purpose of the conference was
not only to explore the use of the A. S. Dunton, chairman of the
reserved educational channels but board of governors of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., who said
also methods
of using time on commercial TV stations.
that CBC's first two TV stations—
Various types of educational in Montreal and Toronto — would
operation this fall.
programs were shown the educa- begin
Consensus of those present was
tors— kinescopes, films and live.
RCA provided a mobile crew which that finances for building TV staare not nearly as important
assisted
strations. in presenting the demon- as the tionslarge
sums necessary to opAmong suggestions which erate.
cropped upcus ions during
the
spirited
diswas the creation of a National Commission for Educational KANSAS SCHOOL TV
Television.
Dr. Arthur S. Adams, president,
Planned by Institutions
American Council of Education KANSAS will have an educational
said that such a commission "could television service if the plans of
be of great help to colleges plan- joint committee representing two
ning television stations.
state educational institutions are
"It would be particularly helpful realized, according to Chancellor
in programming, in obtaining the Franklin D. Murphy of Kansas U.
opinions of the general public and and President James A. McCain of
Kansas State College.
inNo arranging
meanswas oftaken
financing."
formal action
on this
The Kansas educators said the
committees for several months have
suggestion.
A major impression was made been exploring "ways and means
by Dr. John S. Millis, president of for efficiently, intelligently and ecoWestern Reserve U., who related
nomically bringing a first class telhis experience in educational proevision service to . . . Kansas."
grams— for college credit — on
Kansas State College has teleWEWS (TV) Cleveland.
cast experimentally for years, with
Educators were impressed with a low-cost unit, and Kansas U.
Medical
Center's permanent dayDr.
Millis'via findings
that courses
presented
TV in Cleveland
have by-day closed circuit TV system
an audience of 50,000. They also was first used in September 1949.

Walker Warns Educators

RESERVATIONS
basis among educational institu"THERE
is sometimes
only a very
fine line between
deliberation
and
tions for the establishment and
operation of an educational TV staprocrastination,"
Paul A. Walker FCC
warnedChairman
educa- man. tion was hailed by the FCC chairtors attending the first educational
TV program institute at Penn"In theall first
place, cooperation
the educational
institusylvania State College last week. between
Chairman Walker was one of
tions in the 40- to 70-mile radius
the speakers at the conference, at- of your television station should
tended by 80 educators, which ran certainly go a long way toward
April 21-24. His talk was much solving
along the same line as the posi- said. your financial problem," he
tion he and Comr. Frieda B. Hen"In the opsecond
such may
conock took at the convention of the
eration in and place,
of itself
Institute for Education by Radio- bring a new concept of the greater
Television in Columbus [B*T, sharing and utilization of all the
'April
21]. educators not to delay educational resources of the area —
Urging
beyond the field of television,"
too long in applying for one of the heevenadded.
242 non-commercial, educational
The
four-day seminar was sponTV channels reserved for them,
Chairman Walker warned:
"These precious
as- WISCONSIN GROUP
signments cannot be television
reserved for
you indefinitely. They may not
Studies TV Allocations
even be reserved for you beyond WISCONSIN State Radio Council
one year unless you can give the has been asked to study the FCC
Commission concrete, convincing allocation of 51 television channels,
evidence
tent. .. . of the validity of your in- 12 of them educational reservations, in 31 state communities and
"Yes,
the enddateof ofonethisyear
from the ateffective
re- has examined an engineering plan
port [the final TV report issued which could provide state-wide TV
by the FCC April 14], anyone may series, Prof. H. L. Ewbank of U. of
request the Commission to change Wisconsin, director, said last week.
Whether Wisconsin is to have a
the educational assignment in your
community to a commercial as- television service under educational
auspices is a matter for the people
signment."
Cooperation on an area-wide to decide, Mr. Ewbank said. "Without a mandate from the people we
D. C. EDUCATORS
cannot act." He said the council
would
welcome expressions from
Weigh UHF Channel Use state groups
and individuals concerning their wishes.
WASHINGTON, D. C, educators
gathered last week to examine the
prospect of cooperative use of the
one reserved UHF channel allotted
to Washington.
Educators Fret Over Funds
Representatives
of 15 Washington educational institutions
lunched IERT SESSION
at George Washington U., at the
bers, in response to a question,
day conference closed April 20.
By JOHN OSBON
invitation of Dr. Cloyd Heck Mar"The most important thing now there would be sufficient dual-band
vin, GWU president. Dr. Marvin, . . . The Commission has placed a
VHF-UHF
receivers available for
is
to
get
applications
to
the
Comwho presided at the meeting, felt heavy burden of responsibility upon
educators to start operations,
that a TV station could be made educators throughout the country.
mis ion for construction
permits," just
Comr.
Hennock
told
a
ballroomas
with
commercial telecasters.
into a definite educational instru- Educators now have the primary
ment which could best be shared by duty to see to it that this golden packed caaudience.
In this connection, Comr. Hen"Therefore,
edut
o
r
s
i
n
every
city
affected
must,
nock blurted out: "We seem to have
all, instead of being the teaching opportunity of TV is taken advan- as soon as possible, begin the work
instrument of one.
over setis manufacand that . . . stations are necessary for the filing of such ap- no jurisdiction
turers, which perhaps
a grave
Such a station, he suggested, built tageas of soon
as possible. . . . Their
plications. But first, the decision defect." She urged educators to
might be more free to undertake failure to meet
the
challenge
of
must immedi- apply in any event even if their
experiments in the educational use these television assignments luill be to buildately bethemadestations
and some enlightof TV.
situations haven't firmed up
"black
eye" which
theyhonor,
will
ened public-spirited and enterpris- funds
and even if they could program
Summarizing arguments against abe huge
forced
to
wear,
without
person in each city must take yet
the venture, Dr. Marvin pointed for a long time to come. . . . — FCC the ing
only
short
each day. This
lead in getting the necessary also was theperiods
out that cost of operation of. this Comr. Frieda Hennock before the
position taken by the
kind of station has been estimated Institute
preparatory
staff
work
completed."
Joint
Committee
on Educational
by RadioComr. Hennock dominated two
at a minimum of $600,000 a year Television forAprilEducation
and Ralph Steetle, its
18.
sessions on educational TV April 18 Television
and would require an initial outlay
— one a clinic on utilization of chan- executive director.
for construction of $400,000 to
she gave a prepared
Comr. Hennock stressed the urWITH this somber note of warning talk, nels,andfor which
$800,000.
general meeting
gency of filing
for theof 242which
educa-80
Henry N. Peterson, chief librar- and evident concern over the one- in which ashesecond
was
active
from
the
reservations,
ian, D. C. Public Library, said that year time limit on applications for
Additionally, she reportedly are for tional
VHF,
and
at
times
directed
the opportunity to obtain a TV educational TV reservations, Comr. floor.
with several educators
station should not be ignored but Frieda Hennock raised the storm was closeted
discussions to offer advice implied criticisms at educators for
also called for study of the possi- flag for educators at the 22d annual inon side
their failure to get down to grasstheir
particular
problems.
for Education by Radiobility of purchasing time on exist- Institute
roots level in their thinking. Her
At one point, Comr. Hennock warnings
Television in Columbus, Ohio.
ing commercial TV stations.
were coupled . somberly
Whether educational groups said : "Don't worry about money too with references
A committee was appointed to
"those
set up subcommittees to investigate would rally around the flag ap- much — just get in those applica(Continued ontopage
6U) who
tions." She also told IERT memparticular phases of the problem.
peared questionable as the fourBROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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SARNOFF
BRIG. GEN. David Sarnoff, RCA
chairman of the board, has been
selected by the Awards Committee
of Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. to
receive the first RT.MA award for
outstanding service to radio and
television.
Designation of Gen. Sarnoff as
recipient of the was
industry's
award
announced
Thursday at a
meeting of the
RTMA board of
directors, held in
Niagara Falls,
Ont. The board
met again Friday
in joint session
with the Canadian
RTMA board.
Leslie F.
Gen. Sarnoff Muter
of Muter
Co., Chicago, is chairman of the
Awards Committee as well as
RTMA treasurer. Mr. Muter announced that Gen. Sarnoff was the
unanimous choice of his group.
The awards project was set up
by the RTMA board at its New
York meeting last February as a
means of recognizing exceptional
contribution to the electronic industries. Presentation will be
made to Gen. Sarnoff June 24 at
the annual summer meeting of
RTMA, to be held in Chicago.
RTMA's board heard a series of
reports vision
from
diheads. committee
Joseph B. and
Elliott,
RCA Victor, chairman of the Sports
Committee, said the committee had
recommended expansion of the prodesigned toevents.
promote attendancegram
at athletic
Thus far the committee has conducted special seasonal promotions
for
majorThesports
as baseball
and such
football.
committee
feels
the program should be enlarged and
put ontion of asports
year-round
Promoevents basis.
will be worked
into industry advertising on a more
NEWS RIGHTS
Don't Telecast Suspects
POLICE should not permit suspects to be telecast, in the opinion
of Milton E. Winslow, superintendent, Bureau of Identification, Minneapolis Police Dept. Superintendent Winslow's views were cited in
the April Vermont State Trooper.
The state legal department was
quoted by Mr. Winslow as stating
that it is the duty of the police to
refuse to permit any prisoner in
custody to be telecast, prior to conviction.
Doing so, the state authority continued, would subject police to damage suit action by the prisoner.
Discussing background which
brought forth the opinion, Mr. Winslow said, "Lately, and I presume
many other (police) departments
are faced with the same situation,
I have been pestered by the television stations wanting to, and
sometimes demanding that sensational arrests be televised."
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Honored With First RTMA
permanent basis.
Mr. Elliott reported that the
recent Jordan report, showing TV
actually helps rather than hurts attendance at sports events, had received widespread and favorable
reception [B»T, April 21, 7].
Dr. W. R. G. Baker, General Electric Co., on behalf of National Television System Committee, reported
that the committee's field testing
of a proposed set of color TV
standards was proceding satisfactorily.
Field testing has New
been York
conducted in Philadelphia,
and Syracuse.
The RTMA Advertising Committee reported that test promotion
campaigns designed to stimulate
FM listening and set sales were
procedingmitteesatisfactorily.
The com-in
reviewed tests conducted
North trictCarolina,
Wisconsin
and Disof Columbia.
Next promotion will start in
early State.
May, covering
UpperAMNewas
York
It will include
well as FM promotion. John H.
Smith Jr., NARTB FM director,
met with the committee in New
York last Tuesday.
Future tests are to be confined
to localized areas where FM "offers
something that AM doesn't." This

Award

was believed to mean the promotions will cover areas where reception is bad or FM offers program
service not available on AM stations.
A score of areas have requested
FM promotion campaigns under
joint
-NARTBdistributor
dealer RTMA
auspices
but they
will berequired to show a special need for
FM service. FM broadcasters will
be expected to take the initiative
and set up their own specialized
promotion committees.
Group Members Announced
Mr. Muter, chairman of the
RTMA Convention
announced membershipCommittee,
of the group
as follows: Charles Hofman, Belmont Radio Corp., co-chairman in
charge of entertainment; A. D.
Plamondon Jr., Indiana Steel Products Co.; J. J. Kahn, Standard
Transformer Corp., and Robert S.
Alexander, Wells-Gardner & Co.
A nominating committee was
named to submit nominees for
RTMA officers other than the presidency. Glen McDaniel, RTMA
president,
serving a three-year
term. Theis committee
comprises
Max Balcom, Sylvania Electric
Products, chairman; Paul Galvin,

Motorola Co.; Mr. Muter. All three
areTheex-presidents
of RTMA.
Canadian RTMA
board was
invited to join the U. S. board at a
joint meeting to be held April 16-17,
1953, at the Ambassador Hotel, Los
Angeles.
HONORS NBC-TV SHOW
Steelman Cites 'Battle Report'
NBC-TV program, Battle ReportWashington, intended to keep the
public better informed on the
Korean war and the world-wide
fight against
communism, Assistant
was commended by Presidential
John R. Steelman last week.
"Before Battle Report becomes a
part of the tradition of a free
people,"
Steelman
"let me
say oncedebtedMr.we,again
how said,
greatly
inwho have
had
a share
in it, feel toward NBC. At no cost
to the government whatsoever, and
at great expense to itself, NBC
brought you [the public] programs
simply because it saw them as a
service
to you, which
the people."
The series,
started Aug.
13, 1950, and ran for 86 programs,
ending April 20, was produced by
Theodore Ayers, written by Lou
Hazam, and narrated by David
Brinkley.
'COMEDY HOUR'
C-P-P May Film Series
IF COSTS can be held to the same
level as live telecasts ColgatePalmolive-Peet will film the weekly
NBC-TV Comedy Hour next fall,
eliminating kinescoped West Coast
repeat.
Leslie Harris, C-P-P radio-television director in Hollywood, is exploring facilities and costs. He said
he was certain filming would be
done if the required AFM 5% trust
fund formula setup for live music
on TV film is eliminated.
The budget has been set at $5,500,000 for 39 Comedy. Hour shows
starting Sept. 21, it was said.
With Bob Hope added to the comline-up and
Donald
O'Connorinand edyEddie
Cantor
receiving
creased salaries, production and
time costs per show will be about
$125,000 next season as compared
to the current $97,000. Mr. Hope
is to receive $40,000 per telecast
and supply added talent and
writers.
Under the schedule setup for next
fall on a rotating basis, Mr. Hope
is to do .10 telecasts, with Martin
& Lewis, Abbott & Costello and
Donald
and EddieO'Connor
Cantor 11.doing six each

Press and Broadcaster
RAYBURN BAN
In Same Boat — Koop
EFFORT
to rescindsessions,
House Speaker
Sam Rayburn's
ban future
on telecasting
of Congressional
and prevention
of similar
rulings
from either federal or local government officials, is the concern of
the newspaper editor as well as the telecaster.
That is the opinion of Theodore
In addition to describing some of
F. Koop, associate director of news
and public affairs for CBS, Wash- the preparations for TV coverage
ington. Mr. Koop made his state- of the Chicago political convenment during a panel discussion on
tions, Mr. Taylor listed the needs
"The Impact of Television on News of a TV station's news department.
"Television
is looking
to experiReporting,"
one
of
five
subjects
enced newsmen
from established
explored at the American Society
of Newspaper Editors convention in news media," he said. "TV needs
Washington
17-19. lights at men who have the skill to integrate
Mr. Koop April
said bright
the picture and the sound; who can
congressional hearings are not TV look for, and point out, the signifilights, and reiterated the cry of
cant gesture, facial expression or
telecasters that TV cameras need
portion
a speech."
He saidof the
presentation of news
no extra light with which to satison-the-spot makes the viewer a refactorily
operate.
The
radio
microphone should not bother witnesses,
porter. Unfortunately, most viewers
he said, since it is already there are not trained as reporters and
for the PA system.
don't know what to watch for, he
is your fight, too," he said.
told"Freedom
the editors.
Dr. Casey presented findings of
Appearing with Mr. Koop on the various surveys which purported
panel were Dr. Ralph Casey, head to show that readership of newsof the Journalism Dept., U. of
papers does not differ significantly
Minnesota; Davidson Taylor, NBC between television homes and nonand Wallace
Lomoe,
managing
edi,
TV
homes.
He saidmorning
readership
de- chairman
ASNE's Freedom
tor of the Milwaukee Journal.
clined least among
papers
Informationof Committee,
replied ofto
Moderator was George Cornish, in TV homes.
Messrs. Koop
TV owners of more than a year coverage
managing
editor of the New York
of and
newsTaylor's
events plea
by for
all
Herald Tribune.
return to their papers, Dr. Casey media.
Mr. Taylor agreed with Mr. Koop claimed.
Mr.
Pope
said
his
committee
had
by asserting that television should
But he asserted that the longer decided that the important thing
have the right to cover a news a newspaper reader has a TV set, was the elimination and prevention
event which is covered by any other the less he listens to the radio.
of closed, secret meetings, and not
media.
During the discussion period whether TV should be allowed now.
"It is no longer freedom of the open to comments from the floor, He predicted that the problem of
James S. Pope of the Louisville restricted TV coverage would repress,
freedom of news," Mr. Courier-Journal
Taylor but
declared.
solve itself within two years.
and the Times, and
BROADCASTING
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An

Open

Letter

Concerning

In the

New

to

WWL

Television

Orleans

Market

We believe that you have done a commendable service for
the development of television in New Orleans by clearly stating
your position with respect to your request for the assignment of
Channel 4.
Community Television Corporation also believes that additional television stations on both VHF and UHF should be established as soon as possible in New Orleans thereby giving New
Orleans the widest possible choice of television programming.
Community Television Corporation, which consists of 75 local
stockholders including many business men active in the civic,
financial and social life of New Orleans, is filing an application
for TV in New Orleans and will specify Channel 26.
As you did, we also want to let everyone interested in filing an
application for TV in New Orleans know of our plans in advance.
Our belief is that by so doing others who may be preparing applications for a television station in New Orleans will have sufficient
notice and will see fit to file their applications specifying the remaining, unapplied for channels in this community, thereby avoiding bickering, and long drawn-out hearings and delays.
We, too, are going on record in not trying to outguess other
applicants. Our decision to file on Channel 26 is made and it is
our intention to adhere to this request.
We are joining with you in the spirit expressed in your forthright position in announcing your intentions with respect to
television, and we do so with the same desire of expediting the
processing of television applications for New Orleans and the
bringing of additional TV service as soon as possible in its full
measure of enjoyment to our fellow citizens.

COMMUNITY
TELEVISION
CORPORATION
505 BARONNE STREET NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA
JULES J. PAGLIN, PRESIDENT - STANLEY W. RAY, JR., V. PRES. AND GEN. MGR.
OADCASTING
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IERT Session
(Continued from page 61)
162 UHF assignments, which
would profit by education's failure the
some educators, notably those of
here."
Comr. Hennock stressed that if Ohio State U., felt were meaningeducators don't use their VHF asless in the light of present TV development and lack of audience.
interests
will soon findsignments,
out how"commercial
valuable
they
As William G. Wilcox, OSU pubare
and they'll apply."
lic relations
it: "Tele-on
non-commercial
educationalShe TVnoted
efvision (here)director,
is still put
dependent
forts of certain universities, (Syra- the cooperation of the three local
cuse U., etc.) .
commercial stations for any live
Seymour Krieger, counsel for the
FCC announce. makesThe available
to the
Joint Committee on Educational programment . . time.
Television, emphasized urgency, university a channel (UHF Chantoo, but strongly advised educators
nel 34) that now is of no practical
to consult FCC's rules before or- value. There are few if any receiving sets in the Columbus area
ganizing and starting stations.
Other facets he urged in referring equipped to receive broadcasts in
to applications, were data on time, the ultra high frequency range."
was rejected in a bid for VHF
programming and engineering. OSU
Closed circuit TV also cropped up. Channel 12.
JCET has estimated that more
No Immediate UHF Plans
than 15 organizations may file this
The Ohio university thus has no
year for educational outlets and
immediate
plansto for
that "half will get in substantial must
continue
seekUHF
time and
as it"weis
readiness to file within the year's made available to us on the three
grace."
There
was
one
unofficial
Columbus stations," Mr. Wilcox
estimate that of the 800-plus insti- said.
tutions indicating interest in TV,
Also rejected for VHF were East
only a score or more have funds. Lansing,
New York, Los Angeles.
Mr. Steetle said none would be on While VHF
Channel 7 was set
theWhen
air by the
year'ssmoke
end. had cleared, aside for non-commercial educational
use
in
Salt
Lake City, plans
Broadcasting • Telecasting of the U. of Utah and
other groups
sounded out at random university were not revealed during
the conand college representatives on their
ference.
Numerous
groups
in ChiTV planning to date. Most were
cago will apply for VHF Channel
unaware how far their own courses 11. Organizations
in
other
cities
had been charted or declined to have are readying applications, accordtheir reactions quoted by name.
ing to JCET [B*T, April 21].
They said actual steps must be
As one concrete step, educators
announced by the presidents and were
to concentrate at the
boards of trustees of their respec- outseturged
purchasing kinescope
tive institutions and noted the im- equipmenton and
film studio
portance ofthe Educational TeleviProgramming
wouldfacili-be
sion Programs Institute conference limited ties.
in
nature,
of
course,
with
which was held last week at Penn- stations taking advantage of FCC's
sylvania State College. It report- leniency with respect to hours of
edly was the first time presidents
As little as a half-hour
of universities actually had been operation.
or two hours a day at the outset of
operation
was
mentioned more than
called
together
to
discuss
video's
educational future (see separate once during the
sessions. As an
story).
alternative
to "non-profit"
educators were
told they status,
could
Need Questions Answered
What bothered educators was the compete for commercial stations.
Minimum
programming
was
an
lack of answers to these questions:
(1) How can we file applications advantage of which some educators were quick to apprise their
and sure
order weequipment
we're uninformed
not
will havewhensufficient
TV-minded colleagues.
It also was explained that stations
funds? (2) Will not the Commis- may
sell
programs
but not time.
sion's rejection of partial commerrules,
accomcialization redound to a major dis- The Commission's
panying the Assignment Table,
lift
advantage for us?
for time-operation from
One educator said pointedly that provisions
FM regulations and apply them to
FCC's ban on partial profit opera- non-commercial
educational TV
who tion
go would
into"bankrupt"
television. educators
Another broadcasting:
questioned
prospective from
staAppearing
under Sec.
"General
Operatingstate:
Requirements,
3.651 (b),
the
tions couldwhether
obtain equipment
manfacturers without reasonable rules
Non-commercial
educational
televiassurances of financial backing.
sion broadcast stations
are schedule
not required
a regular
and
Still another complaint by some to operate onnumber
of hours
ofof operaIERT members was that they knew no minimum
t
i
o
n
i
s
specified;
but
the
hours
actual
operation
during
a
license
period
shall
nothing
about
the
one-year
time
into consideration in conlimit on educational reservations. be taken sidering
renewaltelevision
of non-commercial theeducational
broadOne educational station reprecast
licenses.
sentative (from Minneapolis-St.
With
respect
to
the
latter
reasked: "Howforcana TVyou station
apply
servation, some panelists at the
toPaul)
the Commission
IERT
convention
professed
belief
and listtheestimated
if you funds
don't the Commission would go easy on
know
amount costs
of your
educators on the premise that the
andThere
wherealsothey're
coming
from?"
were grumblings over operation is substantially "in the
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public
interest"difficulties
and because
acknowledged
schoolof
groups will face in programming,
production and engineering.
While a handful of educators
were privately inclined to brand
cooperation by commercial broadcasters as inadequate on educational programs, by far the majority
praised the
efforts. The
JCETindustry
also for
is its
on
record as lauding private operators.
Utilization of commercial TV and
radio stations
educational fare for
alsopresenting
was explored
during the convention. Arnold L.
Wilkes, public affairs director,
WBAL-TV Baltimore (Hearst Radio Corp.), presided over a panel
including James Hanrahan, WEWS
(TV) Cleveland,
Mr.
Steetle.
Examples andof TVJCET's
programming on commercial outlets in
Baltimore, Cleveland, Columbus
and other cities were cited.
Similarly, concrete examples
were mentioned. Franklin P. Dunham, radio-TV chief, U. S. Office
of Education,
varioushave
instances inwhich noted
local stations
cooperated on educational features
(see story page 75).

CBS-TV RATES
New Card Shows by Groups
FULL tionsCBS-TV
stahas a base network
rate for ofone62 hour
of evening time on a one-time basis
ofNo. $51,200,
according
to rate
7, effective
April 15,
1952. card
Card shows these stations broken
down into a basic interconnected
group of 29 stations available only
as a group, at $30,625 per evening
hour; a northwest supplementary
group of three stations, available
only as a group with the basic
group, at $1,650; a supplementary
interconnected
group ofwith2'6 the
stations,
available
individually
basic
group, atmentary
$17,425;
and
a
supplenon-interconnected group
of fouruallystations,
individ-at
with the available
basic group,
Card contains no station rate increases not previously announced,
$1,500.
but the basic CBS-TV network has
been increased from 21 to 29 stations, aminimum requirement for
all new business or on contract renewal for current business. Additional
of the basic
network are:members
Minneapolis,
Omaha,
Salt Lake City, San Diego, San
Francisco, Dallas, San Antonio and
Tulsa.
Join Network July 1
Three of those cities — Dallas,
San Antonio and Tulsa — will not
join the interconnected network
until about July 1, when Houston,
Miami, New Orleans and Oklahoma
City will also become interconnected
with the CBS-TV network.
Los Angeles, Salt Lake City, San
Diego and San Francisco are subject to transcontinental cable
charges of channel,
$1,200 an$2,400
hour forfor ana
westbound
eastbound channel. Unlike the station rates, set at 80% of the hour
rate for 45 minutes, 60% for 30
minutes, 50% for 20 minutes, 40%
for 15 minutes, 33y3% for 10 minutes and 30% for 5 minutes, the
cable charges are figured on a
straight time-proportion basis, 50%
of the hour charge for a half-hour,
25% forsorbin15
minutes.
g the extra
cable CBS
chargesis abfor
St. Louis ($130) and Memphis
($260)network
formerlyclients.
passed along to the
TV
Advertisers
using
the CBS-TV
network on an alternate-week
basis
are now allowed half of the annual
discount if they complete 26 broadcasts within a 52-week contract
year. That is, they get a discount
of 5% of the largest amount of
weekly
where the
every- weekgross
clientsbilling,
get 10%.
CBS Television now permits the
combining of two or more concurrent contracts in figuring station-hour discounts to give the advertiser the benefit of the most advantageous rate.

AFA TV SESSION
Thaw Effect on Agenda
TELEVISION will be examined by
authorities from the advertiser,
agency, network and production
fields during the TV session of the
48th annual convention of the Advertising Federation of America,
slatedannounced
June 8-11lastin week.
New York, it
was
Robert M. Gray, director of advertising and sales promotion for
Esso Standard Oil Co. and general
chairman of the convention, said
speakers for the television session,
under the chairmanship of TV Vice
President Eugene S. Thomas of the
George P. Hollingbery
station repfollowing: resentation firm, would include the
F. Guy,
manager ofof NBC,
radio
andRaymond
allocations
engineering
speaking on "Taking the Mystery
out of UHF Telecasting"; Henry
Schachte, Borden Co. advertising director, on "What the Television Thaw
Means
the Advertiser";
Midgleyto Jr.,
manager of Charles
broadcastE.
media
for
Ted
Bates
Inc.,
"What
the
Television Thaw Means to the Advertising
Agency";
Fred
M.
Thrower,
CBS-TV vice president in charge of
network sales, "What the Television
Thaw terMeans
to the Networks";
Craig, Benton
& Bowles Walvice
president in charge of radio and television, "There's No Business Like
TV
ShowviceBusiness";
Shupert,
president ofGeorge
PeerlessT.
Television Productions, "Films May
Answer
of the Future,"
and JohnTVE. Problems
Fetzer, WKZO-TV
Kalamazoo, chairman of the NARTB Television Code Review Board, "Teleto the Public."
The vision
TVBelongssession,
scheduled the
morningclude initial
of June
11, also will
inannouncement
of resaid this survey "is expected to
sults of a nation-wide survey, now reveal new and basic marketing information of value to all adverin progress, on "Where TV Produces the Most Sales." Spokesmen
BROADCASTING
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The

Finest
of

Available

Package

films
For

Television

LONG VOYAGE HOME
STAND IN
STAGECOACH
THE KANSAN
TRADE WINDS
SILVER QUEEN
SUNDOWN
SLIGHTLY HONORABLE

John Wayne, Thomas Mitchell, Barry Fitzgerald
Humphrey Bogart, Joan Blondell
John Wayne, Claire Trevor, Thomas Mitchell
Richard Dix, Jane Wyatt, Albert Dekker
Fredric March, Joan Bennett, Ralph Bellamy
George Brent, Bruce Cabot
Gene Tierney, George Sanders
BroderickArnold
Crawford, Pat O'Brien,
Edward

52nd STREET
ETERNALLY YOURS
HOUSE ACROSS THE BAY
TO BE OR NO TO BE
VOGUES
HISTORY IS MADE AT NIGHT
CRYSTAL BALL
YOUNG AND WILLING
YOU ONLY LIVE ONCE

Kenny Baker, Leo Carrillo, Zasu Pitts
Broderick Crawford, Loretta Young, David Niven
George Raft, Joan Bennett, Walter Pidgeon
Jack Bennv, Carole Lombard
Joan Bennett, Warner Baxter, Mischa Auer
Charles Boyer, Jean Arthur
Paulette Goddard, Ray Milland, William Bendix
Susan Hayward, William Holden
Henry Fonda, Sylvia Sidney
Henry Fonda, Madeleine Carroll
Claire Trevor, Henry Hull, Albert Dekker
Fredric March, Veronica Lake
Joel McCrea, Laraine Day, George Sanders
Ann Sheridan, Richard Carlson, Robert Armstrong
Joan Bennett, Henry Fonda, Alan Marshall
Richard Dix, Preston Foster
Richard Dix, Jane Wyatt, Albert Dekker

WOMAN OF THE TOWN
1 MARRIED A WITCH
FOREIGN CORRESPONDENT
WINTER CARNIVAL
1 MET MY LOVE AGAIN
AMERICAN EMPIRE
BUCKSKIN FRONTIER

masterpiece
write, wire
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inc.
productions,
45 West 45th Street, New York 18, New York
Luxemburg 2-4717
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WAVE-TV

V

IN KENTUCKY!
KEN

IM
I
IN AUDIENCE!

WITH LOCAL ADVERTISERS!
(22.5% more!)

WITH NATIONAL ADVERTISERS!
(13.0% more!)

IN COVERAGE!
WAVE-TV has perfect reception in the Metropolitan Area.
WAVE-TVs PLUS is that in
outlying "fringe" areas, 63. 1% of
all TV homes "get" WAVE-TV
more clearly than Station "B"!

WAVE-TV
CHANNEL 5
NBC • ABC • DUMONT
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
Jl

FREE & PETERS, Inc.
Exclusive National Representatives
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Theatre Acquisitions Probed
PARAMOUNT
or
Seville
[theatres]
into
a store
and having written or received some of
EARLY history of Paramount in that manner we would not
increase
the letters and notes.
theatre acquisitions was probed by the
number of theatres.
At one point Mr. Balaban said
FCC counsel last week during the
Other letters, between various
letters were improtracted ABC-UPT merger hear- Paramount officials or executives of that somemateriofal and hethecould
see no point
affiliated
or
subsidiary
companies,
ing [B«T, April 21].
Appearing were Leonard H. concerned theatre acquisition and in their being offered to FCC.
A. H. Blank, another UPT direcGoldenson, UPT president, Robert Paramount trade practices in DeB. Wilby, UPT director, and Barney
is due to be cross-examined
troit, Chicago, upper Michigan today tor,(Monday).
Balaban,
president
of
Paramount
state,
northern
Illinois
and
Indiana.
Pictures.
One letter was written by M. M.
FCC counsel appeared to be try- Rubens, director and secretary of RF Coaxial Switch
ing to show that Paramount had Great States Theatres Inc., which
attempted to restrain trade by lim- in 1926 was owned 30% by Balaban TEST of a new RF coaxial switch
iting the number of theatres in & Katz. Mr. Rubens was writing to by WBAL-TV Baltimore was to
some cities and by requesting that A.
L. Mayer, and described in his take place during a broadcast last
other runsfilm
hold theatres.
back re- letter the Structural condition of Friday night. John Wilner, station
of filmscompanies
from certain
two theatres. He wrote:
engineering chief, said an alternate
For its case, the Commission coun500 w transmitter has been instal ed to guarantee TV reception
sel hibits,
produced
more
than
100
exbe madefor ina it,theatre
obtain anda newhavechoice
most of which were copies of tolocation
case of a breakdown of the main
two 5in kw
letters.
transmitter.
The new RF
.back
. . [theatres]
condemned
and
turned
to their owners.
Most of the letters were dated
switch, reported as the first of its
If youwhyboysnot are
really
clever
con- kind
from 1925 to 1926, but none of them nivers,
sell
the
.
.
.
[theatres]
designed for high band broadback to the owners after you get a
were brought out by the Justice location,
would permit
the changethen have the . . . [theDepartment in its investigation of
over in a casting,
matter
of seconds.
Switch
atres]andcondemned.
Mr. Balaban called the letter was
the motion picture companies before the consent decree in 1945, it "silly." He could not recall ever neers. designed by station's engiwas explained.
Introduction of the correspondTV Effect on Movies
ence was the subject of protracted
wrangling between Paramount UPT REPORT
'Not Permanent'
Counsel Paul A. Porter, former
TELEVISION'S mark on movie box offices tends to dwindle as the TV
FCC Chairman, and FCC Counsel set
ages,
Leonard
H.
Goldenson,
president
of
United
Paramount Theatres,
James
Juntilla. Mr.
point was0. expressed
at onePorter's
point said in his report to stockholders.
in this way:
Repeating the UPT stand last year that the "box office is off more in TV
areas than noted
in non-TV
areas," that
Mr. end
★
"Efforts to reconstruct events of Goldenson
nevertheless
of 1951 of $34,215,000, includa quarter-century
doesn't offer
much
value to theagoexaminer
and "the inroads of television moderate
ingment$30,356,000
cashis and
governsecurities.inThis
an increase
after
the
novelty
and
installmentthe Commission as to the qualifica- payment period of set ownership of $6,873,000 over 1950 assets, Mr.
t
i
o
n
s
"
o
f
Paramount
to
be
a
broadhave passed. Goldenson pointed out. Working
cast station licensee today.
There are some capital, increasing $9,500,000 to
Among the FCC exhibits was a
indications that reach $24,551,000, reflects additional
letter from M. A. Lightman, presiafter a lapse of long-term loans plus net proceeds
dent of Malco Theatres Inc., Memfrom federally ordered sales of
time,
resume settheowners
habit UPT theatre properties, the presiphis,ensonTenn.,aboutwhothewrote
to
Mr.
Goldacquisition of a
dent reported. Liabilities decreased
of
more
frequent
building
$12,291,000 to $9,664,000.
attendance at mo- fromReport
Owensboro,in Ky.a choice location at
said that on April 19,
tiontres,picture
thea-a 1951, a standby
Mr. Lightman wrote:
but
on
$10 milmore selective
. . . We have not been hurt and we
lion
was
added
to credit
generalof corporate
did
—
at
least
temporarily
—
stem
the
funds
"in
anticipation
of
increased
tide
of a newhaving
theatre by some purchase.
outsider
This . impact
by
requirements
acqui. ." presi-of capital sition
basis.
. . . [our]
We can convertmadethe the
present Malco television,
Mr. Goldenson
and operation forof the
television
according
to the
dent of the company, which subject facilities." If the merger with
to FCC approval is merging with ABC is consummated, it was noted
WNHC-TV RENEWAL
ABC radio and television networks
"substantial
portion"
Is Granted by FCC (see story, this page), will be felt that
ABC's a debt,
which UPT
figuredof
FCC renewed the license of most strongly by the B picture mar- at $10,576,000 at year's end, will
ket and by marginal theatres which be paid off.
WNHC-TV New Haven last week,
Indicating that two civil defense
cleaning up with one exception the sprang into being during the pub- tests
of theatre TV had fomented
lic's wartime entertainment famine.
26 TV stations it placed on temBalance sheets in the annual re- further CD plans to use the medium
porary license last February beport
indicated
consolidated
UPT
for
public
information and training
cause of lack of religious and edu- earnings for 1951 totaled $10,790,Mr. Goldenson predicted
cational programs as listed in com- 011, of which $4,002,590 was listed programs,
a
wider
use
theatre-TV for
posite week logs [B»T, Feb. 4]. as capital gains. Provision for coverage of of
conventions, sales
Only station still remaining on federal
incomes
taxes
amounted
to
meetings
and
to
introduce new
temporary license for that reason
is KPHO-TV Phoenix.
$6,764,890, as compared to $5,496,- product lines, in addition to trainIn a burst of activity two weeks 302 set aside in 1950 when earnings
ing and educational presentations.
ago, the Commission renewed the totalled $12,351,000, of which $2,To keep abreast
electronic
velopments whichofmay
apply de-to
licenses of eight TV stations which 144,000 was capital gains. Net
had been cited for lack of religious profit in 1951 amounted to $3.27 on UPT's field of activities, the corpoand educational programs [At 3,300,859 outstanding shares, as
ration
purchased 50%
Microwave Associates
Inc.,of Boston,
Deadline, April 21]. Only other TV compared to the previous year's
station remaining on temporary $3.79 per share on 3,261,287 shares. through a common stock purchase
The decrease in the UPT net, Mr. amounting to $97,500 on Jan. 15,
license is KTTV (TV) Los Angeles.
Commission has been looking into Goldenson explained, was due to 1952. UPT also agreed to lend
complaints concerning direct sales increased federal taxes and an esti- Microwave
$62,500,
to be subordinMicrowave
working
commercials, medical advice and
matedtendance
7% decrease
theatre at- capitalated to other
through the inyear.
loans in the succeeding
what is alleged to be an invasion of
The company listed assets at the
privacy.
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You

don't

just

BLOOMINGTON

when

you

buy

buy

You're
BILLION

buying

a

% MARKET

That's right. WTTV reaches out
to 57 Indiana counties (and quite
a few in Illinois) with a population
of well over 1 Vi million.
Let your nearest Meeker rep show
you what kind of area saturation WTTV
provides in central and southern Indiana.
It's terrific !

STATION

Affiliated with NBC-CBS-ABC-DUMONT
Owned and operated by Sarkes Tarzian in Bloomingfon, Ind.

STATIONS WTTS (5000 WATTS) AND WTTV (CHANNEL 10)
OWNED AND OPERATED BY SARKES TARZIAN IN BLOOMINGTON
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telestatus
1
providerk adequate
TV
plansintercittoy netwo
AT&T
facilities as they are needed
ts
to fill requiremen of TV
station
and network broadcasters arising
from the lifting of the ban on new
station construction. A spokesman
hone edcompa
for
teleppoint
day
LinestheDept.
outny's
ThursLong
.
.
.
0
1
on pront
ructi
that "the
prese
const
UP
gram includes the provision of TV
channels over certain main routes
0 3 00C in anticipation of the industry's
rements."expansion of the Bell
requi
"Further
System's
network," he
"will
be
ratesaid,
at which
newgoverned
stations byaretheconstructed
and
the clarification of the needs of individual stations and the network
broadcasters. Future steps also
may be influenced by the availability" of critical
Stressing
the material.
importance of
AT&T receiving adequate advance
notice of plans of TV construction
so that it may schedule its own facilities construction program acngly, he said:with"Wethearenetwork
keeping in close corditouch
broadcasters
and
hope
that
vidual station owners will letindi-us

TV

know promptly of their plans."
N. Y. Set Survey
Reported by Pulse
SURVEY of some 1,500 families

throughout the metropolitan New
York area indicates that 63.8% of
the homes are equipped with telemodels. vision sets, 23.4% of them RCA
Conducted in January by The
Pulse Inc. for Joseph Jacobs Advertising and Merchandising and
announced last week, results indicate that while RCA dominates
the market, its lead is diminishing
from the 27.2% reported for
January 1951.
Second and third places in 1952,
as in the earlier study, were held
by Philco— found in 12.3% of the
homes — and Admiral — in 11.6% —
both standings showing an increase
during the year. Gains also were
reported for DuMont receivers,
now found in 6.5% of the homes,
Motorola, in 5.5%, and General
Electric, 4.6%. Zenith, which
ranked fifth in 1951, was in seventh
place for January 1952.
Drama Study Shows
Adults Like Comedy
TV DRAMA survey of 758 adults
in the New York metropolitan area
among 15 dramatic programs indicates 71% favor the one-hour
program over shorter dramas and
that comedy is preferred to other
presentations, according to the
March 1952 issue of The Television
Audience of Today.

AT&T Plans to Fill
Network Needs
(Report 213)
The interviews, conducted March
7-16, TV
indicate
these
homes 86%
watchofat adults
least onein
TV dramatic program regularly,
although they rank variety and
musical programs above drama.
The drama program, Studio One,
was rated excellent by more than
58% of those who have seen it; i
other "excellents"
Montgomery
Presents,were46%,Robertand
Philco Playhouse, 42%. Preferences
in order are comedy, adventure,
mystery, true and factual stories,
romance and crime. Viewing was
lightest in upper and lower economic groups and heaviest in middle economic groups. About 56%
were willing to accept a middle
commercial on a one-hour program,
but only 12% on a half -hour drama.
* * *
Newspaper Reading
In TV Homes Studied
THERE is significant difference in
newspaper readership for homes
equipped with television as contrasted to non-TV homes, according to the report of J. P. McKinney
& Son and Ward-Griffith Co., New
York, newspaper representatives
which co-sponsored a Daniel Starch
study of the problem.
Page observation
women averaged
almost
7% higher
inby television
homes
for three
the four
paper issuesof studied
and separate
only 3% newslower
(Continued on page 91 )

il 28, 1952 — Telecasting Survey
Weekly Television Summary— api
Sets in Area
Sets in Area City Outlets On Air
Outlets On Air
150,148
Louisville
WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
Albuquerque KOB-TV
14,400 Matamoros
Ames
(Mexico)185,000
WOI-TV WSB-TV WLTV
WMCT
Brownsville,
Tex. XELD-TV
TOLEDO MARKET
WAGA-TV,
WTVJ
88,106
113,000
19,200
126,853
Miami
Baltimore
380,263
WAAM, WBAl-TV, W MAR-TV
Binghamton
60,000
WTMJ-TV
90,000 Milwaukee
Birmingham WNBF-TV
328,084
WAFM-TV,
WBRC-TV
WTTV
Minn.-St.
Paul
KSTP-TV,
WTCN-TV
98% PREFER
142,000
321,400
Bloomington
Nashville
886,349
WSM-TV
Boston
68,418
WBZ-TV,
WNAC-TV
New
Haven
264,618
WNHC-TV
Buffalo
262,000
146,213
WBEN-TV
New
Orleans
WDSU-TV
Charlotte
WBTV
89,108
Chicago
WABD,
WCBS-TV,
WJZ-TV,
WNBT
WSPD-TV
1,116,386
WBKB,
WENR-TV,
WGN-TV,
WNBQ
WOR-TV,
WPIX,
WATV
348,000 NewNewark
YorkCincinnati
WCPO-TV,
WKRC-TV,
WLWT
Norfolk
WTAR-TV
3,059,400
Cleveland
605,329
Oklahoma
City
WEWS,
WNBK,
WXEL
227,000
112,543
Columbus
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
127,041
WKY-TV
126,374
Philadelphia WDTV
Omaha
KMTV, WOW-TV
only affiliate
TV station
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV, WPTZ
Ft. Worth KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
Pittsburgh
Phoenix
AnToledo's
NBC television
with only Dallas160,415
KPHO-TV
1,031,966
389,000
212,000
the best from CBS, ABC, DTN
55,100
Quad Cities WOC-TV
Include Davenport,
Rock E. Moline235,000
98,445 Providence
WTVR
WJAR-TV
WHIO-TV,
WLWD Moline,
118,860
Dayton
Detroit
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV,
WXYZ-TV
144,000
750,000
WICU
162,384
Erie
Rochester
WHAM-TV
Island
Ft.Dallas
WorthQuad
Cities WHBF-TV
Include Davenport,
160,415 Rock
WBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
98,445
Salt
Lake
City
KDYL-TV,
KSL-TV Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline75,900
Grand
Rapids
217,081
WOOD-TV
74,766
San Antonio
Diego
Greensboro
109,947
KEYL,
WOAI-TV
132,500
WFMY-TV
130,000
NBC AFFILIATE
KFMB-TV
Houston
San Francisco KGO-TV, KPIX, KRON-TV
KPRC-TV
348,500
A FORT INDUSTRY STATION
HuntingtonAlbany-Troy
SchenectadyCharleston WSAZ-TV
221,350
80,350 Seattle
WRGB
Indianapolis
206,600
WFBM-TV
55,000
St. Louis
Jacksonville
139,800
WMBR-TV
144,116
KING-TV
Toledo
Johnstown
KSD-TV
Rep. by The Katz Agency, Inc.
200,040
WJAC-TV
390,500
Syracuse
Kalamazoo
WHEN,
WSYR-TV
174,718
WKZO-TV
Tulsa
201,846
KOTV
Kansas City WDAF-TV
WSPD-TV
158,000
149,064 Utica-Rome
WKTV
Lancaster
WGAL-TV
Lansing
111,970
Washington
90,000
WJIM-TV
WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
Wilmington
Los Angeles KNXT,
KECA-TV,KTLA,KHJ-TV,
70,000
WDEL-TV
354,129
WSPD-TV
KTTV KLAC-TV, Kl
100,438
CHANNEL 13
Estimated Sets in
Stations on Air 109*
Total Markets on Air 64*
TOLEDO, OHIO
* Includes XELD-TV Matamoros, Mexico
overlap set counts
Editor's
Note:
Totals for
eachofmarket
representareestimated
within
partially
duplicated.
Sources
set estimate*
basedtorn*onsetsdata
from television
dealers,
Iees,setselectric
in all
and manufacturers.
Since
many are
compiled monthly,
may remain
unchangeddistributors,
Nat. Sales Hq. 488 Madison Avenue, necessarily
approximate.
New York 22, ELdomdo 5-2455
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SETS
IN THE

5 1 City

You
Cant
Buck
Uncle
Buckshot

SERVING THE CAROLINAS'
BIGGEST
TELEVISION AUDIENCE
Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Company
Represented Nationally by CBS Television Spot Sales
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san vmo's
1st and Only
TELEVISION STATION

CALIFORNIA'S
THIRD MARKET

San Diego
Market Area
Represents
A
$230,000,000
CONSTRUCTION
INDUSTRY
In A
BILLION
DOLLAR
MARKET!
Wise Buyers

KFMB-TV
C h a n n e I-8
KFMB- AM
550 - K. C,
John A. Kennedv, owner
Howard L. Chernoff, Gen. Mgi
f -prfsenieri bv The Bra-hom Co.
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DuMONT REPORT
'51 Net Under '50 Figure
ALLEN B. DuMont Labs sustained
a net loss on 1951 operations of
$583,000, compared to a profit of
$6,900,788, or $2.87 per share of
common stock in 1950, Dr. Allen B.
DuMont, company president, rethe firm's annual
report,
mailed toported instockholders
last week.
Gross income of the DuMont organization in1951 was $50,741,596,
compared to a 1950 gross of $76,362,665. Decline was attributed to
losses suffered by the receiver division,
tories at caught
a timewithwhenexcessive
consumerinvendemand dropped stated,
sharply.the"However,"
Dr. DuMont
company
"has made substantial technical
progressment and
improved itstechniques.
manageand production
Adjustmentsfavorable
weremarketmade
to
the unand economic
conditions which affected the whole
industry.verted Plant
were conto defensefacilities
production
and
made ready
for
more
favorable
ditions which should follow conthe
thawThe ofDuMont
television's
freeze."
transmitter, instrument and cathode-ray tube divisions all showed operating profits
for the year and the broadcast division "made substantial progress,"
Dr. DuMont changes
reported.and"Webrought
made
management
to fruition broadcast policies which
resulted in a profit during the last
quarter of the calendar year. We
hope the same type of results will
be Inpresent
in theof future."
a section
the DuMont TV
network, the report noted that management policy "has been aimed at
/. F. TROUBLE
ARRL Issues Warning
SET manufacturers were warned
last week by American Radio Relay
League that
code transmissions mayamateur
cause interference
with some TV receivers.
Starting May 1, amateurs are
provisionally authorized to use the
21-21.45 mc band in the United
States and possessions, under terms
of the International Telecommunications Conference. A. R. Budlong,
ARRL general manager, notified
manufacturers Thursday that viewers with sets using the 21 mc band
for IF amplification might suffer
interference.
ARRF has conducted tests showing the danger of interference, Mr.
Budlong said. Remedies can be
applied only at the receiver, he
added, contending it is the manufacturers'they
duty to knew
makewellthesein
changes since
advance that amateurs would be
using the 21 mc band. Most set
companies using the 21 mc band
for IF amplification are understo d to have moved the IF stage
to other bands.
FCC has formally proposed that
the new amateur transmissions be
permitted to start May 1 but final
authorization has not been issued.
Similar starting date has been set
by Canada and other nations.

putting our television broadcasting
activities on a profitable basis as
soon as possible. To this end, while
our 1951duced a total
network
operations
proincome
very much
higher than in the previous year,
operating expenses were not pertion.
mit ed to rise in the same propor"Our efforts will continue along
this line in 1952," the report stated,
"building sales volume while holding expenses within reasonable
limits, and, because the network is
a major integral operating division
of the company, it should produce
important revenue in the year

NCAA

'52 PLAN
May Be Revealed May
TELEVISION Committee of th
National Collegiate Athletic Assi
is expected to announce its open
tional procedure for the 1952 fools
ball season shortly, Asa Bushnel
director of the NCAA TV prograroj
said Thursday after a two-daj
meeting of the committee.
Details of the plan are expectet*
to be made public at the same time;
possibly May
1. Itforis approval,
submitted hetc
member
colleges
explained, with little opposition ex*
pected from theresentativescolleges
rep- j
from each since
regional
During
1951,
the
network's
key
association have particU1
station, WABD (TV) New York, athletic
pated in its development. All majoi
moved
ahead." its transmitter to the Em- networks have also been asked foi
pire State Bldg., adding 3 million
and each of them ha*
persons to its potential audience, suggestions,
representatives to a numbe|
the report noted. It also cited work sent
of
TV
committee
during the year on a new DuMont Bushnell reported. conferences, Mri
Television Center in New ' York
"I think it's safe to say that tha
City and(TV)at Washington.
the DuMont-owned networks
would prefer no plan ai
WTTG
all," he added, "but I also thinl|
they will find this one as satisfactory to them as is possible."
N.Y.UHF FIGHT
Many Seek Channel 31 SET SALES FUTURE
THREE-WAY fight loomed last
No Prompt TV Thaw Aid
week for the sole additional com- LIFTING
of the TV freeze by th<
mercial television channel earmarked for New York City by the FCC will have little "substantial'
on set sales until late thii
FCC in its freeze-lift allocations effect
year, according to Comdr. Eugene
[B*T, April 14].
Municipally owned WNYC filed F.
McDonald
Jr., president
Ze*
Radio Corp.,
Chicago,of who
for thewhile
channelWHOM
— No. nith
spoke at the annual shareholders
31an —application
on Tuesday,
and WOV, independents which meeting last week.
Zenith Radio Corp. profit is down
specialize in foreign-language programming, announced that they, but the lower earnings reflect a
more normal operation than that
too,
would
compete
for
the
assignment.
quarter when
wholewere building
inventories
WOV, which maintains studios in of 1951'ssalersfirst
Rome as well as New York, re- against threat of shortages, Comdr.
McDonald stated. Net consolidatportedvanced,"its TV
saying itplans
would "well
apply adfor
ed profits for
Zenithmonths
and itsending
subries for three
Channel 31 "in due time" and pro- March 31 sidiaamounted
to
$1,083,242,
sing to render
a service
. . . not ponow
available
to NewthatYork"is
$2.20 per share after deductions.
audiences" — a reference that was orThese
results compared with $2,construed to mean that foreign- 228,709, or $4.53 per share for the
quarter a year ago.
language programming, at least in same
Extension of networks to areas
part, would be proposed.
"We have made steady progress not now on the cable and interest
in our television preparations over in the Presidential conventions will,
"assist greatly in leveling
the past two years," WOV said in however,
normal summertime seaits
formal statement.
"We are nowin out thesonal drop
in radio and television
interested
in film production
Italy andtivitiesGermany,
and these We
ac- production and sales," he said, addare being expanded.
ing that the latest available marexpect titiesto of unusual
have substantial
quan- dangerket surveys
show there
"littlqt
film products
of a repetition
of theis highly
available for broadcast by the time volatile inventory situation" which
operations will be due to start, took place last year.
alongrial of with
diverseother
kinds.program mate- posals would include foreign-lan"The organizational
and financial
WNYCguage shows.
officials have said that,
aspects
of television operation
have
Channel
is a commerbeen given equal attention and we although
cial frequency, they31 would
operate
will be equally ready on these non-commercially
— as WNYC is ope
r
a
t
e
d
—
in
event
the
municipality]
WHOM's
to applybyforFortune
Chan- receives the FCC grant. They]
nel 31 was plan
announced
counts."
out they had intended to;,
Pope, president of the station and pointed
for Channel 25, allocated to]
WHOM-FM as well as publisher of apply
Yorkeducational
City channel,
as a non-commerII Progresso Halo- Americano, daily New cial
but, were]
newspaper.
blocked bymayFCC'sbe awarded
ruling thatonlysuchto^
He indicated, however, that it channels
had not been decided whether applicants connected with an educational institution.
WHOM's television program proBROADCASTING
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NEW

CHANNELS

FOR

IMAGINATION

♦ With each new channel added, or increase
in station power, the number of people in front of
television screens goes up. • With each increase in the use
of film pick-up — together with the acceptance of new
technics, materials, and equipment — the number becomes
more solidly sold. • For film programming opens new channels
for imagination. Shows no longer are limited by the four walls
of a studio, nor held within the time zone of a particular
show's origination. Creatively . . . geographically . . .
the sky's the limit. • Complete technical information
concerning film selection and processing is available . . .
together with details concerning special Eastman
services, equipment, and materials. Address:
Motion Picture Film Department
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N. Y.
Coast Division
East Coast Division
Midwest
137 North Division
Wabash Avenue West
6706 Santa Monica Blvd.
342
New Madison
York 17, Avenue
New York Chicago 2, Illinois
Hollywood 38, California

page 57)
Towers Joint•om Meeting
contemplating
returnU.S.A.
in' the (Sunfall.
Its
Fair meadows,
(Continued f:
day, 3-3:30 p.m. on CBS-TV) was
of applications
for radio
dropped
because
advertiser's
"We here can do nothing tees
television
antenna towers
over and
500
unhappiness
overof thethe time
period. April 14].
that," he admonished.
ft.
in
height
located
off
presently
J. Walter Thompson, Co., New about
Question regarding the plans of existing airways.
York, is the agency.
the "TV industry" was answered
After recounting the current
by Arthur Scharfeld, president of regulations
on the subject and what
FCBA, in this way: There is no
GREEN GIANT
was called
thecooperative
maintenance
of "ex-in
such
thing
as
a
"TV
industry."
cellent
relationships
Exactly
what
the
proposals
are
for
Buys CBS-TV Show
matters,"
the
report
indicated
GREEN GIANT Co., Le Sueur, high TV towers won't be known these
there is no desire to change
or more TV ap- that
Minn, (canned vegetables), will until all theplications a1,000
these relationships, but that with
re filed with the FCC.
sponsor Art Linkletter House Party
the
advent
of faster aircraft and
Neal McNaughten, engineering higher towers,
on CBS-TV, 3-3:15 p.m. [B*T, director
it is necessary to
of NARTB, suggested achieve more uniformity.
March 31], effective with the debut
of the show on Sept. 1.
the use of radio warning beaAs one proposal, explicitly lacons on towers — as aids to air
"The mentpurchase
seg- navigation.
beled "for discussion purposes," the
He also recounted the
on the newof this
HousetimeParty
suggested that towseries gives the program a solid status of centralized location of TV memorandum
ers
more than 500 ft. high and loantennas
(one
of
the
proposals
Monday - through - Friday sponsorcated outside civil airways should
advanced
by
aviation
industry)
—
ship in that period,"
Fredof Thrower,
to Mt. Wilson in Los not be considered obstructions to
vice president
in charge
CBS-TV referring
Angeles and Empire State Bldg. in air navigation if they are "below
network
sales,
said
Thursday.
"At
a plane with a slope of 50:1 measthe same time, with the Green New York as examples.
ured upward and outward in a
Giant Co. joining the growing list
Radio-TV consulting engineer
plane at right angles to
of CBS TV sponsors, we have an- Glenn D. Gillett recounted his ex- vertical
the
boundary
of an airway or conother strong indication of the
p
e
r
i
e
n
c
e
s
i
n
Des
Moines.
The
airtrol area or the five-mile boundary
healthy condition of our network
port
there,
he
cited,
used
to
have
from
the
center
of a direct offbusiness. Time sales at CBS are four airways; it now has eight.
currently at an all time high. . . . Mr. Gillett. and consultant Robert
The suggestion
airway
route." also embodied the
We are moving closer to the cov- L. Kennedy also furnished some principle
that any object over 500
statistics on what a 2,000-ft. tower ft. high more
eted 'sold out' position of our day- would
five miles from
look
like.
They
reported
that
time network
period." sponsoring the guy wires of a triangular the boundary than
of the airway or diOther
advertisers
rect
route
should
normally
not be
Linkletter are Pillsbury Mills and tower of that height would extend considered a hazardous obstruction
Lever Brothers. N. W. Ayer & about 65% up the tower and reto
air
navigation.
Son, New York, is the agency for
quire 1,250-1,500 foot-square plot
Lever, while Leo Burnett Co., Chi- on the ground. They also disclosed
[For textorandumof, se end
pre-conference
memof this story.]
cago, is the agency for both Green that towers of that height would
Giant and Pillsbury Mills.
probably
have
simple
elevators
for
During
the
last
month,
aviation
maintenance of aircraft warning interests have made a number of
lights.
concerning what they beAir Force Col. J. J. McCabe said proposals
lieve is the forthcoming plethora
the Air Force recognized the need of 1,000
and
ft. TV towers.
for high TV towers, acknowledged A summary of2,000
those proposals is
PEABODY AWARD 1951
that TV was necessary and useful as follows:
as a medium for the dissemination
originating Station of
of information, even envisaged use 1. Request that
legislate
to theCongress
Communications
of TV as an air navigation aid to anAct amendment
THE JOHNS HOPKINS SCIENCE REVIEW
which
specifically
would
give
the
the point where some day all planes FCC
tositesdeny
applications
whose authority
or heights
are
found
toantenna
be air hazards.
would fly
"visually"
with
a
TV
reTV antenis going.ceiver showing the pilot where he 2. Requirement
nas be installed that
on a allsingle
tower.
Requirement that sections
all TV towers
Other ideas expressed by avia- be3. localized
hazard area. already
tion representatives were similar considered an inair city
Around
tolow).those already advanced by the 4. Requirement that the height of
be limited—action.
through FCC
same interests previously (see be- TV
rulingtowers
or Congressional
5.
Requirement
that
a
radio warningtendevice
Baltimore
In a pre-conference memorana site. be installed at each anEstablishment
national
dum, prepared in Comr. Webster's of6. standards
that ofall aCAA
regionalset
office, theferencepurpose
was set outofas:Friday's consubcommittees
would
be req
u
i
r
e
d
t
o
adhere
to
when
considering
Determination of a method of airspace
applications.
they always
achieving uniform treatment by the TV7. tower
Requirement
that
coverage
be
the TVusetowers
of booster
nine Regional Airspace Subcommit- beobtained
stations
sothrough
that high
would
unnecessary.
The recommendation by the Air
keep an eye on
Today' Adds Sponsors
Transport Assn. that an additional
THREE new participating spon- provision be added to the McFarsors for NBC-TV's morning Today
bill (S-658) still rests with
show (Monday through Friday, 7-9 land
a.m.) were reported last week. the House Committee on Interstate
ATA recKaiser-Frazer and Bauer & Black & Foreign Commerce.
hat a new provision be
WHAM
scheduled participations five times added to theom ended tCommunications
Act
a week, adding at least $25,000 to
would give the FCC specific
TELEVISION
the show's weekly billings. Armour which
& Co. also was scheduled to spon- authority to deny an application
CHANNEL 13
sortails
a portion
the show,Agencies
but de-: which proposes an antenna site or
were still ofpending.
a hazard to air naviFoote, Cone & Belding, Chicago, height gfound
Affiliate DuMont Television Network — American Broadcasting Co.
ation by the CAA [B»T, April 7].
for Armour; William H. WeinRepresented nationally by Harrington, Righter & Parsons, Inc.
The McFarland bill is awaiting
traub, New York, for Kaiser- clearance for House debate. It
Frazer, and Leo Burnett Co., Chi- was reported out of committee two
cago, for Bauer & Black.
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TV Holds Accounts
(Continued from page 57)
back into television by participation in The Goldbergs on NBC-TV.
Manhattan Soap Co., New York,
which has dropped One Man's
Family (Saturday, NBC-TV), reportedly was unhappy with the
time period. But the firm has
started a radio spot campaign for
the spring and summer and is expected to return in the fall with
another TV show. Scheideler, Beck
& Werner, New York, is the agency.
Warner-Hudnut Co., which
dropped participation sponsorship
of the Langford-Ameche show on
ABC-TV when the network cancelled the program because of excess talent costs, is expected to
buy a fall TV show. Kenyon &
Eckhardt, New York, is the agency.
Of the two advertisers surveyed
who have made no recommittment
to TV, Cluett, Peabody & Co., New
York, was said to have exhausted
its advertising budget for the
present. The advertising director,
George Phillips, told B*T that the
show — Herb Shriner, on ABCTV
was dropped
because
"cost
was — exceeding
limitation
of advertising budget." Mr. Phillips also
said that
they wereshowveryon "pleased"
with
the Shriner
ABC-TV
and thought it "great."
The second advertiser, JohnsManville, has not yet made up its
mind, but was understood to be

]

weeks
ago [B»T,
April 21]. by the
A request
for comments
FCC has not yet been answered,
but it is understood that the Commis ion is drawing up a reply giving its position on the matter.
What that position is could not be
determined.
The recommended amendment
would amend Section 303 of the
Act by adding this new subsection :
That the
shall "(s)to Have
thority andFCC
be required
refuse au-to
issue or modify
any
license
or con-or
struction permit when such license
would authorize
operation
orpermit
construction
of radio theor television
towers
whichwithin theits Civil
judgment,
after
consultation
Aeronautics
Administration, the Civil Aeronautics
Board, the Department of Defense,
■and the Treasury Department, constsiitubtiel,iotrythere
a reasonable
that theyis may
constitute,pos-a
hazard to air navigation."
Other suggestions have been
made by ATA, as well as by the
'Air Line Pilots Assn. During a
:IMarch,
CAA-sponsored
early in
a numbermeeting
of suggestions
were made [B*T, March 31, 17].
The meeting culminated in the appointment of D. D. Thomas, CAA
planning officer, as coordinator to
work up recommended criteria to
guide regional airspace subcommittees.
See Stations Mushrooming
Certain observers feel that at the
root oftivitythe
acin the aviation
matter industry's
of TV towers
is a belief there will be 2,000 TV
stations under construction shortly
after July 1 when FCC starts
processing applications again — -all
with 1,000 and 2,000 ft. antenna
towers.
Among the cities where such
tower heights are being considered
are Boston, Chicago, Norfolk, Oklahoma City, Buffalo, Nashville and
Cincinnati. Aviation interests also
are said to believe such towers are
being considered as well in the flatlands of such states as Florida,
Kansas and Texas.
Applications proposing towers
over 500 ft. have to be submitted
to regional airspace subcommittees
under 17Partlists
17 ofthethecriteria
FCC's which
rules.
Part
govern automatic approval of tower
heights and locations less than 500
ft. in height. Variances from the
criteria or heights above 500 ft.
have to secure CAA sanction.
Under CAA regulations, planes

must fly at least 1,000 ft. above
the highest structure in its flight
path. Consequently, erection of
1,000 and 2,000 ft. TV towers might
necessitate structichanges
in flight inons inthose areas.
According to best information,
2,000-ft. towers cost $815,000— including steel, construction, lighting
and marking. Fifteen hundred foot
towers are estimated to cost
$400,000.
Highest TV tower at present is
that of WSB-TV Atlanta. It is
1,062 ft. high. Next highest is
KFMB-TV San Diego— 1,017 ft. in
height. Empire State Bldg. antennas for all but two New York
City market TV stations are from
1,450 to 1,465 ft. above street level.
Most TV antennas are from 500
to 700 ft. above ground. Tallest
tower is U. S. Air Force control
station at Rome, N. Y., air base.
It is 1,250 ft. above ground and
cost $256,000 to put up.

CEREBRAL PALSY DRIVE
Whole Industry to Aid
UNITED
Cerebralraise
Palsy's
1952
May campaign
funds
for
treatment
of overto 550,000
afflicted
with the disease will be launched
with the help of "the entire broadannouncedcasting
lastindustry,"
week. UCP officials
All networks will carry announcements and special station
breaks in two-day opening drive
April 30-May 1 heralding the camwhich will continue
out May.paign,Volunteer
agency throughhandling
West Coast broadcasting campaign
will be Leonard Shane Agency
under supervision of William Crago,
radio-TV director, and William J.
Stout, UCP West Coast representative.
"Advertising agencies and their
clients, workspackage
and netare beingproducers
very cooperative
in this special two-day coverage to
announce UCP's national drive,"

commented Leonard H. Goldenson,
UCP national president and president of United Paramount Theatres, which is in process of merger
with ABC, subject to FCC approval.
WCBS-TV Spot Up
MORE than $400,000 in local and
national spot business was signed
by CBS-owned WCBS-TV New
York in the two-week period which
ended April 18, General Sales Manager GeorgeThe
R. Dunham
last week.
contracts,announced
he said,
included 13 new scheduled and
several major renewals.
Summer Show Set
COLGATE - PALMOLIVE - PEET
Co. willmer sponsor
sumreplacementBigforPayoff
its asColgate
Comedy Hour on NBC-TV (Sun.,
8-9 p.m.), effective June 22. Agencies are Ted Bates Inc. and Sherman & Marquette, both New York.

for all TV Cameras

ion
BALANCED"

TV

TRIPOD

This tripod was engineered and designed expressly to meet all video
camera requirements.
Previous concepts of gyro and friction
type design have been discarded to
achieve absolute balance, effortless
operation, super-smooth tilt and pan
action,
dependability, ruggedness and
efficiency.
Below :
3 wheel portable dolly
with balanced TV Tripod mounted.

Complete 360° pan without ragged or
jerky movement is accomplished with effortless control. It is impossible to get
anything but perfectly smooth pan and
tilt action with the "BALANCED" TV Tripod.
Quick-release pan handle adjustment locks
into position desired by operator with no
"play" between pan handle and tripod
head. Tripod head mechanism is rustproof, completely enclosed, never requires
adjustments, cleaning or lubrication. Builtin spirit level. Telescoping extension pan
handle.
Write for further particulars

RCA Diode Tube
PENCIL-TYPE diode tube designed
for use in UHF measuring equipment has been announced by RCA
Victor Div.'s tube department.
Tiny diode (RCA-6173) is an
adaptation
constructionof the
thatfirm's
had pencil-type
been restricted
to
triode
types.
It's
smaller in length and
diameter
than a cigarette, and weighs less
than one-fifth of an ounce. For
use with coaxial and wave guide
type transmission lines, this new
tube can be employed in pulsedetection and pulse power measuring service at frequencies up to Qmm
3,300 mc per second, RCA claims.
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FINAL
TELEVISION
ALLOCATIONS
REPORT
EXTRA

COPIES

AVAILABLE
NOW
AT $3.00
EACH
This is the complete report— 196 printed pages —
just as the FCC released
it, Monday, April 14, 1952.
This volume shows the
complete city-by-city
breakdowns for all 2,053
proposed stations in 1,291
communities. There are
sections on antenna
heights, educational reservations, power, procedures, Hennock's and
Jones' opinions, zoning
and mileage separation.
You'll want library copies, home copies, tear
copies and working copies. Please use the coupon
below and order today.
Limited Supply.
Broadcasting • Telecasting
870 NATIONAL PRESS BLDG.
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Please send
copies of
the Final Television Allocations
Report at $3.00 each.
□ M/O, check
□ please bill

COMPANY
ZONE STATE
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POLITICAL DEBATE
Abed on ABC-TV, NBC Radio
TELEPHONE TV NEWS PROGRAM
ABC-TV
network, announcing last
Aired by Four Non-Interconnected Stations week its 8-9
p.m. EDT coverage of
speeches
by
Presidential
candidatesof
NEATEST TRICK of the week at
before the national
convention
Gardner Adv., St. Louis, is its
the League of Women Voters in
Cincinnati
telesimultaneous production of a 15cast will beThursday,
sponsored said
as the
a public
minute live news show on four noninterconnected television stations.
service by P. Lorillard Co. for Old
The scheme calls for airing TeleGoldTimecigarettes.
spot is currently occupied
views of the Bell
Week's
News for
Southwestern
Telephone
Co.
by Stop the Music with last half
hour sponsored by Lorillard, which
each Sunday on KSD-TV St. Louis,
will
back same segment of Chance
KRLD - TV Dallas, KPRC - TV
14].
Houston and WOAI-TV San Anof a Lifetime, to be seen from 8-9
tonio.
p.m. starting May 8 [B»T, April
Al Chance, agency ladio-TV proUnsponsored radio coverage of
duction manager and executive prothe event will be carried by NBC
ducer on the news show, set up the
network which cooperated with
complex traffic scheme suggested
by Douglas
presi- KPRC-TV Houston newsman Mr. Life magazine and the League of
dent in chargeWilliams,
of publicvicerelations
Women forums
Voters atto which
set up questions
pre-convention
for the client. Mr. Chance ar- Dundas represents
one of innon-intercon ected video outlets
four for the candidates were prepared.
ranged for International News
Service to send its weekly news cities narrating unique telephone
The Thursday meeting, described
by Southroundup on film to each of the sta- news roundupwesternsponsored
as
a counterpart
the opposing
LincolnBell
Telephone
Co.
Douglas
debates in ofwhich
tions Sunday morning. On the
previous Thursday, he prepares a
candidates met to present their
master script from an INS synopsis agency's pattern for editing. After views to a single audience, will preof the news matter. The master
sent Sen. Estes Kefauver (Dinstructions on film and
script and accompanying film run telephone
script are given the newsman, he Tenn.), Harold Stassen, Gov. Earl
about 25 minutes, with both sub- works
Warren and, speaking for Gen.
with
a
director
on
film
cutsequently cut to 15.
ting and camera rehearsal. Alan Eisenhower,
tations havePaul
also Hoffman.
been issuedInvi-to
The gramtelephone
pro- Post, former announcer and now
is produced company's
via telephone,
Sens. Robert Taft (R-Ohio) and
an
attorney,
handles
the
KSD-TV
with May Kohler outlining splic- show. In Houston, Bob Dundas Jr. Richard Russell (D-Ga.).
ing, audio cues and commercials is the newsman, while John Harper,
as welltails to each
as general
production
de- who is also a folk singer, does the
of the four
newscastFILM FIRE ATM
Dallas manat KRLD-TV.
ers Sunday morning. No film titles job
San inAntonio
is Bud Vinson.The
Extent of Loss Unknown
are used, and each newsman apMr.
Chance,
who
produces
the
pears at his desk, following the Mary Lee Taylor Show for Pet A LARGE quantity of film used
same script as his colleagues. The Milk on NBC, works with Bill for television commercials was deshow is edited and on the air less Fisher, radio-television director
stroyed and some photographic
than five hours after the film is for
Gardner. Client supervisors equipment damaged last Tuesday
received.
E. F. Weekley, advertising when fire broke out in a filmThe St. Louis film serves as the are
manager for Southwestern Bell, storagefices ofbooth
in the Thompson
tenth-floor Co.,
ofJ. Walter
J. M. Freeman, information man- 420 Lexington
Ave., New York.
ager
for
the
Missouri
area,
and
GRAND UNION TV
estimate had been made late
Frank Witten, for the Texas area. lastNo week
of the loss incurred in
executives are Jack Leach
Opening Gets Coverage Account
the
blaze,
which
started
at approxand
Dean
Pennington.
imately 10:30 a.m.,
forcing
nearly
PORTABLE TV units will be set
up to provide New York audiences
100
employes
out
of
the
offices.
with one of the first telecasts of a
usual density of smoke required Un-an
extra call for emergency gas masks.
supermarket opening when a new JULY CONVENTIONS
To Be Shown In Denver
Grand Union store opens its doors
in East Paterson, N. J., Wednesday. KLZ-AM-FM and KOA-AM-FM
Opening day will be taken over
jointly announced last week WBKB (TV) Offers Time
by WNBT (TV) as part of the sta- Denver
that complete coverage by closed THE FIVE Chicago-area colleges
tion's
"Operation
Chain
Lightning,"
circuit
television
the Republican which are airing educational proa mutual promotion plan between and Democratic of conventions
in
grams on WBIK (FM) have been
WNBTlets in theandManhattan
some 1,000area.
retailWNBT
out- Chicago in July will be brought to offered free time by WBKB (TV)
to outline
their own
educational
objecDenver.
their
video outlet.
will program three remotes from
Hugh B. Terry, vice president- WBKB,tives forwhich
East Paterson at 11-11:30 a.m., 1-2 general
is
affiliated
with
of KLZ, and
p.m., and from 6:30-6:45 p.m., to Charles B.manager
Bevis Jr., KOA general WBIK, has set aside a quarter-hour
be conducted by Herb Sheldon, manager, said
each
weekday
afternoon
for
reprethat the public will
sentatives ofthe U. of Illinois, Lake
Morey Amsterdam,
Josephine Mc- be able to watch
nominations on
Carthy and Jinx Falkenberg.
Forest College, Illinois Institute of
video
sets
in
Denver's Shirley Technology,
Roosevelt College and
WJZ-TV New York, flag station Savoy Hotel.
Loyola U. to discuss the needs of
of ABC-TV network, will telecast
educational television, what viewers
from the market site Friday, both
would like to watch and what the
indoors and out, with such perform- KECA-TV Vote
schools plan for TV.
ers as Tiny Ruffner, Karen Sage,
The Fitzgeralds, and Dione Lucas. CIO'S NABET won 3-2 over AFL's
On hand from time to time IATSE the right to represent Houston Telethon
department employes of
throughout the rest of the week- make-un
KECA-TV Los Angeles after SIMULCAST by Houston KPRC
long celebration will be Jack Ster- IATSE
last
withdrew and KPRC-TV for 16 hours April
ling, ringmaster
of Sealtest's
Big charges against Monday
ABC management 19-20 raised $120,000 plus or 90
Top,
seen
on
CBS-TV,
and
Eloise
MacElhone, Barbara Welles, Bobby of discriminatory interference in cents per TV set in the area during
telethon drive for cerebral palsy
Benson and Eddie Dunn and his an election ordered last month by atreatment
funds.
NLRB.
Grand Union Caravan.
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EDUCATION ON COMMERCIAL TV
Dunham Data Refutes Educators' Claim
AKE commercial telecasters — net- Blackboard, planned by Ed Stasheff,
director of New York City Schools.
works and independent operators — TVWCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV, WPTZ (TV)
cooperating adequately with educa- Philadelphia
— At least 16 TV programs
tional institutions by contributing during any single
week in cooperation
their time and facilities to non- with Board of Education.
Mentioned
were
WFIL-TV's
College of the Air
com ercial fare in the public interest?
and
Dr.
Roy
Marshall's
Nature
of
on NBC-TV.
And are educators doing all they Things
WMAR
(TV),
WAAM
(TV),WBALcan to promote their own cause on TV Baltimore — Numerous educational
commercial television outlets on shows. Home of the famous Johns
Science Review on DuMont
the scale they approached this task Hopkins
TV Network.
in radio?
WMAL-TV,
WNBW (TV) Washingv Franklin P. Dunham, radio-TV
ton— ScienceCatholic,
and George
music fare.
GeorgeWashington,
director for the U. S. Office of Edu- Americantown,and
universities
and
cation, has mixed opinions on these public schools, Howard
as well as Arlington,
two questions. To throw some light Va., schools utilizing
TV.
on the subject, Dr. Dunham came
WDTV though(TV)
. . Al-of
armed with a fist full of statistics
crowded Pittsburgh—".
with the offerings
to the 22d annual Institute for four networks,
has had time to develop educational programs with U.
Education by Radio-Television at
Columbus, Ohio, where the accent of Pittsburgh, Carnegie Tech and
was on educational TV reserva- Duquesne U."
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV, WLTV (TV),
tions (see separate story).
Ga., and WDSU-TV New OrDr. Dunham feels commercial Atlanta,
ans— Have begun experimental series
radio-TV broadcasters are making with lelocal
universities and school sysimportant contributions but urged tem.
educators to take the initiative in
WTVJ
(TV)
Manyby series
their own communities as they have of programs alreadyMiami—
produced
U. of
in connection with radio on which Miami — public discussion,
drama and
some 78 programs are aired each science.
KPRC - TV Houston, KRLD - TV,
week by the networks.
WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV D a 1 1 a s-Ft.
"If
we
move
this
thinking
into
Worth;
(TV), WOAI-TV San
television which we are about to Antonio —KEYL
Programs originated at Rado ... we will probably be able to
House on onU. individual
of Texas' stations.
campus
present an equal number of edu- and dioproduced
WKY-TV Oklahoma City and KOTV
television programs,"
told IERTcational
delegates.
But what heof (TV)
Tulsa
— CooperatingTV with
versities on experimental
shows.unipossible overlap between prospective non-commercial educational
KOB-TV Albuquerque, N. M. and
stations and commercial broad- KPHO-TV Phoenix, Ariz. — Both carrying educational shows.
casters in the area of obligation?
seven Los Angeles stations — U.
"Those who will venture to own ofAllSouthern
California, U. of Caliand operate their own station . . .
will find ready cooperation from shows. fornia (L. A.) and Loyola U. produce
people who nave pioneered in comKPIX (TV), KRON-TV
mercial television and soon types SanKGO-TV,
Francisco — Voluntarily provide
of programs which are better fitted time.
to university and school production
KING-TV Seattle—". . . Has carried
will find themselves the respon- some of the most exciting experiments
sibility of education's own sta- in children's programs" — Telaventures
for Children.
tions," he asserted.
KDYL-TV, KSL-TV Salt Lake CityDr. Dunham observed a convic- Done
programs with U. of Utah.
tion held by some educators that
WOW-TV, KMTV (TV) Omaha— Co"television is not following the
operated with Creighton U. WOW-TV
example
of radio" inIngenuity
offering time
to
institutions.
and ". . . one of the pioneers in educational
U. of Omaha gives credit
enticing fare is the answer, he said. television."
Dr. Dunham recalled that years for courses over WMTV.
Ames,
". . . One
ago he and Dr. I. Keith Tyler, in- theWOI-TV
most notable ofIowaall —centers
in theof
stitute director,
agreed
"an country." A commercial TV outlet of
educational
program
was that
one that
Iowa State College served by all four
was put on for the purpose of edu- networks.
cation regardless of whether it sucKSTP-TV, WTCN-TV Minneapolisce ded in that purpose or not." But St. Paul — A janitor's strike a year ago
now, he noted, FCC "deliberately tionwise.
started the ball rolling- here educaand arbitrarily
has judged
gram on the strict
criteriatheofproits
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee and WBKB
source."
(TV), WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
(TV)
Chicago — Programs successful
Today mercial
wellstationsover
comare inhalftheoffield.
here
"despite
that in"demands
the
time
of the fact
stations
these citieson
Here is a breakdown of educahave
been
overpoweringly
great."many
tional programs presented by comKSD-TV St. Louis — Carries
mercial TV stations as compiled by programs
with public school system
Dr. Dunham:
and cooperates with other institutions
WBZ-TV
feature programs.
ders, from theBoston—
MuseumThe ofLiving
Science.Won- on WCPO-TV,
WKRC-TV, WLWT
WPIX (TV) New York— Operation (TV) Cincinnati — Shows put on by U.
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of Cincinnati and Xavier U. Also
tested effectiveness of shows in project
with WLWT.
WEWS (TV) Cleveland— Western
Reserve
U. produces
lege courses
for credit.four regular colWWJ-TV,
WJBK-TV,
WXYZ-TV
Detroit — Successful
telecourses
with
Wayne U., U. of Detroit, U. of Michigan
and
public
schools.
WWJ-TV
U. of Michigan cited particularly. and
WBEN-TV Buffalo — Early experimenter with programs, under aegis of
Mount
Joseph'swith
Teacher's
and U. St.
of Buffalo,
former College
center
of TV training as well.
WHAM-TV Rochester— Pioneer in
programming
start with
cooperation of U. of from
Rochester
and Eastman
School of Music.
WSYR-TV, WHEN (TV) SyracuseFormer operates downtown and U. of
Syracusegrams forstudios;
produces Both
proSchool later
of Forestry.
have
experimented
in
drama,
art,
news
and music.
Among
the "outstanding"
network programs
cited by Dr. Dunham are ABC-TV's Town Meeting
of the Air,
Inside Our
Schools
(withNBC-TV's
Time magazine)
and
the opera, Amahl and the Night
Visitors;
CBS-TV's
See
it
Now
with
Ed Murrow,
I. Magination and
New YorkMr.Philharmonic
Orchestra; and DuMont TV Network's Keep Posted
and Life
Worth Living
with Bishop
Fultonis
J. Sheen.
Washington
Watches

HILL CAMERAMAN
Proposed by Sen. Hoyden
WHAT do Senators think of television as a medium through which
they can express themselves ?
The answer came during debate
on an appropriations bill April 17.
Sen. Carl
Haydenof a(R-Ariz.)
proposed the voting
$3,600 salary
for a newly-created TV cameraman
post in the Joint Congressional
Recording Facility, U. S. Capitol.
This is the studio which records
(or menfilms)
congressfor homereports
station byconsumption.
Sen. clHayden's
request
was inuded in the Third Supplemental
Appropriation without objection.
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
TV Threat Is Cited
TELEVISION
represents
"a $10
million threat"
to college
according
to Robert
A. Hall,football,
Yale,
chairman of the National Collegiate Athletic Assn.'s special TV
committee.
Speaking on a WTIC Hartford
program, Yale Interprets the News,
Mr. Hall argued that colleges
should share receipts of televised
football, otherwise a financial premium on winning teams will be created and it will kill amateur football.

Qf))omens Sko
ws
"INGA'S

9:45 -FORMULA"
10 a.m.
FIGURE
Monday through Friday
Inga her
puts viewers—
an attractive
modeltheir—
and
through
exercise
paces every
morning.
And the women watch it— witnes ed by an 8.0 cumulative
rating (ARB, March, 1952).
SPOT PARTICIPATIONS — $65.00

Watch
Washington
Retail sales in Washington are climbing . . . climbing
. . . Sales Management Magazine has designated the city
as a "preferred" one every month this year. Television
set ownership is climbing too . . . 354,129 as of April 1.
wnbw
Channel 4

NBC Television in Washington
Represented by NBC Spot Sales
April 28, 1952 • Page 75

NOW YOU'RE
COOKING WITH

when you use the station
that sells the housewives
of Central New York through

Thousands of homemakers are
benefiting by the knowledge
and experience of Kay Larson,
herself a housewife and
mother. She is hostess of this
popular participating kitchen
show, televised each weekday
morning froiti 10 to 10:15
right before Arthur Godfrey.
In her modern, fully equipped
electrical kitchen, she demonstrates the latest kitchen
gadgets, gives food hints,
prepares and demonstrates
recipes.
LET KAY'S KITCHEN
GO TO WORK FOR YOU
On
Central
New York'sStation
Most
Looked
at Television
Represented Nationally
By the KATZ AGENCY
CBS

• ABC

• DUMONT

WHEN
TELEVISION
^SYRACUSE,
A MEREDItT TV STATION
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film report
Production . . .
National Repertory Theatre Inc.,
Hollywood, has been formed with
headquarters at Motion Picture
Center for production of half -hour
TV film series. Cooperating with
the Arthur Kennedy Theatre Workshop, officers in the new set-up include Tony Owen, president; Donald
Hyde, Jay Hyde and Arthur Kennedy, vice-presidents; William Kozlenko, secretary-treasurer.
Already completed are The Victim, co-starring Edward Arnold,
written by Mr. Kozlenko, and directed by Robert Florey; This Is
Villa, co-starring Akim Tamiroff,
film actor, written by Josephine
Niggli, and directed by Ray Enright.
Group will share profits on participation basis. Rotating directors will be chosen from pool of
interested motion picture directors
including King Vidor, Tay Garnett,
Davidert Florey.
Miller, Ray Enright and RobInterstate Television Corp., Hollywood, subsidiary of Monogram,
will finance production and distribute completed series.
Jerry Fairbanks Productions,
Hollywood, is to produce a halfhour TV film, The Greatest Mother,
for Family Theatre which will be
offered to all stations without
charge
Day telecasts.
Making forherMother's
TV debut
Loretta
Young, film star, will enact leading
role. Gene Lockhart, stage and
film actor, will be featured as will
awill32-voice
direct choir.
with Arthur
Father Pierson,
Patrick
Peyton, CSC, founder of group, producing. Fred Niblo, Jr., has completed script. * * *
Edward Lewis Productions, Hollywo d, isstarting a 26 half -hour TV
adventure film series, The Affairs
of China Smith, packaged by Tableau Television Ltd., Beverly Hills.
Dan Duryea, stage and film star,
will enact leading role with Edgar
Barrier, film actor, featured. Series,
dealing with intrigue in Far East,
will be distributed by Prockter
Syndication International and already is sold in 23 markets. Arthur Person will direct from scripts
by Robert C. * Dennis.
* *
Leon Fromkess and Harry S. Rothschild of Arrow Productions announce the completion of set lead
for their TV series, Ramar of the
Jungle, which stars Jon Hall, with
the signing of and
M'LissJames
McClure,
Ray
Montgomery
Fairfax.
Series rolls May 15. Rudy Flothow
produces and Lew Landers directs.
Casting of the first three Craig
Kennedy Criminologist TV film
shows in the second series has been

completed,
Adrian Weiss hasproducer-director
announced. A
total of 13 shows will be filmed.
Shooting started last week at KTTV
(TV) theLoscastAngeles
is Donaldstudios.
Woods Headin the
title ingrole.
* * *
The Thrill of Your Life series of
13 half-hour shows produced by
Thrills Unlimited is now ready for
distribution by Louis Weiss & Co.,
Los Angeles. * * *
Clete Roberts, commentator of
KLAC-TV
Hollywood's
Report, has gone
to Japan, World
Korea and
Hong Kong for three months of
reporting on the Korean situation.
Series of 260 quarter-hour films will
be distributed nationally by United
Artists Television.
* * *
Television Screen Productions Inc.,
New York, has announced completion of 39 film
episodes
animated
series offorfive-minute
children,
Jim and Judy in Tele-land. Series
is offered for sponsorship on twoor three-times-a-week basis, with
52-week program contracts accepted on twice-a-week schedules.
Roy Rogers Productions is shooting
four new half-hour films for NBCTV series, titled Phantom Wrestlers, BadandMan's
Brother,
Death
Medicine
Violence
in Paradise,
on location at Walker's Ranch,
Newhall,
Bob producing.
Walker directs with Calif.
Jack Lacey
* * *
Transfilm
start program
production TuesdayInc.of isthe tosecond
of its series with Burgess Meredith
in Edgar
Allen Poe'sis "The
TellTale
by JoelHeart."
Hammil, Series
formerly supervised
in charge
of NBC program development, and
"Tell-Tale Heart" will be directed
by Alex Hammid, co-director of
Gian Carlo Menotti's film, "The
Medium."
First Rathbone
program inreading
series
features Basil
Robert Louis Stevenson's "Le Sieur
DeMaletroit's *Door."
* *
Werner Janssen, composer-conductor, has formed Werner Janssen
Productions, Hollywood, headquartered at California Studios, to produce series of 100 three-minute
color films for TV and theatrical
release. Based on combination of
classical music selections and their
visual dramatizations, programs

will feature Mr. Janssen and 70piece Janssen Symphony Orchestra
of Los Angeles. Jean Bonacorsi
and Carl Palanzi, (singers) San
Francisco Symphony Orchestra,
have signed for the first 10 films.
Sobey Martin, Your
directorShow
Grant-Real
Productions,
Time
(series produced for American Tobacco Co.), and Stanley Neal, industrial film producer, will serve in
their respective capacities.
* * *
Bing Crosby Enterprises, Culver
City, is finalizing plans for a new
half-hour TV film series, as yet
untitled, based on short stories of
Louis Bromfield, 1929 Pulitizer
Prize winner. Richard Llewelyn,,
author of How Green Was My Valley, is adapting script for pilot film,
Up Ferguson's
Brom-in
field will narrateWay,fromand hisMr.farm
Ohio. Bernard Girard, currently
producer-director
company's
Rebound series, will serve
in similar
capacity.
* * *
Official Films will distribute two
new half-hour TV film series,
Secret File U. S. A. and Rocky
Jones, Space
Former,star,fea-is
turing RobertRanger.
Alda, stage
on OSS files and will be
(Continued on page 78)
JACL PROTESTS
Says Japanese
LETTERS
are to 'Typed'
be mailed onto TV
the
FCC, NARTB
and
television broadcasters byradio
the and
Japanese
American Citizens League, Chicago, protestingindiscrimination
and
"inequities"
television program ing to American citizens of
Japanese descent.
Specifics of the protest involve
telecasting of old films, particularly those dated in the World War
II period, depicting Japanese and
JapaneseAmericans as "vicious
and
traitorous,"
League
President Dr.according
Randolphto Sakada.
The group is asking also that FCC
intervene "as far as possible" with
Japanese wrestlers on TV, who encourage thprejudices
e stereotype viewers,
of a Japanese which
the
president said. Movies he cited
included "Let's Get Tough," "Little
Tokyo U. S. A." and "Betrayal
From
the East."
Although
the league is concerned
primarily with TV at this time,
it has a committee which studies
all entertainment and allied fields
for discrimination,
described telecasts of hethesaid.
kindsHecited
as "injurious to the concept of fair
play, inganand impediment
to understandtolerance, and
capable of
fomenting prejudice which can be
easily translated into action."

TV Station experience pays off for advertisers
mufck television film productions
COMMERCIALS AND NEWS COVERAGE
^■B||l 611 S. WHEATLAND AVE. COLUMBUS 4, OHIO
^mf\ f\ "HEARTRICHARD
THE TEST MARKET"
OF ROBBINS-PRODUCER-DIR.
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FORD FOUNDATION
Income Above Expenditures
FORD FOUNDATION'S income
outstripped its grants and expenditures by $8,135,504 in 1951 and the
fund's balance at the end of the
year stood at $502,587,957, according to the annual financial statement released last Friday.
Income consisted of $30,909,798
in dividends, $1,012,749 in interest,
and a$39,243
"other" sources,
for
total offrom$31,961,790.
Grants
approved during the year totaled
$22,286,214, while expenditures for
furniture, equipment, leasehold improvements, and general operations
amounted to $1,540,072 for a total
of $23,826,286 in grants and expenditures. This $8,135,504 excess of
income over grants and expenditures, coupled with $1,774,198 derived through the sale of certain
real estate and personal property,
left the fund balance at the end of
1951 $9,909,702 ahead of the $492,678,255 balance at the end of 1950.
Grants approved during the year
included $1.2 million to the Fund
for Adult Education for establishment of the TV-Radio Workshop,
plus $3.6 million to the Fund for
LAAW TROPHIES
other
adult
education projects; $50,Presented to Ad Women 000 to the Advertising
Council for
HELEN MURRAY HALL, adver- a restatement of the principles of
tising and promotion manager of American Society"; $150,000 to the
NBC Western Division, received the National Committee for a Free
Los Angeles Advertising Women Europe Inc. "to support humanitaGermany,"
and
Inc. "Lulu" award for "best re- $35,000riantoactivities
Worldin Wide
Broadcastproject" at Holmes
the group's
sixth
annual search
Frances
Achieveing
Foundation
Inc.
"to
support
ments Awards presentation at Los shortwave international broadAngeles April 20.
Others receiving trophies were casts."
were Doria Balli of TV Ads Inc.,
for best TV commercial spot cam- CBS-TV CLINIC
paign (Metropolitan Savings &
Agenda Taking Shape
Loan Assn.), and Betty Mears of
Betty Mears Teleshows, for Max GLENN MARSHALL Jr., general
Factor & Co. campaign; Jeanne manager of WMBR-TV Jacksonville, Fla., will discuss TV station
Gray, KNXT (TV) Los Angeles,
best sponsored TV program se- operation at CBS-TV's clinic in
ries, with Monty Margetts, KNBH New York May 1-2 [B«T, April
21], network officials announced
(TV) Los Angeles, second place.
Mary Lou Gordon, public rela- lastMr.week.
Marshall also will take part
tions director of Orthopedic Hospital, Los Angeles, received an in a panel of station managers,
CBS-TV
executives, and other inaward as "outstanding
womanstatesin
dustry leaders who will answer
advertising
in 11 western
the 500 or more repand Canada." She also received a questions fromresentatives ofCBS
Radio and CBS"Lulu"tionsforcampaign.
the best public rela- TV affiliates expected
to attend
the
sessions.
Other
panel
members,
Miss Holmes, in whose honor
was announced, will include
awards are made annually, was it
George
B.
Storer,
president,
Fort
given a perpetuating trophy. Helen Industry Co.; D. Lennox Murdoch,
Edwards, LAAW president, opened manager,
Salt Lake City,
the meeting, with Norman Jean and ClydeKSL-TV
W. Rembert, general
Wright, awards coordinator, pre- manager, KRLD-TV
Dallas.
siding. Barbara Stanwyck, film
actress, made presentations.
NAM TV Shorts
AFTER
79 weeks, National Assn.
WBEN-TV Tower
of Manufacturers weekly TV short
NEW triangular tower to be series, Industry on Parade, has
erected for WBEN-TV Buffalo by been pronounced a success, according to an article in Business Week
Ideco Division of Dresser-Stacey
Co., Columbus, Ohio, is 1000-feet magazine's April 19 issue. The
high, not 100 feet as incorrectly "non-propaganda" 13-minute series
listed in the March 31 Broadcast- of two to four minute shorts depicts American industry in newsreel
ing • Telecasting. Ideco displayed asection of its "Tall Tower" style and is offered free to TV staat the NARTB Chicago conventions by NAM, which says 55 station.
tions have accepted the series.
BROADCASTING
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UNDER REVIEW
'Objectiona!' Shows Listed
iTWO shows, The Continental and
jStork Club, were attacked in the
National Television Review Board's
March report on network programs. This Chicago organization
"found
objectionable
for theis
family them
and noted
Continental
being taken seriously by some elderly women.
Another program, Juvenile Jury,
placed low onfamily
the listauthority
as "frivolous
regarding
and
customs . . . why doesn't somebody
,'spank the moderator." In the
^variable" category was wrestling
and Milton Berle's Texaco Star
'Theatre. Wrestling shows depict
/'false
. . . excite
savageemoin%stinets values
. . . create
unstable
Jf|tions," while Mr. Berle's program,
although
needsoff-color
"more
imaginationimproved,
to eliminate
situations and portrayals of percluded. verted individuals," the board con-
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Film Report
(Continued from page 76)
and
WFAA-TV Dallas,
filmed both in New York and Holly- Pittsburgh,
wood. Producer-director Arthur WMAR-TV Baltimore.
Dreifuss will use semi-documentary technique with Frank Gallop
CBS-TV's new film series, Files
narrating.
Jeffrey Jones, has been bought
Tying in with this Rocky Jones, of
Felber Biscuit Co., Columbus,
Space Ranger is Space Ranger by
Ohio,
through Harry M. Miller Inc.,
Enterprises, headed by Jack Danov, that city,
for distribution in two
with 25 licensees contracted for markets: WLWC
(TV) Columbus,
delivery of various articles of effective immediately,
and WHASwearing apparel. Mr. Danov will TV Louisville, beginning
May 1.
beShow,
in NewMayYork4, for
for Boys'
Apparel
Series
also
has
been
sold
to Housescreenings of
hold
Finance
Corp.,
Chicago,
films and display of merchandise. through Needham, Louis & Brorby,
same city, for placement on WBKB
(TV) Chicago, time and date to be
Herman Hack, announces that announced
Scripture Films, which he heads, sales to six. later, bringing total
* * *
is now releasing a series of three
Frontier Parson films for televi- Alexander Film Co., Colorado
sion. Films are titled "Humble Springs, announces the recent TV
Heart", "Reads the Bible" and commercial
productions for the fol"God'sable inAnimals";
lowing organizations:
either blacktheyand arewhiteavail-or
Adolph
Coors
Co., Golden, Col.,
color. Mr. Hack, who is producer
and stars in the series, asserts that one 20-second film through Maceach story has been selected so Gruder-Bakewell-Kostka Inc., feathat there are no scenes which
Coors Beer.
Division,turingGeneral
Motors Frigidaire
Corp., Dayton,
might tend to shock children. Films
Ohio, eight 20-second, eight 26-sechave 26-minute running time.
ond,
and eight
secondeight
films60-second,
through Foote,
Cone 90-&
Sales . . .
Belding. The Gruen Watch Co., Cincin ati, two 60-second films through
Four-market sponsorships of Dou- McCann-Erickson
Inc. Continental
ble Play With Durocher and Day, Airlines, two 60-second
and one
film program distributed by United 20-second films through Galen
Television Productions, were sched- Broyles Co., Denver. The BordenE.
uled by Aaron Beckwith, UTP Company, Houston, Tex., three 20sales director, who announced that second
films through Tracy-Locke
Harts'
Co., Inof autoSales
polish,Corp.,
had manufacturers
added Dallas Co. James Manufacturing
26-second,
and Houston to their earlier con- two 46-second,dependence,andKan., two
one
13-second
tracts for Phoenix and San An- films through Galen E. Broyles Co.
tonio. Deal brings total markets
Inc., Danville, 111., one 60for the series to 20, Mr. Beckwith Coron,
second film. Merchant's Biscuit Co.,
said, with negotiations also under Omaha,
Neb., four 20-second and
way for sales in New York and Chi- one 10-second
through Allen
cago. Same program was bought & Reynolds. C. films
J. Hug Co., one 20by McCann-Erickson for Fehr second film featuring
Imperial
Brewing Co., Indianapolis, to start Clocks.
May 1 on WFBM, same city.
TELENEWS EXPANSION
Set at L. A., Chicago
TELENEWS Productions Inc.,
New York, last week announced
expansion of its Los Angeles and
Chicago
bureaus-of "to
growing demands
. . meet
. TV thenewsreel
Telenews General Manager
operations."
Charles Burris said increase in TV
newsreel
activity
placed "a
heavier load
on allhasTelenews-INS
bureaus
around
the
world."
I Staff camermen Fred Dieterich
anl Bob Hess of the New York
offices have been transferred to
West Coast and middlewest bureaus, respectively, in line with the
expansion policy.

Peerless Television Productions,
New York, added three stations last
week to those carrying its group of
26 feature films, bringing to 16 the
total of markets now served. New
subscribers include WDTV (TV)
SOONER
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INSURANCE
KB Invasion
covering
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'Passing Interest1
FCC CHAIRMAN Paul A.
Walker received minute-long
standing ovations before and
after his luncheon address to
National Assn. of Educational
Broadcasters in Columbus
April 18. He also drew a
chuckle from IERT audience
when he cited a $9 million
bequest willed to Ohio State
U. byidentify
an alumnus.
"I will
not
this educational
institution," he said, "beyond
noting it is a leading state
university which has expressed more than a passing
interest in noncommercial
educational television — and
that it is located in the capital city of an up-and-coming
mid-western state." OSU's
"more
passingin interest"
was, ofthancourse,
a VHF
channel on which it was rejected.
UTP ELECTIONS
Blink, King Re-Named
MILTON M. BLINK, executive director of United Television Programs, has been named executive
vice president.
Gerald King was re-elected president of the film distributing company and will continue to head the
Hollywood offices. Mr. Blink is in
charge of Chicago headquarters,
while the New York offices are
managedrector of sales.
by Aaron Beckwith, diUTP was founded in January
1951 by Messrs. King and Blink,
president and vice president, respectively, of Standard Radio
Transcriptions, parent organization for UTP. The subsidiary distributing company handles film
programs exclusively for Bing
Crosby Enterprises, Marion Parsonnet Studios, Walter Schwimmer Productions, Gross-Krasne
and Kling-United Studios.
Rorabaugh Adds Six
SIX more advertising agencies
have begun reporting their monthly
spot radio schedules to the Rorabaugh Report on Spot Radio Ad, the research
firm are:
announcedverlasttisingweek.
Agencies
Bo Bernstein & Co., Providence;
Farquhar & Co., Utica, N. Y.;
Gregory derson
& House,
Cleveland;
HenAdv. Agency,
Greenville,
S. C; Moser & Cotins, Utica, and
Stockton - West - Burkhart, Cincinnati.

EMPIRE BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
480 Lexington Avenue,
New York, New York

SYNC-SOUND
RANGERTONE
73 WINTHROP ST.
NEWARK 4, N. J.

THEATRE TV
Johnston Gives Views
PROSPECTIVE
television
and movies"marriage"
promises theof
birth of "a new and prosperous age
for
motion picture
industry,"
Eric the
A. Johnston,
president
of the
Motion Picture Assn. of America,
predicted April 15 at a Los Angeles
Chamber of Commerce banquet
celebrating the 50th anniversary of
the first American motion picture
theatre.
Scoffing at opinions that home
television and movies "can thrive
only Johnston
at the expense
of each
Mr.
declared
thatother,"
large t
audience
theatre
television
"opens,
a broad new avenue of opportunity
for the motion picture industry."
Terming
large giant"
audiencetoday,
televi-he
sion a "sleeping
predicted it is destined to be a
major factor in the operation of
every motion picture theatre tomorrow. Enlarging on his prediction, Mr. Johnston explained that
his industry has asked FCC to
allot frequencies for operation of
theatre television. Hearing on the
petition
in the fall.
If thebegins
frequencies
are allotted,
Mr.
Johnston
said, "far-sighted
men in our industry
see in this
marriage of motion pictures and
electronics the birth of a new era
in the world of entertainment."
HILL TELECASTS
Favored in Veteran Survey
OVERWHELMING vote among the
membership of the American Veterans of World War II favors telecasting sessions of Congress on
either a selective or general basis.
According to a poll taken of
AMVETS members, 79% balloted
for telecasting of Congress and
committee meetings when necessary. Only 15% voted against the
proposal and 6% had no opinion.
Majority of those in favor said
they wanted to be sure Uncle Sam
would not have to foot the bill for
congressional
Results wereTV.noted April 21 in
the Congressional Record by Rep.
Jacob K. Javits (R-N.Y.).
XHTV
(TV)lasttoweekCBS-TV
CBS
Television
announced
signing of XHTV (TV) Mexico City
as its 63d network affiliate. Owned
by Television de Mexico, S. A. with
Romulo O'Farril Jr. as president
and Monte Kleban as general manager, XHTV operates on Channel 4.
Service will be by television recordBASEBALL
SOUND EFFECT
5 D/FALLSPEEDY-Q
DISC
COVER
REQUIREMENTS
»10.or$2.eo.
Order CO J>. Today While Supply Lattt
Charles Michelson, Inc.
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CONTEMPT TRIAL
Is Set for D. C. May 20
TRIAL date has been set for May
20 in the Senate contempt case of
Clevelanders Morris Kleinman and
Louis Rothkopf , it was learned last
Week. The trial will be held in
District Court, Washington, D. C.
!in The
men are world
allegedwhoking-pins
the gambling
refused
to testify at the Kefauver Crime
Committee hearing last year. They
2ited sound recording and newsreel cameras, and TV cameras as
Well, in their refusal.
Messrs. Rothkopf and Kleinman
were indicted by a Washington
Sjrand
jury last
[B*T,to March
17]. They
are month
expected
bring
up the media question in their defense argument.
■ If the judge, as yet unassigned
bo the case, should rule on the
media aspect, Assistant U. S. Atorney William Hitz, who is handling
the case for the government, feels
it may be a "complete test" of radio
and newsreel presence at Congressional investigating committee
hearings. At the same time, it
should serve as a "partial" test for
TV.
The Kefauver committee was a
Senate unit. As such, it had no
relationship to the House where an
overall ban has been placed on
radio-TV coverage of committee
hearings.
However, any ruling which
touches on the right of broadcast
media to be present during an inhearing
may be cited vestigating
as a committee's
precedent
and
probably would affect all Congressional procedure.
$30 UHF Adapter
UHF adapter for less than $30
which the set owner can install
was announced last week by Harvey L. Pokrass, president of Tele
King Corp., who said the device
will be in mass production by fall.
Shaped like a midget radio, the
adapter can be plugged in and the
antenna connected to the antenna
terminals and the receiver to the
receiver terminals. It will receive
all UHF channels, he said.

A menca

is

SOU)

U.S. SHOWS GO SOUTH OF BORDER
New Sub-Title Process to Aid Mexican TV
MEXICAN audiences promise to
be a new source of income to help
reduce high programming costs of
U.S. commercial TV shows with
the development of an inexpensive
method of super-imposing Spanish
sub-titles
video
shows.on English language
After six months of experiments
and negotiations, a mechanical
method has been developed which
is said to cost less than 10% of
usual
sub-titling
process have
and
contractsfilmwith
U.S. networks
been
drawn
by
Romulo
O'Farril
Jr.,
operator of XHTV (TV) Mexico
City and XELD-TV Matamoros, according to Monte Kleban, head of
the O'Farril international interests,
who inghelped
O'Farril in developthe newMr.process.
Mr. Kleban said the program to
be used will advertise products
sold both north and south of the
border. Since 70% of U.S. network TV users sell products in
Latin American markets, they are
expected
up a huge potential field toforopen
sponsors.
Foreign facturers
branches
U.S. manuwho have ofordered
these
programs for broadcast in Mexico
represent drug, automotive, accessory and appliance accounts and
practicallyvertiser,
every
of adaccordingcategory
to Mr. Kleban.
Mr.
O'Farril
Jr.,
who
with
his
father holds 18 licenses for stations
in Mexico, predicted an eventual
AIR CONDITIONING
TV Thaw Should Aid Sales
TV
THAWfield iswhere
expected
to re-open
a broad
air conditioning
is a must, according to Lawrence
K. Macrow, director of application
engineering for Carrier Corp., Syracuse, N. Y.
An overriding problem in video
studios is heat, Mr. Macrow explained. Carrier Corp., he added,
has made a special study of TV
studio problems and has distributed
information to its sales offices so
that dealers could provide expert
assistance.

RICHMOND?
INDIANA IS
SOU)

«ABC
Represented by ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES, INC.
BROADCASTING
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network in Mexico which will receive U.S. TV programs and transpose them at one central point. He
added, "There is no reason why
we should not be feeding these programs throughout Central and
ScJuth America." He said he be"many programs
we
originatelievedhere
will be ofwhich
interest
to Mr.
U.S.Kleban
audiences."
said branches of U.S.
advertising agencies who have
seen the shows in Mexico City
demonstrations endorse the use of
the transposition programming and
feel it not only will supplement
present U.S. shows financially, but
will
co-ordinateplane.
advertising on an
international

and
\

Advertisers
Believe in
STANDARD

PRESSURE GROUPS
Working on TV — Rice
TELEVISION, "probably the most
important medium for dissemination of ideas, theories and information," is being weakened by
pressure groups acting as censors
and by the industry itself with its
TV code. This was charged by
playwright Elmer Rice in a Chicago address April 15 to representatives of agencies, stations, networks and packaging firms.
He said the argument that voluntary regulation is needed to avoid
government
is "nonsensical." Thereregulation
are no such
restrictions on content imposed by newspapersfer inandg to the
magazines,
he
said,
resuccess of certain
Register
pressure groups in controlling pro•TheTheContains
Advertiser,
gram content and performers indir
e
c
t
l
y
b
y
boycott.
He
asked
"what
•
Products
With
would happen to the free press if
• Trade
CorporateNames
paper printed
nothing
that
was
offensive to anyone? If everything
you name
want of toa Printing Buye
in them was suited, ... to chil- know and
the brand
Saies Manag*
ct N— what
produ
comp
s of— Agency
countany
time
makes
it
—
the
names
WHE
y
rs
ciall
the
office
(espe
the
Advertising Manager, the
PRICE PROTECTION
g Agentise
cy) and— Advertising
Advertisin
dren?"
where
they adver
Given by DuMont, Emerson how much
Media Used
they
spend
PRICE protection policies, insuring you'll realize why the— Advertising
Character,
dealers and distributors against STANDARD ADVEER R- Appropriatio
REGIST beTISING
depreciation in value of their radioTV set inventories, have been an- Better longsgeton yourthedesk.
Just
nounced by Allen B. DuMont Labs drop us a line onfacts.
your company letterhead and
and Emerson Radio and Phono- we'll do the rest.
graph Corp. The policies cover
varying
periods arefor guaranteed
each firm. for THE AGENCY LIST
Distributors
Standard sourceandof Canadian
information
a 12-week period — from April 21 about 3,000vertiU.S.
sing agencies personnel,
with data andad-on
their
recognition,
through ceiver
Julysales 13division,
— by DuMont's
over 30,000
Issued three
Walter re-L. times
a year clients.
- the AGENCY
LIST
Stickel, national
sales insures
manager,them
an- is part of STANDARD'S complete
nounced. Guarantee
against any reductions which may
' ' CC illustrated booklet
be made by DuMont in prices below
ffPP
Write foraboutcoloredthe
full information
the published
price schedule.
Dis- giving
STANDARD
ADVERTISING
REGtributors wil receive
a merchandise
I
S
T
E
R
a
n
d
Supplementary
Services. It's yours for the asking.
credit equal to the excess they paid
over reduced prices if they also
extend the same figure to dealers. NATIONAL REGISTER PUBLISHING CO., INC.
Under a similar policy, announced
by Benjamin Abrams, Emerson
president,
authorized to givedistributors
dealers aareguarantee
against
depreciation
of
Emerson
inventories from now until Oct. 1. ilfflllllHIMIIIIIIllfl
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PROOF/
POSITIVE
THAT
K-NUZ
BRINGS
RESULTS

Kronberger
Jewelers
Speaks Out
for K-NUZ
Pulling Power .
Here is a letter K-NUZ received from F. G. Kronberger,
owner of F. G. Kronberger Jewelry Store:
Gentlemen:
It is only now that I get around
to commenting on the service
which your station rendered recently during my sale.
I am very pleased with the way
your ers.station
pulledneverin before
the customSince I had
used
radio as a means of advertising,
I was a little apprehensive. But
as it turned out, that was the
most productive advertising money
I ever spent.
If, in the future, I should reenter the retail field again, radio
would be the first thought in my
mind for advertising purposes.
Thanks for a job well done!
Yours sincerely,
F. G. Kronberger

Available:
with Paul "DINNER
Berlin 5:30 toDATE"
5:45
PM — Monday through Friday
3.1 HOOPER TIED FOR NO. 1
IN MARKET
Call FORJOE,
NationalMORRIS,
Representative or DAVE
General Manager at
KEysrone
TWX-HO 2581
414
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Our Respects to
(Continued from page 50)
a local institution as its AM operation.
During his six years in Charleston, Mr. Gelder's civic activities
have put him on the board of directors of the Red Cross, the CharlestonnitySymphony
Theatre, Orchestra,
CommunityCommuChest
and Family Service.
Two years ago he was campaign
chairman for the Community Chest.
His enthusiasm plus his every possible use of radio publicity, put the
campaign over its goal there for
the first time in local history.
He currently is president of the
West Virginia State Broadcasters
Assn., a member of the Charleston
Rotary Club and the public affairs
committee of the Chamber of Commerce and is chairman of the communications division, of the West
Virginia Civil Defense Organization.
Mr. Gelder was born Jan. 9, 1919,
attended grade school in Grand
Rapids, Mich., junior and senior
high school in Marion, Ind., and
got
Arbor.his university training at Ann
In 1941, Mr. Gelder married the
former Elizabeth Stairs of Beckley, W.dren,Va.
haveTommy,
two chil-3.
Carolyn,They
7, and
Whenever there are a few hours
away from station and civic activihis family, golfing and fishing
take ties,over.
In golf, his technical ability has
not quite overtaken his buoyant
enthusiasm with the result that
his scores are erratic.
In fishing, friends say he is much
more consistent — he seldom catches
anything.
At WCHS, staff members believe
Mr.
"perhaps"
radio Gelder
stationisvice
presidentthein only
the
United States with a trotting horse
named for him.
Lewis C. Tierney, president of
Tierney Co., licensee of WCHS,
owns a horse breeding farm. He
needed a name for a colt which
was to be entered in the Futurities.
He came up with the name — "Jack
Friends say if the colt moves as
Gelder."
fast
in the trotting races as Mr.
Gelder has in the radio industry,
put your money on him.
Ayers Forms Firm
JAMES S. AYERS, general manager of WAKE Greenville, S. C,
announced last week that he will
open a representation firm to serve
southeastern radio and television
stations starting June 1. The firm,
James S. Ayers Co., will have headquarters at 77 W. Paces Ferry Rd.,
Atlanta, and will cover Virginia,
North Carolina, Tennessee, Mississippi, Louisiana, Alabama,
Georgia, Florida and South Carolina. Mr. Ayers has resigned the
WAKEtive Maygeneral
managership effec1.

allied arts
FRANK
BORST,Co.,viceto Industrial
president
of A. C.S.Nielsen
Surveysin sales
Co., and
Chicago,
vice
president
client asservice
department.
SAM KAPLAN, vice president-control er of Zenith Radio Corp., Chiurer. cago, elected to serve also as treasSTANLEY R. ANDREWS elected vice
president in charge
of production
facilities, Standard
Coil
Products
Co.,
Chicago.
M A T H E W F.
BARNES appointed regional sales
manager
for Zenithin
Radio Corp.,
Southwest with
headquarters
Dallas,
Tex.in Mr. Andrews
EDWARD GENOCK, associate editor of Paramount News,Productions.
named editor-in-chief
of Telenews
DOUGLAS J. SULLIVAN appointed
manager munityof relations
employe
and plantElectric
comfor General
Co.'s tube department, Schenectady,
N. Y.
JOHN FENSTER, spot sales staff,
ABC-TV New York, to Reeves Sound
Studios, that city, in sales capacity.
VICTOR ELECTRIC PRODUCTS Inc.,
Chicago, appoints Al Middleman,
N.
tive.Y., as national sales representaA. H. JACKSON, assistant manager
of tower department, Blaw-Knox
Co., Pittsburgh,
Pa., appointed
manager succeeding E. J. STAUBITZ
tired. who- has reKENNETH C. De
WALT, manager,
General Electric
Co. Cathode Ray
Mr. Jackson
Tube Dept., named
manager of engineering department's
with headquarters
in Schenectady, N. Y., succeeded by
his assistant, ROBERT E. LEE.
PAUL SMALL and FELIX FERRY,
Beverly Hills talent agents, have
severed partnership and will resume
independent firms of PAUL SMALL
ARTISTS Ltd., Beverly Hills, and
FERRY & PICKMAN, Hollywood.
GEORGE G. SCOTT, formerly assistant sales manager of Federal Telephone & Radio Corp., to television
transmitter division of Allen B. DuMont Labssentative inasNew regional
salesandrepreYork state
New
England territory. CHARLES E.
BELL, TV director, WBTV (TV)
Charlotte, N. C, named regional sales
representative in eastern and southeastern territory. WILLIAM C.
COTHRON joins DuMont as sales engineer
with headquarters in Clifton,
N. J.

JACK PURCELL, manager of Capita
Airlines'
to Hill
Knowlton news
Inc., bureau,
Washington
(publi &
relations counsel), to serve as pres
and radio-TV head for Aircraft In
dustries Assn. of America Inc.
CONRAC Inc., Glendora, Calif., an
nounces
development• of new low cost
£%ui pment
utility
monitor designated CAlfj
which can be used for general pur
pose monitor in TV studios. Picture
presented
scope. is 9" x 12" on 16GP4 kine
RADIO CITY PRODUCTS Co., N. Y.
announces production of TV-AM
signal generator, Model 740, which
gives performance
of several
bined instruments and
provides com-for
alignment
of
front
ends,
I F's,picture
hori
zontal and vertical linearity,
size,trap.
picture position, focus coil and
ion
WORKSHOP Assoc., Needham
Heights,of Mass.,
announcestransmitting
manufac
ture
new station
antenna
for
UHF-TV
featuring
standard structural members.useAnof
tenna is high gain model that can be
stacked into several bays for greater
gain
and is made
of aluminum assur
ing minimum
weight.
EL-TRONIC Inc., Phila., announces
production of laboratory precision
oscilloscope combining flexibility and
accuracy which features vertical
amplifier of 5 mc bandwidth with 4 in.
of vertical deflection without oversweepto oscillator
ableload.fromUnit10hascycles
150 kc. variRYTEL ELECTRONICS Mfg. Co.,
Inglewood,facture of cathode
Calif., announces
manutube reactivator
which restores most low emission TV
tubes up to 80% of original brilliance
and adds 50% to tube life.
"Technical • • •
CARLTON BROWN, supervisor of FM
transmitting operations, WDRC Hartford, Conn., named supervisor of AM
operations in addition to present
duties.
J. LAWRENCE MARSHALL, CBC engineering department,
promoted to acting
assistantMontreal,
transmission
and development engineer.

ZWIS.
BAY,
DU
WGREEN
BUTTERNUT - THOMAS)
COFFEE
(BUCHANAN
NEWS WILl
SIX MORNINGS
WEEK
SOON
STARTA
SIXTH YEAR.

BEN A. LAIRD, PRES
CALL JOHN E. PEARSON CO.
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Audience Promotion
PROGRAMMING
Tops IERT Meet
BUILDING and holding audiences from the viewpoint of the agency
timebuyer and station manager highlighted a weekend session of the 22d
annual Institute for Education by Radio-Television at Columbus April
19. Attendance reached 1,000 for the four day conference.
Current
Rating
Morris S. Novik, public service *
Homes% radio consultant and former direc- broadcasting commanded attention
* Current
Program
tor of the Municipal Broadcasting of delegates in separate radio-TV
14.3 System
Lux Radio
(WNYC New York), told meetings, with Paul Visser, NBC
13.2
Jack
Benny Theatre
(CBS) (CBS)
12.9
members
that educational and com- Chicago; Richard Cech, Iowa State
Amos
People 'n'AreAndy
Funny(CBS)(CBS)
12.6
mercial
independent stations "must College; and Mai Hansen, WOW-TV
Arthur(CBS)Godfrey's Talent Scouts 12.1 find the neglected
audience" in Omaha, exploring various topics.
67 Charlie
McCarthy
(CBS)
their
community
and stress spe- Maynard Speece, U. S. Dept. of
Fibber Mc (CBS)
Gee and Molly (NBC) 10.5
11.4
cialized programming. Such opera- Agriculture TV specialist, repre89 Suspense
Hawk Brooks
(CBS)
sented the government.
tion, he said, attracts steady listen10 Bob
Our Miss
(CBS) 10.19.8
Mr. Cech described a program
ers and can operate "with the least
(*)the Homes
reached
during
all
or
any
part
of
series he claims as the largest
television."
1 to program,
5 minutes.except for homes listening only fearIn ofa talk
prepared by Elizabeth single "teaching - by - television"
Copyright 1952 by A. C. Nielsen Co.
Black, media director, Joseph Katz project
ever attempted by one station (WOI-TV Ames). Preliminary
Co., New York, it was explained
reports indicate an audience of
that
while
audience
ratings
are
an
i IERT MEMBERSHIP
who enrolled for cer"important tool," the character of 20,000tainwomen
courses. Mr. Speece reviewed
Life Certificates Granted the audience "is often a weightier
USDA
video
developments. Telefactor."
She
compared
network
j LIFE memberships in IERT for broadcasting to magazine circulavision also was suggested in another panel as a means of relieving
tion
and
spot
radio
to
local
news™f
FCC
Chairman
Paul
A.
Walker,
Jj Comr. Frieda Hennock and Judith
papers, noting the flexibility of the the teacher shortage.
■■ Waller,
Div., dinner
were spot broadcasting.
Various educational subjects, inannouncedNBCat Central
the annual
cluding public relations, educaWoz-k
ofnational
U. S. government
agen- banquet of the Institute for Educies
and
organizations
also
tion through commercial radio out. cation by Radio-Television April 19.
in the waning seslets,sionalTV techniques,
and reviewed
profes5 ; Chairman Walker was cited as a drew discussion
training, also were
sions, as did international broadI "long-time friend of the co-founder
in the closing days of the institute.
casting
and
organized
listener■ of the Institute (W. W. Charters) ," groups. A number of radio-TV
Sunday panels touched on school
; for his stand "for highest ideals of workshops
also were held.
broadcasting, health and adult edui public
and hisComr.
consistent
cation, religious programming, reIn addition to a speech on intersupport service,"
of education.
Hennational broadcasting by Comr. E.
ligious broadcasting and governnock was described as the "out- M. Webster
ment agency activities.
April 21], Gilstanding exponent of educational more Nunn, [B«T,
of WLAP
Presiding at closing government
: television ... a fighter and a zeal- Lexington, Ky.,president
reviewed work of panel on educational programs was
j ousMiss
advocate."
Waller was lauded as an the Inter-American Assn. of Broad- John Meagher, acting chief, Radioc
a
s
t
e
r
s
,
o
f
which
he is a member, TV-Visual Media, Dept. of State.
"outstanding citizen, broadcaster
preserving principles of free Panelists included Kenneth M.
and educator"; for her dedication in
radio.
Other
talks
given by Gapen, assistant director of InforI to "the ideals of better broadcast- Leo Lowenthal, StatewereDept.
Office
mation for radio-TV, Dept. of AgrijII ing"
and
devotion
to
educator,
and
of International Broadcasting, on
culture, and Lt. Comdr. Herman A.
her
"wise
guidance"
to
IERT
Spindt,
chief, Armed Forces Radio
through its 22 years. Miss Waller program evaluations overseas for
is director of education for NBC in the Voice of America, and by Pierre Information Section, who reviewed
Dept. activities.
Chicago.
Crenesse, director, French Broad- Army
Comr. Webster also addressed a
casting System.
Certificates of lifetime memberRobert K. Richards, NARTB luncheon session of the Assn. for
ship in IERT will be presented to
, the FCC Chairman and Commis- public affairs director, presided Education by Radio-Television on
! sioner in Washington, since both over a panel qn broadcasting by Saturday.
were not present for the dinner.
national organizations April 19,
with stress on public service fare.
Reeves, program director, Air Walker Forum
EXPANDED news coverage has been Jerome
announced at WFIN Findlay, Ohio, WBNS (TV) Columbus, was a WHEN FCC Chairman Paul A.
with
Press addition
radio wire.April 14 of Associated panelist.
Role played by agriculture in Walker appeared as guest of the
New York Times' Youth Forum in
Columbus April 18, the entire proceeding was recorded by the Liberty network for broadcast at a
later date. Forum was held in
FAMILY
connection with the Institute for
Education by Radio - Television
WIBW has been a farm station for
meeting. Chairman Walker apalmost a quarter - century. We sell
ared at Columbus' after
CentralanHigh
School peAuditorium
adKansas and adjoining states because
dres at the National Assn. of Eduwe've served them well. We're one of
cational Broadcasters' luncheon
session.
the family.
NATIONAL
RATINGS*
TOP RADIONIELSEN
PROGRAMS
S. Area,HomesIncluding
Small-Town,TeleFarm(Totaland U.Urban
—
and
phone and Non-Telephone including
Homes)

WIBW
T-EVTO PE3K A
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

FIRST Ontario program clinic of BMI
Canada Ltd., will be held at King
Edward Hotel, Toronto, May 16
under the chairmanship of Murray
Brown, president of Central Canada
Broadcasters Assn. and manager of
CFPL London.

First or Second in

Quarter Hours
Between 6 a.m. and 7p.ni.

-GROW
G
WFBR "HOME
ANDINN"
SHOWS
OUTST
IN AUDIENCE AND
RESPONSE!
Looking for a place to put
your minute
Baltimore? Pickspots
the inWFBR
' ' home-growns' ' — outstanding participation shows! For
instance:
Completely
outclasses
field
— No . 1 show
of its kindits!
MELODY BALLROOM
Top-rated disc jockey show
in Baltimore!
NELSON BAKER SHOW
1st in its time period!
EVERY WOMAN'S HOUR
Top-rated 30 -minute
woman's show!
SHOPPIN'FUN
Top
locally produced show
in its period !
MORNING IN MARYLAND
Misses being tops for 3-hour
period by a fraction!
Buy
are — where
buy onthe. . top
. shows
*Jan.-Feb. 1952
Pulse Report

ABC NETWORK
5000 WATTS IN BALTIMORE, MD.
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FINAL
TELEVISION
ALLOCATIONS
REPORT
EXTRA

COPIES

AVAILABLE
NOW
AT

$3.00
EACH

This is the complete report— 196 printed pages —
just as the FCC released
it, Monday, April 14, 1952.
This volume shows the
complete city-by-city
breakdowns for all 2,053
proposed stations in 1,291
communities. There are
sections on antenna
heights, educational reservations, power, procedures, Hennock's and
Jones' opinions, zoning
and mileage separation.
You'll want library copies, home copies, tear
copies and working copies. Please use the coupon
below and order today.
Limited Supply.

Broadcasting • Telecasting
870 NATIONAL PRESS BLDG.
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Please send
copies of
the Final Television Allocations
Report at $3.00 each.
□ M/O, check □ please bill

STREET
CITY

ZONE STATE
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programs proi
ll0|jon

WIP USES TRAILERS
ARRANGEMENTS have beei
made by WIP Philadelphia with 1!
motion
sho-v
animatedpicture
as welltheatres
as live tosubject:
promoting
station's
new
line-up
programs. Approximately 25C|oJ
showings
art
scored withof the
musictrailers
are which
seen each
week. Station will feature one
program per week on trailers.
•— •— •
WMAL-TV'S 'MODEL SHOW'
SIX aspirant high school models
will appear
with professional
kins in the Washington,
D. C.maniare£
on new show, Meet the Models
aired
weekly
by
WMAL-TV
in
city. Panel of five models andthata
male guest will be featured on each
telecast withHigh
Marjabelle
Young
moderator.
school girl
selectas'
ed to appear on the show will receive a modeling course and "a
promise
of a 'helping
from
the 'old hands'
in the fieldhand'
in Wash-

premiums
YEAR-ROUND MARKET
NEWSPAPER'S
and goodwill are beingname
promoted
via "SELL the most where the most
the TV screen in Salt Lake City. is
sold" is theme of folder reThe Tribune-Telegram is using
leased by KNX Los Angeles profacilities of KDYL-TV, both located
moting its coverage area as an allthere, for Inquiring Editor pro- year-round
good buy. Accent is
gram. Format is informative and placed on selling
happy-goentertaining quiz show. Two teams wealthy" Southern "the
CaliforniaStation
marcompete to answer questions on
ket in the summertime.
current news. Quizmaster is Herb reassures
reader that summer or
F. Kretchman, editor of the paper. winter radio — especially KNX — attracts same big audience.
COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIPS
AVERAGE CITIZEN ON TV
CONTEST for three college schol- QUARTER-hour weekly, Camera
arships is being conducted by
You, has begun at KING-TV
WIDE Biddeford, Me., in coopera- on
tion with Nasson College, Spring- Seattle. Filmed show features the
vale. Contestants submit letters average citizen rather than known
stating reasons they wish to attend personalities. Five or six items
college. Semi-finalists will be inter- are covered each week. Program
viewed by faculty members at the produced by American Adv., SeatQUEEN'S VISIT
school and three winners will be
tle, is sponsored by Olympic Engi- BLANKET
coverage was given
neering, Automatic Wash, both ington."
selected from the group.
Seattle, and Veloz and Yolanda visit
Queen to
Juliana
of the Netherlands'by
western
dancing
studios of Seattle, Takoma WOOD-AM-TV GrandMichigan
Rapids. City
WHHH AIRS DOCUMENTARY
and Bremerton.
is
the
center
of
nation's
ORIGINAL narrative documentary EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
of people of largest
Dutch
was presented by WHHH Warren, NEGOTIATIONS have been com- concentration
descent. On the occasion of her
Ohio, last week in celebration of
visit,
the
TV
outlet
originated
pleted between WJIM-TV Lansing, live outdoor remote telecast in first
the
city's 153rd
anniversary.
U. of Michigan for teleNamed
for Moses,
which The
ran City
for Mich.,cast ofand
hour long educational Series area covering the parade of the
fifty minutes, related the history every Sunday.
Queen's entourage through the city
Station is already and
of the city through recreations of
her speech to the crowd who
March Through Time, gathered
everyday shows heard on the sta- carrying
to greet her.
tion projected into the past. Every Saturday show produced in cooperation with Wayne U. Station remember of the staff took part in
DETAILS ON VANCOUVER
portstional
audienceprogramming
response has
to educathe production.
been ILLUSTRATED brochure has been
gratifying
as
is
evidenced
by
scores
by CKWX
BOWLING TOURNAMENT
of congratulatory letters received released turing
views of Vancouver,
Vancouver, feaits
FOR third consecutive year, at WJIM
homes, scenic beauty spots and
WNAX Yankton-Sioux City, S. D., NEWSPAPER PROMOTION
Vancouver's
has sponsored what station reports SPECIAL promotion plans have tourist attractions,
dustries and pictures
of the meninis largest sports event ever con- been devised by WLIB New York and women who operate and producted by an American radio out- for Sachs Quality stores since latduce programs on CKWX. Direct
let—the WNAX 5-state bowling
ter purchased Up Town Coffee advertising consists of listing of
tournament in which 7,791 midwest
most tion,
popular
the stabowlers competed this year. More
listed on programs
inside backon cover.
station's
programfor theof Negro
market.
All
than $25,000 in cash, $5,000 in Club, mingpart
shows
will
originate
on
alternate
merchandise and 36 trophies were
awarded district and final bowlers. basis
from two
Sachs' has
storesmadein CROSS PROMOTION
the Harlem
area.of WLIB
stands has
its
air
personalities
available
for CROSS tie-in withby news
WGAR
ClevePALATABLE PROMOTION
stores' ads in The Amsterdam News been landarranged
to call attention
to Hudson
STORY of WIBW Topeka, Kan., explaining why each performer en- Dealers' show, Damon Runyon Thewhich is "well seasoned in effective
atre. Special placards distributed
joys shopping at Sachs.
to the stands are plugging broadKansas selling"
is illustrated
RADIO PROMOTION
promotion
piece sent
out by thein CAR
cast
as well as books by Damon
station. Set of salt and pepper PROMOTION piece highlighting on
Runyon
sale. which news dealers have
shakers accompanies the folder radio dial and spot occupied on it
WFINto Findlay,
has beenin
which points "your way to more by
250 new Ohio,
car dealers
palatable
sales results" in the sta- mailed
station's coverage area. Copy
tion's market.
NIGHT AND DAY . .
suggests dealers set a push button
on
all
car
radios
for
WFIN
reTV CLUB ORGANIZED
ception, the "1330 spot where good
CLUB devoted to teaching respect
for law and order has been or- programs are."
ganized for young viewers in Mil- STAR STATION BREAKS
waukee centering around Foreman STATION breaks aired each hour
Tom B-Square Ranch on WTMJ- at KLAC Hollywood are being done
TV Milwaukee. Membership cards these days by motion picture personalities. Station reciprocates by
and buttons are being sent to children who write in and pledge to mentioning star's latest movie. Inclub's set of rules which are "Be
cluded in the group are Linda DarHappy, Be Healthy, Be Friendly,
nell, Cary Grant, Frankie Laine, call radio representatives, inc.
Be Fair, Be Helpful, Be Handy, Be Bob Crosby
and the Andrew Sisters.
Trusty and Be Square."
BROADCASTING
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ENGLISH UNION
Award Winners Named
!, HUBERT W. KREGELOH, WSPR
«ti Springfield, Mass.; George CushDol ing,
WJR Detroit,KOAand Denver,
Mrs. Evadna Hammersley,
have
been selected to receive the 1951
Better Understanding Awards of
the English-Speaking Union for
contributions to greater understanding of mutual problems and
interests of the United States and
countries of the British Commonwealth.
In addition to regional awards
to individuals on the air, ESU also
will present a special award for
program direction to Katherine
Fox, director of special services of
WLW Cincinnati.
Comparable awards for journalistic performance will go to Marguerite Higgins, New York Herald
Tribune; Julie Medlock, Wichita
Beacon; James Reston and Robert
Trumbull, New York Times. Erwin
D. Canham, editor of the Christian
Sciencecial award
Monitor,
will receive
a spefor editorial
direction,
and Irving DeWitt Talmadge, foreign affairs editor of Scholastic
magazine,
a special award for special audience.
Judges were: Merrill Denison,
author; Charles W. Ferguson,
Reader's Digest; Mrs. Ritchard A.
Kimball; Miss Amy Loveman, Saturday Review; Mrs. Harold V. Milligan; Bruce
Robertson, Date
Broad-of
casting • Telecasting.
presentation will be announced
shortly.
'Dragnet7 Honored
NBC'sjudged
Dragnet
second
time
was
the for
best theradio
mystery
program of the year when Mystery
Writers of America Wednesday
presented their annual Edgar Allan
Poe Awards to winners in seven
fields of writing. First award to
be presented a television program
was voted to CBS-TV's The Web.
Runner-up in the radio group was
Mutual's
Dragnet is Mysterious
sponsored by Traveler.
Liggett &
Myers (Fatima cigarettes) through
Cunningham & Walsh. The Web is
for Embassy cigarettes through
Geyer, Newell & Ganger. Mysterisored.ous Traveler currently is not spon-

(See Fronl Cover)

Strictly Business
(Continued from page 12)
erings and building materials. Thus held
post was commissioned
Circle Theatre often ventures into into thetheNavy.
"experimental theatre."
Mr.flow ofBanzhaf's
outideas basedsubsequent
on his selling
"For both our radio and television shows we want regular, loyal, experiences earned him a promotion
week-after-week audiences, and, of to assistant director of the advercourse, we want to keep adding to
tising and promotion department
some responsibility for
these
lates. audiences," Mr. Banzhaf re- assuming
all of the firm's advertising. He
became
acting
director the
of the
Armstrong
trys torather
find plays
"to
partment and director
first de-of
please
the millions,
than the
critics. Our Theatre of Today has this year.
Armstrong is a veteran adverhad a top rating in daytime radio
tiser. It uses newspapers and confor years, and our Circle Theatre
magazines in addition to its
now stands about 15th among all radio - sumer
TV billings. Its agency,
network
has
been with the firm since
notes. television programs," he BBDO,
1917.
Mr. Banzhaf can be considered
The
Banzhafs
have two children.
an Armstrong career man. He They live in a country
home near
began preparing himself for Arm- Lancaster which shows evidence
strong in 1937 when he was about his craftsmanship as a home wood-of
to be graduated from Iowa State
and handyman. Outside
College. Unsuccessful at first, Mr. activity, worker
away from his residence,
Banzhaf
— and the advertising
time
was persisted
accepted inandthe in1938a year's
train- rests on golfhas
started a personal
ing class and was summoned to campaigner
campaign
to
improve
it.
Lancaster, Pa., home of Armstrong,
to bone up for a sales position with
the building materials division.
OUT-OF-HOME
Double Success
Radio Listening Is Up
His persistence and spunk won
him a job with Armstrong and an REPORT on special out-of-home
ability to make a quick decision won radio listening survey conducted in
him the hand of a Lancaster girl 12 markets during January and
who became Mrs. Banzhaf a few February by Pulse Inc., New York,
months after he started on his was released by the firm last
career.
week and shows an average addition of 15% to the radio audience
First assignment with Armstrong
was in Milwaukee where he called in markets surveyed — ranging from
10.4%
on flooring accounts, lumber dealers delphia. in Seattle to 18% in Philaand acoustical contractors. His
in thedecline
summerof
high marks in aptitude tests proved of Comparisons
1951 show a made
seasonal
accurate for Mr. Banzhaf was a in-and-out-of-home
ratings, but
good salesman. So good, in fact,
survey
indicatesof a February
1.5% inthat when he suggested a method present crease
over ratings
for promoting good business, his
1951,
when
Pulse's
survey
covered
manager told
him
to
send
a
memseven cities.
orandum. Instead of a few notes, onlySurveys
were
made
during
period
the sales manager received a pre- between 6 a.m. and 12 midnight,
sentation of a complete merchan- Sunday through Saturday, and figdising and promotion plan, includures indicate percentage of all
ing suggested ads and sales letters.
surveyed. Data for each
Word about this extraordinary homes
market
are shown below:
salesman traveled as high as the
Homes Homes With
president of the company and Mr.
Radio
Using "OutListening
of Home"
Banzhaf in 1944 became manager Philadelphia
New York
of the building materials section of Boston
the advertising and promotion de- Detroit
21.3
Washington
partment when the man who had Atlanta
2120.2
19.6.2
Cincinnati
Minn.
-St.
Pau
Chicago
22.9
20.7
24.4
Birmingham
St. Louis
20.3
25.0
Seattle

Mm

Clear Channel Home of the National Barn Dance
BROADCASTING
• Telecastini

Newsmen Join NABET
NBC and ABC Hollywood radio
news writers, in an NLRB election,
unanimously voted to withdraw
from Radio Writers Guild and
affiliate with National Association
of Broadcast Engineers and Technicians. Four writers at each network chose NABET, which also
represents
engineers
and
cianwood
s of ABCnewswriters
and NBC.continue
CBS techniHollywith
RWG. IBEW represents engineers
and technicians of that network.

Temper, Temper!
. . . Easy little Bismarck — just
tie a string around that sore
finger and remember next
time that KFYR, in agriculturally wealthy North Dakota,
will build an active market
for you. Remember Bismarck,
KFYR!
KFYR
BISMARCK, N. DAK.
5000 WATTS-N. B.C. AFFILIATE
Rep. by John Blair
There's

More

SELL
on .

WRIU
i RICHMOND
VIRGINIA
910KC-5KW
ABC
AFFILIATE

NATIONAL
EDWARD
PETRY
& CO.,
INC.
REP.April 28, 1952 • Page 83

NEWS AWARDS
AP Honors Virginians
VIRGINIA Associated Press Broadcasters presented certificates of
merit to 39 persons in radio representing 17 Virginia stations at the
annual awards banquet in the
Washington's
last Monday. National Press Club
The awards, in six categories of
radio news, are sponsored by the
VAPB "to encourage better preby the 33 member stationssentation ofinnews"
Virginia.
Recordings, from actual broadcasts, were made during the year
ending Feb. 1, 1952, and submitted
to committees
land stations. of judges from MaryAwards were made for two divisions: Metropolitan, for cities with
two or more stations; non-metrotion. politan, for cities with only one staJudges were listed as: (metropolitan division), John Alderson,
WFBR; Al Stevens, WWIN and
Galen Fromme, WBAL, all Baltimore; (non-metropolitan division),
William J. Paulsgrove, WJEJ
Hagerstown; Alan Long, WFMD
Frederick, and Ernie Tannen,
WGAY Silver Spring.
Maynard Dillaber, news editor of
WMVA Martinsville and vice president mittee
of VAPB,
comchairman.wasNewsawards
committee
is headed -by Howard Hamrick,
,WRNL Richmond. Don Murray,
Mr. Ken Titus
Advertising Manager
Tidy House Products
Shenandoah, Iowa
Dear Ken:
This hyar Edith Hansen gal which is
talkin' about Tidy Houseth' products
wimmen ofto
izWestreallyVirginny
a fine
°WCH sezS^My
Mrs.
Miss
Hansen
what shek no i zz
talkin'sheabout
when
tellsto
her Shina
listenersDish,
use
Perfex
Cleaner, Super
Dexol
Bleach
and
Glo s s TEdith
ex
Starch.
Hansen's mornW CH°SWwitli
5,000
oniz 580in
shore
good
company
with Arthur
Godfrey,
D r.
George Crane
and th' Clockboss here watchsezer. Th'
that plemore
peoin the state
listen
to
Yrs,Algy
W C H S
Charleston, W. Va.
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WDBJ Roanoke, heads the sports
committee.
Award winners were:
COMMENTARY
Metropolitan
division:
SuperiorWRNL
— Dr.
Douglas
Southall
Freeman,
Richmond;
Excellent—
Michael
Blancard,
WCYB
Bristol;
MeritoriousCalvin
Robinson,
WWODCarlLynchburg;
Honorable
Mention—
Andrews,
WDBJ Roanoke.
Non
Metropolitan:
Superior — Bob
Bradford, WREL Lexington.
COMPREHENSIVE NEWS
Metropolitan
Howard
Hamrick,division:
WRNL Superior
Richmond;—
Excellent—noke;Tom
Hughes,
WSLSNorfolk,
RoaMeritorious
—
WTAR
combination
workandof Clayton
Gilbert Edwards;
McLeod,
John
Patterson
Honorable
WDBJ Roanoke.mention — Don Murray,
Non-Metropolitan
division:
Superior
—John
W. Fred
Shultz,L.WMVA
Martinsville;
Excellent—
Hart,
WLPM Siler,
Suffolk;
Meritorious
—
Wendell
WRAD
Radford;WMEVHonorable
Tom Browne,
Marion. MentionSPORTS
Metropolitan
division: Lynchburg;
Superior —
Norman
Simpson,
Excellent — Meritorious
Harry WWOD
Wiseman,
WSLS
Roanoke;
—
Cris
Cramer,
WCHVtion— JoeCharlottesville;
Honorable
MenMason,
WLEE
Richmond.
Non-Metropolitan
division:
Superior
—Paul
Zimmerman,
WMVA
Martinsville; Excellent—
Duff Kliewer,
Hampton;
Meritorious
— mention—
Fred WVEC
Oginz,
WSVS Crewe;
Roy
Marsh,
WHLF Honorable
South Boston.
WOMEN'S NEWS
Metropolitan
division:
Alice
Brewer White,
WTARSuperior
Norfolk;—
Excellent—
Amy
Jo —Glenn,
WSLS
Roanoke;
Meritorious
Polly
Daffron,
WRNL
Richmond;
Honorable
mention
—John
Lyn Eure,
Roberts,
WWOD
Lynchburg,
and
WDBJ Roanoke.
Non-Metropolitan
division: Superior
—Lynn cel ent —George,
WSVS
Crewe;
ExBarbara Harding, WMVA
Martinsville;
Meritorious — Leslie Esgate,
WRAD FARM
Radford.
NEWS
Metropolitan
division:
Superior — Tie
between
Ira
Hull,
WRNL
and
Glenn — Howell,
WSLS Richmond,
Roanoke;
Meritorious
Jerry
Donovan,
Bristol; WBTM
Honorable
mention —WCYB
Bill
Howard,
Danville.
Non-Metropolitan:
SuperiorExcellent—
— L. E.
Pettyjohn,
WLPM
Suffolk;
H. V.LOCAL
Eller, WMEV
Marion. NEWS
AND STATE
Metropolitan
division:WDBJSuperior
— Tie
between
John
Eure,
and Michael Blancard, WCYB Roanoke,
Bristol;
Meritorious
—
Howard
Hamrick,
WRNL
Richmond;
Honorable mention — Gilbert
WTAR
Norfolk,
combination
McLeod,
John Pattersonworkandof Clayton
Edwards.
Non-Metropolitan
—Excellent
Pres
Young,
WHLFdivision:
South Superior
Boston;
— Maynard
Dillaber,
WMVA
Martinsville;
Meritorious
— Georgemention
Phillips,
WSVS
Crewe;
Honorable
—Bob Bradford, WREL Lexington.
A cup, for the best protection of
the AP on news by a radio member,
went to Wally Douglas of WNVA
Norton, with honorable mentions
for the staffs of WRNL Richmond,
and WLPM Suffolk. This cup,
donated by Junius P. Fishburn,
owner oflisher WDBJ
Roanoke, Times
and pub-&
of the Roanoke
World-News, goes annually to a
winner determined by a vote of staff
men in the Richmond AP bureau.
Dr. Freeman, and Messrs. Robinson, Hamrick, Simpson, Zimmerman, Eure, Howell and Pettyjohn
won top awards in both the 1951
and 1952 contests.
Duane H. Gairher
DUANE HOLLAND GAITHER,
45, who retired six years ago as
program director for KOIL Omaha
because of illness, died April 12 in
the VA hospital at Wilmington,
Del. A Navy veteran, he lived in
Philadelphia. Survivors are a
daughter,
mother, four sisters
and three his
brothers.

ROBERTSON NAMED
To Be KTHS Manager
B. G. ROBERTSON, assistant
manager, KWKH Shreveport, La.,
will become manager of KTHS
when that station, now at Hot
Springs, toArk.,
moved
Littleis
Rock,
Ark.,
it
was
announced last
%l
f . week.
KTHS has been
granted
for 50 a kwpermitby
FCC and is now
in the process of
being moved to
will retain
StaMr. Robertson Little tionRock.
its present frequency, 1090 kc. Anuncement ofMr. toRobertson's
promotion was nomade
coincide with
his 20th anniversary of service
with
The Shreveport Times' radio
interests.
GEORGE BLUMENSTOCK
WSKB Founder Dies April 14
GEORGE BLUMENSTOCK, 75,
who founded WSKB McComb, Miss,
(now in bankruptcy), died unexheart attackpectedlyat April
his 14homefollowing
in Summit,a
Miss. Mr. Blumenstock founded
WSKB
in 1939director
and wasfor part-owner
and station
more than
12 years. The station went into
bankruptcy several months ago
[B»T, Oct. 15, 1951].
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Julia Davieson Blumenstock; three
sons, Gene, David and George Jr.,
and two daughters, Mrs. Dorothy
B. Jones and Mrs. Isabel B.
Sampson.
Slayer Hangs Self
A FORMER Texas deputy sheriff
convicted of killing KBKI Alice,
Tex., crusading radio newsman
W. H. (Bill) Mason, 51, in 1949
[B»T,self Aug.
hanged State
himin his 1,cell1949]
at Texas
Penitentiary on April 15. Sam
Smithwick, 63, was sentenced to
life imprisonment on Dec. 12, 1950,
for the July 29, 1949, slaying
after Mr. Mason accused him over
KBKI of owning a house of prostitution.

OHIO CLINIC
Set May 1 on Manageme
MANAGEMENT clinic will be h
May 1 by the Ohio Assn. of Bro;
casters, meeting at the Deshl
Wallick Hotel, Columbus, to
followed May 2 by an all-day pi
gram clinic under direction of Bl\
Opening the management s
sion will be a discussion of politi
libel
OAB problems
counsel. by
L. A.Carlton
Pixley,Dargu
WLC
Lima, Ohio, OAB president,
preside. Kevin B. Sweeney, B^
vice
will speak
BAI
salespresident,
tools. Tom
Rogers,on WC1
Newark, Ohio, will preside.
A talk on FM will be given
John H. Smith Jr., director of t
NARTB FM Dept., with the tit
"Is FM Defrosting, Too?" Robe
W. Ferguson, WTRF Bellaire, 0/
vice president, will preside. Paul
Daugherty,
legislativeof director
the
Ohio Chamber
Commer
will
speak
on
OhioJohn
constitutic
al convention the
issue.
Pattis
Williams,
WING Dayton, will p:
side.
Comr. Jones to Speak
OAB luncheon speaker will
FCC Commissioner Robert F. Jone
who is expected to discuss the T|
thaw. NARTB President Haroj
Fellows will be first afterno<
speaker, with Robert T. Maso
WMRN Marion and NARTB c
rector, presiding. Lawrence Ro:
ers,
general manager
of WSAZ-T
Huntington,
W. Va., will
speak c
the subject, "After You Get T
CP— Then What?" Mr. Fergusc
will
preside.
A business sessic
will close
the meeting.
Chairman of the BMI clinic wi
be
Lin Pattee, BMI field represei
tative.
Speakers include: Robert Tinche
WNAX
S.Front
D., "Programmii
Begins Yankton,
in theCleveland,
Office";
Lc
Oswald,
WHK
"Station
Program
Promotion";
Leonard
KapneYcan
WCAE
Pittsburgh,
"Music
Is
What
Make It"; Sydney M. Kaye, BMI vi
president and general counsel, "Cop
right
Hints andspeakers
Pitfalls."
Afternoon
are: Roy Battle
WLW Cincinnati,
"The Story
of WDO
Ever;
body's
Farm";
Walberg
Cleveland,
"What Harold
Is Brown,
RightBumpu
Aboi
Serious Music";
KVOR
ColoradoInterest
Springs,
"Local
Nev
Builds
Local
and
Sales."
open forum will wind up the clinic. A

GATES

S
I
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QUINCY,
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VIP PLANS AWARDS
Sets Musical Artist Poll
Philadelphia will inaugurate
Wfo annual musical artist popularly mail poll in May, with trophies
eshlili* go to the leading male and
to male vocalists and bandleader,
ti The plan was announced by
B enedict Gimbel Jr., WIP presil.;nt and general manager. Murray
mold, station program director,
lid last Monday that WIP will
ake public the popularity mail
Ml, with winners to be announced
jX; a special ceremony May 7. The
i| inner will appear in person on
pil TP to receive the awards,
i Announcement of the contest will
1jusieal
1 ; made onprograms,
most of the
station's
particularly
.J;iong
the
disc
jockey
shows
con, acted by Mac McGuire and Dan
,°Surtis and on WIP's all night program, The Dawn Patrol, conducted
! v Joe McCauley.

1910

1. mien Proton

J. ALLEN BROWN, 42, vice president and general manager of
WLOF Orlando, Fla., was fatally
injured April 19 while motoring
from Alabama to
Orlando.
The injury was
suffered at Sylvester, Ga., in a
collision with a
truck. Mr. Brown
was taken to a
hospital in
Albany, Ga., then
transferred to
Atlanta for surBrown
gery. He died of
head injuries.
Mr. Brown had been in advertising and broadcasting a quartercentury and was widely known in
the industry. A native of Birmingham, he had entered radio and advertising in that city. At 19, he
was manager
of anknown
A&P assupermarket and was
the
youngest man in the country to
hold such a post. Later he became
a department
head at Sears, Roebuck & Co. stores.
Though he had broadcast in 1929,
his first fulltime radio job was at
WJBY Gadsden, Ala., where he was
producer and announcer. From
Gadsden he went to WAPI Birmingham. After managing KNOX
Sweetwater, Tex., he became sales
manager of WHMA Anniston, Ala.,
when that outlet took the air in
1938. He opened another new station in 1942, WHIT New Bern,
N. C.
Later in 1942, Mr. Brown became
generalager of WFOY
managerSt. and
sales manAugustine,
Fla.
His public relations and community
activities attracted attention and
he was appointed small market
stations director of NAB (now
NARTB) in Washington. From
NARTB he moved to WPIK Alexandria, Va., and then to the post he
held at the time of his death.
He was author of numerous sales
and advertising publications. In
1948, he conducted for NAB a

1952

nationwide vertistudy
titledand"Radio
Adsing for Public
Employe
Relations." This study was credited
with producing hundreds of new
clients for radio in industry, retail
and association circles. He lectured
on sales
and advertising
at Amei-ican
U. during
his NAB service
and
conducted summer radio clinics at
U. of Denver.
Mr. Brown was a director of the
Orlando Rotary Club, member of
the Greater Orlando Chamber of
Commerce and member of Orlando
First Baptist Church.
Surviving are his wife, the former Eloise Sigrest; two children,
Nancy, 11, and Randy, 8; a brother,
Argyle Brown, of Gadsden, Ala.,
and
his Ala.
mother, a resident of
Anniston,

'VOTE' DRIVE
Radio-TV To Aid Campaign
ARBA STATUS
ADVERTISING campaign designed
pi
Still Pends Ratification
to get 63 million Americans to the
WHAT
be aboutof mid-way
polls in the 1952 elections will iniT the
secondmay session
the 82d
clude radio-TV aids, it was indi' 1 ongress, the status of the
cated twhen
the campaign
was inroduced in New
York Tuesday
by
orth American Regional BroadThe Advertising Council in cooper!¥»st ateAgreement,
which
pends
Senratification is:
ation with the American Heritage
Foundation.
"T No consideration has been given
Keyed to both national and local
Kjie treaty, nor have there been
advertising, force of the drive will
5Jtarings or a report.
be
exerted through advertisers,
?|hoSen.is aFrancis
(D-R. I.),
chairman Green
of a subcommitagencies, media-owners — including
broadcasters — and some 276 coopJM of the Senate Foreign Relations
erating organizations, all of which
/ommittee, named to expedite
will be instructed and helped to
: earance of the treaty, said last
promote "register and vote" mes* iken.
uesday that no action has been
Radio and television materials
W The Senator explained that the
will be made available for public
Committee's activities have been
service
use, including a set of TV
iken up with "must" legislation,
films prepared
Five books
Star ProRatably
ductions. Initialbyguide
and
gram. the mutual security procatalogues of these and other
available materials will be issued
within the next two weeks, according to Leo Burnett, president of Leo
Burnett Co., volunteer agency
handling the campaign.
Program will fall into three major phases: First emphasizes when,
where and how to register; second
educational
- informational phase
RUSSELL CAMPAIGN
urges people to keep informed and
qualify
as
intelligent
voters, and
Radio-TV
Appearances
Set
■«»i«mi
message.stresses a get-out-the-vote
WASHINGTON campaign head- third
quarters of Sen. Richard B. Russell
(D-Ga.),craticcandidate
for the DemoPresidential nomination,
says
Reasons Why
the
Senator
is
mapping
a number NAVY SEMINAR
The foremost national and local ad- of radio and television appearances
Held on Public Relations
1 vertisers use WEVD year after during his 10-day swing through
year to reach the vast
Florida.
NAVY'S
sixth volunteer public
Jewish Market
Dates and appearances scheduled relations seminar was held by its
of Information April 13-26
of Metropolitan New York include: WTVJ (TV) Miami news Office
in the Pensacola-Key West, Fla.,
1. Top adult programming
show, 6:45 p.m., April 29; Partici- areas,
with about 60 public rela| 2. Strong audience impact
p
a
t
i
o
n
o
n
Junior
Chamber
of
Comtions officers attending, all holdI 3. Inherent listener loyalty
merce TV panel show, 7 p.m., May
1
4. Potential buying power
ing posts in civilian media.
2; WGBS Miami broadcast on the
*
Send for a copy of
Alan Courtney show, 11:30 p.m.,
Navy
Secretary
Dan A.William
Kimball addressed
the group.
May 4, and WTVJ panel with Sen.
»
"WHO'S WHO ON WEVD"
F. Fitzgerald, account executive
Estes
Kefauver
(D-Tenn.),
also
a
2 "enry Greenfield, Managing Director candidate for the Democratic nom- with Robert J. Enders Adv., Washington, who is a Marine reserve
0B
WEVD 117-119 West 46th St.,
ination, 9-10 p.m., May 5. Preferential primary election in Florida first lieutenant, was among those
New York 19
is May 6.
present.
ROADCASTING
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KFJZ AWARDS
Grants Six Scholarships
SCHOLARSHIPS of $150 each have
been awarded to six high school
seniors by KFJZ Fort Worth, which
for fivenualyears
has Christian
made anawards already
to Texas
U.
students
in
the
speech-dramaradio department at Fort Worth.
The scholarships are awarded to
attract promising students into the
radio field, according to KFJZ
President Gene L. Cagle and Dr.
E. L. Pross, department chairman.
Winners are Drucilla Jane Greenhaw, Jackie McClellar, Nancy
Utley, John Parsley and John
Robert Simer, all of Fort Worth,
and Randall Dee White, Alpine,
Tex. Judges were Bobbye Russell,
station manager of TCUs KTCU;
Hal Thompson,
programTCUdirector, and DickKFJZOsborne,
graduate student and assistant
program director of KXOL Fort
Worth.
GE Tube Warehouse
GENERAL ELECTRIC Tube Dept.
has announced plans for operation in Chicago of what is expected to be the ever
largestbuilt.
electronic
tube warehouse
Now
under construction, the new $875,000 building will serve as sales
headquarters, warehouse center and
commercial service headquarters
for the G-E Tube Dept. central regional operations.

tke fact. . .

KWK is the radio
buy in St. Louis!
Ifs heads up for KWK, the station that
serves the St. Louis Market at the LOW,
low cost per 1000 radio homes delivered.
Unearth the facts! Your Katz man has
the figures — based on Pulse reports!

Globe-Democrat Tower Bldg,
Saint Louis
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fCC actions
APRIL 18 THROUGH APRIL 24
CP-construction permit ant.-antenna cond.-conditional
DA-directional antenna D-day LS-local sunset
ERP-effective radiated power N-night mod. -modification
STL-studio-transmitter link aur.-aural trans.-transmitter
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual unl. -unlimited hours
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations and transfers, accompanied by a
roundup of new station and transfer applications, begin on page 91.
Sussex CountyforBcstrs.,
Newton,
N. J.
April 18 Decisions . . .
—Designated
application
for
new
AM made
stationhearing
on 1230
kc with
THE COMMISSION EN BANC
100
w
unl.;
WCDL
Carbondale,
Denied Petition
Pa., andto WFAS
White Plains, N. Y.,
WALT requesting
Tampa, Fla.reconsideration
— By order denied
proceeding.
petition
and parties
Knoxville
Ra-Tel
Inc.,
Knoxville,
grant
without
hearing
of
application
Tenn., —andDesignated
Dick Bcstg.for
Co.,consolidated
Knoxville,
for
frequency
from D1110to Tenn.
kcunl.,toCPincrease
920to kc,change
increase
hours
from
hearing
application
ofDickKnoxville
RaD power from 1 kw to Tel
Inc.
and
that
of
Bcstg.
5install
kw, with
1 kw-N, change
trans, and both
for new AM stations on 860 Co.,
kc,
DA-DN
dissented).
Further
ordered(Comr.
issuesHyderegarding
ap- 1 kw D. Denied Application
plicant's
qualifications
and
proposed
program service, included in order of KMLWcation for Marlin,
Tex.—
Denied appliof completion
date
Feb. 1,leted1950,
in this proceeding,
be de- under CP extension
whichkc authorized
AM
on Commission's
own motion.
station
on
1010
250
w
D. Ifnew
request
Set for Hearing
for
hearing
is
filed
within
20
days,
McLennan
Bcstg.
Co.,
Waco,
Tex.—
denial
will
be
set
aside
and
application
Designated
for hearing
for hearing,
otherwisedoesit
new AM station
on 920application
kc with for
500 designated
be presumed
that applicant
w-D,
DA.
Made
KRRV
Sherman,
Tex., will
not
KTLWton, Tex.,
Texasparties
City toandproceeding.
KCLW Hamilpermitdesirewilltobeprosecute
cancelled.application and
Authority Extended
The nam,
Israel
Bcstg.forCo.,hearing
PutChurch of Universal Triumph, The
Conn.—forPutnam
Designated
application
new
AM
station
on
Dominion
of God Inc.,ofDetroit,
Mich. —to
1340 kc, 250Mass.,
w unl.;
WNBH New Granted extension
authority
Bedford,
partymade
to proceeding.
transmit
programs
byCKLW
wire
from
its
church
in
Detroit
to
Windsor,
Ontario, Canada.
FOR FINEST TAPE RECORDING
NewNewYork,
WPIXBy memoranNew York
andWJZ-TV
WBNX
dum opinion
and York—
order,
andit hason terexpminated
lanation of WJZ-TV
that
broadcasts of horse racing
information,
removed
WJZ-TV
applicaingtionandfor license
granted from
same.consolidated hearLicense Renewal
Following
stationsfor were
granted
renewalShelby,
of licenses
period:
KIYI KXRJ
Mont.;regular
KPAT
Pampa,
Tex.;
Russellville,
Ark.;
WESX
Salem, Mass.; WJBB Haleyville, Ala.;
WNOR
Norfolk,KALBVa.; Alexandria,
KAFY Bakersfield,
La.;
KCOM Calif.;
Sioux
City,Los
Iowa;Angeles;
KDAL Duluth,
Minn.;
KECA
KENI
Anchorage,
Alaska;
KFDM
Beaumont,
Tex.; KFGO Fargo,
N.Francisco;
D.; KFMBKFRM
San
Diego;
San KFSD
Kansas KFRC
City, Mo.;
San Diego;
KGHL lulu;Billings,
Mont.;Ore.;KGMB
HonoKGW Portland,
KIDO KNEW
Boise,
Idaho;
KMJ
Fresno,
Calif.;
Spokane,
Wash.;
KROD
El
Paso,
Tex.;
KSAC
Manhattan,
Kan.;
KSFO
San
KSUB
Cedar
City,Eugene,
Utah;
RST CHOICE Francisco;
KTSA
San
Antonio;
KUGN
Ore.;
KVMA
Magnolia,
Ark.;
KVOS
OF ENGINEERS!
Bellingham,
Wash.;Fairbanks,
KWFT Wichita
Falls,
Tex.; KFAR
Only Magnecorder
all the flexN. D.; Falls,
KM ACAlaska;
San
ibility, high fidelity offers
and features
you J KFYR
Antonio;Bismarck,
KMON Great
Mont.;
KMVI Calif.;
Wailuku,KOAC
T. H.;Corvallis,
KNGS Hanrequire — at a price you want to pay! % ford,
Ore.;
KOH Reno,
KOJM KOY
Havre,Phoenix,
Mont.;
FITS EVERY PURPOSE — EVERY PURSE! KOPR
Butte,Nev.;
Mont.;
Ariz.;
KPQ
Wenatchee,
Wash.;
WAGE
Syracuse,
Y.; Worth,
WAVU Tex.;
Albertville,
LIGHTWEIGHT
Ala.;
WBAPN.WDAF
Fort
Baltimore;
Kansas City,WCAO
Mo.;
WDBO
Orlando,
Fla.;
WDEV
Water-C;
bury,
Vt.;
WDNC R.Durham,
N.
WEAN
Providence,
I.;
WEAU
Eau
Claire, Wis.; WFAA
Dallas, Tex.; WFIL
Philadelphia;
Ga.;
WGAN Portland,WGAC
Me.; Augusta,
WGR Buffalo;
WGTM den,Wilson,
WGWD GadsAla.; WHJBN. C;Greensburg,
Pa.;
WHKC
Columbus,
Ohio; WHP
Harrisburg,
Pa.;
WIBW
Topeka,
Kan.;
WIOD
Miami,
Hickory, Fla.;
N. C;WIPWISPhiladelphia;
Columbia, S.WIRCC;
WJLS Beckley,
W. Va.;LaWKBN
town,
Ohio;
WKTY
Crosse,YoungsWis.;
WKYB Paducah, Ky.; WEEI
Boston;
WGRC phis,Louisville,
Ky.;
WHBQ
MemTenn.;
WICC
Bridgeport,
Conn.;
WLBE
Leesburg,
Fla.; WLBZ
Me.;
WLVA
Va.; Bangor,
WMBS
Uniontown,
Pa.;Lynchburg,
WMC Memphis,
Tenn.;
WMFD Wilmington, N. C; WMIK MidPage 86 • April 28, 1952

Ky.;Yankton,
WMUR S.Manchester,
N.dlesboro,
H.; WNAX
D.; WPIC
Sharon,
Pa.; WPRO
Providence,
R. I.;
WROW ham,Albany,
N.
Y.; Petersburg,
WSGN BirmingAla.; WSUN St.
Fla.;
WSVA cuse,Harrisonburg,
Va.;
WSYR
SyraN. Y.; Mass.;
WTAC Flint,
Mich.;
WTAG
Worcester,
WTMJ
Milwaukee,
Wis.;
WWNR N.Beckley,
Va.;
Watertown,
Y.; KTRFW.Council
ThiefWWNY
River
Falls,
Minn.;
KSWI-FM
Bluffs,
Iowa;
KDKA-FM
Pittsburgh;
KDKA
Pittsburgh;
KEX Portland,
Ore.; KYWFM Philadelphia;
KYW Philadelphia;
WBZ
Mass.;
WBZA andandWBZ-FM
WBZA-FMBoston,
Springfield,
Mass.;
and WOWO-FM
Fort
Wayne, WOWO
Ind.; WEHS
(FM) Chicago;
WMLL
(FM)
Evansville,
Ind.; Seattle,
KPIXTV
San
Francisco;
KING-TV
Wash.;
WGN-TVI.; WLWC
Chicago;(TV)WJAR-TV
Providence,
Columbus, Ohio;R. WLWD
(TV) Dayton;
WLWT
(TV) Cincinnati;
WOR-TV
New
York;
WOW-TV
Omaha,
Neb.
Following
were granted
further
temporary
extensions
of
licenses
for
period
ending
1, 1952: Calif.; KDIA
KCSB August
San
Auburn,
Calif.;Bernardino,
KICO
Calif.;
KROP Brawley,
Calif.;Calexico,
KFGQ Boone,
Iowa; dad,KRAI
Craig, Col.;
KSTR Calif.;
TriniCol.;
KWKW
Pasadena,
KYA San Francisco; WITH Baltimore;
WWBZlyn, N. Vineland,
N.
J.;
WBBR
BrookWCATForge,
Rapid Va.;
City, WEEK
S. D.;
WCFV Y.;
Clifton
Peoria,
111.;
WKLXN. Y.;
Lexington,
Ky.;
WNDR
Syracuse,
WSMB
Orleans; WWDC Washington, D. NewC;
WJHPWTMC
and WJHP'-FM Jacksonville,
Fla.;
ma City, Fla. Ocala, Fla.; WDLP PanaSEA Granted
WHBS-FM Huntsville, Ala.— Granted
extensionthority foofr period
specialending
experimental
au1952,
for
FM from
stationtransmitter
to operateOct.
by 31,ofremote
control
site
AM
station,
withgrant.
same conditions as those
of original
WIOD-FM
Miami,
Fla.— Granted
exension of specialending
experimental
authority for tperiod
Oct.
31, 1952,
to
operate
FM
station
by
remote
control
from
studioas control
conditions
those of room,
originalwithgrant.same
Waived Sec. 3.265
WPPA-FM 3.265
Pottsville,rulespa.—andBy granted
order,
waived
request Sec.
for special oftemporary
authority
to operate
WPPA-FM site
by remote control fromfor the
transmitter
period endingof AM
Oct. sta-31,
1952; tionconditions.
To Remain Silent
WBCA request
(FM) Schenectady,
N. Y. for—
Granted
remain 29silent
six
monthsreorganization
from toMarch
pending
financial
of
corporation.
WDET-FMto Detroit,
Mich. —forGranted
authority
remain
silent
period
Aprildisposition
1 to June of25 pending
for
station. negotiations
April 18 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED
FOR kcFILING
AM— 1450
KPUYCP toPuyallup,
Wash. —fromRequests
100 ofw
tomod.
onincrease
presentpowerfrequency
1450 250kc. w License
for CP
La. — Requests
forKAPK
CP,station.
asMinden,
mod., which
authorizedlicense
new
AM
WAKN Aiken, S. C— Requests license
SERVICE

for CP,station.
as mod., which authorized
AM
WOOF
Dothan,
Ala. which
— Requestsauthorlie
for
CP,
as mod.,change
power
increase,
studio locations,
etc. in trans,
KCNI forBroken
Reqi
license
CP, as Bow,
mod., Neb.—
whichchange
autll
ized
hours frequency
of operation,change
powerandincrease
WFAN
(FM)
Washington
—
Requl
license for CP which author
changes in FM station.
WOUI for(FM)
license
CP, Athens,
as mod., Ohio—
which Requ
autl
ized
changes
in non-commercial <
cational
FM station.
Amendment Filed
Lima, authorized
Ohio— License
CP,WLOK-FM
as mod.,
which
new
station
AMENDED
disci
ancies and incompleteto correct
application
Change
Studio
Location
WCAU-TV
— Requ
mod.
licenseChestnut
toPhiladelphia
change
studio
from
1622
Street
to
CitylocalI
at Monument Ave., Philadelphia.
Extension of Completion Date
KLXas Oakland,
Calif.—
Requests poin
CP,
mod.,
authorized
increase,
DA-DN,which
change
trans
studio
locations,
etc.,
for inextension
completion date.
KECCCP, Pittsburg,
Calif. —change
Requ
mod.
which
authorized
nighttime
max.of expected
for extension
completionoper.datevah
License Renewal
Following stations request rene
of KBTM
license:Jonesboro, Ark.; KLRA Li
Rock, Ark.;
KDRSArk.;Paragould,
KOTN
Pine Bluff,
KWCB EastAi
Searcy,KOSY
Ark.; Texarkana,
KUOA Siloam
Ark.;
Ark.;Sprir
WI
Baton
Rouge,
La.;La.;KCILWDSUHouma,
KVOL
Lafayette,
New
leans,
La.;
WTIX
New
Orleans,
WHOO Philadelphia, Miss.; WELO
pelo, Miss.;
WBJC
(FM) WRLD-FM
Baltimore, Lanett,
and WKAl
(TV) APPLICATION
Utica, N. Y. RETURNED
WROM for
Rome,assignment
Ga.— RETURNED
plication
of license. £
KBMW Wahpeton,
N. D.—of RETURN]
application
for transfer
control.
WPRE Prairie
du Chien,
Wis.— RC
TURNED
application
for
mod.
which authorized new AM station,
approval
of
trans,
and
main
studio
cations.
KRUS Ruston,
La.— RETURNED
plication
for renewal
of license.
TV APPLICATION DISMISSED
Gilford
Phillips, Denver, Col. — DI
tion. application
MISSED
for new TV s1§"
April 22 Decisions . . .
BY FCC BROADCAST BUREAU
Extension Granted
KBLA
Burbank, Calif.
— Granted mo
CP
for
extension
to 6-30-52; cond. of completion da
WFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C— Gran
edtionmod.
for extension of compl'
date CPtoGranted
10-20-52.
License
WINXcovering
Rockville,
Md. — change
Granted ai
cense
frequency

DIRECTORY

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
Sterling 3626

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
Engineer on duty all night every night
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo

• TOWERS •
AM • FM • TV •
Complete Installations
TOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.

VACANCY
YOUR FIRM'S NAME in this
will betion owners
seen andby 15,500
managers,readers
chief— staengineers and technicians
— applicants
for
AM,
FM,
Television
and
facsimile
facilities.

BROADCASTING

• Telecastin

: CONSULTING

RADIO

&

TELEVISION

ENGINEERS

JANSKY & BAILEY
xecurive Offices
National Press Building
iffices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
fashington, D. C. ADams 2414
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE*

—Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J. MO. 3-MW
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE*

GEORGE C. DAVIS
501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

,'ommercia!
Radio Gen.
Equip.Mgr.Co.
Everett L. Diilard,
vlTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

There is no substitute for experience
GILLETT & BERGQUIST
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG. NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

. Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C
Member AFCCE*

MclNTOSH & INGLIS
1216 WYATT BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Metropolitan 4477
Member AFCCE*

RUSSELL P. MAY
1422 F St., N. W. Kellogg Bldg.
Washington, D. C. REpublie 3984
Member AFCCE '

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas Seattle, Wash.
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. 4742 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE *

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261
Member AFCCE*

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

JOHN CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
AR 4472
1 1 00 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.
Republic 7,6646D. C.
Washington

LYNNE C. SMEBY
"Registered Professional Engineer"
1311 G St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Consulting Radio Engineers
Quarter Century
Professional Experience
Radio-TelevisionElectron
icsN. -Communications
1833
M
St,
Wash. 6, 5851
D. C
Executive 1230W.,
—Lockwood
Executive
(Nights-holidays,
5-1819)
Member AFCCE *

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TVFCC BROADCAST
ALLOCATION,
& FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Riverside,
Road — Riverside
III. 7-2153
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3738 Kanawha St., N.W., Wash., D. C.
Phone ORdway 8671
Box 2468PhoneBirmingham,
6-2*14 Ala.

ROBERT L. HAMMETT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
JJ0 BANKERS INVESTMENT BLDG.
SAN FRANCISCO 2, CALIFORNIA
SUTTEE 1.7545

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER
815 E. 83rd St. Hiland 7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

GRANT R. WRATHALL
Aptos, California
arranged
for City
San Appointments
Francisco
Salt LakePhoenix
Los
Angeles Seattle
Portland
Box 260 APTOS— 3352
Member AFCCE*

RAYMOND M. WILMOTTE
1469 Church Street, N. W. DEcatur 1231
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

UTi
it WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
27 15th St., N. W. REpublie 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Sign-Off Mass.
Time— Granted reWFGM Fitchburg,
quest for authority to sign-off at 7 p.m.,
EDST,ber 27. from April 27 through SeptemExtend Completion Date
WGBFCP for
Evansville,
Granted
mod.
extensionInd.of —completion
date to 3-23-53; cond.
Member AFCCE'
KGMO
Mo. —1220
Granted license Cape
for newGirardeau,
AM station;
kc,
-ange
trans,D. and studio locations; cense new FM station: 96.3 mc, Ch. 242, license covering change of facilities: 250 w D; cond.
DO kc. in1 kw
1280 kc. 1 kw D.
24 kw, 480 ft.
WLAN-FM
Pa. — mcGranted
license
new FMLancaster,
station: 96.9
(Ch.
KDPS Des Moines, Iowa— Granted li- KOKX-FM Keokuk, Iowa — Granted
WOOF Dothan, Ala.— Granted license 245), 6.7 kw, ant. 80 ft.
nse new noncommercial educational license covering changes in FM staWRGA-FM
Rome,
Ga.—
Granted
mod.
covering
power
increase,
and
change
7-15-52.
tion: 102.7 mc (Ch. 274), 3.7 kw, ant.
VI station: 88.1 mc (Ch.,201), 1.5 kw,
studio and trans, locations: 560 kc, 5 CP for extension of completion date to
it. 105 ft.
360 ft.
(Continued on page 90)
,WJR-FM Detroit, Mich.— Granted li- KCNI Broken Bow, Neb.— Granted kw D.
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BERNARD ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
5010 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif. NOrmandy 2-6715

Vandivere,
Cohen & Weam
Consulting Electronic Engineers
612 Evans Bldg. NA. 2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted 204 per word — $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 254 per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 304 per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting • Telecasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing. All transcriptions, photos, etc. sent
to box numbers
sent ator owner's
sibility for their arecustody
return. risk. Broadcasting • Telecasting expressly repudiates any liability or responHelp Wanted
Salesmen
Salesman.
Good
opportunity
Illinois
for
hard-hitting
salesman.in Liberal
drawing
against
commissions.
Send
details
to
Box
924M,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Wanted — Salesman
in Worcester,
set s. One of opportunity.
four
stations Station
inMasthis
big
market.by sachuReal
operated
owners
of
WHIM,
Providence.
Write
particulars
to
Box
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING. 2P,
Salesman,
successful,
experienced,
new
undersalary,
developed
market
vicinity
Detroit,
increasing
progressive
commission,
upwards
$10,000
yearly
alert
topflight
man.
Mail
particulars.
Radio-2355-Union Bldg., Detroit.
Persuasive,
sincere radiostaff.persistent,
salesman
toaggressive,
join a conLiberalpersonal
commission
and
draw. genial
Immediate
interview
desired.
Sales
Manager,
WENE,
Binghamton-Endicott, New York.
Leadinglent opportunity
station in forsoutheast
has excelsuccessful,
thoroughlyMustexperienced
radio
advertising
salesman.
have
highest
qualifications. WSAV, Savannah, Georgia.
Announcers
Key job forperienced
better
exannouncerthan
withaverage
first class
ticket. west.
Pleasant
small
city
upper
midLong established
net affiliate.
Low
turnover.
Send
audition
andCASTING .TELECASTING..
facts$75.00Box and183M,raises.
BROADImmediate with
opening for affiliate.
strong night
announcer
Pay
dependent on network
ability.
Box 536M,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
New station
Wisconsin with
vacationland,
opening
for inannouncers
class
ticket.
Above
average
pay Box
for1st above
average
working
conditions.
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.908M,
Combination
manplatter
with andfirstreferences
class license. Audition
requested.
Box 921M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Experienced
announcer
for particulars,
25,000 watt
Nebraska
station.
Send experience
full
audition
record,
board
and
salary requirement, first letter. Box
926M,
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING.
Wanted—
Combo-man
250 watt network affiliate
in PacificforNorthwest.
No
TV in this
market
. . . growing
city of
35,000.
Give
qualifications
and
enclose
snapshot firstCASTING •TELECASTING.
letter. Box 999M, BROADWe
need
an
announcer
for fulltime
staffa
duty. staff
All manthe needs.
desirable
good
Goodattributes
hours Bud
and
good
pay.
If
interested,
write
Pentz,
Beatrice,Acting
Nebraska.Manager, KWBE, in
Combo-man, Pacific
kilowattat
independent.
Good northwest
man1st can
$72.50.
Car necessary,
classstart
ticket,
good announcer.
40
hour
week,
overApply with Washington.
disc and photo.
KWIE, time.
Kennewick,
Combo, and
first permanency
class ticket. most
Announcing
ability
imporSend audition
and all details.
WBUT, tant.Butler,
Pennsylvania.
Announcer, operate
board, deepmorevoice,
potentialities
for
development
important
than
experience.
$50 per WCOJ,
week.
Contact Program
Director,
Coatesville,
Pa.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Combination
announcer-engineer,
1st
class license—
WFRO,
Fremont,contact
Ohio.Robert F. Wolfe,
WGCM,
Gulfport, Mississippi,
announcer haswhoopencan
also ingdofor experienced
sports.
Staff announcer:
fulltime independent.
Must beFor
knowledge
ofa good
popgood
musicsixnewscaster,
essential.
Salary
$55
week,
1st
$60.00 audition
week after.
Night
dutymonths.
4-12.
Send
and
complete
ground. WGIL, Galesburg, Illinois.backWanted— Immediate
opening forIndeexall-round
announcer.
pendentperienced
station
located
inwhofinecansummer
resort
area
needs
man
do
good
job.information
Send disc,insalary
expectedtoa
and
all
first
letter
WHFB, Benton Harbor, Michigan.
Opening Maynouncers.15Sen—d tape
two experienced
andisc theall south,
inforPrefer those orfrom
but not mation.
necessary.
No experience.
Don't waste my time and yours. Nathan
Frank,
N. C. WHNC AM-FM, Henderson,
Announcer-engineer
(first
class) : inEx-a
cellent position
with
topgoodstation
top
market.
haveAdvancement
voice and
be able
tolimited.useMust
it.
unRush audition
and
full Norpart
i
c
u
l
a
r
s
t
o
Jack
Black,
WNOR,
folk, Virginia.
Leading
in southeastfor expanding
radio staffstation
in preparation
television
has opening
for
topnotch, record
versatileof sucann
o
u
n
c
e
r
w
i
t
h
established
cess.
Send
detailed
background,
past
and
expected
earnings,
references,
audition
Georgia. recording. WSAV, Savannah,
Announcer,
firstjob,
classnothing
ticket, workmanlike all-round
fancy, andby
Mutual
affiliateWonderful
in Floridaclimate,
citrus
lake
area.
place
to
live.
Send
audition,
photo fineto
Dick
Florida.Eyrich, WSlR, Winter Haven,
Technical
1000 watt daytimer near Chicago wants
first ityclasshelpful.
engineer.
Announcing
abilRequire
personal interw. Box 893M,
BROADCASTING
TELvieECA
STI
NG. .
Engineer
no announcing,
$70.00 andweekly.
Give
engineering
background
how
quickly
with application.
CASTING^
Box
942M,available
BROADCASTING
. TELEEngineer-announcer first class ticket.
Up to $75.00sylvania.starting.
PennBox 958M, Western
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Operator,
first class.
No announcing.
$1.25
per hour.
overtime
at
time and
aavailable
half. Guaranteed
Six
day week.
Apartment
extremely
rent.
Bachelor quarters free. Goodlowfuture.
Box
967M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Combo mannouncing,1stnearbyphone
emphasis
anprogressive
increases, overtime, Detroit,
high earnings,
ideal
conditions,
car
necessary.
Rush
auditape, background
Radio tion
2355-Guardian
Bldg., information.
Detroit.
First phone engineer — in the center of
vacationland.
Alamogordo
—
"Gateway
TowireThe orLincoln
Forest".
Write,
phone National
— salary
requirements.
Wayne
Phelps,
KALG
Alamogordo,
New Mexico.
Immediategine r. 5 day
opening
forwith
1st phone
enweek
good backpay.
250 wattground aABC
station.
Send
n
d
reference
information
with
first letter to KBIX, Muskogee, Oklahoma.
KDLK
needs
two position.
combo men.
One
openinggood
is pay.
chief
Excellent
hours,
Contact
Don
Howard,
Del
1017. Rio, Texas. P. O. Box 1162 or phone

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Operator
who can
announce chores
or is willingand
to learn,
announcing
are
light
shiftwe iswillpleasant.
Ifyouyouboth
are transmitter
inexperienced,
teach
announcing and operation.
Can usein this
college
student during vacaDevilstionLake,
N.job.Dak.Bert Wick, KDLR,
Experienced
chief
engineer-announcer
for
complete
responsibility
operation
and
maintenance
ofhavetransmitter
and
equipment.
Must
car station
and like
small town life. Fine little
in
beautiful
country.
Ifpay,you write
want immedipermanent ately
job with
good
stating
experience,
minimum
salary desired and full details about
yourself.
Send available.
photo, telephone
number and Lode
date
KROG,
the
Mother
Vacationland
Station,
Sonora, California.
Radio oroperator
phone license.
Write
phone with
A. M. first
McGregor,
KSTT,
Davenport,
evenings. Iowa. 6-2541, days; 3-6677,
Good ticket.
experienced
announcertape,withrecord
first
class
Sendbusiness
audition
ofreferences
experience,
and
character
KWFC, Hot Springs, National Park,to Arkansas.
First class engineer: $50 for 40 hours
plus^overtime. WCBT, Roanoke Rapids,
Combination engineer-announcer with
experience.
Alabama. $75.00. WEBJ, Brewton,
Engineersary. Goodwanted.
No experience
necespay.
for
right, man.
Apply Great
WFLB,opportunity
Fayetteville,
North
swered. Carolina. All applications anNeed tionengineer
now. Prefer
Permanent.
WGGA, combinaGainesville,man.Georgia.
Immediate
opening
for
engineer
with
first
class license.manGoodwhoopportunity
for
inexperienced
wants
learn broadcast
radio.
Good
salary,orto
excellent
vacation
area,
no
housing
transportation
mington, N. C. problems. WGNI, WilFirst
class
ticket holder
who
can or
cannot
announce.
Jobperson
immediately
for
mature,
congenial
inKy.local
independent.
WHIR, Danville,
Want first
engineer.
Evening
shift.
ContactclassWIEL,
Elizabethtown,
Kentucky.
First class
engineer-announcer.
Permanent position,
good working
conditions.
WJAT, Swainsboro,
Georgia.
First class engineer. necessary.
Control board
and
recorder
WKRM,
Columbia,experience
Tennessee.
First
neededat
by 5000class
wattengineer-announcer
WOOF, Dothan, Ala.,
$90.00
weekly.
Transmitter
operator,
desiington,
rable but not
essential, experience
WRRF, WashNorth Carolina.
Production-Programming, Others
Attractive opening for capable young
lady
continuity
department.midwest10,000
watt —network
clear
channel
prominent
ern
station
offers
immediate
opportunity.
If
you
are
well
qualified,
you will become
a member
of aarea.
responsible staf serving
a large
Send
full
details
including
experience,
etc. and photo,
if available.
Write
immediately, al replies
will be Box
acknowledged and kept
confidential.
969M,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Program director,
eventsstation.
man
for
smallspecial
market
Must midwest
be versatile
including
sports.
State
minimum
salary.
Midwesterner
preferred.
Box 971M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.

Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted:HelpExperienced
newsman v>U
bachelor's
degree as parttime
inlism
largewhilemidwestern
ofinstruct
jourl]f
working school
on graduate
gree.
Radio
news
experience
essentl
television
experience
desirable.
Wjf
Box
973M, BROADCASTING . TEl||
CASTING.
WCRA,
needs fem|j
mediately.
copywriterEffingham,
with some111. experience
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Generalradio
manager,
experienced
phases
buildingsm;n
stations, station.
wantsincluding
.jobGuarantee
managing
market
to sh
profit
in reasonable
time or• resi
Box
972M,
BROADCASTING
TEI
CASTING.
Manager
—
11
years
experience,
5
yea
asFamily.
manager.Salary
Versatile,
sales emphas
and Investment
commission
a
rangement
preferred.
sible.
Box 996M, BROADCASTINGpo
TELECASTING.
CP holders!
StationEmploy
owners!
Dor
loose
your license.
a manag
with
proven
executive
and
technic
ability
to organize,
build
and opera
your
25 yearssalary.
broadcast
exper
ence. station.
Reasonable
Personal
terview.
T.
L.
Kidd,
440
Indianii
Wichita, Kansas.
Announcers
Married,
veteran,
exempt,
yeai
experience. Strongdraft
on news
and 2sport!
Working
in BROADCASTING
west, wish to return
easl
Box
762M,
.
TELF,
CASTING.
Experienced
strong consoL
on D.
commercials, announcer,
news, operate
veteran.
Atlantic,
New Eng1
land states,Middle
presently
employed.
Bo
904M,
ING. BROADCASTING . TELECAST
Announcer,
32, family man.willing
No pro
fessional
work
fromexperience
bottom in but
good organiza
tion.
Available
for interview
afteff'
May
1st.
Northeastern
adjacent
Pennsylvania.
BoxOhio 962M
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Beginner
wants instaffscript
jot (ji.kg,
Graduate announcer
SRT. Interested
writing,
program
sales.
Likes
news
DJ,
interview shows.
Box 966ME?11—
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
DJ-staff man-PD, 4 years experience sg
single, 25, experience.
veteran. TV Box
and show
business
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.97.0M
Announcer, fourteen months experi
ence, all motes.
phases
reDesires news,
stationdiscthatshows,
is going
into
TV. Prefer night
turn.BROAD
Avail
able
immediately.
Box
974M,
CASTING . TELECASTING.
Combinationon announcing,
man, 33, married, veteran
emphasis
Prefer, eastern location.programming
Box 975M
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
Can you use a man with over two years t
experience
announcer
engineer? as1sta combination
class license.
Draftfe
. TELECASTING.
exempt.
Box 981M, BROADCASTING*^
Announcer, DJ, news 2 years exp. Am
25,
married,
no children.
Desire AM or
TV
in California,
Career-minded.
FullOregon,
details.Washington.
Box 982M,
BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING.
Experienced
announcer
—
News,
events and staff. CoUege grad. special
Single,
27. Prefersidered.
northeast.
All offers1 conPresently employed
kw.
Available May
1st.
Box
986M,
BROADCASTING •TELECASTING.
Radio announcer. Program man. SRT
graduate,
desiresDraft
position
any Write
location. Veteran.
exempt.
CASTING.
Box
989M, BROADCASTING • TELEDisc jockey; 2V2 years. Excellent voice.
Age 27; exempt
vet. Box 992M, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Announcer.
SomeGraduate,
experience.
All
phases but sports.
Pathfinder
Radio legeSchool,
Kansas
City.
Junior
Colgraduate.
Single.BROADCASTING
All offers considered. Box 993M,
. TELECASTING.
Let
me
prove
I
can
sell
you, too.
Announcer
yearsforexperience
in productionwithandtenannouncing
desires
to advance
to
progressive
network
afNow programBox director.
$75.00
minimum.filiate.Veteran.
994M,
BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Kperienced announcer-PD, employed,
.'"n,
veteran, desires
college relocate
graduate,asradio
,1J ickground,
an.,i,S&'y
Duncer,
progressive
station,Pleasant,
prefertelevision,
large
T^Jiature, versatile voice;city.
singer, actor,
"finest
references.
Bill Clark,
orth Chestnut,
Seymour,
Indiana. IO8V2
nnouncer.
Experienced.
Saturdayjnday
fill-in
for
station
in
five hour
idius
Paul Clark,
;16 Vionof N.Y.C.
St., Queens,
N.Y.C. % Haber,
U-round announcer desires locate
est coast/central
Florida.control
AM- TVboard,
exerience.
Will work
nmediately
available.
Tape,
referlces,
on
request.
Don
Cockrell,
ast Glendale Ave., Alexandria, Va.203
[ature
top commercial announcer,
five
aars
Superior
mice, versatile
technique.experience.
Mark Fidler,
3148
rilson, Chicago. Irving 8-1681.
nnouncer,in DJ,graduate
Chicago,
roficient
news andSRTcommercials,
ingle.
Draft
referred.
Johnnyexempt.
Hagan, 210Middlewest
N. Kolin
venue, Chicago. Austin 7-5924.
nnouncer,of announcing
23, married, school,
draft exempt,
raduate
operateon
oard,
news,Wm.commercials,
DJ. W.Disc
aquest.
Remaley,
604
10th,
lansas City, Mo.
ombo man, 1st phone. Draft exempt,
'op news and sport. 250w_to 10 kw ex.nnouncer
— Quality
voice.Ability
Ambitious,
sliable.
graduate.
to do
11lat
typessell.
ofSRTannouncing.
AuthoritativeCommercials
newscast,
tiendly DJ. Family man. Will go
nywhere.
Disc available.
Ted Straser,
5306 North
Luna, Chicago,
111.
lodney 3-6371.
Technical
8 years
experience.
' Seeks
3(fjl.ngineer.
osition with
progressive
station.
References,. TELECASTING.
family.
Box 938M,
BROADIiirst
ASTING
class
license.
Radio
telephone
I perator, Will
desirestravel.
positionNo instation
broadcast
J.tation.
experience.
Graduate
radio-television,|ommunication
repair
and
maintenance.
ijMve
experience
— radioradio,
amateur.
rhreeyears
yearsrepair
experience
television
and maintenance.
Box
490M, BROADCASTING . TELECAST pf'NG.
yjfiadio-television
Engineer, first phone,
no experience.
Available
4-nmediately.
Box graduate.
991M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
jjhngineer,
two years experience,
trans[litter, maintenance,
recording,
recontinuousAM,
withFM, 5 TV.
kw
lidwestern.motes. Year Trained
»raft
Box 3P, BROADCASTNG . exempt.
TELECASTING.
,D1flxcellent
radio vo!ce, operation
they say.experiFirst
lass
nce. license.
Box 323,Combo
Palm Desert, California
r telephone 76-2095.
xperience
AM & FM, asalsochief.
TV trainag.
Some
Pre-in
station experience
with west.
TV possibilities
srl )kla.,fering. southwest,
No
D. W. Williams, 235 WestannouncKiowa,
flf)lcAlester, Oklahoma. Phone 3247-J.
A- Production-Programming, others
or| :opy
writer,
eighteenproduce
monthsgood,experince.
Can quickly
ble west.
selling
copy.
Draft BROADCASTexempt. readPresrNG
Box
887M,
. TELECASTING.
foungger forwoman
—outlet—
versatiledesires
traffic man/ith realCBSfuture.
Minimum position
$3000.
available
3
weeks.
Box
976M,
:ASTING . TELECASTING. BROADladio or TV production, New York
:ity network
experience,
2 yearsWiliexperience al phases
production.
ng to relocate,
$250. month.
Box 977M,
SROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
'raffic-programming-girl
Friday. Box
Exerience with network station.
79M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTNG.
ippeal
toWillwomen's
and children'sin
market.
write,
hows exclusively
for participate
theseBoxsellable
markets.
Prefer midwest.
980M,
SROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
•rogram
director,
associate
producer,
nnouncer
trainrig),
copy (with
and excellent
scripwriterboardavailable
-nmediately
forFiveAM-FM-TV.
30, vet,
/ith
family.
years
college,
ears experience. Will travel. Boxsix
37M,
NG. BROADCASTING . TELECAST-

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Program pendentdirector
of 1000change.
watt indeto make
Prefer network desires
affiliate.
Nine years
radio
experience.
Draft
exempt.
Box 995M,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Newsman, voice, married, veteran, 24,
journalism
graduate
Missouri.to PresentlyABCemployed
as assistant
director
affiliate.
Available news
June
orBoxJuly.
Tape,
particulars
997M, BROADCASTINGon .request.
TELECASTING.
Television
Managerial
Television. Former
technical
visor/director fiyears
fte n years
majorsupernetwork, overperience.
twenty
radio-TV
exPresently
Asst.
to
and
head Contract AdministrationVP Dept.
leadingsire electronic
manufacturer.
Depermanent
affiliation
TV adminisbroadcasting
where demonstrated
trative
ability
required.
Box
438M,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Technical
TV supervisor
at present
employed
midwest
TV station
is tired
of snowby
drifts.
I've
been
in
TV
four
years
and
have experience in station planning,
construction,
proof,position
operation.
I de-or
s
i
r
e
a
permanent
with
new
old, small
oror large
TVAnstation
in will
the
south,
eastdetails
west.
inquiry
bring full
by return
mail. Box
914M,
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING^
TV chief
engineerdesires
now contact.
available Boxfor
new
installation,
960M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING^
Attention new TV station owners:
Group 18 engineers with 3 to 4 years
TV experience
midwest NBC
originating station. Trained
in operating
studio shows,gramming.
remotes,
network
proCompetent
maintenance
men included. Will go singly or in
group.
Box
988M,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING. •
Television engineer desires responsible
connection
with proposed
midwest outlet. Benefit
experiencefrom
involving long
design,Hollywood
installation,
operation.
Apt. 207,California.
1735 North Gramercy,
Hollywood,
Production-Programming, Others
TV director.
Formersuccessful
film producerdirector.
Extensive
career
in TV.sires to join
Credits
on
top
programs.
Deproducer, oradvertising
television agency,
station.writerBox
900M,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING^^
TV floormanager
andTVcameraman
comation, iy2 yearsemployed.
stationBoxexperience.binPresently
903M,
BROADCASTING
■ TELECASTING
Radio copywriter, desires TV position.
Film or fer production
department pre-.
ed. Box 963M, BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Experienced director/announcer with
radio-TV
and filmstation
background.plansAvailfor radio
for
TV. ableFamiliar
with FCCwithapplications.
CBoxAS
964M,TI
BROADCASTING
NG.. TELEGirl, experienced painting
and
in
drawing. props
Familiar
withentertainment
actualschool.
TV procedure.
radio-TV
Pretty, 29, Graduate
BA. Degree.affected
Good voice.
writer.
Pleasant and unPresently
top
5000 watter.
Want
westernemployed
U. S. Box
IN
968M,
BROADCASTING
G.. TELECASTTV weathermanavailable
— topnotchonetelevision
weatherman,
notice
Goodanywhere.
salesman. Box
Best- month
offer
considered
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.983M,
Advertising—employed
programming
executive,in
currently
TV, interested
future opportunity.
Box 998M, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
For Sale
Stations
250 watt Western$18,000.00
station. cash.
Needs good
management.
Box
ING^
961M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTTower,nucleus
building,
site, equipment
provide
television
application
25th
market.
Worthwhile
investigating.
Consider
lease,
partnership,
principals
able develop. Dick Evans, WIZZ,
2-5274, Wilkes-Barre, Penna.

For Sale (Cont'd)
Western liatstation.
Independents.StollAffi-&
prices.
Associates,es. Al4958
MelroseJackAve.,L. Los
Angeles 29, Calif.
Equipment, etc.
Available
pending
F.C.C. foot
approval
of
application
tower.
Heavy steel; filed.
weight1926 tons.
Tower
All items like new. Two RCA MI4877
recording
attachments
with MI4894
automaticeach.
equalizers
andWestern
MI19822
heads,
$125.00
One
Electric
124D
amplifier,
$75.00.
Two
Electric 728B loudspeakers new,Western
$40.00
each. One 77A RCA large TV microphone,
$150.00.
One
77B1
RCA
microphone, $75.00.
74-B juniors,
$35.00
each.
639-ATwo
cardioids,
each.
One 630ATwo eight
ball,
$65.00. $85.00
Box 985M,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
2-Presto
900 tape P.recorders
$450.00
each, bothPT $800.00.
Jacksonville,
Florida. O. Box 4554,
Radio StationtheKCOH
announces
sale ofin Houston,
a Presto Texas,
model
Y . . ting. disc
recorder . with
. . withturntable,
a 1C cut-in
head,
combined
waist
high
cabinet.
Priced
at
$512.00
when
new. address
For salecorrespondence
at $330.00. Forto
information
Chief
Engineer,
Station
Building, Houston, Texas.KCOH, M. & M.
R.M.C. equipment.
3 heads,
best
takes. Also
R.C.A.2 arms
radio—
sota. offer
mike
$150.00 KWAD, Wadena, Minne5kw
transmitter,crates,
brandnever
new Collins
21B
in original
unpacked.
Carries
Collins
guarantee.
Two setsnew-transmitter
tubes. Lists $26,400.
Will sell
$22,500
FOB Columbus,
Georor phone
Stationgia. Wire
WGBA.
ThisManager,
is the Radio
finest
transmitter
available
for
immediate
delivery anywhere in the country today.
Complete
Cole
Transcription
Librarythousands of western, religious, polkas,
novelty,
barber Dueshopto tunes.
Costs
around $800.00.
programming
changes, will
sell
for $300.00
f.o.b. Mil-45,
waukee.
Write
WMIL,
Milwaukee
Wis.
For sale — Truscon self-supporting heavy
duty towertotypesimultaneously
D-30, height support
173 ft.
Designed
both standing
TV and adjacent
FM radiating
elements.
Now
state
highway.
Make
J. A.Mass.
Hardman,
25 BankcashSt.,offer
Northas is.
Adams,
l-30<y
heavy
duty,
1-300'
extra
heavy
duty, 1-300'
heavy
tubularnew,
steel,of
guyed
TV.immediate
Phillipsduty
towers,
course,
delivery,
special
prices.
Houston
Radio
Supply
Co.,
Inc., Clay at LaBranch, Houston, Texas.
Last
call
—
London
Library
of
300
10
inch
78 RPMpricediscs.
AllF. instrumental
selections,
$125.
O. 113B. West
New
York,
Recording
Associates,
42 Street, New York 18, New York.
Broadcast console six channels with
program,
audition, monitor amplifiers.
REX
Seattle, Recording
Washington.Studios, 619 Pike,
Wanted to Buy
Stations
Wanted— station.
Eastern One-half
medium cash.
or small
market
Give
complete details.
Box 978M, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
etc. also 1%
3 kw or 1 Equipment,
kw FM transmitter,
transmission
line. Box 909M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING
One kw transmitter less than ten years
old
good andoperating
condition.
Send andfull indetails
lowest cash
price
toCASTING^
Box 940M, BROADCASTING . TELEUsed lighting
two
hundred
foot beacon
towerFla.— for
RadioheavyStation
WHWD, Hollywood,
Miscellaneous
Commercialplacement
crystals
and newfor orBliley,
rebroadcastRCA
crystals
Western Electric,
holders, etc.,
fastest service. Als.o monitor and fremeasuring service.
Eidson 3-3901.
Electronic Co.,quencyTemple,
Texas, phone
(Continued on next page)

EXPERIENCED
BROADCASTERS
NOW AVAILABLE

DAVID FRIEND:
Sportscaster
-student
Newscaster-D.
law
schoolJ. Former
strong onrums, public
adlib
showsfoand specialThorough
events.
knowledge of all
popular
artists.
Excellentmats
DJ
foravailable.
Good
on
Board.
TAPE
OR
DISC
AVAILABLE.

WYNN ALBY: Announcer-Sportscaster - Salesman. CreN. Strong
ator of : WAXEDLAXATIOREoninterview
personality
and
shows.
Good
onming,programnewswriting,&
newsediting,
board
TRAVEL.work.TAPEWILLOR
DISC AVAILABLE.

EDDIE SLANK:
Sportscaster
caster -D.J. - NewsINCrea-A
DAY tor of:OFALLSPORTS
and
otherStrongsportson
features.
Man - in - the - Street
interviews; playcial announcing;
by - play;
commernews.man.Excellent
idea
DISC OR
TAPE AVAILABLE.

LEON ELLIOTT:
Announcer
- Newscaster - Salesman.
Warm, friendly perality. Wide businesssonbackground.
Strong on:
Good on lations.
public
recopy; sales enprestatcihoandsi;inmge;ra-nd
pitch announcing.
Extensive
edge of knowlclassical
and popular
control
board.
TAPE music
OR DISCOperates
AVAILABLE.
BEN SLEEPER:
Announcerrector.-Formerly:
Newscaster-Progra4m Diyears Middlebury
collegetion.radio
staThorough expejazz
rience in all promu-on
Jk ,jamm
j»* sical
grams. & Strong
reli&
continuity
—
gious
scripts. WritflniXm,
Protseveral
for
er
Hk/
Iffl
estant
publications.
Wholesome
air
personality.
Boardman.
j^W
■A
TAPE OR DISC AVAILABLE.
HARRY BALDWIN:
Announcer - Newsrector: Formerly:caster-Progra3m DiWMS— scripMass.
asyears
announcer,
ter & tor.
musicEducated
direc-at
Mercersburg
AcadCollege emy;
( BAWilliams
Mus);
ConservaCincinnati
t o r y ofMajor).
Music
(Comp
Strong
on all types of m DJ,
and
and continuity.
interviewer.Good
TAPE
AVAILABLE.
Write or Wire
SCHOOL OfSRT
RADIO TECHNIQUE
SRT men casting
and stations
womenall over
are employed
broadthe Unitedin States.

Paul Patterson
On All Accounts
PAUL PATTERSON, 73, a director
(Continued from page 16)
and former president of the A. S
media buying in advertising agen- at the Meyerhoff Agency, where he Abell Co., publisher of the Balticies. In one instance, he developed has worked since 1949. His acSunnapers and licensee of
counts, most of which use radio, in- WMAR more(TV)
advertising techniques which alBaltimore, died
tered
buying
practices
of
an
entire
clude
Supreme
Liberty
Life
Insurthat
city
last
after several
Help Wanted
ance Co., Universal Life Insurance months' illness.Monday
industry — the hair attachment bushis news
iness. Previously a mail order in- Co., Jackson Mutual Life Insurance paper career at He18 began
the Chicago
Production-Programming, others
dustry, Mr. Evans used black and Co., Service Federal Savings and Tribune, was on theon staff
of the
white and radio. He increased one Loan bank, Metropolitan Mutual Washington Herald and served
s
company's advertising budget "100 Assurance Co., Dearborn Supply city editor of the Washington
WRITER
times
over,"
and
that
of
the
entire
Co.,
M
&
W
Manufacturing
Co.
He
Times.
He
joined
the
Abell
firm
in
industry from about $10,000 to
counsels Illinois Meat Co., Jim 1911 as managing editor of the
A seasoned, all-round writer for radio $400,000 yearly in only 18 months. also
Beam Distillers and Kyron Founda- Evening Sun, became company
and television wanted by major netAs
partner
in
Evans
&
Durham
president in 1919 and resigned last
work affiliate. Good pay. Address Box Agency, New York, he conducted tion.
year. He was a director of the
7S4M,
Thirty-seven years old, Mr. Associated
media studies for such clients as Evans
ING BROADCASTING „ TELECASTPress and president
was
born
in
Louisville
but
Schenley Distillers, Alexander has lived most of his life in Chi- (1922-24) of American Newspaper
Publishers Assn. Survivors are his
Smith line.Carpets,
Ex-lax
and
Vasecago. His wife is the former wife, Elsie; a daughter, Polly
He believes the selection of
Negro media and its personnel is Maudelle Bousfield. They have two Chenery, and five sons, Paul Jr.,
D.J. .with
S.A.*. . . naWell
known
.
.
proven
done haphazardly with unorganized children, Leonard Jr., 6, and Midian, Donald, James, Malcolm and
tional
winr er . . . will attract newforaward
accounts
and
incomplete methods in most 3y2.
Write
folder today. build Hooper.
instances.
Walter.
*SALES APPEAL
The basis for Negro media selecBOX 984M,
FCC
Actions
tion,
he
believes,
is
usually
the
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING
recommendation of a maid in the
(Continued from page 87)
home of the company president.
WLAB
Lebanon,
Pa.
—
Granted
7-4-52.
top
change proposed
operationandfromto show
non"The man in the agency who has
to directional
extension of completion datemod.to directional
negro disc jockey, draws over 5000 walked through Harlem twice be- CP for ACTIONS
certain mation
technical
financial
inforON MOTIONS
incidentappeal
to andthepurposes
change. inEffective
date
for
this
fan letters a week, sells all prod- charges. comes the Negro expert," he
By Comr. George E. Sterling
KTOK Oklahoma City, Okla., and proceeding, April 18.
ucts like mad, available for right
WEEK, Peoria,
111.— Granted
petition forof April 23 Applications . . .
The agency, rather than the cli- respective
assignors
and assignees
price. Box IP, BROADCASTING •
ent, is reluctant to raise the level dismissal without
of appliACCEPTED
TELECASTING.
ccenasteioonf fKTOK
or consentfrom
toprejudice
assignment
License FOR
for CPFILING
of Negro advertising, Mr. Evans
O.application
L. Taylorof forli-to
Central
Bcstg.
Co.;
KVOZ
Laredo,
Tex.
claims, and many campaigns in Ne- West
for CP,station.
as mod., which— Requests
authorizedlicense
new
assignment
license
andCentral
CP ofBcstg.
sta- AM
Employment Service
gro media are compromise cam- Co.
tionO.WEEKL. offrom
West
to
Taylor
and
application
to
paigns bought at the insistence of assign license and CP of WEEK from
Modification of License
the client. The Negro, he says, buys O.Inc. L. Taylor to Radio Station WEEK
KWEMquestsWest
Memphis,
Ark. —studio
Relicense
toTenn.
change
EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
brand names and is not a priceto mod.Memphis,
City Bcstg.
Corp.,
Nashua,
N. extenH. — location
bargainer. He gets psychological Denied
petition
for
additional
WKBS
Oyster
Bay,
N.
Y.—
Requests
for competent
managers,
comsion of timeto from
April 18 totoApril
30 mod. license to specify station location
mercial managers, program
satisfaction out of having the best in which
Oyster Bay, N. Philadelphia
Y.-Stamford, Conn.
directors, chief engineers,
because of his status as a member Decision
issuedfile inexceptions
proceeding Initial
re its asWCAU-AM-FM
Reapplication
disc jockeys. Reliable, confiquests mod. license to change — main
of a minority group.
ner, Mass. and that of WHOB Gard- studio locations.
dential,
nation-wide
service.
These concepts are used by Mr. Granted
Leroy E.petition
Parsons,
Chehalis,
Wash.—
Send for full information today.
WRAP
Norfolk,
Va.—
Requests
mod.
acceptance of his CP, which authorized new AM station,
Howard S. Frazieb
Evans in his general account duties late appearance inforproceeding
re applitrans,1470 location.
that of Mid-State Bcstg.
Co., for approval ofAM—
Chehalis,cation andWash.
Employment Service (Cont'd)
WBOY Bcstg. Assoc., Tarpon Springs,
KWBU
Corpus
Christi,
Tex.—
Granted
petition force ding leave
to intervene
in pro- Fla.—tioApplication
AM stare applications
of Liberty
n on 1470 kc withfor1 CPkw DnewAMENDED
Bcstg.
Liberty,
NEED? STAFF & EXECUTIVES!
power to 5 kw.
KTHT Co.,
Houston,
Tex. Tex., and that of to change
POSITIONS FREQUENTLY AVAILABLE
UAW-CIO Program to Canada
All
levels.
Applicants
as
KVSM forSanacceptance
Mateo, Calif
. — Granted
selected
screened—
auditionedcarefully
by our
Depetition
of late
appear- International
Engineers
radio-TV— expert.
troit— Requests Union,
authorityUAW-CIO,
to transmit
ance in proceeding re application.
Announcers
Oakland
Bcstg.
Co.,
Pontiac,
Mich.,
program
Labor
Views
the
News,
Mon.Directors FORMS
toMich.,7:30
p.m., CST,
from OnDeand
John petition
C. Pomeroy,
Pontiac,Bcstg.
Mich.Co.— Fri., 7:15
WRITE Program
FOR PLACEMENT
troit, Canada.
to CKLW
Windsor,
Granted
of Oakland
(2£&C&>
tario,
22 West Personnel
46th St., NewPlacements
York City
for dismissal without prejudice appliEdward C. Lobdell Associates
License
Renewal
Plaza
7-2728
for CP onfromCommission's
own
17 East 48 Street, New York 17, N. Y.
motion, cationremoved
hearing docket
application of John C. Pomeroy.
of Following
license: stations request renewal
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond
WISH Indianapolis, Ind.; WHOT
Chief, FCC for
Broadcast Bureauof —time
Grant- South Bend,
and WSNJ BridgeJ. Ind., FOR
Juneed 16petition
in which extension
application of WJVAto ton, N.TENDERED
AM—
1060
kcFILING
SouthforBend,
Ind., for
renewal and
of license
Outstanding Opportunities
and
transfer
of control
Chief
Wasco,
Calif.—
of Broadcast Bureau may file proposed CPKWSO
to change frequency Requests
from 1050mod.to
findings of fact and conclusions of law.
New York State
Michigan
Florida
1060
kc,
install
DA-N.
AM—
1260
kc
GulfburgBeaches
Bcstg.
Co.,
St.
PetersBeach, Fla., and WEEK, Tampa,
$42,500.00
$100,000.00
$62,500.00
Fla. — By memorandum opinion and
Powell, Wyo.—from
Requests
Profitable.
Fulltime. Exclusive Well established.
1 kw CPto
order granted petition of Gulf Beaches to5 KPOW
kw.increase DAM—power
Bcstg.
Co.
for
leave
to
amend
its
ap1380
kc
market.
Independent.
Very profitable.
plication tosubstitute
vice-president
and
director
W. Frankas and
Hobbs
lieu KDAS Malvern, Ark.— Requests CP
of Harnold
Falconnier,
to insupply
Appraisals • Negotiations • Financing
certain information regarding personal to1380change
kc. frequency from 1420 kc to
and financial
qualifications
of and
Mr.
APPLICATION RETURNED
Hobbs;
to
show
certain
technical
KPLN Camden, Ark. — Mod. CP,
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY
financial information incident to change which
new AM station, for
ofdirectional
its proposal
from non-directional
toas approvalauthorized
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
of ant., trans, and main studio
operation,
and dismissed
locations.
moot
in
all
other
respects
since
such
SAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
WOPI Bristol, Tenn. — Renewal of liamendments have heretofore been ac- cense.
M. Smith St.
James
W. Blackburn
complisathed; upon request
of any hearing
opposRayTribune
V. Hamilton
APPLICATION DISMISSED
235Lester
Montgomery
Tower
Washington
Bldg.
ing
counsel,
the
further
Exbrook 2-5672
commencing on April 21, 1952, Gulf WIAC Santurce, P. R. — Assignment
Delaware 7-2755-6
Sterling 4341-2
of
license
WIBS
Beaches
shall present petition
Hobbs for
cross- Inc. to TomesfromMunizRadioand Station
examination.
of WEBK
for leave to Granted
amend its application
to d/b as Muniz & Pares. Ramon Pares,
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Miscellaneous (Cont'd)
FCC first-phone
in 6 weeks.courses
Both
residence
correspondence
available.706andGrantham
RadioHollywood,
License
School,
North
Wilcox,
California.

FCC Actions (Cont.)
H^Sfc ^
April COMMISSION
24 Decisions
.
.
,
TOO
KAimJim
',f!tf^
BANC
t"I III■ III• I IIII IIII IIII IIfl III
II 11 f*
V'.^v^JjlJ^^^V/
/
Granted ENCP
K-r cm RivthPviiiP Ark rmufsri rp
I VVIIWVW
v
siu kc, wixn 1 kw u.
Denied Mod. CP
■^'^3'^'»,»'»'»'»'»'»^'»mm'»'»'»'»m^'^
^.-m.^^'mmmmmm^.m^mmWmm'*
WERL East Rainelle, W. Va.— Denied ■
„
O t\ V ft
ft V CSCDlR
mod.
stationCPon (which
1450 kc. authorized
250 w unl.),newfor AM
ex- h MX
SUMMARY
THROUGH APRIL 24
tension
"
WWUIU
15 to Mayof 15.completion
If requestdatefor from
hearingFeb.
is
Appls
In

Telestatus
(Continued
from
68) Ob™ the otherof issue,
it was -page
reported.
servation
advertisements
showed
the
same comparative equality, except that
homes included television sets.
Time spent was averaged for all adyertisements
the
thosewithwhothesawfigure
only
indicating not studied
??se;-Jx2U?*i
the advertisement
and
identified
the
product,
but
also
"read
mo?, ,°f thr
,An\ong women,

BaSffiSHSSSIsS ff 3= :::::::::::::::::::: 2'1? 2f*$ S
32?
22J ^ S & jSSjftSi «S
" „ „
._
. «mod.
.
(Afeo see Actions of1
the FCC, page 86.)
the
figurewithwasTV,almost
KTRM
Beaumont,
Tex.—
Denied
1
higher"read
formost"
women
but 10%
for
CP
(which
authorized
increase
in
power
men
about
1'2%
from 1 kw to 5 kw D on 990 kc and ,
. lower ,
,
changes
in
DA-D),
for
extension
of
Docket
Actions
struction
cost
$22,542.57,
first
year
operine
report
was
made
alter
analcompletion
date
from
April
8
to
Oct.
8.
ating
cost
$32,000,
revenue
$45,000.
Son
ysis
of
1,208
interviews
conducted
If request for hearing is filed within
DECISION and mother are applicants for station: . . , , „
, ,.
20application
days, denialdesignated
will be set
and granted
Emporia1400 Vakc,—Stone
Bcste CoCondiFCC MrYates was announcer
and Mo.,
student aS
part regularly
ol the lastmade
louronreadership
for aside
hearing;
250 w?i
fulltime.
engineer
Marshall,
studies
behalfd~ of„.
otherwisedoesit not
will desire
be presumed
that ap?in_ Granted
Granted APril
kni-il
Mrs- Yatesfor isKMMO
owner
of gift22.
store and
and ™e
.i Hartford
Tj„„+t„„j t„-™„„
„„jthe
' application
plicant
to
prosecute
the
tlon23confectionery.
Filed
April
Times
Provand permit will be can- DECISION AND ORDER Greenville, N. C. — Interstate Bcstg. idence Bulletin. Testsandwere
made
celled
Fostoria, Ohio-Seneca Radio Corp. "jjjj ^K^,^7^^^^^.' of heavy Thursday issues, the
mation of assignment of license which time, UA-i. conditions. Estimated con- dealer Filed Anril 2"\
u-v a j h. • t. i-j v
wasWEXIgranted
18.
Tc.Aa*--interstate
there IS no holiday stim(FM) April
St. Charles,
Ill—Grant- S^^wi^fe^WstaS
IsgollO revenue (from AM-FM onera- Co"reensbort
' 920 kc> 1 kw
Estimated Bcstg.
con- bulusllZ%dforandShopping,
ed authority
to from
remainMarch
silent28 forpending
addi- &onS)
SMOOO
Grange
is AnHI23
Ucensee of mg
struction
cost $12,750,
first$36,000.
year operati
o
n
a
l
9
0
days
WFOR
Fostoria
Granted
cost
$24,000,
revenue
Equal
reorganization of station.
partners manager
are John ofC. WRHI
GreeneRock
Jr., Hills,
com- \kitr*l\ /TW\* *m. *T I m.
.._ .w*uts *ostoria. Granted April is. mercial
FM
Modifications
New
Applications
.
scand
S.
Vasco
Yonce,
automobile
WICU
(TV)
to TeleCOSt
rr
dealer. TRANSFER
Filed April REQUESTS
23.
_
_trie
. ClOSSFOOmS
of Following
license orFMCPsstations
coveringgranted
changesmod.
in
AM APPLICATIONS
FrOITt
or^nt^he^ht^6"15, Changmg ERP
High Point, N. C. — North State Bcstg.
WDOS Oneonta, New York-Assign"WBSM-FM
M tZ, New
„ Bedford, Mass.
~\t— struction
Co., 1590 kc,
kw day firstEstimated
con- ment
of licenseStations
from Oneonta
Star
WICU (TV) Erie today
(Monday)
cost l $18,100,
year operattoequalOttaway
Inc. offorassets
amountInc.
i J
Granted
mod.
license
to
change
ERP
ing
cost
$30,000,
revenue
$36,000.
Printo depreciated
value
less showing
ls 'it0 uDegm•
a series• activities
oi* u.telecasts
from
20
kw
to
2.5
kw.
cipal
is
R.
Glenn
Hendrix
&
Sons
Inc.
liabilities
(about
$43,824.33).
Principals
classroom
in
WERE-FM
Cleveland—
Granted
mod.
(75%),
representatives
for
Lincoln
Inin
Ottaway
Stations
Inc.
are
President
FH_
r,nhMo
^hnnlc:
T>!P
«Prip«
to change ERP from 11.5 kw to Mon
dustries,
Burton Upholstering
Bur- urer-Secretary
James H. Ottaway
and TreasXL,lle Puullc
20license
kw.
Upholstery
Co., and others.Co., FUed
Ruth B.(40%)
Ottaway
(30%), entitled
Erie s>cnuois>.
Schools at me
Work,series,,
will
WCPS-FM Tarboro, N. C— Granted Apnl 22'
are, uco"troninS
°fficers-Newspapers
directors Dresent
30-minute
thrice
wuice
LeiecdbLb
ou ini iulkJunetelecasts
piebenu through
of Empire
and
Jr. wh?
Carl d/bWesley
change
7modkw- CPant tofrom
300 ftERPto from
260 ft3 kwcond to andSedalia,
ChristineMo.—Yates,
as YatesYatesBcstg.
Inc., stockholders
licensee of WENE
Endicott, N. Y., weekly
6.
WTVB-FM
Coldwater,
Mich.—
GrantCo.,
1050
kc,
1
kw
day.
Estimated
cona^WVPO
Stroudsburg,
Pa.
Filed
The
announcement
of
the
series
ed temod.
change220ERPft. from
w
N. Y.— Newspapers
Assignment BL,
mas made
sta310 w,CPant.to from
to 230770ft.
of WENE
license Endicott,
from Empire
„QvWolby Herbert
^,ov,^^Q^Stewart,
,„V^
^exwho were
™>} geneial
amountless plained
StationsvalueInc.offorassets
WROL Ga.;Knoxville,
Memphis, WSAVTenn.;Savannah,
Renewal
License
programs
that themanager,
depreciated
equalto toOttaway
WSGW Inc.
renewnl Tenn.;
erantert
stations
Followine
otlictn^for
T^J^mriod?
Saginaw,
Mich.;
WSJS
Winston-Salem,
liabilities
(about
$103,884.55).
Pnneibein2WeSented
as
a
public
service
oi licenses tor regular period. N c . WTAR Norfolk Va ; WVMI Bi- Pals in Ottaway Stations Inc. are Presi- "el V1-' tI1LcU cia cl puuiiL ^iviit.
KCRS Midland,
Tex.; KFXM
San Col.;
Ber- i0xi
Ida ; KCON
dent James H. Ottaway
(40%)Ottaway
and — :
nardino,
Calif.; KVOD
Denver,
ConwayMiss
Ark■ KBIO
- KGANBur'ley
Ariz.;
Treasurer-Secretary
Ruth rB.officers,
WMAL
WQAN
KRIB
Iowa;Kingman,
KRXK
Rex- rectors
(30%), whoand arestockholders
controlling
Pa.; KGGMWashington;
Albuquerque,
N. M.;Scranton,
KVCV burg
IdaMason
■ WCBACity,Corning
N Y ■ WICE
of EmpirediRedding, Atlanta,
Calif.; KVNU
Logan, Johnson
Utah; WNHC-TV
(formerly' WDEM)
Providence,
I.; Newspapers
licenseeAprilof8. WVPO
WAGA
Ga.; WETB
New Haven
Conn. R.and
Stroudsburg, Inc.,
Pa. Filed
City,
Tenn.;
WHYN Mich.;
Holyoke,WQXIMass.;AtWWWW Rio Piedras p'r
Ga.— Transfer
of con- ^s~-& \£?U
WKZO
Kalamazoo,
trolWRGA
from Rome,
Mrs.of Annie
lanta; WTNC
Thomasville,
N. C; WSLS Granted Temporary '
License ministratrix
estate C. ofQuarles,
John adW.
Roanoke, Phoenix,
Va.; KLEE
Houston,
Tex.; extensions
Following ofstations
granted
temporary
Quarles,
deceased,
to ofCharles
Smith^Hc%
•H
KTAR
Ariz.;
KTBC
Austin,
licenses
for
period
ending
gall
through
transfer
74%
of
stock
TkIL K
V
Tex.; WIND Chicago; WKAQ San Juan, August 1for $40,000. Mr. Smithgall is owner of ^^^^
VNJ^BHI
\
■
P.CedarR.; Rapids,
WMAM Marinette,
Wis.;
WMT
Krvx
Pierre
S
D
■
WGAI
ElizaWGGA
Gainesville,
Ga.,
and
president,
r^n
Tli^,
Iowa; WOOF Dothan, r«v N r pnrl WMRV New Or treasurer and 28% owner of The Daily K W1\ JBM
Ala.;
WPAB
Ponce,
P.
R.;
KERB
Ker,beatil
Cltj
•
N"
C"
and
WMR^
New
°l
Times,
Gainesville,
Ga.
Filed
April
8.
^■tU
l\
Mk
mit. Tex.; Wash.;
KFXD KLZ
Nampa,
Ida.; KSJB
KHQ leansKOBK from
Owatonna,
Minn.—
Transfer
J^l
Spokane.
Following ofstations
granted
temporary
co-trol
F. Johns
toof ^^■A.
^H/n AU LM\|f fVK1 ^^^Hi
^9^B
Jamestown,
N. D.; KWIE
KUTADenverSalt Lake ending
extensions
licenses
for
the
period
Myles
H.is president
JohnsWilliam
for and
$6,880.50.
MylesJr. H.
City;
KVI
SeattleKennewick
August
1
(Comr.
Bartley
voting
Johns
58%
owner
of
Wash.; KWTO Springfield, Mo.; KXXX for regular renewals): Broadcasting Service Inc., St. Paul,
Colby. Allentown,
Kan.; KYUM WCHS
Yuma, CharlesAriz.;
KTHT C;Houston,
Tex.; WWNC Alaska;
Ashe- Minn.
FiledSpringfield,
April 8.
^Mt*
WAEB
KFQD
Tenn.— Transfer
ton, W. Merrill,
Va.; WGMSWis.;Pa.;Washington,
D. C; N.ville,
KTBBC;N. Tyler,
Tex.; Anchorage.
WAYS Vt.;
Charlotte,
0f WDBL
control
from Springfield
Co.
WLIN
WQAM
WCAX
WILL
to Springfield
Bcstg. toCo.,Bcstg.
a partFla.;
WRBC Jackson,
Miss.; Miami,
WREC Urbana,
111., and Burlington,
WVLK Versailles,
Ky. mc.
nership,
with
each
partner
hold
same
percentage
he nowholdholds
in percentageof interest
of stock as(each
V3). B I
Change from corporation to partner- 1
rUM
ship;
no
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consideration.
|jMT
,
actual change of ownership or control.No
8.
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H
WPLH-AprilAM-FM
Va.—
ytlDUllvto JlW*
Transfer
of controlHuntington,
from W. J.W.Newton
to partners E. A. Marshall, J. N. Hudi Dim
RMI "Pin
Up" Hit — Published ^y
by Uucness V
dleston. Paul G B. polan
Bailey, Flem J.sale
Evans
Another
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and
stock Edwin
and indebtedness through
for $40,000. Mr.of
_^
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_B
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was
president
and
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gftJB
fBsV
Wj
HI general
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until last
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he ismannow /
™ F ■ mim
■ M BE
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corporation.
. If f
Other
principals
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West
busi- I/
ness and professional men. Filed April
# mJ% A
J W M V -ttC
On Records: Georgia Gibbs— mctui
Mercury; Tony
\\ f H
KPFM (FM) Portland,
Ore.-InvolunV • CJyVv
AftO VI ^ '
Robfrom partof license
WUlk tary
myr — vjntnr
Eckstine Jm»wl.
\
ert T.assignment
Zabelle, deceased,
limited
)
^
Martin
Victor,• Billy
« ,
^
ngr
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25%
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to
Doiores
E.
/
|1
Zabelle, executrix of estate of Mr. Za- I • M U0 T7*
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«V.^n
Fields
—
^Langworth.
\
IS
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Other
three
partners
retain
their
V
kcf\\.\Alt
Transcriptions. isnep rieias
«
^^^\BB
holding.AprilNo21. monetary consideration. V A ' '
Filed
KTLN Denver, Col.— Assignment of
licenseKTLN
from Inc.,
Leonard
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BUILDING
—
^■^■^M
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7,200 AM Stations
Practice Conelrad
ALERT TEST
ABOUT 1,200 AM stations subscribing to the Conelrad alert plan were
scheduled to participate this past weekend in nationwide simulated air
attack exercises involving emergency control of radio broadcasts.
The special test early Saturday morning, conducted jointly by the FCC
the broadcasters
U. S. Air Force,
was called ★
toandgive
an opportunity
ing from
the same station throughout that period.
to check their emergency equipThe plan called for each group of
ment
and
Air
Force
pilots
"experience in navigating without the aid stations within a metropolitan area
of the radio compass," it was an- —those each on 640 kc and 1240
nounced.
kc — to carry a common program
The exercise was scheduled for originated from a single control
the period 1:30-5 a.m. April 26, point in each city. The broadcasts
with stations operating as they were to be alternated without inter uption atcertain intervals, with
would during an actual enemy attack— airing emergency civil de- only one station on the air at any
fense instructions. It was designed one time. Another requirement was
to test the system devised by the reduced power.
FCC and three air defense forces
In the smaller cities with only
of the Continental Air Defense one or two outlets, each station was
Command.
to generally transmit its own program over one of the two common
Participating stations in Saturfrequencies, with a silent period
day's exercise
werebroadcasts
not previously
identified,
but the
were between each transmission.
planned over two prescribed frequencies— 640 kc, a clear channel,
Political Libel
and 1240 kc, a Class IV local frequency. Stations which operate 24
(Continued
from page 25)
hours a day were not affected.
from record-keepEarly morning listeners were un- pensesing, arising
administrative costs and extra
aware of the exercise unless they precautions
due
to
libel risks. Only
tuned to those channels and caught,
ago, Rep. Mike Mansbefore and after each test, every a fortnight
field
(D-Mont.)
warned
that he
half hour, the announcement of the was considering introduction
of
FCC-USAF
project.
They
would
have heard the entire broadcast legislation to prohibit what he
called
"double
charging"
by
stawith the belief that it were emanattions for political time.
Sen. Gillette indicated that he
was inclined to go along with the
Horan bill and hinted the subcomsage. mittee might recommend its pasCol. Roberts said it was an "unfair burden on the broadcaster" to
force him to make a private decision (on parties, candidates, their
remarks, etc.) which rightfully
should be made by the public.
The DuMont representative said
his network would not permit the
Communist party, though a legal
political party, to buy time on its
facility. Mr. Fellows questioned
this, noting that the calculated risk
wouldtion ofbetheinlaw.
possible
Col. wilful
Roberts violasaid
DuMont was ready to accept that
risk. Both men agreed, however,
that the broadcaster ought not be
required to assume the burden.
Col. Roberts said that a vicious
attack can be made against a candidate without being libelous. Sen.
Hennings discussed generously
what is "fair comment" and what
is "libel or slander."
Cardinal principle of radio-TV
station operation on political
broadcasting
today is "fairness,"
Mr. Fellows emphasized.
inquirer Station
The subcommittee is concurrently
drafting language for a bill on the
election laws, Broadcasting •
Telecasting was told by the subAn ABC Affiliate
committee counsel, John Moore.
First on the Dial
However, nothing specific on the
governing of the broadcast indusIn America's Third
Thir Market
try is expected to be included in the
bill. And while the subcommittee
is concerned with libel and liability,
ed by THE KATZ AGENCY
it probably will not include the
subject in its legislation.
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'MOON-DOG HOUSE'
WJW's Freed Packs 'em In
OVERWHELMING response to a
disc jockey's two-week promotion
over WJW Cleveland of a coronation ball for fans of his 11:15 p.m.
to 1 a.m. Moon-Dog House brought
a crowd of 25,000 to the ball and
70 extra firemen and policemen to
handle the throng, station notes.
The huge group in Cleveland was
reason enough for WJW to add an
additional segment from 5-6 p.m.
to the Moon-Dog House show and
marked a fitting climax to the efforts of Alan
Freed,
the show's
star since
it started
six months
ago.
The late night show started with
the title, The Freeditorium, and
changedwhenits aname
Moon-Dog
House
recordtoshop
bought
part of the show across the board.
Fan clubs and mail followed and
advance balls were held a few weeks
ago in Akron and Canton, with 4,000 attending each event.
Mr. Freed's two weeks' of promotthe Cleveland
House ingBall"
was done on"Moon-Dog
his own
program motionandwas used
not a through
word of other
promedia. Although advance ticket
sales reached 6,000 and the crowd
began to gather almost an hour
before the ball, not even Mr. Freed
was
for the dance.
crowd of 25,000 atprepared
the Cleveland
Needless to say, the two original
Moon-Dog House sponsors are continuing the Monday through Saturday broadcasts.
WMAQ LOCAL BUSINESS
Volume Up, Kopf Reports
MORE than $150,000 in local
radio business has been billed by
WMAQ (NBC) Chicago in the past
few weeks, Harry C. Kopf, vice
president and general manager,
said last week. He issued details
from the sales report of Rudi Neubauer, WMAQ gales manager,
showing sale of more than 1,500
one-minute spots and participations, as well as 80 minutes of programming weekly which was
bought by the Chrysler Dealers of
Cook
County
through Olian Adv.,
Chicago.
Largestannouncements
spot order, for
25 oneminute
weekly
for
52 weeks, came from Dormin Inc.,
through Dowd, Redfield and Johnstone.

PRESS STRIKE
Sees Tacoma Radio Boom
PRESSMEN'S strike which
stopped publication April 12 of the
Tacoma
Tribune, the
only
daily,News
has expanded
news city's
and
feature coverage on Tacoma's radio
stations and made business "awfully good," according to station
executives.
A week after the strike hit
Tacoma's afternoon and Sunday
publication,
stations the
reported successallinlocal
(1) meeting
community's need for news, and
(2) serving
ments of local advertising
business. requireTo its normal 12 daily newscasts,
KMO Tacoma swiftly added special commentary programs, two
extra news shows Saturday and
Sunday, and an extra sportcast
daily, Jerry Geehan, general manager, reported. Notices of club
meetings, Philharmonic concerts
and other public events, and a
quarter-hour of funeral and obituary notices, were being aired as
a Mr.
publicGeehan
service.said advertisers who
heretofore have used radio consistently found business up to
standard, although department
stores and others who threw in a
quicktheir
spot normal
schedulenewspaper
to substitute
for
ads
were not having equal success.
KTNTowned(FM),
transit-radio
station
by thetheNews
Tribune,
took over the AP bureau for Pierce
County (Tacoma) and added two
persons to its news staff.
Burke Ormsby, KTNT director
of news and special events, reported the station also launched a
Sunday program with eight actors
dramatizing the weekly comics.
Over-all after
spot the
business
KTNThe
doubled
strike atbegan,
said.
KTAC (formerly KTBI) Tacoma,
which began a concentrated news
coverage when it went fulltime
February 11, augmented its news
schedule tremendously, according
to H. nessJ.at Quilliam,
the stationpresident.
boomed Busiafter
the strike began, he said.

WTMJ ANNIVERSARY
Observance Begins May 1
SPECIAL
programs will
overmark
WTMJAM-TV Milwaukee
the
30th anniversary of Milwaukee
Journal radio service to the community May 1.
Festivities will begin an anniversary observance
ILL. U. CLINIC
will be climaxed
in period
August which
by a
Set for May 1-2 week-long celebration of the 10th
RADIO NEWS CLINIC, sponsored anniversary of Milwaukee's Radio
by the U. of Illinois, will be held City. This summer also will mark
at the university's Robert Allerton the 25th anniversary of WTMJ's
affiliation with NBC.
Park near Monticello May 1-2.
Program participants include Jack
Shelley,
WHO
Des
Moines;
Fred
Hinshaw, WLBC Muncie, Ind.; William
Ray,
WMAQWTAX
Chicago; Glenn L. Glen
Farrington,
Broughman,
WQUA LaSpringfield;
Moline;
Waltman, WLPO
Salle; Laverne
Robert
Eickmeyer,
DeBarr,
WVLNWTAD
Olney,Quincy;
QuincyBertWMBD
Howe,
POUGHKEEPSIE
WILL
Urbana;
Brooks
Watson,
fWEOK
REPRESENTED
BY
Peoria,
and
Wick
Evans,
WDZ
Decatur.
Illinois Broadcasters Assn. is to be
EVERETT
McKINNEY,
INC.
represented
by
Ray
Livesay,
WLBH
Mattoon, past president of IBA.
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Spot Radio
(Continued from page 23)
and more attention to maintaining period occurred at the time of
a satisfactory margin between lowest radio audience. Another advertiser increasing its newspaper
revenues and expenses in the coming months, according to Irwin purchases was Campbell Soup Co.,
Maier, board chairman of the ad- identified as increasing expenditures from $220,000 in 1948 to over
vertising bureau. He reported Wednesday that national advertisers set $1 million in 1951.
a new record in newspaper-space
Louis N. Brockway, executive
purchases last year, spending a
president of Young & Rubicam,
total of $513 million, a figure vice
speaking
Wednesday as vice chairalmost double the comparable newsman of the Advertising Council,
paper revenue in 1946.
said that 579 daily newspapers had
Some $2,226 million is estimated joined the two-month old newsas the newspaper take from adverpaper cooperation plan to donate a
tisers this year, he said, to lead one-column, three-inch space — often
the next largest medium, direct on the front page — to public service
mail, by a two-to-one margin. messages
twice a month. "It means
Radio's income from the total ad- a circulation of 27 million readers
1 vertising bill will be about $690 every 15 days . . . and some of the
millionlion, heand
you cannot buy at any price,"
added.television's, $484 mil- hespacereported.
First-day
meetings stressed freeNewspapers,
stilldecline
"simply cannot standhowever,
any real
dom of the press, with ANPA
President
Charles
F. McCahill setin revenue," he noted.
ting the pace by urging that PresiAgendas for closed sessions Tuesdential
powers
of
seizure
be made
day, first day of the convention, indicated possible discussion for a plain and explicit by law. His
speech was followed by an address
j; wide
of radio-TV
topics,of from
Dr. Alberto Gainza Paz, pubfrom range
newspaper
monitorship
competing radio newscasts to pro- Presna, lishwho
er in exilegaveof similar
Argentina's
warningsLa
stations. motion of newspaper-owned radio on press restrictions.
Discussion groups later in the
Representatives of papers with
an unpublicized restric! less than 10,000 circulation, meet- day yielded
tion on newspapers, based on radio
i ing separately, did not raise any reporting:
Presence of a radio in a
radio-founded subjects, it was rethe purpose of re! ported, while those from papers newsroomceivingfor
police calls
I with 10,000-50,000 circulation asked is listed as andareporting
federal offense.
j only
one
question:
"How
many
papers in cities under 50,000 popSlocum Named Secretary
ulation have applied for or deElection of ANPA officers and
finitely intend to apply for a TV
business before adstation?" Five
of theaffirmatively.
200 papers directors, final
represented
answered
journment Thursday afternoon, res
u
l
t
e
d
i
n
naming
of Richard W.
Delegates at the advertising ses- Slocum of the Philadelphia
Bulletin
! sion Wednesday also heard how to and
previously an ANPA director,
sell national retail advertising from as secretary.
Two
newly
elected
William A. Greene, Bureau of Ad- directors were Franklin D. Schurz
vertising assistant director, and of the South Bend (Ind.) Tribune
bureau staff members who reported and H. H. Cahill of the Seattle
on local saturation campaigns con- (Wash.) Times. Re-elected officers
ducted in newspapers for Bab-O,
Mr. McCahill, president;
Colgate and Personna blades, cor- were
George C. Biggers, Atlanta (Ga.)
porations which turned AM and TV Journal
and Constitution, vice presadvertising budgets over to newsident, and W. L. Fanning, Westpapers as a result.
chester County Publishers, White
A sales presentation, prepared
N. Y., treasurer.
for Motorola, was outlined to show Plains,
Special meetings for associated
the thesis that advertising limited
to 63 TV markets had reached only newspaper groups were held Monday,sionsthe day
the ANPAa labor
ses58.1% of the consumers, so that, it
started,before
and included
was argued, only $30,000 of every conference
panel
at
which
Richard
$100,000 spent for advertising was P. Doherty, employer-employe relareaching effective coverage.
tions director of the NARTB and
Another corporation, Tidewater
StaOil, was reported as turning from industry member
bilization Board,ofwasthe aWage
speaker.
radio to newspaper advertising on Other organizations
which
met
durgrounds that its greatest sales
ing the week included the AP, UP,
INS, New York State Publishers
Assn., Pennsylvania Newspaper
Looking for Radio &
Publishers Assn., Publishers BuTelevision Technicians?
RCA regular
Institutes,intervals,
Inc., graduates
students
reau of New Jersey and the Ameratoperators
as technicians,
ican Assn. of Newspaper Repreand
laboratory
aids.
Our
sentatives.
men
graduate
with
a
first
class
RadioTelephone personnel
License. Call
on us for your
technical
needs.
Write to: PLACEMENT MANAGER
ROBERT ATKINSON, owner of Atkinson Co., Los Angeles, radio station
RCA INSTITUTES, INC representative, adds to duties by representing list of West Coast Radio
Sales, that city.
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IRON LUNG DJ
Polio Patient Has Show
STEVE SPEARMAN, who is 21
and a west
patient
at Houston's
South-is
Respiratory
Polio Center,
building a successful career for
himself as a disc jockey.
With the aid of John Norman,
radio and video program producer,
Mr. Spearman tapes the show while
in his iron lung. The show is presented at 8 p.m. Saturday over
KXYZ Houston and then is shipped
to Hot Springs, Ark., for broadcast
to Mr. Spearman's hometown listeners.
Mr. Spearman handles most of
the program details himself. He
answers his own fan mail, selects
his own music and each week dictates the shows continuity to Mr.
Norman. Most of the writing is
in dialogue form, with Mr. Norman
helping out as straight man. In
this cal
way, the iron lung's mechaniflaged. rhythm is effectively camouAlthough often discussing hospital goings-on, Mr. Spearman

Mr. Norman (standing), head of
John Norman Productions, holds
mike while Mr. Spearman tapes his
show.
rarely mentions his illness seriously. Listeners sometimes fail to
discover that he is an iron lung

patient. Story7
'Ohio
Change
TRANSCRIBED dramatic program, The Ohio Story, shifts from
WTAM to WGAR Cleveland effective June 2 and plans are underwayhaps to15 other
expandOhiothestations,
series toWGAR
perreported
last week.
Starring
NelFlood Funds
son Olmstead,
the series
has been
(Continued from page 27)
sponsored for five years on WTAM
Ohio Bell Telephone Co. and
Eularick and Lyle Bremser of by
has won newspaper poll awards as
outstanding
Cleveland dramatic
KFABtin Schneider
Omaha, ofNews
Director
AusKCSJ Sioux City, program. Agency
is McCannErickson.
Iowa,
of KFWI
Council Robert
Bluffs, O'Brien
Iowa, and
Julian
Hoshal of KSTP St. Paul. Doing
the torjobWillforRoger
WPTRStevens,
were News
Ediannouncer
Bob Austin and engineers James
Cruise Jr. and Bob Englebrat, according to H. W. Maschmeier, proThe gram5 director.
kw installation of KTRI
Sioux City, Iowa, was inundated by
the flood and Station Manager E. H.
Huber flashed a distress call to
Collins Radio Co., Grand Rapids, for
a 250w transmitter, which in 15
IN RETAIL SALES
hours was trucked 300 miles, inamong Metropolitan
Sales Management's
stalled and was carrying the proAreas 162
gram
from
the
station's
downtown
studio. Chuck Lowder, Collins field
1*F YOUR radio campaign is
service engineer, and KTRI Chief
based on the first 100
Engineer Willard Easterly worked
markets according to Retail
all night
April
14
restoring
the
station to the air. James Knights Co.,
Sales
volume — then over
ard.
Sandwich, 111., ground crystals and
234,000 Quad-Citians are
buying
above your standshipped them by air for the new
transmitter.
WHBF has worked with
WKTY LaCrosse, Wis., met the
and progress
its facilities
occasion with a performance that
tomind,assistbodyin the
and
drew this comment from one disgrowth
of
the
Quad-City
aster
official:
"As
outstanding
usearea
to
a
major
market
position.
ful services to disaster workers as
Iincluded
have ever
seen."
News
coverage
Les Johnson, V.P. and Gen. Mgr.
an area-wide air trip by
newsman Charlie Kearns, who used
a self-powered tape recorder to
document his survey for listeners.
By receiving
relays
from
Coast Guardwalkie-talkie
Auxiliary patrolmen, and transmitting coded messages to Coast Guard boats, the
station was instrumental in halting
WHBF
racing motor boat drivers, who
TELCO BUILDING, ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS
threatened sand and earthen dikes
6eprss*n!e<) by Avery-Knodei, Inc.
along low-lying city areas with
large waves.
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WDGY MINNEAPOLIS SALE
TO HAGMAN GROUP APPROVED
MinneapAPPROVAL of sale of 50 kwfromWDGY
Stuart Investolis-St. Paul for $425,000
en
businessm
Cities
Twin
of
ment Co. to group
headed by Clarence T. (Swanee) Hagman
FCC
[B»T, March 24, Feb. 11] was given by on
Friday. Authorization was made ofcontingent
all interest
divesting himself
Mr. HagmanMinneapol
is, amounting to about
in WLOL
Mr. Hagman until
1% of outstanding stock.
manager of WLOL.
February was general with
Mr. Hagman in
Associated equally
1130 kc
ownership of 30-year-old WDGYare (on
H. J. Lang,
with 25 kw nighttime power) owner
and San
electronic welding company
businessman;
Diego (Calif.) auto supply
chain;
shop WDGY
of coffee
George E.W.Lau,Lew.operator
P.larpnre
furniture
retailer.
n reapplicatio
transfer
lost $90,000 in 1951,
vealed.
Co. continues to own
Stuart InvestmentKOIL
Omaha.
KFOR Lincoln and
ASCAP POSTPONES
ELECTION OF OFFICERS
ELECTION of officers of ASCAP for coming
meeting
Thursday's
scheduled
year,
first
at their
directors
boardforoflast
of society's
regular session since their own election, has
ASCAP
weeks,"
of
couple
"a
postponedsaidforFriday.
been
spokesman
for postponement was
Officialof explanation
some board members from meeting,
absence
which others felt should be present before
undertaking such important task as choosing
's
are
Unofficial
organization
to agree
unablereports
present were
that directors officers.
on successor to Otto A. Harbaeh, who is said
to have refused to serve another term as president on ground that at 78 he is entitled to
relinquish burden of official duties.
Meeting also reached no decision regarding
reinstitution of post of general manager, which
was discontinued following death of J ohn Paine
some years ago. Since then, duties have been
divided among executives heading legal, foreign, sales and accounting activities.
After months of negotiations, ASCAP has
signed contracts with Functional Music of ChiYork,to "beep"
of New music
and Air Music
servicescago supplying
background
stores,
factories, restaurants, etc., Jules M. Collins,
sales manager of ASCAP, announced Friday.
Contracts provide for retroactive payment for
use of ASCAP-licensed music by these companies, Mr. Collins said.
LEE ENTERPRISES INC. SUES
ON behalf of its WOR-AM-TV New York,
Thomas S. Lee Enterprises filed suit Friday
with county clerk, Superior Court of New
York, to collect $8,638.02 allegedly due from
Cavanaugh-Shore & Co., New York agency,
and Antuner Co., N. Y., for time charges and
money allegedly
by stationsalsoto sued
customers of Antuner.refunded
Lee Enterprises
Cavanaugh-Shore for $4,105.90, allegedly due
for commercial announcements for agency. Defendants could not be reached late Friday for
comment.
WBKB-CBS COOPERATION
WBKB (TV) Chicago to make complete facilities available to CBS-TV network for coverage of both political conventions this July,
under sponsorship of Westinghouse Electric
Corp., CBS-TV announced Friday.
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CONSTITUTIONAL TV
TELEVISION thus far is only instrument by which steel companies have been
able to compete on equal terms with
President Truman, Wage Stabilization
Board and CIO, Clarence B. Randall,
Inland
Steelluncheon
Co. president,
Press Club
Friday.told National
"Perhaps television should be superimposed on the beConstitution,"
he quipped,
"but it should
done by Constitutional
means." Mr. Randall said he faced
"largest audience which any private
citizen had ever addressed" in his April
9 reply to President's seizure of steel
mills.
SHARP REVENUE RISE SHOWN
FOR DuMONT NETWORK
DuMONT TV Network has shown consistent
rise in revenue over past 15 months, Chris J.
Witting, director and general manager, reported in statement for publication today
(Monday). Revenues for 1951 were up 196%
over 1950 and in first quarter of 1952 increased
another 68% over like period of last year, he
said.
During January, February and March of
this year, in average week, DuMont placed
712 station quarter-hours of business with its
affiliates, against 636 quarter-hours year ago
and 230 quarter-hours in 1950, network reaverage
DuMont ported.
network Meanwhile,
has risen
to 15.5commercial
stations, with
at least five sponsors increasing their networks
substantially in recent months and 13 indicating plans for remaining on air all summer.
CLIENT SERVICE BUREAU
ORGANIZED BY WLWT
WLWT (TV) Cincinnati announced Friday
formation of Client Service Dept. to be headed
by Frederic Gregg. Mr. Gregg for past year
has
been inoutlets.
charge of promotion for Crosley
television
New department will offer complete promotion and merchandising service to TV advertisers. Operating on six-figure budget with full
staff of specialists, department will be completely self-contained unit embracing all phases
of promotion, merchandising, exploitation and
related client and station activity.
TEST DRAMA'S RATING
WOR-TV New York's experimental
Broadway TV Theatre — same play each
night Monday Pulse
through
Friday
unduplicated
rating
of —32.3attained
in its
opening week, April 14 through 18, when
"Trial of Mary Dugan" was presented,
WOR-TV spokesmen reported Friday.
They said this meant show was seen by
918,000 families (not counting duplications) during that week. President
Theodore C. Streibert regarded this rating
as
"merely
audience for series,a start"
sponsoredand bypredicted
General
Tire & Rubber Co. and R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co., "will continue to increase,
and that the plays will build themselves."

PEOPLE...
DAVID T. HARRIS, salesman at KFBK
Sacramento, Calif., advanced by McClatchy
Broadcasting
Co. to Howard
KWG Stockton
as manager. He succeeds
L. Bailey,
now
manager of Bee Engraving, Sacramento.
K. BRUCE MITCHELL, director of Western
Union international communications since
1947, appointed vice president of same area.
JOHN E. KUCERA, head of time-buying
section
of Biow ofCo.National
Media Dept.,
radioTV chairman
Assn.named
for Mental
Health.
WADE CHAPMAN and BERNARD SLAVIN
to Christiansen Adv. Agency, Chicago, as account executives, from BBDO, same city, and
Hixon & Jorgensen, Los Angeles.
E. HOY McCONNELL named manager of
radio sales for Capehart-Farnsworth Corp.,
Ft. Wayne, Ind.
NEW NBC SPAC GROUPS
TO MEET THIS WEEK
FIRSTning & meeting
NBC's newto Stations
PlanAdvisory ofCommittee
be held Tuesday and Wednesday in New York, with Harry
Bannister officiating for first time since taking
over as stations relations vice president.
Committee to convene at 10 a.m. Tuesday
with NBC President Joseph H. McConnell and
Mr. Bannister giving welcome, followed by
morning-long closed session for elections, etc.
Combined SPAC will hear summer radio presentation inearly afternoon by Jack Herbert,
vice president for radio network sales, with
separate radio and TV sessions following.
Radio group to hear further talks on their
departmental activities by following: Mr.
Herbert; Fred Dodge, merchandising director;
Hugh M. Beville, director of plans and research; Jake Evans, manager of advertising
and promotion; Syd Eiges, vice president for
press and exploitation; Charles Barry, vice
president for radio network programs; Henry
Cassidy, director of radio news and special
events, and William McAndrew, director of
public
affairs. group simultaneously scheduled
Television
for departmental talks by Sylvester L. Weaver
Jr., vice president in charge of NBC TV network; Joseph V. Heffernan, financial vice
president; George Frey, vice president and
director of TV network sales ; Davidson Taylor,
general production executwe; Mr. McAndrew;
Ed Madden, vice president of TV network
operations and sales; Carl Stanton, manager
of TV commercial program planning, and Fred
Wile, vice president and director of TV network production.
Morning
day to beand spent
by combined SPACofin second
closed session
in afternoon,
Radio and TV groups will separate for further
conferences with NBC officials.
New SPAC consists of:
RADIO— Richard O. Dunning, KHQ Spokane;
Ralph port;Evans,
WHO Des WFBC
Moines Greenville,
and WOC DavenWhitmire,
S.P. C.JA.
Robert B.B. T.Hanna
Jr., WGY Schenectady;
Sugg, WKY
Oklahoma
City;
AllenKGHL
M. Woodall,
WDAK
Columbus,
Ga.;
Ed
Yocum,
Billings,
Mont.,
and Willard
C. Worcester,
WIRE Dallas;
Indiapapolis.
TV— Martin
Campbell,
WFAA-TV
E. R.
Vadeboncoeur,
Syracuse;
Hubbard, KSTP-TVWSYR-TV
Minneapolis-St.
Paul;Stanley
Lee Wailes,
Fort Industry Co.'s WSPD-TV Toledo.
CHASE BUYS CANDY FIRM
CHASE CANDY Co., St. Louis, has purchased
ShotwellandMfg.
Co., marshmallows
Chicago, which
makes
Puritan
Hostess
and candy.
Respective
agencies
are
Glee
R.
Stocker
Assoc., St. Louis, and Reincke, Meyer & Finn,&
Chicago.
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ARE UP
ARE DOWN
WREC rates per thousand listeners have declined 10.1% since
1946. You get more in every way from WREC.
WREC Hooper Ratings average
higher than on any other Memphis
Station
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Getting results for sponsors is our
business. And our formula for making
sponsors happy is simple indeed. We take
a big helping of public service,
mix it with top network programs, add
the program and engineering
knowhow we've acquired during our
26 years. Oh, yes, we can't forget the
friendly warmth that characterizes
WTVR announcers. Sponsors like these
ingredients. Have you tasted the result?

Havens & Martin Stations are the only
complete broadcasting institution in Richmond.
Pioneer NBC outlets for Virginia's first market.
Represented nationally by John Blair & Company

Wherever radio station WFAA is heard, housewives are
familiar with a jingle that goes, "Better buy Burleson's honey." You can find Burleson's on grocers' shelves
in major markets all over the Southwest. It wasn't that way
back in the early 1930's . . .
A WFAA salesman had just finished speaking on the power
of radio advertising before the Waxahachie, Texas, Rotary
Club. T. W. Burleson walked up and introduced himself,
explaining that he operated a small honey packing business.
Radio interested him, but when they got around to discusscost, the outold thegentleman
and ingstalked
door. snorted, "Just for rich folks!"
Young

whippersnapper!"
he cried . .
It was two years later that young Ed Burleson, just out of
"That $600 will
college, was in Dallas trying to build distribution for his
father's growing business. Radio looked like the answer,
break us!"
and Ed signed a $600 contract with WFAA for a year's
Instead, it built
schedule of announcements. Ed Burleson got a stormy reception when he reached home with the news.
a honey of a business
Within six months though, the elder Burleson had reason
for the Burlesons
to change his opinion of radio, and by the end of the second
year's contract, sales of Burleson's honey had jumped 400% !
From that day to this, radio has had a large share of Burleson advertising - over the station that helped make it a honey
of a business — WFAA.
WFAA-820 is a honey of a station, too. Ask the Petry man
about it today!

EDWARD PETRY & CO

ALEX KEESE, Station Manager

Published Building,
every Monday,
with 4,Yearbook
Numbersas (53rd
issues)March
published
in January
by Broadcasting
Publications,
Inc., 8703, National
Washington
D. C. Entered
secondandclass54thmatter
14, 1933,
at Post and
OfficeFebruary
at Washington,
D. C, under
act of March
1879. Press

1ffil#pte&t*1d
3
telecast once weekly for 13 weeks

P^ces
55/245
Drew
The programs:
TALENT TIME
31,564
NAME THE BRAND
13,471
STUMP YOUR NEIGHBOR 10,210

of

mail

Buy WGAL-TV to sell these many thousands of prosperous buyers
A Steinmart Station
Clair R. McCoIlough, Pres.
Represented by
WGAL
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WATCH for developments on new RCA multiple-purpose TV method (probably to be designated as Telespot) until now highly classified. Dr. Charles B. Jolliffe, RCA vice president and technical director, demonstrated system to FCC,sentatives incivil
defense Friday.
and military
Washington
Methodrepreentails
principle
of
Ultrafax
high-speed
transmission.
ACTION OF Senate Rules in reporting socalled Gathings resolution authorizing House
Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee
to investigate blood and thunder programming
in TV, stems from, mounting opposition to that
type of programming and to commercials —
mainly beer. Committee expected to counsel
with NARTB TV Board of Review on enforcement and presumably will give it strong backing in effort to bring moderations and restraint
into programming because of effect on juvenile
audiences. Chairman of committee likely to
be Rep. Lindley Beckworth (D-Tex.).
TAILORED price regulations for radio-TV
industry will be out in next fortnight. OPS
staff is poring over final draft now, which is
understood to provide ceilings at retail-wholelevel. Regulation
based on manufacturers'
price salesurvey
recently completed
by agency, and
will cover receivers, phonographs, other radioTV appliances.
UNITED ernment
Paramount
pitch attheatre
govagencies for Theatres'
closed circuit
telecasts didn't stop at Justice and State Dept.
discussionstatively(seelearnedstory
It's authorithat page
UPT31).executive
also
solicited Defense Dept. for recommendation as
to feasibility of medium. Defense reportedly
rejected bid on grounds it would place itself
on record
as supporting one medium to exclusion of others.
WATCH Sen. Hubert Humphrey (D-Minn.)
for possible fireworks on "political" institutional advertising by large corporations. Senator is studying answer from Internal Revenue
Bureau on his query as to what administrative
action it could take, and whether legislative
authority is needed to take action, against
firms which deduct expenditures for this type
of advertising on their income tax.
SOME Congressional quarters tried to pull
quickie on military personnel procurement
authorities by agreeing to thaw funds freeze
for recruiting if Defense Dept. would consent
to deduction from fiscal '53 moneys. But Air
Force-Army
still
hangs inofficials
the air.wouldn't
(Storynibble.
page Question
34.)
REQUEST to include entire state of West Virginia in TV Zone I, instead of splitting state
between Zones I and II, will be filed this week
with FCC by WHIS Bluefield, W. Va. Petition will point to unfair discrimination between
cities in West Virginia under present plan,
which provides 170-mile co-channel minimum
separation
in Zone II. in Zone I and 190-mile separation
CURIOUS phase of TV life under NARTB
(Continued on page 6)
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RADIO-TELEVISION BARRED,
PRESS TO COVER HEARING
BAN against radio and television coverage of
preliminary hearings in damage suit filed by
Sen. Joseph R. McCarthy (R-Wis.) against
Sen. William Benton (D-Conn.) was imposed
Friday
Sen. Benton's
counsel.
$2 millionby damages
from Sen.
Benton.Suit asks
Explanation given for action was that Theodore Kiendl, attorney handling case for Sen.
Benton, had sponsored New York State law
banning microphones and cameras from many
types of judical and public proceedings. He
was represented as feeling it would be inconsistent on his part to allow proposed pickup
of hearing, scheduled to start this morning
(Monday). Mr. Kiendl is member of firm of
Davis, Pope, Wardwell & Kiendl, New York.
Both Sen. Benton and Sen. McCarthy had
said they had no objection to cameras and
microphones
at hearing. Press will be admit ed to proceeding.
RATES DOWN 27%
IN TEN YEARS— GRABHORN
"RADIO
RATES,themselves
in relation
circulation,
have decreased
— andto not
because
of advertiser pressure — by some 27% over
the
last Petry
10 years,"
Grabhorn of
Edward
& Co., Murray
station representation
firm, declared in speech prepared for delivery
yesterday
meetingHeofcalled
Kansason
Broadcasters(Sunday)
Assn. in atWichita.
radio to "hold the line" on rates.
His statement was part of answer to one
made
recent
AAAA's Louis
convention
by Melvin
Brorby,at of
Needham,
& Brorby,
that
trends within various media, comparing 1951
with 1952, showed that cost-per-thousand for
magazines had risen 7%, for outdoor advertising 5%, for network radio time 16%, for spot
radio time 22% [B*T, April 7].
Mr. Grabhorn said he "respectfully" took
issue with Mr. Brorby's analysis regarding
"I want stations,
to compare
analysis, sample
based
onradio:
32 random
with hisa matched
more than three times as big — 97 stations, to
be
exact,"
Grabhorn
said. He tabulating
explained
latter
study,Mr.made
by statistical
co.
for
NARTSR,
showed
"average
ClassJulyA
one-hour rate had increased 12.8% from
1941 to July 1951. In dollars and cents, the
average
$145circulation
to $163." gained 54%
But, hewent
noted,fromradio
in same period, and if rates had gone up at
same
place they'd
hour instead
of $163.average $223 per Class A
HORMEL PLANS TV
GEORGE A. HORMEL & Co., Austin, Minn.,
will put its network radio show, the Hormel
All Girl Review, on television next fall, spotting a series of half -hour films in various markets. Kling Studios, Chicago, will handle the
photography, expected to start late this month
with a series of 13 shows featuring 60 of the
girl musicians and vocalists. Arrangements
were completed last week by Jay C. Hormel,
board chairman, who will supervise production,
and Fred Niles, Kling vice president in charge
of TV and motion pictures. Agency is BBDO,
Minneapolis.

BUSINESS BRIEFLY
SOFT DRINK SHOW © New Grape Corp.,
Atlanta, scribbuying
traned Ziv packageonce-a-week
show in 47halfradiohourmarkets
for 26 weeks. Agency, Liller Neal & Battle,
Atlanta.
SPOTS FOR SHOES • Thorn McAn Shoes,
through Neff-Rogow, N. Y., planning May 16
to 29th radio spot campaign using 6:30-8a.m.
and evening periods to appeal to male audience.
10-WEEK CAMPAIGN © Junket Brand
Foods, Little Falls, N. Y., planning 10-week
spot campaign using mostly participation
shows in top radio markets, starting May 26.
Agency, McCann-Erickson,
N. Y.
DAIRY
RESUMES • Foremost
Dairies,
which cancelled its national radio campaign
short while ago is resuming on all its stations
w'th two- week schedule starting Thursday for
its tangerine juice. Schedule may be extended
is successful. Agency, Fletcher D. Richards,
N. Y.
TEST FOR MEXSANA ® Mexsana Skin
Cream, N. Y.,(Continued
buying five-market
test campaign
on page 98)
RADIO STILL BEST
CBS PROCLAIMS IN ADS
"AFTER Four Years of TV, What's HappenRadio?"
in full-page
CBS
Radioing to ads
in ThewasNewanswered
York Times
and Herald
Tribune Friday: With CBS Radio's fall schedule "already 80% as far along as last year's
on Sept.
1," network
said of"radio
isschedule
buildingwas early
momentum
for one
the
biggest
seasons
in
its
history."
Noting that public continues to buy half
million AM sets monthly, advertisements reported that half of radio listening is outside of
livinging,rooms,
with more
result time
that with
"in total
people spend
radiolistenthan
with"In any
medium."
termsotherof advertising,"
full-page spread
continues,
"a mass
advei-tiser
may choose
spend a dollar
for 944
radio listeners
... orto
365 television viewers ... or 334 magazine
readers ... or 240 newspaper readers.
"In terms of advertising frequency, he may
choose to reach a given number of prospects
once inzines newspapers
1.3 times ...in maga... or 1.5 times... inortelevision
or 3.9
in Advertisement,
radio — at no difference
in cost."Thursday in
which broke
Wall Street Journal and is scheduled later this
month for Newsweek, Business Week, and four
trade publications, appeared in New York just
as CBS-TV clinic was being held (see story,
page
66). HEADS DISC GROUP
HANNA
MICHAEL R. HANNA, WHCU Ithaca, N. Y.,
member of NARTB board, named chairman of
new NARTB Transcription Rules Committee.
Group was authorized by board at February
meeting to look into possibility of revising
FCC rules covering announcement of transcribed programs. Chairman Hanna will name
other members of committee, with first meeting
scheduled in near future.
for more AT DEADLINE turn page
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CAN TWO AM'S
GET ONE TV STATION?
CAN two AM stations in same city get together, apply for and be granted TV station
without running
duopoly
lations? Questionafoul
was ofputFCC's
squarely
up toreguthe
Commission Friday when KFBI Wichita repeated same questions posed early in March
by Senator Edwin C. Johnson (D-Col.) in
letter to FCC Chairman Paul A. Walker [B»T,
April 21]. At that time, Chairman Walker
replied by saying that question had not been
taken up by the Commission. [See Editorial,
page 52 which closed earlier].
Essence of problem is this: Commission rule
prohibits ownership or control of two AM stations in same community. Some AM broadcasters are considering joining to set up new
corporation to apply for TV in order to obviate
contested hearings for channels, also to make
it easier financially. Some FCC staff officials
have questioned whether ownership of TV station in this manner might not jeopardize ownership of AM stations.
Declaratory ruling is therefore requested on
four questions propounded by Sen. Johnson:
(1) Can owners of two or more AM stations
in same city be granted TV station and be
permitted to retain their AM stations which
are run as separate entities, (2) Would combination of two AM owners for TV put that
application at disadvantage in hearing with
other applicants not engaged in broadcasting,
(3) Is there any prejudice at FCC regarding
granting of such an application, (4) Would
joint application for TV by two AM station
owners be in conflict with public interest, prorately. vided each radio station is operated sepaFACILITIES ARE EXTENDED
BY RADIO FREE ASIA
THREE shortwave bands now used by Radio
Free Asia for broadcast programs into Far
East, according to John W. Elwood, director.
Transmission facilities now include Guam and
second Manila transmitter. Programs travel
on 9490, 11,940 and 6110 kc. Mr. Elwood
described allit ofas Southeast
"an important
step atoward
covering
Asia with
radio
barrage of truth to expose the false promises
of the Communist."
FCC DIVISION CHIEFS
APPOINTMENT of division chiefs in recently
established FCC Field Engineering & Monitoring Bureau was announced Friday. Following
were named: Stacy W. Norman, Inspection &
Examination Div.; George L. Jensen, Engineering Div.; Irving L. Weston, Monitoring
Div. All three have been with FCC and
predecessor
since late
1920's.
Field
Engineering agencies
& Monitoring
Bureau
is headed
by George L. Turner, with Frank M. Kratokvil
asDiv.assistant chief and head of Field Operating
DuMONT BUYS NIELSON
DuMONT Television Network has signed for
the National Television Index Service and the
New York TV ratings reports of the A. C.
Nielsen Co., Chicago market research firm.
DuMont operates WABD (TV) in New York.
Contract handled by Chris Witting, DuMont
general manager, and Arthur C. Nielsen.
Page 6 • May 5, 1952

In this Issue—
Can department stores use radio as they
do newspapers?
Pomeroy's
of Potts-to
ville,
Pa., is applying
field tactics
find out. A test campaign, thus far
successful,Page
makes23. use of radio-only on
WPAM.
In a Sears, Roebuck experiment, reported
by Advertising Research Bureau, radio
outpulls the printing medium. Page 2UA feature, "The Tale of the Cautious
Grocer,"fortellsa Kentucky
how radio'sgrocer
powerwhomakes
money
had
little to spare. Page 30.
In TV
a $1.5Phoenix
million transaction,
KPHO-AMis being purchased by
Meredith Publishing Co. Page 23.
With some 18 BMI clinics held in the nation last week, another 24 are slated
in the next ten days. Attendance is
up at all of them. Page 26.
Annual George Foster Peabody Award
winners announced in New York re-emphasize that broadcasters can achieve
merit in programming. Page 28.
On Capitol Hill,
probe (Page
of radio-TV
gramminga threatens
25), as prothe
McFarland bill clears for House debate. Page 29.
NBC radio affiliates pledge confidence in
the network's plans at the first 1952
Stations Planning and Advisory Committee meeting.attitude.
" But some
see a defeatist
Pageprivately
29.
TV Engineers are thumbing through a
new National Bureau of Standards' report on VHF propagation. Their question: Is there a new threat to television? Page 65.
Another problem is the possible affect on
80-90% of 17 million TV sets in use
today by ham operations on the 21 mc
band authorized by FCC. Page 67.
In Washington, a joint committee with
FCC, industry and aviation representation, sits down to talk over height and
sites for TV towers this week. Page 68.
Broadcasters at Ohio Assn. of Radio-TV
Broadcasters management clinic may
ponder FCC Comr. Robert F. Jones'
speech attacking the final TV allocations plan. Page 67. And CBS-TV
in a New York clinic went through the
subject of new TV station construction
from A to Z. Page 66.
Full particulars of closed circuit TV,
already perceived by federal civil defense planners, are currently under
the watchful eye of certain government
agencies for possible future use.
Page 32.
Upcoming
May 5: ABC Affiliates, Fort Worth Hotel,
Fort Worth.
May 5-6: NBC radio workshop, Chicago.
May 7: BAB Sales Clinic, Kansas City.
Mayleans.8-9: NBC radio workshop. New Or(BMI Clinics and Other Up-omings page 38)

Closed Circuit
(Continued from page 5)
Code is unexpected public apathy during twomonth operation. Cause of unconcern thought
to be excitement of Presidential race, steel
crisis and other big news. (Not documented in
NARTB's video
code is headachy
controlling
cameramen
and otherproblem
stronglyof
unionized personnel involved in bosomy shots
and off -color antics).
STILL CONCERNED over purported aid and
comfort given bookies by horse race broadcasts,
FCC has cited another station on renewal —
WLAP Lexington, Ky. Station, it's understood,
has Saturday afternoon program on race-byrace coverage but presumably handle only local
area results, whereas other stations previously
cited carried technical information on all races.
ACTIVITY getting hotter on Department of
Justice Anti-Trust suit against National Football League et al. Counsel for League last week
began taking depositions of government witSPECULATION points to Rep. Oren Harris
(D-Ark.) as eventual communications leader
in House Interstate and Foreign Commerce
Committee. Second ranking member (follows
Chairman Robert Crosser (D-Ohio) is Rep.
Lindley
for SenateBeckworth
Friday. (D-Tex.) who announced
TV EDUCATIONAL FUNCTIONS
OUTLINED BY DR. DUNHAM
BEST functions of educational TV were outlined Friday afternoon by Dr. Franklin Dunham, Radio-TV Chief for U. S. Office of Education, at 35th annual meeting of American
Council on Education at Chicago's Palmer
House.
Functions which can be performed best by
commercial stations, he said, are entertainment, newscasting, commentary and forum discus ions and sports
special events.by "Buff"
zone, which
can beandprogrammed
either
commercial or educational stations with success, include cultural, developmental and backgrounding the news. Realm of educational TV
best
served
are talks dramatized
"on level ofresearch
the BBC",
high-level discussions,
and
direct
teaching.
He
advocated
"swift
action"
in the one-year limit.
Appearing
during E.general
session
were George
Probst, TV
radiodiscussion
director,
U. of Chicago, Ralph Steetle, executive director, Joint Committee on Education TV ; Davidson Taylor, NBC vice president; I. Keith Tyler,
director, Institute for Education by Radio and
TV, Carroll
V. Newsom,
sioner of Higher
Education,Associate
New YorkCommisState.
The Rev. Theodore M. Hesburgh, C. S. C,
executive vice president, U. of Notre Dame,
was moderator.
FREQUENCY CHANGE ASKED
APPLICATION for change of frequency from
Channel 9 to Channel 8, with 316 kw and 1,000ft. antenna height above ground was filed Friby WXEL (TV)
refiledby
was dayapplication
for Cleveland.
Youngstown,AlsoOhio,
WKBN which is seeking UHF Channel 27,
with 203 kw and 509 ft. antenna height above
average terrain.
WXEL plans to spend $237,000 to make the
changeover
required
by the main
FCC'sstudio
finallocaTV
report,tion and
also
to change
from Parma,
Ohio, toits1630
Euclid Ave.,
Cleveland. Transmitter will remain at Parma.
WKBN plans to spend $353,000 to build the
station, $250,000 for first year's operating
costs, expects $225,000 first year's revenue.
for more AT DEADLINE see page 98 ^
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■HERE'S
--the
Sell

PROOF...

people

FOOD

their

and

who

actually

DRUGS

place

ADVERTISING

S A V exc'us,ve'y

on

• THE SAVANNAH FOOD BROKERS ASSOCIATION—
whose membership comprises all of the leading food brokers in this area —
PLACE THEIR ADVERTISING EXCLUSIVELY
on WSAV
"Ladies Be Treated"

9:15-9:30 AM, Monday thru Friday

— A program designed to promote consumer preference for leading brand-name foods,
and to stimulate the cooperation of the 500-odd retail grocers within the WSAV
listening area.
• THE SAVANNAH PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION—
whose membership comprises all of the leading druggists in this market —
PLACE THEIR ADVERTISING EXCLUSIVELY
'A Man and His Magic'

WifiV Savannah

on WSAV
6:05-6:10 PM, Monday thru Saturday

— This program is designed to build public confidence in the retail druggist as an
important
member drug
of the
nation's health team, and as the most dependable source
of all consumer
products.
The People Who Actually Sell FOODS and DRUGS Know from Experience
that WSAV is the "SELLINGEST" Market!
Medium in the Entire Savannah Seaboard

630 ke.
5,000Tim*
watt*
Full
in Savannah WSAV
REPRESENTED
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Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
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870 National Press Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C
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Feature
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TELECASTING Starts on page 63
The tremendous impact of Station WGY on an enlarged summer-time audience is ably demonstrated
by one of WGY's sponsors — the Catskill Game Farm.
In 1951, this organization abandoned its advertising
schedule in newspapers and other radio stations to
use WGY exclusively. Through spot announcements
in the morning and night-time stations breaks, the
result was a 250 percent increase in attendance.
Reaching all the summer resorts in the Adirondack,
Catskill and Berkshire Mountains and Vermont, sales
messages carried by WGY also reach the many
tourists and vacationers in Saratoga Springs, Lake
George, Lake Champlain and Cooperstown, New
York. The WGY area is surely one of America's
foremost vacation areas.
Motorists visiting "WGY-Land" learn the station's
location on the dial through seven striking, colorful
8' x 24' Scotchlite billboards which are located on the
major traffic arteries leading into the WGY area.
You can realize outstanding results by doing
your summer selling on Station WGY.

Represented by
NBC Spot Sales
A GENERAL ELECTRIC STATION
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THE SIXTEENTH AMERICAN EXHIBITION
EDUCATIONAL RADIO AND TELEVISION PROGOFRAMS

FIRST AWARD
STATION KOIN
FOR
WHO KILLED DR. DREW

THE INSTITUTE FOR EDUC
ATION BY RADIO-TELEVISION
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OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
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In Boston,
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all other
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than
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other
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Pulse of Boston : March-April 1951 through January-February 1952, total week.
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Do you want to know whether
you can take a dog into Canada
on a hunting trip? Or the cost
of a hunting license in Ohio? Or
how to cook blowfish?
Or do you want to know how to
sell more fishing tackle and
hunting equipment, or beer, or
potato chips, or soft drinks?
If you have a product which appeals to the outdoorsman, young
or old, man or woman, "Ludlam's Lodge" can answer these
questions.

feature of the week

FOUR participating spots on television have opened a new market
in the Seattle area for a metal
polish produced and previously sold
only in California.
When John C. Charles & Co., Los
Angeles, decided to put its Formula
#40, pera andliquid
polishintofor the
brass,Pacific
copchrome,
Northwest market, it started with
no distribution outlets. In fact, it
had only a jobber, Emmett E.
Egan & Co., Seattle, and a product
which had originally been developed for shining sports equipment
but now was being promoted for
copper-bottom cooking utensils and
such additional items as fireplace
andirons and brass door knockers.
The product had sold well in
California for three years, but in
Seattle there was neither demand
nor even awareness of Formula
Egan & Co. took the account Dec.
#40.1951, and the television promo20,
tion started right then. The vewas Peter
Lyman's Telebuys
Inc., hicle
aired
on KING-TV
Seattle
Monday through Friday at 3:153:30 p.m. John Freiburg, a principal of the manufacturing comon thePetefirstLyman
programpany,and appeared
thereafter
carried it alone.
After demonstrating the product
on a mancopper-bottom
pan, toMr.invite
Lyused a blackboard
viewers to write in. Offering a
free sample of Formula #40, he
suggested this wording on a postcard:
"Where can I buy Formula 40?

WSRS
(1*1.. W •!_ _ *». ..• If
The Family Station"

MyTwofavorite
is
such store
demonstrations
and."
free-sample offers a week, in a twoCLEVELAND'S
week
cards. period, brought in 1,200 postONLY
The broker then separated the
cards according to the stores named NEWS STATION
and showed them to the store managerstomers
as evidence
that their
wanted Formula
#40.cus-It
ON THE AIR
was a convincing demonstration
and it promptly opened, as retail 24 Hours daily
outlets for the product, 300 independentofsupermarkets,
the affiliated stores
three major
food
chains in Seattle and hardware and around the clock
department stores.
Sent From Afar
Postcards came from as far WSRS
north of Seattle as Port Townsend
and Port Angeles and from as far
south as Olympia, with one from
#"The Family Station" uses
Portland,
Ore. mention
One storeon inmore
Sethe latest "on the spot" voice
attle received
than 400 of the cards.
reporting
to cover
all kindsequipment
of events
and
Telebuys Inc. went off the air
local news. WSRS has more
after Formula #40 had been on
two weeks. With the distributoractive field reporters on their
ships opened, the sponsor stopped
NEWS staff than any other
its TV advertising — temporarily.
station
in Ohio. The WSRS
As of March 14, however, FormNEWS staff is on the job
ula #40 was back on KING-TV
with participating announcements
around the clock. That's
on The World Today (6:45-7
p.m.). The new demonstrator of why you hear it first on
the product is Mary (Mrs. Emmett
"The Family Station." WSRS
makes it their business to
E.) Egan.
"We've got the distribution,"
report
the NEWS when it is
Mr. Egan told Broadcasting •
Telecasting. "Now we want to really NEWS.
sell the product."

In the 5-5:30 p.m. Saturday spot
on WRC for over a year, "LudWSRS
lam's Lodge" is now available to
national advertisers. Kennedy
LOCAL NEWS
Ludlam solves problems in the
field of outdoor sports for all his
EVERY SIXTY
strictly business
listeners. He's also the man who
MINUTES ON
can solve your selling problems
stillinghas ona
in the Washington market — so
radiodepend
THE HALF HOUR
strongE place,
DAYTIM
why not call your nearest NBC
ising,s,"
accordingwhatto you
Herbearert advert
M. Cleave
AROUND
THE
Spot Sales office now for details? sales
and advertising manager of
the Jell-0 Division, General Foods,
CLOCK
who a fortnight ago was promoted
IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL
rship, Asto the marketing
manage
YOUR BEST BUY IS
On the air
sociated Products Division.
His opinion on video advertising:
24
hours daily
"You have to weigh very carefully
FIRST in WASHINGTON the
rising costs against the possible sales potential of your product . . . For many products, tele"The Family Station"
vision has priced itself out as an
advertising
medium."
WRCH
As advertising head of the JellO Division,
Cleaves'
problem
WSRS
was
not to getMr.people
to purchase
5,000 Watts • 980 KC
the product but to use it more freCLEVELAND
quently— from the stocks on almost
Represented by NBC Spot Sales
(Continued on page 83)
Mr. CLEAVES
NAT'L REP. FORJOE & CO.
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CHESTER T. BIRCH, advertising vice president, Andrew Jergens Co.,
Cincinnati, to Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y., as vice president in
charge of service on Procter & Gamble account.
L. L. SCHULTZ, supervisor of creative work, Biow Co., N. Y., elected a
vice president.
DONALD M. SMITH Jr., merchandise account executive, Young & Rubicam, N. Y., to Grey Adv., same city,
as account executive. NOVAL WELCH, assistant sales
promotion manager, Servel Inc., joins Grey as account
executive.
TOM SWICK, media department, Campbell-Ewald,
N. Y., to McCann-Erickson, that city, as radio-TV time
buyer.
Mr. Schultz HENRY A. MATTOON, vice president and member
of plans board, Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y., to Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
N. Y., as vice president and copy supervisor.

TWO
TOP
CBS RADIO STATIONS
TWO

BIG

SOUTHWEST

MARKETS

ONE
LOW
COMBINATION

RATE

Sales- winning radio schedules for
the Great Southwest just naturally
include this pair of top- producing
CBS Radio Stations. Results prove
this ! Write, wire or phone our
representatives now for availabilities
and rates!
National Representatives
JOHN
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BLAIR

&

CO.

tion,acc
he was oun
an assistant director
on
®
havior pattern,xes
Fredin his
Kilian,
at Republic
Pictures. ts
be- all
ITEft
DESPdirecto
r parado
Mr. Kilian, in the past 10 years,
of radio and television programming for Young & has resigned himself to the hybrid
Rubicam, Chicago, adheres to a role of talent and management, with
consistent approach in these media. the former claiming "I have a penchant for the latter, and the latter
He is a "ham actor" who never
kept a scrapbook, a collegian who doing the same." As he has gained
avoided attainment of even fresh- increasing technical ability and obman status in almost four years of
jective views toward the various
in which he has worked, Mr.
study, an ex-life insurance sales- media
man who sold only one policy — to Kilian has found for himself a proportionatevalue
lack of entertainment
himself — and a broadcast specialist
in each. He
who sees "serenity
figured
once he had
and peace" in radio
appeared in 300
and only
"hard
on.
work"
in televisi
plays,
but
had only
seen 50 during
the
Mr. Kilian, who
same period.
was born in Toledo,
At Y&R he is reas a harried undergraduate at the U.
sponsible for broad-of
programming
of Toledo, studied
suchcastclients
as
courses in each
Schlitz beer (he was
school except prehired last July as
law, thereby neglectradio
Schlitzsupervisor
on Halls forof
ing to get
a concen-in
tration of credits
Ivy,
NBC
and
any
course
which
Playhouse radio,
of Stars,
would have given
CBS-TV),
Purity
him atman rating.
least a freshBakeries, 0- Cedar,
He's been working
Borden
Co. (Chiwas 9page),
(then
assincea helibrary
al Watch
and
cago), ElginCo.
Nationand trod the boards
International Harwith stock companies at 15
vester, Truck Division.
He has worked in Chicago tele1929, at age 18, he was assistant
vision
since 1947, when, as productechnical
directorandat acted
Chicago's
tion manager at ABC, he tested the
Goodman Theatre
on a medium
for ABC
CBS network show there. He
ently-ownedonWBKB the
(TV)independwith a
show thesponsored
by
General
studied two years at Pasadena and
Hub
Store.
In
the
fallMillsof
Playhouse in Hollywood, buttering
1948,
when
ABC's
WENR-TV
took
his bread by appearing as a movie the air, he became program director.
bit player and working as Onslow His shows
got the onhighest
(Continued
page local
UU) ratStevens' stand-in. After graduaBROADCASTING
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fit
beat

B. FRANKLIN ESHLEMAN II elected
of Benjamin Eshleman Co., Phila. BENJAMIN F. BUSCHvice Jr.president
agency's media
and marketing director. JOSEPH R. ROLLINSappointed
Jr.
will
head radio-TV
staff. DAVID S. BURCAT and RAY McDEVITT join agency
in marketing and art departments respectively.
WAYNE TISS, vice-president in charge, BBDO Hollywood, elected to
board of trustees, College of the Pacific, Stockton, Calif.
GEORGE E.
formerlymanager.
with Ruthrauff & Ryan, to Betteridge
as production
& Co., Detroit,SCOTT,
vJOHN
F. HEINZ,
executive.Cities Service Oil Co., to J. Robert Mendte Inc., Phila.,
as account
ALLEN L. BILLINGSLEY, president of Fuller & Ross & Smith Inc.,
Cleveland, elected to board of directors of Interchemical Corp.
ROSS ROY Inc. opens Dallas office at 823 Mercantile National Bank Bldg
that city, headed by ORVILLE McDONALD, account executive.
DICK KIRK joins J. Neal Ferguson & Assoc., Dallas, as account service
man and copy writer.
WARD BYRON, executive producer, ABC-TV, and FRANK WOODRUFF,
producer-director of Bigelow Theatre for Young & Rubicam, to Lennen
& Mitchell in New York and Hollywood office respectively.
GEORGE W. MILLER III, Caloric Stove Corp., to John Falkner Arndt
& Co., Phila.
PETER LORCHER joins Ruse & Urban Inc., Detroit, as head of newly
created merchandising and specialties division.
J. M. norsKORN,
head of J.chapter
M. Kornof AAAA.
Adv., Phila., elected to board of goverof Pennsylvania
BADGER, BROWNING & HERSHEY, N. Y., moves to 10th floor of International Bldg., 630 Fifth Ave.
RUTH
KUNZE,
assistant account administrative
executive. assistant, Philip Lesley Co., N. Y., named
LOIS REA, manager.
Lowe Runkle, Oklahoma City, to H. M. Gross, Chicago, as
production
RUSSELL TOLG, radio-television director, BBDO, Chicago, was guest
speaker last week at meeting of Alpha Delta Sigma advertising fraternity.
NEEDHAM
feller Center,& onGROHMANN
17th floor. Inc., N. Y., relocates in RCA Bldg., Rocke-

OF

THE

ING

E

WBEN'S new 11:20 p.m.-to-midnight disc show
"Diane" has an established and loyal buying audience. Her careful selection of restful tunes, reading of romantic poetry and special attention to
requests has made her a favorite with those at
home and in cars.
Diane dominates Western New York 11:20 p.m.
to midnight Monday thru Friday.
Her identity is cleverly concealed, adding an aura
of mystery to the show. Her sponsors, however,
agree that there's no secret about Diane's terrific
sales power !
Why not use a segment of this popular show to
air your wares — profitably !
Check Petry for availabilities

LUCKY LAGER BEER, through McCann-Erickson, for the third consecutive
year is bringing major league baseball to San Francisco Bay Area fans.
Shown just after signing of contract are (I to r) H. G. Fearnhead, general
manager, KYA San Francisco; Burton C. Granicher, McCann-Erickson, and
Ken Hildebrandt, KYA sales manager.
BROADCASTING
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ANCE

LION

SONS

That's the size of the audience that
listens regularly to the broadcasts of the
Cleveland Indians games through W £ RJE.
WE RE's balanced programming
makes it the potent sales force in
Northeastern Ohio . . .
WERE broadcasts the exclusive play-by-play
of the Cleveland Indians games.
WERE broadcasts 19 newscasts daily.
WERE carries Cleveland's top disc jockeys.
WERE is the music-news-sports station
for Greater Cleveland.
O. L Taylor Company
National Representatives

Cleveland, Ohio
5000 W' 1300 KC
Vital in Northeastern Ohio

BLIND
MAN'S GUFF
Some people,
including Canadians,
take views on Canada's marketing problems
that are based on popular misconceptions . . .
case of the blind leading the blind.
Admittedly, there are "obstacles".
Canada is a vast country
. . . larger than the U.S. by one quarter.
Canada's population— 14 millions —
is widely dispersed.
In the U.S. there are 45.1 people
to the square mile;
in Canada 3.57.
And most Canadians
live in semi-urban and rural areas.
Only 38% live in cities
of 30,000 or over.
Also,
25% of the population speaks French.
But there's a way round
these geographical and linguistic obstacles
Radio.
For Radio in Canada
is bi-lingual
and wears seven league boots.
94% of all Canadian families own a radio.
And
Radioeffective
is Canada's
most popular entertainer
and most
salesman.
"In Canada you sell 'em when you
tell 'em'
A message from the 103 member stations of the
Canadian Association of Broadcasters
whose voices are invited into over 3 million homes every day.

Canadian Association of Broadcasters
37 Bloor St.. West.
108 Sparks St..
Toronto.
Ottawa.
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LOEWS THEATRES, N. Y., placing TV spot schedule in addition tc
Spotregular 52-week radio spot campaign in about twenty-five cities tc
cities. promote
Agency: "Singing
Donahue in&theCoe,Rain"
N. Y.for 4 days prior to premier in those
LOOZ PRODUCTS, L. A. (dietary supplement), sponsoring Stewart
Craig, health commentator, on 12 CBS Radio Pacific stations, 10:30-10:45
p.m. PDT, for 13 weeks starting May 11. Agency: Dean Simmons Adv,
S. F.
FALSTAFF BREWING Corp., St. Louis, sponsoring Cases of Eddie
Drake,
privateOmaha.
detective
film series,
on WKY-TV Oklahoma
City and1
KMTV (TV)
Agency:
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
Chicago.
FLORIDA CITRUS COMMISSION, Lakeland, Fla., announces plans for
advertising educational program to improve handling of frozen concentrated orange juice on consumer and trade level. Final media plans
not yet established. Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
A/etwotk • • •
GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER Co., Akron, Ohio, began sponsorship
April
of 3 programs
ABC radio's
Pyramid
plan. Top
ShowsGuy,include:
Stop the20 Music,
8:30-8:45 insegment
Sun., 8-9
p.m. EDT;
Wed.,
8:30-9 p.m. EDT, and Defense Attorney, Thurs., 8:30-9 p.m. EDT.
Agency: Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
PEPSI-COLA Co., N. Y., starts All Around the Town on CBS-TV, Sat.,
9-9:30 EDT, starting last Saturday. Show features Mike Wallace and
Buff Cobb. Agency: Biow Co., N. Y.
S. C. JOHNSON & SON, Racine, Wis. /wax products), sponsoring Peewee Reese Show featuring Brooklyn Dodgers' baseball captain on MBS
Sat.', 5:45-6 p.m. local time. Agency: Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago.

• TV and electronic apparatus), apCBS-COLUMBIA
Inc., N.ents
Y. (radio,
gene if Appointm
points Ted Bates & Co., N. Y.
BOSTITCH Inc., Westerly, R. I. (wire stitching and stapling equipment),
appoints N. W. Ayer & Son, Phila.
DOESKIN PRODUCTS Inc., N. Y., to Grey Adv., that city, effective
June i.
YORK ELECTRIC & MACHINE Co., names Aitkin-Kynett, Phila.
GENERAL ELECTRIC APPLIANCES Inc., St. Louis (distributor of
GE major appliances), names Olian Adv., that city, to handle dealer cooperative advertising.
EDWARD
& JOHN
names Compton
Adv., BURKE
N. Y. Ltd. (Guiness Stout and Burke's Ale),
TITEFLEX Inc., Newark (flexible all-metal hose and electrical connections), appoints John Falkner Arndt & Co., Phila.
J-A Corp., Chicago, appoints Buchanan & Co., that city, to handle new
product, Lemon Quick, powdered lemon concentrate. Spot radio being used.
ELLENSBURG RODEO, Ellensburg, Wash., appoints Standard National
Adv., Seattle.
CASSOU'S VARIETY BREADS appoints Jewell Adv., Oakland, Calif.
■Qdpeople
E. S. HARTWICK, vice president, Carnation Co., L. A. (ice cream,
evaporated
milk), Foundation.
to represent Adv. Assn. of West on board of directors
of Brand Names
HUGH McKELLAR, assistant advertising manager, Squirt Co., Beverly
Hills (beverage),
sales promotion
MAN, district saleselevated
manager,to named
advertisingmanager.
manager. CARL HOFFHANK LAVENTHOL, Adrian Bauer Adv., Phila., to Wings Shirt Co.,
N. Y., as advertising manager.
KAY STEWARD, Botsford, Constantine & Gardner, to advertising staff,
California Spray Chemical Co., Richmond, Calif., as copy writer.
BROADCASTING
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LOOK

AT THE NEW

ARRIVAL!

• An ABC affiliate which delivers for the
advertiser Ohio's third largest market —
the YOUNGSTOWN area!
• An ABC affiliate which delivers that market
at a low cost per thousand listeners!
• An ABC affiliate with exclusive play-by-play
of all Cleveland Indian Ball Games.
WBBW-the new ABC affiliate in YOUNGSTOWN
— a young, vigorous station which can deliver . . .
CONCENTRATED COVERAGE
with
NO WASTE CIRCULATION

BROADCASTING
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Standard Audit
EDITOR:
Thank you very much for your
coverage of the matter of the proposed merger which has been in the
wind lately. Through you we
would also like to thank the broadcasters, reps and time buyers who
have called and written expressing
their hope that we continue with
our original plan of bringing out
our Standard Report of station
circulation.
Because of our [belief] that a
single measurement of circulation
is absolutely necessary, we felt
obligated to consider the merger
proposals. We could not, however,
decide that
merger ofwasreasons.
practicable for athenumber
Perhaps the most important of these
is that we feel morally obligated to
the 400 stations who have signed
with us to produce a circulation

open mike

measurement which is oriented to
the individual needs of all types of
stations mentsrather
than to theorrequireof the networks
a few
larger stations. A report which is
originally planned and designed to
satisfy station needs can usually
be builtduce data
up ofandvalue
processed
to proto networks.
The reverse is not always true.
Of course, the final decision as
to the correctness of our thinking
is up to the industry itself and we
are perfectly willing to abide by
their choice. We have no qualms
in this regard, however, since ex\\\

LOCAL ADVERTISERS

perience has already demonstrated
a wide acceptance of our type of
measurement among both buyers
and sellers of time.
Kenneth H. Baker
President
Standard Audit
urement ServicesandInc.MeasNew York
* * *
Allocations Report
EDITOR:
In all the hurly burly of trying
to read and analyze the Commission's TV allocation plan and order,

KNOW

THE

IMPACT OF FLORIDA'S SWEET MUSIC STATION
NATIONAL ADVERTISERS ARE FINDING

out "FAST"
CASE
HISTORY

!!! !!
Place your schedule now
and watch results come in.

CONTACT US DIRECT OR
A National Spot Advertiser (*)
bought two quarter-hour shows PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY, INC.
weekly on WLOF in February of
last year. Results were wonderful so the campaign was extended for a full 52 weeks. This
year the advertiser increased the
budget for WLOF by more than
400% because of the fine results
from the shows. This account has WLOF
signed a new contract with
"FLORIDA'S SWEET MUSIC STATION"
WLOF calling for an expenditure of $20,000 in 1952.
5000 WATTS • 950 KC • MBS NETWORK
(*) Name furnished on request.
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ORLANDO,

FLORIDA

I suddenly realized how important
it was to all attorneys practicing
before the FCC that Broadcasting
• Telecasting was able to come
out on the official release date
(April 14) with a full and complete gantuan
printed document.
versionYouof and
the your
garstaff obviously toiled through the
long hours of the Easter holiday in
order to provide a service that the
Commission was not equipped to
do. You have our congratulations
and appreciation for a job well
done. I regret that I cannot express the same sentiments with recontentsthatofyouthehaddocu-no
mentspectbutto the
recognize
control . . . over that factor.
Arthur W. Scharfeld
President
Federal
Communications
Bar Assn.
Washington, D. C.
I
EDITOR: * * *
At this late date I want to add
my word treofmely finappreciation
the exe job you did for
on getting
out the report and order of the
FCC lifting the television freeze.
This emphasizes still further my
personal
opinion that
ing • Telecasting
is theBroadcastbest trade
periodical published in any field.
Richard M. Fairbanks
President
Manager and General
WIBC
Indianapolis,
* * Ind.
*
Editorial
Comment
EDITOR:
[I was] Perplexed when I read
your editorial
ment (April 21)writer's
that nobland
more statethan
a half-dozen AM educational stations remain on the air. Thought
maybe he meant those who had
been on the air 30 years, but found
there are more than three times
that number dating to 1922 . . .
Thought also that his statement
that "most" educational institutionsmentaremust
under
aegisanof error
govern-of
havethebeen
typography,
I'm surewould
noneeverof
your
editorialaswriters
stoop toDonglittering
Andersongeneralities . . .
Special
ProgramAmes,Writer
WOI-AM-FM
Iowa
[EDITOR'S
NOTE:
What
our
editorial
writer wasmercialreferring
toAM wasstations,
non-com-of
which not manyeducational
are left.]

Complete Coverage
EDITOR:
I am
sorrysooner,
that IbuthaveI have
not written to you
been
rather snowed under since the convention. Idid want to express to
you very
my personal
for
the
wonderfulappreciation
coverage that
you gave ventionto andthe
BAB
at
the
conthe follow-up story
that appeared this week. . . .
It is certainly wonderful to have
a trade magazine so thoroughly
behind our radio industry in all
of its Charles
activities.C. Caley
President
Manager and General
WMBD-AM-FM Peoria, III.
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The CONTINENTAL Type
315 Transmitter, at left,
offers a deluxe design for
5 KW AM operation. It has
many features not ordinarily
incorporated in transmitters
of this class, including special
equipment for matching
transmitter output into
sharply
tuned inloads
often
lcountered
directional
The Phasing Contrc
Power Division Unil
right, is custom designed
to fulfill individual station requirements. It is
housed in a new style,
unified, all aluminum
cabinet, and is designed
to be a companion unit
to any of TINENTAL
the transmitters.
CONFOR BROADCASTING
EQUIPMENT
ABOVE
AND
THE USUAL
STANDARDS

NAME

TO

REMEMBE

A recent addition to the CONTINENTAL
line is the Type 314-2 1 KW AM Transmit er, atleft. Simplicity of design and
operation has been achieved without
sacrifice of refinement features fo
in larger equipments. All alum
design ..... ransview styling
with functional features affording
maximum accessibility, shielding, and
circulation of air for cooling.
Latest CONTINENTAL creation is the
new Type 312 250-watt Transmitter, at
right, which combines exceptionally fine
performance with extreme simplicity. It
has the same style of cabinet as the
Type 314-2 with attendant features.

MANUFACTURING
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. Dallas 10, Texas
ROADCASTING
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COMPANY
sne EVergreen 1137
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NORTH

CAROLINA

IS THE SOUTH S NUMBER

ONE STATE

North Carolina rates more firsts
in recognized market surveys than
any other Southern state. More
North Carolinians, according to
BMB study, listen to WPTF than
to any other station.

north

Carolina's

SaLesman

Number

A

WPTF
50,000 WATTS

NBC AFFILIATE FOR RALEIGH-DURHAM

.

680 KC.

& EASTERN NORTH CAROLINA

FREE & PETERS, NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
1ERAL MANAGER
GUS YOUNGSTEADT, SALES MANAGER

P«« 22 • Utr 5, I»5i
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New Radio Format Used by Allied Store
By BRUCE ROBERTSON
POMEROY'S
IN AN 11-day radio campaign,
' coupon
Pomeroy'sbooksof worth
Pottsville,
Pa., atsolda
$17,805
selling cost of 4.7%. A two-day
Pomeroy's radio
promotion
on
rugs produced
sales totaling $2,415 at a selling
cost of 1.4%. Announcem nts on
WPAM Pottsville
were the only
means of advertising used in
both campaigns.
Mr. Cuff
These two
short-term promotions are only the
beginning — albeit an auspicious
one — of a long-term program of
experimentation with the use of
radio takewhich
Pomeroy's
underin the months
ahead.willLike
the
year-long radio test made in 1945
by Joske's of Texas, results of the
will
bePomeroy's
available radio
not onlypromotions
to other members of the Allied Stores group, to
which both
belong,
but Pomeroy's
to other and
storesJoske's
and
radio
stations
throughout
the country.
Joske's under
radio theexperiment
wasTheconducted
aegis of
the NAB Dept. of Broadcast Advertising, now operating independently as Broadcast Advertising Bureau.arePomeroy's
broadcastby
campaigns
being handled
the store, with Samuel H. Cuff, consultant to Allied, acting as general
overseer of the store's radio activity.
A medium-sized store, under the
$5
volume class,
ratiomillion
of advertising
costsPomeroy's
to total
sales is about 2-2^%; this is
about
one-third
below
the
in the nation. The storeaverage
is no
stranger to radio. Its radio expenditures have been running at
the rate of about 16% of its newspaper advertising dollar volume,
a remarkably high proportional
allocation of advertising funds to
radio for a department store to
make.

ofPLAN
"beamed
broadcasting"
whichof
entailed
continuing
sponsorship
a variety of programs aimed at
specific segments of the total audience— women, children, men — as
well as those designed for the engroup, inthe toto
Pomeroy's
tests tirewillfamilycomprise
an experiment in using radio in the
same way as department stores use
newspapers
— to sell specific articles
of merchandise.
"Look at the advertising of a
store in a week's newspapers," Mr.
Cuff
suggested, variation
"and you from
will find
an appreciable
day
to day, with the largest amount of
space used on Thursday and none,
or very little, on Saturday. This
is not at all like the typical radio
pattern of commercial programs
broadcast for the advertiser at the
same time each day or each week.
The reason is that the radio
formula was developed by the networks primarily to meet the needs
of national advertisers, whereas
department stores have developed a
pattern of buying space in news-

papers based on their own requireAt Pomeroy's,
radio experimental plan is totheattempt
to use
radio
ments."in the same way that the
store sale
uses ofnewspapers
— tothepromote
the
those items
store
management and the department
heads are most anxious to move at
any particular time. In other
words, the idea is to make radio
fit the department store pattern.
"Perhaps," Mr. Cuff commented,
"the natural
resistance
of department store buyers
to changing
their
habitual advertising methods may
explain in part the relatively small
place radio has in the overall department store advertising picUltimate Benefit Cited
Mr. Cuff pointed out that while
station operators and salesmen are
ture."
understandably adverse to having
regular schedules cancelled in favor
of short intensive store campaigns,
they will be more happy about the
situation when they find that over
a period of several months the

store's radiostantially
expenditures
increased as a have
resultsub-of
its own
increased
profits
from
using radio in its own way.
The coupon book campaign run
bySunday,
Pomeroy's
Marchon WPAM
30, with started
34 spotson
on that tinued
day through
and Wednesday,
the next, and April
con9, when 26 spots were used. The
complete pre-Easter campaign included a total of 255 announcements. Coupon books are a form
of advance credit, store money exchangable for merchandise now but
to be paid nlater.
ouncement read : A typical an"Waiting for payday for Easter
shop? Your favorite color . . .
style and size may be gone! Come
to Pomeroy's
creditbook
department .. . second
ask for floor
a coupon
. . . pay nothing down ... no red
tape . . . buy anything in the store
. . . immediately! With each coupon book taken out Pomeroy's gives
you free ... a beautiful DorsetRex compact. Don't hesitate . . .
this (Continued
offer is goodon for
page 3U) more

$15 Mi||ion
Meredith to p°y
SAL
-AMtime that Mr. Mullins
KPofHO
of theEmanagement and at that KPHO
SALE
KPHO-AM-TV
Phoenix, TVTerms
from Mr. Schepp.
Ariz., for $1.5 million by John C. consultant contracts were not di- bought
KPHO-TV was renewed last week
Mullins and associates to Meredith vulged.
on
a
regular
basis
(story page 74).
Mr.
Mullins
and
Mr.
Mills
were
Publishing Co. was announced last
Messrs. Pickens, Wheelock and
week.
scheduled to fly to Honolulu Fri- Coffield
also established KEYL
day to further plans for a radio
Upon FCC approval of the sale,
the publishers of Better Homes & and TV station there.
(TV) San Antonio in 1950, and sold
Gardens and Successful Farming,
the station to Fort Industry Co.
KPHO,
established
in
1943,
operates on 910 kc with 5 kw. It is an in 1951 for $1,050,000 [B*T, Oct.
headquartered in Des Moines, will
hold
five
broadcast
stations
—
two
ABC
affiliate. KPHO-TV, on Chan- 15, Aug. 6, July 23, 1951]. They are
AM and three TV. Meredith now
nel 5 with tabli17.5
for Corpus
shed in 1949kw asoutput,
KTLXwas(TV)es- still TV applicants
owns WOW-AM-TV Omaha and
Orleansand VHF
staHouston
by Texas oilmen W. L. Pickens, Christitionsandand forNewDallas
WHEN (TV) Syracuse, N. Y.
Meredith is also applying for R. L. Wheelock and H. H. Coffield. for UHF outlets.
TV in Albany and Rochester, N. Y. In 1950 it was sold to Mr. MulMeredith Publishing Co. bought
Included in the contract for the
lins and associates, including Rex
in 1951 for $2,525,sale of the Phoenix stations is a Schepp-KPHO interests. Later that WOW-AM-TV
000
Oct. 1, Aug. 13, 1951].
separate agreement naming Mr. year Mr. Schepp sold out his inter- WOW [B*T,
is
an
NBC
affiliate on 590
ests to the Mullins group. It was kc with 5 kw. WOW-TV
Mullins as managing director and
is on
consultant under the . new ownerChannel 6 with 17;2 kw.
ship. Also remaining as consultants
Meredith-owned WHEN (TV) in
are present stockholders John B.
west central New York is on ChanMills (owner of Westward Ho
nel 8with 27 kw.
Hotel), chairman of the board of
Phoenix Broadcasting Inc. (KPHO)
Fred
Bohen is president
Pomeroy's
president,
Robert
B.
Meredith' O. Publishing
Co. E. T.of
Gable, is a full-fledged radio en- and of Phoenix Television Inc.
gineer and the author of a book (KPHO-TV) ; Dr. J. N. Harber, secMeredith Jr. is vice president and
on that subject, and the store has
general
Hall inis
retary-treasure oboth
f companies;
won numerous awards for its use author Erskine Caldwell,
controller.manager.
All threePayson
are active
vice presiof radio. ...
dent, and Riney B. Salmon, vice
the
operation
of Meredith-owned
Mr. Mullins
Mr. Meredith
broadcast
properties.
.., -.
Unlike the Joske's radio pattern president.
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Out pulls Newspaper Ad
In Sears, Roebuck Test
RADIO POWER
RADIO easily outpulled newspaper advertising in drawing traffic to
three Sears, Roebuck & Co. stores in the St. Louis area and produced a
much heavier dollar volume of purchases, according to an advertising
survey conducted March 27-29 by Advertising Research Bureau Inc.
The two media were pitted ★
tioned in each of the stores — North
against each other on equal terms,
according to Joseph B. Ward, Store, South Store and East St.
ARBI president. Radio advertis- Louis Store. They interviewed 86%
ing was placed, on KXOK St. Louis. of allest incustomers
showing an interthe test merchandise.
ARBI tests measure effectiveness
of retail advertising by a point-ofCombined results for the three
sale measurement. Equal money is stores show radio produced 41.6%
spent in two media, advertising the
for the test merchansame merchandise during the test of storedise,traffic
Coldspot refrigerators and
period.
ranges. The newsSears stores spent $745.70 for a Kenmorepapersgasproduced
25.7%.
newspaper advertisement carried
In percent dollar value of purMarch 26 in the St. Louis Post Dischases, the radio
propatch. The ad totaled 110 column
of theadvertising
total amount
inches. Spot announcements, 50 in comparedduced 45.1%
to
29.8%
for
the
newsall, . were carried on KXOK at a
paper despite the fact 57.6% of
total cost of $752.50. The schedule newspaper
traffic purchased merconsisted of five announcements
March 26, with 20 the next day, 18 radio traffic.chandise compared to 48.6 % of
the third day and seven on the last
day of the test.
Analysis of traffic by days indicated radio produced 33.9% of
A trained interviewer was staCOMBINED RESULTS
Total
Radio Newspaper
Traffic
100.0%
25.7%
41.6%
o/„
Traffic
257
45.1%
116
No.
Purchasing
Merchandise
57.6%
100.0%
% Purchasing Merchandise
5248.6%
of Purchases* 45.1%
29.8%
Day
Per CentRadio
of Traffic by Medii n, byBoth
Other
30.6%
1Total
00.0%
6.5%
100.0%
33.9% Newspaper
29.0%
Thursday
3.9
25.5
39.2
31.4
29.0
100.0%
4.3
49.5 17.2
Per Cent Radio
of Traffic Newspaper
by Medium by 75.0%
Residence 51.4%
58.0%
Total
Both
Other
In City City
53.3%
69.7%
48.6
25.0
45.8
28.8
41.2
Outside
0.9 100.0%
15
Unascertained
100.0%
Total
NORTH STORE
143
Other
Radio
Total
100.0%
3524.4%
6646.2% Newspaper
Traffic
23.1%
o/0No. Traffic
Purchasing Merchandise*
54.5%
%o/ Dollar
Purchasing
27.4% 66.7%
14.4%
Value Merchandise*
of Purchases
Per CentRadio
of TrafficNewspaper
by Medium, byBothDay
25.8%
Total
100.0%
Other
38.7%
25.8%
9.7%
Thursday
100.0%
23.2
Friday
41.1
100.0%
28.6
3.5
25.0
16.1
Saturday
55.4
Per Cent Radio
of Traffic by Medium by 66.7%
Residence 40.0%
Both
63.6%
57.6% Newspaper
Other
InOutside
City City
42.4
60.0
33.3
3.1
Unascertained
100.0%
100.0%
Total
SOUTH STORE
Total
Newspaper
3.4%
100.0%
58
Traffic
%No. Traffic
2
7.8%
100.0%
Purchasing
Merchandise*
Purchasing
% Dollar
Value Merchandise*
of Purchases*Per Cent of Traffic by Medium, by Day
Radio
100.0%
8.3% Newspaper
Total
58.3%
100.0%
30.8
53.8
10.0%
100.0%
25.0
30.0
t Radio
of Traffic by Medium, by Residence 73.3%
Other
57.1% Newspaper
81 .5%
In City City
26.7
18.5
Outside
35.77.2
Unascertained
100.0%
100.0%
Total
EAST ST. LOUIS STORE
Total
Radio
Other
39.3%
Both
5637.5%
11.8%
22
100.0%
48.2%
10.7%
27
%No. Traffic
27.3%
6
21
Purchasing Merchandise* 12 % 50.0%
100.0%
29.2%
Purchasing
60.5% 10.3%
%% Dollar
Value Merchandise*
of Purch es*
Day
Per CentRadio
of Traffic by Mediu by5.3%
36.8%
Total
100.0%
Other
Both
100.0%
42.1% Newspaper
15.8%
100.0%
45.0
45.0
10.0
35.3
58.8 5.9
48.2%
Per Cent Radio
of Traffic by Medium, by Both
Residence 54.5%
100.0%
Other
51.8
40.7% Newspaper
50.0%
inOutside
City City
100.0%
45.5
59.3
50.0
100.0%
100.0% 100.0%
Total
by customers who were
These figures include all purchases made in the survey
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Drawn for Broadcasting . Telecasting by Sid Hi?
TV towers ain't dangerous to navigation.'
traffic the first day of the test,
39.2% the second day and 49.5%
GAUGE
the third day. This showed a sharp NEWListsARBI
Radio vs. Press Pull
growth in radio impact during the
three days. On the other hand the NEW system of rating radio stanewspaper produced 29% of traffic
tions on the basis of ability to comthe first day, slightly more to
pete with newspapers in attracting
31.4% the second day and with business
to stores was announced
figures
toppling back to 17.2% the at the Washington
third day.
Assn.(seeof
Broadcasters
25State
meeting
Radio traffic was divided rather story page 46)April
by
Joseph
B.
Ward,
evenly by source, 53.3% of its total
of Advertising Research
coming from in-city sources and president
Bureau
Inc.,
Seattle
(see
St.
45.8% from outside the city, with ARBI survey, this page). Louis
0.9% unascertained. Of newspaper
Awards are given to stations
traffic, 69.7% came from the city
and 28.8% outside the city, with achieving
an 1.0.
"ARBIndex"
of
more than
ARBIndexrating
was
1.5% unascertained.
described by Mr. Ward as the ratio
at
the
point
of
sale
The radio announcements pi'oved ofof aperformance
radio station and a newspaper,
radio definitely superior to newsbased
on
ARBI
surveys
in
which
paper
in attracting
customers to thelineageNorth
Store and East
an equal sum is spent in both media
St. Louis Store. On the other hand, for
identical goods advertised sithe newspaper attracted nearly
usly. Ifthe station and
twice as much traffic to the South newspaper draw multaneothe
same number
Store.
of people, the station gets a rating
Comparative Pull
of 1, the
newspaper
being
constant factor. A 2 to 1 ratiothewould
From the standpoint of dollar re- give an ARBIndex rating of 2.0.
sults, radio produced 47.9% of dolMr. Ward explained the ratings
lar value of purchases at the North
Store compared to only 27.4% for are not comparable to listenership
ratings
but
instead measure
effecthe newspaper. At the South Store,
tivenes in drawing
traffic. Seven
newspaper
produced
49.8%
of
dolout
of
10
stations
included
in
past
ARBI surveys have qualified for
radio.lar sales compared to 27.5% for the
certificate, Mr. Ward said.
Radio's superiority was most
If a station has an ARBIndex
strikingly shown at the East St. of between 1.1 and 1.5, Mr. Ward
Louis Store, where its dollar sales explained, its advertising rates are
were six times those of the news- in good shape. If the rating is between 1.5 and 2.0, the rates would
paper. At this store radio produced
60.5% of dollar value of purchases appear to be too low, with the station giving too much value to the
against only 10.3% for the news- retailer
in comparison with newspaper. Radio drew 48.2% of the
paper pulling power. If the index
traffic in this store compared to
islikely
less are
than too1.0, high,
the station's
10.7% for the newspaper.
accordingratesto
Tabulated results of the ARBI Mr. Ward.
tests are shown at left.
Offering several tips on increasing local business, he advised time
salesmen to confer with store buyers, whocisionsactually
mediashow
deHi-Lite Names Olian
. He said ARBImakesurveys
people
who
come
into
retail
HI-LITE Industries, Chicago (plas- that
because of advertising buy
tic dishes), has named Olian Adv., stores
three times as much as shoppers
also Chicago, as its agency. Radio who
come
for other reasons.
spots will be used.
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'And I heard you tell

Hill Group Clears Resolution
PROGRAM
PROBE?
A SWEEPING proposal that radio the Rules Committee last Tuesday.
and television programs be studied He explained that in effect he this: man's language narrows down to
and investigated in the House was wanted a probe of radio-TV pro1. Originally, in 1951, Rep.
approved
gramming whether it be by a spelast week. by its Rules Committee
proposed
his investigacial committee or by the Interstate Gathings
tion of radio
and television
proIn a sudden maneuver, a resolu- & Foreign Commerce group. The
grams. He wanted the House Comtion (H Res 278) was cleared rules group, with Rep. Eugene Cox
to do21,the7]. investigatthrough the sentinel committee and (D-Ga.) in the chair, apparently
ing merce
[B«T,groupApril
placed before the House for action. agreed with him.
2. This year, Rep. Gathings
The rules unit has seen fit in
If approved by the House, the
a select, 15-man comInterstate and Foreign Commerce the past to approve a similar re- asked for
mit e toandlook
into radio
-Committee or its subcommittee
quest. Only difference then, when
vision
while
was atandit, telealso
would be empowered to make a full- it cleared Rep. Gathings' resolu- study comic books,it magazines
and
tion lumping together comic books, pocket-size books.
scale study and investigation of
radio-TV programs. It would be magazines and pocket-size books,
3.
The
Rules
Committee
okayed
in a position of passing judgment was the placing of all these media this request. But the House Comon what it believes to be "offen- within jurisdiction of a select commerce group objected because if
sive and undesirable radio and telemittee [B*T, March 31]. Now the
investigating
probe will be split with radio-TV any
vision programs."
on
radio
and TV, it was
wantedto bethe done
say.
coming under the purview of ChairThe
study
would
"determine
the
4.
Subsequently,
Rep. Gathings
extent to which the radio and tele- commerce
man Robert
Crosser's
(D-Ohio)
the Crosser Committee
group, and the other agreedthewithHouse
vision programs currently availleadership went
under a specially set up com- and
able to the people of the United media
along.
The
question then boiled
mittee.
States contain immoral or otherdown
to
the
original
Gathings
wise offensive matter, or place
Five Man Subcommittee
resolution directing the commerce
improper emphasis upon crime,
group
to
take
full
responsibility.
It was expected that a five-man
violence, and corruption."
subcommittee will be named, headed Query
was,feel?
how did the Crosser
Under the resolution, authored by
Beckworth
(D- Committee
last year by Rep. A. C. Gathings Tex.)Rep.and Lindley
The answer was signed, sealed
that it will
confer with
(D-Ark.),
House probersforwould
recently-named NARTB-TV and delivered on Tuesday when
make
recommendations
the the
Code Review Board. Greatest com- Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.), repreRep. Crosser and the full
"elimination"
by
legislation
of
aint, it's understood,
has been commercesentinggroup,
these so-called offensive or undesir- against plblatant
beer commercials.
stated the comable programs.
Wading through the maze of
mittee backed the Gathings reSuggestions also would be forth- resolutions and rescinding actions
What followed was routine. The
coming on how, through legislation, by Rep. Gathings and the Rules
Rules Committee accepted this as
the House could "promote higher Committee, the situation in lay- quest.
radio and television standards."
Freedom of committee action
would be permitted by giving the
unit subpena power to require appearance of whomever it wished
BUYS
to have testify and submission of NATIONAL
SPOT
any books, records, correspondence,
ing of radio spots will start about
By FLORENCE SMALL
1
for
a
late
September
or early
memoranda, papers or documents FOLLOWING on a period of com- July
October launching.
it would wish to study.
parative
quiet,
radio
spot
business
Rep. Gathings appeared before came alive last week as at least
Grove Labs., St. Louis, through
nine national advertisers moved Harry B. Cohen Adv., New York,
into spirited spot action, led by the is placing a 17-week schedule using
one-minute transcriptions in about
PORSCHE'
QUERY
Rates Asked by
Auto Firm three
facturers.major cold-remedy manu- nine states, starting June 2 in the
MANUFACTURERS of the "PorThe most significant features of malaria belt area. For its cold
sche" automobile,
a German
car, the cold remedy activity are: (1) remedies, Grove Labs, is also planare thinking
of directing
a radio
ning to start buying its fall camearly disclosure of
paign around July 1.
spot campaign toward American the remarkably
in this strongly competitive
buyers and have written to radio plans
Hadacol Campaign
and (2) the unusual out-ofmanagers asking for station rates. field,
season projects being undertaken
Hadacol Inc., Lafayette, La., is
A letter signed by Richard von by these firms.
understood
to be buying radio spots
Frankenber, director of publicity
Seeck and Kade Inc., New York.
is placing
its from
camfor Porsche, located at Stuttgart- (Pertussin), has placed an unusual again. paignFirm
direct and
is buying
Zuffenhausen, Schweiberdinger Str. three-week schedule on independent 18 to 30 spots
per week in 100 cities
141, Germany, requests the follow- stations in about 25 to 30 secondary located in the following states:
ing information:
markets starting this week.
Oklahoma, Arkansas, western Ten(1) The cost of air time for
Alabama, Missisfirm's agency, Erwin, Wasey nesee, sippi,Georgia,
quarter-hour programs once a week & The
Texas, and Louisiana,
Co.,
New
York,
is
also
preparing
in both Class A and B time for a a radio spot presentation which effective eastern
early
this
month.bought
Alminimum of 13 weeks.
though the spots are being
will include availabilities on
(2) These rates should apply as women's participation shows in directly by the advertiser the transcriptions were produced by the
follows: The cost when supplied about 100 markets. The radio and
Wasey advertising agency
with transcribed programs, and TV spot schedule is understood to Erwin,
in New York.
when a staff announcer is used for
Lever Brothers, New York, on
be a larger will
one than
last season's.
the introductions and sign-off.
be placed
in midof its silver dust, has started
(3) The cost differential between The orders
but with starting dates set behalf
a
daytime radio spot campaign in
the price Porsche would pay when June
for
next
October.
60
markets.
Contracts, placed
its organization supplies the tranVick Chemical Co., through through Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell
scribed program, and when the sta- Morse
International,
New
York,
is
& Bayles, New York, are for 26
tion staff prepares, for instance,
one quarter-hour news broadcast currently preparing its radio and weeks.
Blatz Brewing Co., Milwaukee,
per week for 13 weeks.
TV spot budget. The actual buyBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Rep. GATHINGS
a greeninallight
its orig-to
approvalandofrescinded
a resolution
lump all media together, separated
radio and TV from the printed
media, and okayed the new concept:
The Commerce group to investigate
radio and television, a special commit e to probe printed media.
Final test remaining is what will
happen
the Gathings
resolu-by
tion in theto House.
If approved
the House, the action will serve as
a mandate that the study and investigation be conducted.
Significantly, the Gathings resolution provides that the study shall
be conducted whether the House is
in session, in recess or adjourned.

a? «-»
through William H. Weintraub Co.,
New York, isnouncement
preparing
spot May
ancampaign to astart
5. Schedule will first break in Wisconsin.
New York through
(Clover,
anStoppers
all-dayInc.,deodorant),
Donahue & Coe, New York, is
taking under advisement a spot
radio schedule which, if approved,
will start late in July or early
August. Definite decision should
be forthcoming shoi'tly.
Remington Records Inc., New
York, through its newly appointed
agency, The Bobley Co., New York,
effective May nou15ncements on nine
will buy
anGoodspotMusic
stations
to promoteFor itsThe"3 Price
Masterof
Work Recordings
1" in a nationwide drive to compete for the classical record market.
Contracts are for 13 weeks.
Firm also plans to use film spots
to start in about two weeks but
the station and market list has not
yet been prepared. It will be national.
In addition, Loew's Theatres,
New York, is placing both TV and
radio spots in about 25 cities to
promote the motion picture, "Singing in the Rain" (see New Business, pageis18).
Donahue & Co.,
New York,
agency.
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Several Coincide With
State Assn. Meets

SOME 18 BMI program clinics — attended by an estimated
1,400 broadcasters — were held in various parts of the country
within the last fortnight, with another 24 scheduled for the
ten days.
next
Attendance
at the total of more *
salesmen, KMBC, he said, has
than 40 sessions scheduled for the by
representatives accompanied by
April 27-May 16 period in the its
a
continuity
writer once a week to
United States and Canada was re- visit every client
the station has.
p
o
r
t
e
d
a
s
"continuing
to
run
far
is cooperation beahead" of the similar series held The big-tweenpoint
program
and
sales departlast year.
Mr. Higgins noted, with the
Twelve traveling teams of three result ments,
of
fresh
and
salable maor four speakers each — joined by
terial that pleases the advertiser.
several local speakers in every city
Clinic chairman was Ralph Went— are making the tour, accom- worth,
BMI field representative, assisted by Glenn Dolberg, BMI stamen. panied by BMI officials and field
tion
relations manager. Albert
Nine clinics held last week and
of KOY, president of the
one held April 24 in Calgary, Al- Johnson
founded Arizona Broadcastberta, reported their progress this newlyers Assn.,
opened the session, which
week, as follows:
also featured the following speakers:
Wayne
Sanders, manager of
PHOENIX, April 28
KCNA Tucson; James Russell,
Radio's
meeting
the
challenge
of
of KVOR Colorado
television was the focal point of president
Springs, Frank Burke, editor of
85 station executives who traveled Radio
Daily,
Jack Williams, KOY
from five states to hear how to get Phoenix program
director and Ed
radio
"off
the
spot,"
prime
topic
Freeh,
program
director, KFRE
Monday at the first BMI clinic ever Fresno, Calif.
held in Arizona.
Keynote was sounded by Murray
Arnold, program director of WIP
HOLLYWOOD, April 29
Philadelphia, who said flatly: "Radio
is
on
the
spot.
Let's
get
moving
Murray
Arnold, program direcnow. Radio must have new mator of WIP Philadelphia, charged
terial, new ideas, new faces and — - radio with derelictions and said
most of all — new sounds if we are
must inject "new proto meet the competition of tele- the industry
gram twistsandandthe aids"
to offset
vision."
The
one
big
shortcoming
competition
is lack of progressiveness, he confronting it today.loss of audience
charged, hitting at radio programThe Hollywood meeting, co-sponming which has become, in too
sored by Southern California
many cases, "stagnant."
Assn., had James I.
Best way to meet the TV chal- Broadcasters
Cox,
BMI
West Coast representalenge, he advised, is through local
tive, acting as chairman. George
color and local talent. The pro- Higgins,
managing director Of
gram director proposed that execu- KMBC Kansas
City, advised mantives stay at home occasionally
to listen to their own stations, look
agement to police its "own operafor flaws and find errors that can
tions," stressing that every department isimportant to the stabe corrected, even though the valsuccess and every employe
uable experience can also be a a publiction'srelations
man. He said
"brutal" one.
members should be sales
"A fast buck is not the best staff
minded.
buck,"gins,according
to George
HigEd Freeh, program director of
managing director
of KMBC
Kansas City, who spoke on the KFRE Fresno, said radio has been
relationship between programming "taking quality for quantity and
and sales. "Too often a salesman taking easy money for bad prohas sold a program which has no
grams." It now must correct its
and must raise its prochance to sell the particular prod- own errors
grams and sales standards, he said,
uct it's supposed to sell," he re- said.
.: .: : ,S ,-. <i\
gretted. "There is nothing worse
James Russell, president of KVOR
we Emphasizing
can do in radio."
personal contacts Colorado Springs, echoed a statePage; -26 • May 5, 1952

M. Parham, president of WDEP
Chattanooga, "Building Statioi
Relations
in YoursalesCommunity"
Catherine Peden,
manager oJ
WHOP Hopkinsville, Ky., recently
named "Woman of the Year"
Hopkinsville, "Better Programs
More
Ralphmanager
Snelgroveoi
owner Sales";
and general
CKBB Barrie, Ont., "A Big Quar
terNinety-one
Kilowatt broadcasters
of Personality."
attended
the clinic. Ralph W. Hardy
NARTB
government
relations
President Carl Haverlin of BMI rector, spoke at the dinner meetingdi
addresses the April 2U clinic at discussing the radio legislative
Calgary, Alta.
situation. WSM Nashville pro
vided talent for the program. The
TAB membership adopted a reso
ment by Mr. Freeh on the impor- lution in favor of a proposal to;
tance of local public service and revise the state constitution so it
news programming, saying an can be amended.
NARTB radio survey indicates
76.1% of women and 82.9% of men
prefer news programs to all others, BATTLE CREEK, MICH., April 30
yet only 7% of the average staAnnouncement of the Michigan
tion's
is devoted to locally pro- state
ducedtimenewscasts.
legislature's
of a
measure
relievingapproval
broadcasters
Maurice Mitchell, vice president
from paying 3% sales and use taxes
and general manager of Associated on
broadcasting equipment and
Program Service, New York, ad- electricity
was made by Dan E.
vised station managements to use Jayne of WELL
Battle Creek, pres
sales aids sent them.
ident
of
the
Michigan Assn. of
Alan Torbet, general manager of
KROW Oakland, said his station Broadcasters,
at MAB's
ing with the BMI
clinic. joint meetbuilds programs for ten different
He said the tax exemptions will
types of audiences daily, and by allow
savings in operation of existthis means has developed an exing stations and give even greater
cellent sales tool for its account
relief
for those entering television.
executives, besides giving adver- The action
followed a long camtisers their choice of the type of
paign against the tax by Michigan
audience they wish to reach. He broadcasters.
said KROW sales executives, using
Burt Squire, BMI field reprecharts, are able to show advertissentative, presided at the clinic.
ers how to cut down on newspaper
and their topics were:
space and spend the money on radio. HalSpeakers
Bumpus, news director, KVOR
Mark L. Haas, vice president and
Colorado
Springs,
program director, KMPC Holly- News
Local Col.,
Interest"Local
and
wood, spoke on "Radio's Inferiority Sales"; Builds
John
McLaughlin,
adverComplex,"
chiding
radio
managetising manager, Kraft Foods Co.,
ment for its fear, because radio is
"still the most effective mass influ- "What the Advertiser Expects from
ence, greatest advertising medium Radio"; Leonard Kapner, president,
and foremost exponent and prac- W C A E Pittsburgh, "Music Is
Exactly What You Make It"; Sydtitioner ofpublic service."
ney M. Kaye, vice chairman of the
board and general counsel of BMI,
"Copyright
Hints vice
and president,
Pitfalls";
NASHVILLE, April 29
Gus Hagenah,
In Nashville last Tuesday, BMI Standard Radio Inc., "Music Hath
conducted a clinic in cooperation Charms"; Robert Tincher, vice
with Tennessee Assn. of Broadcast- president and general manager,
ers. Perry Sheftall, WJZM Clarks- WNAX Yankton, S. D., "Programville, opened the meeting as TAB
mingrecording
Begins in the
Office."
aFront
speech
made
president with Jim Sparnon, BMI Aat tape
an earlier
BMI ofclinic
by George
field representative, serving as
clinic chairman.
J.viceHiggins,
managing
director
and
president in charge of sales,
Bruce Wallace, manager of public
service, WTMJ Milwaukee, spoke KMBC-KFRM Kansas City, on
on the topic, "Seek the Right Kind "Sales and Programming" also was
of
Public Service
Kenngott,
programPrograms";
director Alof played.
RICHMOND, VA., May 1
WKDA
Nashville,
on
"Building
Record Shows vs. Playing
RecGordon Phillips, assistant manords";
Hugh
Smith,
program
service director of KPIX (TV) San
ager of WROV-AM-FM Roanoke,
at the Richmond clinFrancisco, on "Sundial or Stop- -toldiclisteners
that "intelligent programming
Robert J. Burton, BMI vice pres- builds sales and profits." Mr. Philident, reviewed the copyright situalips said: ". There is nothing
(Continued' on page 36)
watch."tion. Other speakers were: Carter
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THE STATISTICS in this table
are extracted from a final report of the 1950 Census of
Housing, Series H-A, Nos. 45
and 28 respectively, for Vermont and Nevada, which will be
available in about six weeks
from the Superintendent of
Documents, Washington 25, D.
C, at 25f> per copy for Vermont
and 30t for Nevada.
Statistics on distribution of
the population in Vermont and
Nevada are presented in a final
report of the 1950 Census of
Population, Series P-A, Nos. 45
and 28 respectively, now available from the Superintendent
of Documents at 10# per copy
for Vermont and 15ff for Nevada. Descriptions and maps
of "urbanized areas" are presented in this report.
Statistics on characteristics
of the population in Vermont
and Nevada are presented in a
final report of the 1950 Census
of Population, Series P-B, Nos.
45 and 28 respectively, available from the Superintendent
of Documents, at 30* per copy
for Vermont and also for Nevada. Descriptions of Standard
Metropolitan Areas are presented in this report.
A Standard Metropolitan Area
is generally described as a
county or group of contiguous
counties with at least one city
of 50,000 or more. In New England, it is defined on a town or
city rather than county basis.
An urbanized area contains at
least one city of 50,000 or more
and includes surrounding closely settled incorporated and unincorporated areas.

Vermont, Nevada Data Reported
RADIO
HOMES
NUMBER of radio homes in Vermont rose from 80,253 in 1940 to
98,855 in 1950, or 96.8% saturation, RADIO AND TELEVISION— 1950 U. S. CENSUS OF
according to final figures for the
HOUSING— NEVADA
state made available by the U. S.
Census Bureau. Figures also were
Sic it
made available for Nevada, where
the number of radio homes rose
:»2 E o
265
during the decade from 26,200 to
45,570,
or
93.4%
of
saturation
(see
155
160,083
48,785
tables this page).
The
State
146,622
26,200
45,570
Urban and rural nonfarm 91,625 50,241
48,705
235 0.50.50.5
46,623
42,375 93.4
88.9 23,294
93.8
Radio saturation in Vermont was Urban
29,015
29,973 45,185
1
1
,405
45,115
Rural
nonfarm
}
96.5
29,010
27,995
80 0.50.8
highest, 98.3 %, in urban areas. It Rural farm f
13,461 16,650 16,175 14,380 88.8 11,889 16,100
Metropolitan
A reas54,997
was lowest, 95.7%, in rural non- NoNo Standard
Urbanized
Areas
2,906 3,590
3,618 3,600 3,195
farm areas. The city of Rutland Urban Places of 10,000 or More:
.4
Las Vegas
had the highest saturation, 98.7%. Reno
96.8
30 00.48
24,624 10,949 10,355 10,070 97.2
10,375
80
Among counties, Chittenden was Counties:
2,080 8,130 30 .8
32,497 8,264 8,130 7,870 95.1
highest with 98.0% of all homes Churchill
93.3 6,160
5 0.3
1,938 14,675
1,865
having radios.
Clark
48,289
13,788
Douglas
195 96.5 1,183
Elko
1,855
565 13,960
437 14,620
565 655
590 235
1,740
330
In Nevada, 1950 radio ownership Esmeralda
6,161 14,959
90.5
2,029
11,654
614 3,478
240 5 0.4
400
269 330 545
ranged from 96.5% in urban to Eureka
75.8 2,433
250 83.0
248 3,390
3,425 3,100
961
88.8% in rural non-farm areas. Humboldt
990
958
105
1,165
1,365
85.3 390
583
625
535
85.6
620
896
Reno had 97.2% saturation com- Lincoln
334
1,465
4,838
88.8
1,850
90.2
1,365
pared to 96.8% in Las Vegas. Mineral
903
5 2.11.0.4
1,122 1,115 1,045 91.7 475 1,130
3,837 1,132
Among counties, Douglas topped Nye
1,110
Ormsby
Lyon
1,140
3,679
the list with 96.5% saturation.
855
820 80.8
5,560 1,727 1,015
1,740 1,570
Pershing
96.0 897
821 1,750 11055 .5.7.4
First state breakdown on radio Storey
1,115 1,240
3,101
990
10
593
995
1,015
1,190
86.4
4,172
1,244
and TV ownership under the 1950 Washoe
253 245 205 83.7
245 5 2.0.7
3,103 1,014
1,240
97.6
15,530
Census covered Delaware [B*T, White Pine
15,274
14,910
671 16,274
.7
50,205
317
April 14].
9,424 2,744 2,744 2,495 90.9 8,703
2,693 2,705
TV In Vermont
Television ownership in Vermont RADIO AND TELEVISION— 1950 U. S. CENSUS 20 OF
as of April, 1950, when the decenHOUSING— VERMONT
nial Census was taken, showed a
RADIO
saturation of 1.7%, or a total of
TELEVISION
1,730 television homes. The state
with Radio
Homes
TV Homes
Area
has no TV stations but gets some
reception
1.7
states. from other northeastern
1.8
At the time of the Census enu- The State
101,905
102,105
96.8 80,253
16
377,747 103,496
98,855 98.3
meration, nationwide TV owner1,730
farm and rural non- 296,615
96.9
ship figure.
was less than a third the cur- Urban
80,320
82,855
82,640
137,612
rent
83,981 44,055
50,617
Urban nonfarm J/ 159,003 39,080
38,800 42,180 95.7 30,213
84 ) 1.9
1,450
Nevada had TV saturation of Rural farm
44,901
43,93(
96.3 30,404
9,265 286103
19,250 38,140
9,636 138,710
Metropolitan
Area
19,515
0.5% in April 1950, or a total of NoNo Standard
18,535
81,132
Urbanized
Areas
265 sets, according to the Census
4.7
More:
Bureau. Only possible reception Urban
245 1.5
Barre Places of 10,000 or10,922
98.0
.4
was from distant stations.
Burlington
100
3,302
3,180
98.4
8,755
2,819
98.7
17,659
Rutland
33,155 8,804 3,245 8,615 96.0
3,235
5,230
Counties:
6,732 8,745 20 4.21.0
BRIGHTMAN NAMED
Addison
19,442 5,239
5,160 96.9 4,235 5,220 160
4,650
SERIES
Bennington
24,115
4,989
4,83. 3930
To Demo Publicity Post 'CHAPEL
4,845
7,016
96.7 11,521
6,885 6,670 98.0
Caledonia
24,049 16,075 15,985
3,705
15,955
15,670
APPOINTMENT of Samuel C. World Plans Second Release Chittenden
62,570
5,634 6,875 105 1.25.7.6.3
Essex
6,865
95.8 5,459
94.9
97.9
1,705 6,845
6,845 55 .7
1,670 1,585
Brightman as acting director of WORLD Broadcasting System's Franklin
1,376 1,655
6,620
6,257
922
840
805
840
Chapel by the Side of the Road Grand Isle
29,894 8,074 7,930 7,765 94.0 767 7,950
publicitytionalforCommittee
the Democratic
Na- was
6,472
reported last week by Herbert Orange
was announced
11,388
Lamoille
96.4
96.1
35 .8.2
3,406 3,015 2,940 2,765
last week by Chairman Frank E. Gordon, vice president in charge of Orleans
17,027
4,320
2,940
2,381
12,755
4,49£
4,495
12,395 96.7
production,
as
so
successful
that
a
4.7
McKinney.
21,190
Rutland
12,872
5,565
5,590
12,820
transcribed radio series of Washington
45,905 11,549
95.4 4,626
3,544 1 1 ,34; 6580 1.0
4,612 1 1 ,380 1 5,390
5,680
1 ,065 97.2
Mr. Brightman, a former news- second
Windham
35
42,870
the
Bible
readings
will
be
produced.
595
6,455 11,660 60 .5
man at KSD St. Louis and Wash7,845 97.0 9,293
28,749 11,718
0,285
1 ,660 11,310
Chapel, featuring actor Raymond Windsor
ington correspondent for the Louis- Massey
40,885 8,404 1 8,220
8,735 8,190
as the reader, is currently
ville Courier- Journal, has been on heard
on more than 400 stations.
the committee publicity staff for the
Ghilain Joins WMAL
past five years. He succeeds Charles Local station managers, Mr. Gor- Andrews Named
role with the Evening Star
Van Devander, who resigned as
don said, indicate that their audi- NEW Director of the Point Four DUAL
ence mail is rising as a result of Technical Assistance Program is Broadcasting Co. will be filled by
publicity director April 15.
Stanley Andrews, former owner of John E. Ghilain May 15 when he
Mr. Van Devander, previously the program, which listeners con- KARK
Little Rock, Ark. He was joins WMAL-AM-TV Washington
sider a"solace" and "source of inWashington bureau chief for the
officially sworn in last Thursday. as assistant to the director of proNew York Post, was reported last
grams and director of advertising
He was highly commended at the
week to have accepted the post of spiration."
World scribed
also lullabies
plansfrom
a series
of
tranall nations ceremonies by State Secretary and publicity,
campaign manager for Sen. Robert
according
to Kenneth H. Berkeley,
vice president
Kerr (D-Okla.), a Presidential and has signed soprano Mimi Ben- Dean Acheson. On leave from his and general
manager. Mr. Ghilain
Dept. post as Director
aspirant.
zell to record them. Other per- Agriculture
formers recently contracted for by of the Foreign Agricultural Office was head of radio-television adverMr. Brightman also served on
the news staffs of the St. Louis World include Muggsy Spanier and to which he was appointed in 1949,
tising, publicity and sales promoMr. Andrews edited the Arkansas
Star-Times and Cincinnati Post his Dixeland Band and the Circle Farmer
tion department for NBC's WRCand saw Army service from 1942 C Boys, popular western music activities. in addition to his radio AM-FM WNBW (TV) Washingto 1945. He is a native of Missouri. group.
ton.
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ALEX SEGAL
ABC Director
Celanese Theatre

ALISTAIR
BBC COOKE
Letter from America

TED HALLOCK, KPOJ Prog. Dir.
Careers Unlimited &
Civic Theatre of the Air

PIABODY
WINNERS
MERITORIOUS accomplishments body National Advisory Board.
in radio and television in 1951 were
The citations were divided into
recognized with distinguished five for radio, four for television
George Foster Peabody awards at and one, a combination radio-TV
the 12th annual presentation in award. Several hundred radio-TV
New York last Thursday.
leaders convened for the occasion,
Ten awards were announced at a which was broadcast and telecast
luncheon meeting of the Radio by most major networks and
Executives Club in the Grand Ball- WQXR New York.
room of the Hotel Roosevelt.
Drawing encomiums in the radio
They were presented by Edward classification were CBS Radio,
Weeks, editor of the Atlantic WQXR New York, NBC for its
Monthly and chairman of the Pea- Bob and Ray, KPOJ (MBS) PortBOB ELLIOT-RAY GOULDING
NBC Bob and Ray Show

EDWARD R. MURROW
SeeCBS-TV
It Now
DOROTHY GORDON
WQXRTimesModerator
New York
Youth Forum

IRVIN GITLIN
CBS Radio, Producer
The Nation's Nightmare
Ten Are Honored

land, Ore. and Alistair Cooke
on BBC. WSB-AM-TV Atlanta was
cited for "meritorious regional
public service by radio and televiIn the video category, top
plaudits
to Edward
Murrow's Seewent
It Now
on CBS R.Television,
NBC-TV's
Gian
Carlo
Menotti,
ABC-TV's Celanese Theatre, and
WCAU-TV (CBS-TV) Philadelphia.
The occasion marked the sixth
sion."
consecutive year that the presentahighlightedExecutives
a luncheon Club
sessionof
of thetionsRadio
New York presided over by I. E.
(Chick) Showerman, president.
Winners of George Foster Peabody Awards
The awards, announced by Dean
Radio and TV
John
of Georgia's
Henry E.W.Drewry,
Grady U.
School
of Jour
# Public Service by a Local Station — WSB (NBC) Atlanta, The Pas- nalism, "are designed to recognize
the most distinterested and meri
tor's Study and Our World Today.
Radio
torious public
service" and
to "perpetuate" the memory
of the
late
9 Public Service by a Local Station — KPOJ (Mutual) Portland, Ore.
George
Foster
Peabody.
The
awards
© Entertainment (non-musical) — Bob and Ray, NBC.
were set up with the assistance of
NARTB and are administered by
© Educational — The Nation's Nightmare, CBS Radio.
Henry W. Grady School of
© Youth Programs — New York Times Youth Forum, WQXR New York. the
Journalism and a distinguished
£
Contribution
to
International
Understanding
—
Alistair
Cooke's
Letter
National
Advisory Board.
from America, BBC.
CBS Radio drew a radio educaTelevision
program citation for its The
® Educational— What in the World, WCAU-TV (CBS-TV) Philadelphia. Nation'stionalNightmare,
lauded as a
©
Entertainment
(Music)
—
Gian
Carlo
Menotti
(Amahl
and
the
Night
"shattering
and fearless documenVisitors), NBC.
tary series on syndicated crime in
® Entertainment (non-musical) — Celanese Theatre, ABC.
the United States."
program
Irving The
Gitlin,
were
© News and Interpretation — Ed Murrow and See It Now, CBS Television. and producer,
(Continued on page 60)
J. LEONARD REiNSCH
WSB-AM-TV Managing Dir.
TheOurPastor's
World Study
Today &

DONALD W.
WCAU-TV
Gsnera!
What in

THORNBURGH
President &
Manager
the World

GIAN CARLO-MENOTTI
NBC
Amahl c nd the Night Visitors

terest in KRNR Roseburg, Ore.,
noted that the bill apparently would
Cleared for Early Debate prevent the FCC from formulating
policy
failing
to act" on cases.
In "by
other
explanations,
Rep.
FCC in its exercise of quasi-judiHarris said S 658, as amended by
Asked
by
Rep.
Cox
as
to
"what
cial
functions
as
compared
to
rulemaking.
extent
did FCCexplained
help writethatthe among
bill ?" the House committee, would proRep. Harris
vide for FCCthorization fopanels
— that is au-to
Not all of the committee was in others the views of former FCC
r the Commission
accord, Rep. Harris admitted, par- Chairman (then Chairman) Wayne divide itself into member panels of
ticularly inthe technical phases of Coy; Comr. Robert F. Jones; Joseph
He said this would expedite
the bill. He cited organizational H. Ream, executive vice president three.
action in consideration of TV cases.
setup as one field of disagreement. of CBS Inc. and a member of its
Additionally,
the bill would
proLong a foe of FCC, Rep. Cox board of directors; Judges Justin
vide for an administrative
assistant
questioned its very existence, bring- Miller, NARTB board chairman, for each of the Commissioners and
ing up his charges of previous and Frank Roberson, Washington de-emphasize the legal staff, putyears that it has "brow-beaten and radio attorney, were solicited.
ting them in "a different category,"
"Sometimes the FCC was not in
intimidated" licensees. Rep. Clarence Brown (R-Ohio), a key mem- agreement," Rep. Harris said. Rep. Rep. Harris concluded.
ber of the committee, who once
served on the Commerce group, Brown interjected: "This is not a
bill." of Opinion
noted that his chief concern has Commission
Difference
been the "great abuse of power and
Rep. Harris also assured Rep. POINT-OF-SALE
Plan Begun at WTAM
the McFarland bill con- VARIATION of the NBC "chain
a greatlegedly
dealattributed
of tofavoritism"
the FCC. al- Cox that
tains provisions for the "protection" lightning" merchandising plan was
Rep. Brown said he favored this
set up at WTAM Cleveland by new
the individual licensee's rights.
bill. It is an "excellent piece of of Becoming
General Manager Hamilton
ing sections more
of the specific
bill, Rep.in analyzHarris NBC
work
as
a
whole,"
he
declared.
If
Shea on his first official day there.
there is anything left to correct, said there were differences of The
plan
gives advertisers
pointRep. Brown continued, the House opinion among committee members of-sale promotion
with housewives
on the new section dealing with buying regularly in 348 food stores
can do so with "minor bills."
Prodded by Rep. Cox, Rep. Harris
rights when licenses controlling 79% of Cuyahoga
asserted the committee had come newspapers'
County's food volume, Mr. Shea
granted and the so-called "anti- said.
to the conclusion that the FCC has are
double
jeopardy"
provision which
Advertisers may now reach fournot performed its function . . . "the the House unit knocked out of the fifths
of potential food buyers in
staff has been performing the func- bill.
Rep. Harris Ellsworth (R-Ore.), Cleveland with radio and in-store
t
i
o
n
o
f
what
was
the
Commission's."
The bill, he said, would correct this. of the rules group, who has an in- displays, Mr. Shea said.

HOUSE
FCC
'THE
HOUSE'S
"traffic
cop," the
its
IRules Committee, waved ahead
Senate-passed McFarland bill (S
658) last week with hopes pinned
on an early vote in the lower cham]ber.It is now up to House managers
to set a definite day for debate, a
maximum of three hours to be allowed. That point should be reached
within two weeks, Capitol Hill observers agree.
By action of the House Rules
Committee, through which all legislation in that body must pass on
the way to the floor, the bill to
modernizeceduresFCC
procan be functions
further and
amended
during debate.
Once the House passes the bill,
itHouse
is certain
to go to joint Senateconference.
Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.), who
has been acting as chief lieutenant
for House Interstate and Foreign
Commerce Committee Chairman
Robert Crosser
appeared
before
the Rules(D-Ohio),
Committee
last
Tuesday.
I He presented the background,
I outlining in general the bill's pur" poses and provisions, in order to
justify
the granting
of a "rule"
i.e., clearance
for formal
House—
action.
Rep. Harris told the committee,
under acting chairmanship of Rep.
Eugene Cox (D-Ga.), that in the
"public interest something ought to ANB
SPAC
PLEDGE
of confidence
Cradio
beof done"
facilitate the processing network
plans wasin NBC's
issued
stationto licenses.
by
the
network's
Stations after
Planningits
First Since 1934
& Advisory Committee
He noted the bill was "rather first 1952 meeting last week, though
complicated" and "highly tech- reports persisted that some memnical" and that he wouldn't "enbers had privately expressed disap ointment at what
they condeavor to explain technical" porsidered adefeatist
attitude.
tions of the bill "even if I could."
But, he said, S 658 would be the
The formal statement was ex! first major legislation in communin its commendationadvertising
of NBC's
I cations since the Act now on the sales,plicit iprogramming,
books was enacted in 1934. Since and promotion plans, extending
J that date, he said, there has been congratulations to the network for
approach
to theradio
fu"much
progress andparticularly
developmentin "its realistic
ture development
of network
in communications,
and the forward looking plans it is
radio and television."
Rep. Harris said that the Com- making to broaden radio's effectiveness and service and increase
merce Committee in agreeing on its
own version of the McFarland bill,
Yet some SPAC members were
sponsored by Majority Leader billings."
that an overly pesErnest W. McFarland (D-Ariz.) in said to feel
simistic attitude was reflected in
the Senate for the past four years,
found it necessary to consult with some officials' statements, such as
one attributed to Harry Bannister,
the
staff, the Comstaff former
WWJ Detroit manager who
of committee's
the Senate ownCommerce
mittee, with FCC and with the was making his first SPAC appearance
as
NBC station relations vice
radio-TV industry.
and who was said to have
In brief he said, the key pur- president,
admonished that radio is up against
poses of the bill are:
a
trend.
(1) tional
Improve
FCC's organizaNBC officials for the most part
setup, particularly
the administrative functions of the FCC declined to comment on specific
and its staff. (2) Clarify and im- reports as to developments at the
two-day session, maintaining that
FCC's procedure
granting
permitsproveand
licenses forof radio
and it was a strictly private meeting
television (a point, he said, of whose proceedings should be kept
greater importance today because confidential sentby
atives andboth
SPACnetwork
members.repreof the freeze lift in TV). (3) Develop new administrative changes.
Network officials, while recognizing that criticism existed, appeared
(4) Modify and change FCC procedures and rules in hearings. (5) to take the position that their apImpose special requirements upon
proach was realistic and also agBROADCASTING,
• Telecasting

ork
in toNetw
idence
Confsufficient
— stemmed
T that criticism
attention
the quality
MEE
gressive,
from lack of understanding of all of morning programming, and (2)
giving free on-the-air plugs
network problems, and that the comics
non-sponsoring products.
major stations represented on to Network
officials were said to
SPACtion anddo like
appreciate
its plans.NBC's posi- have taken the position that they
In the committee elections, P. A. currently are concentrating heavily
of their revolutionSugg, homamanager
of WKY
Okla- on development
ary new early-morning Today
SPAC chairman andCity,E.wasR. named
Vadeboncoeur,
vice show and accordingly cannot devote
attention to other morning
president and general manager of full
WSYR-TV Syracuse, was chosen shows at the moment.
Regarding
free plugs, it was said
vice chairman. Richard 0. Dun- that some comics
have been called
ning,
president
and
general
manager of KHQ Spokane, was elected on the carpet, though some SPAC
secretary for radio and Lee B. members
expressed
network officials shared doubt
their that
concern.
Wailes, executive vice president of
The extent of commercialism in
Fort Industry Co., secretary for
television.
coveragedrew
of New
Easterit
Parade
specificYork's
complaint,
Summer Presentation
withandnetwork
auElections were held at the open- was understood,
thorities
agreeing
pledging
ing session Tuesday morning. In that it would not happen again.
the afternoon meeting the comText of the SPAC statement on
mittee viewedwhich,
NBC's produced
summer under
radio NBC's radio plans, follows:
presentation
"The NBC summer sales plan is
the direction of Jacob A. Evans,
manager of the radio advertising a vigorous and well-documented
presentation
pointing
in draand promotion department and
the greatlyupincreased
unveiled in March [B»T, March values maticof fashion
network radio as a sales
31], hasments ofwon
praise from all seg- medium.
the industry.
"We are enthusiastic over NBC's
Then the committee divided into
advertising
and over
promoseparate radio and TV groups for expanded
and
particularly
the
sessions with NBC officials rep- planstionforplanson-the-air
and
newspaper
resenting each medium.
We believe these will
The TV portedly
section's
meetingMost
re- promotion.
do much to enlarge the radio auwent smoothly.
NBC-TV sponsors are remaining to advertisers.
dience and promote radio's value
on the air this summer, which was
"The NBC summer programming
regarded as a healthy sign. There schedule
offers an abundance of
were said, however, to have been
two main subjects of complaint: sensibly priced programs which we
(Continued on page 36)
(1) what was considered a lack of
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YOUNG grocer Wyndall Smith
had a well-known business
problem: His new store just
was not grossing enough. But
the solution wasn't quite as
simple as the diagnosis. Particularly, when it was considered
that Wyndall' s Super Shopping
Center was out on Highway 60,
east of Owensboro, Ky., away
from many potential customers. Then Wyndall Smith
turned to radio. That was
eleven years ago. This year as
he renews his radio, prosperous Grocer Smith has this
local success story to tell.

Wyndall's
Superof Shopping
located east
Owensboro,Center,
Ky.

* * ★
THE
ITtoDOESN
ise take
ss on"
advert'T
your "big
businemoney
radio. But clever and forceful
use of radio can put asssmall business into the big busine class.
Back
1941, Wyndall's
Superof
Shoppingin Center,
located east
Owensboro, Ky., on U. S. Highway
60, was struggling along, using
such newspaper advertising as the
firm could afford. The young owner, Wyndall Smith, knew that he
had to trons
do fromsomething
padowntownto attract
Owensboro
and the surrounding countryside
if his store was to prosper.
Trained as a trouble shooter for
a national chain grocery, he was
accustomed to the use of newspapers. He followed the precepts of
that chain and bought newspaper
space. Still his store was grossing
only $50,000 a year. Something
had to be done.
But Mr. Smith was a cautious
merchant. He decided to try a
limited investment on WOMI Owensboro. Results were pleasing.
He increased the budget. Now 40%
of his advertising budget goes into
radio on both WOMI and WVJS.
Business last year totalled $1,500,000.
Mr. Smith, who is now only 36,
uses announcements for saturation
coverage of his market to tell of
specials and perishable goods but
also likes local institutional programs for good will building which

THE

TALE

CAUTIOUS

he believes has been a factor in
making and keeping his store the
largest super market with the
largest
business Kentucky.
of any similar storegross
in western
He carries a schedule of daily
announcements using on each the
name of one of the many communities within the Owensboro' retailideshopping
and asking
resnts of that area
community
whether
they would like to have a free trip
toTheOwensboro
at Wyndall's
announcement
then expense.
explains
that
the
savings
at
Wyndall's
give the listeners a free tripwillto
Owensboro and leave them money
in their pockets when they go
home.
In addition
Wyndall's
early
evening
programs
on bothusesstations,
featuring recorded and transcribed
music and service announcements
for civic and church groups. Wynlow prices are also featured
on eachdall'sprogram.
Wyndall Smith (I) signs a con- LeBlanc's Hadacol
tract for 1952 with WOMI Owens- Style Emulated
boro. Hugh Potter, WOMI manDuring the period when Sen.
ager, points out that this is the Dudley
was creating a
eleventh year that the firm has sensationLeBlanc
with
anused radio.
nouncements for histestimonial
well advertised
Hadacol,mentsWyndall's
announcetranscribed had
locally
which
used a similar approach and burlesqued them to the extent that
they ated
amused
the listeners
and cremuch customer
comment.
One of these Hadacol-type commercials used a small girl's voice
Page 30 • May 5, 1952

OF
GROCER

telling how her mother had trouble called WOMI and ordered one announcement tobe used at 11 a.m.,
making her income cover the cost
that the cigarettes would
of necessities before they discov- advising
on sale at 11:30 a.m., with a
ered Wyndall's, but since trading go
limit of two packages to a cusregularly
Wyndall's
was able toat eat
well andthe buyfamily
the
tomer. By 1:30 p.m., 3,500 customersout hadaislespassed
checkclothing it needed. Another anallthrough
of the the
cigarettes
nouncement used a woman's
voice were gone and
as a result of that one
with a pronounced
Mississippi
drawl. Others were done by men, announcement. One factory located about a half mile from Wynall of whom testified as to Wyndall's had to practically shut down
dall's quality foods and bargain
prices. They were corny but they when its employes learned directly
or
indirectly
by radio that the
did a job for Wyndall's and radio. scarce smokes were
to go on sale.
Radio Quickly Moves
The ease with which radio can be
Unusual Shipments
put to work for a food center is
another plus value it has for WynIn ule,addition
to
his
regular
scheddal 's. Mr. Smith explains :
Mr. Smith orders as many as
Withtheradio
and radio
you your
can
ten extra announcements in a keep
nearupalone
you
You canas pick
your asphone,
morning or afternoon during the telephone. public
turn
in
your
order
and
give
the
stapeach or apple season when he
tion a list
the specials
have to
brings in fresh fruit from distant offer.
You oftodon't
to youwait
man
drawhaveup his
copy, forhavea
points in one of his farm-to-market itlayout
trucks.
set
into
type
and
a
proof
run
getting your
items
advertised
thatbefore
aft
e
r
n
o
n
o
r
the
next
morning.
It's
easy
"If
it
was
not
for
radio
I
couldn't
merchant
to isuseanradio
adafford to gamble on bringing in for a busy vertising.
Where
time
element
and shortage
perishable merchandise in large means
a lot. of help is a problem, this
quantities," Mr. Smith declared
during aterviewrecent
tape-recorded
inwhich was presented at the
Acceptance
NARTB District 7 meeting at Wyndall's
Is Radio's Success Story
Louisville. "Radio, like gas, is
With radio repeating it day in
fast", he agreed.
Results have sold Wyndall Smith and day out over the years, Wynon the continued and increasing
dall's slogan, "Where prices are
use of radio advertising. One story born and not raised", has become a
he likes to recall occurred during buy word in the Owensboro area
the war-time shortage period.
and Wyndall's
become
one inof
best usershas and
boosters
Having received 7,000 packages radio's
of cigarettes from a supplier, he the food field in Western Kentucky.
ROADCASTING
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Raibourn Queried
PARAMOUNT
HEARING
FCC COUNSEL continued its number of theatre TV patents. It is basically predicated on the fact
probe into the part Paramount has was also working on such inven- that I am sure we do not wish to go
and
tions as the dark-trace (Skiatron) into thement manufacturing
played in the development of tele- TV tube.
programofnecessary
to adevelopvision last week during the ABCexploitation
our rights
inproper
this
Jnited Paramount Theatres merger
In his memo on the Scophony situation.
learing.
situation, Mr. Raibourn wrote:
Disagreement
Mr. Rai, Testifying was Paul Raibourn,
. . . We are minority stockholders
bourn and Arthur between
Levey, Scophony
Paramount vice president in charge in Scophony, although we are in a president,
is evident in an exchange
position to stop action by others of correspondence
bf television. He was quizzed, which
between the two.
be detrimental to our
nostly, on whether Paramount al- interestsmight
the fact that stock
In July, 1945, Mr. Levey wrote
legedly tried to suppress TV devel- cannot bethrough
disposed
of,
or
licenses
to Earle
G. Hines,Corp.,
president
of Gen-to
opment through its holdings in
without our permission.
eral Precision
objecting
Scophony Corp. of America — a con- granted
We are, however, the only one of the way
the
Class
B
stockholders
tinuation of a line of questioning the group who can dispose of our acted in their relationships with
Ioegun two weeks ago. Commission interest. . . .
Scophony. A copy of the letter was
Because of our position as a mi- sent
[CounselducedArthur
Gladstone
intro-to
nority stockholder (1/6 interest in said: to Mr. Raibourn. Mr. Levey
numerous exhibits
tending
non-management
stock)
(we
had
to
indicate that Paramount may have take this kind of interest or patent
. . . The record
that thesought
"B"
|tried
to keep TV
control."
would have probably flowed to stockholders
have shows
continually
In addition,
Mr. "under
Raibourn
was rights GE
and the AT&T), I have primarily to maintain "exclusivity" of
questioned about speeches he made RCA,
been
unable
to
point
this
situation
in
their
licenses
rather
than
permit
the
and letters he wrote and received. the direction in which I would like to company (SCA) to progress through
A letter, written in June, 1941, see it move. General Precision Equip- contacts developed through the manment has an entirely different attiagement (Arthur Levey) which could
f by Dr. Allen B. DuMont, was adin providing
very sub-as
dres ed to Arthur Israel Jr., then have. tude on a number of matters than we have resulted
stantial revenue
to the company
jia Paramount executive. Initials on
I
should
like
your
permission
to
well
as
essential
technical
advancem
e
n
t
.
.
.
.
jlthe letter indicated it had been sent sell our interest, providing a satisoffice.
's nted
factory
profit
can
be
obtained.
This
intoDr.Mr.DuMoRaib
I
According
to
the
record,
"B"
stockntournlame
the fact recommendation is made in spite of
holders have consistently discouraged
that Paramount was not lending the fact that they may turn out to every prospect, I, as the management,
active financial: support to his have unusually valuable patents and have developed to bring revenue into
j more any,
and wrote
comp
... I feel
manWill Head TV Film
agement hasthat
more thethan[DuMont]
accomplished
what it promised to do and we are WHITE TO NBC
in a very good position at the presthe end of this month
ent time to be an outstanding com- FRANK WHITE, leaving the Mutual presidency at Operations
pany in this field. In spite of this we
April 28], will team up with NBC, effective about July 1, in charge
are faced with the statement repeated of[B*T,
developing
and
expanding
its
TV
film
and
film
syndication
operations.
six months ago to me and again reNBC President Joseph H. McConnell announced Wednesday that the
cently by Mr. Stanton Griffis, chair- retiring
MBS
president
would
join
man of the board of Paramount, that
he would not put a dime in television NBC "in an executive capacity to assist the new president in his
jand could not see any possibility in and that his first assignment would transition to that office. Mr. White's
the near
futurefield.
for anything
special project in connection three-year contract expired April
cial in this
In view ofcommerthese be "a television
30. When he leaves, Mr. O'Neil befacts, I believe that Paramount withIt was
assumed film
thatdevelopment."
he would get chairman.comes both president and board
should either see that we are prop- vice presidential
rank
at
an
early
erly financed or make some arrangeMr. bersO'Neil
reportedlyaffiliates
told memment to give up interest in this com- meeting of the NBC board of diof the Mutual
adipany so that we could proceed along rectors.
visory committee, in closed session
other lines and take care of this very
NBC
was
said
to
be
planning
to
important necessity.
disclosure
of Mr.differences
White's
TV film syndication following
resignation,
that his
I have tried to carry along for a expandon ina the
major scale, with Mr. with
the retiring president were
long period of time and give the im- field
White
slated
for
the
key
role
in
pres ion on the outside that everythan that
ideolog-no
ical. He also rather
made clear
thing was going along fine and that plotting the expansion. His first jurisdictional
we and Paramount were interested in moves are expected to be largely changes in Mutual's type of netfurthering and promoting television. exploratory,mendingpreliminary
recomwork operation are now contemand executing to detailed
Unless I have some backing from
plated, and that Mutual plans to
Paramount in this connection there is
get
into
the TV network field, prob28].
only one alternative for me to do and plans.
Mr.
White,
whose
resignation
as
ably on a film basis [B»T, April
that is call a spade a spade, and if
president reportedly
we cannot become properly financed Mutual
stemmed from failure to come to
NBC will be the third network
take
viously.the steps I have outlined pre- terms with board chairman Thomas Mr. White has served. He entered
F.
O'Neil
on
the
scope
of
his
sphere
radio
in 1937 as treasurer of CBS,
Confidential Note Exhibited
of operations under General Tire advancing
to vice president and
& Rubber
Co.'s
new
ownership
of
treasurer
1942 and continuing
Another FCC exhibit was a con- the
leaves Mutual on until 1947,in when
he was elected
fidential memorandum from Mr. May network,
31.
Raibourn to Barney Balaban, now
president
ofHeCBS's
Columbia
Records
Inc.
headed
CRI until
He plansreporting
then to take
a
month's
president of Paramount Pictures. vacation,
to NBC about
The January, 1945, note revealed July 1.
assumption of the Mutual presithat Paramount had the power to
He leaves Mutual on friendly
dency May 1, 1949.
stop action by any group of stock- terms with Mr. O'Neil, who takes
Before he entered radio, Mr.
holders in Scophony Corp. of over the presidency himself, and White
was assistant to the presiAmerica
throughB stock.
Paramount's
con- with other members of Mutual mandent of Union News Co. from 1924trol of Class
This note
and its affiliates, who have 29, treasurer
of the Literary Guild
contained a recommendation from repeatedlyagement praised
his success in of America 1929-35,
Mr. Raibourn that Paramount sell developing the network
treasurer of
during his
its interest in Scophony.
three years as president.
Stage urer
Pub.and business
Co. 1935-36manager
and treas-of
Scophony was largely controlled
at Mr. O'Neil's
that
in office request
this month,
by British Scophony and had a he Itis iscontinuing
Newsweek Inc. 1936-37.
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Film Expenditures
THREE TV networks (ABC,
CBS and DuMont) spent $3,576,552 on films in 1951, it
was disclosed
the Paramount hearingat last
week
when they submitted figures
in answer to request by DuMont [B*T, March 24]. Also
placed in the record was
United Paramount
Theatres'
expenditure
of between
$30
and $31 million
for
exhibited in its 600filmsowned
theatres. hMotion
picture
exibitors as a whole were
estimated to have spent $462
million on rentals for the
19,000
houses in '50.
ABC movies
spent $1,310,195
for
films in 1951. Of this amount
$884,260tures.wasCBS spent
for feature
pic$1,706,900,
of which $615,000 was for
features and $1,064,900 for
syndication
shorts $559,457,
to affiliates. DuMontof spent
of which $241,651 was for
features. NBC figures were
not introduced since it is not
a party to the hearing.
the
company
so that
SCA from
would "outside"
not havesources,
to remain dependent
holders). . . upon them ("B" stockNear the beginning of his crossexamination'
lasta week,
Raibourn went into
complexMr.technical discussion of the German and
American
to the problem involvedapproaches
with the Skiatron
tube
used in the Scophony system. The
Commission counsel apparently was
exploring the possibilities of cartel
implications in the Scophony situation.Preceding Mr. Levey today
(Monday) will be Donald A.
Stewart, manager of DuMont TeleNetwork's DuMont
film department.
Chris vision
Witting,
network
general
manager,
may also be
called to testify today.
To Take Stand Again
Due to return for re-direct examination are Barney Balaban and
A. H. Blank, who is president of
Tri-States Theatre Corp., a UPT
subsidiary. He was scheduled to
testify last week but an illness in
his family prevented his appearance.
Estimates as to how long it will
be before the Commission readies
its final decision on the merger were
undergoing more revision last week.
If all the testimony is completed
by May
15, thisphases
may beof thethe schedule
for
resulting
merger
question, based upon estimates
made by Hearing Examiner Leo
Resnick earlier in the hearing:
Proposed findings of fact, due 60
days after the hearing, would be
submitted August 15.
Hearing Examiner Resnick said
he would need about three months
after that in which to prepare his
decision
Nov. 15.— which would be about
Then, allowing 60 days for oral
argument, the Commission could
issue its final decision Jan. 15.
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NATIONAL
TOP RADIONIELSEN-RATINGS
PROGRAMS Rating
(Total
U.
S. Urban
Area, Homes
IncludingandSmall-Town,
Mu"
Farm
and
including
es
nci
Age
l
erg
Fed
TV
Telephone and Non-Telephone Homes)
CIRCUIT
ED
OS
CL
REGULAR WEEK MARCH 16-22, 1952
FULL-BLOWN potentials of closed
ment authorities who were contact- be possible "to have a far-flung
circuit television, already perceived
ed last week attested to the convic- hookup
of theatres embracing the
Home;17.1
tion that closed circuit video opens major cities
of the nation perhaps Current
by federal civil defense planners,
%
are currently under the watchful up a new door to government de- with two, three or even four thea- Rank Program
tres" or limit the closed circuit tie- Evening, Once-a-Week
eye of certain government agenpartments and that, once the move16.1
(AverageV Andy
For All(CBS)Programs) Currencies, it was learned authoritatively
ment is launched, a number of de- up to a few cities on a regional 1 Amos
(7.0)!
last week.
14.5
theatres
of rela- 2 Jack Benny (CBS)
partments are prepared to come in basis covering
tively small seating
capacity.
Lux
Radio
Theatre
(CBS)
While details were not immedi- and pursue specialized programs.
4
10 7
Charlie
McCarthy
Show
(CBS)
13.7
"Closed circuit theatre television 5 People Are Funny (CBS)
These objectives would range in
ately available, it was known that
110.1
0.3
FibberMissMcGeeBrooks& Molly
(NBC)
nature, depending on the agency complements broadcast television" 76 Our
at leastments— aside
three government
depart10.1
(5.lj
from the Federal involved. Training concepts may be and "adds the specific approach to 8 Walter Winchell (CBS)
(ABC)
Civil Defense Administration —
Agriculture and De- the
and Mrs. North (CBS)
have conferred with executives of pursuedfensebyDepts.,theaccording
smallgeneral
groups approach"
thousands ofbridging
miles 109 Mr.
to
this
line
Arthur
Godfrey's
Scouts (CBS) (4.6)9 9
United Paramount Theatres Inc. of thinking, while the Treasury
Evening
Multi-Weekly
Mr.
Sulds
has
pointed
out
that
in
on thetivepossible
use ofmedium.
this selec- Dept. presumably would concen- apart.
(Average
All Programs)
RangerFor (ABC)
communications
trate its programming on savings any event, United Paramount views 12 Lone
BeulahMan's
(CBS) Family (NBC)
One
9.5
Whether a central government bond campaigns.
the FCDA experiments with enthu- Weekday
3
9.3
siasm— "both from the standpoint
coordinating unit was charting the
Throughout the plan runs a
blueprint or whether plans were single common denominator : reach- of public service and also from the
7.2.
6.7
(Average
For
All
Programs)
Romance
ofSunday
Helen (CBS)
Trent (CBS)
being instigated at the individual
point
of view Dept.
of advancing
the art."
ing
a
selective
audience
during
nonOur
Gal,
2
A
Justice
spokesman
told
agency level was not known.
Ma
Perkins
(CBS)
9.3
regular movie going hours at a
Arthur Godfrey
• Telecasting last
These departments — Agriculture, reasonable cost. As in the case of Broadcasting
that a UPT executive had 54 Guiding
(LiggettLight& Myers)
(CBS)
(CBS)
Justice and State — were under- FCDA, the government agency week
8.67.9
8.68.5
produce the program and contacted his agency some months 6 Big Sister
Jenny(CBS)
(CBS)
sto d to be studying plans for util- would
out theatre facilities and ago on a possible program on delin- 78 Aunt
ization of theatre telecasting after • rent
Wendy
Warren(CBS)and the News (CBS) 8.18.97.8
Perry
Mason
9
AT&T
lines.
At
present,
theatre
quency
aimed
at
a
juvenile
audithe pattern already weaved suc- exhibitors have sustained certain
ence.dicateHed itwould
reportedbe willing
that UPT
in- 10 This Is Nora Drake (Toni) (CBS) 7.8
ces ful y byFCDA. There also was
to foot
Day, (Average
Sunday For All Programs)
an indication that UPT is broach- costs for ushers, etc.
the
bill
and
that
the
demonstration
True Detective
Mysteries (MBS)
ing agency heads with the plan on
Economy Factor Potent
23 Shadow,
The (MBS)
would turebefor theatres.
a great public
service vena no-cost-to-government basis.
He
identified
the
Hollywood
Star
Playhouse (NBC) (3.0)5.07.6
Perhaps
the
most
compelling
Federal CD officials have held
UPT official as Mr. Sulds but said
for such demonstrations nothing
(4.4)5.7
two such demonstrations and were argument
Day,
Saturday
had come of the idea.
(AverageofForToday
All Programs)
economy factor pointed up
Theatre
(CBS)
8.7
planning a third along the Atlantic isby the
2
Another
possibility
held
out
for
Grand
Central
Station
(CBS)
federal
CD
planners:
the
agenseaboard. It was learned, how3
It
Happens
Every
Day
(CBS)
cy
has
shown
that
it
can
reach,
the Justice Dept. was a demonstraever, that FCDA has agreed to
to reach top-level factory or
Copyright 1952 by A. C. Nielsen
defer its next showing (previously through two-way communication, plant tionofficials
to apprise them of
35,000 people in a one-hour anti-sabotage measures.
6.3
set for around May 1) pending the some
military.
"attractive
possibilities" forCo. the
for
a
mere
20<j'
per
seat
—
outcome of this multi-agency study. program
It
also
was
learned
that
UPT
or about $7,000. It has generally
been conceded, though, that if the had approached a State Dept. offiFirst Inkling
Ken Gapen,information,
assistant director
Dept. forof
cial with a proposal for a theatre radio-TV
is pursued on a widespread
First inkling of this new vista project
scale,
some
arrangement
would
be
Agriculture,
felt
his
agency
would
TV
showing
for
public
school
stucame during the 22d annual In- made with theatre owners on cost
dents involving UNESO.
experiment in the medium
stitute for Education by RadioThe Treasury Dept. is watching probably
"if
it
were
to
develop."
He
foreTelevision at Columbus, Ohio, last factors.
UPT and FCDA authorities also
circuit developments with
saw circuit
"effective educational
use" of
month [B*T, April 28, 21]. It was have noted certain limitations: (1) closed
keen
interest,
but
has
mapped
no
dosed
video
for
training
contained in an address by Irvin Lack of agency funds, to launch concrete plans for its use, accordin an emerSulds, mount
representing
project on a large scale this
ing to Elihu Harris, assistant di- specialistsgency." Bu"especially
Theatres Inc. United Para- the
t thereUPTwas has
no indication
rector in charge of promotion for which officials
contacted
year;
(2)
number
of
theatres
in the Agriculture Dept.
Noting that the theatre industry equipped for TV (some 75 in 30 the Saving Bonds Div.
While
the
Defense
Dept.
has
has
to cooperate"
with cities; (3) use of so-called "obituThere was immediate speculaFCDAbeen on"happy
its series
of programs,
no actual experience with
ary" timehibitors
set(usually
asideearly
by morning
theatre ex-or had
tion that if the above-mentioned
Mr. Sulds added:
closed circuit TV as yet, both the government
embarkmighton
Army and the Navy have conducted closed circuitagencies
video, others
"Other
government
agencies
are
late
evening
hours)
;
(4)
FCC's
interested also in the training and postponement of theatre TV hear- instructional television programs follow suit — viz., the Office of Price
ings on specific channels which for servicemen. Col. Ed Kirby, Stabilization, the Office of Defense
information potentials of theatre
be set aside for the medium. chief of the Army Dept.'s Radio- Mobilization, the Dept. of Labor,
television. Our staff has held sev- could
Mr.
Sulds of UPT feels it will TV Branch, said the medium holds Federal Security Agency, etc.
eral meetings with the Dept. of
Agriculture and the Dept. of
Justice, as well as the State Dept."
KIRO SEATTLE
As presently envisioned, the plan
could provide for the realization of
Has 25th Anniversary
certain objectives by each governTWENTY - FIFTH anniversary
ment agency along the lines demwas observed last week by KIRO
onstrated by civil defense planners.
Seattle, CBS affiliate. Network
programs and personalities saluted
Official confirmation of prelimithe Seattle outlet on its first quarnary discussions was given to
ter century in broadcasting. StaBroadcasting • Telecasting last
KPCB.tion was founded April 27, 1927 as
Monday by Charles Jackson, White
■ ' yy *
House special assistant. He acStation itself marked the occaknowledged there had been early
forays into the subject by these
sionnewby moving
and Queen
offices
to
locationstudios
at 1530
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS broadcasters attending a conference on area cultural- Ave.a [B*T,
agencies, which "have been study- educational
Jan.
21].
programs
at
Southern
Illinois
U.,
Carbondale,
III.,
last
month
system."
He saidwhich
he knew
of noing thegroup,
however,
may were, front row (I to r), Leonard Johnson Jr., WAVA Ava; Walt Schafer,
Full page birthday advertisement
be coordinating the project on a WCIL Carbondale; George Dodds, WGGH Marion; Tom Land, WROY Carmi, appeared
in local newspapers April
government level. Mr. Jackson and Jay Riley, WMOK Metropolis; back row (I to r) Buren C. Robbins, South- 27. Copy carried statements by
U., and conference host; John W. Lewis, WIBV Belleville; Charles Saul Haas, president of the station,
notedties ofthe
possibili- Cook,ern Illinois
this "tremendous"
medium.
WJPF Herrin; Merrill C. Currier, WKRO Cairo; Oscar Hirsch, KFVS regarding outlet's activities and its
CBS programming.
Cape Girardeau, Mo., and Charles Lambert, WFRX West Frankfort.
The consensus among governBROADCASTING
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Like

money

putting

in

the

bank

Yes, sir! When you buy WITH in Baltimore, it's just like putting money
in the bank! First of all, you don't need big money. WITH's rates are LOW
. . . and a little money does a BIG job for you. WITH delivers you more
listeners-per-dollar than any other radio or TV station in town. And that
means low cost results!
Follow the lead of the local folks! They know advertising media best.
And WITH regularly carries the advertising of twice as many local merchants as
any other station in Baltimore.
So save money in Baltimore. Let a small appropriation do the job for
you. Get all the details from your Forjoe man. And get them today!
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RECRUITING
Media Funds Thawed
ANOTHER chunk of cold cash,
stiffening until late 1951 in a
congressional deep freeze, has been
released and made available for
additional media Armed Services
recruiting activities, it was learned
authoritatively last week.
An estimated $200,000 which had
been frozen by congressional whim
in fiscal 1951 allocations will be
used to continue a small advertising programnouncemeninvolving
spot an-It
ts and other media.
was not revealed immediately what
radio's share will be.
The revelation that extra funds
now are available for use came less
than a month after House action
which threatened to suspend virtually all paid advertising after
July 1 [B*T, April 14].
Some $95,000-plus has been expended in recent weeks on the
interim program calling for spot
drives over some 500 independent
outlets of the Keystone Broadcasting System
50-kw personnel
stations
for Air
Forceandand13Army
recruitment.
It was understood Grant Advertising Inc. is drawing up plans to
extend the campaign, now nearing
expiration, on a limited scale for
broadcast commitments. The campaign is to be firmed up within
the next fortnight, along with the
amount to be derived for broadcasting commitments from May 1
possibly through September.
These remaining 1950-51 funds
-^the $550,000 interim media campaign also came out of that budget,
as did network shows ($200,000)
dropped last fall — had been held in
reserve since December by the Defense Dept. The freeze was lifted
with the understanding that the
monies be expended on "directionalized" campaigns — viz., spot radio, selected magazines and pamphlets, and other "pinpoint" media.
This development will keep Military
Personnelin Procurement
Seiwice officials
business through
the summer at least while efforts
are aimed at unfreezing other
refrigerated funds.
The House last month voted to
cut the $12.5 million 1953 recruiting budget to the bone. The actual
slicing was contained in an amendment paring Army maintenance
and operation. About $1,050,000
was earmarked by Air Force-Army
for radio, TV and other advertising. The bill (HR 7391) pends before a Senate Appropriations subcommittee.
But even so, other money still
frozen prompted one procurement
authority to comment: "Not only
is much cold but much is frozen."
He referred to an estimated $2 million-plus budget for 1951-52 still
attached on Capitol Hill.
Of the $2.1 million tabbed for
1952 activities, about $400,000
already has been siphoned off for
radio spots and television production [B*T, March 17].
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OVER 200 business and civic leaders last Tuesday attended dedication of
ofstructure.
the new,Among
$6 million
Manhattan's
most modern
guestsLever
at a House,
dedication
luncheon newest
at theandWaldorf-Astoria
were (I to r): Bernard M. Baruch, U. S. elder statesman; John Hancock, Lever
Bros, chairman; Frank Stanton, CBS president, and James A. Farley, CocaCola Export Inc. executive.

N. J. MEET
Comr. Hyde Speaks Today
TALK by FCC Comr. Rosel H.
Hyde today (Monday) leads the
two-day agenda for the annual
meeting of the New Jersey Broadcasters' Assn., announced Wednesday by Paul Alger, association
president and manager of WSNJ
Bridgeton.
Executives from 21 commercial
AM and TV stations are expected
to
startingtodayattend
in thetheHotelmeetings,
Dennis, Atlantic
City, for an intensiveproblems.
study of'
broadcast-management
In
addition
to
Comr.
luncheon speech Monday, theHyde's
first
day's
will include
report
on theprogram
New Jersey
civil adefense
test of its state radio network by
Fred Weber, owner of WFPG AtCity and radio-TV
director
of thelanticemergency
network,
and
Robert Stone,
state
CD
public
information officer; a review of the
television scene in New Jersey by
Irving Rosenhaus, president of
WAAT-WATV
Newark;
network plans for(TV)radio,
by Hugh
Higgins,
CBS
Radio
merchandising
director; radio representation, by
Tom
managing
director
of the Flanigan,
National Assn.
of Radio
and
Television Broadcasters.
Presentation
young composers'
radio
awards byof Robert
McDougal,
WAAT educational director; national radio-TV functions during
air raids, by FCC Coordinating
Engineer J. H. Eichel; radio law
by Dwight
Rorer, member
the
Federal
Communications
Bar ofAssn.;
"What the Agency Faces in Recomding TV and director
Radio," ofby Gray
Walter&
Erickson, menradio
Rogers, Philadelphia; a trade
paper's
in radio byof Sponsor
Norman
Knight, place
vice president
magazine; radio
from aKlahr,
retailer's
perspective
by Murray
advertising manager of Blatt departmentliticalstore,Policies
Atlantic
City; byandHarry
"Poand Prices"
Goodwin, general manager of
WNJR Newark.
Second day of the meeting will be
devoted to a BMI program salespromotion
headedTalks
by Bob
Fuller
as BMIclinic,
chairman.
will
include:
Making your station a positive
community
by TomAsbury
Tighe,Park;
general managerforce,
of WJLK
the community station, by Seymour N.
Siegel, director of WNYC New York;
copyright laws, by Sydney M. Kaye,
general
counselBMI;
and classical
vice chairman
of the board,
music
programming,
Charles
Payne, local
program director of KIXL Dallas;
news, Merrill Morris, news director
of
WMTRand Morristown;
servicing
sales copy, Samaccounts
Carey,
program
service
of WRVA
Richmond, Va., andmanager
continuous
block
programming,
Shoehalter,activities,
assistant director ofNateducational
WAAT.
staff musician for WBAP Fort
Worth. For 14 years, Mr. Wooddirector.ward has been assistant musical

Pomeroy Plan — New Radio Format
(Continued from page 23)
ber that, although former promodays. Only at Pomeroy's in Pottstions costing very much more than
The compacts — a $1.25 item — this one, had failed to move the
were given to coupon book buyers merchandise even though there had
ville."
been several of these and they had
at thedidstore's
cosmetic
section,in run
which
a landoffice
business
over a long period of time, it
powder, perfume, etc., with the new is still necessary to remember that
coupon holders. More than three- this was a very special value profourths of the coupons were im- motion.
mediately exchanged for merchan"Perhaps the most important
dise, largely of the high-mark-up point of the test is to show that
variety, the store reported.
the right kind of radio commercial
A cost analysis of the campaign
move thiswhensortother
of 'distressed'
merchandise
media will
showed that the spots produced will
$17,805 worth of sales at a cost of
4.7%. Incidentally, a similar camRadio station executives may obpaign in 1951, when no compacts
tain full reports on these and sucwere given away, produced only
Pomeroy's radio campaigns,
$9,905 in sales. The whole ques- includingceedingdescriptions
tion of premiums in connection
chandise; the gimmick,of iftheanymer-is
with radio advertising drives is usednot."copies of all announcements;
now being thoroughly tested and a detailed analysis of costs and
carefully analyzed.
sales results, and all other pertinent
The rug campaign was an en- data, from Dept. Store Studies, in
tirely different affair, two days of care of WPAM, at $15 for each
announcements (Thursday and month's studies. There will be at
Friday, April 24-25) for a two- least two reports each month, Mi.
day sale (Friday and Saturday). Cuff said, possibly more.
A typical announcement explains
In addition to the Pottsville tests,
the sale:
he said, similar test campaigns will
"As a salute to home furnishings be conducted simultaneously by
week Pomeroy's of Pottsville offers other stores in the same general
. . . for two days only ... 30 nine- area, so that one method can be
by-twelve room size rugs at less judged against others.
than their 1939 prices.
"Think of it ... a seamless . . .
all . . . wool . . . rich . . . pile . . .
nine . . . by . . . twelve . . . Axmin- milestones
ster . . . rug ... at a Pre- War
Price . . . and . . . You Pay No
► LAST Tuesday marked the 20th
Money Down . . .
One aMan's
Family,on
"This sale lasts only two days anniversary
which startedof as
sustainer
. . . that's
only
two
days.
Remember, there are only 30 rugs NBC April 29, 1932, got a West
. . . you have a choice of five Coast sponsor in 1933 and went
colors . . . the sale lasts only two coast-to-coast on NBC starting
days . . . Friday and Saturday May 4, 1934. Program is now
Only. And You Pay No Money on NBC radio, Monday-Friday,
Down. Don't miss this chance of 7:45-8 p.m., and NBC television,
Saturday, 7:30-8 p.m., with Miles
a lifetime. It's at Pomeroy's in Lab
sponsoring radio and alternate
Pottsville."
The WPAM schedule for this weeks on TV.
two-day campaign included 18 an- ► CBS Radio People Are Funny,
nouncements. Rug sales totaled
by Mars Inc., Chicago
$1,451, and the rug buyers also sponsored
(Mars candy bars), starring Art
made other purchases totaling Linkletter,
enjoyed 10th anniver$964, making a grand total of month.sary on coast-to-coast
radio last
$2,415.
"In
appraising
these
results,"
the report on the sale cautiously *- "RED" WOODWARD has celebrated his 20th anniversary as
notes, "it is important to rememBROADCASTING
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KNEW
SPOKANE,

WASHINGTON

is pleased to announce
the appointment of
Spokane is the hub of the great
WEED

Inland Empire, as large as New

AND

England and rated one of the

COMPANY

as

nation's top markets. It includes a

NATIONAL
ADVERTISING
REPRESENTATIVES

and a part of Canada.

large part of 4 states, 37 counties

Over 1 Million People — Over
EFFECTIVE

MAY

1 Billion Dollars Buying Power
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BMI Clinics
(Continued from page 26)
more cancerous to the growth of a
station than selling without a purpose."
He videsaidsalesprogram
men "must
with vehicles
that prowill
produce results not only for the advertiser, but for the station. We
are on a long haul — this is not a
short subway ride."
BOISE, IDA., May 2
Henry H. Fletcher, general manager of KSEI Pocatello, Ida., spoke
on "Radio's Short Cut to Suicide."
Mr. Fletcher
that "one
which
radio said
operators
can way
greasein
the
skids
for
radio's
destruction
. . . is through unethical, unwise
and unprincipled operation of their
stations." Broadcasters should
"look beyond their noses," he said,
"in
realizing
thatmanunless
are
obtained
for the
who results
buys your
station time, that advertiser is not
going to come back again and again
to hand you his money."
RALEIGH, N. C, May 2
"Radio should balance its diet
and budget with women's programs," Mrs. Frances
WDNC Durham,
N. C, Jarman
told clinicof
delegates at the Raleigh meeting.
"Don't be caught with your kilocycles down — never underestimate
the power of a woman on the air of
your station!"
COLUMBUS, OHIO, May 2
Walberg L. Brown, manager of
WDOK Cleveland, advocated programs of classical music at the Columbus clinic. "Classics can and
will be enjoyed by a great many
people who do not necessarily have
any
formal musical background,"
he said.
Mr. Brown said WDOK programmers "have found Beethoven,
Tchaikovsky, Wagner, Brahms and
Rachmaninoff valuable friends to
cultivate. In addition to being eminently respectable, they have been
practical, and valuable allies in the
sometimes puzzling competition of
local programming."
DENVER, May 2
Ray Perkins, KFEL Denver disc
jockey, addressed the afternoon session of the Denver clinic on "Music
Is Our Business."
Mr. Perkins, differing in viewfrom Mr. Brown's
sentiments
at the pointColumbus
clinic, said
broadcasters must recognize the much
larger
for "pop
He saiddemand
the economy
and tunes."
practicality of pop records or short transscribed library numbers, make this
type of musical programming the
major undertaking.
He acknowledged "the rising
public taste for classical and 'light
classical' music," however.
CALGARY, ALTA., April 24
A record attendance was established at the Calgary meeting sponsored by the Western Assn. of
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AMONG 90 Southern California Broadcasters attending BMI program clinic
April 29 at the Hollywood Roosevelt were (seated, I to r) Mrs. Alan Torbet;
Alan Torbet, KROW Oakland; Frank Burke, editor. Radio Daily; Norman Nelson, SCBA, and Mrs. Jim Cox; second row (I to r) Ed Freeh, KFRE Fresno;
George Higgins, KMBC Kansas City, Mo.; Murray Arnold, WIP Philadelphia;
James Russell, KVOR Colorado Springs; Charles Hamilton, KFI Los Angeles,
and Ned Connor, KRKD Los Angeles; third row (I to r) Maurice Mitchell,
Associated Program Service; Glenn Dolberg, director, station relations, BMI;
Cal Smith, KFAC Los Angeles; Jim Cox, BMI, and Mark Haas, KMPC Los
Angeles.
Broadcasters, with 126 persons attending from ten Alberta stations,
some coming as far as 600 miles.
Other meetings were held as follows: April 28, Owensboro, Ky.;
April 29, Charleston, W. Va.; April
30, Sioux Falls, S. D.; May 1, Omaha and Salt Lake City; May 2, Litthe Rock, and May 3, Jackson, Miss.

NBC SPAC Meet
(Continued from page 29)
are confident will not only build
audience but do an effective job for
"NBC action in engaging the
sponsors.
Nielsen
Coverage Service is a step
which will provide up-to-date, cominformationincluding
on all
facets of radioprehensive
listening,
nationwide data, on out-of-home
and multiple-set listening which has
never been adequately measured
before.
"We members of SPAC congratulate NBC on its realistic approach '
to the future development of network radio and the forward looking plans it is making to broaden
radio's effectiveness and service
andSPAC
increase
billings."in addition to
members,
the officers
elected,Greenville,
were B. T.S.Whitmire,
WFBC
C.j
Ralph Evans, WHO Des Moines and
WOC Davenport; Robert B. Hanna
Jr., WGY Schenectady; Allan M.
Woodall, WDAK Columbus, Ga.;
Ed Yocum, KGHL Billings, Mont.;
Willard C. Worcester, WIRE Indianapolis; Martin Campbell,
WFAA-TV Dallas, and Stanley E.
Hubbard, KSTP-TV MinneapolisSt. Paul.

William Hiter Grant
WILLIAM HITER GRANT, 64,
vice president of Outdoor Adv. Inc.,
and manager
of the
delphia office, died
Aprilfirm's
22 at PhilaBryn
Mawr Hospital. He is survived
by his wife; a daughter, Constance DAY RATES LOW
Joan, and a sister, Mrs. Ruth H.
Greene.
Reports NARTB Researcher
ONE out of every three U. S. radio
stations
is under-pricing its quarBoard, Code, Dues
ter-hour daytime rate according to
a
study
conducted by Richard M.
NARTB SESSIONS
Groups to Meet
Allerton, NARTB research director.
REVIEW agency to maintain the new combination dues plan of NARTB,
In surveying AM station rates,
adoptedweek.last February by the joint Radio-TV boards, will start operating Mr. Allerton found that 58% of
next
stations have a quarter-hour daytime rate amounting to 40% of
The new unit will hold it first meeting Thursday at NARTB Washingthe one-hour daytime rate, accordton
headquarters,
one
of
a
series
of
*
NARTB meetings slated to wind Washington, and Lee Jacobs, KBKR
ing to the
RadiothisNewsletter.NARTB,
"Parenthetically,
40 %
up in mid-June. Chairman of the Baker, Ore.
dues committee is Harold Essex,
to
the
hour
rateaccepted
would
The Television Code Review relationship
seem
to
be
a
normally
WSJS Winston-Salem, N. C.
the job of relationship," he explained.
Under the dues plan, NARTB Board, chargedTVwithprogram
comgives discounts ranging from 10% scanningplaints all
It was
7.3% of sta-of
and supervising code opertions set found
a higherthatrelationship
to 25% provided all units owned
ation and programming, will meet quarter-hour
and/ or operated by the same com- in Washington June 5-6. Chairman from 41% to to62%.hour rate, ranging
panyworkareduesassociation
members.in NetWKZO-TV KalaOn the other hand, 34.7 % of the
are not included
this is John E.mazoo,Fetzer,
Mich. Mr. Fetzer was in stations
have rate cards with quararrangement.
Europe
when
the
code
group
held
ter-hour time charge that is lower
The Essex committee will have two spring meetings but is exthan
40%
in relationship to the
the job of reviewing cases where
p
e
c
t
e
d
t
o
attend
the
third
session.
hour
rate.
Practically all of these
ownership status is in doubt, destations
range
from 30% to 40%,
NARTB
's
TV
Board
will
meet
termining whether or not joint fees
9-10 at The Homestead, Hot according to the survey, the bulk
should be paid. Operators of two June
Springs,
Va.
Robert
D.
Swezey,
of
them
narrowing
down to the
stations get a 10 fA discount under WDSU-TV New Orleans, is chair- 33-37% bracket.
the
plan,
covering
their
total
bill.
Mr.
Allerton
said
the
survey is
man of the new board, elected durOther discounts: three units 15%;
ing tion.
the NARTB
Chicagowillconvennot designed
to rates
show that
AM
four
units
20%
;
five
or
more
units
The
Radio
Board
meet
tion
one-hour
are
high sta-or
25%.
June 12-13 in Washington. The low. "The significant point is:
Committee Members
TV Boards met sepa- Nearly 35% of AM stations are
On the committee with Chairman Radio rand
ately, and then jointly, at Bandera, under-pricing their quarter-hour
Essex are Clair R. McCollough, Tex., last
February
but no joint rate," he added.
WGAL-AM-TV Lancaster, Pa., and session is planned in June.
Robert T. Mason, WMRN Marion,
Ohio.
Mr. Essex, a radio director for CONTEST has been started to name Gard Picks Ross Roy
District 4, also is chairman of the horse
Chicago, sprays
manuowned by Bill Williams, star of GARD Industries,
facturers of weather-proof
board's
Financeto Committee,
is scheduled
meet June which
11 in Adventures of Kit Carson, TV film for fabric and leather goods,
Washington. Other members are series sponsored by Coca-Cola Bottling names Ross Roy, Chicago, to handle
Kenyon Brown, KWFT Wichita Co. on KECA-TV Hollywood. Winner its advertising. Radio and TV will
Falls, Tex.; Ben Strouse, WWDC receives $100 U. S. Savings Bond.
be used.
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Past is Prologue

"FOR

OUTSTANDING

PUBLIC

SERVICE

NATIONAL HEADLINERS CLUB
AWARD to St. Petersburg Times for
the "outstanding public service by a
newspaper" in 1951.
We are proud to receive the National Headliners Club Award for Outstanding Public Service which cites our
sponsorship of Florida's new law making public all political campaign contributions and expenditures.
This
measure
— known
the "St. Peteunequalled
Times bill"in when
was outstanding
in the Statenationally.
Legislature — is but one item
in a list
of public
serviceasachievements
Floridait and
The record dates back to early days of the century for The St. Petersburg Times and back to the beginning of
its teammate, Radio Station WTSP. Here are a few of hundreds of items:
INFORMING VOTERS — Free air time, free newspaper space give all candidates opportunity to
tell their story.
GET-OUT-THE-VOTE— WTSP-Times campaigns bring
surprisingly high percentages of voters to polls,
spur interest in government.
WINNERS-LOSERS PARTY— Each election night all
candidates watch vote count in WTSP studio,
broadcast comments, go home in spirit of harmony beneficial to the community.
GOOD GOVERNMENT — Unblinking spotlight has
kept dalcity
governments
free ofCounty
scansince and
Timescounty
won divorce
of Pinellas
from Tampa-dominated Hillsborough nearly 40
years ago.
RACE RELATIONS— WTSP-Times won referendum
for Negro housing project after it was rejected
by City Council. Times won top Florida award
of 1951 for editorial on touchy subject of
Negroes in colleges.
LABOR RELATIONS — WTSP brought leaders together in special broadcast to air both sides of
city bus strike, major step toward settlement.
MILLION REFUND — Times crusade for utilities regulation (begun when Florida was one of three
states without state controls) has brought
$1,100,000 refund to electricity users. Current
campaign for donation of those refunds to a
building fund may provide a long-sought civic
auditorium.
HEALTH — Forums by medical society members on
various health problems produce overflow audiences, heavy mail.

SHUT-INS— WTSP beams programs at large number
of men in Veterans Hospital and high number
of elderly shut-ins . . . daily baseball play-byplay . . . golf matches . . tarpon roundup
. . . yacht race . . . high school and junior
college events . . . parades . . . meetings.
SENIOR CITIZENS— Two WTSP-Times campaigns
under way for removal of $50 a month earnings by pensioners; and for establishment of a
craft and handiwork program.
F-Y-l FORUMS — WTSP's For- Your- Information forumslems.
give Onecommunity
facts onfrommanystreet
civiccarsprob-to
result: Switch
buses.
BETTER LIVING— This aim of WTSP adult education clinic has co-operation of YMCA, YWCA,
PTA, Library, Junior College, Art Group, Classroom Teachers, Council of Human Relations.
BRIDGES — Since its founding The Times has been
leader in drive for better and more and tollfree bridges and highways in Tampa Bay area.
Recent
New Gulf Coast Highway (U.S.
19) and result:
Bay bridge.
REALTORS FORUM— WTSP service to inform home
owners and home seekers.
BONDS — Times broke up municipal bond monopoly,
saving thousands of dollars in refinancing; won
reappraisals for tax equality.
FUN — WTSP-Times support has aided symphony concerts, local operetta, other cultural projects in
addition to Halloween parties, treasure hunts,
Santa Claus arrivals, amateur sports competition and many other entertainment projects.

Local ownership and a continuing policy of public service have built the WTSP-Times
record of performance which now becomes a challenge for the future.
Wf lift STARS PARADE
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AMA CLINIC
Cott Talks on Sales
"TODAY, all business is in show
business1, and the competitive system of selling makes every salesman a showman," Ted Cott, vice
president of NBC and general manager
of WNBC-WNBT New York,
said Tuesday.
Speaking at the New York
American Marketing Assn.'s 1952
marketing
held inExecutives
cooperation with clinic
the Sales
Club, Mr. Cott, whose subject was
"Factfinding: Merchandising That
Makes
for Greater
Sales," ofsaid:
"There must
be a marriage
the
retailer and the manufacturers, and
the advertising medium is an available and vitalof matchmaker."
Freedom
choice — whether it is
between two candidates for public
office or two cans of beer on the
self-service shelf — is a basic American concept, and it is important for
a product to have an extra plus to
win the election of the consumer
or the voter, he asserted. NBC's
"Operation Chain Lightning," he
said, is a case in point; by promotional partnerships with 11 food
chains, the station is able to give
promotional positions to the station's clients, which have resulted
in making radio advertising a twin
of merchandising.
Research was nominated by Mr.
Cott to serve as the best man at
the retailer-manufacturer wedding,
althoughto "Itprove
is tooa point
often the
handya
choice
without
true realization that it also points
afigure
way."forHeradio
cited which
the sets-in-use
indicates
"an
untouched
audience,
a newof
frontier, an expanding market
58%. . . . The sets noi-in-use is an
exciting
opportunity."
Identifying
merchandising as
imagination, Mr. Cott urged much
wider use of ingenuity, with statistics as the starting point for a
jump-off into action. "We need
more people to take more chances,"
he concluded, "and the fastest way
to get there is on an impulse."
DANCE Educators of America, N. Y.,
have natenamed
Donald O'Connor,Comedy
alterHour, asstarTVof NBC-TV
dancer of Colgate
the year.
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NLRB DECISIONS
NBC, 3 Stations Affected
NATIONAL Labor Relations
Board has announced decisions
and orders affecting KTOK Oklahoma City; WJPS Evansville,
Ind.; WOOD-AM-TV Grand Rapids, Mich., and NBC Chicago.
Results of an election at NBC
Chicago involving staff newswriters
showed that all of the six votes
cast Were for the National Assn.
of Broadcast Engineers & Technicians, CIO. No votes were cast
for the Radio Writers Guild of the
Authors League of America.
In another election, held at
WOOD-AM-TV, Local 1295 of
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, AFL, received
15 votes to 9 cast for NABET.
Election involved all broadcast engineers and technicians at the AM
and TV stations, including regular
parttime technicians.
At WJPS, NLRB granted a request of IBEW to withdraw its
petition for certification of representatives, thereby closing the case.
An election to be held within 30
days of deredApril
10 wasAllreported
orat KTOK.
broadcast
technicians and engineers at the
studios in Oklahoma City and at
the transmitter in Moore, Okla.,
including the assistant engineer,
are to vote for or against Local
1141 of IBEW.

MayVancouver,
5: BMI Vancouver,
Program Clinic,
B. C. Hotel
May 5: BMI Program Clinic, Bentley
Hotel, Alexandria, La.
May 5-6: BMI
in conjunction withProgram
Wisconsin Clinic
Broadcasters
Assn.
waukee.meeting, Plankinton Hotel, MilMay 5: viewBMI
Clinic, BroadHotel, Program
Wichita, Kan.
May 5:ing,ABC
Affiliates
meetForth Worth
Hotel,regional
Fort Worth.
MayBelvedere,
5: BMI Program
Baltimore.Clinic, SheratonMayspring5-6:meeting,
Missouriincluding
Broadcasters
May program
5, Assn.
BAB
sales
May 6, BMI
clinic, clinic,
Hotel Jefferson,
St. Louis.
Maymerchandising
5-6: NBC radio
promotion-pressworkshop,
Chicago.
May 5-7: RTMA-IRE-AIEE
joint conf
e
r
e
n
c
e
o
n
electronic
components,
Washington.
MayHotel,6: BMI
Program
Clinic,
Columbia
Columbia, S. C.
MayHotel,6: Atlantic
BMI Program
Clinic,
City, N. J. Dennis
MayHotel,6: BMI
Seattle.Program Clinic, Olympic
May 7: BAB Sales Clinic, Kansas City.
MayHotel,7: BMI
Program Clinic, Radisson
Minneapolis.
MayHotel,7: BMI
Program
Oklahoma
City. Clinic, Skirvin
MayHotel,7 : BMI
Program
Portland, Ore. Clinic, Benson
May 7: BMI Program Clinic, Hotel
Savery, Des Moines.
MayFlorida,
8: BMI
ProgramFla.Clinic, U. of
Gainesville,
TIME QUESTION
May
8:
Export
Advertising
Clock Battle in Northwest
international convention, Assn.
Plaza fourth
Hotel,
NORTHWEST area of the nation, MayNew8: York.
BMI
Program
Clinic,
Onondaga
Oregon and Washington, was split
Hotel, Syracuse, N. Y.
between daylight saving and stand- May 8-9: NBC radio promotion-pressleans.
ard time last week. Despite a demerchandising
workshop, New Orcision by Gov. Douglas McKay that
Program
Clinicof inBroadconOregon would stay on standard May 8-9: BMI
junctionfiwristth annual
Texas Assn.
time, a ruling that was protested
Hotel, Sancasters,Antonio,
Tex.meeting, Plaza
by theers andOregon
Assn.
of
BroadcastClinic, Des Moines.
others, the Portland City May 9:9:BABBMI Sales
Program
Clinic,
Council at late week voted to au- MaySaskatchewan,
Regina,
Sask. Hotel
thorize daylight time. Oregon City,
Program Clinic, Clift
Forest Grove and Vancouver, MayHotel,9: SanBMIFrancisco.
Wash., were expected to follow.
MayHotel,
9: BMI
Program Clinic, Sheraton
Chicago.
However, Tacoma City Council
9: BMIBoston.
Program Clinic, Hotel
stood pat on standard time in face MayTouraine,
of 1,456 signatures on a protest May 10: North Atlantic Region, IRE,
petition. Seattle and other western
6th annualgineeringNewmeeting,England
Radio EnWashington cities adopted daylight
Boston.Copley (Sheraton)
time while the eastern portion and MayPlaza10:Hotel,
BMI
Program
Clinic,
U. of
most rural areas retained standard
Georgia, Athens, Ga.
time.
May 12: BAB Sales Clinic, Omaha.
MayDavis12: Hotel,
BMI Program
Clinic, Ala.
Jefferson
Montgomery,
MayHouse,
12: BMI
Program
Clinic,
Augusta
Augusta, Me.
Maymerchandising
12-13: NBC radio
promotion-pressworkshop, Hollywood,

NBC TEAMWORK
Workshop Urges Cooperatioi]
IMPORTANCE of close teamworl
between network and affiliates i|(
promoting and selling radio waj
stressed last week in the first ci
four
regionalWorkshops
Promotion-Press.
Merchandising
session:
scheduled by NBC for its radiij
affiliates.
Some 48 representatives of 3:,
stations attending the first meet;
ing, held Thursday and Friday i:
New York, heard NBC executive;
outline plans, problems, prospect:;^
and techniques of making the mosl
out of radio as the No. 1 sale;
medium.
Stressing
the "mutuality"
of interests of network
and affiliates
John K. Herbert, vice president i::
charge of Radio Sales, told th
group
activitiesthat
buildstrong
audiencespromotiona
for bot
the network and its individual
affiliates, and that proper mer
chandising produces maximum sale
returns.
He asserted faith in network ra
dio and its ability to sell itself pi
basic values, and deplored what hi
called causes
"the electronic
complex'to
which
some advertisers
feel that they must make a choice
between
and TV. the broadcast media, radio
Charles C. Barry, radio pro
grams vice president, emphasizer
the need for promotional efforts ir
support
of program
structures.
also stressed
the difference
betweerHe
the size of radio and that of TV —
105 million sets against 16.5 million.
Public relations activities were
outlined by William F. Brooks:
public relations vice president,
whileing the
problems
of "GlamourizPublicity
and Publicizing
Glamour"
were
discussed
by PressHenry
Vice
President Sydney H. Eiges.
Cassidy, director of news and special events, reviewed "News Coverage in anN. Election
Year." of merFred
Dodge, director
chandising, described merchandising as "the magic touch." After
showing
NBC's newAdvertising
"summer radio" presentation,
Promotion
Manager Jacob andA.
Evans reviewed "Promoting Radio
inPromotion
a TelevisionSupervisor
Age" and Clyde
AudienceL.
Clem gave a progress report "Up
to Now,"sentedand,
another promotion
talk, presummerinaudience
plans. "Radio Research for the
Future" was appraised by Plans
and Research Director Hugh M.
Beville, while Mr. Evans wound up
the workshop's first day by em"timely"future.
promotion as
the keynote phasizing
for the
Friday's meeting was to be de-j
voted sionprimarily
to group
sessions, after
openingdiscustalks
by Mr. Clem and Co-op Sales Manager
Ludwig
Simmel.
Station Relations Vice President
Harry R. Bannister welcomed the
group
the openingDirector
meeting Fred
and
Stationat Relations
sion.
Shawn conducted the Friday ses-

CBS, Publicists Agree
CLIMAXING four months of negotiations, CBS Hollywood and the
Publicists Guild reached agreement
last week. Retroactive to Jan. 1,
new contract is being submitted to
the Wage Stabilization Board for
approval, and includes a 15%
weekly thereby
wage increase
board,
raising theacross-theaverage
weekly salary from $99 to $115.
Negotiations
next are toGuild
start and
between the Publicists
ABC Hollywood.
BROADCASTING
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We

are

proud

to

introduce

. . .

Vice-President
and
Managing Director
WJBK-AM*WJBK-TV

Mr. Grubb, the new Vice-President and
Managing Director of WJBK-AM and WJBKTV, was formerly a Vice-President of the
American Broadcasting Company's Radio and
Television operations in San Francisco. A
veteran of 28 years radio experience, he
brings to WJBK a vast background in radio
and television acquired as manager of Radio

Stations KFAB, Lincoln, Nebraska, and WKY
in Oklahoma City. Since 1945, Mr. Grubb
was in charge of KGO and KGO-TV in
San Francisco.
The entire staff" of WJBK and the companion
stations, owned and operated by The Fort Industry Company, say: "Welcome to Detroit!"

WJBKEff
NATIONAL

BROADCASTING

SALES

DETROIT

Tops in Music — News — Sports
HEADQUARTERS: 488 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK
Represented Nationally by THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
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FCC

Awards

increase

WJBK's signal power will be stepped up to
10,000 watts, (daytime) and 5,000 watts (night
time). A terrific plus to Detroit's Best Buy.
boost inever
signalstation
power radio
This is the
granted
to anygreatest
independent
the
Metropolitan area of Detroit.

NATIONAL
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SALES

to . . . 10,000

Watts

This increased power of WJBK will extend its
market coverage, and, in addition, give your
sales message even greater concentration among
s»a«on's loyal, responsive listeners,
,he
Increase your sales punch in the wealthy Detroit
market with WJBK, Detroit's Best Buy!

WJBK-DETROIT
Tops in Music - News - Sports
HEADQUARTERS: 488 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK 2 2, ELDORADO 5-2455
Represented Nationally by THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
BROADCASTING
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Drop 40% From Last Year
For Both Radio, TV
SET SALES
OUTPUT of radio and television receivers dropped over 40% below that
of the first quarter of 1951, according to a three-month analysis listed
last week by Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. Figures cover the entire -industry.
44% by*was down
outputRTMA
RTMA member companies for
andRadio
TV set40%,
estimated.
Output of radio sets totaled 2,367,- the first quarter was $61,051,463.
800 in the quarter, of which 975,Analyzing the output of televi892 were manufactured in March,
sion picture tubes, RTMA found
a five-week month. Output of TV 98% were 16 inches or larger in
the first quarter compared to 94%
sets
totaled
1,324,831
for
the
quarter.
a year ago. Most tubes were recRTMA found that 123,685 radio tangular.
sets manufactured during the first
Picture tube sales to manufacturers totaled 370,206 units in
'quarter
FM circuits,
with March, with
a value of $8,582,538
27,107 TV had
sets containing
FM band
compared to 608,396 units valued at
tuning facilities.
Receiving tubes sold amounted to $16,064,425 in the same month a
year ago. First quarter tube sales
85,934,322 units compared to 118,- totaled
1,040,829 units valued at
277,243 in the same 1951 quarter.
March tube sales totaled 30,935,220 $23,898,653 compared to 1,822,793
units compared to 44,413,146 a year tubes valued at $49,892,454 a year
ago.
Of the
tubes, 27,812,601 were
of theMarch
entertainment
type. ago.Set production by months for
Total value of receiving tube sales the quarter of 1952 is shown below.
January
February(five weeks)
March

Television
404,933
409,337
510,561

KLZ-30

YEARS

OF

SERVICE

Auto
Home Sets Portables 195,147
288,723
68,433
72,866 267,779 106,103
312,705
357,689 99,720 343,314 175,169
361 ,424 2,367,800

LOUDSPEAKERS
TEACHERS NAMED
For News Internships
Larger Inventories Sought
PLEA for easing of materials and TEN university journalism teachlarger inventories to meet expected
ers have been selected for the 1952
demand by set-makers for loud- radio internship program of the
speakers after July 1 has been Council on Radio-Television Journalism, according to Basket Mosse,
placedtionbefore
Authority.the National Produc- Northwestern U., council chairman.
Loudspeaker manufacturers told They will serve in selected radioNPA April 24 the current 45-day TV station newsrooms during the
speaker inventory will be inade- summer vacation period. Robert
quate when industry swings into K. Richards, NARTB public affairs
peak production during the third director and council secretaryand fourth quarters. Under present treasurer, said the program will
conditions, set-makers would have give teachers practical newsroom
to wait before receiving these com- experience and better prepare them
ponents. Copper wire inventox-y to train students for broadcast
shortages
were reported in parti- service. The interns contribute
cular.
on an "average fee"
The loudspeaker industry group their services
NARTB supports the counalso asked more data on cobalt and basis.
cil financially.
interns are Paul Deutsehmann,
nickel. NPA said there is a "tem- U. Theof Oregon;
Milo U.Ryan,
U. of Calder
Washporary balance" between supply
ington; AlanU. Scott,
of Paul
Texas;
and demand but pointed out mili- M.ski,Pickett,
of Kansas;
Krakow-R.
U.
of
West
Virginia;
Oliver
tary needs will mount. The indusBrigham Young U.; Russell N.
try group conceded it would be Smith,
Baird,ard Bowling
State U.;U.;RichF. Rosenberg,
Crandell,GreenColumbia
Dr.
"risky"trolsaton these
this time
to
remove
conMarvin
U. of A&M.
California;
alloys but said it William Carmody, Colorado
would face production lags because
of curtailed civilian needs.
Certain carbon steel also has
Revenue Up
figured in NPA actions. NPA re- WOV
REVENUE totals are higher at
moved
"second-quality"
or
rejected
steel from controls and told manu- WOV New York. General Manager
facturers they need not file re- Ralph N. Weil reports the month of
quirements for the fourth quarter. March the most lucrative in the
Applications (CMP 4-B) for mate- station's entire history and totals
rials to make all-type radio-TV ap- for the entire first quarter of 1952
pliances — receivers, phonographs, surpassing those of 1951 by 21%.
record-players,
etc. — were sent out WOV, which specializes in foreign
to firms last week.
broadcasts, notes its staWhile carbon steel is used for language
tion "formula." That formula, acchassismen feltandthe tubes,
industry
spokesc
o
r
d
i
n
g
to Mr. Weil, is: "Thorough
order would have little
effect on manufacturers when merchandising with specialized program ing for specialized audiences
viewed against other shortages and
fulfillment of current civilian de- and . . . scorning . . . rate-cutting
mand for sets.
BROADCASTING
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Lieut. Gen. Henry L. Larsen
Director of Civil Defense
State of Colorado
KLZ

does a front line job
for Civil Defense!"
Lieutenant General Henry L. Larsen,
director of Civil Defense for the State of
Colorado, says, "KLZ does a front-line job
for Civil Defense" . . . high compliment indeed from this able, combat veteran General
of the U.S. Marines. (Ret.)
KLZ contributes time, personnel and
facilities in support of the important Civil
Defense program in Colorado and works in
close cooperation with both City and State
Civil Defense offices. Such activity is typical
of the comprehensive public service efforts
of KLZ, Pioneer Broadcasting Station of the
West.

KLZ
5000 WATTS-560 KC
CBS RADIO
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KLBS HOUSTON
Liberty's Key Station
LIBERTY
key
outlet isBroadcasting
now located atSystem's
Houston, operating the former KLEE
under new call letters of KLBS.
Change was effective April 25 with
the station joining the network,
Ray A. Lewis, general manager of
Trinity Broadcasting Corp., has
announced.
Trinity Broadcasting Corp. also
owns and operates KLIF Dallas and
KELP El Paso. It purchased the
former KLEE for a price in excess
of $300,000, it was pointed out,
with sale and transfer approved by
FCC [B»T, March 3, Feb. 4].
Change in call letters, from
KLEE to KLBS, marks the proposedquarters
movingfrom Dallas
of Liberty's
headto Houston.
That move should be completed on
a working basis in early 1953, Mr.
Lewis noted. KLBS operates on
610 kc with 5 kw power and is on
the air 24 hours daily. Liberty's
co-chairman of the board, B. R. McLendon, is also president of Trinity
and owner and operator of the TriState Theatre chain of the Southwest. Gordon McLendon, LBS
president, is an executive of
Trinity.
POLITICAL ADS
Humphrey Is Answered
ATTACK
on "political"
tional advertising
by Sen. instituHubert
H. Humphrey (D-Minn.) has been
opposed formally by the Advertising and Sales Club of Seattle.
The club has adopted a special
resolution calling on the state's
delegation
to uphold infreeCongress
speech toand"continue
a free
press
by
opposing
Sen. Humphrey's
theories on the function
of advertising, which is a necessary tool
of business enterprise, and his
efforts to hamstring advertising as
a medium of free expression of
views."
Resolution was proposed by A.
F. Moitoret, Seattle manager of
Braun lative
& Co.
chairman.and the club's legisSen. Humphrey's speech against
"political"
institutional
ads was
made
in the
Senate early
last
month [B*T, April 7].
NOW

TOM CAVANAGH, (I), new station manager of KLBS, is greeted
by Mr. Lewis (r) with Mr. Mc■< Lendon adding congratulations.
d-CON HEARING
FTC Presents Argument
HEARING on a complaint charging the d-Con Co. and United
Enterprises Inc., both Chicago,
with radio and other advertising
misrepresentations was held by the
Federal Trade Commission in
Washington last Tuesday.
Hearing examiner heard arguments from government attorney
Edward F. Downs challenging certain ad claims of the d-Con Co.,
which manufactures a rodenticide.
Mr. Downs introduced radio continuities as exhibits.
Earlier, officers of the d-Con Co.
had denied the complaint which
labeled the advertisements on radio
and in other media as allegedly
"false and misleading." The company willhearing.
present its side at a future
United Enterprises Inc. was described as a distributor subsidiary
of d-Con by its Jerome Ratner, who
also revealed that the United Enterprises wil be dissolved.
Mr. Downs offered testimony
tending to question claims by dCon, a principal in per inquiry
deals [B*T, March 24], that the
product has been endorsed by the
Public Health Service; that its application prevents reinfestation of
premises by rats and mice; that it
will destroy all rodents within 15
days ; and that it will eliminate all
after-odors
rodenticides. usually associated with

5,000
WATTS
PRIMARY ONLY
813,896 Population
218,870 Homes
210,538 Radio Homes
$763,631,000 Total Sales
LANSING,
MICHIGAN

SEE RAMBEAU - New York, Chicago, Los Angeles
IMPACT RADIO SALES, Detroit
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Likely Despite Battle
CONTROLS STAY
On Capitol Hill
BATTLE royal was fomenting on Capitol Hill last week against the
backdrop of the steel industry dispute and walkout which threatened
long-range
nation's there
military
economy.
Amidst allrepercussions
the shouting inintheCongress,
still and
were civilian
indications
that
the Senate and House eventually ★
will vote to extend wage-price con- told the Senate Banking Comtrols despite sentiment for their
abolition in the wake of the steel mittee.
Side issue of the steel upheaval
dispute. The question was: how is the forthcoming probe of the
long an extension beyond June 30? Wage Stabilization Board by the
Reason for anticipating renewal House Labor & Welfare Committee
of the Defense Production Act tomorrow (Tuesday). The lower
unanimously to conappeared
political inchambers
nature chamberduct thevoted
investigation because of
as both partly
congressional
handling of the dispute.
held hearings on economic controls. WSB's
is to revamp the board
The Senate Banking & Currency Proposal
eliminate its jurisdiction over
Committee resumed sessions after and
such
disputes.
wages
executive deliberations which were in the radio-TVWSBandgoverns
other indussidetracked because of the steel tries.
issue. The House counterpart unit
opened hearings at the same time.
Still tat
stake,andaside
ex- PRISON RIOT
ension of wage
pricefrom
ceilings,
Covered by Detroit Outlets
are such issues as: (1) the Capehart cost allowance formula for ad- DETROIT radio-TV outlets gave
coverage last week to the 93ing; (2) Regulation
W gov-of full
hour riot staged by 2,600 convicts
erningvertisinstallment
purchases
Mich., prison. Viewradio-TV sets and other appli- in theersJackson,
and listeners throughout the
ances;and(3)other
exemption
for
broadstate, and in some cases throughout
casting
media
from
price
controls.
the country, were kept abreast of
Consensus was that the last two developments
Detroit stations.through facilities of
would remain status quo, providSoon after the mutiny began,
ing, of course,There
the production
news producer, Tom
is extended.
appears to actbe WWJ-TV's
Sutton, rushed to the scene and
no organized fight to preserve the within
a
few
hours films were apadvertising cost provision authored
on regularly scheduled
by Sen. Homer Capehart (R- newscasts. pearingWWJ
used WIBM JackInd.). Most manufacturers have
relay station for providing
had the opportunity to apply for directson as aradio
coverage.
higher
ceiling prices
basisJulyof featured commentary by Programs
Bob Lesadded expenses
accruedon the
before
staff announcer, and interviews
26, 1951 cutoff date, though they withlie,prisoners
themselves.
stand to benefit further if this date
Films made by WJBK-TV were
is extended.
picked up for showing on Douglas
Mixed Reactions
Edwards'
show.on Network
commendedCBS-TV
the station
the fine
Demands flew thick and fast last quality of the film cut-ins, WJBK
week on the economic front. There
was mixed reaction in Congress reported.
After the riot ended, WJBK teleranging from cries for abolition of
cast a panel discussion on the
controls tosions.one
remedies
probThe U.and S.two-year
Chamberexten-of causes,ablepossible
repercussions
of the and
uprising.
Commerce labeled wage-price con- Participants included Attorney
Frank Millard and Detroit
trols "superficial
wasteful."
Price Stabilizer
EllisandArnall
called General
Times reporters Jack Pickering, Al
for
a
two-year
reprieve.
Renewal
Kaufman
and Edward Breslin.
of the act was supported generally
Newscaster Ray Girardin,
by Economic Stabilizer Roger Put- CKLW Windsor, Ont., aired a
singer.nam and Wage Chief Nathan Fein- taped interview with Earl Ward,
riot ringleader,
began. the day after the
Mr. Putnam backed President mutiny
Truman in reiterating a demand
for repeal
the Capehart
ment. TheofOPS,
he said, isamendunder
"continuing and heavy pressure to Floberg Lauds Radio
raise ceilings on many commodities ATTEMPTS to pierce the Iron
Curtain by radio were described as
in
vital forareas."
Steel ifindustry's
request
price boosts,
granted^
technical
would set off a wave of price a "marriage
ments . . . andof the
messageachieveof a
hikes and wage demands in other free world trying to get through"
industries, he added.
in a speech by John F. Floberg,
Former Defense Mobilizer Assistant Secretary of the Navy
Charles E. Wilson added his own for Air, at an Armed Forces Communications dinner in Philadelphia
thoughts. He said the U. S. is in
a "grave position" and must get April 25. He described radarelectronics
achievements
as a "triits economy "back on the track."
umph," andworld
the "failure
of oneJoining production with defense re- half of the
to
establish
any
quirements will take "several reasonable human communications
years"
despite
the
progress
made
under his leadership, Mr. Wilson with the other" as a "tragedy."
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uestion:

Q

HOW DO DRUGGISTS
RESPOND TO
"KYW

A

FEATURE

DRUGS"?

nswer:
(and we quote)

"ONE OF THE GREATEST
MERCHANDISING
IDEAS TO COME

"Congratulations on the great job you're doing
for the independent retail druggist. 'KYW Feature Drugs' is one of the greatest merchandising
ideas to come along and should merit the wholehearted support of every selected pharmacy."
That's how one official of a local drug store
association feels about this dynamic KYW procan vein!
show you many, many other
letters gram.
in Andthewesame

ALONG"

Hal's Their
Pal. support
With every
program,
Hal
Moore
wins new
from the
local drug
trade as he selects and commends another
"featured" store. All this brings effective cooperation, including terrific opportunities for in-store
promotions, for participating sponsors. For interesting case histories and for availabilities, check
KYW or Free & Peters.

PHILADELPHIA

50,000 WATTS NBC AFFILIATE
KYW

WESTINGHOUSE
RADIO STATIONS
Inc
WBZ • WBZA • KDKA • WOWO • KEX • KYW • WBZ-TV
National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV ; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
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On All Accounts
(Continued from page H)
ings in the first 21 months of operation, and 11 hours of programming
was fed to the network weekly. Mr.
Kilian helped develop the popular
sell-out
Circus,
name onanda
format Super
of which
werethebased
"never-sold" radio audition for
Super Bubble Gum.
He picked up business know-how
to supplement his program creativity in numerous radio jobs, with
announcing, production and managing stints scattered among WTOL
Toledo, WBCM Bay City, Mich.,
WIZE Springfield, Ohio and
WBBM (CBS) Chicago. He believes all "mass communication
media are fumbling along in an effort to do what television does,"
that otherchanicalmedia
do it process
"by a me-to
and chemical
try
and
make
up
for
the
Immediacy, he believes,time-lag."
is television's forte, and it will reach
mature fulfillment "when the techniques become less obvious and less
cumbersome."
Mr. Kilian is a charter member
of the Chicago Television Council,
and is a member of the Tavern
Club. He
far
North
Side lives
with onhis the
wife,city's
the former Laura Dulski of Saginaw,
Mich., who was a singer and
actress. Their family includes a
stepson, Joe, 18, U. of Illinois
freshman who plans to attend
Pasadena
Playhouse;
Mike,to 12,
fiddle player
who wants
go "ato

MORE THAN
€V€R BEFORE

COMPLETE LOCAL
COVERAGE
AND INTEREST
+ PZ£/S+

'mate often,/"
WJPG, GREEN BAY, WIS.
McGILLVRA, Rep., N.Y.-Chi.
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DISTINGUISHED trio appearing before Rotary Club meeting in Thomson, Ga.,
are (I to r) Walter J. Brown, president, WORD Spartanburg, S. C; Harry Wismer, newly-appointed general executive of Thomas S. Lee Enterprises Inc.,
and Turner Catledge, managing editor. The New York Times.
West Point," and Warren, 8, "a
hambone
from the have
toenails
up." Allin
three youngsters
appeared
movies and commercial films, and
Warren has been offered several
Hollywood contracts — all of which
were turned down flatly. Mr. Kilian
uses the same approach with his

No. guides
3 son asinstead
with professionals
he
of tells, uses—
psychology
instead
of
a text book
on drama.
Allergic to strenuous exercise,
heexercise
spurns walking
golf, saying
get enough
down"I the
hall to
the media department."

'HEADLINE
Radio-TV AwardsRS'
Announced
FOUR achievement awards plus a
Valor Medal have been voted to
representatives of the broadcasting
industry by the National Headliners' Club,sentatiowhich
prens to winnerswill ofmake
its 18th
annual competition in Atlantic City
June 7.
Based on more than 1,000 entries
from 400 newspapers, radio stations
and syndicates, 18 awards are to be
given news writers, photographers,
editors and cartoonists for outstanding features and news coverage during the past year.
Radio - Television awards were
announced last week as follows:
For consistently outstanding
news broadcasting, KFI Los
Angeles, cited for its KFI Calling
series. The weekly program features recorded telephone interviews
withForpeopleconsistently
in world news.outstanding
radio editorials, KFMB San Diego
and executive editor Paul W. White,
"for courage in taking an editorial
stand on vital issues of local, state
and national importance." Judges
suggested
"such might
a program
the
publicthatinterest
set ina
pattern for other stations to folFor outstanding television coverage of a news event, Charles and
Eugene
Joneswithof aNBC-TV
world beat
film and"fortapetheir
interview of Robert Vogeler following his release from Communist
authorities
in Vienna." outstanding
low."
For a consistently
job
of
"radio
reporting
under
danger in their role
of providing
American audiences with a 'listenfor radio
their correspondents
troops in the
field":ing post'
combat
from the Dept. of Defense, as exemplified by the work of Lt. Col.
Wes McPheron, USA, and Sgt. Gene
Coons, USMC.
For newsreel reporting of action
at the front in Korea, Headliner
Valor Awards to Wade Bingham,
television news cameraman for
Telenews Productions; Gene Zenier
of Warner-Pathe, and Bang Young
Lee, MGM.
Korean newsreel photographer
for
Thirteen other awards were made
for best newspaper news stories,
features,torials.
photographs
and ediAmong those honored
for
journalistic effort was C e d r i c
Adams, who writes the column, "In
This Corner" for the Minneapolis
Star Journal and Minneapolis Tribune. Mr. Adams also is a commentator for WCCO Minneapolis.

30th ANNIVERSARIES
Trio of Stations Recall Humble Beginnings
KGY Olympia, Wash., WBAP Fort
has grown from a 10 watter
Worth and WDRC Hartford have toWBAP
its present status as a 50 kw
clear-channel
station.
just
celebrated
their
30th
anniversaries.
who put WBAP on the
KGY marked its 30th birthday airThein man
1922
as
Hand,
anniversary amid ceremonies Harold V. Hough, ThetodayHired
is director
marked throughout by cooperation of the Fort Worth Star-Telegram
of local merchants and listeners.
FM-TV. operation, WBAP-AMOlympia merchants contributed broadcast
$10,000 worth of merchandise
From the one employe in 1922,
prizes which Tom Olsen, presidentoperations have grown to
general manager of KGY, gave WBAP
a staff of 160 employes.
away to lucky ticket holders.
"old R.timers"
are
The tickets were dropped from stillSeveral
with theother
station.
C. Stinson,
atop a fire truck extension ladder chief
started with the
in downtown Sylvester Park. Some station engineer,
in 1926. Ted Graves, Ann
6,000
event. persons participated in this Shipp and Al Bowman, all musicians, joined shortly thereafter.
Programwise, ceremonies were
Cranston, general manager,
highlighted by the appearance of George
to WBAP in 1930 as did Gene
Mr. Olsen with Father Sebastien came
Baugh,
musical director. A. M.
Ruth, of KGY
St. Martin's
College,
production director, befounded
at nearby
Laceywhoin Woodford,
gan
with
WBAP in 1929 as an
April 1922.
engineer.
Father Sebastien operated with
WBAP shares assignment with
5 w, as a one-man staff, coupling WFAA
Dallas: NBC rides 820 kc
the station operation with his clear
channel; ABC rides 570 kc
teaching
duties
at
St.
Martin's.
Toregional channel. When WFAA operates on clear channel, WBAP
1240 day,
kc. KGY operates with 250 w on
on the regional channel
Build-up for the anniversary operates
and
vice
versa. Both channels are
ceremonies began 10 days before- for combined
coverage of the Dalhand when the station began a feature of airing news of 30 years ago. las-Ft. Worth market areas.
KGY began newscasting in 1933
Party for Doolittle
with Sam Crawford, now in the
Party celebrating 30th anniver- Point IV Script
sales department, doing all of the
sary of the incorporation of WDRC
news-gathering by foot, auto and
was arranged by the station staff RADIO documentary script telling
telephone.
KGY went commercial in 1927 as surprise for Franklin M. Doolit- story of Point IV program throughout the world is now available on
when Archie Taft and Lou Wastle, president, and Walter Haase, request
Public Affairs Staff,
mer bought the station and moved general
manager, with each receiv- Technicalfrom
it from Lacey to Olympia. Mr.
Cooperation
Administra-5,
ing gifts from employes. WDRC
tion,
McShain
Bldg., Washington
was incorporated in April 1922.
Olsen
purchased
KGY noin fanfare,"
1939'.
D.
C.
The
script,
of
minutes
"Quietly
and
with
The station is licensed to the duration, is for five voices15 and
calls
WBAP celebrated its 30th anniver- Connecticut
Broadcasting Co. It for a minimum of sound effects
sary last Friday.
During the past three decades, operates on 1360 kc with 5 kw D. and basic music.
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Portrait

of the

Heart

of American

Folk

Music

Ole Opry. These are five thousand out of the millions who have
come to Nashville because a single radio station believed that the
music of a region should be kept alive for the world to hear and
applaud.
During its 26 year history the Grand Ole Opry has played to
countless millions on the air and to a live audience of over 5,000,000
people. During the past nine months, 8 national magazines have
featured the astounding Grand Ole Opry story, adding new weight
to a program which has become an American Legend in less than 3
decades. Irving Waugh or any Petry Man can show you
how to harness the power of this folk music to your
product.
NASHVILLE

BROADCASTING
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Confidence in Radio Noted;
Northwest Ratings High
WSAB MEET
LIFTING of the television freeze and the fact that radio is still the best
advertising medium were the two principal concerns of the annual meeting of the Washington Assn. of Broadcasters at Pullman April 25-26.
Joseph B. Ward, manager of Advertising Research Bureau Inc., Seattle,
presented
ARB Index
ratings
★
■
stations in Pacific
Northwest
mark-to general
manager KRKO Everett,
ets where radio has outpulled news- lauded
WSAB sales clinics, which
papers according to ARBI surveys.
held quarterly for the
Recipients were KIT Yakima, have been
After two of these
past year.he reported,
KOMO Seattle, KVOS Bellingham, meetings,
had
KPQ Wenatchee, KELA Centralia- obtained $4,000 in new KRKO
business.
Chehalis, KGY Olympia and KXLY
Loren
Stone,
manager
KBRO
Spokane, all Washington, and other
and chairman of the
stations of the XL group in Oregon Bremerton
Washington State Advertising
and Montana.
Commission urged broadcasters to
-■New officers elected for the com- back
an adequately financed state
ing year were: President, Leo H. advertising
program.
Beckley, president and general
Tomeral manager
Olsen,ofpresident
and genmanager, KBRC Mt. Vernon; vice
KGY Olympia,
and
president, Loren B. Stone, manager, WSAB legislative
chairman,
deKBRO Bremerton; secretary-treasWashington's
the success of legal
urer, Allen Miller, general man- state la£wscribedpermitting
advertisager, KWSC Pullman.
ing on the air.
Directors elected were Rogan
Carl Downing, WSAB executive
Jones, president, KVOS Belling- secretary, reported
associathe Bureau,
tion-backed Radio onNews
ham, and Donald A. Wike, commercial manager, KUJ Walla which operates from the state capiWalla.
tal at Olympia. He recommended
Outgoing president, Fred F. that the broadcasters undertake
the
same special network coverage
Chitty, general manager, KVAN
for the 1953 session of the WashVancouver,
advised
the
broadcastington legislature that they used
ers to see to it that they are not
ignored in their home communities. in 1951.
Gov. Arthur B. Langlie told
Awards at Banquet
broadcasters at the Saturday afterSaturday
night, at a banquet of
noon session that radio has a "terNational Collegiate Radio Guild
rific responsibility — it must convey the
attended
by
more than 175 broadaccurate information to the peocasters, Gov. Langlie presented two
awards
to
the
outstanding men and
Maurice B. Mitchell, general
ple."
students at WSC's radio
manager of Associated Program women
school.
Bruce
Berg, a senior, of.
Service, urged a belief in the
Mont., received
the Edmedium of radio, which he called Helena,ward R. Murrow
Award, named
for
"still the best," and recommended the CBS newscaster, an alumnus of
that radio executives "sell with WSC. The Judith C. Waller Award
confidence."
presented to Donna Murdock,
John P. Hearne, attorney for was
San Carlos, Ariz.
Dr. C. Clement French, who took
KLAC-TV Los Angeles and KRONTV San Francisco, and a former office as president of the State
examiner for the FCC, reviewed
on April 16, extended greetthe history of the television freeze. Collegeings to the
broadcasters at the Saturday banquet. All sessions of
As reassurance to those busi- the WSAB
annual conference took
nessmen still primarily concerned
with the AM side of broadcasting, place in the studios and studio auditorium of KWSC. Luncheons
Mr. Hearne noted that currently in
television markets, radio is holding and the banquet were held at the
its own, and there is a place for Washington Hotel, in Pullman.
both.
Attending the WSAB sessions
William R. Taft, president and were 55 broadcasters, plus the staff
CORNY?
WIBW advertisers don't think our
methods of selling to farmers are
corny. Not when they check sales
figures in Kansas and nearby states.

BWT^o&
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NEW WSAB officers and directors include (standing, I to r) Mr. Beckley,
president; Mr. Chitty, outgoing president; Mr. Stone, vice president; Mr.
Miller, recsecretary-treasurer
; Carl Downing,
and ditor of the Radio News Bureau;
Mr. Wikeexecutive
and Mr. secretary
Jones, directors;
(seated) Mr. Mitchell and Mr. Hearne.
of KWSC and approximately 15 ALLIED RECORDING
radio students at the college.
Gets Federal Contract
The group also heard from Jim
Cox, West Coast representative for FOR the fifth consecutive year,
Allied Recording Mfg. Co., through
Broadcast Music Inc., who men- the
Bureau of Federal Supply, has
tioned the program clinic scheduled
for May 6 at the Olympic Hotel in been awarded the contract for all
Seattle; and from Lee Jacobs, recording, processing and pressing
NARTB director at large for small of transcriptions for all executive
stations.
branches of the government. The
new contract,
tinues througheffective
May 31, June
1953. 1, conTAB CONVENTION
Allied will turn out all transcriptions required by the federal
Set May 8-9 In Son Antonio
TEXAS Assn. of Broadcasters is agencies quat
a
r
ters andits
at K.Hollywood
R. Smith headDiv.,
urging all Texas stations — whether its New York
plant. They include
they are members of the associa- Voice
of
America
show
for
tion or not — to send a representa- State Dept., Guest Star shows the
for
tive to the semi-annual TAB meet- Treasury
Savings Bond Div. and
ing in San are
Antonio,
Sessions
to beMay
held 8-9.in the Army.
So Proudly We Hail for the Adjutant General's Office of the U. S.
Plaza Hotel,
San Antonio
tions KABCwithKITE
KONO staand
Allied also presses recordings for
WOAI to be hosts.
Agenda calls for J. M. McDonald,
shipment from
West
Coast headquarters
of 'Armed
TAB president, to call the meeting overseas
to order at 10:30 a.m. Thursday. Forces Radio Service as well as
Speakers and their topics for the transcribed public service Navy
first day include Gene Howe, board and Marine Corps recruiting prochairman, Amarillo Globe - News,
Under all the contracts, Allied
"Texas Radio vs. Texas Newsagencies with
grams. federal
paper"; Lloyd George Venard, provides
recording
to transcribed
president,
L. Taylor
"How programs infacilities
Washington, Chicago,
Texas CanO. Get
More Co.,National
and Hollywood, accordRadio Money";
E. Pearson,
president,
John John
E. Pearson
Co., New ingYork
to Daken K. Broadhead, firm's
"What An Agency Expects of a
Station," and Kenyon Brown,
NARTB District 13 directors, who president.
will extend NARTB greetings to D.C. TAX APPEAL
the convention.
Ruling Affects Engineers
Thursday afternoon will be devoted to a forum, at which par- FRANCHISE tax
imposed
"unincorporated"
businessesnotonbyapply
the
ticipants wil discuss political cen- District of Columbia
does
sorship under the new Texas elec- to
radio-TV engineers.
tion laws; sports broadcast rights; Thatconsulting
by the D. C. Board
personnel procurement; public of Taxdecision
Appeals in 1949 in the case
service policies and whatever
George P. Adair, forpoints are raised from the floor. of consultant
mer (1944-47)twoFCCweeks
chiefagoengineer,
Friday will be devoted to a BMI was affirmed
by the
clinic.
U. S. Court of Appeals.
Court of Appeals found that even
C-P-P Net Drops
though approximately 30% of the
gross income went for salaries, it
NET INCOME of Colgate-Palm- was nevertheless a fact that more
olive-Peet Co. for the first quarter than 80% of the income came from
of 1952 was $2,250,000, compared the personal services of Mr. Adair.
with $4,378,000 in the same period D. C. regulation uses 80% figure
of 1951, according to a report. as a cutoff for determining differDomestic sales were $63,402,000 as
ence between personal service busiagainst $72,725,000 in 1951's first ness. ness and "unincorporated" busiquarter.
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SUMMERTIME

— and

AMARILLO is located on Highway 66,
the direct route from Chicago to Los
Angeles. The heavy summer traffic can—
and does— tune in to KGNC for 400 or 500
miles rolling through our coverage area.
We offer exclusive NBC programming to
a trade territory which extends at least 140
miles in all directions. As far as listeners
are concerned, the summer hiatus is just
a mvth vou read about in the trade press.
People around Amarillo do about the same
things in the summer that they do in the
winter because there isn't much else to do.
We're about 900 miles from the seacoast;
folks can't go there for the weekend. The

the hiatus is myth-ing

mountains are about 400 miles that way—
too far a piece for a fast holiday. There's
only one honest-to-goodness night club in
Amarillo and none in other towns KGNC
covers. Except for an occasional movie
there isn't much nightlife.
What do folks do with their leisure?
Listen to KGNC.

KGNC
Amarillo

NBC AFFILIATE
710 KC

BROADCASTING
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Scored by Sarnoff
In N. Y. Speech
COURT LAXITY
A WARNING that failure of the courts to review the "substance" of decisions of administrative agencies could result in loss of "the right of
every
to haveof his
by Brig.
David
Sarnoff,person
chairman
the day
boardin court"
of RCA,wasin sounded
an address
April Gen.
23 before
the Harvard Law School Alumni ★
Assn. of New York City.
"But,of Ijudicial
suggest unwillingness
that the growingto
Speaking on "A Layman Looks tide
review
decisions
of
administrative
atcolorthe television
Law," Gen.case,
Sarnoff
cited thehe
in which,
bodies has many serious implications
for
business
and
the public.
noted,
of theCourt
nine obviously
Justices It may result in a drastic
change
of the "eight
Supreme
in
our
system
of
courts
and law
agreed. . . . that the administrative agency [FCC] having made its whereby matters of substance
decision there was nothing for the would be determined on the administrative level and only matters
Supremetinued : Court to do." He con- of form passed
on by the courts.
Under
such
circumstances, one of
"I sitywould
not challenge
of ceasing
the strainthe onnecesour the bulwarks of our form of government— the right of every peroverburdened courts by resort to
son to have his day in court — would
the expedient of the administrative process. Nor would I chal- be swept away."
lenge the right of a court of law to
Gen. Sarnoff suggested that
circumscribe that which it will con- "this is a problem for the Bar to
sent to hear.
consider carefully." He asserted

THE

BRANHAM
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that "unless a reasonable solution
is found, the place of the court and
the lawyer in the administration of
justice willordinated tothe
increasingly
be sub-of
growing power
the administrative agency which
will speak with an authority and
finality for exceeding that of a
court of law." He concluded:
"Looking at the law as a layman, it seems to me that where
the public
affected thereinterest
ought to isbe vitally
some place
to go where a judicial review of the
substance and not merely the form
of a case can be secured. . . . Comy isessential notandonlycolor
betweenpatibilitblack-and-white
television but also between the
facts and the law."
Frank Byrnes
FRANK BYRNES, 63, KCBS San
Francisco sales account executive,
died at his home there April 20.
He joined KQW (now KCBS) in
1942. His wife, Alyse, survives.

FORD WORKSHOP
Funds Over $90,000
'51
EXPENDITURES
of thein Ford
Foundation's
TV-Radio
Workshop
in 1951 totaled $90,877 out of the
project's overall $1.2 million grant
[B*T,annual
April report
28], according
first
of the Fundto the
for
Adult teredEducation,
which
administhe grant.
The report, released yesterday
(Sunday),, showed workshop ex$30,017 Act,
for production of Thependitures ofPeople
weekly
series now on CBS Radio, and
$12,933 for Assembly VI, weekly
coverage
winter's
meetingin
of the UNof last
General
Assembly
Paris,
which
was
seen
on
NBC-TV.
Total authorizations for these two
programs were $175,000 for People
Act and $50,000 for Assembly VI.
Expenditures shown were those
which had been made up to Dec.
31, 1951.
Workshop expenditures for
"otherplaced
programs
and supervision"
were
at $46,927.
Apart from the workshop, the
Fund made grants totaling $2,520,223 during the year. These included
$300,000 to Lowell
Institute for
for the
development of programs
Educational Radio Network; $157,800 for KPFA-FM Berkeley, Calif.,
experiments in subscription radio
as "another means for providing
offerings in adult education";
$180,000 to Iowa State College for
development of educational TV programs on its WOI-TV Ames; $25,000 to the National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters for monitoring studies of television programs
in three cities, and $90,000 to the
Joint Committee on Educational
Television
"technical advice
educationalforinstitutions
applyingto
for television channels."
The report noted that four series
are in preparation
for NAEB's
Educational
Radio Network:
Our
Jeffersonian Heritage; The Ways
of Mankind;
America
and the CurSovietrentUnionPublicandIssues.
Discussions
They areof being
taped, will be carried by the NAEB
network's 107 stations, and subsequmercial
ently wil stations,
be distributed
to comit was said.
The Fund had a balance of $1,733,031 on Dec. 31, aside from the
TV-Radio Workshop's balance of
$1,109,123. The Fund is headed by
Alexander Fraser as board chairman and C. Scott Fletcher as president,
while Robert
Saudek
rector of the
workshop,
with isJohndiCoburn
Turner
as
assistant
director.

Tokyo
Plea D'Aquino
APPEAL
Toguri
for
reversalbyRose#
ofIvaconviction
involving
treasonable broadcasts during
World War II was turned down in
a brief order by the U. S. Supreme
Court
last Monday.
Mrs. D'Aquino,
alias Tokyo
Rose, must
serve out
abroadcast
10-year activities
prison term
her
COMPANY
overforRadio
Tokyo.out anyCourt
issued
the
order
withaccompanying opinions.
BROADCASTING
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NBC's

MEN

IN THE

NEWS:

'It never occurred to me
that my neckties might
be a problem . .
Not only his neckties, but his shirts,
gestures and state of health are of
tremendous concern to John Cameron
Swayze's regular viewers. Swayze, who
started as a reporter and newscaster
in Kansas City, must choose his
accessories as carefully as he edits his
scripts. Television's
newsman,
Swayze hasmostwon decorated
more
awards for accuracy than a Swiss
watch . . . including the coveted DuPont
award. Formerly Director of News
for NBC's Western network, Swayze's
ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

SlVCWZe

phenomenal memory and brisk showmanship first gained national prominence with his TV coverage of the
1948 presidential conventions. Now
with his daily Camel News Caravan,
television's highest rated news show,
Swayze is inonetheof business.
the most-heard
newsmen
As a keen interpretive reporter and
knowledgeable showman, Swayze
knows that 1952's big story is politics,
and his first assignment, like that of
100 other NBC men of news, is to
cover the conventions and the elections
as they've never been covered before.
Swayze, Pearson, Kaltenborn, Mueller
—these are a few of the outstanding
reporters who make the NBC News
Center pre-eminent in broadcasting.
News reaches most Americans first

graph by RALPH STELSER
through radio and television, and
ratings prove that, day-to-day, more
Americans prefer NBC as their
primary news source on both radio
and television. The reason is simple.
NBC's news-gathering facilities are
larger and more active, and NBC
consistently broadcasts more hours of
news, more special events than any
other radio or television network.
Politics makes more than strange
bedfellows. It makes exciting news,
and in this, the most intense political
campaign since 1932, more Americans
will hear the news first and hear
more of it from NBC.
NBC radio and television
a service of Radio Corporation of America
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local

sponsors

"Business doubled in
one year...
with AP news on
WRUF."
Fred M. Cone, Owner
Ideal Laundry,
Gainesville, Fla.

report .

.

.

From Mr. Cone: "AP news on WRUF contributed greatly to the increase in our business.
AP newscasts give the people what they desire
most — up-to-the-minute news. This certainly
pays off for us. All of us are sold on AP for

results!"

"Listeners more
interested than ever

Says Mr. Brazeau, whose bank is the biggest
sponsor of news at WFHR: "Because news is the

in news"

Bernard C. Brazeau, Pres.
First National Bank,
Wisconsin Rapids, Wis.

listener's greatest interest today, we use AP
news over WFHR consistently with maximum results. AP does a real job in promoting good will
and business for us!"

Hundreds of the country's finest stations announce with pride "THIS

STATION

IS A

MEM BE

able

than

ever!

I
■
am

Major Garland Powell,
Director, WRUF,
Gainesville, Fla.

George T. Frechette
General Manager, WFHR
Wisconsin Rapids, Wis.

And from WRUF Director Powell:
"I had a hard time .persuading Mr.
Cone to use radio. But after a few
experiments he decided on AP
newscasts. Within a year he had
to double the size of his plant."

-And from WFHR General Manager Frechette: "Our income from
AP news has been substantial year
after year. Many news sponsors
have been with us ever since
WFHR went on the air more than
11 years ago. AP news sells easily,
to national as well as local advertisers. We were among the first
AP radio stations. And still feel AP
is the best in the business."

OF THE ASSOCIATED

PRESS.''

Associated Press . . . constantly on the job with
• a news report of 1,000,000
words every 24 hours.
• leased news wires of 350,000
miles in the U.S. alone.
• exclusive state -by -state news
circuits.
• 100 news bureaus in the U.S.
• offices throughout the world.
• staff of 7,200 augmented by
member stations and newspaers. . . more than 100,000
daily.
men and women contributing

PROFIT is the proof . . . PROFIT
from increased business ... for
sponsor and station ! AP news produces consistent results ... and
top listenership. Keen, precise
news coverage compels the listener's attention . . . holds him
for sponsor's sales message. AP
news builds peak buying audiences!
For complete information on
how you can achieve results with
AP news . . . contact your AP Field
Representative ... or WRITE

RADIO

DIVISION

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
50 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y.

editorial

Jfa

Expedite, Please
THREE WEEKS have elapsed since the FCC
handed
down itsThemomentous
on television.
questions "unfreeze"
that have report
arisen
are myriad. The biggest concern is whether
efforts will be made to block the allocations
through litigation — a course threatened by a
number of attorneys representing distraught
clients. And, for the most part, these prospective appellees favor the Jones dissent, which
would jettison what the Ohio Commissioner
described as the "firm, fixed and final" allocation and substitute a wide open procedure following the pattern in AM broadcasting.
There can be no answer to this all-encompassing question until some affirmative
legal move is made. But there can be an answer
to another
question
many ofbroadcasters confronted with worrying
the necessity
making
their plans forthwith. That is the vexatious
problem of deciding whether competitive radio
broadcasters in a given market should join
hands in the quest for a TV facility. The FCC
hasn't spoken on the legality of such "marProspective applicants
are instaffa quandary. Theriages."
inference,
from the FCC
level,
is that such fusions would constitute "duopoly"
ininvolved
radio. inObviously,
would bein "monopoly"
those 902theremarkets
which only
one TV facility has been allocated, no matter
who acquired the facility. (There are 970
markets which have only one AM outlet.)
This whole situation is fraught with trouble.
In TV ever
there's
factor than
there
was a ingreater
AM or"scarcity"
FM allocations.
The
FCC, admittedly, is anxious to get new television services on the air fast. But by mainsilence oncanthe only
so-called
"duopoly"delays.
issue,
the end taining
result
be further
If an answer to the question posed is to be
of any help, it must be made promptly.
Therefore, it behooves those applicants who
may be contemplating merger to petition the
Commission for an immediate "declaratory
ruling,"
under the Administrative
Procedurespermissible
Act.
Kin can be
PROBABLYNon-Kissin'
no profound conclusions
drawn from it, but it is an interesting fact that
most of the leaders of the American Newspaper
Publishers Assn. come from papers that
through one corporate arrangement or another
are identified with broadcasting stations.
All but one of the newly elected ANPA officers and directors represent newspapers that
are affiliated
broadcasting.
the
list:
President, with
Charles
F. McCahill, Here's
Cleveland
News (WHK-AM-FM Cleveland, WHKK
Akron, WKBN Youngstown, WHKC Columbus) ;vice president, George C. Biggers, Atlanta Newspapers Inc. (WSB-AM-FM-TV Atlanta, WHIO-AM-FM-TV Dayton, Ohio, WIOD
Miami) ; secretary, Richard W. Slocum, Philadelphia Bulletin (WCAU-AM-FM-TV Philadelphia); treasurer, W. L. Fanning, Westchester County Newspapers (WFAS-AM-FM
White Plains, N. Y.) ; director, Franklin D.
Schurz, South Bend (Ind.) Tribune (WSBT
South Bend). The lone newspaper-only representative amongH.theH. new
directors is Director
Cahillofficers
of theand Seattle
Times.
The newly
chosen chairman
ANPA's
Bureau
of Advertising
is StuartofM.theChambers,
of the St. Louis Post Dispatch (KSD-AM-TV
St. Louis). Mr. Chambers has an even closer
association with broadcasting than the others
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mentioned above. He used to be commercial
manager of KSD before he moved to the paper
as business manager.
As chairman of the Bureau of Advertising,
Mr. Chambers will be in charge of an agency
to which publishers have contributed $1,374,000
to finance a free-wheeling, pro-newspaper,
anti-radio and TV selling campaign.
(In terms
of money atwillleast,out-gun
the newspapers'
Bureau
of Advertising
the broadcasters'
Broadcast
Advertising
has about $468,000 in sight for Bureau
its fiscalwhich
year
to carry on its job of undoing what is done by
the Bureau of Advertising.)
At first glance it would seem that these publishers who have both newspaper and broadcasting interests are engaged in a somewhat
farcial struggle to wrest the money out of one
pocket of their pants only to put it in another.
Actually, of course, the results of these competitive selling campaigns will be to add
momentum to the whole advertising business
and increase the volume which all media share.
Competition between broadcasting and newspapers should be vigorous. Indeed the more
vigorous it is, the more healthy both media
will be. It would only damage both if the
competitive spirit were dampened by the common ownership of some properties.
One Man Brigade
CHANGE IN the high command of Mutual,
which
saw theyoung,
aggressive
O'Neil
take over
presidency
from Thomas
Frank K.F. White,
causes little consternation. That is because
the change was amicable and because Frank
White remains in the broadcast field. He'll be
doing network
business connection
across the instreet
at NBC — his
third
15 years.
Tom O'Neil represents the ownership of
Mutual. At 37, he is the youngest major network chieftain. In his five years in radio he
has infused into the General Tire radio and
television properties a new business approach
that has paid off. He has a sound business
background. And he has imagination. His
right-hand
bowerB. Fineshriber
will be Executive
President William
Jr., whoVicetrained
under Mr. White, and who takes on additional
duties as an MBS director.
Frank White leaves Mutual in good condition. When he took over the Mutual presidency just three years ago, there were those
who had misgivings about the continued existence of four "live" nationwide networks. While
network business hasn't been a bed of roses
these three years, Mr. White can look back
upon improved business volume and program
ratings. He met the challenge.
We have no doubt that Frank White will do
more than pay his way at NBC. His rich experience with CBS — in both radio and recording— and with MBS, will serve the network in
excellent stead. He's a one-man brigade.
A TWO-DECADE stalemate in radio legislation may be broken this week. The House
Rules Committee, gate-way to action, sent
the McFarland Bill (S 658) to the floor
where it should pass this week, despite some
features which would wreak havoc in broadBut we're and
told House
there's conferees
no cause will
for
alarm sincecasting. Senate
compose differences
and
root
out
the
inequities. Itshould be that or no bill at all.
The Rules Committee also okayed an Interstate Commerce Subcommittee to study
radio-TV programming, by reporting out
the Gathings Resolution (H. Res. 278). This
is a green light to the objectors to bloodand-thunder TV programming and "offensive" beer commercials. Here's where the
new NARTB-TV code review board should
step in, backed by the new subcommittee.

our respects to:

FREDERICK OWEN BOHEN
EXPERIENCE
visualmake
publishing
field will go wellof inthehelping
a success of television.
Practical proof of this theory is being demonstrated today by a newcomer to radio and
TV who enjoys such a wide background in
the printed medium.
He is Fred Bohen, chairman of the board
and director of WOW-AM-FM-TV Omaha and
vice president and director of WHEN (TV)
Syracuse. In addition to a broadcaster's duties,
Mr. Bohen is president and publisher of Meredith Pub. Co., Des Moines, Iowa, which publishes Better Homes & Gardens and Successful Farming.
His entrance into the radio-TV industry occurred when Meredith Engineering Co., subsidiary of the publishing firm, built WHEN
(TV) and purchased the WOW properties.
WHEN
(TV) beganwasoperation
and
WOW-AM-FM-TV
acquiredin in1948
August
1951.
Applications for TV outlets in Albany,
Rochester and Schenectady have been on file
with the FCC for four years.
Mr. Bohen feels that the expansion of his
firm into the broadcast industry will afford
him an opportunity to prove that years of
experience with a visual medium such as a
magazine can be transferred profitably to the
TV screen. Plans and a limited number of
experimental TV ideas employing the knowhow
carriedof aout.magazine editor already have been
Mr. Bohen joined the firm which he now
heads as an advertising salesman in the Chicago office in 1921. Two years later, he was
promoted
advertising
director ofFarming
Better
Homes & toGardens
and Successful
and subsequently was named general manager
of the firm, a position he held until 1928 when
he became president and publisher of the company following
Meredith
Sr. the death of its founder, E. T.
Under his direction, the Meredith Pub. Co.
has grown to be one of the largest magazine
in thehascountry.
Homes
&publishing
Gardens houses
circulation
jumped Better
from slightly
more than a million copies to the current 3.5
million monthly under Mr. Bohen's direction. In
the pastlation 25
years, Successful
has increased
to over 1.2Farming
million.circuThe
latter publication has been either first or second in advertising pages among the four general farm magazines for 36 of the last 38
years, he reports.
Mr. Bohen, a native of Minnesota, is active
(Continued on page 56)
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Best
time buy

on the market

Say "Children's Hour" and instantly people in and around Philadelphia think of a Sunday
morning program now in its 24th year on WCAU Radio, sponsored by the Horn &
Hardart Restaurants and Retail Shops. Say "Horn & Hardart Herald" and they think
of the long-established news show heard every morning over WCAU, inviting them to
"hear what happened during the night."
This part played by WCAU in the Horn & Hardart organization's advertising is best
described in the Company's own words . . .
"We early recognized the economy of advertising by radio — and more particularly
over WCAU. Our 'Children's Hour' has not only done an outstanding sales job
but has become a most effective vehicle for promoting good community relations.
Furthermore, through our newscast, we have been able to tell our story to our
Philadelphia customers every weekday. The result has been 24 years of uninterrupted selling — over WCAU. Today we are finding WCAU just as productive a
sales medium as it has been at any time in our long and profitable association."
Almost a quarter of a century of consecutive and exclusive advertising on WCAU adds
more proof — proof that WCAU is the best time buy on the market.

WCAU
The Philadelphia Bulletin Station
CBS affiliate • 50,000 watts
Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales
BROADCASTING
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front office
RW. WELPOTT and WILLIAM J. PURCELL named manager of
station operations and manager of engineering respectively for
Electric Co.'s
AM, FM, TVN. andY. international broadcast
outlets•General
with headquarters
in Schenectady,
FRANK V. WEBB, general manager, KFH Wichita, Kan., elected to
_ board of directors and named vice president-general
manager of corporation and secretary-treasurer of
jflpMBPt
wholly owned subsidiary, KFH Building Co.
1
\ HUDSON ELDRIDGE, manager, WASH (FM) WashIfljH^^Hf ington
Continentalbusiness
FM Network,
resigns Mass.,
both posts
to enterandinsurance
in Chatham,
succeeded by RAY WILSON, senior account executive,
WGMS Washington.
JAMES BAKER, promotion manager, WTRY Troy,
N. Y., promoted to sales staff.
Mr. Webb
GORDON
WINTER,department
St. John's,store
Newfoundland,
busines man, and ROY J. FRY, A.Winnipeg
executive, added
to board of governors of Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
JIM CONLEY, commercial manager, WSHB Stillwater, Minn., to Boiling
Co., Chicago, station representative firm.
CARL HILL joins KBIG Avalon, Calif., as account executive in charge
of office in Wilton Hotel, Long Beach.
JOHN G. PONIC to local sales staff, WBBM Chicago.
DEVNEY & Co., N. Y., radio-TV station representatives, opens office at
360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago.
PAN AMERICAN BROADCASTING Co., N. Y., international sales representative firm, appointed by WNEL San Juan, Puerto Rico.
DAVID T. HARRIS, sales staff, KFBK Sacramento, to KWG Stockton,
Calif., as manager, succeeding HOWARD L. BAILEY.
H. PHILLIP DEXHEIMER, display advertising staff, Los Angeles Extive. aminer, toHollywood headquarters, KBIG Avalon, Calif., as account execuIN SYRACUSE...

• ••Does NOT Replace it as a Source
of Entertainment and Information
Syracuse is a two-TV-station city. According to Niagara Mohawk
Power Company monthly surveys, 71% of the homes in the Syracuse
area have TV sets. According to the calamity howlers, radio in Syracuse should be a dead duck. But two separate surveys of television
homes (October and December 1951) show that radio is alive and
vigorously kicking. (Details, including methods of sampling, free on
request.) Here are the combined results:
TV Homes Only
Number of
Number of
Average Hours per Day
TV Homes
Homes Called
Both
Radio
TV
7.59
4.52
3.07
986
1467
The Survey Also Showed:
1 - An average of 2.4 radios per TV home.
2- 61 radios purchased after the homes had television.
3- Average of 4.4 hours per day of radio listening in non-TV homes.
in TVradiohomesin Central
— only 30%.
HereComparative
is PROOF lossthatof TVradio-listening
has NOT time
replaced
New
York — merely provides another means of reaching this rich market.
lACUSE
WSYROnly New
COMPLETE
BroadcastAM-FM-TV
Institution —in the
Central
York
„
NBC Affiliate • . Headley-Reed, National Representatives .
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GORDON C. PENTZ, assistant manager of KWBE Beatrice, Neb., progeneralmanager.
manager. BILL BOYCE, staff announcer, elevated to
assistantmoted tosales
CHARLES S. STERRITT, director of audio and visual office of public
relations, American National Red Cross, named Detroit
sales manager of CBS Television Network.
TERRY LEE, sales manager, WFAA-TV Dallas, promoted to assistant station manager.
DONN R. COLEE, commercial manager, WLOF Orappointed
manager succeeding
J. ALLENlando, Fla.,
BROWN
[B»T,acting
April 28].
H-R
N. Y., appointed by WELI
New REPRESENTATIVES,
Haven, Conn.
Mr. Sterritt J0HN fREGALE, All Canada Radio Facilities Ltd.,
Toronto, and NORM BROWN, Radio Time Sales Ltd., that city, to sales
advisory committee of CAB for station representative firms.
ARTHUR H. BECKWITH, commercial manager, WLAN Lancaster, Pa.,
to WAKE Greenville, S. C, as general manager.
PettonaU • • •
DONN TATUM, director of television, ABC Western Division, elected
to board of directors, Los Angeles Better Business Bureau. . . . WILLIAM
J. BEATON, vice president-general manager, KWKW Pasadena, named
president, Catholic Press Council of Southern California. . . . JAMES R.
CURTIS,Club.president
of KFRO Longview, Tex., elected president of city's
Lions
...
J. B. CONLEY, manager of KEX Portland, Ore., awarded citation by
Veterans
of Foreign. Wars
on behalfHILL,
of station's
cooperation
with group's
radio endeavors.
. . JOHN
salesman,
WLS Chicago,
and
ALVARITA SMITH, former receptionist there, announce recent marriage HARRY FOLTS, general manager, WINS New York, hospitalized for two weeks after undergoing minor surgery. . . .
C OF C MEETING
AFCCE ELECTIONS
Group Protests Seizure
McNary Voted President
STRONG stand against seizure of NEW officers of the Assn. of Fedproperty by the President was
eraltionsCommunicaConsulting
taken last week by 40th annual
meeting of the U. S. Chamber of
Engineers,
anCommerce, held in Washington.
ingtonnouncelastd inWashweek,
President Truman previously had
implied he could seize newspapers
are James C. Mcand radio stations if he felt this
Frank Nary,
G. president;
Kear,
would be in the best interest of the
vice president;
country [B«T, April 21], drawing
a storm of protest.
Frank intosh,
H. secretary,
McThe U. S. Chamber contended the
President's seizure of the steel in- Mr. McNary and T. A. M.
dustry "violates
treasurer. Mr. McNary Craven,
succeeds George
stitutionalfundamental
guarantees designedCon-to C. Davis
as
president.
protect every citizen's right to priNew members of the executive
vate ownership of property."
committee are Millard M. Garrison
The
Chamber
added,
"Not
to
and
Stuart L. Bailey. They rechallenge this action is to condone
place Everett L. Dillard and Lester
assumption by the executive branch H. Carr.
Remaining members of
of government of powers which can the executive
committee are John
nullify the American concept of Creutz and Ronald
H. Culver.
due process
of
law.
To
seek
justification for such an act in a vague
theory of inherent executive power SETTEL NAMED
is to foster a compromise of prinGets 'Voice' Post
ciples that long have stood as the
publicof relafoundation of American justice and ARTHUR
tions chiefSETTEL,
for the Office
the
High
Commissioner
in
Germany
D.
A.
Hulcy,
retiring
president,
liberty." the April 29 decision of (HICOG), has been named to head
lauded
overseas program information and
Judge David A. Pine of the U. S. promotion for the State Dept.'s
Voice
of America, it was announced
District Court, District of Colum- last week.
will headquarter in
bia, holding the President had the office ofHe International
Broadseized the steel mills illegally.
casting
Services
in New York City.
Another Chamber declaration reMr.
Settel director
served asafter
HICOG
pubaf irmed the position that all adlic relations
a tenure
ministrative agencies should be re- as information chief for the Ecoquired to keep the public fully
nomic Information Office under
informed as to their structure, William H. Draper Jr., former U.
functions and actions.
S. economic advisor.
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Look,

Pop...

all Gold

H3

stars

''Was I proud oj the kid! And glad those
gold stars weren't red stars.
"Y'see,
youngster's
in a
countrymywhere
we teachgrowing
our kidsupdecent
things.
Like
respect
for
the
other
fellow's
views. Like fair play and truth. Like
government of, by and for us people. In
schools, churches and homes we teach them
the Golden Rule.
'But take those countries the commies run.
Over there, they teach their kids things like
mass marching . . . propaganda . . . religionhating. Like spying on their parents. A
very
of juniorskis they're raising
... I nice
don't lot
think.
"Our
history
books
Freedom
of worship, speech, arepressfullandof the
all that.
Our
kids learn
early. toButappreciate
maybe that's
the
trouble!
Theyit forget
Freedom
when they grow up ... to keep interested in
it...
stand up
it. And anI'lleyeadmit
I'm
guiltyto myself
aboutfor keeping
on Freedom. . . always expecting 'George' to do it.
'Instead
I shouldattend
get what
call 'active'.
You know,
town theymeetings
and
forums.at home.
Read upLearn
on what's
what
abroad
to tell home-bred
socialism from honest legislation. Learn to
squawk bloody murder when I see our tax
dollars being spent foolishly or hear about
corruption by public officials. Talk over
Important issues with my friends,
neighbors and the men I work with
down at Republic. Listen to both sides
carefully before I vote, instead of
the candidates that make vague big
promises. And tell off any loudmouth
that runs down another race or religion.
"Why let 'George' do it? After all,
George' isn't Junior's old man ... 7 am! "
REPUBLIC STEEL
Republic Building • Cleveland l,Ohio

Republic BECAME strong in a strong and
tree America. Republic can REMAIN
strong only in an America that remains
strongicentand
. . an famous
America throughout
whose magnifhospitals free.
are justly
the
Id.
Through
Hospitals,
Republic
serves
America.
Many
thousands
of
tons
of
Republic
ENDURO
Stainless Steel are helping these institutions of
mercy maintain highest sanitation standards . . .
in operating
rooms incubators,
and laboratories, in instrusterilizers,
tanks,
wheeledments,beds,
food preparationtherapy
and serving
equipment
.
.
.
and
in
structural
applications
such
as walls, doors, sunshades and guard rails.
Steel
—
and
plenty
of
it
—
is
a
mighty
weapon
the relentless fight against sickness and disease.in
Republic is proud to be part of that fight!
This messageandis onein newspapers
of a series appearing
in national |jI
magazines,
Republic
mills,
minesor permission
and officesintocommunities
arebroadcast
located. orwhere
Fortele-a II
full
color
reprint,
cast, write Dept. M, Republic Steel, Cleveland 1 , Ohio.
II
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Gray

ban
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R
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Our Respects
(Continued
from page to52)
in civic affairs in Des Moines. He
has been chairman of the board of
trustees for Drake U. since 1949
and also has served as a trustee
for the Des Moines Home for the
Aged.
past president
the
Greater HeDesis Moines
Committeeof and
regional director and vice president
of the National Assn. of Manufacturers.
Currently
serves ascompanies:
a director of the he
following
Northwestern Bell Telephone Co.,
Omaha;
Chicago
and Chicago;
North Western Railway
System,
National Assn. of Magazine Publishers, New York; Magazine Advertising Bureau,
York; AllisChalmers
Mfg. New
Co., Milwaukee,
and
Central Life Assurance Society,
Des Moines.
Mr. Bohen married the former
Mildred M. Meredith in 1919. They
have
children.a daughter and two grandKPRC

For years, it has been Graybar policy to distribute only the
finest in broadcast equipment. It is natural, then, that Graybar offers the Machlett line of tried and tested electron tubes.
Machlett products are backed by more than 50 years of
experience and skill — you get a bonus of extra-long life and
high-quality performance in every tube.
All types and sizes of Machlett tubes, as well as any of
your other broadcasting equipment requirements, are quickly
and conveniently
available
from Graybar's
nation-wide
network of warehouses.
For facts,
call your nearest
Graybar
Broadcast Equipment Representative. Graybar Electric Company, Inc. Executive offices: Graybar Building, Neiv York
17,N.Y.
238-15

EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL TO KEEP YOU ON THE AIR . .

OVER
ONE
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PRINCIPAL

CENTER
Will Cost $400,000
THE HOUSTON Post Co., licensee
of KPRC-AM-FM-TV Houston, last
week announced plans for a new
$400,000 TV-Radio Center.
It is expected that the new building will be completed within five
months. Herbert Voelcker & Assoc.
was listed as architect. E. Lee
Bond, Contractor Inc., will reportedly do the actual construction.
Final plans for the building are
the results of seven months of
planning
by Jack
Harris,Postvice Co.,
presi-in
dent of the
Houston
charge of KPRC -AM -TV; Paul
Huhndorff, KPRC -TV chief enBert Mitchell,andKPRC-TV
programgineer;director,
Harvey
Wheeler, KPRC technical director,
all
of
whom
cooperated
with
the
architects.
Announcement of building plans
was made by former Gov. W. P.
Hobby, president of the Houston
Post Co., in a special Sunday supplement of The Houston Post.
GROUP TRAINING
CREI Broadens Program
CAPITOL Radio Engineering Institute, on the occasion of its 25th
anniversary, last week announced
the broadening of its program of
Group Training for Industry. As
described by E. H. Rietzke, CREI
founder-president, the group training can be tailored to individual
company needs at a special low cost.
CREI has published a brochure,
describing in detail the group training program. This brochure is
available on request to the Institute, 3224 16th St., N.W., Washington 10, D. C.
ELECTION coverage for Crosley staWLW andexpanded
WLWT to(TV)
Cincinnatitions
has been
include
the
attitude of Great Britain. Vincent
Evans,
Crosley
London
correspondent,
has made the first of a series from
T I ES that country.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Advertisement
EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL
To Keep You On The Air
Graybar has everything you need
in broadcast equipment . . . PLUS
everything for wiring, ventilating,
signaling, and lighting your entire
station and grounds. Whatever your
requirements, call your nearest
Graybar Broadcast Equipment Representative.
Graybar's
nation-wide
network
more
than 100
offices and
ware-of
houses assures you of convenient
service wherever you are. Graybar
Broadcast Equipment Representatives are located in the following
"*19 cities:
ATLANTA
E. W. Stone, Cypress 1751
BOSTON
J. P. Lynch, Kenmore 6-4567
CHICAGO
E. H. Taylor, Canal 6-4100
CINCINNATI
W. H. Hansher, Main 0600
CLEVELAND
A. C. Schwager, Cherry 1-1360
DALLAS
C. C. Ross, Randolph 6454
DETROIT
P. L. Gundy, Temple 1-5500
HOUSTON
R. T. Asbury, Atwood 4571
JACKSONVILLE
W. C. Winfree, Jacksonville 6-7611
KANSAS CITY, MO.
R. B. Uhrig, Baltimore 1644
LOS ANGELES
R. B. Thompson, Angelus 3-7283
MINNEAPOLIS
C. W. Greer, Geneva 1621
NEW YORK
C J. J. Connolly, Exeter 2-2000
PHILADELPHIA
G. I. Jones, Walnut 2-5405
PITTSBURGH
R. F. Grossett, Allegheny 1-4100
RICHMOND
E. C. Toms, Richmond 7-3491
SAN FRANCISCO
K. G. Morrison, Market 1-5131
SEATTLE
D. i. Craig, Mutual 0123
ST. LOUIS
J. P. Lenkerd, Newstead 4700
Broadcasting's
— Amplifiers• Consoles
• Anten-•
nas •AttenuatorsBest• Cabinets
Loudspeakers and Accessories • Microphones, Stands, and Accessories • Monitors •Recorders and Accessories • Speech
Input Equipment • Test Equipment •
Towers (Vertical Radiators) • Tower
Lighting Equipment • Transmission Line
and Accessories • Transmitters, AM and
TV • Tubes • Turntables, Reproducers,
and Accessories • Wiring Supplies and
Devices
. . . manufactured fay— Altec Lansing •
Ampex
• Blaw-KnoxProducts
• Bryant• Continental
• Cannon •
Communication
Electronics • Crouse-Hinds • Daven •
Fairchild • Federal • General Cable •
General Electric • General Radio • Hubbell
•• Meletron
Hugh Lyons
• Karp Electric
Metal •Products
Machlett•
• National
Presto
• Standard
• Triangle•
• Webster
Electric Electronics
• Western Electric
Weston • Whitney Blake

BROADCASTING

air- casters

~\IW
KAEMMERLE,
associJ_fX ARILYN
atetions,director
of mass communicaNational Conference
of Christians and Jews, appointed supervisor
for religious broadcasts for NBC
New
York'sdepartment.
radio publicDORIS
affairsCORand
education
WITH
supervisor of
talks andnamed
radionetwork's
public affairs.
LARRY PRIBYL, news director,
KWBE Beatrice, Neb., appointed business manager-program director.
CHARLES JOFFE joins WTRY Troy,
N. Y., as promotion manager.
ANNE DAVIS, WJXN Jackson, Miss.,
appointed
representative
National Assn.stateof Women
in Radioto and
Television.
SHELDON N. DODDS appointed to
advertising
staff at WMRN Marion,
Ohio.
JOE S. MAGGIO, Howard G. MayerDale named
O'Brien,assistant
L. A., public
relations
firm,
to C. MERWIN
TRAVIS,
sales
promotion
manager,
ABC Western Division.
SAM GIFFORD, WHAS-TV Louisville, Ky., appointed program
director
AM._ of WHASPAT BOYETT appointed
announcer atchief
KEYL
(TV) San Antonio.
JEAN KIMBROUGH,
ity staff,continuKAMQ
Amarillo, Tex., to
Mr. Girford
KENT Shreveport,
La., in same
ity. BILL CORRINGTON
joins capaclatter
station as music librarian.
MARY HOLT, WSRS Cleveland, named
one ofmagazine.
nation's top disc jockeys by
Color
GEORGE BALL, newsman, WHIL
Hempstead, L. I., appointed director
of public affairs.
PETER BOGHOSIN joins KCBS San
Francisco apprentice staff.
LYNN MORROW, WTVJ (TV) Miami,
awarded
by Miami
Beach Ho-of
tel Assn.plaque
for work
as moderator
Law of the Land, selected by group as
"outstanding television public service
show of the year."
JERRY HAYNES, KTRH Houston,
Tex., to WFAA-TV Dallas, as announcer.
F. TURNER COOKE, program manWMAS - AMto- FM
Mass., ager,
recalled
activeSpringfield,
duty as
commander in U. S. Navy.
MARY ELY, copywriter, WTWN St.
Johnsbury, Vt., to WMTR Morristown,
N. J., as traffic manager.
NANCY
CRAIG,
WJZ-TV New York's
womancial American
commentator,
speSociety forreceived
Prevention
oftelecast
CrueltylasttoWednesday.
Animals award on her
KATE SMITH, NBC-TV star, awarded
plaque by American Cancer Society
for "noteworthy and distinguished
service in behalf of the cancer control program."
• Telecasting

JAY WATSON appointed program director at WFAA-TV Dallas, succeeding LAWRENCE E. DuPONT who resigns to devote full time to writing
for radio-TV.
RUTH WELLES, KYW Philadelphia
women's commentator, presented
Headliner Award by city's chapter of
Theta Sigma Phi for "outstanding
work in field of radio journalism."
WILLIAM HINDMAN, special events
staff, WCOL Columbus, tonouncinganstaff,
city.
WLWC (TV) that
McDO WELL K.
STARKEY,tinuityconeditor,
KWFT Wichita
Falls,
Tex.,
KTUR Turlock,to
Calif., in same Mr Hindman
capacity.
RALPH R. CONNER, former news director, KVOR
Colorado Springs, returns to station
as director of public affairs.
CHARLES KELLY, program director,
WMAL-AM-TV Washington, awarded
certificate
of appreciation
Clubs of America
for servicebytoBoys'
that
group.
BILL WRITE added to WIP Philadelstaff forWOLFsummer
months.phia announcing
BERT BARER,
and
WSYR-TV nounciSyracuse,
joins WIP anng staf .
BILL NESS, graduate of Northwest
Broadcasting School, Portland, Ore.,
to KMCM McMinnville, Ore. Other
graduates recently placed in radio
are: PERC
KWRC Pendleton, Ore.; McKISSEN,
CHARLES MILAM,
KYJC
Medford, Ore.; WALLACE COOPER,
KFIR North Bend, Ore.; FLOYD
NICHOLSON, KWRO Coquille, Ore.;
HAROLD HOWARD, KSIL Silver
City, N.Pasco,
M., and
KPKW
Wash.JACK HYMROD,
JIM WELLS, KRLD Dallas, to KEYL
(TV) San Antonio, as production
manager.
JIMMY CAPPS, WPTF Raleigh, N. C,
father of girl, Jane, April 23. SAM
BEARD, station staffer, father of boy,
Samuel, April 21.

ED VIEHMAN, senior producer,
WCCO
of boy, Minneapolis-St.
Thomas Patrick, Paul,
April father
22.
LENORE ALOE, WWDC Washington,riedandAprilJames
26. T. Haight were marRUTH BEATTIE, secretary of CAB
Toronto,
and 15.
James Murdock were
married April
JIM BORMANN, news and public affairs director, WCCO MinneapolisSt. Paul, and president of National
Assn. ofceivedRadio
Directors,
reaward fromNewsMinnesota
Junior
Chamber of Commerce for "distinguished public and community servCHARLES SHAW, WCAU Philadelphia newsspondent inanalyst
CBS correthat city,andappointed
news
director, WCAU-AM-FM-TV.
BRUCE ANDERSON, WCCO Minneapolis-St. Paul news writer, father of
boy, Stewart Fraser, April 13.
ice."
F01S0M SCHOLARSHIP
Set up at Notre Dame
"FRANK M. FOLSOM Scholarship," providing an annual grant
of $800, has been established at the
U. of Notre Dame for undergraduate students majoring in pure
science or engineering, Dr. Charles
B. Jolliffe, RCA vice president and
technical director, announced last
week.
For several years, Mr. Folsom has
served as trustee and board member of several colleges and universities, and, specifically, as a member of Notre Dame's Advisor;'
Council for Science and Engineering. Candidates competing for the
Folsom Scholarship will be selected
by Notre Dame officials and recommended to the RCA education committee for consideration, with the
first recipient to be named during
the fall of 1952.
Other competitive RCA scholarships will be offered additionally to
outstanding undergraduate science
students
out the U.at S.17 universities through-

IN
PORTLAND, OREGON
1,246,540ernersactive,
young-minded
comprise KGWs
market Westin 12
big, prosperous metropolitan Oregon
counties, western
plus Washington.
a generous slice of SouthREPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.
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RAYTHEON MEET
Electronic Devices Shown
ELECTRONIC robots and "Reflection Plotters" that add "memory to
the
of radar,"
amongmagic
new eye
electronic
deviceswere
exhibited at the 1952 Sales and Service Conference conducted by Raytheon Mfg. Co., Waltham, Mass., at
the Hotel Commander, Cambridge,
Mass., April 21-23.
Among
otherat the
electronic
inventions revealed
conference:
The
"Fathometer,"
an
echo-depth
sounder for navigators, and the
Raytheonwhich,
"Weldpower"
welder
operatingresistance
on the
principle
of
"stored
energy," makes
possible successful production
welding of ferrous,
similar metals. non-ferrous and disD. R. Hull, vice president and
general manager of Raytheon
EquipmentplyingDiv.,
stressed
that "apelectronics
to industrial
problems" is an important part of
firm's activities.

allied arts

JE.
J. KEARNEY,
• G. R.KELLEY,
VANCE, J.HAROLD
BEAN
and G. E. DITTMAN, all renewal
salesmen
of
RCA's
tube
department
who scored highest sales records in
1951, named directors of Great Circle
Club, company organization formed
to recognize sales achievement.
THOMAS J. HODGENS, temporary
vice
president-general
managerCorp.,of
New York
branch of Admiral
returns May 1 to permanent post of
vice
manager of
Bostonpresident-general
office.
FRED ABRAMS, general manager of
parts sales, Emerson Radio & PhonoCorp., N. Y.,replaced
appointed
assistant to graph
treasurer
by FLOYD
MAKSTEIN,
manager
field
engineering
group. of company's
SAM KAPLAN, vice president-conWE Workers Return
BROADCASTERS have relaxed treasurer.troller, Zenith Radio Corp., elected
their concern about possibly limited WILLIAM R. CAMPBELL, sales staff,
remote pickups as Western Elec- Columbian Electrical Co., Kansas
tric ment
Co.'s installers
10,000 telephone
Zenith
Radioin Corp.,
regsettled forequip-an City, toional sales
manager
Midwestas with
average 14.1 cents an hour pay headquarters
in Kansas City.
increase and returned to their jobs
assistant manApril 21. The strike, which had FRED fVOORHAAR,
parts and accessory division,
threatened telephone service in 43 Zenithager oRadio
Corp., Chicago, to Technical Appliance Corp., Sherburne,
states, resulted
in little,facilities.
if any, dislocation of broadcast
N. Y., as sales promotion manager.
MEMBERS

OF A GREAT

RADIO

EQUIPMENT FAMILY
COLLINS ... for
broadcast equipment
of unquestioned quality
<5> © ^ <5>
Collins 212A
Studio Console
Your studio installation deserves
the built-in quality and superior
performance the Collins 212A
speech input console will supply.
Unit amplifiers are individually
shock mounted. Main frame and
end castings are solid aluminum.
Tilt -to -service feature allows installation against window or wall.
Write for complete technical information.
COLLINS CedarRADIO
COMPANY — j=CDLLIN!j=
Rapids, Iowa
Dogwood
Fountain Road
City
KNOXVILLE
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ROBERT J. LEYKUM, supervisor of
Majestic Radio & Television receiver
plant, ideBrooklyn,
vice presnt in charge ofappointed
manufacturing.
ALEXANDER W. GATES, former district representative, CBS-Columbia
Inc.,
representative
for Teleappointed
King Corp.salesin Massachusetts,
Rhode shireIsland,
Vermont,
New Hampand 19 New York counties.
EDWARD J. KEATING, Western
Electric and Ebasco Services, to
Andrea Radio Corp., Long Island City,
N. Y., asSAUNDERSON
procurement joins
coordinator.
PERCY
latter
company as assistant purchasing
agent. M. J. McNICHOLAS, assigned
to
governmentto contracts
for procuring
Andrea, promoted
manager,
special apparatus division.
RADIO CLUB OF AMERICA, N. Y.,
announces
publication
of "SurveyLinesof
Radio-Frequency
Transmission
and
Wave
Guides"
by
E.
Issued as Vol. 28, No. 2, bookS. Winlund.
contains
historical survey plus technical data
from
published
articles
between
1919
and 1936.
R. W. FORDYCE, general sales manager, Bendix radio,
television
and
broadcast receiver
division,
Bendix
Aviation Corp.,
Baltimore, resigns
to enter distributbusiness hein
Miamiingwhere
will handle Bendix
radio-TV line in
southern Florida
R. L. WHITNER
Mr. Fordyce area.
Co., Allentown,
Pa., radio-TV,
appointed pro-,
distributor for Bendix
ducts
of
Bendix
Aviation
Corp.,
Baltimore.
ADVERTEST RESEARCH moves New
Brunswick, N. J. office to 90 Bayard
St. Telephone is Charter 7-1564.
GLADYS AUSTEN and ED LINDNER,
Film Features Assoc., form radio
package
West Endfirm,
Ave.,Ram
N. Y.Productions, 661
STANLEY BERGERMAN, Jaffe Agency, Beverly Hills talent agency, to
reopen ownunderofficename
as TV producerpackager
BERGERMAN & Co., 141of ElSTANLEY
Camino
Dr., same city.
GRAYBAR ELECTRIC Co., Chicago,
appoints Central Television Service,
that tioncity,
as officialTV service
for Hoffman
sets inorganizaChicago
area.
FRANK
SAMUELS,
CoastAgency,
radioTV manager,
WilliamWestMorris
Beverly
Hills,
named
1952
radio-TV
chairman for United Cerebral Palsy
fund.

AMPEX ELECTRIC Corp., Redwood
City, soleCalif.,
type con-in
for audioannounces
magnetic newrecording
medium price market. Unit includes
all push button control, built in micropre-amplifier and newly styled
sibility.phonegiving
cabinet
full interior accesGENERAL
ELECTRIC
Co.'s special
products division,
Schenectady,
N. Y.,
announces production of portable
surface-resistance indicator designed
to
help bond
produce
better resistance
welding
by providing
rapid and
accurate measurement of resistance
between pieces of metal to be welded.
ALTEC LANSING Corp., Beverly Hills,
announces production of 230 B and
250 A consoles. Former is designed
for two-studio station use, public address and recording installations.
Latter features high quality control
in AM, FM and TV broadcasting. Unit
has miniature plug-in preamplifiers,
line amplifiers, monitor amplifiers
and power supplies.
SPRAGUE
ELECTRIC
Co.'s Herlic
division, nounces
North
Adams,
, anavailability
of newMass.
precision
metal-encased tubular ceramic capacitor. Typepacitors
B20,extendB21,capacitance
B22 and B23rangecaavailable toceramic
circuit capacitors
designers inat closeaccuracy
rated
voltage of 500, 1000 and 1500 volts d.c.
ALDEN ELECTRONIC and IMPULSE
RECORDING EQUIPMENT Co., Westboro, Mass., announces production of
pocketzinesize
recorderunits.
made Magazine
up of maga-is
and driving
self contained unit consisting of recording electrodes, timing switch and
8contains
day supply
of paper. Driving
unit
synchronous
motor with
pinion gear to engage and drive one
GENERAL
paper
reel. ELECTRIC Co., Syracuse,
announces
productiontransmitter
of air-cooled
5 kw VHF television
for
channels
7
through
13.
able for shipment in June.Units availWARD PRODUCTS Corp., Cleveland,
has released new catalog giving complete specifications
onmobile
Model SPPC-88
describing
specialfrequent
antenna
used
to eliminate
breakage
that occurs when antennas for 30-50
mc
are mounted on high vehicles.
"Tebands
chnical
FRANK DELLE, chief engineer, WFAI
Fayetteville, N. C, to engineering
staff, CBS Radio, New York.
GEORGE KRUTILEK appointed technical supervisor at WFAA-TV Dallas,
succeeding CARLOS DODD who resitions
gns to become
communicaofficer for regional
Civil Defense
Administration.
J. P. GILMORE, CBC, Vancouver, appointed assistant coordinator of engineering projectsMontreal.
at CBC engineering headquarters,
ALTON TRIPP,
studio
supervisor, WPTF Raleigh, engineer
N. C, father
of boy, David, April 18.

t . . • N. J., anipmen
RCA
£<fiuVICTOR,
nounces new andCamden,
improved type of
three speed record player designed
to provide in single turntable quality
reproduction
from records
of allModels
three
established revolving
speeds.
firrvn»n4y
POUGHKEEPSIE
REPRESENTED
BY
are 2JS1, 2ES3, 2ES38 and 2US7.
EVERETT
McKINNEY,
INC.
Shipment
to
distributors
is
scheduled in May.
O
E K
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BAIRD NAMED
Succeeds Maier at Pearson
ROBERT M. BAIRD, assistant
commercial manager of KRLD-AMFM-TV Dallas, last week was
named manager of the Dallas office
of John E. Pearson Co., station
representative firm, effective today.
He succeeds H.
who
Jr.,
w- Maier
jg^fH^/MW resigned
■H^^^^^B
to join
CBS
Radio
and
■HBfetfg^fl Sales
Television
Spot
in Memphis.
Mr. Baird forhHET
merly was manKjBfMfc
ager Angelo,
of KTXL
San
Tex.
Previously, h e
Mr. Baird
was identified
with KVOO Tulsa, KGGM Albuquerque, KOME
Tulsa,
WKZO Kalamazoo and
KIXL Dallas.
The Pearson firm also announced
last week that Juanita Irene Hall,
formerly of Radio Representatives
Inc., Chicago, had joined the Pearson staff in Chicago. She was appointed last fall to succeed Kay
Fisher who resigned, but was
forced by illness to delay assumption of her new duties. Her backKHQ NEWSBEAT
ground includes service with radio
Foretold Eisenhower Shift stations and radio representative
firms.
KHQ Spokane is claiming a 3%month newsbeat on the appointments of Gen. Matthew Ridgway
to succeed Gen. D wight Eisenhower WFIL BONUS PLAN
as Allied commander in Europe,
Set for 2,300 Druggists
and of Gen. Mark Clark to replace NEW merchandising
plan has been
Gen. Ridgway.
Tall Tripp, KHQ news director, put into effect by WFIL Philadelphia for 2,300 independent drugand Robert Wesson, KHQ program
gists whodelphiaareAssn.members
the Philadirector, attested that on Jan. 19,
of Retailof Druggists,
1952,
KHQ
broadcast
the
following
and who account for 75% of the
information:
area drug market. Used are point"The KHQ
direct mail promotonight
that news
shouldbureau
Gen. learned
Eisen- of-saletiondisplays,
and weekly feature of one
hower resign his command to seek
the Republican Presidential nom- product in a telephone jackpot quiz
ination, he will be succeeded as contest on the Skip Datves disc
NATO commander by General jockey show.
Matthew Ridgway. A Pentagon
The tisersplan
a bonus
for adverofficial, close to the joint chiefs of
who buyis the
equivalent
of six
staff, also told the KHQ news bu- one-minute spots weekly for 13
reau that the Pentagon is still un- weeks, with participating druggists
decided as to whether Gen. Mark mentioned during the quiz show on
Clark or Gen. Maxwell Taylor will a rotating basis.
go to Japan to head SCAP in
Tokyo."
CAB Plans Ad Study
A NEW STUDY by Pat Freeman,
sales director of Canadian Assn. of
Broadcasters, will list all radio and
other advertising by some 400 national advertisers using radio in
Canada,advertisers.
plus advertising
by nonAltoona, Pa.
radio
Mr. Freeman
Twenty-eight years radio experiexpects
the
study
to
aid
in
encecateandd to the
Roy community
Thompson's haslife made
dedimining radio sales figures nextdeterfall
and
determining
TV's
effect
by fallon
WRTA
Altoona's
friendliest
station.
of
1953
in
Toronto
and
Montreal
People like to do business with
Canadian national radio advertising.
friends. Of course, WRTA— advertised products — sell!
NEW RCA broadcast transmitter is
5 Ukompion
now in operation at the Bloomfield,
Represented by
Conn, transmitting plant of WDRC
Robert Meeker Associates
Hartford. New equipment replaces
transmitter
which has been in operation since 1934.
AIR RAID TEST
N. J. Stations Take Part
NEW
JERSEY'S
commercial
radio stations,
linked20together
in a
civil defense network, were completely successful in broadcasting
instructions and other data in a
state-wide air raid test, described
asCD theofficials
nation'sreported.
first, last Tuesday,
Originating station for the network broadcast in "Operation New
Jersey" owner
was WAAT
Newark.Atlantic
Fred
Weber,
of WFPG
City, is radio-TV director for the
.New Jersey CD network. He reported thatAMallstations
of the relayed
state's the20
commercial
quarter-hour official broadcast.
Immediately after the all-clear
sirens sounded, WNJR Newark
broadcast a half -hour pickup from
the control center, with News Editor Tom Costigan interviewing
Gov. Alfred E. Driscoll and state
civil defense director, Leonard
Dreyfuss, who read reports as they
were received from points throughoutsuthelts of state,
the test.describing local re-

BROADCASTING
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Ahead of Police
FAST coverage of a finance
companysulted in jail
robbery
almostDentz,
refor Jack
newsman for WCTC New
Brunswick, N. J. Acting on
a 3:30 p.m. tipoff, Mr. Dentz
grabbed a tape recorder,
rushed to the finance company and interviewed the
office manager even before
the police arrived. The radio
reporter, hurrying back to
WCTC studios, was detained
by
his
rush,police,
until hesuspicious
convinced ofthem
he was not involved in the
crime.

CPN-KNX SALES
First Quarter Revenue Up
COLUMBIA Pacific Network regional and KNXin Hollywood
local
sales increased
revenue during
the first
quarter
of
1952
as
compared with the same period in 1951,
according to Edwin W. Buckalew,
assistant general manager in
charge of sales.
Locally KNX radio showed a
gain of 24% from Jan. 1 through
Mar. 31, 1952, over the same quarter last year. Columbia Pacific
Network's first quarter sales
figures for 1952 were 30.5^ above
last year's
first quarter, Mr. Buckalew reported.

RCA Vans for Indonesia
FIRST of 40 radio broadcasting
vans built by RCA for Indonesia
has been turned over to representatives of the Indonesian government
in New York ceremonies. The
mobile units are equipped with
RCA 150-w transmitters and associated equipment.

Tiedeman 49, of the
Otto L.L.TIEDEMAN,
OTTO
WBAL Baltimore sales staff, died
April 26 following a heart attack.
With WBAL since October 1949,
Mr. Tiedeman was well-known in
Washington and Baltimore advertising circles. He was a prominent
Maryland
and a (Md.)
member of theyachtsman
Gibson Island
Club.

BOOST

Sales

Your

In

HANNIBALAND —
the large 41 county area
HANNIBALAND*
surrounding Hannibal,
Mo., Quincy,
Keokuk,III.lowanda.

with
KHMO
Give your sales a big boost— a shot in the arm— in the rich, midwestern
farm area around Hannibal, Mo., Quincy, 111. and Keokuk, Iowa.
You can do this for the lowest cost-per-listener, and with a guarantee to
reach the rural and city buying power by using KHMO. This is true
because the majority of the radio families living in Hannibaland* tune
and stay tuned to KHMO. For proof and availabilities write, wire or
phone KHMO or Pearson today.
KHtAO — satisfying results and service

KHMO
5000 watts day

John E.Representative
Pearson Company
•
Mutual Network
Hannibal, Missouri
1000 watts at night
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Peabody Winners
(Continued from page 28)
a non-profit organicommended for an "extraordinary Civic Theatre,
zation using amateur talent. There
public service" in which the prowere "similar worthwhile entergrams
permitted
the
facts
to
"tell
their own story, without benefit of
prises," the citation added.
WSB Atlanta won a coveted dual
artificial coloration." The series
covered narcotics, dishonest sports honor of The Pastor's Study on
"and other national maladies."
WSB and Our World Today on
For "radio entertainment (non- WSB-TV— the "first time" Peabody
musical)," an award was bestowed handed out a joint radio-TV award
on NBC's Bob Elliot and Ray on a regional basis. They were
Goulding — Bob and Ray — as "the
"typical" of WSB enforemost satirists in radio." Their describedterpriasse last year.
fare was described as "fast movThe
Cox
properties,
ing, deadly accurate, frequently licensed to theRadio-TV
Atlanta Newspapers
outrageous and extremely funny." Inc. (Atlanta Journal and ConstituTheir stock should rise "although
tion), have promoted "the best inthis is their first year of network
terests" ofthe city since the incepbroadcasting," the citation said.
tion of each operation, the award
Teen-Age Program
noted. "These stations in 1951, as
in previous years, gave a practical
KPOJ Portland "served its com- demonstration
how radio and
munity well during 1951," another television can ofcomplement
each
citation explained, "through various
carefully conceived and well exe- other in the public interest," it was
pointed out.
programs."wentAs toa the
result,
Peabodycutedaward
MBSa
WQXR New York's citation was
affiliate for "meritorious local issued for "radio youth programs,"
with
bow also to Dorothy
public service by radio." Cited were Gordon,a low
their moderator; Iphigene
Careers Unlimited, for aiding teenagers. "Indicative of the high Ochs Sulzberger, director of special
quality and social usefulness" of activities for the New York Times,
the program is the fact that it has station licensee and the Liberty
been rebroadcast for two years over network, which rebroadcast the
series on tape.
KBPS
public Portland,
schools. owned by the city's
It was noted that the Times
Another example is Civic Theatre Youth Forum was aired not only
of the Air, designed to stimulate locally but also in other major
community interest in the city's cities, "coast to coast and over

'SON..

.

are coming" over WINS right now — every day,
at"The
homeYanks
and away.
That puts this station in the spotlight as the best spot buy — or
any buy!
Let WINS go to bat for you, through spots or programs.
Whatever you have to sell, you can sell more at lower cost!
We'll be glad to give you the facts, and the figures.
Juy WINS
it Sells!
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Call your WINS representative
. . . see him when he calls!
CROSLEY BROADCASTING
CORPORATION

trans - Atlantic facilities." The
forum consists of student discussions on varied topics.
Alistair Cooke, U. S. correspondent for the Manchester Guardian,
was recognized for his Letter from
America via shortwave facilities of
the
Mr. Cooke's
description
of theBBC.
American
scene was
labeled
"delightful" and "penetrating." He
was praised for contributing to international understanding by radio.
For Mr.
CBS' distinguished Murrow,
radio-TV commentator,
the
Peabody citation represented a
notable catch — it meant he had followed up his 1950 Hear It Now
accolade (citation for second place)
with a greater honor for See It
Now, the network's video counterCBS Television's See It Now was
acclaimed for "television news and
part.
interpretation." tele-documentary
Mr. Murrow's
widely-acclaimed
was
adjudged
as
a
intelligent analysis "simple,
of top lucid,
news
stories"
and
cited
for
effective format fora "strikingly
presenting
news and personalities . . . with
humor, sometimes with indignation,
always with
thought."
citation
also careful
commended
Fred The
W.
Friendly, co-producer of the series.
NBC received its honor for "television entertainment (music) " in
the
form andof Gian
Carlo Menotti's
Amahl
the Night
Visitors,
first telecast last Christmas Eve. It
was repeated on Easter Sunday.
The citation noted the acclaim accorded the one-act opera and "its
significance to television." As the
first operaticmis ionwork
ed for thisspecifically
medium, comthe
work "is living proof that television
can accommodate itself to greatFine Direction by Segal
ABC's Celanese Theatre productions were found to be accompness." lished with "fidelity, intelligence,
and scrupulous
regard for ...
the intentions of the playwright
its
direction by Alex Segal is among
the
finest on television."
of American
plays alsoThisdrewseriesan
award — for "television entertainDistinction in the "television
educational
was
meted
to programs"
WCAU-TV field
Philadelment."phiaout
for What in the World, presented by the U. of Pennsylvania
and the University Museum over
CBS-TV. Series was lauded for
"the stimulating manner in which
it brings noted scholars ... to the
television screen for a delightfully
entertaining and informal display
of theirtion: ".learning."
Added theof cita. . superb blending
the
academic
and theno entertaining."
There were
special awards
for 1951, nor for children's programs as such. Entries are submitted by individual stations, networks, newspaper and magazine
editors, listener groups and other
organizations. The board also takes
cognizance of recommendations by
itsGreatest
"listening-post
committee."
stir among
acceptance
speeches, limited
for
requirements, was madebroadcast
by Mr.

Menotti. After expressing his
gratitude for the freedom and opportunity allotted him in composing his TV opera, he said he regretted the intrusion of commercials in the middle of some programs, and blandly proposed his
own personal boycott of products
whose commercials "interrupt artistic achievements." While his audience gasped, he suggested it might
mean his missing quite a few mild
cigarettes.
The composer emphasized that it
is up to audiences to fight for better programming, and quoted
Georgeif they
Bernard
Shaw's
that
do not
fight remark
to get
what they
serve what deserve,
they get. they might deReferring to recent bans on
broadcasting congressional hearings and noting that the press has
been a more aggressive defender of
news freedom than broadcasters
have been, Mr. Murrow said a
threatening
danger toois complacent.
that television might become
Television,trusion to henewsemphasized,
is no inand, to maintain
its effectiveness, must not limit itself to theassert
sponsor's
but should
its owninvestment,
integrity
and build its own ingenuity.
'Auditory Wall Paper'
American radio listening is a sort
of "auditory wall paper," according
to Mr. Cooke, whose acceptance
noted differences between American
and British broadcasting systems,
American and British audiences.
It is not similarities but dissimilarities— and the understanding of and
respect for them — that often make
friendships meaningful, he said.
In his mediate
survey
of television's
imfuture, Mr.
Weeks anticipated the presentation of good
Hollywood pictures on the air and
repeats of the better programs to
provide continuous and high level
consumption. Bowing to extensive
plans ical
for conventions
coverage this
of national
summer,polit-he
hoped the issues would be "fairly
fought" on television.
Members of the Peabody National Advisory Board are:
Edward Weeks, Editor, Atlantic Monthly,
Boston, ecutive
chairman;
Mrs. Elizabeth
exdirector, "Yaddo,"
SaratogaAmes,
Springs,
N. Y.;mit eJohn
H. Benson,
chairman,
Como
n
Consumer
Relations
in
Advertising, N. Y.House,
C; Bennett
president,
Random
Inc., A.N. Cerf,
Y. C.j
John
Crosby,
radio
columnist,
New
York
Herald
Tribune;ville (Ky.)
MarkCourier-Journal
Ethridge, publisher,
LouisEarl J. Hamburger,
Glade, Mayor, television
Salt Lake and
City, Times;
Utah;
Philip
writer,
The
New
Yorker;
Joseph
Henry
Jackson,
literary
editor,
San
Francisco
(Calif.)
Chronicle;
Waldemar Kaempffert, science editor, New
York tor,Times;
Mrs. Dorothy
Lewis,United
CoordinaU. S.RalphStation
Relations,
Nations;
McGill,
Editor,
Atlanta
Cons
t
i
t
u
t
i
o
n
;
P
a
u
l
Porter,
former
chairman,
FCC, Washington,
D. C; Dr. Ohio
I. KeithState
Tyler,
director
of
radio
education,
U.,
Columbus; Harmon W. Caldwell, chancellor,
University
System
of
Georgia,
Atlanta,
officio,Grady
and John
Dean, U.Henryex-of
W.
SchoolE. ofDrewry,
Journalism,
Georgia, Athens, ex-omcio.
EDITION of 1952 Publicity Directory
has been published by Publicity Adv.,
Kalamazoo, Mich. Book contains
names of over 2,000 consumer, farm
and business trade publications which
accept free publicity on new products,
books,services.
literature and new methods
and
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.AWARDS luncheon of Virginia Associated Press Broadcasters brought
together this foursome at Washington's National Press Club fortnight
ago. Standing (I) Tony Vacarro, AP
White House correspondent, who was
principal luncheon speaker, and Fred
L. Hart, general manager, WLPM
Suffolk, VAPB president; seated (I)
Frank H. Fuller, AP Richmond, Va.,
bureau chief, VAPB secretary, and
Maynard Dillaber, news director,
WMVA Martinsville. Mr. Dillaber
succeeded Mr. Hart as VAPB president [B*T, April 28].
WABB ASSAULT CASE
Verdict Is Returned
J. ED TAIT, 43-year-old former
official of an AFL motion picture
operators' labor union, was convicted April 23 of a charge of conspiring to assault a radio technician during a strike against WABB
Mobile, Ala., in January 1950
[B«T, Jan. 23, 1950], according to
reports from the station.
Mr. Tait was fined S450 and
given a 60-day suspended jail sentence, WABB said. He immediately appealed the verdict and was
released on bond. A grand jury
indictment accused Mr. Tait of conspiring with four other persons to
assault Dean Durham, former
WABB radio technician. The remaining four persons still face
trial, it was further reported.

FLOOD WORK
More Stations Report
FURTHER details on flood coverage and fund-raising for flood relief were reported last week with
several more stations recording
their services during the emergency [B*T, April 21, 28].
WCCO Minneapolis-St. Paul climaxed its Mississippi - Minnesota
Rivers flood coverage with an
Emergency Call program April
15 featuring a distress call by Gov.
C. Elmer Anderson who reported
on President Truman's allocation
of 8100,000 in emergency funds for
flood relief.
Staffers of KGCU Mandan, N. D.,
broadcast messages of the Missouri
River flood until their transmitter
was inundated, then relayed their
flood information to KGCU's rival
station, KFYR Bismarck. The Bismarck station, after covering the
flood, started a fund-raising campaign which brought donations of
$9,000.
Omaha stations KMTV (TV),
KBOX, KFAB and KOWH helped
raise 810,674 for three relief agencies, Red Cross, Salvation Army
and Volunteers of America. All
Omaha-Council Bluffs stations were
cited by the National Assn. of
Radio News Directors board of directors for their flood work.
WOL Washington reported Mike
Hunnicutt raised 8300 to 8400 for
the Red Cross for flood aid during
his all-night program April 26.
Nebraska Nominations
NEBRASKA'S
radio nominated
and two
TV stations have23 been
for the Ark-Sar-Ben Good Neighbor Award for service rendered in
time of disaster. Sam W. Reynolds,
civil defense director for Omaha
and Douglas County, made the
nominations. The award is given
annually to the individual or organization making ofgreatest
tion to welfare
the state.contribu-

HOBSON SINKING
WCSC Gives Full Coverage
SINKING of the USS Hobson was
given unprecedented airing over
WCSC Charleston, S. C, as a public
service to the large Navy family at
the naval installation in that city,
many of whom knew and were conC PI
nel. cerned about the Hobson' s personNOVA SCOTIA
At 12:30 p.m. April 27, the first
THE
unconfirmed bulletin was aired.
SIGNBOARD
Theson collision
confirmed
of the Wasp
Hobwith story
the carrier
OF
was broadcast over WCSC at 1
SELLING POWER
p.m. Throughout the day, WCSC
IN THE
played the story to the hilt with
bulletins and special interviews
MARITIME PROVINCES
with naval authorities. At 7:38
ASK
p.m.,
WCSC interrupted the Aynos
JOS. WEED & CO.
V Andy show to broadcast the list
of
survivors.
350 Madison Ave., New York
WCSC said that other Charleston
He Has the Reasons Why!
stations also interrupted their
regular
schedules to air the latest
5000 WATTS-NOW!
Hobson developments.
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WITH EFFICIENT NEW ALTEC CONSOLES
The Altec 250A and 230B consoles represent a new quality standard
for speech input equipment. Their frequency response, noise level
and low distortion more than meet the most stringent broadcast
requirements. They are compact and completely self-contained,
without external power supplies, junction boxes or other equipment. Flexibility, compactness, accessibility and ease of operation
are just a few of the outstanding features of these new consoles.

IConsole For the ultimate in quality
control the 250 A Console is the finest unit ever made for AM, FM or TV
studio use. Its compactness is made possible by the use of newly
designed miniature plug-in preamplifiers, line amplifiers and poweT
supplies. The preamps are only 1 s/s "x4V4"x9". The line amplifiers and
pqwer
supplies leads
are 2%to "x4V4"x9".
You more
will find
that the new
Altec
250A Console
better control,
economical
operation.
Frequency Response (± 1 db 20-20.000 cyclesj Color
Miniaturecodedplug-in
controlsamplifiers
accordingandto power
functionsupplies
Very
lowlow distortion
Two
outputpatching
channelspanelwith illuminated VU meters
Very
noise
level
Complete
As manysimultaneously)
as 12 balanced line i
Only two amplifier types, three tube types
4mixline 7inputs
Built-in tube checking facilities
4 utility inputs ; 4 simultaneously)
Compact ■36" x 31" x 55" including desk)
console
The 230B is the
ideal console for small
station or individual studio
operation. It has eight low level
microphone or turntable inputs controlled
by four mixing controls and four line inputs controlled by two mixers.
Its lowtrols areheight
(9%") and
provides
maximum
studioaccessible.
visibility. The
concolor coded
all parts
are readily
No other
console in its price range offers as much as the Altec 230B.

9356 Santa Monica Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif.
161 Sixth Avenue, New York 13, New York
May 5, 1952
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ONTARIO OUTLETS
Fight Copyright Issue
TEN Canadian small-market stations have filed in Ontario Supreme
Court to stop collection of copyright fees by the Composers,
Authors, Publishers Assn. of
Canada (CAPAC). Ontario stations
took the action following a twoday meeting of the Canadian Assn.
of Broadcasters' Toronto Board of
Directors.
CAPAC sought to collect copyright fees on a percentage basis
under a new revenue ruling set by
the Canadian Copyright Appeal
Board at Ottawa. The association
was empowered by the board to inspect station books and determine
a gross revenue figure on which to
base fees for a fiscal year [B»T,
April 21].
The 10 stations cite their inability to predetermine what their
gross revenue will be for the year
on Jan. 1 of that year as provided
in the revenue ruling by the board.
They also maintain CAPAC
should not collect on percentage
ofthata revenue
station's isgross
derivedrevenue,
only in since
part
from use of CAPAC music. The
stations already have stopped
playing CAPAC music and plan to
use only BMI Canada Ltd. and
public domain music.
Virtually all Canadian stations
are supporting the CAB board
stand on the copyright tangle. Stations filing in court action are:

CHML and CKOC Hamilton, CKBB
Barrie, CJBQ Belleville, CKLB
Oshawa, CJOY Guelph, CKFI Fort
Frances, CFOS Owen Sound, CKTB
St. Catherines and CFOR Orilla.
WRITERS'
STRIKE
Would Hit
Network Shows
SUCH sponsors as Piel's Beer,
Shell Oil, Bayer Aspirin, Metropolitan Life Insurance and Sanka
Coffee will be affected when Radio
Writers Guild calls' a strike of its
news and continuity writers, it was
indicated last week when the guild
announced that more than 100 individual shows would be hit by a
walkout of continuity writers.
Services of news writers and
editors would be withdrawn from
an additional total of 27 broadcast
hours per week, with another 14
hours of sustaining news shows
also to be affected. RWG figures
exclude both radio and TV shows
authored by freelance writers, who
are expected to join the strike proposed against NBC, CBS and ABC.
Union spokesmen also announced
the dropping of the guild request
for national negotiations, a major
issue in its pay dispute for news
and continuity authors.
NET earnings of $1,515,506, equal to
79 cents per share, by Admiral Corp.,
were announced last week by Ross D.
Siragusa, president, on first quarter
sales of $43,970,356 compared to $2,403,344, or $1.25 per share for same
period in 1951.

KMTV-KMA
Present
Coverage

Top
of

Flood Crisis!
Here's
the greatest
aster coverage
ever to story
come ofoutdis-of
the Midwest. KMTV-Omaha and
KMA-Shenandoah, Iowa, operating separately, presented to their
audiences,
outstanding TV and Radio
KMA, Shenandoah, Iowa, perFlood. coverage of the Missouri River
formed extra-heavy duties during
KMTV, Omaha, with 3 on-thethe
flood conditions
emergency.in KMA's
spot
remote
CBS-TV
telecasts
from
reported
hundredsstaffof
danger areas, kept viewers up to
date on flood happenings. Four mosquare
miles
of
non-metropolitan
tion picture cameras were working
areas which were not served by local
round the clock to record the epicradio stations or daily newspapers.
making struggle against the "Mad
KMA's news and special events men
Missouri." Three daily news telemaintained a 24-hour emergency
casts plus gave
many KMTV
"specialtopevents"
programs,
flood
broadcast and warning system for
coverage
aha area. in the metropolitan Omresidents of the flood-stricken area.
Once again, the people in these areas who rely on KMTV and
KMA for the Best in news and entertainment, received the most
complete emergency coverage possible.
KltlTV
KMA
OMAHA 2, NEBRASKA
SHENANDOAH, IOWA
Represented by
CHANNEL 3
Represented by KATZ AGENCY
MAY BROADCASTING COMPANY
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Uses 'EXERCISE
Full-Time StaffHORN'
in Field for Daily Reports
KTRH COVERS
COMMENDATIONS have gone
to KTRH Houston from the Army
for its full-time and competent
coverage of "Exercise Longhorn,"
huge joint
maneuvers heldArmy-Air
from MarchForce
18-April
11.
The gigantic military exercise
was also an all-out "Operation
Broadcasting"
the devoted
independent
Texas station for
which
7%
hours of air time and some 1,000
man-hours to broadcast daily
coverage of the Texas-staged event.
Other independent Texas stations
covering the exercise included
KTEM Temple and WACO Waco,
Col. Alvin E. Hebert (I) of Mathe latter originating for Liberty
neuver Direction Headquarters and
Broadcasting System.
KTRH maintained a full-time KTRH engineer Byrd record cricrew to cover the exercise involving
tique of the exercise.
110,000 men, set up to simulate an
invasion by an aggressor nation
from Corpus Christi after it presumably had invaded and taken
South America and Cuba and had
driven a wedge from Corpus Christi
through Texas to the town of
Lampasas.
Covering
maneuvers withallPortphases
Hood ofas the
its base
of operations, the KTRH special
events crew of six men included
Tom Jacobs, program director;
Corwin Riddell, news director;
Jim Ross of the news and special
events staff; Jack Drake of the
news staff; Julius Smith, assistant
chief engineer, and Jim Byrd, enGen. Hoge evaluates Exercise
Daily roundups
Longhorn's success at critique.
cast overgineer.remote
wire. were broad* * *
Pre-Exercise Pickup
Antonio,
cited The
KTRH's coverage
of
the
exercise.
worked
Stressing interpretation and in co-operation withstation
Lt. Mackall
documentation, KTRH presented and
Lt.
Col.
John
J.
Kelly,
public
its first broadcast March 19 after information officer for Maneuver
conferences with military personnel Direction Headquarters.
in San Antonio. The broadcast inKTRH broadcast the final cricluded explanations of the military
April 11 with talks by top
situation by Lt. Gen. William Hoge, Army tique
Air Force officers to the
Fourth Army commander and di- 500 unitand leaders
of the operation.
rector of Exercise Longhorn, and
Mr.
Smith
more than 700
J. Timberlake miles in five drove
days getting interofMaj.the Gen.
NinthEdward
Air Force.
views on recorders and transportMr. Drake broadcast on-theing them back as far as 100 miles
scene interviews from the first to Fort
for broadcast. Inplane carrying men into the battle the-field Hood
broadcasts were made by
area and flew in with the 31st portable tape
recorders,
then edited
Dixie Division's
air lift, into documentary style.
Several
interviewing
the 8,000-man
paratroopers.
special
bulletins
were
presented
Mr. Smith, who doubled as news- direct tape feeds. Other specialby
man and engineer, and Mr. Drake
included and
gasoline-driven
broadcast to listeners the actual equipment
generators
equipment
sound of battle after they ventured motor
converting 24-volt direct curinto no man's land to record the for
rent.
action. KTRH also secured an exclusive interview with Army Secretary Frank Pace Jr.
KTRH also gave Texans a BAB Clinic Postponed
documentary broadcast of the oc- THE SALES clinic scheduled by
cupation of Lampasas, including BAB for New York last Monday
the speech of aggressor Gen. was postponed because of the illness of Vice President Kevin B.
Charles D. W. Canham, commander of the 82nd Airborne Divi- Sweeney, one of the leaders in the
clinic
Next clinic is set for
as "Gen.Army.
Gustav today series.
Muller"sion, ofwho posed
the Aggressor
(Monday)
St. Louis.
Others
this
week:in Wednesday,
Lt. Bob Mackall, former WFMJ
Kansas
City
and
Friday,
Des
Youngstown, Ohio, program direc- Moines. The series extends through
tor, now radio-television-newsreel
officer for the public information Sept. 19. New date for the New
office of the Fourth Army in San York clinic has not been designated.
BROADCASTING
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TIN

Problems?
Are
IN

you
or going

into TELEVISION?

With many years experience in all phases of television broadcasting, we offer an exclusive consulting service in selective markets to fit the needs of broadcasters, present or prospective, who require help in preparing and evaluating: —
1. Application Data
2. Gash Requirement Estimates
3. Appraisal of Competition
4. Production Facility Planning
5. Studio and Space Layouts
6. Organization and Personnel
Requirements
7. Integration of TV with Existing
Operations

8. Operating Policies-Practices
9. Programming Policies, Formats and
Schedules
10. Expense Budgets
11. Revenue Estimates
12. Coverage Data
13. Market Appraisals
14. Network Affiliation Potentials
15. Rate Cards

A N D if you have financing problems, we will be glad to discuss your requirements with you — confidentially, of course.
We are neither lawyers nor radiation engineers, but we will work with the
representatives you may now have or may select, in these fields, in the preparation of material for your application and supporting evidence, we will collaborate directly with you and your staff on every other aspect of a complete
station construction, fiscal, organizational and operating plan.
you until you are "on the air" and as long afterwards as you
have We
need stay
for with
our services.
Send for a brochure describing our service in more detail.
Inquiries which will be treated confidentially and acknowledged promptly may be addressed to:
Frank E. Mullen § Associates
Noran E. Kersta Company
121 South Beverly Drive
143 Meadow Street
Beverly Hills, California
Garden City, N. Y.
Phone — Crestview-l-7i9l
Phone— Garden City-3-1075

It's great
be five
monthsraised
old
\f and
the firstto dog
actually
and trained under TV cameras. My
master is Rollie Johnson, Sports Director of WTCN in Minneapolis, St.
Paul. He figures more people will understand and own dogs if they see how
much fun we have.
([life This Rollie is a swell master!
Even when his evenings include
a TV program, a speech, telecasting a
sports event, or his Big Brother meeting ... he always winds up with time
to play with me.
-j-^- /^Rollie
starting his TV
<anSP-^
fishing iscontest
on WTCN
soon. Last year the entries, from a one
pound sunnie to a fifty pound sturgeon,

CBS

•

ABC

•

DUMONT

totaled four tons of fish! Lots of tackle
and equipment got sold, too! Rollie
travels around a lot, takes lots of
movies of folks at their favorite sport,
and shows 'em on our programs. Seems
like fellows get a kick out of seeing
themselves on TV.
Guess Johnson
I'm just fan
one club;
more I inknow
the
Rollie
what folks up here mean when they say
people like Rollie are old friends instead of announcers. By the way, some
spots on some of his sports shows are
open for sponsorship. Rollie and I
would
can helplikeyouto tohavesellyou
your"aboard"
product. if we

(Affiliate)

Nationally represented by FREE & PETERS
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PROPAGATION
VHF
By EARL ABRAMS
ment agency requires the use of plained by one FCC staff executive circuits) and during passage of
for special pur- after the final TV allocations report meteois. The latter phenomenon
DOES new information on VHF these frequencies
poses. That would mean an allo- was issued last month [B»T, April was accompanied by loud heteropropagation, showing that consistcation
hearing
—
unless
the world 14] on the ground that there would
dyne whistles. effect from the E
ent long-distance reception in those situation degenerated to
all-out not be sufficient room in the 470-890
"Scattering"
bands
is
possible,
pose
a
threat
to
war
—
and
TV
broadcasters
would mc band for a "truly nationwide layer
TV?
of the ionosphere was adto protect themvanced as an explanation of the
That possibility, fanned by news- have opportunity
competitive television system." phenomenon,
Bands involved encompass andTests
with the possibility
began
Jan.
23,
1951
on
49.8
paper stories last week, had TV Channels selves.
2-6.
mc, according to the NBS report. that the D layer played a part in
engineers searching National BuIf the military or other govern- Continuous wave emissions were reflecting the signals.
reau of Standards Report No. 1172
decided that the band used. Identical high gain 41.2-ft.
Future experimentation for frefor
is entitled "Aat Very
New would mentbe agencies
useful for defense or dip- high horizontal rhombic antennas
quency and distance dependence is
Kindguidance.
of Radio ItPropagation
lomatic purposes, then the position with 500-ft. legs were used at both planned, as is a more detailed study
High Frequencies Observable Over
of
the
received
signal. During a
of the low-VHF band TV operators the transmitting and the receiving
Long
would be serious, it is believed by positions. Power of 23 kw was put short period a receiving test was
ThatDistances."
report told how a VHF some.
made
with
a
station
in Bermuda,
These
observers
recall
the
signal transmitted by Collins Radio
into thewidth wasantenna.
3 kc. Receiver band- 2,000 miles from Cedar Rapids, but
1945 allocations reCo. at Cedar Rapids, la., was re- Commission's
port which spoke of the insufficient
receptionsociatedwaswith sporadic
erratic Eandionization,
not asceived consistently via skywave re- spectrum
Signal Intensity Charts
space available for TV
tion at NBS's800Sterling,
Va., in the below-300
Included in the report are charts NBS stated.
receiving flecstation,
miles away.
mc
region
"to
Last February NBS reported a
Up to now, the theory was that make possible a truly nationwide showing signal intensity received
VHF signals are not reflected from and competitive television system." in April 1951 and June 1951. They new theory of VHF propagation
varied from a high of 25 db above which held that the bending of sigthe ionosphere.
They
emphasize
the
FCC's
next
nals of this band over the horizon —
Consensus of TV engineers is sentence: "Such a system, if it is one microvolt at about noon to a heretofore
considered in the nature
of 4 db above one microvolt at
that the facts are significant, and to be developed, must find its lodg- low
about
11
p.m.
ing higher up in the spectrum
hold out a promise for communicaof a "freak" condition — might be
Signal was consistently received, considered normal and not an extion and possibly other special pur- where more space exists."
poses, but are not a threat to TV.
Former FCC Chairman Wayne irrespective of season, time of
ception tothe "line-of-sight" theory
That attitude was summed up by Coy in several speeches during his day or geomagnetic disturbances. of VHF propagation [B«T, Feb.
an FCC official in this manner:
tenure urged the move of all VHF Strength of the signal was actually 4]. Tests had shown, NBS re• The Commission
these to the UHF frequencies. Fact that enhanced during sun spot condiported, that such conditions were
tests
it setreport
up knew
its[B.T,
TVabout
allocation
and on
regular
normally cause fading too frequent
table before
in its final
April 14]. the Commission never seriously con- on usualtions (which
(Continued
page to96)be conhigh frequency 3 to 30 mc
templated
such
a
move
was
ex• The preceived
signals
in
this
exe
r
i
m
e
n
t
a
r
e
of
such
low
intensity
that
they do not factor.
seem significant as a TV
interference
•
The
transmitting
and receiving
antennas
arehighly
highlysensitive,
directional
the
receiver
muchandmore
sostations.
than isis common
for commercial
TV ALLOCATIONS
CHANGES
^
Inter-Continental TV
FIRST requests for changes in the quire it to change to Channel 3, operation of the sole VHF channel
assigned to Memphis in and
Possibility that the results hold table of assignment in the FCC's whichfinalwasreport.
nels. two of the three UHF chanout hope for inter-continental TV Sixth Report and Order on TV theAssignments
Doubt that the Commission
of
Channel
5
to
[B«T, April last
14] were
was minimized by most observers, Commission
week. filed with the Nashville and Channel 3 to Mem- judged the Madison situation corat least for the immediate future.
Asking for changes in specific
rectly was expressed by WISC. It
phis were not in the proposed Third
Developments of this sort are a
instances, the follow- .Report last year, the Scripps- called attention to the fact that it
matter of decades, one authority city-by-city
ing petitioned for changes: WMCT Howard station (Memphis Commer- had filed two comments and recommented. He likened this develfer ed to the discussion in the Sixth
opment to that of the atom bomb (TV) Memphis, Tenn.; WISC-AMpointed out. toThereReport as probably using the wrong
fore it had cial-Appeal)
not objected
the comment.
experience. How to obtain fission FM, Madison, Wis.; KTEM-AMthat it change from
Temple,Iowa.Tex.; KXEL-AM-FM requirement
was generally known in scientific FM
Reservation of VHF Channel 3
Channel 4 to 5 when comments
circles years before it was actually Waterloo,
instead of a UHF channel would
The Commission erred when it were invited last fall.
accomplished. But it was not until
the U. S. decided it was necessary, ordered WMCT to change from
comply with the Commission prinWISC Comments
that the money and energies were Channel 4 to Channel 5, the Memciplevations,
regarding
educational
reserWISC in comments last fall on
WISC averred.
It pointed
phis station averred. Error is due
thrown into actual accomplishment.
out
that
Madison
is
an
educational
the
Third
Report
proposals
had
to
the
fact,
its
petition
stated,
Immense powers necessary to refrom its trans- proposed that VHF Channel 3 be center and the Commission said in
lay a 6 mc video picture are "fan- that themitterdistance
final report that wherever it
to Nashville, Tenn. (also reserved for educational use and its
tastic,"
according
to
some
conit assigned a VHF frequency
sulting engineers. There may be assigned Channel 5) is 187.5 miles the remaining three UHF channels could,
in
those
for station
educaother and less expensive ways of — two and a half miles less than be made commercial — so that all
tional use.communities
The Wisconsin
accomplishing the same result, they the 190 mile co-channel minimum commercial TV stations in the Wis- also pointed
out that in 16 educaestablished for Zone II stations.
consin capital be competitive. The
pointed out.
tional centers, the Commission asIn order to meet the established Commission had proposed to reOnly manner in which the new
signed the sole VHF wavelength
serve a UHF channel for educafindings may have an impact on minimums, WMCT asked that its
(Continued on page 97)
tional use, permitting commercial
TV is if a military or other govern- show cause order be amended to reMay 5, 1952 • Page 65
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Post-Freeze Outlook Explored
CLINIC
CBS-TV
PROBLEMS and procedures - of
work programming daily, of which was 95% ahead of that for the
television station operation, start- 32 minutes were sponsored, whereas same period in 1951, and said CBSing with the application to FCC today the network is programmed TV leads all networks in total numfor authority to construct, were for about nine hours daily, with
ber of sponsored
including al new quarter-hours,
business on the
appraised for some 250 executives 6% hours of that total sponsored.
from CBS-TV and CBS Radio affilbooks but excluding political con"Evencrease iwith
this
phenomenal
invention and election coverage.
n the size and significance
iates at a two-day
"post-freeze"
clinic conducted
by CBS-TV
in New of television," he added, "we know These sponsored quarter-hours on
CBS-TV now number 164, as
York last Thursday and Friday.
still only the beginning."
J. L. Van Volkenburg, president it's"We
meet today at the very against 259 sponsored on all three
of CBS Television, who called the threshold of the explosive expan- other networks, Mr. Thrower asclinic an aid to both prospective
sion of a great social, cultural and serted.
and present TV broadcasters, told economic force," Mr. Van VolkenHe cited— from
TV's dropping
the assembly at the opening session
thousand
$3.49 threecost-peryears
burg declared.
Fred
M.
Thrower,
vice
president
Thursday that FCC's lifting of the in charge of network sales, cited ago to $1.79 now— and increased
freeze
means
that
"television
can
sales
results
as
"simple
economic
begin to stretch its muscles and some 50 national advertisers not factors" which, he said, have led
yet in TV but who he predicted 98% of the nation's leading food
reveal its huge strength."
will move more and more into this and drug firms to increase their
TV's growth
the field.
firstReviewing
CBS Television
clinic insince
March
TV budgets during the past two
1948, he pointed out that CBS-TV
He
pointed
out
that
CBS-TV's
business
in
January
and
February
then provided 78 minutes of netTurning to commercial programyears.
ming, Hubbell Robinson Jr., vice
president in charge of network programs, told the clinic that a network must create "a balanced line
of merchandise" to fit the varying
budgets of advertisers.
television applications
"You have a right to expect from
Digest of Those Filed With the FCC April 25 through May 7 CBS Television," he said, "programs that meet these three re(f Indicates pre-thaw application re-filed.)
quirements: Shows the audience
Boxscore
VHF UHF Total will like so well
they will make
Applications filed since April 14 ..... . 13
7 20 them into hits; shows that sell
goods; shows with great staying
Listed by States
business manager of Jackson Daily
News.
He expressed the view that there
f COLORADO SPRINGS, Col.— TV
alwaysed will
"a limitColorado
Inc.,
Ch.
11
(198-204
mc),
t
WILKES-BARRE,
Pa.
—
Wyoming
number be ofa place
big forspectacular
ERP 200 kw visual; antenna height Valley Bcstg. Co., UHF Ch. 34 (590above average terrain 1,816 ft., above 596
power."
mc), above
ERP 250average
kw visual;
ground 187 ft. Estimated construc- height
terrain'antenna
1,004
above ground 243 ft. Estimated NEW APPLICANTS
cost $304,071,
first $192,400.
year operatingcost tion$213,000,
revenue
Studio ft.,
construction
cost
$397,500,
first
year
Four Submitted
location Exchange National Bank operating cost $225,000, revenue $250,000. Studio location 88 N. Franklin ONLY one new TV application was
Bldg. Transmitter location "The St.
Transmitter location Penobscot
Horns," 1.3 mi. N. Cheyenne Mtn.,
were allore38°
45' 42"
N. Lat.,
104° 51'DuMont,
51" W. Knob, 41° 10' 58" N. Lat., 75° 52' 25" filed last week,
submitted underbutthe three
new TV
Long.
Studio
equipment
W.
Long.
Studio equipment GE, transcations rules.
transmitter DuMont, antenna RCA.
mitter GE,&antenna
GE. Washington.
Legal counNew application was from
Legal counsel Pierson & Ball, Washsel Miller
Schroeder,
ington. Consulting engineer E. C. Consulting
engineer John Creutz, KWKC Abilene, Tex., seeking ChanWashington.
Applicant
is
licensee
of
2.8 kw power, with
Page, Washington.
Applicant
firm
includes licensees of KVOR Colorado WILK-AM-FM Wilkes-Barre. Prin- 207 nelft.9, proposing
antenna height above averSprings, Col., and KGHF Pueblo, Col.,
cipals
include:
President
Dr.
Isaiah
age
terrain.
Station
proposes to
two stations each independently C. Morgan, M.D. (12%%), and Secre- spend $168,623.50 for construction.
owned, each with 50% interest in TV
tary
Roy
E.
Morgan
(12%%),
general
Re-submitting
applications
were
Colorado Inc. Representatives of the
Jackson (Miss.) Daily News, which
two stations would manage station. manager of WILK-AM-FM.
ABILENE, Tex. — Citizens Bcstg. seeks UHF Channel 25, with 197
Principals include: James D. Russell,
Co., Ch. 9 (186-192 mc), ERP 2.8 kw kw, 522 ft. antenna height above
president and general manager of visual;
height above average average terrain. It proposes to
KVOR, Gifford Phillips, president of terrain antenna
ft., above ground 282 ft. spend
of KGHF, Robert Ellis, general man- Estimated207 construction
$404,030Wilkes-Barre,
in construction.
$168,ager of KGHF, Betty Z. Russell, of 623.50, first year operating cost
Pa.,
cost $140,- WILK-AM-FM
Colorado Springs, H. C. Harmon, Col- 000, revenue $170,000. Studio-Transis
asking
for
UHF
Channel 34,
orado Springs businessman,
and Harmitter location 25th and Butternut, with 250 kw, 1,004 ft. antenna
ry C. Schnibbe,
Denver businessman.
and plans to spend $397,500
Abilene,
25' 11" equipment
N. Lat., 99°DuMont,
44' 12" inheight
Long.32° Studio
building. Combination of the litJACKSON, Miss. — Mississippi Pub- W.
cense s of KVOR Colorado Springs
lishers Corp. (Jackson Daily News), transmitter DuMont, antenna RCA.
counsel Krieger & Jorgensen, and KGHF Pueblo is asking for
UHF Ch. 25 (536-542 mc), ERP 197 Legal
kw visual; antenna height above av- Washington. Consulting engineer Channel
11, with 200 kw, 1,816 ft.
terrain 522 ft.,
above ground
Adair, Washington.
Appli- antenna height.
Construction costs
of KWKC Abilene.
522 ft.erageEstimated
construction
cost Georgecant isP.licensee
estimated at $304,071. Each
$404,030, first year operating cost Principals include: President W. P. are
$175,000, revenue $125,000. Studio Wright (25%), whose interests, in ad- licensee owns 50% of the new comdition to KWKC, include 10% of
location to be determined. TransmitAmong others announcing their
ter location Pascagoula and S. West KRIG Odessa, Tex., automobile dis- pany.
tributing companies, ranches, real es- TV station plans were WJR Detroit
Streets, Jackson, 32° 17' 48". N. Lat.,
tate, and petroleum distributor; Vice (see separate story this page),
70° 11'ment59"GE, transmitter
W. Long. Studio
equipGE, antenna
President O. D. Dillingham (25%), WMGM New York (see separate
GE. Legal counsel Wheeler & Wheel- whose
interests, in addition to KWKC, story on page 68) and WTRF-AMer, Washington. Consulting engineer
various investment
Ohio, which anRaymond M. Wilmotte, Washington. include a dairy,
banks and other busi- FM Bellaire,
nounced that it would re-file for
Principals include: Second Vice Pres- companies,
n
e
s
e
s
,
a
n
d
A.
C.
Etter
whose Wheeling, W. Va., Channel 7, with
ident Major Frederick Sullens (11%), sole interest is KWKC, (25%),
where he is 316 kw, and plans to spend $700,editor of Jackson Daily News, and
000 in construction.
Treasurer Walter G. Johnson (25%), general manager.
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shows," but that "the big market
lies in creating a product that gives
a profitable, rewarding value for
theSigmedium-priced
advertiser."
Mickelson, director
of news
and public affairs for CBS-TV,
urged works
thatschedule
bothstrong
stations
and
programsnet-in
the public interest, asserting that
TV has unprecedented value as a
means for public improvement.
Further, he said, there is no need
to "be frightened by the words commercial andshows
commercialism."
He
cited news
as traditional
money-makers in radio which can
also be money-makers in television,
paying dividends not only in revenue but in public relations, community service, and community
prestige.
Special events, education, religion, government and politics were
among other fields in which he said
TV can make significant contribuservice.tions in local, regional and national
Charles Luckman, of the firm of
Luckman & Pereira, architects of
CBS Television City in Hollywood,
outlined differences between the
needs of motion picture studios and
those for TV use. He said a study
(Continued on page 97)
GOODWILL PLANS
Seeks 4-Station Network
PLANS to build four TV stations,
linked work,
together
as a last
regional
were revealed
week net-by
WJR Detroit.
John F. Patt, president of The
Goodwill Stations Inc. (WJR,
WGAR Cleveland and KMPC Los
Angeles),
said the
decision extensive
to build
the
stations
followed
study of[B*T,
the FCC's
Sixth Report &
Order
April 14].
Mr. Patt said WJR will apply
for UHF Channel 50, for Detroit;
Channel 11 in Toledo, Ohio; Channel 12 in Flint, Mich., and Channel
5 in Bay City, Mich.
All four proposed stations will
be
radio.in cities now covered by WJR
Programs
for the from
regional
network will originate
all four
stations. If plans are approved,
educational, farm, special event and
entertainment programs of area interest will be telecast over the network.
Cost of the four stations was
estimated at $2,200,000. Earmarked
is $1,000,000 for Detroit, $600,000
for
FlintToledo,
and BayandCity.$300,000 each for
Tentative
location
the isWJRTV transmitter
and oftower
the
Fisher Building with studios in the
same building or in the New Center
area.
WGAR Cleveland, WJR sisterstation,
applying
nel 65 foris its
city. for UHF ChanSince present FCC rules prohibit
one entity from owning more than
five TV outlets, it appears that
The Goodwill Stations Inc. does not
plan
TV outlet for its
KMPC to inseek
Los aAngeles.
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Made

in Jones Ohio Speech

'Lucy' Viewers

UHF DEFENSE
FOR the first time in the history of television, a regularly
IN A ringing defense of UHF cov- a circulation of 17 million VHF- mitter costs $4.90 and a 50 kw
scheduled
program
— / Love
Lucy
— is said
to have
been
erage potentials, Comr. Robert F. only receiving sets — a prejudice VHF $4.70 per hqur.
seen
in
ten
million
American
Jones last Thursday attacked what "not confined to the intermixture
Turning to coverage potentials,
homes.
American
Research
he called "absurdities" in FCC's
Bureau reports for April
Comr.
Commission's
"firm, tions
fixedplan. and
final" TVthatallocaThird Jones
Noticecitedofthe 1950-51
and
@ Planburden
"throws
heaviest
point
that the10,600,000
April 7
He charged
the cities."
financial
uponthethose
least charged that technical efficiency
show upreached
Commission has "tried to legislate able to pay" (UHF operators).
charts "were not distributed to the
homes.
/
Love
Lucy,
preinstead of regulate" the industry.
sented over CBS-TV Monday,
% UHF service is provided by Commission until one year after the
Third
Notice
was
made
public
and
and
large
for
small
cities,
thus
"The purpose of the allocation
9-9:30 p.m., stars
plan being
the Com- wasting "the natural potential of until the die had been cast for this
band-and-wife
team theof husLumis ion is toadopted
create abynationwide,
cille Ball and Desi Arnaz.
UHF over man-made noise in the decision." He traced steps leading
competitive television system, but
to FCC's assignment policy:
Hard and fast mileage separations cities in place of one in a larger city.
biggest cities."
Scores Attitudes
'the effect
... isnotto deny
localin television to cities
included
the
based mumuponpower a andNew antenna
York sized
meaningless
centered
heightmaxifor at These
the largest
cities iscircles
the assignment
smallest citiescircles
in theon country
give
(allocations) table," he asserted.
Scoring the "UHF is wonderful the
policy
of
the
Commission.
This
asus
meaningless
the
maps
of
Comr. Jones, dissenter in toto to — you take it" attitude of one VHF the United States. They have as little the generalsignmentRules
policy isandincorporated
into
Regulations
of
multiple staticn-owner, Comr. Jones relationship to efficiency as tossing the Commission supported
by
any
kind
FCC's
final
TV
"freeze"
lift
report,
chipsaround
upon the
mapsThese
and circles
draw- of an' excuse
addressed the Ohio Assn. of Ra- complained that Commission Rules pokering circles
conceived
asfirstanweafterthem.
t
h
o
u
g
h
t
.
I
n
other
words,
had
&
Standards
require
2,000-ft.
anhave
no
relationship
to
service
areas.
dio-TV Broadcasters Management
tenna heights at 1,000 kw on UHF They have
mission writes circles;
standardsthen tothefitComthe
no areas
relationship
the na- the meaningless
Clinic, meeting at Columbus, Ohio,
trading
theto areas
culturalturalinfluence
of theor cities
includedof circles.
compete
with
relative
coverage
May 1-2. His speech bristled with "to
of VHF channels operating at 500 in theing plan.
They
are
related
to
nothComr.
Jones
told
existing
licencriticisms of the Commission's feet
remotelyconcocted
connected
with toanydefend
reaat maximum power on the
year later
findings, some of which were conthat theassessed
Commission
"staked
plansoningfrom
an a engineering
or legal your seesclaim,
the crude
ore
tained in his original dissent [B*T, basis of minimum co-channel sepa- the
standpoint.
and delivered a document [the
April 14; Sixth Report supple- rations."
The
only
relationship
these
circles
UHF does not cover the same have to anything in the plan is:
Sixth Report] giving you squatment].
Commission
ters' rights
whetheror rock
you along
work
Harking back to 1945, when a areas and relative number of loca- VHF(1) The
to large
cities; (2)wants
it willto give
give
mine
efficiently
tions as VHF unless 2,000-ft. an- VHF
previous Commission handed down
tocitysmaller
cities
if there
isn't(3)a the
with
the
old
machinery.
The
FCC
bigger
within
artillery
range;
tenna
heights
are
used
against
500distance between centers of two
VHF assignments to 158 metro- ft. antenna heights for VHF when the
office made you masters of all
closest circles, at least one of which land
politan
centei-s,
Comr.
Jones
deyou
survey
when
they
assumed
does
not
represent
an
existing
transseparations
are
based
on
minimum
clared :
ite, because
a plan:
minimum
separa- that you had a property right . in. .
spacings, Comr. Jones observed. He
tion formit ertheshave
national
(4) existing
licensees
a
property
right
the your channel."
also
cited
lack
of
information
on
"Little
or
no
thought
was
given
He described adto efficient use of the channels. tube and power costs per hour for channels occupied by them andin will
vantages this way:
disturbed
unless
separations
beToday the Commission tries to comparative size UHF-VHF trans- not be tween
them
can
be
made
larger;
(5)if (1) "You can squat on your chanthe
circles
will
not
be
moved
even
justify all of those assignments,
(Continued on page 78)
mit ers— that a 10 kw UHF trans- two circles can be used in two smaller
which are occupied by licensees, on
the erroneous ground that VHF
channels have a greater potential
to cover wide areas than UHF
channels."
'Faults' Listed
Reception Effects Seen
ON 21
Today, the majority claims that AMATEUR
HAMS
IF bandM
in theC
middle of 1949.
linked with the svnch pulse of the
radio
operators'
use
VHF now covers rural areas bet- of 21 mc band [B«T, April 28],
Amateur radio use of 21 mc has video picture. Therefore any dister from VHF stations in the officially authorized by the FCC
turbance could tear the picture,
FCC "books"
its brilliance, or show up as
largest cities are "fallacious reason- last week, could affect 80-90 % of been
1945, onwhenthe allocations
belowsince30 change
bar
lines
across the face of the
ing from an engineering stand- the
mc
were
made.
In
1947,
at
the
17,000,000
TV
sets
in
use
today.
tube.
point" because either VHF or UHF
Elimination of this interference
That is the estimated number of Atlantic City International
communications Conference,Telethat
"can be made to cover wider areas
in operation which have assignment was made world-wide. is considered a simple matter — for
than thesionerother,"
Commisasserted. the
He FCC
said the
Com- 21TV mcsetsintermediate
A wave-trap,
frequency cirTV sets used 10-14 mc IFs. -skilledor servicemen.
even reorientation of the
cuits— liable to interference from TVEarly
m
i
s
i
o
n
h
a
s
attempted
to
"make
the
set manufacturers standard- filter
arbitrarily wide minimum mileage nearby ham operators.
receiving
antenna
is
considered
ized on 21.1-21.8 mc for IF use sufficient to overcome the
separations (of 1945) the bone and
interUse of 21-21.45 mc band by ama- after World War II. That band ference.
sinew of the 1952 firm, fixed and
teurs began May 1. Authorized is was chosen because it was in an
The
FCC
considers
itself
abcontinuous
wave
radio-telegraphy.
final allocation plan."
area little used in the spectrum
solved of any responsibility for the
Radio telephone use, which would at that time, it is understood, and
Among the "absurdities" and make
possible
disturbance
since
it
feels
the
interference
worse,
was
also gave beat
good amplification,
"faults" stemming from "this
have been
avoided
interference and
and that the manufacturers
chain oftinueevents,"
for more than five years.
d, are these : Comr. Jones con- proposedments by
requiredtheby FCC,
Augustwith1. com- image response among other fac- onAt notice
the same time, the Commission
tors.
According tocheck
a Broadcasting
© "Inefficient use of the spec- Telecasting
insists that it has no jurisdiction
with RTMA•
One major TV manufacturing over
radio-TV manufacturers.
trum,"
with
shrinking
of
the
presand
manufacturers,
Admiral
and
ent 12 VHF channels to the equiv- Motorola are still using 21 mc IF. executive declared that use of 21
It canis Radio
however
Amerialent of four in the northeastern
Relay backing
League ancampaign
was "poten- to tackle TV
part of the country (New York, the
Admiral
said it planned ' 45.25
to go mcto mc bandtially by
interference (TVI)
serious"amateurs
for TV reception.
RTMA-recommended
etc.).
However, it is not likely that the through local committees of amaIF "as soon as we feel an urgent 100,000
teurs, servicemen, set distributors
will all rip up Ty
Assumption
to do so." Motorola said it pictures "hams"
and# hamlet
in the that
U. S."every
will city
use need
on the 13 to 15 million and set owners [B9T, Nov. 19,
planned to change to the higher IF TV sets liable
to
that
interference.
maximum powers and antenna standard
1951].
field engineers have been
"before the end of the First, the amateur would have to told to Its
cooperate in this endeavor. :
heights."
be
a
close
neighbor
of
a
TV
set
The
Commission
itself has urged
Emerson changed its IF from 21
# The service
plan "excludes
all local
television
from every
city mc to 45.25 mc only 30 days ago. owner. Next he would have to be manufacturers to improve the de"working"
the
21
mc
band.
And,
sign
of
their
TV
sets to overcome
Philco switched about three
. . . except the favored 1,274" and
thirdly, the TV set could be so their liability to interference. The
year." ago.
provides 889 cities "with just one months
well-shielded
and
constructed
that
Commission
became
active followRCA changed in the fall of 1951. the interference would be neglilocal tionchannel"
factor. despite the competi- Other
ing a reportin onDallas
how was
an interference
major manufacturers, like
situation
up
# Introduction of UHF is prej- General Electric, Zenith, DuMont
gible, ifat all.the 21 mc frequency through the cooperationcleaned
of that
Although
Crosley, switched shortly after
udiced "with no circulation of re- and
ceiving sets versus the VHF with the RTMA recommended the new is used for the sound IF, it is city's hams and RCA.
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Encore for B.V.D.
PRODUCED four years ago
and on tour for three straight
ee c°nvenes M°y 6
,"
mm
c°
ET
ME
WEofRconsidered obstructions to air naviga- routes which are more than 500 feet
TO
MEETING
committee
years,
- to - coast,
it's
jj^Uof_a joint
scheduledcoast
to return
by popugroundto shall
not be considered
tion (unless
special aeronautical
obstructions
air with
navigation
ifof they
broadcasting and aviation interests indicates
otherwise)
if they are study
more above
lar demand: Not "South
are
below
a
plane
a
slope
50:1
500
feet
above
the
ground.
.
.
."
to discuss heights and sites of tall than
measured
upward
and
outward
in
a
(Section B).in TSO-N18
Other lesser
heights
Pacific," mercial
but afeaturing
B.V.D.
comand approaches,
Part 17 arein vertical
plane
atairway
right orangles
to area
the
TV towers [B*T, April 28] has mentioned
dancingwith airport
boundary
of anboundary
control
been scheduled for May 6, 9:30 connection
or
the
5-mile
from
the
cenair
traffic
control
areas
and
civil
airsinging
figures
of
the
advertisers' initials. Produced by
a.m., in Room 2622 Temporary
of a direct
off-airway
route.a point
The
Subcommittees
50:1 terfeet
slope
will bethe
projected
from
conduct ways.theThe Airspace
aeronautical
study re- 500
Bldg. T in Washington.
Screen Gems, New York, the
below
minimum
en route
ed by Part 17criteria
and TSO-N18.
There altitude
20-second
commercial was the
of
the
airway
or
route
and
no quirwritten
for achieving
Basis for the meeting of what is are
distance
of 5 miles
on
byforRegional
Air- will
eitherextend
side horizontally
ofa the
boundaries
thereof,
known also
as the
"ad hoc"
committee, uniform
spacetreatment
Subcommittees
determining
letters
object after
of so being
many dropped
viewers'a
measured
from
either
when
objects
over
500
feet
in
height
which
includes
representatives
and atcenter-line.
right angles This
to theareaairway
located
airwaysto airarenavinot oredgeroute
willon
ofmemorandum
the FCC and ofCAA,
the FCC's
consideredoff
asThisexisting
obstructions
year ago,
spokesmen
reextend
for
a
distance
of
25
miles
two isweeks
ago made
gation.
determination
has
been
ported, that B.V.D.New
's agency,
side route
of andmeasured
parallel from
to thetheairway
in theindividual
past basedconsideration
upon expertof oreachdirect
Hirshon-Garfield,
York,
which proposes that towers more judgment,
radio
navigational
facility
of
the
airway.
than 500 ft. high and located out- tices.
each case, and good operating prac- Beyond the 25-mile point, objects
has
WCBS-TV
New placed
York, itto onfollow
the 11
side civil airways should not be
located
anywhere
within or5 miles
ofroute
the
The aviation,
and television
boundaries
of anfeetairway
direct
p.m. news and sportscast.
have radio
maintained
excellent which
considered hazards to air naviga- industries
are
500
below
the
minimum
tion if they are below a plane with cooperative
relationships
in
these
maten route
of the airway
or route,
tersinterests
and each ofhas therespected
theIt isrights
not altitude
be toconsidered
as hazardous
other.
not will
a slope of 50:1. Details of this pro- and
obstructions
air 500
navigation.
tothechange
these
relationships,
posal were illustrated on a chart desired
Any
object
over
feet
high
beyond
but
with
advent
of
faster
aircraft
which was distributed at the meet- and higher towers, it may be that 5 milesway or from
the airdirect theasrouteaboundary
normallyof obstrucwill
not RCA FORUM
ing two weeks ago.
there mentis witha need
to assist
expert
judg- be considered
hazardous
suitable
criteria
to
achieve
Held in Camden
tiownatyos oaircraft
en routeIn onanycivil
air-it
uniformity
in
considering
similar
Joint working committee is co- more
r
direct
route.
case,
problems.
chairmanned by John R. Evans, obstruction
will
be torequired
that whether
these objects
be TOWER construction engineers
The
suggestions
and
assistance
of
studied
determine
they
will
FCC, and D. D. Thomas, CAA. It
industriescriteria.
are desired
indesired
arrivingto have an effect on VFR off airways convened at Camden, N. J., last
atexchange
necessary
includes the following broadcast both
operations, es oinstrument
approachin protwo-day session, sponthe views,
on Itand
anisexploratory
r flight operations
the week forsored bya the
representatives:
basis,
of
key
aviation
radio
and vicinity ofcedurairports.
RCA Engineering
industry
representatives
who
Thad Brown and Neal McNaugh- television
have
been
invited
to
this
conference.
Products Dept., on problems anticten, NARTB; Arthur Scharfeld For discussion purposes, one suggesi
p
a
t
e
d
i
n
widespread
TV station
and Fred Albertson, Federal Comtion for criteria isproposals
attached may
as Ap-be
construction.
munications Bar Assn.; Robert E. presentedpendixbyA. Other
LOEWS
INC.
those
present
for
discusTower
erection
engineers
took
sion and study.
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are the following:
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the
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the
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buyers!

w hen Hollywood Playhouse hits the screen

MON.

THRU SAT.

at 2 o'clock TV tune-ins really jump. Here is a

2 TO 3 P.M.

show that literally captures audiences . . . it's
become an afternoon habit with thousands of TV

Television Baltimore

fans. We can give you one success story after
another of advertisers whose products are sold on
Hollywood Playhouse. Complete details on request.

Nationally Represented by EDWARD
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WBAL-TV
NBC in Maryland
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WEDS.
Ralstonsp.)
6:00 PI, (alt.
Patrol
6:15
6:30 Americas
Meeting
L$F
6:45
Skippy
Peanut
7:00
YouButter
ForLAsked
It
7:15
7:30 Foursquare
Court
L
7:45
8:00
8:15
Crossroads
King's
F
8:30
8:45
Arthur
9:00 Murray
Inc
Murray
Party
9:15 L Ends 5/11
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
Young
10:30
Peoples
Church
on
10:45 theYouthMarch
F Prodi
Carter
11:00 Pearson L
11:15 PM
ABC

SUNDAY
Man of
the LWeek
Alcoa
See ItL Now
Wrigley
Gene
Autry
Show
F
American
Tobacco
This usmess
Is Show
LincolnMercury
Dealers
ofownthe
General
Electric
Fred
Waring
Bristol
Myers
theBreak
LBank
B.F.
Goodrich
Celebrity
Time
L
Jules
Montenier
My Line
Norwich
Sunday
News Spec.

TUESDAY
General
Foods
Roy Roger!
F

Kukta,

U. S.Royal
Rubbe
Georgetoivn
U. Forum Showcase
L
Ironrite Oldsmobile
General
Perry L
Foods Hollywood
Young
News
Screen Chesterfield
Mr. Bobbin TestL
GM- L
Como
Lux
(alt.Filmsp.) Lever
Video
Theatre
Comedy
Colgate Mr.BristolMyers
D. A. L. L
Hour
Lipton
C-P-P
LeverTalent
Film
Scouts
Godfrey's
Philip
L
Clorets
Morris
Chlorophyll
Goodyear
Film I Love Lucy
Corp.
F
KingGumDetect (alt. with)
Corp.
General
LarusCo.&
Foods
TV
Bro.
Instant
Playhouse
Maxwell
Plainclothes
Film
Coffee
Man
Claudia L
Red P&G
Skeltor
Show
house
L
Crawford
WestingClothes
TheyAccused
Stand
OneL
No Net
After
10 p.m.
Longines
scope
ChronoNBC

9:00 AM
9:15
9:30
9:45
1 10:00
10:15
110:30
10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45
12:00 N
12:15 PM
12:30
12:45
1:00
1:15

Kellogg

Upon Space
Week Once
A Fence Cadet L
inTheReligion

CBSSUNDAYDuMONT

Kellogg

ABC

Kukla,

General
Foods Fran 4 Ollit
Capt. Vit.Am.,Corp.Theo:
Video
Goldbergs I
ThoseP&GTwo P&G
L
Camel
F
News L Beulah
Crosley
Caravan
Pentagon
Film
wks.)
Washington J.P.(alt.Speidel
Winchell
Mahoney
Firestone
Voice of
Film
Hopkins
Science
Review Firestone
L

Columbia
Records
News
FatimaL
StorkL
Club
Sam
Levenson
Show
L

DrawWin to
L
Schick
Pearson
Crime
Pharm. Or Not? Syndicated
Lights Out
L Carter
Prod.
(alt.)
L
United— City Hosptl.
Electric
Drug
On Trial
Wax
Johnson
Co-op
Lite
L
Boxing alt. with
Suspense
American
Autofrom Tobacco Co.
Block
Parkway
Robert
Danger
Eastern Montgomery
Co-op
No Net
Who Said Service
After
ThatL
10 p.m.

Cadet
Space L

General
Foods Fran
Ollit
Video
Capt. Bob 44 Bay
Show
Chevrolet
News
Bendix
Dinah
Short Swanson
(alt. wks.) Oldsmobile
L
Camel
News L The LSame Perry
Chesterfield
Pillsbury
Bishop Caravan
Como
The Name's Toni
WorthLifeLiving
is
(alt.)
Godfrey*
Fulton J. Texas
Friends
TheDixon His GMSheen
L ]
Oil Co. PaulShow
Publishing Texaco
L
Star
Curtis
&Liggett
Myers &
Godfrey
Theatre
Co.
EUery
Keep Posted
His
Friends
L 1
Drug
Bayuk
Colgate
Cigars
Battle
P&G
theSerutan
Agesof Fireside
L
ItStrike
Rich
Theatre Sterling
L
Armstrong
P.
Lorillard
theQuickDrawon Circle Mystery
The
Queen
Web
Theatre
L
BobwithDunn Theatre
L
F
Corp.
Celanese
Not for
P.
Publication
Lorillard
with
Pabst
Sales
Jerome
BlueCo.
Original Celanese
Theatre Ribbon
Cowan Amateur
our
(alt.Frigidaire
wks.) L L
the Story
Prize
Pulitzer
Playhouse
General
Waller
Co-op
Cigar
Considine
with
Kiernan
ofMutual
Omsha
Sports
Spot
Longines
Wrestling scope
What's
Chrono-

MONDAY
FRIDAY
CBS - DuMONT

NBC
ABC

SATURDAY
DuMONT
CBS

NBC

1:30 PM

ABC

1:45
2:00
M-Th
10-10:15
Lever-Rinso
CBSGodfrey
News*
(M.thruTh)
Gen.
Mills
Hudson
Al Pearce
Bride
&Gr'm
(eff.Show5/12)
Your Super
Store10:45M-Th
11:30
pm, F
ll-ll:30am

Junior
Crossroads
Sweets
Co.
Tootsie Hip
podrome L
Voice of
Prophecy
Faith
Today ForL
Horizons
L&F

C-P-P
(MWF)
ItStrike
Rich
L
P&G
(Tu.& Th.)
Egg&IHomeL
Amer.
All
Products
LoveP&G
of Life
TheDixonPaul Search for
Show Tomorrow
L

InParkThe
L
Banger
Corp. Joe
L
Ranger
(end 5/25)Joe
Junior
L
M&MCandyLtd.
Carnival
L
Frontiers
of Faith
L

2:15
2:30
2:45
3:00

Prologue
to
the
Future
F
Parly
Breakfast
Mrs. FU.S.A. NoService
NetIt's A
Problem
Prtcpting.
Club
Sponsors
Noontime
Woman's
News
with 50 Club
L
Walter
Raney
Ruth Lyons'
Take
the
Break with
Don Russell
Premier
Products
Helene
Curtis
RumpusInc
Room

Whistling
The
Internatl.
Shoe
Kids Co.&
Wizard Company
Brown
Shoe
Top
McConnell
Smilin'F Ed
Dairy
The Big
National

Mr. /
Maginaiion

No
Network
Service

3:15
3:30
3:45
4:00
4:15
4:30
4:45
5:00
5:15
5:30
5:45 PM

Time (except
iVJZ-TV) F
(alt. sp.)
Super
Circus
Canada
Dry
TV(5-5:30)
Tot's
Peter Shoe
Mars Inc.
(5:3^-6)
L

SUNDAY

MONDAY
FRIDAY
rRS _ - DuMONT
Garry
Moore
Show

.NBC.

ML.

SATURDAY
CBS
DuMONT

NBC

TheHalsLRingIn
Bohn
Alun
American
Forum
L
M Havride
idwestern
L

Hallmark
Sarah
Churchill
L

P&G
First
Years 100L
Mike 4
Buff ^how

Payoff
CPP
(M-W-F)

G.(W Foods
& F)
Cannon
(Th
Bert
Give &Parks:
Tab

Kenny
Nick

CBS — 1:30-2:30
p.m.. Best Foods.
General ElecO'Cedar.tric. Qkr.GarryOats.MooreReynolds,
Show. Stokley-Van Camp.
CBS News is half hour inGen.at 10:30-10:45
Mills sponsorsa.m.TheandBride
&10:30-11:00
Groom MTuW
Hudson
Paper on Thurs. atFri.10:30-45
a.m. a.m.
taining.
11:30-12 n, Tu. & Th., Strike It Rich, sus12-12:15 p.m., Mon., Wed.. Fri., The Egg & I.
3:30-4 p.m. Tues., Mel Torme, sustaining.
3:30-4 p.m.
p.m., Mon. Goodyear.
Bert Parks Show S.
4-4:30
Told 4/27, Sun..
5/25, 6/22 only. Greatest Story Ever
4-6Bobinp.m.GolfSun.Tournament;
5/18 only.5-6Palm
p.m. Beach
portion Bound
sponsored by Palm Beach Fabrics.
NBC—
Mon.
thruWed.—
Fri. "Today"
a.m.. EDT
CDT.
7:15-20
Fla. Fla.
Citrus,7-9Citrus
7:20-25
Wed.—&
Kenwill,
7:45-50
Mon.—
Tu.-Wed.Thurs.— Fla.
Riggio,
Wed— Mystic.
Tu.Thurs.—
Citrus.8:15-20
Fri.—
Doeskin,
8:20-25
Mon.
—Knox.
Pure-Pak,
"Time."
Fri.—
Fla. Mon.
Citrus
8:45-50
Wed. Thurs.—
— Jackson-Perkins,
8:45-55
—
♦Quaker Oats— Mon. & Fri.
5:30-6
p.m.,
M-F,
Firms
listed
sponsor
Howdy
Doody in 15 min. segments.

Participate
ingKate
Sponsor
HourSmith

Welch, Klog
Mars,
C-PInt. Shoe
Bauer
& Blk
Standard
Brands
Howdy DdyL

Programs In ital Lcs. sustaining:
Midwestern;
cording;EDT.E, EaL, Liv
:, kinescopic NI,re-

Youth to
Wants
Beatly
Know
Co-op
Morgan
Bootie
Kazootie
L
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It's WHIO-TV
for
Over 10,000 written "Thank You's"! Not giveawaygimmick responses — not fill-in postcards, coupons or
box tops. With spontaneous individual letters and
multi-named petitions, 10,173 loyal and appreciative
viewers thanked the sponsor and ourselves for our
recent basketball series!
This is the kind of special sports programming that
has built such amazingly loyal community following
for our station. The University of Dayton Flyers
basketball team qualified for both the N.I.T. and
N.C.A.A. tournaments in New York and Chicago. Our
boys! — so we cleared our schedules. Then along came
a new sponsor who knows opportunity when he sees
it — the M. J. Gibbons Supply Co. First time to our
knowledge that a plumbing and heating supply house
ever sponsored this ambitious a program.
Well, though the team didn't quite finish on top,
Mister Gibbons did — and so did we! Why, besides
those letters — besides word-of-mouth appreciation

Sports in Dayton!
every day — over 1500 people have gone to the slightlyoff-the-beaten-path Gibbons showrooms to shake his
hand and ask for a plumbing fixture booklet mentioned in a commercial.
Yes sir, — for sports, for entertainment, for public
service with a meaning — Dayton stays in tune with
WHIO-TV. SOON, FOR THE THIRD STRAIGHT YEAR, WE RE
AIRING THE CINCINNATI REDS DAY GAMES EXCLUSIVELY IN
OUR TERRITORY — AND FOR THE FIRST YEAR WILL CARRY
the Cleveland Indians games. Want action? See
George P. Hollingbery Company, National Representative for impressive figures on a great market.

DAYTON,
Page 72
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Station
City-by-City Preferences
Detailed in 'Hooperade'
(Report 214)
telestatus
cities: Lucy, Mr.
"HOOPERADE
of TV Stars" for 15 in all six"f.
March 1952 saw Red Skelton lead- Berle's and Martin & Lewis. Bob
Hope
made
the
list
in all but Chitwo ofof U.the*S.sixtelevision
cities which
serveing in509c
sets,
and Jimmy
all butScouts
Los Angeles
and
with a rating of 63.0 and 699,000 Durantecago,inGodfrey's
and Groucho Marx
sets in Chicago and 42.0 and 473,- inRedall Skelton
but
Detroit.
000 sets in Los Angeles.
But 1,514,000 New York sets put
■*
/
Lucy the
at theC. top
with a rat: ingLoveof 52.4,
E. Hooper
Inc.
results showed. Leading in the Rorabaugh Report Issued
Covers 1952 First Quarter
three
cities Philadelphia
were: Godfrey's
Scouts other
on 542,000
sets
Co., 347 Madwith 53.0, Groucho Marx on 532,000 N. C. isonRORABAUGH
Ave., N. Y. 17, last week isBoston sets with 60.9 and Milton
sued
its
report
on
TV
Berle on 314,000 Detroit sets with for the first quarter ofadvertising
1952. In
49.6.
to the main Rorabaugh
Lucy was fourth in February in addition which
covers network and
New York with 42.8. Martin & Report,
January, FebLewis was first there that month spot advertising ina supplementary
with 56.9, largest New York TV report ruaryonand March,
local-retail
advertising
ratingond in March
in several
sec- also was issued.
with months,
50.8. Mr. and
Skelton
The
report
covers
64
markets
was first for both January and and 108 TV stations. Listed
are
February in Chicago (53.2 and 65.2, 6,400 advertisers, tabulated as 188
respectively) and Los Angeles network advertisers, 1,277 national
(46.0 and 46.7, respectively).
regional spot users, and 4,935 localGodfrey's Scouts
was second
Philadelphia
in February
(47.4),in retail advertisers.
with Lucy first (48.4) , second in
March (45.8) and second in January (42.4) . Boston ranked Groucho Vistascope Showing
Marx, second in February (56.2) Set for Hollywood
and fourth in January (56.2).
Philco Playhouse was first in Janu- FIRST demonstration of the Vistaary (61.1) and in February (63.2),
scope, a camera device which
dropping to eighth in March (46.6). utilizes photographs for foreground
Detroit ranked Mr. Berle second settings with live action, will be
in February (52.2).
staged at the Hollywood section of
Only three shows made the first the Motion Picture and Television

Engineers meeting May 20 in
Studio Theatre on Paramount lot.
Some 300 members of MPTE will
attend, according to Ed Templin,
program
chairman.
Equipment,
a French invention,
is under exclusive license to Vistascope Corp. of America, which is
owned turesjointly
Paramount
Picand Sol by
Lesser,
independent
producer.
It
will
be
made
available shortly to all film producers
and TV stations on a royalty basis.
'I Love Lucy' Heads
Videodex April List
VIDEODEX ratings of top ten TV
network programs, giving percent
and number of TV homes for April
1952, are listed as follows:
TVPercent
Homes
1 love Scouts
Lucy (CBS)
51.4
(CBS)
2.3.7.1. Talent
44.4
40.6
You Skelton
Bet Your(NBC)
Life (NBC)
43.1
Red
4. Godfrey & Friends (CBS)
Comedy Hourof (NBC)
6. Your
37.3
Shows
(NBC) 37.7
36.5
FiresideShow
Theatre
(NBC)(NBC)
10.9.5. Philco
TV
Playhouse
33.3
Kraft Murray
TV Theatre
30.2
Ken
(CBS) (NBC)
30.2
31Homes
.2
8.
TV (000)
8455
1 Love Lucy (CBS)
1.2. Red
Skelton (NBC)
6399
5933
Bet Hour
Your Life
(NBC)
3.4. You
6351
Comedy
Show& Friends
of (NBC)
Shows(CBS)(NBC) 5688
5.6. Your
Godfrey
5664
Theatre (NBC)
7. Fireside
5263
Philco TVScoutsPlayhouse
5047
(CBS)
4480
9.10. Talent
Ken Murray (CBS)
4860

City
May 5, 1952 — Telecasting Survey
Weekly Television Summary—
Outlets On Air
Outlets
Louisville
WAVE-TV,On Air
WHAS-TV
KOB-TV
14,400 Matamoros
WOI-TV
(Mexico)90,456
20,300
Atlanta
Brownsville,
Tex
185,000
WAGA-TV,
WSB-TV,
WLTV
X
ELD-TV
126,853
WMCT
Baltimore
380,263 Memphis
WAAM,
WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
WTVJ
113,000
WNBF-TV
Binghamton
Miami
60,000
328,084
MilwaukeePaul WTMJ-TV
Birmingham WAFM-TV,
WBRC-TV
321,400
WTTV
90,000 Minn.-St.
KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
142,000
Bloomington
Boston
Nashville
WBZ-TV,
WNAC-TV
886,349
262,000
68,418
WSM-TV
Buffalo
WBEN-TV
New
Haven
264,618
WBTV
Charlotte
146,213 New Orleans WNHC-TV
WDSU-TV
89,108
Chicago
WABD,
WCBS-TV,
WJZ-TV,
WNBT
WBKB,
WENR-TV,
WGN-TV,
WNBQ
1,116,386
New
YorkWOR-TV,
WPIX,
WATV
Newark
Cincinnati
348,000
WCPO-TV,
WKRC-TV,
WLWT
3,059,400
Cleveland
112,543
605,329
WEWS,
WNBK,
WXEL
Norfolk
WTAR-TV
127,041
Oklahoma
City
Columbus
227,000
WKY-TV
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
DallasKMTV,
Philadelphia
127,454
Ft. Worth
166,000 Omaha
WCAU-TV,WOW-TV
WFIL-TV, WPTZ
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
1,031,966
Phoenix
55,100
Davenport
WOC-TV
KPHO-TV
Pittsburgh
Quad Citi s Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise.
389,000
WDTV
212,000
235,000
Providence
Dayton
WHIO-TV,
WLWD
118,860
WJAR-TV
WTVR
Detroit
Richmond
750,000
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV,
WXYZ-TV
144,000
Erie
WICU
162,384 Rochester
Ft.Dallas
WorthRock Quad
Island Citie s WHAM-TV
WHBF-TV
Include Davenport,
Moline, Rock Ise
WBAP-TV,
KRLD-TV,
WFAA-TV
1
66,000
Salt
Lake
City
KDYL-TV,
KSL-TV
Grand
Rapids
WOOD-TV
217,081 San Antonio KEYL, WOAI-TV
75,900
Greensboro
WFMY-TV
74,766
109,947 San Diego
Houston
KPRC-TV
KFMB-TV
132,500
130,003
KGO-TV,
KPIX,
KRON-TV
361,000
San
Francisco
HuntingtonCharleston WSAZ-TV
Schenectady84,750
Albany-Troy WRGB
206,600
Indianapolis WFBM-TV
221,350
139,800
Jacksonville
WMBR-TV
KING-TV
55,000 St.Seattle
390,500
Johnstown
144,116
WJAC-TV
KSD-TV
Louis
174,718
Kalamazoo
200,040
158,000
WKZO-TV
WHEN,
WSYR-TV
Toledo
Kansas
City
WDAF-TV
Syracuse
201,846
Tulsa
WSPD-TV
Lancaster
111,970
WGAL-TV
149,064
WKTV
KOTV
Lansing
WJIM-TV
354,129
90,000 LHica-Rome
Washington
70,000
Los Angeles KNXT,
WMAL-TV,
WNBW,
WTOP-TV,
WTTG
KECA-TV,KTLA,KHJ-TV,
KLAC-TV,
KNBH
100,438
Wilmington
1,232,000
KTTV
WDEL-TV
Total Markets an Air 64*
Estimated Sets se 16,919,628
Stations on Air 109*
* Includes XELD-TV Matamoros, Mexico
Editor's
Note:
Totals for
eachofmarket
representareestimated
within
;r!°h
T^'SvTV 'f'.rculat.on
illt.ir^millees
' eleltT'c.Iliet
distributors,
dealers,
from 'tt1"
basedsomeonsetsdata
set estimates
Sources
duplicated.
partially
are
areas= n,es
in all »mp
summaries.eommTotaltteessetse lectric
in successive
unchanged
may remain
compiled monthly,
many are
Since
manufacturers.
and
necessarily
approximate.
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Dallas
KjfWD
7 eleviACatt Station
*
SERVES THE LARGEST
TELEVISION
MARKET...

DALLAS

and

FORT WORTH
More than a Million
urban population in the
50-mile area
More than TWO MILLION
in the 100-mile area . . .
NOW
166,000
TELEVISION HOMES
EFFECTIVE COVERAGE
AREA
-TV'S
in KRLD
EXCLUSIVE CBS
TELEVISION OUTLET FOR
DALLAS-FORT WORTH
AREAS

Channel 4 . . . Represented by
The BRANHAM Company
May 5, 1952
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ZIV LOOKS TO EUROPE
For New Writers and Talent in TV Film

fst and Only
TELEVISION STATION

CALIFORNIA'S
THIRD MARKET

San Diego
Has Grown
92.4%
Since 1940
And Is
STILL
GROWING!
Wise Buyers
BUY-

w.

KFMB-TV
Channel-8
KFMB-AM
John A. Kennedy, owner
Howard L. Chernoff, Gen. Mi
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"SHOCKING" rate at which American television material is being
"burned up" will necessitate the
opening of Europe as a source of
writing and talent for films.
This was the opinion expressed
Wednesday by John L. Sinn, president of Ziv Television Programs
Inc., as he prepared to leave with
Herbert Gordon, Ziv vice president
in charge of production, for several
weeks of video conferences abroad.
Acknowledging the alreadyheavy burden on American creative
people working on TV, Mr. Sinn
noted reasons why pressure on
writers, actors, producers and diectors ofmore
film programs
come reven
severe: will be"It
is
becoming
more
evident to leaders more
in the andindustry
that at least 75% of programming
will be on film," he said in listing

CBC-TV PLANS
Sponsored Shows on Sept.
TELEVISION programs for sponsorship by Canadian advertisers
will be ready in September on Toronto and Montreal TV stations,
A. D. Dunton, chairman of the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. told
delegates last Wednesday at the
37th annual meeting of the Assn.
of Canadian Advertisers at Toronto.
Rates will be based on station
time and production costs of the
CBS television organization, starting at $1,600 per hour and $960
per
half-hourstation,
on theand
Toronto
television
$500 CBC
per
hour
and
$300
per
half-hour
Montreal CBC station, he said. atA
limited mentsnumber
of spot
will be sold,
with announceCBC TV
rate cards to be issued soon.
Because of high costs, Canadian
video shows will be sold in segments co-operatively if necessary,
he said. Advertisers will be able to
import their own programs, film or
live, if their contents meet CBC
program
balance. live programs,
On CBC-produced
advertisers will pay talent costs
in addition to CBC rates. CBC
will try tovertismeet
aders who wishthe towishes
enter ofCanadian television, he said.
He reported
construction
at both
Montreal
and Toronto
stations
and
production centers proceeding on
schedule for opening in late August
or early September.

Mapping
whereexperts
they
intend to trip
soundabroad
out video
and talent are Mr. Sinn (I) and
Mr.* Gordon.
* *
advantages
of
film.
"Also,willtheopen
recent lifting of the freeze
... a tremendous new field for
FCC RENEWALS
programming
by film."
"We . . . want
to maintain our
... by increasing not only the
Only KTTV (TV) Pends lead
number
of
our
films,
but by also
RENEWAL of the license of
KPHO-TV Phoenix last week by keeping and even raising their level
integrity,"
Mr. Sinn
the FCC clears up all but one of of artistic dicated.
"Toward that
end inwe
the 26 stations placed on tem- hope to make
arrangements
porary license last February [B*T, television experts in Europewithto
Feb. 4]. Still remaining on tem- augment the products of our Amerporary license is KTTV (TV) Los
ican television film writers and
Angeles.
producers."
Hollywood,as hethepointed
Twenty-three of the 26 stations
will continue
main
cited early this year were placed out,
source of Ziv films.
on temporary license because their
The
Ziv
representatives,
planlist of program categories for the
visit Europe early this
1951 composite week did not show month,ning towill
confer with leading MUNKHOF, MAZZIE
any religious
programs
or
educaEuropean
television and film writtional time. The last of those
Promoted at WOW-TV
producers and executives, to
were cleaned up two weeks ago discussers, properties
and techniques SOREN MUNKHOF has been
when WNHC-TV New Haven was as well as European
production named program director of WOWrenewed for the regular one-year facilities.
TV Omaha and John Mazzie properiod [B«T, April 28].
moted to production manager of
KPHO-TV was placed on temthe TV outlet, it was announced
porary license until its ownership ASCAP TALKS
last
week
by John P. Fogarty, genwas clarified for the FCC. KPHO
eral manager of WOW-AM-TV.
All-Industry Unit Meets
and KPHO-TV are owned by difMr. Munkhof joined WOW in
ferent companies, which have some ALL-INDUSTRY Television Per
common stockholders. KTTV has Program Committee held its first 1938 as a local news reporter and
subsequently
to theon
been the subject of complaints to meeting in several months last TV staff when transferred
went
the Commission regarding direct Tuesday in the New York offices the air in 1949.the Heoutlet
is
executive
sales commercials, medical advice of Judge Simon H. Rifkind, special secretary of the National Assn.
and an alleged invasion of pri- counsel to the group, to discuss the of Radio News Directors. Mr.
vacy. WKRC-TV Cincinnati was status of litigation with ASCAP,
did television work at the
put on temporary due to the now pending in the federal courts. Mazzie
while attending Creighton
Described as a session in which station
pendency
of
the
FCC's
study
of
U.
in
Omaha
and was added to the
functional music operations, but research and information in prepapermanent staff in 1950.
was
last March [B*T,
rbersatiowere
n by various
committee
memMarchrenewed
2].
exchanged, the closed
When the Commission placed the meeting was attended by chairman
23 stations on temporary status Dwight Martin, vice president of
due to their omission of religious WLWT (TV) Cincinnati; Nathan
and educational programs, for- TV
Lord, Louisville;
general manager
of WAVEThomas
Dowd,
mer FCC Chairman Wayne Coy
told Broadcasting • Telecasting Washington attorney; Eugene S.
top QUAury_
that neither over-commercializa- Thomas of George P. Hollingbery
Up-to-date
completely
Co., Paul Adanti, general manager
volved.tion nor public interest was in- of WHEN (TV) Syracuse; Donald
equipped
CTVKeS
In 1951, when all TV stations Mc Gannon of the DuMont net1932 Pt
MOTION
New York
work, and Thad Brown of NARTB.
were renewed, the Commission announced that it would call a meeting of TV operators to discuss the into effect March 1. FCC never reVideo Varieties
issue.
scinded the announcement, nor
ing. toward
studios of'
Subsequently, the NARTB moved
scheduling
a
meetcode of good programming went
Office: 41 E. 50th St., N Y. 22 MU 8-1162
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TV
CAMERA
PEDESTAL

Camera is raised
quickly, easily by
lifting on steering
wheel.

New smooth action... new stability ... new convenience and ease of
operation are offered in the new Houston-Fearless Television Camera
Pedestal, Model PD-3. Camera is accurately counter-balanced, making
it possible to raise and lower quickly, smoothly by simply lifting or
pressing on steering wheel, even with pedestal in motion. Three pairs
of dual-wheels assure smoother rolling-dolly shots. Two types of
steering: for straight tracking or sharp turning. All controls are within
easy reach of cameraman for maximum convenience. Dependable
Houston-Fearless quality throughout. Makes possible better, more
showmanlike productions in any studio. Write for details today.

HOUSTON
FEARLESS
r
'WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF MOTION PICTURE PROCESSING EQUIPMENT'

REPRESENTING LEADING
TELEVISION STATIONS:
Davenport WOC-TV*
(Central Broadcasting Co.— WHO-WOC)
Fort
Worth-Dallas WBAP-TV*
(STAR-TELEGRAM)
Louisville WAVE-TV*
(WAVE, Inc.)
Miami
WTVT
(Wometco Theatres)
Minneapolis-St. PRESS)
Paul WTCN-TV
(DISPATCH-PIONEER
MSPATrH.PinWFEP
ocncci

NewNEWS)York
(THE

WPIX

St. Louis
KSD-TV*
(POST-DISPATCH)
SanCHRONICLE)
Francisco KRON-TV*
(THE
♦Primary NBC Affiliates

1,266,402

TV

HOMES

IN

HIS

POCKET!"

Whether you want to make a market test in one typical
medium-size TV market — or want to cover 4,266,402*
television homes using eight of the finest TV stations in America
— the Old Colonel is your man!
Those TV set figures above are from the latest compilations
available. They show that the eight stations represented
by Free & Peters serve 26.8% of all the television homes in America!
Pretty good, eh?
*As of Feb. 25, 1952. There'll be more by the time you read this!

ETERS,
Nation Representatives Since 1932
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
ATLANTA
DETROIT
FT. WORTH
HOLLYWOOD
SAN FRANCISCO

INC

FINAL
TELEVISION
ALLOCATIONS
REPORT
EXTRA

COPIES

AVAILABLE
NOW
AT $100
EACH
This is the complete report— 196 printed pages —
just as the FCC released
it, Monday, April 14, 1952.
This volume shows the
complete city-by-city
breakdowns for all 2,053
proposed stations in 1,291
communities. There are
sections on antenna
heights, educational reservations, power, procedures, Hennock's and
Jones' opinions, zoning
and mileage separation.
You'll want library copies, home copies, tear
copies and working copies. Please use the coupon
below and order today.
Limited Supply.

Broadcasting • Telecasting
870 NATIONAL PRESS BLDG.
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Please send
copies of
the Final Television Allocations
Report at $3.00 each.
□ M/O, cheek □ pleose bill

ZONE STAfg
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'TODAY' RESULTS
UHF Defense by Jones
(Continued from page 67)
NBC-TV Gives Repor
nel and never invest another nickel builded a second time and 100 or
200 more stations are on the air?" NBC'S early morning network television show, Today, featuring Dave
(2) "Unofficially,
you and
can heights
select The answer: "Obviously not."
transmitter
sites, power
By contrast, he noted, the Com- Garroway, has just completed its
which will forever keep competition
with the
failed to put in the "safety first 13-week
out of each other's service areas . . ." factor" inmissionits
lowing resultscycle
reported
by folof
rules for coTouching on the latter, Comr. channel spacinggeneral
of
UHF
stations
—
ficials
:
Jones said measuring distances
# Advertisers have increased
propagationThedataCommisis "al"from post office to post office or and UHF
most non-existent."
from three at its inception to 18
post office to transmitter site as a
currently,
with more
s
i
o
n
,
h
e
added,
has
thus
been
"much
sole criterion for excluding or in- more harsh" with UHF than VHF the show almost
everycoming
day. in on
the plan
is ab- in this respect.
surdcluding
whenchannels
we inknow
television
has gone
from 4
Speaking generally, Comr. Jones at 9the Rating
transmitters will not be built remarked:
beginning
of theup program
"Congress created the to 7.6 now.
an instrument
for the under
exerComr. Jones described this as FCC ciseasof continuous
discretion
there."
More thanhas one-third
of the
been picked
up
"the real control that this firm, law in the regulation of a dynamic time# available
fixed and final allocation plan de- industry. Instead of keeping itself commercially.
livers to you. As a group of exist- flexible on the basis of the day-to0 At mail
least are1,500received
pieces weekly
of un
ing licensees you can support the
day changes characteristic of such solicited
arbitrarily wide separations . . . a dynamic
art as television, the
and keep VHF competition to an Commission has tried to legislate of which an average of only five
could be described as non-favorable.
artificial minimum in your cities.
If all the VHF channels in your instead of regulate."
More than one-third of the time
Comr. Jones Warning
city are not occupied, you pioneers
has been sold to national advercan still be enthusiastic supporters
ers, A. A. (Abe) Schechter, ex
The FCC allocations plan, Comr. ecutive tissupervisor
of the program,
of this firm, fixed and final plan
felt, poses
a "critical"
period said. "Bookings are in for the sumbecause you can continue without Jones
immediately
following
the
effective
further competition for a period date of the order (early in June).
mer and are also coming in for next
of one to five years while new ap- If new and better methods arise, fall," he added.
plicants fight from the Commission the blueprint could be changed
The three initial advertisers on
to the Supreme Court."
program were Kiplinger Letter,
"undue stress," he felt. the
Noting few UHF-only cities out- without
Magikoter and Excello Corp. (Pure
side Grade B service areas (at 500- But he warned:
Pac) . Since then the following have
"The longer this plan stands and been
ft. antenna heights), the Commisadded: Florida Citrus Commore authorizations we grant
felt the isintermixture
lem sioner
in Ohio
not confinedprob-to the
mission, Bauer & Black, Knox Gelamore difficult and exUHF-VHF intermixture cities but under it,pensivethe
tine, Regent Cigarettes, Time
itwill be to change it. And
is "almost blanketed over Ohio."
in that most important first year magazine, Newsweek, Beacon Wax
"You who are outside the Table the Commission has determined Co., Doeskin Tissues, Mystic Foam
of Assignments
the Com-in that it will refuse to consider any Rug Cleaner, Jackson & Perkins
mission dried up because
your chances
(rose bushes), Chase & Sanborn,
arithmetical regression by employ- proposals for any change of any Florist
Telegraph Assn., Dial Soap,
ing
spacings
much
higher
than
the
minimum of 170 miles . . . have a consequence."
The Jones address topped the Kaiser-Frazer, International Silver, Pepperell Sheets, and Curtis
real problem on your hands in spite first luncheon session of the twoof the evanescent promises that day meet, held at the Deshler-Wal- Publishing Co.
The format of the program has
your case can be considered in one lick Hotel. A BMI Clinic was held
and is continuously changing.
year," Comr: Jones stated.
Friday concurrent with the Ohio been
No Plausible Excuse
Assn. of Radio-TV Broadcasters. "Communicator" Garroway is assisted by such newscasters as Jim
FCC buttresses its separation
Fleming, who, this week, will reargument, he continued, by claim- DuMONT SPONSORS
port
on world events from Europe
ing it is necessary in view of the
Three Increase Outlets via shortwave and also will film
limited amount of propagation data
now available. Yet, he contended, THREE DuMont network sponsors special interviews with European
if the separations are to be fixed, have added more outlets to their leaders for later showing on Today,
there would be no plausible excuse
and by Jack Lescoulie, among
current programs, Director of Sales others.
for
"safety factor"
eventheifso-called
the Commission
should— Ted Bergmann reported Wednesday, with two of the advertisers
modify its table and assign channels at closer spacings.
making their second such coverageincrease
within recent weeks.
"This seems a plausible solution
American Chicle Co. (Clorets chloon the surface," Comr. Jones said.
SRT-TV
INTENSIVE
PROFESSIONAL
"However, the Commission comrophyll gum), through
Dancer-FitzCOURSES
pletely destroys any hope that more
g
e
r
a
l
d
S
a
m
p
l
e
,
h
a
v
e
added
two
staassignments will be made in the
for Rocky King, Detective:
in TELEVISION
VHF portion of the spectrum by WHEN tions(TV)
and WMCT
BROADCASTING
its admission that it has not been (TV) Memphis. Syracuse
Program now has a
able to remove existing operations 29-station network.
Curtis PublishInstruction
by top-ranking
als under actual
broadcast professionconditions
which do not comply with its miniing Co., through BBDO, has added
Complete TV Station
Co-Educational
• Day Equipment
or Evening
WHEN
(TV)
Syracuse
to
its
line-up
mum
separations
because
'it
has
not
been possible to remove these cases for Keep Posted, making a total of 14
Veterans
SendApproved
for freefor prospectus
without unwarranted dislocation.' " outlets for the panel program. Boyle"Careers DEPT.in Television"
Comr. Jones wondered whether Midway (Autobrite), via Earl W.
H
SRT/„:
' Radio
the Commission would dislocate the Bothwell, has ag^ded WNBF (TV)
(SchoolTechnique)
of
Binghamton, N. Y., to the 13 stations
industry after 108 stations "have previously
TELEVISION
STUDIOS
carrying Sports Showcase.
improved their facilities to apAmerica's Oldest Broadcasting School
proach the low level of efficiency American Chicle and Curtis Publish316 West 57 St., New York 19, N. Y.
ing had previously increased the netinaskedthe whether
allocationdislocations
plan?" Hewillalsobe
PLaza 7-3212
works for their programs within the
"easier after 108 stations have past few weeks.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Philadelphia
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tunes

to
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is on the increase, family income is
rising and recreation budgets are
up. The overall gross decline has
been held to 11% since 1947, he
said, because of the weight of popusionlation
scales.gain and increased admis-

MOVIE SLUMP
Said to Have Begun Before TV
THE MOVIE industry was losing
its grasp
the family's
tion dollaronbefore
televisionrecreacame
on the scene, according to an
article in the April 26 issue of
Boxoffice, motion picture industry
magazine.
The article is based on findings
by Albert E. Sindlinger, Philadelphia, whose research firm has
been conducting extensive research
into the impact of video on motion
pictures.
According to Mr. Sindlinger, the
average family in 1941 was spending 23.9% of its recreation budget
for movies. This had dropped to
13.5% in the pre-TV year of 1947,
and further to 7.4% in 1951, which
he calls the "TV saturation year."
Household
expenditures
for 1941
recreation increased
111% from
to 1947, and 39.7% from 1947
through 1951, he said. He indicated
that TV is not the direct cause for
the
of the movies'
sharedownward
of the trend
recreation
dollar.
Other forms of entertainment were
cutting into the percentage as
early as 1941, he said.
Mr. Sindlinger said if the motion
picture industry is to regain its
share of the recreation dollar it
must begin to examine the reasons
why the average family is slowly
whittling down its movie budget.
Three encouraging factors to
movies, he said, are that population

WLTV (TV) DIRECTORS
Two Board Members Added
BROADCASTING Inc., owner of
WLTV
Atlanta, oflast
announced(TV)
the election
two week
new
members to its board of directors.
They are William T. Lane, who
has been vice president-general
manager of WLTV since its beginning in September, 1951, and
George E. Johnston Jr., president
of the Johnston Broadcasting Co.
(WJLD WJLN (FM) Bessemer,
Ala.).
Officers of the corporation, all reelected, include Walter C. Sturdivant,
president; John O. Chiles, vice president;
Lane, Clement
vice president-general Mr.manager;
A. Evans,
treasurer,
and
Alfred
Kennedy,
secret
a
r
y
.
A
l
officers
are
board
Other members of the boardmembers.
include
Arthur son,L. James
Montgomery,
HarrisJr.RobinD. Robinson
and
Robert B. Troutman
Jr.
CARRIED in 22 markets, John
Kieran's
Kaleidoscope,
United Artists
TV series, 15-minute
has been
renewed for fourth year in Philadelphia by Camden Trust Co. and in
Pittsburgh by La Premiata Macaroni.

CHARLES H. CRUTCHFIELD (I), vice
president
and WBTV
general (TV)
manager,
WBTAM-FM and
Charlotte,
N.to C,Marios
explainsPloritis,
latest-type
TV
camera
drama director.
National Radio Institute of Greece.
Mr. Ploritis, visiting America under
auspices of the Dept. of State, met
Mr. Crutchfield when the WBT executive was in Greece last summer on
State Dept. special assignment.
Tuners for UHF
TV TUNERS produced by Standard Coil Products Co. Inc. always
have been compatible with the needs
of UHF and can be readied for
UHF by substitution of coil strips
for about $10 including installation,
according
to the firm's
president,
Glen E. Swanson.
No additional
expense
for
structural
modifica-he
tion or a converter is needed,
said.

FILM SCANNER
DuMont Speeds Out
"UNPRECEDENTED deman
for
Allen B. DuMont
"film-scanner"
pickup Labs'
systemn
newly
developed
method
of briip
ing TV viewers clear, sharp
tures on film or recorded p
grams — has resulted in acceleral
production schedules in order
make the equipment available i
delivery to broadcasters within
months, Herbert E. Taylor,
transmitter division manager,
nounced last week.
When new model was introduc
at a demonstration during
NARTB convention in Chicago 1
month, delivery date was set at
months to two years. Due to
creased demand since then, ]
Taylor drastically
reported, its
"DuMont
has
vised
time schedr
for introducing it commerciallj
The transmitter division has
tained a priority manufacturi
rating, and a special section h
been set up to handle production.
Engineers are already compk
ing
final plans for"somodel's
cotw
mercial
be . . . production
available ... that
at ait tinj
when a large number of new broa
casters are preparing to go on tl
air," Mr. Taylor said.
of new
pickup(2) •<
(1)Advantages
Long life and
low cost;
operator is required, and (3) tB
"greatly
system"
wear
and simplified
tear on film
and isrednc
easi
adaptable to any color TV system.
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fUBAN VIDEO
Two Firms Engage Philco
WO CUBAN firms have engaged
hilco Corp. to equip and install
Revision microwave networks in
lat country, Philco announced in
hiladelphia last week.
For Circuito CMQ, operator of
leading Philco
radio and
netwoi-k
ile Cuba,
willTVbuild
the
.rgest TV microwave relay netork outside the United States, it
as stated jointly by James D.
icLean, general sales manager of
hilco Government and Industrial
ales, and Goar Mestre, president
1merican
CMQ and
of the InterAssn. head
of Broadcasters.
CMQ plans call for a 16-hop
dcrowave system over a 500-mile
jute from Havana to Santiago
e Cuba, with first installations to
e seven stations linking Havana
nd Santa Clara. Three channels
'ill
provided service
for television
and
adiobe program
and three
thers for general communications
se. The contract signed by Wilam F. Tait, sales manager, inustrial products, of Philco Interational Corp., schedules the equiplent for immediate delivery with
etwork operation to begin late
lis year.
Agreements with the Radioteleision "El Mundo," S. A., Havana,
pprove plans for a 5-station, 4op TV microwave network exending 110 miles from Matanzas
3 Santa Clara, with intermediate
elay stations at Jovellanos, Los
vrabos and Manacas, and one
hannel for TV programming and
nother for general service comlunications. Agreements with
'hilco were concluded by Senor
Centura Montez, technical director
f the El Mundo firm, with almost
mmediate delivery scheduled, and
etwork operation to begin next
"vinter.
ILM INVESTMENT
New Lushane Firm Formed
?/USHANE Investment Co., 450 S.
rJeverly Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.,
ias been organized to finance tele.ision and motion picture projects,
"leaded
a partnership
basispro-by
laxwell onShane,
motion picture
lucer-director, and Sidney and
Ufred Lushing, Beverly Hills industrialists.
First TV venture is a series of
.04 quarter-hour films, Art Linketter & The Kids, featuring interdews with children, under the banler of John Guedel Productions,
lollywood.

TV Aids Newspaper
FOUR-COLUMN photo of
the first public atomic explosion, photographed from
the 20-inch TV screen at
WLWT (TV) Cincinnati, was
printedtions inof thethatCincinnati
day's finalPost.
ediStation carried the blast telein placeTVof show,
Ruth Lyon's
Fiftycast Club
which
goes to NBC via WLWT
(TV) facilities.
show's
regular
audience The
of women
watched the blast over three
studio video sets.
U. S. ECONOMY
To Absorb TV — Richards
THE United States economy will
absorb television in stride and support the medium along with radio
and other forms of advertising,
Robert K. Richards, NARTB public affairs director, told the National Capitol Forge, American
Public Relations Assn., at its luncheon last Monday.
Noting that there is one business
to every 40 persons, Mr. Richards
said broadcasters are holding their
own except in areas with too many
stations.
Calling attention to public misunderstanding of NARTB'sTV,attitude toward educational
he
said the association, during FCC
hearings, warned against waste of
TV facilities because of the practical problems facing educators
planning to build TV stations, but
said it is actively in favor of educational programming.
If state universities go into television, he said, taxpayers will be
supporting
stations.
Broadcasting and TV theshould
be kept
as free
of government restrictions as possible, he suggested, since any such
restriction cuts into individual liberties. He recalled that only a
half-dozen educational radio stations remain of the 150 AM stations once on the air. He said
broadcasters are doing an outstanding educational job.
Mr. Richards explained the
FCC's recent
and
warned
that TV
the allocations
United States
"will not sprout TV towers over-

night."
Trident Film Series
TRIDENT Films, New York, is
preparing production of 13 fairy
tales featuring the Salzburg (Austria) Marionette Theatre for filming in Europe and ultimate release
both to television and theatres.
fitle Dispute
Previous puppet films by Trident,
formerly James & Schwep, include
UGHT
use of theby title,
s being tocontested
Marcy"Fraud,"
Sapin, "Night Before Christmas" and
mblisher of magazine, Frauds and
shown nationally
Answers, and Kenneth Herts, who "TheTVNativity,"
last December. Salzburg
ias readied production on a pro- on
Marionettes
are
TV
too,
>osed TV film series bearing the having had a repeat veterans,
spot on the
itle of Fraud. Mr. Herts, in an
ixchange of letters, claims that Ed Sullivan show (CBS-TV) after
he word is a common English noun a 50-city "in person" tour of the
U. S. last fall.
ind is public property.
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f /9
md-t&-emst
service

TV spots, shorts, package
ShoWS Interesting TV shorts and package
shows that sell merchandise . . . unusual and
ingenious effects for any length TV spots . . .
motion pictures Vogue Wright has
some of the ablest script writers in the business
. . . plus producing facilities in Chicago, New
York and Hollywood . . . resulting in new approaches infilms such as the new safety film
just completed for Kaiser-Frazer Sales Corp. . . .
Slide films Expert counsel and guidance
in all forms of visual training aids ... of
particular interest in these days of "hard
selling" ... let our representative arrange a
screening of slide films produced for some of
America's largest and best known companies . . .

U DIVISION OF ELECTROGRAPHIC CORPORATION
CHICAGO: 237 East Ontario Street
HOLLYWOOD: Sam Goldwyn Studios, 1041 N. Formosa Avenue
NEW YORK: 225 Fourth Avenue
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* based on latest
Memphis
distributors' figures
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RADIO and television were responsible for a large part of the success
ST
"t
ofCAN
the American Cancer
Society's
campaign for
education
in *
cancer
VE 1951AID
DRI
detection,CER
according to the society's 1951 report, just published.
The report indicated a total of 11,221 radio transcriptions distributed and all
exhibited
broadcastTwoto ★
audiences
over theor country.
tions. Show was coordinated by Al
transcribed educational programs Staas and included Bob Hope, Tex
used on radio included 689 sets of Williams, Walter O'Keefe, Martin
Music America Loves, a series of & Lewis, Fibber McGee & Molly,
musical programs with short talks Phil Harris and Alice Faye, and
Stan Kenton. Telephones were
on cancer,
and 372a series
sets ofofLife's
Fuller
Measures,
dra- manned all night to take pledges.
matic sketches presenting cancer as
a human program to be surmounted
WHITE HOUSE
by
timelyaired
action.
features
via Among
televisionvisual
was
President Guides TV Tour
Worry and Doubt, a short motion
picture stressing the futility of THREE TV networks— NBC, CBS
worrying
ABC — arranged to carry
cancer. and doing nothing about and
guided tour of the rebuilt White
House,
last Saturday
Individual stations not only car- afternoon scheduled
p.m. (EDT). Presi
ried transcriptions but also went dent Trumanat 4 was
to
serve as host
all-out promotion-wise on behalf of
giving
the glimpse
nationcampaign funds. Typical of the re- to thewidenation,
audience
an
intimate
ports receivedasby ofBroadcasting
Telecasting
last Thursday• of the White House.
were these:
The President was to give a runcommentary
on the
decoraA "Lights On" cancer drive
tionsningand the
historical
background
capped
efforts area,
in the with
Troy-AlbanySchenectady
WTRY of the public rooms on the first two
agreed to conTroy, N. Y., participating. Pro- floors.duct theMr.TV Truman
tourseeso what
millionsthe ofWhite
telegram Director Randy English proviewers could
duced a one-hour program featur- House looks
like
now.
ing members of the touring MovieMajor radio networks and many
time USA troupe — Greer Garson,
Audrey Totter and Victory Jory — independent
outlets version
were to ofbroadcast a condensed
the
in taped sequences.
Cooklater
interviewed the stars Vern
on tape,
President's commentary for later
incorporated as background for the in the week end with ABC schedp.m. and MBS, 11:3011 :55 uling
p.m.8-8:30Saturday.
program.
WHAS-AM-TV Efforts
Renovation of the White House
WHAS Louisville, Ky., set up a was completed recently at a cost
of roughly $5,700,000. Long lines
large
display
the Merchants
Home Show
at theat Jefferson
County of visitors have been taking a public tour of the Executive Mansion
Armory, with photographs of
WHAS-CBS radio-TV stars. This since it was reopened, with as many
as
5,000
to crowd through in
proved a natural tie-in with the a single able
day. offered
Many millions
Kentucky Chapter, American Can- viewers were
the chanceof
cer Society, which occupied adjoin- to see the mansion simultaneously
ing booths. WHAS interview pro- in their own homes and at the same
grams thus attracted large crowds time hear the President in his ad
near the trdisplay
ibution boxes. and cancer con- lib
and description
furnishings.of the historic rooms
WHAS-TV designated April 26
as C-Day, featuring a nine-hour
telethon of local programming de- Construction Forms
igned to stimulate
donations.
Setting asgoal
of $11,000
in pledges,
form (CMP 4-C)
WHAS television turned telephones APPLICATION
for materials to be used in radioover to police, sports and celebri- TV broadcasting and other conties. Special feature was a drastruction projects has been revised
matic film, Victory, and a presenta- by the National
Production Authortion of the society's award to a
ity.
Space
provided in new form
Kentucky woman for the outstand- to answer iscertain
questions formerly listed on separate sheets.
ing contribution.
WKY-TV Oklahoma City telecast Additionally, a new section was
an interview with a local cancer added requesting information
victim (whose larynx had been re- sought by the Defense Electric
moved) on its daily Guest Room. Power Administration which evaluAlso appearing on the program
ates electric power projects. Broadwere a physician who performed
casters filing for authorized materials (as distinguished from those
the
operation,
a
specialist-board
chairman of the Oklahoma Cancer minor projects
under self-authorization) need not fill out this proSociety and the director of the socivision which pertains to bids for
ety's volunteers.
of 2,000 kw or more power.
KIST Santa Barbara, Calif., use
Forms and modified instruction
went to bat for the cancer society sheet
are available from NPA,
with entas of several
show highlighting
the and
tal- Washington, or Commerce Dept.
Hollywood stars
field offices.
celebrities from other radio staBROADCASTING
• Telecasting E

Strictly Business
(Continued from page 12)
promoted to general sales manevery
housewife's
kitchento shelves.
ager of the division in Februarv
This was
accomplished,
a large
degree, through advertising on such 1949.
In September 1950, he was sent
AM programs
as Donradio,McNeill's
-Breakfast
Club (ABC
9-9:15 to New York as associate sales
a.m. EDT weekdays) and The Sec- manager, Jell-0 Division, to be
appointed sales and advertising
~ond
Burton (CBS
Radio,
■ 2:15 Mrs.
p.m. weekdays)
as well
as by2- manager of the same division in
hitch hiking on other vehicles in January, 1951. Then, two weeks
the well-filled General Foods' radio ago, Mr. Cleaves was named margarages.
keting manager for Associated
Jell-O, Minute Rice and
Describing himself as "a typical Products:
Minute Tapioca, Calumet Baking
American
guy,"
Mr.
Cleaves
fits
that category, perhaps, in only one Powder and Certo products.
Mr. Cleaves and his wife, the
way. ingThat
he doesn'tas like
clubs. is,
Spending
muchjoin-as former
Barbara Morrison, live in
■ 30-"> of his time traveling for Gen- Darien, Conn., with their family
eral Foods, he seems to prefer stay- of three children — Deborah, 15 ;
ing at home, once he gets there. Craig, 12, and Linda, 11. Given a
chance, the whole family will rush
'; corollary,
Mr. Cleaves'
business
however,
to onetravel
of hisis to
New Harbor, Me., for beach
business beliefs : in spite of adver- life, fishing, and — under paternal
tising volume, it is still the point direction — "the finest clam bake
of contact and the sales organiza- vou ever saw."
tion that counts. He strongly recommends that people going anywhere in advertising have sales
experience and a thorough knowledge of the retail-wholesale relationship.
Born in Lowell, Mass., in 1911,
Mr. Cleaves attended the Thayer
Academy to prepare for Harvard,
where he was graduated with a major in corporate economy with the
class of '33.
First job was in sales promotion
with American Tissue Mills, Holyoke, Mass. He left three years later
to join General Foods in 1936 as a
retail salesman in Boston. Quick
assignments followed for him, a
member of the subsidiary Diamond
Crystal & Colonial Salt Co., in
Providence, B. I., Chicago, and the
division home office, St. Clair,
Mich., where he became associated
merchandising manager. He was

NEW TV TUBE
Allows Two-Band Tuning
TV RECEIVING tube permitting
construction of television tuning
units nelsforand the
both ultra
present
chanhighVHF
frequency
channels to be used in the future
was reported Wednesday as developed by the General Electric tube
department.
The tube makes possible a combined tuning system for both bands
of TV channels, according to GE
tube engineers,
who said
a com-an
bined tuner should
include
oscillator tube, a radio-frequency
amplifier and mixer tube, the type
GE is announcing.
GE gan engineers
said production
beon the oscillator
tube last fall
and that the radio-frequency amplifier was displayed for the first
time in March at the Institute of
Radiotion inEngineers
New York. national convenThe new mixer tube, like its

NBC JONES TWINS
Cameramen Cover Turkey
! PERIPATETIC Jones Twins,
globe-trotting NBC television
I cameramen, are currently extending their chain of film exclusives,
latest of which was shown on the
I April 20 edition of the NBC teleI documentary, Battle Report —
I Washington.
The twins, Gene and Charles, and
Genes wife, Natalie, now overseas,
sent back 4,500 feet of film depicting activity along the TurkishRussian frontier, filming of which
has never before been permitted.
The Jones trio accompanied the
Turkish a r m y in maneuvers
through
terrain. snow-capped mountainous
From Turkey, the Jones trio flew
to Rome where they covered Easter
ceremonies. Films shot of the political situation along the Suez
Canal also were shown on Battle
Report.
Jones twins may be remembered
for their film of Robert Vogeler in
Vienna just after his release from
Hungary, and their Easter 1951 of
Pope Pius XII addressing the multitude in St. Peters square.
BROADCASTING
• Tele

decessors, they said, covers with
its frequency range the entire band
of television frequencies. All three
tubes
will beKy.,
builtreceiving
at the firm's
Owensboro,
tube
plant.
The
new
mixer
designated type 6AM4. tube has
Cantor's Blood Drive
NBC radio and TV comedian Eddie
Cantor has been commended for
helping the American Red Cross
blood
by New Halley.
York's
Actingplasma
MayordriveRudolph
In urging that New Yorkers support the blood donor program, Mr.
Halley cited the network comedian
for "personally extending himself
to bestir
apathy" Mr.
aboutCantor
military needspublic
for plasma.
scheduled a series of one-man
shows,servefor aswhich
a bloodstarting
donationin
will
admission,
Boston last Tuesday, followed by
daily
performances
Baltimore,
Cincinnati,
Cleveland,inBuffalo
and
Chicago.
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film report
Production . . .
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis,
stars on NBC-TV Colgate Comedy
Hour, plan to produce and direct
a half-hour TV film series titled
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis
Playhouse. Their Colgate contract
prohibits them from acting in the
series. An advisory board to select
new TV talent comprises Janet
Leigh, Tony Curtis and Jeff
Chandler.
* * *
Jerry Fairbanks Productions, Hollywood, now shooting The Greatest
Mother, a special half-hour TV
film tion
forby the
Mother's
presentaFamily DayTheatre,
has
added Ethel Barrymore and Ruth
Hussey stage-film stars, to cast
also headed by Loretta Young and
Gene Lockhart. Miss Barrymore,
signed vision
for Corp.,
series
Interstate
will bymake
this herTeleTV
film debut and read from the
Scriptures. Miss Hussey, for the
fourth time for Family Theatre,
will portray Mary, Mother of Jesus.
* * *
Don Ament Productions, Hollywo d, is now filming half-hour TV
fairy tale series, Once Upon a
Time,
the first
which'is is
Goose Girl.
Eachof film
laidThein
the home of a woodcarver who, as
he carves figures, relates stories to
two children. Already cast are

WOW-TV
leads the way in
Midwest Television
* WOW-TV serves one of the
fastest growing TV markets
in the United States.
* Every day an average of 125
families is added to the
WOW-TV audience.
* Present total- now well over
125,000 sets!
* Low-cost, high-rated participations now available.
Wire or telephone your nearest
John Blair-TV office or Fred
Ebener, Sales Manager.
WEbster 3400
WOW-TV
Channel Six
A MEREDITH STATION
OMAHA
FRANK FOGARTY, General Manager
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Lois Butler, young film actresssinger; Don Jorneaux, dancer with
the Sadlers Wells Ballet; Maurice
Cass, film actor, and Mary Scott
(Mrs. Cedric Hardwicke). Muriel
Brown,
writer, is children's
adapting theshort
scriptsstory
and
A. Barr-Smith, English producerdirector, is directing. Don Ament,
Southern California artist, is the
executive producer; Richard
Avonde, is the producer, and Leon
Chooluck is production supervisor.
Reynolds Productions, Beverly
Hills, has consummated deal for
Screen Televideo Productions to
film the first series of four halfhour TV programs for the duPont
Co.'s Cavalcade of America on
NBC-TV. Production is to begin
within few weeks.
* * *
Allegro Pictures Inc., North Hollywood, Calif., and Bernard Tabakin,
Beverly Hills TV program packager, have concluded arrangements
with Jacques Gauthier, head of
Enterprises Generale Cinematographique, Paris, for a half-hour
TV film series to be produced in
France. Allegro Pictures and Mr.
Tabakin will supply the star, director, scripts and writer. Allegro
will handle distribution in the U. S.
* * *
Werner Janssen Productions, recently formed in Hollywood to produce 100 three-minute color TV
films, has filed incorporation papers
listing Stanley Neal, industrial film
producer, as president; Werner
Janssen, composer-conductor, vice
president, and Sobey Martin, TV
film director, secretary. The firm
is capitalized **for* $150,000.
*
Sol Lesser Productions, Culver
City, acquires 1,010,000-foot film
library elof
travogues tobeBurton
re-editedHolmes'
and released
as TV short subjects and theatrical
features. The library also includes
26 features in color and represents
Mr. Holmes' career as an adventurer-with-camera. His associate,
Robert Mallett, joins Mr. Lesser
to write and deliver narration for
the re-edited releases.
* * *
Sales . . .
Edward Lewis Productions, Hollywood, will begin series of 26 halfhour TV films on CBS-TV May 30
for Joseph Schlitz Brewing Co.,
Milwaukee. Featured will be Irene
Dunne as narrator-m.c. and Dan
Duryea, Eddie Albert, Jane Wyatt
and Teresa Wright among others
in leading roles.
Hal Roach Jr. and Carroll Case, coproducers of Showcase Productions,

Culver City, signed by Philip
Morris & Co. for 26 more half -hour
TV films in Racket Squad series.
Shooting started last week.
* * *
Spratt's Patent Ltd., Newark (dog
biscuits), has started Crusader
Rabbit, TV cartoon film series produced by Jerry Fairbanks Productions, Hollywood,
on WCAU-TV
Philadelphia
for 13 weeks
trial run
preceding national distribution
under the same sponsorship, scheduled for September. Agency is
Paris & Peart, Philadelphia.
* * *
Harris - Tuchman Productions,
Hollywood, completed series of
eight TV film commercials for
Louis Milani Foods Inc., Los Angeles (Cimarron Island
Sauce, Dressing).
Buccaneer
and Thousand
Agency is Leonard Shane Adv.,
Los Angeles. * * *
Film People . . .
Edward Arnold, film actor and star
of Mr. President, on ABC radio,
and Diana Lynn, film and TV star,
have joined National Repertory
Theatre Inc., Hollywood, on a
partnership basis. The company is
producing TV films to be released
by Interstate Television Corp.
George rector
Stevens,
and 1952 motion
Academypicture
Awarddiwinner
the Sun, forhas Paramount's
been signed Place
to directIn
the first TV film in Hal Roach
Studios,series.
Culver City, The Dramatic
Hour
* * *
Screen Gems Inc., Hollywood, signs
Rhys Williams, Elizabeth Risdon
and Regis Toomey, stage-film
actors, for half-hour TV film,
Crossroads, U. S. A., now being
produced Petroleum
by Jules Institute.
Bricken for
American
Bing Crosby Enterprises, Los AnJames Agee,
of thegeles, signs
screenplay
for co-author
African
Queen, to adapt script of pilot film
for Trauma, a half-hour TV series.
Original story, The Chase, was
written by Bernard Girard and
Richard
series. Doroso, producers of the

was adapted by David Dortort at
Cyril Hume. * * *
Phillip Terry, film actor, signed f<
leading male role opposite Glor
Swanson in Short Story, first
half-hour films in new TV serie
The Gloria Swanson Show, pre
duced by Tele-Voz Co., Mexico Cit
for distribution by Simmel-Mese
vey TV Productions Inc., Beverl
Hills.
Allan Miller, vice-president, MC^
(Beverly Hills talent agency) mo
tion picture department, and Georg<
Stern, radio-TV department, trans
fer to Revue Productions (subsi
diary MCA), in charge of production.
* * *
Clayton Moore, star of Lone Ranger
TV film series produced for General Mills by Jack Chertok Productions, assigned
in Columbia Pictures
Corp.a role
feature
film,
"Son of Geronimo."
SAG-ATFP PACT
Negotiations Continues
WHILE collective bargaining negotiations continue for a new contract covering actors in TV film,
Screen Actors Guild's new daily
and
salariesweekly
of $70free-lance
per day minimum
and $250
weekly, will be put into effect May
8 in antween agreement
worked
out be-of
the guild and the Alliance
Television Film Producers.
Besides ATFP members, in
agreement ductions,
alsoRolandareReed
Hal Productions
Roach Proand Cascade Productions. Previous
salaries were $55 and $175. Additional money agreed upon will be
held in reserve by the producers
until Wageproval is Stabilization
Board apobtained. Bargaining
continuescludingonratesall
SAG
proposals
infor weekly free lance
actors in multiple pictures, and
additional payment to talent for
re-use of television films in which
they tract
appear.
conwith thesePresent
producersSAGexpires
June 24.

Actor Retains Rights
RADIO and television rights to his
own services are retained by BrodScreen Gems Inc., Hollywood, sub- erick
Crawford, in a new contract
sidiary of Columbia Pictures Corp.,
by theCorp.
actorNewwithagreeCohas signed Arthur Franz, stage and negotiated
lumbia Pictures
film actor,ernmentfor
role insecond
Govment replaces his original seven
Is Yourleading
Business,
year contract. Under agreement
in series of TV films which com- worked
out by his representative,
pany is producing for the Christo- Al Melnick, the film star is to make
phers,
Catholic
study
group.
Featwo
Columbia
pictures yearly for
tured in film are Tom Powers,
next seven years and also be
Douglass Dumbrille and Minna the
available
for
one
outside movie per
Gombell. Teleplay is based on
but reserves all radio and TV
writing of Father James Keller and year,
rights for himself.

BESTANG
FOR'TV
FILMS
ERTONE
f

STUDIO FILMS,
INC.
250 Pettibone Road,
Solon, Ohio

SYNC-SOUND
RANGERTONE
73 WINTHROP ST
NEWARK 4, N. J.
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POLITICAL PUNS
AAAA Hits Comics' Gags
SPONSORS
by theAgencies,
American Assn. of backed
Advertising
alarmed by the growing trend of
TV comedians to poke fun at prompoliticalthefigures,
uresinent
to curb
practice.plan measThe culmination came April 27
on NBC-TV's
Show,
when
the comicRedmadeSkelton
an indirect
reference to President Truman presumably causing viewers to tie in
the phrase,
"Number One Idiot,"
with
Mr. Truman.
J;! lood
ED BATES
Co. members
for AdTV Council's
ArmedGeneForces
growing for some
Donor &Campaign
are (Ipreparing
to r) Davidappeal
Babbitt,
copy writer;
Les- timeFearthathasif been
talent and writers re*e, TV coml. supvr.; Herbert Gunter, TV coml. supvr.; John M. Lyden
fuse
to
adhere
to
codes established
tanding), partner and dir. of agency task force; Les Weinrott, Radio-TV dir.
by networks, sponsors and their
agencies, the government might set
up control measures in the form of
censorship or legislation.
Canadian TV Sales
SALES of television receivers in
Canada climbed from $12,948,000
in 1950 to $20,836,000 in 1951, according to data released by the
Dominion Bureau of Statistics at
Ottawa. At the same time, radio
receiver sales fell off from $59,160,000 in 1950 to $51,452,000 in 1951.
There were 754,000 radio receivers
sold in 1951, compared to 759,000
WINNERS
of
Art
Director
Club
of
the
previous year. Television sets
T FAREWELL luncheon hosted by
Los Angeles are
awardTedfor Parmelee
best TV film
sold
in 1951 totalled 39,200 comIBC Hollywood are (I to r) Thomas commercial
(I),
pared to 29,600 in 1950. Practically
. McFadden, new dir., NBC natl. art dir., U. S. Navy Film, and Steve all television
receivers were sold in
pot sales; John K. West, v. p., NBC Bosustow (r), pres.. United Produc- southern Ontario.
Western Div., and Donald A. Norman,
tions of America, Burbank, Trudy
Wroe (c) is queen of club show.
ew KNBH (T) Hollywood gen. mgr.

BALTIMORE SPORTS
TV Aids, Not Hurts Gate
BALTIMORE experiment April 21
indicated video helps rather than
hurts sports gate receipts there
when the Squires Club staged the
Coliseum
card according
without ra-to
dio or TV boxing
coverage,
Robert B. Cochran, WMAR (TV)
Baltimore program director.
Mr. Cochran said Sports Editor
Jesse A. Linthicum's column in
The Sunceipts,
reported
the night's$400,
renormally averaging
with television sponsorship running
the figure up to between $1,500
and $1,800, totaled only $207, an
all-time low, with no other local
sports competition that night.
Wrestling, too, is being aided by
TV, he said, with 1951 attendance
double that of 1950 and current
figures above those of last year.
Kaltenborn Awards
THE KALTENBORN Foundation,
established to promote scholarly
activities in the communication of
ideas through radio, television and
the press, has announced one
or two fellowships are now open for
the 1952-53 scholastic year. Application blanks will be forwarded
upon
request
167 East
64th to
St., the
New Foundation,
York City
21. Recent fellowships went to students at Miami U., U. of Munich,
and Free U. of Berlin.

PEABODY AWARD 1951
originating Station of
THE JOHNS HOPKINS SCIENCE REVIEW

Around
^T WLWC (TV) Columbus, Ohio, re- APPROVING plans for KECA-TV
Hollywood weekly telecast of boxing
:eption-dinner are (I to r) Miss Kath- from
Hollywood Legion Stadium are
|;rine Fox, dir., Crosley special broad- (seated)
Phil Hoffman, KECA-TV
! <ukla,
:ast services;
r) William
Fran & Burr
Ollie;Tillstrom,
FCC Comr.of NBC's
E. M. mgr.;
Laffin,standing
American(I toLegion
stadiumP.
jrVebster; James Leonard, WLWC committee
chairman;
Hank
Weaver,
manager, and Fran Allison, of Kukla, station sportscaster, and Edward
Fran & Ollie.
Underwood, comdr.. Post No. 43.
CHECKING Ekco items to be advertised on The Goldbergs on NBC-TV are
I to r) Charles Standard, NBC-TV salesman; John Brooks, Ekco gen. sis. mgr.;
Montgomery McKinney, Earl
v. p.-acct.
W. Lewis,exec,EkcoEarle
adv. Ludgin
mgr. agency, Chicago, and

Baltimore
they
keep

always
an

eye

on

WARM
TELEVISION
CHANNEL 13
Affiliate DuMont Television Network — American Broadcasting Co.
Represented nationally by Harrington, Righter & Parsons, Inc.

FINAL
TELEVISION
ALLOCATIONS
REPORT
EXTRA

COPiES

AVAILABLE
NOW
AT $3.00
EACH
This is the complete report— 196 printed pages —
just as the FCC released
it, Monday, April 14, 1952.
This volume shows the
complete city-by-city
breakdowns for all 2,053
proposed stations in 1,291
communities. There are
sections on antenna
heights, educational reservations, power, procedures, Hennock's and
Jones' opinions, zoning
and mileage separation.
You'll want library copies, home copies, tear
copies and working copies. Please use the coupon
below and order today.
Limited Supply.
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870 NATIONAL PRESS BLDG.
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Please send
copies of
the Final Television Allocations
Report at $3.00 each.
□ M/O, check □ please bill
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SET SALE FRAUDS
RTMA-BBB Fight
ACTION to protect the public from
fraudulent methods in the sale and
servicing of television sets has been
taken by Radio-Television Mfrs.
Assn., in cooperation with the Assn.
of Better Business Bureaus.
The two associations have jointlyprepared an 11-page booklet titled,
"Things You Should Know About
the Purchase and Servicing of Television Sets."Service
It was Committee
prepared byin
the RTMA
cooperation with the Television
Service Bureau of BBB, developing
from an idea first carried out by
the New York BBB.
Television sets are complicated
and need some servicing from time
to time, but the prudent person
should suffer few headaches when
buying and using a TV receiver,
according to the consumer booklet.
"Remember these basic points,"
the
reminded:
"Firstis
of all,consumer
what youis are
purchasing
television reception. Your responsible dealer wants you to have it.
He will demonstrate for you at his
place of business. Many dealers
also will arrange for a home demonstration prior to purchase. The
set probably will perform better in
your home
than ifin you
the aredealer's
place
of business,
in a
favorable location.
"Get it in writing. The grandest
promises may not do you any good
unless
white. they're down in black and
"Read before you sign. This
means your bill of sale, installment
contract
manufacturer's
warranty ifandany,service
contract.
Know what you are getting and
how you are covered before you
buy. Retain your bill of sale — -it is
important should there be need to
establish warranty status in respect to date of receiver purchase.
"When in doubt, find out. If
still in doubt, call or write the local
BBB or manufacturer's distributor
in Noting
your area."
that television is probably the nearest thing to a miracle
that most persons will see in their
lifetime, the booklet notes:
"A television set is also a commodity when you're buying one or
having one repaired or serviced.
Amazing as they are, they are sensitive instruments and they have
limitations. Because of some misunderstanding concerning these limitations and concerning the proper
method of approach to the purchase
and operation of a television receiver, RTMA and BBB have put
outThere
this booklet."
are a few irresponsible
operators in TV, as in every business, the booklet warns, explaining
it is designed to protect the. public
from such organizations. Topics
covered in the booklet include antenna, manufacturer's
service, service
contracts warranty,
and types
of service contractors. In addition,

SAFEGUARDS for public in buying and enjoying TV sets have been drafre
by RTMA Service Committee, working with Better Business Bureaus. RTM^
Committee members are (seated, I to r): D. R. Creato, RCA Service Co.; F. L
Granger, Stromberg-Carlson Co.; E. W. Merriam, Sylvania Electric Products
Joseph S. Durant, GE Supply Corp.; David Davis, General Electric Co
R. W. Felber, Stewart- Warner Electric Div.; Ray J. Yeranko, Magnavox Co.
C. E. Hoshour, Belmont Radio Corp.; unnamed visitor; A. H. Kuttruff, West
inghouse Electric Corp.; N. J. Cooper, Hallicrafters Co., Frank E. Smolek
Zenith Radio Corp. Standing, Albert Coumont, RTMA service manager; A. W
Kramer, Richard H. Schneberger, G. F. Hoppmann, Crosley Division; Harold J
Schulman, DuMont Labs. ; Fred Abrams, Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corp.,
John M. Woodland, Motorola Inc.; John F. Rider, publisher; F. B. Ostman
Capehart-Farnsworth Corp.
there is background material covering TV signals, equipment and
types of interference.
Rad'o commercials of two New
York City appliance dealers, offering to "store" TV sets and washand ing
to machines
pay $1inperlisteners'
week forhomes
the
privilege, provoked action from the
local Better Business Bureau, according to its April report.
Offer was made, according to the
commercials, due to an urgent
shortage of warehouse space in
New York. After investigation,
BBB reported the space shortage
as "exaggerated" and that, regardless of any real shortage, just one
TV set was "stored" in each household, with the purpose of making
a sale. On these grounds, BBB requested the advertisements be discontinued, and one dealer, Bedford
Radio Sales & Service, stopped the
commercial immediately while the
other, Sunset Appliance Stores,
withdrew its ad within 24 hours
after the bureau issued a public
statement condemning the promotion.
WARD

BOOK PUBLISHERS
Enlist TV as Sales Aid
GROUP of 18 national publishers^
and 27 Southern California retail P
book stores in a cooperative deal
combined forces to have television,
often blamed as their main competition, sel books for them.
KNXT
Hollywood's
The
Valley Book(TV)
Parade,
weekly halfhour program which started two
weeks ago, features Lorita Baker
Valley, book reviewer and lecturer
of 25 years experience, and her
daughter, Pat, leading discussions
on books with writers, commentators and literary authorities.
New
Yorkare: publishers,
program,
ThomasDoubleday
Y. co-sponsoring
Crowell& Co.,
Co., jitr
Crown
Publishers,
E. P. Dutton & Co., Farrar, Straus &
Young,
Co.,Little,
The
GreystoneHoughton
Co., Lane Mifflin
Pub. Co.,
Brown & Co., McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
Prentice-Hall,
P. Putnam's
Sons,
Random
House, G.Rinehart
& Co., Henry
SchumanPress.
Inc., Simon & Shuster and
Viking
Agency is Jack Case Adv. Coun- f
selor, Los Angeles.

in Johnstown is TOPS
— for the Listener
— for the Advertiser

in Central Pennsylvania Market.

RATINGS
RESULTS
RENEWALS

UlflRD
CBS RADIO NETWORK
WEED & CO., Representative
BROADCASTING

MARKET IN
WESTERN
PENNSYLVANIA
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MU-NBC
Agenda INSTITUTE
Set for Chicago
)N-JOB training will be given
'or the first time this year to stulents attending the annual Northestern U.-NBC Summer Radio
nstitute in Chicago. Advanced stulents will be eligible to enroll for
he seminar-internship in broadast production during the six-week
ession of professional courses.
Those selected must have backbounds, aptitudes and interests
hich indicate "a capacity for
'ichievement in that area of study,"
ottf according to the co-directors of the
TM|astitute,
Waller,affairs
directorat
F,j|<£ educationJudith
and public
net; i^BC Chicago, and Donley FedderCo :;en, chairman of the department of
Ci 'adio and television at Northwesty £Fn. Interns will spend 30 to 40
oleijiours weekly as observer-workers
,JLn an NBC Chicago radio or TV
ii jjproduction department with on-thecp i.ob training in their selected field,
mult Twelve regular courses will be
i >ffered during the institute, covering programming, production, publ
writt,ng, ic
men
manage
s, and
In
unci
ce,sale
with
anno
news
.ervig,
>oth radio and television included
n most of the courses. Television
done will be studied in television
■ .tation organization and television
je,;jlirecting and production, which
vely,
ill
ghtannby,
taunem
jjhr
, TVrespecti
program
1 Jeorgebe Hei
ger at NBC Chicago,
Ben
and
" s nana
3arkctorand
s therDon
e. Meier, producerIs? lire
Jfr Other courses and instructors:
'IT
Radio conducted
and Television.
Today,Feddersen
a sym.aj losium
by Mr.
] Vith broadcast
experts;Louis
Radio Roen,
and TeleJerpision
Announcing,
announcer; Radio-Production Procedures,
lomer Heck,Music
radioforprogram-production
rJ*rl nanager;
Radio and Tele| dsion, Ralph.
nt, produc. Knowles, eradio
ioSulan-knldieersre,ctaorncdal Mandiaogem les; Raimcahtaircd
I
a
a
o
,
s
r
l
i'
,
y
e
ng
n
n
i
•Vristior Mart dio,Malo ntinuasitsiy stDanr titinprg.or 1 jyesle adDi.oo;fnBga,rranehwasrt, CnoadssistpaenctialprWrofveesnstosr
:;M | ifBirroofaredscsaosrtmi ofN raBadisko,eattgjeourMSnosaslei,sm asscsiE hostolan;t
"e" ,iI >Chrarolegrsa HuntPelra,nincasinsistanaitcnedprofBeusidslcodarisntg-,of
adio: and Publ. Serv Broa
Miss Waller is limited to persons
"r^I ng,Enrollment
vith experience in broadcasting or
elated fields and to "especially

WJLB Detroit last month entered its 27th year of broadcasting. Toasting completion of 26 years of operation are (I to r) Richard Pavey, music director;
George R. Kendall, station manager; Edwin E. Nyy, assistant to the president;
E. H. Clark, chief engineer, and E. V. Hay, commercial manager.
talented
newcomers,"
Waller
said. Classes
will be at Miss
NBC studios
in Chicago and on the NU campus
at Evanston.
PARTS SYMPOSIUM
Set in D. C. May 5-7
CAMPAIGN of electronics manufacturers and users to improve
quality of the parts that go into
equipment is arousing widespread
interest in industry and governaccordingRegistration
to Radio-Television
Mfrs. ment,
Assn.
for a
three-day symposium on quality of
components is running far ahead
of the rate last year.
Sponsoring the symposium, to
start today (Monday) at the Interior Dept. auditorium, Washington, are American Institute of
Electrical Engineers, Institute of
Radio Engineers and RTMA, with
active support of the National BuDefense.reau of Standards and Dept. of
Some two-score representatives
from other countries are expected
to attend. Sessions will be held
during the day, except for an evening discussion on transistors.
Symposium headquarters will be
the Roger Smith Hotel.

GATES

QUINCY,
ILLINOIS

ALLBroadcasiin9^ ^sm
THESE OFFICES
TO SERVE YOU
QUINCY, ILL
TEL. 8202
HOUSTON, TEXAS
TEL. ATWOOD 8536
WASHINGTON, D. C. ... TEL. METROPOLITAN 0522
MONTREAL, QUE. .......
TEL. ATLANTIC 9441
NEW YORK CITY
TEL. MURRAY HILL 9-0200
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WALK AM-FM ON AIR
Patchogue, L.I., Dedication
WALK-AM-FM Patchogue, L. I., is
now on the air after dedication
ceremonies last month. AM station
is on 1370 kc with 500 w daytime.
FM outlet operates on 97.5 mc.
Officers include Nils E. Segerdahl,
president-general manager; William K. Macy Jr., vice presidentretary.
treasurer, and John Wallace, secWALK is owned and operated by
the Suffolk Broadcasting Corp. and
is located in South County Shores,
East Patchogue.
Other Way,
staff members include Douglas
news
editor; Arnold Lewis, sports director; Edmond Robbins, assistant
news editor; Vincent Ranieri, engineer; Walter Luce, engineerannouncer; Phillip Roll, traffic
manager; Bob Early, morning personality; Leon Fremault, staff announcer-farm director; W. K.
Macey Jr., vice president; Jack
Ellsworth, program director; Mrs.
N. Segerdahl, secretary -bookkeeper ;
Aileneter Sybil,
women's editor;
WalBates, commercial
manager,
and Owen Marlow, announcerengineer.
WSB Okays Guild Pact
NEW minimum wage agreement
between Radio and Television Directors Guild and CBS Television
in Hollywood, retroactive to Feb.
1, 1951, has been approved by the
Wage Stabilization Board. Contract, affecting about 35 persons,
calls for floor managers' starting
rate to be S85 for a 40-hour week,
progressing to S100. Directors
start at $125, receiving S145 at the
end of the first year. They receive
additional fees for commercials.
XEW restaurant is being opened by
Larry Finley, disc m.c, KFWB Hollywood, on Sunset Strip in that city.
His programs will originate from
there.

So met king to sing
about. . .

KWK is the radio
buy in St. Louis!
You'll find KWK's LOW — low
cost per 1000 radio
homes delivered gives you
results for a song!
Your Katz man has the facts based on Pulse reports!
Globe-Democrat Tower S/dg.
Saint louts

KefVte&etUaUue
*JU KATZ
AGENCY
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ACCORDION folder promotion
piece, released by CBS Radio,
declares "It's no secret that the
Housewives' Protective League
proved the most sales effective participating program in all broadcasting." Cartoon from
characters
per this message
ear towhisear
with 16 success stories given as examples of show's• — •pulling
— • power..
GUEST APPEARANCES
"WELL knownin civic
leaders area
and
personalities
the Atlanta
are invited to be "disc jockeys of
the
It's
Your Day"
Mike, onon new
WSB program,
there. Guest
is encouraged to tell his personal
story or give information on a current community project or drive as
well as introduce his favorite
music.
•— • — •
UN INTERVIEW PROGRAM
INTERVIEW program, Spotlight
on the UN, is being carried by Liberty Broadcasting System in cooperation with United Nations Radio
from 8:30-8:45
Show daily
features
discussion p.m.
withEDT.
UN
delegates and correspondents and
celebrities,
and highlights
tivities in various
fields. UN ac• — •— •
MERCHANT SALUTES WCHS
QUARTER-PAGE advertisement
in both local Sunday newspapers
was used by a Chevrolet dealer to
salute WCHS Charleston, W. Va.,
as a good advertising medium. In
the ads, the dealer pointed out that
Chevrolet and WCHS made a good
team.

WHLI's BIG
SUMMER BONUS
275,000 additional residents on Long Island
during June, July, August and September!
ONE STATION,
WHLI. DOMINATES
THE MAJOR LONG
ISLAND MARKET*
*Conlan latest share of audience: Daytime,
February 1952, Hempstead, L. I., N. Y
AM 1100
w LI FM 98.3
HEMPSTEAD w ma of
LONG ISLAND, N.Y.
PAUL PRES.
SODOFSKY.
REPRESENTED BY RAM BEAU
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FREE JELL-0 CUT-OUT
FREE cut-out puppet show with
the purchase
three Jell-0
dings is beingof offered
as partPud-of
give-away series planned by the
Joseph Jacobs agency, N. Y., for
concentrated promotion in the New
York Jewish market. Puppet cutout features Menasha Skulnik,
leading Jewish comic, and star of
the
Jell-0
show over
WEVD New Pudding
York.
NEW POLITICAL WRINKLE
AMONG special guests to be heard
in WMT vention
Cedarcoverage
Rapids'
special conin Chicago
are
winners
of
WMT's
high
essay contest. More than 300 school
Iowa
schools participated in the contest,
with pupils writing on the topic,
"Why I Would Like To Attend the
Republican (or Democratic) NaConvention."
are to betionalselected
fromTwoeachwinners
party.
Together with their teachers, the
young winners are to air their
views from Chicago. This political
convention coverage will climax
WMT'stics Is Your
20-program
Business.package, PoliRADIO-MOVIE TIE-IN
CONTRACT
Pacificsigned
Drive-Inby
Theatres haswithbeen
KLAC-AM-TV Hollywood calling
for reciprocal plugging of theatres'
motion pictures and station's radio
programs. Disc jockeys have recorded programs describing their
show which will be played before
first feature and during intermission. KLAC will advertise drivein's feature between 5:30 and 7
p.m.
daily
spotting
twice inin the
afternoon and
threeit times
the
evening.
WDAK Version
"THE REAL facts about Apaccording to bya
trade bulletinpomattox,"
circulated
Allen M. Woodall, president
of WDAK Columbus, Ga.,
have been slightly twisted in
history
Woodall
said Gen.books.
Robert Mr.E. Lee
was
taking a rest after chasing
Gen.country
Grant'sandarmy
the
just all
prioroverto
taking over Washington.
When a man walked in the
court house "Gen. Lee took
him
orderly"
and
gave tohimbehishissword
to polish.
Actually Gen. Grant came in
to surrender, according to the
Woodall version. Having
handed Gen. Grant his sword,
Gen. Lee, "being a true
Southern gentleman, couldn't
go back on his word."

TRANS-ATLANTIC TV
FIRST STEP toward trans-Atlantic telecasting was believed achieved
April 27 by WTVN-TV Columbus,
Ohio, and BBC in London, when the
two produced Youth Has Its Say,
regular WTVN weekly junior town
meeting show, with the audio portion comprising questions and answers relayed live via radio-telephone and the video portion comprising pictures shot in advance in
London. Planning took more than
a year, station reports.
— •— •— •
AIMED AT HOUSEWIVES
DAYTIME TV show for a housewife audience was aired for first
time April 28 by WTCN-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul. New show is telecast Monday through Friday, 1:301:45 p.m.sumerFormat
combines
coninformation,
community
activities, exercise demonstrations,
hit tunes and guest speakers.
• — •— •
CHURCH CHOIR SERIES
SERIES featuring choirs of area
Protestant churches has begun at
WCCC Hartford, Conn. Greater
Hartford Council of Churches and
American Guild of Organists are
cooperating with station to present
The Churches
fifty
choirs are Sing.
expectedMoreto "than
participate. Programs will be taped
during the week so singers will be
able to hear themselves at broadcast time each Sunday.
•— •— •
WTJN SHUT-IN BROADCASTS
PROGRAM designed to reach community's shut-ins is being aired
by WTJN - AM - FM Jamestown,
N.Y. Radio coverage has been provided for weekly visits made to
homes of invalids by members of
city'stionGood
Stareports Neighbor
programs Society.
have enjoyed
great success in giving participants
a sense of belonging to the community and a new interest in things
which surround them.

WRFD'S RADIO ACTIVITY
FOLDER
announcing
don
need
an Atomic
bomb to"you
be Radi
Active in Ohio" has been sent ou
by WRFD Worthington. Effective
ness
station's
at ne\o
studiosof and
radio open
farmhouse
is theme
the piece, which tells the story wit!
pictures of those who attended t<
substantiate the station's claims.
'WHOA, BOY . . .'
KTOW Oklahoma City is airing i
special gimmick for a used ca:
dealer. A "cowboy-type" voice i:
heard
over the sound
of horse'.'
hoofbeats,
"Whoa,
this
is wheresaying,
I trade
you inboyfor. . £
good
used turn
car."when
Stuntan hadold anfellovJ
un'
expected
walked in to buy "that horse the
fellow traded •—in."•— •
SCORES AND MUSIC
ALTHOUGH baseball games will
not be aired this season on WCAV
Norfolk, Va., station has launched!
Grandstand Bandstand Show with]
music and two five-minute complete!
scorecards every hour. Cards to!
keep pace with the baseball scene
will be mailed to listeners on rea halfishour
show,1
handledquest.byThreeJoeand Guidi,
sponsored
by Muntz TV and Personna Blades.
•— •— •
'THE HUMAN HEART'
COMMUNICATION Materials
Center, a division of Columbia U.
Press, 413 W. 113th St., New York
27, has announced completion of a
radio series of eight dramatic reprogress Characters
in the treatment
of heartports on disease.
in the
radio series include many top media
stars.
•— • — •
TV STAGES BOXING
STUDIO-STAGED Thursday boxing featuring four 4-round bouts
lasting from 6:15-7:30 p.m. and
broadcast exclusively for television
by KNXT (TV) Los Angeles is
being promoted by the station with
mailing pieces showing a montage
of newspaper and magazine articles
and pictures about the events. The
CBS-TV
the amateur boutsstation
in its stages
own studio
with
Tom Harmon, sports director and
former U. of Michigan football
star, calling the blows. Invited
guests number 350.

immediate revenue produced
rith regional promotion
campaigns
experienced sales
personnel will sell community
programs throughout
your coverage area
HOWARD J. McCOLLISTER Company

serviceyears
to theof
broadcasting industry

66 ACACIA DRIVE
ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA
DAVENPORT 3-3061
PAUL W. McCOLLISTER, Gem
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IEW BASEBALL PACTS REACHED
WMCA, WPIX (TV), WGN-TV, WXEL (TV) Set Plans

l4

ORE baseball agreements, sponrships and broadcast schedules
ere announced by radio and
deo. outlets in three major league
ties after the season got going.
WMCA New York reports it
Id all baseball adjacencies and
liabilities for its broadcasts of
.e 1952 Giants schedule.
WPIX (TV) New York, scheding telecasts of 154 Giant and
ankee games, has surrounded the
■ents with six live shows and
088 spots.
Identified by WPIX as "the
rgest sports package in the hisry
the sale ad-is
ickedofbytelevision,"
some 16 national
:rtisers.
Station is featuring Joe DiMago on his Yankee Preview program
) minutes before and after all
ank games for Philip Morris
garettes, through Biow Co., New
ork. Laraine Day, before each
iants game, is presenting her
larter-hour A Day With the
iants for Metropolitan New York
odge Dealers, through Ruthluff & Ryan, followed by Win
lliot's 10-minute Clubhouse In■rviews, with half sponsorship by
^hite Rock Beverage Co., through
enyon & Eckhardt, the other half
j Beacon Wax Co., through Allied
dvertising Agency of Boston.
After-Game Buys
After follow-ups for both teams,
uy LeBow and Hal Tunis are conacting a 10-minute baseball quiz
)r Bedford Stores, through Al
^lack Productions.
| Bristol-Myers Co. for Bufferin
nd Champion Spark Plug Co., has
;iken all eight-second spots; Wil/s-Overland
and Zippo
Co.
aeks three-fourths
of theMfg.secon;ary 20-second announcements al;rnately, and the primary 20.econd spots alternately by New
J/ork Multiple DeSoto group of
isalers, Colgate - Palmolive - Peet,
ities Service Oil Co. (Pennsylvania
il) and Dwight Edwards Co., a
ivision of Safeway Stores. Retaining quarter of secondary 20jcond announcements was purlased by Excelsior Quick Frosted
[eat Products, through H. W.
auptman, New York.
WGN-TV Chicago is feeding all
aturday Cubs and White Sox
ames to WOOD-TV Grand Rapids,
ith same sponsors as Chicago,
:amm's beer and Chesterfields,
tation sent April 15 telecast game

*MER|
ftp QUA

to WXEL (TV) Cleveland, which
supplied narration for IndiansWhite Sox opener. Plans have
been dropped for feed to Rock IsAtlanta.land, Memphis, Birmingham and
Preceding
Mutual's
the
Day,
Toni Co.,
(for Game
Prom ofHome
permanent, White Rain lotion
shampoo) sponsors five -minute
Warm-Up show over full network
alternately with Gillette Safety
Razor Co., Toni announces, with
Al Heifer, sportscaster, handling
interviews of sports celebrities and
late baseball news.
WTTV (TV) Bloomington, Ind.,
is bringing major league baseball
to the Indianapolis area televiewers
for the first time. This was announced by Norman Cissna, sales
manager of WTTV, who explained
that WTTV is telecasting 26 Cincinnati Reds games through
WCPO-TV Cincinnati.
WXEL has named Bob Neal, for
past two years sportscaster and
general manager for WERE Cleveland, from which he has resigned,
to
announce(Red)
Indians'Jones,
games,former
with
Nicholas
American League umpire, concentrating on color. The station
is using four cameras this year,
Franklin Snyder, general manager, said.
EVEN Ventura, Calif., came up
with carrier pigeons as a means
of circumventing the telephone
strike in its "Operation Coo" [B«T,
April 21] for the Ventura BravesFresno Cardinals game in Ontario
April 11. Station and sponsor,
Warren General Tire Co., Ventura,
got together with the Ventura Racing Pigeon Club and moved the

NETWORK CLIENTS
Up In Radio and TV
ADVERTISERS active in TV network programming totaled 166 as
of April 1952 compared to 163 as
of January 1952, while 132 advertisers were sponsoring regularly
scheduled radio network shows as
ary.
of April, compared to 124 in JanuThese listings appear in the new
edition of The FACtuary, published quarterly by Executives Radio-TV Service, Larchmont, N. Y.
Totals show 158 regularly scheduled programs sponsored on TV
networks, compared with 202 sponsored radio network programs.
BASEBALL
This represents a drop of nine TV
SOUND EFFECT programs
and a gain of two radio
programs from the January totals
5 0/F SPEEDY-Q DISC of 167 TV and 200 radio shows.
COVER ALL REQUIREMENTS
Currently active advertising
«10.f*2.eo.
in network TV number
•rder CO J). Today While Supply last* agencies
90, with 82 agencies in network
harles Michelson, Inc. radio, FACtuary listings showed.
ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

CULMINATION of plans for carrier pigeons to serve as medium by which
KVEN Ventura, Calif., received and transmitted description of baseball
game played by Ventura Braves and Fresno Cardinals in Ontario are set by
(I to r) Harry Engel, owner-general manager, KVEN; Lloyd Warren, president.
Warren General Tire Co., Ventura; Don Johnson, racing secretary, Ventura
Racing Pigeon Club. Telegraphers' strike prevented normal transmission
of play-by-play reports.
game back for the strictly daytime
lege basketball star, handling color.
Packing Co. is sponsor.
working pigeons who brought game Tobin
WWPA Williamsport, Pa., sports
results caster
-afterJerry each
inning
to
sportsPalmer.
director, Bill Gardner, announces
WPTR Albany, N. Y., announced the major part of the Williamsport
that George Miller, sports director, Tigers games in the Eastern League
handles play-by-play broadcasts of this year. Sponsors are Clark
& Hoag, Philco TV dealer, and E.
all the League
Schenectady
Eastern
games Blue
this Jays'
year, Ferranti, Ballantine beer and Ale
with Ed Lange, former Siena Col- distributor.
the weight of a magazine

is nothing to be computed in ounces or
postage
rates.
The
true
measure
is this:
"How much weight
does it carry in the
field it serves?"
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
carriesers.plenty
Consider ofthis:weight with read1. More people associated with radioTV pay for than
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING
for any other•
Journal.
2. Among radio-TV advertisers and
agency people
alone where
(the menadverand
women
who decide
tisers'
messages
shall
be
aired)
over
5500 atcopies
bought per
eachcopyweek—
with
least are4 readers
over 25,000 impressions.

3. In 1951 — as for 20 years past —
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
published more radio and more
television news and business featurescations
than allcombined.
other industry publiNo . . . the weight of a magazine can
best be determined by the intense
loyalty of its readers. That's why it
pays ItoNG • TELECASTING
put the weight behind
of BROADCASTyour message. Itwill carry you further, deeper,
moreers productively
to
your
best
than any other approach. custom-

Behind your message
add the weight of
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April ACCEPTED
24 Applications
FOR FILING. . .
AM— 1060 kc
KWSO frequency
Wasco, Calif.—
Requests
to
change
1050 with
kc toCP1 1060
kc,
Dfromto unl.
kw
DA-N.change from
AM— 1380 kc
Malvern, Ark.from
— Requests
to1380KDAS
change
1420 kc CPto
kc. frequency
TV— Ch. 13
Dayton, Ohio—
CPWHIO-TV
to change
24 kw Requests
kw
aur.,
to location
56.42ERPkw from
vis., 28.21
kwvis.,aur.;13
transmitter
from
1414
Wilmington Ave.and change
to 3228 Germantown
St., Dayant., etc.
aboveton, average
terrain
1145 Ant.
ft. height
Extension of Completion Date
KBLACP, Burbank,
Calif. —authorized
Requests
mod.
as mod., which
new AM pletistation,
for
extension
of comon date. San Antonio, Tex.—
KISS quests
(FM)
Remod.
CP,
as
mod.,
which
authorized new FMdate.station for extension
of completion
WICU
(FM)
Urbana,
111.—
Requests
mod. CP, which authorized changes in
existing
non-commercial educational
FM station,
tion date. for extension of compleKFBC
Wyo. —authorized
Requests
mod. CP, Cheyenne,
as mod., which
frequency
change,
power
increase,
DADN,
change
trans,
location,
extension of completion date. etc., for
KIWL
Ridgecrest,
Calif.—
Requests
mod. CP,forwhich
authorized
new AM
station,
extension
of completion
date.
KWOO
Poplar
Bluff,
Mo.—
Requests
mod. CP, which authorized frequency
change, location,
power increase,
DA-DN,
changeof
trans,
etc.,
for
extension
completion date.
WIVI
Christiansted,
Virgin
IslandsRequests thomod.
CP,station,
as mod.,for which
aurized new AMdate.
extension
of completion
Extension of SSA
KFAR Fairbanks,
Requested
extension
SSA from
to Alaska—
operate
660 kcto
with
10 1952
kwof unl.
Sept. 1,toon 1952,
May
1,
(sic)
AMENDED
expiration date to Feb. 1, 1954. change
CP forArk.—
CP Requests CP
KGRO Malvern,
to replace expired CP, which auFOR FINEST TAPE RECORDING
KWSH
Seminole, Oklahoma

CHOICE
OF ENGINEERS!
Only
all the flexibility,Magnecorder
high fidelity offers
and features
you l|S
require — at a price you want to pay! \
FITS EVERY PURPOSE - EVERY PURSE!
PORTABLE
Recorder inin— theLIGHTWEIGHT
oneother.
case Easy—
Amplifier
QUICKLY
MOUNTED
Units canoperation
beRACKcombined
studio
of portablefor
CONSOLE OR CONSOLETTE
Operationbining available
comunits in rich byMagnei For new catalog — wn
3% gqtuxxrt//.
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INC.

fCC actions

TV APPLICATION RETURNED
WHFC Die,
plication
for Chicago—
new TV RETURNED
station [FCCap
Roundup,
April
21];
channel
reques:
(UHF APPLICATIONS
Ch. 25) out of order.
DISMISSED
KSD-TV plicatiSt.
Louis—
DISMISSED
apon for changes
inInc.,station.
Key Bcstg.
Systemapplication
Stamford
Conn.—
DISMISSED
for new
FM station.
April 29 Decisions . . .
BY FCC BROADCAST BUREAU
Granted AM License
WARNcense new Aiken,
S. C—990 Granted
AM station:
kc, 1 kw, li-D.
Granted FM License
WLOK-FM
Ohio— Granted
cense for newLima,
FM station:
103.3 mc,li(Ch. 277), Change
340 w, ant.
175 Site
ft.
Studio
WCAUlicense
- TV to Philadelphia
Granted
mod.
change studio— location
Change
ERP
KPIX (TV) San Francisco— Granted
CP
ERP
1
15.4 tokw change
aur., tolocation,
3.6 kwfromvis.,29.91.8 kw aur.,
change
trans,
make
other
changes. ant. system and
Completion Date Extended
WIVI Christiansted, Virgin Islands
Granted plemod.
for extension
of comdate toCP5-15-52;
cond. Granted
KIWLCP tionfor
Ridgecrest,
Calif.—
mod.
extension
of
completion
date to 11-hour
10-8-52; cond.
Broadcast Day
WMUS
Muskegon,
Michigan
— Granted
request
for
authority
broadcast
from
to 5:00 thirty
p.m.,to EST,
for £
period6:00not a.m.
toLicense
exceed
days.
for CP
WAWZfor Zarephath,
N. J. —covering
Granted in-Li
cense
CP, power
as mod.,
cr(DA-2);
ease in night
andkw, new
DA share
system
1380
kc,
5
DA-2,
time with WBNX; cond.
KUSD
Vermillion,
S.
D.
—
Granted
license
covering
change
facilities
hours oflocation
operation
and ofDA;
changein
trans,
and make
changes
ant.; cond.:Granted
690 kc, Mod.
1 kw-D,CP DA-D
WRDBCP for
Reedsburg,
Wis. — Granted
mod.
and main
studioapproval
location.of ant., trans
WAYS
Charlotte,
N.
C—
mod
CP to make changes
in ant.Granted
and extend
completion
2commencement
months and 8andmonths
from dates
date toof
grant;
WBAMCPcond.toMontgomery,
Ala. —andGranted
mod.
change
trans,
main
studio
location
and extend
ment
and
completion
dates
tocommence
2 months
and 8 months from date of grant;
cond
WICU
Erie, ofPa.—completion
Granted mod.
for
extension
date CPto
10-24-52.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Comr. George E. Sterling
WCRK forMorristown,
Tenn.
— late
Granted
petition
ofre itsapplication
ap
pearance
in acceptance
proceeding
of
LaFollette
Bcstg.
Co.,
LaFollette,
Tenn.
April 30 Decisions . . .
COMMISSION EN BANC
Granted License Renewals
Following
licenses for stations
regular granted
period: renewal of
KIOXbus, Ohio;BayWMNB
City, North
Tex.; WCOL
ColumMass.;
WPRA Tex.;Mayaguez,
R.;Adams,
KDLXMont.;
Del
Rio,
KBMN P.Bozeman,

APRIL 24 THROUGH MAY 1
CP-construction permit ant.-antenna cond.-conditional
DA-directional antenna D-day LS-local sunset
ERP-effective radiated power N-night mod.-modification
STL-studio-transmitter link aur.-aural trans.-transmitter
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual unl.-unlimited hours
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
SSA-special service authorization
Grants authorizing new stations and transfers, accompanied by a
roundup of new station and transfer applications, begin on page 95.
thorized
mod., which au1 kw D. new AM station, on 1380 kc, license for
thorized nCP,
ew FM asstation.
WEVA-FM
Emporia,
Va.—
Requests
Change
Trans.
Location
CP to replace
Birmingham,
Ala. — Requests
thorized new FMexpired
station.CP which au- CPWLBS
to change
trans, location.
Modification of CP
WIMS
Michigan
City,
Ind. — Requests
CP
to
change
trans,
location
and ant.
WILB
Williamsburg,
Va.—
Requests
mod.
CP,for which
authorized
new main
AM height above
average terrain.
Modification
of
CP
station,
approval
of
trans,
and
studio locations, etc.
WSWF Fort
Myers,whichFla.—authorized
Requests
FM Changes
mod.
as mod.,
new AMCP,
station,
to change trans, and
KWOO-FM
Poplar ERP
Bluff,fromMo.—16 Restudio
locations.
q
u
e
s
t
s
C
P
to
change
kw
toterrain
15 kw,fromant.190height
average
N. C—newRequests
mod.
ft. toabove
217 ft.,
and CPWEYE
whichSanford,
authorized
AM station,
change trans,License
location.
for
tions.approval of trans, and studio locaRenewal
KPLN forCamden,
— Resubmitted
WHBUnewal of Anderson,
mod. for
CP,Ark.approval
which
authorized
license. Did.— Requests re- request
new main
AM station,
of trans,
WMPAnewal ofAberdeen,
studio locations.
license. Miss. — Requests re- andWPRE
Prairie
du Chien,
Wis.— new
ReAPPLICATION RETURNED
quests
mod.
CP,
which
authorized
KTKM Hartford,
Wis.—as mod.,
RETURNED
approval of trans, and
application
for mod.
CP,
which AM
main station,
studioTV for
locations.
authorized
new
AM
station,
for
extenPower Increase
siAPPLICATION
on of completion date.DISMISSED
KRON-TV
San authorized
Francisco—change
Requestsin
mod.
CP, towhich
KSFO
San
Francisco—
DISMISSED
facilities,
increase
ERPkw from
9.650 kw
application
for
assignment
of
CP,
as
vis.,
4.8
kw
aur.,
to
100
vis.,
kw
mod.,
to Columbia Bcstg. System Inc. aur., and change from DA to non-DA.
of California.
Extend
Completion
Date
WJQS
Jackson,
Miss.
—
DISMISSED
WROW-FM
N. Y.—authorized
Requests
application
forto CP1300to kc,change
frequency mod.
CP, as Albany,
mod., which
from
1400
for extension of comfrom
250 wkc upon
to 5 kwWJDXD,increase
1relinquishing
kw N,power
etc. new FM pletstation,
(Contingent
i
o
n
d
a
t
e
.
1300 kc.)
(TV) Erie,of Pa.—
Requestsdate.
mod.
CPWICU
for extension
completion
WFMY-TV
Greensboro,
N. C— ReApril ACCEPTED
25 Applications
.
.
.
quests
mod.
CP
for
extension
of
comFOR kc FILING
pletion date. Baltimore— Requests mod.
AM— 560
WBAL-TV
CP, astion datemod.,
Beckley,
Va.—1Requests
to Julyfor 20.extension of completokwWJLS
increase
power W.from
kw D toCP5
License Renewal
D.
AM— 930 kc
Following
of license: stations request renewal
KTKN
Ketchikan,
Alaska—
Requests
from 1 kw D to Louisville,
WERS (FM)
Boston;(TV)WAVE-TV
Ky.; KMTV
Omaha,
5CPkwto D.increaseAM—power
1260 kc
Neb., and WCNB-FM
Connersville, Ind.
To
Change
Powell,
Wyo.—
Requests
CPto WOWL Florence, Ala.—NameRequests mod.
to5 kwKPOW
increase
power
from
1
kw
DN
D, 1 kw AM—
N. 1290 kc
license
Daylight
Bcstg. Co.to change
to Radioname
MusclefromShoals
Inc.
KINY
Juneau,
Alaska—
Requests
CP
TENDERED
FOR
FILING
to1290change
from 1460 kc to
CP for CP
kc. frequency
KSCY Searcy, Ark.— Requests CP to
License for CP
expired
CP wforunl.new AM staWSLNcense forDelaware,
Requestsnewli- replacetion on 1450
kc, 250
CP whichOhio—
authorized
non-commercial
educational
FM
station.WRBL-FM Columbus, Ga.— Requests
SERVICE DIRECTORY
FIGHT TO FREE ALBANIA
WGAC Undertakes Campaign
CAMPAIGN to remove Albania
COMMERCIAL RADIO
from Iron Curtain control is proCustom-Built Equipment
MONITORING COMPANY
moted in a program series by
PRECISION
FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
U. S. RECORDING CO.
WGAC Augusta, Ga. It is based on
Engineer on duty all night evtry night
interviews featuring Hugh Grant, 1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
Dr. Nuci Kotta, member of the
JACKSON 5302
Sterling 3626
Albanian legitimist movement, and
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
other Albanians. Mr. Grant, a retired U. S. diplomat, served as
American ambassador to Albania
EAU
from 1935 to 1939.
• TOWERS •
Mr. Grant is a close friend of
AM • FM • TV •
DAV
the exiled King Zog of Albania. The
commentary, heard five times TOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
STATION
weekly at 7 p.m., is sponsored by
6100 N. E.
,1 GUIDANCE
P. O. BOX
Morgan Truck & Tractor Co. and
International Harvester Co.
0Y, NEW YOKK
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

CONSULTING

RADIO

&

TELEVISION

ENGINEERS

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. ADams 2414
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. AAcNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE*

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. 3. MO. 3-30H
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE*

GEORGE C. DAVIS
501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

There is no substitute for experience
GILLETT & BERGQUIST
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG. NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

etiili Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT S215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C
Member AFCCE*

MelNTOSH & INGLIS
1216 WYATT BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Metropolitan 4477
Member AFCCE*

RUSSELL P. MAY
1422 F St., N. W. Kellogg Bldg.
Washington, D. C. REpublic 3984
Member AFCCE*

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas Seattle, Wash.
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. 4742 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE*

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261
Member AFCCE*

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
AR 4472
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.
Republic 7,6646D. C.
Washington

LYNNE C. SMEBY
"Registered Professional Engineer"
1311 G St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Radio Engineers
Quarter Consulting
Century Professional
Experience
Radio-TelevisionElectronics-Communications
1833
M St., 123$
N. W..
Wash. 6, SSil
D. C.
Executive
— Executive
(Nights-holidays, Lockwood 5-1819)
Member AFCCE *

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Riverside,
Road — Riverside
III. 7-2153

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3738 Kanawha St., N.W., Wash., D. C.
Phone ORdway 8071
Box 2468PhoneBirmingham,
6-2924 Ala.

ROBERT L HAMMETT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
230 BANKERS INVESTMENT BLDG.
SAN FRANCISCO 2, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER
815 E. 83rd St. Hiland 7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

GRANT R. WRATHALL
Aptos, California
arranged
for Cit»
San Appointments
Francisco
Salt LakePhoenix
Lot
Angeles Seattle
Portland
Box 260 APTOS— 3352
Member AFCCE*

BERNARD ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
5010 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif. NOrmandy 2-6715

Vandivere,
Cohen & Wearn
Consulting Electronic Engineers
612 Evans Bldg. NA. 2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

HARRY R. LUBCKE
CONSULTING TELEVISION ENGINEER
Television Engineering Since 7929
2443 CRESTON WAY HO 9-3266
HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA

KSWA Graham, Tex.; KSD St. Louis, ingKWAL
AugustWallace,
1, 1952:
Mo.; KXOK
St.WKHC
Louis, Cincinnati;
Mo.; WJMS WFEC
Iron- Newark,
wood,
Mich.;
N. J. Idaho, and WVNJ
Miami;
KPOA
Honolulu,
T.
H.;
WOBS
Further License Extensions
Jacksonville,
Fla.; WPDQ
Jacksonville;
Following extensions
stations granted
further
WGBS-FM Miami;
KRAI
Craig,
Col.; temporary
licenses
for
KARM-FM
Fresno,
Calif.;Los
KPHO-TV
period
ending
August Va.;
1 of: WPLI
Phoenix,
Ariz.,
and
KLAC
Angeles.
WKLV
Blackstone,
JackLicenses Extended
son,
Tenn.;
WSOO
Sault
Ste.
Marie,
Following ofstations
temporary
WTNJ Trenton,
N. J.;Roanoke
WTTT
Coral Gables,
Fla.; WCBT
-—'{ I jxtensions
licensesgranted
for period
end- Mich.;
'I 3ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Member AFCCE* '

(A Chicago suburb)

Rapids,
C; KTTV
Los Angeles,
Calif., andN. WOV
New York.
(Comr.
tion.)
Sterling not participating in WOV acGranted Renewal
KS2XAO
Quincy, 111. —station
Grantedlicense
renewal of developmental
for regular
Setperiod.
for Hearing
WMRO Aurora, 111. — Designated for
hearing application for renewal of li-

Member AFCCE*

RAYMOND M. WILMOTTE
1469 Church Street, N. W. DEcatur 1231
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE'
cense and granted temporary extension
of license
operationor until
sion of this forproceeding
until concluDec. 1,
1952, whichever is earlier.
WLAP
Lexington,
Ky.
—
Designated
for hearing application for renewal of
licensesion ofand
granted
temporary
extenlicense
for the
period ending
August(Continued
1.
on page 95.)
May 5, 1952 • Page 91

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted 204 per word— $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 254 per word— $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 30^ per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting • Telecasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge far mailing. All transcriptions, photos, etc. sent
to box numbers
sent ator owner's
sibility for their arecustody
return. risk. Broadcasting • Th-ecasting expressly repudiates any liability or responHelp Wanted
Managerial
Experienced general manager, willing
to take over
$10,000 interest
and management of established
regional
day-in
timebeststation
(fullEngland
time possibilities)
one
of
New
markets.
Air
mail
particulars
first
letter.
Box
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.72P,
Salesmen
Salesman. Good opportunity in Illinois
for
hard-hitting
salesman. Liberal
drawing
Send
details
to against
Box 924M,commissions.
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Salesman who clear
can sell
hard.
Southern
wantsandhisa sell
man
has already5 kwdemonstrated
abilitywhoin
radio sales.missionsLiberal
draw against
comfuture unlimited.
tails and references.
Box 14F, Rush
BROAD-deCASTING .TELECASTING.
New England
networkcollege
affiliatecommunity
in pleasanthard-working
prosperous
needs
salesman.
Salary
plus
commission.
Background
and
references.
Box 29P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Wanted
immediately. field.
Engineer
forbe
sales
broadcasting
MustSome
under in30 and
possess sales ability.
travellent
— Chicago and
vicinity.
Excelwith BROADCASTING
well established
company. opportunity
Box 40P,
. TELECASTING.
Salesman:dustriReal
opportunity
ous time salesman.
Liberalfordrawinagainstket overcommissions.
1 kw with
mar300,000
population
inyouNorth
Carolina.
If andyou more
can persell,year.
can
earn
$6000.00
Full
information first letter with recent
photo.pliesNoconfidential.
hot shotsBoxplease.
All
44P BROAD-reCASTING . TELECASTING.
Salesman,
successful,
experienced,
new
undersalary,
developed
market
vicinity
Detroit,
increasing
progressive
commission,
upwards
$10,000
yearly
alert
topflight
man.
Mail
particulars.
Radio-2355 Guardian Bldg., Detroit.
Time
salesman.
Salary
plus
commission.
Good market. KFRO, Longview, Texas.
Immediate
openingestablished
for experienced
salesman to handle
accounts
and bring portunity
in withnew
ones.
Good staopstableKIBL,
operating
tion.
John
Rossi,
Beeville,
Texas.
Announcers
Experiencedstation.
announcer
for particulars,
25,000 watt
Nebraska
Send full
auditionrequirement,
record, board
experience
and
salary
first
letter.
Box
926M,
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING
Florida east coast independent needs
first phone nouncing.
man Part with
antime accent
sales inon rich
market, ditifions andesired.
Ideal
working
cond climate. Box 13P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Experiencedenty-fiveannouncer-engineer.
Sevstart. Upper midwest.
Box
26P,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING
Metropolitan
announcer withNew1st York
class station
ticket. needs
Send
full
particulars
regarding experience
and
salary
requirements.
Box 32P,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Straightplusannouncer,
hours; $65 CBS
per
week
talent, if40deserving.
affiliate inmediate
largeopening.
gulfSend
coast disc
city orhas tape
imand full details
to Box 37P, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Wanted,
announcer
from
Texas or
southwest
Texas
station.
deep
voice, by
news
specialist.
Send Prefer
discs,
all details
first letter.
College
radio
graduates
will discs
be accepted.
Applications without
not accepted.
Box
45P,
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Top jor
combo
Pacific
northwest
mamarket.man.LBS$2.16
affiliate.
Emphasis
on announcing.
hour. Overtime.
Permanent.
Box 41P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Early sive
morning
man desired
by progresMustsalable
be
capable
idea man independent.
who can build
shows.
Write
Box 65P, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Announcer-engineer with first class
ticket.encedStarting
pay $75 independent.
for experiman. Pennsylvania
Box
66P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Combination
announcer
wanted
by Florida
major- engineer
network
regional phasifulltime
station.
Special
ems
o
n
announcing
but
must
hold
first class license. All applications
confidential.
Box
76P,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Combination
man with first phone.
Excellent
as presentopportunity
owner plansfor toadvancement
expand to
three station
Need
is unimmediate.operation.
Please
do tonotstart
contact
less
you
are
able
at once.
Starting
salary
$65.00.
Air
mail,
wire
or
call Manager, KCRT, Trinidad,
Colorado.
Announcer wanted for permanent staff
position,
. news andExcellent
board opportunity
work. No
ticket
required.
advancement
Pueblo,
Colo. for right man. KGHF,
Experienced
combo man
immediately,
$60.00
Walnut and
Ridge,housing,
Arkansas.daytime, KRLW,
Adding combination
man
topermanency
staff. Announcing abilitiesSend
and audition
most
and
details important.
WBUT, Butler,
Penna.
Combination
announcer-engineer,
1st
class license
— contact
WFRO,
Fremont,
Ohio.Robert F. Wolfe,
WGCM,
Gulfport, Mississippi,
announcer haswhoopencan
also ingdofor experienced
sports.
Versatile mature voice for 5000 watts
net ferstation
Newport
News,
Va.
Premarriedinman.
discup.
now Send
and
desire
asNeed
follow
disc or interview
tape to .
WGH,
Newport
News,
V
a
Wanted,aexperience combination man
b
first
phone. m
WHBS,
Huntsville, Alaa.
Vacation
replacements
— six
announcer
seven
weeks
and
engineer
weeks.
SendY
resumeDirector,
and audition.
EdKingston,
Eckert,
WKNY,
N.Program
.
Announcer
who wants community,
to make money
and without
live in— enjoyable
with$5
orraise
1sttime,
phone,$200 $65bonusto start,
in
short
inat year,
20%
commission
on
all
sales
own
leisure, not required, 35 to 40 hours
weekly,genialowner
is manager,
smallmoney,
cons
t
a
f
,
station
making
good
must
have
personality,
be
want experience,
job with town.
future
and home
instable,
friendly,
wealthy
Send
tape,
picture.
WKUL,
Cullman, Alabama.
Experienced
for 10,000
Miami
station.announcer
This announcer
mustwattbe
"tops"
on
record
shows
and
news.
audition
tape, recent photo, data Send
and
salary
WMIE, requirement
Miami, Florida.to Ron Tuten,
Experienced
morning
man
for
staff
announcing.tape,
Goodqualifications,
conditions, picture.
pension
plan.
WNAE, SendWarren,
Pennsylvania.
Good eralannouncer
who write
can handle
genannouncing and
local news.
Excellent
opportunity,
immediate
opening.
Air
mail
disc,
salary
requirements,
complete Mt. personal
data. Manager,
WPAQ,
Airy, N. C.
Staff announcer wanted. Prefer man
with
independent
station experience.
Please
send photo
WPIC, Sharon,
Pa. and tape or disc.

Help Wanted
Technical(Cont'd)
First classquired.engineer.
No experience
reVirginia network
station. Box
ING. BROADCASTING
238K,
. TELECASTChiefwatt
engineer.
ImmediatePermanent.
opening.
250
CBS station.
Good
and chancestation
for advancement
in our paygroup-owned
setup.
Excellent opportunity first
for reply.
right man.
Photo, background
Box
56P,
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING.
First
class
engineer,
no announcing,
state
minimum
Box 52P,
BROADCASTING
•salary.
TELECASTING.
Combo mannouncing,1stnearbyphone
emphasis
anDetroit,
progressive
increases, overtime,
high earnings,
ideal
conditions,tape,carbackground
necessary. information.
Rush audiRadio tion2355-Guardian
Bldg., Detroit.
First phone engineer — in the center of
AlamogordoForest".
— "Gateway
Tovacationland.
The orLincoln
Write,
wire
phone National
— salary
Wayne
Phelps,
KALG -requirements.
Alamogordo,
New Mexico.
Immediategineer.opening
1st phone enGoodconsidered.
pay. for
Inexperienced
applicants
250 watt
ABC station.
Send
background
and toreference
information
with
first
letter
KBIX,
Muskogee, Oklahoma.
Wanted:
An engineer at kw daytimer.
Bud
Nebr. Crawford, KCNI, Broken Bow,
Engineer with announcing.
first phone license.
WillNo experinecessary, KENA, Mena,
Arkansas.ing toencelearn
Engineer-announcer,
on announcing. Universityemphasis
town, KLWN,
Lawrence, Kansas.
Engineer.
Excellent city.
working
conditions in a university
If desired,
work schedule
arranged to attend uniDakota. versity. KNOX, Grand Forks, North
Radio
phone license.
Write
oroperator
phone with
A. M. first
McGregor,
KSTT,
Davenport,
evenings. Iowa. 6-2541, days; 3-6677,
Wanted,encedambitious
engineer
expericonstruction and
maintenance
willing to portation
take furnished
responsibility.
Transfrom
west
Air mail details KULA, Honolulu, coast.
T. H.
Good
experienced
announcer
with
first
classexperience,
ticket. Sendbusiness
auditionandtape,character
record
ofreferences
to
KWFC,
Hot
Springs,
National Park, Arkansas.
First
class engineer:
for 40Rapids,
hours
plus overtime.
WCBT, $50Roanoke
Engineer, necessary,
first phone,
untransmitter atexperience
studio, WCED,
DuBois, Pennsylvania.
First phone.
No announcing.
Start
$250.00
per month
WCMY, Ottawa,
Illinois.plus overtime.
Immediate
for first
ator, WEAV,opening
Plattsburg,
N. Y.class operEngineersary. Goodwanted.
No experience
necespay.
for
right man.
Apply Great
WFLB,opportunity
Fayetteville,
North
swered. Carolina. All applications anWanted—
First Chief
class engineer, $200
month.
Contact
Shelbyville,
Tenn. Engineer, WHAL,

Wantedengineer.
(Cont'd)Evenir
Want Help
first
Kentucky.
shift.
ContactclassWIEL,
Elizabethtowi
First
class
engineer-announcer.
Pei
manent
position,Swainsboro,
good working
cond
tions. WJAT,
Georgia.
Immediate opening first phone eng:
neer-announcer.
All
applications Ide?
cor.
sidered regardless
of inexperience.
working
conditions
small friendl
southern
town.
Rush
complete
dat
with
requirements
WKDK,salary
Newberry,
S. C. to Manage]
EngineerStarting
for TV salary
micro-wave
tion.
$225 perrelaymontlsta
plus
overtime,
plus
car WSAZ-TV
allowance
Phone ChiefWest Engineer,
Huntington,
Va.
First
engineer-announcer
needed
Kentucky.
$60.00classweekly.
WSON, Henderson
First classperiephone
operator Radio
wanted.Statior
Exnce not necessary.
WSSV, Petersburg,
Va.
Production-Programming, Others
Wanted: Experienced newsman with
bachelor's
degree as parttime
in largelism while
midwestern
school
ofinstructor
journaworking
on graduate
degree.
Radio
news
experience
television experience desirable.essential,
Write
Box
973M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Desire
male copywriter
ideas.
Some
announcing.
Submitwithsamples.
Texas.
Box 23P, BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING.
Immediaterector,opening
for
continuity
dicharge of department.
Must writer,
be topfulltoadministrator
as well as
top
qualify
asmidwest
department
head
in
this
hard
hitting
kw
operation. Send complete info to 5Box
50P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Wanted
—forContinuity
chief.clients.
Experienced
writing
all types
Send
letter with
full
details,of copy
samples,
salaryful requirements.
Moderate,
healthclimate.
Program
Director,
KCSJ,
Pueblo, Colorado.
Program director-copywriter, fully experForce,
ienced. Send fullManager,
details first
letter. R. C.Michigan.
WKNK,
Muskegon,
Copywriter,
young manSome
or woman
head
copy
department.
experience
preferred.
for advancement. SendOpportunity
details, sample
copy to
Mr. Joe Fife, WWCA, Gary, Indiana.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
General-program manager. Ten years
experience.
Eight years
presentstation.
posiNew England
network
Desiretiontemperate
change
offering
advancement,
more
climate.
Complete
knowledge all phases of successful
operation.college,
Cultured,
civicreferences.
- minded,
married,
excellent
Box
22P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Managerning as salesman
with successful
begin-to
to saleshistory
manager
manager desires
return
to
station
management. 12 years experiencestations.
with
independent
Recognized asandtopnetwork
sales producer.
Complete history and interview upon
request.
Now employed
with excellent
top radio organization
in country,
reasons ment.
to return
to station manageMidwest preferred.
Married,
37 years old.CASTING •TELECASTING.
Write Box 24P, BROADGeneral or commercial manager. ExWest or south-.
west. Box perienced.
43P, Capable.
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Manager-salesman,
14 years
all record.
phases
broadcasting.
Proven
sales
Highest non-metropolitan
type references.
39, married.
Prefer
market
midwest or southwest.
Box 58P, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Corporation vice president 35 now
actively engaged
in general
enmanagement
of radioand
station
property
ingineering
midwest,
desires
relocate
east
or
south.
Direct
correspondence
solicited,
looking
towards association
in Junenot orTV.
July.
interest in
radio
Box Primary
71P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
f yearsandexperience
radio Desire
and television
;ales
management.
sales in
jast
or
southeast.
Preferably
TV.for Ex;ellent
references.
Available
:erview.
Write Box 49P, BROADCAST-inING . TELECASTING.
Salesman,
married orwith
wishes job 27,
in BoxFlorida
gulf family
coast.
Experienced.
69P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Announcers
ftadio announcer. Program man. SRT
graduate,
desiresDraft
position
any Write
location. Veteran.
exempt.
3<:ox 989M. BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Experienced
young disc jockeyin good
with
irst
phone
: j narket
to do desires
2V2 to 3V2location
hour afternoon,
jrNet, evening,
or
night
show
—
or
both.
indiecludingAMproduction
and asTVwellbackground
inparticipaiu tion. ries.
Ex-serviceman.
No asdraft
worAvailable
immediately.
Box
IIP,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Announcer — with
Inexperienced,
trained.
Fine
onbutnews
relaxing
type voice
shows.
Canemphasis
handle Can
and
general
staff
announcing.
doreferwell
if givenencesa available.
chance. Box
Disc,15P,
photo,BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Newsman,
6 yearsbroadcasting,
network, indie,
magazine
special eventswriting,
and documentary work
~r|"Topnotch
experienced
sportscaster.
Good
Baseball
a must.
Football,play-by-play.
basketball, boxing,
wrestling.
1 Highest
from present
employer.recommendation
Box 20P, BROADCAST■J«[»ING . TELECASTING.
[ Experienced
— all single,
phases colincluding announcer
network. exempt.
Young,
rlege degree,
draft
DJ, news,
ff board.
Available
immediately.
Desire permanent
in the east.
Photo,
tape. Boxlocation
38P, BROADCAST■ING
. TELECASTING.
Good experienced
staff personality,
announcer, commercscientious,
ials, DJ, news,
conreliable. Box
42P, BROADCASTING •TELECASTING.
South Louisiana,
announcer,
salesman,
copywriter,
strong
news, BROADCASTcommercials,
$75.00 ING week.
Box 48P,
. TELECASTING.
Personality,
disc experience
jockey, musi-as
cian, and
singer.hillbilly
6 years
singer,
2V2 yearsrecording
as disc
_ musician
jockey.
Also
experience:
with record
top hillbilly
outfit,
interviews
and
pop
shows.
Age:
late
twenties,
married
withPresently
family. employed.
Dependable, Boxdo
not
drink.
51P,
ING. BROADCASTING . TELECASTExperienced
announcer,
5 yearsnews,all
phases,
excellent
college
degree,
allad-lib,
repliescolorful
considered,
available
immediately,
request
tape.
Box
57P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Attention east coast, announcer with
5 years experience.
phone, deambitious.59P,Do1stBROADCASTanything
includingpendable,
sports. Box
ING . TELECASTING.
Married
experienced. Operate
Strong
on
news veteran,
and 61P,
commercials.
console.
Box
BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Newscaster.
Staff experience.
announcer, Gradcopywriter.
uatephone.
radioFour&years
TV
school.
College.
Third
Car.
Married.
Will
travel.
Sober. Disc,
Dependable.
Available
immediately.
references.
Box
73P,
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING^
Experienced
announcer28, -college
sportscaster.
First phone.
Veteran,
ground, single.
Will. TELECASTING.
travel. Box back74P,
BROADCASTING
Announcer.
Experienced.
SaturdaySunday offill-in
for C.
station
five hour%
radius
Paulin Clark,
Haber,
2616 N.UnionY. St.,
Queens,
N. Y. C.
Staff
announcer,
news,
commercials
and
strong
deejay.
Prefer
midwest.
Tom
Gibson,
800
W.
31st
Independence,
Missouri.
Experienced
announcer,
College graduate.
Veteran,first24, phone.
wants
permanent
jobOhio.
central-southern
Indiana,
Illinois,
Tape and603details
on
request.
Marty
Martini,
East
Palm, Orange, Calif.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer, control
board,Radio
news, Writers
sports,
personality.
Member
Guild.
available.
1141 ElderDiscAvenue,
N. Y. C.Bob Miller,
Announcer
Some commercial
board
and mike — Pathfinder
experience.
Three Clear,
years
university.
graduate.
mature
voice.
29,
single,
Navy
veteran.
Prefer
midwest.
Charles
S.
May,
Bell St., Kansas City 2. Missouri. 4001
Announcer-engineer.
one
year
experience,
goodFirst
DJ phone,
and voice.
commercials. Ful pleasant
Tape available.
Wire, mature
write Frank
O'Malley,
General Delivery, Montgomery, Alabama.
Announcer-engineer desires summer
replacement
job. New
experince. Wil travel.
LonnieYork
Padron,
520
W. 139 eStreet,
New York.
Announcer
—
operate
board,
experience
atdraftNewexempt,
York station.
Free
to
travel,
disc on request.
W. V.
Spahr,
630 York.
Gramatan
Ave., Mount
Vernon, New
Technical
RCA
graduate.
Veteran,
car.
FM,
kilowatt
AM.
Four married,
years Prefer
same
company.
Control,
transmitter.
transmitter.
Box
28P,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
I(A)haveHama second
phone
alsoin abroadclass
license.
Will and
workclass
cast
station
forfirstsecond
wages
while
obtaining
phone.
Preferably
Mo. or Ark. Will consider anywhere.
Have had spondence
radio
college
and correcourses, lots
wagesamateur
while experilearning.ence.
Box Reasonable
30P, STI
BROADCASTING
TEL
ECA
NG. •
Combo man—
First
phone,
strong
announ31P,
cing, tape, photo.
Available June
16. Box ECA
BROADCASTING
TEL
STI
NG. .
Experienced
engineer-announcer
with
selling
atwithpresent
desiresexperience,
permanent
job BROADCASTING
futurechief,
in midw
e
s
t
.
B
o
x
33P,
TELECASTING. .
Recent
graduate ofwithCleveland
Institute
Radio Electronics
1st classposition.
radiotelephone license, desires
CASTING^
Box 34P, BROADCASTING
. TELEChiefbroadcast
engineer and
to taketelevision
complete station.
charge
of
Ten years
experienceknowledge
at 5 kw ofdirectionvision
al and thorough
technique.
salary teleand
location.
35P, State
BROADCASTING
. TELEBoxCAST
ING.
Chief enced,
engineer.
Thoroughly
experihandletment.anything
in technical
deBox 54P, BROADCASTING
. TELEparCAST
ING.
First class
desires work engineer,
in N. Y.experienced,
C. Immediate
availability.
Box 60P, BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
First
phone,
inexperienced.
Desire area.
New
York,
southern
NewBox England
Others
considered.
64P,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Engineer
1st phone announcing.
1\'2 years AM-FMTV
experience.
mum salary $60. NoSoutheast.
Box Mini67P,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
First encephone
technician.
Past
experiincludes
radio-TV
repair and chief
ofcar.smallMinimum
station.
Married
$62
per veteran
week. with
Box
70P,
BROADCASTING
ING^• TELECASTEngineer/chief
engineer,(installation,
16 years broad-dicasting
experience
rectional
arrays, television)
desires
responsible
position
with
progressive
station. BoxCAST
78P, BROADCASTING
TELE
ING. .
Engineer,
plenty of Box
experience,
available immediately.
55P, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Production-Programming, others
Appeal
toWillwomen's
and children'sin
market.
write,
shows exclusively
for participate
theseBoxsellable
markets.
Prefer
midwest.
980M,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
TV
or
radio
production
assistant.
Wide
experience
little
theatreteaching;
production;
summer
stock;
business;
publicingrelations.
Collegeradio.
graduate.
Trainin TV
and
Dependable.
Capable
assuming
responsibility.
Easy
toability
get adaptable
along with.to Background
and
variety .ofTELEjobs.
Box
19P, BROADCASTING
CASTING.
(Continued on next page)

EDWARD

C. L0BDELL ASSOCIATES

announce the Reorganization of its Placement Division
under the new name

TO STATIONS:
Personnel qualified and able to serve you available
through our careful selection based upon your strictest definition of their duties.
Confidential presentation of verified facts about men
who can contribute to the efficiency and build your
organization.
Relief from the time consuming chore of mass interviewing through presentation of the most select individuals.
Personnel Analysis and Qualification Programs established.
All at NO CHARGE to the Station.
TO APPLICANTS:
One fee with NO registration, filing or supplemental
charges.
One week's salary the only fee.
Guidance on ways and means to improve your standing within the industry.
A confidential relationship which can lead to greater
satisfaction and more money in the bank.
No makeshift pitching for something you won't fit.
Rut instead effective presentation for the spot you
belong in.
We have the orders — Here are only a few pending
on May 1st:
Station
State Manager — New York Chief Engineer — Pennsylvania
Program Director — Ohio Sales Manager — New York
State
Newscaster — New York State Engineers
Jersey — New York, New
Engineers — Pennsylvania, Maryland, Delaware, Wisconsin,
Ohio, California
Announcer-Engineers — New York, New Jersey, Florida, West
Virginia, Mississippi, Maryland, South Carolina
and many others by mail, wire, and phone daily.
Write
(Agency)
Edward C. Lobdell - Licensee
1 7 East 48th Street
New York 1 7, New York

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
News director
— local
news, Fifteen
special
events
coverage
specialty.
years
newspaper-radio experience.
Box
21P,
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING.
Copywriter,
experienced,
single, draft
exempt.tion in northeast.
Looking
for Noprogressive
staannouncing.
Box
46P,
BROADCASTING
CASTING^. TELELooking
for capable
staff member?
Stage actor,
singer,
director,
stage
manager
desires
to
transfer
radio or TV. Good voice.talents
Collegeto
graduate.
Veteran.
Some
radio
acting, announcing
experience.
school
graduate.
Prefer
New
YorkallTVstate
or
northeast
but
will
consider
replies.
Box
47P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Gal Friday wants to work all week.
Radio-TVexperience
production, N. Y. C. Six
years
air work. Box 62P,program-production
BROADCASTING
.Copywriter,
TELECASTING.
good
typist,
shorthand,
one
year
writing area.
course,Female.
desire
start commercial
in NewBROADCASTING
England
Box
63P,
.
TELECASTING.
Television
TV chief
engineerdesires
now contact.
available Box
for
new
installation,
960M, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING^
Production-Programming, Others
TV weathermanavailable
— topnotchonetelevision
weatherman,
notice.
Goodanywhere.
salesman. Box
Best- month
offer
considered
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.983M,
Advertisingemployed
— programming
executive,in
currently
interested
future
opportunity.
BoxTV,998M,
BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
For Sale
The best in complete tower sales and
service
by the south's
largest
tower
erection
sell
buy
your
used A.company.
towers,
erectWillorCompany,
serviceor your
towers.
A.
A.
Tower
Inc.,
Box 898, Greenville, N. C.
Stations
Midwest
station.
250 w. $32,500.
Independent.
Rich
agricultural12F,area.
Terms .
possible.
BROADCASTING
TELEBox
CAST
ING.
250 watt fulltime station in Pacific
northwest.Operated
Only station in for
isolated
market.
years. Owner wantsprofitably
to return to two
the
east. $25,000 cash. Box 53P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Exceptional
opportunity
to acquireTexas
1000
watt ofproperty
inpopulation.
fast growing
town
100,000 for
Controlliberal
can
be purchased
$12,000 with
pay-off.
237 Madison Ave., Harvey
New YorkMalott
16, N.Co.,Y.
For sale — broadcasting stations. Leonard J. Schrader,
509\'2 East
Champaign,
111. Phone
9094. Green St.,

For Sale (Cont'd)
Equipment, etc.
150' continuous coil Andrew soft drawn
Is" coaxial line. Make
offer. Box 25P,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Presto
6-N
recorder
1-C
head,equip90-A
amplifier,
new. BoxAssociated
ment $775like
75P, BROADCASF.O.B.
TING .TELECASTING.
1 professional
recorder,
RCA, RCA,
type 73-B,
$850.
1 playback
turntable,
type
70-D,
$450.
123-C,
Western
Electric
studio
console,
type
$450.
All
in perfect
condition.
Box
77P,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Radio
StationtheKCOH
announces
sale ofin Houston,
a Presto Texas,
model
Y . . ting. disc
recorder
.
.
.
withturntable,
a 1C cut-In
head,
combined
with
waist
Priced
at $512.00
when high
new. cabinet.
For salecorrespondence
at $330.00.
For
information
address
Chief
Engineer,
Station
KCOH,
M. & M.to
Building, Houston, Texas.
1-300' 1-600'
heavy heavy
duty, 1-300' tubular
extra heavy
duty,
steel,of
guyed
TV.immediate
Phillipsduty
towers, new,
course,
delivery,
special
prices.
Houston
Radio
Supply
Co.,
Inc., Clay at LaBranch, Houston, Texas.
Last 78call—RPMLondon
Library
of 300 10
inch
AllF. instrumental
selections,
pricediscs.
$125.
O. 113B. West
New
York,
Recording
Associates,
42 Street, New York 18, New York.
Wanted to Buy
Stations
Wanted
—
Eastern
medium cash.
or small
market station. One-half
Give
complete details.
Box 978M, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Interested
buying
bankrupt,
run
down,
or sickinconfidential,
radio
station.
letters
considered,
noAll broker.
Box
39P, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Equipment, etc.
3 kw or 1 kw FM transmitter, also 1%
transmissionCASTING .TELECASTING
line. Box 909M, BROADWanted
—
Quarter
and one kw FM
broadcast
FM
monitortransmitters,
receivers, fixed-frequency
used or new.
Box 17P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Will pay
used amplifier.
dual channelAddress
console and cash
limiting
Box
27P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Wanted:FisherFortytower.
foot tower section
for
small
gineer, KBIO, Bur ley,Contact
Idaho. Chief EnWanted. One Collins 6-ring FM antenna; 440 feetmission ofline; 1%1 kwinch AM51 \'2transmitter.
ohm transContact
V. Sanderson, WSGN,
Birmingham,J. Alabama.
Transmission
1% inch. Advise
quantity andS.line,
price
Orangeburg,
C. wanted. WIND,

Southern California
S30.000.00 down
Very profitable fulltime independent station in market providing
ideal living conditions. Now operating under absentee ownership.
More than $20,000.00 in net quick assets included. Excellent financing
for qualified buyer.
Appraisals • Negotiations • Financing
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Lester M. Smith
Junes
W. Blackburn
RayTribune
V. Hamilton
Tower
Washington
Bldg.
235
Montgomery
Exbrook
2-5672 St.
Delaware 7-2755-6
Sterling 4341-2

Help Wanted
Announcers
TOPFLIGHT
* NEWSCASTER
wantediate in Midwestern
by 50,000 watt
network
market.
This salary
isaffil-an
excellent
and
the
ismanrightin this
foropportunity
the
right
man.
The
rightof
case will
years
experience
behind
him.haveHe voice,
will but
not
necessarily
have
a
beautiful
itmature
will and
be authoritative.
He
will
be
make
appearance.
Ifsendyoudisc,thinkphoto
youandafitgood
this
description,
full information.
BOX 10P, BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING.
Television
Salesmen
WANTED
Old established Radio Office selling talent, programs, etc. forWantTV
Central
films. W.WestM. representative
Ellsworth
75.Lincoln
East Tower
Wacker Drive
Chicago 1, Illinois
Situations Wanted
Managerial
topnotch

RADIO-TV
EXECUTIVE

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
negro disc jockey, draws over SOOt
fan letters a week, sells all products like mad, available for right
price. Box IP, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Production-Programming , Others
NEW TV STATIONS
Salable,
program
structure economical,
planned forhigh-rating
your application,
justified at hearings, later put into pr«tical operation
by heavilyMature
experienced
executive
producer-director.
know
how from 8 years with small, large TV
stations,ground1200includesair-hours;
exceptional
backradio, films, stage, public
relations, scripting. Available for prelim,
planning,
pg. mgr.
both. Full details
fromafterBOXCP,I6P,or
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Employment Service
EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
We have
selected Managers
General, ; Commercial and Program
Chief
Engineers, Disc
Jockeys
and other
specialists.
Delays
are
us your needs today. costly; tell
Howard Feaziek
TV & Radio Management Consultant*
728 Bond Bldg., Washington 5, D. C.
School

Graduate engineer MIT. Former
Radio-Television director at one
of the nation's top agencies.
Well-rounded background that includes first hand radio station experience including 20 years of
production,
tive knowhow.sales and administraImportant contacts with advertisers and agencies that mean
sales.
Excellent man to head up TV
operation, advise on application,
program
structure, administration
and facilities.
BOX 68P,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING

Announcers
D.J. .with
S.A.*. . . naWell known
. . proven
tional award winner
. . . will attract new accounts . . . build Hooper.
Write for folder today.
* SALES APPEAL
BOX 984M,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING

GRADUATES]
I radio
NBS \
has rrore
• can
i fill!forJobstrained
help
than itrequests
are
' graduates.
waiting riihtGet now
for
trained
yourcomplete
first NBSclasscombinalicense
in a tionfewtraining
months;
in a year writing,
or lest. selling,
Course
includes announcing,
drama, newsgram inediting,
g, disc jockeyproduction,
technique. pro100% Placement
Combination Man
Housing ofArranged
Write Today lor Details

"One of the Nation's Ormmt
531 S. W. Radio-TV
Hrh Ave.,Schools"
Portland 5, Pro.
AUDIENCE ANALYSTS
Expands Mail Service
EXPANSION of mail research
facilities has been announced
by Audience Analysts, a new
branch of the research division of
Lee Ramsdellagency.
& Co., Philadelphia
advertising
Audience Analysts specializes in
obtaining a comprehensive picture
of the listener
tionnaires whichthrough
have runmailas queslong
as 72 questions. Gerald F. Selinger,
member of the American Marketing Assn., is director of the firm.

FCC Actions
(Continued from page 91)
May 1 Decisions . . .
COMMISSION EN BANC
Granted Power Increase
KGNO
Dodge power
City, Kans.—
Granted
CP
to
250
w-Nincrease
to 5location,
kw-LS install
1from
kw-N,1newkw-LS
DA-2,
change
trans,
DA,
1370 kc; engineering cond.
Baseball Games to Canada
~~~|Granted stations
extensions
of authority
ktt following
transmit
play-by-byto
play descriptions
ofto baseball
games
wire
to CFRA Ottawa,
Canada,
for
period ending April 1, 1953:
WKBW
Buffalo,
N.Holyoke,
Y.; WRNYMass.,
Rochest
e
r
,
N
.
Y.;
WHYN
and
WITH Baltimore, Md.
Program to Canada
WDET-FMto transmit
Detroit, programs
Mich. — Granted
authority
line to CKLW Windsor,
Ontario.by wire
Removed from Hearing
KGAE movedSalem,
Ore.—docket
On petition,
refrom hearing
and granted application
for mod.
thorized new AM
stationCP on(which
1430 aukc,
1 kw-D)
approvalmainof studio
trans, locationtion;andcond.tofor specify
locaRemote Control FM
By separate
Commission
waived
Sec.
3.265 orders,
of rules
granted
requests of following
FM and
stations
for
specialeratetemporary
authorization
to conoptheir
transmitters
by remote
trol
for
period
of
six
months
(to
Nov.
3, 1952), with conditions:
Allegany,
Y.; WPJBFMWHDL-FM
Providence,
R. I.;N. WRVB
and
WRNL-FM Richmond,
Va.;WFAN
WDOD-FM
Chattanooga,
Tenn.,
and
(FM)
Washington.
Extended SSA
KFAR Fairbanks,
Alaska —authorizaGranted
extension
of
special
tion to operate
on days
660service
kc,
10 kw,Aug.unl.,1,
for
period
of
90
ending
1952.
WNYC New York— Granted extension
of special
authorization
to oper830service
kc, Aug.
1 kw,
periodate on ending
1,limited
1952. time, for
Extended Temporary Authority
WIBK Knoxville, Tenn.— On petition,
granted extensionforof period
temporary authoronly,ity totooperate
expire June 1, 1952.of 30 days

UHF CONVERTER
Demonstrated by Crosley
"A REVOLUTIONARY change in
fCC roundup
distribution and selling is now takthis country,"
A.
New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications
Blees,ing place
AvcoandinCrosley
Mfg.
Corp.
vice W.president
general
sales
manager, said Wednesday when the
SUMMARY THROUGH MAY 1 Crosley Div. demonstrated a probox score
Hearing
model offrequency
its "Ultratuner"
In
—verter.
an ultraductionhigh
TV conOn Air Licensed
221
AM
Stations
2,340
FM
Stations
638
2,327
The revolution, which will emTV Stations
108
phasize sales rather than distribu(Also see Actions of the FCC, page 90.)
ttion,
ion, is being
by his
Mr. Bleesmetsaid,
by aorganizasplit of
its
home
office
into
two
parts with
control
from
Ruth
McClung,
executrix
Docket Actions . . .
separate
sales
forces
for
electronics
of
estate
of
Hugh
McClung,
deceased,
FINAL DECISION
to
Micky McClung
(also
as goods and appliances. The sales
Ruth
terms known
ofanddecree
KansascationsCity,
Mo. —CityFCC Bcstg.
deniedCo.,appliin turn, will lay on two
of firstMcClung)
and finalunder
accounting
final emphasis,
o
f
Kansas
for
new
AMReorganized
station at Church
Kansas City,
Mo., distribution
in monetary
matter of Mr.
McClung's separate areas: Pioneering selling
estate.
No
consideration.
and
of
Jesus
May 1.
and replacement selling, a distincChriststation
of Latter Day Saints, Mo.,
for both
new Granted
WLBE
Leesburg,
Fla.—
Granted
trans-to
AM
tion that may
"quite aconsisttrick"
ferA.of control
from
Eleanor
Hunter
seeking30. 1380at Independence,
kc, 5 kw D. Denied
to
teach
dealersproveto follow
Paul
Husebo
and
Wendell
F.
Husebo.
April
equal partners,
$79,000 isforgeneral
100%
ently, the executive said. In spite
OPINION AND ORDER
interest.
Paul A.forHusebo
situation, business
he preofficesalemanager
for Minneapolis
whole- of the dictedcurrent
Rockford,
HI. — George
Basin AnderWendell
F. Husebo
that the television
son. By memo,
opinion
managerhardware
of firm.
WTRF
Thief River
Falls. will continue
FCC granted
petition
for and
revieworderof isGranted
to
grow
"bigger
and
April
18.
hearingion andexaminer's
memorandum
opinWRGA-AM-FM
Rome,fromGa.—Annie
GrantedC.
order
denying
petitions
for transfer
of control
leave
to
amend
application
for
new
The
Ultratuner,
demonstrated
Quarles,
administratrix
of toestate
of the Westchester Biltmore Countryat
station on 1330 kc, 500 w D, DA, to John
W. Quarles,
deceased,
Charles
change
applicant
individual
Smithgall.
Transferor
will
sell
note
corporation,
B & from
C Radio
Co., andto amounting
Club in Rye, N. Y., will enable all
representing bigger."
change engineering
data; petitions
set aside and
ex- indebtednessto to$83,588.54,
Crosley sets to receive all VHF and
aminer's ruling; granted
$60,000. Mr. licensee
Smithgallcorporation,
is owner UHF
accepted
channels. In production and
April
30. amendments, etc. Order offor WGGA
Gainesville,
Ga.,
and
president,
treasurer
and
28%
owner
of
The
ready
shipment to
Non-Docket Actions . . .
Daily Times, Gainesville. Granted May 1. dealers,forthe immediate
small unit — measuring
WCBC
Anderson,
Ind.
—
Granted
TRANSFER GRANTS
inches —
transfer andof control
Lloyd toB. Great
Gal- an approximate
Listed by States
ByronfromCrouse
at $39.95.8x8x6
Special features,
Commission isJ.Schools
for (grades
$22,745. isin priced
KHSL and
and KVCI
(FM)(FM)
Chico,Redding,
Calif.; limore
addition to reception of all chanTransferee
parochialInc.school
KVCV
KVRE
Calif., and Calif.—
KYOSGranted
and KVME
nels, include a built-in antenna,
1 throughis president.
12), of which
Paul April
E. Bill-18.
Granted
Merced,
transfer(FM)of heimer
which is said to preclude use of an
WORX
(FM)
Madison,
Ind.—
Granted
outside
UHF antenna within reaassignment
of license System
from Pioneer
FM
Co.
to Knight-Cutler
for $11,000.
sonable distance of the transmitter,
Transferees
are Charles N. Cutler,
who
SDG BARGAINING
and simple installation, which can
only
retains hisKnight
present
Y3 in- be
erest, and Frances
(Breckenquickly and easily by
Directors' Minimums Raised really
ridge), towners.
who
buysMisshereKnight
% control
from the managed
set-owner without service help.
(BreckenMODIFICATIONS in collective former
ridge)
is
manager
of
WORX
(FM)
and
of the Screen AprilCutler
agreement
bargaining
May 1 Applications . . .
18. is chief engineer. Granted
Directors Guild
with major movie Mr.
KPRSment ofOlathe,
Kan.—
Granted County
assignACCEPTED FOR FILING
studios
last
week
brought
agreefrom Johnson
License for CP
ment on minimums for directors on Bcstg. Co.license
toforTwin
City Principals
Advertisingin Projection Tube
Agency
Inc.
$37,500.
WALK
Patchogue,
N.
Y.
—
Requests
picturesto $550
budgeted
at $100,RCA Tube Department has anCity arepresident
Presidentof Edward
licenseized for
as mod., which author- Western
000 or under
weekly
on a Twin
new AMCP, station.
nounced a new seven-inch projecPate (28%),
Twin CityH.
Extension of Completion Date
four-week guarantee and for all Adv.;ter (28%),
Vice vice
President
Andrew
R. Cartion-type kinescope capable of propresident
of
Twin
City
WINZ Hollywood-Miami, Fla. — Re- other types of features, $550 weekly Adv.; Secretary-Treasurer Eugenia L.
viding a20-by-l 5-foot picture when
mod. CP,increase,
as mod.,changes
which authorPate
(28%)
secretary-treasurer
of
Twin
izedquestspower
in DA with a 5^ -week guarantee.
used
with
a suitable reflective optiand four
other April
holding
and change
studio location,
nority interest.
Granted
18. miRetroactive to last March 13 City Adv.,
sion of completion
date. for extencal
system
having an 80-foot proWIDE
Biddeford,
Maine
—
Granted
inalso
KWBW-FM Hutchinson, Kan. — Re- agreemencludet,
agreemenoft $500 for transfer
ofandcontrol
from toEdward
A.C.
theminimum
jection throw. The new tube
Harriman
nine
others
Victor
new
a
s
quests
mod.
CP,
which
reinstated
exCP, which
authorized
new FM second unit directors. First and Diehm and three others for $45,000. (RCA-7WP4) measures approxistation,piredfor
extension
of completion
Mr. Diehmand(25%)holdsis president,
generalin
mately 19V2 inches in length and
date.
second assistants are to receive manager
25% interest
WELD
(FM)
Columbus,
Ohio—
Mod. $300 and $175 weekly.
seven inches at its greatest diamWAZL (Continued
Hazleton, Pa.,
and
vice
presiCP, ingwhich
authorized
changes
in
existon page 96)
eter.
FM plstation,
etion date. for extension of comLicense Renewal
Time
AM
on
WTVJ(TV)
KFPW ofFortlicense.
Smith, Ark. — Requests TIME
renewal
has been purchased by
WRJWnewal ofPicayune,
Miss.
—
Requests
relicense.
WTVJ (TV) Miami on five radio
g the joint appearAPPLICATION RETURNED
outlets promotinEstes
Kefauver (Dance of Sens.
WMFC TURNED
Monroeville,
Ala.
— RE-for
application
for
license
(DRussell
Richard B.May
and
Tenn.)
CP,
as
mod.,
which
authorized
new
AM
5. To
station.
Ga.) on the station
which
draw attention to thefeelsevent
should be
Wisconsin...
station management
number of
brought to the maximum
RCA Recorder Shown
WKTY
viewers on the eve of the Floridaon
IS A
aired
are being
spots WVCG
primary,WKAT
PORTABLE magnetic recording WFEC
and
WWTB
equipment claimed to make possible WMIE, all Miami.
MUST
a 75% reduction in film costs to
TO COMPLETE
the TV broadcasting and motion BILLINGS for first quarter of 1952
picture industries was demonstrat- for KVVC Ventura, Calif., were 72.4%
YOURAskcoverage!
ed fortnight ago by RCA Victor
—
— i Radio
Weed and Company
year,
last
period
same
than
higher
Div. at the 71st semi-annual con- according to Roland Vaile, manager.
MS.
vention of the Society of Motion March was most successful month since
580 kc
Picture and Television Engineers station began operations in January
WKTY ratings are fc.204%
res
sto
re
mtw
Station
\
in two years! R«ss<<J
UP
in Chicago.
1948.
.
r.c
ea
ar
w
is
th
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(Continued from page 95)
dent,shares
director and owner of 84 out of (Comr. Jones
votes inforW.M.F.S.
a hearing).
336
stockholder
Inc.
president
B.
F.
J.
Timm
Granted Aprilof 18.WHOL Allentown, Pa. isPrincipal
out of 1,000
shares
of(75%),
stock
WNAW assignment
North Adams,
Mass.from— ofownerWDMGof 501Douglas,
Ga.,
owner
of
Granted
of
license
of 1,200 shares of stock of WGAA601
Courtlandt Nicoll to Cecil W. Clifton out
Cedartown,Birmingham,
Ga., and owner of Granted
7'/4% of
for $10,000.
Mr.owner
Cliftonof isWAVL
generalApollo,
man- WLBS
ager
and
50%
April
18.Humboldt, Tenn.—Ala.
Pa. Granted April 18.
WIRJ
Granted
consent to J.control
Frank ofWarmath
WDGY ofMinneapolis,
positive
licensee tobyrelinquish
transfer
transfer
control
fromJ. Minn.
Stuart— Granted
Investment
Co.
to
Herman
Lange,
George
of
50%
of
stock
to
Miss
Marion
WarE. Lau, W.Clarence
T. $425,000.
Hagman and
math forretary -treasurer
$30,000. Miss Warmath County
is secClarence
Levy for
Mr. Bcstg.
Co. GrantedofMayGibson
1.
Lange tronic
is welding
ownerfirmof andMinneapolis
elecSan
Diego
auto
KSAM
Huntsville,
Tex.—
Granted
assupply
houses;
Mr. Lau, withcoffee
his wife,
gnment of license toF. partnership
ischain;
ownerMr.
ofHagman
Minneapolis
shop Cauthen,posed ofsiTheodore
Lott and
M.comB.
d/b
as
Huntsville
Bcstg
Co.
is former general
Harvard
C. Bailes,
former
partner,
sold
manager
of Levy
WLOLhas Minneapolis-St.
his
interest
to
Mr.
Lott
for
$8,000.
Mr.
Paul,
and
Mr.
interest
in
two
retail
St. Paul.furniture stores in Minneapolis- Lott
Grantedis assistant
April 18. manager of KSAM.
WKLV
Va.— Granted
WENE Endicott,
N.
Y.—
Granted
assignment of license
NottawayassignmeRadio
nt of license
Empire Stations
News- Bcstg. Co.Blackstone,
Blackstonefrom
papersnet
Inc. tofrom
Ottaway
for $12,000.to Principal
in Bcstg.
assigneeCorp.is
Inc.
for
book
value
of
assets
on
(85%), owner
offormer
jewclosing date; onPrincipals
Feb. 29 suchOttaway
value MaxeyelryE.storeStone
and Granted
was
Crewe, Va.
Stations$69,529.
Inc. are presidentin James
H. manager of inWSVSBlackstone
April
18.
Ottaway
(40%)
and
treasurer-secreWHWB
Rutland,
Granted
transtary Ruthofficers,
Ottawaydirectors
(30%), andwhostockare
fer of control
from Vt.—
Herbert
L. Wilson
controlling
toby Charles
hooflders of Empire
Newspapers
Inc.,
Mr. BatesI. Bates
of 214through
shares purchase
of stock
licensee
WVPO
Stroudsburg,
Pa.
Granted May 1.
(62.76%) atRevenue
auction
held Mr.by Bates
U. S. had
InService.
WHLI-AM-FM
Hempstead,
Y. — 29.32% ternal
interest
before
transfer; Granted
he pays
Granted
relinquishment
of controlN. from
$696.61
for
additional
interest.
Mariamtate ofN.Elias
Godofsky,
executrixto ofPaules- April 18.
I. Godofsky,
KFDR Grandof Coulee,
Wash.—
Granted
Godofsky,
through
sale ofAfter
20 shares
license
fromBcstg.
Carl Co.F.
stock
(10%)
for
$6,500.
transferof assignment
Knierim
Grand
Coulee
Mrs.
$22,500.to Principals
in assignee
are
GrantedGodofsky
April 18. holds 45% interest. for
W. Richard
Carlson ofJr.,WCDL
generalCarbonmanWJOC ofJamestown,
N.Harry
Y— Granted
agerPa.,and secretary
transfer
control
from
E.
Laydale,
and
Norah
B.
Carlson,
proman to Frederick
E. Davis
P.277 Kane
for $53,845.40
for and
140 Harold
out of April 18.gram director of WCDL. Granted
Davis
KWNW Wenatchee, from
Wash.—
Granted
holdsshares
7 sharesof ofstock.
stock. Mr.
Granted
Maynow1. assignment
Apple-Land
Bcstrs. Inc.of license
to Wenatchee
Bcstrs.
WD OS Onconta,
N.
Y.—
Granted
asthrough
a
leasing
arrangement.
signment of licenseStations
from Oneonta
Star
cipMaus,
als in assignee
areformer
Mark employes
SorleyPrinand
Inc.
to
Ottaway
Inc.
for
net
Stuart
both
bookFeb.
value29 ofsuch
assetsvalue
on closing
date; KPQ Wenatchee. Ten-year lease callsof
on
was
$43,824.
8% per upyearto $60,000,
of actualor sales
Principals
in Ottaway
Stations(40%)
Inc. and
are for
ofsalesstation
10% ofreceipts
gross
president James
H. Ottaway
receipts
of first
station
over
$60,000,
treasurer
- secretary
Ruth Ottaway
provided
that
for
six
months
rental
(30%), whorectors are
controlling
officers,
dishall
be
$250
monthly
and
minimum
and
stockholders
of
Empire
rental for Granted
first yearApril
not less
Newspapers
Inc., Granted
licenseeMayof 1.WVPO monthly.
18. than $250
Stroudsburg, Pa.
WKLJment of license
Sparta, from
Wis.—Victor
GrantedJ. Tedesco
assignWKIP
Poughkeepsie,
N.
Y.—
Granted
assignment
of license
from
Poughkeepto Sparta-Tomah
Bcstg. Co. only;
Changeno
sie
Newspapers
Inc.
to
Dutchess
County
from
individual
to
corporation
Bcstg. Corp. retains
for $30,000.
Poughkeepsie
Grantedchange
April of29. ownership or control.
Newspapers
Prin- actual
cipals in Dutchess
areWHVA
George(FM).
W.Marvin
Bingham,
WKIP
general
manager;
...
S. Seimes,commercial
chief engineer;
FM APPLICATIONS
Dwelley,
manager;Richard
John A.J. New Applications
Kuhn,
and
Mabel
Meurer.
Granted
Listed
by
States
April 18.
Radio
WKEU,
KTJGN-AM-FM
Eugene,
Grant- 102.1Griffin,
mc, 444Ga. w.— Applicant
EstimatedStation
construction
ed transfer of control
from Ore.—
C. H. Fisher,
of
O. E. Berke
and
P. R. Berke,
aCo.,part-to cost
WKEU$2,741.25.
Griffin. Filed Aprilis licensee
15.
n
e
r
s
h
i
p
d
/
b
as
Valley
Bcstg.
La. — Estimated
KTBS Inc.,construc96.5 mc
C. H. Fisher,
O. E. Berke
and
P. Co.R. (Ch.Shreveport,
243),
14
kw.
Berke,
as
individuals.
Valley
Bcstg.
tion cost $14,450, first
yearApplicant
operatingis
is dissolved
and stock ofin licensee
trans-to cost $1,000,
fer ed to transferees
proportion
licensee of revenue
KTBS none.
Shreveport.
Filed
their tary
interests
in
partnership.
No
mone15. N. H.— White Mountain Bcstg.
consideration. Granted April 18. April
Berlin,
WMFS
Chattanooga,
Tenn.—
Granted
Co., 103.7 mc (Ch. cost
279),$9,000,
9.9 kw.
assignment
license Inc.
fromforLookout
first Estiyear
Bcstg. Co. toofW.M.F.S.
$30,000 operatingmated construction
cost $5,000, revenue none.

I'M

YOURS

On Records: Don Cornell— Coral; Eddie
_Victor; Four Aces-Decca; Tony ArdenFisher_
Columbia.
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Transfer
control from
Applicant
of WMOU Berlin. and
L. B.of Breed
RuthQ. W.A.ofBracket
Bracket
Filed
AprilisPa.—
15.licensee
Altoona,
General Bcstg.
Corp., and
Breed, toand
executors
of Mr.AlmaBrackett
Mr. Breed,estate:re
100.1
mc,
137
w.
Estimated
construction
cost less
than
$1,000
since
all
equipspectively,
both
of
the
latter
deceased
on hand.Altoona.
ApplicantFiledis No monetary consideration. Filed
licenseement already
of WVAM
April
April
1.
WDETof12. license
(FM) Detroit,
Mich.— Assign
S.(Ch.C— 292),
Walterboro
Bcstg.
ment
fromto UAW-CIO
Bcstg
Co.,Walterboro,
106.3
mc
585
w.
EstiCorp.
of Michigan
Wayne consideraU. Board
mated
construction
cost
$3,200
(transof
Education.
No
monetary
mitter
already
on
hand),
first
year
option.
Filed
April
14.
g cost $3,000,ofrevenue
$6,000. ApKOB-AM-TV Albuquerque, N. M. pliecarnattiisnlicensee
WALD Walterboro.
Filed April
15.
Assignment
of license
T. M. [B.T
Pepperday
to Time
Inc. forfrom$900,000
Logan,
Utah—
Utah
State
Agricultural
College,
Ch.
201,
10
w
(non-commercial
April
28].
Afterwillseries
of reorganizations,
which
transfer
assets
t<
educational).
Estimated
construction
Albuquerque
Co.,ina station
Time Die
cost $4,000.
Filed April
15.
subsidiary,
50%Bcstg.
interest
will
TRANSFER
REQUESTS
be
sold
to
Wayne
Coy
for
$75,000,
plus
Listed by States
contract as general manager
KYMA fromYuma,
Assignment
of eight-year
for
$26,000
per year. In addition,
Mr
license
KOY Ariz.—
Bcstg.
Co. to ofKYMA
Coy
will
remain
Time Inc.
Inc
Yuma
Inc.
through
creation
new
fee of $24,000 consultant
per year.to Time
corporation
formed
by spin tooffnewof atpublishes
Time,
Life
and
Fortune
magaKYMA
assets
and
liabilities
entity.willCapital
stockto instockholders
KYMA Yumaof April 25.zines and other periodicals. Filed
Inc.
be Co.
issued
KOY
Bcstg.
in
same
ratio
as their of WJOC
Y.— Transfer
control Jamestown,
140 out of 277N.shares
of stock
present
holdings
innetlatter
corporation
Harry
E.now
Layman
to 7Frederick
E.of
and
equal
in totalbeing
value
of assetsto from
Davis
(who
holds
shares
and
liabilities
transferred
KYMA willYumabe surrendered
Inc. No KOYby Bcstg.
Co. stock) for $53,845.40. Filed April 10.
stock
its
stockWIRO
Irontown,
Ohio
—
Transfer
William L. will
Lindsey,
generalto control from Clacus G. Merrill, Marieof
manager
ofholders.KYMA,
subscribe
B. Merrill
Fred McElroy,
Bailey toWilliam
TheodoreP.
capital
stock
of
new
corporation
Nelson, andClinton
amount equalto tobe capital
stock
ofexistthatin M.Shannon
and C. plus
A. Baker,
equal
corporation
issued
to
each
n
e
r
s
,
f
o
r
$30,000
contract
withpartMr.
stockholder
who
will
be
hired
as
consult-of
Filed ingApril
16. of KOY, i.e., 16%%. Merrill,
ant
for
$28,000
in
60
installments
KCLF from
Clifton,
Ariz.—Harkins
Assignment
NelsonMr. isShannon
general
managermonthly.
of WIKKMr.Erie;
license
Dwight
Amuse-of $466.66
mentCo.,Enterprises
Inc., d/b
as Co.,
Saguaro
is salesElroy ismanager
ofmanager
WIKK; ofMr.WIKK,
Mcassistant
Bcstg.
to
Saguaro
Bcstg.
Inc.
and
BakerAprilis chief
through
formation
of newwillcorporation,
WIKK.Mr. Filed
16. engineer for
50%
of
stock
in
which
be
owned
by Dwight
EnterWKSR from
Pulaski, K.Tenn.—
Transfer
of
and Fred
Inc., Hawkins
andmanager
50% byAmusement
H.of Chester
DarFleming
towhoMr.W.now
JoneshasJones
for 50%
$21,500.
Mr.
win,prisesgeneral
KCLF,
who control
will become
president
of
new
corporaFleming,
interest,
tion. Filed April 15.
will
have
93%
interest
after
transfer;
Mr. Jones will have 7% interest. Filed
KHSL andandKVRE
KVCI (FM)
(FM)Redding,
Chico, Calif.;
KVCV
Calif, April
and
KYOS
and ofKVME
(FM)fromMerced,
WDXE25.ment of license
Lawrenceburg,
Tenn. B.— AssignCalif.—
Transfer
control
Ruth
from Bcstg.
Aaron
Robinson toanLawrenceburg
Co. Change
McClung,
executrix
of
estate
of
Hugh
McClung,
deceased,
to
Micky
McClung
from
individual
to
a corporation;
(also
known
as
Ruth
McClung)
under
of ownership or control. Filedchange
April 15.
terms of codecree
first and final
ac- no actual
unting and finalofdistribution
in matKDSX from
Denison,
Tex.—Bcstg.
Assignment ofto
license
Grayson
ter oftary
Mr. consideration.
McClung's estate.
No
moneStock
transferred
Radio
Stationto KDSX.
Change ofCorp.
from
includes
137%
shares
out
of
300
shares
corporation
a
partnership
B. V.a
(not including
140stock
more inshares
in and
her Hammond (52%) and L. L. Hendrick
own
name)
of
KHSL
(48%).
No
actual
change
of
ownership
KVCI
(FM),20,399
and outKVCV
and shares
KVRE or control. Filed April 25.
(FM),KYOS
and
of (FM).
24,000
in
and KVME
Filed
April
9. Denver, Col.— Assignment of
KTLN
license from
Leonard Coe toMr.Radio
StaVHF Propagation
KTLN Inc.,
will
own tion100%
of thein which
stock.
NoCoeactual
(Continued from page 65)
change
of ownership
or control.
Filed
April
aberrations due to tropoWFEC23. from
Miami, Fla.— Assignment
license
D. (10,000
Steere intoof sidered
sphericside conditions.
FCCout andat that
outDavid Haber Howard
for $40,000
engineers
escrow).
Mr. companies,
Haber owns including
50% of varitime that these pointed
facts were
known
ous taxicab
Cathedral FleetCorp.
Inc., and
Alpine
Cab Cab
Co., and taken into account in formuCrescent
Phil-Mat
lating TV allocations.
Corp., NewinCabvarious
York City.
Heautomotive
also has
interest
other
Last year, Collins Radio Co., in
enterprises. Filed April 9.
cooperation
with NBS, bounced a
WORZ-AM-FM
Orlando,
Fla.— Station
Transfer oftocontrol
from
Radio
UHF signal off the moon [B.»T.,
WORZ
WORZ
Inc.
through
transfer
Nov. 19, 1951]. Collins used a
ofCo., stock
fromof Central
Bcstg.
licensee
WORZ, for
toFlorida
same
stock- 20 kw transmitter on 418 mc, putholderstock
s in exchange
equivalent
ting out an effective radiated signal
amount
of
in
same
properties
and
same persons
who Nonowactualown change
stock of 5,000 kw. It transmitted a coninby
licensee
company.
for on,a halfofconsideration.
ownership or Filed
control.
AprilNo 14.monetary hour on tinuous
Oct.wave28message
and again
Nov.
WCNH
Quincy,
Fla.—
Transfer
of
con8, using amitting
highlyantenna.
directional
transt
r
o
l
t
o
Andrew
B.
Letson
through
sale
The received
of 320 out of 500 shares of stock for
$18,400.
Mr.engineer
Letson ofis general
manager
signal strength of the moonand
chief
WCNH,
and
alreflected
message,
Hath
ready holds78.2%
26% ofinterest
station;
will own
stock.in He
also heis God Wrought," was "What
0.0002 microapplicanthas e for
new
AM
station
in
Tallawatts.
, Fla. Filed April 15.
During the VHF tests, the ColKCLO mentLeavenworth,
— Assignof license fromKan.Leavenworth
lins signal was monitored by FCC
Bcstg. Mr.
Co. Roberts
to Cecil W.is Roberts
for KREI
$31,000.
owner
of
stations, Labs.,
"ham" and
opera-by
Farmington, Mo., KNEM Nevada, Mo., monitoring
Bell Telephone
and KCHIplicant for new
Chillicothe,
Mo., inandChanute,
is ap- Cornelltors, U.
AM
station
Operation
was
under
an
Kan. Filed April 15.
authorization, but was not
WKLX to Lexington,
Ky.— Transfer
of FCC
control
Central
Kentucky
Bcstg.
Co.
identified
the air.
through
transfer
of 850
outstanding
mental workon was
done Pre-experiat MIT as
sharestralofKentucky
stock Bcstg.
(100%)
foris $70,000.
Cen- part
Co.
the
licensee
of
a
State
Dept.
and military
ofwillWLEX
Lexington,
license
of
which
be surrendered
to FCC upon Com- project.ativeThe
a cooperventureprogram
betweenis MIT
and
Accepted mission
May approval
1. of sale of WKLX.
WSPR-AM-FM Springfield, Mass. — NBS.
BROADCASTING
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Ue:"set
CBS-TV Clinic
(Continued
from page 66)
s
File made it clear "that the difference (TV) and at the same time moved
between television and motion pic- to a new site and boosted power.
ture production is more than the
These activities, he recalled, inobvious one of being separate and
cluded on-the-air promotion, newsdistinct media." TV, he asserted,
ads, full-page advertisements
"must place greater stock in effi- for thepaperfirst
broadcast followed by
ciency and time-saving devices [in 14 days of intensive advertising
its production facilities] than was after the change; billboards
necessary when motion picture stu- throughout the market, and counter
cards and window streamers.
dios were planned."
"When Television City is comHe advised TV stations to stress,
Mr. Luckman
"we in their promotion efforts, the exfeel that pleted,"
CBS-TV
and thesaid,
general
tent to which they penerate their
public will be satisfied that some- markets,
of potential audience,
thing new and revolutionary has TV's salessizeeffectiveness,
and sucbeen done — that a television process stories of specific clients. He
duction center has been devised
trailers as the simwhich can accommodate any of the regardedplest, film
most logical and dramatic
infinite number of changes through
:which television will undoubtedly tool of TV promotion.
David J. Jacobson, director of
relations, saw twoconfronting
main pubOscar Katz, CBS-TV director of publiclic relations
research, appraising the potentials new stations:problems
(1)
Integration
for expansion of set ownership, said the station into the community, andof
jthat
"one-third
of the third
population
mow own
sets; another
live in (2) capitalizing locally on solid integration with the network. A good
TV areas but do not have sets, and
the last third live in non-TV areas publicity operation, he said, combines necessary manpower, knowl— thus, there is as much room for
edge of publicity techniques, and
growth of the medium in TV areas
imagination capable of utilizing all
as there is in non-TV areas."
John Cowden, operations director
of CBS-TV advertising and sales
Allocations Changes
promotion, advised new TV stafrom page 65)
tions to "be prepared to meet their for (Continued
use, although there
promotional problems head-on with wereeducational
UHF channels also assigned.
a solid advertising' program from
Refusal of the Commission to
the
they go on the
air." Heof
citedminute
the promotional
activities
assign Channel 6 to Temple, Tex.,
CBS-TV's
when was protested by KTEM. It stated
it changed Los
its Angeles
call lettersstation
to KNXT
that the Third Notice proposed 180
mile minimum co-channel separations and that Temple was 183
miles from San Angelo. The Comthen to put Channel 6 in mission
San proposed
Angelo.
In its final report, KTEM stated,
the minimums were raised to 190
miles for these Zone II cities, thus
preventing
the assignment of Channel 6 to Temple.
KTEM asked for a rehearing in
order to show that the transfer of
Channel 6 from San Angelo to
Temple
would better serve the public interest.
In the Commission final notice,
it stated that priorities for stations
in Group A (2) — those cities not
now
served with onTVthesignals
Our volunteer speakers are
be established
basis— ofwould
the
saving thousands of lives topopulation of the city applied for.
This KXEL objected to, on the
day ... in factories and offices,
ground
thatpopulace
its servicewhich
area includat neighborhood centers and
ed rural
would
at organization meetings all
therefore discriminate against the
over this land . . . showing peoWaterloo, Iowa, residents.
ple what they can do to proIt therefore asked that the Comtect themselves and their fammission delete that criterion for
ilies against death from cancer.
listing which cities would receive
precedence in processing, and inFor information just telephone
stead permit flexibility in the order
the American Cancer Society
in which applicants will be processed. What KXEL desires is the
or address a letter to "Cancer,"
care of your local Post Office.
chance to show the FCC that it
should be considered early in the
American Cancer Society
processing line, rather than to have
to take a low position based on
Waterloo's
I,
criterion. population, due to rigid
BROADCASTING
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LA _ ... < jL MLu
WJMO Cleveland is promoting WDOK
Cleveland under a year-long contract
calling for a spot a day, just before
WJMO's
Walberg
Brown (r),sunset
WDOK sign-off.
general manager,
signs contract while Dave Baylor,
WJMO ager,vice
watches.president-general
Spots began Aprilman14.
opportunities
including those offered by the network.
The was
CBS-TV
Network's
growth
sketched
early in own
the
meeting by Herbert V. Akerberg,
vice president in charge of station
relations, who also gave his views
on future expansion and development.
Friday's
session98)(see
Dead-to
line story page
was Atslated
feature a luncheon address by CBS
President Frank Stanton, with
morning
afternoon
devoted toand
studies
of such sessions
diverse
subjects
as
acquiring
a
construction permit, by Engineering Vice
President William B. Lodge; construction costs, by Chief Engineer
A. B. Chamberlain; staff and operation costs in a major market and
in a secondary market, by James
C. Hanrahan of WEWS (TV)
Cleveland and Glenn Marshall Jr.
of WMBR-TV Jacksonville; rate
structures and income expectations,
by Fritz Snyder, CBS-TV director
of station relations, and a wind-up
panel session with Mr. Akerberg
presiding.
A dinner was held Friday night,
and on Saturday the guests were
invited to WELI New Haven to
view UHF television reception.

UHF BOOKLET
RCA Notes Value
RCA's faith in UHF is emphasized
inbeing
a 24-page
titled "UHF,"
sent tobooklet,
customers.
Booklet reveals that RCA spent
more than $2.5 million in UHF exts and a total
of $50that
million
in TV. Itperimenalso
stresses
the
reception
of
TV
signals
from
UHF station can be as clear anda
stable as on VHF, that present TV
sets can be "readily" adapted for
UHF, and that costs of building a
"aboutIt the
asUHFfor station
a VHF are
station.
also same"
menthat color TV can be broadcasttionson UHF.
Referring to the Bridgeport
RCA-NBC experimental UHF station, the booklet quotes Technical
Director Dr. C. B. Jolliffe as saying: "This pioneering station
proves vbeyond
doubt that
ision is a practical
meansUHFfor teleextending
television
service
munities now without it. .to. .comWe
feel that the Bridgeport station,
conducted by RCA as a service to
the public, points the way to a
truly nationwide television net-

KYBS (FM) LEASE
Collins Radio to Operate
LEASE of KYBS (FM) Dallas
work."
by the Collins Radio Co., Cedar
Rapids,
Iowa,station,
was reported
week. The
on 107.9 last
mc
with 90 kw power, has been inoperative since last December when
its owners,
Baptist shut
General
Convention of Texas,
it down
pending its disposition. Station was
losing
it was $25,000
reported. to $30,000 a year,
Terms of the lease were not disclosed, although Dr. R. Alton Reed,
radio and public relations director
of the Convention, was reported to
have said it would bring a 10% return on the property. Station was
valued "in excess of $50,000," it
wasUsesaid.for which Collins Radio Co.
intends to put the station was not
TEXTRONnounces salesInc.,for Providence,
R.
I.,
anfirst quarter ending disclosed. Collins Radio has been
March 31, were $22,177,000 compared working on classified military and
with
projects for the past
1951. $26,053,000 for first quarter of government
several years (see story page 65).
BROKERS £nd FINANCIAL CONSULTANTS
to
RADIO STATIONS -TELEVISION STATIONS
AND NEWSPAPERS
Confidential Inquiries Invited
HOWARD
50 E. 58 St.
New York 22, N. Y.

E. STARK
Phone
Eldorado 5-0405
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NBA HOLDS ELECTIONS
LENWELL NAMED PRESIDENT
LEROY LENWELL, KBRL McCook, late Friday was casters
elected
of Nebraska
BroadAssn. atpresident
NBA meeting
in Omaha.
Others elected were Gene Ackerley, KCOW
Alliance, vice president; Bob Thomas WJAG
Norfolk, secretary; Todd Storz, NARTB representative, and Jack Yeager, KGFW Kearney,
and Hap Anderson, KOIL Omaha, board
directors.
Resolutions endorsing Horan Bill (HR 7062)
giving broadcasting relief from libel responsibility and expressing interest in unattended
transmitter operation were adopted by NBA.
E. K. Hartenbower, KCMO Kansas City, new
NARTB District 10 director, read report of
William B. Quarton, WMT Waterloo, Iowa, retiring district director, who was unable to
attend.
Speakers included Bill Martin KMMJ Grand
Island, retiring president, and Bob Thomas,
secretary; Virgil Sharpe, KOIL, who discussed
work of Nebraska Network; Todd Storz,
KOWH, on unattended transmitter operation;
George Round and Ken Keller, representing
U. of Nebraska,
expressingof university's
appreciation for cooperation
stations. NBA
committee will confer with university on reduction of fees for multiple-station sports
pickups.
BMI clinic Thursday included talks by Ed
Mason, KMMJ; Jim Bormann, WCCO Minneapolis, president, National Assn. of Radio News
Directors; Gene Ackerley, KCOW; Charles
Siverson, WHAM Rochester; Grover C. Cobb,
KVGB Great Bend, Kan.; Bill Kalana, WNEW
New York; Joseph Connolly, WCAU Philadelphia; Carl Haverlin, BMI president.
PILOTS PROTEST
TOWER HAZARDS
ALLEGED hazards of high TV towers to air
navigation was taken to public by Airline
Pilots Assn. in a press release issued in Chicago Friday by President Clarence N. Sayen.
Matter was subject of meeting two weeks ago
[B«T, April 28] and is scheduled to be gone
into at working committee meeting May 6
(see earlier story on page 68).
At a meeting of Chicago Airspace Subcommittee, ALPA submitted recommendations
restricting heights and sites of TV antennas
[B*T, April 7]. Pilots' organization is a member of "ad
committee
comprising broadcasting andsentahoc"
aviation
interests,
tives ofFCC and
CAA. as well as repreFCC ATTACKS HOUSE
VERSION OF McFARLAND BILL
FCC opposes House version of McFarland bill
(S 658) chiefly on two key sections, B*T
learned Friday. Commission expressed displeasure ofbill to remodel its functions in letter Thursday to House which is near debate
S 658 (see story, page 29).
Among sections criticized are 5 (c), 15 (c)
and 8. Former two would divorce staff from
Commissioners'
orbit. Reason
tion was that separation
would cited
slow for
downopposiFCC
work at time when it must act expeditiously
on TV applications. Same FCC reason applied
for Sec. 8 which would require 30-day notification before applications are set for hearing or
grants would be issued without hearing. Sections cited would place unnecessary burden on
Commissioners, agency noted.
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PEOPLE...
CHARLES PHILIPS, sales manager and executive administrator NBC's WNBC New
York, landtoas sales
network-owned
WNBK May
(TV) 12.Clevemanager, effective
TRUMAN FOLLOW
SPOT announcements immediately followingTV President
p.m. were
Saturday
tour Truman's
of White 4-5
House
bought on two CBS Television stations
by Kefauver National Campaign Committee. Stations were WTOP-TV Washington and WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio.
Account handled by Robert J. Enders
Adv.,
started,House.
"You
are theWashington.
landlord of Spots
the White
Soon you will decide who will be the next
occupant."
Rest of continuity
Kefauver candidacy.
Account promoted
had been
accepted by at least one station which
later withdrew on ground of station
policy, according to agency. (Early
story, page 82).
Business Briefly
(Continued from page 5)
to start scribed
Mayshows 19,
tranfive using
times two
weeklyfive-minute
for six weeks.
If successful campaign will be expanded
through agency, Hirshon-Garfield, N. Y.
ENVELOPE FILM SPOTS • Self-Seal Div.,
United States Envelope Co., has begun spot
television campaign using one-minute film
spots in principal national markets. Contracts,
to continue throughout 1952, are on staggered
schedule. Filmed commercials were produced
by Robert Lawrence Productions, N. Y., and
feature actor Henry Fonda. Agency: S. R.
Leon Co. Inc., N. Y.
TESTS BY COCA-COLA # Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Chicago, testing consumer response to
its new 12-bottle carry-home carton with a
heavy spot radio schedule on WJOL Joliet, 111.

JOSEPH H. McCONNEL, NBC president, will
be honored by Alumni Assn. of Davidson
College at Army and Navy Club, Washington,
at dinner May 9th. Other distinguished alumni
of college will be present. Mr. McConnell will
serve as toastmaster.
WILLIAM B. ROHN, salesman with WINS
New York since 1949 and earlier with BurnSmith Co., station representatives, appointed
assistant general sales manager, WINS.
JACOB RUPPERT Brewing Co., N. Y., on
Friday reported four promotions among executive personnel: J. J. TAYLOR JR., named
director of marketing; GERALD FRISCH to
serve as general assistant to vice president
for sales & marketing Herman Katz; BEN
MITCHELL JR. named manager of distributor
sales, and J. L. CONNER appointed manager
for metropolitan package sales.
HELEN SLATER AYERS, Irving Serwer Adv.,
N. Y., to copy staff, Robert W. Orr & Assoc.,
N. Y.
FEHLMAN NEW PRESIDENT
OF OHIO ASSOCIATION
NEW NAME adopted by Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters at Thursday meeting in Columbus.
Group now known as Ohio Assn. of Radio &
Television Broadcasters.
In election of officers, Robert C. Fehlman,
WHBC Canton, was elected president. Other
officers elected were Adna Karns, WCOL
Columbus, vice president, and L. A. Pixley,
WLOK
secretary-treasurer.
HaroldLima,
E. Fellows,
NARTB president, was
speaker at meeting along with John H. Smith
Jr., NARTB FM director. William T. Stubblefield, NARTB station relations director, also
attended.
Friday session was programmed by BMI.

UHF, VHF Equipment Costs Noted
City PopulationPower Low VHF
EQUIPMENT costs for VHF and UHF tele- and
Band HighVHF
Band UHF
UnderStation
50,000
vision
stations
differ
"very
little"
when
esti(ERPto 1 250,000
kw at 300 ft.) $111,700 $116,950 $119,550
mated radiated powers of both types are equal,
but high-band VHF and UHF costs tend to 50,000
(EBP to2 kw1 million
at 50O ft.) 342,200 336,700 340,250
pull away from those of low-band VHF when
250,000
(ERP1 million
10 kw at 500 ft.) 430,760 431,460 436,920
their ERP's are increased to get comparable
Over
coverage, CBS-TV Chief Engineer A. B. ChamLarge
(ERP city5» kw at 500 ft.) 557,600 544,600 604,700
told network's
TV clinic
Friday berlain
(early
story page
66). in New York
(maximum powers:
powers*) Channels
874,5002-6,1,018,900
1,059,500
♦Maximum
100 kw; 7-13,
316
In another clinic feature CBS president
kw;
14-83,
1,000
kw.
Frank Stanton told luncheon Friday that TV
Cost differences between VHF low band,
"has no equal, socially, politically and eco- VHF high band, and UHF stations "are innomical y, as a mass communications medium"
fluenced more by site, location, construction
and that itpicture.
comes at just right time in country's
conditions, building construction, antenna
economic
height,
and
type of tower (whether guyed or
Noting that national income is up three
self-supporting) . . . then by differences in
times
since
1940,
that
"plant
facilities
have
said.
equipment
costs,"
Mr. Chamberlain's report
increased tremendously in the same period we
are
moving
from
a
defense
to
a
peace
economy,"
Meanwhile,
in
discussion
of rate structures
and that inventories are piling up, Mr. Stan- for potential advertisers, Fritz
Snyder, CBSton
said:
"Television
should
play
a
vital
role
TV
director
of
station
relations,
recommended
in the mass distribution at a minimum cost careful study of gross operating costs
per hour,
of the goods these increased plant facilities
equitable rate structure can then be
can turn out and which the American public saying
devised on basis of set saturation in market.
William B. Lodge, CBS-TV vice president
Detailed report on construction costs — inwants." cluding number of items which sometimes are in charge of engineering, sketched steps to
be
followed in getting FCC authority to conomitted from such studies (legal and engineerstation, summarized new FCC rules,
ing services, building costs, furniture and fix- outlinesstructfactors
to be considered in picking
tures, etc.) — was presented showing estimated
transmitter site, and discussed transmitting
total costs for each type of station according
facilities.
to city population bracket, as follows:
BROADCASTING
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FORERUNNER...

Forerunner of today's big, efficient outdoor
advertising industry was this scene. Early
in the century advertising posters of various
sizes were displayed on buildings, boards and fenceswherever a suitable surface greeted the bill poster.
About the same time that billboards were becoming
[<~- standardized, other media— newspapers, magazines, car cardswere also burgeoning with advertising as manufacturers
sought more and better ways to reach the public.
Then came radio . . . and advertisers quickly took advantage of

enabkd tnem to reach millions of people simultaneously
sound *at
selling.
C'lis neWwithme^'um
Now television has added sight to sound . . . and again advertisers were quick to
capitalize on the added impact this newest medium affords them.
In WLW-Land, these two media— WLW Radio and WLW-Television— used in combination,
offer advertisers the most efficient and economical way to
reach more people more often and more effectively.
C^^jM^j j\ '
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TV SERVICE

LATEST
AUTO

INFORMATION

RADIO

ON

CIRCULATION

IN DETROIT
the GREAT

VOME

of the

£R|kT

LAKES

• have
83 outautoof radios
every 100 cars in Metropolitan Detroit
O There are 837,036 auto radios in the Metropolitan
Detroit area
• The average number of passengers per car in
Detroit is 1.8
• 51,084 passengercarscountedatl72differentlocations
• Auto
in WJR's primary
coverage
area isRadio
greaterCirculation
than the circulation
of many national
magazines!
WRITE FOR YOUR COPY OF WJR'S AUTO RADIO
SURVEY TODAY. ADDRESS YOUR INQUIRY TO
WJR, DEPT. 50, FISHER BUILDING, DETROIT 2.

50,000Clearwaff?
Channel
CBS Radio
Network

Advertising
"^jpHftff Radio—
America'sMedium
Greatest
WJR Detroit
The Goodwill Station

SPEECH
"ePresen'ec'
nationally
PetryBlag..
4 Company
MIKE WJR
The Goodwill
Stationby Edward
Inc., Fisher
Detroit
WJR Eastern Sales Office: 665 Fifth Ave., New York
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You

don't

need

BIG

MONEY

in

Baltimore

Not when you can buy WITH! A little bit of money goes a long,
.ECASTING
is on Page 69

long way on WITH. The reason is simple: WITH's rates are LOW
. . . and WITH's audience is BIG. That combination gives you just
what you're after — low cost results!
Take a tip from the local folks. Their advertising must pay off
immediately. And WITH regularly carries the advertising of more than
twice as many retail merchants as any other station in town! Get the
whole WITH story from your For joe man today!

WITH
TOM TINSLEY, PRESIDENT

IN BALTIMORE

. REPRESENTED BY FORJOE AND COMPANY

Go
W

where

there's

GROWTH..

WHASf
KENTUCKY

FARMERS

up 24% over 1950 to $223,505,000.'

SET NEW

■

LIVESTOCK
. . . 3,917,000 head valued at $332,769,000, up $25 Million over 1950!
(Increase of $25 million over 1950)

RECORDS

IN 1951!

... fops 2 billion lbs. annually!

CORN

PRODUCTION

. . . 78,810,000 bushels produced on
2,130,000 acres in 1950!
(86.5 % of frit's corn was hybrid) Total yield 7.76 %
bushels per acre above average of the 1 6 Southern States.
U.S.D.A. 1951 figures

$0
WHASf
More folks listen to WHAS than to all other Kentuckiana
stations combined; seven days a week, morning, afternoon and night.
WHAS Farm programs have an average listenership 329.3% GREATER than
that of the next highest rated station! (BENSON & BENSON)
The Benson and Benson survey included the twenty-one cities in the
WHAS-market as well as the vast Kentuckiana farm audience.
Practically everyone in Kentuckiana is interested
in agriculture . . . and WHAS.
THE WHAS MARKET
105 Kentucky counties ™
25 Indiona counties
ASSOCIATED WITH THE COURIER-JOURNAL-LOUISVILLE TIMES • VICTOR A. SHOLIS, Director • NEIL D. CLINE, Sales Director
Represented Nationally by Henry I. Christal Co., New York, Chicago

r

IT'S

DETROIT

AS

TIGER

BASEBALL

.

USUAL

ON

WKMH

1310 ON THE DIAL

5000w

DAYS

—

lOOOw

NlGHTS

FOR

Metropolitan

DETROIT

Listeners

Sports
• News
• Music
THAT'S THE FORMAT FOR THIS GREAT MARKET
AND FOR

WKMH
CALL YOUR HEADLEY-REED

MAN

F0R COMPLETE

DETAILS

'ublished Building,
every Monday,
with 4,Yearbook
Numbersas (53rd
issues)March
published
in January
by Broadcasting
Publications,
Inc., 8703, National
Washington
D. C. Entered
secondandclass54thmatter
14, 1933,
at Post and
OfficeFebruary
at Washington,
D. C, under
act of March
1879. Press

for

TCie Annual Shrine Circus, under the sponsorship of Zembo Temple, Harrisburg, opened at
the Pennsylvania State Farm Arena on April
21st. Attending the show, a throng of seven
thousand, and, WGAL-TV's cameramen to lend
support to this worthy cause.
But, WGAL-TV's aid had begun before this.
In a half-hour show, Saturday night preceding
circus week, Shrine officials appeared before
WGAL-TV camera to tell viewers how 6,000
orphaned and underprivileged children would
be entertained during circus week — and how

Crippled

Children

crippled children's hospitals would benefit financially from the proceeds.
WGAL-TV is glad to have contributed to the
outstanding success achieved by this year's
Shrine Circus, is glad to have helped attract
record-breaking crowds. Public service activities
are a regular part of the WGAL-TV operation.
WGAL-TV
LANCASTER
PENNSYLVANIA
A Steinman Station
Clair R. McCollough, Pres.

Represented by
ROBERT
New York
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MEEKER
Chicago

ASSOCIATES
Los Angeles

San Francisco
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JVWWWWWWW
CLOSED

CIRCUIT

i NEW ROUND of radio network rate skirmishi ing may be resolved through establishment
! ''(on ratechasecards)
of new periods,
rate discounts
purof contiguous
givingon large
daily strips buyers, like P & G, Lever and Miles
Labs, substantial reductions which would not
"penalize" them as big buyers. Base rates,
Ifor
undernecessary
this procedure,
wouldn't
change, except
and ordinary
adjustments
based
on coverage.
WHILE DECISION won't be reached for
couple
of weeks,
Miles Labs,
is inclined
to renewit'salllearned
five ofthat
its present
programs on same networks. Fortnight ago, Miles
had top executives of all four networks at
Elkhart, Ind., headquarters, to make pitches,
and presumably to ascertain that rates are
uniformly applicable.
TRADE TALK these days mainly involves talk
of trades. Latest, lacking confirmation, is possible acquisition of WJR Detroit by NBC but
with parlay that would involve all or part of
WTAM-AM-TV Cleveland. These discussions,
admittedly preliminary, presumably stem from
intermittent negotiations for purchase of
KMPC Los Angeles by NBC for million dollars,
plus. Ascertained was fact that John F. Patt,
president of Richards stations, and Robert 0.
Reynolds, vice president and general manager
of KMPC, are increasing minority holdings in
WGAR Cleveland and KMPC respectively, but
with Richards family to retain 51% control.
Richards stations, applicants for five TV outlets [B»T, May 5], also talking acquisitions of
existing TV stations in their own right.
UPCOMING this week will be appointment of
J. Leonard Reinsch to executive post with
Democratic National Committee. Announcement expected from Chairman Frank McKinney in Chicago. An old hand at political radioTV campaigning, Mr. Reinsch was radio director of DNC in 1944 Roosevelt campaign and
afterward radio advisor to President Truman.
It's presumed
on leave director
of absenceof
basis
from his hepostwillofbemanaging
Cox radio and TV stations (WSB-AM-FM-TV
Atlanta; WIOD-AM-FM-Miami; WHIO-AMFM-TV Dayton).
DUE OUT SOON: new, identical standards
governing 10-second shared station-identification breaks, now in preparation by NBC-TV
Spot Sales for eight stations it represents.
New standards will eliminate present need
to make separate strips for each station. Additionally, standards will specify that advertising copy on station breaks occupy no more
than 87% and no less than 75% of screen.
WHILE
yet "summer
hasn't disclosed
full list ofGeneral
stationsMills
on its
saturationits
campaign",
word
trickled
through
last radio
week
that it had signed all five Westinghouse
stations — but at rate card. Campaign covers
19-week span, involving 1,000 announcements,
with roughly $100,000 billing. Contract covers
equitable distribution of spots among daytime,
(Continued on page 6)
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PEDLAR & RYAN QUITS;
CAMAY TO B & B
PEDLAR & RYAN, New York agency, to leave
advertising business with its prize Procter &
Gamble Camay soap account, estimated at $2.5
million annually, reported Friday as transfer ed to Benton & Bowles, starting Oct. 1.
Action results from retirement "from the conduct
of
advertising"whoby was
Thomas
L. L. Ryan,
agency president,
to announce
his
resignation today (Monday), also effective
Oct. 1. Mr. Ryan's statement said he "resigned
to all clients" and offered his congratulations
"to all new agencies."
Future handling of other Pedlar & Ryan
accounts was not known late Friday. These
include Melville Shoe Corp. and Peck & Peck.
ALL BROADCAST STATIONS
TO JOIN ELECTION DRIVE
NARTB to participate in three-ply "register
and
vote"convention,
campaign, President
as instructed
Chicago
Haroldat E.recent
Fellows announced Friday in naming John F.
Patt,
WJR
Detroit,
as
chairman
of
special
committee in charge of project.
American Heritage Foundation and Advertising Council are supporting project. NARTB
will direct participation by 2,300 stations in
program, which will include monthly material
urging citizens to register, material for broadcasts encouraging citizens to inform themselves on candidates and issues, and nationwide
saturation drive to encourage voters to go to
Robert K. Richards, NARTB public affairs
polls.
director,
will coordinate NARTB activity at
staff level, with John Archer Carter, radio-TV
director, coordinating for AHF. In last 10
days of fall campaign all stations will be asked
to broadcast minimum of ten get-out-the-vote
announcements daily. All states to set up citizens celebrations, with state broadcaster associations taking part.
CAMPBELL RENEWS RADIO
ADDS TV PROGRAMS
VOICING faith in radio's continued strength
and
impressed
daytime TV's
Campbell
Soup with
Co. announced
Fridaygrowth,
it is
renewing its network radio and TV programs
and adding three half-hours of daytime TV in
fall expansion of broadcast advertising.
Spokesman said company would sponsor
three half-hours weekly of TV version of
Double or Nothing on CBS-TV, while continuing sponsorship of quarter-hour Club 15 three
nights weekly on CBS-TV, half-hour Double
or Nothing five days weekly in NBC radio, and
half-hour Aldrich Family weekly on NBC-TV.
Final decision on renewals had not been expected for another 10 days (see story, page 23) .
Campbell
said with
"our plans
renewals
evening and spokesman
daytime radio,
to con-of
tinue sponsorship of Club 15 and Double or
Nothing, are evidence of our conviction that
radio continues as a potent and profitable purchase. It certainly reaches many markets and
many
homesintowe daytime
cannot touch
on television."
Expansion
TV decided
upon, it
was said, because company is "impressed" with
daytime TV's growth and development.

BUSINESS BRIEFLY
NEW CPP PRODUCT # Colgate-PalmolivePeet planning to put large advertising budget
behind newest product, toothpaste with chlorophyl.
RadioTest
and campaigns
TV spots being
most likely
will
be used.
prepared.
Agency, Sherman & Marquette, N. Y.
SPOT CAMPAIGN # General Foods, N. Y.
(Jello-O),
planning
spot radioAgency,
campaign in several
West 11-week
Coast markets.
Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
REGENT ON RADIO • Regent Cigarettes,
N. Y., in addition to participating sponsorship
in NBC-TV's Today three times weekly, is
contemplating
sponsorship
radio network show.
Agency,of weekly
Hilton half-hour
& Riggio,
N. Y.
TENDER LEAF TEA # Standard Brands,
N. Y. (Tender Leaf iced tea), preparing radio
spot campaign to be launched June 1, using
daytime minutes. Contracts are said to be on
52-week basis. Agency, Compton Adv., N. Y.
PICK UP OPTION • American Cigarette
& Cigar Co., N. Y. (Pall Mall Cigarettes),
has picked up first option on CBS-TV 7:45-8
p.m. period, Tuesdays and Thursdays, which
is being dropped along with show Stork Club
by Liggett & Myers (Fatima cigarettes).
SSC&B, N. Y., is agency for Pall Mall.
FIVE-WEEK CAMPAIGN • Bristol-Myers
Co., N. Y. (Mum deodorant), effective June 1
is placing five-week campaign in various
(Continued on page 106)
CHICAGO BAR OPPOSES
LEGISLATIVE PROBE TV
CHICAGO BAR ASSN. Thursday opposed
telecasting hearings conducted by legislative
investigative groups, saying such telecasts
(1) "violate our traditional concepts concerning procedings which inquire into an individual's conduct and character," (2) there is
and can be no guarantee that telecasting will
be continuous enough to give both sides of the
matter and (3) there is a tendency for such
telecasts
to undercut
the privilege
incrimination.
Lawyers
in groupagainst
agreedself-it
was unjust to inquire about guilt or innocence
before a national audience, and that legislative
hearings are similar to grand jury inquiry,
which are always conducted in secret.
CANNON RCA SECRETARY
JOHN Q. CANNON, assistant secretary of
RCA for past year, Friday elected secretary
of
MacConnachcorporation.
who retires Heaftersucceeds
29 yearsLewis
of continuous
service (see story, page 26). Native of Salt
Lake City, Mr. Cannon joined RCA in 1945
as attorney in Victor Div. Had served succes ively in government as business specialist
of Bureau of Standards, chief law officer of
U. S. Civil Service Commission and director
of personnel of Securities & Exchange Commission.
for more AT DEADLINE turn page ^
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CALVIN J. SMITH ELECTED
PRESIDENT OF SCBA
CALVIN J. SMITH, president-general manager of KFAC Los. Angeles, unanimously
elected president of Southern California Broadcasters Assn., succeeding Austin E. Joscelyn,
CBS Hollywood
director, who continues as SCBA operations
board member.
J. Frank Burke Jr., co-owner of KFVD Los
Angeles, named vice president. Thelma Kitcher,
general manager of KGFJ Hollywood, named
secretary-treasurer. New board members are
Robert J. McAndrews, commercial manager of
KBIG Avalon; William J. Beaton, vice president-general manager, KWKW Pasadena;
Robert 0. Reynolds, vice president-general
manager, KMPC Hollywood.
WKVM CHANGE OF FREQUENCY
PERMISSION to change to 810 kc was granted
by FCC Friday to WKVM San Juan, P.R.
Station at present has CP for 1070 kc, with 25
kw, DA. At same time, FCC denied petition
of WGY
Schenectady
that hearing
WKVM's withapplication be designated
in same
General Electric station, ABC's KGO San Francisco and WDAE Tampa, Fla. That case involves request of KGO to make changes in its
directional arrays, which would require WGY
to go directional. Both are on 810 kc. WDAE
is involved through its application to change
from 1250 kc with 5 kw to 810 kc with 10 kw,
DA. Grant of WKVM's modification of CP
was conditioned on it accepting any interference from WDAE or WGY which might result
from the KGO-WGY-WDAE case.
FCC RADIO PLAN FAVORED
COMMENTS
in favorlines
of FCC's
set up two processing
for AM proposal
applicantsto
in order to give preference to those communities without broadcast service [B*T, April 28,
21] have been received at FCC. Deadline for
comments is today. One suggestion, made by
Washington law firm of Bingham, Collins,
Porter & Kistler, was that Line I processing be arranged so that simultaneous consideration be given to applicants for same
city
applicant
who applicant
filed earlierintowon't
grant— sofirst,
put other
Line getII
"freezer."easternApprovals
were
on
file
from
SouthArkansas Broadcasters Inc., Dermott,
Ark.; Benton Broadcasting Service, El Dorado,
Ark.; Knox Broadcasting Co., Rockland, Me.
ABC GROSS UP
ABC had gross sales, less discounts, returns
and allowances, of $16,489,121 for first quarter
of 1952, as compared with gross for comparable 1951 period of $14,560,345, report showed
Friday. Network also reported additional
$500,000 loan at 3.25% under agreement with
bankers'
$3,800,000.trust
As ofwhich
April permits
30 ABC drawing
had drawnof
total of $2% million under that agreement,
including $500,000 borrowed in March.
COURT BARS STANDBY
THEATRE not required to hire standby
musicians
when Charles
it bringsC. inSimons
"name"ruledorchestra
on tour, Judge
Friday
in Sixth U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals in Cincinnati. Decision reversed ruling by National
Labor Relations Board, holding practice in
violation of Taft-Hartley Act. Case originated
in Palace Theatre, Akron, where AFM Local
24 had refused to allow bands on tour to play
unless theatre hired local standby orchestra.
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In this
Removal
of credit Issue—
controls on sales of
durable goods may be handsome windfall for radio and television. Manufacturers, distributors and retailers
are expected to increase advertising
budgets to push durables that have
been moving
because
tions on time slowly
payments.
Pageof 23.restricRumors of impending radio network rate
reductions
as under-thetable
deals are
with flying
advertisers
continue.
One such deal involves General Tire,
majority
stockholder
sor that wants
bargain.of MBS,
Page as23.sponAuto makers are in high gear in summer
advertising drives on radio and television. Page 25.
Talent agencies have struck gold in television, which has created most consistent demand for talent in entertainment history. Here's
full story
how
ten-percenters
are getting
rich.of Page
72.
Don't
surprised
or disappointed
if law
suitsbehold
up television
thaw. Arthur
Scharfeld, president of Federal Communications Bar Assn., thinks Sixth
Report and Order is full of weaknesses and that court action against it
is almost inevitable. Page 74.
A new bill is introduced to give broadcasters relief from headaches they get
in carrying political speeches. This
one would modify existing laws to let
broadcasters censor libelous material
out of such broadcasts. Page 25.
Tapping farmer's pocketbook is like tapping U. S. mint. He's last capitalist
left, says Robert E. Dunville, pi-esident
ofradio's
Crosley
best Broadcasting
prospect. PageCo.,29.and he's
Legislation is introduced by Sen. Ed
Johnson to give Secretary of Commerce blanket power to remove or
prohibit construction of any radio or
television tower he considered hazardous to flying. Tall tower issue
is
gettingPagemore73. controversial every
moment.
National Collegiate Athletic Assn. announces third study of influence of TV
on football gate. Though study is full
of contradictions, NCAA swears it
means that TV is murder for ticket
sales. Page 74.
Relaxation
of government's
ban against
color television
manufacturing
may
come
within
week,
but
it
color will suddenly come won't
to life.meanAt
best, it will permit only trickle of color
equipment. Page 71.
Upcoming
May 12-13: NBC radio workshop, Hollywood.
May 13: Advertising Club of New York, annual .meeting. New York.
May 14: Public hearing on nomination of
Rosel H. Hyde, Room G-16, U. S. Capitol.
May 15-17: Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
Board of Governors, Chateau Frontenac
Hotel, Quebec.
(BAB, BMI Clinics and Other Upcomings
page 38)

Closed Circuit
(Continued from page 5)
nighttime, floating schedule and station breaks
This combination schedule, on rate card, work;
out to roughly 50% of one-time rate.
GENERAL MILLS understood to be negotiating with ABC radio network for its Hymni
of All Churches, currently running in 90C
radio markets and placed on station-to-station
basis. If network gets show, renewals on stations will not be forthcoming. Definite word
expected
Sample, N. next
Y., is week.
agency. Dancer - FitzgeraldREP. MIKE MANSFIELD (D-Mont.) is in
no hurry to place bill in House hopper to
prohibit so-called double charging for political
talks by stations [B«T, April 14]. Apparently,
he's
hoping surveillance.
threat of legislation
forca!
broadcaster
He was will
impressed!
with his December 1950 success in prodding |
NARTB to warn member stations on alleged ;
ischarging
to hold beyond
off for card
some rates.
weeks. His present plan
IN TEMPO WITH TV and radio programming
co-ordination, consideration is being given by
both national political committees to 12 noon
convening of conventions in Chicago in July.
This would coincide with hour Congress convenes and would give committees opportunities
topriorperform
their Thought
"smoke-filled
conclaves
to noon.
is thatroom"
sessions
could
be held from noon to 3 or 4 p.m., with night
sessions starting at 9. This would mean minihours. mum of interference with programs during off
CARL HAVERLIN, president of Broadcast
Music Inc. and a Lincoln student, author of
one-time shot on Lincoln's Presidential election year to be telecast May 18 on Sloan Foundation's American Inventory via NBC. Produced by Walter Schwimmer Productions, Chicago, show to serve as showcase for projected
weekly half-hour live video series from Chicago. Mr. Haverlin wrote original radio
scripts, packaged by Mr. Schwimmer, eight
years ago and sold then as network feature
to National Assn. of Small Businessmen.
THEY'RE ALREADY talking impending
shortage of trained personnel for TV station
operation, what with licensing of new stations
upcoming following freeze-end July 1. Prospective applicants, notably those without radio
operations, report difficulty in finding experienced people to assist in application preparaand planning.
Consequently
it's felt
that
there tionwill
be more job
opportunities
developing, both in television and for their replacement in radio, than at any time since excruciating World War II shortages.
DuPONT RADIO-TV AWARDS
TO BE ANNOUNCED MAY 17
ANNUAL awards of Alfred I. DuPont
Foundation for outstanding radio-TV public
service to be announced May 17 at banquet in
Mayflower
man Paul A.Hotel,
WalkerWashington.
to be guestFCC
alongChairwith
Mrs. Jesse Ball DuPont, founder of awards
in 1942; O. W. Riegel, foundation curator, and
Dr. Francis P. Gaines, president of Washington & Lee U., administrating awards.
Plaques and $1,000 awards to be given large
radio or TV station, small radio station and
news commentator. Money may be used to
establish scholarships or fellowships for advanced study by young people at approved
American institutions. Other stations to receive special commendation.
for more AT DEADLINE see page 106 ^
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WREC
HAS NO PATENT ON
GOOD PROGRAMMING
*
LOW COST COVERAGE
*
FAIR BUSINESS POLICIES
*
CIVIC INTEREST
But we take pride in that we do deliver them to
both Listeners and Sponsors alike.

That WREC does deliver is proved by the facts costs
are 10.1% less than in 1946 per person reached, and
WREC has a higher average Hooper than any other
Memphis station.

REPRESENTED BY
THE KATZ AGENCY
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AFFILIATED WITH CBS
600 KC.
5,000 WATTS
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will get

you

with

West

Virginia's

"personality

package
In West Virginia, one
order buys two powerful, sales producing stations at a combination rate
that is about the same as you would pay for any
single comparable station in either locality!
This'means twice the impact in a lush industrial
market that spends $500,000,000
annually. Write for details
about WKNA-WJLS today!
the
*

personality
stations
1

CHARLESTON —950 KC
5000 W DAY • 1000 W NIGHT
ABC Radio Network Affiliate

BECKLEY — 560 KC
1000 W DAY* 500 W NIGHT
CBS Radio Network Affiliate
Joe L. Smith, Jr., Incorporated
Represented nationally by WEED & CO.
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Association of American Railroads
TRANSPORTATION BUILDING
Washington 6, D. C.

WILLIAM
T. FAR ICY
PRESIDENT

May 8, 1952
To the PRESS and RADIO:
Subject;

ABOUT THOSE "TWELVE" INCREASES IN RAILROAD FREIGHT RATES

To meet increases in railroad operating costs which have been accumulating
since 1949, the Interstate Commerce Commission on April 11 authorized an increase
in freight rates estimated to average about 6.8 per cent above the rates then in
effect and about 13.8 per cent above the rate levels of 1949.
This increase has been described as the twelfth since the end of World
War II, but eight of the twelve have been interim increases, subsequently absorbed into, and made a part of, four basic decisions.
Whether described as twelve increases, or four, all of them put together
have raised the level of railroad rates above pre-war levels by only a little
more than one-half the percentage by which the major elements of the cost of
producing rail transportation — wages and fuel and materials prices — have
gone up in the same period.
And the average revenue the railroads receive for performing a unit of
service — moving a ton of freight one mile — has gone up since before the war
only about one-third as much as the average increase in prices generally.
Railroad freight rates today — even after the latest increase — are a
smaller proportion of the cost of most things people buy than they were before
the war, and total railroad freight charges are such a small part, on the average, of the cost of producing and distributing most goods that changes in freight
rates, either up or down, are not enough to have material effect on retail prices.
Even if all freight rate increases authorized since 1949 — including
the one of April 11 — were reflected in full in the prices the public pays for
goods, the total increase in prices would be something less than one-half of
one cent out of each dollar spent — and that includes the increases in rates
on raw materials and everything else that goes into the finished products, as
well as in the rates on the products themselves.
The significant thing about the increase in freight rates recently
granted is that railroad revenues will be brought more nearly in line with
increases in the cost of producing transportation — so that railroads will
be better able to serve the public and to meet the requirements of agriculture,
commerce and industry, and the demands of national defense.
Sincerely yours,
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THERE'S NO HAM IN HAMBURGER, SON'
IRED E. SPENCE, president, Grant Adv., Toronto, transfers tc
agency'ssion. He New
York office
as viceby president
in international diviis succeeded
in Toronto
JOE WREN.
ROBERT C. WARREN, account executive, Edward S. Kellogg Co., L. A.
named vice president.
JOHN O. RAMSEY, vice president, Martin R. Klitten Co., L. A., tc
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Hollywood, as account executive.
RUTHRAUFF & RYAN transfers assets and liabilities of Mexico City
office to newly organized Dillon - Huymans - Rincon Gallardo agency.
Latter firm is headed by LUIS G. DILLON, former executive vice president, Foote, Cone & Belding International; EDGAR HUYMANS, former
general manager of R & R office, Mexico City, and FERNANDO RINCON
GALLARDO, former FCBI regional director for Brazil and Mexico.
LAMBERT B. BEEUWKES resigns as general manager of WHEE Boston
to enter advertising field in Philadelphia.
SCOTT ROBINSON, International Nickel Co., to G. M. Basford Co.,
N. Y., as account executive.

en all accounts
Junior's loo young to worry much about
sharing a platter with french fries and
onions. Mother is hopeful he'll escape his
predestination and get a job posing for
Borden ads, but chances are next time you
see Junior in print it'll be on a menu.
Radio can be like that. You hopefully buck
destiny by placing a schedule on a lightweight peanut-whistle and the results are
hamburger instead of Chateaubriand. Avoid
that error in Oklahoma City by going first
class . . . buy KOMA, the only 50 kw CBS
outlet in the state . . . the merchandising
minded station in Oklahoma City

KOMA

RADIO STATION REPRESENTATIVE

50,000 WATTS • CBS RADIO
J. J. BERNARD Vice-President and General Manager
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"T ACTUALLY welcome the kind local radio than any other man in
I of campaign that other agency the country. A lot of people don't
men would hate to stick their
to useyouradio."
Whathowwould
say are basic
neck out on," says Al Charles, ac- know
count
executive
for
Washington's
rules
for
a
successful radio camKal, Ehrlich & Merrick Adv. Inc.
p
a
i
g
n
?
a
reporter
queried.
Mr. Charles flicked the ashes
"I mean the kind of a campaign
where immediate results are from a cigarette, and reflected a
moment.
wanted; the kind where your
clients want the telephone to start
"Well, first, domination. By that
ringing as soon as the announce- I mean get on all the stations. Second, try to sell only one idea at a
ment is over," Mr. Charles ex"It's a game with
Then speaking
time. Third, repetition."
plained.
me,"
he
added.
"Each
generally,
and not
for
radio specifically,
account has its own
Mr. Charles said
advertising
problems, Iwelcome the
that
gimmicks
invaluable
and were
that
ones through
because
when he has a piece
iftough
it clicks
of copy that clicks,
my ingenuity, I have
he doesn't change it.
a real sense of acHe saidthethat
once
used
samehe copy
complishment."
tisers have noticed
Apparently
adverforSpeaking
two years.of copy,
Mr. Charles' good
Mr. Charles said
battingcause haverage
that there is a value
e now has be-25
in having copy so
active accounts for
which he places
poor that listeners
about $500,000 a
get sick and tired of
hearing it. He exRadio is paid high
Mr. CHARLES
plained further:
"If you
hit the
compliment in the
nail on the head
year.
way Mr. Charles
selects his advertising vehicle. He
commercial,
estimates that about 90% of his with
whole acountrytchyis talking
about theit.
placements go to radio, with the If your copy is purposely so poor
listeners can't stand it, they
remaining
10% divided
equally
be- that
talk about that kind of a comtween television
and printed
media.
"I have the advantage of choosmercial too. If, however, you're
in between,
it doesn't
makeI try
muchto
ing my media,"
impression
at all.
plained. "And, inMr.all Charles
modesty,ex-I of an(Continued
on page 61,)
can say that I know more about
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Obviously
HERBERT CLAASSEN, timebuyer, Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y., named
manager of spot radio-TV timebuying.
CHRIS ALBERTS, free lance writer, joins John H. Riordan Co., L. A.,
(as junior copy writer.
ALLAN H. KELLY, formerly with BBDO, N. Y., and ANDREW P.
SAYLES, Kenyon & Eckhardt, to copy department of Geyer, Newell
& Ganger, same city.
HAROLD P. SCHEINKOPF, market analyst, A. Asch Inc., named reMass. search manager of James Thomas Chirung Co., Boston,
ELIZABETH L. ROBINSON, director of advertising
and sales promotion, Helene Rubinstein Inc., N. Y., to
Ruthrauff & Ryan, same city, as account executive.
BRISACHER, WHEELER & STAFF have temporarily
discontinued Hollywood office.

m
BILL city,
DOYLE,
Newell writer.
& Ganger, N. Y., to D'Arcy Adv., Mr. Scheinkopf
that
as radio-TV
DAVID MATHEWS, writer-producer, American Film Producers, N. Y.,
to Ruthrauff & Ryan, Hollywood, as supervisor of TV films.
ROBERT A. NAUSER, assistant to advertising manager of RCA Victor
home instrument dept., Camden, N. J., to executive staff, Roy S. Durstine, N. Y.
! MONTE J. CURRY, co-partner, Curry-Rissley, N. Y. (art director serv"jj'ices), to Rockett-Lauritzen, L. A., as art director and account executive.
! DUDLEY L. LOGAN Adv., L. A., moved to 304 S. Ardmore Ave. Telephone is Dunkirk 2-8471.
• HERBERT W. WARDEN, who recently completed 17 months as reserve
officer on active duty in U. S. Marine Corps has rejoined Hewitt, Ogilvy,
i Benson & Mather Inc., N. Y., as account executive.
REMUS HARRIS, Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield, N. Y., to Biow Co., that
city, as account supervisor.
JACK HADEN, copy writer, Pott, Turnbull & Co., Kansas City, to
Richard B. Atchison Adv., L. A., as production supervisor. VIRGINIA
COOK, secretary, KFMB-TV San Diego, Calif., joins agency as copy
writer.
DAVID MATHEWS, producer, Universal-International, Hollywood, to
Ruthrauff & Ryan, that city, as executive TV film producer on Big Town and all West Coast filming of
agency's TV commercials.
GERALD M. SCHAFLANDER, Kaiser-Frazer Sales
Corp., N. Y., to Geyer, Newell & Ganger, that city, in
sales promotion and merchandising staff. VIRGINIA
L. GRIMES, public relations director, Toy Guidance
Council, joins agency's public relations department.
DON BLAUHUT, radio-TV director, Peck Adv., N. Y.,
Mr. Mathews
to Emil Mogul Co., same city, in same capacity.
JOHN T. SKELLY, Wall Street Journal, N. Y., to Doremus & Co., Phila.

3 8
Rated

OUT

Daytime

OF

4

Quarter

0
Hours

OVER

40%

Share of Audience
WMBDCSSBHSthe
Rich

Peoriarea

Market

In 38 out of 40 daytime quarter hours,
8 A.M. to 6 P.M.
Monday through Friday, WMBD's share of audience
is more than 40 % ... AND in
SIXTEEN of those 40 quarter hours WMBD's Share
of Audience is greater than 60%.
Proof again that WMBD DOMINATES the Peoriarea!
*C E. HOOPER Fall-Winter Report
October 'Si-February '52
See Free & Peters

BRUCE HOLTS and ROBERT E. CODY, technical writers, O'Keefe &
Merritt Co., L. A., to Anderson-McConnell Adv., that city, technical
publications
staff, as editorial supervisor and handbooks' supervisory
editor respectively.
DWAIN
assistant
director, KLAC
McCreery ESPER,"
Inc., Beverly
Hills,sports
as promotion
director.Hollywood, to Walter
TED BERRIEN, production supervisor, Ruthrauff & Ryan, Hollywood,
father of girl, Barbara.
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■3f

. .

OUTSTANDING.

FIRST in the
Heart of Illinois

PEORIA
CBS Radio Network
5000 Watts
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All That's Asked
EDITOR:
. . . Broadcasting • Telecasting has always kept up to date
with the industry and what else
could you ask for.
Andy Potter
Radio-TV Director
Calkins & H olden, Carlock,
McClinton & Smith
Los Angeles
* * *

•pen mike

know what it means to have strong
and able leadership in our national
organizations. They know our problems. They are. .practical
in their
achievements.
.
If weHalas and
an industry
don'tthem
get
Hal, Bill and Coo
behind
Bill and help
EDITOR:
do
the
job,
then
we
don't
deserve
Several broadcasters have asked a healthy NARTB and BAB.
I work with many stations
me what I thought of NARTB and
BAB.
throughout the United States. The
confidence
in NARTB and BAB is
We now have in Harold Fellows
an all time high. . . .
and Bill Ryan "two of our own." now atFred
Palmer
They started in radio at the beginThe Fred A. Palmer Co.
ning. They grew with the industry.
Columbus, Ohio
As former station managers, they

Growing Pains
EDITOR:
Theing • Telecasting
April 21 issuecarried
of Broadcasta double
page
spread
for
KCBQ
— "First In Audience InSanTheDiego
Nation's Fastest Growing Major Market."
We
respectively
take
exception to this reference to San Diego
as the nation's fastest growing
major market.
According to the U. S. Census of
1950, the population of the San
Antonio metropolitan area showed
an increase of 60.25% during the

decade from 1940 to 1950. The Sar
Diego metropolitan area showed an
increase of 58.1% for the same
Furthermore, these figures dc
period.
not include "on the post" military
personnel for San Antonio's 11
major military installations.
There is nothing better than
first — and San Antonio is FIRST.
Howard W. Davis
General Manager
KMAC,
AntonioKISS (FM) San
Yes and No
EDITOR:
The letter of W. E. Bradford of
KSST in your April 21 Open Mike
is very interesting. However, if
you were looking for votes as to
whether station listings should be;
marked that no P.I. business is accepted, please cast one very emphatic "no" vote.
Our waste
baskets are pretty well
loaded also with P.I. offers, but we
have never had any problem in immediately distinguishing between a
P.I. and a legitimate order. Evidence of the P.I. deal is usually
available in the first sentence. Very
little reading time is lost and they
do make a nice hot blaze.
In our opinion, they should not
even be given the status of having
been voted upon as far as station
listings are concerned.
G.General
P. Richards
Manager
WHBL Sheboygan, Wis.
EDITOR:
. . . We heartily endorse Mr.
Bradford's suggestions.
F. T. Wilson
Manager .
KGNB New Braunfels, Tex.

"For
ond publiccitation
servicegoing
far beyond
of duty."
That reporting
is the achievement
to KFAB thethiscallmonth.
The
Missouri River Flood (worst in history) was the Midwest story of the
Year. KFAB reporters, on water, land and in the air, operating 24
hour schedules, kept Midwest Empire listeners accurately and fully
informed as the Big Muddy carried on its destruction. Achievements
in reporting
programming
KFABKFABlisteners.andAchievements
in resultsarearetaken
takenfor forgranted
grantedby by
advertisers. For information on how you can use the "Achievement
Station," call Free & Peters or contact Harry Burke, General Manager.
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Educated Educator
EDITOR:
The question of whether or not
education can have a place in TV
by
joining forces
commercial
broadcasters
or bywith
striking
out on
its own is a vital one.
I thought
thatlatest
you might
be interested in the
development
in television at the U. of Omaha.
. . . The university is cooperating
with KMTV (TV) to present a
course over TV for college credit.
We hope
that many. . people
will decide to register.
.
But thetration.main
point
is
not
regisThe success of the course
will bernotof registrants
be determined
by the bynumbut simply
the
fact that thousands of people will
have the opportunity to see and
hear education in action. . . .
Bruce A. Linton
Head, Dept. of Speech,
Radio and Theatre
U. of Omaha
BROADCASTING
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"Better turn off either the
sink or the TV, honey!"
TV is wonderful in its place, but that doesn't include 66.1% of the places
where Louisville families can and do listen to radio sets!
WAVE radio is heard via thousands of extra sets in kitchens, bedrooms,
basements, dining rooms and automobiles —
hence can make 1000 impressions for you, for only 37c/
Check with Free & Peters!
Facts above are from scientific, authoritative survey
made by Dr. Raymond A. Kemper (head of the
Psychological Services Center, University of Louisville)
in WAVE area, July, 19515000

WATTS

NBC

WAVE
LOUISVILLE

Free & Peters, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

BROADCASTING
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All prevailing trade winds point
straight to the Plus Network . . .
Mutual is the one radio network
with a plus in client billings. After
the only full-year gain in the
industry ('51 over '50), Mutual
Network time sales for the first
quarter of '52 are 11% ahead of '51.
Mutual is the one radio network
with a plus in share of audience.
Latest Nielsen data reveal the only
increased share in the industry:
Jan.'52 is 13% ahead of Jan. '51.
Mutual is the one radio network
with a plus in station facilities. Our
12-year pattern of "the most stations
in the most markets" now inspires
imitative efforts by all other networks.
All prevailing trade winds point
straight to the Plus Network . . .
where the most sales-productive
fields in all U.S. advertising
await your plowshare— and where
the lowest costs prevail, too.
the MUTUAL

network of

550 affiliated stations
east, west, north, south

IF YOU'RE

f-j

feature of the meek

INTERESTED

j
J

IN SERVICE...!

I

OVER
1,000,000
PER DAY
WRC audience surveys
mean something more than
passive listeners. Daily and
Sunday "circulation" is also
measured in terms of results over the counter for
advertisers.
Morning, noon and
night, Washington area
people tune to the continuing editions of WRC-NBC.
Combined total listening
goes well over nine digits
... a tremendous audience
for your commercial message.
The entire WRC schedule
represents a range of program ing to fit any sales
requirement.
IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL
YOUR BEST BUY IS
FIRST in WASHINGTON
WRC
SJPO Watts * 980 KC
Represented by NBC Spot Sales
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Seeing the 70,000 baby-chick passengers safely on plane bound for
Austria are (I to r) Walter Bishop, Agriculture Co. of Pan America,
Mr. Morency, John Christensen, state commissioner of farms and mar-,
kets, representing Gov. Lodge, and Mr. Atwood.
* * *
the Connecticut chicks influenced
be- the Austrian Ministry of Agriculrsati
cy,on vice
W. Moren
tween Paul conve
A CHANCE
ture to place the large order this
president - general manager,
WTIC Hartford, and A. J. BrundIt will take three cargo flights
,
d
inleader
Club
4-H
age, retire
itiated action which resulted in a to
carry the chicks to Europe.
s from year.
First flight, carrying 70,000 daychick
baby
gift of 3,000
Connecticut 4-H Club members to old chicks, took off from Bradley
Field April 28.
s.
ian
Austr
Prior to the departure of the
This has 4-H'er
resulted in a commercial
and its valuable cargo, Frank
order from the Austrian govern- plane
farm director at WTIC,
ment for 200,000 chicks this year. Atwood,
a broadcast from BradMr. Morency happened to meet conducted
ley
Field.
On the program, Mr.
Mr. Brundage in the Hartford rail- Morency declared
helping the
road station last year. They people of Austria "that
provide food
thought a gift of chicks to Austrian for themselves is a tosplendid
way to
children would be a good idea. The
idea was carried through by the build good will between the two
Present to witness the loading
Connecticut Poultry Assn. and 4-H countries."
(Continued on page .102)
Clubs. The good record made by

strictly business

IAM JAMES
WILLChicago
manager REILLY
of the,
Adam Young station representative firm, is a long-standing
fan of two kinds of pitching, the
radio sales and the baseball varities. Although his loyalty to the
former has never been questioned
during 15 years in the business, he
scans a wary eye in the direction of
the Chicago White Sox. On opening
day, an Adam
Young station manager whom he squired to the park
was clouted in the head by a wayward pop-up. Radio, despite its
hazards, is infinitely safer, Mr.
Reilly concludes.
Manager of the Chicago office
since 1948, he worked the 11 previous years for Weed & Co., another station representative firm,
in Chicago. He covers essentially
(Continued on page 90)

For the Third
Consecutive Year
WISN Has Won the
National Safety
Council's PUBLIC
INTEREST
AWARD for ExcepSafety. tional Service to
i
j
We Are Proud of
This Recognition.
We Are Proud, Too,
That for 30 Years
Milwaukee Has Always Looked to
WISN for Outstanding Broadcasting in
the Public Interest.

hat's Why WISN
fc
Means Radio's Best
to All Milwaukee.

Mr. REILLY
BROADCASTING
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Speak of sports in the Carolinas and 3,000,000
listeners think of WBT's Lee Kirby. His 15-year
record as play-by-play artist for Atlantic Refining
Company ranks him with the nation's best. His WBT
sportscast currently draws a 15.1 Pulse rating for
a 59% share-of-audience. Two more significant
examples of the pre-eminent power of WBT local
personalities — and WBT itself.
COLOSSUS OF THE CAROLINAS

CHARLOTTE, NORTH CAROLINA
WBT

Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Company
Represented Nationally by CBS Radio Spot Sales

More

advertisers use
exclusively than all

other Indianapolis stations
combined!

A recent survey* found 124 local and national advertisers convinced that WIBC— alone— can deliver
the radio audience in the Indianapolis market.
Here's why:
* WIBC's local programing and friendly interest in
farm affairs have won the loyalty of Hoosier
audiences.
* WIBC personalities make continual personal appearances throughout the state, merchandising
WIBC-advertised products.
* WIBC's 50 KW coverage reaches all of Indiana,
spills well over into neighboring states.
From microphone to point of sale, WIBC is a potent
selling force in Indiana. WIBC reaches the audience,
moves the merchandise, gets the job done! See your
John Blair man today!
* A surveytisers,of conducted
spot adverfor
WIBC in January, 1952.
WIBC
The Friendly
JOHN BLAIR & CO.
Voice of Indian
National Representatives
WIBC, Inc. • 30 West Washington Street • Indianapolis 6, Indiana
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A RMSTRONG RUBBER Co., West Haven, Conn., sponsoring news prol\ grams on 100 stations coast-to-coast on multi-week frequency basis I
Spot
for Armstrong Rhino-Flex tires. Contracts are effective June 2$
Agency: Maxon Inc., N. Y.
RICHFIELD OIL Corp., L. A. (petroleum products), started 20-seconJ
animated forcartoon
TV from
spot announcement
five West
Coast'
markets,
26 weeks
May 7. Stationscampaign
are KNXTin (TV),
KLAC-TV
and KNBH (TV) Hollywood, KFMB-TV San Diego, KRON-TV San
Francisco, KING-TV Seattle and KPHO-TV Phoenix. Agency: Hixsoni
& Jorgensen Inc., L. A.
NEW HOLLAND HAY MOWERS, New Holland, Pa., buying radio farm
programs in Midwest starting May 12 for 13 weeks. Agency: J. Walter
Thompson Co., N. Y.
WILCO Co., L. A. (Clearex window spray), started West Coast TV film
spot announcement campaign May 5 for 13 weeks on KTLA (TV), KNXTj
(TV), KECA-TV and KNBH (TV) Hollywood; KPIX (TV), KRON-TV;
and KGO-TV San Francisco, and KING-TV Seattle. Agency: Elwood
J. Robinson & Co., L. A.
AUSTIN MOTOR Co. Ltd., Toronto (British cars), starts radio advertis
ing with spot announcement campaign on 26 Canadian stations. Agency
Harold F. Stanfield Ltd., Toronto.
S. & W. FINE FOODS Inc., S. F. (coffee, canned food products), renewed
Second Cup of Coffee Club on 16 CBS Radio Pacific Network stations
Mon., Wed., Fri., 7:45-8 a.m. PDT, for 52 weeks. Agency: Foote, Cone
& Belding, S. F.
GENERAL PETROLEUM Corp., L. A. (Mobilgas), sponsoring 500 Miles
of History on 26 CBS Radio Pacific and Mountain stations, Fri., 9-9:30
p.m. PDT, May 30 only. Program features highlights of Indianapolis
Memorial Day auto races. Agency: West-Marquis Inc., L. A.
Meturotk
GENERAL MOTORS Oldsmobile Div., Lansing, Mich., signs for Peggy
Lee Show on CBS Radio, Tues. and Thurs., 7:30-7:45 p.m. starting end
of May. Agency: D. P. Brother & Co., Detroit.
QUAKER OATS Co., Chicago, renews Monday and Friday segment of
Kagron
GabbySherman
Hayes &Show
on NBC-TV,
Mon. through Fri., 5:155:30 p.m.Corp.'s
Agency:
Marquette,
Chicago.
GENERAL FOODS to sponsor Arthur Murray Party for 13 weeks from
July 11, on CBS-TV, Fri., 8-8:30 p.m. EDT, as summer replacement for
Mama. Agency: Benton & Bowles, N. Y.
■Oqency -Oppolntmenti • • •
C. A. MOSSO Co., Chicago, for Oil-O-Sol antiseptic, names Tim Morrov
Adv.,
same city. Radio is being used. FRANK E. DUGGAN is accoun'
executive.
SAVINGS & LOAN ASSN. of SOUTH PHILADELPHIA names Benham Adv., Phila.
LORRAINE BURTON FOODS, Santa Monica, Calif. (Caesar salad
dressing), and MRS. CHAPMAN'S HOME FOOD PRODUCTS, L. A.
(Woody's Bar-B-Cue products), name Jimmy Fritz & Assoc., Hollywood.
TV being used for former. Radio-TV will be used for latter.
EDWIN J. SCHOETTLE Co., Phila. (folding boxes), appoints Abner J.
Gelula Assoc., that city.
GLADDING, McBEAN & Co., L. A. (mfrs. tile), names Hal Stebbins
Inc., that city. TV is being used.
PIERCE INTERESTS, L. A. (Pierce Bros. Mortuaries, Pierce Insurance
(Continued on page 97)
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YOU

CAN

with

SPOT

GO

"LIVE"

PROGRAM

TELEVISION

Spotted across the country are certain live,
station-produced TV shows with strong claims on
any advertising budget. For
product tests . . . for getting your feet wet in television . . . for
solving localized sales problems — these
shows can't be beat.
These station-produced programs come in all
types and sizes: variety, drama, homemaker, juvenile,
sports and news, participations, etc. Their names may
or may not be familiar to you. Some have ratings
that seem stratospheric; others have ratings considerably
more earth-bound. But they all have one feature in
common : They sell their heads off for the sponsor. For
they're planned that way, by people
who know the local audience best.
These local live shows are just one more facet
of the many different advantages of Spot Program television.
All the exciting opportunities in Spot Program advertising
are detailed in a new Katz presentation. Your Katz
representative will be pleased to arrange
a convenient meeting to show it to
advertising, selling, or agency executives.

YOU

CAN

DO

BETTER

WITH

THE
NATIONAL

SPOT. ..MUCH

BETTER

KATZ
AGENCY,
INC.
ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES

488 MADISON AVENUE • NEW YORK 22, NEW YORK • CHICAGO • DETROIT • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO • ATLANTA • DALLAS • KANSAS CITY
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a new

Capitol

open-end

dramatic

show

starring PAUL FREES, America's most versatile actor!
15- minute transcribed dramas
easier to program!

easier to sell!

THE PLAYER is a show you can sell ! 15-minute dramatic programs — each one
a complete fast-moving entertainment package with a smash surprise ending!
3Putor THE
5 timesPLAYER
a week. in a late afternoon slot or following the late-evening news —
THE PLAYER has universal appeal — to men, women, and older children.
It's a show sure to build a strong rating, build sales, too, for any type of
product or service, at a cost that will pleasantly surprise Mr. Sponsor.
Send for full details and audition record. Write, wire, phone or use coupon.
a big show — in a low -cost package
As radio fare THE PLAYER is sure-fire. Starring Paul Frees, and scripted by
outstanding writers, THE PLAYER can vary daily as a strip show. Shows
include mysteries, westerns, romances, comedies, adventure, science fiction,
and other types, all featuring special music by Ramez Idriss.
here are some of the writers :
RICH HALL
TOM TOMLINSON
JOHN BOYLAN
BEN PEARSON
WALTER GERiNG
PAUL WEST
here are some of the titles :
OLD MAN SOLITAIRE
THE GREAT JALOPY RACE
THE MISSING MR. DILLON
FROZEN JUSTICE
FIRST CITIZEN OF THE BOWERY
THE PROFESSOR GOES TO THE CIRCUS
MIRAGE
THE PLAYER marks the high-spot of successful
Capitol programs you can sell to sponsors
audition discs
and brochures
available now!
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Capitol Records Distributing Corp.,
Broadcast Sales Division
1453 N. Vine Street, Hollywood 28, Cal.
Please
record. send full particulars on THE' PLAYER and audition
NAMESTATION OR COMPANYADDRESS
CITY
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"K

WK

H

sales

jacks

of

Jax

Beer"

Says HAROLD
W. HARGROVE
Sales Manager, Jax Division, Shreveport Beverage Agency
LARGE LOUISIANA BEER DISTRIBUTOR
Few beer distributors in America can boast as pretty
a sales curve as Jax Beer has racked up in the big
Louisiana- Arkansas -Texas area, primarily through
KWKH advertising. Here's how Mr. Harold W.
Hargrove recently put it:

"I
In July, 1949, the Fitzgerald Advertising Agency
of New Orleans launched a radio campaign for Jax
Beer over KWKH. Our Jax sales increased approximately 30% during the first year this campaign was
on the air and have continued to climb steadily since
that time. We are confident that KWKH has been
the greatest single factor in building demand for this
product and we feel that the 'Jax World of Sports*
and the 'Louisiana Hayride' are doing a grand job
for Jax.
(Signed) Harold W. Hargrove

KWKH DAYTIME BMB MAP
Study No. 2— Spring 1949
KWKH's daytime BMB circulation is 303,230 families,
daytime, in 87 Louisiana, Arkansas and Texas counties.
227,701 or 75.0% of these families are "average daily
listeners".
(Nighttime
BMB Texas,
Map shows
268,590 Mississippi
families in
112 Louisiana,
Arkansas,
New Mexico,
and Oklahoma counties.)

KWKH
A Shreveport Times Station
1

50,000

Watts

• CBS

Radio

LOUISIANA
T ! Aplf AHSAS
Branham
EVEPOR
Company
SHR
L The
Representatives
. ... •. - • • .*Sr TiIHf
Henry Clay, General Manager
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CREDIT
LIFT EFFECTS
By JOHN OSBON
tain that, in the competitive battle stances, they also bought radio general manager, Radio-Television
would fight hard for the spots, though many broadcast com- Mfrs. Assn. He foresees perhaps
THE GOVERNMENT opened the ensuing,
of dealer advertisements at
consumer
mitments had not firmed up or were atherash
gates last week to a potential ad budgets.dollar by boosting their
outset to take advantage of the
not
reported
to
Broadcasting
•
multi-million-dollar plus in naCoincidentally,
FRB
announced
late Thursday.
board's action but no substantial
tional, regional and local advertis- the suspension as major automobile Telecasting
Set manufacturers had been long range impact.
ing expenditures.
manufacturers acknowledged a caught
Mr. Secrest noted that invenin
the
squeeze
between
The prospect for competitive new
era and urged FCC's late unlamented freeze on
tories have diminished to the norbuying of radio-TV network and dealerscompetitive
six-week level and that the
to
"push"
their
wares
to
new
TV
station
construction
and
a
spot time and for fresh new money maintain sales volume. New radio- somewhat lessening demand for 15% mal
down payment required under
inbrightly
broadcasters'
sales
tills
loomed
TV
schedules
point
up
the
desire
Regulation
W was not too large.
new
video
receivers
until
last
fall.
with the lifting of credit
on summer traveling Since then, dealers have cleared Some customers may purchase
restrictions on automobiles, radio- to(seecapitalize
story
page
25).
more
expensive
TV models, on
their shelves of bulging inven- which small down payments
i TV and other appliances, and
may be
As a spokesman for the National tories.
household furnishings.
Automobile
Dealers
Assn.
put
it,
required. He predicts no mass buyIndustry authorities, national "this action will open up a market
Auto Field Requisites
ing that might deplete store shelves
advertisers, trade groups, and local to millions of Americans who
terms were not as stiff to the
point that materials shortdealers agreed that the govern- couldn't buy cars before. Dealers forActually,
set-buyers as automobile cusages will hurt production more
the reserve board seriously
than has been the case.
j ment's
action
paves demand,
the way with
for will have to advertise more to sell prescribingtomers,awith15%
stimulated
consumer
down payment
RTMA spearheaded the industry
keep and
pacetelevision
competitively."
a beneficial effect on all segments andRadio
set-makers and 18 months maturity payment. fight in June 1951 for relaxation
I of the American economy including enter the Regulation W picture in Retailers have been scrapping com- of installment restrictions. Later,
employment.
(1) use of broadcast
petitivelywith
for the such
radio-TV
re- the Federal Reserve Board, acting
What impact the move would two ways:
ceiver dollar,
resultant
on mandate from Congress, eased
nationally and regionally, to
have on national network radio-TV time,
curbs15from
low prices that OPS has seen fit and
(2)
meet
consumer
demand
for
monthsthe tooriginal
pay. 25% down
accounts among those products radio-TV receivers, now operating the
to devise
tailored
price
ceilings
for
industry.
freed by the government and on at a normal production-distribuA more conservative view on the
local or spot time sales was not,
tion level. Local distributors and
But with decreasing inventories government's action was given by
of course, immediately ascertain- dealers, through manufacturers' and the prospect of new TV sta- James
D. Shouse, board chairman,
able. But the feeling seemed to be tie-ins, also are re-appraising their
tions adding to circulation, deal- Crosley Broadcasting Corp. and
that any action to ease controls in local sales outlook.
ers are expected to find a more vice president of Avco Mfg. Co. He
the economy would prove helpful in
were widespread reports flexible market.
saw no appreciable effect on buythe long run. Installment credit thatThere
ing habits of the American public
many local dealers throughout action
"The will
Federal
Reserve
Board'sto
stimulate
business
outstanding as of last March 31 the
country
rushed
full-page
ads
or
on the nation's advertising exwas in excess $13.1 billion.
some
degree
and
have
some
effect
into print advising prospective buy"The(Continued
public hason been
relatively
Foundation for Further Action
ers of a "no down payment, two in that it will open up new mar- penditures.
page 105)
kets," according to James Secrest,
While it obviously was too early years to pay" policy. In some into elicit concrete instances of expanded advertising media budgets
and particularly increased radioTV outlays, the groundwork was
laid with suspension of Regulation
ges' Denig!s Mcde
TSPaul Char
E by CU
K almost RAT
was called
chairman
W. specific
W for a spirited buyers' market.
proposal has been submitted
UNEASINESS
carrying
NETWOR
The indications of healthy media hysterical
Morency, of WTIC Hartford, to for his consideration.
overtones
surrounded
the
"We have discussed the matter
activity for summer and fall busi- network radio rate situation last consider this and other matters
ness not yet set may be gauged by
of rates at virtually every execu20-21center
in Newof York.
with reports of ready-to-go MayStorm
tive-level meeting during the past
the nature of the products freed for week,
the speculation
nighttime cuts ranging all the way
the open market by the Federal up to 60% despite repeated denials. about impending changes in night- year," he said.
Reserve Board.
But he reiterated that definite
time rate structure was CBS Radio,
At one network it could be heard
Perhaps the prime effect will be that a rival was all set to chop which initiated last year's round decision must await the results of
of cuts and which, perhaps at least newer station measurement studies,
felt among
automobile
nighttime
costs,brought
if it hadn't
already.
turers and their
dealers manufacwho had The
that reason, was re- so that this factor may be appraised
charges
denials
and partiallyportedforvariously
last week to be along with others. CBS Radio has
faced stiff reluctance from prospec- veiled
—
and
sometimes
not
so
veiled
considering — or even to have put subscribed to Standard Audit &
tive buyers balked with terms callcounter-charges.
ing for 33% down and 18 months — Offsetting
already — nighttime re- Measurement
least partially the into effectductions of15,
rent studies in Services
that field,Inc.'s
resultscur-of
25, 50 and even 60%.
to pay. Auto advertisers ranked unconfirmed atspeculation
over the
which are expected this fall.
top-most by product group in use fate of nighttime rates were
Stanton
Statement
reMr. Stanton leaves May 16 for
of local radio with a whopping $32
These reports brought from
million plus last year, and fifth
ports,
European vacation with Mrs.
worksalsoare unconfirmed,
thinking in that
termsnet-of President Frank Stanton an asser- aStanton,
in spot on a national basis with
returning about July 1.
tion that, although rates in both
hiking daytime charges.
nearly $10 million.
Other
CBS and at least two staand television are and for a
The whole subject seemed apt to radio
Auto retailers (cars, accessories) ,
tion sources claimed meanwhile
time have been a subject of that reports
department stores, home appliances dominate a meeting of the All- long
of scheduled cuts by
discussion at exe- CBS Radio emanated
and furniture stores commanded Radio
Affiliates Committee — formed almost cutiveconstant
from other
no definitive
top rungs on the local radio sales initially under a cloud of announced action hasstaff meetings,
(Continued
on page 36)
been taken and no
ladder in 1951 and it seemed cer- and impending rate cuts — which
May 12, 1952 • Page 23
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GAB INSTITUTE
Wailes Cites Radio Dominance
FAITH that radio will continue its
dominance as a medium of mass
communications, "certainly in the
foreseeable
future,"executive
was voiced
by Lee B. Wailes,
vice
president of the Storer Broadcasting Co., in an address Friday at
the seventh annual Georgia Radio
and Television Institute.
As one evidence of the aural
medium's power and attraction, he
noted that 1951's 41.9 million radio
homes
the almost
U. S. represented
increasein of
50% over "an
the
days before television." He called
attention also to radio's circulation as dwarfing that of even combinations of major magazines; to
its high rate of listenership, and
to its economies as a salesman.
Stressing the effectiveness of
the human voice, Mr. Wailes cited
occasion
when andthe deaf
armyveterans
"asked
aan group
of blind
which of the two senses they would
rather have restored, if they could
have only one.
"Eighty per cent," he asserted,
"said they would rather hear again.
They felt more 'cut-off' from
people, more lonely, when they
couldn't hear human voices than
when they couldn't see human
faces."
The Georgia Radio & Television
Institute, sponsored jointly by the
U. of Georgia School of Journalism
and the Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters, was held Friday and Saturday at Athens, Ga.
Scharfeld, Heslep Speak
Also speaking was Arthur W.
Scharfeld, president, Federal Communications Bar Assn., who addres ed adinner-meeting Thursday
evening. Mr. Scharfeld spoke on
"Regulatory
of Television"
(see separateAspects
story, page
74).
Another leading speaker at the
institute was Charter Heslep, radioTV director, information office,
Atomic Energy Commission. Mr.
Heslep gave a detailed account of
the April 22 atomic test coverage
in his talk, "They Said It Couldn't
Be Done."
A variety of radio-TV topics
were
Friday's
morningtouched
session.upon
Fridayat afternoon
was devoted to practical aspects of
successful operation of radio and
NATIONAL
NIELSEN
RATINGS
TOP RADIO
PROGRAMS
(Total
U
S.
Area,
Including
Farm
and Urban
Homes andSmall-Town,
including
Telephone
and Non-Telephone
Homes)
EXTRA-WEEK
March 30-April 5, 1952 Current
Rating
Current
Homes
Rank Program %
Once-a-Week
1 Lux Radio Theatre (CBS) 13.6
Amos Benny
'n' Andy
(CBS) 12.5
12.7
342 Jack
(CBS)
Charlie McCarthy
(CBS) 11.7
56 Arthur
Godfrey's
Talent
Scouts
(CBS)
10.6
Bet Your
Life(CBS)
(NBC) 10.4
78 You
Our
Miss
Brooksand
9.8
Fibber
McGee
Molly
(NBC)
9.7
People Are(CBS)
Funny (CBS) 9.6
109 Suspense
9.6
Copyright 1952 by A. C. Nielsen Co.
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television stations.
Among others scheduled to speak
were Martha Rountree, TV producer
and personality; Ford Bond, announcer -producer, and Clark
Gaines, secretary, Georgia Dept. of
Commerce.
Saturday's
sessionclinic
was onto station
be devoted to a BMI
operation, how to make local news
pay off and mood music.
THESAURUS SALES
'Date' Sold in 100 Markets
RCA THESAURUS' transcribed
library feature Date in Hollywood— featuring singers Gloria De
Haven and Eddie Fisher with Hugo
Winterhalter's orchestra — has been
sold totiserlocal
advers in moreandthanregional
100 markets
in 30 days, according to report last
week by RCA Recorded Program
Services, New York.
"If monthly sales reports on
Date in Hollywood average during the next eight months what
this
firstProgram
30-day Services
period spokestells,"
Recorded
man
said,
"then
by
the
end
of
1952
Thesaurus subscribers will earn
enough in time charges and talent
fees on this show together with
other Thesaurus packages. ... to
more than pay for the cost of their
entire library service."
Ad Council Campaign
RADIO will be called upon by the
Advertising Council to help set in
motion a public service campaign
undertaken by the Council and announced last week to get qualified
high school students to consider
engineering as a career. Requested
by the Manpower Commission of
the Engineers Joint Council, the
campaign points out the present
shortage of engineers as totalling
in60,000,
1953. with another 30,000 needed

FORT INDUSTRY
Now Storer Broadcasting Co.
COMPANY name of Fort Industry
Co., which
and television includes
interests of radio
its president,
George B. Storer, has been changed
to Storer Broadcasting Co. The
change was made because the fortitle, based enterprises,
on Mr. Storer's
early merindustrial
was
not descriptive of radio-TV operations.
Plan for possible public or private sale of Storer Broadcasting
Co.'s
stock not
is under
This would
affect consideration.
control in the
hands of Mr. Storer or identification of J. Harold Ryan, directorvice president-treasurer,
wife,
Frances S. Ryan. and his
The Storer radio-TV properties
consist of WJBK - AM - FM - TV
Detroit; WSPD-AM-FM-TV Toledo; WAGA-AM-FM-TV Atlanta;
KEYL (TV) San Antonio;
WWVA-AM-FM Wheeling, W.
Va.; WGBS-AM-FM Miami;
WSAI-AM-FM Cincinnati, and
WMMN Fairmont, W. Va.
IKE HOMECOMING
Radio-TV Setting Plans
MOST major radio and television
networks were preparing last week
to broadcast General of the Army
Dwightdress D.
adupon hisEisenhower's
return to thefirst
United
States, to be delivered during his
homecoming welcome at Abilene,
Kan., June 4.
NBC,works— the
ABC,latter
and through
CBS RadioKMBC
netKansas City — scheduled the talk
for 10-10:30 p.m. EDT, and MBS,
planning to carry it, had not scheduled the time. NBC and CBS-TV
networks scheduled the speech
at 7-7:30 p.m. ABC-TV had not
planned a telecast by the end of
last week and DuMont, consideringnitecoverage,
conclusions.had reached no defi-

DAYTIME RADIO
'Solid' Medium — Stolzoff
DECREASE in the average radio
station's audience without a corresponding decrease in its rates
merely means the cost-per-thousand is going up, Jerry S. Stolzoff,
account executive for Foote, Cone
& Belding,
Chicago,ClubtoldFriday.
the Louisville Advertising
He compared this to increases
by
of their advertisingratemagazines
without increases
of circulation. Recommending to stations
relatively low-cost news, music and
sports programming during evening hours,
hits'
hardest,
Mr. when
Stolzoff television
said also that
"daytime radio is a hearty, lusty
solid
medium."
"Theadvertising
national bills
for daytime
radio are being paid by some of
the sharpest national advertisers
inare the
he said.to "There
morecountry,"
people listening
morning radio on May 9, 1952, than
there
were
on
May
9,
1948,"
he
said.
"Radio, until mid-afternoon, is
as strong as it has ever been in
the entire history of the radio industry," Mr. Stolzoff
said. "Theof
slight decreases
in percentage
sets tuned in is more than offset
by the increase in the number of
Citing
FCC radio
figures
of $455income
million AM-FM
industry
in 1951, largest in history, he said:
"According to every indication, it
looks as though 1952 will be a
sets." year than 1951."
bigger
KENKEL SWITCHES
Joins Nielsen Firm
FRED H. KENKEL, formerly executive vice president of C. E. Hooper
Inc., has joined A. C. Nielsen Co.
as a vicenouncedpresident,
today (Monday).it was anMr. K e n k e 1,
•
wno
will make
J-'^Bf^
his headquarters
1
in New York, will
be primarily refor directsipon sibolfethe
erage servicecov-to
J/KS2$j£~' new Nielsen
Mr. Kenkel added. andtions, TVit was
JjPP^JJlj^'
A graduate of radio
St. Louis U., staMr.
Kenkel was associated with Gardner Advertising Co., New York, for
several years, ultimately serving as
director of radio and media and as
an account executive. He joined
the Hooper organization in 1941
and, a year later, became a vice
president. In 1944, he was named
executive
vice president and became a director.

Piatt to Speak
JOHN H. PLATT, vice president
in charge of advertising and public
relations for Kraft Foods, Chicago,
will discuss policies and planning
which a client puts into a highbudgetcagonetwork
show atMaythe 21.ChiTelevision Council
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Firms Set Summer Schedules
AUTO
ACTIVITY
By FLORENCE SMALL
(Tuesday and Thursday, 7:30-45
it can singly unp.m.) on NBC-TV. Advertiser budget soderwritethat
the program.
AMERICAN automotive manufac- spends
over §2 million a year in
turers have released the clutch on television.
Packard Cars through Maxon
Campbell-Ewald
Co.,
their budgets for a power drive New York, is the agency.
Inc., New York, which is sponsorinto summer advertising, using
ing Rebound
on a isnumber
of tele-in
Cars, which has not used
vision stations,
currently
radio and television in both spot TVBuick
for two years, is expected to negotiations on next fall's plans.
and network form. That was the
up the fourth Tuesday night Decision is expected early this
finding ofcastinga check
Broadcasting
• Tele- pick
8-9 p.m. segment on NBC-TV, week.
made last week.
which
has been released by Texaco
Other motivedevelopments
the autoThe purpose of the campaigns is
Henry E. Abr (r), presiadvertiser will confield last week inwere
of a WELCOMING
to capitalize on the seasonal urge Oil Co.tinue tLatter
dent. Brand Names Foundation, to the
Milton Berle the somewhat preliminary nature but
of Americans to hit the road, and other threeo sponsor
Rocky
Mountain
region are Palmer
out of four. Kud- strongly significant as indication
to that end at least nine firms were ner Agency, weeks
(I), Bevis
publisher,
Denver Post, and
New York, is the agen- of the future direction and extent Hoyt
found to be actually involved in
Charles
(c),
cy for both Buick and Texaco.
of advertising outlay in at least
Denver. manager, KOA
summer scheduling, with at least
a segment of the industry.
Cadillac Considering
three of the companies using radio
E. C. Quinn, vice president of
Cadillac Cars is understood to Chrysler
and TV spots.
announced that
First, Ford Dealers of America be considering a network televi- his companyCorp.,
is setting up the most ket, "passing out of a period of
sion show through its agency, Mc- intensive advertising
will retain its half-hour on NBCand sales pro- 'pull' into a period of 'push' sellTV during the summer months Manus, John & Adams, Detroit.
gram in its history for its Chrysler irg." "Dealers," he said, "will have
with a new program called Mr.
Lincoln-Mercury will continue to Car Div. in a move to take the to go out and start 'pushing to
Peepers, featuring Wally Cox. sponsor the Ed Sullivan Toast of leadership in the luxury car mar- produce' more and more to maintain sales volume. Competition has
Show will be produced by Fred the Town show on CBS-TV next ket.
Speaking more generally, Harry
Coe. If the program proves suc- season. Ford Motor Co. had been
He made his remarks before a
ces ful it has a good chance of asked to co-sponsor the program
vice president of Genremaining on during the fall sea- because of mounting costs. How- J. Klinger,
eral Motors, pointed out that the group of dealers meeting at the
son. At any rate Ford will retain
Waldorf-Astoria last week in New
ever, Lincoln-Mercury Dealers is automotive industry is once again returned."
the time (Thursdays, 9:30-10 p.m.) currently trying to get a larger entering into a competitive mar- York.
during next year. J. Walter Thompson Co., New York, is the agency.
The three active spot advertisers
are Dodge cars, Hudson Motors,
and Kaiser-Frazer.
Would Offer Political Libel Guard
Dodge (Chrysler Corp. of America) is using 500 radio and TV O
'HARA
markets for spots starting on the
BILL
following dates: April 28, May 5
By DAVE BERLYN
bill's provisions within a year after ment to the McFarland bill.
and May 12, for two, three and
became law. Apparentfour week durations.
A "COUNTRY LAWYER" ap- the lymeasure
interpretation of Sec. 315 Interstate
© This failing,
it's said
House
proach to clear up the vexing prob- wouldthisbecome
& Foreign
Commerce
Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York,
the law of the land. Committee
of political broadcast liability
Chairman Robert
has been placing the campaign, was lemoffered
on
Capitol
Hill
last
After
the
year
was
over,
and
inci(D-6hio) will be prodded
although the account goes to Grant Thursday on the threshold of the
dental y, the election year would be Grosser
hold hearings of his committee
Advertising Inc. effective early in upcoming
history, too, the FCC then would be toon the
national elections.
bill.
June.
Use of the rustic term, "country required to promulgate its rules
Hudson Starting To Roll
% Flood
of letters
from . tobroadlawyer," was the way Rep. Joseph and regulations.
casters urging
legislators
get
Hudson Motors through its agen- H. O'Hara (R-Minn.) described his Telecasting
Rep. O'Hara that
told heBroadcasting
had designed• behind the Horan bill. Some 30-40
cy, Brooke, Smith, French & Dor- bill (HR 7782) that would attempt
House members have received corbill
"to
place
the
broadcasting
rance, Detroit, has placed a cam- to give the broadcaster full discre- the
respondence, itwas reported.
paign in a number of markets for
tion and authority to delete libelous station on the same basis as the
this month. Advertiser is using material from a candidate's talk.
newspaper in taking a political ad£
Absence
of opposition thus far
The licensee does not hold that
programs and spots on local stato opinion
that thebe path
totions.
His strategy, he explained, was leads ward
enactment should
smooth.
authority now under Sec. 315 of the vertisement."
Kaiser-Frazer, in addition to its Communications Act which governs toHoran
"get bill
hearings
on
my
bill
and
the
9
Identical
bill
(HR
7756)
inbefore the House Comrecent buy of 45 minutes per week political broadcasts.
troduced Wednesday by Rep. Pat
Observers on the radio scene saw situationmerceforCommittee."
The
current
on NBC-TV's Today with Dave
Sutton
(D-Tenn.).
the broadcaster, he
Garroway, is placing a two-week in the O'Hara bill a possible new
Definition of Candidates
of exploration toward an said, was "bad" but the Horan
campaign during May in a num- avenue
ber of markets across the coun- eventual solution of the current li- bill, he asserted, would leave it The Horan bill (HR 7062) would
"almost
as
bad."
"We
must
have
denote legally qualified candidates
try. On a Monday-through-Friday
censee political predicament.
basis, Kaiser-Frazer sponsors two
as those "in a primary, general or
one policy or the other," he said.
Bill Provisions
separate five-minute segments on
specifyon that
The
bill,
Rep.
O'Hara
continued,
thorization tospeak
behalfan ofau-a
each day except Tuesday, when it The new bill would require equal was "my own idea coupled with other election";
opportunity forfor the
timesame
to allofficeotherto requests from small stations that candidate must be in writing, and
has one five-minute segment. Wil- candidates
liam H. Weintraub & Co., New
something be done." The measure, direct that the broadcaster would
which a legally qualified candi- he
York, is the agency.
represents a "country have noterialpower
broadcast. to censor the madate,
whose
talk
is
broadcast,
The one
radioMotors
networkOldsmobile
buy in- aspires. It holds no provision for lawyersaid,
approach tomust
the problem."
volves General
The broadcaster
have rights
It also would not hold the broadDiv., Lansing, Mich., which signed persons who speak on behalf of the of censorship plus the responsicaster liable in any civil or criminal
for sponsorship of the Peggy Lee candidate.
action
any local, state or federal
bility
when
carrying
a
candidate's
The licensee would be prohibited speech. "We shouldn't remove one court. inThe
Show on CBS Radio (Tuesday and
candidate, moreoverr
Thursday, 7:30-45 p.m.) starting from exercising power of "political in favor of the other," he added.
would be subject to libel laws.
the end of May. Agency is D. P. or partisan censorship." But there
This
new
bill
came
in
the
midst
Both
the
McFarland
and Horan
would be no obligation upon him
Brother & Co., Detroit.
feverish behind - the - scene bills would amend the CommunicaDeSoto-Plymouth has renewed "to broadcast any defamatory, ob- of
tions Act but for different purposes
activity at the Capitol to give the
scene, or other material which broadcaster
Groucho Marx' You Bet Your Life
libel protection. The and certainly to varied extent. The
subject
it
[licensee]
to
any
on NBC-TV (Thursday, 8-8:30 may
McFarland
legislation would set up
developments
included:
p.m.) for next season through its civil or criminal action in any local,
a new communications law while
©
Possibility
that
the
libel-proof
agency,
BBDO,
New
York.
the
Horan
measure would change
state
or
federal
court."
Chevrolet Div. of General Motors
FCC, according to the bill, would bill, as proposed by Rep. Walt
of but one section of
is about to sign the renewal of its be compelled to issue rules and Horan (R-Wash.), may be offered the language
(Continued
on page 95)
Dinah Shore Shoiv twice weekly regulations to carry into effect the on the House floor as an amendBROADCASTING
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RCA AND DOMESTIC
SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED
OF INCOME
FOR QUARTERSTATEMENT
ENDED1952
MARCH
311951
Firm's Record
s
iew
Rev
off
Sqm
Productsices
and Sold
Serv- $163,871,331 $185,590,755
REPORT
A
RC
"INTERNATIONAL television as noted, adding, "we sold what we be incorporated, Gen. Sarnoff said, Cost of Operations 149,029,811 157,847,213
a regular service will be realized produced." Current inventories are, in NBC-TV coverage of political Profit Before Federal
27,743,542
conventions this summer.
Taxes Taxes
on Income
within
the next David
five years,"
said, has
"normal."
Federal
on 14,841,520 15,842,000
Board Chairman
Sarnoff RCA
told he RCA
spent a total of $3 milMagnetic
sound-recorder
proIncome
7,765,000
lion for UHF research, his report
corporation stockholders at their
jectormentotaryrecord
indicated, and the company also is
or musical individual
backgroundcom-on Net Profit for the
annual
11,901,542
788,202
day. meeting in New York Tues- working on the following develop- 16mm film, expected to be par- Preferred
788,239
Quarter Dividend 7,076,520
Predicting international televi- ments:
ticularly
useful
to
home-movie
enAtomic electronic equipment,
thusiasts, schools and advertising Balance
sion as "a powerful aid socially,
Stock for Common 6,288,281 11,113,340.80
shares)
Earnings
per(13,881,016
share on
educationally
and politically,"
Gen. called a "color corrector," which is agencies.
common
Sarnoff warned,
however, about
said to reduce by half the time reTwo-way microwave radio systechnical, economic and political
quired to make color plates for
tem for communication along highproblems which must be solved be- printing, as well as improving color
.45
ways,mercialrailroads
comfore such television can be estab- fidelity and lowering production
routes asandwellsimilar
as among
answering a question from
costs.
lished on a regular basis — problems
military units. The North Atlantic later
Electronic inventory control sys- Treaty Organization has ordered the floor by evaluating them at
which present, he said, a "stimulat"several hundred million dollars."
tem, developed for military pur- the system for use in Europe.
ing challenge to all of us."
military projects conposes and considered applicable to
Closed-circuit industrial televi- Researchtinues aont "relatively
The same technical pioneering commercial
operations,
which
can
highbeing
levels,"
by RCA that led to international complete in days the inventory
with
a
recent
the
sion
for
manufacturers',
scientists'
radiotelegraphy, radiote 1 e p h o n y , operations requiring several weeks. and educators' use and exchange start of a 430-acreproject
electronics
provof
pictorial
information.
radiotelephotos and radio broading
ground
at
Morristown,
N.
J.,
Electronic inspection apparatus
casting on a world-wide scale, have
Transistors Described
for some $3 million.
pharmaceutical check on the
also enabled RCA experts to bring for
Transistors, described as tiny
Experimental
work on the
colorboard
teleof drug products, such as
the day of international television purity
will continue,
devices which operate like certain chairmanvisionemphasized,
closer to realization, he observed. ampules containing vaccines.
noting
that
electron
tubes,
being
developed
for
"Walkie-lookie," a portable one- further use in new radio, TV and one project now was to convert
"By tional
cultivating
announced pre- electronic instruments.
understandingbetter
and internahelping man TV viouslystation
theatre-TV
equipment
—
installed
March 3], for use
to reduce tensions born of misun- by reporters [B«T,
in 60 film houses throughcovering special events
Defense contracts include a "sub- by RCA
out the country — to color use.
derstanding, 'The Voice and Vision in the field. This equipment may
stantial" backlog, Gen. Sarnoff said,
of America' can contribute subQuestioned
about subscription
stantially toward achieving the
Gen. Sarnoff said it is
Near $56 Million television,
goal eral
of pointed
universal
peace,"
the
Gen"technically
feasible"
but, in his
out.
in First Quarter personal estimation, years off — not
Lifting of the TV freeze in the CBS INC. GROSS
but be-of
U. S., Gen. Sarnoff noted, has given GROSS income of $55,965,242 resulting in a net income of $1,522,796 only forcause ittechnical
introducesreasons
the idea
after provision of $2,350,000 for federal income taxes was reported for broadcasting as a public utility for
"tremendous
impetus"
to
the
expansion of video throughout the the first quarter of 1952 by CBS Inc. and its domestic subsidiaries, in- which charge can be made, thus
cluding the Hytron manufacturing group acquired last June.
country.
"Socially,television
economically
suggesting government control of
and educationally,
can
and a change in the whole
1952 net shows an increase ★
■
million in 1951 to al- rates
now attain its full stature as an in- of The
American broadcasting picture. He
$121,742 over that for the com- from most$18$31y2million
this year.
noted that there are, however, a
parable
1951
period
when
a
net
of
dustry
and
broadcasting
service,"
he said.
Corporation directors, it was number of interpretations of the
$1,401,054 was reported on a gross noted,
a cash dividend of
Outlook Brightening
includingbyanRCA.
unanof $39,323,391 after provision of 40 centsdeclared
share on Class A and ■ idea on paper,
nounced one developed
Adding his own report to the $2,100,000 for taxes. Gross figures B stocks, per
payable
June
6
to
stockRCA
Advertising
in
both
instances
are
those
before
corporation's
holders as of May 23. Some 2,337,which had beenannual
issued statement,
previously discounts, commissions and returns 896 shares
In answer to another question,
of CBS Inc. stock were
[B»T, March
3],
Gen.
Sarnoff
conwere
deducted.
Most
noticeable
outstanding
as of March 29, ac- Gen. Sarnoff indicated that RCA
cluded that the sales outlook for change in the consolidated statec
o
r
d
i
n
g
t
o
Samuel
R.
Dean,
treasadvertising
during 1951 was aptelevision is brightening.
proximately the same as for the
ment was an increase in operating urer.
"While
uncertain
factors
in
the
Full
income
statement
follows:
previous
year,
a little more than
expenses
and
cost
of
goods
sold
current world situation obscure
Three
Months
Ending
March
29,
$15
million.
the general
outlook,
there
are
cer952
(13
Weeks)
March
31,
1951
(13
Weeks)
RCA business volume has intain factors within our own field of Gross Income
$39,323,391
nearly four times its $158
11,557,742 million creased
Less discounts, commissions and returns $55,965,242
12,977,144
of ten years ago to the
operations that are clear," he said.
"For
example,
productive
capacity
present
$600
million, Gen. Sarnoff
Deduct:
is the greatest in our history.
Operating
expensessoldand $30,963,775
pointedcure out,
explaining
to seTelevision is expanding its servcost of goods
$18,535,851
working
capital forthat,
continued
ices. New markets for TV transSelling,
general
and
ad5,356,646
expansion,
the
corporation
had
7,616,538
mitters and receivers are being
Provision
for depreciation
loans totalling $100 million by the
and amortization
of
opened, and ... we expect that our
end
of
last
year,
a
figure
that
will
leasehold
improvements
business for the last half of 1952
to $150 million by mid39,138,971 24,327,586 increase
will show an improvement over the
1953, he said.
first half."
62,991
$ 3,438,063
Last which
year's reached
48% increase
23,699
RCA gross of $163,871,331 by Miscellaneous income, less miscellaneous deductions$ 3,849,097
sales,
a new inhighNBCof
$ 3,872,796 $ 3,501,054 $137
March 31 of this year resulted in Provision
Income before
federaltaxestaxeson income:
on income
million,
were
re-iterated
for
federal
a profit of $14,841,520 which, after
Gen. Sarnoff, who again attributedby
Income
tax
Excess profits
tax $ 2,330,000
20,000
$ 2,080,000
taxes, amounted to $7,076,520, acthe rise to television. Video, he
20,000
cording to the first-quarter report
2,350,000 2,100,000 added, continues at a "profitable
given by the RCA board chairman. Net Income for Period
$ 1,522,796 $ 1,401,054
For the comparable period last
year, $185,590,755 gross provided Earnings per Share (Note 3)
Purpose
the stockholders'
$ .65
$ .82 meeting
was ofto consider
election of
a pre-tax profit of $26,743,542 and Notes:
four
officers,
name
an independent
1.
The
1952
Figures
include
the
operations
of
the
Hytron
group
(Hytron
Radio
&
Electronics
a net of $11,901,542.
accountant
to
certify
corporation
Co.
and
CBS-Columbia
Inc.)
which
was
acquired
on
June
15,
1951.
2. The
provision
for federalintaxes
on income
quarter ofwhich
1951 as originally
Like the rest of the industry,
statements, and consider a cumulareported
was this
calculated
accordance
with for
the inthe
1950thisfirstRevenue
in effectre- level."
tive voting
resolution for election
Gen. Sarnoff said, RCA was afat that sultime;
provision enactment
has been ofadjusted
reportAct toAct
reflectwasthewas
changes
members.
t
i
n
g
f
r
o
m
the
subsequent
the
1951
Revenue
which
applicable
to of board
fected by a decline in TV set sales
the
the
full
year
of
1951.
during the first quarter of 1952.
Directors whose terms were to
3.
The
1952
earnings
are
calculated
upon
the
2,337,896
shares
outstanding
as
of
March
29, 1952 and the 1951 earnings upon the 1,717,352 shares outstanding as of March 31, expire this year and who were reRCA Victor manufactured all TV
receiversment allocation
permittedof under
govern-he 4. 1951.
The 1952
results are subject to year end adjustments and to audit by Lybrand, Ross
(Continued on page 103)
Bros.
& Montgomery.
materials,
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House Debate Seen Within Few Weeks
FCC REVAMP
BILL
HOUSE leadership has set the Mc- expansion of television broadcast- FCC stated. Also thus affected prosecutory or investigatory activity
consultto with
the Coming to become a reality, as well as
Farland bill (S 658) down for debe all interlocutory motions shall advise
mission withorrespect
decisions
by it
bate this month, placing it in a to take care of its heavy workload would
after
formal
hearing
in
any
adjudicamade
in
hearing
cases
and
in
petit
i
o
n
a
s
defined
in
section
2(d)
of the
in other vital areas of the commusudden
upswing
of
pending
legisAdministrative
Procedure
Act.
tions
for
rehearing
of
hearing
lation.
nications field."
In a separate memorandum to
agency noted.
Despite the crowded calendar,
Sections which were bitterly cases, theCommissioner
the House committee, FCC also
can be expected
including the important foreign aid criticized by the Commission were to Nomakeone satisfactory
decisions
in
these
questioned
of apermit
new
fields without the assistance and amendment language
bill, House leaders hope to get the those which would bar consultation several
would
which with
may members
be gainedoffrom
free discriminationwhich
FCC-remodeling bill through at with members of its staff in any advice
against newspapers,
consultation
the
staff
least by the week of May 26. If adjudicatory proceedings designat- possessing
of the fields.specialized training in each noting it would open the door to a
possible it may be debated the
hearing, and also prohibit
The CommisAnother part of the McFarland variedsion construction.
week of the 19th (next week), staffed formembers
asserted that the provision, as
from making recomundergoing
FCC's
fire
was
Sec.
mendations. The bill, however, bill
written,
might
mean
that
FCC may
* it was learned.
require a 30-day
Rep. John W. McCormack (D- would direct the FCC to establish 8 which would
diversification
conbefore applications are not consider
trol
over
mass
media
as
a offactor
Mass.) was unable to supply a defi- a "review staff" to aid it in hear- notification
set for hearing or grants would be in consideration of applications.
nate date when questioned on the
ing cases but would limit it to issued
without a hearing.
House floor last Thursday by Rep. summarizing the evidence in hearFCC the
raisedamendment
the quesThis is commonly known as the Additionally,
tion of whether
Carl Hinshaw (R-Calif.), second
ing cases and exceptions to initial
ranking member of the House Inter- decisions and replies. FCC said:
might
not
apply
to
motion
"party
in
interest
protest"
section.
This section, FCC said in part, firms and radio stations picture
among
state & Foreign Commerce Com...ing to thein Commission
all adjudicatory
cases ofcom-an would
:
for review
mittee. Rep. McCormack, House examiner's
others because of the laws of coninitial
decision,
the
Commis.
.
.
establish
an
unnecessary
and
struction.
Majority Leader, acknowledge the
sion itself wouldeachapparently
be required
procedure,
entailing
needto consider
filed to burdensome
less
expense
both upon whereby
new applicants
No Mention in Report
measure's
importance
acontained
finding ofin exception
factinitial
or conclusion
and
the
government,
before
nized that the
commerce and
grouprecoghad ofeither
law
the
decision,
the Commission
could
designate
an
apNot
mentioned in the report was
then
instruct
the
review
staff
with
put long and strenuous days on the and
n for hearing ittwice,
wouldfirsthaveuponto the section
to each such exception.
process
theplicatioapplication
bill. But he said, while attempting respect
consideration
of
the
application
as
filed,
suspension
andonfinecease-and-desist,
levying powers
Because
consultation
with
staff
to fit the bill into the House pro- members would be taboo, commis- and subsequently, upon consideration which has been
finding strong opcant.
of the reply received from the appligram, he could not give an assured
position in broadcast industry cirdate.
sioners also "would be forced to
cles [B«T, April 14].
a disproportionate amount
On the problem of staff relationIt was subsequently learned, devote
FCC Comr. Robert F. Jones was
of time to conferences, at which the
ship to Commissioners, FCC sughowever, that the leadership, par- seven
gested
the
following
substitute
for
professional
assistants
could
the
only
FCC member not particiticularly Rep. McCormack, is pinof the bill:
pating in the writing of the memoning hopes on the weeks mentioned not be present, held for the purpose Sec.No 5(c)
person
engaged
directly
or
indir
a
ndum as he was out-of-town adabove.
of drawing up point bystaff
pointon direcrectltigatory
y in anyfunctionprosecutory
or inveseach
in isanysubject
adjudication
The House Rules Committee has matter tionsofto thefactreview
dres ing the Ohio Assn. of Radioproceeding
or
who
to
the
or
law
raised
upon
TV Broadcasters'
supervision or direction of any person clinic
okayed the legislation and is per[B*T, May 5]. management
mitting three hours of debate. The exceptions to initial decisions," performing or supervising any such
bill can be amended on the floor.
It was also learned that House
For Another FCC Term
Speaker Sam Rayburn (D-Tex.),
who has authored revisions in com- HYDE
RENOMINATED
munications law when a member
of the commerce group, was look- ROSEL HERSCHEL HYDE, vice
Downey,
Ida.,graduated
attendingfromschools
there
and was
high
ing over comments sent to him on chairman of the FCC and its
the bill by the FCC [B»T, May 5]. "career" Commissioner, appears
school intendedSalt
Lake
City. College.
He atUtah Agricultural
In its memorandum, FCC warned before the Senate Interstate & Forthat sections of the House version
In 1924, he was manager of the
eign Commerce Committee Wednesof the bill, as contained also in the
Downey State Bank, which meant
day to testify on his re-appointoriginal Senate measure, would
he wasness adviser
a legal,
financialandandtownsbusiment to the Commission.
to farmers
"paralyze
the
Commission's
funcPresident Truman nominated
men of the area. That year, he
ttiveionsthatat a the
time Commission
when it is imperabe able Comr. Hyde to a full, seven-year
married Mary Henderson, a
last Monday. Comr. Hyde is
to act efficiently and expeditiously term
Downey school teacher.
to permit the proposed nationwide an Idaho Republican.
Comr.ingtonHyde
traveled
WashIn advance of the hearing, it
the following
year,to entered
was noted that little, if any, opposiGeorge Washington Law School in
1925, completing its courses in
tionment tois expected
Comr. Hyde's
GATHINGS PLAN
1929, andof was
admitted
the
among re-appointcommittee
District
Columbia
Bar. toFirst
House Consideration Near members. There may be some quesCOMR. HYDE
job
in
the
capital
city
was
clerk
in
tioning
about
the
North
American
* * *
THE RESOLUTION aimed at set- Regional Broadcast Agreement
the Civil Service Commission, later
ting up an investigation and study (NARBA) with which the Com- mission by President Truman in he moved to the Office of Public
of radio and television programs
Buildings and Parks after study in
April 1946 to fill the unexpired accounting.
is tenatively slated to be taken recent years.mis ioner has been very active in term
of the late Comr. William H.
up today (Monday) or tomorrow
He was started in Grade 1 with
Thefore theNARBA
is now but
be- Wills which ran until June 30,
by This
the House
[B«T, May
5].
Senate fortreaty
ratification,
the Federal
Commission,
bewas revealed
last Thursday
1952.
came chief ofRadio
its docket
section and
has
been
bottlenecked
in
the
Senate
Senate confirmation was swift reorganized the system then in use
by Rep. John W. McCormack (D- Foreign Relations Committee where
Mass.), the House Majority Leader. the U. S. international role has when Comr. Hyde was appointed which served as a guide for many
The resolution (H Res 278), elbowed it aside in favor of action on the Commission. The Senate years later. He moved into the
authored by Rep. E. C. Gathings on major foreign policy programs. committee session then was short. legal department as an attorney
(D-Ark.), would direct and authorWhen named to the Commission, and in 1932 was an examiner.
Comr. Hyde is a veteran in the
ize the House Interstate & For- FCC,
having come up through the Comr. Hyde was serving as Gen- When FCC was formed, he was
eign
Commerce
Committee
to
coneralmotedCounsel,
a post1945.
he wasHe proranks. He achieved his commisduct the investigation.
to in March
was again named to that post. SubCalendar in the House for this sionership and vice chairmanship assistant
sequently he became senior attorgeneral counsel from
through themerit.
His
service
on
and
week, which is subject to change, within
ney, working on common carrier as
October
1942.
Commission
dates
from
schedules the resolution as one of
as broadcasting matters. In
with the old FedThe tall, lean Commissioner is a well
the first pieces of business for the his association
he was put in charge of the
eral Radio Commission in 1928.
"young" FCC veteran. He was 1938, (Continued
two days. (For earlier story on
on page 94.)
a Gathings interview, see page 52).
He was appointed to the Com- born in 1900 on a farm near
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Possible Changes

NBC 1952 Stations Planning & Advisory Committee members are (seated,
I to r) Stanley E. Hubbard, KSTP-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul; Ralph Evans, WHO
Des Moines and WOC Davenport; Allen M. Woodall, WDAK Columbus, Ga.,
and Martin Campbell, WFAA-TV Dallas; standing (I to r) are Lee B. Wailes,
Storer Broadcasting Co., secretary for TV; Willard C. Worcester, WIRE Indianapolis; E. R. Vandeboncoeur, WSYR-TV Syracuse, vice chairman; Robert B.
Hanna Jr., WGY Schenectady; Richard O. Dunning, KHQ Spokane, secretary
for radio; B. T. Whitmire, WFBC Greenville, S. C; P. A. Sugg, WKY Oklahoma
City, chairman, and Ed Yocum, KGHL Billings, Mont. NBC held its first 1952
SPAC meeting in New York [B*T, May 5].
RADIO NEEDS
Cited by Fellows at WAB
RADIO will not be able to solve its
problems on behalf of the public or
the industry itself unless it organizes a strong
trade association and 48national
state broadcasting
associations backed by almost 100%
membership.
was the Harold
assertion of NARTBThisPresident
Fellows as he spoke at the luncheon
meeting of the Wisconsin Broadcasters Assn. in Milwaukee Tuesday. More than 50 station men in
Wisconsin attended the two-day
session, which started Monday with
a day-long clinic sponsored by
BMI [B«T, April 28].
Discussing the need for close cooperation with legislators, Mr.
Fellows pointed out that this need
is apparent on state and local as
well as federal levels. He reminded
broadcasters they "are doing business by the grace of God, technical
inventions and a government license," and that the third factor
inevitably means the industry "is a
shining target for government legislation, and always will be."
Main Element
The main element in "pursuing
the business of legislation," Mr.
Fellows charged, is for the broadcaster to "organize and conduct
himself so that he establishes stature and respect for radio and television."
"We haven't done it," he said,
"and we should start immediately."
Charging broadcasters with smugness, Mr. Fellows recommended
"sale" of both media to public and
legislators, "because where we don't
findHe friends
it's our
own and
fault."
discussed
briefly,
off the
record, specific legislation before
Congress and educational TV.
This was discussed also by Prof.
Harold B. McCarty, director of
WHA Madison, operated by the U.
of Wisconsin. He said the state
radio council has made no specific
plans for use of TV as an educaPage 28 • May 12, 1952

tional tool, and is now considering
several proposals.
Two proposals involve use of a
closed circuit TV laboratory at the
university and election of a TV
network with one origination site
and 11 relay towers. The latter
suggestion
would ofrequire
an esti-he
mated investment
$3 million,
said, equal to $1 per Wisconsin resident. Under no circumstances, he
assured the broadcasters, would the
university wish to compete on a
commercial or non-profit basis.
WRBC PURCHASE
Lamar Firm Selling WJDX
TO BETTER its Jackson, Miss.,
coverage, Lamar Life Insurance
Co. is buying 100% ownership of
WRBC for $250,000, application for
transfer approval filed with the
FCC last week disclosed. WRBC is
on 620 kc with 5 kw day, 1 kw night.
At the same time, Lamar is selling its presently owned WJDX
(1300 kc, 5 kw day, 1 kw night) to
majority stockholders of the present
licensee of WRBC (Rebel Broadcasting Co.). Purchase price is
$100,000. Both transfers are contingent on the other.
In addition to acquiring a better
facility, Lamar will also acquire the
new studios and equipment of
WRBC. It is selling to the purchasers of WJDX (a new corporation named Rebel Broadcasting Co.
of Mississippi)
the transmitter facilities of that station.
Officers and stockholdings of new
Rebel Broadcasting Co. of Mississippi are virtually the same as those
in the present WRBC licensee:
T. E. Wright, president and 32.5%
stockholder; W. B. McCarthy Sr.,
vice president and 21.4%; J. W.
Carlier,
7.5%. secretary-treasurer, and
After FCC approval, call letters
of stations will be exchanged. This
will maintain the WJDX call letter
for Lamar Life Insurance Co., but
on 620 kc. WRBC will then be
owned by Rebel Broadcasting Co.,
on 1300 kc.

LBS CUTS TIME
Speculated
LIBERTY Broadcasting System, concentrating on small-market and
small-station coverage, was understood last week to have cut its daily
network hookup from a 16-hour to eight-hour basis.
Efforts to contact Liberty executives in Dallas had proved fruitless,
as of Thursday night.
contended the defendant
Word that the network was mak- network
club owners operated a monopoly
ing major changes in its operating and
named
clubs but the Chicago
procedure
follow- White Sox,all Cincinnati
Reds and
ing a closedspread
circuitlasttalkweekby Gordon
Brooklyn
Dodgers.
McLendon, Liberty president. SevRumors
aboutlasttheweek
network's
fueral affiliates contacted by Broadture were rife
following
casting • Telecasting said they
had been asked to keep contents of Mr. McLendon's closed circuit talk.
One report was that Sears, Roebuck
the talk on a confidential basis.
& Co. was not renewing its Liberty
Liberty
plaintiff
mil- contract
effective May 16. The
lion suit isfiled
againstin a13$12major
Sears campaign
involved two 15league baseball clubs. The suit was minute
five-weekly
filed in U. S. District Court, Chi- Coldspot freezers. series promoting
cago, last Feb. 21 [B»T, Feb. 25].
Earlier in the spring Liberty deIn thatferedsuit
nied rumors it would not broadcast
businessLiberty
damage claims
throughit sufloss baseball
in 1952, and it has been
of baseball broadcast rights. The
carrying
play-by-play
since the season
opened. programs
The network has obtained important income by charging affiliates
SDX AWARDS
program service, tapping loMurrow to be Honored for its
cal sources of revenue.
EDWARD R. MURROW of CBSA
problem
facing the network
TV's news show, See It Now, on since it filed suit against major
May 19, will add more honors as a league baseball clubs has centered
Fellow of Sigma Delta Chi to his around the hesitation of national
George Foster Peabody Award sponsors in signing contracts while
is pending, according to
[B»T, May 5] at the national pro- litigation
some affiliates.
fessional journalism
fraternity's
1952 presentation
ceremony
and
Under the new Liberty operating
is understood,
netbanquet
hotel. at Chicago's Conrad Hilton schedule,
work willitopen
at 12 noon the(EST)
Among Sigma Delta Chi Distin- and continue to 8 p.m. This was
guished Service Award winners will expected to require rescheduling of
be Jim Monroe, news director of some programs.
KCMO Kansas City, and William
Among current Liberty sponsors
E. Griffith Jr., radio news writer are such national advertisers as
of KMBC Kansas City, both for General Mills, Pequot Mills and
coverage of the 1951 flood. A public Amana refrigerators.
Last March Liberty went through
service award will
go to forNBC'sits
WMAQ-AM-TV
Chicago
process by reducing
news broadcasts on the narcotics atherevamping
New York sales organization.
At that time Mr. McLendon said
problem,gram particularly
the
three-proseries, The Black Mark, by the step was designed to bring
Len O'Connor [B*T, April 7].
economies in view of the
Others were honored as follows: about
of business originating in
Elected Fellows of SDX: Irving S. amount
the office.
Dilliard,
editor
of
the
St.
Louis
PostDispatchberto Gainza
editorial
pages, andand publisher
Dr. AlThe LBS key outlet is now KLBS
Paz, editor
Houston, formerly KLEE [B»T,
of Public
Buenos Aires' awards:
La Prensa.
Chicago toSun5]. Network headquarters are
Times, forservice
its campaign leading
the May
to be moved from Dallas to Housarrestael Moretti;
of a murderer,
Policeman forMich-its ton.
McCall's
magazine,
article, "Who's
TryingD. Morse.
to Ruin Our
Liberty organization
Schools?"
Arthur
Barton the
R. McLendon,
father of
Individualby winners:
Editorial cartoon- areTopping
ing, ington
HerbertPost, Block
(Herblock),
WashGordon, and H. R. Cullen, prominent
and
Bruce
Russell,
Los
Angeles Times, both for third time; Texan. Program origination points
general reporting,
Victor Cohn, Min- include Dallas, New York and
Tribune; foreign
ence,neapolis
Ferdinand
Kuhn, correspondWashington
Post;
foreign
and
domestic
affairs,WashAP Washington.
Correspondent
Johnwriting,
Hightower,
ington;
editorial
Robert
White, tures,
Mexico
(Mo.)Luga,
Ledger;
news Daily
pic-M. Trade Bill to Senate
Edward
De
Chicago
News,
and Union;
Roger magazine
Wrenn, San
Diego AS result of House passage last
California
reporting,
Bill
Collier's article, week the Senate now must con"The Davidson,
High Costforof hisDying."
legislation to restore the soCharles Clayton, national SDX called sider
"fair trade" retail price-fixpresident,
preside atWalter
and ad-G.
ingcel lawsout court
in 45 states.
candress the will
ceremonies.
decisionsIt would
last year
Curtis, president of the Headline which thumbed down state trade
Club, Chicago SDX chapter, will laws intended to bar price-cutting
make remarks, and Gideon Sey- on name-brand goods. The Supreme Court ruled that laws could
Minneapolis
Tribunemour,
executive
editor,Starwilland
keynote
not make
price agreement
beone amanufacturer
and one
the banquet session. Victor E. Blue- retailer tweenbinding
on all retailers in
dorn, tor,
SDXmade national
executive
directhe announcements of the state unless all retailers acwinners April 3.
tually sign the agreement.
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TOUR

BEST

THE

By ROBERT E. DUNVILLE
your best customer, your
MEETprosper
ous, ready - to - buy
customer who is growingshing higher edusounder, establistandards,
cational
and buying
more merchandise because he has
le cash. He's the
more spendab
n farmer.
America
This man — the American farmer
-— owner of his own property and
destiny, is the current American
capitalist. Today he lives in a
modern home — comfortable and
attractive — full of modern conveniences. He has a well-equipped
kitchen — and a late model car.
Unlike the farmer of old, today he
sends his children to good schools
and more of them to college.
And this is the most important
factor:
The farmer's
average net$25,000.
worth
today
is approximately
Farming is big business — represents a big capital investment.
Many of us are paying for a home
or car; not your best customer. He
owns his. And even though his
credit is good he usually pays cash
for his expensive equipment, his
tractor, his truck, his corn picker,
asof well
as his items.
day-by-day purchases
consumer
In 1940 gross income from farming in the United States was nearly
$11 billion.'
1945, this
increased to $22By billion,
and inhad1950,

FARMER

$32 billion — up 194%. Latest
figures show farm income in 1951
was higher than ever — $37.5 billion.
* ★ ★
TODAY
farmers merchandise.
are buying
more consumer
Taking 1940 as the base, the index
of theirchasesgeneral
merchandise
purrose from 100
to 148 in 1945,
and in 1950 to 263, two-and-a-half
times the merchandise purchased in
1940— up 163%.
The modern farmer is building
up his plant. Taking the value of
farm construction in 1940 as our
index of 100, we find an increase
of only 11 points by 1945. In 1950,
however, this index rose to 453 — up
353%. Total farm assets in 1940
amounted to $54 billion, with 12%,
or $6.6 billion mortgaged. In 1951,
total farm assets were $153 billion
as mortgages dropped to 4% or
only $5.8 billion. Farm assets rose
$165%,
67%. and mortgages dropped
How many families are saving
50% of their income? Only 4% of
total families save this proportion,
but 13% of farm families do. How
many save 30%. of their income?
Only 12% of total families do while
31% of farm families make this
saving. The
farmer'sis higher
percentage of savings
remarkable
in the face of his increased spending and debt reduction.
Farmers have more ready cash

SAVINGS of 50% of their incomes by U.S.
families in 1950 saw 13% of farm families saving that amount, compared to only 4% of total
families saving 50%.

BROADCASTING
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THE AUTHOR, president of
Crosley Broadcasting Corp.,
has reached the top through
the sales department. He used
government and Crosley
research det i s t i c s as
artment stasources of pthis
article. Mr.
Dunville
lieves muchbe-of
the data will
proveothers
valuablei n
to
the broadcasting industry who
seek to point up the wealth in
the rural market. Crosley stations include WLW, WLWA
(FM), WLWT (TV) Cincinnati,
WLWB (FM), WLWD (TV) Dayton, WLWF (FM), WLWC (TV)
Columbus and WINS New York.

than ever before. In 1940 the
United States farm total was over
$4 billion. In 1945 it was up to
$14.5 billion, and in 1951 nearly $20
billion, a jump of 400%. That
represents spendable cash per farm
family amounting to $3,178 — many
times the liquid assets of the average city dweller.
That's the national picture, and
it may be applied with minor varia- are shocked by the amount of busitry.
tions to most sections of the counPurchases
24 grocery and drug
nes in small oftowns."
store items were studied in a recent
the WLW through
Cincinnati
■ URAL communities are no survey bydepartment
the
R longer just wide spots in the research
People's Advisory Council. The
road. Today with good roads, good findings
show
70.5%
of
rural
cars and a desire for good things,
these products, comfarm families come to town to buy familiespared buy
to 71%surveys
of urban
their consumer goods. They buy at Like similar
over families.
the past
the super market and the chain five years it showed the rural cussame consumer
drug store. These purchases in goods astomerdobuyscitythepeople.
self-service stores represent the
Our research people looked into
volume
tonnage
of
consumer
goods
sold today.
another aspect — the intention of
appliJoseph B. Hall, president of the the farmer
ances. Whattowebuyfoundelectrical
in the WLW
Kroger Co., confirms this fact. Mr. area, we believe may be applied to
other areas across the nation.
Hall says,
"Nearlycommunities.
half of our sales
In 1940 only nine of every 24
are
in rural
The
farms
had electricity. By 1945, this
manufacturer who advertises both had risen
to 13. In 1951, fully 21
to the rural and the urban public
of every 24 farms in our area were
has a realportance of the
advantage."
The
imA third
of all
rural consumer is using electricity.
electrified since
1945 means
further underscored by another farms
a tremendous electrical appliance
authority on marketing — W. P. market.
Napier, executive vice president, A.
This(Continued
survey of onbuying
page intentions
38)
C. Nielsen Co. — who says: "Clients

ELECTRICITY study by WLW Cincinnati of farms
in its area showed nine of every 24 farms using
electricity in 1940, but 21 of every 24 in 1951,
a jump of one-third.

CONSTRUCTION by U.S. farmers, with values
based on 1940 index of 100, rose to a figure of
453 in 1950, a jump of 353% in farm building
values.
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CBS MERGER
WCCO, WTCN-TV Details
DETAILS of CBS's merger of its
WCCO Minneapolis-St. Paul with
WTCN-TV interests in the same
city were disclosed last week in a
transfer application filed with the
FCC. The Minnesota merger was
on of two which CBS worked out
last March in moves to strengthen
its position in the TV network
sweepstakes [B»T, March 10]. The
other was buying a 45% interest in
KQV Pittsburgh.
Nub of the Minneapolis-St. Paul
merger is the creation of Midwest
Radio & Television Inc. to be owned
53% by present WTCN-TV owner
Mid Continent Radio - Television
Inc. and 47% by CBS. Mid Continent puts up WTCN-TV and
$212,000 while CBS does the same
with its 50-kw WCCO (on 830 kc)
and $188,000.
has been
soldMidtoContinent's
former U. WTCN
S. Ambassador
to Cuba and Australia Robert
Butler and associates for $325,000
[B»T, April 21]. Station operates
on 1280 kc with 5 kw day and 1 kw
night. Transfer application has not
yet been filed.
Original cost of WCCO was
$480,625.49, according to the application. Replacement value was put
at $734,750.
Original cost of WTCN-TV,
which operates on Channel 4 with
power of 17.9 kw, was $506,098.90,
according to the application. Re103.03. placement value was put at $535,Mid Continent Owners
Mid Continent is half owned by
Northwest Publications (Ridder
Newspapers) and the Minnesota
Tribune Co. (which does not publish a newspaper). It also owns
40% of WEMP-AM-FM Milwaukee.
Ridder
newspapers
the
St.
Paul
Pioneer-Press
and include
Dispatch,
Duluth
News-Tribune
and
Herald,
New
York
Journal of Commerce,
New York
Staats-Zeitung
and
Aberdeen
American
and Herold,
News,
Grand
Forks (S.(N.inD.)D.)
and
a
minority
interest
the Herald,
Seattle
Times. Ridder
interests
own
WDSM
Superior, Wis.,KILO
controlGrand
KSDNForks,
Aberdeen,
S. D., and
N. D.
Total assets of Mid Continent as
of Jan. 31 were given as $1,427,207.36, of which $603,207.53 was
in cash.
CBS listed its total current assets
as of March 1 at $64,333,186, of
which $12,683,076 was in cash.
Total current liabilities was given
as $31,760,870.
Application stated that the present staff of WCCO, under General
Manager Gene Wilkey, will be retained. Italso stated that the management of the new Midwest company would be in the hands of the
present Mid Continent officials.
Chairman of the new company will
be William
McNally, oftheMidwest
application stated.J. President
will be Robert B. Ridder, it showed.
Approval of the WCCO-WTCNTV merger will give CBS the following ownership lineup: WCBSAM-FM-TV New York, KNX-AMFM and KNXT(TV) Los Angeles,
WBBM-AM-FM Chicago, WEEIPage 30 • May 12, 1952

AM-FM Boston, KMOX St. Louis,
Multiple Members to]
KCBS-AM-FM San Francisco, 45%
Get Discounts
of WTOP-AM-FM-TV Washington. NARTB DUES
In addition to the 45% buy into
KQV Pittsburgh, CBS will buy NARTB plan to give reduced combination dues to members owning j
WBKB (TV) Chicago for $6 million more than one licensed station was put in effect Thursday by a special dues
if and when the FCC approves the committee comprising board members.
The three-man committee implemented the plan at a meeting with
merger of ABC with United Paramount Theatres. CBS is a TV ap- NARTB President Harold E. Fel- *
licant
for
Chicago,
Boston
and
San
and follows careful study of the
lows;
JudgeandJustin
Francisco.
chairman,
C. E.Miller,
Arneyboard
Jr., membership situation.
secretary-treasurer. Members of
Application forms will be disthe board group are Harold Essex,
tributed within a few days to comOPERATOR RULES
WSJS Winston-Salem, N. C, chairmore clear
than one
Robert T. Mason, WMRN
tionpanies
. It wasowningmade
that sta-an
NARTB Amends Request Marion, man;Ohio;
Clair R. McCollough, AM-FM unit is considered one staRELAXATION
of the AMFCC'sand opertion and cannot be separated to >
ator rules to permit
FM WGAL Lancaster, Pa.
Action of the committee is sub- take advantage of combination
stations using 10 kw power with
ject to ratification by the board at dues.
omnidirectional antennas to be run
June meeting. The proposal was
Since the plan was designed to
by remote control, and to give au- its
thority to use restricted operators set up by the board in February become effective April 1, the discount schedule will be retroactive
to stand transmitter watches was
to that date for members who had
filed last week by NARTB. Petiall their
tion was an amendment to the rethat
time.stations in membership at
this for
year stations
to per- PA. ASSN. MEET
mitquestsamefiled earlier
relaxation
lows:
The
schedule for discounts folElect Clipp President
using
Feb. 18,up11,to4].5 kw power [B*T, ROGER W. CLIPP, general man1 unit — basic rate
ager of WFIL-AM-TV Philadel2 units — 10% discount on all
NARTB's
and technical
amendment stressedpetition
that the
phia, was elected president of the
3 units — 15% discount on all
calibre of broadcast equipment is Pennsylvania Assn. of Broadcast4 units — 20% discount on all
ers at its May 3-5 meeting, held at
now of such high standards that
5 all.
units or m re — 25% discount on
Nittany Lion Inn, State College,
the requirement for a first-class Pa.
He succeeds John S. Booth,
radio-telephone
operator
to
attend
The
present policy will be to
WCHA Chambersburg.
each transmitter is obsolete.
consider 50% or more ownership
Amendment also asked that the
Other officers elected were Wil- of a property as ownership under
liam J. Thomas, WCPA Clearfield, terms of the discount formula.
authority to dispense with first
president; David J. Bennett,
class plyoperator's
presence
ap- vice
Applications for discounts will be
WKBO Harrisburg, secretary (re- subject
to such stations
usingalsomore
approval
Essexto
elected), and James Murray, KQV committeeto after
than 10 kw in power, or a direcit hasby a the
chance
tional antenna part of the operat- Pittsburgh, treasurer.
study
each
case.
Eight district directors were
ing day.laxNARTB
asked for
that that
re- elected:
Roy E. Morgan, WILK
ation be authorized
Transcription Rules Committee
Wilkes-Barre;
Charles R. Petrie,
NARTB headquarters last week
part ofwithin
any station's
operation
Shamokin; Joseph M. Cleary,
falls
the meaning
of 10 that
kw WISL
WESB Bradford; Robert Trace, announced membership of a new
omnidirectional radiation.
Meadville; Thomas B. Price, Transcriptions Rules Committee
The amendment called attention WMGW
WBVP Beaver Falls ; Jack M. Snyder, headed by Michael R. Hanna,
to an NARTB board resolution call- WFBG Altoona; A. K. Redmond, WHP WHCU
N. Y., a Radio Board
ing for -boosting the cutoff power Harrisburg; Louis H. Murray, WPAM member Ithaca,
[B»T,
May
5]. William
On the
Pottsville;
named
directors-at-large
to
10
kw
"after
concluding
that
committee
with
him are
Frank H. Altdoerffer, WLAN
there was no real basis for limit- were
Joseph Connolly, WCAU Fay,
WHAM-AM-TV
Rochester,
ing the benefits of the relief to Lancaster;
Philadelphia; Robert R. Nelson, and Walter Compton, WTTG (TV)
AM and FM stations operating WARD
Johnstown; George J. Podeyn, Washington.
omnidirectionally with powers of WHJB Greensburg.
The committee was authorized by
5Bernard
kw or Koteen,
less." Itspecial
was filed
by
the board at its February meeting
Penn State Plans
counsel
to NARTB on this matter.
Milton Eisenhower, president of
FCC to lift its requireOpposition to the petition has Pennsylvania State College, told to askmentthethat stations
identify recordbeen voiced by operators in letters the
broadcasters
he
felt
the
college
ed
and
filmed
programs as produced
to the FCC and to Broadcasting • would not be justified in spending by electrical transcription.
The reTelecasting
11]. a large sum for a television station,
quirement would remain for news
Station owner [B*T,
HomerFeb.H. 18,Haines
especially
in
view
of
its
remote
transcribed
seg(part-owner of WNAE Warren,
He suggested the college programsments.having
The committee
will meet
Pa.) has also objected to the re- location.
could perform a public service by
laxation of the operators' rules developing programs for telecast May 19 at NARTB Washington
[B»T, Feb. 18].
headquarters.
on commercial stations.
President Fellows called a meetHarold E. Fellows, NARTB
president,
addressed
the
Monday
ing of the AM Committee May 22NBC Oregon Coverage
23
at the Ambassador Hotel, New
luncheon,
discussing
NARTB
legisNBC radio will continue its grass
lative
activities
and
other
associaYork.
Members are Glenn Shaw,
roots coverage of important prition functions.
KLX Oakland, chairman; John
mary elections with the vote in
Other
speakers
included
Roy
Oregon Friday, to be broadcast via
KTUL Tulsa; Simon R. GoldWRTA Altoona; Paul Esau, man,
KGW Portland and KMED Med- Thompson,
Jamestown,
Y.; WilGood, U. S. Chamber of Commerce;
liam
C.WJTNGrove,
KFBC N.Cheyenne,
ford. A special network program, Ben
WIP Philadelphia, and Wyo.; Lee
Oregon Primary Preview, will be VictorGimbel,
Little, KTUC Tucson,
WAZL Hazleton.
broadcast from 10:35-11 p.m. EDT A seriesJ. ofDiehm,
panel discussions was Ariz.; Paul W. Morency, WTIC
Thursday, with results of the bal- held, including
Hartford;
John
F. Patt, WGAR
a forum on teleloting slated for airing from 12:30vision for small market broadcast- Cleveland; G. Richard Shafto, WIS
12:45 a.m. Friday. News editor of
Columbia, S. C; F. C. Sowell,
the primary coverage will be Frank UHF.ers and a tape-recorded forum on WLAC
Nashville. Alternates are
Coffin, KGW program manager,
with commentators Chuck Foster
Tom W. Metzger, WMRF Lewis- R. Sanford Guyer, WMOA Mariand Lawson McCall of KGW and town, was chairman of the convenOhio; Harry W. Linder,
tion committee with Mr. Connolly, KWLM etta,Willmar,
Jennings Pierce and Russell Jamiand Richson of KMED.
program chairman.
ard H. Mason, WPTFMinn.,
Raleigh,
N. C.
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YOU
ABOUT

CAN
YOUR

KNOW

Swuftfaty

AUDIENCE

Probably the first axiom in advertising is that to
do an optimum job, you must know exactly to
whom you are talking, at what time, under what
circumstances.
Many advertisers have told us that the only precise
data they have on most newspapers and magazines
is "rates and circulation" — and that this doesn't
provide the information needed for smart selling.
For fourteen years, the annual Iowa Radio Audience Survey has presented a complete, accurate
and detailed picture of the radio audience in Iowa.
Using these Surveys, you know exactly who is
listening to the radio at any time of day or night —
men, women, children — urban, small town and
farm — their economic and educational status —
their preferences for various types of program materials— and dozens of other facts to help you plan
your strategy.

IN

IOWA

The 1951 Iowa Radio Audience Survey is now
available. It is the result of personal interviews with 9,180 families — all scientifically
selected from Iowa cities, towns, villages and
farms to present a true picture of the radio
audience in Iowa. It is a must for anyone who
wants to get the ultimate value from his
advertising dollars, in Iowa. Write direct for
your copy, or ask Free & Peters.

WIHI®
+ for Iowa PLUS +
Des Moines . . . 50,000 WaHs
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Ldyet, Resident Manager
FREE & PETERS, INC.
National Representatives

SELL

THE

OVER

WIBC

HEART

OF

INDIANAPOLIS,

INDIANA

INDIANA'S

FIRST)

"When all the yardsticks of time buying are applied to WIBC, this station
emerges as one of the soundest purchases in all radio. With 50,000 watts on
1070 KC, it has the largest coverage area of any Indianapolis outlet and
enjoys complete dominance of the rich Indianapolis market. The selling
power of WIBC is felt far into strategic portions of Kentucky and Ohio as well.
As the country's 28th metropolitan market and the key distributing and
shopping center for the entire state, Indianapolis is a vital consideration for
the advertiser — who can reach out, over WIBC, into an area that covers
1,077,356 radio families.
Blair -represented WIBC has earned its position as one of the territory's
outstanding stations through the excellence of its local programming.
Virtually every personality featured by WIBC has become a long-time
favorite with listeners, which is a tribute not only to their talents but also
to this station's splendid music and production facilities.
As exclusive representatives of WIBC, John Blair & Company — along
with an impressive list of important advertisers — have factual proof that

EASY GWYNN
, whose programs
"Easy DoesareII"consistently
and "Easy
Listening"
disc D.jockey
first
in
Hooper
J.
surveys.
His
mail
countyears,
has
averaged 5,000 a month for the past eight
and has gone as high as 2,500 a day in contests.

the size of WIBC's audience is matched by its responsiveness. No matter
what you have to sell, you can sell it at low cost over WIBC. Call your
John Blair man today!

"Platter
Parly", program
a family with
type
musical request
M I LT LEWIS, enjoys the seclocal networks
rating inandoppositondion totopthree
TV.
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GILBERT I. BERRY
General Sales Manager
BROADCASTING
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HE
\ND

JOHN

ONLY

50,000

BLAIR
WATT

WAY

STATION

"Harper's
who the
for
the fourth Farm
time inFair"
the features
last five DIX
years HARPER,
was presented
National
Safety
Council's
public
interest
award
for
service
to farm safety. With a long list of commercial successes to
his credit, Dix Harper pulls mail from seventeen states.

JACK MORROW and COUSIN CHICKIE, whose "Country Carnival" was so immediately successful it was expanded from thirty
minutes
an hour music,
and a half.
their othernews.hit
program, tofeaturing
time "Reveille
and weatherRevelry"
reports,is morning

John Blair & Company specializes
in radio representation exclusively. Since we are entirely removed from any other operation
or function, we are able to give
the stations we represent our full
time and our full efforts. ..as specialists inselling via spot radio.

JOHN
BLAIR
& COMPANY
REPRESENTING LEADING RADIO STATIONS

RICHARD M. FAIRBANKS
President and General Manager
BROADCASTING
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POLITICAL TIME
Z Bar Net Adopts Policy
NEW policy designed to give candidates for major political office
one free period each, with commercial facilities available at regular rates, has been adopted during
the primary campaign by the XL
stations in the Northwest and Z
Bar Net, headed by Ed Craney.
Each candidate for governor,
U. S. Senator, Congressman and
secretary of state, within the station areas, will be given a 14%minute time period to be taken
from sustaining availabilities and
used as a single unit. The time
must be used by the candidate personally.
Candidates may use facilities
further at regular commercial talk

rates.
"Any inindividual,
organization
support of group
a legallyor
qualified candidate" is qualified to
buy
time the
"provided
the candidate
provides
originating
station
of the Z Bar Net with a written
statement that such individual,
group or organization is authorized
to speak on behalf of such candioccasion,"
the
Z Bardate on each
Net specific
instructions
specify.
They continue:
"The Z Bar Net authorizes no
group or individual to act in its
behalf in arranging for broadcasts
except the managers of its individual stations, who will clear the
time, accept payment in advance
for the broadcast, receive the
signed letters of authorization
to broadcast (in case of other
speaking in behalf of a candidate),
provide and receive the signed indemnity agreement and deliver the

"To what radio station does your family listen
most?" As part of an independent survey
made by students at North Dakota Agricultural
College, this question was asked of 3,969 farm
families in 22 prosperous counties within 90
miles of Fargo. 74.6% of the families named
WD AY; 4.4% said Station "B", 2.3% Station
"C", 2.1% Station "D", and so on.
WDAY was a 17-to-l choice over the next
station ... a 3l/2-to-l favorite over all other

contract to party or organization
purchasing
time."up to the norZ Bar will such
sell time
mal closing time of the local station on election eve, with national
network political broadcasts having priority over all others for
time clearance. State broadcasts
are second in priority, county third
and city fourth. National network
commercial programs will be cancelled when all sustaining time and
local commercial time has been exhausted, itis explained. Announcements will be sold only on run-ofschedule basis.
In the instructions sent candidates by KXLY Spokane, Wash.,
the station insists that all talks by
persons other than candidates be
submitted 48 hours before broadcast time.

stations combined!
In Fargo's home county, WDAY was the
first choice of 87.2% of the families, as against
5.8% for Station "B". Here WDAY was a 15to-1 choice over the next station . . . a 6Y2-to-l
favorite over all other stations combined!
BMB figures, Hoopers and mail-order returns al tell the same amazing story on WDAY
and the rich Red River Valley. Get all the
facts. Write us direct, or ask Free SC Peters!

NBC SESSIONS
Midwest Affiliates Meet
THIRTY NBC affiliated stations
from the Midwest were represented
at the second of the network's
series of promotion, press and merchandising sessions on radio in
Chicago
last week. were
The hosts
networkto
and its executives
more than 40 station men at meetings in the Palmer House Monday
and Tuesday.
Harrydent C.and Kopf,
vice presi-of
generalNBCmanager
WMAQ and WNBQ (TV) Chicago,'
presided at the meetings. On MonShawn, introduced
director of Jacob
radio
stationday, Fred
relations,
A. Evans,
manager of Gordon
radio advertising and promotion;
Mills,
radio network sales manager, Chicago; Jack Ryan, Chicago press
manager; William Ray, Chicago
news and special events manager;
Fred Dodge,
director
merchandising; Clydepromotion,
L. Clem,of and
supervisor
of audience
Hugh
Beville Jr., director of plans and
research. Luncheon entertainment
was
providedTravelers
by Tommypersonality,
Bartlett.
Welcome
after which a slide film presentashown.tion of "Summer Radio — 1952" was
Tuesday discussions included
speeches by Ludwig Simmel, manager of the
sales,
and Mr.
Clem,network's
as well co-op
as general
discussion on network and affiliate
plans for sales promotion merchandising,
and netresearch. Alexpublicity,
Drier,news
Chicago
luncheon.work commenator, spoke at the
Those attending included:
Mel Kampe111.;andClemEd Scerbaek,
Maxwell, WMAY
Springfield,
Cleveland; Milt Greenebaum, WTAM
WSAM
Saginaw, John
Mich.; Schweiker,
Ray Pederson,
AY
Fargo;
WHOWD and
Des
Moines;
M.
Wayland
Fullington
Ward
Glenn,
WIRE
Indianapolis;
Jack
Zinselmeier, Jack Frazier and F. G.
Feinthel, ander,
WLWKODY Cincinnati;
John N.Alex-V.
North Platte;
Bakke and waukee;
BruceCliftonWallace,
WTMJ
MilWestin
Jr., WSPD
WOW
Omaha;
Richard Gourley,
Toledo.
Joe Floyd
andW. Larry
Benston, KVOO
KELO
Sioux
Falls;
T. Anderson,
McClorin
Tulsa;
Leonard
G.Hayle,
WKBH
LaRapids;
Crosse;
David
WOOD
Grand
J. R.WKYMcKinley,
WTACCity;Flint;
Ray Scales,
Oklahoma
Carl
Wyler,
KTSM
El Pasco;
Robert
Nelson,
WEAU
Eau
Claire,
Wis.;
Don Detroit;
Degroot
and
Edwin
K.
Wheeler,
WWJ
David Pasternak,
KSD St. Louis; Fred
Reed,
WFAA WOC
Dallas. Davenport; Alex Keese,
Charles
W.
Hill,
Joe
Cook, KSTP
St.WAVE
Paul; Louisville;
G. David
Gentling,
KROCMankato;
Rochester;
John
Meagher,
KYSM
KenDubuque;
Gordon
and
"Red"
McAIeece,
KDTH
Joseph
D.
Mackin,
WMAM
Marinette,
and
Ind. Jess Hadsell, WOWO Ft. Wayne,

WHIM Business Up
WHIM Providence has celebrated
its fifth birthday anniversary with
the biggest
history.
General ManagercakeBobin its
Engles
reported
that billings for the first quarter
are up 30% over the same period
last year.
As partWHIM
of the sponsored
anniversary observance,
£h WDAY
• NBC • 970 KILOCYCLES • 5000 WATTS
a slogan contest, awarding $100 in
cash and other prizes to listeners
submitting slogans. The winning
IWS|P*
FREE & PETERS, INC., Exclusive National Representatives
slogan: "WHIM — the listening
post
you tune to• most."
BROADCASTING
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in

new

haven

Yes, night-time radio in New Haven
has received a hefty shot in the arm
with the injection of strong NBC
shows to brighten up one of New
England's old reliable voices.
WNHC-AM delivers as many as 748 families
for one dollar evenings thruout the week -and that's just the beginning . . .
WNHC - AM has been NBC for less
than five months. Eatings will grow.
Values will increase.
For a complete broadcasting promotion, merchandising SALES
campaign choose

The Elm City Broadcasting Corporation
AM-FM-TV
Represented by the Katz Agency i
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millions

listen

millions

buy!

Each radioalmost
home 1,000
in WJR's
spends
dollarscoverage
a yearareaon
food!
% ofTotal
National
Population 12,601,300 8.3
Radio Homes 3,784,170 8.1
Food Sales $3,266,766,000 9.4
Get your share of the tremendous
food sales in the Michigan-Great
Lakes area. Pre-sell these radio
families on your products ... by
using WJR, the station with the
greatest coverage in this area.
For specific success stories in this
large food market, write WJR or
see your. Edward Petry representative today.
Remember . . . millions buy
WJR-advertised products!
Radio Greatest
— America's
Advertising Medium
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Network Rate Cuts
(Continued from page 23)
network sources. Meanwhile, NBC the pressures of duties at WCAE
officials maintained they were doing Pittsburgh, of which he is president and general manager. Mr.
their best to protect the rate card.
Morency expressed regret at Mr.
Like
CBS
Radio's
subscription
to
the new Standard Audit surveys, Kapner's withdrawal.
Mr. Morency himself has served
NBC has signed for the new A. C.
Nielsen Co. Station Audience stu- notice of intention to retire as
dies, also now in progress and chairman as soon as the permanent
slated for completion in late sum- committee structure, formally aumer.
thorized at a meeting of all supmember-stations
during ago,
the
Meanwhile, one radio network NARTB porting
convention
six weeks
and the owner of another figured
in a sponsorship proposal which is completed. Much ' of this work
some affiliates estimated would be may be done at the May 20-21 meetthe equivalent of knocking off up to
ing,tinuebuthimefforts
afoot tohe conin officearealthough
in45% of stations' card rates. The
that he must be free to spend
principals: NBC and General Tire more siststime
on
WTIC
managerial
& Rubber
Co., controlling stock- duties.
holder of Mutual.
While the rate pot boiled, a
As reported by Affiliates, NBC spokesman
for one advertiser which
asked stations to clear time for
General Tire sponsorship of a total reportedly had renewed time on
CBS
Radio
at a healthy discount —
of 21/4 hours spread over the days,
the Affiliates to be paid on the ba- Campbell's Soups, for Club 15, 7:30sis of one hour of Class A time. 45 p.m. EDT Monday- WednesdayFriday
— denied
that
The programs would consist of cov- the
renewal
had late
been last
madeweekor that
erage of the National Open Golf
Tournament on June 12, 13 and any cut in rates had been offered,
and said that final decision on re14.
newal would be disclosed to the netThe plan was said to encompass
shortly before the deadline,
the following time periods (EDT) : which work
is May 21.
Thursday, June 12, 8-8:15 p.m.;
Friday, June 13, 8:30-8:45 p.m.,
and Saturday, June 14, 3-3:15, 44:15, 5-5:15, 6:30-6:45, and 7:308:15 p.m.
KTOK SALE
Would Sell to Tex. Group
May 20-21 Meeting Topic
The overall rate situation is one CONTRACT for the sale of KTOK
of several subjects slated for the Oklahoma City by O. L. (Ted)
May 20-21 meeting of the Affiliates Taylor to the newly formed
Committee to be held at the Am- Amarillo Broadcasting Co. for
bassador Hotel in New York start- $225,000 was in process of preparaing a luncheon May 20.
tion last week.
Chairman Morency said last
New firm, which recently acquired KFDA Amarillo for $240,week "rather
his groupspasmodic
"views with
the
and regret"
oppor- 000 from the Nunn interests, expects to have application for the
has been tunistic
takenapproach"
with which
respectittofeels
ad- transfer before the FCC within
vertiser pressures for lowered time ten days. The KFDA transfer now
costs. At the same time, he said, isMarch
3]. FCC approval [B»T,
awaiting
"strong indications" that some or
all networks may boost their dayPrincipals
of Amarillo
Broadtime rates are heartening.
casting Co., which
would acquire
He contended that, even though the stock of KTOK Inc. from Mr.
C. Woodson,(Tex.)
pubadvertisers want to buy for as reas- Taylor, lisheare
r of theC.Brownwood
onable aprice as they can, they are
even more concerned that their Bulletin and of other newspapers,
holds oil interests; Wencompetitors do not get better buys who also
dell Mayes, and
president
KBWD
than they. A great deal of pres- Brownwood
KNOWof Austin;
sure, he felt, would disappear if Charles B. Jordan, vice president
advertisers were assured that all of Texas State Network and assistant general manager of KFJZ
were getting the same deal. Similarly, he thought, one agency would Fort Worth,
dent
of
TSN. and Gene Cagle, presibe less apt to try to lure accounts
A recent transaction, whereby
from others on the promise that KTOK
would have been sold to the
"I can get it for you cheaper," thus Kerr-McGee interests in Tulsa for
again reducing the rate turmoil.
parlaycontrolled
also involv-by
Representatives of both A. C. $225,000,WEEKin aPeoria,
Nielsen Co. and Standard Audit Sen. ing
Robert S. Kerr, was cancelled
are expected to appear — separate- [B*T, April 28]. This paved the
the disposition to the
ly — to explain their respective way for
group, subject to customary
measurement studies to the com- Texas
FCC approval.
mittee.
Mr. Taylor, chairman of the O.
Another agenda item is selection
Co., station
representaof a successor to Leonard Kapner, L. Taylor
tives, in addition
to KTOK,
owns
who has asked to be relieved of laco.
KANS Wichita and KRGV Wescommittee membership because of
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Floating

"Voice"

To parry jamming tactics and reach
more remote areas, the Voice of
America is adopting the novel technique of using a ship as a floating
transmitter.
For this purpose a cargo ship has
been converted at Bethlehem
Steel's Hoboken, N. J., Shipyard
into a floating radio station. This
vessel, named the Courier, which
is operated by the United States
Coast Guard for the State Department's Voice of America, is
equipped with both medium and

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

to

Pierce

short-wave transmitters. Its sending
power is very great — greater than
that of any standard radio station
in the United States. Messages
broadcast from- the United States
are picked up and relayed from the
ship via a special antenna raised
above the ship's deck by a captive
barrage balloon.
The conversion work completed,
BETHLEHEM

Iron

Curtain

the Courier left the Bethlehem Hoboken Yard in the early part of this
year,
in theready
world.and able to go anywhere
With the aid of this highly mobile, powerful station, broadcasts of
the Voice of America are expected
to get through to listeners in deep
Iron Curtain territory hitherto
sealed off from the outside world.
STEEL
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BUI
CUNKS
A BUSY last week saw 21 more
BMI program clinics completed in
VfSAZ
the United States and Canada for
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.
a total of 38 through Saturday
with
attendance well above the 3,SERVING 3 STATES
000 mark [B*T, May 5]. The clinics wind up this week with meetings in Alabama and Maine today
RESULTS!
(Monday), in St. John, New BrunsRESULTS! Friday.wick on Wednesday and Toronto on
Last porteweek's
d as follows.progress was reRESULTS!
VANCOUVER, B. C, May 5
The Vancouver BMI clinic drew
156 broadcasters, with William
Harold Moon, assistant general
manager, BMI Canada Ltd., acting
USED CAR as chairman.
Dave Baylor, general manager,
WJMO Cleveland, made the opening talk, with Maurice Finnerty,
USING president,
DEALER*
CKOK Penticton, B. C,
discussing profits and service in
single
station
communities.
ONE
15
William Holm, general manager,
WLPO LaSalle, 111., emphasized
local news, and Harry McTigue,
MINUTE
general manager, WINN Louisville, talked on "Music Is Our BusiPROGRAM
PER WEEK
President F. H. Elphicke, British
Columbia
Assn. of Broadcasters,
ness."chairman
was
at the clinic luncheon,
which
was addressed by Carl
SOLD
Haverlin, BMI president. Other
talks were made by Joseph G. Csida,
editor-in-chief, Billboard magazine,
9 USED
and Mahlon Aldridge, general manager, KFRU Columbia, Mo.
ALEXANDRIA, La., May 5
CARS
Louis Read, commercial manaON HIS
ger, WDSU-AM-FM-TV New Orleans, speaking of the importance
PROGRAM ON
of programs in account servicing,
told
Louisiana
broadcasters: "RaSATURDAY
APRIL 5, 1952
* Name of Advertiser
And other information
furnished on request
5000 WATTS DAY
1000 WATTS NIGHT
930 KC

RADIO STATION

VfSAZ
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CONTINUE
m
and D. Gordon Graham, assistant
program
director, WCBS New
York.

BATTLE CREEK, Mich., BMI Clinic
April 30 saw these three ironing out
a clinic problem: Seated, Dan Jayne,
general manager, WELL Battle Creek,
president of Michigan Assn. of Broadcasters and president of the Commit e of State Assns. of Broadcasters; standing, John McLaughlin (I),
advertising manager, Kraft Foods
Corp., and Sydney Kaye, BMI board
vice chairman and general counsel.

MILWAUKEE, May 5-6
George T. Frechette, general
manager, WFHR Wisconsin Rapids and managing director, Wisconsin Network, thought local news
was the "key to greater audience
Frechette,
andMr.greater
sales." who also spoke
Wednesday
at
the Minneapolis
clin- '
ic, told Wisconsin
Broadcasters
Assn. members that interviews with
men and women of the Armed
Forces "are the kind of programs
local sponsors want and will buy."
He alsotests anddescribed
station's
conprograms,his some
offering
prizes, and of a taped Christmas
program
recording holiday activities.
Ben Laird, WBA president and
general manager, WDUZ Green
Bay, presided. Burt Squire, BMI
field representative, was chairman.
Other speakers were Milt Slater,
production manager, WNEW New
York; W. Robert Rich, program director, WBEN Buffalo; Emerson
Smith,
program
Salt Lake City; Gusmanager,
Haganah,KDYL
vice
president, Standard Radio Inc.;
James casts
Hanlon,
public
service
broaddirector, WGN Chicago, and
Harold Safford, program manager,
WLS Chicago.
ST. LOUIS, May 6
Joseph
Slattery,
program director,
KWTOassistant
Springfield,
Mo., told Missouri broadcasters
they should make special efforts to
reach rural audiences.
He advised
"building and
your giving
shows
around
a personality
him
honestadvised
productsencouraging
to advertise."
He also
visitors, personal contacts and service
(Continued on page 103)

dio people
everywhere
ning to realize
that in are
radiobeginthey
have the nation's No. 1 mass-medium
of
communication"
and
"in
most instances to do something
about making changes wherever
changes are indicated. . . . There
will always be plenty of listeners
available.
It's up totheyus want
to giveto
them
the programs
hear. If we do this, and do it well,
those all-important sales will follow. .. ."WICHITA, May 5
Gene Trace, vice president and
general manager, WBBW Youngstown, Ohio, addressing the Kansas
broadcasters,
said that what folupcoming
lows after the sale may make sales
renewals possible.
Your Best Customer
(Continued from page 29)
"The program director should
May 12: BAB Sales Clinic, Omaha.
constantly be striving to build pro- showed the average proportion of
MayDavis12: Hotel,
BMI Program
Clinic,
Jefferson
grams
that
are
salable
and
he
Montgomery, Ala.
families who planned to buy
should let the commercial depart- rural
MayHouse,
12: BMI
Program
is practically the same as city
ment know about it," he said.
Augusta,
Me. Clinic, Augusta
tively.
families,
6.1% and 6%, respec"There must be the closest coopMaymerchandising
12-13: NBC radio
promotion-pressworkshop,
Hollywood,
eration from every department,"
Calif.
Percentage
rural inheare said.
stations
tention to buywise,wasthehighest
on
not in"Successful
the habitradio
of carrying
these products:
Mayof Rosel
14: Public
hearing
on
nomination
deadwood."
Mr.
Trace
also
adH.
Hyde
for
re-appointment
dressed
the
St.
Louis,
Des
Moines
Product
Rural
Urban
as FCCstate andCommissioner;
Senate Inter- and Chicago clinics during the Home freezer 10.2% 4.3%
Refrigerator 8.5% 6.5%
tee, RoomForeign
G-16, U.Commerce
S. Capitol.Commit- week.
May 14: BAB Sales Clinic, Wichita.
Al Marlin, BMI field representa- Electric range 5.7% 4.0%
MayBeatty
14: BMI
Program
Clinic,
Admiral
That, broadly, is the farmer,
tive, acted as chairman, and Ben
Hotel, St. John, N. B.
president,
Kansas manager,
Assn. of your biggest prospective customer.
May 15-17:dian Board
of Governors,
Cana- Ludy,
Broadcasting
Corp.,
Chateau
Broadcasters
and
general
You've
seen how prosperous he is —
Frontenac Hotel, Quebec.
WIBW Topeka, presided. Other how high his income is. His purchases are up, his savings are
scheduled speakers included : Arden
amazingly high, his supply of ready
Booth, manager, KLMN Lawrence; cash
is
higher than that of any
Ed Yocum, general manager,
Mayconference
16-17: Fourth
Southwestern
IRE KGHL
Billings, Mont.; Bess M. other segment of our population.
and
radio
engineering
show, Rice Hotel, Houston, Tex.
It is true the farmer is difficult
Wyse, general manager, KWBW
MayYork.19-20: BMI television clinic, New Hutchinson; Manuel Rosenberg, ed- to reach but the most effective and
itor,
The
Advertiser
;
Bruce
Behyeconomical
way of reaching him is
MayConrad19-22:Hilton
Electronics
Parts Show, mer, farm editor, KFH Wichita, through radio.
Hotel, Chicago.
BROADCASTING
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Don
Radio
are

Lee's
audiences

climbing,

too

12-month average -1951 vs. 1949*
Daytime audience 8.9% higher
Evening audience 11*2% higher
. . . and network rates are currently
LOWER than they were in 1949!
^Pacific Nielsen Ratings, Full network average
audience, Monday thru Friday.

DON LEE GIVES THE MOST COMPLETE,
CONSISTENT, LOCAL COVERAGE OF
THE PACIFIC COAST AT THE LOWEST
COST

PER

OF ANY

SALES

SALES

IMPRESSION

MEDIUM

On the Pacific Coast, over 14 million
people are distributed throughout 323,866
square miles. It takes a big advertising
medium to cover it. Only Don Lee is big
enough to sell your customer locally in 45
important markets from their own local
network station. Only Don Lee has the
flexibility to match your distribution. No
waste! You buy what you need, where
you need it.
That's why Don Lee consistently carries more Pacific Coast regional business
(with more regional shows in the top 10)
than any other network. The advertisers
who know the Pacific Coast best also
know the best Pacific Coast sales medium
. . . Don Lee.
Represented Nationally by John Blair & Company
1313 North Vine Street
The Nation's Greatest
Hollywood 28, California
Regional Network

MBS ADDS SIX
Affiliates Number 554
SIGNING of six new affiliates by
Mutual, bringing the network total
to 554 stations, was announced last
week by Earl M. Johnson, vice
president of station relations and
fj;jengineering,
The six were:
JO WJPG Green Bay, Wis. (1440 kc,
'jjOO
day, Newspaper
1 kw night),
A 6reenw Bay
Co. licensed
and headedto
Ijr A. B. Turnbull, president.
WDBQ Dubuque, Iowa (1490 kc,
1 150 w), licensed to Dubuque Broadjesting Co., with James D. Carpenter
ixecutive vice president and general
l Iinanager.
||
WYVEday),Wytheville,
I 1 kw,
licensed to Va.
Wythe(1280
Countykc,
broadcasting Co., with Arthur M.
yifetes Jr. as general manager.
/■KVOZ
Laredo,
Tex. (1490
kc, 250
I.S
licensed
to Uvalde
Broadcasters,
jrith W. J. Harpole as manager.
jWJCM Sebring, Fla. (1340 kc, 250
to Highlands
Broadcast of1I'm,lag licensed
Co., under
the presidency
\||enry L. Jollay.
jlwPKY Princeton, Ky. (1580 kc, 250
Ijr,
day), Co.,
licensed
Princeton
Broad-as
|listing
with toLeslie
Goodaker
jLpner and general manager.

A REPORT ON RFE
Europeans Learning the Truth — Withycomb
RADIO Free Europe's operation
in Munich is a perfect example of their
Askedcause."
about the ballooncasting
international cooperation, Donald which was inaugurated last sumWithycomb told Broadcasting •
mer,
Mr.
Withycomb expressed the
Telecasting last week on his re- opinion that
this method of reachYorkmanager
after a ofyear's
g a very ,wide group of people in
serviceturn toasNewstudio
the the ineastern
countries
is about as
RFE Munich plant.
effective a counter propaganda
Studio and transmitter personnel weapon as can be devised at this
are almost entirely German, Mr. time.
Withycomb said. The top super"I hope that this endeavor will
visory and departmental heads are
Americans. Producers, writers, an- be reactivated on a considerably
nouncers and other program staff larger scale," he said. "It is one
are mostly refugees from the Iron type of operation the communists
Curtain countries. "At times the cannot
jam."
Mr. Withycomb
is planningfield,
to re-in
atmosphere resembles the Tower
enter the TV consulting
of
Babel,"
he
said,
"but
still
the
which
he
was
active
as
consultant
show goes on — from 5 a.m. to 1:15 to Meredith Publishing Co., owner
a.m.Commenting
daily." on the RFE opera- of WHEN (TV) Syracuse, before
tion, Mr. Withycomb said that he joining RFE. at He150 isEastestablishing
39th St.,
felt privileged to have had a year's headquarters
New York.
participation in "a unique type of
anti-communist radio program service directed to the Iron Curtain
countries. Through the use of high BUY MYSTERY SHOWS
Michelson Announces Sales
power medium wave, short wave
and relay transmitters beamed to- CHARLES MICHELSON Inc., New
ward the east from locations in
of radio announced
and teleGermany and Portugal, those who York, producers
1ETAIL AD RISE
transcriptions,
receiving sets in Hungary, last weekvision
the
signing
of
five
more
il Seen in NRDGA Survey have
Poland, Czechoslovakia, Roumania
across-the-board mys[I RISE in retail advertising and other countries can learn the stationsteryforprogramming:
WSYR WCMB
Syratruth not only about what is accuse, WTOP Washington,
"fjudgets
last week
tually happening in their own lo- Lemoyne,
4|
surveywasby indicated
the National
Eetailin
Pa.,
WHB
Kansas
City,
calities
which
have
been
trampled
J|ry Goods Assn.
and KLKC Parsons, Kan.
under foot by the communists and Kan.Michelson,
ilanResponding
to a survey merchants
of "more their
which started sales of
native quislings, but through
60 outstanding
rom 55 different cities and 34 the careful production of hundreds half-hour transcribed mysteries in
of hours each week of programs blocks about eight months ago, re;ates,"
lid theyaccording
planned totoNRGDA,
increase 41%
ad- transmitted in their native tongues,
ported its packages now cover 83
artising budgets this year, while these people are told what the markets and summer sales total an
i% reported they would spend Western World is doing to help all-time high for the company,
le same amount as last year and
)% indicated their appropriations FCC DISPROVES RUMOR
$105,000.
ill be less than in 1951.
The question on advertising plans
Spread by Newspapers Morehouse Apppointed
as one of a large number on which ALARMING implications publicleRDGA.
stores were surveyed by
ized by San Francisco newspapers P. B. MOREHOUSE, chief of
when an FCC radio engineer quit Trade Practice Conferences Division, Federal Trade Commission,
two
weeksCalifornia
ago leaving
Northern
and "all
Nevadaof has been
appointed assistant genxpensive Haircut
uncovered"
were
largely
disproved
eral
counsel in charge of compliance
by the FCC last week.
TWENTY years ago, shortly
for
the
commission, succeeding
Resignation
of
Frank
T.
Roach
after arriving in Cleveland
as a radio engineer in the San Joseph S. Wright, who resigned.
to start WGAR, John F. Patt,
Trade
practice
division, which
Francisco field office inspired a
now WGAR president, went
front page news story that was promulgates rules for various ininto a barbershop for a hairheadlined: "Lone FCC Man Gives
dustries (including radio-TV), will
cut. The barber, Al Klein,
was a Detroit Tigers rooter.
Up — Dangers of Illegal Radio In- be headed by Allen C. Phelps, FTC
Mr. Patt, with his newlyterference Here Told." The story Chairman James M. Mead anquoted Roach as saying he was unfound civic pride, bet Mr.
nounced Monday. Mr. Phelps was
Klein that the Cleveland
ablecaustoe odo
properly be- moved from the Export Trade Divif the hislackwork
of funds.
Indians would finish ahead of
sion of which he was chief.
Although Mr. Roach was mainly
the Tigers in the American
responsible for investigating comLeague pennant race. If Mr.
plaints— interference as well as TENTATIVELY titled Ask Dr. Gallup,
Patt won, he would receive a
illegal transmissions — the FCC a transcribed pre-election program
haircut, shave, shoeshine and
pointed out that he was not the featuring
manicure, all personally adthe pollster with political
only engineer engaged in that work.
ministered byMr. Klein. If,
trends and analyses, has been
Nor was he the only one in the news,
however, Mr. Klein won, he
a six-time
7:05San Francisco field office, it was signed
was to be given 15 minutes
7:10 a.m.asfeature
on WCBSweekly
New York.
emphasized.
of WGAR time to predict
The
26-week
series,
produced
Mr. Roach was reported in news- George F. Foley who handled Dr.by
baseball happenings. Every
said that hea Gallup's '48 election programs on TV,
Cleveland opening day since,
receivedpaper stories
60 toto have
80 complaints
Mr. Patt has relinquished the
is scheduled to start today (Monday).
month from airlines, military, TV The
9:30-9:45 a.m. segment to
5-minute transcription has
set owners, etc., and that he had also daily
the
barbershop
prognosticabeen purchased for 26 by WTOP
tor, Mr. Klein.
more than 200 unanswered com- Washington
and WCAU Philadelphia.
plaints on his desk when he quit.
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First or Second in

Between 6a.m. and 7p.m.
Quarter Hours "
TANDING
NSHOW
OUTSGROW
WFBRS HOME
IN AUDIENCE AND
RESPONSE!
Looking for a place to put
your minute
Baltimore? Pickspots
the inWFBR
' ' home-growns' ' — outstanding participation shows! For
instance:
Completely
outclasses
field
— No . 1 show
of its kindits!
MELODY BALLROOM
Top-rated disc jockey show
in Baltimore!
NELSON BAKER SHOW
1st in its time period!
EVERY WOMAN'S HOUR
Top-rated
30 - minute
woman's show!
SHOPPIN FUN
Top
in its locally
period !produced show
MORNING IN MARYLAND
Misses being tops for 3-hour
period by a fraction!
Buy
are — where
buy onthe. . top
. shows

ABC NETWORK
5000 WATTS IN BALTIMORE, :MD. JJ
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PORTLAND
OREGON

SELLWOOD-MORELAND
A small portion of the Sellwood-Moreland shopping area
serving a retail trade area of more than 50,000 persons.

CIVIC LEADER
Bob Shaw, Sellwood Furniture
dealer, acclaims, "KGW is the
leader in this area. Local programming and public service
you cannot duplicate."

Nearly 100 per cent of western homes have radios
and in the area serviced by KGW that means an
/ impressive audience for your product advertising.
The Great Northwest where radio is king and the
king of western radio is KGW! With more than
30 years of leadership and community service
KGW's listener loyalty and appeal pays off for
you. You are keyed to the Great West with product
advertising on KGW. Act now to reap the reward
of the best procurable radio advertising available
in the Northwest!

Celebrating our 31st Year
of Leadership and Community Service

OREGON

CAREER WOMAN
Em Reifschneider
Emilyreports,
May's
junior
department ofstore,
"Where women shop you hear
about KGW because it gives the
clear concise type of news features,
entertainment, shopping news that's
so important to today's shoppers."

REPRESENTED
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NATIONALLY

BY EDWARD PETRY & CO., Inc.
BROADCASTING
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THE

PEOPLE'S

VOICE

TELLS

THE

CHOICE:

KGW!

HOUSEWIFE Steffie Steffens relates, "Listener loyalty you DRUGGIST Al Smith, shown with Pharmacist Bernard
can't buy comes with the pioneer prestige that spells out KGW, truly the Klonoff, states, "The right prescription for any ailment is tuning to
choice in Portland."
six-two-oh, the 'People's Voice' in Portland, KGW!"

HARDWARE
STORE
Partner
Bob
Wall
reports,
.
.
."When
you ofsayKGW,
radio
in the Northwest you immediately think
the west's best."

GROCER
Don national
Rife says,
crease more than 20% when
brand"Sales
productsinare advertised on KGW. THE radio station of our
area is KGW."

ROADCASTING

• Telecasting

DOCTOR Gordon Pefley, well-known
community leader, says, "I've known KGW for the
past 30 years and it 'knows' the people. That's why
it's truly the 'People's Choice.' "
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CKLUI

ALL OTHER
DETROIT
STATIONS
IN

Proof positive of the powerful impact and listening popularity of this 50,000 watt station. This
one month CKLW came near to outpulling four
other stations combined with this unique sales
gimmick, identical on all stations, at a "lead"
cost of approximately one third the next ranking station. Proof again that in the Detroit Area
you can't miss when you schedule CKLW. Plan
your schedule now! Put this 50,000 watt power
to work for you at less cost . . . for greater
response !
HERE ARE THE FACTS
CKLW
Station B
Station C
Station D
Station E

Leads

ture
Expendi-

PerCostLead

10,448
3,943
2,609
992

$4057.00
3800.00
3800.00
1300.00
3600.00

38.8 cents
93.8 cents

3,863

$1.46
$1.31 cents
93.2

In The Detroit Area It's
Adam J.Young,
National Rep.

Guardian Bldg.
Detroit 28, Mich.
CKLW
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J. E.President
Cam pea u

NBC Chime-Play
IBA-UI CLINIC
IT
the bell.
Free Radio News Urged
the RINGS
idea of NBC
radio That's
in using special theme, composed
BREAKDOWN of barriers against
by
Meredith
Willson
and
access to government news was
based
on
the
network's
urged by Fred Siebert, director of
chimes,casts bytoname
symbolize
the U. of Illinois School of Jourdance broadbands.
nalism, at a clinic attended by 50
Ringing in of the chime
Illinois radio news directors May
theme,
to
be
used
for
open1-2 at Urbana.
ing of every NBC radio
Mr. Siebert, addressing the clinic
remote
dance-program,
was
sponsored
by theBroadcasters
journalism Assn.,
school
slated for the network at
and
the Illinois
12:05
a.m.
EDT
Saturday
said radio newsmen should work
with broadcast of Woody
with groups such as the American
Herman's orchestra from
Society of Newspaper Editors in
New York's Statler Hotel.
focusing
attention
on
public
officials.
Bill Ray, manager and news HOLLENDER NAMED
director of NBC's WMAQ ChiTo 'Ike' Radio-TV Post
cago, Assn.
outlined
work News
of theDirecNational
of Radio
L. HOLLENDER, exectors nationally and NBC in Chicago ALFRED
president and partner
in opening the doors to government of Louisutive vice
G.
Cowan Inc., New York
news, and Glen Farrington, news
director of WTAX Springfield, deproducers
radio - TV pack-of
scribed his campaign for more news
from the Illinois legislature.
ages,director
has been
named
Mr. Siebert suggested setting up
of radio vision
and activities
telea weekly radio-press conference
with the governor and individual
legislators,
which
he
said
could
by
Citizens
for
Eisenhower,
S.S.
lead to an official tape recording
Larmon
of Young
of all legislative proceedings to
& Rubicam, vice
be made available to newsmen.
chairman of the
Other
participants
in
problems
at the clinic included : Ray Livesay,
past president of IBA and manager
public
last relat
week.ions
of WLBH Mattoon; Robert Eick- committee, announced
meyer, news director, WTAD
f™*'re-*
nal
na*°
Mr.
Hollender's
position
will
nder
Holle
Quincy; Bert DeBarr, program
quire his supervision
of radio-TV
and news director, WVLN Olney; coverage
of the Abilene,
Kans.,
Wick Evans, news director, WDZ speech to be made by the general
Decatur; Don Brown, assistant U. June 4, production of future netof Illinois professor of journalism;
work shows for the candidate, preFred Hinshaw, news director,
liminary planning for summertime
WLBC Muncie, Ind.; Laverne convention coverage, and preparation of special material for use in
Waltman, news director, WLPO
LaSalle; Glen Broughman, WQUA various states, it was pointed nut.
associated with WIND
Moline; Jack Shelley, news direc- andFormerly
WJJD Chicago, Mr. Hollender,
tor, WHO Des Moines, Iowa;
Brooks Watson, news director, during the war, was chief of the
WMBD Peoria ; Prof. Quincy Howe, OWI Radio Outpost Division and,
formerly with CBS and now news overseas, a member of Gen. Eisenhower's Supreme Headquarters
analyst for WILL Urbana, U. of
Illinois station, and Herschel staff fare
withDivision.
the Psychological
He later was Warchief
Schooley,
representative
of
the
of radio
and
communications
for
Office of Public Information, Dept. the
American
zone
of
Germany.
of Defense, Washington.
Small Newsroom Operations
Thomson Elected
Speaking
on profitable
for small newsrooms,
Mr. practices
Hinshaw ROY H. THOMSON, owner of
stressed working with station time CKGB Timmins, CJKL Kirkland
salesmen and sponsors and com- Lake, and CFCH North Bay, all
petent coverage of local news; Ont., as well as a string of 14
Mr. Waltman suggested use of cor- Canadian and one United States
respondents similar to those of a dailies, was elected president of
newspaper in getting news from Canadian
at Toronto April
outside a city; Mr. Broughman 30. Victor Press
Sifton, Winnipeg Free
said
the
"beep"
recorder
should
be
Press
(CKRC
Winnipeg), was
used for maximum interest.
honorary president. New
Prof. Brown pointed out the elected
directors
of
Canadian
Press, whose
value of news written in readable newspapers have radio
station
affiliates
include
D.
B. Rogers,
style
and with Mr.
"flow,"Shelley
yet having
individuality.
said Regina Leader-Post (CKCK Renewsmen were not exploiting gina) ; Arthur R. Ford, London
weather news, which he said means Free
Press (CFPL London) ; Ardollars and cents both to the stathur L. Davies,
Whig- ;
tion and the listener.
Standard
(C K WKingston
S Kingston)
Prof. Howe spoke on current Herve Major, Montreal La Presse
issues and best political coverage (CJAC Montreal), and T. F.
of news. Mr. Watson described Drummie,
St. John TelegraphWMBD's election results coverage. Journal (CHSJ St. John).
BROADCASTING
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Symbol

of

^ experience

Truscon Pylon
Self -Supporting
'.-Section
14.7 feet Radio
high.
Years of research and development are represented in this Truscon Self-Supporting Radio Tower, designed and erected by Truscon for WPJB-FM-TV Broadcasting Station, Providence, Rhode Island.
In every corner of America, and in many foreign countries, there are outstanding examples of Truscon
Towerers, engineers,
design for
FM, TVwithandanMicrowave
Truscon
has the todesignand AM,
fabricators
unexcelled broadcasting.
fund of practical
knowledge
meet
every tower requirement.
Your phone call or letter to any convenient Truscon district office, or to our home
office in Youngstown, will bring you prompt, capable engineering assistance on your
tower problems. Call or write today.
TRUSCON® STEEL COMPANY
Subsidiary of Republic Steel Corporation
1074 Albert Street, YOUNGSTOWN 1, OHIO
TRUSCON ... a name you can build

there's

in the
conference room
when a list
is being checked!

The media buyers are on the spot. They've made up
their list. They've dug up information, talked to space
and time representatives, boned up on all the facts . . .
Now they've got to SELL their selections to the
toughest buyers of them all — the account executives
and top men in the agency. . .

The questions come thick and fast—
"Are you sure this paper leads in grocery linage":
"What proportion of this T V audience is young
That's why
they take
Standard Rate
and consumer
MARKETS
right into the
conference
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marrieds?"dealer paper has run the most articles on
"Which
clerk training?"
"Are per-capita drug sales higher in Boston than in
Baltimore?"
"Don't all farm papers have Women's Sections?"
No time now to dig for that market analysis; to study
voluminous material. The facts that count now are
those the media men can remember, for sure, and those
they can lay their hands on, fast.

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

There they have at hand quick sources of reliable information . . . facts assembled and organized bythe experienced staffs of Standard Rate
& Data and CONSUMER MARKETS.
The Los Angeles trading area? Industrial
wages in Illinois ? A map of Denver ? Drug sales
in Baltimore? They flip the pages of CONSUMER
MARKETS; come up with accurate answers.
Circulation? Rates? Occupational breakdowns ofbusiness publications? They turn to the
monthly SRDS books; scan the standard listings.
But some questions cannot be answered by
standard listings!
"Which newspaper has the better out-ofcity circulation?"

"How does this station promote its
"What
business paper leads in the top
programs?"
25,000
"What isplants?"
the trend in magazines for
These are not standard questions. They demand
not just facts, but analyses of facts. And this
is wheremen?"
Service-Ads in Standard Rate and in
CONSUMER MARKETS come to the rescue. For
this is the kind of information that approximately 1,050 publishers and station managers
put into the space they took next to their SRDS
listings last year; next to their market data in
CONSUMER MARKETS.

Id tin Fhst 8 MenHrs of 1351 the
CHICAGO DAILY NEWS is
in GROCERY

CHICAGO DAILY NEWS
Service-Ads not only help busy media buyers buy . . . they help them sell!

STANDARD

RATE 8 DATA SERVICE, 1 INC.
the national authority serving the media-buying function

Walter E. Botthof, Publisher
1740 RIDGE AVENUE • EVANSTON, ILLINOIS
SALES OFFICES: NEW YORK • CHICAGO
•
publishers
of
consumer
magazine
rates
and
data
•
business
publication
rates
and
television service • radio rates and data • television rates and data • newspaper rates anc
rates and data • A. B. C. weekly newspaper rates and data • consumer markets,

BROADCASTING
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LOS ANGELES
i3 •• transportation
national networkadvertising
radio and
■ing the market-media selection function
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KGW

SALES PLAN
Brings Results in Portland
LOCAL merchandising plan by
KGW Portland, Ore., featuring 13
city communities in a 26-week promotion campaign, has increased its
national and local advertising despite the advent of television, the
station reports.
The NBC KGW-advertised
affiliate's plan, which
spotlights
national brand products with local
grocers and has been used already
in five communities, has resulted
in additional support from business
firms and listeners, with the station receiving requests for participation from grocers not included in
the program to date, according to
KGW officials.
Spot announcements tell of the
various shopping centers featuring
KGW-advertised brands, integrated
with a KGW "banner store" idea,

with much of the distribution of
banners and store material by community booster organizations of
businessmen. Competing grocers
in the same area band together on
"KGW Days" to promote the overall "banner" theme, the station reports,
friends circles
among have
listeners andand new
in business
been added.
Kellert Plans Agency
RESIGNATION as sales manager
of WOKO Albany, N. Y., after 15
years has been announced by Al
Kellert, who will open an advertising agency to handle radio,
television and newspaper advertising, merchandising, promotion
and sales. Other posts held by Mr.
Kellert during 25 years in the advertising field were as sales manager of WABY Albany and as display advertising staff member of
Knickerbocker News and TimesUnion, both Albany newspapers.

THIS

RICH

ABS BUSINESS
Six Sign Contracts
ALASKA RADIO SALES, New
York, representing
six-station
Alaska
BroadcastingtheSystem,
has
reported
expanding
network
business activity for 1952. Increased
schedules,
and newdownbusi-as
ness for ABSrenewals,
were broken
follows :
Anheuser-Busch
D'Arcyits
Adv.,
both St. Louis,Inc.,hasthrough
increased
spotHillsschedule.
Bros.
Coffee
Inc.
through
N. W.
Ayer
N. Y.,Benton
Brewing& Corp.
America& Son,
through
Bowles,of
N. Y., and Avosetrington-Co.
throughAngeles,
Hariv., Los
have
all renewed spotRichards dradio
schedules
with ABS.
New Brewing
contractsCo.,have
been signed
Blatz
Milwaukee,
throughby
Kastor,
Farrell,
Chesley
& Clifford,
N.Biow
Y. and
Philip
Morris
&
Co.,
through
N. Y., games.
has signed
live
weekendCo.,baseball
J. A.forFolger
& Co. mond(Folger's
coffee),
through
RayR.
Morgan
Co.,
both
San
Fransco, has placed
spot schedule
with
ABS. ciLatter
was aobtained
by Duncan
A. Scotttives of network.
& Co., West Coast representa-

MARKET

Radio delivers MORE sets-in-use in the South
Bend market than before TV! . . . Hooper Serveys for Oct.-Nov. 1951 compared with Oct.Nov. 1945 prove it. Morning up 6.8, afternoon
up 8.0 and evening up 4.4. Television is still
insignificant here because no consistently satisfactory TV signal reaches South Bend. Don't
sell this rich market short. Wrap it up with
WSBT radio.

SOOO
RAYMER
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NBC COURSES
Set by Barnard College
BARNARD College, New York, will
offer four professional courses as
part tuteofof its
Summer InstiRadiosix-week
and Television,
with
classes to be taught in NBC studios
by NBC nounced
stafflast week.
members, it was anTo start June 30, the classes are
intended for educators who want
toin incorporate
their own radio-TV
classes astechniques
well as
for graduates preparing to enter
the broadcasting field. Tuition fee
for the Institute, which started last
year,
is $140.instructors and their
Network
subjects are: Mrs. Doris Corwith,
supervisor of public affairs, NBC
Radio, who will teach an introductory course, surveying the entire
industry and its operation; Patrick J. Kelly, supervisor of announcers, who will teach speech
and microphone techniques, with
NBC announcers conducting disproducercussion
of periods;
the "William
NBC-TV Hodapp,
series,
American Inventory, who will direct production and programming
classes, and Ross Donaldson, NBC
supervisor of literary rights, who
will
course.instruct a writing workshop
LAB ELECTS
Wilson of KPLC Named V. P.
DAVID A. WILSON, general manager of KPLC Lake Charles, La.,
has been elected vice president
of the Louisiana Assn. of Broadcasters, succeeding J. C. Liner,
KMLB Monroe, who died two
months ago [B*T, March 17].
Mr. Wilson was named to fill his
unexpired term at a dinner meeting of the association in Alexandria's Bentley Hotel May 4. A
BMI clinic followed the meeting
on Monday, according to B. Hillman
Bailey Jr., LAB secretarytreasurer.
Arkansas Broadcasters
ARKANSAS Broadcasters Assn.
will hold its regular late-summer
meeting Aug. 25 in Little Rock.
In conjunction,
ABA clinic
will Aug.
hold
its
second annualthesales
24.
Tannen Fame
ERNIE TANNEN, program
director, WGAY Silver
Spring, Md., portupersonifies
"opnity" to one English
journalist,
of the U. whose
S. areimpressions
currently
running
Guardian.in the
JohnManchester
Aldrich,
whose neseries
"American
Joury", is currently appearing,
tells ofchargeMr.
Tannen's
disfrom the army in 1948
and his ambition to own part
of WGAY or another similar
station in the U. S. before he
is 40.
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1

in

growth

During the 1st quarter of 1952 KMAC
grossed 96% more than the 1st quarter
of 1951 (1951 was KMAC's

NO

OTHER

CAN

SAN ANTONIO

MAKE

THIS

biggest year)

STATION

STATEMENT

SAN ANTONIO
* HOWARD

W. DAVIS, Owner

* REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY Co.
BROADCASTING
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RADIO CIGARETTE ADS
Certain Legislators Question Claims

and enjoy the spring weather, WGST will
handle your sales chores in the Atlanta market. We've been successfully selling and
promoting products in this steadily growing
area for 28 years. We feature the best in
ABC programs, top local shows and an alert
merchandising plan. To get the full story
on Atlanta and WGST contact us or our
national reps.
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SOME Congressmen have turned
raised eyebrows toward cigarette
advertising on the radio and have
asked the Federal Trade Commission claims.
what it is doing to curb certain
This was pointed up in testimony
before a House Appropriations subcommittee studying FTC's 1953
budget. The commission has requested
$1,042,025 to staff
its Bu-to
reau of Antideceptive
Practices,
which false and misleading radio,
TV and other media advertising
are referred.
Subcommittee Chairman Albert
Thomas (D-Tex.) put it this way
to FTC Comr. Stephen J. Spingarn:
"I listened to the radio last night
for awhile, and every time I turned
it on there were the cigarette advertising people, and of all the
wild advertising that was ever on
radio, theirs is the worst. Just
what does the commission do about
Comr. Spingarn said FTC has
issued orders in cigarette ad cases
against a number of firms.
Richard P. Whiteley, director of
that?"
FTC Bureau of Antideceptive Practices, estimated that the four major
cigarette firms had cost the agency
$10,000
or $20,000 each to process
their cases.
Of the companies mentioned, P.
Lorillard came in for a verbal bouComr.WeSpingarn:
Take quetOldfromGold.
have an ".order. .
against them. (Their advertising)
is pretty men,
clean. not
Theymedicine
say, 'We men;
are
tobacco
smoke Old Gold for a treat instead

of a treatment.' . . . They rib this
medical advertising of their competitors, which I think is rather
clever." Chairman Thomas readily
Explaining that FTC has limited
agreed.
power
to stop objectionable
the commissioner
felt that claims,
it has
"stopped them from making a good
many false representations. . . .
We have accomplished a great deal
in cleaning up much of that advertising."
FAB SPEAKERS
Announced by S. O. Ward
SPEAKERS for the Florida Assn.
of Broadcasters meeting scheduled
for May 22-23 at the Royal York
Hotel, Miami Beach [B*T, April
7] were announced last week by
President S. O. Ward, WLAK
Lakeland.
Maurice B. Mitchell, president
of Associated Program Service,
v/ill address
at anMayafternoon session theMaygroup
22. On
23,
Gov. Fuller Warren will speak at
the morning meeting. F. S. Holiday, FCC engineer, will outline
Conelrad Thursday afternoon. Friday morning, Bill Stubblefield,
NARTB, will speak on "Proposed
Legislation Affecting BroadcastProgram chairman for the meeting, when new officers and two new
directors will be elected, is George
Thorpe, WVCG Coral Gables.

WICC, WTIC FORM
AWARDS
Two-Station
Conn. Network
ers."
Scheduled in June
FORMATION
of
a
new two-station
FIFTH annual Advertising Assn. radio network in Connecticut has
of the West competition for best been announced by Philip Merryradio commercial programs and man, president and general manspot announcements produced in
ager of WICC Bridgeport, owned
the 11 Western states and Western and operated
by Bridgeport BroadCanada is now open with final
castnecticut
ing Co. ToQualitybe Network
known as Conjudging settribution offor
earlywillJune.
Dis- the network will comprise Group,
awards
be made
WICC
at 49th annual AAW convention and WTIC Hartford.
in Southern
Seattle June
22-26.
Mr.
Merryman
said
services
will
California Broadcasters be sold in combination to offer
Assn. is handling coordination of statewide coverage of the national
the contest in cooperation with political campaign, and that addiAAW. Competition is open to all
tional stations may be added to the
radio stations, advertising agen- network upon request.
cies, advertisers and individuals in
the western area.
Four certificates will be given
West German Show
for top ments.
programs
Best of fourandwillannouncereceive
a perpetual trophy awarded by GERMAN Radio and Television
Vancouver Advertising and Sales Exhibition will be held Aug. 22-31
Bureau. Chairman of judging com- in Duesseldorf after a pause of
mittee is C. Burt Oliver, vice two years, with all West Germany
West Berlin manufacturers
president of Foote, Cone & Beld- and
showing new designs in wireless
ing,Entry
Hollywood.
blanks and rules are and TV sets, radiogram attachavailable from Western advertisments, phonograph records and acces ories and spare parts, accordingson,
clubs,managing
AAW or
NormanSCBA,
Neldirector,
ing
to
the
American
Promotion GermanOffice, New
York. Trade
Hollywood.
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m
Population
Number of
Total
Net Sales
^^^Families
Effective
BuyingFamily
Income
A Per

PORTLAND
Metropolitan Area
729,400
243,400

Listening
Area En
ML^S
kex
43-County Effective

$885,636,000

$2,069,799,000 SB

(Portland)
$6,221

1,793,600
574,300

$4,785

PORTLAND
POINTERS
City Government rates the lowest per
if PORTLAND'S wholesale trading area is among the if PORTLAND
capita
levy for$29.30.
operation of any large city in the
largesteringgeographic
in the nation...
covnation. taxPortland
al of Oregon,trading
much areas
of Washington,
and parts
of California.
if OREGON leads the nation in average weekly earnings of production workers. (Examples — Oregon
if 000
PORTLAND'S
1951 wholesale
salessales.
of $1,425,289,are almost double
the city retail
$76.10; Washington
sylvania $64.64.) $72.52; California $72.84; Pennif ...yet Portland has the highest total retail sales per
capita of any city on the Pacific Coast.
if With comebutTax slight
increasehaveinmore
rate OREGON
Incollections
than doubledStatein the
if PORTLAND
city employ
of widemore
diversification
in industry. Only 68is afirms
than 500 people.
past
5
years:
S25
million
1946
—
$59
million
1951.
16,000 firms employ less than 500.
state debt
in OREGON is among the lowin the nation
— $5.85.
* Home ownership in PORTLAND is the HIGHEST if Per estcapita
IN THE NATION! (64% of all householders own if Farm income is higher on the Pacific Coast than any
their own homes.) (U. S. Census)
other area in the nation. S9.483 average for 1950 —
orFarm$3,644
national 13-2%
averageinoftheS5,839.
if OREGON employment is diversified and stable. Of
land MORE
values than
have theincreased
year
non-agricultural
employees
Oregon
claims
454,400
workers: (Manufacturing and lumbering 145,000;
1950-51.
Trade 105,000; Government 66,000; Transportation if Over
people visit
the Vacation
of Oreand Public Utilities 48,000; Service business 47,000;
gon750,000
every summer...
spending
over Lands
$115,000,000.
Construction 26,000; Finance 15,000; others 2,000.)
(Orefcun's 3rd largest industry.)
Contact KEX Sales or Free & Peters for complete details.
ABC AFFILIATE
IN PORTLAND

BROADCASTING
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Oregon's
Q*fy 50,000
StationInc
WESTINGHOUSE
RADIOWatt
STATIONS
KYW.KDKA.WBZ.WBZA. WOWCKEX. WBZ-TV
National Representatives, Free S Peters, except for WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
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Official tally : 99% of all homes in
metropolitan Los Angeles are radio
homes. Only radio can give you
saturation coverage of all the multiple
suburbs of this far-flung metropolis.
Los Angeles is spread-out,
decentralized, composed more and
more of suburbs and other incorporated cities. And it keeps growing fast
(population increase past 10 years:
49% ). So fast that it's now the
largest city in the country in land area
and the nation's third-largest market
in population and retail sales.
Of all media, only radio has kept pace
with the growth of Los Angeles.
And of all stations, KNX is by far
the most listened-to in Los Angeles,
winning virtually twice as many
quarter-hour firsts as all other Los
Angeles stations combined.
(Just as impressive : KNX reaches
more than twice as many families as
the top Los Angeles newspaper !
You can count on big sales in big
Los Angeles when you use 50,000 watt
KNX. Just check with KNX or
CBS Radio Spot Sales.
Sources: World Almanac, 1949
Sales Management, May, 1952
Standard Rate and Data Service, November, 1951
Pulse of Los Angeles, Jan.-Feb., 1952
BMB 1949
•Based
on BMB 50-100% area

able program on television it is
very difficult to get the child to
leave the TV set, and it is very
difficult to turn over to another
channel. You meet with objections
immediately ... we should be
awfully careful of the type proput on inthetheairafternoon
between and
the
hours ofgrams five
eight or nine at night, especially.
So many of these programs during
those hours ought not to be aired.
That is the time the children do
watch the television sets."
[The Advertiser]
". . . That's what they are trying
to do. you
[In answer
query:industry
"How
would
answerto the
when it says 'we only give the peowhat they
want?' in-"]
And plethat's
whatthemselves
these programs
So many these
of theseprograms
advertiserstenareded. using
because they do get more listening
[NARTB Radio & TV Codes]
audience."
"Well, it is working in a way.
But it is not going far enough. It's

voluntary
in nature, areand complying
many of '
these
broadcasters
with theticularprovisions
of
this
code. While I feel parthat
quite
a
lot
has
been accomplished,
GAININGS'
VIEWS
WHAT
Rep. E.of C.radio
Gathings'
(D-Ark.) programs?
views on his proposed investimore is needed to be accomplished.
gationareand study
and
television
This code was adopted and put into
A documented answer is supplied by the radio script of a program on
effect I believe originally back in
which Rep. Gathings appeared as guest. The program, Crusade Against
the middle of 1948 [sic], and it has
Crime,
uses a news
★
is
a 30-minute
show format.
with halfIt Gathings
had a very fine effect on the prowas conducted prior to
the time devoted to an interview. House Rules
grams I have noticed since that
Committee
approval
time. But at the same time, there
Julius N. Cahn, who also is execu- of his resolution (HR 278) to direct
are many objectionable programs
tive secretary to Sen. Alexander and authorize the House Interstate
Wiley (R-Wis.), is commentator. & Foreign Commerce Committee
The show, produced on tape in
[On Federal Censorship]
study and investigate radio and
Washington, is a sustainer on totelevision
programs [B*T, May 5].
about a dozen stations which pay
Mr. in Cahn
asked:there"You
have
mind that
woulddon'tbe
It
is
expected
that
the
resolution
a nominal cost for production.
soon pass the House and the
a system of federal censorship, for
Stations which carry Crusade will
committee will map its line of acare WOOK and WFAN (FM) tion.
example, of programs?"
Washington; WINX Rockville,
"No, itsetisupnota
In order to give a cohesive
my (Mr.
idea Gathings)
that we should
Md.; WSID Baltimore; WARK presentation
of
the
Gathings
opinseparate
department
in the federal
Hagerstown, Md.; WANT Richion, Broadcasting • Telecasting
government. I believe that quite a
mond, Va.; WISC Madison; herewith
prints under arbitrary
lot
can
be
accomplished
by uncoverWEAW Eau Claire; WJMC Rice headings,
Gathings quotes
ing the different types of programs
Lake, Wis.; WEBC Duluth; WMFG taken from Mr.
transcript:
that
are
objectionable,
and which
Hibbing, Minn., and WCAR Pon{Children and TV Shows]
tiac, Mich.
should
be
corrected."
[On Surveys of Program Types]
". . . When you get an objectionMr. Cahn's interview of Rep.
". . . This one was taken in New
York
CityIt ofshows
various
television
channels.
that 3%
of all
the time which was allotted was
informational in nature. Of the
total time over television, 3% was
for information, 10% went for
crime, 6% for westerns, fine arts
nothing,cent.education
— no 10%
perHere are 14%nothing
variety,
sports, 10%> home-making, children's programs 12%. But the
'10%
crime program'
was referring
to. And was
only what
3% isI
for actual information and educational purposes." Investigations]
[On Congressional
"Well investigating is a good
mmoo*
sign. For my money, I say that
the people in America are aroused
— they want something really accomplished and these investigations
have meant an awful lot. The various types . . . that Congress has
put on have been effective and have
done a great work. . . ."
[Steps Hearing Should Take]
"... it would be up to the Interstatemittee& Foreign
Com... I feel Commerce
that all phases
of the problem should be looked
into . . . the industry should come
in and tell just what has been done
. . . they should also give us a log
of the various types of programs
from the time they go on the air
right on throughout the day.
"I think that groups which are
interested — various types of groups
New Buying Cycle in Kansas
— religious groups, parent-teacher
groups — should
heard,haveand been
the
for Kansas and adjoining states, we have the full various
surveysbethat
Wheat isn't the only cash crop of Kansas farmers.
made
should
be
put
into
the
record.
confidence of farm families ... a confidence that's
Waiting for sale on their farms are cattle valued
proved by RESULTS FOR WIBW ADVER[On the Committee's Report]
at #742,311,000.00.* Along with oil, poultry, hogs,
TISERS.
". . . it is expected that a recess
eggs, and dairy products, beef is just one of many
of
both
houses of Congress will be
* USDA-Jan., 1952
taken during the early part of
sources of diversified, year-round income that
July. So, if this resolution is
passed
the —House
the
WIBW listeners consider "spendable."
Easter byrecess
next soon
weekafter
or the
WIBW
week after next — there will be
The surest, fastest way for you to get an above'THE MAGIC CIRCLE*
enough ings.time
for 60havedaysto ofmake
hear-a
KM LUDY, Goo: Mgr. • WIBW '
average share of this steady flow of dollars is
We would
WIBW . KCKN report, however, before the conBen Ludy, Gen.
Capper Publications,
to use WIBW. Because we're THE FARM Station
clusion of the present 82d Congress.
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Given in Radio
Interview

YOU

MIGHT

MOUNTAIN

GET
LION

A

SIX-FOOT

—

BUT...
YOU

NEED

THE

FETZER

TO

STATIONS

BAG

WESTERN

MICHIGAN!

WKZO-WJEF in radio, WKZO-TV in television— that's
the record-breaking Fetzer line-up for Western Michigan advertising. Here's why :
WKZO-WJEF RADIO
WKZO, Kalamazoo, and WJEF, Grand Rapids, give
closest "home-town" coverage of urban and rural Western Michigan. Each is consistently the listenership
leader in its home city — and the 1949 BMB Report
credits WKZO-WJEF with a 46.7% increase over 1946
in their unduplicated daytime rural audience — a 52.9%
nighttime increase. Yet WKZO-WJEF cost 20% less
than the next-best two-station choice in Kalamazoo and
Grand Rapids!

WKZO-TV
WKZO-TV is the Official Basic CBS Television Outlet
for Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids. Its brilliant Channel-3
picture also provides intensive primary service to Battle Creek and dozens of smaller towns — effectively
serves a 28-county market with a Net Effective Buying
Income of more than 2 billion dollars. An April,
1952 Videodex Diary Study by Jay & Graham Research
Corporation proves that WKZO-TV delivers 91 .9% more
television homes than Western Michigan's other TV
station!
What other facts would you like? Your Avery-Knodel
man has them.

* J. R. Patterson killed a 276-pound mountain lion at Hillside, Arizona, in March, 1917.

WJEF
WKZO-TV
WKZO
I GRAND RAPIDS 1oP* IN WESTERN MICHIGAN ,
in KALAMAZOO
and
GREATER
and NORTHERN INDIANA
AND KENT COUNTY
WESTERN MICHIGAN
(CBS RADIO)
(CBS RADIO)
ALL THREE
OWNED
AND
OPERATED BY
FETZER
AVERY-KNODEL,

BROADCASTING
COMPANY
INC., EXCLUSIVE NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

The

THE

FORT

INDUi

has

STORER

n

been

BROADCI

effective

irk

STORER
BRO
WSPD, Toledo, O. • WWVA, Wheeling
WGBS, Miami, Fla. • WjK,
WSPD-TV, Toledo, O. • WJBK-TV, Det
488 Madison Ave., New York 22, ELdora
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COMPANY
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COMPANY

mediately

DCASTING
COMPANY
N. Va. • WMMN, Fairmont, W. Va. • WAGA, Atlanta, Ga.
KK, Detroit, Mich. •
WSAI, Cincinnati, O.
Mich. • WAGA-TV, Atlanta, Ga. • KEYL-TV, San Antonio, Tex.
MAL SALES HEADQUARTERS:
5-2455 • 230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, FRanklin 2-6498
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Cops and Robbers Congress
SOME
DAY member
(and it ofcan't
come istoogoing
soon)to
some aroused
Congress
offer a resolution to investigate the Congressional investigators.
Congress, evidently bent upon outdoing the
"whodunits",
and standing
robbers.
Legislators areisnotplaying
contentcops
to have
committees undertake inquiries; they want
"select"tions,committees,
specialpickups
appropriasubpoena power,with
television
and
all. Inner councils call this the "Kefauver Influence."
The function of Congress is to legislate.
Congress
wasn't
conceived as a trend
super toward
detective agency.
The ever-increasing
"special"
inquisitions
is making
a mockerylegis-of
the
legislative
processes.
Clear-headed
lators recognize this. Standing committees are
relegated to secondary, routine stature. Regularmenworkhuntistheimpeded
as theand"select"
committeelimelight
the headlines.
There isn't a shred of evidence that these
"select"
with every
chairman committee
a Sherlockinquisitions,
Holmes, needled
by a
dozen Watsons (on the public payroll), contribute an iota toward the legislative process.
Within the last fortnight, three cloak and
dagger inquiries have been authorized in the
House. There's the Gathings Resolution (H Res
278) to investigate radio and television programs,
for a "select"
committee.originally
Happily itheaded
was diverted
to the standing Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee. The other half of this resolution — covering immoral books — goes to a "select" committee. Then there's the Cox Resolution (H Res
561) foremptafoundations
"select" and
committee
to study tax exorganizations.
What warranty has Congress to establish
empirical standards for radio and television
programming? Or for books, or movies or
newspapers or individual citizens?
The First Amendment precludes censorship.
The Bill of Rights guarantees freedom of
speech, of religion, of press, of assembly. Our
forefathers revolted against the British Crown
in 1776 because of restrictions on freedom.
Congress cannot write a law defining good
or bad programming. The responsibility for
regulation of radio was delegated to an expert
agency, with an express prohibition against
censorship. The FCC can (and all too often
does) look
at programming in appraising
license
renewals.
Rep. Eugene E. Cox (D-Ga.), arch-foe of
the FCC, won his fight to have a select committee investigate tax-free foundations. It
may be appropriate to determine whether
foundations are resorting to devious and clever
ways ofmitteeavoiding
but does
comhave to do taxes,
it? What
abouta "select"
the standing
committees dealing with revenue? Cannot the
FBI determine
whether
there's Communistic
infiltration
of these
foundations?
Once
a
"select"
committee
starts, in
there's
no
stopping it. The Cox Committee,
its investigation of "foundations" would soon find
reason ttoions. In dip
other are
"non-profit"
organizathis into
category
labor unions
(the
biggest business in America today) , trade associations,
political
organizations
and
educational institutions.
It is hard to fathom what motivates our
legislators in their zeal to curb the freedoms
they are sworn to keep inviolate. The movies
were the first on the freedom firing line. Two
cases now in the Supreme Court might well
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prove the bellwethers in the inevitable crusade
to clarify and restore the guarantees of the
Bill ofnavigated
Rights. inRadio,
a "licensed"
medium,
has
hot aswater
almost from
the
day it became an influence in moulding public
opinion. Now television, with its king-making
power (witness Kefauver) accentuates the
Congressional drive to get into the act.
The newspapers stand aloof, refusing to
recognize other media as kith and kin in the
freedom fight. But once pinched, ever so lightly
as in the case of President Truman's recent
"se;zure" slip, their editorial pages become
electrified, with nary a mention of the threat
to radio or motion pictures.
The freedom fight is eternal. Associate
Justice Black, in a recent dissent in a "group
libel"
sagely punishable
commented as
thatcrimes,
state laws
makingcase,opinions
are
at war with
the
"kind
of
free
government
envisioned by those who forced adoption of our
Bill ofurgesRights."
History,
that
to do good
have heled said,
to the"indicates
burning
of Our
bookszealous
and even
to
the
burning
of
witches."
legislators seem to forget that
Hitler and Mussolini burned books. They
sequestered radio stations and newspapers.
"Free speech" was punishable by death. In
the Soviet orbit, there's no radio other than
Stalin's, no books or movies or music other
than those anointed by the Kremlin. Newspapers are edited and kept by the Foreign
Office.
Without realizing it, some of our legislators
are travelling the road toward totalitarianism.
What else can it be when the move is inexorably
toward suppression of thought, and control of
the minds of men?
SEN. William Benton has twice suffered
attacks of a disorder to which we had
thought him immune. He has become a
victim of mike fright. Last week, on
advice of counsel, he refused to testify
at a pre-trial hearing of the $2 million
libel - slander - cons-piracy suit brought
against him by Sen. Joseph H. McCarthy.
He objected to use of a recording machine. Earlier he had refused to let the
pre-trial hearings be broadcast or telecast. The silent Benton is an entirely
new character on the national scene and,
we must say, an infinitely more satisfactory one than the old, or noisy, Benton. Next time he pops up on the Senate
floor to push one of his favorite
"remedies" for broadcasting, we hope
someone slips a microphone in front of
him.
It's ever
the only
that has
stunnedinstrument
him. we know
On Merit Alone
PRESIDENT TRUMAN did what came naturally when he nominated
H. Hyde last
week for a new seven-yearRosel
term as a member
of the FCC. Mr. Hyde has served with distinction since 1946, when he was first appointed by
Mr. Truman to fill one of two then existing
vacancies. His knowledge of administrative
law and of the broadcast and communications
fields and his rare judicial temperament qualify
has
him admirably for the Commission. He
grown with the job.
Mr. Hyde came up through the ranks. He
began with the old Radio Commission in 1928
in an apprentice legal capacity. He was successively attorney, examiner, assistant general
counsel, general counsel and Commissioner.
Every promotion was based upon merit. He
is a Republican. But politics in no way entered
the picture. He is one of the few men in
public life who have made public service a
career. We wish him well in those seven years
ahead.

- our respects to:

CARROLL CARROLL
THE MORNING
of April man
11, that
1902, fateuneventful for the average
ful day, brought forth the following wire
to Lucius Carroll, a New York attorney specializing inmail order matters in Washington,
D. C, on business:
"Never mind the second class mail matter.
Eight pound bundle of first class male matter
arrived
this morning."
This was
the first official pronouncement
of the arrival in the Bronx of Carroll Carroll.
The eight pound bundle has since developed
into a 150 pound, 5 foot, 5 inch bundle of
energy, good humor and wit who currently
holds sway in Hollywood as vice president in
charge of West Coast operations for Ward
Wheelock Co. He also is one of the top radio
writers in the business.
To reach this stage in life, approximately
28 of the intervening years were spent in
advertising, the majority of them in radio.
During this time Mr. Carroll wrote for most
of the top radio performers, including Bing
Crosby,
tor, the George
late Al and
JolsonGracie
and Allen,
Fannie Eddie
Brice. CanIn his present capacity, Mr. Carroll handles
all radio activity of the multi-million dollar
Campbell Soup Co. account. He also works on
TV commercials filmed in Hollywood for
Campbell Soup, Adam Scheidt Brewing Co.
and Whitman's Chocolates.
Campbell's current radio includes the thrice
weekly Mr.
Bob Carroll
Crosby'swrites
Club and
15 onhelpsCBSproduce,
Radio
which
and
the
daily
NBC's
Double
or
Nothing
with
Walter O'Keefe as m.c.
First official act of the new-born male matter was to defy his parents who had been
looking forward to a "Caroline." After crashingancetheir
hope,toward
he continued
this defiin histender
attitude
formal schooling.
Far
froma the
conventional
example
"how
become
success,"
the seven
young
Carrollatof being
spent
ato total
of approximately
years
"formally" educated. Until he entered at age
of 10 years, the fifth grade of Frances E.
Willard Public School in Chicago, to which city
his mother and he moved following the death
of his father, Carroll Carroll had a record of
"resigning" from one private school after
another.
He completed his grammar school education at Willard, discovering too late that there
was no resigning from public school. In addition he managed 3y2 years at Hyde Park High
School. Then he decided that was enough
(Continued on page 66)
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XX group
of broadcasts
attacking the Chicago
narcotics problem following
investigations by WMAQ newsman
Len O'Connor resulted in the latest in a
series of many national honors for Station
WMAQ and its quality news reporting.
Winning of the 1951 Sigma Delta Chi
Award for Public Service in Radio
Journalism again points up the recognized
position of Station WMAQ as THE news station
of Chicago.
Day after day, WMAQ newsmen— gathering,
analyzing and accurately reporting the news —
are constantly achieving good journalism and
good radio.
WMA

Q

NBC RADIO

IN CHICAGO

Represented by NBC Spot Sales

CHICAGO

lation "in issue" or in an area of
"political controversy," it was said.
Sen. Humphrey had attacked
two full-page
advertisementspaper,
appearing in a Washington
THE INTERNAL
Revenue
Bureau
intends
to
stick
to
a
well-defined
line
£rad- one by McGraw-Hill
ADS made*s:
NALexpenditures
TUTIOwhether
Publishing Co.
ofINSTI
action in considering
for institutional
vertising are deductible for federal income tax purposes.
on wages and prices, and another
Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey (D-Minn.), who is studying means of crack- by Safeway Stores Inc. of Oakland,
Calif., national food chain, on the
ing down onadvertising
so-called "political"
institutional
as an in- *
a taxpayer reasonable costs for price stabilization program.
come tax deductible expense, is toadvertising,
The bureau indicated it could not
including advertising
aiming his criticism against news- of an institutional character."
comment on these specific cases
paper
use,
not
radio.
Definition
of
institutional
adversince it is not permitted to do so
These were two developments
tising, according to the bureau's excepttiesupon
from itthenoted,
parlast
week in thehisSenator's
involved.request
However,
means
"advertising
to determine
line of efforts
action terminology,
which does not present to the the bureau
has
a
legal
policy
to
[Closed
Circuit,
May
5,
B»T,
public the particular products or follow.
April 14, 7].
of the advertiser but which
In a statement to BROADCASTING services
the name of the adver• Telecasting,
the Senator made
pointedon does put
tiser before the public; i.e., adEVERYONE AGREES out
that his illustrations
vertising directed to the promotion
the Senate stitutional
floor ofadvertising
"political"
in- of good will rather than any spe- Technician's Glossary
were conWXLW is THE
WILLIAM H. OFFENHAUSER
cific product
or service."
Comr.
Dunlap
said the bureau Jr., consultant engineer to Telefined to the printing
medium. not"I
was referring
to newspapers,
has
not
attempted
to
define
the
selling station to radio advertising," the Senator type or form of advertising which news Productions, New York, has
said. He said he was not aware of a business must employ.
been requested by the Society of
large-scale use of such ads
of Indianapolis any
"For example," he said, "a tax- Motion Picture and Television Enon radio.
payer may select as his advertising
gine rs to supervise compiling and
In answer
USING ONLY WXLW query,
a radio program consist- publishing a directory of technical
Comr. toJohnSen.B. Humphrey's
Dunlap, of medium,
ing
for
the
most
part
of
entertainthe Internal Revenue Bureau, exment or music; or a taxpayer may terms currently used in both inthe sections of the code purchase
dustries. Need for the glossary
* Stuart Studebaker dealing plained
space in a newspaper in
with deductibility.
Forbidden, he said, are sums of which nothing appears but the name was pointed out by Mr. Offenhauser
was host to over
and address
the taxpayer."
money poses,
"expended
for lobbying
general,of Comr.
Dunlap said, insemi-annual
a paper delivered
meetingat the
in society's
Chicago
the promotion
or defeatpur-of theIn taxpayer
is
"free best
to choose
legislation,
the
exploitation
of
15,000 potential
April 21 [B»T, April 28]. The
the
advertising
which
serves
propaganda, including advertising his purpose and which meets the paper, urging that vagueries be
customers at the other than trade advertising, and tests set out in the Internal Reve- clarified and that jargon be recontributions for campaign exnue Code and the Regulations."
placed with exact terms for techWhat will determine
bureau'sis
nical use, will be recorded by
unveiling of the
in the thefuture
The bureau's policy, Comr. Dun- consideration
penses."
lap
said,
is
to
"allow
as
deductions
whether
the
advertising
is
employed
SMPTE
presentation at its seclatest models.
tionalformeetings.
to the purpose of defeating legisSTUDENTS SELL SPOTS
Operate KXEO for Day
Further Proof that
MHO
tHACHES PMPll..
FIFTY high school students who
took over the entire announcing,
WXLW's Sales Impact sales and programming of KXEO
Mexico, Mo., for one day, sold 117
can sell for spot
COI/£R IheMSHMtE
MAR&T*
announcements above the station's
normal
billings,
according
to
You Too! Monty Moncrieff, program director
of the 250 w station.
The students, all members of the
diversified occupations class of
Contact Your Nearest Mexico high school, set the record
during their special "D-0 Radio
letters for "diJohn E. Pearson Office Day," abbreviated
versified occupations."
Mr. Moncrieff
and Earl Dougherty, general
with
the class
severalmanager,
weeks inmetadvance
the students in selling.
New York, Chicago toTheinstruct
station furnished the students
a list of potential advertisers.
Dallas, Minneapolis
Regular staffers were able to see
"our own mistakes after hearing
Los Angeles the
Mr. students'
Moncrieff day-long
said. He broadcast,"
added that
two-year-old station gained
San Francisco the
much community prestige from the
Celebratinq A Quarter- Centurq of Service
* mix delivers 53 bmb counties in Tennessee and southern
operation.
Both station and students profitKENTUCKY.,. SELL THIS B/UION DOLLAR MAPKET WITH WSIX/
ed from D-0 Day. The class earned
money it needed to finance visits
THE ONLY INDEPENDENT RADIO
to
industrial and other plants.
STATIONdttklNDIANAPOLIS
KXEO's Margaret Patton, news
director, prepared listeners for the
BettetBuaX
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE: r
day by running nounacementseries
of spot anGEO. P. fi O LLI N G BERRY CO.
s and a progressive
story
of
the
event
from
the
KXEO
ABC AFFIL1ATF-5000 WATTS-980 KC^ WSIX FM 7#SW
news desk.
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IMPORTANT FACTS FROM THE 1951 ANNUAL REPORT OF STANDARD OIL COMPANY (NEW JERSEY)
IN the free world, people use tremendous amounts of
^ oil. Meeting their needs, rising year after year, has been
one of the notable industrial accomplishments of our time.
For example, the peak war effort in 1945 pushed use
of oil 23% higher than in 1940. This looked Jike a mark
that would not be topped for years.
But vigorous post-war reconstruction, and expansion
of1946industry,
oil use58%in
greater transportation
even than in and
1945.agriculture,
And in 1951made"it was
higher than in 1946.
To supply this oil has called for great expansion by the
petroleum industry. It has meant new wells, pipe lines,
storage tanks, refineries, tankships ... in times of high costs.
The job has required a vast outlay of money, which has
beenHow
provided
largelyout byis the
own ofearnings.
this works
shownindustry's
in the case
Standard Oil
Company (New Jersey), an American corporation having
investments in companies carrying on the varied functions
of the oil business in the United States and abroad.
Consolidated net income of Jersey and affiliates for
1951 was $528,461,000. Of this, $278,862,000, or 53%,
was used to help provide new equipment.
In the six years since 1945, Jersey and affiliates have
spent $2,350,000,000 for replacement and expansion of
facilities. Depreciation and depletion reserves provided
only 44% of that amount. The largest share of the expenditure was met by the reinvestment of earnings.
During 1951 alone, to do their part in supplying more
oil for the free world, companies in which Standard Oil
Company (New Jersey) has investments:

OIL FOR ARMED FORCES

OIL FOR CARS

OIL FOR HOMES

<Di$covereA Oil
In the United States, made new oil discoveries in the
WiMiston basin, the Uinta basin, and Texas . . .
In Latin America, extended known fields in Venezuela,
and opened up a new area in Colombia . . .
In the Middle East, Arabian American Oil Company
made
waters two
of theimportant
Persian discoveries,
Gulf . . . one in the offshore
'Devdfyed Production
In the United States, drilled more wells than in any year
since 1937, and greatly expanded secondary recovery
operations to get more oil from existing fields . . .
In Venezuela, completed 190 producing wells . . .
In Canada, increased total producing wells from 844 to
1,140 . . .
In the Middle East, Arabian American Oil Company and
Iraq Petroleum Company increased production 57%...
Expanded (Refining Capacity
At Baton Rouge,
finers. . . La., and Everett, Mass., enlarged reAt Winnipeg, in Canada, opened a new refinery and, at
Edmonton, Sarnia, and Vancouver added facilities . . .

OIL FOR RAILROADS

OIL FOR PLANES

OIL TO MAKE RUBBER

OIL TO MAKE CHEMICALS

STANDARD OIL COMPANY (NEW
AND AFFILIATED COMPANIES
BROADCASTING
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JERSEY)

At Fawley, England, put the largest refinery in the
United Kingdom on stream . . .
At Antwerp, Belgium, proceeded with field work on a
large refinery . . .
At Durban, South Africa, started work on a refinery, and
aatnewBombay,
one — India, completed arrangements to build
''Expanded Hrcmsyortation
In the United States, boosted pipe line capacity substantially, particularly in the South . . .
Ordered twelve new ocean-going tankships, bringing the
post-war
to 72 . . . total of those purchased or contracted for
Began to bring Western Canadian oil to consumers in the
Eastern provinces by means of two large, new Great
Lakes tankers, with a third going in service this
spring
In Iraq, Iraq. . . Petroleum Company brought near completion a new 556-mile
line from
the oil fieldsintoIraq
the
Mediterranean.
It willpipepermit
oil production
to be more than doubled in 1952 . . .
^Advanced (Research
Put into the search for new and improved processes and
products a total
of $23,100,000,
the largest. . . expenditures for such
a purpose by oneany ofcompany
GmtinueA QooX^myhyee Chelations
The interest of the company and its employees in maintaining good mutual relationships resulted in another
yeartic without
strikeswasoranwork
stoppagesfactorin the
domesaffiliates. This
important
in meeting
the increased demand for oil . . .
ZlS THE FREE WORLD GROWS IN STRENGTH, it Calls for
V more and more oil. So, not just to the 254,000 sharepeople on freedom's
through holdersthewho own
world,Jersey,
the but
two tooutstanding
facts aboutside ourall
Annual Report for 1951 are : (1 ) Jersey affiliates again did
their part in meeting the growing needs for oil; and (2) the
competitive business system that did this job produced
the earnings to help meet even greater needs in the future.
FINANCIAL SUMMARY
Standard Oil Company (New Jersey) and Consolidated Affiliates
Taxes charged to
Total income from sales,
income. : . . . $400,700,000
services, dividends and
interest... $3,863,317,000 Other taxes, collected for
governments $329,900,000
Net income . . .$528,461,000
for new plants
and
or $8.72 per share Spent
facilities
$381,824,000
Dividends .... $249,599,000
or $4.12y2per share Number
of
shareholderowners 254,000
Wages andment costsother
employNo. of employees. .120,000
. . $600,500,000
We will gladly send a copy of the full report if you wish one.
Write Room 1626, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y.
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CHARLES G. BASKERVILLE, former general manager, WFLA Tampa,
to KRIC Beaumont, Tex., as general manager.
JAMES C. FLETCHER, in addition to duties as eastern sales manager
of Midnight Sun Broadcasting Co., named national sales manager for
ManilaDYBCBroadcasting
which includes DZRH, DZPI and DZMP Manila,
and
and DYBU Co.,Cebu.

front office
NORMAN FURMAN, president of Furman, Feiner & Co., N. Y.,
elected vice president-general manager of WHEE Boston. Main
will be for
to convert
station'sJewish
programming
toward
specializationduty
in broadcast
Irish, Italian,
and Polish
listeners.
He
replaces LAMBERT B. BEEUWKES who has resigned [Agency Beat
page 10].
WILLIAM O. PAINE, national advertising manager, KGU Honolulu,
named station manager succeeding
MARION A. MULRONY who retires
after 30 years as manager of station.
JAMES E. WEMPLE, account executive, KWKW Pasadena, Calif., to
KNBH (TV) Hollywood, in similar
capacity. JAY SEIBEL, account executive, KGFJ Hollywood, succeeds him
Mr. Mulrony
Mr. Paine
at KWKW.
RAY BARNETT, sales manager, KEAR San Mateo, Calif., appointed acting station manager succeeding HOWARD SMILEY.
J. R. KENNEDY, supervisor of operations in engineering division of
CBC Toronto, named commercial manager for CBC television stations
at Toronto and Montreal.
JOE SEIDEMAN, radio-TV director, The Caples Co., L. A., to KBIG
Avalon, Calif., as account executive.
GERTRUDE SALNY, formerly with E. A. Lundy Co., to sales staff,
WOV New York.

STANLEY SCHLOEDER, manager of spot radio-TV time buying, Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y., and ALFRED I. MIRANDA, advertising sales staff,
Vogue magazine, to The Katz Agency, N. Y., station representative firm,
on TV sales staff.
PAUL SCHEINER, account executive, KGO San Francisco, becomes sales
manager replacing ALAN JOHNSTONE who will resign May 15.
E. FREDERICA MILLET, radio department, National Foundation for
Infantile Paralysis, joins political sales group at NBC, headed by
WALTER E. MYERS, to act as sales contact, selling both radio and
television time.
JOSEPH
K. FLETCHER,
sales staff, WFLN-FM Philadelphia, to WCAUTV
that city,
in same capacity.
DONALD J. TRAGESER, sales staff, KQV Pittsburgh, to KDKA that
city, in same capacity.
L. L. ZIMMERMAN, account executive, WQAM Miami, elected governor of fourth district, Adv. Federation of America,
covering entire state of Florida.
R. HILL CARRUTH, West Coast TV representative,
Alexander Film Co., Colorado Springs, to KTTV (TV)
Hollywood, as account executive.
GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY, N. Y., appointed national
representative by WJPS Evansville, Ind.
GEORGE W. CLARK Inc., Chicago, appointed national
representative by WFOX Milwaukee.
STANLEY B. WOOD, formerly with Ruthrauff & Ryan
and Cecil & Presbrey, both N. Y., to WOR that city,
as account executive in recording studios.
Mr. Zimmerman
NATIONAL BROADCAST SALES, Montreal, has moved to 1396 St.
Catherine St. W. Telephone is University 6-1538.
PetienaU • • •

WBNS

RADIO

DOMINATES
CENTRAL

OHIO

We'll be a monkey's uncle if WBNS
Radio mentstillfactorisn't
the biggest
in Central
Ohio entertain. . . and
the cheapest! It's a fact . . . more people have radios than ever before. Listeners stay tunedwith
to WBNS.
There's
no monkeying
dials because
WBNS offers the 20 top-rated shows
with strong CBS programming and
locally-loved personalities. Sponsors
have a billion-dollar listening and
spending audience through WBNS.
ASK JOHN BLAIR
POWER
WBNS — 5,000
WELD-FM— 53.000
COLUMBUS, OHIO
OUTLET
CENTRAL OHIO'S ONLY
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HULBERT TAFT, editor-publisher, Times-Star, Cincinnati, named in
May issue of Fortune, "scion of Cincinnati's most distinguished family."
Paper owns WKRC-AM-FM-TV Cincinnati. . . . HARRY S. ACKERMAN, vice president in charge of network programs, CBS-TV Hollywood,
and
his wife,
former
MARYMay SHEPP,
through
Europe,
leaving
24. radio-TV actress, plan month's trip
ED NEIBLING, account executive-newscaster, KTUL Tulsa, elected president of city's Junior Chamber of Commerce. . . .
BENEDICT GIMBEL Jr., president-general manager of WIP Philadelphia, presented citation by Boys' Clubs of America for 15 years' service
as member of board of Crime Prevention Assn. . . . VICTOR C. DIEHM,
president-general manager of WAZI Hazleton, Pa., vice president,
WHOL Allentown, Pa., and management consultant at WHLM Bloomsburg, named chairman of radio-TV committee for 1952 Pennsylvania
Week scheduled for Oct. 13. . . .LEON FORSYTH, merchandising manager, CBS Radio Pacific Network, father of boy, Randall Scott, April 30.
Miner Co., and True Boardman,
L. A.'s RTRA ELECTION
writer-producer,
Sutherland
Reynolds Named President Productions, wereJohn
named RTRA
ROBERT O. REYNOLDS, vice first and second vice presidents represident and general manager, spectively.
KMPC Hollywood, has been elected
Donn B.wasTatum,
ABC-TV
western
electedNBC
secretary,
with
president of Radio-Television-Re- manager,
C.ofMcCray,
Westernnamed
Div.
cording-Advertising Charities Inc., Thomas
director
radio
operations
treasurer,
and
Harold
R.
Maag,
RCAthat city. He succeeds Sidney N. urer.
Strotz, TV consultant and formerly Victor vice-president, assistant treasNBC Western Div. vice president,
Continuing
to service with arenew Larry
offion board-of-directors
who headed the charities organiza- Shea, cersgeneral
manager, Bing Crosby
tion since its founding three years Enterprises;
Wayne
Tiss,
BBDO
vicepresident;director,
Bob Musicians
Shugart, Mutual
public relaProAssn., Local
47, AFM;
Richard
ago.Hildred Sanders, vice president Moore,tionstective
general
manager
KTTV
(TV)
in charge of radio-TV, Dan B. Los Angeles and Mr. Strotz.
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No, this time they're PRESTO Green Label discs . . .
crossing the oceans on their way to such
foreign ports as Ankara, Genoa, and Johannesburg . . .
and to Mexico, Colombia and Brazil.
Every week, thousands of presto recording discs are shipped
overseas, despite U. S. dollar
shortages, import license controls
£
and other obstacles in the path of
4M#fl4fllBft J
HUUin
• foreign trade. In one week, the week
of February 28th, M. Simons & Son
Company (Presto's foreign
representative) shipped nearly 23,000 discs to these
points around the world.
There must be a reason for this proven preference for
PRESTO discs, particularly in the face of increased demands
for magnetic tape. The reason is plain to us . . . and will
be to you when you use presto on your next job.
PRESTO is the preferred disc because it is manufactured
by the highest standards in the industry . . . made
in the world's most modern disc plant . . .
and tested for maximum performance.

-/IjVAL-l^-y LI RECORDING CORPORATION
LTparamus, new jersey
Export Division: 25 Warren Street, New York 7, N. Y.
Division: Walter P. Downs, Ltd., Dominion Square Bldg., Montreal
WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER
OF PRECISION RECORDING EQUIPMENT AND DISCS

air-casters

GOLdBH

TRIANGLE
in the

Great

Southwest

ANA
Lwj>T3|
r I TEX
MajorARK
distribution
^^^^^^^^ point for a four^
state area.
Oil,manufacturing,
livestock, Army
agriculture,
ordnance and growing.
HOT SPRINGS
World-famous resort with high local
spending power and a bonus of
over a half million visitors annually from all over the nation.
Developing industrially.
CAMDEN
Balancedtural,agriculindustrial
economy. Paper mills, lumber,
furniture, one of the largest
Navy ordnance installations. A
money market.

571,000 PEOPLE
160,200 Radio Homes
$420,267,000 Effective Buying
Power, $367,535,000 Retail Sales
(From Safes Management)

°N£ ONE BlUJNG
(Sold Singly or in Groups)

For details write to:
FRANK 0. MYERS, Gen. Mgr.
THE ARKTEX STATIONS
Gazette Bldg., Texarkana, Ark. Tex.
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RICHARD
New York,SASSENBERG,
appointed trafficWOEsupervisor.
JAMESnati Post,ALLEN,
editor,
Cincinto WLWTcity(TV)
Cincinnati,
as promotion manager replacing
FREDERIC GREGG, now head of
clients' service department.
LINDSEY NELSON, senior sports announcer and director of football,
Liberty Broadcasting
System,signsDallas,
effective Mayre14. Future plans
are unannounced.
GERALD S.
COHEN,
director,
of merchandising,
promotion and publicity, WDGY MinMr. Nelson neapolis,
resigns15.
effective May
Future plans have not been announced.
CARLTON FREDERICKS, WMGM
New York nutrition commentator, will
teach course in nutrition at Brooklyn
College cation
under
Adult fall.
Edudivision,auspices
beginningof next
JEAN HARVEY, KCRC Enid, Okla.,
toeditor.
WTMA Charleston, S. C, as women's
CLAREtures staff,
CASSIDY
specialMass.
feaWTAG joins
Worcester,
JACK JACKSON, KCMO Kansas City
agriculture director, awarded Honorary Degree
of StateFarmers
Farmers of atAmerConvention of Future
ica, April 25 in Columbia, Mo.
ROBERT BRECKNER, director of
production, KTTV (TV) Hollywood,
promoted to executive producer succeeding DUDE MARTIN who will deall his andtimeenlarged
to station's
Dude
Martinvote Show
merchandising campaign for Sears, Roebuck &
Co., program sponsor.
VIRGIL A. BRINNON, director of
• continuity, WJW
Cleveland,
promoted to director
ofDICK
sales DRURY,
'promotion.
WSRS
Cleveland,staff,to
announcing
WEOL Elyria,
Ohio.
RUDY
MAN, RUDERnews and
continuity director,
Mr. Brinnon
WGNR
chelle, N.NewY., Ro-to
WFBM-AM-TV Indianapolis, as writer.
FIN ANTHONY, announcer of CKNW
New Westminster, awarded Benwell
Trophy in salesmanship sponsored by
Advertising
Sales Bureau, Vancouver Boardandof Trade.
DON O'BRIEN, sports director,
WDGY Minneapolis-St. Paul, appointed program director replacing
JOHN sumeLESLIE
who atresigned
to assimilar duties
WMBD Peoria,
111.
LILLIAN RANDOLPH, star of CBS
Radio achievement
Beulah, received
"Angel" award
for
in radio-TV
from
Cabelleros, Negro business men's
group.
JACK THAYER, WLOL MinneapolisSt. Paul, selected by See magazine as
one of nation's top disc jockeys.

AL MORGAN, staff writer, WCBS
New York,
CBS Radio's
public affairs staff,toassigned
to pre-convention political
series, Candidates
and
Issues, as producer.
JOHN J. HYLAND named publicity
director ceeding
at WFIL
JOSEPH E.Philadelphia
DOOLEY sucwho
resigns to enter advertising field.
EDWARD J. UHLER promoted to
director of merchandising replacing
WILLIAM E. BENNETT who leaves
station to study in Europe.
BRYCE R. HOWARD, KRPL Moscow,
Ida., to KSVP Artesia, N. M. CARL
FINCH, announcer-operator, KRPL,
joins
capacity.KWAL Wallace, Ida., in same
WILLIAM HINDMAN, special events
staff, WCOL Columbus, Ohio, to
WLWC (TV) there, as announcer.
G. B. WORK to WKAN Kankakee,
111., as announcer.
DICK RICHMOND, announcer-disc
jockey,
three weekKGBS
leave Harlingen,
of absence toTex.,
returnon
toinformation
active duty
as
Air
Force
public
officer.
JIM CURTIS, announcing staff, WHAY
New inBritain,
Conn., to WSBA York,
Pa.,
same capacity.
TED RICH, assistant designer, NBCTV Colgate Comedy Hour, named manproductionHollywood.
facilities department,
KNBH ager,(TV)

MMs

toe*/

Compared
period

BILL BOHACK, chief announcer
WPAT Paterson, N. J., and Phyllis
Cunningham were married May 11.
JIM
father THOMAS,
of boy. WCKY Cincinnati
JIM WATSON, announcer, WTAG
Worcester, Mass., father of boy.
ANN CARLYLE, office manager, KF1
Los Angeles, and ENRIQUE RUIZ.
South American tenor and Columbia
recording
Madrid last artist,
month. were married in
BOB VESEL, program director,
WMTR Morristown, N. J., father of
girl, Donna, April 28.
A/ewl •NATANSON
• •
GEORGE
appointed to
foreign correspondent staff, NBC, to'
represent
network
in
Buenos
Aires.
MARKies in Cairo
SEEDONand assumes
dut- '
JAMES similar
CHRISTEN
in Rio de Janeiro.
CHARLES SHAW appointedrectornews
diPhiladelphia.at WCAU
VICK AVERS,
newscaster, WFMT
(FM) Chicago,
WJEH
Gallipolis,to
Ohio, as news editor.
GEOFFREY A.
GASS, cow,
KRPL
MosIda., joins
news
staff
KSRV
Ontario,of
Ore.
Mr. Shaw
ERWIN D. CANHAM, ABC news analyst and editor of Christian Science
Monitor,
commander
Order of appointed
Orange-Nassau
by Queenin
Juliana derful
of the
Netherlands
"wonwork the
Christianfor Science
Monitor has done through the past
years with the problem of covering the
Netherlands and Indonesia."

with

Safes

same

in 1951

Mattoiraf Spot dcfverttsers

Write, Phone or Ask Headley-Reed
MUSE
570 KC
WSYR
—
AM-FM-TV
—
The
Only
Complete
Broadcast Institution in Central New York
NBC Affiliate • Headley-Reed, National Representatives
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Do you want to pay for
A

Government

Honeymoon

You may be taxed for the cost of the most
expensive honeymoon Niagara Falls has ever
seen. The federal government's wooing of
electricat light
and power
toAmerica's
reach a climax
the famous
Falls. threatens
Here's how. ... A giant new hydroelectric
power plant is going to be built on the Niagara
River. And a critical point in the drive toward
a government power monopoly is being argued
over who will build it — the federal government or a group of 5 electric companies. (There
is also a proposal to have the State of New York
build the plant and sell the power. )
These electric light and power companies
are ready with the plans and the money — and
the lines to take the power where it will be
needed — under normal public regulation.
But the job is held up — for there are people
who want the federal government to take over
electricity — as well as medicine and other businesses and services. They say the federal government should build the plant — even if it
takes more time, and costs the U. S. public
many
millions
in unnecessary
the choice
shapes
up . . . taxes. Here's how
'MEET CORLISS ARCHER"— ABC— Sundays, 9:15 P.M., Eastern Time.

BROADCASTING
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at Niagara

Falls?

If electric companies build
If the federal government
builds the plant
the plant
• The companies and their
• You will pay for it in taxes
- over $350,000,000.
investors will pay for it.
• Power produced will be \ • Specially favored groups
will have first call on all
shared by all, with rates
regulated by state utility
commissions.
power. Rates won't be
regulated.
• The Niagara project
• Little, if any, taxes will
will pay about $23
be paid to local, state or
federal governments from
million
a yeartaxes.
in local, state ' the
and
federal
sale of power.
• Defense plants and others j • Government estimators
will begin to get the power
say it will take them at least
in about 3 years.
i
NOTE: In no case would the scenic beauty
years.
of the FallsSt. beLawrence
affected,Seaway.
Nor has this project any connection with the 5controversial
Who do you think should build this new plant? Talk it over with
your friends and neighbors. The decision ought to be made by the
American people. . . . The government plan is a long step toward
socialized electricity — because only power production is involved —
with no other purposes, such as flood control, to complicate the issue.
That's why these facts are brought to you by America's businessmanaged, tax-paying Electric Light and Power*Names
Companies.*
on request from this magazine
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On All Accounts
(Continued from page 10)
He then studied engineernauseate
ingly. people," he added laugh- athlete.
ing at New York's Cooper Union
College.
But doesn't
that
antagonize
listeners in regard to the product?
After he left college, he was a
salesman for a chemical company
he was asked. "My results show but
successful friends in radio sales
thatRadio,
it doesn't,"
he stated.
he believes,
was helped influenced him to try his hand at
that
medium.
by video. He pointed out the money
He was in the sales departments
spent
on
radio
to
advertise
TV
sets.
Mr. Charles said that he chooses of WINS New York City, WARM
radio because he thinks that TV is Scranton, WHYN Holyoke, WKIP
overpriced. "For example, for the Poughkeepsie
e left and
WINXWINX
to joinWashKal,
same
that I can buyI can
one buy
20- Ehrlich i&ngton. HMerrick
in 1942.
second price
TV announcement,
around 65 minute spots on radio.
Advertising's Pace
And one spot, even on television, is
"I like advertising because, to use
not
enough
to
sell
a
big
item.
Dolit keeps you by
young."
lar-for-dollar, radio today is a the
Thisold iscliche,
substantiated
Mr.
better
buy than television," he Charles who, although born March
emphasized.
8, 1912, looks considerably less
AlthoughMr. a Charles
transplanted
Yorker,
thinks New
that than 40.
He is married to the former GerWashingtonvertisinisg city the
adtrude Silber, of Poughkeepsie. They
in "hottest"
the country.
have
two sons, Peter, 8, and Eric,
"Where else," he asks, are you go- 6. When
he can, Mr. Charles likes
ing to find appliance dealers spend- to play golf
and he shoots in the
ing $5,000 a week?"
80s.
However,
he seldom has time
In
his
native
New
York
City,
Alexander Lloyd Charles attended for golf.
"I
need
about
three more hours
James Monroe High School where,
incidentally, he was quite an in the day. Even then I couldn't

there

isn't
time
to

read

them

all

Let's not kid ourselves. No advertiser, account man or
agency time buyer has the hours or physical stamina
to read all the trade press.
In radio-TV they concentrate on one — BROADCASTINGTELECASTING. (We've a hat-full of statistics to prove it.)
It doesn't take five, three or even two publications to
woo the attention of the people who really count. One
does it — BROADCASTING.
They may not read the others (and paid circulation
figures show they don't).

but they always read
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play golf. I need that time to do
my work the way I want to do it."
Mr. Charles
that man
it's
important
for thebelieves
advertising
to keep the upper hand with clients
insofar as advertising is concerned.
This he does, by producing results
and
injecting good humor into the
relationship.
"I invented a gag," he said, a
little proudly. "I call up a client
and
say, 'Good advertising
morning, man
this inis
the second-best
the world.' When he asks me who
is the best, I reply, 'I am, but I'm
modest.'
"
42 OUTLETS
SIGN
With World in April
WORLD Broadcasting System, producers of sales and program services, signed 42 new subscriber stations during April to set a company
record
for one month's
Robert W. Friedheim,
generalsales,
manager,
announced last week.
Mr. Friedheim said sales materials and audition
on World's
new County
Fair, discs
featuring
Judy
Canova, have been sent to more
than 900 subscribers. The People
Choose, election-year series of 13
half-hour shows, has been sold to
173 stations, with many advertisers
sponsoring it as a public service,
he said.
Another World series, the weekly
quarter-hour Get a Hit baseball
show, is being carried on 365 stations, Mr. Friedheim said.
HARPER TO TALK
At- Library Group Meet
MARION HARPER Jr., president
of McCann-Erickson, will discuss
"Tomorrow's Advertising" as one
of the principal speakers at the
opening luncheon of the Special
Libraries Assn.'s 43d annual conStatler invention,NewMay 26-29,
York. at the Hotel
Other highlights of the convention will include a May 28 session
on "Evaluation of Services Used in
Advertising,"
with research
speakers director
including Hans Zeisel,
of the Tea Bureau, "Evaluation of
Radio
TV Services";
McCord,andresearch
director ofFrank
Cecil
& Presbrey, "Evaluation of Market
Research
Services";
ners, manager
of copy Gladys
research Hinfor
McCann-Erickson, "Evaluation of
Copy Research
Services,"
and
Evelyn
Becker, librarian
of Needham, Louis & Brorby, on "Evaluation of Library Services."

'MICHAELS' LIST
ART AS Awards Made
WINNERS of the third annual
"Michael" awards in radio and TV,
sponsored by the Academy of Radio
and Television Arts and Sciences,
were announced last week.
NBC's Big Show was adjudged
the radio program of the year, Red
Skelton was named best TV_
comedian, and special citations
were issued to Gian-Carlo Menotti's
opera, Amahl and the Night Visiand to Wants
Theodore
Granik's
forum, tors,Youth
to Know,
both
on List
NBC-TV.
of winners follows:
RADIO CATEGORY
Program of the year, The Big Show
(NBC);
Musical,
Telephone
(NBC);
Drama,
Theatre
Guild
onHour
theR.
Air
(NBC);
NewsRadio);
program,
Edward
Murrow
(CBS
Public
interest,
Metropolitan
Opera
(ABC);
Classical
music, NBC Symphony (NBC); MyChildren's,
Greatest stery,
StoryDragnet
Ever(NBC);
Told (ABC).
TELEVISION CATEGORY
Comedian, Red Skelton (NBC-TV);
Variety,
Your Show
TV); Situation
comedy,of Shows
I Love (NBCLucv
(CBS-TV); (NBC-TV);
Drama, Philco-Goodyear
Playhouse
Mystery, Dragnet(CBS-TV);
(NBC-TV); Panel
Quiz, What's My
Line?
Meet
PressDiscussion-Interviews,
Forum,
Americanthe Forum
of(NBC-TV);
the Air (NBC-TV);
Musical
Variety, Garry
Fred Waring
(CBSTV)
;
Daytime,
Moore
(CBS-TV); News
Program, Presentation,
See It Show
Now
(CBS-TV);
Commercial
Schlitz
BiographyBeer
Shows(CBS-TV);
on Toast ofInnovation,
the Town
(CBS-TV);
Children's, Betty
Zoo Furness.
Parade
(NBC-TV); Announcer,
RADIO & TELEVISION CATEGORY
Sportscaster, Shore;
Mel Allen;
Female
Vocalist,
Perry Como;DinahPopular
Song,MaleTooVocalist,
Young.
Citations:
Gian
Carlo
Menotti's
Amahl and the Night VisitorsOpera
and
Know.
Theodore Granik's Youth Wants to

U.S. WEATHER NEWS
Morning Program Emphasized
U. S. Weather Bureau has discontinued its evening radio program, National Weather Summary,
and has shifted its emphasis to
morning programming.
This was announced by James C.
Fidler, chief of the Weather Bureau's radio-TV division, who explained that lack of manpower
forced the shift. National Weather
Summary was carried up to April
18 by workfour
stations.Continental FM Net"However," Mr. Fidler added,
"we would be receptive to any network interested in a weather summary program between 7 a.m. and
Mr. Fidler makes three announcements per day
on DaveToday,
Garroway's NBC-TV
program,
Monday through Friday. He is
heard
a weather summary over
noon."
CBS onin Friday.

Turkish Program
FIRST Turkish-language radio
program to be broadcast in New
York metropolitan area has begun
on WHOM-FM New York 7-8 p.m. Miss Nora B. Hall
EST. Program is conducted by R.
Oguz Turkkan, Columbia U. lec- MISS NORA B. HALL, 63, treasturer on Turkish history and New
urer and a director of the Coshoc5fork correspondent for Turkish
ton Broadcasting Co., licensee of
newspaper
Cumhuriyet,
and
feaWTNS
and presitures music of that country and the
dent of Coshocton,
the CoshoctonOhio,Tribune
Co.,
hospital there May 5 of
Orient as well as news and special adiedheartat aailment.
features in Turkish language.
BROADCASTING
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Why

2 gallons

of the

equal 3 gallons

gasoline

you buy today

you bought

in 1926

1* Weucts areallvastly
knowsuperior
that today's
to those petroleum
of 26 years prodago.
But very few of us realize that two gallons of
today'sgallons
gasolinedidwill26 actually
as much
work as
three
years ago.do The
tremendous
improvement of petroleum products is largely
due to one thing: the research being carried on
by U. S. oil companies.

2* In February Union Oil opened the doors of
its new $8 million Research Center near Los
Angeles. Here a staff of 300 will work on product
improvement as well as petrochemical research
— the development of the base chemicals for such 4. These 30,000 U. S. oil companies — big and
products as synthetic rubber, detergents and little—
are all competing with each other. Conseplastics.
quently, the incentive to develop new and improved products or techniques is constantly with
all of us. This incentive is the driving force behind
our whole free, competitive American system.

UIIOM

3. Over the last 61 years the money we have
spent per year on research has risen steadily from
$3 thousand to over $3 million. Why? Not because
we like to spend money or because someone told
us we must. But to keep ahead of our competitors
—all of whom are working on new and improved
products too.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

5* For it encourages the introduction of new
and better products to a greater degree than
could ever exist under a governmental monopoly*
As a result, the American people have the highest standard of living the human race has ever
known.
*As long, that is, as the government doesn't tax
industry
where there's no incentive left
for
researchto theayidpoint
development.

©II
COMPMY
OF CALIFORNIA
INCORPORATED IN CALIFORNIA, OCTOBER 17, 1890
This series, sponsored by the people of Union Oil Company, is dedicated to a
discussion
why American
business functions.
hope Write:
you'll feel
free to sendof inhowanyandsuggestions
or criticisms
you have toWeoffer.
The
President, Union Oil Company, Union Oil Building, Los Angeles 17, California.
Manufacturers of Royal Triton, the amazing purple motor oil
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rcaVictor

Good program ideas and top talent
deserve RCA Victor transcription
quality and service. Your material —
spot announcements to full-length
shows— should get the benefit of
RCA's technical experience and
research.
Your order, large or small, is
recorded, processed and pressed in
the country's best-equipped studios
and plants . . . receives world-famous
RCA Victor engineering. Complete
transcribed radio production and
script-writing facilities are available.
Contact an RCA Victor Custom Record office today:
630 Fifth Avenue
Dept. B-50,
JUdsonNEW2-5011YORK 20
446 North Lake Shore Drive
Dept. WHitehall
B-50, CHICAGO
4-3215 11
1016 North Sycamore Avenue
Dept. B-50,
HOLLYWOOD
38
HILLside
5171
Write
for ourBrochure!
fact-filled
Customnow Record
custom
record
sales ^
RADIOOF CORPORATION
AMERICA
RCA VICTOR DIVISION
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He likes to get things done "so tha
Our Respects to
(Continued from page 56 )
This calm
probably
for hi
and accounts
relaxed mannei
higher education and left in 1919 Hour and Joe Penner Show half- usual
Iwhich,
can rest."
added to his warm sense oJ
with "enough credits to graduate hour programs on Sunday.
and natural ease in getting
In Sept. 1946 Mr. Carroll left humor
with,
but init allcame
the wrong
subjects."a
along
with
makes them
When
to choosing
that agency to join Ward Wheelock enjoy working people,
with
and outlook
for him. on
career, Mr. Carroll had no doubt as Co., intive onHollywood
as
agency
execuHe
takes
a
serious
Jack
Carson
Show.
to what he wanted to do. Even as
the radio vs. TV debate. Mr. Car
a child he had gravitated toward
Before he left JWT, Mr. Carroll
believes television is now in
advertising. As a pastime, he had took along a permanent momento roll
same growing stages that radio
diligently clipped and pasted up of his association there. Her name the
was
in its beginning. However
for future reference little verses in was Norma Tobias, a secretary on
the Campbell Soup magazine ads. the agency staff. Robert T. Colwell, television will not "kill" radio, onl
he believes.
Thus, on leaving high school, then his boss, and now the third change
Mr. it,Carroll
still freelances
when 17 years old, he got his first man of the Sullivan, Stauffer, Col- magazine writing. He also
job with Sigmund Kahn Agency,
written
several
popular songs
well & Bayles
lineup,
was
matchmaker. She became Mrs. Carroll
a small New York advertising firm,
recent are "Christmas Is For
now defunct. He was office boy on Sept. 19, 1934. The Carroll Most
Children" and "You Say the Nicest
with a salary of $10 per week. The family, which now includes Lida, Things."
songs include "Baby
16; Bruce, 12 and Adam, 8, make Me" and Other
next three years, he went progres- their
"Why Won't
You?" colla
home today in Beverly Hills.
sively from that agency to three
Other
writings
including
Six months after joining Ward boration with Bob Hope
others, ending up in 1926 as copy
on the very
chief for Irwin Jordan Rose Corp. Wheelock Co., Mr. Carroll helped successful "I Never Left Home,
the Club 15 musical on a five which sold more than 1% million
To relieve the grind of com- start
mercial writing, he wrote humorous weekly basis and Double or copies, and "So This Is Peace." In
the words of Mr. Carroll, the latter
dailybothaudience
copy and verse, plus film reviews Nothing,
tion show,
on CBSparticipaRadio. was a "huge failure," selling a.
for Judge,
whose
staff
young
CarClub
15
has
since
gone
to
thrice
roll eventually joined.
mere quarter million copies.
on CBS Radio, with Double
spite of his loyalty to radio,,
He also did free lance copy for weekly
or Nothing shifted to NBC radio on it Inis TV
which has given him his
the old Life. These "outside" as- its same daily schedule.
opportunity to become a star in.
signments brought him so much enIt
was
in
the
summer
of
1950
his
own
right.
For the past four
and ma- that Mr. Carroll was named viceterijoyment
al y that bothin spiritually
1926 he temporarily
years, Mr. Carroll has been a
president
in
charge
of
Ward
permanent panel member of the
left advertising to devote fulltime
to freelance writing.
Wheelock Co.'s West Coast opera- RSVP,
Sundayseennight
Movietown
tions.
locallyshow,
on KTLA
(TV)
Wide Writing Activities
A hard worker when a job has Hollywood.
to be done, and a neat one too,
Fortion tothe
next forsixJudge
years andin addiNot tiona affiliation
joiner, ishis the
sole Hollywood
organizawriting
Life, agency co-workers concur, Mr.
Mr. Carroll wrote for the New Carroll works best on a deadline. Executives Club.
Yorker, College Humor, Saturday
Evening Post; did a New York
column for Canada Goblin; for two
years turesdidfor New
a radioYorkcolumn
feaSundayplusWorld
until its demise in 1930; wrote
ARE YOU A STICKLER
vaudeville skits for "Garrick Gaities" and for about six months
handled publicity for Tobus Klagfilm
Syndikat, A.G., German film
distributor.
FOR COVERAGE?
In "spare time" during this
period, he managed to collaborate
Smart local advertisers know that WINS, with trewith Harry Wagstaff Gribble on a
mendous power day and night, reaches lots of listenmusical
review,
"Cherry
Pie,"
ers. They know it offers lowest cost per thousand
which wichranVillage.
for three weeks in Greenlisteners most every period of the day.*
"The play got good reviews," ex"Spots," shows on WINS have a reputation for
plains Mr. Carroll, "but no one
selling — extra pulling power. Ask any of our local
showed
up."
Ending his vacation from adveradvertisers — among them:
tising in February 1932, he joined
the New York radio department of
• Loew's Theatres
The Bank for Savings
J. Walter Thompson Co. During
• National Shoes
the next 14 years he worked on net' Ben Tucker Furs
work shows produced by that agen• New York Telephone Co.
cy, such as Burns and Allen — Guy
> Crawford
• Pioneer Food Stores
Barney's Clothes
Lombardo; Rudy Vallee Show;
• Sterling Tobacco
Shell Chateau; Chase & Sanborn
i Friendly Frost Stores
•Torino Foods
Hour, and Paul Whiteman and Al
< La Basso Bakery
Jolson, which he started. Latter
program later became known as
Kraft Music Hall. In addition, the
You can sell more for less money in the Metropolitan
busy young man wrote interviews
New York market if you'll buy. . . 1010 WINS ... it sells!
and
the
framework
for
CBS'
Lux
Radio Theatre.
At one period his schedule included writing for 2% hours of
walls
Thursday shows (Kraft Music
1010 WINS 50,000
Day and Nighl . . . New York
Hall, Rudy Vallee Show, George .
Olsen and Frank Fay programs) ;
♦Pulse (February, 1952)
CROSLEY BROADCASTING CORPORATION
the hour Al Jolson Shell Chateau
on Saturday; Chase & Sanborn
BROADCASTING
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MBS CO-OP
Reach SHOWS
New High
tingn SPONSORS of Mutual network
hem i; cooperative programs have reached
a an all-time high to total 4,485 local
m o and regional advertisers, Bert
* [ Hauser, director of co-op programs,
■ in - announced Tuesday,
ii) J Noting that a total of 25 netto, i work programs were available for
'•If;l local sponsorship as of May 1, Mr.
Hauser pointed out that Game of
its 1 the Day leads the list, having been
las , sold to 1,879 advertisers on 245
igs.Fort:=*»■network
stations.
Only broadcasts
half the
daily innings
of these
est t are available to local backers, he
iky | explained, since the FalstafF Brewing Corp., St. Louis, sponsors the
la. , remaining play on a national basis.
'tf \ An additional 625 sponsors have
t," " been attracted since Jan. 1 to the
on £ five Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer shows
III available for local sponsorship:
er Crime Does Not Pay, Story of Dr.
a |j Kildare, Hardy Family, MGM
Theatre of the Air, and Grade
io, , Fields Show.
lis The two leading MBS newscasti» ers — -Fulton Lewis jr., sold on 368
w stations to 708 advertisers, and
a Cedric Foster, backed by 320 sponle sors on 158 affiliates — together rep» resent more local business sponsors
') than
co-opstheoncombined
other contracts
networks,of Mr.all
i- Hauser said.
Other leading MBS co-ops include Cecil Brown, sponsored on
86 stations; Mutual Newsreel on
81, and commentator Bill Cunningham, 79.
Newest program added to the
cooperative plan is Bert Bacharach's broadcast version of his
syndicated column on men's dress
and interests, Men's Corner, which
is broadcast from 7:15-7:30 p.m.
EDT, Wednesdays.
WCAO

KPRC-AM-TV WINS
Get-Out-Vote Campaign
VOTING at the precinct conventions in the KPRC-AM-TV Houston area May 3 was 50 times as
great as in 1948 and was the biggest turnout in history after a concentrated get-out-the-vote campaign by the station, in close cooperation with its parent newspaper, the Houston Post, according to Marsh Callaway, KPRC
promotion manager.
For the first time in the memory
of any Texan, Republican voting at
precinct level was greater than
Democratic voting, he said.
May 1, KPRC-TV presented
TheOn Voice
of The People, a story
of democracy in action. The same
night, KPRC presented a radio version of the same theme. Both programs were introduced by Texas
Gov. Allen Shivers. Jim Alderman,
KPRC-TV, and Pat Flaherty,
KPRC, served as moderators.
Heavy spot schedules ran from
April 13 through May 3 on both
stations, urging voters to participate in their precinct conventions,
and publicizing a "Political
Primer" newspaper insert. Jack
Harris, KPRC-AM-TV general
manager, made a personal appeal
to managers of all Texas radio
stations to encourage precinct convention participation.
HADACOL BACK
With New Radio Campaign
"NEW and intensive radio advertising campaign"in foreight
Hadacol
will
be conducted
southern
states, according to Frank E. Heaston, director of advertising for LeBlanc Corp., Lafayette, La. The
campaign
more states.may be extended into
Campaign includes three to five
one-minute spot announcements per
day, six days a week, placed directly by LeBlanc Corp. from its
headquarters. Spots were produced
and transcribed by Erwin, Wasey
& Co., New York. States covered
include Alabama, Arkansas,
Georgia, Oklahoma, Louisiana, Tennessee, Texas, Mississippi and cities
of Cincinnati and Asheville, N. C.
The proprietary
product fame
was promoted to nationwide
and
wide distribution by its former
president, Dudley J. LeBlanc,
Louisiana political figure, mainly
by use of extensive radio advertising. Later the company went
throughzationbankruptcy
proceedings. and reorgani-

BIRTHDAY
30 Years Marked
MARYLAND'S oldest radio station, WCAO-AM-FM Baltimore,
celebrated its 30th anniversary last
Thursday and this year observes
its 25th year with CBS. Station
became one of the 16 basic affiliates
of the network in 1927.
The 5 kw on 610 kc AM outlet
and the 20 kw FM station today
have four 300-ft. towers and transmitter equipment on a 31-acre
tract, but began in 1922 as a 50
w AM station licensed to Sanders &
Stayman Piano Co.
President and general manager
! today is L. Waters Milbourne, son Columbus Poll Melee
of Sen. Lewis M. Milbourne who
CRUSADING News Editor Phil
headed a group which bought Kriegler
of WGBA Columbus, Ga.,
WCAO in 1931. In August 1947,
the station moved to its present was one of three newsmen allegedly
location at 1102 N. Charles St.
attacked last Tuesday by a group
According to officials, WCAO has of men as the three were taking
been credited with creation of the pictures at a polling place in Pheoriginal Morning Musical Clock, a nix City, Ala., a city where gamg is the object of a clean-up
favorite 6-9 a.m. program today. drive. blinOther
newsmen were Ray
Nine WCAO employes have more
than 20 years service and two an- Jenkins and Tom Sellers of the
nouncers are veterans of 15 years Columbus Ledger and Inquirer, of
or more.
which the station is an affiliate.
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From

where

6y Joe

I sit

Marsh

As a Matter
of Fact...
Out of all the newspaper and magazine columns that I read, the ones I
enjoy most are those that pack in a
whole lot of facts — unrelated facts,
maybe, but each one an interesting
bit of information in itself.
These columns go something like
this: "Did you know that humpback
whales are addicted to snoring? That
bees have been bred with red, brown,
blue and buff -color eyes?
"Did you know that lead can be
converted to gold — at a cost of only
$1,000,000 an ounce? That a 555pound fat girl went on a diet and lost
401 pounds in 12 months? That a
chrysanthemum has been developed
that smells like a violet?"
From where I sit, maybe Tm a
kind of "Johnny
own
columns
always-one-note.'"
seem to My
revolve
around one idea — a plea for us to
make sure we respect the other fellow's
rights— like the right to vote for your
own choice or the right to enjoy a glass
of beer now and then. I may not be in
style, but I believe my one fact is
worth repeating— and remembering!

Copyright, 1952, United States Brewers Foundation
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Sales, Audience Increase,
MBS GAINS
GT&R Reports
MBS is the only radio network with increased sales and audience from
aGeneral
year agoTirein the
face of Co.,
TV's which
progress,
according
annualYankee
reportandof
& Rubber
controls
MBS toandtheowns
Don Lee networks as well as seven radio and three TV stations.
The company substantially expanded its radio-TV interests with
ment in this subsidiary was exacquisition of WOR-AM-TV New
by earnings for the year,"
York and KHJ-TV Los Angeles it was ceeded
stated.
last Jan. 25, the report explains.
In a section titled, "New ProTotal income of General Tire &
grams Command Attention of
Rubber Co. in the. year ending Nov.
30, 1951, was $180,521,180, a new Radio and Television Listeners,"
the
report
comments on acquisition
high. Net after taxes was $7,790,WOR-AM-TV and KHJ-TV Los
467 including net income of $773,- ofAngeles
this way:
827 from TV and, broadcasting activities. Discussing the merger of These new acquisitions along with
Yankee and WOR with Thomas S. the Yankee Network in New England
Lee Enterprises Inc., the report and the Don Lee Network in the west
points out that the firm now has a comprise our subsidiary (90% owned
major stock interest in MBS.
—10% stockholder, R. H. Macy & Co.),
"Your company's 1951 invest- known as the Thomas S. Lee EnterRadio

and

TV

push

Italian-American

broadens

market

Progresso food products don't believe big advertising budgets will crowd little fellows from
shelves
radio and
On page
of Printers'
Ink's TVThis
success story
April
25th 46issue,
is a success
story thatsumers tops
themto all.sendCon-to is typical of the
were asked
constant rethe
advertiser,
& Taorsearch
mina, packers Uddo
o f Progresso
portinganddonere-by
Italian-American
foods, labels
Ink
and coupons representing
$10.00 Printers'
every
make itweek,
easierto
worth
dise. of Progresso merchan- for you to inter- Bob Kenyon
Those who do this have their est and SELL our
names and the names of rela- two-thirds
23,309 subscribers
than
of them— more
are buyers
tives in Italy forwarded to a
Rome correspondent of station of advertising, men at the top
WOV, New York. He then visits management level, and their
the relatives
in Italy
re- agencies, who
place their
busicords interviews
withandthem.
importance
to sell ofmoreusingof
These interviews are sent back YOURness— thestation
to the United States, and then their foods, clothing, cosmetics,
comes a day
the American
cars, fertilizers,
rugs, carpets,
relatives
hearwhen
the voices
of their refrigerators,
furniture, plants,
ice
friends and loved ones still in cream or what have you.
Italy.
Week after week, year after
In addition to this sensa- prowl,
is on ways
the
unearthingInk better
tional program, Progresso uses year, Printers'
newaddition
and oldto prodWPIX-TV, New York. The show, to advertise
ucts.
And
in
all
Opera
hasof "opened
the the "How to do it" articles, mostof
door kets
ofCameos,
dozens
super-marand
the
pocketbooks
exclusive
with Progresso
Printers'
as the
thousands of New Yorkers ofof ofInkthem(such
story)
ourconvenient
subscribersformat,
have thein
nonTheItalian
origin."
the
most
last paragraph of this news of the sales and advertisexciting& Taormina
story says, Co.
"thetoday
aim ofis
ing world, the names of the
Uddo
and the near great and
to spread throughout the coun- great
what
they are doing.
try from coast to coast, everyWe
welcome
the opportunity
where, everyWOV
place."
Progresso
started with
in New
York; to tell youpriatihow
on for saya modest
1/6 of aappropage
they
then
added
WPIX-TV.
Now they are planning to move a week, or a full page, can be
by your station to win new
across the country. Starting as used
and cement mors
a local advertiser, they will soon customers,
the accounts you now
be regional advertisers, and closely
eventually national advertisers. have.
When shall we have our first
If you missed this story drop
me a line and I will s°nd you talk?ROBERT E. KENYON, JR.
the
of Printers' Ink in
Advertising Director
whichissue
it appeared.

N. Y.
York 17,
42nd Street,
litis . 205
■Drmtorf
riniCl b IIIIv
ChicagoEast• Pasadena
• AtlantaNew• Boston
• London
l!
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prises Inc., which controls 58% of the
Mutual
Broadcasting
System'sandstock.
Both Yankee's
29 stations
Don
Lee's
45
stations
covering
western states are key Mutual theunits.13
This
owns three
outright
seven
radio subsidiary
stations and
television
filiates.
stations. The other stations are afIn Mutual the other stockholders
are the Chicago Tribune, the Cleveland Plain Dealer,of Gimbel's,
Sedgewick-Rogers
Windsor, and
Ontario,
and
currently
this
Mutual system is the only545-station
network
boasting
increased
and despite
listening audience
over billing
last year
television's
inroads.
Our
sales
and
income have been excellent.
With its Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer
deal, Mutual "scooped" the industry.
Now
it hassuchregular
starring
movieweek-day
greats asfeatures
Bette
Davis, Errol Flynn, Mickey Rooney,
Orson Welles, Lionel Barrymore, Lew
Ayres, Marlene Dietrich, Ann Sothern,
and many other stars.
Our three television markets of
New York, Boston and Los Angeles
service an area constituting about
30% of all the television homes in
the country. The increase in television
advertising in the last two years has
far surpassed the performance of any
media in the history of the world.
In a series of notes detailing
general functions, the radio-TV
expansion
was discussed as follows :
Thomas S. Lee Enterprises Inc. and
The Yankee Network Inc. reported a
net income of $773,827 for the period
ended Nov. 30, 1951. This included
the net income of The Yankee Network, Incorporated to May 6, 1951,
date of merger with Thomas S. Lee
Enterprises Inc. and the net income
of the latter company from Dec. 31,
1950, date of acquisition.
As ofInc.Jan.
1952 into
General
radio
was 25,
merged
ThomasTele-S.
Lee Enterprises Inc. for which
Thomas S. Lee Enterprises paid $1,683,622 in cash and issued 732 shares
of its capital stock (aggregate stated
value $87,840) ; this changed The General Tire &S. Rubber
Co.'s ownership
of Thomas
Lee Enterprises
Inc. to
a 90% interest. Coincident with this
merger Thomas S. Lee Enterprises
Inc. purchased certain assets from
WOR
236,000 Program
in cash. Service Inc. for $1,In connection
with theTireabove
transactions The General
& Rubber
Co., subsequent
to
Nov.
30,
1951,
advanced $3,000,000 to Thomas S. Lee
Enterprises Inc., which was made subordinate toa five year $2,500,000 bank
loan
of Thomas
S. Leeof Enterprises
Inc. Under
the terms
that bank
loan Thomas S. Lee Enterprises Inc.
has agreed that it will not pay any
dividends (except stock dividends) so
long asof the
the loanaggregate
principal
amount
exceeds $1,500,000
and thereafter only to the extent that
tangible assets exceed total liabilities
by at least $2,500,000.
Thomas S. Lee Enterprises Inc. has
made certain long term leases (one of
which was entered into in January,
1952), the performance of which The
General anteTire
& Rubber
d for various
periodsCo. tohastheguarextent of $663,500 annually.

PUBLIC SERVICE
Ads Cited by S. C. Gale
VALUE of public service advertising in building good will was
stressed by Samuel C. Gale, General Mills vice president in charge
of advertising and past chairman
of the Advertising Council, in a
speech before the Public Utilities
Adv. Assn. Friday at Minneapolis.
Outlining
Council's work
public
servicethe advertising
duringin
its 10 years, he told the group:
"I think it has now been demonstrated that public service advertising is a surer, better, and
sounder way of building good will
than the older forms of institutional advertising."
Public pendent
utilities
"morepublic
dethan mostareupon
good will," om enMr.
Gale
said,
recding that every public utilities advertising
man "givea portion
serious
thought
to earmarking
of
his
budget
for
public
service
advertising. . . .
"There must be some reason why
public service advertising is the
fastest-growing classification of
advertising, and there is : It is good
citizenship and at the same time
it is good business."
Additionally,
said, "advertising people. . as
. .hehave
themselves
the rediscovered
responsible
trustees of strument
the forworld's
mass greatest
persuasion.inThey have awakened to the fact
that they are protecting the bases
of democracy. . . ."
DISC— m.c, Stu Wilson, will be feaAre Yawhen
IAstinin'
KBIG
Avalon,tured onCalif.,
stationon begins
operations.
Show
will
occupy
noon slot, Mon. through Fri. 9-12

INCREASE in revenue each month in
1951 over the same month for the
previous
year has beenStation
announced
WITH Baltimore.
also re-by
ported sales in 1950 have topped those
of 1949. All station time between
6it and
was 11said.p.m. is now completely sold,

POUGHKEEPSIE
REPRESENTFD BY
EVERETT McKINNEY, ^NC

GE CEREMONY
Aided By WSAI Remotes
WSAI Cincinnati played a prominent part in a two-day ceremony of
General Electric Co.'s "Fastest Ten
Years
in History"thecelebration
commemorated
running ofwhich
the
first
jet
engine
in
America
and
dedication of the Lockland, Ohio,
GE plant.
Preceding the 10th anniversary
dinner at the Netherlands Plaza
Hotel, GE's own program, Sports
Time, with Dick Baker, WSAI
sports director, was originated
from the hotel. Other special programs followed.
The next
day, WSAI originated
programs from the Lockland plant.
That night, taped recordings of
afternoon discussions during the
two-day celebration were aired.
Special programs
underWSAIsupervision ofJ. RobertwereKerns,
managing director.
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THE

VALUE

THE

DAY

BUY

IT

GOES

UP

YOU

How many advertising media increase in value
the day you buy into them? And the next day?
And the next? To real snowball proportions?
Spot Television does.

Page 78
in our

Even as you sign the contract— more sets are
being sold, the number of TV families is growing. _ _
*
v
WSB-TV
Atlanta
the cost per thousand is going down.
..,„..
■,■
WBAL-TV Baltimore
WFAA-TV
Dallas
Invest in Spot
^TV today.
1
KPRC-TV Houston
It's the fastest rising stock in the advertising „„,
KHJ-TV Los Angeles
markCt'
KSTP-TV . . .M'pTs-St. Paul
WSM-TV Nashville
WTAR-TV Norfolk
KPHO-TV
Phoenix
WOAI-TV San Antonio
KOTV
Tulsa
REPRESENTED BY

7
year

EDWARD

PETRY
& CO., INC.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES
DETROIT • ST. LOUIS • SAN FRANCISCO • DALLAS

1,050,216
COOKBOOKS
SOLD BY WBAP-TV
IN FORT WORTH
AND
DALLAS
(An Industry Record)

Yes, over a million cookbooks were sold by WBAP-TV
during a 26-week period! The cookbooks were available in leading grocery stores in Fort Worth and Dallas. The promotion for
the books was done over WBAP-TV, Channel 5.
Yes, WBAP-TV follows through to the point of purchase!
The bulk of the promotion for these WBAP-TV cookbooks
was done on Home Economist Margret McDonald's "What's
Cooking?" program seen between 1:00 and 2:00 p. m. each
weekday. On Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays vivacious
Margret would prepare a recipe from the current volume being
promoted. On the other two days she would talk about the
books and show them.
Margret's popularity in the Fort Worth-Dallas area has
been phenomenal. In the past year she has received more than
ten thousand pieces of mail
I
from housewives in this area
requesting food recipes, asking for advice on interior decorating, floor-cleaning, flower
C0^i!!^U l

arrangements, furniture
dozen-and-one
other and
homea
management topics.

WBAP

AM -FM -TV
570 -820
Channel

CLEAREST PICTURE
• STRONGEST SIGNAL
• HIGHEST HOOPERS
• BEST PROGRAMS
affiliated with
AMON CARTER, Chairman HAROLD HOUGH, Director
STAR-TELEGRAM STATION . abc • nbc • AMON CARTER JR., President GEORGE
CRANSTON, Manager
FORT WORTH, TEXAS
>resentatives ROY BACUS, Commercial Manager
FREE & PETERS INC. Cxclvsh
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May Be Relaxed For Limited Manufacture
NPA COLOR
BAN
POSSIBILITY of a compromise
terials would be needed to launch
query, said the order
terest to 20th-century Fox Film
regulation that would relax the ban newsman's
production of necessary equipment.
Corp.
which,
deferring
to
MPAA
is
bound
to
"give
some
relief."
Mr.
Fleischmann
added
that
there
on manufacture of colorcasting
and TOA on the legal front, pro- It is this factor which touches in00 1) equipment in certain instances was would be relief "with the passing
timately on charges that the govposes to press its Eidophor projecheld
out
by
the
government
last
ernment has, in effect, banned the
tion theatre TV system into action.
of
time
if
nothing
else."
Mr.
week.
Fowler indicated that he has not
product rather than permitting
Exemption for manufacture of end
Despite published reports that reached a decision whether to press closed circuit equipment used by manufacturers to use available
a new order (M 90) would thaw the order into effect.
department stores on an experi- allocations as they choose. The mathe production freeze, it was un"We are trying to determine how study. mental basis also has been under
terials pictureduring
isn't likely
substantially
1952.to change
dersto d that the prohibition would we can relax the ban without enbe retained on manufacture of color
Mr. Fowler has indicated in the
dangering the military electronics
Unrest
on
the
labor-management
TV equipment which would pre- program," Mr. Fowler told news- past that, whatever action the gov- front has virtually dissipated any
men, referring to a desire to avert
clude mass production in the inno additional
government decondustry.
terialsernment
will betakes, made
availablema-to hope of trollingthevital materials
a situation where engineers would
by year's
end. These problems apparently
be
pulled
off military contracts.
The question was posed at a
manufacturers
for
color
producNPA has been mulling the color
Thursday news conference held by
tion, and that the technical short- will
as hecomplicate
takes over Mr.
the Fowler's
reins of DPtaskA
Henry H. Fowler, National Pro- TV issue the past three months
age remains acute.
duction Authority administrator, since the second government-insubject was
to Senate
approval.by
Another question that has been JuneMr.1 —Fowler
nominated
dustry conference called by NPA raised by industry — particularly by
and Manly Fleischmann, Defense
President
Truman
last
Wednesday
Production Administrator. Mr. to clarify the intent of M 90 [B«T, Paramount
Pictures Corp. on beFowler said an amended order Feb. 11, et seq.]. It has been frankly
half of Chromatic Television Labs., to head up DPA and will retain his
would be issued in perhaps a week. acknowledged that NPA had which proposes to make the Law- post as National Production AuthIt was understood that the com- studied the possibility of exemptrence tri-color TV tube — is whether
ority administrator. He succeeds
ing color TV theatre applications materials may be used to produce Mr. Fleischmann, who resigns to
promise goes farther
than NPA's
avowed intention
to maintain
the at the insistence of the Theatre a receiver capable of receiving return to private law practice in
Buffalo, and will report to acting
of America,
Pic- both color and monochrome TV. Defense
ban but permit manufacture of Ownersture Assn.
Chief John Steelman.
of AmericatheandMotion
National
NPA promised to clarify that, too.
equipment for certain color TV
Exhibitors Theatre Television ComThis action highlighted a week
In the cases of both Eidophor and
theatre and department store uses. mittee.
Lawrence, officials have pointed out of government
It would leave the door open for
(Continued ondevelopments
page 81) on
The issue is of paramount in- that no great quantities of mamanufacturers to apply for authority to turn out equipment if
it could be shown that there would
be no conflict with defense conWrather Buying 85%
tracts, no drain on engineers and
if they used their current black- KOTV(TV)
SALE
and-white TV materials allocations.
interest in KOTV
lets in one-station markets and all Bank of Tulsa Bldg. Antenna is
"Any relief would be much more CONTROLLING
490 ft. above average terrain. It is
(TV) Tulsa has been sold by George are in the Southwest.
apparent
than
real,
however,"
an
Although Mr. Wrather makes his affiliated with ABC, CBS and NBC
NPA official told Broadcasting • E. Cameron Jr. and John B. Hill to
Texas
oilman
J.
D.
Wrather
Jr.
business
headquarters
in
Dallas,
on
a non-interconnected basis. Tulsa
Telecasting.
"It would butnotmerely
open Sum for the 85% interest owned he makes his home in West Los is due
the
door to authorization
to be interconnected July 1
tell the manufacturer the com- by Messrs. Cameron and Hill was Angeles, Calif. In his late thirties, when the AT&T throws a microbination tothe safe. He would still announced as in excess of $2 mil- he is married to movie actress Bowave relay link into the city from
lion. Helen Alvarez, general man- nita Granville. He has produced Oklahoma City. Station charges
have to hold the lucky number."
ager of the station, retains her 15% some independent motion pictures. $500 for one-time Class A hour
appeared cri-to interest
Associated with Mr. Wrather in
be The
the "lucky
three number"
above-mentioned
in the licensee corporation
teria, according to the NPA official. and is expected to continue in her the purchase of KOTV is his mothCost of constructing the Tulsa
period.
If the order is approved by Mr. present position.
er, Mrs. Mazie Wrather. It is be- TV
station was $265,988.34, accordlieved that Mr. Wrather has his eye
Sale of KOTV brings to two the
Fowler
and
screened
by
NPA's
ing to the figures submitted in its
Clearance Committee for adoption, number of TV stations purchased in on TV in other cities, either through license
application. Major portion
it could mean in effect that DPA- the month since the April 14 FCC purchase or grant.
of
this
cost was for studio equipNPA is steering a course away Sixth Order and Report ending the
Application for FCC approval is
ment,
with theandtransfrom actual banning of the end TV freeze. A fortnight ago, an- expected to be filed in the next
mitter$102,958.85,
costing $89,506.72
the
nouncement was made of the sale week or two.
product. In any event, it was emantenna
system,
$29,802.77.
As of
phasized, there will be no greater of KPHO-AM-TV Phoenix to MereSeparate
TV
Company
June
30,
1951,
KOTV
was
reported
allocations of materials, with the
dith Publishing Co. for $1.5 mila net worth of $463,368.12.
It is understood that the inter- toIts have
result that the ban would, in effect,
lion [B«T, May 5].
net profit at that date for the
Wrather and his mother
be retained indirectly.
Although in preparation before will ebests of Mr.
in a separate fiscal year was reported as $82,The NPA official also noted that, the freeze-lifting, application for televisionincorporated
which will be 604.35.
without actual color TV broadcast- FCC
approval of the transfer of the parent company
Mr. Cameron, also an oilman, is
company
of
the licensee
ing, mass production of colorcast- KOB-AM-TV Albuquerque to Time of KOTV, Cameron Television
Inc. 70% stockholder of KOTV and is
ing receivers and related equip- Inc. and former FCC Chairman
ment (adapters, converters, etc.) Wayne Coy for $600,000 [B»T,
KOTV began operation Nov. 30, president of the licensee. Mr. Hill
1949. It operates on Channel 6, owns 15% of the station and is
and scarcity of materials, "the re- April 28] was filed after the Sixth with
16.6 kw visual power, from a secretary-treasurer
lief would be academic."
Report and Order was issued.
mercial manager. as well as comAll three sales were of TV out- 450-ft. antenna atop the National
Mr. Fowler, in response to a
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FROM MADISON AVE. TO HOLLYWOOD % VINE:

THERE'S

NO

LIKE

By DAVE GLICKMAN
THERE'S no business like TV
business as far as talent agencies
are concerned.
with
them today. It's big business
Television requirements, both for
live and film productions, have
created the greatest demand for a
constant supply of talent that the
entertainment business has ever
known.
Demand is for almost any kind
of talent that
will hold feel
viewers'
attention.
All concerned
this
demand is hardly in its infant
stage of growth. With the FCC
freeze lifted and more stations
eventually to be on the air, needs
will multiply. As a result, talent
agencies are scouting the countryside, looking for new personalities
that can be developed in stature
and thus be available for TV.
Many talent agencies in Hollywood and New York are doing more
business with video today than with
motion picture studios.
Although top salaries and story
prices
television
aren't byto thebe
comparedin with
those offered
movie industry, demand for artists
of various kinds and material frequently gives an agent greater
profit for a week's activity than
he gets ment.from
motionof artists
picture isplaceThe recall
more
frequent too.
Off-setting present comparatively low salaries for the general run
of "name" talent are residual
rights agencies are creating for
clients and themselves through
ownership of filmed packages
which
substantial
release may
value have
for many
years. reMost of the TV deals with residual rights are along the same pattern, with motion picture stars asking $2,500 and up for making a
half hour film, plus 15% to 25%
of net on re-sale, over a ten year
period or more. Some are asking
a 50% interest in the package.
A cost factor partially overlo ked in the TV boom is directing
and production talent now also
seeking residual rights. Musicians
also come under the residual rights
clause through demanded AFM 5%
royalty formula on TV filmed
shows.
Besides spotting "name" and
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TV

BUSINESS
TALENT

BUSINESS

TELEVISION'S insatiable thirst for material and new
faces has the talent scouts probing into every nook
and cranny for both tried and neophyte performers. And
in TV's post-freeze era that demand will reach even more
fantastic
proportions.
Herewithof BROADCASTING
TELECASTING
gives a rundown
the current situation*
in leading TV talent centers.
lesser known artists and acts on Personal Appearance Theatre, and
local and network video shows as Pulitzer Prize Playhouse; CBS-TV
guests, several agencies package Studio One, Ken Murray Show and
ToastCalvacade
of the Town,
weeklytisers live
programsconsideration.
for adver- TV
of Stars.and DuMontor for sponsor
Not to be forgotten are numerous
Through talent on their rosters,
some of these agencies also own detective-mystery programs both
a healthy percentage share in other live and filmed, that need new faces
and voices to support starring
packages.
characters.
Shows Seeking Talent
Leading the agencies most active
Devouring talent are such net- in TV are William Morris Agency,
work TV programs as NBC-TV Music Corp. of America, Famous
Milton Berle Show, Philco TV Artists Corp. and General Artists
Playhouse, Comedy Hour, Robert Corp. Others are the James L.
Montgomery Presents, All-Star Re- Saphier Agency, Nat C. Goldstone,
vue, Ford Festival, Kate Smith Don Sharpe, Sam Jaffe, George
Hour and Armstrong Circle Thea- Rosenberg, Frank Cooper, Wynn
tre; ABC-TV Celanese Theatre, Rocamora, Mel Shauer, Paul Small
* * *

and many of similar stature on
Hollywood's talent row who are
busyWilliam
in the new
medium.
Morris
Agency, for
example, represents Eddie Cantor,
Jimmy Durante, Danny Thomas,
Ed Wynn, June and Stu Erwin
and Groucho Marx, to name but a
few in TV.
Mickey toRooney's
with
NBC-TV
star in a signing
comedy situation series was handled through
William Morris Agency. The deal
is similar to that recently closed
with Joan Davis, comedienne.
Peter Coe, featured in Commander Films' Hellgate, to be released
through Lippert Pictures, turns
writer-director for Port of Embarkation, TV film series being packaged by William Morris Agency.
Ross Western Series
The 39 half -hour TV-filmed Tom
Keene, western series to be made
by
SidneyWilliam
R. RossMorris
Productions,
another
package.is
Tom ernKeene
starred
in
early
westmovies.
Agency also is handling The
Ruggles,
by Bob
and June
Raisback. packaged
In addition
it represents
Hal Roach Jr. in Showcase Productions sale of TV filmed Racket
Squad series sponsored by Philip
Morris on CBS-TV.
As win,
agent
June and
Stu also
ErWilliamforMorris
Agency
is involved in ABC-TV Trouble
With Father, sponsored by General
Mills, tionwhich
s is filming.Roland Reed Producand ofGeorge
kinWally
are Jordan
in charge
New GrusYork
radio-television activities of William Morris Agency. Frank Samuels, formerly ABC Western divi(Continued on page 87)
ETHEL BARRYMORE and G. Ralph
Branton (I), president Interstate Television Corporation, sign long-term
contract under which the stage and
screen star will appear as actress and
commentator and serve as an advisor
on The Ethel Barrymore Theatre,
series of half-hour filmed TV shows
now in production. Lee Savin (center),
former New York TV producer now
Jm associated with ITC, handles
Y
productions of the series.

Johnson Bill Could Curb Tall Towers
AIR HAZARD
BILL
IT APPEARED last week that the Secretary by any person hold"remove, re-In the Secretary are essential for use
ing that a regulation interferes the Secretary may
Congress was suddenly being inthis structure.
by aircraft engaged in air comjected into the radio-aviation de- with property right (must be pre- addition,locate orhealter"
could prevent its "conliberation ofthe possible threat of
sented within one year after date
The Secretary would exercise his
struction,identification
alteration or growth"
tall TV towers to air navigation of publication of regulation). After "permit the
by ap-or powers
"after
consultation
withCivil
the
the Secretary determines whether
Secretary
of Defense
and the
[B«T, April 28].
propriate means of existing strucThe new development cropped up any taking has occurred, after noAeronautics
Board."
last Wednesday with introduction
It was understood that the aviatice and opportunity for hearing, he
Full tures. .authority
for removal or merce."
. ."
tion industry has tried sponsorship
by Senate Interstate and Foreign may do one of two things: "(1) fix alteration
"of any structure or of similar
bills over a number of
Commerce Committee Chairman the amount found due as compensa- object of natural
growth
extendtion for such taking, or (2) grant
Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.) of a bill
has been unthe airspace . . . above years but sucheretofore
e
s
ful inits attempts.
v(S 3129) that is entitled:
such relief by exception to the 500 ingft.into without
permit therefor
The bill was referred to Sen.
regulations,
or
otherwise,
as
he
"To
authorize
the
Secretary
of
duly issued
by the Secretary" Johnson's Committee on Interstate
Commerce to remove obstructions
necessary."would be em- would
or hazards to air navigation, to mayThedeemSecretary
The be
newpermitted
standardshim.would apply and Foreign Commerce.
prevent future obstructions or
A previous attempt by the Air
powered to issue permits after ap- to those areas which "(1) underlie
Assn. for legislation to
hazards to air navigation, and for
ication by "any person
who any
de- the paths of flight through the Transport
specify
that FCC have the power
sires toplconstruct
or alter
other purposes."
navigable
airspace
where
substructure
or
to
allow
any
object
to
deny
applications
which propose
s
t
a
n
t
i
a
l
a
i
r
traffic
exists
or
is
The bill's debut in the Senate
to construct TV towers believed to
came as the broadcasting-aviation of natural growth to grow into air- reasonably anticipated, or (2) are be
hazards
to
air
traffic
did not
working committee last week
space above 500 ft., contrary to in the vicinity of (a) landing areas
labored over the problem of tower any rule, regulation, or order owned, leased, or substantially used succeed in the House Interstate and
hazards to air navigation.
the Federal Government, (b) Foreign Commerce Committee. The
. . ." (including towers) by
If a structure
was McFarland
engaged in conThe bill is as wide and deep in issued.
landing areas used or authorized committee then
sideration of the
bill.
its scope as TV towers are high. is determined to be an obstruc- for use by air carriers, or (c) land- ATA recommended
its amendment
tion
or
hazard
to
air
navigation,
ing areas which in the opinion of
It encompasses
"any
object
conbe
in that bill [B*T,
structed or installed, including, but
Aprilincluded
7].
not limited to, buildings, towers,
smokestacks, and overhead transMeanwhile, radio-TV representatives at themeeting
broadcasting-aviation
mission lines."
committee
last week in
Object of the legislation is airWashington hinted that they might
craft safety. Air crashes of the
television applications
not criteria
to have
specific
napast month at locations near air- Digest of Those Filed With the FCC May 2 through May 8 prefer tional
for any
the use
of airports apparently have brought
space subcommittees. Meeting was
need for legislation to correct hazft Indicates pre-thaw application re-filed.)
of the "ad hoc" group, apards to a head, it was pointed out. Boxscore
VHF UHF Tota the first pointed
after the general meeting
But it also would empower the Applications filed since April 14
last
month.
Another meeting was
13
9
23
Commerce Secretary to set up
scheduled for May 16.
* One applicant did not specify channel number.
standards for any structure (inNational
Rules Opposed
cluding radio and TV towers) more
than 500 ft. above ground.
Listed
by
States
KERRVILLE,
Tex.—
Kerrville
Bcstg.
Reasons
for
opposing rules
the estabAs the bill states:
lishment of national
were
Frequency, ERP, site, etc., to be
Calif. — KITO Co.
All federal agencies constructing or Inc.,SANUHFBERNARDINO,
determined.
Application
filed
by
Wilsaid
to
be
two:
(1)
Cooperation
beCh. 18 (494-500 mc), ERP
l
i
a
m
R
.
Meredith.
altering,
or
authorizing
the
constructween aviation interests and broad81 kw visual; antenna height above
tion or alteration of, any structure, average
Existing
Station
terrain
3,688
ft.,
above
ground
c
a
s
t
e
r
s
h
a
s
been
effective
in
resolvor furnishing financial assistance in 110 ft. Estimated construction cost
ing hundreds of cases, although in
connection therewith, shall adhere to
Change in Channel
some instances there have been failthe standards established and regula- $179,821, first year operating cost
WXEL (TV) PARMA (Cleveland), ures.
$180,000,cation 5revenue
$200,000.
Studio
lotions
issued
by
the
Secretary,
or
re69 — 4th St., San Bernardino. Ohio — Empire Coil Co., Ch. 8 (180quire adherence thereto.
(2) Each situation is unique, and
186 mc), ERP 316 kw visual; antenna national
location in San Bernar- height
instructions would be unLegal observers were asking Transmitter
above average terrain 1,000 ft.,
dino Mountain
Range,
34°
14'
10"
N.
whether this legislation if made Lat., and
fair to individual cases — an appli775
ft.
Estimated
con14' 42" W. Long. Studio above ground
law would make FCC a subsidiary equipment117°DuMont,
cation for Dubuque should not be
n cost $237,000.
Main Parma,
studio
transmitter
tostructiobe
moved from
under the Dept. of Commerce in its Mont, antenna GE. Legal
considered
counsel Du-H. locationto 1630
for Chicago.in the same way as one
Euclid
Ave.,
Cleveland.
authorization of tower heights and G. Wall. Consulting engineer Owen J. Ohio,
sites.
There was also the feeling that
Ford.
Applicant isPrincipals
licensee ofinclude:
KITO Transmitter location remains 4501
San Bernardino.
Pertinent Parts Listed
Pleasant
41° agreement on criteria might give
President J. J. Flanigan (49%), gen- 21'
47" N. Valley
Lat., 81°Road,
43' 03"Parma,
W. Long.
eral manager of KITO; Vice President Studio equipment RCA, transmitter the airspace mesubcommittee's
Johnson's
measure
ndations alegal status recombefore
addSen.a new
title XIII
to the would
Civil ' and Treasurer H. G. Wall (23%), now RCA, antenna RCA. Legal counsel the FCC. This
would be contrary
Aeronautics Act of 1938.
A. Wilner,
Washington.
Conretired, but officer and 38% stock- Morton sulting
to
the
Communications
Act,
some
engineer Benjamin Adler, New
holder from 1942 to 1948 in WDSU
New Orleans, La., and officer and 75% Rochelle, N. Y. Principals include: feel.
low:Pertinent parts of the bill, fol- stockholder
from 1938 to 1944 in WIBC President Herbert Mayer and Vice
On the other hand, if no nation. . . all . . . airspace which is 500
wide standards are established,
PresidentSnyder.
and General Manager
and Secretary Mar- Franklin
ft. or more above the surface of the Indianapolis,
garet B. WallInd.,
(28%).
some fear that there might be sevsubjacent
land
and
which
is
unoccupied on the effective date of this title
Returned
perhaps
t YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO — WKBN
Applications ■ James A. Noe CAA, eral,
Force,conflicting,
Navy andtests
each— byof
or which hereafter becomes unoccu- Bcstg.
Corp., UHF Ch. 27 (548-554
the 48 Airstates.
pied and remains unoccupied for a mc), ERP
MONROE,
La.
—
203
kw
visual;
antenna
(KNOE).
period of seven years, is declared to height above average terrain 509 ft.,
Last week's meeting discussed the
-Red River Bcstg.
be an easement for the purpose of above ground 491 ft. Estimated con- Co.DULUTH,
alleged problem and ended with the
(KDAL). Minn.—
aerial navigation and its occupancy
s
t
r
u
c
t
i
o
n
c
o
s
t
$353,000,
first
year
opdecision
to postpone any action unALBUQUERQUE, N. M.— Greer &
shall be subject to regulation and conerating cost $250,000,location
revenue(coordi$225,- Greer.
til radio-TVsentativesand
aviation repretrol for the furtherance of that pur- 000. Transmitter
could circularize
their
& Greer. respective membership
pose.
SANTA FE, N. M. —— Greer
nates) 41° 03'Studio
30" N. equipment
Lat., 90° 38'RCA,
42"
and get
Wolfe
Bcstg.
. . . the Secretary [of Commerce] W. Long.
FREMONT,
Ohio
theirriaviews
on the
shall promulgate regulations limiting
RCA, antenna RCA. Legal Corp. (WFRO).
[B»T, May
5]. suggested critethe height, type of construction, and transmitter
Pa. — Wyoming
Loucks, Zias, Young & JanWILKES-BARRE, WILK).
In
the
course
of the meeting, the
nature of occupancy to which future counsel
sky,
Washington.
Consulting
engineer
structures or objects of natural Millard M. Garrison, Washington. Ap- Valley Bcstg. Co. (— Kerrville Bcstg. Air Line Pilots Assn. representgrowth may be extended or built into
KERRVILLE,
Tex.
atives disowned the press release
plicant islicensee isof Warren
WKBN Youngsthe airspace.
P. Wil-of Co. (KEVT).
put out two weeks ago in Chicago
The measure would permit a town. President
liamson Jr., general manager
-Jose
Ramon
QuiSAN
JUAN,
P.
R.(Continued
on page 78)
nones (WAPA).
"request for relief" to be filed with WKBN.
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Gate, NCAA Told
'Harmfuj
to disappointing
Continue
THOUGH
colleges whose ECA
football has reflected a TV effect similar
team of Effec
his choicet' or onpected' attendance based on the
GRI
that among colleges, except that to visit an unfamiliar stadium."
games
lastDyear hadTEL
no football TV STS
pre-television levels of 1947-48,"
competition
faredwhich
worsedidinhave
attendwith no TV comdid not
# Two-thirds of the football while "colleges
ance than those
TV NCA
appearA'stocontrolled
help the TV
highplan
schools.
petition boosted 1951 paid attendfans
in
TV
areas
were
"completely
competition, telecasting football
0 "The personal
unaware" of NCAA's Limited-TV
ance by 318,000
over their
'exPutting
owners characteristics
closely
games "continues
to exercise
plan last fall,publicity
"despite the
adverse
the 15% pected'
loss1947-48
in average."
TV areas with
the
harmful
effect on college
footballa of television
ble those of football
fans . .resem. and newspaper
in
a
few
attendance."
and interest in foot- areas," and "even among the one- 6% gain in non-TV areas, comThese seemingly contradictory TV ownership
ared to 1947-48, theof 21%.
report found
balllated.
are themselves
somemajority
famil- a "TV pdifferential"
Football fans arehighly
much corremore third who
findings are among highlights of the
iarity with expressed
the plan, the
National Opinion Research Center's likely to own a TV set than are peo- lacked accurate information."
Overall
paid
admissions
to colple who lack an interest in the
third
reporton on
"TheFootball
Effects At-of
lege football games totaled 13,930,@ In TV areas small college
Television
College
football attendance was "markedly 000, it was reported, for a decline
tendance,"Athletic
prepared for Assn.
the Na@ TV pressing
"exerted
its greatest
de- higher" when no games were avail- of about 6% from the previous
tional Collegiate
and
effect
among
those
fans
able on TV, but such differences year's figure.
game."
released by NCAA Friday.
with only a small or moderate in- did not generally occur among
The following table was pre"Colleges
with
TV
in
1951
ret
e
r
e
s
t
"
i
n
football,
according
to
larger
to diffisented to show that "in heavily
ported only a moderate loss of 4% analyses of special Boston and
cultycolleges
in achieving(attributed
100% blackouts,
saturated
television areas, attendfrom their 1950 levels, compared Pittsburgh
studies.
since many fans could still tune in
to a more serious 10% decline for
ance
trends are markedly lower":
games from adjacent cities, and to
#
Studies
of
the
effect
of
length
Per Cent of Expected Attendance*
colleges
no TV Itcompetition,"
attendance general awareness of blackouts
the reportwithasserts.
uses graphs of TV ownership noupon
Large Colleges
Medium
sonally).
too late to attend games per- Areas where fewer Colleges
differences con- until
to show, however, that the "TV behavior sistshowed
enough to have
than
40% of families 113.7% 132.2%
differential" — defined as "the dif- "statisticalent or large
own
TV
significance."
ference between the relative atAreas
where
40% or
Summary of TV Impact
more
of families
tendance trends of colleges exposed
9 College
fans in"areother
alown TV
85.0% 75.5%
most always football
interested
to television competition and those
The report summarized the his- * "Expected"
attendancereported
is actual aversports as well," and watching or
age
paid
attendance
each
not
exposed"
—
was
"significantly"
tory
of
television's
impact
on
college football attendance as going college
for the two pre-televisionby years
less last year than in 1950, when attending other sports can "fairly
1947-48.
football TV was unrestricted. This easily" be substituted when no col- from "imperceptible" in 1948, when
legeticular
footballSaturday.
is on TV on a par- there were less than a million TV
Regarding findings that small
narrowing of the "TV differential"
colleges
suffered
it ascribes to the effects of NCAA's
sets,
"perceptible inbutTV small"
sion in 1951
thanlesslargefromonestelevidid,
1949; to"substantial"
areas inin
controlled-TV plan.
6
"The
overwhelming
majority
of
fans
concentrate
their
attend1950
despite
attendance
gains
elsethe
report
cited
"the
greater
imSlowing of Decline
portance of student ticket sales
ance on the games of only one
where to "falling attendance every"While
television
continues
Thus, if the favorite team
w
h
e
r
e
"
i
n
1951,
but
with
a
"a
relaamong
the
small
colleges"
and
sugaffect
football
attendance
unfavor-to college.
tively smaller loss in TV areas with
gested "One
:
would expect that the
has a poor season, television rather
ably," the study asserts, "the than actual attendance at another the end of unrestricted telecasting small college game attracts fewer
'marginal
attenders'
who are likely
NCAA'sgram of limited
1951 experimental
prostadium
becomes
an
easy
substicollege games."
TV did succeed in
to succumb to TV competition than
tute; while if a blackout is unex- of The
study
showed
that
"colleges
slowing the rate of decline among
competing
with
televised
football
pectedly encountered, the fan is
do." and nonthose colleges faced with TV com- more likely
betweenschools
TV owners
to substitute some in 1951 reported a loss of 1.5 million theAslarger
(Continued
on
page 80)
other
activity
than
to
patronize
the
petition."
ticket
sales
compared
to
their
'exIn large measure the report takes
the long-haul look in its comparisons, stacking 1951 figures against
those for pre-television 1947-48.
The
concludes
that "It
a
taa
obviouslyreport
too early
to expect
basicis THA W TO BE 1HWARTED?
attendance behavior to have fully APPEAL to broadcasters and the prove the future of television, we over." Unfairness of this was illusadjusted to television competition" public not to be disappointed if the should be neglecting our duty to
trated in the case of one prospective
and that "The situation is still a FCC's freeze-end order is held up the country and to posterity to telecaster who had a VHF assigned
to
his
community in the proposed
by
court
actions
was
made
last
strive
for
immediate
advantage
at
fluid tionone,
any 'final'
of TVandeffects
must determinaawait fur- week by Washington radio attorney the expense of achieving the finest 1951 Third Report which nobody opApril 14 to find it gone.
ther years of experience and re- Arthur Scharfeld, president of the possible use of this new and great Becauseposed,theawokeCommission
that
Federal Communications Bar Assn., medium of communication," he con- co-channel separations indecided
search."itsNCAA meanwhile
his area
to announce
controlled TVplanned
plan in a speech before the Georgia Ra- cluded.
must
be
220
miles,
rather
than
the
for 1952 in a few weeks.
dio Institute at Athens, Ga. (see
Generally following the lines of 180 miles it had proposed, the FCC
Other highlights of the 30-page Institute story, page 24) .
found
it
necessary
to
assign
his
city's
the Commission's
re- channel to a nearby community which
report, covering results of surveys
After reciting some of the possi- the attack
port laid ondown
by FCC Comr.
and studies which were made behad its two VHF channels deleted
ble actions that might be taken Robert F. Jones in his dissent and had
of the wider separations.
fore, during and after the 1951 against
the Sixth Report and Order speech two weeks ago before the because
season:
Other
"rules
ofwerethemaximum
game" changed
Ohio
Assn.
of
Broadcasters
in
Co[B»T,
April
14],
Mr.
Scharfeld
without
notice
powers
0 Overall attendance in 1951 warned that the effective date
and antenna heights.
lumbus
[B*T,
May
5],
Mr.
Scharmight be suspended.
was
down
6%
from
1950
("due
(3)
Competitive
advantage
for
feld cited the following "weak- stations over UHF illustrates theVHF
largely to such factors as the pinch
un"If the
this broadcasters
should happen,andI hope
nes es" inthe Commission's action:
of inflation and the decline in stu- that
fairnes of the Report. VHF channels
the
(1)
Only
through
rule-making
may
are
permitted
extra-wide
coverage,
country as a whole will realize that
dent enrollment").
into a commuUHF channels by their nature
the entire future of television in anyone notgetnowa channel
# Compared
assigned that channel. while
in service areas. Inmedium,
and smallto 1947-48,
colleges "large,
all re- our country is being shaped in these This nitymeans
that
a
prospective
TV are constricted
termixture of VHF and UHF is anported very much lower attendance proceedings and they will not feel applicant may expend money, time
other "unfair" decision. Cities having
figures when they were exposed to that further delay — in aid of ef- and energy in convincing the Com- VHF service
are in most cases close
mis ion that a certain channel should
television competition than when
fort to effect the best possible televibut there is no cer- to set ownership saturation, and thus
TV was absent. The 'TV differen- said. sion system — is unwarranted," he be reassigned,
makes
it
doubly
difficult for a UHF
tainty
that
the
applicant
who
got
the
tial' was similarly found both for
channel reassigned will be the one station to start as a competitive equal
attractive games, between tradiwho
gets
the
grant.
"After
all,
it
has
taken
the
Comwith
the
existing
station or stations.
tional rivals or involving teams of
mission approximately four years
(2) Technical standards were not
"There appears to be a basic flaw
high performance, and for less at- to find what it considers to be the established
before
the
assignments
tractive games, when the teams best solution to the television were made. Thus, "participants . . . in the Commission's standards permit ing the use of maximum power
were colorless or ill-matched."
problem. If another few months were not informed of the rules of
(Continued on page 86)
# The high school football gate should prove to be necessary to im- the game until after the game was
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LOS

SHELF POSITION

with

AN OUTSTANDING
FOOD
MERCHANDISING
PROGRAM
FOR SELLING
THE BILLION-DOLLAR
SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA
FOOD MARKET

ANGELES

TV

BETTY

and

HOYT

A HEADLINER!

guests

Here's the kind of TV show food advertisers dream about
—theand
take advantage
of! Results prove
it's
kindtheof wise
show ones
Southern
California homemakers
like, too.
Betty Hoyt gives up-to-the-minute market news . . . the best
buys of the day . . . menu ideas, etc. Each day the "best
buys" come from a different grocery company. A rotating
plan gives all markets a chance: supers, small chains, indeWhat's more,
Betty for
Hoytshelf
and her
right
with thesependents.
stores
. . . arrange
and staff
stackworkdisplays
and get other point-of-sale merchandising aids. Tie-in
grocers' ads feature TV specials. Spots are available on
"Foods for Thought" at the moment! Time: 3:00 to 3:30,
Monday thru Friday. For full details, contact KNBH,
Hollywood, or your nearest NBC Spot Sales Office.
NBC HOLLYWOOD

TO SELL THE BUYING MILLIONS IN
AMERICA'S 2ND LARGEST TV MARKET
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YESTERDAY

telestat

us

and
TODAY
in
Central Indiana

WFBM-TV
"3>iMt ul QndiancL "

Yesterday ....
On May 30, 1949 there
were 2500 Sets in WFBMTV's coverage area.
Today ....
there are

232,000
Sets in use
in WFBM-TV's
coverage area
In planning your TV coverage remember to TAKE
A CLOSE LOOK at the
Central Indiana Market —
COMPLETELY COVERED by WFBM-TV.
Represented nationally by
The Katz Agency Inc.

WFBM-TV

Chan

nel

^^^

^-=
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NATIONAL ratings for top ten
television programs for a two week
period ending April 12 have been
released by A. C. Nielsen Co. as
follows:
NUMBER OF TV HOMES REACHED
Rank Program Homes
(000)
1 I Love lucy (CBS) 11,055
2 Arthur
Godfrey
&
Friends
(CBS)
(LiggettGodfrey
& Myers Tobacco)
3 Arthur
Friends (CBS) 8,354
(Pillsbury Mills& Inc.)
8,138
4 Red Skelton (NBC) 7,956
5 Texaco Star Theatre (NBC) 7,440
6 Your Show of Shows (R. J. Reynolds)
7 You(NBC)
Bet Your Life (NBC) 7,136
7,083
8 Your Show of Shows
(Participating) (NBC) 6,915
9 Colgate Comedy Hour (NBC) 6,870
10 Fireside Theatre (NBC) 6,578
PER CENT OF TV HOMES REACHED
IN PROGRAM STATION AREAS*
Rank Program Homes%
1 I Love Lucy (CBS)
68.2
Arthur Godfrey
Godfrey's& Scouts
(CBS) 60.0
32 Arthur
Friends
(Pillsbury Mills Inc.) (CBS) 56.2
4 Arthur
GodfreyMyers& Friends
(Liggett
Tobacco) (CBS) 49.9
55.0
5 Red Skelton& (NBC)
6 Texaco Star Theatre (NBC) 46.1
7 Your Show of Shows
(Participating) (NBC) 45.7
8 Your Show of Shows
J., Tobacco)
(NBC) 44.1
45.4
9 You(Reynolds,
Bet YourR. Life
(NBC)
10 Colgate Comedy Hour (NBC) 43.2
*The a Nielsen
"per cent of homes
gives
of thereached"
ence relative
obtained bymeasurement
each program
inaudi-the
particular
station
areasin those
where station
it was areas
telec
a
s
t
—
all
TV
homes
able to view the telecast being taken as 100%.
Copyright 1952 by A. C. Nielsen Co.

\

All Night TV
Pays Off For WDTV
ALL-NIGHT television, according
to Harold C. Lund, general manager of DuMont's
(TV)
Pittsburgh,
can beWDTV
a profitable
operation. And he has the profitable operation to prove it.
WDTV,visioncurrently
the onlyaround
telestation operating
the clock, found swing-shift program ing a paying proposition
from the start, eight weeks ago.
Right now, advertisers are waiting to get on.
Mr. Lund conceived of all-night
programming in response to letters
from swing-shift workers in Pittsindustries home
who complained
that theyburgh's
reached
in time to
see only a little TV each night —
or maybe none at all. A check of
steel mills
indicated thereandwouldother
be aplants
potential
audience
of about 200,000 swingshift employes.
So advertisers were lined up and
WDTV, which had signed off at 1
a.m. on the average, started program ing on through the night,
Monday through Friday.
The first feature is sponsored on
a rotating basis. After that, the
advertising consists of spot announcements. Rates are "a little
lower" than the station's class C
charges, Mr. Lund reports. WDTV
relies on film for its swing-shift

'/ Love Lucy' Tops
In Two Nielsen Polls
(Report 215)
programming, and employs about
10 persons through the night. Frequently, films which have been
shown previously on the station
during the daytime are repeated
in the early morning hours. But,
Mr. Lund points out, this is an entirely different audience anyway.
A3:30serial
is carried
a.m.
and
has wonregularly
a consider-at '
able following.
A short time ago, Guidepost Research, Pittsburgh, took some ratingsings.onAt the
post-midnight
midnight,
Mr. Lund showsaid,
the rating was 29.4. From there it
graduated down to about 5 at 3
a.m.
4 to 2.about
hoveredFromaround
Then 6 ito'clock
startedit
to pick up, and jumped substantialwith the
advent
of "morning"
andly the
of NBC-TV's
hour
Todaystartprogram
at 7 a.m. twoHoffman Sees Annual Set
Replacement at 8 Million
SIZE of the TV receiver replacement market was put at a potential of 8 million sets a year when
86% saturation of all the families
in the U. S. occurs, according to
Hoffman Radio Corp. President,
H. L. Hoffman last week at the
San Francisco convention of the
National Federation of Financial
Analysts
Societies.
Mr. Hoffman
said the 86% mark
(Continued on page 79)

May 12, 1952 — Telecasting Survey
Weekly Television Summary—
Sets in150,148
Area
City Outlets On Air
Outlets On Air
Louisville
WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
Albuquerque KOB-TV
14,400
Matamoros
(Mexico)Ames
90,456 Brownsville, Tex. XELD-TV
WOI-TV WSB-TV WITV
185,000
20,300
WAGA-TV,
130,255
116,000
Memphis WTVJ
WMCT
Baltimore
380,263
WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
Miami
328,084
62,400
Binghamton
WNBF-TV
321,400
Milwaukee
WTMJ-TV
Birmingham WTTV
WAFM-TV, WBRC-TV
90,000 Minn.-S». Paul KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
262,000
142,000
Bloomington
68,418
Boston
Nashville
WSM-TV
886,349
WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
264,618
New
Haven
WNHC-TV
Buffalo
WBEN-TV
146,213 New
WBTV
New Orleans
WDSU-TV
Charlotte
89,108
Chicago
115,100
York- WOR-TV,
WABD, WCBS-TV, WJZ-TV, WNBT
1,133,992
WBKB, WENR-TV,
348,000
3,059,400
Newark
WCPO-TV,
WKRC-TV,WGN-TV,
WLWT WNBQ
Cincinnati
605,329 Norfolk
WTAR-TV WPIX, WATV
127,041
Cleveland
WEWS, WNBK,
227,000
127,913
WBNS-TV,
WLWC,WXElWTVN
Columbus
55,100
1,031,966
Philadelphia WCAU-TV, WFIL-TV, WPTZ
Ft. Worth KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
Dallas393,000
Davenport
Phoenix KPHO-TV
212,000
WOC-TV
Include
Davenport,
Moline,
Rock
Ise.,
235,000
Pittsburgh
WDTV
Quad
Cities
Providence
WJAR-TV
124,342
750,000 Richmond WTVR
WHIO-TV,
WLWD WXYZ-TV
144,000
Dayton
Detroit
WJBK-TV, WWJ-TV,
WICU
162,384 Rochester WHAM-TV
Erie
Rock
Island
WHBF-TV
1
66,000
Ft.Dallas
WorthQuad CityCities KDYL-TV,
Include Davenport,
98,445
WBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
217,081
Salt Antonio
Lake
KSL-TV Moline, Rock Ise.,
Grand
Rapids WOOD-TV
113,034 San
132,500
Diego
Greensboro
KEYL, WOAI-TV
WFMY-TV
361,000
KPRC-TV
San Francisco KFMB-TV
Houston
WRGB KPIX, KRON-TV
Albany-Troy KGO-TV,
Huntington84,750 Schenectady206,600
Charleston WSAZ-TV
232,000
WFBM-TV
Indianapolis
KING-TV
390,500
139,800
Seattle
56,000
Jacksonville
WMBR-TV
St.
Louis
144,116
KSD-TV
Johnstown
Toledo
200,040
174,718
WHEN, WSYR-TV
KalamazooCity WJAC-TV
Syracuse
KOTV
WKZO-TV
158,000
WSPD-TV
Kansas
201,846
111,970
WDAF-TV
Utica-Rome
146,631
WKTV
Lancaster
WGAl-TV
Lansing
90,000 Tulsa
Washington
WJIM-TV
Wilmington
WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
354,129
KECA-TV,KTLA,KHJ-TV,
KLAC-TV,
KNBH
Los Angeles KNXT,
70,000
WDEL-TV
KTTV
101,754
,232,000
Estimated Sets in use 16,967,590
Total Markets on Air 64*
Stations
* Includes XELD-TV Matamoros, Mexico
Editor's
Note:
Totals for
eachofmarket
representareestimated
withfromn television
area. WhereTVcoverage
areas overlap setelectric
counts may be
partially
duplicated.
Sources
set estimates
basedsomeonsetsdata
dealers,
distributors,
and manufacturers.
Since
many are
compiled monthly,
may remain
unchanged
in successive circulation
summaries.committees,
Total sets in all companies
areas are
necessarily approximate.
BROADCASTING
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The essence of top news reporting is being in the right place at the
right time. And by being ever on-the-spot, the Sunpapers Television
News is there for every big local news story.
FROM OUR NEWSREEL:
ABOVE . . . The collapse of the 5th Regiment Armory stands at the recent
Sonia Henie Ice Show disaster.
TOP LEFT . . . Firemen battle the tremendous Hawkins Point fire in January, 1951.
CENTER LEFT . . . It's away and rolling at the annual Sunpapers Soap Box Derby.
BOTTOM LEFT . . . The Washington Lumber Yard burns furiously in April of
this year.

In Maryland, most people watch W 'MAR-TV
SUNPAPERS TELEVISION
CHANNEL 2 ★ BALTIMORE, MD.
Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY, INC. new york • Detroit • Kansas city • san francisco
CHICAGO • ATLANTA • DALLAS • LOS ANGELES * TELEVISION AFFILIATE OF THE COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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KFMB
TV

SAN VltGO'S
1st and Only
TELEVISION STATION

CALIFORNIA'S
THIRD MARKET

San Diego's
Remarkable
Advance In
POPULATION
Has Continued
Almost
Uninterruptedly
During The
Past 50 Years!
Wise Buyers
BUY-

KFMB-TV
C h a n n e I -8
KFMB - AM
5 5 0 - K. C.
John A Kennedy, owner
Howard L. Che noff, Gen. Mi
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Air Hazard Bill
(Continued from page 73)
[At Deadline,
May ill-advised
5]. They and
admitted that it was
done without coordination with the
Washington office. The press release by ALPA President Clarence
N. Sayen "viewed
the
increasing
number with
of TValarmtowers
being erected
and
concurs
with
recent restrictions on TV tower
heights recommended by the aviation industry."
Mr. ouslSayen
said more
that "obviy itwould also
be much
to the
public's
to regulate
erection ofbenefit
such towers
now than theto
have them moved or razed after
it is proven through air crashes that
theyTheareALPA,
unsafe."at a meeting of the
Chicago Airspace Subcommittee
last March,
submittedheights
recommendations to restrict
and
sites
of
TV
antennas
[B*T,
April 7].
Under present FCC procedures,
all antennas more than 500 ft.
above ground must be submitted to
regional Airspace Subcommittees
for
"aeronautical
It is the
function
of thestudy."
subcommittees,
composed of representatives of the
CAA, civil airlines, military services, etc., to determine whether a
proposed antenna would be a hazard
to air navigation.
The present study was begun
after aviation organizations became
alarmed at reported 1,000, 2,000
and 3,000-ft. TV antennas. Some
have talked of going to Congress
for legislation to restrict TV antenna heights, while others have
suggested single antenna locations,
radio warning devices on towers,
a system of short towers and high
powers, among others. This limited
height idea was specifically frowned
on bysterFCCpresiding
Comr.at the
Edward
M. Webfirst meeting.
He said tall towers were fundamental in the FCC plan.

MONTCLAIR. TEST
Educators Hail Results
AN experiment in education by
television — an entire day of school
programs for classroom use, characterized as "a history-making experiment"— was conducted by the
Montclair (N. J.) State Teachers
College in conjunction with the
Allen B. DuMont Labs, last Wednesday. It was pronounced a
significant success.
The college produced live shows
on such subjects as Spanish language, music appreciation, map
making, etc., which were transmittedmentalby DuMont's
station in NewUHFYorkexperiand
received on sets installed in a dozen
Montclair and Bloomfield, N. J.,
schools. Eight programs were presented, designed for different
TV
work,
such as production,
grades.
direction, writing, camera work,
etc., was handled by members of
the
college's byTV a workshop,
is assisted
grant fromwhich
the
Allen B. DuMont Foundation. The
pickups
were
relayed
by
microwave
to the DuMont UHF transmitter
in New York for broadcast.
Educational leaders were enthusiastic with the results which they
felt were indicative of far-reaching
teaching.future application of TV to

SKIATRON
Second Phase in Sept.
SECOND phase of the Skiatron
plan for SubscriberVision is tenta
tively planned to begin in New
York sometime in September, it
was indicated last week, with the
start of controlled tests similar
to those conducted by Zenith in
ChicagoYorka year
ago. WOR-TV
New
is cooperating
with
Skiatron in the development of
the system.
First phaseis ofvirtually
the pay-as-you-see
television
complete
with development of the system on
paper and
on theofficials
air, soreported.
far
closed
circuit,
Unlike
Zenith's
Phonevision,
which
involved the calling of telephone
operators for unscrambled sight
and sound, the Skiatron plan calls
for insertion of a notched key-card
which can be purchased for the
program
well in advance of actual
transmission.
The New York organization,
headed by Arthur Levey as president, is now working on test promercialgramming,
outlets,time clearance
selection onof comtest
broadcast periods in audience
terms, and other related problems,
all of which will be completed,
spokesmen
said, before
permis ion isrequested
from test
the FCC.
September is the test goal, but not
necessarily the deadline, it was
pointed
It is out.
assumed that permission
will be granted
operatehundred
SubscriberVision witoth several
sets — installed in consumer homes
— and that tests will run for several months.

New Tenn. Co-axial
AT&T has commenced installing
a new coaxial cable between Chattanooga and Knoxville to supplement present wire lines. Cable,
scheduled to be ready for service
late this year, will contain eight
coaxial tubes, four to be equipped
for telephone service initially.
Others can be also used for phone
service or can be equipped for TV POPPELE ELECTED
program
transmission if ordered
To Skiatron Board
for that use.
ELECTION of Jack Poppele, vice
president of WOR-AM-FM-TV
New York, to the Skiatron ElecPOLITICK TO GET TUTORING
vision tronicsCorp.
& TeleCBS-TV Plans School on TV Technique
board of directors
was
announced
PLANS for a television school for Kefauver (D-Tenn.), Robert Kerr
by Arthur
Levey,
political hopefuls were announced (D-Okla.), Richard Russell (DSkiatron
presiand Brien McMahon (Dlast week by CBS-TV, which said Ga.)
Mr. Levey
dent.
Conn.) ; Gen. Eisenhower, Harold
all Presidential
aspirants
and
senatorial candidates of the major E. Stassen, California Gov. Earl
and W. Averell Harriman.
pointedaddition
out thatof
the
parties have been invited to enroll Warren
"Faculty" for the school, to be
and that it was hoped, later, to
Mr. Poppele to
at
WTOP-TV
Washingexpand the school to include all conducted
Mr.
Poppele
the board has imton studios, will include Bill Wood,
members of Congress.
portant long term
Washington director of TV news
Bothtion group
and
private
instrucsignificance
in
view
of Skiatron's
public affairs for CBS-TV; system of pay-as-you-see
sessions are planned, to teach and
TV. been
He
"students" such fundamentals as Producer Charles von Fremd, and disclosed that WOR-TV has
how to walk, sit, stand, talk and Associate Producer Alma Walker. broadcasting Skiatron's system,
"There is no doubt that televi- known as Subscriber- Vision on an
read a script. Films and TV resion will play an important part in experimental basis for more than
cordings of the candidates will be
reviewed
cam- the choice of a President in 1952," a year. Mr. Poppele is a past
eras willandbe analyzed.
used for Live
classroom
Mr.
Wood
said. "How
a candidate
handles himself
in front
of the presidentcastingofAssn.the Television Broadpractice,
will enable and
each monitoring
candidate todevices
study cameras can be decisive to his
chances. Anyone with a background AWARD for modesty in television
his own performance.
First private sessions, CBS-TV of public life can learn the talent apparel has been given to Rosemary
said, will be for Sens. William requirements of the television me- Olberding, WLWT (TV) Cincinnati,
dium with a minimum of instruc- by a Catholic church in Covington,
Benton (D-Conn.) and Irving M.
tion, and greatly increase his ap- Ky. Miss Olberding is scheduled to
Ives ants
(R-N.
Y.).been
Presidential
aspirwho have
invited include
peal to the average viewer, who appear on new show, Captain Glenn's
Play Club, beginning May 10.
Sens. Robert Taft (R-Ohio), Estes represents a lot of votes."
ROADCASTING
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TV BIDS
Two More File at FCC
(Also see digest, page 73)
TOTAL of two new television applications was filed at the FCC last
week, but one of them was immediately returned. Also returned last
week were applications from KNOE
Monroe, La.; KDAL Duluth, Minn.;
WAPA San Juan, P. R. ; WILK
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.; WFRO Fremont, Ohio, and bids for Albuquerque and Santa Fe by Greer &
Greer.
The accepted application was
from KITO San Bernardino, the
first station to apply for TV outlet
in that city. It seeks UHF Channel 18 with an ERP of 81 kw visual. Its antenna would be 3,688
feet above average terrain, located
in the San Bernardino Mountain
Range north of the city; it would
be 110 feetstructionabove
cost was ground.
estimatedCon-at
$179,821.
The returned application was
from KEVT Kerrville, Tex. Besides being filed on the old forms,
it gave its frequency, ERP and
transmitter location on a "to be
determined"
under the Rulesbasis,
as setnotforthallowable
in the
FCC's Sixth Report and Order
[B*T, April 14].
Meanwhile, five prospective applicants announced their intentions
of filing for TV stations.
Ted R. Gamble, director of the
nation's
bond program
during
the
war, war
is president
of Northwest
Television and Broadcasting Corp.,
a new Portland, Ore., corporation.
He and Mrs. Gamble have 21 % interest in KLZ Denver, and he has
4% of WFRS Grand Rapids, Mich.,
and 49% of KCMJ Palm Springs,
Calif.
Other officers are John D. Keating, associated with KPOA Honolulu, KILA Hilo and KYA San
Francisco, vice president; Elroy
McCaw, Centralia, Wash., treasurer, and Gale Livingston, Portland, secretary. Mr. McCaw has
50% interest in KELA Centralia,
Wash., 21% of KLZ, 50% of
KPOA, KILA and KYA, and 33%
of KYAK Yakima, Wash., and
KALE Richmond, Wash.
WTRF-AM-FM Wheeling, W.
Va., announced last Tuesday that
it planned to file for Channel 7

with an ERP of 316 kw. Cost of
the station was estimated at $700,000.
WSTV Steubenville, Ohio, reported that it will amend its pending
application and ask for Channel 9
with an ERP of 200 kw. Construction cost was estimated at
$400,000, with first year operating
cost about $250,000.
In West Palm Beach, Fla., Palm
Beach Television Inc. has been
formed to apply for Channel 5.
President of the firm is William
H. Cook, Palm Beach attorney. Vice
president and general manager is
J. Robert Meaehem, owner of
WEAT Lake Worth, Fla., and former owner of WEIM Elmira, N. Y.
List of 19 stockholders includes
Theodore Granik of American Forum of the Air fame, and local businessmen.
WJJL Niagara Falls, N. Y., is
preparing to file for a TV outlet,
the station announced last week.
WJJL did not reveal the channel
it planned to apply for.

Telestatus
(Continued from page 76)
is the present saturation figure
for refrigerators. That would mean
a total of 36 million TV sets in
use, he said.
With the present 17 million TV
receivers in use, the replacement
market is estimated at 4 to 5 million,dicted
he said.
Hoffman
that 5V2Mr.million
TV presets
would be sold in 1952, 6% million
in 1953 and 8 million in 1954.
Glen McDaniel, president of the
Radio - Television Manufacturers
Assn., earlier this year had quoted
industry leaders whose estimates
ranged from a high of 5.4 million
to a low 4.5 million.
ROADCASTING
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EDUCATORS URGED
Act on TV Channels— Hennock
CALL for action to secure educational TV stations was sounded by
FCC Comr. Frieda B. Hennock fortnight
at the Welfare
conventionBoard
of thein
National agoJewish
Detroit.
"Action
the formis ofneeded
applications for TVin licenses
and
needed now, if we are to insure
against the loss of this opportunity
by default," Miss Hennock said.
She added: "See to it that all your
community's educators, schools,
libraries and museums, civic organizations and public welfare
groups of all denominations, join
in a combined effort to get this
station
the air."referred to estiMiss onHennock
mates of 50 million TV sets in the
near
continuing:
"Truly, 5050
millionfuture,
TV sets
could become
million of our best equipped class-

WABD(TV) SALES
Separated From Network
SEPARATION of local sales staff
from the network sales group was
effected in New York last week by
Chris J. Witting, director and generalvision
managerNetwork,
of the
DuMont
as the
first Telestep
toward establishing WABD (TV)
as an autonomous operation.
Local salesmen will be directed
by Richard E. Jones, newly-appointed manager
DuMont's
O&O stations,
who of
is assembling
WABD's administrative, sales and
programming staff at 515 Madison
Ave.,
New York.
Network
salesmen will continue
under the supervision of Ted Bergmann,
sales formerly
head. of
GeorgeDuMont's
Monaghan,
the sales staff of WOR New York,
was
WABD'ssaleslocal
retail
sales.added
Other toWABD
members
are Ralph Baruch, William Vernon,
Robert Adams, Richard Hamburger and L. Wynn.

rooms."

IIMIK
/
WGN-TV's "Chicago
program, now seen at
through Friday, came
first week at this new

Cooks with Kay Middleton"
9:00 - 10:00 a. m., Monday
up with an increase in mail the
time.

Letters came from 58 Illinois cities in addition to
Chicago ... 13 cities in Indiana ... 4 cities in Wisconsin
... 2 cities in Michigan — TOPS in television coverage.
"Chicago Cooks" is a great buy in Chicago, delivering
a large, loyal audience, and top results for your
advertising dollar. Check your WGN-TV representative
for available participations.

Wfyz Chicago tEribune {Eeletrision Station
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FINAL
TELEVISION
ALLOCATIONS
REPORT
EXTRA

COPIES

AVAILABLE
NOW
AT $3.00
EACH
This is the complete report— 196 printed pages —
just as the FCC released
it, Monday, April 14, 1952.
This volume shows the
complete city-by-city
breakdowns for all 2,053
proposed stations in 1,291
communities. There are
sections on antenna
heights, educational reservations, power, procedures, Hennock's and
Jones' opinions, zoning
and mileage separation.
You'll want library copies, home copies, tear
copies and working copies. Please use the coupon
below and order today.
Limited Supply.
Broadcasting • Telecasting
870 NATIONAL PRESS BLDG.
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Please send
copies of
the Final Television Allocations
Report at $3.00 each.
□ M/O, check

STREET
ZONE STATE
Page
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Grid Telecasts
'Harmful',
NCAA Told
(Continued
from page 7U)
owners, the study found that in son, 10% mentioned TV as one
television areas "the overwhelming reason.
majority even of non-owners report
The NORC survey, a $50,000 prowatching TV programs at least
ject, involved two national surveys conducted on a personal inoccasionally."
In special studies in Boston and
basis; pre-season
questionnaireterview
s to college
athletic directors;
Pittsburgh
it wasattendance
found thatof "the
average 1951
our week-by-week game reports from
past attenders. . . . was less than each NCAA college playing footpersonal interviews
in Bosone
game years
per fan,in such
and even
preton ball;
and Pittsburgh,
with telephone
television
cities inwhich
had strong teams the average fan callbacks, plus telephone surveys
would attend no more than two or in six other cities; questionnaires
distributed at 37 games of 16 col- COOPERATIVE grocery advertising
three games a season."
leges; mail questionnaire surveys
here, is used on WTTV
Thus
it
was
held
that
"if
nonof a cross-section of alumni of four as(TV)shown
Ind., with 55 mem
owners can partially satisfy their universities;
and collection of bers ofBloomington,
football interest by watching a few
Independent Grocers Alliance
game-by-game attendance data for of Central and Southern Indiana and
gamesson,oneven television
during
the
seapast offivehighseasons
a cross- their distributor, John Figg of Bloom
a reduction of one game the
section
schoolsfromthroughout
in their annual attendance on this the
ington, pointing up featured items
nation.
account would make it extremely
The NCAA TV committee for 1951 duringmentNBC-TV's
difficult, from a survey point of
presented on Dangerous
the station, Assign8 p.m.
by
Ralph
Furey
of
Columview, to establish any significant was headed
Thomas J. Hamilton of Wednesday.vertising.It Station
is thereports
group'ssuccess
only ad-by
differences from the behavior of the U.bia TJ.ofandPittsburgh,
while Edwin S. noting an example where weekly sales,
was NCAA
television
TV Inowners."
Boston it was found that TV Reynolds
gram
director
for
that
season. proThe jumped from 20 to 1,000 cases of a
owners queried had attended an current TV committee, working up private brand of canned fruit as a
live commercials, defall's
program,
is
headed
average of .80 games in 1951, com- next
Robert A. Hall of Yale, with Asaby result ofliveredthe
by George Langwell, a par.82 for
Commissioner of the Eastwho hadpared tohad
TV non-owners.
sets less thanThose
two Bushnell,
ticipatingtionegrocer.
Six stores
Collegiate Athletic Conference,
d on each
program.are menyears attended an average of .76; as TVerndirector.
those with sets for two years or
longer, .84. In Pittsburgh, on the
SPORTS AIDS
other hand, those with sets less
than two years attended slightly ABC-TV SUSTAINERS
RTMA Group Offers Plan
more games than those who had
of theurged
radio-telhad sets longer than two years.
May Cutback in South ALL SEGMENTS
evision industry were
last
Sampling Not Conclusive
ABC-TV last week was pondering week by J. B. Elliott, RCA Victor
a
cutback
in
the
amount
of
sustainDivision and chairman of the RaNationally,
it was football
reported, season
"durdio-Television Mfrs. Assn. Sports
ing programming it would deliver
the nine-week
from ingSept.
29 to Nov.
24, 1951, in during this summer to affiliates on Committee, to join in RTMA's new
a
southern
leg
of
the
network
<
to
year-round campaign to promote
areas where there was no televi- Atlanta and Birmingham.
attendance
sion competition, an average of
21]. at sports events [B»T,
5.3 % of all fans attended a game
The question, spokesmen said, is April
Pointing out that RTMA already
in any given week. In television being considered in negotiations
areas, by contrast, only 3.3% of with WLTV (TV) Atlanta. They has made considerable progress in
the fans attended in the average conceded the negotiations may lead improving goodwill between radioweek.
and sports industries
to an adjustment for the station in televisioncooperation
of set makers,
"On blackout days in the tele- its affiliation contract, but insisted through
distributors
and dealers, Mr. Elvision areas, 5.5% of the fans at- the discussions were entirely "amiliott said his committee has subtended a game, but when a game
mitted detailed suggestions on
was available on TV, only 2.5%
response toservice
reportsin that
ABC- ments.
steps to be taken by industry segappeared at the stadium. Had our TVIn sustaining
the
South
national sample been larger, such was
being substantially curtailed,
Promotion of televised sports
differences could have been ac- cable."
said any cutbacks would be
cepted with complete confidence, they
for
the
summer
months
and
that
and
suggestion to "see the
but as it is, they must be viewed the extent of reduction had not been gamefrequent
or event
in person"
will be
contained
in consumer
advertising.
as suggestive rather than con- decided.
Manufacturers
were
advised
to
They said two affiliates would be
to aid local Disclusive."
It was pointed out that "the affected: WLTV and WAFM-TV ask distributors
tributor
Television
Sports
Comgreat tendmajority
fans neither
mittees, organized in cooperation
nor watch ofa college
game aton Birmingham.
with RTMA, to build goodwill
TV
on
the
average
Saturday."
among local sports officials. The
Pittsburgh, however, it was foundIn
report suggested that cooperation
that half the fans either watched MICHIGAN TV TAX
of RTMA members along with
a game on TV (30%) or listened
plans
for the World Series should
Levied
on
Boxing
Proceeds
to one on radio (20%), while in
increase attendance at baseball
Boston 17% listened on radio while TAXING television proceeds at games
as increase receiver
16% watched on TV. Nationally, boxing matches became legal in sales. as"Thewellproblem
of a drop of
however, there were no figures on Michigan when Gov. G. Mennen 20%
in attendance in the minor
radio listenership — a lack which Williams signed a bill recently en- leagues in 1951 is still cause for
acted by the state legislature.
concern in relation to future telethe report termed "unfortunate."
specifically mentioning
casts," the report said.
NORC also reported that "when TV,Without
In further recommendations the
the measure provides that the
asked how they first became in- present
5%
and
10%.
tax
shall
be
urged RTMA members
terested in college football, only
on all sources of revenue at committee
"to cooperate with the home club,
one attender in 100 mentioned tele- levied
boxing matches, excepting food, team
or arena in purchasing seats
refreshments and programs. The or a season box in radio-television
vision viewing as the reason."
Among Pittsburgh and Boston 5% tax applies to championship row at the ball park; urge emfans who said they did not plan to matches and the 10% tax to other
ployes to attend
and toevents.
consider
sponsorshipevents
of sports
attend a game during the 1951 sea- sports events.
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Color Ban
mass production has always been
geared to the exploitation of new
(Continued from page 71)
entertainment media, first radio
laterials which will bear on the
broadcasting
now atelevision."
ourse of the civilian economy durHe
added that and
"within
matter of
years no wishful thinking will be
lg the remainder of the year. A
ymposium on component parts
able to hide the fact that enterlso commanded the attention of
tainment equipment markets will
lectronic industry members (see
be Hereplacement
markets."over realiatory this page).
was concerned
bility of equipment, asking manuI: While NPA is still pursuing its
f
a
c
t
u
r
e
r
s
i
f
they
can "any longer
gftolicy of easing allotments to
afford to allow equipment unrelia§1 adio-TV manufacturers and broadWjasters, both Messrs. Fleischmann LEADERS IN ELECTRONIC components field at the three-day Washington
bility withare
an eye
to tube
"People
asking
each sales."
other,
nd Fowler urged Congress last
(I to r): J. G. Reid Jr., symposium chairman. National Bnrsau of what
kind of TV does not require
/eek to extend controls on ma- symposium
Standards; Lt. Col. C. B. Lindstrand, USAF, Electronics Production Resources frequent service calls," Capt. Bentrials beyond
June 30
the Agsncy; A. V. Astin, acting director, NBS; J. A. Milling, Electronics Producnettfacsaid.
dissatisDefense
Production
Actwhen
expires.
tion isbad"Ifat customer
present, what
will
tion Board; Glen McDaniel, president, Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.; Edwin
"9 Defense needs will not be met be- A. Speakman,
it be when the more ticklish UHF
Research
&
Development
Board,
Dept.
of
Defense;
Capt.
Rawson
ta jore next spring, they testified be- Bennett, USN; G. W. A. Dummer, Telecommunications Research Estab., equipment hits the market? Who
ore the House Banking & Curwill service it, if it breaks down
England.
ency Committee.
RTMA President McDaniel cited
The
prospect
for
a
"free
market"
»n materials has been dampened by
RTMA and AIEE too
a remark
much?"by Gen. Carl Spaatz that
M strikes and labor unrest, with the
superior
electronics will be decisive
D.
C.
SYMPOSIUM
"'f'-esult that steel, copper and alumwar. He spoke critiSponsor without
Meet the in thecal y onext
<num supplies could suffer appreci- RADIO and television set manufacturers are operating
f the lack of project responsibly in coming months. Earlier talk handicap of material shortages and have not curtailed production in
ibility in military procurement.
>f decontrol has evaporated and,
Efforts of manufacturers to spread
1951 because of shortages, J. A. Milling, director of the Elec- work
vhile manufacturers and broad- 1952 or tronics
through subcontracting are
Division, National Production Authority, told the Electronic
casters currently are receiving allo- Components Symposium last week. now
by reduction of con★
available from a number of handicapped
cations for appliance and construcThree-day
meeting
held
May
5-7
profit in such cases and
tion needs, notice has been served, in Washington was attended by companies, listing them indivi- a proposedtractor'srequirement
that prime
n effect, that the picture could more than a thousand representacontractors be responsible for comby type andHe monthly
tives of industry, engineering and
tiondual ycapacity.
explainedproducthat
;hange even short of all-out war.
p
l
i
a
n
c
e
b
y
their
subcontractors.
Importance of a free flow of
Intensified labor strife could government. Sponsoring the sym- deliveries can be made at this time
information between tube manufacsmall quantities.
posium were Radio-Television Mfrs. in Capt.
, affect supply of these three mate- Assn., Institute
turers and circuit engineers was
Bennett said the upcoming
of Radio Engineers
"Trials for receivers, tower struc- and American Institute
of Electri- television boom "is the last of such stressed by Robert L. Kelly, manures, transmitters, antennas,
cal Engineers.
ager, application engineering field
f building alterations and various
recalling that the
Mr. Milling addressed the open- opportunities,"
component parts.
electronics industry "in terms of group, RCA Tube Dept.
ing
session,
along
with
Glen
McCapsule Summation
Daniel, RTMA president, Capt.
: This is a capsule summation of Rawson Bennett, USN, and others.
In analyzing electronic production
'the
status
and
prospect
for
each
key metal:
the defense standPEABODY AWARD 1951
• Steel — Threat of a prolonged problems Mr.from
Milling
saiddetermining
"consumer
strike still hangs over industry de- demandpoint,has
been the
originating Station of
spitementslifting
the freeze onOvership-2 factor of most production schedby theof government.
THE
JOHNS
HOPKINS
SCIENCE REVIEW
million tons already lost to industry.
A high spot of the three-day
Could have major long-range effect meeting
was
a
Tuesday
evening
on new dio-TV
TV construction
station equipment
ra- ules."
session on transistors. J. A. Morprojects on orwhich
ton, Bell Telephone Labs., was
freeze was partly lifted.
chairman
of this discussion. Other
• Aluminum — The government is speakers included
Sittner and
Around
thinking in terms of "possible" de- P. S. Darnell, bothW. ofR. Bell;
control by mid-'53
— —or but
perhaps
during Shea, General Electric Co.,R.andF.
the
second
quarter
not
before,
it was learned authoritatively last Lt. Col. W. F. Starr, Electronics
week. Possibility of wildcat strikes Production
Resources Agency,
Baltimore
among
out. aluminum workers was held Dept. of Defense.
Mr.
Shea
demonstrated
a
"tran• Copper —areAs with
other higher
materials,
megaphone
only
allocations
slightly
for tiny batteriessistorized"
two using
transistors
they always
May than
April
but
the
lowest
re- about the size and
of
a
pea.
No
fined copper, copper alloy and forscrap
ternal connections were needed. exsince controls began. Copper wire is
Potentialities of the transistor
short for loudspeakers. Again, however, threat of strike in the Chilean were discussed, with speakers comkeep an eye on
menting on its limitations. These
mines cestimperils
imnorts
of
this
scarmetal.
include power and ability to oper• Nickel and cobalt — Still in relaate only at relatively low fretively tight supply. Industry has used
quencies. Advantages include reconservation and substitution techliability, indefinite life and improved design as a result of saving
niques to meet demands for loudspeakers and other parts using these in space and new circuitry.
WAAM
set using nine transistors
allows.
tion. Both under complete alloca- wasA radio
demonstrated. It was able
TELEVISION
• Selenium — There has been a tem- to pick up seven stations on the
CHANNEL 13
porary improvement in supply but sidewalk outside the Interior Dept.
the outlook is still gloomy for manu- auditorium. A power supply weighfacturers of rectifiers, though they
ing only a few ounces is used.
Affiliate DuMont Television Network — American Broadcasting Co.
may apply for foreign imports.
Mr. Shea predicted transistors
Represented nationally by Harrington, Righter & Parsons, Inc.
• Mica — Substitutes are being de- will be used in TV sets, though
veloped for this material used in in- probably not in the front end.
Col. Starr said transistors are
sulating electronic items.
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one block of 250 shares held b
Hans Krafft of London, Englan
Otto Augstein of Montreal, Canad;
City.
and John Augstein of New Yor
could continue his work. However,
The "B' stock was owned by GP]
GPE and TPI did not furnish the
each with 50%.
funds for the laboratory as quickly andTheTPI,English
company was puttin
as Mr. Levey had hoped.
its equipment, transferring it
In one letter to Mr. Hines, Mr. in
equipment
and
also its patent ap
Levey asserted:
plications to the American com
... I believe
it
was
generally
understo d that the engagement of Dr. pany, and in return was gettin
Rosenthal as Director of Research stock and having its debts paid of
(English
and Development for SCA and the ing
World funds
War were
II). "frozen" dur
establishment of an electronic labThe Class "A" stockholder
oratory are indivisible.
of the board of direcIn May, 1943, Mr. Levey claimed elected tors,3/5the president
and certaiJ
that the Class "A" stockholders other officials.
The Classto "B"electstock
(Scophony Ltd. of England, Mr. holders were entitled
2/
Levey vided
and morethree
had pro-of of the board of directors and cer
than others)
their share
tain
remaining
officers.
work and effort, and asserted that
SCA could not borrow monej
any source unless stock
GPE and TPI,
the Class
"B" from
holders of each class had been
stockholders
were asacting
as "squatters,"
doing
little
to
aid
SCA.
afforded
the opportunity to lend
money.
Mr. Levey wrote to Mr. Hines,
sending a copy to Mr. Raibourn: the company the same amount of
. . . The "A" stockholders of this
stockholders
company are entitled to participate notThesellClass
their"A"holdings
unless could1
they
fully in the rewards due pioneering first offered
the rights to the Class
enterprise. They have labored over "B" stockholders.
However,
the
fourteen years and spent more than
$1,600,000 to create and develop the Class "B" stockholders were under
present unique Scophony system of
compulsion to offer their
'supersonic' television projectors, and, nostocksimilar
to the Class
"A" groupandandto
could
dispose
of it whenever
in addition,
have
proved
by
a
demonthe advanced
method strable
of model
television
which 'Skiatron'
combines whomever they wanted.
The quorum for a board of directhe best features of both 'electronic'
and 'supersonic' methods into a completely new and novel system of tele- ANTI-TRUST SUIT
vision protected
by basic patents
including
(a) Transmission
. . . and
(b)
Includes Eight Producers
Reception ■ • ■ and (c) Colour Trans- ANTI-TRUST suit against Nam
i
s
i
o
n
,
c
a
n
be
reduced
from
theory
tional Screen Service Corp. was
to practice. . . .
Experts recently consulted by GPE filed fortnight ago in New York
federal
court. It also includes the
have
Skiatron inventions
enablestated
the "The
achievement
of colour
eight major motion pictelevision just as monochrome. The following
ture producers: Paramount Picinventor — Rosenthal — had a stroke of
tures, Warner Bros., 20th Centurygenius whether by thought or acci- Fox, RKO,
United Artists, Columbia and Universal.
Similarly the report of the expert
Paramount Pictures is the liengagedvise on bytheTPISkiatron
[Paramount]
to
adcense of KTLA (TV) Los Angeles.
potentialities
isdent."
also completely favorable and of It is one of the parties to the sosuch a convincing and compelling na- called
Paramount
hearing now goture as to warrant immediate enering on which
has
as itof major
cons
i
d
e
r
a
t
i
o
n
t
h
e
merger
ABC with
getic
action.
I cannot acquiesce in permitting United Paramount Theatres
Inc.
our licensees (GPE and TPI) to re- License renewal of KTLA is also
main simply as 'squatters' holding hearing.
one
of
the
points
at
issue
in
that
very
valuable
franchises
and doing
practically
consolidate
and
improve
ournothing
uniqueto patent
position,
All of the producers (United
while our competitors energetically Artists is a distributing organizaproceed to develop 'alternate' methods.
tion) are parties to the movie in... It is now
therefore
the "B"
dustry's
request to thefrequencies.
FCC for
shareholders
in thefor fortunate
theatre-TV
position of benefitting largely by the exclusive
That hearing was postponed for the
preliminary work and expenditure of third
time several weeks ago [At
the energetically
"A" shareholders,
recognize
and
supporttothese
truly
April 14] but is exgreat Scophony inventions which can Deadline,
pected to be rescheduled in the
contribute much in postwar television near future.
and in the public interest, assist in
The civil complaint by the Justice
the
nation's emergency
recovery program
charges violation of
the present
is over. when Department
the
Sherman Anti-Trust Act in
I do not actually anticipate diffi- that National
Screen Service Corp.
culty (al things considered) in securing approval of GPE and TPI to a has a turemonopoly
in the ofmanufacand
distribution
movie
sound program
of research
and engineering development
consistent
with trailers and accessories (posters,
wartime conditions, as I cannot imag- signs, still pictures and other adine these companies would wish to be
vertising matter).
guilty of such business indiscretion.
The charges link the eight proThere were 1,000 shares of both
ducers with National Screen by
"A" and "B" stock. The "A" stock claiming that they conspired to
assist in the monopoly by giving
was distributed to the following:
Scophony Ltd. (of England), 625 National Screen sole rights in that
shares; Mr. Levey, 125 shares, and field.
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Scophony Relationship Studied

PARAMOUNT
FOR the second consecutive week, developments including the dark
FCC counsel explored the relation- trace Skiatron TV tube.
ship of Paramount Pictures and
Later, six theatre operators will
Scophony Corp. of America as testify. They are: Mrs. J. M. Anhearings
continued
on
the
so-called
derson, Boone, Iowa; Carl KnudParamount case. Basic in the case son, Seward,
Neb.; Fred F. Curdts,
is whether the Commission will ap- Greenville, S. C; Charles Waeder,
prove the merger of ABC and Miami, Fla.; Sam J. Myers, ChiUnited Paramount Theatres Inc.
cago (a brother-in-law of Barney
Questions directed by FCC coun- Balaban, ident),Paramount
and Arthur Pictures
F. Saas, presalso
sel to Arthur Levey, president of
SCA (now Skiatron Corp.) implied of Chicago.
After
the
theatre
operators,
Dr.
that at best the dealings between
Allen B. DuMont will return, and
Scophony
management
and
Television Productions Inc. and General then Barney Balaban is due to
Precision Equipment Corp. tended come back.
to be in restraint of trade and at
Mr. Levey
questioned
he hadwaswritten
to EarleaboutC.
worst attempts to suppress the de- letters
Hines, president of GPE, copies of
velopment ofTV.
were sent to Paul Raibourn,
Hearing, adjourned last Thurs- which
a Paramount Pictures executive
day, resumes today (Monday) with then.
Mr. Raibourn is a ParaA. H. Blank, a UPT director, on the
mount Pictures vice president now
stand
for cross-examination
FCC counsel
on Des Moines theatreby and is also president of Paramount
Productions Inc., licenacquisitions and booking practices. Television
see of KTLA (TV) Los Angeles.
Following
Mr.
Blank's
testimony,
Letters
Exchanged
Mr. Levey will return to the stand
In some of his letters to Messrs.
on Wednesday. Then Dr. A. H.
Rosenthal will testify. Dr. Rosen- Hines and Raibourn, Mr. Levey
thal, a physicist and electronic sought aid from GPE and TPI,
engineer, was connected with which he indicated had been promised by the two firms but which
Scophony Ltd. of England, the parent company to SCA, for several was not forthcoming.
When Dr. Rosenthal was hired by
years before joining the American
firm in 1943. While in England, SCA, it was apparently with the
Dr. Rosenthal contributed to some understanding that a laboratory
of the more important Scophony would be built for him so that he
PRODUCE PROFESSIONAL

COMMERCIALS

AT LOW COST with the New Gray TELOP II

0 Now, with the new,
versatile Gray telop II
you can produce
and broadcast an
amazing variety of professional-quality commercials at
surprisingly low cost. Local
sponsors will marvel at the
way telop ii presents their
selling message with opaque
cards, photographs, art work and
transparencies. And you get the
real effect of superimposition,
lap-dissolve and fade-out. Only
imitation is your imagination.
Takes up very little space. One
operator does it all!
W rite for full information on
the new and exciting Gray
TELOP II.

GRAY

RESEARCH
and Development Co., Inc., 598 Hilliard St., Manchester, Con
I Th« Got Mahutactuithg Company— Originator, of the Gray Telephone Pay Sfi
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" had
tors tomeeting
three, but there
be one was
representative
from
each
of
the
Class
"A"
and
stockholders groups present. "B"
Cartel implications are involved
in an agreement made in August,
1942, when SCA and Scophony Ltd.
agreed to divide the world into two
mutuallyareas.
- exclusive non - competing
trade
Much
of
Mr. Levey's
.revolved around
entriestestimony
he had
fmade in a personal diary which he
"has
sinceentries
1919.wereBecause
said kept
that the
made heon
the day of the events referred to, or
the next day, that part of his testimony— after extended discussions
between the counsel for Paramount,
former FCC Chairman Paul A.
Porter and FCC Counsel Max
Paglin
record. — was accepted as part of the
Donald A. Stewart, DuMont film
manager, preceded Mr. Levey last
Monday.
He said that UPT, as a $30,000,000 buyer of film, would put the
other three networks to great disadvantage when buying film. Mr.
Stewart said that the total buying
power of the ABC-UPT would influence the producer to deal with
ABC, since purchase of films for
TV is not made by competitive
bidding.

CORONATION COVERAGE
Proposed
COVERAGE of the coronation of
Queen Elizabeth II in June 1953,
was proposed as first trans-Atlantic
telecast last week by J. R. Poppele,
vice president of WOR-AM-FMTV New York, who urged that the
Radio and Television Manufacturers Assn. "adopt a spirit of
aggressive cooperation by sponsoring the televising of this international event." who engineered the
Mr. Poppele,
first trans-Atlantic broadcast when
the late Sir Thomas Lipton made
a special radio address to the
British people over WOR on Oct.
6, 1922, proposed that television
could span the Atlantic by one of
two methods: A series of ships at
fixed locations at sea could be intercon ected bymicrowave relay;
or, relays could be installed in airplanes flying circular patterns
eight miles above sea level.
"Obviously, the latter suggestion
is more practicable since the margin of error will be much less,"
UTP SHOW GUIDE
To Stress Film Use
A BASIC programming guide
DuMONT STRIKE
emphasizes the use of film
Union Issues Ultimatum which
shows will be available to TV station management upon request
STRIKE was threatened last week
by Television Broadcasting Studio within the next 60 days, Milton
Employes Union against DuMont Blink, executive vice president of
Television Stations WABD (TV) United Television Programs, New
New York, WTTG (TV) Washing- York, said last week in announcing
ton and WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh, brochure.
his company's plans for the
unless mentthecould terms
of a new
be reached
beforeagreethis
The new service, still in the planWednesday.
ning stage, will consider such ques: why films are used, how a
Local 794 New York, represent- stationtions ascan
merchandise a film, how
ing about 150 engineers and tech- much sponsors
should be charged,
nicians, voted unanimously Tuesday
to call a strike and were assured and advantages of film over network programming. The brochure
that the comparable International
will offer general programming
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Em- also
Mr. Blink pointed out,
ployes locals in Washington and suggestions,
not be devoted exclusively
Pittsburgh, representing another 50 toandfilmwillmatters.
workers, would follow suit.
prospective
Negotiations
all been
network-in are"Many
seeking
advice TV
fromstations
every
swned
stationsforhave
progress for more than a month. quarter," the UTP executive said.
"We'reon not
going
to
try
to
DuMont, through its attorney, them
idea that film is sell
the
Harry Friedman, offered on May 2 answer to theall their
problems. There
;o grant a 4% cost-of-living inmanyshows,
recognized
adcrease, rejected by the union are, however,o film
especially
;hrough General Counsel Harold for a newvantages tstation
which will be
3pivak asfactorybeing
unsatissuitable proand out "entirely
of line with
the troubled providing
gram ing at the outset.
Drevailing increases given in the
"UTP is not setting itself up as
ndustry to employes performing
■.omparable
jobs." said late last an oracle in the business," he emDuMont spokesmen
phasized, "but lately we have had
veek that after their initial offer many requests
for advice and sugg
e
s
t
i
o
n
s
—
particularly on the use
lad been refused, negotiations were
o be reopened.
of films — from station applicants."
DuMont Busy
JA Names Brott
jOU BROTT, for past five years TWICE an many cathode-ray instruments were shipped by Allen
lead of Washington public relaions firm bearing his name, has B. DuMont Labs, during the first
four fiscal periods of 1952, ending
ieen
appointed
sales
representaive for United Artists Television April 21, as for the comparable
n that city. Mr. Brott formerly period last year, Rudolf Feldt, Instrument Div. manager, announced
vas MBS news editor and public
elations director in Washington.
May 2.
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for Trans-Atlantic Television
Mr. Poppele said in his letter to
Glen McDaniel, RTMA president.
Use ofselsships
require
100 with
vesstationedwould
30 miles
apart,
more than
$2
million
of
TV
equipment manned by 200 technicians.
The aircraft
couldflying
be established with sixrelay
planes
in a
circular pattern at altitudes from
30-40,000 feet at 500-mile intervals. In that case, 12 technicians
and $500,000 of TV equipment

would be required.
Noting the production cost would
be "slight" compared to the overall
value to the advancement of the industry, Mr.regularly
Poppeletelevises
said, "the
industry
of national
importance,
and events
while
it is not necessary that television
continue to prove itself, I believe
that this event of universal significance can be brought to the AmerTheican people."
WOR-TV vice president
estimated that by coronation time
there will be another four or five
million TV receivers in the U. S.
to bring audience potential to 100
million persons.

you can see the
differed
WBNS-TV Projection Room . . . two complete film camera
chains with four 16mm film projectors and duplicate slide projectors. Pre-check visual and audio facilities and special audio
equalizers provide the best possible sound quality. Superior
equipment, carefully installed, rigidly maintained and efficiently
operated is but another reason why you can SEE the difference
on WBNS-TV.

WBNS-TV film department equippec
with
full facilities
slide
from
art workforservice
ormaking
photographs
Anotheroriginal
commercial
offered t(
sponsors on WBNS-TV.

air Theatre — 11:10 — Featuring
inwhere
TV commercial
films on a top-rated
messages proare
.fully carried through the use of
COLUMBUS, OHIO
CHANNEL 10

CBS-TV NETWORK • Affiliated with Columbus Dispatch and
WBNS-AM
• General
REPRESENTED
BY BLAIRSales
TV Office: 33 North High Street
tv
uibnsMay 12, 1952 • Page 83

mm

Martin (Mass.); and Reps. Clarence Brown (Ohio), Charles A.
Halleck (Ind.), Daniel A. Reed
(N.Y.) and Walter H. Judd
(Minn.). One by one, they diagnosed thetaxes
country's
from high
to the ills,
Koreanranging
war,
and lauded the achievements of the
80th Congress.
This initial effort was filmed by
Bryon Studios, Washington, and
written, directed and produced by

Program:
Hats in the2-2:30
Ring, p.m.;
May 4,NBC43
NBC-TV
radio,"The2:30-3stations,
Film:
Casep.m.for a Republican Congress."
Film
Producer:
Kirby Hawkes; Byron
Studios,
Washington.
Cast:
Professional
actors — Maurice
Franklin,ilton.Wilfred
Witnesses —Lytell,
Two Henry
Senate,Hamfive
House
members.
Production:
Republican
Congressional
Committee.
Network
Director: Producer:
Ted Ayres.Ad Schneider.
THE CASE for a Republican 83d
Congress was placed before the
American viewing and listening
people in what may well be the
first political presentation of its
kind on television or radio this election year.
As a political venture, the GOP
Congressional Committee kicked off
NBC's ambitious new radio-TV
series, Hats in the Ring, with a
wind unlikely to sway low political
convictions one way or another.
But as broadcast fare, the network has come up with a stimulating series likely to command a
faithful share of the radio and television audience before the national
conventions in July. This opinion
is buttressed by the fact that NBC
has come up with both flexible format and key political participants.
Obviously wanting no part of
the melange that characterizes the
philosophical conflicts of the Taft
and Eisenhower forces, the GOP
Congressional Committee wisely
confined itself to a film on "The
Case
for a Republican
The format
it used wasCongress."
that of
trial-by-jury.
The Republicans threw together
three professional actors (a judge,
and a prosecuting and defense attorneys) and seven GOP SenateHouse members to justify the 80th
Congress and indict the Democratic
administration
mestic issues. on foreign and doIt will come as no surprise that,
while the jury must yet render its
"verdict" next November, the court
was so tionspacked
to invite Supreme
recollecof the asRoosevelt
Court plan oyer 15 years ago. The
"stopper": objections
the judgeof theconstantly
overruling
defense
attorney, who gave the appearance
of being a possible candidate for
Alcoholics Anonymous.
"Testifying"
were Styles
such GOPBridges
stalwarts as Sens.
(N.H.) and Karl Mundt (S.D.);
House Minority Leader Joseph
Page 84 • May 12, 1952

the congressional committee with
the cooperation of the Republican
National and Senatorial Committe s. In an unusual move, NBC-TV
aired the film 2-2:30 p.m. and the
tape on radio 2:30-3 p.m.
Aside from the 43-plus TV stations which carried it live, Rep.
Leonard Hall (R-N.Y.) , Congressional Committee chairman, explained that 16 copies of the film
were made for TV showing
throughout the country.
The Democrats were to present
their case for an administration
Congress yesterday (Sunday) after
which all Presidential aspirants
will have an opportunity to state
their
qualifications — each to his
own format.
Major officials
problem last
bothering
network
week: NBC
How
to cram in every candidate before
the conventions with everybody
throwing their hats in the ring.
Program:
Kentucky
Derby, atCBSChurchhill Downs,
vision, MayLouisville.
3,Louisville.
5-5:45 p.m.
FedTele-by
WHAS-TV
(Also covered
by
CBS
Radio)
Cast:
BryanPeteField,
Bill Corum, Sammy
Renick,
French.
Producer:
Judson
Bailey
sociate producer,
Sandy(CBS);
Sandersas(WHAS-TV).
EVERYONE and everything
clicked to give the nation a good
show as the Kentucky Derby was
telecast live for the first time in
its 78-year history. Racing fans
and those attracted by the glamor
of the historical event were given
45 fascinating minutes of viewing,
climaxed by the two-minute race.
The Gillette-sponsored half-hour
segment, starting at 5:15 p.m.
EDT, opened with a view of the
grandstand from an infield camera,
panning the crowd of 110,000.
Sammy Renick, ex-jockey, handled
early
commentary,
followed by a
Bill Corum
commercial.
Pre-race programming was excel ent as horses paraded from the
paddock and moved toward the
starting gate. WHAS-TV Louisville, handling the pickup for CBS
Television, had two cameras on the
grandstand roof, one on the infield
judges'
and one that
down intostand
the clubhouse
gardenlooked
and
paddock.
Mr. Renick, who tended to overdramatize, had difficulty pacing his
description of the individual horses
with the camera closeups. In contrast were the calmer narrations of
Pete French, WHAS-TV special

events announcer, handling color,
and Bryan Field, who called the
race.
Gillette appropriately used a
horsey commercial shortly before
the race started and then kept off
the screen for 10 minutes. Mr.
Field made it easy for viewers once
the horses left the gate. Camera
work was excellent though the
horses almost disappeared from
view a few seconds, just before
coming into the stretch, because of
shadows, obstructions and background. Going down to the wire,
Mr. Field went out on a limb by
predicting that Sub Fleet, coming
up fast on Hill Gail, would never
make it. His judgment was authenticated as Hill Gail won by two
lengths.
Post-race ceremonies were interrupted by a network bulletin anncing the Supreme
ing in the nousteel
case. Court's rulThe race was piped to New York
and the network by a reversed
spare circuit between Louisville
and Dayton, possibly losing some
quality en route. Betting and crowd
both set records, which may be of
interest to those who claim TV
spoils
Fast sports
time wasattendance.
made by wedging
a kinescope of the race into the Ken
Murray show on CBS Television
the same evening (8-9 p.m. EDT).
Program: White House Tour, May 3,
NBC-TV, CBS-TV, ABC-TV; 4-4:48
p.m.,President
EDT Live.Harry Truman, Walter
Cast:
Cronkite, Bryson
Rash, Frank
Bourgholtzer.
Directors:
For
CBS,
Charles
Von
Fremd;
for
NBC,
Heyward
Siddons.
Coordinating
Producer:
Ralph
Burgin.
Technical
lege. Coordinator: Charles H. ColTHAT substantial portion of the
public within view of 17 million TV
sets has had a chance to know its
President intimately in both official
and informal capacities. A weekend ago, many millions of U. S.
citizens enjoyed a cozy visit in the
reconstructed White House, with

All Clear
"IS THAT piece cleared?"
Bryson tator,Rash,
ABC commenasked Eugene
Juster,
WNBW (TV) Washington,
as President Truman started
playing
the Mozart
Sonata during
his May Ninth
3 TV
tour of the White House.
"Don't worry," said Margaret Truman,
with
the radio
men standing
in the East
Room. "It's in the public
President
domain."
vision
host. Truman as their tele'
Relatively few persons have ha
a chance to walk from room tc
room as a President explained th
layout,
but the heard
May 3their
three-net
work audience
Chief
Executive spin poignant yarn
about famous
paintings,
historical furnishings
as he and
strolled
around.
The
program
involved
months of planning.
Three White House radio-T\
newsmen — Walter Cronkite (CBSTV), Frank
BrysonBourgholtzer
Rash (ABC-TV)
and
(NBCTV) — dent
fedas they
questions
the Presiheld tomicrophones
under his avoidable
nose, technical
apparently
unnuisanceansince
experiments
with
"beer
mug"
and
other itiesminiature
transmitting
facilhad been futile.
All handled
themselves well in the difficult role
but their task was simplified by
the relaxed manner of the President, who seemed to enjoy the
whole proceeding.
Lighting difficulties were myriad.
Viewers were subjected to brief
blackouts as cameras panned into
unshaded windows. Three times,
furtive figures in the background
ducked in obvious and disconcerting confusion as they came within
camera range instead of moving
along unobtrusively.
Wide public interest in the re-

INTERESTING
moment wasin President
Truman's athistoric
of White
House for TV audience
brief performance
piano. tour
Holding
mike
is Frank Bourgholtzer, NBC White House newsman.
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furbished White House might have
been more completely satiated had WNHC-TV Scores
cameras provided more panoramic
WNHC-TV New Haven,
shots instead of concentrating on
Conn., took pride last week
a microphone and two speakers.
in a May 2 news beat over
Thoughts of color TV must have
two local newspapers whose
been stirred among- viewers as the
management's
President went through the Green,
attitude
toward comnetitive
radio staRed and Blue rooms.
tions, it was claimed, once
The Chief Executive showed proextended
to
the
point
of refessional attainments as a TV comfusing to sell them advert'smentator in contrast to his piano
ing
space.
A
tragic
11
rendition of a bit of the Mozart
fire which cost the livesa.m.of
Ninth Sonata after a gentle hint
four women in a convalescent
by Mr. Bourgholtzer. The Presihome 20 miles from the
dent holds a union card presented
WNHC-TV studios was
a few years ago by AFM President
covered by the station with
.James C. Petrillo.
still and motion pictures.
Stills were telecast at 2:30
In any case, the program was a
notable contribution to American
p.m., while the simultaneous
culture and history. If Mr. Truman
afternoon
picis wondering about a job next
tures of thepaper
fire; had
the nomovies
January, he might look into the
were telecast at 6:30 p.m.,
while the final edition of the
video instead
field — especially
he will
talk
of read orifmemorize
paper,afternoon,
on the streets
late ina
his lines.
the
carried
single
shot
of
the
fire
scene
after the blaze had been put—
out, according to WNHC-TV
NBC SIGNS BOYD
spokesmen.
New 'Hopalong' Series Set
WILLIAM BOYD, known as "Hopalong vision
Cassidy"
youthful
tele- AFM TRUST FUND
fans, has tosigned
a 10-year
contract with NBC, Edward D.
Brings Musicians' Protest
Madden, NBC-TV vice president in
musicians, procharge of sales and operations, LOS ANGELES
testing through signed petitions
announced last week.
that AFM oc?c trust fund format
During the next two years, Mr.
them from getting work
Boyd will make new series of 52 indeprives
TV films [B • T, April 21], have
half -hour films, all of which will prompted union national headquarters to consider a survey of the
be syndicated by NBC-TV to national video markets, Mr. Madden situation.
said. Work on new series — to start
Musicians claim the trust fund,
J on the air in October — is already set up as it now stands and to
jl;underway.
for NBCmust conwere made Negotiations
by Mr. Madden
and which TV film producers
discourages filming of
John B. Cron, NBC-TV manager video showstribute,
with live music. Their
of film syndication.
contention is backed up by officers of Los Angeles Musicians
Mutual Protective Assn., Local 47,
who
discussed
problem with James
'TODAY' SEGMENTS
AFM president, in ChiTwo Sponsors Added C. Petrillo,
cago a few weeks ago.
TWO Chicago firms, Bauer &
Mr. Petrillo reportedly agreed
! Black and Armour & Co., last week to take the protest under advisement and to consult with the AFM
| signed for portions of NBC-TV's
Dave division
Gai-roway.of The executive board. Meanwhile, how1 Today
Bauerwith
& Black,
ever, as a result of the Chicago
Kendall Co., through Leo Burnett conference, it is understood he may
agency,
Chicago,
bought
five-minMeeder, his TV assistute segments, one each on Tuesday send ant,Clair
to Los Angeles within the next
and Thursday for 16 and eight ten days
to
and confer
weeks,
respectively, starting June with TV filminvestigate
producers as well as
17.
local union officials.
Armour will sponsor the daily
weather reports, aired four times
during the two-hour show, start- White House Repeat
ing June 2 for 52 weeks. Agency is
TELECAST tour of the White
Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago.
House, broadcast live May 3, was
to have been repeated over CBS
Television yesterday (Sunday),
Kefauver TV Aid
1-2 p.m. EDT. During filmed reSEN.
Estes
Kefauver's
(D-Tenn.)
peat telecast, Sig Mickelson, CBSprimary victories in Broward and TV director
of news and public afDad Counties "were substantially
fairs, last Friday presented the
aided"
by
his
appearances
on
original
television
recording to Dr.
WTVJ (TV) Miami, according to Luther Evans, director
of the
Judge W. Raleigh Petteway, Sen. Library
of Congress, for placement
Kefauver's Florida campaign man- in the Library's
Addiager. Sen. Richard Russell (Dtional y, U. S. Dept.archives.
of Education
Ga.) and Sen. Kefauver, competing
for the Democratic Presidential has requested six copies of the
nomination, parried issues over White House kinescope for distribution to schools.
WTVJ from 9-10:15 p.m. May 5.
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KEFAUVER SPOT
Refused After TV Tour
ON - AGAIN, off - again developments marked effort of the Kefauver National Campaign Committee
to place spot announcements immediately following President Truman's TV tour of the White House
last Saturday, 4-4:48 p.m. on NBC,
CBS and ABC television networks
[B»T, May 5].
Robert J. Enders Adv., Washington, notified publications and wire
services May 2 that announcements
would be carried by WTOP-TV
Washington and WBNS-TV Columbus.
John S. Hayes, president of
WTOP-TV, informed Broadcasting • Telecasting May 5 the station had not carried the spot.
Mr. Enders in turn claimed
WTOP-TV had accepted the spot
through its sales department and
had mailed a station contract for
the time. "At 6 :15 p.m. (May 2) ,
long after the business office of
WTOP-TV was closed, the program
manager
of the
station's
TV operation advised
us that
the spot
would
be carried," according to Mr. Enders. "Then shortly after 7 p.m.
we were advised that, on orders of
John Hayes, station manager of
WTOP and WTOP-TV, the station
was cancelling the spot. Mr. Hayes,
incidentally, was out of town. The
cancellation was made over our
most strenuous protests." He
added "The WTOP-TV contract
covering the Kefauver spot is now
in Mr.
our files."
Hayes told Broadcasting •
Telecasting
Mayan 7,announcement
"WTOP-TV
did not broadcast
Saturday following the telecast by
President Truman. An attempt was
made by the Enders agency to purchase a spot announcement. The
station did not broadcast the spot,
considering it in bad taste for a
Presidential candidate to follow
immediately a broadcast by the
incumbent President."

!
ABOUT UNI
KT"
NO "B

offers you "paydirt" in

BOBK
BUN

E'S
EHL
SE
HOU

"Pied Piper" of TV to Central N. Y.
youngsters, Bob is a singing story
teller who keeps young eyes and
ears glued to WHEN from 5 to 6
every weekday afternoon. Oldsters,
too,
enjoyandthe filmed
combination
of Bob'sof
singing
adventures
the Old West. It's a mighty pretty
spot for your product story, and
Bob can sell it effectively on this
area's most looked at television
station.

Ohio Primaries
PRIMARY ELECTION returns in
Ohio May 6 were telecast directly
from
the secretary
state'stimeofficeby
in Columbus
for theof first
WLW Television to its three video
outlets, WLWC (TV) Columbus,
WLWT (TV) Cincinnati, WLWD
Represenfed Nationally
(TV) Dayton, and the Crosley staBy the KATZ AGENCY
tion fed reports to a regional network emanating in Toledo and to CBS • ABC • DUMONT
NBC.
S-C UHF Converter
UHF converters for StrombergCarlson's earlier TV sets are going
to distributors and dealers, C. J.
Hunt, radio-TV division general
manager,
last wTeek.
production severalsaidmonths,
the Inconverters
retail in the East for $49.50.
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Thaw To Be Thwarted?
(Continued from page 7U)
anywhere in the country regardless question in two communications
of the area in and around the com- last week. The question: Do separations and antenna heights depend
munity which should be served in
on the zone in which the city is
the public
Washington attorneyinterest,"
declared.theThat
is, he located or the zone in which the
said, because the Commission es- antenna is located ?
In a question raised by the radio
tablished standards of power, antenna heights and separations on law firm of Fly, Shuebruk & Blume,
the basis of the needs of a few this point was made: A boundary
Zones I and II cuts through
large
"ratherof the
thanparticular
on the between
basis ofcities
the needs
a city. It is proposed to erect a
transmitter in Zone II, thus utilizareaThisor community
be served."
makes for toadministrative
ing the 2,000-ft. maximum height
convenience, he stated, but leaves a permitted. The law firm takes the
legal doubt whether the Commis- position that this meets the Comsion has not abdicated its responmission's intent, rather than the
sibility to act in the public interest, 1,000-ft. limitation in Zone I.
In the exact opposite position,
convenience and necessity.
Mr. Scharfeld stated his belief WAVE-TV Louisville notified the
Commission that it plans to move
that a court test based on the in- its
transmitter from downtown
ies ofVHFdecided
and against
UHF channels wouldequalitbe
the Louisville to a site across the Ohio
in Indiana, which would put
FCC, on the grounds that the Com- River
antenna in Zone I. However,
munications Act's provision for a the
since
its channel is assigned to
"fair and equitable distribution of Louisville,
in Zone II, it stated that
facilities
not carriedamong
out. the states," was it was assuming that it could utilize
Another ground for appeal to the the 2,000-ft. maximum tower height
courts, Mr. Scharfeld pointed out, permitted by Commission's rules.
was the fact that none of the existOther such "border" cases are
ing VHF stations on the air had to attention. to be called to the FCC's
change to UHF. Thus, he said, expected
Stinging opposition to the reNew York's seven VHF assignquest of WMCT (TV) Memphis to
ments
any similar
ments to prevents
the whole
state ofassignNew amend the Commission's order
Jersey.
[B»T,
last week
Meanwhile, a major clarification by WRECMay of5]thewassamefiledcity.
question was being studied by the
WMCT,
now
operating
on ChanFCC following the raising of the
nel 4, asked the Commission to
switch the channel to which it must
move from Channel 5 to Channel 3.
Among the reasons for this request,
WMCT declared, was that the
separation between Channel 5 in
Memphis and same frequency in
Nashville was less than the 190mile minimum established in the
new rules.
91,563 TV SETS
IN THE QUAD-CITY AREA
Tj1 ACH
this TV setby
total month
is ascertained
Quad-City
wholesalers
servActually,
the
totaling thisof area.
TV homes
reached
by WHBF-TV is considerably larger as our TV signals
are received over an extenCities.sive area beyond the QuadIncreased oower has doubled WHBF-TV radiated
strength;cilitiesthe
staff andmovedfahave recently
into enlarged quarters.
True to a 25 year tradition
of service in radio broadcasting. WHBF-TV now also
serves Ouad-Citians well —
and
advprtJc.r,
Les Johnson, V.P. andj,ro^abU,.
Gen. Mgr.

WHBF
T£LC0 BUILDING, ROCK iSUND, iUINOlS
Kepresenfed by Avery-Kiiode!, int.
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Request Termed 'Selfish'
The WREC petition called
WMCT
request
"selfish,"
due toin
"fear" that
another
TV station
Memphis will have equal or better
coverage than WMCT.
WREC argued that the WMCT
petition should be denied or dismissed because: (1) WREC fought
to have Channel 3 assigned to
Memphis, has applied for that frequency, while WMCT did not participate tohave Channel 3 assigned
to Memphis. (2) WMCT agreed to
change from Channel 4 to Channel
5, and anyway the separation between Memphis and Nashville
Channel 5's is still greater than
the proposed 170-mile transmitterto-transmitter or 180-mile city-bycity minimums proposed by the
Commission last year. (3) WMCT
cannot increase its antenna height
to the 2,000 ft. maximum permitted
under the new rules because its
antenna is on top of one of the
towers
in the
directional
arrayAMandstation
would WMC's
impair
the efficiency of the WMC signal.
Reaction was immediate. Motion
to strike the opposition was filed
Friday by WMCT, calling it "replete with name calling" and "vituperative." Inaddition, the WMCT

CBS-TV officials at third CBS-TV Clinic on station operations May 1-2 in Ne
York [B«T, May 5], pose against an antenna stage-setting. They are (I to r
J. L. Van Volkenburg, president; Sig Mickelson, news and public affairs direc
tor; Hubbell Robinson Jr., vice president in charge of network programs, an
Fred M. Thrower, vice president in charge of network sales.
motion claimed
that WREC's
conclusions are erroneous
and unsupported by engineering data, and
are "self-serving." The WMCT request was based solely, the Memphis station asserted in its motion,
on the fact that if it is required to
change to Channel 5 that wavelength will have to be deleted.
WKDA Nashville Friday filed a
motion in favor of the WMCT
Channel 3 request.
Only other petitions concerning
the
were Commission's
filed last weekfinal
by a TVgrouporderof
Milwaukee radio stations. They
asked that the effective date of the
order deleting them from hearing
status [B«T, April 14] be changed
from immediately to the same date
on which the final report becomes
effective.
The stations, WFOX, WISN and
WE MP, actually had gone through
most of their hearing when caught
by the TV freeze in 1948. They
gave no reason for their request,
but it is believed they want more
time to study the possibility of
court tests.
Official
effective
FCC's2.
Sixth
Report
and date
Orderof istheJune
The final TV report appeared in
the May 2 issue of the Federal
Register,comes and
to law beeffectiveaccording
30 days thereafter.
Since tiveJune
1
is
a
Sunday,
date becomes June 2.the effecingsAppeals
must tobe the
filedFCC
withinfor 20reheardays
after the effective date of the order,
according to regulations. Petitions
to Federal courts may be filed up
to 60 days after June 2.

PROBE OF MFRS.
Slated to Start Toda
FEDERAL investigation of th<
radio-television manufacturing in
dustry for possible violations oi
anti-trust laws was scheduled tc
begin today (Monday), date for
which company records, correspond
ence and other documents were sub
penaed last February for presenta
tion
March to3]. the grand jury [B«T
Today's deadline was postponed
for some,
not last
all manufacturers, it was but
learned
week, when
spokesmen
for
the
division indicated that anti-trust
the precedent
was to grant time extensions when
requested. The number and compass
of documents asked for was, as in
many anti-trust studies, extremely
comprehensive,
tion dating backwithas some
far asinformaJan. 1,
1934, and it was understood that
major organizations needed extra
time to compile the data.
RCA, singled out in the subpena
text as a corporation of particular
interest, was the only manufacturer
among producers
virtually ofall AM,
the FM
nation's
major
and
TV transmitting equipment who
were served, who took legal steps
against the court order, petitioning
for withdrawal or change of the
action which, RCA charged, was
"too broad, unreasonable, and oppressive" [B»T, April 14]. Records
of RCA will not have to be delivered until this side action is settled, hearing,
presumably some
the next
June time
12. after
Records only were to be delivered
today tionsbyto thethe U.subpenaed
DuMONT HONORED
S. Court corporafor the
In Industrial Exhibit Southern
District of New York,
AN EDISON Institute exhibit with individual witnesses due to be
showing American industrial prog- called later after investigators have
ress over the past century in- studied the documentary evidence.
cludes a range of DuMont tele- Legal authorities emphasized that
vision equipment and a tribute to the closed-door action so far is only
Dr. Allen B. DuMont as an out- exploratory — to determine whether
standing contributor to the field an indictment of any sort appears
of home entertainment.
Called "Industrial Progress,
Besides RCA, companies known
U.S.A.,"
the through
show wasThursday
displayedat justified.
to have been subpenaed include
from Sunday
General Electric, Westinghouse,
the Henry Ford Museum, Dear- Philco, Hazeltine Corp., Internaborn, Mich., and was scheduled to
tional Telephone & Telegraph Co.,
begin a national tour.
Zenith, CBS, and DuMont.
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There's No Business Like TV Talent
(Continued from page 72)
ion vice president, heads West have been
shot, with six to be produced in July.
Coast radio-TV department.
MCA also is deep in TV activity.
Famous Artists' radio and telesion department, under Joe Dono- Besides placing talent from its extensive roster of names on various
hue, has set many of its clients
on various live video shows in guest live radio and television shows,
spots. Besides James and Pamela MCA has its own TV film packagMason and Ann Sothern, they ining and production subsidiary, Revue Productions, headquartered at
jjclude Corinne Calvet, Virginia
rField, Lizabeth Scott, Dana An- Eagle-Lion Studios in Hollywood.
drews and Kirk Douglas.
Besides filming the half-hour
I The firm also is in TV film pack- packaged dramatic Gruen Guild
aging business through President Theatre, (Gruen Watch) and Chevron Theatre (Standard Oil Co. of
Charles
L. Feldman's
50% inter- Calif.),
Revue Productions has
est in Jack
Chertok Productions,
headquartered at General Service completed the Kit Carson 30-minute Western adventure series with
Studios. Mr. Chertok, in addition,
Bill Williams and Don Diamond in
heads Apex Film Corp.
When Messrs. Feldman and the leads.
Chertok announced formation of
Alan Miller, MCA motion pictheir TV film production company,
ture vice president and George
Famous Artists said many of its Stern, of radio-television division,
recently
were shifted to Revue ProIown name clients as well as "outductions to turn out jointly the two
. side" talent would be utilized in filmed Gruen
Guild Theatre and
, tailored-to-order video shows.
|i On the planning board for early Chevron Theatre. They succeed
Barney Sarecky who had been
[production are Harbor Patrol, a handling
production.
half -hour weekly detective-Coast
■Guard series, starring Bruce Ben- three
On
Revue's
are
additionalplanning
TV film board
packages,
inett; Busk Pilot, in which Sterling
Hayden would star, and a Private Famous Playhouse, Regal Theatre
Secretary series starring Ann and From Hollywood.
^Sothern.
Gertz Clients Enter TV
Jack Chertok Productions is curMore than a score of Mitchell
: rently shooting the 26 half-hour
TV film Sky King series sponsored Gertz Agency clients are also working in TV production at networks
by Derby Foods Inc. (Peter Pan
production com-Peanut tionsButter)
on NBC-TV
sta- and independent
panies. This agency more or less
. It stars Kirby
Grant, with
Gloria Winters and Ron Haggerty. specializes in writers, directors,
musical directors, name
*On the shooting schedule is a new producers,
series of 52 half -hour Lone Ranger cameramen and other production
TV films for General Mills Inc., personnel.
In addition to controlling TV and
starting in May.
film rights to more than 1,000 pubSeries to Star Irene Dunne
lished stories, Mitchell Gertz Agency also has packaged two video
Irene Dunne, one of the top Hollywood motion picture stars, at an shows. They are Prestige Theatre
over-all salary of $84,500, was set and Nothing New Under the Sun.
by Famous Artists to introduce, Of the latter, 13 half -hour films are
and m.c. as well as act in the Irene completed and were directed by Bill
Dunne Television Theatre, series of Heath, with Art Pierce coordinat26 half-hour programs being filmed
ing
Ed Kelsothe andscripts.
Leslie production.
Swabacher wrote
by Edward Lewis Productions. Others
Thirteen in the series have been filmed. in the series are still to be
completed, with the balance yet to
be filmed. Joan Bennett was to
Charles Boyer, Rosalind Russell,
have had the assignment in the Dick Powell, Joel McCrea, Robert
Lewis produced series through deal Cummings and Douglas Fairbanks
the fast growworked out by MCA, but arrange- Jr. areing listalsoof joining
motion picture stars
ments were later cancelled. The
Irene Dunne film series will be going into television.
In a deal worked out through
sponsored by Schlitz Brewing Co.
- television representastarting May 30 on CBS-TV Play- their radio
Don Sharpe Agency, with
house ofStars. Lennen & Mitchell, Officialtive,Films,
New York producnew agency servicing account, set
company, they will
deal with budget per film reported be rotated in the tion-distribution
weekly
as $17,500.
Four Star Theatre.
Series30-minute
will be
Choice of Irene Dunne series was
Don Sharpe Entermade by Nicholas E. Keesely, producedprises,by
a division of the talent
agency's vice president in charge of agency. George Jenkins directed
radio and television, who spent sev- pilot film.
Don Sharpe Enterprises also will
eral weeks in Hollywood inspecting
many film shows.
produce tuated
My mystery
Hero,TVcomedy
film accenseries
George Raft, a Famous Artists starring Robert
Cummings, with
client, is starred in I'm the Law, Julie Bishop in the feminine lead.
TV film series being made by Cos- Official Films is to distribute. It
man Productions at Hal Roach also will handle distribution of ImStudios. Seven 30-minute programs
pulse, psychological suspense series
OADCASTING
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written by Larry Marcus which
Don Sharpe
to produce. Alfred Enterprises
E. Green whois directed
The Jolson Story for Columbia Pictures, has been set in similar capacity on Impulse. Cast comprises
King tine
Donovan,
Larson andPaulTolMcVey,
Avery, Chriswith
filmingdios in Hollywood.
done at Sam Goldwyn StuBlue-printed for future production are two other packages Don
Sharpe is handling. Based on NBC
radio series which stars Joel McCrea, the Texas Ranger TV film
show will be open-end with Craig
Stevens in the lead. Mercedes McCambridge,
who does
Defense
torney on radio,
is slated
to doAt-a
TV film version too.
Comics Provide Material
Another series to be handled by
Official Films is Terry and the Pirates, produced by Dougfair Corp.
Richard Irving will direct, with
scripts by John and Gwen Bagni.
Cast includes John Baer, Mari
Blanchard, Gloria Saunders, William Tracy and Jack Kruschen.
Series is based on the comic strip
of same title.
Alliance between television and
movies continues to grow stronger
every day despite refusal of some
film leaders to look ahead to the
Washington

time when their studios will be
shooting for video.
Even now, according to Basil
Grillo, vice president in charge of
production for Bing Crosby Enterprises, more hours of film are being
shot in Hollywood for television
than for movie consumption.
He predicts the day is not too
far off when 75% to 80% of time
on all TV channels will be occupied
by film programs. Concurring are
such industry leaders as Jerry Fairbanks, head of Jerry Fairbanks
Productions;
D. Snader, Corp.;
president, SnaderLouis
Telescriptions
Frank Wisbar, producer of Fireside
Theatre series (Procter & Gamble
Co.), and William F. Broidy, presitions. dent, William F. Broidy ProducSam Goldwyn,
always
an independent thinker and
worker,
in a
recentdinginterview
predicted
a
"wedbetween TV and motion pictures" within the next two or three
Others of the top names being
years.
offered for TV by their respective agents include Bette Davis,
Loretta Young, Joan Crawford,
Barbara Stanwyck and Ginger
Rogers, but at figures and on conditions that networks or independents cannot meet at this time.
Most of the top comics already
(Continued on page 89)
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11 p.m. News
with
RAY MICHAEL
Wednesday
Now Available Monday and
Nightlya concise
except Saturday, RaynewsMichael
airs
summary. With anfive-minute
average daily rating
ofo'clock
53 news
(ARB,offers
April,good1952),
the
11
in a choice time spot. programming

Watch
Washington
Add to the District of Columbia nine Virginia counties, six
in Maryland, one in West Virginia . . . and you have the
WNBW coverage area, with a population of 1,717,200, an
effective buying income of two and a half billion dollars,
and
TV set ownershop of 354,129 ... an area that bears
watching.
w

nbw

NBC Television in Washington
Represented by NBC Spot Sales
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ductions, Culver City, in similsl
Jimmy Ellison
title week
role. with
Pro- capacity.
duction startedin last
* * *
Lewis Collins directing from a
Billings, feature film edito:
script by Joseph Poland. Vincent Elmo
signed
by
Semaphore
Corpo
M. Fennelly is* the* producer.
Hollywood, in a similar Film
capacity
*
half
-hour
TV
film
series,
Hot
Raih
film report
John Archer, film actor, has been scheduled to go into productio.;!
June
1.
signed tions,
by Jerry
Fairbanks
Produc* * *
Hollywood, for starring role
in America For Me, half -hour film Sol Lesser, who recently acquire^
Production . . .
for
the
Greyhound
Corp.,
Chicago
Darlings" and "You Can't Fool an (transcontinental busses). Locale travelogue library of Burtoii
The entire group of 36
Newly vision
incorporated,
Wrather
Tele- Irishman."
for TV and theatrical rej
is available in full-length and spe- will encompass 16 states and film Holmes
Productions Inc.,
Hollywood,
lease, has been named president o:!
cially-edited
26-minute
versions.
will
beforphotographed
in black and newly-incorporated
is starting 13 half-hour sophisti*
*
*
white
TV
release.
cated comedy TV film series, Boss
World Productions. Burton
ServingHolmes',
as diLady. Lynn Bari, film star, enact- Sales . . .
rectors are Julian Lesser and Mr
ing leading role of feminine head Durkee Famous Foods Div., Cleve- Harry Zimmerman, musical direc- Holmes.
* * *
tor, KHJ Hollywood, is to provide
land (condiments), has started
of buildingwith
contracting
firm, isGlen
cofeatured
film actors
musical background from his origi- Mrs. Dorothy Clune Murray has
Dangerous
Assignment,
a
halfnal score for The Greatest Mother, been elected chairman of the board
Langdon, Nicholas Joy, Richard hour TV film series produced by
Gaines, Lee Patrick and Charlie Donlevy Development Corp., Holly- special Mother's Day half-hour TV of directors for Werner Jansse
program being filmed by Jerry Productions Inc., Hollywood.
Smith. Firm president Jack
wood, on KNBH (TV) Hollywood, Fairbanks
Productions, Hollywood,
Wrather is co-producing with Bob Francisco
May 1. Series
on KRON-TV
for firm
since firstSanof for Family Theatre presentation.
Mann, writer of scripts, and Bill
Russell director.
year. Agency is Leo Burnett Co. Edward Paul, the firm's musical di* * #
Inc., Hollywood.
choir. rector, will supervise a 32-voice ONE CH. CITIES
* * *
* * *
Howard Welsch, executive producer with Fidelity Pictures, plans NBC's
WNBT
(TV) New
New York
York area
has Ralph Winters, casting director Monopoly Inference Answered
exclusive
to enter the TV field and inde- acquired
with RKO Radio Pictures, to Ziv MONOPOLY situations in TV—
rights to TV Disc Jockey Toons TV
pendently produce a half-hour film from
Programs Inc., Hollywood, in a where a total of 902 communities
Screen Gems Inc., New York.
series,
The
Lady
From
Lloyd's,
each have but one TV channel alio-]
similarseries.
capacity for all Ziv's TV cated
built around a feminine investi- The series includes production num- film
in the table of assignments!
bers, animated cartoons, pantogator fromgotiaLloyd's
of
London.
Neand marionette routines, William Tinsman, casting director, accompanying the FCC's Sixth Retions are being concluded with providingmimesvisual
port
and Order [B»T, April 14]—
elements
for
use
Constance Bennett, film actress, to
no better or worse than similar
with latest popular record releases. Warner Bros., to Roland Reed Pro- are
portray
"The
Lady."
Norman
situations
existing in AM, accord*
*
*
Foster, feature film director, has
ing to FCC sources. Anyway, they
been signed to direct the series. Film People . . .
NEW UTP SALES
is a matter
the "nature
Shooting will start June 1 at the Douglas Fairbanks Jr. will portray
Shows Go to 8 Markets ofsay,theit beast"
— radio ofwaves
propaMotion Picture Center. Each film,
budgeted at $20,000, will contain a his late father, the silent film star, EIGHT recent sales in as many
FCC
comments
were
solicited
in
a
new
half-hour
TV
film
series,
new cast apart from central figure Tales of a Wayward Inn, based on markets were reported last week after
gation.some observers had pointed to
of the title. * * *
for United Television Programs by the
902 single TV station cities
Frank
Case's
book
dealing
with
Aaron
Beckwith,
sales
director,
who
allocation plan as intheatrical and literary personnages said that the husband-wife pro- under thestances of monopoly.
After converting the recently- who
Commission
Algonquin Hotel,
leased Mareal Theatre in Holly- New frequented
gram, Double Play With Durocher reaction was along the following
York.
Co-producers
are
Hal
wood to television, Filmcraft Pro- Roach Jr. and Carroll Case.
lines:
and
Day,
leads
the
list
with
purchase in two markets and debut
ductions plans production this
* * *
• Of 26thechannels
902 single-station
in a third.
month of The Bickersons, a halfmarkets,
are reserved
hour TV film series based on for- Jane Wyatt and John Shelton, film
Detroit, through W. for non-commercial, educational
mer NBC Radio program of same stars, have been signed for Lotfe B.WJBK-TV
Doner
agency,
bought
the
stations
in
"primarily
educational
name, which will be filmed before Without Wings, half-hour TV film sports-discussion series for the
live audience from theatre stage. in Fireside Theatre series for Michigan Wine Co., and KMTV
$
There
are
970
cities
which
William Rapp, owner-writer-di- Procter & Gamble. This carries (TV) Omaha purchased it for have tiona today.
rector of the radio package, will through plan of Frank Wisbar, Storz Beer. The program started centers."single AM station in operaserve in the same capacity, with producer, to include motion picture May 1 on WFBM-TV Indianapolis
© ties iOf
Isidore Lindenbaum, firm president, names in upcoming films.
for the Fehr Brewing Co. with a
n the theU. 1,360
S. (i.e.radio
havingcommunione or
as executive producer, and Ferenz
special
press
party,
at
which
plans
more
AM
stations),
about
250 have
Fodor as production supervisor.
for
extensive
merchandising
—
inRussell, night club250 w daytime or part-time
New automatic camera control Andy and Delia
stations.
stars, have been signed eluding autographed baseballs, only
system, used by the company in recording
sales displays, and a concerted
by
Arena
Stars
Inc.,
Hollywood,
for
Other
points made by FCC offifilming John Guedel Productions' half-hour TV film series with hus- radio-newspaper campaign- — were
cials, in countering monopoly inGroucho
Marx Show
NBC-TV, band-and-wife format. The series announced.
ferences, are: (1) All TV channels
will
be utilized
in thisforseries.
will be filmed at Churubusco
Big Town, program developed have not been assigned; it is posLever Bros, but offered to other
Studios, Mexico City, and financed by
s
i
b
l
e
t
o
squeeze
in more channels,
Availabilities . . .
by Don Frankel, oil and racetrack advertisers in other markets particularly UHF frequencies; (2)
industrialist.
through
UTP,
was
purchased
for
there
is
a
question
whether the
Olio Video TV Productions Inc.,
WFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C, and communities with only
one TV
New York, has added seven films —
WSAZ-TV
Huntington,
W.
Va.,
by
channel
available
are
going to be
three British and four American — Andy Clyde, motion picture char- Streitman Biscuit Co. The 26-week
acter-actor, has been signed by Into its feature list, now totaling 36
a TV station anyna- able way—tothesupport
titles available for TV. Titles interstate Television Corp., Holly- package tionwill
average population size
al y on filmbein distributed
early October,
wood subsidiary of Monogram, to a Mr. Beckwith
of the 902munities is9,300.
single-station TV comclude: "Great Guy," "Man Who long-term
said,
pointing
out
TV contract. The first that it is currently available only
Lost Himself," "White Legion," major assignment
be Buffalo
"Wallaby Jim of the Islands," "The Bill, half-hour TV will
29 non-Lever markets.
films starring to Other
Man From Yesterday," "The Silver
sales were for Royal Playhouse, a re-run of the Fireside WTVN (TV) Center
Theatre series, to WDSU-TV New
(TV)
Columbus'
ultra-be
Television
Center will
Orleans and KFMB-TV San Diego. WTVN modern
WENR - TV Chicago purchased ready for occupancy shortly after
RANGERTOKE MBBH
SYNC-SOUND
May 15, Edward Lamb, station
Hollywood Off-Beat, a half-hour owner,
announced last week. Russell
private detective series starring
*best for-TV
USED BY
73 WINTHROP
films Egg ■ RANGE
Melvyn Douglas, and Movie Quick Mock, WTVN promotion director,
RTONEST
Quiz
was
signed
for
Dixie
Cup
is
-arranging
formal opening de- - ?. . ™
NEWARK 4, N. J.
sponsorship on WJZ-TV New York. tails.
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There's No Business Like TV Talent
(Continued from page 87)
are committed. They include Red client. Frank Fontaine, comic,
Skelton, Eddie Cantor, Bob Hope, Mindy Carson and Frankie Laine
Danny Thomas, Jimmy Durante, are others on GAC list who have
been working in live TV on a rather
Jack
O'Connor,
Alan frequent
basis. Mr. Fontaine is
Young,Benny,
MartinDonald
& Lewis
and Abbott
& Costello.
to have his own CBS Radio show
starting shortly. GAC also will
In line with the pattern now star
Mr. Laine in a TV film series
evolving, Ethel Barrymore was re- starting
in the fall.
cently signed for a substantial
With Louis Bromfield, author, as
salary, plus residual rights in a
contract with Interstate Television narrator-host, deal was recently
Corp., subsidiary of Monogram Pic- concluded whereby Bing Crosby
tures, for a series of 26 half-hour Enterprises will film a 30-minute
TV films tentatively titled The TV dramatic series which GAC, in
Ethel Barrymore Theatre.
cooperation with Mr. Bromfield's
Stanley Bergerman, has
Deal was handled by William agent,
isst|) Morris Agency, which also will packaged under title of Crisis.
supply Interstate with a good porAgreement was worked out by
tion of the package, including Basil
Grillo, vice president in
writers, directors and other talent charge
of production for BCE and
for the series.
Krasny, vice president of
Miss Barrymore, actress and Milton
GAC.
It
calls for the latter to
narrator on the series, also will act handle national
sales. BCE will
as consultant to producer Lee produce and film the series.
Savin.
Besides handling Bob Hope and
V- Loretta Young reportedly wanted Herbert
Marshall for radio and
$100,000 and 50% rights in a pro- television, James L. Saphier Agenposed TV film series in which she
cy,mentamong
others,
handles
place-on
was to star, so the advertiser
of Eileen
Wilson,
singer
dropped negotiations. CBS, how- NBC-TV Hit Parade, and Steve
ever, is said to have worked out an Allen, comedian and m.c. on CBSagreement with her through Wil- TV Songs for Sale. Agency is also
liam Morris Agency for a planned packager of CBS-TV Al Pearce
Show and CBS-TV Meet Corliss
TV series starting in the fall. De- Archer.
tails haven't been
revealed,
but isit
is understood
the money
involved
Conte, Kennedy Co-produce
a flat fee for 26 half-hour filmed
programs, plus residual rights.
Richard Conte, stage and film
actor,
early April finalized a
Despite statements to the con- deal within Jimmy
and Jay
trary, talks between network exec- Kennedy for half Saphier
interest in TV
utives and her agent Paul Small,
are still under way for Ginger rights to their radio package The
Called X, which stars HerRogers to do a weekly CBS-TV Man bert
Marshall. He will co-produce
show. If it materializes, series will
Mr. Kennedy and also star
be filmed so she can continue mo- with
himself
with
Ruth. Mr.
tion picture commitments. Paul Marshall also hisis wife,
narrator of the
Small Agency, incidentally, also set Ziv
TV
film
series
The
Unexpected,
David Rose as musical director on
NBC-TV Ezio Pinza program for sponsored by Rheingold beer on
the five weeks it originates from Eastern stations.
Hollywood.
Wynn Rocamora has blue-printed
a proposed TV film series based on
Adventure Films
the life of Chaminade, French
A TV film version is to be made composer, with Diana Lynn, film
of the new adventure series, The star and pianist, in title role. He
plans a TV film series starring
Chase, packaged by Frank Cooper also
Agency for origination from New Dorothy Kirs ten, Metropolitan
York on NBC radio. Show was opera star, plus situation comedy
starring Florence Bates
created by Lawrence Klee who package
Ellen Corby, stage and film
writes CBS-TV Man Against and
Crime starring Ralph Bellamy with actresses.
Sam Jaffe Agency, in addition to
Camel cigarettes as sponsor.
Donald onO'Connor,
General Artists Corp., with prob- names
its list has
who other
guest staron
abily the largest number of record- radio and television
shows. Agency
ing stars in the popular category
also the
is negotiating
of any of the major talent agencies, in
Alexander with
KordaNBC-TV
deal,
is active in live TV packaging and whereby
network
would
aid in
artist placement. It also has blue- financing of 26 feature films
printed plans to set up a TV film putting up $100,000 on each. byIn
division utilizing much of that
talent.
return, NBC-TV would have exclusive television rights. Agency repCBS-TV Perry Como Show, sponresents the British film producer in
sored thrice weekly by Chesterfield, the negotiations.
film packages
is a GAC live package. Patti Page, handled by Jaffe TVAgency
incidentally, is being offered as Byline, Washington Lady, include
summer replacement for the Perry Playhouse, Brass McGannonPurple
and
Como Show with GAC, her agent, Alarms in the Night.
discussing
the
deal
with
CBS-TV
George Brent has formed his own
New York executives.
company to produce films for video
Mel
Torme,
singer,
with
a
CBS(Continued on page 90)
TV show of his own, is a GAC
BROADCASTING
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NOW
AT $3.00
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This is the complete report— 196 printed pages —
just as the FCC released
it, Monday, April 14, 1952.
This volume shows the
complete city-by-city
breakdowns for all 2,053
proposed stations in 1,291
communities. There are
sections on antenna
heights, educational reservations, power, procedures, Hennock's and
Jones' opinions, zoning
and mileage separation.
You'll want library copies, home copies, tear
copies and working copies. Please use the coupon
below and order today.
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There's No Businessom page
Like 89)TV Talent
(Continued fi
as well as theatrical release. First Kennedy, vice-presidents. William
TV series scheduled is Address — Kozlenko is secretary-treasurer.
One of the most ambitious venTangiers. Mr. Brent is 50% stocktures in making TV films, this
holder in the company with William B. White, his agent, as group will function like a stock
partner. Firm is listed as George company with players alternating
Brent Productions Inc.
as stars and support, it was said.
Mr. White also is packaging a Group will share profits on participation, with Interstate Television,
TV film series, Her Honor the
Mayor which will star Bette Davis subsidiary of Monogram Pictures
if a deal agreeable to both can be tribution.
worked out. She made her TV Corp. financing and handling dis- ATTESTING to successful results for
debut with Jimmy Durante on
Completed are two half-hour its Red Bond Flour, General Mills
The Victim, co-starring
NBC-TV All Star Revue on April films,
19. Eve Arden, starring in CBS Messrs. Arnold and Kennedy, with presented pouch of 90 silver dollars
Radio Our Miss Brooks, will do Mr. Kozlenko, writer, and Fobert to WIRC Hickory, N. C, winner of
director, and This Is Villa,
likewise in the CBS-TV version Florey,
first prize. WIRC competed with
Messrs. Tamiroff and Kennedy 27GM other
starting in the fall, in a deal with
outlets in five southeastern
co-starred,
and Josephine Niggli,
worked
out
by
Mr.
White's
agency.
states
with listener contest based on
Gloria Swanson will be starred writer, and Ray Enright, director.
is supervising produc- theme, "Win Your Weight in Silver
in a half-hour TV film series to be Lee tionSavin
for Interstate.
made by Tele-Voz Co., Mexico City.
(Above) Mrs. Mattie PadVirtually
every big name in Dollars."
Deal calls for salary, plus residual Hollywood, especially
gett, WIRC program director, rethose not
rights. She is under contract to under exclusive movie studio
ceives
five
pounds of silver dollars
conSimmel-Meservey TV Productions,
an eye on television. from J. C. Lawton of Charlotte, GM
Beverly Hills, subsidiary of Simmel- Some aretract, hastalking
with
Meservey Co., which will handle TV film producersdealsor direct
packagers, district sales manager. Knox Reeves
distribution of the series, titled while
others are working it through Adv., Minneapolis, GM agency, also
Gloria Swanson Show.
WIRC General Mantheir respective
agents.nameThese
in- congratulated
Joan Crawford's
to major
clude stars and lesser
talent,
ager Edmond H. Smith Jr. for
networks,
through herofferagent
Music producers,
directors and writers "splendid job" by station in getting
Corp. of America is said to be for a too. Many who
appear to shun the
results.
five-year TV deal, in which she new media only await an opporwould get $200,000 per year to star
t
u
n
i
t
y
t
o
enter
the
field.
in 26 half-hour films, plus 50%
cago Radio Management Club. He
ownership of the properties.
spent a lesiurely vacation in Florida
Established names will be used in
Strictly Business
this spring teaching his daughters,
some sideof Theatre,
the upcoming
Fire(Continued from page 16)
Rita, 14, and Adelaide, 11, how to
sponsored filmed
by Procter
territory, watching busi- fish in the Gulf waters. Although
& Gamble Co., in a new policy an- the same
ness in Minneapolis, Milwaukee, he knew more than they about the
nounced
by
Frank
Wisbar,
producer.
Cleveland, Detroit and Indianapolis. theory, the girls showed him that
A specialist in Canadian stations, practice in this case was more sucStars Being Sought
Mr. Reilly has worked with outlets cessful.
Among those he is or will be there on both jobs. The Adam
negotiating for on the new 40 films Young Co., represents 23 Canadian
currently being shot are Andrea and 20 U. S. stations. While attend- SLOAN AWARDS
King, clair,
Geraldine
Brooks,
Mary Grey,
Sining the veannual
Frances Dee,
Virginia
To Be Announced May 20
ntion in Canadabroadcasters'
this spring confor
Vanessa Brown, Sarah Churchill, the first time in several years, Mr.
FOURTH annual Alfred P. Sloan
Barbara Britton, Mari Aldon and Reilly recommended that managers radio
and television awards for
Ruth Warrick. Shooting of the increase their radio rates before
safety will be presented at
new group of half-hour TV films television installations are put into highway
a dinner at the Waldorf-Astoria in
which started April 14, continues operation, presumably this fall.
New
York
on May 20. Winners will
through September 28.
Spot business, in which he has
announced until that time.
Dan Duryea, available to radio seen no rate cuts of any kind, is notThebe awards,
administered by the
and television through MCA, will up everywhere, Mr. Reilly says, and
Safety Council in conbe starred in 52 half-hour TV will continue to climb as station National junction
with
its public interest
films, The Affairs of China Smith, managers cooperate in local promoare "designed to recognize
tion and merchandising for the awards,
packaged by Tableau Television
outstanding
public
service in traffic
Ltd., which Edward Lewis Produc- client.
accident prevention by radio and
His stations, in general, report a television
tions is shooting. Proktor Syndicastations,
networks, and
tion International will handle dis- heavy demand for early morning
tribution. Robert C. Dennis has and daytime spots. CKLW Windsor,
writing assignment for series which which hit its sales peak in October award-winning
Dramatized themes of this year's
is being financed by Messrs. Lewis 1950, last year recorded an in- advertisers." programs will be
and Duryea, and Bernie Tabakin,
crease in sales of 104% — with new presented on NBC-TV's American
accounts still coming in.
who will produce and direct.
'which will be
telecast at program,
the dinner.
Mr. Reilly, a native New Yorker, Inventory
With Arthur Kennedy, Edward
Arnold, Diana Lynn and Akim attended Fordham U., for a liberal
Tamiroff among stars, National arts course, later studying law in
Looking for Radio &
night school for two years. He
Repertory Theatre Inc., newly or- acquired
Television
Technicians?
experience in a
RCA Institutes, Inc.,
graduc
ganized to produce films for TV, bank andfinancial
a Wall St. brokerage
atoperators
regularandintervals,
as technicians,
has set itself up at Motion Picture house before
laboratory
aids. Our
the
depression,
at
Center.
men
graduate
with Call
a firston class
which
time
he
went
to
work
for
the
Telephone
License.
us forRadioyour
With it will be identified such City of New York as a welfare intechnical
personnel
needs.
Write to: PLACEMENT MANAGER
directors as King Vidor, David
vestigator, prosecuting relief
Miller, Tay Garnett, Robert Florey, frauds. His checking resulted in the
Christian Nyby and Ray Enright. first conviction of such a violator.
RCA INSTITUTES, INC
Bill Reilly lives in suburban Park
Tony Owen is president with
Donald Hyde, Jay Hyde and Arthur Ridge and is a member of the ChiBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Committee To Seek percentage of persons who were not
regular listeners. To substantiate
NJBA HITS CURBS
Coverage Rights
this point, Mr. Erickson referred
to
the Philadelphia Radio Pulse for
APPOINTMENT of a committee to confer with state officials in an ef- January
- February 1946, which
fort to clear the way for radio coverage of public hearings conducted by showed 28.8'
^ sets in use between
legislative committees was authorized in a resolution adopted by the New 6 and 12 p.m.
Six years later,
Jersey Broadcasters Assn. at its spring meeting last Monday in Atlantic 1952, the same period showed
58.5
television
and radio sets
City [B»T, May 5].
*
"three
20 second spots a week cost in use.
andRepresenting
TV stations,theandstate's
acting20 radio
after approximately
$45,000 per year.
he said, means that there
WJLK Asbury Park and WTTM Granted that television has high is This,
almost twice the listening and
Trenton were denied permission to visual impact, high ratings and viewing audience between 6 and
broadcast hearings on a bill con- low cost per thousand, are three 12 p.m. as there was listening to
cerning bingo, the NJBA adopted spots a week sufficient if that is radio in 1946. He saw it as proof
a resolution which said, in part: to be the only advertising effort?
that the public, given something
wants, will be receptive and, he
"Any
on the part
electedof
"I am not trying to imply," he itadmonished,
officialseffort
to deprive
the ofpublic
it is up to radio to
went
on,
"that
television
can't
do
immediate access to public proceed- a job. It can and it's working for give them what they want.
ings through the medium of radio advertisers every day. I am just
is an infringement on the right saying that television on a limited
of the electorate to full and im- budget
creates a problem which is WVOK WINS SUIT
mediate information, and an inFor Book Ad Debt
easily resolved."
dication of the growing trend to not always
Daytime Radio Selling
JUDGMENT in favor of WVOK
censor and stifle a free press and
Birmingham, Ala., was reported by
hard tosurvey
sell, the
a free
radio." NJBA members were he Daytime
Meanwhile,
station in its suit May 1 for
pointedradio
out,isn't
because
BROADCAST BAN
collection of a debt due WVOK for
told in a speech by FCC Comr. figures
show
that
listening
is
at
a book for Simon &
Moody Terms It 'Mistake' Rosel H. Hyde that the Commis- about the same level as it was be- advertising
Schuster, New York publishing
fore TV. Too, some advertisers firm.
HOUSE ban on radio and televi- new TVsion's
procedures inarehandling
allocations
designed theto feel that
housewives are too busy
sion at committee hearings is a
suit, which WVOK termed
to the largest numday to spend an ap- as The
"mistake,"
Sen.newsman
Blair Moody
(D- bringber oftelevision
persons as soon as possible. during thepreciable
in radio annals,
Mich.), former
and comamount of time watch- was unprecedented
Denver
is
the
largest
city
without
brought directly against Simon
ing television, Mr. Erickson added.
mentator, said last week in a tran- television service and tops the list,
&
Schuster
by
Howard
B. Cohen,
Television
sets-in-use
figures,
he
scribed radio show, Meet Your Consaid, explaining that a city 40 said, have often been misinter- Birmingham attorney, after ungress, which he moderated before he
miles
distant
from
a
TV
station
is
successful
attempts
to
collect
from
preted.
Since
viewing
is
high,
it
he was appointed to the Senate.
considered a city without TV is sometimes taken for granted National Radio Adv., which placed
Two other former newsmen service.
that
the
bulk
of
viewers
are
former
the ad 1951
"a mailTax order
deal," forBook,
the
turned politicians, Sens. A. S. Mike
Comr. Hyde cautioned the broad- radio listeners. But, he continued, book,
Instruction
Monroney (D-Okla.) and Fred A.
casters that with only seven hearing television has attracted a good the station
reported.
Seaton (R-Neb.), appeared on the officers and multiple applications
program. Sen. Seaton is president for
channel in the ma jotof KHAS Hastings, Neb., of KMAN cities,each
early action cannot be exManhattan, Neb., and vice president of KGGF Coffeyville, Kans. pected. Handouts By FCC
Program discussed freedom of WithNorespect
to the educational
access ofment.information
in governComr. Hyde pointed
All three criticized
the reservations,
out
that
FCC
cannot hand out
Presidential order which cloaks endowments or what
amounts to
some government news with se- land grants in the way of chanIt Figure*!
crecy. The information classificanels
for
educational
institutions.
tion order as a security measure It has earmarked channels for nonIt figures... that with our
Unlimited Opportunities for
issued by President Truman last
commercial educational stations in
business
and industry — our
September
mistake," the public interest. But the policy
Sen
Moody also
said.wasSen."a Monroney,
Sunshine, Sea Breezes and
of the FCC, Comr. Hyde said, is
former Oklahoma City News edi- to make changes as changes are
Tropic Allure — Miami,
torial writer, said it was "obnox- required, and any change in the
(Dadefastest
County)
Florida
the
growing
Key is
ious, destructive" while Sen. Seaton educational reservations will deMarket in the South!
described it as "worse than the
pend
upon
an
examination
of
the
disease it tried to cure."
facts. If the present allocations
And, it figures — that to get
On broadcasts of Congressional should prove unrealistic and the
committees, Sen. Moody said Con- public interest would be served by
your
portion income
of this market,
billionsome other use, the FCC will
plus buying
gress
"ought
to
have
better
rules
covering the conduct of hearings examine these reservations on the
your
smartest
choice
for
and the protection of witnesses. basis of new evidence, he stated.
[Mass
WIOD...the
Radio Sales
Stationis that
for over
At an afternoon session, Walter
But
the
public
should
be
admitted."
Sen. Seaton, seeing most meetings Erickson, radio director of Gray
> 26 years has served, sold and
entertained with unexcelled
Agency, Philadelphia,
open to the public, added, "we &gaveRogers
the
broadcasters
an
insight
performance not only
shouldn't turn them into a hippo- into the problems that an agency
into a circus."
Lights faces in recommending radio and
Miami, East
but Florida's
needed bydrome,newsreel
photographers,
lower
Coast! entire
flashbulbs of still cameramen and television to its clients.
For all the other figures,
the presence of TV equipment, he would
"On seem
the surface,"
he
said,
"it
that both radio and
just
call our Company.
Rep... George P.
said, are "not conducive to the
Hollingbery
be u?ed. Unforpeace of mind." Sen. Monroney television tshould
u
n
a
t
e
l
y
,
i
n
a
good
many
cases
suggested the telecasting of "edu- that is impossible. . . .
cational" hearings but not those
"It's surprising
the number
inbe which
a witness' reputation may advertisers
whose total
budget ofis
smirched.
$50,000 a year or less. When you
ABC Radio Hollywood Workshop won deduct frommail,thatpointsumof allowance
sale maNet-Workshop Award for "best pro- for direct
terial, the amount left for radio,
duction of month"
presentation
television
of The Word,
writtenwith
by Arch
Oboler, newspaperssiderablyand
James M. LeGate General Manager
les than $50,000. is conproduced by Steve Markham and John
Eppolito.
"In Philadelphia," he continued,
5,000 WATTS • 610 KC*NBC
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Vandalism Fight
DRAMATIC documentary on
window-breaking by young
vandals was broadcast Thursday as a one-time production, by WOL Washington,
repeated Sunday, and will be
inrepeated
an effortat tothecurbcity's
this schools
costly
damage. District of Columbia school, church, civic and
business leaders took part in
the broadcast along with
children at a school playground where an organized
effort is under way to conv trol breakage. The WOL
news staff prepared the program after weeks of recording and editing under direction of George W. Campbell,
program manager, and Gene
Berger, newsman.

FTC-Industry Conference
Slated June 18
TRADE RULES
SUGGESTED trade practice rules for radio-TV set-makers, based on
recommendations drawn up by a special All-Industry Committee, were
released by the Federal Trade Commission last Wednesday and tentatively set for discussion at a third government-industry conference
June 18.
★
Rules were drafted by the indus- disclose that the result of the intry group under leadership of
stal ation of such devices or accessories, wil be a smaller picture than
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. and
the
original
black and white picture
at
the
request
of
FTC's
Trade
Practices Conference Bureau. They of the set if such be the fact.
A related point cropped up durwill be circulated to industry members prior to the third and probably
ing two previous industry conferences held by the commission last
final conference before they are
June and September, with CBS Inc.
adopted.
arrayed
against certain industry
Standards will guide manufacturers, dealers, distributors and segments over the question of picother groups operating in inter- conversion
ture "degradation"inherent
of monochrome
sets un-in
statediction.
commerce
under adopted,
FTC's jurisWhen finally
they
der the CBS color system. Advertisements ofcolor converters claimwill extend radio trade practices on
they will attain actual viewable
the books since 1939 to cover tele- area ingcommensurate
with tube size
vision.
The industry draft once again also were discussed.
poses the colorcasting issue, though
Following the second of the two
this is rendered academic by virtue conferences, FTC asked the indusname a special committee to
of the government's
on mass solicittry to industry
views and work out
production
of color TVbanequipment.
Industry committee backed up a draft. The commission's own
proposed
draft
served as the basis
FTC's touching
suggestedon provision
(last for the second session.
year)
certain phases
of adaptability and convertibility deceptive
The rulesselling
touch onmethods;
misbranding
a setandof
of video receivers by recommending standard definitions; advertisements
addition of Section II under Rule 9 : to be prohibited; sponsorship; alteration of brand names; deceptive use or
Under this rule and with respect
cabinets;
alteration
or re-as
to devices or accessories to convert change movalofof serial
numbers;
deception
an existing black and white television to size oftinuedactual
picture, price,
disconmodels, identity
of manufacreceiver to receive a color signal, it
turer;
misuse of term "factory
reis an unfair trade practice to fail to
built";
as to effectivenes of TVmisrepresentation
antennas;
and warranties;
misuse of guarantees
the word
"free"; false invoicing; imitation of
trade
marks,tie-in
names; "spiffs"
and "push
money";
infringement suitssales;
; use ofthreats
lottery; ofcoercion to fixpetitors;
prices;
commercialdefamation
bribery. of comOne significant new proposal is
that involving deception as to picture actually shown on any TV set,
which prompted considerable discus ion last year. It would be unfair practice to deceive prospective
purchasers as to actual viewable
tube, with or without added devices.
deemedhasdeceptive
to"It useshallthenotsizebe which
become
standard and accepted in the industry . . . provided there be a condisclosurespicuous
of theand non-deceptive
size of the actual
viewable picture if it be smaller."
"Standard measurement" was
described inch,
as thatof "in
the
nearest
the inches,
largesttobulb
diameter or diagonal of the tube,"
with any tube on a one-half inch
WFIL
dimension
being assigned the smaller inch measurement.
560 kc.
The industry recommendations
were drawn up by a committee
under chairmanship of Louis B.
3Ff)e $fjilabelpf)ia
Calamaras, executive vice president,tributors
National
Disinquirer fetation
Assn. Electronics
Other committee
members: Glen McDaniel, RTMA
president;tionalEdwin
Dempsey,Assn.;
NaTelevisionA.Dealers
An ABC Affiliate
John
Martindale,
National
Assn.
First on the Dial
of Cathode Ray Tube Mfrs.; Ross
D. Siragusa, Admiral Corp.; MorIn America's Third Mcrke'
ton Farr, National Appliance &
Radio Dealers Assn., and Fred
Walker, Arlington, Va., radio-TV
dealer.
Omitted from the industry draft
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testimony which eventually culmi-jp,
nated in FCC's approval of the
CBS colorductionsystem.
Nationalfor ProAuthority, acting
the
Office of Defense Mobiliation and
in apparent agreement with indus
try members,
ment ban. than levied its equipIn recent months, however, there
reportedly has been general agreement that the rules as now drafted
would not prove objectionable. All
segments of the manufacturing industry were consulted before the
industry draft was submitted to
FTC.

was an RTMA proposal, offered in
June
1951, that
"advertisements
. . . stating,
purporting
or implying that any television receiving set
can be adapted to receive color
broadcasts in black and white which
do not also state that the resulting black and white picture gives
materially less picture detail than
a standard black and white broadcast picture, ifan such
the fact,"
be considered
unfairbe trade
practice.
CBS Inc. let it be known at the
first conference, through an attorney, that it felt such a proposal
to be discriminatory and traced
milestones
► FIFTEEN years of broadcasting have been completed by WFTC
Kinston, N. C. Celebration was
marked by anniversary broadcast
featuring greetings from Ernest
Lee Jahncke, ABC radio network
vice president, as well as from ABC
stars.
birthday present
station FCC's
was announcement
of anto
initial decision to grant change in
facilities from 250 w on 1230 kc to
5 kw day, 1 kw night directional
on 960 kc [B»T, March 3].
►WLW Cincinnati's farm program,
Everybody's Farm, has been aired
for the 4,000th time.
tribute, RoyInBattles,
WLW
farm
prog r a m director,
presented
account of thean history ofgramtheand prothe
137-acre farm itself, reportedly
one of only two
farms in the U.
Mr. Battles
S. owned and operated by a radio
station. Program is broadcast directly
from
the
fields
and farm
house.
► Jean Hersholt's 15th anniversary as star of the Dr. Christian
CBS Radio show will be celebrated
May 21 by theatrical luminaries at
New
, York'sleaves
21 Club,
Mr.
Hersholt
on a before
European
business tour. The show will con-

.
tinue through the summer on tape.
Chesebrough Mfg. Co. (Vaseline
brand products) is sponsor.
► HARVEY OLSON, program
manager, WDRC Hartford, Conn.,
observed his 17th anniversary with
the station during April.
*- WTTM Trenton, N. J., early last
month celebrated its 10th anniversary, marking occasion with open
house
and station
severalreceived
"birthday"
parties.
special The
commendation from
Mayor
D. J. Connolly of Trenton.
► HELOISE PARKER BROEG,
"Mother Parker" of Food Fair,
aired daily on WEEI Boston, has
marked her 12th anniversary
with the station.
► TELENEWS Productions Inc.,
New York, subsidiary of INS, in
April marked beginning of its fifth
year of Telenews Daily, television
newsreel service. Herbert Scheftel,
Telenews president, said firm is
only independent newsreel producer
"that has been supplying television
stations with daily newsreel footage
for
so long a time."Assn. of Home
► NATIONAL
Builders noted the first birthday of its national radio program, Housing Headlines, May 1.
Show has been recognized by builders all over the country as a powerfultions
sellingmediumaidandandis anowpublic
heardrela-in
43 cities.

PROTECT YOURSELF, your STAfF, your CLIENTS
from the daily hazard of
LIBEL, SLANDER, INFRINGEMENT OF
COPYRIGHT, INVASION OF PRIVACY
Arising from Editorializing, Speeches, Newscasts, Ad libs, Financial
Comment, Mystery Plots, Gossipy Announcements, Man-on-the-street
Interviews.
USE CAUTION -LADY LUCK IS A DESERTER!
IT COSTS SO LITTLE TO BE SURE WITH INSURANCE.
For details, write to the Pioneer in this line.
EMPLOYERS REINSURANCE CORPORATION
Insurance Exchange Bldg.
—
Kansas City, Mo.
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NSRB CHAIRMAN
Urges Plant Dispersion
DISPERSION of top industries is
aattack
key factor
any Gorrie,
enemy
on thein deterringU. S., Jack
chairman of the National Security
Resources Board, declared last
Tuesday.
Addressing the annual Armed
Forces and Veterans meeting of
Brotherhood Temple Ohabei
Shalom in Boston, Mr. Gorrie noted
that America
is "developing
programs for the protection
of defensesupporting
industries"
by
disperl sion of new manufacturing plants
,and other security measures. About
; two-thirds of major production centers have organized committees to
pursue this program, he added.
CBC Clergy Clinics
SPECIAL CLINICS for Canadian
clergy using radio are being held
in various parts of Canada by the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. These
clinics are conducted to acquaint
clergymen with the use of the microphone, radio writing and speaking, religious series on CBC networks and stations, and other
broadcast topics intended to familiarize them with the special requirements of the radio audience.
About 20 clinics have been held to
date and a number are scheduled
in various parts of -Canada for the
early summer months.
Hersholt Contributes
AS a "link in the chain of
Danish - American friendship," Jean Hersholt, CBS
Radio's Dr. Christian for the
past 15 senyears,
last week
preted his collection
of Hans
Christian Andersen manuscripts, letters and first editions to the U. S. Library of
Congress. Presentation was
made to Library Director
Luther Evans, and backed by
"enthusiastic" approval of the
government
of Mr. Collection,
Hersholt's
native Denmark.
reportedly valued at $75,000,
is in addition to Mr. Hersholt's previousitems.
donation of
120 Andersen

allied arts
NICKJOHNARCHER,
News,
PEPPER,Paramount
feature writer
formerly with Life, Fortune and Argosy and ERFORD BEDIENT, Courier-Expres , Buf alo,N.to Y.news staff,
Telenews Productions,
KENNETH C. MEENKEN Jr., midwestern sales manager, National Union
Radio Corp., Orange, N. J., appointed
vice president in charge of equipment
sales of cathode ray tubes, receiving
tubes and government business. F. W.
TIMMONS, regional sales manager,
Allen B. DuMont Labs, joins National
as eastern sales manager.
ALLEN B. DuMONT Labs, Clifton,
N. J., has released brochure on meaning of UHF. New development in TV
is explained in non-technical terms
aimed at clarifying problems which
UHF
perspective
station
owner.presents
Bookletfordeals
with difference
between
UHF
and
VHF,
and
cost
and
installation of the former.
WALTER P. CHRYSLER Jr. and
LEONARD SILLMAN announce for-,
mation of Entertainment Management Corp., 33 West 42nd St., N. Y.
Firm will manage and represent
artists in all entertainment fields.
J. T. McALLISTER, manager of factory service, RCA
Hollywood,
Hoffman Radioto Corp.,
L. A., in similar capacity.
VINCENTBERT, COLWestern
Litho Go., S. F., appointed
sales
motion managerprofor
radio, television
and traffic appliGeneral Corp.,
ElecMr. McAllister
tricances,Supply
S. F.
DR. WINSTON E. KOCK, head of
acoustics division, Bell Telephone Labs,
Murray Hill, N. J., to receive honorary
degree of Doctor of Science from U.
of Cincinnati at June 6 commencement.
W. S. HARTFORD, vice president in
charge
of sales,
Corp., Chicago,
retiresWebster-Chicago
May 15 after
25 years in electronics field.
QUINCY,
ILLINOIS

GATES
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WASHINGTON, D. C. ... TEL.
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LEE ORGEL,
former Nardella,
manager Collins
of radio-TV department,
& Co., N. Y., named head of new West
Coast office of Sterling Television Co.,
producers
and distributors.
ters are located
in Hollywood.HeadquarADELE HAGER, WHVR Ann Arbor,
Mich., to Broadcast
Productions
Inc.,
Detroit,
executive.as account
RICHARD ROBBINS,
Film Television
Productions,
Columbus, appointsepdonfdienltm fcorreor state
of Ohio by Associated
Press
ing Spot News servPro- Miss Hager
ductions.
FRANK J. DIELI, chief engineer of
Garod Radio Corp., N. Y., named vice
president
chief engineer
tic Radio &andTelevision,
divisionof ofMajesWilcox-Gay Corp., Brooklyn.
RCA,
Camden,
J., announces
proEquipm
duction oent
f new N.portable
radio, Model
2B400, designed to use newly developed RCA long-life batteries propower forpresent
10 times
more playing timevidingthan
batteries.
Unit
also features
automatic
volume
control to eliminate alternate fading
and
blasting.
Radio
plays
instantly
with no warm up necessary.
SIMPSON ELECTRIC Co., Chicago,
announces engineering changes in
Model 381 Capacity Bridge making
unit more compact and useable. Push
button arrangement has been perfected
to obtain desired range. Bridge arm
must be adjusted for maximum meter
ondeflection.
the scale.Capacity can then be read
"Technical
JOHN ROGERS, engineering staff,
WNBW (TV) Washington, appointed
chief
engineerWashington.
at that station and
WRC-AM-FM
JAMES L. PRESTON, chief engineer,
KCHI Chillicothe, Mo., to engineering
staff, KRVN Lexington, Ky.
JOHN McLEOD, engineer, KFI Los
dectomy. recuperating from appenAngeles,

I
f4ttct the final test is cost per 1000!
You'll find KWK's LOW-low cost
per thousand radio homes
delivered makes . . .
nzdia (but
in St. Louis!
Your Katz man has the
facts based
on Pulse reports!
Globe-Democrat Tower Bldg.
Saint Louis

<7Ae KATZ AGENCY

What

a Buy!
N
B

C
PROGRAMS
"Minutes"
&ForChain
Breaks
IN
YOUNGSTOWN,

AP Radio Style
ASSOCIATED PRESS last week
issued a 25-page booklet entitled,
"AP
bookletRadiowas News
writtenStyleby Book."
Andrew TheC.
Lang,
day
supervisor,
Radio
News Report. In a brief APforeword,
John A. Aspinwall, AP radio news
editor,
book "isto
designedcomments
primarilythatas thea guide
the special requirements of processing copy for the AP radio news
wire."
The booklet
distributed
to 100 domestic
AP was
bureaus
and to
the 1,175 member AP radio and
television stations.

0.

5000
WATTS
Serving America's
34th Market
WFMJ
REPRESENTATIVES
Headley-Reed Co.
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Hyde Renominated
(Continued from page 27)
section handling applications for
new facilities and assisted in a
probe of network broadcasting.
Beginning h i s international
broadcast activity, which later was
to place him in a position as top
expert at FCC, Comr. Hyde was
a member of the U. S. delegation
to the Third Inter-American TeleCommunications Conference in Rio
de Janeiro in 1945 when he was
still General Counsel.
In 1947, he made a flying trip to
Havana and Mexico City on
NARBA, attempting to work out
new uniform standards of potential
interference for standard broadcast stations. He was active in the
same year during argument before
FCC
tion. on the clear channel quesTwo years later, Comr. Hyde
was chief of the U. S. delegation
at the Third NARBA conference
in Montreal and again at a similar
conference in 1950 in Washington.
Lineup of FCC members is three
Democrats, three Republicans and
one Independent. Other Republicans, aside from Vice Chairman
Hyde, are Comrs. Robert F. Jones
and George E. Sterling. Democrats
are Chairman Paul A. Walker,
Comrs. Frieda B. Hennock and
Robert T. Bartley (appointed this
year to vacancy caused by resignaex-Chairman
Wayne isCoy).
Comr.tion ofEdward
M. Webster
the
Independent.
Mr. Dick Grahl
Wm. Esty & Co.
New York City
Chevrolay deeler
i' hot his self
ads papers
Sunday
toto lissen
tell peeple
to his
spot HSannounce"wC
with
haz
He5000sez athe 580
th' Chewy, th'
sellithetn'bigg
inica, andAmer
car est
haz
ll'eCHSliste
_ ners
mor
in th'any stat
e
other
than
stas
hun. binSincine
he haz
than 30 yrs,
th'
peeple
hev
given must
him
th' 30-yr.
test
jist
tell like
themyouto
give
Camels
th' 30-day
test
yore spots
on•withWCHS
and
yore
Bob
Hawk
show
hev. which we

WCHS
Charleston, W. Va
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FM'S PULL

EXPANSION plans for Edward Lamb Enterprises Inc. v/sre discussed in connection with opening of Mr. Lamb's New York headquarters at the Hotel
Barclay. Conferring on advertising budget and other facets of his radio-TVnewspaper properties are (I to r): Bernard H. Pelzer Jr., managsr of New York
office and national sales manager of Lamb Enterprises; Edward Lamb, radioTV station owner and newspaper publisher, oriel Carl F. Hallberg, gsneral manager of WHOO-AM-FM Orlando, Fia. Station managers and newspaper
executives convened in Erie, Pa., and accompanied Mr. Lamb to New York
for opening of new offices (Suite 250-251) at 11 1 E. 43th St. Lamb properties
include WICU (TV) Erie and the Erie Dispatch; WTVN (TV) Columbus, Ohio;
WTOD WTRT (FM) Toledo, and month.
WHOO-AM-FM. Office opened late last

Zenith Tests Reportec
FM ADVERTISING by Zenith Ra
dio Corp. produced inquiries hav
ing an overall cost 55% below AM
radio in a recent nationwide spot
announcement campaign for hear
ing aids, according to Ted Leitzell
Zenith public relations director.
Speaking last Tuesday in Birm
ingham,
LeitzellAMsaidby ina
some areasAla.,FM Mr.outpulled
substantial margin, with AM I
ing in others, but the cost per inquiry was lower for FM. There were
other
FM andareas
had where
a lower AMcost. outpulled'
Duplicate transcriptions were
prepared for the
FM announcements,AMidenticalandexcept
for
post office box numbers. Some FMonly tions
stations
were
used
and
stanormally duplicating their AM
and FM were asked to separate
their facilities and run individual
keyed announcements for each medium.
Since this separation could not
be obtained in some cases, Zenith
was able to make valid comparisons
in limited areas, Mr. Leitzell said.
"Full theoretical coverage was secured on both FM and AM separately in only one state, North
Carolina," he explained. "Here FM
pulled five
the number
inquiries times
obtained from
AM, andofcost
per
inquiry ofof FM
was cost.
only oneseventeenth
the AM
"In the state of Michigan, full
coverage of AM was obtained while
FM coverage included just the areas
of Grand Rapids and Detroit. In
spite of this, FM outpulled AM two
to one, while AM's cost per inquiry
ran
eight Virginia
times greater
than FM's.
In West
only partial
coverage on FM was secured. Returns
from this state were almost identical for FM and AM, but the inquiry cost for AM was almost twice
FM
was lower in Wisconsin,
that
forcostFM."
Alabama
and Ohio FM equalled or
bettered
AM's IncostWashington,
per inquiry,D. Mr.C,
Leitzell said.
FM and AM announcements were
separated, numerical returns being
almost identical but FM's cost per
inquiry was only half that of AM.

BALANCED FARMING DAY
WIBW-lnstigated Project Gathers Momentum
tion of providing a comfortable livINTEREST is mounting throughing for one family.
out Kansas in a Smith County farm
project instigated by WIBW To"We propose to relocate, construct, repair, modernize and paint
peka, Kan.
The project, entitled Balanced several of the farmstead buildings,"
Farming Day, is designed to illus- the official added. "We propose also
trate improvements which would to mend fences and corrals, landmean better living for farmers.
scape the property and to modActivities of Balanced Farming Day
ernize the house."
will center on a farm near Lebanon,
Kan., Aug. 7.
WIBW says that the project will N.Y. AD WOMEN
fill "a dire need for dramatization
Miller Named President
of balanced farming and family livNEW OFFICERS of the Advertising in North Central Kansas."
ing Women of New York will be
Alan Young, WIBW promotion
installed dinner
during tomorrow
the club's
manager,
announced a that
the sta- formally
40th anniversary
tion has scheduled
concentrated
Martinique.
(Tuesday) at New York's Hotel
build-up
campaign.
WIBW
will
air
remotes from the project site on
Nadine Miller, director of press
Balanced Farming Day.
public relations for C. E.
Cooperating in the project are and
Hooper
Inc., succeeds Helen Berg,
county, district, state, regional and vice president
and director of her
national soil conservation officials. Majesty Underwear
Co., as organKansas State College is helping.
ization president, with Miss Berg
And, of course, so is the WIBW continuing
to
serve
as ex-officio
farm department.
board member.
How will Balanced Farming Day
Other
officers
elected
for the new
be financed? WIBW emphasized term include:
that no cash donations will be so- Ruth M. Volckmann, New York
licited. Each agency, organization
of Sawyer-Ferguson-Walker
Co., newspaper
representatives,
first
and business association will con- manager
Harriet
Raymond,
Plastribute time, energy, equipment and viceticpresident;
advertising
manager,
Celanese
Corp.
of
America,
second
vice
president;
facilities, the station added. Sev- Mary Heeren, assistant to president of
eral organizations have volunteered Douglas Leigh Inc., treasurer; Hortense
publictreasurer;
relations
consultant, astoers.assist with the feeding of work- Fillion, sistant
Hulda
rectainer
tor of education,
Paper Kloenne,
Cup & secreCon-diInstitute, corresponding
In turn, each business firm and
tary,
and
Marjorie
Reiners,
Printers'
recording secretary.
agency will be provided with ade- Ink,Newly
members
ofpromotion
board of
quate opportunity
to exhibit
directors elected
are
Brice,
demonstrate
whatever
it uses andon assistant,
Life Beverly
magazine;
Antoinette
M.
Casey,
assistant
director
of
advertising
Balanced Farming Day.
and sales
promotion,
Frankfort
Distillers
Corp.;
Rita
Otway,
executive
One project official explained, secretary of Publicity Club of New
York, and firmVirginia
G.herSmith
of Conthe
"We
propose to install
a complete
bearing
name.
soil conservation
program
on the importing as board
members
are
Catherine
farm in one day. We propose to Owens, tinuingHearst
advertising
service; /LUBBOCK/
Weinstein,
associate
advertising
start a soil building program on the Emma
Norionol Representative: Wm, C. Rambeou Co.
manager
of
Forbes
magazine,
and
farm which should, if continued, Barbara
Wells, WOR-AM-TV New York
ClydeSouthwest
Melville Representative:
Co., Dallas, Texas
return the farm to its former posi- commentator.
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CBS-IBEW AGREE
Contract irom May 7
AGREEMENT was reached last
week between CBS and International Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers (AFL) for renegotiation
of contract covering all AM-TV
technical workers in networkowned stations.
Previous contract had expired
May 28, 1951, but renegotiation
was halted until IBEW's status as
bargaining agent — challenged by
National Assn. of Broadcast Engineers & Technicians ~ (CIO) — was
certified
workers' vote held a
few
weeksby ago.
Agreement raises salaries from
$135 in major centers and $130 in
minor centers to $147.50 in all centers, as top in four-year escalator
clause, which previously had been
for five years. A 10% salary differential was granted midnightto-7 a.m. workers, extra vacation
allowances were given, and other
general improvements in working
conditions were agreed upon. Contract, still to be signed, is to be
effective for two years from date of
signing, which will probably be
established as of May 1. Subject
to Wage Stabilization Board approval, increases will probably be
50% retroactive.

O'Hara BiSI Would Offer Libel Guard
(Continued from page 25)
the Communications Act — Sec. 315. McFarland (D-Ariz.) or Ed C.
Because of the relation, it is en- Johnson (D-Col.), of the Senate
tirely in legislative setting for an Commerce Committee, and perhaps
amendment to be proposed to the both, are destined to be conferees
McFarland bill when it comes up on the McFarland bill.
on the floor soon.
Consensus
is they
wouldthebe bill,
inThis would bypass an important
clined favorably
toward
glut inmittee
thehearings
legislative
mill
—
comwhich
is
designed
to
clarify
the
in both House and
Senate, committee reports, and political broadcast section.
While the O'Hara bill looked
passage by both houses.
as a starter in broadcast
Thus, in one broad sweep the po- promising
Capitol Hill authorilitical broadcast question could ride circles,ties certain
privately
doubt late
through both houses on the coat Thursday as toexpressed
the reception it will
tails of the McFarland bill which in
get
from
legislators
themselves.
all likelihood is headed for joint
As one spokesman expressed it:
Senate-House conference.
It is acknowledged that at least Will the Congress go along with
apparent theory in the bill that
two House members see the solu- the
tion in this direction and reportedly the broadcaster should have the
over political broadcasts
are ready to introduce the Horan authority
that he enjoys over other types of
bill as an amendment.
Alternative to this broad plan is programming ?
to take the slower, albeit more
In the now famous Felix v. Westthorough, method of committee inghouse case in 1949, the U. S.
hearings and eventual passage.
Court of Appeals ruled in effect
bill'sprogress
fate in that broadcasters can censor
theSince
Housetheis McFarland
the key to the
spokesmen who speak in behalf of
made, backers of the Horan mea- a candidate [B«T, March 20, 1950].
sure will wait to see what happens.
As it appears to those who have
If no amendment is forthcoming, given
the O'Hara bill a first study,
they will turn their fire on Chair- the legislation, if enacted, would
man Crosser, who already has indi- extend
this to candidates, themcated he recognizes the broadcast- selves.
er's problem of political liability.
DR. SUITS NAMED
Other Committee Studying
Joins Electronics Panel
Another committee in recent DEFENSE ADVISORY GROUP
DR. C. GUY SUITS, vice president weeks
the problem.
and research director of General This ishastherecognized
Suggestions Being Adopted
Senate Committee on
Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.,
of a spehas been named to the Electronics Government Operations, a subcom- RECOMMENDATIONS
cial committee, designed to spread
mit e of which has heard testi- electronics
defense
orders
around
Committee
of
the
Defense
Dept's
Research and Development Board. dilemmamony on onnot libel
small plants, are being adopted by
only butthe also
broadcaster's
the entire the
Dr. Suits will serve as a civilian
Air
Force
and
Small
Defense
member of the committee that al- picture of campaign expenditures Plants Adm., Glen McDaniel, presiready includes D. A. Quarles, West- [B»T,
of Radio - Television Mfrs.
ShouldApril
the 28].
House clear the Horan Assn., denttold
ern Electric Co. and Sandia Corp.,
a Senate subcommittee
who is chairman; Dr. E. W. Eng- bill as an entity separate from the Thursday.
strom, research director, RCA McFarland bill, the Senate InterMr.
McDaniel
testified at a hearLabs., and Dr. William L. Everitt,
state & Foreign Commerce Coming before the Senate Small Busidean of engineering, U. of Illinois.
mittee probably would hold hearSubcommittee on headed
Mobiliza-by
ings. However, the understanding
Three representatives from each
tionnessand Procurement,
of the military services round out in the upper chamber is that the Sen. Blair
Moody
(D-Mich.).
Last
bill
would
have
little
trouble
getting
membership of the group, which
year Mr. McDaniel was secretary
was set up to conduct research on out of Senate committee.
of
a
special
committee
that
This also brightens the picture
military applications of electronics.
asmall business survey confor
Dr. Suits also is a member of the should the Horan bill be combined the Air ductedForce.
with the multi-faceted McFarland
Half
of
the
34
recommendations
board's
Special
Technical
Advisory
group and Joint Chiefs of Staff.
legislation. Either Sens. Ernest W. in the special committee's report
have already been put into effect
by
the AirTheForce,
McDaniel
testified.
othersMr. have
been
D
NIGHT
^
DAY
AN
passed on to Small Defense Plants
Adm.
WHIZ has the
Morni
ng-^|
WIP Music Awards
|
HIGHEST*
WIP Philadelphia announced winshare of radio
ners in its first annual Showmanship Awards contest last week.
audfence of all Atlernoonilfe
Listeners voted for favorites in
three categories: band leader, male
vocalist and female vocalist. Stan
NBC
Kenton won the band leader poll,
with Billy May and Les Brown runners-up. Buddy Greco led the male
rated
vocalists, beating out Eddie Fisher
*HooperNOVEMBER,
I9SI-statfons
HOOPER
and Johnny Ray, and top spot
Eveningamong the girl singers went to
Patti Page, followed by June
ZANESVILLE.OHIO
WHIZ
Christy and Doris Day.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Everywhere You Go . . .
RADIO AMATEUR show by
inmates of the big Prince
Alberttiary at Prince
Provincial
Albert,PenitenSask.,
was held under auspices of
40 members of the local
branch of the Associated
Canadian Travelers and four
members of CKBI there. It is
believed to be the first such
entertainment program to be
broadcast publicly from any
Canadian penal institution.
Some 27 prisoners took part
with
contributions
aiding listeners'
the campaign
against
tuberculosis. Typical introduction: "Here's Nitro Jake
to sing you a song of the
West." Prisoners not taking
part heard the program on
the public address system.
WCCM Moves
WCCM Lawrence, Mass., has
moved to new headquarters at 278
Essex St., Lawrence, where the
station occupies space including a
large auditorium for audience participation programs, two smaller
studios,eral sales
a music
genand library
executiveandoffices.
Georgedent,H.said the
Jaspert,
WCCM
presitransfer to larger
quarters
"manifests
tangible
faith
in the future
of Greater
Lawrence
and the Merrimack Valley community."

When a Robin
Starts to Crow
. . . that's news! But then any
wise bird will tell you that
KFYR— located in the heart of
the rich Midwest farm belt — is
a PLUSfarmvalue
buy.in Last
cash
income
Northyear's
Dakota averaged over $10,000
per farm family. KFYR, on
your media
creased sale inlist,
this mean
rich, ruralinmarket.
KRfR
BISMARCK,
N. DAK 7
L
5000 WATTS-N.B.C. AFFILIATE
Rep. by John Blair
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calenTWENTYdar-EI
is beingGHT
mailedyearto agencies, clients and the trade by
m &30tho
NBC'
Chic
WMAtQ whic
ings its
h ago,
is mark
outle
anniversary celebration. The plastic calendar is printed on a walletsize card with a revolving wheel. An
accompanying memo from Harry
manaC. Kopf, viceQ president and
ger of WMA and WNBQ (TV),
ients
nded
station's
the calen
remi
dar
anniversaryrecipand thatof the
eed
rant
to keep you upwas te"gua
to-da for at least the next quarter-century."
ON ITS OWN HOOK
REMOTE eyewitness account of the
atomic explosion at Yucca Flat,
Nev., was broadcast by KSUB
Cedar City, Utah, from a plane at
10,000 feet by Art Higbee, manager,
and Frank Barreca, news editor,
who were being piloted by Royce
Knight,ward local
tothe sceneairport
of themanager,
tests when
the blast took place. The 1 kw
Cedar City CBS affiliate, 140 miles
from Yucca Flat, believes it
"scooped" all radio stations.
KTUL AIRS COMPLAINTS
NEW show on KTUL Tulsa, Speak
Up Tulsa, invites listeners to phone
in pet peeves for broadcast on the
program.
Broadcast's
prompted station
to allot success
one hour
for its presentation rather than the
half hour originally used. Guests
appear on the program and attempt

LET

LOIS DO IT

Yes, "sales appeal" describes the impact of Lois Ki'obe's "Woman's Club
ofwidethe audience
Air" (3 p.m.,
Mcn.-Fri.)Her oncomher
of women.
ments range from home furnishings
to the latest movie. Be among the
alert advertisers who let Lois Kibbe
sell their products in the southwest.
CBS RADIO NETWORK IN EL PASO
KROD
600 KC
5,000 WATTS
RODERICK BROADCASTING Corp.
DORRANCE D. RODERICK
Chairman of the Board
VAL LAWRENCE
President and Gen. Mgr.
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY
THE O. L. TAYLOR COMPANY
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day.
supervised
by Fred Barr, ran fron
9 a.m. Tuesday to 1 a.m. Wednes
programs promot
ion

toers. answer questions asked by callSTUDENTS TAKE OVER
STUDENTS from Rutgers U. and
WRSU, the campus station, New
Brunswick, N. J., took over operation of WCTC there last Wednesday. This is the second year the
commercial outlet has observed
WRSU day. So successful was the
initial operation last year that
WCTCular staff
hiredannouncers
three students
regand a asfourth
as a remote engineer.
CONSERVATION WEEK
PROGRAM marking WCCO Minneapolis-St. Paul's annual contribution to "Conservation
Week" Haeg,
was
broadcast
last week by Larry
station farm service director. Seven
of thehisstate's
were
gueststop onconservationists
the program.
Discussion centered around goods
and services provided by the forest
products
"and asgreen,
a result
of keepingindustry
Minnesota
the
tourist trade brings in another $200
million" for the state yearly.
TWO YEAR CALENDAR
SIMPLIFIED slide calendar for
computing final broadcast dates or
talent contract is now being distributed by S. W. Caldwell Ltd.,
Toronto, transcription distributor.
The calendar is calculated on a two
year basis from June 1951 to June
1953, and has a pull tab for reckoning 13 week intervals.
RELIGIOUS PROGRAMMING
NEW approach to religious program ing has been inaugurated at
WHIM Providence. Daily series of
5 minute programs, What My Religion Means to Me, features statements from lay people in the community. Listeners of all faiths
have been contacted and have recorded their religious philosophies
for broadcast on WHIM.
COMBAT TV SHOW
CURRENT WTOP-TV Washington thriller is The Blue Badge,
Army-produced documentary program showing combat divisions in
action during World War II, from
1-1:30 p.m. Sundays in a 13-week
series. Lt. Carl Bruton, radio-TV
officer for the Military District of
Washington, is writer-producer and
Col. William Quinn, infantry expert, follows up with comments
and demonstrations.
WMAL GUESSING SHOW
GUESSING
show, byYou're
Hearing
Things,gameconducted
Bill
Malone and Joe Campbell, will be
heard from 11:15-30 a.m. Monday
through
Friday over
FM Washington,
with WMAL-AMprizes to be
awarded listeners who identify the

BRITAIN SCIENCE
THE Johns Hopkins Science Review, presented
over Mondays
the DuMontat
Television
Network
premiums
8:30 p.m. for three successive weeks
sounds they hear on the air. Show beginning May 12 will show kine
scopes of scientific advances in
begun May 5.
Great Britain. Program claims to
LOCATION PLUGS
be the first to be invited to produce
MOVE to fix WABD (TV) New a TV show in a foreign country
York's
location wasfirmly
in the
minds WNAX SCHOLARSHIPS
of its viewers
begun
fortnight
students from seven
ago with a new policy of musical FOURTEEN
in the Midwest who have
station breaks. Few bars from one colleges
successfully completed freshman
of three tunes, "In Old New York,"
who indi-in
"East Side, West Side," or "Man- year requirements
cated an interest inandmajoring
hat an," are played as background agriculture and related fields or
for announcement
concerning sta- home economics have been granted
tion's location.
scholarships
YanktonSioux City, S.byD. WNAX
Each grant
is for
TV HOME DECORATION
$300.
This
is
the
tenth
year the
DEMONSTRATIONS of new fash- station has made such a presentaions and ideas in home decorating
comprise format of new show, tion.
Decorators' Workshop, telecast MOTHER'S DAY CONTEST
daily on WPIX (TV) New York. MOTHER of the largest family in
Grace King,
decoratorthe and
con- Angelina County was scheduled to
sultant, wil conduct
program
presented with prizes from
which is being sponsored by Sealy be
Mattress Co. Guest appearances KTRE Lufkin, Tex., and several
city's business
firms.family
Conwill be made by leading home of thetest to determine
the biggest
decorators.
was conducted on Q. P. Coffee Club,
daily show on KTRE. Special proAD STRESSES COVERAGE
the winner was
SIZABLE ad appeared in Moline, planned gramforhonoring
last Saturday.
111. Daily Disjiatch giving a resume RECIPE OFFER RESULTS
of flood coverage provided by
WHBF Rock Island for its listeners. MAIL map is being distributed to
Pictures of staffers at work during the trade by KSL Salt Lake City
the recent tragedy and accompany- showing the station received mail
ing captions were featured in the response from 138 counties in
ad which concluded "all this is how eleven Western states, from eleven
and why WHBF brings you com- other states and Canada on its recent Brigham Young U. basketball
plete, accurate, up-to-the-minute,
on-the-scene flood coverage."
series sponsored by Utah-Idaho
Sugar
Offercandy
on the
was
PHILADELPHIA STORY
for cookieCo. and
recipeseries
booklet.
WIP Philadelphia found a silver STAY-AT-HOME VACATION
lining in clouds which hung over
the Eastern seaboard in the last DAILY program outlining "package" vacations in New England for
days of April. Advertising in daily
listeners, has been launched at
newspapers, WIP told readers that its
WORC
Worcester, Mass. Shows
they could "hear the first news of
the sun's arrival by listening to promote a spend-your-vacation-athome
theme.
Information on recWIP." When the sun finally shone,
spots inwasthe secured
six New from
Engthe station
listeners:
"We you
inlandreationstates
terrupt thistold
program
to bring
a special news bulletin from the tourist boards for broadcast on
WIP news room. The sun has just WORC.
been seen in Philadelphia; proof
that Old Sol is still in the sky. . . ."
TV REQUESTS GRANTED
PROGRAM series, Request-a-Tune
sponsored by Norman Mitchell,
appliance dealer, and Hotpoint, has
begun at WAAM (TV) Baltimore.
Show enables viewers to write in
requests, five of which will be performed by participants on the
GREEN BAY,
ZWIS.
weekly show. Persons who make
WDU
the selections will appear on the
ORK
TW
NE
ABC
show to explain their choice.
BLATZ AND SCHIITZ MAY
WWRL MARATHON
COMPETE, BUT THEY BOTtf
SIXTEEN hour marathon was held
INSISTAGE INONGREEN
WDUZBAY.COVERlast week by WWRL Woodside,
N. Y., on behalf of a city-wide apBEN A. LAIRD, PRES
peal for the St. Charles School and
Community Center Fund, project
for the children of Harlem. Show,
CALL JOHN E. PEARSON CO.
ROADCASTING • Tel

FTC APPEAL
Philip Morris Hearing Set
APPEAL by Philip Morris & Co.,
New York (cigarettes), from preliminary findings of a trial examiner was set last week by the
Federal Trade Commission for
hearing
June
3, in Washington, D. C,
The initial decision, earlier this
year by Examiner Earl J. Kolb,
challenged nine advertising claims
as "false and
deceptive."
firm
promptly
announced
that The
it would
appeal [B»T, Feb. 11].
The tobacco company held in its
■rebuttal that the decision was not
substantiated by evidence and that
adverse testimony was subsidized
by competing tobacco firms. The
trial examiner directed Philip
Morris to cease and desist from
advertising "certain scientific
statements"
in broadcast and published continuities.
The complaint had cited a claim
that Philip Morris cigarettes are
"non-irritating or less irritating
than
Companyof noted
that itother
had brands."
offered results
thous
a
n
d
s
o
f
experiments
conducted by
noted scientists.

New Business
BUILDING FUND
(Continued from page 18)
WTHI Puts Drive Over Top
Co., Valhalla Memorial Park), reappoints Philip J. Meany Co., that city. WTHI Terre Haute, Ind., helped
U.
S. BREWING
Co., isChicago,
Abbott Kimball Co., same city. teach members of its community a
GEORGE
ENZINGER
account names
executive.
"lesson in brotherhood" by carrying to success
a building-fund
drive
ST. LOUIS FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN Assn., St. Louis, appoints for two
hospitals
serving all faiths.
Olian Adv., that city. Radio and TV will be used.
Local residents, to increase the
of beds in St. Anthony and
WARREN FOR PRESIDENT COMMITTEE appoints Yambert-Prochnow number
Union toHospitals,
needed supplied
communityby
Inc., Beverly Hills, to handle primary election campaign. TV being funds
match those
used includes two quarter-hours, May 26 and May 29, on KECA-TV the federal
government.
Shy of the
Hollywood and KGO-TV San Francisco.
goal
fixed before
for contributions
six weeks
the deadline,some
the
group
was
"bailed
out"
by
WTHI,
■Qdpe&ple • • •
which donated two five-minute
shows daily. The series featured
JOHN
M. ROYAL,
Chemical
Co.'s advertising
staff, local
residents, civic and business
and JOHN
K. LEE,formerly
former with
GatesDonRubber
Co. advertising
production
outlining the need for more
manager, to Assn. of National Advertisers as secretary to industrial officials
hospital
space.
advertising and films steering committees and secretary of radio-TV
Listeners
sent up to $500, passand display steering committees respectively.
ing the needed sum and enabling
ground toceremonies
be broken.
For the
the
IRVIN W. HOFF, assistant advertising manager, Colgate-Palmolive- luncheon
preceding
Peet Co., appointed advertising manager, effective immediately.
joint ground-breaking,
WTHI
personnel broadcast speeches of the
governor, a congresswoman and
representatives of various medical
1900
(george m
folmgon
1952 | associations. That evening, staffers
joined with those at WTTV (TV)
Bloomington for a telecast. The
GEORGE W. JOHNSON, who dings, his birthplace.
was manager of KTSA-AM-FM
is survived by his mother, United Hospital Campaign story
San Antonio, Tex., from 1937 until Mrs.He Laura
was
picked up by News of America
Johnson, of Cameron,
1949, died April Tex., and by four sisters. Mr. on CBS, with Bob Kimbro of WTHI
25.
He
was
52.
feeding
the story to the network.
sisters were listed as
CBS Hollywood Wages
Mr. Johnson Johnson's
W. Bowers Jr. of Beaumont;
FURTHER wage increase demands
had retired from Mrs.
T. L. Denson of Cameron; PROPERTIES OF Crown Corporaby CBS Hollywood and Office Emradio to his ranch Mrs.
tions, including Canadian BroadcastMrs. W. S. Brown of Cleburne,
ployes International Union (AFL)
ingpal Corp.,
now subjectoccupied
to municiTex.,
and
Mrs. Dorothy Muckleroy
property
near
taxes are
on property
and
will be arbitrated shortly by a board
San Antonio. He of San Antonio.
owned by the corporations. A ruling
composed
of
Tony
O'Rourke,
former
died
at
his
home
to
this
effect
has
been
obainde
by
head of Society of Independent Moon Route 8, on
Toronto's
Mayor Allan
A. Lamport
tion Picture Producers Assn.; Deane
from
Canadian
Finance
Minister
the outskirts of
Douglas Abbott. CBS property at
Johnson
of O'Melveny
Los Angeles
legal firm, &andMyers,
Max
the city. Funeral SETS TO VIETNAM
Toronto will bring about §15,000 in
Krug, OEIU business representaAid MSA Anti-Red Drive city taxes.
and burial servtive. On March 24, OEIU accepted
ices were held in the Presbyterian RADIO will be heard for the first
a CBS offer of 15% weekly wage
by 200,000 persons in the
increase for 175 office workers in Church in the nearby town of Gid- time
Indo-Chinese state of Vietnam with
21
classifications,
the current distribution of 400
to arbitrate
further. retaining right
community listening sets by MuRADIO FACT BOOKLET
tual Security
Agency's Mission
Special
Survey Prepared by ARB Technical
and Economic
SIGNIFICANT facts about radio (STEM).
Dr. Clarence R. Decker, assistant
listening are presented in a 12page booklet of that title published MSA director for the Far East,
by NBC covering the highlights of said the gasoline generator-powa survey by American Research
ered sets plus a MSA $75,000 imBureau and jointly sponsored by
provement program
for Vietnathe CBS and NBC radio networks
mese broadcasting
facilities,
would
on the distribution and use of radio
receivers.
renovate the state's broadcastingFacts such as the one that TV system for MSA programs featuring American aid and would help
homes have more radios in working
order
than of"radio
only" listening
homes, thatis programming technique in the
over
half
all
radio
state's
anti-Communist campaign.
• 4 Reasons Why
done outside the living room and
01M Thevertisers
foremostuse national
and
local
adthat
people
spend
more
time
with
WEVD year after radio than with television, news- AFRS Training
year to reach the vast
papers and magazines combined,
are presented. Survey results were ALL phases of radio and TV are
1
Jewish Market
in detail earlier [B»T, offered men 18 to 34 by Army
^0 oi Metropolitan IVew York reported
Dec. 3, 1951].
Reserve Unit, Armed Forces Radio
^5
1.2.TopStrong
adultaudience
programming
impact
Service, in an enlistment campaign
3. Inherent listener loyalty
now
under way. On-the-job train4. Potential buying power
ARMED Forces Radio Service, Hollying in writing, directing, announcwood, has started new radio program,
'
Send for a copy of
ing, newscasting and radio engiJubilee, musical variety show featurne ring wil be given, according to
ing recording artists requested by Maj. David
t'S Henry "WHO'S
ON WEVD"Director members
Bramson, commanding
Greenfield,WHOManaging
of Armed Forces. It is
officer.
AFRS
headquarters are at
broadcast live from Hollywood with
^
WEVD 117-119 West 46th St.,
7201
Santa
Monica Blvd., Los
Will
Scott
producing
from
scripts
by
New York 19
Peter Brooke.
Angeles.
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May 2 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1150 kc
WCUE hours
Akron,of Ohio—
Requests
change
operation
from CPD toto
unl. with 1 kwLicense
D, 500forw CPN, DA-DN.
WTJHcense for East
CP, asPoint,
mod., Ga.—
whichRequests
authorizedlipower
etc. increase, change studio location,
CP for CP
KSCY expired
Searcy, CP,
Ark.—which
Requests
CP to
replace
authorized
new
AM
station
on
1450
kc
with
250
w,
unl.,
facilities.contingent on KXIR changing
Extend Completion Date
WRSW
Warsaw, Ind.
— Requestsnew mod.
CP.
as
mod.,
authorized
AM
station, for which
extension
of completion
date.
KLOKCP. 'San
Calif.—change
Requestsin
mod.
which Jose,
authorized
operating
hours,extension
new DA-Nof completion
and trans,
location,
for
date.
WKBZCP, Muskegon,
Mich.—authorized
Requests
mod.
as mod.,
power
increase,
etc., which
for extension
of
completion
date.
WORZ-FM
Requests
mod.
CP, whichOrlando,
reinstatedFla.—
expired
CP,
authorizing
new FM station,
exdate fromforApril
30 to Junetension of completion
30.
License Renewal
WCMAnewal of license.
Corinth, Miss.— Requests reTENDERED FOR FILING
AM— 1330 kc
KWPM
West frequency
Plains, Mo.—
Requests
CP
to
change
from
1450250 kcw
tounl.1330to 1kc,kw increase
power
from
D,
500
w
N
and
install
new
DA-N.
AM— 920 kc
KFNF
Shenandoah,
Iowa
—
Requests
mod.
CP totimechange
operating
from share
with KUSD
to unl.hours
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
Note: tFor
list of73.TV applications reurned, se page
WMOU
Berlin,
N. H. — RETURNED
requesttion, etcfor
. CP to change trans, loca-

CC actions

Dallas,
Tex.; WNBF-TV
Binghamton, ,1
N.TV Y.;Buffalo,
WOR-TV
N. Y.New York, and WBENMay 7 Decisions
ByGranted
COMMISSION
BANC
FrequencyEN Change
WKVM San Juan, P. R., and WGY
Schenectady,
N. Y. — denied
By memorandum
opinion
and order,
motion of
WGY
requesting
that
WKVM's
applicat
i
o
n
t
o
change
frequency
from
1070 to
810
kc
be
denied;
further
ordered
application of WKVM for changethatof
to 810 kc with conditions,
25 kw, DA-1,inbefrequency
granted;
cludingwhichengineering
acceptance
by result
WKVMfromof interference
would
aproposed
tion of WDAE inTampa,
Fla., as operpresently
its application
and |
modification
of operation
of WGY
presently proposed.
To Remain Silent
WWXLremain
Peoria,silent111.—additional
Granted 60authordays
fromity toApril
15, 1952.
To Increase MEOV
Dayton,
and WVOW Logan,WHIOW.order,
Va.
—denied
By Ohio,
memorandum
and
petition of opinion
WHIO
to havenated application
of
WVOW
desigfor hearing;for and
saidCP application crease
of WVOW
mod.
to
inmax.
expected
operating
ofgranted
radiation
granted;
cond.station
(WVOWonvalue
was
CP
for
new
AM
1290
kc,
5 kw-LS. 1 kw, DA-2, unl. on Sept.
15, 1949.)
Granted Application
WEVA-FM for Emporia,
application
reinstatementVa.—of Granted
expired
CP for FM station.
May 7 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED
FOR kc FILING
AM — 920'
KFNF Shenandoah, Iowa— Requests
AM— 1600
WJEL
Springfield,
Ohio— Filed
petition to reinstate
application
which
reto increase
power
from
500
woperating
to 1 kwquests CPLS,
500
w
N,
DA-DN,
change
hoursmainfromtrans,
daytime
tostudio
unl.
and
change
and
locations.
To Decrease ERP
St.CPLouis,
Mo.—
Requests
tokwKSD-TV
decrease
fromant.
16 kw
vis. above
to CP15
vis.,
changing
height
average terrain
to
552
ft.
License for CP
KG2XDU
Emporium, authorized
Pa.— Requests
license
for
new
experimentalCPTV which
station.
WARLcense for CP.
Arlington,
Va — Requests
liwhich
authorized
changes
in trans, and studio locations.
Modification of CP
WFSIas Lakeland,
Requests
mod.
CP,
reinstated, Fla.—
which
authorized
new
station,non-commercial
to change trans,educational
and ant. FM
Extend Completion Date
KPPOCP, Pasadena,
Calif.extension
— Requestsof
mod.
asdate.mod., for
completion
WCAR-AM-FM
Pontiac, Mich.— ReCP, as mod.,
station,questswhichmod.authorized
new forFM FMstation,
for extension
of forcompletion
date;which
requests
mod.
CP,
AM
station,
authorized installation of new ant. and

MAY 2 THROUGH MAY 8
CP-construction permit ant.-antenna cond.-conditional
DA-directional antenna D-day LS-Iocal sunset
ERP-effective radiated power N-night mod.-modification
STL-studio-transmitter link aur.-aural trans.-transmitter
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual unl.-unlimited hours
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
SSA-special service authorization
Grants authorizing new stations and transfers, accompanied by a
roundup of new station and transfer applications, begin on page 103.
WKRG increase
Mobile, Ala.—
Granted power;
license
WBIB
New Haven,
Conn.— relinquishRETURN- covering
in nighttime
EDmenrequest
voluntary
t of controlforfrom
The Church
Court 710
kc,
1
kw-LS,
500
w-N,
DA-N,
unl.;
Co. to Meyer
Samuel Botwinik,
Louis
winik,
Botwinik,
NormanBot-I. cond. Extend Completion Date
Botwinik and J.William
Horowitz.
Ala.— Granted mod.
ofandWHBS
CPcompletion
forHuntsville,
extension
dates oftocommencement
2 months and
May 5 Decisions
6 KFYO
months,
respectively;
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
Lubbock,
Texas —cond.
Granted
By Chmn. Paul A. Walker
CP to extend
commencement
and mod.
comChief, petition
FCC Broadcast
tipletion
vely; condates
d. 2 and 6 months respecGranted
to correct Bureau
transcript—
WJJL
Niagara
Falls,
N.
Y.—
Granted
of oral argument
in proceeding
reComap- mod. CP for extension of completion
ons of Tribune
Publishing
to 10-30-52.
pany,plicatiTacoma,
Wash.,
and KBRO
WINZ
Hollywood
Miami, ofFla.—
Bremerton,
Wash.,
to isindicate
that date
Granted
mod.
CP8-1-52;
for -extension
comKTNT
Tacoma,
Wash.,
still
engaged
in transit radio.
p
l
e
t
i
o
n
d
a
t
e
to
cond.
KJNO
Juneau,
Alaska
—
Granted
mod.to
CP
for
extension
of
completion
date
By Comr. Edward M. Webster
7-15-52.
KTBStion for Shreveport,
La.— Granted
peti-of KLOK San Jose, Calif. — Granted mod.
dismissal
without
prejudice
CP
for
extension
of
completion
date
to
itsWIVY
application
for mod. CP.
cond.
Jacksonville,
Fla. —prejudice
Granted 7-31-52;
petition
for
dismissal
without
KISS
San
Antonio,
Tex.—
Granted
of its application.
extension Blue
of completion
dateGranted
to 7-1-52.
Island, 111.—
exWEDR
Fairfield, without
Ala.— Granted
tion for dismissal
prejudicepeti-of WRBI
tension of completion
dateFla.—
to 7-25-52.
itsCharles
application.
WORZ-FM
Orlando,
Granted
D.
McNamee
and
Frances
extension of completion date to 6-30-62.
NEST TAPE RECORDING
Frierson request
McNamee,for Newdismissal
Orleans,of La.—
Granted
their May 6 Applications . . .
application
for
CP
for
new
AM
station.
WVOW
Logan, for
W. Va.—
Grantedwithout
petiACCEPTED FOR FILING
tion of WVOW
dismissal
WFAI
To Change Location
prejudice of its application.
WSID
Essex,
Md. — Requests
mod.fromliKJEF
Jennings,
La.
—
On
Commisc
e
n
s
e
t
o
change
location
Fayettsvilla, N. C.
sion's
own
motion,
application
of
JenMd.,
and109station
maintain
additional
ningsdocket.
BroadcastingDismissed
Co. removedas moot
from Essex,
main
studio
at
W.
Baltimore
St.,
hearing
petition
and amended petition of KJEF Baltimore, Md.
for severance.
Site Approval
KBRZ Freeport,
Tex.—newRequests
mod.
May 6 Decisions . . .
CP,
authorized
AM station,
for which
approval
of 523,trans,
location
on
By FCC Granted
BROADCAST
State
Route
No.
two
miles
north
LicenseBUREAU
of Freeport, Tex.
KCLVcense forClovis,
Mex.— Granted
Extend Completion Date
new AMN. station:
1240 kc, 250liWDMJCP, Marquette,
Mich. —authorized
Requests
w, unl.
mod.
as mod.,power
which
frequency
change,
increase
andof
change
trans,
location,
for
extension
MIKE REPAIRS
completion date.
License
Renewal
Offered by Texas Firm
Following stations request renewal of
NEW SERVICE, devoted to micro- license:
KALB Alexandria, La.; KSMU-FM
phone design and repair, has been
announced by the Audio Acoustic
Only Magnecorder offers all the flex
Equipment Co., Arlington, Tex.
Walter F. Turner, owner, said his
ibility, high fidelity and features yoi
SERVICE DIRECTORY
require — at a price you want to pay! I firm hopes soon to expand to nation-wide service.
FITS EVERY PURPOSE — EVERY PURSE!
Mr. Turner, whose experience
includes ten years with the Texas
COMMERCIAL RADIO
flM PORTABLE - IIGHTWEIGHT
State Network and KRLD Dallas
Custom-Built Equipment
MONITORING COMPANY
BW 11 Amplifier in the other. Easy
and three years as Graybar- WestPRECISION
FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
U. S. RECORDING CO.
ern Electric broadcast representaEngineer on duty all night every night
1121
Vermont
Ave.,
Wash.
5,
D.
C.
QUICKLY
RACK
MOUNTED
tive for Texas,
said include
his firm's
Units canoperation
be combined
JACKSON 5302
laboratory
instruments
the
Sterling 3626
studio
of portablefor
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
Western Electric-Bell Telephone
Laboratories 640AA condenser miCONSOLE OR CONSOLETTE
crophone and test equipment by
Operationbining available
com' VACANCY
RCA.
units in rich byMagne• TOWERS •
AM • FM • TV •
DIVIDEND of 10(t per share has been
YOUR beFIRM'S
in thisreaders
"vacancy"
for new catalog —
will
seen andNAME
by 15,500
voted by the directors of WJR De- TOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
tion owners
managers,
chief— staenters ofroitrecord
to be paidat June
4
to
share
holdgineers and technician* — applicants
the close of business
6100
N.
E.
Colombia
Wvd.
for
AM,
FM,
Television
and
facsimile
facilities.
May 15. Announcement was made
11, Oregon
by John F. Patt, president.
BROADCASTING
• Telecast
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CONSULTING

RADIO

&

TELEVISION

ENGINEERS

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. ADams 2414
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE*

—Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. 3. MO. 3-3080
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE'

GEORGE C. DAVIS
501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE '

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
International bldg. oi. 1319
washington, d. c.
p. o. box 7037 jackson 5302
kansas city, mo.

A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE '

There is no substitute for experience
GILLETT & BERGQUIST
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG. NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C
Member AFCCE '

MclNTOSH & INGLIS
1216 WYATT BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Metropolitan 4477
Member AFCCE'

RUSSELL P. MAY
1422 F St., N. W. Kellogg Bldg.
Washington, D. C. REpublic 3984
Member AFCCE'

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas Seattle, Wash.
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. 4742 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE '

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE '

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenro
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261
Member AFCCE'

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE'

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE'

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
AR 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.
Republic 6646
Washington 7, D. C.

LYNNE C. SMEBY
"Registered Professional Engineer"
1311 G St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Consulting Radio Engineers
Electronics-Communications
1833Executive
M St, 1230
N. W.,— Executive
Wash. 6. 5S51
D. C.
(Nights-holidays, Lockwood 5-1119)
Member AFCCE'

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TVFCC BROADCAST
ALLOCATION,
& FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3738 Kanawha St., N.W., Wash., D. C.
Phone ORdway 8071
Box 2468PhoneBirmingham,
6-2924 Ala.

ROBERT L HAMMETT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
230 BANKERS INVESTMENT BLDG.
SAN FRANCISCO 2, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER
815 E. 83rd St. Hiland 7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

GRANT R. WRATHALL

RAYMOND M. WILMOTTE
1469 Church Street, N. W. DEcatur 1231
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE '

BERNARD ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
5010 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif. NOrmandy 2-6715

Vandivere,
Cohen & Wearn
Consulting Electronic Engineers
612 Evans Bldg. NA. 2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

:o mount FM ant. on top of AM tower,
'orKRON-FM
extension ofSancompletion
date.
Francisco—
Requests
License Renewal
I!!aew
nod. FMCP,station,
as mod.,
which authorized
Following
stations request renewal of
for
extension
of com- license
:
! oletion date.
KRNO San Bernardino, Calif.; WEDC
KWPC-FM
Muscatine,
Iowa
— ReChicago;
WWCA
Gary, Ruston,
Ind.; KSLO
queststhorizmod.ed new CP.
as
mod.,
which
auLa.;
FM station for extension Opelousas, La.; KRUS
Shreveport,
La.;Starkville,
WHSY Hatties•IDf WVOW-FM
completion Logan,
date. W. Va.— Requests KTBS
burg,
Miss.;
WSSO
North
nod. CP, which authorized new FM WAZF Yazoo City, Miss.; KODY Miss.;
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

arranged
for City
San Appointments
Francitco
Salt LakePhoenix
Lot
AngeUt Seattle
Portland
Box 260 APTOS— 3352
Member AFCCE*
HARRY R. LUBCKE
CONSULTING TELEVISION ENGINEER
Television Engineering Since 1929
2443 CRESTON WAY HO 9-3266
HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA
Platte,
Neb., Ohio;
WPNF WENK
Brevard,
C;
WLOK Lima,
UnionN.City,
Tenn.; WKLV Blackston, Va.; WKJGFM Fort
Wayne,
Ind.;(FM)
WTJS-FM
son, Tenn.;
WFUV
New JackYork,
and WCBS-TV
New York.
TENDERED
FOR
FILING
AM— 1230 kc
WSOO questsSault
Ste. Marie,
Mich.— Relicense
time powermod.from
100tow increase
to 250 w.night-

Member AFCCE'
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
WCNH Quincy,
Fla. — RETURNED
for acquisition
of control ap-by
Andrew B.plication Letson.
Interstate Bcstg. Co., Greensboro,
N.AM C .station
— RETURNED
on 920 application
kc with 1 forkw newD,
contingent on grant of WBBB.
(Continued on page 103)
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted 20tf per word — $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 2$4 per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 30^ per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting • Telecasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing. All transcriptions, photos, etc. sent
to box numbers
sent ator owner's
sibility for their arecustody
return. risk. Broabcastinq • Telecasting expressly repudiates any liability or responHelp Wanted
Managerial
Manager for station,
exceptionally
strong,
small-market
southMustcentral,
who
is not afraid
of work.
have
had
actual
managerial
experience
and
sales inrecord.
toa good
mix well
luncheonMustclubshaveand ability
other
important
contacts. Salary
profitsharing.terestOpportunity
to buyandandsmall
in-to
after intrialotherperiod
alsoTell
join
owners
businesses.
us all about yourself in first letter and
include small
replies in confidence. Boxphoto.
128P, All
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Salesmen
Salesman. Good opportunity in Illinois
for
hard-hitting
salesman. Liberal
drawing
Send
to against
Box 924M,commissions.
BROADCASTING
.details
TELECASTINGWanted
immediately. field.
Engineer
sales in30 and
broadcasting
MustSomeforbe
under
possess sales ability.
travellent
— Chicago
and
vicinity.
Excelopportunity
with BROADCASTING
well established
company.
Box 40P,
. TELECASTING.
Salesman:dustriReal
opportunity
ous time salesman.
Liberalfordrawinagainstket overcommissions.
1 kw with
mar300,000
population
inyouNorth
Carolina.
If
you
can
sell,
can
earn $6000.00 first
and more
year.recent
Full
information
letterperwith
photo.pliesNoconfidential.
hot shotsBoxplease.
All
44P BROAD-reCASTING •TELECASTING.
Wanted.man. Small
Experienced
radio south,
time salesmarket,salarydeep
guaranteed minimum
on commission
basis. ter.
StateBox full
particulars
in first let-.
97P,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Excellent
for experienced
salesman
inopportunity
small
market
in southwest.
Will onepay station
liberal
plus
good commission.
Even salary
better
opportunitynouncingif, no shift.
man can
doopening
some anAlso
for
combination
first
class
announcer,
good
pay.
forty
hours.
Only
experienced
reliable ences,
mencomplete
needbackground,
apply. Giveandreferpicture first letter.
Box 125P, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Time market.
salesman. KFRO,
Salary Longview,
plus commission.
Good
Texas.
Wanta go west? KMON, 5000 watt
ABC-MBS, Great
has
immediate
openingFalls,for Montana,
experienced
advertising
salesman.
Commissiondraw.
Write
full
details
first
letter
and
photo attention Salesmanager.
Wanted:
man to opportunity
break into radio sales.Young
Remarkable
for
advancement
ifbeyoucapable
have ofa radio
background.
Must
selling
new
accounts and andkeeping
old ones. Salary,
commission
car allowance.
WCOJ,
Coatesville, Penna.
Announcers
Experienced
announcer
for particulars,
25,000 watt
Nebraska record,
station.board
Send experience
full
audition
and
salary
requirement,
first
letter.
Box
926M,
ING. BROADCASTING . TELECASTExperiencedenty-fiveannouncer-engineer.
start. Upper midwest. SevBox
26P,
ING. BROADCASTING . TELECASTWanted, announcer
from
Texas or
southwest
Texas
station.
deep
voice, by
news
specialist.
Send Prefer
discs,
all details
first letter.
College
radio
graduates
will discs
be accepted.
Applications without
not accepted.
Box
45P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer-engineer with first class
ticket.encedStarting
pay $75 independent.
for experiman. Pennsylvania
Box
66P, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
C ombination
announcer
wanted
by Florida
major- engineer
network
regional phasifulltime
station.but Special
ems
o
n
announcing
must hold
first class license. All applications
confidential.
Box
76P,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Experienced, topnotch sportscaster for
progressive
station.
Send audipicture,midwest
salaryBROADCASTING
requirements
first•
letter.tion,Box
92P,
TELECASTING.
Progressive
250 wattTV Pennsylvania
Mutual affiliate
application
needs
versatile
staffwithannouncer.
Experience
preferred
but
not
essential
if
announcing quality is high. Send disc or tape,
photo, qualifications.
salary requirements. Box 96F,State
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Combination
with first
classBoxlicense for centralmanMichigan
station.
104P,
ING. BROADCASTING . TELECASTWanted:
Announcerforsales-service
Good opportunity
right Write
man. man.
$200
month
start. Carolina.
Box
114P,
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING.
Immediately— Combination first ticket,
good tras,
voice,
$285 station.
per month start,
exprogressive
of trout
fishing and
elk hunting Heart
wonderland.
Air mail
disc, photo. KPRK, Livingston, Montana.
Combo
man
for 250to watt
good
voice.
Chances
learnstation,
unlimited.
Send
qualifications,
history,
audition
to KSYC, Yreka, California.
Adding combination
man
topermanency
staff. Announcing abilitiesSend
and audition
most
and
details important.
WBUT, Butler,
Penna.
Washington D. C. area independent has
immediate nouncer.
openingfriendly,
for intelligent
anmature voice
. . . man
whoWantwhohas
had experience
small
market
wishes
to
move
up.in
State age, Send
experience,
references,
salary
desired.
tape
or
disc
WGAY,
Silver Spring, Maryland.
WGCM,
Gulfport, Mississippi,
announcer haswhoopencan
also ingdofor experienced
sports.
Wanted, experienced combination man
first phone. WHBS, Huntsville, Alabama.
announcer. WICY, Malone,
N.Experienced
Y.
Combination
announcer-engineer
for
network
station
in pleasant
central
Kentucky
city. 1stMust
top quality
voice and hold
classhave
license.
Better
than averageperienced,
salary
forman.
thoroughly
exenergetic
Immediate
opening.
Send
complete
information
and
tape
or
disc
if
possible.
Manager,
WLEX, Lexington, Kentucky.
Staff announcer wanted. Prefer man
with
independent
station experience.
Please
send photo
WPIC, Sharon,
Pa. and tape or disc.
Wanted:
One announcer
with orreplacewithout experience
fortosummer
ment.
June
1st,
September
1st.
WRCS, Ahoskie, N. C.
New
MBS
affiliate
in
Little
Falls,
N.
Y.
startingannouncers,
June has engineers.
opening forSendcombo
men,
full
particulars toandRobert
salary requirements
R.firstD. letter
1, Utica, N. Y. Earle, Box 455,
Technical
First class
engineer,
no announcing,
state
minimum
Box 52P,
BROADCASTING .salary.
TELECASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted —inChief
engineer
for 5 kweastern
AM
station
largeState
metropolitan
seaboard farea.
background,
qualind references.
If nowchange.
employedi,casttioantse atoreason
making
Top
salary
right.forTELECASTING.
man.
Box 89P,
BROADCASTING
Immediategineer,opening
class103P,
enmust have. for
car.firstBox
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
First class ticket holder. Will accept
beginner, but can pay combo man more
in thiswestexpanding
small
market midnewspaper-owned.
Box
109P, independent,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Opening transmitter operator with first
class license.
Permanent.
Texas.No Boxannouncing.
111P, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Wanted, noauncer forcombination
engineer-ana 250salary
watt 70southern
tion. Starting
dollars staper
week.ING • TELECASTING.
Write Box 131P, BROADCASTFirst
class Network
engineer.station.
Experience
not
necessary.
Box 139P,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Engineer needed immediately, $1.25 per
hour.
40 hour, guarantee
timeBoxand 143P,
half
for
overtime.
Remotes.
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Chief engineer.
area. PerExcellentPittsburgh
opportunity.
pletetransmitter.
W.manent.
E. installation.
506-B-2Com10kw
FM
25-B
console.
All
monitoring
equipment.
Also model
708
REL receivers.
Box
146P,
BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Immediategineer.opening
1st phone apenGoodconsidered.
pay. for
Inexperienced
plicants
250 watt
ABC station.
Send
background
and
reference
information with first letter to KBIX,
Muskogee, Oklahoma.
Wanted:
An engineer
kw daytimer.
Bud Crawford,
KCNI,at Broken
Bow,
Nebr.
Operator,
first
class
license,
bachelor
apartment
free.SiouxStation
TV applicant. KCOM,
City, isIowa.
Engineer
with announcing.
first phone license.
Willing to learn
No experiansas. ence necessary, KENA, Mena, ArkEngineer.
Excellent city.
working
conditions in a university
If desired,
work schedule
arranged
toForks,
attendNorth
university.
KNOX,
Grand
Dakota.
Immediategineer whoopening
for for
good permanent
chief enemployment isandreadyexcellent
working
conditions. fidential.
All Contactcorrespondence
conGeneral Manager,
KSLO, Opelousas, Louisiana.
Wanted
— Engineer,
first phone,
dependable.
Opportunity
goodsober,
and
position
ville, Texas.permanent. KSTV, StephenWanted,encedambitious
engineer
expericonstruction and
maintenance
willing to portation
take furnished
responsibility.
Transfrom
west
Air mail details KULA, Honolulu, coast.
T. H.
Good
experienced
announcertape,withrecord
first
class
ticket.
Send
audition
ofreferences
experience,
businessHot andSprings,
character
to
KWFC,
National Park, Arkansas.
Combination
engineer
announcer.
Salary
commensurate
with ability.
WBHF, Cartersville,
Georgia.
Engineer, necessary,
first phone,
experience
untransmitter at studio, WCED,
DuBois, Pennsylvania.
Studio encetransmitter
engineer, affiliate.
experiunnecessary,
network
Phone
WCEM,
Cambridge
1580. Cambridge, Maryland,

Help Wanted
(Cont'd) Stai
First phone.
No announcing.
$250.00 Ottawa,
per month
WCMY,
Illinois.plus overtime
Wanted: Transmitter operator. $65.0
for
40references
hour week.
Send Kelley,
qualification
and
to Paul
WCSI
Columbus,
Indiana.
Immediate
for firstN. class
ator, WEAV,opening
Plattsburg,
Y. operEngineer—
Chicago
area.
No
experience
necessary, fulltime, days, immediate
opening. WEAW, Evanston, Illinois.
Engineersary. Goodwanted.
No experience
necesright man. pay.
Apply Great
WFLB,opportunity
Fayetteville,foi
North
Carolina.
All
applications
answered.
Operator,
first
phone.
No
experience,
1885. duties.
Light
days, 44 hours.
$217.
WFMW, 6Madisonville,
Ky., Start
PH.
Wanted—
First
class
engineer,
$200
month. Contact Chief Engineer, WHAL,
Shelbyville, Tenn.
Position
open
WHDLFM. 1st for
classengineer
license Starting
needed.atwage
No experience
necessary.
for
40
hours.
Must
have
car.
Olean,$50
New York.
Want first
engineer.
Evening
Kentucky.
, WIEL,
shift.
Contactclass
Elizabethtown,
Immediately; experienced combination
man. Aircel enwork
important.Contact
SalaryManexnd recording.
ager, WITZ,t. SeJasper,
Indiana.
Production-Programming, Others
Desire
male copywriter
ideas.
Some
announcing.
Submitwithsamples.
Texas.
Box 23P, BROADCASTING
•
TELECASTING.
Immediaterector,opening
for
continuity
dicharge of department.
Must
be topfulltoadministrator
as well as
top
writer,
qualify
asmidwest
department
head
in
this
hard
hitting
kw
operation. Send complete info to 5Box
ING.
50P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTWantedsires— Illinois
network
copywriter133P,
withBROADCASTING
ideas,station
male de-or
female.
Box
. TELECASTING.
Wanted—
chief.clients.
Experienced
writing
forContinuity
all types
Send
letter with
full
details,of copy
samples,
salaryful requirements.
Moderate,
healthclimate.
Program
Director,
KCSJ,
Pueblo, Colorado.
Immediate opening for male or female
someto experience.
mail
N.copywriter,
C. data
complete
WHIT, NewAir Bern,
Wanted: Experienced girl copywriter
for continuity
andeastern
promotion
department of 50portunity kw
station.
Opfor advancement.
Send
full
details
of
experience
and
photo
WWVA, Wheeling, West Virginia. to
Television
Announcen
Announcer-MC
for Detailed
nation's experience
first 50,000
watt
TV
station.
and photo
letter.
age
bracket
28-35.first
Station
locatedPrefer
midwest.
Box
142P,
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
General or commercial manager. ExWest or south-.
west. Box perienced.
43P, Capable.
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
General
manager:
16
years
all phases. Exceptionally strongexperience
in sales
and administration.
Experience
in multiple
station
market.
Superior
news
air personality, creative program and
and
promotional
Excellent civic
fairs working
record.record.
Topinterest
references.
Wouldaf-to
consider
or
chance
buy
in. Prefer southwest.
Box 91P,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Successful, local sales minded manager
desireswattchange
to biggerIf market
kilodaytimeeven,
station.
youthisare32orlosing
orold breaking
contact
year
experienced
local
station
manager
and start making money. Reply Box
ING.
99P, BROADCASTING . TELECAST-

Situations
present
ManagerWanted
desires (Cont'd)
change. BA
Degreeence.inExcellent
Radio.references.
Four years
PreferexperiAMTV operations.
Box
100P,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Seventeen
years successful
radio
stationinmanagement
experience.
Excellent
record
salesof and
thoroughly
versed
into become
all phases
AM
radio.
Would
like
with Inan addition
aggressive
radio
stationaffiliated
ofexperience,
any size.
management
have createdto
many esales-producing
Refernces if required.
Box features.
127P, BROADCASTING •TELECASTING.
Manager
samebetter
stationopportunity.
12 years, desires
change for
Box
130P, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Assistant
stationstation
manageroperations,
— experienced
many phases
particularly
engineering.
Interested
solid
.organization
with
future.
Currently
employedCASnortheast.
Box
134P,
BROADTING •TELECASTING.
Commercial
orexperience
general manager
availabman,
le. 10 years
salescommercial
managerradio
and asnetwork
general
manager
in
independent
and
operations. Extra strong on sales and
profits. sults.
Best references.
Guaranteeinterresober. Bellamy,
Personal
view. O.Family,
R.Ohio,"Jim"
Bloomville,
Phone 116F14.R. 1,
CP your
holders!
Station
owners!
Don't
lose
license.
Employ
a manager
with
executive
abilityproven
to organize,
buildandand technical
operate
your station.
25 yearssalary.
broadcast
experience. tReasonable
Personal
erview. T. L. Kidd,
440
Indiana,inWichita, Kansas.
.
Salesmen
Salesman-announcer.
Details
by
return
mail
with audition.
Box 82P, BROADCASTING
♦ TELECASTING.
Experienced
salesman-announcer.
Good
sales record. Hold first phone license.
Box 88P, BROADCASTING . TELE- CASTING^.
Attention station
managers
and owners
:
Salesman,
six years
experience,
plenty
ideas
for
good
accounts,
also
3
years
under
class radio alltelephone
Relief first
announcing,
types. ticket.
Desire
southern or'market.
Prefer
Mississippi,
Alabama
Texas.
Anything
over 25,000
population.
All
inquiries
promptly
acknowledged.
Box 98P, BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Announcers
Announcer-actor,
trained
all phasesuponof
radio.
WillBoxtravel.
Tape, picture
request.
86P, BROADCASTING
•
TELECASTING.
Experienced announcer top newscaster,
disc
all
play-by-play.
Startedjockey,
staff, References
now sports
program
sportsthem-director.
speakrequest.
for
selves.
Tat>e,
details
upon
ried. Box 101P, BROADCASTINGMar- •
TELECASTING.
Newscaster-announcer,
deep
college background,
threeBROADCASTING
yearsvoice,
in radio
all phases.
Box 106P,
. TELECASTING. .
Announcer, four years experience staff,
sports,tion,special
events.
educavet, would
like TVCollege
or AMSW
withor
television
possibilities.
Prefer
west
coast.
Box
107P,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Well known metropolitan disc jockey
with proven
style andinclude
personality. WriteHooper,
for brochure,
salary. TELECASTING.
top. Box 108P, BROADCASTING
Disc-jock,
announcer
with firstNo phone,
experienced,
ex-serviceman.
draft
worries.
Available
immediately.
Box
116P,
BROADCASTING
ING. . TELECASTAnnouncer,
newsboard.
and Tape
semi-classics.
Married.
Operate
available.
Box
. TELECA119P,
STBROADCASTING
ING.
Staff
announcer
—
two
years
experience,
news DJ,
remotes,
sales, board
tion.
Employed.andPrefers
upper operamidwest. College
school.
Disc
available.
Box 122P, radio
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Experienced,
result-getting
announcer
with deep,veteran,
mature
College
grad,
married,
31.voice.
Box 126P,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Announcer
—
Five
years
experience
all
phases
including baseball.
Deep voice.
Phone Washington,
D. C. Atlantic
4062.
Bill Travis, 411 B St., N. E.
Staff. able.
Available summer
months.
Radio Capmajor. Board.Experienced.
Box 141P,College.
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Idea girlandcanselling.
please Create
your accounts.
Air
work
shows disc
and
promotions.
Interested
after-hours
show. Thoroughly
experienced all.
phases.
140P,STI
BROADCASTING
TELBox
ECA
NG.
Woman
wantsweekly
"beforesponsored
mike" position.
Half-hour
jockey
show one
year.
Modulated,
voice.
Wrote
commercials
five31,relaxing
months.
Refined,
versatile,
degree,
single,
conscientious.
high
pressurepotential!
tactics Uninterested
or Box
hungry
characters.
Terrific
147
P,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Announcer-engineer,
married,
draft exempt. Experienced,
assume
responsibilities.able
AvailabletoMichael
immediately.
Audition
disc
available.
Benson, 1230 Hancock, Brooklyn, New York.
Announcer-engineer,
5 years.
vet,
$80. Joe Nearns,
KDRS,Married,
Paragould.23.Ark.
1st classcense.announcer
with
1st classlargeliNow
making
$80
weekly,
southeastern
job Rerjly
in southUS. Makecity.me Want
an offer.
Box
138P, westBROADCASTING
• TELECASTING^
Technical
I have a second phone and also a class
(A) Ham
license.
Will workclassin broadcastobtaining
station
forfirstsecond
wages
while
phone. Preferably
Mo.
or
Ark.
Will
consider
anywhere.
Have had spondence
radio
college
and
correcourses, lots
ence.Box Reasonable
wagesamateur
while experilearn-.
ing.
30P,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Engineer/chief
engineer,(installation,
16 years broad-dicasting
experience
rectional
arrays, television)
desires
responsible
position
with
progressive
station. ECA
Box 78P,STI
BROADCASTING
TEL
NG. .
Chief engineer,
12 years radio
Available
immediately.
Box field.
80P,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Chief
engineer
now
employed
chief
5
kw ingDAand experience
station desires
change.giveTrain(25
years)
efficient skillful technical
or new
construction.
Initiative,operation
dependability
take full responsibility
engineering
department
progressive
TV
minded
station, write Box
81P, BROADCASTING
. TELE
CAST
ING.
Chief tion,engineer,
experienced
UHF,casting.
AM, Permanent
FM.
All phasesconstrucbroadPhila., Chicago,
June. position.
ImmediateTravel
trip
ifINGnecessary.
Box
94P,
BROADCAST. TELECASTING.
1st class phone
license.
2V2 Box
years 129P,
experience. Vet. State
salary.
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Engineer rector,
— formerly
chief,
technical
diassistant
station
manager,chief
interested
returning
to
engineering,
or staff good
organization.
Fiveantenna.
years
medium
power
directional
Box 135P,ST
BROADCASTING
CA
ING.• TELEEngineer,
2V2
years
experience.
Some
TV. No announcing.
preferred.
Permanent.
Box 137P,South
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Production-Programming, others
Copywriter, experienced, single, draft
exempt.tion in northeast.
Looking for Noprogressive
staannouncing.
Box
46P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTINGS
Farm service
also
staff refanDdirector,
raft exempt,
excellent
erencenso,uncBionxg.84P,
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING.
Creative programming,
or TV.
Extensive
background.radio
Outstanding
reputation.
Major affiliations.
33, married, youngster.
Interested program
director, utidevelopment,
production exec- .
ve. Box 87P, BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Experienced TV director, producer,
writer. AMerences. Stateexperience.
salary firstMarried.
letter. RefBox
ING.
90P, BROADCASTING • TELECASTNews editor,veloping,presently
employed.
Dewriting program
specialty.
Commentaries,
localideas
newsa
stories,
features,
documentaries.
Good
voice. Top references.
Box 95P,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Newsman, thoroughly experienced local
coverage,
with vetstatioeran.
n in farTop wants
west. employment
Young, married,
employer,references
wire service from
and present
others. Box
102P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Team — Husband DJ or staffman, thoroughly experienced
all phases.
Girl
Friday,
continuity.
Box Wife123P,—
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Program
director,
DJ, talents
adaptable
TV. Versatile.
19 years
experience.
Now
employed.cellentPrefer,
midwest
or west.
Exreferences.
Wife
also
available
freelance
writing and air work.
Box
INGS
124P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTGive
programming
the
woman'sditouch. your
position
woman's
reDesire
ctor or job with
future.as136P,
Experienced.
Prefer
Box
BROADCASTINGmidwest.
• TELECASTING.
Program-sports director. Six years all
phases. Excellent
Security-permanency required.voice.
Family. Midwest.
BoxCollege
145P, graduate.
BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Television
Announcers
SRT station.
graduate Knowledge
seeking position
in small
TV
some film. Photo on. TELECASTING.
request.TV Boxservice,
132P,
BROADCASTING
Technical
TV maintenance. 4 years maintenance
experience
transmitter
and studio.
sire eastern VHF.
locationReliable,
potential
UHF De-or
established
responsible.
Good
engineering
background.
1st
license. BoxCAST
144P, BROADCASTING
TELE
ING. class.

For Sale (Cont'd)
SlightlyRCAusedTA5Cbutstabilizing
in good amplifiers.
condition,
three
One DuMont
type 5105-A
ceiver. Nice discount
on anymonitor
or all re-of
above.
Contact Tennessee.
Chief Engineer, WSMTV, Nashville,
1-300' heavy duty, 1-300' extra heavy
duty,
1-600'
heavy
tubularnew,steel,of
guyed
TV.immediate
Phillipsduty
towers,
course,
prices. Houston
Radio delivery,
Supply Co.,special
Inc.,
Clay at LaBranch, Houston, Texas.
For sale: Hammond Novachord crated
for shipping.
Good condition,
able. Write
Yellowstone
ParkreasonCompany,
Yellowstone
Wanted Park,
to BuyWyoming.
Stations
Interested in buying bankrupt, run
down,
or sick confidential,
radio station.noAll broker.
letters
considered,
Box
39P, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Wanted toeastern
buy:station.
Interest
in small
Box south113P,
BROADCASTING
•Write
TELECASTING.
Equipment, etc.
Wanted—
Quarter
and one kw FM
broadcast
transmitters,
FM monitor receivers, fixed-frequency
used or new.
Box
17P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Transmission line, 1% inch. Advise
quantity
Orangeburg,andS. price
C. wanted. WTND,
Miscellaneous
FCC
first-phone
in 6 weeks.courses
Both
residence
andGrantham
correspondence
available.
Radio
License
School,
California.706 North Wilcox, Hollywood,

New torYork
movie picture
operadesireslicense
jobm.m.television
ExBox 148P,studio.
BROADC A STING perienc•e 16-35TELECASTING.
Production-Programming , others
TV weathermanavailable
— topnotchonetelevision
weatherman,
notice.
Goodanywhere.
salesman. Box
Best- month
offer
considered
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.983M,
Film
editor wants
with TVposition
production-agency
experience
TV station, film studio
or agencywiththat
man
with
this
background.
Box needs
121P,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Help Wanted
For Sale
Managerial
The best in complete tower sales and
service
bycompany.
the south's
largest
tower
erection
Will
sell
or
buy
your usedA.A.A.
towers,Tower
erect orCompany,
service your
towers.
Inc.,
ommerciat
f V lana^er
Box
898, Greenville,
N. C.
Stations
HJanted/
250 watt fulltime station in Pacific
northwest.Operated
Only station in for
isolated
market.
One of(withradio's
most
successful
regional net
TV opportunity
application
years. Owner wants profitably
to return to two
the stations
toPending)
the rightoffersman.a
east. $25,000. TELECASTING.
cash. Box 53P, BROAD- once-in-a-lifetime
CASTING
Amansubstantial
profit-sharing
await a
familiar salary
with and
all phases
of commercial
Western
station. Asking
Independent.
Shouldbothhavelocalan and
outstanding
recordthe
Well
accepted.
$40,000.250 BoxW. asradioa selling.
ING.
salesman,
national,
85P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTability
to
handle
others,
highest
character
referthe desireHe formustpermanency
For
sale:in southeast.
Money making
nes entcoes,work.
have hadandfivea orwillingmore
affiliate
$35,000 250
cash.Mutual
Write
CASTING.
Box
115P, BROADCASTING . TELE- years' experience
as Commercialmetropolitan
Manager market,
or Ass
i
s
t
a
n
t
C
M
in
a
competitive
with annual earnings of $10,000 or more per year,
Westerniates.stations.
Independents,
affil- and
Priced& from
$15,000 to $750,000.
be capable
earning
more. Ourin billJack
Associates,
and ofhave
been, much
the
highest
this
Ave., L.LosStollAngeles
29, Calif.4958 Melrose multipleings sare,idestation
midwestern
market.
be conred for a personal
interview,
pleaseTo reply
in
giving full and complete information
Equipment,
etc. Brand confidence,
Complete
1
kw
Collins
package.
about
your
previous
experience,
salaries
earned
new 20V1 transmitter and all associated and
pertinent information. Attach snapgear including
two
withequipcon- ING. other
shot. Box I20P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTsole.stillTwo-200
foot turntables
towers.
All
ment
in
original
carton
purchased
during Available
the past ten
months. Write
for
listing.
immediately.
Box 83P,
Announcers
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Primary
frequency
standard
complete
with
scope
and
train
of
multivibrators
from
lOOkc toBROADCASTING
60 cycles in rack .cabinet.
* NEWSCASTER
CASTING.
Box
112P,
TELEr
Tnetwork
± iate in Midwestern
wanted
by TOPF
50,000 LIGH
watt
Radio
StationtheKCOH
market.
This salary
isaffil-an
announces
sale ofin Houston,
a Presto Texas,
model
excellent
opportunity
and
the
Y . . ting. disc
recorder
.
.
.
with
a
1C
cutis
right
for
the
right
man.
The
rightof
head, combined
with
turntable.
In
man
in thisbehind
case will
years
waist
high
cabinet.
Priced
at $512.00
experience
him.haveHe voice,
will but
not
when
new.
For
sale
at
$330.00.
For
necessarily
have
a
beautiful
information
address
correspondence
to
it will and
be authoritative.
He will be
Chief
Engineer,
Station
KCOH,
M.
&
M.
mature
make
a
good
appearance.
Building, Houston, Texas.
If you_disc,thinkphotoyouandfit full
this description,
send
Gates l-Mo-2830 model BF-250-A FM
BOX
10P, BROADCASTINGinformation.
• TELECASTING.
transmitter,
HP monitor
and antennacomplete.
Excellent
operating
condition.A.BestDeFilippo,
offer accepted.
Contact New
Albert
c/o
WAVZ,
Haven 10, Conn.
(Continued on next

the television outlet and its siste:
AM station, WDSU, continued lZVi
hours, starting at 11 p.m. one Satui
day and concluding 12:30 p.m. Sun
day. The drive was for the benefi
in public service
of United Cerebral Palsy Assn. o1
Greater New Orleans and nettec
$80,000 for the charity.
estimated 15,000 prints are to be telethon
TOTALnated toofthe $20,800
has
been
doDorothy All-nighl
Lamour
American Red Cross mailed to every state and to Chico Marx,starred
Rosemary
Clooney anc
Canada.
Flood Relief by NBC network
Sunny Skylar in addition to WDSL
* ■* *
listeners
the Ruth atLyons'
personalities and several disc
Emergency Appeal
Club, whichof originates
WLWT50
jockeys
from* other* local* stations,
(TV) Cincinnati five days weekly.
Red Cross apIn return for $1 donation, Miss WHEN pealedAmerican
for emergency quota to aid
WANTED
Pilot Dog Fund
Lyons sent 8x10 photograph. An rehabilitation of families along
Montana's flooded Milk and Mis- PILOT DOG Inc., Columbus, Ohio
souri
Rivers,
KMON
Great
Falls
For
Sale
announced that the first
TV ENGINEER}'
volunteered to raise the money. has
Capable
of taking
equipment
"out
fund-raising campaign of that orHurried
consultations
with
proofon the
box"
and
putting
a
picture
Equipment,
etc.
ganization which was conducted in
the air. Will give long contract,
gram and announcer staffs paved
Ohioexceeded
throughitsWBNS-TV
opportunity
of stock
the way. Within 24 hours, KMON central
Columbus
goal of
and will makefor himpurchase
an Officer
and
was on the air with a variety Red $6,000 by netting $6,527.44.
Director in Corporation.
NEW GATES EQUIPMENT
More
Cross Jamboree which lasted until than 2,550 individual contributions
midnight
Saturday
and
was
rePROGRAM
were
received
during
the
week-long
I— Model
GR-91 limited
mixer assembly
only
sumed intermittently Sunday with
Need for contributions was
Model GR-90
28CO
amplifier
the result that the emergency quota drive.
DIRECTOR
2—1—1— Model
carrying
cases only
driven home over 17 locally-prowas
oversubscribed.
In
all,
18
Model
GR-90-91
remote
programs.
Topnotch man with successful TV
2—3— Model
M 0-2694cueingprogram
amplifier
hours
toducedsend
theirViewers
donationswereto
background.portunities aWill
Model SA-22
sumed. of programming was con- asked
sstatedgive
abovesameto opthe
1— Model
SA-20 programamplifier
amplifier
their
favorite
WBNS-TV
person(Same as MO-2694)
Engineer.
ality.scribed
Seven their
of the
shows oversubDonates
Transmitters
2—I — Model
AM2
"Studio
B"
light
fixture
particular
quotas.
This is a first rate Midwest Market
Filter selector
WWVA Wheeling, W. Va., turned Non-profit group provides seeing1— Austin transformer
— No TV here now. Address reover
its
former
mobile
unit
—
a
100
2
—
Model
CB-10
console
transcription
turnplINGies •toTELECASTING.
Box 117P BROADCASTeye dogs to the needy blind at no
table with RMC type ULID head
w transmitter and one of 50 w — to cost.
All re* * *
I— Model S A -66 general purpose amplifier
the American Red Cross Disaster
plies will be answered.
2I—— ## AMI
AM3 "Studio
"control A"room"lightlightfixturefixture
Committee and the Ohk> County
WSIX
Aids Foundation
Situations Wanted
1—— SRA-10
* AM2 "Studio
B"amplifier
light fixture
Civil Defense Organization. Wil- WSIX Nashville and the ABC
2
recording
liam
E.
Rine,
managing
director
of
I— #GE-KH phono motor
Managerial
1— #B4-I40 patch panel
the station, presented them to of- show,teurTed
Mack'smore
Original
AmaCOMMERICAL MANAGER
Hour, raised
than $2,000
2— Overhead
feedinchscrew assembly (0-1) 112
ficials ofthe Wheeling-Ohio County
lines
per
Chapter of Red Cross. One unit for the Cordell Hull Foundation
Aggressive,
shirt-sleeve
CM
who
beI1—— #SA-800
panel
box
with
cover
lieves in hard work and making calls.
for
international
education
sSA-77 power supply
was
in Wheeling's
Red 12 amateur acts selected fromwhen
Successful
record metropolitan
as radio-TVmarket
sales
500
Cross installed
headquarters
while the other
24 —— Qts.
Gates grey
grey paint
manager leading
Pts.
Gates
paint
was used as a stand-by.
past
years.PresentSoundsalaryexperience.
auditionedshowby WSIX
put on which
a 451— SAI979-I0I power supply
Proventhree
record.
$11,000.
minute
in
Nashville
2—I— #M-I0l
#SA-70 preamplifier
Age 33.
Seeks permanent
positionTV
went over ABC. The foundation
Blood Type Obtained
with
metropolitan
radio and/or
I— ffSA-8 V-Umeterpanelpanel
station.
Box
105P,
BROADCASTING
.
LARRY HOMER, announcer for furthers Latin American student
I
—
Gates
playbackGatesarmarm
TELECASTING.
4— #MO-2964
WEEI Boston, aired a request one exchange with Nashville's Vander3098 end
end seal
day at 8 p.m. from the Union Hos- bilt U., Scarritt College and Pea?—I— #MO
SMO-3C96
seal
Employment Service
*
pital in nearby Lynn, Mass., for a body College*for *Teachers.
34—— SMO-3097
« MO -3071 junction
box
end
seal
special type of blood. At 11 p.m.,
EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
I— Feedinchscrew only (0-1) 256 lines per
the
hospital
phoned
to
say
that
it
Guide
Dog
Fund
had received 150 offers from WEEI
for competent managers, comI— Gates meter shorting switch
mercial managers, program
listeners willing to donate the KING Seattle, through spot ano
directors, chief engineers,
needed type of blood. Some of the
appealed forguidecontributions toobtainnouncements,
another
dog
ALL THE ABOVE LISTED MATERIAL
disc jockeys. Reliable, conficalls had come from as far away for a blind
IS NEW, NEVER
USED ONEQUIPMENT
dential, nation-wide service.
woman whose first
as
Bangor,
Me.
ALTHOUGH
HAS
BEEN
DISPLAY
Send for full information today.
*
*
*
canine
companion
was
killed
in
an
ON SALESROOM
FLOOR.PHONE,
FOR ADDIHoward's. Frazier
automobile accident April 9. A
TIONAL INFORMATION
WIRE
Basketball Tapes
TV728 Bond
d- RadioBldg.,Management
Consultants
OF
WRITE
HOUSTON
RADIO
SUPPLY
Washington 5, D. C.
CO., 1501 CLAY ST., HOUSTON. TEXAS.
WD AN Danville, 111., has added goal of $2,000 was set by Harry
another item to its growing list of Jordan, KING news director, and
program
Withpublic service features. The sta- Hal inDavis,
few days
KINGdirector.
had raised
tion shipped tape recordings of more a than
$4,000. Incidentally, the
Minnesota Network
state championship high school blind
name is Mrs. Melba
basketball games to the 130th In- King, woman's
who said she now refers
Money Maker
fantry Regiment, Danville segment to herself
as
Mrs.
K-I-N-G.
of the 44th Infantry Div., stationed
moo9ooo.oo
at
Camp
Cooke,
Calif.
* * *
Located in an area where TV will have little immediate effect, but
Feature of Week
with good allocations for TV development already assigned should
KFBI Aids Youth
(Continued from page 16)
buyer wish to enlarge facilities. Based on this investment and last
KFBIdio works
Wichita,
ra- and take-off were George Seyfferyear's
profit, buyercombined,
should expect
30% operation.
on his investment.
Studio
where Kan.,
other showed
media fail
and transmitter
giving about
low cost
This property
isterms.
priced right and will not be available long. Price $100,000.00 with
recently when broadcast appeals titz, Austrian vice consul in New
brought $800 donations to pay costs York, and his wife.
of special treatments for Jimmy
Nextrived inmorning,
the were
chickstransarAppraisals • Negotiations • Financing
Austria and
Essex, 18-year-old paralyzed youth,
ferred
by
truck
to
Vienna.
after a newspaper story with picBLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY
Second of three flights to comture brought only $100, according
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
pletetrianthe order
to George E. Wells, KFBI progovernmentplaced
left by
Maythe5. AusThe
WASHINGTON, D. C. CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO
* * *
gram director.
third flight is scheduled for May
James
W.
Blackburn
Ray
V.
Hamilton
Lester
M.
Smith
13. In addition, 7,000 chicks are
Washington Bldg.
Ail-Night Telethon
sent as a gift with the aid
Sterling 4341-2
TELETHON on WDSU-TV New being
of the Connecticut Poultry Assn.,
Orleans featuring staffers of both 4-H Clubs and WTIC.
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Help Wanted
(Cont'd) WHO
(TRONG
STAFF ANNOUNCER
KNOWS
FUTURE. MUSIC AND LOOKING FOR A
We
station in metropolitan market.
programming
heavy music-sports-news
with40
network
schedule.
Starting
$65alongforLarge
hours with extra
for
talent
andsalary—
overtime.
corporation
with
TV
application.
Send
disc
or
tape with details to Program Director.
BOX HOP. BROADCASTING . TELECASTING
Television
Technical

fCC roundup
New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications

box score

On Air
2,340
638
108

SUMMARY THROUGH MAY 8
Appls.Hearing
In
Licensed CPs Pending
2,328 87 327 221

AM
Stations
KM
Stations
TV Stations
(Also see Actions of the FCC, page 98.)

Docket Actions . . .
WLAC PURCHASE
FINAL DECISIONS
Application Filed
AM— 1460 kc
WBET Brockton,
Mass. —Publishing
FCC granted
IN ADDITION to a purchase price
application
of
Enterprise
Co.
for 50 kw WLAC
for
CP tokc,change
from 990 kc, 1 kw-D, of $1,250,000
toDecision
1460
Life & Casualty InsurMay 1 6.kw unl., DA-N; cond. Nashville,
ance Co. of Tennessee will pay 10%
AM— 960 kc
of the net profits after taxes over
WFTC Kinston,
N. C—Bcstg.
FCC granted
application
of from
Kinston
Co.
for $200,000 for 5 years to present
CP
to
change
1230
kc,
250
w
unl.,
owner,
J. Truman Ward. Details
tocond.960 Decision
kc, 5 kw-LS,
May 6. 1 kw-N, DA-N; were revealed in an application for
AM— 1400 kc
FCC approval filed last week.
Tacoma,
Wash.— FCC
granted Co.appliInsurance company is repurchascation ostation:
f Tribune
Publishing
for
ing the Nashville station (on 1510
new
AM
1400
kc,
250
w
unl.;
cond.
Estimated
construction
cost
$24,kc)
after 17 years from the man
900, first FMyearoperating
operatingcostcostand(combined
who bought it for $75,000 when it
existing
expected
AM
cost)
$138,692,
first
year
revenue
was
a 5 kw station on 1490 kc
(combined existing FM revenue and
21]. WLAC replaceexpected
AM revenue)
$180,000.
Appli- [B*T, mentApril
c
a
n
t
i
s
licensee
of
KTNT
(FM)
Tacoma
and
is publisher
of TacomaSimultaneously,
News-Tribune 685. value was estimated at $370,(evening
and
Sunday).
Terms of the sale also include a
FCC denied
application
Bremerton,
for
CP toof250KBRO
change
from
1490 kcdenied
to Wash.,
1400petitions
kc with
w unl.,
and life-time management contract for
FCC
of
KBRO
seeking
Mr.
Ward at $30,000 per year. Proto(Comr.
reopenHyderecord
in this
vision is made that if Mr. Ward
favored
grantproceeding.
application.)
Decision
May
5. of KBRO dies before the seventeenth year of
INITIAL DECISIONS
his contract, the insurance company
AM— 1230 kc
will continue its payments to his
Sparta,
111.
—
FCC
Hearing
Examiner
heirs
until the seventeenth year.
Leo Resnick
issued
initial
decision
looking towards
grant of application
of Total current assets of WLAC
Hirsch
Communication
Engineering
were
listed at $103,816.68, with
Corp.unl.;for cond.
new AMEstimated
station: construction
1230 kc, 250 cash assets
of $38,041.36. Total
wcost
$13,542.96,
first
year
operating
cost
current
were shown as
between
$30,000 andand$50,000.
$35,000,Principals
revenue $15,253.03.liabilities
Total assets of the inbetween
$40,000
inO. applicant
include
President
Robert
surance
company
was
indicated as
Hirsch
recentin graduate
M.I.T.
and (26.6%),
stockholder
KFMO FlatF.of $137,013,424.53.
River,
Mo.;
Vice
President
Geraldine
WLAC istablishedain 1925.
CBS affiliate, was esHirsch
in KFMO
and KFVS(6.6%),
Cape tarstockholder
Girardeau,
Mo.;
Secrey
T
r
e
a
s
u
r
e
r
O
s
c
a
r
C.
Hirsch
(40%),
Change
of
ownership will not
president
principal
stockholder
KFMO
andandand
KFVS,
licensee
ofminority
WKROin affect personnel, it was said. F. C.
Cairo,
111.,
director
and
Sowell
is
general
manager of the
stockholder
of KSIM (26.6%),
Sikeston,student
Mo., andat station.
James
F. Hirsch
Washington
U.,
St.
Louis,
Mo.,
and
stockholder
in KFMO.Resnick
Simultaneously,
Hearing Examiner
plication of Hawthorn
Bcstg.denied
Co. apfor
RCA Report
new
AM
station
on
1230
unl. Initial decision May kc5. with 250 w
(Continued from page 26)
AM— 920 kc
at the meeting — the largest
KGAR
GardenHughCity,B. Kan.—
FCC issued
Hear- elected
ing Examiner
Hutchison
RCA session ever, with almost 81%
initial
decision
looking
towards
grant
of
the
vote represented in person
ofto application
of 1050
Ark-Valley
Bcstg.
Co.
change
kc,
1 kwcond.
D, toEsti920 or by proxy — were: Walter A.
kc,
1 kwmatedD,from
500
w
N,
DA-N;
Buck,
John
Gano Dunn
construction
cost
$14,718.90,
first and Edward T.F. Cahill,
year operating
cost
$76,418.40,
revenue
McGrady. Arthur
$119,344.52.
Vice
president
and
general
manager
of KGARHearing
is Dale Examiner
E. Kern. Young & Co., New York, was again
Simultaneously,
to firm,serve
as RCA's
acHutchison
deniedCol.,applications
of (1) appointed counting
and the
resolution,
KLMR
Lamar,
for
CP
to
from
1340500 kc,
250DA-N,
w unl.,andto (2)920change
kc, 1 which would allow stockholders to
kw
D,
w
N,
KFNF
their total votes — based on
Shenandoah,
Iowa (now
operating
non- cast
DA
on share-time
basis
with1 kwKUSD
shares held, multiplied by number
Vermillion,
S. D., onpermission
920 kc,
D, of
directors to be elected — for a
500
w
N),
seeking
to
move
candidate, was thoroughly
from Shenandoah
cision May 7. to Lincoln, Neb. De- single
defeated.
Retirement
of Lewis MacConFCC Actions
nach, RCA secretary, after 37
(Continued from page 98)
years'
service
Gen. Sarnoff, whowas alsoannounced
commendedby
License Renewal
the officer for never having missed
WMCA
New
York—
Granted
renewal
of licensedenda tfor
regular period (FCC adMay 5). o April 30 decisions, B.T, aing.directors' or stockholders' meetBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

BMI Clinics Continue
(Continued from page 38)
to farmers.
"is screened and auditioned care"Farmers feel a close tie with
ful y to throw out even the great
the station who keeps him abreast classics which are short on melody
with the rest of the world. . . . and long on 'finger exercise.'
"Music . . . and more good music
Don't talk down to your rural auradio's 50onlyattended
salvation,"
he said.
dience. If you do, you won't have is About
the sessions,
Glenn Griswold, MAB president, with Paul Alger, NJBA president
ing.
presided. Schedule included a joint and vice president and general
manager, WSNJ Bridgeton, presidtalk terbyBrown,
Harryassistant
K. Renfro
and Fosmanager
and
SEATTLE, May 6
promotion
director
respectively,
one."
KXOX St. Louis, on promotion and
"Promotions can be profitable
public relations.
for radio stations — even in a small
COLUMBIA, S. C, May 6
station market — if they are planned
in mind."
Pat
John M. Rivers, SCBA president with a purpose
commercial
and proand general manager, WCSC O'Halloran,
motion manager,
KPQ Wenatchee,
Charleston,
said radio
todayofis com"the Wash., told Washington broadcheapest mass
medium
casters.
m
u
n
i
c
a
t
i
o
n
.
.
.
Let's
keep
our
"Many mediate
promotions
give pay
immessages believable, forceful and
dividends butdon'treally
off in good will and increasing your
Joe
Kirby,
general
manager,
truthful."
they will indiWKRS-AM-FM Waukegan, 111., audiencerectly— payinoff turn
talked on the value of local news, valuation," he insaid.dollars and cents
saying
station gaveHe local
MINNEAPOLIS, May 7
ies firsthisimportance.
said :stor"The people in our area with all
Four-point results come from
the metropolitan
papers
and netprogramming, acwork radio stations
to listen
to, public service
cording to C. D. Miller, director of
would just as soon hear about staff operations, WTCN Minneapolis, who addressed Minnesota
things in this
stateearth-shaking
that aren't
par-be
as totimes
broadcasters. They are: "(1)
told three ticularly
or four
hundred
establishes
the station as an inthat the peace negotiators in Korea
tegral part of community life; (2)
are still arguing with the Rus- sells service for the common good
of the community; (3) exposes
Dorsey Owings,
field represtation personnel to contact with
sentative, acted as BMI
chairman.
Other key
business men and potential
sians."were made by Robert R. Tin- listeners;
talks
and (4) establishes the
cher, vice president and general fact of station
leadership in tht
manager, WNAX Yankton, S. D.;
Frank ager,
Mclntyre,
production
manJohn Meagher, MBA president
KLIX Twin Falls, Idaho; community."
general manager, KYSM ManMackie Quave, chief announcer and and
kato,
presided at the meeting, with
production
WIS general
Colum- speakers
including most of the
bia, and Haledirector,
Bondurant,
Milwaukee
slate, Messrs. Squire,
manager, KFBI Wichita, Kan.
Slater,
Rich,
Smith, Haganah and
ATLANTIC CITY, MAY 6
Safford.
OKLAHOMA
CITY, May 7
"Light lections,
classics,
concert segreat vocalpoparrangements
Sam Schneider, farm editor,
and the best of instrumental soTulsa, speaking on "The
were suggested
New Jer-F. KVOO
seyloists"broadcasters
by toCharles
Farm Audience," said today's
Payne, commercial manager, KIXL farmer is the "greatest market for
Dallas. "We never compromise on theHegoods
industry."broadcasters
told ofOklahoma
quality
it must
the best,"
(Continued on page 10U)
he said, ...
adding
that beKIXL
music
Employment Agency
Employment Agency
First - Second
Phone
YOUR
APPLICATION
CAN BE- PROCESSED FOR
NEERS
ENGI
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS IN FORTY-TWO STATES.
ONE WEEK'S SALARY WHEN PLACED, THE ONLY
FEE.
WRITE:
d^roadcadt

anaaemenl

Serviced C^a

17 East 48th Street, New York 17, New York
PL 5-1127
Mai 12> !952
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OHIO Assn. of Radio and Television Broadcasters sessions and BMI Clinic CHARLESTON, W. Va. BMI Clinic April 29 included at speakers table:
May 2 at Columbus included these speakers and guests (I to r): Seated — (I to r): Seated — E. Finlay MacDonald, manager, CJCH Halifax, Nova Scotio
Carl E. George, general manager, WGAR Cleveland; Ed James, senior editor. Jack Knabb, president. Jack Knabb Adv., Rochester, N. Y.; Eric Lund, fan
Broadcasting • Telecasting; Harold Fellows, president, NARTB; Sydney director, WLVA Lynchburg, Va.; Lin Pattee, field representative, BMI; Mrs
Kaye, vice chairman of board and general counsel, BMI; Louis Oswald,
Chilton Chapman, Charleston Gazette; standing — Michael R. Hanna,
promotion director, WHK Cleveland; William Stubblefield, station relations Mary
general manager, WHCU Ithaca, N. Y.; Gordon Capps, vice president and:
director, NARTB; standing — Walberg Brown, vice president and general man- general manager, KSRV Ontario, Ore.; John Gelder, president, West Virginia
ager, WDOK Cleveland; Robert Tinchner, general manager, WNAX Yankton, Assn. of Broadcasters, and general manager, WCHS Charleston; Charles A.
S. D.; Hal Bumpus, news and sports director, KVOR Colorado Springs, Col.; Wall, vice president, BMI, and Joe L. Smith Jr., general manager, WJLS
Robert Fehlman, president, OARTB, and manager, WHBC Canton, Ohio; Gen.
Beckley, W. Va.
Carlton Dargush, counsel, OARTB; Lin Pattee, field representative, BMI;
and vice president and general
Robert Ferguson, vice president, OARTB, and executive vice president and programs to make more sales.
general manager, WTRF Bellaire, Ohio.
"Radio and TV can complement
WSYR-AM-FM-TV Syraeach other. Together they build manager,
cuse; Sam Carey, program service
manager,
WRVA Richmond, Va.;
greater
audience
for
both
mediBMI Clinics Continue
Seymour
Siegel,
director,M. WNYC
ums,"
Mr.
Phillips
said.
"We
-in
radio and television must continue New York, and Sydney
Kaye,
(Continued from page 103)
to
make
our
fare
more
attractive
vice
chairman
of
board and
much more than the audience be- if we are to make the most of general counsel, theBMI.
that
"service
is
the
basic
way
of
Other
reaching this farmer because a
. Let'sconfidence
not sell onthata the opportunity which is ours," he speakers, listed also at clinics
service broadcast hits him right audiencelongs to us.and . .that
above, were Messrs. Payne and
in the pocket book and helps him short market. . . ."
Goldman, general man- Hanna.
William Quarton, IBA president said.Simon
to make a living."
a
g
e
r
o
f
WJTN
Jamestown,
told
the
SAN ANTONIO, May 8-9
Allan Page, OBA president and and manager of WMT Cedar
to "be sure your staBob A. Roth Sr., commercial
general manager, KSWO Lawton, Rapids, presided. Other speakers broadcasters
tion
and
yourself
are
the
'big
Sanders, general manmanager, KONO San Antonio, said
presided. Ralph Wentworth, BMI were agerBen
of KICD Spencer, Iowa; Allan wheels' of your community."
field representative, was chairman.
KONOfor staff
continually
He advised radio men to "charge the
Schrock, program director of KFJB
the alert
and "is
seeking
out publicon
Other talks were made by Karl Marshalltown,
program
content;
don't
sell
and Herb for
Jensen, program manager, KTUL Plambeck, farm Iowa;
your
station
short.
Stick
to
your
director of WHO
projects."
Tulsa; C O. Langlois, president,
card and adopt standards service
Mr. Roth
said ofKONO
Moines. Other speakers, who rate
beinghadverya "city
genLangworth Feature Programs Inc.; Des
policies which will give you wide reputation
appeared at clinics listed and
e
r
o
u
s
in this respect, and citizens
Carl Vandagrift, program director, also
self-respect
and
gain
the
respect
above,
included
Messrs.
Marlin,
organizations seek our aid.
WO WO Fort Wayne, Ind.; Robert Graham, Trace, Rosenberg and of your advertisers. . . . Serve your and
J. Burton, vice president, BMI, and Yocum.
community, your listeners and your This is not only gratifying but pays
in charge of publisher relations;
advertisers . . . and you will take big dividends." He warned stations
SYRACUSE,
May
8
Norman Glenn, president, Sponsor
the
your rightful place in Radio not
worth toof allow
products,"overfalse- stating
claims and
magazine; Bob Watson, program
Members
of
the
Upstate
New
director, KGNC Amarillo, Tex.; York Broadcasters Committee and Heaven.
Others . on. ." the speaking progam
TBA exaggerations."
members were told by Bob
and Ted Cott, vice president, NBC. guests heard Charles F. Phillips, were Ken Sparnon, BMI field rep- gross
resentative; E. R. Vadeboncoeur, Watson, assistant manager, KGNC
vice president and general manPORTLAND, ORE., May 7
ager, WFBL Syracuse, urge better chairman, upstate group committee Amarillo, that they should thorFrank H. Loggan, president and
oughly analyze their markets, fitgeneral manager, KBND Bend,
ting programs to their station's
Ore., advocated promotion of local
power,
area-wise.
"Be individual — be distinctive —
sales, saying,
"Knowledge,
be different. Make your station
siasm, confidence
and hard enthuwork
are the things that build business.
stand for something. Give it perThere are no other ways to gain
sonality. . . Build local personalities and use authorities where poscommercial success; no magic that
sible. You will find your station
can be employed; no safe shortcuts.
In radio, as in any other business,
will cial
growsecurityin asimportance
and finanyour programming
there are rewards awaiting those
who apply each of these elements
depends
less
and
less
on
networks,"
he said.
as they build. . . ."
J. M. McDonald, TBA president
DES MOINES, May 7
and general manager, KCRS Midland, presided.
speakers inJohn M. Outler Jr., general man- RALEIGH, N. C. BMI Clinic May 2 saw this group at speakers table (I to r):
Wyler,Other
owner-manager,
ager, WSB-AM-FM-TV Atlanta, Seated — T. H. Patterson, president, North Carolina Assn. of Broadcasters, KTSM cludedEl KarlPaso;
James A. Byron,
told Iowa radio men that "radio's and
general manager, WRRF Washington, N. C; Charles A. Wall, vice
editor, WBAP Fort Worth.
tomorrow is now."
president, BMI; Gordon Capps, vice president and general manager, KSRV news
Others on the program, who ap"As
long
as
we
can
provide
the
Ontario,
Ore.;
Paul
Marion,
promotion
supervisor,
WBT-AM-FM
WBTV
(TV)
red at clinics listed above, were
advertiser with a reasonable return Charlotte; Frances Jarman, director of women's affairs, WDNC Durham; Messrs. peaWentworth,
Langlois, Vanon his dollar, there is no real ap- Richard Mason, general manager, WPTF Raleigh; Ken Sparnon, field representative, BMI; standing — William S. Page, president and general manager, Cott. dagrift, Burton, Glenn, Roth and
prehension over radio's fiscal fuKinston, N. C; Robert M. Wallace, general manager and chief engiture," he said.
told listeners
SAN FRANCISCO, May 9
that his
stationHe received
2,000 WFTC neer,
WOHS Shelby; Mrs. Wallace; Jack Younts, general manager, WEEB
greetings on its 30th birthday Southern Pines, N. C; Jack Knabb, president. Jack Knabb Adv., Rochester,
Speaking
on "A Locomotive
recently.
N. Y.; Michael R. Hanna, general manager, WHCU Ithaca, N. Y.; E. Finlay Named Programming,"
Russ CogMacDonald, manager, CJCH Halifax, Nova Scotia.
"We belong to the audience
lin, program director, KROW OakBROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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land, told members of the California
State Radio and Television Broadcasters Assn.:
". . . Programming is the motivating force of radio, and the impetus upon which a station either
'makes' or 'breaks'. . . . It's a long
uphill pull which can be accomplished only by the strongest of
vehicles. . . ."
Fred Ruegg, program director,
KCBS San Francisco, said:
"We the
are making
money; radiobuy,is
still
best advertising
dollar for dollar. And we do serve
the public. Actually, we are a success. Let's start acting like it," he
^aid, denouncing radio's "inferiority
complex."
Paul Bartlett, CSRTBA president
and president and general manager,
KFRE Fresno, presided. Jim Cox,
BMI field representative, was chairman. Other speakers, who have
been listed in clinic stories above,
included Messrs. McTigue, Holm,
Baylor, Csida and Aldridge.
BOSTON, May 9
Edmund J. Shea, media director,
James Thomas Chirurg Co., Boston,
presided, with Lin Pattee, BMI
field representative, acting as
chairman. Speakers included Dan
Jayne, general manager, WELL
Battle Creek, Mich.; Patrick J.
Montague, business manager,
WHYN Holyoke; Fred Gamble,
AAAA president; Daniel Kops,
manager, WAVZ New Haven,
Conn., and John Hurley, manager,
WNEB Worcester. Others, also
listed in clinic programs above, included Messrs. Payne, Carey and
Siegel.
ATHENS, GA., May 10
Participants at the Athens clinic
included John W. Jacobs Jr., general and commercial manager,
WDUN Gainesville; Frank Butler,
WRFC Athens; Charles A. Wall,
BMI vice president in charge of
finance, and Ben Williams, GAB
president and commercial manager,
WTOC Savannah. Others, listed in
clinic programs above, were Messrs.
Mclntyre,
Tincher. Kirby, Bondurant and
The other BMI program clinics
held last week were at Baltimore,
May 5; Gainesville, Fla., May 8;
Regina, Sask., and Chicago, May 9.

Credit Lift Effects
(Continued from page 28)
dealers handling refrigconditioned
to not •buying,"
he told too, fromerators,
Broadcasting
Telecasting
household furniture, washing
machines
other appliances
Thursday.
ac- — all heretoforeandsubject
tion comes "The
much government's
too late to have
to the 15%
down
and
18
months-to-pay
terms
any
great
effect."
Mr.
Shouse
had
from retail groups and
criticized government credit con- —usedas well
car asdealers.
trols at the NARTB convention as
restrictive to the American econHousehold equipment, appliances
omy. Similar sentiments were ex- and supplies ranked eighth in prodpres ed by William A. Blees, vice
uct listings for local radio used last
president and general sales man- year with nearly $19.5 million and
ninth
TV with nearly $2
ager of Avco's Crosley Div. He million.in spot
appliances rated
conceded, however,
the action
"un- third with Home
questionably wil improve
business
over $6 million in local
by giving business men an oppor- TV.
presumably would vary
sell,"sixalthough
felt forTerms
the
actiontunity tocame
or eight he
months
different manufacturers. There
too late.
were indications that car buyers
BAB President William B. Ryan still would pay 33% down in many
cases but receive 24 instead of 18
felt
that
"it
certainly
makes
sense
to think that the lifting of credit months to pay, according to the
restrictions will mean big drives National Automobile Dealers and
for installment business by com- Mfrs. Assns.
panies which have adequate stocks
furnishing firms greeted
to sell. This will mean more ad- theHome
with the split reaction
vertising, which in turn means an of a action
his mother-inopportunity for radio to get addi- law runmanoffwatching
a cliff in his new Cadiltional business and, at the same
lac.
Some
complained
that the pubtime, again demonstrate its effeclic is not in the mood to buy now —
tivenes as a salesman."
the only remedy for which seemed
T. F.rectorFlanagan,
managing
selling through adverof the National
Assn. di-of to be hard
tising and lower prices to stimulate
Radio and Television Station Rep- interest anew.
resentatives, said it is logical to
The National Retail Furniture
expect that easing credit restric- Assn. (representing some 9,000
tions "will spur sales of many prod- stores) asserted that "uncontrolled
ucts, some of which have been drag- consumer installment credit is essential to successfully distribute
ging their heels."
mass production of home consumer
Spot's Flexibility
"Advertising" he said, "will
Mort Farr, president of the Nabear the burden, as usual, of creattional Appliance and Radio-TV
ing the desires and consummating
Assn., sounded one warnthe sales. Spot radio and TV will Dealers
ing about the lifting of credit
be most useful to advertisers under
goods."
these circumstances, since it can restrictions: "We can look forbe so quickly employed and is so
ward to a large number of 'no
down payment' ads," he was quoted
promptly
as saying, "but
it will beanda local
wise
Optimismeffective."
was the byword for precaution
Benjamin Abrams, president of organizationsforto dealers
check
the
legitiEmerson Radio & Phonograph
theseofoffers."
Corp., who stated: "It will mean the
Withmacy ofmost
the summer broadincrease of employment in the telecast time schedules set and a numvision and radio industry by about
ber
of
accounts
lined
up for fall, the
25% and it will bring television effect on national network
within the reach of people who could be infinitesimal at accounts
the outcould not afford to own a television
set. It was felt, however, that local
stations
would
enjoy
an
immediate
setRichard
. . ." Cooper Jr., president of local and spot time bonanza where
R. Cooper tributor,
Jr.,notedGeneral
Electric sales
dis- short-notice commitments were posthat appliance
sible.
had been restricted by the regulation and termed the board's action
But Does Ike Like?
"a
stimulating
thing."demand
He saidin
slackened
consumer
NOVEL promotion campaign
some fields was attributable to the
credit curbs.
by WISR Butler, Pa., is goRobert Sampson, executive vice
ing the rounds, according to
president, Sampson Co., Chicago,
Joseph T. Mathers of the stapredicted that the time payment
tion. When a staffer fixed up
schedule probably would revert to
a campaign lapel button to
pre Regulation W days, with items
read, not "I like" you-knowpayable over a two-year period in
many cases.
who, but "I like WISR," the
idea caught and 140 persons,
In Washington,
C, Lacy'sexpects
Inc.,
radio-TV
applianceD. chain,
mostly young people, have
some
sales
improvement.
William
requested the button, which
Warsaw, Lacy's president, put it
also
drew at"quite
a bit" ofof
this
terms butwillitcause
comment
the meeting
the way:
patient"Lower
to rally,
will
take lower prices to make him
Pennsylvania Broadcasters
Assn., Mr. Mathers said.
There were favorable comments,
well."
BROADCASTING
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FRB said that it made its
move
because generally
of "developments
the economy
and in thein
markets directly affected by the
regulation." But it was known that
Congress and appliance-auto dealers tions,
had andurged
removal
restricthat the
board ofitself
was
concerned over lagging sales in the
appliance field.
At his Thursday news conference, President Truman was asked
if thetionboard
discussed
acwith him.had Mr.
Trumanthe said
the board had told him the plan.
He agreed the situation should be
flexible and heatedly denied a suggestion that "politics"
might have
been involved.
Mr. Truman
felt,
however, that Congress should retain the power for FRB. Similar
charges
been ofvoiced
connection withhadeasing
raw inmaterials.
The suspension also represented
a victory for Sen. Homer E. Capehart (R-Ind.), who last month proposed to the Senate Banking & Currency Committee that all credit
curbs be abolished. His amendment was rejected, however.
Committee Chairman Burnet
Maybank (D-S. C.) also expressed
satisfaction with the ruling, claiming that formity
it fell
complete
conwith the"inintent
of Congress." The Maybank committee
has been at odds with the administration, which earlier this year
demanded retention of credit controls.
James Carey,
treasurer,
told the CIO
House secretaryBanking
Committee earlier last week that
all credit curbs on installment plan
buying should be repealed — or at
least "liberalized" and removed
from the board's jurisdiction. He
charged that they discriminated
against lower income groups.
The National Foundation for
Consumer Credit, which had
plumpedpeal,consistently
for credit re-as
describedpossible
the suspension
"the worst
thing that
could
business."
The happen
action tomeans,
according to
William J. Cheney, executive vice
president of the foundation, that
the board "might possibly say on
Monday, 5% down on a TV set
and
onsuchTuesday,
that
authority50%woulddown,
result"andin
"chaos."
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L. A. INDEPENDENTS REACH
ACCORD WITH ANNOUNCERS
AGREEMENT reached by Los Angeles area
independents and staff announcers, carrying
5% overall wage increases, effective May 1.
Proposed health welfare insurance plan to be
paid for by employers plus other working conditions were not included. New contracts negotiated by AFRA. Union originally asked 10%
increase [B*T, April 14]. KMPC Los Anin netgeles,category
Liberty affiliate,
work
by AFRA.now classified
announcers
granted parttime
rata pay minimum
withPro four-hour
call, also pro rata
vacation and sick leave.
ILLINOIS BROADCASTERS
HEAR PROGRAM TIPS
g
MEANS of strengthening radio programmin
Illinois
were outlined in Chicago Friday atconducted
Broadcasters Assn. program clinic
Music Inc. in Sheraton Hotel.
by Broadcast
IBA President Charles Caley, WMBD Peoria,
with clinic chairman Burt Squire, of
presided
BMI
Chicago.
Speakers and topics were D. Gordon Graham,
and
WCBS New York, "Programming in MoodMont.,
; Ed Yocum, KGHL Billings,
Sequence"News
"Local
Builds Sales" Sydney ofM. board,
Kaye,
BMI counsel and vice chairman
M. Outler
"Copyright Hints and Pitfalls"; John
Is
"Radio's Tomorrow
Jr., WSB Atlanta,
Now"; Manuel Rosenberg, editor, The AdverGus
tiser, "The Advertiser Looks at Radio";
tion ServHagenah, Standard Radio Transcrip
Trace,
ices, "Music Hath Charms"; Gene
What
Sale,
"After
Ohio,
n,
Youngstow
WBBW Hugh Boice, WEMP Milwaukee
,
Then?";
"Music Is What You Make It."
KAUFMAN LEAVES SNADER
REUB R. KAUFMAN, president of Snader
Telescriptions Sales Inc., Beverly Hills, Calif.,
and minority stockholder, has resigned in disGraff conE. Johnny
agre ment over policy.
ed
headquarter
sales manager
tinues as national
in New York. Louis D. Snader is principal
stockholder and president of Snader Telescriptions Corp., parent corporation which is unaf ected bychange. Under new setup producis to be stepped
tion
with two
new under
halfhour dramatic
TV filmup series
getting
way immediately.
TV COMMERCIALS
RUBEN ADV. AGENCY, Indianapolis, will
produce TV commercial series for Gibson Co.,
Indianapolis (distributors of automotive supplies, electric appliances and Arvin TV and
radio sets) and for EMGE Packing Co., Anderson (meat packers). New accounts include
Holland Custard and Ice Cream Co. and American Electric Corp.
BORROW WALKIE-TALKIES
ARMY
Corpson "walkie-talkies"
loaned toSignal
networks
request for floor will
cover-be
age of political conventions in Chicago in July,
it was learned Friday. ABC had requested
loan of "several" instruments for coverage
purposes
Signal Corps
tion withand
all networks
who authorized
may requestcooperathem.
"Walkie-talkies" manufactured by Raytheon
Mfg. Co.
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CANADIAN CUSTOM
CHECK for $5, received from Toronto,
Ont., faloviewer,
returned
WBEN-TV
Bufto Canadian
viewerby who
sent money
"in appreciation of the wonderful programs which your station has been televising. Receiving sets in Canada are
being enuecontemplated
a source Iof think
revfor licensing. asTherefore,
it only fair that seeing you are doing
all the work and we are deriving a tremendous amount of pleasure from it you
should receive a fee for this also." In
acknowledging check, WBEN-TV wrote
that "written expression" was "adequate
compensation."
Business Briefly
(Continued from page 5)
markets. Agency, Doherty, Cliffoi'd & Shenfield, N. Y.
SOUTHERN CAMPAIGN • Lever Bros.
(Lipton's Iced Tea), N. Y., buying six-week
campaign to start June 2, using daytime minutes and chain-breaks. Radio markets are
mostly in South. Agency, Young & Rubicam,
N. Y.
WALKER NAMED # WCHV Charlottesville,
Va., ABC affiliate, has named Walker Representation Co. as national representative.
BABBITT CHANGE » B. T. Babbitt Inc.,
N. Y. (BAB-O), sponsors of alternate-week
half-hours of Kate Smith on NC-TV, effective
July 1 will no longer be handled by William
H. Weintraub Agency. New agency not yet
named.
GULF NEWS • Gulf Oil Co. for Gulfspray
and other products, signed for new John Daly
news program, ABC Radio Network, Mon.-Fri.,
10-10:15 p.m. (EDT), to start June 16 for 52
weeks. Agency, Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
NBC RADIO NAMES DAVIDSON
EASTERN SALES MANAGER
WILLIAM DAVIDSON, sales member of Free
& Peters, station representatives, appointed
eastern sales manager for radio, NBC National
Spot Sales Dept., according to announcement
being made today (Monday) by Robert J.
Leder, department manager for radio.
Mr. Davidson's
background
of 14service
years onin
broadcasting
includes
extensive
NBC and ABC station relations staffs and
experience as timebuyer with J. Walter
Thompson and Benton & Bowles agencies.
He assumes new post June 2.
TRUMAN GETS FILM
KINESCOPE film of May 3 White House
television tour (see page 84) presented
to President Truman Friday by William
R. McAndrew, NBC-TV public affairs director, and Eugene Juster, general manager of WNBW (TV) Washington, NBC
O&O station. Copy of film also will be
presented to National Archives by NBC.
Filmed version was repeated on NBC-TV
network May 10, 4-4:50 p.m. Program
widely
mentary.hailed as outstanding TV docu-

PEOPLE...
WILLIAM S. HEDGES, NBC vice president,
and KEN R. DYKE, vice president of Young j
& Rubicam, among those named to special
American Assn. for United Nations Commit- !
tee to plan guided tours through UN headquarters.
ROBERT (BOB) BAUER,
Dancer-& ,'
Fitzgerald-Sample,
N. Y., timebuyer.
to Cunningham
Walsh, that city, as senior timebuyer effective
today (Monday).
PHIL WILLIAMS, formerly television public
relations director and theatrical sales manager
for March of Time, to join 20th Century-Fox
Short Subjects Sales Dept.
BERNARD MUNSON, assistant vice president
in commercial department of All America Cables & Radio Inc., subsidiary of American
Cable & Radio Corp., elected vice president.
EUGENE J. FLECH named assistant to general sales manager at Standard Transformer
Corp., Chicago,
cation engineer. after working as chief specifiGEORGE HEINEMANN, TV program manat NBC
serving two
weeks'
active agerduty
with Chicago,
Navy at Glenview,
Calif.
He
is reserve lieutenant commander.
N.
(Bert)andCOLMAN
ABCat studio
engineer
previouslyO'LEARY,
TV engineer
NBC,
appointed to new ABC post, master control
supervisor.
DONALD L. MILLER, director of research for
Crosley Broadcasting Corp., has joined Burke
Marketing Research Inc., Cincinnati, as vice
president.
He will serve
WLW radio and TV
stations in consulting
capacity.
M. F. MAHONY, vice president and manager
of New rectorYork
office of Maxon Inc., elected diof company.
THEODORE KIENDL, prominent New York
attorney, retained as ASCAP counsel to be
associated with ASCAP general attorney, Herman Finkelstein, and Schwartz & Frohlich,
general counsel, in current TV rate-making
proceeding before U. S. District Court for
Southern District of New York, Mr. Finkelstein announced Friday. In this capacity, Mr.
Kiendl succeeds late Robert P. Patterson,
killed in plane crash last winter. Mr. Kiendl
is member of firm of Davis, Polk, Wardwell,
Sunderland & Kiendl.
CLEAR ARMOUR PLAN
NBC-TV reportedly has secured enough clearances from affiliates to indicate early go-ahead
with proposed Armour & Co. (Dial soap) sponorship of four onhalf-hourly
weather sreports
its morning35-to-60-second
Today show
(Mon. through Fri., 7-9 a.m.). Plan to sell
these reports, charge Armour for equivalent
of five-minute
segment,
and stirred
pay affiliates
onethird
of 15-minute
rate had
up affiliate
resistance when first proposed [B»T, April 14].
JCET GETS FORD FUNDS
JOINT COMMITTEE on Educational TV received $145,000 from Ford Foundation for
second year of operation, it was announced
Friday. Ford grant for 1952-53 year was
$55,000 more than last year. JCET also gets
personnelsistanceandfrom educational
special operating
financialJCETasinstitutions.
announced establishment of field consultation
service to educators. This will take form of
local and regional meetings where consultants
with legal, engineering and programming experience will advise educators interested in
going into TV operations.
BROADCASTING
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BILL
GRIFFITH

THI SIGMA DELTA CHI
THE
for RADIO
AWARD
FOR
NEWSWRITING in 1951
and

for

'establishing

new

standards

maturity

of excellence

in the field of newswriting*

KMBC-KFRM
and your associates are
mighty proud of you and your achievement!

Jack Benton

Henry Wheat
Bill Chi
Griffith's
recognition
by Sigmain
Delta
for Radio
Newswriting
1951 was given for the same brand of
outstanding news preparation turned in
day after day by all five members of the
KMBC-KFRM news staff.

Hal Harvey

These men, all journalism graduates,
each one writing and broadcasting his
own material, are the reasons why The
KMBC-KFRM Team enjoys the highestrated news programs in the great Kansas
City Primary Trade Area.

11 wr'•■•H TO SELL THE WHOLE HEART OF AMERICA WHOLEHEARTEDLY, IT'S

KMBC-KFR
OWNED

AND

OPERATED

BY

MIDLAND

BROADCASTING

ecti
COMPANY

T o a time

buyer
with

Y OUR CROWDED DAY
consists of crowded hours . . . and if the
day isn't long enough you crowd some night hours.
All day long you run into characters talking
off the top of their heads, throwing it on the
tahle for what it's worth, willing to pool their
>rains, thinking out loud, but who won't buy it.
When you get the bugs ironed out after suitable
woodshedding. the ball is back in court, money-wise,
and you're tuned in on the right antenna. But
before plans are finalized, the thing comes
unwrapped and, copy-wise, has to be updated.
It figures.
No matter how many gimmicks there are in the
hopper, you don't need a survey to prove that a day
has only so many hours. That troubles us too . . .
we also have little time on our hands. We're
sold out Mon. thru Sat., 5:30 AM to midnight,
except for a couple of good half-hours on Friday
& Saturday evenings. Sundays are sold, or not
for sale, 6:45 AM to 11:30 PM, except for a popular
hour in the morning. (Details on request.)
used to dream of the day when the schedule
would be filled like this and we could go fishing.
But the dream was better than reality. It's not
easy to fight off two good customers who want the
same thing. And we're not cocky about having
little time to sell. Seasons come and go. Changes
occur and it's just a matter of time until we can
handle any good account.
Please spot-check us anytime. Or tunc in on our
antenna via our national reps. The Katz Agency.

TTS, 600 KC
TED NATIONALLY BY THE KATZ AGENCY

BASIC CBS RADIO NETWORK
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»nce Resear<
>ns Question*
Page 23

ON

channel

Suspei
Operations
Page 25

NO.
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tes Re-Sold
Page 25

ON

New

TV
9

THEATRE"
IS THE

DRAMATIC

York

SHOW

TELEVISION

...delivering an audience of 918,000 families in New York tv
Undetermined
Morals' Probe
e 27

homes for its sponsors . . . R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company for
Cavalier Cigarettes and the General Tire and Rubber Company.
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Special Pulse Survey - April, 1952

/
CHECK

WLS

TODAY

FOR

Ervin Lewis

News — stepped up by two giant political conventions coming up,
by a lingering war situation — is more in demand than ever before!

Robert Lyle

And in the WLS-blanketed Chicago-Midwest, that demand
results in larger and larger WLS listening audiences— in two more
news broadcasts added to the already fast-selling WLS schedule.

Larry McDonald

Check today on availabilities adjacent to or within one or more of these
WLS newscasts. Some are sold but you'll find a profitable opening for
your product somewhere in these eight great sales opportunities:
NEWS

ON

WLS

AT

5:45A.M. 10:15A.M.
6:45 A.M. 12:00 NOON
7:30 A.M. 1:00 P.M.
7:45 A.M. 6:00 P.M.
(and 9s45 P.M. on Saturdays)

CLEAR CHANNEL Borne of the M
890 KILOCYCLES, 50,000 WATTS, ABC NETWORK-REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR V. & COMPANY

Al Tiffany
4 top men — Midwesttrained for Midwest
listeners — deliver
these eight daily
newscasts on WLS.

Go

Home-Town
with

w

Yankee

the

Home-Town

Food

Show

featuring
RUTH

MUGGLEBEE

BILL HAHN
These products are
featured regularly on
YANKEE HOME-TOWN
FOOD SHOW
AMAZO
GLENWOOD RANGES
HABITANT SOUPS
KREY'S SLICED MEATS
IN GRAVY
LA CHOY PRODUCTS
LAMOUR COLOR COMB
LOG CABIN SYRUP
MICHIGAN MUSHROOMS
TINTEX DYES

THE

Yankee Home-Town Food Show is the sensation of New
England food shows — and for good reasons:
1. It's a great show featuring Ruth Mugglebee, Woman's
Editor Boston Record-American and Sunday Advertiser and
Bill Hahn, Yankee Radio and TV Personality —
Monday thru Friday, 1:15-1:45 P.M.
2. It reaches locally into more places where volume sales
are made than any other food show.
3. The merchandising plan is exclusive and distinctive in
New England. Renewals prove the high selling impact of this
show.
Go Yankee! Go Home-Town — with the
Yankee Home-Town Food Show!

YANKEE

NETWORK

DIVISION OF THOMAS S. LEE ENTERPRISES, INC.
21 BROOKLINE AVENUE, BOSTON 15, MASS.
Published Building,
every Monday,
with
Yearbook
Numbers
issues)March
published
in January
by Broadcasting
Publications,
Inc., 8703, National
Washington 4, D. C. Entered as (53rd
secondandclass54thmatter
14, 1933,
at Post and
OfficeFebruary
at Washington,
D. C, under
act of March
1879. Press

A Steinman Station
Clair R. McCollough, President

-

Early this year, the Lancaster Free Public Library and
WGAL-TV jointly sponsored a "Friends of the Library"
project which had its inception during a WGAL-TV
studio telecast.
A follow-up program took televiewers behind the
library scene to show its needs and the services offered.
"Friends of the Library" had as its goal one thousand
contributing members.
Mr. Joseph A. Benner, Lancaster's 1951 citizen of the
year and project chairman, said, . . the result — 1450
active contributing members ... far beyond expectations.
We are deeply appreciative of this television cooperation
and the very gratifying response ..."
A by-product of the campaign was greatly aroused
public interest which has given added impetus to plans
for a new library building.
Active, responsive participation in all worthwhile public service
projects is an outstanding principle of WGAL-TV 's operation.
WGAL-TV
Lancaster,

Pennsylvania

Represented by
ROBERT
NEW YORK
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MEEKER
ASSOCIATES
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES
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,/WVWWWWWW
CLOSED

CIRCUIT

SYNDICATE composed of Bob Hope and several broadcasting and movie executives, with
■•big
financial
backing from
Lehman forBros.,
N. Y.
investment bankers,
negotiating
big-scale
entry into radio-TV. Deal reportedly in wind
for acquisition of radio and television properties in Midwest and East. Presence in negotiations of Lehman Bros., among biggest investment bankers in country, suggests number
and importance of properties involved are
substantial.
OMINOUS talk about further network rate
adjustments continues to pervade Madison
Avenue. Who will make first move, if any, is
touchy
question.
If it'sthough
CBS, nothennetwork
NBC will
follow and
vice versa,
indicates it's anxious to be "first." Talk surrounds adjustment of nighttime rates into
closer juxtaposition with daytime but with
differential in favor of nighttime, premised
uponing larger
available audiences during evenleisure hours.
ABC-UNITED PARAMOUNT THEATRES
shortly expected to petition FCC to sever its
case frommount that
and ParaPictures.involving
Petition DuMont
will contend
that
protracted proceedings are working severe
hardship on ABC and that other cases have no
relation to factors involved in merger. Hearings began Jan. 15 and have revolved largely
around matters not pertaining to merger per
se, it will be contended.
PREDICTIONS that radio network rate situation would settle down by mid-1953 now are
being revised to mid-1954 in network circles.
premised uponThought
slow progress
made
inThat's
TV allocations.
was thatbeing
licensing
of any substantial numbers of TV stations
would tend to stabilize overall radio-TV relationship.
SHORTLY TO BE announced will be election
of J. Glen Taylor, heretofore director of government operations of General Tire & Rubber
Washington activities, as a vice president of
Thomas S. Lee Enterprises Inc., parent of
Mutual, Don Lee, Yankee and WOR Divisions.
He will become general executive at New York
headquarters and a right hand bower to Thomas
F. O'Neil, Lee Enterprises president and chairman and president of Mutual.
UPCOMING is plan for coordination of Mutual-WOR operations involving consolidation
of certain activities on usual network-key station plane. This logically expected coordinan is being
evolved ofby divisions
President toTom
O'Neil
with tiotop
executives
transform
Mutual from cooperative network to centrally
operated organization as means of introducing
greater efficiency and strength. Incidentally,
change of corporate name from Thomas S. Lee
Enterprises to General Teleradio Inc. should
come any day now.
YOU CAN take it or leave it, but political
soothsayers predict that Democrats will make
heavier use of TV during upcoming campaign
than Republicans, with GOP relying mightily
(Continued on page 6)
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N. Y. MOVES TO KEEP
TV FILM BUSINESS
ALERTED by growing shift of TV filming
from New York to West Coast, New York
Board of Trade Friday announced formation of
a TV and Motion Picture Committee, to start
functioning immediately. M. D. Griffith,
board's executive
was elected
temporary
chairmanvicewithpresident,
David Pincus,
head
of Caravel Films and member of Film Producers' Assn., vice meeting
chairman.included
Others William
present
at organizational
Ganz of William J. Ganz Co.; Dermid MacLean, Paul Hence Prod.; Peter J. Mooney,
Audio Prod.; Walter Lowendahl, Transfilm;
Edward Lamm, Pathescope; Elizabeth Calhoun,
All-World Prod.; Gil Boag, Bedford Park;
Lucile Sullivan, Annie Laurie Williams; Herbert Robinson and Fletcher Smith of Fletcher
Smith Studios, and Otto H. Sutter of Seaboard
Studios.
AMERICAN CHICLE ON CBS
CBS RADIO'S new two-program, three-sponsor summer sales plan — similar to NBC's
"Tandem" and ABC's "Pyramid" — may start
off one-third sponsored on network basis (by
American Chicle Co.) and with two-thirds
available for sale by affiliates locally (unless
network lines up one or more additional sponsors before Tuesday, scheduled effective date of
American Chicle purchase). Programs and
time periods involved are People Are Funny
(Tues., 8-8:30 p.m.) and Mr. Keen, Tracer of
Lost Persons (Thurs., 9:30-10 p.m.).
NARTB ELECTION GROUP
MEMBERSHIP
of special
"register
and vote"
campaign committee,
in which
NARTB
will
participate with American Heritage Foundation and Advertising Council [B»T, May 12],
announced Friday by NARTB President
Harold E. Fellows. Serving with Chairman
John F. Patt, WJR Detroit, will be Frank
Fogarty,Great
WOW-TV
JosephW.Wilkins,
KFBB
Falls, Omaha;
Mont.; Roger
Clipp,
WFIL-TV Philadelphia; Kenneth D. Given,
WLBJ Bowling Green, Ky., and Paul W. Morency, WTIC Hartford.

BUSINESS BRIEFLY
SPOTS FOR HATS • Adam Hats, N. Y.,
through Hirshon-Garfield, that city, preparing
radio spot announcement campaign for
Father's
effective June 1 for
two
weeksDayin promotion,
about 15 markets.
CANDY CAMPAIGN • Peter Paul Inc.,
N. Y. (candy bars), through Maxon Inc., same
city,
daytimepreparing
minutes one-month
and chain radio
breaks,campaign,
effective
June 1 in about 25 markets.
RCA VICTOR BUYS • RCA Victor division,
through J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y., effecJune 1, onwillNBC
sponsor
MusictiveRoom
Radio,Meredith
Sundays,Willson's
8-8:30
p.m. EDT, as summer replacement for the
Phil Harris-Alice Faye Show. Music Room is
currently heard on network as sustainer in
Wednesday, 10:35-11 p.m. EDT slot.
READY MIX INTRODUCTION # Swansdown Ready Mix (angel food), N. Y., preparing radio and TV spots and participations in
about ten markets for an introductory offer,
starting June 9 through June 27.
AEROSOL SWITCH • Colgate-PalmolivePeet Co., N. Y., names Street & Finney, same
city,
advertising for its Florient
aerosolto airhandle
deodorant.
PITTSBURGH BUYS # Pittsburgh Paint
Co., through BBDO, N. Y., lining up radio
availabilities
on women's participation shows
for probable campaign.
BREWERY HALF HOUR • Smith Brewing
Co., Philadelphia, placing half hour tranObsession in New England markets.scribed
Placedshow direct.
STU ERWIN RENEWED # General Mills,
through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y., renews Stu Erwin Show on ABC-TV (Fridays,
7:30-8 p.m.) for 52 weeks effective June 6.
GOSPEL HOUR RENEWED • Gospel
Broadcasting Assn., Los Angeles, through R.
H. Alber Co., that city, has renewed The Old
Fashioned Revival Hour on ABC radio, Sundays, 4-5 p.m. EDT, for 52 weeks.

NCAA
Ban Makes Atlantic Go Pro
FOOTBALL telecast ban of National Col- likely to be blocked from televising college
legiate Athletic Assn. has resulted in cancella- football in 1952."
tion by Atlantic Refining Co. of future sponsorSince N. W. Ayer & Son could not recomship of college grid game broadcast. Firm
withoutforTV,us toletter
said, "itthatis
necessary
recommend
sponsored 115 such contests on radio last sea- thereforemend radio
son (see early story, page 60).
Atlantic discontinue broadcasts of college
football, because of this shift of radio listeners
N. W. Ayer Friday
& Son, said
Atlantic's
announcement
that inagency,
place ofin to television, and our loss of television posicollege football on radio, refining company
tion throughAtlantic
the action
of thebacked
NCAA."up radio
Although
originally
plansball"atelecasts.
major Inprogram"
professional
foot- audience
letters to ofcolleges
with which
losses by increasing video coverage,
agreements had been made, Atlantic explained:
as regional sponsor, company was eliminated
"Audience
made last year
showed
last season's
NCAA-TV
gave
sponsorship
on national
basis plan
to onewhich
company
regardless studies
of the importance
of the
game thaton from
radio, the game televised has an average of (Westinghouse), official stated.
nearly four times the audience, even though
Atlantic began sponsoring football broadit was in some cases being brought from a
casts in 1936; it reputedly became; first TV
sponsor
of college games in 1940 via Philaremote
area."
delphia experimental station.
Several of nation's largest colleges were involved.
Spokesman added that recent activities by
for more AT DEADLINE turn page ^
NCAA-TV panel indicated that Atlantic "was
May 19, 1952 • Page 5

FCC LETTERS INTERPRET
POLITICAL BROADCAST RULE
MORE
light political
on what broadcasts
stations canwasandshedcan'tby
do regarding
FCC Friday when it released text of two letters
interpreting Section 315 of Communications
Act.
According to FCC, stations can't hold candidates' speeches to advocacy of office for which
they're running.
onceanya candidate
announces for publicAnd,office,
time afforded
him must also be afforded other candidates for
same office.
First clarification was contained in renewal
of license of WMCA New York. Station had
been put on temporary license after Socialist
Labor Party complained WMCA had refused
to carry sixth of series contracted for in behalf of Eric Hass, candidate for president of
New York City
Stationto claimed
Hass'
broadcasts
were Council.
not devoted
advancement
of candidacy, but to advancement of Socialist
Labor doctrine, that after being warned that
some tie-up of series with office for which he
was candidate must be accomplished, Haas
and his party refused to comply.
FCC said station erred. Candidate's campaigning upto him, cannot be confined to office
he is seeking, Commission stated. To permit
that concept would empower stations to tell
candidates how to campaign, it said.
Comr. Robert T. Bartley dissented, said
Commission should have approved license
renewal on ground WMCA had serious doubt
about candidacy of Mr. Hass.
Other interpretation was in answer to request for declaratory ruling from KNGS Hanford, Calif. Station had been running weekly
transcribed Report from Congress by Senator William Knowland (R-Calif.). Sen. Knowland announced candidacy for re-election on
both Republican and Democratic tickets March
5. Station ran last of Report from. Congress
series April 9. On March 28, Rep. Clinton D.
McKinnon (D-Calif.) asked for same time and
facilities since he had announced his candidacy
for Senate on Democratic ticket. Station refused Mr. McKinnon's request on ground Sen.
Knowland's broadcasts were not political.
Commission said that since KNGS had given
Sen. Knowland time on air after he was a
candidate, other candidates must have equal
opportunities. FCC also said Section 315 says
nothing about nature of candidate's speeches,
can be political or not but they're still candidate's broadcasts
be provided
others. and thus equal time must
WABD PROMOTION DEAL
MUTUAL promotion deal completed between
WABD (TV) New York, key station of DuMont Television Network, and New York Journal-American, Richard E. Jones, recently appointed WABD manager, said Friday.
Journal- American was to introduce new,
boxed feature on its radio-TV page same day,
the day,"schedules
and planned
to"WABD
start allhighlights
its regularof program
with
WABD listings.
WABD, in turn, was to use Journal-American local news photos during newscasts, flashing newspaper's masthead on screen "several
times"
suggesting
to viewers,
at end
of each daily
news and
program,
that they
obtain further
details by reading Journal- American.
Page 6 • May 19, 1952

In this Issue—
Has the coincidental interviewing technique now used by C. E. Hooper Inc.
deflated radio sets-in-use figures? John
Blair & Co. says it has and comes up
with a lot of research to support its
charges. Page 23. But Mr. Hooper
says he hasn't shortchanged radio a
bit, and he believes his technique improves the accuracy and lowers the cost
of both radio and TV measurements.
Page 29.
Liberty Broadcasting System suspends
service. It's all because the "baseball
monopoly" wouldn't part with rights
to enough games, says Gordon McLendon, LBS president. But Liberty
will be back, he says, if it wins its $12
million suit against organized baseball.
Meanwhile, 360 Liberty stations are
out in the cold. Page 25.
Aspiring served
to foroccupy
TV channels
rethem, the
educators
hope they
have a Ford Foundation in their
future. They're putting the pressure
on the world's biggest endowment to
ante up enough
money to get
cational TV stations
on some
the eduair.
Coincidentally, Sen. William Benton is
asking the
to create which
a nationalFoundation
radio-TV commission
would bail him out of an embarrassing
political position. Page 59.
If one station refuses the request of another for permission to rebroadcast a
show, the refusal must be justified to
the
FCC.
Here's aricher
new rule
to make lawyers
and that
give ought
a lot
of stations headaches. Page 2h.
There's
a flurry
of radio
television
network
buying.
Fourand advertisers
snap up two-and-a-half hours of time
dropped by others. Additionally,
Wrigley gum starts saturation camGulfboard.
Oil Co.Page
buys 25.15 minutespaign,
acrossand the
Senate confirms reappointment of Comr.
Rosel Hyde after Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee, at confirmation hearing, tells Mr. Hyde it wants
the FCC to speed the granting of TV
stations and urges the Senate Appropriations Committee to recommend
a $600,000 budget boost for the FCC
to help it do the job. Page 59.
The House authorizes a committee to investigate immoral and offensive radioTV presentations. Drys and dogooders in the House push the investigation resolution through, while only
two dozen Congressmen are present.
Page 27.
Upcoming
MayYork.19-20: BMI television clinic. New
May 22-23: Florida Assn. of Broadcasters,
Royal York Hotel, Miami Beach.
May 22-23: BMI television clinic, Chicago.
May 23-24: Indiana Broadcasters Assn.,
Athletic Club, Indianapolis.
(Other Upcomings page 36)

Closed Circuit
(Continued from page 5)
on radio
hitting
hinterlands.
because Democratic into
strength
lies largelyThat's
in urban
centers which are TV-covered for most part,
while Republican strategy must be to get out
the vote in hundreds of smaller communities
and rural areas. Appointment by Democratic
National Committee of J. Leonard Reinsch
as TV executive [Closed Circuit, May 12;
see story page 60 this issue] tends to confirm
this speculation.
FCC AUTHORITIES now doubt licensing of
even one new TV station prior to November
elections
major market.
There's some,
possibilityinofanyauthorizations
in secondary
markets where no competition for facilities will
result and where applicant has equipment
readily at hand. But such grants, too, are;
regarded as remote now.
C. E. HOOPER Inc. is under fire from more
quarters than John Blair & Co. which last
week issued blast against present coincidental
techniques (see story page 23). Charles W.
Balthrope, station manager of KITE San
Antonio, has sent letters to clients and others
announcing KITE "is going to try to run the
Hooper radio survey people out of San Antonio." Mr. Balthrope says Hooper surveys
have
ness. been unstable and have outlived usefulWDET (FM) TRANSFER
TRANSFER of WDET (FM) from United
Auto Workers (CIO) to Wayne U., Detroit,
was approved by FCC Friday. Auto Workers
gave station, which had been losing about
$4,000 per month, to educational institution
AprilBoard
21, 7].
Wayne U. which
is subdivision
of[B*T,
Detroit
of Education,
already
has non-commercial educational FM station
WDTR in same city, used for class-room instruction. However, early this year, FCC determined that duopoly rules did not apply to
educational stations. Interestingly enough
WDET (FM) operates on 101.9 mc (Channel
270), commercial channel. However, Wayne
U. declared that it intended to run station noncommercially. Comr. George E. Sterling concur ed in approval, but emphasized that since
station was on commercial channel it would
have to abide by commercial rules. Comr.
Robert T. Bartley also concurred, but thought
station
should
be shifted to non-commercial,
educational
frequency.
RCA THESAURUS SALES
RECENT survey of station subscribers to
RCA's Thesaurus commercial library packages
indicated — for three shows only— number of
half-hour segments sold weekly totals 942.
Since over half of sponsors signed for 52-week
contracts, total sales of three shows average
24,497 half-hours per year. Three programs
included in study are Wayne King Serenade.
Phil
Roth. Spitalny's Hour of Charm, and Music by
ABC REPORTS LOSS
ABC and subsidiaries reported estimated loss
of $198,000 for first three months of year,
tabulated after reduction of $222,000 for recovviesrioynsofoffederal
undercode.
carry-back
prointernal taxes
revenue
Net income
for same period last year, after taxes, was
$222,000. Network noted its operations were
on profit basis during March following losses
in first two months of 1952.
for more AT DEADLINE see page 94 jL
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HOOPERS
RICH EST MARKETS !

TOP QUALITY
MARKET
OF
PENNSYLVANIA
Highest Per Capita Income
Highest Quality of Market
Among
MarketsState's Major
Retail sales 192% of averof Stateactivity 92%
Retail agesales
above national average
Income average $353
above U. S. per capita
Your selling has an above
average effect when you
use WHP. And you get a
bonus of Lancaster, York
and Lebanon.

»/ 0i

Share of Audience
Morning
Aft er noon
Evening

60.2
65.3
59.6

CBS Radio Network
HARRISBURG,

PA.
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THE KEYSTONE
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The tremendous impact of Station WGY on an enlarged summer-time audience is ably demonstrated
by one of WGY's sponsors — the Catskill Game Farm.
In 1951, this organization abandoned its advertising
schedule in newspapers and other radio stations to
use WGY exclusively. Through spot announcements
in the morning and night-time stations breaks, the
result was a 250 percent increase in attendance.
Reaching all the summer resorts in the Adirondack,
Catskill and Berkshire Mountains and Vermont, sales
messages carried by WGY also reach the many
tourists and vacationers in Saratoga Springs, Lake
George, Lake Champlain and Cooperstown, New
York. The WGY area is surely one of America's
foremost vacation areas.
Motorists visiting "WGY-Land" learn the station's
location on the dial through seven striking, colorful
8' x 24' Scotchlite billboards which are located on the
major traffic arteries leading into the WGY area.
You can realize outstanding results by doing
your summer selling on Station WGY.

Represented by
NBC Spot Sales
A GENERAL ELECTRIC STATION
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20
reduce

ways
costs

Only about 50% of a meat animal is
meat. But by saving "everything but
the squeal" from the other half, meat
packing companies are able to "cancel-out" many of the costs of processing your meat.
Parts of the animal which once were
destroyed or thrown away now are the
source of hundreds of valuable byproducts. Some of them have many
uses. At least one of them is used to
make (or help make) every item on this
page. How many do you recognize?
1. Bone for bone china.
2. Horn and bone handles for
carving sets.
3. Hides and skins for leather
4. goods.
Rennet for cheese making.
5. Gelatin for marshmallows,
AMERICAN

BROADCASTING

meat

MEAT
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6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15.

from

packers
farm

photographic film, printers'
rollers.
Stearin for making chewing
gum and candies.
Glycerin for explosives used
in mining and blasting.
Lanolin for cosmetics.
Chemicals for tires that run
cooler.
Binders for asphalt paving.
Medicines such as various hormones and glandular extracts,
insulin, pepsin, epinephrine,
ACTH, cortisone . . . and surgical sutures.
Drumheads and violin strings.
Animal fats for soap.
Wool for clothing.
Camel's-hair (actually from
cattle ears) for artists' brushes.

INSTITUTE

• Headquarters, Chicago

to

table

16. Cutting oils and other special
industrial lubricants.
17. Bone charcoal for high-grade
steel, such as ball bearings.
18. Special glues for marine plyshades. woods, paper, matches, window
19. Curled hair for upholstery.
Leather for covering fine furniture.
20. High-protein livestock feeds.
Money from sale of by-products frequently makes it possible for the packer
to sell the beef from a steer for less than
was paid for the animal on the hoof.
Every hour one or more by-products
of the meat packing industry is used to
make your life more enjoyable ... to
help produce something you need . . .
tolive make
in. America a better place to
• Members throughout the V. S.
May 19, 1952 • Page
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agency

FRANCES
KENNEDY,
chief, ofDancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
Chicago
elected vice
president copy
in charge
copy.
JAMES M. WYNN, former advertising director, Atlanta Constitutio
and Atlanta Journal, to Mitchell WerBell Adv., Atlanta, as executiv
vice president.
LESTER W. SCHAFFER, director of sales, Warren Refining Co,
face coating division, and ALFRED
E. BOVARD, copy writer, Goodyear
Tire & Rubber Co., to Griswold Eshleman Co., Cleveland, as account executives.
WINSLOW H. CASE, vice president
and director of TV, Campbell-Ewald
Co., heads recently opened Hollywood
office at 1549 Vine St. Telephone is
Hillside 5549. WILLARD HANES,
Mr.
.g assistant
in chargeLos Angeles
Mr. Bovard
RICHARDoffice,
m scnaner
<J h ff account
executive,
W.
BYRNE, account executive, San Francisco office, transfers to Los Angeles
asmanager.
assistant to RICHARD C. FRANCIS, vice president and Pacific Coast
ARTHUR ROSS, program and promotion director, Storecast Corp. of
America, to radio-TV staff, W. B. Doner & Co., Detroit.

BY

VIRTUE

OF

PERFORMANCE
"Toledo's Leader In Sales Results" is the affirmation of the many sponsors who have used
WSPD's consumer impact to help build their
business over the past Quarter of a Century.
Always the right medium for a product is the
one with acceptance in its community and, in
Northwestern Ohio radio, the leader is WSPD.
"You Buy With Confidence", is the recommendation that comes direct to you from over 50
of our long term local sponsors — men selling
and sold on WSPD by virtue of performance
for
31 years
to sell the SALES
Nation'sLEADER
36th
market
choose ...thesooutstanding
— value proven to the men who know — Toledo's leading Businessmen.

Storer Broadcasting Company
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He soon
moved unts
from that position
en all
®
.ft
theacco
publicity department and
CRIDE& REck-on to
FE W.Kenyon
CLIF
WICKhardt,
joined
1 New
May
eventually
into
radio production
York, to assume
and finally
general
radio supervi-he
ve
te charge sion
extensi
its
comple
of
sion.
Among
the
radio and televi
department. served at JWT wereaccounts
To get where he has, Mr. Crider Brands, General Cigar, P. Standard
has had to move fast, for he still is & Co., Lever Bros, and aLorillard
host of
manesswithwhicha record
aandyoung
of talent
him others.
has taken
steadin
At Kenyon & Eckhardt — only his
near the top in each of his two
third agency in 16 years — Vice
previous agency affiliations.
President
an clients
operaBefore
joining
Kenyon
&
Ecktion whichCrider
includesheads
as its
hardt,
Ford Motor Co.,
director heof was
radio vice
and president and
Hudnut Sales Co.,
television creative
service and talent at
Lincoln-Mercury
Division, Kellogg Co.,
BBDO. He joined
Industrial Tape, Piel
that agency in 1945
as administrator of
Bros., White Rock
new elected
programsa vice
and
Corp.,
Wessonothers.
Oil
was
and many
Some of the propresident
in
1948.
Some of the most
grams under is stewsuccessful programs
ard ship are
The EdSullivan
Show
on
in radio and TV
CBS-TV, Your Show
were created there
under sion.
hisThe accounts
superviof
on Cadet
NBCTV Shows
and Space
on ABC-TV.
he was ciated
closely
assoThe Criders — she
with include
American Tobacco
is the former Frances Nalle — have
Co.,
been married since
Co., General
U. S.Electric
Steel,
Mr. CRIDER
June 1940. They
Goodrich Tire and
have two children,
Rubber Co., De
Soto-Plymouth, Schaefer Brewing Amanda, 11 years, and Wickcliffe
Co. and Emerson Drug, among Jr., 9. The family owns a summer
others.
home in Weston, Conn., and lives
Mr. Crider joined his first agency, in New York during the winter.
J. Walter Thompson Co., New York,
His hobbies are baseball and
in 1936 as a messenger apprentice. photography.
ROADCASTING
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PAUL L. SCOTT, general manager, Grant Adv., S.A. Mexico, to Mexico
City office of Guastella-McCann-Erickson, S. A., as vice president-general
manager.
A. C. L. Adv., Portland, to be incorporated by HARVEY KARLIN,
EVALYN A. NICHOLS and ALICE K. NISHOSON.
GENE McAULIFFE, production supervisor, Western Lithograph, L. A.,
to Elwood J. Robinson & Co., that city, in similar capacity. E. STUART
■FOX, free-lance artist, joins agency as assistant art director.
MARSTELLER, GEBHARDT & REED Inc., Chicago, elected to membership in American Assn. of Adv. Agencies.
JAMES L. THOMPSON, general manager, J. Walter Thompson Co.,
L. A., resigned due to ill health.
WILLIAM W. LEWIS and MONROE CAINE, of Morse International,
and Huber Hoge & Sons, respectively, to Geyer, Newell & Ganger, N. Y.,
as copy writers.
DANIEL M. LISSANCE, Facts Inc., and ROBERT BRODY, Ted Bates
& Co., N. Y., to Grey Adv., that city, as research account executive
and copy writer, respectively.
CHARLES B. H. PARKER, advertising and sales promotion manager,
Gamillus Cutlery Co., to New York office of Wilson, Haight & Welsh
Inc. as merchandising director.
PHIL D. McHUGH, continuing as promotion director, Optimists International, re-opens own advertising agency, Phil D. McHugh Co., 448
S. Hill St., L. A. Telephone is Madison 6-3284.
RICHARD WATSON, Ted Bates & Co., and Paul H. Kirshon, Monroe
Greenthal Adv., to Grey Adv., N. Y., in copy and sales promotion departments, respectively.
CHARLES SILVER, art director, Ted Bates & Co., N. Y., and ANN
LEWIS, Henry J. Kaufman & Assoc., Washington, D. C, to Grey Adv.,
N. Y., as art director and copy writer, respectively.
FAIRFAX M. CONE, president of Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago, will
discusstrial"Advertising's
Dimension"
Advertisers Assn. Third
in Chicago,
July at1. luncheon of National IndusROBERT CARRINGTON, junior research account executive, Abbott
Kimball Co., L. A., adds duties as assistant to ROBERT M. LIGHT,
radio-TV director.
JOHN TUREAN joins Dickson & Wiebe, Chicago replacing EDWARD
L.& TUREAN.
WIEBE who has resigned. Agency's name will change to DICKSON
JOSEPH E. DOOLEY, publicity director, WFIL-AM-TV Philadelphia, to
Lewis & Gilman, that city, on public relations staff.

Sales Management
says :
PREFERRED
CITY...

Rochester, New York1
Fourth time running! Again in April, as in January,
February, and March, Sales Management's monthly
listing of "better-than-average bets, businesswise"
among U. S. cities lists Rochester, N. Y. That
means this is a market worth cultivating!
80
Western New York
Listeners say:

PREFERRED
STATION

. .

Yes — Pulse Inc.'s last survey named WHAM as
Number One Choice 99.3% of the time in 16 upstate
counties. That
means a station worth using!
WHAM"
The S from berg-Carlson
Station
Rochester, N. Y.
WHEN Charles L. Shugert, Shell Oil Co. executive, visited Cincinnati, he was
givening were
a special
luncheon Wright,
by WSAIShellCincinnati.
those attend(seated,"Shell"
I to r) William
Oil Co.; R.Among
H. Boulware,
WSAI
sales
manager;
Mr.
Shugert;
J.
Robert
Kerns,
station's
managing
director,
and Joseph Garretson, WSAI-Shell
Oil
commentator.
Man
standing
was
unidentified.
BROADCASTING
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Basic NBC — 50,000 watts— clear channel— 1180 kc
GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY, NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
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Little Station, Big Job
EDITOR:
We enjoyed your article on Detroit radio station coverage of the
recent riots at Southern Michigan
Prison interesJackson.
may which
be inted in additionalYoudetails
were not included in your original
article.
WJR, in its daily coverage of
the riots, was tremendously impressed with the cooperation offered by WIBM Jackson. From
9 a.m. April 21 until midnight
April 25 WIBM served as a clearing house and origination point for
radio and television networks and
several individual radio and television stations. All this in addition
to their
ule. .. . regular broadcast schedWIBM is a 250 w station. It is
a small operation when compared
with the networks it served. Yet
coast-to-coast radio and television
audiences received immediate and
accurate coverage ... in quality

open mike

the followto be envied by many a "big time" and ingTVoccursprogramming,
to me:
production.
WJR feels that the industry
Compared to printed media,
should recognize the outstanding broadcast ones aren't even in it
filth and forthrightness. For
public service performance turned for
lurid sex thrills, nothing beats the
in by WIBMticularly,
Jackson,
Mich.
Parcommendation is due good old daily newspaper, large
William Cizek, general manager, and small, with its meticulously
and
Jack
Underwood,
program detailed accounts of rapings, atdirector. . . .
tacks, kidnapings,
love-nests and
divorce-court
testimony.
Worth Kramer
For spicy stories and anatomical
Vice Pres: & Gen. Mgr.
WJR Detroit
information, TV can't come anyEsquire,
tive,where
True near
Story,
et al. True DetecFacts of Life
For information on woman's ills
and the factsfromof life,
woman'sto
EDITOR:
magazine
the anyJournal
Having just read of Rep. Gath- Woman's
Day
is
a
mine
of
information and if you even want to see
ing's resolution to clean up radio

This month — on May 25 — WFDF will have
completed 30 years of broadcasting in Flint,
Michigan. From a station beamed to a small
city of 108,000 in 1922, WFDF has grown to
be a key factor in the big $315,840,000 retail
market of more than 270,000 people in 1952.
Over 600 local merchants who spend their
radio dollars with WFDF offer convincing
evidence that WFDF is FIRST in Flint in
'52, just as surely as it was first in Flint
in '22.

BASIC AMERICAN
BROADCASTING CO.

FLINT, MICH.
SINCE 1922

Segregation
EDITOR:
Your Kin,"
May is5 aneditorial,
Kissin'
admirable"Nonjob
of straddling a sharp picket fence.
How it must hurt when you sit
down.
Sure, "competition
between
broadcasters
and newspapers
should
be
vigorous."
But,
ANPA have to use half-truths does
and
distorted facts to club an industry
that's
coveted
by
its
own
members?
Just hang around a group of
newspaper-radio owners for a
while, and you'll soon learn which
media gets lower-cased in their
little black galleys. (Gallies? D
seldom use the word, it's that repulsive.)
Yours for better segregation of
the rectifiers and the rotaries.
Tim Elliot
Pres.-Operations Mgr.
WCUE Akron
* * *
Score an Error
EDITOR:
We were sorry to read in the
May 5 issue of Broadcasting •
Telecasting,
page for89, feed
that to"plans
have
been dropped
Rock
Island" of the Chicago Cubs and
White Sox games.
Not so. WHBF-TV carries all
Saturday and Sunday home games
of the Cubs and Sox, beginning
with the Saturday, April 26 game.
The local sponsor is the Schmiers
Co.,PloRock
the Philco disp tributor Island,
in this area.
Fern
Haivks
Publicity
WHBF-TV Rock Island, III.

EDITOR :
Yes, D.we'll
be glad
to tell
Mr.
James
Abbott,
president,
KEVA
Shamrock, Texas [Open Mike,
(Continued on page 19)
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Associated with WOOD and WOOD-TVWEOAGrandEvansville
Rapids— WFBM and WFBM-TV Indianapolis
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE KATZ AGENCY
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a baby being born, there's alwavl
Life.
Now since these worthy publica4
tions are readily available to per-|
sons of all ages via home subscription or news stand, it surely must
follow that the august bodies on
Capitol Hill have decided that even
though relatively innocuous, the
broadcast media are having s*
much more attention paid them by
the American public than are tha
printed tively
ones,minorthat
sinstheir
are comparathereby
magnified greater than all the rest.
In other words, in spite of all the
dirt that's being printed, nobodyV
looking at it.
It's nice to have our faith in the.'
superiority
and authority.!
TV thusj
affirmed by ofso radio
high an
Sponsors and agencies should getl.
Ed McKay
the point.
Manager
WROM Rome, Ga.

an flfUPEX

at g@£Comp/ete!
with famous AMPEX performance

*sj?M^^^2i

and Quality— PLUS dynamic
New Styling!
DUAL-SPEEDS
• . • 7% & 15 inches per second
PUSH BUTTON OPERATION
...on a// five functions
BUILT-IN PREAMPLIFIER
...for microphone
PRECISION TIMING
...within 3.6 seconds per 30 minutes
FULL AUDIO RANGE
...15,000 cps at 7% inches p
MINIMUM MAINTENANCE
. . . even on heavy-duty service
LOW NOISE LEVEL
... complete shielding eliminates pi<
• Model 402 - Half-track Recording
• Model 403 - Full-track Recording
Series400

ACCESSIBILITY
ALL OVER
...even in operation
Top plate and front
panel are hinged for
quick, easy inspection
of any recorder component.
NEW REMOTE
CONTROL BOX
For 100% push button
operation that saves
on operating time!
Standard of the Oreat Radio Shows
Ask for Complete Specifications
or Request a DEMONSTRATION

CONSOLE
f.o.b. California
Re J woo A'City,

Ampex

RECORDERS
AMPEX ELECTRIC CORPORATION
Redwood City
• California

^Jlie IPredtiffe Station
of ike (^arolinad
GREENSBORO,

NORTH

CAROLINA

Look at part of WBIG's potential out-ofhome audience! In addition to 186,870
radio homes in WBIG's Sixteen County
Market * there were 279,436 cars (Sept.
30, 1951 f). The composite result of 4 spot
checks** in Greensboro and High Point,
N. C., covering 6,474 cars revealed
64.74% equipped with radios.
SOURCES:
* BMB Study No. 2
fN. C. Dept. of Motor Vehicles
Va. Dept. of Highways
** Greensboro & High Point Police Depts.
Member, High Point Fire Dept.
Hege, Middleton & Neal
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-@<?enc(f
-tfjajaointment*
FRED
MEYER
RETAIL STORES, Portland (Oregon chain), names
Edward S. Kellogg Co., that city. Radio will be used.
MAX FACTOR & Co., Hollywood (cosmetic products), names F. H. Hay
hurst Co., Toronto and Montreal, to handle Canadian advertising.
AZTECA FILMS Inc., L. A. (U. S. distributor Mexican and Spanish
feature films), appoints Walter McCreery Inc., Beverly Hills. Radio is
being used.
PIERCE'S PROPRIETARIES
Inc., Buffalo,
(Dr. Pierce's
Prescription),
names Kastor, Farrell,
ChesleyN.& Y.Clifford,
N. Y. Favorite
PENNY-OWSLEY MUSIC Co., L. A., appoints Irwin Co., Beverly Hills,
to promote Hammond organs, Steinway and Everett pianos in addition
to radio-TV and record departments. Radio-TV is being used.

Represented by Hollingbery
5000
Watts

RYBUTOL Div., Vitamin Corp. of America, scheduling radio promo,
tion campaign to boost sales of $1.98 bottle of Vitamin-B complex
tablets. Campaign tentatively slated to start May 25 will expand
nationally from five regional southeastern markets if successful. Agency
Duane Jones & Co., N. Y.
MYSTIK ADHESIVE PRODUCTS, Chicago (tape), starts a schedule'
of 57 spots over 13-week introductory period this week on two San
Francisco stations, KRON-TV and KPIX (TV), and on WSAZ-TV Huntington. Live and film spots are aired currently in 40 markets. TV spots
for
JOANNA
WESTERN
MILLS are
being Agency
expandedforalsoaccounts:
for company's
Ex-Lite
and Viking
cloth window
shades.
George
H. Hartman Co., N. Y.
J. B. WILLIAMS Co., Glastonbury, Conn, (shaving cream), started
Sports Calendar on 10 CBS Radio Pacific Network stations, Wed., 7 :307:45 p.m. PDT, for 52 weeks from May 14. Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
REGAL-AMBER BREWING Co., San Francisco (Regal Pale Beer),
started multi-spot announcements on KWTC Barstow, KDON Santa Cruz,
KPRO Riverside, KREO Indio, KYOR Blythe and KROP Brawley, all
Calif., during baseball season. Agency: Abbott Kimball Co., L. A.
MANHATTAN SOAP Co., N. Y. (Sweetheart soap), and AMERICAN
SAFETY RAZOR Corp., Brooklyn (Silver Star blades), renewed Frank
Goss News on 13 CBS Radio Pacific Network stations, Tues., Thurs. and
Sat., for 13 weeks from June 3. Formerly heard 7:30-7:45 a.m. PDT
through Scheideler, Beck & Werner, N. Y. Latter contracted for 5:45-5:55
p.m. PDT through McCann-Erickson, N. Y.
A/ettvotk • • •
RALSTON PURINA Co., St. Louis, expands sponsorship of Space Patr
from alternate week to weekly basis in new time slot, Sat. 11-11:3
a.m. EDT on ABC-TV effective June 14. Agency: Gardner Adv., St. Louis
GULF OIL Corp., N. Y., to sponsor John Daly and the News on 22!
ABC radio network stations Mon. through Fri. 10-10:15 p.m. effectiv
June 16 for 52 weeks. Agency: Young & Rubicam, N. Y.

CBS
Affiliate

GEORGE H. ROBERTSON, frozen foods' sales manager, North Pacific
Canners and Packers, Portland, promoted to assistant general sales manr
ager, succeeded by ROBERT BIRKELAND, his assistant.
DAVID F. LEARY, merchandising director, Long Adv. Service, S. F.,
to Leslie Salt Co., that city, in similar capacity.
BETTY ROLAND HERRICK, assistant publicity director of Ellington
& Co., N. Y., to General Foods public relations staff as product publicist
for Log Cabin syrup and Baker's cocoanut.
WILLIAM RABOFF, president, Sontag Drug Co., L. A., named western
division manager, United Cigar-Whelan Drug Corp., that city. He succeeds SAM PRUSKY, recently resigned.
BROADCASTING
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Your product, too, can ride the top line
to sales success in Waterbury. Make this
graph your blueprint for results.
Ask the
AVERY-KNODEL
man nearest you for
the WBRY story.
JROADCASTING
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WBRY
CBS

5000

Watts
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Don't ever forget

IN THE WASHINGTON
MARKET

7 A. M. NEWS
WITH
HOLLY WRIGHT
Here is another WRC program-personality combination
doing a consistently solid selling job for over six years.
Holly Wright clearly leads the
field, Monday thru Friday at
7:00 each morning.*
This is NOT an availability.
We merely point to this record
as an example of the "salesprogramming" WRC can do
for you. Top-rated shows with
selling power dominate the
programming pattern.
WRC pays out, not alone in
top audience ratings in the
rich District, Maryland and
Virginia area — but in hard
"over-the-counter" retail sales.
•American Research Bureau
IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL
YOUR BEST BUY IS
FIRST in WASHINGTON

5,000 Watts • 980 KC
Represented by NBC Spot Sales
Page 16 • May 19, 1952

the uueek
featuretheir of
f-f
personnel. Dozens of pastors
eaded
spearh
Moines
Des
and
ministers
spoke from their
KRNT
a "deathless days" traffic
safety drive which set a new pulpits on the necessity for coopercity record at 145 days.
ating withteachers
the reminded
campaign.
pupils Schoolto be
The "deathless" span was finally
ended May 2 when a 5-year-old boy careful. One large grocery chain
cyclist was fatally injured when printed safety banners for display
on member-store windows.
struck
by a months
10-ton truck.
For three
virtually every
KRNT in theatre programs deKRNT quarter - hour newscast
voted prominent space to this mespounded
listeners'
ears
with
the
sage: "A KRNT news department
safe walking-safe driving theme.
reminder:
had a wonderful
Each day that there had been a evening at You've
theatre . . . Drive
traffic death on the corresponding safely, walk the
safely . . . We wouldn't
day of the previous year, KRNT
reporting your death."
newscasters recapped the story likeDuring
the
campaign, KRNT esalong with a warning against taktablisTraffic
hed an annual
Naing chances in traffic.
Safety"KRNT
Record
KRNT Newscasters Paul Award" tional
for
cities
over
100,000
reRhoades, Don Soliday and Russ
Van Dyke together with Bob Has- Council. porting to the National Safety
sett, manager, Des Moines Safety
The plaque award will be given
Council, made a concerted effort to
make the city traffic-safety con- each year to the city with the longscious.
est string of deathless days in the
Mayor A. B. Chambers pro- traffic record dating from Jan. 1.
claimed a "Set-A-Record Week"
On May 2, KRNT notified Little
and edinKRNT
the for
proclamation
its efforts. commend- Rock, Ark., that it was the winner
of
the first annual "KRNT NaVice President Alben Barkley,
tional Traffic Safety Award." It
visiting the city, congratulated
that formal presenKRNT
drive. and Des Moines for the was suggested
tation be made at the October meeting in Chicago of the National
Scores of firms cooperated. Many
sent safety-reminder bulletins to all Safety Congress.

KWK is the radio
buy in St. Louis!
It's a solid story,
We mean the LOW -low
cost per 1000 radio homes
delivered KWK trumpets about.
Tsk, tsk — ask your Katz man.
He has a trunk full of facts
all based on Pulse rep6rts!
Globe-Democrat Tower Bldg.
Saint Louis

KATZ AGENCY
M

j$

strictly business

Ra, Belmon
HENRYChicago
ALLEN dio Corp.,
, an t engineer by training and preferg anewell-ea
enjoyin
. was The
vacationence,
telepho
rang. rned
It was W. L. Dunn, then vice
president in charge of engineering,
calling from Chicago.
"Come back to work tomorrow,"
Mr. Dunn told Mr. Henry, "you're
theMr.newHenry
advertising
hung upmanager."
the receiver
slowly. As he has frequently remarked since, "I was the least
qualified person in advertising.
I'm an engineer — and some people
would
question that."
Nevertheless,
Mr. Henry laid
aside the slide-rule and logarithms
of his chosen field and took up the
tools of the advertising trade.
It wasn't
before Belmont
knew
that itslongconfidence
in Mr.
Henry had been justified.
Engineering field tests had
proven
staff good
had
developedthatan Belmont's
exceptionally
television
receiver.
Company
officials decided to merchandise the
receivers under the name, "RayTV." merchandising proAn theonoverall

WHLI's

BIG

<
SUMMER
WHblBONUS
8V2 million visitors to
Long Island parks, playgrounds and beaches
every summer!
ONE STATION,
WHL1, DOMINATES
THE MAJOR LONG
*ConlanISLAND
latest share MARKET*
of audience: Daytime,
February 19S2, Hempstead, L. I., N. Y
Mr. HENRY

wAMma1100<ff;
Mil FM 98.3
gram precipitates the need for an
HEMPSTEAD
advertising director. That was Mr.
LONG ISLAND, N.Y.
Henry's cue.
Mr. Henry organized his comadvertising program
and setto
up an pany's
advertising
department
REPRESENTED BY RAM BEAU
execute(Continued
the plan. on Raytheon
page 47) teleBROADCASTING
• Tel,

Be

on

the

Beeline

Razor blades or refrigerators, the way to sell in inland California and
western Nevada is . . . on the BEELINE ! It's the five-station radio
combination that gives you
THE MOST LISTENERS More than any competitive combination of
local stations . . . more than the 2 leading San Francisco stations and
the 3 leading Los Angeles stations combined. (Bmb scare Area Report)
LOWEST COST PER THOUSAND More audience plus favorable
Beeline combination rates naturally means lowest cost per thousand
listeners.
(BMB and Standard Raie & Data)
Ask
Raymer
for
the
full
story
on
this
3-billion-dollar
market — inland
California and western Nevada.
McClatchy Broadcasting Company
Sacramento, California Paul H. Raymer, National Representative
Affiliated withBEEInland
THE SACRAMENTO
• THE California's
MODESTO 3BEELeading
• THE Papers
FRESNO BEE
KWG
KMJ
KERN
KFBK
KOH
Reno (NBC)
5000 watts, day; 1000
watts, night 630 kc.

BROADCASTING

V

A million people listen to the Beeline every day

• Telecasting
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16,500
DRY

HOLES

Oilmen Work Against Big
Odds to Find Record Amount
of New Oil For You
The search for oil is a risky business.
To meet the greatest need in history, U. S.
oilmen last year expended over two billion
dollars in drilling for new oil supplies.
Much of this huge sum was lost in 16,500
costly dry holes. But by drilling thousands
of wells to expand known fields and by drilling exploratory wells in entirely new areas,
a record amount of new oil was found to
assure your future needs.
> Finding oil is only part of what it takes
to keep your family car rolling and to fill
other record demands for fuels and lubricants. Year after year, U. S. oilmen plow
back into their businesses over fifty cents
out of every dollar earned.
In 1951 this plowing back of earnings was
biggest in history. It helped set new crude
oil supply records. It also added new refinery capacity, miles of new pipelines—
tankers, tank-cars, barges and tank-trucks,
new research facilities, millions of gallons
of additional storage space as well as thousands of new and improved service stations.
It is only by planning ahead, by taking
risks and plowing back earnings, that
America's thousands of privately-managed
oil businesses are able to provide you with
the finest oil products at the world's lowest
prices.
Oil Industry Information Committee
American Petroleum Institute
50 West 50th Street, New York 20, N.Y.
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OIL WELL? MAYBE. No one knows investment. Even a well that starts to prothe answer. The only sure way to find out
duce doesn't always pay out. In spite of
is by drilling. If the well turns out to be a risks involved, U. S. oilmen last year found
dry hole, the operator will have lost his greatest volume of oil in history.
HERE ARE THE ODDS AGAINST FINDING OIL*

Odds are 8 to 1
bringing
an arealastwhere
has
never been found before. Of the 6,189
new infielda producing
exploratory wellwellsin drilled
year, oil5,505
were dryducinholes.
The remaining
11,000 dryagainst
holes were
drilleda big
in orproducing
near known area
oil prog areas. Odds
are even greater
finding
...

43 to 1
Chances against bringing in an oil field
yielding
overthisonemillion
millionba barrels
43-1.
els takesare many
Recovering
additional wells.
Yet a million
ba

966 to 1
enough oil to fill U. S. needs for 4 hours.
Odds
that will
yield
over 50against
millionfinding
barrelsa —fieldenough
to supply
U. S. for 8 days — are a staggering 966 to 1.
> American Association i
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Opc>en Mike
(Continued from page 12)
April 14]
how we hints,
handle which
those so-in
called
house-hold
in public service
reality are nothing in the world
but
"plugs."
We doasexactly
the product
same thing
with them
we do
cel ation of 50 appointments by with
Safety Contest
requests for PI deals . . .
prospective
blood
donors.
Result
WPIC Sharon, Pa., for the third was that the Red Cross Bloodmo. . . throw 'em in the nearest
year conducted an eight-week drive bile unit met its quota in that city wastebasket.
to reduce traffic mishaps. The sta- after
Walter Harris
the
station
saturated
the
air
Manager
tion offered $500 in cash prizes to
grade and high school pupils in with appeals.
WFVA Fredericksburg, Va.
* * #
WPIC's listening area who wrote
Flood Service
the
best
50-word
essays
on
highway
safety.
DURING its 24-hour flood crisis Capital Offense
operation, KOIL Omaha succeeded EDITOR:
Happy Reunion
in obtaining a jeep for a local
[A story in your] April 21 issue,
America
Red Cross official, thereby
WHEN WGIG Brunswick, Ga.,
under the heading of New Busilearned from county police that winning
hisH."profound
admiration."
ness, prompts me to write and
Raymond
Sayler,
manager
of
Samuel Kandrain of Youngstown, the local ARC chapter, called the draw your
to mention of
Ohio, was trying to locate his wife station between 3:30 and 4:30 a.m. "6 French attention
radio associates staand 12-year-old daughter, it im- one morning and told announcer
mediately offered its assistance.
Station contacted Mr. Kandrain, John Shinker he needed a four- network"
Now, you wouldn't write "yankee
drive jeep. Within
20 min-to tions." or "6 national broadcastgot his story and aired a notice wheel utes,
called back
ing company
you?
seeking the whereabouts of the inform Mr.Mr. Shinker
The
Frenchstations,"
Radio would
Associates
the station had
pair. Within five minutes, WGIG obtained theSayler
vehicle.
KOIL
reNetwork
is
the
only
private
netreports, the woman contacted the
work operating in Canada. . . .
ported it received "many calls and
station and the couple were reWe
expect
to
sell
more
shows
united half hour later, with Mr. letters of appreciation" for its this network, so all we ask is thaton
Kandrain expressing his apprecia- public service * activities.
* *
tion to WGIG. Wife and daughter
you
remember,
nextRadio
time,Assoit's
Finds Lost Child
had been visiting in Brunswick and
capitals
forNetwork.
French
ciates
Okay?
he had lost their address.
WHEN all else fails, Easy Does It
A.Manager
A. McDermott
isGwynn
what andthey're
saying onof WIBC
Easy
his program
Hospital Fund
Radio
Indianapolis after police asked him
Toronto& Television Sales Inc.
WITH one eye on its motto, "pub- to broadcast a description of a lost
girl they
WIBXlic interest
Utica, isN. aY., public
went totrust,"
work three-year-old
there. Five minutes
laterfound
the Budding Builder
on behalf of the Utica Hospital mother showed up to claim her EDITOR:
Fund in an 11th hour drive. Sta- child.
tiontunitysuggested
given opporI am 14 years old and in the
to devote itonebe broadcast
day
process of building a miniature TV
Fight Fire With TV
for last appeals to citizens who had RECRUITING
station.
I am writing this letter in
of firemen spurted
not been reached by solicitors.
that it will be published in
Starting with its Farm & Home after WBAL-TV Baltimore an- hopes
your
magazine
that any TV
swered an appeal from the city stations with extraandpictures
Program at 5 a.m., WIBX inserted
of their
an appeal in every show and at sta- board of fire commissioners asking equipment, etc., will send them to
tion identification periods. Several help in obtaining new firemen. The me for getting ideas on equipment
thousand dollars were added and, station telecast a quarter-hour from small pictures is very hard
as a result, area surrounding Utica
to get the models built
publicizing the work of toandtheI want
oversubscribed its quota by almost program
best of detail I can. Also if
100%. Operators remained at the firemen and the coming recruit- any companies that make TV equipingtions texaminations,
switchboards until after midnight
catalogs that they
o double. causing applica- would mentsendand have
to take pledges.
would they please do so.
Thank you very much.
Don Johnson
WHAS-TV's "C-Day"
Radio Therapeutics
1103 Greenway Rd.
PLEDGES during WHAS - TV
Forwood
MARINE patients at the NaWilmington, Del.
Louisville
"C-Day,"
station's
own
val Hospital at Camp Lecancer crusade, totaled more than
jeune, N. C, select a disc
$9,000, withpresentation
the day's ofceremonies
jockey selvfrom
among
including
a medal
es to air Bed
Side themDisc
Press Favored
and plaque to Mrs. Tarlton Combs
Jockey
over
WJNC
JacksonEDITOR:
Carroll, Kentucky state commandville,
N.
C,
every
Friday
er, American Cancer Society, for
KCIM has uncovered an inmorning. Every week a difher cancer fight work.
sidious, unofficial news-release
ferent ward at the 1,400-bed
policy
which this radio station feels
hospital becomes "studio for
is
directly
Flood Victims Aided
of fair play.opposed to all precepts
aelect
day."a disc
Patients
that ward
jockeyin from
their
NINE - HOUR Parade of Disc
Several civic and public groups
ranks, submit record lists,
Jockeys by WTTM and WBUD
work out a script and block
of this area are releasing, systethe show together with the
matical y, items to the newspapers
Trenton, N. J., with 15 disc jockeys
several hours early; delaying the
aid of Sgt. John Buchanan,
putting on a request program in a
same release to hit radio until after
of theordsPIO
radio
section.
Recdowntown store window, raised
are furnished free by a
the papers have hit the street.
donations for the Red Cross Flood
local record shop and become
Any broadcaster who has had a
Appeal fund there fortnight ago.
similar problem is invited to assist
the erproperty
of
the
ward
aftus
with ours . . .
the show. Show was sugArt Stanley
gested by the Camp Lejeune
Bloody Good Work
Chapter of the American Red
Program Director
WERI Westerly, R. I., went to bat
Cross last year.
KCIM Carroll, Iowa
when a cold epidemic caused canROADCASTING
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Wilkes-Barre's Powerful
5000 Watt Station
Offers
Advertisers
MORE
LISTENERS
34.1% Higher
Average !/4 Hour
from 7 A.M. to 1 P.M.
Than Next Best Station
*Pulse: November 1951

MORE
COVERAGE
in the
Wilkes-Barre
Metropolitan Area
Largest Market)3rd
(Pennsylvania's
PLUS
Bonus Coverage
in 14 Surrounding
Counties
MORE
FOR YOUR
ADVERTISING
DOLLAR!

W/IK
980 KC AM-FM 5000 W (d) 1000 W (n)
ABC AFFILIATE
AVERY KNODEMnc, Nat l. Rep.
★ New York ★ Chicago ★ Los Angeles
★ Atlanta ★ S^n Francisco ★ Dallas
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These models represent seven typical TV transmitter room arrangements for various power
classes— from 500 watts to 200 kw, ERP*. They
include the film equipment required for spot,
station breaks, and network operation. They
show the basic or minimum facilities you need to
go "on the air" for a given power. The set-ups are
worked out in accordance with tried-and-proved
operating procedure and provide a handy means
for estimating your space requirements. There is
ample leeway to meet the particular needs of
every station.
Your RCA Broadcast Sales Representative is
ready to give you planning help like this—
throughout your station! By all means, call him.
*Effective radiated power
RADIO CORPORATION
ENGINEERING
PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT of AMERICA
CAMDEN, N.J.

Get

on

the

band

wagon
Follow the lead of the local advertisers in Baltimore!
WITH regularly carries the advertising of twice as many
of them as any other station in town! For just one good
reason: WITH delivers more listeners-per-dollar than any
other radio or TV station in town. And that means that
WITH produces low cost results!
WITH can do it for you too! So get on the band wagon
in Baltimore. Put WITH on your schedule today.
You can get the whole story from your Forjoe man.

IN
TOM TINSLEY, PRESIDENT
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BALTIMORE
REPRESENTED BY FORJOE AND COMPANY
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DOES HOOPER
UNDERSELL
RADIO?
A CHARGE that the coincidental
t represents only the return
that coincidental
measure-of to thetion. Itechnique
method of audience measurement
mgest"
ents be eliminated
as a system
used for many
radio
audience
measurement.
In"grossly
underestimates"
exyears preceding the advent of teletent of radio
listening wasthe fired
deed,
he
said,
"coincidental
measurements have much to recomlast week by John Blair & Co., raHe suggested that "all buyers of
dio station representative, on the
radio
audience measurements"
mend
them."
vision."
basis
of
more
than
six
months'
should
telephone
But
"it
is
tremendously
imporstudies.
dental"order
surveys based
on the coincisingle
tant to you that the radio audience
Target of the broadside was the is given the full stature it de- question concerning radio only."
Blair & Co. President Richard
coincidental
method's
inclusion
" he wrote.
both radio and
television
in theof pleased toserves,learn
that "You
radio will
can bebe D. Buckley, in a foreword to the
given full credit by a simple modi- presentation,
pointed out that there
sameing toquestion:
"Were
you
listenfication of the coincidental ques- were 42 million radio homes as of
the radio or looking at television, etc.," The Blair company
recommended that such "duplex"
PULSE-HOOPER- NIELSEN
questions give way to a radio-only
SETS-IN-USE COMPARISON APRIL, 1951
query such as "Were you listening
to the radio?"
The Blair project, financed by
the representation firm and three
of its client stations — KHJ Los Angeles, WBNS Columbus and
WDSU
Orleansdirection
— was set
under theNewoverall
of W.up
Ward Dorrell, a veteran of some
nine years in the radio research
field with C. E. Hooper Inc., one
of the foremost exponents of the
coincidental survey technique. (For
Hooper reply to Blair study, see
CHART 3BFROM
DEVIATION
page 29).
COMBINED
AVERAGE
SETS-IN-USE
In a letter sent with copies of
27.4%
the Blair study to clients, Mr.
Dorrell
emphasized
that
"this
PULSE
presentation takes no sides in the
16 NIELSEN
21 HOOPER
CITIES
CITIES
a 21TIES
current controversy between audience measurement services" and
Comparison of Sets-in-Use Reports
that "it is not our desire to sug-

last Dec. 31, and that the $723 million total spent for radio time during 1951 was greater than during
any preceding year. And yet, he
recalled,
greater
clamor by 1951
peopleheard
in high"a and
low
places that radio was a declining
advertising value . . . that the
prophecy
of a was
few actually
years ago,
'radio is doomed,'
coming
"Whydio'sdid
radoom these
think believers
the way inthey
did?"
asked. "How could they
tosupport
pass."hetheir
position? One support
was the decline in radio sets-inuse as indicated by radio research.
The reports of one research firm
in particular, the proponent of the
telephone coincidental method, disclosed an alarming decline in setsin-use,
in TVBlair
markets."
Thus,particularly
he said, the
study
originated. It was designed as a
service to the radio industry and
copies of trithe
resultsto are
disbuted not only
Blairbeing
stations
but to the National Assn. of Radio
and Television Station Representatives. Mr. Dorrell also is making
presentations to agencies.
To show "the seriousness of the
problem," the presentation noted
that Hooper measurements of radio sets-in-use in Los Angeles reof 68.57candin nighttime.flect469red adecline
in afternoons
33.3%
(Continued on page 29)

COMBINED SETS-IN-USE DAYTIME AND EVENING
COLUMBUS, 0., LOS ANGELES, CALIF., NEW ORLEANS, LA.

COMBINED SETS-IN-USE DAYTIME
COLUMBUS, 0., LOS ANGELES, CALIF., NEW ORLEANS, LA.
NUMBER
OF INTERVIEWS
TRENDEXHOOPER- 15.252
9700

Blair Study Says Yes

NUMBER OF34,337INTERVIEWS
TRENDEX
HOOPER -22747

HOOPER _
TRENDEX

BROADCASTING
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RIGHTS
REBROADCAST
IN A POLICY decision interpretThe Commission's decision was
ing the rebroadcast provisions of the result of an appeal for a declarthe Communications Act, the FCC
sought by WJIM-TV
last week issued a strict definition Lansingatory inruling1950,
when WWJ-TV
permission to reof the meaning of "originating sta- Detroit refused
broadcast some NBC-TV programs
tion" and threw the burden of
justifying a refusal to permit re- [B*T, July 17, 1950]. That fall,
broadcast on the station declining the Commission issued a proposed
clarification of Sec. 325(a) of the
such permission.
In fact, the FCC more or less Act
and called for comments [B*T,
threatened the unconsenting station Oct. 9, 1950].
with a citation under the public inAmong the comments was one
from Gordon P. Brown, owner of
terest
the Communications Actprovisions
if its ofreasons
were not WSAY Rochester, N. Y., who has
been feuding with the networks for
"good
and sufficient."
Essence
of the policy, adopted several years. He urged that the
unanimously but with Comrs. Rosel section be interpreted to mean that
H. Hyde and Robert F. Jones ab- if a sponsor approved a rebroadcast of a program it owned, neither
sent, is this:
the network nor the affiliate carry1.
A
station's
signal
is
its
own
and may not be rebroadcast simuling the original program could object [B»T, Nov. 6, 1950].
mission. taneously or later without its perRep. Sheppard Approves
2. Neither a network nor a sponAnother was from Rep. Harry
sor may approve the rebroadcast
of a program which it owns if the R. Sheppard (D-Calif.) who urged
station whose signal will be used the same [B*T, Nov. 13, 1950].
refuses permission.
Rep. Sheppard history
averred
the legof thethatprovision
3. Conversely, a station may ap- bore out islative
this
interpretation.
He
prove the rebroadcast of its signal, also charged that the networks
but unless it also owns the pro- were
attempting
to
stifle
competigram its approval may be valueless.
4. If a station refuses to permit tion.Network authorities declined forthe rebroadcast of a program it has
mal comment on the FCC action
aired, it must furnish the Commis- pending
to study it in
sion with the reasons why. Unless text and opportunity
in detail.
they are
the Commission saidsignificant,
it might question
the
First reaction of one legal exqualifications of the licensee under
pert, however, based solely on a
the public service provisions of the verbal relay of the gist of the rules,
Act.
was that the Commission appeared

FCC lssues Poiicr
to be going much farther than it
is entitled
to do toin require
"puttingthempres-to
sure on stations
permit
rebroadcastingV' that reThe fFCC's
usals to permitrequirement
rebroadcasts must
be explained
in
writing
the Com-is
mis ion, this authority toasserted,
in itselftions "compulsion"
to make stagrant such permission.
Rep. Sheppard has introduced
legislation in the last few Congresses calling for a revision of the
Communications Act to accomplish
this rebroadcast privilege and also
to license networks. His bills (HR
10 and HR 73) were referred to the
House Committee on Interstate &
Foreign
[B*T, Oct. 15,
March 19,Commerce
Jan. 8, 1951].
In its ruling FCC said, "Congres .. . intended
words
'origtothebewhose
applicable
solely to inating
the station'
station
signal
was received and rebroadcast."
The FCC report reviewed the legislative history of the provision and
referred to the Radio Act of 1927
and prior
regulations to substantiate its interpretation.
Suggestions that the rebroadcast
provision was meant to require only
the approval of the owner of the
program were dismissed as not
properly within the purview of the
Commission. Such an interpretation would require Congressional
revision miof
s ion said.the section, the ComIn amending its AM-FM-TV
rules to require that stations re-

Legalized Larceny
WITH TIME on its hands in the stillness of
We can conceive of nothing that would do
more to stifle creative talents and initiative
the post-TV thaw, the FCC -last Thursday
in
the broadcast arts if this order is ever
ingeniously contrived to enmesh itself in the
to fruition. Programs like the WLS
most preposterous mischief-making since the carried
Barn Dance, or the WSM Grand Ole
infamous
1946 a "Blue
Book" episode.of its rule National
It rendered
new interpretation
Opry, or Amos V Andy would become fair
governing rebroadcasting of programs. It game of stations and possibly other networks.
added a provision that would not only subject The pick of the network programs could be
stations and networks to constant jeopardy, preyed upon by stations which had nothing
but which also defies every legal concept ever to do with their creation or production (with
enunciated on the sensitive matter of private spot announcements interspersed). The penalty of refusal to grant permission would be a
property rights. The FCC did this without
taking a second look at the vicious document
reasonable explanation to the complete satisserved up to it by its legal minions. It did
faction of an FCC, or whatever licensing authority that might be functioning at the time.
this
without the vote of two of its top lawyerCommissioners.
we see it,
is how
would work':
The gist of the astonishing ruling is that A Here,
stationas operator
would
writeit letters
to all
networks
and
to
selected
enterprising
stations.
an
"originating"
station
(whether
radio
or
TV) can refuse to give another station the He would demand permission to rebroadcast
right to pick up its signals for rebroadcast.
or parts thereof, "origSo far, so good, because Congress so decreed. specifiedinatedprograms
" aby these
entities.stamp.
Each inquiry
would
But
if
the
"originating"
station
so
refuses,
cost
him
three-cent
The stations
then it must file an explanatory statement,
networks would refuse for diverse reawithin 10 days, with the FCC. If there are no and sons—thedissipation
of their creative talents,
reasons, or if the refusal is upon unreasonable
copyright clearances, unfair competition, good
will,
safe-guarding
of property rights.
grounds,
the
ruling
threatens,
this
"may
well
constitute conduct going to the qualifications
But within 10 days, each such refusal would
ofThis,a licensee
to
operate
in
the
public
interest."
have to be explained to the FCC. Beleagured
we submit, is coercion with a crowbar,
stations and networks would have to stand
not the lifted eyebrow.
of batteries of attorneys to careFor crass unreasonableness, if not stupidity, the expense
fullywould
prepare these
there's
probably
nothing
like
this
in
regulatory
licenses
be on pleadings
the line. — because their
annals. It falls in the category of an ordinance
The FCC lawyer (we understand he was the
requiring a citizen whose home is robbed to
General Counsel, Benedict P. Cottone) ostenwrite a letter to the chief of police explaining
sibly pegged his ruling on a short-lived relawhy he didn't turn his wallet over to the robber.
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fusing rebroadcast rights justify
their
... rejections,
It does not FCC
followstated:
that Section
325 sanctions arbitrary refusals of
consent for rebroadcast on the part
of network affiliates or other stations
who may have the power or authority
to give such consent. In our opinion,
a station's operation must be in the
public interest in respect of its exthe aspower
conferred
by Sectioner325cise of(a)
in other
respects,
and
such powers
cannot
and
were
not intended to be used for the monopolistic
purposes
Chain toBroadcasting Ruleswhich
were the
intended
prevent.
A refusal either by a network affiliate,
or a non-network station, to permit
a rebroadcast where based upon no
reasons at all, or upon unreasonable
grounds, may well constitute conduct
going to the qualifications of a literest. cense to operate in the public inThe following amendment was
ordered to Sees. 3.191, 3.291,
3.591, 3.655 and 3.790 of the Commission Rules
effective July
1 : and Regulations
Any station which refuses authority
for thecast byrebroadcast
a program
it,
any ofpart
thereof,10broadshall
file
with refusal
the orCommission
within
days
ofthe such
a
statement
containing
following information: The
station
requesting
for the rebroadcast;m ortheprograms,
dateauthority
of theor request;
the pro-for
parts thereof,
which graauthority
to
rebroadcast
was
q
u
e
s
t
e
d
;
t
h
e
date
of
refusal;
the
reason,reorA copy
reasons,
forstatement
denial offiled
the with
request.
of
the
Commission shall also be sent to the
the
station whose request has been denied.
The Commission also decided
that Sec. 325(a) did not apply to
the rebroadcast of programs of
foreign stations. It cited the legislative history of the provision to
deduce that Congress did not have
foreign stations in mind when it
adopted
the section
in the36) Com(Continued
on page

an editorial
tively insignificant case between WJIM-TV
Lansing and WWJ-TV Detroit. The truth is
that it was stirred up by the incessant crusade
of Gordon P. Brown, owner of independent
WSAYeral network
Rochester,
who, has
afterspentlosing
his sevaffiliations,
innumerable
man-hours lobbying Congress and the FCC
against the networks. Mr. Brown even had
the audacity to call a news conference in Washthe victory.
ington following the FCC's ruling to proclaim
Mr. Brown's "giant-killer" approach is bunk.
There's hardly an independent in the country
that wouldn't go major network, if it could, or
wouldn't become clear channel — if it could.
The FCC decision, like many others before
it, arrogates control through indirection. It
admits
essentialits right
of the But"originating"
station the
to control
programs.
it imposes
the penalty of intimidation, by requiring the
station to explain its refusal.
In some saner moment, we must believe that
the FCC will see the error of its ways. This
may come when Vice Chairman Hyde and
Comr.tiveJones,
who werethemselves.
absent fromIt that
session, express
may aborcome
after the writers, directors, arrangers, performers, musicians and all other creative
artists fashioning the radio and television programs, realizelarceny.
the impact of this ridiculous bid
for legalized
Keep in mind: The Commission which
adopted this unreasonable rule would determine the reasonableness of any refusal to grant
permission to rebroadcast the product of the
station's enterprise and genius.
BROADCASTING
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LIBERTY SUSPENDS
LIBERTY Broadcasting System along with Gordon's father, B. R.
McLendon,
suspended service to nearly 400 the
board. other co-chairman of
affiliated stations Thursday night.
Hint of troubled days ahead
Formed in the spring of 1948
jas a southwest basehall hookup, the came duri ng the May 6 closed cirnetwork had operated nationwide
cuit talk when the younger Mcsince Oct. 2, 1950.
Lendon said, "We don't have the
solid
family feeling we used to
As of noon Friday, many affiliates said they had received no offi- have." He blamed himself for "not
cial notice that service had been having shared my problems with
suspended. Their information came all of you," but didn't discuss
these problems, "lest it weaken us
from
bitter Liberty's
denunciationlastof broadcast,
the Dept. ofa in theresult
radioof industry
the policygenerally."
was an
Justice and organized baseball by The
undermining of confidence among
Gordon McLendon, LBS president. many
affiliates, he conceded.
Intimation that trouble was
Mr. McLendon said he was makahead came a week previous to the
suspension when Mr. McLendon
ing that talk because of "another
told affiliates by closed circuit the
network was cutting service from crisis."
"I have decided to share this one
16 to eight hours a day [B*T, with you," he said, recalling that
May 12].
while the network had made a
The burden of nationwide tele- "small profit" in the first three
phone line charges was a major
it had lost "continuing large
factor in the slicing of network years,
sums of money" since night service
hours, affiliates were told. In ad- was started in 1950. LBS broke
dition, many affiliates were in- even for a while last year when
Brewing Co., St. Louis,
formed they would receive "C" in- Falstaff
sponsored baseball, he said.
d of "A" time,
telephoneaffiliates
line service.
Since steathat
have
for the most part during
claimed they had difficulty contact- the"But
last two years," he noted, "the
ing LBS officials at Dallas headquarters.
In his Thursday night broadcast,
Mr. McLendon broke the news in
these words,
"ThemustLiberty
Broadcasting System
suspend
op- CA
ELLE
By NC
FLORENCE
SMALL D
erations." He followed with a IN
a continuing answer to the
heated criticism of the Dept. of
Justice for failure to enforce laws prophets of doom who point, out of
and the Bill of Rights, or to protect context, to periodic cancellations
citizens from the "baseball mo- in radio and TV, at least four advertisers last week snapped up a
nopoly."
"If this can happen in America," minimum of two and a half hours
he said, "you
grand- of released network time at almost
children youcansawtellanyourAmerican
the moment the time became
dream die like a dog in a ditch." available.
Says Justice Has Proof
Moreover, one advertiser, Gulf
. The Dept. of Justice has had Oil, for its Gulfspray insecticide,
a new hour and a quarproof of the "illegal baseball con- purchased
ter of radio time a week — 15 minspiracy" for years, he charged, with
across the board on ABC —
many department attorneys anxi- while utesWilliam
Wrigley Jr. Co.
ous to bring action against orfor 36 June
half -hours
ganized baseball. He claimed de- signed
Radio
between
3 and on
Aug.CBS25
partment officials
were "afraid
their good friends
in baseball
would in a renewal of the summer saturation campaign it has conducted on
get mad at them."
network for the past two
Liberty is plaintiff in a $12 mil- that
years. Gross billings on the
lion suit against 13 major league Wrigley
purchase were estimated
baseball clubs [B°T, Feb. 25],
more than $400,000.
claiming it suffered business dam- at An
interesting
and perhaps
age through loss of rights to broadcast games.
significant feature
ofprogramming
the week's
transactions
from
a
Even as he was announcing the point of view was that, aside from
network's suspension of service, the Wrigley saturation campaign,
Mr. McLendon made this predic- each of the purchases was for a
tion :"You Broadcasting
will again hearSystem
the voiceif, basic quarter-hour segment aired
of Liberty
least twice a week.
as and when we are successful in at Lever
Bros., New York, for
our attempt to bring baseball back
sponto Hethe thanked
people." network officials for its Pepsodent
sor a musicaltoothpaste
programwill(format
still
being
worked
out)
in
the
Tuestheir cooperation, voiced appreciaday and Thursday 7:45-8 p.m.
tionworkfor andaffiliates'
part inCullen,
the neton CBS-TV,
co- EDT
late period
this month.
Lattereffective
time
chairman
ofcalled
the H.LBSR. board
since
period had been dropped by Liggett
last summer, "one of America's & Myers (Fatima cigarettes), New
great
was a York [B*T, May 5], together with
financialmen."
backerMr.of Cullen
the network,
its Stork Club program. McCannBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

McLendon Hits
story of Liberty has been a story
of money lost, hard work lost,
fighting
huge monopoly."
He
said
this aexplained
why LBS had
to ask "for free time for one-third
of the sporting events, for the five
minutes before and after the game,
why no reduction in affiliate fees
hasIf ever
LBS been
winspossible."
its court battle, he
predicted, it will become "the No.
1 network in the country."
The eight-hour plan instituted
a week ago was designed to put
LBS on "a break-even basis," according to Mr.permitting
McLendon's
closed
circuit talk,
economies
in operation. He planned to go
back on the air personally and do
many of the baseball games.
Schedule This Year
LBS has broadcast 50 games
this year, he said, and had 103 live
games
38 re-creations,
a totaltoofcome191 plus
games
during the
season.fullyHe
called
a "pitiinadequate list this
of afternoon
games
authorized"
and
blamed
the
LBS troubles on inability to break
the organized baseball ban against
baseball broadcasts in the north-

Baseball 'Monopoly'
east major league territory as well
as the ban against night games. He
claimed LBS needed an eastern
American League and western Nateam to bolster its
scheduletionalofLeaguegames.
"It has been a baling wire and
sawdust
said in hisnetwork
May 6 many
talk totimes,"
affiliates.he
No suggestion of trouble was
found by struction
affiliates
received atin1 the
p.m. LBS
(EDT)inThursday. This simply said: At
7:45
p.m. is(EDT)
McLendon
going tonight
to give aGordon
public
address to the nation. It is for
broadcast. The title of his subject
is 'Radio and Baseball.' All stations are urged to carry it. Please
advise as to what you want done
to Many
this show."
reasons
the network's
suspension
were for
offered
affili-it
ates. One contention
was bythat
grew too fast. According to this
theory,ball service
Liberty
basewhenoffered
it wasa good
a daytime
hookup. When it decided to become
a fifth nationwide network, however, it was believed not to have
(Continued on page 93)

k|y
TIME
Erickson,
New York, Quic
is the agency
for Pepsodent, while Cunningham
& Walsh, New York, is agency for
Fatima.
American Cigarette & Cigar Co.
(Pall Mall cigarettes), will sponsor Doug Edwards and the News,
CBS-TV Tuesday and Thursday,
7:30-7:45 p.m. EDT, effective in
late May [B»T, May 12]. This
marks an increase in its radio-TV
budget for Pall Mall. Cigarette
firm also sponsors Big Story on
NBC radio and NBC-TV in addition to radio and TV spot campaigns. The news program, twice
weekly, had been dropped recently
by Columbia Records. Sullivan,
Staffer, Colwell & Bayles, New
York, is agency for Pall Mall.
Kellogg Interested
The 7-7:15 p.m. EDT period on
NBC-TV currently is being offered to advertising agencies, with
Kellogg Co. understood to be
actively interested in this earlyevening time. Kukla, Fran and
Ollie, now in that time slot, may
be slated for change to a half-hour,
once a week format at another time.
The 15-minute strip following The
Goldbergs, 7:15-7:30 p.m. EDT is
also being offered to advertisers for
next fall, with or without the program.dersto d toBidding
for theOntimethe isother
unbe active.
hand the present advertisers on
The Goldbergs may renew in the
same time with the same show.
On CBS Radio, when Liggett &
Myers tified(Chesterfield
nothat network cigarettes)
that it would
drop one quarter-hour of its half-

Toke" Qn n^o^s
hour
participation
in the strip,
early
morning
Arthur Godfrey
each advertiser moved forward one
quarter-hour thus leaving the first
15 minutes of the program open for
a new advertiser whose signing is
said to be imminent.
In addition, the program, which
is now telecast one quarter-hour
(with Lever picking up the radioTV time),
be extended
cast form will
to one
hour in inthesimulfall.
As a result of the simulcast decision, at least one advertiser — Realemun
sponsors
the 10-on
10:15 Co.,
a.m. which
EDT radio
segment
alternate days with Toni Co. — has
been forced to abandon the program because it was understood
the
firm's budget
the addition
of TV.could not stand
The relinquished time has been
sold to Owens & Corning Glass Co.,
starting early in September. Toni
Co. has not decided yet whether it
too will continue sponsorship, in
view of the increased costs for TV.
This marks one of the unusual cases
where radio has been used to sell
television.
Effective early in September, the
of sponsors
asGodfrey
followsline-up
(all time
EDT): will be
Owens Corning Glass alternating
the 10:15-30 a.m. period with Toni
(or replacement) ; Lever Bros.,
10:30-45 a.m.; Pillsbury Mills,
10:45-11 a.m., and National Biscuit Co.,terfield
11-11:15
a.m.,last
withquarter
Chesretaining the
hour,
11:15-30
a.m.
on
radio
alone.
This new sequence of Godfrey
sponsors
presents onyet page
another92 ) prob(Continued
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PROET1 AWARDS
Presented in St. Louis
PRIZES in radio and TV categories
of the 1952 Erma Proetz Awards
were presented last week at a
banquet
at St. Louis'
Hotel annually
Statler.
The awards
are given
by
The
Women's
Adv.
Club
of St.
Louis for creative work by women.
Top honor in radio was won by
Phyllis Edmonds, vice president,
Home Federal Savings & Loan
Assn., Tulsa, Okla.
A newly-established television
award was won by Bonnie Dewes,
D'Arcy
Adv.,Co. for
on the
Laclede Gas
showwork
on KSD-TV
St. Louis.
Inscribed plaque and $100 went
to each first-prize winner. In all, 14
advertising women were honored.
Stuart Symington, former chairman of National Security Resources
Board and Reconstruction Finance
Corp., spoke on "Truth Through
Advertising."

NBC AFFILIATES
Western Division Meets
OPTIMISM over radio's future
prospects
sparked
a two-day
Western Div.
affiliates
meetingNBCat
Beverly Hills, Calif., which ended
last Tuesday with more than 50
station men and women representing 28 affiliates in the western
states and Alaska attending.
The affiliates met in conjunction
with a network series of promotion,
press and merchandising sessions
on radio. Station managers attending reported increased local business and greater listening audiences— even in areas where there
is TV competition.
A network
dicated moresurvey
peopleintroduced
spend moreintime listening to radio than with
TV,
newspapers and magazines
combined.
Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix
Thomas
C. McCray,
NBCnetwork
West"Pick a card. . . . any card."
ern Div. director
of radio
operations in Hollywood, presided
at the dising
promotion-press-merchansessions with Richard O.
Dunning, president of KHQ Spokane
and
West
Coast representative
1
Kgro
'
s^ CBS Sgles
EADJ
on NBC's Stations Planning and
we shallUS
makeTI
the NG
change '
— up or Monday-Friday daytime broadcast Advisory
CONTINUING
the basic
RADIOstudy of'R
Committee,
conducted
and approximately 8V2 million in the closed meetings.
pricing structure may lead to down.
whether changes are made theOnaverage
either upward or downward revi- or "And
nighttime
broadcast."
a cumulative basis, he added,
not, our thinking will always be
Common Problems Studied
sions of CBS Radio's rates — or to within
the framework of the crea- a five-a-week daytime program
no
changesJohnat J.allKarol
— Sales
Vice
and fall programming
tion of a rate structure that is reaching four million persons in a andSummer
President
declared
common station and network
last week.
equitable — one that will offer the single broadcast is able to reach problems
But, he asserted in a speech to same prices to all clients and no nine million different persons in meetings. occupied the two-day
ain week,
the Minneapolis Advertising Club special prices to any client.
a month.or more than 15 million
Speakers
included:
on Wednesday, advertisers are now
"When this
business relaK. West.
NBC Western Div.
tionshiptype
betweenof network
and
approaching radio realistically
scored "fabulously" viceJohnpresident;
John A. Evans,
managain rather than emotionally, client and agency again is the gen- highMr.TV Karol
ager
of
advertising
promotion;
ratings
as
"one
thing
that
with the result that radio stands
erally accepted standard of our throws us off balance in compar- Fred N. Dodge, directorandof merchandising; Clydepromotion;
L. Clem,Johnsupervisor
of audiing radio and television.
network radio will be a
to come out of its current "read- industry,
manof news
and Thompson,
special
events,
medium than ever before.
"What we are apt to forget," he KNBCenceagerSan
justment" period a stronger stronger
Francisco;
Helen Murray
It will have the complete respect said,
medium.
"is
that
these
Nielsen
ratings
promotion
manenjoyed in the past and it are percentages — percentages of Hall, western
Mr. Karol said radio is "under- itwillhashold
ager; Leslie network
Raddatz,
Western
the same unparalleled the whole of radio and only the press manager;
Jane Sandner
and M.Div.G.
going a relatively calm period of
O'Dell,
Hollywood
and
San
Francisco
readjustment," through a type of position among media that it has station coverage area of television." network merchandising supervisors,
Accordingly, he noted, a 32 rat- respectively. Walter O'Keefe, star of
"outer turmoil and inner readjust- enjoyed in the past."
ing for a TV show can represent NBC radio show, "Double or Nothing,"
ment" which "has come into focus
Appraisal'
3.8
homes while a 15 rating entertained at Tuesday luncheon.
many times in the 22 years that I Where'Realistic
radio was getting an on amillion
have been in radio.
radio show equals 6V2 million. cluded:
Those attending sessions in"emotional"
judgment
last
year,
"No long-term comparison with
"Every time," he said, "radio Mr. Karol said, today it is beneThomas
and
John Hamilton,
Merino,
has emerged stronger. This is hapis possible," he confrom "a more
basic and television
San Sharp
Diego;
Charles
ceded. "However, the current cost- KFSD
realisticfittingappraisal
of advertising
Albert
Price,
Ron
Manders,
Mort
Cook,
pening
again."
people
radio is Pat Kelly, Winifred Scott and Claude
Alluding to the sensitive subject practices." He noted that CBS per-thousand
about 40% of the
cost ofof television.
Mills, KFI Los Angeles; Harry Butcher,
of rates, Mr. Karol said:
Radio's
fall
schedule
"is
already
In
other
words,
radio
is
about
2%
KIST Santa Barbara; Paul Bartlett and
"For many years, radio has bean more than 80% as far along as times more efficient than television William
Gene DeYoung,
KEROFresno;
Bakersfield;
Sanford, KMJ
Lloyd
underpriced.
the time,Sustaining
it didn't last year's schedule was on Sept. on a cost basis.
E.
Yoder, John Thompson, Dean
seem to matterAt much.
1,"
[B*T,
May
5],
and
that
"our
"To
reduce
these
facts
to
the
and
M.
G.
O'Dell,
KNBC
San
time periods were infrequent; net salesmen's reports show 40% more lowest common denominator, net- Moxley
Francisco; Gene Kelly, Gerald Hansen
profits were good. Radio is still advertiser interest than at this
work radio delivers 9% advertis- and Irma Davis, KCRA Sacramento.
delivering more people at lower time last year."
Hugh KMED
Kees, Medford;
KOH Reno;
ing messages for a penny. It costs Pierce,
H. Q. Jennings
Cox and
costs than any other medium, but
it has been undergoing pressures sizeHe oftoldradiohis isaudience
Lynch,RayKWGBaker
Portland;
so muchthatwith"Theus at least three cents to deliver one Showalter
liam
Warren,
and F.Wil-J.
from within and without to be that it's easy to forget. And the message
onand amagazines
'penny' postcard.
Television
deliver
a
Brott,
KOMO Murphy,
Seattle; Carl
still more efficient.
and James
KIT Haymond
Yakima;
size of radio is so great that it's little more than three messages Richard
Dunning,
KHQ
Spokane;
Rich"This
resulted
in
'deals'
—
a
type
difficult
to
comprehend."
It
encomper
penny,
newspapers
2V2
—
all
ard
Lewis,
E.
W.
Harvey
Robert
of business operation that CBS
pas es, he pointed out, 105 million compared with radio's 9% mes- Pollard, KTAR Phoenix; RayandSmucker
Radio withstood for a long time. sets with listening both inside and
Jorgenson,
R.andB. Roy
Williams,
KOVA KYUM
Tucson; Yuma;
Henry
In an effort to eliminate this outside the home. Although he
sages per penny."
Fletcher,
KSEI Twin
Pocatello;
FlorenceE.
dangerous and demoralizing bar- voiced "great respect" for the A.
Gardner,
KTFI
Falls;
Walter
gainitiated abasement
practice,
we
inConnor
to
OPS
Wagstaff, KIDO Boise; E. B. Craney,
Co.'s rating organizaflat rate reduction last C. Nielsen
KXLF ings;Butte;
Ed Yocum, Frovel,
KGHL Billtion, he insisted that "Nielsen
summer.
. B. Fox,
penalizes radio in general by meas- THOMAS F. CONNOR, program- Moyer
Lake City.Sand
Del George
Leeson, KDYL Holly
Salt
ming
and
congressional
liaison
uring
only
about
one-third
of
sec"From that time on, we have
Charles
Bevis
Jr.,
Cy
Penley
and
never stopped analyzing our audispecialist
for
the
State
Dept.'s
sets." continued, "on the Voice of America, has been ap- William Day, KOA Denver; Roy Chapence delivery against our cost. It
Evenof ondaryso,
man, KTSM El S.Paso;
William Paine,
pointed special assistant to the KGU Honolulu;
whathe Nielsen
does report,
is and will be a continuing practice. basis
W.
McCready,
C.
As this process continues, we may the average CBS Radio Network director of the Office of Price Sta- Fisher and C. O. Fisher, KUGN Eugene;H.
find that the basic pricing structure program in 1952 reached over four Wednesday. bilization, itwas announced last KENI
Gilbert Anchorage,
Wellington, Alaska;
KFAR David
FairbanksMcrequires further change. If we do, million persons in the average
Kay, KORK Las Vegas.
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Gathings'
REP. E. Plans
C. GATHINGS
Course Unset; Crosser 'Coo/7
(D-Ark.), which
authorhas ofset the
resolution
up
'M
ORdirection
group
ofwho continuity
acceptance
personALS'
IN WHAT
will CapitolPR
OB
E
nel
are
responsible
for
adminisupon
crime,
violence
and
corrupa House probe of radio-TV
tering our own code of standards and
Hill's investigation of radio-TV practices,
programs,
told Broadcasting
designed
keep level.
our pro-In
programs go?
Rep.has
Bryson (D-S.
C),
on a highto moral
• Telecasting
lasttoweek:
tion. .Joseph
. ."been R.a perennial
Only the chairman of the House addition ourgram ing industry
who
sponsor
will
have
nothing
do with"I
has
its
own
decency
code
which
is
governed
by
the
Interstate and Foreign Commerce NARTB. The Mutual network is proud of bills to outlaw all alcoholic bevthe investigation proper.
of its record in adhering to the highest
Committee can answer that ques- ming.
erage advertising
interstate
However,theI expect
to appealbefore
committee
as a
tion, spokesmen for the committee possible standards in its radio program- commerce,
noted thatfrom
he had
joined
with the late Sen. Arthur Capper
acknowledged last week.
witnesstion and
present
informaAlthough
Mr.
Fellows
denounced
such
as
surveys
made
Rep. Robert Crosser (D-Ohio), the probe, he also said:
in supporting
jointthing.
Senate-House
the asame
chairman of the group authorized
and
programRallying
logs ofof some
... we thewelcome
the opportunity
of billTheto doHouse
committee has not
stations."
the
to conduct the probe, was scheduled receiving
observations
of
legislators,
"drys"
in
the
House behind
we
welcome
the
observato return to Washington from as similarly
held
hearings
on
his
"dry"
bill,
he
t
i
o
n
s
o
f
clergymen,
teachers,
educators,
asserted.
his
resolution,
he
said,
was
Cleveland last Saturday.
allGathings
others.
Ifproposal
this is—organizations
the
intent ofandtheindustry
Meanwhile, newsmen who had citizens'
Consequently
this,
of course, butis notno
not
doing. advertising
Anti-beer,
dealing
thethat
same
to itsencourage
wineofandhis liquor
contacted Mr. Crosser in Cleveland strengthening
own
purpose
and
planin one
can with
deny
theandsubject
subject
in the
resolution
introduced
now
pending
of self-regulation,
the
public
interest
found he had no comment to make. will
"is
not
an
issue
with
me,"
be served.
us is of a related nature.
he said.
But the United Press reported,
[But
he warned]
iflegislate
the intent
isoneto before
Anyone exhibitions
who listens onto television
the radio canand
go
beyond
this,
to
even
witnesses
"Informed sources said Crosser is minute of programming out of existbut be impressed
with the youth
fact thatof
the notland
untrained,
unsuspecting
coolTheto investigation
the whole idea."
tenuousemphasis,'
ground ofwe'moralis being
corrupted,
wilfully cited "fraud and deceit and the
was voted by arrived
ityencande on atthe
improper
haveof the
a
point
where
freedom
and
maliciously
by
those
who
the House last Monday. Action threatened
press and speech
indeedthatarehas seriously
break into the nursery rhymeswould
and untruthfulness of the ads [in magain
a
nation
become
came on a resolution (H Res 278) the last great bulwark of those liberties childhood
storiesof words
... by ofthemouth,
introduczines] .. . The [advertising] industion not only
but
offered by Rep. E. C. Gathings of the people.
getting
too good
bold
by exhibitions
of delicatedressed,
fingers, telling
beau- for itstry is own
goodentirely
or for the
tiful
ladies
elegantly
(D-Ark.) [B»T, May 12, 5]. A
not
only
how
interesting
it
is
to
drink
In
addition
to
seeking
out
"imlittle more than two dozen conbut teaching
the of the people . . ."
offensive"
matter, theto intoxicating
youth how toliquors,
pour that
hellish fluid
Rep. Edward H. Rees (R-Kans.),
on the committee
gressmen were on the floor when resolutionmoral orcalls
the resolution came up. Vote was determine the extent that radio-TV which
sufferinghas andcauseddeath.so much sickness and who has supported Rep. Gathings
(Continued on page 72)
by voice.
Rep. Fred L. Crawford (R-Mich.)
Later that afternoon, the House programs "place improper emphasis
also approved
Rep. Gathings'
resolution to investigate
comic books,
pocket-sized books and other such
material. In both instances — radio
Homes 0wn Rqdios
and television as well as the print- RADIO
IRE
HAMP
saturation.
Manchester,97the3%
largestofhad television receivers at that
homes comprised
97.3% ofSH
NEW
ed medum — "immoral and offen- all
occupied households in New city, had 98.1% radio ownership. time. Total national TV set ownerout. sive material" would be ferreted Hampshire when the 1950 census New Hampshire is fourth in the
ship whenamounted
the censusto figures
werea
less than
was
taken, or a total of 149,035 series of state radio-TV census collected
Inquiry To Subcommittee
having reception, according to the breakdowns to be completed. Others third of current TV-ownership.
state breakdown just compiled by will be compiled during the year,
While Rep. Crosser has not dis- the
U. S. Census Bureau.
To with completion of the series schedclosed his plans for the probe, it
uled in late autumn.
was understood the inquiry would
Highest radio concentration intal
The statistics in this table
be turned over to a subcommittee. the state was found in the city of
In breaking down TV ownership
are extracted from a final reas of April, 1950, the bureau found
Since Rep. Lindley Beckworth (D- Berlin, 98.7%. Among counties the that
port of the 1950 Census of
9.3% of homes in the state Pop Housing,
Tex.), who was originally slated leader was Strafford, with 97.9%
Series H-A, No. will
29,
ulatifor New Hampshire,
for the chairmanship of the subbe available in about which
six weeks
com it e , iscampaigning for the
RADIO
AND
TELEVISION
—
1950
U.
S.
CENSUS
OF
HOUSING—
NEW
HAMPSHIRE
from
the Superintendent
Senate, it is expected the assignDocuments,
Washington 25,of
TELEVISION
ment will go to Rep. Oren Harris
RADIO
D. C, at 25tf per copy.
With
(D-Ark.). Rep. Harris has acted
With Radio
TV
a
Statistics on distribution of
Area
as the committee's communications
leader in the past few months.
the population
in Newin aHampshire are presented
final
Following House passage of the
report
of
the
1950
Census of
14,195
Gathings resolution, radio-TV in- The State
Population,
Series
P-A,
No.
29,
97.3
116,809
9.3
152,805
155,203 153,190 149,035
now available
from the Superintendent of Documents
at 15tf
and rural 533,242
fense. dustry spokesmen bristled in de- Urban
nonfarm
NARTB President Harold E. Urban 306,806
a copy. Descriptions and maps
68,636
88,380
of "urbanized
areas" are preFellows said the probe could pro- Rural nonfarm 179,266
sented in this report.
51,610
49,545
96.0
35,236
3,675
7.1
52,833
duce "censorship of the most ob- Rural farm
Statistics on characteristics
945
7.2
12,937
47,170
12,755
96.6
13,154
13,200
vious and deplorable sort." He said
Standard
of the shire
population
in Newin aHampit "seems to be contrary to the Manchester
3,865 14.8
are presented
final
Metrop'n Area 88,370 26,060 26,090 25,605 98.1
language and intent of the Consti- Manchester
report of the 1950 Census of
25,255 3,755 14.9
25,294 25,305 24,825 98.1
Urbanized
Area
84,918
Population,
Series
P-B,
No.
29,
tution."
Urban
Places of 10,00016,615
or More4,623
Inhabitantsavailabletendentfrom
the Superin25
NBC
and theMBSindustry
spokesmen
Berlin
4,620
4,560
98.7
o
f
Documents,
at
30tf
ed out that
has itspointown Claremont
12,811
3,904
3,735
4,615
3,670
98.3
Concord
3,715 335
decency code policed by NARTB.
a copy.
Descriptions
510
4,415 98.6
98.3
Dover 27,988
15,874 7,645
4,595 7,625
4,490 7,515
ard Metropolitan
Areas ofareStandpreNBC said:
7,590
Keene
15,638
4,724
4,655
4,545
97.6
sented in this report.
3,709
50 1.3
4,470 55
4,645
Laconia
14,745
4,312
4,235
3,403
4,155
98.1
NBC's tainedprograms
have
always
main18,923
A
Standard
Metropolitan
Manchester
82,732
24,703
24,705
24,230
98.1
3,595
14.6
4,230
the
highest
standards
of
good
Area is generally described as
555 26.29.8
2,610
7,963 24,655
taste and decency in their content. Nashua
Portsmouth 34,669
18,830 10,137
5,685 10,060
5,685 9.865
5,585 98.1
98.2 3,292
NBC from
its theveryobligation
inceptionof voluna county or group of conRochester
13,776
4,177
4,110
4,025
97.9
3,689 9,980
5,655 445 1 0.8
tarily
assumed
estabtiguous counties with at least
4,105
Counties:
lishing
high
standards.
It
was
the
first
3,036
network
to
adopt
its
own
code
of
one city of 50,000 or more. In
7,570
97.2
Belknap
26,632
7,954
7,790
standards
and
practices
for
radio
and
Carroll
15,868
4,950
4,845
New
England,
it israther
definedthanon
4,625
95.5
5,858
11,330
again
for television.
Beyond
this,
38,811
11,549
11,350
a town or city
96.5 8,321
50 0.5
now
subscribes
to thewill
code
of thetoit Cheshire
4.60.7
Coos
35,932
10,024
9,915 10,950
3,657 13,265 '800
county
basis.
9,620 97.0
90
NARTB
and
certainly
continue
10,318
Grafton
47,923
13,533
13,280
12,765
96.1
9,895
An urbanized area contains
maintain
the highest
possible standards
8,343 45,815 7,780 17.0
156,987 46,273
45,955 44,950
97.8 35,174
inming.its radio
and television
program- Hillsborough
Merrimack
14,028
at least one city of 50,000 or
17,145
97.5
17,530
Rockingham 63,022
70,059 17,728
20,899 17,585
20,655
more
and includes surrounding
20,120
97.4
14,180
20,585
3,265
15.9
Strafford
51,567
14,421
14,205
1,470
13,905 97.9
90 10.41.2
closely settled incorporated and
At Mutual,
Vice President WilliamExecutive
H. Fineshriber
Jr. Sullivan 26,441 7,872 7,610 7,385 97.0
unincorporated areas.
Not available or not comparable.
7,580
SOURCE: Bureau of the Census, Department of Commerce, Washington 25, D. C.
Mutual maintains a very competent
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duPONT

Harsch, WCAU,

AWARDS

COMMENTATOR Joseph C.
Harsch, WCAU-AM-TV Philadelphia and WEEI Boston were honored Saturday night as winners of
the annual Alfred I. duPont Foundation Awards in radio, television
and allied sciences.
The winners were cited for "outstanding and meritorious service to
the American people" during 1951
at the Foundation's presentation
banquetflower Hotel.
in Washington's MayAwards were presented by Dr.
Francis P. Gaines, awards committee chairman and president of
Washington
Lee U., administrator of the &awards.
Other commentators and stations
were commended by the committee.
Howard K. Smith, CBS, London;
Edward R. Murrow, CBS, and the
NBC program, Three-Star Extra,
received special mention.
In the large station classification,
special commendations went to
WAAM (TV) Baltimore; WBBM
Chicago; WLW Cincinnati, and
WHAS-AM-TV Louisville.
Honored in the small station
category were WHCU Ithaca;
KFBI Wichita and KUOM Minneapolis.
Harsch in Europe Now
Mr. Harsch, now in Europe covering activities of Gen. Eisenhower,
was unable to accept his award personal y. He sent a tape recording
from Paris acknowledging the
honor and expressing appreciation.
His award was accepted by Mrs.
Harsch and Herbert E. Evans, general manager, Peoples Broadcasting Corp., to whom Mr. Harsch is
currently under contract.
The former Washington correspondent for the Christian Science
Monitor, whose commentaries during 1951 were aired via LBS, on
May 11 began a transcribed weekly
series of commentaries from Europe for WOL Washington and
WRFD Worthington, Ohio.
Mr. Harsch was cited for his
"consistently
gathering and excellent
reportingandof accurate
news by
radio." The citation also called att
e
n
t
i
o
n
t
o
his
"expert,
informed
and reliable interpretation of news
and opinion."
WCAU-AM-TV, winners in the
large station category, were lauded

Mr. HARSCH

WEEI Receive Top Honors

Mr. THORNBURGH

eral manager is Harold E. Fellows,
now NARTB president.
The three top winners received a
plaque and cash awards of $1,000
each. Under new provisions of the
duPont Foundation, winners may
apply theirdividualcashscholarships
awardsfor toward
Americaninyouth to further advanced study in
the broadcast media.
A panel of five judges reviewed
1951 activities and decided winners.
They were, in addition to Dr.
Gaines, Mrs. Jessie duPont, who
established the awards in 1942 as
a memorial to her late scientist
husband; Ben McKelway, editor,
Washington Star (WMAL-AMFM-TV; Dr. Hadley Cantril,
psychology
professor and director, Office of Public Opinion
Research, Princeton
U.,
and
Mrs.
Hiram Cole
Houghton,
presifor "encouraging,
fostering,
proe n t, General
moting and developing ideals of dFederation
of
freedom and for loyal and devoted Women's
Clubs.
service to the nation and to the
Last
fall,
Prof.
Prof. Riegel
communities
served byby them."
award was accepted
Donald This
W. O. W. Riegel,
director, Lee Memorial Journalism
Thornburgh, president -general Foundation,
Washington & Lee U.,
manager.
curator of the foundaWEEI also was cited for promot- was named
tion to supervise the awards and
ingdom.and Thisdeveloping
of free-by the administration
of the scholaraward wasideals
accepted
ships thus created.
Harvey J. Struthers, WEEI general manager. Former WEEI genRoger W. Clipp, general manINDIVIDUAL WINNER:
Joseph C. Harsch,
Commentator
STATION WINNERS:
WCAU-AM-TV Philadelphia
WEEI Boston
★ ★ ★
COMMENDED:
Howard K. Smith, CBS,
London
Edward R. Murrow, CBS
Three Star Extra, NBC
WAAM (TV) Baltimore
WBBM Chicago
WLW Cincinnati
WHAS-AM-TV Louisville
WHCU Ithaca
KFBI Wichita
KUOM Minneapolis

Mr. STRUTHERS
ager of WFIL-AM-FM-TV Philadelphia, presented a check for
$1,000 shipto under
establish
the first
scholarthe new
educational
objectives of the duPont Awards
Foundation.
Pont winner WFIL-TV
last year. was a duAt Banquet Saturday
Among
attend
the banquetthose
wereexpected
Adrian toMurphy,
president, CBS Radio; Frank M.
Russell, vice president, NBC; Justin
Miller, NARTB board chairman
and general counsel; Paul A.
Walker, FCC Chairman; Sol Taishoff, editor
and publisher, Chris
Broad-J.
casting • Telecasting;
Witting,
director,
DuMont
sion Network; Charles Vanda,Televivice
president in charge of television,
WCAU ; Oliver Gramling, assistant
general manager, Associated Press;
C. Edmonds
of special services, Allen,
Uniteddirector
Press Assns.;
H. A. man,Lowe,
Variety;
W.
H.
Goodof the Florida National Bank;
Richard W. Slocum, general manager, the Philadelphia Bulletin
(WCAU-AM-FM-TV) ; William H.
Fineshriber Jr., executive vice presMBS; John
W. Pacey,
tor ofident,
public
affairs,
ABC; direcJ. L.
Van Volkenburg, president, CBS
Television; Charles O. Voigt Jr.,
information secretary, Alfred I.
duPont Awards Foundation, and
M. H. Aylesworth, broadcasting
consultant.

PANEL OF FIVE WHO JUDGED ANNUAL duPONT FOUNDATION AWARDS:

Mrs. duPONT
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Mrs. HOUGHTON

Dr. GAINES

Dr. CANTRIL
Mr. McKELWAY
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record when the substitution took
place. Typically the TV audience
reported during that first month
after the change was a fractional
/
per cent of the total tune-in. Not
ary
ess
Nec
ns
s,o
C. E. HOOPER, president of C. E. PL
ReW
the broadcast
audience
is
looking
<N°
By
getting
information
on
both
the
infrequently the radio audience reY it takes expert interRE
Hooper
Inc.,
lastER
Friday released
a at television
OP
HO
for that monththanshowed
highAM
and
TV
audience
they
say,
'We
detailed answer to the John Blair
viewing to ignore TV in the ques- know what we are up against.' It
er radioportedsets-in-use
the month
tion and still get valid results on has given them needed help in budg- before or the same month the year
& Co. study attacking the question
employed in the coincidental method
eting and scheduling their radio before when we had used [the raof audience measurement in radio- radio."
question. .Grows
..
The Hooper firm's "motives in programs to know the periods of
*TVdio-only]Figure
TV cities (story page 23) , in which asking
the question on both 'radio
and TV " in radio-TV areas he peak TV audiences in their
heto usasserted
that
"it
is
not
apparent
that our firm needs to revise said, are "laudable" in that "(1) cities.
"During ensuing months this TV
Hooper
. . ." said that his use of figure
was seen to grow from month
it contributes to accuracy in TV theMr.radio-TV
question,
rather
than
anyHe ofalso
its procedures."
said he had told Presi- areas, cast
(2) audience
it cuts measurement
the cost of broad-in radio only, was not introduced si- to month: Fast in 'live' TV prodent Richard D. Buckley of the
gram markets,
in non-intermultaneously inall cities, but rathconnected cities,slowly
reflecting
the purBlair firm early last week that
was introduced
and where
chase of new TV sets and the quanFurther, he declared:
Blair might be subject to litigation
TV er audiences
began"when
to show
up in
tity
and
quality
of
TV
programs
vif it released its study, because it half."
"Givenin TV
the areas,
choice,including
radio station
owners
those answer to our 'radio listening only'
"carries material
Mr. Hooper maintained that
copyright
which is protected
used withoutby without TV stations, have preferred
And, he continued, "nothing ab- "much of this three-to-four year
that we ask the radio-TV question.
Hooper's
Liability,
record is in the hands of twooffered."
question."normal happened to the audience old
said, couldpermission."
extend to any
publica-he
score advertising agencies and adtion carrying the report or a story
Does
Hooper
Undersell
Radio?
tisers"
and said "it and more may
on it. But of"despite
be observed in our offices by quali(Continued ft om page 23)
possibility
recallingthethepractical
report,
John Blair & Co. proceeded with in mornings for November 1951 as was used by each service for both
persons "iton request."
compared to January 1948.
Hefied(Continued
said
willon satisfy
its release,"
page 36)observradio and television reports,"
ment asserted.the Hooper announceThe study next compared Hooper their
the Blairshould
study show
asserts,roughly
"the radio
The Blair report claimed that the and A. C. Nielsen Co. sets-in-use figures
the
figures for 21 identical cities dur- same correlation, or lack of it, that
ning combined
Trendex6.1%
radiohigher
setscoincidental
figures— were
ing the same periods (April 1947 the TV figures show, and vice versa. in-use
asking about method's
both radiopractice
and TVof
audience in the same question had and April 1951). For 1947, the
Hooper's ("odds are 27 to
obviously,Pulse,
they Nielsen,
do not." and than
Hooper figures were 22.4% below Quite
1 . . . that this difference is signiAveraging
the result
"grossly" Itunderestimating radioofaudiences.
proposed Nielsen's in the case of evening Hooper
radio
sets-in-use
figures
in
that a radio-only question be used. listening, and 26.4% below Niel- Los Angeles for a "typical" Sun- ficant").
It was noted that "statisticians
Mr. Hooper asserted, however, 1951 the
sen's for difference
daytime listening.
6-11 p.m., the study found recognize the fact of significance
between theIn "Pulseday,24.8%
above
the
average,
whenever
the odds exceed
20 to 1."
that "any vradio
station,
agency,
adertisers or network desiring an two services was approximately Nielsen almost exactly on it— 0.5%
The combined
Columbus-New
audience measurement by us based the same with respect to evening over
Orleans-Los
Angeles
radio
sets-in— but Hooper 30.8% below the use
totals of Hooper as compared
(Hooper's
was 24%
on asking about 'radio listening listening
level of the combination." On the to those
lower),
while
for
daytime
the
of
Trendex
are
shown
in
other hand, when the television
only' tain...
able able
to ob-to Hooper figure was 34.6% lower sets-in-use
it from(1)us,has(2)beenis still
figures of Pulse, Hooper, accompanying charts — one for dayobtain it from us anywhere at any thanTheNielsen's.
time, one for evening, and one comand Videodex were averBlair investigation then Tele-que,
bing daytime and evening. In dayaged, Pulse and Hooper proved to
time."
looked at average sets-in-use fig- be "fractionally
Must Use Care
time, Trendex sets-in-use figures
above
the
100%
ures provided by Pulse, Nielsen, average, Tele-que about 3% above are placed
26.1% higher than those
But
he
said
"that
is
not
because
and
Hooper,
as
shown
in
chart
3-A
of
Hooper;
evening, Trendex 13%
the
average
and
Videodex
about
we have had any reason to believe entitled "Pulse - Hooper - Nielsen
higher;bined,daytime
and evening
Sets - in - Use Comparison April
Trendex 15.2%
higher. comthe
'radio-TV
question
...
to
be
wrong. Both can be used to produce 1951." [See chart, page 23.] The 5% below."
Relationships
'Close'
the same, the correct, answer, but right side of that chart shows how
'Grossly Underestimated'
Pulse-Hooper comparisons of TV
"Our controlled experiment has
only if interviewers are trained and the results of each service ranks sets-in-use
in Columbus showed
in comparison to the average for that "with minor exceptions, the proved," the presentation contends,
supervised
with
extreme
care."
He contended that the public has all three — Pulse is 20.8% above the
"the inclusion of radio and
between the two are that
television in the same question by
not separated radio and TV in its average, Nielsen is 6.6% above, relationships
again
very
close,"
while
in
another
mind as well as members of the and Hooper is 27.4% below.
Columbus study, it was said, the telephone coincidental method
(Fact that Pulse figures are "Pulse credits radio with more lis- grossly underestimates the radio
industry have; that "the separation
that be"therefore,
is confined to the suffix letters 'TV higher than the two others was "to
tening in TV homes than Hooper audience,"
conclusion and
cannot
escaped: the
To
(Example: WDSU-TV) added to
expected,"
homes."
call letters which always have, and be"since
Pulse isthe a presentation
measurementsaid,of finds
Thisin all
series
of studies, Blair estimate more accurately the true
still mean, the call letters of a total audience, while the Hooper spokesmen said, led to the launch- dimensions of the vast radio audiand Nielsen figures are averageence,mentthisshould
typeemploy
of audience
measureradio
WDSU)."
ing of a was"controlled
Mr. station
Hooper(Example:
continued
in his audience measurements.")
a question
conTrendex
named toexperiment."
conduct inA
comparison
of
Hooper
and
t
e
r
v
i
e
w
s
i
n
New
Orleans,
Columbus
statement, part
of
which
the
ancerning
only
radio
listening."
nouncement said had been released Pulse studies in Los Angeles and Los Angeles during the same
The presentation quotes a letter
weeks and days that interviewing from Robert Ferber, research asearlier
degree of correlapressure toof atimepublication
and before"under
Mr. showedtion" i"an theirhighmeasurement
of TV was being done by Hooper. They
professor, U.andof Business
Illinois'
ofsistantEconomic
Hooper had an opportunity to in- sets, but a "marked and significant" used the same methods — "except Bureau
vestigate his legal rights on the difference with respect to radio that Trendex asked a radio-only Research, as saying in part:
"Since the data collection procesubject," as follows:
sets, it was pointed out. Hooper's question and Hooper asked the
dure used by Trendex was ap"In one survey, the details of radio figures here were 34% below
radio-television question."
parently identical to that used by
which we will show to qualified in- those of Pulse. It was noted that combined
The
results
were
shown
in
Blair's
Hooper with the exception of quesdividuals, 100% of the credits given the Hooper method combines the presentation as follows:
tion wording, the latter is clearly
Columbus, daytime and evening indicated
by the public to a radio station radio and television question, while
the source of the
should have been given to its TV the Pulse technique involves sepa- combined — Trendex figures on difference.toI bemight
note that this
rate radio and television interviews. radio sets-in-use ran 22% higher
brother. In that instance the radio
Similarly, in Los Angeles, there than Hooper's ("odds are 1.7 mil- result, though striking, conforms
station could not, and the TV stawith
our
present
knowledge
regardlion
to
1
.
.
.
that
this
difference
is
tion with companion call letters was found "a high degree of correing the effect of question wording
lation, repeated on each of the significant" statistically).
could, be heard in the county suron
survey
results.
A
question
conveyed. When, in a re-survey, we seven nights [of the week,] between
Los Angeles, daytime and evecerning two district items tends to
made the proper clarification to the Pulse and Hooper television setsning
combined
—
Trendex
radio
setselicit
less
recognition
on
either,
be- in-use figures were 16% higher both, of them than would be theor
public by asking for both 'radio in-use,"tween thebuttwo "wide
series disparity
of radio setsthan Hooper's ("odds are 7,000 to case if the items were incorporated
and TV,' a complete correction took
place.
. . . difference is significant") .
in-use
figures."
"Because
the same interviewing 1 New
Orleans, daytime and eve- in separate questions."
"In a city, or area, where half
May 19, 1952 • Page 29
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O'HARA'S BILL

Proven in Tacoma Press Strike
May Be Added to S 658
POWER
RADIO
this is due to a lot of reasons, such REP. JOSEPH P. O'HARA (RDO CITIES dry up and blow away $68,406,000.
Minn.) served notice last week he
when newspapers go on strike?
The Tribune stopped publication as emploment generally being will
offer his bill (HR 7782) that
12, when the strike started. down, less people at Fort Lewis,
Definitely not, judging by busi- April
ness conditions in Tacoma, Wash., Bank clearings for the week of and certainly television has cut would give the broadcaster the
right to censor a political candiduring the period the northwest- April 14-18 rose to $76,981,000. For down
I couldn't
guess traffic.
as to the
actual
date's talk, as an amendment to
the week of April 21-25 they were hazardthea night
ern community's
only newspaper,
S 658
when thethefloor.
FCC-remodeling
shopper traffic to the downtown dis- bill
Tacoma
News Tribune,
could not $71,299,000.
reaches
The report of the Washington
publish because of a pressman's broadcast
association
included
Mayor
John
Anderson
of
Tacoma
Rep.
O'Hara
introduced
his antistrike [B#T, April 28].
comments by Tacoma busi- — "We of the city administration libel proposal a fortnight ago
A study of the Tacoma scene by these
nessmen:
can't
thank
Tacoma
radio
stations
[B«T, May 12]. His plans were
the Sales Committee of the Washenough for their usual good job of given
Large downtown store operator, trict."
during debate on political
ington State Assn. of Broadcasters, a heavy
newspaper advertiser who backing community promotions and campaign expenditures last Monof which Joe Chytil, KAPA Ray- took
ten
spots
a
day
during
the
day
(see
story, page 93).
our city wellTacoma
informed."
mond, Wash., is chairman, showed: strike — "I am quite amazed at the keeping
Fred Sandstrom,
ChamHis remarks follow:
© Bank clearings are up in results
".
.
.
Soon the Committee on
we
are
getting.
Considerber
of
Commerce
—
"I
believe
the
Tacoma.
ing all general business conditions, way Tacoma radio publicized and Interstate & Foreign Commerce,
% Merchants who were consistbrought
out
a
large
crowd
for
the
which
has
been granted a rule upon
ent and wise purchasers of radio I am satisfied with my business." celebration of the arrival of the a bill [McFarland
bill] which
Chain store operator — "My feel- naval ship Falgeout (while the amends the Communications
before the newspaper strike have
Act,
ing is thatas some
businessare isn't
as bad
in strike was on) is a typical example
had
no
deviation
from
normal
operTacoma
making
it
out
will
bring
that
bill
to
the
floor.
ations.
"I
call
the
attention
of
the
House
of Two
Tacoma
radio
performance."
# Radio has found it difficult to
events made out nicely to the fact that under the law which
Leading
store operator — despite civic
accommodate large department
The Lakewood now exists a radio broadcaster has
be." two jewelry
weeksdown.
of theI amstrike,
my ice show thehad strike.
stores that stampeded to radio for to"After
a full house opening no power of censorship as to any
business
is
not
up
8%
heavy spot schedules after the
night
and
good
attendance
thereover
the
same
period
last
year."
a political candidate himstrike began, only to find regular
after. The Shrine circus made good statement
Advertising representative of
and consistent radio users there
self may make upon the radio duruse
of
radio
with
"good
attending
a
political
campaign. In other
leading
food
chain
store
—
"Business
first with the heavier schedules.
normal for this time
words, it offers the facilities, and
% The department store that isof considered
year. We are not feeling the efthere is no censorship on the part
didn't
know
how
to
use
radio
and
fects of the newspaper strike. After HANNA HONORED
of the broadcaster over the kind of
had no department setup for radio increasing
our radio schedule, we ance."
statements,
matter they
how defamais feeling effects of the strike far find it sufficient
By
Editors,
Publishers
to
maintain
store
tory or how nolibelous
may be,
more than normal radio advertisers.
SURPRISE tribute to a radio man that the
candidate
may
make. They
Bank clearings for weeks precedwas
to
be
paid
at
Ithaca,
N.
Y.,
Earl
Weiss,
director
of
largest
no power or control over his
traffic."festival ever held at Pacific
ing the strike follow: March 17-21, music
Saturday by more than 100 have
statements.
$75,762,000; March 24-28, $66,003,- Lutheran College — "More than half last
editors and publishers
Cites Horan Bill
000; April 7-11 (Easter week), of all season ticket buyers said they newspaper
of some 40 small community news"Our colleague from Washington
heard of them through Tacoma
papers, when Michael R. Hanna,
general manager of WHCU Ithaca, [Rep. Walt Horan (R-Wash.)] has
a bill which absolves
The state association listed these Cornell U. CBS affiliate, was hon- introduced
FLOOD REPORT
radio."
for his Sunday half-hour the broadcaster from libility in
Given Library of Congress comments from "Tacoma gener- Radio ored
Edition of the Weekly Press such a situation. Personally, I
think I have a better approach to
HOUR-LONG radio documentary, ally":
Frank Walters, owner of city's program.
Mr. Hanna began the program it, and I have introduced a bill,
described by the Librarian of Con- largest
funeral
home
—
"Radio
stagres as the first of its kind in the
tions putting on the obituary no- in 1946, digesting editorial com- which ment
I hope [the
to offer
as an amendMcFarland
bill]
tices have been a great public servlibrary's
history, WNAX
was presented
ment by the area's weekly news- . . . comeswhen before
Robert Tincher,
Yankton,by
us, which does
ice. City florists tell me they have
papers.
The
program
in
1949
became a feature on the 13-station not give the broadcaster any cenS. D., general manager, at cere- used these broadcasts to keep up to
monies in Washington, D. C, last date on the location and time of Rural FM Network with a memsorship over partisan or political
Wednesday.
bership of 110 newspapers. The matters but does give him the right
received a special Pea- to control the defamatory stateThe tape recording is a running funerals."
Tacoma citizen — "I appreciate program
ments, to eliminate them, or to
account of news interviews and cov- the way radio pitched in. Although body Award.
WHCU has notified cooperating deny the' candidate, unless he does
erage of the recent Missouri River I consider this the normal service
that the program leaves eliminate that language, the use of
flood that WNAX broadcast as part the listener gets, I noted that extra editors
of a series on top regional news newscasts were added just to make the air this month for an indefinite his broadcasting facilities.
events.
sure the listener did get the news period,
pendingwasreorganization.
"The present situation to which
Mr. Hanna
to be awarded a
is analogous to your handMr. Tincher said he presented when he could hear it."
special citation at the dinner at I refer
the documentary as an illustration
inglessa loaded
some reckTransit
company
official
—
"Our
individualshotgun
and thento saying
you
he
was
guestof
Cornell
Vice
of what part radio can and does riders are down, but so far we can- which
have no responsibility because you
not reach any conclusion other than President John E. Burton.
play in fully covering a special
have given him the shotgun and
event. The station broadcast a similar documentary at the time of last
loaded it and said, 'Go ahead and
February's
blizzardandthatcut-off
left
pull"That
the trigger.'
is the situation the candifarm
people bigstranded
dates for public office are in under
from belongings and cattle.
the
present
conditions.
. . in.Thea
Dr. Luther H. Evans, Librarian
broadcasters are
themselves
of Congress, accepted the recordbad situation because they are subing. Among those attending the
ceremonies were Sen. Karl E.
ject to suit. . . .
Mundt (R-S. D.), NARTB Presi"I do think we should clear up
dent Harold E. Fellows and Directhe hiatus that exists and put the
tor Robert K. Richards of assoresponsibility on the broadcaster
at the same time giving him the
ciation's Public Affairs Dept.
power of censorship, the power to
Thetary"Operation
Flood"
documenwas billed a week in advance
eliminate defamatory matter from
of actual broadcast, Mr. Tincher
the candidate's statement over the
radio, but we should place some
explained, thus arousing high audiresponsibility upon the broadcaster
ence reaction to the recap. Same
to see that those defamatory stateprocedure, he added, was applied
ments are not made in political
Attending
Library
of
Congress
presentation
made
by
WNAX
are
(I
to
r)
with
WNAX's
coverage
of
the
blizzard.
<
Mr. Fellows, Mr. Tincher, Dr. Evans and Sen. Mundt.
campaigns over radio or-television."
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Vic

profit

Viehm

Says:

IPORTLAND
SACO IOLD ORCHARD BEACH
rtv,w cmisDl BIDDEFORD T^WIDE

f-^ERN5^¥P0RTSM0UTH

AH Ben Dichm the great merchant of the radio airways has added another great station, in a great state
to his "airem" of proven and profitable purchases for
your client's products . . . WIDE . . . located in
the Biddeford-Saco market . . . second largest industrial center in Maine. Here are located the famous
textile plants of Pepperell, Bates and Saco-Lowell.
Here, too, is Old Orchard Beach and the Kennebunk
region, making the Biddeford-Saco market Maine's
leading vacation area. Retail sales for 1951 amounted to $29,442,000. Want some of this market? Write,
wire or phone . . . Vic will give you complete details!

WAZL
WHOL
WHLM
WIDE
HAZLETON, PA. NBC-MBS ALLENTOWN, PA. CBS
BLOOMSBURG, PA. LIBERTY BIDDEFORD-SACO, ME. MBS- YANKEE
(Represented by Robert Meeker Associates). (Owned and Operated by Harry L. Magee). (Represented by Edward Devney).
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RADIO PROMOTION
NARTB Discs Readied
RADIO MEMORIES FROM TEXAS
SECOND
of NARTB's transcribed I
Harold Hough Recalls WBAP's Beginning radio promotion
broadcasts will be
released this week as one of the
"IN the winter of 1921, Amon
"Radio
on
the
Record"
series.CBSIt
Carter allotted us $250 to go into
features Edward R. Murrow,
the broadcasting business with a
news
analyst,
in
a
quarter-hour
warning not to come back when
discussion of the effectiveness of
that
gone," ofrecalls
Harold
radio news.
Hough,wasdirector
the Fort
WorthV.
on the
Star-Telegram broadcast operation,
discOpposite
are the Mr.
voicesMurrow
of two Cabinet
WBAP-AM-FM-TV.
members,
Secretary
of
the
TreasMr. Hough,
who wasas theThestation's
ury John W. Snyder and Secretary
earliest
personality
Hired
of
Agriculture
Charles
F.
BranHand, was reminiscing on the ocnan, who discuss what radio means
casion of the WBAP's 30th anniverto
them.Gen.Other
are chief.
those '
sary [B*T, May 5].
ofInformation
Maj.
Floydvoices
L. U.Parks,
The radio
mediawereveteran's
stories
Division,
S. Army;
early
recounted
in theof
Herschel Newsom, master of the
Fort Worth Star-Telegram.
National Grange, and Dan Tracy,
Chuckling
over
WBAP's
humble
president.
beginning, Mr. Hough relates that, Once The Hired Hand, radio pio- IBEW
The promotion transcriptions
neer Hough
admires
four-footed
"At
any
rate,
we
started
May
2,
are produced for NARTB by Drex
Texas beauty.
1922, with 10 watts; now we have
Hines, with recordings distributed
* * *
50,000. We also have call letters,
through
Columbia Transcriptions
frequencies, pictures, studios, per- time to begin selling soap.
Inc.
sonalities, temperaments and
"This was a slick job, requiring
The
series
is designed to tell the
smooth gab, so the boys with lace
FOOD
RETAILERS'
BUDGET
audience
about ofradio's
WBAP's anniversary was ob- on their tonsils moved in and national
To Spend
Over $300
Million taxes."
effectiveness
as
a medium
news,
served quietly and without fanfare. crowded me off the air.
FOOD retailers will spend over "We considered
education,
entertainment
and pubgetting up an an"However,
I've
had
a
lot
of
fun
lic
interest
programming.
$300 million in advertising this
niversaryback
program and
the game in the last 30 years
year — more than the top 35 national
selves on the
last patting
Friday, ourbut with
and expect to have more during
advertisers
combined
—
the
Super
the
staff
voted
to
do
something
for
Market Institute was told at its our audiences — so we bought the
CONVENTIONS
15th annual convention in Cleve- radio rights to the sensational new the next 30."
land last Monday. This prediction show, I Was A Communist for the
NBC to School Reporters
was voiced by Max Buck, adver- FBI," Mr. Hough explains.
PRESS, RADIO PROTEST
tising and sales manager, Kings
Bolivian Suppression TEN newsmen will be handpicked
Discounting his role as a radio
Super Markets, East Orange, N. J. personality, Mr. Hough admits that INTER-AMERICAN Assn. of Radio by NBC and Northwestern U. for
Citing the tremendous success "In the beginning of radio, I used
course and
in political
Inter-in a special
achieved by super markets through to
tion reporting
each manconvenwill
around the mike some. Broadcasters
American Pressjoined
Assn.withlasttheweek
be
an
accredited
representative
advertising, Mr. Buck said the $300 But hang
radio
soon
grew
up
and
it
was
condemning suppression of the daily the network for the conventions ofin
million outlay would make the food
newspaper
retailer a larger advertiser than
this summer.
Bolivia. La Razon in La Paz, Chicago
the following combined companies: N.Y. Pioneers Elect
The clinic, offered on a graduate
In a joint statement they said level,
Procter & Gamble, General Foods, DOROTHY GORDON, moderator
willthoritiesfeature
lecturesnewsby and
auinthe broadcast
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet, General of the New York Times Youth they consider that "an act of agElectric, General Motors, Lever Forum on WQXR New York, was
gression
against
the
free
and
inpolitical
fields,
including
Ken
Fry,
dependent press and radio of the radio-TV director, Democratic NaBrothers, General Mills, American elected president of the New York western hemisphere
has taken place
Committee; Edward T.
Tobacco, Liggett & Myers, R. J. chapter of radio Pioneers at a din- in Bolivia where the
government Ingle, whotionalholds
the same job for
Reynolds, Sterling Drug, Campner
meeting
Wednesday.
Patrick
has
denied
the
right
to publish the Republican Committee;
James
bell's
Soup,
Ford
Motor
Co.
and
Henry Barnes, WOR New York, freely to the . . . La Razon."
Pillsbury Mills. All are heavy was
Reston,Yorkpolitical
staff
writer,
The
named first vice president;
An IAPA committee said inves- New
Times;
Francis
McCall,
radio-TV users.
Frank G. Silvernail, BBDO, second
Mr. Buck suggested use of more vice
tigation
showed
that
"the
governNBC-TV
news
and
special
events
m
e
n
t
o
f
Victor
Paz
Estenssoro
has
and Charles Butterdirector, and Charles Cleveland,
newsworthy
and results
"emotional"
copy field,president,
AP radio editor, third vice through intimidation and coercion political
to attain better
and urged
reporter for the Chicago
president. Charles A. Wall, BMI, prevented ... La Razon from pub- Daily
the super market industry to unite was
News.
re-elected treasurer, and Bruce
in a better advertising campaign
lishing
since
April
14"
and
that
Eight
of the ten have been
"the government, up to this date, chosen. They
to drive home to the consumer the Robertson, Broadcasting • Tele- has
are:
indicated no intention of perbenefits of that industry.
casting, was re-elected secretary.
Michael
professor
ofrelations,
journalismState
and Radock.
director
of public
it ing the newspapergovernmental
to publish" Kent
or of mrestraining
U., William
Kent,
Ohio;
Burton
dean,
Allen
White
"partisans from attacking the Marvin,
School of Journalism, U. of Kansas;
newspaper plant should it attempt Jack
Fahey,
news
director,
KGA
Spokane;
Sidney
Kobre,
professor
of
journalism, professor,
Florida State U.U.;of Washington;
Milo Ryan,
to publish. . . ."
journalism
O. J. Buc, J.journalism
professor,
TJ. of
Montana;
Douglas Perry,
chairman,
REC-ATS Merger
Dept. of Journalism,
Temple
U.,
Philadelphia, anofd William
Swindler,
BUSINESS meeting of the Radio braska.tor, School
Journalism,
U. ofdirecNeExecutives Club in New York last
Thursday lacked a quorum, with
the result that the group was un- To Double Budget
able to vote on the proposal to
merge with American Television NORTH STAR Aircoach, New
Society. It was agreed after much York, purchaser of the Flying Irishmen Air Reservations Agency, New
argument, however, that President
I. E. (Chick) Showerman should
to retain the latter's
appoint one committee to revise York,
agency,forplans
Cavanaugh
New
the by-laws of REC and submit York,
all local radio- Shore,
advertising.
a new name for the organization, Current billings in 12 markets are
TheVoice*/Kan5as
and another committee to meet expected to be expanded in a few
weeks when the advertising budget
with cussATS
representatives
WIBW
in TOPE K A
the method
of fusion. to dis- is to be doubled.
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HIGGINS TO MCA
Leaves CBS Radio Post
HUGH M. P. HIGGINS, market
research counsel for CBS Radio,
has left that post to join Music
Corp. of America as head of its TV
Syndication Div.'s new PromotionPublicity
- Research Department,
and as salesman.
The division is headed by David
Sutton, former CBS-TV vice president in charge of sales.
Mr. Higgins joined CBS Radio
last fall after serving as director
of BAB from September 1950. For
two years prior to that time he was
part owner, vice president and general manager of WMOA Marietta,
Ohio, and before that he was assistant director of the NAB Broadcast Advertising Dept. from 194548. Before World War II, during
which he served in the Army Air
Force, he was with NBC in Washington.

Jll
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the GATES
BC-ir
1000 watt transmitter

7
ddJUU (Ml.

A scantnouncedtwo
ago, GATES 1000
anits new years
air conditioned
watt Broadcast Transmitter, the BC-1F.
Then, as now, it was described as a
large, heavily built, rugged and full
fledged
as fine
as a
broadcasttransmitter
transmitter— can
be made.
The enthusiastic acceptance with
which the BC-1F has been greeted is
unquestioned verification of quality,
since only quality of the highest order
could
list" asbuild
that such
below!an impressive "owner

OWNERS
OF GATES
C-1F
BROADCAST TRANSMITTERS'
WGEM Quincy, Illinois
Pennsylvania
Texarkana, Arkansas
Caruthersville, Missouri WKAP Allentown,
Oregon
KCRV
KCNO Alturas, California
WKRS Waukegan, Illinois
Manhattan,
Kansas
KOSY
KGAL Lebanon,
KMAN
WRIC
Richlands, Virginia
CJSO Sorel, Quebec, Canada
KWCB
Sarasota,
Florida
WKXY
Searcy, Lakes,
ArkansasMinnesota
WRAY
WTVB Coldwater, Michigan
KILO Princeton, Indiana
Detroit
KTOE Mankato, Minnesota
KDLM Two
Grand Forks, North Dakota WTRW
WDKD Kingstree, South Carolina WFVG
Rivers,
Wisconsin
Fuquay
Springs,
N.
C.
KPBM Carlsbad, New Mexico
WFHG Bristol, Virginia
Clearfield, Pennsylvania
WCBA
Corning, New York
Pleasanton,
Texas
WMPM Smithtield,
WYVE Wytheville,
WCPA
North Carolina KBOP Corbin,
KDAS Malvern, Arkansas
Virginia
Kentucky
KERG Eugene, Oregon
WCTT Mason City, Iowa
Oak Ridge,NewTennessee
WATC Gaylord, Michigan
Trenton,
Jersey
WDZ Decatur, Illinois
KSMN Huntington, L. Island, N.Y. WOKE
Oswego,City,NewTennessee
York
WOPT
WBUD Timmins,
WPEP Taunton,
WLIL
Lenoir
Massachusetts
WGSM
Ontario,Mexico
Canada
Mt.
Pleasant,
Michigan
WKVA Lewistown, Pennsylvania KBKH Pullman, Washington
Nuevo
Laredo,
WCEN
WLYC Williamsport, Pa.
CFCL Taylorville, Illinois
XEAS
WCOJ Coatesville, Pennsylvania KTYL Mesa, Arizona
WTIM
KTRM Beaumont, Texas
Spartanburg,Mississippi
S. C.
WKCT Bowling Green, Kentucky WORD
KGMC Englewood, Denver, Colo.
WJPR Greenville,
Winston-Salem, N. C.
Quebec, Canada WTOB
KMMO Marshall, Missouri
CKVL Verdun,
WIAM Williamston,
WBOK
N.
C.
Pottstown,
Pennsylvania
New Orleans, Louisiana
Enid, Oklahoma
KGWA
WPAZ Fulton, Kentucky
WFUL
KIUP Durango, Colorado
WNAH Nashville, Tennessee
Aiken, South Carolina
WAKN
Hornell.New
York
KPOC
WLEA
Pocahontas,
Arkansas
WJAT Swainsboro, Georgia
WCMY
Ottawa, Illinois
Alabama
WRAG
KNED McAlester, Oklahoma
WAIN Carrollton,
Puerto Rico
N. Y.
WTIL
Kentucky
WEYE Patchogue,
WGCB Mayaguez,
WALK
Lion, Pennsylvania
WHJC Columbia,
Sanford, NorthL. I.,Carolina
WWSW Red
Matewan,
West
Virginia
KWOC
Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania
Ottawa,
Ontario,
Canada
CFRA
KOKX Keokuk, Iowa
CKPB Victoriaville, Quebec, Can.
Poplar Bluff, Mo.
"Above list excludes military
all export sales otherof this
than Canada. Any domestic omissions are unintenPurchasestional.afterSubstantial
December 30, purchases
1951, not shown. model can not be listed for obvious reasons.

2700 Polk Avenue, Houstc
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GATES RADIO COMPANY
• QUINCY,
manufacturing
engineersILLINOIS, U.S.A.
is • Warner Building, Washington, D. C. • International Division, 13 E. 40th St., New York City
Canadian Marconi Company, Montreal, Quebec
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ANTI-TRUST
Is Launched in PROBE
New York
GRAND JURY investigation into
the conduct of the electronics manufacturing business,
probing forstarted
possible anti-trust
violations,
in the U. S. Court for the Southern
District of New York last Monday
when the first company records
were submitted, per subpoena.
Major block to a full study, at
this date, is understood to be the
motion by RCA — singled out as a
subject of particular interest —
which sought to "quash or modify"
the original subpoena [B»T, April
14]. Since success of the RCA
motion would change and limit the
federal investigation considerably,
it was assumed last week that basic
questions would not be considered
and witnesses would not be called
to testify until after a ruling on
the RCA motion, scheduled for
hearing June 12.
Records only of electronics manufacturers were to be produced at
the onenins: session Monday. A
few unnamed manufacturers among
those subpoenaed — virtually all major producers of AM-FM-TV transmit ers and receivers — needed more
time to collect the extensive records
asked for and sought time extensions which, following usual procedure, were granted.
Operating Methods
Modus operandi of anti-trust
suits usually starts with Justice
Dept. consideration of public records and hearings of individual
complaints. If preliminary research indicates possible illegal
practices, the department institutes afull investigation, conducted
through the grand jury.
Since this phase is emphasized
as only a study, all meetings are
conducted behind closed doors to
avoid harmful publicity or unnecessary and
exposure
of subpoenaed
witnesses
documents.
It was
this stage that the electi-onics investigation entered last week.
If the grand jury decrees that
formal action may be necessary,
then charges may be filed publicly
and actual court proceedings begin.

NBC played host to representatives of 30 Midwest network-affiliated stations
at promotion-press-merchandising sessions in Chicago fortnight ago [B*T,
May 12]. Among NBC executives was Harry C. Kopf (I), Central Division
vice president. Mr. Kopf chats with (I to r) Alex Kesse, WFAA Dallas; Jack
Zinselmeier, WLW Cincinnati and Fred N. Dodge, NBC merchandising director. Session was second in network series of meetings on various facets of
radio operation.

SCOTT PETITION
Filing Renewed at FCC
ATHEIST Robert H. Scott renewed his petition to the FCC last 1
week
that because
ABC stations'
licensesasking
be revoked
the network would not give him time to
reply tacktoon his
whatanti-deity
he considered
cause an[B»T,atMarch 17, 10].
In a letter to the Commission,
Mr. Scott rebutted an ABC communication of last month which
informed the FCC it had no incharges. tention of answering Mr. Scott's
Mr. Scott ahadCanadian
charged Broadcastthat ABC '
networked
ing Corp. play last November
which was "an outright attack
upon atheism as a point of view
and upon
a class." The
play
was atheists
entitled asBlasphemy,
and
was a radio adaptation of an Ellery
Queen
Magazine
story,
"The
Trial
of
JohnMr.Nobody,"
by that
H. A.ABCV.
Carr.
Scott said
refused to give him time to answer
what he termed the anti-atheism
propaganda
expressed in the broadcast.
ABC's letter on the subject last
month to the Commission stated:
"We did not furnish a statement
[to the Commission] specifically
directed to the petition because we
believe . . . that an analysis of
the script which we sent you on
Feb.
21, 1952, would
substantiate
our statement
that the
program
was a dramatic fictional presentation
ment anddesigned
that solely
it did for
not entertainconstitute
an attack on atheism.
"We have examined Mr. Scott's
complaint and find nothing that
would lead us to change our view
as to the character of the program
Mr. Scott was the protagonist in
the
FCC's famed
presented."
enunciated
in 1946."Scott
ThatDecision,"
decision
held that station licensees must
present all sides of a controversial
subject, even though one attitude
may
be strongly
the
licensees
and theirdistasteful
listeners.to The
Commission, however, also added
that not every controversy is of
general interest
and licensees must
exercise
their judgment.

'PURE SCIENCE'U. PROGRESS
S. Must Lead, Dr. C. B. Jolliffe Warns
THE U. S. must take the lead in "of itself help materially in the advance of fundamental knowledge.
developing fundamental knowl"With greater development of
edge— the advancement of "pure transistors,
smaller, lighter, more
science" and
— because
continuing
safety
progress"ourdepend
upon rugged and more efficient electronics controls will be developed
it," Dr. Charles B. Jolliffe, RCA for airplanes
missiles. It may
vice president and technical direc- even make newand weapons
possible.
tor, said in an address before the
National Conference on Airborne New, better and smaller control
Electronics at Dayton last Tuesday. equipment may well result in new
of planes.
He noted that Europeans, espe- types
"Here, indeed, is an outstanding
cially Germans and Britons, have example
of how an advance in the
been historic leaders in this field fundamental
knowledge of one field
while greatest U. S. accomplish- can be of inestimable
value in anments have been in engineering,
other," Dr. Jolliffe said.
but said the time has come when
"Americans should be the 'Pioneers
ofwe Science'
the future.
. . Russia, N.Y. AD CLUB
may beofsure,
is not .neglecting
this all-important field. . . .
McMillan Re-elected
"Discoveries of supreme im- GEORGE S. McMILLAN, vice
portance to such sciences as phy- president of Bristol-Myers Product
sics, chemistry, and biology will Div., was re-elected president of
come from studies of the atom," he Tuesday.
the Advertising Club of New York
declared.
the verge of"In anfact,
era mankind
in which isnewon
Other officers include Stanley
scientific knowledge can provide
president of J. Walter
the basis for substantial advances Resor,
Thompson Co., who was named vice
in human health and happiness." president, and James A. Brewer,
Dr. Jolliffe said the development chairman of the Brewer-Cantelmo
of the transistor, tiny germanium Co. board, treasurer.
device capable of performing many
functions of the electron tube, will SHOW MUST GO ON
No Summer Slump
Flash F ires Withstanding
in this
WARM welcome was extended Don
Do You Want the Most
McNeill and his ABC Breakfast
Tourist Paradise
Results at the Lowest
Club troupe on tour through five
eastern
cities when the group 'Dlitt Wjoiby J^tationd
Cost in Cincinnati?
arrived in Baltimore. Flash fire on
stage of the Hippodrome Theatre
See Centerspread This Issue
KGvo-Kflnn
where the network show was to
originate almost completely de- f w" * Missoula Anaconda
ON THE AIR EVERYWHERE 24 HOURS A DAY
stroyed broadcast equipment and
Y*"^
i kv/ Nite
250 kw
dimmed hope of ever going on the — ^MauSW 5 kw Day Butte
air with only a few hours to remedy
MONTANA
the damage that had been done.
THE TREASURE •STATE OF THE 48
WFBR, ABC's affiliate in that
city, came to the rescue with en- Between Glacier and Yellowgineering and musical assistance
stone Parks in the Heart of
which made it possible for Mr. Mcthe Dude Ranch
Neill's show to go on the air on
• Country
schedule from the Town Theatre,
Reps: GILL, KEEFE & PERNA,
substitute originating point.
N.Y., Chi., La. & SF.
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PROOF
IN
*

of
TWO

SELLING
MAJOR

POWER

MARKETS!

KTUL, Tulsa— and KFPW, Fort Smith, Arkansas, have MORE LOCAL PROGRAM SPONSORS
than ALL OTHER NETWORK STATIONS COMBINED in these two market centers of the
Southwest.
Local acceptance is the "GRASS ROOTS" TEST of a radio station's SELLING POWER.
Tap the rich trade areas of Northeastern Oklahoma and Western Arkansas with ONE
OPERATION— ONE NETWORK, CBS Radio— ONE REPRESENTATIVE— (Avery-Knodel, Inc.)

TULSA

JOHN ESAU
Vice President
General
\M1H
Manager
FORT SMITH
Affiliated with KOMA, Oklahoma City
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Hooper Reply
(Continued from page 29)
ers that the trends are the product tions will disappear and costs will
of two very real things: Owning
TV and watching it." He asserted increase."
Mr. Hooper
felt that
will uncover
the "such
source anof
that "Ward Dorrell of the Blair analysis
firm was completely conversant a Trendex error, because I sincerewith this record when in our emly believe that there is an error."
Further,overhe tosaid,
have (Note:
Trendex
recently ploy."
turned
him "Iseveral
trolled" study of handled
the issuethefor"conthe
volumes of original data on the Blair organization.)
subject to refresh his memory and
"In fact," Mr. Hooper said, "if
the city-by-city, period-by-period
bring
him up outto date."
He struck
at Pulse Inc. data results for the three cities [studied
in the Blair report saying that by Trendex for Blair] had been released by the Blair firm, the source
"Pulse sets-in-use
would have reached
you believea that
one error might be apparent
radio
new of
now,
namely:
high in Los Angeles last summer"
"In all three of these cities the
even though
"Los stations
Angeles tofamilies,
call letters of more than half of
with
seven TV
choose the
stations are identical with
among, increased their ownership radioTVstations
the same city
of TV sets 239% (from 335,000 to except for theserving
suffix. Television
830,000) and from 26% to an esti- credits are, therefore, most likely
mated ownership level of 65% of to be given erroneously to radio
the families."
(with the 'radio listening only'
Mr. Hooper said that with ref- question in use) where the TV
erence to other reported findings share of audience is biggest."
Must Show Hooper Higher
of the Blair study, "I have but one
comment. They raise a question.
He expressedperiod-by-period
confidence "that figthe
I welcome it. But the answer should city-by-city,
ures, which are in the possession of
not have been attempted by any
Blair, must show Hooper to be
but disinterested parties."
some periods, parHe suggested the reconstituted higher during
ularly inNew Orleans — [One of
Advertising Research Foundation the cities ticsurveyed,
along with Los
as a proper agency for impartial Angeles and Columbus] — where
handling of the question. If ARF the overall percentage difference
should indicate "need for the com- [between Trendex and Hooper] is
plete separation of radio and TV 6.1% and where a minimum of radio-TV confusion would, therefore,
reporting,"
he said, "our
will remain unchanged
exceptcourse
that be created by the 'radio listening
the choice between the two ques- only'
is butquestion.
one TVFurthermore,
station in there
New
Orleans. . . .
"If Hooper is the same or higher, during a significant number of
time periods, the reason for the
Washington's*
Trendex average being higher lies
somewhere outside the differences"
between the radio-only question and
the combination radio-TV question.
Additionally, he said, much of
the difference between Trendex and
Hooper results might result from
"Trendex reporting actual 'listening' not to a radio but to televithere Thus,
is no
watchingsion," inofcases
the where
TV picture.
he said, the AM affiliate might get

Ask your John Blair man for
the whole WWDC story
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Rebroadcast Rights
(Continued from page 2U)
munications Act. The Commission
implied that an international
treaty might take care of that
question.
In referring to the fact that
consent to rebroadcast may be of
little value, since the consenting
station might not own property
and other rights to the program,
the Commission said that clarification of this impasse would be reaction. quired through Congressional
325(a)anystates
in part: ". . .
norSec.shall
broadcasting
tion rebroadcast
the program sta-or
any partcastingthereof
of another
broadstation without
the express
authority of the originating station."

credit which actually is due the TV
station, if the interrogator does not
require distinction between radio
and TV.
"Much daytime TV programming," he said,
"and not treatment,
a little of
TV daytime
commercial
is already slanted to appeal to the
'audio only' daytime TV audience." MayYork.19-20: BMI television clinic, New
charged that
"if these
errorsto May 19-22: Electronics Parts Show,
areHeestablished
it will
not lead
Hilton Hotel, Chicago.
the conclusion, drawn by the Blair MayConrad
22-23:casters,Florida
Assn. Royal
of Broadannual meeting,
York
Release, that 'radio listening as reMiami Beach, Fla.
ported by the coincidental method MayHotel,
22-23:
BMI
television
clinic,
Chihas been
but
rathergrossly
that under-estimated,'
some poorly ex- Maycago.23-24: Indiana Broadcasters Assn.
ecuted or poorly conceived research
Athletic Club, Indianapolis.
has been done which creates that Maymeeting
26-27:wood, Calif.
BMI television clinic, Hollyimpression."
'University Study'
Set for N.Y. Talks
TALENT MERGER
SUGGESTIONS for or against merger of entertainment unions are to
be discussed in New York today (Monday) by member unions of the
Associated Actors and Artistes of America (AFL), it was indicated late
last week as results of a university study on stage-radio-TV performers
and their
labor organization
were —*
all of which are AAAA members
being
distributed
to union officials.
— plus representatives of the two
Research
on
each
union's
organization and jurisdiction, interviews universities, are scheduled to meet
of officials and members and study in New York's Hotel Astor at 2
of previous attempts to establish p.m.
for their first discussion
thetoday
proposals.
aentertainers
single-card have
organization
for all of Whereas
been conducted
all unions agree that a
during the past few months by total merger would be welcomed
labor relations experts at Cornell by their individual members, esU. and the U. of California at Los
tablishing that unity without sacAngeles. These experts volunteered
rificing the control of individual
their services — for the first such units is the major political problem. A partial merger of one or
analysis made in this particular
field — when
totalconsideration
merger again last
be- two AAAA groups is considered by
came a real
excluded unions even a more serious
winter.
threat to their status.
not known last week when
Heretofore described as a "blue- theIt was
would be public. It
print" for merger, the university was proposals
assumed again that since each
plan is actually a series of "open- organization
is
to consider total
ended
proposals,"
according
Prof. Robert
L. Aronson
of theto merger and vote on it in time for
effective
action
to
be taken by July
New York State School of Industrial and Labor Relations at Cor- 1, thevatestudy
could not remain prifor
long.
nell. The proposals were understood to include various possible
total merger is effected
alternatives to a total merger and byUnless
1, Television
American
Federation Authority
of Radio
could, he said, be modified as more and July
complete information becomes Artistes will unite into an all-broadavailable. Asked if he were satisunion, to beof called
the
Federation
Television
fied that the proposals are the re- American casting
sult of all currently available infor- and Radio Artists. Constitution for
mation, Prof. Aronson said he had the merger has been drawn up and
no comment.
Officials of the union involved ratified by membership of both
groups.

IK
PORTLAND, OREGON
1,246,540ernersactive,
young-minded
comprise KGWs
market Westin 12
big, prosperous metropolitan Oregon
counties, western
plus Washington.
a generous slice of SouthREPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.
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The thousands of broadcasters who have attended the second swing of
Program Clinics, just concluded, have praised their solid contributions to
programming. • The impact and inspiration of the splendid teams of
industry speakers were especially increased this year by the stimulating
discussions of attendees during the bull sessions. • BMI takes this opportunity toacknowledge the industry's obligation to all speakers and participants and to cordially invite all broadcasters to attend one of the forthcoming TV Clinics.

A*
TV
CLINIC
TIME
WITH THREE ALL-INCLUSIVE 2-DAY ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION MEETINGS
NEW YORK
May 19-20
Waldorf-Astoria

CHICAGO

HOLLYWOOD

May 22-23
Palmer
House

26-27 Hotel
BeverlyMayWilshire

Television leaders from Coast to
Coast will be sitting down with you to discuss
TV in all of its aspects . . . exchanging their ideas
'and experiences . . . giving solid coverage to such topics as:
Low-cost, Local Programming • Cutting Production Costs
Handling Local News and Special Events • Buying, Selling and
Programming Films • Camera Techniques and Scenic Effects • Publi
Service Programming • Short Cuts and Time-Saving Devices
Legal and Copyright Problems • TV as a Sales Medium • and
many other general and specific matters.
EVERY SPEAKER A PRACTICAL TV BROADCASTER
Panelists include: Robert Swezey — WDSU-TV; Chris Whitting — DuMont; Chuck HoldenABC-TV; Paul Adanti-WHEN; Ralph Burgin-WNBW; Joel ChasemanWAAM-TV; Don Fedderson — KLAC-TV; Klaus Landsberg - KTLA;
George Moscovics-KNXT; Robert Purcell — KTTV; Philip Lasky-KPIX;
Donn Tatum-KECA-TV; Walter Preston- WBKB; Bruce Wallace WTMJ-TV; Theodore Streibert- WOR-TV; Walter Emerson WENR-TV; Richard Moore — KTTV; Bill Edwards — KNXT; Roger
Clipp-WFIL-TV; Don Norman -KNBH; Ward Ingrim-KHJ-TV;
Jules Herbuveaux-WNBQ; Frank Fogarty— WOW-TV;
Ted Cott-WNBT.
Your future in TV, or as affected by TV, makes your attendance
at one of these TV Clinics a must! Register now!
Broadcast

ROADCASTING
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Music, Inc. NEW

YORK

36, N.Y.
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Art Directors Club
N.Y. AD AWARDS
Opens Exhibition
THIRTEEN awards for advertising associated with the broadcasting
industry were designated last week when the Art Directors Club of New
York announced winners in its annual exhibition of advertising and
editorial art.
For the first time this year, a
For design on film,
of complete
TV comspecial category was set aside for
with merit
liveunittechnique:
television commercials, with the Award ofmercialsdistinctive
to Jerry
Fairbanks,
producer;
Barbara
DeMaray
medal won by United Productions and
Pyrmen Smith, art directors; Les
of America whose art director, Ray
photographer;
Young & Rubicam,
agency;
and Bigelow-Sanford
Lind, and artist, Abe Liss, turned White,
Carpet
Co., commercials
advertiser.
out a commercial for Benton & For TV
on film,
full
animation:
Medalandto a United
ProducBowles'
tions of America
merit award
to
account. Brewing Corp. of America Ray Patin
producer;
Mr.
Patin Madison,
and Productions,
Tomartist;
Oreb,Fitzgerald
art directors;
Largest single winner among ad- Fred
Adv.,
vertisers wastotaled
CBS, whose
com- advertiser.
agency; and Godchaux Sugar Corp.,
bined awards
nine: Three
for CBS Radio advertisements and Merit
For TVawardcommercials,
limited
action:
to Transfirm, producer;
six for CBS Television ads.
artist;Lind,
Bentonart &director;
Bowles, Jack
agency;Zander,
Post
Speaker at the awards luncheon, Ray
Div.,SecondGeneral
held at the Waldorf-Astoria Tues- Raisin Branvertiser.
merit Foods,
award ad-to
Edwarddirector;
Carini, artist;
William
R.
Duffy,
day, the day that the exhibition art
opened at the Grand Central Gal- General Electric. McCann-Erickson and
leries, was Marion Harper Jr., For TV commercials, miscellaneous
award to director,
George
president of McCann-Erickson, who techniques:
CBS-TVMeritgraphic
for promotional
design arts
on the Big
warned that "a period of 'hard-sell Olden,
TopNo program.
advertising'
winners were named for live TV
Winners ofistheahead."
Art Directors 31st commercials.
annual competition were chosen
CBS Radio Network advertisefrom more than 8,500 proofs, with
ments won three honors:
selection and analysis handled
Club medals were voted to Lou
of the art and
division
through committees of top aver- ofDorfsman,
CBS Radiodirector
Sales Promotion
Adtising directors and final votes by
vertising Devpetr.tisfor
his Red
Skeltonartist
adthe entire membership. A total of
e
m
e
n
t
,
a
n
d
to
freelance
12 club medals and the Kerwin H. Andrew Warhol for his drawing on
Radio's
Nightmare docuFulton Medal were awarded win- CBSDistinctive
mentary series.Nation's
merit award went to
ners in various categories and an
Miller,
director
of art for
service
additional 30 certificates of distinc- Irving
for CBS-owned
stations,
sign of booklets radio
and direct
mail ads.detive merit were given.
CBS Television advertisements
Broadcasting winners were:

IJK * Radio- Wisei
fsoge through "PerRaha
llyfuur
' ;o"
sliiaJy
sa,es
Stati
onsing" m«.
0n
Sell

ADIOS
TOP
• AUDIENCES • MARKETS
© PERSONALITIES
Reach your listeners through these
Independent Stations that give
them
want to& hear
News what
. . .they
National
LOCAL—
Sports . . tainment
. music
and
other
enterfeatures.

IOOO W. BECKLEY, W. VA. 620 KC.
JOE RAHALL, PRESIDENT
National Representatives
(a) WEED & COMPANY •
(b) THE WALKER COMPANY
STATIONS
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took five honors, in addition to Mr.
Olden's TV commercial award:
William Golden, creative director of
CBS-TVtion,advertising
and sales promoreceived two
merit
commendations:
For adistinctive
Robert Q. Lewis
advertisement
titled
"He's
Moving"
and
and I and You" ad
enteredfor in"ThetradeEggperiodicals.
Artist
Rene'forRobert
Bouche'
won
two
honors
CBS-TV:
A clubalsomedal
for trade periodical advertising,
won
by
his
sketch
of
Frank
Sinatra,
"The
Voiceing of Edward
That Sells,"
and a similar
drawR. which
Murrow,
"Ambassador
For Television,"
received
a distinctive merit rating.
Photographer
Ben forRosetrade
won periodical
an award
ofadvertising
distinctive with
merit
his illustration
of
"They're Buying A New Product."
CONVENTION

BOOK

PIONEERS CITED
Sylvania Awards Given
SOME 23 pioneers of the radio
industry — all of whom have served
for at least 20 years and a few of
whom are radio veterans of 32
years — were presented Broadcasting Pioneers Awards at a luncheon
given inby New
York's WaldorfAstoria
the Sylvania
Electric
Products Corp. Wednesday.
Dr. Lee deForrest, inventor of
many electronics devices which
have helped build the industry, was
guest of honor at the luncheon, held
by Sylvania
celebrateradio
the tube.
production of itstobillionth
Broadcasting veterans whose
length of service was acknowledged
included such radio personalities
as Jack Benny, Burns and Allen,
Amos V Andy, Kate Smith, H. V.
Kaltenborn, Ben Grauer, John
Gambling, Patt Barnes, Lanny
Ross, Lowell Thomas, Gertrude
Berg, frey,
PaulJessica
Whiteman,
Arthur GodH. Cowan
andDragonette,
Sigmund Thomas
Spaeth.

Planned
by CBS,networks,
'Time'
CBS Radio
and Television
in cooperation
with
Time
zine, have produced a special magaguide
toconventions,
this summer's
to benational
offeredpolitical
voters
free as a public service.
The 24-page booklet is being
writtentorialand
the edi-to
staff ofpublished
Time andbyoffered
the public through the facilities of
CBS Radio and Television net- Zenith Names Wright
works. Described as a non-partisan
has been
pamphlet, the guide covers the his- JOSEPH S. WRIGHT
named assistant
tory, highlights and high-jinks of
past political conventions and gives
general
for Zenithcounsel
Radio
procedures and regulations for this
Cor p., Chicago,
year's
sessions.
Irving Herriott,
CBS Radio Network inaugurated
Zenith general
spot announcements offering the
guide onvisionMay
and the similar
CBS Telecounsel, nounced
an-last
Network8 started
announcements, coupled with visual
week. An attormaterial, last week. Special kits
neyeralfor Trade
the ComFedfor use by affiliated stations also Mr. Wright
were to be mailed last week.
mission
since
1936, Mr. Wright
since 1947sistanthasgeneralbeen
the FTC's
asTo Use Radio, TV
counsel
and chief
MOST comprehensive advertising of its compliance division.
campaign to date in behalf of El Morris Joins Equity
Producto cigars — including radio
this summer and TV in the fall — NEWBOLD MORRIS, recently diswas announced last week by Sol
ed as special toassistant
to the
Bornstein, president of G. H. P. Attorney chargGeneral
help clean
up
Cigar Co. Summer radio and fall corruption in government, has been
plans are being formulated and
will be announced in the near fu- appointed special assistant to Clarture, according to Elkin Kaufman, Equityenceand
Derwent,Chorus
president
of Actors'
Equity
executive vice president of Wil- His
will be toAssns.
help
liam H. Weintraub & Co., New effectmaina assignment
between
various
York, agency for the cigar com- branches merger
of Associated Actors and
Artists of America.
pany.
17th Summer
Radio-Television Workshop
Six Weeks— June 30 to August 8, 1952
Advanced radio and TV training in the world communications capital.
TV studio work in cooperation with station WPIX
Robert J. Landry, D/recfor
Full time program, with or without University credit. All instruction by active
directors,Registration
producers, limited.
actors, and
from
the industry.
Fee: executives
$175
For full information send for Bulletin RB
DIVISION OF GENERAL EDUCATION
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
One Washington Square, New York 3, N. Y. SPring 7-2000, Ext. 788
BROADCASTING
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'Availability dependent upon defense requirements

CjtrydLLHut-HJLcdL

MANUFACTURING
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. Dallas 10, Texas

COMPANY
Phone EVergreen 1137

Senate May Probe
D.C. AD CLUB
Truman Order
Elects Sanders President NEWS SECURITY
CLAYTON R. SANDERS, adver- MACHINERY was readied last week in the Senate for an inquiry into
controversial
information
security
Peoples' Drug
The order,Truman's
which was
issued by the
White House
last order.
September, set
Stores tising
Inc.,manager
heavyof regional
radio President
timebuyer, was elected president up classification of information on the same order as the military. It
to civilian
*
of the Advertising Club of Wash- applied
well
as to theagencies,
military. how- curity
Order,' and its effect on the
ington, D. C, at a luncheon meet- ever, as impending
probe grew out dissemination
of public informaing last Tuesday. A vice president of The
tion. .. .
a
resolution
introduced
by
Sen.
of ACW the past year, he succeeds Blaire Moody (D-Mich.), a former
(3)
"Functions
of government
inTom Griffin, advertising director, Washington-Detroit newspaperman
formation officers,
and (4) what
Washington Daily News.
and radio commentator. The reso- methods can best be used to protect
Other officers elected were: Wilthe nation's actual military secrets
lution (S Res 309)
a "full without
keeping any information
study calls
and for
investigaliam E. Coyle, Washington Even- and complete
from the American people for any
tion" into:
ing Star, first vice president;
(1)executive
"Policiesagencies
and procedures
Stuart Armstrong, National Radio
with respectin other
Whenreason."
President Truman's order
Institute, second vice president; the
to
the
dissemination
of
information, was issued, it was received with
Stanley Bell, WRC Washington,
skepticism
both by
"Free regarding
and unobstructed
flow the radio andandtheopposition
treasurer; Ward Guthrie, Guthrie of (2)news
press.
government
The
resolution
has
been
assigned
Lithograph Co., secretary.
and government policy from
Board of directors elected were: action,
a subcommittee
of the CommitSenate's
itsThe
sourceinquiry
to the would
public." attempt to toPermanent
Investigating
Ben Strouse, WWDC - AM - FM determine
:
tee,
an
arm
of
the
Senate
ComWashington; William Sigmund,
mit e on Government Operations.
(1) "Whether
any
censorship
is
Henry J. Kaufman & Assoc.; Mary depriving
Sen.
Moody
is
slated
to
serve
on
public of. information
the subcommittee along with Sens.
Pitsch, Ad Print Screen Co.; Arnold to which ittheis entitled.
..
A.
S.
Mike
Monroney
(D-Okla),
a
Fine, Washington Daily News, and
newsman, and Andrew F.
(2) 10290,
"Application
of Executive
James Rotto, advertising manager, Order
dated Sept.
24, 1951. former
Schoeppel not
(R-Kans.).
Two other
the Hecht Co.
yet selected,
will
.... the so-called 'President's Se- members,
serve on the group.
Under the resolution, an advisory
council of five to seven Washington
newsmen — who are "reporting the
news by newspaper, periodical,
radio, television, or other media of
Listen to what $250,000,000 says about
public information
would unit.
be appointed toadvise the— "Senate
The subcommittee would be authe BROADCASTING MARKETBOOK
thorized to recommend legislation
necessary to assure the public free
access to information on federal
activities while protecting the nation's military secrets.
N. W. AYER— Thomas McDermott:
"Your 1951 Marketbook surpassed your
excellent 1950 Marketbook."
MORSE
baugh: INTERNATIONAL— Chet Slay"The Marketbook is indispensable in my
end of the business."
COMPTON ADVERTISING— Frank Kemp:
"A most valuable tool. Convenient and
time saving."
FOOTE,
& BELDING— Lillian
Selb:
"The newCONEBROADCASTING
Marketbook
isand notthe aSpotgoldRatemine,Finder
it's ispureterrific."
uranium,
LEVER BROS.— Stanley Pulver:
"A masterfully-designed
one volumenetwork
reference source for blueprinting
spot
and television
campaignspossible
quickly help
and
intelligently;
the greatest
when it is necessary to — "get this out
fast.' "
What

YOU

"Sure, reserve my space
today and put my ad near
my own listings."
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S S C & B — Frank Mineham:
"We helpful
find BROADCASTING'S
very
when we need dataMarketbook
on radio
HARRY COHEN ADV.— Mary Dunlavey:
markets."
"The BROADCASTING Marketbook is one
of our important timebuying yardsticks."
B.B.D.&0. — Frank Silvernail:
"It'sallthethe timebuyers'
has
market answersEncyclopedia.
from AndalusiaHe
toBI0WZanesville."
COMPANY— Terrence Clyne:
"We find the BROADCASTING Marketbook invaluable for buying Bulova's radio
and television time."
BENTON & BOWLES— Mary McKenna:
"It's a very useful tool and has a convenient assemblage of data."
should say?
DEADLINE: JULY 10 FOR
1952 MARKETBOOK
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING
MARKETBOOK

Canadian Set Sales
RADIO receiver sales dropped in
Canada during last quarter of
1952 to 93,197 sets valued at
$9,982,334, as compared to 164,714
sets valued at $13,970,696 in the
same period in 1951, according to
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. of
Canada. Inventories at end of
March 1952 were 164,193 sets as
compared to 143,221 sets at the
same time in 1951.

Walk,
A WSPDDon't
ToledoRun
announcer is
rueing his rashness in running to the teletype and yanking off enough news to fill the
closing minutes of a newsHere's what over
he found
himselfcast. reading
the
mike: "Smith says the best
way to describe government
languagegab.' isAnd towhatcall isit 'bafflegab'? Smith defines'baffleit as
'Multiloquence . . . characterized by consummate interfusion or periphrasis ... inscrutabil ty .. . incognizability
. . . and other
familiar
manifestations
of abstruse
expatiation . . . commonly
utilized for promulgations
. . . implementing procrustean
determinations by governmental bodies.' "
JONES PROMOTED
KRMG Also Names Lane
APPOINTMENT of Robert B.
Jones Jr. as vice president and
general
promotion ofto
Frank S.manager
Lane fromand commercial
station manager
Jf'B*Bpr,w%
nounced by
m
KRMG been
Tulsa,
anhave
.jjjBfcliw
1 V**f ate. Mr. Jones also
has
an
ABCin affiliOkla.,purchased
^\
interest
All
J
Oklahoma Broadcasting
Co.,
KRMG licensee.
Mr. Jones station
He has
been
manager
since 1949, and succeeds C. B.
Akers, who has resigned to join
WEEK Peoria, 111. Before coming
to KRMG three years ago, when it
went 50 kw daytime, 25 kw night,
Mr. Jones was station relations
manager for ABC Central Division,
and later general manager of
WIRL Peoria, 111. Previously he
was
York. associated with NBC in New
Mr. Lane joined KRMG as commercial manager in 1949. Previously he had
been active
management of WDEF
and inWDOD
Chattanooga and WSPB Sarasota.

^J2^
Pinning it down!

I

Your sales message is pin-pointed in Youngstown when you use
WBBW — the new ABC affiliate.
WBBW serves a half million listeners in
Ohio's pointthird
pinselling richest
heard inmarket.
the homesHere's
of prospective buyers — not on a distant hillside.
^^^^WBBVV serves you best. . in. Youngstown
CONCENTRATED COVERAGE
NO WASTE ANDCIRCULATION
REP. FORJOE & CO. INC.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Time

Buyers: Don't

let!/

er

Summ

cut

jour

radio

andienee

Include

FM

complete

and

get

coverage

all summer

long

In many places in the country, your
toughest competition is static. The
folks you're trying to sell simply
can't hear your commercial . . . because "radio climate" garbles the
AM signal and shatters it with static.
That's why more and more advertisers are insisting on FM, too —
and getting their message across
with all the sell and sense left in.

/

REMEMBER, this summer —
Far More people will listen to FM stations
to avoid summer static
Far More people will listen to FM for baseball broadcasts
Far More people will listen to local news and
events broadcast only on FM

So, in making your time schedules, don't overlook FM
ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION, Chicago 39, Illinois
ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Reg. U.S. Paf. Off .

♦LONG DISTANCE* RADIO
and TELEVISION
May 19, 1952 • Page 41

AM, FM CAMPAIGN
Opened by NARTB-RTMA
FOURTH of the series of joint
radio promotion campaigns conducted by NARTB and Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn., based on distributor-dealer-station co peration,
opens today (Monday) in New York
State (New York City excluded).
Emphasis will be spread over
both AM and FM in the New York
campaign, first in which AM has
been included. Past campaigns,
confined to FM, were conducted in
North Carolina, Wisconsin and District of Columbia.
Several hundred dealers and
salesmen attended a meeting held
Wednesday in Syracuse, according
to John H. Smith Jr., NARTB FM
director who is coordinating the
campaigns. Clinics have been held
in Buffalo, Utica and other areas
preparatory to opening of the drive.
State broadcaster chairman of
the New York promotion is H. S.
Brown, of Rural Radio Network.
Robert Child of RRN is vice chairman. The campaign will run to
June 19. In areas where FM offers
special programming service, the
emphasis will be placed oh that
medium. In other areas, the camwill carry FMa "Radio
Month"
theme, paignalthough
will be stressed
in set-selling material.
Belmont Radio Corp. joined other
set manufacturers in the New York
promotion on behalf of its new
Raytheon FM set.

WWJ
•
NBC
AFFILIATE
IN
DETROIT
•by
Owned and Operated
THE DETROIT NEWS
•
National Representative
THE
GEORGE P. HOLLI NGBERY
COMPANY
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ATTENDING 30th anniversary celebration of WCAO Baltimore [B*T, May 12]
are (I to r) Earl H. Gammons, CBS Washington vice president; Joseph Katz,
president, Joseph Katr Co.; L. Waters Milbourne, president, WCAO-AM-FM;
Ed De Gray, CBS station relations, and Sen. John M. Butler (R-Md.).

sion's proposal — that
with thethepriority
added
recommendation
for
cities towithout
AM applicants
stations be for
extended
hearings, initial decisions, oral arguments and final decisions — was
filed by Delta Broadcasters Inc.,
Thibodaux, La.
Applicant for Thibodaux filed in
April 1948, its comments point out.
Hearings started in December 1949
and were completed in February
1950 in conjunction with the application of KCIL Houma, La., to
change from 1490 kc and 250 w
to 630 kc and 1 kw, the same wavelength Delta applied for. Due to
amendments and rehearings, the
official date of the close of its hearing was March 1952. Thus, four
years after it filed, Delta is still
awaiting
the hearing
initial decision,
it pointsexaminer's
out.
279 Day Interim
In a study made for Delta by
its attorneys, Cohn & Marks, the
average time between the close of
a hearingdecision
and thewasissuance
initial
found of
to anbe
279 days,
between oral
initialargudecision andandscheduled
ment,
252
days
—
or
531
days
between close of hearing and oral
argument. Since it usually takes
four tomentsix
after oralto argufor themonths
Commission
come
out with its final decision, the
study concludes that it takes a
minimum of two years between
the end of the hearing and final
decision.

Objections to FCC
Plan Received
AM SPEEDUP
FIRST
objections
to
the
FCC's
proposal
to
set
up
two processing
for AM applications — to give priority to those providing
first servicelinesin
communities not now receiving signals [B*T, May 12, April 28, 21] —
were filed at deadline for comments last week. Deadline for responses
to comments is May 22.
air, awaiting FCC approval. He
opposingon the
planThoseobjected
the Commission's
ground that dissents from the plan on the
that cities
it makes
distincgiving precedence to applications groundtion between
havingno primary
for non-AM cities is discriminat- service and those
not
so
situated.
ing against applicants on file for He also claims the proposal makes
lengthy periods.
provision for hardship cases.
That is the position of Consult- no Patuxent
Radio Inc., Lexington
ing Engineer A. Earl Cullum Jr.
of Dallas, Tex. He suggests that Park, Md., filed a counter to the
the AM processing line could be recommendation of Bingham, Collins, Porter & Kistler that proposed
speeded up by making public the
I processing (for cities with
Commission's
processingand forms,
NETWORK
tabulations
of limitations
other Line
no service) be arranged so that all SENATORS
WWDC to Feed 12 Stations
data so that consulting engineers applications for the same city be
could submit the required informa- considered at the same time [B«T, FORMATION of a Washington
tion with the applications. This May 12]. This would, the Wash- Senators Baseball Network by 12
ington law firm points out, ensure stations in four states has been
would
enabledatathesubmitted
FCC's staff
check the
ratherto that action on a prior application announced.
would not put other applications
than to prepare it in detail.
All games are to be fed to the
Mr. Cullum calls attention to the
same city in the slow-mov- network by WWDC. Under the
average five applications per for the
ing Line II.
arrangement,
network stations air
month, advancement of the present
The Maryland applicant claims
Washington Senator day games.
AM processing line. At the same that the suggestion to be fair all
Network
stations
to
time, he says, an average of 10 would require that applicants for WWDC include WINCin addition
and WRFL
applications per month have been adjacent communities be considered
WHAP Hopesubmitted. Average time new ap- at the same time as all those for (FM) Winchester,
W F V A Fredericksburg,
plications have been on file is thus one city. This might get out of WANT well,RichmondWNNT Warabout 12 months, he points out.
hand and thus undercut the very
saw, WCHV Charlottesville, all
Unfairness to those applicants purpose for which the FCC pro- Va.; WARK
Hagerstown,
WTBO
posed its plan— to speed up pro- Cumberland and WASL Annapolis,
whose applications have been on
ces ing, itclaimed.
file for many months is cited by
Md.;
WEPM
Martinsburg,
W.
Strong support for the Commis- and WARD Johnstown, Pa. Va.,
Mr. Cullum.
the substantial sumsHeof points
money to expended
by
applicants
to thean delays,
claims
it wouldduework
undue
hardship if their applications were
Do You Want the Most
placed even farther back on the
processing line than at present.
Results at the Lowest
Among other objectors are E.
Cost in Cincinnati?
H. Pate, Twin Cities Adv., Kansas
City; WBEL Beloit, Wis.; KSJV
See Centerspread This Issue
Sanger, Calif., and KDNT Denton,
Tex.
WBEL declares that the rights
ON THE AIR EVERYWHERE 24 HOURS A DAY
of 170,500 people who would benefit
by its improved
wouldKSJVbe
forfeited
under theservice
new rule.
50,000 WATTS
wants the new procedure to provide
OF
the same
priority
daytimeas stations wanting
to goforfulltime
for
SELLING POWER
new stations.
Mr. Pate
is the potential
purchaser of KPRS
Olathe, Kan.
KPRS is scheduled to be moved
to Kansas City and is now off the
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

WRITERS'
TALKS
Strike Held 'Unavoidable'
UNSUCCESSFUL negotiations between NBC, CBS and ABC radio
networks and Federal Mediator J.
R. Mandelbaum have convinced the
Radio Writers Guild that a strike
by news and continuity writers is
"unavoidable,"
said last week. union spokesmen
Strike committee was scheduled
to meet late last week, it was noted,
with
spokesmen
are
not trying
to find adding,
a means "We
to avoid
the strike . . . we're past that
stage."
Vote of eastern members on
strike assessments resulted in goahead by some 200 writers, with a
similar report expected from the
West Coast unit shortly. A picket
committee has been set up with
Murry Karmiller as chairman.
Guild last week was further irked
at "partiality" shown by networks
to some labor groups while writers'
rights were side-stepped. Initially
seeking contract on a national scale
and night differential for newswriters, RWG dropped those dePULSE RATINGS
Mar. -Apr., Jan. -Feb. Radio
TOP 10 network radio programs,
comparing March-April ratings to
those of January - February, for
evening, Monday-Friday daytime,
and Saturday and Sunday daytime,
respectively, for first seven days of
each month, were reported last
week by Pulse Inc., as follows:
Evening
Mar.
Apr.
11.3
Jack
Benny
(CBS)
9.39.4
Lux Radio Theatre (CBS)
Bergen-McCarthy
(CBS)
Amos
V
Andy
(CBS)
8.9
7.6
Bob
(NBC)
7.4
FibberHope
You
BetMcGee
Your &LifeMolly(NBC)(NBC) 7.4
7.3
Bob
Hawk
(CBS)
7.2
Bing
Crosby
(CBS)
7.1
Dragnet (NBC)
Godfrey's Talent Scouts (CBS) 7.1
Monday-Friday Daytime

Jan.
Feb.
11.8
9.9
9.7
8.9
7.6
7.3
7.6
7.5
7.5

Jan.
Mar.
Feb.9.3
Apr.9.3
Arthur
Godfrey
(CBS)
7.7
7.97.8
Ma Perkins (CBS)
Big
7.6
7.9
7.8
HelenSister
Trent (CBS)
(CBS)
7.8
7.7
Our
GalWarren
Sunday(CBS)
(CBS)
Wendy
7.5
7.6
7.4
Aunt
Jenny
(CBS)
7.57.3
Grand Slam (CBS)
7.2
The
Guiding
Light
(CBS)
7.17.1
7.2
Young Dr. Malone (CBS)
Saturday & Sunday Daytime srage
ProgramRatingAv
Mar.
Jan.
Feb.5.3
Grand Central Station (CBS) Apr.5.4
5.2
Theatre
of
Today
(CBS)
5.25.5
Stars
Over Hollywood
(CBS) 5.15.0
5.2
The
Shadow
(MBS)
True Detective Mysteries (MBS) 4.84.9
5.1
City
Hospital
(CBS)
4.9
4.6
4.4
Give & Kane
Take (NBC)
(CBS)
4.4
Martin
4.34.2
let's
Pretend
(CBS)
4.5
Hollywood
Star
Playhouse
(NBC)
3.9

mands in negotiations. Spokesmen
said
was differential
"interesting"hadthatbeena
10% itnight
offered engineers at CBS a week
ago andtionalthat
of a nacontract possibility
was to be discussed
by all three networks with the
Radio and Television Directors
Guild.
Network refusal to discuss national contract for radio writers
was cause, the union said, for loss
of several shops in Chicago and
Hollywood where NBC and ABC
writers, disgruntled with lengthy
RWG negotiations, shifted to National Assn. of Broadcast Engineers and Technicians. CBS writers in both cities, still RWG affiliates, have promised coordination
of strikes in their cities with action in New York even though the
union is not now striking for a
national contract.
Newswriters for all three networks in New York seek a com-

mercial pool in which extra pay
resulting from sponsored newsprograms will be divided among
writers onisfactory
all news
Satformula hasprograms.
been worked
out and is ready for presentation
to the companies, guild spokesmen
said.
Besides salary increases, continuity writers seek retention of the
literary
material. rights to their television
May
Appointed
DR. MARK
A. MAY, Yale U., has
been appointed chairman of the
State Dept.'s
U. S. Advisory
Commis ion on Information,
succeeding
E r w i n D. Canham, Christian
Science Monitor, who continues as
a commission member. Dr. May
has been a member since the commission was set up and also heads
its Film Advisory Committee.

MEDIA COMPETITION
Papers Face Big Fight
NEWSPAPERS face "tougher
competition" from other advertismedia this year
than director
they've
ever ingconfronted
before,
Harold S. Barnes of the American
Newspaper
Publishersdeclared
Assn.'s last
bureau of advertising
week in the bureau's annual report. But he expressed the view
that they can stay on top.
He said preliminary estimates
placed
newspaper
advertising
revenue total
in 1951
at $2,226,000,000,
or one-third of the total for all
media, and that final official figures
showed national advertisers invested $513 million in newspaper
space during the past year. It was,
he said, the third straight year
in which newspapers surpassed all
other media.

from the nation's
top radio and television
buying markets

serves its stations, agencies and advertisers
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
ATLANTA
SAN FRANCISCO
DALLAS

'OVER 45' DAYTIMER
KPOL Takes Air in July
KEYING programming to the
"above
45 years
KPOL Los
Angeles,of 5age"
kw bracket,
daytime
station on 1540 kc, expects to start
operating in late July, according
to Hugh R. Murchison, president of
Coast Radio Broadcasting Co.,
owner.
With a 38-acre site atop 790 ft.high Ascot Hill having been cleared,
construction has started on the
transmitter-studio building at 5000 FIRST big radio test for Maytag Sales Co. emerges in negotiations for Al
Carter Drive to house operations. Henderson show on WTAM Cleveland. L to r: Jesse Fitch, Maytag owner;
Gates transmitter equipment and
acct. exec; Mr. Henderson; Ted Sliwa, WTAM, and
a 204-ft. non-directional vertical Roger Albright, asst.Herbert
Dawson, Maytag adv. mgr.
radiator built by Modesto (Calif.)
Welding & Tank Works have been
delivered. Completed structure
with equipment will represent an
investment of more than $100,000.

Insurance Building
JOHN BLAIR & CO., Representatives

Tower Crash
SAVAGE 125 mile-an-hour wind
which caused extensive damage in
the Piedmont section of the Carolinas,
destroyed
WMRC Tower,
Greenville's
FM tower
last week.
which
overlooks the city from the top of
Paris Mountain, just missed the
apartment of George Tate, chief
engineer at the station, when it
crashed to the ground. Shortly before the storm, PM operations for
WMRC had been moved to the AM
tower. Air operation was not affected by the storm.

FIFTH annual pact for three daily
news shows on WBBC Flint, Mich., is
inked ketby
Food WBBC
Mars. Lto Hamady
r: W. EldonBros.
Garner,
gen.
mgr.;
Robert
Hamady,
firm's
sec.-treas.;
HamadyRalph
adv. mgr.Brockaway,

ABOUT $20,000 of business goes to
Wake worUpk of MBSHawaii
Inter-island
with onTheo.
H. DaviesNet-&
Co. buying 1,340 announcements.
Signing is Harold D. Weidig of
Davies. Fin Hollinger,
looks on. network mgr.,

fJco+teeA. radio station
•liTHWEST VIRGINIA'S•s PiA

[952 ■

Dec 19 51C-Jan.l_
.IND„ .,EX\,ROAN
c£WDBl
1 BOKE,\V- VlRGlNt/ 0.3 fl
13.11 V0.6 J
T3XJ
23.3 \ 59.0 1 27.6 1
0.2 1
69.2 1 19-5 ' 11.1
21.5
story
FlO.5 \l7.0
i 35.3
T 18.6
J — * Get the entire
T~l4~L
FREE & PETERS
*C. E. HOOPER, Inc.
Established 1924 • CBS Since 1929
from
AM . 5000 WATTS . 960 KC
FM . 41.000 WATTS . 94.9 MC
■ V B^W
ROANOKE,
V A .
ed and Operated by the TIMES WORLD CORPORATION
FREE & PETERS, INC.. National Representatives
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FIRST direct radio use is assured for Ballou, Johnson & Nichols Co., appliance
distributor, with purchase of / Was a Communist tor the FBI on WEAN
Providence, R. I. Signing contract (second from r) is Albert M. Nichols, firm
pres. Attending are (I to r) Warren Pearce, gen. mgr. of BJ&N; Noel C.
Breault, WEAN sis. mgr.; Mr. Nichols; Mowry Lowe, WEAN gen. mgr.
NIGHTLY hour-long record show. Request Granted, was bought on WOL
Washington
by Phillip's
and v.Appliance
(seated) are Phil
and MikeTelevision,
Filderman, Radio
pres. and
p., Phillips;Stores.
(I to r,Signing
standing): Ed Charles, WOL sis. rep.; Milt Grant, disc jockey, and Al I. Miller,
partner, Cohen & Miller Adv., Washington.

how

\

consumer

markets"
can help you sell
more national
advertising

7952-7953 edit/on,
to be issued in
September, closes
July 1st, 1952.

this is the place your prospects look when they want
facts about your market.
The facts about your market are in CONSUMER MARKETS.
Every day, all year 'round, they help busy men make important market and media decisions—
Advertising managers with campaigns to make out, or
revise.
Account executives drafting original proposals ... or defending recommendations.
Research directors making comparative market studies.
Media directors with lists to plan and prepare.
Sales managers with market development plans to work
out.
The data in CONSUMER MARKETS tell what your market is.
Population. Retail sales. Income.
To connect these facts with your station, you can take
space next to your market data to talk coverage ... to show
how your station serves the trading area, why it does a job
in its market.
CONSUMER MARKETS users call these advertisements
Service-Ads, when they serve the ultimate aim of the users
—which is to pick the stations that best cover the people who
can buy their products.
Your market story is already in CONSUMER MARKETS.
Isn't that the natural place for your coverage story, too?
More than 450 station managers and publishers placed
Service-Ads in the 1951-52 edition.
consumer markets
The comprehensive single source of
authoritative market data
1740 Ridge Avenue, Evanslon, Illinois
New York - Chicago ■ Los Angeles
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Here's how advertisers USE it. Owner
of Advertising
Service:
always start
with CONSUMERAgency
MARKETS;
and "We
most
of our work is analyzing markets and organizing marketing plans which, to us, means detailing management of sales, sales promotion
and distribution."
ResearchmationManager:
great deal
packed into one"A place,
readyoftoinforuse,
and a good map right there to go with it."
Assistant Director of Research: "We are
constantly developing new yardsticks of measuring sales and performance and advertising
performance. CONSUMER MARKETS helps in what
we call market diagnosis."
Agency lectiVice
colon of dataPresident:
to gladden"A themagnificent
heart of any
researcher interested in gathering market facts.
Your data and maps most helpful."
Assistant Research Director: "We tend to go
first to the data book that has the more comprehensive data, and we find that CONSUMER
markets does, in fact, supply the most complete

an important
data." fact — CONSUMER MARKETS is used
almost continuously by men seeking market information .. . but it is never used without an underlying
purpose— the purpose of finding the best way to reach
the right people in the markets selected.
Your Service-Ad can serve the CONSUMER MARKETS
user by helping him see how your audience represents
the people he wants in your locality. This is truly pointof-purchase advertising.

NPA LIST READIED
Covers Radio-TV Building
INKLING on how radio-TV broadcasters will fare on materials for
new construction and alteration
projects after July 1 may be forthcoming next week.
The National Production Authority ispreparing a list of grants
based on new applications for
scarce metals since its six-months'
compilation last month. At that
time, it was indicated that some
broadcasters already in the midst
of building would receive quotas for
the third quarter, while bids for
others were still pending [B»T,
April 21].
Meanwhile, the government has
announced it will partly thaw the
freeze on entertainment - amusement construction after July 1 and
further relax restrictions on commercial building. Radio-TV broadcasting falls within the industrial
category.
In announcing these actions,
Henrytor whoH. June
Fowler,1 also
NPA assumes
administrathe
reins of the Defense Production
Administration
[B»T,
May
12],
stated relaxations were in order
"because the needs of the defense
construction program will be substantially reduced during the last
half of the year." Easing of contever,
rols is "subject
to change," howNPA emphasized.
At the same time NPA issued

NATIONAL

allocation quotas for $337 million
worth of commercial, religious, entertainment and municipal projects,
with materials to be delivered in
third or subsequent quarters. The
grants cover applications processed
by
NPA'sandConstruction
Controls
Division
thus no radio-TV
projects were included.
The forthcoming industrial list
is expected to show grants for new
broadcast projects as well as actions
taken on applications still pending,
with building requests covering
past or future quarters.
As of mid-April, applications
were still pending in the Industrial
Expansion Division for the following radio-TV broadcasters:
NBC New York and Hollywood,
three radio-TV studios projects,
$67,000, $85,000, $90,000.
WHDM Reading, Pa., experimental
TV station applicant, $125,000.
WJBK-TV Detroit, television
studios, $299,504.
In addition, applications were
pending for Lycoming TV Co.,
Southern Radio - TV Co., and
Havens-Martin — community TV antenna system firms.

NATIONAL NIELSEN RATINGS TOP
RADIO PROGRAMS
(Total
S. Area,HomesIncluding
Small-Town,
Farm andU. Urban
— and including
TeleNon-Telephone
Regularphone andWeek
April 6-12,Homes)
1952 Rating
NIELSEN RATING*
Current
Current
Rank Program Homes
%
EVENING,All ONCE-A-WEEK
(Average For (6.3)
Programs)
Benny Theatre
(CBS)
14.3
231 Jack
Lux
Radio
(CBS)
14.1
Charlie
Show
(CBS) 11.6
11.9
45 You
Amos BetV McCarthy
Andy
(CBS)
Your Life (NBC) 10.7
Arthur Godfrey's
Scouts (CBS) 9.6
9.8
768 Dragnet
PeopleMissAre(NBC)
Funny (CBS)
(CBS) 9.3
910 Our
Brooks
Fibber McGee & Molly (NBC) 9.19.3
EVENING,All MULTI-WEEKLY
(Average For (3.9)
Programs
Man's
Family
(NBC) 6.2
6.3
231 One
Lone
Ranger
(ABC)
News of the World (NBC) 6.1
WEEKDAY
All Programs)
1 Arthur(Average
Godfrey For(Liggett
& Myers) (4.5)
(CBS)
7.9
23 Romance
of
Helen
Trent
News(CBS)
(CBS) 7.4
7.4
4 Wendy
Our Gal,Warren
Sunday& the
(CBS)
7.2
56 Pepper
Young's(CBS)
Family (NBC) 7.0
Perry
Mason
6.8
7 Big Perkins
Sister (CBS)
6.8
(CBS)
6.8
9108 MaGuiding
Light
(CBS)
6.7
Aunt Jenny (CBS)
6.6
DAY, SUNDAY (Average For All Pro- grams) (2.6)
1 Shadow, The (MBS) 5.5
23 Martin
Hollywood
Playhouse
(NBC) 3.9
4.5
Kane,StarPrivate
Eye (NBC)
WERE-FM Ups Power
WERE-FM Cleveland claims it be- DAY, SATURDAY (Average For AM Pro- grams) (3.5)
12 Theatre
of TodayStation
(CBS)
came the city's most powerful FM
Grand Central
(CBS) 4.96.5
station May 9 when it boosted
3 Give & Take (CBS) 4.8
power isto 630
20 kw.
The station's
FM (*) Homes reached during all or any part of
tower
ft. above
average terthe
except for homesprograms.
listening Averonly
rain.
1 to programs,
age5 minutes.
Audience basisFor is5-minute
used.
Copyright 1952 by A. C. Nielsen Co.

ADVERTISERS

GO

LOCAL WITH WINS!

When national advertisers want to get their selling message right down where consumers live and buy in the
metropolitan New York market, they use local radio.
That means WINS to a blue list which includes:
• Anacin
• Ladies' Home Journal
• Ballantine
• Manischewitz Wine
• Bayer Aspirin
• Metropolitan Life Ins. Co.
• Bell-Ans
• Pepto-Mangan
• Bromo-Seltzer
•• Phillips
Rem Milk of Magnesia
• Carolina Rice
•
TWA
• Crosley TV & Radio
• 20th Century-Fox
• Fry's Candy Bar
• Union Pacific
• Kirkman's Soap
reach this market economically while it's listencanrelaxed.
You ing,
Just buy . . . 1010 WINS ... it sells!
1010

watts
WINS 50,000
Day and Night .
CROSLEY BROADCASTING CORPORATION
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JDA Chairmen Named
ASSOCIATE chairmen in the Joint
Defense
Appeal'sto national
$5 million campaign
combat bigotry
and safeguard
human
rights,
conducted on behalf of the American
Jewish Committee and the AntiDefamation
according to League
Franklinof B'nai
Bruck,B'rith,
JDA
chairman and president of the
Franklin Bruck Adv. Corp., are:
Frank Commanday of CommandayRoth; Samuel Dalsimer of Cecil
& Presbrey; Henry Jaffe of the
Jaffe & Jaffe, law firm, and Sol
Leon of William Morris Agency.
All firms are in New York.

CAMPBELL RENEWS
Signs CBS, NBC Programs
CBS Radio's
Vice
President
JohnNetwork
J. Karol Sales
last week
SoupClubCo.'s15 renewal
ofcitedthe Campbell
three-a-week
on CBS
Radio,
part
of
the sponsor's
fall
expansion in broadcast
advertising
[B°T,
May
12],
as
new
evidence
of advertiser acceptance of radio
as a "top" sales medium.
Pointing
move&
came
in the out
wake Campbell's
of the Procter
Gamble renewal of the three
quarter-hour segments from 6:45
to 7:30
p.m. Radio
Monday-through-Friday on CBS
for 52 weeks,
also starting next fall [B»T, April
7],"These
Mr. Karol
two said:
significant renewals
by major national advertisers offer
continuing proof that sponsors still
consider radio the top selling
medium — the medium that guarantees top circulation at the lowest
The Club 15 musical
series 1
cost-per-thousand.
"
been sponsored by Campbell on
CBS Radio since June 30, 1947, it
was pointed out, and is heard Monday, Wednesday and Friday 7:307:45 p.m.
Other Plans
Campbell also announced it is
renewing
half-hour
Nothing ontheNBC
Radio Double
five daysor
weekly (10:30-11 a.m.), continuing the half -hour Aldrich Family
weekly on NBC-TV (Fri., 9:30-10
p.m.),
will television
add threeweekly
halfhours ofanddaytime
through sponsorship of a TV version. of Double or Nothing on CBSweek)
TV (2-2:30
p.m., three days a
Campbell said renewals of Club
15 and Double or Nothing in radio
are "evidence of our conviction
that radio continues as a potent
and dioprofitable
— thatmarra"certainly purchase"
reaches many
kets and many homes we cannot
touch
on television."
Decision
to move into daytime
TV, the spokesman said, was made
because
"impressed"
with the Campbell
growth andis development
of TV as a daytime medium.
Ward Wheelock Co., Philadelphia, is agency for Campbell.

Do Yon Want the Most
Results at the Lowest
Cost in Cincinnati?
See Center spread This Issue
ON THE AIR EVERYWHERE 24 HOURS A DAY
50,000

WATTS

SELLINGOF POWER

BROADCASTING

Telecast!
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SEATTLE AWARDS
Ad Citations Presented
SEATTLE Advertising and Sales
Club fifth annual awards for radio
and television advertising were
presented May 9 at an ad club
banquet.
Awards, made on the basis of
selling merchandise or promoting
eommuntiy
service, were as follows :
Radio Awards
Best commercial announcement copy:
First prize—
KRSCof Seattle
("Value
Week")
oncounts.behalf
several —food
acHonorable
mention
Alaska
Steamship
Co.
and
the
agency,
Frederick
E.
Baker
&
Assoc.
Best commercial program: First prize
—monaires")
Columbia and
Brewery
("HeidelbergJ. Ryan
Harits agency,
& Son. Honorable
mentionHow— Lang
&
Co.
("Gold
Shield
Coffee
Cup")
and
Pacific National Adv.
Best
announcement
copy
promoting
public relations and/or community
service:
FirstSafety
prize —Council
Junior and
SafetyKOMO
PaSeattle,trol, Seattle
for series
of transcriptions
last
September.
Best
program
or
programs
promoting
publicice: service
communityTimber
servFirst prize and/or
— Weyerhaeuser
Co. ("YouthMacWilkins,
Views the Cole
News")& and
the
agency,
Weber.
Honorable
— Frederick
son, Seattlemention
department
store &forNel-its
daily "Concert Hour."
Television Awards
Commercial
onBardahl
film orMfg.slides,
one
minute
or
and
itsCommercial
agency, less:
Wallace
Mackay Co.fiveCo. minfilmed
program,
utes merce
or more:
National Cole
Bank & ofWeber.
Comand MacWilkins,
Commercial
live
program,
five Bank
minu
t
e
s
o
r
more:
Peoples
National
and Frederick E. Baker & Assoc.
newly-created
S. Winner
Marshallof the
Memorial
Award Roy
for
the most effective integrated advertising campaign was Fisher Flouring Mills Co. and the Pacific National Adv. Agency. Award was accepted by Earle G. Lawrence, sales
manager,
Fisher's
packagedH. Horsproducts division,
and William
ley, PNAA president.
Trevor Evans, awards committee
chairman, said the Fisher campaign
utilized six media. Radio received
about 40% of the total budget.
Honorable mention for the integrated-campaign award went to
Weyerhaeuser Timber Co. and MacWilkins, Cole & Weber.
Mayor William F. Devin observed
that success in administering a
city in the best interests of all the
people is not possible without the
kind of public understanding and
support which advertising men
know how to create.

Strictly Business
(Continued from page 16)
vision sales boomed throughout the
Manufacturing
Co., as Inexecunation.
tivetheon
assistant
to Mr. Dunn.
this
This success as an advertising capacity,
he
kept
things
moving
manager came as a pleasant sur- through engineer to production.
prise to Mr. Henry. He still felt
Then came the telephone call
that he was basically an engineer. which
Even as a boy, in his native Dan- cation. interrupted Mr. Henry's vavil e, 1 1., he toyed with radio. In
Returns to Engineering
After the advertising department
high
school,andhe qualified
a "ham"
operator
became asthoroughly
began
smoothly, Mr.
familiar with the inner workings of Henry functioning
told company officials that
electronic equipment of that day.
return toas engineerHis informal engineering helped he was ing.ready
He was to drafted
military
him to obtain his first job — with the contracts administrator, then later
Dayfan Electric Co., radio manu- promoted to his present position
manager for Belmont.
Ohio. facturer in the 1920's at Dayton, of Inproduct
his present capacity, Mr.
Subsequently, he joined the ra- Henry is in full charge of forward
dio manufacturing division of Gen- planning for all Raytheon televieral Motors. Later, he joined Crossion and radio products. His work
ley Radio and Stewart-Warner. includes the coordination of design,
Then he moved to the Belmont Ra- engineering and production to make
dio Corp., a subsidiary of the Ray- all merchandise available to the

IBA MEET SET
For Indianapolis May 23-24
INDIANA Broadcasters Assn. will
meet at the Athletic Club in Indianapolis May 23-24 with guest
speakers including Jim Luce, J.
Walter Thompson Co., New York;
FCC Comr. E. M. Webster and
Joseph M. Kittner, assistant chief,
Broadcast Bureau of the FCC.
A salescasters panel
Indianaaccording
broadalso will ofattend,
to President Dan Park, commercial
manager of WIRE Indianapolis.
The group will see the Indianapolis
Speedway trials for the 500 mile
ROADCASTING
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Belmont sales department on
schedule.
Mr. Henry is a past president of
Hinsdale Countryside, the suburb
where
he lives
his wife,
LaVelle, and
threewith
children,
Jimmie,
14;Civic
Clifford,
10,
and
Lynne,
7.
activities consume much of
his leisure time. He is currently
president of the district school
board. Also, he likes to garden.
And, as he expressed it, "Each year
seems to bring a different hobby."
BAB Strength Up
BAB has shown an increase
of 36 radio stations in the
past month,
a total Presimembership of 608for outlets,
dent nounced
William
B.
Ryan
anlast week. Talking
at a sales clinic in Omaha, he
said the annual BAB budget
now is $595,000, a rise of $32,000 during the past 30 days.

America's Favorite
CBS
Pastime" in WBuffalo
ORK
NisET
a

covering
Thursday, Friday,
Saturday, Sunday
ALL of Western New York
Northern Pennsylvaiia and the
nearby Province of Ontario,
Canada.
Availabilities Now
for the "top" listenaudiencecallof Free
the
summer months ingahead
& Peters, Inc.

RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO 3, N,
National Representatives: Free & Peters, Inc.

Leo J. ("Fitz") Fitzpatrick
I. R. ("Ike") Lounsberry
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In the "Musical Mystery Melody" contest in Cincinnati,
an advertiser (name on request) used four stations. Here
are the results:

Station

Leads

WCKY

15,312

Sta. B
Sta. C
Sta. D

Expenditure

10,708

10,100
$6,459

4,900

4,400

3,976

2,000

Cost Per Lead
0.42
0.94
0.90
0.50

WCKY

pulled 43y2% of all mail received
— almost as much as the other
three stations combined.

WCKY

cost per inquiry was almost onehalf that of the average of the
other three stations.
Here's proof that in Cincinnati,
WCKY
gives you the best results, and at
the lowest cost per thousand.

WCKY...

ON

THE

AIR

EVERYWHERE

T W E N T

m

Face

Facts/

To get results at lowest cost, you have to have:
• AUDIENCE

(Block Programs of News and
Music Plus Personalities)

• COVERAGE

age) Watts— A Bonus Cover(50,000

• LOW RATES (As Low As Any In Cincinnati)
• LISTENERS

LOYALTY (WCKY Listeners
Buy Your Products)

You Get Them All On WCKY

Make your next campaign in Cincinnati a successBuy

WCKY

Invest your ad dollars WCKY' sly
CALL COLLECT:
Tom Welstead
Eastern Sales Manager
53 E. 51st St., New York City
Phone: Eldorado 5-1127
TWX: NY 1-1688
C. H. "Top"
Topmiller
WCKY
Cincinnati
Phone: Cherry 6565
TWX: Ci. 281

FOUR

HOURS

WCKY
L

A

DAY

J

S E V EN

DAYS

A

WEE

editorial

4

Hooperuckus
JOHN BLAIR & Co. has done an important
service to radio and its customers in conducting the study of how the coincidental interview technique has deflated radio sets-in-use
figures, as reported elsewhere in this issue.
The study proves that for the past 3% years
the buyers of the coincidental service have been
neglecting to investigate the fundamental
nature of the thing they were buying. Apparently no one, before Blair, really wondered
whether the questions upon which the coincidental service is based were the right questions.
Unless the Blair study is wrong, and it is
difficult to see how such a thorough job could
be, the questions that Hooper has been asking
were wrong. How many shows were rejected,
dropped or cancelled in those 3% years because
of deflated sets-in-use figures?
However definitive this piece of Blair research, it only goes to show how very much
more of the same kind of diligent investigation
is needed if the radio measurement muddle is to
be straightened out. Here, it seems to us, is
the chief value of the Blair study. By so thoroughly exploring and exploding one theory that
had been accepted as gospel, it suggests that
maybe other theories are equally incorrect.
Are other research services above question?
A part of the Blair study compared Hooper
and Nielsen sets-in-use, finding that Hooper
averages had fallen proportionately below
Nielsen averages since the introduction of the
combined radio - television question in the
Hooper surveys. There is evidence that the
true situation is even worse than the one
turned up by Blair, for research experts have
questioned whether Nielsen is adequately
measuring listening to secondary radio sets.
Though the Nielsen figures are confidential,
agency research men who know them say that
the Nielsen sample of Audimeters attached to
secondary sets is way below what it should be.
If that is so, the probability exists that the
Hooper deflation is more severe than shown
by Blair because the Nielsen figures with which
it is compared are also deflated.
We hope the example set by Blair will be
followed by others and that intelligent reap raisal of radio research will be forthcoming, by independent effort or through the
Advertising Research Foundation or, preferably, both.
Blue-Nosers Anonymous
THOUGH its author may not have intended it
to take that direction, there is every indication
that the Congressional investigation of "offenradio and
television
presentations
may forbe
turned sive"into
another
prohibitionist
campaign
alcoholic beverage advertising restrictions.
In the debate last week that preceded the
House's
the Gathings
the
most adoption
vehement ofadvocates
of the resolution,
investigation were drys. One, Rep. Joseph R. Bryson
(D-S. C), was co-sponsor with the late Sen.
Arthur Capper of a joint House-Senate bill to
ban advertising of alcoholic beverages. That
bill died, but Congressman Bryson lingers on.
His remarks of last week are worth quoting:
who listens
to the radio
andbutwitnesses
theAnyone
exhibitions
on fact
television
cannot
be unimpressedsuswithpectinthe
that
the
untrained,
g youth of the landby isthose
being who
corrupted,
wilfully
and
maliciously,
would
break
into thewe nursery
rhymes
anddayschildhood
in other
learned
atstories
the which
knees of ourselves
our honored
mothers,
by the
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notof only
of words ladies
of mouth,
but
byintroduction
exhibitions
. only
. . beautiful
elegantly
dressed,
telling
not
how
interesting
it
is
drink how
intoxicating
liquors,
butfluidteaching
theto
youth
to pour
that
hellishsuffering
which
has
caused
so
much
sickness
and
and
death
... I propose
continue tosubject.
cooperate ... in
delving
into thisto important
These are the remarks of a dedicated man
and it must gloomily be added that he has
equally dedicated company.
As reported months ago in this journal, the
prohibitionists have set out to get some kind of
anti-alcohol legislation passed in the 82d Congress. Their first effort, the Johnson-Case bill
to prohibit hard liquor advertising on radio and
television, was killed in the Senate Interstate
and Foreign Commerce Committee, but only by
the cliff-hanger margin of one vote.
The House investigation authorized last week
is intended to determine whether new legislation is needed in the radio-TV field. We shall
be surprised if the dry lobby and its Condon't advertising
attempt lawson
that would gressional
not errand
onlyrunners
ban liquor
the air but also limit references to drinking.
If anyone thinks we're too alarmed about
this, he is reminded that the Johnson-Case bill
almost got through committee and undoubtedly
would have if the anti-dry forces had not, at
the last moment, got off their seats and put
together a convincing argument against it.
The time to begin preparing arguments
against the prohibitionists' campaign in the
House radio-TV investigation is now. Lastminute efforts may not be as successful there
as they were in the Senate.
We Vote O'Hara
FOR THE first time truly sensible legislation
has been introduced to relieve the broadcaster
of the be-damned-if-he-does and be-damned-ifhe-doesn't dilemma
confronting him in
programming
politicalnowspeeches.
The amendment to Sec. 315 of the Communications Act introduced a fortnight ago by
Rep.
Joseph
give
the broadcasterH. aO'Hara
power he(R-Minn.)
does not would
now enjoy
to censor from political speeches defamatory,
obscene
"or other material
subject
[the broadcaster]
to any which
civil may
or criminal
action in any local, state or federal court."
The superiority of this approach to that of
Rep. Walt Horan (R-Wash.) is obvious. The
Horan bill would continue the present absolute
prohibition against censorship of political
speeches by broadcasters, would expand the
provisions of Sec. 315 to include not only
qualified candidates but also spokesmen authorized to appear on their behalf and would
immunize broadcasters against court actions
ensuing from defamatory or obscene speeches.
The Horan bill, however well intentioned, is
obtuse, awkward and, in the opinion of some
able attorneys, unconstitutional. The argument
against its constitutionality hinges on the question of whether a federal law can abrogate the
rights of citizens to sue in protection of their
reputations in local or state courts.
Unfortunately, the NARTB has endorsed the
Horan bill as the best then available. On the
advice of the NARTB, many broadcasters have
written letters to their Congressmen in support
of it. It could be said, and probably will be,
that to switch support from the Horan bill to
the
O'Hara relief
bill atbroadcasters
this point would
delay the
legislative
are seeking.
Though delay may be entailed, we believe
the wiser course is to throw the industry's
support behind Rep. O'Hara's measure. It
would be better to get his eminently practical
amendment into the law, even though not until
after the 1952 elections, than to push through
the Horan bill, with its impractical and possibly unconstitutional elements.

jf - our respects to:

ADNA HAROLD KARNS
IF executive
VERSATILITY
a necessary
success, isAdna
Harold quality
Karns foris
destined to become the J. P. Morgan of
broadcasting.
In addition to being vice president and general manager of three radio stations, WING
Dayton, WCOL Columbus and WIZE Springfield, al Ohio, Mr. Karns paints in oils, shoots
golf in the low 80s, presides as vice president
of the Ohio Assn. of Radio and Television
Broadcasters, participates energetically in a
variety of community affairs and civic clubs,
and can claim experience in such random skills
as ceramics manufacture and American Indian
dancing.
One of the few (unavoidable) strikes against
him, he believes, is his first name, purloined
from a Methodist bishop who lived next door.
He's a charter member of a club which was
never organized, the My Name Is Adna (Dammit) Club. Since Feb. 25, 1913, when he was
born with
in Dayton,
he's first
only name.
learned of five other
men
the same
The name has brought humor, as well as
pathos, to his life. His wife, the former Florence Dykstra, used to sign her name as F. G.
Dykstra when managing WING. When she,
Adna and other company officials attended
conventions, "Mr. F. G. Dykstra" was invariably co-registered by mistake with another
while "Miss Edna Karns" had a single room.
He's
operated
and inaround
Dayton most
of his life, with instops
and between
New
York and Montana. He joined WING in 1943
as announcer and six weeks later moved to
WIZE as production manager. In less than a
year he was promoted to program director and
manager. In 1948 he was named general manager of WING and WIZE.
Last January, Mr. Karns became vice president and general manager of the two stations,
plus the newly-acquired WCOL Columbus. He
also is executive vice president of Transcription Sales Inc., which syndicates 360 quarterhours of Singing Sam as well as the Golden
Gate Quartet and Emil Cote's Wing of Song.
Mr. Karns sees radio progressing from
adolescence into manhood at the prodding of
television. TV, he says, "is bringing more
honesty to radio." The initial problems of radio
are to adopt an industry-wide standardized
rating service and to base time rates solely on
performance.
the
job"Weradioneedcan a do.complete
Radio re-evaluation
can and alwaysof will
fill a need and we should see that this need is
veryTo well
he contends.
enabledefined,"
the audience
for his three stations
(Continued on page 55)
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NBC's MEN
"The average politician has to carry water
on both heads..
in 1948 and has covered five Democratic
and Republican Conventions.
To his off-record comment, W. W.
Chaplin might have added that a good
Now,. Chaplin is right in the middle of
newsman should be an ambidextrous
the biggest story of the year — the presidential campaign. So far he has reported
phrenologist.
the primaries from New Hampshire
In his thirty years in news, Bill
to Illinois. During the conventions,
Chaplin has personally experienced
Bill Chaplin and over 100 other NBC
enough history to fill considerably more
men of news will be putting together
than the three books he's written. He has
the story of politics' greatest show.
covered : the Ethiopian war, the fall of
France, the Russian resistance, the
Why is NBC's News Center supreme
Invasion, the surrender at Rheims, the
in radio and television? Chaplin is one
good reason . . . Harkness, Henle,
Bikini test. He traveled with Dewey
BROADCASTING
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IN THE

NEWS:

Chaplin

Utley, Fleming are others. NBC News
Center's larger staff consistently
broadcasts more hours of news, more
special events on both radio and
television than other networks.
And day-to-day NBC news programs
are highest rated in both radio and television. The fact is . . . most people
hear the news first and hear more
of it from NBC.
NBC radio and television
a service of Radio Corporation of Americal
May 19, 1952
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JAMES C. HIRSCH, former senior account executive in charge of sales I
development, WNBT(TV) New York, to WRC Washington as sales
manager.
JIM SMITH, account executive, WSAP Portsmouth, Va., to sales staff, I
WCAV Norfolk.
front office
J^eti&nali • • •
HOWARD
L. CHERNOFF, general manager, KFMB-AM-TV San Diego,
WALTER B. DAVISON, director of West Coast operations, LangWorth Feature Programs, named manager, NBC Radio Spot elected
vice president andof city's
Business
. . . VINR. I.,COLLIE,
sales
representative
sports Better
announcer,
WERIBureau.
Westerly,
elected
Sales, Hollywood. WILLIAM DOTY EDOUARDE, until now
of newly formed Junior Chamber of Commerce. . . . JOHN F.
manager, NBC Radio and TV Spot Sales, will now devote attention ex- president
PATT, president, WGAR Cleveland, appointed to newly formed comclusively to television.
mit e on freedom of information for northern Ohio. . . . C. L. THOMAS,
ALBERT T. FISHER, sales promotion manager, WTRF-AM-FM Wheel- general manager, KXOK St. Louis, becomes member of Rotary Club
ing, W. Va., promoted to sales manager.
representing radio. . . . CHARLES HAMILTON, supervisor of salesprograms and director of public service, KFI Los Angeles, named radio
KENNETH
COOPER, sales manager, WORC Worcester, Mass., chairman
for Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce locally sponsored World
elected vice president and named general manager.
Trade
Week,
from May 18-25. . . .CLYDE SPITZNER, local commercial'
DOYLE SEELEY, program director, KRUL Corvallis, manager, WIP Philadelphia, elected president of Susquehanna U. Alumni
Club
of
eastern
Pennsylvania and Delaware. . . . ART FAIRCLOTH,
Ore., promoted to sales manager.
salesman, WNBW (TV) Washington, father of girl, Anne Marie.
CHARLES R. KINNEY, formerly with WVKO Columbus and WTVN (TV) that city, to WIKK Erie, Pa., as CHARLES
general manager,
WBTV
Charlotte, N.H. C,CRUTCHFIELD,
was principal speaker
fortnight WBT
ago atandfinal
1952 (TV)
con- '
general manager.
vention
meeting
of
state's
Junior
Chamber
of
Commerce
at
Myrtle
CHARLES H. PHILIPS Jr., former WNBT (TV) Beach. . . . JAMES MURRAY, manager, KQV Pittsburgh, named chairNew York director of sales and assistant to general
man of Camp Achievement fund raising campaign and radio-TV chairman
manager, to WNBK (TV) Cleveland, as director of of Salvation Army drive in that city. . . . J. B. CONLEY, manager, KEX
Portland, Ore., presented award on behalf of station by Portland Sorosis
sales.
Mr. Cooper
Club for executive,
KEX's workKBIGin field
of children's
programs. . .in. CARL
HILL,
CHUCK YOUNG, sales promotion manager, Illustrate Inc., Hollywood, account
Avalon,
Calif., headquartered
Long Beach,
to KTTV (TV) that city, as account executive.
and Janet Macdonald were married May 3. . . .
ROBERT L. SWATS Jr., former Chicago office manager, Radio Adv. Co., LESLIE C. JOHNSON, general manager, WHBF-AM-TV Rock Island,
111., is chairman of citizens committee studying city manager form of
to sales staff, NBC Chicago.
for Rock Island. . . . JOHN L. SINN, president, World
ALICE DAVIS joins sales staff, WNBW (TV) Washington, replacing government
Broadcasting System, N. Y., awarded plaque from Veterans of Foreign
LOIS BOYD who transfers to TV sales traffic.
Wars
Forward America,
six shows salesman,
cited for father
public
service.for. . World's
. DON DAHLMAN,
WLWT one
(TV)of Cincinnati
WALT DENNIS, former radio-TV director for Allied Stores Corp.,
pointed commercial manager of WILS Lansing, Mich.
of girl, Patricia.
CHARLES F. JOHNSON joins WOOD-AM-TV Grand
Treasure Trail (Canadian) 19.1,
Rapids sales staff after release from Marine Corps.
CANADIAN RATINGS
Wayne & Shuster (Canadian) 18.3,
U. S. Shows Dominate Top 10 Your Host (Canadian) 18.2 and
GERALD T. OWENS, national sales manager of EverSuspense 17.8.
sharp-Schiek, shaving instrument division, named asDaytime five most popular netsistant to ABE PLOUGH, president of Plough Inc.,
FOUR
CANADIAN
evening*
network
programs
again
made
the
programs 17.6,
were Happy
Big Sister
Nashville, licensee of WMPS there.
Gang
April list of the ten most popular 18.2, MaworkPerkins
programs,
according
to
the
naBILL RHODES joins sales staff, KQV Pittsburgh.
(Canadian)
17.4,
Pepper
Young's
tional rating report of Elliott- Family 16.5, and Road of Life 15.9.
HOWARD BRIGHT, program director, WSAL LogansMr. Dennis
Haynes Ltd.,
popular French-lanCarthy was Toronto.
first withCharlie
ratingMc-of Five most evening
port, Ind., to sales staff as account executive.
shows 43.4,
wereRadio
Un
30.9, followed by Radio Theatre Homme guage
et Son Peche
EDGAR L. BILL, former president of WMBD Peoria, 111., and MERLE 29.3, Amos V Andy 27.5, Our Miss Carabin 36.4,
Metropole
30.5,
Jouez
V. WATSON, former sales manager there, now affiliated in executive Brooks 26.2, Ford Theatre (Cana- Double 24.3, and Theatre Ford 23.9.
capacities with Insecticide Paint Co., Peoria.
dian) 20.5, Great Gildersleeve 19.8, Five most popular daytime shows
were Jeunesse Doree 28.2, Rue
+++++++++++++++++++++
Principale 27.8, Francine Louvain
26,
JoyeuxAi Troubadours
and Les
Je Vous
Tant Aime 23.24.4,
SALES CRUSADER
GREENVILLE is
SOUTH CAROLINA'S
Behold Sir PLUS, in armor plate,
METROPOLITAN
AREALARGEST
...
The Mutual knight-errant.
In RETAIL SALES
He sallies forth to demonstrate
GREENVILLE $167,610,000
Two plusses here concurrent:
Columbia 146,483,000
X
t This network's famed efficiency
Charleston 135,000,000
Is up, like Sir P/s visor;
Sales Management J 952
While costs are like his spurs, you see,
MAKE IT YOURS WITH
Way down — to please a miser!
- the difference is MUTUAL!
+ + + + + + + FOR DETAILS: THE MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM • NEW YORK 18, N.Y. + + + + + + +
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NBC affiliate
for the
F B C 5009 watts
Green ville-AndersonSpartanburg Markets
Represented by Avery-Knodel
BROADCASTING
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Famed

Tabernacle

takes

to

Choir

tape

for rebroadcasts over KSL-Salf Lake City
Because of the immense popularity of the weekly Tabernacle
Choir broadcasts, Station KSL has inaugurated a recorded Sunday
evening rebroadcast for local listeners. The Choir's performances are
now captured on "Scotch" Sound Recording Tape in all their brilliance
and power, from the soaring notes of solo voices to the rumbling
basses of the magnificent Tabernacle organ.
"Scotch"
Recording
was ofselected
for this
exacting
recording
job Sound
on the basis
of manyTapepoints
superiority:
Lower
noise
level than any other tape • Greater output sensitivity than any other
tape • Better reel-to-reel uniformity than any other tape • Erases
cleaner than any other tape • No curling or cupping — always lies
flat on head • Lubricated for longer tape life.

J. SPENCER CORNWALL is the distinguished conductor of the Tabernacle Choir. Working with Dr.
Frank W. Asper and Alexander Schreiner, the Choir
organists, he has brought the Choir to a level of
tonal grandeur seldom equaled by choral groups.

SOUND
RICHARD L. EVANS has acted as commentator on
Choir broadcasts since shortly after their inception in
1929, helps set the impressive tone of the programs.
ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

UandK
Ss\Vi The
"SCOTCH"
the plaidMining
design &are Mfg.
registered
trademarks
forMinn.
Sound— Recording
K»//
madetermin U.S.A.
by Minnesota
Co., Rubberized
St. Paul 6,Coating,
also makersTape
E'fiS
"Scotch"
Brand
Pressure-sensitive
Tapes, Surfacing,
"Underseal"
"Scotchlite"
Re-of
" flective
Sheeting,
"Safety-Walk"
Non-slip
"3M"
Abrasives,
"3M"
Adhesives.
General
Export: 270 Park Avenue, New York 17, N. Y. In Canada: London, Ont., Can.
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CBS STAFF SPLIT
Divides Labor, Personnel
CREATION of separate labor and
personnel relations departments
for
three of last
its operatingunitsCBSwasandannounced
week by
CBS Vice President Lawrence W.
Lowman, who ascribed the move
to the pressure of general company
expansion.
William C. Fitts Jr., an assistant
general attorney for CBS Inc., was
named director of labor relations
for
and CBS
CBS Inc.,
Labs. CBS-TV, CBS Radio
Robert E. Kalaidjian continues
as director of personnel relations
for these units but will concentrate
mainly on administration of overall company personnel practices
and policies, at the same time continuing to participate in formulation of labor policies.
Both of the new departments will
report to Mr. Lowman. Heretofore,
a single labor and personnel relations department has served the
four units.
Mr. Fitts' Responsibilities
Mr. Fitts, who will be responsible
for union negotiations, grievances
and contract interpretations, has
been with CBS for the past 20
months, handling all labor law
problems. He formerly was associated with the law firm of Fly,
Fitts & Shuebruk for five years,
and, before that, was a member of
Cates, Smith, Long & Fitts, and
also had served as a general counsel for the Tennessee Valley Authority.
Mr. Kalaidjian joined CBS in
November 1939, as a member of the
research department, after a brief
association with Newell-Emmett
Co. He served in the Navy from
September 1941 to January 1946,
when he returned to CBS as assistant employment manager. He was
named employment manager in
July 1946, and director of personnel
relations in July 1950.

air-caslers

on
named
S DUFFY
JAME
Chicagopromoti
manager
has
whoreplacLINGER,
ing DEANat ABC
resigned
to join KNX Los Angeles in
same capacity.
JAMES
politi-at
cal scienceJ. ANDERSON,
and marketing former
professor
Cornell U., to Crosley Broadcasting
Corp., Cincinnati, as research director
replacing DONALD L. MILLER who
resigns searchto Inc.,join
Burke Marketing ReCincinnati.

Mr. Anderson
Mr. Miller
FRENCH FERGUSON, assistant art
director, WOAI-TV San Antonio, appointed floor manager
LEO TRUMBLE
who hassucceeeding
resigned.
XAVIER VASQUEZ joins station as
assistant art director.
RUTH LYONS, hostess of WLWT
(TV) Cincinnati's
50 Club, syndicated
presented
citation
by JOHN LESTER,
radio-TV critic, as "television's most
refreshing new personality."
ALLEN R. COOPER, director of market and media planning, Hewitt,
Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, N. Y., to
NBC there as rate specialist.
CARLTON E. MORSE, creator-proer-author, NBC radio-TV
Family, with ducprogram
stars,One J.Man's
ANTHONY SMYTHE, BERNICE BERWIN and PAGE GILMAN, cited by
National Volunteers of America for
"focusing
attention
wholesome
American family
life andon maintaining
highest
standards."
BRUD WARREN, program director,

^Ijjp
WERI Westerly, R. I., elected second
vice
president, city's Junior Chamber
of Commerce.
DONALD A. BERG appointed program
director at KRUL Corvallis, Ore.
IRA G. McCORMACK Jr., announcer,
WSAL Logansport, Ind., promoted to
program director. SUE BURRIS, station's women's director, named traffic
manager.
OWEN SIMON, continuity director,
KQV Pittsburgh, appointed publicity
director.
BRUCE MAYER, emcee of Ladies Day,
WJBK-TV Detroit, received achievement award from League of Catholic
Women for efforts to promote their
activities.
NORMAN HOPPS, assistant in advertising-promotion department, KNBH
(TV) Hollywood, named floor manager.
GLENN ELLIOTT, WPEO Peoria, 1)1.,
to WANE Fort Wayne, Ind., as program director.
CHARLES HUTAFF, associate directorlerof&films,
and television,
Smithradio
& Ross,
Cleveland,Ful-to
WTAM and WNBK (TV) that city, as
advertising, merchandising and sales
promotion director. CLEMENT G.
SCERBACK, advertising and promotion manager for WTAM, transfers to WNBK in same capacity.
ALBERT M. HENDERSON will handle press and publicity for both stations and EUGENE R. MYERS promoted to merchandising manager for
both outlets.
WILLARD SCOTT and ED WALKER,
radio-TV students, American U.,
Washington, D. C, to WOL there for
summer disc show, Going AWOL.
FREDDIE BARTHOLOMEW, associate director, WPIX (TV) New York,
promoted to director.

+++++++ +++++++++++•
SOLUTION
Detective PLUS, the master sleuth,
Has pockets full of clues.
He also has a sponsor-booth
Equipped for you to use!
More mystery shows, and better ones,
We broadcast all week through.
The cost is light, response weighs tons
These finger-prints fit you!
-the difference is MUTUAL!
+++++++ FOR DETAILS: THE MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM • NEW YORK 18, N.Y. +++++++
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JUDITH WALLER, director of public
affairs and education at NBC Chicago
vacationing in California.
DON WILSON, announcer, CBS Radio
Jack Benny Show, assigned role in 20th
Century-Fox feature film, Niagara.
FRANK SCHIROS joins KPIX (TV)
San Francisco as promotion manager
replacing KAY MULVIHILL who has
resigned.
AL HELLENTHAL, show manager,
KNXT (TV) Hollywood, to address
Wilshire Kiwanis club, today (Monday) in Los subject
Angeles, ofonhis"Television
Production,"
new book
soon to be published.
WALLY O'HARA,
WEEI
Boston
nouncer, to deliver commencementanaddress
at
Bishop-Lee
dio and Theatre
May 29.School of RaDON JOHN ROSS, morning man and
conductor of Friendly Philosopher
show, WJTN - AM - FM Jamestown
N.American
Y., appointed
Bankingspeech
Assn. instructor for
CAROL COOK, traffic department.
KMPC Hollywood, to KBIG Avalon,
Calif, as record librarian. LARRY
BERRILL, disc m.c, WIND Chicago,
CARL BAILEY, disc m.c, KIEV
Glendale, Calif., GENE McGEHEE,
production
CBS-TV announcer,
Hollywood
and JOHN staff,
HARADON,
KWJJ
Portland, join KBIG as staff
announcers.
JOHN PALUMBO, purchasing agent,
CBS Hollywood, father of girl, Nancy
Ann, May 6.
ROS TWOHEY, Millie Flagle on NBCTV's Hawkins Falls, mother of boy,
Mark, April 28.
JACKIE DORN, production assistant
at NBC-TV Chicago, and Boris Yakovleff, commercial motion picture producer, were married April 26.
JOHN
GAUNT,Show,director,
NBC-TV
Red
FranciaSkelton
Carmen, May father
12. of girl,
HAL STARK, announcer, WBBM
Chicago, and JOAN BARTLING,
actress, were married May 5.
WILLIAM SMALL, continuity writer,
WLS Chicago, father of girl, Tamar,
May 7.
WALTER BROWN, vocalist, WLW
and WLWT
(TV)father
Cincinnati's
Midwestern Hayride,
of girl, Christine Ann.
A/ew& • • •
JOHN BOSMAN, chief newscaster,
WINS
New York, named station's
news director.
RICHARD W. JOHN, newscaster-public service director, KTSA San Anhomatonio,City.Tex., to news staff, WKY OklaROGER KRUPP, former network announcer-newscaster, toWDGY Minneapolis-St. Paul, as news editor.
GREGORY JENSEN to KSTP-AM-FMwriter..
TV Minneapolis-St. Paul, as newsGENE STARN, newsman, WKBN
Youngstown, Ohio, promoted to news
editor.

tyffTTfny
poughkeepsse
REPRESENTED
BY
EVERETT McKINNEY, INC.
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Our Respects To
(Continued from page 50)
to listen effortlessly but still keep
work" the first
day centered onsionary
39 students
in elementary
iup with the world, Mr. Karns has
launched an intensive news and acting, only three of whom had
music block progiam schedule on ever seen a stage play. He's still
WING, with plans for news feeds a part of faculty history, as his
and roundups among all three out- class requirements for the beginlets. He has six men covering local
ning thespians were so rugged that
news on the Dayton staff alone.
24
of the
39 dropped before the
second
session.
Mr. Karns attended Antioch ColMr. Karns took up painting a
lege, acooperative school in Yellow
Springs, Ohio, where students work year ago as a challenge to his wife,
and study alternately. In his first who has a master's degree in fine
two years he worked in fields un- arts and has painted professionally
majors, English liter- for several years. When she was
aturerelateandd to hisdramatics.
away one evening, he started
During his third year, however, dabbling in her paints and had
he served as student assistant in finished a picture, a circus abstract, by the time she returned.
fche art and aesthetic division, conducting laboratory sessions in art, His paintings are impressionistic
ceramics and American Indian or abstract, complementing Mrs.
dancing.
Karns'
approach.from
Mrs. more
Karns,realistic
who retired
Primarily interested in drama,
he received permission from school radio after their marriage in 1948,
a lot of portraits and is also
' officials to omit the regulation fifth does
a sculptor. They also share an
year and enroll at the Yale Drama enthusiasm
for golf.
School, which normally did not
accept students without a degree.
Both are interested in many community affairs. Mr. Karns, a
[He
later received his B.A. from
Antioch.
member of the taxation committee
Putting classroom and personal of the Ohio Assn. of Radio & Teletheorizing to the test, Adna Karns
vision Broadcasters, on May 1 was
donned espadrilles and tee shirt elected vice president of OARTB.
after graduation at age 17 to open Also, he is a member of the Dayton Sales Executives, the Adverthe Yellow Springs Summer Theatre. He made money every year
tising and the Agonis Clubs, and a
during the seven years he labored member of the board of directors,
as producer, director and business Dayton Better Business Bureau.
manager in the old town opera
i house. His success was occasioned
by, in addition to high-quality Pittsburgh Club Elects
plays, a liberal public relations
policy which insisted on a clean PITTSBURGH Radio & Television
theatre, courteous ushers and Club has elected Joe Jenkins of
weekly visits (with free tickets) Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove as
for nearby residents who could president. Other officers named :
have been highly vocal in their first vice president and program
complaints about the noisy sound chairman, Harold Lund, general
effects.
manager of WDTV (TV) PittsHe skipped intermittently to New
burgh; second vice president, Bill
York, where one season he pro- Coffman of Cabbot & Coffman Inc.
duced experimental plays at the Adv.; third vice president, C. A.
Provincetown Playhouse in the Wingerson of Danforth Co.; secreVillage. His group of 18, includtary, Mary Lou Tardio, of Cavaing a cook, folded up their collec- naugh-Morris Co.; treasurer, Bill
tive tent after a frigid Christmas Kelley of WDTV (TV) ; directors,
Day when the boiler broke down Don Ioset, vice president, manager,
and they had to burn orange crates and commercial and program manpicked up in the streets.
ager, WPIT; Jake Hoffman, Bell
Mr. Karns also spent a year Telephone Co.; T. J. MacWilliams,
teaching drama, English and radio Smith, Taylor & Jenkins; Ray
J at the U. of Montana. His "mis- Scott, Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove.
In Altoona it's WVAMl
First with top programming —
First in the heart of a rich Central
Pennsylvania Market.
"Most Powerful — Most Popular"
first with the finest
DAY AND NIGHT
Weed & Co. representatives
BROADCASTING
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It's the only one with
a built-in synchronous
drive for
ALL
3 SPEEDS!

...and costs less than
other professional
turntables!

Operates quietly... no
turntable
vibration or
rumble!

Geared belts and geared pulleys in
sure accurate timing for all 3 speeds
It's a Fairchild exclusive! The new Model 530 Turntable has
the only synchronous drive integrally designed and built for
three speeds. No attachments, no kits are necessary. It reaches
stable speed — less than '/-j revolution at 33V3 without overshooting. Offers guaranteed accurate timing within limits of
AC line frequency. Turntable rumble and vibration are practically non-existent.
And . . . the new Fairchild Model 530 costs less than other
quality turntables. Bulletin PBlO contains complete data on
Fairchild's
new,copy.
wide-range line of playback equipment.
Write
for your
RECORDING?
EQUIPMENT!
154TH STREET & SEVENTH AVENUE, WHITESTONE, NEW YORK
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FINAL
TELEVISION
ALLOCATIONS
REPORT
EXTRA

COPIES

AVAILABLE
NOW
AT $3.00
EACH
This is the complete report— 196 printed pages —
just as the FCC released
it, Monday, April 14, 1952.
This volume shows the
complete city-by-city
breakdowns for all 2,053
proposed stations in 1,291
communities. There are
sections on antenna
heights, educational reservations, power, procedures, Hennock's and
Jones' opinions, zoning
and mileage separation.
You'll want library copies, home copies, tear
copies and working copies. Please use the coupon
below and order today.
Limited Supply.

Broadcasting • Telecasting
870 NATIONAL PRESS BLDG.
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Please send
copies of
the Final Television Allocations
Report at $3.00 each.
□ M/0, check
□ please bill
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allied arts
ERNEST
LEWIS Pilot
HALL,Radioexecutive
vice president,
Corp.,
to Emerson Radio & Phonograph
Corp.,
N.
Y.,
as
assistant
to
President
BENJAMIN ABRAMS.
C. V. BRADFORD, RCA Victor home
instrument sales staff in New England
territory, promoted to manager of
company's
East Central region with
offices in Cleveland.
GEORGE G. SCOTT, assistant sales
manager of Federal Telephone & Radio
Corp., and CHARLES E. BELL, director of TV, WBTV (TV) Charlotte,
N. C, to Television Transmitter Div.,
Allen B. DuMont Labs, as regional
sales representatives. WILLIAM C.
COTHRON joins firm as sales
engineer.
HENRY MARKS appointed assistant
general
ics Corp.,manager
Phila. of Jerrold ElectronNORMAN C. OWEN, sales manager
of distributor division, Webster-Chicago Corp., Chicago, appointed company's general sales manager.
W. A. HILLHOUSE, TV director, Alexander Film Co., Colorado Springs, appointed sales promotion manager succe ded by EARL D. AUSTIN, formerly
special TV representative.
JOHN Q. CANNON, assistant secretary of RCA, elected secretary of corn [At Deadline, Mayporatio12].
ROME G. ARNOLD
Jr., vice president,
Industrial Surveys
Co., Chicago, named
national sales supervisor in company's New York
headquarters.
CLIFF LANDIS
SALES Co., Jackson Heights, N. Y , named sales repres
e
n
t
a
t
i
v
e
f
o
r
Cathode
Div.,
Allen B. DuMont Labs Rayin Tube
New York
metropolitan area.
ILSE LOWELL, program director,
WNBZ Saranac Lake, N. Y., to Buddy
Basch Assoc., N. Y., public relations
firm, as assistant to Mr. Basch.
NED E. WILLIAMS, editor of Down
Beat magazine, to Jewell Radio &
Television Productions as promotion
director.
FOLEY
GORDON,
N. Y., firm,
radio-TV
producer & and
management
has
changed name to George F. Foley Inc.
L. S. THOMASON, general manager of
Retailers Television Film Service,
N. Y., to Screen Gems Inc., that city,
TV film producer and distributor, on
sales
chargeGemsof TVcommercial
contactsstafffor inScreen
and for
Screen Gems
division
ductions of America. of United ProKENIL WORTH H. MATHUS, formerly of Printers'
Politz Research
Inc., N.Ink,Y., toon Alfred
threemonth assignment to assist in preparaclients.tion of reports and presentation to
EMERSON LEE TAYLOR, Cleveland
attorney, and JIMMY LEEPER, showman and TV personality,
Per Productions
Inc., 50 W. form
Broad TaySt.,
Columbus, to write and produce package TV shows and handle talent management.

JOSEPHtrict manager
J. KEARNEY
appointedregion
disof East Central
of
RCA
Victor
headquartered
Cleveland. A. K. MALLARD andin
TED MARTIN
trict managersJr.ofpromoted
Southwestto disand
Northeast territories respectively.
Mr. lasMallard
will
be
stationed
in
Daland Mr. Martin in Boston. New
territory managers appointed by
RCA include: LESTER ANGEL, St.
Louis; J. T. HOULIHAND, Chicago;
R. K. JOSLIN, Dallas; W. LESSING,
Los
Angeles, and G. E. REILING,
Cincinnati.
JOHN H.dent,
GANZENHUBER, vice-presiElectronics Standard
Corp.,
N. Y., named manof governmentagercontracts
deLabs., L A.partment, Hoffman
SIDNEY GUBER,
sales
for
Charlesmanager
Michelson,
radio package firm,
to Sesac Inc.,
formance perlicensing Mr. Ganzenhuber
organization, as
station relations representative.
NEWARK ELECTRIC Co., Chicago,
has
moved to St.new headquarters at 223
W. Madison
JZ^uijament • • •
ALLEN
B. DuMONT
Labs' Television
Transmitter
Div., Clifton,
N. J., announces
production
of
new brighter,
17" TV
studio monitor featuring
sharper picture reproduction. Video
band width is 10 mc for accurate monitoring of high orresolution
out overshoot
smear. signals withCALIFONE Corp., Hollywood, announces new extended range line of
Califone universal transcription players and sound systems with variable
reluctance "triple play" cartridge and
specially designed preamplifier. New
models are 12MU-P2 and 12MUV-P2.
POLARAD ELECTRONICS Corp.,
Brooklyn, N. Y., announces new all
band direct reading spectrum analyzer

What

Has TV

ing frequency range from 10 m*
to 21,000 mc. Four tuning units control frequency range. Features in
elude continuous uni-dial tuning ovej
entire range with 5 kc resolution a1
all frequencies.
COLUMBIA RECORDS Inc., N. Y., has
introduced three
speedatrecord-playing
attachment
priced
$12.75 and
claimed to be first low-cost tri-speed
player
marketed
by
major
manufacturer.
CAPEHART - FARNS WORTH Corp.,
Fort Wayne Inc., announces manufacture of TV Potomac,
console with
20" tube.!
Model, termed
is mahogany
and has rectangular picture tube.
WITTE & BURDEN, Detroit, announce production of Model 300-B
Diamond
"Utiliscope"
camera, small
power unitconsisting
and monitorof1
of viewing unit for use in industrial
television. Unit features clear pictures, continuous operation, simplicity of design, wide observation angle
and simple control.
RADIO CITY PRODUCTS Co., N. Y.,
announces manufacture of midgetscope, trolsModel
featuring
conon front533M,panel
below allscreen,
cathode ray tube tilted at best angle
for viewing, shielded CRT with
protective
and graph screen and
"Tectohnbe bezel
able
used in either horizontal
al
or verticalicposition.
MARVIN YOUNG, WKIC Hazard, Ky.,
Ind.
to engineering staff, WCSI Columbus,
THOMAS J. MAGUIRE to WNBW
(TV)vacation
Washington's
engineering staff
for
relief duties.
111.
JAMES
KETTERINGTON joins engine ring staf , WHBF Rock Island,
TED KUDELKO, sound effects man,
WBBM Chicago, father of girl, May 5.
RAY OLSON, announcer-engineer,
WSAL Logansport, Ind., father of
girl, Linda Louise.
Pontiac Names Irving
CHARLES IRVING, producer-director ofmorrow,
CBS-TV's
Tohas taken Search
leave toforserve
as consultant to Pontiac Div. of
General Motors in its 1953 promotion campaign. His association
with Pontiac will be on an independent basis and has no connecwith the company's advertisingtionagency.

Done

to RADIO

in Syracuse?
In spite71%of ofthe fact that Syracuse is a two-TV-station city— even
though
the homes in the Syracuse area have TV sets— two
separate surveys* show that radio is very much alive and kicking.
3.07 Hours a Day
is the average
time
Syracuse.
These same homesdailywatchradio-listening
TV an average in TV homes a inday.
NonTV homes listen
to
4.4 hours a day.ofTV4.52hashours
not
replaced
minformation.
Syracuse— merely radio
supplements it as a source of entertainment radio
and
"Write, wire, phone or
Ask
Headley-Reed
UCUSE
your Surveys
FREE Copy forof
the
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Television is a business now— not a spending spree.
Shows are judged by their value, not by their costs. And sponsors
who used to say "whatever the cost, produce it" now ask "will it
If you don't get dollar-for-dollar advertising value for your inproduce"?
vestment—if television doesn't work for you at a reasonable, economic cost, then you, too, should bring your TV thinking up-to-date.
DuMont has always considered television a business— advertising business, with the same values as any other medium. And
DuMont has consistently worked to give sponsors value for their
money— not just glamour. That is why DuMont costs have been and
still are always realistic, always reasonable. It is why an advertising budget on the DuMont Television Network always produces
results.
If your TV advertising is murder to your budget, find out how
DuMont can stretch your dollars into the greatest value in television
advertising today
Dollars Do More On Du Mont
oUMONi
TELEVISION NETWORK
515 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y., MU 8-2600
• A Division of The Allen B. DuMont Laboratories, Inc.

Set gtampeM
TIME FOR BEAN Y

ISN'T
TIME

IT
FOR

BE

ANY

IN YOuC MARKET

** TV's Top Puppet Adventure Serial **
12 minutes on film, 5 times weekly.
•
THE COST: Surprisingly low for an established
nationally-tested program, four years on the
air, viewed throughout the country from New
York to Los Angeles. Surprisingly low for the
winner of two "Emmy" awards for "Best
Children's TV Show" and highest Hooperated
multi-weekly TV show on the West Coast for
the past several years.
Sponsors of "Time for Beany" enjoy exceptional bonus benefits
from extensive program exploitation and more than 25 exciting
ready-to-use merchandising tie-ups — Beany Explorers Club
membership cards, whistles, rings, sundial watches, buttons, fan
photos, dolls, puppets, masks, balloons, clocks, aquatic toys,
tumblers, soap, bubble bath, hosiery, scarfs, handkerchiefs,
crayon coloring books, comic books, wallpaper, cardboard
cut-outs, large display figures, lamps, etc.
TV Stations: "Time for Beany" is also available to
TV stations with privilege of resale to local advertisers.
******

Some very good markets still open.
For prices and audition prints
— write, wire, telephone . . .

^^f,yr^^
PaSuzmtuuit ^eleoUitm Pioductio+U, 9*tc.
National Sales Office • 1501 Broadway, New York 36 • BRyant 9-8700
KTLA Studios ■ 5451 Marathon St., Los Angeles 38 • HOIIywood 9-6363
A SERVICE OF THE PARAMOUNT TELEVISION NETWORK
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Will It Open Its Till
FORD
FOUNDATION
By EDWIN H. JAMES
joining the foundation Mr. Fletcher its consultant, James Webb Young,
president of Encyclopedia who is also senior consultant to
THE FORD Foundation, whose half was
Thompson Co., not to be
billion dollar endowment is the big- Britannica Films, which Sen. Ben- J.of Walter
a mind to finance construction
ton
owns. As of last week, the progest in the world, is seriously conreportedly under careful of such stations.
sidering new and lavish grants study posalatwas foundation
There has been no statement of
which would help establish an edu- in Pasadena, Calif. headquarters
cational television system and crethe
foundation's
on this ques©
Foundation
officers
also
are
tion since then.policy
Conceivably,
the
ate a national commission to investigate broadcasting, the latter screening requests of an unknown policy could change. It must be
reportedly substantial number emphasized that Mr. Young's statea device that would provide an but
ment was issued well in advance of
escape hatch for a Senator who has from educational interests who wish
trapped himself in an awkward po- to occupy some of the TV channels the thaw, when no final allocations
reserved by the FCC for non-com- had been made; hence the foundalitical position.
tion could not have built educational
mercial, educational use.
Quite probably, the decision on
These interests have only the stations if it had wanted to. Furwhether to commit the foundation will.
time educational
What
they
are
seeking
desto this expensive program will be way. perately from the foundation is the pressurether, onsince thethatfoundation
has been
made at a New York meeting of
mounting steadily.
the foundation's board of trustees
Comr.
Frieda
B.
Hennock,
the
Last
year,
long
before
the
thaw
July 15-16. In the meantime, edu- in which the FCC definitely re- educators' advocate, has been
cators and sympathetic politicians
s
e
r
v
e
d
2
4
2
educational
channels,
the
stumping
education
meetings
ever
are doing everything possible to see Ford Foundation was reported by since the thaw, urging a speed-up
that the trustees open the till.
Although no official information
concerning these activities has been
released by the foundation, whose
policies run true to the traditional GET TV GOING
reticence of big philanthropies, the
AROUSED Senate Interstate was reported at the week's end.
following developments may be re- AN
and Foreign Commerce Committee
(2) In effect asked Vice Chairported with authority:
man Rosel H. Hyde of FCC to act
last week urged FCC to speed its
6 Foundation officers are study- processing
as
an emissary to the Commission
of
TV
station
applicaing a proposal by Sen. William
t
i
o
n
s
,
a
procedure
slated
to
begin
conveying
committee's
Bentontional(D-Conn.)
to set up
na- July 1.
desire for the
swiftSenate
processing.
citizens commission
for aradio
Setting
for
these
demands
was
The
commerce
group
did
this
by
and television, with an initial ap- action on two fronts:
the committee's
hearing
room
propriation of about $50,000. This
where
Comr.
Hyde
was
questioned
(1)
It
formally
called
on
the
commission, composed of prominent
Committee last Wednesday on his nomination
citizens in many fields, would study Senate Appropriations
a $600,000-plus in- for re-appointment
broadcasting with a view toward to recommend
sion [B«T, May 12].to the Commisc
r
e
a
s
e
i
n
the
FCC
budget
to be used
recommending improvements.
Shortly after the brief questionfor the hiring of addiSen. Benton, it may be recalled, specifically
tional hearing teams. This figure
ing ended, the committee unaniis the author of a Senate bill to
mously approved President Trucreate a National Citizens Advisory may be raised to $700,000-plus, it
Commission for Radio and Television. If a similar body were established privately by the Ford Foundation, there would be even less
need
for
Senator's than
governmentsponsored thecommission
there is
now. The Senator then could withdraw his bill from the pigeonhole
where it has been mouldering, with
the graceful excuse that the Ford
Foundation's work had made his
proposal unnecessary.
It is known Sen. Benton suggested the foundation take an interest
in forming such a commission in a
conversation early this year with
C. Scott Fletcher, director of the
Ford Foundation and president of
the
subsidiary,
ths
Fund foundation's
for Adult Education
[Closed
Circuit, Feb. 4].
The Senator's
carrywhosomeis Sen. Johnson (D-Col.) greets Comr. Hyde (c) as hearing on the Commisweight
with Mr. words
Fletcher,
sioner'sgreeting.
re-appointmentJohnson
to the FCC
gets underway.
Sen.theCapehart
(Ra former Benton employe. Before Ind.) seconds
Committee
later approved
nomination.
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to Educational TV?
in plans to occupy the non-commercial facilities. A get-the-moneysomewhere
urgencydays,is inandthea educational air these
likely
somewhere is the vast treasury of
the Ford Foundation.
There is reason to assume Sen.
Benton will not confine his suggestions to the foundation to the mere
proposal of a national commission.
It would be uncharacteristic of him
not to seize whatever opportunity
were afforded to advance others of
his theories on broadcasting.
One such theory is that subscription television would provide
an excellent means to elevate the
general
quality
broadcast
service. Indeed,
one ofof the
major issues
to which he hoped his own National
Advisory
Commission
(Continued
on pagewould
68) adSenators Tell FCC
man s re-appointment of Comr.
Hyde.ate lateHe Thursday.
was confirmed by the SenDiscussion on the TV application
load was set off by the commerce
committee's Chairman Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.). He asked how rapidly the Commission could expect to
handle applications.
"You have a log jam," Sen. Johnson noted, "What do you expect to
Comr.
do about Hyde
it?" painted this picture:
(1) FCC expects to first make
TV grants
to there
the "larger
cities" noin
areas
whereservice.
is currently
television
(2) However, all applicants will
be given equal opportunity since the
cut-off date of July 1 assures a
"period of protection for filing."
(3) FCC hopes to be able to apcessing.
point additional examiners for pro"Our greatest difficulty," Comr.
Hyde said, will be in expediting
those cases in which there are conflicts of interest. In time, he said,
by working from the larger cities
where conflicts are great to the
"smaller markets" where "there are
fewer conflicts of interest," FCC
hopes topace.process applications at a
faster
He said the Commission expects
a contest for each channel in every
large (Continued
market — thaton is,page
where68) there
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ment"Nowhere
in Mr. Allerton's
does thereanalysis:
seem 1II
have been undertaken a samplin I
s
b|e
F»m
procedure which
be a trtan
Reseqrchers Catch
of allwould
the people,
BACKFIRE?
NCAA Collegiate
areas caused a relatively cross-section
NATIONAL
Athletic the very nature of the mixture of television
certainly
not,
as
set
forth
in th
Assn. fumbled its football research variable interviews, inadequate less decline in television areas than introduction, a true cross-section
decline in non-television areas ? those attending college footba c
project, designed to back up the samples and types of investiga- the
Doesn't this mean that television in games; for example, 'arrangement
monopoly blackout television policy
tions made."
In his
observations, Mr. Allerton 1950 so stimulated interest in col- with
16 colleges to distribute ques
enforced last fall, judging by the
football that attendance in tionnaires to the stadium audienc
observations of two leading re- chided NCAA for failure to use 1951 inlege television
areas
went
consearch specialists.
base data showing average attendAllerton
completely
be
trary to the trend in non-television at Mr.
Published a week ago [B*T, May
ance at football games in pre-telea total
of 37 was
games.'
"
12] by NCAA, the research study vision and television years. Dept.
by this observation in th
sampling methods used in wildered
drew quick comments from Richard of Commerce figures, he continued, theThesurvey
"The personal
? " fail to meet professional report:
tics of television
owners characteris
closely re
M. Allerton, NARTB research di- show college football game receipts areas
rector, and Lt. Jerry Jordan, inde- were $91 million in 1947; $96 mil- standards, judging by this com- semble those of football viewers."
pendent researcher who has made
"What does this mean," he asked
lion in 1948; $106 million, an all"and how is this very general con
extensive studies of TV's relation time liorecord,
n in 1950. in 1949, and $103 milto sports.
elusion arrived at?"
,
DEMOS MEET
Cites Lower Enrollment
Said Mr. Allerton: "There is
As toproduce
the typeusable
of formula
would
results, tha'
Mr
nothing in the NCAA report that
Map
July
Radio-TV
Plans
"It might be pertinent," Mr. MILLION and a half dollars may Allerton offered these suggestions j
definitely
TV hasata college
nega- Allerton
tive effect proves
on attendance
"to askcollege
why infootball
1950,
"To arrive at the effect of tele- I
a
year
of said,
unlimited
be spent
on onbehalf
Demo- vision on college football attend- 1
football games."
cratic ticket
radio ofand thetelevision
telecasting, admissions de- time during
ance,
studies should
be made
And Lt. Jordan — "The real facts game clined
the
campaign
period
(Continued
on page
70) in
million from the all- between the convention and elecin the NCAA research do not sup- time peakonlyin$3 1949,
in 1949 at
port the claim that television hurts the peak point, withandconsiderable
tion. This was reported Thursday
M. Cox radio-TV properties,
college football attendance badly." telecasting of college games, there in Chicago as members of the ex- James
committee executive in charge
Having
found
that
NCAA's
ecutive committee of the Demo- as
was
an
increase
over
1948
of
$10
of television also was announced
stacks of tables fail to prove the million. Actually, the decline in
story).
cratic
National
Committee
met
for
point on which NCAA bases its admission figures in 1950 could the first time at the international by Mr. McKinney. (See separate
football monopoly policy, Lt. Jordan well
to make plans for
have been accounted for by Amphitheatre
caught NCAA in a bit of publicity the decreased
Ken Fry, radio and television
enrollment in all the convention starting July 21.
legerdemain, to wit:
the committee, preCommittee
Chairman
Frank Mc- director sentefor
He added that the
d a detailed convention and!
"The most important fact proved colleges."
Kinney
outlined
plans
for
the
con"normal attendance
growth factor"
in
college
by the NCAA survey was omitted football
promotion plan for the
to the war
vention, calling special attention campaign
of broadcast media, but details
from the publicity release. This and after it should bepriorshown.
at the closed-door session to the use
were not revealed. Shows will be
was the admission, in the research
This
statement
in
the
NCAA
reimportance
of
television
and
radio.
report, that colleges in TV areas
for local and network
He pointed out the necessity of produced
port caught
Mr. Allerton's
spotting by the Joseph Katz
'reported only a moderate loss of
attendance,
both in eye,
TV using television, especially, "to the Agency.
New
York and Baltimore,
4% from their 1950 levels, com- "Over-all
non-TV areas, was down from utmost." In general discussion which will handle
all advertising in
pared to a more serious 10% de- and
about
the
medium,
mention
was
1950
largely
as
a
result
of
declincline for colleges with no TV comProjects
will for
inmade of hall decorations and the the campaign.
ing
student
enrollment
and
the
clude
construction
shows
peti on.'" dug up a statistical
need for delegates to be in their minority groups and of
Mr. Allerton
for
specialized
pinch
of
inflation."
He
asked:
seats
and
meetings
to
start
on
time.
blunder that was declared to throw
groups such as women, labor and
The appointment of J. Leonard farmers.
"Whyport: Thatis limited
it concluded
in thein the
rethe whole National Opinion Retelevision
Convention and campaign plans
search Center survey under a cloud
Reinsch, managing director of *the
of suspicion.
were bersdiscussed
by some committee,
20 memof the executive
9 NCAA's
officialclaims
reportthatcarries
Will Direct TV For
headed by Chairman McKinney,
a table
(18) which
34%
will meet two days before
of TV owners are in the "lower REINSCH NAMED Democratic Committee which
the convention in Chicago for a
economic
level,"
with
9%
of
nonJ.
LEONARD
REINSCH,
managing
director
of
the
James
M.
Cox
radio
owners in that level.
Among those
television stations, has been named by Frank McKinney, chairman "dress rehearsal."
0 Then NCAA accompanies the and
was Mr. Reinsch, whose
of the Democratic National Committee, as executive of the committee in present
Thursday.
appointment
was
effective
last
table with this completely contra- charge
of television during the Presidential campaign [Closed Circuit,
statement,
★
only 9% dictory
of the
TV "Nationwide,
owners are MayThe12].
appointment was effective Chairman McKinney said, "The
Camera Assignments
found in the lowest economic level, May 15.
Mr. Reinsch has been committee is fortunate indeed in
Last Tuesday, representatives of
compared with 34% of the non- granted leave
of
absence
by
Gov.
getting
Mr.
Reinsch.
He
directs
and affiliated
film and
inowners."
Cox, and James
the operations of WSB and WSB- broadcasting
Most studies show that TV M.
terests met with
Republican
Cox Jr., vice
TV in Atlanta; WHIO and WHIO- Democratic party men to lay plans
owners are more numerous among president
TV in Dayton, Ohio, and WIOD for positioning television, newsof the
the lower and middle income Cox newspaper
Miami. He is vice chairman of the
and still cameras. Live TV
classes, Mr. Allerton pointed out in and radio-TV orNARTB Television Code Review reel
noting the NORC claims that TV ganization.
theatre
Board
and a former member of the cameras,
newsreels TVwillnewsreels
each beand assigned
owners are largely in upper and
association's
board.
He
is
curServing
withmiddle groups.
four
platform-bays
on
the
floor
of
out compensation,
rently a director of Broadcast
Amphitheatre. Each will have
That's not the only major blunder, Mr. Reinsch will
Music Inc. and is a recognized the
according to Mr. Allerton.
an
unobstructed
view
of
the
speakauthority in radio and television
Table 19 on TV ownership by in- report
Chairmandirectly to Mr Reinsch
station management and opera- area. er's desk, platform and entire floor
terest in college football, divides ney and willMcKinbe
in
the adult public into three groups, full charge of all television activiThe mencables also
coMr. Reinsch entered radio in
and checked
more thannine2,000
as follows (percent of TV owners ties.
1924 with WLS Chicago, working pairs axial
of
telephone
and
telegraph
in each group) :
With extensive background and tions."
in all divisions of broadcast sta- lines which are being installed
Great interest
interest inin college
football,
47%
tions except engineering. Back in permanently in the Amphitheatre
college football,
football, 24%
39% experience in political affairs, Mr.
NoSomeinterest
in college
appeared on experi- and convention building. Those
Reinsch served as director of broad- 1930-31, mentalheTV programs
in Chicago. attending include Sig Mickelson
cast activities of the Democratic
By a type of mathematics whose
He
joined
the
organization in and Tommy Thompson of CBS-TV
secret
NCAA's party in the 1944 Presidential cam- 1934 and becameCoxmanaging
director New York; Dave Klein, NBC-TV
figures was
add upnotto divulged,
110%, a research
paign. He was radio consultant of the radio properties in 1942
and New York; Bill Birch, NBC-TV
device that left Mr. Allerton thor- to President Truman after he assumed office in 1945 and has been put WSB-TV and WHIO-TV on Chicago;
oughly confused.
Genock, Telenews, New
Mr. Allerton observed that a party adviser since the 1944 cam- the air. He holds many awards York; TedEdChurch,
CBS New York,
for broadcast service and industry and Gil Kingsbury, WLW CincinNCAA's
report
"is
contradictory
nati.
Commenting on the appointment, achievements.
in a number of ways, perhaps by paign.
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TWO TV BIDS
Four Amendments Filed
ONLY two new TV applications
were submitted to the FCC last
week — they were both for VHF
stations — but there were four
amended applications filed.
Filing for the first time is KXA
Seattle, which is 20% owned by
Wesley I. Dumm, president of
KSFO and
KPIXstockholders
(TV) San include
Francisco. Other
Ray V. Hamilton, of BlackburnHamilton radio station brokerage
house; Philip G. Lasky, general
manager of KSFO and KPIX
(TV) ; Robert B. Gaylord and Robert B. Gaylord Jr., partners in the
law firm of Gaylord & Gaylord,
San Francisco, and stockholders in
KSFO and KPIX (TV), and Lin- FIRST shipment of TV equipment believed to have arrived in that city is
coln Miller, general manager of
for WROV Roanoke, as Frank E. Koehler (I), WROV general manKXA. Group seeks Channel 7 and receivedager, checks
out RCA equipment and Gorden Phillips (r), assistant manager,
planster toon Newcastle
build a 200Hill,
kw ten
transmitApplicant
for Channelthis7 month.
for over a year, station
miles "handles with care."
expects
more equipment
east of Seattle.
The other new application was
from WGTC Greenville, N. C,
which is applying for Channel 9.
Transmitter and studios will be
television applications
in the same building about four
miles from Greenville. ConstrucDigest of Filed Those With FCC May 9 through May IS
tion cost for the 56 kw station is
(f Indicates pre-thaw ajrplication re-filed.)
estimated at about $201,000.
VHF UHF Total
Amended application came from Boxscore
18 9 28
WTAD-AM-FM Quincy, 111., affili- Applications filed since April 14
ated with Lee Newspapers Inc.,
* One applicant did not specify channel number.
which has substantial daily newspaper holdings through the MidListed by States
State Journal, Hannibal (Mo.) Courwest and also owns KGLO-AM-FM
ier-Post,(Neb.)
Kewanee (111.)
QUINCY, 111.— Lee Bcstg Co., Ch. and Lincoln
Mason City, Iowa, and WKTY La 10 t (192-198
Star.Star-Courier
Principals
mc), ERP 316 kw visual; include President
Crosse, Wis. It asks for Channel antenna height
Lee
P. Loomis and
above
average
terrain
10 with 316 kw.
Vice President Herbert R. Ohrt (also
890
ft.,
above
ground
804
ft.
Estimatexecutive vice president of KGLOed construction cost $305,949.48, first AM-FM).
WPTF-AM-FM Raleigh, N. C,
owned by the Durham Life Insur- year operating cost $171,432, revenue
ance Co., amended its earlier bid $200,148. Studio location 510 Maine
t YOUNGSTOWN,
Ohio—Ch.The33 (584Vinfor a channel in the tobacco coun- St., Quincy. Transmitter location 4%
dicator Printing Co., UHF
try. It requests Channel 5 with Lat.,
miles 91°
N. E.19'of 54"
Quincy,
39°
58'
22"
N.
590
mc),
ERP
185
kw
visual;
antenna
Long. Studio height above average terrain 951 ft.,
100 onkw construction.
and expects to spend $523,- equipment DuMont, W.transmitter
Du- above ground 1,000 ft. Estimated con000
Mont, antenna RCA. Legal counsel
struction cost $971,943.81, first year
Pierson & Ball, Washington. Consult- operating cost $446,104.56, revenue
KMBC Amends Bid
ing engineer E. C. Page Consulting $315,000. Studio and transmitter locaEngineers,
Washington.
Applicant
is
tion Mabel Ave. between Gibson and
Arthur B. Church's KMBC Kan- licensee of WTAD-AM-FM Quincy,
sas City, Mo., filed an amended ap- 60% owned by Lee Radio Inc., which W.
04' 46" N.equipment
Lat., 80° 38'RCA,
25"
Long.41° Studio
plication for Channel 9. Cost was in turn is licensee of KGLO-AM-FM Zedaker,
RCA, antenna RCA. Legal
given as $611,251. Mr. Church and Mason City, Iowa. Lee Radio Inc. is transmitter
counsel
Fisher,
Wayland,
Duvall
his wife own about 72% of KMBC owned by Lee Newspapers, which pub- Southmayd, Washington. Consulting&
and
La Crosse (Wis.) Tribune &
James C. McNary, Washingcordia.its sister-station, KFRM Con- Leader lishes
Press, affiliated with WKTY La engineer
ton. Applicantandowns
WFMJ-AM-FM
The Y oungstown Vindicator, Crosse. Lee Newspapers also publish Youngstown
publishes
Youngstown Vindicator. Principals
include:
which owns WFMJ - AM - FM Davenport (Iowa) Times and DemoPresident and Treasurer William O.
cier,rat & Leader,
Ottumwa
(Iowa)
CourYoungstown, Ohio, amended its apMuscatine
(Iowa)
Journal,
Mason
Brown
(1%),
vice
president,
director
plication and asked for UHF Chanof WFMJ-AM-FM;
nel 33 with 185 kw and a 1,000 ft. City Globe-Gazette, Mudison (Wis.) and stockholder
President William
F. Maag Jr.
antenna. The estimated cost is was authorized by the FCC last Vice
(18%), president and general manager
nearly a million dollars, with first week to change its transmitter lo- WFMJ-AM-FM,
and
Secretary
Wilpear operating cost estimated at
liam J. Brown (10%), national advercation from Court Street and Os[5131,000 more than the expected
tising
manager
Vindicator
Printing
wego
Blvd.
to
Sentinel
Heights,
revenue.
and secretary and director WFMJof Syracuse. The station Co.,
KTSA San Antonio, Tex., owned Southre-build
its present 537 ft. AM-FM.
>y the San Antonio Express and will
t KANSAS CITY, Mo. — Midland
using a temporary towEvening News, announced that it tower er.while
The re-built tower will be 930 Bcstg. Co., Ch. 9 (186-192 mc), ERP
vould file an amended application ft. above
31 kw visual; antenna height above
average
terrain.
The
isking for Channel 12. Plans call station has requested a power in- average terrain 499 ft., above ground
ft. Estimated construction cost
crease of 200 kw ERP at the new 507
"or
5RP. 1,000 ft. tower with 316 kw site. WHEN
operating cost
(TV) is owned by $611,251.53, first year
$990,000. St.,Studio
WICC Bridgeport, Conn., re- Meredith Pub. Co., Des Moines, $743,198,cationrevenue
West
222
Eleventh
Kansaslotorted last week that it plans to
Better Homes
& Gar-of City. Transmitter location 1330 Baltiile for UHF Channel 43. It will publisherdens andof recent
purchaser
51" N. equipment
Lat., 94°
iuild a 500 ft. tower north of WOW-AM-TV Omaha and KPHO- 35' 04"more W.Ave., 39°
Long.05' Studio
Jridgeport and will use a 10 kw AM-TV Phoenix. Meredith also RCA, transmitter
DuMont,
antenna
ransmitter.
has TV applications for Albany RCA. Legal counsel Loucks, Zias,
Young & Jansky, Washington. ConWHEN (TV) Syracuse, N. Y., and Rochester.
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suiting engineer Jansky & Bailey,
Washington. Applicant is licensee of
KMBC Kansas
Cityinclude:
and KFRM Concordia. Principals
and Treasurer
Arthur B.President
Church
(38%), director
for Midland
RadioInc.,&
Television
Schools
of Georgia
presidentterests and
director forcorporation);
Mutual InInc. (investment
Cicely I. Church (34%), wife of Mr.
Church, and Vice President George J.
Higgins
KMBC and(3%),
KFRM.managing director of
GREENVILLE, N. C. — Carolina
Bcstg. 56System,
Ch. 9antenna
(186-192height
mc),
ERP
kw visual;
above average terrain 538 ft., above
groundtion cost537
ft. Estimated
construc$200,966,
first year operating
cost $100,000,
revenuelocation
$150,000.on Transmitter and studio
North
Side of U. S. Highway #264, about
four miles S.W. of Greenville City
Limits,Long.
35° 34'Studio
17" N.equipment
Lat., 77° 26'RCA,
41"
W.
transmitter RCA, antenna RCA. Legal
counsel Phillip Bergson, Washington.
Consulting engineer Commercial Radiosee ofEquipment
ApplicantPrincipals
is licenWGTC Co.
Greenville.
include: President Earl McD. Westbrook
(24%),
12% Chevrolet
owner of WCKB
Dunn,
N. C, and
Vice President
John H. Adams dealer;
(6%),
owner Adams Radio Repair Shop;
Secretary A. Hartwell Campbell (7%),
12% owner of WCKB and 49% owner
of A.A.A. Tower Co.; Treasurer Mrs.
Virginia J. Adams (6%), interest in
Chevrolet dealership; Director Mrs.
Mary E.ests;Jones
(10%),Jones
farming(6%),inter-no
Director Fred
other interests, and three other minority stockholders.
t RALEIGH, N. C— WPTF Radio
Co., Ch.antenna
5 (76-82height
me), above
ERP average
100 kw
visual;
terrain 625 ft., above ground 537 ft.
Estimated construction cost $523,000,
first year operating cost $415,000, revenue $480,000. Studio location InsurancecatiBldg.,
on % mileRaleigh.
East of Transmitter
Cary, N. C, lo-on
U.Lat.,S. Routes
and W.70, 35°
78° 45' 1 41"
Long.47' 38"
StudioN.
equipment
RCA,Legal
transmitter
antenna RCA.
counsel RCA,
Loucks,
Zias,
Young
&
Jansky,
Washington.
Consulting engineer James C. McNary,
Washington. Applicant is licensee of
WPTF-AM-FM
Principals
include: PresidentRaleigh.
S. B. Coley
(0.2%),
president
and
director
for
Durham
Life Insurance Co. and president of
WPTF-AM-FM; Vice President E. T.
Burr (0.2%), vice president Durham
Life Insurance Co. and WPTF-AMFM; Vice President R. H. Mason
(0.2%), vice president and general
manager of WPTF-AM-FM;
Secretary-Treasurer D.L. Cozart (0.2%),
secretary and director for Durham
Life
Insurance
and WPTF-AMFM, and
DirectorCo.Graham
B. Poyner,
program
director
for
Durham Life Insurance WPTF-AM-FM.
Co. holds 99%
of stock of WPTF Radio Co.
SEATTLE, Wash. — KXA Inc., Ch. 7
(174-180tennamc),
kw visual;
anheight ERP
above200average
terrain
1,422 ft.,matedabove
ground
300
ft.
Esticonstruction cost $340,678.33,
first year operating cost $510,000, revenue $590,000. Studio location 320
Third Ave. West, Seattle. Transmitter
location Newcastle Hill, 10 miles East
of Seattle,
38" N. equipment
Lat., 122°
06'
24" W. 47°
Long.32' Studio
RCA, transmitter RCA, antenna RCA.
Legal counsel Fly, Shuebruk & Blume,
Washington. Consulting engineer A.
E. Towne, Universal Research Labs.,
(Continued on page 70)
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employ more precise engineering
methods of determining service inIn reference to the oft-expressed
hope that all TV be assigned in a
terference."
continuous VHF band, Mr. Craven
pointed out that if TV was allocated in the 54-402 mc band, it
would result in only 58 channels —
not sufficient for a nationwide service. Therefore, he said, UHF must
be made to work.
"I can assure you that a UHF
television channel will be an extremely valuable franchise in any j
goodWhatmarket,"
caused hehimadded.
pause, he explained, was the FCC's lack of consideration of sporadic
and Fait,'
layer reflections.
He Ecalled
"amazing," predicted trouble when
there are many stations operating
co-channel with high powers.
Mr. Craven's speech was the
third public analysis on the TV
final report by a member of the
radio-TV industry. In addition to
Comr. Jones'
Ohio talk,
attorneyof
Arthur
W. Scharfeld,
president
the FCBA, enumerated some of the
possible causes for court actions in
a talk before the Georgia Radio-TV
Institute at Athens, Ga., two weeks
ago [B*T, May 12].
Cites Minute Difference
Essence
court appeal will be,of itWWSW's
is understood,
the
minute separation differential on
Channel 4 between the Commission's 170 mile minimum and the
actual 169.39 miles between Pittsburgh and the transmitter of
WLWC Columbus. It will accuse
the Commission of "arbitrary and
capricious"
action in VHF
failingchannel
to assign this additional
because
it
would
be
3,000
feet
below the minimum.
It will also claim that the Commission avoided its responsibilities
under the public interest and fair
and ties
equitable
of faciliclauses of distribution
the Communications
Act in maintaining so rigidly the
separation formula.
Meanwhile, WHIS Bluefield, W.
Va., asked the Commission to put
all of that state in Zone I— rather
than dividing it between Zone I
and II [Closed Circuit, May 5].
If that is done, VHF Channel 4
could be substituted for Channel
6 in Beckley and Channel 6 could
be reassigned
to Bluefield, the station said.
WHIS asked that the Commission's prohibition against any
changes in the allocations plan for
one
year
be waived in this instance.

Gives s"ppo|-tT°TV p|gn
ES "engineerAVEN
flexibleOV
and containing
CRsupport
ness," Mr. Craven admonished.
FIRST
for the FCC'sAP
TV PR
"There is a dearth of frequencies
allocations plan [B*T, April 14]—
ing common
sense."
Basis
of his
talk was the un- in some markets which could suptempered somewhat by an expresknown factors in UHF propagation
sion of doubt regarding its ecoportvided more
than are profor bystations
the Commission,
and
nomic bases — came last week from which as in most allocation prob- an abundance
of channels in
former FCC Commissioner T. A. M.
lems, he pointed out, makes enmarkets
which
possibly
might
not
Craven, now a Washington consultgineers wish "that we could have
ing engineer (Craven, Lohnes & had foresight equal to our hind- tion.
support
even
one
television
staCulver).
". ... I do not intend to imply
At the
same time,
the allocation
first con- sight."
"Anytion of ainflexible
plan of ofallocacrete statement
that the
limited number
telethat thecation isunsound
Commission's
of allovision channels which affords an
from plan
an engineerplan would be taken to court was
ing standpoint, assuming, of course, abundance of facilities to poor
made by Paul M. Segal of the
prevent the establishWashington law firm of Segal, that their basic policy is correct. marketsment ofwill
the necessary number of
On the contrary, it represents, and
Smith & Hennessey.
Mr. Segal said that WWSW has taken into consideration, the stations in the better markets.
"Therefore, it is possible that,
best engineering knowledge availPittsburgh
able today. At least it is a plan as experience is gained in the fuassignments would
in an appeal
action that
to be city's
filed
ture, the Commission will recognize
before June 12 in the U. S. Court which we can use in an orderly
to commence operating economic laws and, in so doing,
of Appeals in Philadelphia [B*T, fashion
television stations throughout the they may resort to a reallocation,
April 28, 211.
as was found necessary in Standard
Further opposition comments are
Broadcasting. Likewise, they may
expected from FCC Comr. Robert country."
The
Commission's
plan,
however,
abandon
their rigid rules, based
F. Jones when he addresses the "does not parallel the economics of
Pittsburgh Advertising Club May the television broadcasting busi- solely on mileage separation, and
20, and a luncheon meeting of the
Federal Communications Bar Assn.
in Washington May 22.
Business Increases Require
Comr. Jones dissented in toto,
Expansion of Operations
and vigorously, from the Commis- ZIV SHOWS
sion's
Sixth
Report
and
Order.
He
AN
INCREASE
in
business
has
prompted
realignments and expanrepeated his opposition to the final
sion of operations for Ziv Television Programs, major film productionTV allocation plan in a slashing
attack on the differences between distribution firm, M. J. Rifkin, vice president in charge of sales, said
VHF and UHF coverage as pro- last week in announcing six additions to his staff and expansion of a
vided by the report before the Ohio seventh post.
*
time slot had drawn less than ■
Goustin, formerly with same
Assn. of Broadcasters meeting in theAlbert
Blair representation organiza- a 3.0 rating, he recalled. The first
Columbus early this month [B*T,
of The Unexpected drew
May 5].
tion, has joined
as Mr. division,
Rifkin's program
assistant
in theZiveastern
what, for others, was an unexMr. Craven said, in a speech pre- while
the
duties
of
Michael
M.
pected
Mr. Rifkin
expared for delivery to the Institute Sillerman, eastern sales manager,
plained10.0fourrating,
weeks later
the drama
of
Radio Engineers'
been increased to include the was topping the fights 17 to 14 and
conference
in Houston,Southwestern
Tex., Sat- have
of sales for New York City.
out by four points another
urday, that the FCC approach in charge
Other additions to the sales staff beating
popular drama series.
the
allocations
plan
"makes
sense,
are
Charles
Britt,
named
an
acNarrated
by film actor Herbert
provided the policy objectives are
executive in the Memphis Marshall, The Unexpected propractical and provided there is not division;countJames
Bonfils,
formerly
duced equally good results in other
too much inflexibility in making with KSD-TV St. Louis, appointed markets,
Ziv sales manager
necessary changes in detail."
account executive in the Cleveland continued, the
a 55.0 rating
He termed Comr. Jones' approach division; Leon Bernard, to assume on KING-TVdrawing
Seattle where it comthe comparable position for uppeted with other highly rated proWCBS-TV RATES
state New York; Martin Katz,
grams and a 27.0 on KRON-TV
Increases Announced formerly with WOR-TV New York, San Francisco,
a multi-station
A BOOST in the station rates of assigned New York account execu- market.
tive and Vincent Van Buren,
Similar
results
have been deCBS-owned WCBS-TV New York, Bothwell
Advertising Agency,
with the Class A hourly rate going
monstrated byother Ziv film packfrom $3,750 to $4,000 and Class A named to specialize in television
ages, Mr. Rifkin said. Boston
announcements rising from $775 drug cooperative programs.
Blackie,visionproduced
only for
telewith Kent Taylor
assigned
to $800, is being announced today
A package that new staff members will have a chance to handle, to the leading role, averages a 32.1
(Monday) by General Sales Man- Mr. Rifkin
said, is the latest series rating in 20 markets, only six of
ager George R. Dunham.
Effective with the increase on of Fireside Theatre programs, to which are single-station, he noted.
distributed locally by Ziv as
June 1, a new volume discount of be
Coupling familiar Hollywood
45% also will be applicable, after Your TV Theatre.
names with stories based on wellReviewing recent sales successes known works of fiction has proved
other earned discounts, on schedules of 12 or more daytime an- of Ziv TV properties, which in- as a successful element in the
clude The Cisco Kid, Boston formula which has helped build
nouncements per week. This new
discount is designed to encourage Blackie, Story Theatre, Yesteday's Ziv successfully. An example is
the use of greater frequency by Newsreel, Sports Album and Liv- The Cisco Kid, which stars Dun- noted.
can Renaldo in the title role with ens' Cricket on the Hearth, it was
daytime advertisers.
ing Book, Mr. Rifkin recalled that
The new rate card, No. 11, will his company's The Unexpected was Leo Carillo as Pancho and other
Hollywood
Hollywood actors filling supporting
introduce a new time classifica- the first AM or TV program ever roles.
tured in The players
Living also
Book,area feapiction— Class D — covering broadcast to be sponsored by the Liebmann
torial
history
of
the
Bible which
Story Theatre is another series has been praised by church
periods before 10 a.m. and after Brewing Co., producers of Rhe;nleaders
midnight. Base hourly rate on gold beer and reputedly the largest utilizing such movie names as throughout the country.
advertiser in the New York market. Jeanne Cagney, Eva Gabor, John
Class D time will be $750.
Yesterday's Newsreel, narrated
Mr. Dunham said the new rates
The program was introduced in Beal, Hurd Hatfield and Robert
top network
a review
represent an increase of 6.7% for a midweek, late-evening time spot Alda in stories that have included by
of men
and eventsvoices,
in theis first
half
Class A time and 3.1% for Class as a direct bid for the large audi- Guy de Maupassant's Diamond of
century, and Television
ence viewing simultaneous cover- Necklace, Henry James' The Real SportsthisAlbum
A announcements, whereas set ciris
a
five-minute
film
culation inthe New York area will
age of fights on an opposing net- Thing, Mark Twain's Celebrated
have gone up 22.2% by June 1.
work. Previous occupant of the Jumping Frog and Charles Dick- programrator,with
Slaterhighlights.
as narreviewingBillsports
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Racing Form*
"This was the first TV Derby
Parison." ^ ou]d be no comand
it
couldn't
This was racinghave
at itsbeenbest.better.
This
was television at its best."
* from those who know racing best

Tfie same know-how makes WHAS-TV
local shows tops in 7 out of 8 categories, (pulse)

WHAS

TV

QUALITY OF PROGRAMMING
MAKES THE DIFFERENCE

ROADCASTING

ASSOCIATED WITH THE COURIER-JOURNAL-LOUISVILLE TIMES • VICTOR A. SHOLIS, Director • NEIL D. CLINE, Sales Director
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Merger Hearing Seen Running
Two or Three More Weeks
ABC-UPT
FAR from being in the home stretch, the ABC-United Paramount
Theatres merger hearing appears to have 2-3 weeks to run as the
FCC counsel announced last week that it wants to examine ten more
witnesses.
The week before, FCC attorneys
said they planned to call six thea- H. Blank, a UPT director who was
tre operators to testify [B»T, May questioned for three days about
12]. Last week they added four theatre practices and acquisitions
more names to their list: Ralph during the 1930's, and Arthur
Goldberg, Dave Edwards, Donald B. Levey, president of Skiatron Corp.
Leverette and Edwin Silverman.
(formerly Scophony Corp. of
who returned for his
According to the proposed sched- America),
ule, the ten Commission witnesses second week of testimony.
Mr.
Levey
revealed that in 1944
would be on the stand through the
last of May. And still to return Waddill Catchings, a director of
for more examination are Dr. Allen Warner Brothers, had become interested in the Scophony system
B. DuMont, president, Allen B.
DuMont Labs, and Barney Balaban, of television and the firm's other
Mr. Catchings — who
president, Paramount Pictures Inc. developments.
The augmented list of FCC wit- was said to have been responsible
nesses caused anguished reactions for
Warner
Brothers'
motion pictures pioneering
25 years agoin
from attorneys representing Para- —sound
was said to have had contacts
mount Pictures and United Paramount Theatres, who were hoping with several motion picture companies which he thought might be
that last week would see the end
brought into the situation.
of the four-month hearing.
Mr. Levey said, the
After a lengthy off-the-record planHowever,
was never carried out because
discussion, FCC Hearing Examiner
Leo Resnick suggested that FCC SCA Class
"B"
mount Picturesstockholders
and General(ParaPrecounsel and attorneys for UPT get
cision
Equipment
put too
hours" many hindrances in Corp.)
the way.
totogether
reduce inthe "their
length leisure
of the list.
Mr. Levey repoi'ted that his plan
But, big as it was, FCC attorneys
indicated that their array of wit- for the new Scophony envisioned
nesses was not as large as it might
have been. Many of the individuals ALEXANDER QUITS
they wanted to interrogate are
Joins RHC-Cadena Azul
either dead or too infirm to testify,
CLARENCE
G. ALEXANDER,
they reported.
erations director
of the DuMont opTV
On the stand last week were A.
Network, joins the new U. S. -Cuban
ownership of the RHC-Cadena Azul
radio-TV network
in Cuba on June 1
KING-TV,
AT&T in July
as network manLive Network
tions. ager of operaKING-TV Seattle has been promHe thus
beised "live" network coverage of the
comes the second
national political conventions in
U. S. broadcaster
Chicago this July, it was announced
to take a key opThursday by Otto P. Brandt, vice
erating post in
president and general manager,
the Cuban netKing Broadcasting Co., station
which CBS
licensee.
Mr. Alexander Radio'swork,News
and
Mr. Brandt praised quick action Public Affairs Director
Edmund A.
by
AT&T
in
approving
KING-TV's
Chester
joined
as
general
manager
request for the service. AT&T, he
when the new ownsaid, has confirmed plans by July and partershipowner
over from the Amando
6 to complete
microwave
intercon- Trinidad tookinterests
in a millionnection to Seattle
from Portland,
Ore., where cable has been laid dollar cash transaction in April
from San Francisco.
[B*T, April 14].
Mr. Alexander's resignation from
The Republican convention be- DuMont
to join the Cuban operagins July 7 with the Democratic
tion was announced by Chris J.
conclave set July 21. KING-TV Witting,
DuMont director and genannounced it will couple the coneral manager.
nection arrival with a promotion
One
of
the pioneers of television,
campaign.
plansPortland
to set up(Ore.)
300- Mr. Alexander
has been associated
400 sets atIt the
with
DuMont
for approximately
Municipal Auditorium for closed two years. He moved
to that netcircuit showing to the public.
work from Kenyon & Eckhardt in
KING-TV's coverage will be fed 1950, serving as administrative
by
WestinghouseCBSthe Television
sponsor, Mr.withBrandt
said. assistant to Mr. Witting before adAs of May 1, he noted, the count rector. vancing to network operations diof telesets in the area (Pacific
Mr. Alexander assisted Thomas
Northwest including Puget Sound) E. Hutchinson, then manager of
was 144,200.
NBC-TV, in setting up the NBC
It also was noted that originally television organization in 1936, and
AT&T had marked its target date held several administrative posts
NBC-TV before he was called
for Seattle microwave interconnec- at
into the Air Force in World War II.
tion by 1953.
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such stockholders as Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Warner Brothers,
Paramount, 20th Century-Fox,
RKO, and possibly United Artists,
Columbia and Republic Pictures.
The contemplated firm would have
been controlled
of directors includingby aa board
representative
from each of the motion picture
companies.
According to Mr. Levey, the
participation in Scophony by the
motion picture producers would
have developed television to a high
degree, while at the same time giving the film companies a chance to
see what TV might hold for them.
Mr. Blank, a midwest theatre
man, was examined by Benito
Gaguine,
Comr. RosellegalH. assistant
Hyde. to FCC
Profitable Film Booking
One of the highlights of Mr.
Blank's examination concerned a
contract with a Sioux City theatre
owner which gave Mr. Blank 40%
of the profits of the theatre for
booking its motion picture films.
But only the owner had to stand
the
makelosses
money.if the theatre failed to
Another question Mr. Gaguine
raised was how Mr. Blank happened to be appointed trustee in
bankruptcy
theatres afterforit his
had own
beenchain
sold ofto
Paramount.
Mr. Gaguine evoked much of the
past
Tri-States
Theatre
Co. andhistory
Centralof States
Theatre
Co.,
apparently
looking
for
evidence
restraint of trade or monopoly ofof
theatre ownership in various cities.
Asked During Conventions
INTERIM'
REQUEST
to bringTVTV to nonTV Chattanooga
duringmadethetopolitical conventions was
the
FCC last week by WAPO there,
video applicant.
In a letter to the Commission.
WAPO explained it had all its TV
equipmentmissiononfromhand
and had
perWSB-TV
Atlanta
to
pick
up
and
rebroadcast
convention telecasts. It said itsit
could put out a 5 kw effective
radiated power signal on Channel
3 from a single-bay antenna to be
installed
100-ft.situated
tower onof
its
defunctatopFM thestation
the
top
of
Signal
Mt.,
outside
Chattanooga.
There are more than 10,000 TV
sets in the Chattanooga area,
WAPO said. None of them get
good primary signals, it pointed
out. Since Chattanooga is the home
of Sen. Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.),
one of theforleading
Democratic
candidates
the Presidential
nomination,
interest
is
heat," the station said. at "fever
If the Commission gave permission to go on the air, WAPO said
it would telecast only the proceedings of both conventions. The
transmissions would be on a noncommercial basis, it pointed out.
The Republican convention is
scheduled to begin July 7; the
Democratic,
in
Chicago. July 21. Both will be

STILES RESIGNS
Joins Oregon Television Inc.
WALTER STILES Jr., who resigned last week from the engineering
department
of ABC-TV
Western Div.,
Los Angeles,
has joined
Oregon
sion Inc. asTelevigene r a 1 manager.
Oregon
Television is expected
to
apply
near futurein the
for
.i a TV channel at
mmm
mm ^jgrmwm
«P mwm an(j
northwest
for cities.
other
H -J^H
Portland,
Ore..
ABC-TV in Los
Mr. Stiles
Angeles
in 1950, Mr. Stiles ?oiT«
supervised construction of KPHO-TV
Phoenix, Ariz., and the change of
KPHO from 250 w to 5 kw. KPHOAM-TV was sold recently to the
Meredith
lion [B»T,Pub.
May Co.
5]. for $1.5 milIn 1935, Mr. Stiles joined CBS
in New York as an engineer, moving in 1942 to become chief engineer of that network's owned and
operated WEEI Boston. In 1946
he opened an engineering consulting office in Boston and the followWashington,
under Mr.
the
nameing yearof inStiles
& Waring.
Stiles was the first winner of the
William.nicalS.achievement
Paley Award
in 1935.for techPrincipals Involved
Oregon Television is owned by
Portland businessmen Jack Meier,
Huntington Malarkey and Henry
White. Mr. Meier, the son of a
formerber of Oregon
governor,
a memthe family
that isowns
the
Meier-Frank department store in
Portland. Mr. Malarkey has lumber
interests in the Northwest. Mr.
White is a shipbuilder.
They plan
spend $400,000
building
the toPortland
TV stationin
and estimate $255,000 as cost for
the firstment hasyear
of operation.
Equipalready
been purchased,
it is understood, and a closed ciroperation is planned for the
near cuit
future.
KECA-TV Sales Up
MORE than $500,000 in new local
business was signed by KECA-TV
Los Angeles during the week ending man,
May 9,manager,
according
to Phil King,
Hoffand Frank
sales manager. April and May of
this year are the largest two
months'
billings on the station since
its
said.start in September 1949, they

KNXT (TV) Business
SETTING a new high, KNXT
(TV) Hollywood made $200,000 in
new program sales for the week
ending May 9, including eight quarter-hours totaling $150,000 in busione renewal
and two10
sales ness,
of plussegments
of KNXT
O'Clock News, according to Wilbur
Edwards, general manager.
BROADCASTING
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IN SAN FRANCISCO

TO KRON-TV
AWARD
By Academy of Television Arts and Sciences,
San Francisco Chapter, for year 1951

Here is further proof that among the three San Francisco
TV stations, KRON-TV has established — and maintains
— clear-cut leadership. Evidence of this leadership grows
month after month because . . .
• With the market's highest TV antenna, KRON-TV
provides unparalleled "Clear Sweep" coverage
• KRON-TV presents the largest number of toprated shows — more than the other two stations
combined (Pulse and Tele-Que)
• KRON-TV attracts the most viewers in every
audience segment — men, women, teenagers, children (Tele-Que — Pulse does not measure)
• KRON-TV serves the largest number of advertisers (Rorabaugh)
• KRON-TV offers the greatest percentage of
audience . . . both day and night, and throughout
the week (Tele-Que)
eck with FREE & PETERS for availabilities!
THE SAN FRANCISCO
TV STATION
on
SPOTS
THAT PUTS MORE EYES

SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE • NBC AFFILIATE
SELL MORE ON CHANNEL 4
Free & Peters, Inc. offices in New York, Chicago, Detroit,
Atlanta, Fort Worth, Hollywood. KRON-TV offices and studios
in The Chronicle Bldg., 5th and Mission Streets, San Francisco
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NARTB Names Bronson
To Direct Liaison

TV CODE
NARTBwith
'S television
codeofenforcement
week
appointment
Edward H.machinery
Bronson, was
stationcompleted
directorlastof
WBNS-TV Columbus, as director of Television Code affairs. The appointment came as organized civic and religious groups began to contact
NARTB on code enforcement prob- *
lems.
Legalis anDept.
The Code
Review Board
industry
advisory
Harold E. Fellows, NARTB with the
president, said Mr. Bronson will group directly assigned to code
serve primarily
matters, and it in turn can recompunitive action
as liaison execuNARTB mendTelevision
Board. to the
tive on code matSigns
of
growing
interest in the
ters with the genTV Code begin to appear as the
eral public and
review board's
apinterested organiproaches. Thenext
boardmeeting
will meet
zations. He will
June
5-6
in
Washington,
just
prior
report directly to
to
meeting of the
Thad H. Brown
fulltheTV June
Board9-10
of Directors.
Jr., NARTB diAlready, the code has drawn the
wrath of the National Assn. of
sion. rector of televi- Mr. Bronson Evangelicals. This group will apNo successor had been named for
pear before the review board to
Mr. Bronson at WBNS-TV as of claim "the same right to purchase
last Thursday. Richard Borel, gen- time on television and radio as any
eral manager of the station, will
interests
in America."
Dr.
Theodore
Eisner
was recently
assume active direction of WBNS- other
TV on a temporary basis.
elected president of National Religious Broadcasters, serving a third
The job of directing Television
Code Affairs was authorized by term.
Dr. Eisner is chairman of the
the NARTB board at its February
meeting. Details of the post were radio commission, National Assn.
drawn
by the
Television Code of Evangelicals, and will represent
Review upBoard
in March.
NAE before the NARTB code review group. NAE is on record with
Mr. Bronson's attention will be a resolution
calling for elimination
devoted to problems of code interpretation, processing of complaints, of paragraph 1 (g) in the NARTB
correspondence, relations with the TV Code's section on "Presentapublic and contacts with legislation of Advertising."
tive and civic groups concerned
The code
with code matters as well as with charge
for paragraph
televisionreads:
time "Ato
churches and religious bodies is
stations subscribing to the code.
Now near the end of its third not recommended."
operating month, the TV Code is NAE describes itself as "the
drawing a steadily rising amount strongest body of believers in the
of attention from viewers and nation, as confirmed by the number of denominations and churches
organizations. The job of processing this work has been handled by affiliated and delegates in attendMr. Brown's staff in cooperation according
ance at their
annual B.conventions,"
to Emma
Veacock, of
NAE's
eastern
division.
WTTG(TV) POSTS
Mr. Bronson
is expected
asEdwards Named Sales Mgr.
his new NARTB
duties toJune
PROMOTION of Neal J. Edwards, 1. He sumehas
an
extensive
radio
inaccount executive at WTTG (TV)
record, starting his career
Washington, to sales manager of at WCOLdustryColumbus
in
1936.
Servthe DuMont 0 & 0 Washington
ing as continuity director and then
outlet, was announced last Wednes- assistant
he moved to
day by Walter Compton, WTTG the Office manager,
of Censorship
break of World
War II. with
There out-he
generalment ismanager.
The
appointone of three involving served as an assistant to J. Harold
realignment of the station's sales
department.
Gordon Williamson, WTTG pro- BALABAN IS HONORED
ducer-director for four years, also
was named to the sales department,
Dr. Wilson Compton Cites
along with Alex W. Sheftell, for
COMPTON, Interthe past year in charge of WTTG DR. WILSON
national Information Administrapublic relations and publicity. All
tor
for
the
Voice
of America,
appointments
are effective immedi- joined with civic and
religious
ately.
leaders
last
week
to
pay
tribute to
Mr. Edwards, a cameraman at
Balaban,
president
of
the DuMont station for several Barney
Paramount Pictures Inc.
years, encehadin other
previous
salesHeexperifields.
was
Dr. eonCompton
a lunchsession ofaddressed
the Washington
elevated to the sales department as
account executive in October 1950. Area Clergymen, held last MonMr. Williamson was active in sales
day at the Shoreham Hotel in
Washington, D. C. Mr. Balaban
and programming at other D. C.- was
praised for his interest in
Maryland stations before joining
WTTG. Mr. Sheftell previously general welfare and his contribution
of an historic document to the
was in the station's traffic depart- New York
Avenue Presbyterian
chores. ment before assuming publicity Church.
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Ryan,later
of Storer
Broadcasting
and
as assistant
to John Co.,E.
Fetzer, who succeeded Mr. Ryan
as assistant director of censorship
for broadcasting.
After the war Mr. Bronson
joined WJEF Grand Rapids, Mich.,
as station manager, in association
with zer,thenow chairman
station's owner,
Fetof the Mr.
NARTB
code review body. In 1949 Mr.
Bronson returned to Columbus to
aid in putting the new WBNS-TV
on thetor.air
station
direcHe isserving
marriedas and
is father
of two children; member of Sigma
Delta Chi,Ohioand Professional
member of SDX's
Central
Chapter board.
Howard H. Bell, formerly of
WMAL-TV Washington, who joined
the NARTB TV organized last autumn, serves as executive assistant
to the television director.

BMI TVCLINICS
Sessions Begin Today
FIRST of three two-day television
clinics scheduled by BMI opens
today in New York, on the heels
of BMI's completion of 42 radio
program clinics in the U. S. and
Canada within a two-week period.
Subjects to be considered include
low-cost local TV programming,
reduction of production costs;
handling
of local
special events;
filmprograms
buying; and
selling;
programming; public service, educational, religious, agricultural and
political coverage; camera techniques; short-cuts; low-cost music
programs, and music clearance and
legal
problems.
Speakers for the clinics are scheduled to include Robert Swezey, WDSUTV New Orleans; Chris Witting, DuMont Network; Chuck Holden, ABCTV; Paul Adanti, WHEN (TV) Syracuse; Ralph Burgin WNBW (TV)
Washington; Joel Chaseman, WAAM
(TV) Baltimore; Don Fedderson,
KLAC-TV Los Angeles; Klaus Landsberg, KTLA (TV) Los Angeles;
George Moscovics and Bill Edwards,
KNXT
Los Angeles;
Purcell (TV)
and Richard
Moore, Robert
KTTV
(TV) Los Angeles; Philip Lasky,
KPIX (TV) San Francisco; Donn
Tatum, KECA-TV Los Angeles;
Walter Preston, WBKB (TV) Chicago; Bruce Wallace, WTMJ-TV
Milwaukee;
TheodoreWalter
Streibert,Emerson,
WORTV New York;
WENR-TV Chicago; Don Norman,
KNBH (TV) Los Angeles; Ward
Ingrim, KHJ-TVWNBQLos (TV)
Angeles;Chicago;
Jules
Herbuveaux,
Frank
Fogarty,
WOW-TV
Omaha;
Ted Cott, WNBT (TV) New York, and
Roger
SecondClipp,of WEIL-TV
the three Philadelphia.
TV clinics
will be held Thursday and Friday
at the Palmer House in Chicago,
and the third will be next Monday
and
at the Beverly-Wilshire Tuesday
in Hollywood.

NPA Mulls Easing BAN
of M 90
MATERIALS'
COMPROMISE regulation designed to ease restrictions on production of color television equipment was still under consideration
by the National Production Authority last week.
The proposed revised order (M
90) did not come before the
agency'sin Clearance
Committee,
meeting
executive session
last
Friday. Authorities held out hope,
however, it would be issued by
thisThemonth's
presentend.plan is to relax the
prohibition against manufacture of
colorcasting receivers and adapterconverter equipment in certain instances. Department stores, experimenting with closed circuit
theatre telecasting and theatre
video interests, as well as electronic
manufacturers who show just cause
for authorization to use existing
materials, would stand to benefit.
NPA has made plain that, re- DUROCHER SERIES
Stations Buy UTP Program
gardles of degree of relief, shortage of technical skills will neces- TWO more television stations consitate retaining the lid on mass protracted last week for United Telefilm series,
May 12].duction of colorcasting sets [B*T< Double vision
Play Programs'
with Durocher
and
NPA Administrator Henry Fow- Day, according to Aaron Beckwith,
ler re-emphasized this factor anew UTP sales director, who said the
last Thursday. Addressing the Con- package had been sold to KFMBstruction Mobilization Committee TV San Diego and WDTV (TV)
of the U. S. Chamber of Commerce, Pittsburgh.
Mr. Fowler stated the shortage of
The withprogram,
which Mr.
engineers "could well become a
said has received
addedBeckimpetus from the start of the baseball
serious
impediment
to
defense"
in
the event of all-out mobilization. He season, features Leo Durocher,
urged coordination of technical manager of the New York Giants,
skills among all industrialists.
and his actress wife, Laraine Day,
Mr. Fowler also told the Senate in a series of informal interviews
Banking Committee there is little with persons prominent in sports.
Other sales completed last week
hope of decontrolling steel before
by the TV film distributor include
spring 1953
a statement
of paramount —interest
to existing
and The Chimps, produced by Bing
potential TV broadcasters. He also Crosby Enterprises, to WMALthrew cold water on any prospect TV
Washington; Hollywood Offof overall decontrol this year. Mr. Beat, which was purchased by the
Fowler appeared before the com- Graybar Electric Co. for WJIMmit e on behalf of his nomination TV Lansing, Mich. Reliance Foods,
as Defense Production Adminis- through its agency, Pacific Natrator (to succeed Manly Fleischtional, signed for 26 weeks ofsting
Big
mann, resigned), which was unani- Town,
to start on KING-TV Seattle Wednesday.
mously approved.
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buyers!

When Hollywood Playhouse hits the screen

MON.

THRU SAT.

at 2 o'clock TV tune-ins really jump. Here is a

2 TO 3 P.M.

show that literally captures audiences . . . it's
become an afternoon habit with thousands of TV

Television Baltimore

fans. We can give you one success story after
another of advertisers whose products are sold on
Hollywood Playhouse. Complete details on request.

Nationally Represented by EDWARD
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WBAL-TV
NBC in Maryland
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Ford Foundation
(Continued from page 59)
dress itself, if, of course, the commission had materialized, was the
discovery of means to force FCC
adoption of subscription television.
It may be speculated he would
be no less interested in seeing such
a project undertaken by a private
commission
organized by the foundation.
Although it would be extreme to
say Sen. Benton exerts control over
any activity of the Ford Foundation, his past associations and personal friendships with several of
the foundation's
officers
wouldsomeindicate he must have
at least
influence.
In addition to Mr. Fletcher, his
former employe, Sen. Benton has
more than passing acquaintance
with Paul G. Hoffman, foundation
president now devoting his time to
the Eisenhower campaign, and with
Robert Hutchins and Chester Davis,
foundation associate directors.
Mr. Hoffman is a director of
Encyclopaedia Brittanica Inc.,
which
Sen. Benton's
and wasis chairman
of the property,
board of
trustees of the Committee for
Economic Development at the time
Sen. Benton was vice chairman.
Dr. Hutchins was president of
the U. of Chicago when Sen. Benton
was
president
(1937-45)
and
was vice
chancellor
of that
university
when Sen. Benton was assistant to
the chancellor (1945-46).
Mr. Davis, former president of
the Federal Reserve Bank of St.
Louis, was a member of the board
of trustees of the Committee for
Economic Development when Sen.
Benton was vice chairman of the
board of trustees.
At the Pasadena headquarters of
the Ford Foundation last week a
spokesman admitted the organization, whichtremelyhe interested
characterized
as "ex-of
in the field
radio and television," was considering two basic problems: the allocation of television channels for educational use and the general future
of radio-TV programming.
He emphasized that no plans had
been made and that it was unlikely
any would be until the July meeting
of the board of trustees.
In the past year, the foundation
and its subsidiaries have made
grants to radio and television
activities totalling about $2 million.
The biggest sum, $1.2 million, went
to the Television-Radio Workshop
which is producing programs for
broadcast over commercial facilities. A fortnight ago the Joint
Committee on Educational Television, central agitating body for
educational TV, announced a new
Ford grant of $145,000, or $55,000
more than it received from the
foundation the year before. Additional grants of $260,000 and $300,000, respectively, have gone to Iowa
State U., owner of WOI-TV Ames,
la., for experimental TV programming and to Lowell Institute,
Boston, for production of educational
coopera-of
tion withradiotheprograms
Nationalin Assn.
Educational Broadcasters.
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less than having seven examinei
teams process applications for some
20 years (to put about 2,000 TV
stations on the air).
Sen. Capehart at this point
moved that the committee go on
record requesting and urging the
Senate Appropriations Committee
to provide additional funds in the
independent offices appropriations
for fiscal year 1953 for the specific purpose of employing additional hearing-examiner teams to
process television applications.
Later, in executive session, the
commerce group unanimously apthe Capehart
Other proveddata
revealedmotion.
by Comr.
Hyde:
Investments
receivers
and''
servicing
of setsin since
1948 total
$6 billion. Average cost of a TV
"LULU"
award
for
best
television
commercial
spot
campaign
is
presented
in
the sixth annual Frances Holmes Award Competition. L to r: Film star Barbara station, according to figures taken
Stanwyck, awarding statuette; Gunther Shirley, vice president, Metropolitan from the 109 stations now operatFederal Savings; Doria Ba Hi, president, TV Ads, and Kirke Beard, account
$480,000.
Theing, ismost
expensive procedure in
executive, Anderson-McConnell Adv. The Los Angeles firms. Metropolitan
and TV Ads, which produces TV film commercials, shared in the honors. both time and energy as well as
dollars to the Commission is its
Anderson agency services the account.
necessity of explaining each and
every delay in expediting the TV
Get TV Going
(Continued from page 59)
FCC estimates it will take anproblem.
other two years before it can place
is "a large concentration of popula- to re-litigate the issue.
another
TV station in St. Louis
If
FCC
did
not
have
to
hear
apCommittee Chairman Johnson
p
l
i
c
a
n
t
s
o
n
the
grant
of
each
chan(a
one
station city). Forty cities
said
it
is
his
understanding
that
n
e
l
,
i
t
would
have
tried
to
improve
a comparable situation.
tion."
only five hearing teams (examiner, its allocation report, Comr. Hyde areHein said
was his own opinion
engineer, attorney, secretary, explained. However, he said, FCC that if theit FCC
budget remains
clerks) will be available to process has announced it would not be able cut without additional
funds for
applications in television and at the to consider local changes until one hiring more examiner - hearing
current pace of processing it would year has passed — otherwise, it teams, the Commission should ask
take a "long time" for them to
have "to re-open the alloca- Congress for a supplemental apwade through the present alloca- would tions
proceeding." This, he said, is
propriation. But, of course, FCC
tions. He said he was disappointed a "reasonable
prefer the funds be given
regulation."
The Texan cited
the case in his would
that FCC "has not made this clear
1953 budget before Constate where the constituent is lo- now in grethe
to Sen.
Congress."
, he added. last March voted
Homer E. Capehart (R-Ind.)
The sHouse
c
a
t
e
d
i
n
a
"rather
small
city"
which
is
183
miles
from
a
larger
city
asked whether newspaper applito operate FCC in fiscal
cants would be given equal oppor- which has been assigned two VHF $6,108,460
less than the retunity to obtain TV stations.
stations. At this time, Sen. Lyn- 1953, $1,966,540
questedTruman's
$8,075,000 sought
Presidon Johnson said, there are no ap- March dent
budgetin [B»T,
24].
'No Discrimination'
plicants for the stations and his
constituent
would
wish
to
apply
for
Idaho Senate Republicans Henry
Comr. Hyde asserted thei-e would one of the stations but does not
be no discrimination against "any come
C. Dworshak and Herman Welker
within FCC standards which informed
the commerce group of
business
activity."
No one applicant, regardless of preclude two stations operating on
business interest, he said, should be the same channel unless 190 miles their endorsement of Comr. Hyde's
precluded from the granting of a
appointment.
license in the public interest be- apart.
Comr.
Hydenow explained
that hearcause oterest.
f his Neither
legitimate
business
ining
officers
have
on
their
desks
AUTRY TO APPEAL
does FCC intend to
Film Rights Ruling
proceedings involving some
discriminate against AM station "25
59
cases
other
than
TV
matters."
licensees, he said.
They had hoped to handle 15 cases COWBOY singing star Gene
However, the Commissioner said per year. But, he said, in 1951 the Autry said he plans to appeal a
he could not discuss the AM li- was
by Federal Judge Ben
number
10. was eight and in 1950 it decision
censee situation at length because
Harrison last Tuesday giving Republic Pictures and its subsidiary,
AM station applicants may be con"Efforts of litigants to present
tested in hearing by other interests strong cases" will slow the hearing Hollywood Television Service Inc.,
in
TV
even
further,
he
the
right
to release more than 50
and the "other party may invoke procedure
added.
old Gene Autry western films to
the
of diversification"
mediaargument
in the community.
But, heof
Sen. Capehart, doing some quick television.
noted, the factors of experience, accounting, estimated it would take
Judge Harrison's
was
years for FCC to put 1,000 TV diametrically
opposed decision
to a ruling
objectivity in operation and recog- 10stations
on the air, according to made last October
nition of public interest, may
in
favor
of
cowweight the presentation of many current facilities. Committee Chairstar Roy Rogers by Federal
AM station licensees who seek TV
man Johnson noted that the aver- Judgeboy Peirson
M. Hall in a similar
licenses.
age potential telecaster ties up subsidiary.
suit brought against Republic and
In answer to a query by Sen. $500,000 to a million dollars in asLyndon B. Johnson (D-Tex.), who
sets in waiting
for a said,
license.
It's
Judgelic'sHarrison
that Repubthe Senator
to have
"unrestrictedheldownership
pointed to a complaint from a con- unfair,
tied up.
stituent on the one-year wait be- thisSen.capital
rights"
of
films
include
Ed Johnson said the cost of license their exhibition "rights
on hometo
fore asking for local revision of
the final FCC allocations report, 20 examiner teams (the Senator television receivers." He said spot
13 ad- advertising is common practice in
Comr. ableHyde
said it would bechanges
desir- has been urging
ditional teams the
abovehiring
the ofcurrent
most conventional movie theatres
if administration
could be made in the report but seven) at a $600,000-$700,000 ex- and therefore Mr. Autry could not
pense to the government, would be hope to control advertising.
that the Commission does not want
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We are pleased to announce the completing link in the SARRA chain of
quality control . . . our own modern new
film laboratory, designed, staffed and
equipped to deliver the ultimate in TV
selling messagesthe VIDE-O-RIGINAL

VIDE-O-RIGINAL . . . WHAT IT IS
It's Sarra's name for a quality-controlled motion picture print, produced
in a laboratory designed especially for the making of TV prints. Each
and every print is custom-made and whether it is 1-minute or 8-seconds,
it receives individual attention in quantities of one or hundreds.
VIDE-O-RIGINAL . . . WHAT IT MEANS
It means ability,
that allreaches
of Sarra's
of Sarra'sfidelity.
visual
selling
the creative
televisionphotography,
screen with allmaximum
VIDE-O-RIGINAL prints combine Sarra standards with station
requirements.
VIDE-O-RIGINAL . . . WHAT IT DOES
It provides complete quality protection from storyboard to home reception ... it insures your investment of time, talent and money in your
TV presentation.
On yout next television film commercial get a SARRA
VIDE-O-RIGINAL ... get top quality from start to finish!

TV

FILM

PRODUCTION

FOR

DEAS • SCRIPTS • STORYBOARDS
IROADCASTING
• Telecas

REPRODUCTION

• ANIMATION

SPECIALISTS IN VISUAL SELLING
NEW YORK:
CHICAGO:
200 East 56th Street
East Ontario
'Copyright 1952.16 SARRA,
INC. Street
• PHOTOGRAPHY
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NCAA Backfire?
(Continued from page 60)
comparable television and non-tele- the continuation of a TV ban may
vision cities. Half of the sample
of a true
of people
Colleges should study that secshould
be incross-section
television cities
with backfire."
tion of the report dealing with the
comparable television set penetra- public's attitude toward the NCAA
tion and with home colleges of plan, Lt. Jordan said, referring to
comparable standing in the athletic the admission that "the majority of
world and unrestricted telecasting those
who held opinions about it
going on in this half of the sample. were unfavorable."
The other half of the sample should
be in communities where there is He added that the NCAA report
largest attend-in
no television available and, of shows ance"bydeclinefarlasttheyear
course, of a true cross-section of the Mountain District, occurred
one of the
people there. Such studies should two districts with practically
run over a period of at least three TV. In six of the seven NCAAno
years, and then possibly conclu- districts where comparisons are
sions might be drawn about the
the colleges with no TV
effect of television on college foot- possible,
competition fared worse than those
ball game attendance."
with TV competition, in 1951 atobserved, given
"Thereto
tendance compared with 1950."
hasMr.beenAllerton
no opportunity
Panitt Opinion
demonstrate conclusively that television, in the long run, favorably
Critical comment on the NCAA
or adversely affects college foot- report was given by Merrill Panitt,
ball game attendance. The Jordan
sports comreports would indicate that, in the Philadelphiamentator,Inquirer
who caught the revelalong run, attendance would be
tion
that
attendance
"dropped
less
in areas where football games were
helped."
televised
than
it
did
where
there
He added this comment, "The
comparisons made in the NCAA re- was no televised football."
Mr. Panitt referred to NCAA in
areas portandare between
television non-television
areas where
terms, "You remember the
an attempted blackout of local these
don't you? That's the group
games was in existence." This, he NCAA,
of
sweethearts
they
said, supports the charge that noth- were bigger thanwhobothdecided
us — the
in thehasreport
showsat television industry and theof viewers
that ingTV
hurtdefinitely
attendance
— and then proceeded to dictate excollege football games.
actly what college football games
Novelty of TV Theory
could be televised, where they
Lt. Jordan said NCAA figures should be televised and when the
actually support "the novelty nation's largest cities should suffer
theory
of TV'sincreases,
effect. Asattendance
length of Saturday afternoon football blackownership
outs." He observed that the survey
recovers from the initial TV hurt,
conducted by "the National
and television begins to help build was
Opinion
Research Center of the U.
new fans. That may be why college
football attendance has not dropped of Chicago, an institution that
more as a result of a 15% decline luckily gave up football before
NCAA got its claws into the
in male students."
In citing data showing that 45%
of men and 66% of women have
never attended a college football game."
TV Applications
game, Lt.as Jordan
football,
well as said,
other "College
sports,
(Continued from page 61 )
have a great
opportunity
for
inFrancisco. Applicant is licensee
creased attendance if they can San KXA
Seattle. Principals include
arouse interest in that vast seg- of
Wesley I. Dumm (20%),
ment of the population. Any cur- President
president
of KSFO San Francisco and
tailment of the publicity afforded majority stockholder
of KPIX (TV)
by newspapers, radio or television San Francisco, and owner
of investwill tend to prevent that group
ment business in Pasadena, Calif.;
from becoming interested.
First Vice President Robert B. Gaylord (45%), officer and director for
"The ancityobject
of Pittsburgh
and KPIX (TV), director for
prove
lesson to should
sports KSFO and
partner in San Francisco
promoters. There is less televising KXA
law
firm
Gaylord & Gaylord; Vice
of athletic events in Pittsburgh President ofPhilip
G. Lasky (5%), vice
than in any other city with big president and general
manager of
league sports. The NCAA report KSFO and KPIX (TV); Vice President Lincoln Miller (%%), general
shows the result. Attendance
and director for KXA;
among the younger age group of manager
F. M. Dumm (9%), officer
TV owners (under 40) is signifi- Treasurer
and director for KSFO and KPIX
cantly lower than among non- (TV), minority stockholder in KPIX
owners. This condition is not true (TV), and treasurer and minority
of KXA; Secretary Robert
in Boston where sports events have stockholder Jr.,
assistant secretary of
been more frequently televised. B.KPIXGaylord
(TV),
stockholder
in KXA,Sacrasecretary and director
for KXOA
Also, there is an indication that atin San Francisco
tendance is increasing with the law firmmento,ofand partner
Gaylord & Gaylord, and
length of TV ownership in Boston, Ray V. Hamilton
while it is decreasing in Pitts- Hamilton Co., radio (7%),
station Blackburnand newsburgh. These figures suggest that
paper brokers.
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ELECTRONICALLY operated model of the 15-acre CBS Television City under
construction in Hollywood is being exhibited by CBS in New York. Miniature
TV city above measures 15 x 14 feet and weighs approximately two tons.
Now It Winks
CBS-TV network added another improvement last week
— this time on its own tradeThe network's
ture— a mark.dial
eye — had signabeen
shown on a Telop slide since
it was first introduced nine
months ago, but as of 10:59
a.m. EDT Friday, the eye
began
to move.
will notice,
as theSet-owners
first of
three variations to be produced on film, the eye now
opensing theandtrademark,
closes. Revamplike its
originalviseddesign,
was Golden,
superby William
creative director of CBS-TV
advertising and sales.
GREAT BRITAIN TV
No Commercials Now
GREAT BRITAIN White Paper
last Thursday
cials will not announced
be carried commeron the
country's TV for at least another
three or four years. The Conservative government was said to favor
sponsorship of TV programs when
the country passes over the rough
spots of its arms and export drives.
The forecast for this road to recovery period was given as "at
least three or four years" from
now.
The
nation'sradio
only networks
TV channelin
and the three
Great Britain are operated by the
British Broadcasting Corp., which
is government owned and operated.
No advertising
cast media there.is carried on broad-

CBS-TV CITY
Two-Ton Replica on Display
TWO-TON replica of the CBS-TV
Television City, flown from the
West Coast to demonstrate how
the $7-million studio building now
under construction in Hollywood
will
York operate,
last week.was shown in New
The 14 by 15 foot model, said
to be one of the largest scale and
precision-built architectural miniatures constructed, will be exhibited
publicly in a national tour beginning this month, J. L. Van Volkenburg, CBS-TV president, said.
Equipped
with electric
controls
which
will raise
and lower
roof
sections, provide both day and
night strate
lighting
conditions,
rotary stage
equipment,demonand,
detailedly,
spin
a
miniature
recording on a miniature turntable, the
model was constructed by Dale
Clark & Assoc., Los Angeles.
Special features of the scaled
construction are a two-way mirrored
mentfloorundertoa show
main space
studioarrangeand a
sliding drawer panel which, pulled
out, indicates workshop areas as
they will
lower
level.be built in the building's
The actual building is being
erected on a 15-acre site at Beverly
Blvd. and Fairfax Ave., Hollywood.
Scheduled to be completed about
Oct. 1, the sti'ucture was designed
exclusively for TV production needs
and contains four studios with 12,100 square feet of space each, arwith their
subsidiaryseparate
units
to allowrangedfor
completely

flows of three
"main program
elements: performers,
production
HQLCOMB NAMED
equipment
and
audiences.
The building is organized so that
To New KNXT (TV) Post additional
and similar units can be
GRANT HOLCOMB, newscaster added. Final plans call for 20
and commentator with KNXT (TV), studios plus a 13-story administration unit.
CBS-TV O&O station in Hollywood,
has been appointed to newly-created
post of director of news and special Three Join WPIX (TV)
events for KNXT and CBS Television Network in Hollywood, MALCOLM O'MARA, TV station
Wilbur S. Edwards, KNXT general consultant;
William H. Rich, Muzak
manager, and Sig Mickelson, CBS- Corp., and Philip
Cohen, WJZ New
TV director of news and public York, have been added
to sales unit
affairs, announced last week.
Newpreparation
York's merIn his new post, he will supervise of WPIX (TV)
c
h
a
n
d
i
s
i
n
g
s
t
a
f
"in
for
local and network news and special a concerted drive for fall business,"
events originating in Hollywood.
station spokesmen have announced.
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are

sales

a-hummin'!

WOAI-TV will join the live network
on July 1st! Local TV dealers and
distributors are giving enthusiastic
reports about the tremendous surge
in set sales in the San Antonio
market.
YOU SPOT ADVERTISERS CAN STILL
BUY WOAI-TV AT RATES BASED ON
SETS IN THIS MARKET ON JULY 1,
1951 — OVER 11 MONTHS AGO.
TV SETS HAVE INCREASED MORE
THAN 57% SINCE THAT TIME.
Get Petry to give you availabilities
on announcements and program
time on WOAI-TV. IT'S A BONUS
BUY on San Antonio's First TV
station. First on the air — First in
audience!
Represented tiatioiullj by
EDWARD PETRY & COMPANY,
NEW YORK, CHICAGO, LOS ANGELES. ST. LOUIS,
DALLAS, SAN FRANCISCO, DETROIT
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DuMONT WAGES
Are Hiked; Strike Off
STRIKE threatened against the
DuMont
Network's
home
station, Television
WABD (TV)
New York,
and expected to have involved the
DuMont-owned outlets WTTG (TV)
Washington and WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh, was avoided last week when
the network agreed to a cost-ofliving increase and an adjustment
in rates to those current in New
York.
Technical employes who had
voted to strike a week earlier were
members of Local 794, Television
Broadcasting Studio Employes
Union, a unit of the International
Alliance of Theatrical and Stage
Employes (AFL). Their strike
was to have been paralleled in
Washington and Pittsburgh by fellow unions there, where the disrupted negotiations have been resumed by the network.
GATHINGS QUIZ
Coverage Right Asked
WMAL-AM-TV Washington last
week requested permission to air
the
investigation
by the
House"morals"
if the probe
does materialize.
Kenneth H. Berkeley, vice president-general manager of the Washington Evening Star stations,
pointed out that the hurdle of
House
Rayburn'smedia
(DTex.) Speaker
ban onSambroadcast
would have to be cleared.

'Morals' Probe •omCourse
page 27)Unset
(Continued fi
with similar resolutions in the
against a beer ad, the
House, noted that the pictures on protesting
said:
television are made by the adults congressman
He or .wants
the does
Congress
to actjustas turn
cen. . oWhy
not Dad
and "are not made by the children off sthe
Fr^rfSwiaO*
or the young folks themselves . . . Congress should not heprogram.
required. .to.
home and,
thewhat
duthen [the adults] expect the young enter the
of parents,
theassuming
children
folks to have a high respect for they ties can
and tell
cannot
see allorof these
hear.
Should
we
attempt
to
censor
the
added:morals of our country . . ." He things,
fix. . . . we could get into a terrible
Weseeming
do not towant
to beeverything
in a position
Rep. A. L. Miller (R-Neb.) asofcomes
censor
that
along. On the other hand, I think serted:
The
and television
it is a gres pretty
good
idea
that
the
Con. . . sort give
of keep a hand in on ought toindustry,
set up movie
andoughtenforce
high
this
not toa have
once thing
in a and
while . . it. a little policing standard.
that...task. it Congress
is
impossible
to
legislate
In addition to this frank admis- morals, and it is difficult to say what
should canor render
should anotservice
teach.to The
sion of "policing," his colleague, we
committee
the
Rep. Gathings, declared that one public
by
a
wise
and
cautious
approach.
I
am
sure
the
industry
will
assist in
of the objectives of the investi- every way. ... I hope no censorship
would be into crime
determine
of authority will
be forced
whether gation
increases
are onor iron
the hand
growing
Cooperation
is theindustry
need. of television.
incited by radio-TV programs.
The responsibility
of entertaining
the
through
belongs
toshows
the
Rep. warned
WilliamthatM. those
Colmar
(D- public
industry.
Theythe television
should
police
the
Miss.),
who put
and
assure
public
that
lewd,
obprograms on the air should be words will
scene, not
indecent,be and
shows or
used vulgar
on the programs.
diligent that the "impressionable Aviolation.
penalty should be established for
youth
of theconcept
country"
do not "getof
the wrong
or philosophy
Mr. Fellows in his statement also
warned that the Gathings move
Veteran debater Clare Hoffman, "could establish a dangerous precedent in this nation. . . . For there
Michigan Republican, asked about
life." meaning of the resolution's could emerge from the 'investigathe
tion' proposed in the . . . resolution
language referring to "or other'legislative action to eliminate
wise offensive matter."
"Just how far are we to usurp offensive and undesirable radio and
the province, the duties of fathers television programs."
and mothers?" he asked the House. doesBut,nothe indicate
asserted,the"thecriteria
proposal
for
Noting a letter from a constituent

Md^m M*YETtF~"1^

.Boclnr-i jMORGAN .

determining what might be considered 'undesirable' or 'offensive.' "
Calling mental
the disregard
House ofaction
a "fundaour traditional
American freedom of speech concept," Mr.enacted
Fellows communications
said that when
Congress
law
it
"specifically
withheld from
the governmental regulatory
body
the power of censorship over the
programs broadcast by the licensees.
"The best thing I can see coming
out of this so-called investigation
is the opportunity it will give
broadcasters to discuss with Congress some of the things that industry itself is doing."
Industry Doing Something
He said the industry already has
been receiving comments from
public and private groups about TV
programming and "the industry is
doing something about the situaAn amendment to the resolution
on
booksby and
bookscomic
offered
Rep. pocket-sized
Rees would
have
includedthis"other
publications."
However,
amendment
was
beaten down in the House as it was
tion."
fearedtions itof newspapers.
would include investigaJosephof P.theO'Hara
(R-Minn.),
a Rep.
member
commerce
committee, said later, "I have some
doubt as
to
just
what
the
mittee will do. The resolution comis as
wide open as the poles."

.

oH"T'" I

Take a good look at this area
This is the coverage area of WSAZ-TV
It is in an area of
2,000,000

Persons

Here is a market larger than
HOUSTON

WSAZ-TV
HUNTINGTON,
WEST VIRGINIA
CHANNEL
For more
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information
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EWERS
VIEWPOINT

Some 70 air line miles from San Francisco, Middletown, California, with
4,500 feet of Mt. St. Helena and other
coastal mountains shadowing reception,
is scarcely a place to look for an enthusiastic TV audience

Represented
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

But Mrs. Joe Merchant and her family are none the less
ardent KPIX viewers. Channel Five, she writes, offers
"all the programs a family could wish to see . . . drama,
comedy, musicals, wrestling, boxing, children's shows
we parents approve of."
Greatest shows . . . brightest stars ... to delight the
"fringe" audiences as well as the great San FranciscoOakland Bay Area make KPIX, the "sell" station of
Northern California, your first choice in television. Ask
the Katz man!

CHANNEL
SAN FRANCISCO
CBS
and DUMONT
Katz Agency
by the

Networks
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Station
7 Love Lucy' Stil
Tops Ratings
(Report 216)

telestatus

Dallas
7elevUi<**t Station \
SERVES THE LARGEST
TELEVISION
MARKET...

DALLAS

and

FORT WORTH
More than a Million
urban population in the
50-mile area
More than TWO MILLION
in the 100-mile area . . .
NOW

TELEVISION HOMES
V'S
in KRLD-T
EFFECTIVE
COVERAGE
AREA

EXCLUSIVE CBS
TELEVISION OUTLET FOR
DALLAS-FORT WORTH
AREAS
— This is why — -s.
(krld-ty)
^ is your best buy —
Channel 4 . . . Represented by
The BRANHAM Company
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Resea
showu
forrchAprilBurea
nationalANrating
AMERIC
/ Love Lucy, starring Lucille
Ball and Desi Arnaz, in first place
both in number of homes reached
and rating-wise.
The program had a rating of 63.2
and tests show that it was viewed
in 10,600,000 homes, reportedly the
greatest number of homes for any
regularly scheduled program in
television history. Figures for the
week April 1-7:
Rank Program Homes%
I Love Scouts
Lucy (CBS)
63.2
57.4
21 Talent
(CBS)
50.6
50.0
Bet Your(NBC)life (NBC)
453 You
Red
Skelton
45.1
46.4
Show of &Shows
(NBC)
43.2
67 Godfrey
Friends
(CBS)
My
Friend
Irma
(CBS)
8 Comedy
Hour
42.8
39.9
(Abbott & (NBC)
Costello) (NBC)
39.5
109 Star
FiresideTheatre
Theatre (NBC)
Rank
Program
I LoveBetLucy
10,600
231 You
Your(CBS)
Life (NBC)
Red
Skelton
(NBC)
8,260
7,910
8,040
45 Show
of
Shows
(NBC)
Godfrey Hour
& Friends (CBS)
7,230
6 Comedy
(Abbott
&
Costello)
(NBC)
6,960
78 Star
Theatre
(NBC)(NBC)
Fireside
Theatre
(CBS) (NBC)
6,710
6,410
6,470
109 Talent
TelevisionScouts
Playhouse
6,130

tion process, were announced last
week by Telenews Productions,
New York, whose cameramen redesigned their equipment in conjunction with Douglas Electronic Labs.
The redesigned cameras provide
perfect synchronization of sound
and picture, it was said, so that the
negative can be put directly on the
air — and reversed electronically —
to save the laboratory time usually
spent to coordinate the sound track
and the picture frames. Other improvements include testing equipment that is built into the amplifier, optional use of the sound with
or without noise reduction, and
cutting the weight of the combined
equipment from 40 to 18 pounds.

Set Owners Approve
Servicing Work
MOST TV set owners approve the
quality of work performed by their
TV service technician, according
to a nationwide survey of 5,000
families by Elmo Roper for RCA
Victor and RCA Service Co.
E. C. Cahill, president of RCA
Service Co., said results showed
86% of all television owners who
had experience with TV service
Camera improvements
termed othe
as "really good"
Announced by Telenews
'" work
(68%)Too or
"fairly good" (18%),
IMPROVEMENTS in the Wall while
only
7%
expressed
dissatisfaction and 7% did not reply.
camera system, to minimize the
Mr. Cahill said City
he believes the
time consumed by the synchroniza-

Roper survey is the first poll made
on a nationwide basis. He said
results also showed two out of three
owners considered servicemen's
charges
as "entirely
while only
one out reasonable,"
of ten felt
charges
Fully were
88% "too
of high."
owners reported
their serviceman as "pleasant and
courteous" and another 6% consid- 1
ered his
manner
"satisfactory"
while
6% did
not reply,
he said.
Three out of four persons
thought service work on their TV
sets had been done in a reasonable
time. Only one out of five felt he
had to wait too long, he said.
An investment of more than $200
million vision
is service
represented
teleindustry, inMr.theCahill
reported, including elaborate testing equipment *and* trucks
* and tools.
Set Sales in Canada
Lower ofThan
in '51 in the first
SALES
TV receivers
three months of 1952 totaled 13,851
units valued at $6,925,240, as compared to 14,052 units valued at
$7,696,855
in the according
first three months
of last year,
to the
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. of
Canada. Total of Canadian TV set
sales to end of March 1952 was
92,289 sets valued at $44,439,265.
Inventories at March 31 were 14,284
sets.
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Weekly Television Summary— m
Outlets On Air
Sets in14,400
Area Louisville
Sets in Area
Outlets On Air
150,148
WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
Albuquerque
KOB-TV
Matamoros
(Mexico)Ames
185,000
WOI-TV
Brownsyille,
Tex
WMCT
Atlanta
90,456
XELD-TV
WAGA-TV,
WSB-TV
WLTV
Memphis
WTVJ
20,300
385,876
Baltimore
WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
Miami
130,255
116,000
62,400 Milwaukee
Binghamton
WNBF-TV
90,000
328,084
WTMJ-TV
Birmingham
WAFM-TV,
WBRC-TV
144,000
Minn.-St.
Paul
322,900
KSTP-TV,
WTCN-TV
WTTV
Bloomington
Nashville
Boston
886,349
WBZ-TV,
WSM-TV
New
Haven WNHC-TV
Buffalo
264,618
262,000
WBEN-TV WNAC-TV
68,418
New Orleans
WBTV
92,977
152,096
Charlotte
Chicago
WDSU-TV
Newark
WABD,
WCBS-TV,
WJZ-TV, WNBT
WBKB,
WENR-TV,
WGN-TV,
WNBQ
New
YorkWOR-TV,
WPIX,
WATV
1,133,992
Cincinnati
115,100
WCPO-TV,
WKRC-TV,
WLWT
348,000
WTAR-TV
Cleveland
Norfolk
Oklahoma
City
613,548
WEWS,
WNBK,
WXEL
3,059,400
227,000
WKY-TV
Columbus
129,437
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
127,913
KMTV, WOW-TV
166,000 Philadelphia
Ft.la s-Worth
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV, WPTZ
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
DalDavenport
Pittsburgh
Phoenix
1,042,000
55,100
98,445
WOC-TV
KPHO-TV
WDTV
E.
Moline
QuadCities WHIO-TV,
Include Davenport,
393,000
Providence
235,000
WLWD Moline, Rock Ise.
Dayton
212,000
WJAR-TV
WTVR
750,000 Richmond
Detroit
124,342
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV,
WXYZ-TV
Rochester
Erie
WICU
144,000
162,384 Rock Island WHAM-TV
Ft.Dallas
Worth166,000 Salt Lake
QuadCities
Include Davenport,
Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline 98,445
City WHFB-TV
WBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
217,081
Grand
Rapids
KDYL-TV,
KSL-TV
WOOD-TV
Greensboro
113,034
San Antonio
Diego
KEYL- WOAI-TV
76,652
WFMY-TV
141,000 San
Houston
77,193
KPRC-TV
133,250
SanAlbany-Troy
Francisco KFMB-TV
Huntington361,000
Charleston
SchenectadyWSAZ-TV
WRBG
KGO-TV,
KPIX,
KRON-TV
232,000
84,750
Indianapolis
Jacksonville WFBM-TV
56,000 St.Seattle
209,800
151,775
WMBR-TV
139,800
Johnstown
KING-TV
Louis
KSD-TV
WJAC-TV
398,000
Kalamazoo
200,040
177,581
206,598 Tulsa
WKZO-TV
WHEN,
WSYR-TV
Kansas City WDAF-TV
Syracuse
KOTV
Toledo
146,631
WSPD-TV
158,000
Lancaster
WGAL-TV
114,870
Utica-Rome
90,000
WKTV
Washington
W JIM-TV KFI-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH
70,000
Los Angeles KECA-TV,
WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
1,232,000 Wilmington
KNXT, KTLA, KTTV
363,543
WDEL-TV
101,754
Stations on Air 109
Total Markets
Estimated Sets in use 17,051,269
on AirMatamoros,
64*
udes XELD-TV
Mexi
i.
Where
coverage
Editor's Note:
Totals for
marketestimates
representareestimated
overlao setelectric
counts may be
basedsomeonsetsmay
datawithremain
from dealers,
distributors,
TV circulation
partially
duplicated.
Sourceseach
and
manufacturers.
Since
mo set compiled
monthly,
unchanged
in successive
summaries. committees,
Total sets in all compan
areas i
•ily approximate.
City
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THE FIRST JOINT AWARD

to be made by the

George Foster Peabody Board went to Atlanta's WSB

and WSB-TV.

The citation was for "meritorious regional public service".
And advertisers are given another insight on why,
in every audience survey ever made in Atlanta by a recognized
authority, these stations have been dominant firsts.

wjb
The Voice of the South

W sb-tv
World's tallest TV tower

Affiliated with the Atlanta Journal and Constitution. Represented by Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
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SAN MGO'S
fit and Only
TELEVISION STATION

CALIFORNIA'S
THIRD MARKET

No City In The
U. S. That Was
Smaller Than
San Diego In
1900 Is Larger
Today ....BUT
Some 206 Cities
That Were Larger
In 1900, Have
Been PASSED
INGROWTH
by San Diego!
Wise Buyers
BUY\KFMB\
F

KFMB-TV
Channel-8
KFMB- AM
John A. Kennedy, owner
Howard L. Chernoff, Gen. Mi
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'WASP' SCOOP
Film Spots Planned
Claimed byWPIX(TV)
In Air Cadet Drive
RECRUITING
FILMED spots to encourage Air Force cadet enlistment loom important ESSO Standard Oil Co. and WPIX
in the extended media allocations plan being molded for military recruit- (TV) New York have claimed
ing, it was revealed last week.
newsbeat in the telecasting of
A series of one-minute and 20-second announcements will be distributed apictures
of the crippled carrier
toJunethe 1 nation's
108
TV
stations
by
*
Wasp
its high-seas collision
with the request that they
tions subcommittee under Joseph with theafter
destroyer
Hobson.
incorporate them in their program- O'Mahoney (D-Wyo.) has begun
The
pictures
were made 850
ming as a public service.
miles
at
sea
from
a plane carryhearings
on
the
Defense
Dept.'s
This was the latest development overall 1953 budget. It was believed
newsreel
in the new advertising program recruiting authorities would be Franking WPIX's
Hurley
and
Essocameraman
reporter
being planned by Grant Adv. for called to testify later this month.
Kevin Kennedy, and were shown
Of prime importance is the the same day (May 2) in a sixthe Defense
Dept.'s
Military
Personnel Procurement Service, hand- $1,050,000 requested for radio, TV minute 8:30 p.m. showing via
ling Air Force and Army recruit- and other media, which the House WPIX. Esso, whose affiliate, Atlas
ment. An estimated $200,000 is to indirectly slashed in wielding the Supply Co., provided the plane,
extend the recent interim cam- axe on maintenance-operation funds later made the film segment availpaign, with a portion earmarked containing $12.5 million for overall
able to other stations carrying the
again for radio spots and other recruitment [B«T, April 14].
Reporter TV show: WBALWhile hearings will center on the Esso
select media [B*T, May 5].
TV Baltimore, WBZ-TV Boston,
The film spots will promote Air '53 budget, discussion almost cer- WTOP-TV
Washington, WTVR
tainly will arise on the $2.1 million
Cadet enlistments primarily, it was
(TV) Orleans.
Richmond and WDSU-TV
understood. Similar films during still attached in the 1952 Military New
Act. Basis for this
the recently-concluded interim drive Appropriations
Meanwhile, NBCprogram
- TV's showed
early
stressed pilot training and aircraft belief is the report that some morning
observation. A series of three prints Appropriation Committee members the Wasp'sToday
arrival
in
New
of Congress would be willing to harbor last Tuesday morning. York
was prepared at an estimated thaw
NBC
the freeze if part of the newsman Merrill Mueller described
$7,000, with virtually all for TV
production. There was no immediate monies
are
deducted
from
the
'53
also interviewed
sevindication of cost for the new budget [Closed Circuit, May 5]. the scene
of theandsurvivors
of the Hobson
This possibility, it was understood, when eralthey
series.
were
taken
ashore.
It was revealed that the Air originally was posed by House
Force will spend $20,125 out of an members earlier this year.
$80,000 ad budget for radio spots.
PHILCO SALES
The supplemental campaign got
underway May 11 and will run STANDARD OIL
Over $84 Million Reported
through June 29. Hope was exSwitches to Local TV PHILCO Corp. sales for the first
pressed that more funds will be
made available.
STANDARD OIL Co. of Indiana quarter of 1952 totaled $84,239,000,
The new media program just will drop The Wayne King Show, William Balderston, president, announced last week.
launched is smaller than the orig- which it has sponsored on a 10-stainal campaign because of the less
This figure was larger than for
NBC-TV hookup for three
substantial fund allocation. Of the tion
years, because of costs, and will any similar period in the corporation's history except that of a year
$200,000 now available — compared substitute its schedule with a series
to $550,000 spent in the first drive of local telecasts in its distribu- ago, when customers were anticition area.
— it was estimated authoritatively
pating serious shortages of applithat radio will derive perhaps $25,Wesley I. Nunn, advertising
ances and TV receivers, Mr. Balder000-$35,000 at the outset for both manager of the midwest company, ton explained.
Air Force and Army recruiting. said the firm has been "handiEarnings after taxes for the first
three months of 1952 were $2,341,Radio's share in the last campaign
c
a
p
e
d
"
i
n
getting
maximum
benewas approximately $95,000.
000
or 64 cents per common share
fit from the weekly show because
costs for 10 stations in eight states vealed.
after preferred dividends, he reSpot Schedule
"areifnearly
as great network
as they would
The radio spot schedule calls for be
a nationwide
were
In the same period last year, Mr.
spots over independent outlets of
Balderston continued, sales were
the Keystone Broadcasting System
uses local radio heavily $113,524,000 and net income, which
and 13 50-kw area stations. In each in Standard
distribution area, has been restated to give effect to
case, the announcements will sup- and itsplans18-state
to
a similar buy- the retroactive increase in federal
port printed advertisements in Sun- used."ing format infollow
the use of TV, Mr. income taxes, was $3,521,000 or 97
day supplements.
Nunn
said.
The
company
will first cents per share of common stock.
A Grant executive told Broad- experiment in major networks,
Mr. Balderston reported on the
casting •Telecasting that with- as Chicago, Milwaukee and such
St. work that Philco has been doing in
out
radio's
support
with
spots,
the
Paul,
and
then
broaden
coverage.
transistors.
In outlining transistor
campaign could not be successful.
Contract cancellation with NBC
he said that transis"We need radio's impact to provide is effective June 26. Agency is Mc- advantages,
tors' major contribution "will be to
the clincher in these areas — -to get Cann-Erickson, Chicago.
extend
the
applications
of electronour target audience to respond to
ic equipment to new fields and to
what it has read," he explained, regreatly
extend
the
present
frontiers
ferring particularly to college students as prospective aviation cadets. ABC TV Center
of
communication."
Field recruiting officials attest to ADDITIONAL 13,000 square feet
radio's effectiveness here, he added. of building
now under Center
construc-in DuMont Sales Spurt
tion at ABCis Television
The Army made recruiting of
women one of its most ambitious Hollywood with completion sched- HERBERT E. TAYLOR, manager
activities during the last interim
uled for September. Executive bun- of Allen B. DuMont Labs. Telegalow, housing TV sales, program
campaign, allotting $65,000 for a and production
vision Transmitter Div., last week
staffs, acquires
series
of
36
pin-pointed
spots
—
25
a "sharp upswing"
for WACS and 11 for nurses. added wing. Master control build- reported
manufacturing
He saidin
ing will be extended to accommo- deliveries for theandfirstsales.
Neither Pentagon personnel aufour months
thorities nor Grant Adv. could redate engineering and film depart- of 1952 averaged over 300% more
and other plans call for scene than for the same period in 1951.
port actual results on any specific storagement, dock
plus Shop for remote Transmitter sales were 180%
enlistment drive.
truck
and
other vehicles.
Meanwhile, a Senate Appropriagreater.
ROADCASTING
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GPL
H

Equipment
goes

Cross-Country

...to Drive its Story
Home !
Included in cross-country de
is the GPLmittent Utility
Projector,
with I.O.
"3-2"camera
interwhich permits
use with
for film telecasting from remotes.

Stations all over the country will soon
be able to see GPL TV equipment in
operation right in their own studios.
They can compare it with their present
equipment, try it for compactness,
smooth efficiency, flexibility, operational simplicity, and overall performance quality. Maintenance-minded
engineers will examine its swing-up,
swing-out panels. Camera and camera
control men will note its many new
operating features — pushbutton turret

control, remoting of focus, turret and
iris— all engineered for faster, smoother control.
Beule ofsure
your station
on the
the GPL
Mobile isUnit
Tour.schedSee
why network users have said: "Best
picture
on theleading
air today!"
"the industry's
line— inCompare
quality,
or phone
today,
and we'll
inworkWrite,
design."
yourwire
station
into our
itinerary
for
earliest possible dates.

General Precision Laborator
IN C O R PO RA TED
NEW YORK
PLEASANTVILLE
GPL

Compact GPL studio camera chain fits easily
in station wagon, and may be operated from
there, drawing power by cable from studio
end returning signal to transmitter.
TV Camera Chains • TV Film Chains • TV Field and Studio Equipment • Theatre TV Equipment
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rtma Predicts NEW FTL DEVELOPMENT
Is Antenna-Amplifier Unit
TV COVERAGE
Expansion
HIGH-GAIN antenna and highTELEVISION station coverage will be extended this year in 25 TV power
amplifier unit, designed to
areas, with stimulation of receiver sales, according to the Sales Man- meet the
new FCC specification
agers Committee of Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. The committee has of 316 kw maximum
effective radicompleted a study of immediate effects of the FCC thawing of TV
ated
power
for
VHF
Channels
7-13,
station construction. tions
*
was announced last week by Fedand channels involved, Sfollow:
First TV areas to benefit, the
i
eral
Telecommunication
Labs.,
committee reports, will be cities in
N. J., research associate
which 30 channel shifts of existing
< ct ofNutley,
the International Telephone and
TV stations have been ordered by
Telegraph Corp.
the FCC. pected
"This
willinresult
from exOf light weight and simple base
1s
oc
increases
transmitting
structure, the
antenna-amplifier
0 (TV)
power which will be available to Chicago
WBKB
combination
can be
installed with
these stations at the same time Pittsburgh
WDTV
(TV)
relative ease on either new or
WXEL (TV)
11
Cleveland
they
change
channels,"
according
WNBK
(TV)
existing
towers
and
requires only
8
9
WORLD VIDEO ENDS to the committee.
WLWT (TV) 4 3f one transmission line, company
WTMJ-TV
Data on station power increases
CBS-TV Gets Last Show
51
said. The equipment can be driven
by the committee
A STOCKHOLDERS vote April were W.received
WKRC-TV
5 kw TV totransL. Stickel of Allen B. Du- Providence,
WCPO-TV
WLTV
(TV) 7 9 from anymitterexisting
25 brought about discontinuation from
R. I.
without modification
the
WJAR-TV
Atlanta
Mont
Labs.
Mr.
Stickel
told
the
8 113 driver, and its input impedance is
May 2 of operations by World committee TV markets in the 25 Norfolk-Portsmouth
4
Video Inc., pioneer television pack- areas may be expected to be ex- Louisville
Newport
News,
Va.
said
to
be
sufficiently
resistive
so
age firm organized in December
WAVE-TV 59
that physical location is not a
tended several miles by reason of Birmingham
WHAS-TV
WRGB
(TV)
1947
and
which
had
been
a
"school"
4
6
critical matter.
WBRC-TV
increases that vary according Albany-Troy
for such executives and talent as power
Schnectady,OhioN.Y. WLWC (TV) 4 6
Henry White, Dick Gordon, Wendy to channels involved.
Columbus,
4
3
Rochester
WMCT
(TV)
Barrie and Faye Emerson.
Cites Priority
WHAM-TV(TV) 64 55 TV PROBLEMS
Memphis
WLWD
demise,in although
5 2
Committee chairman is R. J. Dayton, Ohio
hadIndependent's
been operating
the black,it
WHIO-TV 5 1273 "THE future of television hangs
was brought about when its last Sherwood, of Hallicrafters Co. The Grand
Rapids,
WSYR-TV
Fought Cites in 'Look'
8
7
Syracuse
WOOD-TV
show on the air, Celebrity Time, committee reminded that FCC has Mich.
the balance,"
Dr.
Del.Conn. WDEL-TV 1376 8 inMillard
was taken over for the sponsor, stated it will give priority to proc- Wilmington,
C. Faught, according
New York topublic
New
Haven,
es ing of applications for channel Johnstown, Pa.
B. F. Goodrich Co., and its agency,
135 66 policy adviser identified as a teleWJAC-TV
WNHC-TV
vision economic consultant, in the
BBDO, by CBS Television. Net- shifts ordered in its recent alloca- Davenport,
Moline-Rockla.-Island, WOC-TV
work was understood to have made
tions report and to requested power
May 6 issue of Look magazine.
III. Pa.
4
8
increases, beginning July 1. It Lancaster,
WGAl-TV
"certain
concessions"
in
taking
over
Lifting
the TV station freeze,
Ashland, Ky.W.Va.- WTTV
production and to have offered added that hearings are not likely Huntington,
(TV) 5 3 Dr. Faughtof wrote,
be "just
Ind. WSAZ-TV 104 4 headline
to be necessary in most instances. Bloomington,
plans
for
lifting
the
program's
Ames,
la.
of hope untilwilla long
list ofa
5
WOI-TV
Cities in which TV channel transrating to meet the competition of
Red Skelton, opposing on NBC-TV.
problems
are
solved."
What
fers have been ordered, with staRTMA announced last week that TV
boils down to, he observed, is thatit
1,277,512 TV receiving sets had "we are trying to build television's
been shipped to dealers in the first
on a single source of revenue
three months of 1952, compared to —future
the advertiser's dollar."
1,814,767 sets in the same period
PEABODY AWARD 1951
Dr. Faught
saidorheignored"
was "imof 1951. March shipments, estimatmediately assailed
ed at 471,015 sets, were over the the broadcasting
industry in 1949by
originating Station of
434,808 sets shipped in February. when
he
predicted
that
a
network
First-quarter set shipments :
of 1,000 TV outlets, programming
THE JOHNS HOPKINS SCIENCE REVIEW
State
Total only 70 hours a week, would reAlabama
15,518
Arizona
quire the "appalling" sum of
Arkansas
114,661
$1,740,352,500
advertising.
AdCalifornia
3,180
vertisers wouldinhave
to sell more
Colorado
592
3,689
than
$80
billion
in
goods
via
TV
Connecticut
Delaware
33,36918
Around
District
Florida of Columbia
12,080
such about
a TV building
outlay. "Now
4,726 towe justify
15,334
Georgia
are talking
twice
26,605 as many stations as my 1,000 and
Illinois
73,418 programming them twice as many
Iowa
56,132
Baltimore
Kentucky
Kansas
Looka week."
magazine itself guesses
hours
25,579
18,888
Louisiana
8,251 that 1,000 stations programming 70
9,986
hours
weekly
now require an an21 ,460
Malyfand
nual budget of $3,500 million.
57,506
Massachusetts
Michigan
they always
15
55,590
1,747
Predicting that many areas will
Mississippi
Minnesota
20,111 continue without TV stations — even
Missouri
2,844
Montana
35,233
though
freeze
endedto —supbeNebraska
11,659
causethe
they will
not has
be able
keep an eye on
Nevada
8
port
local
service
on
advertising
Hampshire
New Jersey
514,957
,88312 alone, Dr. Faught, a consultant to
Mexico
Zenith, developer of Phonevision,
New York
155,236
1,597
North Carolina
suggested that a pay-as-you-see
27,623 plan
North
Dakota
Ohio
is the solution.
109,377
Oklahoma
Oregon
15,1479526
WAAM
125,589 Truman Gets Tour Film
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Dakota
Carolina
9,060 BARNEY BALABAN, president,
TELEVISION
South
17,411
Tennessee
6,559 Paramount Pictures Corp., last
39,655
CHANNEL 13
Utah
7,468
week presented President Truman
Vermont
1,359 with a 50-minute, 35mm film reVirginia
24,646
Affiliate DuMont Television Network — American Broadcasting Co.
Washington
cording conducted
of the tour
President's
per14,987
sonally
of the White
West Virginia
14,241
Represented nationally by Harrington, Righter & Parsons, Inc.
22,373
Wisconsin
House May 3. The film will become
Wyoming
12 film
a partlibrary.
of Mr. Truman's personal
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DENVER HOME SHOW
On KFEL Closed Circuit
ENTERTAINMENT aspects of the
sixth annual Metropolitan Denver
Home Show, May 11-18 at the U.
of Denver, were telecast via KFEL
Denver closed circuit on 28 exhibitors' TV receivers.
KFEL reports it the most ambitious closed circuit video production
in Denver to date. The telecasts
enabled thousands of home show
visitors to view the entire stage
performance
on the exhibitors' receivers.

J.

A. MAUSER.
live.
37-01 31st Street, Long Island City 1, New York
'5^/A/7/^/w/
1107 SoutH Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles 35, California '
"t/^^
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CITRUS BUDGET
TV To Get Large Share
ADVERTISING budget assigning
$514,928 to radio and television has
been approved by the Florida Citrus
Commission of Lakeland. The
figures were unchanged from the
tentative budget proposed in early
March by J. Walter Thompson Co.,
New York [B*T, March 17]. Of the
total, $125,000 is earmarked for
radio; $389,928 for TV.
The lion's share of the overall
commission's advertising budget,
$2,300,000, for the year beginning
July 1, goes to the J. Walter
Thompson Co. The agency holds a
reserve fund for citrus advertising
which is allocated as special needs
arise.
The agency's
most torecent
expenditure,
in addition
the
regular radio-TV budget, was $14,200 spent on the NBC-TV show
Today.
Present from the New York office
of the J. Walter Thompson Co. at
the advertising committee and full
commission meetings were Don
Francisco, vice president, and

David O. Corey. Manager of the
Lakeland office is J. H. Forshew.
Ralph Henry is advertising mansion. ager of the Florida Citrus CommisCuts of $15,000 and $28,000 were
made in advertising budgets for
consumer publicity advertising and
medical advertising, handled by
Dudley, Anderson & Yutzy, N. Y.,
and Noyes & Sproul Agency, N. Y.,
respectively. Presentations on
their work during the past year
were made by George Anderson and
Kay Titus of Dudley Anderson
& Yutzy, and by Dorothy Noyes of
Noyes & Sproul Agency.
Under the budget just adopted,
Dudley, Anderson & Yutzy. will receive $40,000 and the latter agency,
$75,000. These appropriations may
being. reconsidered at the June meetNEW hour-long children's Sunday
audience-participation show has been
introduced on KTTV (TV) Hollywood.
Show, Mr. Whistle, features Nick Nelson, radio's Uncle Whoa Bill, and is
packagedtions, LosbyAngeles.
Television Assoc. Produc-

Feature Film Series
SKYROCKETS
LAGGING AUTOMOBILE SALES
Around Jan. 1, auto sales lagged. To whip this lag,
Bill Piggott, head of Rock Island Nash agency bearing
his name, got Nash dealers in area to sponsor late
Saturday night film series on WOC-TV. Program
titleders "Airflyte
participating.Theater" debuted Jan. 19— fifteen dealBy end of January, Piggott had sold 15 new cars.
Appearing on Feb. 16 program, he displayed chart
showing
only if3 new
left atonehis ofagency.
ers to hurry
they cars
wanted
these. Told
With viewsale
ofmoved
these 313 new
cars Nashes
by 11 o'clock
next
morning,
Piggott
had
3
demonstrators.
.
.
.
ALL
WITHIN MONTH OF FIRST TELECAST.
Theatre"
is nowsponsoring
in its second
and"Airflyte
other Nash
dealers
series13-week
report cycle
sales
successes
similar
to
Piggott's.
Proof
that
WOC-TV
for further proof get facts from your nearest F Sells
&P
man ... or us, direct.
FREE & PETERS, INC.
Exclusive National Representatives
The Quint Cities
COL. B. J. PALMER, President
ERNEST C. SANDERS,
Resident Manager
Davenport, Iowa
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PUPILS ON TV
WMAR-TV Undertakes Series
TV VIEWERS in Baltimore are
watching
their after
children
schoolroom activities
the at
inauguration May 8 of Your Child in School
on WMAR-TV there.
The Thursday morning half -hour
program will continue through
June 5, having begun with televising of a plant
group life
of in
six-year-olds
studying
the first
grade
at
Glendale
school,
Harundale. Unrehearsed and unstaged,
it picks up the classroom techniquessponsusedes of children
by teachersas they
and thelearn.
reThe TV version was adapted
from a feature of the same name
which has run in the Evening Sun,
published by the A. S. Abell Co.,
licensee of WMAR-TV, since
September 1948 and which in 1949
brought the newspaper the annual
award of the Education Writers
Assn. for the articles by Robert S.
Moyer, former
Sun last
reporter. The TVEvening
program
Thursday featured a mock political
convention at Baltimore Polytechnic Institute. Other programs
set
are a school
home
economics
and "beauty
physicalunit,"
education
activities.
Aimed at showing the day-to-day
learning processes of children from
kindergarten through high school,
the newspaper feature has reported
the names and activities of nearly
7,700 pupils in more than 200 classrooms.
CANADIAN HOCKEY
Imperial Oil to Telecast
FIRST commercial television account known to go on Canadian
stations at Toronto and Montreal,
will be Imperial Oil Ltd., Toronto,
with its Saturday evening hockey
broadcasts all winter. Imperial Oil
uses Trans-Canada network radio
for its weekly hockey broadcasts. It
will telecast its games at Toronto
and Montreal as well for about one
hour, from 9:30 to 10:30 p.m., when
games usually end. Radio hockey
broadcast is from 9 p.m. to end.
While no definite contract has
been signed yet, Imperial Oil and
its agency,
MacLarenthatAdv.,hockey
Toronto, are emphatic
will be telecast this coming winter
on a commercial basis, if CBC-TV
Toronto and CBC-TV Montreal get
on the air as planned by early
September.

CBC-TV RATES
Set for Toronto, Montreal
RATES have been announced by
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. for
its first television stations at Toronto and Montreal, effective September 1,1952. Rates include station
production
technicaltime,facilities
for staff
rehearsa
and production of program, and re
hearsal of commercials to a limit
time.
Rates start with one hour
$1,600 at CBC-TV Toronto, and
$500
CBC-TV time
Montreal,
hours atrehearsal
included.with 4
Until a microwave relay system
is
operation expected
between early
Toronto
andinMontreal,
1953, CBC will provide kinescope
recordings without charge for sponsorstionsusingoriginating
a live show
on both
staat either
Toronto
or Montreal.
For canmicrowave
of Amerioriginating relay
programs
from
Buffalo to Toronto, which service
now is almost ready, CBC charges
start at $150 for one hour, $100 for
30 minutes and $75 for 15 minutes.
Rates at Toronto are $1,280 for
45 minutes, 3 hours rehearsal; $960
for half -hour, 3 hours rehearsal;
$800 for 20 minutes, 2 hours rehearsal; $640 for 15 minutes, 2
hours utesrehearsal;
for 10 minand $400 for$560
5 minutes,
with
one hour rehearsal in both cases.
Flashes are $240 for 20 seconds,
$120 forhearsal8time seconds,
with no for
regiven. Rehearsals
more than time given is at rate of
$50 for each half-hour or fraction
thereof.
At Montreal, same rehearsal
times apply and rates are $400 for
45 minutes, $300 for 30 minutes,
$250 for 20 minutes, $200 for 15
minutes, $175 for 10 minutes, $125
for 5 minutes, $75 for 20 seconds
and $37.50 for eight-second flashes.
Difference
in rates between
ronto and Montreal
are due To-to
number of TV receivers. In the
Toronto area there are about 50,000
sets Buffalo.
now in use,
tuninghasto less
WBENTV
Montreal
than
100 sets at present, but expects big
sales there this summer and fall.

'Milwaukee Newsreel'
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee's Milwaukee
Newsreel, sponsored by Milwaukee
Gas
has been
first Light
award Co.,
winner
amongdeclared
video
shows sponsored by a public utility
firm throughout the nation. Award
to the quarter-hour Wednesdayevening program was made at the
NCAA Meet Postponed
annual meeting of the Public Utility Adv. Assn. in Minneapolis.
NEWS conference was called for Program
content is handled by the
WTMJ-TV news staff, headed by
ThursdaylegiatebyAthletictheAssn.
National
Colearly last Jack Kreuger, news editor. Art
week, purportedly to explain the Olszyk supervises assignments and
writes the continuity.
television
1952 plan
for footballcommittee's
telecasts [B«T,
May editing, and
is byMilwaukee.
Cliff Sager Produc-is
12]. Conference was later post- Filming tions,
poned to an undetermined date, Bob Kelly and directorNarrator
is George
however, with director Asa S. Marr, both of WTMJ-TV. Ken
Bushnell attributing the move to Hegard, of the Cramer-Krasselt
"technical difficulties."
Agency is account executive.
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TV

PROGRAM

AT

ITS VERY

CONTROL
BEST

WITH

FEDERAL'S NNER
SCA
POLY-EFEX
FTL-93A

The varied transition techniques and special effects required for up-to-date program ing can be accomplished with the utmost operating ease by the FTL-93A. The
key to its many applications is its four channel video switcher for the two self-contained
slide sources plus any two external signal sources — film, network, studio, or remotes.
It permits montages, superimpositions, wipes, lap dissolves, 3 speed automatic or
manual fades of all four signals to be done skillfully and effectively at one convenient
operating position.
Call your Graybar distributor and have him explain how the Poly-Efex Scanner
can serve your programming facilities.
Federal Telecommunication Laboratories Jnc.
An. Associate of the International Telephone and Telegraph Corp.
500 Washington Ave., Nutley, N. J.
Canadian Distributor: Federal Electric Manufacturing Co. Ltd., Montreal, P. Q.
Export Distributor: International Standard Electric Corp., 67 Broad St., New York
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ATOMIC TELECAST
KTLA Covers Second Blast
ATOMIC test May 1 at Yucca
Flat, Nev., was covered exclusively
by KTLA (TV) Hollywood, the
station has reported. Blast was
picked up with a 40-inch lens
from atop Mt. Charleston, 9,000ft. peak
tion site. 40 miles from the detonaOperation was under supervision
of Klaus Landsberg, KTLA vice
president-general manager, who
employed specially calculated filters to reduce glare. In addition
to filters and special lens, KTLA
used 40-inch Zoomar and other
telescopic lenses, and a special
relay system which Mr. Landsberg
had set up for the April 22 atomic < Mr. Landsberg (I) and Lt. Thomas Young discuss last minute details
of atomic test coverage.
telecast [B»T, April 28].
SEG Pact Approved
AFL Screen Extras Guild members
have approved a new six-year collective bargaining contract covering TV films as well as movies.
Made with the Assn. of Motion
Picture Producers, the pact increases general extra rate from
$15.56 to $18.50 per day and dress
extra from $22.23 to $25 [B*T,
April 14]. Running to Jan. 2, 1958,
both SEG and producers have the
right to reopen the contract at the
beginning of 1954 and 1956 if the
cost-of-living index rises 5% or
more above Oct. 15, 1951. SEG
has the right to reopen the contract for negotiations on wage
rates only.

Every day an overage isofadded
125 tofamilies
the
WOW-TV AUDIENCE

OMAHA, NEBRASKA
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$1 MILLION SUIT
Film Companies Cited
SUIT for $1 million against Pathe
Industries,
Artists,hasEagleLion StudiosUnited
and others
been
filed in Los Angeles Federal Court.
The filing was made by Ellen
Levinson, assignee of Vinson Picwho charged
violationtures
of a Corp.,
distribution
agreement.
Involved
are
two
films,
"Sharmock Hill" and "An Old Fashioned
by Equity
Filmsa
inGirl,"
whichproduced
the Vinson
firm holds
half-interest. The films were released to television through Motion
Pictures for Television Inc., the
suit stated.
Simultaneously filed in Superior
Court was also a foreclosure suit
on
those
filmsEquity
based Films'
on twointerest
chattelin mortgages held by Vinson Pictures
Corp.
son. and assigned to Miss LevinSuit charges the films were
"wrongfully"
for TVInc.,to
Motion
Picturesreleased
for Television
before full theatrical distribution
had been made. As a result of the
allegedly premature release of the
films to TV, the charge was made
that the theatre value of the films
was lessened.
Among other requests, the suit
asks for an injunction to restrain
distribution of the two films to
television.
WJIM-TV MICROWAVE
AT&T to Take Over Relay
HAROLD F. GROSS, presidentowner,
announcedWJIM-TV
last weekLansing,
that on Mich.,
June
1microwave
the station's
privately-owned
relay facilities will be
taken over by the American Telephone & Telegraph Co.
Mr. Gross said this move was
part of a comprehensive new building program designed to serve the
central Michigan area better.
AT&T Long Lines Dept. is completing construction of microwave
links at Detroit, Milford, Dansville
and Lansing, it was further explained last week.

ATLANTA ASPIRANTS
Jaycees Pay WLTV(TV) Tab
POLITICAL telecasting was subject of a new twist last week when
WLTV Chamber
(TV) AtlantaCommerce
and the city's
Junior
combined forces on aofcommercial
basis
to present a series of four forumtype programs, Meet the Candidates, to thecandidates
area's TVwhoaudience.
Thirty-two
figured
in Fulton County primary elections
on May 14 were brought before the
TV camera on four successive evenings.
Unique feature of the series was
that time consumed by the telecasts was purchased at straight card
rates by the Junior Chamber of
Commerce. The programs, according to William T. Lane, WLTV general manager, attracted a first-rate
audience and proved to be profitable as well for the station. Funds
for the time purchased were conAtlantans.tributed by prominent civic minded

CHICAGO MOVIE HOUSES
Get Tax Aid for TV Inroads
MOVIE
Cook CountyHOUSES
will get in
tax Chicago's
relief for
damages suffered as a result of
television. This was reported last
week by Frank Keenan of the
Board of Tax Appeals, who said
100 of 400 county motion picture
theatres have closed since television became popular.
He said 110 other theatres have
applied structures.
for tax reductions
theatre
Relief will onbe
proportionate
to
damage,
and theatres operating only the main
floor
of a building may get a 20% lower
valuation on the structure, he said.
KNXT (TV) POSTS
Linger Heads Sales Dept.
DEAN LINGER, for past 16
months advertising and sales promotion manager at ABC Central
Division, Chicago, has been apmanager
of the pointed
enlarged
sales promotion
and
p a r publicity
t m e n t de-afe
Hol1KNXT
y w o o(TV)
d , CBS
owned -and -operfective today
ated station,
ef(Monday).
Simultaneously,
Mr. Linger
it was revealed by
Wilbur Edwards, general manager,
that Wayne
promotion
ager at KSL Kearl,
Salt Lake
City, manjoins
KNXT (TV) as assistant sales
promotion manager in charge of
trade promotion. Ethel Gilchrist,
KNXT promotion copywriter for
the past year,
been elevated
assistant
sales has
promotion
managerto
in charge of audience promotion.
In his new capacity, Mr. Linger
will direct a seven man department
which will include publicity as well
as sales, audience and trade promotion.cagoMr.press
Linger
joined ABC's
Chidepartment
following
World War II, and became assistantworkpromotion
director
for the 1949
netin that city.
In February
he joined WXYZ Detroit as sales
promotion manager, but returned
to ABC a year later to assume the
post he recently resigned.
Mr. Kearl during past seven
years has been associated with
both KSL and KSL-TV in various
capacities. Miss Gilchrist came to
KNXT from NBC-TV where she
organized the first audience promotion campaign for its affiliated stations as a sales and consumer promotion writer.
ANIMATED AND
LIVE ACTION
TV FILM SPOTS
20-Second and 1 Minuta

WBKB(TV) DRIVE
Hits $250,000 Palsy Goal
WBKB (TV) Chicago passed its
$250,000 cerebral palsy telethon
goal May 10-11,
hoursalsoof
telecasting,
the after
last 132IV2hours
broadcast by WCFL, the Chicago
Federation of Labor station.
M.C. columnist
Irv Kupcinet,andChicago
SunTimes
local radio
and video personality, appeared
with a varied panel of celebrities
to answer telephone calls for cash
donations, backed by more than 400
volunteer telephone operators working with 66 telephone lines.
The telethon took place in the
Garrick Theatre, large audience
studio used by the station and recently converted from a motion picture house by Balaban and Katz.
Broadcast stars on hand included
Burr Tillstrom and Fran Allison of
Kukla, Fran and Ollie; Marty
Hogan, Johnny Desmond and Don
ELESCRIPTIONS
McNeill of Breakfast Club. Art
BLDC.
Harre, WCFL general manager, 3 WASH., 823D. VICTOR
C.
also appeared as a guest telephoneanswerer.
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WBZ-TV

25,000

program

viewers

sponsor's

brings

into

salesrooms

Can we do for others what we
did for the Pontiac Dealers? Maybe
even more . . because WBZ-TV's
influence keeps getting stronger
every day. For availabilities, check
with WBZ-TV or NBC Spot Sales.

WBZ-TV
CHANNEL
4
BOSTON, MASS.
Represented Nationally by NBC Spot Sales
WESTI NGHOUSE
RADIO
STATIONS
Inc
KDKA
• KYW
• WOWO
• KEX
• WBZ
• WBZA
• WBZ-TV
Sales Representatives for the Radio Stations, Free & Peters
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Production . . .
Hoffberg Productions Inc., N. Y.,
has signed agreement with Video
Interfilm Corp. of Berlin, Germany,
to produce series of 13 half-hour
ballet and operetta films plus 26
15-minute symphonic and ballet
films in Western Germany. Each
feature will carry an English commentary. The Bavarian Symphony
& Opera Co. and Bavarian State
Ballet will be featured.
Adolphe Wenland Productions, a
newly-formed subsidiary of Adolphe
Wenland & Assoc. (Hollywood radio-TV give-aways), has completed
its first half -hour film in TV series
tentatively titled Around the World
For a Song. The films, produced
at Cinematografica Cuanhtemoc,
Mexico City, star Andre Toffel,
French actor-singer, and feature
European musical talent. Henri
Lube is producer, Hal Smith, director, and Fabian Andre, musical director-composer. Burt Wenland
represents his father on series.
Revue Productions, Hollywood subsidiary of MCA (talent agency),
planning on 26 more half-hour TV
films in The Adventures of Kit
Carson series starring Bill Williams. Shooting is scheduled for
July with Sloan Nibley, Western
motion picture producer-writer, in
the supervisory capacity.
A new TV series, featuring motion picture personalities, will be
filmed by company with Jennings
Lang, of MCA, heading this project.
Production has started on five new
half-hour films by Screen Gems Inc.,
Hollywood,
duPont's
Cavalcade offor
America
series.NBC-TV
Scheduled are Thomas Jefferson by Brown
Holmes for May 16 shooting; Samuel Morse by Richard Blake for May
23; Nathaniel Hawthorne by David
Dortort for June 6 ; Jefferson Davis
by Warner Law for June 20, and
John Honeymoon by Mr. Dortort
for June 27. Jules Bricken, asdirector.sisted by Eddie Saeta, is producerINDUSTRIAL FILMS
| TV SPOTS ...
PROGRAMS

^25 Madison Ave
N.Y. 22, N.Y. • PLaxa 9-3600
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of May 30 and June 6 is Will
films
in English and Spanish simul- films
taneously.
Ham Asher, TV film director, r»j
placing Marc Daniels who has r.J
Stage Society, Hollywood, formerly cently resigned to develop TV fibi]
The Arthur Kennedy Little Theatre properties of *his *own. *
Group, will develop talent to be
film report
utilized by National Repertory Wally Fox has been set to direct
Theatre Inc., recently formed for the first cycle Of 13 pictures of th;
Ramer of the Jungle series fo:
production of TV films being fi- Arrow
Productions, starring Joi
nanced and distributed by Inter- Hall. Production
starts May 26th
state Television Corp.
New series of 13 15-minute films
for television featuring sewing expert Lucille Rivers will be produced Bing Crosby Enterprises, Culver
beginning in early June by George City, has signed Bobby Driscoll, DTN NAMES TWO
F. Foley Inc., New York. Offered film actor, for the starring role in
Jacobs, Clark Join Sale:,
for early fall release, the series will The Best Years, second half-hour
be syndicated for sale to stations. film in writer Louis Bromfield's HERBERT H. JACOBS has beer
TV series.
appointed sales manager for th< I
The TV
firm'sfilm
Corney
Johnson,
TV Network's
Al Buffington, Hollywood TV pro- hour
series,
will halfstar DuMont
and Wilmer
S. Clark Film
has Dept.
beer jI
gram packager-producer, is start- Richard Rober, stage-film actor, named California representative
ing riesa 13at General
quarter-hour
TV Studios,
film se- with Bernard Gyrard and Richard for the department, Manager
Service
Donald
A. Stewart announced
titled Moments of Inspiration. Dorso co-producing.
last
Monday.
Narrating the films, dealing with
Mr.
Jacobs
resigned as vice presiinspiration as related to impor- Penant Productions Inc., HollydentTelevision
and generalto join
manager of Sutwood, signs Talent Assoc. (casting
tant people of history, is Roy Mayton
He
pole, m.c. - producer - announcer, agency) headed by Fred Messenger previously had filledDuMont.
comparable
KTTV (TV) Hollywood.
and Jack Murtin, to cast 13 half- posts with Abbey Television
and
hour Date With Destiny TV film Atlas Television. He also was genseries.
Don McNamara, executive viceeral manager for several motion
president, Dudley Television Corp.,
picture theatre chains during the
Beverly Hills, and Frank Ryhlick, Soles . . .
previous 15 years, and has directed
radio-TV director Ross, Gardner &
advertising and public relations
Stegmaier Brewing Co., Wilkes- for hotel and retail store chains.
White Adv., Los Angeles, are pack- Barre,
has started Televideo
Mr. Clark has been associated
agers-producers ofa new quarter- Theatre,Pa.,series
filmed by Screen with broadcasting since 1934, when
hour KHJ-TV Hollywood program, Televideo Productions,
Beverly he joined the sales staff of WOOD
Hollywood Feature Story. The
show, spotlighting film clips from Hills, and originally titled Electric Grand Rapid. He subsequently was
current first run motion pictures, Theatre, on WGAL-TV Lancaster, with Howard H. Wilson Co., staand WNBF-TV Binghamton,
is sponsored by Columbia Utilities Pa.,
tion representative
Inc., Los Angeles (Hotpoint kitchen N. Y. The contract is for 13 weeks
manager,firm,andas eastwith
through McManus, John & Adams, WHDHern office
Boston
as sales director.
appliances) .
New York.
Most recently, he has been sales
manager of WJEF Grand Rapids.
Travelogue library of Burton
Holmes, recently acquired by Sol Screen Gems Inc., N. Y., last week
Lesser, is to be edited into 26 halfhour TV film series and released announced the sale of its TV Disc
Jockey Toons to Radio Tupi UTP INCREASES SALES
under title It's a Small World.
(PREF-3
Sao Latin
Paulo, American
Brazil —
Four More Reported
said
to be TV)
the first
Elaine Starr, of Elaine Starr Pro- television station to air the pack- SALES in four more markets have
ductions, N. Y., has signed with
age. RCA's
International
Leslie Raush, producer, for pro- acquired
exclusive
rights Div.
to has
TV been reported
vision Programs,byNewUnited
York Telefilm
duction of new drama-documentary Toons series for Sao Paulo, and distributor
with ABC's
WJZ-TV
series of TV films titled Hand and telecasts of the feature will begin New York listed
as
having
conSeal. Presented under name Raush- shortly,
tracted for Hollywood Off Beat,
Screen Gems spokesman
Starr Production, the first drama said.
series in which actor Melvyn Dougof series will be called Let It Be
las plays a private detective. Same
Done. Filming* will
May 26. Availabilities . . .
* begin
*
program was also sold to WTTV
(TV)
MCA TV announces start of a new Hygo Television Films Inc., N. Y.,
OtherBloomington,
contracts Ind.
recently comseries, Secret Agent, being filmed in has acquired 100 features and 85
by UTP to sales
short films for television which are
Hollywood by Revue Productions.
tivespletedaccording
Aaron representaBeckwith,
available for immediate use, the sales director, were for Double Play
firm
announced
last
week.
With
Durocher
and
Day,
which
was
Van Praag Productions, New York,
film producer and distributor has
purchased
by
the
Aluminum
Window and Awning Co. through Allannounced formation of a new for- Film People . . .
mayer-Fox
Kansas City.agency for WDAF-TV
eign language film production unit,
specializing in film commercials, Edward Sedgwick, motion picture
Movie Quick Quiz, 15-minute quiz
notably in Spanish. William Van producer-writer-director, has been package
prepared
programs
by Desilu Productions, weekly, was
Praag,thefirm's
producer,by signed
placed foron five
WDTV
(TV)
said
move executive
was prompted
Hollywood, as production supervi- Pittsburgh, starting
June
Braun
sor on CBS-TV / Love Lucy series Baking Co. will sponsor. 19.
"rapid
expansion
of
TV
outlets
in
Ketchum,
the Latin American area, particu- for Philip Morris & Co. Directing McLeod & Grove is agency.
in Mexico
and Cuba." He
noted larlythat
10 Spanish-language
television stations already are in
operation and nine under construcRANGERTONE UNIVERSITY OF SYNC-SOUND
tion or broadcasting test patterns,
in addition to 24 TV construction
BEST FOR'TV FILMS
NORTH
permits issued in Mexico. The new
RANGERTONE
CAROLINA
Van Praag division will dub sound
73 WINTHROP ST
tracks and titles on existing film
NEWARK 4, N. J.
commercials and distribute new
BROADCASTING
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FILMS

TV TOPSwith. well
. . known
Hollywood
features
stars
are now available, CAGED
FURY, FEAR IN THE NIGHT,
SHAGGY, TAKE IT BIG, SWAMP
FIRE, TORNADO, WRECKING
CREW,WOMAN.
WILDCATOther, FOLLOW
THAT
available
features are MAN IN BLACK,
Specialty
Television
Films,
Inc.
ROOM
TO
LET,
WHAT
THE
BUT1501 BROADWAY
LER SAW, CONGORILLA,
NEW
YORK CITY
BORNEO,
BABOONA,
I
MARLOngacre
RIED ADVENTURE.
JULES
B. WEILL,4-5592
PRES.

AXD

FEATURES

Screen
Gems, Inc.
729
NEW SEVENTH
YORK 19, AVENUE
N. Y.
CIRCLE 5-5044
WriteFor• Audition
Wire • Telephone
Prints

... ■ --vs '
WORLD'S GREATEST MUSIC: A
series of 13 symphonic films
with a fidelity of sound track
that is amazingly realistic. Features the best-known composii
tions of TSCHAIKOWSKY •
BEETHOVEN
• SCHUBERT •
Screen Gem ,AVENUE
Inc.
WAGNER • MENDELSSOHN •
729
SEVENTH
• GRIEG. See and hear these
NEW CIRCLE
YORK 5-5044
19, N.
masterpieces
mic beauty.filmed
Pricedwithtorhythsuit
WriteFor• Audition
Wire • Telephone
Prints
every TV station's film budget.

Telecast Films, Inc.
112 W. 48th Street
New York 36, New York
JUdson 6-5480

Strange and little known actualities gathered from all corners
of the world. It's a show for
the entire family. Your audience will anticipate each program. Be sure to send for our
brochure for your program department.

Explorers Pictures Corp.
1501
NEW BROADWAY
YORK CITY
LOngacre
JULES
B. WEILL,4-5592
PRES.

British Information Services,
30 Rockefeller Plaza
NewLesterYorkSchoenfeld,
20, N. Y.
Distrib. Mgr.

TV DISC JOCKEY TOONS: Now
it is possible for television ttations to make use of radio's
most ordprofitable
the recshow! TV format:
DISC JOCKEY
TOONS are films that can be
used with top current records
of RCA VICTOR • DECCA •
COLUMBIA • CAPITOL • MERCURY. A perfect library servwhere!ice for TV broadcasters every-

THE BIG GAME
HUNT .. .. ..
IN ACTION
VIDEODEX REPORTS
LOS ANGELES . . .
Top
Film Show
For Wednesdays
#2 of Ten Top TV Shows
DETROIT . .
In Ten 21.8
Top Rating.
TV Shows
Solid
BookIn Your
it forMarket
Big Results

"OUT OF TRUE"
An earnest and factual 40 minute account
of aandwomen's
mental
breakdown
subsequent
recovery in a hospital where
modern analysis and sympathetic treatment lay bare the
cause of her troubles. This
documentary
is aignorance
slashing andindictment against
fear of mental institutions,
hailed by critics as greater than
SNAKE PIT in its honest treatment of a great social problem.
Contacttion andusrates
for inbooking
informayour area.

For mere information please write direct to the distributors.
ROADCASTING

• Telecasting
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tion on 1220 frequency
kc with 1 kwto D1330
AMENDEE
todelete
change
contingency upon
WEDRkc andrelinquishing 12 0 kc.
Application
Gulf Beaches
Bcstg.Amended
Co., St. PetersFla. —onRequest
CP1 kwfor
AMburg Beach,
station
1310 kcandfor
with
DnewAMENDED
re: officers
directors.
License for CP
WCLC Flint, Mich.— Requests license
for CPtion andwhich
authorized
new AMas staspecify
studio
location
305
Metropolitan
Bldg.,
Flint.
WLEU-FM
Erie,
Pa.—
Requests
cense for CP which authorized
new FMlistation.
WHRM (FM)for CPMadison,
Wis.— Rewhich educational
authorized
changes questsin license
non-commercial
FM Extension
station. of Completion Date
WNJR-FM Newark, N.ofJ.—completion
Requests
mod.
date ofCP newfor FMextension
station. ,
To Change
KMMJ Grand
Island, Name
Neb.— Requests
mod. license
to change
name of corporate
licensee
Town & Farm Co.from KMMJ Inc. to
License Renewal
Following stations request renewal of
license:
KCONArk.,Conway,
Ark.; Biloxi,
KXRJ Miss.
Russellville,
and WVMI
May 13 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED
FOR kcFILING
AM— 1230
WSOOquestsSault
Ste.
Marie, Mich.—power
Remod. license
from 100 w-N
to 250fortow-N.increase
License
CP
KGMS forSacramento,
Calif.— Requests
license
AM
station. CP which authorized new
WTJHcense forEast
Point,
Ga.—
Requestspowerliwhich inauthorized
increase andCP change
studio location.
CP for CP
KWPM-FM West Plains, Mo.
Locations Determined
Estherville
Bcstg.CPCorp.,
Estherville,
Iowa—
new AM
station
onto show
1340Request
kctrans,
with for
100 wstudio
unl.
AMENDED
and
locations
as
0.6 itsmi.alongNorthwest
from West
State Highway
9. city limExtension of Completion Date
WJAT-FM Swainsboro, Ga.— Requests
mod. CP, which authorized new FM

FINAL
TELEVISION
ALLOCATIONS
REPORT
EXTRA

COPIES

AVAILABLE
NOW
AT $3.00
EACH
This is the complete report— 196 printed pages —
just as the FCC released
it, Monday, April 14, 1952.
This volume shows the
complete city-by-city
breakdowns for all 2,053
proposed stations in 1,291
communities. There are
sections on antenna
heights, educational reservations, power, procedures, Hennock's and
Jones' opinions, zoning
and mileage separation.
You'll want library copies, home copies, tear
copies and working copies. Please use the coupon
below and order today.
Limited Supply.
Broadcasting • Telecasting
870 NATIONAL PRESS BLDG.
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Please send
copies of
the Final Television Allocations
Report at $3.00 each.
□ M/O, check □ pleas* bill
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fCC actions

MAY 9 THROUGH MAY 15
CP-construction permit ant.-antenna cond.-conditional
DA-directional antenna D-day LS-local sunset
ERP-effective radiated power N-night mod.-modification
STL-studio-transmitter link aur.-aural trans. -transmitter
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual unl.-unlimited hours
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
SSA-special service authorization
Grants authorizing new stations and transfers, accompanied by a
roundup of new station and transfer applications, begin on page 91.
tion for dismissal as moot of its apMay 12 Decisions . . .
plication.
BY FCC BROADCAST BUREAU
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond
Granted License
Gulf burgBeaches
Bcstg.petition
Co., St.forPeters, Fla. —itsGranted
leave
KALEcenseRichland,
Wash.—
Granted
lito
application
by substitutment.amend
covering
change
in
facilities,
ining
revised
page
in
engineering
states
t
a
l
a
t
i
o
n
o
f
DA-N,
changes
in
ant.
and
redescribe
trans, and studio locations;
Gulf burgBeaches
Bcstg.petition
Co., St.forPeterscond.
Granted
leave
TV— Ch. 8
toamended,
amend, Fla. —its
application
as heretofore
so
as
to
substitute
inrevised
engiWHEN
Syracuse,
N.
Y
—
Granted
mod.
neering
statement
and
exhibits
CP
to
change
Vis.
to
1.2
kw,
aural
to
engineeringanddata;exception
further onordered
that
0.6 kw, ant. to 930 ft. and change trans, obiection
behalf
location.
WEBK
Tampa,
Fla.,
be,of and
each andofof
them
is
hereby
noted
record,
Extend Completion Date
within
from this
KGEZ CP for
Kalispell,
— Granted time
order
may bewhich
taken,appeal
notwithstanding
mod.
extensionMont.of completion
date hereinabove
date to 8-15-52; cond.
release
date— May stated,
8, 1952.is and shall be
WIUC
Urbana,of111.—
Granted mod.
for
extension
completion
date CPto May 12 Applications . . .
11-15-52.
ACCEPTED
FOR kcFILING
WBAL-TV
Baltimore,
Md.— Granted
AM— 1010
mod.
CP to extend
completion
date to
7-20-52.
WAPF McComb, from
Miss.— Requests CP
Following
granted mod.
for
extension were
of completion
datesCPsas to increase power
AM— 1300 kc250 w to 1 kw.
indicated:
Tampa, Fla.—from
Request1590 forkc CPto
WDMJKLXMarquette,
Mich.,
to WEBK
change
cond.;
Oakland,
Calif., toMich.,
to 7-1-52,
11-13- 1300
52,
cond.;cond.;
WKBZ
Muskegon,
kc from
withfrequency
1 kw D toAMENDED
to
11-15-52
WJAT-FM
Swainsboro,to change
non-DAAM — 1330 kc DA.
Ga., to 8-6-52.
To Change Antenna
Voice of Birmingham, Birmingham,
Baltimore, Md.— Granted Ala.—
Request for CP for new AM staCPWMAR-TV
591
ft.to change type of ant.; ant. height
Granted License
APRIL BOX SCORE
KEPOcense ElcoveringPaso,
Tex.—in Granted
increase
power andliFM
changes in DA, cond.: 690 kc, 10 kw- follows
STATUS
of
broadcast
station authorizations at the FCC on 10894April 30
:
unl.,
DA-2.
90 632 108
KFXDcense covering
Nampa,increase
Idaho—inGranted
power andliAM
S79
Total authorized
646 TV
change to DA-N; cond.: 580 kc, 5 kwTotal
on
the
air
Licensed
(all
on
air)
2,415
133
unl., DA-N. Granted CP
Construction
permitspending
67 536
Lansing, inMich.—
Grantedcond.
CP
Total
applications
2,347
2,325
976
to WJIM
make changes
ant. system;
Total
applications
in
hearing
217
89 644
Requests
for
new
stations
pending
KROW
Oakland,
Calif.—
Granted
CP
324
tonew change
trans,
location
and
install
Requests
for
new
stations
in
hearing
104
ant. system.
Requests
to change
facilities
1304 531400
Deletion
licensed existing
stations
01
1214-hour Broadcast Day
Deletion ofof construction
permitsin April
190
KHIT thorLampasas,
Tex.
—
Granted
au209
ity tolocal
operatetimebetween
7 a.m.ofand90
7:30
p.m.
for
period
days. ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Comr. George E. Sterling
SERVICE DIRECTORY
WHIL Medford, Mass.— Granted petiSell KTRC for $65,000
SALE of KTRC Santa Fe, N. M.,
to J. Gibbs Spring of Albuquerque
for $65,000 was announced last
week. FCC approval is necessary.
Mr. Spring was formerly partowner of WASK Lafayette, Ind.
250 owners
w ABC-LBS
onSelling
1400 the
kc are
H. W. station
Wimberly and A. M. Cadwell. They retain the ownership of KOAT Albuquerque and KRSN Los Alamos,
both 250 w stations, on 1240 kc and
1490 kc respectively. KTRC sale
was handled by Blackburn-Hamilton Co.

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
STerling 3626

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
Engineer on duty all night every night
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.

• TOWERS •
DAV
AM • FM • TV •
Comp/ofe Installations
TOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
6100 N. E. Columbia tlvd.
11, Oregon
BROADCASTING

DV, NEW YOW
• Telecasting

CONSULTING

RADIO

&

TELEVISION

ENGINEERS

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Office*
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave.. N. W.
D. C. ADams 2414
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE*

—Established 19*6—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J. MO. 3-MM
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE*

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

There is no substitute for experience
GILLETT & BERGQUIST
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG. NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C
Member AFCCE*

MclNTOSH & INGLIS
1216 WYATT BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Metropolitan 4477
Member AFCCE*

RUSSELL P. MAY
1422 F St., N. W. Kellogg Bldg.
Washington, D. C. REpublic 3984
Member AFCCE*

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas Seattle, Wash.
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. 4742 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE*

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261
Member AFCCE*

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic .
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GEORGE C. DAVIS
501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE'

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

JOHN CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
AR 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.
Republic 7,6646D. C.
Washington

LYNNE C. SMEBY
"Registered Professional Engineer"
1311 G St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Consulting Radio Engin
■ydio-TelevisionProfessional
Electronic*
-Communications
1833
M
St.
N.
Wash. 6. SS51
D. C.
Executive 1230W..— Executive
(Nights-holidays, Lockwood 5-1*19)
Member AFCCE*

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TVFCC BROADCAST
ALLOCATION,
& FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Riverside,
Road — Riverside
III. 7-2153
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting
Radio
3738 Kanawha St.,
N.W., Engineer
Wash., D. C.
Phone ORdway 8071
Box 2468PhoneBirmingham,
6-2924 Ala.

ROBERT L HAMMETT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
230 BANKERS INVESTMENT BLDG.
SAN FRANCISCO 2, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER
815 E. 83rd St. Hiland 7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

GRANT R. WRATHALL
Aptos, California
arranged
for City
San Appointments
Francuco
Salt LakePhoenix
Lot
Angelet Seattle
Portland
Box 260 APTOS— 3352
Member AFCCE*

RAYMOND M. WILMOTTE
1469 Church Street, N. W. DEcatur 1231
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

Vandivere,
Cohen & Wearn
Consulting Electronic Engineers
612 Evans Bldg. NA. 2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
TENDERED
FOR kc FILING
AM— 980
License Renewal
KSGM
Genevieve,
Mo.— Requests
Following stations request renewal of tokw-Dincrease
w-D toCPto1
icense:
and topower
changefromfrom500 DA-DN
WEBJ
Brewton,
Ala.;
KLIC
Monroe,
DA-N.
La.;
WJPDMiss.;
Ishpeming, Albany,
Mich.; WRBC
APPLICATION DISMISSED
Tackson,
Ore.;
iVKOK KMUW
Sunbury,(FM)KWIL
Pa.;Wichita,
WDXI Kan.,
Jackson,
Chapman Radio & Television Co.,
renn.;
and
KOTV (TV) Tulsa.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
BERNARD ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
5010 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif. NOrmandy 2-6715

HARRY R. LUBCKE
CONSULTING TELEVISION ENGINEER
Television Engineering Since 1929
2443 CRESTON WAY HO 9-3266
HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA
kcrelinquishing
with 1 kw-D1220(contingent
WEDR
kc). Guthrie,of Okla.
Guthrie Best.
Corp.,
DISMISSED
application
for CP new AM—
station
on 1550 kc with FORFEITED
1 kw-D.
AUTHORIZATION
WWSC
Glens
Falls,
N.
Y.change
— FORFEITED CP which authorized
inpower
freincrease quencyfromfrom 1450
250 wkc toto1 1410
kw andkc, DA-N,
etc.

Member AFCCE'
APPLICATION RETURNED
KLX Oakland, Calif. — RETURNED
application
iliary trans. for CP to install new auxKWPM TURNED
West
Plains,
REapplication
for CPMo.to —change
frequencycrease power
fromfrom1450 250kc wto 11330kw-D,kc, in500
w-N, (and
install DA-N.
Continued
on page 91 )
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted 204 per word— $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 254 per word— $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 304 per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting • Telecasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
applicants:
If transcriptions
bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing. All transcriptions, photos, etc sent
to box numbers
sent ator orowner's
sibility for their arecustody
return. risk. Broadcasting • Tilbcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responHelp Wanted
Salesmen
Wanted
immediately.
Engineer
sales
broadcasting
MustSomeforbe
under in30 and
possess salesfield.
ability.
travellent
— Chicago
and
vicinity.
Excelopportunity
with BROADCASTING
well established
company.
Box 40P,
. TELECASTING.
SalesmanAM-TV
— Progressive
upstate
New
York
station offers
excellent
life-time
to aggressive
young tisingmansalesopportunity
with
good
creative
adverbackground
inStateradio,fullnewspaper otricagency
field.salary
paru
l
a
r
s
a
n
d
starting
Box
166P, BROADCASTING required.
. TELECASTING.
Time salesman.
SomeState
experience
necesSalary basis.
etc., Box
insary.first
Dept.qualifications,
WSAZ,
Inc.,
2115,letter.
Huntington,
W.P., Va.
Announcers
Experiencedenty-fiveannouncer-engineer.
start. Upper midwest. SevBox
26P,
ING. BROADCASTING . TELECASTAnnouncer-engineer
class
ticket.
pay with
$75 independent.
forfirstexperiencedStarting
man.BROADCASTING
Pennsylvania
Box
66P,
.
TELECASTTNG.
Combination
announcer
wanted
by Florida
major- engineer
network
regional phasifulltime
station.but Special
ems
o
n
announcing
must hold
first
class
license.
All
applications
confidential. Box 76P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING
Combination
with.
first
classBoxlicense for centralmanMichigan
station.
104P,
BROADCASTING
ING^. TELECASTNews editor,
gather and
and announcing.
write local
news.
Newscasting
Fulltime
independent
eastern
Penna.
Prefer
married
man,
draft
exempt,
must
have 2 years experience.
Box
164P,
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING^
Combination
WillingNortheastern
to work.
First
phone man.
requisite.
Pennsylvania
independent.
Excellent
library.
Handle
all
types
programs.
Emphasis
on upon
announcing.
Remunera-intion depends
ability.
creases.
Opportunity
topositions.
sellRegular
and Car
advance
to
executive
necessary. perienIfce, thisyou
want chance.
all-roundRush
exis
your
details,BROADCASTING
background, information.
Box
169P,
.
TELECASTING^
Disc
jockey, three
years experience,
married,
good KW
matured
voice indethat
can sell with
onpendentair.
fulltime
eastern
Penna.
Successful
operation,
good
staff,
wonderful
town.
Box
165P,
BROADCASTING . TELECA
ST
ING.
Combo
first
phone-announcer
wanted,
some
experience
preferred
but
will
train
beginner.
Pleasant
surroundings,
congenial
staff.
Upper
midwest.
Box
172P,
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING^
Combination
needed immediatelyannouncer/engineer
for permanent
in Carolinas.
Give
full number.
details position
including
salary
and
phone
Box
178P, BROADCASTING
I
NG.. TELECASTWanted:
Announcer-engineer,
heavy on
announcing
engineering. Shouldandhavemust
car.know$85.00
week.
Need commercial
manager
also.
Louisiana. BoCAST
x 190P, BROADCASTING
•
TELE
ING.
Combination
manwith
wanted.
Very ticket.
strong
on
announcing
1st
phone
Florida
withman.
congenial
Top wagelocation
to right
Box staff.
193P,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Minnesota
station
wants
able to handle traffic work. announcer
Must be
good typist. Good • salary.
Box 198P,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer-engineer,
accent announc$70.00 start.
KDKD,ing, Clinton,
Mo. Contact Manager,
Wanted: Staff announcer who can also
do good newscast.
Please
sendrequireall information,Great
including
salary
ments to KFBB,
Falls, Montana.
Announcers with first class licenses.
Experience
desirable more
but ability
and
other qualifications
important.
Send audition
tape,todetails
andWailuku,
references
by
air
mail
KMVI,
Maui, Hawaii.
Immediately — Combination first ticket,
good tras,
voice,
$285 station.
per month start,
exprogressive
of trout
fishing and
elk hunting Heart
wonderland.
Air mail
disc,
photo.
KPRK,
Livingston, Montana.
Combo man
for 250to watt
good
voice.
Chances
learnstation,
unlimited.
history,
audition
toSendKSYC,qualifications,
Yreka, California.
Experienced
announcer
- continuity
writer,
strong onSend
newsrepresentative
commercials
and15
DJ
shows.
minute
commercial
newscast
and
15
minute
commercial
DJ
tape,
photo,
reference
names
andNBCexperience
record.
KTFI,
5000
watt
affiliate,
Twin
Falls, Idaho.
Announcer,
phone,for clean,
moral,
not
smoke, orfirstdisc,
drink,
independent
regional,
photo,
H. E. Smith,sendWAVL,
Apollo, resume
Penna. to
Hurry — No ticket. Steady announcer,
good voice.
of hunting-fishing
country.
GoodHeart
housing.
AirMontana.
mail disc,
photo,
KPRK,
Livingston,
Announcer, thoroughly experienced,
especially
shows,
control fees
board.newscasting,
Good
salaryquizpluspersonality.
unlimited
talent
for saleable
Write
all
details
to
WIRC,
Box
484,
Hickory, N. C.
Combination
announcer-engineer
for
network
station
in pleasant
central
Kentucky
city. 1stMust
top quality
voice and hold
classhave
license.
Better
than averageperienced,
salary
forman.
thoroughly
exenergetic
Immediate
opening.
Send
complete
information
and
tape
or
disc
if
possible.
Manager,
WLEX, Lexington, Kentucky.
Immediategineer.opening
for announcer-enMust beon neat,
honestSalary
and
sober.
Emphasis
announcing.
ranges
from
$70.00
to
$80.00youfor are.
42 hours,
depending
on
how
good
Call
orton,wireN. C.Radio Station WMNC, MorganStaff announcer
wanted.
Prefer
man
with
independent
station
experience.
Please
send
photo
and
tape
or
disc.
WPIC, Sharon, Pa.
Outstanding
regional
independent
needs
outstanding
combination
man. Small
New
modern
air ofconditioned
quarters.
clean
city
8,000.
Send
photo,
tape,
background
and
salary
expected.
Bryan
Davidson,
General Manager, WRAY,
Princeton, Indiana.
Wanted:
Announcer
firstforclass40
phone ticket.
Will paywith$75.00
hours.ply in person
Announcing
must be Disc.
good. Apif
possible.
Joe
Phillips, WSSO, Starkville, Mississippi.
New MBS affiliate in Little Falls, N. Y.
starting
June has engineers.
opening forSendcombo
men,
announcers,
full
particulars
andRobert
salaryEarle,
requirements
first
letter
to
Box 455,
R. D. 1, Utica, N. Y.
Technical
First classquired.engineer.
No experience
reVirginia network
Box
ING. BROADCASTING
238K,
. station.
TELECAST-

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Opening
transmitter
operator with Perfirst
class license.
manent.
Texas.No Boxannouncing.
HIP, BROADCASTING •TELECASTING.
Wanted, noauncer forcombination
engineer-ana 250salary
watt 70southern
tion. Starting
dollars staper
week.ING • TELECASTING.
Write Box 131P, BROADCASTChief engineer.
area. ComPermanent. ExcellentPittsburgh
opportunity.
pletetransmitter.
W. E. installation.
506-B-2 All
10kw
FM
25-B
console.
monitoring
equipment.
Also model
REL receivers.
Box 146P,
BROAD-708
CASTING .TELECASTING.
Anyone
who regards
work
can certainly
have fun
at thisaHepleasure,
Montana
250-watt
network
outlet.
should
have
first
class
ticket,
some
announcing
and
copywriting
experience,
or
ability;
acar.
desireBoxto 176P,
go hunting
and fishing; a•
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
First phone combination man, small
Florida,
SalaryBROADCASTING
adequate, fishing good.station.
Box 182P,
. TELECASTING.
First class engineer, key position.
$75.00,
forty-four
hour BROADCASTweek. State
availability.
Box 192P,
ING . TELECASTING.
Southern gineer.regional
1st class enand FMneedsoperation.
plgineering
ication AMfor television.
Excellentto Apenfacilities. Convenient
bus
lines. Write,
giving
full details
of203P,
experience
with
references.
Box
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Combo mannouncing,1stnearbyphone
emphasis
anDetroit,
progressive
increases, overtime,
high earnings,
ideal
conditions,
car
necessary.
Rush
auditape, background
Radio tion2355-Guardian
Bldg.,information.
Detroit.
Will
have opening
first classCollege
announcerengineer,
250
fulltime.
city,
10,000.
excellent
conditions.
Start $65.Permanent,
KAYS, Hays,
Kansas.
Immediategineer.opening
1st phone enGoodconsidered.
pay. for
Inexperienced
applicants
250 watt
station.
Send
background
and toABC
reference
information with first letter
KBIX,
Muskogee, Oklahoma.
Operator, first class license, bachelor
apartment
free.SiouxStation
TV applicant. KCOM,
City, isIowa.
Engineer
with
first
phone
license.
Willing to learn announcing. No experiansas. ence necessary, KENA, Mena, ArkA small station in Hawaii is still looking for the
engineer.right
Experiencemanrequired.
as for
chiefa chief
essential.
Announcing
ability
Send de-to
tails,
audition
tape
and
references
m
a
i
l
.
KMVI, Wailuku, Maui, Hawaii by air
Good
experienced
announcertape,withrecord
first
classexperience,
ticket.
Sendbusiness
audition
ofreferences
and
character
KWFC, Hot Springs, National Park,to Arkansas.
Transmitter engineer wanted. First
phone
ticket.
Experience
necesJohnstown,
sary.
WritePa.
Chief
Engineer,not WCRO,
Operator,
first
phone.
No
experience.
1885.
Light
days, 44 hours.
$217. duties.
WFMW, 6Madisonville,
Ky., Start
PH.
Wanted
—
First
class
engineer,
$200
month. Contact Chief Engineer, WHAL,
Shelbyville, Tenn.
Want
engineer.
Evening
shift. first
ContactclassWIEL,
Elizabethtown,
Kentucky.
Immediately;
experienced
combination
man. Aircel enwork
important.Contact
SalaryManexnd recording.
ager, WITZ,t. SeJasper,
Indiana.

Help opening
Wantedfor (Cont'd)
Immediate
first class tickei
holder. Will accept beginner. Wil
pay higherpandingwage
for
combo
man. marExNew England
ket. 250 watt,southern
daytime.
Independent
WLAD, Danbury, Connecticut.
Wanted,ence first
classRadio
engineer,
experirequired.
Stationno WLPM,
Suffolk, Virginia.
Vacation Start
reliefimmediately.
engineer: First
class
license.
full
details and references
firstSendletter.
BrucetionH.WOWO,Ratts,
Chief
Engineer,
StaFort Wayne, Indiana.
Engineer
first class license.
ing
to learnwithannouncing.
WREL, Will
Lex
ington, Virginia.
Immediate
opening
for
first
phone
cense.
No experience
needed.
Car reli
quired.
Engineer,
dio StationContact
WTNS, Chief
Coshocton,
Ohio. Ra
Engineer,
first experience
class. Immediate
opening. Previous
not essential.
Contactvisor,James
Trewin.
Station
SuperWVCV, Cherry Valley, New York.
Production-Programming , Others
Desire
male copywriter
ideas.
Some
announcing.
Submitwithsamples.
Texas.
Box 23P, BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING.
Wantedsires
— Illinois
network
station
decopywriter133P,withBROADCASTING
ideas, male or
female.
Box
. TELECASTING.
Congenialversatile
self-starting
program
announcer,
good ondireclib. tor,Station
western
Newad
York
market.located
Send inresume,
photo,
disc, first reply.
Box
173F,
BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Secretary,
ence helpfulradiobut ornotadvertising
essential.experiGood
opportunity reswith
radio-TV
sales
repe
n
t
a
t
i
v
e
f
i
r
m
in
Chicago
and New
York.
Pleasant
working
conditions;
5
day
week.
Permanent.
Give
details
ofphoto.
experience,
education,
etc.
Small
Box 188P, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Wanted: Experienced girl copywriter
for continuity
andeastern
promotion
department of 50portunity kw
station.
Opfor advancement.
Send
full
details
of
experience
and
photo
WWVA, Wheeling, West Virginia. to
Television
Announcers
Announcer-MC
for Detailed
nation's experience
first 50,000
watt
TV
station.
and photo
letter.
age
bracket
28-35.first
Station
locatedPrefer
midwest.
Box
142P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
General
or commercial
manager.
ExTELECA
NG.
perienced.
Capable.
West
or southwest. Box 43P, STI
BROADCASTING
.
Successful, local sales minded manager
desireswattchange
to biggerIfmarket
kilodaytimeeven,
station.
youthisare32orlosing
orING^
breaking
contact
year
old
experienced
local
station
manager
and start making money. Reply Box
99P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTManager
samebetter
stationopportunity.
12 years, desires
ING^
change
for
Box
130P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTFormer
ownersell,wants
to getwrite,
back
toannounce.
work.station
Manage,
program,
32, married,
top(andrecord.
Have
made
money
for
others
in 13 straight years radio. South self)
and
TV
preferred.
MakeBox an154P,
offer BROADand I'll
call
or see . you.
CASTING
TELECASTING.
General manager-salesman. Thoroughly
experienced all phases. Fifteen years
inING^
radio with
years station
management,sixinindependent
network.
Can putBROADCASTING
station
profit and
Box
183P,
.column.
TELECASTAtubegoodto manager
knowsword.
radio Ifrom
theA
the written
good
to everydo.
membermanager
in theircanowntalklanguage.
I staff
can.
A good manager promotes civic affairs
and
assures
steadyBROADCASTING
profit. I'm your.
man.
Box a204P,
TELECASTING.

il

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Commercial
orexperience
general manager
availabman,
le. 10 years
salescommercial
managerradio
and asgeneral
•nanager in Extra
independent
and sales
network
jperations.
strong
on
and
profits. sults.
BestFamily,references.
Guaranteeinterresober. Personal
view. O. R.Ohio,"Jim"
Bloomville,
PhoneBellamy,
116F14. R. 1,
Announcers
[Experienced
young disc
jockeyin good
with
[.first phone desires
location
market
to
do
2V2
to
3>/2
hour
afternoon,
show — or both.
I orNet,evening,
indieproduction
AM orandnight
rcluding
asTVwellbackground
as participa-intion.
Ex-serviceman.
No draft
ries.
Available
immediately.
Box worIIP,
j BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Announcer,
one
year
experience
in all
phases.
Good
references.
Available
(June 9th. Box 159P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
[Sports,
eventsdesires
man,
(proven news
ability andand special
experience,
jimmediate
of position.
Excellentchange
references. Baseball,
football,
'boxing and basketball.
Box 174P,
-BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING.
Announcer:
Married,light
draftexperience
exempt, col-in
rlege
background,
^announcing
versed in
kail
music. and
Box promotion,
180P, BROADCAST■ING . TELECASTING.
.Announcer-engineer.
Ten
years
experience. Family man.
PrefersBROADFlorida
,and southeast.
Box 184P,
CASTING •TELECASTING.
Announcer-salesman.
Veteran,
married. College education.
Thorough
■knowledge
radio.
Really large
sell market.
on and
toff
air.
Now
free-lancing
Tape, photo, details available. Box
.'185P,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Metropolitanperienstations:
Announcer,
exal phases;
authoritative
jnews
voice.forcedNow
program
director.in
Available
personal
interview
June. Box 191P, BROADCASTING •
: TELECASTING.
Experienced
currently
employed in largeannouncer,
market.
DJ, MC.
,Well
balanced
staff
man.News,
Married,
vet,
will travel.
Box
194P,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Experienced
combination
man
announcer, engineer, disc
jockey,
first
phone, ex-serviceman,
no200P.
draft
worries.
Available
now.
Box
BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Newscaster-news
editor.of Tenradioyearsnews.
exp
e
r
i
ence al phases
Mature,
concise
reporting.
Presently
employed
in
large
midwestern
market.
Minimum
salary: $500 monthly.
Box
202P, BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Newscaster.
OtherMarried.
duties.Car.ExperiencedTravel,
. No draft.
ColexceptDetails.
southeast.
ablelege.immediately.
P. O.AvailBox
852,
Ponca
City,
Okla.
Experienced
announcer,
single,
draft
exempt,
available
immediately,
write St.or
call
Eugene
L. Books,
1808 Summit
Eau
Claire, Wis.
Tel. 22278.
Experienced
staff
announcer,
30, staff
currently employed Amarillo,
job in California.
Gates,desires
Raytheon
boards.
ExcellentRCA,recommendation
of
owner-manager
Lee D.Texas.Drake,
1111B West 18 St.,here.
Amarillo,
Announcer, allNewphases.
board.
Experience
York Operate
station.
Will
travel.
Draft
exempt.
Disc
available.
H.
R.
Miller,
1141
Elder
Avenue,
N. Y. C.
Beginning announcer. Radio school
graduate. Draft
disc and
deGeo.exempt,
Scott, 1625
E. 76th,
Kansas tails.City,Write Mo
.seeks posiNewspaper
promotion
man
tion as sports experience.
announcer. Topnotch
promotion
Acquaintedin
with
all sports,.
years sportscasting.
Bill Todd,
2315 3 Cumberland
Street,
Rockford, Illinois.
Experienced
sportscaster.
Four
years
experience.
Play-by-play
allbaseball.
major
sports,
including
re-creation
Young married
veteran.
Available
immediately. Excellent references. Bill
Veidt,
Kansas. 101 South Belmont, Wichita,
Four solid
everyConsider
phase announcing. Firstyears
phone.
sales foror
management.
Excellently
suited
agency
or
TV.
Draft
free.
Married,
references.
Si
Willing,
823
West
Reed,
Moberly, Missouri.
Technical
1st phone. experience.
Married veteran,
car. City
No
commercial
New York
or surrounding
area. Box 151P, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Engineer, 1stperience.phone.
No station
exTechnical
Married. CAVet.
Box school
152P, graduate.
BROADSTING .TELECASTING.
Engineer, first
phone.
iy2 yearsMiniexperience. Single,
will
travel.
mumBROADCASTING
$60. Available
immediately.
Box
162P,
.
TELECASTING.
Engineer, first
phone. No East
experience.
Available
immediately.
coast
preferably.
Box 187P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Chief 4 years,
years in radio,
experienced design,12Desire
construction
of AM,
FM operations.
connection
as
chief
small
progressive
station.
Box
ING.
195P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTProduction-Programming, others
Farm service
also
staff refanDdirector,
raft exempt,
excellent
erencenso,uncBionxg.84P,
BROADCASTING
TELECA
STI
NG. .
Experienced
TV director,
producer,
writer. AMerences. Stateexperience.
salary first.Married.
letter. RefBox
90P, BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
News editor,veloping,presently
employed.
Dewriting program
specialty.features,
Commentaries,
localideas
newsa
stories,
documentaries.
Good
voice. Top references.
Box 95P,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Music
director,
practical
experience
putting
together semi-classical.
commercial music
both classical
Continuity writer.andproduction.
On-the-air experience
broadcasting,
Available
June
1st.
Box
150P,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Money not
in thisupperindustry is. important.
Bright youngJob man.
10% of class,
degreewantsin radio-TV,
midwestern
college,
place
to start.
Has been announcer midwest
250watter, dio-TV
produced,
wrote,
directed
rashows.staffStudio,
experience. college
Valuable
man forcontrol
you
when
you
write.
Box
163F,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Years of announcing
plus
thorough
knowledge experience
of production,
programming,
and
board
operation.continuity,
Local newstraffic
writing,
editing experience.
Soon to be
discharged following Korean
service,
anxious togressiveresume
with pro-or
organizationcareer
as capacity.
announcer
in another production
(TV
knowhow,
too.)
References,
disc.BROADAvailable
late
June.
Box
175F,
CASTING • TELECASTING.
Continuity-air
gal, Presently
two yearsemployed
experience. Willchange.
travel.
but
desire
Can have
also doyou.traffic,
general
office
or
what
My
employer knows of. this
ad. Box 177P,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Public
affairs,
educational
radioBriefor
television
direction
or production.
but
excellent
experience.
Wonderful
United sityNations
connections.BoxUniverIllinois graduate.
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.181P,
Woman
continuity
writer. 2 yearsair
versatile
experience,
work. Interested in job including
with definite
future
in programming
or asBoxwomen's
director.
Midwest. TELECASTING.
only.
196P,
BROADCASTING
Staff librarian-staff
organist
-music
rector, noAM-TV
w with ABCoperation.
affiliate sixLicensed
years,diinterested
16car.
MM Write
operation.
Age
44,
married,
or wire Larry Miller own
417
Hill St., York, Pennsylvania.
Television
Managerial
Radio manager
with thirteen
experience in successful
selling,all years
announcing, writing
andposition
managing
phases
is
interested
in
with
southern
television
station
or radio
station
with
definite
TV
plans.
Strong
on
sales,
valuable
all-round
stationBestoperations and onlike
work hard.
erences. Wiltoconsider
all offers refand
will phone
or
visit
promising
possibili-•
ties.
Box
155P,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Technical
Young man, draft deferred, travel, SRT
graduate.
televisionwilling
cameraman,some
keenInterested
sportsexperience.
knowledge,
learn,
Box 189P,to
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Radio-TV
engineer.
Married,which
settled.
Wide AM-FM-TV
experience
inclutenna,
des TV construction
transmitter,
anstudios, remote Administrative
unit through
proof
of
performance.
ability. Available immediately. Write
Box 157P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Production-Programming, others
TV
weatherman—
topnotchonetelevision
weatherman,
available
notice.
Goodanywhere.
salesman. Box
Best- month
offer
considered
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.983M,
Radio-TV ecutive.
advertising,
programmingability.
exExperience, knowledge,
Want responsibility,
confidence. Box
161P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Producer ground-in alldirector,
backphases ofcomplete
TV.
all
types Interested
of equipment.
Have Operated
own
live
shows.
in executive
position
with TVming format
applicant
to establish
programand
station
policies.
Complete resume on request.
Box 167P,
BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING.
Midwest
university
June
graduate
with
experience
in all phases
and film production
would ofexemnt,
liketelevision
job 22,in
midwest
station. Draft
single. Box 197P, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
For Sale
The best in complete tower sales and
service bycompany.
the south's
largest
tower
erection
sell
buy
your usedA.A.A.
towers,Tower
erectWillorCompany,
serviceor your
towers.
Inc.,
Box 898, Greenville, N. C.
Stations
For sale:FullEstablished
successful
Ohio
station.
or half interest
available.
Box 156P BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Southwest:Ideal
1000 opportunity
watts. Netsin $2,000
month.
fast
growingING . TELECASTING.
area. Box 160P, BROADCASTEquipment, etc.
Complete
1 kw Collins andpackage.
Brand
new
20V1 transmitter
all associated
gear including
two
turntables
with
confoot towers.
equipmentsole.the
stillTwo-200
inpastoriginal
carton All
purchased
during
ten
months.
Write
for
listing.
Available immediately.
Box 83P,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
FM transmitter, 1 kw General Electric,
type tionBF-l-A,
complete condition.
with FM Apstamonitor.
Excellent
pearCaASnTcINeG .TELECASTING.
like new.
Box 158P, BROADSurplus9A equipment
(Western
Electric).32-WE
pickups (good
condition).
WE
9A pickups
pickups (in
(fairneed
condition).
6WE
9A
of
4-WE tonepensatoarms
with
weightrepair).
comr
.
4
W
E
type
00
equalizer
units
and filters. Make us an offer. Box
ING^
170P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTAbout (#10).
two tons
bare copper ground
wire
Best
offer
it!Immediate
Box 199P, shipment.
BROADCASTING .buys
TELECASTING.
For sale
KW RCA BTF-3B 335FM B xmitter
and : 3Hewlett-Packard
frequency-modulFirst
ation monitor. offer
Complete
with tubes. Like new.
over
$2000.00
takes
it.
Come
and
get
it.
Glen
Klein, KAUS, Austin, Minnesota.
For sale:
One converted
Temco 250watt
transmitter
in good 310-B
condition
and
one
Western
Electric
250-watt
transmitter
with
two
sets
of
tubes
and
antenna
tuning
unit.
Make
an
offer,
E.HotT. Springs,
Kennedy,Ark.Chief Engineer, KWFC,
SlightlyRCAusedTA5Cbutstabilizing
in good amplifiers.
condition,
three
One DuMont
type 5105-A
ceiver. Nice discount
on anymonitor
or all re-of
above.Nashville,
Contact Tennessee.
Chief Engineer, WSMTV,
.040 x lVs"approximately
x coils bonding
copperto
strapping,
.156 pound
the foot,cago, 111.@ J..55?L. per
pound,
F.O.B.
ChiClark
Metals
Co.,
2108
market
1-4533.
S. Ashland
Ave., Chicago, 111., HayFor sale: PT900RI Presto portable tape
recorder,
ohm L2inputs;
Altec unit;
323B
amplifier; 3-50
Presto
playback
Presto dition,
6N recording
case.
Good conshipping
COD,
Mastertone,
Box
1060, Des Moines, Iowa.

Sale (Cont'd)
For Sale: For
Hammond
Novachord crated
for shipping.
Good condition,
able.
Write
Yellowstone
ParkreasonCompany, Yellowstone Park, Wyoming.
Wanted to Buy
Equipment, etc.
Wanted
— Quarter and fixed-frequency
one kw FM
broadcast
FM
monitortransmitters,
receivers, used or new.
Box
17P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Wanted:
250andwatt
full
lowesttransmitter.
cash. TELECASTprice. Send
Box
ING.
171P,details
BROADCASTING
Wanted—
500transmitter.
watts, more WIVY,
or less.JackFM
broadcastsonville,
Florida.
Transmission line, 1% inch. Advise
quantity
Orangeburg,andS. price
C. wanted. WTND,
Help Wanted
Managerial
ommerciat
Wanted!
One
of
radio's
most
successful
regional net
stations (with TV opportunity
application
once-in-a-lifetime
toPending)
the rightoffersman.a
Amansubstantial
salary
and
profit-sharing
await a
familiar with all phases of commercial
radio
selling.
Should
have
an
outstanding
as a salesman, both local and national,recordthe
ability entoces, thehandle
highest character
referdesireHe others,
formustpermanency
nes to work.
have hadandfivea orwillingmore
years' experience
as Commercialmetropolitan
Manager or Assistant CM inearnings
a competitive
with annual
of $10,000 or more permarket,
year,
and beings are,capable
of earning
more. Ourin billand have
been, much
themarket.
highest
this
multiple sidestation
midwestern
be conred for a personal
interview,
pleaseTo reply
in
confidence, giving full and complete information
about
your
previous
experience,
salaries
earned
and
pertinent
information. . Attach
snapshot. Box I20P,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING. other
Announcers
Experienced
announcer
whoroomcan experience
also write
copy
and news.
Control
preferred,
but
not
essential.
Send
letter
with complete references,
details of pastpastandearnings.
present
employment,
Also
send
disc
or
tape
to
Radio
Station
KHMO,
Hannibal,
you awantTV
to get here
into isa thegoodMissouri.
station Ifwith
future,
opportunity.
Production-Programming, Others
WANTED
A seasoned, all-round writer for radio
and television wanted by major network affiliate. Good pay. Address Box
7S4IW, BROADCASTING , TELECASTSituations Wanted
Production-Programming, Others
RADIO & TELEVISION
Prog. NOW
Dir.-Prod.
Mgr.-Producer
AVAILABLE
Best references.
15
yrs. exp.WriteInformation sent on request.
BOX
186P,
BROADCASTING
•
TELECASTING.
(Continued on next page)

"radio ingis still
AS aPROOF
l advertis
mewonderfuthat
le,WSOK tedNashvil
"dium"
reproduc
distribu
has
Tenn.,
tions of a letter from a satisfied
customer to members of the broadcast industry. The cosmetic firm,
White's at Specific Toilet Co., reluctant first to even try radio advertising, wrote a congratulatory
letter to WSOK stating that in
March, the first month the company
was on the air, sales in the Nashville area jumped 65% and month
of April showed a 600% gain over
the same period last year.
Television
Managerial
APPLYING FOR TELEVISION?
Need executive
experienced
FCCassistmatters
from
station
viewpointinto^Thoroughly
in applicationman,management
planning
andmanaging
preparation?
quali-not
fied
now
regional
radio
station
likely to enter
availablein histo helpsparewithtime,your with
applhisication anfuture
d TV.
planning
option
fulltime
management
services.to
Would onalso
consider
changing
radio Box
employ
station
with
assured
TV
future.
20
IP,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
For Sale
Stations
250 WATT FULLTIME
MIDWEST INDEPENDENT
grossing $50,000 per yeor netting $10,000.
$30,000 cash or $35,000 on terms. No
brokers.
Box 179P, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Miscellaneous
wanted
A LINE OF OPEN-END AND
PACKAGE TRANSCRIPTIONS AND
TV FILM TO SELL.
BOX 168P,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING
Employment Service
EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
We have
selected Managers;
General, Commercial and Disc
Program
Engineers,
Jockeys
and Chief
other
specialists.
Delays
are
us your needs today. costly ; tell
Howard S. Frazier
TV & Radio Management Consultants
728 Bond Bldg., Washington 5, D. C.
Eastern Network.
$30,000.00
A profitable combined operation showing consistent increases. This fulltime network
facility is the only station in
an attractive small eastern
market.

programs prom
otjon

JOINT PROMOTION
JOINT promotion has been agreed
on by WIP Philadelphia and Baseball magazine. In May issue, publication is carrying feature story
describing activities of Phillies
team.
Jim
Learning,WIP's
will sports
highlightdirector,
the article
on his Sports Shots program, which
in turn will be plugged by Baseball
with two-color posters of Mr.
Learning on display at news stands.
LITERAL SLOGAN
TO 11-year-old Bobby Benhard of
Milltown, N. J., the meaning of the
slogan is"Wherever
There's
Radio"
both literalYouand Gofar-reaching. When Bobby had his appendix
removed recently, WCTC New
Brunswick in cooperation with the
hospital made on-the-scene minitape recordings of every step of the
boy's treatment from the day he
was admitted, through the actual
operation, to the removal of stitches
six days later. Project titled The
Story of an Operation was engibyhospital's
directorne redfor
broadcastpublicon relations
Hospital
Day.
WTVJ (TV) ENTERTAINS
PRODUCERS, directors and technicians joined with staff artists at
WTVJ (TV) Miami, Fla., to present a variety show
at Veteran's
Administration
Hospital
in Coral
Gables May 11. Ted Clark was
emcee of a program of dancing,
comedy acts, singing and pantomime. Production was under direction of Harry Berry. Cast included Ash Dawes, promotion manager;nician;HugoRay Malaga,
techGabor andstudio
Shannon
Wallace,
producers;
Wilson
Griffith
and Bob Alshouse, directors; Jack
Cobb, announcer, and Dod Farrell,
Elaine Krassner, Gale Fisher and
Al Reiser.
Southwest
Regional Network
S185.000.00
A well established network
facility dominating a wide area
from a fastvestmegrowing
Innt wil show market.
better than
a twenty-five
per average
cent return
on \
basis
of five year
profits.
Liberal financing.

Appraisals • Negotiations • Financing
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
SAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Lester M Smith
James
W. Blackburn
RayTribune
V. Hamilton
235Exbrook
Montgomery
Tower
Washington
Bldg.
2-5672 St.
Delaware 7-2755-6
Sterling 4341-2
Page 90 • May 19, 1952

premiums
WKRC-TV AUCTION
DEBT of gratitude was paid May
11 to the Salvation Army by
WKRC-TV Cincinnati, when Swap
Shop program was used to auction
off items such as Arthur Godfrey's
tea
cup andArmy,
Ken Murray's
cigar.
Salvation
during recent
flood, diverted its own efforts to
help the station in its campaign to
aid South Sioux City, Neb. Profit
from the auction was turned over
to the Salvation Army.
BOOKLET PROMOTION
NEWlet hasbinder
type promotion
bookbeen distributed
by CKWX
Vancouver on the Vancouver and
British Columbia market. Complete
with a number of maps of the province and the Greater Vancouver
area, booklet gives facts and figures
and shows markets served by the
station as well as services which
CKWX offers advertisers.
WAVE POLITICAL NEWS
WAVE Louisville is going all-out
in political coverage this year, a
station news release reports.
WAVE and its network, NBC, have
broadcast all state primaries to
date plus the Kentucky Republican Presidential delegates nominations and various political educational features. WAVE plans to
broadcast other state primaries,
the state Democratic delegates
nominations, both national party
conventions and the election in
November.
HIGH SCHOOL REMOTE
ED PEARSON, WPJB Providence,
R. I. personality, taped all but news
segments
his 'teen-age
show, Open ofHouse,
at a localtalent
high
school. For nearly a month before
the show was taped, students had
been voting on disc favorites. Mr.
Pearson, Harmon Hyde, program
director and Bob Morgan, engineer,
moved equipment into the high
school where nearly 300 pupils put
their talents on tape.
POOLSIDE BROADCASTS
AIRING Ballroom
of WFBR
Melody
will Baltimore's
take place
from Meadowbrook, the city's
largest privately-owned pool June
2-Aug. 29. The disc jockey show
features Ralph Phillips and Bill
LeFevre. John E. Surrick, WFBR
vice president-general manager,
said that the idea has brought new
business to the station during the
usually dull months.
BASEBALL QUIZ
YOUTHFUL members of baseball
teams in the WTCN-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul area are taking
part
in the byquiz-type
BaseballSaturday
Clinic
TV show
the station
mornings, with prizes awarded to
youngsters
correctly. who answer questions

REAL ESTATE DRIVE
KDYL Salt Lake City is airing an
aggressive campaign on behalf of
the Capson Realty Co., Salt Lake
City. Through a new quarter-hour
quiz show,
Dial-A-Home,
station is helping
sell realtheestate.
Capson ads in newspaper classified
space cross-promote the radio shov
and give the answer to the broadcast quiz question.
WSM-TV RESULTS
MAILING piece from WSM-TV Hi
Nashville tells how the C. B. Ragland Co. of Nashville, for its
Colonial Foods, put on a spot campaign, concentrating on one of its,
many canned products at a time.
Julian P. Ragland, firm vice presivery pleased
to tell dent,
youwrote,that"Wesinceare starting
these
spots, our sales comparisons have
been extremely favorable, with the
product sales showing immediate
gains from 10% to 150%."
BBC DRAMAS
PLAYS adapted for radio highlight
the
New May
York,offerings
Fordham ofU.WFUV-FM
station, in
collaboration with the British
Broadcasting Corp. Among the
special dramas selected for FM
presentation are William Shake"Measure forandMeasure,"
Moliere's speare's
"Tartuffe"
Stanley
Weyman's
"Under
the
Red
Robe."
The Weyman play, an outright
BBC production, will run six consecutive26.Mondays, 10-30-11 a.m.,
starting May
BOWLING TOURNEY
WHEN the American Bowling
Congress moved into Milwaukee
for its 49th annual tournament, the
A. Gettelman Brewing Co. launched
a full-scale local drive to promote
the sports event. Company tied in
retail promotion with exclusive TV
coverage of tourney on WTMJTV every other Thursday throughout 84 days competition. TV program was developed around specially-built movable dollies to cover
40werealleys.
tie-ins andtourney.
media
used Dealer
to publicize
Gettelman agency is Hoffman &
York Inc., Milwaukee.

SRT-Radio
AMERICA'S OLDEST BROADCASTING SCHOOL
Intensive full or pari lime
COURSES
ANNOUNCING • ACTING
SCRIPT WRITING • ADVERTISING
Outstanding Faculty of
Network Professionals
Co-Educational • Day or Evening
Small Classes
Approved
Veterans
Write forDEPT.forProspectus
H
School of Radio Technique
RKO Bldg., Radio City, New York 20. N. Y.
228 South Wabash Ave., Chicago 4, Illinois.
3T
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FCC Actions
'If* (Continued from page 86)
Lai; * ay 15 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
Designated for Hearing
The Heart of Black HiUs Station,
.lapid
City,
S. D . — Designated forJunehear-24,
ng
at
Washington,
application for mod. D.CP C,for onapproval
of
;rans.
site
and
ant. system
sta6, 1951,forto newoperate
>nionCounty
1340granted
kc.Bcstg.
250Junew Service,
unl.
Woodstock,
Pa.—
petition by forWDYK
and. Upon
Md.,
designated
hearingCumberappli:ation
of
County
Bcstg.
Service
new
.station on 1230 kc, 250 w unl., andformade
WDYK
Cumberland
party
to
proceedng.
KIMP Mt. Pleasant, Tex. — Designated
"or hearing
application
to change
hours
:rom
and and
power
from DA-N.
1 kw
1 kwdayLS,toBcstg.
500unl.w-N,
install
,;odesignated
Paducah
Co.,
Paducah,
Tex.
for hearing
application
for—
;iew
1300 kc,Falls,
250 Tex.,
w-D, and
:nade station
KTRN onWichita
and
,KTFY
Brownsfield, Tex., parties to proceeding.
Massillon Bcstg. Corp., Massillon,
Ohio, and
Pub. bvCo.,Review
Alliance, Ohiodesignated
—TheUponReview
petition
Pub. Co.,
cations of Massillon forand hearing
that ofappliThe
Review Pub.
Co. for
simultaneous
cochannel
operation
in two
cities on 1310
kc, 1 kw-D, DA.
Ordered
that hearing
re Liberty.
applications of Liberty
Bcstg. inCo.,
and
KTHT onHouston,
-inTex.,Washington
June 23.Tex., be held
Granted Changes
to change
MIj"fed
&5 KWOC-FM
kwCP and
ant.Poplar
fromERPBluff,
190from
toMo.—
21516 Grantft.kw to
tLlitl|Granted
WIMS-FM
Michigan
City,
Ind.
—
"II 1180 to 160CP ft.to change ant. height from
e; May 25 to Aug.
Denied15. Petition
,»,| Denied
Needlespetition
Bcstg. requesting
Co., Needles,waiver
Calif. —of
IJlLSec.
1.373 of Rules
to permit immediate
consideration
of
application
for
station on 1340 kc, 250 w unl. new
Granted License Renewal
Grantedlowingrenewal
of licenses
for folnon-commercial
educational
FM
stations
forAlbuquerque,
regular period:
KANW
N.
M.;
KFCA
Phoenix,
Ariz.;
KSDB-FM
Manhattan,
Kan.;
Dallas, Ottawa,
Tex.; KTEC
Oretech,KSMU-FM
Ore.;El KTJO-FM
KVOF-FM
Paso, Tex.;
KWAX Kan.;
Eugene.
Ore.;
WBJC
Baltimore,
Md.;
WERSson. Wis.;Boston.
Mass.;
WHA-FM
MadiWHWC
Madison,
Wis.;
WMMI
Meridian,
Miss.; WNOV
WUSV Scranton,
Pa. St. Paul, Minn.;
Granted Temporary Extension
WRGB further
(TV) Schenectady,
N. Y. —of
Granted
temporary
extension
commercial
TV
station
license
period ending(General
Sept. 1,Electric
1952. Co.)forSyraKE2XCV
c
u
s
e
,
N
.
Y.
—
Granted
further
temporary
extension
station1,
license forofthedevelopmental
period endingTV Sept.
1952.
WBKB
(TV)
Chicago—
Granted
further temporary
extension of commercial
TV station
Sept.
1, 1952.licenses for period ending
WABD
(TV) New
York—ofGranted
further temporary
extension
commercial
TV
Sept.station
1, 1952. license for period ending
Following
were granted
further temporaryperextensions
of licenses
exime1952:
ntal TV stations
for periodfor ending
Sept.
1,
KE2XDN
near
New
York;
KE2XDR
near New York; KM2XBB near Los Angeles.
NIGHT AND DAY

CALL RADIO REPRESENTATIVES, INC.
BROADCASTING

fCC roundup
New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications

KOB, WJZ ISSUE
ABC Again Petitions FCC
DON'T
approveAlbuquerque
the transferfromof
KOB-AM-TV
T. M. Pepperday (Albuquerque
Journal) to Time Inc. and former
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy [B*T,
April 28, March 3] without clearing up the status of KOB on 770
kc, ABC petitioned the FCC last
week. ABC's WJZ New York is the
Class I station on that wavelength.
The network asked the Commission, when and if it approved the
$600,000 sale, to simultaneously
order 50 thokw
rized 1030 KOB
kc. back to its auKOB has been operating since
1941 on 770 kc under special service authorization. It originally was
granted a CP on 1180 kc in 1940,
but that frequency was deleted
from U. S. assignments by the first
NARBA. The FCC then changed
KOB to 1030 kc, but this was opposed by WBZ Boston, a Class I
station onmissionthat
frequency.
next granted
KOB Thean ComSSA
on 770 kc and the Albuquerque station has been operating under extensions of that temporary authority ever since 1941.
ABC menthas
assign-a
over theprotested
decade, that
appealing
further extension to the U. S.
Court of Appeals last year. The
court remanded the case back to
the FCC with instructions to come
to a decision on the matter [B«T,
July
1951].the Commission to (1)
ABC 23,asked
dismiss KOB applications for CP
and license on 770 kc, (2) make approval of the transfer of KOB
properties conditional on clarification of the AM station's assign(3) carry
the instructionsment,of the
U. S.outCourt
of Apand (4) onrescind
SSA to peals,
operate
770 kc. station's

In
SUMMARY THROUGH MAY 15
Hearing
On Air Licensed CPs
AM
Stations
2 633
348
8769
FM
Stations
2,328
TV Stations
ios
58197
Actions of the FCC, page 86.)
(Also
constructioncostcost$36,000,
$14,724.50,
first$40,000.
year
New Application
operating
revenueBob
Principal
partners
include
Ross
AM APPLICATIONS
Smith, rensgeneral
manager
of
WLBG
LauListed by States
, S. C, together
and Betty
B.18%Smith
(his
wife), R.who
have 1/6
interest;
— MaderaEstimated
Bcstg. conCo., Paul
Smithof Calkins
(13.5%),
interest
in
1230Madera,
kc, 250structCalif.
wn cost $14,500,
fulltime.
i
o
first
year
operatand
partner
&
Holden,
CarMcCIinton
& Smith
Smith (13.5%),
Adv., New
ing cost $26,000,
revenueare$36,000.
Equal lock,
York;
Samuel
B.
napartners
in
applicant
Fred
Morey,
tionalkesalesping anmanager
adding, bookretired manager
businessman;
James H.Nashville,
Warren,
traffic
for WMAK
d calculatingfor
sionLynne
of Remington
Randmachine
Inc., diviNew
Tenn.,engineer
and Charles
William
C.
Smeby
(13.5%),
chief
for WMAK.
FiledStockley,
May 15. York;
consulting engineer, Washington, D.radioC;
Chester,
III.—
Cecil
W.
Roberts,
1450
Condon (9%), radio-TV adkc, 250tionwcostfulltime.
Estimated
construc- Phyllis R. vertising
copywriterF.forR. D'Arcy
Adv.,
$13,500,
year operating
York; atSidney
SmithAlberta
(9%),
cost $35,000,
revenuefirst
$45,000.
Mr.KNEM
Rob- New
TV director
NBC New
York;
erts
owns
KREI
Farmington,
Jacoby
(9%),
Mental
Health
Film
Nevada
and
KCHI
Chillicothe,
all
in
Board, New York; Stelle S. Smith (9%),
Missouri,
and
is
an
applicant
for
new
Stelle Smith
Inc. York,
(investments),
MinAM
station
in
Chanute,
Kan.
Filed
n
e
a
p
o
l
i
s
a
n
d
New
and
three
other
April 24.
minority partners.
Filed May 15.
FM APPLICATION
Emporia,
Kan.
—
Kansas
ers Collegeconstruction
of Emporia, cost
91.1State
mc, Teach250 w.
Estimated
$1,800.
p
l
i
c
a
n
t
i
s
state
college.
Filed
May Ap-24.
ARRL TV PROGRAM
Expansion Is Voted
MEETING
CONTINUANCE and expansion of NARND
Cleveland Named as Site
the TV interference program [B*T,
May 5] has been voted by the board NATIONAL Assn. of Radio News
of directors of the American Radio Directors has selected Cleveland
Relay League. At its annual meet- for its 1952 convention, NARND
ing in Hartford, Conn, fortnight President Jim Bormann, WCCO
announced last week.
ago, Goodwin L. Dosland, an at- Minneapolis,
Mr. Bormann said also that the
torney from Moorhead, Minn., was
elected new president of ARRL.
annual meeting had been shifted
The ARRL board also voted to from mid-November to Dec. 1-3.
ask the FCC todiotelephone
permit
raprivileges"hams"
on 72007300 kc and 21.25-21-45 mc, plus WHEE Again Is WBMS
an extension of radiotelephone privileges from 28.5 to 28.25 mc. The WBMS Boston, which changed its Arthur E. Rydberg
ARRL will also ask the FCC to call letters to WHEE in April 1951,
E. RYDBERG, 49, vetback Norman
again toFurman,
its for- ARTHUR
provide 3775-3800 kc for mobile has changed
eran WHO Des Moines transmitter
mer call letters,
radiotelephone operation 7150-7200
engineer, died of a heart attack
kc and 51-53 mc for novice oper- WBMS general manager, announced while
May 10. He had
ation.
last week.
that ap-to served onon duty
the transmitter crew
proval forFCC
the reported
change back
The board, which represents 35,since
1934.
Surviving
are his wife,
000 U. S. radio amateurs, selected month.
WBMS was given earlier this Violet, and a son, Garry,
14.
Houston, Tex., for its 1953 convention and established a special memEmployment Agency
Employment Agency
bership rate for blind amateurs.
Meanwhile, Crosley Division of
Avco Manufacturing Corp. assured
First - Second
owners of its TV receivers that
Phone
they needference not
worry
about
interfrom amateur operation on
the new 21-21.45 mc band. The inNEERS
YOUR
APPLICATION
CAN BE- PROCESSED FOR
ENGI
termediate frequencies of Crosley
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS IN FORTY-TWO STATES.
TV sets are 21.9 mc, an announcement explained, and thus puts its
ONE WEEK'S SALARY WHEN PLACED, THE ONLY
receivers
"wellrange
beyondunder
the amateur
FEE.
interference
normal
WRITE:
conditions."
SCRIPT LIBRARY FOR SALE
iBroalcad Wjana^ement
Sewices Co.
(Agency)
One man operation. Thousands
of scripts including mimeograph
17 East 48th Street, New York 17, New York
machine.
Cash,Avenue,
$1,000.NewPaulYork,
AdPL 5-1127
ler, 535 Fifth
New York. Murray Hill 7-1881.
box score
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PROGRAM
LAST of 42 BMI radio program
clinics were completed last week
[B»T, May
12] with
Maine,
Alabama,
New meetings
Brunswickin
and Ontario, while plans got under
way for BMI television clinics in
New York today and tomorrow
(Monday and Tuesday), in Chicago
May 22-23 and in Los Angeles May
26-27.
(See story,
66). was
Attendance
at thepage
42 clinics
well above the 3,000 mark and
broadcasters seemed well satisfied
with results.
Fuller reports on three clinics,
held in Boston, Gainesville, Fla.,
and Seattle, were received last
week:
BOSTON, May 9
The Boston BMI clinic [B*T,
May 12] claimed the largest attendance ofany regional BMI clinic
ever held in the United States, with
140 broadcasters attending from
five states under auspices of the
Radio Executives Club of New
England.
Frederic R. Gamble, president of
the American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies, told the big group that
he expected a rise in advertising
volume to $9 million, or 50% more
than at present, to maintain the
present $300 billion economy in
peacetime.
He said more and better selling
will be needed "to find customers

Only Magnecorder offers all the flexibility, high fidelity and features you
require — at a price you want to pay!
FITS EVERY PURPOSE - EVERY PURSE!
LIGHTWEIGHT
QUICKLY
MOUNTED
Units canoperation
beRACKcombined
studio
of portablefor
CONSOLE OR CONSOLETTE
Operationbining ovailable
comunits in rich byMagne-
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Network Cancelled Time
(Continued from page 25)
lem for CBS-TV. When Pillsbur,
Mills takes over the last quarter
hour of the Godfrey show on tele
vision (10:45-11 a.m.), the program a
will be followed by the regula
Bride and Groom show, which i
sponsored by the rival General
Mills, thus causing a conflict
products on succeeding shows,
Problem is yet to be resolved.
The Gulf Oil purchase is for fivo a
quarter-hours a week (10-10:1
p.m.)225ofABC
John Daly andstations,
the Newt
on
fective June 16network
(see story page 14)ef
Young & Rubicam, is agency.
The Wrigley-CBS
Radio Meyerhoff
contract'
placed
through Arthur
Agency, Chicago, calls for continu
ation ofa Wrigley's
currentthe twosummer
halfr h
hours
week through
with replacement shows, plus the it
half -hours
aequivalent
week withof four
variousotherstarting
and e
termination dates.
Summer replacements for the fro
advertiser's regular shows will befw
Lineup from June 3-Aug. 5 in the
Tuesday 9-9:30 p.m. EDT spot now
occupied by Life With Luigi, and
Broadway Is My Beat from July 526 in the Saturday 8-8:30 p.m
period
Autry Showby
Otherreplacing
shows toGene
be sponsored
Wrigley are the following, each
scheduled in the 9-9:30 p.m. EDT
segment (some pre-emptions by coverage of the political conventions
in July are expected) :
Meet Millie, Sundays, July 6Aug. 10; Romance, Mondays, July
14- Aug. 25 ; Johnny Dollar, Wednesdays, JulyThursdays,
2-Aug. July
20; Mr.
Chameleon,
3, Aug.
21.

BMiE"dsRadio'°pe"sTV
that other media do not pay the 2%
discount "out of their own revenue.
They make allowance for it in setting their rates so as to receive
the GAINESVILLE,
net return they wish."
Fla., May 8
Representatives of 18 Florida
radio stations and faculty members
from four Florida universities
heard the state's second BMI program clinic, sponsored by the
Florida Assn. of Broadcasters, with
FAB President S. O. Ward, manager of WLAK Lakeland, presidBoston clinic sees get-together of
ing, and Garland Powell, director
(I to r) BMI Vice President Roy of WRUF Gainesville, as chairman
Harlow, AAAA President Gamble of the arrangements committee.
and REC President Edmund Shea.
Fritz Sorenson, program director, WKRS Waukegan, 111., told
for the enormously increased out- how his station is "Making Local
put of our U. S. plants once our News
Off," and
FrankKLIX
McIntyre, Pay
production
manager,
defense
tooling-up
is completed."
Ida., said manageMr. Gamble
described
the ad- Twin Falls,
ment's main problem is keeping a
vertising structure as having three
morale.
parts: (1) The commission system highRaystaff
Clancy,
generalBeach,
manager
of agency compensation, (2) recog- WMFJ Daytona
urgedof
nition of agencies (3) the 2% cash
discount.
"more imaginative merchandising"
Dismissing the first as a great in
showbuilding
businessprograms.
and must "Radio
use show-is
incentive
system,
but
"no
problem,"
manship," he said.
he said of agency recognition:
Three factors important in adIs itentlya owned?
bona Isfide
agency, control
independ-by
jcuorsdtiinnggtothRobert
e currentR.rate
card, vice
acany advertiser,
soit free
thatinfrom
ititsis service
unpreju-to
Tincher,
diced
and
unrestricted
all
clients?
Isowner
it free. from
control
by president and general manager of
any
medium
.
.
for
unbiased
advice to advertisers in the selection of WNAX Yankton, S. D., are (1)
media?
audience flow, (2) audience turnDoession the
agencyandkeepdevote
all the(it)commisover andratings.
(3) ratio between sets-inyouandallow
to the use and
service
development
of
advertising
asof you
rebate .any. .
the require?
commissionThatto is,anynot client.
Hale
Bondurant,
also a ColumDoes theperienceagency
have
adequateadverexbia, S. C, clinic speaker, told
to service
listeners
that
radio
delivers
tisers . . .vertising
theand ability
know-how
to
make
adsucceed?
. . . sound? This all three markets alone
(metropolitan,
Is thetheagency
financially
rural
non-farm
and
rural)
to the CBS Wage Increase
means
agency
should
have
financial
integrity,
collectstation
promptly
cli- advertiser. All of these markets,
your
on totimefrom
anditsemerhave
he
said,
can
be
served
at
the
same WEEKLY 15% wage increase for
enoughents, paycapital
on
hand
meet
gencies. . .
time, but the station should build employes has been approved by the
Wage Stabilization Board in CBS
On the third part of the struc- its character and individuality.
ture, Mr. Gamble advised broadcontract with Office EmProfs. Tom C. Balton and John Hollywood
International Union. WSB,
casters to follow the lead of "most Paul Jones, U. of Florida, also however,ployesrejected
proposal for a
other media" in providing "agen- spoke.
three week paid vacation for emcies and themselves" with "the
SEATTLE, May 6
ployes with five years of service.
customary 2% cash discount" for
payment of bills on time. He said
The Seattle BMI program clinic OEIU plans
appeal latter
decision. Furtherto arbitration
covered
[B»T,Washington
May 12], co-sponsored
the
State Assn. byof in contract starts May 20.
New ABC Signatures
Broadcasters, was attended by 80
radio and television executives
ABC radio and TV today
with Leo H. Beckley, president of
(Monday) inaugurate new
KBRC Mt. Vernon and incoming
audio and video identifying
president
signatures. The familiar
sessions. of WSAB, opening the
"This is ABC, the American
William Holm, general manager
Broadcasting
was
of WLPO LaSalle, 111., who also Constant service
to be heard Company,"
the last time
spoke at the San Francisco and
yesterday and from 8 a.m.
Vancouver clinics, described his
EDT today listeners will
of Highest type
250 w station's
commercially
suchear: "This is ABC — Radio
cessful
news
programs
in
a
market
will Net sponsors
Network." Similarly, at the
saturated with 40 AM stations.
conclusion
increased Sales in
Harry McTigue, president of WINN
ing networkof ABC-TV's
telecast at open6:45
Louisville, also a speaker at the halifax nova scotia
p.m., the new visual signaSan
Francisco
and
Vancouver
ture will show a head-on shot
of a camera lens with iris
clinics, emphasized block programjos. weed & co.
ming of music.
closed, then opening gradRobert Wesson, program man350 Madison Ave., New York,
ually to reveal the letters
ager of KHQ Spokane, told the
"ABC" centered on the lens
(Rep.)
opening. Audio identification
group that "intelligent planning by
the program department must infollowing all ABC-TV proclude
selling
salesmen
on
the
idea
5000
WATTS-NOW!
grams will be: "This is ABC
that they are marketing programs,
— Television Network."
not merely time."
BROADCASTING
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CLINICS

Liberty Suspends
(Continued from page 25)
ealized the expense of such an
; peration.
Stations frequently claimed they
-iad
trouble from
getting
instructions
nd decisions
the Dallas
headquarters. They felt the network
vas built around the president,
rith officers at the vice presidential
evel unable to make decisions. Acording to one version, LBS was
allLacking
generalsofficial
and instructions
no privates."after
he network suspended, affiliates
vere wondering about details of
heir business relations with LBS.
B. R. McLendon and Mr. Cullen
tave been generally referred to as
he financial backers of the netvork. The elder McLendon has
extensive theatrical interests in
:he Southwest. Mr. Cullen is a naionally known Texan with oil interests.
Network originating points have
>een Dallas headquarters, New
fork and Washington. LBS had
announced recently that its key
outlet was being moved to KLBS
Houston, formerly KLEE [B«T,
fcVIay 5]. Transfer of LBS headjtuiarters was being effected though
; >perations were still being directed
but of Dallas.
- The LBS sales staff in New York
vas curtailed last March, when
rrumors about its future were
Lictive. At that time, Mr. McLendon
'strongly denied that the network
va s having serious troubles.
. Failure of Falstaff to renew its
jaseball sponsorship was felt by
Uome affiliates to have started the
1952 crisis. A fortnight ago, it
.vas understood Sears, Roebuck &
Co. was not renewing its Liberty
contract for Coldspot freezers,
effective May 16. Other national
advertisers are said to have voiced
;oncern about signing sponsorship
;ontracts during pendency of network litigation.
WOL Washington, owned by
'Peoples
Corp. (also
Dwner ofBroadcasting
WRFD Worthington,
Ohio), provided news, commentary,
events and program service
to;apital
the network.
Earlier last week, WCFL Chisago and LBS severed relations as

WALKER

ENJOYING Florida sun cffer semi-annual management meeting are these
Storer Broadcasting Co. executives: (first row, I to r) Gayle Grubb, vice
president-managing director, WJBK-AM-TV Detroit, and Glenn Jackson,
managing director, WAGA-AM-TV Atlanta; middle row, A. Garrin Ferrise,
managing director, WMMN Fairmont, W. Va.; George B. Storer Jr., vice
president-managing director, KEYL San Antonio; J. Robert Kerns, vice president-managing director, WSAI Cincinnati; Allen Haid, vice president-managing director, WSPD-AM-TV Toledo, and Miller Babcock, managing director,
WGBS Miami; third row, William Rine, regional vice president, central district, and managing director, WWVA Wheeling, W. Va.; Tom Harker, vice
president-national sales director; George B. Storer, company president; Lee B.
Wailes, executive vice president, and Stanton P. Kettler, vice president,
southern district.
the facilities.
WCFL took over rights to White to Intakea upstatement
quoted Friday
Sox baseball games. Liberty had
Press, the elder Mcbought Sox games for the network by Associated
Lendon said LBS was not in fiearlier in the season, with WCFL
as Chicago outlet. The network
nancial difficulty, adding,
"We proare
bankruptcy
is understood to have been given not contemplating
ce dings and reports that we may
a rebate on the purchase price by
the White Sox, which then is be- file in bankruptcy court in Dallas
lieved to have obtained about S100,untrue."E. Evans, general man000 from WCFL for the rest of the areHerbert
ager of Peoples, said Friday his
season.
organization
is considering offerWOPA Settlement Reported
ing, through WOL, news and other
WOPA Oak Park, 111., originally services to stations in mid-Atlantic
basis.
an LBS affiliate, was reported last states on a cooperative
stations will meet
week to have reached an out-of- soonInterested
to
see
what
can
be
worked
court settlement with Liberty after
it charged breach of contract. This, out, he said, "probably on a nonprofit basis with stations sharing
it was fiunderstood,
liation to WOPA. restored af- expenses and earnings of such a
project.
The only information we
Liberty'sholding
suspension
is that Liberty has susnetwork
costly found
rights theto have today
pended
operations. Whether or not
broadcast the two major political this suspension
is permanent is
conventions from Chicago this
still
to
be
learned."
said the
summer. Peoples Broadcasting LBS suspension will notHematerially
Corp. was considering a proposal affect Peoples operations.

BROKERS

FINANCIAL CONSULTANTS
to
RADIO STATIONS -TELEVISION STATIONS
AND NEWSPAPERS
Confidential Inquiries Invited
HOWARD E. STARK
50 E. 58 St.
Phone
New York 22, N. Y.
Eldorado 5-0405
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POLITICAL FUNDS
House Votes for Inquiry
HOUSE approved by voice vote
last Monday a resolution to set up
a special committee to look into
campaign expenditures of House
candidates [B*T, March 24]. It
was sponsored by House Majority
Leader
Mass.). John W. McCormack (DIn addition to investigating
methods of contributions, expenses,
money raised or subscribed by
candidates, individuals, groups and
corporations, the resolution (H
Res 558) provides for study into
"use of advertising space, radio
and television time . . . moving
picture
film" and
made datavailable
to theother
Houseservices
candie in his campaign.

LETTER
Acknowledges Ad
EXCERPTS from FCC Chairman
Paul
Walker's speech
at the
XARTBA. convention
were printed
and praised in an advertisement
placed by WTWA Thomson, Ga.,
owned by Edgar H. Kobak, in the
McDuffie Progress, of Thomson,
published by Mr. Kobak.
Last week,
the complimentary ad had after
been brought
to his
attention, Chairman Walker wrote
to Mr. Kobak:
"Now that this generous helping
of rich,cagopurple
Chiexhortationprose
has from
been myforever
embalmed in the pages of the McDuffie Progress for posterity and
beyond,
I really
to live for.
. . . have nothing more
"This issue also gives me some
inkling astraction ttohe citytheofirresistible
atThomson has
for you. The cafe society, the
night clubs and the teeming crowds
of New York apparently pale into
insignificance beside the Saturday
night barn dances, the rodeos and
the strawberry shortcake festivals
of the Camellia City of the South."
JACK BERCH. star of ABC radio
Jack Berch Show, tees off Western
Child Safety Week at meeting of
Hollywood Ad Club today (May 19),
with talk on "Value of Advertising
Child Safety."

MORE Mo&wd fayt
fti&ic often,/"
COMPLETE LOCAL
COVERAGE
AND INTEREST
+ PLUS*

WJPG, GREEN BAY, WIS.
McGILLVRA, Rep., N.Y.-Chi.
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RE BROADCAST RULE
HAILED BY BROWN
GORDON P. BROWN, owner of WSAY
Rochester, N. Y., and long-time gadfly of networks, jubilantly hailed FCC's interpretation
of rebroadcasting provisions of Communications Act at Washington luncheon news conference he hosted Friday. Mr. Brown's attitude was that Commission's opinion (see story
on page 24) eliminated control of networks
over rebroadcasting of programs, aided barworks. gaining position of affiliates vis-a-vis netIf sponsor approves rebroadcast of his
Mr. Brown explained, then station
program,originally
which
broadcast it should have no
hesitancy in approving rebroadcasts. Mr.
Brown alluded to Commission's order which
requires station which declines rebroadcast
permission
to FCC. to justify its refusal in writing
Commission also, Mr. Brown believed, invited
Congress to pass Sheppard bills (HR 10 and
73) which would legislate control of programs
out of networks into hands of sponsors or
package owners.
Rebroadcasting means more income for inBrown contended.
affiliates,toMr.show
dependents and booklet
He distributed
that topnotch
higher rating on rebroadnetworkcasts thanshows
they gotdid on original airings (e.g.,
Jack Benny on CBS at 4 p.m. on Pacific Coast
rebroadcast by same stahad rating
tion at 9:30 ofp.m.15.7,brought him rating of 20.7).
Basis
of
Mr.
Brown's
seems totoshow.
be that
rebroadcasts attract newbelief
audience
to havenetworks
spent $40,000Mr.of Brown,
his own who
moneyclaimed
in fighting
and
to be responsible for FCC's duopoly rule, forcing sale of Blue Network by NBC, and other
also anChain Broadcasting regulations,
nounced formation of American Assn. of Affiliated & Independent Radio & Television
Broadcasters (AAAIRTB).
WSSV APPLICATION
TOTAL new television station applications
filed last week raised to three Friday when
Petersburg, Va., filed for Channel 8,
WSSV
with 27.8 kw ERP (see early story page 61).
Principal WSSV stockholder is Louis andH. PeterPeterson, owner of WNOR Norfolk, Va.,
son Adv. Agency, Petersburg. Cost of new TV
estiApplication
$248,283.
outlet estimated at
mated first year's operation would be in red—
cost and $175,000 exwith $200,000
pected revenue.operating
, requesting UHF ChanAmendedwas application
filed by WFAM Lafayette, Ind.
nel 59,
as $158,Cost for 20 kw ERP station was given
000. Sole owner O. E. Richardson.
Thirty-year-old KGU Honolulu, Hawaii,
it
owned by Honolulu Advertiser, announced
for Channel 4 with 37.2 kw
apply will
plans
ERP. toAntenna
be atop AM tower, on top
of Advertiser Bldg.
SAG ISSUES THREAT
SCREEN ACTORS GUILD will "assert its
legal rights" and cancel existing working arof Teleof Alliance
with members unless
vision FilmrangementProducers
agreement on
new collective bargaining contract is reached
notice regulawith 60-day
to comply
by Junetion.24 Original
SAG-ATFP
contract expired
last December but was extended on temporary
basis during negotiations.
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CO-OPS ON CONVENTION
LOCAL AND REGIONAL advertisers
will be able to sponsor on network coop basistionalDemocratic
and Republican
naconventions direct
from Chicago
over
MBS
in
July,
William
H.
Fineshriber, Mutual executive vice president,
announced Friday.
Decisionreported
was madethataftertheyMutual's
550
stations
had been
swamped with local and regional requests
to share convention time, Mr. Fineshriber
said.
PAULEY FILES PETITION
IN PRO FOOTBALL CASE
EDWIN W. PAULEY, 27%% partner in
Los Angeles Rams pro football team, petitioned
U. S. District Court, Eastern District of
Pennsylvania, Friday to protect his personal
rights in pending U. S. anti-trust action
against
National
Leagueconspiracy
and mem-in
ber clubs.
U. S. Football
suit charges
controlling radio-television rights to games.
Mr. ciscoPauley,
major Television
stockholderCalifornia,
in San FranTV applicant,
told
court he opposed club's adherence to league's
policy, fairs
adding
he had no control
club af-F.
under agreement
giving ofDaniel
Reeves, 30% partner, full operating powers.
Last January, Rams were only club voting
against continuance of league rule binding all
members to follow league policies. Mr. Pauley
said he has consistently opposed this rule.
TALL TOWER PROBLEMS
ASSIGNED TO SUB-GROUPS
ORGANIZATION of industry - government
committee working on tall TV tower problem
[B*T, May 12] into subcommittees to explore
facets of situation — including one to determine extent, if any, of dangers to air navigation— was decided Friday at second meeting
of "ad hoc" committee.
To study whether problem exists, and if so
to what magnitude, was put up to committee
comprising Robert E. L. Kennedy, Assn. of Federal Communications Consulting Engineers;
Neal McNaughten, NARTB; John Evans,
FCC and D. D. Thomas, CAA. Preliminary
study by Mr. Kennedy indicated that of 1,249
TV channel assignments in continental U. S.,
170 are to cities with populations over 50,000;
549 in 10,000 to 50,000 class; 530 to cities in
under 10,000 class.
Other subcommittees were set up to make
detailed study of FCC's recommended criteria, to investigate corollary matters — such
as feasibility of using common sites for all
TV antennas in one city, etc. CAA and FCC
also constituted a special group to review regulations for making and lighting of towers.
CBS-TV BUYS PROPERTY
CBS-TV
has located
purchasedat 56th
property
of Sheffield Farms
st. and
10th
ave., N. Y., with nine acres of floor space
which will be converted in fall into
largest TV plant on East Coast, officials say. It will house 10 studios and
will be large enough for helicopters to
land on roof with last-minute news film.

PEOPLE...!
HAROLD FRAZEE, president, Wiley, Fraze
& Davenport, to Scheideler, Beck & Werne
Inc., N. Y., as executive head of agency's new |
drug and cosmetic division.
NANCY KEARNS, Paul H. Raymer Co., N. Y.,
station representatives, to Hicks & Griest Inc.,
same city, as assistant to radio and television
director, Peter Krug.
JAMES E. DUFFY has been named manager
ofCentral
advertising
promotioneffective
dept. oflastABC's
Division,and Chicago,
Friday. Mr. Duffy has been with ABC since 1949.
WENDELL HOLMES, D. P. Brother, Detroi
to Kenyon & Eckhardt, that city, as copychie
RICHARD L. PELZMAN, formerly head of hisown firm in Washington, named eastern films
syndication manager of Ted Baldwin Inc.
N. Y., promotion and public relations firm.
STOCKHOLDER DIFFERENCES
RESOLVED SAYS SNADER
LOUIS F. SNADER, president of Snader Telescriptions Corp., Los Angeles, declared firm is
not in financial difficulties or for sale, callin
reports to that effect "unfounded and untrue
following policy meeting last week. Differ rn
ences with principal stockholders have been
resolved, he said.
Mr. Snader asserted all phases of business
are in soundest possible financial condition.
Some 42 remaining telescriptions in second
library tractseries
yet to beproduction
filed, he tosaid,
with cons for additional
be concluded
in time for next board meeting July 2.
In reorganization, E. Jonny Graff, executive vice president in charge of sales, takes
over operations of Snader Telescriptions Sales
Inc., STC subsidiary. He replaces Reub Kaufman, president, who is leaving organization.
GE TRANSMITTER
UHF transmitter rated for 1,000 kw radiated
power was announced by General Electric Co.
in speech
Lewis F. Page,Institute
broadcastof IRE
special-in
ist, beforebySouthwestern
Houston Saturday. Transmitter has rated
power of 60 kw and combines with GE helical
high gain antenna to radiate up to megawatt
in power. Heart of new transmitter, fourth
in GE's UHF line, is Klystron tube. No price
has yet been
announced
60 kw transmitter. GE sells
100 w for
UHFnewtransmitter
for
$37,000, 1 lew for $65,000, 12 kw for $140,000.
These locompare
to VHF35 kw,
transmitters
ws: 5kw, $65,000;
$145,000; as50 folkw,
$205,000.
Prices
for
GE's
helical
antenna from
were
reduced last week — three-bay antenna,
$13,500 to $9,000; four-bay, from $18,000 to
$12,000; five-bay, from $22,500 to $15,000.
NEW UHF TUBES
AVAILABILITY of two newly developed UHF
tubes announced Friday by tube department,
RCA Victor. New tubes are forced-air-cooled
"1 kw"ters andpower
tetrodeoscillator
for UHFtriodeTV fortransmitminiature
station
selectors in UHF home receivers. Forced-aircooling principle of power tetrode, designed to
operate at high frequencies with high efficiency,
allows for simplification in transmitter design,
iteconomies.
was said, Oscillator
as well as triode
"substantial"
operatingas
was described
incorporating numerous design features to
minimize frequency drift, lead resistance, and
Other
limitingUHF
factors
conventional
tubes.which affect stability of
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DOES
SO

DO

HAVENS

AND

MARTIN,

A

COMPLETE

Inc. STATIONS

JOB

WMBG
WCOD
WTVR
i

From oil well to refinery to gas station
to motorist, and all the numerous steps in
between— Esso truly knows its business well.
Its skilled geologists probe beneath
the surface for oil; its skilled advertising
men use the air (WTVR and TV) with
standout effectiveness.
In the rich Virginia markets around Richmond,
Havens & Martin, Inc. Stations also do a
full and fruitful job. Pioneers in
TV, AM, and FM, these first stations of Virginia
comprised the first complete broadcasting
institution in the South. They know their business
well, as any Blair man can quickly prove.

WMBG

FIRST

STATIONS

OF VIRGINIA

am WCOD

Havens & Martin Inc. Stations are the only
complete broadcasting institution in Richmond.
Pioneer NBC outlets for Virginia's first market.
Represented nationally by John Blair & Company

« WTVR

tv

BOB SMITH
His
Country",
with early
music,morning
weather "Town
reports& and
market
prices, is an eye-opener for everyone
from factory worker to farmer
they keep

listening

. . .'round

the clock

• . .'round

the calendar

One reason that folks in Northern Ohio
listen most to WGAR . . . both
daytime and nighttime, winter and
summer alike ... is the parade of
our own popular local stars, marching
the air waves daily along with the big
name talent of CBS. Good reason, too,
why WGAR offers the most intensive
and economical selling force for
your summertime campaign in one of
America's most prosperous markets.

mNorik&M, Ohio.,

RADIO . . . AMERICA'S GREATEST
ADVERTISING MEDIUM

BILL MAYER
Men tune for him on the way to work.
The ladies listen as they turn to AM chores.
To thousands
he's
the
official Mayerof friends,
of the Morning
HENRY PILDNER
Father catches his laughs and music while
headed for home. Mom gets his show
via the kitchen radio while she prepares
dinner. The whole family likes the way
"Henry Pildner Entertains"
TOM ARMSTRONG
His tuneful "Polka Parade" following the
dinner hour grabs a huge audience in
this cosmopolitan area which has become
famed as "the Polka capital of the nation"
HAL
MORGAN
Late hour
listeners go regularly to his
mythical night club that features the top
bands and vocalists . . . plus personal
interviews with outstanding celebrities
Ask now about summer availabilities of spots and
segments in theselocalbigprograms
-audience, low-investment

•ffie SPar-fbr SPOT RADIO

WGAR Cleveland . 50,000 WATTS • CBS „
EASTERN OFFICE: 665 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY

% Represented
Edward PetryNationally
& Companyby

BROADCASTING

TELECASTING

tn's
HOT
Whai
Chhago

?

WBBM, Chicago's fop-rated,
most-sponsored station,
where last year 88.3% of
all local sponsors— and
85.3% of all sponsors,
local and national spotstayed on the job
all summer long!
WBBM 50,000 watts' CBS Owned
Chicago s Showmanship Station
Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales

Go

where

there's

A NEW
'RURAL' MARKET...
INDUSTRIAL KENTUCKY!
Industry — once limited to urban areas — now spreads healthily
throughoutwest,
Kentucky.
Louisville's
industrial
growth
is reflected
south and
east as phenomenal
plant after plant
strengthens
Kentucky's
growing
list
of
important
manufacturers.
Investments of more than $1,000,000,000 for expansion
and new plants have been announced for Kentucky —
outside the metropolitan Louisville area.

*^Ss

GROWTH...

HP

Jilfc

.it* .it*

LEGEND
NEW INDUSTRIES IN KENTUCKY SINCE JAN. 1, 1951
Factory
Oil Refinery
Steel Plant
^ . DistiiclleryUtility
-Jf^jL Publ
•^JJr* T. V. A.
Chemical Plant J^HIA Powder Plant
Atomic Energy Commission

WHAS/

No other station, or group of stations in this market can match the audience
delivered by WHAS . . . seven days a week; morning, afternoon and night!
As in Farm and News programs, WHAS-produced Sports shows
have greater listenership than programs presented at the same time by
all other Kentuckiana stations combined. WHAS Sports shows
have an average share of audience 150% greater than that of
the next highest rated station. (Benson and Benson)
THE WHAS MARKET
105 Kentucky counties
25 Indiana counties

ASSOCIATED WITH THE COURIER-JOURNAL-LOUISVILLE TIMES • VICTOR A. SHOLIS, Director • NEIL D. CLINE, Sales Director
Represented Nationally by Henry I. Christal Co., New York, Chicago

THE UNBEATABLE

COMBINATION

IN TV TODAY

The most modern TV station facilities in the country backed by
three years of practical know-how.

COLUMBUS'

TELEVISION

SPONSORS

MORE

ARE

POWER
"
trc
tfFD

CENTER

SOLD

ON

WTVN

BECAUSE WTVN
SELLS
When you buy WTVN it

MORE

COVERAGE

means rapid-fire sales.
The ultimate in program-

MORE

FACILITIES

MORE

STAFF

ming and production facilities engineered to
your needs. Here's one
TV station designed to
sell more products to

MORE

SELL!

people quicker and
cheaper than ever.

WTVN
COLUMBUS, OHIO
CHANNEL
EDWARD

LAMB

6
ENTERPRISE

Published Building,
every Monday,
with 4,Yearbook
Numbersas (53rd
issues)March
published
in January
by Broadcasting
Publications,
Inc., 8703, National
Washington
D. C. Entered
secondandclass54thmatter
14, 1933,
at Post and
OfficeFebruary
at Washington,
D. C, under
act of March
1879. Press

KRLD-TV

Served More Local and Regional Adver-

tisers during January, February and March, 1952,
than the two other TV stations in Dallas and Fort
Worth

Source: Itvrabaugh Reports

combined.

KRLD-TV is Texas' most powerful TV station
and the exclusive outlet for the nationally
famous and highest rated CBS Television
Network programs, for both Dallas and
Fort Worth.
KRLD-TV offers advertisers the largest slice
of the total sales target in the Southwest's
largest metropolitan market.
The Branham Company, £xc/us/ve Representative

This is why

KRLD-TV
CHANNEL 4, DALLAS
is your best buy

EXCLUSIVE OUTLET FOR CBS-m
PROGRAMS
John W. Runyon, President
Clyde W. Rembert, Managing Director
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TV ASPIRANTS who are holding- up their
applications
on theory
not
to show their
hand that
until it's
July advantageous
1 filing date
are deluding themselves, according to informed
Commission sources. It's custom of FCC to
allow applications to "mature" for at least
30 days, irrespective of possibility that applica! tion might be granted without hearing under
channel-by-channel procedure. Hence, authorities recommend immediate filing so that there
can be ample public notice of pendency. If
you doubt this, ask your nearest Commissioner.
STILL CLOSELY guarded secret is status of
Bob Hope-Lehmann Bros, negotiations purportedly looking toward acquisition of radioTV properties. Newest report is that amount
involved is in neighborhood of $15 million.
It's known
prominent
westernto broadcaster has that
been one
contacted
in regard
management participation in project.
TALK PERSISTS that NBC would still like
to acquire KMPC Los Angeles from Richards
family as its key outlet. Barrier appears to
be agreement on price in neighborhood of $1
million (as against in excess of $2 million
asked few years ago). Possibility that sequel
to such transaction would be sale by NBC of
KOA Denver also is broached, with name of
Eddie Lasker, independent motion picture
producer on RKO lot and son of A. D. Lasker,
of Lord & Thomas fame, mentioned as avidly
interested. KOA also mentioned as possible
key station for Hope-Lehmann Bros, if NBC
acquires KMPC and must sell one of its O&O
properties.
KEEN DESIRE of NBC-TV to obtain more
Kellogg Co. business indicated by trip last
week of Niles Trammell, NBC board chairman,
to Battle Creek, Mich., Kellogg headquarters.
Mr. Trammell reportedly was hoping to sell
7-7 :15 p.m. Monday-Friday to Kellogg for
Space Cadet now on ABC-TV. If sale comes
| about, NBC-TV will move Kukla, Fran & Ollie,
j now in that period, to new evening time.
ABSENCE LAST week from FCC regular
meetings of Comr. Robert F. Jones may have
been factor in failure of FCC to reconsider
its new inflammatory rebroadcast rule which
makes it mandatory for stations denying rebroadcast privileges to notify FCC within ten
days of refusal under penalty of being cited
for failure to serve public interests [B»T,
May 19]. Action on original rule was taken
without presence of Lawyer-Commissioners
Rosel H. Hyde or Jones, both of whom are believed to have strong feeling about propriety
and legality of Commission's interpretation.
TROUBLE can be expected from another quarter, too, on provocative rebroadcast rule. FCC
action violates procedure whereby all new
government forms must have approval of
i U.
of Budget.
has
beenS. inBureau
existence
CommitteeFor onyears
RadiothereBroadcasting of Advisory Council on Federal Reports, which functions with Budget Bureau
(Continued on page 6)
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J. GLEN TAYLOR
LEE ENTERPRISES V. P.
CONFIRMING previously published reports
[CLOSED CIRCUIT, May 19], announcement
was made Friday of election of J. Glen Taylor
as vice president of Thomas S. Lee Enterprises.
He will serve as general executive in coordinationtions,
of company's
radio and said.
television operaformal announcement
Meanwhile, despite widely current reports,
no other changes in Thomas S. Lee-MutualWOR organization have been effected. Expected
that consolidation of certain activities on
customary
network-key
basis Thomas
will be
effected under
direction station
of President
F. O'Neill during next few weeks.
Thomas S. Lee Enterprises Inc., shortly expected to become General Teleradio Inc., is
subsidiary of General Tire & Rubber Co., and
parent
WOR and
WOR-TV,
Yankee corporation
and Don Lee ofnetworks
and holds
majority
(approximately
58%) of Mutual, heretofore cooperative
network.
Mr. Taylor, prior to his present appointment,
was for 12 years executive of General Tire.
His last assignment was as director of government operations in Washington. His offices
will
be located at Mutual headquarters, 1440
Broadway.
RADIO TIME CHARGES
MILLION LESS THAN TV
GROSS RADIO network time charges in April
1952 were nearly $2 million below network
radio billings for April 1951 and more than
$1 million under gross television network time
charges for April 1952, according to Publishers Information Bureau. Here's breakdown:
NETWORK RADIO
-April Jan.-April
April
April
1951
1951 Jan. 1952
1952
ABC
$11,673,661
$13,079,310
CBS
$
3,244,146
20,047,381
$
2,980,183
MBS
4,943,400
26,213,046
6,487,717
NBC
1,539,801 16,614,038
1,677,748 4,897,882
6,157,399
6,803,956 19,931,091
4,078,593
Total: $13,943,887
$15,905,583 $56,544,685 $63,975,197
NETWORK
TELEVISION
ABC
1,686,583 $1,432,319
CBS $ 5,641,831
7,920,563 $ 11,102,297
5,555,359
574,025 $ 21,462,640
DuMont
738,926 2,906,891
NBC
1,873,442
2,963,381 17,548.954
6,946,751 4,758,309 28,339,965
Total: $15,014,091
$60,686,549
$9,671,544
$36,080,052
AUBREY SELLS MBS SHOW
JIM AUBREY, board chairman of Aubrey,
Finlay, Marley & Hodgson Agency, Chicago,
sold alternate weeks of True Detective mysteries on Mutual (Sundays, 4:30-5 p.m. CST)
to Motorola, which is not one of his accounts.
His client, Williamson Candy (for Oh Henry),
sponsors show bi-weekly after dropping half
of schedule. Although Motorola business placed
through
Aubrey's $150,000
agency
will
get Ruthrauff
commission& Ryan,
on estimated
order on complete MBS lineup of 550 stations.
NBC WHITE HOUSE CHANGE
NBC has assigned Ray Scherer, of its Washington news staff, to serve as White House
correspondent in absence of Frank Bourgholtzer. After vacation, Mr. Bourgholtzer will
be assigned to cover Gen. Eisenhower starting
with his arrival in U. S. June 2.

BUSINESS BRIEFLY
TODAY SPONSORS © Bauer & Black Div.
of Kendall Co., Chicago (surgical dressings),
through Leo Burnett Co., same city, to sponsor
7:15 a.m. Tuesday and 7:20 a.m. Thursday
segments
of NBC-TV's
Today,
June
17. Standard
Brands Inc.,
New effective
York (Chase
& Sanborn Coffee), through Compton Adv.,
same city, undertook 8:20 a.m. Tuesday and
8:45 a.m. Thursday sections as of May 13.
BLOCK DRUG SPOT % Block Drug Co.
(Polident), buying radio spot campaign in 20
major markets starting June 1 for 26 weeks.
In addition, Block Drug for its Amm-i-dent
Chlorophyl
lookingAgency,
for half-hour
TV show forToothpaste
this summer.
Cecil &
Presbrey, N. Y.
FRISCH FOR UNION OIL # Union Oil Co.
of California will sponsor new series of sports
commentaries by Frankie Frisch, former baseball star, on ABC Radio, 5:55-6 p.m. EDT,
Monday-Friday, beginning today (Monday).
Agency, Foote, Cone & Belding, Los Angeles.
$104,000 TV CONTRACT # B. C. Remedy
Co., Durham, N. C, through N. W. Ayer & Son,
Philadelphia,
signs $104,000
contract
52week
spot campaign
on WABD
(TV)forNew
York starting
today (Monday).
MILES MOVE # Miles California Co., Los
Angeles (Alka-Seltzer)
, moves
Newspaper
of the Air from
KNBHAlka-Seltzer
(TV) to
KHJ-TV Hollywood, two nightly quarter-hours,
Mon.-Fri. starting July 1. 52 weeks TV contract involved $130,000. Firm continues twicedaily dionewscasts
on 45 DonGeoffrey
Lee WestWade
CoastAdv.,
rastations. Agency,
Hollywood.
BEST FOODS GETS DISCOUNT • Best
Foods Inc., New York, through Benton &
Bowles, same city, first taker of 45% discount— offered on minimum of 12 daytime announcements per week — as part of new WCBSTV New York rate card [B*T, May 19]. Two
or three daily spots, Monday through Saturday, to start for Best Foods June 9.
PEQUOT (Continued
ON MBS •on page
One Hi)
of first adverP&G SIGNS RED SKELTON;
NEW TV TIME SLATED
NBC emerged from season-long battle with
CBS for Red Skelton with one-year radio-TV
contract starting in fall. Procter & Gamble
Co. has bought 7-7:30 p.m. Sundays on NBCTV, moving
10-10:30
p.m. spot
which
it will from
retain present
for another
program.
Radio and TV shows to be produced by Russel M. Seeds Co. Participating in negotiations
were Freeman Keyes, Seeds president; Bo
Roos, comedian's manager, and John West,
NBC dian
Western
ComereportedlyDivision
held outvicefor president.
complete filming
of TV program. New TV series starts Sept.
27. Radio program not yet sold.
for more AT DEADLINE turn page ^
. May 26, 1952 • Page 5

LIBERTY COAST HOOKUP
TO EXPAND EASTWARD
NEW Liberty Radio Network on West Coast
will begin operation June 2 with six hours of
programming and daily afternoon baseball
recreation, Gordon McLendon, LBS president
said Friday (early story page 26). Feeder
station, he said, expected to be KMPC Los
Angeles.
Hookup will be expanded to 16 hours and
national affiliations in October, he said. Three
McLendon-owned stations in Texas expected to
join as network expands eastward.
Mr. McLendon said he will mail 6,000 letters
this
to stations
and "loyal
fans" asking
them week
to petition
Congress
for Justice
Dept.
action
in
Liberty's
conspiracy
case
against
major league clubs. He received wire Friday
from Rep. Patrick Hillings (R-Calif.), member of House Judiciary subcommittee, asking
for outline of charges that Justice Dept. has
been delinquent in prosecuting "baseball conspiracy".
CLARIFY TV HEARINGS
CONFUSION concerning effective date of
FCC's order
14, whichin removed
from
hearing
those ofTVApril
applications
hearing when
TV freeze was imposed, was clarified by Commission Friday in statement explaining effective date is June 2, same as effective date of
Sixth Report lifting TV freeze [B*T, April
14]. FCC dismissed as not necessary petitions
of WFOX WISN and WEMP Milwaukee which
asked modification of order to clarify date.
Similar petition was filed earlier in week by
Edwin
FranciscoPauley's
applicant.Television California, San
WHITE QUARTER HOUR
WALTERtionalWHITE,
executive director
of NaAssn. for Advancement
of Colored
People, has signed with WLIB New York for
weekly quarter hour show, sponsored in New
York area by Vim Stores. Beginning June 2,
8 p.m. on WLIB, show will feature interviews
with national and international leaders. It is
syndicated for distribution in other cities with
large Negro populations.
KTRE, KDAL FILE
NEW TV BID filed Friday at FCC by KTRE
Lufkin, Tex., seeking VHF Channel 9 with
11.3 kw radiated visual power and estimated
construction cost of $223,160. Amended application filed by KDAL Duluth, Minn., for VHF
Channel 3 with 25 kw visual power. Estimated
cost, $291,500.
KALA SITKA REVOKED
REVOCATION of license of KALA Sitka,
Alaska, was ordered by FCC Friday on
grounds station stopped broadcasting Dec. 2,
1950, without authorization. Licensed to
Baranof Enterprises Inc., KALA is assigned
250 w on 1400 kc. If request for hearing is
filed by June 30, revocation will be suspended
pending outcome of proceeding.
HAMILBURG IN TV
BRIG. GEN. Ira Hamilburg, Massachusetts
racing commissioner, spearheading organization and financing of new Hollywood TV production company to be headed by Leo Reisman,
orchestra leader. Irvin Gwirtz, music consultant, to be associated with operation.
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(Continued from page 5)
and FCC. Present chairman is Ben Strouse
WWDC Washington, who succeeded Wayne
Coy
FCC. when latter assumed chairmanship o:
In this IssueThe seething
controversy
over rate-cutting enters still
another phase.
Straws
inCommittee
the wind,huddled
as the inall-radio
Affiliates
New York,
point
to a situation similar to the spring of
1951 when CBS Radio announced a
rate reduction and others followed
suit. Page 23.
In Chicago, John H. Piatt, of Kraft
Foods, cautioned broadcast executives
at a luncheon that TV's star dust is
settling kind of low and it was time for
the industry to do something about it.
Special concern to him, is a purported
trend toward network control of proand talent. Pageis 23.
A House gramssubcommittee
on the verge
of a "morals" probe of both radio and
television programs. The group starts
planning its next move soon. Page 29.
Other threats to radio-TV rear on Capitol
Hill. Chairman Pat McCarran of the
Senate Judiciary Committee introduces
a resolution to put a stopper on radioTV coverage
of Senatespokesmen
committee ask
meet-to
ings. But industry
be heard. Page 27.
Broadcasters with TV in mind find FCC's
list of priority cities in television application(Pageprocessing
immediate
terest.
79).of For
browsinginthere is the feature, "Antenna Location," by Malcolminstrumental
I. Ruddock,in New
York attorney
the
Empire State Bldg. joint antenna project. (Page 82). For practical study
there is a roundup of BMI TV clinics
in New York and Chicago. (Page 80).
In the so-called new community, radio is
the friendly neighbor. A new approach to radio's wide penetration is
notedB. byMcGill.
Westinghouse
W.
Page 2h. Radio Stations'
Retail store traffic is finding an effective
conveyor via radio. It's the theme of
Advertising Research Bureau Inc.'s
studies reported by B»T. Page 26.
Stations which are ex-Liberty Broadcasting System affiliates are exploring
regional groupings, now that Liberty
has suspended operations. Page 26.
Rights to radio-TV pour green stuff
where the majors need it the most, in
the till. A House subcommittee reports on the big leagues. Page 25.
Four broadcasters are holding1 honors
following the annual presentation of
the Sloan Awards. Page 29.
In the political broadcast arena, NARTB
announces it supports the Horan bill
and none other. Page 27.
Twelve Senators wade into the problem
of a forthcoming glut in FCC processing of TV applications. They come up
with a proposal for more examiner
teams. Page 88.
Upcoming
May 26-27: BMI TV Clinic, Hollywood.
MayHotel27-29:
National
Sales Executives,
Fairmont,
San Francisco.
June 2: BAB Sales Clinic, Portland, Me.
(Other Upcomings page 52)

WITH JULY 1 date approaching whei
colored margarine can be sold in state ol
New York, margarine companies are battlins
it out for availabilities in radio and TV spoi
campaigns, starting late June and running
through month of July. Best Foods' Nucoai
margarine through Benton & Bowles, Stand- j
ard Brands' Blue Bonnet margarine through
Ted Bates & Co., and Jelke Good Luck margarine through Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson &\
Mather are among contenders for availabilities'
TIP-OFF that McCarran resolution to bai
radio-TV and recordings in Senate may not!
get very far in Rules Committee: Resolution
(S Res
by Sen.for Alexander
has
been106)
on shelf
nearly yearWiley
despite(R-Wis.|
efforts]
by Sen. Margaret Chase Smith (R-Me.) tdl
shake it loose [B»T, Feb. 25]. Wiley resolution calls for study of entire radio-TV cover4
age problem in Congressional committee hearcommittee
also reports
crowdeddocket. ings.NoRuleschance
for McCarran
measure
un4
less
there's
"unusual"
interest
or
demand,
it's said (story, page 27).
PITTSBURGH IS up in arms over bleak TV
outlook following hard-slugging speech lasti
Tuesdaybinedofsession
Comr.
Robert and
F. Jones
before comof Radio
Television
Club
and Advertising Club (see story page 79).
After Comr. Jones had commented that, ac-|
cording
FCC majority's
ing plan,toit would
be at least present
five yearsprocessbefore
Pittsburgh got its second TV station, all three
newspapers took up campaign with result that
Mayor David L. Lawrence made dates in i
Washington this week to see such personages
as House Speaker Sam Rayburn and FCC
Comr. Frieda B. Hennock.
FURTHER INDICATION of prairie fire propensities of TV allocations in isolated areas
seen in developments at Madison, Wisconsin.
Citizens committee has informed opposing
mixed allocation wherein one VHF and three
UHF assignments are made. Request that
VHF commercial assignment be dropped so
that entire market can have UHF exclusively
has been rejected by FCC. Campaign is to
get all commercial UHF in market so listeners
won't beverters orharassed
dual type with
sets. necessity for conDESPITE optimistic reports that House will
consider and approve revised McFarland Bill
(S 658), there's evidence that FCC staff members are continuing to "sabotage" measure in
House. House leadership, however, is determined toferencehave
bill approved
and sent
to conwith Senate.
House version
of measure
departs radically in several respects from
Senate bill, designed to update FCC operations
and afford greater degree of protection of
licensees against overt actions.
CHANCES
passage
Senate'sintroduced
anti-air
hazard
bill (Sfor3129)
slim. ofMeasure
early in May passed half-way mark in second
session of 82d Congress; and there's little
supporttones onfor
its many
overtall it.
TV Also,
towers,aside
bill from
contains
retary.
controversial
sections, particularly wide powers
which would be delegated to Commerce Secfor more AT DEADLINE see page 114 ^
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All ItTook

was

a Slingshot...

... For David to topple the mighty Philistine warrior-giant Goliath. History, never
easy on giants, has a way of repeating itself.
All it took independent KOWH to conquer the big Omaha market was programming—
the kind that gets invited into Omaha homes. Hooper has chronicled the extent of the
victory. The chart below shows the Omaha-Council Bluffs share-of-audience for 8 A.M.6 P.M., Monday through Saturday, October, 1951, through March, 1952.
36.7 %

$ Largest total audience of any
Omaha station, 8 A. M. to
6 P. M., Monday through Saturday! (Hooper,
thru March,
1952.)Oct., 1952,

£ Largest share of audience, in
any individual time period, of
any
independent
America!
(Oct., station
1951, inthruall
Represented Nationally By
Febr., 1952.)

25
20-

Sta. "A'

15.

Sta. "B'

10
5-1

STATIONOTHER
RATINGS
Sta. "C
Sta. "D' JZL
Sta. "E'

0
'/4*Mniocu
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more New Englanders
listen to
WPRO
than any other
Rhode Island station
The PULSE

of PROVIDENCE

March-April, 7952
Q

WPRO's average weekday morning,
weekday afternoon, and evening
(Sun. thru Sat.) share of audience is
30% greater than the second-place
station.

%

WPRO wins more quarter-hour
"firsts" weekdays and evenings
than all other Providence stations
combined.

£

WPRO's average quarter-hour
rating (6.8) from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
weekdays is 41 .7% greater than the
second-place station. WPRO has
ratings higher than 5.0 in 140 out of
200 quarter hours.

%

WPRO has all 10 of Providence's
TOP TEN, five-a-week daytime programs .. . 7 of Providence's TOP
TEN evening programs.
WPRO Offers You DOUBLE Major-Market
Coverage — HIGHEST Ratings — The MOST
Listeners at LOWEST COST-PER-WOQ!
customers are buyers!
listeners are customers!
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PORTLAND
OREGON
SHOPPING

AND

RESIDENTIAL

DISTRICT

of Beaverton. Tremendous growth has brought Beaverton
to the fore as a leading community in the KGW service area.

H Rossi* 4r> years
%fWK aA- Beaverton
resii
MAYIOR
dent,areasays,and"It'sdelivers
the pioneer
our
the beststation
in radioin
to its vast audience. We all vote for
our favorite, KGW."

/
You cannot adequately cover the nation's northwest
corner without KGWonderful! Listener loyalty you
cannot duplicate anywhere available for your product in the ever-growing Oregon-Southwest Washington area. Examine the picture captions for proof
why KGW has been "The People's Choice" in the
Portland area for more than 30 years! The pioneer
station at that highly desirable six-two-oh on the
dial, the KGW Radio Theater. Act now to reap the
reward of the best procurable radio advertising
available in the booming Northwest!

PRINCIPAL
I. R. Metzler of Beaverton Union high
school says,ucational"Weservice all
the highto edKGWknowdelivers
us.
It is our favorite and the best in the
Northwest."
Celebrating Our 31 st Year of
Leadership and Community Service

PORTLAND, OREGON
ROADCASTING
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BEAVERTON'S

VOICE

TELLS

THE

CHOICE:

KGWI

Jay Gibson, president of HOUSEWIFE Mrs. P. E. Pintarich, and GROCER H. C. Miller of Miller's Food
BANKER Beaverton's
her son Dick, who shop in
First Security
Market,
reports,
advertised national
local
brand
products"KGW
are defBank, relates, '"KGW is a solid investment in the Beaverton,
states, "KGW andis thefeatures.
finest station
for allaround
entertainment
The Houseinite favorites
withandshoppers
here. Results
count
and
future. For our money it's the top station in the
Northwest."
wife's helper for shopping tips is KGW."
KGW certainly delivers results."

Dean's RexMourer, reports,
R°V Drugs,
AICT I alI
DDIIA
W
course
KGW is the favorite
in the Portland
area."OfIt
knows the people and the people know KGW."

REPRESENTED
BROADCASTING

NATIONALLY BY EDWARD
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agency

ESLEY A. GILMAN elected president of Lewis & Gilman Inc., N. Y
w replacing PAUL L. LEWIS, now chairman of the board.
BILL BRANGHAM, copy writer, Erwin, Wasey & Co., L. A., to Warwick
& Legler Inc., that city, as copy chief.
WILLIAM L. RUSSELL, Ellington
& .Co., N. Y., to Fletcher D. Richards,
same city, as copy writer in radio-TV
department.
THOMAS H. TOMLIN, production
manager, Elwood J. Robinson & Co.,
L. A., to J. Walter Thompson Co., that
Mr. Gilman
city, as production and traffic manager.
DONALD W. KRAUSE, former advertising and public relations man
ager of Chicago National Bank, to Edwin Bird Wilson, N. Y., as account
executive.

on all accounts

Here is one of the
greatest "plus" factors ever
offered through advertising — the
tremendous factor of automobile radio.
In metropolitan Memphis alone, there are more
than 70,000 automobile radios. And, of course, this does
not include the many additional thousands owned and used
by families throughout the entire mid-south listening area.
You pay nothing additional for this "plus" audience. It's something to think about, isnt it?

MEMPHIS
NBC
5,000 WATTS — 790 K. C.
National representatives, The Branham Company
WMCF 260 KW Simultaneously Duplicating AM Schedule
WMCT First TV Station in Memphis and the Mid-South
Owned and Operated by The Commercial Appeal
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instead pay him 25 cents for each
troubles
and a onelot letter about "Why I want to buy
ble, for
RADIofOits isownresponsi
reason is "it has gotten big an Aladdin lamp," Presba, Fellers
& Presba paid out $18,000. That
time radio
and lost
the stcommon
touch." kind
The
speciali
who charges
of salary set up died on the
this is Will B. Presba, president of
For 16 years the agency has
Presba, Fellers & Presba agency in spot.
Chicago. Radio, he firmly believes, bought a lot of spot and participais the master medium in getting
tions, using well-liked, friendly
audience response when it is used local personalities. Its management
organized
local barn dances for
,
properlytively oftenbutenough.
it is not used effec- clients on WHO
Des Moines, WLW
One proper usage,
Cincinnati
and
WSM Nashville, and
reports
Aladdin
lamps was
has been proved to
the first commercial
him "time and time
again" — sponsorship
sponsor of the WLS
National
Barn
of radio personaliDance
in Chicago.
ties who know peoFlex-O-Glass, anothple and how to reach
er account, has used
them, who use simthe National
Barn
plicity and who can
Dance
consistently
arouse listener loysince
1935.
alty. Dollar for dollar, this kind of proBill utes
Presba
attribhis fondness
gramming becomes
for and knowledge
a client's best radio
of radio to two of
buy, ba,sayswho has
Mr. Presbeen
the
industry's pio"partial" to broadne rs, Ed Fellers and
cast personalities
Lloyd
Thomas. From
for a long time.
the
former,
he
In association with
learned
it pays off to
his father and Ed
use spotstations
with handFellers, he used
picked
as a
Mr. PRESBA direct
contact policy
"Smiling exclusively
Ed" Mc- for Mantle
Connell
of
the
charLamp Co. (Aladdin lamps) on fostersacterunderstanding
of the station, its personnel
radio for 14 years. Despite his
conviction about the success of and its audience. "And all of this
the client," he says.
personal pitches, each new evidence benefits
He learned other radio fundaof listener response astonished
mentals, starting with the
transhim. "Smiling Ed" brought in
at WROK
90,000 offers of trade-ins on new Rockford,mitter, from111.Mr.BillThomas
Presba
started
lamps
one-timethe mention.
as a salesman in 1934 after
Another after
time,a after
agency there
being trained as a lawyer. Son of
a
long-time
manufacturing
and adagreeding Ed's"to salary
forget forabout
(Continued
on page 105)
a week"Smiland
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beat
HARRY E. WHOLLEY, Ted Bates & Co. N. Y., to Kenyon & Eckhardt,
same city, as account executive.
JACK BUCHOLTZ, William Warren, Jackson & Delaney, N. Y., to
Kenneth Rader Co., that city, as radio-TV director.
[HARRY SCHNEIDERMAN, E. H. Brown Adv., Chicago, opens Harry
{Schneiderman Inc., same city. FRANK J. O'CONNELL, MURREY
J SCHNEIDERMAN and JOHN MORGAN join Mr. Schneiderman as acII count executives. JOHN P. KELLY is agency's art director.
fllCHARLES F. GAUSS, copy staff, Ridgway Co., to Oakleigh R. French
ll& Assoc., St. Louis, as copy writer. WILLIAM R. HAID joins agency
las production manager.
GEORGE M. FINLEY, director of plans and research, American Weekly,
N. Y., to William H. Weintraub & Co., that city, as executive in marketing department.
HELENE SALMON, executive assistant and copy writer, Degner &
Assoc., L. A., to Phil D. McHugh Co., that city, in similar capacity.
HAROLD E. FLINT, vice president, O'Lavin, Flint & Assoc., Fargo,
N. D., formerly Barney Lavin Inc.,
elected executive vice president and
general manager. RICHARD C.
ROSENTHAL, account executive,
elected LANDvice
president.
LEE elected
HOLand CARL
HIGGINS
assistant treasurer and assistant secretary, respectively.
C. N. VAN AUKEN, print media staff,
Biow Co., N. Y., appointed assistant
to JOHN C. ROME on Philip Morris
Mr. Flint
account.
Mr. Rosenthal
GEORGE W. McMURPHEY, head of George W. McMurphey Adv.,
Portland, adds duties of account executive with Edward S. Kellogg Co.,
L. A., on agency's Portland accounts.
JEAN ROBBINS, former associate editor, Magazine Management, N. Y.,
to Lee Ramsdell & Co., Phila., as copy director in consumer accounts
division.
WILLIAM L. RUSSELL to Fletcher D. Richards Inc., N. Y., as copy
writer on radio-TV staff.
SAM EWING AGENCY relocates at 995 Market St., S. F.
RICHARD T. O'REILLY, plans-merchandising staff, N. W. Ayer & Son,
to agency's
New York office.
F. KURTZ
and HORACE
D.Phila.,
NALLE
rejoin Philadelphia
staff ROBERT
after service
in Korea.
CHARLES McCANN returns to Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago, as research
director after two years as captain in Air Force Reserve.
ERNEST A. HOLMES, executive research, Warwick & Legler, and Kudner Agency, N. Y., to Marschalk & Pratt, that city, as manager of
market research.
KATE RUBIN, Advance Pattern Co., N. Y., to Grey Adv., same city,
as copy writer.
HOWARD B. SHAW, account executive, Cramer-Krasselt Co., Milelected president
of city's alumni chapter of Alpha Delta Sigma,
national waukee,
advertising
fraternity.
JOHN P. WILEY, sales staff, WCAU-TV Philadelphia, to Albert FrankGuenther Law, that city.
LESTER EARLE Inc., Chicago, moves to new offices at 840 N. Michigan Ave.
LAWRENCE E. DuPONT, former program director, WFAA-TV Dallas,
to Rogers & Smith, that city, as radio-TV director.
LESTER L. JACOBS, account executive, Buchen Co., Chicago, has opened
own agency, Lester L. Jacobs Inc., 228 N. LaSalle St. there.
BROADCASTING
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FRANK AND JACKSON SHOW
Frank Harden and Jackson
Weaver run a daily
double madcap combination
2=00 to 3:45 P. M.
Monday thru Friday

YOU'RE HEARING THINGS
Malone and Joe Campbell
make mystery sounds for
their audience to identify.
11:15 to 11:30 A. M.
Monday thru Friday

m

*

v/KAAL's varied spot pa ' P ^ po
WMAL person W****^
o«»
,,n9Me

P6RSONAUTV TOUCH

GEHCY>c.
^t°!cASa?leZsA
Or V/MAL
WMALU
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it 'M
ONE

me</
NIGHT!

• There's an old saying that
everything happens at night
. . . especially in New Orleans! We'll qualify that
somewhat, and say that anything can happen at night
.especially on WDSU-TV.
• Take, for instance, the Sunday ment
night store
thatfeatured
a local depart$1.29
W minute
children'scommercial.
pajamas inNothing
a one
unusual, you say? Well, we
beg to differ— because something certainly did happen
that night!
• Next morning, the store was
flooded with calls . . . and by
evening the pajamas were
completely sold out. Within
three days— 1200 of these pajamas had been purchased
by economy-wise TV viewers.
• Remember . . . lots does happen at night (and in daytime,
too) on WDSU-TV. So don't
ose sleep— we can solve your
sales problem anytime in the
"Billion Dollar New Orleans
Market"!
Write, Wire
or Phone
BLAIR-TV!
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new business \£
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET Co., N. Y., will use radio-TV spots bein national
markets
for "free offer"
Palmolivegin ing in June
after-shave
lotion.
Announcements
also campaign
planned for
for
broadcast on firm's regularly sponsored programs. Agency: Ted Bates &
Co., N. Y.
PEPSI COLA Co., N. Y., placing 18 week schedule of station break
announcements on four metropolitan New York radio stations effective
today (Monday). Agency: Biow Co., N. Y.
FISHER FLOURING MILLS Co., Seattle, to sponsor newscast featuring
Knox Manning, daily 7:45 a.m. PDT on NBC Pacific Coast Network
starting June 2. Agency: Pacific National Adv., Seattle.
ARMOUR & Co., Chicago, for Dial deodorant soap, begins TV spot schedule June 9 which will continue indefinitely in 11 markets. Daytime only
is being bought. Agency: Foote, Cone & Belding, same city.
LEVOLOR LORENTZEN Inc., N. Y. (components for custom made
Venetian blinds), using TV promotion in Nashville, Dallas and New
York. Program will be extended this fall. Agency: Reiss Adv., N. Y.
M. J. MERKIN PAINT Co., N. Y., using radio advertising in New York
and New England markets introducing Velvet Flow interior paint.
Agency: Reiss Adv., N. Y.
E. J. BRACH & Sons, Chicago (candy manufacturer), will expand regular fall AM spot campaign into about 20 cities starting in Sept.
Agency: Arthur Meyerhoff, Chicago.
A/etw&tk • • •
HELENE CURTIS INDUSTRIES (permanents), Chicago, to sponsor
Tuesday series
and Thursday
segments
of Johnny
Olsen'sFOODS
Rumpuscontinues
Room,
weekday
seen on DuMont
Network.
PREMIERE
as backer of Monday, Wednesday and Friday telecasts. Agency: Russel
M. Seeds Co., Chicago.
CURTIS PUBLISHING Co. adds WTCN-TV Minneapolis and WHIO
(TV) Dayton to 15 stations carrying Keep Posted on DuMont Network,
8:30-9 p.m. Tuesdays. Agency: BBDO, N. Y.
■fluency
• • materials
•
LASSITER -tfjajaotntment*
Corp., Phila. (packaging
for foods and textiles),
names Lavenson Bureau, that city.
ST. REGIS PAPER Co., N. Y., names J. M. Hickerson, same city.
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET Co., Jersey City, appoints Street &
Finney, N. Y., to handle Florient aerosol air deodorant. WILLIAM
G. JOHNSON is account executive.
FINDERS MFG. Co., Chicago (Hollywood broilers), appoints Kuttner
& Kuttner,
same KUTTNER
city. Radio-TV
spots will
be used later in specific markets. CHESTER
is account
executive.
FINNEYJr., &that
SON,city.Phila. (monument makers), appoints Robert S. Kampmann
RIPON KNITTING WORKS, Ripon, Wis., appoints Buchen Co., Chicago.
■QdpeojaleG. MORTIMER
• • •
STANLEY
Jr., account executive, BBDO, N. Y., to Pan
American
June
1. World Airways, that city, as advertising manager, effective
GLEN PRESTON BURNS appointed advertising and sales promotion
manager of W. H. Brady Co., Chippewa Falls, Wis., industrial products
manufacturer.
HARRY E. PETERSEN, advertising manager, Citizens National Trust
& Savings Bank,
Advertisers
Assn. L. A., named national director, National Industrial
MARGARET EGAN, former advertising manager of Marshall Field,
Chicago, to John Wanamaker, Phila., in same capacity.
BROADCASTING
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METROPOLITAN

POPULATION

AREA

with

WFMJ

the

NBC

5
WATT

serving

000
STATION

GREATER

YOUNGSTOWN,

OHIO

■HHHHHHBHBMnHMHMI
HEADLEY-REED Co., National Representatives
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Quiet Please
EDITOR:
... I recognize the necessity for
advertising to maintain and develop free listening, but it does
seem that the advertising could be
less afflicted with advertising announcers who adopt the manner
and style of circus-barkers, with
their untrue and raucous "hurry,
hurry, hurry" spiels. . . .
I recognize the desirability, perhaps the necessity, of "cut-backs,"
"breaks,"
"fade-outs"butandthe the
like
in radio programs;
alleged
and pretended music used to effect
these tricks-of-the-trade is scarcely
recognizable as music. . . .
hoping that
• Here's
Telecasting
can Broadcasting
see its way
clear to make suggestions to the
radio industry for improving its
production and services. . . .
Harry S. Barger
Washington, D. C.

open mike

The Lee Side
EDITOR:
I am concerned
by certain inac-on
curacies in the announcement
page 61 ofcastingBroadcasting
• Tele-by
May 19 of the filing
Lee Broadcasting Inc. (not Lee
Broadcasting
Co.) ofstation.
an application for a television
This item states applicant is licensee for WTAD-AM-PM Quincy,
111., 60% owned by Lee Radio
Inc. which in turn is licensee of
KGLO-AM-FM Mason City, Iowa.
With the exception of the correct
corporate
curate. name, the above is acThen it is stated "Lee Radio Inc.

LISTENERS

•

•

GET

HERE at KLRA we think we have
come up with a different type
disc
jockey
"Merry-Go-Round".
Bob Hicks, whoshow—emcees
the show, has
built a great listening audience with a
coupleadvertisers.
of little "gimmicks" that pay off
for
Bob has a mystery tune, or a mystery
singer, or poses a question about some
popular star of radio. His listeners
have to call him with the answer.
First correct one wins merchandise
prizes. When "Merry-Go-Round" hits
the air, the phones start buzzing. 18
to 24 calls daily (all that can be
handled), usually bring the answer.
And for out-of-town listeners there is
a weekly question to be answered by
mail. 200 to 250 pieces of mail weekly to this one program is not unusual.
Such interest really pays off for advertisers. For success stories about "Merry-Go-Round", and for availabilities,
call any O. L. Taylor office, or write us
direct.

THE

Your editorial
"Legalized
ceny!" [B®T, May
19]. LarJust one more instance of Broadcasting really being
on the ball.
Edwin
Wheeler
General K.Manager

ADVERTISERS
in the

1 0,000 WATTS DAYTIME
5,000 WATTS NIGHT
1010 KC • CBS RADIO
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is owned by Lee Newspapers which
publishes"
. . and then properties
are listed
the
nine . newspaper
which comprise what is known as
the Lee tually
Group
there isofnoNewspapers.
such thing Ac-as
Lee Newspapers — that is, no corporate identity. Each of the nine
publications is owned by a separate
independent corporation. Certainly
there are
of common
officers anda number
considerable
common
stockholding between the various
independent companies.
So far as Lee Radio Inc. itself
is concerned, it is capitalized at
$300,000, 3,000 shares of par value
$100 stock. Of this stock 329
shares are owned by men or

women, mostly employes, who own
no stock in any Lee Group newspaper, while 1,341 shares are owned
by
who ownnewspaper,
stock in
onlystockholders
one Lee Group
with the single exception of 50
shares of stock owned by our
largest single stockholder in a
second Lee Group paper — this particular paper being the Kewanee
Star-Courier which has no relation- 1
ship with any radio enterprise.
Besides myself there is only one
other man who holds a position ;
either as an executive officer or
member of the board of the two
radio companies who has any connection whatsoever with any newspaper in the Lee newspaper group.
To
put
it briefly, the
only signi-'
ficant connection
between
Lee
Radio Inc. and Lee Broadcasting
Inc. on the one hand and the Lee
Group of Newspapers on the other,;
is my mutual interest in both
radio and newspaper properties —
but
to emphasize
the independent
character
of the association,
may
1 add that there is one newspaper
in the Lee group in which I am
not a stockholder, member of the
board of directors or an officer
In addition, I should point out
that my stockholdings in the vari
ous properties in the Lee news
paper group
with minor.
which IThe
am con
nected
are very
percentage of the total stock held by
me in the various properties ranges
from 8% in the Journal Printing
Co., Muscatine, Iowa, down to
0.533% of the La Crosse Tribune
Co. of La Crosse, Wis.
Lee P. Loomis
President
Lee RadioCity,Inc.Iowa
Mason
* * *
Fan
Boy! Mail
EDITOR:

CASH

WWJ-AM-FM-TV
Apolog
y
Detroit
* * * •
EDITOR:
In the castApril
28 issue Bill
of Broading •Telecasting,
Loader,
promotion
manager
of
WHASTV Louisville, writes that
the
American Civil Liberties Union
erroneously identified WHAS-TV
as one of the stations carrying a
GET
THE
kinescope of a January 1950 Toast
of the Town
program.
identification was made
in ourThecomplaint
REGISTER
blacklisting.
to the FCC charging radio-TV
Mr. Loader is correct. . . . The
fact, as Mr. Loader points out, is
that WHAS-TV did not go on the
air until March 27, 1950. . . .
The error was not deliberate, and
we
have identification.
informed the FCC of the
correct
Alan Reitman . . .
Assistant Director
Union Civil Liberties
American
New York
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OKLAHOMA'S NO. 1 MARKET, WITH TREMENDOUS WATER, POWER, FUEL
AND MINERAL RESOURCES, CREATES A NEW INDUSTRIAL EMPIRE.
of the manufacturing establishments of the state; over
Another run* is being made in Oklahoma — the run of
50 percent of the factory workers; and nearly 60 perindustry into the booming Tulsa Market Area in northcent of the annual wages paid to factory workers in
eastern Oklahoma. New industrial plants — making
Oklahoma.
48 percent
the state's
paper liners, glass products, shipping containers, gardeposits and Itoveralso43 haspercent
of retailof sales.
Tulsa,bank
the
ments, and tires — have been established recently in the
hub of this market area, is the Oil Capital of the World,
rich concentrated Tulsa Market 30 county area. And
having
more
oil
producing,
refining
and
marketing
commore are on the way to take advantage of the abundpanies maintaining home offices there than does any
ance of industrial water, fuel, power and natural reother city in the world. This insures a consistent high
level oftural income.
Tulsa is interests.
the center of a rich agriculsources of the area. This area, comprising only about
region of diversified
a third of the state's land area, already
has nearly
*The famous
(and runhalfinto Oklahoma was staged in 1889.
ONLY KVOO BLANKETS THIS RICH MARKET, PLUS BONUS
COUNTIES IN MISSOURI, ARKANSAS, AND KANSAS.
KVOO radio
has served
1 Market
in Oklahoma
26 yearssegment
— longerof the
thanbroadcast
has any
other
station,thisandNo.enjoys
a dominant
position forin every
day throughout the area. Each of the 30 counties in the Tulsa Market Area is within
the KVOO 50 to 100% BMB daytime area and 29 of the counties are in the 50 to
100% nighttime BMB area. In addition, there are plus bonus counties in Missouri,
Arkansas and Kansas, and in the other sections of Oklahoma in the 50 to 100%
KVOO— BMB area.

KVOO's Farm Department
inprograms
the Tulsa
Area.
are aMarket
"buy-word"
You'll be interested in the
department's Brochure.
24-page Tenth
Anniversary
Write
for your free copy.

RADIO
STATION
KVOO
EDWARD RETRY AND CO., INC. NATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVES
NATiOt
50,000 WATTS
TULSA, OKLA.
OKLAHOMA'S
NBC AFFILIATE
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GENE ARCHER
WRC's Gene Archer, to
be exact. Gene's delightful mid-day program
features the Cliff Quartette's individual music,
popular records . . •
plus
Genebaritone
Archer'sstyle.
own
brilliant
Participation in this
choice time period (12:15-1:15 PM, Monday
through Friday) promises business in Washington. An impressive fist
of current national spots
amply
supports Gene's
selling story.
Audience loyalty of
"Here's Archer" offers
an immediate association with a "Name Performer" in the Nation's
Capital.
A few choice availabilities remain, contact WRC
directly or NBC Spot
Sales.
IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL
YOUR BEST BUY IS
FIRST in WASHINGTON

5,000 Walts » 980 KC
Represented by NBC Spot Sales
Page 18 • May 26, 1952

feature of the meek
ft
FISHING and hunting shows on
TV give promise of a lucrative
market in sports programming,
judging from the responses to a
15-minuteWithfishing
show Gadalis,
film, Goin'
Places
Gadabout
initiated on WBZ-TV Boston last fall.
The vision
film,Features
madeandby sponsored
Beacon Telefor
26 weeks by the Pontiac Dealers of
Greater Boston, whipped up the
enthusiasm of the 29 dealers in a
few weeks after they found themselves swamped with personal calls
for road maps offered free on a
commercial.
Within 13 weeks, more than
25,000 Gadabout Gaddis fans had
called at Pontiac showrooms for the
maps, which had been gathering
dust until then.
Gadabout Gaddis, star of the TV
Fishing, considered a "partici- syndicated film fishing series, shows
pant"
sport
instead
of
a
spectator
from one of his adsport, may be exploited on TV as catch in sceneventures.
a spectator sport, according to
Leonard Sanderson, president, and tracted for the series for 13 weeks
Barbara
Keane, Features.
treasurer, of Bea- over WRGB (TV) Schenectady,
con Television
Y., with the Dodge dealers of
The syndicated film feature, aired N.
that area sponsoring an additional
Thursday at 6:45 p.m., received a 13 weeks after the first series ran
February Pulse rating of 9.5, Mr. out in March and a flood of letters
Sanderson said, with an enthusi- and signed petitions requested the
astic mail response. A mail survey
Evinrude Moindicated averages of 2.04 male show'stors incontinuance.
Milwaukee has signed for
viewers per set, 1.41 women and the series on WTMJ-TV Milwaukee
1.61 children, for an average of 5.06 and the Old Stone Bank has conviewers per TV home, at a cost of
tracted for it on WJAR-TV Provi$1.67 per thousand viewers, he said.
dence, R. I. the Pontiac dealers,
In (Continued
Boston,
Breslau Bros., a furniture and
on page 48)
household appliance chain, con9 ^^-O

WComts*

You can't get a good
Hooper or Conlan rating
with a "Bikini" coverage. No siree, you've
got to get old-fashioned
"head -to -heels" cover-

strictly business
the future of Delta Air Lines enage . . . and believe us
hances the reputation of James H.
that's what you get
Cobb
Jr.,
Delta's
director
of
public
relations and advertising, for ingenuity and alertness.
when you buy WBRE in
Running down hearsay that Atthis Wyoming Valley
lanta was to get a new television
station, WLTV (TV), Mr. Cobb
contacted the man he also heard
Pennsylvania market of
was to be assistant general manager, and before the station knew
nearly 500,000 population.
what its call letters were to be,
Mr. Cobb was waving a reservation
calling for 9 p.m. TV spots every
day in the week for the air line.
Or take the time radio first met
the Cobb influence, when Delta
booked a chain break announcement immediately preceding a national news roundup program.
Since the 15-minute program at
that time had no sponsor and unJAMES H. COBB
able to afford sponsorship himself,
Mr.
Cobb persuaded the same net1HE fine art of keeping not
work newscaster to record the spots
only abreast but often ahead
(Continued on page 60 )
of developments which affect
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ANOTHER

'FIRST'

FOR

WNAX-570

Robert R. Tincher, general manager, radio station WNAX (Yankton-Sioux City)
presents Dr. Luther Evans, Librarian of Congress, with the first complete radio
documentary to be accepted for our national archives.

THE FIRST RADIO BROADCAST ever to be accepted
by the U.S. Library of Congress was the hour-long
WNAX documentary on the Missouri river flood —
"OPERATION FLOOD."
First in reportorial excellence, first in public service,
first in live entertainment, WNAX is the dominant
force in a 267-county major market in Minnesota, the
Dakotas, Nebraska and Iowa.

YANKTON - SIOUX CITY
@owCe& Station
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11's best known nationally publicized huswife team, Leo "Lippy" Durocher and his
ing wife, Laraine Day, in the just released
UBLE PLAY"... 26 quarter-hour open end
s. . . shows that feature all-time greats in baseas guest stars . . . STARS like BOB FELLER,
DI MAGGIO, RALPH KINER, CHARLIE
ESSEN, CASEY STENGLE, BOB LEMON,
ERS HORNSBY and many, many more,
his brand new show can be exclusively yours
your market if you ACT NOW. Get on the
ill and rush your order by phone or wire to the
ftce nearest you.
If your prospect wants to listen before he buys,
it five bucks our way and we'll ship an audition
sc — the five to be applied on account when he
OUCERS OF The Sponsor -Tailored
BROADCASTING
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Durocher and Day plus baseball's best known personalities add up to a home run in any advertiser's
ball game.
Don't be left on base. Grandstand seats are priced
right for sponsorship — most markets at $5 and
$10-% few from $15 to $A0. NONE HIGHER.
140 N. La Brea, Hollywood
WEbsler 8-9181
360 N. Michigan, Chicago
CEntral 6-0041
444 Madison, New York City
Plaza 3-4620
Transcription Services, Inc.

Service
May 26, 1952 • Page 21

At low, low rates, WITH

in Baltimore delivers advertisers a tremendous,

responsive audience. You get more listeners-per-dollar from WITH
any other radio or TV station in town. That's why WITH
low cost results.
No wonder WITH

than from

constantly produces

is so popular with the local folks! Their advertising must

get quick, profitable sales or it just doesn't run. And WITH regularly carries
the advertising of more than twice as many retail merchants in Baltimore as any
other station in town! Get WITH

on your schedule. Your Forjoe man will give

you the whole story.
IN

BALTIMORE
WIT

TOM
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TINSLEY, PRESIDENT

REPRESENTED BY FORJOE & COMPANY
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Affiliates Gird for Network Fight
SECOND
RATE CUT CRISIS
on its air.
By EDWIN H. JAMES
undertaken will be decided this
operation, inHowever gloomy the network week. Edgar Kobak, president of all phasescludingofrates.radio
In the latter conTHE ALL-RADIO Affiliates Com- radio
future
looked,
the
Affiliates
n
e
c
t
i
o
n
,
h
e
said
preliminary
studies
the
ARF,
will
present
the
proposal
ittee met last week under circum- Committee seemed assured as to to the Finance Committee of indicate that radio is priced
too
stances that were every bit as un- the destiny of radio in general. Broadcast Advertising Bureau, of low in most markets.
promising as those prevailing 13 For most members, local and spot which he is chairman, today (MonAnother by-product of this study,
months ago when the committee business was at least holding its
day). Mr. Kobak explained the plan it is expected, will be such comand in many cases increasing. last week
was created in a desperate effort own
to the Affiliates Complete financial informationtheonbelief
stathe Affiliates Committee and
to shore up network rates against Both
mit e , of which he also is a mem- widelytion costsheldas toin dissipate
the
AM
committee
of
the
NARTB
some
advertising
the threat of cave-in.
met the next day in New ber.He said last week that the cost quarters that unlike other media
Last week the committeemen which
York made ambitious plans for
is cheap to run.
must have felt they were back important
"research into re- radio
research projects which of the special
In this regard, the remark made
would beBAB"around
$25,000."
where they came in. Emerging had the common
aim of improving He hopedsearch"that
would
put
up
a
year
ago by a top advertising
the money.
from a two-day session in New radio's position among all media.
executive of a major advertiser
9 At the Affiliates Committee
York, they had the look of men
(who
was
also a member of the
£ Meeting Thursday in New
a major topic of discus- York,
who had seen the restraining tim- meeting,
Assn.
of
National Advertisers'
the
AM
Committee
of
sion
was
the
proposed
study
of
Radio-Television
was
bers giving way a second time
adopted a resolution call- recalled. He said Committee)
he could undernd the first trickle of muck oozing existing audience measurement NARTB
ing
for
one
of
the
most
fundaservices
to
be
undertaken
by
the
stand how rate increases could be
mental research jobs in recent
through them. "It is," said one, Advertising Research Foundation radio history.
"only a matter of time."
justified
bybecausenewspapers
it can get the necessary funds.
zines
their costs and
had magarisen.
There was more than passing if This
Allerton Heads Study
study, wanted by a majority
But
as
for
radio,
he
said,
"Why,
comparison between the situation of the agency
subscribers on ARF,
last week and the situation of
Under
this
plan,
Richard
Allerton, NARTB director of research, theFollowing
air is free."its two-day meeting,
a thorough evaluaApril 1951, when the committee wouldtion attempt
of existing rating services to will conduct a painstaking study the Affiliates Committee last Thurswas formed at a mass meeting of find their
weaknesses
and
define
network affiliates in Chicago.
a large
sample
of radio
staday issued a carefully - worded
limitations. Its purpose into tion
operations.
His aim
is to find
statement which said, in a reLast year, CBS Radio had an- their
strained way, what the members
out
what
makes
some
stations
sucwould
be
to
correct
the
now
widenounced arate cut and other netcessful and others not.
had
been saying during the meetspread
misuse ofoneratings
andagainst
furworks were expected to (and did)
ings.
ther
to
match
service
follow suit.
of Mr. Allerton's work, it
another in an effort to show what is Out
of each network," said
hoped, will come the first de- the"Affiliates
Last week, though no one — not each can and cannot do.
statement,
"expressed
finitive
guide to good
radio
sta(Continued
on page 2U)grave
even key
affiliates
—
had
been
adWhether
this
ARF
study
can
be
tion
management.
He
will
examine
vised of radio network intentions,
there were indications that again
CBS Radio was about to take a
plunge. If that were to happen,
Hits 'Name' Mania, Smuttiness
the others would unquestionably PIATT
RAPS
TV
meet the competition.
JOHN Q. PUBLIC and Uncle Sam
independent packtent. Reminding his audience "no and awayagers andfrom
Little Recourse
agencies,
is an said
islandthatuntoevery
himself,"
impatient with the tele- man
Mr. Piatt
poor which togetheradvertising
What can the Affiliates Commit- are getting
form
the only block
vision
industry,
and
TV's
time
to
;ee do to prevent another collapse
"provide a spur to comits house in order is running show "slips a little shine off the which canpetition, break
of network rates? The answer: get
a
to runaway prices
This was one of the charges successful
ones." television through
After using
Very little. If the committee had out.
and
a
stimulant
to
made
against
the
industry
by
John
Television has "a entertainment."
god-like ability
any chance of holding off the reduc- H. Piatt, vice president in charge the period
when said
it was
"glamorPiatt
the
star
dust to let people see something that is
tions of a year ago, it has a much of advertising and public relations has beenous," Mr.removed
and
he
recognizes
weaker chance now. The reason for
happening
thousands
miles
Kraft
Foods,
Chicago,
when
he
is that in the interval CBS Radio
as "just another advertising away," and yet the twoofleading
spoke Wednesday at a joint it
has managed to rewrite a large luncheon
medium, but a powerful one to be networks participate in "a sorry
meeting
of
the
Chicago
majority of its affiliation contracts.
spectacle of attempting to control
and Radio ManToo many shows, in his opinion, as many big names as possible,"
Except for perhaps a dozen key Television agementCouncil
Club.
few of ences.
whom
have war,
devoted
audiare
"burlesque
spectacles
for
the
affiliates, CBS Radio stations now
This talent
Mr. Piatt
Mr. Piatt, who outlined his com- tavern trade," Crudity and a lack
have contracts that allow the netof
showmanship
would
decline,
he
pany's successful
said, "is ineffective and ill-conto change rates
with- Television
Theatreuse onof the
NBCKraft
for sure."
outworkconsultation
with atthewill
stations.
repreceived, and we"are
wantcompeting
no part oftoit."a
Networks
sentatives wouldand
watchclienttelevision
It is doubtful that these dozen five years, said television has "had said, if agency
could throw up a roadblock big several more years of grace than and see what they would choose for ridiculous degree, and this imtheir own families' viewing. If this
enough to stop a rate cut if the
perilsvision.the Weentire
future ofwilling
teleexpect,"
are perfectly
it hasreasonably
also "about
used and
up happened, there would be "a lot less
network decided it was time to itthatmight
make one. Let CBS Radio cut its
competition
to
book
big
names,
own bills,for butdeadweweight
don't
be charged
rates, and the other networks itsHeluck."
called for higher standards especially comedians who have to towantpayto our
would probably have little trouble of programming, a halt to the drop their trousers and tell smutty in the $40 million per year talent
bringing their affiliates to accept business of programming and stories to get an audience."
reductions to match. To hold out talent being in the hands of a few
Mr. cerned
Piatt
especially
conThe industry
ognize televisionhas
for "failed
what it tois rec...
with thewastrend
of program
would mean presenting CBS Radio by default, and for clear thinking
(Continued on page 38)
with all the business it could cram by men in control of program con- and talent control to the networks business."
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McGill Cites Role
In New Community
W. B. McGILL, who CLAIM
prepares the business paper advertising of WestRADIO'S
inghouse
Stations Inc.,
is ready to back up his claims for radio's
potency asRadio
an advertising
medium.
As director of the WRS advertising and promotion, he explained in a
May 20 letter to Lawrence Roehs- *
ler, research director of the news- by having a set installed in their
paper representative firm, Moloney, car.
Regan & Schmitt, why an adver"A few months ago, in Philatisement in the current Westingphia, we hired checkers
a researchon conhouse series contained this statecern todelstation
the
ment:
Delaware River Bridge over a
communities,
radio weekend. They counted the cars
is "Inthemany
only new
medium
that reaches
plus were Happy
fitted withpeople!
caranything like a real majority of and
radio69%antennas.
They whistle while they work . . .
theThe
homes."
statement inspired this they listen while they drive.
observation
Mr. ofRoehsler,
"Although auto listening may
have
not beenbyaware
any situa-"I
run a great percent of total
tions of this kind and will very not
listening,
nevertheless it helps to
much appreciate you giving me a provide those
ARB figures
list of these communities, together on time spentover-all
major media
with any figures you might have which come out:withRadio,
108 minregarding penetration of various
utes; TV, 43 minutes; newspapers,
advertising
media."
34
minutes;
magazines,
18.
Mr. McGill accepted the chal- see — 43 plus 34 plus 18 equalsLet's
95,
lenge.
and I guess 108 is a majority
there,
too.
"We
at
Westinghouse
Radio
Stations appreciate your interest
" 'Majority' can mean many
in our business-paper advertising things;
for instance, if one wants
and
your carried
specific ininquiry
statement
one ofrethea to reach a majority of the 48 states
with
one
'local' medium he could
series, now current, on the subject
it with radio."
of community relations," he re- do After
citing a number of explied.munity, i"Int takes
any time
brand-new
to buildcom-up
amples of radio's pulling power,
distribution of newspapers and Mr. McGill concluded: "We're
proud to have, in radio, a medium
magazines. On the other hand, that
can turn in such instantane96% of all new homes become
ously effective and human worthradio homes as soon as the ocwhile results. ... I will close with
cupants move in."
a more than casual nod to the naRadio Figure Stable
tion's advertisers who, through
their round-the-clock use of radio,
Radio ownership stays
tically standard at over 90%, he make such things possible."
continued, observing that in Philapracdelphia the most widely distributed
newspaper reaches only two-thirds Canada Audience Report
ofThatthewasfamilies
"city zone."
termedin antheover-all
aver- A NEW share-of-audience report
age, and more than likely below is being released quarterly by
Ltd., Toronto, showthe
two-thirds figure in brand-new Elliott-Haynes
ing over-all audience indices for
communities.
each station by time intervals
"I'm sure
you readily
the in five major Canadian marbroad
aspects
of thegrasp
implied
Montreal-English, Montrealtheme," Mr. McGill wrote, listing French,kets,Toronto,
Winnipeg and
them as follows: "The persuasive- Vancouver. First survey, released
nes of the human voice; the acces- in mid-May, covers the first three
sibility ofaround 96%, a significant
majority, of the homes; and when months of 1952.
a new housing development springs
NATIONALRADIONIELSEN
RATINGS TOP
up and timesoccupants
some-I
PROGRAMS
, as in my ownmovecasein,when
(Total andU. Urban
S. Area,Homes—Including
Small-Town,
moved to Washington (and I think Farm
and including
this prompted the statement you
phone and Non-Telephone
Homes) Telequote) how the new apartment
Extra- Week April 13-19, 1952
building with accommodations for
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK Rating
200 families was full before they
NIELSEN-RATING*
Current
got the cement floor laid and the
carpet down in the lobby . . . and Current
Homes
each family brought along its
o/0
radios (plural is correct) and Rank
12 People
Lux Radio
Theatre
(CBS)
Are Funny (CBS) 11.9
10.6
plugged them in along with the
'n' Andy
(CBS) 10.6
toaster, clock, stand lamps, etc. 34 Amos
Jack Benny
(CBS)
It is later on that they get around
5 Charlie
McCarthy
Show (CBS) 10.3
9.7
6 Pabst Blue Ribbon Bouts (CBS) 9.0
to selecting and obtaining other
additional sources of news and en78 Mr.
ArthurKeen,Godfrey's
Talent
Scouts
(CBS)
Tracer of Lost Persons 8.9
tertainment on a regular basis.
(NBC)
9
You
Bet
Your
(NBC) 8.8
8.7
"However, radio is already 10 Fibber McGee Life
and
(NBC) 8.4
there — in 96%, a majority of the (*) Homes reached duringMolly
all orlistening
any partonlyof
homes — and when people leave the program, except for homes
their homes to go somewhere by 1 to 5 minutes.
automobile, a majority of them
Copyright 1952 by A. C. Nielsen Co.
take their radio along, figuratively,
Page 24 • May 26, 1952

Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix
. Let's think it over, fellows. After all the majors are being sued
for $12,000,000."
TONI AD MANAGER
To Take Agency Post DORRANCE & CO.
Promotion Firm Founded
DON NATHANSON, advertising
manager and director of public ESTABLISHMENT of Dorrance &
relations for the Toni Co., Chicago, Co., new promotion firm, was an-!
will soon join Weiss & Geller, Chi- nouncedrance, last
week by Dick
Dorwho simultaneously
resigned
tive. cago agency, as an account execufrom MBS as di
rector of public
Mr. Nathanson has been with
relations and
Toni five sociated
years
been was
aswith itandsincehas Toni
tion. informafounded by Niesen and Irving
press
Harris. He will take with him
The newization, 32 E.organ39th
the Prom Home Permanent acSt., New York 16,
count, which spends $2 million
yearly in advertising.
will
specializepi in
promotion
Prom, a home permanent wave,
ning and writing,
has been handled by Foote, Cone &
with emphasis on
Belding, Chicago, which supervises
services to the rathe bulk of the Toni business, although
Tatham-Laird
in
the
same
dio,
TV
and
ad
agency fields.
tising.
city handles some product adverIt begins business with six
clients, largest of which is the
One reason given for the trans- Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., said Mr.
fer from FC&B is the intense com- Dorrance.
petition between the two home
Mr. Dorrance has been active in
waves. Toni is the No. 1 best seller, all phases of promotion work for
while Prom is reportedly competing the past 15 years. In 1946, he was
with Procter & Gamble's Lilt for co-founder of O'Brien & Dorrance
second place. Both radio and TV
served clients in promotion
will probably be used for Prom which
for nearly five years. In
at Weiss & Geller, whose major projects
early
1951,
Mr. Dorrance left and
broadcast account now is Wine spent two months
Corp. of America (Mogen David). joining MBS that inMay.Europe before
Toni is owned by the Gillette
Safety Razor Co. One company
Prior
to theinbeginning
Dorrance
1946, he ofhadO'Brien
been
representative said there may be &director
of promotion for the eight
no replacement for Mr. Nathanson CBS-owned
stations, and for the
as the firm has a brand plan in CBS Radio Spot
Sales.
which each product has its own
Duringrance served
WorldwithWartheII,Radio
Mr. Doradvertising manager. Mr. NathanBu
son was co-founder and partner in reau of the Office of War Informa
the D. S. Manson agency, Minneap- tion.
He
wrote
newsletters
of
olis, where he also published "Radio Broadcasters' Victory Council. the
Showmanship."
From 1940 to 1942, he was promotion director and later general
manager
of FM Broadcasters Inc.,
Rand Agency Named
that, he worked in pressIDEAL Film Corp., N. Y. (roll Before
special events at WOR New York.
film), names Rand Advertising
Included in the services which
agency to direct its national cam- Dorrance & Co. will offer are sales
paign, effective immediately. Radio and audience promotion campaigns,
and TV will be used with final
trade paper advertisebudget and placement scheduled to direct mail,
ments, newsletters, sales letters,
be announced later.
presentations and film scripts.
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Limited
Told 011 Hill TVINMoney
THE 1950-51 baseball
INCOME
AMERICAN
LEAGUE,
1950
ONLY four teams
of
the
major
MAJO
RS'
seasons, many
clubs were
reRADIO,Boston TV GATE
Philastricting the number
of their
leagues' 16 failed to net more
Chicago Cleveland Detroit New York delphia
St. louis Washington
telecasts. Despite this effort
home at
money from radio-television rights Games
attendance
still
slumped
in
$1,451,662
$732,628
$1,454,962
$1,870,654
$2,526,085
$312,012
$271,256
$615,207
than from the highly remunerative Games away 423,542 246,3 306,321 408,179 451,958 264,823 230,612 224,030
Exhibition
ballpark concessions in 1950.
1951,
according
to
a
Broad29,466
c
a
s
t
i
n
g
•
Telecasting
story
games
73,134
45,663
115,015 49,116 39,877 28,341
and
This remarkable fact appears in Radio
7,272
1951]. year [B*T, July 16,
last
television(net)174,079
204,453 185,964
a voluminous report on baseball Concessions
172,486
released by the House Monopoly
Here is a run-down of
Subcommittee last week.
INCOME NATIONAL LEAGUE, 1950
clubs :
In the four teams which did not
CincinPhilaPittsSenators, who telecast reggain more money from radio-TV Games at Boston Brooklyn Chicago nati New York delphia burgh St. Louis
ularly in 1950, limited TV to
than from concessions, the differ- Games
home
$1,001,573
$1,381,326
$1,090,674
$613,575
$1,021,400
$1,374,902
$1,393,716
$1,223,105
21
home
games
in 1951;
ences between the two moneyton
Braves
limited
their BosTV
away 231,263 395,452 170,299 187,790 244,952 263,863 186,106 282,214
makers were slight.
Exhibition
to
45
in
1951;
Boston
Red
games
63,343
122,475
60,109
39,329
66,844
57,115
54,618
59,790
Sox
telecast
all
home
games;
v Some baseball quarters had been Radio
and
claiming that broadcasting and television 214,740 339,809 189,718 156,355 252,306 191,303 181,884 182,365
Chicago cWhite
weregames
teleasting al homeSox day
telecasting of games eats into at- Concessions
(net)
160,572 215,984 293,657 109,465 226,374 120,201 150,028 292,801
but not night games during
tendance. Herewith are figures for
both seasons. Neither the
1950, showing income from attend- its radio-TV revenue was about 303; Pittsburgh Pirates profited
ance at games both home and away,
Pirates, the Browns nor the
amount, and the Sena- $138,220, radio-TV revenue was
Cardinals were telecasting
exhibition, radio-TV and conces- twice torsthatsqueaked
by with $5,177 (but $181,884, and the St. Louis Cardsions for every team in each $38,000 in dividends)
regularly.
Tigers' onpolicy
while radio$263,202, radio-TV
league:
has
beenlectedtoThe
telecast
seTV revenue was $127,848.
broughtinalsin netting
$182,365.
weekdays
only. The
As the charts show, the PhilaAll
figures
of
net
income
or
loss
National
League:
The
Boston
Athletics
telecast
regularly.
delphia Athletics, which have not
lost more than $300,000, shown above is after taxes. The
Cincinnati Reds did not have
been in the front-running in the Braves
radio-TV rights were $214,740; the radio-TV figures are revenue befull TVdians,coverage.
The and
InAmerican League for years, re- Brooklyn
fore taxes. Nevertheless, the comwere in the loss
Giants, Yankees,
ceived an income of $184,575 from column by Dodgers
parisons point up the extent to
Cubs
had
full
TV.
$8,587 (but paid $99,750 which radio-TV
radio-TV alone. This amount is
are buttressing
dividends), its radio-TV revenue revenue columns of
Thus, it can be pointed out
about three times the money it re- instood
every major
at $339,809; Chicago Cubs
ceived from ballpark concessions
that for the purposes of comleague
club.
lost
$133,124,
radio-TV
revenue
was
and two-thirds the amount it got
paring
the congresthe House subcommittee put
sional figures
report,inmajor
league
from attendance at away games, $189,718; the Cincinnati Reds paid it As
in its report:
and more than half the income it $14,270 in dividends but lost $64,teams
were
getting
limited
Revenue coming directly from paid
revenue
from
TV
rights.
earned from attendance in its own 873, radio-TV rights were $156,355; admissions
to exhibition and chamthe New York Giants' loss was
ballpark.
pionship games comprised 74.1% of
$264,000 but dividends were major-league
Combining both income from over
income in 1950. Conces- fans, brought another 10.5% of the
$23,502, radio-TV rights managed
radio-TV rights and concessions, them
sion
purchases by9.2%.
these Andfans radio
accountincome. The remain$252,306;
the
Philadelphia
ed
for
another
and grossing operating
6.2% was derived from park rentthe major stantial
leagues
totaledcompares
a sub- Phillies in the profit column by television receipts, which
largely deincome that
als,
park
advertising,
cellaneous sources. and other mispend on a club's popularity with the
favorably with the total revenue $309,579, radio-TV rights hit $191,from attendance.
Nats' Broadcast Fees Typical
The Washington Senators in the
American League, for example,
Registration Asked at SEC
STOCK
with $127,848 in radio-TV rights STORER
and $103,219 from concessions
earned more than half the income STORER BROADCASTING Co., Co. and Oscar E. Dooly & Co. —
52% stock control, through
from attendance in its own ball- which became the new corporate would purchase the stock from three imately
ownership, plus family trust
with 170,000 shares direct
park. Its radio-TV and concessions name of Fort Industry Co. on May stockholders,
stock
which
he established and
brought it roughly 40% of its 2 [B*T, May 12], has filed a state- designated for resale to the public. votes during his lifetime amountrevenue in 1950.
ment with the Securities Exchange
Selling stockholders are Mr.
ing to an additional 137,500 shares.
Were radio-TV income taken Commission seeking registration of Storer, owning 656,500 shares
When the firm was reorganized
away from all the clubs in both 215,000 shares of its $1 par com- (59%); J. Harold Ryan, Toledo, earlier
this month, the former Class
leagues in 1950, the result would
mon stock, of which all but 15,000 director -vice president - treasurer, A common
stock, no par value, was
have pared profits considerably and shares are outstanding.
120,500
shares
(10.87%)
and
his
changed
to $1 par and 1,700,000
in cases where losses were suffered
wife,
Frances
S.
Ryan,
152,500
shares
of
new
common stock were
George B. Storer, president, told
by clubs, the minus column would
shares (13.75%). They are selling authorized and each outstanding
Broadcasting
•
have been greater.
Telecasting last 75,600, 47,200 and 47,200 shares share of Class A common was
Here is a comparison of figures
to the underwriters.
changed into five shares of the new
week that no un- respectively
presented:
In addition they are selling an- common. The former Class B comd
e
r
w
r
i
t
e
r
'
s
a
g
r
e
other
10,000
shares
(4,400,
2,800
mon was eliminated. The 5%
American League: The Boston
ment had been and 2,800 shares respectively) to cumulative
preferred $100 par
Red Sox that year lost more than
signed
and
that
there has been certain employes. Mr. and Mrs. stock was changed to 5% cumula$100,000,
radioTV alone itswasrevenue
twice from
that figure;
no decision as to Ryan also have reserved another
tive
preferred,
$30 par, with each
Chicago White Sox made more
when or whether 20,000 shares which are covered by share changed into 3% shares of
the
stock
would
preferred.
than $65,000, its radio-TV revenue
options granted by two of the sell- theIfnew
all shares
are sold as proposed,
was three times the amount; Cleveing stockholders to the two underbe
placed on the
Mr. Storer
market.
land Indians made more than $450,writing firms, with terms of the according to the registration statement,
the
Storer
family (including
sale
to
be
decided
later:
000, its radio-TV rights netted half
out
the amount; the Detroit Tigers that the SEC filingHewaspointed
essential
Finally,for15,000
sharesto ahave
beenof his brother-in-law and sister, Mr.
reserved
issuance
group
and
Mrs.
Ryan,
and
two trusts set
were $112,638 to the good, radio- preparatory to issuance of the
TV revenue topped that total by stock and that "accelerated consid- key company officers upon the ex- up by Mr. Storer) will own 79.1%
more than $70,000; the New York
ercise of options.
of Book
outstanding
eration," which might run 20 to 30
value ofcommon
stock stock.
(1,106,000
With sale of their portions, the
requested.
AssumYankees, the leagues' money-maker days, hadplanbeenis found
in order,
Mr. three above stockholders will then shares plus 3,000 in treasury) as
netted $497,000, radio-TV rights Storering theasserted
a decision then can own common stock as follows: Mr. of May 2, 1952 was $3,472,937, or
for 1950 were $416,250; the Athletics lost a whopping $315,920, be made as to how Storer Broad- Storer, 576,500 shares; Mr. Ryan, $3.14 per share, it was stated. The
refinanced
casting Co. will proceed.
radio-TV was more than $180,000;
70,500 shares; Mrs. Ryan, 102,500 company
(Continued
on pageloans
38) this
St. Louis Browns netted $42,957,
Two underwriters — Reynolds & shares. Mr. Storer retains approxBROADCASTING
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featured merchandise in a majority
"But to me," Mr. Barnes exSweeney, Barnes Debate Media
plained,point.
"that The
is notimportant
the mostpoint
imof cases."portant
showed
interest
in
the
featured
mersmall
duplication
between
these
two
markets.
chandise who were
actually
interviewed
is that these tests seem to have
were
typical
of
the
entire
group;
(3)
(5) Thein thepicture
Why hewas sawit important
to askadvertising;
a person had little influence on the subseor heard the
created
human ofmindmerchandise
by words when
quent use of newspapers by the
is as good a picture — if not a better your
(4)
Why
was
the
layman
asked:
"In
opinion,
do
you
think
the
retailers.
one — than that created by a printed gets better results from newspaper store
ad- participating
"I
don't
believe the ARBI studies
picture.
rtising or from
advertising?"
(5) Why venot
submitradioa group
of the
(6)ingNowill amount
of
type
or
advertisreports
to theandAdvertising
Re- prove a thing,"
he stated.is "The
resell lousy merchandise or original search
Foundation
let
impartial
basic concern
not the
organization
pass
onthe thevalidity
soundness
of number tailer's
badly priced merchandise.
of people who inquire
the
method
and
of
the
about a featured item because of
Mr. Sweeney said BAB is in- results?
He did not concede that in the 50
terested in furthering more re. . .and
his basic
concernor isnewspapers
total traffic
total
search that gets to the kernel of tests published by BAB "radio radio,
the matter . . . how much sales seems to have sold more of the
sales. And total profits."
for how many advertising dollars.
Mr. Barnes told the group that
"the main
main issue
issue ...
is nottheresearch;
Several Regionals
the
is not
relative
Planned
effectiveness of radio and news- LBS SUCCESSORS
papers. The basic issue is advertis- SEVERAL moves toward formation of regional networks developed last
Mr. Barnes suggested five points
on the heels of Liberty Broadcasting System's suspension [B*T
May 19].
that researchers might ask about week
the ARBI tests:
Liberty'sand principals
Barton R. McLendon, co-chairman of the
ing."
his son —Gordon,
(1) tiveSecure
fromthe ARBI
a reports
representa-for LBS© board,
group
of
original
LBS president — announced last
detailed
whether
the
70% study;
to 95% (2)ofAscertain
the people
who week they were setting up West publicball domain
games wouldrecreations
be includedof inbasethe
Coast and Texas-based regional daily casts
schedule,
along
newsand commentaries.withMonthly
hookups. They hinted, too, at the
WBS APPOINTS
possibilitytionwide
of starting
another na- cost of a baseball network using
operation eventually.
Class A lines, plus salaries, would
All-Canada Radio Firm
be around $30,000, according to
®
Peoples
Broadcasting
WORLD Broadcasting System has operating WOL WashingtonCorp.,
the Liberty officials.
appointed All-Canada Radio Facil- WRFD Worthington, Ohio, and
Operation
a Texas-Louisiana
ities Ltd.,tribution
as programming
disnounced Thursday that a group an-of hookup
with ofKLBS
Houston or
associates for WBSandSales
mid-Atlantic and Southeastern sta- KLIF Dallas as key station was
and
Program
Services
in
Canada,
tions interested in formation of a in the works last week, with poseffective June 1.
sibility service would start in 30
cooperative regional network would
In addition to owning and oper- meet
days. KELP El Paso would be
in Washington June 5-6.
ating several stations, All-Canada
linked with the group since it, like
©
Tom
Carr,
former
Liberty
Radio represents
"many"
relations vice president in KLBS and KLIF, is owned by the
stations,
spokesmen
said,Canadian
and is stationSoutheast,
was contacting McLendons.
Also proposed
afdescribed as the largest single sup- the
filiates are KNOE
Monroe,as La.,
about a hundred stations in that
plier of radio program material in area
and
WNOE
New
Orleans,
owned
with
the
idea
of
setting
up
a
Canada. Firm has represented
hookup. This project in- by
Frederic W. Ziv Features in Can- regional volved
father-inJames McLendon's
A. Noe.
possible Washington pro- law,InGordon
nada for
severalyears.
Negotiaannouncing that Peoples
gram
origination at WOL, which
tions were made by Robert W. had supplied
a large volume of Broadcasting Corp. would meet
Friedheim, WBS general manager,
with mid-Atlantic and Southeastto LBS.
and Stuart McKay, All-Canada as- programming
ern stations June 5-6 to discuss
The projected West Coast opera- formation
sistant general manager.
of a regional, Herbert
tion of Liberty's
was
outlined
Wednesdayprincipals
at a closed
E.
Evans,
Peoples general manmeeting held in Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel, with 50 representatives
"Weager said:found in our preliminary
ing.
of 26 West Coast stations attend- discussions there are scores of
stations Liberty was serving that
New name of the western organ- want news and special events diization will be Liberty Radio NetWashington, the news
work. It will be incorporated in capital rectlyoffromthe
world. Peoples is
California, with offices at 6253 moving
forward
on this idea and
Hollywood Blvd., former LBS will make every attempt
to put it
West Coast headquarters. Gordon
McLendon told the group he would
Response
of
stations
contacted
move his headquarters from Dallas last
into week
practice."
"most Many
encouraging,"
to Los Angeles.
Evanswasadded.
of the
Benton Paschall, former LBS Mr.
stations
are former LBS affiliates
West Coast vice president, will be but he said
the
June
5-6
meeting
executive vice president of LRN. in the WOL studios is in no sense
to such affiliates. Type
He
toldCoast
the group
Liberty's
Pacific
hookup that
is slated
for restricted
program service desired, costs
operation by early June. Forty of
and
financial
will be
stations in California, Washington considered, he arrangements
said, explaining the
and Oregon
have
definitely
committed themselves as affiliates, he new service is designed "to give
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA Broadcasters Assn.'s new officers, elected May 8 said, although contracts have not them
WOLwhatand they
WRFDwant."are carrying
at Hollywood meeting, are (I to r): Austin E. Joscelyn, director of operations, yet been signed.
of broadcasts from Europe
LBS had 52 affiliates in the three aby series
CBS Hollywood, SCBA board member and outgoing president; Robert O.
Joseph
C. Harsch,
Coast states and Arizona,
has just
received commentator
the DuPont
Reynolds, vice president-general manager, KMPC Hollywood, SCBA board West
Paschall explained, predicting who
award
[B»T,
May in12].
Covering
member; Thelma Kirchner, general manager, KGFJ Hollywood, SCBA secre- Mr.
all will be part of the new system. Gen. Eisenhower
Europe,
tary-treasurer; Robert J. MeAndrews, commercial manager, KBIG Avalon, The elder McLendon attended the Harsch is sending his programs Mr.to
SCBA board member; and Calvin J. Smith, president-general manager, KFAC Hollywood session.
via British Broadcasting
Full schedule of mid-afternoon WOL
Los Angeles, SCBA president.
Corp. shortwave facilities.
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S
STUDIE
ARBI Research
ADVERTISING
Bureau
Inc. studies of radio and newspaper
effectiveness in inducing retail
store traffic were defended by
Kevin Sweeney, vice president of
Broadcast Advertising Bureau, and
attacked by Howard S. Barnes,
director of the Bui'eau of Advertising of the American Newspaper
Publishers Assn., last Thursday.
The representatives of the rival
media squared off at a luncheon
meeting of the American Marketing Assn. in New York.
Mr.
Sweeneytongue
said except
that "there
no common
one inis
which we can converse about the
respective effectiveness of these
media. The common tongue is sales
results. The ARBI reports attempt
to use this common denominator —
what happens at the cash register
to measure media and media's use."
Background Given
He then went on to explain the
method of ARBI and its history.
"On the basis of the 50 ARBI
studies BAB published," he said,
"representing
45 different
storesthanin
25 different cities
— and more
7,000 completed interviews — BAB
(not ARBI)
— arrivedabout
at some
tentative conclusions
retailers
advertising. These are:
(1) When an item is advertised by
a retailer, he is liable to do four times
the business he would normally do on
that item.
(2) Newspapers do an effective job
for retailers — but it seems only part
of the job. There is a market that
reads and buys.
(3) There is also a market that
listens and buys — a market that is as
large or larger than the market
reached
by the newspaper — a market
that responds
listen
to. best to advertising they
(4) There appears to be a relatively

unalterably believing
opposed toit tothe beMcCarran
resolution,
amedia.
clear
invasion
of the
rights of aspublic
We
believe
its
adoption
a standing
rule of the Senate
would deprive
the
public —service
and the Senate toas maintaining
well — of a
great
our democratic essential
processes.
Mr. Fellows
hearing
on the asked
issues "aat full
stakepublic
and
for the opportunity to appear in
such a proceeding, to the end that
the position of the industry in opposition to this resolution may be
made clear to your body."
Jim Bormann, WCCO Minneapolis, president,
National
Radio News
Directors,
said Assn.
Cassiusof
Keller, NBC Washington, chairman, NARNDandgovernment
committee,
Theodore liaison
Koop,
CBS Washington, a member of the
association's
boardto of
directors,
would
be available
testify.
Mr. Bormann said the resolution
"would have the effect of excluding the use of modern instruments
of Inreporting.
." McCarran, Mr.
a letter to. . Sen.
Bormann noted the microphone and
the camera "reproduce the event
itself" and do not "provide simply
a 'version'
of whatonhappens."
(Continued
page 36) They

Hearing Asked
McCARRAN
RESOLUTION
RADIO-TV industry, beset by a into effect an American Bar Assn. KGGF Coffeyville, Kan., thought
congressional program probe and recommendation of February on
proposal was "going L.too Morse
far."
a House ban, was threatened with the broadcasting and telecasting of theOregon's
and judicial proceed- (R) believedSen.it Wayne
a new setback when a resolution legislative
"would
have
the
ings.
effect of leading us further down
was introduced last week designed
He said he was studying the the road toward star chamber proto close Senate hearing rooms to matter
of barring radio and TV
ce dings in Senate was
investigations."
news microphones and cameras.
from judicial proceedings through
Sen. McCarran
asked by
The industry immediately de- legislation.
newsmen
if
his
decision
to intromanded to be heard on the resoluAll that the resolution would
duce the measure was influenced by
tion authored by Sen. Pat A. Mc- need to become effective immedi- showing of a still picture of the
ately is passage by the Senate.
Carran (D-Nev.).
Senator
Pearson's
TV
A ban on the media at House
news show onthe Drew
day before.
He said
Sen. Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.), no
said he saw the picture
'committee hearings was invoked whose presidential nomination as- whichbut depicted
him in an angry
pirations can be traced to his TV mood.
late in February by Speaker Sam
Rayburn (D-Tex.) [B*T, March 3]. appearance as a crime buster, opThe
Senator
said the measure
posed the measure.
"There
should only followed through
While the industry protested the
on his posipossible
disseminaRayburn ban, it was unable to tes- be thetionwidest
tion of barring the media from his
of committee
hearings
by
tify officially since the Speaker "in- radio, TV, newsreels and photos so committee hearings.
NARTB petitioned the Senate
eted" the rules the
of theMcCarran
House. long as it does not discommode the
But in the terprSenate,
witnesses or interfere with orderly Rules group for a full hearing on
the resolution. President Harold E.
Resolution (S Res 319) is legislaSen. Fred A. Seaton (R-Neb.), Fellows said in a letter to Chairtion and presumably a hearing will procedure."
owner of KHAS Hastings and
man Carl Hayden (D-Ariz.):
be held.
The radio and television industry is
KMAN
Manhattan, Neb., and
Executive sessions — commonly
referred to as "closed door" hearings or meetings — have never been
open to the public nor to news
media. However, all open hearings
Backs Ho™" Approach
NARTBmaterial,
permit the public and newsmen.
regarding
LIBEL
intent that the govNARTB
in a policy LIA
statementBIL
this ITY
and decisions
assume allfullother
legalprogram
responsibility
for congressional
ernment now fills the field of comSen. McCarran's measure, re- week
all
made
under
that
right
places itself firmly in sup- (the status of the press);
m
u
n
i
c
a
t
ions to such an extent as
ferred to the Senate Rules and
port of the Horan Bill that would
Lacking material,
clear rightsecure
of censorship
to bar the states completely.
Administration Committee, would give the
over(2) political
freedom
broadcaster freedom from from
Meanwhile
it
was learned that
liability
(in
local,
state
and
fedbar radio, TV, electrical transcrip- liability in the courts for candieral courts)whoforusestatements
tion for airing, and even still
(R-Minn.) is preparbroadcastingmadefacili-by Rep. ingO'Hara
dates' statements made on the air- candidates
ties
under
Sec.
315.
waves.
to
introduce
a new
photographs, from Senate comThe measure will
revisebill.his HR
The NARTB position was de- BillNARTB
mittee public hearings.
noted
that
the
O'Hara
7782
which
was
offered
in the
is directed toward the first
fined as supporters of two separate
Would Add New Rule
while the Horan legisla- House a few weeks ago as a "counapproaches to the difficult problem formula
tion adheres to the second approach.
trylem oflawyer"
approach
to theliability.
probIt would add a new rule to the worked feverishly on Capitol Hill
political
broadcast
NARTB found discrepancies and
standing rules of the Senate. It [B»T, May 19, 12].
Rep.
O'Hara
told
Broadcasting
confusion
in
the
O'Hara
Bill
which
The
organization's
heightening
provides
that
"no
standing,
special
•
Telecasting
he
expects
to
offer
was stimulated further by its author is currently ironing out.
or select committee (or any sub- interest
an avalanche of correspondence NARTB noted that "Mr. [Joseph his new bill as an amendment to
committee thereof) shall require both
the McFarland Bill (S 658), a proat NARTB headquarters and P.] O'Hara said that he was of the oedure
or permit:
he had promised for the
that the members of the
on Capitol Hill. Mail in the Wash- opinion
original [B*T, May 19].
"(a)
any
photograph
to
be
taken
Congress
would
be
reluctant
to
give
ington
offices
of
NARTB
has
hit
in any room during the conduct over the 500 mark, more than was up some protection in the law
According to the Congressman,
therein of any hearing before such received from broadcasters when against censorship of their program the new language contemplated
committee;
in
the bill will strengthen the
content
by
the
broadcasters,"
to "re-it NARTB said. "The FCC by prevview" radioBillandwasTV offered
programs,
"(b)son present
any photograph
of any such
per- the Benton
position. toThegive
legislaious utterances and declarations broadcaster's
to testify before
tion would attempt
the
was
reported.
committee to be taken in such room
Chief problem is how to keep the would seem to support this reser- broadcaster the discretion and
at any other time without the con- broadcaster out of trouble, which
vation as well,"NARTB
it continued.
in deleting libelous masent of such persons;
Therefore,
said, the authority
FCC's interpretation of Sec. 315 of
terial from a candidate's talk.
"(c) any witness testifying be- the Communications Act does not relief
questionfor comes
down
to
"practical
Changes
in the measure will afthe broadcasters in this
fore such committee to communi- permit him to avoid.
fect what the broadcaster can cenFCC interpretation, according to present
cate his testimony, or a picture of
sor.
Language
is to be made more
election thesis
year." of the Horan
Fundamental
him testifying, to any other place NARTB, "completely denies this
specific. Rather than "place no
Bill, according to NARTB, is:
through the transmission by wire determinative
right
to
the
broadon thematerial,
broadcaster
Broadcasters are now told by the FCC obligation"
caster since it forbids censorship
or radio of any writing, sign,
certain
the newto
no power to delete de- broadcast
of any material proposed by a that they have
signal, picture or sound;
measure
will
state
that
the
broadfamatory
material
from
candidates'
for public office whether presentations,
it is unfairliableto
caster would have the power to
to holdtherefore
the broadcasters
"(d) any recording of the testi- candidate
not such material is libelous, continue
in the courts.
mony given by any such witness to or
censor
"defamatory
or
obscene
masets forth the warnterial" which would not subject
of broadcaster response
be made by mechanical or electrical and ingfurther
that the refusal by the licensee to Because
him
to
any
civil
or
criminal
action
means except by persons duly to broadcast
the
Horan
Bill,
"Congress
is
speeches by
designated by such committee to candidates for any
fully conscious of the present in any local, state or federal court.
election might now
situation in which the
Additionally, a section of the
prepare
for ofits theuse hearing
as true inandwhich
cor- result in a findingan that
the station impossible
rect record
industry finds itself with respect original bill that would have prodid not
operate
in
the
public
intersuch testimony is given; or
hibited the broadcaster from exerest, convenience and necessity, and to political broadcasting," NARTB
"(e) any part of any recording of could bring about a license revoca- noted.
cising power of "political or partiThe association said it was aware
such testimony
prepared
by
mesan
censorship"
be eliminated.
non-renewal."
that apart
chanical or electrical means to be
of the constitutional question — But it will be madeis toclear
Twotion orcourses
to correct the situa- whether
Congress
can
deprive
the
used in any program transmitted
from
the
censorship
powers
as detion, according to NARTB, would states of the power to adjudicate
fined
above,
the
broadcaster
shall
station." be either of the following formulas: libel action — but the Horan Bill, in not be able to censor other parts
radio or television
any McCarran
by Sen.
told the Senate
(1)
Secure
full
right
of
censorship
his resolution was aimed at putting over political material, as is the case its opinion, would give evidence of of a candidate's speech.
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FCC Hears Levey Testimony Hollywood Touch
UPT MERGER
LISTENERS chuckled when a
bulletin was aired by WGVA
TESTIMONY purporting to show bourn testified that Mr. Levey tried loans to the company for $15,000.
Geneva,
N. Y., program
in the middle
Earlier, in July 1949, Scophony
that high - pressure tactics were to keep the financial details of
of
a network
May
used by Paramount Pictures in its SCA a "secret.)
Ltd. (the English parent company)
Still later, Mr. Levey testified, had divested itself of any interest
14. Station interrupted a
dealings with at least one motion
picture theatre operator, and that James Lawrence Fly, former FCC in the American firm, he said.
quiz show to report a robbery
efforts were made by Paramount Chairman, was retained as counsel
of the First National Bank
The Skiatron Corp. was organTelevision Productions and General for the SCA Class A stockholders
ized in 1948, he said, and following
of
Ovid, N. Y. Bulletin was
Precision Equipment to thwart the in an effort to prevent the Class B the conclusion of the anti-trust
aired just as two contestants
development of Scophony Corp. of directors from forcing SCA to ac- case, it took over the business and
on the show were about to
cept a loan from them.
of SCA in 1949.
America, highlighted last week's
bid for a bonanza. A second
What SCA wanted to do, Mr. patents
hearing before FCC on the proBefore testifying on the financial
bulletin was aired later. The
posed merger of United Paramount Levey said, was to make money position of SCA and the history of
Theatres and ABC.
for itself through its own patents the anti-trust action, Mr. Levey
program?
ABC's Break
the
Bank, of course.
Police are
Also revealed were the plans of and developments. But because of disclosed that SCA had received
Skiatron Corp. (successor to SCA) TPI and GPE's "squatters rights" several offers from various comstill
searching
for
the
gunto market a home TV receiver to the patents — through control of
men who did just that.
panies which wanted to be licensed
the Class B stock — and because to use some of the SCA patents.
which
throwon aa screen
"very orbright"
The offers were rejected by the
3 x 4 ft.will
picture
wall. SCA couldn't borrow money until
It will not use a cathode ray tube it first asked the Class B stock- Class B directors, however, Mr. fits
Howell's
mentsof— Bell
without& SCA
havingimprove
to pay
holders for the loan — Mr. Levey Levey asserted.
and will "work well" when color is
again transmitted.
said he was afraid the two comthe
usual
royalties.
This was unDeal
Possibility
Cited
ac eptable to Bell & Howell, Mr
panies would keep forcing loans on
Arthur Levey, president of Skiatron, told about these and other SCA and finally declare the firm
One of the possible deals would Levey
Later said.
Bell & Howell wanted to
have been with Allen B. DuMont
developments on which his com- bankrupt.
In May 1945, the Justice Dept. Labs. It would have been a cross- borrow a receiver, but Messrs. Rai
pany is now working. He also told
and Hines refused to allow
about the difficulties in which his advised SCA that it was interested licensing
between the bourn
receiver to be loaned out, the
in
the company and wanted all two firms, agreement
former company (SCA) found it- official
Mr. Levey
said. Thestated
wit- the
witness charged.
ness contended
Mr. Raibourn
documents, patents, minutes
self [B*T, May 19].
Other offers came from General
of board meetings, correspondence he did not think such an agreeDetermine Patent Values
Electric and the Navy. Mr. Levey
and resolutions, Mr. Levey told
ment ought to be concluded.
Mr. Levey testified that in May FCC.
Previous to this time, Mr. Levey held the GE offer was not accepted
On July 5, 1945, he said Mr. said he had talked with Dr. Allen by SCA because of Mr. Raibourn's
1944 SCA found itself in a "very Hines
resigned
as
a
member
of
the
B.
DuMont several times. But "obstructionist tactics."
precarious"
position.
The board of directors and three weeks
Arrangements were eventually
SCA board financial
of directors
requested
the completed
with the Navy and it
accounting firm of Barrow, Wade later, on July 23, Mr. Raibourn after
matterMr.wasRaibourn's
voiced, Mr.opinion
Leveyin said
& Guthrie to examine the situa- resigned.
he was never again able to get in paid SCA $25,000 for certain pat
ent
rights,
Mr. Levey said.
tion and to make a recommendatouch with Dr. DuMont.
Results of Hines' Resignation
Mr. Levey concluded his testi
tion, he said. The purpose was to
Mr. Levey testified that also in
This
action,
Mr.
Levey
testified,
have the books of the company
1944 Bell & Howell, through its mony with a summary of the
reflect the correct valuation of the prevented the company from func- vice
president in charge of engi- progress Skiatron has made since
tioning properly. There could not
SCA assets — which were mainly
neering, Lewis A. McNabb, ap- theHe 1949
"reorganization."
the company is working
various electronic patents and the be a board of directors' meeting
proached SCA and offered to im- on an said
ultra-sonic TV receiver that
Skiatron dark-trace TV tube. It without at least one Class B direcprove
and
manufacture
the
Scowill
require
moving parts, using
tor present, he said.
was felt that for tax purposes the
supersonic projector. Bell a so-called no diffraction
On Dec. 18, 1945, anti-trust & Howellphony was
grating.
value
of
the
patents
had
to
be
deprepared
to
spend
termined.
action was instituted and by Jan- $200,000 to design and tool up, Mr.
Other developments of Skiatron
1949 the case was settled, Mr. Levey said.
Mr. Levey said a copy of the Levey uarysaid.
with theatre TV experimentation
and a test in New
York
The witness said that at the SCA include
proposed patent valuations and the
The settlement contained these board
meeting following this offer, of Skiatron's system of subscripworth of SCA's equipment was sent provisions,
the witness stated, Messrs. Raibourn and Hines held
to Paul Raibourn, president of TeleTV, similar
to Zenith's Phonein Chicago.
vision Productions Inc. (wholly- among others:
the proposition was not acceptable visiontion tests
owned Paramount subsidiary) and
(1) TPI and GPE would waive and devised a counter-proposal.
Mr.
Levey
will
for weeks.
crossor three
Earle C. Hines, president of Gen- their exclusivity of licenses so that They allegedly said Mr. Levey examination in tworeturn
eral Precision Equipment. TPI and non - exclusive licenses could be should advise Mr. McNabb that
Following Mr. Levey on the
granted to anyone.
they would be willing to come to stand was Charles Walders another
GPE
controlled
all of Raibourn
SCA's Class
B stock,
and Messrs.
and
(2) turnTPIand cancel
and GPE
re- terms if Bell & Howell would agree public witness subpoenaed by the
theirwere
notesto for
Hines were both SCA directors (at
FCC. Mr. Walders is a Miami
to provide SCA with all the bene- theatre
least one Class B director had to
owner.
be present at SCA board meetings
He testified that he was forced
to make a quorum).
to make a profit-sharing arrangement with Paramount Pictures in
But after receiving the information, Mr. Levey asserted, neither
1937 in order to get Paramount moMr. Raibourn nor Mr. Hines comtion pictures for his theatre.
mented on it.
At first, he said, Paramount got
Mr. Levey testified that in June
50%
his was
theatre's
but
1944 he made a note to himself
in 1942of this
raisedprofits,
to 66%%
that said, "Regret Hines and Raiof the profits.
In 1947 the he"agreement"' was terminated,
said.
bourn deliberately being uncooperMr. Walders testified Paramount
ative— mustlater,
be upBarrow,
to something."
Shortly
Wade &
leased his Trivoli Theatre, but
Guthrie had completed their studies
broke its lease. The theatre was
of SCA, Mr. Levey said. In a
left
in "deplorable" condition, he
charged.
memorandum to SCA, attached to
their recommendations, the audiHe
also testified on typical litors said the report had been prepared without the benefit of the AMONG leading participants at the Radio and Television Institute at the mount. censing agreements with Paraviews of Messrs. Raibourn or Lee
Following Mr. Walders last FriHenry W. Grady School of Journalism were (I to r) Ford Bond, announcerMorey (SCA
ac- producer;
was to have been Arthur F.
Martha Rountree, TV producer and personality; Charter Heslp, Sass,day Chicago
countants counsel).
reported these The
men did
theatre operator.
not wish to discuss the subject radio-TV director, information office. Atomic Energy Commission, and Lee B. Following Mr. Sass
be theatre
Wailes, executive vice president, Storer Broadcasting Co. Institute was spon- operators Donald B.willLeverett
with them, the witness said.
and
sored by Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters and U. of Georgia [B*T, May 12]. Ralph Goldberg [B*T, May 19, 12].
(Earlier in the hearing, Mr. RaiBROADCASTING
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SLOAN AWARDS WINNERS AT PRESENTATION

in an entertaining way on programs designed for both primary
SLOAN AWARDS
and higher level schools and for
Four Broadcasters Win providing handbooks for teachers
the classes.
FOUR leaders in safety education heading
Other winners were:
and broadcasting-,
adjudged
as
havHarold
J.
Moye, president of Granite
ing made major contributions to Chevrolet Co.,
Quincy, Mass., which
promoting highway safety during sponsored
SafetyQuincy.
is Everybody's Business on WJDA
1951, were among the seven recipients of the Alfred P. Sloan HighDr. H. G. Burks Jr., executive vice
way Safety Awards, presented dur- president of Esso Standard Oil Co.,
York. His company was national
ing ceremonies held in New York's New regional
commercial winner for
1night.
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel Tuesday and
giving over to the subject of safety
of every seven commercials on the
Fourth annual presentation of one
stations carrying The Esso Reporter
the mounted bronze plaques, de- 52newscast
during 1951.
signed by the late Hans Schuler,
James
Wagstaff, vice president in
were presented by Alfred P. Sloan charge ofB. sales
for the DeSoto DiviJr., founder and president of the
sion,
Chrysler
Corp., Detroit, winners
foundation which gives the awards of the TV network commercial award.
National Safety Council slogans were
annually to radio and television sta- featured
by the company on 49 of 52
tions, networks and advertisers
who work to make highways safe. You Bet Your Life telecasts during the
Broadcasting winners were:
year.The awards program was to be
Vena S. Hardin, president of telecast on NBC-TV Sunday afterJ-WBUD Trenton, N. J., which was
noon as part of the Sloan Foundation's AmericanwillInventory
series.a
j„g|,
winner of the
sustain- The program
also include
n„j named
ing classification
for local
a campaign
|launched July 5, 1951 and continu- musical variety show, "Safety in
al ing through Labor Day. A staff Numbers," written expressly for
jjjij member gave virtually all his time first presentation at the Sloan
togroups,
the project,
speakingair befoi-e
civic awards dinner.
arranging
interviews
and drawing up a descriptive letter, requested from other stations WFDF CELEBRATES
and automobile clubs which sought
30 Years on Air Waves
to adopt similar campaigns.
WFDF Flint, Mich., yesterday
Mrs. Bullitt Is Winner
(Sunday) was to observe its 30th
Mrs. A. Scott Bullitt, president anniversary with a special dramatic program and a history of the
of KING Seattle, winner among
regional stations carrying sustain- station's development, including
messages
Gov. G. Mennen
111 ing programs. KING's winning Williams, from
Manager Ivan
I ' hour-long
Traffic Jamboree
program tois mo-an L. Wiles ofGeneral
the Buick Div. of Gensafety reminder
I torists on their way home from
eral Motors, Mayor Paul LoveFlint and others, accordI work, enforced by special announce- groveing toofLester
W. Lindow, WFDF
ments recorded in hospital rooms,
police courts and traffic scenes. general manager.
The station broadcasts a total of
OthercludeSunday
were todaily
inThe Bluesevents
Chasers,
606 hours devoted to safety during
variety
program,
featuring
Billy
j the year.
M. C. Watters, general manager Geyer, a veteran of almost 30 years
WCPO-TV Cincinnati and vice at WFDF, and Chief Announcer
Bud Haggart. WFDF licensee is
president
of Scripps-Howard
Inc. Station
was winner inRadio
TV the Trebit Corp. Ten of the 42
sustaining category for contribut- employes
have 2015 years.
years' Itservice
and four have
was
1 ing 373 special safety programs, one
of the first stations to broad14,370 spot announcements and 604
cast election returns, local news
regular program mentions to auto- and sports
events, including the
motive safety campaigns.
- Firpo
fightlastinTuesday
1923.
Harry D. Lamb, director of Dempsey
WFDF
was
recipient
1 WTDS-FM Toledo, which is operI ated by the public schools there. of a public service programming
WTDS-FM won the non-commer- award from the Freedom Foundation of Valley Forge, Pa., for 1951.
cial award for incorporating safety
BROADCASTING
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CEREMONIES

LAST TUESDAY

House Group Named
On 'Morals' Probe
GATHINGS STUDY
CAPITOL
HILL's
lull
on
the
pending
radio
and
programhas probe
dissolved last week with announcement that a television
subcommittee
been
formed [B*T, May 5 et-seq.].
Subcommittee members are all drawn from the House Interstate &
Foreign Commerce Committee. ininterested
*
crime shows;
in ideas.tomorrow it may be
They are Reps. Oren Harris (DArk.), who will serve as chairman;
The
Nation
concluded
Democratic Reps. Arthur G. Klein after a discussionmagazine
of the resolution,
(N.
Y.),
F.
Ertel
Carlyle
(N.
C.)
"These
latest
investigations
and Homer Thornberry (Tex.) ; certain to be used further to are
restrict freedom of thought and exRepublican
Joseph Chenoweth
P. O'Hara
(Minn.), J.Reps.Edgar
pression
rather
than
to
improve
(Col.) and Harmar D. Denny Jr. the undoubtedly low moral standard of our mass-entertainment
(Pa.).
Up toof the
end, reported
aims
the week's
subcommittee
were
In a CBS Radio broadcast last
pegged as speculation by commerce Monday, news commentator Edcommittee spokesmen. Until a
noted of the inmeeting of the group is held, it is media."ward R. Murrow,
vestigation, "WhenonCongress
doubtful whether any sure line of
tempts to legislate
matters at-of
action will be set.
improper emphasis, what is
Announcement of the subcommit- taste,
offensive and undesirable, then it
tee's formation was made by the
short step to incommerce committee's Chairman is only another
creasing controls over what the inRobert Crosser (D-Ohio). Rep.
dividual
may
say,
and how he may
Harris, designated as head of the
subcommittee, would not divulge
any plans, other than to point out
that the group had been named.
McCarthy claims
Rep.tee would
Crosser
said the
the subcommitCommies in Radio-Press
discuss
resolution,
sponsored by Rep. E. C. Gathings sen. Joseph r. McCarthy
(D-Ark.),
"earlysubcommittee
date." It (R-Wis.) said in a May 18 radio
was
noted atthatan the
interview
he believes
"we
would use commerce staff facilities have
a vastthat
number
of Communrather than hire outside men. This
act."
istsatorin waspress
and radio."
The MarSenwas underscored, it was learned,
interviewed
by Paul
to discourage a flood of applicants
tin, moderator of the Gannett News
Washington - originated
to Asbe the
"investigators."
House group moved closer Service's
Your Capital Memo.
toward the study and inquiry to
Sen. McCarthy brought up the
determine "the extent to which radio and press while answering
radio and television programs . . . questions about names he has been
contain fensive
immoral
otherwise
of- called. He said it was "nothing
matter ororplace
improper
new or unusual" about the number
emphasis upon crime, violence, and of "dirty" names as a result of
to "expose" Comincorruption,"
non-industryopposition
circles. held sway his campaign
munists in government.
Jack Gould, New York Times
"Whenever anyone injures Comradio-TV columnist, said:
munists as distinguished from
Whateverers—andthe
sins some
of thethatbroadcastCommunism,"
the Senator
said,from
"he
there are
are
inpromptly
receives
attention
excusable—they are ofto thescantspectre
conse-of all the left-wing
bleeding
hearts
q
u
e
n
c
e
i
n
comparison
a group of thepoliticians
arrogating
unto
themselves
authority
to decide
should
orForshould
not be toput
on thewhat
air.
of Hepresssaidand"Louie
radio."Budenz, who was
.
.
.
the
House
explore
the the
editor of the Daily
Worker, who
business and legal aspects of radio and
is
in
a
position
to know, said that
TV is onecasting'sthing
but
to
judge
broadmoral
conduct
is
censorship
as editor of the Daily Worker he
pure and
simple.
Even
if manyis right
viewersin had
400 Communists in press and
may
think
Rep. shows,
Gathings
radio throughout the country. He
regard
to
crime
they
must
still
recognize
the
wholly
unwise
principle
has
given
the names of those 400
of
government
its own
solution.
Today theattempting
House is interested
Communists to the Justice Dept."
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PHILADELPHIA American Assn. of Advertising Agencies chapter meeting
there May 19 saw these area AAAA officials getting demonstration from
Arno Johnson (I), vice president and research director of J. Walter Thompson
Co. Others (I to r): Wesley Ecoff, Ecoff & James Inc. Adv., chairman of
Philadelphia chapter; Al Morgan, Richard A. Foley Adv., chairman of Atlanta
Council; Earl A. Buckley, Buckley Organization Adv., Atlantic Council gov.
WGNY PURCHASE
Bingham to Head New Firm
fj SALE of WGNY Newburgh, N. Y.,
I Wednesday for $75,000 to a group
of the station's
was an-A.
nounced last weekemployes
by Edward
Chappell, vice president of Speidel
Newspapers Inc. and treasurer of
i WGNY censeBroadcasting
Co. Inc., liof WGNY.
George W. Bingham, general
manager of WGNY under the former licensees, will be president of
the new licensee firm, to be known
as the Orange County Broadcasting Corp. The transaction is subject to FCC approval.
Mr. Bingham said some of the
officials and stockholders in the
purchasing group also are members
of the Duchess County Broadcasting Corp., which bought WKIP
Poughkeepsie, N. Y. earlier this
year [B«T, March 3] from the
Poughkeepsie Newspapers Inc.
Radio Div., which also had been
an affiliate of Speidel Newspapers.
He did not disclose distribution of
L stock in the new firm.
New officers, all stockholders, besides Mr. Bingham, are: vice president, Joseph W. Rake, who was
WGNY commercial manager; secretary-treasurer, Mabel Shroyer
Meurer, who was WGNY office
manager; chief engineer, Marvin S.
Seimes, who held the same position
both at WGNY and WKIP under
the former ownership; program
director, John J. Kuhn; member
of sales department, Campbell
Thompson. Messrs. Bingham,
Seimes and Mr. Kuhn and Mabel
Shroyer Meurer also are president,
vice president for engineering, vice
president for programs and secretary-treasurer, respectively, of the
WKIP licensee firm.
Mr. Bingham said an application
will be made immediately to the
FCC for approval of assignment of
license and sale of physical assets
f the WGNY property.
WGNY first went on the air in
,. Tt operates on 1220 kc dayti. e. Main offices are at 161 Broadway, Newburgh, with the transmit er on the Coshecton Turnpike.
Speidel Newspapers recently sold
KDON Santa Cruz, Calif., and
KWRN Reno, Nev.
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RCA VICTOR CLASS
78 End Training Course
SEVENTY - EIGHT broadcasters
last Friday concluded an intensive
series of classes and laboratory
demonstrations at the RCA Victor
plant in Camden, N. J. It was the
second largest class attendance
registered since the training programs were begun by RCA in 1948.
Nearly 700 engineers from the
United States and several foreign
countries have received training
in basic theory, design, operation
and maintenance of TV broadcast
equipment in this series.

JOHN DUNBRACK EWING,
widely known radio station owner
and newspaper publisher, died May
17 following a heart attack suffered in his private plane while
flying to Shreveport, La.
Mr. Ewing was en route from
his summer home at Pass Christian,
Miss. The plane landed at Ruston,
Miss., and h i s
body was removed
60 miles westward to ShreveNationally
known in the raport.
dio industry, Mr.
Ewing was president of the InterBroadcasting national
Corp.,
Mr. Ewing
owner - operator
of KWKH Shreveport and KTHS
Hot Springs, Ark., soon to be
moved to Little Rock [B*T, Dec.
31, 1951].
In addition, he was editor-publisher of the Shreveport Times
and president of the Monroe (La.)
News-Star-World Publishing Co.,
which
Monroe NewsStar andpublishes
Morningthe World.
Born in New Orleans, Mr. Ewing
grew up in a newspaper family.
He received a Bachelor of Science
degree in 1913 from Virginia Military Institute, where he captained
the basketball team.
During World War I, he served

Senate Group Vote
To Keep Formula
CAPEHART PLAN
PROMPT Senate action was promised by administration leaders la
week on legislation which would retain the controversial Capehart cos
allowance formula and authority for reinstatement of Regulation V
credit curbs until March 1953.
An amended bill to extend the
and research an(
current Defense Production Act administration
beyond
movedBanking
closer to& add them to ceiling prices, woul
reality asJunethe 30Senate
give them further opportunity t<
for these
Currency Committee voted to re- apply
costs
accruedbenefits
beforeon the
Julybasi26
port its recommendations to the of
1951. The cutoff date would remair
floor early this week.
Sen. Ernest W. MeFarland (D- the same.
Ariz.), majority leader, said he decision
The Senate
Bankingthe Committee'
to retain
cost allow
hopes for quick passage of the pro- ance formula
fathered by Sen
posed
bill,
providing
for
an
eightmonth extension of wages and Homer E. Capehart (R-Ind.) wa:
prices. Others predicted, however, made by "almost unanimous" voice
that a flood of amendments would vote,
according to spokesmen. Regu
be offered during floor debate, lation W was retained in absence
tentatively set for this week.
of Thus,
specific Sen.
committee action.emerged
Meanwhile, retention of stand- victorious with Capehart
his cost allowance
by authority
serve Board for
to the
crackFederal
down Re-on provision, but was defeated in his
credit controls if the occasion de- credit
previouscurbproposal
authority.for abolition of a
was urged
by FRB Martin
ChairmanmandsWilliam
McChesney
A capsule summary of other
Jr. in the wake of the Senate com- actions taken by the Senate Bankmittee's action. The board susing Committee:
pended curbs on installment pur• Voted to extend wage-price conchases of radio-TV sets, housetrols for nine months — until next
hold appliances,
and March
hart. 1 — as proposed by Sen. Cape
automobiles
earlierfurniture
this month
• Retained exemption from price
[B*T, May 12]. (Also see story,
control
of rates charged
by radio-TV
page
110.)
broadcasting
other media
Retention of the allowance for• Voted 7-3 and
to overhaul
the Wage
mula, permitting manufacturers Stabilization
Board, with substitution
and processors
to
compute
addiall-publiccapacity,
panel tosansfunction
tional costs for advertising, selling, ofan anadvisory
any auin
thority
to recommend
wage bedispute
settlements.
Members would
sub
ject• Voted
to Senate
confirmation.
to extend
authority for al
location of critical materials by the
Defense Production Administration
as an infantry captain and received and
National Production Authority
the Croix de Guerre with Star and for one year — until June 30, 1953.
• Voted to require OPS to raise
the Purple Heart.
He was president of the Southern ceiling prices to levels prescribed by
Newspaper Publishers Assn. in state minimum price laws.
The House Banking Committee
1938-39 and in 1939 was chairman
still is holding hearings on the De
of the tors.association's
He also was a board
directorof ofdirecthe fense Production Act. But Chair
Kansas City Southern and the man Brent Spence (D-Ky.) told
Louisiana & Arkansas Railroads; a President Truman he is confident
Congress year
wouldto extend
controls
past department commander of the another
June 30,
1953. for
American Legion and chairman of
the
board
of
the
American
Legion
As lasproposed
Sen. Paul byDougMonthly.
(D-Ill.) andby approved
the
Among clubs to which Mr. Ewing Senate Banking Committee, the
Capehart
amendment
would
be
belonged were the Boston of New
clarified tofactureapply
solely to manuOrleans,
Shreveport
Golf
and
Counr
s
a
n
d
processors.
try Club and the Augusta (Ga.)
Masters.
In 1929, he testified against the Pittsburgh Premiere
late Gov. Huey Long at an impeachment inquiry brought in the
radio stations in Pittsburgh's
Louisiana State House. Mr. Ewing TEN
area have
acceptedCounty
invitations from
Republic
was a confidant of President Frank- Allegheny
lin D. Roosevelt and was a caller Pictures to cover the "global"
at the White House during the late premiere of its new picture, "I
staChief Executive's tenure in office. Dream tionsof wereJeanie."
invited. TwoEachotherstation
Survivors include a son, John D.
will
have
separate
booths
for
comEwing Jr., a student at Louisiana
the Fulton Theatre
Polytechnic Institute at Ruston, lobby, withmentators ininterviews
civic
and a daughter, Mrs. Helen May leaders to be taped andofplayed
Clay, a director of KTHS, and wife back the following day. Plan of
of Henry B. Clay, KWKH general WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh to telemanager.
castjectedstage
proceedings
reby theatre
managerwas John
Funeral services were conducted
Walsh,
according
to
Republic
Picat St. Mark's Episcopal Church in
tures, when he learned deal was
Shreveport. Burial was in that toments.
include local sponsor announcecity's Forest Park Cemetery.
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MBS-IGA
GroceryPLAN
Market Test
SECOND grocery marketing test
plan, to be held June 23 to July 5,
was announced in New York Thursiday for MBS by Hal Coulter, director of advertising and promotion,
j Some 350 stations may participate in the for
campaign
through
announcements
local and
national advertisers, special morning
quarter-hour programs — still to be
contracted — and through 150 network announcements keyed to the
merchandising test.
Based on a previous five-month
iplan which started last June, the
iplan is being undertaken in cooperation with the Independent
iGrocers Alliance through its supermarkets and cooperating wholesalers in 31 states and is keyed to
:the slogan, "Look, Mom — It's a
Picnic."tationFirst
the exploiwill useweek
the ofphrase
in a
figurative
sense
for
tie-in
sales,
and second week will stress literal
interpretation to build sales of
picnic foods.
The IGA organization is supplying all its major markets with
some 11,000 window posters, stack
cards and shelf takers, all starting
with "Your Mutual station says.
.IGA. . ."markets
Independent
nonalso are stores
being ininvited
by MBS outlets to join the promotion, to bring total participation to
some 5,000 stores. The campaign
will be reinforced by makers of
MBS - advertised grocery store
products, such as S. C. Johnson &
Son, Craft Foods, and P. Lorillard
Co., with announcements on their
programs.
First Test Results
Results of the first test indicated
that an extensive campaign is impractical, unimaginative, and, for
the network, too costly, Mr. Coulter
said. It is impossible to maintain
high-interest among grocery store
operators throughout a full year,
he explained, indicating that the
more practical alternative is for
an advertising medium to adapt
itself to marketing patterns as
they exist rather than to create its
own. •
"There is also an ethical difference between simply 'giving away
time' and using radio's own facilities to promote one of radio's own
promotions,"
emphasized,
ing that MBS hestations,
becauseadd-of
their home town locations, lend
themselves particularly well to
such point - of - sale marketing
schemes.

Tearsheets for Radio
a? qe«*
SeeUafc*
DICK D. is a newspaper advertising salesman. Each day
GENE F. SEEHAFER, new manager
you can see him making service
of research and sales promotion at
calls with his small leather
CBS
Chicago [B*T, April 21],
briefcase, which includes newsformerly was assistant professor
paper advertising tearsheets.
of advertising at the U. of MinneThis tangible evidence of
sota. He holds degrees from Wisnewspaper advertising also has
consin and Northwestern, is coits counterpart in radio adverauthor of Successful Radio & Teltising. A copy of the radio
evision Advertising with Jack W.
commercial in the hands of the
Laemmar. Latter wrote "Inviting
retail advertiser is just as much
Action in Radio Copy" [B*T,
a tearsheet as the proof sheet
Seehafer
operof
bVEPTiS March ated31].
a radio Mr.
station
counseling
ment.the newspaper advertiseThe alert radio station can
pEHOm service, including a radio advertising "Ideal ofExchange,"
and was
go a step further. Instead of
a member
the Minneapolis
just delivering or mailing a
Chamber of Commerce Speakers
copy of the commercial to the
Bureau and Minneapolis Adverretail advertiser, why not send
tising Club. He is a member of
the original copy? A carbon draws attention.
Alpha
Delta
adTo
merchandise
with
radio
copy will suffice for the anvertisingSigma,
fraternity.national
The author
"tearsheets," the retail adver- also has worked for several midnouncer's use.
When several copies are needtisertisingmustwell plan
his radioItems
adver-to western radio stations and the
in advance.
ed by the retail advertiser for
Network. He spent his
various departments, again the be radio-advertised should be Wisconsin
1950 university leave with the
carbon copy comes into play as selected at least one week ahead market
analysis
department of
the copywriter
com- of time so necessary writing and General Mills Inc. and as execumercial. Five totypes
seventhelegible
delivery of commercials to the
tive
secretary
of
Wisconsin
copies can be produced this way, store can be done in time for Rapids Chamber of the
Commerce.
at negligible cost when com- full and complete merchandispared to hectographing or
ing coordination.
mimeographing, although the
The mickradio
latter may have to be employed
may be "tearsheet"
the wedge gimthe quency,tionand
showingtheupnetwork
clearlyaffiliawith
in special instances where many salesman needs to pry the retail blanks for the usual data such
advertiser
from
his
perennial
as
the
name
of
the
advertiser,
copies
of
a
commercial
are
needed.
habit of selecting items at the the product being advertised,
length
Radio commercials may be dis- last minute.
time on ofthecommercial,
air and the date
name andof
tributed to department heads
Before
distributing thecommerand posted where employes can
cials as tearsheets,
radio the program, if a program commercial. Contrasting colored
read cialthem.
Evenbulletin
better,boards
spe- station will do well to check the
radio station
appearance of its copy paper. ink is especially effective.
(with station call letters and Since commercials no longer are
Tearsheets can also be em"As Advertised On" showing merely intra-station, the data
oyed by the TV station. Copies
clearly) can be erected at printed on the head of the copy of TV plcommercials
can be distributed to sales persons
. or
strategic points within the ad- sheet should be considered a
posted
on
special
TV
vertiser's store messages
and currentposted
ra- special radio station advertis- boards, on counters next bulletin
to the
dio advertising
ing
opportunity,
reflecting
a
for benefit of sales staff and touch of the glamorous and the TV-advertised item, near elevacustomers alike. Since most modern.
tors, escalators and at other
Thus, the need for call letters points where consumers and
people have never seen a radio
commercial, the novelty value in large letters, the station fre- sales people congregate.

SMITH QUITS ABC
No Plans Announced
EDWARD G. SMITH last week
resigned
as director
ABC's Div.
Radio Network
at the ofCentral
Mr. Smith, who announced no plans,
joined ABC Chicago in January
1950 as program sales manager for
radio and television. In July of
last year, when network radio and
TV operations were split, Mr.
Smith was designated Central Div.
Network director.
Philip Leshem
Before sociated
joining
ABC he Mills
was as-12
with General
PHILIP LESHEM, 29, radio and
as director of radio, television
television timebuyer at Grey Adv., years
film production. Before that,
New York, died May 16 in Florida, and
he worked at WGN Chicago as a
while on leave of absence. Mr. director
and was general manager
Leshem had been with the agency
WOOD Grand Rapids, Mich.
for three and a half years and prior of
During
his
years with
to that was with Compton Adv. General Mills,lasthe three
spent most of his
in similar capacity. Surviving is time on television for Betty
Crocker.
his wife, Toby.
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ZONITE CLAIMS
FTC Issues 'Cease' Order
"FALSE" advertising is cited in
a cease-and-desist order directed by
the Federal Trade Commission
against Zonite Products Corp., New
York, and its advertising agency,
Erwin, Wasey & Co., same city.
The order charges misrepresentations inpublished and broadcast continuities
Toothpaste,
and citesfortheForhan's
agency
for participating in the preparation and dissemination of the advertisements. Neither the complaint nor the order, announced
last Thursday by FTC, specify the
type of radio advertising.
The product, according to commission findings, "contains
ing the application
of which nothis of
therapeutic value in the prevention
or cure of any disease or disorder
of the teeth or gums," and "its

sole value is as a cleaning agent."
The respondents also were requested to cease certain other representations.
SALARY INCREASE
Granted to SAG by WSB
BASIC minimum salary increase
for film actors recently negotiated
by Screen Actors Guild with major
movie producers was approved
May tion14 Board.
by Day
the Wage
player Stabilizaminimum
will rise from $55 to $70 weekly.
Freelance actors will receive $250
weekly, an increase of $75. Wage
boosts are retroactive to Jan. 1.
Fringe benefits such as travel
time charges and wardrobe and
makeup tests pay require separate
actiontractbywith the
WSB.Society
SAG'sof Independnew conent Motion Picture Producers Assn.
is also pending WSB approval.
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MEDIA STUDY
KOA Cites Radio Edge
IN Colorado and Wyoming, where
no television exists, radio ownership has reached 99% of all homes,
and 80 % of all homes own two or
more sets in working order.
These and other facts were turned
up in a new diary study made for
NBC's KOA Denver by Research
Services Inc., Denver. The study,
the second in two years, was released last Thursday in New York.
In Colorado and Wyoming, radio
gets more attention by far than
other media. Radio listening averages 2hours, 26 minutes per person
newspaper reading gets
day;
per
36 minutes per day, and magazine
reading 25 minutes per day.
Total time spent listening to the
radio per day in those two states
has increased by 17%, from 202,500,000 minutes per day in 1950,
when the first KOA diary study
235,936,000 minutes
made,Thisto vast
was
in 1952.
increase is due
to increases in individual listening and to population growth.
In the same period, newspaper
reading has declined by .6%.
A new NBC Radio Spot Sales
presentation based on the study
points out that KOA reaches more
people at binalower
cost thanin any
tion ofnewspapers
the comarea
or
any
combination
of
other
radio
stations.
milestones...
► FRANK W. MILLER Sr., president of Headley-Reed Co., station
representation firm, was honored
on his 40th anniversary in the representation field May 2 at a surprise party by executives and staffs
of Headley-Reed and of Kelly
Smith Co., newspaper representatives. The group included James
E. Mullins, general manager of
Kelly Smith, and Frank W. Miller
Jr., secretary and treasurer of the
radio and TV station representative
organization.
► GLENN D. GILLETT, veteran
radio-TV engineering consultant,
Washington, D. C, is celebrating
his 30th year in radio. He began
his career with AT&T, helping put
WBAY New York, the city's first
radio station, on the air. He developed the contour method of representing field strength distribution
from broadcasting stations, the
method used today. Mr. Gillett did
work for the Navy and Air Force
during World War II and served
as an electronic consultant for
ECA.
► IN celebration of CBS-WHAS
Anniversary Week, WHAS Louisville May 15 aired a broadcast
marking
20 years'
with
CBS Radio.
Titled affiliation
These Twenty
Years, program
related
close
association between network and
station and WHAS broadcast
originations.
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G. RICHARD SHAFTO (c), general manager of WIS
brating 20 years with the station, his birthday and
niversary, iscongratulated by Joseph P. Davenport
supervisor, and Leo Downs, salesthanrepresentative,
20 years. both

Columbia, S. C, celehis 25th wedding an(I), transmitting plant
WIS veterans of more

TITLE BOUT
Rightsandto radio
NBC-Gillett
TELEVISION
rights t
the heavyweight championship bou
between Jersey Joe Walcott am
Ezzard Charles in Philadelphii
June 5 were sold to NBC and Gil
lette Co., according to a Wednesda
announcement.
Price of the contract — with an
nouncement delayed several day
to
settle each
fighter's take
— wa
reported
as $175,000,
although
neither
NBC
nor
Gillette's
New
York agency, Maxon Inc., woul
confirm or deny the amount. The
bout was to be carried throughout
the nation except for a blackout
area for 75 miles around Phila
delphia.
Exclusive television coverage of
the Sugar Ray Robinson-Joey
Maxim fight for the light-heavyweight championship will be car
ried by Theatre Network Television, according to an announcement
made Tuesday by Nathan L. Hal
pern,
president, and
JamesClubD.
Norris,TNTInternational
Boxing
president.
A network of 40-50 theatres will
carry the match June 23 from New
York's Yankee Stadium, and TNT
spokesmen indicated that additional
theatres may be added, "if the
telephone
ties." It wascompanies
not knownclear
last faciliweek
whether coverage would extend as
far as the West Coast.

AAAA Units Weight
Merger Proposal
UNION TALENT
POSSIBILITY of merging the five branches of Associated Actors and
Artistes of America by July 1, after which Television Authority may
merge with American Federation of Radio Artists, seemed somewhat
shaken last week after most unions held what one spokesman described
asfirst"day
sessions"
on the
*
seem most certain, they still
draftandof night
a merger
proposal.
It things
was submitted by labor relations fall through." All AAAA branches
seemed busy last week, however,
experts from two universities.
Discussed by East Coast unions studying the first document to see
it contains that they want
Monday and Tuesday at New what
York's Hotel Astor, the 42-page and what it lacks.
Blueprint calls for a national
proposal was considered an outline,
with further amplification and re- union of all entertainers, divided
ar angement toresult from AAAA geographically into eastern, cen- ACLU REQUEST
tral and western divisions, and
members'
to it.in The
plan
was
to bereactions
discussed
Chicago
Refused by FCC
governed byboard.
a 200-member
The nationalnational
board
Thursday and on the West Coast executive
today (Monday), after which it was would meet at least every two REINSTATEMENT of the 1941
to be rearranged and resubmitted. years, and its geographic sections FCC "Mayflower Decision" forbidding stations to editorialize, reUnions affected by the merger — would be required to meet at least
by the American Civil
Actors Equity and Chorus Equity four times per year. The national Liberties quested
last March [B»T,
Assns., American Guild of Musical body would be headed by president, March 10],Union
was turned down last
Artists, American Guild of Variety five vice presidents, a treasurer week by the Commission.
Artists, AFRA and TVA— were and a recording secretary, all
In a letter to Patrick Murphy
thus withholding comments until elected from board membership.
Malin, ACLU executive director,
the final proposal is drafted. Since
FCC
took note of its 1949 ruling
Goals
of
Merger
union heads still would have to reset aside the Mayflower
solve their stands before subTwo goals of the final merger which
edict
and wrote in part:
mit ing it to membership referen- would be to establish a strong cen.
.
.
The
Report (Edidum, a procedure that normally
tral organization while preserving
torialiCommission's
zing byBroadcast
Licensees)
was
after
a received
full hearing
which
representation for the varied in- adopted
consumes
a
month's
time,
it
seemed
testimony
was
. the. at.difficult
which
unlikely last week that the merger
t
e
r
e
s
t
s
o
f
the
varied
membership
.
.
.
thoroughly
canvassed
could be completed by July 1. As a and to provide greater centraliza- question involved.
spokesman for one group said,
tion than is usual in labor organACLU's petition contended atizations. It was understood that
tempts by stations* to editorialize
"Any possibility of the unilateral
deadline set by the TVA is prob- one problem, at least, would be to workable.
has proven confusing and unassure such specialists as opera
ably
out
of
the
window
.
.
.
it's
impractical to expect that it be choruses adequate representation operating expenses annually.
throughout the many channels
Members of the national board
Reactions Varied
from base to top of the proposed would
be nominated by talent cateTVA, invited to merge with organization.
kept."
gories: 44%, actors; 31%, dancers;
problem was understood 20%, singers;
AFRA, passed a resolution at its toAnother
5%,
loom in merger of assets, specialty acts;7%,andannouncers;
December convention asserting it totalled
concertfor all five opera performers. Of 3%,
would form an all-broadcasting or- branches, atof $1,270,000
the
total
which a reported 56% members, 90 would be from 200
ganization iftotal merger is not
the
completely and finally approved by belongs to Actors Equity. Plan eastern division, 40 from the midsuggests
that
half
of
each
treasury
west
and
70
from
the
West
Coast.
all branches by July 1. Constitu- be allotted to the new organization,
tion has been prepared for the new
group would be rethe remainder to be placed in The national
AFRA organization and approved with
qufrom
ired to contain
at least 10 memfor one year, at which time
by both organizations, but requires trust
bers
each
entertainment
field,
approval of the AAAA board and the new locals will receive old and
one
representative
two weeks notice to all branches. locals' funds in proportion to the 100 members in each local.for every
old locals'
members
conInitiation fee was put at $50 for
Document has not yet been sub- number tainofed in the
new unit.
A bright
mitted for approval.
members earning less than $3,000
was the predic- per annum, with dues to be $20 —
Reactions to the blueprint ranged note, tionmoney-wise,
that total merger would pare payable in advance — plus 1% of
from "very good chance for merger a substantial
amount from the $1 annually.
now"
to
a
dubious,
"you
just
can't
million
spent by all. branches for income between $2,000 and $30,000
predict; sometimes when these
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YOU
ABOUT

CAN
YOUR

KNOW

Swuftfaw?

AUDIENCE

Probably the first axiom in advertising is that to
do an optimum job, you must know exactly to
whom you are talking, at what time, under what
circumstances.
Many advertisers have told us that the only precise
data they have on most newspapers and magazines
is "rates and circulation" — and that this doesn't
provide the information needed for smart selling.
For fourteen years, the annual Iowa Radio Audience Survey has presented a complete, accurate
and detailed picture of the radio audience in Iowa.
Using these Surveys, you know exactly who is
listening to the radio at any time of day or night —
men, women, children — urban, small town and
farm — their economic and educational status —
their preferences for various types of program materials— and dozens of other facts to help you plan
your strategy.

IN

IOWA!

The 1951 Iowa Radio Audience Survey is now
available. It is the result of personal interviews with 9,180 families — all scientifically
selected from Iowa cities, towns, villages and
farms to present a true picture of the radio
audience in Iowa. It is a must for anyone who
wants to get the ultimate value from his
advertising dollars, in Iowa. Write direct for
your copy, or ask Free & Peters.

WIKI®
* for Iowa PLUS +
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
P. A. Loyet, Resident Ma
FREE & PETERS, INC.
National Representatives

NARTB MEMBER-STAFF group paid informal call on committee chairman; William Fay, WHAM Rochester;
FCC Commissioner Rose! H. Hyde last Monday during Walter Compton, WTTG (TV) Washington; Thad Brown,
meeting of special committee on transcription rules. NARTB TV director; Ralph W. Hardy, NARTB govL to r: Comr. Hyde; Michael R. Hanna, WHCU Ithaca, eminent relations director.
Rate Cut Crisis
(Continued from page 23)
he said.
concern over the current competi- turnNoneindependent,
of the Affiliates Committee
tive network sales and rate situation, which is at such variance with members has received any direct
the great resurgence of radio in notification from any network as
terms of audience and the buying to possible rate changes, it was
of business at both local and na- said. But they said they had it on
tional spot levels."
good authority that the "threat
The statement added that "no
change itsis meeting,
imminent."the Affiliates
joint action is contemplated, but of During
individual committee members in- Committee also heard discussions
dicated they would consult with of current research activities from
A. C. Nielsen, president of A. C.
their respective networks."
Nielsen Co.; Kenneth H. Baker,
avoidance As
of "joint
action" president
wasThedeliberate.
a committee,
of Standard Audit &
there are few actions this group Measurement Service, and C. E.
can take without running afoul of Inc.
Hooper, president of C. E. Hooper
the anti-trust laws. This has been
Mr. Kobak described to the coma perpetual
the
Affiliates handicap
Committee.suffered
As usualby
mittee the ambitious research
at its sessions, Edgar Barton, a evaluation project which the Advertising Research Foundation has
New York attorney, attended last
to undertake, providing the
week'stionsmeetings
counsel
on ac- voted
financing can be found.
that might toviolate
anti-trust.
He pointed out that ARF would
Though there was no official explanation of what the individual stand the overhead expense for
members intended to take up when supervising the study but that
consulting with their respective roughly $25,000 would be needed
networks, it was learned that in to carry out the work. As will be
the case of those members who are the case with most ARF-superCBS Radio affiliates and who have, vised understakings, the medium
not yet signed the new contracts involved will have to stand the
ceding total power to the network cost, if the work is to be done.
As president of ARF, he will
to adjust rates they would conurge the sponsorship of the project
visions. tinue to reject the contract re- upon BAB, which Mr. Kobak described as the logical sources of
Hold Rate Line
As chairman of BAB, he
In the case of members affiliated funds.
will
be
in a position to cast one
with other networks, they would
in favor of the proposal he
resist any similar efforts toward vote
make as president of ARF.
contract revision that might be will
Whether other members of the
made in future by their networks. BAB Finance Committee will vote
In all cases, the affiliates in- the
same way could not be learned
tended to urge the networks to hold last week.
the line on rates. Though opinion
The
type of job contemplated is
varied somewhat as to details, in not unlike
that recommended a
general the affiliates were agreed year ago by the special test survey
that if nighttime rates were low- committee which was originally
at the urging of Stanley
raised. ered, daytime rates ought to be formed
Breyer, of KJBS San Francisco.
One member of the committee That committee estimated the job
would cost $140,000.
pointed
out tothatBroadcasting
Telecasting
many stations•
Mr. Kobak said last week, however, since some of the overhead
operated on profit margins that
would be absorbed by ARF and
were not large enough to with- because
ways had been found to
stand substantial decreases in income from their networks.
cut down drastically on the exIf a decrease in network rates
pense without impairing the qualthe study, the sum needed
were imposed on top of the con- fromity ofBAB
would be only about
tinuing decrease in network business volume, he would not be sur- $25,000.
The research project which Mr.
prised to see some network stations
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A 1 1 e r t o n will undertake for
NARTB was called for in the following resolution adopted at the
NARTB 's AM Committee meeting:
"Resolved that the NARTB survey the economics of AM radio to
determine and ultimately publish
the basic facts on American radio
from an operational and financial
viewpoint, including but not limited
to the changing relationship of
income
to the cost placed
of operation."
The resolution
virtually
study.
no limitations on the scope of the
Mr. Allerton said he would personally conduct a pilot study in
an as yet unannounced market.
After completing that and deciding
what kind of conclusions can be
reached, he will start the main
task. He said he would have to
hire one research expert to assist
way.
him when the project gets under
MORENCY STAYS
As Affiliates' Chairman
PAUL W. (Fritz) MORENCY,
WTIC Hartford, last week agreed
to retain the chairmanship of the
All-Radio Affiliates Committee until the next meeting of the full
membership at the NARTB convention next year. Last April, at
the expiration of his first year of
service, he agreed to reappointment with the stipulation he could
withdraw within a few months.
week's meeting
the 13manAt last
committee
Kenyonof Brown,
president of KWFT Wichita Falls,
Texas, and Robert D. Swezey, vice
president of WDSU-AM-TV New
Orleans, were elected vice chairmen.
Leonard Kapner, president of
WCAE Pittsburgh, resigned from
the committee because of the pressure of business. Leslie C. Johnson, vice president and general
manager, WHBF-AM-FM-TV Rock
Island,
111., was elected to replace
Mr. Kapner.

RECORD RULE
FCC Asked to Revise
FORMAL request by NARTB for
rewriting of regulations governing recorded radio and TV programs is to future.
be made at the FCC
in the near
Present rules, requiring cumannouncements to identify
electricalbersometranscriptions,
tape,
kinescope and similar delayed
broadcasts, are considered obsolete
in view of the progress in recording
techniques and the advance in proprocedure. developed at the
The gramproject
NARTB board meeting last February when Michael R. Hanna,
WHCU Ithaca, N. Y., proposed
that
FCC'sTherules
in need theof
revision.
boardwereapproved
idea [B»T, Feb. 18].
Details
of NARTB
's position
were
discussed
last Monday
by a
special committee headed by Mr.
Hanna. Meeting at NARTB headquarters, the committee included
William Fay, WHAM Rochester,
and Walter Compton, WTTG (TV)
Washington. Committee members
paid an informal
call on FCC Commissioner Rosel Hyde.
STATIONLESS TOWN
FCC Favors in Okla. Case
A SMALL town without a broadcast station should get its own
outlet before another larger town
gets a second station. That is the
basis for FCC's initial decision last
week which would grant J. D. Allen
1250 kc with 500 w daytime for
Anadarko, Okla., while denying the
competitive bid of Lawton-Ft. Sill
Broadcasting Co. for 1250 kc with
1 kw daytime and 500 w night at
Lawton, Okla. Comrs. E. M. Webster, Robert F. Jones and Robert
Bartleyruling.
did not participate in the
initial
Mr. Allen has an insurance and
real estate business in Chickasha,
Okla., but
his interests thereheandplans
moveto tosellAnadarko
if the initial decision is made final.
Lawton-Ft. Sill Broadcasting is
owned by Byrne Ross and family.
Mr. Rosshoma City.is licensee of KLPR Okla-

RADIO FARM TEAM
Sent Abroad by MSA
MUTUAL Security Agency has
selected four radio farm directors
for a six-week tour of European
and Middle Eastern countries to
teach localcultural
farminformation
editorsis how
spreadagri-in
the United States.
In a schedule calling for departure from Washington last ThursKATE SMITH and Ted Collins were
were: Sam Schneider,
presented gold key awards during KVOOday, they
president of the
NBC-TV Kate Smith Hour fortnight National Tulsa,
Assn. of Radio Farm Diago by Gilbert W. Chapman, Yale &
rectors;
Larry
Haeg,
WCCO
MinTowne Mfg.support
Co. president,
for singer's
neapolis, past KCMO
NARFD Kansas
president;
"unselfish
of humanitarianism
C. W. Jackson,
City,
and
patriotic
causes"
and
announcer's
and Claude Mahoney, WTOP
"cracker barrel" discussion of im- Washington.
portant events.
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announcing the
establishment of . . .
DORRANCE
AND
COMPANY
an organization offering a full range of
promotional planning and creative services
for many types of businesses — but
particularly competent by experience to
serve the broadcasting, telecasting and
advertising agency fields.
Any project from a year's campaign to
a single sales letter is within the
interest and reasonable fee scale of
this organization.
The company is a new one, but the talents
it represents have for years aided
hundreds of large and small clients in
the solution of their promotion problems.
Your inquiry will incur no obligation.

DORRANCE
AND
COMPANY
3 2 East

3 9 th Street,

New

York

16, JV . T.

sales and audience promotion — direct mail of all types
trade publication advertisements — newsletters
presentations — sales letters — industrial film scripts
market books — sales manuals — house organs
merchandising material — dealer broadsides — slidefilms
employee booklets — and all enterprises requiring
creative thinking and clear expression of ideas

McCarran Resolution
(Continued from page 27)
open the way to "a new era of
honest and realistic reporting," he
said, asserting
which
you sponsor"the
. . .resolution
suggests
may helieve
it is hearing
not possible
toyouconduct
an orderly
and
permit sound and picture coverage
at Extensive
the same time."
comment was contained in CBS Radio news comR. Murrow's
commentary mentator
last Edward
Monday.
Mr. Murrow said the combination
of President Truman's security
order, the Gathings resolution, the
House ban and the contemplated
Senate ofban,
"represent
threat
censorship
and aboth
deniala
of the right of television and of
radio to employ the tools of their
trade, the microphone and the
camera, to disseminate informaHe also said, in part:
as the opinion
of istheconcerned,
lawyers
ofI Sowould
the farAmerican
BarthatAssn.
suggestcarries,
their
opinioncarryon
this
subject
or
should
tion."
precisely
as much weight
as a group Inof
doctors,
plumbers,
orspecific
steelworkers.
the
absence
of theanymatter
law, their
credentials
on
and
information
areany asother
goodorganized
butof news
no better
than
those
of
group
in the community.
Remember,
this inbanHouse
againstCommittee
cameras
and
microphones
hearings,
and
the
proposed
one
Senate hearings, applies to open, against
public
meetings.CarthyI attacking,
don't care whether
it's McLattimore
defending, AchesonOwen
explaining
foreign
policy, Lovett defending
a Defense
app
r
o
p
r
i
a
t
i
o
n
—
I
w
o
u
l
d
rather
hear
the
relevantownexcerpts
ofthan
theirtotestimony
their
voices,
read it theorin
hear
it has and
filtered
through
minds itofafter
reporters
editors,
whether
in newspapers
or has
on radio.
(No polir witnessmisquoted
yet him.)
claimed
that
hisWhenever
owntician ovoice
the government of the day,
orurgethe legislation
opposition, ordesireaction
to advocate
upon radio
theor
country,
they request
and receive
and
television
time, (although
there is
nothingworks tino provide
the lawthatrequiring
nettime). Butthe when
broadcasters
desirein toaction,
show theCongressional
committees
freeze
is on,theso McCarran
far as the Bill
Housewill isdoconcerned,
and
the same
thing
for public
Senateis
committees.
If thehearings
McCarranby Bill
passed, and is not fought through to
the Supreme
Court, will
the radio
and tele-—
companies
be
derelictselvision
their
bothnegligent
to themves inand those
who.duty,
upon
them
for information.
. depend
.
It is,terest,
I believe,
in
the
national
necessary forofuswhat
to turn
overin-toa
substantial amount
we earn
the government.
But
it
is
not
necessary,government,
and it is not safe,
to turncontrol
over
tooverthewhat
increased
we
may
read,
see
and
hear.
What
is
required
is
more
information,
more
widely spread,
regarding what
our thing
government
the
that is isin doing;
danger. and that is
'Forum' Praised
THEODORE GRANIK's American
Forum of the Air, radio's veteran
forum program now also on television, was commended on its silver
jubilee in the Senate last week by
Sens. Herbert Lehman (D-N. Y.)
and William Benton (D-Conn.).

REBROADCAST RULE
Networks Non-Committa
RADIO networks were not taking
a stand last week on the FCC policy
change in its rebroadcast rule, but
were hoping individual stations
would make their opinions known
with
strength in Wash19]. sufficient
a further
ciantgitoonn itno effect
the ruling
[B*T,clarifiMay
A spokesman for one network
voiced a common attitude when he
said he felt the onus of complaint
lay with the stations themselves.
He noted as one regrettable part
of the ruling that "the emphasis
is all inthouthe
wrong direction."
Algh he underlined
that he was
not seeking to add obligations to
anybody, it seemed more logical, he
suggested, that the station refused
rebroadcast rights should explain
just why it should be granted those
rights, rather than to force the
originating station to account for
its every refusal.
Legal experts at most networks
were keeping in touch with their
station relations departments to
find how affiliates' reactions add up.
LINK RADIOFilesCORP.
for Bankruptcy
LINK Radio Corp., New York
equipment manufacturers, filed a
petition for bankruptcy in New
York courts Monday, listing debts
of $2,701,999.45 and assets1 of $2,773,942.39.
Included in assets were $763,000
due on open accounts, $400,000 in
unliquidated claims and $1,410,000
stockterinXI of
trade.
under Chapthe Filed
bankruptcy
laws,
the petition seeks to pay secured
creditors the $624,170 they claim,
secured by holdings evaluated at
$430,366, and to repay unsecured
creditors
next
four 25%
years.annually during the
CLEAN-UP DRIVE
Laundry Assn. Uses Radio
LAUNDRIES in Canton, Ohio,
spurred by Robertthere,
C. Fehlman
WHBC-AM-FM
are usingof
radio topetitor— the
fighthome
their washer
"biggestincomthe
basement."
Forming
the Professional Laundries
of Canton,
they
sponsor an across-the-board news
feature, according to John H.
Smith Jr., NARTB FM director.
Commercials bid for more shirt,
blanket, flat-work, rug and drycleaning business from the housewife. They emphasize that clothes
never touch metal in their machines, shirt collars and cuffs do
not wear out because of laundering,
and
electric
blankets can be
laundered.
The is"quit
-fighting
-other"
policy
working
out -each
successfully.
WHBC sends bulletins to laundries
and data to help drivers in making
calls. sertsBundle
are used. stuffers and bill in-

WINS New York reports largest
movie spot campaign to date with
signing of Whitestone Bridge drive-in
theatre, Bronx, and Sunrise drive-in,
Valley Stream, N. Y. for participation
Mon., Show.
Wed. and
Fri. inrunsThe18 Martin
Starr
Contract
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Birds

of

a

Feather

That WREC reaches the highest type listener,
economically and educationally, IN MASS , is
evident from a casual examination of the program ing of WREC, and the Hooper Rating
— which averages the highest in Memphis.
A further examination of the names of advertisers on WREC shows both in spot and, of
course, network, sponsors of the highest calibre,
firms of stability, reputation and prestige.
The old saying that "Birds of a Feather Flock
Together" is quite evidently true with WREC
and its advertisers. Listeners know it. Jobbers
know it, and so do retailers.
Your message on WREC carries prestige from
the start.

WREC

MEMPHIS

NO.

1 STATION

REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY
AFFILIATED WITH CBS, 600 KC, 5000 WATTS
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Storer Stock
(Continued from page 25)
month, totaling $1,540,184, with
loans now amounting- to a total of
$3 million, according to the statement. The company has paid cash
dividends on its common stock in
each of the 20 years since 1932, it
was added, and cash as well as
stock dividends are contemplated in
the future. Election of Thomas F.
Staley, senior partner of Reynolds
& Co., to serve on the SBC board is
contemplated. He would replace
John B. Poole, SBC counsel, who
would resign his directorship, the
statement indicates.
SBC is described as the largest
independent standard radio broadcasting as well
largest TVin system under
singleas ownership
the
United States.
Storer properties consist of
WJBK- AM-FM-TV Detroit;
WSPD-AM-FM-TV Toledo;
WAGA-AM-FM-TV Atlanta;
KEYL (TV) San Antonio; WWVAAM-FM Wheeling, W. Va.; WGBSAM-FM Miami; WSAI-AM-FM
Cincinnati, and WMMN Fairmont,
W. Va., along with subsidiary corporations. TV applications are on
file for Miami, Wheeling, Minneapolis and Cincinnati.
The SEC statement apportions
the 15,000 shares to be offered key
officers (at $10,625 a share subject
to Salary lationStabilization
regus) as follows: LeeBoard
B. Wailes,
executive vice president and director, 2,000 shares; Stanton P. Kettler, district vice president and
director, 1,500; William E. Rine,
vice president and director, 1,500;
Allen L. Haid, vice president, 1,000;
J. Robert Kerns, vice president,
1,000; Gayle V. Grubb, vice president, 1,000; George B. Storer Jr.,
vice president of KEYL (TV) San
Antonio and an SBC director,
1,000; Glen W. (Tom) Harker, vice
president, 1,000; Harry A. Steensen, assistant treasurer and comptroller, 1,000; Miller H. Babcock,
manager WGBS, 500; Glenn C.
Jackson, manager WAGA, 500;
Leon C. McAskill, publisher, Florida Sun, 500; A. Garen Ferrise,
manager WMMN, 500; Paul J. Miller, assistant manager, WWVA,
500; Bertha C. Prestler, assistant
secretary, 500; Glenn C. Boundy,
chief engineer, 500; John E. McCoy, staff attorney, 500.
Revenue Breakdown
The SEC statement shows that
national spot accounted for 41% of
gross broadcast revenue in 1951
and local accounted for 41%, leaving 18% for network. TV revenues
came from these sources: Spot,
40%; local, 38%; network, 22%.
Gross earnings (operating revenues) have risen steadily from
$1,345,530 in 1942 to $6,657,114 in
1950 and $9,560,086 in 1951. Firstquarter earnings were $2,665,741 in
1952, compared to $2,130,119 for
the same period a year ago. Net
profits in recent years have ranged
from $539,620 in 1949 to $1,391,935
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MANAGERS of Oklahoma Network stations met May 9 in Oklahoma City to
forge a unified merchandising plan for advertisers. Participants included
(back row, I to r) Brown Morris, secretary-treasurer, Oklahoma Network,
station manager, KADA Ada and KWSH Tri-City, Okla.; Bill Hoover, network president, vice president-general manager, KADA and KWSH; Roy Judge,
KWSH commercial and business manager; Pat Murphy, KWSH station manJohn Reisen,
stationKCRC
manager,
KVSO Page,
Ardmore;
(frontvicerow)president
Guy Farnsworth, ager;station
manager,
Enid; Allan
network
and
station manager, KSWO Lawton; Lloyd George Venard, president, the O. L.
Taylor Co.; Wally Weber, station manager, KBIX Muskogee, and Jim Watson,
station manager, KTMC McAlester.
in 1951 and $376,570 in the first
quarter of 1952.
Gross revenues from standard
broadcasting have continued upthe periodamounting
of TV's
arrivalwardandduringexpansion,
to $3,748,337 in 1947; $3,872,495 in
1948;in $4,172,037
in 1949; in$4,632,963
1950 and $4,743,596
1951.
TV gross revenues started with
$31,539 in 1948 and rose to $557,011
in 1949; $2,024,151 in 1950 and
$4,816,490 in 1951.
The SEC statement lists aggregate 1951 remuneration of Mr.
Storer, president and director, at
$75,025; Mr. Ryan, $40,024; Mr.
Wailes, $42,669; Richard E. Jones,
who ernresigned
last president,
January as$46,403.
northdistrict vice
Bonus and incentive compensation arrangements were described,
the latter amounting to $109,526
last year. A profit-sharing trust
plan was adoped last March for
employes with
of at15%leastof three
years'
service,
net profits
before taxes
over
$2
million
contributed to the fund. Under such
a formula, 173 employes would have
received $208,329 in 1951, or equal
to 15% of the gross payroll.
Holdings of preferred stock were
listed as follows: Mr. Storer, 29,598
shares (59.197%.); Detroit Trust
Co., trustee, % George B. Storer,
4,508% shares (9.02%) and 1,690%
shares (3.381%); Mr. Ryan, 5,432 shares (10.87%); Frances S.
Ryan, 6,875% shares (13.75%).
All directors and officers now hold
36,530% shares of preferred
(73.06%).
SBC is owner of 42.58% of stock
in Standard Tube Co.
LOS ANGELES County Fair will be
covered by KTTV (TV) Hollywood
Sept. 12-28 with three daily telecasts
plus
emanation
of station's
programs
from offairmany
grounds.
Host
will be Roy Maypole, KTTV special
events reporter.

CAPAC SUIT HALTED
Pends Ottawa Ruling
ACTION started in the courts of
Ontario and Quebec by 10 stations
in each province against the Composers, Authors & Publishers Assn.
of Canada (CAPAC) because of
proposed copyright fees, has been
stopped. The halt pends new action
taken bynadianboth
and Ca-in
Assn. ofCAPAC
Broadcasters
the Exchequer Court of Canada
at Ottawa to determine the legality
of the Canadian Copyright Appeal
Board's ruling allowing CAPAC
to examine the books of broadcasting stations to determine gross
revenue on which to base fees
[B«T, April 21, 7].
This stay in action in the Supremetaken
Courts of suddenly
Ontario and
bec was
on QueMay
15 following action of CAPAC in
calling CKMO Vancouver, before
the courts of British Columbia for
using CAPAC music.
The entire court action in Ontario and Quebec was instigated
on the Canadian Copyright Appeal
Board's ruling allowing CAPAC
officials access to the books of independent broadcasting stations to
determine gross revenue on which
fees of l3/4% were based for 1952.
Meanwhile, it is understood an
arrangement has been made whereby Canadian independent stations
will pay CAPAC on 1951 fee formula and hold in reserve necessary
money in case the courts uphold
Copyright Appeal Board ruling.

Mr. Richards

Mr. Kelly

Piatt Raps TV
(Continued from page 23)
one calling for an entirely ne^
form. They've tried to graft T^
onto sports, radio, newspapers
and movies, and TV has become
the dumping ground for all the
ancient films gathering dust in
Too many business people, he
Hollywood."
said, think of the public "as beinj'
a slightly
moronic group,"
ting the thousands
of peopleforgetwho
don't live in New York and Hollywood.
"We must quit underrating the
public attitudes, intelligence and
good taste, and realize the people,
are screaming to high heaven
about low-grade entertainment,
too much trash and too many sponsors." Public
creates
an audience
for acceptance
the sales message,
and a lack of acceptance "leaves;
theCommercials,
TV set sulking
as inwelltheascorner."
entertainment, must reflect showmanship and good taste, Mr. Piatt said.
Citing spots used on the Krafq
Theatre, he said his company
avoids "fireworks and high pres-i
sure, cute little cartoons and pretty
announcers with a cleft in the;
chin
in thesincer-|
eye."]
They and
stressa twinkle
believeability,
ity, conviction, a desire to serve
and a helpful,
stration, he said.instructive demonTelevision, after experiments in
New York, as far back as 1947
enabled
"to make asa
complete the
and company
positive judgment
toPiattthe said.
pull of the medium," Mr.
ADMEN'S COMPETITION
60 Entries Are Judged
JUDGING of more than 60 radio
and TV spot announcement and
program entries in the 20th annual
competition
conducted
the National Advertising
Agencyby Network
was completed last Tuesday in
Washington,
will
be announced D.
JuneC.19 Winners
at its annual
convention at Skytop, Pa.
Judges included: Joseph Brechner, vergeneral
manager,
SilSpring, Md.,
and theWGAY
following
of Washington — John S. Hayes,
president, WTOP -AM-FM-TV ;
Gene Juster, WRC-AM-FM-TV;
Charles L. Kelly, program director, WMAL-AM-FM-TV; Robert
K. Richards,
of public
affairs, NARTBdirector
; Win Levi,
assistant
advertising
manager,
Broadcasting • Telecasting. Judging was
at Henry
KaufmanF. &Sigmund.
Assoc. office, underJ.William

Mr. Brechner Mr. Juster
Mr. Hayes
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Niles Trammell, NBC Chairman of
the Board, extends double congratulations toEarl C. Reineke, FounderPresident and General Manager of
WDAY for the station's 30th Anniversary, and for its record of top
Hooperatings through the years.
The following pages prove that the
congratulations are really in order!

"Yessi

r,

THIS

30-

IS

WDAY'S

ANNIVERSARY.1"

"Liste

n

these
words

WDAY represents the
true spirit
of theWDAY
community itserves.
was a pioneer station in
radio. It has grown
with the community. It
has served the people.
Jt ""-^v. the
This finest
stationprinciples
representsof
I
freedom of thought and
il^^^^lHfe
W^k
H
fm
mm Ifreedom
wish ofto expression.
commend
HHI jC m/LWLWk
WDAY, its officials and
the splendidto'ts staff, for directed
A JfflflflflHi programs
Sf^^^^™
wards serving the great
agricultural
economy
of
the
Dakotas,
Minnesota,
and Canada. Farmers and farm families have
had a
richer causlife
and
a
more
wholesome
experience
bee of the educational and entertainment features
of WDAY. The news reports, the programs relating to public affairs coming from the microphones
of WDAY have brought enlightenment and education to the people.
May I express my personal thanks for the many
courtesies that have been extended me by WDAY.
Here shipis inaaradio
station that
exemplifies
community
of good
citizens.good citizenSincerely,
HUBERT H. HUMPHREY
U. S. Senate
Dear Earl:
thirty toyears
ago,
IAbout
first listened
WDAY.
I have oriemany
fond
mems of pleasant hours
in those early days of
radio. It was quite apparent WDAY would
become a leader among
broadcasting stations.
You deserve the thanks
of farmers, laborers,
businessmen,
all segments of the and
public,
for
your outstanding
bution. Whencontriother
means of communication are out of commission because of storms, your
broadcasts to worried and anxious families have
brought comfort and relief. Your news and sports
coverage has always been of the highest quality.
At the present time, you are on the threshold,
of further extending your activities through the
medium of television.
Your past has been full of accomplishment. The
future of both radio and television holds bright
promise. Radio station WDAY is filling a vital
need of the public in this modern world.
Sincerely yours,
MILTON R. YOUNG
U. S. Senate

to
here
from

washi
Dear Mr. Reineke: ng
to
appreciative
of n
the WDAY
Washington
Reports,
.you'
the keen interest
that
have"
taken in getting
I am very happy to con- and
and transmitting to the people the political thinkg
r
a
t
u
l
a
t
e
y
o
u
the
staff
ing of all of the members of Congress from the
of WDAY on its thir
tieth anniversary.
community which your station serves.
of the accomplishments of
WDAY has been of in You can be proud Sincerely,
valuable assistance t< WDAY. I am happy to extend my congratulations
to you and to the entire staff.
every
segment
of
so
ciety. Your fine pro
FRED G. AANDAHL
grams, your sponsor
House of Representatives
ship
of
progressive
ideas toand
your adher
Dear Mr. Reineke:
ence
the highest
prin
Please
permit
me towhobe
ciples
of
public
service
amongcongratulating
the many
have helped consumers,
you
farmers, labor, business are
and the splendid public
and industry and the service
radio
station
you
general public in the territory you serve so well.
I am sure WDAY will continue to grow and to founded. has many
prosper, reflecting the ever forward progress of WDAY
friends and listeners in
the great Northern Upper Midwest country of South
Dakota. We are
which you are so vitalSincerely
a part. yours,
all intimately acquainted
HAROLD C. HAGEN
with the many different
House of Representatives
ways yourprovides
splendid
stausreports,
with
Dear Mr. Reineke:
news, tionmarket
weather
forecasts,
and
Thirty years of service
other programs which
by anying theinstitution
servincrease
public,
our lives. our information and help to entertain
WDAY has
done, asis
Indicative
of the way in which you keep abreast
deserving
of
recognition.
ofnowthesponsoring
times is theand"WDAY
which had
you the
are
Always you and your
which Tour"
I recently
associates have kept uppleasure of meeting here in Washington. I conpermost in the list of
g
r
a
t
u
l
a
t
e
y
o
u
also
on
the
fact
that
you
are
one
the first stations in the Northwest to be activelyof
your objectives, in news
moving
installation
coverage,
in
entertainCordially
yours, of TV facilit es .. . forward in the
ment features, in public
KARL E. MUNDT
U. S. Senate
information, and in advertising, the interests of
Dear Mr. Reineke:
your have
listening
You
served apublic.
great
It scarcely seems like >ty30
area of North Dakota and Minnesota exceedingly
years sinceatI first
well
and
your
public
service
has
entitled
you
to
WDAY
my heard
farm
the success you have Sincerely
earned. yours,
home near Casselton.
WDAY
was
the
first
EDWARD J. THYE
station I ever heard.
I
want
to
congratulate
Dear Mr. Reineke:
you on this
anniIt is indeed a pleasure
versary and30th
commend
to extend
you as most
onepioneers
of thein foretions to you oncongratulathe 30th
the
broadcasting industry.
Anniversary of Radio
The fair way you have
Station WDAY. It was
handled news, political
the first station we listened to regularly with
and otherwise, is a credit
to
industry.
our battery - powered
public
you daily render the
and The
cit
early receiving set on the dwellersservice
alike is far beyond the tocallfarmers
of duty.
farm
down
near
Litchville. You have enjoyed We
are
happy
to
learn
your
pioneering
organization pians
plans to extend its services into the,
the television
many
yearsservice
of faithful
am this
certaingreatyouSincerely,
and alert
to the held. I in
will go
forward
withtogreat
new
added
service
the
radio needs of the farm- strides
people in your area.
ers,
the
housewives
and
the businessmen of your
coverage area.
U. S. Senate
Since coming to Washington, I have been very
„ B
WILLIAM LANGER
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Dear Mr. Reineke:
CONGRATULATIONS TO WDAY ON YOUR
30TH ANNIVERSARY.
In the years past, our father found it a pleasure
as well as profitable to use your service. At all times
the friendly consideration and advice have been

ARTHUR WIMMER
ANDREW WIMMER
welcome and gratefully received. Our aim is to
follow in Dad's
we hope
continue
as yourfootsteps.
friends andWithwishhim,
WDAY
all theto
best in the years to follow.
WIMMER'S JEWELRY
Dear Earl:
Three
Neimas generations
have foundof
WDAY to be the Number 1 outlet, radiowise,
for the selling of our
merchandise through
the years. Since the
very early dayseffort
of yourto
tremendous
create and mold
WDAY, tinuedweour established
have conpolicying offrom never
keepingdeviatour
name before the public
NEIMA
through concentrated
advertising
on
your
station.
This
plan
is not available for alteration in any way.
Your foresight, initiative and planning has created
a monument to our concept of democracy . . .
freedom! Your unbiased and impartial handling
and managing of WDAY is a feather in the hat
of democracy!
ROYAL JEWELERS

Dear Mr. Reineke:
I think that I was one of
WDAY's
tisers and Ifirst
knowadverthat
our store has been, possibly,
the
most
coning. tinuous advertiser since
you started broadcastI remember very well,
right after you started,
that somehow or other
I was asked to put over
an announcement rer store,upandto
I remembergarding ougoing
G. M. BLACK
a couple of little
across the street from where our Black Building is
at the present time, and sitting behind some velvet
curtains and giving a talk, as I remember, about
our store. I cannot remember the details, but I
do remember being up there.
Later on we put on a serial, and I doubt whether
there
serials The
put onserialfor wasthe written
length
of timewerethatverythismany
one was.
by Miss Carol
Trace
who
had
charge
of
our
advertising for many years, and Mrs. Williams and
Mr. Art McNair were the characters, Nancy and
Phil and their home life, and it made a tremendous
hit with people in the early years and we had it for
something like twelve years, six times each week.
We wish to give a personal salute to Mr. Earl
Reineke on the way he pioneered and developed
WDAY into the tremendous thing it is today, serving the entire Northwest.
THE STORE WITHOUT A NAME
Dear Mr. Reineke:
It is with a sense of deep
pleasure that we extend
totionsyou forour your
contratulathirty
years
of service
area, when
on Mayto this
22,
1952, Anniversary.
you mark your
Pearl
We feel even a closer
kinship than this with
you because
in just wea
few
short months
also will be celebrating
our thirtieth anniversary. Manythatyearsone agoof H. A. THOMPSON
we decided
the most effective ways to reach a large group of

people with our message was by radio and at that
time we entered into what has proved to be a very
enjoyable and profitable relationship with your
station. We began sponsoring the "Meet Your
Neighbor" program and we have kept that program these many years. We believe the fact that
we are one of your oldest advertisers and that we
have continued with the same program since the
beginning describes better than words the success
of our institutional program over WDAY. As an
aside, I believe Gate City Building and Loan Association is,in a sense, a pioneer too, as I believe
that we were one of the very first associations in
the country to start radio advertising of this type
and continuing with it for so many years.
GATE CITY BUILDING AND LOAN
ASSOCIATION
Dear Earl:
As
one inof aWDAY's
advertisers,
feel with
that
we are
position tooldest
comment
on ourweyears
As you know, Earl, our father began advertising
with WDAY in the early days of WDAY's growth
you.

MALCOLM M. SIEGEL

JEROME B. SIEGEL

and expansion. We, his sons, are continuing his
policy of getting the most for our advertising dollar
by running a full and consistent schedule on your
station — and will continue to do so.
Your thorough appreciation of our problems as
an advertiser has made our advertising years with
you pleasant and profitable.
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SERVICE,

No radio station in the U. S. devotes itself more
whole-heartedly to Public Service than does
WDAY. Our Public Service activities are far
too numerous to describe in detail, here — but
each of the "headlines" below carries with it a
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h from

story which would warm your heart, and which
would at least partially explain the high esteem
in which the entire Red River Valley holds us.
If you are interested in getting the details, drop
us a line!
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WDAY's first regular listener, James H. Dunlevy
of Fargo, is still an avid WDAY fan.
Dunlevy, former superintendent of the light and
water plant at Hillsboro, N. D., picked up WDAY's
first broadcast on a homemade radio set at Hillsboro, May 22, 1922. The broadcast was beamed
from a 50-watt transmitter located in the Cass
County courthouse cupola in Fargo, under the
direction of E. C. Reineke, WDAY's president and
co-founder.
Reineke met Dunlevy personally in Hillsboro in
April, 1922. Reineke, Lawrence Hamm and Kenneth Hance of Fargo were experimenting with
radio and were about to transmit their first broadcast. Dunlevy had experimented with wireless for
years and was taking an interest in the development of radio. Reineke asked Dunlevy to listen
at noon on May 22 for the transmission and the
Hillsboro man picked up the broadcast about 2:00
p.m. The first broadcast of WDAY was musical,
according to Dunlevy; a phonograph recording of
one of the popular songhits of the day, "Three
O'Clock in the Morning."
"From then on," recounts Dunlevy, "I picked up
WDAY quite well. I built a super-hetrodyne receiver about ten feet long and rigged a loudspeaker
outside my house. Folks gathered for a block in
either direction to listen to the programs. Mr.
Reineke broadcast programs just for me and sometimes Iput the loudspeaker in public places such
as the church or theatre and they would be jammed
with folks listening to the radio."
Asked what he now thinks of radio, as WDAY's
first regular listener, Dunlevy replied:
"The progress in just 30 years is amazing both
technically and in programs. It's been a wonderful thirty years for progress and I guess we're just
getting started."

TO

I

a three dial affair and ear phones. I heard WDAY
say they would send to the person listening who
lived the fartherest away a set of head phones. I
lived 13 miles west of the farthest town to report
at that time. In a few days I got the headphones.
I have been a steady listener since then.
W. M. COVELL
Carrington, N. D.

JAMES H. DUNLEVY
Dear Mr. Reineke:
It is with genuine pleasure that I congratulate you
and WDAY on your 30th anniversary. We purchased aCrosley radio in 1923, and we owned a
crystal set with ear phones prior to that, so I am
sure we celebrated your first anniversary if not
your birth.
You have been a real member of our family
through these thirty years, bringing to us valuable
information on markets and weather, providing
us with splendid entertainment as well.
At the present time there are six radios in our
home and at least one is in constant use. We are
now looking forward to your inauguration of Television and expect to be one of your first viewers.
ROY JOHNSON
WANDAROY FARM, Casselton, N. Dak.
Gentlemen:
I heard WDAY when they started to broadcast.
I lived in Sykeston, N. D., and had the first and
only receiving set in town. It was homemade with

Gentlemen:
I started listening to your station when I was pretty
young. Back in the fall of 1921 I got my first
radio, a homemade, one tube set with ear phones.
Of the earliest WDAY programs I remember a
sort of chit-chat program by Earl Reineke and
another fellow called "The Bug." In all this time,
WDAY is still my favorite station.
GEORGE RICE
Mayville, N. D.
Gentlemen:
For over twenty years I have been a faithful listener
to WDAY.
It has been fun and very interesting to see it grow
— and progress — and right now I think it's one of
the best radio stations in the whole world.
We depend on WDAY for market and weather
reports, storm and school announcements, people
snowbound, and where they are, and of course,
the latest news.
We can turn to WDAY at any time for clean entertainment. The whole staff is so friendly and
they
all
make
one feel like "coming home" when
we visit the station.
May God bless you all.
MRS. O. C. ANDERSON
Barnesville, Minnesota

"We
a

done

fine

raised

set

up

of

department

HEADS/"

WDAY is a home-town phenomenon. Far from being a flimsy,
souped-up organization of outside mercenaries who are even now
on their way to their next jobs, every department head has been with
WDAY for ten years or more. Actually, the average is 16 years!
This proves a lot of things. First that they love their jobs and the
community they live in. Second, vice-versa. Third, that there's

hardly any "unusual" problem you can throw at them — whatever
it is, they can do it again quicker and better than they've done it
before.
Also — in all their years, they've certainly discovered what it takes
to build and hold an audience in the Red River Valley. Read the
following page and see for yourself!
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TOM BARNES
Sales Manager
12 YEARS

m

ROY PEDERSEN
Promotion Manager
12 YEARS

SOPHIE HANCOCK
Office Manager
27 YEARS

JACK Manager
DUNN
Station
20 YEARS

ERNIE BREVIK
Farm & Public Service
10 YEARS

JULINE SAVOLD
Chief Engineer
17 YEARS

KEN KENNEDY
Program Director
19 YEARS

GLENN FLINT
News Director
10 YEARS

.VI
JULIUS
TechnicalHETLAND
Adviser

m

FRANK SCOTT
Musical Director
10 YEARS
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WD AY was the top Hooperated radio station in the
entire country!
WDAY was the top Hooperated radio station on
NBC!
. FOR THE THIRD YEAR IN A ROW, WDAY
is the top Hooperated radio station on NBC*!
January-February Report — latest available as we go
to(* press.)
An independent survey made by students at North Dakota
Agricultural College among 3,969 farm families in a
22-county area around Fargo proved this:
WAS A 17-TO-l FAVORITE OVER THE NEXT STATION!
WAS A 31/2-TO-l FAVORITE OVER ALL OTHER
STATIONS COMBINED!

In 1951, WDAY was swamped with 145,659 letters and postcards
from its listeners!
This is the equivalent of a letter or card from over 70% of the
211,550 families who listen regularly to WDAY!
This is an average of slightly over 399 letters per day — including
Sundays and Holidays!

AAAA COUNCILS
New Officers Named
NEW officers and governors of
the six sectional councils of the
American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies were announced by the
AAAA in New York last week.
They are:
New York Council
Chairman, Marion
Harper Jr.,Edwin
McCann-Erickson
; vice chairman,
Cox, Kenyon & Eckhardt; secretarytreasurer,
H. Victor Other
Grohmann,
Needham & Grohmann.
governors:
Arnold Deutsch, Deutsch & Shea;
Henry Leg'ler,
Legler;
Edward
Noakes, Warwick
Cecil & &Presbrey;
Jack D. Tarcher, J. D. Tarcher & Co.
New England Council
Chairman, J. Paul Hoag, Hoag &
Provandie, Boston; vice chairman,
Harold I. Reingold, Reingold Co.,
Boston; secretary-treasurer, W. L.
Shepardson, James Thomas Chirurg
Co., Boston. Other governors: Sture
H. Nelson, William B. Remington Inc.,
Springfield; George C. Wiswell,
Chambers & Wiswell, Boston.
Atlantic Council
Chairman, A. E. Morgan, Richard
A. Foley Adv., Philadelphia; vice
chairman, Robert Daiger, VanSant,
Dugdale & Co., Baltimore; secretarytreasurer, George B. Barnard, AitkinKynett Co.,
governors:Philadelphia.
Earle A. Buckley,Other
Buckley
Organization, Philadelphia; Dan W.
Lindsey Jr., Lindsey & Co., Richmond;
M. Belmont Ver Standig, M. Belmont
Ver Standig, Washington.
Michigan Council
Chairman, Elliott E. Potter, Young
& Rubicam; vice chairman, George
Richardson, J. Walter Thompson Co.;
secretary - treasurer, Blount Slade,
Brooke, Smith, French & Dorranee.
Other governors: Albert D. Conkey,
Wolfe-Jickling-Conkey; J. S. Howell,
D.troit.P. Brother & Co. All are of DeCentral Council
Chairman, John M. Willem, Leo
Burnett Co., Chicago; vice chairman,
Harold H. Webber, Foote, Cone &
Belding,
Chicago;
secretary Sherman
- treasurer, Arthur
F. Marquette,
& Marquette, Chicago. Other governors: S. L. Abrams, Ohio Adv. (exofficio ter);
representing
Cleveland
Bruce B. Brewer,
Brucechap-B.
Brewer & Co., Kansas City; Wilson W.
Crook, Crook southwest
Adv., Dallaschapter);
(ex-officioA.
representing
H. Fensholt, Fensholt Co., Chicago;
Hal R. Keeling,
Keeling & Co.,Arthur
Indian-R.
apolis; E. J. Kromnacker,
Mogge Inc.,resentiSt.
Louis
(ex-officio
ng St. Louis chapter); J.rep-K.
Laird Jr., Tatham-Laird, Chicago;
A.Dunlap
R. McGinnis,
Klau-Van PietersomAssoc., Milwaukee;
George C.
Reeves, J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago; Carl A. Salstrand, Ball & DavidDenver (ex-officio
Rockyson,Mountain
chapter);representing
Harry P.
Vieth, BBDO (ex-officio representing
Pittsburgh chapter); Hugo Wagenseil, Hugo Wagenseil & Assoc. (exofficio representing Dayton chapter);
Harold C. Walker, Harold C. Walker
Adv., Minneapolis
(ex-officio representing Twin City chapter).
Pacific Council
Chairman, Carl K. Tester, Philip
J. Meanyman, Co.,
chair-&
CharlesLosR. Angeles;
Devine, vice
Devine
BROADCASTING
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WTMJ-AM-TV Milwaukee was host May 1 to civic leaders at a luncheon
marking its 30th anniversary of radio service. Guests included (I to r) J. D.
Ferguson, president and editor. The Journal Co., WTMJ licensee; L. W.
Herzog, assistant general manager of radio; Gov. Walter J. Kohler Jr., of
Wisconsin; R. G. Winnie, stations manager; Walter J. Damm, vice president
and general manager of radio. The Journal Co.; Irwin Maier, vice president
and publisher. The Journal Co.; Mayor Frank P. Zeidler, of Milwaukee;
Lawrence J. Timmerman, chairman, Milwaukee County Board of Supervisors,
and D. B. Abert, business manager. The Milwaukee Journal.
Brassard,
surer, GeneSpokane;
Duckwall, secretary-treaFoote, Cone & NEWS SOURCES
Senate Staff Weighs Issue
Belding, Los Angeles. Other govTrevor Evans,
Na- CAN a newsman keep confidential
tionalernors:
Adv., Seattle;
MerlePacific
W. Manly,
his
source
of news, even though he
Botsford, Constantine & Gardner,
Portland; A. W. Neally, BBDO, Los may be asked by a congressional
Angeles;
Ryder, George
Ryder Weber,
& In- committee to divulge that source?
gram Ltd.,Ross
Oakland;
Most newsmen would say, "Yes,
MacWilkins, Cole & Weber, Seattle.
Pacific Council elections were held heSenate
can."Subcommittee
However, theonstaff
of the
Privileges
last October; other elections were and Elections,
after study of the
completed recently.
cuestion and preparation of a
lengthy brief, holds, "No, he can
WMTR. WITNESS
Judge Rules Must Testify
The brief was presented to the
May 16 by Sen. Guy Gillette
LEGAL problem of a radio news- Senate
(D-Iowa).
It cites juridical opinion
man's being called into court to
testify about an event he covered and concludes:
It is clear
that a congressional comwas raised in Newark recently
not."mittee possesses the power to compel
when
Merrill
Moi-ris, news
editor a newspaperman
to divulge
the iden-he
of WMTR
Morristown,
was sought
tity of an informant
from whom
as a principal witness in a trial of has received
information relating to
union leaders charged with vio- matters pending before the commitlence.
tee. The fact that the information
newspaperman in
Mr. Morris, taking two minitapes was given hasto nothelegal
relevance. The
for later broadcast, was one of the confidence
refusal
of
the
newspaperman
to difew eye-witnesses to a riot April 7,
vulge
the
identity
of
his
to
said to have been caused when out- the committee constitutesinformant
contempt
side workers entered the strike- under 2 U. S. C. 192. Whether the
bound plant of the Whippany Pa- newspaperman should or should not
be cited for contempt is, of course, a
per Board Co. near Morristown.
of discretion, exercisable' in
After being sworn in as a wit- matter
ness May 7, Mr. Morris asked the first instance by the committee,
Judge Alfred F. Stein to excuse and ultimately by the Senate.
him from testifying on the grounds andThecitations
subcommittee
can be staff's
found opinion
in the
that it "might in the future jeop- May 16 Congressional
Record in
ardize
my
position
as
a
reporter."
Mr. Morris said he felt "it would the proceedings of the Senate for
be easy in disputes of this sort to that date.
deny access to the press if the participants felt the testimony of the
newsmen might be used against L. A. Adv. Workshop
SECOND annual Advertising
participating parties in court."
The judge ruled that the testi- Workshop series will be presented
mony should be given. Mr. Morris July 14-25 by the Adv. Assn. of
has also been ordered to appear the West, Los Angeles Adv.
before the Morris County Grand Women, Adv. Club of L. A. and
Jury this week for further testi- the Hollywood
cooperation with L. A. Ad
BeardClubof inEducation.
mony in the same case.
for teachers in gramIN exclusive West Coast broadcasts, Designed
mar andof lectures
high schools,
conKHJ-FM Hollywood started Major
and course
field trips,
League Baseball Game of the Day on Mon. siststhrough
Fri.,
9-12
noon,
live basis, daily, from May 16 through Fairfax High School. A similarat
end of September. MBS sportscasters course
will be conducted at the U.
Dizzy Dean, Al Heifer and Gene Kirby of Redlands,
Calif.,
call plays at 10:30, 11:30 a.m. or with two groups Redlands,
making the same
12:30 p.m. (PDT), depending upon field trips.
game's time zone.
• Telecasting

HEALTH FOOD ADS
Termed False by FTC
INITIAL findings which charge
that two individuals used radio,
television and other media to disseminate false advertisements were
handed
examinerdownMay by18.a government trial
The charges involve William G.
Barnard Jr. and William G. Barnard Sr., trading as the Natural
Foods Institute of Olmstead Falls,
Ohio. The findings become the decision of the Federal Trade Commission within 30 days of May 18
unless
view. appealed or docketed for reThe two respondents, who capitalizedtheir
on TV's
appealin tokeydemonstrate
products
video
markets, had previously filed a consent
answer,
admitting
material
ings.
allegations
and waiving any hearExaminer James A. Purcell challenged certain advertising claims
relating to the therapeutic properties of food and drug preparations sold by the respondents. FTC
issued its original complaint last
March, citing over a dozen products.
The ad claims appeared in radio
and TV broadcasts and in other
media, including newspapers, magazines, circulars and catalogs. The
bulk of the complaint was directed,
however, at TV transcripts entitled "Home personally
Miracles ofappeared
1950."
The Barnards
on the programs, giving demonstrations "transmitted from various
cities . . . throughout the United
In itsmit reply,
the respondents
ed al material
allegations ad-of
States."
fact
to be true; waived "any and
hearings"
as to and
the facts
alleged
inall the
complaint,
the findings
and conclusions
set
forth;
and
consented to issuance of the decision.
However, they reserved the right
to file objections, to content of the
forthcoming cease-and-desist order.
The TV broadcasts consisted of
demonstrations on the use of VitaMix, the
a juice
extractor,
and lectures
on
value
of various
juices
thus to be extracted.
Other
products
for
which
ad
claims
were
are Chic
Garlic challenged
capsules, Papain
tablets,tablets,
Macu
Brand Papaya,
Soy MilkTea,
Powder,
Peppermint
Tea,
Alfalfa
Dr.
Gaymont's
Yogourt Culture,
Red vegeBeet
Juice, tables,
Dehydrated
Powdered
Brown Rice, Celery Juice, NFI
Vibrator and Oster Stim-U-Lax Junior.
Mr. Purcell also cited as "misleading and deceptive"
use ofname,
the
word "Institute"
in the trade
and questioned representations that
certain merchandise can be obtained "free or as a gift or gratuity." Theseandalsoother
appeared
TV
broadcasts
media.in The
commission has become increasingly
critical of the use of the word
"free" (see separate story).
NBC radio
Kay weekly
Mulvey'squarter-hour
Hollywood
Family
Album,
program,
Hollywood emphasizes
with Miss human
Mulvey side
tapingof
unrehearsed interviews in different
stars' homes.
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A

little

goes

a

Economics

long

way

Our business is selling Radio, not talking economics, but ... a
little economics helps to get the best results from the Canadian
market.
Canada is among the six most productive nations in the world.
She produces more than 80% of the world's nickel, great quantities of other ores — including uranium — as well as oil, pulp and
paper, and asbestos.
A go-ahead nation of 14 million people — larger in area than the
U.S. by 25% — Canada is the United States' best customer abroad.
And Canada pays CASH!
Your problem is how to reach this fast-growing, lucrative market.
Radio is the answer ... for radio is in 94% of all Canadian
homes.
Canada's population is spread over a huge semi-urban and rural
area. Only 38% of the population lives in cities of over 30,000.
So Radio — which goes everywhere — is the most economical, practical medium. With its 112 independent stations strategically
located from coast to coast, Radio reaches every worthwhile market in Canada.

It's Canada's most popular entertainer and most effective salesman, for "In Canada you sell 'em when you tell 'em!"
A message from the 103 member stations of the
Canadian Association of Broadcasters
whose voices are invited into over 3 million homes every day.

Canadian Association of Broadcasters
108 Spark* St.
Ottawa.

i
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37 Bloor
Toronto.

RADIO-TV CIVIC COVERAGE
NARND Surveys Station News Practices
LEGISLATIVE event most fre- ings, Senate Crime Committee
broadcastisbya city
radiocouncil
and (live), political and industrial contelevision quently
stations
ventions (live), preliminary immigration hearings, gubernatorial
meeting, with proceedings put on
inauguration (live) and admintape and edited.
This was reported last week in a tions. istrative statements and proclamasurveytions iconducted
23 staStations represented in the surn 14 states byamong
the National
Assn. of Radio News Directors.
vey including 18 AM-only, 4 AMTV and one TV-only, were from
Long interested in legislative pro- the
following states — Virginia, 2;
ceedings and their availability to Texas,
2; Florida, i;
broadcast newsmen, NARND asked Maryland,1; 1;Iowa,
2; Missouri, 1;
members to report on their access Colorado, 2; Ohio,
West
1;
to local, county and state govern- Minnesota, 2 ; North Virginia,
Carolina, 1 ;
ment.
Sixteen newsmen said their sta- Indiana,consin, 1.4; Kansas, 1, and Wistions carry delayed broadcasts of
A station newsman from Indiana
city council sessions, while two
reported live originations and one said, "We have been refused twice
said he handled it both ways. Ten to take a tape recorder into cirstations broadcast delayed shows
cuitsessions
court," butby radio
taking men
notes.couldIn
with city council committee meet- cover
a man said, the supreme
ings or hearings and with state Iowa,
legislative committee meetings or court several years ago made a
hearings, while only one station in recommendation which "has had
each group reported carrying live the force
a formal ofruling,"
banbroadcasts.
ning liveofbroadcast
any court
As one aspect of its
State legislative sessions are re- hearing.
the state supreme court left
ported live by two stations, with ruling,
broad inference that radio was
tape by six, while five newsmen air the be
considered, in its actual
municipal court events on a de- to
on the spot, as a
layed hasis. Five also use taped broadcasts
broadcasts of county court proceed- medium of entertainment and so
ings, with only one news editor not suitable in a courtroom."
saying
carried them
live. other
Twelvehe newsmen
broadcast
public functions after they are NEWSPRINT HIKE
recorded, while five broadcast them
on a live basis. These include state
May Jar Ad Budgets
public utilities commission hear- CRITICISM erupted in Congress
and government price stabilization
circles last week when two CanaFeature of Week
dian firms announced a raise in
(Continued from page 18)
newsprint prices $10 per ton June
noting the trend, distributed 40 by 15, for a total of $126 per ton.
60-inch posters featuring the show Sen. Blair Moody (D-Mich.) called
to hundreds of sporting goods it "outrageous" and Sen. Herbert
stores and Pontiac showrooms, and R. O'Conor (D-Md.) said his
bought 110 line ads twice weekly Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on
for six weeks in all Boston news- Monopoly will check "possible antipapers. They held a sports night
infringement."Ellis Arnall and
PricetrustStabilizer
dinner, inviting sports writers,
dealers and outdoor enthusiasts others say the boost will affect
and county U. S. newspapers
and gave away fishing equipment. local
Giant postcards were mailed to seriously. Some see curtailed
printed
advertising, with possible
sportsmen
and
fishermen
in
the
state.
repercussions on U. S. media budgets.
About 80% of U. S. newsStar of the show, R. Vernon
print comes from Canada.
Gaddis, who was with WRGB before the war, talking the fisherman's
language and
using takes
a background offishing
exploits,
his TCA Talks Available
fans on film adventures from Maine RADIO and television interviews
to Florida, highlighting pointers on will be made available by Walter
different tips.
kinds of fishing and howto-do-it
G. StonemanCooperation
of the Dept.Administraof State's
Mr. Sanderson points to U. S. Technical
tion (Point 4), together with forDept. of Commerce statistics showing fishing and hunting enthusiasts presentations
observers,
in the during
next few TCA's
weeks
than $5 billion in 1950 focusingeignattention
on the growth
onspentIheirmorefavorite
sports, with the of the western United
States. His
combined gate of all baseball, itinerary will be: May
27-28,
basketball, football, boxing and
Spokane Hotel, Spokane, Wash.;
hockey only $400 million.
1, Cascadian Hotel,
He said letters and petitions May 29-June Wash.;
June 1-7,
signed. by men, women and children Wenatchee,
Chinook Hotel, Yakima, Wash.;
requesting continuance of such pro- June
7-9,
Pasco,
Wash.;
grams sometimes border on rever- Gorge Hotel, Hood River,JuneOre.;9,
ence and stress the video family
10-11, New Heathman Hotel,
peal of the sport, many callingap-it June
Portland, Ore., and June 15-22,
"our own show on TV."
Cosmopolitan Hotel, Denver, Col.
BROADCASTING
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Picture

of broadcast

in Northern

coverage

California

KNBC, 50,000 watts, I
non-directional wide >
circle coverage

Other dominant stations, I
50,000 watts, directional \
elliptical coverage. I

All television
stations.

or7V

In Northern
...more

California, KNBC

more

people

of ten... than any other radio a station

Fix Northern California's coverage
picture in your mind:
Television, a small 60-mile radius,
with only about x/i of the families in
the area owning sets.
Radio, two 50,000 watts directional
stations, with coverage over a limited
elliptical area, and —
— KNBC, 50,000 watts nondirectional, giving a wide circle of
coverage that includes not only the
San Francisco-Oakland Metropolitan
Market, but all the thriving PLUSMarkets of Northern California.

BROADCASTING

reaches

• Telecasting

RECENT RADIO AUDIENCE RATINGS:—
Total Periods
Rated
Time
Station A
13.8
Station B
18.9
KNBC
23.4
Wide circle coverage plus program popularity makeSan Francisco
Northern California's No. 1 Advertising Medium
50,000 Watts, Non-Directional — 680 KC
Represented by NBC Spot Sales
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Advertisement

THE ONE ON THE RIGHT is Chuck Worcester, WMT's Farm
Service Director. The young corn-burner performing before the mike is one of a brood of cheep artists who crow
over Chuck s good husbandry. Chuck owns and operates a
farm asinformative
a ¥MT service
the point
of origin and
for
many
WMT project.
broadcastsIt's about
conservation
crop production. Chicks and Iowa farmers like corn — the
1951 crop was worth $778,437,000.

i I:

ALL EQUIPMENT USED ON CHUCK'S FARM — supplies, fertilizers, gasoline, oil, etc. — is made or distributed by WMT
advertisers. Farm broadcast time represents over 9% of
WMT's
total weekly program schedule — 3^2 hours of farm
information,
and
features. \l/2 of weatber and market data, 8 of music

YOU ALMOST HEAR THINGS
GROW in Iowa. Of all the
Grade A land in the U.S.. 25%
is in Iowa.
Chuck's
projects
is a testOneof 12of different
fertilizer applications to check
production.
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CEDAR RAPIDS is our home
address — worth remembering
when you who
want listen
to reach
families
each338.480
wfeek
to WMT's farm
fandour CBS)
programming.
Or
see
reps,
The Katz Agency.

AGENCY FORMED
As Lennen & Newell
IN a surprise move last week,
Philip
Lennen P.& Lennen,
Mitchell,co-founder
and N. H.of
Newell, executive vice president of
Geyer,formation
Newell &ofGanger,
the
a new announced
agency to
be known as Lennen & Newell Inc.,
New York.
Mr. Newell resigned from GN&G
effective June 2 and will become
president of the new firm. Ray
Vir Den, president of Lennen &
Mitchell,
resignation somehad
timetendered
ago and hisit has
now
become effective. Mr. Vir Den has
had a number of offers and is expected to announce his plans in
the near future. Mr. Lennen will
become chairman of the new company's board of ofdirectors.
He has
been chairman
L&M since
the
death of Mr. Mitchell in 1932. In
addition, he will devote his efforts
toward the creative work of the
agency.
Mr. Newell stated that the present Lennenas &a nucleus
Mitchellforpersonnel
will serve
the new
and larger agency, but that all
department facilities and personnel willcreased be
and ofin-a
to meetaugmented
requirements
large scale expansion program.
The move by Mr. Newell leaves
only one
of the three
partners of Geyer,
Newelloriginal
& Ganger,
B. B. Geyer, chairman of the
board and president. Mr. Geyer
has not yet revealed what changes
in GN&G's
name now
or corporation
will
take place
that Mr.
Newell has resigned. Robert M.
Ganger had resigned last year
to join P. Lorillard & Co. and is
now president of that firm. The
cigarette company is one of Lennen
&Ganger
Mitchell's
largest
clients.
Mr.
and Mr.
Newell
are long
time friends.
Both Lennen & Mitchell and
Geyer, Newell & Ganger have been
practically equal in billing, with
L&M's
about
GN&G with
about$19$20 million
million. and
It was understood that Mr.
Newell will probably bring along a
few of the GN&G accounts. Among
those might be Embassy cigarettes
(made, by P. Lorillard & Co.), and
possibly Continental Oil Co. Other
accounts the agency handles are
Nash-Kelvinator Corp., Zippo Mfg.
Co., and United Aircraft Corp.
Lennen & Mitchell, aside from
P. Lorillard & Co. account, handles
Tide Water Oil Co., Calvert Distillers, Carstairs, Colgate - Palmolive-Peet
for Lustre
Schlitz Brewing
Corp. Creme, and

GORDON GRAY (I), president of Piedmont Publishing Co., licenses of WSJS
Winston-Salem, N. C, receives a 15year service button from Harold
Essex, vice president end chairman
of Piedmont's
management
board and
WSJS general
manager.
KGNC

OBSERVES
30th Year on Air
KGNC Amarillo, Tex., is celebrating its 30th anniversary with
the Amarillo Daily News, affiliated
newspaper, carrying a history of
the station's three decades.
Now operating with 10 kw on
710 kc, the station started as a
homemade bread-board . outfit in
the bicycle shop of J. Lawrence
Martin, a ham hobbyist. With the
call letters WDAG, the station was
licensed
lo's first May
outlet.16,A 1922,
short astimeAmarillater
another
station,
KGRS,
was
started. The two were merged as KGNC
June 5, 1935, under ownership of
Globe News Publishing Co., with
O. L. (Ted) Taylor managing the
operation.
In observing its anniversary,
KGNC recalled the first concert
broadcast May 19, 1922, three days
after the license was granted. The
Amarillo Daily News announced
that "before the station had been
broadcasting 10 minutes, four parties telephoned that they were
receiving
being KGNC
sent."
Among the
its numbers
achievements,
recalls a broadcast from a bombing plane in 1930, described by
military cessful
officials
the most that
suctwo-way asexperiment
had been conducted.
Tom Kritser, KGNC general
manager, assumed his post in 1950,
succeeding Aubrey Jackson.

HOMER RAY SHIFTS
Joans Weldon & Carr
HOMER RAY, formerly a partner
with George E. Gautney in the
Ad Men Win Prizes
consulting engineering
Washington, firm,
D. C,Gauthas
TWO advertising industry mem- joinedney & Ray,
the firm of Weldon & Carr,
bers among winners of the Dr.
same city, it was announced last
Christian script contest were week.
Richard Cook, of Foster & Kleiser
Mr. catedGautney,
loOutdoor Adv. Co., San Francisco,
in the Warnerwhose
Bldg.,firmsaidisthat
who shared a $500 award with a
will
continue
unco-author, and Norman J. Traynor, his organization
der the name, George E. Gautney,
copy writer for Brooke, Smith, consulting
Weldon &
French & Dorrance, Detroit, who Carr is locatedengineer.
at 1605 Connecticut
won a $350 prize.
Ave. N.W., Washington.
BROADCASTING
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Note that all tubes are visible through the front window,
and all controls and meters are located on the front. The
sleek new 300J leaves nothing to be desired in convenience
of operation.

The Collins 300 J 250 watt AM transmitter presents you
with the latest and longest step in advanced design. The
smart styling of its full size, two-tone grey cabinet reflects
the up-to-the-minute engineering within.
Great simplification has been achieved in the circuits associated with the modulator and power amplifier stages,
through use of the recently developed high gain, long lived
4- 12 5 A tetrodes. Employment of these efficient tubes also
permits the use of low drain receiver-type tubes in the driver

Back view with doors open and rear plate removed from output
network shield. Note easy accessibility of tubes, components, and
terminals. The power supply is easy to reach by removing the
lower plate containing the air intake screen.

stages. Only 16 tubes, of but 7 types, are employed in the
entire transmitter !
Your chief engineer will be delighted with this new transmitter. Ease of operation and servicing has been brought to
a new high, and Collins standards of excellence in components and workmanship insure reliability throughout a
long life.
The 300J is now available in limited quantities. Write or
wire your nearest Collins office today.
m

FOR BROADCAST QUALITY, IT'S ...

; w:y

r~
■
j
COLLINS RADIO COMPANY, Cedar Rapids, Iowa
11. W. 42nd St.
2700 W. Olive Ave. 1930 Carpenter Blvd.
NEW YORK 18
BURBANK
DALLAS 2
V
BROADCASTING
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......

Dogwood Road, Fountain City
KNOXVILLE
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Merchandise Tie-Ins Help
SCAAA MEET Radio Ads, Agencies Hear
BUSINESS firms frequently fail to get full value from advertising
because they don't provide merchandising and promotion support to score
an
effective
through
radio.point-of-purchase reminder to customers already pre-sold
Leon W. Forsyth, merchandising merchandising
*
and promotion supmanager of KNX-Columbia Pacific
port generally costs less than 2Vz%
Network, Hollywood, made this
point to agency executives and of the advertiser's radio budget.
He also charged advertisers with
their clients at the Southern California Advertising Agencies Assn. not fully acquainting their sales
forces
with advertising support
meeting last Monday at a panel
offered, citing Leslie Salt Co. as an
discussion chandise
on Radio
"How
Best
to
MerAdvertised Prod- example of successful radio merchandising. Since taking over Saturday sponsorship
the
!ucts."
Other panel members included Missus varieties
on 18ofCBSMeetPacific
Larry Buskett, KLAC Hollywood
stations in Septemsales manager; Tom Frandsen, and berMountain
1951, the firm has backed its
KMPC Hollywood sales manager, on-the-air
selling force with dealers
and Arnold Benum, Riverside man- meetings, sales
kits, letters to dealager, KITO San Bernardino.
ers and salesmen from program
Many advertisers neglect "sales m.c. Harry Koplan, point of sale
material including 20 by 13-inch
insurance"
Mr. Forsythto back
said. upHe advertising,
said this display pieces, cross plugs in other

BASIC

tym
u

tU
WGN

advertising
media and premium tieins.
He said Leslie Salt gains high
sponsor identification with the
radio audience through "Miss Leslie," program hostess and also the
voice
on the Studio
program's
singing
commercials.
displays
and
product samples are also used.
Pay-off is a report from the
sponsor that sales are "up very
substantially" over the previous
year,
Forsythtooksaid.his cue from
Mr. Mr.Buskett
KLAC Big Five program format,
playing transcriptions from the
station's five name disc m.c.s to
illustrate
merchandising
material andtie-ins
radioofcommercials.
ShowingPulse
a facsimile
of KLAC'sat
Platter
panel displayed
Wallichs Music City, he said two
of the ten top tunes of the day as
revealed by store sales are introduced daily by each m.c. during individual programs. KLAC benefits
by the score board merchandising
and Music City enhances effective-

BUY

MIDDLE

WEST

reaches 260,100 more homes per week in the

daytime — 302,750 more homes in the nighttime than
the second station.*
Your advertising dollar buys more on WGN — more
coverage, more homes reached.
REMEMBER ...radio sells more to more people for less
— and in the Middle West your basic buy is WGN.

Chicago 11
Illinois
A Clear Channel Station . . .
50,000 Watts
720
Serving the Middle West
MBS
On Your Dial
Chicago office for Mlnneapolls-St. Paul, Detroit, Cincinnati and Milwaukee
Eastern Sales Office: 220 E. 42nd Street, Geo.
New P.YorkHollingbery
17, N. Y. lorCo. New York City, Philadelphia
Advertising Solicitors for All Other Cities
■ 223 Peach Street
Lo» Angeles—
411
W.
5th
Street
•
New
York—
5th Avenue— 400• Montgomery
Atl
Street
Chicago — 307 N. Michigan Avenue San500 Francisco
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ness of its commercial time, he
said.
Thrifty Drug Stores merchandises its $75,000 KLAC budget
with disc m.c. photos in store windows
Southern
forniathroughout
and each week
the Califirm
names a "special" after one of the
Big Five disc m.c.s. All the m.c.s
plug
thesaid."special" during that
week,
Mr. heFrandsen
urged advertisers
to let sales "forces in on advertising
He reminded agency executives
and clients that the lowest priced,
most
plans. persuasive advertising medium is radio, but that in the last
analysis the point of sales tells
the success or failure of any camMr. Benum said KITO: (1) inl local dealers by letter or
paign. forms acalls
personal
of an upcoming campaign; (2) urges dealers to stock
and display merchandise and tiein at point of purchase; (3) prepares signs for display at point of
sale, at studio street level, on
trucks and at other available
points;
(4) usesand promotion
announcements
newspaper spot
ads
to
plug
both
program
and
product.
WRIGLEY BUYS
36 CBS Radio Segments
WILLIAM WRIGLEY Jr. Co.,
Chicago has purchased a large
block of CBS Radio Network summer shows for the third consecutive
year. This involving
year's schedule
36 half-hours
six dif-of
ferent shows begins June 3 and
continues through Aug. 25. Estimated cost is $300,000, and business was placed through the
Arthur
Chicago. Meyerhoff agency, also
Plans last week called for only
Spearmint
gum toin betheadvertised.
Shows involved
package
sale are: The Line-Up (June 3, 10,
17, 24; July 1, 15, 29; Aug. 5);
Meet Millie with Audrey Totter
(July 6, 13,
Romance
(July20, 14,27;28,Aug.
Aug.3,4,10);
11,
18, 25)
Johnny(JulyDol-2,
lar with; Yours
EdmondT?~uly,
O'Brien
16, 30, eleon
Aug.(July 3,6, 13,
20)
;
Mr. Cham17, 31, Aug.
7, 14,
21)
;
Broadway's
My
Beat
(July 5,
12, 19, 26).

upcoming
MayInc.,27-29:
Sales Executives
17th National
annualFrancisco.
convention.
Hotel
Fairmont,
San
June 2: BAB Sales Clinic, Portland, Me.
June 4: BAB Sales Clinic, Boston.
June 6:5: BAB
BAB Sales
Sales Clinic,
Clinic, Hartford.
Providence.
June
JuneNARTB
6: NARTB
TV
Code
Review
hdqrs., Washington. Board,
June
8-11:
Adv. Federation andof America
48th
Annual
Exhibit
Waldorf-AstoriaConvention
Hotel, New York.
JuneHomestead,
9-10: NARTB
TV Board,
Hot Springs,
Va. The
ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

coverage

. . to cook up Western sales for you!

Yes, it's a recipe for top coverage that's always successful:
Combination of NBC stations in the Far West
INGREDIENTS
Outstanding NBC programs over these stations
Mix these two potent ingredients, and you
get the No. 1 audience — top coverage of
your83.5%
prospects
— whatever
selling!
of all radio
homes inyou're
Washington,
Oregon and California listen regularly to
NBC Pacific Coast Network.
No other network delivers such sales
impact!

ROADCASTING

• Telecasting

Radio homes in this fast-growing, fast-buying area have increased 53% in the past
decade. More people now listen to radio in
the Far West than ever before.
Choice network time is available on NBC
Pacific Coast Network, the No. 1 network
in the Far West. Consult your nearest NBC
Sales Office for details.
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IMPARATIVE NETWORK•MM SHOWSHEE
MONDAY
ADt"
rocSUNDAY use kidt
Service Metro.
Life Ins. Kid Strips
Pearson
Pharm Bobby Benson Texas
Rangers NotMon-Fri
Co-op
George
6-7in p.m.
Allan Jackson
Joel McCrea
Irma
6:00 PM Sokolsky My Friend
Repeat ol
(26)and
(192)
Monday
»
"
■
theYouWorld
Headlines
6:15
S
Herethe SBand
Comes C-P-P Dental 8 Nick Carter The Chase
NoP&GService
6:30
Ivory Co-op"
S
Brooks
S OurShaveMissCreams
Co-op Lowell Thomas
(194)
(6:55-7)
State
Farm
Ins.
6:45
C.AffairsBrownof Best Plays
Co-op PSG Oxyd. Lava
Musical
Headline
TBA
Beulah Fulton Lewis jr.
Etchings
7:00
Peter Salem
S
Edition Dreft—
PSG(125)TideR Dinner(349)Date
«
Elmer Davis lack Smith Show Co-opS
7:15
(141)
General
Mills Campbell
Cable
TheAdventure
Great AmosRexall
Lone Ranger
Club 15RSoup Gabriel Header
Y Andy 8Howard
His
Concert
7:30
Band
(153) Am. (166)
S
(192)
R
«
«
Murrow
(See footnote) Ed. R.Oil-Hamm.
7:45
(7:45-7:55)
(100)
flutuaj
Newsreel
TBA
General
Motors
Great
Day
Chas.
Antell
RCA,
Meredith
Henry
Taylor
Music (159)
8 National
Room (180)
8:00 Stop theS Music TBA
Show Willson,
Health
Aids
World
Wide
Flashes
*PP
"
«
Woman
8:15
the(Co-op)Yearof
S
U. S. SteelGuild The Big Hand Lever-Lipton
Philip onMorrisBwy. Enchanted
Hour nTheatre
Godfrey (167)
TalentR DoesCrimeNot Pay
8:30 Slog the Music Playh.
the Air (177) S
(193)
Scouts
Lorillard
"
"
•
"
the Music
8:45 Stop (197)
PaulTeenWhiteman
Carter
Prods.
Screen
Guild
Lever—
Lux RadioLux(180) Fighters
9:00 Drew(175)Pearson Theatre Opera Concert
Crime
SClub Theatre
Co-op
ElectricCorliss
Cos.
"
«
"
«
Meet
9:15 Archer (257)
Sterling
The 564
■
John
J.
Anthony
Meet
Millie
9:30
Hour
Front
S
Question
WarHomeFrontTheSunsThree
"
«
«
9:45
S
A. Co-op
F. of L.
Oil R. BobJ. Reynolds
Burton Dixie (10-10:05)
Is Free Meet the Press JohnGull Daly
Show Hawk
(179) Frank(135)Edwards
Bob Trout ThisEurope
10:00 . Harvey
Corp., Paul
News
(118)
Dream
Gloria Parker (10:05-30)
"
«
Harbor
1Mystery
Love A
10:15
ShowS
The People Act
TimeS For Robert Q.
American
William
Tusber
Little
Dance
Wittnauer
Forum
Defense
Longines-(ISO)
Orchestra
10:30
Waxworks
ShowS Choraliers
of
the
Air
S
Symphonies
"
«
■
U.S.A.S
10:45 Vacationland
Baukhage
Talking
News
from
NBC
News
Three
Dons
News
News
Newi
11:00
S
thinking
Clifton Ullcy
Thoughts
Dance
U.N.
Out Loud
11:15PM In Passing (11:15-15)
Sports^Report Orchestra Highlights

11:45
1
NewsS
12
1:00 N Brunch Time
12:15 PM Co-opS
Piano
Playhouse
12:30
|
12:45
Churrhr;'.
ol
Christ
TruthHerald
(108) of
1:00
11:15

Co-op
NBC
World NewsDoty
Lockwood
TheseWe Hold
Truths
Carnival
Books of
Hudson Coil
DSHSpL Miners
(14)
ChurchS ol Air RadioClasiBible RadioNationalPulpit
S
(111)
CBSSUNDAY MBS
Trinity
Elder Michaux
Choir Happiness
Hour
News
S
Rel.
E.Biggs
Power Christian
BackChurchto Gad

Voice of
Propheey
(327)

SaltTabernacle
Lake City
Invitation to
S
Learning*
Platform
People's
Howard
Smith K.
BillNews
Costello
Siring Serenade

Artbr.ofSPeale
Living
Newt
Highlights
Faultless
Wm.
Starch
Hillmaa
MorningSpl.Time
(55)
American
Protam Corp. Serenade
S
Health Quiz U.
Northwestern
Review
S
My SBeat
TBA
College Choirs Viewpoint
USA
Chan's Fiesta
The Light
Eternal
Co-op
Bill Cunningham
FrankDawn8 Bible
Ernest
Vandevanter
The SNews 8 Critic at Large
Americantam CorProp.
Health Quiz Mike 95

Co-op - FRIDAY
ABC MONDAY
CBS
MBS
General Foods
Breakfast
Club News RebtYurleigh
(Co-op)
Your
Breakfast Club No Service TellNeighbor
(211) R
Chas.
Antell
t National
Co-opAids
Health
Phllc.Corp
Various
Breakfast
Club
Programs
Sterlingnm Drug Tani Realemon
Godfrey Cecil(»)Brown
My True Story ArthurGodfrey
Co-op
(III)
Lanny Ross
Lever Godfrey
Bros.
General
WhisperingMills Arthur
(III)
Streets (224) Pillsbury
(1.2) RIt- Take a Number
Philip Morris
Igainst the Storm Arthur(193)Godfrey
R Sterling Drug
Biscuit
Bros. National
LoneLeverJourney
Arthur Godfrey
Ladies
11-11:25Fair
(193)
R
(257)a Girl Liggett 8 Myers
WhenMarries
Arthur Godfrey A Day
S
(190)Baking
Bristol-Myers Contnl.
Grand(141)Slam Lorillard- Kraft
(MWF)
(290) >SGRosemary
(52) Snow Queen for
Ivory
(TuTh)the(257)
Break
Bank
Labs
Prudential
General Foods CurtMilesMassey
TheShow
Jack(256)
Berch Wendy
Warren Time
Johnson
Lever
Bros.
Aunt
Jenny
News8 Son
VictorSerutan
(149)Lindlahr
(12:15-12:25)
Whitehall
News
Trent Headline
Not in Service Helen
(176)
Co-op
Faith
Co-op OurWhitehall
Gal Sunday Our TimeIn
(170)
Ivory,(150)BigSpic Cedric Foster
8 Span,
(157)
PaulCo-opHarvey P8GSister
PSGMa Perkins
Oxydol Bob Poole
Ted Malone
Show

o.
Swill C

ABC
Milton Cross
OperaAlbum
9:00 AM
1 9:15
Propheey, Inc.
1 9:30 Voice ofmProphecy
1 9:45
Message
IsraelS of
10:00
10:15
NegroChoirsCollege
10:30
S
10:45
Fine Arts
11:00
Quartet
S
111:15
TheIn Christian
Action
11:30
S

Bob News
Warren
S
(MM)
Sports
Review
Stern's
NoBillService
Network
Sun OilExtraCo.
3-Star
Pure(34)Oil Co.
News Time
No Service
Network
(33)
Miles
News of LabsWorld
Miles(162)Labs
1 Man's
Family
(159) HHourR
Railroad
(181)
foiceFirestone
of Firestone
(142)
Bell Telephone
Telephone Hour
"
R
BandCities(176)
of Service
America
(103)" N
LifeTBA(99)
Montgomery
(10:30-10:35)
Dangerous
Assignment
(MM)
(10:35-11)
Hews from NBC
News of
the WorldBeam
Morgan
NBC
No Network
Service

PSG.Travelers
Welcome
(144)
laubleCampbell
or Nothing
(140)
(171)
StrikeC-P-PIt Rich
BobcTp8 Ray
(147)
DialArmourDave(173)
Garroway
No Service
Network
he Kate
Show Smith
(MM)
No Service
Network

(100)^
^ . ML ,— WEDN
TUESDAY
CBSLife Ins.
Kid
Strips
Metro.Life
Ins.
Allan (26)Jackson
Not in Service Metro.
NBC
Not in Service Allan (26)Jackson Repeat of Bob News
S
Warren
*PP
and
and
theYouWorld
theYouWorld
S
S
(MM)Review Co-op
Sports
No
Service
■
PSG
Ivory
No Service
NoBillService
Network
Co-op
PSG— Ivory
Stern's
3-Star
Sun OilExtraCo.
"Co-op '8GLowellOxyd.ThomasLava
Lowell Thomas
R
Co-op
Oil Co. Edition SSDreft—(141)
Csyd.BeulahLsva
Headline Dreft—(106)Beulah Fulton(349)Lewis jr. Pure
News(33)Time Headline
Edition
P&G
Tide
(29)
No Network
Co-op
ackPSG(125)
SmithTideRShow Hazel
ack (125)
Smith RShow
Elmer Davis
Nat'l Markel
Assn. MilesServiceLabs. General
Mills Saniobell
General
Mills
Club 15Scup
Oldsmobile
Credit Union News of World Lone Ranger
Silver Eagle
R
Family Elmer(153)Davis ' im. (156)
(141:Lee RShow Header Man's
(137) 'eggy
Miles Labs
Am.Ed. R.Oil-Hamm.
Sterling
Drug :d. Oil-Hamm.
(7:45-7:55)
"
rlutual
Newsreel
(See
footnote)
Murrow
R.
Murrow
(64) S
Lever-Lifebuoy
Newsstand
Are Funny 8 National America
Theatre 'eope (193)
duPontHR(162) lystery(288)Theatre (103)
(160)
Health
Aids
S
The Black Cavalcade of 1 The Top Guy Big(153)TownR
Museum
(Co-op) Barrie(162)Craig
Co-op s Chesebrough
EscapeCo-op
MeS With Ir.Shave8 Mrs.CreamNorth StoryKildare
Dr. Christian
of Doctor Confidential
Investigator
"
"
Detective
|
(187)
R
Wm Wrigley
(132) R
(188) Luigi Official .iggett 8 Myers Co-op
Amer.
Town Meeting Life with
obChesterfield
Hope (176)
afety
SkeltonRazor(144)Red
■
(oft 6/11)
«
"
Mr. President s i»;ett 8 Myers
Pet
Milk
(158) & Crossfire Bing Crosby
Traveler ■ bberMollyMcGee
The Line-up Mysterious
(198)
Co-op
nr. S.News
Publ. (20)Co.
"
•
iew's
John
Daly
JohnGulf Daly
Pabst Blue
Philip MyMorrisLine GulfNewsOil
of L. Vhat's
NewsOil Candidates
and Issues FrankA. F.(28)Edwards
(137)
Ribbon(172)Bouts
1Mystery
Love A Liie (100) Dream S Harbor
Dream SHarbor
Montgomery
LatinOrchestra
Quarter
or Not?
Waxworks lands for Bonds
S
S
10:30-10:35
■
■
United— Robert Q's
News
TBA
(10:35-11)
News
Talking
Baukhage
Three Dons
lews from NBC Three Dons
Dance
U.N.
Orchestra
of
theNewsWorldBeatly
Dance
Sports^Report
Highlights Morgan
Orchestra
Co-op
Co-op
-InhTSKoa Sports^Report
Today
SATURDAY
ABC
Vespers
National
ABC
CBS
MBS NBC
Newt
Na School
No Netwark Hawdy-Daody 1:30 PM
S
Service
Na Service
L/P(IS)1/14
Marines
Review In
1:45
Ch.,
Antell Anybody Home 2:00
8 Various
National
S
Health
Aids
Sunday
Ferry-Morse
2:15
Garden
Gate . Programs
Archie
Meladiei
SL(1II)R
Louis Miscellaneous Andrews
2:30
Sammy
SerenadeKaye's
S
Program
Amer.
Galen*(I54)Protam
Drake
2:45
This
AroundWeekthe
Ralston
(Ml)
Bruce ■ PetLeeMilkTaylor 3:00
World S
Space(214)Patrol Quiz Kids MacFarlane lary Story
(144)
Helen Hall
Junior Sream
r.ourBillyof Decision
Graham
Let's Pretend
of Wheat
3:15
Junction
TBA
S
My Secret 3:30
(»9)
TBA
Love Story
EddieShowFisher Cannon Mills
Old-Fashioned
ospel
Bcslg.
3:45
Hollywood
evival
Hr. (242)Co.
4:00
Give 8 Take U.S.BandMarine
S
4:15
NewsNoon
101 Ranch Boys Armstrong
Cork
heatre of Today
At
4:30
Ian on the Farm
5th Army PublicU.S.SAffairs
(151)
Stars Band
American Carnation,
4:45
SanSketchFrancisco
Over Hollywood
Book
Farmer
Marine Band 5:00
(159)
S
S
(187)
Goodyear
(65) ,
Allis-Chalmers
HourFarm(174)8 H. 5:15
Greatest
Story
Grand.Cen.Sta.
Dance
Orch
1
all.
Toni
(185)
5:30
(280)
Navy^Hour
5:45 PM

DAY
MBS NBC
News
'JKidRepealStripsol Bob Warren
S
»
Bill Stern's
Sports
(MM)Review
NoService
Network
Sun
3-StarOilExtraCo.
(34)
ult on Lewis jr. PureNews OilTimeCo.
(349)
(34)
No Network
Co-op
Men's Corner MilesServiceLabs
■jabriel
NoxzemaHeatter News ol World
(162)
Co-op
Man's
lutual7:45-7:55
Newsreel 1Schlitz
(159)
HRFamily
Chas.
Antell Halls Brewing
of
Ivy
&
National
> Health Aids
(175)
MGM
Musical
*
Jomedy
of theTheatre
Air
Kraft
Gildersleeve
(160)
"
Plymouth
OutThunder
of the DeSoto
Dealers,
Your LifeYou(183)Bet
"
"
Family Am.The Cig.Big 8StoryCig.
Theatre
S
(176)
"
A.
ML.
Silent
Frank(135)Edwards FairbanksMen Jr.D
Co-op
"
1Mystery
Love A
Life
(99)
Dance
Montgomery
Orchestra
(10:30-10:35)
TBA
10:35-11:00
Co-op
News
NBCfrom
Baukhage
Talking
News
of
U.N.
the WorldBeatty
Highlights Morgan

THURSDAY
ABC
CBS
MBS
Metro.
Lite Ins. Kid Strips
Not in Service Allan Jackson
Repeat of
(26)
and
*
theYouWorld
S
No Service
P&G—Thomas
Ivory
Lowell
Co-op PSG— (106)
Lewis jr.
Headline Dreft—Oxy.BeulahLava FultonCo-op
(349)
Edition
(125) TideR
P&G—
Smith RShow Rukeyser
Elmer Davis 1Jack (141)
Reports
General
Mills
Oldsmobile
Silver(137)Eagle Peggy Lee Show GabrielCo-opHeatter
S
"
Ed. (64)
R.(100)Murrow
Mutual7:45-7:55
Newsreel
Ameri.inTob.PeaceCo.S Chas.
Antell
CafeM. Dietrich
Istanbul F.B.I.
& National
War (199) Health
Aids
•PPS
Adventures of
"
"
Casanova
(Co-op)
Hardy
)efense Attorney American
Mr.(193)KeenChicle TheFamily
*
"
'
GF— Postum Pal Blade
Lorillard
(165)
Mr.
Chameleon
Amateur Hour (163) Rod & Gun Club
Co-op"
.TBAa
Roundup
Reporter's
The1 Covered
Story
Gulf Daly
Oil
t.Edwards
ot L—
John
WaxworksQ's —FrankA. (28)
Robert
News
Club CanS Do
1Mystery
Love A
HotelOrchestra
Edison Presidential Orchestra
Dance
Profiles
S
Co-op
"
Baukhage
Talking
News
Three Dons
U.N.
Dance
Sports SReport Orchestra
Highlights

NBC
LionelNewsS Ricau
Sports
Review
Bill(MM)
Stern's
NoService
Network
Sun8-StarOilExtra
Co.
(32)Oil Co.
Pure
News Time
(30)
No Service
Network
Newsmilesof LabsWorld
Miles(162)Labs
1 Man's
Family
Father
(160)BestKnows
HR
S
"
Nightbeat
"
L&MDragnet
Fatima
(171) R
GulfCounterspy
Refining
(123)
Amer.Hitiod.Paradei»o.
Your
(180)
"
Montgomery
Tin(10:30-10:35)
Pan Valley
10:35-11:00
NewsNBCfrom
of
theNewsWorldBeatty
Morgan

FRIDAY
ABC
CBSLife Ins. MBS
Metro.
Not in Service Allan Jackson KidRepeatStripsol
-W j
and
theYouSWorld
*
No Servict
P&G-lvory
Co-op■
«
Lowell Thomas
(106) Lava :ulton Lewis jr.
>&G
Oxyd.
Co-op
Headline
. <Beulah
Edition Dreft—
P&G— mTide% Dinner(349)Date
Elmer Davis ack Smith Show Co-op
General
Miffs Campbell
JX..
Lone Ranger
Club 15Soup Gabriel Heatter
(153)
(See footnote) Am.Ed. R.Oil-Hamm.
(100)Murrow lutual7:45-7:55
Newsreel
R.lichardJ. Reynolds
Antell
Diamond Musiriand Chas.
& National
Health
Aids
(US)
Maisie of
The " Big Adventures
(Co-op)
hisEquitable
Is YourLiteFBI Time
GracieShowFields
"
"
"
Doris Day Magazine
Heinz
Theatre
Ozzie & Harriet Show
(288)"
"
"
Armed
Bristol-Myers
fir. District
ReviewForces
Waxworks
(288) Atty. Robert
Q's
"
(see footnote)
(10-10:05)
Cavalcade(283)of Morgan News Frank(135)Edwards
Sports
iapitol Cloakrm.
"
"
1Mystery
Urn A
Oil
JohnGulfNewsDaly
flDancef 0| |_—
Dance
Orchestra Orchestra
Page
Co-op
American Sports
Talking
Baukhage
News
News
S
U.N.
Dance
Highlights
Sporls^Report Orchestra

T 1M E
- FRIDAY
SUNDAY
MBS NBC
CBS
MBS NBC
ABCMONDAY
CBS
U.Roundtable
of Chicago Not In Service Dr. Malone withLuncheon
Lopez Merrill SMueller
Syncopation
Hour
Piece
(Lutheran)
(153)Duz
P&G
Wesson
Dr. PaulOil
Guiding Light
Co-op
(155)
Dixieland
Lor.gines- TopwithTunes The Hour
Jane (59)Pickens
Catholic M. M. McBride GFMrs.Swan-Cal.
Wittnauer
(137)Burton Matinee
Symphonette Trendler
Show
Meredith
P&G Tide
(155)
Willson'sRoom Music
Perry(158)Mason
(SeeValentino
footnote) Toni,
General
Four
YourTo Invitation
Nora Seeman
Drake
Live LikeMillsA
Music Dixie
Quartet Hats in the Ring (2:35-3:00) P&G (165)Ivory Fl. withSayCo-opMusic
It Millionaire (74)
American
Brighter Day
Protam
Amer. Tob. Co.
Health Corp.
Quiz
Banghart
P&G 2:55
Miles(142)Labs
Ladies
Be
Life-Beautiful
Elmo
Roper
Hilltop
Seated
Jimmy Carroll
S
(158)
(145)House Paradise
Pillsbury
House Party Poole's ReadP&Gof Life
* Musi! *
(158)
P&G
Lever Bros.
Bandstand
Pepper(158)Young
<"5
U.S.A. EarlWashington
Godwin's Mary Marlin .Houseparty
(165)
John
P&G
Philip
Morris
Gen F. S. Grady
Cameron
(158)
Right tonesHappiSwayze E. Winters (249 Cole (46)
P&G Wife
The Falcon
Tu-Music by Miscellaneous Backstage
Under
MusicYou For
TBA
S
Arrest
Programs
Antonini
(149)Drug
Chicagoan
Thy Voice
Neighbors MWThF4-4:30*
4:25 News t Sterling
SL Louis Mert's
Stella(149)Dallas
Record
S
Matinee
Sterling
Drug
Treasury
Adventures
The DeanShow
S. Tobacco
Farms U.Martin
Kane Cameron
M-F 4:30-5 Young
theHearthstone
DeathS Squadof Seabrook
Brown
(149)
Widder
Bandstand
Private
Files
S
M-F S Woman
(167)
Manhtn. inSoapMy
of Matthew
M—5-5:30
B. Benson
Manhattan
«
Bell
Maharajah
Preston
4:55-5 News Tu-Sgt.
House (177)
4:30-4:55
Co-op
Th-Sgl.
Preston
Baker
KinganGodfrey Wildroot American
5-5:4!
p.m. WF (Quaker)
Whitehall
Just
Plain Bill
OrangeCrush
Assoc.
Hollywooi
Arthur
No
Service
Big
Jon
&
The
Shadow
Playhouse (183) Sparkle
Green5:30-5:50
Hornet Whitehall
Roundtable (97
M-F
Front
Mark S Trail
(140)
SongsB-Bar-Bof the Farrell Page
Kellogg Co.
P&GJones
Williamsonwks.) Whitehall
Robt.AdmiralTrout (alternate
1212S
Lorenzo
Space Cadet(223)
Tu&Th
Ex-Lax(105)Inc.
Labs M-F5:50-t
True Detective
Fun(MWF)
Factory CurtMilesMassey
& Son
Mysteries (515)
S— See Footnote Time
(147) R Johnson
Cecil Brown Doctor's Wife
116

ABC
ShowS

NBC
LionelNewsS Ricau
Sports
Review
Stern's
NoBill(MM)
Network
Service
Sun OilExtraCo.
3-Star
Pure(33)Oil Co.
News Time
No Service
Network
(33)
miles
News (162)of LansWorld
Miles Labs
1 Man's
Family
General
HFoodsR
Roy(159)(138;
Rogers
Bob & Ray
S
"
Coca-Cola
Mario
Lanza
Show (192)

UnaABC Mao
Carlisle
S
iible Co-op
Messages
Harry Wismer
Co-opS
Management
"
LaborBert Andrews
Dinner
GreenParlySAtRoomThe
Dancing
S
"

"
Short Story
S
"
Saturday at
TBA
Shamrock
S
"
Life "(99)
Montgomery Adolphus
Hotel
(10:30-10:35) Orchestra
S
Bill Stern
"
(10:35-10:45)
News
News from
NBC
TrioS
theNewsWorldol Buddy Weed
Morgan Beatty
S

SATURDAY
CBS
MBS NBC
Ranch
City(150)
Hospital DunnDiscs on DudeJamboree

Hormel & Co. (2:25-2:30)
Front &S Center Music
Johnson
Girls with(120)H. S. C.News

Coffee in
Washington
S

Make Way
TreasuryS Welk's
Show for Youth
■awrence

Big City
Serenade

Pan-American
Union
S

Georgia
Crackers

Bandstand
U.S.A.
Report
From
Over Seas
Co-op
Adventure
In Science
Lone Pine & Farm News
His Mountaine rs S
Sports Parade
Scratch
Pad
ABCNewsLate Correspondents'
Stan Dougherty TBA
S
Finnegan's
Sat. Horse Racing
Box Scores
S
International
Jazz SClub CrossU.S.A.Section Hawaii Calls
Harmony
Roselandro m OBallrch. Eddie Fisher Rangers
S
Show
Treasury
Bondsfoi
Bands
Jit Home with
Music
Bandstand
Johnson
& Son
ClubClubAluminum
Peewee Reese
Time
Show
(20)

CBSSATURDAY
News
SmileyMBS
Whitley BobNBC
News
Warren
Show
UN on the
"
Washington
Record
Roundup
CBS Radio Pentagon
Godwin's
FromReport
the Earl TBA
Co-op
Music
News
Organ
arrySports
LeSeuer
ThisSaturday
1 Believe
The Chaseat TwinAl Heifer
Views
■
of the News
You Go TBA
Gunsmoke Down(7:30-7:55)
StateIns.FarmCo.
Auto
Wrigley
Sports(49)Roundup C. Brown
Gene Autry
Disc Jockey
20 Questions Jane Ace
(140)
"
"
The "Ralph
(Co-op)
GF-Post Cereal MGM Theatre Edwards Show
of the Air The SJudy
Tarzan
"
•
"
(75)
R
•(157) R
jF-Grape-Nuts
Canova
Show
Gangbusters
S
"
■
"
Broadway
Ole Opry
U.S.A. Srand
R. J. Reynolds
Lombardoland
S
Is My Beat
(163)
■
"
"
R.
J.
Reynolds
ihicago
Theatre
Stars in the Air of the Air 1 aughan Monroe
S
(170)
«
.
Chamb. Mus.
Waxworks
Soc.BasinLowerSt.
Robert Q's
■
News
News
NewsNBCfrom
Dance
Dance
Orchestra Orchestra Alex Dreier

6:00 PM
6:15
6:30
6:45
7:00
7:15
7:30
7:45
8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45
9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:15 PM

umberCoast;
of stations;
EDT. Vest
TBA to Sbesustaining;
announced. RTimereABC
—
8:55
broadcast
John (' -9ontca.m..ShowM-F.(295).Stokely-Van Camp, The
2:30-2:35
rulany p.m..
Daily M-F,
Double,John(49).H. Dulany & Son,
5:55-6Lonep.m.,
p.m.,
M-F, World
Reporter
7:30-8
Amer.Flight
Bakeries
(southeast),
Ranger.M-W-F,
9:55-10 p.m., F, Gen. Foods, Sanka News (283)
* PP General
(PyramidMill, panPlan)icipal American
Chicle
&
ions
on
The
Top Guy.
181) p. m. : Defense Attorney,
\V.,
Th.,
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Kraft &Foods
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a Day.
45:15-5:30
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American
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M. portion
sponsored by Kraft
Foods Co.of Bobby Benson
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NBC—Sat.,8-8:15
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"Our

Country's

Strength

is Created ... 55

REESE H. TAYLOR
President, Union Oil Company of California

"Our country's strength is created by the responsibility and solidarity of individual
citizens in a self-chosen government and economy. It can — and must — be perpetuated against all who seek to undermine it. The men and women who invest regularly in United States Defense Bonds are contributing to our national integrity and
to the traditions of personal independence so characteristic of a free people."
Every pay day, 6,500,000 employed men and women . . .
"are contributing to our national integrity and to the traditionchofasepersonal
independence
. ." by the systematic purof United States
Defense .Bonds.
How important is this contribution to national economy
and personal security? Let's look at a few figures.
• the cumulative purchases of 6.500,000 Payroll Savers
add up to $130,000,000 per month.
• the number of individual E Bonds sold in 1951 totaled
68,069,000 pieces-87o more than in 1950.
• purchases of $25 and $50 E Bonds— the denominations
popular with Payroll Savers— were greater than the sales
of $500 and $1,000 E Bonds.

• monthly redemptions of unmatured E Bonds during
each of 9 months (April to December, 1951) were less
than 1% of the amounts outstanding.
• the cash value of Series E Bonds held by individuals on
December 31, 1951, amounted to $34,727,000,000-$4.8
billions more than the cash value of Series E's outstanding in August, 1945.
That Americans have built personal security and a reservoir of purchasing power exceeding $34.7 billions is due
in no small measure to the patriotism and foresight of men
like Mr. Taylor and other leaders of industry who have
made the Payroll Savings Plan available to their employees.
For help with your Payroll Savings Plan, phone, wire or
write to Savings Bond Division, U.S. Treasury Department,
Suite 700, Washington Building, Washington, D. C.

The U.S. Government does not pay for this advertising. The Treasury Department thanks, for their patriotic donation, the Advertising Council and
>f Radio and Television
CASTING
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NLRB ACTIONS
Cover Five Stations
FIVE stations figured last week
in actions taken by the National
Labor Relations Board involving
a final decision, a recommended
order based on intermediate findings and oral argument.
The stations are KWKH Shreveport, La. (International Broadcasting Corp.), KHMO Hannibal, Mo.
(Courier Post Publishing Co.),
WGH Newport News, Va. (Hampton Roads Broadcasting Corp.),
WNOR (Norfolk . Broadcasting
Corp.) and WTAR (Norfolk Radio
Corp.), both Norfolk, Va.
Preliminary report of a trial
examiner charging KWKH with
certain unfair labor practices was
affirmed and made final decision
of the board last Tuesday. Similar
findings were leveled against
KHMO in an intermediate report.
The three Virginia stations were
involved in a hearing Thursday on
a question relating to composition
of bargaining units.
In the Shreveport case, KWKH
had contended
the union,
International Brotherhood
of Electrical
Workers (AFL), did not have a
majority representation among its
five announcers and two control
room operators. IBEW claimed
such a majority.
The station then requested an
NLRB hearing, held in Washington, D. C, April 8. KWKH claimed
it was deprived of due process of
law on two counts: (1) It did not
have adequate opportunity to file
an answer attacking definitiveness
of the complaint, and (2) it was
handicapped in preparing defense
by NLRB denial of a request for
10- or 15-day continuation of case.
Concedes Doubt Possible
While the board affirmed the exthat the station
dischargedaminer'stwofindingsannouncers,
Paul
Crawford and Vendex Marshall,
without just cause, and ordered
KWKH to bargain with IBEW, it
acknowledged there was room for
speculation that the employer had
doubted
good
faith.the union's majority in
The board said it took the action,
"evenman though
a majority
[ChairPaul M. Herzog,
and members
Abe Murdock and Ivar Peterson]
does
that thetherespondent's
refusalnot tofindrecognize
union . . .
violated . . . the act . . ." The
board
added:
"It
was
[his]
to refrain from disturbing duty
the
status quo by coercive conduct
pending the resolution of the representation question . . ."
In charging the union lost its
majority
the a employer's
action, the through
board cited
ruling by
the Court of Appeals for the Fifth
Circuit on a non-broadcast case.
In the KHMO case, Examiner
Stephen Bean charged that the
station discriminatorily discharged
an announcer, Robert Hewitt,
"thereby discouraging membership" in Local 1272 of IBEW
(AFL). He recommended the em-

ploye be reinstated. Mr. Bean absolved KHMO of other alleged unfair labor practices cited in the
union's complaint.
Oral arguments were requested
by American Federation of Radio
Artists (AFL) to contest composition of units designated by NLRB
at WGH and WNOR. Board had
ordered elections at WNOR among
announcers, announcer - engineers
and continuity employes, and at
WGH among announcing and programming personnel [B*T, April
14]. No action had been taken
previously in the WTAR case on
the same issue.
ATTENDING luncheon in Downtown Club of Dallas, Tex., are (I to r) Amon
AFRA seeks a unit limited to Carter Jr., pres.. Fort Worth Star-Telegram (WBAP); Henry G. Little, exec,
Co., honored
guest;W. E.Runyon,
M. Dealey,
announcers and announcer - engi- v. p.,ing Campbell-Ewald
News (WFAA), luncheon
host; John
pres.,pres.,
KRLD Dallas
Dallas,Mornand
ne rs— those who actually appear
Bert N. Honea, v. p., gen. mgr., Star-Telegram.
before the microphone — and would
exclude continuity, traffic, producand are
promotion
neltion,wheresaleseach
involved personat the
particular station.
In directing elections, the board
in two of the three cases based
its unit designations on the "small
size of the (stations) . . . and
integrated nature of . . . broadcasting operations."
McFARLAND BILL
Debate Schedule Indefinite
DATE for House debate on the
McFarland bill (S 658) still is a
question mark. House leadership
has been aiming at Tuesday or
Wednesday of this week as the
days when they would consider
calling up the bill [B*T, May 12].
However, there have been no
assurances just when the bill will
reachdict the
Some 11sources
the weekfloor.of June
becausepre-of
the Memorial Day holidays interrupting House business.
The McFarland bill would touch
up the Communications Act which
has been operative since 1934. It
would streamline a good many of
FCC's functions. The House version contains some controversial
sections in comparison to the Senate-pas ed bil .
The McFarland measure also
faces possible amendments from
the House floor, one of these on
political broadcasts (see separate
story) , another on charging fees
for AM-TV station licenses. Latter
proposal hinges on action by Rep.
Alvin
E. O'Konski
also expected
that (R-Wis.).
there mayIt beis
some questioning on the floor regarding the House Interstate and
Foreign
Commerce
Committee's
added section
on anti-newspaper
discrimination.
Herman Kasser
HERMAN KASSER, 72, manager
of the Seaboard Adv. Co., Philadelphia, died May 17. He was a
member of the Panonia Beneficial
Assn. and Brith Achim Beneficial
Assn. Surviving are his wife, two
sons and two daughters.

PRELIM I NARY-testing KBIG Avalon,
Calif.,
(I to r) James
(fivesr, signals
John are
I. Edwards
and VanJack
O'Mara,
of
John
I.
Edwards
Robert J. McAndrews, KBIG& Assoc.
cosrl.;
mgr.; iofon H. Poole, sta. owner, and
Don Ponti-js, San Francisco mgr.,
Robert Meeker Asso;.

KRSC S°f*H= and food v-co ants ar?
awardedClubfirstofplace
by Advertising
Sales
Seattle
at banquet*■
v/here Bill Simpson (2d I), KRSC sis.
mgr., receives certificate from Trevor
Evans
chairman.
Harold (3d
RidallsI), (I),banquet
KRSC mgr.,
and
Elroy McCaw (r), KRSC pres., received
honorable mention for public service.

AT WFBR Baltimore broadcast of LESLIE H. PEARD (I)
Muntz-TV new showroom and office- Baltimore, and Arnold Wilkes, WBAL
warehouse opening are (I to r) Hal W. dir. of pub. affairs and education, adBrown, Muntz-TV v. p.; Don Adams,
WFBR not. sis. mgr.; Bob St. Clair,
mire plaque presented by NBC acMuntz-TV Baltimore mgr., and John
knowledging WBAL's 25-year NBC
affiliation.
E. Surrick, WFBR v. p.-gen. mgr.
SETTLING details for KNX Los Angeles buy of / Was a Communist i<>*
the FBI, a Frederic W. Ziv Co. production, are Dana Andrews (seated), prostar, andexecutives,
(standing, Leon
I to r)Forsyth,
Tommy merchandising
Greenhow, Zivmgr.;
producer,
CBS
Radio gramPacific
SherrilandTaylor,
sis. prom, mgr., and Edwin W. Buckalew, asst. gen. mgr. for sis.

From

where

6y Joe

How
Can

Marsh

Nervy

a "Tenant"

Get?

"Harry the Hermit" dropped in to
see Judge Cunningham the other day
and immediately started complaining
about that dilapidated house he lives
in over near Greenwood Lake.
"Who's my landlord?" Harry
wanted to know. "Whoever you pay
rent to," says the Judge. "Don't pay
any rent" says Harry. "Moved into
that house about twelve years ago and
nobody ever came to collect."
"Well," says the Judge, looking
mystified, "what do you have to complain about?" "Plenty," replies Harry.
"The rain's been pouring in my living room and if someone doesn't fix
that roof, I'm moving out!"
Now Harry was only having a little
joke, but from where I sit Tve seen
people act just about as nervy as this
sometimes — seriously. Like those who
enjoy all the rights Americans have
worked for, and yet would take away
some of those freedoms from others —
for example, our right to enjoy a
friendly glass of beer occasionally. I
say these "leaks of intolerance" have
no place in the "home of liberty."

Copyright, 1952, United States Brewers Foundation
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IBEW CONTRACTS
Set at 72 L. A. Outlets
NEW contracts negotiated by
IBEW Local 45 give engineers and
technicians of 12 Los Angeles area
independent AM and FM stations
weekly wage increases varying
from 5 to 9%, effective May 1.
Besides KRKD KLAC KFVD
KGFJ KFWB KFAC KFMV (FM)
Lcs Angeles, stations include
KGER KFOX Lcng Beach and
KWKW KALI KXLA Pasadena.
Along with other improved working crease
conditions,
a 20%on mileage
infor engineers
outside assignments also was negotiated.
Stations further agreed to encourage use of Localnew45'stechnicians.
"hiring pool"
in employing
Affecting advertising agencies
and included for first time is a new
clause written into contracts which
specifies that all remote pickups not
made by station employes will be
controlled by the union similar to
AFM's "casual" setup for musicians.
IBEW last week filed an NLRB
petition
of certification
as collective bargaining
representative
for
six engineers and technicians of
KGIL SanresenFernando,
currently
repted by NABET (CIO).
LIQUOR ADS
Rank Fourth, WSWA Hears
LIQUOR is now the fourth most
heavily advertised product in the
nation with distillers spending
$100 million a year in advertising,
Dan Goldstein, director of advertising and merchandising
ley Distributors
Inc., toldforthe Schenninth
annual convention of the Wine and
Spirits Wholesalers of America last
Monday in Los Angeles.
Mr. Goldstein said pre-selling of
name brands by distillers through
national and local advertising is
vital to profitable retail operation
in "today's high cost of doing busiDavid Bunim,
vice president ofness."
Schenley
Industries
Inc.,
told delegates Tuesday that the
beverage field faces return to a
"buyers' market" of "confiscatory
liquor taxes."

WIS 'No Worry' Tour
ALMOST 300 Midwesterners
have made reservations—
with $50 deposits — for the
WLS toChicago
worry"
tour
Alaska "noin -August.
Response
was tabulated
in two weeks
after sixwithannouncements on the station's
popular Dinnerbell Time.
Originally scheduled as a onetrip promotion
for expanded
200 persons, it has been
with addition of another allexpense tour, with costs of
$500 to $600.
NARBA ACTION
Urged by Sen. Case
SENATE has been urged to take
up consideration of the North
American Regional Broadcast
Agreement that pends before the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee.
The call came from Sen. Francis
Case (R-S. D.) on the Senate floor
May 15 when FCC Vice Chairman
Rosel H. Hyde was confirmed for
another term on the Commission
[B»T, minority
May 19].leader.
Sen. Case was
acting
Notingward Comr.
Hyde's
activity Sen.
tonegotiating NARBA,
Case asked Senate Majority Leader
Ernest W.confirmation
McFarland of(D-Ariz.)
whether
Comr.
Hyde would have any effect on the
agreement. Sen. McFarland said
the agreement now was the responsibility owithf theconfirmation.
Senate and not connected
Sen. Case called attention to
"the importance of having some
action on the agreement. ... I believe a proper tribute to his [Comr.
Hyde's] work would be to bring
up for consideration by the Senate
the agreement Mr. Hyde worked so
hard to negotiate."
NBC HOftOtS KDYL
yipoTs Station's 30th Year
KDYL Salt Lake City was saluted
in a half-hour NBC program, Salt
Lake
— 1320, upon
30th City
anniversary
and theits station's
completion of 20 years as an affiliate of
NBC. KDYL operates on 1320 kc
with 5 kw power.
After the network salute, the
station followed with A Cavalcade
ofandProgress,
excitementrecapturing
of the pastthe30sounds
years
through
recordings
of memorable
history.
events in KDYL's broadcasting

KBS
'SrraaiSI'BONANZA7
Towns Are Rich Vem'
KEYSTONE Broadcasting System,
network of 504 small-town stations,
last week claimed there is a "bonanza" awaiting
advertisers
communities outside
major inmarket
areas.
KBS pointed out that the 1948
Census of Business reports that
Francis H. Marling
more than isa third
of the nation's
business
transacted
outside
FUNERAL services were held May
major metropolitan areas.
in Glencoe, a Chicago suburb,
As for TV's effect on KBS listen- 21
H. Marling, 59, adverofficials explained
411 for Francis
tising manager of the Pure Oil Co.
KBS ing,stations
are in that
counties
Mr.
Marling,
worked at Pure
"wholly outside the claimed cover- Oil more than who20 years,
died May
age of TV stations. In fact," 18 in his Glencoe home. He was a
officials added, "the swiftest and graduate of Princeton U. Survivsteepest rise in KBS billings coining are his wife, Nancy, and four
cided with the emergence of tele- daughters.
vision as a major medium."
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What did he do? He turned to the
world's
delivered fastest
his pensshipping
via Air method.
Express !He
Air
Express
helped
create
a million orders! dollar business almost overnighta million!
For expanding markets, creating
good will,
no substitute
the
of Airthere's
Express.
You canforprofit
Remember when they introduced "the speed
from
its
regular
use,
because:
penIt that
was could
more write
than under
just awater?"
stunt. For
it's fastest — Air Express gets top
priority of all commercial shipping
when the ball-point pen first appeared
in the stores, its acceptance was so sud- services— gives the fastest, most complete door-to-door pickup and delivery
den—the demand for the new pens so
tremendous — that its manufacturer
service in all cities and principal towns
at
no
extra cost.
faced a serious problem.
He had to deliver more than a million
it's dependable — Air Express provides one-carrier responsibility all the
pens—
matter toof every
days !part of the country— in a way and gets a receipt upon delivery.

How

OADCASTING

to write
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it's less
profitable—
Express
costs
than you Airthink,
givesservice
you
many profit-making opportunities.
Call your local agent of Air Express
Division, Railway Express Agency.

•AIR [XPfffSS

GETS THERE FIRST
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Strictly Business
(Continued from page 18)
for Delta, the similar voice making program to automobile owners
it appear the airline was sponsor- whose cars needed repainting. His
ing the program.
to copy
downpaint
license
From the late Henry Ford, job was
bers of cars
needing
jobs,numfor
whom Mr. Cobb met as a cub re- which he got a dollar for each reporter, he borrowed this philosopaint customer.
Gaining proficiency in photog"Learn as much
as youit will
can
about phy:
everything
you can;
raphy, he joined the staff of a
all be useful some day." A sign on Savannah, Ga., newspaper as
Mr. Cobb's desk indicates another combination reporter-photographer
graduation in 1933 from the
outlook
difficult upon
. . . life:
with "Why
a littlemakemoreit upon
U. of Georgia. He stayed three
years, did a stint with the AP in
effort
you
can
make
it
impossible."
When James Heys Cobb Jr. Miami and returned to Savannah
> joined Delta as director of pub- to become executive secretary to
licity in 1941, the pieces of a seem- the mayor, who had requested
. ing patchwork of interests began Delta to seek a route to the city.
to interlock.
The application was approved
: Young Jimmy Cobb began his and when Delta made its pre-incareer taking art lessons, but soon augural flight through Savannah,
turned to writing as editor of his Mr. Cobb went along to represent
school papers. His first business the mayor, who disliked flying.
venture came at ten in a direct mail Here he met C. E. Woolman, presi, Advertisement
Letter

from

believes

a man

in what

who
he sells

Roger W. Clipp, General Manager, WFIL tells
why, how and where he advertises
advertisers
It's always
to hearin what
from those
with a going
someone
who nice
believes
interest
in radio,
he sells — and backs it up with
the long green. The letter we but, beyond
received recently from Roger
tisers and
W. Clipp, General Manager of them, other veradWFIL, Philadelphia, is a sample their agencies
of what we mean.
who someday
He believes in advertising, will be interested Bob Kenyon
in selling by raradio and his station, WFIL.
dio in WFIL-adelphia. PrintSo he advertises to sell aders' Ink gives us that coverage.
vertising and radio and WFIL.
The letter below, with but
"Through Printers' Ink we're
204 words gives you his views reaching not only today's adon why, how and where a Radio
vertisers but tomorrow's time
station should be promoted to buyers as well. We know that
those who buy advertising. Here WFIL will sell, but we realize
that first we have to sell WFIL.
is what he says:
We believe that a good sound
"We
are
most
enthusiastic
sales story on the station and
about the reception accorded its
market will accomplish that
our trade advertising series in objective.
Printers' Ink.
"Printers' Ink is getting our
"When we began our current
schedule of double spread ad- message across where we want
vertisements almost a year ago, it understood."
we were anxious to produce a
Suggestion:
if you'veandgot agenmescampaign utilizing real selling
sages for advertisers
facts about our market, about
cies, consistent advertising in
radio and about WFIL. We Printers'
Ink is a good way to
have a profound belief in the deliver them.
Our mass cirrole
of
radio
as
advertising's
culation of 23,309 paid submost economical mass circulascribers gives you maximum
tion medium and specifically in
of the advertising,
WFIL's effective coverage of the coverage
management,
sales and agennation's
third
market.
That
cies executives who buy a large
belief translated into black and
white is our trade campaign.
part of today's radio time.
When may we give you more
"Naturally,
we
want
our
story
details?
to reach those who are in a posiROBERT E. KENYON, JR.
tion to take action in buying
Advertising Director
advertising time — not only
205 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
[Printers Ink Chicago • Pasadena • Atlanta • Boston • London
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dent and general manager of Delta,
and other Delta officials who were
so impressed
with Mr. Cobb's
work
in
securing newspaper
and radio
publicity concerning the flight that
they invited him to take charge of
a new Delta department — publicity.
A short interval as an ensign in
Navy intelligence
immediate acceptanceprevented
of the Delta
offer, but when Mr. Cobb received
a physical discharge from the
Navy, he joined the air line in
August,licity and1941,
of publater asof director
advertising.
His largest campaign was the
introduction of Delta's DC-6 fleet
in 1948, calling
for a gigantic
promotional and advertising
campaign
lasting several weeks. All types
of media were used, including a
special publicity flight from the
West Coast for newspaper and radio men, and complimentary flights
over each DC-6 city for local businessmen, radio and press people.
Mr. Cobb's main interest outside Delta is his old ranch-style
year-around home on Niskey Lake,
20 minutes driving time from
Delta's headquarters at the Municipal Airport in Atlanta. After
living on the seacoast the whole
Cobb family
way, he says,is "web-footed"
and here getsany-a
chance to swim and fish. Here,
also, Mr. Cobb can follow his other
hobbies of carpentry and design.
Married to the former Neota
Barber of Savannah, Mr. Cobb is
father of James H. Ill, 11, and
William Allen, 6. He is a member
of Delta Tau Delta social fraternity, SigmaandDelta
Chi journalism
fraternity
the Public
Relations
Society of America.
KOB ANSWERS
Petition on 770 kc Status
"SUMMARY return" of KOB Albuquerque, N. M., from its present
770 kc assignment (special service
authorization) to 1030 kc, as proposed in an FCC petition filed by
ABC [B*T, May 19], was opposed
last week by the Albuquerque station. ABC had contended FCC
should not approve transfer of
KOB-AM-TV from T. M. Pepperday to Time Inc. and former FCC
Chairman Wayne Coy without
clearing
KOB's status on 770 kc.
KOB's upreply
to ABC, filed by
Ralph L. Walker, of Pierson & Ball,
contended the appropriate relief is
for FCC to deny the ABC petition,
act on the transfer application, and
then proceed to a decision on the
channel and frequency matter.
It was contended by KOB that
summary transfer to its 1130 kc
assignment could not be legally
taken by FCC without consent of
WBZ
Boston,
occupying the unduplicated
channel.

NBC SHIFTS
Staff Changes Announced
HAROLD W. SHEPARD, heretofore supervisor of sales promotion
for NBC radio, has been appointed
manager of sales development, advertising and promotion for NBC
spot sales, in a series of network
personnel
shifts announced last
week.
H. Norman Neubert, spot sales
promotion manager since July, will
resume his former duties as merchandising manager of network
owned stations.
William A. J. Lauten, trade news
editor for the press department, has
been promoted to serve as radio
manager.
Mr. Shepard joined NBC in
March 1950 as a radio sales promotion writer and was named supervisormotiofon network
in June 1951.radio sales proMr. Neubert entered the network
as merchandising manager of
owned and operated stations also
in March 1950 after having been
associated with R. H. Macy & Co.
public sional
relations
advertisingmanager
manager.and diviMr. Lauten will report directly
to Frank Young, department director, in his new assignment. He
joined NBC in January 1949.
Ernest Otto, staff writer, will serve
as an assistant to Mr. Lauten as
well as to Allen H. Kalmus, TV
manager.
SECURITY RULE
Set for Senate Inquiry
ORGANIZATION of a Senate investigation into President Truman's controversial security order
19]. begun
was
last week [B»T, Mav
Sen. Blair Moody (D-Mich.) , who
introduced the resolution authorizing the inquiry, was named chairman mittee
of an appointed
investigating
subcoma fortnight
ago.
Sens. John L. McClellan (D-Ark.)
and Richard M. Nixon (R-Calif.)
were named last week to fill out
the subcommittee which also includes Sens. A. S. Mike Monroney
(D-Okla.) and Andrew F. SchoeppelAn(R-Kan.).
advisory council of five to
seven Washington newsmen, of
radio-TV, the press or periodicals,
also will be appointed to assist
the subcommittee in its inquiry.

MATERIALS
Four Metals De-Controlled
FURTHER easing of controls on
scarce materials, most of them
used in radio-TV equipment production and construction, was inEisenhower Coverage
week. dicated by the government last
MBS has completed plans for threeThe National Production Authority freed four metals— bismuth,
day
coverage
Gen. Eisenhower's
return
to hisof home
in Abilene, cadmium,
and antimony —
Kan. [B«T, May 12]. Highlight from controlslead
and eased restrictions
of the Abilene ceremonies, to be on a fifth, zinc. Increased supplies
broadcast
JuneJune
3-5, 4.will be the gen- of cobalt, nickel, copper and
eral's speech
aluminum also were in prospect.
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A MONTHLY

REPORT

TO EDITORS

Highlighting Significant Facts about Bituminous Coal

CEMENT INDUSTRY FINDS NEW USE FOR COAL BY-PRODUCT.
New uses for coal by-products seem endless. Recently, engineers discovered that when
coal flyash is added to Portland cement the concrete's strength is greatly increased. Coal
serves the cement industry in another way, too — as the basic fuel used to generate the
intense heat that fuses limestone and clay into cement. And for this purpose the cement
industry now uses more than 8 million tons of coal a year. The industry has expanded to
the extent that its coal consumption is almost double what it was prior to World War II.
ENGINEER PREDICTS COAL PRODUCTION RATE WILL INCREASE FIVEFOLD.
In a speech recently made at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, a prominent engineering executive painted this possible picture of the coal industry of the future: Coal
will be mined by ingenious machines and transported by pipeline to plants where it will
be continuously processed into tars and coal char. Production rates will be five times
higher than those common today to meet the increased demands of coal's regular customers as well as the tremendous requirements of the synthetic fuels industry. One
striking thing about this prediction is that almost every facility the engineer described
is either already being actually used by the coal industry or is operating experimentally.
BIG GAIN IS MADE IN EFFICIENCY OF COAL UTILIZATION.
Year by year, American industry has been putting coal to work more efficiently. The
electric utilities, for example, have increased their efficiency of coal utilization more than
six times since the beginning of the century. Last year the utilities burned about 102
million tons of bituminous coal to do a job that would have required 630 million tons at
the 1899 level of efficiency. Even in the span of a single year, 1950 to 1951, utilization
efficiency increased 4.2%, saving the utilities more than four million tons of coal.
PULP AND PAPER MILLS NOW USE LOTS OF COAL.
A recent engineering survey shows that the pulp and paper industry— which has had
phenomenal growth, especially in the South— is becoming a major consumer of coal.
Upwards of 15 million tons of coal is utilized annually. This is a remarkable tonnage in
view of the fact that pulp and paper mills are big users of their own by-product fuels:
black liquor and bark. Of the fuels purchased by this industry, the survey revealed, coal
accounts for about 56%; oil and natural gas, 22% each.

If you have any questions about coal or
the coal industry, your inquiry to us will
receive prompt reply.
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BITUMINOUS COAL INSTITUTE
A Department of National Coal Association
320 Southern Building, Washington, D. C.
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get RESULTS

beyond the expected
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Proudly Presented and Produced by
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greatest
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program*

OTHER GREAT ZIV

SHOWS

• BOSTON BLACKIE • YOUR TV THEATRE
• THE CISCO KID • STORY THEATRE
• YESTERDAY'S
NEWSREEL
• EASY ACES
• SPORTS ALBUM • FEATURES
• WESTERNS • CARTOONS

i

Men

you telecast .. .

editorial

4

TV Cum Laude
EVEN Comr. Hennock and the day-dreaming
educators whose cause she has been advancing
to who-knows-what eventual political advantage
ought to realize by now that no more than a
handful of the 242 TV channels reserved for
educators will be occupied by them.
Operation of full-scale television stations
simply costs too much for schools.
We suggest, however, that there is a way
for education to make good use of TV. Being
practical, this proposal may not appeal immediately to day-dreamers, but it could get
a lot of schools into television, whereas the
FCC's
If a absurd
school plan
wantscan't.
to use TV for teaching
students, it can do it better by a closed
circuit system on the campus than by the
infinitely more expensive method of broadcasting. Closed circuit systems might well be
within the means of many educational institutions. Nearly all campuses now have their
"gaspipe" radio stations.
Well, how about programming to the offcampus TV audience? There's an answer to
that too. Although we would be silly to representturethisthatasmost
a wholesale
commitment,
vencommercial
telecasterswe would
agree
to
running
a
line
or
a
micro-wave
relay
into the studios of schools that had closed
circuit TV. They also would agree to broadcast
a reasonable amount of educational programming originating at schools, providing, of
course, the programming was good. Already
there have
beenand several
arrangements
between schools
commercial
broadcasters
and both sides seem happy with them.
We think this plan makes sense. It would
cost everybody less money and result in getting more education into TV than ever will
be
the toFCC's
also
wouldpossible
enable under
the FCC
take system.
those 242Itchannels off ice.
McCarran at Bat
HOWEVER mischievous his purpose, Sen. Pat
McCarran may have performed a useful service for radio, television and the U. S. public
in introducing a resolution to exclude broadcasting from Senate hearings.
First, the introduction of such unremittingly
restrictive legislation may stir broadcasters
from the deplorable apathy with which thpy
have
Rayburn's
ban against
radio received
and TV inSpeaker
the House.
The petition
of the
NARTB filed at midweek suggests that in this
case, unlike that in the House, broadcasters may
take a strong position. Surely the prospect of
being legislated out of the Senate ought to
arouse any news medium.
Second,theSen.
actionatmay
opened
way McCarran's
for a hearing
whichhavea
thorough
discussion
of
radio's
and
television's
places in the news gathering family could be
had. The more discussion of this subject the
better. If a hearing is held and all sides given
adequate time, we cannot help but feel much
confusion would be cleared up.
It's not
surprising
Sen. Estes
Kefauver,
whose
televised
crime that
committee
hearings
first
brought him into the national picture, has
come out strongly against the proposed ban.
In our view, the confusion exists principally
because those opposed to broadcasting refuse
to recognize that the thing worrying them is
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not broadcasting at all but rather the frank,
unedited exposure of congressional committee
conduct. It would be well to get this straight,
and there would seem to be no better way
than through a hearing on the McCarran
Resolution.
With his usual logic, Edward R. Murrow
summedlastup Monday
the situation
on the
"freedom
front"
over CBS.
He cited
(1)
President Truman's executive order of last
September which makes every government
department and agency its own censor; (2)
Speaker
(3) the
voice which
vote,
with
onlyRayburn's
31 House ban;
members
present,
authorized an inquiry into radio and TV programming (Gathings Resolution), and, finally
(4) the McCarran Resolution.
"In
combination,"
said toMr.censorship
Murrow, and
"theya
represent both a threat
denial of the right of television and of radio
to employ the tools of their trade — the mike
andIt camera
disseminate
information."
should —beto evident
that these
actions are
rot mere coincidences. They constitute a trend.
Itnewsmen
isn't enough
for
a
scattering
of
professional
in broadcasting to protest. This calls
for the vigorous participation of management.
To do otherwise would be gross negligence.
These thrusts must be resisted. We see in
the Gathings Resolution sinister implications
that could further restrict freedom of expression and thought. The McCarran Resolution
embodies a menace which must be counterat acked by management. Else it will be a
confession that management does not believe
radio and TV really are news media.
Football Bossism
THE collegiate football industry, hell-bent
to prevent the taxpayers from having what
they want, has just won another "victory." It
has
snuffed ofoutfootball
the Atlantic
sponsorship
broadcastsRefining
of a scoreCo.'sof
eastern colleges, terminating 16 years of pleasant and profitable association in radio.
It was a force play. NCAA has served notice
that
tacticsit will
this repeat
year. the 1951 monopoly-blackout
Since
it
isn't
institution,
Atlantic Refiningan hadeleemosynary
no alternative.
It is
turning from Saturday radio to Sunday television; from college to professional games.
Thus blocked from telecasting college games,
Atlantic did the obvious and dropped college
football altogether because it no longer is
able "tovisionback
its radioaudience
coveragein the
withnewer
telecoverage,up gaining
medium to balance audience losses in radio."
NCAA already is under Dept. of Justice
scrutiny because of last year's blackouts.
It has more than cursory knowledge of the
government's
conspiracy
suit against
tional Professional
Football
League theforNa-a
much
milder
form
of
"monopoly."
And to compound its arrogance, NCAA has
loosed an unscientific and notably inaccurate
survey which obviously distorts the effect of
its TV-blackout on football gate receipts.
was preceded
yearThisby latest
another"victory"
coup, wherein
some of last
the
leading colleges lost Atlantic Refining sponbecause of NCAA's
to sweep
back thesorship
electronic
tide. Theseeffortcolleges
had
benefited by receiving substantial fees for
broadcast rights, with which to build new
stadiation and
libraries.
They teams.
profited by stimulaof interest
in their
Atlantic was the bellwether in breaking
through the resistance of some of the oldline colleges on broadcasts of sporting events.
It was the first, also, to back college football
telecasts, with ten years in the video field.
Inevitably, we think, there will come the
retribution. NCAA would be well advised to
study up on anti-trust litigation.

f~

our respects to:

KENNETH KENNARD HACKATHORN
"T DIDN'T know a kilowatt from a dough^ manager,
nut," says WHK
KennethCleveland,
Hackathorn,
general
in recalling
his first days in radio.
Fortunately for Mr. Hackathorn, his initial
job in radio required salesmanship experience,
not
technical knowledge, and he was a veteran
salesman.
Mr. Hackathorn had come up through the
ranks in the classified ad department of the
Cleveland Plain Dealer, owner of WHK and
the old WCLE Cleveland.
In January 1938, the newspaper asked Mr.
Hackathorn to accept the position of sales
manager for both stations. He adapted himself quickly and the stations grew. In July
1944, eral
he manager
was named
of WHK.vice president and genThis meant much to Mr. Hackathorn, not
only because it crowned a successful business
careertive city.but also because Cleveland is his naMr. Hackathorn was born in that Ohio city
June 7, 1900. He was christened Kenneth Kennard Hackathorn, a name that was to become
synonymous with Cleveland radio.
His early schooling was in Lakewood, Ohio.
While in high school there, he was building an
athletic career until a knee injury forced him
from scholastic competition. He earned a
B. A. degree at Cornell U., class of 1923.
Although he had learned the theory of
business administration at Cornell, Mr. Hackathorn's business experience dated back to
boyhood.
At age 10, he worked with a farmer selling
produce door-to-door from a horse and wagon.
During school vacations, he sailed on the
Great miscellaneous
Lakes, and served
other
jobs. in a checkerboard of
After college, his first step up the ladder
was in the auditing department of the White
Sewing Machine Co. Soon thereafter, with a
partner, he opened up a store handling White
Sewing Machines and other appliances.
In 1925, Mr. Hackathorn joined the classified
ad department of the Plain Dealer. As his
know-how gained momentum, he was promoted
successively to assistant classified manager in
in1935,1938andhe classified
switched tomanager
radio. in 1936. Then
With the aid of a good sales department and
an efficient secretary, Mr. Hackathorn managed to survive his first few months in the
seemingly confusing radio world. After that,
(Continued on page 67)
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In Houston
First

... the South's

Market!

27 YEARS . . . CONSISTENTLY FIRST IN THE
Golden Gulf Coast Area . . . KPRC Has The
SELLING POWER YOU WANT! Buy KPRC For
RESULTS THAT COUNT!

950 KILOCYCLES ■ 5000 WATTS
NBC and TQN on the Gulf Coast
JACK HARRIS, General Manager
Represented Nationally by
EDWARD PETRY & CO.
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First or Second in

Quarter Hours
Between 6 a.m. and 7p.m.
WFBR "HOME-GROWN"
SHOWS OUTSTANDING
IN AUDIENCE AND
RESPONSE!
Looking for a place to put
your minute spots in Baltimore? Pick the WFBR
' ' home-growns' ' — outstanding participation shows! For
instance:
Completely outclasses its
field-No.lshow of its kind!
MELODY BALLROOM
Top-rated
in Baltimore!disc jockey show

<n

NELSON BAKER SHOW
1st in its time period!
EVERY WOMAN'S HOUR
Top-rated 30 -minute
woman's show!
SHOPPIN FUN
Top locally produced show
in its period!
MORNING IN MARYLAND
Misses being tops for 3-hour
period by a fraction!
Buy where the top shows
are — buy on . . .
*Jan.-Feb. 1952
Pulie Report

I
f i!

ABC NETWORK
5000 WATTS IN BALTIMORE, MD.
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by May 1Air
[B*T,Force
Marchprogram,
31].
Radio-TV Activity May nelAnother
Serenade
in
Blue,
could
be
affected
Be
Curtailed
MILITARY FUNDS
over the long run, although the
service reportedly has a sufficient
RADIO-TV activity in the Pentagon faces a drastic curtailment if Con- backlog
transcribed broadcasts
gress sustains
threatened cuts in funds for the military's public in- to span theof summer
formation operations.
months.
The recruiting dilemma is reDefense Dept. authorities are concerned over action already taken by
the House and now under study by *
flected in pending fiscal '53 funds,
as public service features, he sharply pared by the House, for
a Senate
Appropriations
mittee headed
by Chairman subcomJoseph too,
radio, TV and other media adveradded.
C. O'Mahoney (D-Wyo.).
tising and fiscal '52 expenditures
Mr. Dillon's branch did lose one
If the upper chamber sustains
for an-of ($2.1 million)
gressionalstill
mandate.frozen
Total byof Con$1,the House recommendations, the programotherlast
reason —week,
the though
suspension
050,000 for advertising is under
the Liberty network. There is a legislative
department'sformationOffice
of
Public
Inscrutiny for the coming
faces a 75% slash in possibility that excerpts of Defense
funds
personnel,
with adverse
Report, a 15-minute documentary, year [B*T, May 19, April 14].
effects and
certain
to be reflected
in the may
be incorporated into the Armed
production of its informational or Forces Review on MBS.
STAFF
These and other Defense Dept. TRUMANFritchey
"prestige" radio-TV network proTo Be Named
OPI
shows
—
Time
for
Defense
on
grams.
Pentagon authorities are pre- ABC and Pentagon-Washington on APPOINTMENT of Clayton B.
pared to request permission of Sen. DuMont TV Network — could face Fritchey, public information director for the Dept. of Defense, as
O'Mahoney to testify against the serious personnel and production
cut in expenditures — from $1,250,- difficulties in the event funds are special assistant to President Tru000 sought in the budget to the depleted on Capitol Hill.
man was expected to be announced
$312,000 which would be allowed by
This predicament at the Defense
according to pubthe House.
Dept. level has been taking shape momentarily,
lished reports last week.
since early this year when it was
Mr. Fritchey was to announce
Military personnel procurement revealed
that the Pentagon shows his resignation from the Defense
officials face the same problem in
being reappraised in terms of Dept. information post which he
recruiting before the subcommit- were
dollars-and-cents value [B*T, has held since November 1950. He
tee, in respect
to fiscalcriticism
'52 and has
'53 their
is expected to serve in a special
Feb. 11].
Since
then,number
congres-of information
monies.
Congressional
sional attacks
on the
or news capacity on
been leveled at paid advertising OPI specialists
the
White House staff.
have
mounted.
campaigns and public information
The
Air
Force
has
hinted
that
Report
of
the appointment
specialists.
possible in its ra- tied into earlier speculation that
Symbolic of these economy, moves curtailmentdio-TVwasprograms
last
March,
Mr.
Fritchey,
a
former
newspaperwas the revelation last week that
this feeling stemmed diman, would be named to the Demothe Air Force is dropping its Air though rectly
from
a
directive
of
Air
Nationalconsultant
Committee [Closed
as pubForce Hour on MBS after four Force Secretary Thomas Finletter.
lic cratic
relations
consecutive years of broadcasts.
While AF authorities claim the It called for a 65% cut in person- Circuit, April 14].
show is going off for the summer
and may be resumed this fall, they
concede that reduction in OPI personnel was a major factor. The
program bowed out May 11.
On the Defense Dept. OPI front,
ARE YOU A STICKLER
Charles Dillon, chief of the RadioTV Branch, told Broadcasting •
Telecasting that the 75% slash,
ifhaveauthorized
by Congress,
the effect
of cutting"would
OPI
FOR COVERAGE?
operations
to
virtually
He said every effort would nothing."
be made,
Smart local advertisers know that WINS, with trehowever, to retain the programs
because of their informational value
mendous power day and night, reaches lots of listenin the current cold war. Military
ers. They know it offers lowest cost per thousand
authorities and networks are delisteners most every period of the day.*
sirious of keeping the broadcasts,
"Spots," shows on WINS have a reputation for
ANTUNER DISPUTE
selling — extra pulling power. Ask any of our local
advertisers — among them:
Settled Out of Court
DISPUTE between Thomas S. Lee
» Loew's Theatres
• The Bank for Savings
Enterprises, owner of WOR-AM» National Shoes
TV New York, and Antuner Co.,
• Ben
Tucker Furs
Stamford, Conn., and its agency,
» New York Telephone Co.
•
Barney's
Cavanaugh-Shore & Co., New York,
• Crawford Clothes
► Pioneer Food Stores
was settled out of court fortnight
► Sterling Tobacco
• Friendly Frost Stores
ago.Lee Enterprises had filed suit in
►Torino Foods
• La Basso Bakery
Superior Court of New York to collect $8,638.02 allegedly due from
You can sell more for less money in the Metropolitan
the agency and Antuner for time
charges and money allegedly reNew York market if you'll buy. . . 1010 WINS ... it sells!
funded by stations to Antuner customers [B«T, April 28]. Cavanaugh-Shore also was sued for $4,105.90 allegedly due for commercial announcements. Mid-week com1010 WINS 50,000 watts
Day and Night . . . New York
parison of agency-station records
*Pulse
(February, 1952)
and payments indicated the total
CROSLEY BROADCASTING CORPORATION
debt was $6,084.21, payment of
which closed the issue.
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Our Respects to
(Continued from page 6If)
he stood very solidly on his own.
WHK at that time did not have
a merchandising department. Within a year, he had an aggressive
merchandise department operating,
and had instituted other sound
business methods.
Looking ahead, Mr. Hackathorn
comments,
future byof atherecent
station is best"The
expressed
opening of new and larger office
and studio facilities which, I believe, expresses the utmost faith in
the future of radio.
"Obviously,"
adds, "our new
. ocation
took intohe consideration
the
possibility and hope of securine a
television license. WHK has withstood the first onslaughts of television and our local business is
showing good improvement over
1950Since
and entering
1951." the radio field,
!Mr. Hackathorn has consistently
felt that radio offered the strongest
means of mass appeal and could
be used by anyone as an advertising medium to move merchandise
and sell services.
He looks upon the senior broadcast medium
"a greatertheforcehomein
building
the ascommunity,
and the nation. Radio has become
an integral part of our national
economy and has helped to mold a
way of life that can only be found
in a country such as ours.
"WHK, like other stations
throughout the country, will continue to play a leading part in the
educational, cultural and economic
life of every community."
A glance
at Mr.
Hackathorn's
outside
activities
will convince
anyone that he is doing his active best
to make the station more a part
of the community.
Mr. Hackathorn is active in the
Cleveland Chamber of Commerce
program committee and the Cleveland Advertising Club. He is director and secretary of the Hermit
Club, past president of the CleveExecutives' Rotary
Club, a Club
memberof
of thelandHeights
Greater Cleveland, director of the
Junior Achievement and is past
president of the Cornell Club of
Cleveland.
His staunchest supporter and
confidante is the former Bernice
Helen Albaugh. whom he married
Nov. 22, 1924.
When a few leisure hours appear unexpectedly in his crowded
day, Mr. Hackathorn finds relaxation in golf and in playing cards.
His future plans look toward
solidifying
one
of the top WHK's
stations position
in the asnortheastern Ohio market. He hopes
that he eventually will be instrumental in building a TV station to
a leading position in the same market.
AFA Old Timers
ADVERTISING Federation of
America will hold a dinner for men
and women who have been in advertising 25 years or more during
its 48th annual convention at New
York's Waldorf-Astoria, June 8-11.
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GOOD

COMMUNITY

RELATIONS

start when a new plant is still
in the blueprint stage. Radio can help!
Never before has American industry expanded
at such a pace' And even7 time a new plant
arises, new problems in community relations
arise with it.
To solve these problems, many growing companies use radio . . effectively, economically and
regularly. Radio programs prepare a community
for the arrival of a new industrial neighbor.
Radio programs explain a new plant's policies
and purposes. Radio programs attract employes. . both from areas close to the plant
and from outlying territories that other media
simply don't reach.
If you're locating a new plant, don't overlook

the
help one
that radio
offers.sixAndindustrial
if you're centers
building. .
in any
of these
Boston, Springfield, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh,
Fort Wayne, or Portland, Oregon., get in
touch with the Westinghouse station that serves
your
area.radio
Thereto you'll
find widemakeexperience
in using
help industry
friends
with its neighbors.

WESTINGHOUSE RADIO STATIONS Inc
WBZ • WBZA • KYW ■ KDKA ■ WOWO • KEX • WBZ-TV
National Representatives. Free & Peters, except for
WBZ-TV: for WBZ-TY, NBC Spot Sales
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Only ONE Station
DOMINATES
This Rich
Growing
15-County
Market
with
RETAIL

SALES

of
$580,950,000*

* Sales Management, 1952 Survey of Buying Power.

WINSTON-SALEM
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EUGENE BANNVART
Adman Dies in New York
EUGENE J. K. BANNVART, 57,
vice president of Cecil & Presbrey
front office
Inc., New York, died May 18 in
New York Hospital after a brief
illness.
Mr. Bannvart entered advertisOFFHAUS, former assistant manager, WMRY New OrR USSELLleans, toE.WMFS
Chattanooga, as general manager.
ing as advertising manager of McCormick & Co., Baltimore. FollowV. MONTERO-DIAZ elected executive vice president of WORA Mayaing a term as manager of Cecil &
guez, WPRP Ponce and El Dia, Ponce daily newspaper.
Presbrey's Baltimore office, Mr.
Bannvart went to Russia. He returned to this country in 1936 and
SAMUEL N. NEMER, sales manager, WLOL Minneapolis-St. Paul,
to WDGY there in same capacity.
was made a vice president of Blackett,
Sample
Hummert Adv. in
WALLACE HUTCHINSON, assistant manager, ad- Chicago. He &became
dent of the Biow Co. ina vice
New presiYork
vertising-promotion department, NBC radio, Hollywood, promoted to account executive. Succeeding him in 1943. Rejoining Cecil & Presis PRESTON WHITNEY, script writer, M-G-M.
brey in 1949, he was appointed vice
He leaves his wife, Mrs.
WALKER REPRESENTATIVES Co. appointed na- president.
Helen K. Bannvart.
tional representative for WWPB Miami.
AL MANN, recently discharged from Navy, to sales Astin Named for NBS
and program staffs, KVWO Cheyenne, Wyo.
Mr. Nemer
DR. ALLEN V. ASTIN, widely
WALTER STOUSE, engineering staff, WMFJ Daytona Beach, Fla., ap- known
in electronics, was nomipointed assistant station manager.
nated Tuesday
by ofPresident
Trudirector
the National
JUANITA HALL, formerly of Radio Reps., Chicago, to John E. Pearson Bureauman to beof Standards.
He has been
Co., station representative firm, same city, as member of sales staff.
acting director since resignation
JAMES BURGESS, former national sales representative, Columbus last October of Dr. E. U. Condon,
who became research director for
(Ohio) Citizen, appointed sales executive for WLWC
Corning Glass Corp. Dr. Astin
(TV) Columbus.
joined the bureau in 1932. He
worked in radio telemetering and
BERT DEMERS, sales manager, KRKL Kirkland,
Wash., to KOMO Seattle, as account executive.
was a key figure in development of
the proximity radar fuse which
ALAN B. JOHNSTONE, sales manager, KGO San
detonates a missile at a desired
Francisco, to KCBS that city, in same capacity.
distance from an object.
EDWIN METCALFE, account executive, KTTV (TV)
Hollywood, to KECA-TV Los Angeles, as sales service
manager.
Mr. Burgess
ROBERT E. KNOLL, manager of Lancaster, Pa., branch of Onita Specialty Co., to sales staff of WLAN that city.
WINSTON L. CLARK rejoins WORZ Orlando, Fla., as sales manager.
WALTER TOLLESON and BARNEY HANSEN to
newly opened San Francisco office of KEAR San Mateo,
Calif., as account executives.
WILLIAM L. WEIL appointed general manager of
WTTH Port Huron, Mich., assisted by ALICE M.
ANDERSON.
sales manager. GAYLORD FORBES named station's
HENRY I. CHRISTAL Co., N. Y., appointed national
Mr. Clark
representative by WTMJ Milwaukee.
Angling for
DAVID A. HARRIS, Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y., to sales staff of George
New Markets?
W. Clark Inc., radio station representative, same city.
If you're
fishing forstories
new marPelionali • • •
to KFYRkets, pastas result
a likely spot. point
The
JAMES D. SHOUSE, chairman of the board, Crosley Broadcasting Corp.,
stationest with
the nation's KFYR
largwill deliver commencement address June 2 at Wilmington (Ohio) Colarea coverage,
lege. . . . KLAUS LANDSBERG, vice president, Paramount Television
doesn'ties"—offers
depend
"fish storProductions Inc. and general manager, KTLA (TV) Hollywood, nomithe onnational
adnated for entry in November edition of Who's Who in Los Angeles County.
vertiser
hard-hitting
facts
which
. . . BILL WHITLEY, director of public affairs, CBS Pacific Network,
bear out KFYR's coverage and
recuperating in Hollywood Presbyterian Hospital from injuries sustained
selling
market. claims in this rich, rural
in automobile accident. . . . GENE HILL, vice president-general manager, WORZ Orlando, Fla., father of boy, Eugene, May 14. WILLIAM
MURRELL Jr., station's secretary-treasurer, father of boy, May 16. MRS.
HILL is daughter of MR. and MRS. WILLIAM MURRELL, executive
vice president and president of the station, respectively.
ma
N. DAK 7
WILLIAM H. SYLK, president, WPEN Philadelphia, was honored with
L BISMARCK,
dinner May 24 for 15 years of leadership in community and Zionist
5000 WATTS-N.B.C AFFILIATE
movement. . . . RUSSELL BAER, manager of CHEX Peterborough,
Ont., elected president of Peterborough Sales and Advertising Club.
Rep. by John Blair
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GUILD WRITES
Network News Sponsors
LETTERS were being mailed to
some 70 sponsors of NBC, CBS
and ABC radio newscasts by the
Radio Writers Guild to explain the
reasons for its strike, pending
against tablish
the three
escommercialnetworks
fees fortostaff
newswriters, Ira Marion, Eastern
regional vice president, said last
week.
Similar messages were sent the
previous week to sponsors of national presidential convention coverage this summer, he added. The
strike is approved by RWG membership as well as the council of
its parent, Authors League of
America.

WLAP,
KLAC-TV
another
Petition
FCC
RACING INQUIRY
TWO stations— WLAP Lexington, Ky., and KLAC-TV Los Angelesbig extra value
last week asked the FCC to reconsider its Feb. 25 action designating
them for hearing because of programs carrying information on horse
races [P»»T, March 3].
for K-NUZ
advertisers!
The Commission
station li*censes
for hearing setin 16February
to other
sporting event, in a manner
bring the entire question of racing making it particularly susceptible
news to a head. Its action fol- of use as an aid to illegal gamlowed study of questionnaires in
which stations described the extent
Program content of Sports Parto which they carry racing news.
added,
contained
information of all
sports,
interspersed
The FCC took the position that bling."lay, it was
some track programs giving odds, with popular music and "purposely
scratches, track conditions, prices deleted some information regardbroadcast on Sports
paid, etc., tend to promote gam- Parlaying races
bling.
which might conceivably
WLAP told the FCC it had dis- have been helpful to bookmaking
continued a program called Sports
WLAP said it desires to conParlay in 1950 after more than a operations."
tinue broadcasting the daily feadecade. The program was a 1-5
race during the Keeneland
p. m. Saturday feature during the Race tureCourse
Baseball on KEX-FM
ten days
summer
racing
months.
Last
March
BROADCASTS of Pacific Coast 12 it discontinued Sports Review, a each in spring meetings,
fall. The track
League Portland Beavers baseball daily 15-minute broadcast at 5:30 is non-profit andand owned
by those
games have been inaugurated by
interested in breeding, training and
KEX-FM Portland, Westinghouse
racing,
it
was
stated,
and
conductm. station pointed out it has
station, as service to FM listeners. p. The
highest ethical standards. It
horse racing infor- alsoed onwould
Station also has granted rebroad- never broadcast
broadcast
news
covermation during substantial segments
cast rights to some 10 AM Northage of important
Derby. races such as the
west outlets comprising a baseball of afternoon broadcast time "on a Kentucky
so as to cause pronetwork on sponsored basis. KEX- regulargrambasis,
Petition asking removal from the
inconsistent with
K-NUZ plugged your product
FM coverage is sustaining. KEX- operation inimbalance
the public interest and hearing docket and grant of license
toHouston
107,000
the
FM is duplicating KEX from 3
Annualpeople
Home atShow,
filed
by
Paul
A.
O'Bryan,
has never broadcast information renewal,
p.m.
to
game
time,
at
8:30
p.m.
of Dow, Lohnes & Albertson, WashPDT.
March
30-April
6!
pertaining to horse racing, or any normal
ington, said sponsors were of a
type.
Currently advertised prodKLAC-TV told the FCC it had
ucts on Houston's leading
discontinued all regular daily teleindependent
— feacasts of horse racing information
tured in an station
impressive
last Feb. 28. During the entire
booth display with glittertime it carried racing information
on a regular basis, the station
ONE ANNOUNCEMENT -ing signs,
filled balloons andhelium
a revolving
disstates, it telecast only the mutuels
ROCKMOLINE
ISt
paid and the results of the races,
play
of
K-NUZ's
top
disc
TWO OUT-OF-TOWN CUSTOMERS
not
including
entries,
scratches,
AND INEASTILLINOIS
MOLINE
tracted the attention
probable jockeys, winning jockeys,
jockey personalities
- - at-of
Home Show visitors . . .
jockey changes, weights, weather,
thousands of regular
time,
$2,450 in Sales
tails. pre-race odds and similar deK-NUZ listeners.
KLAC-TV's
Present
Schedule
Davenport's
Burkeholder
Custom
Kitchens
has
had
When the FCC set KLAC-TV for 1 K-NUZ was Houston's only
schedule
WOC this
for 2x/2
years. builds
Store
owner J. ofK. advertising
Burkeholderon knows
schedule
hearing, according to the station, A radio station giving its odsales
volume.
Has
many
specific
instances
proving
this
it
was
telecasting results only three jl vertisers this big plus value!
fact.
times each weekday, generally a
half-hour to two hours after the
For example,
in Januaryon '52,hisa way
Clinton,
Iowa, man
races were run. It is not currently
driving
near Davenport
to Burlington,
telecasting references
racing datain"except
for
heard a Burkeholder announcement. Stopped in Davenincidental
news and
port store; told them to get in touch with his wife about
remodelling their kitchen.
sports news programs to feature
races such as the Kentucky Derby."
MAKE YOUR
ADVERTISING
DOLWithin week, Burkeholder had a $1,350 order from
LARS MULTIPLY
INTO SALES
The racing information was carBUY K-NUZ
FOR MERthis
Clinton
family.
But
more,
Clinton
man's
brother
CDOLLARS
HAND I -SING
PLUS VALUES!
ried during a general variety procontacted
Burkeholder;
purchased
a
$1,100
customgram covering several hours,
built steel kitchen. Result of one WOC announcement —
KLAC-TV told the FCC, with nor$2,450
in sales.
"Credit WOC I
with this
sale, forSaiduntilthe I Clinton
heard theman:announcement,
mal and usually acceptable sponsors. Public interest in the sport
didn't know about the Burkeholder firm."
is high in Southern California,
Proof that when you want sales volume in the
with attendance surpassing all
Call FORJOE,
NationalMORRIS,
RepreQuint-Cities
retail nearest
market F— you
sentative or DAVE
other spectator sports combined,
WOC. Contact— nation's
us direct,71stor your
& P want
man.
General Manager at
according to KLAC-TV, which adds
that it has built up a large sports
KEystone
Free & Peters, Inc.
TWX-HO 2581
414
following. Racing information did
Exclusive National Representatives
not exceed nine to 25 minutes on
weekdays, Monday through Friday.
KLAC-TV pointed to the WANN
Davenport, Iowa
Annapolis,
Md., and
WJZ-TV New
Basic NBC Affiliate
York renewals
as precedents
for
5000 W. - 1420 KC
its petition to be removed from the
hearing
docket.
John
P.
Hearne,
K-NUZ
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
Hollywood attorney, filed the petiErnest C. Sanders, Manager
tion, with Krieger & Jorgensen also
listed as counsel.
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WEAS PROTESTS
Newspaper Log Omissions
NEW FUEL was added to the
Atlanta
last
week newspaper-radio
as WEAS Decatur,dispute
Ga.,
reported it has protested to FCC
the failure of the Atlanta Journal
and Constitution to carry the program logs of seven of ten radio
stations serving the area, includTheing WEAS.
E. D. Rivers Jr. station
charges the action of the newspapers, which priorNewspapers
to their merger
under Atlanta
Inc.
had carried free listings of all
radio and TV stations there, "directly results from" Mr. Rivers'
protest
of AtlantaAtlanta
Newspapers'
sale of WSB-TV
(Channel 8, WLTV(TV) to Broadcasting
Inc. [B*T, Aug. 27, 1951].
WEAS contends the papers now
carry only the listings of WAGA
(CBS), WGST (ABC), WSB
(NBC), WSB-TV, WLTV (TV)
and WAGA-TV, all Atlanta, while
omitting the logs of WEAS and
WGLS Decatur, WTJH East Point
and WERD, WBGE, WQXI and
WATL,serts further
all Atlanta.
WEAS carry
asthat the papers
news items concerning programs
on only the three radio stations
whose program logs are carried.
WEAS, stating "hundreds of
complaints"
been omission
received
from listenershave
respecting
of the WEAS program log in the
two
papers, informed
FCC it wasin
unsuccessful
on three occasions
efforts to have its log restored to
listing. WEAS asks FCC to take
"such action as is necessary to
bring about a change in the policy
of Atlanta Newspapers Inc."
Queried byJ. Broadcasting
Telecasting,
Leonard Reinsch,•
managing director of the Cox stations, and a director of Atlanta
Newspapers, Inc., said:
"It is unfortunate at a time when
the Commission is overworked, that
there should be filed a letter containing information so careless in

RADIO and TV Naval Reserve public relations officers Lt. Cole J. Keyes, WGN-TV Chicago; Lt. William J.
on one-day cruise aboard training carrier, USS Cabot, dur- Willis Jr. and Lt Cmdr. Walter R. Bishop, public relaing sixth volunteer public relations seminar by Navy
tions manager, both WRVA Richmond; Lt. Cmdr. C. J.
Office of Information, in Pensacola-Key West area April Woodhouse, commercial manager, WDNC Durham, N.C.;
13-26, represented stations in four states and Hawaii. Lt. Cmdr. John Tansey, WRVA, and Lt. E. F. Donnell,
They are (I to r): Lt. Cmdr. John E. Reilly, WMEX Boston;
general manager, KGMB Honolulu.
prepare to present their case, are
VOA BUDGET FIGHT Information Administration — pre- expenditures
for two overseas radio
Wilson Compton, adTo Resume This Week miristratorsumably—Dr. an-1
bases
to be completed later this
the State Dept.'s
RESTORATION of fund cuts in International Broadcasting
Servyear
and
for
two new transmitterthe Voice of America and other
ice— Foy Kohler, IBS chief, and equipped ships.
U. S. international information George
The
House
knocked
out $36.7 milHerrick,
facilities
direcactivities to the full budget request
lion for the seven station projects.
tor— are expected to testify on the
of $133 million will be sought by need for restoring monies cut by A sum of $27 million voted by the
the State Dept. on Capitol Hill the House earlier this spring.
House Appropriations Committee
this week.
The lower chamber specified no for
radio broadcasting also would
While no date had been set, it actual operating figure for short- be cut substantially if the overall
wave broadcast operations, but reduction is signed into law. VOA
was understood that a Senate Appropriations subcommittee prob- levied substantial cuts in the in- received $19.8 million in regular
ably would hold hearings on the
formation program which would appropriations during the fiscal
1953 budget sometime this week. bear heavily on VGA's budget. It year
ending June 30.
Chairman is Sen. Pat McCarran pared the program from $133 million to $85 million.
(D-Nev.).
Top officials of the International
At stake, as State Dept. officials KGU 30TH BIRTHDAY
Plans for TV
KGU HONOLULU celebratedSoon
its
THE BARNES
with an announcesells — s 30th birthday
ment by Lorrin P. Thurston, presiSUIVEY
dent and general manager of the
THE DIFFICULT CLIENT
Advertiser Publishing Co., licensee
of the station and publisher of
The Honolulu Advertiser, that
■ Now there is an answer for the client who asks "WHO
KGU
expects tostation.
install Hawaii's
first television
listens?" One high priced merchandise client using the
Mr.
Thurston
said
the new TV
Barnes survey showed that his radio program was reachstation is expected to be on the air,
ing 64% of all of his potential customers! Yet his over
"if all goes well," by February 1953
all rating was low.
in a broadcast observing the stabirthday.
The aAdvertiser's
■ YOU MAKE THE SURVEY YOURSELF. The local
May 11tion'sissue
carried
panorama
retailer hau trust in you and in many cases has never
of KGU's 30 years of service dur- SWITCHcorded music
45 rpm. June
system
re4 hasofbeen
ingdent
whichRoosevelt,
such greats
Presi- announced toateffective
heard of national survey organizations. We analyze your
WNEW New York.
Amelia asEarhart
results and send you a certificate properly notarized.
and Guglielmo Marconi have spoken Heavy spot campaign will precede coninto its microphone.
fact." version, according to station reports.
■ The BARNES SURVEY kit includes complete instructions, sample letters for the mail portion of the survey,
sample telephone conversations for the telephone porWe Have The Customers
tion, analysis sheets and recommendations for increasing
audiences.
and we now have
B Recommended for discriminating clients and stations
who want to improve their business.
HIL F. BEST
■ Immediate shipment on receipt of check or money
as National [Representative
older. S25.()0 for cities under 125,000 population. $37.50
for cities over 125,000 population.
to tell you about it.
WADE
BARNES COMPANY
1917 Westheimer, Houston 6, Texas
Phone: KEystone 6681
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CALL YOUR NEAREST BEST OFFICE
Vlflginfl
WI1 1 V

HOLLAND,
MICHIGAN
The Tulip
City
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EQUAL TIME RULE
Non-Comm. FM Reminded
NON-COMMERCIAL, educational
FM stations must treat political
candidates in the same manner
commercial broadcast stations are
required to, according to an FCC
report and order a fortnight ago.
The order amended the FM rules to
include a new section providing
that if any non-commercial, educational FM station permits a legally
qualified candidate to use its
facility, it must provide the same
and equivalent time to all other
legally qualified candidates and
.may not censor their scripts.
Order was originally proposed in
1950 when it was discovered that
' this provision had been omitted
from
the FCC's
non-commercial,
educational
FM rules.
Later that
year, Westinghouse Radio Stations
Inc. petitioned the Commission to
enlarge the provision to include
supporters of candidates as well as
candidates themselves. This followed aruling by the U. S. District
Court stating that Sec. 315 of the
Communications Act (which deals
with political broadcasts) also included supporters. This view was
reversed by the U. S. Court of Appeals, which held that Sec. 315 applied to candidates only and not to
supporters. Since the courts decided that supporters are not
covered under Sec. 315, the Commission dismissed the Westinghouse petition.

'COURIER' SHAKEDOWN CRUISE
Ship Called a Valucble VGA Weapo:
SHAKEDOWN cruise of the State satisfactory results. Shortwave
Dept.'s fioating transmitter has transmission with two 35 kw transir.itters "was generally satisfactory
the "vagabond"
Courier
beproved
the "most
versatile and
one toof
the entire
the most effective weapons thus far itthroughout
was reported.
VOA target
sharedarea,"
the
kc frequency with WLAC
developed to promote the "Cam- 1510
Nashville
during
part
of
the
tests.
This paigisn cf Truth."
the conviction expressed
While signals were aimed at
in a preliminary report of an 18- Latin American countries, monitors
day test in the Panama Canal Zone reported signals in New York,
circulated in the State Dept. last
week. The ship is now at Hoboken, London,
Scotland, Tangier,
Sweden Munich,
and New "Spain,
Zeary. J., preparatory to start of actual
Purpose
of
the
Latin
American
operation!
"The tests . . . establish beyond trial was to combat Soviet propaand to win allies among the
any question of doubt the prac- 3'anda
ticality of the project. . . . They Carribean audisnce. The State
reveal that the Courier is a techni- Dept.
reported
that it has received
cally perfected broadcasting vehi- hundreds of letters from various
cle for bringing to the front door countries reporting on satisfactory
cf any target area, the full reception of transmissions.
"In addition to providing satisstrength of our message," the refactory coverage for its mission,
port states. the 18-day trial run, the transmissions
of the Courier
During
three transmitters were used . to have provided valuable radio propagation data not previously availbroadcast programs daily for six
able," the report said.
hours continuously. Prior to reaching the Canal Zone, the Coast
Congress
consent
funds to"hasbuildwithheld
other seagoing
Guard ship visited Venezuela, Co- from
lombia and Panama City. Later it transmitters, pending results of
stopped
Vera Cruz, with
Mexico.other the vessel's first venture on the
To avoidin interference
high seas.
stations, the ship operated its
mediumwave transmitter at one- RADIO-TV SESSION
third of its 150 kw power, fanning
Convene at Stanford
out 800 miles from the zone, with TENTHTo summer
session of the
Stanford Radio-TV Institute will
begin June 19 in cooperation with
KNBC and KPIX (TV) San Francisco, according to an announcement made by Prof. Stanley T.
WSYR
s Local
Doner, director of the institute.
Staff members from the two stations will serve as instructors in
Radio Sales
addition to regular Stanford faculty members from the speech and
drama department.
Instructors from KNBC include:
UP
39%
Lloyd E. Yoder, general manager;
George Greaves, assistant general
manager and program director;
John H. Thompson, manager of
news and public affairs, and Walter
Tolleson, assistant sales manager
For thewereperiod
WSYR's
radio
for NBC Western Div. KPIX staff
sales
39% ending
ahead ofApril
1951.30, The
local local
advertisers
personnel who will participate are
responsible for this increase are the ones in the best
Philip G. Lasky, vice presidentposition to test the effectiveness of all media. They
general manager; Richard C. D.
Bell,
assistant to the president, and
know which advertising keeps the cash register
George Mathieson, production manCourses will be offered in all
ager.
phases
of radio and television. A
National Spot Advertisers
TV workshop is included in the
curriculum. Program from the
workshop will be telecast by KPIX.
TAKE
NOTE
Enrollment in the institute,
scheduled to run eight weeks, is
limited
to 75 students. Anyone who
Write, Wire, Phone or Ask Headley-Reed
has completed two years of college
work or its equivalent may apply.
Classes will meet alternatelv in
the San Francisco studios of KPIX
and
KNBC and on the university
AC USE
campus.
570 KC
HISTORY of development of radio
and
particularly
growth
of WORCin
WSYR
—
AM-FM-TV
—
The
Only
Complete
Worcester,
Mass., will
be recorded
Broadcast Institution in Central New York
murals being painted by Ben Blake
NBC Affiliate • Headley-Reed, National Repr
for station's new studios.
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VfSAZ
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.
SERVING 3 STATES

AVAILABLE
for the
First Time
in Two Years!
A
PARTICIPATION
WOMAN'S
OW —
930 CL
SHUB
THE WOMEN'S
CALENDAR

1:30-1:45 P.M.
MONDAY-FRIDAY |
• •••••
57
% Share j
of Audience*

I

10.4 Hooper* i
(*Hooper-Jan.Mar. '51) I
CONTACT:
The Branham Co.

5000 WATTS DAY
1000 WATTS
930 KC NIGHT

RADIO STATION
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Five Quarter Hours
Weekly
NOW
TRANSCRIBED

. . . An audience-building,
prestige program that will
attract both LISTENERS
and SPONSORS to your
station, featuring one of
the nation's
leading subauthorities on economic
jects and world events.
•
... A vital commentary
on the news by the author
of
manywithbestcirculation
- selling
books
reaching into the millions.
•
. . . Also, Americans,
Speak Up! — another topflight production which
recently won its second
FREEDOMS FOUNDATION award — is available one quarter hour
weekly.
In production more than
three years, and currently
carrieddred bystations
moreacross
than thethreenation,
hunboth programs ore now offered
exclusively in each market on
a no-cost basis for sustaining
programming
— nominal talent
fes
when commercial.
GET THE BEAT ON YOUR
COMPETITOR BY BEING THE
FIR>T IN YOUR CITY TO
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS
OPPORTUNITY TO SCHEDULE
THESE TIMELY PROGRAMS.
Stations now scheduling will
be fully protected.
For fu!l particulars, wire or telephone:
R. K. Scott, Sales Director
America's Future, Inc.
205 East 42nd Street,
New York 17, N. Y.
MUrray Hill 4-6023
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air-casters
promoted oSOMMERVILLE
program director,
WITH Port Huron, Mich.
BILL WRIGHT joins WIP Philadelphia announcing
D staff.
RICHAC.R LIVINGSTON, executive
ROBERT
producer, KHJ - TV Hollywood, to
KNBH (TV) that city as director.
BOB DOLL, WCSI Columbus, Ind.,
appointed station promotion director.
PACE WOODS, director of audience
promotion, ABC Hollywood, to KNBH
(TV) that cityHepromotion-advertising
department.
succeeds NORMAN
HOPPS duction
who department.
transfers to station's proSAM GIFFORD, KRDO Colorado
Springs,
Louisville,dutoction sontafWHAS
. proRICHARD W.
CLARK joinsnouncinganstaff,
WFIL PhiladelJACKSON
WILphia.
LES, circulation
department,
Curtis
Publishing Co.,
Gifford
Phila.,ingtodepartment,
advertisWFLN that city.
BOB VAN CAMPS, WSB-AM-TV Atlanta, signed by Atlanta Pops Orchestra to narrate
mer concert
series. forthcoming sumJOHN VICTOR NOWAK, free lance
announcer, to WABY Albany, N. Y.,
as
of weekly
Polishannouncer-producer
Bells Polka Party Show.
LILLIANgramKLAKE
prodirector, named
WLDY woman's
Ladysmith,
Wis.,
succeeding
AGNES
FOSTER,
who has retired.
ANNE HOLLAND, assistant to the
director of public affairs, WBAL-AMTV Baltimore, named "Woman of the
Year"
Club. by city's Women's Advertising
STAN RICHARDS, WBET Brockton,
Mass., to WORL Boston as disc
jockey,
replacing
RYAN, New
who
now serves
in NBCBILLnewsroom,
York.
PAUL SPEEGLE, San Francisco
drama gramcritic,
director appointed
for Radio assistant
Free Asia.proHOMER MARTZ, director of agriculture, KDKA Pittsburgh, elected to
board
of directors of city's District
Dairy Council.
TOM MANESS, WMIT Charlotte program director, to WPTF Raleigh, as
continuity supervisor.
WENDELL D. PALMER, continuity
manager, WTMJ-AM-FM Milwaukee,
elected vice
president
of city's
chapter
of advertising
Alpha fraternity.
Delta
Sigma,alumni
national
CLARK MANNING, announcer at
KFQD Anchorage, Alaska, to WIBM
Jackson, Mich.
LEW LOWRY to KGO San Francisco
as disc jockey.
KAY STEWART, WIP Philadelphia
record room assistant, has resigned.
ART TACKER joins WCRB Waltham,
Mass., as disc jockey.

CURLEY RAASCH, announcer,
WOKW Sturgeon Bay, Wis., to WRCO
Richland Center, Wis., as program
director.
PETE MATTHEWS, staff announcer,
WSAZ-AM-TV Huntington, W. Va.,
tocapacity.
WOWO Fort Wayne, Ind., in same
BERI MOORE, staff announcer and
copy writer, WMOX Meridian, Miss.,
appointed
Mobile, Ala.program director at WABB
MARION GANGE appointed production manager at WHIO-TV Dayton.
BY COLVIG, continuity acceptance
editor, KECA Los Angeles, transfers
to ABC there, as promotion department copy writer.
GEORGE WOOD appointed program
director, KXLW St. Louis.
GEORGE LOGAN, disc jockey, WKRO
Cairo, DON,
111.,WINNandLouisville
DWIGHT discLOOK
GOR-to
jockey,
KXLW St. Louis in same capacities.
LOIS HASZILLO, Universal RecordInc., joins
headquartersers staff,
KBIG Hollywood
Avalon, Calif.
PAUL WEST, director of Housewives
Protective League on KIRO Seattle,
to
KCBS San Francisco, in same
capacity.
TOM McCANN, staff announcer, KJR
Seattle, to KOMO that city, in same
capacity. PAUL S. MORRIS, announcer-engineer, KING-TV Seattle,
to KOMO as producer.
JAMES ORGILL, continuity director,
WGAR Cleveland, named director of
radio and TV films for Community
Chests and Councils of America and
United Defense Fund.
MIKE SILVER, announcer, WRALAM-FM
N. C,capacity.
to WGTM
Wilson, N.Raleigh,
C, in same
SABBY LEWIS, orchestra leader,
joins WHEE Boston for daily disc
jockey show.
PHIL ELLIS, announcer, WPTF Raleigh, father of girl, Karen, May 2.
JOE tor,REAVES,
station's
father of boy,
John. farm direc-

ACTOR TAX AID
Average Wage Basis Urged
REVISION of income tax laws so
that talent may average earnings
over a period of years will be
proposed to Congress by a special
Hollywood committee of attorneys
and tax experts.
Headed by Jerry Geisler, president Beverly Hills Bar Assn., committee has named Gabriel Hoffenberg, movie
tax expertinclude
as chairman. Other members
Lon
A. Brooks, past president Beverly
Hills Bar Assn.; Ann Eosenthal,
counsel for William Morris AgenFriarscy; Meyer
Club.M. Willner, counsel for
Mr. Hoffenberg pointed out that
an actor may earn $30,000 one
year and only $3,000 the next.
Under present laws he keeps very
little of that money, whereas if
allowed to average income over
both years, he would retain more.
Proposed revision will be placed
before
Congress when it reconvenes
next January.
N.Y. AWRT ELECTS
MacDonald Named President
NEW officers of New York Chapter, American Women in Radio &
Television, elected Monday at
chapter's annual dinner meeting in
New York's Hotel Warwick, include :
women'spresident;
director
ofDuncan
DuMontMacDonald,
TV Network,
Dorothydent;Kemble,
MBS, first vice
presiBarbara Welles,
York
commentator,
second WOR
vice New
president;
Helen
Whyte,
British
Information
Services, secretary, and Alma Graef, MBS,
treasurer.
NEWS

on

KMBC-KFRM
is TOPS...
...because KMBC-KFRM
stays on 'top' of the NEWS!

ewl • • •
BILL NIETFELD, KCBS San Francisco news director, named to advisoryicancommittee
publicity
Amer-in
for onUnited
Nationsfor Inc.
If:
northernAssn.California.
KMBC - KFRM newscasts
news programs
the
most-listened-to
in thehighareheart
GRANT HOLCOMB, newscaster,
of America.
They
enjoy
their
ratings ndbecause
of the reputation
accuKNXT (TV) and
immediacy
built by the forKMBCKFRMracy aNews
Department.
CBS Radio, HollyHere
is
a
tremendous
sales
potential
in
one
the nation's
..the
rectwood,
or of newsnamed anddigreatof Kansas
City richest
Primarymarkets.
trade area.
public
affairs
Call KMBC-KFRM or askyour nearest
KNXT
and
Free t&ails onPeters'
colonel forofcomplete
deCBS-TV (TV)
that city.
the mighty
the KMBCbilities.
KFRM
Team
and forvoicenewscast
availaDON WAYNE,
production manager,
WHIO-TV Dayton,
KMBC
promoted
rector of newsto anddiof Kansas City
Mr. Holcomb special events.
JOHN DENMAN,
WJR Detroit newscaster, resigns to
KFRM
direct public relations for Rep.
for Rural Kansas
Charles E. Potter's (R-Mich.) cam6th oldest CBS Affiliate
paign for U. S. Senate.
BROADCASTING
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PRODUCTION GROOP
ODM Forms on Equipment
ADVISORY Committee on Produc' tion
been formed
withinEquipment
the Office has
of Defense
Mobilization, Dr. John R. Steelman,
acting Defense Chief, announced
May 16. The group was set up on
recommendation of President Truman to review federal policy and
make concrete suggestions for improvement to Dr. Steelman.
Heading the committee is Harold
Vance, board chairman and president of Studebaker Corp. Other
members include Clay Bedford,
president of Chase Aircraft; Manly
Fleischmann, current Defense Poduction Administrator, who resigns
>June 1; and Gen. K. B. Wolfe, former chief of Air Force procurement. Purpose of group is to weigh
availability
production
ment to meetof defense
needs,equipand
maintenance of capacity to produce
mobilization and standby equipment.
WINS on Conventions
WINS New York, station of the
Crosley Broadcasting Corp., will
furnish direct coverage of both
Republican
and Democratic
national conventions
in Chicago this
July, according to Harry C. Folts,
general manager, who said Thursday the station thus becomes the
only independent in New York—
'and one of the few in the country —
j tostation
carryplans
on-scene
The
three broadcasts.
hours of direct
coverage per day, to be scheduled
when convention agendas are announced.

JAMES BORMANN (e), news and
pjblic affairs director, WCCO Minneapolis, receives the Minneapolis
Junior Chamber of Commerce award
"for distinguished public and comservice" fromandJackJim Dodd
chamber munitypresident,
Mickel-(I),
son (r), public relations committee
chairman cf the civic group.
UN WEEK
Early Promotion Started
HELP of radio and television as
well as of other advertising media
was sought by the American Assn.
for the United Nations in New
York Wednesday for a promotion campaign for United Nations
Week this fall.
The celebration, keyed to opening sessions of the General Assembly, will be held in late October
with one day of the week designated as United Nations Day,
Executive Director Clark M. Eichelberger explained. Media representatives atthe Wednesday luncheon endorsed early planning.
Class.
Consistency..
Condition

Like a fine thorough~ —
bred, the WBNS radio
audience has "the look of eagles" to sponsors. This
billion -dollar market is in a class by itself! Consistent Central-Ohio listeners stay tuned to WBNS
for the twenty top-rated programs. Conditioned to
react favorably to well -placed advertising, WBNS
listeners increase your odds for better results.

-

-

_

ASK JOHN BLAIR
POWER
WBNS — 5,000
WELD-FM — 53,000
COLUMBUS, OHIO
OUTLET
CENTRAL OHIO'S ONLY

ISA REALIGNS
Radio, Press Affected
REALIGNMENT of the structure
of the government's
International
information
Administration,
headed
by Dr. Wilson Compton, was under
way in the State Dept. last week.
The reorganization involves sections of IIA's International Broadcasting Service, under which the
Voice of America operates, and
divisions of IIA relating to the
various overseas media.
Replacement is being sought for
the post of IBS chief now being
held by Foy D. Kohler, who is
destined for an overseas diplomatic field post sometime this summer. The plan is to bring a prominent broadcast industry official to
the position, with responsibility for
implementing policy on shortwave
broadcasting operations.
Internal realignment calls for a
split in functions now under George
Herrick, IBS facilities chief. Mr.
Herrick will concentrate on research, development and building.
James Thompson, formerly associate chief, now heads up the Facilities Operation Division.
Inherent in the reorganization
is the objective to place more emphasis on regional and local radio
programming in the field.
The State Dept. also is reorganizing its media divisions under
IIA. Joseph Sitrick, special assistant to Dr. Compton on press
and public relations, shifts over
to its International Press & Publications Service as assistant administrator to Charles Arnot, division chief. He will handle press
and public relations and work with
the State Dept.'s press advisory
committee under Ben Hibbs, membersionof the
U. S. Advisory
Commison Information.
No successor
has been chosen for Mr. Sitrick.
BINAURAL
Featured at Parts Show
THE
FIRST
binaural
or "twoeared" transmission
of music
on a
commercial station took place in
Chicago Thursday night as WGNAM
and WGNB
55-minute
show. (FM) broadcast a
In cooperation with the Jensen
Mfg. Co., Magnecord Inc. and Radio
Craftsmen, the stations demonstrated three - dimension sound,
which gives depth to music. The
stations picked up the program live
through two microphones, one feeding the AM circuit and the other
using the FM band simultaneously.
The audience at home, in order
to get the binaural effect, needed
one AM set and one FM set in
opposite corners of the room. The
transmission thus gave them the
binaural or two-eared effect, with
each ear getting an impression.
Demonstration, seen by 350 persons in the Conrad Hilton Hotel,
was a feature of the annual Radio
Parts Show and the Audio Fair, the
former taking place Monday
through Thursday and the latter
Friday and Saturday.

571,000
People with
$420,267,000
Effective buying power'

THE
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FRANK 0. MYERS, Gen. Mgr.
THE ARKTEX STATIONS
Gazette Bldg., Texarkana, Ark. -Tex.
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This is the complete report— 196 printed pages —
just as the FCC released
it, Monday, April 14, 1952.
This volume shows the
complete city-by-city
breakdowns for all 2,053
proposed stations in 1,291
communities. There are
sections on antenna
heights, educational reservations, power, procedures, Hennock's and
Jones' opinions, zoning
and mileage separation.
You'll want library copies, home copies, tear
copies and working copies. Please use the coupon
below and order today.
Limited Supply.
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870 NATIONAL PRESS BLDG.
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Please send
copies of
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Report at $3.00 each.
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allied arts

WITZ,
KANTRO
EDWARantD director
of sales,
namedassistactng departmanager
ingment,
advertisi
ph
EmersonofPadio
& Phonogra
Corp.,ant N.salesY.promotio
ALBERTn manager,
LEON, assistpromoted to acting manager of that deARNOLDionHENDERpartment and distribut
SON, assistant
manager
s southwest territory,
in
company'
named assistant national sales manager.
MAX I. ALIMANSKY, manager of engineering, Distribution Transformer
Dept., General Electric Co., Pittsfield, ofMass.,
appointed
to state's
board
registration
of professional
engineers and land surveyors by
Governor Paul A. Dever.
GERALD LIGHT, advertising manEmerson Radio ager,
& Phonograph
Corp., N. Y., named
director tising
of andadversales
promotion
for
CBS-Columbia Inc.,
N. Y.
DAVID LIAMSR.resigns
WIL-as
account executive,
United Television
Programs,1. effective
Mr. Light
June
Future
plans will be announced shortly.
SEYFFER & Co., Zurich, Switzerland,
namedAllengeneral
productLabs.
representative
for
B. DuMont
DAVEN lisheCo.,
Newark,
N. J.,containing
has pubd six page
brochure
material on precision wire wound,
hermetically
sealed and miniature
resistors.
R. A. TROMAN appointed assistant
sales manager of tower department,
Blaw-Knox Co., Pittsburgh.
STANDARD RADIO TRANSCRIPTIONS Inc., signs KYUM Yuma and
KSUE Susanville, Calif., as new subscribers to Standard Program Library
with renewals by KTRB Modesto,
Calif., and KWJB Globe, Ariz.
ARNOLD C. NYGREN elected president of Shawmut Engineering Co.,
Boston, following discharge from
Navy as commander with Bureau of
Aeronautics, Electronics Production
Branch, in charge of radio and radar
procurement for Naval aviation.
MONROE L. MENDELSOHN, manager of Gould, Gleiss & Benn Inc.,
Houston (marketing consultants), to
Chicago office as account executive.
WILLIAM T. POWELL, executive vice
president, Emsco Derrick & Equipment Co., Houston and L. A. (AMFM-TV
towers),
elected HUGH
president
effective
succeeding
GLENN, July
now 1,chairman
of board H.of
directors.
ALBERT SAUNDERS named district
manager and C. PAT WALDER westCo, ern district manager of Alliance Mfg.
FREDERICK C. BROOKS, formerly
with March of Time and Time magazine, named sales head for Roger Wade
Productions, N. Y., producer specializing in TV commercials, slide
films and full length commercial motion
pictures.

MINNESOTA MINING & MFG. Co.
St. Paul, announces production of 1
inch professional
plastic reel magnetic
termed No.recording
111-AP
for
which reduces or eliminates errors in
program Co.,
timing.
DAVEN
Newark, N. J., announces
availability of transmission measuring set, type 10B, providing greater
accuracy in measurement of transof audioUnitsys-is
tems andmission
theircharacteristics
components.
direct nates
reading
instrument
intricate calculations.that elimiGENERAL CONTROL Co., Boston, announces development of Promatic
electronic timer capable of controlling
timed operations
between 60 milliseconds and 60 seconds.
SOUND SERVICES Inc., Hollywood,
introducing
new dual
channel which records
soundmagnetic
continuously
for
any
length
of
time,
as
each
r.
chine overlaps other. Unit operates
on AC or DC.
E. F. JOHNSON Co., Waseca, Minn.,
announces production of new line of
nylont downinsulated
tip jacks
breakrating of 11,000
volts.withNominal
capacity
to
Vs"
panel
is
2.0
mmf.
Silver phorplated
bronze orcontracts,
beryllium either
copper,phosare
supplied. RESEARCH Corp., HawCOMPUTER
thorne, Calif., announces development
of new Flip
modelFlopMC,as 100replacement
kc Ferro-Resonant
for
vacuum tube in certain counting, amplifying
and
control
applications.
Unit features durability, economy of
power, able
low reactor,
heat dissipation
of saturgreater production
uniformity and lower input power.
RADIO CITY PRODUCTS Co., N. Y.
announces
of radio-TV
tube tester manufacture
and V. T. voltmeter
Model
808, combination unit containing all
features of Model 323 dynoptimum
free
point
tube tester plus a cathode
hnictester,
al reactivator, vacuum
ray"Tectube
tube
voltmeter
and ohmmeter.

DON DAVIS, Jaffe Agency, N. Y.,
transfers to Beverly Hills office as
head of TV department. He succeeds
PAUL RADIN, former vice-president
insimilar
chargeduties
of radio-TV,
who assumes
with Ted Ashley
Assoc.
(talent agency-prosram packagers),
inthatnewly
city. opened West Coast office,
WILLIAM M. LINZ appointed sales
representative for Ward Products
Corp., headquartered in Chicago.
NEWELL CORWIN, general foreman
of tube works, General Electric Co.,
Schenectady,
to company's
Pa., plant in similar
capacity.Scranton,
PHILIP BEACH, advertising director,
Hoffman Radio Corp., L. A., has resigned.
CHARLES CASTLE named sales manDistributor
Chicagoager ofCorp.,
Chicago.Div., WebsterCHARLES DWYER, service manager,
succeeds Mr. Castle as assistant sales
manager of division.
MAX LERNER, formerly with ABC
legal
house staff,
counsel.to Sesac Inc., N. Y., as
THOMAS
JOYCE, partner in
Raymond Rosen &
Co., elected
presidhold
ent of that
housespeciality
appliance firm as wellof
as president
Philadelphia ApService
Corp. L. P. pliance
CLARK,
vice president of
Raymond Rosen
Engineering
ProdMr. Joyce
ucts Inc., elected
president.
EDWARD R. TAYLOR, Hotpoint Inc., GORDON CALCOTE, KLEE Houston,
to Motorola Inc., as assistant to joins KBIG Avalon, Calif., as transPAUL V. GALVIN, president. He will
mitter engineer.
coordinate sales and merchandising C. F. ROTHROCK
Jr., field engineer,
activities of radio-TV division.
Link Radio Corp., to John H. Poole
Broadcasting Co. as UHF TV development supervisor of KM2XAZ Los An£qulpment
• Camden,
• • N. J., anRCA
TUBE nounces
DEPT.,
availability
of two new
OPERATION
on a 24 hour basis was
geles.
tubes:
forced-air-cooled
"I
KW"
power
tetrode
(RCA-6181)
for oscilUHF launched last week by WPAT PaterTV transmitters
and miniature
son, N. J., with emphasis on music
lator triode
(RCA-6AF4)
station and
news.willTwo
five-minute
selectors
in UHF
home TV forreceivers.
broadcasts
be aired
each hour.news
QUINCY,
ILLINOIS

GATES

THESE OFFICES
TO SERVE YOU
QUINCY,
.
HOUSTON,ILL.TEXAS
.
.
WASHINGTON, D. C. . . . TEL.
MONTREAL, QUE. . .
.
NEW YORK CITY .
. TEL.

." TEL. 8202
TEL. ATWOOD
8536
METROPOLITAN 0522
TEL. ATLANTIC 9441
MURRAY HILL 9-0200
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"BROADWAY
on

No.

on

channel

TV
9

is the

1 dramatic

New

• •

•

• •

•

• •

•

York

THEATRE

show

Television

delivering 32.3% of the video families in the
New York area!*
reaching more families at a lower cost-per-thousand
than the top rated dramatic shows offered by any
other station in New York.
giving its sponsors — R. J. Reynolds for Cavalier cigarettes and the General Tire and Rubber Company
— an audience of 918,000 families in America's
richest market.

jeciai ruise survey

VOUR TICKET
TO SALES

WOR-tv
^a/7/7e/
'440 BROADWAY, NEW YOR
LOngacre 4-8000 K
9

Destry wifl ride tonight— positively
NO QUESTION, the show will go on — tonight — and every night ... go on with all the blood-andthunder that distinguishes the new-day Western — a stellar example of work inspired by modern
technics, equipment, and materials.
Here, too, is a stellar example of the way the Eastman Kodak Company functions through
the Eastman Technical Service for Motion Picture Film.
<
For, in addition to aiding studio and laboratory in film selection and processing, representatives collaborate with television stations, advertising agencies, and advertisers in helping solve
problems of projection — help check film and equipment . . . make light measurements, determine
proper levels ... all to help assure good showings, black-and-white or color.
To maintain this service, the Eastman Kodak Company has branches at strategic centers . . .
invites inquiry from all members of the industry. Address:
Motion Picture Film Department
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER 4, N. Y.
West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, California

introducing.

. .

SOUTH CASOUNA

LOUISIANA

r

(atZe/f) BOMAR LOWRANCE
{at right) FREEMAN R. JONES

NBC

Spot

Sales

in 11 Southern

States:

BOMAR LOWRANCE
& ASSOCIATES, INC.
Charlotte, N. C. & Atlanta, Ga,
In recognition of the South's growing importance as the home of leading
national advertisers and their advertising agencies, NBC Spot Sales is
pleased to announce the appointment of Bomar Lowrance & Associates as
its southern representatives.
Now the 15 major market radio and television stations represented by
NBC Spot Sales can give advertisers and agency clients down in Dixie
even more effective service than they have enjoyed in the past.
Bomar Lowrance, formerly Commercial Manager of WSOC in Charlotte,
and his associate, Freeman R. Jones will provide top flight, close-to-home
representation for NBC Spot Sales in the states of Virginia, North and
South Carolina, Tennessee, Kentucky, Georgia, Florida, Alabama,
Mississippi, Louisiana, and Texas. Mr. Lowrance is located at Charlotte, N. C.
and Freeman Jones heads their Atlanta office. Messrs. Lowrance and
Jones will have at their fingertips the same wealth of market, station,
program, rating, and availability information for which America's foremost
advertisers and agencies have learned to depend upon NBC Spot Sales.
For the fastest and most dependable information . . . for the most
intelligent and resourceful recommendations as to how Spot Radio and
Spot TV
for yourepresentative
in the nation'sinmajor
markets, call, write, or wire . . .
your
NBC canSpotsell Sales
the South:
BOMAR LOWRANCE & ASSOCIATES, INC.
513 South Tryon Street 774 Spring Street, N. W.
Charlotte, North Carolina Atlanta, Georgia
Phone: Charlotte 6-6581 - 6582
Phone: ELgin 5891
BROADCASTING
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NBC SPOT SALES
representing
RADIO STATIONS
WNBC New York
WMAQ Chicago
WTAM Cleveland
WRC Washington
KOA Denver
KNBC San Francisco
WGY Schenectady-Albany-Troy
TV STATIONS
WNBT New York
WNBQ Chicago
KNBH Hollywood
WPTZ Philadelphia
WBZ-TV Boston
WNBK Cleveland
WNBW Washington
WRGB Schenectady-Albany-Troy
NEW YORK
CHARLOTTE
OfficesATLANTA
in :
CHICAGO
CLEVELAND
SAN FRANCISCO
DENVER WASHINGTON
HOLLYWOOD
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.he early morning call was from Lebanon,
Pennsylvania. And, the voice on the phone said,
"It's a four alarmer . . ." That was enough for
the WGAL-TV newsroom where the "Fifth
Alarm" was sounded. Reporters were alerted
for on-the-scene coverage. A camera crew took
off by airplane in order to furnish the kind of
news coverage which WGAL-TV viewers have
come to expect. The "four alarmer" proved to
be the biggest fire in the history of the City of
Lebanon. At nightfall, when it was brought

under control, the fire had gutted a block-long
area in the center of the city. Finis was written
to the story when the Mayor of Lebanon appeared before WGAL-TV's cameras to report
fully on the disaster.

WGAL-TV
Lancaster
Pennsylvania
A Steinman Station
Clair R. McCollough, Pres.

Represented by
ROBERT
New York
| Page 78 • May 26, 1952

MEEKER
Chicago

ASSOCIATES
San Francisco
Los Angeles
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Sixth Report Conflict Mounts
TV PRIORITY
LIST
the same con- VHF Channels 2, 11 and 13 and
burgh according to the temporary
'AS CONFLICT continued to mount High Pointsiderationmerits
ofgreater economic im- UHF Channels 16, 47 and 53. processing procedure and the priorlast week over the FCC's Sixth
and population as FCC Channel 13 is reserved for nonReport and Order lifting the BV2 employed portance
ityingssystem
on which
the city long
listremove VHF Channel commercial, educational use.
are made.
He predicted
year old TV freeze, the Commis- 3 from toBIytheville,
Ark., to WDTV (TV) there, now on Chan- delays as well because of competision made known to new station Memphis.
tive
hearings
and
court
appeals.
nel 3, must switch to Channel 2
aspirants their prospective posiComr. Jones observed that should
9 Westinghouse Radio Stations under provisions of Sixth Report.
tions on the "temporary" proces- Inc. was reported planning to file
Dissenter
Jones told his Pitts- Washington, Pa., receive a grant
sing lines set forth in the final allo- this week a petition contesting the
first,
the effect would be to put
burgh
audience,
meeting
at
the
cation report [B»T, April 14, et soundness of the temporary pro- Hotel William Penn, that with good Pittsburgh
into 1,267th place on the
seq.].
cessing
procedure
and
challenging
luck their city may have a second list, moving it back from its present
FCC on Thursday issued its lists the UHF "priority" philosophy.
TV
outlet
in
about
five
years.
He
position
in
the Group B-4 cities
of cities grouped in accordance
£ Several other sources indi- contended Pittsburgh was "sold (single existing station) into Group
with the priorities of the temporB-5
(two
available
services).
cated
protests
of
specific
city
allothe river" in the final allocaary processing procedure (see listcations in the Sixth Report are in down tion.
To "recoup" the loss, local
ings, this page). The separate city preparation,
Charging
"arbitrary
action"
with
re- civic resources will have to "mar- the part of the Commission
by re-on
lists correspond to the application
consideration ofthepetitions
Lafayette,for La.,
fusing to grant VHF Channel 4 to
shal
their
combined
forces,"
he
indicated.
priority
groupings
(i.e.,
Group
A-2
Pittsburgh. Comr. Jones contended
Pa., allocations ex— Bids for new TV stations on and Braddock,
Grade A service interference
pected this week.
Explaining
that1,272in cities
FCC's Pittspro- no
channels in cities 40 or more miles
would occur between Channel 4 at
Comr.
Jones
on
Tuesday
transc
e
s
i
n
g
l
i
s
t
of
from
existing
stations;
Group
B-l
lated
his
dissent
to
the
Sixth
Reburgh
ranks
1,237th,
Comr.
Jones
Pittsburgh
(using 1,000 ft. antenna
—Bids for new outlets in cities less
port into the dialect of Pittsburgh, said every city in Pennsylvania and 56 kw instead of 100 kw maxthan 40 miles from an existing sta- a one-station
(
Continued
on page 86)
city now assigned would be processed before Pittstion and to which only UHF channels are assigned).
In effect, the listings mean that
first attention will be given appliList of City Priorities Under Temporary Processing Procedure
cations for cities with the greatest
population and/or having the least
available existing service. UHF is THE FOLLOWING appendices has been used to make the lists processing priority. Groups are:
favored over VHF.
Groupating stations
A-l — Applications
of 30 opercontain lists of the cities appear- accurate but interested parties denels in the Sixthrequired
Report.to change
They willchan-he
ing in the table of channel assignOther Considerations
tectingtoerrorsthe"are
invited"
to processed
bring
them
attention
of
the
promptly
after
June
ments of FCC's Sixth Report, ar- Chief of the Broadcast Bureau beive dgrants
ate of Subpart
E of until
Part2,3 ef-of
First attention in processing,
rancations
ged in thefor neworderTVin stations
which applirules, 1.hutfectThis
wait
fore July 1.
July
groupmustis not
in city after
lists
will
however,
doesn't
mean
first
grants,
below.
observers were quick to point out be processed under the temporary
Grouptions inA-2
— Applications
formiles
new from
staAs soon after July 1 "as is pracafter the lists were issued. Com- processing procedure adopted in
cities
40
or
more
ticable, the Commission will re- list
any below.
existing station. This is first city
petitive hearings, particularly for the Sixth Report as footnote 10
publish thethereon
lists those
of citiescities
and for
in- Group B-l — Bids for new stations in
VHF channels, will plague most to Sec. 1.371 of the Commission's
dicate
cities less than 40 miles from existing
major markets for a long time, they rules [B*T, April 14].
stationnels areand
to which only UHF chanwhich
applications
for
new
televiassigned.
reminded, also noting additional deThis preliminary list shows the
sion
stations
have
been
received.
lays that will ensue as unsuccess- name of the city, the 1950 popula- This list will be revised and repub- oneGroup
B-2 —stations
Bids for cities in whichall
or
more
ful applicants appeal their cases in
VHF channels have arebeenoperating,
authorized
tion as reported by the Bureau of
lished
periodically
in
order
that
the courts.
(except
educational)
Census, the distance to the the general public and other in- channels are available. and only UHF
(Hopes for additional hearing the
Group
B-3
—
Bids
for
cities
havingthanno
nearest
operating
television
staterested parties may be kept inexaminer teams to handle the workstations
formed of the progress of the re- operating
tion, the ' number
ofless
TV than
services40
40 milesating station.
from
not and
more located
than oneless operload were expressed on Capitol Hill available
(stations
last week. See story, page 88.)
spective processing
B-4 — Bids forandcitieslocated
with only
miles away) and the number of
further
notedlines."
that cities in oneGroup
operating
Controversy over the Sixth Re- local TV outlets where appropriate. theFCCterritories
miles fromstation
any other station.40 or
and U. S. posses- more
portmentstooklastform
in
these
developGroup
B-5
—
Bids
for
cities
less than
the distance
"40
sions, as well as cities in the U. S. 40stations.
week:
miles from two or more operating
or FCC
moreexplained
miles from
the nearest
single channel assign£ Comr. Robert F. Jones, who operating television station" was in whichment is the
Group C permits
(Not in granted
city list)—on (1)and Bidsafreserved for noncommerdissented sharply from the ma- considered a reasonable figure for
cial educational use, are not in- to modify
ter Julyation 1.of actions
(2) Petitions
for reconsiderjority opinion responsible for the processing purposes "and is not to
on
Group
A-2 and
c
l
u
d
e
d
i
n
the
lists.
Separate
probe construed as an engineering
(3) Petitions
Sixthverbal
Report's
adoption,
visions for early processing of these Group
waiver Bof applications.
hearings on such
applications.for
his
dissent
on twoextended
more determination of the normal reare provided in the Grouptions forDchanges
fronts: On Tuesday, before the
(Not inincityexisting
list) — facilities,
Applicarange" ofshown
TV stations.
The applications
temporary processing procedure.
Pittsburgh Radio and Television distance ception
figures
in the lists
licenses porary
andauthority.
requests for special temClub and Ad Club, and on Thurs- were scaled from suitable maps,
Similarly,
those
cities
are
exGroup A-2 bids and Group B
cluded wherein all channels are asday, in Washington, before a FCC explained, except that in cases
stations
and applications will be processed conluncheon meeting of the Federal where the scaled distances fell there aresigned tonoexisting
additional
channels
Communications Bar Assn.
cur ently, FC explained, with pribetween 38 and 42 miles the actual
orities within each group govern• WHPE High Point, N. C, distance was computed on that available for authorization.
petitioned FCC to revise its final basis of geographic coordinates in
ing.
Group
C bids1 in
willorder
be proThe
temporary
processing
proreport to delete VHF Channel 6 accordance with Sec. 3.611 of the
cessedceived.afterNo action
July
re-on
cedure composes four principal apis
expected
from Beckley, W. Va., and assign rules.
plication
groups withthey
several
sub(Continued on page 92)
it to High Point. WHPE contends
The Commission said every effort
groups. In order,
indicate
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Dissect All Phases of Local Operation
BHU
TV CLINKS
participation shows versus film,
JUST about all phases of local
Ralph L. Burgin, program director
television production — from buildof WNBW (TV) Washington, said
ing a studio to filming home news
that
there are many hours in the
— were examined for some 146
broadcast
day when low-cost, highbroadcasters who attended the
profit programs — for community
Broadcast Music Inc. TV clinic
service, religious groups, or eduheld in New York Monday and
cational organizations — could be
Tuesday.
scheduled. Answers to low-cost
The same general format was
programming uncovered in
followed at the BMI clinic held
WNBW's experiments indicate, he
last Thursday and Friday in Chicasaid, that the ideal program should
go, with many of the principal
"be specialized in character but
speakers
participating
in
both
sesbroad in appeal." The program
sions.
should be a strip, if at all possible,1
The two-day meeting in New
he advised,as insuggesting
"in
television
the grocerythatstore,
York's
Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel,
got
down to local problems Monday
at BMI TV Clinic in New York are (I to r) Carl Haverlin, BMI presi- they're 'cheaper by the dozen.' "
morning when Robert D. Swezey, ON DAIS
dent; Blanche Ravisse, WPIX (TV) New York; Theodore C. Streibert, WQROpening speaker at Tuesday
executive vice president of WDSUAM-FM-TV New York president; Sydney M. Kaye, BMI vice chairman.
morning's
was Joel
TV New Orleans, heavily emphaman,
directorsession
of public
serviceChaseand
sized local programming in his
publicity,
WAAM
(TV)
Baltimore,
mediately and make lots of noise who explained that his station
sight and sound, teletalk, "Everv Town a Show Town, actualityvision ofnews eliminates
has
the middle- regarding promotion of programs, sought public service programming
U.S.A.— Yeah?"
man— the reporter or professional even if that means employing com- guidance
Notirig that even if talent and
from
a
permanent
council
observer — and provides immediate
media, Ted(TV)
Cott, New
vice presimaterials for network-quality pro- public
citizens,
to be condent ofpetitive
WNBT
York, of responsible
he said. With
grams were available in every com- advanceinformation,
sulted individually
or collectively.
of where and said in his speech, "You May Be "I cannot
munity, Mr. Swezey said that the when newsknowledge
overstate
the
of
is happening, television Seen— You've Got To Be Heard." such a group — in prestige, value
average TV outlet nevertheless
in good
does not have the facilities for out-performs all other means of His own station promoted its pro- will,
in
downright
practical
procommunication in bringing news to
grams, he said, by telling viewers
"big time" production; his station, the
grammingcommunity,
suggestions, as and
a ba-as
public, he added. For local film what its immediate schedule was
he said, has thus stressed local pro- coverage,
he suggested the serv- and then reaching for non-viewers an accessrometer toof theimportant
gram ing as a supplement to netgroups
ices of a commercial photographer through billboards, magazines, the city," Mr. Chaseman said. in
work and film production and has
never attempted to compete with than
as
"by
all odds amore
practical"
He also suggested that, in doing
dress systems.and park public admaintaining
newsreel
unit. newspapers,
network fare.
service, station managers
Television must wake up imSpeaking on low-cost music and public
make sure everybody possible
To provide shows at the local
knows about it. His station has inlevel successfully, he advised doing
vited studio audiences, conducted
"the natural thing" while keeping
studio tours, produced special
an
on limiting
expenses. heDon't
shows, scheduled thousands of free
go eye
overboard
on expenses,
ad- BIGGER AD BUDGETS FINANCE TV
announcements',
occasionally
vised; it's soundnessReminding
that counts,
Reports Magazine Advertising Bureau Analysis furnished
not elaborateness.
his
slides, and
artwork,
studio
facilities and talent to outside
audience that talent wears out
faster in television than in radio, WHERE'S the money coming from number of TV network advertisers
he urged that production talent to finance expanded television net- increasing or decreasing their groups.
"The first factor in low-cost prowork advertising?
needed encouragement, too, to avoid
spending in the other three media —
gram ing," A. Donovan
staleness or laziness.
sistant general
manager Faust,
of WDTVasAccording to the Magazine Ad- the results were about the same.
The most necessary requirement
vertising Bureau, part of the
Here's
the
way
the
183
network
(TV)
Pittsburgh,
said,
"is
the
his opfor good operation, in terms of money comes from a diversion of television advertisers appropriated station manager must plan that
eration in light of the facilities
physical facilities, is lateral space, funds formerly appropriated to money to magazines, network radio
according to Charles F. Holden, other media, but more of it comes and Sunday supplements in the available." Second factor is to determine the potential of prospechalf of 1951 as compared with
assistant national director of tele- from enlarged advertising budgets. last
tive sponsors. The result will be
vision for ABC, who also spoke
The Bureau last week released an the last half of 1950 :
that
the
manager knows immediTotal
Users
Increases
Decreases
analysis
of
spending
in
various
Monday. "Get everything on one
of Media (Per Cent) (Per Cent)
ately whether to sell his program
level," hestances, advised.
some can
in- media by 183 advertiser who spent Magazines
Sunday
162
90
or
55.6
72
or
44.4
in
across-the-board
strips, as a comlack of space"Inin itself
$25,000 or more each in network
keep production budgets low: A television during the last six Network Radio 91 39 or 42.9 52 or 57.1
plete single show, as units in a
[small] studio . . . automatically months of 1951. Their spending in Supplements 117 47 or 40.2 70 or 59.8 segmatized show or on a participatrules out the possibility of big, network television increased
The Magazine Advertising BuTheing basis.
most important single factor,
194.9 % in that period as compared
costly
He endorsed
reau also analyzed the arrivals and however,
is a good budget, one
buying productions."
standard equipment
and, with the last six months of 1950. departures
in
network
television
in building a studio, choosing an But their investments in network
which allows enough money to persponsorship.
In
January
and
Feboutlying
5.2% and in Sunday
mit doing the job well, but one that
ruary, 1951, there were 131 adver- is administered
main low.site where taxes will re- radio were off
all department
supplements off 25.29c.
spending at least $20,000 in heads and carriedby through
Bennett Larsen, vice president newspaper
to each
Their magazine expenditures rose networktisersTV.
Of
these
33
were
and general manager of WPIX slightly — .5%. No other media ex- missing from the TV network individual program. Consistent
(TV) New York, spoke of the study.
penditures were reported in the sponsor lists in January and Feb- earners among his station's lowvariant costs of film throughout
programs have turned out to
ruary, 1952, but 54 others had costwomen's
the country and the different inshopping shows, kitchen
Here's
the183wayadvertisers
the expenditures
entered network TV in the mean- beprograms
terests of people in their choice down:
of
these
broke
time, meaning a net gain of 21 TV
tion shows.and audience participaof films. He endorsed the current
sponsors spending $20,000
Last19516 Mos. Last 1950
6 Mos. PerChange
Cent network
practice among advertisers of buyPhilipf KPIX
G. Lasky,
general
manor more in these two months of
ing their own properties and re- Network TV $72,265,510
(TV) San
Francisco,
S24,505,l
194.9
1952,
compared
with this same spokeager oon
Network
selling them to television.
planningthatandplans
reRadio 65,748,022 69,367,391 — 5.2 period of 1951.
modplant
eling and suggested
First speaker Monday after- Magazines
86,694,657 86,300,692 + 0.5
What happened to the 33 who for building a TV station should
noon, after a luncheon presided over
left
network
television
is
not
exby BMI President Carl Haverlin,
"right in your own house
plained by the MAB, although pre- —be bymade
was Roger Clipp, manager of
20,083,096 —+ 25.2
people themselves."
sumably at least some turned to After television
Total $239,727,753 $200,257,010
19.7
WFIL-TV Philadelphia, who spoke
top
management
(Continued
on page decisions
8U)
on newsreel operation. Through the
Put another way — in terms of the spot TV.
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of KSWO Lawton. Partners include
R. H. Drewry (50%), owner of M & D
Finance Co. and 45% owner of KRHD
Duncan, Okla.; T. R. Warkentin
(16%), partner
S. W. ofStationery,
H television applications
Lawton,
and 14%in owner
KRHD;
R. P. Scott (16%), partner in S. W.
'^Digest
of
Those
Filed
With
FCC
May
15
through
May
22
Stationery,
Lawton,
and
14%
owner
°Disaida (f Indicates pre-thaw application re-filed.)
of KRHD; J. R. Montgomery (16%),
of
City
National
Bank,
LawJ Boxscore
VHF UHF Total* president
ton, G.andG.14%
owner M.D.
of KRHD,
intuit).. Applications filed since April 14
21
10 32 Dr.
Downing,
(4%), and
3%
owner of KRHD.
5r e(ll--i * One applicant did not specify channel number.
PETERSBURG, Va.— Southside VirListed by States
til 1949 and sole owner of WEAT Lake
red in
ginia Bcstg.kwCorp.,
8 (180-186height
mc),
visual;Ch. antenna
Worth, Fla., until 1950, and Secretary ERP 27.8
ate,
he
WEST
PALM
BEACH,
Fla.—
WIRK-Mid TV Inc., Ch. 12 (204-210 mc); antenna Arthur M. Shandloff (33Vs%), presi- above average terrain 399 ft., above
above average terrain 274 ft.,
dent and 80% owner of Star Construc- groundtion cost457$248,283,
er bat height
ft. Estimated
construcfirst year operating
297 ft. Estimated contionurer Co.,and 49%
Miami,owner
and ofsecretary-treas'ograil above ground
WIRK.
struction cost $137,023, first year opercost
$200,000,
revenue
$175,000.
Stu»ssible,
cost $120,000, revenue $135,000.
dio locationTransmitter
112 W. location
Tabb St.,
at "in Studioatingand
transmitter location on
fourS.Petersmiles
f ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.— Neptune North burg.
store, Flagler Ave., north of Lakeview Drive, Bcstg.
of
Petersburg
on
U.
Hwy.
Ch. 46 antenna
(662-668height
mc), #1, 37° 17' 43" N. Lat., 77° 24' 46" W.
kw visual;
26°
22" N. Lat.,DuMont,
80° 02' antenna
59" W. ERP 19.5Corp.,
Long. Studio equipment DuMont,
Long.42'Transmitter
above
average
terrain
426
ft.,
above
aesday
Legal counsel Frank U. Fletcher. ground 448 ft. Estimated construction transmitter DuMont, antenna RCA.
Chase- RCA.
Consulting
engineer
Vandivere,
Cohen
Cohn engineer
& Marks, Craven,
Washa and & Wearn. Principals include Presi- cost $152,700, first year operating cost Legal counsel
Consulting
$140,000. Studio lo- Lohnes &ington.
more,
Culver,of Washington.
AppliS. Field Jr. (33%%), 51% $125,000,cation revenue
Steel
Pier,
Atlantic
City.
Trans)l has ownerdentofJosephWIRK
c
a
n
t
i
s
licensee
WSSV
Petersburg,
West Palm
Beach;
mitter location Murray and Ohio Va. Principal stockholder is President
Vice
President
Warren
H.
Brewster
nming
39° 22'
33" N. Lat.,RCA,74° antenna
27' 10" Louis H. Peterson (95%), owner of
inci
owner of cattle ranch, Jupi- Aves.,
W. Long.
Transmitter
Norfolk, Va., and owner of
i M. (33%%),
ter, Fla., Vs owner of Carpenter Hotel, RCA. Legal counsel Kirkland, Flem- WNOR
Peterson Adv. Agency (outdoor adverManchester,
N.
H.,
and
owner
of
29%
iive!-. interest in WLNH Laconia, N. H., uning,ton.
Green,Consulting
Martin engineer
& Ellis, Washingtising), Petersburg. (Mary Peterson,
Craven, WSSV.)
36 Of
Lohnes & Culver, Washington. Appli- his wife, owns remaining 5% of
eood
cant is licensee of WFPG-AM-FM AtCity. Principals
Chaira pro)kmanlanticof the
Board Jackinclude:
N. Berkman
nd as VIDEO CHANNELS
(10%),
attorney
in
Steubenville,
Ohio,
and owner of minority interest in PRO GRID GAMES
Four Applications Filed WSTV
I.p; in
Steubenville, WPIT Pittsburgh
Atlantic, Miller Buy TV
NUMBER of new and amended and WBMS Boston; President Fred
executive vice presi- ATLANTIC Refining Co., Philatelevision station applications filed Weberdent of (30%),
Executive
Presdelphia, which cancelled
its schedwith the FCC since April 14 was
identWBMS;
John J. Laux
(10%), Vice
executive
ule of college
football broadcasts
raised to 23 last week with total vice president
of
WSTV
WPIT
WBMS
because
of
the
NCAA
ban
[B*T,
of four more requests for stations and owner of WJJL Niagara Falls,
tendered.
May 19], Co.,
has Milwaukee,
joined with toMiller
N. Y.; Vice President Louis Berkman Brewing
buy
WFMJ - AM - FM Youngstown, (10%), president of Louis Berkman 1952 TV coverage of three National
Ohio, which had filed an amended Co. (steel brokers, mfrs. and fabri- Professional
Football
League
team
cators) and owner
application seeking UHF Channel
est in WSTV
WPIT ofandminority
WBMS; interVice schedules.
33 [B*T, May 19], filed a modi- President
Myer
Wiesenthal
The contract calls for DuMont
fication to its request. It decided owner of Sample Furniture Co.,(10%),
Steunetwork telecasts of 52 league
to ask for UHF Channel 73, inb
e
n
v
i
l
e
,
a
n
d
owner
of
minority
ingames
the New York
stead, and filed new engineering
and WBMS; Treasurer Giants, involving
Philadelphia Eagles and
data with the Commission. Chief Richardterest in WPIT
Teitlebaum (10%), former Pittsburgh
Steelers, plus full raEngineer Frank A. Dieringer said owner of ladies ready-to-wear shop
dio coverage by the same firms.
the decision to change channels was and owner of minority interest in
The schedule provides for telemade to permit the use of a pro- WSTV WPIT and WBMS; Allen H.
casts of all 12 Giants games on
attorney
Pittsposed site on Mabel Street in Berkmanburgh and (10%),
owner
ofWBMS
minorityandininterest
seven network stations and six road
Youngstown. The station will cost in WSTV
WPIT
WJPA
nearly a million dollars, will have Washington, Pa.; Helen Teitlebaum games by the eighth, WABD (TV)
a 1,000 ft. antenna and an ERP (10%), minority owner of WPIT and New York, which with Newark,
of 201 kw visual.
WBMS, and Richard Teitlebaum N. J., are to be blacked out for
Other applications came from (10%), assistant treasurer for Love- home contests. Six road games of
West Palm Beach, Fla., Atlantic man, Berger & Teitlebaum Depart- the Eagles are to be carried by
mentnorityStore,ownerNashville,
and mi- WFIL-TV Philadelphia, WDELCity, N. J., Lawton, Okla., and
of WPIT Tenn.,
and WBMS.
TV Wilmington, Del. and WGALPetersburg, Va.
TV Lancaster,
sixSouthern Enterprises, Montgame
schedule is Pa.
slatedSteelers'
for WDTV
t
YOUNGSTOWN,
Ohio—
The
Vingomery, Ala., headed by Dr. J.
dicator
Printing
Co.,
UHF
Ch.
73
(824(TV)
Pittsburgh
and
W
J
AC-TV
Randolph Penton Jr., physician, 830 mc), ERP 201.4 kw visual; an- Johnstown, Pa.
tenna height above average terrain
plans to amend its television apStations in Binghamton, Boston,
plication to request UHF Channel 956 ft., above ground 1,000 ft. [This
20, it was announced last week. is modification of amendment to ap- Providence, New Haven, Schenectplication already on file; see B«T,
ady, Syracuse and Utica will carry
The company says coverage will be
within a 25-mile radius with 115 May 19].
the entire Giants' slate and chamkw ERP. Antenna height will be
games underby thethe "blackf LAWTON, Okla.— Oklahoma Qual480 ft. Woodley C. Campbell,
out" policypionshipinstituted
league
Bcstg.kwCo.,visual;
Ch. 7antenna
(174-180height
mc), last fall.
Montgomery attorney and one of ERP ity9.73
nine business and professional men above average terrain 541 ft., above
Contract
was
signed
in
Philadelassociated with Dr. Penton, said ground 520 ft. Estimated construction
last week by representatives
there are three applications for the cost $175,000, first year operating cost of thephiasponsors,
their agencies, the
$78,000, revenue
$90,000.
Studio
and three clubs and NPFL
VHF channels in Montgomery. transmitter
Comr. Bert
location
four
miles
East
Since there is still another UHF
Bell.
Negotiations
were handled
35°
35'
31"
N.
Lat.,
98°
channel, Mr. Campbell said the of19' Lawton,
08" W. Lcng.Legal
Transmitter
RCA, for Atlantic by N. W. Ayer & Son,
group expects to get a grant within antenna
counsel Lyon,
Philadelphia, and for Miller by
a year — unless someone else decides Wilner & RCA.
Bergson, Washington. Con- Mathisson
to file for Channel 20. Cost of the
& Assoc. Inc., Milsulting engineer William D. Buford,
station is estimated at $326,000.
Lawton, Okla. Applicant is licensee waukee.
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WREATH of vegetables was presented
by Ted vision
Bergmann
(I), DuMont
Network sales
director,Tele-to
Richard E. Jones, newly-appointed
manager
DTN's key
station,wasWABDthe
(TV) Newof York.
Occasion
official
separation
of and
DTN'snetwork
sales
departments
into local
operations, with Mr. Jones heading
the local division and Mr. Bergmann
continuing as network sales chief
[B*T, May 12.]
TV Cut Advance
Sales 40%
GIANTS'
CLAIM
LIVE telecasts
were
a
"great 40%influence" leading to a nearly
drop in advance reserved seat ticket
sales for its home football games
from 1946 through 1950, the New
York Giants professional football
club charged last Wednesday. It
steered away, however, from any
"complete
indictment
of television."
This claim
was recited
by John
V. Mara, Giants president, in an
answer trusttosuitthe
government's
antiagainst
the National
Professional Football League and
its member teams. It was filed in
U. S. District Court at Philadelprior totothetheMaysuit.21 deadlinephiaforjustreplies
The suit, filed by the Dept. of
Justice,
NPFL'sof itsaction
limiting charges
live telecasts
gamesin
last fall violated the Sherman
Anti-Trust Act. Federal Judge Allan K. Grim set a hearing for
June 16.
Despite the government's comfootballthree
"blackout"
violatesplaint thatthethe law,
NPFL
teams — including the Giants —
completed television contracts under which all 1952 home games of
each club would be blacked out in
local areas (see adjoining story).
In his answer Mr. Mara explained
that as ceivers
the increased
number
videoYork
rein theof New
area from 1946 to 1950, the sale of
reserved seats declined. In the
first year, he said, there were
30,000 TV sets and advance seat
sales reached 91.5% of all reserved
seats. Other data: 1947, 87.5%;
1948, 86%; 1949, 73%, and 1950,
52.5%. available.
Figures for 1951 were not
made
The answer said in part:
We recognize that these figures in
themselves do not necessarily constitute any complete indictment of
television
as theof sole
the economics
our factor
business.affecting
However, it has to be recognized
that television was more than a straw
in theful . .wind,
and was ona newattendance.
and power. influence
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One of the biggest decisions that prospective telecasters must
make tionis ofwhere
TV broadcasting
antennato hang
sites their
is difficult
enough ifantennas.
governedTheonlyselecby
economic and technical considerations, but in recent weeks it has
become additionally complicated by another factor. Aircraft
interests, fearfully envisioning forests of high towers rising all
over the country, intend to have a say in where towers are put.
One solution to the problem is multiple operation from a single
tower, like the Empire State Building TV complex in New York.
Here's a detailed explanation of the planning and installation of
the five-station Empire State tower, as told by the attorney who
negotiated the whole arrangement. Mr. Ruddock is a partner
in the law firm of Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft, counsel for
the Empire State Bldg. He also represented the five stations in
their relations with RCA, which built the equipment, and B.
Eichwald & Co.. the electrical contractors.

ANTENNA

LOCATION

— The Big Decision Facing Telecasters
By MALCOLM I. RUDDOCK
one for
LEM televisnumber
PROBevery
ion station is to
have as distant a horizon as
possible.
Within the past year a dramatic
change in the skyline of New York
City has been brought about solely
as an answer to that problem. A
new 222-foot-tall multiple television
tower has been erected on top of
the Empire State Building, the
world's tallest, and by last Dec. 14
five of the major TV stations, including al the network outlets,
were broadcasting from it.
Five high-power transmitters
were installed in the upper floors
of the building, and power lines,
de-icing equipment and more than
75 separate broadcasting screens
were installed on the tower.
The compelling reasons that led
these five New York stations to
cooperate in establishing a joint
tower location should exist in any
city which has been allocated five
or more TV stations by the FCC.
In all such cities one of the stations
has been reserved for non-commercial, educational television while
the other four or more are for commercial use.
Joint Locations in Use
Until last April 14 the only cities
in the country which had been
allocated
five TVsix stations wereasNewmanyYorkas with
and
Los Angeles with seven. In each
of these cities, significantly enough,
there has already been joint exploitation and use of the highest
and best transmitter location. In
New York City the multiple TV
tower was erected on the top of the
Empire State Building, with a
maximum height of 1,445 feet above
the average terrain. In Los Angeles
all seven stations have located anPage 82 • May 26, 1952

tennas adjacent to each other on
Mt. Wilson with a height above the
average terrain varying from 2,345
feet to 3,100 feet.
In the new station allocations
announced on April 14, a total of
50 cities in the continental United
States are allocated five or more
TV stations. In the great majority
of these cities, there is no convenient mountain, such as Mt. Wilson in Los Angeles, on which to
erect separate small antenna poles
or towers on a great natural elevation. Therefore, in most of these
cities each of the five or more
station antennas must be held high
in the air on a man-made structure.
In each case it is probable that an
elevation of at least 1,000 feet
above the average terrain will be
desired. Shall five such towers be
built in every city ? If, as estimated
by WTMJ-TV in Milwaukee, a 1,000
foot tower will cost $292,000 without antennas and equipment, the
total cost of five antennas in one
moderate sized city, each duplicating this basic expense, would intolerably burden the development
of the best television service.
Furthermore, in most cities there
probably are not as many as five
satisfactory locations.
(A list of cities to which five or
more TV channels have been allocated begins at the right.)
In all of these cities, as stations are authorized and built,
the competitive cycle which has
about run its course in New
York City and Los Angeles will
come into play and will force each
of these stations to struggle to
have as high and as central an antenna location as any competitor.
This struggle will be greatly enhanced by the fact that the FCC in
its April 14 report also removed

the powersociatedlimitation
with antennaformerly
heights as-in
excess of 500 feet.
Under the new rules, full power
is authorized with antennas up to
1,000 feet in height in the northeastern part of the United States
(wherecloser
population
is denser
cities
together)
and up andto
2,000 feet in the rest of the
country. Consequently, an added incentive isgiven for taller antennas.
The Commission in its report
also discussed recommendations it
had received to make the use of
common antenna sites mandatory.
By "common
site," useof
course,
is meantantenna
the multiple
of a single location as has been
done in New York City. After
reaffirming
existingwillCommission rule thatthea license
not be

grantedtion which
or renewed
to anyor TVretains
stamonopolizes
the exclusive use of a markedly
superior antenna location, it states:
While we encourage licensees to
use common
antennas
possible, we believe
that where
we should
not
impose
such
a
requirement
without further exploration of the
problems
such a rule.which might arise from
It would seem likely that in at
least some
communities,
telecasters wilother
be considering
multiple
antenna operation. The experience of WABD (TV), WCBS-TV,
WJZ-TV, WNBT (TV) and WPIX
(TV) New York in this regard may
be interesting to those considering
similar undertakings.
The New York venture drama(Continued on page 101)

Following is a tabulation of 50 cities to which the FCC has allocated
five or more TV channels. Existing stations and antenna heights are
shown, and notations made as to the heights of taller existing buildings
in cities having buildings more than 300 feet tall.
Present No. Total allocated
of TV in April
14th Heights
existing terrain
antennas
Stations
Report
aboveof average
nd Red Top Mt. 750 and 875 ft.
Little Rock, Ark. None 5
None
Fresno, Caiif. None 5
None
2,345 to 3,100 ft.
710 ft.
Antenna located on Mt. Soledad
San Francisco
3
10
540,
1,100,
Note: Hopkins
Present antennas
located buildings
on Mt. Sutro,
Bruno
Mt., Russ
andand 1,325 ft.
Mark
Hotel.
Theare
tallest
inbuttheSan
cityhilly
are terrain
the
Bldg.
(408
ft.)
and
the
Shell
Bldg.
(380
ft.),
the
of
the larcitybuilding
may incompletely
advantage
consideringnegate
height anyaboveheight
average
terrain. of a particuPueblo, Colo.
Washington, D. C

None 5
None
4
6
330, 460, 515, 587 ft.
(Continued on page 99)
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DAY

On the evening of May 5th, 825,000 South Floridians had the opportunity
to view presidential timber — Candidates Russell and Kefauver were
going to debate the issues of the Nation on WTVJ, Florida's First TV
Station — All that day tension mounted — TV sets were checked — The
verbal battle of the cen.tury was on deck — For some 75 minutes two
presidential
told thestandards.
people inPeople
WTVJ'swatched
coverageand why
they
should
carry aspirants
the Democratic
listened,
This was democracy in action. The next day was their day.
PRIMARY DAY. VOX POPULI!
TELEVISION STATION
With their finger on the pulse of the people, WTVJ programs
what SOUTH FLORIDA wants to see and hear.

ANOTHER REASON WTVJ

IS YOUR BEST BUY IN SOUTH FLORIDA!

COPYRT 1952 — MEDIA, INC.
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'Sooner' Walker
BMI TV Clinics
• (Continued fn >m page 80)
FCC Charrman Paul A.
about size and location of studios — cameras and the like. A more
Walker's reference at the
basis is for time to be sepabased on the station's program am- honest rated
NARTB convention in Chifrom any other charges in
bitions— the people who are workcago April 2 [B»T, April 7]
ing on the programs should be the the basic rate, he said. Mr. Damm
to the then-impending TV
ones to suggest plan requirements. also recommended to future TV
allocation
freeze lift Cherokee
as similar to the Oklahoma
Lack of acceptance in the minds
that they eliminate local
of the advertisers is the major managers
Strip
land
rush
in
1889
has
rates,
charging
only
spot
and
netobstacle that all broadcast media
work. WTMJ-TV charges $800 per
brought him honorary memon a spot basis, $1,150 for the
have today, Paul Adanti, vice presi- hour
bership
in
the
Oklahoma
Broadcasters Assn. OBA
dent and general manager of network.
President Allan Page, in a
WHEN (TV) Syracuse, observed.
Mr. Damm has also eliminated
letter last week to Comr.
Whereas newspapers, magazines the discount structure used in raand billboards have advertiser acsaying "you
have to be-do
Walker,
"Your
ceptance, broadcast media are not it indio TV."
remarks said
. . . inwerepart:
first-hand
The don't
differential
evidence that you are one of
tween
spot
and
network,
with
highgenerally
regarded
as
"must-buy
our best boosters for the
er rates for the latter, establishes
media" he said, indicating that the
problem is long range and will have the principle that the advertiser is
great
state offeels
Oklahoma.
...
The board
that your
to be overcome
gradually.
Adverpaying
for
coaxial
charges,
he
said.
tiser confidence will have to be
loyalty to Oklahoma entitles
Other recommendations : Stay
built up, not only through the spon- away from downtown congested
you toship inanourhonorary
memberassociation
(for
sor's own long-term experience in areas; split your radio and TV
television, but also through the sales
which)
you
are
charged
with
forces; operate TV on one
. . . continuing . . . the policy
floor;
allow
as
much
storage
space
broadcaster's
making
certain
that
the vehicle and sales message used as studio room; build high doors
of promoting the traditions
by that advertiser are the most and use dollies; own your own
and opportunity of the State
effective possible.
shows
and
use
regular
staff,
memPredicting that people will gain
bers, and slot participations into
of Oklahoma."
more knowledge of world events local shows.
DuMONT REPORTS
throughfore, television
than
ever
beAlso
appearing
at
the
first
of
A. A. Schechter, general
two-day session was Mr.
Decrease in 12-Wk. Period
executive of the NBC-TV network, the
Swezey, who again spoke on "Every BOARD of directors of Allen B.
urged his audience to "wake peo- Town
a Showtown,
— Yeah?"
York reportUSApage
80].
DuMont Labs on May 21 declared
TV." programming
Basing his anal-on [see New
lysisple upofwithnews
More than 120 station executives regular quarterly dividend of 25
NBC-TV's two-hour Today, he ex- from
the
Midwest
attended
the
on outstanding preplained that the morning program Thursday and Friday meetings. cents perferredshare
stock, payable July 1 to
gives immediately what people in The
stockholders of record at close of
Thursday
session
was
opened
small communities, otherwise de- by BMI President Haverlin, who business June 13.
pendent on local papers only, somethe chairman of the
Additionally,
has re-a
times wait hours for: first-hand introduced
clinic, Mr. Clipp.
leased followingcompany
table showing
world news.
decrease
in
sales
and
net
Morning speakers were George according to summary for 12 profits
Chairmen
of the half-day
ses- Heinemann,
program manager, ended March 23, compared to weeks
sions were Theodore
C. Streibert,
same
WNBQ
(TV)
Chicago
on, Tech"Art, period a year ago: 12 weeks ended
president of WOR-TV New York, Scenic Effects and
Camera
Monday morning; Mr. Lasky, Mon- Mr. Swezey.
3/23/52 $18,851,000
3/25/51
niques," and Mr. Lasky, along with Soles $15,960,000
day afternoon; Mr. Swezey, TuesNet Profit
114,000 1,022,000
day morning, and Craig Lawrence,
Number
of
Common
The
afternoon
schedule
featured
general manager of WCBS-TV the chairman, Frank Fogarty, genShares Outstanding
at End Per
of Period
New Robinson
York, substituting
for Hub-of
Share 2,361,054 2,361,054
eral manager, WOW-TV Omaha, Earned
bell
Jr., vice president
and
Mr.
Damm,
along
with
Mr.
After
Preferred
DivCBS-TV, Tuesday afternoon.
idends .035 .42
In the open forum following the Holden and Mr. Clipp.
Friday agenda included Jules
close of the clinic, Gaines Kelley,
director of TV operaWMFY-TV Greensboro, N. C, Herbuveaux,
tions, NBC Chicago, as chairman IIT ASKS FORD
moved that a vote of thanks be
of
the
morning
session, and Mr.
given BMI for its sponsorship of
For $4 Million TV Grant
the sessions which were arranged Lasky for the afternoon. Speakers
were
Bruce
Wallace,
manager, pub- ILLINOIS Institute of Technology,
through the New York planning
committee: Mr. Clipp, Mr. Larsen,
lic service broadcasts, WTMJ-AM- on behalf of the Chicago groups
Dick Pack of WNBT, Jerry Lyons, TV, "Public Service Program- which propose to operate educaming"; Walter Preston, WBKB
WABD (TV), Hal Hough of WJZtional VHF Channel 12, has petitioned the Ford Foundation for a
TV, Mr. Holden and Dick Doan (TV) Chicago, "Programming for
and Mr. Lawrence of WCBS-TV. TV as a Sales Medium"; Jay Far- grant of $4,250,000. This was
reported
in Chicago last week by
aghan,
"Film
At Chicago Sessions
Buying —WGN-TV
Film CostsChicago,
and Problems
President John Rettaliata, who
Those attending the Chicago of Film Operations"; Mr. Lund, IIT
said
the
sum
would cover building
clinic in the Palmer House were and Walt Emerson, ABC Chicago construction and
told how WTMJ-TV Milwaukee attorney, "Music Clearance and for
four years. operation costs
saved $96,000 last year because it
this amount, $800,000 yearly,
A clinic opens today (Monday) or Of$3,200,000,
wrote separate contracts for talent Copyrights."
would be allocated
and production charges and for in Los Angeles.
to actual operating expenses, intime costs. Walter Damm, vice
cluding
building
maintenance, perpresident in charge of radio for the
sonnel,
administration andabout
produc-$1
Journal Co. and general manager
tion.
The remainder,
of WTMJ-AM-TV, gave this re- Poppy Drive Films
million,
would
be
used
for
conTELEVISION Screen Productions,
All TV costs he said, citing BMI, New York, has completed two film mitter. struction ofthe station and transport.
ASCAP and film fees, are predi- spots — 20 seconds and 30 seconds — ■
cated on time charges, and these for the American Legion Auxiliary
additional costs for such services poppy campaign. Films have been GEORGE CARSONcaster-anPUTNAM,
newsouncer, KT V (TV) Hollysent to all TV stations for showing
will
go
if the basic
wood, filed bankruptcy proceedings in
includes upallowance
for time
such charge
extras during the campaign which begins U. S. District
Court and
with assets
liabilities
as rehearsal, talent, music fees, shortly and runs until Labor Day.
ported as $79,501.89
$250.reBROADCASTING
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This

Can

Man

Sell

Beer

in

Baltimore
(AUTOMOBILES IN AMES-DES MOINES OR GROCERIES IN GRAND RAPIDS)

YOU CAN STILL BUY
"DANGEROUS ASSIGNMENT"
EXCLUSIVELY IN THESE
CITIES IF YOU ACT FASTAmes-Des Moines
Grand Rapids
Binghamton
Lancaster
Schenectady
Syracuse
Utica
Wilmington
Providence
Jacksonville
Cleveland
Indianapolis
San Diego

Right today, he is successfully selling beer in Buffalo, Boston and
Birmingham . he's finding customers for cars in Charlotte and Miami . . .
he's moving groceries in Bloomington and Toledo.
He's doing a great job for, 38 different sponsors in 47 television markets.
He is Brian Donlevy of radio, screen and television— star of
"Dangerous Assignment"— NBC's exciting TV film program produced for
exclusive local showing and local sponsorship . ..at local cost.
"Dangerous Assignment" is red-blooded adventure with pay-off ratings.
For instance: 15.2 in New York (ARB) ; 20.5 in Detroit (Pulse) ; 22.0 in Columbus (Pulse) ; 23.5 in San Francisco (Pulse) and 27.5 in Atlanta (Videodex).
"Dangerous Assignment" has mass appeal combined with sales power. And
because it sells for sponsors— it has been sold to sponsors in 47 markets.
For list of sponsors, prices and special audition film . . . phone, write or wire
NBC -TV

Film Syndicate Sales
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, New York

TV Priority List
(Continued from page 79)
imum) and stations in Columbus, VHF channels in the Pittsburgh
area than there is in New York
Ohio, Buffalo and Washington.
Such an outlet, using 3 V2 times City, Los Angeles, Philadelphia,
the present power (16.6 kw) of Washington, Baltimore, Cleveland,
WDTV, would serve a radius of 33 Erie or Columbus where the terrain
miles and 3,421 sq. mi. of Grade A is less severe or as flat as a table
service, he noted.
top." To heequalsaidWDTV's
coverage,
a UHF present
station
Comr. Jones observed FCC's en- will
have
to
radiate
gineering data shows only 156.5
watt of power (1,000 akw).full megamiles separation between Channel
Explaining the various general
4 stations is needed to protect the
Grade A service out to the noise provisions of the Sixth Report,
limitation.
Comr. miJones
reviewedwhich
majorhe preses of his dissent
had
"That is to say," he explained, discussed earlier before the Ohio
"it doesn't make any difference how Assn. of Radio-TV Broadcasters'
many miles co-channel spacing you
have beyond 156.5 miles. If you management clinic in Columbus
separate Channel 4 stations a thou- [B*T, May 5]. He contended the
sand miles, the Grade A service Sixth Report constitutes an "ine of the spectrum" and
does not increase one square mile." creates anef icient us"artificial
scarcity" of
"It seems
ridiculous
to meoutthatof VHF channels.
Channel
4 should
be left
Pittsburgh when there is a 29.8%
Charges 'No Excuse'
increase in Grade A service of the
Holding "there is no excuse for
channel in this area when a Pitts- Pittsburgh,
one of the top 10 marburgh station is added and not one
kets, to be on the bottom of the
square mile of Grade A service is processing line when many smaller
lost by the three existing stations multiple station cities will be proat Washington, Buffalo and Columcessed first,"in Comr.
Jones contended
"the issue
this battle"
is not if
bus," Comr. Jones stated.
the action is just, but whether the
"Since
we
do
have
unusually
rugged terrain in the Pittsburgh Sixth Report will hold up in court.
area," Comr. Jones continued,
Comr. Jones observed that "They
"there is more excuse to put more [the Commission] sit in a bomb-

Washington
Watches

||||^
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Jtw ofe

"CISCO KID"
6:30 p.m. — Sunday
This utop
film series,
led in a Western
choice Sunday
eveningschedspot,
garnered a rating of 21.7 (ARB,
April mer1952).
What
a
show
for
sumselling!
NOW AVAILABLE FOR SPONSORSHIP

Watch
Washington
Among all cities of over 50,000 population, Washington
has climbed during the past year from tenth to eighth
place in food store sales, from sixth to fifth in drug store
sales and from seventh to sixth in total retail sales (SM
survey of Buying Power) . . . and you know how much
the kids ran influence these purchases.
wnb
Channel 4
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'BC Television in Washington
i ^presented by NBC Spo/ Sales

Commission's allocation actuall>
insulated shelter,
frominsulated
the from
vote ofelections
any city— contains a median separation of 250
that might be dealt with unjustly miles. Thus, with high towers and
. . . The Commission says to the powers, FCC has inefficiently allocated abig-cityof the
plancountry
upon allas lesser
public: 'Prove I'm wrong. Make a communities
well,
court say I'm arbitrary, unreason- he indicated.
a schematic diagram of
The able,
dissenting
capricious.' "Commissioner told VHFShowing
Channels 7 to 13, using the
his
Pittsburgh
audience
that
"to
median
250-mile
and
recoup the permanent loss of local antenna height 1,000separation
ft. with full
television service . . . the civic re- 316 kw power, Comr. Jones
noted
a
sources of your city and possibly
of 122 miles occurs between
the cities and communities of your space
Grade
B
contours.
He
pointed
out
metropolitan
area will have
mar-a it takes four separate channels to
shal their combined
forcesto in
substantially
an area (tripainstaking,
angular latticecover
concept).
suming effortexpensive,
of factualtime-con(legal,
This
means,
he
stated,
it takes
engineering
and economic) preparation for an administrative
hearing, all 12 VHF channels to give suboral arguments, briefs and very
all loca^or
tions threestantially
GradeeverybodyB atservices
likely,
court appeals."
Comr.successive
Jones further
elaborated better, with the result "you can
practical
points onof Thursday,
his dissentusing
be- have only three channels in any one
fore the FCBA
some of the same visual material particular
Holding location."
that this is the fundaemployed at Pittsburgh.
mental philosophy of the CommisHe cast
toldattorneys
the Washington
broadsion's
plan,
Comr. Jones charged
there is little to
from channels
using a inmaxirecommend the allocation plan, but FCC mumdeviated
of three VHF
one
"a great
of damage"
toit can
the donation
in thedealfuture.
Comr. place, naming Los Angeles and
Jones reiterated his view that FCC New York-Newark, seven each,
Washington and Chicago, four
doesn't have legal authority to and
each. This results in lessened
"prejudge
communitiesthe ofneeds"
the U.of theS. various Grade B service in outlying areas
FCBA, among others, a year ago as supplemental channels are elimunsuccessfully protested the legalinated, he indicated.
ity of the fixed allocation plan.
Suggests Less Spacing
Comr. Jones dissented from the
reducing station spacing to
majority
allocation opinion
at that which
time. upheld the 155Bymiles,
Comr. Jones pointed out,
Contending the Sixth Report puts substantially all Grade A service
is
preserved
and the same four
UHF "behind
Jones
pointed theouteight-ball,"
that the Comr.
VHF
used in the 250-mile conco-channel minimum spacing of 70 channels
provide nearly everyone
miles is disproportionately much with ceptat willleast
one Grade A service
greaterence factors
with than
respect
to
interferinstead
of
Grade B. In addition,
is the 155-mile some locations
will get two Grade
UHF spacing. He reminded the A services, he noted.
group it will take 2,000-ft. UHF
In its petition to reconsider the
antennas to compete with 500-ft.
VHF antennas, placing UHF oper- High Point-Beckley allocation rulators at great financial disadvaning,ationWHPErequirements
pointed setoutforth
the separ17-20 milin the
liontage notVHFconsidering
receiving setthe circulation.
final
plan
"sets
up
new
separation
Comr. Jones noted that the allo- distances which are greater than
cationspetitiplanon, busought
to foster
com- heretofore described and therefore
t 889 cities
are single
channel assignments. He charged cannot be the basis for denying
FCC has wasted signals in the the requests." WHPE explained
East through provision of unneces- that since this new separation "is
sarily high antennas and powers new to the rule-making procedures
and concentration of multiple serv- and was not a part of the original
ices in the large markets. Thus, the notice ... it cannot now become a
rural areas get unequal service even rule and it cannot be the basis for
though the Commission planned for the
rejection of the [WHPE] proVHF stations to cover them.
He noted that between Baltimore
Reconsideration
in the Braddock,
and Washington there are seven
Pa., case is to be sought by Matsignals carrying only four (net- ta
Broadcasting Co., licensee of
work) program
services.
New York,
he noted,
there Around
are 12 WLOA there. Dispute centers on
signals of which eight provide only rejection
posals." of proposed Channel 4 asfour network services.
because separation
beComr. Jones reiterated his earlier
tween thesignment
Braddock
post office
contention that the "firm, fixed and (built in 1892) and WLWC (TV)
final" videallocation
doesn't pro-of Columbus is 169.39 miles. The
as efficient plan
a distribution
specifies 170-mile minimum.
services as would result competi- plan
In Lafayette, KVOL there (Evantively if applicants were free to
geline Broadcasting Co.) plans to
"serve their own selfish interests." petition for reconsideration of
He pointed out that while the FCC's relocation of VHF Channel 5
plan sets a VHF minimum co-chan- at Alexandria, La., substituting
nel separation of 170 miles, the UHF Channel 67 at Lafayette.
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YOU

WANT

COVERAGE?

Say"WHEN"
TELEVISION

Sound programming that creates viewer preference, plus
smart merchandising, makes
WHEN your best TV "buy" in
Central New York. Here's a
rich market that will look at
your product, listen to your
story, and buy, when you Sell
via WHEN.

YOU'LL

GET
RESULTS

ON CENTRAL NEW YORK'S MOST
LOOKED AT TELEVISION STATION
Represented Nationally
By fhe KATZ AGENCY
ABC • DUMONT
CBS
WHEN
TELEVISION
SYRACUSE
Page

A MEREDITH TV STATION
• May 26, 1952

Senators Spark Funds Drive
FCC EXAMINERS
TWELVE influential Senators last
the people
"far trans1,000 applications
"pend- its value
cend the toproblem
of whether
the
week challenged the Congress as more ingthan
and clamoring
for immediate
well as the FCC to get television action" and the Commission "must FCC is entitled to 10 employes or
adopt a scrupulously careful
toshortest
all of time
the nation's
possible. people in the method of processing these appli- 10,000
employes."
® "Besides
a most fascinating form of being
entertainment
and
The usualunique
move,
the
more
uneducation,
television
is certain to
in an economy legislature,
9
The
current
seven
examiners
become
a
major
element
in
grew with agreement a fortnight cations."
(who should handle about 10 to 15 American economy with respect theto
ago that Senate Interstate & For- applications per year) "are used the
of people employed,
mem- for all types of hearings . . . and moneynumber
invested and a new and
berseignshouldCommerce
ask forCommittee
additional funds
we are informed they now have a
to enable the Commission to tackle heavy workload on problems wholly forceful device through which products are sold to the general
an increasing workload of TV ap- unrelated to the licensing of new
television stations which will keep
plications [B»T, May 19].
There are no party lines in the
0 "By an appropriation of
many months."
Senators' call. Both Democrats them tied up forAnnual
Report of $800,000 Congress can set in motion
and Republicans on the commerce the9 FCCSeventh
"reveals
that
there
were
a chain reaction which in two years'
committee joined in sponsorship pending, as of June 30, 1951, 1,000 time
will create $3 billion in busiof a proposed amendment to the broadcast applications in the radio
ness. These figures are ultra con1953 Independent Offices Appro- AM field and 186 in the radio FM
public."
field. ... If you were an applicant,
p
r
i
a
t
i
o
n
s
B
i
l
.
Concluding
paragraph of the
That bill, already cut nearly $2 an outright death sentence likely servative."
follows:
million by the House, is under con- would be far better than a notice letter
sideration of Sen. Burnet R. May"We ought not shirk our duty.
delay." Assigned
We ought to appropriate the money
bank's
(D-S. C.) appropriations of indefinite
Team Already
subcommittee.
to
the recruiting of the
© An examiner team has been 20 authorize
examiner teams or frankly tell
The commerce
group's
amendassigned
to
an
investigation
and
ment, included in a five-page
involving divestment of the the people that because money is
frankly-worded letter to Chairman hearing
Cable operation from not available for processing their
Maybank, calls for an appropria- International
Western Union. Case is set for television applications they must
June
5.
tion
of
$800,000
"for
salaries,
and
wait 6 to 10 years for TV in many
other expenses necessary for the
"We are convinced that the areas of the U. S."
employment of 20 examiner teams FCC© must
be
given
20
additional
to be used exclusively [by the FCC]
The House last March voted $6,teams for the next two
for processing and hearing tele- examiner
to operate FCC in fiscal
vision applications during the fiscal years to clean up the television log- 108,600
1953. This is $1,966,540 under the
jam
occasioned
by
the
sudden
liftamount
requested in President
ing of the arbitrary freeze. ... It
year ending
Williams1953."
Fails to Sign
will not cost the government any Truman's budget. The Senate had
more to hear these cases during the been expected to restore some of
Only merce
member
the Senate
com- next
group not ofsigning
the letter
two years than it would cost to this cut.
was Sen. John J. Williams (R-Del.). string them out over a period of 10
Most of the Senators signing the
letter are among those who pull
@ Annual salary of an ex- IATSE Wins, Loses
aminer team consisting of exthe most weight. In addition to
Senate Commerce Committee Chairaminer, accountant, engineer, at- IATSE Local 706 last week was
torney, and two clerk-stenographers named over NABET by a 7-0 vote
man Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.) and would
years."total $36,000 a year and as bargaining representative in
Senate Maiority Leader Ernest W.
expenses $4,000, a total sum the National Labor Relations
McFarland (D-Ariz.), they include: travel
of
$40,000 for each team.
Democrats — Sens. Warren G.
9
These
additional teams are Board election for makeup artists
Magnuson (Wash.), Brien Mc- necessary if the
freeze lift is to be and hair stylists at NBC-TV HollyMahon
R. O'Conor
wood. Screen Cartoonists Guild,
(Md.), (Conn.),
Lyndon B.Herbert
Johnson
(Tex.), "meaningful."
9 Increase is not to be made however, won out 5-2 over IATSE
Lester C. Hunt (Wyo.), and Repub- every
at
Cascade
Pictures of California,
year, but only for the time
licans— Sens. Charles W. Tobey
TV film producer.
(N. H.), Owen Brewster (Me.), to "cure the emergency."
Homer E. Capehart (Ind.), John
9 "The welfare of the people
and not the happiness of the FCC
W.
Kern Bricker
(Mo.). (Ohio) and James P. is at stake in this situation. . . . WATV (TV) Move
SIX of the seven New York
applicant is entitled to his
Sen. Johnson of Colorado testi- Every
area TV stations will be
day in court without years of delay
fied before the Maybank subcom- and
transmitting from the top of
it cannot be given to him unmitte
whenit FCC's
appropriationA
the Empire State Bldg. by
less we provide the money to hire
was before
for consideration.
the
minimum
of
examiner
teams.
next winter, following FCC
fortnight ago while hearing the
approval last week of WATV
nomination of Rosel H. Hyde to the
Commission, Sen. Capehart offered
@ "... large percentage of the
(TV) Newark's
long-pending
request
to move there.
WATV
the resolution which culminated in applications
that will go on file
the letter and proposed amendment will probably
(TV)
will
reduce
its radiated
go
to
hearing
because of the limited number of
power
from
30.5
kw
visual
to the funds legislation.
3.4 kw when it makes theto
available in many of the
Outlining the April 14 lifting of channels
move, but its antenna height
cities
...
it
becomes
obvious
.
.
.
the "cruel,derstood
arbitrary
and little
will be increased to 1190 ft.
present situation with
television freeze
. . . unim- that if the
above ground. Its present
to examiners is permitted
posed in September 1948," which respect
transmitter site is atop First
to
remain,
some
applicants
will
not
the committee said came "after 42 know whether they will be granted
Mountain, near West Orange,
months of tortuous delay," the let- TV licenses for many, many years."
N. J., less than 600 ft. above
terrentproceeded
to
describe
the
curaverage
WOR-TV
situation which was said to
@ Congress will not save money
is the. onlyterrain.
New York
outlet
exist at the Commission.
by failing
to
add
the
$800,000
benot
using
the
Empire
State
cause it will have to pay for the
Bldg.
site.
It
has
an
810
Pertinent
points
of
the
Senators'
processing
eventually,
anyhow.
letter were briefly:
tower at North Bergen, N. ft.J.
# The benefits of television and
# It is "reasonable" to expect
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"SPEEDY" THE PIONEER
telestatus
1
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1
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CHANNEL

DIAL SETTING
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ON
WSPD-TV
TOLEDO
with

TELEVISION

SETS

NBC AFFILIATE
STORER BROADCASTING COMPANY
Rep. by The Katz Agency, Inc.
WSPD-TV
CHANNEL 13
TOLEDO, OHIO
at. Sales Hq. 488 Madison Avenue,
New York 22, ELdorodo 5-2455
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ratings for the It
top 10 TV shows,
both
in percentage
ratings The
and
in number
of homes reached.
show stars Lucille Ball and her
husband, Desi Arnaz, and is carried
over CBS-TV Monday, 9-10 p.m.
(EDT). Videodex listings follow:
TVPercent
Homes
4. 1 Love Lucy (CBS)
43.5
52.1
1.2. Talent Scouts (CBS)
Red
Skelter,
(NBC)
3. Godfrey & Friends (CBS)
39.3
39.3
38.7
56. You
Bet Star
Your Theatre
Life (NBC)
Texaco
(NBC)
37.
Prog7. Your
ShowHourof (NBC)
Shows (NBC) 31.8
Comedy
Fireside
Theatre
(NBC)
30.9
10. My Friend Irma (CBS)
30.1 No.31.1
30.2of
2.
TV (000)
Homes
9.A.
Lucy (CBS)
1. 1RedLoveSkelton
7. Texaco Star (NBC)
Theatre
(NBC) 6,352
You
Bet Your
Life (NBC)
5. Comedy
Godfrey
& Friends
(CBS)
6,275
Hour
(NBC)
6,080
5,854
ShowTheatre
of Shows
(NBC) 8,671
8.9. Your
Fireside
(NBC)(NB)
5,012
Philco
TV
Playhouse
4,875
10.6. Talent Scouts (CBS)
4,826
4,793
4,801
Video Being Used
To Treat Cross-Eyes
TV's VALUE in treating crosseyes of children was described to
the Pennsylvania Optometric Assn.
at its 56th annual meeting by Dr.
J. Donald Kratz, associate professor of the Pennsylvania State Col'Lucy' Again Heads
lege of Optometry.
Videodex Top 10 Ratings
The college plans to install TV
sets
in
its eye-straightening clinic,
FOR the second successive month,
I Love Lucy heads the Videodex he said, adding thatCityvideo's use by

SIGNIFICANT improvements have
been made in the RCA tricolor television picture tube, Dr. Elmer W.
Engstrom, vice president in charge
of the RCA Laboratories Div., announced last Thursday.
One of the disadvantages of the
earlier RCA system, it was explained, was that the electron beam
sources have been located at somewhat divergent positions with the
tube,
requiring
of beamdeflection
systemsa number
and a tube
with
three necks. Through a new invention by Alfred C. Schroeder, electrical engineer in RCA Labs., the
electron guns can be placed close
together in a single neck tube, an
arrangement which allows for a
single-beam
deflection
similar to that used
in blacksystem
and white
television.
The improved tube, patented
early this month, has been successfully integrated
TV system,
he said.into RCA's color
Mr. Schroeder, associated with
RCA
receiving
his master's
degreetutesince
Massachusetts
offrom
Technology
in 1937, Instiis on
the staff of the David Sarnoff research center and has spent much
of his time working on color television.

RCA Reports Tricolot
Tube Improvements
(Report 217)
trained personnel is valuable be
cause
holdstypesa child's
attentioi
where itother
of training
aid:
have failed.
'Lucy7, 'Godfrey'
Dominate Latest Nielsen
NATIONAL ratings for top ter
television programs for two weeksending April 26 have been releasee
by A. C. Nielsen Co. as follows:
NUMBER OF TV HOMES REACHED
Rank
Program He(000)
12 Arthur
I Love Godfrey
Lucy (CBS)
10,75:
& Friends
(LiggettStar& Theater
Myers)
(CBS)
7,60!
34 Texaco
(NBC)
7,55'
Red Skelton
(NBC)
7,42
5 Your
Show
of
Shows
(R.
J.
Reynolds)
(NBC)
7,38:
67 You
Bet
Your
Life
(NBC)
7,301
ColgateShowComedy
Hour (NBC) 7,17!
8 Your
of Shows
(Participating)
6,79'
9 Robt.
Presents
(S. C.Montgomery
Johnson &(NBC)
Son) (NBC) 6,671
10 Philco TV Playhouse (NBC) 6,64.
PERIN CENT
OF TV STATION
HOMES REACHED
PROGRAM
AREAS
Rank Program Home%
I Love Lucy (CBS)
63."
213 Arthur
Arthur Godfrey's
Godfrey &Scouts
Friends(CBS) 53.:
(Liggett
&
Myers)
(CBS)
Red Skelton
(NBC)
4649
546 Texaco
Star ofTheater
Your(R. Show
Shows(NBC)(NBC) 46
J. Reynolds)
78 Pabst
You BetBlueYourRibbon
Life (NBC) 44
9 Your Show
of ShowsBouts (CBS) 44
(Participating)
10 Colgate Comedy (NBC)
Hour (NBC) 4444
Copyright 1952 by A. C. Nielsen Co.

26, 1952 — Telecasting Survey
Weekly Television Summary— may
Outlets On Air
Sets in Area Louisville
Sets in Arec
Outlets On Air
WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
Albuquerque
KOB-TV
14,400
Matamoros
(Mexico)Ames
WOI-TV
Brownsville,
Tex
91
,207
150,14;
XELD-TV
WMCT
Atlanta
185,000
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV WLTV
116,00
WTVJ
130,255
Memphis
Baltimore
WAAM,
WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
385,876
Binghamton
Milwaukee
WNBF-TV
20,30
62,400 Minn.-St. Paul WTMJ-TV
Birmingham WTTV
332,46(
90,000
WAFM-TV, WBRC-TV
B'oomington
KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
144,000
322,90(
Nashville
895,141
WSM-TV
Boston
WBZ-TV,
WNAC-TV
New Haven
Buffalo
268,127
WBEN-TV
Orleans WNHC-TV
WBTV
Charlotte
152,096 NewNewark
WDSU-TVWCBS-TV, WJZ-TV, WNBT
Chicago
262,00t
68,41 (
1,133,992
WBKB,
WENR-TV,
WGN-TV,
WNBQ
New York- WABD,
WOR-TV, WPIX, WATV
348,000
Cincinnati
WCPO-TV,
WKRC-TV,
WLWT
WTAR-TV
613,548
Norfolk
Cleveland
WEWS,
WNBK,
WXEL
WKY-TV
277,000 Oklahoma City
92,973
3,059,4001
Columbus
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
115,101
166,000 Omaha
Philadelphia KMTV,
129,43/
WCAU-TV,WOW-TV
WFIL-TV, WPTZ
Da'lasFt. Worth
KRLD-TV,
WFAA-TV,
WBAP-TV
Phoenix
Pittsburgh
98,445
Davenport
KPHO-TV
Moline
1 ,042,00(
Quad Citii s WOC-TV
WDTV
55,1 0C
Include Davenport,
Providence
WHIO-TV,
WLWD Moline, Rock Ise., E. 235,000
393,000
Dayton
Richmond
WJAR-TV
750,000
WTVR
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV,
WXYZ-TV
Detroit
144,0d
212,000
Rochester
162,384 Rock Island WHAM-TV
WICU
Erie
124,345
127,91Cities WHFB-TV
Ft.Dallas
Worth166,000 Salt Quod
Lake City
Include Davenport,
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
217,081
KDYL-TV,
KSL-TV Moline, Rock Ise. E. Moline
Grand
Rapids WBAP-TV,
San
Antonio
San
Diego
WOOD-TV
KEYL- WOAI-TV
Greensboro
WFMY-TV
99,903
141
',000
KFMB-TV
Houston
KPRC-TV
San Francisco
76,655
Hun'ingtonAlbany-Troy KGO-TV,
Charleston WSAZ-TV
SchenectadyWRBG KPIX, KRON-TV
84,750
133,250
Incianapolis
Seattle
232,000
WFBM-TV
56,000
Jacksonville WMBR-TV
KING-TV
78,444
361,000
151,775 St. Louis
KSD-TV
Johnstown
200,040
WJWKZO-TV
AC-TV
Ka'amazoo
Toledo
Tulsa
144,200
WHEN.
WSYR-TV
206,598
209,800
Syracuse
Kansas
City
WSPD-TV
398,000
177,581
KOTV
WDAF-TV
146,631
Lancaster
WKTV
.93,000 Utica-Rome
WGAL-TV
Washington
114,870
158,000
Wilmington
WJIM-TV KFI-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH
Los Angeles KECA-TV,
WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
KNXT, KTLA, KTTV
1,232,000
WDEL-TV
70,000
ons
on
Air
109
101,754
Total Markets on Air 64*
363,54}
Estimated Sets n use 17,076,609
Stat'
* Includes XELD-TV Matamoros, Mexico
Editor's Note:
Totals for
eachofmarket
representareestimated
within
area. Where TVcoverage
areas overlap setelectric
counts may be
partially
duplicated.
Sources
set estimates
basedsomeonsetsdata
from television
dealers,
distributors,
and
manufacturers.
Since
many are
compiled monthly,
may remain
unchanged
in successive circulation
summaries.committees,
Total sets in all companies
areas are
'ily approximate.
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make
small

fry

friends
with
fred

WBTV's own contribution to the cowboy craze,
Fred Kirby corrals an average Videodex rating of
19-0 on his "Junior Rancho" programs (M-W-F,
5-5:30 PM) . Over 2,000 Carolina children have
appeared on the program with Fred since its debut
in September, 1951. Praised by parents, teachers and
civic leaders for its sound contribution to juvenile
ideals, "Junior Rancho" offers advertisers a happy,
hair-trigger reaction to their product appeals.

SERVING THE CAROL infIS
BIGGEST
TtLEVlSl OH AUDIENCE

EFFERSON STANDARD BROADCASTING COMPANY

Represented Nationally by CBS Television Spot Sales
May 26, 1952 •

WAVE-TV

List of Cities
(Continued from page 79)
Group D requests until about November.
The Group A-2 and Group B city
listings issued by FCC follow:
■°
1950 Distance
jc2*'5
Location Population TVto nearest
station

142
1 Denver, Col.
2 Portland, Ore.
170
3 Tampa-St.burg, FlaPeters.
221,419
IN KENTUCKY!
4654
SpringfieldHolyoke, Mass.Ohio 217,060
546 Youngstown,
168,330 130
168,279
7 Wichita,
Flint, Mich.Kan.
163,143 23052
89 Spokane,
Wash.
161,721
Beaumont-Port
Arthur, Tex.
151,544
10 Duluth,
Minn.139,336
Superior, Wis.
1112 Sacramento,
Calif.
137,572
Fort
133,607
Austin,Wayne,
Tex. Ind.
132,459
IN AUDIENCE!
141513 Chattanooga,
Tenn.
131,041
Paso, Ala.
Tex.
130,485
1617 ElMobile,
129,009
Evansville,
Ind.
128,636
1819 Shreveport,
La.
Baton
La. 127,306
125,629
2021 Knoxville,
Scranton,Rouge,Pa.
125,536
Tenn.
124,769
2223 Savannah,
Ga.
119,638
South
Bend,
Ind.
24 Peoria,
III. Tex. 115,911
Corpus Christ!,
106,525
262527 Montgomery,
Ala. 108,287
WITH LOCAL ADVERTISERS!
Little
Rock,
Ark.
2829 Lincoln,
Neb.
102,213
98,884
Jackson,
Miss.
(22.5% more!)
98,271
30 Madison, Wis.
96,056
31 Wheeling,
W. Va.Steubenville,
Ohio 94,763
3233 Rockford,
III.
Mich.
92,927
92,918
3435 Saginaw,
Roanoke,
Va.
91,921
Fresno, Calif.
91,669
36 Brownsville-HarlingenWeslaco, S.Tex.C.
3738 Columbia,
86,914
Waco, City,
Tex. Iowa 90,160
39
Sioux
1
WITH NATIONAL ADVERTISERS!
4041 Manchester,
N. H. 84,706
83,991
81,628
82,732
Springfield,
III.
42
Columbus,
Ga.
79,611
(13.0% more!)
4344 Topeka,
78,791
St. Joseph,Kan.Me.Mo.
78,588
45
Portland,
77,634 5998
4647 Wilkes-Barre,
Amarillo, Tex. Pa.
76,826
74,246
48 Charleston, W. Va. 73,501
2474463
4950 Cedar
Rapids,
Iowa 72,296 269
134
Lubbock,
Tex.
71,747
51 Augusta, Ga.
71,508
52 Durham, N. C.
71,311
70,853
5453 Stockton,
Macon, Ga.Calif.
70,252 5049
5556 Charleston,
S.
C.
IN COVERAGE!
Wichita Falls,
Tex. 70,174
68,042 144
5758 Springfield,
Mo.
66,731
Galveston,III.Tex.
105
66,568
5960 Decatur,
WAVE-TV has perfect recep66,269
Raleigh, N. C.
65,679 7265
tion sn the Metropolitan Area.
61 Waterloo, Iowa
65,198
62 Terre Haute, Ind.
WAVE-TV's PLUS is that in
64,214 250
Pueblo,
Col.
outlying "fringe" areas, 63.1% of
6463 San
Bernardino,
Calif. 63,685
63,058 52
65 Champaignall TV homes "get" WAVE-TV
Urbana,City,III. N
62,397
more clearly than Station "B"!
66 Atlantic
61 ,657
67 Muncie, Ind.
58,479
68 Greenville, S. C
58,161
6970 Gadsden,
Ala.
55,725
Lexington, Ky.
55,534
7172 Asheville,
Pittsfield, Mass.
53,348
N.
C.
53,000
73
Green
Bay,
Wis,
52,735
WAVE-TV
74 Sioux Falls, S.
52,696
7576 Bay
City,
Mich.
52,523
CHANNEL 5
Orlando,
Fla.
52,367
7778 San
Angelo,
Tex
52,093
Laredo, Tex.
51,910
7980 Warren,
Lima, OhioOhio
NBC • ABC • DUMONT
50,246
49,856
Y.
8182 Dubuque,
Eh N. Iowa
49,716
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
49,671
8384 Muskegon,
Mich.
48,429
Fort Smith, Ark.
47,942
85 Lynchburg, Va.
47,727
47,535
8687 Riverside,
la Crosse, Calif.
Wis.
46,764
8889 Tuscaloosa,
Ala.
46,396
PETERS> IncFREE &Representatives
3a National
4^»
90 Abilene,
Colorado Tex.Springs, 45,570
Exclusive
Col.
45,472
91 Tucson, Ariz.
45,454
1Benito,
IncludesTex.populations
of
Mercedes
San
pursuant to footnote 1 and
of Table
of Assignments.
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1950 Distance
nearest
tion TVto station
163
Popula\Z92a.Williamsport,
Location
93 Wilmington, N.Pa.C. 45,043 90
9495 Santa
Barbara, Calif. 45,047
44,913 17560
9697 Mansfield,
Pensacola, Ohio
Fla.N. Y. 43,564
Jamestown,
43
West Palm
9998 Salem,
Ore. Beach, Fla. 43,479
43,162 139
43,354
100
Sheboygan,
Wis.
43,140
46
53
101
41 ,893 190
102 Meridian,
Quincy,
III.Miss.La. 42,365
no
41 ,450 138
103
Lake
Charles,
4141,272
,084 6870
104
Oshkosh,
Wis.
105 Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 41 ,023 465
126
106 Zanesville,
Lewiston, Me.Ohio
107
108 Tyler,
Great Tex.
Falls, Mont. 40,974 53
109
40,517
39,214
110
38,9681 10249
111 Joplin,
Kokomo,Mo.Ind.
38,71
21578
112
Monroe,
La.
113
Yakima,
Wash.
no95
38,672 210
38,572
114 Danville,
Fargo, N.III.D.
38,486
115
37,864
116
Cumberland,
Md.
38,256
4882
117 Muskogee,
Biloxi, Miss.Okla.
37,425
37,679
118
119
Pine
Bluff, Ark.S. C. 37,289
37,162 14053
120
Spartanburg,
36,795
121
Hagerstown,
Md.
36,260 628044
122
Eou
Claire,
Wis.
123
Enid,
Okla.Ore.
36,058 24962
124
Eugene,
36,017 53
125
Port
Huron,Ind.Mich.
35,879
126
Elkhart,
35,725
127 Easton, Pa.
35,646
35,632 16541.5
128
Lafayette,
Ind.
60
129
Hazleton,
Pa.
130 Danville, Va.
35,568 4257
35,491
131
Alexandria,
La.
34,913
132
Bakersfield,
35,066
34,784 60679778
133
Lawton,
Okla.Calif.
134
Fayetteville,
N.
C.
10689
135 Watertown,
Boise, Ida.
34,715 295
34,757
34,393
136
34,163
137 Bloomington, N.III.Y. 34,350
138
Wash.
81
139 Bellingham,
Appleton,
34,112
140
Owensboro,Wis.Ky.
34,010 1708580
141
Ottumwa,
Iowa
118
95
142
33^651
33,631
143 Hutchinson,
Lafayette, La.Kan.
132
33,575 360
144
Butte,
Mont.
145
33,541
146 Burlington,
Paducah, Ky.Vt.
33,155
110
120
33,251
147 Bristol,
Tenn.-Va.
32,828 183
Bristol,
148
Reno,
Nev.
32,725 118
149
Clarksburg, Mo.W. Va. 32,496
150
38589
32,014
151 Columbia,
Cheyenne, Wyo.
,974 470
3131 ,935
152
Billings,
Mont.
153
Bangor, Me. III.
31,834
31 ,558 15240.21
154
155 Galesburg,
Albany, Ga.
31,425
31,155
30,'851 200
156 Anniston, Ala.
31 066 16075
157
Lakeland, Fla.Iowa
158 Burlington,
155
30,613
159
New
London,
Conn.
1485544
160
Wausau,
Wis.
30,551
57
161
Oak
Ridge,
Tenn.
30,414
162 Jackson, Tenn.
55
30,207
30,229
163
Daytona
Beach,
Fla.
30,187 8575
164 Salinas-Monterey,
Calif.
30,122 138597558
165 Marion, Ind.
166 Greenville,
Fond du Lac,Miss.Wis. 29,936
30,081
167
168 Parkersburg,
Rochester, Minn.
29,885 8145
169
W. Va. 29,936
170
Rome,
Ga.
29,684
171 Beloit, Wis.
29,615 11069
172
Odessa,
Tex. Miss. 29,590
173
Hattiesburg,
174
Sandusky,
Ohio
29,495
175 Hot
Fairmont,
Va.
29,474 2856568
29,346
176
Springs,W. Ark.
29,375
185
177
Northampton,
Mass.
29,063
29,307 49
178 Kingston,
N.Minn.Y.
179
St.
Cloud,
28,817
180 Athens, Ga.
58
28,410
28,180
181
Santa
M.
182 Ma^on
Concord,Fe,City,N.N. H.Iowa
27,998 9065
183
27 980 160
184
Virksburg.
948 105
185
JohnsonMount,
City,Miss.Tenn. 27!27,864
186
187 Rocky
Manitowoc, Wis.N. C. 27,697 165855670
188
27,598
189 Tallahassee,
Iowa City, IowaFla.
27,212
190
Gainesville,
Fla.N. D. 27,237
26,861 27065
191
Grand
Forks,
12859
192 Sharon, Pa.
26,836
26,454
193
Key
West,
Fla.
26,433
194
Salina,
Kan.
26,176
16051
195 Pocatello, Ida.
145
195
Charlottesville,
Va. 26,131
25,969 16253
197
Kankakee,
III.
193 Panama City, Fla. 25,856 250
12043
199 Roswell,
N. M.
25,738 420
25,814
200
Temple, Tex.
25,467 65
201
Rapid
City, S.IowaD.
25,310
202
Fort Dodge,
203 Jefferson
City, Mo. 25,115
1106065
25,099 135
25,038
204
Laurel, Miss.
205
Winona,
Minn.
100
25,031 165
206
la Grange, Ga.
25,025
207
24,899
24,753
208 Janesville,
Texarkana, Wis.
Tex.
209 Las Vegas, Nev.
24,624 255

1950 Distance
neare
160
tion
TV
static
Populato
105
Location
.£210_i 0-0Longview,
■
Tex. Wash.
2154540.1
211
Walla
Walla,
212
Florence,
Ala.
24,502
213 Findlay, Ohio
24,102
42
23,845
214 Casper,
Ashtabula,Wyo.Ohio
23,879 320
215
216
Norwich, Me.Conn.
23,696 125
23,673
217 Auburn,
23,134
95
218
Austin,
23,429
23,100 205
219
Dorado,Minn.
220 ElEureka,
Calif.Ark.
45
23,058 225
23,076
105
221
Wilson,
N.
C.
222 Selma,
Olean, Ala.
N. Y.
23,010 6078
22,884
223
132
224
Natchez,
Miss.
225 Grand Island, Neb. 22,840
22,682 12565
226
Gulfport, Miss.N. Y. 22,740
227
Middletown,
22,659
228
Florence, S.Mont.
C.
22,586 110
22,513
229
Missoula,
22,485 14068
230
Freeport,
III.
231
Marshall,
Tex.
22,327 445
22,467
232
Minot,
N. D. Calif.
3989855
233
Santa
Cruz,
22,032
21,970
45
234 Richland,
Pekin, III. Wash.
21,858
160
235
236
2121,713
,809 275
237 Midland,
Paris, Tex.Tex.
95
238 Dothan, Ala.
2121,643
,584 175
100
239
Cape
Girardeau,
Ma.
21
,578
1087065
240
North
Mass.
241
Oxnard,Adams,
Calif.
21,567
242 Bluefield,
W.N.Va.C.
243
Goldsboro,
45
21,506
244 Aberdeen,
Orange, Tex.S. D.
21 ,454 105
21,174
245
260
246
Logansport,
Ind.
21,051
21,031
247
Augusta,
150
20,913
248
Biddeford,Me.Me.Pa.
20,836 1807546 1
249
Uniontown,
100
250
Mo.
20,471
251 Hannibal,
Jacksonville,
20,444 78
252
Greeley,
Col. III.
20,354 135
253 Sedalia, Mo.
108757044
254
Longview,
Wash.
20,339 • 375
255
Stillwater,
Okla.
20,387
20,354
256
Hastings,
Neb.
20,238
20,211
257
Sumter, S. C. Tex.
20,185 100
120
258
20,181
259 Brownwood,
Ponca City, Okla.
20,180 60
260
Sherman, Tex.Ohio
20,150
261
Chillicothe,
11545
20,133
262 Salisbury, N. C.
20,102
263
McAllen,
Tex.
20,046 22075
20,067
264
Valdosta,
Ga.
19,999 78
265
Boulder,
Col.
266
Decatur, Ala.
10595
267
Staunton,
Va. Iowa 19,974
19,821
19,927
268
Marshalltown,
348
269 Anderson, S. C.
19,770
19,653
270
Aberdeen,
19,610 40.9
271
GlensCity,Falls,Pa.Wash.
N. Y.
19,581
5050
272
Oil
19,571
273
Kingsport,
Tenn.
120
19,397
274
Beckley, W.Kan.Va.
19,341 1128041
275
Pittsburg,
276
Bartlesville,
Okla.
19,228
277 Corsicana,
Idaho Falls,Tex.Ida.
19,218 18952
19,211
278
279 Tiffin,
Manhattan,
10641.5
280
Ohio Kan.
19,056
18,952
281
Waycross,
Ga.
18,899 79
282 Sarasota, Fla.
18.896 18065
18)831
283 Vincennes, Ind.
18,830 47
284
Portsmouth,Minn.N. H.
285
Mankato,
18,809 6852
286
Benton
18,640
287 Bowling
Bismarck,Harbor,
N. D. Mich.
288
Green,
Ky. 18,769
289
Kinston, N. Me.
C.
18,336 1356558
18,347
290
Waterville,
18,287 385
158
291 Bryan, Tex.
18,102 230
292
1174787
293 Greenwood,
Borger, Tex. Miss.
18,061 258
18,059
218
294
Carlsbad,
N.
M.
295 Brunswick, Ga.
17,975
296
Sault Ste.Rosa,Marie,
Mich. 17,954
17,912
297
Santa
Calif.
298 McAlester,
Ardmore, Okla
17,902
98
299
Okla.
17,878
17,890
300 Plattsburg,
Bogalusa, La.N. Y.
17,798 148866070
301
17,738
302 Twin
Rutland,
303
Falls,Vt.Ida.
17,659 18010282
304
17,581 398
17,600
305 Helena,
Mattoon, Mont.
III.
306
Denison,
Tex.
17,547 76
307
Modesto.
Calif.
308 Bradford, Pa.
17,389
17,504 20064
309
Clovis,
N.
M.
310
Ore.Tex.
17,318
17,354
17,305 318
313121 Medford,
Big
Spring,
Martinsville, Va.Pa. 17,286
313 Chambersburg,
67
314
Marquette, Miss.
Mich.
17,251
17,212 2397097
315
17,202
316 Columbus,
Coffey ville, Kan.
17,172
317 Fayetteville, Ark.
17,113 10265
318 Traverse
132
319
Kingsville,City,Tex.Mich. 17,071
1367563
16,974
320
Logan, Utah N. C.
16,898
321 Greenville,
16,832
206
322 Berlin, N. H.
16,724
16,615 140
323 Stevens
Pampa, Point,
Tex. Wis. 16,583
192
324
325
Clarksdale,
Miss.
16,564
16,539 125105
326
Buenaventura,
327 SanStreator,
III. Calif. 16,534
1 6,469
328
New
Iberia,
La.
329 Alice, Tex.
16,467
330 Huntsville, Ala.
16,449 98
16,437
11892
Telecastin
CASTING •
0

■2 £Jonesboro,
Location Ark.
331
332
Hibbing,
Minn.Tenn.
333
Clarksville,
334
Blytheville,Ore.Ark.
335
Corvallis,
336 Ogdensburg,
Nampa, Ida. N. Y.
337
338
Keokuk, Iowa
339
Victoria,
Tex.Minn.
340 Ada,
Faribault,
341
Okla.
342
Dalton,
343 Chickasha,
Klamath Ga.Falls,Okla.Ore.
344
345
Olympic,
Wash.
346
New Bern,Kan.
N. C.
347
Emporia,
348
Keene,
N.
H. W. Va.
349
Martinsburg,
350
Mt.
Vernon,Wyo.III.
351
Laramie,
352
Clearwater,
353
Sunbury, Pa. Fla.Ind.
354
Connersville,
355 North
Platte,
,356
Duncan,
Okla. S.Neb.C.
357
Orangeburg,
358
Merced,
Calif.
359
Escanaba,
Mich.
360
Salisbury,
361 Greenfield,
Lufkin, Tex.Md.Mass.
362
363 Hornell,
Poplar Bluff,
364
N. Y.Mo.Iowa
365
Fort
Madison,
366
Fort
Collins,
Col.
367
Parsons,
Kan.
368
Laconic,
N.
H.
369 Greenville,
Cambridge, Tex.
Ohio
370
371
Grand Junction,
Col.
372
Middlesborough,
373
ThomasviMe,
Ga. Ky.
374
Lincoln,
III.
375
Midland,
Mich.
376
Del
377
San Rio,
Luis Tex.
Obispo,
Calif.
378
Marinette,
Wis.
379
Plainview,
Tex.
380
Lewistown,
381
Hobbs,
N. M.III.Pa.
382
Centralia,
383
Winchester,
Va.
384
Greenwood,
S. C.
385
Seymour,
Tex.
386
Rochester,
N.
H.
387
Las
Vegas,
N.
388
Sweetwater, Fla.Tex.M.
389
Bradenton,
390
Oneonta,
Y.
391
Albert
Lea,N.Minn.
392
Fort
Pierce,
Fla.
393
Rapids,
394 Wisconsin
Junction
City,
Kan. Wis.
395
San
Benito,
Tex.
396
Fort
Myers,
Fla.
397 Alpena,
Massena, Mich.
N. Y.
398
399
Moberly,
Mo.Wash.
400
Wenatchee,
401 Morristown,
402
Lewiston,
Ida.Tenn.
403
Fergus Falls,City,
Minn.
404
Arkansas
405
Scottsbluff, N.Neb.H.Kan.
406
Claremont,
407 Huron,
Atchison, Kan.
408
409 Crowley,S. La.D.
410
Bastrop, La.* S. D.
411
Watertown,
412
Great
Bend,
413
Vernon,
Tex.Minn.Kan.
414
Brainerd,
415
Cleveland,
Tenn.
416
ElHopkinsville,
Centro. Calif.
417
Ky.
418
Virginia.
Minn.
419 Edinburg,
Tulare, Calif.Tex.
420
421
Waynesboro,
422
Astoria,
Ore. Va.Tex.
423
Nacogdoches,
424
Las
Cruces,
N. M.
425
Opelika.
426
Chico, Calif.Ala.
427 Trinidad,
Col.
428
Coeur
d'Alene, Ida.
429
Fredericksburg,
Va.
430 Mitchell,
431
Cairo, III.S. D.
432
Kearney,
Neb.
433
Salle, Wash.
III.
434 LaPullman,
435
Snyder,
Tex.
436 Gainesville, Ga.
437 Sanford, Fla.
438
Brawley,
439 Beaver
Frankfort,Dam,Calif.
Ky. Wis.
440
441
Seminole,
Okla.
442
Beatrice, Neb.
443
444 Miami,
Albemarle,Okla.N. C.
445
Pendleton,Calif.Ore.
446 Visalia,
447
Ocala,
448 DeKalb, Fla.III.
449
450 Coshocton,
Athens, OhioOhio
BROADCASTING

1950 Distance
1950 toDistance
Population TV nearest
station 2 a. Location
lion TVto nearest
station
Popula451
Opelousas,
11,659 128
16,310
1704265
452 Moultrie,
Sikeston, Mo.Ga.La.
11,640
120
16,276
453
16,246
11,639
454 Mexico,
Mo.Kan.
11,633 149
100
16,234 21553
455
Newton,
11,590
16,207
456
Watsonville,
Calif. 1 1 ,572 15065
16,185
392
457
Tupelo,
Miss.
1
1
,527
109
16,166
453
Dixon, III.La.
111,505
1 ,523 885546
16,144
459 Houma,
16,126 1024791
460
Sheridan,
Wyo.
,500 37556
16,028
461 Ironwood,
Du Bois, Pa.Mich.
11 11 ,497
15,995 7372
462
11,466
181
15,968
463
Bend,
Ore.
11,409
15,875
464 Mount
Pleasant,
Mich 1 1 ,392 25070
15,842 309
465
Americus,
Ga.
15,819
11,389
466
Lock Haven,Ark.Pa.
11,381 12096
15,812
467
Camden,
1 11 ,372
15,669
468
Norfolk,
Neb.
,335 205
15,638
14071
469
Independence,
Kan. 111,335
15,621
470
Bozeman,
Mont.
1
1
,325 343
15,600
471
Defiance,
Ohio
11,265
49
15,581
11,262
210
472
Dodge City,Mont.
Kan.
15,581
11 11 ,254
37063
473 Anaconda,
15,570
,246
474
Gainesville,
Tex.
15,550
475
Helena,
Ark. Wash. 111,233
1 ,236 61
15,433
476
Port Angeles,
15,325
11,183 1169163
477
Carthage,
Mo. Ky.
15,322
478
Madisonvitle,
11,132
15,278
479
Oskaloosa,
Iowa
11,124
72
15,170
11,123
480
Hoquiam, Mo.
Wash.
15,141
481
Kirksville,
11,110
1305785
15,135
1
1
,049
482
Santa
Paula,
Calif.
15,075
483
ElHarrisburs,
Dorado, Kan.
11,037
15,064
10,999 125
110
484
III.N. C.
15,049
485
Henderson,
110,987
0,996 4976
14,954
486
Washington,
Ind.
14,937
487
Carbondale,
III.
10,921
14,750
488
110,905
0,91 1 2504276
14,745
489 Columbia,
Garden
City,Tenn.
Kan.
14,739
10,885
65
490
Dyersburg,
Tenn.
14,727
491
Rock
Springs, Va.
Wyo. 10,857
14,504
492
Harrisonburg,
10,810 123
97
14,482
10,807
147
493
Springfield,
Ore.
14,424
494
Pascagoula,Ala.Miss.
10,805 10396
14,362
495
Sheffield,
10,767
14,285
496
Mission,
Tex.
10,765
10,754 219
97
497
Elizabethton,
Tenn.
14,211
498
Lamesa,
Tex.
14,180
10,704
269
499
Jamestown,
N.
D.
14,178
10,697
293
14,044 25772
500 Bath,
Red Wing,
Minn.
10,645
44
501
10,644
121
13,894
258
502 Macomb,
Ashland,Me. Wis.
13,875
10,640
15872
503
III.
13,863
10,592
10,541
90
504 Madera,
Durant, Okla.
13,841
505
Calif.
10,497
138
13,806
506
Caldwell,
Ida.Mass.
10,487
31258
13,779
507
Barnstable,
10,480
13,776
508
Marion,Maria,
III. Calif. 10,459 91
13,763
509 Santa
13,619
10,440
142
510
Cadillac,
Mich.
10,425
10091
13,604
511
McComb,
Miss.
1
0,401
13,564
51
2
Ruston,
La.
10,372
142
13,545
513
Cambirdge,
Md.
10,351
13,502
514
Fort Scott,City,Kan.Iowa
13,496
10,335
989258
51 5 Charles
13,462 123
10,309
516
Richmond,
Ky.
10,268
87
13,271
517
Winfield,
Kan.
121
10,264
13,195 232
125
518 Dublin,
Redding, Ga.Calif.
10,256 120
19394
13,137
519
172
10,232
13,135
520
Bellefontaine,
114
10,232 18145
13,115
521
Wash.Minn.Ohio 10,228
194
13,072
10,191
522 Pasco,
Owatonna,
13,019
523
Albany,
Ore.
10,115
2106282
12,985
524
Chanute,
Kan.Wash.
10,109 181
12,917
525
Kennewick,
10,106
12,903
10,081
49
526
12,858
527 Ottawa,
Mercedes,Mo.Kan.Tex.
10,081
12,811
528
Fulton,
10,052 22697
12,792
529
Hanford,
Calif.
243
10,028 16953
12,788
530
Sanford,
N.Minn.C.
10,013
12,784 13944
531
Bemidji,
10,001
19046
12,769
532
San
Marcos,
Tex.
9,980
12,699
533
Presque
Isle,
Me.
9,954
330
12,665
534
Los
Alamos,
N.
M.
9,934
12,651
535
Natchitoches,
9,91
4 1 589870
12,637
536
Huntsville,
Tex.La.
9,820
12,605
537
Minden,
La.
9,787
20275
12,590
538
Corinth,
Miss. La.
9,785
12.526
539
Morgan City,
City,
9,759
72
12,486
540
Yazoo
Miss.
9,746
162
155
12,445
541
Kalispell,
Mont.
9,737
375
12,383 21485
542
Altus,
Okla.
9,735
122
543
Union, S. C. N. C.
12,357
9,730 15549
12,331 123
544
Washington,
139
12,327
545
Iron
Mountain,
Mich. 9,698
9,679 1 89
190
12,325
546
Paragould,
Ark.
100
9,669
12,295
547 Jennings,
La.
9,663 113
15773
138
548
Kilgore,
Tex.
12,272
9,638
17645
549 Brattleboro, Vt.
12,204
9,606
262
12,198
550
Ludington,
Mich.
9,506 8488
12,158
551
Malone,
N. Y.
9,501
129
200
552
Baker,
Ore.
12,123
9,471
290
12,123 122
553
9,470
554 Cedartown,
Cordele, Ga.Ga.
12,115 16970
9,462
1 5229
556
Shelbyville,
Tenn.
12,083
9,456 49
250
557
Douglas,
Ariz.
12,022
9,442
208
21247
558 Bay City, Tex.
12,010
9,427 61
11 11 ,936
559
Willmar,Mo.Minn.
9,41 0 9299
,935 10598
560 Rolla,
9,354
9,348 78
561
New
Ulm,
Minn.
111,916
1 ,922 47
9,348
562
Beeville,
Tex.
9,338 12583
563
Abbeville,
La.Mont.
11 11 ,867
,863
9,243 495
564
Miles
City,
53
11,813
565
Rockland, Me.Ky.
9,234
151
566 Winchester,
9,226
11,801
9,202 9081
567 Pulaski, Va.
11,798
9,199
568
Blackwell,
Okla.
1 1 ,774
9,186
1104685
569
Lumberton,Fla. N. C.
570 Pulatka,
9,176
11 11 ,749
,741
9,162 152
571 Andalusia, Ala.
11 11 ,708
572 Yuma, Ariz.
9,145 153
1 1 ,675
.660
Continued on page 9U)
• Telecasting
(Cc

3
service

TV spots, shorts, package
ShoWS Interesting TV shorts and package
shows that sell merchandise . • . unusual and
ingenious effects for any length TV spots . . •
motion pictures Vogue Wright has
some of the ablest script writers in the business
. . . plus producing facilities in Chicago, New
York and Hollywood . . . resulting in new approaches infilms such as the new safety film
just completed for Kaiser-Frazer Sales Corp. . . .
Slide films Expert counsel and guidance
in all forms of visual training aids ... of
particular interest in these days of "hard
selling" ... let our representative arrange a
screening of slide films produced for some of
America's largest and best known companies . . .

acme
0 DIVI!
HOLLYWOOD: Sam Goldwyn Studios, 1041 N. Fc
NEW YORK: 225 Fourth Avenue
May 26, 1952
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List of Cities
(Continued from page 93)
Distance
1950 Distance
PopulaTVto nearest
station ]Za. Location
2a Location
tion TVto nearest
station
573
Raymondville,
Tex.
9,136 102
625
Portales,
N. Col.M.
122
574
Gallup,
N.
M.
108
626
Longmont,
9,133
195
575
Elkins, W.Tex.Va.
100
627
Havre,
Mont.Ark.
9,121
8,112 355
576
Taylor,
176
628
Malvern,
8,099
9,071
545310
577
Sulphur
Springs,
Tex.
629
Pecos,
Tex.
8,086
8,991
578
Mayfield,
Ky.
4588
630
Hammond,
La.
8,990
8,072
579
Weston,
W.
Va.
8,054
8,945
631
Nevada,
Mont.Vt.
580
Columbus,
Neb.
8,010
8,884
632
Bennington,
581
Marshall,
Mo.
8,009
8,850
633
Elk
City,Station,
Okla. Tex. 8,002
582 Paris,
Milledgeville,
8,835
634
College
583
Tenn. Wis.Ga.
7,962
635
Worthington,
8,826
584 Delano,
Rhinelander,
636
Alliance,
Neb.Minn. 7,925
8,774
585
Calif.
7,923
637
Rumford,
Me.
8,717
586
Chillicothe,
Mo.
7,891
8,694
638
Yuba
587
McPherson,Ky.Kan.
7,888
639
Oelwein,City,IowaCalif.
8,689
588
Danville,
8,686
640
Brookhaven,
Miss.Tex. 7,858
7,861
589
Kennett,
Mo.
8,685
641
Mineral
Wells,
590
Uvalde,
Tex.
7,801
642
Brookings, Ga.
S. D.
8,674
591 Centralia,
Laurens, S.Wash.
C.
643
Carrollton,
7,801
8,658 737592
592
7,764
644
Wellington,
Kan.
8,657
593
De
Land,
Fla.
7,753
645
Corbin,
Ky.
8,652
105
594
Manistee,
Mich.
7,747
646
Maryville,
Tenn.
8,642
258
7,744
595
LaMaysville,
Grande, Ky.Ore.
30547
647 Thibodaux,
Ashland, Ore.La.
8,635
596
7,742
648
8,632
597
Hays, Kan. W. Va. 8,625 2505150
649
La Junta, S.Col.D.
7,739
598
Williamson,
7,730
650
Yankton,
8,624
11270
264
599 Caruthersville,
Athens, Tenn.
7,712 137
8,618
651
Cherokee,
Iowa
600
7,709
652
Cloquet,
Minn.
8,614
107
601
Olney, III.Ark. Mo.
343
7,705
8,612 112
653
Livingston,
Mont.
123
602
Conway,
7,685
8,610
654
McCook,
Neb.
603
Jacksonville,
Tex.
7,683
655
The
Dalles,
Ore.
8,607
255
192
604
Hope,
Ark.
7,678
8,605
656
Union City, Tenn.
605
Montpelier, Mich.
Vt.
7,676
657
8,599
4624
606
Coldwater,
7,665
658 Flagstaff,
Knoxville, Ariz.
Iowa
8,594 1148
607
Troy,Albans,
Ala. Vt.
7,663
8,555
155
659
Centerville,
Iowa
608
St.
8,552
7,625
95
660
Childress,
Tex.
609
Ellensburg,
Wash.
7,625
8,430
163
610
Tucumcari,
N.
M.
661
Forrest
City,
Ark.
8,419
31052
616121 Roseburg,
Ore.
7,619
662
McMinnville,
Tenn.
7,607
8,390
Hillsboro,
Tex.
663
City, Fla.Ga.
8,363
7,577
613
Alma, Mich.
664 Lake
Bainbridge,
8,341
7,571
616154 Creston,
Iowa
665
Tullahoma,
Tenn.
8,317
7,562
261
81
666
Clinton,
8,264
7,562
616 Levelland,
Artesia, N. Tex.M.
667
Newberry,Okla.
S. C.
7,555 3764776
8,244 177
200
617
Raton,
N.
M.
668
Sterling,
Col.
110
8,241
7,546
616198 Fairmont,
669 Pratt, Kan.
155
8,193
7,534
Eunice,
La.Minn.Ark.
670 Cuero,
Cullman,Tex.Ala.
7,523 79
8,184
620
Russellville,
671
7,523
621
Roanoke
Rapids,
N.
C.
166
477
672 Durango,
Dickinson,Col.N. D.
7,498
622
Fitzgerald,Pass,Ga.Ore.
673
7,469
7,459
623
8,116
624 Grants
Front Royal, Va.
(Continued on page 112)
8,115

ALVIN BAUMER, pres., Baume:
Foods, signs for WDSU-TV New
Orleans'
The Range(I), Rider,
in presence
of Ray McGuire
asst. coml.
mgr.,
WDSU, and Helion Dickson, v. p.,
Stone-Stevens
Adv.
Sponsorship
alternated with McKenzie Bakeries.

WILLIAM E. WRIGHT, Wright &
Assoc.,
WGN-TV
for Moviesigns
QrrUkwithQuiz.
StandingChicago
(I to
r) are Waltsr
Schwimmer,
Walter
Schwimmer
Productions;
Ted Weber,
V/GN sis. dir.; Milton Blink, exec,
v. p.. United Television Programs.

Originating Station
JOHNS HOPKINS SCIENCE REVIEW
ask

any

Baltimore
time

buyer

about

WAAM
TELEVISION
CHANNEL 13
Represented Nationally by
HARRINGTON, RIGHTER <S PARSONS, INC.
Chicago
NEW YORK
San Francisco
DUMONT-ABC AFFILIATE
Pn3e 94 • May 26, 1952

HERBERT S. ROSEN (seated, r), v. p., PETER D. BROWN (seated), pres.,
Helene Curtis Inc., signs twice weekly Sealy Mattress Co., signs $30,000
for Sunday Matinee over
sponsorship
DuMont's
daily contract
Rumpus
Room. ofJohnny
Olsen (seated,
WXYZ-TV Detroit. Standing (I to r)
I)Mishoff
is program
star.
Standing:
Walter
John
Rival,
WXYZ-TV mgr.; R. N.
(I), Curtis s!s. mgr., and Jack Hughes, radio-TV
Simons-MichelBachem, DuMont asst. sis. dir.
son Adv., Kolmandir.,Sachse
of Sealy.
LARAINE DAY signs with Dodge Dealers Assn. of New York, for sponsorship
of her Day with the Giants over WPIX (TV) New York. Looking on (I to r)
are John F. Noone, WPIX sis. dir.; Edward Taylor, Dodge reg. dir., and Meyer
Lasker, pres., dealers association.

Errata to FCC's Sixth Report and Order
Lifting the Television Freeze

Appendix
C (of Appendix
D), Fig.III.1,
change
Appendix
C to Appendix
[Page
155].
Appendix
E: Flagstaff,
last
column
addfirst239.
[Page add
163].Arizona,
Centralia,
Illinois,
column
529.
[Page
163].
Johnstown,
Pa.
last
column
add
374.
[Page 164].
Mo.,Adams,
first
column
527. addKirksville,
[Page
Wis.
firstadd
column
none.163].[Page
164].
Chilton,
Wis.
first
column
add
none.
[Page 164].
Park [Page
Falls, 164].
Wis. Shell
first
column
add none.
Lake,
Wis.
first column
add column
none.
[Page
164].
Cheyenne,
Wyo.
first
add
164]. Rawlins,
first none.
column [Page
add none.
[Page 164].Wyo.,
In addition to the FCC corrections, the following corrections
should be made to Part II of B»T,
April
: third column, following
Page 14132,
Washington,
D. C, channels should
read:
4, 5,137,7, 9,fourth
20, *26. column, fourth
Page
line
from
top
D = (L'a + IA>)V2of page, should read:
Page 144, second column, Section
3.683(b)
(4) shouldwithread:Section
In determining compliance
3.685(a)
NEW daily five-minute program,
KNBH Editor,
(TV) features
Hollywood
and
Game
FrankFish,Jaffray
with news report on fresh and salt
water fishing, dog trials, trap and
skeet shooting events in California.

PROVIDENCE TV
'for Citizens'
PLANS Planned
for a citizen-owned
television station are to be aired to(Monday) at R.a I.,
public
meeting innight
Providence,
according
to Phil Ostrow and Dave Stackhouse, principals in Television
Assoc., the proposed station apincorporation,citizens
"with
a rosterplicant.ofAfter responsibile
asTelevision
officers and
board
of
directors,"
Assoc. will sell shares
to the public, they explained.
Mr. bright
Ostrow,
president
of AlMotors,
Mr. Stackhouse,
announcer
at and
WJAR
Providence
for ten years, reported 50 persons
already have "voluntarily requested
to be enrolled" in the venture with
stock $10 per share, of which $1
will be collected initially to cover
organization work.
JACK
BENNY,
of CBS
TV Jack
BennystarShow,
startsRadiofive
weeks
personal
appearance
tour of
Great Britain, June 16.

OLLOWING is list of corrections reported last week by FCC to its
ixth Report and Order which lifted the TV freeze and finalized the
ommission's re-allocation of channels. Sixth Report was published in
ull in Part II of Broadcasting • Telecasting, April 14.
Pagewhere
number
B*T's Part
II supplement
given in bybrackets
how
FCC ofcorrection
is made.
Correctionsis reported
the Com-to
nission
and
caught
before
B»T's
Part
II
supplement
went
to
press
are
ot listed. FCC corrections are as follows:
Paragraph to 163,
last line,[Pagechange
Section
)roposphere
troposphere.
17]. from
(1), nextendto [Page
last line137][Page
138]. 3.614(b)
Section
Paragraph
255(b>,
line three, delete
3.614(b)
(2), (4)
lastandline(9),[Page
138], [Page
Sec/HF.
[Page
32].
tion
3.682(a)
last
line
Paragraph 256(c), Plan No. 3 of table, 143], Section 3.684(c) 3rd line [Page
144J.
Ubany-Schenectady-Troy,
add * before line
Section[Page
3.685(e)
(2)
and
(3)
next
to
last
[Page
32].
145], footnote
Section 3.687(a)
(1),
Paragraph 376(g), Plan 1 of Table, 5th line and
27, Section
Section
hange
*12t
to
*12;
Plan
2
of
Table,
3.687
(a)
(4)
3rd
and
last
line,
hange
Channel
34
to
35;
Plan
3
of
3.687(b)
12th
and
15th
line
[Page
146],
able, 46].underline (t) Flex, channel. change Appendix C to Appendix III.
Page
AppendixAppendix
A (of Appendix
D), Fig. 1,I.
Paragraph 404(e), Plans 1 and 2, change
A to Appendix
ndianapolis,
change
*12
to *12t;
Plan36; [Page
149]. B (of Appendix
Bloomington,
Ind.,
change
46
to
Appendix
D) Table
lan 3, Cincinnati,
Ohio, West
changeVa.,13addto I, change Appendix B to Appendix
3, Clarksburg,
Table II and III delete Appendix B.
TIt;in Plan
the VHF
Channel column.
[Page II.
[Pages 151-154].
Afterinsert
paragraph
416 (a).
and Columbus,
hio,
417480,before
[Page 49].60
Paragraph
fifth
line,
change
o Paragraph
61. [Page 56].
497(c), VHFFlint,
Michigan,
roposedcommachanges,
No.,
for all TV Cameras
elete
after 12 [Page
and Channel
move
12 over
nder
VHF
column.
58].
Paragraph 507(e), Table, next to last
ine,
Proposed
change *20f to
20.Paragraph
[Page 59]. Changes,Table,
Hannibal,
tio.,
change 3521(d),
to 3t; Milwaukee,
Wis.,
jhange
*8 to 528(c);
*8t. [Page
"BALANCED"
Paragraph
Table,61].Urbana, 111.,
TV TRIPOD
lelete underline (f) under *27. [Page
tel.
Paragraph
547(i),
Table,
Des
Moines,
owa,
delete underline (t) under 11.
Page
65].
Paragraph
547(o), Table, Des Moines,
This tripod was engineered and deowa,
delete 584,
(t) under
*17.Eau[Page
change
Clair65].to
signed expressly to meet all video
auParagraph
Claire.
[Page
69].
camera requirements.
Paragraph 588(h), Table, Kansas City,
Jlo.,
delete
underline
(t)
under
*19.
Page
70]. 617, last line, change
Previous concepts of gyro and friction
Paragraph
3ENIED
to denied. [Page 73].
type design have been discarded to
; Paragraph
625(g),
lines
2
and
3,
deachieve absolute balance, effortless
lete word station.
[Page 74].
Paragraph
665,
139, change
to,
and addJohnstown
Pa. footnote
[Page to78].Johnston
operation, super-smooth tilt and pan
Change
in
action,
dependability, ruggedness and
ollowing:
6th
line
efficiency.
Page 92].
92]. Paragraph
Paragraph 767(f),
768(d), 2nd,
5th line
Page
Paragraph
793(b)
and
thnd lines
[Page 94].
94]. Paragraph
Paragraph 797793(d)1st
line
[Page
Below :
ine
of Table
[Page
95].Paragraph
Paragraph801(c)798
rdth line.
line
[Page
95].
3 wheel portable dolly
[Page
95].
Paragraph
821(c), Table,
Melbourne,
with balanced TV Trila.,
delete underline
in VHF
ChanLeiParagraph
column.
[Page
99].(f)Table,
pod mounted.
848(b),
change
laramore
to
Claremore.
[Page
102].
Paragraph 851(b), Table, Boulder
:ity,
Colorado,
Plan 2, delete *9 and 22.
Page
102]. 851(g),
Paragraph
line fromconflict.
end,
dd
in
after
is
andthirdbefore
Page
102]. 871, third
Paragraph
line
from
end,
(elete
City. 932(c),
[Page 104]. delete unComplete 360° pan without ragged or
Paragraph
jerky movement is accomplished with eferlines
(t) under Table,
*3, *46, and *12.
Page
109].
fortless control. It is impossible to get
Paragraph
971(f),
Table,
Tijuana,
lexico,
add
underline
(t)
under
39,
45,
anything
but perfectly smooth pan and
1,Appendix
57, 63. [Page
116].
C(l),wordSec.all 1.371,
Par.word
(j),
tilt action with the "BALANCED" TV Tripod.
ne
8,
add
the
after
the
orms.
[Page D,124].Sec. 3.606(b), Idaho,
Quick-release pan handle adjustment locks
Appendix
into position desired by operator with no
hange 132].
Couer d'Alene to Coeur d'Alene.
Page
Appendix
D, Sec. correct
3.606(b),alphabetical
Territories
"play" between pan handle and tripod
nd
Possessions,
head. Tripod head mechanism is rustrder
of listing
of cities.of contents,
[Page 136].botAppendix
D,change
Table
proof, completely enclosed, never requires
5mendix
of page
Appendix
A
to
Apadjustments, cleaning or lubrication. BuiltI. CAppendix
B toIIIAppendix
II.
.ppendix
to
Appendix
[Page
131].
inhandle.
spirit level. Telescoping extension pan
Appendix
D, pageAppendix
iv, lines CI, toII, ApIH,
Vendix
and III.
VI, change
[Page 131].
Section
3.610(a)
(1) (i)A
Write for further particulars
nd)Appendix
(iii), lastD,I.line,
change136].
Appendix
Appendix
[Page
Appendix
D,
Section
3.611(d)
(1),
last
ne,
Section
3.611(d)3.611(d)
(3) andfootnote
(4), third
ne,
and change
Section
>tendixline,
Appendix
B to Ap-7,
II.
TPage
137].
(7flm€Rfl€quipm€iiT(o.
Appendix D, Section 3.614(a), 4th line
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And, like many otherwise astute advertisers,
perhaps he falls for the TV climatic fallacyits effectiveness bounded by fall, winter
and spring? Well - - -

age 96 • May 26, 1952

The average TV family spends only 4Vi summer days
communing with nature-on vacation, that is.

BROADCASTING

• Telccastin

That television, today, is the most profitable
advertising medium ever evolved.

In the average summer week, 94.8 of the TV
families are available-and owners watch almost
2 hours every day.

But, does he know that it stays profitable
all year long ?

Brands which advertised on TV last summer averaged
28% higher sales among program viewers compared to
non-viewers— and does he know . . .

Now that Red Skelton (he with the 49.9 Nielsen Sunday
night rating) has been warmed up on the subject of
Summer Television, perhaps you, too, would like to hear more.
The whole red-hot story is in NBC's new research
study, "Summer Television." It's yours for the
asking — as well as full details on programming
and rates . . .

NBC
All told, no smart advertiser can afford to avoid
the fantastic facts of NBC -TV's effectiveness,
measured by the only true thermometer: results.
ROADCASTING

• Telecasting

No. 1 Medium for your Sales Success
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film report
Production . . .
George Fox Corp., Hollywood,
plans a half-hour TV film series,
This Is Hawthorne, starring Jim
Hawthorne, comedian currently
heard nightly on KNX Los Angeles.
The format concerns a research
leg-man whose work for an encyclopedia publishing company sends
him globe-hopping. Film actors
Thurston Hall and Jimmy Conlin
head the supporting cast. The
series, to be produced by president
George Fox, starts in early July
with 26 films to be completed by
October and a total of 78 films by
September 1953. Eddie Cline, recently with Arena Stars Inc. in
chargeappearances,
of Spike Jones'
tours from
and
TV
will direct
scripts by Fred Beck, newspaper
columnist, and Arthur Hoerl, motion picture-TV writer.

Ralph Black as production manager.
Jerry Courneya Productions, Los
Angeles, is starting 26 more quarter-hour TV films in its Adventures
of Noah Beery Jr. series, starring
TV-film actor Noah Beery Jr. A
group of 13 is already completed.

John F. Link Productions, Hollywo d, is making a 13 quarter-hour
TV film series, The Connoisseur,
dealing with fish and game. Mr.
Link is the producer-director.
Crown Pictures International, Hollywo d, is preparing recently acquired feature film, "Alice in Wonderland," for television presentation on Thanksgiving and Christthis edit
year.theStewart
O'Brienis
will mascutDay and
film which
part live and part animated action.
Palomar Productions, Los Angeles,
has acquired TV film rights to Screen Gems Inc., Hollywood, is
Danger in the Cards, book written completing Thomas Jefferson, halfby Michael MacDougall, a gambling hour TV film in NBC-TV Cavalcade
and fraud investigator. Mr. Mac- of America series for duPont. The
cast includes Brandon Rhodes, RayDougall will narrate
TV film series
and act 13as half-hour
technical
mond Greenleaf, Don Randolph,
advisor with screen writers, Earl Barbara Woodell and John HamilYounker and Ray Gregori, adapt- Bricken.ton. Producer - director is Jules
ing scripts. Possible alternate title
is The Payoff. Kefauver investigaCorp., Hollywood, is comtions, Hollywood's $1 million gin Voglin pleting
eight TV film commercials,
rummy swindle
scandal are
and among
Miami's cases
Roney-to ranging from
two minutes to 30
Plaza
be dramatized. Negotiations are seconds, for Gruen Watch Co., Cinbeing concluded for Hollywood
cinnati, through McCann-Erickson
name star to enact leading role. Inc., Hollywood. Appearing in the
Production will start September 1 films are Dennis O'Keefe, Edmond
at either Motion Picture Center, O'Brien and Lizabeth Scott, film
stars, and Bob Garred, ABC radio
Hollywood, or at Churubusco Stu- newscaster.
dios, Mexico City.
Motion Picture Center Television Film People . . .
Corp., Hollywood, has been formed Signed for Pennant Productions,
for the production of half -hour TV Hollywood, initial film, "Flight
film series. Firm is headed by
Tyranny"
in Date
Albert Zugsmith, president Amer- From tiny
half-hour TV
film With
seriesDes-is
ican Pictures, as president; Gerald
Zsa Gabor, film actress and
Mohr, radio-film actor, vice presi- Zsa
dent; Ruth Zugsmith, secretary; panel member of KNXT (TV) HolBachelor's
Joseph Justman, head of Motion Schuster lywood's
direct Haven.
from a Harold
script
Picture Center, treasurer. First by Robert will
Hill. Production is schedseries of 13, as yet untitled, will
uled
for
late
June.
star Mr. Mohr with Peggie Castle
and Laurette Luez, film actresses,
signed to each enact feminine lead Gene Autry's Flying A Pictures,
in first two films, all of which are Hollywood, has signed Brad Johnson, film actor, to portray Lofty
budgeted at $20,000 or under. Alfred E. Green, director of "The Jol- Craig in Annie Oakley, 52 halfhour
TV western film series. Enson Story," will direct series with
RANGERTONE
BEST FOR'TV FILMS
Page 98 • May 26, 1952

"Life" with
Art Linkletter

SYNC-SOUND
RANGERTONE
73 WINTHROP ST
NEWARK 4, N. J.

DISCUSSING standardization of spot TV film mechanics at New York meeting May 13 sponsored by National Assn. of Radio and TV Station Representatives Inc., are (I to r): George Brett, Katz Agency Inc.; T. F. Flanagan,
NARTSR managing director; Robert Eastman, John Blair & Co.; Martin Beck,
Katz Agency; Fred
William
Bros.,Nuberth,
and JonesAvery-Knodel
Scovern, Free Inc.;
& Peters
Inc. Eastham, Lever
actingLouthe Gray
title producing.
role is Gail Davis
with
FILM SPOTS
* * *
Afoot to Standardize
W. A. Hillhouse, television director MOVE Plan
to standardize and simplify
for Alexander Film Co., Colorado
for 10-second teleSprings, named sales promotion requirements
vision identification spots was inmanager. Succeeding him is Earl
s
t
i
t
u
t
e
d
l
a
s
t
week
by stationagencies
repreD.sentative.
Austin, special television representatives and advertising
in order to reduce production problems and encourage the developDougen Television
Jenkins, Productions,
vice president,LosBrackAn- ments. ment and sale of such announceg
e
l
e
s
,
i
s
currently
with
the
Army
Public Information Office in the Far
First phase of the program is to
East, completing a series of filmed standardize film spots, and later
interviews in that area, which are to adopt formulas for telops and
now being seen on West Coast TV. slides, according to John W. Brooke
of Free & Peters, national representative, and television commitJack Barron, makeup supervisor,
tee chairman for the National AsRevue Productions, Hollywood,
s
o
c
i
ation of Radio-Television Stafather of twins, Jack Jr., and Jerition Representatives.
In a plan for film spots, adopted
lyn, May 10.
by majorin New
agency
meeting
Yorkofficials
May 13,atthea
KEYL (TV) TOWER
agencies agreed to reserve the
To Go Up This Summer upper right hand quarter of the
SCHEDULED for late summer screen for station use, with advercopy to be As
placedfor intiming,
the otherit
completion, KEYL (TV) San three tising
quarters.
Antonio's
$65,000
tower and
antenna willnewmake
the station
the was agreed that 1*4 seconds be
the opening with 6% secmost powerful in Texas during used for
Two seconds will be
1952, according to George B. given ondstofor copy.
station identification and
Storer Jr., managing director.
%
second
to
the
closing.
101 ft.,onsix-day
is hoped that 16mm film
to The
be erected
a new GE
76 ft.antenna
tower willAlsobe itadopted
by
each station
atop place
San Antonio'
that broadcasters will permit
will
the antennaTransit
tip atTower,
554% and
superimposition
of
station
identi-to
ft. above ground level, William J.
fication over advertising film,
Jackson, chief engineer, said, add- avoid preparation
of
a
different
ing that the from
station's
power35 will
be doubled
17 to
kw. version of the same film comKEYL will operate during the ten- carries it.mercial for every station which
day change-over, he said.
The suggestions approved by
agencies are to be submitted to
the NARTSR board at its next
CBS-TV Billings
expected to be called
TOTAL of $6,175,000 in new bill- meeting,
to the full memings has been booked for four ma- "shortly,"bershipthen
them, to the
jor advertisers on CBS-TV Net- stations. Theand, through
object
is to receive
work, Fred M. Thrower, CBS-TV wide enough acceptance
the
vice president in charge of network standards to reduce agencyof prosales, announced Monday.
duction
problems
and
still
permit
New business is from Pepsodent cedure.
Div. of Lever Bros. [BeT, May 19] ; some flexibility for station proCampbell Soup Co. [B*T, May 12];
securing specific data
American Cigarette & Cigar Co. for forOrdinarily,
identification
Pall Mall [B»T, May 12], and formateachandstation's
assembling a comOwens-Corning Fiberglass Corp.
mercial
within
the
deadline
is timeconsuming and costly.
[B*T, May 19].
BROADCASTING
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SEATTLE RELAY
CBS-TV Announces Plans
PLANS for interconnection of
CBS Television affiliate KING-TV
Seattle with the AT&T transcontinental microwave system terminal
at San Francisco, so that Washington state audiences will be able
to receive live coverage of political
conventions in Chicago this summer, were announced by CBS-TV
last Monday [B*T, May 19].
Work is being facilitated by a
guarantee of construction costs,
made jointly by CBS Television
and Westinghouse Electric Corp.,
I
sponsor of CBS-TV convention
coverage,
and Otto Brandt, vice
k meet. •! president and
general manager of
KING-TV, is helping to coordinate
the project. AT&T facilities now
extend from San Francisco to
Portland, Ore., with a microwave
link being extended to Seattle, a
distance of 147 miles.
CBS-TV spokesmen identified
their network as the only one which
will provide convention coverage
from Boston to San Diego and from
Seattle to Miami, the latter being
from
Miami. KING-TV to WTVJ (TV)
MEDICAL MEETING
Coast-to-Coast TV Slared
TWO half-hour coast-to-coast telecasts will be presented of the
American Medical Association convention, tobe held in Chicago next
month. Both programs will be sponsored by Smith, Kline and French
Labs., Philadelphia pharmaceutical
firm, itworkwas
announced by NBC netlast week.
To be narrated by Dr. Roy K.
Marshall, the programs are scheduled for the NBC-TV network at
9:30-10 p.m. EDT June 10 and
10-10:30 p.m. EDT June 11, originating at the 101st annual AMA
convention, to be held June 9-13.
Empire State TV Guild
INITIAL meeting of the Empire
State Television Guild, an organization formed to continue friendships started during planning and
construction of the multiple TV
antenna atop the Empire State
Bldg., was held in New York's
Harvard Club Tuesday. The first
annual dinner meeting was attended by some 40 scientists, engineers and businessmen, with all
attending given certificates of
membership.

Cities Allocated Five or More Channels
(Continued from page 82)
Present
Allocated
of TVNo. Total
in April
Heights
Existing Antenn
Stations
Report 14th
Above ofAverage
477 ft. Terrain
306 ft.
531 , 546,
932 ft.
Champaign-Urbana, III. None
5
None
Chicago
4
10
390,
585,which
627, 667 ft.
Note:
Two
of
present
stations
are
located
on
Civic
Opera
Bldg.
isis on555 Amer.
ft. tall,Nat.oneBankis onBldg.
Tribune
Tower
is 462Thereft. tall,
one
is 479ofwhich
ft.whichtall.
are50020andft.buildings in Chicago
over 400of Trade
ft. which
tall,605nine
are557 over
tall.
The
tallest
are:
Board
ft.,
Pittsfield
ft..
Civic
Opera
555 ft.. Field 535 ft.. One
530 ft.
Indianapolis
1LaSallo St.6
Davenport-Rock
Is. None
2
5
342,428None
370ft. ft.
Des
Moines
5
Louisville
2
6
510,
529
New
Orleans 1
7
395 ft.540ft. ft.
Baltimore
3
6
405,
530,
Note:tallest
Mathieson
Bldg.(495onft.).whichNextonetallest
of present
is
the
building
is 330 stations
ft. is located
Boston
,antennas
2
7
501,Tall-547 ft.
Note:est Present
located
outside
of
built
up
center
of
city.
Hancockbuildings
Bldg. in(495Boston
ft.). are U. S. Customs House (496 ft.) and John
Detroit
3
6ft.). Union Guardian
500, 500, 658 ft.
Note:
Tallest
buildings
are David
Penobscott
ft.).
Tower(416(472ft.) ft.),
Scott (557
(436 ft.). Fisher (420 ft.) (482
and
BariumBookTower
Duluth-Superior
None
5
None
Minneapolis-St.
Paul
2
7
490,
Note:
In Minneapolis,
Foshay
TowerWestern
is byBellfarTel.the 350tallest
(477 Rand
ft.).563 ft.
Municipal
Bldg.
is
355
ft..
North
ft.
and
Towering 100311ft.ft.sign.In St.OnePaul,of the
First existing
Nat. Bankstations
Bldg. isis 501
ft. not Tower.
includon Foshay
Kansas City
1
6
745
Note:
Taller
bldgs.
are
K.C.
Light
&
Power
(503
ft.).
Fidelity
(434 ft.
ft.), City Hall (418 ft.). 1
Telephone (3827
ft.)
St. Louis
530
Note:ParkTallerPlazabldgs.Hotelare (310
Civilft.).Courts (375 ft.). Bell Telephone (369 ft.) ft.
and
Omaha
2
6
New York
975590,to on591
1,445ft. ft.
Note: WOR
inBuilding.
North 6
Bergen, N. J. 8
is at 975 Height. All others
Empire
State
Rochester
1
497 ft.
Note:Eastman
PresentKodak
antenna
isft.).located on5
Pinnacle Hill. Tallest building
is
(366
Cincinnati
6
670, 695 ft.
Note: Tallest buildings 3
are Carew Tower
(574 ft.) and Union650,Central
(495 ft.).
Cleveland
3
6
619,
640,of 725 ft.
Specialup Note:
Present
antennashasappear
to be located
outsideabove
built
center
of city. TVCleveland
oneStatebuilding
that towers
the
others
as
markedly
as
the
Empire
Bldg.
stands
out
in
New
York ingCity.
the tallest
in isthe360TheU. ft.S.Terminal
outsideTower
of Newis 708Yorkft. high
City.andTheis next
buildingbuild-in
height
Columbus 3
5
455 , 485 , 545 ft.
Note: Tallest
buildingtransmitting
in Lincoln-Le
Veque
is at present
from5
it. Tower (555 ft.). 935One ft.
Oklahomastation
City
1
Note: Tallest buildings are First National (447 ft.) and Apco Tower
(440 ft.).
Tulsa
1
5
490 ft.
Note: Tallest
buildings and
are Philtower
National Bank
station
is transmitting
(343 (400
ft.). ft.) from which present
Portland,
Ore
None
6
None719 ft.
Philadelphia
7
660,
Note: Attheleastbuilttwo upof center
the3present
stations
are transmitting
from650,ispoints
outside
of
the
city.
The
tallest
structure
Wm.
Penn
StatueLincoln-Liberty
atop City Hall(473(548ft.).ft.).Guard.Tall Trust
buildings
(491
ft.),
(398 are
ft.), Phila.
Lewis Saving
Tower
(389
ft.).
Fidelity
Philadelphia
Trust
(377
ft.).
Pittsburgh
16
818 ft.
Note:
The
terrain
may
require
use
of
a
hill
rather
than
a
building.
However, taller buildings are Gulf (582 ft.), Cathedral of Learning
(535
ft.),
U.
S.
Steel-Mellon
(500
ft.).
Chattanooga
None
5
Memphis
1
6
640Noneft.
ft.Note:sign.The Sterick Building is reported to be 465 ft. tall including 100
6
680 ft.
Nashville 1
350,that463 ft.
Dallas
2\: Merchantile 6
Nat.
Bank
(551
ft.).
After
Note:
Tallest
building
comes Bldg.
Magnolia
Bank
(323 Petrolei
ft.). i (430 ft.). Bell Telephone (377 ft.), Republic
El Paso
None 6
Houston
1 are Gulf6 (428 ft.) Neils Eperson (409
Note:
Two
tallest
buildings
ft.). Neither is presently
used. 5
None
Lubbock
None
440, 480 ft.
San Antonio 2
6
Salt
Lake
City
2
6
416,
367542ft. ft.
Norfolk 1
5
Seattle Note: The L. C. Smith Bldg. (500 ft.) is far taller than any other. 408
Next ft.
building is Northern Life1Tower (314 6
ft.).
Milwaukee
340 ft.
Note: Theof future
presentexpenses
Milwaukee
station,
WTMJ-TV,
has published
budget
including
an item
of $292,000
for a 1,000a
foot
antenna.
existing buildings
City Hall
(350 ft.)Theandtallest
the Wisconsin
Telephonein Co.Milwaukee
(313 ft.). are the
City

Quid Pro Quo
AS A MEANS of impressing
upon advertisers and agencies the on-the-air promotion
given their shows, WCBS-TV
KGO-TV EXPANDS
New
Yorkshowing
sent themhow"bogus"
invoices
much
Adds New Studios
these announcements would
ABC has added two new downtown
cost at regular rates. By
studios to its Radio City operation,
way of fair play, one sponsor
for use of KGO-TV San Francisco,
promptly paid his $3,250
to add 1,600 sq. ft. floor space and
"bill" in phony money.
aa complete kitchen for its daily
BROADCASTING
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Chef Cardini Show, according to
Vince Francis, station manager.
He said the new studios will give
better service to advertisers and
keep abreast of demands for more
space. KGO-TV had been operating
exclusively from its transmitter
site on Mt. Sutro, he said.

FINAL
TELEVISION
ALLOCATIONS
REPORT
EXTRA

COPIES

AVAILABLE
NOW
AT $3.00
EACH
This is the complete report— 196 printed pages —
just as the FGG released
it, Monday, April 14, 1952.
This volume shows the
complete city-by-city
breakdowns for all 2,053
proposed stations in 1,291
communities. There are
sections on antenna
heights, educational reservations, power, procedures,
Hennock'szoning
and
Jones' opinions,
and mileage separation.
You'll want library copies, home copies, tear
copies and working copies. Please use the coupon
below
order today.
Limited and
Supply.
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870
national 4,press
WASHINGTON
D. C. bldg.
Please send
copies of
the Final Television Allocations
Report at $3.00 each.
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SOMETHING new in political
broadcasts was given to listeners of WCCC Hartford, Conn.,
programs prorno
according- to station report, when it
tjon
aired tape-recorded
terviews between Sen.telephone
Robert inA.
Taft (R-Ohio) and members of the
League of Women Voters, with the
Senator talking on the Korean
situation, labor and the economic 'WFIL-ADELPHIA' PROMOTION
program.
FOLDER stating "If yours is a
product
ADS, PUBLICITY PAY
find WFILof ofvalue
valueto topeople
your you'll
product,"
has
been
distributed
that
COMBINATION of ads and pub- Philadelphia station. Successby story
licity paid off for WCKY Cincin- quoting Norman Porreca's favornati in its Ohio-Kentucky-Indiana
radio advertising's
talent opportunity contest. Buy- effect ableonopinion
his ofappliance
business is
ing
and dailies
quarter-page
used toclaims.
substantiate station's sales
weeklieshalfand
in towns ads
wherein result
21 contests were to be held and
releasing publicity stories with
them, the station realized a re- MARKET STATISTICS
sponse of 1,500 amateurs in 650 PICTORIAL book titled Palm
acts and awarded $1,665 in prizes. Beach
County Story is being mailed
to agencies throughout the country
WIP HONORS SHOWMAN
by WJNO West Palm Beach. Copy
area's
indusCONTEST staged by WIP Phila- outlines
and agriculture,
climate to impress
delphia to determine winner of sta- on thetry, resorts
reader "that this is a martion's
first
annual
Showmanship
with a future." Coverage map
Award, resulted in Buddy Greco, a and ketbreakdown
data
singer who hails from Philadelphia, are attached to ofthepopulation
folder.
being named the outstanding male
vocalist in the country. Gold plated
trophy was presented to him by TEACHERS INSPECT RADIO-TV
Benedict Gimbel Jr., president and
general manager of the station. INFORMATION on the American
Special salute to the winner was business system was offered teachaired by WIP on May 18.
ers in the Seattle area when Busines -Education Day was held in the
city
a fortnight ago with KJR and
CANADIAN TALENT
KOMO cooperating in the plan.
NEW talent show, Stars of Excel- Groups of teachers toured both stations and executives explained the
lence, produced to give young Caof the broadcast industry.
nadian entertainers their first op- workings
portunity tomeet large audiences is At termination of the KJR tour
momento folders were distributed
being telecast
on
WBEN-TV
Buffalo. Initial show of the series, to those who visited the studio.
sponsored by Peller Brewing Co. Teachers who inspected KOMO facilities saw themselves on a closed
Ltd., will be seen May 30.
circuit TV presentation.
MYSTERY CONTEST
WLW SPONSORS CONTEST
"HANDS
behalf of ofthe Mystery"
Californiacontest
Instituteon
plans have been arfor Cancer Research is being broad- PROMOTION
ranged between WLW Cincinnati
cast on Lee Hogan Presents on and McCall's
magazine
select a
KNBH (TV) Hollywood. Contest- 30-year-old homemaker tofrom
the
ant is given a chance to identify Ohio Valley. Object of the search
hands of famous celebrity after must be a mother, active in compledgingtution his
support
to the instimunity affairs and reach the age of
whose goal
is $250,000.
30 in June. Winner will be featured
in
a
1952
issue of the magazine and
SOONER or L AT
receive a paid vacation in New York
for
herself
and her family. Any
ii t c
some" accuses
aggrieved
listener in the WLW listening area
you 1 or n e r
may nominate a homemaker to be
entered as a contestant.
ob
DER
DEALERS SEE TV
EL
BN
Ia
sLl
IN ORDER to acquaint dealers with
andUNIQUE
THEN you'll
need
our
TV and what they can expect when
INSURANCE
covering
this
hazard.
It
covers
also
television
comes to Montreal, CaInvasion andof Privacy,
Plagiarism,
nadian Westinghouse in conjunction
Piracy
Copyright.
It is
with
CBC-TV
in that city put on
ADEQUATE,
SURPRISINGLY
INEXPENSIVE.
two demonstrations for dealers.
In use Nation-wide.
Two-hour production featured live
GET IT IN TIME!
and film programs explaining the
WHITE FOR DETAILS AND RATES
facts of the TV industry. Via internal TV circuit, dealers saw the
EMPLOYERS REINSURANCE
inside of Montreal CBC-TV producCORPORATION
tion center. Demonstration reportresulted
in thousands
larsedlyworth
of orders
for TV ofsets.dolPage 100 • May 26, 1952

premiums
CROSS-COUNTRY RADIO TRIP
TWOSOME featured on daily Coffee with Lee and Lorraine on
WSPRing stations
Springfield,
are offera chanceMass.,
to give
their
listeners a cross-country trip this
summer via tape recorded programs
Lee and Lorraine Ellis will make on
their- westward jaunt. Couple will
leave
by carAlong
in June
for athey
summer
vacation.
the way,
plan
to record their experiences and
send them to stations for broadcast
as a unique travel series.

INDUSTRIAL SERIES
NEW series of half hour programs
on WCAU Philadelphia, Strength
of the Nation,
highlights
city's lisindustry. Designed
to acquaint
teners with the part American industry plays in bettering the
Americantation willway
of life,an each
presen-of
portray
industry
the week, what makes it tick and
what it does for the people it
serves. Shows will feature tape recorded interviews with plant perand a discussion
uct sonnel
manufactured
there. of the prodCONVENTION BROCHURE
FOUR-COLOR brochure with information concerning the Democratic andventions
Repuplican
national conwill be distributed
free
to the public through Hallicrafters
dealers starting this week. The
convention program will include
two sets of color cut-out maps and
tally sheets for the recording of
balloting. Booklet is a promotion
piece of John S. Mahoney, advertising manager of the firm.
Chicago T V-ra- *
dio manufacturing

SUPERMARKET MUSIC
"THE greatest names in grocerie
and drugs use Storecast — and yo
should too" is the cover inscriptio
of a promotion piece put out by th
company which provides music
supermarkets. Miniature red, whit
and blue labels of leading client
such as Philip Morris and Jell-(
line the pamphlet cover like canne
goods on a supermarket shelf, wit
the booklet's message giving seve
reasons why Storecast has becom
"a vital force" in drug and grocer
sales.
FUN AND CONTESTS
TWO promotions currently enter
taining WLWC (TV) Columbus
Ohio, viewers are its "favoriti
postman
on its Big orBearpostmistress"
Dollar Derby contes
show
and its fun-provoking "buying anc
selling" of postholes on its rural
type
Moore's probj
gram, Meetin'
the firstTimeshowat conducted
Spook Beckman and the latter b]
Billy Scott and Sally Flower.
STUDENTS TAKE OVER
BROADCAST operations at KRNlj
Des Moines were turned over fortnight ago toin13 radio.
high school
interested
The students!
aspiring;
air staffers made frequent appearances with regular entertainers
during
Day" and
handled "High
portions School
of programs
anc
commercials. Budding engineers
assisted in the control room.
STRAW HAT PROMOTION
AS part motion,
of summer
audiencejoined
proKNX Hollywood
Los Angeles Downtown Business
Men's Assn. in annual "Straw Hat
Day"
by includingto 200
tickets festivities
and five invitations
pear on KNX programs in the
1,000 miniature hats passed out in
the business section. Recipients of E
one of the five invitations will receive a GE portable radio plus a
picnic kit.
PRESIDENTIAL POLL
LEAGUE of Women Voters in
Los Angeles, KFWB Hollywood
and the B-B Pen Co., that city,
have combined forces to present
"a radio Presidential straw vote"
beginning June 2. Ballot boxes
will be placed in 1,350 drug stores
throughout the area. Over 700 of
these stores will feature window
displays and
of the
event. Station
discjockeys
newscasters
will make
guest castappearances
as well as broadresults.

SEAPOWER STORY ON TV
FILM record of activties of the
U. S. Navy on duty in the Mediterranean is being edited by Joel
Chaseman who recently returned
from that areas as special correspondent for WAAM (TV) Baltimore. During cruise from Norfolk
to Gibraltar, he filmed considerable
16mm film on the operations of the
U.S.S. Palua for the telecast on
WAAM. After the initial showing
on that outlet, the film will be made
available to other TV stations desiring to tell the
•— •—seapower
• story.
NEWS OF SERVICEMEN
CHANCE TO STRIKE OIL
NEWS director Bill Robbins, WSAI PROMOTION campaign with a
Cincinnati, makes a practice of new twist will be sponsored by Dr.
broadcasting information about lo- Pepper Co., Dallas, Tex., through
cal servicemen. He also provides a
& Ryan, N. Y., during
service to their parents by mailing Ruthrauff
and July. Promotion will be
them copies of releases in which June
jingle contest offering as first
their sons are mentioned. Station aprize
royalties from 44 Texas oil
reports
that
Mr.
Robbins'
personal
wells.
schedule of spots
contact with families of boys in the will be Heavy
carried predominately on
service is bringing hundreds of let- CBS
Ted
Husing
Sports
Roundup on
Radio.
ters from appreciative parents.
BROADCASTING
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Antenna Location — The Big Decision
(Continued from page 82)
ttj Y(|.
TV set screen. In New York
i;r-Pi|
tically
proved
how
coverage
can beto the
the great flat-sided masonry and
: -7 i extended if stations jointly move
steel
bulk of the RCA Building
j the highest and most desirable
A allocation in their area.
proved a perfect bouncing board
for TV signals from some of the
;■"'! The four stations which moved lower
broadcasting points as did
• to the Empire State Building from the sides
the Empire State
other locations [WNBT was al- Building andof other
tall buildings.
: ready there. — Ed.] formerly had This resulted in frequent
^;7f'their television broadcasting an- distorting "ghosts" on NewpictureI tennas at elevations of 954 feet, 640 television receiver screens, York
both
=:: :t!feet, 565 feet and 733 feet, respec- close
tively. The top of the new Empire tance. to the station and at a disState television tower is 1,472 feet,
the broadcasting antennas
more than a quarter of a mile high. hadOnce
moved up to the 1,472 foot
The average distance reached by high been
tower
of the Empire State
these four stations before they
Building the because
"ghosts"thesubstantially
. moved was approximately 38 miles. disappeared
TV signals
.From the Empire State Building were transmitted high
enough to
they now reach a distance of about go over the tops of the other
build. 70 miles in every direction and can
ings
without
bouncing
or
richochetrVaybe received in an area in which an ing off them.
^.estimated 17 million people live.
Central Location
. This is an expansion of the stations'
-■ -ijaudience
from ina diameter
circle ap-to
Central location as well as great
proximatelyarea76 miles
is extremely important for
a circle approximately 140 miles height
ideal TV broadcasting point,
in diameter, a circle containing an
particularly
in a city with a large
15,400 square miles. The comsection of tall buildings.
: -mercial importance of these facts business
New
York
and
other of the
is almost incalculable. Actually it larger cities in many
the country have
. has to siblebein order
calculated
as
well
as
posnumbers
of
tall
steel
girder
buildto determine how
ings in the central part of the city.
7 much the fortunate owner of the Television
engineers
who
.. .... choice broadcasting location is dealt with the problem are ofhave
the
. -3i justified in investing in a tower opinion
a significant loss of
-; ,.4 and how much he is entitled to be strength that
in
the
broadcasted
TV
paid for permitting the use of his signal occurs if it has to pass over
location for television broadcasting. the
entire business area of a city
No building owner should forget
a residential area beyond.
that the location will bring in no toThisreacheffect
has been loosely regreater television revenue than it
fer ed to by some as an "absorpis actually worth in dollars and
tion"
of
power.
the
; cents, to the television stations. scientific reason, theWhatever
result is ob. This rule must be equally true
servable. The best cure for this
- in every city in the country. If appears to be to locate the broad; many locations in a city are equally
casting antenna at the center of the
to sp- good, one is set off against the tall building area so that the television signal will cross over this
;• :see other and no one will receive, or is
entitled to receive, a premium price, area in the first few miles of its
i However, if one location gives much trip. When the antenna is in the
-. more in earning power to television center of the city the signal gets
i stations, the owner of that location out beyond the high building area
should receive some significant por- within the first few miles while
tion of the extra earnings for per- it is much stronger than it is
farther out.
location. mitting broadcasting from his
It should be made clear that,
except for the purpose of pushing
First Advantage
the horizon of the TV station out
x, The first great advantage of to a point 70 miles from the center
m locating a television broadcasting of a city, it is not necessary in
r antenna on the highest possible most other cities to locate the
e i point, then, is the added area it broadcasting point a quarter of a
will reach at a distance from the mile in the air as has been done in
f Istation.
New York City. The important
Increasing the height of the TV point is that the broadcasting location should rear its head considerf broadcasting location also adds to
ably above the imaginary plateau
I the number of viewers who can be
formed
by the tops of the dozen or
' the
reached
with
a
good
picture
within
area nearer the TV station — more tallest buildings in the city.
the area from 0 to 25 miles away In other words, the broadcasting
point must be very high in relation
from the broadcasting point.
to the general top level of tall
In a large city the total number buildings.
of people in all the "shadow" areas
The fortunate combination of
who are brought out of the dark- great
height and central location
ness by a very high broadcasting made the
State Building
point can be a very significant addi- the ideal Empire
television broadcasting
tion to the viewing audience.
point in New York City. It is the
Television is indeed a tricky tallest structure, by far, in New
animal. Another effect of a too York City, and is located at approximately the center of the tall
low broadcasting location is the
(Continued on page 102)
tendency to produce "ghosts" on
^BROADCASTING
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wui
,j.-^^
^i
whe
ordi^^
tubea^a
AGO RCA
YEAKS
the probPfodu« cl f Ttf soivedwith
could
that
tubes
cameracircles,
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Mr. John McCorkle
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell and Bayles
New York City:
' all
Dere John:
Th' Girlth'Scouts
held
thimselves
a
college fceld house t'otherbig
th' girls and
theyre parents.
show
To help outtheyonth'
called
WCHS ana we
boss thv
ackt
persona twoplay
and an enginear
to
run
sound.WCHS
Th'th'
four
folks
wuz
only radeo pee-th'
pie theyre.
jist
goes H'itto
show
Girl thet
Scoutsth'
putsin theyre
trust
WCHSour
like
we tell
listners
to putin
theyre trust
Silver
Dust.
Th'
boss
seein
more
peeplelisten
W.
Va.
to5,000WCHSon with
580
then any
other
stashun.
Yrs.Algy
WCHS
Charleston, W. Va.

14th in effective
buying income
per capita
among
Sales Management's
162 Metropolitan
Counties
TF your radio campaign in_|_ eludes
the firstto 100
markets according
Effective
Buying
Income234,000
per Capita
then over
Quad-—
Citians are among your targets. enjoys the respect
WHBF
and good will of the QuadCity
area — awhich
progressive
community
it has
supported and served for
over 25 year.
Les Johnson, V.P. and Gen. Mgr.

WHBF;:
mco BUI'.DIHG, ROCK ISUND, ILLINOIS
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equipment changes and correctr I
measures and only in the final e
Antenna Location — The Big Decision
(Continued fr om page 101)
tremity of absolute incompatibili
continued operations by all tl
building area of the city.
which each broadcaster felt essen- ofstations
was provision made f<
tial before leaving its solitary any withdrawing.
The Empire State Building
activiti
actually had the strength built into splendor elsewhere to join the would be dropped Then
rever:
it in 1930-1 to carry the weight higher glory of the multiple broad- order of origination.in the
As
a pra
of the new 222 foot steel television
casting tower.
tical
matter,
it
is
difficult
to coi
First, a precise definition was
towernasand
its heavy loadlines.
of antenand transmission
This hammered out of the degree of ceive of a situation in which tV
joint
activities
could
be
successf
interference,
to
either
signal
or
was definitely
not done
in anticipation of television.
It was
done to equipment, which should not be for a period of time and then su
enable the top of the Empire State tolerated. This was designated denly become impossible. Hov
provision must be made fc
Building to serve as a mooring "objectionable interference". Un- ever,
less a claimed interference came even such highly fanciful poss
mast for dirigibles. In 1930
dirigibles were thought to be the within the scope of "objectionable bilities in a project of this scope.
The position
of the defined
buildin
coming mode of trans-Atlantic and interference" it was agreed by all owner
to be carefully
the engineers concerned that it did such ahas situation.
other long distance travel.
not merit corrective action or owner cannot assertTheor buildin
A ingparticular
advantage
of
erectassum
a moderately high tower on a
the power to change or overru
tall building rather than erecting penalties. Remedies Differ
the the
rules,FCC.regulations
a tower 700 feet to 1,000 feet tall
On the orotherdecisior
han
It was tionable
theninterference
found could
that objecbased on the ground for a TV
be of of
the building owner is under n
broadcasting center is that the several types
and that the remedies duty to permit any station
transmitters can be installed in the
necessarily
dif- broadcast from its building or
top floors of the building where and penalties
ferent for eachweretype.
In the first
continue to do so longer than
there is enclosed space, heat and place, the
mere
origination
of
elevator service. Transmitters particular broadcasting activity bya pays its rent and acts in accor
with rules imposed in a
should be as close to the broadcast- a particular station might result in ance
ing antennas as possible because of objectionable interference to some vance by the building owner for th j
the unavoidable and expensive loss activity already being carried on. tenants.
protection of himself and oth
of electrichas
powerto intravel
every foot
the Therefore, an elaborate screening
current
between
Harmonious Achievement
and
testing
procedure
was
set
up
transmitter and antenna.
any station must pass
If the building owner merel
The economic effect of all these which
through before it could start a
the use of space on it
peculiar characteristics of televi- new activity or materially change licenses
buildingwithout
by several
television
sisureon is anon each
almost
irrestistible
prestions
imposing
rules stao
its
existing
operation.
The
princistation to obtain for
behind this was, of course, that conditions, chaos is almost certai
itself the highest and most central eachpleactivity
which had once been to result. It must be remembere
location in the city. Since there properly originated
the television broadcasters ar
entitled that
natural rivals in a highly competi
to protection from newwasor changed
can
be
only
one
"highest"
and
"most central" location in any city, operations of others which would tive business. It is a high tribut
all stations, except the one lucky hurt it.
to the calibre of the five televisio
enough to have it will necessarily
The second type of objectionable stations in New York City wh
be frustrated if each one has to interference
was that resulting share the Empire State tower tha
have a separate location.
from the deterioration in equip- they have worked so harmoniousl
ment or departure from proper together in the planning, buildin;
Why Separate Locations?
of some station already
But why does each station have practices
on
the
tower. In this case the cul- and operation of this multipl
to have a separate antenna locatower. men,
But itsubject
is doubtp1
ful if even these
a
prit
was
identifiable and was re- broadcasting
tion? They started that way bequired to bear the burden of cor- they are to competing busines
cause radio had always done so
r
e
c
t
i
n
g
t
h
e
situation
or
forfeit
its
pressures,
couldthishave
keptif thei
and because they feared the elec- right to be on the tower.
actions within
pattern
the;
trical cross-interference from sevThe third type of objectionable did not live within the framework
eral antennas broadcasting close interference
was more general and of strict, carefully devised rule
together. Fortunately there were included all those
some which provided prompt equitabl
pioneers who dared to risk the highly imaginary, situations,
after methods
ofdeviation
dealing with
cross-interference and to attempt a proper origination inby which
from every
suchforebe h
all stations seeable
multiple antenna tower. The vision some circumstance developed
havior.
which
and courage of the management of made it impossible for all existing
significant economic elemen
the Empire State Building and of operations to continue without in The
picture is that the pressur
Dr. Frank G. Kear, the technical cross-interference.
only Detailed obli- forthis
joint use of the best possibl
genius behind the whole project,
location
was so great that larg
gations
were
here
imposed
for
the five broadcasting companies
and RCA which designed, developed and tested the antenna sysTHE GEORGIA PURCHASE
tems, brought forth the answer.
The engineers did their best.
* ATLANTA
WAGA
They tem
planned
and designed should
a sysa ATLANTA
which theoretically
combination
operate without interference. But
what if their calculations were
stations
wrong,
or
what
if
subsequent
events resulted in an interference
cover
can
not present at the beginning?
WMAZ
Rules, procedures and fast acting
MACON
remedies had to be set up before
major
markets
any broadcaster could take the
10,000 wCBS 940lcc
plunge.
georgia's
True, the general rules of the
FCC governed the operations of
THE
GEORGIA
TRIO
these television stations, but these
WTOC
rules had not been particularized
. °f
to the point of dealing with a joint
SAVANNAH
individually
facility such as the Empire State
as arepresented
group and
by | THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
SOOOwCBS 1290kc
tower and did not contain all the
detailed rules for "family living"
ROADCASTING
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"»al ekkncial obstacles were quickly
atil)ili|iscen in stride. As soon as the
all t! ilding was made available for
a* Multiple broadcasting, four major
*itii/ stations rushed to join the sole
ttwrjif station then broadcasting from
2pra|s2 Empire State Building. Each
to colli these stations abandoned its
ttifmer antenna location and will'ccesfpgly
cost of moving,
purSDijjasingpaidnewtheequipment,
developing
Hoijjw antennas and undertook to pay
ladefi) antenha rental many times
I posskher than any of them had ever
cope id before.
kildiuj.There is a very plain dollars-andifinedIits-reason for this readiness to
and money which is applicable —
soonStates,
will be — throughout the
lited
rasioijt^fot
only
is the income
of thecosts
TV
[itions increased,
but their
operation are reduced by the
nt use of the best broadcasting
ation.
[f each station installs its own
iver, it will have to pay the full
lit of buying or renting a locafortljln, constructing a tall tower on
i oth$ii and
lights, de-icing
otherinstalling
tower equipment.
It will
0 have the full maintenance
rden of painting and repairing
1 entire tower. When a multiple
ver is used there is only one
Ver in one location and all of
;se costs are shared.
The savings in structural steel
me are tremendous if one tower
made to do for all. In these days
governmental control of steel
p locality may be lucky to get
|)ugh steel allocated to it to build
i good tower, especially now that
Empire State project has proved
d the technical characteristics of
svision do not require that broad;ting antennas be kept separate.
The cost of bringing programs
the transmitting point is reduced
en all stations are in one loca|n. Less cable or less microbe equipment is used if all proj fjUjims coming into the city are
ivered at one central point.
)ne final incidental boon brought
^ ]i|the multiple broadcasting tower
;he simplification of the home reving antenna which it makes
sible. Some portion of any reding antenna must be aimed at
h TV station broadcasting in the
a. If there are several different

Mr. RUDDOCK
broadcasting locations, the receiving antennas must have enough elements to permit some to be aimed
directly at each station. With a
multiple tower for all TV stations
there is only one point of aim and
therefore a minimum of antenna
parts and installation problems.
What is the value of a superlative tower location which will open
the door to the largest audience
which any TV station in the city
can reach? If the building owner
erects the tower at his own expense
and operates it as part of his building, it is, of course, greater than
if he merely rents the top of his
building to the TV stations and
permits them to erect a tower. In
either case, however, the precious
commodity of maximum television
audience is what the owner of the
best location has to sell.
Attention was turned to various
ambiguous theories. An early suggestion wasshould
that the
televisionon
license rent
be based
the height of the Empire State
Building and that so many dollars
per linear foot of height should
be charged. But when the discussions turnedfoot,
to "how
many" dollars
per linear
the figures
had to
be pulled out of thin air.
Then a so-called "audience-coverdeveloped.
this theage" theory
licensewas rent
would beUnder
com-

WKTY ratings are UK 204% in two years! <\ \ Station
— — EZ
1
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puted at the rate of 25c or 50c per
television set within the range of
the station each year. This idea
had a kernel of very good sense.
The value of the building for television purposes was, of course, a
direct reflection of the circulation
it could make available to the television stations — the number of sets
that could be reached. However,
who was to say how many cents or
dollars per set was fair?
Parallels were investigated in
subway advertising car rates, billboardtacular"
rates, Times
Square "specanimated billboard
rental
rates, and advertising rates on
radio programs received in buses in
certain cities. All of these investigations proved over and over again
that the rate was directly affected
by "circulation" or audience coverthe number
of persons
read age,a bycertain
magazine,
passedwhoby
a certain billboard location, rode in
a certain bus line or subway, passed
through Times Square on a certain
day. It was found that the rate
always went up with the circulation
or audience coverage, but that no
two advertising media placed the
same lars"head-price,"
the same dolcoverage.and cents per person, on the
The advertising impact of the
particular kind of media affected
the rate per person.
Thesion aseffect,
the impact
of televian advertising
medium,
was
believed to be as great and probably greater than any other media
since both*eye and This
ear were
simultaneously.
was assailed
a fine
theory, but it did not give any
logical
basis
for
establishing
the
rate.
The measuring stick finally
adopted would be applicable in any
city where some one location is
markedly superior to any other (or
can be made so by tower construction) for television broadcasting.
First a determination is made of
the amount of rent which could be
charged for any of the several locations in the city which could function with passable success if the
one prime location did not exist. In
doingconventional
this, strong real
rsliance
on
estateis placed
rental
formulas.
Having obtained this base rent,
it is necessary to determine the
premium rent to be added to it as
the prices for the superiority in audience and picture which the one
best location alone can give. To
measure this the actual population
within range of both the best and
the ordinary locations is determined, and the degree of actual
and potential
saturation
vision receivers
worked with
out. teleBy
applying
all
the
principles
discussed
earlier in this article which limit
the audience of a TV station broadcasting from an ordinary or inferior location, both close-in and
at a distance from the broadcasting antenna and comparing this to
the potential performance from the
best location, the extent of the suiority can be measured.
Percen-be
tages ofpersuperiority
can then
derived which can be valued. For
(Continued on page 104)
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be
contradicted. whichA statement
advertisement
is totally infa
Antenna Location — The Big Decision
'Hizzoner' of WJXN
cannot be qualified
or modified.
(Continued /? om page 103)
FTC pointed out that befc
WJXN Jackson, Miss., has
instance, in New York City it was home receiver.
members are entitled to recei
unofficial
production
and
profound from tests made as to all
"free"
books, they must enroll
was not a problem peculiar
gram man in Mayor Allen C.
previously existing stations that to This
the Book-of-the-Month Club a
Thompson. Mayor Thompson,
New York City nor was its solusome reached with a satisfactory
buy
four
books within a year, wi
through taped recordings,
of significance only in New
picture as little as 60% of the po- York tionCity.
profit to the respondent. Hem
makes monthly reports over
All of the basic premises
tential audience in the New Yoi-k
WJXN from the zoo, water
they are "not gifts or gratuities
City area while the Empire State exist in your city also — the limitaworks and other places of
without
to theharking
recipient."
tower location approached the
tions of television, the dollars-andComr. cost
Mason,
back
community
interest.
Last
cents advertising demand for the
legendary 99 44/100% coverage.
1948
and
the
commission's
stat
fortnight,
the
mayor
was
to
"cover" the annual conference
When this percentage of su- largest possible TV audience, and
ment ofbased
policy,on held
that "awillsimpn jg
order
deception
periority was applied to the base the economy of a joint financing
of United States mayors in
rent figure it gave a dollars-and- and joint use of the best possible
New York's Waldorf-Astoria.
stand up onearlier
appeal"agreed
and that
attorneys
that Flt
cents value to the superiority which, broadcasting location. The great
Program was to be a comads "were accurate in their
if anything, was an understatement contribution of the Empire State
posite
report
from
the
Walof the true value. The reasonable- television tower was in pointing the
dorf-Astoria with the mayor
He likened the order to one co
ness of this figure can best be way, in proving that it could be
doing the announcing, engidemning selling of merchandise
tested by dividing the dollars in- done.
neering
and
production.
volved by the actual number of
tirety."
Saturday
reflected:what may
"A ruleandlimiting
home receivers which can be
reached at any given time only by
done
on
Saturday
New FTC Order Increases than a rule limitingis nowhatmoremayval
the best location.
By any normal advertising rate
done
the support
word 'free'
unle
Word Use Conflict
there iswithfactual
in a recoi
standards the cost of reaching each
the commission to give
additional home is tiny. It does not 'FREE'
MOUNTING confusion over use of the word "free" in broadcast and before
begin to tap the additional revenues published advertising claims appeared inevitable in agency, advertiser jurisdiction over the days of tl
which the best location enables the and station circles as a result of another controversial ruling issued by week or over the definitions of su(
qualitative words as in the instai|B
station to charge the advertisers. the Federal Trade Commission.
However, it does bring in very
While broadcast continuities apc
h
a
s
e
a
t
least
four
books
within
a
sizable sums to the building owner
y are not directly involved
As a result of FTC's Januai
since each of the stations on the in an orderparentlissued
1948 statement,
took woi2: ii
against Book-of"payment for [two] books words
to explain "which
what one
building receive the same advan- the-Month Club Inc., the decision year,
theretofore
designated
as
'free'
is
tage and properly pay the same pointed up anew the possible im- thereafter demanded by the re- meant," nobody "has any mor:Jll
rate. Best yet, it achieves the aim
practicabil ty ofan earlier FTC adspondent," FTC said. It also cited certainty
as tosaid.
how Noah
free isWebster
'free,'
Comr. Mason
of the FCC to have stations comministrative interpretation.
useHere
of theis the
termtack"book
case."
FTC dividends."
took on use dictionary
records 24 separate use h
pete with each other on the basis of
The
commission
ruled
May
16
the merits of their programs and that the word "free" as used in of the word "free" in this instance: of the word, he added, noting:
"From now on, Webster's is o;|fr
not their respective ability to bring Book-of-the-Month advertisements as Inusedthe bypresent
case the word
"free"
the respondent
a clear picture to the particular is "false, misleading and decep- and distribution
of its meaning
booksin the
hasofsale
thea and the Federal Trade Commi
definite
and
absolute
tive." It also was revealed that cost oror acondition.
gratuity given used
without
charge,is sion's unabridged is in."
word
three other similar complaints are gift
unambiguous and Sodoes
notthe have
a
pending before FTC.
secondary meaning.
Its meaning
can- WJOC ELECTIONS
or bequalified
by other
Comr. Lowell B. Mason, dissent- words.not be Italtered
can
only
contradicted
and
Kane Succeeds Layma
made
through
ing in the 3-1 decision, sharply the oftotalthe representation
wordcontends
"free" isthat
false
HAROLD P. KANE was name
challenged the cease - and - desist useRespondent
although
not bestatements
free the clearly
adver- president of Air Waves Inc., owt
order and charged that the Com- the books may
tisements contain
mission had set
"as a disclosing
of WJOC Jamestowi
those
things
which
the customer
must
do
in
order
to
receive
the er-operator
lexicographer
with itself
power upto punish
N. Y., and general manager of tfl ^
so-called
"free"
books any
and probability
that these
statements
neutralize
station,
at
a board of directoi
those
who
ignore
our
definitions."
He claimed FTC had supplanted orunable
possibility
to agree.of deception. We are meeting May 19. Mr. Kane forme
The
contention
might
have
some
"usage
with
bureaucratic
fiat."
ly
was
corporation
vice presider
statementstheinword
the and WJOC sales manager,
This was the second instance in merit if the other
only qualified
John
C.
Walters
was electe
which FTC implemented its admin- advertisements
"free."
In [other]
caseswhich
. . . qualifying
words board chairman. Others elect
istrative interpretation with a firm could
be chosen
would and
eliminate
were Grant J. Gruel and James I
order, though it indicated plainly the
deceptive
representation
leave
standing
truthful
one alone.
Monagle,
vice treasurer,
presidents;andFre>D
that use ofdividual"free"
upon in-it the
presenttheincase,
the otherdoIn erick
E. Davis,
cases as depends
to whether
statements
the however,
advertisements
much merely
more violence
to
the
word
"free"
Clyde
L.
Wilson,
secretary. Harr
violates the deceptive practices than
it. The makes
word E. Layman, former
statute. An appellate court affirmed "free" as used qualifying
president-gei
by the respondent
and,
being
uneral
manager,
resigned
the interpretation last November a singletrue, representation
cannot be qualified; it can only ill health, WJOC reported.because
and the U. S. Supreme Court upheld the ruling by refusing last
Employment Agency
Employment Agency
March to review the case [B*T,
April 14].
Thus, in effect, use of the word
First - Second
Phone
must be sufficiently hedged with
ENGINEERS
certain conditions and reservations
as to make it inadvisable to inApplications accepted for Immediate
Placement in Thirty-Three States
corporate in ad claims, some auZi}t $f)ilabclpfna
thorities felt. But again, it deNEWSCASTER— MANY
PROGRAM
DIRECTOR— ANNOUNCERS
pends on the case.
COMBINATION
inquirer Station
In the Book-of-the-Month decision, FTC said that use of that
One
fee.
WRITE:Week's salary when placed, the only
cr similar words "should be apftWiM\
An ABC Aftiliah
prsentation
oached by applying
to
the
repremade the same yardstick
Firs', on '.he Dial
that should be applied to all adverin America's Hiiro1 Mar
tising— 'Is it true or false,' "
FTC challenged as "false and
17 East 48th Street, New York 17, New York
misleading" the club's claims that
PL 5-1127
,
E. C. Lobdell, Licensee
it offered books "free to new members" without charge or obligation.
If the member decides not to purBROADCASTING
• Telecasti
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NEBRASKA MEET
'OLITICOS
Candidates on VIE
KFRO Panel
AP Group Names Slate
NEBRASKA Associated Press RaI NOVEL forum program featurdio
Assn., meeting jointly with
Sg all candidates for the third
Nebraska Assn. of Radio News DiI. S. Congressional district was
rectors, named Walt Kavanagh,
roadcast by KFRO Longview,
news director of KOWH Omaha,
lex., May 17. Titled How Do You
as chairman; Jack Rogers, KBRL
tand, Future Congressman?, the
McCook, vice chairman, and E. E.
rogram was offered to other radio
Makiesky, correspondent supervisNations in that district and aired
ing APbraska,radio
operation in Neas secretary.
aJ""|s
servicewere
feature.
The
Mr. Makiesky said each AP
'"lighta public
participants
candidates
member station has contributed
Jn-eckworth
the post vacated
(D-Tex.),by Rep.
nowLindley
camnews to AP files and that contribuaigning for the U. S. Senate.
those of the previous
Listeners, newspapers and others NEW JERSEY Broadcasters Assn. officials greet FCC Comr. Rosel H. Hyde at year.tionsHeexceededsaid
KBRL ranked
ere invited to send in written group's spring meeting in Atlantic City [B*T, May 12]. L to r: Fred Weber,
among the nation's top ten AP news
uestions asking the candidates owner of WFPG Atlantic City, member of NJBA advisory committee; Thomas contributors.
B. Tighe, general mancgsr of WJLK Asbury Park, NJBA secretary-treasurer;
"here they stand on important Comr.
Hyde; Paul Alger, general manager of WSNJ Bridgeton, association
isues.H. County
Democratic
Chair-as president;
; va, Han
Phil Gravatt, Atlantic City commissioner; Harry Goodwin, general
0. Gossett
Sr. served
manager
of WNJR Newark, member of NJBA advisory committee.
KEAR Seeks 10 kw
:ra"*Iloderator
on the unrehearsed prokm.
On All Accounts
John P. Keating
APPLICATION
crease from 1 tofor10 akw power
is to inbe
(Continued from page 12)
MISSOURI LAW
JOHN P. KEATING, 75, vice pres- filed with the FCC by KEAR San
ident and production manager of Mateo, Calif., the station reported
sofsjl Guards Radio-TV on Libel vertising man, he was converted to
Co., Milwaukee, licen- last week. The San Francisco Bay
8il4lBEL protection for Missouri the concept of advertising over a The seeJournal
of WTMJ-AM-TV, died Tues- area
outlet, on 1550 kc, said the
lidio and TV stations during un- period of years in discussions with
day
as
a
result
of a cerebral hemorfamily business associates and
would increase its daypro- friends.
He had served as a vice power timeboost
M*•Januajansored
Glided last political
week whentalksGov.wasForrest
After graduation from presidentrhage.and
audience by nearly a million
since 1939.
Brown U. in 1932 and two years Survivors includedirector
his
wife
and
two
ney morinally
wjimith had
signedplanned
legislation
he
origpersons. The station specializes in
to veto.
U.'s schools of law
"good music" programming.
Gov. Smith said he changed his atandNorthwestern
commerce, he quit to get his sons.
ieoiteriiind about the veto after confer- start in advertising and in radio.
ateosjing with Missouri station spokesTwo years later, when he was
:?: ien and studying FCC regulations sales
how to
manager, he sold his stock
ojirring station censorship of politi- in WROK and invested the money
Commiw speeches. The legislation was in the Presba & Fellers agency.
>onsored by Sen. Richard J.
father, a black-and-white man,
talk to
hamier, Democratic majority His
therefore outnumbered by his
ader, and was sought by radio was
son
and
Mr.
Fellers,
both
dogmatic
$250,000,000
!id TV operators in the state.
devotees of broadcasting.
cCymab:tAn effective
emergency
made Gov.
the
Subsequently, Mr. Presba has
whenclause
signed.
media .within the agency
;™fmith said he had Planned to veto balanced
so that about 50% of the billings
lC,'°'j'ie bill on the ground it would en- go to radio and TV and 50% to
a6stoTiurage "character assassinations". other media. Broadcast accounts
tof "'assage was sought in part as the
lirectoi \su\t 0f protests against radio and include Book House for Children,
forme iy Speeches in the 1950 campaign Olson Rug Co., Keeley Brewing,
rajas, candidates of the Christian Na- Flex-O-Glass
Mfg. and Orleans and
onal Party, described by the St.
e'e£'(liouis Post Dispatch as a so-called Hi-Life dog food. Although he
works on all accounts, Mr. Presba
amesdeflate"
|group operating in Missouri, is most interested in merchandising and marketing.
:an"["'bMMENDATION
was received
TIC Hartford from
Rau-Lockeby
A native Chicagoan, he lives in
■"American Legion Post, Hartford, for
fflt-gt-'-xcellent
public W.service"
present I- North Shore Winnetka with his
g the Frederic
Ziv Co.in series,
wife, the former Jean Countryman
as a Communist for the F.B.I.
of Rockford, and their children,
Use the Broadcasting Marketbook — the only fact book dePaula, 11, and David, 6. He is a
signed expressly for the buyer of time.
trustee of Brown U. and a director
of the Brown Club of Chicago, a
Over a quarter billion dollars of spot and network radio and
member of Psi Upsilon fraternity
TV is placed by buyers of time who use the MARKETBOOK
and a trustee of the N.U. chapter.
daily. Nowhere else can they find the copyrighted "Spot
Fond of fishing, he prefers the
Rate Finder" which enables them to compute in minutes preliminary estimates of spot campaigns. Or county-by-county
fresh water variety, but on an
3
S
breakdowns of essential radio facts, census figures, market3
office
wall
has
a
sailfish
which
E
ing maps, state market indicators, etc.
GREEN BAY, WIS.
came within two ounces of setting
the small sailfish record at Ft.
It's only between the covers of one book — the MARKETBOOK
—and it's the only book built to help you sell time.
Lauderdale. Mr. Presba and his
MORE NATIONAL
ACCOUNTS USE WDUZ
THAN
family spend much of the summerANY
OTHER
250
WATT
time at Pelican Lake in northern
STATION IN WISCONSIN.
Reserve space now to assure
(LIST ON REQUEST.)
Minnesota, but — to maintain a firm position near your own listing .
cleavage between pleasure and
BEN A. LAIRD, PRES
business — he takes clients fishing DEADLINE, 1952 EDITION, JULY 20
in northern Michigan to the North
PUBLISHED MID-AUGUST
CALL JOHN E. PEARSON CO. Woods Club.
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May 15 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
WMFC
Monroeville,
licenseizedfor
as mod., Ala.which— Requests
authornew AMCP, station.
WPNX
Phenix
City, authorized
Ala.— Requests
license for CP which
new
AM station and to change studio location.
Extension of Completion Date
WIMSCP,Michigan
City, Ind. —power
Requestsinmod.
authorized
crease,which
change hours
of operation and
DA-N,
for
extension
of
completion
date.
WSAYCP, Rochester,
N. Y. — power
Requests
mod.
which
authorized
increase
and
change
from
DA-DN
DA-N, for extension
of completion date.to
License Renewal
of Following
license: stations request renewal
KAGHgart. Ark.:Crossett,
Ark.;
KWAK Conn.;
StuttWWCOIdaho;
Waterbury,
KEYY fieldPocatello,
WTAXInd.;Spring,
1
1
.
;
WGBF
Evansville,
KIUL
Garden
Citv, Louisville,
Kan.; WKAYKy.;Glasgow,
Ky.; Iberia,
WKLO
KANE
New
La.;
WCOU
Lfnviston,
Me.;
WOCB
WMFGCity,
Hibbing,
Minn.; Hyannis,
KWOS Mass.;
Jefferson
Mo.;
KNEM
Nevada,
Mo.;
KFOR
Lincoln,
Neb.; WJTN
Jamestown,
N. Y.; WoonKDLR
Devils
Lake,
N. WDOD
D.; WWON
socket.WBIR
R. I.;
Chattanooga,
Tenn.;
Knoxville,
Term.;
WFAATV
KOTVWPTZ
(TV) (TV)
Tulsa;PhiladelWMCT
(TV)Dallas;
Memphis:
phia; WOW-TV Omaha,
and WOAI-TV
San Antonio.
TENDERED FOR FILING
To Change Location
WILD
Birmingham,
Ala. —andRequests
mod.
CP
studio
locations tofromchange
3427 trans,
27th Ave.
North
toVz Pimson
Highway,
near
Birmingham,
mi.APPLICATION
N. of radio range
station.
RETURNED
WCHV Charlottesville, Va. — REcense. TURNED application for renewal of liMay ACCEPTED
16 Applications
...
FOR FILING
AM— 1320 kc
Mich.—D power
Requestsincrease
mod.
CP,WILS
whichLansing,
authorized
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FCC actions
MAY 15 THROUGH MAY 22
CP-construction permit ant.-antenna cond.-conditional
DA-directional antenna D-day LS-local sunset
ERP-effective radiated power N-night mod.-modification
STL-studio-transmitter link aur.-aural trans. -transmitter
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
unl.-unlimited hours
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
SSA-special service authorization
Grants authorizing new stations and transfers, accompanied by a
roundup of new station and transfer applications, begin on page 111.
FM— 103.5 mc (Ch. 278)
WFMTas reinstated,
(FM) Chicago—
Requests
mod.
CP,
authorized
new
FM105.9station,
to which
change
frequency
from
mc
(Ch.
290)
to
103.5
mc
(Ch. 278).
Change Location
WMOU trans,
Berlin,location.
N. H.— Requests CP to
change
Site Approval Sought
Ore.— Requests
mod.
CP,KSGA
whichRedmond,
authorized
for
approval
of trans, new
and AM
studiostation,
locations.
License Renewal
Following stations request renewal of
WTWA Thomson, Ga.; KVNI Coeur
d'Harrisburg,
Alene, Idaho;111.;WCRW
WEBQ
WSDRInd.;Chicago;
Sterling,
111.;
WFBMcer, Iowa;Indianapolis,
KICD WCPM
SpenKAKE
Wichita,
Kan.;
Cumberland,
Ky.; WFTM La.;Maysville,
Ky.;
WJBW
New
KFMO
Flat
River,
Mo.;N. Orleans,
KELK
Elko,Altoona,
Nev.;
KAVE
Carlsbad,
M.; WRTA
Pa.;
WHUM
Reading,
Pa.;
WBAX
Wilkes-Barre,
Pa.;
WSOK
Nashville,
Tenn.; WATOVt.;OakKGYRidge,Olympia,
Tenn.; Wash.;
WSKI
Montpelier,
WGCM-FM
Gulfport,
TV
Johnstown,
Pa. Miss., and WJACExtension of Completion Date
WJHL-FM
Johnson
Tenn.— new
Requests mod. CP,
which City,
authorized
FM
date.station, for extension of completion
TENDERED
FORkc FILING
AM— 550
WHIM
Bloomsburg,
Pa.from— 690
Requests
CP tokc,change
frequency
kc to
550
decrease
power
from
500 w with DA-DN and change1 kwtrans,to
location.
AM— 960 kc
WHAK
Rogers power
City, Mich.—
CP
to
increase
from 1Requests
kw to
5 kw.
AM— 1330 kc
Westfrequency
Plains, from
Mo.— Requests
CP1330KWPM
tokc,change
increase
power from 1450
250 kcw toto
1 kw-D, 500 w-N, and install DA-N.
May 19 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED
FOR kc FILING
AM— 980
KSGM
Ste.
Genevieve,
CP to increase D power Mo.—
from Requests
500 w to
1 kw andFM—
change
from
DA-DN
88.3 mc (Ch. 202)to DA-N.
KSDA (FM) San Diego,
Calif.— Re91.7 mc quests(Ch.CP to219)change
to 88.3frequency
mc (Ch. from
202).
Change Location
WILD
Birmingham,
Ala.
—
Requests
mod. CP, which authorized change in
frequency,
power
increase,
install
DA-N
and
change trans,
trans,location
and studio
locations,
toCity,change
from
Tarrant
Ala.,
to
Birmingham,
and
change
studio location from 3427 27th Ave.
North to Pimson
near Birmingham, >/2mi. N.Highway,
of radio range
station.
License Renewals
Following stations request renewal of
license:
KHOZArk.;Harrison,
Ark.;Augustine,
KTHS Little
Rock,
WFOY St.
Fla.;
WGGA ville,
Gainesville,
WJPS EvansInd.; WFKY Ga.;Frankfort,
Ky.;
WPKE Pikeville,
Ky.;
WCEM
Cambridge, Md.; KXLJ Helena, Mont.;

WSOC Ore.;
Charlotte,
C; KRXL Roseburg,
KGBSN. Harlingen,
Tex.;
KXOX
Sweetwater,
WIBU Wis.;
Poynette, Wis.;
WJMC Tex.;
Rice Lake,
WOBT
Rhinelander,
Wis.;
WBAP-TV
Fort
Worth,
Tex.;
WNBT
(TV)
York; KEYLPhiladelphia.
(TV) San Antonio, New
and
WFIL-TV
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
WTCH Shawano,
Wis. — RETURNED
application
for license
coverD CPto
which authorized
changeto from
unl. and DA-N.
Following
stations'
for renewal of licenses
wererequests
RETURNED:
WULA gomery,
Eufaula,
Ala.;Eureka,
WCOV Calif.;
MontAla.;
KHUM
WIOU Okla.
Kokomo, Ind., and KVSO Ardmore,
May 20 Decisions . . .
BY FCC BROADCAST BUREAU
Locations Approved
KPLN
Camden, ofArk.—ant.,Granted
CP
for
approval
trans, mod.
and
main studio locations.
WPDR Portage, Wis.— Granted mod.
CP for
approval of ant., trans, and studio locations.
Granted Changes
WNBF-TV
Binghamton,
N. Y.—changes;
Granted
CP
for
ant.
equipment
ant. 820Extend
ft. aboveand
average
terrain.
Completion
Date
WPMJ-TV
Granted
mod.
CP forMilwaukee,
extension Wis.—
of completion
date
12-1-52. Calif.— Granted mod.
KPPCto Pasadena,
CPgfor extension
of completion
To Change
Name date to
KMMJlicense
Grandto change
Island, name
Neb.— toGranted
mod.
Town
& Farm Co. Inc.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Comr. Edward M. Webster
W'HIL
Medford,
Mass., and Mass
WMEX—
The
Northern
Dismissed
as mootCorp.,(1) Boston,
petition ofof WHIL
requesting reconsideration
action
grantingnewal ofWMEX's
application
for re-(2)
license
without
hearingpetition
for
clarification,
amendment
and enlargement of issues; and (3) mo-

SERVICE

tion of WMEX to dismiss foregoi
Garden State Bcstg. Co., Atlant
petitions.
City,amend
N. J.—
for add
lea' S
totional
its Granted
applicationpetition
programming
andto submit
engineerii
information.
WOBT forRhinelander,
Wis. its
— Grant<
petition
to amend
applic;
tion
to reflectleave
changes
in officers,
dire
tors and stockholders.
KCIJ
Shreveport,
La.—
Granted
tion to accept late filing of replypet
exceptions re its application.
Suburban
Bcstg.petition
Co., only
Northinsofar
Seattl
Wash.
— Granted
itsaidrequests
dismissal
applicatioi
application
for CPof itsdismissed.
ByAzalea
HearingBcstg.
Examiner
Fanney N. Ala.
Litvi
Granted petition
forCo.,leaveMobile,
to amend i
application
to
specify
site
and
to
shofiel
new
coverage
data said
for pertinent
intensity
contours;
application
amended removed
from hearing
docke
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond
KGBSto Harlingen,
Tex.— Granted
tions
correct transcript
in re m>i
application.
Smith Elizabeth C.
By Hearing Examiner
Desert Radio & Telecasting Co., Pah
Springs,
Calif.
—
Grantedre petition
continuance of hearing
its appliesfc
tion from May 14 to May 28 in Wasr
ington.
May 20 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED
FOR kcFILING
AM— 960
WHAK Rogers City, Mich.— CP
AM— 1330 kc
KWPM
West
Plains,
Mo.—
change
frequency
from
1450250
kcw CPtoto 13350
kc, increase
power
fromnew
w-N,
1
kw-D,
install
trans.
DA-N.
License for CP
Santa new
Barbara,
forKTMS
CP install
trans. Calif.— Licens
KUBCCP install
Montrose,
Col.—trans,
License
cover
old
trans, to be operatedmainon 1260
kc as250au:
DA-N.
Extension of Authority
First Baptistof Church,
Pontiac,transm
Mich
9-13-52.
—Extension
authority
programs to CKLW
Windsorto beginin
Modification of CP
Fort Pierce,
Fla.— Mod.
newWARN
AMand station
for approval
of antC]
trans,
studio location.
To Change Antenna
WAYSCP Charlotte,
cover
for changes N.in C—
DA. License
To Change Location
WELC andWelch,moveW. Va.—
installstudi
nev
location.
trans,
trans,CP and
Modification of CP
WGAR-FM Cleveland— Mod. CP nev
FM
station
to change
ERP fromaveragi
20 kv —
toterrain
30.8
kw,
height
from ant.500
ft. toandabove
414.62 ft. anc —
specify trans,
location
License
Renewal ant. system
stations (FM)
requestKalamazoo
renewa
ofFollowing
license: WMCR

DIRECTORY

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
STerlina 3626

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
Engineer on duty all night every night
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.

• TOWERS •
AM • FMInstallations
• TV •
Complete
TOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
6100Portland
N. E. Columbia
11, OregonBlvd.

* VACANCY
YOUR
in thisreaders-sta"vacancy"
will tion
beFIRM'S
seen andNAME
by managers,
15,500
owners
chief engineers and technicians— applicants
for
AM, FM, Television and facsimile
facilities.

BROADCASTING

•

CONSULTING

IRA DTO

&

TELEVLSTC )N

ENCTNFFlRvS

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. ADams 2414
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE *

—Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper
Montclair,Great
N. J.Notch,
MO. 3-3000
Laboratories
N. J.

GEORGE C. DAVIS
501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling Oil
Washington 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE*

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. DL. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

There is no substitute for experience
GILLETT & BERGQUIST
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG. NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GEORGE E. GAUTNEY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C
Member AFCCE*

MclNTOSH & INGLIS
1216 WYATT BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Metropolitan 4477
Member AFCCE *

RUSSELL P. MAY
John A. Motret, Associate
1422 F St., N. W.
Kellogg Bldg.
Washington, D. C. REpublie 3984
Member AFCCE *

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas Seattle, Wash.
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. 4742 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE *

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261
Member AFCCE *

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 1 5th St., N. W. REpublie 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
AR 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.
Republic 7,6646D. C.
Washington

LYNNE C. SMEBY
"Registered Professional Engineer"
311 G St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Radio Engineers
QuarterConsulting
Century
Professional
Experience
Radio-TelevisionElectronics-Communications
1833
M
St.,
N.
W.,
Wash.
D. C.
Executive 1230 — Executive6, 5851
(Nights-holidays, Lockwood 5-1819)
Member AFCCE*

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TVFCC BROADCAST
ALLOCATION,
& FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Riverside,
Road — Riverside
111. 7-2153

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3738 Kanawha St., N.W., Wash., D. C.
Phone ORdway 8071
Box 2468PhoneBirmingham,
6-2924 Ala.

ROBERT L. HAMMETT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
230 BANKERS INVESTMENT BLDG.
SAN FRANCISCO 2, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER
815 E. 83rd St. Hiland 7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

GRANT R. WRATHALL
Aptos, California
Appointments
>an Francisco
Seattlearranged
Salt Lakefor Cit
jOS Angeles
Portland Phoeni
Box 260 APTOS— 3352
Member AFCCE *

RAYMOND M. WILMOTTE
1469 Church Street, N.W. DEcatur 1231
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

BERNARD ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
5010 Sunset Blvd.
lollywood, Calif. NOrmandy 2-6715

Vandivere,
Cohen & Wearn
Consulting Electronic Engineers
612 Evans Bldg. NA. 2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

HARRY R. LUBCKE
CONSULTING TELEVISION ENGINEER
Television Engineering Since 1929
2443 CRESTON WAY HO 9-3266
HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA

WALTER J. STILES

KRLD-TV Del.;
Dallas,WGAL-TV
Tex.; WDELstudio location, install DA-N and new
rch.;Wilmington,
Lan- trans.
3ter,
Pa.
May
21 Applications
...
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
ACCEPTED
FOR FILING
License Renewals
iVHBO
Sulphur Springs,
Fla. — RETRNED
application
for
voluntary
asFollowing
stations
request
license: Sacramento, Calif.;renewal
nmentCo. of license to Sulphur Springs of KROY
stg.
KWEI
CBMY
Billings,
Mont.
—
RETURNED
Weiser,
Chicago;
WSAL,
olication
for mod.
CP for trans,
change andin Logansport,Ida.;Did.;WSBC
WLBJ
Bowling
Green,
quency etc.,
to change
Ky.; WINN Louisville; WSFC Somer*OADCASTING
• Telecasting

Member AFCCE*

(A Chicago suburb)

set,
Ky.;WGCM
WATT Gulfport,
Clam LakeMiss.;Township,
Mich.;
WKBR
Manchester,
N. H.;Jacksonville,
WATN Watertown,
N. Y.; WJNC
N. C;
WRAL
Raleigh.
N.
C;
WBBW
Youngstown, Ohio; KWRC Pendleton, Ore.;
WKDK Newberry,
S. C; WBEJ
Elizabethton,
WEKR
Fayetteville,
Tenn.;
WJJMTenn.;
Lewisburg.
WSSV
Petersburg,
Va.;
KXLE Tenn.;
Ellensburg,
(Continued on page 111)

14230 Aztec, San Fernando, California
1003 Loyalty EMpire
Building,1-4906Portland, Oregon

Member AFCCE "
May 26, 1952 • Page 107

Situations Wanted
Unusual—
Original
Mr.
planningadventures
tour
around!on-the-spot,
U. S. Mrs.
Will senc
rec
their
tapes
to
you
on
fifteen
week basis. Starts thisminute,
June. thrcW
today.
Box 210P, BROADCASTIN
TELECASTING.
Managerial
Successful,
localto sales
man,
desires
change
biggerminded
market
orlok
watt
daytime
station.
If
you
are
orold breaking
even,
contact
this
32 3
stationReply
man
and experienced
start making local
money.
99P,
BROADCASTING
•
TELECA
Help Wanted (Cont'd)
ING.
Wanted (Cont'd)
Hurry—
No ticket.
Steady
announcer, Combo Help
mannouncing,1stnearbyphone
emphasis
ansame station 12 years, des |£
good
voice.
Heart
of hunting-fishing
Detroit,
progressive
country.
Good
housing.
Air
mail
disc,
increases,
overtime,
high earnings,
ideal Manager
change
for better opportunity.
photo, KPRK, Livingston, Montana.
130P, BROADCASTING
. TELECA
conditions,
car
necessary.
Rush
audition
tape,
background
information.
ING.
Announcer,
announcer-salesman.
Topto Radio 2355-Guardian Bldg., Detroit.
salary.
Audition,
photo,
particulars
Former
station
owner
wants
to get b
Larry Filkins, KSCB, Liberal, Kansas.
work. Manage,
sell, program,
Will
have opening
first classCollege
announcerengineer,
250 fulltime.
city, toannounce.
32, married,
top recwi
10,000.
Permanent,
excellent
conditions.
Experienced
announcer
continuity
writer,shows.
strong onSendnewsrepresentative
commercials and15 Start $65. KAYS, Hays, Kansas.
made
for others South
(and s1
inHave13preferred.
straightmoney
years
DJ
MakeBoxradio.
an154P,
offer BROj
and
minute
commercial
newscast
and
15 Operator, first class license, bachelor TV
call
or
see
you.
minute
commercial
DJ
tape,
photo,
apartment
free.SiouxStation
TV appli- CASTING • TELECASTING.
cant. KCOM,
City, isIowa.
reference5000names
andNBCexperience
record.
KTFI,
watt
affiliate,
Twin
Manager
available
on 30 daymarri
not
Falls, Idaho.
Engineer
with announcing.
first phone license.
Will- family
Six years
experience,
man,
sober,
reliable,31,good
reiB
ing toencelearn
No experiAnnouncer,
first
phone,
clean,
moral,
necessary,
KENA,
Mena,
Arkences.
Came
up
through
the
ansas.
ING. years at present location.rarI |
not smoke,sendor disc,
drink,photo,
for independent
Four
regional,
resume
to
225P,
BROADCASTING
.
TELECA
A small station in Hawaii is still lookH. E. Smith, WAVL, Apollo, Penna.
ing for the
enHillbilly enced.
morning
man wanted.SendExperigineer.right
Experienceman
as for
chiefa chief
essential.
manager.
18 ye
Sober.
Congenial.
audiAnnouncing
ability
required.
Send de-to Manager-commercial
experience. As business
consultant
tion. WGOV, Valdosta, Georgia.
tails,
audition
tape
and
references
stations,
my
methods
have
pro1
KMVI,
Wailuku,
Maui,
Hawaii
by
air
profitable.
39
years
of
age.
Excell
Immediate opening for
mail.
references. Seeking permanent pc
gineer.
Must beon neat,
honestSalary
and Wanted
tion in New England.
Box 23
sober.
Emphasis
announcing.
—
Two
engineers.
No
experiBROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING
necessary. WHNC, Henderson,
ranges
from on$70.00
$80.00youfor are.
42 hours,
Carolina.
depending
how togood
Call North ence
of 10 years
including
or wireN. C.Radio Station WMNC, Morgan- WHOC, Philadelphia, Mississippi, has Background
agerial experience
bothsecondary
radio andmarlm.te
ton,
Prefer
good
opening for engineer willing vision.
operation
with
TV
now
or in futu
toimmediate
learn announcing.
Network
station,
TV
application
has
Sales
and family
programming
knowhow
opening
for opportunities.
staff announcer.
Better
thirties,
man.Box Start
$8500. F
Want
first
class
engineer.
Evening
than average
Send
audicellent
references.
246P,
resume Mississippi.
to J. W. Carson, shift.
Kentucky.Contact WIEL, Elizabethtown, CASTING . TELECASTING. BROA
WMOX,tion andMeridian,
Station
or commercial
manager AM
Engineer-announcers combo (3) new Immediately; experienced combination TV
southeast.
complete
cha:So
station.sonnel,
Modern,
apartments
for dayper- man. Aircel enwork
important.Contact
SalaryManex- all phases
stationTakemanagement.
reasonable
wages.
Station
t
.
S
e
n
d
recording.
time only. Please
sendH. disc
orMorris,
tape
ager, WITZ, Jasper, Indiana.
5major
year
merchandising
background
manufacturer.
AM
and
TV
and
resume,
photo
to
Tom
mercial experience. College graduacowWNCA, Box 212, Siler City, N. C.
Immediate Will
opening
for beginner.
first class ticket
Box
269P, BROADCASTING . TEL IP,
holder.
accept
Will
Wanted
— First
classcommensurate.
combination man.
wage
forNewcombo
man. marEx- CASTING.
Startinghour
salary
$55. pay higher
panding
southern
England
forty
week.
Phone
700,
Radio
ket.
250
watt,
daytime.
Independent.
Salesmen
Station WNVA, Norton, Va.
WLAD, Danbury, Connecticut.
Salesman — TV-radio — 3 years in salest:
Staff
announcer
wanted.
Prefer
man
Want
first
class
engineer.
Day
work.
years
with
networks
$8000.BROAGoft£
with
independent
station experience. Mutual affiliate. WPKY, Princeton, Ky. agency contacts. Box —258P,
Please
send photo
WPIC, Sharon,
Pa. and tape or disc. Engineer with first class license. Will- CASTING . TELECASTING. I
ing to learn
announcing. WREL, Lex- notice.
Salesman-announcer.
Available
Wanted:
Announcer
firstforclass40
ington, Virginia.
Details bv return
mail. sh$
B
ING.
phone ticket.
Will paywith$75.00
?R4P, BROADCASTING
. TELECAS
Engineer.
Experience
unnecessary.
Payhours.ply in person
Announcing
must
be
good.
Apif
possible.
Disc.
Joe
ing
up
to
$55
for
40
hours,
five
days.
Phillips, WSSO, Starkville, Mississippi. WSIC. Statesville, N. C.
Experienced,
TV man.
and smallCreatima J!Of1
kets.
Young, large
college
Immediate engineer
opportunitywith— Experienced
transmitter
supervisory
Technical
selling.
Earning
$7-$8
thousand.
Seehnc
qualifications.
WSTC,
270
Atlantic
ING
. TELECASTING.
ing change.
Box 266P, BROADCAS'
Opening
transmitter
operator with Perfirst Street, Stamford, Conn.
class license.
No
announcing.
opening forneeded.
first phone
Announcers
manent.
Texas. Box 111P, BROAD- Immediatecense. No experience
Car re-liCASTING .TELECASTING.
Contact Chief
Engineer,
dio Stationquired.WTNS,
Coshocton,
Ohio. Ra- Staff announcer — two years experienc
First
phone
combination
man,
small
news DJ,
remotes, Prefers
sales, board
Florida
SalaryBROADCASTING
adequate, fish- Engineer,
first experience
class. Immediate
open- tion.
Employed.
upper opermiDi
ing good.station.
Box 182P,
Previous
not essential.
. TELECASTING.
west.
College
and
radio
school.
Contacting.visor,James
Trewin,
Station
Superavailable.
Box
122P,
BROADCASTIN
(
WVCV, Cherry Valley, New York. . TELECASTING.
First class engineer, key position.
$75.00.
forty-four
hour
week.
State
Production-Programming
,
Others
Announcer,
one
year
experience
in
availability.
Box 192P, BROADCASTphases. Good references. Availab
ING • TELECASTING.
Wanted— Illinois
network
TELECASTING.
copywriter133P,
withBROADCASTING
ideas,station
male de-or ING
June . 9th.
Box 159P, BROADCAS'
Southern gineer.regional
needsoperation.
1st class Apen- female.sires Box
AM
and
FM
.
TELECASTING.
Metropolitan stations: Announcer, etej
plgineering
ication for television.
Excellent
enfacilities. Convenient to bus Continuity writer. Woman. Submit perienced
all
phases;
authoritati'Lj.
news voice.for Now
program
directoL^.
lines. Write,
full details
ex- completeground,resume
experience,
back- Available
personal
interview
perience withgiving
references.
Box of203P,
references,
picture.
Established
June.
Box
191P,
BROADCASTING
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
TELECASTING.
ABC
local
market
25,000.
KWNO,
5 kw Wisconsin
station needsunnecessary,
engineer, Winona, Minnesota.
StationYoung
break —announcer
a break fordesires
some st.
first
phone,BROADCASTING
experience
Immediate opening
forexperience.
male or female
tion!
CA
Box
2?2P,
STING.. TELE- copywriter,
some
Send tion
with topfight
station, adeptpos
complete
data
to
WNBZ,
Saranac
Lake,
New
York.
news,
and 3 play-by-pla
Have immediate opening
for first
class
control disc
board jockey
operation,
years exper
radio
Box 233P,
BROADence, draft
exempt, free to. TELECAST
travel. Be™
ING.
CASTINGoperator.
. TELECASTING.
211P,
BROADCASTING
Television
Combo
man,
first
ticket.
No
experience
needed. usual
Starting
pay
$330
monthly.
UnAnnouncers
for advancement. .
Young vet, SRT graduate, fourtee If'
Write
Box opportunity
255P, orBROADCASTING
TELECASTING
phone, 1965.
evenings, Announcer-MC for nation's first 50,000
Washington,
D. C, Columbia
watt
TV
station.
Detailed
experience
Youn? announcer,
capable
ad libbir
Northwestern 5 kw NBC affiliate will bracket
and photo
letter.
age anything.
You
it, Iofcan
sell a G
28-35.first
Station
locatedPrefer
midwest.
hire capable
man forto ticket.
work control
room
Fine
voice,request.
draftname
exempt.
Photo
while
studying
Box
223P,
Box
142P,
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING.
disc
on
Box
220P,
BROAI
]
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
CASTING . TELECASTING.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted 20c1 per word— $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 254 per word— $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 300 per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting • Telecasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
applicants:
If
transcriptions
or bulk packages
submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing. All transcriptions, photos, etc. sent
to box numbers
sent ator owner's
sibility for their arecustody
return. risk. Broadcasting . Telecasting expressly repudiates any liability or responHelp Wanted
Salesmen
First classin salesman
wanted state.
by AM-FM
station
south Atlantic
Must
be
reliable,
industrious,
sober.
Don't
expect
a
world
beater
but
a plugger.
All
type
accounts
including
department
stores.
Box 235P, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Salesman
— Experienced
forTV network
station in southwest
5 kw.commission.
application.
Liberal
drawandagainst
Send
full
details
references
to
Box
236P,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
CBS stationcityinwillhighly
add onecompetitive
salesman
tosoutheastern
present mission
staff.
Remuneration
combasis
with
adequateonanddraw.
Write in fullperiencegiving
references
ex.
B
o
x
252P,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Announcer-engineer
with ability.
first phone.
Must
have top announcing
CBS
station eastern
in city.highly
competitive
southSend
all pertinent
information,
salary
requirement,
telephone
number,
etc. DoBoxnot253P,sendBROADCASTaudition untilINGrequested.
. TELECASTING.
Announcers
Experiencedenty-fiveannouncer-engineer.
Sevstart. Upper midwest.
Box
26P.
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING;
Announcer-engineer
with
first
class
ticket.encedStarting
pay $75 independent.
for experiman.BROADCASTING
Pennsylvania
Box 66P,ST
CA
ING.. TELECombination
announcer
wanted by Florida
major- engineer
network
regional phasifulltime
station.but Special
ems
o
n
announcing
must hold
first class license. All applications
confidential.
Box
76P,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Combo experience
first phone-announcer
wanted,
some
preferred
but
will
train
beginner.
surroundings,
congenial
staff. Pleasant
Upper midwest.
Box
172P,
BROADCASTING
•
TELECASTING.
Combination
needed immediatelyannouncer/engineer
for permanent
in Carolinas.
full number.
details position
including salary andGivephone
Box
178P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTINGS
Wanted,neer: Needcombination
announcer-engigood kilowatt
announcer
with ticket
for midsouth
independent.
Will acceptnouncinginexperienced
man41 hours,
if anquality
is
high.
evening dishift.
Excellent
working cont
i
o
n
s
,
g
o
d
pay.
All
information
first
letter.
Repliesopportunity.
confidential.BoxThis 221P,
is a
permanent
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Experienced
announcer
for southeast
net
affiliate disc,
with
television
All details,
first
letter.application.
Box 224F,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Announcer-engineer
with
first
Permanent
position Send
for good
manphone.
with
Iowa independent.
picture,
qualifications
and
audition.
Box
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.237P,
Announcer-engineer,
accent announcing. $70.00 start. Contact
Manager,
KDKD, Clinton, Mo.
Wanted: Staff announcer who can also
do good newscast.
Please
sendrequireall information,Great
including
salary
ments to KFBB,
Falls, Montana.
Announcers
with
first
class
licenses.
Experience
desirable more
but ability
and
other
qualifications
important.
Send audition
tape,todetails
and
references
by
air
mail
KMVI,
Wailuku,
Maui, Hawaii.
Announcerperience
immediately,
250 watter. Will
Exessential.
take
men frompreferred,
radionot
school.
Salary
commensurate
with
ability.
Call,
write
or
wireTexas.
Coy Palmer, 1100, KPDN,
Pampa,

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
,>p sportscaster, six years experience.
,ay-by-play
A baseball baseball
or collegespecialty.
football Want
and
,J.sketball.
Married.
31,
family
man,
•liege
degree,
sober,
four
years
prent
location.
Box
226P,
BROADYSTING . TELECASTING.
orning man with proven record of
■rsonalized
salesit up.
appealAlsoplus
the
noper intoallback
iced
phases
of special experievents
'oadcasting,
man-on-the-street,
audice participators
MC work,If
man
withfortopand
references.
,iuimily
are
looking
a for
personality
•at
your
competition,
details andto
sc write Box 227P, BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
sre's
a topjob.manImmediate.
qualified forBoxbest229P,
aniuncing
SOADCaSTING
. TELECASTING.
inouncer,
26,
married,
draft
exempt,
urtlyyears
experience,
phases,BROADpresemployed.
Box all242P,
YSTING
. TELECASTING.
ve years experience,
staff,present
sports staanjiuncing.
Three onyears
in.upper
Available
two atAuditions
weeks notice,
efer
midwest.
and
formation
upon .request.
Box 244P,
iOADCASTING
TELECASTING
st morning man, MC live shows,
,ws, sports.
Soberstation.
no floater.
Big
,arket
withaudience.
good
I can good
sell
,df. build
Seven years,
Box
245P,
BROADCASTING
.
5LECASTING.
HCA:f:gro,
three years
iff. Good
straightexperience,
announcer,desires
DJ.
exempt. Disc available.
M8i4;ixUigle.
248P,DraftBROADCASTING
• TELEIS
. seeks
inouncer,TI
single, NG
draft exempt,
nceUIrmanent
position
in
southern
states,on
em. pjorida
Tape, data
; quest. area
Box preferred.
251P, BROADCASTING
.
:i.FCASTI\TG.
^~T:egnant
stationsgrowing
attention!
Growing
. . Itions need
talent.
Ann Juncer, 28, married, AB Degree, dejj, EjL/ears
'es opportunity
in insmaller
community.
experience
theatres,
cabarets,
ijjjj | od'.u'cr,
dio and television
as performer,
MC,
announcer.
Knowledge
"|L3C,
ench,New
Italian,
Presently
with
York.Spanish.
Resume
available.
TTTF'XiS
256P, TI
BROADCASTING . TELENG. deMrises
pnotch
play-by-play
miiTVcooefer
change.
Availablesportscaster
immediately.
mid-southwest.
jraduatil,
basketball,
etc. WillBaseball,
travel. footBox
ElillP,
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTG.
iff announcer—
Can punch
purr,
jazz, pops,
classic.
Handleor board
-dow write
copy.
Experienced.
Disc,
insaleisx
263P,
BROADCASTING
.
TELEOUSTING.
ESOA^od
experienced
announcer, comI :rcials,
DJ, news,staff personality,
conrentious, reliable.
Box 265P, BROADmSTING
. TELECASTING.
.filing
i'h ! neetoto travel.
advance. Disc
Youngjockey,
announcer,
jduction. Call or write Brad news,
Buil~T71'd.
7,3 N. 1F91
Y. CYNelson
9-3317. Avenue, New York
nouncerradio.
— Thorough
knowledge
ises
Good voice,
good Marsell,all
ong
news.exempt.
Midwest
preferred.
d,1 your
draft
Tell
your
story,
story with Dave Jones, 1626
Summerdale Ave., Chicago 40, II: tat ief announcer with now defunct net>; looking for large progressive stad Ofu! ,rk
"j1Xn — college
preferably
TV. 7 years
experiJSTEjr?e,
degree.
Bill Slatter,
""Homochitto
Street, Write
Natchez,
Missispi^
Iiinouncer
— Operate
New York
station.board,
Free experience
to travel,
paft
exempt.
Disc onAve.,request.
Gramatan
Mount W.Ver-V.
i.ahr,New630 Yo
rk
.
perienced
sportscaster.
Four
years
Derience.
Play-by-play
allbaseball,
major
>rts,
including
re-creation
ung
married
veteran.
Available
imdiately.
references.
Bill
idt,
101 Excellent
South Belmont,
Wichita,
nsas.
Technical
gineer,
first
phone. travel.
1V2 yearsMiniex•ience.
Single,
Available will
immediately.
Box
P,m $60.
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTief
4 years,
years in radio,
exdesign,12Desire
construction
of AM,
:efienced
operations.
connection
as
small
progressive
station.
Box
P, BROADCASTING . TELECAST-

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Can offer you
sixselling
yearsability.
combination
experience
plus
chief,
prefer
midwest.
What can Now
you
offer?
Box
214P,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING. .
4including
years broadcasting,
10 radio, to3 staand
5031. kw,
construction
tions, agemidwest.
Desire
permanent
position
Presently
employed.
Available
7. Box 219P, BROADCASTING June
» TELECASTING.
Engineer,enced.firstPrefersphone.
Car. InexperiNew
vicinity.
Others
Box York
230P, BROADCASTINGaccepted.
. TELECASTING.
First
looking
fora future.
right deal.
years phone—
promises,
want emphasis
Expe-3
rienced small
al phases,
selling.
Interested
station,
small
town.or
Mostly
sales, somesmallengineering
combo. Understand
station.
Nonalcoholic,
veteran,
car.
Wife
stenotypist.
No cheap
combo deals . please!
Box
240P,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
1st phone license. Some
Radio-television grad.
Now
Box
243P, employed.
BROADCASTING experience.
. TELECASTING^
Summer job. College student. First
phone,trol experience
room. Vicinitytransmitter
New York andCitycon-or
New
Mass. England. Box 564, Williamstown,
Production-Programming, others
Team — Husband
DJ orallstaffman,
thoroughly
experienced
phases.
Wife
Girl Friday,
continuity.
Box
123P,— BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING^
Excellentence. Pastnewscaster!
10 years
experi3affiliate.
years night
newspolitical
editor
50science
kw CBS
Degree
and
radio
production.
Veteran.
Married,
2
children.
Desire
position
midwest.
$6,000 minimum.
Box 228P,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Program
director-announcer-salesman,
fully
experienced
inin alllargedepartments.
Presently
employed
in
midwest.
Dependable,
able tomarket
assume
full
responsibility.
References.
Family .
man.
Box
238P,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Need programnouncer? Sidirector,
sports-news
anyears allgraduate.
phases. FamExcellentBox voice.239P,xCollege
i
l
y
.
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING. .
PD,
news, Northwest
publicity ororcontinuity
chief
in Pacific
Rocky
Mountain area.PD.Eleven
yearsreferences,
experience.
Presently
Excellent
29.
Box 249P,ST
BROADCASTING
CA
ING.. TELEPD, news, publicity or continuity chief
fully
Box 250P, BROADCASTTNGqualified.
. TELECASTING.
Experiencedcan femme
copywriter:
Not
everybody
write
good
copy.
I can.
Not
sponsors.
can. everybody
Anybody can
can handle
work for
peanuts.I
I can't. BoxCAST
254P, BROADCASTING
TELE
ING. .
Program rector.
director
and/oryearscontinuity
diNearly
seven
experience.
Program
director
250
watt
daytimer
and
5 kw Mutual
affiliate.
Continuity
director another
5 kwbutMutual
affiliate.
Air work
desired
not essential.
Box 257P,
BROADCASTING
CA
ST
ING.. TELEContinuity
writer, draft
exempt, station
excellent references.
Progressive
anywhere.
Box ?R2P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Program gres idirector,
DJ, versatile,
agve and resourceful.
Create shows
and promotions.
Interested
solid
organization with future.
Available immediately.
Box Married.
267P, BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Staff librarian-staff
organist-music
rector, noAM-TV
w with ABCoperation.
affiliate sixLicensed
years,diinterested
16car.MM Write
operation.wireAge Larry
44, married,
Miller own
417
Hill
St., York,or Pennsylvania.

Television
Managerial
Radio manager
with thirteen
exp
e
r
i
e
n
c
e
i
n
successful
selling,all years
announcing, writinginandposition
managing
phases
is
interested
with
southern
television
with
definite TVstation
plans.or radio
Strongstation
on sales,
valuable
all-round
stationBestoperations and onlike
work hard.
erences. Wiltoconsider
all offers refand
»ineer,
12 yearsfacilities,
experience,makemarried,
fer
housing
offer.
will
phone
or
visit
promising
possibili-.
ties. Box 155P, BROADCASTING
<STING.
213P, BROADCASTING . TELE- TELECASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Looking
for theyour"right
to set upI
and operate
new man"
TV outlet?
have solid
background
in andTV programmanagement,
planning,
operation
ming, pluscontacts.
excellentNowengineering
and
personnel
in
successful
TV operation. Worthwhile national
agencyitING . TELECASTING.
and network
Let's
talk
over.
Box 241P,connections.
BROADCASTAnnouncers
Double threat man for TV. Qualified
makeup artist
three location
years announcing. Desirewithwestern
but
not necessary.
Box 261P, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Technical
Radio-TV engineer. Married, settled.
Wide AM-FM-TV
experience which aninclutenna,
des TV construction
studios, remotetransmitter,
unit through
proof
of
performance.
Administrative
ability. Available immediately. Write
Box
157P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Production-Programming , others
Radio-TV ecutive.
advertising,
programmingability.
exExperience, knowledge,
Want responsibility,
confidence. Box
161P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
For Sale
The best in complete tower sales and
service
bycompany.
the south's
largest
tower
erection
sell
buy
your usedA.A.A.
towers,Tower
erectWillorCompany,
serviceor your
towers.
Inc.,
Box 898, Greenville, N. C.
Stations
Midwest
station.
500 w.area.Good$52,500.
dial
position. Agricultural
Box
218P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
For sale:FullEstablished
successful
Ohio
station.
or half interest
available.
Box
156P BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Western stations.
Independents,
affilPriced& from
$15,000 to $750,000.
Jack L.Losiates.
StollAngeles
Associates,
Ave.,
29, Calif.4958 Melrose
Equipment, etc.
Complete
1 kw Collins andpackage.
Brand
new
20V1 transmitter
all associated
gear including
two
turntables
with
confoot towers.
equipmentsole.the
stillTwo-200
inpastoriginal
carton All
purchased
during
ten
months.
Write
for
listing.
Available immediately.
Box 83P,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
FM transmitter, 1 kw General Electric,
type tionBF-l-A,
complete condition.
with FM Apstamonitor.
Excellent
pearCaASnTIcNeG .TELECASTING.
like new.
Box 158P, BROADFor sale: New-crated with instruction
books
(4) Raytheon$150.00.
RIT-10Nowmonitor
amplifiers
$65.00•
each. Boxformerly
212P, BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
For
sale, several
used condition
250 watt and
AM
transmitters.
Excellent
crated for shipment.
Box 217P, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
150,000 wire.
feet #10
Copperweld
radial
Immediate
delivery.ground
Box
234P,
ING. BROADCASTING . TELECASTSlightlyRCAusedTA5Cbutstabilizing
in good amplifiers.
condition,
three
One DuMont
type
5105-A
monitor
ceiver. Nice discount
any or WSMall re-of
above.
Contact
Chief onEngineer,
TV, Nashville,
Tennessee.
.040 x lYs"approximately
x coils bonding
copperto
strapping,
.156 pound
the foot,cago, 111.@ J..55^L. per
pound,
F.O.B.
ChiClark
Metals
Co.,
2108
S. Ashland
market
1-4533.Ave., Chicago, 111., HayCollins 3008 ring
FM antenna,
Fisher
ft. guyed
tower (with$2500.00.
base
insulator, electric
lighting
equipment
and$3000.00.
photocontrol
equipment)
250 ft. 3Vb in. coaxial line, $620.00.
Two
Fairchild
turntables,$250.00.
$250.00 each. prices
Harreceiver,
F.O.B.vey FMWabash,
Indiana. ForAll details,
writelin,Syndicate
Indiana. Theatres, Inc., Frank(Continued on next page)

STOP
SEARCHING!
START
EARNING!
PERMANENT
INCOME, SECURITY and INDEPENDENCE
can be
yours thru
EXCLUSIVE
FRANCHISES
being
granted
NOW
toAreasreible partsensationally
ies in Cities, Trade
and
Statessponsfor
successful
KILL-KOTE,
the
miraculous
and
lutionary INSECTICIDE PAINT. revoKILL-KOTE
proven
for overCounfive
years
in California
andMOSQUITOES,
tropical
tries.
KILLS FLIES.
FLEAS,
ANTS,
ROACHES,
MOTHS,
BEDBUGS,
LICE, and
SPIDERS,
MITES,
WASPS,
other BARNS,
INSECT
PESTS GNATS,
IN HOMES,
HOTELS, RANTS,
MOTELS,
ANDBAKERIES,
RESTAUCANNERIES,
and
countless
other
Industrial
concerns
for
periods
of
SEVERAL
FROM ONE APPLICATION. YEARS
KILL-KOTEWONDER
THE ODORLESS,
LEADFREE,
PAINT,
white,
clearwith
and the
six pastel
colors, inofis
registered
Departments
Agriculture
the United
States aniand
Canada,mals, andit fowl,
isinharmless
to humans,
is washable
can
be applied with itroller,
spray, orandbrush.
* * * NEW SALESMEN HAVE
AVERAGED $50.00 PER DAY
FIRST WEEK OUT * * *
Territory
has beenNewgranted
Eastern
Canada, Western
York,in Florida,
Georgia,
Wisconsin,
Illinois,
Missouri,
Ohio, assist
and Iowa,
and iswaygoingpossible
fast. Wein
will
in every
settinging, upand the
your President
organization,
and advertisGeneral
Manager
of a Nationally
Brew-to
ery just left
$25,000.00 aknown
yearManager,
job
become
our aMerchandising
BECAUSE
HE
HAD
USED
KILLKOTE
INFORHIS TWO
GRAINYEARS
STORAGE
ROOMS
AND
SEEN COBWEBS
IT ELIMINATE
INSECTS
AND
WHICH
HAD
BEEN LEM.
A Another
VERYmanSERIOUS
PROBwho had used it
inmanager,
a large and
hotelwhoof which
he hadon been
had thebeen
the
Governors
Board
of
Hotel Association, is now our American
National
Hotel andCAUSE HE Institution
Manager
BESAW IT WORK.
Thetorsfinancial
beworries
ended offor ourproduct
life,Distribubecause
wepractical
have mayawell
non-competitive
with
and
widespread
demand.
Let
usinvestigation
show you how,
after
the
most
rigid
you care to make, it is
entirely possible
with a moderate
investmeFRANCHISE
nt for a KILL-KOTE
EXCLUto become
as valuaSIVE
ble as those
for
other
Nationally
Advertised Brands.
KILL - KOTE definitely offers a
ground
floorandopportunity,
for ability,
a man
with sales
organization
good character,
and inreferences
who with
can
invest
moderately
a
business
unlimited potential for expansion and
profit.
ACT
NOW
*
and
write,
wire,
orandtelephone
for complete
details
a personal3-5311interview
in confidence
if desired.
INSECTICIDE PAINT CO.
225 Main St., Peoria, 111.
EDGAR L. BILL
MERLE V. WATSON
National Representatives

For Sale (Cont'd)
One transmitter
Western Electric
353-E-l
kw
AM
now inmodel
operation.oneAlso,
two Western
Electric
watt
transmitters.
Available451A-1
immedi-250
ately.
United
Broadcaisntgitnogn.CoDWrite
.., C,8thoratt:
& wire
I Sts.,
N.W.,
WashMr.
Snowberger,
Chief Engineer.
Wanted to Buy
Equipment, etc.
Wanted— Quarter and fixed-frequency
one kw FM
broadcast
FM monitortransmitters,
receivers, used or new.
Box
17P,
BROADCASTING
CASTING.. TELEEquipment wanted: Complete for 1 kw
station215P,including
185' guyed. TELEtower.
Box
BROADCASTING
CASTING^
One
kw
AM
transmitter
not
over
two
years old. Send full details and lowest
cash INGprice.
Box 260P, BROADCAST. TELECASTING.
Miscellaneous
Commercialplacement
crystals crystals
and newfor orBliley,
reWestern
Electric,broadcast
holders,
fastest service.
AlsoRCAmonitor
and etc.,
fremeasuring service.
Eidson 3-3901.
Electronic Co.,quencyTemple,
Texas, phone
FCC
first-phone
in
6
weeks.
Both
residence
andGrantham
correspondence
courses
available.
RadioHollywood,
License
School,
706
North
Wilcox,
California.
Help Wanted
We have:
1. Money
2. Local Ownership
3. Outstanding principals, tops in
this community
4. Knowhow
5. Good chance of getting grant
We don't have:
1. Broadcast experience
2. Ownership-management intergration
We want:
One or two associates, persons of
unquestioned
qualifications, withcharacter
importantandbroadcast
experience — preferably in TV — to
participate in ownership and management. Initial investment required
1/2 0th ofapplication,
costs attendant on(about
prosecuting
hearings). Additional $25,000 investment if CP granted. Prefer
person
devote insubstantial
time andwhotakecanresidence
area.
BOX 232P,
BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING

Television
Managerial
TV STATION MANAGER
WANTED
Anotgroup
of prominent
localexisting
citizens,TV
associated
or radio station,withare anyapplying
for a
VHF TV station in one of the large
southern metropolitan markets. We
need
part-time
man with allaround a TVordinate
experience
matters for us,whohelpcanus co-in
our programming proposals and give
usthatgeneral
advice
— overnowandreceiving
above
which
we are
from
our Washington
lawyers and
consulting engineers.
The
right man butwoulda stock
receiveinterest
not onlyas
compensation
well. tionUpon
the
grant
of
the
he would become the applicaStation
Manager.tinentIninformation
replying,andgiveparticularly
all peryour TV experience. Replies held in
BOX 268P,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING
Situations Wanted
Announcers
DISC JOCKEY
(with first class license)
Experience— immediately
net, indie AMfor and
TV.
Available
personal
interview as DJ personality.
Employment Service
EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
for competent
commercial managers,
managers, program
directors, chief engineers,
disc jockeys.
Reliable,service.
confidential,
nation-wide
Send for Howabd
full
information
today.
S. Frazieb
TV &BondRadioBldg.,Management
728
WashingtonConsvltantt
5, D. C.
Miscellaneous
wanted
A LINE
OF OPEN-END AND
PACKAGE
TRANSCRIPTIONS
AND
TV FILM TO SELL.
BOX 168P,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING

Can You Use #150*000.00-9200*000.00
to Solve Your TV Problem?
The Blackburn-Hamilton Company has an investor who will put
$150,000.00-$200,000.00
into anda corporation
to apply position
for TV
inbetween
a medium
to major sized market
will take a minority
of 40% to 45% when the grant is made. This investor has asked
that we do the contact work for him and develop a definite proposal.
He will not take an active part in management but wants to make a
good investment. May we have your problem on financing and see
if we can come up with a solution. All inquiries and discussions
are, of course, in strict confidence.
Appraisals • Negotiations • Financing
BLACKBURN -HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON,
D. C. Ray CHICAGO
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
Lester
M. Smith
James
W.
Blackburn
V. Hamilton
Washington Bldg.
Tribune
Tower
235Exbrook
Montgomery
2-5672 St.
Delaware
7-2755-6
Sterling 4341-2
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Set Sales Stimulat
Termed Varied

CREDIT EASING
CREDIT requirements for installment purchases of radio-TV sets, ho
hold appliances and new automobiles began to crystallize last wee
the wake of demands for abolition of all price controls.
On the basis of reports from manufacturers and dealers, receiver
Inventories of receivers 1
appliance sales had perked up
slightly in many markets, while been substantially reduced, \
the new car business noted a gen- ever, since last fall, with pro*
backlog now down to a nor M
erally sizeableplaying
upswing — with ad- tion
level of 60 days.
the dealer vertising
level. a major role at
There appeared to be little p
Opinion
pect, however,
decontrol that
radio the
and age
tel
ever, on theremained
degree divided,
to which howthe would
nation's manufacturers and deal- sion sets at this time. OPS he
ers had taken advantage of the
to
ceilings
government's
of Reguby promulgate
July 1. Rules
wouldsometlP'
go\ ,
lation W in suspension
easing credit
curbs retailers
and wholesalers — acir
on12].long-term purchases [B»T, May the
board.
Still and all, with dealers
Dealers varied in their price competitively
between two sch
policy from no down payment to of thought on credit terms, the p
pect
seemed
bright
10% down,
usually
with
a
maximum of 24 months to pay, on multi-million plus forina poten
natio
receivers, washing machines, re- with
actualandsaleslocal
jumpsadvertisin
varying
frigerators and other consumer regional
goods.eralPrevious
termscalled
by the
particular markets on the basis
Reserve Board
for Fed15% competitive
conditions and
down and 18 months maturity.
products involved.
Among
reports
given last
by maBI
Controversy
over
the
board's
action and demands by business facturers and dealers
w
groups for suspension of all price were these:
controls
characterized
last Francis
week's
developments.
Former Sen.
Westinghouse
Corp.increa
— TV!
ceiver
output is Electric
"gradually"
J.
Myers
(D-Pa.)
charged
that and
40%.production
Inventoriesof electric
are aboutroasters
normal
FRB "leaked" word of its move
the
current
volume
of
businessfrom a year ago and
24 hours in advance, permitting considerably
100% greater than two years ago.
General Electric
Co. — Reportsand he
some competitors
business firms
"jump" inventories
of
refrigerators
their
in to
advertising
and cutbacks
in employm
easier terms. He urged Congress freezers,
May.
with
appliance
plant
to strip the board of standby N. Y., on a three-dayat White
week Phdu
authority
to
re-impose
curbs.
Alan
Radio
&
Appliance
Co., Chic;
While dealers and distributors —on Nowsomeadvertising
goods and"no 10%moneydowndo r.%
found themselves caught in the others.
Neuman's
& Electric
controversy between "easy credit" land,
Ore.— Radio
Attributes
aboutCo.,half!P £|„P
a retention
of the "status
quo" recent
sales
to
suspension
onand terms
for appliances,
the Senate
"gave some life to a of
verybam!*
Banking and Currency Committee which
Largest
sales
boost
was
repor is?
preserved the Federal Reserve ging business."
by auto dealers, offering tei ?
Board's authority
to reinstate
restrictions,
with
cutoff
date
of
March 1.
down overfroma two-year
varying
25% downperiod
to 55'
At the same time, the Office of stead of the 18 months prescrijp
by
the
reserve
board.
Early
Price
Stabilization
notedpreparaFRB's budget increases were chiefly
action tionand
proceededregulations
with
of tailored
for the dealer level and are not
pectedearly
to be1953.reflected nations
industry.
price ceilings in the radio-TV set until
At least one set manufacturer
Conservative
reckoi
went on record for abolition of prospects were inthinking
controls by OPS. In an earlier ments expressed line
by with
Jamessei
statement, Ross D. Siragusa, presi- Shouse, board chairman of Cros
dent and board chairman of Ad- Broadcasting Corp. and vice pr<
miral Corp., commented:
dent of Avco Mfg. Co. That re
"The lifting of Regulation W tion was this: John Q. Public
. . . should act as a powerful been conditioned to restrictions
medicine to improve the general consumer durables and is in
health of the appliance business. mood to buy — regardless of efc
The elimination of credit controls credit.
at this time should prevent a log
this category fall home fui
jam of television receivers, refrig- tureIn firms
and automobile dealef^
erators and other electrical prod- There were published reports tlott
ucts from piling up in retail outlets a variety of such home furnish] w
throughout the country.
adhere to restrict
"While this is a move in the stores would
despite competition fr
right direction, I believe the next terms
"easy
credit"
stores.
logical step should be the removal
of OPS price controls in fields
which obviously no longer need
HELP WANTED
them. For example, in the highly
Experienced girl or man copy
writer
for continuity depart
competitive, mass production television industry, retail prices have
ment. Air mail full details offPI
been anywhere from $50 to $100
experience and references alone |
with photo to Radio Statior
below OPS ceiling prices for about
W O N E, Dayton, Ohio.
BROADCASTING
• Telecast
a year."

Alpine, N. J.; WIBG Philadelphia; WGY Grantedcense to August
temporary
FCC Actions
1, 1952.extension of liSchenectady,
N. WMGM
Y.; WIMS-FM
gan City, Ind.;New
aux.Michiand
To Increase Power
WMGM-FM
York;andWNDR-FM
(Continued from page 107)
KBUC
Corona,
Calif.—
Syracuse,leans;N. KBMWY.; Breckenridge,
WSMB-FM NewMinn.;
Or- increase power from
500 Granted
w unl. onCP1370to
ash.; WTIF Indianapolis;
Charleston, WHAS-TV
W. Va.; KBOK
kc,
to
1
kw-LS,
500
w-N,
DA-N.
FBM-TV
Waterloo,
Iowa;
KBYR
Anchorouisville; Nashville;
WICU KPRC-TV
(TV) Erie,
Pa.;
age,Ventura,
Alaska; KHBR
Tex.;
To Change DA
'SM-TV
Houston.
KVVC
Calif.;Hillsboro,
WLOA Minn.;
BradKICAchanges
Clovis, inN.DA;M. — cond.
Granted CP to
dock,
Pa.;
WREX
Duluth,
make
TENDERED FOR FILING
WNDB
- FM Henderson,
Daytona N.Beach,
Fla.;
Denied WELS Petition
WHNC-FM
C;Ephraim,
WSYB
AM— 1150 kc
Rutland,
Vt.; KEPH (FM)
WELS Kinston, N. C— By order, deUtah.
WRNO
Orangeburg,
S.
C—
CP
to
nied
petition
of WELS action
for reconsideralange
frequency
from
1450250 kcw toto 1150
tion of Commission's
of June 27,
n n-.i
increase
power
fromnew
500 WKFM Roanoke Rapids, N. C. —
'mV
-N,
1
kw-D,
install
trans,
and
'a noicA and change trans, location.
Change Hours
ittle
WCATto Rapid
D.— Mod.
e jJph;nse
change City,
hoursS. from
11 a.m.of li-to
,Id tells
8(f:p.m.APPLICATION
to 12:30 p.m. toRETURNED
1 p.m. MST.
fCC roundup
'PSSome)k ippllcation
WAIN Columbia,
for renewalKy.of— RETURNED
license
New
Grants,
Transfers, Changes, Applications
Idgo|iKay 22 Decisions .
>— ac
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
■» Granted License Renewals
SUMMARY THROUGH MAY 22
Following
granted: renewal of box score
,, . censes for stations
regular period
On Air Licensed CPs
■notLneJ,phonesboro
WEMP - FMArk.;Milwaukee;
- FM
KCLE-FMKBTM
Cleburne,
AM
Stations
2,350
2,328 87
328
FM Stations
Stations
633
"MiohMex.; Shreveport,
KFGQ-FM Boone,
Iowa; KRMDLa.;
KSJO-FM
San
TV
108 581
97 69
11 54910
ertiJpse,
Calif.;
WBEC-FM
Fittsfield,
Mass.;
'BUY-FM Lexington, N. C: WCHA(Also see Actions of the FCC, page 106.)
Chambersburg,
Pa.; WCHI
3a!-!lIlJllM
L,iJi eights,
111.; WJLK-FM
AsburyChicago
Park,
*™ 1 'SRS-FM
. J.; WOCB-FM
New
Bedford,
Mass.;
Cleveland Heights,
Ohio; Docket Actions . . .
Coast Bcstg.
to Edward Mertle,
for
Okla.; KCIL
CourtCo.,judgement
has been
loy D18EIFAA
! MUS-FM
ouma, Helena,
La.; Muskogee,
KDAS
Malvern,
Ark.;
Anadarko,
Okla.initial
— Caddo
Bcstg.
Co. whom
granted
following
conclusion
and
setArk.;
KJEF
Jennings,
FCC
announced
decision
looking
tlement of partnership
litigation,
dur-of
ast nW.;ock,KLFYArk.;Lafayette,
La.;
KLRA Little
towards grant of 1250 kc with 500 w D.
ing which
time Superior
Court
KNBYArk.;
Newport.
applicaMendocino
County
appointed
Mr. WelOSY Texarkana,
KOTN Ark.;
Pine Simultaneously, FCCSilldenied
Bcstg.
Co.
for
ler
receiver
pending
final
Court
dispjlpuff, Ark.; KRUS Ruston. La.; KUOA 1250 tkcion of Lawton-Ft.
with 1ofkwCaddo
D, 500Bcstg.w N.Co. and
Mr. of GoldenpositionWest
of case.Hotel,
Mr. Mertle
is owner
Fort & Bragg,
and
is owner
"wrJ.iloamWDSU
Springs,
Ark.;
KXAR
Hope, Allen
Bragg.
!!tersjtrk.;
NewWIKC
Orleans,
La.; WELO
Welcome
Inn
Restaurant
Bar,
Fort
isinsurance
Chickasha,
Okla.,
real
estate
and
„„i,upelo,
Miss.;
Bogalusa,
La.;
agent.
Estimated
construe!
:,nCi_rJDX
Jackson,WLAU
Miss.; Laurel,
WJPR Greencost
$21,500,
estimated
monthly
ille, Miss.;
Miss.; tion
KBLF
Red
Bluff,
Calif
.—Assignment
operatingDecision
cost $4,018,
revenue of license from Tehama Bcstg. Co. to
'MPA Miss.;
Aberdeen,
WPMP PascaMay monthly
19.
for cancellation and re„rt!uf)ula,
WVIMMiss.;Vicksburg,
Miss.; $7,965.
Thibodaux,
La.
—
Delta
Bcstrs.
Inc. Hal K.leatsieoonShade
fs..AtTehama
Bcstg.Mr.Co.'s
obliga"iVT'CID
Cleveland,
Miss.;
WLOX
Biloxi,
close
of sale,
Shade
shall
FCC Hearing
Examiner
James
D.
Cunn:iss.;
KRLW
Walnut
Ridge,
Ark.;
ingham
issuedofinitial
decision
looking
pay
Russell
G.promissory
Frey,
holdernotes,
of Tehama
ALB Ark.;
Alexandria,
La.;
KBTM
Jonestowards
grant
630
kc
with
500
w
D.
Dro,
KFPW
Fort
Smith,
Ark.;
Bcstg.
Co.'s
$27,500,
of which $5,000 shallremainder
be paid at close$150of
Opelousas,WestLa.; Memphis,
KVOL Lafayette,
Examiner
Cunning. SLO KWEM
Ark.; Simultaneously,
hamLamar
denied Jr.application
ofKCIL
Charles
Wil- agreement
monthly for and
not more than fiveat years.
burfrom
tokc change
Houma,
,U''CMA
Corinth,WSSOMiss.;Starkville,
WHSY Hatties1490
with
250
w,
unl.,
to
jrg, Miss.;
Miss.; La.,
Mr.
Shade
owns
30%
of KNPT
Ore., and isCo.general
managerNewwith 1 kw site.
unl.,Decision
DA-DN,Mayand9. H. W. port,Critchlow
AZF Ark.;
Yazoo KXRJ
City, Miss.;
KCON Ark.;
Con- 630
(syndicated
radioof
changekc transmitter
r„ pnay,
Russellville,
sales),
Red
Bluff,
Calif.
' n'RBC
Jackson,
Miss.;La.;WVMI
Biloxi,
iss.;
KLIC
Monroe,
KMFM
MonNon-Docket Actions . . .
WBIB (FM) New Haven,
Conn.—
Asie,
La.;BatonWRFM
from Bcstg.
the
Church
TRANSFER GRANTS
TBR
Rouge,Hattiesburg,
La.; Orleans,
WRJW Miss.;
PicaCourt Co. signtoment of license
the Colony
Corp.
me, Miss.;
WTIX
New
La.;
through
stock
transfer;
same
individWFEC
Miami,
Fla.—
Granted
assignrepOlKISW
Wash.;Kirkland,
KOZY Wash.;
Rapid
toNo hold
proportionateof
ment of license from Howard D. Steere sharesuals toofcontinue
wty, S.Seattle.
D.; KRKL
stock.
actual
Haber forMr.$40,000
or control;
no change
monetary
K ooldsboro,
AIR-FM Winston
Salem,
N.Williamston,
C; WEQR to Davidready in escrow).
Haber ($10,000
ownsinclud50%al- ownership
N.
C;
WIAM
consideration.
of
various
taxicab
companies,
.NBF-TV
O; KOTVBinghamton,
and KA-5767N. Tulsa,
Okla.;
ing Cathedral Fleet Inc., Alpine Cab negative
WRDW
Augusta,
Ga.
—
Transfer
of
Y.;
KEA-80,
control
from
A.
M.
CrescentNewCabYorkCorp.
Phil-Mat
EB-53 andBroadcasting
KA-4511, auxiliary
stations Co.,
Cab Corp.,
City.andHeautomotive
also has toMcKenzie
W. R. Ringson,
E. sale
D. Black
andWoodall
E.Mr.G.
Corp.,
Newark,
interest
in
various
other
through
of
15%
of
.idBremer
J.;auxiliary
WKTV Utica,
N.
Y.;
WOR-TV
Granted May 22.
Woodall's
40% stock
interest towhoMessrs.
KA- enterprises.
Ringson,
and McKenzie,
now
WCNT-AM-FM
111.— Grant05,
New and
York;stations
KMTV KA-4225,
Omaha,
Neb.;
have
20%,Black
for $10,000
from each.
edtoassignment
of Centralia,
license Bcstg.
from
WCNT
OW-TV
auxiliary
stations
KAtransfer
each
stockholder
will After
have
Inc.
Southern
Illinois
Corp.
iatlOH$i,27,
KA-4828
Omaha,
Neb.;
KEA-91,
25%
interest.
for
$150,000.
Principals
in
assignee
are
A-4851
and KA-6058, auxiliary
stations Grace S. Rogers and C. W. Rogers
KANE New
La. — Assignment
Co., Rochester,
from Iberia,
New including
Iberia
Bcstg.
Co.
(mother Theatres
and son),Inc.,whoCairo,
have 111.,interest
in ofto license
.. Y.;
Y.;Stromberg-Carlson
WBEN-TV and
and KA-4857
KA-4856,
Buffalo,
new
partnership
Dierrell
Rogers
R.
G.
R.
WDSU-TV
New
OrHamm
(new
partner)
and
George
H.
ans, insLa.;KA-4861,
WKY-TV
and
auxiliary
staTheatres,
Blytheville,
Ark.,
Rogers
InJames
Davidson Mr.
and Daniel
vestment Co. and22. Grace S. Rogers Corp. Thomas,
KA-9901
Okla- Granted May
H. Castille
(old J.partners).
HammHe
>ma
City,stations
Okla.;KA-4862,
KA-4829
and Syracuse
KA-4830,
will
pay
$12,000
for
10%
interest.
ixiliary
of
Meredith
has been manager of KANE since 1948.
jlevision Corp., Syracuse, N. Y.
New Applications . . .
WUST-AM-FM
Bethesda,
TransTemporary License Renewals
fer of control
HaroldD.Md.—
S.Egolf
Russell,
AM APPLICATION
Following stations granted temporary
Parker
W.Batter,
Jones,from
Willard
andto
Punxsutawney,
Pa.
—
Punxsutawney
Carl
J.
who
each
hold
25%,
•.tension
of licensesArk.;
to Sept.
1, Sear1952: Bcstg. Co., 1540 kc, 1 kw daytime. EstiKDRSArk.;Paragould,
KWCB
same
group,
except
that
Mr.
Egolf's
mated
construction
cost
$18,435,
first
stock is retired,
JonesRussell
stockandis
KWHN Miss.;
Ft. Smith,
operating
cost include
$35,000, Sheridan
revenue decreased
to 0.46%, Mr.
Messrs.
GVM Greenville,
WHOC Ark.;
Phil- year
$42,000.
Principals
stock
is increased W.to Parker
40.57%
lelphia,
(FM) KSAN
Mayodan,
Pruett
(52%),
proprietor
of PruettW. Batter's
each
and
new
stockholder,
O; KJBSMiss.;San WFMB
Francisco;
San W.
Auto
Service
&
Coal
Co.,
Bluefield,
Jones, acquires
18.40% interest.
W.
Va.;
Andrew
C.
Mac
Cumbee
(26%),
ancisco;
KVSM
San
Mateo,
Calif;
Parker
Jones
is
Washington
attorney.
sales engineerPa.,forandBearing
Co., WSOO Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.—
AAF (FM) Chicago; WBNX New Pittsburgh,
Charles Service
M. Erhard
>rk; WGPA Bethlehem, Pa.; WRIB Jr.
Transfer
of
control
from
Vernon
W.
(22%), salesman-announcer
ovidence, R. I.; WWPB-FM Miami;
W. Va. Filed May for16. ton
Aikins,anddeceased,
toOverholt,
Otto B. McNaugh:MO-FM Kansas City; KRKD-FM Los WHIS BlueHeld,
Sherwin
executors
FM APPLICATIONS
of estate of Mr. Aikins. No monetary
lgeles;
KXOK-FM St. Evanston,
Louis; WBNYAFMF Buffalo;
111.; McComb, Miss. — Southwestern Bcstg. consideration.
Chicago;WEAWMass.;
WGHF WKJF
New York;
of Mississippi, 102.5 mc (Ch. 273), WDVAcense fromDanville,
Transfer
of liGTR Paxton,
Pitts- Co.
John Corp.,
S. Va.—
Meadethrough
to VirginiaERP 400 178w, ft.,
ant. above
height ground
above average
Bcstg.
transirgh, Pa.; WKRC-FM Cincinnati; terrain
223 ft. Carolina
fer of 22% of will
Mr. Mead's 52%shares,
interest.of
gn LDM Oak Park, Mich.; WLRD Miami Estimated construction cost $2,575, first Transferred
v* MMW-FM
each; WLYN-FM
Lynn, WMOR
Mass.; year
operating
costis licensee
$5,000, revenue
$7,- towhichother2,150stockholders
shares bewill3,550
be transferred
Meriden, Conn.;
500.
Applicant
of
WAPF
and
remaining
ricago; WNAV-FM
Annapolis,
Md.; McComb. Filed May 16.
2,150 shares will be transferred to Harry
PLH-FM
Va.; WTOA
TRANSFER REQUESTS
Meade and John S. Meade, Mr. Meade's
sons.
enton,
N. Huntington,
J.;Oklahoma
WWDC-FMW.City;Washington,
Listed by States
C; KLPR
KMJ-FM
KBYR Anchorage,
from Alaska
Forrest— AssignHysom,
KD AC
Fort from
Bragg,Charles
Calif R..—AssignStatu HEO
esno India,
Caiif.; KPRO
Calif.;
ment of license
Weller, receiver,ment of tolicense
Calif.; Riverside,
KYOR
Capper,consideration.
receiver for
ilif.; WACR
Columbus,
Miss.; Blythe,
WFMN receiver
pendente lite of Mendocino himself.
No Keith
monetary
ROADCASTING
• Telelecas ting

1951, in designating
for hearing
application fothat
r transfer
control;its further ordered
WELSbe ofdesignated
application
for
renewal
of
license
for
hearing in consolidated proceeding with
applicationorderfor oftransfer
ofby deleting
control;
amended
June
27
issues Nos.new 3 issues
and 6 and 3 substituting
therefor
adding issues Nos. 7 Nos.
and 8. and 6 and
Remote Control FM
WVBTsion of special
Bristol, temporary
N. Y.— Granted
exten-to
authority
operate
FMbroadcast
station bystation
remoteWVCNcontrolDe
from
FM
Ruyter, N. Y., for period ending Dec.
1, 1952. To Remain Silent
WSRK thoriShelbyville,
Did.— Granted
auty to remain
additional
60-daying financial
period
from silent
May for
9, 1952,
pendreorganization.
Extended STA
WFMN and KE2XCC (Edwin H. Armstrong) Alpine,temporary
N. J. — Granted
exten-for
special
authority
periodsion ofending
Aug.service
1. 1952,
to suspend
regular
program
of
WFMN
and
to
operateusingexperimental
KE2XCC
its regularlystation
licensed
equipment,ditionalpower
and
emission
on
adfrequency of 93.1 mc for proprogram
service
and totransrebroadcastviding FMmiover
station
KE2XCC
s ions of FM stations WJLK-FM
Asburyhem, Pa.Park.
N.WNYC-FM
J., WGPA-FM
BethleNew York.
FMand Channel
Change
Commission
proposed
to amend ReAllocation
for
ClassBerlin,
BvisedFM Tentative
stations
bytransferring
addingPlan
Ch. Ch.
279
to273
N.
H.,
and
from
Jasper
to
Birmingham,
Ala.
Interested
parties
may
file
comments
on
or before July 1, 1952.
WATV (TV) Transmitter Location
WATVCP (TV)
Newark,TV N.trans,
J.— Granted
mod.
to change
location
from
Newark
toincrease
Empire ant.Stateheight
Bldg.,to
New
York
City,
1190
ft.
and
reduce
power
to
3.4
vis.,
3.4 kw aur., on Ch. 13; studio to kwremain
in Newark,minationconditioned
on final deterin TV proceeding.
We keep banging
away . . .

because it's true . .
KWK is the radio
buy in St. Louis!
KWK's LOW— low cost per 1000 radio homes
radio bay!makes it a real rootin', tootin'
delivered
Your Kofz man has all the farts corralled . .
and backed up by False reports.
Globe- Democrat Tower Bldg.
Saint Louis
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\Z o. Location
674
Spencer, Iowa
675
Ga.Tenn.
676 Douglas,
Humboldt,Wyo.
677
Rawlins,
678
Leesburg,
Fla.
679
Grenada,
Miss.
680
Williston,
N. D.Vt.
681
St.
Johnsbury,
682
Crookston,
Minn.
683
Kelso,
Wash.
684
Portage,
Wis.
685
Fairfield,
Iowa
686
Conroe,
687
Enterprise,Tex.Ark.Ala.
688
Stuttgart,
689
Eagle Glade,
Pass, Tex.Fla.
690
Belle
691
Crystal
City,
692
Mount
Airy,Kan.Tex.N. C.
693 Concordia,
694
Lancaster,
S. C.Tex.
695
696 Stephenville,
Laurinburg,
N. C.
697
Liberal,
Kan.
698
Starkville,
Miss.
699
Somerset,
Ky.
700
lola,
701
Aiken,Kan.S.Bay,C. Wis.
702 Sturgeon
703
Bonham,
Tex.
704
Canton,
705 Silver
Glasgow,City,Miss.
Ky.
706
707
Camden,
S. N.C. M.
708
Hazard,
Ky.
709
Marion,Lake,Va. Iowa
717110 Storm
Brenham, Tex.Iowa
712
Shenandoah,
713
Thief
River Falls,
714
Cookeville,
Minn.Mini
717165 Magnolia,
Anaeortes, Ark.
Wash.
717
Lake, N. V.
718 Saranae
Kermit,
Tex.
719
Eufala,Lake,Ala.
720
Rice
Wis.
721
Pauls
722
NebraskaValley,
City,N.Okla.
Neb.
723
Valley
City,
D.
724
Maryville,
Mo.
725
Marion,
S.
C.
726
Henderson,
Tex.
727
Tifton,
728
Lamar, Ga.
Col.
729
Grinnell,
730
Lake Valley,
Wales,IowaGa.
Fla.
731
Fort
732 Lebanon,
Arkadelphia,Mo. Ark.
733
734 Brigham,
Utah N. M.
735
Alamogordo,
736 Toccoa,
Greenville,
Ala.
737
Ga.
738
Loveland,
Col.
739 Jackson,
Elberton, La.Ga.
740
741
Preseott,
Ariz.Miss.
742
Kosciusko,
743
Big
Rapids,
Mich.
744 Estherville,
Iowa
745
Little
Falls,
Minn.
746 Falfurrias, Tex.
747 Tuskegee, Ala.
748
Picayune,
Miss.Ore.
749
McMinnville,
750
Mexia,
Tex.
751
Breckenridge,
Tex.
752
Welch,
W. Va.
753
Lewistown,
Mont.
754
Morenci,
755
Littlefield, Ariz.
Tex.
756
757 Coleman,
Red Oak, Tex.
Iowa

List of Cities
(Continued from page 94)
1950 Distance
to nearest
tion TV station j Location
Popula758
Winslow,
Arii.
102
7,446
759
Quincy,
7,428 118
760
Alva,
Okla.Fla.Iowa
252
7,426
761
Atlantic,
7,415
1086995
762 Petoskey,
Mich.
7,395
763
West
Point,
Miss.
7,388
764
Devils
Lake,
N. D.
542
7,378 144
765
Lead,
S.
D.
7,370
766
Globe,
Arii.
102
7,352
248
767
Botesville,
Ark.
7,345 86
768
Foirbury,
7,334
769
Harriman,City,Neb.
Tenn.
88
7,299 40.5
770
Canon
Col. Tex.
7,298
161
771
Mount
Pleasant,
7,288
772
Alexandria,
107
7,276
773 Benton,
Monahans,Ark.Tex.Minn.
12870
7,276
774
7,219
97
775 International
7,198
Minn. Ark.Falls,
7,192
776
Newport,
7,175 1664554
777
El
Campo,IowaTex.
7,159
778 Fort
Carroll,
7,155
779
Payne,
Ala.
7,1 34 2109265
780
Dover,
7,17,10734 118
781
Falls
City,Del. Neb.Okla.
782
Holdenville,
100
7,097
783
Anadarko,
Okla.
93
7,094
784 Brownfield,
York, Neb. Tex.
7,083 123
785
12568
786
Nogales,
Arii.
7,054
787
Franklin, La.Miss.
7,049
17377
7,048
788
7,025
789 Columbia,
Ukiah, City,
Calif.Utah
7,022 18878
790
Cedar
6,986 11085
791
Hendersonville,
N. C.
792
North
Bend,
6,985 91
793
Statesboro,
Ga.Ore.
6,982
794
Clinton,
Mo.
6,954
68
6,941
795
Conway,
S.IowaC.
46
6,938
796 South
Decorah,Boston,
6,926 25870
797
Va.
798
Murray,
Ky.
6,924
62
6,919
799
Houlton,
Me.
6,918 207
800
Searcy,
Ark.
6,913 30099
801 Price,
Grand Utah
Rapids, Minn.
6,912
802
6,906 1386080
803 Georgetown,
S. C.
6,898
804
Hugo,
Okla.
6,896
805
Lexington,
Va.
41
6,872
806
Belfast,
Me.
6,851 26985
807 Brady,
Tex.Tex.
808
Crockett,
124
6,834
6,834
809
Burley,
Ida.
123
6,833
810
Marshall,
143
6,831
811
Dalhart, Tex.Minn.
30253
6,829
81
2
Woodward,
Okla.
167
90
6,828
818143 Sparta,
6,821
Lebanon,Wis.Ore.
6,820
815
Covington,
Va.
816
Marianna, Fla.Ark.
6808 14352
816
Springdale,
6J90
818
Vidalia,
155
116
6,783
819
Ajo,
Arii.Ga.La.
6,781
820
DeDetroitRidder,
6,781
358
821
Lakes,
6,773
9079
822
Hinton,
West
Va.Minn.
6,772
823
Abilene,
Kan.
92
824
Pulaski,
Tenn.
6,772
825 Tell
Millinocket,
6,764 147
?'Z?S
826
City,SouthInd.Me.
6,753
827
Pierre,
Dak.
iff
•'']'
828
Cheboygan,
6,719 1 I9150
829 Deming,
N.Va.M.Mich.
830
Emporia,
6,71 2
831 Gcniales,
832
Winnfield, La.Tex.
La.
6 707 17046
833
Oakdale,
834
Walsenburg,
Colo.
6,635 78
835
Cairo,
Ga.
75
6,627
836
Harrison,Okla.
Ark.
6,610 96
837
Vinita,
6,603
838 Morrilton,
Ark.
448
156
839
Wildwood,
6,573
840
Ely,
Minn. III.N. J.
6,541
841
Vandalia,
6,540 i 142
842
Frederick, Okla.Minn.
6,530 25641.5
843 Montevideo,
6,526

1950
Popula6,518
6,505
6,505
6,480
6,468
6,432
6,427
6>19
6,414
6,395
6,389
6,345
6,342
6,319
6,311
6,277
6,269
6,254
6,237
6,231
6,226
6,223
6,203
6,192
6,1 84
6,178
6,161
6,153
6,16,14424
6,120
6,16,10306
6,099
6,097
6,075
6,073
6,060
6,057
6,035
6,029
6,024
6,019
6,010
6,004
5,984
5,976
5,960
5,944
5,932
5,924
5,923
5,918
5,915
5,893
5,873
5,860
5,845
5,835
5,819
5,817
5,799
5,787
5,780
5,775
5,762
5,755
5,735
5,715
5,687
5,672
5,664
5,659
5,598
5,629
5^577
5,542
5,518
5,483
5,475
5,474
5,471
5,467
5,459

BNI
l/p" Hit— Published hy Melli
"Pin
Another BMI

HERE

TS MY

HEART

On Records: Tony Bennett— Columbia; Al
Sisters—
Martino— BBS; Diek Haymes— Andrews Farrell
—
Damone— Mercury ; Bill
Decca; Vic Dale
— Coral.
MGM; Alan
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toDistance
nearest
TV station
185
131
10949
180
110
24475
101
109
128
245
122
109
159
301
2476488
45866488
70
91
161
54
279
1059288
21075
303
1486568
156
132
108
30190
157
100
168
105
113
170
130
110
158
132
122
238
138
212
123
208
142
10293
181
149
1409868
253
30872
200
10456
62
204
163
168
1607257
162
211
120
12460

Location
844
Fayetteville,
Tenn.Tenn.
845
Lawrenceburg,
846
Algona,
Iowa
847
Elko, Nev.
848 Prairie
849
Princeton,du Chien,
Ky. Wise.
850
Hobart, Okla.
851
Alamosa,
Colo.D.
852
Vermillion,
853
Fort
Morgan,Tex.S. Colo.
854
Bollinger,
855
Louisville,
Miss.
856
Alpine, Tex.Mont.
857
Glendive,
858
Guntersville,
Ala.
859
Hancock,
860
Newport,Ind.Vt.Mich.
861
Jasper,
862
Hereford,
Tex.
863
Athens,
864
Blackfoot,Tex.Ky.Ida.
865
Pikeville,
866
Madison,
S. D.
867
Brewton, Ala.
868
Wahpeton,
869
Lake
City,
S.N.Mich.
C.D.
870
Manistique,
871
Angola,
Ind.
872
Logan, W. Neb.
Va.
873
Lexington,
874 Demopolis,
Hot Springs. Ala.
S. D.
875
876
Montrose,
Col.
877
878 West
Kellogg,Plains,Ida. Mo.
879 Red
Bluff, Calif.
880
Grafton,
D.
881
Lampasas,N.Tex.
882 Gladstone,
883
Harlan, Ky. Mich.
884 Guymon,
Monett, Mo.Okla.
885
886
Goodland,
Kan.
887
Clanton,
888 Calais,
RichlandMe.Ala.
Center, Wis.
889
890 Quanah,
Ephrata, Wash.
891
892
Hot George,
Springs,Tex.Utah
N. M.
893
St.
894
Salida,
Col.
895
Jerome,
Ida.
896
897 Farmington,
Pearsal,
Tex. Mo.
898
Lamed,
Kan.
899
Fort
Stockton,
900
Perryton,Tex.Tex. Tex.
901
Jasper,
902 Socorro,
Farmville,N.Va.M.
903
904
Miami, Arii.
905
Norton,
Va.Arii.
906
Coolidge,
907
Hebbronville,
908
Swainsboro,
Ga.Tex.N. C.
909
Southern Pines,
910
Sandpoint,
Ida.
911 Richfield.
Rexburg, Ida.
912
Utah
913 Worland,
Wyo.
914
Casa
Grande,
Arii.
919165 Rivcrton,
Wyo.
Delta,
Col.
919187 Leadville,
Col.
Iron
Mich.
919
Preston.River,Ida.
920
Payette,
Ida.
921
Sidney,
Mont.
922
Weiser, Ida. N. C.
923
Jacksonville,
924
Wadena,
925
Boulder
City,Minn.Mich.
Nev.
926
Rogers
City,
927
Cody,
Wyo.
928
Evanston,
Wyo.
929 Colby,
930
Houghton,Kan.Mont.
Mieh.
931
Glasgow,
932 Powell,
Littleton,Wyo.
N. H.
933
934
Bisbee,
Arii. Mont.
935 Safford,
Deer Lodge,
936
Arii.S. D.
937
Mobridge,
938 Van
Buren,Mont.
Me.
939
Cut
Bank,
940 Emporium,
Laurel, Mont.Pa.
941
942 Henderson, Nev.
943
944 Farmington,
Marfa, Tex. N. M.
945
Eloy, Arii.N. C.
946
Ahoskie,
947 Belle
Ely, Nev.
948
FourcHe,N. S.M. D.
949
Lordsburg,
950 Campbellsville,
Clayton,
N. M.
951
952
Sturgis,
S.Arii.D. Ky.
953
Clifton,
954
Bow, Neb.
955 Broken
Newcastle,
956
Lander, Wyo.Wyo.
957
958 Kingman,
Dillon, Mont.Arii.
959
Whitefish,
960 Torrington,
Winner, S. Mont.
D.Wyo.
961
962
yreka,
Calif.Tex.
963
Floydada,
964 Green River, Wyo.
965 Wallace,
966
Lovington Ida.
967
Gooding,
Ida.N. M.
968
Rupert,
Ida.
969 Bums, Ore.

1950 Distance
Population TVto nearest
station
5,447
5,442
5,415
5,393
5,392
5,388
5,380
5,354
5,315
5,337
5,302
5,282
5,261
5,254
5,253
5,223
5,217
5,215
5,207
5,194
5,180
5,154
5,153
5,146
5,125
5,112
5,086
5,081
5,068
5,079
5,030
5,004
4,964
4,918
4,913
4,905

410
171
132

1950 toDistan
Population TV near
stat
'J a. Location
970
Carson
City,
Nev.
971 Craig, Col.
3,082
972
Emmett, Mont.
Ida.
973
Shelby,
3,080
974
Fort
Kent,
Me.
3,058
3,067
975 Bad Axe, Mich.
3,001
976
Rugby,
N.
D.
2,973
977 Thermopolis, Wyo.
978 Winnemucca, Nev.
979
Vernal,
Utah
2,907
980
Alturas,Coulee,
Calif. Wash. 2,847
2,870
2,845
981
Grand
982
Red
Lodge,
Mont.
2,741
2,819
983
Hamilton,
Mont.
984 Buffalo,
2,730
985
Bar Harbor,Wyo.Me.
2,678
986 Wolf
Dover-Foxcroft,
987
Point,Wyo.Mont.Me. 2,674
988
Douglas,
2,572
989 Lovell, Wyo.
2,566
2,557
990
Thomasville,
Ala.
2,544
991
992 Fallon,
Harvey, Nev.
N. D.
2,508
993
Holbrook,
Arii.
2,425
2,400
994
Hardin,
2,337
995 Wheatland,
McGill, Mont.
Nev.Wyo.
996
2,336
997
Poison,
Mont.
2,306
998
Bottineau,
N. D.
2,297
999 Gillette,
Greybull, Wyo.
Wyo.
2,286
000
2,280
2,262
2,268
001
New
Rockford,
N.
D.
002
Williams,
Ariz.
2,185
003
Carrington,
N. Mich.
D.
2,191
004
West
Branch,
2,152
005 Lusk, Wyo.
006
East Tawas,
2,101
007
Lisbon,
N. D.Mich.
2,098
008
Hawthorne,
Nev.
2,040
009
Lovelock, Nev.
Nev.
2,089
010
Tonopah,
2,031
1,861
011 Carlin,
Calumet,Nev.Mich.
012
1,375
1,604
1,256
013
Verington, Nev.
Nev.
1,203
014 Goldfield,
336
1,157
APPENDIX B
GROUP B-l
5 a.
Location
Conn. 116,912
158,709
213 Bridgeport,
Canton,
Fail River,Ohio
4 Reading,
Pa.Mass. 111,963
I
56 Allentown,
New Bedford,Pa.Mass. 109,320
106,756
78 Waterbury,
Horrisburg, Conn.
Pa. 109,189
104,477
New Britain,
11109 Racine,
York,
Pa.Wis. Conn. 73,726
89,544
12 Kenosha, Wis.
59,953
71,193
1314 Jackson,
Mich.
54,368
51,088
New
1516 Anderson,
BattleCastle,
Creek,Ind.Pa.Mich. 48,834
17 Meriden, Conn.
48,666
46,820
44,088
Point, N.OhioC.
1918 High
Portsmouth,
2021 Fort
Lauderdale,
Everett,
Wash. Fla. 39,973
36,798
222423 Marion,
Alton,
36,328
Belleville,Ml.OhioIII.
33,849
32,721
Amsterdam,Ky.N. Y. 33,318
2625 Ashland,
32,550
2728 Massillon,
Ohio 32,240
31,131
29 Kannapolis,
Lebanon, Pa.N. C. 28,448
29,594
3031 Bremerton,
Wash. 28,156
Normon, Okln.
3233 Washington,
Pa.
Burlington, N. C. 27,678
27,006
26,280
Rock
Hill,Pa. S. N.C. Y. 24,502
24,560
Gloversviile,
363534 Butler,
3738 Gastonia,
Lawrence, N.Kan.C. 23,634
23,482
Shawnee,
Okla.Kan. 23,351
404138 East
Leavenworth,
23,069
Lansing,
Mich.
4243 Meadville,
22,948
20,579
Columbus, Pa.Ind
20,325
4445 Okmulgee,
Okla.
18,972
18,370
Dunkirk,
N.
Y.
4647 Shelby,
Statesville,N. C.N. C. 18,317
18,007
48 Hickory, N. C.
15,508
St. Augustine, Tenn.
Fla. 16,901
504951 Murfreesboro,
Sapulpa, Okla.
14,755
52 Cleburne,
Tex.
13,555
U(
Elizabeth Ind.
City, N. C. 13,052
13,031
5453 Bedford,
12,905
12,685
12,562

126
21390
44
410
19959
245
151
294
166
307
113
197
45
4,901
4,869 232
4,831
4,786
126
340
4,771
4,718 131
4,690
156
270
4,640
4,608 140
4,589
4,589
271
4,589 242
4,562
4,563
189
5258
4,523
4,553
205
4,490
72
4,481 182
195
4,447
4,444
4,417 1214653
4,403
4,375 10268
145
4,334
4,329
4,315
4,306
14265
4,302
275
4,300
4,272
4,265
4,253
238
4,212
245
312
4,202
4,181
4,142
4,097
4,048
4,081 615
33990
4,045
210
4,032 155
347
3,987 138
3,961
3,960
3,958 218
190
32259
297
3,903
3,873
3,872
265
3,863
580
3,859 136
319
3,829
3,821
188
3,819
490
3,804
142
3,801 453
3,753
3,779
358
3,756 475
3,732
37088
3,731 145
3,663
3,646
140
3,643
21058
3,603
190
3,637 461
3,580
58
3.540
3,558
3,579 208
21465
3,525
3,515 440
192
445
159
3,477
3,471
3,466
3,396 163
310
215
3,395
378
3,349
3,342
3,268
272
247
3,268
3,252 406
142
WEOK
3,247
poughkeeps;e
3,210
3,227
3,13,187
34
EVERETT
McKINNEY.
INC
3,140
3,099
3,093 BROADCASTING
3,098
• Tel e c a s t i n

.11
Location
ID}*!!ii'5
Mt.
Vernon,
Ohio 12,185 IE
Iowa
«31? T67 Boone,
Shelbyville,
Ind. 12,164
11,734
Newton,
Iowa
11,723
W9 Guthrie,
El Reno, Okla.
Okla. 10,113
10,991
!)l») 2l Weatherford,
Tex.
8,093
Lebanon, Tenn.
i: 3 Gallipolis,
Ohio 7,913
7,871
!lii4
Lebanon,
Ind.
7,6311
56 Webster
City,Points,
Iowa 7,61
Atrisco-Five
N.
M.
Va. 7,367
6,735
"1(879 Williamsburg,
Springfield, Tex.
Tenn.
6,506
Rosenburg,
6,210
5»!i0
Olathe,
Kan.
5,593
!«!J!i2»1 Claremore,
Okla.
5,494
Festus, Mo.
5,199
34 Gallatin.
5,107
Belen,
N. Tenn.
M.
4,495
56 Covington,
Pryor Creek,
Okla.
4,486
Tenn. 97,249
4,379
i7«8 Lowell,
Mass.
Lawrence, Mass.
80,536
90 Springfield,
Ohio
78,508
Bethlehem,
Pa. 66,340
Richmond, N. Ind.
39,539
!2*3f Auburn,
Y.
Nashua,
N.
H. 36,722
34,669
,M>!!f5U Clinton,
Iowa
30,379
Ithaca, N. Ala.
Y. 28,445
29,257
'6<7 Michigan
Bessemer,
City,
Ind.
28,395
Oswego,
N.
Y.
22,647
Iowa
19,041
1Q'19 Muscatine,
Bridgeton,
J. 17,799
18,378
Batavia,Ohio
N.N.Y.
2 Piqua,
17,447
0-34 Kewanee,
III. 16,821
Fremont, Neb.
14,762
Calif.
13,579
'6!>7'5 Napa,
Talladega,
Ala.
New Braunfels,
Tex. 13,134
12,210
'819 Terrell,
Tex.
McKinney,Tex.
Tex. 11,544
10,560
|illH) Seguin,
Sylacauga,Ala.
Ala. 9,733
9,606
J 12)3 Jasper,
Stillwater, Ind.
Minn. 8,589
7,674
;; >4)5 Madison,
Northfield, Minn. 7,506
7,487
;2j)6 Tooele,
7,269
3'fflR
Hastings,Utah
Minn.
6,560
)8
Elizabethtown,
Ky.
5,807
!» Akron, Ohio 274,605
*I0
Worcester,
Mass.
203,486
Ell2 Trenton,
N.Mich.
J. 128,009
3 Pontiac,
Brockton,
Mass. 73,681
62,860 33
4
Lorain,
Ohio
! 5 Ann Arbor, Mich. 51,202
48,251 33
J' 176 Newark,
Ohio
34,275 3
Lancaster,
Ohio 24,180
189 Marietta,
Denton, Texas
21,372
33
Ga.
!0!1 Cortland,
N. Y. 20,687
18,152
Griffin,
Ga.
13,982
Waxahachie,Calif.
Tex. 10,315
11,204
13!412 Petaluma,
!5 Newnan,
Cartersille,Ga.
Ga. 8,218
7,270
>6 Port Chicago, Calif. 3,290
" Gary,
Ind.
133,911
Hammond,
Ind. 87,594
!910 Joliet,
III.
III. 51,601
50,576
112 Aurora,
Elgin,
III.
Waukegan, III. 44,223
38,946
3 Hamilton-Middletown,
Ohio 91,646
4 Frederick, Md. 18,142
IS Asbury Park, N. J. 17,094
icptj67 Paterson,
N. J. 139,336
Stamford-Norwalk,
EtllB NewConn.
Brunswick, N. J.123,753
38,811
*jr*«10 t~
Annapolis, Md.
GROUP B-2

II*

202528
2832
39.5
3019

Location So.
-<£ z*1 1
Erie,
Pa.Del. 130,803
Wilmington,
110,356
Lansing,
Mich.
Binghamton,
N.N. Y.C. 92,129
80,674
Greensboro,
74,389
Lancaster,
Pa.
63,774
Johnstown,
Pa.
63,232
Kalamazoo,
Mich.
57,704
28,163
Bloomington,
Ind.
Ames,
Iowa
22,898
Dallas, Tex.Ky. 369,129
434,462
Louisville,
Birmingham, Ala. 326,037
Dayton, OhioIowa- 243,872
Davenport,
Rock
III. Island-Moline,
Philadelphia,
Pa. 160,656
Detroit,
Mich.Md. 2,071,605
1,849,568
949,708
Baltimore,
914,808
Cleveland,
Ohio
503,998
Cincinnati,
Ohio
Columbus,
Ohio
375,901
Atlanta,
Ga.
331,314
Chicago, III. 3,620,962
Washington,
New
York,
N.
Y.
7,891,557
LosCalif.
Angeles, 1,970,358
C. 802,'
GROUP B-3
Location
Des
Moines,Conn.Iowa 177,965
177,397
Hartford,
1 43,673
Tacoma,
Wash.
San
Jose,
Calif.
95,280
Winston-Salem,
N.
C.
87,811
Altoona,
Pa.
77,177
Petersburg,
Va.
35,054
Mesa, Ariz. 16,790

18
39.4
36
262031
303330
10

If

1 Albany-Schenectady.
Troy,Rapids,
N. Y.Mich. 299,091
23 Grand
176,515
Haven, N.Conn.
4 New
Utica-Rome,
Y. 164,443
143,213
Looking for Radio &
Television Technicians?
RCA regular
Institutes,intervals,
Inc., graduates
students
atoperators
as technicians,
and
laboratory
aids.
Our
men
graduateLicense.
with Call
a firston class
RadioTelephone
us
for
your
technical
needs. MANAGER
Writ* to:personnel
PLACEMENT

GROUP B-4
Location
St.
Louis, Mo.Pa.
Pittsburgh,
Buffalo-Niagara
,004
Falls,
N. Y.Wis. 671
Milwaukee,
637,392
Houston,
Tex.
596,163
570,445
New Orleans,
La. 467,591 it
Seattle,
Wash. Mo.
Kansas
City,
427,173
Indianapolis, Ind. 456,622
396,000
Norfolk-PortsmouthVa.
Newport News,
335,910
San
Diego, N.Calif.
334,387
Rochester,
332,488
Toledo,
Ohio Y. 303,616
Miami,
Fla.
Oklahoma City, 249,276
Okla.
243,504
Richmond, Va. Fla. 230,310
Jacksonville,
Tulsa,
Okla.Tenn. 204,517
182,740
Nashville,
Charlotte,
N. C. 1174,307
34,042
Phoenix,
Ariz.
.106,818
96,815
Albuquerque,
Huntington, W.N. Vift . 86,353
Locatio
Utah
231 Ogden,
Provo,
Utah
Worth,
4 Fort
Providence,
R.Tex. I.
5 Minneapolis-St.
Paul, Mass.
Minn.
786 Boston,
San
Antonio,
Tex. 801
Omaha,
Neb.
251
910 Salt
Lake
City,
182
SanCalif.
Francisco, Utah1,159

Goldstein to CBS-TV
JACK GOLDSTEIN has been
named manager of special projects
in the CBS-TV Public Relations
Department where he will handle
star buildups, special program projects, premieres and other special
RCA
INSTITUTES,
INC
functions, David J. Jacobson, deA Itnin •< Ml* CorMralior> ml Anwlc*
partment director, announced
Wednesday.
1ROADCASTING
• Telecast)

CHICAGO SHOWS
Ad Club Selects Best
DERBY Foods' Sky King and the
City National
Bank andChicago
Trust were
Co.'s
Impact
on WENR-TV
chosen by the Chicago Federated
Advertising Club as the best new
television shows created there during the year.
Awards were presented at the
annual banquet Thursday night to
local and network winners in each
of four radio and three television
categories. The best radio shows
developed during the year were
Arbogast on WMAQ (NBC) and
Down You Go, a Mutual network
feature from WGN. Agency for
Derby Foods is Needham, Louis &
Brorby,gast areChicago.
Writers and
on ArboRobert Arbogast
Pete
Robinson, with Homer Heck as
producer.
Louis
Cowan
packages
Down You Go.
In the juvenile class, Super
Circus on ABC-TV, sponsored by
Canada Dry gingerale and Mars
candy, workwasTV feature,
cited as while
the bestKukla,
netFran & Ollie on NBC-TV, sponsored by RCA Victor, won the citation in the general class. Breakfast Club, sponsored by Swift &
Co. through McCann - Erickson,
bothdioChicago,
was the leading ranetwork feature.
Other award winners and their
classes :
Radio, Show,
local Old
programs
— The Patrick
O'Riley
WBBM,
produced
by Gold
Jerry cigarettes,
Lee and
written
by
Arthur
Thorsen.
mentions shackled,
in this
group
wentHonorable
toPacific
Unsponsored
on
WGN
by
Garden
Missionby Eugenia
and written,
produced
and
directed
Price,
and
WLS
National
Barn Dance,
sponsored theby
Phillips
Petroleum
Co.
The Untouchables,
aired
on inWBBM,
earned
the winning
citation
local
special
features,
anddirected
was written
Perry
S.
Wolff
and
by went
Thomasbyto
A.HelloBland.
Honorable
mention
Sucker,
aired written
on WMAQ asMadeleine
a public
service
feature,
Peters, Droduced
by Judithby Waller
and
directed"
by John Keown.
Top
commercial
radio
announcement
went
to GeneralTatham-Laird
Mills for itsagency
Kixie-Nixie,
produced
and
written ableby bymentions
Howard included
W. Rapport.RealemonHonorPuritan
Co.,
for
Realprune,
through
Schwimmer
& ScottStandard
agency Oil
and written
by
John McCann-Erickson
Cole.
Ind.,
through
agency,of written
by
Jim
Shelby,
Bill
Hagerman
Dick Slade, and to the Toni Co. and
for
White
written Rain,
by Dan through
Ryan. Tatham-Laird,
Leading
local
TV
shows
were
King
Calico, in the juvenile class, on WENR-

TV;
Impact,
news, &sponsored
by theon
City
Nationalfor Bank
Trust
Co.
WENR-TV
George
H. Hartman
& Honorable
Co., and through
WGN-TV
Sports.
mention
in network
programs went(NBC)
to Zooby Parade,
sponsored
onCo. WNBQ
theMeier.
Quaker
Oats
and
written
by
Don
WinningAdhesive
commercial
TV spot
was the
Mystik
Products
account,
for
Mystik
tape,
through
George
H.
Hartman
agency
and
produced
by
Sarra
Inc.
infilm the
class.
spot 20-second
citation went
to theOne-minute
Toni Co.
for
Whiteand Rain,
placed Alice
throughWestbrook.
TathamLaird
written
Honorable
mentionsby included
Swift &
Co.,
for
Brookfield
dairy
productsby
through
McCann-Erickson,
written
Jim
BurnsLeoandBurnett
Jerry
Birn;Shelby,
Santa Patricia
Fe Railway,
agency; Standard
Oilthrough
of Ind., McCannfor Permalube
motor
oil,
Erickson
with writersandJimto Shelby
William
Hagerman,
WNBQ and
for
a live station
break.
WQR SCHEDULES
Third Business Show
WOR New York last week scheduled its third sponsored show with
a business
format,
Today's startBusiness, 7:15-7:20
p.m. Mon-Fri.
ingsoredtodaythree(Monday),
to
be
spondays a week by Bache
& Co., investment brokers. A general roundup of business and financial news andwillimportant
ket quotations
be givenmar-by
WOR commentator Henry Gladstone,vestment
who also
Your p.m.
InDollar; conducts
noon to 12:15
Sunday,ness Service.
sponsored by United BusiThe third program, Your Money
at Work, 10:15-10:30 p.m. Sunday,
is sponsored by Kidder, Peabody
& Co. for its mutual funds.
Tracing Interference
STORY in layman's language of
how FCC traces illegal broadcast
stations and other sources of spectrum interf ei-ence is told by George
S.Field
Turner,
chief of theandCommission's
Engineering
Monitoring
Bureau, on current Crusade
Against Crime program, taped
series aired over 12 stations in the
east and midwest [B*T, May 12].
Major sourcesterferenceofare electrical
radio-TV devices
set inand appliances in the home, Mr.
Turner reported.
Diathermy
industrial radio devices
run aandclose
second, he said. Complaints should
be sent to FCC only after all local
means to check
and exhausted,
eliminate the
interference have been
Commission official suggested.

FRIENDS
"To make a friend, you must be one/'
Twenty years of service to farmers in
Kansas and adjoining states have
made us their friend.

WIBW

TheVaice^/Kansas
in TOPE K A
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WEBSTER SEES SLOW
ACTION ON TV
TV APPLICATION processing and final
action will be slow, FCC Comr. E. M. Webster
was to tell Indiana Broadcasters Assn. Saturaccording to talk released Fridayday.morning,
Reasons: (1) Expected 1,000 applications
by* July 1, (2) limited staff, (3) no money
to hire'vital
more services
help and precludes
(4) demands
nonuse ofof many
other
broadcast
staff. IBA sessions were held May
23-24 at WIRE Indianapolis studios.
also
Reminding that FCC non-TV workload
rush to comhas been mushrooming during freeze,
Comr.
lifting 61 professional
plete Sixth Report
Webster noted there are only
staff people at FCC to handle all broadcast
13 (six enonly accountants,
TV has and
which lawyers
piocessing,gineers,oftwo each
three secretaries).
It will take four times total
employes in TV whole year to process 1,000
applications estimated by July 1. Even all
seven hearing examiners can't work on TV, he
said, even though 500 bids are seen falling
into 200 hearings. He sees no more than 60
to 70 TV hearings during next fiscal year.
James O. Luce, of J. Walter Thompson Co.,
New York, said broadcasters should develop
a standard method of measuring station audience. He urged stations interested in getting
national spot business to tell their market
story, provide concise and complete data and
show characteristics of their markets.
Joseph M. Kittner, assistant chief of FCC
Broadcast Bureau, and Wray Fleming, Indianapolis attorney and IBA counsel, debated
political
local
sales broadcasting
was moderated questions.
by Robert Panel
D. Enoch,on
WXLW Indianapolis. Taking part were Gene
Vaughan, WFBM Indianapolis; Ray Baker,
WSAL Logansport; Glenn VanHorn, WTTS
Bloomington, and Josiah Autenrieth, WKAM
Warsaw.
IBA President O. E. Richardson, WASK
Lafayette,was opened
Friday. afternoon
Two-day
session
to windmeeting
up Saturday
with visit to Indianapolis Speedway.
CENSORSHIP DANGER SEEN
IN HOUSE RADIO-TV PROBE
CENSORSHIP overtones will make House
probe of radio-TV programs difficult, according
to Chairman Orren Harris (D-Ark.), of new
Crosser subcommittee to probe sound and sight
media (see story, page 29). Rep. Joseph F.
O'Hara (R-Minn.), also subcommittee member,
said
"quite
a few" are
Congressmen
some
national
advertisers
sponsoring feel
programs
which weaken moral fibre of nation.
Chairman Harris said thorough hearings
will be held on both good and bad side of programming, noting complaints about early-hour
scheduling of crime shows. Investigation is important because nearly every home has radio
and TV homes are increasing, he said, adding
subcommittee would have to carry out House
order to study programs for "immoral or offensive" material.
Speaking on Thursday night ABC News of
Tomorrow, he asserted that if Congress had
not decided to investigate, FCC would have
been forcedfindto itdoprofitable
it. He continued,
advertisers
to sponsor "Many
shows
the whole family can watch or listen to."
Page 114 • May 26, 1952

CBS-TV PRICES STEADY
NO PRICE increases for any CBS-TV
production facilities or services, despite
increased costs "on just about everything
involved," was word of Fred M. Thrower,
vice president in charge of network sales,
to
clients
agencies
"The
reason
CBS and
Television
is ableFriday.
to continue
holding the price line on its production
facilities and services," Mr. Thrower
said, "is that the network has kept
hammering away at finding short cuts
and streamlining operations with just
one thing in view — to give advertisers
the topmost quality at the lowest production cost."
Business Briefly
(Continued from page 5)
tisers to switch from defunct Liberty Broadcasting System to another network is Pequot
Mills which is placing its Paula, Stone Show
on Mutual effective around July 1. Agency,
Jackson & Co., N. Y.
GENERAL MILLS HILLBILLY # General
Mills through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N.
Y., understood to be interested in buying 45
minutes of new hillbilly program on ABC
only.
radio. Network would include non-TV markets
PLANTERS RENEWS • Planters Nut &
Chocolate Co., Wilkes-Barre, Pa., renews participation inLucky U Ranch radio program for
13 weeks over ABC Pacific Coast Radio network. Agency, Raymond R. Morgan Co.,
Hollywood.
WTCN SALE FILED
FORMAL BID filed at FCC Friday for approval of $325,000-sale of WTCN MinneapolisSt.
by Mid-Continent
Radio-Television
Inc. Paul
to former
U. S. Ambassador
to Cuba and
Australia Robert Butler and associates [B*T,
April 21]. Sale contingent on approval of
merger of CBS' WCCO there with Mid-Continent's WTCN-TV [B*T, March 10].
LOW COST TV FORMULA
LOW COST local programming at WDTV
(TV) Pittsburgh
was clinic
outlined
Fridayby
afternoon
at BMI TV
Chicago,
Harold C. Lund, general manager, and A.
Donovan Faust, assistant general manager. Their recommendations for keeping expenses down: Use strip programming; backdrops are cheaper than flats,
and latter when used can be painted
with washable paint for re-use; schedule
all live programming in eight hour period
so second camera crew unnecessary; pay
good
salarysaveto thousands
well-trainedof film
director,
who can
dollars;
use
psrmanent sets for standard shows; hire
talent which is versatile and can do several things; hire TV performers who can
sell as well as be likable and believable;
pay one higher salary to do work of
more than two lower-priced people.

PEOPLE..
BARRETT C. DILLOW, Alexander Smith In;
to McCann-Erickson, N. Y., as account execi
tive for Congoleum-Nairn Inc.
EDWARD K. (TED) PRICE, formerly WPI
(TV) New York engineer, named associa;
director in programming department.
SYDNEY G. WALTON, vice president, Matsc;
Navigation Co., San Francisco, to Kenyon
Eckhardt, as vice president in charge of K&E
San Francisco office.
SAMUEL GILL, account executive with Ca
S. Brown Co., N. Y., to Harry B. Cohen Ad\
that city, as director of media and research. ,
JAMES BONFILS, formerly with KSD-TV !*
Louis, appointed
account executive
St. Lou
division
and EVERETT
JARRETTin has
bee
named to same post in Cleveland division <i
Ziv Television Programs, according to Frida
announcement from film distributor-producei
ALFRED L. PLANT, senior account executiv:
Federal Adv., N. Y., to account executive staff
Grey Adv., same city.
THEATRE OWNER TELLS
OF B&K NEGOTIATIONS
ARTHUR SASS, principal partner in Alam
Theatre, Chicago, testified Friday at FCC
ABC-United Paramount Theatres merger heaj
ing (see early story, page 28) that Balaban .
Katz, through subsidiary company, threatene
to build competing first-run theatre near Alam
Theatre unless it got 25% interest in Alarm
For its interest, Mr. Sass said, B&K promise
to provide good films and act as managemer
consultants. Agreement made in 1925, Mr. Sas
said, was in effect until 1930 when stock i
theatre operating company was sold to B&B
However, under provision in pact with B&¥
Alamo Theatre was returned to Mr. Sass i
1933 when Paramount Pictures, parent com
pany to B&K, was having financial troubli
Mr. Sass filed $1,900,000 anti-trust suit agains
five major motion picture companies, and als
B&K, last June.
RADIO NEWSMEN URGED
TO BACK VOTE CAMPAIGN
RADIO newsmen have responsibility of edu
eating public on issues involved in comini
elections, presenting them honestly and fairly
Robert K. Richards, NARTB public affair
director, said Friday in address to Harrisburg
Pa., meeting
Radio
Assn. of Pennsylvania-Delaware Al
NARTB is participating with Advertisinj
Council and American Heritage Foundatioi
in nationwide "Register and Vote" campaign
"We have sold soap and cereal, automobiles
home appliances, insurance, ideas, services
good causes," Mr. Richards said. "Certainl;
we can insell1948citizenship."
cited poor votinj
record
PresidentialHeelection.
THORPE IS FAB PRESIDENT
GEORGE THORPE, WVCG Coral Gables, Fla
elected president of Florida Assn. of Broad
casters at Miami Beach meeting, held at Roya
York Hotel. Other officers elected were P
Herschel Graves, WTAL Tallahassee, first vic<
president; Jerry Stone, WNDB Daytona Beach,
second vice president; John Browning, WSBI
Sarasota, secretary-treasurer. William T. Stub
blefield, NARTB station relations director!
addressed
meeting on federal legislation of in!
terest
to broadcasters.
BROADCASTING
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Who is he? He's the American Farmer, the
i, »\ current American capitalist. He's the real
owner of his own business — and farming is big
business today.
He makes a lot, he saves a lot, he spends a lot.
He's your best prospective customer.
One-tenth of all these prosperous prospects for your
product live in WLW-Land— One-tenth of America.
The best way to reach them is by Radio . . . and the most
effective and economical radio in this area is WLW.
The full story of "Your Best Customer"—
all the facts and figures— is on film. Ask to see it.

1922 . 1952

WLW

The Nation's Station
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35c PER COPY

TONIGHT

on WO
delivers

S

NEWSREEL

R-tV,
an

commercial

average

channel 9
of 442,900

impressions

for only 85* for 1,000

per week.,

viewers

per
*Based on May,minute
1952 Telepulse Ratingsof commercial.*

Channel 9 — New York's lowest cost tv station — offers
advertisers a unique buy, "Tonight's Newsreel."
The only continuous newsreel on New York television,
this show delivers . . .
New York's late-evening news audience
Newsreel goes on at approximately 11:00 P.M. following Main
Event on Sports.
Audience turnover
It runs over and over, exactly like a newsreel theatre . . .
delivering a new audience with each run.
Commercial impact
"Tonight's Newsreel" delivers 442,900 commercial impressions
Low cost per week.
Single sponsorship costs only 85$ per 1,000 viewers per minute
of commercial ... or 12 viewers per penny!

WOR

- tv channel 9

1440 Broadway, N.Y.

For more than 20 years, the Bulova Time Signal
(on radio and now TV too) has helped
regulate America's daily activity. Behind this
vital service is the genius of a man who
coupled American skill and technology to build,
in a handful of years, the world's foremost
watch firm. Bulova knows his business well.
Havens & Martin, Inc. Stations (serving the
rich Virginia markets centering around
Richmond) know broadcast advertising.
Together they comprise Richmond's one and only
complete broadcast institution. Advertisers
know the value of telling their story
via the First Stations of Virginia
TV

WMBG*«

FIRST STATIONS OF VIRGINIA

WCOD'm

Havens & Martin, Inc. Stations are the only
complete broadcasting institution in Richmond.
Pioneer NBC outlets for Virginia's first market.
Represented nationally by John Blair & Company

WTVR

Salesmaker

for

the

Nation's

Smokers

For twelve years Prince Albert's Grand
Ole Opry via NBC has played a dominant role in keeping the tidy red pocket
tin out in front as the favorite tobacco
smokers of pipes and "makin's"
for
cigarettes.
Prince Albert's Grand Ole Opry
originates at WSM, employs WSM
talent exclusively, is an integral part of
that 26 year old, four hour long Grand
Ole Opry which has, virtually single
handedly shifted the musical center of
gravity to Nashville . . . Music City, USA!
Nashville 650
50,000 WATTS
IRVING WAUGH, Commercial Manager
EDWARD PETRY, National Representative

blished Building,
every Monday,
with 4,Yearbook
Numbersas (53rd
issues)March
published
in January
by Broadcasting
Publications,
Inc., 8703, National
Washington
D. C. Entered
secondandclass54thmatter
14, 1933,
at Post and
OfficeFebruary
at Washington,
D. C, under
act of March
1879. Press

the evening of May 7, more than 1250
youngsters — some of whom are pictured above — were
in the stands at Lancaster's Stumpf Field for
the first "Knot Hole Gang" night. As guests of
WGAL and WGAL-TV, they were watching
the Lancaster Red Roses, of the Inter-State League,
play ball. These youthful baseball fans are
entitled to attend fifteen admission-free games
during the 1952 season.
The "Knot Hole Club" had its inception on
WGAL and WGAL-TV a few weeks ago. Youngsters
under fourteen were invited to join the club.
After only two programs, over 1,000 had enrolled
— and the membership list is now in excess of 10,000.
The "Knot Hole Club" meets at WGAL and
WGAL-TV every Saturday morning. Members
of the club participate in all programs. The stations'
Sports Editors preside, and guests from the
Inter-State League and elsewhere are on hand to
answer the boys' baseball questions.

A Steinman Station
Clair R. McCollough, Pres.

Represented by
WGAL?,

ROBERT
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MEEKER

Associates

New York

Chicago

San Francisco
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CLOSED

CIRCUIT

ETITIONS
reconsideration
FCC'sforce
exosive rule onforrebroadcasts
which ofwould
ations denying rebroadcast rights to so
)tify FCC within 10 days, with their licenses
1 line, those
will beto filed
forthwith,
it's learned,
mong
petition
understood
to be
ARTB and two or possibly more networks,
xpected result: rescinding or sharp modificaon of mischievous order [B»T, May 19].
s[;ar-old
WORKSKOAis deal
see NBC's
27Denverwhichgo may
to Bob
Hope and
enver Mayor Quigg Newton for approxiately $2.25 million, with Hope-Newton also
jpeful of early entry into TV. (TV-less
enver heads FCC's priority list for new staons.) NBC officials say only that they've had
iany offers to buy KOA, including Hope-Newm's in past, have never considered it for sale,
;ill haven't made up minds to dispose of it.
f mind-change
now KMPC
ensues,Losnetwork's
standing desire for
Angeles longmay
Ie factor.
!TOW THAT Supreme Court has ruled transit
[idio is constitutional, way is clear for FCC
|etion on issues stemming from specialized
jses of FM, such as Functional Music, Muzak,
!$ dssion
torecasting
and other
"beep" favors
services.specialComsentiment
apparently
"ere ;ed uses but indications are formal hearing
I for iecause
I-ill be held
to establish
record, Another
particularly
of divergent
viewpoint.
fac5 of |>r, not originally in FM proceedings, is that
[f subscription television (Phonevision, Skia™9 iron, Telemeter). Arguing for hearing on
services
is questionrules
of whether
station and
:oree I'M
ponsor
identification
are complied
nd
whether
special rules would
have towithbe
'ritten to accommodate such services.
.S MEANS of stabilizing radio network inustry, top executives of at least one network
elieve new rate structures should not only
ring base rates down substantially but also
iclude discount patterns so attractive as
lmost to compel sponsors to stay on air 52
'eeks a year. Summer hiatus tradition which
ow creates operational problems for networks
nd adds to overhead would thus be avoided.
VILL HIGH television costs prevent developaent of television networking on pattern simiirantto TVradionetwork
networking?
importhinks Atso least
and one
is making
erious plans for network operation wholly
ifferent from that which has obtained in
adio. What may evolve is structure not unke that of magazines, with network providlg full programming service and selling sponorship on participating basis throughout,
lost sponsors would not buy fall full prorams but only commercial announcements
d be fitted into program schedule, as magazine
dvertisers buy run-of-the-book pages or
mailer space.
tUTH JONES, print supervisor at Benton
javeBowles,
N. Y. Fred
and Jean
Lawlor,
resigned.
Apt will
take timebuyer,
over Miss
ones' duties while Don Quinn is resigning
(Continued on page 6)
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ADVERTISING COUNCIL
APPOINTMENTS MADE
NILES TRAMMELL, NBC board chairman,
named chairman of Radio and Television Committee of Advertising Council for 1952-53,
Howard J. Morgens, Procter & Gamble advertising vice president and council chairman, is
announcing today (Monday). Wesley I. Nunn,
advertising manager of Standard Oil Co.
(Indiana), appointed vice chairman of committee.
Other appointments : Philip L. Graham, publisher, Washington Post (WTOP-AM-TV
Washington), and Lee H. Bristol, president
Bristol-Myers Co., to be chairman and vice
chairman, respectively,
of council's
committee;
Fairfax M. Cone,
president,executive
Foote,
Cone & Belding, and Samuel C. Gale, vice president and director of advertising and public
services of General Mills, to be chairman and
vice chairman of planning committee; Edgar
Kobak, owner of WTWA Thomson, Ga., and
Harold B. Thomas, to be chairman and vice
chairman of promotion committee.
William R. Baker Jr., president, Benton &
Bowles, and Howard M.Chapin, marketing manDiv. of General
Foods, review
chairmanagerandBirdsviceEyechairman
of campaigns
committee; Charles G. Mortimer Jr., General
Foods Executive vice president, and Henry G.
Little, Campbell-Ewald Co. executive vice
president, chairman and vice chairman of
nominating committee; Leo Burnett, president
Leo Burnett Co., and Theodore L. Bates, partner in Ted Bates & Co., chairman and vice
chairman of sponsorship committee; James
W. Young, senior consultant, J. Walter Thompson Co. and radio-TV consultant to Ford
Foundation, and Chester J. LaRoche, president
C. J. LaRoche & Co., chairman and vice chairman of round-table committee; Stuart Peabody, assistant vice president, Borden Co., and
Albert E. Winger, board chairman, CrowellCollier Pub. Co., chairman and vice chairman
of government relations committee.
ZINK, SOLOMAN PROMOTED
ALBERT G. ZINK and Henry M. Soloman
have been appointed to new managerial positions in General Electric broadcasting stations Dept., R. W. Welpott, manager of stations
operations, announced Thursday.
Mr. Zink, supervisor of programs for WRGB
(TV) Schenectady since 1947, has been named
manager of programs for all stations: WGY
and WGFM (FM) Schenectady, as well as
WRGB. Mr. Soloman, administrative assistant
to WGY-WRGB stations manager since 1947,
has been promoted to manager of finance.
RADIO PULLS BEST
WROL KNOXVILLE, Tenn., claimed
Thursdayall tooverhaveagain.
provedNewspaper
radio's pulling
power
ads,
circulars inserted in grocery bags, movie
trailers and WROL announcements were
used by refrigerator manufacturer and
a grocery chain to publicize their threeday cooking school. Results were that
6,000 women attended overflow classes,
with 69.2 Vr reporting they had heard
about school by radio — WROL.

BUSINESS BRIEFLY
PET MILK CO. BUYS EDWARDS # Pet
Milk Co., St. Louis, to sponsor Truth or Consequences, featuring
summer replacement
for Ralph
Fibber Edwards,
McGee andas Molly
on NBC Radio, starting June 17 (Tues., 9:3010 p.m. EDT). Agency, Gardner Adv. Co., St.
Louis.
BIDS FOR KUKLA ® Four or five advertisers are understood to be bidding for sponsorship of Kukla, Fran & Ollie in its new time
slot next fall, half-hour weekly (Sunday, 6:307signp.m.)
onsponsor
NBC-TV.
about to
for itsNetwork
Dragnetalso(Thursday,
9-9:30newp.m.).
SUMMER REPLACEMENT % Block Drug
Co. (Amm-i-dent) will sponsor Blind Date as
summer replacement for first half-hour of
Your Show of Shows, effective June 7 (NBCTV, Sat., 9-9:30 p.m.). Agency, Cecil &
Presbrey.
AMANA ON MUTUAL # Amana Refrigeration Co. (food freezers and refrigerators),
Amana, Iowa, through Maury, Lee & Marshall,
N.
Y.,
PaulaJune
Stone9.
Show onto sponsor
Mutual Mon.-Wed.-Fri.
network, effective
Program to be heard 2:30-2:45 p.m. EDT in
eastern areas, other times in other zones.
FURNACE FIRM ON RADIO • Holland
Furnace Co., Holland, Mich., enters network
radio Arthur
July 13 Godfrey
with King
Arthur's
Roundtable
with
on 148
CBS stations
for
(Continued on page 9h)
McLENDON GIVES NAME
TO NEW NETWORK
GORDON McLENDON, president of suspended LBS, late Thursday
announced
tion of McLendon
Broadcasting
System.formaNew
network, composed of 26 stations, will begin
operationthough June
7, Mr. McLendon
Alnone of stations
have signed said.
contract,
Mr. McLendon said he had verbal agreements
with all. Los Angeles feeder station expected
to be announced early this week. Network incorporated inLos Angeles.
At first, programming will be limited to
three hours of re-created baseball and halfhour of news and commentary, reported Mr.
McLendon, adding that he planned to expand
programming to 12 hours by Oct. 1.
Mr. McLendon is president of new network;
Ben Paschall, former LBS West Coast vice
president, is vice president of new firm.
Plans are afoot, Mr. McLendon revealed, to
join with another new network now forming
in Southwest. LBS suspended operations Mav
15 [B*T, May 19]. Formation of several
regional
May 26]. networks was being considered [B»T,
RUSSELL NAMES JOHNSON
SEN. EDWIN C. JOHNSON (D-Col.), chairman of Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee, named by Sen. Richard B. Russell (DGa.) to manage his campaign for Democratic
Presidential nomination.
for more AT DEADLINE turn page ^
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EVANSVILLE COULD HAVE
MORE TV, SAYS JONES
EVANSVILLE (Ind.) could have three VHF
TV channels instead of one as allocated by
FCC if channels were spaced 155 miles apart
rather than 250, FCC Comr. Robert F. Jones
said last week. Comr. Jones spoke at Evansville
Sales Executive Club dinner meeting.
Reiterating his lone dissent on allocations plan [B»T, May 26], Comr. Jones argued
again for closer spacing. He charged FCC
"has approached television with its experience
in radio and is, therefore, driving with a rearview mirror."
TRIBUNE STAFFERS HELP
ABC COVER CONVENTIONS
NEWS EXPERTS from New York Herald
Tribune to participate in ABC Radio-TV reportorial and analytical coverage of both national political conventions, Thomas Velotta,
ABC vice president, announced Thursday.
Leading editorial personnel of New York publication assigned to ABC radio and television
work — to be sponsored by Admiral Corp. —
include Frank Kelley, national editor; Bert
Andrews, head of Washington bureau and
his assistant Jack Steele; David McConnell
and Don Irwin, both of the paper's Washington office; John O'Reilly, humorist and feature
writer; Robert J. Donovan, White House correspondent; Judith Crist, feature writer; Murray Snyder, legislative correspondent, and Richard L. Tobin, radio and television director.
ABC also to assign its own top newsmen and
commentators, to be headed by John Daly.
EFFECT OF COURT RULING
IN AGENCY CASE EXPLAINED
NEIL P. CULLOM, counsel for defendants in
case of Duane Jones Co. against nine of its
former officers and Frank J. Burke and Manhattan Soap Co. (early story, page 24), said
Thursday:
"The
appellateof division
yesterday
sustained
the sufficiency
the complaint
in the
above
case. The court wrote no opinion. The effect
of this decision is simply as a matter of form
the
The
courtcomplaint's
expressed sufficiency
no opinionshasas been
to anyupheld.
principle
of law or issues of fact, as asserted by the
attorney for Mr. Jones, and there is a vast difference between what a plaintiff may allege
in a pleading and proof in a trial."
RCA VICTOR ON WIND
RCA Victor Distributing Corp., Chicago, one
of 50 distributors to use factory co-op funds
for local radio this summer, has purchased
half-hour Sunday night show on WIND Chicago for 13 weeks from June 8. Spots will
be used also in campaign to plug leading popular records. Al Paul Lefton Co. Inc., New
York is agency.
TV TUBE SALES DROP
SALES of TV picture tubes to set makers
in April totaled 270,781 tubes valued at $6,074,540 compared to 370,206 units valued at $8,582,538 in March and 278,955 units valued at
$6,869,181 in April year ago, according to
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. Sales of receiving
tubes in April totaled 26,247,258 units compared to 35,883,627 tubes in same 1951 month.
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this
In Radio
CBS
affiliatesIss
will uemeet with top
CBS executives July 1-2 in New York
to figure out what is to be done about
network radio. The meeting is called
by nine prominent affiliates, but CBS
management agrees to attend. The
nine sponsors of the conference urge
all affiliates to be there, for the situation in radio network business "offers
cause for great concern." Page 23.
BroadcasttiveAdvertising
Bureau's$600,000
execucommittee approves
budget for the bureau for the next 10
months. Included is a $15,000 appropriation tohelp pay for the Adverstudy tising
into Research
radio Foundation's
measurement important
services.
Page
27.
Transit Radio Inc., whose operations are
declared constitutional by the U. S.
Supreme Court,
expansion. Officersplans
and ambitious
directors will
meet tomorrow to figure out how to expand nationally. Page 25.
House investigators will begin to look
into radio-television morals tomorrow.
Chairman Harris of the investigating
committee wants to keep the probe
"withinclear
bounds,"
he doesn't
make
what though
those bounds
are.
Lead-off witness will be Rep. Gathings
who introduced the resolution calling
for the investigation. Page 28.
Soap companies are in a lather buying
broadcasting
Here's apurchases
roundup
of new radio time.
and television
by such big spenders as Procter &
Gamble, LeverPageBros,25. and Colgate-Palmolive-Peet.
Senate Appropriations Committee okays
bigger budget
FCC to finance
proces ing of TV for
applications
and hasten
development of television. If the appropriation goes through,
the Commission can gain
15 examiner
teams.
Page
61.
New tax bill introduced in the House
promises radio broadcasters who also
operate other businesses a chance for
some relief in excess profits taxes.
Page 23.
FCC's Sixth Report (the TV thaw) is
challenged by KVOL-AM-FM Lafayette, La., which petitions FCC for rehearing osirgnreconsideration
of final
ments toLafayette. Page
62. asRadio and television paid $23 million to
American Federation of Musicians
members in 1950, according to a new
AFM report. Page 30.
Upcoming
June 3-5: Public hearing. House Commerce
subcommittee
"immoral"
radio and TV investigation
programs, 10of a.m..
Room
1334, New House Office Bldg., Washington.
JuneSeelbach
5-6: Kentucky
Broadcasters Assn.,
Hotel, Louisville.
JuneWashington.
5-6: NARTB TV Code Review Board,
June 8-1 1 : Adv. Federation of America,
Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
(Other Upcomings page 38)

Closed Circuit
(Continued from page 5)
from Pedlar & Ryan to join Benton & Bo
timebuying staff.
EFFECT of decision of U. S. District Jui
Herbert Christenberry last week in New II
leans,
was in holding
violationTimes-Picayune
of anti-trust actPublishing
by requir:
advertisers to buy space in combination
morning and afternoon papers, expected
bring mild business windfall to radio. Cc
bination rates are used by more than
morning and afternoon newspapers under jo
ownership. If decision is sustained, this wo
release money heretofore spent in forced tie
advertising to other media, and with radio a
TV in position to reap most of harvest, bn
national and local.
CBS BOARD Chairman William S. Paley 4
wind up his government assignment as cha;
man
Comn fi
sion onof orPresident's
about JuneMaterials
23 and Policy
will return
time
to
his
CBS
duties.
He's
now
draft of report to President Truman inandfn|
devoting about one day per week to his Wa;
ington task which began January, 1951. Hi
already booked to participate in radio netw<
problems at CBS affiliates conference cal
for July 1-2 (see story page 23).
PETRO Assoc. of Wyoming considering fi
minute radio news programs in numerous m
kets for one-week test, to promote investmei
in 48-acre oil leases in Wyoming. If succe
ful, radio will be used indefinitely. Listene
will be asked to invest money in lease; if
vested land strikes oil, investor profits. H.
Lifton Assoc., N. Y., is agency.
FRANK K. WHITE, former MBS preside
who joins NBC June 10 in executive capaci
slated for election to NBC vice presidency
next upcoming meeting of NBC board. E
assignment not indicated but could be over*
trouble-shooting, with first mission, as a
nounced, coordination of TV film syndicati
operations.
CHEERFUL hopes expressed by some tw
score mid-Atlantic stations interested in ne
Washington-keyed program wire proposed
Peoples Broadcasting Co. stations (WOL Was
ington, WRFD Worthington, Ohio). Statio
meet in Washington Thursday-Friday to di
cuss regional project growing out of Liberty
suspension.
R. MORRIS PIERCE, on leave as president
WDOK Cleveland, is completing round-th
world trip of all Voice of America constru
tion
projects embodied
in so-calledto "Ring-Plan
He returns
within fortnight
prepare h
final
report,
which he will resume a
sociation
with after
WDOK.
TIME REQUESTS
OFFICIALS of three radio-TV networks wei
meeting independently Thursday afternoon
consider requests from Presidential campaig
ers Estes Kefauver and Robert Taft for ne
work time comparable to that scheduled f(
Gen. Dwight
D. Eisenhower's
Kaii
speech
Wednesday.
Answers wereAbilene,
not expecte
until this week, but it was generally assume
negative replies would be given, probably
basis
of nation
interestthat
and General's
his speech welcome
of militaryis important
Only network unruffled was DuMont whic
late Thursday, had not scheduled Abilene even
for more AT DEADLINE see page 94
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All It Took

was

a Snowball...

. . . Thrown by a colonial urchin, to spark a chain reaction that- terminated with
the "shot heard 'round the world" on Boston Commons.
History records, too, another eventful snowballing — the growth of radio KOWH
to a position of dominance in the Omaha, Council Bluffs area. Hooper tells the
story . . . evident in the chart below of the KOWH share-of-audience averaged
for
1952.8 A.M. -6 P.M., Monday through Saturday, October, 1951, through March,
36.7%
Represented Nationally By

Largest total audience of any
Omaha station, 8 A. M. ,to
6 P. M., Monday through Saturday! (Hooper,
thru March,
1952.)Oct., 1951,
Largest share of audience, in
any individual time period, of
any
independent station in all
America!
Febr., 1952.)(Oct., 1951, thru

7Ae <B*£tutj &.
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"Go North, young man,

Wise men are heading go
North Nort
today —h!"
to the land of
the aurora borealis, to prosperity,
to Canada.
For Canada is the United States' best customer abroad.
Yes, Canada buys 20% of everything made in the
United
and pays
CASH,
too
! As States
a new that's
marketsoldforabroad
you, —Canada
is unsurpassed.
Geographically, Canada is your next door neighbour.
Industrially, she leads the world in numerous things.
For instance, Canada is the world's largest producer
Nickel
of —
Radium
Platinum
Asbestos
and
Newsprint . . .
of the world's newsprint was produced by Canada
in56%1949.
It's these
natural resources
that have
helpedthanto the
make
the Canadian
dollar worth
1 % more
U. S. dollar — a hard fact in support of the statement
that Canada is a profitable market for you.
But — how to reach it?
Radio ispopulated
the answer.centers.
It's easyButenough
reach41.5%
the
densely
that toleaves
of Canada's total retail sales market untouched:
an area that accounted for $3,622,465,000 in retail
sales in 1949. In this rural market Radio can give
you a better sales performance than any other medium —
plus high performance in the "High Density" areas.
For 94%- of ALL Canadian homes have a radio!
And
"In Canada you sell 'em when you tell em!"
A message from the 103 member stations of the
Canadian Association of Broadcasters
whose voices are invited into over 3 million homes every day.
Canadian Association of Broadcasters
37 Bloor St.. West,
108 Sparks St.,
Toronto.
Ottawa.
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ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN RAILROADS
TRANSPORTATION BUILDING
Washington 6, D. C.

May 31, 1952
To the PRESS and RADIO:
Subject:

ONE WAY TO HAVE BETTER ROADS

Everybody wants good roads — and having them means protecting
the roads we have, as well as improving them.
That's why everybody has an interest in the results of a series
of road tests conducted for eleven state highway departments on a paved
highway in Maryland which is typical of many thousands of miles in the
United States.
These tests demonstrated scientifically that there is a basic and
inescapable relationship between the strength of a roadway and the weight
of the vehicles which it can carry without costly damage and deterioration.
In fact, as the weight of the heavier vehicles increases, the
amount of damage done increases in far greater than direct proportion. In
the Maryland tests, an increase in single axle weights from 18,000 pounds
to 22,400 pounds caused more than six times as much cracking in pavement
laid, in both cases, on subsoil of the same character.
And raising tandem
axle weights from 32,000 pounds to 44,800 pounds on the two axles caused
more than twelve times as much cracking in pavement laid on soil of the
same kind in both cases.
This is one reason why highway engineers are so concerned that
highways and bridges be protected from abuse and overloading, which means
heavy damage and added costs. These costs must be borne by general
taxpayers and by all motorists who use the highways.
Fortunately, the steel highways of the railroads are built to
take the heavy loads of the nation's commerce, and their maintenance and
repair do not cost the taxpayer a single penny.
Sincerely yours,

iOADCASTING
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SELLTHE

HEART
OVER

OF

THE

KFYR

NORT

BISMARCK,

T

"Unique"' is merely a statement of fact in any description of KFYR
Bismarck. It has a greater coverage area than any other station in the
country, regardless of power — encompassing 1,000,000 people in North
and South Dakota and sections of Montana, Wyoming and Nebraska, and
850,000 in Canada. It serves many cities exclusively and completely
dominates a large group of others. In fact, there is no other outlet of such
power and advantageous wave length within its entire coverage area.
KFYR is the favorite station among the majority of listeners in this huge
segment of the Northwest — a top rank borne out by every independent
survey. KFYR features splendid network, spot and local programming, but
it is actually far more than just a medium of entertainment. Since there are
relatively few daily newspapers in the area, KFYR is in a unique service
position as the immediate source of news, weather reports, farm news and
other vital information.
As a radio buy, KFYR becomes still more important in light of the purchasing power of its audience. Since the war, North Dakota has reached an
all-time high in agricultural production, with industry and mining keeping
pace. Just one example of this market's prosperity is the $53,000,000 spent
each year on groceries alone.

KFYR's Master Control Room which, like all of this s
tion's facilities, represents the newest in scientific plannit

John Blair & Company, exclusive representatives of KFYR for 13 years,
has filed one example after another of how KFYR has translated the loyalty
and spending power of its listeners into success stories for advertisers. For
actual case histories on products in your field— all produced at low cost
over KFYR — call your John Blair man today!

small auditorium studios
unique Expandable
Studio A is considered
one of the fines« cast
of over a hundred.
inKFYR's
the nation.
stage can accommodale
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Commercial Manager BOB MacLEOD consults wit
Program Director CAL CULVER. The intricate progra?
board in background, which shows details of four week
programs, slides electrically between their offices.
BROADCASTING
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WEST
home

THE

radio

JOHN

station

of

BLAIR

two

states

KFYR transmitting plant 15 miles east of Bismarck. Higher tower is the highest narrow -base, self-supporting tower in the world.
North Dakota's skyscraper capitol building at Bismarck, photographed to the same scale, shows the tremendous size of the main tower.

i

JOHN
BLAIR
& COMPANY
REPRESENTING LEADING RADIO STATIONS
JOHN BLAIR &. COMPANY specializes in radio representation
exclusively. Since we are entirely removed from any other operation
or function, we are able to give the stations we represent our full
time and our full efforts ... as specialists in selling via spot radio.
t| 5ROADCASTING
• Telecast

F. E. FITZSIMONDS, Station Manager of KFYR.
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agency

JOHN
L. McQUIGG,
president-manager,
& Gangeiii
Detroit,
to Lennen vice
& Newell
[B»T, May Geyer,
26] as Newell
vice president
charge of Detroit office and member of board of directors.
JOHN T. McHUGH, CHARLES M. HARRISON and HARRY KULLEK
elected vice presidents of Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore. EDGAR KAS
SAN, ROLAND BRAVE, STANLEY BLUMBERG and GRAYDON WAL
KER named to plans board. ROBERT G. SWAN, radio-TV head, pro
moted to vice president and director of radio-TV.
EDWARD MacDONALD, Hearst Adv. Service, N. Y., to research depart
ment, Young & Rubicam, that city, as head of media research.
FLORENCE KATZ, Leland K. Howe Assoc., to Emil Mogul Co., N. Y,
I as assistant radio-TV timebuyer. MORT WYNER, Television Magazine
I to agency's executive staff and HAROLD MALK appointed junior accoum
| executive.
A. J. CASON, Sears, Roebuck & Co., Chicago, to Kenneth B. Butler &
Assoc., Mendota, 111., as copy writer and account executive.
DONALD H. JILSON, technical copy writer, Leeds & Northup Co., Phila.
to Richard A. Foley Adv., that city.

TWO
TOP
CBS RADIO STATIONS
TWO

BIG

SOUTHWEST

MARKETS

ONE
LOW
COMBINATION

RATE

Sales-winning radio schedules for
the Great Southwest just naturally
include this pair of top-producing
CBS Radio Stations. Results prove
this ! Write, wire or phone our
representatives now for availabilities
and rates!
National Representatives
JOHN
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uct until we do a lot of testing.
"THERE are no generalizations Even
a particular campaign
in the advertising
says workedwhen
Maurice
Belmont business,"
Ver Standig,
well for a similar product
we
still
don't
assume that it will
president
Washington's
mont VerofStandig
agency. M. Belsell
best
for
our
"Starting from client's
scratch, product
we try
man statements
who tries
to "Any
pass advertising
along broad
out what would be best for
as to how to handle a new client toourfindclient
before deciding on any
isdeclared.
just talking," Mr. Ver Standig approach — and that's why we have
"You just don't know how best thatWhile
5% Mr.
rule."Ver Standig does not
to handle a new client's advertising feel that
the past is necessarily the
until after
tests.
We you've
assume made a lot of
prologue
of the
future,
he does
not
nothing,"
he adhere
stated.
"A rule we
ignore
method
which have proved
to, something we try
successful. Far from
to insist on is that
5% of thevertising
totalbudgetad-of
of hisarm's
desk
a client be spent on
Within
it.reach
research — continuhe has a 10,000-card
research,"added.
Mr.
file
containing
"ah
Ver ing
Standig
stracts"
of success
stories. These are
"I can say that all
studied as guide
of the 30 accounts
that we have now
But, he empha
abide
rule."
Mr. byVerthatStandig
sized,
successful
said that annual
posts.
campaigns
of the
advertising budgets
past are only guideof his total
agency's
don't
know"we until
clients
$1,140,posts, and
we've
tested still
the
000 of which an
Mr. VER STANDIG
estimated $320,000 is
market what the best
spent in broadcast media. Several
be." said also that
direct mail accounts are numbered approach
Mr. Vanwould
Standig
among his clients.
his agency follows through with
and salesmanship clinics.
"What I mean when I say that marketing
to make sure that a cuswe do not assume anything," ex- We wanttomer is treated
once he is
plained Mr. Ver Standig, "is that attracted by our right
advertising, he
we simply don't know which medium explained. His agency is now com
(Continued on page 56 )
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beat
ROBERT E. MATTHES, radio-TV director, Bozell & Jacobs, Minneapolis,
to Wright & Assoc., Chicago, as radio-TV writer and producer.
mi ROBERT LONG, TV-film staff, Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago, to Buchen
Co., that city, as radio-TV director.
MARY
BREWSTER BRADY, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y., to copy
■J, ;on staff, Doherty,
Clifford & Shenfield, same city.
HAROLD BREITNER, copy writer, Hicks & Greist Inc., N. Y., promoted
to account executive.
MAJ. JIM PATTERSON, USAF, TV copy writer, J. Walter Thompson
Co., L. A., named executive producer, Video Production Squadron, Burbank, Calif.
BERGLIETTE BOE, formerly manager of radio department, Roy S.
Durstine Inc. and assistant radio director, MacFarland, Aveyard & Co.,
Chicago, to radio department of Needham, Louis & Brorby, that city.
ROBERT L. GARRISON, DONALD P. DAVIS, VIC CANEVER and
JACK F. WORTH, to creative and copy staff, D. P. Brother & Co., Detroit.
JAMES S. LITTLE, former office manager, Charles Dallas Reach Co.,
N. Y., to Al Paul Lefton, Phila., in executive capacity.
EMMETT C. McGAUGHEY, executive vice president, Erwin, Wasey &
Co., L. A., named a city police commissioner.
KENNETH C. RING named executive vice president at William Hart
Adler Inc., Chicago.
WES
Ecoff Assn.
& James
Phila., elected
chairmanare ofEARLE
city's
chapterECOFF,
of American
of Adv.Inc.,Agencies.
Other officers
"™f A. BUCKLEY, The Buckley Organization, vice chairman; SIDNEY
PS • THAYER, Aitkin-Kynett Co., third secretary-treasurer, and GEORGE
BARNARD, Aitkin-Kynett, and J. M. KORN, J. M. Korn & Co., goverit■odudwi (t:nors.
'Odutt 1:
n ti; r DAVID W. ARCHIBALD, research and sales analysis staff, Gray &
.( f0. , Rogers, Phila., promoted to assistant research director. VINCENT
D, '|h BENEDICT
promoted from associate art director to head of art departi havf >' ment.
RICHARD SCHOCK, Richard A. Foley Adv., Phila., to copy staff, Geare!sno:li Marston, that city.
lyfflj
tin i SCHRAM Co., Chicago, has moved to larger offices in State-Madison
s w. ( Bldg., 22 W. Madison St.
Mi
r0va J IRVING GOULD rejoins Lavenson Bureau, Phila., as art director.
fron i
PAUL MATHISON, H. M. Gross Adv., Chicago, to Phil Gordon agency,
that city, as art director.
3; asCHARLES
L. DUBISSON, Congoleum-Nairn, to Hicks & Greist, N. Y.,
account executive.
DAVID S. NORTH to press department, Ted Bates & Co., N. Y.
JOHN FALKNER ARNDT & Co., Phila., moves to own building at 160
N. 15th St., that city.
ROBERT W. MAERCKLEIN Adv., Milwaukee, and CARL NELSON Inc.,
have merged under name Maercklein-Nelson Adv., Milwaukee.
DONALD F. SIMCOX, director of Contemporary Art Assn., to J. Robert
Mendte Inc., Phila., as creative head of art department.
H. I. ORWIG, vice president, Buchen Co., Chicago, will discuss export
advertising at National Industrial Adv. Assn. meeting in Chicago, June
30-July 2.
CORNWELL JACKSON, vice-president, J. Walter Thompson Co., L. A.,
and MRS. JACKSON (GAIL PATRICK), associate producter, Perry
Mason TV film series for Bing Crosby Enterprises, vacationing in
Honolulu.
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Into

their

(and

into their

for over

20

homes
hearts)

years!

Sally Work has been broadcasting for WBEN Buffalo
ever since the station opened. And her phenomenal success can be summed up in one word: confidence. Sally goes
into Buffalo homes and into the hearts of housewives with
her friendly, informal afternoon show. And sales-wise,
Sally has what we call "cushioned drive". She's honest,
down-to-earth,
convincing
It's
the
kind of personal
selling but
that never
appealsoverbearing.
to women. And
the list of Sally's success stories prove it. Red Heart Dog
Food,
Borden's
Foods
. . . theseNescafe,
and scores
of otherStarlac,
productsGerber's
were firstBaby
introduced
to Buffalo women by Sally Work. So if you want a sincere
selling job doneareon available
your product,
your Friday.
gal. 150 Check
word
participations
MondaySal's thru
with Petry for details.
Sally Work 1:30-2 P.M. Mon. thru Fri.

WBEN
NBC BASIC —

BUFFALO
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You've got to hand it to Joan Edwards.
She's been a charmer ever since she first trod
the boards as a young protegee of her famous
Uncle Gus. Nowadays, she's getting new bouquets
for showmanship— and salesmanship— on her
new song-and-story show on WCBS, Monday
through Friday mornings at 9:30.
She charms critics. Billboard says, "It's as tho'
the chanter, having fed her family, sent her
hubby off to work and the kids to school, has
called in the gals to chat and play records. And
she does it all very pleasantly and capably."
She charms listeners. According to her first
Pulse,* Joan's bright-as-sunlight personality and
friendly program attracted more listeners than

any other New York network station participation program. In fact, every morning housewives
in more than 150,000 homes accept her warm
invitation to "Come on over to my house."
She charms advertisers. Variety says :"She delivers
her plugs with a cozy touch." But just hear those
"plugs" and you'll realize they're socked across
with all the skill of a star born and bred in bigtime show business. (Participations were 50%
sold out before her first program!)
Want to charm customers? Call us and sign
up now for a low-cost participation on WCBS'
Joan Edwards Show.
CBS Owned • New York mm
Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales

m

new business
|^

Spot • • •
GENERAL
N. Y.campaign
(Instant inMaxwell
coffee),
placing
saturationFOODS,
spot radio
limitedHouse
number
of markets
using as many as 50 spots weekly June 16-27. Agency: Benton &!
Bowles, N. Y.
GILLETTE Co., N. Y., to sponsor radio-TV coverage of Belmont:
stakes races next Saturday over NBC networks, 4:30-5 p.m. EDT. Agency:
Maxon Inc., N. Y.
PLANTERS NUT AND CHOCOLATE Co., Wilkes-Barre, Pa., renews
Lucky U Ranch on 25 ABC Pacific radio stations, 12:30-1 p.m. PDT
Mon. through Fri. from May 19 for 13 weeks. Agency: Raymond R.
Morgan Co., Hollywood.
SIGNAL OIL Co., L. A., (petroleum products) , renewed The Whistler on
21 CBS Pacific and Mountain radio stations, for 10th year, Sun., 7:308 p.m.city.
PDT for 52 weeks from June 1. Agency: Barton A. Stebbins Adv.,
that
ARMOUR & Co., Chicago, renews Gene Autry Show for 26 weeks on
KSD-TV St. Louis and WBAP-TV Ft. Worth, Tex. Company also signs
for 26 weeks of same CBS-TV film sales package. Agency: Foote, Cone
& Belding, Chicago.
A/eturotk • • •
Top Hooper, top coverage, top merchandising support means WRBL leads ALL media in delivering
the booming Columbus market. In 1951 Columbus
showed a 10% POPULATION INCREASE; 10.5%
RETAIL SALES INCREASE: 16.5% INCREASE in
Effective Buying Income. WRBL delivers 18.7%
MORE COVERAGE

than all other media in the

Columbus 26 county trading area. For complete
coverage at the lowest cost per thousand contact
WRBL or Hollingbery.

EL±

COLUMBUS,

GA.

MEL
HOLLINGBERY
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AND WRBL-FM

46.2 kw

ALUMINUM
America,forPittsburgh,
sponsor July
It's 6News
to Me
with
John DalyCo.onofCBS-TV
nine weeks toeffective
as summer
replacement
for
Edward
R.
Murrow's
See
It
Now.
Agency:
Fuller
&
Smith & Ross, Cleveland.
UNION OIL Co., L. A. (Royal Triton motor oil), began Royal Triton
Baseball Roundup on May 26 on 319 ABC radio stations including outlets
in Alaska and Hawaii. Program is aired 5:55-6 p.m. EDT Mon. through
Fri. for 18 weeks. Agency: Foote, Cone & Belding, L. A.
REXALL DRUG Co., L. A., started sponsorship of Doris Day Show,
7:30-8 p.m. EDT Sun., CBS Radio, effective yesterday (Sunday) as
summer replacement for Amos 'n' Andy. Agency: BBDO, L. A.
GENERAL MILLS Inc., Minneapolis (Wheaties, Gold Medal flour), renews Trouble With Father on ABC-TV, Fri., 7:30-8 p.m. EDT for 52
weeks from June 6. Agency: Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Hollywood.
CAT'SnatePAW
RUBBER ofCo.,QuizBaltimore
(heelsp.m.and EDT,
soles),CBS-TV
to sponsor
alterSunday telecasts
Kids, 4-4:30
Network,
effective Sept. 14. Agency: S. A. Levyne & Co., Baltimore.
-@fenctf -Appointment* • • •
WISSAHICHON YARN Co., Jenkintown, Pa., appoints Lee Ramsdell
Phila., foris Wyco
and nylon hand knitting yarn. GERALD
F.& Co.,
SELINGER
accountwoolexecutive.
LURR and
PRODUCTS
Corp.be (Lurr
Radio
television will
used. insecticide), names Rand Adv., N. Y.
CLARK-HOPKINS EQUIPMENT Corp., EDMAR COMMUNICATIONS
Co. and L. GOLDSTEIN'S SONS Inc., appoint Advertising Assoc., Phila.
FREEZERATOR Inc. appoints Fien & Schwerin, Phila., for radio, TV j
and newspaper campaign in that city and Washington, D. C.
j
■QdptopU • • •
HOWARD GORMAN, associate advertising manager, Gaines (dog food)
Div., General Foods Corp., N. Y., promoted to sales and advertising man- ;
ager succeeding DONALD S. HARRIS now on special assignment. C. D.
EWART,
assistant,
named assistant to Mr. Gorman
with V. B.Gaines
WARD advertising
Jr. replacing
Mr. Ewart.
REX BUDD, advertising manager, Campbell Soup Co., to receive Dr. \
Herbert W. Hess-Dr. J. Russell Doubman award of Merchandising Assn.
at annual dinner at Houston Hall, Phila.
JAMES J. NICHOLS, currently with U. S. Navy, returns to Certified
Grocers of Calif., L. A., as advertising manager, after discharge.
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dustry. It is as standard a piece of
equipment in a station as a remote
amplifier, a master program schedule, or continuity paper. Twice a
month now for eight months I
begin to think, "I must look at
Broadcasting and see what's hapopen mike
pening in the industry,"
alas:
No Broadcasting.
Yourbut,prompt
attention to this order will be
"There's hardly an independent in payAndus atshould
most about
30
cents
.
.
.
mention rates? mer
greatlymanager
appreciated
from the
for
the country that wouldn't go major Ours have been Iraised
of WTAW,
KTLW,
times
network if it could." Gentlemen, in three years and therethreeis not
a KHIT, KIOX, and former staff man
here is one independent where all
of us would just as soon take single under-the-table deal in the of WOAI-WOAI-TV.
strychnine as go major network . . . house. . . .
W. R. Pierre
First . . . our listeners would
Holq. 209
Trust
L.Owner-Manager
O. Fitzgibbons
APO
desert us by the thousands if we
WBEL * Beloit,
Wis.
c/o PM, New York
swapped our friendly, informal,
*
*
living local programs for the highly
emotional soap operas, whodunits Standard Equipment
Salik's Rebuttal
and other trash that makes up such EDITOR:
EDITOR:
a
'Just
Unique'
EDITOR:
farelarge
. . . percentage of network
I have been in Europe for apIn the always stimulating Open
Economically it would be sheer
proximately eight months now and Mike
section of your issue for May
I guess we're just unique.
to swap time for which we did not realize in six years of sta- 12, I read with particular interest
At any rate your editorial, "Le- lunacy
are
being
paid
100
cents
on
the
tion
management
just
how
importthe
letter
from Howard W. Davis,
galized
Larceny,"
[B«T,
May
19]
makes the startling statement that dollar to a network which would
ant your publication is to the in- General Manager of KMAC-KISS
(FM) in San Antonio, Tex. My
friend, Howard, took exception to
our double-spread in the April 21
Broadcasting • Telecasting in
which we claimed KCBQ is "first
in audience in the nation's fastestWLOF
NEWS
growingicallymajor
market."
Howard stated
that theSpecifSan
Antoniofaster
"metropolitan
had
grown
in the past area"
ten years
than the San Diego "metropolitan
INCREASES
AUDIENCE
I hate to do this — particularly to
my former
home-town
of San
tonio— but, facts
are facts
evenAn-in
Texas.
250%
The preliminary U. S. Census for
area."
1950 lists the following figures for
the Standard Metropolitan Areas
When the Hooper Study of
(as defined by the Bureau of the
January-February, 1951 reBudget) for our two cities:
vealed that a network woman commentator on WLOF FOR SPOT AVAILABILITIES CONTACT:
1940 496,090
1950 Increase
San Antonio 338,176
46.7
at 12:00 til 12:15 Noon, MonSan Diego
289,348 545,967 85.2
day thru Friday, had a HoopThe
J.
Walter
Thompson
Adverer Rating of 2.0; and a Sharetising Agency used identical figures
of-Audience of 10.9, it was
in their excellent booklet, The
Paul
H.
Raymer
Company,
Inc.
Cream of Your Market, again derivyanked from the air. The reing their information from the U. ofS.
placement was WLOF's own
Census of 1950. They divide% the
Production of "Front Page
nation's
top 162overmarkets
A — 8 markets
2,000,000 as follows
News" as reported by Paul
Marlowe. These concise, hardB— 35 markets from 450,000 to 2,000,000
hitting, news broadcasts
keyed to the interests of OrAgain, in their booklet, the perlando and all of Central Florcentage of increase is 85.2% for
ida built an amazing followSan
Diego as compared to 46.7%
ing in a few short months.
for San Antonio. Incidentally, their
breakdown also shows that San
The October-November, 1951
Hooper Report discloses that
Diego has grown faster in the past
ten
years than has any market in
Paul Marlowe's FRONT PAGE
NEWS has a Hooper Rating of
the A group, any market in the B
7.0. This is a 250% INCREASE
group (which includes both San
IN AUDIENCE. This WLOF WLOF
Diegoket in and
Antonio),
any marthe CSangroup,
and amazingly
News program has a 23.5
any market in the D group except
one.
Share-of-Audience, represent"FLORIDA'S SWEET MUSIC STATION"
ing a 115% Increase in ShareI think the figures Howard used
of-Audience.
AND IT'S STILL
BUILDING!
were
Markets"
rather correct
than forforthe"City
Standard
Met5000 WATTS • 950 KC • MBS NETWORK
Radio Sets-in-Use jumped
ropolitan as defined by the Bureau
of the Budget. (San Diego County
from a 15.7 in January-Februin our case, Bexas County for San
ary up to a 29.8 in OctoberORLANDO
FLORIDA
Antonio). I'm sure that Howard
November,
1951. RADIO'S
IMwould agree with me that one of
PACT IS GROWING
in ORradio's many advantages is that
LANDO, FLORIDA.
our medium, unlike others, does not
(Continued on page 58)
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'Remarkable Statement'
EDITOR:
Usually, when perusing your interesting magazine, at expense of
management, I presume that your
information is documented. Can
this be true of the remarkable
statement in recent Closed Circuit
that "cameramen and other unionized personnel" are responsible for
"bosom? shots" and "off -color gags"
T*. J. H Hitman
Engineering NBC
Hollywood, Calif.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Point
was made duridentitying Codetradewriting
secret.session.
Sorry.] Pointers

AM

ARILLO

HISTORY

with a mild commercial

AMARILLO has a short past. It was born with
a cocklebur under its civic tail back in 1887,
during the days when a branding iron was a sacred
instrument and the first railroad was coming
through. The way one story goes, a man name
of Sanborn offered the cowboys of the LX Ranch
a town lot apiece if they'd vote for his town (then
known as Oneida ) in a contest which developed over
the location of the county seat. Since the LX
hands constituted a legal, or shooting, majority,
justice flowers
triumphed.
"Amarillo"
deriveddecorated
from the
the
yellow
that, along
with cattle,
surrounding prairie.
Highly productive Texas soil caused agriculture
to flourish. Early farmers raised giant-size vegetables.
Wheat liked the Panhandle. Cotton was planted
after the accidental discovery that cottonseeds, in
which an early shipment of eggs was packed, would

in the last paragraph

grow. Highways and railroads crossed at Amarillo.
Oil, natural gas and helium were discovered. Airlines came zooming in.
Wholesale and shopping center for an 83county, 2-million-person area, Amarillo is close to
the stuff an advertiser looks for when he wants
business. KGNC, which completed its 30th year of
broadcasting last month, is almost half as old as
Amarillo. The only NBC station in a diamond
pointed by Denver, Albuquerque, Dallas, and Oklahoma City, KGNC offers its listeners regional
and national programming on its 10,000 watt
signal . . . and its advertisers the chance to meet
Panhandle hospitality and loyalty.

Amarillo

NBC AFFILIATE
10,000 WATTS
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CLEVELAND

"Operation
Heat

Wave"

WSRS

f-f

feature of the meek

"The Family Station"

CLEVELAND'S
ONLY
NEWS STATION
The hottest thing in town
these days, outside of Washington's famous summer
weather, is WRC's "OPERATION
HEAT WAVE."
For the first time,
WRC is
affording its advertisers a
chance to make the heat pav
off. . . .
If you're that
sellingmoves
a seasonal
product
best
when the sun is hottest,
here's
your inchance
to buy
radio spots
Washington
on those "fair and warmer"
days only — and save and
save in the bargain.
WHEN: From May 25
through
ber 25. SeptemWHAT : 20-second station
breaks.
WHO : Seasonal hot weather products
only, such as
fans, bathing
suits and sun tan
lotion. (Products
subject to WRC
acceptance) .
COST : It's lower than
you think !
For complete details on how
to stretch your radio dollars
in the Washington market
during the summer months,
contact the New York office
of NBC Spot Sales or the
WRC Sales Department.

ON THE AIR
24 Hours daily
around
L to r: Mr. Dixon; W. L. Snyder, Drug Products Div., Procter & Gamble,
and L. S. Lavezzi, Mgr., Kress store.

Shamfeat, Prell
IN ANpoo lastunusual
ion
a televis
week filmed
commercial featuring the Prell
comparison test as it was conducted
in a busy store — Kress on Fifth
Avenue in New York — before the
The commercial is the first in a
public.
series of TV films to be staged at
well-known locations throughout
the country.
Announcer Bob Dixon, with the
aid of four models, conducted the
questioning by stopping customers
at random and asking:
"Which side of this girl's hair

J£

looks moregirl'sradiant?"
hair was
down
theEachmiddle
— one
half parted
shampooed
with the new Prell and the other
half with another leading brand.
A camera was focused on the group
tofilmcatch
shoppers'
is that
actuallyanswers.
used in The
the
TV commercial. Of the 12 women
solicited, recorded and filmed, 11
liked the Prell side and the 12th
was indifferent.
Don Weill, account executive of
Benton & Bowles, agency for Prell,
was
guiding idea-man behind
the TVthe venture.

strictly business

the c/ocfc

WSRS
#"The Family Station" uses
the latest "on the spot" voice
reporting
to cover
all kindsequipment
of events
and
local news. WSRS has more
active field reporters on their
NEWS staff than any other
station in Ohio. The WSRS
NEWS staff is on the job
around the clock. That's
why you hear it first on
"The
Station."
WSRSto
makesFamily
it their
business
report the NEWS when it is
really NEWS.
WSRS

LOCAL NEWS
LIFTING
of the increased
TV freezeusewillof
mean greatly
EVERY SIXTY
film programs, according to
Aaron Beckwith, sales director of
MINUTES
ON
United Television Programs, distributor of TV films, who has alTHE
HALF
HOUR
ready watched his sales volume
quadruple itself in the past year.
AROUND
THE
Some of his reasons: More stations will mean greater competition
CLOCK
and local managers will seek imIN THE NATION'S CAPITAL
proved programming;
unYOUR BEST BUY IS
able to receive
network stations
service will
On the air
turn from costly local five shows to
less
expensive
film;
national
adver24
hours daily
FIRST in WASHINGTON
tisers are even now turning from
network to national spot advertising on film to stretch their already
"The family Station"
taut TV budgets.
An amiable man with a friendly
voice, Mr. Beckwith contends that
WRC
his best salesman, responsible for
Mr. BECKWITH
75% of each sale, is the product it- competing advertisers in other cit- WSRS
self.
His
company
handles
such
5,000 Watts • 980 KC
all Bing Crosby Enterprises'
programs as Big Town, now pro- TV ies;output;
CLEVELAND
Durocher and Day
duced on film for simultaneous disRepresented by NBC Spot Sales
(Continued on page 55)
tribution byLever Bros, and nonNATL REP. FORJOE & CO.
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"High

Man

On

Poll'
SHOW
6:00 to 9:30 A.M. Monday Thru Saturday

RB
theTHE A
AL ROSS

ARB* COMPARATIVE
FIGURES ON TOTAL
FAMILY LISTENERS

22,751 Famili.
STATION
A
STATION
B
STATION
c

6,317 Families

6,216 Families

35% More Family
Listeners On WBAL
Than 2nd Closest Station
Total Area ARB, 7AM-9AM, Oet.-Kov. 1951

The chart at the left tells
the story. Survey after survey shows Al Ross way out
front in all morning programs. American Research
Bureau proves the Al Ross
show gives you at least
35% more Families.
And there's a good reason
why Al is so popular. He
has a way with him ... a
different style of announcing songs ... a different
way
of giving with the commercials.
And here's another reason
why
"big pay off" is ...
on
WBALthe BALTIMORE
the station with the big
5 0,000 watt power —
WBAL, the NBC affiliate.

Let Us Tell You Why The "AL ROSS SHOW" Has the
Lowest-Cost-Per-Thousand in Baltimore in the Morning!
WBAL
50,000 WATTS • NBC IN MARYLAND
Nationally Represented by EDWARD PETRY & CO.
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NORTH

CAROLINA

is

the Smith's No. 1 STAIE

North

Carolina's

Number

ON£

North Carolina rates more firsts in
recognized market surveys than any
other Southern state. More North
Carolinians, according to BMB
study, listen to WPTF than to any
other station.

SALESMAN

WETF
is

• 680 kc.

R RALEIGH-DURHAM
MORTH CAROLINA
0k
/A \
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Affiliates Call Meet With Network
RATE TALKS
CBS RMO
learned last week that CBS man- was a logical outgrowth of an were said to be favorably disposed
By EDWIN H. JAMES
up its mind it Affiliates Committee meeting a toward the July 1-2 meeting.
, A GROUP of prominent CBS Radio could not agementgohad made
into the fall season fortnight ago [B®T, May 26].
It is known some high CBS offi''affiliates
last
week
arranged
for
a rate cut deep enough to
cialssentfeelCBStheRadio
time affiliates
has come with
to pre-a
At that meeting, the Affiliates
and invited other stations of the without
set
prices
below
the
depressed
levels
network to a two-day conference at which network business lately Committee expressed "grave concern" over the general radio net- comprehensive situation report deon the current radio network
work situation, but refrained from
crisis. Top CBS executives have had
tailing the radio network's difficult
table been
deals.conducted in under-the- any joint
action. There is little position in the face of what
agreed to participate.
activity
the
Affiliates
Committee
amounts
to a buyers'
strikeprices.
against
Only
by
falling
back
to
a
fixed
Copies of a telegram signed by price level of this order can radio can undertake as a group because network radio
at present
the group were sent out Wednes- network
This position may not be easy
of
the
danger
of
running
afoul
of
business
be
stabilized,
day night to all CBS Radio affili- these CBS executives believe. And anti-trust laws.
to explain, since many if not most
ates and the meeting set July 1-2
CBS Radio affiliates — including
Decided To Confer
opinion coincides with that
in New York's Ambassador Hotel. their
in television markets — are
by the management of NBC,
The Affiliates Committee did those
William S. Paley, chairman of held
said national
to be doing
it
is
known.
say, however, that its members had and
the board of CBS; Frank Stanton,
spotwell
sales.in both local
Having
twice
been
thwarted
by
decided
individually
to
confer
with
president;
Adrian
Murphy,
presiThese
affiliates
find it hard to
dent of CBS Radio, and other high affiliate opposition when it tried to their respective networks on the believe national advertisers
rate ad- difficult questions facing radio net- willing to buy spot radio but are
CBS executives will be present. take the leadjustments,in NBCimposing
not
work business.
has adopted the
Mr. Stanton is cutting short a
network radio. They find it esstrategy of awaiting a CBS Radio
European vacation to attend the cut
Of
the
signatories
to
last
week's
before,
as
it
cannot
fail
to
do,
pecially
hard
to
understand
when
telegram to CBS Radio affiliates, the advertisers are buying heavily
meeting.
with its own.
three are members of the All-Radio
Those signing the telegram were following
spot in television markets
It was in recognition of this an- Affiliates Committee, Messrs. inand,radio
Kenyon Brown, KWFT Wichita
some stations, at spot rates
ticipated
sequence
that
the
idea
Storer and Patt. One other, whichonprevailed
Falls, Tex.; Victor Sholis, WHAS for a meeting of CBS Radio affili- Brown,
before the network
Mr. Sholis, was present as a guest
Louisville; William Quarton, WMT
ates first arose. Although wholly at the Affiliates Committee meeting radio rate cuts of a year ago and
Cedar Rapids; John E. Fetzer,
which have not dipped a cent since.
a fortnight ago, however.
of
the
All-Radio
AffiliWKZO Kalamazoo; Saul Haas, independent
In the opinion of some CBS Radio
Committee, the action last
Although it was not called at
KIRO Seattle; John F. Patt, WGAR week ates
(Continued on page 36)
of the CBS affiliates group their suggestion, CBS executives
Cleveland and WJR Detroit; Ray
Herndon, KTRH Houston; Hulbert
Taft, WKRC Cincinnati, and
George B. Storer, WGBS Miami,
WAGA Atlanta, WMMN Fairmont,
W. Va., and WWVA Wheeling, W.
Miller Biil
d in was
Va.
LIEF
theere
legislation
spurred by
of return
to his other business 0ff
X rateRE
ARA
SIMPLE
O
Realistic Discussion
tive toDI
benefitdollar-and-cents
a numberTA
of objecradio income to obtain his average base "some seven newspapers who own
Sponsors of the conference said station operators, weary-eyed from period iitcome.
they wanted made clear that it was
over high rates in the
A videsection
the billbe would
pro- radio
Thisproperties."
source ' disclosed that the
intended as a realistic discussion puzzling
that reliefof would
retroactive
Excess Profits Tax Act, underlies a
owners were ones who
of the deteriorating situation in rather complex bill introduced in to the period starting with July 1, newspaper
had
purchased
their way into
1950.
radio network operations. It was the House last week.
early in the post-war era by
The bill was authored by Rep.
As is the unwritten effect of the radio
not called in a spirit of antagonism,
acquiring FM stations only. It
they emphasized.
William E. Miller (R-N.Y.) and Excess Profits Tax, the business was claimed that these owners lost
In the telegram, however, they
referred to the tax-writing which can show a higher base pe- money in operating these stations
said the state of radio network was
riod can later show a less lop-sided until they later "acquired AM
House Ways and Means Commit- earnings
sheet in the subsequent
business "offers cause of great tee.
concern."
it must
be notedto that
Its
significance
is
clear-cut
for
theHowever,
relief would
be afforded
not
Although the telegram was no it would:
Exemptions Granted
more specific than that in regard
Give the radio licensee, who also years.
only
the
newspaper
owner of a
The bill specifically excludes properties."
to the cause of the meeting, it was operated some other type of busi- from
its provisions those AM radio property but also any other
plain to all that the sponsors of the
ness or businesses in the years
licensee who has other business inwho also operated TV trests.
conference were worried by the 1947-1949, an opportunity to sepa- broadcasters
prior
to
Jan.
1,
1951.
A tricky law for the layman, the
rate
his
radio
earnings
from
his
pi-ospects
another
round of netThe Excess Profits Tax Act al- Excess
work radioofrate
reductions.
Profits Tax provisions can
other business ventures for a breakready
contains
a
relief
section
for
By last week it had become an
down for tax purposes.
business written
owners bewho were in busi- penalizecausesuch
open secret that CBS Radio was
Where this could be profitable TV broadcasters,
losses generally
off
ness early, but who lost money.
seriously considering a substantial for the broadcaster in the category
on
a
losing
proposition
to
a profitThe TV formula generally perreduction in nighttime rates. All described can be readily seen. For
able
enterprise
makes
the
latter
mits radio owners who operated base period much lower. In turn,
that remained to be settled was the if the broadcaster lost money in
to apply their earnings when the losing operation becomes
question of how much to cut them. getting his radio property on an television
The question of when to invoke the even keel, revenue-wise, his so- to an individual rate of return or profitable, the overall jump in
an
industry
rate, whichever is the profits becomes gravy percentagereductions had been pretty well de- called base period— 1947-1949— more favorable.
wise for the government.
cided: As soon as the CBS top exec- would be adjusted accordingly.
utives agreed upon the amount of
It was learned that Rep. Miller
A similar situation formerly exThus, the broadcaster could ap- introduced
the cut.
his
bill
upon
request.
ply his losses
rate toindustry
be deisted in the TV broadcaster's
(Continued
on page 38)situatermined by anat a(radio)
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ZUZULO NAMED
As MBS Press Chief
FRANCIS X. ZUZULO, press information manager for Mutual, last
week was pro^^^^^ moted to director
\ tion, with responJB sibilities
includ-of
ing supervision
the network's
I ^1
ity offices
publicgo,
C. J^KfJ
Chica
Wash-in
Holly-as
ihfli ington woodandas well
New Yoi-k, and
Mr. Zuzulo operation
of the
department's
affiliates and regular
editors services
throughoutto
the nation.
The appointment was announced
Tuesday by Vice President Robert
A. Schmid. It followed the resignation of Dick Dorrance, who is establishing the promotion firm of Dor26]. rance & Co., New York [B»T, May
Mr. Zuzulo has served the Mutual press department in a number
of capacities since joining the network in August 1944. He was
business news editor before being
named
sion. manager of the press diviBefore joining Mutual, he served
with the United Press in Kansas
City
New York, and During
with MacFaddenand Publications.
the
war he served overseas as an army
captain for three years prior to
medical discharge for wounds in
June 1944. He is a graduate of
the U. of Missouri School of Journalism.

JONES SUIT
Appellate Affirms Sufficiency
THE APPELLATE division of the
New York State Supreme Court ha
unanimously affirmed the decision
of the Supreme Court upholding the
sufficiency of the complaint filed by
Duane Jones Co. against nine of its
former officers and directors, and
Frank J. Burke and Manhattan
Soap
The Co.complaint alleged a conspir
acy on the part of the defendants
to force Duane Jones, chairman of
the company, to sacrifice his stock
in the company, under threat that
the nine officers and directors would
take the clients and personnel, turn
the key in the door and shut up the
business. When Mr. Jones refused
to sell his stock, the defendants
it is alleged, proceeded to carry out
their threats.
The Duane Jones complaint,
whose sufficiency was sustained
twice by the Supreme Court before
being taken to the appellate divi
sion, seeks recovery of $3,500,000
from the defendants; an accounting
ofa trust
profitsinandfavorthe ofimpressment
Duane Jonesof
Co. upon the stock of Scheideler,
Beck & Werner Inc., which was
formed by some of the defendants
to take over the Duane Jones business.
The defendants have been given
ten days to answer and the trial
is expected to be held early in fall.
O'NEIL ELECTED

Drawn for Broadcasting . Telecasting by Sid Hix
"They voted seven-to-one in favor of transit radio."
ABC ADDS SEVEN
DON LEE SIGNS
Affiliates Total 330
General Mills to Show
SIGNING of seven new affiliates GENERAL Mills Inc., Minneapolis
by ABC bringing the total to 330, (Sperry Div.), will start Breakfast
was announced last week by Wil- News with Sam Hayes on 45 Don
rector.liam Wylie, ABC radio stations di- Lee Pacific Coast radio stations,
7:45- 55 a.m. (PDT) Monday
The group
includes
fornia stations
ownedthreeby Calithe through Saturday, for 52 weeks
Broadcasting Corp. of America: beginning today (Monday).
To Ad Council Board
The firm formerly broadcast a
KYOR Blythe (1450 kc, 250 w),
managed by Lyle Schuman; KROP program on NBC radio for 13 years. ELECTION of Thomas F. O'Neil,
Brawley (1300 kc, 1 kw day and The agency is Dancer-Fitzgerald- president and board chairman of
500 w night) , managed by John McDougal, San Francisco.
Mutual, to succeed former MBS
Chandler, and KREO Indio (1400
Each of the stations will follow president Frank White on the
MBS Signs Motorola
kc, 250 w), managed by James the program with five-minute local board
of directors of the Advernews broadcasts. First contract to
MOTOROLA Inc., Chicago (radio Tracewell.
tising Council was announced FriLaramie, Wyo. (1340 kc, be signed is with Norris-Thermaand TV sets), will sponsor True 250KOWB
by chairman Howard J. Morw), owned by Snowy Range dor Corp., Los Angeles (bathtubs, gens, dayProcter
Detective Mysteries on alternate Broadcasting
vice presiand under the sinks, electric ranges), starting
dent
in charge& ofGamble
advertising.
Sundays over MBS, 5:30-6 p.m. managership ofCo.Lynn
Smith, also 7:55 Local on KHJ Hollywood for
EDT, beginning July 13. The com- is joining the ABC network,
Mr. O'Neil, whose MBS presiwhile
pany will alternate sponsorship
dency became effective June 1, is
beginning today (Monfollowing commenced affiliation 13 weeks
with Williamson Candy Co. (Oh the
vice president and director of
day). The city.
agency is West-Marquis aGeneral
(Sunday) :
Inc., that
Henry candy), which has signed yesterday
Tire & Rubber Co. He
KANE New Iberia, La. (1240
a recent renewal contract. Agency
entered the radio industry in De250 w), owned by New Iberia
for both sponsors: Aubrey, Finlay, kc,
cember
1947 as vice president and
Broadcasting Co. and managed by KLAUS MOVED UP
Marley & Hodgson Inc., Chicago.
director of the Yankee Network.
Dierrell Hamm; WGYV Greenville,
February, he beTo WERE Cleveland Head In thecame afollowing
Ala. (1400 kc, 250 w), owned by
member of the Mutual NetGreenville Broadcasting Corp. with CLEVELAND Broadcasting Inc.
work's board of directors, to be
Johnny-on-the-Spots
W. J. Miller Jr. as manager; and board
of directors last Tuesday an- elected chairman three years later.
GENERAL Manager LawWKSR Pulaski, Tenn. (730 kc, 150
nounced the ap- He is also president of Thomas S.
rence A. Reilly of WTXL
w
day),
owned
by
Richland
Broadpointment
West Springfield, Mass., is
casting Co. and managed by Virgil
Richard
M.
Klausof Lee Enterprises, owned 90% by
guffawing over an item which
Trimm.
General Tire and 10% by Macy's
appeared in the Springfield
of the Don Lee Netas general
man- and consisting
ager of WERE
Sunday Republican about the
work, the YankeeNewNetwork
Cleveland.
WOR-AM-FM-TV
York. and
Lee
Mr.
Klaus
ROBERTS
TO
ABC
Memorial special
SupersaleMarket's
two-hour
which
Enterprises
also
owns
59% of
As
Central
Radio
Head
joined
thestaff
WEREin Mutual.
moved nearly 20,000 items of
sales
DON ROBERTS, vice president in
canned goods and packages
February 1950 as
charge of new business for Sulat a flat 10% reduction in
assistant sales Fineshriber Named
livan,
Stauffer,
C'olwell
&
Bayles,
price, and which the newsmanager.
also APPOINTMENT of William H.
New York, has been appointed di- Mr. Klaus
was with He
WHBC
paper reported "had no adrector ofyesterday
ABC radio's(Sunday),
Central Div.,
Fineshriber Jr. as MBS member
vance
advertising."
Joker
is,
Canton,
Ohio,
and
WJW
Cleveland,
effective
sucaccording to Mr. Reilly, that
the NARTB Radio Board was
to WERE. A grad- ofannounced
ceeding Edward G. Smith, resigned before uatecoming
the grocery market bought
last week by NARTB
of the U. of Michigan, he
[B®T, May 26].
spot announcements starting
President
Harold E. Fellows. Mr.
served
five
years
in
Navy
ComPrior to association with SSC&B,
in mid-afternoon telling of
munications during World War II Fineshriber
executive
vice presMr. Roberts was western sales
the sale, with the result that
ident and a isdirector
of MBS.
He
and
was discharged as lieutenant
more than 500 housewives
commander.
manager
forthatCBS'served
Chicago
office,
replaces
Frank
White
as MBS
and
before
five
years
flocked to the sale, pulled by
member
of
the
association
board,
Mr. Klaus recently became the Mr. White having resigned as MBS
as radio account executive with
radio alone.
father of a son, Robert Alan.
NBC in New York.
president to join NBC.
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'dene
SCOri/S Victory Paves Way
of tt
EXPANSION
■-rt ha TR PLANS
This does not
TRANSIT RADIO Inc., FM-sired bemeanunconstitutional.
behalfInc.,of WashDistrict
of Columthat transit radio will be 10]. Appearing
and newest of the national media,
ington Transit onRadio
Public Appeals
bia had for
heldthethat
transit
broadcasts deprived objecting riders of
permitted
to
go
forward.
The con- Utilities Commission (District of
is
working
on
plans
to
spring
out
; A & of its litigation limbo into full
s
t
i
t
u
t
i
o
n
a
l
i
t
y
a
t
a
c
k
was
just
one
Columbia) and Capital Transit Co. their liberty without due process
ts, as stature with other major advertisTheodore Pier- of law [B«T, June 18, 11, 1951].
hattai ing industries,
The case was argued in Supreme was
attempt."
son, ofAttorney
Pierson W.& Ball.
The highest court did not accept
Court
last
March
3
[B«T,
March
Originally
the
U.
S. Court of this ruling, holding that the D. C.
Armed with a 7-1 U. S. Supreme
Court decision, officers and direcPublic Utilities Commission was
tors of Transit Radio have schedwithin its rights in permitting
uled a Tuesday morning meeting
radio programming for buses
in Cincinnati to lay plans for the
operated in the nation's capital.
delayed expansion into a nationIf TR goes ahead with a rapid
wide operation, according to Hulbert Taft Jr., board chairman. Mr.
expansioncounterprogram
will ensome delay init providing
Taft is president of WKRC Cincinnati,
equipment for buses and trolleys.
v Key figures with Mr. Taft are
TR has a supply of antennas in
R. C. Crisler, TR president; Ben
stock but no receivers. It is beStrouse, of WWDC Washington,
lieved receivers could be obtained
vice president;
Tom
O'Neil
of
Genwithout
difficulty, once an actual
eral Tire radio properties, and W.
demand appears.
M.
O'Neil,
WJW
Cleveland;
Chet
The status of transit radio at
Thomas, KXOK St. Louis. E. K.
the FCC, along with other types
Hartenbower, KCMO Kansas City,
was expected to attend along with
of special FM services, is someseveral others interested in transit.
what cloudy. The Commission had
raised the question of legality of
Plans In The Offing
the "beep" signal used for switchWhile nothing will be decided
ing talk programming. Four funcprior to the meeting, Transit
tional music outlets were cited
"""■ IIRadio's
backers
envision
sales
of,[B«T,
May 31, 1951]. They have
fices in New York and Chicago.
asked FCC to hold a general rulePresent headquarters are in Union
making hearing so the issues might
Trust Bldg., Cincinnati. At one
be clarified on an industrywide
time Transit Radio was reprething
they've
read
in
years,
Ben
Strouse
(r),
WWDC
Washbasis.
Fate
of storecasting also
sented nationally by H-R Repre- MOST interesting
ington, and W. Theodore Pierson,
radio decision.
attorney, agree as they peruse the
(Continued on page 92)
sentatives Inc.
transit radio
Once enjoying
a take advertisers
of $20,000
mH'&| month
from national
I'Xeilj
using
the
service
supplied
bus coman ofj!panies via FM stations, Transit
has
JIBS i operated for well over a year with
the a total of about 3,600 radio°Tv shows
nd Fa"
Expa
TS
AC
LeverRadi
Brothers, New York,
P
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet,
which
By FLORENCE
SMALLCOUN
dver- equipped vehicles compared to a SOA
overall radio-TV budget is
IFri- peak of 4,600. At present about THE SOAP companies, whose will be spending about $26 million whose
slightly higher than that
Mor- 18 national advertisers are buying ranks include the largest single in time and talent in radio and estimated
pre* transit, the litigation having caused advertiser
last week bought, in ad- of C-P-P, has added 7:45r8 p.m.
in radio and television, television,
many others to drop out.
dition to its already impressive list Tuesdays and Thursdays (on CBSmore active this fall in tele- of radio and TV shows, a TV film TV) for its Chlorodent toothpaste
Shortly after the Supreme will be vision
and radio than ever before version of Mr. and Mrs. North. but will drop the radio version of
Court's
decision
was
announced
last
Monday, sporadic inquiries started in their history. That was the find- Company is planning to place the Big Town on CBS Radio (Wednescoming from national sponsors
ing of a Broadcasting • Tele- half-hour program, once a week,
days, 8-8:30 p.m.), although the
casting spot check made last week. on a spot basis across the country TV budget
for Big Town expanded
showing renewed interest.
by
switching
from live to film.
One of the main jobs facing
As prime mover in this expan- instead of using a network. Shersion, Procter & Gamble, Cincinnati,
Transit Radio Tuesday will be
man
&
Marquette,
New
York,
is
the
The
newest
buy for Chlorodent
agency.
which
last
year
spent
nearly
$25.75
formation of a sales organization.
will start with a program produced
by
J.
Walter
Thompson
Co., New
Up to a few months ago H-R Re- million for network radio-TV time
'Biggest In History'
presentatives Inc. had serviced alone, has added a television verYork, featuring a top vocalist
sion of Welcome Travelers daytime
later. I Transit Radio.
The present radio-TV lineup is weekly, with the most effective perasS, Then there will such problems strip on NBC-TV, augmenting its "the biggest in the company's hissonality to be picked out of the
the mostof effective,"
Les
, by as new capital and new station- recent early morning radio pur- Harris,tory anddirector
summer
group for a permanent
radio-TV
for
chase
(9:30-10
a.m.
on
NBC),
plus
fall
show.
ad'; I medium
transit from
tieupsa dozen
to expand
cities tothea a new half-hour on NBC-TV (Sun- Colgate - Palmolive - Peet, told
Lever
Brothers,
instead of tak• Telecasting.
nationwide operation.
day, 7-7:30 p.m.), into which the Broadcasting
13-week hiatus
for itsoff Lux
The firm is expected to renew Radioing a Theatre,
Threats of continued organized Red Skelto?i Show will be moved
will
remain
for
2ffort to block transit programming from its present 10-10:30 p.m. Sun- its sponsorship of Colgate Comedy only eight weeks, meanwhile
subday time [B«T, May 26].
Hour Sundays on NBC-TV and will
were heard last week. Among those
stituting two CBS Radio house
taking this position were Paul M.
Latter time period will be re- definitely continue with its The shows, Broadway
My Beat and
tained by P&G and a new film show Big Payoff (NBC-TV), Strike It Romance (Mondays,Is 8-9
Segal, attorney, of Segal, Smith &
p.m.) durRich
(five
times
weekly
strip
on
called
The
Doctor
will
be
starting
Hennessey, who argued the antisummer weeks. In the
transit radio case in the Supreme in August for the firm's Camay CBS-TV), plus a nighttime half- fall, ingthethe five
Lever
radio
lineup
will inCourt, and the National Citizens soap. In addition, P&G will place hour (also CBS-TV).
clude, aside from Lux Radio Theradio, Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
Committee Against Forced Lis- a TV version of its Guiding Light lastIn week
atre
(CBS
Radio),
Aunt
renewed the five-minute (CBS Radio), House Party Jenny
tening.
(CBS Radio daytime strip) in its
(CBS
Louella Parsons strip for another Radio)
2:30-45
p.m.
period
on
CBS-TV
Mr.
Segal
said,
"Murder,
arson
and a simulcast of part of
and the torture of little white succeeding First One Hundred quarter on CBS Radio. In addition, the Arthur
Godfrey morning show
mice are all wicked. But none of Years. The firm's 16 other radio the firm will continue with its
them violates the Constitution of programs as well as its TV shows, radio schedule of Mr. and Mrs. (CBS Radio and TV). In television, Lever will continue to sponthe United States. The Supreme such as Those Two (NBC-TV North on CBS Radio, Our Miss
sor Lux Video Theatre (CBS-TV),
Court has now held that regardless strip) and Beulah (ABC-TV, week- Brooks on CBS Radio, Bob and
Ray
on
NBC
and
Strike
It
Rich
on
jf whether transit radio is good
Big
Town
(CBS-TV)
and Hawly hour-hour),
are
slated
to
conNBC.
kins Falls (strip
on NBC-TV).
tinue for next fall.
)r bad, it just doesn't happen to
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WALTER C. EVANS, 53, for three
decades one of the leading figures
in the electronics industry, died
shortly after 4 a.m. Wednesday in
Johns
more. Hopkins Hospital, BaltiDistinguished persons from all
branches of electronics and manufacturing were to join Westinghouse Electric Corp. and Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc. executives and high government officials
at funeral services to be held at 11
a.m. today
in Tickner's
funeral
home,(Monday)
North and
Pennsylvania, Baltimore.
Burial was to be at 1:30 p.m.
today at Arlington National Cemetery, with full military honors.
Since limited
last April,
when Mr.activity,
Evans'
health
his business
he had remained at his home in the
Eastport section of Annapolis, Md.
He had relinquished active duties
in three Westinghouse Electric
Corp. industrial divisions but continued as vice president of the
parent concern and president of the
radio-TV
station hisoi-ganization.
Last Monday
illness became
critical. He was taken to Johns
Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore, but
began to sink rapidly.
For many years Mr. Evans lived
in the Annapolis area, having never
lost his love for the water and his_
interest in boats. Until this spring
he lived in a home built on a barge
anchored at the shore line, moving into a house ashore just a
month ago.
Industry Pays Homage
As word of his critical illness
and then his death spread last
week tributes and messages of
sympathy came from all over the
nation.
In the Westinghouse organization he was known as an active,
brilliant and exacting executive.
Many electronic developments bear
signs of his engineering and administrative genius. He remained
"fiercely loyal to people with whom
he
worked," according to fellow
executives.
Walter Evans, like many in the
Westinghouse organization, rose
to high executive stature from the
engineering ranks. As a boy of 15
he attracted wide attention in the
Chicago area by making a sending
and receiving radio unit that induced a newspaper to publish an
entire radio supplement. Not interested in his father's railroad
supply business, he kept puttering
with radio gear and became a Great
Lakes ship radio operator at 16.
During World War I he served
in thetor at Navy,
becoming
instruc-at
the Naval
Radio anSchool
Harvard. Later he served as radio
operator aboard a sub chaser.
After the war he resumed college education at U. of Illinois
where he was a roommate and fraternity brother (Chi Psi) of E. R.
Borroff, now general sales manager of Westinghouse Radio StaPage 26 • June 2, 1952

tions. At one point the young radio
man interrupted his electrical engineering studies to ship out as
operater on an oil tanker.
After his studies at U. of Ililnois
he served as operator for Marconi
Co., RCA and United Fruit Co.,
supervising the first radio telephone installation on an American
merchant
ship for the last-named
line.
He was operator on the ill-fated
steamer Eastland but was transfer ed to another ship just a week
before it sank with loss of hundreds
of lives.
Joining the new KYW Chicago
in 1921, he helped engineer one of
the earliest midwestern stations
carrying regular broadcast service.
In 1922 he was appointed chief engineer and four years later was
named KYW general manager.
In Charge of WRS
By 1932 Mr. Evans had been
placed in complete charge of all
Westinghouse radio stations. The
following year, his duties were expanded to include all Westinghouse
radio manufacturing activities as
well as broadcasting, with responsibility for development, manufacture and sales of radio broadcasting and communications equipment.
He was elected a director of
Westinghouse Radio Stations in
1936, rising to a vice presidency in
1939 and assuming the presidency
in 1947.
With election to vice presidency
of the parent corporation in 1942,
heElectronics
was in charge
the X-Ray One
and
Divs. inof Baltimore.
of his feats was to increase production 120 times to produce over
$400 million worth of radar and
allied
electronic
gear for the military.
The wartime achievements
brought him Certificates of Appreciation from both the Army and
Navy
for
"his the
contributions
connection with
developmentin
and production of radio and radar
equipment
duringtheWorld
War II."
He
organized
Westinghouse
Television & Radio Division in 1945,
directing this radio-TV receiver

operation during its formative
Mr. Evans was named chairman
years.
of
the International Broadcasting
Committee of the Defense Communications Board in 1941. In the
previous decade, he had taken
leaves from Westinghouse at government request to serve as industry technical adviser to the State
Dept. at the Madrid and Cairo inferences. ternational telecommunication conHe was a Fellow of the Institute
of Radio Engineers; director of
Broadcast Music Inc.; director of
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn., and
member of Army Ordnance Assn.,
American Society of Naval Engine rs, Chi Psi, and Tau Beta Pi
honorary engineering fraternity.
Surviving are Mrs. Evans, the
former Lee Huddleson; a son,
Chuck; a daughter, Mrs. Barbara
Jean Bixbee, and a grandchild, son
of Mrs. Bixbee. His two children
are by his first marriage to the
former Jean Burtis, who survives.
MOFFET QUITS FOSS
Joins Russell P. May Firm
JOHN A. MOFFET, 37, has left
the post of vice president with WilHam L. Foss Inc.,
aMk
an
become
BMP^E
Washi
IHKi^ ^| ciate inngton
firm,to
the ,asso/ Russell P. May,
ting
Radio ConsulWash[L
^\
Engineers,
ington.
Moffet had
'A been
JflQggMr. flrm
with gjnce
the

he was diswhen
Novem
Mr. Moffe
the
dutyberwith 1945
charged fromtactive
Air Force. During War II, he
served first with the Army Signal
Force. capas an nAirtheatre
Corps,tain infinally
Mr.
the Europea
Moffet was graduated from Swarthmore College in 1937, receiving an
engineering degree with honors.
With Mrs. Moffet and their two
children, he lives in Arlington, Va.

FRITCHEY NAMED
As Truman Assistai
CLAYTON B. FRITCHEY, Der
of Defense public information chie
was appointed last Tuesday as a
ministrative assistant to the Pres
dent with an annual salary of $1?
000 [B»T, May 26]. He will a
sume this
his new
time
week.responsibilities soml
The White House announcemei
did not specify the nature of M
Fritchey's
duties, devote
but ithimself
was pr<1
sumed he would
responsibilities of a political ns
ture. Nor did Joseph Short, Whit
House radio-press secretary, elat
orate on the announcement.
Mr. Fritchey thus joins a Whit
House contingent of administratis
assistants comprising David Bel
Donald Dawson, David Lloyd an
David Stowe. Table of operation
calls for six such posts, althoug
they rarely have all been filled
any one time.
Mr. for
Fritchey
has beenDept.OPIsined:
rector
the Defense
November 1950 and previously wa I
editor of the New Orleans Iter
(no radio-TV affiliation). He als
was with the Baltimore Post an
the Cleveland Press during the
He succeeded Osgood Roberts in th
defense information post. His sue
cessor in the Pentagon was not an
nounced.
Mr. Dept.,
Fritchey's
tenureOP
theDuring
Defense
military
activities were a target of scathin*
Congressional criticism. This wa
manifested in the form of charge,
by Rep. Edward F. Hebert (D-La.):
probingHouse
"waste"
Pentagon
and
actionin the
slashing
OP
funds from $1,250,000 to $312,000
Mr. Fritchey received an annua
salary of $14,800 while OPI director.
SARNOFF LAUDED
As 'Father of Year

BRIG. GEN. DAVID SARNOFF
chairman of the board of RCA, ha;
been selected as the "Father of the
Year" by the National Father;
Day Committee, composed of promi
nent citizens of every state, it was
announced last Tuesday.
Also included in the 1952 list
ing of prominent parents were H
V. Kaltenborn, selected as radio
father and Sam Levenson, named
television father for 1952. Larain
Day and Leo Durocher were chosen fo
as husband-and-wife team of the jit
Father of three sons, Gen
Sarnoff was commended for hav
ing
and patri-of isecicar
year."boldly,toiledunselfishly,
otically
as champion
'freedom to listen' and 'freedom
to look' in radio and television as
CHARLES H. CRUTCHFIELD (1), vice a human right everywhere in the
president and general manager, WBTFather's Day Committee
AM-FM and of WBTV (TV) Charlotte, wasTheorganized
1936to with
headjoined B. H. Peace Jr., president,
quarters inNew inYork
encourage
WFBC-AM-FM Greenville, S. C, in observance
of the day throughout
world."
the United States, according to
sampling
anniversary
cake.
May WFBC's
20. Mr. 19th
Crutchfield
was Alvin
Austin, director, who said
program director when the station the
group is financed only by contributions.
first went on the air.
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For Radio Pr°motion' ARF Stud^
BUDGETS
BAB
any
rate-move
significance in expected that BAB will have 750
MEETING in the shadow of seem- was
ingly imminent network radio rate the selection of Mr. Hausman of member stations and at least a
cuts, BAB officials approved last CBS Radio, which has run foremost $700,000 budget "to sell radio as
week a $600,000 budget for the in speculation about future rate re- the greatest mass medium in
radio promotion bureau during the
to head BAB's Mr.pro-radio
next ten months. Budget provides advertisingductions, committee.
HausMr. Caley paid tribute to Mr.
man, he pointed out, has been an America."
for (1) a pro-radio advertising
Kobak, first board chairman, for
active
member
of
the
BAB
promocampaign,
and
(2)
puts
up
radio's
"helping
get off thebureau.
ground" as
tion committee for more than a an effectiveus operating
part toward
an Advertising
search Foundation
study of the ReauNo agency has been selected to
Details of Expansion
dience measurement muddle [B«T, year.
May 26].
handle BAB's advertising. Nor is
also pointed out that the BAB
A total of $15,000 was authorized it a certainty that one will be. But staffHe will
be expanded from 21 perMr. Caley thought it likely that one
toward the $25,000 which ARF has would
sons to approximately 30 by July
be designated.
estimated the long-wanted evalua1,
with
opening
of a Chicago office
On the subject of rates, and
tion of radio-television rating servincreases in the New York
ices will cost. The appropriation is efforts to prevent cuts, Mr. Caley and
staff. Appointment of a head
said he felt BAB is taking "positive sales
subject
to BAB
approval
ARF'sis action"
final plans
for the
study. ofARF
through its plans to ad- of the Chicago office is expected by
around
June 15, he reported.
Expected to seek the rest of the as a sales
vance acceptance
medium.of radio's stature
Committemen and other participants
525,000 — TV's
— from the
television
divisionshare
of NARTB.
in
the
Monday sessions included
Radio's Value
Messrs.dent Caley
Kobak;ViceBABPresident
PresiEdgar Kobak, president of ARF
William
B.andRyan,
He
said
it
was
not
now
contemand chairman of the BAB executive
Kevin
B.
Sweeney
and
Local
Promotion
Director
Jack
Hardesty;
William
plated that radio's
committee, estimated that ARF — sand advantage
over cost-per-thouother media Quarton,
WMTof Free
Cedar& Peters;
Rapids; H. Preswhich is composed of advertiser,
ton Peters,
in the forthagency and media members — can would becomingexploited,
Murphy
and Vice President
President
advertising campaign, over Adrian
get the study under way within other advantages
Radio; vice
Williampresident
H. Fine-of
of using radio as Hausman,
shriber Jr.,CBSexecutive
about 30 days after the money is a sales tool. Indeed,
he said, it is house
Mutual;Radio
JosephStations
E. Baudino,
Westing-as
available. How long it will take to
(participating
hope that radio's values — an alternate for the late WRS President
complete the study is an unan- BAB's
Evans); AUen
M. Woodall,
swered question. Mr. Kobak thought and ultimately its cost per thousand Walter
WDAK
Columbus,
Ga.; Kenyon
Brown,
eventually be raised.
it might take as much as six — may
KWFT
Wichita
Falls;
Gordon
Gray,
Mr.
Caley
pointed
out
that
when
months^
Stations
(alternate
for ofPresiit commenced operation in the Goodwill
dent
John
F.
Patt,
chairman
the
Rating Service Study
spring of 1951, BAB had a budget BAB finance committee).
of
$157,000.
After
steady
increases
The study of rating services —
which ranks high in the desires of last year and this — with stations
advertisers and agencies as well as still being added at the rate of one U. S. Steel Renews
broadcasters — would be calculated a day — he said the membership UNITED STATES Steel Corp.,
to measure the various radio and fund as of June 1 would be $601,through BBDO, has
TV research techniques against 000, with 622 member stations, Pittsburgh,
sponsorship of Theatre
aach other, determine their respec- four networks, and several repre- renewed
on the Air on NBC Radio
sentation organizations and asso- Guild
;ive strong points and limitations,
Network for 39 weeks starting in
ciate members.
and, insofar as possible, correct the
By
next
Jan.
1,
he
said,
it
is
current misuse of ratings. It is a
September.
.problem pointed up repeatedly over
the past two years.
For a national advertising cambaign,
impressandradio's
values designed
upon thetopublic
both 'MORE THAN MEETS
THE toEYE'
CBS Radio
Unveil Promotion Film
•present
and
prospective
;he BAB executive andadvertisers,
financial
:ommittees set aside $50,000. This A NEW film, designed to convey news commentator. Purpose of the
paid campaign is to be coupled with
is to demonstrate the meaning
its title, "More film
of sounds and to indicate their
Dn-the-air and other promotion the meaning theof Eye,"
by
presentefforts by stations individually and Thaning itsMeets
translation
into network broadmessage primarily via the casting.
;ied
in with
BAB's andotherthe activities
sound track rather than by pictureat both
the local
national matter,
has been produced for
Mr. Murphy was scheduled to
Hevels.
CBS Radio ofas AM
part broadcasting.
of the network's unveil the production at a special
Louis Hausman, CBS Radio ad- promotion
Coast showing in Hollywood's
ministrative vice president, was
Scheduled to be shown to an in- West
Ciro's restaurant today for some
lamed to pick a committee. This
vited audience in Hollywood today 400 radio and movie artists, adver»roup, in collaboration with BAB (Monday)
and in New York next
tisers, agency executives, and newsauthorities, will prepare and place
men. Executive groups in the ad,he radio - promotion advertise- week, the film "is part of a longindustry are to see the
ments, starting around July 15. term
to present
radio's film at thevertising
Museum of Modern Art
values program
graphically
in a changing
Vlajor
newspapers
and
trade
pubNew York, June 9-11, and other
ications in various fields will be world of entertainment — to give inspecial
showings will be arranged
sponsors, showmen, and audiences
ised.
key markets throughout the
country.
Charles C. Caley of WMBD a fresh appreciation of its power in
according to
3eoria, BAB's new board chairman, and effectiveness,"
The film was produced for CBS
CBS Radio presi•eiterated that he had no knowl- Adriandent, Murphy,
who was to announce the film Radio Network by United Producedge
of
any
network's
intentions
tions of America, producers of the
vith respect to radio rates. But he project today.
The business documentary, a 15- Academy-Award winning "Gerald
•onceded that another round of minute
color
film,
uses
animated
letwork cuts — which have seemed
McBoing Boing" short subject, in
ncreasingly in prospect in recent semi-abstract art of the screen, Burbank, Calif. Gordon Auchinits meaning conveyed through closs directed the sound track,
veeks — would make it "doubly with
was prepared by CBS Radio
lard" for BAB to succeed in its sound effects, music composed by which
in New York before the animations
Wladimir Selinsky, and the narra- were
11-radio promotion campaign.
started on the West Coast.
tion of Robert Trout, CBS Radio
He denied, however, that there
ROADCASTING
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Asks LBS Figures
REP. PATRICK HILLINGS
(R-C'alif.)
confirmed thatlast
he week
has asked
Gordon McLendon, Liberty
Broadcasting
president, for his System's
present figures
to support his charges that
the Justice Dept. has been
delinquent in prosecuting
"baseball conspiracy" [B»T,
May
active26].
in a Rep.
HouseHillings
subcom-is
mittee that will probe the
Justice Dept. He also has
expressed interest in getting
major
league baseball for the
West Coast.
BAB SERVICES
New Retail Aids Listed
FIVE-POINT
of the re-to
tail services ofexpansion
BAB, designed
"equip
the
radio
station
to sell and service retailerssalesman
as well
as any media
salesman," by
was BAB
announced last Wednesday
President William B. Ryan.
The new services were listed as:
(1)tiesACalendar
monthly
Salesa retail
Opportunioffering
sales
idea for each day of the month.
First calendar already has been
distributed; they will go out 60
days in advance of the period for
which sales ideas are suggested.
on seasonal
fluctuationsto
in (2)
retailDatasales
and advertising,
be distributed to BAB members
under a contract signed last week
with the George Neustadt Statistical Organization, whose data will
be used. This will provide monthby-month sales curves on some 91
products handled by department
stores, specialty shops, appliance
dealers, and hardware stores.
(3) Compilation of product sales
by months and by geographical
sections, developed from Federal
Reserve figures to show trends for
departments in specialty shops and
department stores as a supplement
to the Neustadt service.
(4) A budget
sheet this
for
retailers,
slatedplanning
to appear
summer tailersandand stations
designedplanto help
remonthly
promotion programs systematically
according to anticipated sales.
(5) A how-to-do-it book on radio
advertising, intended for the local
advertiser and scheduled for release
by late fall.
Mr. Ryan said local business currently represents 42%"is ofbecoming
radio's
total
more billings
and moreandimportant
each
month." He said "BAB will attempt
this year to equip radio salesmen
to plan retail advertising better
and to widen the knowledge of retailers about radio through a
greatly expanded program of resales helps."
Hetailsaid
that "lack of familiarity with radio prevents the local
advertiser from achieving all the
benefits of radio advertising."
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Unveils Plans; Hearings Begin
HOUSE
PROGRAM
PROBE
. . . Determine the extent to which
By DAVE BERLYN
the investigation
are and
"representgrams are established,"
what is
the radio and television programs the "conduct"
of the broadcasting
atives of civic groups
organi- currently
THE WIDELY publicized House
available to the people of media's programming
zations,"
FCC
and
other
federal
and
investigation of so-called "immoral
contain immoral or other- code of ethics or standards""what
who may wish to testify, the U.wiseS.offensive
the
or offensive" radio and television agencies
matter, or place im- industry follows.
and
"at
the
proper
time,
individual
proper
emphasis
upon
crime,
violence
The
subcommittee
at
the
present
broadcasters
and
representatives
|'| last
programs
got
off
to
a
quick
start
and corruption.
week with hope expressed by
does not plan to hold hearings
its chairman that the reins will be of the broadcasting industry."
FCC will be asked to make avail- time
in cities other than Washington
According to the formal ankept tight.
able
to
the
group
"any
complaints
n
o
u
n
c
e
m
e
n
t
,
"
t
h
e
subcommittee
will
said. toNoHollyconOtherwise, House Interstate and undertake to study programming which the Commission may have D. C, Rep.sideratioHarris
n has beenor given
':>. Foreign Commerce Subcommittee techniques, including the question in its possession in regard to radio
wood, New York
Chicago, as it
i Chairman Oren Harris (D-Ark.) of responsibility for and control and television
the sub- had been reported in some publicacom it e saidprograms,"
.
11 warned that the probe could easily over the content of the radio and
tions.
get out of bounds.
A call for "witnesses who desire
television programs on the part of
Rep. heHarris'
coincided inter
with
Chairman Harris expressed this broadcasting licensees."
to appear" was issued, urging such those
gave inviews
an informal
The announcement came after a persons "to make their wishes view two
view in a Broadcasting • Teleweekswhenago heon asserted
ABC's News
casting interview following a for- closed door meeting of the seven- known promptly to the clerk of the of Tomorrow
that
man committee. (For names and House Interstate and Foreign Com- if Congress had not decided to in
'jfl! ofmal theannouncement
of
hearing
plans
merce Committee, Elton J. Lay- vestigate, FCC would have been
of the full subcommittee
subcommittee last Wednes- sketches
forced to do it [B • T, May 26]. As
|b day.Public hearings begin tomorrow see articles below.)
Rep.. . ."Harris, will
askedconsider
whether beer
the he did again last Wednesday, Rep
Rep. Harris outlined his views ton.
subcommittee
ki
(Tuesday) at 10 a.m. in Room 1334 in even more concrete terms when
Harris had expressed concern that
M
in the New House Office Bldg. in questioned on the subcommittee's and /or wine advertising on radio the probe stay within the confines
or television in its study, answered of the Gathings Resolution. He had
blueprint.
p Washington.
He said the subcommittee had that it would "if the advertising is pointed to the danger of govern
Lead-off witness will be Rep.
censorship.
of the"drinking
program."scenes"
He also
said ment
E. C. Gathings (D-Ark.), author decided to arrive at a certain part
As the House swung into its
so-called
possibly
II of House Resolution 278 that set "standard" in its investigation and would
be
considered
if
they
are
plans to apply the investigator
M up the organization and objectives that it was determined to "stay
of the subcommittee probe. Other within bounds." The group, he said, part
a program's content. He magnifying glass to the radio-TV
did notof elaborate.
renewed sparks of in
wanted
to
concentrate
on
"specific
pre- instances and complaints" on proHe said the subcommittee planned industry,
Congress
||L-] sent
dignation flew in New York where
their men
views""who
will desire
be heardto next.
Max
Gilford,
special counsel, Na
gramming.
later
to
go
into
"canned
programs"
Order of appearance of addiThe resolution, itself, is quite or "filmed programs." The group, tional Society of TV Producers
i tional parties who have interest in
urged that East Coast TV film pro
general.ment, theInsubcommittee
its formal announcehe
said,
would
question
those
"resaid the
sponsible" for the production of ducers adopt and enforce their owr
probe would be conducted within films.
production codes. He also pleadec
BENTON COMMENT the terms of the resolution and
Rep. Harris disclosed that radio- for the producers to make theii
case known in Washington (sec
cited
that
part
which
states
the
TV
industry
representatives
would
Attacks House Probe subcommittee shall:
be asked in what manner "pro- story, page 66 )'.
SEN. WILLIAM BENTON (DConn.), the lawmaker who would
SEVEN MEN WHO MAKE UP PROGRAM STUDY UNIT
set up a review board to study
radio and TV programming, gave
out a special release last week on
REP. ARTHUR G. KLEIN
CHAIRMAN OREN HARRIS
the U. of North Carolina, served ii
the House probe of programming.
(D-N. Y.)
the U. S. Navj
The House investigation, he as- LEGAL-trained(DARK.)
in World War I
Chairman Harris AUTHOR of legislation in the
s
e
r
t
e
d
,
"
i
s
the
wrong
way
to
go
and
started hi:
to permit radio and TV to
communications prom- House
about improving radio and TV hurtled ineinto
cover
House
proceedings
as
well
as
law
practice
n
c
e
o
n
Capitol
Hill
in
the
past
1921.
He is forii
programs." He continued:
assumed this role committee hearings, Rep. Klein
It will be easy for the committee few months. He when
mer
chairman
o
now
finds
himself
the McFarto show that TV is overloaded with
second ranking
the Robeson Coun
crime
programs.
That's
already
been
documented in various studies. But
Democrat investiland bill (S 658),
^ggt^ HA
ty DemocratCom
Executive
only major comwhat's the next step? Should Con- jjpHj
gating"morality"
the memittee, and h
jSH^H
munications
legdia's
gress pass a law forcing a censorship fI JJjjBHL
islation in Concode on all programming? I hope and
in
held posts in th<
■
Bornprogramming.
in Gotham,
believe we won't find many members
cleared
gress>Committee.
through
the CroswKTmSI
Aug.
8,
1904,
Rep.
ofmembers
Congressof inthefavor
of
that
—
or
many
Rep.
Carlyle
American
ser
■ectory lists him asCongressional
a Baptist.LegionDi
Supreme Court.
Rep. Harris was
The real problem is to encourage
^■gfl i from
Klein received his
given the task of
good programming in every legitimate
^
' bachelorNewof York
laws
THORNBERRY
filing a report on
way.ed That
immenselyamong
complicatU.
Law School in REP. HOMER
(D-TEX.)
problem.is Itan involves,
other
Rep.
Klein
1926
and
passed
apand before the state bar a year later. Governthings, the economics of broadcasting.
the .bil1ee.
s Committ
pearing
Harri
A CITY government product. Rep
Rules
DeciThe operation of educational stations theRep.House
experience was gained from Thornberry has been a member o
sion of Rep. Lindley Beckworth 1935 toment1941
could be one forward step. Closer coas a staff attorney of the House since November 1948
operation
between
commercial
stan
(D-Tex.)
to
camnaig
for
the
Sentions and educational institutions
Exchange
Austin, Tex., oi
ate assured Mr. Harris the post of the Securities
would be a great forward step.
mis ion. He is and
a senior
memberCom-of He was born in Jan.
n
V
chairma
of
the
radio-T
investi9, 1909. Re
Klein,
Wikler
&
Gottlieb,
New
A system
of subscription
broadcast-to
ceiving
B.B.A
gating subcommittee. Rep. Harris York; has been in the House since
ing which opens
the opportunity
and
LL.B.his degree
won his court spurs as a prosecut- 1941.
provide programs
for
countless
mifrom
the
U. o
norities who today do not enjoy the
ing attorney in Union County, Ark.
Texas, he was ad
advantages of broadcasting, would in He has
a lawyer since 1930.
REP. F. ERTEL
CARLYLE
mitted
to
the
ba
my opinion be still another forward Ten yearsbeenlater,
(D-N. C.)
he was elected to
in 1936. He wa
ofstepall.and in my judgment the greatest the House where he has had unin- A MEMBER of the House since
a
member
of
th
terrupted service. He was born Dec. 1948, Rep. Carlyle is from the law
These tinuous
opportunities
deserve
Texas House
study by the best
brainscon-in 20, 1903, in Hempstead County, field.
He was elected solicitor of
1937-1941, distric
the country.
That is whyof Ia have
pro- Ark. A fellow Arkansas Democrat, the Ninth Judicial District of North
attorney of th
posed the establishment
National
d
s,
Rep.
E.
C.
Gathing
sponsore
Carolina
in
1938,
a
post
he
filled
Citizens Advisory Board on Radio and the resolution which set up the sub- until his election to Congress. He
of Texas
Rep. Thornberry trict
53d judicial
dis
Television.
These opportunities
warcom it e . He is listed as a Bap- was born in Lumberton, N. C. on 1941-42, and volunteered for serv
rant the attention
of the Congress
and the FCC.
tist in the Congressional Directory*. April 7, 1897, was graduated from
(Continued on page 3-2)
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300 Attend Opening
Of $3 Million Plant
WCAU CENTER
GRAND OPENING of WCAU-AM-FM-TV Philadelphia's new radio
and television center, built at an estimated cost of |3,000,000, took place
last Tuesday with 300 leaders of the broadcasting industry and civic
and allied fields attending ceremonies highlighted by addresses from
major
trade. figures of the radio-TV to★
be very proud of this structure.
Present for the opening of the And so has everyone in broadcastultra-modern WCAU center were
ing, for— more than anything it
outstanding members of the trade represents
past accomplishments
press, advertising agency execu which deserve the highest praise
tives, sponsors and civic, business and a faith in the future which
educational and religious leaders gives encouragement and incentive
Featured speakers were Vice Chairman Rosel H. Hyde of the FCC to Mr.
us all."
Paley called the WCAU renMaj. Robert McLean, president of
"the finest thing of its kind in
man of WCAU and president of the the tercountry."
man of WCAU and president of the
CBS are very proud of
Associated Press; Justin Miller, the"Wehappyat association
we have had
chairman of NARTB; William S. with WCAU for the past 25 years,"
Paley, chairman of the board of he said. He praised past and
CBS, and Donald W. Thornburgh, present figures dominant in
president and general manager of WCAU's history, including Leon
the WCAU stations.
Levy and his brother, I. D. Levy,
WCAU, licensed in 1921, is a "who managed WCAU's destinies
subsidiary of the Philadelphia Bul- for many years"; Robert and Willetin, and operates with 50 kw on
liam McLean of the Evening Bul1210 kc. Its FM outlet was licensed
Richard Slocum, Bulletin
.in 1941 and its TV outlet in 1948. generalletin, andmanager,
together with
It is an original CBS affiliate.
WCAU President Thornburgh.
Mr. Thornburgh, in his speech of
Miller Address
summed up the popularity
Judge Miller told the dedication welcome,
of WCAU radio and TV programs
audience the opening was signifi- and
enumerated
seven awards recant in "many ways."
y WCAU for 1951, adding,
"It is significant not only as "We areceived bproud
fact that
showing the history of broadcast- other station in ofthetheUnited
Statesno
ing through the history of this
station . . . from the time when has ever succeeded in winning all
WCAU was a 250-watter back in of these important awards in any
1922, a 50,000-watter in 1932, a
said 1950 and 1951 repretelevision station in 1948, and now oneHeyear."
sented
two bestand
yearsthatin
dedicating
this
last
word
in
teleradio
salesWCAU'svolume,
vision facilities. But it is also WCAU-TV
led
all
other
TV stasignificant in showing the potential
tions in the "last four Rorabaugh
of television, and the happy relationship of television, newspapers quarterly
reports"
in total Charles
advertising accounts.
He praised
and radio.
Vanda, vice president in charge of
"I
hope,"
said
Judge
Miller,
"that
the representatives of the Federal TV, for programs "well accepted
Communications Commission who locally" tand
origion of as for
manytheas station's
six programs
are here will feel happy in the de- a week inaon
CBS-TV.
"Only
Hollycision that Commission made sevwood and New York originate
eral years ago in permitting the
he said.
joint cooperation of newspapers more,"
The 1951
awards to WCAU radio
and broadcasting." He described as and television programs for 1951
"well expressed" WCAU's new were :
motto,
Freedom."
George Foster Peabody award for
CBS "Speaking
Chairman for
Paley,
himself a What
World, TV with
program
castin intheconjunction
the broadU. of
native of Philadelphia, told listen- Pennsylvania.
The
Alfred
I.
DuPont
award
and
ers that "Philadelphians have cause

Greetings from the FCC are extended to WCAU President Thornburgh
(second from left) at WCAU center dedication. Left to right, FCC
Comr. Sterling, Mr. Thornburgh, FCC Vice Chairman Hyde and FCC
General Counsel Cottone.
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Congratulations go to WCAU President Thornburgh (I) from (I to r)
CBS Board Chairman Paley, President Robert McLean and General
Manager Slocum of the Philadelphia Bulletin.
$1,000iceforprograms
best— large
stationandpublic
servin radio
television.
Radio Needs . . .'
Ohio State'sRadio
American
Exhibition
for What
Educational
and
Television
ProCBS BOARD Chairman Wilg
r
a
m
s
—
radio
certificate
for
freedom
Revisited, historical series of radio.
liam S. Paley told the audiOhio State's
American
Exhibition
for
e at dedication
television
for best
children's
entertainnew encradio
and ofTVWCAU's
center
ment
program,
Big
Top,
circus
program
originated
at Camden
convention
hall.
last
Tuesday
that before enVariety
award
for
station
originating
bestFreedom
television
programs
for
network.
tering
radio
he
was
in
the
Foundation award for radio
cigar business in Philaprogram,
successive Freedom
year. Revisited, for the third
delphia in 1927 when a
Federation of Woman's clubs
WCAU salesman sold him a
forNational
best
Big
Top. children's entertainment in TV,
"bill of goods," including "a
Mr. Thornburgh also had praise
24-piece orchestra, a choral
for John C. Leitch, vice president
group, a male singer, girl
and director of engineering, for
singer, emcee, guest artist,
performing
"herculean"
engineerplus
the time period — one
ing tasks.
"The culmination of our efforts
hour
per
week — allMr.for Paley
$50,"
for
sponsorship.
came in the transfer to the new
said he knew so little about
center last week when television
radio it took him a long time
was moved on Sunday night beto understand why La Palina
tween midnight and 8 a.m., and
radio the following Friday night
cigar distributors in such
instantaneously, both without loss
places as Denver, Salt Lake
of aityprogram
and sort.
without a facilCity
and Seattle
weren't from
able
failure of any
to hear
the program
"Our new motto, 'Speaking for
WCAU. "About a year and
a half later the world lost a
Fz-eedom,'
expresses ourthishopeservice
that
we
can disseminate
pretty
cigar maker
and
from the birthplace of freedom in
gained good
a very
frightened
theFCCtrulyComr.
American
way,"
he
said.
broadcasting
man,"
he
said.
George Sterling and
Benedict P. Cottone, FCC general
counsel, were among those present
at the WCAU dedication.
RWG STRIKE
Network Move Planned
RADIO Writers Guild National
KING HEADS KWBW Executive
Committee was to meet
New Building Planned over the weekend in Los Angeles
to
coordinate
plans for a strike
NEW general manager of KWBW against the NBC,
and ABC
Hutchinson, Kan., is Harold E. radio networks and CBS
to consider reKing, Mrs. Bess
organization,
scheduled
for
discus-of
Wyse,
president,
sion by the Authors League
announced
last
America
in
New
York,
June
iiir
week. Mr. King
Strike discussions will center13-15.on
will have comcoordinating
the New York, Chidirection of
cago and Hollywood locals, accordstationpletepersonnel
ingdentto Eastern
Presiand policies, she
Ira MarionRegional
who leftVice
Thursday
said.
to confer with Milton Merlin, RWG
/
president; Larry Marks, West
Formerly
manMr. King
of WTTH
Coast vice president, and Tom
Port ager Huron,
Mich., Mr. King
Koch, midwestorganizavice
tion of RWGpresident.
pivots Re-on
has managed stations over several television jurisdiction,
of
years in Kentucky, Oklahoma and dispute between the unionsubject
and its
Michigan. Beginning in radio in parent ALA last December,
his home state, Florida, he received which time the ALA announcedat
early
experience
at suchand stations
as WMBR
Jacksonville
WORZ that it would convene with radio and
Orlando. An NBC affiliate, KWBW screen writers units and other inplans to erect a large new radio
lem out. terested parties to iron the probcenter building in Hutchinson.
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MUSICIANS
EMPLOYMENT survey of radio
and television, made by the American Federation of Musicians, indicated that $23,058,317 was paid
AM-TV musicians during 1950, of
which less than $3 million was
spent by television.
Survey is part of the report from
James C. Petrillo, AFM president,
to be presented union members
when they hold their 55th annual
convention in Santa Barbara,
Calif., starting June 9. It indicates
that many stations used their staff
musicians for both AM and TV performances, sothat just
"it was
sible to determine
how imposmuch
of this money was allocated to television."
Television report, based on the
figures of 60 AFM locals which had
jurisdiction over the 107 TV stations in operation during 1950, indicated that many TV stations had
little or no employment for local
musicians; the major portion of
the work was focused in three markets. New York musicians were
paid $1,598,217; Los Angeles, $493,119; Chicago, $290,270, and all
other 57 locals, $395,553, to make
the total $2,777,159. An additional
$94,989 was reported as paid to
musicians making films exclusively
for TV.
The total of $20,186,168 reported
for radio employment covered both
staff and commercial work in the
United States, Canada, Hawaii and
Puerto Rico, with staff employment
in the United States accounting for
almost $13 million.
Breakdown Listed
Breakdown of staff employment
in the United States was as fallows: 1,929 men worked for 50-52
weeks on 305 stations to gross $10,073,272; 31 men worked from 40-49
weeks on six stations to gross $79,825; 36 men worked from 30-39
weeks on nine stations to gross
$54,799; 216 men worked less than
30 weeks on 60 stations to receive
$2,572,916; miscellaneous employment— such as extra conductors,
musicians, copyists, overtime wages,
etc. — amounted to $2,572,916. It
was noted that 57 of the 437 stations which employ AFM musicians
do so on a single engagement basis
only.
Staff employment in Canada
totalled $897,652 and in Hawaii,
$4,390.
Commercial employment — paid
for by sponsors or advertising
agencies and separate from station
staff work— totalled $4,733,574 for
the four major radio networks during 1950. This total was for the
employment of 124 leaders and
2,519 men who worked on 194 sponsored programs for an aggregate
of 12,700 broadcasts.
Breakdown of commercial broadcasting employment by city was as
follows :
New
York
— 82 times,
sponsored
broadcast 7,086
cost programs,
$1,670,531
for musicians' salaries; Los Angeles
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AFM Lists '50
— 85 sponsored programs, broadcast
4,664
times, costprograms
$2,625,458;
Chicago—
16 sponsored
broadcast
484
times
cost
$36,728;
San
Francisco
one sponsored program broadcast —18
times
cost broadcast
$45,593; Nashville
programs
156 times— three
cost
$35,464. Traveling bands, playing on
seven programs broadcast 292 times,
earned $319,800 in salaries.
"A moremercialexact
picture"the ofreport
combroadcasting,
said, is indicated by the figures that
2,519 musicians, conducted by at
least 124 leaders, sponsored by 194
agencies or companies, played for
a total of 12,700 commercial broadcasts.
Commercial fees in Canada
totalled $722,258; in Hawaii, $1,250,
and in Puerto Rico, $7,050.
. Although AFM is generally
acknowledged as one of the most

AM-TV

Employment

powerful unions and one which offersbers,fullest
protection
its has
mem-a
President
Petrillo tostill
major mentproblem
in
finding
employfor members who do not live
in major cities. Of the 585 locals
which reported on staff radio employment, 351 said there was none,
and television employment, as previously stated, was practically
limited to three production centers.
But in spite of the centralization
of broadcasting employment, it was
evident from the survey that this
is the major income course for
musicians. Theatre work in vaudeville, Broadway shows, operas and
burlesque totalled $6.5 million;
phonograph recordings paid about
$2.5 million;
electrical
transcriptions gave another
$2 million;
and
symphony employment proved

limited by the concert season, with
completenon-musical
operating
costs — includ-31
expenses
majoringorchestras
estimated— for
at $11
million.
Report veling
alsoorchestras,
announced
that traplaying
for
transcontinental commercial radio
programs,creasewould
effective receive
Sept. 1,a 15%
with in-a
$43.70 minimum for a 30-minute
Mr. Petrillo
also television
proposed amendprogram.
ments to include
in the
union by-laws, most notably
articles
/or
television"7 and
is to23bewhere
inserted"andwith
mostThereferences
to
"radio."
four-day AFM convention
is expected to attract some 1,100
delegates from about 700 locals in
the United States and Canada, with
sessions to be highlighted by the
president'sfornia'sreport,
talk by CaliGov. Earla Warren,
and
entertainment by the Bob Hope radio troupe and the Les Brown
orchestra.

Media Report lssued
GE
L COVERA
tee — Universal military training
AHIL
SEMI-AUTHORITATIVE
in- some exceptions to this rule.
dicator as to the extent of radio
House Interstate and Foreign hearings March 30 to April 2, 1952
and TV coverage of congressional Commerce Committee — Televised telecast. Twelve hearing days on
committee proceedings is available hearings of investigation of air sending ground forces to Europe
on Capitol Hill.
crashes at Newark Airport during telecast in early 1951.
Senate Banking and Currency
Media coverage has been assum- February 1952.
Committee — Three hearing days in
ing greater importance, following
House
Judiciary
Committee
—
Use
summer
of 1950 devoted to Defense
a ban clamped on House committee of TV restricted.
Production Act telecast as were
sessions last February by Speaker
House
Un-American
Activities
hearing days on same act in
Sam Rayburn (D-Tex.). A fort- Committee — Hiss-Chambers hear- two
March 1952. Though no records
night ago, Sen. Pat McCarran (Dwere telecast on 21 hearing were
kept, there have been other
Nev.) proposed that the Senate days ings(1948).
Motion-picture in- instances of television and newsdo likewise [B*T, May 26].
reel
cameras
used.
dustry
investigations
in
Los
Angeles telecast five hearing days in
Rep. Rayburn's
barred
newsreels
as welldecision
as broadcast
Senate District of Columbia
1951. "Restrictions have been Committee
— Crime
media. Sen. McCarran's resolu- placed on the use of television and on TV telecast
on 11 investigations
hearing days
tion would prohibit still photo- newsreel cameras. The present
graphs in addition to these media. policy is that television and news- in 1952. [There were broadcasts
and
recordings].
Witness
could
Now, the Senate committees reel cameras are restricted during
themselves determine whether their committee hearings. This decision request TV restriction.
hearings will be open to newsreels, was made in order to insure proper
Senate Expenditures Commitradio and TV. Resolutions pend
tee's Subcommittee on Investigain the House to amend the rules
tions— On loyalty program in govvernment, newsreel cameras coverand thus set up similar procedure decorum." Studying GI Bill
ed at least seven hearing days in
as exists in the Senate. An author
House Select Committee, studySubcommittee must authorof one of these measures is George
ing GI bill of rights program — Two 1948.ize radio,
TV and newsreels of
Meader (R-Mich.).
hearings
(December
1950) in Dallas, three
in Harrisburg,
Pa., witness testifying.
When the Congressman made his
(1951),
two
in
Philadelphia
(1951),
Senate
Foreign Relations
proposal in the wake of Mr. Raymit e — Thirty-one
hearing daysCom-of
in Memphis (1951) and one in
burn's ban, Rep. Meader promised one
Nashville (1951), covered by news- State Dept. employe loyalty probe
to have prepared a report on con- reels.
A Murfreesboro, Tenn., telecast and covered by newsreel
gressional committee coverage.
August 1951 broadcast. cameras in 1950. Twelve hearings
That report has been received by hearing
Two
hearings
held in December telecast and filmed in 1951 on sendthe Congressman from the Library 1951 covered by
newsreels and
ing troops to Europe. On Mutual
of Congress. Compilation was recorded. Some newsreel
films Security
Act, 11 days of hearings
headed by W. C. Gilbert, acting di- shown on TV.
on TV and filmed in 1951. Same
rector of the Legislative Reference
House Select Committee, probing coverage on three days of hearings
Service.
No reKatyn Forest Massacre — Plans to on St. Lawrence
Summary of those findings fol- telecast
strictions on TV inseaway.
this committee.
Chicago hearings March
lows:
Senate
Interstate
and
Foreign
13
and
14,
1952,
rescinded
after
Mr.
House Armed Services CommitCommittee — Portions of
tee— -TV and newsreels permitted Rayburn's announcement. Four Commerce
onfilmed
gambling
hearing days, the month before, hearings
on 12 days of hearings on the probe covered
legislation
(April information
17 through
by
newsreels.
ofCongress).
the B-36 bomber program (81st
Senate Appropriations Com- May 4, 1950).
m
i
t
e
—
Respective
subcommittees
Senate
Judiciary
Committee
On
House Banking and Currency have discretion on use of TV and control of subversive activities —four
Committee — Use of television and newsreel
cameras.
Some
filming
newsreels restricted.
hearing days of May 1948 were on
services appropria- newsreels but restrictions placed
House Foreign Affairs Commit- made tiononbill armed
when government agency on TV or newsreels during 1952
tee— Policy not to permit radio,
newsreel or television cameras dur- heads appeared in February 1952. probe
of Institute
of Pacific
(Continued
on page
93) RelaSenate Armed Services Commiting hearings. There may have been
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for McWhirr's

and

Broadcast

Radio

Success

IO s"has
RADresult
rr
McWhi"real
R. A. ced
for produ
Co., Fall River, Mass., deRADIO has helped make the 75-year-old R. A. McWhirr Co.
partment store, says Richard M.
a Fall River, Mass., institution. Not only is this department
Thompson, president and treasurer.
Mr. byThompson's
statement
store one of the most successful in New England, it has set
backed
a record of radio
use thatis
somewhat of a record for longevity. It has used the same
probably is unprecedented in broadcasting annals.
program on the same station, WSAR Fall River, for 25 years
For McWhirr has used the
same program on the same staand the same m. c. for 21 years. Success stories are numerous.
tion, WSAR Fall River, for 25
For example, station management recalls a Christmas shipment
years. The same m.c. has presided
over the program for 21 of those
of electric trains. Announcement went on the show which closed
years.
at I p. m., and the last train was sold less than an hour later.
The department store, one of the
largest and most successful in its
Through its half-hour program, "Musical Parade and Shopping
area, this year celebrated its 75th
anniversary.
News," the store uses radio to popularize its personal shopping
Twenty-five years ago, the store
service — now one of its most successful departments.
decided to try radio advertising
for two reasons: First, the management felt that as a progressive
city Fall River should have a radio
copy.
station and it wanted to lend sup- proved effective and Mr. Burke was and easy, seldom using prepared
port. Second, the store knew ad- called on several times in the next
Merchandise sold by the store
vertising on radio would supple- few months. Mike fright soon
ment its printed ads and lend a vanished and he began enjoying the is not the only thing popularized
the program. Many hit tunes
progressive touch to the entire ad- chore. Four months after his first by
vertising program.
appearance Eddie Burke took over that have swept the country reIt decided to use 12:30 to 1 p.m., the program.
ceived their first "airing" — at least
In 1931, WSAR was a single for the New England area — over
Monday through Saturday, on
WSAR, with format including room. Mr. Burke had no helper and Musical Parade.
popular formal
musiccomment.on The
records
and in- the choice of records for the daily
"Beer Eddie
Barrel heard
Polka" it was
commercials
show was limited. To complete the suchThe tune.
for one
the
were included, just as informally, popular music show and avoid daily first time in a New York recordin the comment. Title was, and repetition he dipped into semiing house as played by a foreign
still is, Musical Parade and Shop- classics and ballads. But variety orchestra and was so impressed
was
the format then, just as it is he persuaded the firm to let him
ping News.
today.
At .first, WSAR personnel hana copy. The record started
McWhirr always has made good have
dled the program but the store used
a clamor for polkas in the city
its department heads to tell about use of the program and certain that is still going on and he inmerchandise in their departments items are featured on it exclusivecludes one in each day's program.
ly from time to time. Success
that they felt would interest lisBurke's
"coming ofby age"
teners.
stories are numerous. Station man- overEddie
WSAR
was celebrated
both
In this capacity, Eddie Burke
agement recalls one was a Christ- the station and department store.
mas shipment went
of electric
trains.
first appeared. As manager of the Announcement
The 21st anniversary broadcast
on
the
show
store's
automotive
department heto that closed at 1 p.m. and the last brought floods of mail, some from
was asked
by the management
adults who remembered hearing
deliver a one-minute commercial. train was sold before 2 p.m. the his
program as children.
afternoon.
He was, he says now, "scared to same
This daily repetition of the proThe store used the radio to
death."phoneHewith fear
approached
the
microgram at the same time year after
and trembling and popularize its personal shopping
is credited by the McWhirr
blurted out something about a service — now one of its most suc- year
Co.
with
much of its success.
hand-jack.
cessful departments. Mr. Burke
But that first announcement keeps his commercials informal
In a letter to WSAR, Mr. ThompBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

son. .pointed
. For ofa out:
while
inadvertising
the beginning
the positive
results
radio
not
we were
satisfied were
that
it However,
had definiteasbutinstitutional
time went onvalue.it soon
becametion of ourapparent
that theproducing
daily repetiresults and program
today wewasbelieve
thererealis
no doubt
but
that
our
noon
hour
gram with its familiar theme songpro-is
a For
"Fall most
River ofinstitution."
the 25 years we have
had ationmember
ofprogram
our ownandorganizaprepare the
the
broadcasting,
not
that WSAR
coulddo but
not
have
done
it
expertly
and well,
to Wegive areit a thoroughly
personal touch.
that
radio
to and
beconvinced
most
effective
should broadcasting
be
continuous
that
the
station doing the broadcasting must
pursue afidencepolicy
that creates
the manconi
n
its
listeners
that
the
accurate.agers of the station are responsible and
At tothe
moment
hisry of oureventful
company
we wishin tothe
thank
WSAR
cooperation
fine
service for
it hasits given
to one and
of itstheoldest
Mr. Burke, as Mr. Thompson
patrons.
points
out in his letter, is still an
employe of the McWhirr Co. He
long since has been relieved of his
responsibilities as head of the automotive department and his principal duties are preparation and
management of the program. At
other times, he serves as a floorman at the department store, wThere
he keeps a close personal contact
with friends made for the store
and himself during 21 years on
the air.
Availabilities Sought
RADIO and television were
so successful
one-month
media
test forin aRayco
Mfg.
Co., manufacturers of auto
seat covers, in New York and
five other markets, that the
firm is currently seeking time
availabilities for a radio and
TV campaign in 34 top major
markets. Company has used
Front Page Detective on the
DuMont TV Network (Fri.,
9:30-10 p.m.) and a radio spot
schedule on WHDH Boston.
isEmiltheMogul
agency.Co., New York,
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WDAY

DOUBLE congratulations go to Earl
C. Reineke (r), founder-president and
general manager of WDAY Fargo,
N. D., from Niles Trammell, NBC
boardonchairman,
year
the air andforforWDAY's
its record30thof
top Hooperatings on NBC for 1950,
1951 and 1952.
MEDIA FREEDOM
Admen Must Fight — Fellows
ADVERTISERS must join with the
nation's free media to block attempts to set up government controls over freedom of speech,
Harold E. Fellows, NARTB president, told the Massena, N. Y.,
Chamber of Commerce last Monday.
"Are you, as advertisers, to be
told what programs you can or cannot buy to promote the sale of
your goods and services?" he asked.
"Or orarecannot
you tosay?
be told
what youto
can
Opposition
such proposals is not a selfish fight
for the interest of our industry
alone. It goes to the very basic
freedoms of every citizen in America."
Mr. Fellows told the business
men they "belong with us in this
fight," through
and
through
influence associations
brought to bear
personally on their Congressmen
and Senators. He told advertisers
they
"investing
not only
in yourwould
own beeconomic
improvement,
but in your freedom to seek such
improvement."
In an address Tuesday to the
Watertown, N. Y., Kiwanis Club,
Mr. Fellows
"judgment,
gram tastes, said
preferences
and proeconomic decisions affecting broadcasting, under our American system, belong to the people— all of
the people, and not to the government."
He issued a warning against
those who
wouldon the
"place
governmental halters
inestimable
power
of
radio
and
television."
Mr. Fellows said there are convincing arguments in favor of
"boards
decidewhat
for
Mr. and of
Mrs.experts
John Q.toPublic
they should and should not see and
hear. In stating this, let me quickly
add that I do not accept the counter
theory that there should be a haven
of security
cism toward from
those justifiable
of us who critihave
programming responsibilities that
reach into the very hearthsides of
the country.
"Quite the contrary, it is my firm
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CEREMONIES
Mark Start of 31st Year
WDAY Fargo, N. D., entered its
31st year last week following a
weeklong 30th anniversary celebration climaxed by a WDAY managed and sponsored band festival
in which 45 high school bands from
three states participated.
An estimated 20,000 persons
watched a two-mile two-hour
parade, ending with a massed band
concert under floodlights at the
football stadium. Lt. Col. William
F. Santelmann, director of the
Marine Corps Band, directed the
45-band
an
annualconcert,
event. which is to become
Walter O'Keefe, comedy quizmaster of NBC's Double or Nothing,
played to a packed house during
the anniversary. The comedian directed the grand finale of the Phillips 66 Talent Parade broadcast.
Founder, president and general
manager of WDAY is Earl C.
Reineke. Other officers include Jack
Dunn, station manager; Tom
Barnes, sales manager; Ken Kennedy, program director, and Roy
C. Pedersen, sales promotion manager.
conviction that any whose stewardships over broadcast frequencies
reflect continuing mediocrity and
downright shabbiness are wantonly
wasting their greatest economic resources— the support and confidence of the public."

Seven Who Make Up Program Study Group
(Continued from page 28)
ice in the armed forces in World county attorney at McLeod County
War II. He returned to law prac- in Minnesota before elected to Contice in Austin, was a member of its
City Council from 1946 to 1948 and
served as mayor pro tern in 1947-48. REP. J. EDGAR CHENOWETH
(R-COL.)
gress.
REP. CHENOWETH has served
REP. JOSEPH P. O'HARA
eight yearsexcept
in thefor House,
termsof
(R-MINN.)
concurrent
two years
the
81st
Congress
when
he
had
been
TOP GOP member on the subcom- defeated for remittee,
Rep.
O'Hara
is
a
veteran
e
l
e
c
t
i
o
n
.
A
former
Congressman having served in the county judge for
House more than 10 years. Of late, the Third Judicial
he has been in the
District of Colonews for his sponsorship of a bill
weth rado,wasRep. Chenochairto give the
caster thebroadright
man
of
the
state's
to censor political
Republican
Central Committee
candidates'
talks
untilCongress.
nominatedHe Rep. Chenoweth
for
on the airwaves.
He has also
exbegan
law in Trinidad, Col.,
pressed interest
practice his
in 1926
in the McFarland
where he was born on Aug. 17,
bill (S 658). As
He was graduated from the
are the other six Rep. O'Hara U.1897.of Colorado,
workedandfora supply
a railmembers of the subcommittee, Rep.
road,
an oil company
O'Hara is of the legal profession.
while studying law in his
He was born in Tipton, Iowa, on house,
time. He was an assistant
Jan. 23, 1895, and received his legal spare
district attorney before becoming a
education
at
Inns
of
Court
in
Lonas a Baptist in
don and at Notre Dame U. where judge. He is listed Directory.
he was given his LL.B. degree. He the Congressional
* * *
served in World War I for 27
REP. HARMAR D. DENNY JR.
months.
Rep.andO'Hara
specializedAs ina lawyer,
trial work
was
(R-PA.)
BORN in Allegheny, Pa., on July
1886, ofthethegreat-grandson
of a
member
House, Rep. Denny,
NBC Plans Programs; 2,
after
obtaining
his
law
degree
from
CBS Names Directors
CONVENTIONS
THIRTY-SIX hours of special pre-convention programming are planned
by the NBC networks, William R. McAndrew, director of NBC convention HMMP^I^H ■ School,
and Law
servburgh
Pittsthe inU.bothof World
coverage, announced last week.
^^^^^^^ M ing
The public
serviceto programs,
inI and"freshII, is
tended as a climax
NBC reports
9J aWar
so-called
equipped
with for
radiochecks
and TVon monitors to allow
what
on primary
elections
and
as
a
preML *4t MI the
House.
He
lude to the actual conventions, will other networks are broadcasting at Bfc
man" member ofis
include profile reports of leading a given moment.
^™k'
pilot
in the First
CBS-TV network meanwhile ancandidates, explanations of convenfirst
tion mechanics, and reviews of the
servingA hisbomber
H term.
nounced that a total of five direc- ■pP^ggijj^
g^H
tors have been assigned, probably
party meetings in Philadelphia four
Denny
was
m
the
years ago. The network plans a for the first time ever, to a single Air Rep.
in the Second
Denny
World World
War'. War,
RfPtotal of 60 hours of radio and tele- television job: convention coverage, and Corps
is
a
commissioned
lieutenant
vision broadcasts during the con- to be sponsored on CBS-TV by colonel in the Air Force (retired).
ventions themselves, to be spon- Westinghouse Electric Corp.
is a member of Session, First
sored by the Philco Corp.
"It'll take teamwork unprece- He
Church of Pittsburgh.
NBC installation of $1.5 million
dented in the history of television, Presbyterian
Early in his career, he was an atworth of equipment in the Interna- smoother coordination than any torney-at-law
investment ofcountional Amphitheatre, site of both show ever put on the air," Sig
sellor. He wasand chairman
the
Mickelson,
director
of
news
and
Republican
and
Democratic
conAdvisory
Committee
of Denny
claves, is to be completed by July public affairs, said.
3, four days before Republican deleInstead of the usual four or five Properties.
gates begin
meetings, will
Mr. conMc- cameras assigned to a major TV
Andrew their
said. Democrats
program, the CBS-TV convention ternating director of Studio One,
vene July 21.
crew will work with a total of 17 —
be assigned to cover eight of
The network has obtained Pola- often operating simultaneously. will
cameras, those which will be
roid land cameras, which deliver Four of the five directors will su- the
operated
a pool by the various
developed pictures within one minpervise groups
cameras,
Select- networks asalternately.
News direcute, as a supplement to live and
ing the best
scenesof for
transmission
tors Ted Marvel and Vince Walters
film TV coverage and has hired a to the master control room where
complete photo laboratory to final selection of the one scene to had been designated as directors
process the thousands of feet of be transmitted to the audience will for six other cameras to be located
motion picture films expected to be be made by Don Hewitt, CBS-TV in special CBS-TV studios, three
shot daily. A teletype communica- news veteran. Mr. Hewitt's current each in the amphitheatre building
tions system will link all NBC sta- assignments include See it Now, and the CBS-TV headquarters in
Douglas Edwards and the News the Conrad Hilton Hotel. Byron
tions directly
with the where
network's
convention
headquarters,
the and Presidential Timber.
Paul will direct the remaining
Franklin Schaffner, currently al- three cameras.
director's office is also being
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Like

bees

take

to

honey

Baltimore merchants go for WITH the way bees go for honey. They love the quick,
profitable results they get from this low-cost station. At low, low rates, WITH delivers a huge, responsive
audience — more buying listeners-per-dollar than any other radio or TV station in town. And that means low
cost results! And that's why WITH carries the advertising of twice as many local folks as any other station in town!
So take a tip from these smart advertisers. Put WITH on your schedule. WITH can produce low-cost
results for you, too! Get the whole story from your Forjoe man today!

TOM TINSLEY, PRESIDENT
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

•

REPRESENTED BY FORJOE AND COMPANY
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ponsored

he

AP

Nation's

Newscasts

Greatest

per week

Regional

Network!

Associated Press . . . constantly on the job with
• a news report of 1,000,000 words every 24 hours.
• leased news wires of 350,000 miles
• in the U.S. alone.

loyal audiences throughout the vast
Pacific Coast market. The Don Lee
Network audience — both daytime
and evening — is vastly larger today
than it was a few years ago and we

•
•
•
•
m
m
m

credit today's vital interest in news
as contributing in no small measure
to this increase. On the Pacific Coast
we go all out for AP News' selling
influence."

m
m

F THE ASSOCIATED

PRESS.

exclusive state-by-state news circuits.
100 news bureaus in the U.S.
offices throughout the world.
staff of 7,200 augmented by member stations
and newspapers . . . more than 100,000 men
and women contributing daily.

For audience penetration with dynamic
sales impact . . . networks and sponsors alike
choose AP news. AP news returns the
advertising dollar-investment many times over
by building peak listenership on a solid basis
of accuracy, speed and thoroughness. Today's
vital
news plus sales
listeners'
confidence
in AP interest
form aninunbeatable
combination.
For full information on how you can increase
your sales with AP news ... WRITE

CONELRAD
TO EXTEND the effectiveness of
the Conelrad air raid alert plan
for radio, the U. S. is working
with representatives of Canada
and Cuba and also expects to come
to an agreement with Mexico in the
near future, FCC Comr. George E.
Sterling told New York area broadcasters Wednesday.
At the same meeting, one of a
series of regional sessions being
held to discuss the Conelrad plan
with broadcasters, Audio-Visual
Director Jesse Butcher of the Federal Civil Defense Administration
reported that meetings will be set
up within a few weeks with all
segments of the industry to discuss the handling of programming
during Conelrad operations in an
CBS Radio Talks
(Continued from page 23)
affiliates, including some of those
who
signed
week's telegram,
another
radiolastnetwork
rate cut
cannot be expected to solve anything and may succeed only in
leading eventually to yet another
cut, as would seem to have been
the case with the reductions of
last year.
"Where do you stop?" one prominent affiliate asked last week. "I
don't think anybody has the answer."
This broadcaster also said the
under-the-table business practice
was present on the station level.
He said he had refused to make
concessions or deals below card
rates, although competing stations
in his community had done so.
He admitted that by sticking to
his card he had "undoubtedly lost
some business" but that overall he
had kept far more than he lost.
He saw no reason why this same
practice
network could
basis. not be followed on a
Text of the telegram sent to all
CBS Radio affiliates by the nine
broadcasters follows:
The rentundersigned
that theoffers
curnetwork radiofeelsituation
cause for grave concern. As affiliates
of thelieveleading
radio network
we be-all
that a meeting
to acquaint
CBS tiaffiliates
with
the
current
on is desirable. Accordingly we situahave
scheduled
meeting
Ambassador Hotel,a July
first atandthesecond.
Please be prepared to devote at
least two days of your time to this
problem.
have during
invited theCBSsecond
officials to beWepresent
day of the meeting and have been
informed by Herbert Akerberg [vice
president in charge of station relaRadio] thatChairman
a representativetions,group,CBS including
of the
CBS, William S. Paley, Frank Stanton
and Adrian Murphy will attend.
In order to secure room reservations for you at the Ambassador or
elsewhere if desired, must have your
acceptance immediately. We urge your
attendance in your own best interests
and we request you wire acceptance
in care of George B. Storer, Storer
Broadcasting Co., 488 Madison Ave.,
New York City.
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a native of Maine, noted that
broadcasters of that state have not
yet enlisted in Conelrad and expressed hope that as many as
possiblecuss thewould
be on hand
disimportance
of theto plan
and its mechanics.
FCC personnel accompanying
him at the meetings included Ralph
Renton, who is serving as national
supervisor
for Conelrad's
development, and Prose
Walker, zone
suComr. Sterling reported that
pervisor.
FCC has a Conelrad coordination
engineer
eacha zone
air division
—a
total
of 11in— and
supervisor
in each of the three air defense
force areas.

Discussed With N. Y. Radiomen
PLAN
air emergency.
proval of the Secretary of Defense
"There is devolved on FCDA
Security Rethe responsibility of programming and thesourcesNational
a few days."by
It already Board
has"within
been approved
during Conelrad operations," Mr. the
Air Defense Command and the
Butcher declared. "Now that most
of the technical problems have been Dept. of the Air Force.
The New York meeting, attended
determined by the various government agencies involved, very short- by some 75 radio and civil defense
ly we shall consult with the broad- representatives, was preceded by a
casting industry, NARTB, net- similar one in Philadelphia and was
works, local stations, and others followed by a session in Boston
identified with the medium" in Friday. A meeting for Maine
order to get
and sug-on broadcasters is slated today (Mongestions"their
along withcounsel
our people
day) at Portland. Comr. Sterling,
just what this programming should
KOWL Files Reply
Comr. Sterling reported that the
more than 1,200 radio stations curTo ACLU
rently enlisted in the plan have
spent
approximately
$1.5
million
'BLACKLISTING'
KOWL
Santa
Monica,
Calif.,
told
FCC
last
week
it
stood
on solid ground
on it.
Both he and Mr. Butcher
be." the
cancelling the program contract of Rev. Clayton Russell in October 1950
lauded
cooperation of broad- inbecause
of his alleged associations with Communists. The station made
casters, Comr. Sterling asserting
its contention
a reply which
to the also
"blacklisting" complaint of the American
that without it "the plan would Civil
Libertiesin Union
have been a dismal failure." Mr. had cited
WPIX(TV) New York KOWL contracts, the reply noted.
Butcher re - emphasized that in
event of air attack upon the U. S., and NBC, ABC, DuMont and CBS
The reply explained that in a
"radio will be theinmajor
medium of [B*T, April 14].
story concerning the
communication
instantaneously
Arthur H. Croghan, KOWL pres- newspaper
termination
of the contract, a staident and manager, informed FCC:
and continually bringing informaemploye was quoted to the
tion and instruction to the people
We will not permit Communists or effect tion
that Rev. Russell's program
personstifiedwho
are sympathetically
iden- was stopped
of the nation."
with Communists
Communisbecause his name was
tic organizations
toand useweorthe
facilities
found
"in several lists of persons
of
Station
KOWL
shall
do
evPrevents 'Homing'
e
r
y
t
h
i
n
g
i
n
our
power
to
prevent
any
The Conelrad plan (technically, tion.
Communistic utterances over the sta- supposed mtounism" bubet "wefriendly
with Comhave watched
his
the control of electro-magnetic
We believe
thisdo not
to bebelieve
good that
Ameriradiations) is designed to provide
speeches
closely
and
he
has never
c
a
n
i
s
m
a
n
d
we
the
a means of emergency communica- government
Commission will
or anyruleother
agency
of
our
uttered
a
word
that
could
be
obotherwise.
tion while at the same time keepjected to and we do not think he
Iftoweus beto wrong
it will,
of course,
be
determine
whether
we want
ing enemy planes from "homing" toup subvert
our
ideals
or
discontinue
the
is
a
Communist."
toprovides
targetsthat,
on upon
stations'
signals.
It
KOWL
explained that because of
signal from the broadcasting business.
this quotation, it was sued for libel
air division commander, stations
ACLU's
petition
requested
the
by
Rev.
Russell
in May 1951 but the
will switch frequency to either 640 Commission to conduct a general case was dismissed
and never
or 1240 kc. They will operate in investigation into blacklisting in filed. The suit for $100,000
damages,reradio and television, as charged in KOWL said, was "predicted upon
local
"clusters,"
with
the
stations
within each cluster alternating a newly published book by ACLU the erroneous supposition that
operations systematically, so that board member Merle Miller titled
a common however,
carrier." Mr
only one is broadcasting at a given The Judges and the Judged. The KOWL
In hisis conclusion,
time.
requested
the Commistold
the
Commission
: of
sion to consider
adopting
rules to Croghan
Comr. Sterling described the last organization
If we had had any knowledge
nation-wide Conelrad test, con- ban the practice.
Rev.
Russell's
Communistic
associations
us for time on
ACLU specifically asked FCC not when he approached
April 26,navigation
as "successful,"
reprovidingductedgood
decep- to renew the licenses of the defend- KOWL fused twe
o sell would
to him. certainly
. Not untilhave
the late
tion and ground coverage but still
we
become
suspiants until they take an oth against summer cious.of Paul1950R. did
our Program
leaving room for improvement discrimination because of actual or Director, reportedSnider,
that heSunday
listenedpro-to
[B*T, April 28].
alleged associations or beliefs, past severalgramsofwhenRev.
he wasRussell's
in the nocontrol
Referring to negotiations with or present, and agree to insert a that Rev.
Russell
made
attemptroom;to
adjacent nations, he pointed out similar no-blacklist clause in con- preach
but endeavored
primarily
arouse
Negroes
to
action;
that,
shortlyby
tracts dealing with programs pre- after Paul Robeson had been cited
that "no plan of operation could be
a Congressional
Committee
for unde
successful [in time of attack] withpared by advertisers or agencies. American
activities,
Rev.
Russell
out the participation of our neighACLU contended the blacklisting voted hisof program
time to extolling
the
"An practice stemmed from listing of virtues
resented theRobeson,
colored stating
Deople that
and hethatrep if
exchangeboringofcountries,"
notes and
has added:
been made
hebe were
persecuted
all
Negroes
would
anti-communist
publiwith Canada and Cuba and our names incationstheRed Channels
persecuted.
and CounterWhenfor aPaulrallyRobeson
was held
Los Anap
staff is working in collaboration attack.
geles
Rev. inRussell
with their government representapeared
on the platform
is comin
Filed by the Washington law of- mon knowledge
that he and
was itactive
tives concerned. We expect to work
Robeson's
appearance
possible
fice of Eliot C. Lovett, KOWL's making
out an agreement with Mexico
Of
course,
Paul
Robeson
is
an
acknowlreply explained
Russell's
edged Communist.
made inthatMayRev. 1949,
conThenChannels."
I found Rev.Thereupon
Russell's I name
in
To those concerned about enemy contract,tained a provision
shortly."
which
reserved
"Red
use of non-broadcast sources of to KOWL the right to reject or can- three different sources,
one ofchecked
which
was
the
Sheriff's
office
of
Los
Angeles
electro - magnetic radiation for
County, that
whichclearly
had ashowed
large file
cel "any and
all contracts
with Russell
that onhe Rev
was
target-finding, Comr. Sterling gave Advertiser,
or refuse
to broadcast
withAnother Communistic
orassurances that "counter-measures any part of or all of any programs closely identified
ganizations.
source,
are being provided against all which do not, in the opinion of the Senator Jack B. Tenney, of thenamely
California
Legislature,
had
a
file
that
also
methods of electronic navigation." Broadcaster, maintain a quality and showed that Rev. Russell consistently
followed the Communist Party Line
He also said it was expected that
(See the
Senate215, Committee's
report for
the Conelrad plan — developed character creditable alike to the information
1948,
pp. 183,
252, and 375.)
was isdisclosed
inreport
the Similar
filespub-of
under FCC guidance at Air Force Broadcaster and Advertiser. . . ." "Alert,"
a weekly
request — will be given final ap- This provision is contained in all
lishedwhich
in Los Angeles
on Communism
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maybe
you

FRANK HEADLEY, President
DWIGHT REED, Vice President
FRANK PELLEGRIN, Vice President
CARLIN FRENCH, Vice President
PAUL WEEKS, Vice President

TELEVISION
INC

405 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N.Y.
Murray Hill 9-2606
35 E. Wacker Drive, Chicago 1, III.
RA ndolph 6-0113
And on the West Coast:
6253
GraniteHollywood
1480 Blvd., -Hollywood 28, Calif.
Harold Lindley, Vice President
110 Sutter Street, San Francisco, Calif.
Exbrook 2-3407
James Alspaugh, Manager
ROADCASTING

can't

HIRE

BUY

but

experience

There is an old copy-book proverb that you can't buy experience.
But with H-R Representatives, you can HIRE it.

RADIO
REPRESENTATIVES,

cau

you

• Telecasting

H-R Representatives was founded by mature men who collectively
have one of the most exceptional combinations of years of
sales and advertising experiences to be found in the radio and
television industry. And of utmost importance, these sales-seasoned
veterans are not desk-bound because they spend their normal
working hours pounding pavements, carrying the sales stories of
the stations they represent to advertising agencies and advertisers.
Because H-R has a policy on sending a MAN to do a MAN'S
work, whether it be owner or employee, the AM and TV stations
on the H-R list receive the finest — yes, the very finest
representation available.
Even though you can't BUY experience, you can HIRE it and
it pays dividends.
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Radio Tax Relief
(Continued from page 23)
tion. If he lost money in days of
pioneering in the new field, he was
more than likely the money-maker
starting in 1950. The differences
between 1950 and 1951 to the base
period
of ' 1947-1949
in earnings
were great
enough to make
a comparative difference in the amount
of money he would have had to pay
Uncle Sam.
Subsequently, a relief provision
was written into the Excess Profits
Law in the 82d Congress. It was
hailed as a victory for the industry
[B»T, Oct. 15, 1951]. By the same
token, the Miller bill could prove
a variable windfall for the licensee
who owns radio along with other
businesses.
The bill was introduced with
nary a murmur last Monday. Just
how much chance the bill would
have this session of Congress was
doubtful. Lawmakers are not willing to change the tax law this
year. In any event, Rep. Miller
could be expected to re-introduce
the measure early next year.
It adds a subsection (e) to Sec.
459 (which contains the TV relief
section) of the Internal Revenue
Code. It reads as follows:
"(e) RADIO BROADCASTING COMPANIES.—
"(1) In the case of a taxpayer, engagecasting
d in the throughout
businessa period
of radiobeginning
broadduring, but not prior to, the 36-month
period ending on the last day of its
base period, and ending with the close
of the taxable year, and not engaged
in the business of television broadcasting prior to January 1, 1951, the
taxpayer's
averageunderbasethisperiod
net income computed
subsection
shall be computed as follows:
"(A) itsIf base
the taxpayer
engaged
during
period in was
any business
or businesses other than radio broadcasting, by computing the average
base period net income under section
435 (d) for such other business or
businesses (determined without red to incomeattributable
deductions,to losses,
other garitems
the radioor
broadcasting business).
multiplying
its."(B)
total Byassets
(as definedsuchin part
sectionof
442 (f)), for the last day of its base
period as was attributable to the radio
broadcasting
businessdetermined
by the baseunder
period rate of return
section 447sification(c)whichforincludes
the industry
clasradio broadcasting. The amount so computed shall
be reduced by an amount equal to
such portion of the total interest paid
or incurred by the taxpayer for the
period of 12 months following the
close of its base period, as is attribness. utable to its radio broadcasting busi"(C) putedByunderadding
the amount
subparagraph
(B) tocomthe
amount, if any, computed under subparagraph (A).
"(2) RULES
FOR APPLICATION OF
SUBSECTION.—
"(A)
For
the
section
435 (a)
(1) (B),determined
anpurpose
averageofunder
base
period net income
this
subsection shall be considered an average base period net income determined under section 435 (d); but in
computing the base period capital addition under section 435 (f), the computations under such section shall be
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NEWLY-ELECTED officers of the Indiana Radio Newsmen at their meeting
May 23 coincident with Indiana Broadcasters Assn. sessions, at WIRE Indianapolis are (I to r) Phil Haines, WTRC Elkhart, 1st vice president; Ruth
Dunagin, WFIU Bloomington, treasurer and editor of the IRN Bulletin; Howard
Stevens, WBOW Terre Haute, president,
and Spencer Danes, WKBV Richmond,
secretary.
adjusted, under regulations prescribed
by
the Secretary,
so as to exclude
therefrom
items attributable
to the
radio broadcasting business.
"(B) Iftoanyin paragraph
part of the (1)total(B) assets
referred
were
acquired, directly or indirectly,
through the use of assets attributable
at any time during the base period to
a business of the taxpayer other than
radio broadcasting,
the amount
deter-be
mined under paragraph
2 (A) shall
properly adjusted by eliminating from
the excess profits net income (computed for the purpose of paragraph
2 (A)) for each month prior to such
acquisition, such portion thereof as
is attributable to the assets used, directly or indirectly, for such acquisition. For the purpose of this subparagraph, the excess profits net inany assets
month onshallthebebasis
attrib-of
utedcometoforsuch
the ratio, as of the beginning of the
day of the acquisition, of such assets
to total assets (as defined in section
442 (f)) determined without regard to
assets attributable to the radio broadcasting business.
"(C)tionsTheprescribe
Secretary
shalltheby applicaregularules for
tion of this subsection, including rules
for the
computation
taxpayer's
net
capital
addition ofor the
reduction.
"(3) APPLICATION OF PART II.—
"The Secretary
shall prescribe
regu-II
lations for the application
of part
for the purpose of this subsection in
the case of an acquiring corporation
or a component corporation in a transaction described in section 461 (a)
which occurred prior to the close of
the base period of the acquiring corporation and the respective component
corporations."
SEC. 2. TECHNICAL AMENDMENT.— Subsection (e) of section 459
is hereby designated as subsection (f).
SEC. 3. EFFECTIVE DATE.— The
amendments made by this Act shall be
applicable with respect to taxable
years ending after June 30, 1950.
WIVI Starts
WIVI Christiansted, St. Croix,
Virgin Islands, began operations
at 6:30 a.m. May 15. WIVI has appointed Pan American Broadcasting Co. as its exclusive international representative. Operating with
250 w on 1310 kc, station is under
supervision of General Manager
Edward M. Vickers, who also
serves as technical supervisor.

June 2: BAB Sales Clinic, Portland, Me.
June
3-5: Public
hearings oninvestigaHouse
Commerce
subcommittee
tionvision
of "immoral"
radio Room
and teleprograms,
10
a.m.,
1334.
New House Office Bldg., Washington.
June 4: BAB Sales Clinic, Boston.
June 5: BAB Sales Clinic, Providence.
June
5-6: Kentucky Broadcasters Assn.
semi-annual
Louisville. meeting, Seelbach Hotel,
June
NARTBhdqrs.,
TV Washington.
Code Review
Board,5-6:NARTB
June 6: BAB Sales Clinic, Hartford.
June
8-11:
Federation andof America
48th
AnnualAdv.Convention
Exhibit,
Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel, New York.
June
9-10: NARTB
TV Board,
Homestead,
Hot Springs,
Va. The
June
NARTB
Radio Board,
NARTB12-13:
hdqrs.,
Washington.
June 16: BAB Sales Clinic, Philadelphia.
June
16-17: American Marketing Assn.,
conference,
Cincinnati. Netherland Plaza Hotel,
June
16-17: National
RadioRaleigh
Farm
Directors,
spring Assn.
meeting,
Hotel,
Washington.
June
National management
Advertising
Pa.
Agency16-19:
Network,
conference,
SkytopannualLodge,
Skytop,
June 18: BAB Sales Clinic, Baltimore.
June
18-20: trade
FTC practice
hearing rules,
on proposed
radio-TV
Federal
rules,
Federal
Trade Commission
Bldg.,
6th
&
Pennsylvania
Ave.,
N. W., Washington.
June 19: BAB Sales Clinic, Washington.
June 19-20: North Carolina Assn. of
Broadcasters
convention, Nag's Head.
N. C.
June
20-21: Green
Communications Institute
Bowling
Green,
Ohio. State U., Bowling
June
Advertising
Assn. Olympic
of the
West,22-26:
annual
convention,
Hotel,
Seattle.
June 29- July vertisers
2: National
AdannualIndustrial
conference,
Palmer House, Assn.,Chicago.
June 30: BAB Sales Clinic, Syracuse.
July 1: BAB Sales Clinic, Buffalo.
July 1:tionFCCprocessing.
to commence TV applicaJuly 3: BAB Sales Clinic, Pittsburgh.
July
7: Republican
National
ConvenChicago.
tion, International
Amphitheatre,
July 14: BAB Sales Clinic, Detroit.
July 16: BAB Sales Clinic, Cleveland.
July
18: BAB
July 21:
BAB Sales
Sales Clinic,
Clinic, Indianapolis.
Chicago.
July 21: Democratic
National
Convention,
International
Amphitheatre.
Chicago.

WSB LIMITS
OpinedStabilization
by NARTB's
WAGE
BoardDoherty
should,
devote its functions only to employe relations "which
the inflationary
picture,bearanduponits
regulations and decisions should
requiretion's
prior
of the naEconomicapproval
Stabilizer.
These opinions were offered to
the House Education and Labor
Committee in Washington last
Wednesday by Richard P. Doherty,
industry member of the WSB and
NARTBtions director.
Employe-Employer
The committee Relaheld
hearings on a resolution (H Res
532) authorizing a probe of WSB
policies as an outgrowth of the
steel wage dispute.
"A borfurther
costs has pressure
the graveof rising
potentialladanger of generating a very real
recession inwarned,
business inactivity,"
Mr.
Doherty
reviewing
board practices. He charged that
WSB had been evaluated without
regard to the "real and far-reaching impact . . . upon collective barthe nation,"
of which,gaining
he procedures
said, theof board
is the
"architect."
Mr. Doherty personally felt that
wage stabilization should be consigned to "the
deep freezer"
or,
failing that,
be subject
to scrutiny
of a congressional
"watchdog"
commit e . In any event, it should be
deprived of "autonomous rights to
act in the area of national stabilization designed for the good of
allAsthe anpeople.
..." Mr. Doherty
example,
noted tions
thatare universally
WSB rules accepted
and regula-by
unions and workers as "indicating
minimum
available
floors."
security does
not fall
withinUnion
the
board's bailiwick, he added.
Wages ofareradio-TV
other
industries
subject and
to board
jurisdiction under current economic
controls legislation.
July 23: BAB Sales Clinic, Milwaukee.
July 25: BAB Sales Clinic, Minneapolis.
July 28: BAB Sales Clinic, Denver.
JulyCity.30: BAB Sales Clinic, Salt Lake
Aug. 15: BAB Sales Clinic, Dallas.
Aug. 18 : BAB Sales Clinic, San Antonio.
Aug. 20: BAB Sales Clinic, Houston.
Aug. 22: BAB Sales Clinic, New Orleans.
Aug.
24-25: Arkansas
Broadcasters
Assn.
and sales clinic,
Marion
Hotel, meeting
Little Rock.
Aug. 25: BAB Sales Clinic, Miami.
Sept. 8: BAB Sales Clinic, Cincinnati.
Sept. 10: BAB Sales Clinic, Louisville.
Septi 12: BAB Sales Clinic, Nashville.
Sept. 15: BAB Sales Clinic, Little Rock.
Sept.
ham. 17: BAB Sales Clinic, BirmingSept. 19: BAB Sales Clinic, Atlanta.
Sept.
20: IREHotel,
conference,
Roosevelt
Cedar Iowa
Rapids.section,
Sept.
28-Oct.
1:
Assn.
of
National
Adv
e
r
t
i
s
e
r
s
f
a
l
meeting,
Hotel Plaza,
New York.

Sept.
29-Oct. 1:eighth
National Electronics
Conference,
ence, Sherman Hotel, annual
Chicago.conferBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

NOW...

Filament-to-Grid

Shorts

Federal's
F-892
FIRST with the new, proved design
Double

Helical

Filament

• Does away with BOWING!
• Greatly increases tube LIFE!
Another important Federal "First" is the new
Double Helical Filament— for Federal's re-designed F-892!
The design has been completely checked and
subjected to numerous filament cycling tests
equivalent
to two years' operation in normal
broadcast equipment.

F-892
FOR 5 and 10 KW
BROADCAST
TRANSMITTERS
and
ELECTRONIC
HEATING
EQUIPMENT

Cut-away View
Double
Helical
of Federal's
Filament

One tube filament was cycled 1 500 times— 1000
times with the starting current twice rated, and
500 times with the starting current four times
rated— without movement or distortion!
Wound through 360° for mechanical stability
and carrying opposing electrical fields which
provide
electrical definitely
stability, the
F-892's
Double improved
Helical Filament
eliminates
bowing— one of the primary causes of filamentto-grid
proof, all F-892 's now in the
field areshorts.
still inForservice!
For full information on Federal's sturdier,
longer-life, more dependable F-892, write
to Vacuum Tube Division, Dept. K-568.

"Federal always has made

better tubes"

Federal Telephone and Radio Corporation
100 K INGSL AN D ROAD, CLIFTON, NEW JERSEY
In Canada
rigrd Electric
Company,Corp.,Ltd.,67 Montreal,
Broad St., P.N.Y.Q.
Export Dh
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Gn the dotted line
BARTON A. STEBBINS (seated) of Los Angeles agency bearing his name,
renews Signal Oil Co. sponsorship of The Whistler on 21 CBS Paeific and
Mountain
stations.
(I toW.r):Buckalew,
H. K. Carpenter,
acct. forexecWilliam Shaw.
CPN Standing
mgr.; Edwin
CPN asst.network
gen. mgr.
sis.
SMILING after sponsorship renewal MORRY AXELROD, mdse. dir.. Thrifty
are (I to r) Ralph M. Barker, star Drug Stores, signs for $75,000 spot
of WCOPmedia
Boston's
Old Salt;
on KLAC
Hollywood.
Shea,
dir.,TheJames
ThomasEd campaign
ing (I to r):
Don Breyer,
exec. Standy. p.,
Chirurg Co., Rudy Bruce, adv. mgr.. Factor-Breyer, L. A., and Larry BusNew England Coke Co.
kett, KLAC sis. mgr.

W. A. AVERY (seated) of W. T.
Grant
Co., signsTownfor Crier
KXYZ ofHouston's
Bill
Roberts'
the prog,
Air.
Standing
(I to r): Bill Roberts,
star; Ted Hills, KXYZ mgr., Fred
Presley, Grant adv. mgr.

LLOYD FRIEND, exec, dir., Mid-South
Milk Producers Assn., arranges for
Dugout Dope and baseball scorecast
over WHBQ Memphis. Frank Willis,
WHBQ acct. exec, witnesses signing.

COMPLETING Cleveland transfer of Ohio Story to WGAR are (seated, I to r)
Nelson Olmstead, prog, narrator, and L. L. Evert, asst. to v. p., Ohio Bell
Telephone Co., sponsor; standing (I to r): Mannie Eisner, WGAR sis. rep.; Bob
Dailey, McCann-Erickson acct. exec, and John B. Garfield, WGAR sis. mgr.

McCarran Moves to
Test Truman Claim
A'SEIZURE
CONGRESSIONAL POWER'
move to test President Truman's contention that
he has "inherent power" to seize private property — both disclaimed anc
reiterated since mid-April by the Chief Executive — was gathering stean:
on Capitol Hill last week.
—
the Su- in*
whileannounced
It wasCourtplainhad that,
preme
disputes only if Congres:
its decision
in the not
case, gavelabor
steelyetseizure
power
by
law.
some members of both the Senate
Sen. McCarran felt his resolution
and House were disturbed over the
not
bind thein President's
far-reaching implications of Mr. would
ercise
of powers
a given emerex
Truman's statements.
gency
but
would
prohibit
from
The basic underlying issue since seizing industry per se — him
"at any
the seizure threat was first raised time"
— without statutory authority.
by Mr. Truman at his April 17
The hapsquestion
of seizure
is pernews conference is whether the
less academic
for newspaper
President may, under certain cir- publishers
as
quasi-public
institucumstances, seize radio-TV, press
than for radio-TV station
and other private property under owners tionslicensed
within the structhe Constitution.
ture of the Communications Act.
To crystalize the controversy, But again, fear has been raised that
Sen. Pat McCarran (D-Nev.), chair- the President could seize stations
man of the powerful Senate Judi- short of a war-type emergency—
ciarytroduceCommittee,
in- viz., in a labor dispute or under
d aresolutionlast(S Monday
J Res 158)
other conditions.
which would specifically prohibit
The question
respect to was
rasuch seizure by Constitutional
dio-presswith
seizure initially
amendment.
raised last April by Col. J. Hale
Extent of Proposal
Steinman, co-publisher of the Steinnewspapers (which own radioThe McCarran proposal, which man
TV properties).
Mr. circumstances
Truman said
was referred to his own committee, that
under certain
would amend the Constitution to the President
must act in the best
provide
that "the
executive
powerbe interest of the country. On April
of the United
States
shall not
construed to extend at any time to 24, he denounced as so much hooey
idea as to whether he could
any taking of private property any
other than in a manner prescribed seize stations and newspapers. But
again, at his May 22 news conferCommittee authorities acknowl- dustry.ence, he said he felt he had inherent power of seizure over inedged that this would embrace all
by
law." property" including radio,
"private
television and press industries of
Provisions for Seizure Cited
communications not falling within
Radio and TV stations under Sec.
the realm of public utilities.
606 (c) of the Act are subject to
Sen. McCarran, in stating his seizure
upontherePresidential
proposal, explained:
tion "that
exists war proclamaor threat
of war, or a state of public peril or
The
purpose
...
is
to
eliminate
not
only
all
doubt,
if
doubt
there
be,
but
disaster
or
other
national
emeralso all argument
over the
question
of
gency, or in order to preserve the
whether
President
hasseize
any anright,
inherent dustrthe
ory, or anyotherwise,
to
inof the UnitedActStates."
property,
when he has notother
been private
authorized
to do neutrality
The Communications
was reso by a law passed by the Congress.
vised last October and implemented
Sen. McCarran said no question with an Executive Order in December. Seizure is spelled in the procould arise as to inherent powers if
his amendment were adopted by twoo authorizeby "use
or control"
thirds of the Senate and House and of anyvision tstation
a government
ratified by the legislatures of three- agency.
fourths of the states. He said he
What is not generally known is
is hopeful for committee action in
of inherent pow"the near future" and that he would that ersawasdisclaimer
attached to the Emergency
strive for Senate consideration "at War Powers
Act
as
first extended
the earliest possible date."
last April to June, 1 and again last
The Nevada Democrat explained week
to June 15. Sense of the origthere is need beyond the present
inal rider is that nothing in the act
steel case for a "desirable safe- shall be construed as providing auguard at any time, for it can never
thorization for seizure of private
be foretold whether some future
President might not be or become property
— strictly
aside from the
Constitutional
question.
despotically inclined, power mad,
careless of individual liberties,
Both the Senate and House Judicontemptuous of the Constitution,
ciary Committees rejected more
excessively military minded or definitive
initial proposals along
otherwise inclined to the usurpa- that line and
sent the legislation
(S J Res 156) to the White House
tion of power."
In the immediate instance, it to meet the June 1 expiration deadline. Intent to consider this prowould
"clearlyrulesnecessary"
Supremebe Court
in favor ofif the
the
viso in a Constitutional light is
steel industry seizure, he added. promised
before the Act is extended
Government could seize industries again beyond
June 15.

"300
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Photo by Loulen Studio for The Haloid Company.
Taken at Fairport Hatcheries, N. Y.
Here Are the HEW

Hi-Fidelity

Slender "300" Series
Bi-Directional Gradient1 Microphones1
Here are the finest of all the "slender"
The Model "300" is a miniature highmicrophones yet produced. They combine
fidelity Gradient1 Microphone with excepthe best features of conventional velocity
tionally smooth peak-free response — 40 to
microphones with an advanced acoustic
15,000 c.p.s. — specially designed to meet
design. Here, indeed, are high-fidelity the exacting requirements of TV and radio
microphones which deserye superlative broadcasting. Its Bi-Directional Polar pattern iseffective over a broad frequency range.
descriptions because of their outstanding
performance and remarkable ruggedness.
Model "315" General Purpose is similar
in size, design and technical features to the
The "300"
Series are
multi-impedance
velocity
microphones
of such
a high order Model "300," and is finished in a rich, soft
that they belong in a class by themselves!
chrome. It is ideal for those numerous pubThey provide a Bi-Directional pickup patlic address applications where its streamlined design and striking beauty lend
tern—dom
permitting
performer
free(performers greater
can stand
at a 73%
dignity and prestige to any setting in
greater distance from the microphone!).
which it is used. Its Bi-Directional pickup
The "300" and "315" will pick up voice and pattern is extensive over a broad frequency
music from front and back — yet discrimi- range (50 to 12,000 c.p.s.). It permits the
nate against unwanted noises from the sound system to be operated at a level
sides. They reduce reverberation and pick- almost 6 db higher than is possible with nonup of distracting random noises by 66%!
directional (omni-directional) microphones!
IMPEDANCE TABLE
OUTPUT LEVEL
CABLE
MODEL
CODE LIST PRICE
L— 35-50 ohms 58.7 db below 1 Milliwatt
per 10 microbar signal
20 ft. RUDOW
"300"
M— 150-250 ohms 59.5 db below 1 Milliwatt
$125.00
per 10 microbar signal
20 ft.
RUDOX
H— High
57.0microbar
db below 1 volt per
"315"
$ 75.00
Shure Patents Pending
SHURE BROTHERS, Inc.
225 West Huron Street, Chicago 10, Illinois
BROADCASTING
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Manufacturers of Microphones and
Cable Address: SHUREMICRO
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And

now

the

H PL

is

June 2: CBS Radio's big 50,000-watt affiliate in Charlotte, WBT, becomes
the twelfth station to broadcast locally the most sales-effective participating
program in all broadcasting— The Housewives' Protective League.
Starting today, WBT (which has a greater audience in Charlotte than all other .
stations combined and virtually no competition from other Charlotte stations throughout
the rest of its 62-county-unit area) carries the daily HPL programs throughout a
sales territory where 562,860 well-to-do radio families live and listen . . . and where last
year retail sales added up to a walloping $1,712,165,000!
Now, with the addition of WBT, you can buy The Housewives' Protective League
on twelve big stations (each of which has the largest average audience in its area),
or on any one or any combination of these stations. All together, they cover 16,351,650
radio homes (38.8% of the nation's total), and $60,480,583,000 worth of retail
sales (40% of the nation's total).
Ironclad proof of the HPL's ability to sell your product lies in the partial list of
advertisers (right) who have used the HPL in recent months. Their success is the
reason the HPL is known far and wide as "the program that sponsors the product—
the most sales-effective participating program in all broadcasting."
For information about the HPL, call the stations, their national representatives or...
THE HOUSEWIVES' PROTECTIVE LEAGUE
485 Madison Ave., N.Y. (Plaza 5-2000) -Columbia Square, Los Angeles (Hollywood 9-1212)

Sources: Sales Management, May 1952; BMB, 50-100% daytime audience area; Pulse of Charlotte

■4,

tthe

Carolinas

...onWBT!

The HPL Markets:

50,000-watt war

50,Q0Q-woti WRVA

50,000-woff WBBM*

50,000-waff KNX

50,00CWaff WCCO

waH WCSS
CBS Radio Spot Sales except KIRO, whic

50,O<M

AMONG THE ADVERTISERS WHO HAVE
USED THE HPL IN RECENT MONTHS:
La Choy
Admiracion Shampoo
Krey Packing Co.
Allstate Insurance Co.
LaLavaFrance
Allied Molasses Co., Inc.
Ladies'SoapHome Journal
AllAmerican
Sweet Chicle
MargarineCo.
American Safety Razor Corp. Lite
Libby,Brand
McNeillPaints& Libby
American Security & Trust Co. Lion Soap
Asbeston
Ironing BoardCorp.Covers Look Magazine
Avco Manufacturing
Lyon Van & Storage Co.
B in B Mushrooms
Marcel Paper Mills, Inc.
BBamby
& M Baked
Beans
Frank Mann Potato Chips
Birds
EyeBread
McCrory's Stores, Inc.
Metropolitan Federal Savings
Blue
Coal
Metropolitan Poultry Co.
Bon Ami
Milani Foods Salad Dressings
Bondgards Creamery
Milnot
The Borden Company
National
Biscuit Co.
Bosco
Nestea
Boston Globe
Nucoa
Brick's Social Club Mince Meat O-Cel-0 Sponges
Brisk
Briggs & Co. Frankfurters
Olson Rug Co.
Capitol
Frito
Co.
Corn
Chips
Ottenberg's
Pal OrangeadeBakers
Centennial Flour
Cheer
College Inn Food Products Co. Pepsi-Cola
Pequot
Mills Inc.
Peter Paul,
Country Squire Turkeys
Dennison's
Chili
and
Catsup
Pevely
Dairy
Products
Diet Delight
Philadelphia
Dairy Products
Pioneer
Laundry
Dining Car Coffee
Dodge Division, Chrysler Corp. Plymouth Rock Gelatine
Doehla Greeting Cards, Inc. Rayex
Doeskin Tissues
Realemon
Red
Devil Soot Remover
Downyflake Waffles
Reddi-Wip
Drano
Dromedary Mixes
Rockingham Poultry Co.
Early California Olives
Sandwick's
Economy
Cup Coffee
Sanitary RugCandies
Co.
Embassy Dairy
Scribbans-Kemp Biscuits
Empire
Crafts
Silver
Plan
Sears
Roebuck
& Co.
Fels & Company
First Federal Savings & Loan Seaside
Seven-Up Lima Beans
F. H. Snow Canning Co., Inc.
Fleischmann's
Florida
Citrus Yeast
So Good Potato Chip Co.
Ford Motor Co.
Sofskin Creme
Spandy
Franilla Ice Cream
G. Washington Coffee
Stokely-Van Camp, Inc.
Galbraith's Lumber
Sunkist Lemons
Gaymont Lab. Yogurt
Sure-JelDown Flour
General
Electric
Co.,
Lamps
Swans
Gibbs & Company
Sweetheart
Soap
Swift & Company
Gill's Hotel Special Coffee
I. J. Grass Noodle Co., Inc.
Tide
Teddy's Sea Food
H-0 OatsShoe Polish
Griffin
Tip-Top Bread
Habitant Soup Co.
Handi Food Products Co.
Tip
Top Orange
Toucans
Juices Juice
Hellmann's Mayonnaise
Trend Detergent
Henacres Poultry Farm
U.S.
SchoolTrading
of Music
Universal
Hillman Minx
Hills Bros. Coffee
Children's
Records
Hires Root Beer
Vess
Beverages
Holiday Brands Soluble Coffee Washington Flour
Washington State Apple
Holiday Magazine
Advertising Commission
Home-Style
Hood Rubber Frozen
CompanyWaffles
Washington State
Hood's Milk Co.
Fruit Commission
Hot Shoppes
Western Beet
Hoyt Brothers Pie Mixes
Sugar Producers
Washers
International Harvester Co. Whirlpool
lodent Tooth Paste
White Star Tuna
Interwoven Stocking Co.
Whiting's Milk
Jelke's Good Luck Margarine Wilbert's Wax
Wilkins Coffee
Jerman Brothers, Inc.
Wilson's Evaporated Milk
Herb Jones Scouring Cloth
Joy
Hosiery
Mills
Windex
Woodward & Lothrop
Juice
Industries
Ken-L-Products Dog Food
Youngstown
Yuban Coffee Kitchens
Kenu Letter
Zenith Hearing Aids
Kiplinger

DEFENSE ORDERS
Rep. Brown Hits Policy
CURRENT military procurement
policy of channeling defense contracts to key - industries on the
basis of local employment needs
rather than lowest bids drew Congressional censure May 22.
Rep. Paul Brown (D-Ga.) served
notice that members of the southern bloc in Congress would wreck
economic controls legislation if
necessary to forestall the practice
in the apparel industry. Other industries were not mentioned, but
the practice has been followed in
electronics and elsewhere by military
since former
Defenseauthorities
Mobilizer Charles
E. Wilson
first announced it last year.
Congressman Brown and others
protested dustries
on would
grounds
suffer southern
because in-of
the procurement policy.
Advertisement

CDCBoard
APPROVALS
of Governors Issues;
FOURTEEN Canadian stations '
were fers
recommended
stock transand two to befor licensed
for
emergency
transmitters.
Actionsof
were taken at the May meeting
the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
board of governors held at Quebec
City, Maymitters16.were recommended
Emergency transfor
CHLP Montreal, 250 w, and CJON
St.
John's,of Newfoundland,
Transfer
the license of 100
CHUBw.
Nanaimo, was necessitated with
control changing from George
WCCO Minneapolis-St. Paul aired its 100th remote broadcast from Lewis- Randall to Standard Broadcasting
in which the Vancouver
ville, Minn., 115 miles from its studios. Show, Our Own Bob, originated in Co. Ltd.,
has some interest.
Our Own Hardware store. Happy to have overcome engineering headaches SunCJNT
Quebec, changed hands
of the long remote are (I to r) Steve P. Duffy, president-general manager. from Goodwill Broadcasters of
Our Own Hardware Co.; Phil Lewis, WCCO assistant sales manager; Bob Quebec Inc., to H. Bouffard, J. M.
and Jean-Paul St.
DeHaven, star of show, and Art Lund, radio-TV vice president, Campbell- Dessureault
Laurent, all of Quebec, holding
Mithun Adv.
equal shares. CKXL Calgary,
changed hands, with Fred Shaw,
formerly of CFAC Calgary, and
FTC RULES TALK
C. E. Chesher, Calgary, obtaining
Appliance Groups to Meet majority control.
Other stations whose applications for
REPRESENTATIVES of major
Printers' Ink Puts
were recommended
radio-TV appliance trade groups share transfers
cluded CKOM Saskatoon,
CHNC NewInCarlisle,
CKLN
Nelson,CFAR
CKOKFlinPentlcare expected to attend a three-day ton,
CJOB
Winnipeg,
Flon,
conference June 18-20 tentatively CJBR Rimouski, CKNB Campbellton,
CKRSCJLSJonquiere,
CKBW Bridgewater,
"Spotlight"
on Spots
set by the Federal Trade Commis- and
Yarmouth.
sion for discussion of trade pracOur June 27th issue will carry a major
12]. tice rules proposed by the special
All-Industry Committee [B*T, May Inaugural Plans Begin
editorial report, telling why "Spots" are
Among organizations expected to FIRST marks of organization for
so productive -- and how to use them.
committee on Capitol
send
representatives
the Na- arrangements
Now, because Spot Radio is
tional Electronics are
Distributors
Hill for inauguration of the U. S.
ers of advertiscommanding increased attenAssn., National Television Dealers President-elect next January are
ing— Sales manAssn., National Assn. of Cathode under way. House Speaker Sam
tion by advertisers and agenagers, regional
cies, AND is being used by
Ray Tube Mfrs., and National Rayburn (D-Tex.) has appointed
thousands of local advertisers, managers,vertisingadAppliance & Radio Dealers Assn. himself, Majority Leader John
manaOfficials of Radio-Television Mfrs. McCormack (D-Mass.) and Joseph
our editors traveled far and
gers, and top
Assn. and individual firms also will Martin (R-Mass.), the minority
wide interviewing advertisers man a g e m e n t
attend.
leader, as the House members to
throughout the country to ob- who give the fiThe commission has set aside serve jointly with three Senators
tain the material used.
nal O.K. to agenthree
days,
rather
than
one,
with
appointed
Presicy executives who buy literally the hope industry segments can already
dent Alben
Barkley.byTheViceSenators
Actual case histories that
thousands
of
Spot
Radio
Proare
Carl
Hayden
(D-Ariz.),
probagree
on
radio-TV
trade
practice
show how Spot Radio is now
able chairman, Majority Leader
rules drafted by the committee.
helping to sell coffee, tractor try. grams in all parts of the counErnest W. McFarland (D-Ariz.)
Paul
Butz,
FTC
Trade
Practice
brakes, shirts, beer, varnish,
and Styles Bridges (R-N. H.), the
Bureau chairman, will preside.
Closing date for this issue is
FTC then will prepare a final minority leader. Work on stands
sewing lessons, fly killers, beans
seatingway arrangeand a host of other products June 17, so please wire, write or draft and set a hearing at which and temporary
ments should be under
by fall.
group
may appealheldtheout final
and services, are included in phone us your reservation any
rules.
FTC
authorities
the
today.
this up to the minute report.
rules may be adopted by
Rates Width Depth possibility
this fall or early 1953. The rules WSNY BACK PAT
Some of the "Spot" features Two-page spread $1,040 15" 10"
would
extend
radio practices to
Given for Safety Work
of this article give you the facts
television,
with certain modificapage 520 7 10
tions.
on — The Growth of National Full
CONGRATULATIONS have gone
Two-thirds page 365 4% 10
Spot Radio Volume, Why Na- One-half page 275 4% iya
to WSNY Schenectady, N. Y., from
tional Advertisers are using Spot One-third page 185 2y4 10
the
city's mayor,
manager
President
Bob city
Hanna
of and
the
Brightman
Named
Radio, Different Types of Na- One-sixth page
95 21,! 4%
C. BRIGHTMAN, for- Schenectady Chamber of Comtional Spot Radio, How Spot (Standard Colors: $125 per color extra) SAMUEL
mer
newspaper
correspondent
and
merce, upon interest
the station's
Radio Fits Into the Complete •. Contract advertisers receive radio newsman, has been named of a public
award receipt
from
Advertising Program, and Sales the benefit of frequency dis- publicity director for the Demo- the National Safety Council for
cratic
National
Committee.
Apand Advertising Programs That
"exceptional
service
to
safety"
counts, of course.
pointment of Mr. Brightman, who [B»T, April 28].
Spot Solves Best.
been serving as acting publicity
According to Winslow Leighton,
dates again: Closing has
This is an issue that should dateThe
director
since
the resignation of WSNY president and general man—
June
17;
publication
date
Charles
Van
Devander
last
month,
ager, its Van de Car & the News
carry the story of your market —June 27.
was announced last Tuesday by program
was largely
responsible
and your station, because of our
National
Chairman
Frank
E.
Mcfor
the
award.
The station
ran an
ROBERT E. KENYON, JR. Kinney. Mr. Brightman formerly appreciation
total audience of 23,309 readers,
ad
in
the
local city
Advertising,
Director
was
Washington
correspondent
for
more than two-thirds are buyMay 5, noting also its
the Louisville Courier - Journal newspaper
in Billboard
(WHAS-AM-TV) and also was on awards
competition.
Mr. Hanna magazine's
is broadthe news staff of KSD St. Louis,
205 East 42nd Street, Nei York 17, N. Y.
casting
manager
forWRGB
GE's (TV)
WGY
Boston
•
London
the
St.
Louis
Star-Times
and
the
WGFM
(FM)
and
Chicago • Pasadena • Atlanta ■
Schenectady.
Cincinnati Post.
Printers' Ink
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FOR
ALL
FREQUENCIES
Mycalex, the ideal insulation, offers low loss and high dielectric
strength. It is impervious to oil or water, free from carbonization,
withstands high temperature and humidity. Mycalex remains dimensionally stable permanently and possesses excellent mechanical
characteristics. In its present high state of development, Mycalex
combines every important insulating advantage — -including economy. Mycalex is available in sheets and rods, can be injection or
compression molded to close tolerance, is readily machineable, can
be tapped, drilled, threaded and ground.
INJECTION
MOLDED GRADES
MYCALEX 410
MYCALEX 410X
OX can
Power Factor, 1 megacycle
-.0.0015
.0.012 Mycalex
Mycalex 410 is ap- Power Factor, 1 megacycle
be injection41 molded,
proved fully as Dielectric Constant, 1 megacycle9.2
Dielectric Constant, 1 megacycle. _.6.9 with
or
without
Grade L-4B under Loss Factor, 1 megacycle
Loss
factor,
1
megacycle..
0.014
metal inserts, to
National Military Dielectric Strength, volts/mil ___400
Dielectric Strength, volts/mil__ 400 extremely close
Establishment Spec- Volume Resistivity, ohm-cm
tolerances.
ification JAN -I -10
Volume Resistivity, ohm -cm 5x10' 4
350
Max.
Safe
Operating
Temp.,
°C
350
Max. SafeAbsorption,
Operating% Temp.,
"L
"Insulating Materi- Water
Water Absorption, % in 24 hours nil
in 24 hours nil
als, Ceramics, Ra- Tensile Strength, psi
lxl
6000O15 Tensile Strength, psi
6000
dio, Class L."
MACHINEABLE
GRADES
MYCALEX 400
MYCALEX K-IO
Dielectric Constant, 1 megacycle. _10.6
Mycalex 400 is ap- Power Factor, 1 megacvde___ 0.0018
con300 Mycalexforms fullyK-lto 0Grade
proved fully as Dielectric Constant, 1 megacycle—.: 7.4 I Q Factor, 1 megacycle
Grade L-4A under
Factor, 1 megacycle.
.0.034 HIC5H4 under NaFactor, 1 megacycle, 0.013 I Loss
National Military Loss
Dielectric
Strength,
volts/mil
tional Military
Establishment Spec- Dielectric Strength, volts/mil 500
tablishment SEspecifi(0.10 in. thickness).
.270
Resistivity,
ohm-cm 2xl015
ification JAN -I -10 Volume
Fractional Decrease of Capacitance
cation JAN- 1-1 2.
Arc Resistance,
seconds
300
"Insulating Materiwith Temperature Change_ 0.0056
als, Ceramics, Ra- Max.
Operating% Temp.,
°C ._370nil
Fractional Increase of Capacitance
Water Safe
Absorption,
in 24 hours
dio, Class I."
with Temperature Change 0.0076
Tensile Strength, psi
6000
LOW-LOSS
WRITE TODAY ON
YOUR LETTERHEAD
FOR ILLUSTRATED
LITERATURE, OR
SEND BLUEPRINTS
FOR
ESTIMATES NO OBLIGATION

BROADCASTING

MINIATURE
TUBE SOCKETS
ECONOMICAL
—
Comparative
In
cost
but far superior electrically. Dimensionalto ordinary
accuracy phenolic
unexcelled.sockets,
AVAILABLE IN TWO GRADES — Mycalex 410 fully approved as
Grade mics,L-4BRadio, under
N.M.E.S.
JAN-I-10
"Insulating
Materials,
CeraClassexceeding
L."
Mycalex
offers
lower cost
with insulating properties
those Sockets
of410Xgeneral
purpose
phenolics.
Both
Mycalex
410
and
410X
Tube
are
supplied
in
7
pin,
9
and subminiature. All are precision molded for highest accuracy.pin

Mycalex Corporation of America
Owners of 'MYCA1EX' Patents and Trade-Marks
Eiecntire Offices: 30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA, NEW YORK 20 - Plant & General Offices: CLIFTON, N.J.
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MYCALEX K
embraces
on entire
series
of capacitor
dielectrics,
each wilh aspecific
cteristics. These canchar-be
supplied on special order
inandsheets
fromU"xl8"
%" available
to in1"areain
thickness,
also
in rods. MYCALEX
K can
tolerance or molded.
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BBB REPORT
Notes Set Inquiries
ADVERTISING, merchandising
and servicing of television sets continued to be the largest problem
for the Better Business Bureaus
during 1951, an annual report has
indicated.
Of 80,548 communications to the
bureaus about television, 53% were
complaints, with the greatest number occurring early in the year,
President Victor H. Nyborg reported. Nearly half the inquiries
and complaints received by the collective bureaus during the year
pertained to merchandising, he
said, and 12% of these referred to
TV sets, a percentage matched only
by construction inquiries. Radio
and music were the subject of 2%
of the merchandise communications.
In terms of services rendered by
the bureaus, television rose from
seventh place in 1950 to third place
in 1951 with some 80,548 consumers
contacting the bureaus with questions. In this category, television
was
superseded
— by numbers
calls but
not necessarily
number ofof
complaints
—
by
home
construction
and solicitations.
Most common TV complaint was
that long delays were suffered by
consumers in waiting for their sets
to be serviced, which servicemen
attributed to unavailability of replacement parts and tubes. The
Better Business Bureaus appointed
a service committee which, meeting
with a counterpart from the RadioTelevision Mfrs. Assn., evolved
procedures for handling consumer
complaints on a national level.
Both groups also agreed to sponsor an educational booklet, explaining factors in purchasing and servicing a TV set, which will be distributed by RTMA and the Better
Business Bureaus upon publication
this year.
Progress was also reported for
the
bureaus' "Truth
Advertising"
campaigns,
under inwhich
almost
8,000 advertisements of the millions scanned required corrective
Advertiser Tie-in
A WASHINGTON, D. C, appliance dealer is using a radio
station to promote the sale
of
TV
sets — and
programs
on a television
station
in the
same city. The arrangement involved a tieup among
Phillips radio-television store,
WTOP-TV and WWDC Washington, as well as the agency,
Cohen & Miller. Phillips,
which sponsors half of Washington Senator baseball
broadcasts on WWDC, uses
commercials mentioning
WTOP-TV shows to push its
TV sets. TV stars and day
and time of program are cited
twice per game. Unusual tiein is natural for Arch McDonald, WWDC baseballcaster, who also is WTOP sports
director.
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ADV. WRITEOFFS j
HST Hits Media Campaigns
PRESIDENT Truman last Tuesday
opened a new breach in the controversy over alleged practices whereby private
companies
tional advertising
and use
writeinstituit off
as deductible business expenses.
While the Chief Executive leveled
his guns at electric power concerns,
the attack recalls the move by Sen.
Hubert Humphrey (D-Minn.),
avowed administration supporter,
to curb through government socalled "political" advertising as a
deductible tax expense. This purpose also would be accomplished by
raising newspaper ad rates to discourage 21,
"extravagant"
[B«T, April
14, 7]. advertising
Mr. Truman, addressing the
Electric Consumers Conference in
Washington, D. C. last Tuesday,
charged that private concerns were
a "vicious
toembarked
discrediton public
powercampaign"
projects
as socialism — through radio and
printed media. He said he might
seek a probe to see whether the
campaign violates the Federal Corrupt Practices Act.
They "are
spending onmillions
and
millions
of dollars
this camare sponsoring
widepaign.radioThey programs
whichnationcost
many thousands of dollars every
week. They are running full-page
ads in the big magazines, month
after month," the President said.
Target
of Mr.
fire was
the Kansas
City Truman's
Power & Light
Co.
Mr. Truman also noted that a
large
agency "actually
boasted"advertising
that its technique
was so
successful
that
its
was posted by church "propaganda"
ministers.

NEWSCASTER
Henry president
Blanc (I) ofof Today's
on KPOJ Savings
Portland,& Loan
Ore., greets
Gerrit
Vander Ende,
Pacific News
First Federal
Assn.,
Tacoma, Wash., eighth largest such association in the country, which has
purchased
Mr.
Blanc's
noontime
program
for
a
special
network
in
cities
the association has branches, including KPOJ, KPUG Bellingham, Wash.,where
KJR
Seattle, KTAC Tacoma and KORE Eugene, Ore. Ed Henry (r), KPOJ account
executive, made arrangements through The Condon Co. Inc., Tacoma, the
association's advertising agency.
action. Of those, 207 were referred
to law enforcement bodies for further action, with the ultimate result
that questionable ads decreased by milestones
about 8%. Mr. Nyborg said that
legitimate advertisers did a better ► WBOW Terre Haute, Ind., is
job of maintaining accuracy planning special programs to celebrate its 25th anniversary June 15.
throughout the year, that consumers became more critical, and that Many former KBOW personalities
media continued to cooperate in are to be featured through taped
WBOW also is conductbuilding
ards. higher advertising stand- messages.
ing a "memory" contest, asking
Publicity and education cam- listeners to write a letter on the
paigns of the bureaus used a total theme, "What I remember best
of 2,492 radio spot announcements,
575 radio programs and 111 televi- about WBOW."
sion shows last year, it was noted. ► EIGHTIETH anniversary is being celebrated by Albert FrankGuenther Law Inc., New York, advertising agency, with trade disFOUR JOIN AYER
tribution of brochure, "Eighty
Three in N. Y.; One Phila. Years of Advertising."
re- KOMO Binaural
cal s its start as two-man Firm
financial
FOUR personnel changes in three
departments of N. W. Ayer & Son, and transportation agency and ex- HAILED as "sensationally successpansion to all fields with annual
New York and Philadelphia, were
KOMO-AM-FM Seattle's
announced by the agency last week. billings of about $10 million. Over May ful"18 wasbroadcast
to the
J. J. Clarke, sales manager, 160 people now staff headquarters binaural transmission
overpublic
its AMof
office
in
New
York
and
branches
Home Laundry Equipment Div. of
and
FM
facilities
on
Voices
of the
General Electric Co., joins the in Boston, Chicago, Philadelphia, Northwest, sponsored by the Seattle
Washington and San Francisco.
plans
merchandising
department
First
National
Bank
and
featurin Philadelphia today (Monday) ;
* * *
ing the 41-member
Adelphian
conWilliam F. Roseboom, former vice ► RONALD DAWSON, radio-TV
of the College
of Puget
president of public relations firm actor-writer, on June 3 observes his Sound,cert choir
Tacoma.
The
airing
was
of Davies, Emery & Roseboom, 25th anniversary in radio.
under direction of Stanton Bennett,
joins the public relations departchief
development
engineer
for
ment in New York; Monica Geran,
A. BOSLER, NBC KOMO. Binaural broadcast also
promotion editor of Glamour maga- ►NewGUSTAV
took
place
over
WGN
and
WGNB
York veteran employe who rezine, also moves into the New York
tires at the end of June and who (FM) nualChicago
public relations department toMay Show
22 at and
the anRadio Parts
the
head
ofof thehis network's
day (Monday), and Robert Pavloff, was
shop
25 years model
with Audio Fair [B*T, May 26].
director of Temple U. alumni fund NBC, most
was honored at a surprise along with other public figures.
and editor of Alumni Review, joins
23 by .200 fellow emthe copy department in Phila- party May
* * *
ployes and friends and was predelphia, also Monday.
sented with a 25-year NBC plaque. S»-KATL Houston marked its fifth
birthday
on
May
21. King H. RobHe
has
spent
more
than
40
years
in
communications.
president-general
manNew WICH Building
ager,inson,
in anviceinterview
in the Houston
WICH Norwich, Conn., is now
Press,
traced
the
station's
increase
► PROGRAM, Meet the Press from 1 kw to 5 kw and expansion
operating block
from structure
a new two-story
concrete
near its (NBC radio, Sunday, 10-10:30 p.m. ; of staff personnel
* *from* 19 to 31.
transmitter on the outskirts of the NBC-TV, Sunday, 7:30-8 p.m.), will
celebrate its seventh anniversary ► WBEN-TV Buffalo was four
city. John Deme, WICH general June
2. Martha Rountree and Law- years old May 14. No special obmanager, announced the new signon time of 5:30 a.m. and that Wilrence E. Spivak, owners of the packservance was planned. During its
age,
will mark the occasion by a first few weeks
liam pointed
E. Kelly,
city's
newly-apofairoperation
stasuperintendent of recrea- on"political
supper"
in
Washington
tion
was
on
14 hours the
weekly
daily.
that date to which various Presi- and now is the
tion, has been signed to handle the
on
more
than
14
hours
dential
candidates
have
been
invited
G-7:45 a.m. duties.
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Publishers and station operators show increasing awareness
of media buyers' problems
You who use Standard Rate and CONSUMER representatives' contacts. Thus they keep wanted
MARKETS as tools of your trade are thoroughly information instantly available— on the spot— to
familiar with the sfandard listings of media sta- help the busy media buyer buy.
tistics and market data.
V IW BOCK FORD
But do you realize the extent to which pubDIGEST
lishers and station operators supplement the
DATA H— i.™
mustTHE BUiniRji
-.- Oraussirasuits
CODNTU
standardized data with additional media information—In the form of Service-Ads?
:!llllflir"~:::=r.:
They are realistically aware of your need for
information about things that make each station
or publication different from its contemporaries
—information that you cannot expect to find in
the standard listings.
WSBT
They know, too, that you don't always have
the time you need to call in all of the media under consideration to get answers to all the questions that arise in the course of selection.
PP
So, last year, approximately 1,050 publicaIn
the
course
of
your
tions, radio and TV stations used space in SRDS
daily use of SRDS
publications. They supplemented the information
and CONSUMER MARKETS
in their listings in Standard Rate (or their markets'
aon t rorger
listings in CONSUMER MARKETS) with Service-Ads
-in Service-Ads like
these
there is more
that reminded buyers of the important differgood
help
tor busy
ences about their media values that they've been
registering through their promotion and their media buyers.
s

s

STANDARD RATEWaller &E. Bolthof,
DATA
Publisher SERVICE, INC.
the national authority serving the media-buying function
1740 RIDGE AVENUE • EVANSTON, ILLINOIS
SALES OFFICES: NEW YORK • CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES
Wishers
of
consumer
magazine
rates
and daia rates
• business
and dataand data
• national
network i advertising :
-vice • radio rates ond data • television
and data publication
• newspaperrates rates
• transportation
es and data • A. B.C. weekly newspaper rates and data • consumer markets, serving the market-media selection function
NOTE:

To Station

Managers

Service-Ads have become such a valuable part of
SRDS publications that we want all advertising executives to know more about them. That's the story behind the advertisement reproduced here; appearing
currently in Advertising Agency and Printers' Ink.
The information found in the srds monthly books
and consumer markets is often the last word
about your station and your market . . . the last word
seen by agency men when they're under pressure;
building a list or defending a list.
To help you make it the last word in effectiveness,

SRDS has interviewed research and media men, account executives, time buyers, advertising managers.
An analysis of their viewpoints, practices and needs
is available in the "Spot Radio Promotion Handbook"
(at cost: $1.00). Then, to help you convert these viewpoints into Service-Ads that will really "sell by helping buyers buy," we have condensed this information
into another handy booklet, "Copy Organizer for Service-Ads inRadio Rates & Data." Available at cost, $ 1.00.
WALTER E. BOTTHOF, Publisher

WAYNE JOHNSO
Newscaster . . . "voice
ofCleveland
the news"... in6 years
(radio news)

17 Newscasts
Press
ROBERT WASS News Director ... Special Events... fifteen 1
years experience makes his news job the most-listen ed-to in
Cleveland ... 15 years (radio news)

National

Convention

THE
THE

MUSIC

O.

• NEWS

• SPORTS
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Unit • Telephom

for
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every
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JERRY BOWMAN
Newscaster . . .
re- write man 15 years
(radio news)

All news
vs Service
Beeper'

re-written

rn Ohio

Reportercharge
. . . Feature
Writer
of
night news

& processed

• Police-Fire

system

BOB WEST

Dept. Radio
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News

Staff.

Representatives
■
D...5000

WATTS

• 1300
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TO

NORTHEASTERN

OHIO

editorial

^

OTalter Cbang
WHEN WALTER EVANS passed on last
Wednesday, radio lost an unsung hero. In the
trade he was known and respected as the directing head of the Westinghouse stations —
a blue ribbon list of well-operated outlets. But
he left management — and the limelight — to his
managers. He was content to remain in the
background.
Among his friends and co-workers, Walter
Evans was regarded as a modest, efficient, but
very human boss. The prestige and the stature
of the stations and the electronic plants he
operated placed him in the top policy echelon
of Westinghouse.
Like many others in radio, Walter Evans
came up through the engineering ranks — first
as a ship wireless operator, and then into station engineering. For two decades he directed
Westinghouse radio operations. But what
wasn'tated thegenerally
knownand isElectronic
that he also
opervast X-Ray
divisions,
organized the radio and television manufacturing lished
divisions,
and, just
two years
ago estabthe Air-Arm
division.
He also
found
time to serve his government on special assignments and missions in telecommunications,
here and abroad.
The tionwhole
story of WaltermayEvans'
s to telecommunications
nevercontribube told.
As to radio, the record shows he left it better
than he found it.
Transit Green Light
THE FAVORABLE Supreme Court ruling on
transit radio ought to assure a profitable
future for this specialized broadcasting service.
Considering the extraordinary handicap of
having the very constitutionality of their operation questioned, the transit broadcasters have,
from all reports, done extremely well. It would
seem clear that transit has established itself,
against most discomforting opposition, as an
effective advertising medium.
It remains now only for the transit broadcasters to straighten out the public relations
problems confronting them. Though the Supreme Court's decision affirms the legality of
transit-casting, it does not dispel the condition that brought the case about.
Transit-casting was victimized by such catchas "captive
audience."
surveys
asphrases
have been
made indicate
that Such
objectors
are
a small minority of transit passengers.
All credit to those who carried the transit
case «to the highest tribunal after the stiff
rebuff of the lower court. They can now move
ahead on plans which were shelved because of
the litigation and the hard fight against the
medium by many powerful newspapers.
The sweeping 7-1 decision opens a new radio
vista. It sanctions the birth of a new advertising medium. It affords the opportunity to
a substantial number of FM broadcasters to
earn a return on their investments.
But the court opinion merely affirms the constitutional right to broadcast music, news and
commercials on public vehicles. The job of
the transit-caster now is one of prudent management and operation. That means prudent
programming.
final
arbiter. As always, the public is the
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Dollars When They Count
WHEN a Senate committee petitions another
Senate committee for funds for a government
agency in an election year when the accent is
on
economy in government —
that'sexcruciating
news.
It happened a fortnight ago. Sen. Edwin C.
Johnson's
Interstate &petitioned
Foreign Sen.
Commerce
Committee unanimously
Burnet
R.
Maybank's
subcommittee
on
Independent
Offices Appropriations to give the FCC another
$800,000 to hire people to expedite the licensing of new television stations. Last Wednesday, the Senate Appropriations Committee approved $600,000 more, specifically for TV. This
is probably without precedent. It underscores
again the high interest in Congress to get a
nationwide television show on the road.
Even with 18 or 20 additional examiner
teams,
the outlook
too brightnumber
for prompt
authorization
of anyisn't
substantial
of TV
stations
in
desirable
markets.
That's
contests are indicated, notably for thebecause
VHF
assignments, in virtually all major cities. Contests take months, sometime years.
There are those who feel the additional funds
sought won't really expedite FCC action. They
point to the past, when the FCC has been surfeited with appropriations. And that record
discloses that the FCC procedures have slowed
down inexorably, year after year. More staff
lawyers meant more intermural discord, more
paper-work and more delays.
That does not have to be. The revised McFarland Bill now pending in the House has,
as its primary purpose, tightening up of FCC
procedures. The Commission would be required
to report to Congress on the status of cases
not in hearing but pending after three months,
and cases in hearing pending after six months.
This measure already has passed the Senate.
In revised form, it has been reported favorably
by the House Interstate Commerce Committee
and House passage is likely, despite continued
sabotaging efforts by members of the FCC
staff.
the resumption
TV There's
licensingmorethaninvolved
service toin communities
whichof
demand it, although that's reason enough.
There's talk of an impending downward spiral
in business. Some lines, notably consumer
goods, are soft. Farm commodities are in a
gradual decline. There are portents of a recession. Television's emergence could provide an
anchor to windward against an impending economic storm. Sen. Johnson talks in terms of
$3
billion
as anthat"ultra-conservative"
of the
business
would be stimulatedestimate
in two
years, if the FCC has the manpower to proceed
full-tilt. Applicants, he states, will invest $250
million. Ten million people will invest more
than $2 billion in sets. Thousands will be employed by manufacturers, wholesalers and
retailers, totally aside from the vast expenditures for advertising.
Here another agency of government could
pitch in. The Department of Commerce has
the main function of stimulating and helping
business. Could not some of its manpower and
resources be geared toward expediting television's economic development ? In the depression of the early '30's, radio proved just about
the only depression-proof industry.
The first test is to see the FCC get additional
funds for examiner teams. It then can have no
valid excuse founded on shortage of manpower
or funds. While all signs point to favorable
action it still behooves applicants to let their
delegations — in Senate and House alike — know
of their avid interest.

our respects to:

EDWARD HOLLAND BRONSON
THOUGH
relatively where
quiet they're
around
NARTB's all's
TV department,
grooming the three-month-old Television
Code for a career of activity, if not controversy,
nobody's being fooled by the peaceful way most
of the nation's civic, cultural and religious
groups
have and
reacted
to the industry's
of program
advertising
behavior. manual
Theywith
knowwhatwhat's
they'll
ready
at thecoming,
moment andmight
be de-be
scribed as a semi-secret weapon — Ed Bronson,
newly named NARTB director of television
code affairs and a practical telecaster.
In a decade-and-a-half of radio, TV and
government activity, Ed Bronson has been
in some rough spots. One of the rougher incidents occurred during the war when he was
at the Office of Censorship with responsibility
for
foreign-language programs originating
domestically.
Everybody wanted to be a censor in those
days, including the FCC and the Office of War
Information. The competition got into proce dings of the special congressional committee investigating
Executive Order to thebackFCC.
him With
up, Eda clear
Bronson
carefully observed testimony of the two competing agencies. He patiently listened and he
patiently waited.
When the colloquy reached the usual doubletalk and gobbledigook stage, Mr. Bronson
couldn't stand it any longer and summed it
up
this classic:
thesewithexcursions
into "I'm
the getting
dialecticsweary
of theof
periphery."
even the
talkers,
and That
Office stumped
of Censorship
went doubleabout
its job with powers intact.
This was a typical Bronson approach to a
tricky situation. Often when the going gets
tough he turns on a wry sense of humor.
When trouble engulfs him, he takes a philosophical approach
be done about
the and
mess.sets out to see what can
job at onNARTB
will be
to Mr.
serveBronson's
as liaisonmainexecutive
code matters
with general public and interested organizations. That's his formal directive, a little
double-talky in itself. Put into active terms,
it means the finger is pointing at him as
trouble-shooter to see that the code clicks.
He brings to the job a substantial reservoir
of qualifications, having, among other things,
directed a television station right from the
cement-pouring stage; served, as noted, in a
censorship capacity; managed a radio station,
and finally, created a successful town-meeting
(Continued on page 53)
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NBC's

MEN

I N THE

NEWS:

Hicks

'Something burning is
falling through the sky../'
That something was a hit German plane.
The time was D-Day, 1944. Speaking from
a warship in the heat of the battle, George Hicks
was making his masterful recordings of the
greatest military action in history.
First to broadcast from a dirigible and from a
submarine, Hicks is uniquely a broadcast
reporter. He joined NBC in 1928, a year
after network radio began.
From an eclipse of the sun seen in the Pacific
to the funeral of George VI, George Hicks's
dispassionate reporting has brought
America to the scene of many of
the historic events of our time.
Now in this vital election year Hicks and 100
other NBC men of news are assigned to cover the
conventions and the elections as they've
never been covered before.
The NBC News Center is pre-eminent in the
field because of men like Hicks, Dreier, Warner,
Godwin . . . because of its thousand-man
news-gathering force . . . because regularly on
radio and television, NBC broadcasts more hours
of news than any other network.
Virtually everyone in America hears the news
first on radio and television. They hear it
while it is news. And the fact that the highest
rated news shows on radio and television are
NBC's
meansof itmost
hear more
frompeople
NBC. hear the news first and
NBC radio and television
a service of Radio Corporation of America

:| BROADCASTING
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WORLD RELEASE
Firm Notes New Material
WORLD BROADCASTING SYSTEM Inc., New York, transcription
library firm, last week announced
that
of the inlargest
releasesof
of new"onematerial
the history
World
sales
and
program
services"
had been sent to 900 WBS subscribers as a special service to
augment
the firm's commercial
program series.
Robert W. Friedheim, WBS general manager, explained that the
releases include special programming material
for Fair,
company's
new
package,
County
starring
Judy Canova, which will be released
for broadcasting June 15, as well
as material for established features
such as A Chapel by the Side of
the Road with Raymond Massey,
Freedom Is Our Business featuring
Robert Montgomery, the Dick
Haymes show, the Three Suns and
Lyn Murray shows. Sixteen different artist groups are represented
including orchestras, singers,
choral groups and instrumentalists.
As an additional aid to local
radio sales, World Sales & Program
Service has also released "World
Sell Sounds,"
ture designeda tosound
boosteffects
sales feaby
"increasing the impact of commercials
now
on
the
air."
Package
presents material for time and
weather lead-ins as well as special lead-ins for patriotic appeals,
election and sports programs.

^V^CM' judging the St. Louis Market,
keep the evidence in mind !
You'll find KWK's LOW-lowcost
per thousand radio homes
delivered makes . . .
^T^^y^T ^ Kxdax (key
U St. Jtouitf
Your Ratz man has the entire
St. Louis case in brief — with
evidence based on Pulse reports.
Globe- Democrat Tower Bldg.
Saint Louis
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NEW

WJBK UNIT
Peter Storer Is Director
ESTABLISHMENT of a sales promotion and merchandising department at WJBK-AM-TV
Detroit,
with Peter
Storer as its head,
was
announced last
week by Gayle V.
Grubb, vice president and managing director of
the stations.
Mr. Grubb said
that "although
WJBK has always cooperated
with its advertisers in merchandising and
promotion,
the tostation
the
time has arrived
institutefeels
a more
aggressive tributor
plantie-ins."
of dealer
and
disHe said Mr.
Storer was named manager of the
new
department
of "thein
outstanding
successbecause
he achieved
theMr.fieldStorer
of public
service."all of the
will handle
WJBK-AM-TV merchandising activities,regional
including tie-ins
withpoint
vol
untary and
chains,
of-sale displays, special promo
tions, and other devices to acquaint
consumers with merchandise adver
tised on the WJBK stations.
A son of President George B.
Storer of Storer Broadcasting Co.,
which owns the stations, the new
WJBK merchandising and promotion manager became affiliated with
the Storer organization in 1946,
following
of Miami.graduation
He startedfromwiththe theU

front office

ILLIAM P. DIX Jr., assistant sales manager, WCBS New York,
w to WTAM Cleveland, as sales manager.
ALFRED A. BROWN, former sales manager of WWSC Glens Falls,
N. Y.,ativetofirm.sales staff, William G. Rambeau Co., N. Y., station representFRANK CONWELL, general manager, KCIL Houma-Thibodaux, La.,
to WKRG Mobile, Ala., as administrative assistant to KENNETH R.
GIDDENS, president.
HAL HUDSON, TV manager, and BEN FEINER Jr., executive TV producer, both CBS Hollywood, named to handle TV department management and production activities, respectively, while HARRY ACKERMAN,
vacationsvice inpresident
Europe. in charge of network programs, CBS-TV that city,
WILLIAM L. SNYDER, Forjoe & Co., Chicago, station representative,
to Gill, Keefe & Perna, same city, as member of sales staff succeeding HOWARD M. KEEFE, who has resigned.
GEORGE W. CLARK Inc., Chicago, named by KOWL Santa Monica, as
station representative in mid-western and eastern areas.
BYRON K. HARRIS, former traffic manager, WCPO-TV Cincinnati,
to sales staff, WLWT (TV) that city.
JOSE E. CHAPA appointed general manager of KLVL Pasadena, Tex.
WALKER REPRESENTATION Co., N. Y., appointed station representative by WE AT Lake Worth, Fla.
SANFORD I. WOLFF, Chicago radio attorney and partner in Riskind &
Wolff, moves June 1 to Suite 506, 134 N. LaSalle St. Telephone is
Financial 6-0787.
SEARS & AYER, N. Y., appointed national representative by WRAC
Racine, Wis.
MARVIN
ELLIN, producer,
Ellin's
Block Party, to permanent company's WGBS Miami as control
staff of WMAR-TV
BaltimoreMarvin
in sales
capacity.
engineer, moving last September
to WJBK as public service director
Under his direction, a number of
Pationab • • •
educational broadcasts were
ranged
with Detroit and Wayne
DANIEL W. KOPS, vice president-general manager, WAVZ New Haven, universities,
and a broadcast series
on
the
Detroit
is currently
Conn.,
honored
as
"outstanding
young
man
of
Connecticut"
at
annual
Junior Chamber of Commerce dinner May 24. . . . W. J. WILLIS, sales- in preparation inschools
conjunction with
man, WKY-TV Oklahoma City, presented with distinguished service
Life magazine.
award by Oklahoma City Advertising Club.
HAROLD SODERLUND, commercial manager, KFAB Omaha, elected
president of Omaha Advertising Club. . . . THELMA KIRCHNER, gen- ECKO PRODUCTS Co., Chicago, last
eral manager, KGFJ Hollywood, vacationing in Honolulu.
week reported net sales for first
quarter of 1952 of $9,680,337 con
JOSEPH L. TINNEY, vice president, WCAU-AM-TV Philadelphia, trasted
with $10,492,769 for the same
elected
president
of
city's
Poor
Richard
Club
of
Advertising
Men.
.
.
.
last year. Net profit this year
GERALD VERNON, ABC-TV Chicago sales manager, vacationing in period
was
$690,424
New England.
mon stock. or 79£ per share on com
'Dr. Gallup' Bought
SIX additional markets have signed
for George F. Foley's Dr. Gallup,
syndicated pre-election radio series,
it has been announced. They are:
WWJ Detroit, WHK Cleveland,
WGAN Portland, Me., WGUY
Bangor,
Angelesof
and
KMOXMe.,St.KNX
Louis.LosA total
122 stations now carry the political
interview series. Station purchasers who announced sponsors
last week were WEEI Boston, to
Transducer Co., division of American Machine and Foundry Corp.;
KPRC Houston, to Simpson-Gillman Pontiac Co. ; WSBA York, Pa.,
to Carl Beasley Ford Co. and
WGAN to N. T. Fox Lumber Co.
and Utilities Distributor Co.

NOW

5,000
WATTS
PRIMARY ONLY
813,896 Population
218,870 Homes
210,538 Radio Homes
$763,631,000 Total Sales
LANSING,
MICHIGAN

SEE RAMBEAU
IMPACT- New
RADIOYork,
SALES,Chicago,
Detroit Los Angeles
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Our Respects To
(Continued from page 50)
eC|( 1(program
that has an outstanding
14-year record.
When he arrived in Washington
last week, Mr. Bronson was giving
up the direction of WBNS-TV in
Tl a his native
tion he hadColumbus,
held sinceOhio,
1949.a posiHis
departure
for
NARTB's
code
operation moved the Ohio State Journal
to
call men
him in"one
of thefor best
equipped
the nation
the
job." The
because
like Journal
WBNS-TVshouldit isknow,
one
of the Preston Wolfe radio-TVTiewspaper properties.
Possibly the Journal was recalling some of the early journalistic
feats of Ed Bronson, reporter.
Around Columbus they still talk of
a famous escapade at Ohio State
U., before the vogue of bra and
I ili panty purloining. Reporter BronUti son, long holder of an Ohio State
degree, was assigned to cover a
'Mi campus
incidentas that
involved such
edilii
sporty tactics
egg-throwing
and
g.
in
mp
d on the
(caAbducop — one coyp — arrive
scene and alertl grabbed the first
v0|.|j youth erhe saw. n.That, of co,urse, was
onso
tjl port
iled e fimloii, ceRer called Brfor help. FoA secothnd ofcop
d,
dn'tn
ve
ri
t
e
arerve thbue pethrsistedntuo necowsulma
i sw
d,
.
om
th
ir
e
ty
| fr th,th pa h of ddu llAy th ha
four a fift an fina a sixt
officer joined thueed fray. r The sixman edarmy subd thei prey eran. d
haul him off to jail as a riot
The law won the battle, but not
the war. A few minutes later the
intrepid reporter was back at the
campus on a business-as-usual
!*ba■siEds. Bronson obviously doesn't
stop easily when he is gnonmeantmi, ssion.
howThe new TV code assi
aifi1
in tne
I ever'
middleis oflikely
someto ofPut thenim fanciest
VT crises he has ever met. At this
J[| point, according to an old crony,
Jf;' hean isobservation
likely to halt
all oratory
with
of this
sort, "Hold
everything.
Let's
get
down
to
core of this thing and see if the
we
can't
work
out
a
way
of
living
toV gether."
He has a deep conviction that the

*****

principles of the TV code are right,
and believes it will work if goodwill and common sense are applied
to its enforcement.
Ed Bronson was born in Columbus May 27, 1910, son of Hiram
Bronson,
tics. Thelong
elder active
Bronsonin Ohio
wrote polithe
Ohio primary law back in 1906, a
monument in political history. The
family'stained ipolitical
bent was
n a journalistic
way mainwhen
the son covered Ohio politics for
Columbus papers.
At Ohio State U., the younger
Bronson interrupted his career for
a year to work as a blacksmith on
a construction gang in West Virginia and California. Back in
school, he became cub reporter on
a local journal and finally news
editor of the Ohio State Lantern,
campus daily.
After college, he continued his reporting, moving into
radio Atat
WCOL Columbus
in 1936.
WCOL, he served as continuity director and subsequently assistant
general manager. With the outbreak of war, he became assistant
to J. Harold Ryan of Storer Broadcasting Co., and then to John E.
Petzer, who succeeded Mr. Ryan as
assistant director of censorship.
With end of the war, Mr. Bronson joined WJEF Grand Rapids,
Mich., as station manager for Mr.
Fetzer,
ownerTelevision
and now
chairmantheofstation's
the NARTB
Code Review Board. Anxious to
enter TV, Mr. Bronson left WJEF
in 1949 to aid in planning WBNSTV, station
becomingwent
station
the
on director
the air. when
WBNS-TV, along with WBNS
and WELD-FM, still carries the
Columbus Town Meeting series
started by Mr. Bronson 14 years
ago at WCOL. It has been called
one
of theprograms
industry'sat the
leading
service
localpublic
level
and
is
incorporated
under
Ohio
laws.
Mr. Bronson married Ann Fulton, a former Ohio newspaperwoman and pianist. Son Ted, 15,
plays a trumpet and Mary Ann, 6,
is following
mother's likes
pianistic
bent.
DaddyherBronson
golf
and chess, and now loses frequent
chess matches to Ted, an apt pupil.

'SELL' CHICAGO
New Group's Purpose
CHNS
CHICAGO UNLIMITED, a noncorporation,of has
been organThe Shortest Route
izedprofit
by a group
industry
people
for "sale" of Chicago as a producTo Results in
tion center to agencies, clients and
This Area Is Via
networks, and for local and national promotion.
HALIFAX NOVA SCOTIA
The group, which expects to sell
at least $25,000 in stock its first
year, includes
Weigel,Atlas
announcer; NormanJohn
Lindquist,
JOS, WEED * CO.
Films;
James
Jewell,
Alan
Fishburn and Stu Dawson, producers;
330 M««ion Ar«., N»w York
Ray Jones,
Dan Club;
Col5000 WATTS
lins, ChicagoAFRA-TVA;
Federated Adv.
Geoffrey
Bennett,
RCA
Victor;
NOW!
James Kellock, Wilding Pictures;
Archie Levington, music publisher.
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miniature

speech amplifiers
The new plug-in preamplifiers,
line amplifiers,
fiers and power monitor
suppliesampliused
in the Altec 250A Console are
now available for genera!
speech input requirements in
broadcast, recording and
qualitytems. These
public
address
sysamazing
new units
are the smallest ever built for
this purpose and will exceed
all broadcast requirements.
Each unit is of open chassis design for easy servicing and is
supplied with a cover tray that
can be permanently mounted
in a rack or cabinet. Part of
this tray is the receptacle to
which all connections are
made. The unit itself slides into
the tray and automatically
centers its plug with the remaking allendconnections. On theceptacle,handle
of the
amplifier chassis are push
buttons for checking the space
current of individual tubes
even while the unit is in operation. The frequency response of
the A-428A preamplifier and
the A-429A line and monitor
amplifier is within one decibel
from 20-20,000 cycles.

9356 Santa Monica Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif,
161 Sixth Avenue, New York 13, New York
ALL connections PLUG-IN! •
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STUDENTS HONORED
By American U. Guild
TROPHIES were awarded to three
radio-TV students last week at the
fourth annual dinner of the American U. Radio-Television Guild at
the National Press Club Auditorium, Washington. It was the first
time the guild has made awards.
Receiving citations were Harry
Cullins. outstanding director of the
year; Alice Peterson, outstanding
actor-actress; Lionel Monagos, outstanding in leadership.
Principal speaker at the dinner
was Caroline Burke, NBC producer.
Among persons attending were
Sen. Edwin C. Johnson (D-Col.),
chairman, Senate Interstate &
Foreign Commerce Committee;
Thad Brown, NARTB director of
TV; Evelyn Freyman, executive
secretary of AFRA; Dr. Franklin
Dunham, U. S. Office of Education;
FCC Chairman Paul Walker; Frank
Folsom, RCA president.

air-casters

presidenaltPETER
, Function
managervice
businesO.s MOON,
Music Inc., Chicago, to WJJD that
city, as program director.
GENE EDWARDS, announcer, WLIL
Lenoir
capacity.Elizain sameto WIEL
bethtown,City,Ky.,Tenn.,
HOWARD KEEGAN, former manager
of WCFL Chicago, to NBC that city,
as producer.
STAN BURN, announcer, WPAT
Paterson,
N. J.,York.
to announcing staff
of WINS New
CHARLES ROBINSON, playwright, to
CBS Television Network June 9 as
producer-director-writer.
BILL GUY, formerly with WBAP-TV
Ft.
N. C.Worth, to WFMY-TV Greensboro,
DAVID WAITE, announcer, KOIN
Portland, to WFOR Hattiesburg,
Communications Jobs
Miss.,
as program
director. EARLE
WJRB Brookhaven,
Miss.,
CALL has been sounded by the toGARRETT,
WFOR as announcer.
Army Signal Corps for civilian STU
WAYNE,
WPEN
Philadelphia,
instructors with various communi- WDAS that city, as disc jockey. to
cations skills to man jobs at the
TIBBETTS to announcing staff,
Signal Corps Training Center at CARL
Camp Gordon. Salaries range from WSB-TV Atlanta.
$3,795 to $5,060. Applications for DON BADGER to promotion staff of
civil service positions are obtain- KMTV (TV) Omaha.
able at local post offices. Interested BETTY BASKETTE, receptionist,
persons are asked to contact U. S. KLRA Little Rock, Ark., transfers to
Civil Service Commission, Board promotion
LASTER. staff replaced by BETSY
of Examiners, Camp Gordon, Ga.
HANS fessor
CONRIED,
Kropotkin onwho CBSportrays
Radio ProMy
Friend Irma, assigned role in feature
film, Big Jim McLain.
BEN OMAN, news and special events
director, WJOY Burlington, Vt., to
WORD
nouncer. Spartanburg, S. C, as anDON WINTHER, disc jockey, WTTM
Trenton,
N. J., appointed staff announcer.
In WHLI S rich
DICK LANE, actor-m.c. -announcer,
KTLA (TV) Hollywood, awarded Statbooming Nassau County
uet e of Achievement by Los Angeles
Countycontributions.
Board of Supervisors for his
civic
Food Sales $246,215,000
JERRY RAKER, page boy, WPIX
(TV) New York, named associate director.
Automotive Sales-Si 34,850,000
ED WILSON, disc jockey, KWK St.
Louis, presented
awardPsychiatric
for "outstanding servicewith
to the
More people listen to WHLI in Aid Society"
in that city.
JIM TODD, staff announcer, KHJ-TV
the major Long Island market
Hollywood,
to KFI Los Angeles, in
similar capacity.
than to any other station
FRANK FLAGLER, WHDL Olean,
N. Y., to WJJL Niagara Falls, as disc
GEORGE WALTON, continuity
Data: Sales Management 1952 Survey of m.c.
director, KVOR Colorado Springs,
Buying Power; Conlan, February, 1952,
Col., to WJJL as program director.
Hempstead, L. I.
COLEY COWAN, announcer, WSAZ
Huntington, W. Va., named production
manager. C. BOSWORTH JOHNSON,
WAJR Morgantown, W. Va., to WSAZ
1 II AM 1100
as announcer.
3?1 1 FM 91.3
WOOLLEN, ABC Chicago protk
ooh of, j DICK gram
manager, to KTTV (TV) Los
HEMPSTEAD
LONG ISLAND, N.Y.
Angeles, to work on development of
PAUL PRES.
GODOFSKY.
new program ideas.
MARK SCOTT, sportscaster, KFWB
REPRESENTED BY RAM BEAU
Hollywood, assigned role in Universal-InternatiFront.
onal feature film, Willie
and Joe Back at the
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EDWARD F. DEVENNEY, ARNOLD
H. KATINSKY and LORIN ZISSMAN
to WIP Philadelphia on publicity,
writing
spectively.and special events staffs, reKATE SMITH, NBC radio-TV star,
awarded at"personality
the year"of
plaque
22d annual ofJamboree
Advertisingago.Club of Washington D. C,
fortnight
BILL TAYLOR,
c. of Bill
Sunrise
Serenade,m. WOR
NewTaylor's
York,
presented award for "commendable
public service" by Veterans of Foreign Wars.
HARRY BABBITT, star of CBS Radio
Pacific Network Second Cup of Coffee
Club, recuperating
lowing recent back from
injury. surgery fol-

Press Radio Assn., replacing LES
MAWHINNEY, news director, KHJ
Los Angeles. DICK JOY, KFAC Los
Angeles news chief, is vice chairman.
JACK GRIFFIN, news editor, KWK
St. Louis, elected to membership in
Sigma Delta Chi, national journalistic
society.
AUSTIN SCHNEIDER to WNAX
Yankton-Sioux
City, S. D., as newscaster.
ANTHONY MARANO, sports director,
WCTC New Brunswick, N. J., named
director of news and sports to succeed
JOSEPH DEMBO, now on news staff,
NBC New York. ROLAND KELLY,
sales representative WCTC, assigned
to station's news staff.
JIM SCHLOSSER, news writer,
WTMJ-AM-TV Milwaukee, father of
boy, Daniel Scott, May 17.
BRUCE MacFARLANE, WGN Chicago
news
David commentator,
Bruce, May 16. father of boy,
DICK WRIGHT,
KHQ Spokane newswriter,
May 6. father of girl, Patricia Ann,

BEULAH DONOHUE,
Woman's
World
commentator,
WTMJ-TV
Milwaukee,
received "professional woman of the
year"
award fromto city's
Quoto Club,
for contributions
community.
FRANK CARTER, WPEN Philadelphia announcer, father of girl, Andrea,
May 17.
PATRICK
McGUIRK, writer-producer,
KCBS
Michele.San Francisco, father of girl,
JIMMY WIDENERS, member NBC
radio Round-Up
James
Paul, May Time,
9. father of boy,
FRANK ROWLAND, WHIO Dayton
announcer, father of girl, Katherine.
ROBERT E. LEE, co-writer, NBC radio Railroad Hour and Ziv TV ProThe Unexpected
film series,
father ofgrams'boy,
Jonathan Barlow,
May
12. Mother is JANET WALDO, star
of ABC radio Meet Corliss Archer.

NBC SIGNS HOPE
For Conventions Parte?
BOB HOPE will do a daily fiveminute light and humorous commentary on NBC radio-TV during
the national political conventions at
Chicago, according to the terms of
an agreement worked out with
NBC President Joseph McConnell
by James Saphier, radio-TV agent
for Mr. Hope. Neither party revealed financial arrangements, but
the programs are to be offered for
sponsorship.
Roger Price, New York night
club and TV humorist, has been
signed through Frank Cooper, Hollywood talent agent, for a similar
series of broadcasts from Chicago
on NBC radio-TV. Admiral Corp.
will sponsor the series.

A/awi • • •
RALPH RENICK, WTVJ (TV) Miami
news director, appointed chairman of
TV news committee of National Assn.
of Radio News Directors.
TED BENDER, formerly with WOR
New York, to WMAY Springfield, 111.,
on news and special events staff.
WILLIAM D. NIETFELD, KCBS San
Francisco director of news, elected
chairman of California Associated

Don Lee Coverage
NOW available for sponsorship by
western regional advertisers are
Democratic
and Republican
national conventions
broadcast over
Don Lee Network, it was announced
last week. Western regional outlet
for MBS coverage, Don Lee will set
up
a five-days-a-week plan to be
offered.

SERVICE
Twenty-five years of faithful service
to American agriculture makes WIBW
the most-listened-to-station in Kansas
and adjoining states.

WIBW

^S^ES
BROADCASTING
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Strictly Business
(Continued from page 20)
sports feature; Old American Barn whom he met in college, and they
Dance; reruns of Fireside Theatre are the parents of a son, Kent, 12,
now called Royal Playhouse ; Movie and a daughter, Ellen, 7. The
Quick Quiz, and Hollywood Off Beat scores of his favorite sport, golf,
with Melvyn Douglas.
go up or down, he reports, depending on FCC decisions.
Mr. Beckwith, who gives no middle name, was born March 29, 1914
in Rochester, N. Y., but considers WSVS Elects Officers
his home town Buffalo, where
his family moved shortly there- OFFICERS and directors were
after. He attended public grade elected for 1952-53 during the sixth
and high schools there and worked annual
stockholders meeting of
as assistant advertising manager Southern Virginia Broadcasting
of the Rudolph Bros, jewelry chain Corp. (WSVS-AM-FM Crewe, Va.)
In Syracuse for a year before start- in Richmond, Va. The board of
ing at Syracuse U. in 1931.
directors elected the following officers: C. S. Willis, president; J. P.
Like many students in the depression era, Mr. Beckwith found Quisenberry, first vice president;
he had to work his way through W. L. Willis Jr., second vice president; C. E. Wilson, secretary, and
college. He spent his mornings in
E. M. Schaubach, treasurer, New
class and his afternoons working board
includes
these officers as well
in advertising with the jewelry as 0. B. Schaubach
and C. E.
firm, and then went home to put on Miller.
his tux and play with a dance band
until 2-3 a.m.
"I kept my textbooks on the
band
stand,"he he
In his
extra time,
was recalls.
a professor
assistant, checking papers for $17
per month.
By the time he got his B.S. in
business administration four years
THE
later, Mr. Beckwith had also won
a top prize in a national intercollegiate advertising contest as well
|as
membership
Alpha Delta
BRAN HAM
Sigma, honorary inadvertising
fraternity. His evaluation today of
working through college is that it
isn't as valuable in some cases as
COMPANY
people
think. "It's just too rough,"
he
explains.
Syracuse Radio Graduate
Mr. Beckwith's college minor was
radio and he is pointed out today
as one of the first students of the
Syracuse U. School of Radio where,
he reports, he decided that broadcasting was the field for him. He
introduced the jewelry firm to radio
spot advertising and, in 1937, went
into radio himself by joining the
sales staff of WSYR Syracuse.
After learning the full story behind the mike, he transferred to
WAGE Syracuse in 1942 as assistant sales manager, commercial
manager and program director, and
established so notable a business
reputation for himself that in
1951 he was invited to join UTP,
sister company of Standard Radio
NEW YORK
Transcription Services.
He describes his station sales
record today as the result of "idea
stuff ... I didn't try just to sell,
Ieven
trieda tosmall
create."
foundhavethata
station Hecould
big list of national advertisers if
they were offered, for example, perCHARLOTTE
sonalities, promotion and knowhow.
As sales director, he has organized anational sales force, working
out of UTP's three offices in New
York, Chicago and Los Angeles, and
expects to be busy the next few
SAN FRANCISCO
months visiting TV stations and
LOS ANGELES
applicants to get new program
ideas for his company to distribute.
He is married to the former
Mildred Brown of Scranton, Pa.,
BROADCASTING
• Telec

WFAA BIRTHDAY
Open House Scheduled
LISTENERS will be invited to inof WFAA
DallasspectJunethe facilities
23-29 when
the station
observes its 30th anniversary, according to Alex Keese, manager.
Mr. Keese said WFAA, owned
by the Dallas Morning News, expects to spend several thousand
dollars on exhibit spaces and remodeling and refurnishing for its
week-long open house in a direct
audience promotion slant, instead
of holding special ceremonies.
The audience will be invited to
participate in prize-drawings of
sponsor's contest
productsopen
and toin aamateur
candid
camera
photographers.
station's
stars
will be on hand The
to meet
the public.
Mr. Keese said visitors will enter
the station over the covered and
decorated
walk street
- way and10 will
stories
above
Jackson
see
displays of the various technical

devices used in the pioneer days
of radio, following the growth of
WFAA from a tent-enclosed studio
area in the former Dallas News
building to the 50 kw NBC, ABC
and
Quality Network affilite Texas
it is today.
All broadcasts will be open to
the public with special stage performances scheduled each half -hour
day and tnight.
Favorsstars.will be disributed by WFAA
WACE Airs Korea Tape
WACE
Mass., toclaims
a "first" Springfield,
for a broadcast
have
been made May 25 of a 45-minute
tape-recording of an Air Force jet
pilot's
Korea 100plane
milesbeing
behindshotenemydownlines.in
The tape includes sound of the
explosion when the plane was hit,
two-way communications with the
pilot, who attempted to land his
burning plane before finally bailout and studio
the ingrescued
pilot. tie-in show with

Orl

Get. '

WCP0L
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Florsheim Promoted To Be
Sales Manager
ZIV CHANGES
PROMOTION of Stanley C. Florsheim to sales manager of the Frederic
W. Ziv Co., radio transcription organization, and the addition of four district account executives are being announced today (Monday) by Alvin
E.
Unger,
Ziv vice president in *
charge
of sales.
in Los Angeles, and for 10 years
Mr. Unger said the company is was in the transcription business
undergoing a steady expansion in Chicago in addition to spending
which reflects a brightened local seven years as a salesman for the
W. A. Sheaffer Pen Co.
radio sales picture throughout
Mr. Apnel was manager of the
the country.
General Office Supply Co. in LanNew Ziv accaster, Pa., before joining the Ziv
count executives
firm. He is former commercial
are James R. Apmanager of WGAL Lancaster,
and also has served as manager of
pel,
-Delaware
and in eastern
an office equipment and typewriter
P ennsylvania ;
supply house, and before 1940 was
Sidney H. Price,
department collector for the U. S.
in Syracuse and
Internal Revenue Dept.
Ithaca; Earl R.
Mr. Price has been with CramerMr. Florsheim Tobias-Meyer, syndicated adverArkan- in northern
Wooten,
sas and markets
Louisitising services, for more than five
ana; and Edward L. Schultz in
and formerly operated his
Northern Wisconsin and the north- years,
own nhotogranhic business in New
ern peninsula of Michigan.
Mr. Florsheim, who joined Ziv
Mr. Wooten joins Ziv from the
in 1948 as an account executive
Republic Lettergram proand became eastern sales manager National
gram service, Washington, and fora yef.r later, will make his headmerly
Aircraft Co.,was with
Dallas.Chance-Vought
He also has
rs in theBefore
company's
cinnatiquarteoffice.
joining CinZiv -operated his own retail and furnihe was director of advertising and
York*
ture
and
appliance
store
in Wichsales promotion for the Adam Hat
ita, and issentative ofKFBI
a former
sales HerepreStores, and also had served as
Wichita.
will
director of cooperative programs renort to division manager Elmer
and then merchandising director Bieser.
Mr. Schultz has operated his own
for ABC for four years. He previously had been an account execu- distributorships for Beltone and
tive with the Dan B. Miner agency Telex hearing aids and formerly
was with the Prudential Insurance
Co. of Kankakee, 111., and with the
Chicago Herald & American. He
will
report to division manager
They know at home
William Nevin.
mORG

$$

uoiume
IN LOCAL BUSINESS
THAN ANY OTHER STATION
IN TOPE K A !
UIREI1
1<x*
• top ratings
• wide coverage
• lowest cost
per listener

IVR€N
ABC
TOPEKA
Represented Nationally
by Weed & Co.

5000
WATTS
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COLUMBIA FESTIVAL
KHQ Plans Wide Coverage
KHQ sive
Spokane
extencoverage has
of planned
the Columbia
Basin Water Festival, May 22
through June 1.
Special programs include those
by Glenn Lorang, farm director,
who will air a show from a different Columbia River basin town
during each of the 11 days. A special 10-minute documentary on the
development of the Columbia Basin
isforbeing
prepared Farm
by Mr. & Lorang
the National
Home
Hour, May 31.
KHQ news department, head by
Tal Tripp, news director, will write
and produce a special feature entitled, The New Pioneers. Mr.
Trippmen estimated
have traveled that
moreKHQ
than news2,000
miles, taping interviews with early
homesteaders, new settlers and
other pioneers.
The New Pioneers will cover
early days of the settling of the
Columbia Basin, the construction
of the Grand Coulee Dam, building of the network of irrigation
canals and finally, the arrival of
the water on the land this spring.
WEST central
offices ofin RCA
Victor
have beenregional
consolidated
one
building. New address is 340 Dierks
Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

On All Accounts
(Continued from page 12)
piling
a client.a salesmanship manual for
Then each year, new tests are
made so that planning may be kept
current, Mr. Ver Standig said.
In addition to his advertising
agency, this 37-year-old executive
operates
a researching
organization. Letters
in his files show
that
many top agencies use his research
unit their
to come
with "fresh" ideas
for
own upclients.
As proof of the value of this
constant testing, Mr. Ver Standig
will point out that in the eight
years that his agency has been
in existance, there has been only
a 1% loss of clients.
Mr. Ver Standig explained that
he„ came to realize the value of
testing and research when, beginning in the early 1930's, he bought
and resold several small newspapers. "I idea
wouldof buy
smallthempapers
with the
building
up,
then
reselling
them,"
he
explained.
"I had to be careful where I invested money, so I did a lot of research beforehand."
Born
in Massachusetts
Most of the newspapers with
which Mr. Ver Standig dealt were
in his native Massachusetts. Born
in Boston,
17, high
1915, school,
he attended March
Boston Latin
then was
a special
vard U. and
Boston student
U. at HarHe remained in newspaper work
until 1942 when he began selling
time for WWDC Washington. Then,
in 1944, he founded his agency. At
that time, his only employe was
a parttime secretary, and he had
only deskzation'sspace
offices. in another organiToday, the agency employs 10
persons in two floors. Mr. Ver
Standig
draw much
satisfaction fromcanreviewing
the past
eight
years. In 1950, he won the Silver
Anvil Award of the American Public Relations Assn. and in 1951,
one of the top awards of the Direct
Mail Advertising Assn.
He is a member of the board of
governors of both the Atlantic and
Chesapeake Councils, American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies, a
GA

fellow of the American Institute of
Management, and belongs to the
Advertising Club of Washington.
In 1940, he married the former
Helen Van Stondeg, who worked
in the classified ad department of
the Washington Daily News. They
have two children, John David, 5,
and Joan Hope, 4. The Ver Standigs
share their home with 14 animals,
including
dogs, ducks, a parrot and
even a monkey!
He finds most of his relaxation
in
his library numbers
somereading
3000 —volumes.
Most of the larger advertising
agencies he considers just mass
production centers. "We will never
be"Testing
a production
he declared.
built thisline,"
agency.
And we
shall continue to operate that way
— we prefer to know where we're
SEC ELECTIONS
Lipscomb Named President
going." T. LIPSCOMB JR.,
CHARLES
president of Pepsodent Div., Lever
Bros., has been re-elected president
of the Sales Executives Club of
New York for 1952-1953.
Other meeting
officers last
elected
annual
week atwere:club's
Joseph
L.
Wood,
assistant
treasurer
of Johns-Manville Corp., first
vice
president,
Borden
Co.,
seconddistrict
vice
president;
Peter
F.
Fullam,
salestonmanager,
Carolina
Absorbent
CotCo.,
secretary,
and
James
Werblow,
Polygraphic Co. of America Inc.,
treasurer.
New members of the board of di
rectors are as follows:
Fen K. Doscher, vice president of
Lily-Tuliprepresentative
Cup Corp.; M.forD. Finehout,
special
Whitaker
Paper
Co.;
Dr. Paul
H. Variety
Nystrom,
president,
Limited
Stores
Assn.;
Charles
R.Price
Speers,
vice
presi
dent
of
American
Airlines
Inc.;
Zenn
Kaufman,
merchandising
director
Philip
Morris
&
Co.
Ltd.;
Leo
Nejelski
president of Nejelski & Co.; James C
Olson,ton;partner,
Booz, Allen
& HamilSalisbury,
manager andPhilipand
editor
Of Seares,
Salesgeneral
Management
magazine,
Al
N.
vice
ident of Remington Rand Inc. pres
GREEN GIANT Co., Le Sueur, Minn.,
reports a net profit of $1,724,928 for
the year ending March 31. This
equals 3.9% of the gross sales, an alltime high of $44,730,059. Dividend
payments, at 80 cents per share,
totaled $437,741.
A QUINCY,

TES I

ILLINOIS

THESE OFFICES
TO SERVE YOU
QUINCY,.
.'
. TEL. 8202
HOUSTON,ILL.TEXAS
:
TEL. ATWOOD
8536
WASHINGTON, D. C. ... TEL. METROPOLITAN 0522
MONTREAL, QUE
TEL. ATLANTIC 9441
NEW YORK CITY ..... TEL. MURRAY HILL 9-0200
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FTC STAFF FULL
Truman Names Carretta
PROSPECT that the Federal
Trade Commission would be "at
full
the first
time
since strength"
January for
to tackle
a heavy
workload of cases during the summer appeared bright last week with
action at the White House level.
President Truman nominated Albert A. Carretta, a Washington,
D. C, lawyer and university instructor, to be a member of the
commission for an unexpired term
ending Sept. 26, 1954. The nomination is subject to Senate confirmation after expected approval by the
Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee.
Mr. Carretta, a native of New
York, is an instructor at the
Georgetown U. School of Foreign
Service. A lawyer by profession,
he formerly was with the Securities
& Exchange Commission, Office of
Price Administration and the Navy
Dept. He is a member of the Washtions. ington and Virginia bar associaMr. Truman ended speculation
on the FTC vacancy after urgent
requests from the commission itself, which has been concerned over
the prospect
of the summer backlog
and
lack of funds.
FTC Chairman James Mead,
former U. S. Senator from New
York and attorney, and Comr.
Stephen Spingarn made the request in a personal call on the
Chief Executive early last month.
Mr. Truman also was asked to request additional funds for FTC on
behalf of its anti-merger work.
The commission has been functioning with four members since
the death of Comr. William A.
Ayres last January.
Part of the workload involves,
indirectly, the commission's antideceptive practices activities touching on misleading radio, and other
advertising representations. Monitoring oftelevision continuities has
been
virtually non-existent, FTC
has conceded.
President Truman thus appointed a Democrat to succeed
Comr. Ayres, a former Kansas
Congressman who was serving his
third term at FTC when he died.

allied arts
DONALD G.tronics
FINK,
of Elec-a
magazine,editor
appointed
director of research operation at Philco Corp., effective June 1.
BARNARD M. DOVER, CBS-Columproject engineering
named bia'sproject
engineer. department,
VIRGIL B. DAY appointed manager of
employe and plant community relaDept., General
ElectrictionsCo.,at Receiver
headquartered
in Syracuse.
T. M. DOUGLAS and S. J. POWERS
appointed vice president and director
vice president, respectively, Federal
Telephone
saic, N. J. & Radio Corp., Clifton-PasHAROLD SUGARMAN, formerly of
Universal, United Artists and Paramount international departments, announces opening of Duex Film Studios
Inc., N.sionsY.,
to produce
dubbedfeature
verof foreign
language
films in English.
WARD L. QUAAL, director of Clear
Channel Broadcasting Service, will
address National Conference of Farm
Bureau Editors at annual meeting
June
in Atlantic
Your 2Story
to the City,
Publicon by"Getting
Radio
and Television."
• Syracuse,
• • Co.,
GENERAL
ELECTRIC
(fcuipment
N. Y., announces production of new
three-station UHF television transfor company's
VHF receivers.
Unit islatordesigned
for mounting
inside
TV cabinet without disturbing ability
ofchannels.
receiver to tune in present 12 VHF
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS,
Inc., Emporium, Pa., announces manufacture of new tube type 6AN4 de-

WEATHER WARNINGS
Bureau Asks Follow-Up
WHILE paying tribute to radio
and TV as savers of life and property, I.E. Tannehill, U. S. Weather
Bureau, has asked that broadcasters "please present weather warnings verbatim without embellishMr. Tannehill, chief, Div. of
Synoptic Reports and Forecasts,
ment."
commented
that "Itthewould
be dif-in
ficult to estimate
savings
life and property that broadcast of
warnings
possible."
if ^nompson
At the makes
same time,
Mr. TanneITH 28 years . .
hill urged broadcasters to follow
through when storm danger has
W
passed particular communities.
RADIO
"EachWeather
release Bureau
to radiooffices
and strives
press
and . . .experience
from
to present the weather warning in
TRADE ates know
how, oper- as definite terms as is possible
...
considering the weather conditions
prevailing at the time.
ALTOONA's
most
com"More and more attention is
munity-conscious
being reaugiven
Bustation
...
offices tobythelocal
secondWeather
point, that
. . . and from community of follow-up
clear' Innotices
sorvico comos community
when danger with
has 'all
passed.
this
interest in your product.
the Bureau, with the help of
Represented by Robert Meeker Associate* way
the many radio and television outlets, hopes to improve its services
ABC
to the public."
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signed for economical, high efficiency
television tuner service. Unit permits
use of one set of tubes and circuits
for all TV services.
TELEVISION UTILITIES Corp., New
Hyde Park, L. I., announces production of two "Private Eye" picture
monitors
designedandforfield
utilityoperations.
monitoring in studio
Monitor
inches. sizes range from 8 to 16
RCA J.,
VICTOR'S
tube availability
dept., Harrison,of
N.
announces
double-tier, four-section rack designed
to consolidate
major
test instruments in single
test TV
location.
Rack
is available
to radio
service dealers
and servicemen through RCA test
equipment distributors.
WORKSHOP Assoc., Needham
Heights,
Mass., announces
of new antenna
pattern completion
measuring
range on site of Natick laboratory.
Range will be used for measuring
antenna radiation patterns over distance of 1,200 ft. and consists of transmeasuringmittingis tower
done.and receiver where
"Technical • • •
PETER
F. GALLAGHER,
WFIL-TV
Philadelphia,
to engineering
staff,
WCAU-TV that city.

HITS PRICE PROPOSAL
Arnall Cites Dangers
PROTEST against a Congressional
proposal
to requireto the
Price Stabilization
raiseOffice
ceilingof
prices to levels prescribed by laws
in various states has been voiced
by Price Chief Ellis Arnall.
Mr. Arnall advised the Senate
Banking & Currency Committee
and Chairman Burnet Maybank
(D-S. C.)
that Defense
its proposed
amendment to the
Production
Act "would raise ceiling prices
substantially
He added thatandtheunnecessarily."
action would
result in "very serious conseq
u
e
n
c
e
s
"
t
o
the
nation's
economy,
and that OPS does not generally
override state statutes at present.
Legislation
to restorelaws"fairin
trade"
retail invalidated
price-fixing
45 states,
by the
Supreme Court last year, has been
passed
by the House
now pends
in the Senate.
It wouldand revive
state
laws intended to bar price-cutting
on name-brand goods. Under those
laws,
a price agreement
between
one manufacturer
and retailer
was
binding on all retailers in the
state even if they had not signed
the agreement.
NEW broadcast
schedule has been
announced for WMBI-AM-FM
Chicago,
Moody
Biblebroadcast
Institute6 a.m.
stations.
AM
outlet will
to 8 p.m.;
FM from 6 a.m. to 9:30 p.m.

•without tone arm resonance
• That'ssatilewhatGray Transcription
you get with theArms.
verTake yourdesigned—
pick: There's
the
new
specially
damped
-Gray 108-BArm forviscous
all speed,
all
size records.
Arm
assuringThere's
fidelitythe ofGraytone106-B
for
every
speedCartridges.
record. Both use GE or
Pickering
• For highest tonal quality and new
record reproduction from old . records, use Gray Equalizers— preferred
by leading broadcast stations.
• Remember — for professional
broadcast equipment. Gray shows
the way. Write for bulletins describing the above equipment.

CO.. INC.. 598 MILLIARD
ST., MANCHESTER, CONN.
'MANUFACTURING
Telephone Pay StationCOMPANY
and the Gray— Andosraph
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PULSE METHOD
Claimed 90.5% Accurate
PULSE Inc. reported last week
that the first of a series of tests of
its aided-recall roster method of
measuring radio audiences showed
it was 90.5% correct and that it
"very likely" was even better than
that.
Pulse said it conducted the experiment in the metropolitan New
York area in February, comparing
"(1)
whatwithactually
took place
the home
(2) results
obtainedin
when listening in the same home
was checked later via the aidedrecall
technique."
findings,to
Pulse said,
show itsThe
technique
be "highly reliable."
Interviewers visited homes between noon and 1 p.m., asking no
questions about radio listening but,
instead, asserting that they were
conducting a survey to learn the
make and model of various home
appliances. Dial settings of radios
in use thus were checked without
the knowledge of the persons in the
home. Then, following regular
Pulse procedure, other interviewers
revisited the sets-in-use homes betwe n 4 and 5 p.m. to check on
noon-to-1 p.m. listening.
When the memory responses obtained between 4-5 p.m. were
checked against the dial settings
observed during the noon-1 p.m.
visits, Pulse said that "in 90.5%
TOP

RATINGS

In Latest

of the cases, the aided-recall technique produced results identical
with those reported earlier by the
observational method." The comparisons, involved 370 homes in
which a radio was on at the time
of the noon-1 p.m. visit.
Pulse said that for two reasons
"it is tionvery
likely that
the proporof correct
aided-recall
responses was even higher than
For example, it was explained,
90.5%."
the accuracy of dial observations is
limited by several factors, parrly the "bunching"stations
of manyin
New Yorkticulaindependent
the same general area on the dial
and the fact that, especially in
olderrelationship
sets, "dial settings
may bear
no
to the frequency
as
commonly
known."
In
homesto
where the radios were tuned
network stations the number of correct responses increased to 93.9%,
Pulse said.
Additionally, the report asserted,
the aided-recall technique reports
"listening" whereas the observational method shows "tuning" —
"there causeisthe noset guarantee
bewas turnedthat,
on betwe n 12 noon and 1 p.m., the individual at home was actively
listening."
Pulse said this test was the
first of a number of experiments
that "are iodically
planned
be perreported toanddealwillwith
the
several other factors involved in
audience measurement."
AGAIN

Pulse

KMTV Continues to
Lead In Omaha Area
KMTV is again top TV station
in the rich 130,000 set Omaha
area. Latest Pulse figures (week
of April 13, 1952) show that
KMTV leads in 68 out of 100
nighttime (6-11 pm) quarter-hours
— Monday thru Friday. This is
BETTER than 2 to 1.
The survey shows that 4 of the
top 5 multi-weekly programs telecast in the Omaha area are viewed
over KMTV. Pulse also reveals that
of the 5 leading once-a-week programs, 4are carried by KMTV.
For the best in TV coverage of
the rich Omaha area, contact Katz
Agency or KMTV today.

. . .

Surveys!

KMA Dominates Vast
Rural Midwest Area
Pulse figures released in January,braska1952and for
23 rural
Iowa, show
NeMissouri
counties
KMA is the Most-Listened-To-Station during
234thequarter-hour
riods through
week.
This pe-is
more than
all other
radio stations
heard in this area combined.
KMA's V2 millivolt area conimmense retail
buyingsalespower.
Totaltains
estimated
for 1950
were #2,819,660,000 (Consumer
Markets). 1950 census reports
that total population in this area,
which includes parts of Iowa, Nebraska, Missouri and Kansas, is
2,779,531.
tals 732,500. Farm population toTo get more concentrated coverage of<his prosperous rural martoday.ket, contact Avery Knodel or KMA

KMA
KIHTV
SHENANDOAH, IOWA
OMAHA 2, NEBRASKA
Represented by
CHANNEL 3
AVERY-KNODEL, INC.
Represented by KATZ AGENCY
MAY BROADCASTING COMPANY
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McHALE QUITS
Democrats Name Rowlings
RESIGNATION of Frank McHale
as chairman of the Credentials
Subcommittee of the Democratic
National Committee and appointment of Calvin Rawlings of Utah
national committeeman, to the post,
have
been
announced by Chairman
Frank E. McKinney.
Mr. McHale
is a minority
stockholder in Universal
Broadcasting
Co. (WISH Indianapolis, Ind.),
holding 3% interest, according to
FCC records last October. He recently was replaced as national
committeeman by the Indiana
Democratic State Central Committee, and resigned the subcommittee
chairmanship because his term expires at the end of the Democratic
National Convention. Mr. Mcis a ofminority
stock-of
holderKinneyand alsoofficer
Universal,
which he formerly was president.
U. OF DENVER
Sets National BMI Clinic
FIRST national BMI program
clinic will highlight the sixth annual radio clinic on the U. of Denver campusevents
in a scheduled
series of toradiotelevision
last
from June 23 to Aug. 22 as part
of the university radio department's summer session program.
Attendance of 100 is expected according to R. Russell Porter, UD
radio department director.
Events include a television workshop, June 23- July 23 to be conted by Noel
the annualducradio
clinic,Jordan
July and
24-Aug.
22,
sponsored
by Colorado
Broadcasters Assn. which
embraces:
Broadcast Advertising Bureau clinic,
July
29; July
television
commercialsby
workshop,
24-26, conducted
Mr. Jordan ; a three-day seminar on
radio sales, July 30-Aug. 1, conducted by Maurice Mitchell, vice
president and general manager of
Associated Program Service.
GREENWICH PLEA
Asks FCC AM Action
APPEAL for separate FCC action
on its wich,
AM application
Green-by
has been atfiled
GreenwichConn.,Broadcasting
Corp.,
operating WGCH (FM) since Dec.
6, 1948. The company applied for
AM and FM jointly but the AM
application was held up because
of a conflict with a Norwalk applicant who soon withdrew.
The petitioner says its AM case
has been lying around the FCC all
this time, having been consolidated
with World Wide Broadcasting
Corp. cases (WRUL WRUS
WRUW WRUX WRUA Scituate,
Mass.), apparently because Walter
S. Lemmon is an officer and principal stockholder in World Wide
and Greenwich. Having lost $50,000 on FM while waiting for an
AM grant, Greenwich asks that its
AM petition
be separated
the
World
Wide cases.
Eliot C.from
Lovett,
Washington
counsel, filed the petition for Greenwich.

(Continued
page 18)
OpenfromMike
lose its effectiveness at the city
limits,tirebutmarketable
coversarea.
and sells the enHoward mentioned that the 1950
figures for thriving San Antonio did
not include the military. Likewise,
our 1950 figures did not include our
Naval personnel in this, the largest
Naval
of the please
United States
(Norfolkportstations
copy).
Just to top it all off — the United
States has just made a special
census in San Diego and found our
city
has increased 28 %
since population
the 1950 census!
I have fond memories of San
Antonio, but the fact is — only
KCBQ can truthfully say "the mostlistened-to station in the nation'',
fastest President
growing E.major
Charles
Salik market."
KCBQ, San Diego, Calif.
PROMOTION STUNT
Brings Revolver in Ribs
HAZARDS of radio promotion were
demonstrated when Larry Miller,
control
operator,
Charleston,
S. C, WCSC-AM-FM
found himself
facing
a
.38
calibre
Mr. Miller donned revolver.
a dark cloak
and a slouch hat and slinked

Mr. Miller in promotion costume.
through Charleston streets to promote WCSC's presentation of / Was
a Communist for the FBI, a Frederic W. Ziv Co. production.
Mr. Miller entered a market, approached the cashier and asked to
see the themanager.
Mr. been
Miller robbed
didn't
know
store had
three times in the past year. The
cashier drew out a .38 calibre revolver and looked too serious for
Mr. Miller's
comfort.
He quickly
identified
himself
and decided
that
from now on he will stick to the
intricacies of the control room.
NEW show on KFRC San Francisco,
Faces cand
Places, givesanddetailed
ount of personalities
places ac-in
the news.
WEOK
PO UGH KEEPS 3 E
EVERETT McKINNEY, INC
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Storer Broadcasting Company

Represented Nationally
by KATZ

THE COAXIAL CABLE
ARRIVES IN HOUSTON
JULY

1st!

KPRC-TV will carry the political
conventions and campaigns during this YEAR OF DECISION!
The promise of complete coverage of these vital events has already SKYROCKETED the Great
Southwest TV market.

i

A GIANT promotion and merchandising campaign backed by
KPRC-TV, the Houston Post and
TV dealers and distributors is
underway! TV sets are SELLING
LIKE HOTCAKES! By July 1,
Houston's TV audience will be
GREATER than ever before!
Arrival of the Coaxial Cable
Coupled with KPRC-TV CoverThis Year's
Political
Eventsage of Promises
a Dynamic
Medium for All Wide-Awake
Advertisers!
Plan Your Summer Campaign
to
with Houston's
Vast Coincide
New Audience!

Channel 2 • Houston
JACK HARRIS
General Manager
Nationally Represented by
EDWARD PETRY & CO.
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$600,000
TV MONEY
FOR FCC
FCC's FUNDS future brightened
ap ointed" that the group did not 1,200 more locations, whereas at
considerably last week on Capitol okay the full amount. But, he as- the present time there are 108 television stations located in 66 comHill as the Senate Appropriations
serted, his now
committee's
job weis get
"to
go to work
to see that
Committee approved additional the
full
amount
approved
on
the
A
few
days earlier, the Maybank
money for the expressed purpose
the Senate." Committee munities."
Subcommittee
released FCC's testiof processing TV applications floorTheof Appropriations
mony of last April.
[B«T, May 26].
approved
the
recommendations
of
In data submitted to the subThe action came with these side- its subcommittee, which is under
committee during the hearings,
lights :
the chairmanship of Sen. Burnet FCC Vice Chairman Rosel H. Hyde
(D-S. C).
warned that even if the proposal
9 Sen. Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.) R. ItsMaybank
mention of license fee chargsaid he thought the additional
examiner teams be aping would apply to TV licenses of 20 more
$600,000 for fiscal 1953 would be a
proved,
"we would
be curonly. The committee in its report
rent
in
the
handlingstillofnottelevision
"greatjam caused
help byin the
overcoming
the
logimpossible freeze pointed to the 1952 Independent applications at the end of 1953."
Offices Appropriations Act which He also estimated that there would
and its lifting."
such assessment on a be a delay of about three months
# The Senate committee in- authorized
The section which con- in filling the new positions.
serted in the Independent Office trial basis.
tained
this
reference
was Title V.
FCC had predicted it would have
Appropriations Bill an amendment
FCC up to this time has not seen 159 TV station CPs by June 30,
that would request FCC to investigate the possibility of initiating fit to go into the possibility of 1952, 459 the same date in 1953.
Won't Go Far?
"fair and equitable" fees and assessing charges or fees for servicing applicants. However, the Sencharges "in
connectionstations,
with thein
Another assertion by the Comlicensing
of television
ate
group's
recommendation
remission, raising doubts as to how
quests the Commission to study
order that such work of the Comcould go in immission may be made self-sustain- the question and to report back to far the $600,000
line, was
ing to the fullest extent possi- the "respective legislative com- made in provingitsthe processing
data
supporting its
ble. .. ."
The committee said it approved request for restoration of funds cut
The House recommendation of mittees."
$6,108,460 for the operation of additional funds when informed of by IntheitsHouse.
the Commission
the TV freeze lift that "will make estimated analysis,
FCC in fiscal year 1953 (begins possible
that the correct figure
1,900 more stations in
July 1, 1952 and ends June 30,
1953) otherwise was left intact.
With the addition of $600,000 for
Sarnoff Foresees
TV, total budget suggested by the
Senate committee amounts to
$6,708,460, a figure that is $1,366,- 50 MILLION TV SETS In Five Years
540 less than President Truman's
recommendation and only $122,910 FIFTY million TV sets and 1,500 stations within the next five years
were predicted last week by Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA board chairabove
tion. the prior year's appropriaman, when he spoke Wednesday at a Life Insurance Assn. of America
15 Team Gain
meeting in Hot Springs, Va.
Noting
that there are some 17
Sen. Johnson said that his quick
intensity.
estimate would be that the FCC million TV sets and 108 outlets, germ-killing
is now feasible to combine
Gen. years,
Sarnoff there
said, will
"within
the nextbe the"Itautomatic
stands to gain 15 examiner teams, five
devices which have
probably
which include hearing examiners, 50 million television receiving been developed for radio-television
attorneys, engineers, accountants sets and avout 1,500 television to form a complete electronic acand clerk-stenographers.
counting system for even the largstations with a poSen. Johnson and 11 other mem- broadcasting
viewing audience of 150
est business organization," Gen.
bers of his 13-man Senate Inter- million tential
Sarnoff
said.
a system
would
persons."
Every willhomebe provide for "Such
state & Foreign Commerce Com- equipped with
the the
translation,
TV receiver
mit e a fortnight ago formally within range ofa video
transmission, storage, computation, processing
petitioned the Senate Appropria- he added.
and printing of pertinent facts and
tions Subcommittee on Independent
Declaring that electronic contri- information."
Offices to approve $800,000 for the
Explaining that these electronic
butions to health and life expectpurposecationof workload.
relieving the TV appliancy are tangible even now, he systems can graduate from highspeed arithmetic to high-speed
out that both radio and
The Johnson Committee had esti- pointed
donate to well being by reading and writing too, he obmated that each examiner team television
"the information
we
providing
information,
entertainwould require about $40,000. Thus,
ment and relaxation. Television and compressserved,today
on punchthatcards
the Senator said, if the appropria- its Vidicon tube have also been will be further compressed by
the necessary figures and
tionsproved
unit'sby recommendation
is ap- incorporated in the electron micro- storing
Congress, FCC would
words on magnetic tapes which can
s
c
o
p
e
,
h
e
explained,
helping
scienbenefit by 15 additional teams.
be
scanned
at the speed of many
tists to study live microbes without
Sen. Johnson said he was "dis- using identifying dyes or lights of thousands of words a minute."
BROADCASTING
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More Recommended
for 20 teams to be $1,020,740. To
arrive at this figure, the FCC, while
accepting
Sen. needed
Johnson'sfor estimates,
added money
expenses
such as travel, materials, supplies
and office equipment.
Comr. Hyde said:
Even if we receive everything requested fostill,
r us in inthetelevision,
President's budgetup
we
very would
substantially
behind at thewewindend
the
wouldof
still 1953
haveyear.
filedForwithexample,
the Commission
approximately
635
applications
that
woulddetermine
not even whether
have reviewed could
in orderwe
togranted.
We would still they
have before beus
approximately
additional applications
had 200been
but because of which
problems
such reviewed
as thewere
existence
ofhearing
conflicting
applications
in a
status.
SpeakingPaulof A.FCC's
Chairman
Walker workload,
told the
subcommittee that the Commission
"has now reached a point where in
order to get out the large volume
of work many things are done
which store up trouble for us in the
months and years ahead."
Paring Other Activities
Chairman Walker also asserted
that if given the employes as suggested by Sen. Johnson, "I think we
can handle the television matter."
FCC's data indicated that the
Commission was paring other
activities to a bone in order to
handle television.
Speaking
of July
1, when
ces ing isslated
to begin,
FCC protold
the
subcommittee
that
"three
months hence, when we must begin
to processmission willapplications,
the Com-of
be in the position
a man trying to empty Lake
Michigan by dipping furiously with
a teacup. The job will be treThe Commission noted that in
mendous." its TV problem, "the
addition
number oftoradio
stations is increasing and willFCC
continue
Therefore,
said, toit increase."
expected
rapidly mounting interference
problems. These are becoming
"more and more serious and the
Commission is being given less and
less staff to handle" them, it said.
Estimated number of AM stations in 1952 was 2,485, and in 1953
the figure would be 100 more as of
June 30 of that year.
"The situation in our field-engine ring and monitoring program
is
already
acute," more
FCC soasserted,
and would become
if the
House cut was allowed to remain
(which was the case).
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KVOL Petition table
KVOLof assignments
also contendsof thechannels."
change
Challenges
of Channel 5 to Alexandria on pop- UHF-VHF BIDS
REPORT LEGALITY
ulation basis Sec.
alone307is "arbitrary"
Ten Applications Filed
violates
(b) of the
CONTAINING premises which challenge the basic legality of FCC's and
Sixth Report and Order lifting the TV freeze, a petition for recon- Communications Act. No evidence LAST "WEEK saw more applicasideration or rehearing was filed with the Commission last week by on the communities, their needs
tions filed for new television stations with the FCC than during
Evangeline Broadcasting Co., licensee of KVOL-AM-FM Lafayette, and natures were in the record,
La.
[B»T,
May
26].
Evangeline
*
KVOL
notes.
since the one folBroadcasting is a TV applicant.
that this would result in the chanAnother violation of the Act, Sec. any otherlowing theweek
release
of FCC's
Filed by the Washington law
nel changes involved.
Report
and
Order
[B«T,
AprilSixth
14].
309
(a),
is
charged
on
grounds
that
firm of Arthur W. Scharfeld, the
There were three applications
"As a matter of fact," the peti- KVOL is denied a hearing on its
KVOL petition requests FCC to
stations
are retion continues,for"itpetitioner
would haveto have
been pendingtion since
application
a TV sta-5 filed byquireTV
reconsider its Sixth Report and
requestedfor Channel
d to change
theirwhich
frequencies,
return VHF Channel 5 to Lafayette unreasonable
as provided in one part of the Sixth
anticipated the result reached by has been removed.
Report. And there were a total of
or "reopen the record for further the Commission in view of the
The petition concludes:
ten new and amended applications
hearing with respect to the alloca- Commission's express rejection of What
the
Commission
has
done
in
tion of television channels" there.
separation in this rule-making proceeding, there- filed, seven requesting VHF outKVOL charges the Commission a 220-mile co-channel
tions. lets and three seeking UHF staNotice." FCC
proaction, changing Channel 5 to the saidposed 180Third
mile separation
for VHF
fore, is to without
prejudge giving
the petitioner's
application
it
the
opAlexandria, La., instead of assign- in that notice.
Stations requesting a change in
portunity of presenting, by means of
ing it to Lafayette as proposed
channel assignments are
"Thus, the Commission not only its rightful hearing, all of the facts their
earlier, violates provisions of both failed
WBRC-TV
Ala., to
to give notice of the possi- relevant to determining that the fa- move from Birmingham,
the Administrative Procedure Act
4 to Channel
cilities
requested
by
the
petitioner
bility of the result it reached," the would provide a fair, efficient, and 6; WKRC-TVChannel
and the Communications Act.
Cincinnati, Ohio, to
petitiontheconcludes,
actually
KVOL contends the channel misled
distribution of television move from Channel 11 to Channel
petitioner to"but
believe
that equitable
facilities,
and
has
decided
on
the
basis
12
and
WHIO-TV
Dayton, Ohio, to
change "ismis ion dillegal
because
the
Comuse of a 220-mile sepand partial information move from Channel 13 to Channel 7.
id not give notice of such the possible
aration had been carefully con- ofthatinadequate
Channel
5
should
be
used
in
AlexThree
new
TV
applications
were
action as required by the Adminisandria rather than in Lafayette. Thus, filed. They came from the Baptist
and rejected."
trative Procedure Act."
KVOL sideredfurther
charges it was the Commission
has
violated
the
prov
i
s
i
o
n
s
o
f
Section
307(b)
and
309(a)
The petition notes that the Third "denied adequate legal notice of
General Convention of Texas, asking for Channel 6 in Corpus
Notice of Further Proposed Rule the
televisionapplications
channels indepurposed alloca- by allocating
Christi;
KFEQ St. Joseph, Mo.,
p
e
n
d
e
n
t
o
f
specific
and
Making of March 24, 1951, proposed -tion"Commission's
"because
of
the
seeking
Channel 2, and KTRE
the
Commission's
Sixth
Report
and
to allocate Channel 5 to Lafayette failuretoofLafayette
the Commission to adopt Order herein is, therefore, invalid, Lufkin, Tex.
along with UHF Channel 38. VHF technical standards for television contrary to law, and unlawfully denies [B*T, May 26].requesting Channel 9
Channels 11 and 13 were proposed stations before requiring interested the rights accorded petitioner by Secfor Alexandria.
Among
persons to plead to the Commistions 309(a) muand
nications Act. 307(b) of the Comtions receivedthewasamended
one from applicaEugene
"Petitioner did not file any comsion's
proposed
specific
allocation
P. O'Fallon, president of KFEL
ments against the proposed allocaDenver, for Channel 2. Two newstion of channels to Lafayette or
Alexandria because it was satisfied
radio stations amended their TVpaper-ownedapplications,
too.
with the proposed allocations," the
These were WENY Elmira, N. Y.jj
petition
states,
continuing,
"it
did
not file any comments in favor of
owned by the for
Gannett
Elmira
television applications
Star-Gazette,
UHF Co.'s
Channel
24,
the proposal for Lafayette because
no person opposed the proposed
and WDHN
(FM)
New
BrunsDigest
of
Those
Filed
With
FCC
May
23
through
May
28
wick,
N.
J.,
owned
by
the
New
allocation of channels to LafayBrunswick Home News.
Cf Indicates pre-thaw application re-filed.)
ette."
In Florida, four well - known
FCC's
Sixth
Report,
"purportedly
VHF UHF Total* Tampa businessmen announced
based upon the record made in Boxscore
that
they plan to file for Channel
response
to
the
said
Third
Notice,"
26
13 40
13 in that city. Organized under
assigned UHF Channels 38 and Applications filed since April 14
the
name
Televisionis headed
Broad*
One
applicant
did
not
specify
channel
number.
67 to Lafayette,
"deleting itVHFto
castinOrange
g Co., the company
Channel
5 and assigning
by
President
Dave
Falk,
president
Alexandria . . . instead."
Chamber of ComListed by States
ERP 18.6 kw visual; antenna height of the merceTampa
Quotes Reasons
O'Falk's Store.
above average terrain 600 ft., above are Viceand ofPresident
JamesOthers
W.
The petition quotes reasons given
t
DENVER,
Col.—
Eugene
P.
O'Falground
450
ft.
Estimated
construction
in the Sixth Report for this action: lon Inc., Ch. 2 (54-60 mc), ERP 56.5 cost $88,000 (this does not include Warren, vice president and general
kw
visual;
antenna
height
above
averIn substance, VHF Channels 11
major items of equipment al- manager of the Tampa Coca-Cola
age terrain 778 ft., above ground 200 several ready
and 13 were removed from Alex- ft. Estimated
purchased and on hand; when Bottling Co.; Treasurer Jack
cost $364,- first application
andria in favor of larger Galveston, 500, first year construction
was prepared in April
and general
operating
cost
$520,000,
Tex., and Biloxi, Miss., under Zone revenue $500,000. Studio location 546 1950, applicant estimated construction Peters,
managerviceofpresident
the Bentley
Gray
cost at $103,000), first year operating Wholesale Dry Goods Co. and imLincoln
St.,
Denver.
Transmitter
loIll's
220-mile
co-channel
separation
cost $200,000, revenue $250,000. Studio
cation Lookout Mtn., East of Highway and
rule. Alexandria, left without
mediate past president of the
transmitter location 1305 Georgia Rotary Club,
VHF, is entitled to Channel 5 #68 next to Cody Monument Propand Secretary Cody
rather than Lafayette since former W. Long.
North
Augusta,
33°
30'
27"
N.
erty, 39° 43'Transmitter
50y2" N. Lat.,RCA,105° antenna
14' 11" Ave.,
Fowler,
attorney
and former
Lat.,
81°
57'
42"
W.
Long.
Transmitdent
of
the
American
Bar presiAssn.
ter DuMont, antenna RCA. Consulting
has
"a somewhat
largerlatter
population"
RCA. Legal counsel Loucks, Zias, engineer
(35,000)
than the
(34,000 Young
A.
D.
Ring
&
Co.
Applicant
None
of
the
four
is
financially
in&
Jansky,
Washington.
Conof WJBF Augusta. Prinpop.).
terested inany other radio or newssulting engineer Commercial Radio is licensee
cipals
include
President,
Treasurer
paper properties in the Tampa area,
Co., Washington.
Appli- and General Manager J. B. Fuqua
The petition argues that "the Equipment
cant is licensee
of KFEL Denver.
Mitchell(TV)Wolfson,
Commission's notice in this rule- Principals
Vice President D. M. Kelly although
dent of WTVJ
Miami, presiis a
include President Eugene (94%);
making proceeding did not, directly
(4%),
station
manager,
and
Secretary
cousin of Mr. Falk.
O'Fallon (98%),
general
manager
or indirectly, give notice to inter- P.KFEL-AM-FM
Steve
Manderson
(2%),
commercial
Denver
and
major
ested persons (including petitioner) stockholder of Electronic Network manager. Address: Radio Station
of the possibility that Channel 5 Inc.,
counselEngineer
GuilfordHarry
Jame-C.
Muzak franchiser, Denver; Vice WJBF, P. O. Box 490, Augusta, Ga. RCA. son,Legal
would not be assigned to Lafayette President
Washington.
A. Myers, Denver
t LAFAYETTE, Ind.— WFAM Inc., Garba, WASK
for the reasons invoked by the attorney, Joseph
and
WFAM
(FM)
Laand
Secretary-Treasurer
UHF
Ch.
59
(740-746
mc),
ERP
20.54
Commission. Nor could petitioner Frank L. Bishop, assistant general kw visual; antenna height above aver- WASK andfayette.
Applicant (FM)
is licensee
WFAM
Lafayette.of
(or any other person) have antici- manager of KFEL-AM-FM and vice
age
terrain
372
ft.,
above
ground
369
Sole
owner
is
O.
E.
Richardson,
who
pated reasonably that, without president and treasurer of Electronic ft. Estimated construction cost $158,otherMcCartybusiness
interests. Ind.
Adcounter-proposals by any person Network. Address: Albany Hotel, 700, first year operating cost $75,000, has no dress:
Lane, Lafayette,
or the Commission, the Commission Denver 2, Col.
revenue $75,000. Studio and transmitter location on McCarty Lane, Lat DULUTH, Minn.— Red River Bcstg.
might adopt a co-channel mileage
separation for VHF channels in the
t AUGUSTA, Ga. — The Georgia3 (60-66 onmc),pageERP66)25 kw
fayet e, 40° 23' 40" N. Lat., 86° 50' 15" Co., Ch.
(Continued
Lafayette areas of 220 miles" and Carolina Bcstg. Co., Ch. 6 (82-88 mc), W. Long. Transmitter RCA, antenna
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New Filings Still Slow
TV APPLICANTS
HESITATE
WHERE is the avalanche of TV
chief
reasons
for
refusals,
he
exority or "push" by FCC (ghosts
interpretation
new concernrules."
applications predicted following the of FM days) and tenor of talks by
He mentioned ofSec.the3.613
lifting of the TV freeze?
Spokesman for one large firm
Comr. Robert F. Jones, who dis- plained.
ing
location
of
main
studio:
"The
sented from Sixth Report [B*T, which devotes only part of its main studio . . . shall be located
"It's still getting underway."
"There's plenty of interest ... up May 26, 5]. Greatest reluctance efforts to broadcasting reported a in the principal community to be
in intermixed VHF-UHF "healthy amount of new money
to expectations . . . we'll hit 1,000 bids continues
markets.
by July 1 all right."
"Common sense tells you that
coming into television," through
"It's coming, but it won't be quite
0 A very few attorneys felt bids by newcomers. This firm had means within the metropolitan
as big as we guessed."
advised all clients to wait until the area," he said, but "certain of the
newcomers
are
hesitant
to
put
inCommission staff have said it
The question was put to a number
vestment capital into TV because of end of the freeze to file applications served."
of Washington radio-TV law firms long delays seen for major mar- and now has many in preparation. means within the city limits." Site
last week and drew those typical
and added expenses
kets. Since companies initially are
"It will take a couple of months hardships
would ensue in many cases, he
basiscommitments
of stock subscrip'answers.
The exchange
noted.
do the job," he said.
prompted because
only some was40 set uptionsonand loan
rather to Fear
because FCC is "pushing
new and amended applications had than pigeon-holing money itself, UHF" was
in another firm reported
reported expressed by onePartner
newcomer to the industry plans
been received by FCC six weeks capital will be working elsewhere a few clients.
FM
history
was
after issuance of the Sixth Report, until needed, they noted.
recalled.
to file applications, in which he
which finalized the revised allocahave minority interest, for
0 Most-often-heard
for
"There is some feeling that if would
tion plan and set July 1 as the date slowness
some 11 cities. Same firm also may
of newcomersreasons
to enter
they
wait
they
can
buy
in
later
on which the Commission will com- TV, where reluctance apeared, are as cheaply as now," he observed, possibly file a similar group of
mence processing of applications fears of government regulation explaining, "some stations will need cities.
applications for as many as nine
[B*T, April 14].
and future of UHF and lack more financing."
Representing a fair range of of(FCC)
know-how in field.
said urged
his "strong
Slow Filers
haveHe been
to file applicants"
early so as
opinion, the responses from the atOne law firm — not one- of the
torneys indicate:
Another law firm's partner ob- to let "others in their markets line
biggest
—
reported
30
to
40
applica# Most lawyers have large
served applicants are "slow getting up for the remaining channels."
tions in preparation with none filed
data in," hence delay in filing. His
that firm to date.
numbers arationofand soapplications
in prepA number
his firm's
applicants
in AM ofradio,
he said,
have
far have filed
none by "There's
plenty of interest . . . firm feels it is more important now
or only a few.
outside business interests
file an application that "really large
up to expectations," a principal tomeans
and
hence
will
bring
in
considerable
something"
than
to
be
on
# Delay for the most part is partner said. The industry "will file early. Some of those who
(Continued on page 74)
because of sheer detail and me- meet
the 1,000 quota" expected by rushed "had their applications
July 1, he predicted.
chanics of preparation.
Within the past three weeks his bounce back," he noted.
# Some are holding up filing
his firm's
applicants
until the last minute for "tactical firm received "10 to 12 new appli- in Although
the majority
are established
cations we hadn't planned before to broadcasters,
purposes."
it
does
have
some ABC-UPT HEARING
file,"
he
said.
Most
of
these
repreJuly 1 No Deadline
sented money new to broadcasting. newcomers. A few broadcasters
Four Testify on Coercion
are expanding to bring in outsiders,
9 Others noted July 1 "is no
The encedsame
attorney about
has experiLAST WEEK'S chapter in the
no reluctance
UHF too, he noted.
deadline"
and
since
big
stakes
are
involved, careful preparation is except in intermixed cities. In fact,
Paramount
Principal in another law firm lengthy ABC-United
merger hearing before
more important than early filing.
recalled, he has two UHF bids which devotes a majority of its time Theatres
FCC
continued
detailed
probing
# Still others observed that he
preparation for cities of 10,000 to radio-TV also reported "proper into past film distribution and
some of their applicants are far inpopulation.
theThe market areas to preparation" of applications is of
atre-ownership
policies
of
Paradown the processing lines on city be served, however,
greater
concern
than
filing
quickly.
include over
mount
and
other
major
film
propriority listings, "so what's the 100,000 persons, he said.
ducers [B»T, May 26].
"Without exception," he said, "all
rush?"
partnerthan
notedmarket
FCC's populause of are broadcasters in this thing for
# Majority of applications in cityTherather
Four more theatre owners testipreparation represent existing
alleged that the major
city priority listings
"July 1 is no deadline," the at- motionfied. They
broadcasters, part of whom have tends tionstoin the
companies would
make an area seem less
torney noted, commenting that be- not rent picture
included persons new to radio in desirable than
them
pictures, or
it
actually
is.
keeps." cause of careful preparation any- would not rentfirstanyrun pictures,
or
order to swing financing.
Indication of the backlog of apone who "crosses swords" with any tried to coerce them into a profit9 There is a substantial "new
p
l
i
c
a
t
i
o
n
s
i
n
preparation
was
given
of
his
clients
"will
have
a
rough
sharing
deal
in
return
for
good
money" minority
among although
TV ap- by the attorney when he observed time, right on through the Court films.
plications inpreparation,
in certain cases he has had to do
certain attorneys indicated greater considerable
The theatre operators claimed
HeAppeals."
noted some difficulty in trying
shopping to find coninterest than expected from newsituation changed for the better
engineers able to take on ofto keep
up one
with thing
the "shifting
of thein the
comers to the industry while others his work.sultingSame-city
about
the same time that the matide
from
to
another
conflicts were
reported less.
motionconsent
picturedecree
firms with
entered
into jortheir
the
# Majority of attorneys contacted reported no big problem so
Justice
Dept.
after
the
Anti-Trust
far in obtaining informal clearance
into the practices
of tower sites with Civil AeronauofDivision's
the film probe
companies.
tics Administration sources. One
On
the
stand
were Donald B.
firm
Leverett, Overton, Tex.; Carl B.
with isitsfiling
bid. final CAA approvals
Knudson,
Seward,
Neb. ; Mrs. Eve# Some broadcasters, who herelyn E. Anderson, Boone, Iowa, and
tofore talked the big money of TV
Arthur Goldberg, Omaha, Neb.
with ease, are "burning midnight
The hearing being held before
oil" to make up their mind whether
FCC Hearing
Resor not to take the plunge. "Now it's
nick,
seeks to Examiner
determine,Leoamong
fish
other things, if ABC and United
put it.or cut bait," as one attorney
Paramount Pictures should be
# Reason for forced showdown
allowed to merge, if Paramount
is FCC's
Sixth
Report
and
processPictures Corp. is qualified as a
ing procedure, several sources ex- STATION ENGINEERS at TV camera demonstration at RCA Labs., Camden, TV
broadcast station licensee (it
N.
J.,
[B*T,
May
26]
are
(I
to
r):
Samuel
Geise,
WNAR
Norristown,
Pa.;
plained. Otherwise, they noted,
owns
(TV) Los Angeles),
many broadcasters would take Thomas Linxwiler, KWKH Shreveport, La.; Richard Ashenfelter, WCVS Spring- whetherKTLA
Allen B. DuMont Labs.
field, I I.; R. W. Caughey, WHP Harrisburg, Pa.; James Schultz, KQV Pittstheir
time
to
"see
how
things
go"
burgh; N. L. Hobson, RCA; Robert W. Oliver, Pogue & Neal, Washington, (WABD (TV) New York, WTTG
before deciding.
# Fear of UHF in couple of D. C; George Wetmore, WXKW Albany, N. Y.; H. C. Weber, RCA; Lt. Bert (TV) Washington and WDTV
(TV) Pittsburgh) is controlled
by
quarters was evidenced on part of Fagan, U. S Navy, Washington, D. C; Jack Jones, KWKH; Charles Brady, Paramount
through its
both newcomers and experienced Mcintosh & Inglis, Washington, D. C; E. T. Griffith, RCA; Harold Dewing, Class B stockPictures
holdings.
WCVS;
William
Birchfield,
WHAN
Charleston,
S.
C.
broadcasters in view of UHF priJune 2, 1952 • Page 63
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ENT
PMneeds
EQUI
FUTURE
materials
of the
commercial broadcast equipment
industry will depend upon the
speed with which FCC licenses new
TV stations, the government was
advised last week.
At the same time, the National
Production Authority announced
that quotas of controlled metals for
radio-TV
peggedto higher
in the lastsetshalfwillofbe 1952
enable
manufacturers to meet seasonal
consumer demands.
Members of a Broadcast Transmitting Equipment industry group
predicted
that the
first "heavy"
batch
of orders
for station
equipment is still more than a year
away.
Manufacturers reported that
even if some UHF licenses are
granted by the Commission by
year's
their biggest
problemin
would end,
be technical
difficulties
constructing station equipment.
Many manufacturers already have
placed orders for parts to build
transmitters and related equipment.
Bottlenecks Prevail
Key components are still in short
supply, with bottlenecks in both
military and civilian production.
Aside from components, rapid
changes in military design and
technical personnel shortages have
posed a steady problem. Scarce
components are transformers
(especially audio), crystals, relays,
small fractional horsepower
motors,
tubes. capacitors, cathode ray
With respect to engineering,
some manufacturers reported they
have enlisted foreign technicians
(some DPs) from Europe. NPA
promised to take action designed
to speed personnel imports.
Diversion of technical industry
help to military contracts has been
ato major
in NPA's ondecision
retain factor
most restrictions
mass
production of colorcasting equipment. An amended order [B»T,
May 12] was still under NPA study
after being routinely circulated
among government agencies last
week.
On the receiving end, household
radio-TV sets generally will fare
much better during the third and
fourth quarters than in April-June
as well as other durable goods,
with one exception — in copper brass
mill and foundry products. Manufacturers may file supplemental
bids for additional carbon steel or
aluminum, however, to compensate.
Radio and TV receivers and other
goods will receive varying allot"depending on the
tiesments
of substituting
lesspossibilicritical
materials," NPA said.
Third quarter quotas are up for
all materials used by set makers —
5% for carbon and alloy steel and
for copper wire mill, and 15% for
aluminum. Set manufacturers are
earmarked for a minimum of 20%
on brass
and foundry
ucts. Thesemill
increases
are basedprod-on
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FCC Holds **> NPA Told
NEEDS
Henry H. Fowler said last Wednesday:
percentage
war
base. use of the pre-Korean
We tionmustprogramremember
that complete,
the mobilizais only half
and
NPA pointed out that higher
requirements
for malevel of allotments starting July directtiontedefense
rtoialmany
s are still growing.
.
.
.
Authorizacivilian industriesratewillof
1 will enable radio-TV manufact- still be below their
urers and others to meet seasonal use of the controlled pre-Korean
materials, despite
demands, and that the third and these welcome increases in allotments.
fourth quarters are "the months of
heaviest
production"
for them.
Bracketed
with receivers
for the ANTENNA TREND
same boost are TV and auto antenReported to NPA
nas (for replacement purposes), TREND in TV antenna sales is
coin-operated phonographs, commetropolitan
"fringe"in
mercial recording discs and phono- from
areas, with
a resultanttoincrease
graph needles.
of metal-to-antenna because
Increased allotments will be re- ratio
more bays or receiving units.
flected in Christmas buying in of This
"recent development" was
established TV markets of new reported
the National
Producvideo receivers — either as initial
tion to
Authority
by an Antenna
purchases or as set replacements. Manufacturers Industry Advisory
Whatever additional demand may Committee last week. One probe created for sets in a potential
ducer reported a distributors poll
sales of 39% in single-bay,
handful
new bemarkets
by year's
end alsoofwill
met with
ease, showed
50r'r in two-bay and 11% in fourindustry authorities feel.
bayAbout
antennas.
15% of all antenna sales
Last week's action is no more
. significant than that, although it for television is for replacements,
might be a harbinger for materials the industry group estimated.
in 1953 (see story page 89) when Members predicted this figure will
new VHF-UHF stations take the rise with licensing of new UHF
stations that will provide an
air in more prolific quantity. Of TV
that outlook NPA Administrator additional market for antennas
tuned to the new frequencies.
Manufacturers of TV antenna
towers; commercial, industrial,
Assists on Atlass Bids
military
and home-type antennas
CHARLES GUGGENHEIM, chief (indoor, outdoor
built-in), were
and
automobile
radioandantennas
producer of the Ford Foundation's fund for an adult education represented at the meeting.
project experiment in educational
television at WOI-TV Ames, Iowa,
is working with Ralph Atlass in Disney TV Trailer
Chicago for seven weeks as a con- AS PROMOTION for its new feasultant for three television appliture film, The Story of Robin Hood,
cants. These will involve the stations in which Mr. Atlass, general Walt Disney Productions plans
of a quarter-hour trailer,
manager of WIND Chicago, has telecasts
The Riddle of Robin Hood, in 63
an interest. In addition to WIND, TV
cities
from June 15 through
stations are KIOA Des Moines and
features beWLOL Minneapolis. Mr. Guggen- July. The TV trailer
hind-the-scenes production and reheim, who worked for the Louis G.
search
for
completion
of the fullCowan package firm and CBS, will length feature, and already
has
assist in plans for TV operations. been released to schools.

DR. ALLEN B. DuMONT (1), president of Allen B. DuMont Labs. Inc.,
is decorated with the rank of Chevalier in the National Order of the
Legion of Honor by French ConsulGeneral Jean de Lagarde for Dr. DuMont's service to the Allied cause
during World
War II and
and American
his contributions to French
commercial relations.
CONTROLS STAY
Senate Group Ducks Action
TO the new 83d Congress should
fall the task of deciding whether
wage, price,
other economic
controls
shouldandbe continued
after
March 1, 1953, the Senate Banking and Currency
om ended last week.Committee recThe committee filed majority and
minority recommendations on the
Senate floor last Wednesday for extension of the Defense Production
Act, which expires June 30. Senate
Majority (D-Ariz.)
Leader Ernest
Farland
called W.for Mc-an
early
show-down
vote.
Chairman Burnet Maybank (DS. C.) and his Banking Committee
had voted
variousweekprovisions of theearlier
Act.on Last
the
group issued its report while the
House counterpart committee
wound up islhearings
similara legation. It hopes toon draft
bill
this week.
Exceptsumer credit
for controls
one instance
were —tocon-be
extended until June 30, 1953, instead of March 1, cutoff date on
wages and prices — the Senate
group adopted its tentative votes
[B#T,its May
for
actions.26] and gave reasons
The cost allowance formula (for
advertising, selling, etc.) authored
last year by Sen. Homer E. Capehart (R-Ind.) was not touched on
greatlyvive anyandadministration
appeared likely
to sur-in
thrusts
Senate or House floor debate.

Ralph Rockafellow
RALPH ROCKAFELLOW, 54, director of advertising, publicity and
for Paramount
NEWLY-ELECTED officers of the Television Assn. of Philadelphia for 1952- promotion
sion Productions
Inc., New TeleviYork,
1953 are (seated, I to r): Martha Gable, WFIL-TV, board member; Arthur died suddenly last Monday night.
Borowsky, publisher, TV Digest, president; Ethyl Foster, secretary, and Gordon Before joining Paramount in 1948,
Walls, WCAU-TV, treasurer; standing (I to r) are Franklin Roberts, of W. S. he had been associated with sevRoberts Adv., vice president; Charles Vanda, WCAU-TV, chairman of the
eral advertising agencies, includboard of governors; Mort Farr, president. National Appliance Dealers of
ing Young
& Rubicam
America, board member; Paul Phillips, of Aitken-Kynett Adv., board memchanan & Co.
Surviving and
are Buhis
ber; Andrew Keay, WFIL-TV, board member; Joe Cox, of J. Cunningham Cox wife, Desiree; a son, Ralph Jr., and
Adv., board member, and Walter Erickson, Gray & Rogers Adv., board member. a daughter, Mrs. Richard Wayne.
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Television Application;
792 Attend Sessions
(Continued from page 62)
BMI TV CLINIC
At Beverly Hills
visual; antenna height above ave
INSTEAD of classifying television an advertising medium and comage
terrain 814construction
ft., above ground
paring its costs to those of other media, look upon it as a selling force
ft. Estimated
cost $29!of
and compare cost with other ways of selling.
501, first year operating cost $288,00
This was the advice George L. Moskovic, manager, TV development,
revenue
$332,000.Observation
Studio andRoadtran:an
mitter location
165 *(TV) Hollywood,
KNXT
broadcasters
from 11 gave
Western
11th
St.,
Duluth,
46°
47' Transmits
08" N. Lai
92°
07'
15"
W.
Long.
and
Mr.
Tatum,
discussing
"Particistates and Hawaii in attendance at
pating & Film Programming."
RCA,
antenna
RCA.
Legal
couns'
the Broadcast Music Inc. TV clinic
Don
Fedderson,
vice-president
Segal, Smith & Hennessey, Washinj
held in Beverly Wilshire Hotel, and general manager, KLAC and
ton.
Consulting
engineer
Millard
7
Beverly Hills, May 26-27. Attend- KLAC-TV and president, Television
Garrison, Washington. Applicant
ance
jumped
to
192
on
the
second
licensee
of
KDAL
Duluth.
Principa
Broadcasters
of
Southern
Caliday.
include: President and Treasurer Da
fornia Assn., reported on that
ton Le Masurier (70%), general ma'
Mr. Moskovic told a Monday organization's formation, purpose
ager of KDAL, 79% owner of WQU
afternoon session that "Television, and progress.
Moline,
111., and
untilN. 1948
licensee
properly used, is not an expensive
Richard Moore, general manKILO Robert
Grand
D.;(10%),
Vice
Pres
dent
A.Forks,
Dettman
chii
ager, KTTV, was chairman of the
type estof form
advertising;
the cheapof mass it'sselling
ever final afternoon
session, with Philip
engineer of KDAL, 8% owner
WQUA and 10% owner of WIK
G. Lasky,
vice-president
and genknown."
eral manager,
KPIX San Francisco
Peoria, 111.; Vice President Od:
Donn Tatum, TV director, ABC
Ramsland (10%), commercial mai
Western Div., presided over the discussing "TV Plant Planning &
ager of KDAL, 8% owner of WQU
Monday morning session, at which Remodeling for Economy and Ef10% owner of WIRL, and Charl
Roger Clipp, manager WFIL-TV
ficiency." Joe Coffin, research di- SCALE model of proposed TV tower and
(10%), retired. Addres
and antenna installation of WSAV- Le218 Masurier
rector,
KLAC-TV,
spoke
on
"TV
Bldg., 10 East Super
Philadelphia
discussed
TV's
Newsreel Operation. Robert D. Swezey, Program Research Techniques."
TV Savannah, atop bank building. At St., Bradley
Duluth,
Minn. (Note: Origin
Messrs. Clipp, Swezey, Lund, right is a 300-millirneter Aviation application was
executive vice-president, WDSUfiled after April
and Lasky had spoken on Obstruction Electric Code Beacon, but returned because it was subm
TV New Orleans, spoke on "Every Holden
on old forms. Since it already h
same subjects at previous BMI which would be installed atop the ted
Town a Show Town, U.S.A. Yeah?" the
counted in total of applicatio
Klaus Landsberg, vice-president TV Clinics in New York and Chi- tower. WSAV's TV application is now been
tendered since the FCC Sixth Repo
cago [B»T, May 26].
pending before the FCC.
and general manager KTLA Holly^
&
Order
be counted[B«T,
again.)April 14], it will n
wood, told broadcasters at the
Monday morning session that TV
Self-Censorship
Urged
ST. JOSEPH, Mo. — KFEQ Inc
will augment rather than hinder
(54-60 mc), ERP 51 kw visual; a
radio.
To Eastern Film Makers 2tenna
height above average terra
Commending TV for establish- 'IMMORALITY'
809
ft., above ground
ft. Estimfi
ing its own code of ethics, Gov. "SELF control, not government control" is the answer to the House ed construction
cost 750
$428,389.98,
of
allegedly
"immoral"
radio-TV
program
material,
Max
Gilford,
Earl Warren of California, prin- probe
year
operating
cost
$176,376,
first ye
special counsel to the National Society of TV Producers, Hollywood, said depreciation $57,877 (total cost
$23
cipal speaker at Monday luncheon last
week. He urged that East Coast TV film makers adopt and enforce 253),
revenue
$204,000.
Studio
a
predicted the industry will "make their
transmitter
location
2/5
mi.
east
own
production
codes
(see
*
life much richer for all."
page 28).
on the East Coast. West Coast city limits on Faraon St. at 40th £
Making no direct mention of the story,
But to combat the investigation,
formed their code three 39°
12" N. Lat., 94°
53" '
Long.46' Transmitter
RCA,47' anten
upcoming
"morals"
probe television producers — all of them — producers
years ago, he noted.
of radio-TVHouse
programs,
he voiced
RCA. Legal counsel
Pierson engine
& Be
should
make
certain
they
and
their
"You should have a code," he Washington.
Consulting
strong disapproval of censorship opinions are represented in WashGeorge C. Davis, Washington. App
"We existence
encourage
and emphasized
speaking urged. petitive
of such the
a codecom-as cant is licensee of KFEQ St. Josej
tinue to be a free there
press, must
radio conand Wednesdayington,athe aadvised,
luncheon
meeting
Principals
include: President Bart
building
the
health
of
the
industelevision.
of the National Television Film
(51%), president of The Jourr
try."forcedAny, he suggested,
regulation by
couldgranting
be en- Pitts
Council in New York.
Pub.
Co.,
publisher of Stock Ya
Mayor Agrees
Voicing opinions from the floor, to each production, a seal of ap- Journal; Vice President Henry
In agreement with the governor Film
Bradley
(3%),
Council
members
indicated
proval, to be required by stations of News-Press president
& GazetteandCo.,directpu
on TV potentialities was Los An- they were not fully in agreement before any
program is shown.
geles Mayor Fletcher Bowron, shar- with the speaker, wondering if selflisher
of
St.
Joseph
a
Some Film Council members Gazette; Secretary J.News-Press
ing honors at head table. He con- censorship is not an admission of urged
lobbying be (1%), promotion managerTedof Brans
KFE
siders television "the greatest guilt and questioning whether "the extended,thatandoutright
one suggested TV Treasurer Glenn Griswold (1%), <
medium in the world."
of good
taste"
canalsobe was
put producers "instead of being molly- rector-treasurer and commercial ma
Carl Haverlin, BMI president, canons
on
paper.
Mr.
Gilford
c
o
d
l
e
d
—
as
Hollywood
has shown ager of KFEQ, and Arthur V. ]
was chairman at the luncheon ses- asked if he thought self -regulation
rowes (1%), managing editor
for 25 years," should face News-Press
sion, with TV talent guest speak- had not been effected by the itself
and Gazette. News-Pre
and others in Washingers Tim McCoy (KNXT) and NARTB code, which, he answered, legislators
& Gazette Co. owns 43% of KFEQ Ii
ton withafraidtremendous
Eddie Albert (KLAC-TV Holly- is "inadequate" in its handling.
to explain filmcourage,
content"un-or Address: KFEQ Bldg., St. Joseph, S:
wood) participating briefly.
"A lot of this
in- the conduct of their business."
t NEWPublishing
BRUNSWICK,
N. J.—Ch.Hoi
Afternoon schedule featured Mr.
vestigation][government
comes from what
Others, taking a more dubious
Co., UHF
stand, wondered what effect a pro- News
they've
seen
in
the
past
four
Moskovic on "Making TV Pro- months," he observed.
(668-674
mc),
ERP
75
kw
visual;
ducers' code would have since ultiheight above average terra
grams Pay for Advertisers" and
When the house voted to probe
mate approval depends upon sta- tenna
Robert Purcell, director of opera- TV-radio
452
ft.,
above
ground
436
ft. Es
program content [B»T,
tion-ac eptance ofthe end prod- mated construction cost $212,200,
fii
tions KTTV (TV) Hollywood, disuct. While opposing the idea of year
May
5,
et
seq.],
"heartache
and
operating cost $180,000, reven
cussing "Hidden Costs in TV Pro- sleepless nights" were caused for censorship, Dr. Alfred N. Gold$200,000.
Studio
location
137
Chur
gramming."
Don
Norman,
genabout everybody connected
smith, RCA consultant and honor St., New Brunswick. Transmitter
eral manager KNBH Hollywood, just
with the industry, Mr. Gilford said. guest at the luncheon, advised that cation
W. side State Highway #
was chairman.
This "government harassment of the product relies upon the pro- xk mi. North of Raritan River, 4
Wilbur Edwards, general man- the entertainment medium" comducer's own good taste, a matter 29' 42" N. Lat., 74° 24' 50" W. Lc.
pletely side-steps the FCC as the that "can't be put on paper."
ager, KNXT Hollywood, was chairDuMont, antenna RC
proper authority for such matters,
One producer questioned that Transmitter
of Tuesday'sincluding
opening session
Legal counsel Welch, Mott & Morg;
is even a market for good Washington.
with manspeakers
Harold and focuses on television as "a there
Consulting engineer SI
Lund, general manager WDTV bad, bad boy — a new political tar- taste. Noting that film makers can Intosh & Inglis, Washington. Applica
produce profitably only so long as is licensee of WDHN (FM) New Brun
get," he asserted.
(TV) Pittsburgh on "Low Cost
The prime goal for producers they respect public vogues, he said
Principals include Preside
Local
should be to organize and assert stations now are seeking "cops and wick.
B. Boyd (58%), president a
Holden, Programming";
assistant nationalCharles
directorF. themselves,
something that Mr. Gilproductions, perhaps the Elmer
89%
owner
of Colonial
of television for ABC, New York,
ford said has been accomplished robbers"
very fare that has prompted a sur(Continued
on pageHomesit
68)
Tacks of TV Production" more fully on the West Coast than
vey of program content.
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it j
Si

. . . spend money — lots of it — for
top men, the best equipment, plenty
of film.
—and above all, give local news a
real play! In the last four months
here on Channel 4 we have used
60,000 feet of film on local news:
and also 2000 still pictures!
Add to this, footage and wire pictures ofNational and International
news and personalities. Supplement
this with stories from the principal
wire services . . .
Then edit! Good news men doing it!

CBS

•

ABC

•

DUMONT

In the not-so-good old days, well
pitched tonsils and a personality
who could rip and read were all
you needed.
Now the News has to be good!
Money, men, material and completeness make and hold news listeners on WTCN-TV.
If you want to pick up a news program with an established Pulse —
one of McCuen's News Shows is
temporarily open and is offered
subject to prior sale. See our National Representatives or wire us
for details and the price tag.

(Affiliate)

Nationally *epre»ented by FREE & PETERS

ROADCASTING

• Telecasting
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1

Channel-8

SAN VIEGO'S
1st and Only
TELEVISION STATION

CALIFORNIA'S
THIRD MARKET
San Increase
Diego's
1951
in
FREIGHT CAR
LOADINGS...
reflected the
accelerated
westward
movement of
rail traffic
which has
been evident
since the
start of
the Korean
war.
Wise Buyers
Buy-

KFMB-TV
C h a n n e I-8
KFMB-AM
550 - K.C.
John A. Kenr.edv, o^ner
word I. Chernoff, Gen Mc
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eral manager of Shreveport Timet
and
eight other
Television Applications May 23-28
Address:
P. O. minority
Box 701, stockholders
Lufkin, Te>
(Continued from page 66)
t
SAN
JUAN,
P.
R.
—
Jose
CORPUSConvention
CHRISTI, of Tex.Texas,
— Baptist
New Brunswick (real estate develop- General
Ch. 4 (66-72 mc), ERPRamo54.
Ch. 6 Quinones,
ment), and vice president of Flako
kw visual; antenna height above aver
Products Corp., New Brunswick (food (82-88 tenna
mc),heightERPabove100 average
kw visual;
anterrain 345 ft., above ground 38,
terrain age
products manufacturing); Treasurer
ft. Estimated construction cost $244.,
above groundcost496$368,345,
ft. EstimatHugh N. Boyd ( 18% ) ; Kathleen Boyd 505 ft.,
construction
first 009.78, first year operating cost $125, j
Martin (15%), and Ruth Boyd Talbot year edoperating
revenue $200,000. Studio an|
$180,000, revenue 000,
(9%). wickApplicant
New (N.
Bruns-J.) $220,000. Studio cost
Home News,publishes
Metuchen
and#44,
transmitter
loca- transmitter location 357 Ponce d;
tion
on
Highway
%
mi.
West
Recorder and Linden (N. J.) Observer. of Violet, Tex., in Nueces County, Leon Ave., San Juan, 18° 28' 04" K
Address:
Lat.,
66° antenna
05' 40" W.RCA.Long.LegalTransmit'
ter RCA,
counse
07" N. Lat.,GE,97° antenna
36' 05" GE.
W. Dow,
wick, N. J.127 Church St., New Bruns- 27°
Lohnes & Albertson, Washing
Long.47' Transmitter
Legal
counsel
Fly,
Shuebruk
&
Blume,
ton.
Consulting
engineer
Commercis
t ELMIRA,
N. Ch.
Y— 24Elmira
Star-GaYork. Consulting engineer A.
Equipment ' Co., Washington
(530-536
me), New
Earl Cullum Jr., Dallas. Applicant is Radio
ERP zette
19 Inc.,kwUHFvisual;
antenna
height
Applicant is licensee of WAPA Sa
above average terrain 923 ft., above licensee of KWBU Corpus Christi. Juan and permittee of WPAA Mays
Sole owner is Jose Ramo
ground 442 ft. Estimated construction Principalsvention of Texas)
(of Baptist
General
Con- guez, P. R. owner
include:
President
of three Puerto Ric
cost $215,100, first year operating cost Forrest Freezor,
First Baptist Church, Quinones,
sugar
cane
and president
$300,000, cationrevenue
$350,000.
Studio
loRico farms
Farm Bureau.
Address a
Mark Twain Hotel, Elmira. Waco; First Vice President E. H. Puerto
Transmitter location Green Hill Road, Westmoreland, South Main Baptist Radio Station WAPA, P. O. Box 456!
San Juan, P. R. (Note: Original ar
SecondFirst
ViceBaptist
Pres- plication
Southport
26" N. Lat., Church,identHouston;
Arthur De Loach,
was filedit after
April 14 buo
76° 49' 18"Town,
W. 42°
Long.00' Transmitter
returned because
was submitted
Church,SanOdessa;
Secretary
D.
B.
RCA, antenna RCA. Legal counsel Smith,
old
forms.
Since
it
already
has bee
Antonio;
Secretary
Roy
Dow, ton.
Lohnes
Washing-C. L. Johnson, Kingsville, and Secretary counted in total of applications
ter
Consulting& Albertson,
engineer Bernard
of Corporation J. Earl Mead, Cliff dered since the FCC Sixth Report
O'Brien,
Rochester,
N.
Y.
Applicant
is licensee of WHEC Rochester, Temple Baptist Church, Dallas. Ad- counted
Order
[B»T,
April
14],
it
will
not
again.)
dress: Baptist Bldg., Dallas, Tex.
WDAN Danville, 111., WTHT Hartford
and WENY Elmira. All stock in ap- LUFKIN, Tex.— Forest Capital Bcstg.
Existing Stations
plicant is held by Gannett Co. Inc., Co., Ch. 9 (186-192 mc), ERP 11.3 kw
Change
in Channels
Rochester,
N.
Y.,
publisher
of
Rochesvisual;
antenna
height
above
averter Times-Union and Democrat &
WBRC-TV BIRMINGHAM, Ala.
age terrain 666 ft., above ground 522
Chronicle, Albany Knickerbocker News, ft. Estimated
construction
cost
$223,Birmingham
Bcstg.
Ch. 6 (82Utica Observer-Dispatch
and Ithaca
Press, 160.13, first year operating cost $125,- mc), ERP 100 kw Co.,
visual; antenn
Newburgh
News, Beacon News,
revenue $100,000. Studio location height above average terrain 908 ft
Journal, Ogdensburg Journal, Malone 000,
ground 562 ft. Estimated co:
First1.4St.,mi.Lufkin.
Trans-of above
Telegram, Saratoga Springs Saratogan, 114y2 North
mitter location
Northwest
of change $269,589, first year opera
Massena
Observer,
Elmira
Star-Gazette
Clawson,
East
of
Highway
#69,
Angeing
cost
$240,000.1727revenue
$365,00i
and Advertiser, Binghamton Press, all
Studio location
Second
Av
in New York; Hartford (Conn.) Times, 48' 02"lina County,
31° 25'Transmitter
09" N. Lat.,RCA,
94° North.
Transmitter
location
Red
Mt
W.
Long.
Plainfield
(N.
J.)
Courier-News
and
Transmitter
RCA.
antenna
RCA.
Leg
antenna
RCA.
Legal
counsel
Cohn
&
Danville (111.) Commercial News. Marks, Washington. Consulting en- counsel George O. Sutton, Washing
Principals include: President Frank
Consulting engineer George (
gine r A. Earl Cullum Jr., Dallas. Ap- ton.
E. Gannett,
owns Vice
33% President
of Ganplicant is licensee of KTRE Lufkin. Davis, Washington. Application is fo
nett Co. Inc.whostock;
from Ch. 4, as required unde
include: President R. W. change
Frank E. Tripp; Treasurer Herbert Principals
Jr. (32%), executive vice provisions of FCC Sixth Report
W. Crickshank; Secretary Lynn N. Wortham
and director of Southland Order [B«T, April 14].
Bitner; Director Paul Miller; Assist- president
Inc., Lufkin;
Vice Presiant Secretary Clayton Gallagher, and Paper dentMills
WKRC-TV
E. L. Kurth
Sr. (16%),
presiAssistant Secretary Thomas V. Taft.
CincinnatiCINCINNATI,
Inc., Ch. 12Ohio—
(204-21Ri
dent and general manager of Angelina dio
Frank E. Gannett Newspaper Founda- County
mc),
ERP
316
kw
visual;
Lumber
Co.,
Keltys,
Tex.,
tion Inc. owns 66% of. Gannett Co. president of Southland Paper Mills height above average terrain antenn
612 ft
Inc.
stock.
ground 540 ft. Estimated co:
Elmira, N. Y.Address: 201 Baldwin St., Inc., Lufkin, president of Wills Point above
of
change
$178,500.
Studio
locatio
Lumber Co., Wills
Point,
Tex.,
FarmBldg. Transmitter loc;
ers-Merchants Lumber Co., Brenham, Times-Star
Highland and Dorchester. Tran
Tex., and
Lufkin
Amusement
Co.,general
Luf- tion
mitter
GE,
antenna
GE. Legal eounsf
kin;
Henry
B.
Clay
(9.5%),
UPT DIVIDENDS
manager of KWKH Shreveport, La.; Bernard Koteen, Washington. Engi
George
A.
Wilson,
WKRC-T\
Extra Payments Indicated William E. Antony (9.3%), chief en- neer
is for change from
Ch. 1
gineer
KWKH, and
partner andService,
25% Application
of Best.
Engineering
as required
under
provisions
of FC114
EXTRA year-end dividends in addi- owner
Sixth
Report
&
Order
[B«T,
April
tion to quarterly payments on Shreveport (consulting engineers);
stock of United Paramount Thea- Mrs. Olaholder in Angelina
Thompson County
(10%), Lumber
stockWHIO-TV DAYTON, Ohio— Mian
tres were indicated as a company
Valley
Bcstg.200 Corp.,
Ch. 7 (174-18
Kurth
Lumber
Co.,
Jasmc),
ERP
kw visual;
antenn
policy by president Leonard H. Co., per,Keltys,
Amusement Co.,
above average terrain 1,144 ft
Goldenson last week. The new Lufkin; Tex.,L.andA. Lufkin
Mailhes (4.6%), gen- height
above
ground
1,086
ft.
Estimated
co
policy will enable UPT to meet
of1414change
$561,000.
Studio
locatio
the "substantial demands" for
Wilmington
Ave.,
Dayton.
Ne
cash expected when it merges with HAMILTON BUYS
transmitter location 3228 Germantow
ABC, it was stated.
TV Series for 22 Cities Long.
St., 39°Transmitter
44' 03" N. Lat.,
14' 50"RC V>
Mr. Goldenson's statement was
RCA, 84°antenna
made as he announced a 25-cent HAMILTON WATCH CO., Lan- Legal counsel Dow, Lohnes & Albert
dividend on all outstanding shares
caster, Pa., has purchased a 13 son, Washington. Consulting enginee
of common stock, payable July 18 half-hour untitled TV film series, Mcintosh & Inglis, Washington. Ap
to holders of record on June 27.
produced by Gil Ralston, head of plication is for change from Ch. 1
Productions, Bev- as required under provisions of FC
Indicating that year-end divi- Screen erlyTelevideo
for alternate week Sixth Report & Order [B«T, April 14
dends would be paid as justified showing Hills,
in 22 cities starting in
by earnings of the corporation, mid-September. Stuart Reynolds
Mr. Goldenson observed that, since Productions concluded negotiations. FIRST coast-to-eoast TV marath
UPT business is conducted largely
Markets Chicago,
include:
New York,Pittsburgh,
Los An- will be staged by Milton Berle f
Philadelphia,
on a cash basis — with no substan- Detroit,geles,Boston,
benefit of Damon Runyon Memoria
Cincinnati,
Cleveland,
tial investments in inventories — Baltimore, St. Louis,
Fund 7onandNBC-TV
beginning
New Haven, Dayton, Providence,
Washington,
San
June
continuing
throughat 10:noo
dividends can be paid in greater Francisco,
Milwaukee, Minneapolis, a.m. June
8. Show will originate fro;
proportion to earnings than under Buffalo,
Schenectady,
Binghamton
and
Lancaster.
New York's Radio City.
the usual business procedure.
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w
// what are

'%

going to do
about the
SUMMER

/
I

BOOM?//

Possibly you're tired of hearing about the extra money the
consumer could spend but doesn't.
Maybe all you want is some ideas on how you can tap this summer's
record potential— while at the same time meeting management's insistence on
increasing profit margins by keeping sales costs low.
If so, we recommend that you read our new study,
"what are YOU going to do about the SUMMER BOOM ?"
It includes an exclusive analysis of this summer's sales outlook combined
with a plan for making effective and economical use of television in
8 major markets which account for over 50% of all U. S. television homes.
If you don't have a copy, call your NBC Spot Sales representative
or write NBC Spot Sales, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, and ask for
"what are YOU going to do about the SUMMER BOOM ?"

L SALES

BROADCASTING

J

• Telecasting

NBC
Spot Sales
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y.
WNBT New York
CHICAGO
CLEVELAND WASHINGTON
WNBQ Chicago
SAN FRANCISCO HOLLYWOOD
KNBH Los Angeles
DENVER
CHARLOTTE ATLANTA
WPTZ Philadelphia
WBZ-TV Boston
representing TELEVISION STATIONS
WNBK Cleveland
WNBW Washington
Albany-Troy
WRGB Schenectady-
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COMPARATIVE NETWORK SHOWSHEET
SUNDAY
MONDAY
CBS DuMONT
NBC
ABC
CBS
DuMONT
ABC
Man
of
General
6:00 PR Film
the LWeek
Roy Roger
Kellogg
F
6:15
Space L
America's
Week A Fence Cadet
ItL Now inTheReligion
Meeting See Alcoa
LSkippy
4F
Wrigley
Peanut
General
Gene Georgetown U. S. Rubbe
Foods
Autry
Butter
Showcase
YouForAsked
Capt.
U.
Forum
Video
Show
It
L
7:15
L
Ironrite
American
Revere Hollywood Oldsmobile
7:30
Tobacco
Perry L
News
Horizons
Is Shov
Screen
Chesterfielc
L&F ThisBusiness
TestL
L
7:45
L
GM- L
Como
Lever
(alt.Filmsp.)
Lux
Pentagon
Video
Washington
Mercury
LincolnTheatre
Comedy
Myers
Bristol6
Colgate
8:15
s
L
Mr.
D.
A.
L
es
Pr
Crossroads
Hour
ofToast
Lipton
F
C-P-P
Townthe
8:30
LeverL
Hopkins
Talent
Science
Scouts
Review
Washday Godfrey's
8:45
Philip
L
Theatre
General
Clorets
Electric
F
Foursquare
MorrisLucj
Fred Chlorophyll
Goodyear
I Love
Court
Waring
Gum
L
F
King Detect (alt.Philco
Corp.with)
Gen.
Foods
Bristol
Larus Co.&
Instant
9:30
TV
Bro.
Maxwell
Myers
Break Plainclothes
Co-op
Playhouse
the Bank
Coffee
Boxing
Film
Swansdown
Man
Claudia
L
Film
B.F.
P&G
Tunnr
Goodrich
Eastern
Parkway
Red Show
Skeltoi
Celebrity
house
WestingTime
L
Studio
Crawford
-ww
Clothes
OneL
Stand
Jules TheyAccused
CinemaScope,
Montenier
Theatre
p
Net Summer
Rohn Alum (No
10After
p.m.) St. 6/23
MyWhat's
Line
Forum
CarterDrewProds Norwich
Longines
Sunday
scope
Pearson L News Spec.
Chrono7
ABC

r
DuMONl
CBSSUNDAY

NBC

- TRIDA
ABC J MONDA
* CBS 1 DuMONT

NBC

ABC

TUESDAY
CBS
DuMONT

NBC

ABC
Kellogg
CBS ^
WEDp

Kukla,
Fran 4 Olli
Vit.Am.,Corp.Theo
Goldbergs
I
Columbia
ThoseP&GTwo
Records
News L
L
P&G
Beulah
Camel
Fatima
News
F
Stork
Crosley L
Caravan
Club L
Film
(alt. wks.)
(Co-op)
Winchell
J.P. Speidel
Mahoney
Feature
Film
Firestone
Film
Voice of
Firestone
L
Schick
Crime
Pearson
Or
Not?
Syndicated
LightsL Out
L
Carter
ProdL
United— City(alt.)Hosptl
Electric
Lite
On LTrial Drug
alt. with
Suspense
Tobacco
Block
Robert Co
Presents
Danger
Co-op
WhoThatSaid
L

NBC

Net
10(NoAfter
p.m.)

ABC

Kukla.
Young
dearing
General
Foods Fran 4 Olli
Video
Capt.
Those EnuryShor<
Chevrolet
Dinah
L
Camel
Bishop
News L
Caravan
Youth
Life
is
Worth Livim Wants
Know to
Fulton J.
Publishing
Co.
Keep Postec
Serutan
Battle
P&G
the Agesof Fireside
Theatre
Armstrong
theOuickDrawon
BobwithDunn Theatre
L
P.
Lorillard
Original
Amateur
Hour
DuMont
L
theLabs.
Story
Walter Considine
Omaha
Kiernan ofMutual
What's
(TBA)

SATURDAY
DuMONT
CBS

Cadet
Space L
M
Bendix
Swanson
(alt. wks.)
The Same
L
The TheName's

Chesterfie
OldsmobiCor'
Perry
Pillsburv
Godfrey
Toni (alt.
LL I
PaulShowDixon His Frienc
L
&Liggett
Myers
EUery HisGodfrey
FriencJ L
Drug
Bayuk
Colgate
Strike G
Cigars
L
Sterling
It Rich
L
P.
Mystery
Queen Lorillard
WebL
Theatre
F
The
Blue
Corp. Sales
PabstCo. li Ribbon
Bouts
Co-op
L
Celanese
(alt.Wrestling
wlJ.) I General
Cigar
Longines
Sports
scopeSp<
ChronoABC

NBC

9:00 AM

1:30 PM
1:45
2:00

"9M5"

2:15

M-Th
10-10:15
CBS News*
Lever-Rinso
Godfrey
(M.thruTh)
Your
Surprise
Store
M-Th
10:4511:15
10:30-11am, amF
Gen.Hudson
Mills

10:15

C-P-P
Bride(MWF)
&Gr'm
Strike
It Rich
L
P&G
(Tu.& Th.)
Egg&IHomeL
Amer.
All
LoveProducts
P&Gof forLife
Search
Tomorrow

Newsreel
Papa
FBear's InParkThe
Sweets Hi£
Co.
L
Tootsie
Voice of M&MCandyLtd.
Prophecy
Faith
L
Today ForL Carnival
The Nature
of Things

Prologue
to
the
Future
F
Parly
Breakfast
L

2:30
2:45
3:00

Whistling
The
Wizard
Brown
Purina
Shoe
IV s A sponsorship)
Ralston(Alt.
wks.
Top Ed
Problem
McConnell
Smilin'
FPatro
Space
Dairy
Prtcpting.
RuthSponsors
Lyons
The
Big
National
50 Club
L

Mrs. FU.S.A

Club
Noontime
j News
Woman's
with
Walter Ranev
Take the
Break with
Don Russell
Premier
Products
Helene
Curtis
RumpusInc

Mr. I
Maginalion

Service)
(No)
Network

3:15
3:30
3:45
4:00
4:15
4:30
4:45
5:00

5

Time
(excej ! _
SVJZ-TV)

TV Tot's
5:15 Canada Dr
Circu
5:30 Super(5-5:30)
5:45 FM
(alt. sp.) -

DAY
luMONL

THURSDAY
CBS DuMONT

JiiSL

FRIDAYDuMONT
CBS

R-nn pm

Champ
Amend
Hail theCo.

O.UU rlVl
U.c- on1 J
7-nn
O.JU

Last 6/14

Jeneral
Foods
Capt.
Video

The
Goldbergs
ThoseL Two
Camel
News L
Caravan

General
Foods
Capt.
Video
General
Mills
Lone
Ranger
F

Columbia
Records
News

Carnation
Us ijiiIidwav
Burns
Allen
th
Don
(alt.) L
Ronson-Star
FriK Russell
of Family
Blatz
Lorillardof Brewing
chance
Andy
Lifetime
Hers with
Amos 'n'
Haymes
R. J.
Reynolds
Man rune
Against
Krafts
Foods
Television
Theatre
American
L
Tobaccothe
Meet
Champ
Philip
Morris
Racket
Squad
Carter
Toni
(No
Net
(alt.)
Service
10After
p.m.) rapher
Photog-L

SUNDAY
AKB3 CBS DuMONT NBC
Religious
Hour
Frontiers
of Faith
L
Hals
In
The LRing

Tydol
Headline
Clues
Rroadway
Gruen
Playhouse
(alt. wks.)

Wine Corp.
of America
U.S.
Tobacco
Charlie
Kane
PrivateWild Martin
Detective
Authorthe Standard
King
Meets
Critics
Wayne
Oil

oodyear
ireatest
verStoryTold
'22 only

Fearless
Fosdick
L
Hallmark
Sarah
Churchill
L

iymp FeelUnlo

Oats
ZooQuaker
Parade
L
Derby
Foods
SkyThtr.,King
F
(alt.Recital
with)
HallL

Space
Cadet

Buff ^Show
G. Foods
(W & F)
Bert
CannonParks*
(Th)
Giveff &6/12Take

1
Lambert
Sammy
Saddle
Club Pal ThePharmacal
Shop
Kaye Show
F
L
Reat
The
Sylvania
Clock
Pet

Foods
General
Capt.
Video
General
Perry
Mills Oldsmobile
News
Stu Erwir Chesterfield
F
GMComo
TheSealHot Maxwell
House
Coffee L
L
Mama
R.J.
Reynolds
My Irma
Friend
Packard
Rebound Schlitz
stations)
(5 owned Playhouse
of Stars
F
L
Kreisler,
General
Foods
Masland
Sanka
It's
News
(alt. sp.)
Tales of
Tomorrow To LMe
Pharmacal
Police
Story

Longines
scope
Chrono-

Camel
News L
Caravan
Anheuser
Mennen
Whiteman
Twenty Curtain Kelvinator
Busch
Murray
TV Teen Budweiser
Ken
Call
Co.
L
Club
NashRig
Questions
L
Co-op
Last L 6/14
Gulf Oil
We,PeopleThe
Film Show
i
American
Story
AllPepsi-Cola
Old Gold Cig.
theLastAround
Town
& Cig.
6/14
You
(Co-op)
feature
Film i
Go

Drug
Store
TV Prod.
Cavalcade
of Stars

Gillette
Cavalcade
of
L
Sports
^hesebrough
Greatest
Fights F

Baseball
L

Girls'

Songs
For Sale
L

Soap
1
Mr.
Wizard
Manhattan
Miles Labs,
(alt. wks.)
Family
Kellogg L
One
Snow Man's
Crop
Pet Milk
All Star
Revue
BlindJ)ale

Co-op

7-1(1
6:45
7:15
i .4J
8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45
9:00
9:15
9:30

Wrestling )ancc Parly
from
9:45
Chicago
L
10:00
10:15
Jack
Brickhouse
American
10:30
Tobacco
Your Hit
Midway Parade
10:45
11:00
Showcase
Sports
Boyle11:15PM

SATURDAY
CBS DuMONT

MONDAY
FRIDAY
CBS - DuMONT
Garry
Moore
Show
P&G
First
Years 100L
Mike 8

Midwestern
Havride
L

Kukla,#
Fran
OllieEn
clearing
Those
Charms
Chevrolet
)inah
L Shore
Camel
News
Caravan L
DeSotoPlymouth
Groucho
Marx
F
T-Men in
Action
L
Fatima
Dragnet
(alt. wks.)F
Gangbusters
Chesterfield

Explanation:
Time,
EDT.E, Eastern
L,Programs
Live;network;
P, infil
cording;
non -interconnected stations.
CBS — 1:30-2:30
p.m.. Best Foods.
General ElecO'Cedar,tric, Qkr.GarryOats.MooreReynolds,
Show. Stoltlej-Van Camp,
Gen. Mills spons The Bride & Groom MTuYV
at 11:15-30 a.n and
Fri. 11:15-11:30
11-11:30 a.m.a.m.Hudtaining. n, Tu. &urs.Th.,at Strike
11:30-12
It Eich, si
12-12:15 p.m., Mon.. Wed., Fri., The Egg &
3:30-4 p.m. Tues., Mel Torme. sustaining.
3:30-4 p.m., Mon. Bert Parks Show S.
NBC—
Mon.
thruWed.—
Fri. "Today"
a.m., EDT
. CDT.
7:15-20
Fla. Fla.
Citrus,7-9Citrus
7:20-25
Wed.—&
Kenwill,
7:45-50
Mon.—
Tu.-Wed.Thurs.—— Fla.
Biggio,
Wed— Mystic,
Tu.Thurs.
Citrus,8:15-20
— Doeskin,
8:20-25
Mon.
—8:45-50
— Fri."Time,"
Fri.—
Fla. Mon.
Citrus
Knox.Pure-Pak,
Wed. Thurs.
— Jackson-Perkins,
8:45-55
—
•Quaker Oats— Mon. & Fri.
sponsor Howdy

The Rig
Payoff
CPP
Johnny
Dugan
Show
ParticipatingSmith
Sponsor
Kate
Summer
Show
L
Lever
Hwkns.
Gabby
L Fall
Welch.
Klog.
Mars,
C-P-P
Int.Hayes*
Shoe
Bauer
&
StandardBlkL
Brands
Howdy
Ddy

Co-op
Rootie
Kazootie
L
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Let

this

Buckaroo

Make

a

f

Buckforyou

Thar's gold in them thar Dayton tills when Uncle
Bob Campbell hits the sales trail with a product.
'Cause a-pounding along in his tracks comes the
biggestwantposse
of junior
ever
to round
up. grade cow waddies you'd
Do those kids follow Uncle Bob? Listen! He's
ramrod
of the Lucky
that's here
the
oldest, continuous
daily13 TVRanch—
show and
in these
parts. He started off 3 years ago with 15 minutes
once a week, and in no time at all, requests for
studio guest reservations blew it up to a daily
one-hour show. Ever since, he's averaged about 28
kid guests per day by reservation — has over 2000
booked right now through the next 9 months. A
while back when he was naming his pony, he got
1800 written suggestions the first week, 5400 in 6
weeks— with no give-away at all in the deal!
Campbell's an all-'round entertainer, musician
and outdoorsman, making public appearances as
well. His added on-the-spot live shows can put
real muscle in merchandising. And as he ends his
participating show with comments on good manners, proper living, safety and the like, he picks up
plenty of parent support. Like majority of WHIOTV studio shows, Lucky 13 Ranch commands great
audience loyalty with mixture of entertainment
and public service. Example: this will be fourth
year show is used as vehicle for presenting Schoolboy Patrol Awards.
Better slap your brand on Lucky 13 Ranch
pronto, podner. National Representative George P.
Hollingbery Co. can give you all data.
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Comedy Leads Pulse
Program Type Survey
(Report 218)

telestatus
TOP ten TV program types, accordng to Multi-Market TelePulse, for
,veek of April 1-7 were released by
The Pulse Inc., N. Y., last week as
Follows :
Pgm. Avg. Rtg.
Comedy
Variety
24.8
Soxing
2120.5.9
Westerns
ralent
18.8
Comedy Situation 17.9
Drama
&
Mysteries
17.3
Cid Shows
11.1
Wrestling
9.9
Juiz-Audience
Participation
9.3
fusical Variety
8.6
(afterduring
6 p.m.)
took
ipEvening
51% of programming
all networkas time
week
compared
tothe 47.8%
hisurveyed
March. inTheApril,
total number
of telecast
V4
poursalldropped
3.5% from
the March
figure,
put
of
the
leading
program
types
except
boxing increased in program average ratings.

losing the full benefit of television
through this lack of local-interest
programming,"
Meekmost
said. local
The
survey reportedMr.that
programs by the stations were
broadcasting during the smalleraudience daytime hours.
'I Love Lucy' Tops
Trendex For May 1-7
TRENDEX INC. top ten network
TV program ratings for week of
May 1-7 were released last week
as follows:
I Love Scouts
Lucy (CBS)
2.1. Talent
(CBS) 48.7
42.6
3.4. Godfrey's
Friends
Fight of the Week (CBS)
(CBS) 37.0
36.4
5.6. Red
Star Skelton
Theatre (NBC)
(Berle) (NBC) 33.1
32.4
7. Fireside Theatre (NBC) 31.6
8.9. MyYour Friend
Show Irma
of Shows
(NBC)
30.5
(CBS) 29.3
10. What's My Line (CBS) 29.0

Teachers expressed the opinion
that children nurtured on TV will
lose the desire to read and to create
their own fun. The teachers, obviously alarmed at television's
prospects,
said will
the medium's
and influence
notpower
de-is
crease. Whether
thatgrow,
influence
for good or evil depends largely on
the partformedplayed
intelligent,they
inparents andby educators,
concluded. 1

New Film Camera
Focuses Varying Depths
PROMISING to revolutionize TV
film commercials is new Hoge universal focus camera, exclusive use
of which belongs to VIP ProducLocal TV Shows Slim
tions Inc., Hollywood, holder of
In Small Cities Study
Fourteen years in development,
patent.
'[SCARCITY
of local
telemsion stations
in shows
smalleron cities
camera keeps foreground, middleground, background and even ob| as indicated by a Scott Radio Toronto Teachers Study
jects touching lens in simultaneous
Ii abs
Inc.thansurvey
which ofreported
focus. First to order test TV film
iat less
an eighth
station Children's TV Habits
t me was devoted to local programs FIRST survey of TV's effect on commercial is Young & Rubicam,
Toronto schoolchildren in Toronto that city, for Goodyear Tire &
ii 12 cities studied.
John S. Meek, president of Scott, public schools, taken by the Toronto
whose recently comaid that of the 12 cities, two origi- Women Teachers' Assn., shows that Rubber pletedCo.,two - minute
experimental
ited no local programs during the children spend between 25 and 30 film utilizes cast of 15.
Partners
eek studied and two others aired hours each week watching TV and comprising VIP Productions
are
iwer than ten local shows. Only spend about 25 hours in school. Lee Garmes, cameraman, Ralph
ne station presented material of (Toronto is in a fringe TV area, Hoge, director and Robert Smith,
;s own production, he said,
receiving WBEN-TV Buffalo, 60 writer.
f "People in the smaller cities are airmiles distant.)
■June 2, 1952— Telecasting Survey
Weekly Television Summaryin Area City Outlets On Air
City
Outlets On Air
WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
14,400 Louisville
KOB-TV
Albuquerque
(Mexico)Ames
WOI-TV
20,300
91,207 Matamoros
Brownsville,
Tex.
X
ELD-TV
185,000
Atlanta
WMCT
WAGA-TV,
WSB-TV
WLTV
130,255
385,867
WTVJ
Memphi:
Baltimore
116,000
WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
Miami
WNBF-TV
Binghamton
62,400
332,460
Milwaukee
322,900
90,000 Minn.-St. Paul WTMJ-TV
Birmingham WAFM-TV,
WBRC-TV
KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
WTTV
144,000
Nashville
895,141
68,418
Boston
274,000
WSM-TV
WBZ-TV,
WNAC-TV
New
Haven
268,127
Buffalo
WBEN-TV
WNHC-TV
152,096 New Orleans WDSU-TV
WBTV
Charlotte
92,977
WABD,
WCBS-TV,
WJZ-TV,
WNBT
New
YorkChicago
WBKB,
WENR-TV,
WGN-TV,
WNBQ
1,133,992
WOR-TV, WPIX, WATV
Cincinnati
348,000
WCPO-TV,
WKRC-TV.
WLWT
WTAR-TV
3,059,400
613,548
115,100
Cleveland
WEWS, WNBK,
WXElWTVN
277,000 Norfolk
Oklahoma
City WKY-TV
Columbus
WBNS-TV,
WLWC,
129,437
Omaha
DallasKMTV,
WOW-TV
Philadelphia
127,913
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV,
WPTZ
Ft. Worth KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
55,100
Phoenix
KPHO-TV
Davenport
WOC-TV
1,042,000
Pittsburgh
WDTV
393,000
Quad
Cities
Include
Davenport,
Moline,
Rock
Is*.,
Providence
235,000
212,000
Dayton
WHIO-TV,
WLWD
WJAR-TV
Richmond
Detroit
124,342
750,000
WTVR
WJBK-TV,
Erie
WHAM-TV
144,000
WICU WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
162,384 Rochester
WorthRock Quad
IslandCities WHBF-TV
99,952
Include
Davenport,
Moline,
Rock
Ise.,
166,000
IIft.Dallas
WBAP-TV,
KRLD-TV,
WFAA-TV
217,081 San
Salt Antonio
Lake City KDYL-TV,
KSL-TV
sline76,652
Jrand Rapids WOOD-TV
KEYL- WOAI-TV
113,034
WFMY-TV
"reensboro
San
Diego
79,431
133,250
141,000
Duston
376,500
KPRC-TV
San Francisco KFMB-TV
KGO-TV,
KPIX, KRON-TV
luntingtonCharleston WSAZ-TV
WRGB
Schenectady84,750
Albany-Troy
209,800
idianapolis
WFBM-TV
144,200
235,000
56,000 Seattle
icksonville WMBR-TV
KING-TV
>hnstown
KSD-TV
398,000
151,775 St. Louis
200,040
177,581
WHEN.
WSYR-TV
WKZO-TV
[alamazooCity WJAC-TV
Syracuse
174,000
Toledo
206,598
WDAF-TV
WSPD-TV
101,754
KOTV
146,631 Tulsa
lancaster
U'ica-Rome
WGAl-TV
363,543
WKTV
Lansing
93,000
WJIM-TV
70,000
Washington
WMAL-TV,
WNBW,
WTOP-TV,
WTTG
ios Angeles KECA-TV,
KFI-TV.
KLAC-TV,
KNBH
Wilmington
KNXT, KTLA, KTTV
114,870
WDEL-TV
Estimated Sets in use 17,156,576
Total Markets on Air 64*
Stations on Air 109*
* Includes XELD-TV Matamoros, Mexico
Editor's
Note:
Totals for
eachofmarket
representareestimated
area. Where TVcoverage
areascommittees,
overlap setelectric
countscompanies
may be
partially
duplicated.
Sources
set estimates
based onsetsdatawithin
from television
dealers, distributors,
circulation
and
manufacturers.
necessarily
approximate.Since many are compiled monthly, some may remain unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets in all areas are
BROADCASTING • Telecasting

Station

Dallas
7elevi4t**t Station
★
SERVES THE LARGEST
TELEVISION
MARKET...

DALLAS

and

FORT WORTH
More than a Million
urban population in the
50-mile area
More than TWO MILLION
in the 100-mile area . . .
NOW

TELEVISION HOMES
EFFECTIVE COVERAGE
AREA
-TV'S
1N KRLD
EXCLUSIVE CBS
TELEVISION OUTLET FOR
DALLAS-FORT WORTH
AREAS

Channel 4 . . . Represented by
The BRAN HAM Company
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TV Applicants Still Hesitate
(Continued from page 63)
has been hard because sites chosen
new money to the field.
Another firm which devotes sub- under the old allocation plan are,
stantial y al of its time to radio- in many cases, no good under the
TV reported its applicants are di- new plan, he said. CAA approval
vided "about half and half" between hasn't been too much of a problem,
the attorney commented.
newcomers and established broad- however,
casters. Some of the newcomers
Four-fifths
of his
firm's appli-he
cants
are
existing
broadcasters,
have
stated. theatre interests, a partner- estimated.
One attorney representing a
Firm plans to file "15 or 18 applications by July 1," he said, good-sized firm in the radio-TV
manya difficult
broadnoting about
a "5% indroptheoffpastin practicecastersobserved
have been having
potential
applicants
sixReasons
weeks." for the withdrawals he time reaching decisions on height
while sevobserved are lack of money, no and powercan't combinations
make up their minds
cable to provide network service about eral"that
$400,000-500,000
starand, in one case where two UHF
ing themNoin Waiting
the face."Policy
channels are available, the mutual
consent "to wait and watch" by
the only two potential applicants policy
The isspokesman
his firm's
not to waitsaid
on filing
once
there.
Commenting that because of bids are ready.
"We
prefer
to
make
our
channel
foreseeable processing delays there
known,"
said.
is no need to rush applications, the preferences
Three-fourths
of thehe applications
attorney said it is taking longer to
prepare bids for newcomers than
existing broadcasters because the
former are less familiar with the TALL TOWERS
procedures and requirements.
Study Groups Continue
A Washington partner of another
large law firm sees the flood of ap- NEW SUPPORT was given last
"status quo" in proplications coming, but "fewer than week for ceduresthefor clearance
1,000 sons
andfor not
all byhe July
Rea- towers and processing ofof antenna
applicadelays
cited1."include
case-to-case basis before
"sheer physical work," holding of regionaltions on aairspace
subcommittees
as
some bids "so as to not tip our
now provided in Part 17 of FCC's
hand
to competitors"
by those
who now andmusthesitation
decide rules.
A working group of the industrywhether to spend large sums in TV
government "ad hoc" committee
plunges.
site probHe also noted "the Commission studying
lem of talltheTV height
towers and
reported
that
won't togetsomedown
the cities
processing
lines
of our
for a it felt present procedure is satisfactory,
indicatingarbitrary
it would criteria,
be imyear"Theand Commission
a half, so whynowrush?"
l toadopt
has six limiting practicaairspace
subcommittee
freezes instead
of the
one,"temporary
he com- action to mechanical grants or demented regarding
without consideration of local
processing procedure and city factors.nials[B«T,
May 6]. In an earlier
priority listing.
of the ad hoc group, it had
Another attorney, heading his meeting
also been needed
pointedother
out than
no fixed
Part cri-17
own
shouldprivate
file nowoffice,
and commented,
let people take"I becauseteria arecooperation
between
tion interests and broadcasters aviahas
pot
shotsis atto my
The
strategy
wait people?"
until the last
been
effective in resolving innumerpossible minute, he said, noting
able
cases
and
each
case
is
unique,
that in the meantime "we could get
requiring individual expert
more money maybe" for some ap- hence
under present proceplicants to strengthen their com- consideration
dures.
petitive position.
Next meeting of the ad hoc group
This practitioner sees "lots of has not been set. Reports of the
new money" coming into TV "be- four working subcommittees are to
cause the existing boys can't do be codified for submission to the
committee of FCC Comr. E. M.
"You
it." will have to go to New Webster and CAA Deputy Administrator Fred B. Lee. Ultimately,
York
and
Boston,"
he
predicted,
to
get the amounts of money TV will another meeting of the large indemand.
dustry-government committee conAsked what has happened to the
sidering the problem will be closed
promised TV land rush, spokesman to consider the reports of the ad
for another major radio-TV law hoc groups. Earlier major session
firm responded:
wasOnein ofApril
April 28].
the ad[B»T,
hoc subcommittees
still underway.
. . . There ofis seeks
no "It's
indication
of any withdrawal
to determine the potential
magnitude of the tall towers probinterest."
lem, that is, how many cases exist
He predicted the applications will
and may develop which involve
start flowing in this month.
For his firm, details of prepara- tower proposals that might constitute air navigation hazards. Chantion have slowed up filing, he said.
nel assignments to the various
For instance, long-standing AM
broadcasters are being asked to file cities and tower height specificacertified copies of their articles of
tions given in FCC's Sixth Report
incorporation. Securing of sites provide a guide for the study.
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a few plan to wait and see if the;
can "buy in later when the industry
His firm,stabilized."
representing mostly al
becomes
active broadcasters, plans to get a:
many as possible of its application
on file by July 1.
However, another practitioner
heading his own office, reported h
plans generally to hold off applica
tions until the last minute as i
competitive tactic. A third of hi:
bids represent newcomers to broad
casting, he estimated, "a littlt
more
"Theythanhavehe had
plentyexpected."
of money ani,
there is no worry about letters o:
credit
such,"applicant,
he observed.
One and
OhiotheUHF
how
ever, has withdrawn as a result o:
Comr. Jones' talk in Columbus
Ohio, which cited UHF problem
Certain others, the attorney said
plan to wait and "buy a TV statioi
off the auction block" because som
grantees
won't have enough mone;
to carry through.

being readied by his firm are from,
present broadcasters, he said.
A Washington
of another major law attorney
firm estimates
"the same rush as predicted."
As a rule, his firm does not plan
to hold any applications once preed, he said. Some
of the existingparbroadcasters
represented
are
bringing in new capital to meet
TV's costs, he noted.
Another attorney who heads his
own office commented that the FCC
plan is "pushing stations" into
TV."Broadcasters want to wait and
file
said. in"There
is a when
lot of ready,"
money tohe spend
television and all of them don't have
His firm does not represent any
newcomers to TV alone, although
some existing broadcasters "are
bringing
in some
people" in
order to meet
capitalnewrequirements.
Partner in another firm also sees
the FCC plan "forcing some to decide now about entry into TV"
while
"others
to pullit already
out now hasas caused
costs are
too
it."
Generally, applicants
most
enthusiastic,"
he reported,"are
although
high."
our

coverage

has two

FACTOR-BREYER Inc., L. A., has re
signed
advertising
accountcity.of Dan
ThriftI
Drug Stores
Inc., that
Miner
Co.,
that
city,
co-servicer
count, will handle entire account ofwitac
exception of vitamin products.

map

dimensions

.

Call them geographic and economic, if you like. Or,
more aptly, country-wide and industry-wide.
Everywhere radio-television people live, you're likely to find
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING. And . . . anywhere
men and women get together, weighing the best possible
schedules for broadcast advertising — you'll find the red
and white cover of BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
There'sin the
of time, • too—
the 21 productive
years
whichdimension
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING
has built
its reputation as the only voice of the radio-television industry.
As an advertising medium
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
speaks well for you.
27 productive years of
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

Five Kilowatt
KL

Y5TR0N
For UHF-TV

High power over the entire
Ultra High Frequency television
range is now practical through another
Eimac contribution to electronic progress.

E IT EL-McCUL LOUGH, INC.
SAN BRUNO, CALIFORNIA
Export agents: Frazar & Hansen, 301 Clay St., San Francisco, California

OADCASTING

• Telecasting
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will

this

sales

your

summer

?

People go on doing in summer largely what

was called for.

they were doing in winter — eating, working
and buying. Yet a tradition has grown up of
suspending or curtailing advertising activity
during the hot- weather months. With the advent of television, it was clear that a complete

NBC therefore resolved last summer to
conduct a survey — as accurate as science and
logic could make it — of the summer marketing potential. Alongside are outlined the highlights. As applied to this summer, the picture

re-appraisal of summer advertising practice is even brighter for viewers and advertisers

A copy of "Summer Television Advertising"— NBC's comprehensive research survey — awaits you for the asking.
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alike — for the number of sets in use will have
increased from 13,093,600 last July to an estimated 17,800,000 in July 1952. And the political conventions will stimulate more viewing
than ever before.
Averaging the findings on 52 different
brands, the TV summer advertisers reaped
28.1 % more sales among vieivers than among
non-vieivers . . . ivon just under 46,000 extra
customers per month in Neiv York alone.
94-8% of TV families are available during
the average summer iveek. Watching television is, by far, the favorite summer activity
in TV homes.
The average TV family is atvay for only
4V2 days each summer. In August, the TV
owner spent an average of nearly tivo hours
a day in front of his set — or more time with
TV than with all other media combined.
And — 91.2% of both otvners and non-owners alike recalled most clearly advertising on
television.
Whereas in January 1951 it cost the average TV advertiser 5 cents to bring in a new
customer, in August it cost only 4 cents.
Of the 52 brands studied, 21 came on tele-

NBC

vision for the first time last summer, and 31
continued into summer from their winter TV
campaign. The "new" brands garnered an
average of 38,200 neto customers in the New
York area alone every month — but the "stayon" brands did even better, ivith an average
of 51,000 extra customers per month. As
stated above, the over-all average for both
kinds tvas 45,900 extra customers each summer month.
You're in business twelve months a year:
now, with television's aid, your summer sales
can be as high — or higher — than your
winter's! More NBC advertisers are staying
with us this summer than ever before. More
than 70% of NBC evening network sponsors
plan to continue their TV advertising
throughout the hot- weather months. For both
large and small advertisers, however, there
are still a limited number of availabilities and
proven show properties . . . and a special lowcost plan for the coming summer.
Your NBC salesman will be glad to give
you full information about them. Phone NBCTV Sales in New York, Chicago, Detroit or
Hollywood today.

summer

television
POP. 70,000,000
A Service of Radio Corporation of America
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"^ff*
RIGHTS to the title, Calling
All Cars, acquired by Gene
Autry'sforFlying
A Pictures,
Hollywood,
a projected
radio
and TV film series, will take the
firm
out of a strictly western classification.
The title headed a CBS Radio
Pacific Coast program from 193745 for Richfield Oil Corp. whose
agency, Hixson & Jorgensen Inc.,
concluded the deal with Flying A.
The TV series will start upon
completion of the scripts. Prepared audition discs for the radio
series, starring Lamont Jackson
and Jack Moyles, are being given
agencies and networks. William
Burch, producer-director of CBS
Radio's formed
GenesimilarAutry
perdutiesShow,
from hasscripts
co-written with Richard Carr.
firm has for
completed
hourThe westerns
television52 halfstarring Mr. Autry, 52 half-hours in
the Range Rider series and is currently filming 52 half-hour Annie
Oakley westerns.
Already completed by Hal Roach
Jr., Culver City, is the pilot film of
a half-hour CBS-TV film series,
Passport to Adventure, with Caesar
Romero portraying an American
diplomatic courier. Roy Kellino,
British feature film director now
in Hollywood, directed from a
script by Robert Dennis. In production isthe pilot to The Dramatic Hour, an hour-long TV film
In a deal similar to their ABC-TV
Troubles With Father series, Hal
Roach Jr. and Roland Reed Productions, Culver City, are filming 12
half-hours in My Little Margie series as the summer replacement of
CBS-TV / Love Lucy series for
Philip Morris & Co. and its agency,
Biow Co. The series, a light sophisticated comedy, features Charles
Farrell, early motion picture star,
and Gale Storm, young film actress,
Ik
RADIO and TV STATIONS
Profits Depend on
Efficient Personnel
Our
Graduates
Cheeked
for and. . are
.Enthusiasm
Ability
Appearance
and Personality
Integrity
and
TrainedNetwork
bv . .Professionals
. Showmanship
TrainedDo more
to . . .
job well
Understandthanyourone operational
problems
Trained with . . .
Complete
TV and Radio
Commercial
TrainedActual
underBroadcast
. . . Equipment
Conditions
For Promot free Service
Call, Write, or Wire
DBPT. Division
H
Personnel
SCHOOL of RADIO TECHNIQUE
316 West 57 St.. N. Y. • PLaza 7-3212
IF
XT
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fi
withlm
Hal re
Yates
podirecting from
scripts by Frank Foxrtand George
Carleton Brown.
Messrs. Roach and Reed receive
$10,500 per film and retain all resale rights unless Philip Morris
decides to continue the series. /
Love Lucy was budgeted at $25,000 per film. * * *
Because of a similarity in names
with another company, Pennant
Productions, Hollywood, has
changed toductions Pennant
Television ProInc.
Capitalization from original
$200,000 to $1,000,000 has also been
increased, according to Edward
Woodworth, president. He explained additional funds were neces ary in cooperation setup to provide money for the initial TV film
series Date with Destiny, scheduled to start next month, and a new
group
tre. of films titled Fiction Thea* * *
Production . . .
General Foods Corp., New York
(Swans Down products), will start
Our Miss Brooks on CBS-TV this
fall in addition to CBS Radio. Filming will begin July 1 at Desilu
Productions, Hollywood, with Eve
Arden, star of the radio version,
recreating Connie Brooks for TV.
Robert Rockwell will portray Mr.
Boynton, replacing Jeff Chandler
of radio series, whose motion picture contract precludes TV appearances. Young & Rubicam Inc.,
Hollywood, is General Foods
agency.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Ivory soap, Crisco, Duz, Lilt),
starts Boss Lady, a TV film series,
on NBC-TV, Tues., 9-9:30 p.m.
(EDT), for 13 weeks from July 1
as summer replacement for Fireside Theatre. Lynn Bari is featured [B»T, May 12]. Jack Wrather Television Productions, Hollywood,
has completed six of scheduled 13 films.
Screen Gems Inc., Hollywood, comTV film,
Morse, pleting
for half-hour
duPont.
Film Samuel
actors
Eduard Franz, Don Gibson and
Tom Brown Henry, are featured
with Jules Bricken, producer-director.
* * *
William F. Broidy Productions,
Hollywood, has started a new halfhour color TV film adventure series, The Phantom Pirate, shooting exteriors on and from a 100
foot boat, The Avenger, in the vicinity of Catalina Island. Starred
in the title role is Robert Stack,
film actor. Frank McDonald is directing with script writers Bob
Bailey and Hugh King acting as
associate directors. Cass Duchow,
illustrator and book designer for

three
busters films
series. in NBC-TV Gang).
* * *
Billy Gray, young film actor, signe
by
Gene Autry's
Flying
Pro
ductions,
Hollywood,
to Aportra
Annie's kid brother, Tagg, i
Annie Oakley TV film series.

the Anderson-Ritchie Press, Los
Angeles, has designed costumes
and will create pirate designs for
a merchandising tie-in campaign.
Wesley Barry is producing with
Mr. Broidy, who is the executive
producer. * * *
Breakston - Stahl Productions,
Hollywood,
will film
produce
halfhour
TV color
series,26Safari
Bill, on location in British East
Africa and the Belgian Congo. The
films, produced simultaneously with
a feature picture, will get under
way around June 18 and be ready
for fall release by United-Artists.
George Breakston and C. Ray Stahl
will co-produce-direct from scripts
by Mr. Stahl. Featured in the cast
are Richard Denning and Martha
Hyer (Mrs.
Associate
producer is IreneStahl).
Breakston
with John
R. Carter named technical executive.
* * *
With the signing of Charles Winninger, stage-screen actor as star,
Bing Crosby Enterprises, Culver
City, starts a new half-hour light
comedy TV film series, Those Were
the Days. Story-line was created
by Richard Dorso and Bernard
Girard, ducers
serving
co-writers-prowith theaslatter
directing.
Featured in cast are radio-film actors including Arthur Q. Bryan, Ted
Thorpe, Howard Erskine and Doris
Singleton. Lucien Andriot, the
firm's cameraman on Rebound seassignedthetoDays.
similar duties on
Those ries,Were
* * *
Sarra Inc., Chicago, has completed
two industrial safety films for the
National Safety Council, same city.
Films are being telecast. They
concern
"IQs". freight handling and safety

(TV) CENTEl
Opened Last Wee]
WTVN center,
(TV) Columbus'
new tele
vision
which opened
las;
week, is the largest and mos
complete TV facility in Ohio, ac
cording to Edward Lamb, presiden
The TV station's new windowL
less building contains three studiofj
for live production and a livl
film studio, the main studiL.
50 x 50 ft. and the smalle! .
studios, 20 x 30 ft. each, with j
central control bridge lookinl
down into all studios and the fili|
room.
Mr. Lamb's
properties
elude WICU
(TV) Erie,
Pa., anirl/l
the Erie Dispatch; WTVN (TV
WTOD WTRT (FM) Toledo an
WHOO-AM-FM Orlando, Fla.
Mr. Lamb said five air conditio!
ers serve the building with tic
first floor containing offices an
studios,
dressing
and spoi
woi
areas; the
secondrooms
housing
sors'
rooms,
the
president's
and a small suite of rooms, andoffitl
basement area containing a
recreation room, heating facilti<|er:
and additional dressing rooms
Basic plans for the building wei
drawn up by Mr. Lamb after
personal
otherequipmei
station
New studiotourand ofcontrol
have been installed, he said, wit
the staff increased in all depar
ments
and morestaffplansincrease.
in the makir
for a further

Negotiations are underway between
Forrest Judd, independent film producer, and Ernest Haller, cinematographer,
hour
color for
TV production
film series,ofashalfyet
untitled, to be filmed in India.
Film People . . .
Ruby agerRosenberg,
production
manfor Don Sharpe
Enterprises,
Beverly Hills, has been named first
vice-president of Unit Production
Managers Guild.
* * *
Michael Luciano, film editor for
Revue Productions, Hollywood, goes
to Adrian Weiss Productions, Los
Angeles, as film editor for Craig
Kennedy,ries.Criminologist
TV filmmoreseProduction on three
half -hour films started last week.
* * *
Jay Novello, Hollywood radio actor,
has been signed by Phillips Lord
Productions, North Hollywood,
to play the part of Willie Sutton in

5% FORMULA HALT
To Be Asked by AFM Loc
AMERICAN Federation of Mus
cians executive board, which mee
today (Monday) in Hollywood i fa
a preliminary
to the
tional
convention
this union's
Friday n;
Santa Barbara, will be asked I
Los Angeles Local 47 executivi
to repeal or modify the 5% we
fare fund formula imposed on T
film producers.
The Los Angeles musicians coi
tend the fund setup, to which
film producers must contribut
prevents musicians from gettir
work because it discourages filn
ing of video shows with live musi
An appeal with petitions fro:
Local 47 was made to James ' Wi
Petrillo,
in ear 1
May at AFM
which president,
time he promise
to
take
the
appeal
under
advis< *a
ment and[B»T,
consult
board
Maywith12].the nation p-?

RANGERTONE
BEST FOR'TV FILMS

WTVN

26 MILLION SEE 'ASIA'
FILMShow TV Documentary
35 Stations

SENATE STUDIO
Sought in Ferguson Bill
SEN. HOMER FERGUSON (RMich.) has introduced a bill
(S 3216) in the Senate that would
permit the building of a television
studio on the east gallery floor of
the Senate wing. It would be maintained by the Senate Radio-TV
Correspondent's Gallery.
The bill would authorize the
spending of such funds as necessary for the studio's construction.
Sen. Burnet R. Maybank (D-S.C.)
co-sponsored the measure. Harold
D. McGrath, superintendent of the
Senate Radio-TV Gallery, said five
film units currently operate in the
gallery. An average two forum,
10 TV film and 18 radio shows
originate there. Increased activity,
he noted, had necessitated the rebill was
referredquest fortomorethe space.
SenateTheRules
and
Administration Committee.

RESISTANCE to Communist agchinery in a drive against Comgres ion in Asia is the subject of
munist aggression in Asia.
Alan Valentine, former president
Truth Shall Make Men Free, a 13minute documentary film which has of the U. of Rochester and now
been shown to an estimated 26 mil- president of the Committee for
lion television viewers in 25 U. S. Free Asia, said the film has been
metropolitan areas.
distributed to 75 stations, with
The Committee for Free Asia three requests still not filled because of the unexpected demand.
Inc., San Francisco, which is distributing the film, made by Palmer He commended TV stations for
Pictures Co., San Francisco, said helping to "bring to Americans
53 showings already have been ... a deeper appreciation of the
EORGE B. STORER Jr. (I), managing made
35 stations since mid- problems of Asia and of its people."
(TV) San Antonio, Februaryby this
He said some stations have shown
year and that a total
'If idrector
of KEYL
Miller
N. Babcock,
Babe(T
commercial
repeat
performances.
(or 72%)have
of therequested
nation's 108
. I onager,
Mi
inager, WGBS
WbuS Miami,
managed a ofTV 78 stations
the
'tie
at Key
during a film.
eetingfishing
of the
StorerLargo
Broadcasting
NATIONAL
of Washington
The film depicts work by Asian (D. C.) beganBank
Co. [B»T, May 19].
sponsorship of Your
and American newsmen, radio Commissioners'
Report islastpresented
week. Pro-to
veterans, labor leaders, students,
WMAL-TV
teachers and others to organize acquaintgram on people
of
nation's
capital
their
own
privately
operated
maINXT RATES
with operation of city's government.
ffers Daytime 45 % Discount
EW RATE CARD which allows
! 45% discount to all sponsors buyig nine or more daytime spots per
eek was announced last week by
l.NXT
(TV) Losnetwork,
Angeles effective
station
If the CBS-TV
esterday (Sunday).
Object of the plan, according to
reneral Manager Wilbur Edwards,
; to get more spot advertisers into
aytime TV, although nighttime
pot clients will be permitted to
ombine their spots or participaion figures in order to qualify for
tie deduction.
"Local
daytime video
ling
is considerably
ahead programof sponor interest,"
"and the
ate
structureheissaid,
designed
to new
lure
ther current and new advertisers
n the basis of larger audience and
favorable
cumulative
\[\ ihe
new discount
is alsorepetition."
expected
I DREAMED
I WAS
A MILLIONAIRE
Jtyo be called into play by sponsors
f saturation campaigns.
WCBS-TV Discount
IN MY ALEXANDER
FILM SHORTS
The
network's
New Yorka station,
VCBS-TV, announced
similar
liscount on daytime announcements, with 12 set as the weekly
"As a matter of fact, the way those dynamic short TV film
ninimum [B«T, May 19]. KNXT
commercials hy Alexander have sent our sales soaring,
vas described as the only TV out;" l et in Los Angeles to openly pubthat first million may not he so hard to get after all I"
* icize the percentage discount —
'.pplicable after other deductions —
o that all advertisers could particiThere's good reason why Alexander film shorts are used by more than 27,000
>ate on an equal basis.
clients. It's a matter of quality and impact . . . sales winning factors that
Mr. Edwards also announced
Alexander has perfected through more than three decades of experience as the
hat, without changing basic rates,
CNXT has reclassified its time segworld's largest producer of film advertising. For the best in TV film comnents, also effective June 1. A new
mercials, relyon Alexander ... the pacemaker in quality and service!
lassification — Class D — has been
lesignated from sign-on until noon,
it a $300 hourly base rate, The new
ime classifications are as follows:
i;iass A, Sunday through Saturday,
M0:30 p.m.; Class B, Monday
through Saturday, 6-7 p.m., SunCOLORADO SPRINGS
lay, 5-7 p.m., and daily, 10:30-11
).m.; Class C, Monday through Satlrday, noon to 6 p.m., Sunday, noon
Hew York
• Dallas • Hollywood
• Detroit • San Francisco • Chicago
;o 5 p.m., daily, 11 p.m. to midvight; Class D, daily, all other
ROADCASTING
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GLOBAL LINK
Seen for New York, London
PROPOSAL for a global TV link
among nations of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, with
terminal points in New York and
London, was brought to public attion in two stories appearing in
the New York Herald-Tribune
fortnight ago.
The project is one phase of a
master global communications blueprint for radio relay systems, television networks, AM and FM
broadcast stations and facsimile.
It has been under study and implementation for the past year
[B*T, April 7; Sept. 3; July 30,
23, 1951].
The TV project picked up momentum two months ago as a potential "Vision of America" with
the revelation that foreign nations are being urged to adopt
U. S. video standards and finance
installation of equipment as in
Japan.
After Sen. Karl Mundt (R-S.D.),
a prime mover behind worldwide
television, apprised the Senate of
current developments last April
with discussed
a series ofbyarticles,
the plan"
was
representatives
of the State Dept., Defense Dept.,
the FCC and the National Bureau
of Standards.
The immediate program, labeled
NARCOM, envisions microwave relay stations from New York
through Montreal to Newfound-

DuMONT executives gathered at a farewell luncheon for Clarence G. Alexfrom with
I), theRHC-Cadena
TV network'sAzul,
director
who resigned
to takeanderthe(seated,
same2d post
Cuba.of Loperations
to r are (seated)
Lynn
Cleary,
manager
of
sales
service;
Mr.
Alexander;
Chris
J.
Witting,
director and general manager, and Alice Guego, secretary to Mr. DuMont's
Witting;
(standing) Norman W. Drescher, administrative assistant; Irwin Rosten, assistant to the director of operations; Gerald Lyons, director of publicity and
public relations; Donald A. Stewart, film department manager; Joseph Hess,
budgets director; Jack Bachem, assistant director of sales; Melvin A. Goldberg, director of sales planning and research; Leslie G. Arries Jr., assistant
director of programming and production; Edward Kletter, director of merchandising and business development; Donald H. McGannon, administrative
assistant; Ted Bergmann, director of sales; Richard E. Jones, manager, WABD
(TV) New York, and Rodney D. Chipp, director of engineering.
land, vertwhere
would conto VHFnetwork
transmission
and
extend along the Labrador coast.
From there, the signal would jump
to Greenland, Iceland and other
points, reverting to microwave for
extension through the British Islands. Land water relay systems
would have to be established before NARCOM could begin operation. Both the military and the

Originating Station
JOHNS HOPKINS SCIENCE REVIEW

ask

any

Baltimore
time

buyer

about

WAAM
TELEVISION
CHANNEL 13
Represented Nationally by
HARRINGTON, RIGHTER & PARSONS, INC.
Chicago
NEW YORK
San Francisco
DUMONT-ABC AFFILIATE
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State Dept. stand to benefit from
it.
Relay stations would cost about
$50 million,
covering
some figures,
68 outlets, on the basis
of AT&T
according to Maj. Henry F. Holthusen, antlawyer,
financier
to the State
Dept. andand consultone of
the planners. Cost of installing
some 180 relay stations in the
U. S. reportedly was about $85
million.
Plans for similar systems also
are underway in Egypt, Turkey,
Australia and the Philippines, it
was reported. The NARCOM system embraces use of wide band,
VHF and microwave relay equipFM) at strategicallyelevatedment (using
points.
The Herald-Tribune quoted Maj.
Holthusen as saying that if government financing is not forthcoming, private industry might
show interest in sponsoring the
inter-continental TV link. Some
manufacturers and financing
"sources" have made overtures in
this direction, it was said.

Suspension Laid to Market _
«
AP TV NEWS
station market that
will the
not new
increasT^'
INDICATIONS
as rapidly as had been initially
expected were cited by the As
sociated Press last week as it
reason for suspending its just
begun TV news Service.
Suspension of the film servic
was
film scheduled
news wasto occur
startedFriday.
April Th1 '
and produced by Spotnews Produc f
tions Inc. for the AP which di
tributed it to television stations
A joint statement from the tw
organdizations
"Uncertainties said:of the futur
make it advisable to suspenf
operations
untilof the
thererapidity
can be .'J05"f
clearer
picture
which
new
television
stations wit!
wilj
come into existence. Indication ^
are
there may
no apprecijf6
able that
expansion
in thebe new
statioi
market in the immediate future/
The daily quarter-hour news'
reel had been suscribed to, at th< ra'
stations—
Louis (Postf
start, by KSD-TV
seven APSt. member
|1 1(1
Dispatch), WDAF-TV Kansa
City (Star),
WBAP - TVWTAR
For
Worth
(Star-Telegram),
TV Norfolk (Virginia-Pilot am
Ledger
- Dispatch
) , WC AUWHAS
- T"\
Philadelphia
(Bulletin),
TV Louisville (Courier-Journal anc
Times)
and
WBNS-TV
Columbus
Ohio (Dispatch).

Domestic coverage
was providecl"by
correspondents
in 42cameramen
states, withandadded
representa
tives signed in other states ancie m
Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto Rico
Correspondents in 44 countrie
were
slated to contribute foreig
coverage.
Service was designed to be exI
elusive to AP members, with T i
stations, like radio outlets, eligibl
for associate memberships in tbIK
press organization.

STATION KNXT (TV), KLAC-TV
and KHJ-TV Hollywood, KECA-TV
Los Angeles and KPMB (TV) San
Diego mentawarded
by Armed certificates
Forces Radioof achieveService,
Hollywood,
for
telecasting The Big
GE TV BOOKLET
Picture, TV film series depicting role
Helps Station Planners and mission of U. S. Army. Col. WilTO HELP prospective TV station
liam Mason Wright Jr., USA, Com-j
operators
preparebasic
FCC construction
applications manding Officer AFRS, made presentaand formulate
tions on respective programs last week.
details, General Electric is distributing a comprehensive teachnical booklet, Television Station
Planning. Already delivered to
Washington consulting engineers
and attorneys, the booklet discusses
station requirements, basic equipment combinations and integrated
ITY .
Up-to-date!
completely
TOP QUAL
systems.
The material helps in choice of
1932 e qCT
equipment for each installation
u iUR
p p BS
e d:
MOTION PI
New Y o r i
"and is designed to give an overall awareness of the technical probs tud ios
lems involved." GE will send the
volume on request. Address GE at
Onondaga County Savings Bank,
Syracuse, or 777 14th St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
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rVLTV (TV) HEP
lorl To All-Negro Variety TV
'V'S
and only
all-Negroby
arietyFIRST
program,
claimed
VLTV (TV) Atlanta for its
iaturday night features, Golden
tells and TV Cabaret, has paid
ff in commercial success and audince popularity, according to
VLTV General Manager William
\ Lane.
The program on May 17 gained
;ational sponsorship after quietly
ebutting in February and being
lurtured
ion staff along
until byit WLTV's
became aproducstandut among live shows, he said.
Colgate - Palmolive - Peet, for
)ctagon soap, took over a quarteriOur of the 10-11:15 p.m. producion. A second quarter-hour was
aken cooperatively by Borden Co.,
taleigh cigarettes, Luzianne coffee
nd Ballard & Ballard (flour) , with
he co-op group plugging a couponiremium plan. Mr. Lane said a
hird national sponsor has conracted for another quarter-hour
nd an Atlanta appliance store has
aken a fourth quarter-hour.
The program opens with the
ialf-hour Golden Bells, featuring
he
"Five
Trumpets,"
gospel
inging
group,
and guesta singing
rroups from Negro churches in
Atlanta and north Georgia. At
0:30, WLTV shifts to a second
tudio for the 45 - minute TV
labaret, conducted by m.c. Ray

Maclver and featuring a five-piece
blues band and a night club lineup
of entertainers.
Mr. Laneconcept
said the toprogram's
commercial
give
national advertisers a isdirect
vehicle
of approach to the large Negro
buying market of the Atlanta area.
FILM FIRM
Lesser and Poe Open
OPENING of a new TV film distribution firm to be called Major
Television Productions Inc., New
York, was announced last week
by Irving Lesser and Seymour Poe,
co-directorssentativeof
s of NewProducers
York. RepreGeneral sales manager of the
new corporation is Maurie Gresham, who resigned as head of
KLAC Los Angeles' TV distribution company. He will be headin New will
York's
RKO
Bldg. Branchquarteredoffices
be opened
in Chicago, Atlanta, and Culver
City, Calif.
Television and movie film properties to be distributed by the new
corporation — with original cost
estimated at $7 million, according
to a Major spokesman — include
four full-length motion picture
films and nine musical films starring singer Bobby Breen. Firm is
also offering 26 30-minute films
titled "It's a Small World," and
series of 26 "Thrilling Bible
Dramas."

NEW

Take a good look at this area
This is the coverage area of WSAZ-TV
It is in an area of
2,000,000

CONVENTIONS TV
Circuits To Be Ready
ALL cuitsUNDERGROUND
TV cirfor the national conventions
in Chicago will be installed by
June 15, Illinois Bell Telephone Co.
announced last week. Final microwave test was completed May 21 as
engineers checked pickup facilities
between the Amphitheatre at 43rd
and Halsted Sts. and Merchandise
Mart, feeder link between the convention site and NBC's WNBQ
Earlier tests at WGN-TV
(TV).
WENR-TV WBKB (TV) and the
Conrad Hilton Hotel, convention
headquarters for both parties,
proved satisfactory, according to
telephone company spokesmen.

TV SERIES on "Let's Be Good Drivers" was telecast on Woman's World
on WTMJ-TV Milwaukee. Shown receiving award for its presentation is
Beulah Donohue, hostess on the program. R. G. Winnie (r), station manager, and R. C. Salisbury, director of
safety division of Wisconsin Motor
Vehicle Dept., inspect inscription. TV Relay Grant
FCC granted authority May 20
to the Pacific Telephone and
Religious Program Hints Telegraph Co. to convert a teleMINISTERS have been advised to
phoneSacramento,
"protection"
channel
between
Calif.,
and Portwatch such television performers
to enable
KING-TV
as Arthur Godfrey and Dave Gar- Seattleland,toOre., receive
live network
roway intaneity,order
to humor,
inject "sponof the political convenfriendliness,
and a telecasts
tions in Chicago [B»T, May 19].
warm
approachableness"
religiousopentelecasts.
This advice into
was Temporary microwave relay facilities, already authorized, will be
contained in a 46-page booklet, pubrelay the signal from Portlished by— and available from — the used landtoto Seattle,
FCC was informed.
Broadcasting & Film Commission,
National Council of the Churches The petition also indicated the proof Christ in the U. S. A., 220 Fifth
gram serviceviewerwould
be fed into "teleAve., New York 1, N. Y. Booklet
Portland,vision
which has locations"
no TV outlet.
Cable
was written by Rudy Bretz, TV
cost was estimated at $70,000.
consultant.
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Raises Issues in Radio-TV Cases
NLRB
REPORT
OVER a year ago, an official of a complaints filed by various labor confusion and uncertainty." Then,
the board orders an election belarge manufacturing plant ques- groups.
fore certification period ends.
tioned employes about their union
With the expansion of television,
In the case of William Penn
buttons and lightly termed them a even the unions themselves — American Federation of Radio Artists, Broadcasting Co. (WPEN Phila"pass
to
heaven."
The
National
Labor Relations Board declined to Television Authority, Screen
delphia), aboard majority decided
accept the explanation that his Actors Guild, among others — have that an employer may continue
their procedures and activ- bargaining with a union already
statements were only "kidding re- found ities
clouded with jurisdictional established as majority representalawful. marks," and held them to be un- doubt.
a petition
a rivalof
union)tive "ifraises
no valid(from
question
In Washington last week, the
Theber ofboard's
in a —numboard issued its voluminous 16th
radio-TVdecisions
labor cases
and representation." The board made
plain, however, they do so at their WXYZ Detroit's Jack the Bellbc
annual report for fiscal 1951, cover- the underlying reasons given there- own
risk and subject to unfair labor
ing some broadcast cases through
to— may dispel some of the fog,
have been steadily mounting, a
early 1952, in which vital technical though this interpretation of its re- practices if the board later finds sales
indicated by the above sales chart Us
port is not intended to serve as a valid question has been raised. Obviously
points emerged.
pleased are WXYZ sale jj
or indicative of The board overrode its trial ex- men (kneeling,
With the advent and growth of a catch-all guide
I to r) Doug Campbel; p
aminer here and reopened the case.
unit trends in intratelevision and increasing demands bargaining
and John
Lyon.
are anil
Jo< J.fights,
such
as
between
What
about
the
status
of
superfor repeal or at least amendment union
Henry Joe
(I), ABCMolin,
SpotStanding
Sales Dept.
and NABET.
WXYZ.
visory employes in television? The
of the Labor-Management Rela- IBEW
board
made
only
one
reference
to
It is generally acknowledged
tions Act— the so-called Taft-Hartley Law — radio-TV broadcasters among industry authorities that if this confusing problem.
these employes should be bracketed
Director Functions
could profitably take more than a the present administration prevails
with
parttime
help — thoseor who
on Capitol Hill next year, a bid will
In
a
case
involving
ABC,
the
passingsions aslook
at
the
board's
deciwork
for
other employers
wh<j
a harbinger of things to be made to ease the Taft-Hartley
law to the benefit of labor.
come.
board rejected the network's claim at times remain idle.
does not "responWhere an employe's status is ii; J"
To what extent may NLRB ex- that asiblydirector
In the wake of NLRB's decisions
direct" actors' performances doubt,
he may vote subject to chai< >o
over the last fiscal year, what are tions?tend its jurisdiction over radio sta- but that
lenge
— according to the decision ii
his
directions
are
"suglicensees'
rights
under
current
law
the
WWOL
Buffalo dispute.
gestions, requests,
and what course is the board likely
Some time ago, the board made
What would
be a cues."
directionIt inheld:
anPerhaps the most controversia
to take in present and future cases clear that network affiliation is not
and
sensitive
provision in thf 5
othergeindustry
a "suginvolving station-union disputes? necessary to bring it within scope
stion" in the may
field beof termed
television,
but
Relations Ac^
Indeed, the labor agency has of interstate commerce. It im- nevertheless it is the director's con- Labor-Management
is that governing interference witl *
plemented this conviction in cases
cepternsofthetheresponse
desired ofresult
that
govacted differently in comparable in- involving WLEX
the performer, employes'
rights — or so-called unLexington, Ky.,
stances, when variable factors
regardless of the manner of comThefair labor
boardpractices.
has cited employer; j
emerged, but some broadcasters and WWOL Buffalo, N. Y. The munication.
have indicated more than minor criterion : Evidence of listeners and
In another instance — that cover- for interrogation of employes ol
confusion when confronted with advertisers in other states.
ing WCAU Inc. (WCAU-TV Phila- applicants
for employment, claims *
KPAC Case Jurisdiction
delphia)— the board credited TV that union activity would result ir
The board may even extend its broadcast directors with authority economic detriment, "threats" oJ "J
of employment, attempts tc »*
jurisdiction over a station operated effectively to recommend the trans- loss
fer or discharge of employes under "influence" votes against the|
by a college on an allegedly nonWSYR's Local
profit basis — such as KPAC Port their direction, though such an union and inducements to assist
Arthur, Tex. The board found occasion has never arisen. Where
Radio Sales
to withdraw from unions1
NLRB stated:
here that the station actually alleged authority of employes with employes
with past rulings!
operated "on a commercial basis disputed status does not exist, they the"Consistent
has continued to hole £
for profit, although the profit went may
be included in the bargaining that board
unit.
the
questioning
of employes bj
to a non-profit educational instituUP
39%
their employer per se violates Sec
tion." The fact that the profits
What
of
parttime
radio-TV
emFor the period ending April
were channeled back to "cultural
ployes— those who work in different 8concerns
(a) (1)the[offollowing
the act] subjects:
when i1
objectives" did not "alter the busi- departments ?
30,
local radio
sales
wereWSYR's
39% ahead
of 1951.
Employes
union
membership
ness character of the station's
Previously, in four such cases — activities; their attitude towardoi
activities,"
NLRB
ruled,
adding
KPAC, WCAU, WWEZ New the
The local advertisers rethat
KPAC
devoted
nearly
half
union, or their desire for union
Orleans
and WMBR Jacksonville,
sponsible for this increase
its time to network shows.
Fla. — NLRB required employes to
their board
votingelection,
intenare the ones in the best
tions in a scheduled
Does the board have authority work 50% of their time within the representation;
position to test the effectiveunit
to
be
eligible
for
voting.
It
or
their
views
concerning
a
schedto
"investigate
the
truth
or
falsity
ness of all media. They
(Continued on page 8U)
later modified this ruling and held
of non-communist affidavits?"
know which advertising
NLRB claims this responsibility
keeps the cash registers
rests with the Justice Dept. by
ringing.
statute and affirmed a prior ruling
to that effect. It alluded to a labor
case involving ABC.
National Spot
What of cases wherein prior
Advertisers
agreements are negotiated among
licensees and unions and a rival
union files a petition?
TAKE
NOTE
In the KMYR Denver case, the
Write, Wire, Phone or Ask
board ruled that if an employer
and
a certified union enter or reHeadley-Reed
new a contract during the period
between filing of a rival petition
ACUSE and the end of a certified pact with
the existing union, the petition Retail dollar volume in
should be dismissed.
570 KC
Is there an exception? Yes, where Jackson in 1951 was
WSYR-AM-FM-TV
there is substantial evidence of a $200,000,000.00. W J D X
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
The Only
Complete
Broadschism
of union
employes
the cer- can help you get your
cast Institution in Central
tified
of suchfromproportions
New York
that the bargaining relationship share of this big total.
GEORGE P. HOILINGBERY CO.
"has become a matter of extreme
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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51 SET SALES
RTMA Reports Dealer Data
JEW statistical service started
yhows
the Radio-Television
Mfrs.to Assn.
sales of radio sets
dealrs by manufacturers during the
alendar year 1951. RTMA will
ublish data quarterly, but reports
all not include auto sets.
Reports for 1951 shows domestic
ales of 7,588,810 home, portable
nd clock radios. New York State
eads the list with 857,927 radios
§ld to dealers. Following are radio
!e"4'etState
sales to dealers for 1951: Total
'kllft.labama
126,287
rizona
38,741
rkansas
74,575
alifornia
520,948
i jl,|olorado
84,692
Connecticut
88,632
elaware
20,848
ist. of Columbia
72,556
lorida
170,923
eorgia
169,096
daho
31,056
linois
448,572
idiana
203,711
>wa
127,425
ansas
116,761
entucky
106,616
juisiana
127,013
,aine
62,379
taryland
100,193
lassachusetts
i
218,793
lichigan
299,940
linnesota
131,868
lississippi
72,265
tissouri
197,512
lontana
39,367
lebraska
77,254
levada
9,221
lew
Hampshire
19,965
lew
Jersey
223,146
lew
33,699
lew Mexico
York
857,927
lorth
Carolina
181,338
lorth
Dakota
44,608
Olio
408,449
tklahoma
108,574
iregon
104,999
ennsylvania
566,780
hode
Island
37,493
outh
Carolina
74,612
outh Dakota
41,400
ennessee
141,865
exas
404,190
tah
39,015
ermont
15,403
irginia
119,724
Washington
141,779
Ifest
Virginia
97,499
/isconsin
171,583
hoU'Wyoming
17,518
RE Iowa Meet
COMMUNICATIONS will be exilored by top speakers during a
hene-day
local conference
section of thesponsored
Institute byof
iadio Engineers in Cedar Rapids,
owa, Sept. 20. Talks, exhibits,
>lant inspections and a banquet will
lighlight the session, to be held at
he Roosevelt Hotel.

ARTHUR H. CROGHAN (I), ownergeneral manager of KOWL Santa
Monica,
from JimCalif.,
Coyle,accepts
sales station's
manager, gift
on
the occasion of his 25th anniversary
in radio. Package contained a traveling clock.
DISC CONTEST
WAVE Reports Record Vote
TO SUPPORT its contention that
radio is alive and kicking in a twoTV station market, WAVE Louisville reports that a late evening
amateur disc jockey contest just
completed broke its own record for
number of mailed-in votes.
The program,
Oertels' 92
Disc
Contest,
aired Monday
through
Saturday from 10:15-11:30 p.m.,
wound up a 27-week series with a
mail pull of 111,583 votes, compared to 93,095
week contest
last letters
year. for a 30Four grand prizes included allexpenses-paid weekend in Hollyvacation
at the Hotel
Biloxi wood,onweek'sthe
Mississippi
Gulf
Coast,
a
week's
vacation
at Fontana
Village, Fontana Dam, N.
C, and
$400 merchandise prize consisting
of household furniture, radio and
other appliances. Expense - paid
trips were good for two people in
each instance.
Contest was conducted by Bob
Kay, who interviewed amateur disc
jockeys. Latter spun platters of
their choice and wrote and read
their own copy and commercials.
Winner was chosen each night from
three participants by telephone and
weekly winners were determined by
mail. Grand championships were
held every six or eight weeks.
THAT

EARS
HEAR
IN Y0UNGST0WN ARE EARS THAT BUY!
WBBW'S concentrated coverage is not
wasted on cornfields. Here's pin point selling
that falls on receptive ears, "buying"
ears — right in a market that really counts.
WBBW — the new ABC
affiliate in Youngstown
brings you . . .
Concentrated
and Coverage
No Waste Circulation
REP. rORJOE & CO. INC
ROADCASTING
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New Membership High
FAB MEET
Reported by Floridans
LARGEST meeting in the history of the Florida Assn. of Broadcasters
was held May 22-23 at Miami Beach with 169 broadcasters in attendance.
Membership
reportedly
high represented.
with 73 of the state's 76
stations signed
and 100%reached
of thea new
stations
*
Main address was delivered by
Maurice B. Mitchell, president of
Associated Program Service, on
KBA SESSIONS
"Radio
Salesmanship." S. O. Ward,
Two-Day Agenda Set
FAB president and presiPROGRAM, sales and business ses- outgoing
dent,
general
promotion
sions
will
highlight
the
semi-anager,
WLAK and
Lakeland,
tapedmanthe
nual meeting of the Kentucky
to be distributed to station
Broadcasters Assn. in Louisville, talk
staff members not present.
Ky. Thursday and Friday, J. W.
Florida's Gov. Fuller Warren
Betts,sideWFTM
Maysville, will pre- made
a special trip to address the
as KBA president.
broadcasters,
telling them radio
Meeting opens Thursday morning
played an important part in
with registration at 9:30, followed had
his
administration.
He said radio
by a business session and luncheon. had been of greater service
Ken Sparnon, BMI, and Jean than any other medium forto him
disThomas,
of the
semination of news and publicity.
can Folk originator
Song Festival,
will Amerispeak.
'The
Florida
broadcasters
adopted
Afternoon agenda calls for pro- a new constitution and by-laws and
gram-sales clinic, social hour and elected officers (At Deadline, May
banquet, with Dr. R. Haynes Barr, 26)
July 1. Newly
president of the Kentucky Medical namedto beto installed
the board of directors
Assn., as guest.
Second business meeting and were Eugene D. Hill, general and
manager, WORZ Orluncheon will comprise the Friday commercial
lando, and Tom S. Gilchrist Jr.,
schedule, with Jack Younts, WEEB
Southern Pines, N. C, as guest. Mr. general manager, WTMC Ocala.
Members of the board of direcYounts is secretary of the North
membership were
Carolina Broadcasters Assn. Con- honoredtors andfortheservices
during the
ference wil be held at the Seelbach
year
by plaques
Hotel.
FAB President
Wardpresented
and Secre-to
tary-Treasurer John B. Browning,
FM SET SURVEYS
general manager, WSPB Sarasota,
Maj. Garland Powell, director,
Report High Percentage by
Thursday.Gainesville, at a banquet
TWO SURVEYS in Wisconsin and WRUF
Illinois trindicate
a heavyin concenation of FM receivers
homes.
A telephone survey of 500 families by the State Radio Council in
NEWS on
Madison, Wis., indicates 42% of
the area families have FM sets,
with only 36% a year ago, 24.8% KMBC-KFRM
in 1950 and 18.4% in 1949. On the
basis of the survey it is estimated
is TOPS...
there are 11,000 FM sets in Madison. The council operates a state- ...because KMBC-KFRM
wide network of six non-commercial FM stations, with two more stays on 'top' of the N E WS!
under construction.
FM sets survey of homes repreby studentsCarmi
from 297
familiessentedattending
Township
High School, Carmi, 111., indicated
71.68% of homes contained FM
receivers, according to Thomas S.
Land, secretary and general manWROY-AM-FMin Carmi.
said FMager,reception
the area Heis
KMBC - KFRM newscasts
news programs
the
most-listened-to
in theareheart
excellent, while claiming no AM
of America.
Theythe enjoy
their high
ratstation can be heard in the area
ings
because
of
reputation
for
acculd immediacy built b
at night.
! News Department.
Here is a tremendous sales potential in
one
of
the nation's
the
great Kansas
City richest
Primarymarkets...
trade area.
New FM Speaker
Call KMBC-KFRM or ask your nearest
A NEW type loudspeaker for FM
Free t&ails onPeters'
colonelvoiceforofcomplete
the mighty
the KMBC-dereception was demonstrated for
KFRM
New York's Radio Club of America
bilities. Team and for newscast availaMay 22.pected to retail
The loudspeaker
exfor about $25is but
reportedly is capable of matching
KMBC
of Kansas City
performance of high-cost sound reproducing
apparatus.
Inventors
Dr. Jordan J. Baruch and Henry
KFRM
C. Lang, of Massachusetts Institute
of Technology Accoustics Lab.,
for Rural Kansas
commented that the unit may be
6th oldest CBS Affiliate
on the market by fall.
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NLRB Report Raises Radio-TV Issues
(Continued from page 82)
uled board election; whether they shop employe was discharged —
had received solicitation letters lawfully, the board decided — for
from
a union."
to andthepolicies
employer's
manAmong
the stations that have referring agement
in profane
found themselves involved on em- and abusive language, in private
ployes' rights are
public places on the employer's
Ga.; KVEC
San WATL
Luis Atlanta,
Obispo, and
premises.
Calif.; KWIN Ashland, Ore.
Again
in the Charlotte dispute,
May a station licensee assist one
stressed that an emunion against another where the the board
loyer is not required to negotiate
issue of communist domination with a punion
to settle unfair labor
arises ?
if he prefers to test the
The answer is no. In the Stewart- charges
legality of his conduct at NLRB
Warnerthecase,employer
NLRB ruled
"the factto level.
that
undertook
the WTAL and KDRO Sedalia,
assist one union against another Mo.In cases,
the board ruled:
for patriotic reasons" does not
"Outright refusals to meet with
"excuse a violation."
representative of a majority of
What is the extent of employes the
employes for negotiations continue
rights ?
occur, but alleged violations
NLRB cited the case of WBT to
. more often take the form of
Charlotte, N. C. (Jefferson Stand- .a . refusal
to discuss or negotiate
ard Broadcasting Co.) in which it
a particular
matter."
Some area,
matruled
that
"employes
were
not
ters fall in the
bargaining
protected in circulating a handbill
attacking the quality of the em- others don't. But it added:
"Thetice filing
product."Standard
The handbill
accharges ofdoesunfair
not labor
relieveprac-an
cusedployer's
Jefferson
of providing "inferior and technically employer of the continuing duty to
inadequate programs" through- bargain.
resort to aNeither
lawful does
strike. a . union's
. . The
WBTV less
(TV).indefensible
These tactics
hardly
than"were
acts fulfilment of the obligation to bargain becomes doubly important
of
physicalwere
sabotage,"
their
discharges
lawful, and
the board
during
strike." to bargaining in
stated.
With arespect
At KFRM Kansas City, Mo., a "good faith," the board noted that
stations have
beenchanges
cited forat "demanding radical
the
11th
hour
in
negotiations."
the board took to be evidenceThisof
an insincere desire to reach agreement with the union. Other samples: "A sudden and unexplained
shift in its bargaining position"
WJPO
and
demand
for a "much shorter
the radio service of the
contract."
Green Bay Press-Gazette
Suppose a broadcaster invokes
the free speech guarantees of the
GIVING
Constitution and promises employes
greater benefits than they would
MORE PEOPLE
otherwise obtain from a union?
MORE REASONS
Such speech is not "protected"
TO LISTEN
and interferes with employes'
MORE OFTEN
BASEBALL PLUGS
Boost WEMP Audience
EMPHASIS ON LOCAL NEWS,
SPORTS, EVENTS, AND
ENTERTAINMENT FAVORITES
PLUS
TUAL'S
MUHEADLINERS
Tlctvilif SvtnqoHC in tie
tyue* 2*? /txca. fa* *

GREEN BAY IS A FAVORITE TEST MARKET
WJPG Green Bay, Wisconsin
McGILLVRA, Rep.
New York • • • • Chicago
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6,842- to- 1 Return
JUST ONE WGY Schenectady announcement brought
an avalanche of 6,842 letters
and post card replies. Howard
Tupper, WGY senior staff
announcer, made the announcement on an unsponsored 7 :05 a.m. Weather
Show. tenMr.
Tupper
askedvalue
lisers to tell him what
they placed on his weather
program.
came infrom69
611 townsAnswers
and cities
counties of seven northeastern states. Many respondents said they place great
value on ducting
thetheirprogram
in condaily business.

AN PA Refuted
'ATTACKS1
Over WMSi
REBUTTAL to newspaper ads pre
pared
the BureauNewspaper
of Advertisin;
of the byAmerican
Put
lishers Assn. was aired in a new
analysis by Gren Seibels, news di
rector at WMSC Columbia, S. CL
according to C. Wallace Martir
general manager.
In his talk Mr. Seibels accuse
newspapers
of going
thei |L
way
to criticize
radio"outandoftelev
sion." He said many of the nation;
newspapers are running a series c
full-page "attacks" which amour
to a "rough and tumble, knocl P
your-competition promotion can f

in the onl'
ad' |ra:
rights, the board said.
paign
thatRefuting
radio "implication"
programs reach
Specifically, the first amend- fractions
of
the
total
public
sue1
sports show fans and women
ment was held not to protect state- as
ments made by Valley Broadcasting show listeners, he said smart ac fE
Co. (identified as licensee of vertisers already know this an ^
WSTV Steubenville, Ohio) which spend their money to reach th
at rates cheape
allegedly sought to induce employes audiencethattheyof want
newspapers, instea
to accept benefits in individual than
their advertisement
agreements as a condition to their of"tocirculating
an respond
audience that will not c
"abandonment of the union."
Despite their involvement in cannot
Speaking of news interpretatioif[ar
labor disputes no broadcasters
were involved in petitions for in- he said a reader in South Carolin
who limited himself to the editori r
junctions during the year.
NLRB was confronted with its columns would assume the stat,
greatest workload in the 16 years was "truly a Garden of Eden; th^.
of existence during fiscal 1951, its politicians and office holders ai
which ended last June 30, with above and beyond reproach; th;
over 15,500 unfair labor practice the state needs nothing more con
and representation cases filed. Total plicated or serious than a few moi
lights and more highly el
of over 15,000 cases were closed traffic
riched hominy grits and bigger an on
and another 5,000 were still pend- better
flower arrangements to b
ing, the board reported.
In the wake of a law that upset come a complete paradise on earth
the traditional labor advantage of
'In Columbia,"
"trimP
who wants hean said,
outspoke
the original Wagner Act but still citizen
retains appreciable benefits for discussion of public affairs mus p
unions, it will be noted that 79.1%
(or 4,164)
of allwere
unfairfiled
laboragainst
prac- perforce, turn on his radio." tice charges
employers,
formal complaints Sterling Speaks at WB
issued
in 630withcases.
FCC Comr. George Sterling m
Other facts: Some 6,000 repre- with members of the broadcast ii
sentation elections were held, with dustry last Thursday at WBZ Bo
bargaining agents chosen in 73% ton's Radio-TV Center and
of those instances. These agents
represented 76% of those employes Broadcasters
Part onin"The
CivilRadD le
eligible to vote. Over $2 million was dressed the group
paid out to 7,000-plus employes in fense."
Talk
explained
the fun
back pay during fiscal 1951 be- tion of Conelrad to the eastern Ne
England
broadcasters.
c
a
u
s
e
o
f
"illegal
discrimination."
NEW ANGLE in promoting listenership for the Milwaukee Brewers
baseball team has been inaugurated
by Mathisson & Assoc. there,
agency for the Miller Brewing Co.,
exclusive sponsor of broadcasts of
the team's
games over WEMP-AMFM
Milwaukee.
Under the direction of Edward
G. Ball, the agency recorded the
voices of the team's 15 best known
players. Spots invite listeners to
the ball park for home games.
Each spot is introduced by sportsIN
caster Earl Gillespie.
After the
an an-in
PORTLAND, 0REG0I
nouncer tellsplayer's
listenersvoice,
to tune
to the Miller High Life baseball
,246,540 active, young-minded West
broadcastDifferent
if they tapes
can't attend
the
erners comprise KGW's market in tl
game.
of players
prosperous metropolitan Oregor
are used to ask listeners to tune in
counties, Washington.
plus a generous slice of South
western
on games when the team is on the
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC
road.
ROADCASTING
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A IRING of WJZ New York pror\. gram, Kitchen Capers, has
"Mif egun from the Circle Lounge of
programs prom
>Jew
York'sfeatures
Hotel Glenn
Governor
otjon
on. Show
Riggs,Clin-in
|uestion-and-answer
giveaway
pro;ram. In attendance the first day
vere Ted Oberfelder, vice president,
VBC, ofandGrand
LansingUnionP. Shield,
lent
Stores. presi- VACATION CONTEST
PROMOTION feature has been devised by Stewart MacPherson, star
SPACE CADET' KITS
of
WCCO
Yours, to sell Paul's
Rock
\LADDIN INDUSTRIES, makers Sportingly Minneapolis-St.
>f metal lunch kits and vacuum Spring Beverages and publicize his
Mti[n|f)ottles, has received a franchise program. Listeners are asked to
Tom Toni Mendez Inc., exclusive send in the "most interesting, original and thought-provoking quesicensor for Space Cadet merchandsing. The kits bear a picture of
tion," accompanied by a beverage
several Space Cadet characters. label. Two winners will receive
vacation at beach resort.
Complete with fresh coffee and week's
resort itself is mailing
the, ,:ake, the kits were sent to the Beach
J jress last week to promote intro- scenic postcards calling attention
to
contest
Mr. MacPherson's
IC a jluction of the item.
show.
Otheronwinners
will receive
sporting equipment, mailed by the
LEATHER PROMOTION
beverage company and Erwin,
[WEATHER reports are being pro- Wasey & Co. Inc.
moted by KPQ Wenatchee, Wash.,
with such tricks as a recent letter- TV MEETS GRADUATES
vriting contest awarding a weather BROCHURE to acquaint those in
[nap as prize for a letter on the the TV industry with Syracuse
! subject, "Should our weather man U.'s coming TV graduates has been
sing the weather report?" General
out by the university. Book'Manager James W. Wallace re- mailedlet, titled
One! fashion
Take One!"
sported winner signed himself is done
in"Ready
year book
with
'Chief
Big war
Smoke"dance
and instead
suggestedto portraits of each graduate and inean
Indian
formation concerning his back"'change" weather when needed.
ground and capabilities.
TOT LISTENERS SURVEY
FLASH FEATURES'
STUDY of tot listening reaction to MBS
"FLASH FEATURES," twice^Captain Glenn's Play Club, a half- monthly clip sheet distributed to
iihour
by MBS, devoted one
JWLWTmorning
(TV) children's
Cincinnati, show
will onbe newspapers
issue exclusively to MBS radio
rimade by Dr. Ruth I. Smith, assist- coverage of the national political
ant professor of kindergarten and conventions this summer, with
,;primary education at the U. of each story bylined by a top MBS
,-Cincinnati, according to John T. commentator.
Murphy, TV vice president for
the Crosley stations.
WCAU'S TV TOUR
TELEVISION tour of WCAU
I
E
W
Philadelphia's
Radio-TV
"JWTAM'S CHAIN LIGHTNING
ter was held anew
fortnight
ago Centak"? TCHAIN LIGHTNING merchandising viewers behind the scenes at
WMi g plan of WTAM Cleveland got the new
building and showing the
^ fa boost when 41 super stores were
^ Tedded to the plan by Acme, which inner workings of a radio-TV station. Program was telecast daily
: Wit reports the oldest food chain in
15 minutes through May 26.
rilillSummit county. Additions bring to- for
Official
dedication of the center was
( fuifital to 389 stores and food markets
saturating 21 counties, according held May 27. Charles Vanda, vice
to Eugene R. Myers, new WTAM president in charge of TV, handled
the shows.
J merchandising manager.
WARD

in Johnstown

is TOPS

— for the Listener
— for the Advertiser
in Central Pennsylvania Market

■Isf
RATINGS
RESULTS
RENEWALS

CBS RADIO NETWORK
WEED & CO., Representative

iROADCASTING
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MARKET IN
WESTERN
PENNSYLVANIA

premiums
OPERATION HEAT WAVE'
FOR tontheis offering
first time,a special
WRC Washingdiscount
plan
for
advertisers
move best when the whose
sun isproducts
hottest.
From May 25 through Sept. 25,
advertisers are offered 20-second
stationbreak announcement. Station will accept "hot weather" advertisers only under "Operation
Heat
Wave" toplan.
Each ofadvertiser
must agree
minimum
$500 for
spots
to
be
used
at
the advertiser's
discretion
anytime
during
the
fourmonth period.
POOL TELECASTS
HOUR long Sunday show is being
telecast by KNBH (TV) Hollywood from the pool of the Town
House in Los Angeles featuring
fashions, news and interviews.
Anita Louise, film star, acts as
hostess of the program designed
to show Hollywood as the fashion
center of the West.
WMIL NEWSPAPER AD
READERS
of the this
Milwaukee
tinel were asked
questionSen-by
WMIL Milwaukee: "Do You Know
That You're Worth Just l/20th
of a Cent?" Ad then explains,
"That's right. When an advertiser
figures what it's going to cost him
to tell you his story, you're worth
just exactly
cent!"
The one-twentieth
advertisement ofsaida
that advertising reduces costs and
that this was especially true of
radio, because it is so economical.
Special Party
plug isfeaturing
given for"Fritz
WMIL's
Family
the
Plumber".
WLW FARM PAMPHLETS
CROSLEY Broadcasting Corp. will
distribute pamphlets to more than
6,000 persons expected to take part
inFarm,
the annual
Everybody's
Operatedvisit
nearto Mason,
Ohio,
by WLW Cincinnati. The 137-acre
farm,
site the
of WLW's modern
710-ft. tower,
features
agriculturalmost
methods. Three WLW
programs originate from the farm.
WRVA SCHOLARSHIP
COMPLETION of a 13-week cycle
of quiz programs which gave $4,200
in college scholarships to winning
high school contestants has been
announced by WRVA Richmond,
Va. Scholarship Quiz was conceived by Sam Carey, WRVA program service manager. Program
was sponsored by WRVA and the
U. of Richmond. Nearly 1,500 man
hours went into the planning and
production which
of the
half-hourby
broadcasts
were 13produced
Ray Kennedy,
of
the
WRVA
production staff. Series drew praise
from Virginia educators and newspapers.

WEAU COLOR MOVIE
NOVEL "Down to Earth" luncheon
sponsored by WEAU Eau Claire,
Wis., in Minneapolis, featured a
color motion picture of the WEAU
1951 Wisconsin Plowing Contest
and Soil Conservation Day, produced by Bob Nelson, programpromotion director, with the sound
track made in WEAU studios.
About 70 time buyers, advertising
and promotion managers from
Twin City agencies attended.
ROUNDTABLE SERIES
SERIES of roundtable programs
on civic affairs with a panel of
members of the London Junior
Chamber of Commerce was recently broadcast by CFPL London,
Ont.
The
program ofwonthethe national
"award
of
achievement"
association
of Junior Chamber of
Commerce. CFPL not only aired
the licprogram
each week,
on ahelped
pubservice basis,
but also
produce
programs
ing and the
technical
advice.with trainFASHION SHOW
FASHION show featuring 80
models showing the latest in spring
and summer finery was sponsored
short time ago by WARA Attleboro, Mass. Nine shops which advertise on the station were represented at the show proceeds of
which went to charitable organizations in the city. Affair, which was
coordinated by Jo Sherman, station women's director, is scheduled
for annual production.

Meet

BEST
CUSTOMER
Whoyour
is he? He's the Ameriday. can Farmer, the current American
He'sbusiness
the real—
owner ofcapitalist.
his own
and farming is big business toHe makes a lot, he saves a
lot,
spends a customer.
lot. He's your
best heprospective
One-tenth of all these prosperous prospects for your prodin WLW-Land—
tenthuct oflive America.
The best Oneway
to reach them is by Radio . . .
and the most
effective
and
ecoWLW. nomical radio in this area is
The full —story
of "Your
Customer"
all the
facts Best
and
figures— is on film. Ask to see it.
The Nation's Station
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FIRST CHOIC
OF ENGINEERS1
Only Magnecorder offers all the flex
ibilily, high fidelity and features yoi
require — at a price you want to pay
FITS EVERY PURPOSE — EVERY PURSE
PORTABLE
Recorder inin— theLIGHTWEIGHT
oneother.
case Easy—
Amplifier
QUICKLY
MOUNTEDfor
Units canoperation
beRACKcombined
studio
CONSOLE
OR CONSOLETTE
Operation available
by

Ave.. Chicago 1, III
FINAL
TV
ALLOCATIONS
REPORT
Extra copies of this 196-page
printed
each. report available at $3.00
This complete,
volume shows theeasy-to-read
entire city-bycity breakdowns for all 2,053
proposed
munities. stations in 1291 comFor extra work copies, tear
copies, library copies send the
coupon below. Supply is limited
so order your copies now.
Broadcasting •Telecasting
870 National Press Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Please send
copies of
the Final Television Allocations
Report at $3.00 each.
□ M/O, check □ please bill
Company
City

Zone
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KBRZ Freeport,
Tex.—location.
Mod. CP for
approval
ofFt. ant.,
trans,
WSWF
Myers,
Fla.—
Mod. CP to
change trans, and studio locations.
WKEI provKewanee,
DX— and
Mod.studio
CP for apa
l
o
f
ant.,
trans,
tions, and change type of trans. locaExtension of Completion Date
fCC actions
WFSI type
Lakeland,
CP andto
change
trans.,Fla.—
ant.Mod.
system,
and
w.extensionpletionofdatesofcommencement
from 2 from
monthsdate
andcom-8
MAY 23 THROUGH
months,
D-day MAY 28
grant; Freq.respectively
88.1 mcs Channel
201; of10
ant.-antenna cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
WGAR-FM
Cleveland—
Mod. CP ant.to
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
N-night
change
ERP 500from
height
from
ft. 20to to410 31ft.;kw,specify
mod.-modification
ERP-effective radiated power
trans, tend
location
and ant. and
systemcompletion
and exaur.-aural
trans.-transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
commencement
unl. -unlimited hours dates from
2ctivemonths
and
8 months, resynch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
s
p
e
l
y
f
r
o
m
date
of
grant.
7-1-52.
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
W. Va.— Mod.
CPWVOW-FM
for extensionLogan,
of completion
date toof
SSA-special service authorization
WSBA tensioYork,
Pa.— Mod.
for exGrants authorizing new stations and transfers, accompanied I
n of completion
date CPto 8-11-52.
roundup of new station and transfer applications, begin on page 91.
were
granted mod.
ofasCP'sinforFollowing
extension
of
completion
dates
dicated:
WIMS
Michigan
City,
Ind.,
to
8-15-52
from
1540
kc
250
w
D
to
1340
kc
250
WSAY Popular
Rochester,Bluff,N. Mo.,
Y., toto 12-17-52;
12-1-52
May 23 Applications . . .
w unl.
AM — 770 kc
KWOC
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
WRSW Warsaw,
Ind., to 7-31-52.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
KOB
N.770M.kc— Extension
AM— 1380 kc
SSA Albuquerque,
to unl.,
operate
25 w— N,
M. Segal,
50of kw—
usingon3 trans,
By Com. E. M. Webster
CPDavid
for new
AMchangeonKansas
1280 kcCity,500toMo.—
w1380d under
CPD beginning
a.m. ESTauthorized
9/1/52.
AMENDED
to
frequency
Dick
Bcstg.
Co.,
Knoxville,
Tenn.—
Denied
motion
to Inc.
strike
kc, increase power to 1 kw.
Knoxville
Ra-Tel
in reappearance
applicationsof
in
Dockets
10184
and
10185.
May
26
Decisions
BY BROADCAST BUREAU
Garden Application
State Bcstg.Amended
Co., Atlantic
Easton Pub.Pa. Co.,
Easton and WHOLof
Allentown,
— Granted
City,w N.unl.J.—AMENDED
CP for new AM on 1490 kc
FM— 91.7 kc (Ch. 217)
250
Easton
Pub. Co.
and WHOLpetitions
and studio location. to change trans,
to
intervene
in
proceeding
inforreleav<ap
KSDS
(FM)
San
Diego,
Calif.—
Mod.
of(Ch.license
to change
freq.
from
91.7 mc Newton,
plication N.ofJ. Sussex County Bcstrs.
AM— 550 kc
217)
to
88.3
mc
(Ch.
202).
KLMR
Lamar,
Col. —16Granted
exten
Granted License
fromWHLM690 kcBloomsburg,
1 kw D to 550Pa.—kc CP500 change
w unl.
sion
oftotime
to June
toandfile request
excep
DA-DN and change trans, site.
tions
initial
decision
License Renewal
oral
argument
in
re
consolidated
pro
ceeding
application
those
Laredo,
stations request renewal AMKVOZ
station:
1490 kcTex.—
250 License
w unl. for new Lincoln,
of KGAR involving
Garden City,
Kan. andand KFNF
ofFollowing
license:Arkadelphia,
Neb.
KVRC
Ark.;
KDMS
El
WARL Arlington, Va. — License coverDorado, Ark.; KVMA Magnolia, Ark.
William petition
C. Grove,to accept
Wheatland,
Wyo.changes
in trans,to and
studioFM locaGranted
appear
FM— 101.9 (Ch. 270)
ant. system
include
an- for
tenna.ing tions,
ance
in re reinstatement
oflateapplication
CP.
WKRC-FM
Cincinnati
—
CP
change
WRBL-FM
Ga. — 227);
License46
ERP
FM station;Columbus,
93.3 mc (Ch.
By Hearing Examiner Fanney N. Litvir
heightfrom
from 12.6600 kwto 531to 15.624
ft. kw, ant. for
kw; ant. 408 ft.
AzaleaorderBcstg.
Co., Mobile,
Ala.— Setc
Extend Completion Date
WRMZ
Allentown,
Pa.
—
License
covaside
ofof 5-16-52,
purporting
ering
FM
station;
100.7
mc
(Ch.
264);
(FM) Mt.ofVernon,
Ohio—date.
Mod. 20 kw; 290 ft. ant.
grant
petition
Azalea Bcstg.
Co.
CPWMVO
for extension
completion
leave
to
amend
application
to
specifjfoia;
and
show
new
coverage
data,
WHOS-FM
Decatur,
Ala.—223);
License7 kw;
for site
TENDERED FOR FILING
FM
station:
92.5
mc
(Ch.
said
order
was
issued
under
mistaker
AM— 1340 kc
fact that tendered document was signec
30 ft. ant.
by applicant
whereas itpartners
was not butsignecb;
KSID Sidney, Neb.— Mod. CP change
WHRM (FM)
Madison,
Wis.— License by
any of applicant
covering
changes
in
non-commercial
educational
engineer who is not membe>
partnership.
790
ft. ant. FM station; 91.9 mc 114 kw ofapplicant's
TV Interference
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond
Sign Off at 6:30 p.m.
B & Cmotion
Radio toCo.,reconvene
Rockford,hearing
III.KJAN thorityAtlantic,
Iowa —sign-off
Grantedperiod
au- Pending
COMPILATION of magazine artit
o
have
regular
hearingin Washington
thereon before
cles on TV interference (T VI), with at 6:30 CST, for period 5-1-52 and end- further
aminer
Bond
on
May
28
ing in no event laterof Authority
than 9-31-52.
recommendations for overcoming
various types, is contained in the WIPR Extension
Santurce,
P.
R.—
Extension
of
May
27
Applications
.
.
.
second edition of Television Inter- 6authority
to broadcastlocated
from at8 a.m.
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
p.m. from
Munoztoof
ference, edited by Philip S. Rand Rivera
Park, studio
pending completion
Extension of Completion Date
studios
for
period
5-25-52
and published by the Remington permanent
WEEK Peoria,
III.— Mod. CP whici
Rand Lab. of Advanced Research, and ending no later than 6-23-52.
ofauthorized
completionchange
date. in DA for extensio
ApprovedVa.—Location
South Norwalk, Conn. More than
WRAP
Norfolk,
Mod.
CP
for
apWBUD
Trenton,
N. J.—
Mod. CI
20 articles are contained in the
proval of ant. and trans, location.
which authorized change
in frequencj
volume, reprinted from such technical and lay magazines as QST,
CQ, Electrical World, Electrical
SERVICE DIRECTORY
Manufacturing, Radio & Television
News, Business Week, Radio-Electronics. In its first edition, over
20,000 copies were distributed free
COMMERCIAL RADIO
Custom-Built Equipment
of charge. Of interest is an article
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
U. S. RECORDING CO.
on "TVI From 21 Mc," published
Engineer on duty all night every night
in the December 1948 QST. Ama1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
teurs began using the 21 mc band
JACKSON 5302
STerling
3626
early this month and potential inP. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo
terference to TV receivers using
the same band for IF circuits has
caused concern [B*T, May 5].
• TOWERS •
EAU
AM • FM • TV •
LATEST
LIST
of
independent
stations
now being
serviced ofby Canadian
Press News Press,
Ltd., TOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
radio
subsidiary
now
totals
89 stations.
In Canadian
addition,
6100Portland
N. E. Columbia
L GUIDANCE
Canadian
Press
supplies
11, OregonBlvd.
Broadcasting
service,
from
which CBCCorp.writeswithownfullnewscasts.
OY, NEW YOW
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin

CONSULTING

RADIO

&

TELEVISION

ENGINEERS

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. ADams 2414
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE*

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper
Montclair,Great
N. J.Notch,
MO. 3-3000
Laboratories
N. J.

GEORGE C. DAVIS
501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE*

•Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Diltard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

There is no substitute for experience
GILLETT & BERGQUIST
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG. NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GEORGE E. GAUTNEY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C
Member AFCCE*

MclNTOSH & INGLIS
1216 WYATT BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Metropolitan 4477
Member AFCCE *

RUSSELL P. MAY
John A. Moffet, Associate
1422 F St., N. W. Kellogg Bldg.
Washington, D. C. REpublic 3984
Member AFCCE*

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261
Member AFCCE *

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
AR 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.
Republic 7,6646D. C.
Washington

LYNNE C. SMEBY
"Registered Professional Engineer"
1311 G St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Radio Engineers
QuarterConsulting
Century
Professional
Experience
Radio-TelevisionElectronics-Communications
1833
M
St.,
N.
W.,
Wash.
D. C.
Executive 1230 — Executive6, 5S51
(Nights-holidays, Lockwood 5-1819)
Member AFCCE*

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3738 Kanawha St., N.W., Wash., D. C.
Phone ORdway 8071
Box 2468PhoneBirmingham,
6-2924 Ala.

ROBERT L. HAMMETT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
230 BANKERS INVESTMENT BLDG.
SAN FRANCISCO 2, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER
815 E. 83rd St. Hiland 7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

GRANT R. WRATHALL
Aptos, California
Appointments
San Francisco
Seattlearranged
Salt Lakefor City
Los Angeles
Portland Phoenix
Box 260 APTOS— 3352
Member AFCCE *

RAYMOND M. WILMOTTE
1469 Church Street, N.W. DEcatur 1231
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

HARRY R. LUBCKE
CONSULTING TELEVISION ENGINEER
Television Engineering Since 1929
2443 CRESTON WAY HO 9-3266
HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA
from 28.8 kw vis. 14.4 kw aur. to 100
kw vis. 50 kw aur.
APPLICATION DISMISSED
WFMZ MISSED
(FM) Allentown,
Pa.— DISCP (application
which
authorized newlicense
FM forstation
unnecessary).
(Continued on page 91)

WALTER J. STILES

Vandivere,
Cohen & Wearn
Consulting Electronic Engineers
612 Evans Bldg. NA. 2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
power, DA, trans, and studio location, aur. to 80.5 kw vis. 40.5 kw aur.; trans,
for extension of completion date.
locationland near
fromKalamazoo
4l,£ miles toN. W.corner
of RichAB
License for CP
Ave.
&
24th
St.,
near
Plainwell,
Mich.
WGNR-FM New Rochelle, N. Y.— LiTENDERED FOR FILING
c
e
n
s
e
f
o
r
CP
authorizing
new
FM
station.
Change ERP
Modification of CP
WKZO-TV Kalamazoo, Mich.— Mod.
WBRC-TV to request
Birmingham,
change ofAla.—
ERP
CP to change ERP from 8 kw vis. 8 kw AMENDED
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
BERNARD ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
5010 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif. NOrmandy 2-6715

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas Seattle, Wash.
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. 4742 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE *
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

14230 Aztec, San Fernando, California
1003 Loyalty EMpire
Building,1-4906Portland, Oregon
ATwater 4282

Member AFCCE'
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted 20^ per word — $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 254 per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 304 per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting • Telecasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing. All transcriptions, photos, etc. sent
to box numbers
sent ator owner's
sibility for their arecustody
return. risk. Broadcasting • Telecasting expressly repudiates any liability or responHelp Wanted
Managerial
Experienced
manager
net Boxaffiliate in excellent
Iowa for
market.
301P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Salesmen
First classin salesman
wanted state.
by AM-FM
station
south Atlantic
Must
be reliable,
industrious,
sober.
Don't
expect
a
world
beater
but
a plugger.
AH
type
accounts
including
department
stores. Box 235P, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
CBS stationcityinwillhighly
add onecompetitive
salesman
tosoutheastern
present mission
staff.
Remuneration
combasis with
adequateon draw.
Write in fullperience.giving
references
and exBox 252P, BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Earn transcription
big money! Well
established
toprate
company
has
good
territories
high-class
salesmen
who
contactopenradiofor and
TV stations,
ad
agencies andmis ions.sponsors.
comSend referencesLiberal
and photo.
Box
298P,
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING.
Announcers
Experiencedenty-fiveannouncer-engineer.
start. Upper midwest. SevBox
26P,
ING. BROADCASTING . TELECASTCombination
announcer
- engineer
wanted
by Florida
majorSpecial
network
regional phasifulltime
station.
ems
o
n
announcing
but
must hold
first class license. All applications
confidential.
Box
76P,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Announcer-engineer
with ability.
first phone.
Must have top announcing
CBS
station eastern
in city.highly
competitive
southSend
all
pertinent
information,
telephone
number,
etc.salaryDoBoxrequirement,
not253P,sendBROADCASTaudition
untilINGrequested.
. TELECASTING.
Announcer-engineer
(two),for emphasis
on announcing,
at once
Mutual
station. $300.00
month Virginia
to start.
Tell all first letter. Box 277P, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Announcer-engineer,
announcer,
first
phone
must be topstation.
quality
announcer,
CBS midwest
Box
281P,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Good announcer
who has experience
at
copywriting,
Pennsylvania
independent.
Send tion,
fullphotoresume
experience,
plus
audiand sample
copy. Box 289P,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Younging varied
combo
man, first
seekexperience
in
livephone,
Wisconsin
city.
Emphasis
on
announcing
and
commercialmotion. Writecopy.
for proBox Opportunity
297P, BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
We
are
a 1000average
watt network
offering
above
anaffiliate
above
average
staff.
Modernin pay
plant,for Mountain
excellent
working
conditions
Rocky
state.
Will soon haveAnnouncing
an openingability
for
ais good
combo-man.
of necessary.
prime
importance.
1st phone
anda
car
Interested
only
in
man who munitywants
tohealthy
settle inclimate,
a fine comofferinghunting,
unsurpassed
scenery.
Include picture,
fullfishing
details,andreferences
first letter.
We want
you
to be. We're
Box particular.
303P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Announcer-engineer
for
independent
station. Engineering
experience
uneces ary, must have
phone.
Must
have
good nvoice
andpay,befirstexcellent
able
to doworktop
disc ingshow.
Good
conditions,
opening.
interested
call immediate
Jim Bradner,
collect,If
KGBC, Galveston, Texas.
Announcer,
announcer-salesman.
Top
salary.Filkins,
Audition,
particulars
Larry
KSCB,photo,
Liberal,
Kansas. to

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer,
control board.
on news andstaff,
commercials.
SalaryStrong
$60.
Opportunity
KFAL,
Fulton,forMo.advancement. Write
Wanted: Staff announcer who can also
do good newscast.
Please
sendrequireall information,Great
including
salary
ments to KFBB,
Falls, Montana.
Wanted — June 1st — one combination radio announcer-engineer-give
particulars in firstLouisiana.
letter. WritefullKWCJ,
Natchitoches,
Immediate
opening
for experienced,
deep voiced,
announcer.
Must runno
board
and ad-lib.
No trainees;
prima
donnasfull need
apply.
If you'reto
good
—
rush
info
as
preliminary
personal
interview
WCUE, Akron
8, Ohio.to Art Ross, P.D.,
Announcer,
phone,for clean,
moral,
not smoke, orfirstdrink,
independent
regional,
disc, photo,
H. E. Smith,sendWAVL,
Apollo, resume
Penna. to
Announcer-engineer.
us as steppingannouncing
stone! If you possibilities,
lackUseexperience
but
have
develop
while
working
at
reasonable
salary
pleasant Florida citrus and lake
area.in
250
affiliate.
readywattfor network
larger station
at endIfofyou're
year,
we'llterhelp
get the job. WSIR, WinHaven.youFlorida.
Announcer, some nounexperience,
ancer-engine r. WVOS, Liberty,or New
York.
Technical
First class engineer, key position.
$75.00,
forty-four
hour BROADCASTweek. State
availability.
Box 192P,
ING . TELECASTING.
Southern gineer.regional
1st class enand FMneedsoperation.
plgineering
ication AMfor television.
Excellentto Apenfacilities. Convenient
bus
lines. Write,
giving
full details
of203P,
experience
with
references.
Box
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
First classquired.engineer.
No experience
reVirginia network
station. Box
238K, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Engineer,
1st phone
for BROADCAST500 watt midstation.
Box 295P,
Iwest
NG . TELECASTING.
Chief engineer
forTV both
AM andin midcurrentlydle-sized
operatingmidwestern
properties
city.
Good
immediategineering
opportunity
for TVtop quality
enexecutive.
experience
desired
but
not
absolutely
necessary.
Send
all
information
to
Box
296P,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
First
class engineer-operator
needed
immediately
station.
announcing. for
WFAH,fulltime
Alliance,
Ohio. No
Want
first class engineer. Evening
shift.
Kentucky.Contact WTEL, Elizabethtown,
Immediately; experienced combination
man. Aircel enwork
important.Contact
SalaryManexd recording.
ager, WITZ,t. SenJasper,
Indiana.
Immediate opening
for three
class
transmitter
operators.
Car first
essential.
Will negotiate
salary
according
toNorth
exp
e
r
i
e
n
c
e
.
W
r
i
t
e
or
call
J.
Boler,
Dakota
Box
468, Minot,Broadcasting
North Dakota,Company,
phone 51161.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted
— First classfor license
orSober,
inexperienced
AM-FM experienced
operation.
conscientious
Lexington,
N. C. man. Reply WBUY,
First inclass
licensed
engineers write
fully
confidence.
especiallystrictest
if youoperation
know 5000andwattInterested
Collinsof
transmitter,
repair
Magnecord
tape WEAM,
and Presto
recorders.
Howard Stanley,
Arlington,
Va.
Immediate
opening
for
first
class
ticket
holder. Will accept beginner. Will
pay higherpandingwage
forNewcombo
man. marExEngland
watt,southern
daytime.
Independent.
WLAD,ket. 250Danbury,
Connecticut.
/
Engineer
with
first
class
license.
Willing to learn
announcing. WREL, Lexington, Virginia.
Engineer needed immediately, $1.25 per
hour,overtime.
40 hour, Remotes.
guarantee time
half
for
WMFC,and Monroeville, Alabama.
Immediate engineer
opportunitywith— Experienced
transmitter
supervisory
qualifications.
Street, Stamford. WSTC,
Conn. 270 Atlantic

Immediatecense. No experience
opening forneeded.
first phone
Car re-liContact Chief
Engineer,
dio Stationquired.WTNS,
Coshocton,
Ohio. RaEngineer,
first experience
class. Immediate
opening. Previous
not essential.
Contactvisor.James
Trewin.Valley,
Station
WVCV. Cherry
New SuperYork.
Production-Programming , Others
Experiencedmidwest
production
- continuity
writer
radio-TV.
AFRA
minimum:for S3800
first year:
$4400 second
year.
Three
weeks
vacation.
Box
ING. BROADCASTING • TELECAST278P,
CBS affiliate in leading southeastern
marketably needs
preferradiopromotion
and TV man,
experience.
Excellentwith opportunity.
Please
send
full details
to Box 315P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Program
director Good
— Opening
June 15 for
capablewith
man.
opportunity
for
man
ideas. Applicants
Illinois
and
adjoining
states
only from
can
be
considered.
Personal
interview
necessary.
Applv Bill Holm. WLPO.
LaSalle, Illinois.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Manager.
able smallPromotion.
independentManager
wants profitlarger
market.
Married.
Phi Betaexperience
Kappa col-all
lege
grad,
27,
4
years
phases
radio.
Promotion-minded.
Can
build and hold listeners, clients. Must
earn lent
S7500references.
to consider
change.
ExcelBox
288P,
BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
For sale
reasonable
... 18 years
of radio experience.
Covering
all phases
including
ownership,
management
and
salesmanagement
giving
individual
excellent
background
to problems.
cope with operational
and
profit
Sober
family
man,
age
42
with
references.
Will phone oremployer.
call personally
any
prospective
Box on 291P,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Salesmen
manager,
prefer
Old DoEngineer-announcer.
Immediate
open-in- Commercial
minion
area,
thorough
bottom-to-top
ing for experienced,
hard
working
dividual. Smcoverage.
al town independent
with radio background
including
sales, prowide
outside
Good
salary.
gramming,
production,
administration.
Permanent.
Wire,Maryland.
write or phone Box
279P, BROACASTING . TELECASTING.
WASL, Annapolis,

Wanted
(Cont'd) salei
SalesSituations
manager
with
fine accounts.
personal
record
local
and
national
pendable withUnhealthful
ability to build
salesnecesDeam
salesmen.
climate
sitates BROADCASTING
change immediate . future.
286P,
TELECASTBo:
ING.
Eastern
seaboard,
5
years
newspaper,
agency,
radio experienc
500, 50,00
watts,
N.
Y.
C,
New
England.
car. Have served as commercialMarried
man
ager.
Box 320P, BROADCASTING ■
TELECASTING.
Announcers
Staff announcer
— Can punch
purr
know
jazz, pops,
Handleor boarc
and write
copy.classic.
Experienced.
Disc
Box
263P. BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Thoroughly
experienced
seeks
permanent
position announce!
anyplace
northeast.
Mature, . reliable.
Box
275P
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Announcer
—
4
years,
strong
on
Commercials,
news, operate
consoleDJ
Available
immediately.
Top references
resume
and
tape
on
request.
Box
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.280P
Now airingyears
successful
morning
Fourteen
experience,
radioshowancfoi
television.
Desire
opportunity
combo
TVandandtapeairupon
or sales
ING^
Erochure
request.and air
293P. BROADCASTING . TELECASTAnnouncer — Experience all phases
news, sports,
dance night
band remotes,
merlyYork.
ran popular
discpreferred
showfor-ir. p
New
Night-turn
Available
immediately.
Prefer
east oi
midwest.
Box 294P. BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Sports announcer — veteran play-by
play
allhassports
both AM-TV.
Sporttwc
show
top rating.
Winning
popularity
awards
this
spring.
Unusuar
situation
makes
termination
present
long
association desirable.
Box 304P
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Hillbilly DJnouncing,
specialist.
General
anmusician.experience.
Board. Desire
change. Nine years
Tape,
details request.
Box
307P.
BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Staff, sports, publicity or all three
Some ment experience.
Summer replaceor permanent. Particularly
strong
sports background.
Box 312P. BROADCASTING •TELECASTING.
Announcer seeks step up ladder fron
250 watter.
Good newscaster. YearBAof Degree.
board, writing.
Box
314P,
ING. BROADCASTING • TELECAST
Announcer
— 4 Friendly,
years experience.
staff duties.
informal Box
DJAH
Intelligent
news. Draft .exempt.
318P. BROADCASTING
TELECAST
ING.
Announcer — strong on news and sports
Tape available. Married veteran. Bo>
319P.
ING. BROADCASTING . TELECASTAnnouncer — Thorough knowledge all
phases radio. Good voice, good sell
strong ried,news.
Midwest Tell
preferred. story
Mardraftstorv
exempt.
sell vour
with Dave your
Jones. 162f
W.
Summerdale
Ave.,
Chicago
40,
Hlinois.
Announcer,mercials, gstrong
news 32 and
como
d
disc
work.
years
old.
married, draft exempt veteran. SRT
graduate. E.Prefer
southwest
Florida.
Kenneth
Johnson,
727 N.or 21st
St..
Milwaukee. Wis. Division 2-4061.
Announcer
—
all
phases
—
operate
board
married
— draft
exempt —immediately.
experience—
York
Citv 1141
— available
H.New
R.
Miller.
Elder
Ave.
N. Y. C.
Tivoli 2-4780.
Announcer-engineer
— 1st phone. Up to
10 kw. Will
Experience.
Strongexempt.
news,
sports.
travel. Draft
York
N. Y.
WilliamCity,Rogel.
1275 Grant Avenue, NewTechnical
4 years broadcasting, 10 radio, to and
including
50
kw,
construction
3 posistations, agemidwest.
31. Desire
permanent
tion
Presently
employed.
Available June
7.
Box
219P,
BROADCASTING •TELECASTING.
First phone.
Four years
AM-FM
transmitter,
studio,experience
remotes.
Car. Box 276P, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING
Transmitter
engineer, sixprefer
yearsMichigan
experience, no announcing,
orCASTING
Ohio, married.
Box 284P, BROAD. TELECASTING.
Chief engineer,
12 years operational
experience
construction,
development
functional
proofof ofremotes
performance
testing
All
types
and
ing, 250, 1000 and .5000
w. Boxrecord285P,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
hief
engineernew— years
of experience
laintainance
construction.
Family,
ccellent references.
Box 309P, BROADASTING
. TELECASTING.
hief
engineer. Mature,
widelymid-July,
experiiced
Available
onsidertechnician.
technician
large station.
Invested
Florida,
south,
east-central
ates. Box 302P. BROADCASTING .
ELECASTTNG.
resently
employed
chief
engineer
deres betterstation.
workingExperienced
conditions
incombo
proressive
ith
good
voice.
Prefer
Colorado
sgFiiddlewest but will consider others.or
•'-J
ermanent
family man.• TELECASTReply Box
dJ)8P,
BROADCASTING
ING.
|
ngineer
—
thoroughly
experienced,
very
-iff1 pod
technicalBROADCASTING
man, some combo work.
310P,
AoxST
ING. . TELE~t ngineer — Five years experience, all
3j hases.
Want position
o announcing.
Married with
veteran,future.
two
• .{fiildrer.. Jackson,
Now employed.
Contact
.^■if/ayne
412
Sloan,
Pampa,
exas.
-^Production-Programming, others
IEifaL°'i Pacific
news, Northwest
publicity ororcontinuity
chief
Rocky
MounASiJliin
area. PD.Eleven
yearsreferences,
experience.
|J resently
Excellent
ox 249P, BROADCASTING . TELE-29.
;a AST
ING.
"WlD,
publicityBox or continuity
chief
i illy news,
qualified.
250P, BROAD..-T ontinuity
ASTING •writer,
TELECASTING.
draft exempt, excel——fny'i-mtwhere.
references.
Progressive
station
Box 262P,
BROADCAST'S STG . TELECASTING.
iisjMknagers dream . . . for PD and air
e:;- personality
with my talent how
and 14 years
adio experience.
build
;G.' hows
for sales and Know
community.to Write
— IA
lox 287P,ST
BROADCASTING . TELEING.
7:: ^dependent
friter-producer-director.
Two years
station programs.
experience:
nonramatic. dramatic
Young
~; lg.
aan, two
college
degrees
in
broadcast
NBC training
in TVradio-TV
news- /riting,Alsodirecting.
Consider
(;r'i,rriting-directing
Box 316P,
S iROADCASTING .posts.
TELECASTING,
editor-DJ.
ChicagoPhone,
experienced.
ie£v^brews
available
immediately.
Avers,
- /JEH. Gallipolis, Ohio.
Television
Technical
'elevision
cameraman-film
technician,
decent vision
veteran.
TeleWorkshop.Graduate
Two
yearsof photoraphy.
Experience
—
schooling,
deires
employment
—
television
station,
/riling to relocate. Box 282P, BROAD:ASTING . TELECASTING.
'elevision
technicianstudio
trained
in all
hases RCA-DuMont
equipment,
i'oung
veteran, will. TELECASTING.
travel. Box 305F,
•iROADCASTING
For Sale
Stations
or sale:FullEstablished
successful
Ohio
tation.
or half interest
available.
Jox
156P,
BROADCASTING
.
TELEASTING.
Western
250 watt
fulltimeWonderful
independent,
ingle
station
market.
town
irosentee
family
living.
VeryGross
profitable
under
ownership.
near $70,000
be100%increased.
Will assign license
: r-can
corporation
$80,>0ox—sellless
forBROADCASTING
cash. Seestockthis.forTELEquick!
283P,
ACTING.
EstablishedIdaho.
fulltime local $42,sta. or)0.
on sale
inWill—southwest
make
good dealGross
for
cash,
ox
290P,
BROADCASTING
.
TELEASTING.
>0revision
watt fulltime,
single station,
nonin healthful
alley
in market.
Rockies.Located
No . agents.
Box
)2P, BROADCASTING
TELECAST[ TO.
i ocky MountainIndependent.
station. 250 watts.
No
$90,000.
I, >mpetition.
erms possible. Box 299P, BROADj ASTING
. TELECASTING.
acific northwest.
250 w fulltime.
: ingle
station
market,
operating$15,000
profit-in
sly.
$10,000
cash;308P,
balance
Je■TG years.
Box
. TELECASTING. BROADCAST-

For Sale (Cont'd)
Equipment, etc.
Complete
1 kw Collins andpackage.
Brand
new
20V1 transmitter
all associated
gear including
two
turntables
withequipconsole.
Two-200
foot
towers.
All
mentthe
still inpastoriginal
carton purchased
during
ten
months.
Write
for
listing.
Available immediately.
Box 83P,
BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING.
150,000 wire.
feet #10
Copperweld
radial
Immediate
delivery.ground
Box
234P, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
RCA
BFO, 68-B$325.00.
$275.00. Presto
RCA Dist.
noise
model&
"Y" discAllmeter,
recorder,
mounted
in cabinet,
$400.
excellent
condition.
WPAG,
Ann Arbor, Michigan.
SlightlyRCAusedTA5Cbutstabilizing
in good amplifiers.
condition,
three
One DuMont
type
5105-A
monitor
ceiver. Nice discount on any or all re-of
above.
Contact Tennessee.
Chief Engineer, WSMTV, Nashville,
Wanted to Buy
Equipment, etc.
Wanted
—
Quarter
and one kw FM
broadcast
FM
monitortransmitters,
receivers, fixed-frequency
used or new.
Box
17P, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Equipment wanted: Complete for 1 kw
station215P,including
185' guyed. TELEtower.
Box
BROADCASTING
CASTING.
Wantedoperation
— Complete
equipment
250
watt
including
tower, forstudio
and
transmitting
equipment.
Write
complete description of what you have
and lowest CAprice
to Box 300P, BROADSTING .TELECASTING.
Wanted
—
5
kw
transmitter.
Must meet
all FCCage,engineering
conditions.
give
condition
andself-supporting
price.Please
Also
interested
in
300
foot
tower.
Box 311P, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Wanted:
Used
Limiting
amplifier,
console,equipment:
Universal
pickups
with
preamplifiers,
jack
panel,
Cabinet
rack,
1%
coaxial
cable
51
ohm.
Presto
turntables.
Box
313P,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Miscellaneous
FCC
first-phone
in 6 weeks.courses
Both
residence
and
correspondence
available.
Grantham
RadioHollywood,
License
School,
706
North
Wilcox,
California.
Help Wanted
Production-Programmin g, Others
HELP WANTED
Experienced girl or man copywriter for continuity department'. Air mail full details of
experience and references along
with photo to Radio Station
W O N E, Dayton, Ohio.
Situations Wanted
Announcers
DISC JOCKEY
(with first class license)
Experience— immediately
net, indie AMfor and
TV.
Available
personal
interview as DJ personality.
BOX 247P,TELECASTING
BROADCASTING
Employment Service
EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
We have
selected Managers;
General, Commercial and Disc
Program
Engineers,
Jockeys
and Chief
other
specialists.
Delays
are
costly;
tell
us your needs today.
Howard S. Frazier
TV & Radio Management Consultanti
728 Bond Bldg., Washington 5, D. C.

"BARRING RONIC
a change in the international
situation, it should be possible
VIEW
toELECT
meet defense and civilianSdemands
for electronic 'ZZT
products by a cont
i
n
u
a
t
i
o
n
o
f
the
splendid
conservation
efforts
of theelectronics
post-Koreaofficial
period."
That outlook was held out by a top government
for
•
*•
replacement
and
new
of
production
clad
iron
without
reduction
in
qualparts forceiversmillions
during 1952.of radio-TV reity. Speaker manufacturers cut
weight of alnico magnets 45%, savAt theS. same
the official
Donald
Parris,time,deputy
director—
ing vital quantities of nickel and
of the National Production Author- cobalt. TV set-markets substituted electro-static deflection-type
ity's Electronics Div. — paid high
tribute to manufacturers and dis- tubes for electro-magnetic, saving
40%
of
the same scarce materials.
tributors for ingenioustechniques.
conservation and substitution
"The tonnage saved will be
Mr. mentParris
manage- greater
as more
television
receivsession ofaddressed
the 1952 aElectronic
ers designed
for these
tubes are
put
Parts Show, held at the Conrad in production," Mr. Parris noted.
Hilton Hotel in Chicago the past
Other savings were accomplished
fortnight. He spoke on availability in TV receivers, with reduction of
of materials and use of distrib- 50% in steel usage through imutors' priorities to obtain them.
selenium
fiersproved
designeddesigns;
for inthose
sets, andrecti-in
Meanwhile, NPA held another
round of discussions with members general use of copper wiring, with
of an Antenna Manufacturers In- 85% saved in latter.
Gives Outlook
dustry
ConferenceAdvisory
touchedCommittee.
on inventories,
Latest glance at the prospects
materials for different types of an- for availability of critical metals in
radio-TV appliances —
market. tennas and a growing replacement consumer
since the outlook was weighed last
Mr. Parris reported that the re- month [B*T, May 12]— was supceiving tube industry reduced use
plied by Mr. Parris.
of nickel 50% by substituting but(1) soAluminum
supply because
will rise in 1952,
demand
new
nickel-plated steel and aluminum- uses and will
substitutions
for copper,of with
noearlylarge-measure
improvement
before
(2)
remainis
Schools
tight
in1953;
the discouraging";
next copper
year — itsmay(3)
outlook
the "most
nickel
and
cobalt
will
remain
scarce
for
"the
duration"sumes—6%theof electronics
conthe supply industry
at present;
NBS GRADUATES
(4) caltungsten,
like
the
last
two,
is
critibut should ease up.
"The demand for selenium rectiore in DEMAND
fiers is increasing greatly due to
• i for trained
i >ed I military and civilian use in TV and
NBS \
has rrore
radio
industry. The increase of
radio
help
than itrequests
can fill!
Jobs
are
NBS-trained
rectifierssultedinin conservation
the television measures
field resaving silicon steel and copper in
addition
to rectifying tubes," Mr.
Parris explained.
The supply has "greatly imful" for proved"
1952and theas outlook
a result isof"hopecomplete allocation of selenium, the
NPA official said.
Normal Inventories
BROADCASTING
Antenna-makers reported inventories
normal for all types and
W
SCHOOL
growth of the replacements market.
true among home531 S. W. Radio-TV
12th Ave.,School*"
Portland 5, Pro. This hasownersbeen
using home-set or house top
antennas and TV stations using
tower antennas. Number of electrical storms and rampaging winds
LELAND
SCHOOL OF POWERS
RADIO
throughout the country have
jumped
broadcasters'
demand for
TELEVISION AND THEATRE
equipment,
Along withit was
these revealed.
factors, growth
Comprehensive 2-year course
of community TV antenna systems
provides the complete and pracand resultant boost in applications
training essential for greatfor materials were cited. Such
estticalsuccess.
ACTING ANNOUNCING
projects are now classified as industrial orders.
and eligible for self-auDIRECTING PRODUCTION
thorized
MAKE-UP WRITING
BOARD of directors of Philco Corp.
VOICE
have declared regular quarterly diFaculty
Professionals
Limited ofclasses
assure individual
vidend of 40 cents per share on comattention
pany's common
stock payable
to holders
of record
June 2.JuneAlso12
Fully
equipped
Little
Theatre
and
Radio Studios
declaredvidendwas
regular
quarterly
of 93% cents per
share di-on
Write for catalog
preferred
stock,
3%
Series
A
payable
25 Evans Way, Boston 15, Mass.
July 1 to holders of record June 16.

NPA SHAKEUP
Set for Electronics Div.
INTERNAL reorganization of the
Electronics Div. at the National
Production Authority was being
blueprinted last week, with personnel changes bearing directly on
handling of applications for scarce
materials
turers. by radio-TV manufacChanges involve Components,
End Equipment and Electron Tube
branches of the division headed by
J. A. Milling, with appointments
from both government and industry
ranks.
Robert R. Burton, former State
Dept. telecommunications specialist
and communications officer for the
Federal Civil Defense Administration, becomes chief of end equipHe transfers
NPA's
Foreign ment.Section,
which from
will remain
under his jurisdiction. J. A. Pfau
will head the latter group.
Mr. Burton succeeds J. R. (Ted)
Sypher, who had served as acting
director of end equipment since Mr.
Milling vacated the post for the
division directorship earlier this
year. Mr. Sypher becomes special,
assistant to Mr. Milling in the
office of the Director. He will serve
as special NPA representative on
the Electronics Production Board
and continue in charge of the Military Equipment Section.
Two radio -TV executives. — ■
George Henyan of General Electric
and Nelson Stewart of Westinghouse Electric Corp. — return to
private
industry.of ANational
third — Harold
G. Butterfield
Union
Radio Corp. — becomes chief of
NPA's Electron Tube Section.
Mr. Henyan, who supervised components applications, returns to
GE's Tubeto Div.,
of whichmanager,
he was
assistant
the general
after
eight
months'
service.
succeeded by Elmer Crane, ofHe TVis
Distributors Inc., Cleveland, formerly with the War Production
Board, handling radio and radar.
Mr. Butterfield is on leave from
Union Radio, manufacturers of
electron tubes, of which he is director of purchases. He also is
New England
SI 05. OOO.OO
Profitable regional network
facility located in one of the
important markets of America.
Excellent TV position. Liberal
financing arranged.

familiar with the TV broadcasting
phase of industry — his wife, Elizabeth, is assistant director of educacational activities for WATV (TV)
Newark, N. J.
The realignment calls for an
Office of Director, and three
branches — End Equipment, ComPrograms
ments.ponenPlants, andand
personnel& Requirechanges
still must be approved by H. B.
McCoy, trator.
NPAEach branch
assistant
adminisis divided into
sections, such as Radio-TV under
Lee Golder, Broadcast-Communications Equipment under J. Bernard
Joseph, and others.
Mr. Milling, on leave from RCA
ServicerectorCo.,
been division
since thehasresignation
of E. di-T.
Morris Jr., who returned to Westinghouse earlier this year. Mr.
Morris presently is active as government liaison representative for
the company, among other duties.
Donald S. Parris continues as
deputy director of the Electronics
Div. under Mr. Milling in the reorganization.
KWC REORGANIZES
Humbert New V.P., Mgr.
C. A. HUMBERT, manager of
KPAS Banning, Calif., was named
vice president and manager of
KWC Ventura,organization following
its reby W. H. Haupt,
KWC owner. Other changes also
were announced.
New sales manager is Karl
Rembe, formerly account executive.
Andrew rector,
Grant,
program-farm
diKCID Caldwell,
Ida., joins
the
station
as
merchandising-promotion director. Alan Snowden,
staff announcer, was promoted to
program director. Representing
station as sales manager in Oxnard
is Lyle Kearney, formerly advermanager, has
Oxnard
Courier,tising
KWC
joinedPressthe
Southern Calif. Broadcasters Assn.
NBC radio in cooperation with Health
Information
Bureau,present
N. Y.,newnon-profit
organization,
Your
Key To toHealth,
slated to series,
begin
June
7,
5:45-6
p.
m.
EDT.
Series
will
feature
singer Ben
Jane Froman,
and
NBC
commentator
Grauer
reporting
health news.
California
S30.000.00
Fulltime network station that
offers one or two active owners
an attractive opportunity. Ideal
living conditions in a growing
market. Financing arranged.

Appraisals • Negotiations • Financing
BLACKBURN- HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C. CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO
James W. Blackburn
Ray V. Hamilton Lester M. Smith
Page 90 • June 2, 1952

WILBUR SHAW (I), Indianapolis
Motor Speedway president, signs an
agreement permitting broadcast of
this
year'swhich
race byWIBC
WIBC will
Indianapolis,
through
feed 20
midwestern stations. Gil Berry (c),
WIBC general sales manager, and
Fred Ritter, Capitol Paper Co. of
Indianapolis, local sponsor, look on.
RADIO-TV STORES
NLRB Cites Jurisdiction
QUESTION of whether the government has jurisdiction over business
and labor operation of local radioTV appliance dealers was resolved
affirmatively by the National Labor
Relations Board in a recommended
decision May 24.
A board examiner found that J.
C. Justice,visiontrading
as National Tenn.,
TeleService, Memphis,
falls within interstate commerce,
and that he committed unfair labor
practices as charged by Local 1275
of IBEW (AFL). Respondent
operates two stores — in Memphis
and West Memphis, Ark. — and is
servicing agency for Hallicrafter,
Sentinel,
Philco,sets.Emerson, Motorola
and
DuMont
An examiner
saidoverNLRB
exercises
limited
jurisdiction
an enterprise
which:ices (1)
annually
sellsor goods
oroutserv-of
valued
at
$25.(100
more,
state; (2) furnishes
goodsof orother
services
necessary
to
operation
employefrom
rs incommerce;
(3) sources
secures valued
equipment
out-of-state
at $500,000
or
more
annually;
(4)
purchasesreceived
from local distributors
in-state
material
out-of-state;
(5) isit
multi-state
(like locally.
NTS)
even though
distributes only
WKBS Oyster
L.newI., combo
N. Y„ isstudio
now
operating
fromBay,
at transmitter
inits Oyster
Bay.extensive
Move
was
made
in
anticipation
of
shows
its new above
Stamford,
studios, from
five stories
street. Conn.,
Employment Agency
ENGINEERS

NEWS RIGHTS
Mundt Differs With Gillette
SEN. KARL MUNDT (R-S.D.)
differs with Sen. Guy Gillette (D
Iowa) as to whether newsmen havt
the right to refuse to disclose theii
confidential sources of informatioj
[B«T, May 26]. Sen. Gillette hac
placed in the Congressional Recora^
asubcommittee
study by his
Senate
pointingElection:
out ''itK'il
the
absence ofstaffa statute
creating
ji
such a privilege, there is none." I
Sen. Mundt said that althoug] •
a newsman has no special immunity for information received abouj
future crimes, or cases involvinj
loyalty, or the security and safet;j .
ofof-the-mill
the country,
the normala news
run-lj,
cases,"in wherein
man is trying to discuss and repor
the public business, he certainl;
has the right; — and the duty — t
protect his
Forcingsource
a re
porter
to sources."
disclose news
would
hamper
newsmen's
effort
"to unearth and disclose bumblin;
and
said. corruption in government," h

B-47 BROADCAST
Carried by KFH From Plan
IN-FLIGHT broadcast from th fa
interior of a B-47 Stratojet ha |jf
been claimed by KFH Wichit;
Kan., with commentary handled b
Brandon Chase, station newscaste
Mr. Chase accompanied a photoi
rapher, Gary Millsap, and the pil
Capt. Herbert White, on a trans
tion training flight from the Wicl
ita air base last Monday. Conta
was maintained with the air ba
where KFH Chief Engineer Virg jfj
Hinshaw was on duty.
The actual broadcast covered pri «t
flight briefing, the takeoff and
two-hour flight, with portions
broadcast
station's Silvt
Star News onat the
10 p.m.
Mr. Chase explained that KF
wanted to bring the public tl
entire story of how it felt to
in a B-47. Station claimed it w<
the first time in aviation annals
radio newsman compiled such
broadcast from a B-47 during fligr
Employment Agency
_

First - Second
Phone

1

Applications accepted for Immediate
Placement in Thirty-Three States
NEWSCASTER— PROGRAM DIRECTOR— ANNOUNCERS
MANY COMBINATION
One
WRITE:Week's salary when placed, the only fee.
TV17 East 48th Street, New York 17, New York
PL 5-1127
E. C. Lobdell, Licensee
BROADCASTING

• Telecastin

FCC Actions
f^-iTw^" NEWSPRINT BLOCK
from page 87)
COP
M 4 MM r>
L N^^f> CONGRESSIONAL
Counter- Actions
Started
la (Continued
.}R rw.c^e
11 ill K t\ I Infl
V,
forces
last
May 28 Decisions ...
IUUIUUIIUUU
week
joined
with
government
by commission en banc
— . - .
a__i:— ,i
Mf
cies to lead a three-prongedagenasGrantedstations
Licensegranted
Renewals
J|
newspri£
rogadblock
Following
renewal ~ »»» N*»
m. 6ron'5' Transfers. Changes, Applications
-«.«.•»»■«.'».■. sault
set up onby the
Canadian
manufacturers
against U. S. newspaper publishers.
^j^^^pS^Ar^wiBWNew L - „
&SfAr»S
DOX
SCOre
SUMMARY THROUGH MAY 28 Jtl^TZt^t
Zr^Z .
nolia.
Ark.;
WLCS-FM
Baton
Rouge,
1
. Stabilizer
« "° ?• S.,,?
^
La;
WDSU-FM
New Orleans;
„°n' Air
. ,Licensed
. , CPs Pending
Appls. Hearing
In the
Price
Ellis mean
Arnallanthat
Buffalo;
KMUW Wichita,
Kan.; WBEN
KTBB AM
.„ M ^
price
boost
would
inan inwoum mean
217
32810
2,328581
2,350633
Tyler
GrantedTex
renewal of licenses for FM Stations
6987
8 creaseP m. 00bl
newspaper
advertising
regular
of WHAM-TV
Rochester,
TV Stations
108
97
11
552
19 rates
N. Y. andperiodWsYK-I
V Syracuse,
j\. y.,
. , and cost of products adversubject to orders issued in final TV
(Also see Actions of the FCC. vaae 86.)
used.
decision
to move
' 1- '
of a fortnight
from Ch. requiring
6 to Ch. WHAM-TV
5. and WSYR-TV
to
*^**^*****^^^^*^^m^*^^^mm^"~^
mThe protests
\r
, ... " , .ago°
move from Ch. 5 to Ch. 3.
„,
...
[B«T, May 26] crystallized into
Temporary
License Renewal
New Appl.Cdt.ons
...
%n™°% li™^?C&'l£n
concretedevelopments
action on Capitol
Hill, with
Following
REQUESTS
to partnership;
no actual
:
extension
of stations
licenses granted
to Sept. temporary
1, 1952: KPAS TRANSFER
Bannine Calif
Assiirnmpnt nf corporation
change of ownership
or control.
No these
^ a ii„,.„„ i„f„rf„t0
e. t?„_
khbl piainview, Tex.; WGCH (FM) ite^*toS^^m™S3MKS55fd^b monetary consideration. • A House Interstate & ForGreenwich
Conn.; WKSU-FM Kent, born
as PassforBcstg
Co
to
Kennetn
L
'
Co,_
KXOB
Stockton,
Calif.
-Transfer
of
el^n
Commerce
subcommittee
last
omo,
JS.JiA seattie.
$10,400 cash. Mr. Colborn is control from Valley Bcstg. Co. to Hotel Monday took closed-door testimony
Temporary License Extension ?w?el ot. Tne Center Inc.,
which con- Stockton forof$200,000.
LincolnCo.,DeUer
is orl
thp
nT.OT,nc.Pf|
<ti n nPr ton Cana
Cana^>lU-per-ton
Proposed
tne
°n
transBcstg.
Valley
owner
sole
Springs,
Palm
in
property
business
trols
-Desienated
Tex
KHIT Tamnasas
tof^eari^^^tiont6r^^lft
Callf"
'eror -Transferee is.composed of Presi- dian newsprint increase from the
license and ordered temp, extension KSON San Diego, Calif.— Transfer of 555* JE^™,^; Kwth«iH»;%i'f wmpw American Newspaper Publishers
S^er^ffl^^
l&^Sl C°ntr01 fr°m studebak- Bcrtr. Co. to -dw To^k fLcfe^^/asulerTh^ Assn., the Office of Price StabilizaAug- h 1953'
WhlCh
»n
c-winng(i5%)wco
prwinIndustries,
Theatre ?
nd the National
Production
Changes
Studio
Location
PI AT t~*f\\/ED Af*E
(15%),c. president
Empire
a sugWCAU-AM-FM Philadelphia — Mod. MV^I
Chicago
and viceof president
and 25% Authority.
gestion that ANPA
the U. S.opposed
place import
rinF^oToeSsite
Sfiffi
KID<>
Crew
On-the-Scene
KW^^g
ceiling
on
Canadian
newsprint,
of Philadelphia which is not trans, site. —
—
£ur£e Jr:>
Partner in and
Ryan,Beatrice
Hayes M.
& .rr
# A House Judiciary Subcom-~.
T-imT-i
Burke,
oil(1%).
operators,
FCC Correction COMPLETE
coverage of the coun- Randau
mittee on Monopoly, called, in. offiCorrection in May 22 Decisions [B.T, try's sixth major prison riot in two WCNH Quincy Fla —Transfer of con- cia^s °^ tne Justice and Interior
MCom6rnisfs0^nWproPosed
to Amend
™nthson was
by KIDO
Boise, ffij™*
?™%f?0Z thrash ministration,
DeP.ts" and Defense
vised Tentative Allocation
Plan Refor Ida.,
May given
24 when
300 rioting
^a^eiole^^lol^^^esavit^
as wellProduction
as NPA Adand
Celler
Emanuel
Chairman
OPS
genis
Letson
Mr.
,f
si^
Penitentiary
State
Idaho
in
convicts
N^H.^ndYransI
toBerhn.
279
,Sch.
ferring
ch. 273 from Birmingham
to staged
aPV*>nt«
five-hour
KIDO WTCN-AM-FM
manager 01 wt«n.
(D-N.arpY.)"hplnless"
said American
publish-of
Jasper,
file
onp^ol
mon uprising.
WiflP Janssen,
Tanocon
Minneapolis,
Minn.
— erc,
in the
commentsAla.on Interested
or before parties
July 1,may
1952.
special
Assignment
of license
fromto Mid
Conti*rS
ar.e ,hike,
.,P ,SS\
ttle face
IaCe
Wayne events
Davis, men
HaroldWittToedtmeier
nent Radio-Television
inc.
Minnesota
the price
but his™ group
would?*
and Jack Link were on the scene ^oooTcon^glnt on grant of Assign- issue a report on its recommendaIIMiniJC MTDPrD
w^tn portable recorder, jeep and men't of license of wcco to Midwest tions.
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TR Plans Expansion
(Continued from page 25)
may be involved.
One staff report recommending
a ban on all functional services was
rejected by the FCC some time ago,
according to informed sources.
the CommisAsked what action transit
radio,
sion might take on
now that the Supreme Court has
issued its decision, one FCC staff
member last week observed that
with Supreme Court approval the
could hardly be exCommissitedon
pec to act unfavorably.
transit radio inexisting
The
operadustry is centered around
tions in a dozen cities. In the Supreme Court's decision last Monday,
a list of cities having transit pro-as
It showed,
grams was included.
of October
1949: St. Louis, 1,000
i, 475;
Cincinnat
;
equipped
vehicles
Houston, 270; Washington, 220
(now 422); Worcester, 220; Takoma, Wash., 135; Evansville, Ind.,
arre, Pa., 100; subur110; banWilkes-B
Pittsburgh, 75; Allentown, Pa.,
75; Huntington, W. Va., 55; Des
Moines, 50; Topeka, Kan., 50;
suburban Washington, 30.
Transit Radio Inc. lists the following stations in its present list:
WWDC-FM Washington; WKRCFM Cincinnati; KXOK-FM St.
Louis; WGTR-FM Worcester,
Mass.; WKJF (FM) Pittsburgh;
WBUZ (FM) suburban Washington; KTNT (FM) Tacoma, Wash.;
WTOA (FM) Trenton, N. J.;
KCMO-FM
Kansas City; KCBCFM Des Moines.
Instrumental Selections
In Washington, the Capital
Transit Co. programs are limited
to six minutes of commercial announcements an hour, or 12 30second announcements. As general y is the practice, musical programs are confined to instrumetal
selections.
E. Cleveland Giddings, vice president of Capital Transit Co., said
the
firm
"is naturally
pleased"
and
is considering
installation
of radio
in all ofhicles. Atthe
company's
1,500
vepresent 422 vehicles are
equipped.
He said Capital Transit gets
about $2,530 monthly revenue on a
minimum guarantee of $6 per
month per vehicle equipped. The
contract provides the company gets
either 10% of gross or $6 per
vehicle, which is greater, on radio
income up to $100,000; $100,000$200,000, the company gets $10,000
plus 20% of income over $100,000;
$200,000-$400,000, $30,000 plus
33%; sliding scale ranges up to
50%. of gross above $600,000.
While the prolonged litigation
hurt transit radio, national more
than local advertising suffered.
In some cities, transit programming islinked with other functional
services such as storecasting and
industrial music. WWDC-FM, for
example, supplies music to Washington Transit Radio Inc., which in
turn is half-owner of Tempo Inc.,
supplying tauramusic
some 200 resnts and otherto places.
Mr. Strouse said WWDC-FM
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NEW HOME of KFMB-AM-TV San
Diego, 5th & Ash Sts., boasts five
stories and new TV studios. TV has
first and second floors, radio will be
on the fifth floor and the third and
fourth floors will be leased out for
office space, said John A. Kennedy,
board chairman, Kennedy Broadcasting Co.
(Washington Transit Radio) was
"overjoyed"
radio interestsandhadsaidfeltthethetransit
issue
was
never inmedium
doubt. of"Transit
radio,
the newest
mass communication, can now move forward
and assume its rightful place in
the broadcasting industry," he
added. "Our only desire now is to
make Transit Radio in Washington a still better medium for dissemination ofnews and enjoyment
of Franklin
the best inS. accepted
music."
Pollak, Washington
attorney who carried the fight into
the courts, praised Justice Douglas'
dissent and said he believed it "will
in time be the law."
Bernard Tassler, managing editor of the American Federationist,
official suedAFL
monthly onmagazine,
a statement
behalf is-of
the National Citizens' Committee
Against Forced Listening. As national chairman of the committee,
he
it "willlegislation
continue toto put
pressa
for said
effective
stop to this unfair assault upon the
captive audience riding in public
transit vehicles. It should be
noted once again that the device
of forced listening — inflicted upon
captive audiences — is used by Stalin and was formerly used by the
late Adolf Hitler and the late
Benito
Mussolini."
Widespread
newspaper comment

was aroused by the decision. The
Washington Daily News, a ScrippsHowardsion andpaper,
denounced reminded
the decithen hopefully
that it is in the business of selling
advertising
with
transit. space in competition
The Washington Star took two
opposite positions. On its editorial
page,
Star said,the"Thedoctrine
court ofof
appeals,the inventing
'freedom of attention,' had outlawed the programs
tional grounds.
And itondid constiuthis by
a strained process of reason which,
if allowed to stand, might well have
opened the door to many more ills
than it would ever cure."
But in its radio-TV column, "On
the Air," the Star called Monday
"a dark day . . . for us unwilling
radio listeners" and raised the
spectre of the old FCC Blue Book.
"Its blue is faded and its pages
yellowed, but the words are still
clear," the column said.
One Issue Involved
The case boils down to one issue,
said Justice Burton in delivering
the
court's opinion
— whether
the
Constitution
precludes
a transit
firm from carrying radio programs
in its vehicle. He stressed the fact
that lictheUtilities
District
of Columbia
Commission
had Pubheld
an investigation, with public hearings, and had found the service not
inconsistent with public convenience, comfort and safety and actually tends to improve conditions
under which the public ride.
Rider polls showing well over
90% of passengers
favoring were
continuance of the programs
cited, along with experience in
other cities. The court found that
neither the operation of transit
radio service nor the PUC decision
permitting its operation is precluded by the Constitution, reversing the U. S. Court of Appeals ruling which had held passengers were
deprived of liberty without due
process of law.
The income-producing side of
transit radio "bears some relation
to the long-established practice of
renting
spaceinside
for visual
advertis-of
ing on the
and outside
streetcars and buses," Justice Burtontent ofwrote.
cited 5%program
90% Hemusic,
news, conetc.,

and 5% commercial advertising,
concluding there is no basis to set
aside the PUC decision.
The majority
opinionAmendment,
found no
violation
of the First
again citing the PUC decision and
the fact that no substantial interference with passenger conversation or rights could be found. No
claim
of
was involved,
the courtpropaganda
noted.
Asing that
to passenger
the appellate
findrightcourt's
of privacy
is invaded, the majority held:
This claim is that no matter how
much Capital Transit may wish to
use radio in its vehicles as part of its
service to its passengers and as a
source of income, no matter how much
the great majority of its passengers
may desire radio in those vehicles,
and however
positivelyevidence,
the Commission, on substantial
may
conclude that such use of radio does
not interfere with the convenience,
comfort and safety of the service but
tends to improve it, yet if one pasthe programsright
as anof
invasionsengerof objects
his toconstitutional
privacy,
the
use
of
radio
on
the
vehicles must be discontinued. This
position
wrongly
assumes
that
the
Fifth Amendment secures to each
passenger
a public Government
vehicle regu-a
lated by theon Federal
right of privacy substantially equal „
to the privacy to which he is entitled
in his own home. However complete
his right of privacy may be at home,
it is substantially limited by the
travels
a public
ightsinofona public
others
whenthoroughfare
its possessoror I"8"1
rides
conveyance.
The court rejected the contention of transit radio opponents that
an objector has the right not to be
forced to listen to programs, hold
ing that such an objector then
could override the preference of
the majority of passengers but also
the
federallyafforded
authorized
protection
to thePUC.
liberty"Theof
the individual by the Fifth Amend
ment does not go that far," the
court held. "The liberty of each
individual in a public vehicle or
public place is subject to reasonable jjji
limitations in relation to the rights

Programming
Not Considered
of The
others."
court voiced no opinion on| ||
the desirability of radio programs
in public vehicles, calling it a matcompany1
and terthefor PUC,
public.theThetransit
majority
opin- WIG
ion concluded, "While the court below expressly refrained from SspI
Highlights of Supreme Court's Transit Decision
statingof itstheviewreceipt
of theandconstitution^
ality
amplifica E*'
tion in public vehicles of musica
"...
neither
the
operation
of
the
service
nor
the
action
of
the
Commission
(Public Utilities Commission) permitting its operation is precluded by the Con- programs containing no commer
cial advertising and other
stitution."
"This (profit) aspect . . . bears some relation to the long-established prac- nouncements, it is clear that
tice of renting space for visual advertising on the inside and outside of street- programs containing commercia L
advertising and other announce
ears"There
and buses."
is no substantial claim that the programs have been used for ob- ments are permissible, then pro
propaganda."his right of privacy may be at home, it is substantially grams limited to the type of musicl
"However jectionable
complete
here contracted for would not b^F
limited by the rights of others ... in a public conveyance."
"The liberty of each individual in a public vehicle or public place is subject
to reasonable limitations in relation to the rights of others."
A separate opinion by Justice 1
"This court expresses no opinion as to the desirability of radio programs less
Blackso."agreed there was no viola j,.
tion
of the due process clause anc
in public
vehicles."
"...announcements
it is clear thatare ifpermissible,
programs containing
commercial
and also that
musical programs did no 1
other
then programs
limitedadvertising
to the type
violate the First Amendment. Hi ii
of music here contracted for would not be less so."
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contended, though, that news,
speeches, views or propaganda
would
ment. violate the First AmendJustice Douglas dissented, tak.ng the view that the street car
audience is captive. He pointed to
the ability of a home tuner to turn
3ff a program. A person in a
public place can get up and leave,
le added, but the man on the
street car "has no choice but to
sit and listen, or perhaps to sit
and to ftry
not danger
to listen."
He reer ed to the
of putting
such a weapon in the hands of a
propagandist such as a dominant
political
or religious
the purpose
is benign;group.
there"Today
is no
invidious cast to the programs,"
ne wrote. "But the vice is inherent
in the system. Once privacy aismaninvaded privacy is gone. Once
is forced to submit to one type of
forced
cadio program, he can bemay
be
;o submit to another. It cultural
a
from
jut a short step
..
.
program.
political
a
to
program
of privacy, today vioThe right
lated, is a powerful deterrent to
who would control men's
anyone
minds."
out
Justice Frankfurterin stayed
)f the decision, saying a separate
jpinion, "My feelings areof theso
strongly engaged as a victim
practice in controversy that I had
setter not participate in judicial
judgment upon it."
Miracle Decision
In a decision based on banning of
Miracle,"
picture,
a motion
Court"Theunanimously
Supreme
the
i-uled that motion pictures
are entitled to Constitutional guarantees
This
press.
free
and
if free speech
decision
reversed the New York
3tate Court of Appeals which had
sanned the movie on the ground it
was "sacrilegious."
Justice Clark wrote, "Since the
tterm 'sacrilegious'
the itsoleis
* 'standard
under attackis here
lot necessary for us to decide, for
naHflsxample, whether a state may
under a
picturesdesigned
motion statute
:ensor drawn
* \blearly
and

applied to prevent the showing of
obscene films. That is a very different question from the one now
before us. We hold only that under
the First and Fourteenth Amendments a state may not ban a film
on the basis of a censor's concluthat itguarantees
is 'sacrilegious'."
He
added sionthat
for freedom
of speech and free press do not
mean that the Constitution "requires absolute freedom to exhibit
every motion picture of every kind
at all times and all places."

Hill Coverage Report
(Continued from page 30)
tions "because the subcommittee's
primary interest was to make a
factual
Senaterecord."
Labor and Public Welfare Committee — Newsreel camera
coverage extensive, according to the
report. Covered a host of subjects.
Senate Rules and Administration
Committee — Newsreels covered
study of congressional committee
reform procedure.
Senate Select Small Business
Committee — Radio-TV recordings
for rebroadcast on testimony delivered on material shortages
(Charles E. Wilson and William
Harrison) in January 1951. Same
type coverage March 1951 when
Gen. Hershey testified on manpower problems. Again when hearings held October 1951 on steel
gray market (at Pittsburgh) and
TV on same subject in November
1951 Detroit hearings (radio i-ecording
troit). broadcast on WJBK DeSenate Special Committee on
Organized Crime (Kefauver unit)
— Television, twice in Missouri;
eight times in New York and New
Jersey; twice in Louisiana; three
times in Michigan; four times in
Nevada and California; seven
hearing days in Washington and
twice inmitteeFlorida,
all 1951. asCom-to
exercised judgment
whether witness should be telecast or filmed, recorded, etc.
Joint Atomic Energy Committee— TV and newsreels permitted
during probe of U. S. atomic
energy project May 26 through
01 ENGLISH UNION
July
11, 1949.
Broadcasters Get Awards
Jointmit e — Mr.
Defense Production
Comtestified before
DWIGHT NEWTON of KYA San TV two daysDiSalle
in June 1951 and
Francisco, George Cushing of WJR newsreel
camera coverage common.
Detroit, Hubert W. Kregeloh of
Joint Economic Report CommitWSPR Springfield, Mass. and Mrs.
tee— No live TV but portions of
Evadna Hammersley of KOA Den- January
1952 hearings (three
/er received English - Speaking
Union awards last week for con- days) on President's economic report used for TV. Newsreels
.ributions to greater international
covered other hearings. Newsreel
mderstanding.
use restricted upon request
Messrs. Cushing and Kregeloh camera
eceived their awards at a recep- of the witness.
While this report is quite com,ion at the English-Speaking
plete and certainly accurate from
Union's headquarters in New York the viewpoint
of a spot check, it
m Monday,
while inMr.theNewton
vived his later
week re-in has been noted that the report does
not
give
adequate
presentation of
San
city's various recordings made
SSU Francisco
branch in through
Denver. that
Katherine
for broadcast. It also is open to error be?ox of WLW Cincinnati, who was
cause
most
congressional
roted a special award, received it
tees had to rely on memory. commitWay 19 in London.
However, this is the first report
In addition to the broadcasting
lonors, awards were presented to in print which attempts to round
up media coverage on Capitol Hill.
six journalists.
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SIX officers of the Florida Assn. of Broadcasters pictured at May 22 meeting
at Miami Beach {see story page 83) are (seated, I to r): John B. Browning,
WSPB Sarasota, FAB secretary-treasurer; George Thorpe, WCCG Coral Gables,
president; Jerry Stone, WNDB Daytona Beach, second vice president. Standing (I to r): Tom Gilchrist, WTMC Ocala. FAB board member; S. O. Ward,
WLAK Lakeland, outgoing president, and Eugene Hill, WORZ Orlando, FAB
board member.
FCC Grants Approval,
Denies ABC Protest
KOB SALE
CONSENT was granted by FCC last Friday to the sale of KOB-AM-TV
Albuquerque
by T.Coy.
M. Pepperday for $600,000 to Time Inc. and ex-FCC
Chairman Wayne
The Commission denied a petition by ABC to withhold action on the
sale until FCC clears up the status
of KOB on 770 kc, channel on which mains as radio-TV consultant to
Inc. at $24,000 annually.
*
the network's WJZ New York Time
Mr. Coy is to be president and
operates as a Class I-A outlet
treasurer
Broad[B«T, Robert
May 26,
19; and
AprilGeorge
28].
castingofwith hisAlbuquerque
wife as secretary.
Comrs.
F. Jones
Arthur
R.
Murphy
Jr.,
manager
of
E.
Sterling
did
not
participate
in
the ruling.
March of Time diviUnder the transfer approved by Time sion,Inc.'s
will be vice president. The
the Commission, the stations will new board will include Charles L.
Stillman, Time vice president.
be sold censee,
to Time
Inc.
KOB's
liIn its memorandum opinion and
Albuquerque Broadcasting
Co., will then be partially liquidated order granting the transfer, FCC
to place all fixed assets (including conditioned the approval to whatever action the Commission may
land but not the TV building) in
the name of Michigan Square Bldg. take to carry out the mandate of
Corp., a Time Inc. subsidiary, which the U. S. Court of Appeals to rewill then lease the fixed assets and
KOB's status on 770 kc,
land to the licensee for eight years opposed byconsiderWJZ.
The ABC petition, denied by the
at appraised value of $450,000.
Worth of Albuquerque Broadcast- Commission, also sought dismissal
ing thereby becomes $150,000, the of KOB's pending applications for
modification of permit and license
application
Time Inc. explained.
will sell a half interest to operate on 770 kc and asked that
in the licensee to Mr. Coy for $75,- authorization
for 770special
kc. service
000. The ex-FCC chairman has FCC rescind KOB's
KOB authorized 1030 kc- was
been retained as manager of KOBAM-TV for eight years at $26,000 shifted to 770 kc to prevent interference to WBZ Boston on 1030 kc.
annually. In addition, Mr. Coy reBROKERS £nd FINANCIAL CONSULTANTS
to
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DOHERTY TO DETAIL PLAN
FOR STRIKE PREVENTION
RICHARD P. DOHERTY, NARTB employeemployer
relations
director andBoard,
industry
ber of Wage
Stabilization
askedmem-by
House Committee on Education & Labor to
submit detailed plan for settlement of major
national labor disputes.
Request made after Mr. Doherty had outlined
strike-prevention formula removing settlements from political hands. In nutshell, Doherty formula provides for director of Federal
Mediation Service to certify imminent strike
to Attorney General, who in turn would ask
U. S. District Court to act.
District judge would invoke Taft-Hartley
Act procedure, issuing 80-day injunction for
factual study. Workers would have chance to
vote on best management offer. If no agreement, court would either order arbitration by
panel whose decision would be binding or
order government seizure while negotiations
continue.
Companies would be precluded during seizure
periodrentfrom
profitsincreases
higher -than
rate andearning
no wage
would cur-be
permitted nor would unions collect dues or
levies from members employed in seized companies.
FCC CHIDES CBS
CBS was taken to task by FCC Thursday for
failing to accord William R. Schneider, GOP
Presidential candidate, equal opportunities
given other Presidential candidates, noting
mandate of Sec. 315 of Communications Act.
Mr.
on network's
KMOXSchneider,
St. Louis,granted
enteredtimepreferential
primaries in New Hampshire and Oregon. In
letter to network, FCC said in view of nature
of Presidential and nationwide scope of broadcasts, fact that CBS owns no stations in two
states where Mr. Schneider has entered primaries "is not relevant."
MOVE REMOTE PICKUP BAND
REMOTE PICKUP operations will be removed
from 2000-3500 kc band effective May 1, 1953,
to comply with 1947 Atlantic City Treaty, according to proposed rule making notice issued
by FCC Thursday. FCC would permit use
of channels in 25.85-26.1 mc band as alternative in addition to other bands now used. Major networks, many stations affected by order,
but treaty provision has been long known,
FCC said. Comments are due July 15.
FCC GETS CORNELL REPORT
TELEPHONE report of Cornell U. incident, in
which campus station (WVBR) carried pranksters' fake newscasts about bombing of London
and Marseilles, given to FCC Thursday by
Ithaca, N. Y., city police. Ten masked youths
"seized" WVBR for eight minutes. University
officials branded incident as "practical joke."
WLAN ATTACKS REPORT
FURTHER attack on FCC's Sixth Report lifting TV freeze made Thursday as WLAN Lancaster, Pa., petitioned Commission to set aside
show
causeChannel
order transferring
there from
4 to Channel WGAL-TV
8. WLAN
same time re-filed application for Channel 8.
WLAN contended show cause action illegally
denies it hearing on application required by
Communications Act.
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ABC GETS BOUT
HEAVYWEIGHT
bout between Joe Walcott championship
and Ezzard Charles,
scheduled for Thursday in Philadelphia,
will bework asbroadcast
by ABC Radio
netpart of Cavalcade
of Sports,
sponsored by Gillette Safety Razor Co.,
Friday announcement indicated. Bout is
in addition to regular ABC Radio Friday
night fights, and is scheduled for 10 p.m.
EDT to completion with Don Dunphy
and Bill
casts of Corum
match toas besportscasters.
carried by TeleNBC
network, as previously announced.
Business Briefly
(Continued from page 5)
13 weeks. Sunday show is aired 4 to 4:30 p.m.
CTS. Agency, Roche, Williams & Cleary, Chicago.
RANGER RENEWED • General Mills renewed Lone Ranger over full ABC Radio Network (Mon., Wed., Fri., 7:30-8 p.m. EDT) for
52 weeks effective last Friday. Program now
in 20th year. Agency, Dancer-FitzgeraldSample.
LEVER ADDS MARKETS • Lever Brothers
six more radio campaign
markets
to(Lipton's
its listtea)
for adding
spot announcement
starting June 16 for six weeks. Agency, Young
& Rubicam, N. Y.
OLD GOLD CANCELS * P. Lorillard Co.,
N. Y. (Old Gold cigarettes), through Lennen
& Mitchell, N. Y., cancels Down You Go on
DuMont TV network effective June 13.
RADIO-TV SET OUTPUT
SHOWS DECLINE FOR APRIL
PRODUCTION of radio and TV sets in April
fell below March and same month year ago,
according to Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. estimate for entire industry. April output consisted of 847,946 radios and 322,878 TV sets
compared to 1,337,042 radios and 500,000 TV
sets in April 1951.
Of April radios 96% of home models were
table sets. TV table models over 17 inches in
size represented 19% of total compared to
8% in last quarter of 1951 and only 1% in
last quarter of 1950. April output included
286,164 home sets, 110,529 portables, 275,250
auto and 176,003 clock sets. Production of
ary.
clock radios has more than doubled since JanuOutput for first four months of year follows :
Television Home Sets Total Radio
January
404,933 312,705
288,723 759,453
632,455
February
409,337
March (5 weeks) 322,878
510,561 286,164
357,689 847,946
975,892
April
THEATRE TV HEARING
OFTEN-DELAYED theatre television
hearing was scheduled Thursday by FCC
for Jan. 12, 1953, before Commission
en banc. Proceeding will consider allocation of frequencies and promulgation of
rules for theatre TV service. FCC indicated those who have not previously filed
appearances may do so by Nov. 14 with
list of witnesses and testimony subjects
due Dec. 1.

PEOPLE...
AUSTIN
JOHNSON,
head of Benton
& Bowles'of
store research
department
and member
its merchandising committee, appointed coordinator of merchandising for agency, reporting to Charles Pooler, vice president in
charge of marketing.
LESLIE A. HARRIS, radio program presentation writer, promoted to radio account executive for ABC Radio Network by Charles T.
Ayres, network vice president.
GEORGE OLESON, formerly of WEAM Arlington, Va., and Ohio-West Virginia stations,
joins sales staff of WOL Washington under
Sid Slappey, WOL sales manager.
LARRY SURLES, former WOR-TV New York
salesman,
joinsales
sales office
staff today
of NBC-TV's
easternHe
division spot
(Monday).
previously partment
wasand also
manager
of
ABC
co-op
has served with WATVde(TV) Newark.
ROBERT
J. WADE, NBC-TV executive coordinator of production development, named
consultant to broadcasting division of Emerson College, Boston, for 1952-53 college year.
He will visit college twice each semester for
lectures and consultations.
TWO NEW APPLICANTS
FOR TV STATIONS
TWO NEW television station applications were
filed at FCC Thursday along with new amended
bids nelsandand power
severalboost
requests
for changes
in chan(see early
story, page
62)
Filing
for
first
time:
WBOC
Salisbury,
Md.,heightfor
UHF
Channel
16,
ERP
112
kw
visual,
antenna
above
average
terrainUHF414 Channel
ft., cost 24.
$296,400;
WDAN
Danville,
111., for
ERP WDAN
19 kw
visual,
antenna
height
416
ft.,
cost
$251,000.
is owned by Gannet newspapers and is second TV
application
filed by Gannet-owned
station- AMin week.
FilingFla.,amended
applications
: 316WIOD
- anFM
Miami,
forcostChannel
7, ERP
kw visual,owned
t
e
n
a
4
3
7
ft.,
$1,259,957
(WIOD-AM-FM
by
Miami
Daily
News,
James
M.
Cox
newspaper/:
WHK-AM-FM
Clevelandantenna
Ohio, 682
for UHF
Channel
ERP
223 kw visual,
ft.,Plain
cost
$593,' 19
(WHK-AM-FM
ownedin bychannel
Cleveland
Dealer)
Filing for change
assignments,
under
Sixth
Reportfrom[B.T,
April 1314],to were:
WHIO-TV
Day
ton,
Ohio,
Channel
Channel
7;
WTAR-TV
Norfolk,
Va.,
from Channel
4 to Channel
3. and4.
WTMJ-TV
Milwaukee,
from
Channel
3
to
Channel
St. kw.
Paul, requested ERP increase from
24.7KSTP-TV
kw to 100
INFORMATION DATA SOUGHT
FEDERAL agencies asked by Senate subcom
mittee probing government censorship to
furnish regulations issued under President
Truman's information security order. Chaii
man Blair Moody (D-Mich.) made public letter
to all agencies asking details of each public
information office as well as policies governing
classification of information. Subcommittee
to start open hearings next month.
SEEK NEW STATION
PRINCIPALS in WFTM Maysville, Ky., filed
bid Thursday with FCC seeking new station
at Richmond, Ky., on 1340 kc, 250 w fulltime
assigned to be dropped by WLEX Lexington
when it is given Commission approval to buy
WKLX Lexington for $70,000 [B*T, May 5]
Application tendered by J. W. Betts, WFTM
manager, and C. P. Clarke and J. M. Finch
Jr., WFTM owners.
SIGMA DELTA CHI HITS BAN
SUBCOMMITTEE
Sigma Delta
dom of Information ofCommittee
and Chi's
NBC FreeCh
cago News Chief Bill Ray last week blasted
Chicago City
for banning
live and
recorded
radioCouncil
and television
coverage
Emergency Crime Committee hearings which
began May 26.
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KDKA

the

on

a

far

other

our

cost

outpulled

stations

schedule

per

inquiry

James L. Tabor
Simonds, Payson Company, Inc.
basis' Portland, Maine
From Maine to California— literally!— advertisers have found that they can count
on KDKA to produce profitable orders at minimum cost.
A recent letter from Maine agencyman James L. Tabor illustrates the point.
"I want you to know," he writes, "how completely satisfied we are with your
station. From our initial inquiry on availabilities and coverage through to the
completion of the campaign and our request for a test cut, we have had the
best possible co-operation. Best of all, KDKA far outpulled the other nine stations
on our schedule on a cost per inquiry basis."
No other medium even begins to match KDKA for coverage of more than
100 busy counties in Pennsylvania, Ohio and West Virginia. Whether your
schedule calls for ten stations or a hundred stations, KDKA should lead the list!
For details, check KDKA or Free & Peters.

PITTSBURGH
KDKA

50,000 WATTS NBC AFFILIATE

©WESTINGHOUSE RADIO STATIONS Inc
WBZ * WBZ A • WOWO ' KEX • KY W • KDKA • WBZ-T V
National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV NBC Spot Sales

Here's

how

to

DOUBL

your

impact
Detroit

in

the

Market

MARKET MAGIC is a combination
selling plan that ties your WWJ onthe-air advertising to A&P in-the-store
merchandising. It adds to WWJ's
powerful radio salesmanship the direct
eye-catching impact of point-of-sale
promotion in the 93 A&P stores dominating the Detroit area.
MARKET MAGIC advertisers who
distribute their products through A&P
stores— where Detroiters spend $100,000,000 annually— are assured a oneweek preferred position display in each
of these stores, for any one product
during a 13-week cycle.
MARKET MAGIC produces double
impact from one sales campaign, at
one low cost, through one medium.
WWJ, Detroit's NBC station.
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Plugs Undersell
tadio and TV

Dry' Forces

WIS

Spearheads

• Steel is vital . . . and vast quantities of scrap are
required to ^Rec
produce the steel needed
to keep America
strong.
ord
Scrap
Drive/
Having co-operated in many successful scrap drives during previous emergencies
WLS was invited to spearhead the recent Decatur and Macon County campaign,
which was climaxed by the WLS National Barn Dance.
According to William Kelly, Director of the Chicago Office of the U. S. Department of
Commerce, this drive "brought in more scrap than any similar campaign in history'
. . . enough to make 16,504,000 pounds of steel.
Further proof of the pulling power of WLS programs . . . whether
promoting a regional scrap drive ... or putting
your products in a million more homes.
CLEAR CHANNEL Home of the NATIONAL Barn Dance
CHICAGO 7'
890 KILOCYCLES, 50,000 WATTS, ABC NETWORK-REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY

Go

where

there's

GROWTH...

mWHASf

TOBACCO

IS BIG BUSINESS

in Kentucky. . .
$223,000,000
($43 million over 1950)

...but
LIVESTOCK

RECEIPTS

are bigger...
UP 20%

over 1950 to $336,000,000!

Benson and Benson shows the Red River Ramblers*
have 50% more listeners than the programs on all other
Kentuckiana stations at the same time.
And when this talent group puts on the Old Kentucky
Barn Dance, they also have a 407.5% bigger audience than
that of the next highest rated program.
*7: 15-7:30 AM, Monday through Friday,
available for participations.
THE WHAS MARKET
105 Kentucky counties
25 Indiana counties

ASSOCIATED WITH THE COURIER-JOURNAL-LOUISVILLE TIMES • VICTOR A. SH0LIS, Director • NEIL D. CLINE, Sales Director
Represented Nationally by Henry I. Christal Co., New York, Chicago

how

to make

radio

"JACK"
be nimble

«::a::s::::s3iiii3ES8::s8ftw
iiiiiiiiiiiiiii—bt
iiiimimin— nag

...and

quick!

•*

In Cleveland . . . Aeroways Flying School
bought spots on a WHK participation
show ... to encourage new enrollments. TWO
spot announcements brought in FIFTEEN
leads that resulted in THIRTEEN flying contracts.
Aeroways Flying School did $6,000.00
worth of NEW business for $64.20 !
Vs.

Jump to WHK for high-flying results !

WHK
CLEVELAND
Represented by
Headley-Reed Company

Inc 8703, National
Publications,
by Broadcasting
in January
published
issues)March
Numbersas (53rd
with 4,Yearbook
every Monday,
iblished Building,
1879. Press
act of March
D. C, under
at Washington,
OfficeFebruary
at Post and
14, 1933,
secondandclass54thmatter
D. C. Entered
Washington

-

"

PULSE
SURVEY
Recently completed, rates WDEL first in
every one of the 48 rated quarter-hours

First in per family effective buying income —
Wilmington, central city in its metropolitan county
area— population group 100,000 to 500,000. Quality
of Market Index is a sensational 154—54% above
the U.S. average.
(Sales Management— 1952 _ Survey of Buying Power)
WDEL because of its amazing listener loyalty and
the assured sales-response in its broad, rich- market
area deserves first place in your advertising plans.

WDEL
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Represented by
ROBERT

MEEKER

Associates
Chicago
San Francisco

Los Angeles
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CLOSED

CIRCUIT

YOU WON'T find it in FCC actions but NBC's
TV
key, WNBT
New asYork
CBS' York
TV key,
WCBS-TV,
as well
WPIXand New
and
several miscellaneous outlets of ABC, are in
anomalous position of operating without regular licenses. It's because of turmoil over complaint of Civil Liberties Union against alleged
''blacklisting" of talent by these licensees and
opinion
counsel
that if June
FCC 1,didn't
act
priorofto FCC
licensee
expirations
applicants automatically are extended. But before
it got to that, FCC voted (1) to renew licenses
and dismiss complaint; (2) to renew temporarily until Sept. 1; (3) not to renew and let
automatic extension prevail; (4) not to grant
regular renewal, thus permitting vote on (3)
to stand. (See Editorial, page 50).
INDEPENDENT offer for KOA Denver has
been .made to NBC by Don Searle and Herbert
Hollister, owners of KMMJ Grand Island,
Neb., and KXXX Colby, Kan. Mr. Searle denied
offer had connection with proposal made by
Bob Hope and associates for station [Closed
Circuit, May 19].
INDICATIVE of constructive approach to July
1-2 session of affiliates with CBS on network
crisis is preliminary informal meeting of "old
timers" called by I. R. (Ike) Lounsberry, WGR
Buffalo,visorychairman
of network's
AdBoard to meet
June 30 inAffiliates
New York.
Nine-man radio board will meet with nineman sponsoring group which petitioned
CBS for two-day conference to reach amicable
understanding on network-affiliates problem.
[B»T, June 2; story this issue, page 25].
PAUL SEGAL, Washington counsel for
WWSW Pittsburgh, expected this week to take
tolifting
courtTVfirst
appealHe ofis FCC's
Reportin
freeze.
to file Sixth
complaint
U. S. Court of Appeals, Third Circuit, Philadelphia. Reportedly confined to specific situation
rather than general principles of Sixth Report,
appeal will concern FCC refusal to allocate
Channel 4 to Braddock, Pa. (metropolitan Pittsburgh) because post office is 169.31 miles from
transmitter of WLWC (TV) Columbus, Ohio,
and rules call for 170-mile minimum separation. Petition to FCC on same point was filed
last
59). week by WLOA Braddock (see story, page
PRACTITIONERS and broadcast licensees are
beginning to wonder whether FCC lawyers are
using hinder and delay tactics on request for
declaratory ruling as to whether merging of
AM applicants in same market for limited TV
facilities would constitute violation of duopoly
regulation. Petition was filed month ago
[B*T, May 5]. It's known there are dozens
of radio broadcasters awaiting ruling preparatory to perfecting TV applications in advance
of July 1 deadline. Commission word last week:
Nothing in sight.
BLAST AT contraverted FCC rebroadcast rule
requiring stations which deny rebroadcast
rights to explain reason to FCC, hat in hand,
expected Tuesday at meeting of Committee on
(Continued on page 6)
BROADCASTING
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ABC ASKS SEVERANCE,
EARLY MERGER RULING
ABC and United Paramount Theatres late Friday filed long-expected petition with FCC for
severance from hearing and early disposition
of proposed merger of network and UPT as
well as grant of contingent sale of WBKB (TV)
Chicago
Paramount's
Balabanaction
& Katz
CBS for $6by million.
In separate
earlier,to
Zenith Radio Corp., asked FCC to withhold
action on WBKB sale, contending all applicants here should get equal chance to compete
for Channel 2 (see story page 59). FCC proposes to switch WBKB from Channel 4 to
Channel
TV
freeze.2 under terms of Sixth Report liftingABC-UPT petition argues for early Commission ruling in order to bring stability to network field. ABC contends 75% of record in
general Paramount and ABC-UPT merger
hearing pertains to other issues while portion
relating to merger has been fully entered (see
story page 70). Petition notes hearing may
continue indefinitely, thus delay needed action
on merger.
Dr. Allen B. DuMont, president of Allen B.
DuMont Labs., concluded testimony Thursday.
This was last of evidence in hearing relative
to proposed
merger, ABC-UPT spokesmen observed Friday.
FIGHT COVERAGE HIGHEST
NBC-TV
Friday claimed
network's
coverage spokesmen
of Walcott-Charles
bout preceding
night received highest Trendex rating ever
recorded for one-time attraction: 58.6, representing 37million viewers.

BUSINESS BRIEFLY
PIEL SWITCH £ In surprise move last Friday, Piel Brothers, N. Y. (beer), $1.6 million advertising account, named Young & Rubicam, N. Y., to handle its advertising, effective Sept. 2. Decision impelled Kenyon &
Eckhardt executive to note that "during K &
E's tenure, Piel's sales have grown faster than
any other brewery in the country."
LEVER BUYS SPOT $ Lever Bros., N. Y.
(Breeze), renewing campaign in five markets
effective June 26 and also adding spot radio
drive starting July 10 in 28 markets in Atlanta,
Boston, Denver, Houston and New Orleans
areas. Agency, BBDO, N. Y.
SEEK AVAILABILITIES • Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y., looking for TV availabilities for
probable campaign for Amazo instant dessert.
CRISCO EXPANDS 9 Procter & Gamble,
Cincinnati (Crisco), through Compton Adv.,
N. Y., considering radio spot campaign to start
July 1 for 52 weeks in few selected markets,
in addition to its present schedule.
VITAMINS USE RADIO # VCA Labs, Newark, N. J., (vitamin products), through Duane
Jones Co., N. Y., to enter daytime radio with
52-week sponsorship of Gabriel Heatter on
Mutual network (8:55-9 a.m., EDT, Monday
through Friday), effective June 30.
AGENCY FOR
ZIPPY on #pageZippy9U) Labs., Chi(Continued

Code Board Scans Score of Complaints
against sale of time for religious programs.
SCORE of complaints about TV programming,
accumulated in last two months, acted on by He termed section unfair and discriminatory.
NARTB Television Code Review Board, which
His appeal was taken under advisement.
concluded two-day Washington meeting late
Board examined several films and scripts inFriday. Findings and complaints kept secret,
volved in specific complaints. Attending twoin accordance with terms of code.
day meeting were all five members, including
Board announced its chairman, John E. Chairman Fetzer; Mrs. Scott Bullitt, KINGFetzer,
president-owner
and TV Seattle; Leonard Reinsch, WSB-TV AtTV stations
in Kalamazooof andFetzer
Grandradio
Rapids,
lanta; Walter Damm, WTMJ-TV Milwaukee,
and Ewell K. Jett, WMAR-TV Baltimore.
Mich., would appear June 25 before House
Mr. Board
Fetzer's
statement
follows:
subcommittee investigating radio and TV proThe
of Review,
meeting
only a short time
gram ing (se story page 27). Board members
after the Code went into effect, notes with satismet Friday morning with Rep. E. C. Gathings
f
a
c
t
i
o
n
t
h
e
progress
that
has
been
by net(D-Ark.), who introduced resolution that led
works and stations in aligning theirmadeoperations
to inquiry, and members of subcommittee.
with
the
program
and
commercial
recommendaAt close of meeting, Mr. Fetzer said board
tions of the Code. At the same time, the Board
the need for further improvement,
noted with satisfaction progress made by net- recognizes
knowing this to be a continuing problem.
woi-ks
and
stations
in
conforming
to
code
but
saw need for further improvement. He felt
When mit e ,IIbelieve
appear there
beforewillthebe Congressional
no difficulty in comdishis appearance before House probers would
counting the fears
of some programming.
that self-regulation
serve to discount fears that self-regulation will will not work
in
television
It is
not work.
rightthan these
now — and
certainly
it is more and
derepeated
investigations
Self-regulation "is more desirable than these working sirable
repeated investigations and threats of law- threats of lawmaking.
As a Board, we are listening avidly and coning," he said, adding
siderately tothe opinions of the public, who comare being makseriously
studied.that all complaints
prise our audience and who, in the final analysis,
Complaints reviewed by board dealt mainly
if we are to stay in business. We
with crime and mystery programming, over- wetakemustthesesatisfy
opinions
indeedjustify
— and
commercialization, religious broadcasting and intend to convey
them, very
when seriously
circumstances
film productions. Parties involved will be noti- such action, to those
of
our
colleagues
who
fied of decisions reached. Board heard pres- make proper adjustments in their operations. can
entation by Dr. Theodore Eisner, president of
National Religious Broadcasters Inc., who
for more AT DEADLINE turn page ^
asked modification of code clause advising
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LBS BANKRUPTCY
HEARING IS ASKED
HEARING on petition for involuntary bankruptcy action against Liberty Broadcasting
Sysem, which suspended service fortnight ago
[B«T, May 19], asked by Tennessee & Arkansas Broadcasting Co. in office of D. M. Oldham, Federal bankruptcy referee in Dallas
(see McLendon Broadcasting System story
page 85).
Schedule filed with referee indicated Liberty
had assets of $504,489.35. Liabilities listed at
$1,480,000. Major creditors were listed as
AT&T, $67,532; Brooklyn Dodgers, $11,800;
American Airlines, $2,540, along with unlisted
affiliate stations and others. Losses of Liberty
owners listed as follows: H. R. Cullen and associates, $600,000; B. R. McLendon, $140,000.
Messrs. Cullen and McLendon (father of LBS
President
men of LBSGordon
board. McLendon), were co-chairIn Chicago, Thomas C. McConnell, of law
firm of McConnell, Lutkin & Van Hook, Liberty
attorneys, said taking of depositions in Liberty's
major18, league
ball suitclubsagainst
will be group
startedof Aug
followedbase-by
trial probably next spring.
McFARLAND BILL JUNE 12
HOUSE consideration of McFarland Bill revising Communications Act (S 658) was scheduled for June 12 floor action, it was reported
Friday. Debate will be limited to usual three
hours for routine bills. Amendments may be
offered from floor. Among possible amendments that may be offered from floor is one
concerning political broadcasts which would be
aimed at taking broadcasters off hook of campaign speech libel dangers. Both Reps. Walt
Horan
and Joseph
P. O'Hara
(RMinn.) (R-Wash.)
have indicated
their interest
in that
subject.
POLITICAL MEET DENIED
IN QUICK same-day action, FCC Friday denied request of CBS for informal meeting
today (Monday) of all networks to clarify
Commission policy with respect to political
broadcasts — particularly equal time rule — in
view of complaints on part of Presidential
candidates (see early story page 27). CBS
this week is expected to stress fairness of
treatment in reply to complaints of candidates
Kefauver and Taft. Network is expected to
call attention to appearances already set on
two of its TV shows for Sen. Taft.
WWW AMENDS PETITION
WWW Fairmont, W. Va., filed amended TV
application late Friday afternoon, raising requests for television outlets filed last week to
25 (see
earlyUHFstoryChannel
page 60).
Fairmont
station seeks
35 with
radiated
power of 17.4 kw, antenna height 237 ft. above
average terrain. Cost estimated at $100,580,
with first year operating cost $40,000 and
revenue $50,000. WWW president and 96%
owner is J. P. Beacom.
MUNTZ NET UP
MUNTZ TV Inc., Chicago set maker, last week
reported net income of $898,004 for year ending March 31. This equals 80 cents per share
of common stock, compared with 74 cents previous year. President Earl Muntz said sales
were $32,923,661.
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In this Issue—
Under-the-counter
deals may be cutting
the ground out from under the radio
market, tobutthe here's
menace
stabilityan ofeven
both worse
radio
and television. In a thoroughly researched special article, Broadcasting
• Telecasting gives a full report of
the "free plug" racket that is delivering millions of dollars worth of advertising toradio and television homes,
at no return whatever to networks and
stations. Page 23.
Professional drys and publicity-conscious
Congressmen join up to howl about
"immoral" radio and TV programs.
One Congressman swears he saw a girl
dance the "hootchie-cootchie," and
what's worse she ended her performa "shimmy."
taking
in suchance with
testimony
for threeAftermornings,
the House committee adjourns the
hearings to let pulses settle down.
Page 27.
Spot radio costs the advertiser less today
than it did 10 years ago, according to
a new study by the National Assn. of
Radio and Television Station Representatives. Page 23.
First quarter gross billings were $42.6
million for radio networks, $45.7 million for television networks. Page 25.
FCC issues proposed changes in its transmitter operator rules. If the new
rules were adopted, it would mean cost
cutting for many AM and FM stations.
Page 29.
Rival candidates declare an open season
on radio and television networks. Sens.
Taft and Kefauver demand time equal
to
given ofGen.
It's
the that
beginning
what Eisenhower.
promises to grow
into the most painful headache broadcasters have recently suffered. Page
27.
A. C. Nielsen and Standard Audit &
Measurement Services are in a tiff over
whose techniques for measuring station coverage are the better. Page 26.
CBS Radio reports time sales, renewals
and replacements worth $1.4 million
a year gross. Meanwhile, plans proceed for the July 1-2 meeting of CBS
Radio affiliates, most of whom plan to
attend. Page 25.
National Collegiate Athletic Assn. comes
up with a new plan for controlled telecasting of football next fall. This plan
isn't ascause no restrictive
last year's
beareas will beas blacked
out, but
it still will hamstring football telecasting. Page 59.
Westinghouse
procedures toproposes
bring TVrevision
faster intoFCC's
communities without it or with only onestation service now. Page 59.
Upcoming
June 9-10: NARTB
TV Board, The Homestead, Hot Springs, Va.
June 12-13: NARTB Radio Board, Washington.
June 13-14: Maryland-D. C. Radio-TV
Broadcasters Assn., Hotel Stephen Decatur, Ocean City, Md.
(Other Upcomings page 38)

Closed Circuit
(Continued from page 5)
Radio Broadcasting of Advisory Council oi
Federal
Reports.
wit'
U. S. Budget
BureauThison group
clearancefunctions
of all pape
work forms involving governmental agencies
Meanwhile petitions for reconsideration fror
NARTB and NBC and CBS are being readied,
ALTHOUGH IT'S not out in open, there i
disagreement
withinTV FCC
on new
teams" to handle
hearing
load "examine
for whic
FCC seeks increased appropriations. Presen
roster
examiners,strength
it's undeib
stood, ofis seven
opposedhearing
to increasing
15 or 20 but favor new money to hire la^
clerks to assist them in expediting work. FO
to date hasn't taken action. Senate Interstate
& Foreign Commerce Committee recommende
$800,000 for 20 "examiner teams" and Senat
has
Houseapproved
has yet $600,000
to act. for about 15 team
TALK OF formation of committee of statio
creditors of defunct Liberty Broadcasting Sy
tern was heard last week coincident with n
ports of bankruptcy proceedings in Dallas an
appointment of referee. Erstwhile LBS stt
tions reported holding bag for considerah
sums.
20TH CENTURY-FOX setting up off Culve
City lot TV film production subsidiary. Loo
for
MGMdoing
to do same before year's end. Bot
studios
closed
doors. TV research and planning behin
ONE NEW YORK employment firm handlin
broadcast personnel, following FCC notic
proposing
possible
relaxation
of operator
quirement rules
as asked
by NARTB
(see stor;n
page bottleneck:
29), notes Engineers
four factorseducated
for radio
neer
in aen?T
city
go
to
over-paid
set
servicing
field
$1.80 an hour instead of broadcast $1.10;to cog<
lege level engineers are going into manufactu
ing (same for many technical school gradi
needing
engineers
to radio's
isates);
takingTV, big
share;27 those
left try
radio, onfi
pay
low
and
home-town
opportunities
limite
so they switch to other lines.
RESIGNATION of Sir William Haley as d
rector general of British Broadcasting Cor
to become editor of London Times may expedil
move toward commercializing of British rad
and TV. Sir William, an implacable oppone
of commercialization, has headed BBC sin
1944. Question whether BBC shall contini
as non-commercial monopoly comes befo
House of Commons this week with decisic
prior 30.to expiration of present BBC chart
June
FILTERING back to U. S. is report on wh
makes BBC wild. Industrial film showir
how toothpowder is made, purely sustainin
wound up with close-up of container wh:
brought trade name into focus. Result: R
onensued
that terse
productorderat from
BritishBBCapothecaries.
to avoid all The)
tra<
package shots.
TV 'DISCOUNT' UP
LETTERS sent out by Fred M. Thrower, vii
president in charge of CBS TV Network sale
to advertisers and agencies announced: "E
fective a June
1, the weekly
new rate
structure
vides
maximum
discount
of 15pi'1
compared to the former 10% maximum."
for more AT DEADLINE see page 94
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Now, for the first time in Southern
MAKE

THE
AT

California, you can-

WHOLE

SALE

A WHOLESALE

RATE!

DO it With KBIG, now on the air
reaching all of Southern California
direct from Catalina!
KBIG is the convenient, efficient
way to reach the whole Southland —
one medium, one set of copy, one bill.
Not just America's Third Market (Los
Angeles), or America's 31st Market
(San Diego), or America's 67th Market (San Bernardino-Riverside) — but
all of them PLUS lots more in betwe n. A total of nearly six million
people, at a base hour KBIG rate of
only $118.
KBIG Does It Alone? Yes.KBIG's
10,000-watt signal focuses all its
strength on its market and wastes none
out to sea. Booming across salt water
(finest known conductor of radio
waves), KBIG covers Southern California's mainland from Santa Barbara
to Mexico. KBIG helps you to make
the Whole Sale, to all the Southland,
at Wholesale Prices — as little as $9
a spot!
Prove It TO Yourself ! Compare
KBIG's base hour rate ($118) or base
minute rate ($18) with any combination of newspapers, outdoor, television or radio you need to get this
same coverage. You'll see why KBIG
is the BIG Buy, the way to make the
Whole Sale at the Wholesale Price.
Availabilities Will Never Be As
Good As Now! Call Meeker or us
— get the whole KBIG story — and
place your schedule on
10,000 WATTS
740 KILOCYCLES

MEXICO
KBIG

GIANT ECONOMY PACKAGE OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RADIO

John Poole Broadcasting Company
BUSINESS OFFICE: 6540 SUNSET BLVD., HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF.
REPRESENTED BY ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES, INC.

ROADCASTING
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one low rate "corners" this

great

Virginia
Market
Here's the lush potential in "Personality's" half-millivolt area alone!
TOTAL POPULATION
992,994
TOTAL FAMILIES
250,337
RETAIL SALES
$543,571,000
FOOD SALES
$111,735,000
GENERAL MERCHANDISE SALES
$80,496,000
FURNITURE AND
HOUSEHOLD ©O©0S SALES
$29,969,090
EFFECTIVE BUY8NG INCOME
$965,894,000
U.S. Census and BMB Sur

PROGRAMMING

Two power-ppcked stations to provide a double
"knockout" punch . . with FM for good measure.
The best in ABC and CBS network radio, plus
a local flavoring of programming and news.

PROMOTION

Publishing monthly audience-building consumer
magazines to help promote your program and product.

EXPERIENCE

Operated
personnel jointly
who liveand. . staffed
and loveby. .competent,
radio. capable

POWER

it costs less when you use "Personality" \

BECKLEY— 560 KC
CBS Radio Network Affiliate
1000 W DAY * 500 W NIGHT

the

WKNA-FM
CHARLESTON — 950 KC
ABC Radio Network Affiliate
5000 W DAY • 1000 W NIGHT
Joe L. Smith, Jr., Incorporated • Represented nationally by WEED & CO.
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THE ONE ON THE R!GHT is Chuck Worcester, WMT's Farm Service Director. The young corn-burner performing before the mike
is one of a brood of cheep artists who crow over Chucks good husbandry. Chuck owns and operates a farm as a WMT service project.castsIt'sabout
theconservation
point of origin
informative
WMTand broadand for
cropmany
production.
Chicks
Iowa
farmers like corn — the 1951 crop was worth $778,437,000.

CEDAR RAPIDS is our home addres — worth remembering when
you want to reach 338,480 families
who
each programming.
week to WMT'sOr
farm listen
(and CBS)
see our reps, The Katz Agency.

Announcing
THE

REBIRTH

TRANSIT
THE

■ THE UNITED

STATES

RADIO

NATION'S

SUPREME

OF

A

MAJOR

. . . SOON
LEADING

COURT

MAS

TO

TAK

ADVERTISIN<

upheld the constitu-

tionality ofTransit Radio in a seven-to-one decision May 26, 1952,
and in true American process granted new life to a powerful mass
medium of information, entertainment and advertising.
■

Transit Radio is not new. It has been operating in Cincinnati, Ohio; St.

Louis, Missouri; Washington, D. C; Bradbury Heights, Maryland; Covington, Kentucky; Worcester, Massachusetts; Kansas City, Missouri; Tacoma, Washington; Des Moines, Iowa; Trenton, New Jersey; and Suburban
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. In each of these markets transit riders' opinion
of Transit Radio was exhaustively researched and found overwhelmingly
favorable. Transit Radio has been tried and proved by advertisers in every
acceptable consumer classification. It is now reborn by decision of the Supreme Court of the United States. It is destined to advertising greatness.

TRANSIT
UNION
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ADVERTISING
rS RIGHTFUL

MEDIUM
POSITION

....
AMONG

lEDIA.

RANSIT

RADIO

ALONE

OFFERS

THESE

SALES

ADVANTAGES

A SELECTED AUDIENCE People lead well regulated lives. Their riding habits are
orderly, also. It is possible to select the factory worker, office worker, professional people, the entertainment bound, simply by scheduling your message
at the proper time to reach the type of audience you want. A few announcements aday can saturate the market in a short time.
A COUNTED AUDIENCE Transit companies schedule vehicles to efficiently carry
maximum loads at the shortest time intervals. An actual count of the number
of riders on vehicles is reported by half-hour periods by the transit companies.
A LOW COST AUDIENCE With precise information on the number of riders you can
reach, a selective audience with little waste coverage, Transit Radio's low
rates mean low cost-per-thousand.
AN AUDIENCE IN TRANSIT On the way to earn ... on the way to spend. Transit
Radio is virtually a point-of -purchase advertising medium especially valuable
to the retailer.
A FLEXIBLE AUDIENCE Alert to timely messages and in a position to respond almost
immediately to sales messages.
AN AUDIENCE FOR SERVICE Transit audiences think of announcements as a service. Just as riders like to know the correct time, temperature, news and enjoy
the pleasant programming, they, too, want to know what is for-sale? where?
and how much?
| A PLUS HOME AUDIENCE Transit Radio programming is good listening enjoyed by
the great and growing FM audience in homes. There is good evidence of a
huge FM home audience in Transit Radio markets ... a PLUS for Transit
Radio advertisers.

RADIO,
CINCINNATI
2, OHIO

BROADCASTING
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TRANSIT RADIO
now available in these markets
(and coming soon in many others)
Bradbury Heights, Md. WBUZ
[and suburbs of Washington, D. C.)
Cincinnati, Ohio WCTS
(and Covington, Ky.)
Des Moines, la. KCBC-FM
Kansas City, Mo. KCMO-FM
Pittsburgh, Pa. WKJF
St. Louis, Mo. KXOK-FM
Tacoma, Wash. KTNT
Trenton, N. J. WTOA
Washington, D. C. WWDC-FM
Worcester, Mass. WGTR-FM
See complete listings in Transit Radio
Section of Radio Rates & Data. Contact
stations, or Transit Radio, Inc.,
for details.

INC.
DUNBAR
7 7 7 5
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new business
}^

BIG

BUSINESS

ATWGY
Sponsors using WGY have the benefit of tremendous support
for theirtional sales
activities —messages through the station's many promoAUDIENCE PROMOTION:
# WGY publishes Mike and Camera monthly and distributes it to
an up-to-date mailing list containing over 20,000 subscribers.
# Over uled900each hard-hitting
promotional announcements are schedmonth.
0 Over 10,000 lines of advertising are placed in Albany and
Schenectady newspapers each month.
0 sister
One minute
station —movies
WRGB.of station artists are shown on WGY's
# Motorists on area highways have their attention called to the
station by seven 8' by 24' colorful scotchlited billboards.
0 which
WGY they
artistsanswer
'are their
furnished
large with
volumepromotional
of mail. postcards on
0 The complete WGY program schedule is carried in 14 area
dailies having a circulation of 332,934 and in three Sunday
papers with a circulation of 217,797.
# Many remote broadcasts are conducted throughout the year,
including several from N.Y.S. Fair and County Fairs in the area.
MERCHANDISING:
0 Dealer letters and postcards are mailed on request to 1436
grocers and 299 druggists.
WGY IS A TOP PROMOTIONAL BUY! The extensive
promotional activities insure a maximum audience for
all sales messages broadcast by this pioneer station
which serves 840,000 radio families in 53 counties in
Eastern New York and Western New England.

So

Represented by
NBC Spot Sales

on your dial

affiliated with

A GENERAL ELECTRIC STATION
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Jfjaot • • •
GENESSEE BREWING Co., Rochester, N. Y., started radio spot carcl
paign for Genessee beer June 2 for 26 weeks in various markets!
Agency: Rogers & Porter Adv., Rochester.
WHITE LABORATORIES, Kenilworth, N. J. (Feen-a-Mint), to stai
six week campaign on WABD (TV) New York and WTTG (TV) Washing
ton effective immediately. Agency: Doherty Clifford & Shenfield, N. 1
GILLETTE Co. (Gillette and Toni products), Boston, to sponsor majo
leagues'
Tues.,Maxon
July 8,Inc.,
on more
of Mutualall-star
radio baseball
network. game
Agency:
Detroit.than 550 station^
GENERAL MILLS Inc., Minneapolis (formula feeds), started Th
Johnnie Lee Wills Show on 16 NBC western radio stations, Mon. throug
Fri., 7-7:15 a.m. PDT, for 52 weeks from June 2. Agency: Zimmer
Keller & Calvert Inc., Detroit.
RELIABLE MORTGAGE Co., L. A., started 282 time signal announce
ments per week on KLAC and KGFJ Hollywood and KFVD Los Angeles
for 52 weeks from May 19 involving total approximate expenditure o
$55,000 per year. Agency: Walter McCreery Inc., Beverly Hills.
INSTITUTE OF RELIGIOUS SCIENCE, L. A., started This Thin,
Called Life on 46 Don Lee western radio stations, Sun., 8-8:15 a.m. PDT
for 52 weeks from June 1. Agency: Raymond R. Morgan Co., Hollywood
A/aiwotlc • • •
PET MILK Co., St. Louis (evaporated milk), starts Truth or Conse\ I
quences on NBC radio, half-hour weekly, with June 17 as tentative start k
ing date, as Fibber McGee and Molly summer replacement. Agency »
Gardner Adv., that city.
GRIFFIN MFG. Co. (shoe polish), sponsoring Nelson Churchill News I
Mon. through Fri. 7:05-7:10 a.m. EDT on Yankee Network. Agency t
Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce. N. Y.
AMERICAN CIGARETTE & CIGAR Co. (Pall Mall cigarettes), to spon
sor Tuesday and Thursday segments of Douglas Edwards and the Newl I
on CBS-TV Mon. through Fri., 7:30-45 p.m. EDT, starting July : I
[B»T, May 19]. Agency: Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, N. Y I
BEACON Co., Boston (floor wax), sponsoring last five programs of Th I
Goldbergs before show goes off for summer on NBC-TV, Fri., 7:15 I
7:30 p.m. EDT. Agency: Allied Adv., Boston.
■Qgenctj
• •makers),
•
SILEX Co., -0jaja&intment3
Hartford, Conn, (coffee
appoints Grant Adv., N. Y
JUNE DAIRY PRODUCTS Co., N. Y., appoints Weiss & Geller, N. Y
REDDI DISTRIBUTORS Inc., licensee for ready-to-drink Welch grape
ade and Sunkist lemonade and orangeade, appoints Duane Jones & Co
N. Y., for metropolitan New York area. Radio and TV. spots will be used]
GRAY MFG. Co. and GREY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT Co.|
both Hartford, Conn., appoint French & Preston Inc., N. Y.
HARTMAN
CHEMICALJimmy
Corp.,Fritz
L. A.,& Assoc.,
for Hartman's
foot with
lotion initia
witt
chlorophyll, appoints
Hollywood,
budget of $25,800 for Southern California. Radio-TV is being used.
•fldpaopU • • •
ROBERT BRENNER, director of advertising and merchandising, B. T,
Babbitt Inc., appointed sales and advertising manager for grocery specialty sales in Igleheart Div., General Foods Corp., N. Y., succeeding
MAX BAXTER who has resigned.
LYNN E. ROCHESTER, vice president in charge of advertising, Kellogg
Co. of Canada, named director of company..
M. J. ROCHE, general advertising manager, Lever Div., Lever Bros.
N. Y., named manager of newly organized advertising service division
ROBERT named
S. PRICE,general
sales manager,
Goodrich Co.'s
division
Chicago,
manager B.of F.marketing
and plastics
sales, replacing
CLYDE O. DeLONG, now general manager of company's industrial anc
general products division.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

MARKETBOOK

Here

is

John

Blair's

newest

The view at the right, taken from the top of Red Mountain, is Birmingham— America's
27th market*. Yes, Birmingham in rich, responsive Jefferson County
(population 572,100; retail sales $508,896,000 for 1951)
is not only one of our great markets,
but also one of the fastest-growing.
Station WSGN

dominates

Birmingham just the way its
tower dominates this photo.
(Affiliated with the Birmingham
News, WSGN

operates on

5,000 watts day, 1,000 watts
night, on 610 KC.) The responsiveness of its
audience has left no doubt in the minds of both national and local
advertisers that the profitable way to sell Birmingham is via WSGN.

*John Blair now represents top stations
in 21 of America's 30 largest markets.

JOHN
BLAIR
I COMPANY
REPRESENTING LEADING RADIO STATIONS
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agency

CURTIS
copy chief, Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago
elected BERRIEN,
a vice president.
PETER FINNEY, Erwin, Wasey & Co., N. Y., to Harry B. Cohen Adv.
same city, as vice president and account supervisor
FANNIE D. GLEESON, free lance writer, to Oliai \
Adv., St. Louis, as copy writer-researcher, on radio
TV staff.
ROBERT H. CADDOO Jr., Lennen & Mitchell, N. Y:
to research staff, Young & Rubicam, that city, as account supervisor.
l WILFRED S. ROBERTS, radio-TV head, Pedlar &
Ryan,
N. Y., to TV department, Benton & Bowles
Mr. Finney
same city.
DIRK A. WATSON rejoins timebuying staff of N. W. Ayer & Son, N. Y.l
after 15 months in Navy.
FLORENCE WARNER, CBS Radio publicity staff, to Hutchins Adv.
N. Y., as director of publicity and public relations.

on all accounts
Photo by Bob Taylor — courtesy Ansco
Youngsters have been playing marbles for
over one hundred years without printed
rules.
The regulations are prescribed by tradition .. . the rewards determined by skill.
So it is with radio.
Since it's inception as an advertising
media, self-imposed standards have guided
program content. Skill has been rewarded
by large audiences and concomitant success.
Tradition and skill are major ingredients
of the powerful advertising force you command when you place your message on the
only 50kw CBS outlet in Oklahoma . . .
KOMA.
1
KOMA

RADIO STATION R EPRESEHTAT1VE

50,000 WATTS • CBS RADIO
J. J. BERNARD, Vice President and General Manager
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radio and Mr.
television
Lease
forOSOP
the Navy, ex-radi
creator man
and getsBorngo into Pittsburgh,
PHIL
executor HER,
of advertising o ideas,
attended Duquesne U. While study
strong believer in sion,
the future of ing, he worked in the merchandis
radio and televi
voice of
department
Kaufman's
partment
store. ofStarting
in Junede
romance to women listeners, and ing
proprietor of his own agency, 1942, he was in the Navy for foui
serving
on a British
carrier
American Advertising, Seattle — years,U.S.S.
Franklin,
the Wasp
am
that's Anthony F. Lease, who this the
four other aircraft carriers.
tes
week
(June
5)
celebra
his
32nd
birthday.
Shore duty at Seattle in 194!
Tony Lease is a man of ideas, convinced him that the Pacifi<
and he believes in carrying them Northwest was the place to liv<
through. Early in
and, upon
his dis
charge,
he atresumec
1950,thathe there
had was
the
his studies
Seat
idea
tie U. While on i
room in the Pacific
Northwest for an
part-time
job with hee
Seattle jeweler,
agency that
would
developed
an adver
originate,
create
and
t
i
s
i
n
g
campaign
follow through on
c o n c e n trating ii
good
advertising
ideas
clientsa
radio,
which ofbrought
an increase
119T;
— and fornotitseven
broken neck stopped
in business in tw:
him. Just about the
When heAdvertis
opene<
time he got AmeriAmerican
can Advertising rolling's
doors
in
195C
ing,
Mr.
Lease
was
years.
the victim of an
itflockwas with
of ia whol
apartmentplosion thathouse
extheories: That ad
left him
Mr. LEASE
in a cast from chin
vertising was th
to waist for months.
only field that coul
Nevertheless, he kept
freedorad
from the rut ofguarantee
boredom; that
calling on his accounts, writing, vertising can make dramatical!
real
all
of
the
things
people
enjoy
producing and even voicing pro- that successful commercial copy
re
grams.
Today,countswith
a growing
list of ac-of quires the flair of showmanship
and plans
for expansion
role oi
more above
than all,
justthetoagency's
buy time
mar- that,
northwest
his agency
kets as soon toasother
additional
TV chan- space, but to create and carr*^
(Continued on page 46)
nels are granted, Mr. Lease re• Telecasti:
budports that 80% of his clients'BROADCASTING
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OUTSTANDING
1RIK ISGRIG, Young & Rubicam, Chicago, to Earle Ludgin, same city,
s account executive.
. J. CLARKE,
former national
manager,
Generaleditor,
Electric
Co.'s
ome
laundry department,
MONICAsalesGERAN,
promotion
Glamour
magazine and ROBERT PAVLOFF, to N. W. Ayer & Son, Phila.
lARON ADLER, Olian Adv., Chicago, to Irving J. Rosenbloom, same
ity, as account executive.
IATTY BRESCIA, former publicity director, Liberty Broadcasting
System, to Action Adv., Memphis, Tenn., as director
of press and public relations.
to
J. WILLIAM BORCHERT, Federal Adv., N.
BBDO, that city, in media department.
THOMAS H. SHEEHAN, advertising manager, Rainier
Breweries, Seattle, to Washington Transit Adv., Washington, D. C.
WAYNE
CLARK, assistant to editor, Good HousekeepMr. Brescia
ing magazine, to Argus Adv., L. A., as copy chief.
rlAY & McBRIDE ADV., Billings, Mont., changes name to MAY ADV.
VGENCY.
VILLIAM E. WILSON, art director, Elgin Davis Adv., L. A., named
'ice-president. ROBERT EWELL, account executive, promoted to gensral sales manager.
jOU J. BOYCE, associate manager of media, Fuller & Smith & Ross,
Cleveland, placed in charge of purchasing radio and TV
ime for firm's Cleveland office.
andii
it ERNEST FELIX, assistant treasurer, ABC Hollywood,
Jud! Hind acting general manager of Western Division, to
foi i/ohn I. Edwards & Assoc., Hollywood, as general
irrier manager.
TACK WIEDMER, Ruthrauff & Ryan, St. Louis, to
194 Olian Adv., that city, as account executive.
'acifi
'li'HOBERT THOMPKIN, assistant art director, Young
Mr. Boyce
difsisameRubicam,
capacity.N. Y., transfers to Hollywood office in
Seaf
on
F. SIMCOX, Paint Industry magazine, to J. Robert Mendte,
lift DONALD
Phila., as head of art department.
]ajjj|,WALTER
Knox executive.
Reeves Adv., S. F., to Richard Jorgensen
Adv., San JOHNSON,
Jose, as account
SILBERT H. WILLIAMS appointed copy director at James Thomas
Chirurg Co., Boston, succeeding FLAVEL D. RAY who
resigns to open copy consultant business.
ROSS McKEE, Cecil & Presbrey, N. Y., to Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, same city, in executive
capacity.
DONALD BALSAMO, sales staff, WIND Chicago, to
Wright & Assoc., that city, as account executive.
J. M. MATHES Inc., N. Y., moves to 260 Madison Ave.
Telephone is Lexington 2-7450.
ASSOCIATED Adv., L. A., moved to own building at 1017 N. La Cienega
Blvd. CHARLES PURNELL is radio-TV director. Telephone is Crestriew 1-7227.
RUTHRAUFF & RYAN, St. Louis, moves to Suite 2104, Railway Ex:hange Bldg. Telephone is Main 0127.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Over $606 an acre! That's a lot of money for a
tract of land ... but in central
Illinois it's not just land . . . it's PRODUCTIVITY.
Peoria is completely surrounded
by farm lands which, in 1950 produced over
300 million dollars in gross
farm income.
WMBDEKDSSthe

3M«rk«t
BE
Rich H
When you buy radio time you too are interested
in PRODUCTIVITY.WMBD produces
TOP sales results ... by consistently outstanding
programming and by effectively
blanketing all of the rich agricultural and industrial Peoriarea. You don't just
buy TIME on WMBD ... you buy SALES RESULTS!

See Free & Peters .
PEORIA

in the
FIRSTHeart
of Illinois Bi1

Network
Radio Watts
CBS 5000
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"Operation
Heat

Wave"

The hottest thing in town
these days, outside of Washington's famous summer
weather, is WRC's "OPERATION HEAT WAVE."
For the first time, WRC is
affording its advertisers a
chanceoff. ..to. make the heat payIf you're that
sellingmoves
a seasonal
product
best
when the sun is hottest,
here's spots
your inchance
to buy
radio
Washington
on those "fair and warmer"
days only — and save and
save in the bargain.
WHEN: From May 25
through
ber 25. SeptemWHAT : 20-second station
breaks.
WHO : Seasonal hot weat h e r products
only, such as
fans, bathing
suits and sun tan
lotion. (Products
subject to WRC
acceptance).
COST: It's lower than
you think!
For complete details on how
to stretch your radio dollars
in the Washington market
during the summer months,
contact the New York office
of NBC Spot Sales or the
WRC Sales Department.

30 YEARS

feature of the meek
f-f
launche
Lincoln
KFOR
ful, Neb.,
de pro-d
a success
city-wi
motion campaign during
"National Cotton Week" which
made retailers and consumers alike
"cotton
conscious."
The station
first submitted the
campaign to the Lincoln promotion
council for approval. Offering full
support, the council distributed a
special retail bulletin to all Lincoln merchants, inviting them to
join in the plan.
Promotion was geared for action
well in advance of National Cotton RECORDS for the 'teen-age Cotton Ball are spun by Doyle Bladon,
Week (May 11-17). Ken GreenKFOR disc jockey.
wood, KFOR program director, and
* * *
Lydia Nekuda, KFOR promotion
director, carefully planned three cooperated in the project; it represented an all-out effort on the
activities: the dropping of cotton
fiber balls from an airplane, a part of a radio station to provide
all the merchants of the city with
'teen-age
Ball," and 43a cotton style"Cotton
show, featuring
live a big project into which they could
models.
coordinate their advertising, and
Commenting on the success of the finally, it made the city and area
campaign, Miss Nekuda said, very conscious of KFOR as an ad"Nearly every merchant in the city
vertising medium."

strictly business

apyouthfu
factl that
pearance belies the
DeBOW's
TOM
he is a pioneer in the field of
radio advertising.
Mr. DeBow, advertising manager
for Cities Service, has headed radio
and press relations for that firm
for the past 20 years. Network
radio programs have been his chief
concern.
Cities Service has sponsored radio broadcasts for a quarter-century. For all but the first five
years, Mr. DeBow has guided and
goaded sponsor, agency and production staff into the kind of program-

IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL
YOUR BEST BUY IS
FIRST in WASHINGTON

5,000 Watts ♦ 980 KC
Represented by NBC Spot Sales
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Mr. DeBOW

OF PUBLIC
SERVICE...

n June 22 WISN,
Milwaukee's Pioneer
Radio Station, Will
Have
0,Given 30 Years
of Public Service to
the Community.
I
i
i
w
lie Are Proud
That Milwaukee Always Looks to WISN
— First in Public
Service — For the
Finest in Local and
Network (CBS)
Radio.

ming that can last 25 years on the
air successfully.
"A good musical series is the one
type of broadcast advertising you
can stay with profitably for that
length
time," Mr.
In thisof period,
he hasDeBow
kept says.
close
watch on the radio show's contribution to Cities asService's
growth
and
one of the
Big Ten
indevelopment
the oil industry.
He has had many opportunities
to check on the public relations job
hat's Why WISN
T,
that radio has done and continues
to do. It documents his belief that
radio music shows have always
Means Radio's Best,
been right for Cities Service.
to All Milwaukee.
While a concert-type program
usually indicates an institutional
approach for the sponsor without
the constant pressure of having to
produce sales, such is not the case
with the air formula used by Cities
Service.
UnderService
Mr. has
DeBow's
direction,a
Cities
incorporated
hard-hitting sales technique which
has enabled the program always to
carry its own weight in the company's ad budget and to serve as
apromotional
spearhead campaigns.
for all the company's
Currently, Cities Service sponsors Band of America, heard Monday, 9:30-10 p.m. (EDT) on NBC.
Mr. DeBow was among the first
client representatives to contact
the individual network stations for
(Continued on page 79)
BROADCASTING
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Composer and recorder of "Guitar Boogie" which
sold 2,500,000 records, WBT's Arthur Smith, with his
Crackerjacks, won a snug niche in the Folk Music Archives
of the Library of Congress. But Arthur's sponsors know
him also as a canny, consistent, air salesman whose
"Corner Store" program on WBT (4-4:30 PM, M-F)
beats out a double sales rhythm. To step up the tempo
of your Carolina sales, ask for Arthur.
COLOSSUS OF THE CAROLINAS

CHARLOTTE, NORTH CAROLINA
WBT

Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Company
Represented Nationally by CBS Radio Spot Sales

;

—new

"electronic

This fast-moving mobile television
system recently delivered by RCA to
the U.S. Army Signal Corps flashes
eyewitness views of intricate field exercises to expert observers, maneuver
umpires, or to Army classrooms.
Pioneering a new concept in military instructional techniques — a major
advancement for on-the-spot coverage
in military observation and commucation— exploring
the feasibility
TV for nifield
instruction
and tacticalof
use are a few of the jobs assigned to
this equipment.
This new mobile TV system is the
most complete television station
ever mounted on wheels. It consists
of four 10-ton coach-trucks fitted with

eyes"

for

custom-built bodies, each 31 feet long.
the erasfirst
coach contains
camand transmitter
units .the. . three
complete TV field camera chains . . .
microwave transmitter for video signals . . . 45-watt FM transmitter for
sound signals . . . four microphone
inputs . . . tape and disc recording
equipment
. . . complete
monitoring and switching
control TVequipment.
Transmitter power supply equipment, consisting of two powerful
15-KVA gas-driven generating units
is contained in the second coach.
The coach.
receiver-display
unit forms
the
third
This unit houses
the FM
and microwave receiving equipment
. . . ten 16-inch TV picture monitors

RADIO
CORPORATION
ENGINEERING PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT

BROADCASTING
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the

Army

... a 16mm TV projector and film
camera . . . slide projector . . . and a
large-screen TV projector.
Housed in the fourth coach is another 15-KVA generator power supply
for the receiver-display unit. All
coaches innicationthe
commu-of
with onesystem
anotherare byin means
an RCA 15-watt Carfone two-way
radiotelephone .
This mobile television system, built for
the U.S. Army Signal Corps, is another
example of RCA applied engineering,
manufacturing and service activities.
RCA, through its extensive facilities,
is constantly striving to provide our
armed forces on land, sea and in the
air with better military equipment.

of AMERICA
CAMDEN. N.J.
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"K

WK

H

coverage

is

excellent"

Says JOHN
B. WILLIAMS
IMPORTANT LOUISIANA FOOD BROKER
John B. Williams is owner of a very successful food
brokerage house in the Louisiana-Arkansas-Texas area.
Among the products his firm represents are Crustene,
Snowdrift and Wesson Oil. Here's what Mr. Williams
recently wrote us:

We are very much pleased with the results of
the programs that you carry for the people we represent. Itis our opinion that the coverage we get with
your station is excellent.

KWKH DAYTIME BMB MAP
Study No. 2— Spring 1949
KWKH's daytime BMB circulation is 303,230 families,
daytime, in 87 Louisiana, Arkansas and Texas counties.
227,701 or 75.0% of these families are "average daily
listeners".
(Nighttime
BMB Texas,
Map shows
268,590 Mississippi
families in
112 Louisiana,
Arkansas,
New Mexico,
and Oklahoma counties.)

It is a pleasure to work with your people. We have
found that your staff has been very anxious at all
times to cooperate with us in order to get maximum
results. With this team work, I am sure we will continue to get the returns expected.

KWKH
A Shreveport Times Station

(Signed) John B. Williams^ ^

SHREVEPORT

50,000

Watts

• CBS

Radio

•

LOUISIANA

Representatives y
The^™rrn
Henry Clay, General Manager

1
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Radio-TV

Undersold

second, there are good plugsFOOL'S
and
By RUFUS CRATER
concern, and Walter its advertising agency, program
PLUGS
FREE
plugs, the distinction being promotion
MILLIONS of dollars
worth of bad PROVE
Kline Assoc., LosGOLD
Angeles, in a packager or network.
radio and television advertising found in the answer to the ques- similar type operation for many
The firm writes its own radiotion: "Is it in good taste and does years, have extensive lists of na- TV copy which must be adhered to.
is going into American homes each it contribute
Accounts
include Westinghouse
something
to
the
protional
and
regional
clients.
year at a cost, to the advertiser,
Electric Corp., Longines-Wittnauer
Although
both
declined
to
list
as low as ten cents on the dollar.
Among the firms which deal or clients or reveal their method of Watch,land Transworld
Airlines,
This has nothing to do with
Woolen Mills, Zippo
Mfg. PortCo.,
in radio-TV operation, it is understood the
gram?"dealt itregularly
under-the-counter rate deals. The have
publicity,
was said, are those pay-off
Spiegel
Mail
Order
House,
Westfor
free
radio-television
gate
Sun
Harbor
Corp.
(canned
networks and station don't get of Bander-Globus & Assoc., Uni- plugs are through gifts to writers
Adv. Agency, Walter Kline or those responsible for coopera- tuna), Damarel-Allison Div. of
even the 10%. The "advertising" Assoc., versalDick
Fischel and Adolph tion.
Sunkist; KyronCo.Foundation;
in question — and much of it is
and others.StromWenland
& Assoc., all in HollyBander-Globus & Assoc., in berg-Carlson
greatly in question among netThe number of advertisers who
and Steve Hannagan, David business
work and station operators, as Alber, wood,Sol
since
last
November,
also
and Boyne is a big-time giveaway operator. are or have been engaged in pubwell as the public — consists of Zussman, in Tepper
New York.
their products via radioInsert plugs are supplied the com- TV plugs licizing
"free plugs"
for
products
of
adis sizable. Many of them
vertisers other than the sponsor.
For Clients Since 1946
mercial
announcer,
but
those
faalso
are
regular
miliar with the product usually ad roster also includes sponsors.
such names Theas
Broadly denned, the radio-TV
Adolph Wenland & Assoc. has lib, Leonard
Globus
explained.
"plug"tion or display
involvesofon-the-air
menArthur
Murray
Dance
School, Beagetting free radio plugs for Firm has 26 national, regional and
the name of a been
con Wax, Hamilton Watches,
clients'
products
since
early
1946
local
product
clients.
Among
them
company, product, service or per- and
declares that with television, are Pro Tools; Catalina Swim Kleenex, Knickerbocker Beer, Cocason in no way connected with the
Lifeare on the increase, Suits; Dr. West Tooth Brush; Cola,
sponsor. It may be pre-arranged giveaways
savers,Pepsi-Cola,
Maybelline,Eversharp,
Philip Morris,
rather
than on the decline.
McKesson & Robbins; Helbros Parker
at the behest (and expense) of the
Pens,
Roma
Wines,
Robert
beneficiary of the plug, or it may
Consideredorganization,
the country'stheNo.firm1 Watches; Tar Tan Sun Lotion; Hall Clothes, S.O.S. Scouring Pads,
giveaway
be unsolicited (although not often has
Sun Glasses, and Mattel St. Joseph's Aspirin, Studebaker,
some
60
national,
regional and Grantly
Music Maker Toys.
unrewarded).
Van Camp's
Beans, Doelocal
clients.
The
majority
of
busiskin Tissues, Pork
BenrusandWatches,
Max
Universal Adv. Agency, operatThe plug, which those who arness is handled through mail and
range it like to call by a more telephone.
ing
for
the
past
six
years
as
a
Factor
Cosmetics,
Wilson's
Hams,
There
is
a
certain
and Schick Razors,
dignified name, such as "promo- amount of control on radio copy. product giveaway company and Ry-Krisp
others
tion and exploitation adjunct," or But the purpose is to plug the representing 20 national manufact- among
The
cost
of a planted plug, it
plain "publicity," and also some- product.
urers, doesn't "go in for pay-off
runs approxitimes known as "payola," takes
Dick Fischel & Assoc., Beverly plugs," according to William R. has beenmately 10%estimated,
many forms.
of what roughly equivHills, established five years ago Reid, president. He said Universal
(Continued
on
page
72)
Most Unpalatable
as a public relations and product works directly with a sponsor or
; The one which most often has
been found unpalatable and has
provoked the most protests involves belabored bandying of plug
names in not-too-funny jokes, or
de, Says NARTSR
Down Over Deca
for no reason that is apparent, and $PQT
TS figCOS
NARTSR stated that when circuwhether
of secondary
sets,
totaling
57
milis the form which leading prac- COST ured ofon thespotbasisradio,
lation increases are taken into conof
sets
in
use
or
lion, in 1951, has been beyond the
titioners ofthe plug-placement art
sideration, the cost of magazine
radio families, has come down most optimistic estimates. In auto- black-and-white
blame for a widespread notion that on
pages, per thoumobiles alone there are 23 million
during the past decall plugs are evil. It is also the substantially
sand,
are
up
The milline
of
those
sets.
So
radio
has
become
ade,
according
to
a
study
released
form which principally impelled Thursday by the National Assn. the dreamed of mass medium, the rate of morning18.7%.
newspapers is up
21.2%; of evening newspapers, up
NBO-TV affiliates, at a recent of Radio and TV Station Repre14.4%' ; of Sunday newspapers, up
sentatives.
only massRatesmedium."
meetingning andofAdvisory
NBC's Stations
Rises Noted
Committee,Plan-to
22.7%. Spot radio cost based on
Comparing
1951
with
1941,
Actual
increases
in
rates
for
protest against certain plug prac- NARTSR reported spot radio cost- various media from 1941 to 1951, sets in use concurrently declined
tices which had crept into network per-thousand-sets dropped 26% in disregarding circulation changes, 26% and spot radio cost based on
shows, and to ask that something the 10-year period and per-thou- were cited by NARTSR as follows: radio families declined 11.9%.
These figures do not agree with
be done [B»T, May 5].
sand-radio-families dropped 11.9%. Magazines, average cost of a blackthose presented to the AAAA by
Publicists who place plugs in
and-white
page
in
44
magazines,
"Radio
station
costs
like
everyradio and TV — it is estimated
thing else have gone up in that up 54.5%; morning newspapers, Melvin Brorby of Needham, Louis
that there are about a dozen firms
agate line rate, up 140% ; & Brorby [B«T, April 7]. Mr.
NARTSR noted. "Union average
. in the U. S. engaged in this work period,"
evening newspapers, up 87.3%; Brorby reported last year increases
wages,
program
costs,
musicians'
on a regular basis, but the number salaries, materials, taxes, have Sunday newspapers, up 90.6%; spot of 7% for magazines and newspais growing — generally make two climbed just as costs in all other radio, Class A time, one hour, was
pers, 16% for network radio and
main points about their work. businesses have. But spot radio up 12.8%.; half -hour, up 13.3%; 22% for spot radio.
First, they contend their work in has stayed relatively low because quarter-hour, up 16.3% ; one min"The difference," NARTSR pointed out, "is that Mr. Brorby figured
radio and television is precisely the audience has increased until
ute, up 36.1%.
cost per thousand of
parallel with publicity work in the 96% of all families have radios.
"all these figures the increased
(Continued on page 32)
"And the increase in the number haveNotingan that
newspaper and magazine fields;
academic a s p e c t,"
ROADCASTING
• Telecast
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NATIONAL NIELSEN RATINGS
TOP RADIO PROGRAMS
(Total andU. Urban
S. Area,HomesIncluding
Small-Town,
Farm
— and including
phone and Non-Telephone
Homes) TeleRegular Week April 20-26, 1952
NIELSEN RATING*
Current
Rating
Current
Rank
Program Homes
%
EVENING,All ONCE-A-WEEK
(Average For (5.5)
Programs)
1 Lux Radio Theatre (CBS) 12.1
23 Arthur
(CBS) 10.3
You BetGodfrey's
Your LifeScouts
(NBC)
10.0
45 People
Dragnet Are(NBC)
9.6
Funny (CBS) 9.6
67 Amos
'n'
Andy
(CBS)
9.4
SuspenseBenny(CBS)
9.4
8 Jack
(CBS)
9.0
9
Charlie
McCarthy
Show
(CBS)
8.9
10 Fibber McGee & Molly (NBC) 8.4
EVENING,All MULTI-WEEKLY
(Average
For
Programs) (3.7)
Man's
6.2
231 One
News
of
theFamily
World (NBC)
(NBC) 5.4
Beulah (CBS)
5.3
WEEKDAY (Average For All Programs) (4.4)
Perkins
(CBS)
7.8
231 MaOur
Gal, ofSunday
Romance
Helen (CBS)
Trent (CBS) 7.8
7.8
45 Big
(CBS)
WendySisterWarren
and the News (CBS) 7.5
7.4
6 Arthur
Godfrey
(Liggett & Myers) 7.4
(CBS)
7 Aunt Jenny (CBS)
7.0
8 Guiding Light (CBS) 6.9
9 Perry Mason (CBS)
6.8
10 ' Second Mrs. Burton (CBS) 6.5
DAY, SUNDAY
(Average For All
Programs)
(2.2)
1 The Shadow (MBS)
4.5
2 Hollywood Star Playhouse (NBC) 3.4
3 Symphonette (CBS)
3.4
DAY, SATURDAY
(Average For All
Programs)
(3.7)
1 Grand Central Station (CBS) 6.3
2 Theatre of Today (CBS) 5.8
3 It Happens Every Day (CBS) 5.4
(*) theHomesprogram,
reachedexcept
duringfor allhomes
or any
part
ofonly
listening
5 minutes.
Average1 toAudience
basisForis5-minute
used. programs,
Copyright 1952 by A. C. Nielsen Co.

CHRISTAL FIRM
Will Represent WJR, WGAR
APPOINTMENT of the Henry I.
Christal Co. reseasntative fornational
sales repWJR Detroit
and
WGAR Cleveland, effective July 1,
was announced last week by John
F. Patt, president, Goodwill Stations.
plan ofto Mr.
and
his"The
associates
devoteChristal
themselves
100% to the selling of radio broadcasting,sentationandto atovery
limitsmall
their number
repreof major market stations, sharing
the highest ideals and service
standards, particularly appealed to
us," Mr. Patt said.
For the past 19 years, the stations have been represented by Edward Petry & Co. KMPC Los Angeles will continue to be repreH-R Representatives Inc.,
Mr. Pattsented byadded.
All three of the Goodwill Stations will continue to maintain
their own eastern office, which is
under the direction of Gordon
Gray, Goodwill vice president.
This York.
office is at 665 Fifth Ave.,
-New
The Christal firm started operations last Jan. 1 under a policy
of devoting its activity exclusively
to radio. A former partner in Edward Petry & Co., Mr. Christal
resigned from the firm last July
[B«T, July 23, 1951] following a
series of disagreements.
Among Christal stations are
WDAF Kansas City and WHAS
Louisville.
The Christal - Petry disagreements led to litigation, with the
New York State Court of Appeals
deciding that Mr. Petry, as majority stockholder of Edward Petry
& Co., had the right to increase the
BENOIT NAMED
number of directors despite a bylaws limitation of four [B*T, May
Heads Westinghouse Div. 2, 1950].
WESTINGHOUSE Electric Corp.
last week named Walter E. Benoit
as manager of its Electronics Div. BAB SPOT CLINIC
in Baltimore, to
Features Ryan and Sweeney
which he moved
SOME 40 sales executives and
from managersalesmen from ABC, CBS, NBC
ship of the comand Mutual-WOR New York are
Air-Arm
Div. at pany's
Friendexpected to attend a special clinic
Tuesday devoted solely to radio
ship Internationspot advertising. It will be conal Airport,
between Baltimore
ducted by BAB in New York.
and Washington,
William B. Ryan and Kevin B.
D. C.
Sweeney, BAB president and vice
A former vice Mr. Benoit
president, respectively, are schedpresident and
uled to lead discussions on ways
general manager of Westinghouse to increase
spot billing and to
Radio Stations Inc., Mr. Benoit has build the effectiveness
of spot
been associated with Westinghouse radio advertising. Theodore
since 1922, when he began as an Streibert, WOR president, will pre-C.
accountant in the radio department
side as chairman. Future BAB
of the Chicopee Falls, Mass., plant. plans to promote radio also will
During Mr. Benoit's manager- be explained.
ship of WRS Inc., the radio station group built WBZ-AM-FMTV Boston, a modern radio and tele- Bankart Elected
vision center. During this time HENRY R. (REG) BANKART,
the headquarters of the organiza- account
executive of Compton Adv.,
tion, now headed by Joseph E.
Baudino, were moved from KYW N. Y., has been elected a vice
president
of the agency. He has
Philadelphia to its present locathe agency since Decemtion in the Commonwealth Bldg., been berwith
1945.
Washington.
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Drawn 'for Broadcasting . Telecasting by Dick Wang
"Okay! Okay! Wait 'til the commercial!"
Follows SCOTUS Stand;
TRANSIT MEET
Sales Growth Seen
EXPANSION of broadcast service to transit passengers on a national
basis is contemplated by Transit Radio Inc., following a meeting of its
board of directors last Tuesday, but the development will not be rushed.
Called upholding
into a Cincinnati
decision
its servicesession
[B#T, following the U. S. Supreme Court's
June 2], the Transit Radio board Co. vehicles. The transit firm has
decided to proceed carefully, with indicated the service may be extended to all of its vehicles.
possibility that broad expansion of
the medium would start in late
Mr. Strouse said the Cincinnati
autumn.
After the board session, Presi- board meeting was "realistic, with
Attending
the meeting, besides
dent R. C. Crisler Said many in- many
plans studied."
quiries have been received from Messrs.
Crisler, Thomas and
stations desiring to affiliate with Strouse, were Elzey Roberts Jr.,
Transitber of Radio.
addition, agroups
num- KXOK-FM St. Louis; Hulbert Taft
transitInoperating
Jr., WKRC-FM Cincinnati, TR
have shown new interest in the board
chairman, and David Gamble,
service.
Cincinnati attorney.
A drive was started last week
After conducting its sales efforts
on a moderate basis while litiga- by National Citizens' Committee
tiontional
pended,headquarters
Transitprepared
Radio's" last
na- Against Forced Listening to collect
transit proweek to set up national advertising signatures protesting
gramming. Bernard Tassler, manrepresentation
facilities
for
all
staaging
editor
of
the
American
Fedtions.
erationist, official AFL monthly
Local sales efforts were speeded magazine, said:
up
as advertisers showed renewed
"Although the Supreme Court
interest.
did not find forced listening to be
unconstitutional, it must be borne
Mass Production Basis
in mind that there are many evils
Transit Radio has arranged for which
are vicious and wrong and
mass production of specialized re- cannot be justified, even though one
ceiving equipment by several manu- cannot find a prohibition against
facturing companies. Worn - out
the Constitution. In addiequipment will be replaced in the them tioninwe are
going ahead with the
existing transit service areas. Some drafting of legislation
which will
used ableequipment
is
already
availfor new installations.
put the quietus on this evil innovaC. L. Thomas, KXOK-FM St.
Louis, a TR board member, said
the organization "definitely sees Mosman Joins Cohen
a good future."
He said all
board
members
are interested
in going
JOHN E. MOSMAN has joined
forward and utilizing the know- tion."
Harry B. Cohen Adv. Co., New
how acquired in several years of York,
in newly-created post of vice
operation.
"We
were
convinced
president
of radio with
and
from the start that we had a sound television. inHecharge
was formerly
public service and an effective new Biow Co., that city, in similar
advertising medium," he said.
TV director,Jose
and diLarryDonato,
SchwabradioJr.,
Ben Strouse, WWDC-FM Wash- capacity.
ington, TR vice president and board TV producer-director, will continue
member, said the local service has in their present positions under Mr.
no immediate plans to expand its Mosman's supervision in what is
Washington operation, now serving described as "a greatly expanded
about 425 of 1,500 Capital Transit
Telecasting
BROADCASTING •
operation."

KS'
NETtheWOR
DURING
first quarter
of 1952,
i total of 175 advertisers purchased
542,600,798 worth of time on the
lational radio networks, for an
iverage three-month expenditure of
5243,433.13, per advertiser accordng esto Information
figures compiled
Bureau. by PublishIn the same period— JanuaryMarch 1952— PIB found that the
TV networks were used by 183 advertisers, who purchased a combined total of $45,721,135 worth of
(TV network time, averaging $249,596.91 per advertiser. All time
cost figures, both radio and TV, are
calculated at one-time rates, before
rolume or frequency discounts.
P&G Number One Client
Procter & Gamble Co. was the
lumber one March client of both
•adio and TV networks, spending
i(at gross rates) $1,372,834 for raiio network time and $1,212,465 for
TV network time during the month.
jLiists ofdium top
of each
(Table ten
I forusers
Radio,
Tableme-II
:or TV) show six advertisers —
I & G, Lever Brothers Co., General Foods Corp., General Mills,
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co. and
Uolgate-Palmolive-Peet Co. — comion to both groups of leaders.
Leading advertiser in each PIB
product category is shown for radio
Networks in Table II and for TV
networks in Table V (see page 70).
j Time purchases by the various
.'lasses
of advertisers
shown cli-in
Table III
(for radio are
network
ents) and Table VI (for TV network clients), with March and Janlary-March 1952 compared for
;;ach medium with the month and
^ear-to-date figures for 1951.
More Money for TV
These tables show that in March
.1952 advertisers in 17 product
classes spent more money for TV
letwork time than for time on the
•adiolimited
networks,
scopeand ofthisthein TVspitenet-of
(Continued on page 70)

0ver $88 Millions
SALES
TABLE II
Top Radio Network Advertiser in Each Product Group in
Insurance
Allis-Chalmers
Agriculture,
Equip. && Access.
Brown Shoe Co. Mfg. Co.
17,557 Jewelry,
Apparel,
Footwear
Access.
CamerasOptical Goods, &
$38,815
Automotive,
Automotive
Access.
E'ectric
Co.
& Equip.
Office
Equip.,Supplies
Stationery,
87,460
Falstaff Auto-Lite
Brewing Corp.
& Writing
Beer,
Wine
&
Liquor
Political
68,296
Building
Materials, Equip.
Johns-Manville
Corp.
&
Fixtures
Publishing
&
Media
Coca-Cola Co.Co.
65,976
ConfectioneryServices
& Soft Drinks AT&T
TV Sets, Phono160,547
Consumer
77,234 Radios,
584,382
Sterling
graphs, etc. Mail
Drugs
& Food
Remedies
General Drug
Foods Co.Corp.
Food
&
Products
614,780 Retail
Smoking& Direct
Materials
Gasoline,
Lubricants,
&
Other Fuels
Soaps,
Cleansers
Polishes
Standard
Oil
of
Indiana
97,503
& Toilet& Goods
Ferry-Morse
Horticulture
27,585 Toiletries
Philco Corp. Seed Co.
131,814
Transportation,
Travel
&
Household
Equip.
&
Supplies
Resorts
Household
Furnishings
Armstrong
41,420 Miscellaneous
Industrial Materials
U. S. Steel Cork
Corp. Co.
121,950
*
TABLE III
Gross Radio Network Time Sales for March and First Quarter 1952, Compared
TIME

Agriculture,
Access. Equip. & $74,958
Apparel,
&
Access.Footwear
Automotive,
Automotive 34,524
Access. & Equip.
Beer,
Wine
&
LiquorEquip.
Building
Materials,
& Fixtures
Confectionery
&
Drinks ServicesSoft 557,025
Consumer
207,759
Drugs && Fosd
Remedies
Food
Products& 1 ,935.406
,305,369
Gasoline,
Lubricants
Other Fuels
Horticulture
Household Equip. &
Supplies Furnishings 326,142
Household
104,832
Industrial Materials
285,170

$194,984
81,334

$74,575
108,990

$192,690
360,635

1,544,800
1,645,521
607,954 507,477
342,502 906,953
5,594,148
6,448,716
9,925,948 2,127,293
4,176,012 12,091,189
1,007,551
311,474
704,578

245,582
77,775
172,068

721,658
214,221
532,461

for Fifst Quqrter
March 1952
Prudential Insurance Co.
of America
Longine-Wittnauer
Halls
Brothers Watch Co.
Time Inc.
RCA
Dr. Hiss Shoe Stores
Liggett
Myers Tobacco
Procter && Gamble
Co. Co.
Procter & Gamble Co.
Assoc. of American Railroads
American Federation of Labor

125,902
114,780
65,984
52,205
73.197
3.360
443,574
925,015
77.417
378,519
97,607

to 1951, by Product
Groups
-March
Jan. 1952
-March March
1951 Jan. 1951
Insurance $290,209
Jewelry,
Optical Goods & 114,780 $875,621 $287,555 $769,978
Cameras
Office
Equip.,& Stationery
197,670
Publishing
Media & 65,984
63,783 213,093
Writing Supplies
Political
704
Radios, TV Sets, Phonographs,
Musical
Instrum
e
n
t
s
,
a
n
d
access.
190,898
418,691
207,068
531,106
Retail
& Direct Mail1,631,607
3,360 4,993,210
5,6461,957,952
3,1525,499,520
5,264
SmokingStoresMaterials
Soaps,
Cleansers
&
Polishes
1,558,409
4,632,785
1,659,186
4,706,931
Toiletries
& ToiletTravel
Goods& 2,013,407 6,038,991 2,324,457 7,020,813
Transportation,
Resorts
100,117
Miscellaneous
462,366
Totals $14,520,393 $42,600,798 $16,440,387 $48,132,847
Source: Publishers Information Bureau.

TABLE VI
Gross TV Network Time Sales by Product Groups for March and First Quarter 1952, Compared to 1951
-March March
-March
March Jan.1951-March
March
1951
1951 Jan. 1951
March Jan. 1952
1952 Jan..-March
1952
Jewelry,
Optical
Apparel,
Footwear
1952
GoodsOf ice &Equip.Cameras
,
& Access. Automo- $397,182 $1,104,062 $304,819 $705,747
Automotive,
$168,523 $468,930 $216,285 $529,060
Stationery &
tive Access. &
566,910
Writing
Supplies
Equip.
886,670
19,450
3,848,385
2,563,854
573,120 1 ,677,978 398,107 1,106,092
Political & Media 153,540
22,414
Beer,
& Linuor 1,357,854
50,040
68,582 102,508 148,543
Publishing
BuildingWineMaterials,
187,041
80,746
97,356
239,002
Radios,
TV
Sets,
PhonoEquip. & Fixtures
1,745
Confectionery
&
1,745 Retail
strumentsgraphs,&&Musical
AccessIn- 451,110 1,257,865 452,973 1,327,403
209,242
172,685
ConsumerSoft DrinksServices 560,201
24,900 11,502,517
54,865 599,826
DirectStores
Mail
64,740 159,015
375,310
460,442
297,350 161,065 563,010
Drugs
&
Remedies
,275,089
Smoking
Materials
FoodProducts
& Food
,439 6,840,852 1,254,441
3,480,940
Soaps,
Cleansers & 2,27186,400
Polishes
2,003,865
3,091,284
5,503,998
8,941,096
Gasoline,
Goods & Toilet 1,663,612 4,910,623 706,383 1,645,603
Toiletries
610,430
& Other Lubricants
Fuels
992,921
Household Equip. & 352,940 1,155,978 215,120
2,015,388 6,042,939 145,459 2,788,924
Miscellaneous
974,816
229,254 575,942
Supplies Furnishings 1,019,804
1 ,823,344
Household
325,031
602,545 631,532
362,768
205,845 2,767,829
TOTALS
$15,835,973
$45,721,135
287,890
Industrial
Materials
869,260
525,379 1,231,690
nformation
Source:
Publishers
1
145,250
Bureau. $9,585,386 $26,348,648
Insurance
93,190
27,240
56,000

TABLE I
Top Radio Network Advertisers
During March 1952
%IVi
1.2. Procter
Gamble Co $1,372,834
Sterling & Drug
631,815 CBS RADIO SELLS
3.4. General
Lever Brothers
Co
628,285
Foods Corp
621,230 WHILE its affiliates proceeded with Furnace Co., of Holland, Mich., for
5.6. Miles
Labs
567,179
General
Mills
487,373
summer. Holland's sponsorship
plans
conferenceradioJulynetwork
1-2 to this
7.8. American
Liggett & Myers
Tobacco Co.
assess forthea current
starts July 13, when Kingan & Co.
Home& Products
Corp...... 443,574
401,073
sponsorship of the procrisis [B*T, June 2], CBS Radio relinquishes
9.0. Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
Philip Morris
CoCo
371,952
gram for the summer, and extends
342,413 last week reported time sales, reOct. 12, when Kingan returns.
newals and replacements represent- to
for Frigidaire is Foote,
TABLE IV
ing, on an annual basis, gross bill- Agency
Cone &land:Belding,
Chicago;& forCleary,
Holings approximating $1,451,000.
Roche, Williams
Top TV Network Advertisers
The sales included purchase of also Chicago.
During March 1952
five Arthur Godfrey quarter-hours
Toni Co., on behalf of its White
per fortnight — Tuesdays and Thurs- Rain
Procter &Foods
GambleCorp
Co $1,212,465
and Prom, meanwhile signed
2.3.% General
777,390
days one week, Tuesdays, ThursR.
J.
Reynolds
Tobacco
Co
648,755
for
a five-minute strip of It Hapdays and Fridays the next, 10-10:15
4.5. Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
Co.
...
624,971
pens Every Day, to be presented at
— by the Frigidaire DiviTobacco Co
450,640 a.m. EDT
sion of General Motors, starting
6.7. American
Lever
Mondays through FriLiggett Brothers
& Myers Co
Tobacco Co. . . 444,816
407,690 Tuesday, and the purchase of King 4-4:05 daysp.m.
starting June 16, in addition
8.9. Kellogg
Co
313,185
Saturday version of
P. Lorillard
Co
310,764 Arthur Godfrey's Round Table tothe itssamecurrent
program. Agency: Foote,
!0. General Mills
307,080 (Sun., 5-5:30 p.m. EDT) by Holland
JROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Millions in Business
Cone & Belding, New York.
Pearson Pharmacal Co. (Ennds
chlorophyll tablets and Eye-Gene
drops),
will Radio
sponsorstarting
Inner
Sanctum which
on CBS
June 22 (Sun., 9:30-10 p.m. EDT),
also is maticplanning
half-hour drashow from a Hollywood
this
fall, exact time to be decided. Harry
B. Cohen Adv., New York, is the
agency.
Negotiations also were in progress looking toward General Foods'
sponsorship of Bob Trout and the
News at 10-10:05 p.m. EDT on
Thursdays, Fridays and Sundays,
(Continued on page 36)
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'Ham' Relays SOS

ONCE-IN-A-LIFETIME opSAMS Ba"le
^
ANGLE
ARCH
RE
RADIO SE
RESEARCH
last week WR
the buyers and sellers of broad- with care or be supplemented.
portunityErnest
came to Schau"ham"
radio operator
cast advertising. The decision was
returned to the old slug-fest days
"The buyer is not helped, howfler, WMGM New York engimade after the examination of
ever, by being furnished data
of
the
mid
1940's,
when
Hooper
ago. "Listenand the Cooperative Analysis of pertinent experimental and test
from 'doctoring'
ingne r, afortnight
in" on
Broadcasting were battling for data assembled and presented to which
'treating'result
or 'correcting'
what peo-or
receiver
set, hisMr.home-made
Schaufler
ple
said.
It
is
hard
to
understand
supremacy
in
the
program
audireceived
a
coded
SOS
message
the
committeesJohn
by BMB's
director
ence measurement field.
of research,
Churchill,
now how the results of personal interfrom
the
10,000-ton
tanker
This time the battle is in the on the Nielsen executive staff.
views can be combined with the
Michael over the 600-meter
field of station coverage, in which
"The decision was accepted by returns from a mailed ballot, the
band.
The
tanker,
which
had
both Standard Audit & Measure- a large segment of the broadcast- mixture then seasoned with Audicollided with an oil barge
ment Services and A. C. Nielsen
ing industry and it generally was
on the Delaware River, had
meter
findings
and
the
whole
concoction screened through the sieve
Co. currently are conducting na- agreed that station audiences and
sent its distress signal in
vain. Because of rain and
tionwide surveys, each trying earn- station coverage would henceforth
biased
estly to win industry support for be estimated on the basis of re- of
(Abouta 10%
of theprogram-roster."
NCS reports,
excessive
static, no one near
its method.
turns to a mail ballot. It is hard, those from the most remote areas,
the river had received it. DeA. C. Nielsen, head of his re- therefore, to believe that data from will be obtained by mail ballots.)
— saying
search firm, opened the battle the personal interview will be actanker coding
wasthe message
still afloat,
but
On Thursday morning Mr. Niellast Monday with a charge that the
that one man apparently had
sen
explained
NCS
to
a
meeting
of
cepted
as
'a
vastly
improved
remail ballot system of collecting
some
80
station
representatives
been
lost
—
he
notified
authorplacement for BMB.' interview is in New York and that afternoon
coverage data used by Broadcast
ities and newsmen.
"The personal
Measurement Bureau in its two treacherous
repeated his explanation to the
at best,"
studies and currently by SAMS declared, stating
that Dr.
whenBaker
500 he
advertising
press,
augmenting
the
average daily audience and foui
"shortchanges" radio to an alarm- interviewers are used as in the material in his brochure. Stations, week
audience figures; audienc
ing degree (see earlier story, page NCS survey "uniformity is next either AM or TV, he said, are of- characteristics
of the station
81).
fered NCS on two different bases, audience by economic level, se
to
impossible
to
attain."
In
addiBaker Counter-Statement
tion, he stated that "memory loss a basic and a comprehensive serv- ownership and family size,
On Thursday Dr. Kenneth H.
doorice. The basic service includes re- compared with data for all homt
Baker, SAMS president, countered can bebelljust
situationas asgreat
it isin inthe ballotports on weekly audience — sep- in the station area; out-of-hon
with a statement that in 1944 marking, unless the interviewer
arately for dayareaandandnight
for the radio listening or TV viewin;
and 1945 BMB considered the per- resorts to prompting and then, of total station
for —indivdual
Special reports are also availabl
sonal interview method (which the course, the bars are down."
NCS
areas,
comprising
individual
for the Nielsen Cove
Nielsen organization is using in
Baker Comments
counties or more than 10,000 popu- ageCharges
are maximum hour
Admitting
that
mail
ballots
do
lation and groups of contiguous stationService
its survey) "and discarded it as
rates,
12 for radi
smaller counties; frequency of times four for times
being unsuitable
a measuring
TV, less operatir
gaps
in
the
respondent's
strument for a asnational
study in-of reflect
memory, Dr. Baker pointed out listening — six or seven times a allowance of $1,000.
Discounts
occasional listening to a sta- week, three to five times a week, allowed of 5-15% for prompt pu
station
coverage."
The Nielsen
blast was released that tion
shown by the Audimeter but one or two times a week; number chase, 15% for omission of con
concurrently with distribution of forgotten by the respondent would and per cent of radio homes and prehensive
features, 10% for pu
a brochure giving details of the not be accepted by the buyer as of TV homes in the station area; chase of NCS
No. 2 (to be mat
"circulation."
new
"Nielsen
Coverage
Service,"
first sales move of the new service
the station's
cover-an in either 1953 or 1954) and
"In the case of the two BMB a mapage showing
level
in
each
NCS
area;
following an abortive attempt to studies," he reported, "buyers and NCS area report, and a sales pro- for subscribers to other Nielse
services. Minimum station char;
achieve a merger Math SAMS. sellers alike have learned from
motion manual.
NBC, with whom the NCS study experience where this type of data
is $750; maximum is $20,000 f|
The cludescomprehensive
service
inwas worked out, is to date its only is useful and where it must be used
the entire basic service plus radio, $15,000 for TV.
subscriber, but Nielsen officials
are optimistic about winning widespread station support as well.
SAMS subscribers include CBS
Radio and some 400 stations.
Noting that the mail ballot
MUTUAL-WOR
BLUEPRINT
^
blueprint for the
technique "involves very serious EXECUTIVE
about 58% stock in- and engineering,
will continue
errors arising from the impossi- "combined operations" of Mutual stationsterestand
in Mutual — with responsi- vice president in charge of stati
bility of compiling a mailing list radio network and WOR-AM-FMbility
for
special
projects
including
relations
for
the
network.
that is a true sample of all U. S. TV New York under their new Gen- the TV film syndication operation
Julius
F.
Seebach
homes and the substantial differeral Tire & Rubber Co. ownership currently planned.
TV vice president Jr.,
in WOR-A
charge
ence in listening habits between
Friday. It is to beThe combined operations plan programming, will be in this po
families that reply and those which was completed
come effective immediately.
for Mutual and for WOR radio
was
worked
out
by
top-level
execuThe realignment, anticipated
fail to respond," Mr. Nielsen
Harvey Marlow will continue
including Mr. Fineshriber,
O'Neil, Execustated
third andfrom
equally
tivetives
Vice President
and charge
since General
Tire'sandacquisition
of programming for WO
seriousthat
error"a results
the control
of MBS
the WORof J. Glen
Taylor,
veteran
General
properties earlier this year, and Tire executive who was named a TV.James E. Wallen, secretary a
memory Family
loss among
respondents."
Interviews
generally regarded as forerunner
president of Thomas S. Lee treasurer of Mutual, also
He ectasserted
new NCS proj-of of reorganization of Mutual opera- vice
will avoid theundervaluation
tions along standard network lines, Enterprises a few weeks ago [B«T, handle account and administrate
has been con- operations
radio station coverage by use of puts MBS Executive Vice Presi- May 26]. Mr.centrating onTaylor
WOR Mutual
radio-TVv
Robert A.forSchmid,
dent William H. Fineshriber Jr. in
ordination the
project. combination-co- president
"personal interviews covering the
in
charge
of
advertisi
entire family"
and against
by checking
of the
combined MutualThe memorandum outlining the public relations and research, a
WOR radio
operations.
Audimeter
reports
inter- charge
Mutual-WOR executive roster will be in charge of advertisi]
Theodore C. Streibert, president new
views in the same households "to
was
circulated to network and sta- research, and public relations f
measure any shortage that may of the WOR stations, was not mention personnel late Friday, show- WOR-AM-TV.
remain (either for radio or for any
tioned in the memorandum detailAdolf N. Hult continues as v
ingFineshriber
assignments asto follows:
specific type of station) so that
ing the changes to Mutual and
Mr.
assume charge president in charge of sales :
appropriate adjustment factors WOR personnel.
of
Mutual-WOR
radio
operations.
Mutual.
-It
was
understood,
however,
that
mayDr. beBaker,
applied."
J. R. Poppele, vice president in William Crawfprd continues
in his reply, pointed he will work directly with MBS
out that the BMB committees President and Board Chairman charge of engineering for WOR sales manager of WOR radio.
and television, will be in
which rejected the personal inter- Thomas F. O'Neil in Thomas S. radio
R. C. Maddux WOR-AM-TV v
of engineering for Mutual president
view method as a proper tool to
Enterprises Inc. — General charge
in charge of sales, v
as
well
as the WOR stations.
use in measuring station coverage Lee
concentrate on WOR-TV sales, :
Tire's overall broadcasting properties,
including
Don
Lee
and
YanE.
M.
Johnson,
MBS
vice
presithroughout
the
land
"were
comkee Networks along with the WOR
sales manager.
posed of representatives of both
by Robert Mayo, WOR-r
dent in charge of station relations sisted
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'Drys' Take Offensive as Hearings Begin
3ACK OR
into the
English
lexicon by Rep. Gathings.
'M
of horror shows. "Long,
Rep. Gathings also alluded to im- dislike
AL
S'
(2) Establishment
of a National
QU
IR
;ame two pre- World
War
I words —IN
provements noticeable in TV pro- bony fingers come at you, with deep,
Citizens AdvisoryYBoard to act as
grams since the TV Code became mournful music," he intoned.
'hootchie-cootchie"
and
"shimmy"
—as a subcommittee of the House a "rallying point" for those con- effective March 1. Necklines are
Impact of such a cumulation of
cerned with program level. This higher, he said, calling attention to violence, Mr. Gathings emphasized,
Interstate & Foreign Commerce
was
on children. He admitted the
Committee opened its probe last was recommended by Lloyd Halvor- Dagmar's more modest exposure.
of the National Grange. This But, he said, he did not think the programs were seen at 10 p.m., but
week into "immoral" radio and TV son
declared
that many children and
is similar to the proposal of Sen. industry could police itself in the
programs.
The hearings, established by a William Benton (D-Conn.) whose long run. "Competition is keen and adolescents were still up at that
hour.
resolution sponsored by Rep. E. C. bill (S 1579) is before the Senate great
Statement by ReD. Arthur G.
Gathings (D-Ark.) [B*T, June 2, Interstate & Foreign Commerce he said.financial stakes are involved,"
March 24, 3, Feb. 11], which were Committee.
Other witnesses also expressed had
Klein
Gathings
an (D-N.Y.)
alternativethat~Mr.
to watching
such
held three mornings, saw a parade
All witnesses, as well as subcom- satisfaction with improvements in
mittee members, shied away from programs since the establishment programs: "Don't watch the damn
of witnesses made up mostly of
temperance leaders objecting to any suggestion of censorship or
thing Mr.at Gathings
all — turn theit observation
off," drew
the industry's TV Code.
beer, wine and liquor advertising legislation. There was some talk of Mr.
objection,of from
that such a statement was like sayof giving the FCC more power to however,Gathings'
and drinking scenes.
was to prime
the number
The subcommittee, chairmanned deal with so-called objectional ma- crime shows on the air. He cited
ing, "Don'tandbuyTV a are
TV essential
set."
"Radio
to
terial on the air.
Thursday night, when three of the
by Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.), reOnly witness who cited specific four TV outlets in Washington the American home, like the autojcessed last Thursday after complet- shows
mobile," he said.
in an original statement to showed crime shows, while the
ing the roster of congressional
Rep. Bryson, although mainly
fand civic witnesses. Only Rep. the subcommittee was Elizabeth fourth presented wrestling from
with alcoholic advertisf Gathings and Rep. Joseph R. A. Smart of the National Women's Chicago. He also expressed a strong concerned
ing on the air, cited his opposition
Christian
Temperance
Union.
PBryson (D-S. C), adherent of "dry"
It was Rep. Gathings who set the
f forces, were Capitol Hill witnesses.
toof programs
a "lack
reverencewhich
and depict
respect
for
tone of scrthe
hearings
when
he For
de- Not All 'Immoral'
Industry Will Testify
marital
bonds."
Some
programs,
i
b
e
d
o
n
e
act
of
a
You
Asked
ALL was not negative at last
I Resumption of the hearings in It program in which a young
he
said,
tend
to
discredit
marriage
I,another week or two is expected to woman in a grass skirt did the
week's hearings by the Harvows,
and dealmarriage
with domestic
unf,see industry witnesses take the "hootchie-cootchie" and ended it
happiness,
breakups,
ris Subcommittee
on "im[ stand to rebut impressions left
moral" radio and television
even
the
exchanging
of
wives.
He
programs.
Favoritemembers
programs
I with the subcommittee that radio- with a "shimmy"
also expressed the opinion that
with her while
hands bending
on the
of
subcommittee
and
\TV programs are replete with li- backward
European
films
on
TV
were
bad
for
behind her. In close proximity
witnesses were named as: Ed
i; centiousness, horror, crime, drink - floor
morals.
Sullivan, Ed Wynn, The
[ ingItandis believed
vulgarity. that NARTB offi- to her, Rep. Gathings said, was a
Root of programming evils is
Lone Ranger, Gangbusters,
young
man "thinlytheclad."
the concentration of the broadcastIn
describing
incident,
Mr.
Treasury Men in Action,
j cials will carry the ball for the Gathings held up his hands and deing industry in New York City,
Fred Waring, Herb Shriner.
(Continued on page 3U)
| industry.
representatives
murely wriggled his hips.
of networksWhether
or individual
stations
L will appear was not apparent at
the week's end. On Friday morning, thewasTV scheduled
Code Compliance
i■ mittee
to meet Comwith
t Rep. Harris and the subcommittee.
been answered FCC
similarly. a A"
on the complaints
Following the industry, the FCC PROMPT actionIDAT
LAIN
ES'promptedCOMP
Gael Sullivan,
Mr. Kef- TS
NBC denied time to Sen. Taft
is expected to tell its side of the ofCAND
Sens. Robert A. Taft (R-Ohio) auver's campaign manager, to say, earlier
in
the
week on the basis
story. It has already complied with and Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.) that "It is inconceivable how anyone at
radio-TV networks refused them CBS could be so politically naive that the General's homecoming was
Rep.
Harris'
request
by
furnishing
the subcommittee with a break- time equivalent to that given Gen. as to assume that this is a fact." of national interest and could be
down of program complaints.
Dwight D. Eisenhower was prom- Mr. Sullivan denounced radio-TV classified as deserving of legitimate
Only specific proposals as to
ised by the FCC last week. At coverage of the General's "first news coverage, and spokesmen explained that NBC coverage of Gen.
what Congress might do about the
end, the Commission was political speech" as "a product of
j level of morality in radio and TV week's
awaiting comments on the com- high-priced hucksters . . . dreamed Eisenhower's activity was only in
programs were:
proportion while
to that offered
plaints from ABC, CBS and NBC. up for the sole purpose of monopo- candidates
General other
was
i (1) Continuance of hearings by
lizing" broadcast time for one Re- still overseas. The thenetwork
Some observers thought the Comfurther
mission might act this week.
the subcommittee to permit objecpublican candidate.
Both Senators Taft and Kefauver
tions to be made to programs
ABC, reportedly asked by Sen. explained that it did not consider
violating good taste — recommended held that radio-TV coverage of the Taft for broadcast time Friday, Sen. Kefauver, a Democratic candidate, in direct competition with the
was
understood to have given a
General'ssequentAbilene
speech was
and ofsub-a negative
news conference
answer on the grounds General for the Republican nominapolitical nature and that they that "All we are doing for Gen. tion.
should have similar facilities Eisenhower is what previously we
First Political Speech
afforded them in accordance with have done for you and other candiWQXR New York, station of the
the mandate of Sec. 315 of the
New York Times, carried its first
Communications Act. Section 315
network pointed out that it speech
by a political
candidatewhen
for
provides that if licensees permit hadThegiven
free
AM-TV
coverage
the
Presidential
nomination
the use of their facilities to one dates."
the Senator's talk in Detroit it broadcast the Abilene speech
candidate, they must provide equal to
Oct. 15, prior to its adopting in Wednesday, and acceded to Sen.
time to all other candidates.
a policy of charging politirequest
First refusal of time was made January
cal candidates commercial fees, and Taft's The
stationforwillequivalent
broadcast aira
by CBS which denied requests for noted that Gen. Eisenhower had time.
talk
he
is
scheduled
to
before
facilities equal to those allotted not had "available to him compara- the National RepublicangiveClub
in
Gen. Eisenhower by answering that
ble
ABC
radio
and
television
time."
New
York
from
1:30-2
p.m.
EDT
it considered the Abilene address The network also pointed out that Thursday.
"a news event and not a political it had not granted the General's
coverage by major netspeech" and therefore did not feel request for television time, since it Radio-TV
works and many local stations
that the equal - time provision would have required line charges was almost
constant as Gen. Eisenapplied.
hower progressed through his
A similar CBS answer to Sen. ' not incurred by its Detroit coverage
Pentagon
press
conference
TuesKefauver, who had requested 30 of the Taft talk.
day, his Abilene speech
Wednesday
A request to ABC from Sen.
minutes of AM-TV time immedi- Kefauver
(Continued
on
page
36)
was
understood
to
have
Herblock in The Washington Post
ately following the General's talk,
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BAB AD DRIVE
MEET
Mapped at N. Y. Meet RTMA
Sarnoff To Be Honored
SPECIAL emphasis on radio coverage by stations and networks FIRST Medal of Honor awarded by
was
called foradvertising
in BAB's plans for Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. will
Program:
Gen.
Dwight
D.
Eisenhower's
speech
at
Abilene,
Kan.,
June
4,
7
p.m.
a
national
be presented to Brig. Gen. David
EDT;
live on ABC Radio, CBS-TV, NBC Radio and TV; delayed broadcast on to promote radio [B*T, campaign
June 2], Sarnoff, board chairman of RCA.
CBS Radio.
developed during a meeting of the at the 28th annual RTMA convenBAB advertising committee held
tion June 23-26 at the Palmer
House, Chicago.
DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER took his first excursion into politicking in New York Thursday.
The
award goes to Gen. Sarnoff
Radio advertising, it was noted,
by television last week under circumstances so technically amateurish
that they had a unique charm.
"for his outstanding contributions
will be supplemented with news- to
the advancement of the radioInsofar as appearances were concerned, his speech at Abilene could as
paper ads in major cities and space
trade magazines, accord- television industry."
well
have Fourth
been theof July
unseasonally
- in various
will be made during
ing to the committee, named to thePresentation
rainswept
oration *
annual RTMA banquet June 26.
work out themes and copy and to
doggedly delivered by the local
The
entertainment
program will
mayor to a drenched and dwindling
select media for the pro-radio
Rise Stevens, opera singer,
drive. Under the chairmanship of feature
crowd in any of thousands of small
who
will
appear
through
courtesy
Louis Hausman, administrative
and medium-sized U.S. communities.
vice president of CBS Radio, the of RCA and NBC.
Set, parts,
tube will
and meet
equip-in
advertising committee is working
As Gen. Eisenhower spoke,
manufacturers
Abilene townsfolk scuttled back
on the campaign in conjunction separatementsessions
during the four
and forth behind the platform,
with
BAB's
permanent
promotion
industry conference, according
committee, headed by Donald W. today James
where the speaker could not see
D. Secrest, RTMA gen
them but the television camera and
Thornburgh, president of WCAU
eral manager. Divisional memberseveral million in the audience
Philadelphia.
ship meetings will be followed by
could.
Members attending the Thurs- election of officers and directors
Applause was listless, for no
day session included Robert A. for the new fiscal year. Past of
assembly standing in mud with prepossessing.
vice president; Wil- ficers and directors of RTMA wil
rain running down its necks can
But despite the appearances, the Schmid,liam MBS
managing director be honored at a June 25 dinner
be expected to muster enthusiasm substance of the man came through. of WHDHMcGrath,Boston;
H. Preston with present officers and directors
Here
again
it
was
demonstrated
for
anything
but
an
end
to
its
disPeters,
president
of Free & Peters; as hosts.
comfort.
that television shows a man for Winslow Leighton,
president
John T. Koehler, chairman of
he is, no matter what his WSNY Schenectady; Edgar Ko-of
An unidentified but loutish func- what
surroundings.
the Renegotiation Board, will speak
tionary
stood
at
the
general's
side,
bak,
chairman
of
the
BAB
execuat the June 25 luncheon on admin
For all his military background
attempting periodically to pump
committee; William B. Ryan, istration
of renegotiation legisla
up audience excitement by wildly and its pomp and ceremony, Ike BAB tive
tion as it affects radio and elec
president,
and
Messrs.
Hausseems essentially an unassuming
clapping his hands.
man and Thornburgh.
tronic
manufacturers.
The RTMA
man.
He
seemed
more
than
ever
As for the general, he had, with- so at Abilene. He spoke clearly 'FREE' ADS
Government Relations Section ha:
in 24 hours, completed an astonish- and with purpose. He read unasked clarification of some probing
day belems of renegotiation.
falteringly. The flat, midwestern
fore hetransformation.
had worn his The
immaculate,
election involves 17 directors
was without theatrical effects
five-starred uniform to take leave voice
FTC Clearing Docket as The
but
neither
was
it
monotonic.
well
as chairmen of the five diof the Army. At Abilene on teleFEDERAL
TRADE
Commission
visions and executive committees,
Against
appalling
odds,
Ike
was
vision he stood bare-headed in impressive. He should wear well
The
board
of directors on the final
last week claimed it is "rapidly
the rain, wearing a nondescript on television.
day
will
chairman, five vice
slicker. The poor quality of the
clearing" its docket of "many 'free presidents,electa atreasurer
other
goods' cases" since deciding that association officers. RTMAand Presi
rain-blurred picture seemed to
the
word
"free"
should
be
banned
have aged him overnight.
dent
Glen
McDaniel
is
not
involved
from
advertising
claims
such
as
in
The appearances indeed were un- RED CROSS MEET
the Book-of-the-Month case.
in the election process since he is
CBC Plans World Airing
FTC said 33 firms have notified serving a three-year term. Robert
C. Sprague is current RTMA board
NBC SPOT SALES
HUNDREDS of news and actuality it that theycontinuehave
"voluntarily
chairman
and will preside at the
d use of the
word ... dis-in board
Div. Structure Completed programs will originate in 15
meeting.
languages at the 18th International advertising their products." Cases
President
McDaniel and Leslie
REORGANIZATION of the adver- Red
conference at Toronto are being settled administratively F. Muter, RTMA
tising and promotion division of July Cross
treasurer and co
throughmum ofcorrespondence
at
a
mini23
Aug.
9.
The
Canadian
expense, the commission chairman of the convention com
NBC's
National
Sales several
Dept., Broadcasting Corp. plans to proin progress
for Spot
the past
mittee,
will
make
reports to
vide broadcasting facilities for net- noted,tion from
asserting,
coopera- the membership their
months, has been completed,
at the closing
advertisers"This
is encouragThomas B. McFadden, department world. works and stations throughout the
luncheon.
Co-chairman
of
the com
ing. It means they are in accord mittee is Charles M. Hofman.
director, announced Thursday.
with
the
commission's
policy.
.
.
.
W.
John
Dunlop,
CBC
supervisor
Two separate advertising and of institutional broadcasts, will It also means that these cases will
promotion units, one each for radio head
have to be litigated and there
the radio committee for the not
and television, have been estab- conference.
co-ordinator will will be ... a saving of time and Alford Promoted
lished under the new plan, with be Richard H.RadioGluns.
Harold W. Shepard, manager of
ROBERT H. ALFORD, attorney
There
had agency,
been signs
of confusales development, advertising and
sion among
advertiser
and with the Renewal and Transfe:
money."
promotion for NBC Spot Sales, to Amateur Notice
Division
Broadcast chief
Bu
station circles over the word's use reau,
direct both units.
last ofweekFCC's
was appointed
in broadcast
tising claims and
[B*T,published
May 26].adver- of the Transfer Branch of that diSeymour Vail, whose writing- WARNING was issued by FCC
vision. He succeeds Walter Powell
research background includes serv- last week that amateurs seeking
who earlier had been promoted to
ice with two publishing houses, has extra class ratings must submit
division chief. Mr. Alford last week
joined NBC as manager of the spot sufficient evidence of their holding
radio advertising and promotion an amateur license prior to April Togio to L&N
also was promoted from captain
unit, while the corresponding posi- 1917. This must be in the form A THIRD new executive, Adolph to major in the reserve of the
tion for television has been as- of license documents, correspond- J. Togio, is to join the new Lennen Judge Advocate General Corps of
ence or sworn statement. Those & Newell agency, it was an- the Army. From December 1953
signed to the T.department's
Elliott who held
Eakin. Robert
Howard, formerly
such license prior to April
nounced last week (see earlier until April this year he was on
associated with WCAP Asbury 1917 and now hold a general class story, page 80). Mr. Togio, who military leave from FCC to serv
license
are
not
required
to
take
Park, N. J., and WCHU Charlottes- code test or written element in resigned as vice president of Wil- on active duty with the Army at
liam Esty & Co., New York, is to Fort Meade, Md. A 1940 graduats
ville, Va., will serve as spot radio
research supervisor, and the de- examination for the extra class become vice president, general of Harvard Law School, Mr. Almanager
rating,
comparable
to
advance
ford joined the FCC as an attorney
partment's Alan Ewald will han- class, FCC officials explained.
of L&N. and member of the board in 1945.
dle spot TV research.
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No Regulation
FCC Solicits Comments Sorry,
FCC
DOESN'Tbusiness.
regulate The
the
set repair
OPERATOR
RULES
Commission
put
out
a
public notice to that effect last
be permitted by the Commission technical installations or correcPROPOSALS operator
for changes
in FCC's with
transmitter
requirements,
respect to commercial broadtions not authorized to be done by
week eralafter
it learned
cast
stations.
instances
that radioin sevand
which would eliminate the enclass operator.
WTIP is a 250 w fulltime station a lower
TV home repair services have
gineering headaches of a substanNARTB originally had asked for
advertised such services or
on 1240 kc. WGNC is assigned the proposed changes to apply to
tial proportion
of theFM country's
AM stations
and many
outlets, 1450 kc with 250 w fulltime. Both stations of maximum power of 5
their service personnel as bewere issued by the Commission last outlets noted operating economies kw, but revised its request a forting "licensed explained
by FCC." itTheis
week.
Commission
would be possible while WTIP parnight ago to specify 10 kw.
"not
authorized
by law and
Requested in petitions filed
ticularly cited the "acute shortage
For about
a year
has with
perdoes not license persons to
earlier with the FCC by NARTB of operating
mitted stations
to FCC
operate
personnel."
[B*T, May 12, Feb. 4], the proengage instalthe
business ofradio
inthan a first-class operator at
In substance, NARTB's proposed less
ing or repairing
posals involve:
to the Commission's the transmitter for up to 120 days
and television home receiving
(1) Persons holding less than first amendments
operator
rules
would
authorize
reunder
emergency
conditions.
These
class radiotelephone operator permits
stricted operators to put a station temporary authorizations are
would be allowed to stand regular
off the air, keep the trans- cleared by FCC field engineering
transmitter watches at AM and FM on and mitter
log, make external tuning offices.
the revision.
restations
employing
non-directional
visions at that The
time proposed
would have
adjustments, make such other
antennas
and
operating
with
power
During World War II the Com- made operator
licenses more nearly
minor adjustments as may be reof 10 kw or less.
mission
similarly
relaxed
its
transquired as a result of primary power
mitter operator requirements but match the size of the station.
(2) Remote control of the transsupply variations and failures and this was terminated in 1946 when
NARTB's petition explained the
lowed. mit ers of such stations would be al- make replacement of only such de- the number of engineers available proposed
sets." changes would involve no
fective parts as tubes, fuses and returned to normal.
FCC did not specifically propose
degradation of the engineering
to make the operator requirement other components designed for
The Commission in 1948 proposed standards of any station and will
changes requested by NARTB, but simple plug-in replacement.
licensing re- permit many stations, particularly
The changes would require each to revise itsquireoperator
the notice of proposed rule-making
ments and held a hearing on those smaller stations in less
said information
the "Commission
believesin that
to employ a first-class man the matter, but declined to take densely-populated areas, to improve
the
contained
the tostation
be responsible for and make all positive action on the grounds that and expand their program service.
petition . . . raises questions of internal tuning adjustments, major insufficient
The(Continued
petition pointed
evidence had been preon pageout 92)the resufficient importance as to warrant repairs and overhauls and all other
sented by broadcasters to support
the institution at this time of rule
making proceedings looking toward
the possible adoption of amendments to the Commission's rules of
the nature discussed in the petigggt
%%
times that
figure. ^cggu,
tion."
NE in theRAD
RADIO ownership
state ofIO sus Bureau.HOMES
If adopted, observers noted, the MAI
Urban radio concentration, 97.8%
Because
of
lack
of
nearby
TV
Maine
had
reached
96%
when
the
practical effect of the changes
homes, was compared to 96.2% of
service, thePopu percentage of TV ofurban
would be to ease the staff and oper- 1950 decennial Census was taken, homes
and rural nonfarm homes,
lati. 1950 was low,
ating cost problems of virtually all with highest concentration of radio amounting
Total in toApril
94.6%
of the rural farm homes and
1.2%.
Highest
conlocal channel stations, a substantial homes reported in the city of South
93.9 % of rural nonfarm homes.
c
e
n
t
r
a
t
i
o
n
s
w
e
r
e
found
in
the
city
number of daytime-only outlets and
Sanford, 6.5%, and York County,
many other AM and FM stations. Portland, 99.5%. In the Portland of4.5%.
At the time the census was
urban area 98% of homes had taken, there
The statisticsunitsin this table
On First Class Operator
were fewer than five
are extracted from
a final reThe changes would not permit radios, according to Housing Census million 'sets in the nation whereas
port of the 1950 Census of
ownership
now
runs
over
three
stations to operate without any figures compiled by the U. S. CenHousing,
Series
H-A,
occupiedwill beNo.avail-19,
first class engineer, however, FCC
RADIO AND TELEVISION— 1950 U. S. CENSUS OF HOUSING— MAINE
for Maine,
which
officials pointed out. They only
able
in
about
six weeks from
TELEVISION
RADIO
would relax the requirement for a
the
Superintendent
With TV
ments,
Washington
25,ofD. DocuC, at
With
Radio
350
per
copy.
E
first-class
operator
to
personally
Area
attend a transmitter all the time
Statistics on distribution of
it is operating, as is necessary now,
the population in Maine are
and would permit remote control
1940
presented
in a final
report of
operation of certain transmitters.
the 1950 Census
of Population,
913,774 254,443 251,510 241,470 96.0 184,348 250,105 2,965 1.2
Inviting comments by Aug. 4,
dwelling
223,630
Series
P-A,
No.
19,
now
avail154,101
219,610
2,730
220,830
212,460
96.2
791,946
FCC outlined a number of ques- Urban
able from the atSuperintendent
472,000 Total
80,245 131,795
1,620
132,520
129,550
97.8
133,950
nonfarm
of Documents
15< a copy.
319,946
tions to which information pertain- Rural
73,856
87,815
1,110
88,310
82,910
93.9
89,680
Rural
farm
121,828
ing to the proposals is desired. Urban Places —
30,813 30,680 29,010 94.6 30,495 30,495 235
Descriptions
and are
mapspresented
of "urTwo of the questions touched on Auburn
banized areas"
23,134
6,600
97.8
in this report.
5,405 98.4
97.7
6,889 6,750
5,586
fulfillment of emergency operation Augusta
20,913
6,750
8,245
5,530
5,545
31,558
Statistics
on
characteristics
under the Conelrad plan (control of Bath
8,375 2,930 95.9 6,923 8,320
10,644 8,482
3,188 5,830
of the population in Maine are
20,836
5,730 98.4
98.3 4,349
3,055 11,170
electronic radiation to prevent Biddeford
Lewiston
5,823
2,514 11,350
3,055
11,350
11,372
presented
in a final
report of
5,830
40,974 23,108
22,835
Portland
8,568
22,375
98.0 18,096
Saco
enemy
planes
from
"homing"
on
the 1950 Census
of Population,
77,634
22,665
2,790
98.2
10,324
broadcast signals).
Sanford
(uninc.)
3,265
98.0
2,943
2,840
11,094 3,331 3,330 5,900 99.5 2,055 2,840
Series the
P-B, Superintendent
No. 19, availableof
Portland
21,866
from
In a separate action, the Com- South
3,330
98.3
18,287 5,987
5,930
3,951 5,905
5,030
5,050 4,965
Westbrook
mission waived provisions of its Waterville
Documents, at 35«> a copy. De3,390
98.1
5,053
12,284
3,712
3,506
Counties
s
c
r
i
p
t
i
o
n
s
Metro-in
rules and granted special tem- Androscoggin
3,455
2,708
politan Areasof Standard
are presented
97.6 17,657
255
1.1
porary authority to WTIP Charles- Aroostook
23,575 21,240
23,015 97.8
23,691 22,380
this
report.
23,570
83,594
94.9
140
0.6
14,031
21,810
96,039
22,524
ton, W. Va., to operate its trans- Cumberland
47,950 46,900
A Standard Metropolitan
169,201
34,977 47,695 445 0.9
mitter by remote control. At the Franklin
20,682 48,437
5,730 5,280 92.1
Area isent generally described as
5,720
96^8 4,266
5,824 22,740
9,940
32,105
same time, WGNC Gastonia, N. C, Hancock
Kennebec
7,501 22,730
22,950
22,010
9,785
a
county
con9,190
83,881
16,464
94.7
9,760
Perc tiguousorcountiesgroup
was granted special authority to Knox
28,121
with of
at least
Lincoln
8,837
18,004
6,704 11,680
8,730
8,270
5,345
94.1
5,390 11,215
one city of 50,000 or more. In
8,735
operate its transmitter by "remote Oxford
-1,541
5,467
93.1
12,027
44,221
11,920
96.6
5,020
26,915
3,859
Pennobscot
21,146
103,198
New England, it is defined on
27,860 5,115 95.5
supervision," that is, by a re95.0 9,047 27,725 30 0.6
18,617 28,336
acounty
town basis.
or city rather than
stricted-permit operator who would Sagadahoc
5,420 5,355 10,270
5,340 25
4,558
92.4 4,156
20,91
1 11,359
11,090
0.4
5,735
60
0.5
Somerset
39,785
be under the supervision of a first- Waldo
6,159
11,120
6,040
8,279
35
0.6
Percent
21,687
6,050
6,225
An
urbanized
area contains
80
0.8
10,330
class operator located at the trans- Washington
6,311
10,395 10,355
94.5
35,187 26,766
6,220 25,735
at least one city of 50,000 or
97^6 19,340
York
4,547
7,816 26,305 1,195 4.5
26,355
more and includes surrounding
not available
for5,875
distant. mit er of WGNC-FM, seven miles Standard Metropolitan Area figures
9,6851940.
closely settled incorporated and
* Not available or not comparable.
Both special authorizations are
unincorporated areas.
reported the first of their kind to SOURCE: Bureau of the Census, Department of Commerce, Washington 25, D. C.
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Radio, TV Units Set
NARTB BOARDS
Meetings This Week
XARTB'S two boards of directors — Radio Board and Television Board —
will hold separate meetings this week to take up financial, membership
and related problems.
The Television Board meets Monday (today) and Tuesday at The
Homestead,
Springs,the Va.
This advertisers
★ and media.
board
last metHot during
NARTB
convention in Chicago March 31Both radio and TV groups are
April 2.
scheduled to consider the question
The Radio Board meets Thurs- of NARTB membership and study
day-Friday at NARTB headquar- results of the new combination
ters in Washington, first meeting dues plan under which discounts
since the two boards met jointly are given for stations under common ownership. Both boards will
at Bandera, Tex., in mid-February.
Appointment
of two board
com- review progress of the "Register
mittees was announced
last week
and Vote" campaign sponsored
with American Heritage
by President Harold E. Fellows. jointly
They will handle arrangements for Foundation.
the 1953 NARTB convention in
Financial problems will be taken
Los Angeles and problems dealing up by the boards. The TV Div. of
with association by-laws.
NARTB operates with an autonomous budget aside from the basic
Clair R. McCollough, WGAL
Lancaster, Pa., was appointed 865,000 payment
made to
ason for overhead.
Boththeradio
chairman of the special conven- and TV sociatibudgets,
approved in
tion committee. Size of this committeeboth
has been
in- February for the fiscal year which
clude
boardexpanded
membersto and
started April 1, are on a threebroadcasters not now on the board. month basis.
The group will meet June 24 at the
A report on the operation of the
Palmer House, Chicago, to start Television Code will be made to
work on arrangements for the 1953 .the TV Board by the Television
meeting.
Code Review Board headed by John
E. Fetzer, WKZO-TV Kalamazoo.
Serving with Chairman McCol- The
body met last Thursday
lough are Hugh Terry, KLZ Den- and code
Friday in Washington (see
ver; Albert D. Johnson, KOY
Phoenix; Calvin J. Smith, KFAC story page 5).
Both radio and TV directors will
Los Angeles;
Howard Lane,
shall Field stations;
Henry MarW.
legislative reviews sumSlavick, WMC Memphis; Jack be given
ming up current Washington develHarris, KPRC Houston. Mr. Lane
opments (see radio-TV probe story
is a tion
pastcommittee.
chairman of the conven- page 27).
The radio group will hear reports
on work of special committees hanBy-Laws Committee
dling the effort to secure amendThe by-laws committee, comprisment of FCC rules covering traning board members, again is headed
scription identification and relaxby A. D. Willard Jr., WGAC
ing of rules covering first-class
Augusta, Ga. Leonard Kapner, operators
and remote operation of
WCAE Pittsburgh, was re-ap- transmitters (see remote .story
pointed. New members are Merrill page 29).
Lindsay, WSOY Decatur, 111.;
Robert D. Swezey, WDSU New
Orleans; Kenneth Carter, WAAM SUN GLASS SPOTS
(TV) Baltimore.
Station Free Time Asked
NARTB's Radio Board will cope
PACKET
of "spot announcements"
with
TV's
inroads
on
listening
and
the sagging trend in network AM for free broadcast has been received by stations from the public
rates. The association's AM Com- information
department of Sun
mit e at a May 22 meeting [B«T, Glass Institute,
511 Fifth Ave.,
May 26] adopted a resolution call- New
York.
ing for one of the most fundamental research jobs in recent
"As Institute
a public has
service
Sun
put the
together
radio history. Richard Allerton, Glass
NARTB director of research, will the following brief spot announceconduct a study of radio station
ments with particular reference to
operations to find out why some
stations are advised.
stations are successful and others motorists,"
Obviously pleased with its public
are not. Preliminary studies show service
approach, the Institute
radio is priced too low in most adds, "You will be performing a
markets, according to Mr. Allerton. public service by bringing these
Paul W. Morency, chairman of facts to the attention of thousands
the All-Radio Affiliates Committee, who may be gambling with their
will
repoi'tanon Advertising
work of thatResearch
group,
including
safety."
It'sannouncement,
especially timely
Foundation study of audience meas- the
accordingto tocarry
the
urement services. This study is Institute,
"with
warm
sunny
designed to show the value of each
upon us." Without being
type of measurement service, with weather
weaknesses and limitations delin- obviously commercial about it, the
Institute
warns, "Scientists and eye
eated. Edgar Kobak, WTWA
Thomson, Ga., an NARTB radio specialists have been warning the
public
to
use care in safeguarding
director, is president of ARF,
which is supported by agencies, their eyes from too much sun."
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ANTI-CENSORSHIP
Johnston Urges Media Unity
ERIC tionJOHNSTON,
MoPicture Assn. of president,
America, last
week called for all media to present
a united
front against encroachments of censorship.
The MPAA president warned
that when one medium is threatened
by Mr.
censorship,
are threatened.
Johnstonall spoke
Wednesday
before some 130 newspaper editors
and motion picture representatives
at theIndustry
Hartford Symposium,
Times' MotionheldPic-at ,
ture
the Times Tower atop Talcott Mt.
near Hartford. The Hartford
Times is licensee of WTHT Hartford. Mr. Johnston said:
Mr. McCOLLOUGH
The screen
has been Just
fighting for
freedom
expression.
. . . chairman of special
won aofmagnificent,
though recently
not yet
convention committee wecomplete,
victory
in
the
Supreme
of the U.picture
S. Theis entitled
Court saidto the
thatCourt
the
motion
speech
and free press guaranties of free
the
Constitution.
RACING NEWS
In linepreme Court
withhasthiscut principle,
the
Suaway some
of the
Radio-TV Not in WU Order shackles
ofkeepmotion
picture
censorship.
We
shall
on and
fighting
until
the aslasta
TRANSMISSION of racing news matter
knot
is
slashed,
the
screen,
constitutional
right, enjoys
to radio and TV stations will not the sameofliberties
and freedoms
as the
be affected under provisions of
Western
Union's
proposed
tariff
Leveling a criticism at newsrevision, which was described last press.
papers in general, Mr. Johnston
week in a day-and-a-half hearing
before FCC Hearing Examiner remindedtimes, Iwant
his audience
that,we"Someto tell you,
have
Fanney N. Litvin.
FCC itself, however, has been felt pretty lonely in our fight for
We haven't
had
studying race broadcasts with freedom.
help. always
Sometimes,
respect to their possible use in an awful lot offound
that the press
illegal gambling and has designated —evenwithwe itshavechampionship
belt tight
for hearing the licenses of 16 sta- around its middle — has been
tions [B*T, May 26, March 3].
f
e
r
e
n
t
t
o
what
has
happened
toindifthe
Western Union told the Com- screen.
mis ion itseeks to further restrict
"I'm confident, though," he addthe people it may serve with racing
wires to prevent illegal use of the
ed, "that day is just about over.
legitimate n«ws information. The I think the press realizes that when
new tariff would permit the leasing one medium of expression is atof such facilities only to radio and
tacked, it's a knockout punch to
TV stations, to press associations
Driving home this point, the
and to publications and newspapers
having second-class mailing privi- them
MPAA all."president
"It's a
knockout
punch to declared,
us all whenever
leges.
censors a motion picture.
In the past, Western Union ex- a state
"It's
a
knockout
punch
to
us all
plained, it has been possible for
a certain subscriber to qualify as a whenever government seeks to
censor
radio
or
television.
"news service" and to order
"It's a knockout punch to us all
"drops"
in pool
rooms and
unidentified
locations.
In other
such
a medium of the press —
cases, Western Union would not when
and booksinquisition.
— must answer
know how the information was be- magazines
to a congressional
ing employed, it maintained.
"If
any
one
of
us
sits back and
"While transmission over leased
serious threats to freewire facilities is by the subscriber allows domthese
of expression to go unchaland not the telegraph company,"
the victimswarned,
— and "all
the
Western Union's Walter Seming- of us willlengedbe," Mr. Johnston
whole
structure
of
our
basic
libersen
told
FCC,
"Western
Union
ties will be endangered.
does not undertake to censor the
information transmitted. However,
"We should all put on our gloves
under the existing tariff ... all and get into this fight," he declared.
lessees must agree that facilities
will not be used for any illegal FTC Cites Firm
purpose. The company promptly
discontinues service if it receives
KATZ and Louis Ginsnotice from a recognized law en- HYMAN
berg, trading as Penn Upholstering
forcement agency that the service Co., Baltimore,
are charged in a
is FCC
being has
used not
contrary
law."
Federal Trade Commission combeen toconcerned
plaint
with
misrepresenting
the
with race information broadcasts
and
valueandof the
their materials
reupholas such, but only with respect to quality
stering
work
the rapidity with which race they use. Firm is said to have
results are aired and the amount
its work
of detail given, i.e., betting odds, falsely
andrepresented
TV commercials
as wellin
track conditions, scratches, and radio
as in other media. Hearing was
jockey changes.
set for Washington, July 10.
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WHO
Gentlemen :
I want topreciatiexpress
thanks years
and ap-of
on for the lastmy several
public service that you have given to the
general
public and also to motoring public in general.
Many times in the past, your news as
to the weather and complete road conditions has altered
way travel.
My onlyourhopecourse
is thatof inhighthe
near future, other states might follow
in your path to help in so complete a
safetyportsmeasure.
weather
regiven out by Regular
most stations
are not
enough to be of much help when over
the road truck traffic is depending on
positive conditions. You will probably
never hear of it, but your station has
saved the Trucking Industry many
thousandsditions report.
of dollars by its road conI, for one, was delayed in a nearby
state forways.twoBeforedays
becauseI had
of icytriedhigh-to
starting
contact local police and newspapers for
weather conditions and with little success. The WHO
report was,
I could
not reach
as wecolder.
were too
far
away. If I could have reached your
station, I could have altered my route
and would not have had any additional
mileage.
madeDakota
a triplastintowinter
the
snow
area I ofalsoSouth
onreport.
the strength of your station's weather
There are more motorists who depend
on WHO for their news and road conditions than from any other source. I,
for
am very
for having
Iowaone,station
thatgrateful
is interested
in thean
safety of its motoring public.
J. E. McCuLLOUGH
McCullough Transfer Co.
Mt. Pleasant, Iowa
Dear Mr. Woods :
in making
possiblein
forYour
somecourtesy
movie scenes
to beit taken
the WHO studio was greatly appreciated. It was a joy to work with you
and members
who cooperated sofineofin your
makingstaff
arrangements
for
this
filming
as
well
as
participating
in it.
When the first contact was made with
you it was not our intention to spend so
much time in your studio. However, it
did mean
a great deal
the folks fromas
the
International
Filmto Foundation
well as for the other participants to be
able
other sequence of the
class toalsotakein thethe studio.
Thanks so much for your help and
ever tobe call
of assistance
to you
doif wenot may
hesitate
on the Extension
Service.
Sincerely yours,
Louise M. Rosenfeld
Assistant Director
Cooperative
State of IowaExtension Work

Gentlemen :
I wish to extend to you the thanks of
our
for community
our school for
and your
also announcements
for the Lions
Club. It is a wonderful service. Your
coverage is nearly 100% here.
We heard noyou
say howin those
many few
anuncements you made
days.
Would you mind sending me
that number?
Thanks so much.Yours,
L. R. Welker
Pres.,
Board,
and alsoMurray
Lions School
Club Member
Murray, Iowa
Dear Sir:
Thank derful
you cooperation
very much
for your wonin scheduling
our
spot announcements.
It is only through such a program
that we can hope to compile the statistics
necessary
work —sclerosis.
to find
the
cause toandcarry
cure onof our
multiple
Your valued assistance in helping us
achieve our aim Cordially,
is sincerely appreciated.
Cornelius H. Traeger, M.D.
Medical Director
National Multiple Sclerosis Society
New York, N.Y.

Dear Mr. Woods :
We want to thank WHO for the fine
cooperation in presenting the Quiz Kids
program on Saturday, March 11. We
have heard many excellent comments
about this program. We hope that it
measured up to your professional
standards.
The children seemed to enjoy themselves and we felt that they were repoised. Allwetheworked
WHO were
personnelmarkably
with whom
most cooperative.
Thank you again for the opportunity
that you gave us to show our interest in
handicapped children and to demonstrate
Yours sincerely,
their ability.
Mrs." Dorothy
Phillips
Executive
Director
Society
for
Crippled
Children
and Adults, Inc.
Des Moines, Iowa
Gentlemen :
I greatly appreciate your broadcasting
the programshould
"The Newan important
Frontier." factor
Such
programs
in the effort to beeliminate
prejudice. I
hope that theyYours
may sincerely,
continue.
Erma X. Anderson
Des Moines, Iowa

^^pnotch time buyers
times makes them too
them forget that what
listeners — confidence —

have told us their work some"statistical" — sometimes makes
they're really trying to buy is
friends.

Out here at WHO, we've created millions of friends
who know we have earned their confidence. Our mailbags prove it. So do our advertisers' sales records,
month after month and year after year. ...

WIHI®
*/or Iowa PLUS +
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
FREE & PETERS, INC., National Representatives

For Posterity
A RADIO transcription was
among memorabilia of 1952
to be included in a sealed
metal box placed in the
cornerstone of the new $275,000 administration building
at the Port of Seattle's Fishermen's Terminal. Transcription so honored was of
an interview by W. B. Heil,
KOMOPuller.
Seattle's
Old
Boat
The The
Old Boat
Puller is aired six days weekly and directed at Puget
Sound area commercial fishermen.
Spot Costs Down
(Continued from page 23)
magazines and the increased milline rates of newspapers on the
basis of circulation without considering readership, but when he came
to figure radio costs he introduced
a new element — listenership — the
parallel to which he did not apply
to NARTSR
the print commented
media." that while
"print media are bought on circulation, with minor after-measurement," broadcast media are purchased on "thesetscirculation
lent of radio
and radio equivahomes,
plus audience measurement for
each
quarter-hour,
each
program,
announcement, station break. The
measurement beyond circulation in
broadcasting is there, even though
it is universally admitted that the
ratings underestimate the real listening audience."
Secondary set listening, out-ofhome listening, portable sets, auto
sets, store sets, etc., not covered
adequately by ratings, are all
pluses for spot radio, NARTSR
noted.
The increase in spot radio time
sales from $45.7 million in 1941 to
$134 million in 1951 enabled station operators to absorb increased
operating costs instead of passing
all of them along in increased rates,
givingdium advertisers
using unit
this costs
methe benefit of lower
produced by the increased volume

CHART I
PER ORM DECREASE
PER CENT COST
INCREASE
MILLINE RATE - SUNDAY NEWSPAPERSMILLINE RATE - MORNING NEWSPAPERSMAGAZINES - BLACK & WHITE PAGE
MILLINE RATE - EVENING NEWSPAPERS-

Source:
Magazines
BureauBook 1951
Newspapers —— Magazine
Editor and Advertising
Publisher Year
Radio — Statistical
TabulatingMagazine
Company estimate
compilation
of matched
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING
of radio
sets andsample
families.93 stations'
of spot
ed out. business, NARTSR pointThe data in the accompanying
charts and tables should make the
advertiser "quite happy," NARTSR
concluded.
sages in all"His
mediaadvertising
cost less mes
than the per cent increase in significant
economic fields, so the advertiser
is able to buy his advertising in
any one of these three major
media at a price that represents in
two of them only a fraction of the
general increase in commodity and
other prices, and in the third (spot
radio) at an actual decrease."

TABLE I
SPOT RADIO
1951
1941
Class
A,SetsAnnouncement
Rate56,000,000
$16.27 103,250,000(2)
$22.14 + 36.1(1)
Radio
in
Use
45,850,000(2)
Numbersetsof inRadio
Families
29,700,000
20,000,000(2) + 84.3
Auto
use
(3)
8,500,000
54.4
Estimated sales radio sets 1952
+ 135.2
Thedirect93 stations
in theto the
sampletotalwerenumber
selectedof9,000,000
by power inandthe location
inStates.
proportion
stations
However,
more
network affiliates.
affiliates are used in compilationUnited
prop
o
r
t
i
o
n
a
t
e
l
y
t
h
a
n
non-network
(1) Half
— RateHourincreases
ClassHour
A time16.3%.segments; One Hour 12.8%;
13.3%;other
Quarter
(2)(3) —— BROADCASTING
Included in Total Yearbook.
Sets in Use.
TABLE III
NEWSPAPERS
Rate
ofNumber
Papers Milline
1941
Morning
$38,134
377
3.55
Evening
90,939
$2.31
2.07
Sunday
69,284
1951Increase
over 1941
21.2%
1951
2.80
Moming
14.4%
82,799
4.06
22.7%
Evening
167,452
Sunday
129,827
Source: Editor and Publisher Yearbook 1951. 2.54
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NFL Suit Delay Seen
THE NATIONAL Football League
trial, scheduled for June 16 in
Federal Court at Philadelphia, may
be postponed a week. The league
is charged with violating the Sherman Anti-Trust act by curtailing
telecasts and broadcasts of its
games. U. S. District Court Judge
Allan K. Grim indicated at a pretrial conference with attorneys
that the trial date might be delayed because of a civil suit now
in its third week in his court.

BAN RESOLUTION
Senate Action Unlikely
ASSURANCES that the resolution
banning radio microphones and TV
cameras from open Senate committee hearings [B»T, May 26] would
not be mittee
pressed
Rulesby Comwas giveninlastthe week
Sen.
CarlIn Hayden
(D-Ariz.).
a conference with NARTB
Government Relations Director
Ralph
chairman said
of thehe
Senate Hardy,
Rules the
Committee
doubted whether anything could be
done on the resolution since adjournment was only a month away.
He expressed the belief that a
more favorable time for consideration of the resolution might be in
the new Congress next year. At
that time, he said, if the Rules Comdecided to give the
the ban
seriousmitteeconsideration,
industry
would have full and fair hearing.
The resolution has been referred
to the Subcommittee on Rules.
Members are Sens. Hayden, A. S.
Mike Monroney (D-Wyo.) and Margaret Chase Smith (R-Me.)
Sen. McCarran's resolution would
ban radio, TV, electrical recording
instruments and still photographers
from Senate public hearings. It
would accomplish this by adding a
new rule to the Senate standing
rules, providing
that noradio,Senate
committee
could permit
TV,
recordings or photographs to be
made in the room in which the
committee meetings were taking

place.
RWG STRIKE
May Be at Convention Time
RADIO WRITERS Guild, which
has been waiting since its network
contracts expired Oct. 1 to settle
news writers' grievances, may wait
a few weeks longer to call its strike
at a time when the networks would
be hardest hit: During national
political conventions in July, when
news writers will be at a premium.
The union, which had voted to
strike some weeks ago and had
received strike approval from its
parent, Authors' League of Amer
ica, reported last week that a
TABLE II
strategy meeting — between its
MAGA2INES
strategy
to beandheldstrike
late committees
in the week.—
Black and White Cost Per was
No. of
This follows the return of Ira
Circulation
Magazines
Page
Rate
45
Marion, eastern region vice presi61,623,500 $154,469
79,658,600
237,324 2.51
2.98
dent, fromcoast
Hollywood
conferences
Increase
Cost Per Thousand
18.7% with west
and central
RWG
Advertising Bureau.
unit representatives. Mr. Marion
reported only that his union was
trying
arrangewalking
"a tight
schedule"to before
out. time
TABLEJulyIV
Federal mediation, which has
July
Economic FactorsAdvertising
Affecting Cost
continued
in spite
of the
vote
to strike
against
NBC,union's
CBS
MediaPer Thousand For
Bureau =of 100)
Labor Statistics 1951
and ABC, has not made much progPerIncrease
Cent
ress in seeking commercial fees
1941
for network staff newswriters.
179.5
88.8
102.
186.0
All Commodities
argues
thatnotits only
members
de84.7
119.6 Union serve
increases,
because
Foods Price Index —
Consumers
January
other unions have been granted
All Items
January
105.3
185.5
76.2 them, but because more and more
1941
1951
44,167,000
Total
Families
24.5 staffers are working on new radio
35,462,000
Average
Disposable
which combine narIncome Per Family
94.6 documentaries
ration and tape recorded segments.
$4,995 BROADCASTING
$2,566
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Like

onions

go

with

hamburgers

That's how profitable advertising goes with W-I-T-H in Baltimore! And how the
local merchants do know it! W-I-T-H regularly carries the advertising of twice as many of
them as any other station in town.
Here's why: W-I-T-H delivers more listeners-per-dollar than any other radio or TV station
in Baltimore. And this BIG audience, at such LOW rates, produces low-cost results!
W-I-T-H can do it for you too. Get in on this natural combination — low-cost, resultful
advertising and W-I-T-H. Your Forjoe man will give you all the details.

IN BALTIMORE
TOM TINS LEY, PRESIDENT

ROADCASTING

• Telecasting

•

REPRESENTED BY FORJOE AND COMPANY
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First or Second in

Quarter Hours
Between 6 a.m. and 7p.m.
WFBR "HOME-GROWN"
SHOWS OUTSTANDING
IN AUDIENCE AND
RESPONSE!
Looking for a place to put
your minute spots in Baltimore? Pick the WFBR
' ' home-growns' ' — outstanding participation shows! For
instance:
Completely outclasses its
field— No. 1 show of its kind!
MELODY BALLROOM
Top-rated
in Baltimore!disc jockey show
NELSON BAKER SHOW
1st in its time period!
EVERY WOMAN'S HOUR
Top-rated 30 - minute
woman's show!
SHOPPIN FUN
Top locally produced show
in its period!
MORNING IN MARYLAND
Misses being tops for 3 -hour
period by a fraction!
Buy where the top shows
are — buy on . . .
'Jan.-Feb. 1952
Pulte Report

ABC NETWORK
5000 WATTS IN BALTIMORE, MD.
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'Morals7
Inquiry
(Continued
from Hears
page 27)'Drys'
ABC radio commentator Paul Har- Miss Smart pointed the finger of
vey told the subcommittee. The
Pick Temple's Cowlow level of radio and TV programs distasteboy were
Playhouse, on WTOP - TV
is due to the fact that performers, Washington; Ken Murray Show on
particularly comedians, reflect the CBS-TV (sponsored by Anheuserof Ivy on NBC radio
"bawdy night life" environment of Busch) ; Hallsby Schlitz).
Broadway and "Manhattan studio (sponsored
Appearing in behalf of dry forces
audiences,"
he charged.
As to newscasts,
he referred to in addition to Miss Smart, were:
Dr. J. Raymond Schmidt, Internaan
"independent"
1944
survey
of
38
tional Order of Good Templars and
radio commentators showing that
National Civic League; C. S. Longonly five could be considered of acre,
Temperance Society;
right wing persuasion and that Lloyd National
Halvorson, National Grange; MRS. JAY D. WHITHAM, el
only one newscast originated west
of the Hudson or Potomac Rivers. Bishop Wilbur E. Hammaker, Nassau County Chapter Canteen ServHe declined to discuss individual Methodist Church.
ice, American Red Cross, supervise
commentators, but referred to
In essence, testimony of the while George Ball, public affairs director, WHLI-AM-FM Hempstead, L. I.,
them as "night club and Greenwich "dry" witnesses was reminiscent of
on the Johnson-Case and Paul Godofsky, WHLI president
Village
commentators."
Mr. Harvey,
who is on the ABC the hearings
held by the Senate Interstate general manager, mix cake batter
radio network five days a week bill
and Foreign Commerce Committee WHLI presented the cake June 5,
(1-1:15 p.m.) and on Sunday earlier this year [B*T, Feb. 11, 4]. the chapter's 35th anniversary. In
nights (10-10:15 p.m.) originating That bill, which would have barred addition,
June 5 was WHLI "Blood
in Chicago, cited The Thin Man liquor ads from the airwaves, was
Day. More than 14 hour:
series which, he said, made him killed by a 7 to 6 committee vote. ofFor-Korea"
air-time
were to be devoted by
blush even in front of his wife.
Most of the witnesses had appeared WHLI Monday to the blood campaign
"The subtleties and varying de- before the Senate committee in
gre s of purple humor," Mr. Har- favor of the bill.
Scheduled as a witness was ALBERT D. LASKER
said, "areto inspire
rarely sufficient
singlevey cases
a housewifein George
of thebutNa-he
tionalLewis,
Assn. of director
Gagwriters,
in Colorado to object."
Pioneer Agency Owner Dies
Defends Home Town
was
not
present
when
called.
In a
D. LASKER, 72, retiree
Mr. Harvey's references to the news release about his scheduled ALBERT
head and principal owner of th
pernicious influence of New York appearance, NAG said it was cam- former
Lord
& Thomas agenc
roused fenseRep.
Klein tocity.
a spirited
dening to raise
the declared
standardsthatof (now Foote, Cone
& Belding), anc
of his native
Most New
humor in paigthe
U. S.,
co-founder
with
his wife of the
Yorkers, he said, were as provin- the
probe
"will
focus
attention
on
Albert
and
Mary
Lasker Foundathe
decline
of
comedians
and
the
cial, as residents of other areas,
tion for Educational Medical Reneed for training grounds for new
and were
in, corrupsearch, died in New York May 30
tion and sexnot assteeped
intimated
by Mr.
of cancer.
Harvey. Most studio audiences are
Active in questioning of witMr. Lasker. was born May 1
filled with people from out of town,
nesses were Reps. Klein, who seem- 1880,
in Freiburg, Germany, oi
he said. When Rep. J. Edgar
ingly defended the general level of American
Chenoweth (R-Col.) remarked that ones."
radio-TV programs; Chenoweth, at the time.parents touring Europe
New York could not be considered who
inquiring for details of
In 1898 he went to work foi
part of America, he drew a heated what kept
witnesses described as objec- Lord
rejoinder from Rep. Klein.
Thomas at $10 a week
tionable
material, and Joseph P. Twelve& years
Strongest objection to beer and O'Hara (R-Minn.),
later he owned the
questioned agency. The period
wine advertising was presented by whether Congress who
from his first
could
constituMiss Smart. She documented her
censor programs. Other employment to his retirement sav
statement with a review of one members tionally
the
firm's
annual
billings
rise fron
of the seven-man subcomafternoon and evening of viewing
mit e are Reps. Homer Thornberry $800,000 to $50 million.
of WNBW (TV), the NBC station (D-Tex.),
Mr.
Lasker
retired
in
1942
whei
Harmar D. Denny Jr. he dissolved the firm and turne
in Washington.
and F. Ertel Carlyle the
Excerpts of her comments on (R-Pa.)
over to his subord
(D-N. C). Mr. Carlyle was absent nates,business
what she saw follow:
who continued it under th
last week's
sessions.
out. . with
a rather
good playof during
name of Foote, Cone & Belding
Reference
to
the
Milton
Berle
attheIt4 started
p.m.
.
but
the
background
an alleged
murderdeaths.
. . . skit of several weeks ago where
The Lasker Foundation was es
bringsstoryin isquestion
of mercy
tablished in 1943. One of its pr
at 5:15
"Gabby
HayesdealShow,"
school
children's
oath
of allegiance
aThen
western
— andthemost
westerns
with to
mary
concerns has been cance
the
flag
was
alleged
to
have
scenes of violence
. .then
. followed
"Howdy
been burlesqued was characterised research.
Doody"
. . andshooting
"Themore
Range
Busters" le—n.ce. more
and
vioMr.
was married thre
At 6:50 there was an ad for by
Rep. Denny as "destroying the times. Lasker
His first wife, Florenc
Gunther's
"We're
ing a partyDry
— howBeerabout. . .you.
Yes, havyou sacredness of American institu- Flora
Warner, died in 1936. Tw
can
glass, after toglass,
Note enjoy
the suggestion
drinkafterto glass."
excess
In answer to an avowal of irrita- years later he married actres
.shortly.
. . "Kukla,
Fran very
& Ollie"
followed
Doris Kenyon Sills Hopkins. The
Then some
low necklines
tion
by
Rep.
O'Hara
at
a
large
onalmost
the "Willis
Show," dropped
tions." of advertising on the air, were divorced in 1939. His thir<
the Conover
shoulders.
Shorea amount
Rep. Gathings answered that he marriage in 1940 was to Mrs. Mar
and
a off
plunging
neckline.Dinah
At 8:15
never felt irritated because he real- Woodard Reinhardt, who survives
repetition
of "Go,Groucho
Get Gunther."
Some
cigarette
ads.
Marx,
in
"You
ized that a sponsor was necessary Other survivors include three chi!
Bet YourwhoLife,"
questioning
a chaser"
young to bring
program into his living dren by his first marriage.
woman
says
she's
a
"skip
(meaning a person who pursues delin- room. Inthefact,
he said, he "appredebtors).fine.
He remarks,
teaser.quentThat's
I'm tired"Aof stripthis
ciated"
the
fact that the sponsor
namby-pamby
stuff." chasing
At 8:30, and
"Treaswas bringing his favorite programs Jack Parker Resigns
ury Menearthining astill.Action"
unliving room.
At 9 o'clocka jewel
some more
police action uncovering
rob- intoRep.his Harris
appeared perturbed JACK PARKER, vice presider
bery. Laternapping.onThen "Private
Eye"
and kid-a
"Foreign
Intrigue,"
and general manager licensee
of Sagina^c
thriller atchase
.favorite
. ., by tavern,
Ballentine's.
"If at newspaper reports which implied Broadcasting
you're
your
order
up.
a burlesque aura to the hearings. WSAM Saginaw,Co.,Mich.,
Iftheyou're
at
home
get
a
bottle
out
of
has re
He
also
warned
the
broadcasting
refrigerator."
The
thebeerfor-to
eign correspondent,
drinkstohero,dothe likewise.
signed, according to Milton Greene
industry
encourage
the audience
seriously. to take the hearings baum,
president.
Mr.
Parker
Among other programs at which
to enter the agency field. plar
ROADCASTING
• Teleca:

When a station is so programmed that the listener is assured 'of high type, diverting and diversified programming, suitable for the listening of every
age and interest, the listener acquires confidence in,
and respect for the station.
This confidence is carried over into a confidence
in the products and services advertised on the station.
That this confidence rings cash registers is verified by the advertisers on WREC. Won't you ask
them?
And, remember, — WREC costs 10.1% less
than in 1946, and has the highest Hooper rating in
Memphis.

AFFILIATED WITH CBS, 600 KC, 5000 WATTS
MEMPHIS

REPRESENTED

NO.

1 STATION

BY THE KATZ

AGENCY
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CBS Radio Sells $1 Vi Millions
(Continued from page 25)
probably starting the first week in had indicated they would participate. With three weeks yet to go
July, through Foote, Cone & Belding, New York, while Sonotone before the meeting, they appeared
Corp. was said to be negotiating confident that virtually the entire
for a daytime show (perhaps in the roster of CBS Radio affiliates would
Arthur Godfrey Time segments be on hand. Officials of about half a
open and not taken by Frigidaire). dozen stations have indicated they
be on hand, owing to other
Quaker Oats was reported schedul- cannot
ing a 3:50-4 p.m. EDT show Mon- commitments.
days, Wednesdays and Fridays,
meeting was called to discuss
commencing in the fall with the "theThe current
network radio situaexact program to be selected in the
with the dark prospect of
meantime, and Chesebrough Mfg. another tion,"round
of network rate reCo. was negotiating for renewal of
ductions expected to draw the limeits Dr. Christian show (Wed., 8:30light.
The
affiliates
9 p.m. EDT) for the 16th year.
vately the first daywillandmeet
then pri-be
In the meantime sponsors of the joined by top CBS and CBS Radio
CBS Radio affiliates meeting sched- officials on the second. The meeting
uled in New York July 1-2 reported plan was worked out by affiliates in
that in the first week after invita- consultations with network executions went out more than half the
tives, who view the sessions as a
stations — or approximately 100 — constructive method of approaching

an admittedly difficult problem.
At least in part, the meeting is
an outgrowth of a session of the
All-Radio Affiliates Committee held
a fortnight ago, when it was said
that members would confer individually with
executives
their re-to
spective
networks withof regard
the general network situation.
When iates
plansmeeting
for were
the CBSevolved
Radio later,
affilAC Chairman Paul W. Morency,
WTIC Hartford, reported that he
was "glad to see any activity which
will study objectively the problems
which
now "Iconfront
and
added
that
certainlyradio,"
hopeoutthat
some concrete
answers
come
of

Candidates' Complaints
(Continued from page 27)
and his Kansas news conference
Thursday, with television provid-1
ing, in most instances, immediate!
reports while radio followed up
with later and sometimes excerpted j
rebroadcasts, spotted among thai
networks' regular programs. Some !
networks, such as NBC which sent
Bob Considine and Frank Bourgholtzer, assigned reporters and
commentators to travel with the;
General. .
Television newsreel services alsoj
kept
pace with
the Presidential,
candidate.
Telenews
Production?
had footage flown from Abilene to
the proposed meeting."
City where members of the
NATIONAL Assn. of Gagwriters has Kansas
New York production staff, moved
auditioned-taped two comedy shows, especially
for the occasion, comComedians'
Roundtable
ers Exchange.
Format and
for Gagwritlatter is
pleted
effectfilms.
immediateprocessing
delivery ofto their
being offered to local stations tied in
with NAG local activities.
By splicing pieces of kinescope film
together,
ment wasNBC-TV
able to News
lead Departoff the
Camel News Caravan in New York
with a report of the Abilene speech
15 minutes after the talk.
Meanwhile, the FCC was pondering CBS' reply to its letter two
weeks ago which informed the network it should
provide William
GOP Presi-R.
dential Candidate
Schneider equal time with all other
candidates [At Deadline, June 2].
CBS declared in its reply, released last week, that the Commission's decision "would curtail drastically the ability of radio and
television broadcasters to inform
the electorate concerning the issues
of the campaign. The decision
would make it impossible to carry
such
programs
as CBSand Radio's
Candidates
and Issues
Presidential Profiles and CBS Television's Presidential Timber series.
CBS concluded by requesting a
hearing
sion. before the full CommisComplained In April
Mr. Schneider had complained to
the Commission in April that CBS
was not affording him equal time
to that given other Presidential
candidates. On April 30, the FCC
asked CBS for details and on May
14, CBS replied.
One of the points of issue is the
fact that although Mr. Schneider
entered the preferential primaries
in Oregon and New Hampshire,
CBS rejected his request for time
on the ground, among others, that
According to an independent survey made by
much the same overwhelming popularity "in it owned no stations in those states.
FCC in its May 28 letter stated
students at North Dakota Agricultural College,
town". Despite the fact that the other three The
that made no difference; Mr.
17 out of 18 families within a 90-mile radius of
major networks are represented with local stu- that
Schneider
had the right to equal
Fargo prefer WDAY to any other station. 3,969
dios, WDAY consistently gets a 3-to-l greater time.
farm families in the rich Red River Valley were
Share of Audience than all other Fargo-MoorAnother point apparently made
head stations combined!
asked, "To what radio station does your family
by
CBS forwasnomination
that Mr. were
Schneider's
chances
pretty
listen most?" 78.6% said WD AY, with the next
WDAY is one of America's great radio buys, meager. To this the FCC said:
station getting only 4.4%!
serving
one
of
America's
great
farm
markets.
neither the statute [Sec.
Write direct or ask Free 8C Peters for the facts! 315". of. . the
Communications Act]
Fargo-Moorhead Hoopers credit WDAY with
nor the Commission's Rules permit
compliance with the statutory reWDAY
• NBC • 970 KILOCYCLES • 5000 WATTS
dependent upon
subjectivequirement
determination
by theanystation
or
stations
involved
with
respect
mjjjjSfT
FREE & PETERS, INC., Exclusive National Representatives
to a candidate's practical chance;
of nomination or election."
BROADCASTING
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You

can't weigh a whale

with a postage scale

You can't accurately measure the size of radio
and. TV station audiences, either, unless you use a
technique fitted to the job at hand, gauging all
of its dimensions.
Under today's conditions, the research method
must be unquestionably equal to the task of
measuring the value of a station property. That's
the case with Nielsen Coverage Service.
In its method, tailored (via field testing) to the
needs of both buyer and seller, NGS doesn't just
meet past research standards. It sets new ones.
It insures accurate measurement of the major
dimensions of radio and TV» blanketing the country

with personal interviews, supplemented by data
from the time-proven audimeter.*
In its reports, NCS will disclose the complete
story on the size of daily, weekly, monthly audiences
. . . homes reached per minute . . . out-of-home
listening and viewing . . . set ownership . . . family
characteristics. And NGS will provide the first
nationwide TV station coverage survey ever made.
For the most thorough, accurate measurement of
station audiences at your command, Nielsen
Coverage Service is the single answer. Details and
price schedules? Special early discounts expire
June 15. Contact our nearest office.
•Trademark, A. C. Nielsen Company

NIELSEN
COVEBAGE
SERVICE
A Service of A. C. Nielsen Company
BROADCASTING
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2101 Howard Street, Chicago 45, 111.
HOllycourt 5-4400
500 Fifth Avenue, New York 36, N. Y.
PEnnsylvania 6-2850
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CLEVELAND
WSRS
"T/ie Family Station"

CLEVELAND'S
ONLY
NEWS STATION
ON THE AIR
24 Hours daily
'round the clock

WSRS
WILL BE AT THE
REPUBLICAN
AND
DEMOCRATIC
CONVENTIONS
FULL TIME
COVERAGE
DIRECT FROM
CHICAGO
OVER OU R OWN
EXCLUSIVE
FACILITIES

WSRS
LOCAL NEWS
EVERY SIXTY
MINUTES ON
THE HALF HOUR
'ROUND THE
CLOCK
On the air
24 hours daily
"The Family Station"
WSRS
CLEVELAND
NAT'L REP. FORJOE S CO.
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upcoming
June
9-10: NARTB
TV Board,
Homestead,
Hot Springs,
Va. The
June
12-13:
NARTB
Radio
NARTB hdqrs., Washington. Board,
June
13-14: Maryland-D.
C. Radio-TV
Broadcasters
Assn. spring
meeting,
Hotel
Md. Stephen Decatur, Ocean City,
June 16 : BAB Sales Clinic, Philadelphia.
Juneconference,
16-17: American Marketing Assn.,
Cincinnati. Netherland Plaza Hotel,
June
16-18: National
RadioRaleigh
Farm
Directors,
spring Assn.
meeting,
Hotel, Washington.
JuneAgency16-19:
National management
Advertising
Network,
conference,
SkytopannualLodge,
Skytop,
Pa.
June 18: BAB Sales Clinic, Baltimore.
June
18-20: trade
FTC practice
hearing rules,
on proposed
radio-TV
Federal
rules.
Federal
Trade Commission
Bldg.,
6th
&
Pennsylvania
Ave.,
N. W., Washington.
June 19: BAB Sales Clinic, Washington.
June
19-20: North
CarolinaNagsAssn.Head,of
convention,
N.Broadcasters
C.
June
20-21: Green
Communications Institute,
Bowling
Green,
Ohio. State U., Bowling
June
Advertising
Assn. Olympic
of the
West,22-26:
annual
convention,
Hotel,
Seattle.
June
23-26:House,
RTMAChicago.
annual convention,
Palmer
June 29- July vertisers
2: National
AdannualIndustrial
conference.
Palmer House, Assn.,Chicago.
June 30: BAB Sales Clinic, Syracuse.
July 1: BAB Sales Clinic, Buffalo.
July 1:tionFCCprocessing.
to commence TV applicaJuly 3: BAB Sales Clinic, Pittsburgh.
July 7: Republican
National ConvenChicago.tion, International Amphitheatre,
July 14: BAB Sales Clinic, Detroit.
July 16: BAB Sales Clinic, Cleveland.
July 18: BAB Sales Clinic, Indianapolis.
July 21: BAB Sales Clinic, Chicago.
July 21: Democratic
National ConvenChicago.tion, International Amphitheatre,
July 23: BAB Sales Clinic, Milwaukee.
July 25: BAB Sales Clinic, Minneapolis.
July 28: BAB Sales Clinic, Denver.
JulyCity.30: BAB Sales Clinic, Salt Lake
Aug. 15: BAB Sales Clinic, Dallas.
Aug. 18 : BAB Sales Clinic, San Antonio.
Aug. 20: BAB Sales Clinic, Houston.
Aug. 22: BAB Sales Clinic, New Orleans.
Aug. 24-25: Arkansas Broadcasters
Aug. 25: BAB Sales Clinic, Miami.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

8: BAB Sales Clinic, Cincinnati.
10: BAB Sales Clinic, Louisville.
12: BAB Sales Clinic, Nashville.
15 : BAB Sales Clinic, Little Rock.

Sept. 19: BAB Sales Clinic, Atlanta.
Sept.
20: IREHotel,
conference,
Roosevelt
Cedar Iowa
Rapids.section,
Sept. 28-Oct.vertise1:rs fal Assn.
of
National
AdNew York. meeting, Hotel Plaza,
Sept.
29-Oct. 1:eighth
National Electronics
Conference,
ence, Sherman Hotel, annual
Chicago.conferOct. 12-15: AAAA, Pacific Council an-

Oct.Assn.,20-23:annual
Financial
Public Coronado,
Relations WELDQN & CARR
convention,
Calif.
Three More Join'
Oct. 27-29:
Annual Meeting, Hotel IRE-RTMA
Syracuse, Syracuse,
N. Y. THREE more engineers last week
Nov.Week.9-16: National Radio & Television joined Weldon & Carr, consulting
Dec.Directors
1-3: National
Assn. Cleveland.
of Radio News radio and TV engineers, in Washconvention,
Namedington, D. C.last
Mondayciateasdirectorasso-of
Weldon & Carr is
CASH TO HEAD
who
John onD. May
Gilbert,131(
WLW Sales Department
as manager
left
his positionsof,
NORMAN CASH has been named
as general sales manager of WLW
CBS technical
Cincinnati, Harry Mason Smith,
operations, chief
vice president of Crosley BroadMr. Gilbert
engineer
of
casting
sales operation, announcedCorp.Thursday.
New York and ofWCBS-AM-FM
the CBS international stations at Brentwood.
Mr. Cash, former WLW assistant
sales manager, joined Crosley from L. I., and Wayne, N. J.
NBC, Station
where heRelations
was headDiv.of NBC's
After nesota,
attending
U. of MinAM
Mr. Gilbertthe joined
CBS
Mr. Smith said the new ap- in 1929 and in 1938 was appointed
pointment is a step further in a supervisor in the technical operations division. In World War II he
separating the Crosley AM and TV
sales operation, of which he is in was an officer and project engineer
over-all charge. Dave Partridge in the Navy Dept. Bureau of Ships,
continues as manager of the Cros- Washington, returning to CBS
ley TV sales department.
after the war to become assistant
manager of technical operations in
1947 and manager in 1951.
WCFL CHANGES
Others Joining
McGeehan Named Sales Mgr.
Joining
tenna Weldon
laboratory & Carr as anMARTIN McGEEHAN, former
Midwest manager of Liberty Broad- division chief encasting System, Chicago, joins F. Bowman,
gineer is David
who
WCFL,
Chicagoas Federation
Labor station,
sales managerof attended the U.
Cincinnati and
and
of the station's White ofreceived
Sox manager
baseball network.
his
B.E.E. degree
Arthur F. Harre, station man- from
Ohio
State
ager, also has appointed Edward
Wiebe as sales promotion manager. U. in 1942.
He is former partner in Dickson &
World Mr. Bowman
Wiebe Agency, same city. Fred WarDuring
IImanMr.workedBow-at
Herendeen,
former
account
executive at George Hartman Agency,
Electronics Corp. laborhas joined the station as public Hazeltineatories indevelopment
antennas,
relations director. New members R. F. components and ofspecial
test
of the sales staff are Torn Havi- equipment for the government j
land, who headed a Studebaker I.F.F. program. In 1946 he joined'
sales organization, and George Airborne Instruments Lab. Inc.,
Draw, former space salesman.
and from 1947 assisted in supervising the antenna research and
development section.
LEVER CHANGES
Heading up the Weldon & Can
Bloomquist, Others Affected
TV group will be
FOUR promotions in Lever Div.
Mahon, formerly
John
H. Mc(soaps, detergents, and shortenchief engineer of
ing), Lever Bros. Co., N. Y., and
KSTP
- AM-FM
TV St.
Paul, •
an advancement in the companywide organization were announced
Minn. He will
last week.
join the firm June
G. Walter Laborie, general pro15.
motion manager, becomes sales
A U. nesota
of graduate
Minmanager of Lever Div.; J. Harvey Mr. McMahon
Howells, advertising manager of
with a B.E.E.
the Jelke Div., was named to same his career at KSTPdegree,
he started
in 1939.
Durpost for Lever; John A. Blum,
ing World War II he was a project
formerly assistant to the president,
becomes merchandise manager, and engineertractsonwith Airborne
governmentInstruments
war conWilliam H. Harr, budget manager
in finance division, was appointed Lab., returning afterward to KSTP
marketing service manager.
as assistant chief engineer and becoming chief engineer in 1948.
Howard Bloomquist, advertising
Homer A. Ray Jr., formerly of
brand manager, was appointed general manager of the promotion di- Gautney & Ray, Washington, joined
Weldon26]. & Carr May 19 [B*T,
zation. vision for the overall Lever organi- May
BROADCASTING
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INCREASE

PROFITS!
5KW and 10KW
AM TRANSMITTERS

GATES
h
a a
a a a Q a

GATES 5/10 KW TRANS
MITTER With Phasor
Here's good
performance
broadcasters whonews,
want indeed,
quality forequipment
and conscious
who appreciate
the many bonus advantages this better engineered broadr- cast transmitter offers.

Popular new 3X2500F3 lubes used both
No saving at sacrifice of quality. All
at power amplifiers and modulators. As
transformers fully cased, abundance of
modulators, these low impedance tubes
circuit protection, including ten over'
underload relays and five magnetic cirprovide lower distortion — higher broadcast fidelity. They operate at lower
cuit breakers plus average two cycle
plate voltage, provide greater safety
requency stability.
factor and better circuit constants.
Handsome appearance — modern design, easy accessibility.
More effective and efficient cooling sys' tern
motoremploys
instead a ofsingle
wtuol 44threeH. 13P. blower
H. P. ■y Lowei primary power consumption (1 5'^
" * KW at overage modulation). One broadcaster reported actual savings of $1 00 00
Separate meters provided for every impormonthly in power bill after replacing
' tant circuit No mulfimetering employed.
older 5 KW with new GATES BC-5B.
Sixty second or less accessibility to an
Join GATES equipped broadcasters everywhere who are slash,
and operating costs, increasing quality of broadcasts and buildi
part regardless of location. i
If rite today for descriptire literature and engineering data on the
G ATES 5/10 KVf Transmitters. See for yourself why there is no
more profitable investment in broadcast transmitters than ii
GATES

RADIO
COMPANY,
Q U I N C Y, ILLINOIS, U.S.A.
MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS SINCE 1922
2700 Polk Avenue, Houston, Texas • Wamer Building, Washington, D. C. • International Division, 13 E. 40th St., New York City
Canadian Marconi Company, Montreal, Quebec

Served by
-THE ARKT EXSTATIONS
KCMC
(AM-FM)
KAMD
KWFC

Texarkana, Ark. -Tex.
Camden, Ark.
Hot Springs, Ark.

Get the facts now
on this great
SOUTHWESTERN MARKET
Here are 571,000 people with
160,200 radio homes and an
effective buying income of
over $420 millions* Industrial,
farm, oil, resort, manufacturing, lumber,
a bigmilitary
market ordyou
should nance—reach!
*From Sales Management

°N ONE »U«NG
(Sold Singly or in Groups)
For details write to:
FRANK 0. MYERS, Gen. Mgr.
THE ARKTEX STATIONS
Gazette Bldg., It
Page 40
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ARF BY-LAWS
Kobak Forecasts Changes
EDGAR KOBAK, president of the
reconstituted Advertising Research
Foundation, reported last week
that recommendations will be advanced "fairly soon for certain
important
changes"expansion
in the ARFof the
bylaws,
including
board of directors.
Pointing out that media members
are now eligible as ARF subscribers along with agencies and advertisers, as a result of the recent
realignment, Mr. Kobak asserted:
"We find that with the steadily
mounting interest of media in the
foundation, we must enlarge media
representation on the board to take
care of menthe
ts in thevarious
media important
field. At segthe
same time it will be necessary to
add directors from our advertiser
andTheagency
subscribers."
foundation
now has 136 subscribers— 59 agencies, 48 advertisers, 27 media concerns, and the
two founder subscribers: Assn. of
National Advertisers and American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies.
One of the early projects in
prospect for ARF is an evaluation
of the various radio and television
rating services and their respective
techniques in an attempt to clarify
long-standing
this
field.
BAB has confusion
earmarked in$15,000
as radio's contribution toward the
$25,000 which ARF has estimated
such a study would cost, and it is
expected
that thewilltelevision
sion of NARTB
be askeddivi-to
put up the rest [B«T, June 2, May
26].
Expansion Plans
Plans for enlargement of ARF
board were reported by Mr. Kobak
in thesubscribers.
first issue ofHea "News
Letter"
for
also reported
that
"right
now
we're
working
the task of enlarging committeeson
and strengthening
and we'd
welcome
volunteers them,
for committee
Additionally, he disclosed a prowork."posed "statement of policy" which
defined ARF's objectives as being
"to further scientific practices and
promote greater effectiveness in
advertising and marketing through
objective
impartial
research."
Five ARF and
facilities
for attainment
of the goals were listed as follows:
"(1) Supervision of the conduct
of research studies that are of general interest to subscribers; (2)
review and appraisal of media research reports for the exclusive
benefit of subscribers; (3) general
advisory opinions and consultation,
on a confidential basis, to media to
assist them prior to their making
media studies; (4) supervision in
complete detail and impartial validation of media studies, as ARF
has been doing for 15 years; (5)
other functions which will further
scientific practices in advertising
and marketing by fostering research."

FARM DIRECTORS
Plan Washington Meeting
FIFTH annual radio farm direcmeetingDept.
will beofheldAgriculture
June 1617 attors'the
headquarters auditorium in Washwith farmAssn.
organizations
and the ington,
National
of Radio
Farm Directors cooperating.
The opening
day's session
meeting with
will
include
a discussion
Secretary of Agriculture Charles F.
Brannan. A feature titled "Filling
the Fifth
will administrator,
be supervised
by
Gus Plate"
Geissler,
Production & Marketing Administration; Byron Shaw, administrator, Agricultural
istration, and O. Eesearch
V. Wells,Adminchief,
Bureau of Agricultural Economics.
Monday
afternoon's
agenda fea-of
tures a meeting
with members
Senate
and
House
Agriculture
Committees.
Progress report on Point Four
developments will be made Tuesday
by Stanley Andrews, administrator,
Technical Cooperation Administration, Dept. of State. Maynard
Speece, of the Radio & Television
Service, Dept. of Agriculture, will
conduct a TV session, to be followed
discussion on informationalby aservices.

NARTB VOTE DRIVE
State Committees Named
COMMITTEES to cooperate vntl
NARTB 's Register and Vote campaign have been named by four of
38 state broadcasters associations,
according to NARTB President
Harold E. Fellows. The national
drive is being sponsored jointly by j
NARTB and American Heritage
Foundation.
Committee members follow:
ARKANSAS
Whaley,
KUOA
Siloam Osceola;
Springs,— Storm
chairman;
Ted WWAK
Woodsj
KOSE
Melvin
Spann,
Stuttgart;
James
P.
Walker,
KFPW
Fort
Smith, and J. M. Moore, KVRC
Arkadelphia.
INDIANA—
O. E. Richardson,
Lafayette,
chairman;
Dan Park, WASK
WIRE
Indianapolis;
Dee Coe,
Ed
Thorns, WKJG
FortWWCA
Wayne,Gary;
and
Joe Higgins, WTHI Terre Haute.
NEW
JERSEY—
Paul
Alger,
WSNJ
Bridgeton,
chairman;
FredBernstein,
Weber,
WFPG Trenton;
Atlantic
City; Goodwin,
Fred
WTTM
Harry
WNJR
Newark;
Boband Williams,
WCTC WKDN
New
Brunswick,
Gordon
Giffen,
Camden.
UTAH—
S.
John
Schile,
KUTA
Salt
Lake
City,Saltchairman;
Lennox
Murdock,
KSL-TV
Lake
City;
George
Hatch,
KLO
Ogden;
Reed KBUH
Bullen,Brigham
KVNU
Logan;
WadeHigbee,
Ebeling,
City; ArtPeacock,
KSUBRichfield;
Cedar CityLee
Frank
KSVC
Walker,
KJAM andVernal;
Jack Richards.
KOAL Price,
Arch Madsen,
KOVO
Provo.

a winner
on any
ticket . . .

Want to be the party in power?
Take a tip from
effectiveness,
that the
is. last two elections — on trade paper
A leadinq 50 kw station asked 800 advertisers and agencies: "Which publication would you use if you were in
our place trying to reach you?"
A landslide for BROADCASTING • TELECASTING— by 392%
Fact Finders Associates of New York, in the first personal
interview survey of the radio-TV trade press, asked: "What
trade journal brings radio station advertising most effectively to your attention?"
A resounding first for BROADCASTING • TELECASTING—
by 445%
Whatever your platform for trade paper values — coverage,
readership,
loyalty,
influence,
effectivenessticket.
— you'll be the
party in power
on the
BROADCASTING
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WJW

CLEVELAND'S g0§
presents
THE

HOTTEST

SELLING
IN

STATION

QUARTET

CLEVELAND

RADIO

From left to right:
SOUPY
HINES
"THE SOUPY HINES SHOW"
ALAN
FREED
KING OF THE MOON DOG HOUSE PROGRAM"

ROADCASTING

JACK
CLIFTON
"CLIFTON'S HOUSE PARTY"
JANE
STEVENS
"THE WOMAN'S PAGE"

For further details, call, write Hal Waddell, Sales Manager
5000 WATTS
BASIC ABC
WJW BUILDING
CLEVELAND 15, OHIO
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY H-R REPRESENTATIVES, INC.
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PORTLAND
OREGON
KILLINGSWORTH-UNION AVENUE DISTRICT
where more than 50,000 Portlanders
shop regularly.

merchandising plan. You want to buy where they're
listening and KGW offers the largest audience of any
Portland station. An area of nearly 12,000 square
miles you can cover with this one station! Get this
power that produces for your product now.

FURNITURE DEALER
Bob Calef reports,
merchandising,
loyal "Aggressive
friendships
among retailers and proven ability
to sell makes KGW tops."

Celebrating our 31st Year
of Leadership and Community Service

'age 42 • June 9, 1952

Now, more than ever before, the rich, ever-growing
Columbian Empire offers a top market for your
product and KGW offers the way to greater sales for
you through its proven public acceptance and proven

DMI* HE It manager,
B Card,
If E DU. wRAM branch,
Union
S. National,
states, "The voice that sells in the
Portland area is KGW.
Truly the
'choice' in our area."

PORTLAND, OREGON
REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY & CO., Inc.
BROADCASTING
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OUTSTANDING

BROADCASTING

CHOICE

OF

THE

RADIO

AUDIENCE:

• Telecasting

KGW!
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TV Money Rests With
Conference Committee
FCC BUDGET
FATE of the $6,708,460 FCC budget for fiscal 1953 rested this week
with a joint Senate-House conference committee, following full Senate
approval last week of an additional $600,000 for TV application
*■
processing.
House last March approved $6,- of 15 additional examiner teams by
108,460 for FCC operations in the the FCC. An examiner team comfiscal year beginning July 1, 1952,
prises the examiner, trial attorney,
although the President had asked engineer and accountant plus stenographic and clerical help.
for $8,075,000.
Senate
Appropriations Committee recommended an
In testimony before the Senate
additional $600,000 to take care of Subcommittee on Independent Ofan expected heavy workload on TV
fices appropriations last April, FCC
applications after a spirited plea Vice Chairman Rosel H. Hyde
for more funds for this purpose by warned that even if the Commission
Sens. Edwinof the
C. Johnson
(D-Col.), received additional funds to hire 20
chairman
Senate Interstate
teams, "we would still not
& Foreign Commerce Committee, examiner
be current in the handling of television
at the end of
and
Homer
E.
Capehart
(R-Ind.),
also a member of the Commerce 1953." He applications
also estimated that it
Committee [B*T, June 2, May 26]. would take about three months to
any new positions. Other FCC
Addition of $600,000
to the FCC'sby fill
appropriation
was estimated
officials have warned that personnel procurement for government
Sen. Johnson to permit the hiring

WIS

RICH

officials was a difficult job, and that
it takes about a year before new
personnel are experienced enough
to entrust with hearing cases.
Date for has
the not
jointbeenSenate-House
conference
set. Senate
conferees named were: Democrats— Sens. Burnet R. Maybank
(S.
C), Joseph
O'Mahoney
(Wyo.),
KennethC. McKellaT
(Tenn.), Lister Hill (Ala.), Brien
McMahon (Conn.), a member of the
Commerce
Republicans — Sens. Committee;
Leverett Saltonstall
(Mass.), Styles Bridges (N. H.),
Homer Ferguson (Mich.). House
conferees named were: Democrats
— Reps. Clarence Cannon (Mo.),
Albert Thomas (Tex.), Albert
Gore (Tenn.), George W. Andrews
(Ala.), Sidney R. Yates (111.).
Republicans — Reps. John Taber
(N. Y.), R.John
Phillips
(Calif.),
Frederic
Coudert
Jr. (N.
Y.),
Norris Cotton (N. H.).
Included in the Senate approval
of the Appropriations Committee's

MARKET

Radio delivers MORE sets-in-use in the South
Bend market than before TV ! . . . Hooper Serveys for Oct. -Nov. 1951 compared with Oct.Nov. 1945 prove it. Morning up 6.8, afternoon
up 8.0 and evening up 4.4. Television is still
insignificant here because no consistently satisfactory TV signal reaches South Bend. Don't
sell this rich market short. Wrap it up with
WSBT radio.

SOUTH
5000

WATTS

R A Y M E R .COMPANY
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BEND
• 960 KC
NATIONAL

recommendations was the suggei
tion that the FCC charge fees for
processing and licensing of TV stathe "costthrough
of processingtionthes so that
application
the
hearing and the granting of the
license should in some measure be
reimbursed to the Government by
theThebeneficiaries
of suchupon
licenses."
FCC was called
to investigate such a system of charges
and to report its findings.
In the 1952 Independent Offices
Appropriation
such made
a recommendation alsoAct,
had been
for
all government regulatory agencies. The FCC submitted a report
to Congress stating that it did not
consider the establishment of fees
feasible, nor did it believe sufficient
revenues would accrue to make a
fee system worthwhile.
AFA CONVENTION
Underway in New York
AT LEAST 1,000 advertisers were
expected to attend the Advertising
Federation of America convention
starting Hotel
in Newyesterday
York's (Sunday),
WaldorfAstoria
spokesmen reported last week, indicating that advance registration
hasAlthough
been "exceptionally
the four-daygood."
meeting
is dedicated to "better advertising
— more efficient advertising people,"
delegates are slated to hear an inventory of television's
future, andto
be delivered
by leading agency
broadcasting
day morning. executives
Prime topic"Wedneswill be
"What
the
Television
ThawtheMeans"
with explanations from
point
of view of the network, the agency,
the advertiser and the producer.
Other speeches Wednesday morning will include an explanation of
UHF by Raymond Guy, manager of
radio and allocations engineering
for NBC.
Irving H. Herriott Jr.
FUNERAL services were conducted in Chicago last Monday for Irving Howard Herriott Jr., 40, district sales manager of Zenith Radio
Corp. eral
and counsel.
son of Mr.
the company's
Herriott gendied
May 29 in Washington on a business trip. Hearejoined
ZenithMarjorie,
in 1937.
Surviving
his wife,
a son and a daughter.

HAWAIIAN TOUR
Listeners Invited by WIBW
AN AIRPLANE tour to the
Hawaiian Islands open to radio listeners isincluded in autumn plans
of WIBW Topeka, Kan. The tour
is to be conducted by Wes Seyler,
WIBW farm service director.
Mr. Seyler said that the primary
purpose cuoflture anthe
tour is into Hawaii
study agrid livestock
but
there will be time to take advantage
of
the
Hawaiian
climate.
more leisurely trip is being plannedA
via ocean liner.
Price per person will be based on
actual cost,ervationsMr.may beSeyler
madesaid.
for Resboth
PRESENTATIV
men and women, subject to prior
claims and space limitations.
OADCASTING
• Tel e c a s t i n ,

BIG LEAGUE BASEBALL
Exhibition Games
Regular Games
World Series
Ail-Star

O RACES
^AUT
Indianapolis
Speedway Races
Pan-American Speedway Races

Pabst Blue Ribbon Fights

^BIG-TIME
FOOTBALL
National Collegiate
Games
Southwest Conference Games
Professional Games
Army-Navy
Trinity University
East-West
Blue-Gray
Gator Bowl
Ail-Star
State High School Championships
^ HORSE RACING

More big time sports than all other
San Antonio stations combined!

MUTUAL ON 630
SAN ANTONIO
HOWARD

W. DAVIS, Owner

\^ Represented nationally by the GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY Co.
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On All Accounts
(Continued from page 16)
through with production a camwill sell the client's
productspaignorthatservices.
In its two and a half years,
American Advertising has taken
new accounts, put them on radio
alone, and made them successful.
Mr. Lease particularly cites E.
Masin furniture, which formerly
had used classified ads exclusively,
and the Veloz & Yolanda dance
studios. The Seattle studio became
the topmakerVeloz
& Yolanda
on the Pacific
Coast moneyin the
one year
it
was
Mr.
Lease's
account, and new studios have since
been opened in Tacoma, Bremerton
and Portland, all as accounts of
American Advertising.
Tony women
Lease'sresults
role asfrom
charmer
lonely
anotherof
account, the Sinus Institute. He
created and now voices Mr. Jet, a
"Lonesome-Gal"
type of show
for
women.
Aired Mondays
through
Fridays at 7:30-7:45 p.m. on KXA
Seattle, Mr. Jet offers semi-classical music with intimate commentary, to sell sinusitis treatments.
Another successful promotion of
American
Trail,
airedAdvertising
daily from isnoonTune'
to
2:30 p.m. on KRSC Seattle. The
musical quiz show has six participating sponsors.
The agency's
ultimate
TV objective is to develop
a complete
production department. Mr. Lease
himself serves on direction, production, script and ideas, and currently has two assistants in the
agency. He is looking for "triplethreat velop,
men"
for sell
his ideas
staff, into teledecreate and
vision production.
Advertising-wise,
Lease believes in the value Mr.
of saturation.
He seeks to build a personality for
the advertiser, then hammer it
home
spend with
$1,000consistency.
in one week,"Youand canbe
forgotten in two," he says.
Althoughmany
as "Mr.
Jet," hehearts,
has
captured
feminine
Anthony Lease in private life is
happily married to the former Theo
Thill. They have one son, Thill
Anthony Lease, born last May 5.
Mr. Lease is a member of the
Washington State Press Club, and
avers his hobby is philosophy.

CONTINENTAL

AM
<£fe

TRANSMITTERS
Graybar
Type 314-2 1000 watt Continental transmitter — Unique
pressurized cabinet design guides cool, filtered air to all components.
Variac transformer smooths out power and voltage variations. Unit
cuts back easily to 500 watts.
Type 312 250 watt Continental transmitter — Low-level modulation of linear RF power amplifier provides superior performance.
Unit has 14 metering positions.

Graybar-distributed
units embody these important
transmitter features
1 . Simplified circuit design — inexpensive tube
complement
2. Easy adjustment — fewer tuning controls
3. aluminum
Unified Transview
constructioncabinet — frameless all4. Ready accessibility to all components
5. Electric door locks with pressure latches —
provide maximum safety
6. Electronic time delay — automatic filament
voltage regulation
7. New
lators Continental Type 30XT Crystal Oscil8. Low drive, high-gain amplifier tubes — require no neutralization
9. Vacuum
nents tank capacitors — oversized compo-

Your near-by Graybar Broadcast Equipment
Eepresentative will be glad to give you complete details on either of these new Continental transmitters.
Discuss your other AM, FM, or TV requirehim, youtoo.in You'll
find him
wellqualifiedmentstowithassist
every phase
of station
construction or expansion . . . and modernizations of transmitter and studio facilities.
Graybar Electric Co., Inc. Executive Offices:
Graybar Building, Neiv York 17, N. Y. 259-u

GRID COVERAGE
WMAL Gets Md. Exclusive
EXCLUSIVE radio coverage of the
complete 1952 U. of Maryland football schedule by WMAL Washington, was announced last week by
Kenneth H. Berkeley, general manager, WMAL-AM-FM-TV.
Jim Gibbons, a local sportscaster,
will handle the play-by-play. Maryland opponents include Missouri U.,
Auburn,
Clemson
Geoi-gia
EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL TO KEEP YOU ON THE AIR
U.,
the Naval
Academy,U.,Louisiana
State U., Boston U., Mississippi,
and Alabama U. Last season, an
undefeated Maryland team trounced
Tennessee in the Sugar Bowl game 1 N
HUNDRED
ONE
PRINCIPAL
OVER
on New Year's Day.
BROADCASTING
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I Advertisement
EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL
To Keep You On The Air
Graybar has everything you need
in broadcast equipment . . . PLUS
everything for wiring, ventilating,
signaling, and lighting your entire
; station and grounds. Whatever your
requirements, call your nearest
Graybar Broadcast Equipment Representative.
Graybar's nation-wide network of
and waremore than 100 offices
houses assures you of convenient
service wherever you are. Graybar
Broadcast Equipment Representatives are located in the following
19 cities:
ATLANTA
E. W. Stone, Cypress 1751
BOSTON
J. P. Lynch, Kenmore 6-4567
CHICAGO
E. H. Taylor, Canal 6-4100
CINCINNATI
W. H. Hansher, Main 0600
CLEVELAND
A. C. Schwager, Cherry 1-1360
DALLAS
C. C. Ross, Randolph 6454
DETROIT
P. L. Gundy, Temple 1-5500
HOUSTON
R. T. Asbury, Atwood 4571
JACKSONVILLE
W. C. Winfree, Jacksonville 6-7611
KANSAS CITY, MO.
R. B. Uhrig, Baltimore 1644
LOS ANGELES
R. B. Thompson, Angelus 3-7283
MINNEAPOLIS
C W. Greer, Geneva 1621
NEW YORK
J. J. Connolly, Exeter 2-2000
PHILADELPHIA
J. W. Crockett, Walnut 2-5405
PITTSBURGH
R. F. Grossett, Allegheny 1-4100
RICHMOND
E. C. Toms, Richmond 7-3491
SAN FRANCISCO
K. G. Morrison, Market 1-5131
SEATTLE
D. I. Craig, Mutual 0123
ST. LOUIS
J. P. Lenkerd, Newsfead 4700
Broadcasting's
Amplifiers• Consoles
• Antennas •AttenuatorsandBest—
• Accessories
Cabinets
Loudspeakers
• Micro-•
phones, Stands, and Accessories • Monitors •Recorders
and • Accessories
• Speech•
Input
Equipment
Test Equipment
Towers
(Vertical
Radiators)
Lighting Equipment • Transmission• Tower
Line
and Accessories • Transmitters, AM and
TV •Accessories
Tubes • Turntables,
Reproducers,
and
•
Wiring
Supplies
and
Devices
. . . manufactured by— Altec Lansing •
Ampex
• Blaw-KnoxProducts
• Bryant• Continental
• Cannon •
Communication
Electronics • Crouse-Hinds • Daven •
FairchildElectric
• Federal
General
• General• General
Radio • Cable
Hubbell•
•• Meletron
Hugh Lyons
•
Karp
Metal
•
Machlett
• National Electric Products •
Presto
• Standard
• Triangle•
• Webster
Electric Electronics
• Western Electric
Weston
• Whitney
Blake

BROADCASTING

AT LITTLE ROCK spring meeting of Region 6, National Assn. of Radio Farm
Directors, are (I to r): Seated — John MacDonald, WSM Nashville; Georgs
Roesner, KTRH Houston; Jack Jackson, KCMO Kansas City, Mo.;
standing — Jack Timmons, KTBS Shreveport, new vice chairman; George
Shannon, WWL New Orleans, rsew chairman; Llovd Evans, KWTO Springfield,
Mo.; John Holmes, KLRA Little Rock; Don Wells, Armand S. Weill Co.,
Buffalo, N. Y.; Jack Creel, KFYO Lubbock, Tex.; Harold Dedrick and Sandy
Sanders, WKY Oklahoma City.
REC- ATS MERGER
NEW LAW FIRM
Fusion Methods Studied
Formed By Hand and Myse
SPECIAL committees of Radio FRANK B. HAND Jr. and Daryal
Executives Club of New York and A.
Myse, both formerly with FCC,
American Television Society agreed announced
last week that they have
last Tuesday to work out details formed
a new law firm which will
necessary to effect a merger.
specialize
in
and television
The committees were appointed matters beforeradio
the FCC.
respectively by I. E. (Chick) ShowIn
addition
to
his
experience as
erman, president of REC, and
Julius F. Seebach Jr., president a practicing attorney before FCC,
of ATS. The committees said that Mr. Myse has a number of years'
as a practicing engiafter careful study they hope to experience
neer. He was graduated from the
effect the merger within two weeks Engineering
of the U. of
and "upon terms and conditions Wisconsin in College
1933, and is a registered professional engineer in
satisfactory
to both."
ATS committee
appointed two weeks Wisconsin,
Maryland and the
previously
act onaccount
the merger
cludes
Don toMcClure,
executivein- District of Columbia. He was adwith
McCann
Erickson,
chairman;
m
i
t
e
d
t
o
the
D. C. bar in 1946.
Caroline
Burke,
NBC-TVvice producer;
Mr. Hand was admitted to the D. C.
Jay
Bonafield,
executive
president
of
RKO-Pathe;
Glenn Gundell,
vice bar in 1938. He also has served
presidenttional Dairy
in charge
of advertising,
Na- with the Interstate Commerce
and ofDavid
Halpern,
viceProducts,
president
OwenHaleof& Commission. The new firm will
Chappell
Inc.,
and
past
president
ATS.
be located in the offices of Mr. Hand
MembersS. Hedges,
of RECNBC committee
are: in
Bldg.Washington's Transportation
William
vice president;
Robert Saudek,
director
ofFoundation;
TV-Radio
Workshop
of
the
Ford
Warren
Jennings, ABC;
ElizabethH.
Black, Joseph
Lewis
Avery,
Avery& - Katz
KnodelCo.;
Inc.;
JohnK. SHOUSE SPEAKS
Brooke,
Free
Peters,
and
Norah
Donovan,
attorney
and
chairman
of
To Wilmington Graduates
REC by-laws committee.
NO EFFORT to achieve internaActing
as
ex-officio
members
of
understanding is wasted,
both committees are Presidents James D.tional
Shouse told 108 graduates
Showerman and Seebach, and of Wilmington
College at
Claude Barrere, secretary of REC the - 78th annual(Ohio)
commencement
and ATS.
exercises June 2.
Mr. Shouse is chairman of the
board of Crosley Broadcasting
Crosby Expansion
and vice
president-director
ENTRY into library transcription ofCorp.,
Corp.
Crosley Corp.
activity is to be made by Bing ownsAvcoWLWMfg. WLWT
(TV) WLWA
Crosby Enterprises, Culver City,
(FM) Cincinnati, WINS New
Calif., withradio
the staff.
firm's Some
musicalof and
technical
Mr. York, WLWB (FM) WLWD (TV)
Dayton
and WLWC (TV) WLWF
Crosby's past CBS Radio programs
will be augmented by new material (FM) Columbus.
Speaking in defense of the
recorded by him to make up a
UnitedtheNations,
agreed
library in addition to the projected that
UN isMi-.notShouse
yet wholly
Musical Americana, a series on jazz effective but
asked
the
graduates
performers. The music library what they would suggest in its
service will be available to stations
on a lease basis.
The alternative to the UN, he
place.
said, is anarchy in which all naNEW
Capehart-Farnsworth
radio-TV
engage in an arms race which
line will be presented at the annual would tions
end in all nations being swaldistributor
convention
in
Chicago's
lowed
by
an imperial state.
Conrad Hilton Hotel Aug. 4-5.
• Telecasting

DICHTER DICTUM
Products Have Personality
WHAT chases,
determines
puraccording topeoples'
Dr. Ernest
Dichter, psychological consultant,
is "one very simple yet gigantic
satisfaction
— security."
"The search
for ideas in selling
and advertising therefore is really
nothing but a search for a lanof communication,"
Dichter, guage
president,
Institute for Dr.
Research in Mass Motivations, told
a New York luncheon meeting of
the American Marketing Assn. He
advised that there are three major
ways in which the public can be
made aware of the "personality" of
a product, the factor which promises security: Through empathy, inconsiderate.dividual style and the effort to be
The principle of empathy, Dr.
Dichter
said, is based onthe thelanguage
necessity
of understanding
in which people think and talk
about a product in terms of their
own lives. When advertisers do
this, they will realize that a particular personality is associated
with their product, which should be
enforced — or in negative cases, explained — through advertising.
Sometimes advertisers contradict
the
public'sOneideastudy
of their
product,
he noted.
indicated
that
consumers, contrary to the thencurrent advertising of Pepsi-Cola,
thought of the drink as "very
juvenile, aggressive, shirt-sleeved
and a joyful
kind of beverage,"
though ad campaigns
has presentedalit as a dignified, sophisticated
drink. "Since this personality . . .
had very many nice and positive
aspects,"
the advertising
company decided
change their
to agreeto
with it, thereby implementing their
sales, he said.
The second way to appeal to the
consumer, he suggested, is through
the public desire for "individual
style," or preference, need or
brand.
someone "People
who hasare aconvinced
style of that
his
own is more believable," he said,
citing Arthur Godfrey's TV success
as The
"a perfect
example."performer is
CBS-TV
thought of as doing exactly what
heof usfeelsdream
like about,
doing — but"something
that few allof
us normally achieve" the psychologist said.
can hebe even
so spontaneous an"If
d freehethat
goes
to the extent of kidding his sponsor,"thingDr.he Dichter
anysays mustsaid,be "then
believable
andThetrulyspeaker's
his own third
opinion."
principle is
that people do not react to the
spoken
word
and
illustration
but
rather to the intention or effort
that has gone into it. An advertiser trying
to show
ness will
attract
greaterconsiderateattention
than the one who says, "Buy my
productter," hebecause
my
product
is betadvised.
The sooner the advertiser learns
to accept thethepublic
the
public's
own
soonerincontact
he will
establishterms,
forceful sales
with
the consumer, Dr. Dichter said.
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. a

name

to remember

On March 27, 1899, Marconi astounded a group of friends by
sending signals with his system of wireless telegraphy for a
distance of 30 miles. News traveled slowly in 1899 and it was
many weeks before Marconi's feat was known to the entire
world. It is doubtful, even in his wildest dreams, if Marconi
could have envisioned the vast use we make of his principles
of wireless telegraphy in radio broadcasting today.
Just 25 years ago, the STORER BROADCASTING COMPANY was
born in Toledo, Ohio. Its major precept was— and is— that
broadcasting in the public interest would be its number one
responsibility. During the past quarter century all STORER
BROADCASTING stations in the eight markets where they are
located have adhered to that principle. For this reason the
people who live in those eight markets listen to and believe in
STORER BROADCASTING stations. Our number one responsibility
has become our greatest asset. That is why advertisers who
want results use STORER BROADCASTING COMPANY stations
—the stations listeners believe in.

STORER
BROADCASTING
COMPANY
WSPD, Toledo, O. • WWVA, Wheeling, W. Va. • WMMN, Fairmont, W. Va. • WAGA, Atlanta, Ga.
WGBS, Miami, Fla. • WJBK, Detroit, Mich. • WSAI, Cincinnati, O.
WSPD-TV, Toledo, O. • WJBK-TV, Detroit, Mich. • WAGA-TV, Atlanta, Ga. • KEYL-TV, San Antonio, Tex.
NATIONAL SALES HEADQUARTERS:
488 Madison Ave., New York 22, ELdorado 5-2455 • 230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, FRanklin 2-6498
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One for All; All for One
THE ATMOSPHERE surrounding the calling
of the forthcoming meeting of CBS Radio
affiliates and executives of the network is one
that encourages hope for eventual solution of
radio network business problems.
Not the kind of witless hope that depends
for realization upon the passing of a miracle
nor the even sillier hope that an unsatisfactory
situation can rectify itself while all parties to
the situation ignore it.
The hope which arises from this occasion is
a firmer one.
Quite obviously, the nine operators of CBS
Radio affiliates who called the meeting did so
with the very realistic awareness that radio
network business affairs have reached a state
of disorder which cannot be corrected by wishful thinking or any cure short of painstaking
diagnosis and patient therapy.
This attitude of realism is at odds with the
excitability that has characterized the thinking
and behavior of some affiliates in the past. It
implies that station management and network
management, who not always have worked
harmoniously
together
one -another's
interests
in mind,
may nornowwithdiscard
old suspicions and jointly seek a solution.
The network crisis of today goes to the very
heart of the American radio system. Ten years
and more ago when the Independent Radio
Network Affiliates was formed to work out
problems common to the entire field (AFM
contracts, for example), a slogan was coined:
"The affiliates are the networks, and the networks are the affiliates."
In those days, networks and their affiliates
achieved a unanimity of purpose when confronted by the music crisis.
They should strive for no less unanimity today, for the business crisis now confronting
network radio is every bit as severe a threat
to radio as was the music difficulty of 1940-41.
be hoped
that and
the July
1-2 conference
of ItCBSis toRadio
affiliates
network
executives
will bear out the intentions of its sponsors and
that the infirmities afflicting network radio
will be examined frankly and in detail. Out of
such a conference could come the stabilization
of U. S. radio.
Sun Spots (Sic)
LATEST SEASONAL attempt to hook a free
radio ride comes from the Sun Glass Institute,
of New York City.
Stations are being broadsided with a fat
brochure
24 ready-written
"spots." tells
An
explanatoryof memo
to program directors
of the "health giving benefits" of the sun, then
quickly switches to a note of warning. "Scientists and eye specialists," it says, "have been
warning the public to use care in safeguarding
from too takes
much the
sun."program manHerethe eyes
the institute
ager into partnership and offers him an opportunity to do something about this danger.
"You will be performing a public service," the
memo
continues,
"by bringing
the attention
of thousands
who these
may befactsgam-to
bling with their safety." Typical "spots" follow.
Many station managers "filed" the "opporunity" in thecardwaste
At least
one
sent his trate
to thebasket.
Sun Glass
Institute.
One thing was universal — the burn. But it
was from the institute, not from the sun.
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FCC Black Magic
FOR tiona about
classic
portrayal
of the
Biblicalwhatquotathe left
hand not
knowing
the
right hand doeth, we cite the FCC as Exhibit A.
The FCC is crying poverty. It needs manpower to handle the TV "workload." An important personage — Chairman Edwin C. Johnson— gets his Interstate Commerce Committee
to plead for $800,000 more to give the FCC
that manpower. The Senate meets it two-thirds
of the way by approving $600,000.
Even before Congress had acted, the FCC
yields to the mouthings of its lawyers and
places on temporary license the stations of
several networks because of a wild-swinging,
publicity-seeking complaint of the American
Civil
alleging
"blacklisting."
Here,Liberties
on the Union
one hand,
the FCC
bemoans its
dire financial
straits.
the other,
vents aworkload
in anAndareaon which
is noneit in-of
its business. This artificially stimulated FCC
"business" follows the pattern of the latelamented Richards' Stations hearings; the
current ABC-United Paramount proceedings,
bringing inceivablyextraneous
issueson that
conhave a bearing
the can't
proposed
merger;
the
abortive
"rebroadcast
rule"
which
places the FCC stamp of approval on program
piracy, and
the holds
still-warm
letter
to CBS
wherein
the FCC
that GOP
Presidential
aspirant William R. Schneider of St. Louis is
entitled to equal opportunities with other Presidential candidates (wherein it introduces the
vicious vancepractice
of the fact).of regulating licensees in adHow do these actions come about? The
blacklisting case is a shining example. Last
April, ACLU called upon the FCC to conduct
a general
of "blacklisting"
stemming frominvestigation
the publication
of Red Channels.
Came widespread publicity, what with the citing of such entities as NBC, CBS, ABC, DuMont, WPIX (TV) New York and KOWL
Santa Monica as alleged blacklisters. Renewals
of several were due June 1.
At its meeting Wednesday, May 28, the
Broadcast Bureau recommended, and the Commission approved, regular renewals and dismis al of the ACLU complaints. At the next
day's
session,
General
Ben rule
Cottone
(who had provoked
the Counsel
rebroadcast
and
who made the Richards case a cause celebre)
asked for reconsideration and deployed legalistic abracadabra about the Administrative Procedure Act requiring investigation and written
opinion. Comr. E. M. Webster felt there was
something to this procedure business. Comr.
Frieda B. Hennock struck a blow for her ACLU
misguided
liberals
reconsideration. Chairman
PaulandA. seconded
Walker wilted.
There
was more legalistic interplay.
So temporary licenses ensued. The vote
was 3-2, with Vice Chairman Rosel H. Hyde
and the FCC's newest member, Robert T.
Bartley, opposing the action as improper use
of the licensing function extending beyond the
intention of the statute. Comrs. Robert F.
Jones and George E. Sterling were away.
It is this sort of mischief that the FCC
lawyers
have been
inciting.
It's the
phonyliberal precept
of trying
to dispel
all alleged
social
sins
by
using
the
licensing
power.
It's
the kind of activity that has infused the FBI
with the notion that the FCC is made up of a
gang of left-wing (or worse) sympathizers.
On the blacklisting issue, if there are those
who feel they are libeled, they have recourse
to the courts, not the FCC.
And pity Chairman Johnson and his committee, who stuck their necks out to get an
economy - minded Congress to give the FCC
more money, only to have the same FCC create
a new WPA legalistic leaf-raking project that
is make-work and make-trouble.

£
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D. L. (TONY) PROVOST
THEby thecelebrated
late Thorne"Topper"
Smith maynovels
owe created
certain
facets of their hero's character to a man
with whom the novelist once roomed in Greenwich Village. He is D. L. (Tony) Provost.
Topper was pictured as a good-natured businessman, successful, but with a turn for getting into out-of-the-ordinary situations. That
shoe fits Tony Provost.
But where Topper was meek and easy-going,
Tony Provost dons sprinting shoes for a much
faster and aggressive whirl in the business
world. Today he is vice president and general
manager of Hearst Corp.'s Radio and Television Div., and, perforce, one of the broadcasting industry's most active and aggressive
figures.
In direct supervision of WBAL (50 kw)
and WBAL-TV Baltimore, both NBC affiliates,
Mr. Provost also heads WISN-AM-FM Milwauke (5kw). He is a member of the board
of directors of KING Seattle, Wash., partlyowned by the Hearst (Corp.
With these widely-spread properties demanding his business talents, Mr. Provost has established a policy for overall operation which
combines sound business administration with
strong public affairs programming.
His 20 years of experience in broadcasting
stood him in good stead in his present position
when he succeeded the late Tom A. Brooks.
During his work as an independent program
producer from 1931 to 1939, he had a hand in
pugilist the
Max rights
Baer'sto dramatic
career.radio
He
handled
a three-a-week
dramatic
show,
sponsored
by
the
B.
F.
Goodrich Co., and starring the prizefighter before
his fight with Primo Camera, and the next
year
to theshow
Braddock
fight, abyhalf-hour
Baer prior
dramatic
sponsored
Gillette
Safety Razor Co. It has not been revealed
whether Mr. Provost was responsible for the
publicity gag during this time of having the
fighter "shot" by a sound effects man in a New
Jersey hotel lobby with blank cartridges, an
act which made national headlines.
Mr. Provost served as sales manager for Empire Broadcasting Co. from 1939 to 1942 and
from
1945 was assistant manager of
WEAF 1942Newto York.
His decision to stick with the broadcasting
industry became pronounced when a side venture back-fired during this period. With a
partner,
Mr. Provost
introduce butan oilnut
crushing
machinetriedintoto Mexico,
the
Mexican government objected that the machine was unfair
to
labor.
When
a
representa(Continued on page 5U)
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"Wherever
You 60... there's RADIO'"
CKLW is proud to have played a part in the United Detroit Radio
Committee's campaign which won top honors for group radio
promotion in 1951. CKLW conceived the slogan, first gave it air
time, and joined with other Detroit Stations to emphasize the
great value of radio in the Detroit market.

153,358 Broadcast Hours
11,804 Advertisers Served
48,620 Hours of Public
Service Broadcasts

Celebrating Our
Anniversary
20™
MUTUAL
50,000

CKLW
WATTS

•

Guardian Building
BROADCASTING
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800
•

On

MUTUAL
Your Dial

Detroit 26
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PAUL
SIMPKINS,
announcer,
Centerville,
Miss., asstaff
station
manager.WJDX Jackson, Miss., to WGLC"
QUENTIN C. STURN, accounting staff, WIND Chicago, transfers to'
HARRY SIMMONS, salesman, Paul H. Raymer Co., Chicago, to NBC
Radio Spot Sales, same city, in same capacity.
STUART
recently discharged from the Navy, to WNAV
JOHN THORWALD, radio-TV director, WJHP Jacksonville, WTMC Annapolis, HEPBURN,
Md., on sales and announcing staffs.
Ocala, WDLP Panama City and WCOA Pensacola, all Fla., has
resigned. Future plans have not been announced.
JOHN ROSSITER, general manager, WTVN (TV) Columbus, Ohio,
DICK DAWSON, account executive, DuMont Television Network, to elected vice president of Picture Waves Inc. in addition
. Paul H. Raymer Co., N. Y., station representative firm, to present duties.
in same capacity.
MIKE SHAPIRO to sales staff of WFAA-TV Dallas.
% ALFRED E. ANSCOMBE, sales promotion director, HAROLD GREGSON, station manager, KNBY NewWKBW Buffalo, promoted to local sales manager.
port, mercial
Ark., returns
manager. to KNEA Jonesboro, Ark., as comC. C. CLOUGH, account executive, Fennell Adv. Hollywo d, to KWKW Pasadena, in similar capacity.
WILLIAM GIDEON and LAWRENCE H. ROGERS appointed to board of directors of WSAZ Huntington,
JERRY WINTERS named sales manager, WVOW
W. Va.
Logan, W. Va.
Mr. Rossiter
BRYAN J. BUSH, former commercial manager, WDOD Chattanooga,
Tenn., WALTER H. STAMPER Jr. and WILLIAM O. JONES, salesmen there, to WAPO that city, in same capacities.
"Save up to $16 a month
Pet&onali • • •
on food bills/'
H. EIGES, NBC vice president in charge of press and informaUsing radio, TV, small ads, and the package itself. SYDNEY
tion, elected president of New York professional chapter of Sigma Delta
Sterling Salt tells housewives how the trick is done.
Chi, honorary journalism fraternity.
On pages 44 and 45 of the Blusalt for the
GEORGE HINDERSON, director of sales, WLWC (TV) Columbus,
farm, Sterling
elected . to. . board
directors
of city's
May
of Printers'
Ink, Industrial
Salt,
James 9 K.issue
Gearhart,
advertising
Assn.
GLAD ofHALL
JONES,
KRKDManufacturers
Los Angeles Representatives
account executive, to head second annual advertising workshop series for teachers at
and merchandising manager, and Sterling AuFairfax
High
School,
same
city,
June
14-25.
.
.
.
JOHN
McDERMOTT,
International Salt Company,
ger Action Salt
sales staff, KMBC and KFRM Kansas City, Mo., elected president of
"Gives credit for sales boost to for ice control.
Junior Chamber of Commerce. . . .
Articles like
high information value of ads."
ROBERT J. McANDREWS, commercial manager, KBIG Avalon, Calif.,
If you missed this story drop this often pro- Bob Kenyon
was m.c. at sixth annual Hucksterado dinner dance of Hollywood Ad
me a line and I'll send it on to voke this quesClub, June 6.
tion:
"Why
does
Printers'
Ink
you.
come up with so many factual,
KEN SPICER, business manager, WBT-AM-FM and WBTV (TV) CharIt's important on two counts. down-to-earth, profit- ma king
lotte, N. C, elected
president
of city's
National Officemanager,
Management
First, you can use it to build
Assn
BENEDICT
GIMBEL,
president-general
WIP
several solicitations for new ac- stories?"
Philadelphia, to receive honorary degree of Doctor of Humane Letters
For
63
years,
our
subscribers
counts, local, regional or even have told us what they want.
from Lincoln U
ANDY A. McDERMOTT, manager of Radio &
some national advertiser. SecTelevision Sales Inc., Toronto, elected second vice-president of Advertising and Sales Club there. . . . LEE HODGE, sales staff, WKTY La
buyers of adverond, it was probably read by the They aretising.the
To hold their interest
largest single group of buyers and renew
Crosse,
Wis., appointed general manager of city's annual summer civic
their
subscriptions
of advertising in this country.
opera. RALPH V. STEELE, sales staff, WKTY, named "man of the
year
after
year,
we
know
that
year"
by
County Reserve Officers Assn AL WEEKS, account execuOf our total circulation, 23,309,
the Sterling Salt retive,
KLO Ogden, Utah, elected president of city's Advertising and
more than two-thirds are ad- storiesport like
Sales
Club
are what they seek.
vertising managers, sales managers, agency executives, and
Two suggestions: Read the
the top executives who "give Sterling story, then contact
AM IN TV HOMES
More French-Language
the nod" to schedules.
some local or regional food advertiser and tell him how he
Probed by Advertest EXPANSION OF Canadian BroadWith the article you will see can use your
station to expand
programs
RADIO sets require less attention decided casting
a typical radio script, three
on Corp.atFrench
the CBC
boardwasof
Another suggesthan
TV sets.saidThat's
small space ads, and the com- his business.
tion: Start telling the Buyers
respondents
in a what
surveymostby governors meeting in May at Questory ofhelping
how "Sterling
weekly in Printbec
French-language
Salt ispletenow
tens of of Advertising
Tele-Scope
on "What
tions asCity.
far west
as Edmonton staare
your opinion
as to why
people to receive
ers'
about your own sta- isAdvertest's
thousands of housewives to save
wire-line network service
tion andInk market.
continue
to
listen
to
the
radio
even
up to $1.93 on a dinner for four,
from
Montreal
and
Quebec
this
We are ready to help you
and up to $16.00 a month on
they TVown homes
television?"
en in 755
in the WomNew summer. There are a number of
whether you decide to use 1/6 though
their food bills."
York metropolitan area were independently - owned French - lanof a page or a full page on a queried.
guage stations now in operation in
At the present time, 34 Radio regular schedule.
follow : Answers and percentages
7.8%
26.8%
8.9% northern Ontario and western
Stations are releasing daily
Canada,
which will be included in
When
shall
we
have
our
first
Radio
requires
less
attention
Sterling weather reports five
6.2% this expansion. It also was decided
TV tiresome— bad for eyes
5.2%
times a week. With these re- talk?
to
build
a French-language CBC
Many
have
favorite
radio
programs
4.5%
ROBERT E. KENYON, JR.
Radio has its own values
ports, commercials are rotated
station in New Brunswick province
Radio provides music
Advertising Director
to feature Sterling Table Salt,
3.6%
although
location, frequency and
2.5%
Many radio programs better than TV 5.4%
costs have not yet been determined.
Some
TV
programs
are
poor
Habit
42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
Chicago t Pasadena
31 .9% The New Brunswick station will
Miscellaneous
• Atlanta • Boston
Don't know reasons
carry the French-language proPrinters' Ink
grams exclusively.
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YOU

IN

MIGHT

STRIKE

20

BATTERS

—

GAME

ONE

OUT

UT...
YOU

NEED

THE

FETZER

STATIONS

TO

IN

WIN

WESTERN

MICHIGAN!

If you're pitching for the rich Western Michigan
market, WKZO-WJEF and WKZO-TV give you
three strikes on any other media in this area.
RADIO
WKZO, Kalamazoo, and WJEF, Grand Rapids (a
CBS combination) deliver about 57% more city
listeners than the next-best two-station choice in
these two cities, yet cost 20% less than the next
combination. In addition to their home-town
superiority, WKZO-WJEF have tremendous rural
circulation too. The 1949 BMB Report shows
that WKZO-WJEF have greatly increased their
unduplicated audiences over 1946 — up 52.9%
at night . . . 46.7% in the daytime! In the Grand
Rapids area alone, this represents an unduplicated
day-and-night coverage of 60,000 homes!

TELEVISION
WKZO-TV, Channel 3, is the Official Basic CBS
Television Outlet for Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids.
A new 28-county Videodex Diary Study, employ"B" ing! the BMB method, offers smashing proof that
WKZO-TV delivers 91.9% more Western Michigan and Northern Indiana homes than TV Station
Write direct or ask Avery-Knodel for all the
Fetzer facts, today!

Maury McDermott of the Louisville Colonels tied this American Association record in a 1949
game with St. Paul.
WJEF
WKZO-TV
WKZO
IN KALAMAZOO
^
■
MICHIGAN
WESTERN
IN
fffffA in GRAND RAPIDS
AND GREATER
! AND NORTHERN INDIANA
AND KENT COUNTY
WESTERN MICHIGAN
(CBS RADIO)
H
■
(CBS RADIO)
WkJ
ALL THREE
OWNED
AND
OPERATED
BY
WM
FETZER
AVERY-KNODEL,

BROADCASTING
COMPANY
INC., EXCLUSIVE
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

rcaVictor

Good program ideas and top talent
deserve RCA Victor transcription
quality and service. Your materialspot announcements to full-length
shows— should get the benefit of
RCA's
research. technical experience and
Your order, large or small, is
recorded, processed and pressed in
the
best-equipped
studios
and country's
plants . . . receives
world-famous
RCA Victor engineering. Complete
transcribed radio production and
script-writing facilities are available.
Contact an RCA Victor Custom Rec~
ord office today:
630 Fifth Avenue
Dept. B-60,
JUdsonNEW2-5011YORK 20
445 North Lake Shore Drive
Dept. WHitehall
B-60, CHICAGO
4-3215 11
1016 North Sycamore Avenue
Dept. B-60,
HOLLYWOOD
38
HILLside
5171
Write
for ourBrochure!
fact-filled
Customnow Record
custom
record
sales

^

RCA VICTOR DIVISION
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Our Respects To
SCAAA ELECTION
(Continued from page 50)
Jorgensen Named President
tive for the machine was murdered Archdale J. Jones, an Englishman, KAI JORGENSEN, executive vice
helps track down missing perby peons,
the project was aban- who
president
doned in a hurry.
sons.
chairman of and
the
Some indication of why business
Mr. Provost, whose first name is
board,
HixsonInc.,&
Jorgensen
DeLancey, but who has become records show WBAL-TV at its peak
Los Angeles
known throughout the broadcasting booking level and WBAL listing its
industry by his initials, D.L. — or strongest billing in recent years,
agency, president
has been
elected
his nickname Tony — , was born
be gathered
into Mr.his Provost's
June 28, 1903, at Winsted, Conn., may
standing
advice
various
of
Southern
Caliand attended Gilbert Preparatory staffs:
fornia AdvertisSchool.
"We can no longer be purveyors
ing Agencies
from an ivory
Awarded a bachelor's degree at of entertainment
The people have grown up Mr. Jorgensen Assn. ceedsHeWillardsuc-G.
William & Mary College, Williams- tower.
with our media and are no longer
Va., he but
entered
the advertisWillard G Gregory,
Gregory Co.presiwho
ing burg,business,
was forced
out of awed by technical magic. Today dent,
work during the depression. He radio and television stations, like continues as board member
Elected
first
and
second
vice
entered radio via a recording con- newspapers,
a part weof must
their
communities. must
That bemeans
cern.
presidents, respectively, were Earl
As program manager for WNBC go to the people with our cameras, L. Taggart, partner of Taggart &
New York from 1945 to 1949, Mr. our tape recorders and our micro- Young Adv., and Robert F. Millar,
Provost saw the station receive
phones. We must enter their schools president, Stellar, Millar & Lester
more national awards than at any and their churches, participate in Inc. Forrest Dolan, vice president,
time in its history. Specializing in their fund-raising campaigns and The Mayers Co., was named secrethe progress of their vital tary-treasurer.
children's shows and public affairs record
programming,
many their
cur- civic and legislative issues.
rent radio and heTV gave
favorites
Showmanship
Factor
first big break. Tex and Jinx were
". . . It must not be forgotten, Pulse Expands Service
introduced by Mr. Provost and he however,
we are also in show
also brought Bob Smith from Buf- business. that
Inc.'s addition of 18 radio
All the public service in PULSE
falo to New York as a morning
will fall on deaf ears un- and ten video markets to its service
entertainer and star in children's the world
employ the tricks of our area
surveys
marks expansion
the firm'sin
programs, where Mr. Smith first trade lesstowe make
four month
it dramatic and vital greatest
brought forth his Howdy Doody
history, Dr. Sidney Eoslow, Pulse
show.
to Although
the public. Mr.
. . ."Provost must head, said May 24. He said Pulse
Moving to Baltimore as business travel
67 radio markets ina lot of necessity, he relaxes now covers
cluding 18 million families, or 42%
manager for WBAL-AM-TV in when
he can at his home in a val- of the U. S. total, and 38 TV mar1949, he took over his present job
in 1951. Since then the properties
kets containing 85% of all TV sets.
ley north of Baltimore. He is married to the former Seraphine Baum- New markets, as released by Pulse,
have expanded steadily with develinclude Houston, San Antonio,
opment of merchandising and phoHis hobbies are his dogs, gar- Toledo, Providence, Milwaukee,
tographic departments, an in- gartner.
creased news staff and intensive
dening and sometimes a hand of Tulsa, San Diego, Miami, Pittsconcentration on educational proburgh, Baltimore and Richmond.
gramming.
poker.
Expands Classroom TV
NO ARGUMENT HERE . . .
WBAL-TV already had been
among the first stations in the
country to inaugurate TV programs
for public school classrooms. Under
WBNS has more listeners than
Mr. Provost the educational proall local stations combined!
gramming was expanded to embrace the university level, and now
makes available Class A time each
week for a series participated in by
All the neighbors listen in when
every major college and university
in Maryland. Additional choice
time is devoted to a weekly medWBNS is on the air. And you can't
icallandshowdoctors.
presented by U. of Maryargue with these facts: WBNS has
the top 20 rated programs ... a comThe WBAL radio and TV outlets
bination oftop CBS shows and local
present 51 public service programs
weekly.
favorites.
WBNS reaches a BillionMr. Provost also has expanded
Dollar audience of almost
actual programming time, insisting that WBAL-TV be the first stalion, both urban and rural. WBNS
tion on the air every day and the
is the neighbor other local stations
last at night, the station starting
at 7 a.m. with the Garroway show
try to keep up with.
and ending with live news and
sports programming at 12:15 a.m.
WBAL-TV programmed its own
9-10 a.m. variety show long before
ASK JOHN BLAIR
the NBC Today program, reportedly receiving the highest rating
for
TV in 10 major
citiesearly-morning
covered by ARB.
Six months ago WBAL went on
the air for 24 hours a day. An outstanding feature show on the all
CENTRAL OHIO'S ONLY
night broadcast is conducted by
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Can America
escape

socialism?

Some nations couldn't. And there are people in
this country who are trying to push America down
the same one-way street.
They don't speak out for socialism openly —
they know most Americans don't want it. Instead,
they give persuasive reasons for the steps that lead
to socialism.
There's one clue that will help you recognize
this hidden socialism. It's the old line: "Let the
federal government do it — or run it — or take it over
—lookor out.
own and operate it." When you hear that,
For the more things the federal government
runs, the closer we are to socialism — whether we
want it or not — and the fewer rights and freedoms
we have left for ourselves.
America can escape socialism — here's how you
can help: Recognize the steps that lead to it. Help
your friends and neighbors see the danger. And
use your ballot wisely!
WHERE DOES SOCIALISM START? One of socialism s
first aims is to have the federal government take over
electricity, and thus get the whip hand over every business,
farm and family. In America, socialized electricity has
spread steadily— and the pressure is on for much more.
That's why America's business-managed, tax-paying ElecLight and Power Companies* publish this warning
to alltricAmericans.
*Names on request from this magazine
• "MEET CORLISS ARCHER" -Sundays- ABC-9: 15 P.M., Eastern Time.
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KHMO LABOR CASE
'Cease and Desist' Asked
TRIAL EXAMINER Stephen S.
Bean, National Labor Relations
Board, last week recommended that
KHMO Hannibal, Mo., "cease and
desist" from discouraging membership in any labor organization of
its employes or in any other manner interfere with or coerce employes in their self-organizational
rights.
Mr. Bean was acting on charges
filed by IBEW, Local 1272, AFL.
Complaint was issued March 5.
Hearing was held at Hannibal
March 24-26. Mr. Bean last week
also recommended dismissal of several other charges of discrimination by KHMO.

air-casters

JERRY
CARR, L.newsI., director,
WHLIof
Hempstead,
adds duties
program director.
STEPHEN W. ISON Jr. appointed
acting program director, WVOW
Logan, W. Va. HUGH DeMOSS and
JACKing staff.
MILLAN to station's announcTOM HANLON, sportscaster, KNX
Hollywood, to narrate auto racing
sequences in Monogram Pictures feature film, LOEBER,
"Army Bound."
ROBERT
promotion staff,
ABC Chicago,
advertising
motion todepartment,
WMAQand proand
WMBQ
same
city,
replacing
RECKSIECK who has resigned.GRANT
BILLIE O'DAY, WIOD Miami, Fla.
World in Canada
women's commentator, honored with
ALL-CANADA Radio Facilities certificate of appreciation at annual
of Dade County Federation
Ltd., Toronto, has obtained Cana- meeting
Women's Clubs for service to comdian distribution rights of World ofmunity.
Broadcasting System Inc., New STUART SNYDER, free lance writer
York. R. F. Tait, of All-Canada, and producer, KRDO Colorado
will handle the World Program Springs,
to production staff, WHAS
Service library for Canadian sta- Louisville, Ky.
GEORGE WANN, promotion director,
tions. Plans are under way for ex- KOIN
elected to board of
pansion of the service to include directorsPortland,
of Oregon Prison Assn.
Canadian artists and programs JOHN
ARCESI, star of KNX Hollyspecially designed for Canadian
wood John Arcesi Sings, signed to exbroadcasting to cover local holidays
clusive three-year
and other features.
Amusement
Corp. contract by General

WSYR's
Radio

Local
Sales

—
39%
UP
For thewereperiod
WSYR's
radio
sales
39% ending
ahead ofApril
1951.30, The
local local
advertisers
responsible for this increase are the ones in the best
position to test the effectiveness of all media. They
know which advertising keeps the cash register
ringing.

National

Spot Advertisers

TAKE

NOTE

Write, Wire, Phone or Ask Headley-Reed

WSYR — AM-FM-TV — The Only Complete
Broadcast Institution in Central New York
NBC Affiliate • Headley-Reed, National Representatives
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FREEMAN LUSK, moderator, KLACTV Hollywood Freedom Forum, father
of boy, May 25.
WILLIAM BALLARD, writer for
Kids and Co. on DuMont Television'
Network, father
and Joeof DiMaggio
ShowMayon'
NBC-TV,
boy, William,
14. Paternal grandmother is REGGIE
SCHUEBEL, partner of Wyatt &
Schuebel, N. Y.

ROY GREEN, operator, CHNO Sudbury, to CHUM Toronto, as an- A/ewi • • •
nouncer-operator.
AUSTIN BOYLE, Chicago Daily News,
JAMES PETERSEN, professor of ra- to ABC Chicago press staff.
dio and TV, Ball State College, Mun- ADOLPH J. SCHNEIDER, director of
cie, Ind., to special broadcast service NBC-TV news and special events, prestaff, WLW and WLWT (TV) Cinsented 1952 citation for alumnus
cinnati.
achievement by U. of Omaha.
JEAN HERSHOLT, star of CBS Radio
Dr. Christian, named "the doctor we'd Thesaurus Abroad
most
NurseslikeAssn.to work with" by American FOREIGN radio outlets airing 11
LOU
RCA Thesaurus urogram series on
WFMA SHABOTT,
(FM) Rockyformerly
Mount, ofN.WCECC, to May
29 included Radio Ceylon,
WJWL
Georgetown,
Del.,
as
anBarbados
Rediffusion Service
nouncer.
Manila, Radio
JaPETER H. WINN, director of sports (B.W.I. ),maica,DZRH
ZFY Georgetown
(British
and special events, WHMP Northamp- Guiana), Rediffusion
Singapore
and
ton, Mass., to Amherst College there Radio Trinidad. Advertisers are:
on public relations staff.
Insurance Co., Air
MIKE ROSS, Hollywood TV actor, as- Independent
France, Dunlap Rubber & Tyre,
signed role in Paramount Pictures Da
Costa & Co., Esso Products,
feature
"Pleasure Island."
Caribbean Theatres,
CARL W.film,HERZMAN,
KLZ Denver Robert CodThorn,
Liver Oil, State Express
farm program director, presented Altra
Cigarettes,
Listerine
Products, R.
award for service as advisor to Colo- M. Jones, Marcelo Rubber
rado Jr. Cattlemen
Assn. at group's Soap & Edible Products Co., Shoes,
85th annual
convention.
B &J
Tobacco, General Foods,
JULIA PRESSON to continuity staff, Machado
BardowelPs
Dept.
Store,
Honigs
WPTF SON,Raleigh,
N. C. BILLto JACKC. G. Plummer, Grace
WCOG Greensboro,
WPTF Products,
Kenedy Soap, Chin Yee & Co.,
announcing staff.
Michelin
Tyres
& Tubes, Bandbox
EL JONES, CKWS Kingston, named a Shampoo and Hagemeyer
Trading
director
of
Advertising
and
Sales
Club
there.
BARNEY PHILLIPS, actor in NBC- Co.
TV Dragnet, assigned role in United
Artists feature film release, "The JAYCEES'
Take Over DAY
WASK Schedule
DON
Glass McGILL,
Wall." music producer, CBM
Montreal, named program director of didn't
OLD CLICHE,
"banker's
hours,"of
mean a thing
to Jaycees
CBM.
Ind., fortnight ago as
CARMEN PHELPS, Pitluk Adv., to 40Lafayette,
businessmen took over the town,
WOAI-TV San Antonio, for daily lock-stock
and barrel — including
show, Menu Matinee.
the
microphones of WASK there.
WESTON J. HARRIS to WTTG (TV)
From 6 a.m. sign-on until postWashington to handle publicity and midnight
sign-off, it was Junior
promotion.
ED SIMMONS and NORMAN LEAR, Chamber of Commerce day at the
station as Jaycees and their "guest
writers of Martin & Lewis NBC radio- stars"
handled microphone chores.
TV shows,
comics' Occasion was a special promotion
future
motionsigned
picturesto towrite
be released
through Paramount Pictures.
aimed at boosting "Greater LaDay." Plan WASK
was conceived
DIZZY
DEAN, Corp.,
sportscaster
E. fayette
Richardson,
owner,
staff Brewing
honored forMayFal-25 byand0. Robert
Sharer, Jaycee board
at Dizzy Dean Day ceremonies in member.
Sportsman's Park, St. Louis.
Feature of day's activities was
EMMA BARBERIO joins Hollywood
headquarters, KBIG Avalon, Calif, as reading of each other's commercials
by
business rivals. A
bookkeeper.
produc-of bankcompetitive
president and maufacturei
tion manager,STU
KBIG,WILSON,
adds duties
m.c. on KNXT (TV) Hollywood The opened the broadcast day with
Files of Jeffrey Jones.
news, markets and records. Jaycees
also announced a local semi-pro
SYD KENNEDY, manager of CBH baseball
Participating in
Halifax, appointed program director broadcast game.
activities were bankers,
of Maritimes Region of Canadian insurance men,
salesmen, lawyers,
Broadcasting
Corp.,
with
headquarters at Halifax.
merchants, industrial officials and
EVELYN CLARK DEGGENDORFER, a Marine sergeant.
assistant promotion manager, KCBS
San Francisco, appointed promotion
manager succeeding HOWARD LUCK
GOSSAGE. PETE TURDICI, head apprentice, KCBS, promoted to record
librarian
TON, new replacing
summer DAVE
relief McELHATannouncer.
iTOlTny POUG H KEEPS ! E
BOB FAIRBANKS succeeds Mr. TurREPRESENTED KY
dici. JEAN POTEET and BEVERLY
EVERETT McKINNEY !nC
BECKER to KCBS program staff.
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Your sales wagon, that is. For it's the /oca/ artist on
the /oca/ television program who carries the greatest sales
impact with viewers (and buyers).
He is a well-known personality in the market. His
endorsement of a product carries weight.
That's one reason why Spot TV is such a highly effective
advertising medium.

WSB-TV .
WBAL-TV

leading personalities in
the
product wYouwith,„II find
Associate
j. '-,
these
elevenyourmarkets.
them starring
(and selling) on the outstanding television station of each
market-listed here.

Dallas
WFAA-TV
KPRC-TV Houston
KHJ-TV Los Angeles
KSTp ^
M'p'l's St Paul
WSM-TV
Nashville
WTAR-TV Norfolk
KPHO-TV
Phoenix
WOAI-TV San Antonio
KOTV
Tulsa

Atlanta
Baltimore

REPRESENTED
EDWARD

PETRY
& CO., INC.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES
DETROIT • ST. LOUIS • SAN FRANCISCO • DALLAS

BY

The Dinah Shore Show
NBC Television Network
Starring Dinah Shore

There are many good reasons why Houston-Fearless
television camera pedestals and dollies are standard
equipment in a vast majority of television stations. They
are skillfully designed to give complete mobility to the
camera, engineered to withstand constant usage, and built
to give dependable performance at all times.
They embody 26 yean of leadership in manufacturing
camera and film processing equipment for the motion
picture studios of Hollywood and throughout the World.
You can rely on Houston-Fearless for quality and
dependability.
r catalog on television equipment.

J

HOUSTON
FEARLESS

1
f

DEVELOPING MACHINES • COLOR PRINTERS • FRICTION HEADS
COLOR DEVELOPERS • DOLLIES - TRIPODS • PRINTERS • CRANES
11807 W. OLYMPIC BLVD • LOS ANGELES 64, CALIF.

"WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF MOTION PICTURE PROCESSING EQUIPMENT"
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Suggests 'Service Factor'
areas a choice of two programs other multiple-served cities includ- B-l "the Commission's proposal
By LARRY
CHRISTOPHER
WRS
'
PRI
ORI
N
and TY
all cities at PLA
least two stations."
ing Washington, Philadelphia, involves cities less than 40 miles
MODIFICATION of FCC's temPriority 1 is to provide at least Detroit, Baltimore, etc.) violate (some as close as 2 and 3 miles —
porary processing procedure and
city-by-city priority listing — to ef- one TV service to all parts of the priorities 2 and 4, at least as to Gastonia and East Lansing) from
fect more equitable positioning U. S. ; priority 2, to give each com- timing, only because UHF is the an existing transmitter and therefore are presumably receiving one
munity at least one station. Prioramong cities now receiving limited
remaining available service." or more
services (Paterson, N. J.,
ities 3 and 4 are the same except only"This
service — was proposed to the Comappears to be an undue at 12 miles,
receives 7 services)
mis ion last week by Westinghouse they specify two services to all advantage
to
citizens
already
rewithin the meaning of at least
Radio Stations Inc. FCC issued areas and two stations to each
ceiving
adequate
service,"
Westits city priority list a fortnight community, respectively, the petipriority 1formula
if not priority
3. Therecontended,citizens
"and anin unfair
we are proposing
tion explained.
ago [B»T, May 26].
penalty toinghouse
those
other could fore,bethe extended
to include group
The Westinghouse technique emConflicts With Priorities
large
single
outlet
cities
to
which
"television
service factor"
Noting that the Sixth Report in- both UHF and VHF channels are B-l, or at least many cities listed
as theploys akey
to positioning.
This
FCC's desire
bring teleinto presently
factor is the population of the city being asdicatesmany
proposed."
Westinghouse pointed out that in
"We believe
that the public inof the"to UHF
divided by the number of TV staterest would be served and prior- therein."
vision stations as possible within
applying the television service
tions there. Computing one list
ities
1
through
4
more
quickly
factor
formula to both the city
of time," Weston the basis of city population and the shortestinghouseperiod
by use of an- population and metropolitan area
said the temporary
pro- broughtotherintoformulareality
another on the basis of metroto
establish
hearpopulation listings it offered as an
accompolitan area population, Westinging procedures without retarding appendix
plish thiscessing
resultprocedure
but, "would
in our opinion,
to its petition (see page
house covers only the B-2 through unnecessarily
conflicts
with
priorthe
early
growth
of
UHF
stations,"
68),
cities presently receiving
B-5
groupings
(cities
with
existing
the
petition
held.
i
t
i
e
s
1
through
4,
at
least
as
to
service) .
multiple service "are more evenly
A-2 Priorities Necessary
Allocation Developments
distributed throughout the hear"For instance," the petition conOther allocation developments timing."
ing schedule without unduly deiayWestinghouse stated it had no
last week included:
tinued,
"hearings
will
be
held
in
ing
hearings in cities where only
comment
with
respect
to
the
ComLos Angeles and New York-Newark
% Petition for reconsideration area,
UHF channels are available. (For
mission's
proposals
for
group
A-2
both
served
by
seven
teleofTV FCC's
Sixth
Report
lifting
the
vision stations, ahead of the Pitts- and B-l
"since insuchorder
prior-to instance, New York is second, Chifreeze by Matta Broadcasting
ities arecities,
necessary
burgh and St. Louis hearings,
Co., licensee of WLOA Braddock, which cities
cago fourth, Philadelphia- fifth,
are
presently
served
meet
priorities
1
and
3."
A-2
Detroit eighth, etc. on the metroPa., requesting assignment of by single outlets and rank eighth are those 40 miles or more cities
area basis.) Meanwhile,
Channel 4 there. Petition argues and ninth in metropolitan area any existing TV station while from
B-l however, politan
factors of separation between
single outlet cities appear
cities are those less than 40 miles
Braddock and Columbus, Ohio, and population
respectively."
having assigned to them only early on the hearing list and we
Along the same line, the petition and
suggests channel changes involving
therefore anticipate conformity
channels.
pointed
out that
the
"hearings
in UHF
(Continued on page 64)
WLWC
(TV)
and
WBNS-TV
The
petition noted that in group
Los
Angeles
and
New
York
(and
Columbus.
# Request by Zenith Radio
Corp., Chicago, that FCC (1) issue
a ruling declaring all Chicago ap'52 Plan Is Compromise
plicants, including WBKB (TV) NCAA
CONTROLS
there, on "equal footing" in
sponsor, sponsors, or net- to be held in Washington, D. C,
| their bids for Channel 2 and (2) FEARING the "financial pres- upon the
work selected by the NCAA — not sometime in January.
television "may well spell necessarily
"maintain status quo in respect to the endsures" of of
in terms of the highest
All the major television networks
amateur football" if
Channel
# Plea2 inby Chicago."
Dr. Forbes Farms allowed to go unchecked, the TV bid — to conduct a nationwide pro- were understood last week to be
gram on 11 successive Saturdays, working on the plan, steering
Inc., Palm Springs, Calif., for committee of the National Col- starting
September 20, plus through its qualifications to find- its
legiate Athletic Assn. last week
amendment of Sec. 3.60(5 (allocations table) to allocate UHF Chan- produced some pressure of its own Thanksgiving. Contrary to last sales potential. Estimated by one
in
the
form
of
its
second,
1952
plan
spokesman as involving a $2M>-$3
14 there under provision of 15year's design, the new plan calls million
mile nelrule.
purse, it seemed unlikely
for controlling college football for
television
blackouts,
bull's
eye no
of public
protests
last season,
that any one network would under9 Opposition of Havens & Mar- television.
take college football under its own
Networks, which had met sepa- and one network spokesman called
tin, operator of WTVR (TV)
rately with the TV committee since this a definite improvement for the aegis, as suggested by the NCAA,
Richmond, to petition of High
Point Enterprise (WHPE High February to offer their suggestions, advertiser, audience, and broad- unless supported by a major sponsor or a group of sponsors. With
Point, N. C.) to remove the alloca- unanimously agreed they would caster. Meet Next January
Pnilco, Admiral, and Westinghouse
tion of VHF Channel 6 from Beck- much prefer no restrictions what—
which
19 college games
soever on football telecasts, but
ley, W. Va., to High Point.
The NCAA committee also con- on NBC-TVpresented
last year for a reported
The Westinghouse petition noted generally conceded the plan, a comsidered
assessing
TV
receipts
for
that the priority principles re$663,142— buying AM-TV coverage
over last year's, Several
was better pro-rata redistribution to all 250 of
political conventions
tained by FCC in the Sixth Report than itspromisepredecessor.
member colleges, but proposals for this national
echoed Committee this
summer, it was felt sponsors
"are fair to the public" and that spokesmen
suggestion,
intended
to
help
Chairman
Robert
A.
Hall
of
Yale
might
prove
hard
to find.
"it is in the public interest and
eliminate television as a "vast
who noted
that theconcerned
plan "wouldn't
Tricky aspect of the NCAA pro'serves the greatest good to the please
money-making
device
for
the
faveverybody
100%,
greatest number' to bring into
posal is that the sponsor is exored few," will not be considered
reality, as quickly as possible, but would be beneficial to all."
pected to make his
own cost
(Continued
on page
71) estiOnus of the 1952 plan is placed until the annual NCAA convention.
priorities 1 through 4, giving all
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Listed by States
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla.— Gerico
Investment Co., UHF Ch. 17 (488-494
mc), ERP 18.8 kw visual; antenna
height above terrain 420 ft., above
ground 439 ft. Estimated construction
cost $252,900, first year operating cost
$200,000, revenue $210,000. Studio and
transmitter Peters Branch Road, 26°
06'
15" N. Lat.,DuMont,
80° 13' antenna
03" W. Long.
Transmitter
GE.
Legal counsel Welch, Mott & Morgan,
Washington. Consulting engineer
Craven, Lohnes & Culver, Washington.
Applicant is licensee of WBRD Fort
Lauderdale. Principals include: President -Treasurer L. Coleman Judd
(33%%), real estate broker; Vice
President E. J. Richardson (33%%),
Richardson Construction Co., and Sectary George W. English Jr. (33%%),
Fort Lauderdale attorney. Address:
c/o Radio Station WBRD, P. O. Box
78, Fort Lauderdale.
t FORT MYERS, Fla.— Fort Myers
Bcstg.kw Co.,visual;
Ch. 11antenna
(198-204height
mc), above
ERP
9.77
average
terrain
315%
ft.,
above
ground
343 ft. Estimated construction cost
$172,128, first year operating cost
$125,000, revenue $125,000. Studio and
transmitter location 54 East 1st St.,
26° 39' 03"
N. Lat., 81°
20" W.
Long.
Transmitter
RCA,51' antenna
RCA. Legal counsel Cohn & Marks,
Washington.
engineer
Russell P. May, Consulting
Washington.
Applicant
is licensee of WINK Fort Myers, Fla.
Principals include: President Arthur
McBride, 25% owner of United Garage & Service Corp., Cleveland and
president and 15% owner of Cleveland
Browns Football Team; Vice President
Daniel Sherby, 50% owner of United
Garage & Service Corp., 9% owner of
Cleveland Browns, 12%% owner of
Castle Outdoor Theatre Co. and 50%
owner of Stacy Rowell Motors Inc.;
Vice President Arthur B. McBride Jr.,
25% owner of United Garage & Service Corp. and 25% owner of Consensus
News Co.; Secretary Philmore J.
Haber,urer R.Cleveland
TreasB. Milar, attorney,
assistantandtreasurer
for United Garage & Service Co. AdFla. dres : 54 East 1st St., Fort Myers,
t MIAMI, Fla. — Isle of Dreams
Bcstg. Corp., Ch. 7 (174-180 mc),
ERP 316 kw visual; antenna height
above average terrain 437 ft., above
ground 479 ft. Estimated construction cost $1,259,957, first year operatrevenue
Studioing cost
and$792,000,
transmitter
North $976,000.
side of
79th St. causeway, 25° 50' 57" N. Lat.,
80°
19" W. RCA.Long.Legal
Transmitter
RCA, 09'antenna
counsel

EDWARD D. MADDEN (1), vice president in charge of NBC-TV sales and
operations, smiles as William Boyd,
film star, signs 10-year contract paving way for new Hopalong Cassidy
series.
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television applications
Digest of Those Filed With FCC May 29 through June 6
(f Indicates pre-thaw application re-filed.)
Boxscore
VHF UHF Total"
Applications filed since April 14
41
22 64
* One applicant did not specify channel number.
Dow, Lohnes & Albertson, Washington.
Consulting engineer Millard M. GarWashington. Applicant
licen-is
see ofrison,
WIOD-AM-FM
Miami, isand
identified
with
James
M.
Cox
Stations'
WSB-AM-FM Atlanta and WHIO-AMFM Dayton, Ohio. Principals include:
Chairman of Board James M. Cox Sr.,
owner of 10,650 shares out of 26,000
shares of Dayton News and Journal
Herald, Dayton, Ohio, which holds all
stock of Miami Daily News, which in
turn owns WIOD-AM-FM; President
D. J. Mahoney; Vice President James
M. Cox Jr., owner of 3,760 shares out
of 26,000 shares of Dayton News and
Journal Herald; J. Leonard Reinsch,
managing director of radio and television; Secretary-Treasurer
John L. Foy,
and James
M. LeGate, director
and
manager
of
WIOD-AM-FM.
600 Biscayne Blvd., Miami 30,Address:
Fla.

paper Foundation Inc. owns 66% of
Gannett Co. Inc. stock. Address: 1719 West North St., Danville.
t LOUISVBLLE,
Mid-America
Bcstg.
Corp.,kw UHF
Ch.Ky.—
21antenna
(512-518
mc),
ERP 200
visual;
height
above average terrain 500 ft., above
ground 564 ft. Estimated construction
cost $293,000, first year operating cost
$350,000,
$340,000.
S. 3rd St.revenue
Transmitter
507 Studio
S. 3rd 604
St.,
38°
15'
00"
N.
Lat.,
85°
45'
22.8" GE.W.
Long. Transmitter GE, antenna
Legal counsel Haley & Doty, Washington. Applicant is licensee of WKLO
Louisville.
Chairman of the Principals
Board Jamesinclude:
F. Brownlee
(4.9%); President Emanuel Levi
(10.5%); First Vice President Milton
S. Trostdent (10.2%);
Vice (5%)
Presi-;
William H. Second
Veeneman
Secretary-Treasurer E. L. Altshelter
t CHICAGO, III. — Zenith Radio (5%); E. R. Plunkett (15%) Harold
Corp., Ch.antenna
2 (54-60
mc),above
ERP average
100 kw J. Plunkett (15%); Henry Fitzhugh
visual;
height
(5%); Mary Peabody Fitzhugh
terrain 588 ft., above ground 628 ft. Jr.
John
(5%), and Allan
Estimated construction cost $564,500, D.(5%);
EmilLouisville,
(5%).Kadel
Address:
Ky. Henry Clay
first year operating cost $500,000, Hotel,
revenue $250,000. Studio and transt PORTLAND,
Gannett
er 135 S.37'LaSalle
41° 52'
30" Bcstg.
Services, Ch.Me.—13 Guy
(210-216
mc)
N. Lat.,mit 87°
35" W.St.,Long.
Transmitter GE, antenna
GE. Washington.
Legal coun- ERP 239 kw visual; antenna height
sel Wheeler
& Wheeler,
above average terrain 626 ft., above
Applicant is licensee of WEFM (FM) ground 314 ft. Estimated construction
Chicago. Principal stockholder is E. F. cost $356,526, first year operating cost
McDonald Jr. (9%), president and $144,000, revenue $133,000. Studio St.
manager of Zenith. Address: 6001 John and Valley Streets, Portland.
Dickens Ave., Chicago.
Transmitter near Blackstrap fire lookout, Falmouth, 7.9 mi. NW of PortDANVILLE, 111. — Northwestern
land, 43° 45'Transmitter
32" N. Lat.,GE,70° antenna
19' 14"
Publishing
Ch. 24 (530-536
Long.
mc), ERP Co.,
19 UHF
kw visual;
antenna W.
GE.
Legal counsel Dow, Lohnes &
height above average terrain 416 ft., Albertson,
Washington. Consulting
above ground 445 ft. Estimated con- engineer, Graven,
Lohnes & Culver,
struction cost $251,600, first year op- Washington. Applicant
is licensee of
erating
cost
$300,000,
revenue
$350,Portland, and WGUY-AM-FM
000. Studio and transmitter location WGAN
Bangor,
Me.
Principals
include
President Guy P. Gannett, who holds
1500 Washington St., 40° 08' 58" N.
Lat,.
37' 35" RCA.
W. Long.Legal
Transmitter
in
Guy
Gannett
RCA, 87°antenna
counsel 39.9% oflishinstock
g Co., which in turn owns Pub99%
Dow, Lohnes & Albertson, Washing- of Guy Gannett
Guy
ton. Consulting engineer Bernard C. Gannett PublishingBcstg.Co. Services.
owns Portland
Press
Herald
and
Express,
Kennebec
O'Brien,
Rochester,
N.
Y.
Applicant
is licensee of WDAN Danville, WHEC
Augusta, 390andCongress
Waterville
Rochester, N. Y., WTHT Hartford, Journal,
St.,
Portland 3,Address:
Me.,
Conn., and WENY Elmira, N. Y., All Sentinal.
stock in applicant is held by Gannett
Co. Inc., Rochester, N. Y., publisher of
SALISBURY, Md.— The Peninsula
Rochester Times-Union and Democrat Bcstg.
Ch. 16antenna
(482-486height
mc) ,
& Chronicle, Albany Knickerbocker ERP
112Co.,kwUHFvisual;
News, Utica Observer-Dispatch and above average terrain 414 ft., above
Press, Newburgh News, Beacon News, ground 444 ft. Estimated construcIthaca Journal, Ogdensburg Journal,
tion cost $296,400, first year operating
Malone Telegram, Saratoga Springs cost $115,000, revenue $115,000. Studio
Saratogan, Massena Observer, Elmira and transmitter Radio Park, SalisStar-Gazette
bury, 38° 23'Transmitter
03" N. Lat., 75° 34' 48"
ton Press, allandin Advertiser,
New York; BinghamHartford
(Conn.) Times, Plainfield (N. J.) W. Long.,
tenna RCA. Consulting DuMont,
engineer an-A.
Courier-News
and
Danville
(111.)
D.
Ring
&
Co.,
Applicant is licensee ofWashington.
WBOC and WESN
Commercial News. Principals include:
President Frank E. Gannett, who owns (FM) Salisbury, Md., and WCEM
33% of Gannett Co. Inc. stock; Vice President
include:
Downing (14%%),
President Frank E. Tripp; Treasurer Cambridge,JohnMd.W. Principals
Herbert W. Crickshank; Secretary owner of J. W. D. Co., real estate
Lynn N. Bitner; Director Paul Miller;
Vice President W. Lee Allen
Assistant Secretary Clayton Galla- broker;
(7.7%), % owner W. F. Allen Co.,
gher, and Assistant Secretary Thomas plant
nurseries,
horticulturists;
Secretary-Treasurer Avery W. Hall (1%),
V. Taft. Frank E. Gannett, News-

owner A. W. H. Insurance; Assistan
Secretary Charles J. Truitt (2%)
manager of WBOC and WESN (FM)
Assistant Treasurer Lena R. Dashieljj
(.7%), ofhead
accounting
ment
WBOCof and
WESN depart,
(FM)
I. L. Benjamin (10%%), presiden;
Benjamin
Co. (women's
and girls'
apparel),W. Salisbury
and Mr.
Albert
Ward (6.9%)
(Mr. and
WardMrs,ij|
executive secretary of Maryland Statu
Tax Commission). Address: Raditi
Park, Salisbury, Md.
t ST. PAUL,
MinnesotiCh
Television
Public Minn.
Service— Corp.,
11 (198-204 mc), ERP 316 kw visual
antenna height above average terrair
563 ft., above ground 537 ft. Esti,
mated construction cost $572,075, firs
year operating cost $300,000, revenu
$400,000.Transmitter
Studio FirstMinnesota
National 51,Ban]iy>
Bldg.
mi. North of jet. with Minnesota 36
45° 01' 22" N. Lat. 93° 10' 12" W. Long
Transmitter GE, antenna GE. Lega
counsel Fisher, Wayland, Duvall
Southmayd, Washington. Consulting
engineer Kear & Kennedy, Washing
ton. Applicant has bought WTCN
AM-FM Minneapolis [B«T, May 26
12;
April
21; MarchPrincipals
10] and isinclude
await
ing
FCC approval.
President
Robert Butler (68.63%)
former U. S. ambassador to Australii
and
of Walter Butle:
Co., Cuba,
Walterpresident
Butler Shipbuilding
Co.
and Walter Butler Construction Co
Vice President Alvin Gluek (7.84%)
president of Gluek Brewing Co.; Sec
retary-Treasurer Quentin Davit
(1.96%),
general
manager
Inc
Adv.
Agency,
St. Paul;
Bror David
Dahlberg
(4.9%),
general
advisor
to
board
Celotex Corp., Minneapolis; Lesteioi
Mample
St. Corp.;
Paul district
manager for(1.96%),
GE Supply
Samuel tioi
Lipschultz (3.92%), St. Paul attornej
(Continued on page 62)

TV REQUESTS
FCC Receives 24 Bids
TOTAL of new and amended tele
vision station applications filed
since
Sixth [B*T,
Report April
and
Order thewasFCC's
released
14] rose to 64 last week when 24
applications
to the
Commission — were
moresubmitted
than during
any
other
week
since
the
TV
freeze
lift.
Zenith Radio Corp. amended its
Channel
inapplication
Chicago. Itandplansseeks
to spend
$564, 5
500 on construction and lose $250,
000 in operating costs the first
KOMO Seattle filed an amended
application for Channel 4. KOMO |e
plans
to spend $1,115,460 for the tar
year.
TV station (it already has the
building) and expects the first year
operating cost to be more than
$1There
million.were two applications from
Honolulu, Hawaii. They came from
KGU, owned
the Honolulu
vertiser, forbyChannel
4, and Adthe
owners of Royal Amusements Ltd.
motion picture distributor and ex
hibitor, for Channel 2.
Breakdown
week's
cations
shows ofthatlastthere
were appli
nine
new
requests
filed
—
six
for
VHF
stations and three for UHF. There
were 15 amended applications, o
which
are for VHF outlet
and sixnine
for UHF.

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

Fv EDUCATORS
WARNING that "time is running
out
FCCweek
Chairman
Paul soA. rapidly,"
Walker last
called
>d Miifor prompt action in the use of the
242 TV channels reserved for noncommercial educational stations in
the Commission's Sixth Report
[B«T, April 14].
Pledging his "full support and
. . . wishes
success"made
to educators,for
Chairmanall Walker
his
plea for positive action on Tuesday
^efore
a
two-day
conference
educational TV in North Carolinaon
Baljat Chapel Hill. Some 200 state
educational
representatives
attendtaI,IfItjed
the meeting,
called by Gordon
^■f Gray, president of the consolidated
^U. of North Carolina, and also
*!;]'
of WSJS Winston-Salem,
,,tN.president
C. [Consolidated
university inj
eludes
the
Women's
College
v i Greensboro, State
College
at Ra-at
leigh and the U. of North Carolina
Mil at Chapel Hill.]
f'i
UHFarechannels
one
J VHFSeven
channel
reserved and
for non1 commercial educational use in
i J North Carolina under the provisions of the Commission's Sixth Report.
I Concerning FCC's decision to reservepressive,
channels,comprehensive
made "after
imAft'1
testimony
by America's educators marshaled
by the Joint Committee for EducaWalker tional
told Television,"
the group:Chairman
"I amin satisfied
my come
own mind
that
the yearsin to
this
action will stand out as one of the
most important contributions ever
made cantoeducation.
the development of AmeriHeated Competition
"If anyone doubts the value of
these television channel assignthe chairman
said, com"he
need only ments,"observe
the heated
petition for the commercial assignments. In every large city we anticipate that the demand will exceed the supply. Applicants are
ready not only to construct and
operate stations, but in most large
cities to stand the heavy expense
of the hearings which are necessary to choose the best qualified applicants."
Noting that by July 1 FCC expects to have 1,000 applications on
hand, Chairman Walker observed
that
assignments
has, "this
in fact,demand
been for
so intense
that
the Commission deemed it proper
to attach a most important limitation to its reservation of educational channels.
"That
limitation
thatthe ifComthe
circumstances
warrantis it,
mission may, at the end of one year
or thereafter, change a noncommercial educational assignment to
apointed
commercial
assignment," he
out.
The FCC chairman continued:
"You these
educators
musttelevision
understand
that
precious
assignments cannot be reserved for
you indefinitely. . . . The need for
BROADCASTING
• Tele

Walker Warns of Time
MULL
TV PLANS
prompt action on your part is
tees, representatives of the state record programs on film for showof the state departing over regular commercial TV
therefore
Noting obvious."
that JCET has reported budget mentbureau,
of public instruction, several outlets.
some 20 schools or groups are national foundations and adult eduAt the same meeting, held in
already taking preliminary steps to
cation groups as well as special May, the regents set priorities on
$16.3 million worth of buildings for
make plans for the filing of appli- consultants.
cations, Chairman Walker stated:
President Gray of the consoli- which
lature. they also will ask the legisdated
university,
said
as
far
as
the
"This
encouraging
proves isthat
educationalprogress.
televisionIt administration is concerned, no deProf.
McCarty,
cision has been reached as to the
tor of theHarold
State B.Radio
Councildirecand
is Groups
on the march."
under way, he reported, feasibility of establishing»television a top supporter of state-sponsored
stations at any or all of the three TV, informed the regents it will
include Ohio State U., U. of Illinois, institutions.
U. of Michigan, Michigan State
cost about $200,000 to establish an
College, U. of Wisconsin, U. of
"There is at present no large or educational TV outlet at Madison
Iowa, U. of Kansas, Kansas State small money in sight for the in- and about $3 million to construct a
College, U. of Connecticut with the
auguration of such programs," he 12 - station educational network,
Connecticut State Dept. of Educa- said.
mostlywaveUHF,
connected
by microtion, Rutgers U. with the New
relay. Prof.
McCarty,
warnSchool Stations
Jersey State Dept. of Education,
ing
of
the
one-year
limit
expected
U. of Houston with the Houston
Alternatives for setting up sta- on reservations, suggested the
public schools, as well as groups
tions at the three institutions, Mr. school system establish stations at
in Los Angeles, Milwaukee, Detroit, Gray said, would be to set up one Madison and Milwaukee as a
San Francisco, Chicago, Pittsburgh, transmitting station and have starter to show FCC that WisSt. Louis and Wichita. New York three studios service it or to have
consin means business on educational TV.about
The 12-station
State iswork, heplanning
a state-wide
net- no transmitter with studios at the would cost
five times network
the cost
noted, with
similar plans
three
institutions
relying
on
comunder way in Wisconsin.
mercial stations for transmission. of the state FM network now in
Arthur
S.
Adams,
president
of
operation,
estimated.
TV Most Effective
Admittingit isthat
equipment and
the American Council on Education, told the conference that the operating costs are high in teleAsking
why
advertisers
"are
pouring hundreds of millions of sum needed to establish and opervision, Prof. McCarty pointed out
ate educational television stations that it still would be "one of the
dollars" into TV, Chairman Walker
"relatively small compared to the most economical" teaching tools. A
said,ary"Certainly
for eleemosynreasons. It isnotbecause
no other ismagnitude
of the current operation
he said, should opermedium can produce results so in television, despite the limited stateate network,
four to six hours a day, some of
the
time
during
school hours.
number
commercial
stations." by
effectively.
Reportsof also
were presented
"Likewise,"- he continued, "meaTV Cost Double FM
suring your expenditures in terms representatives of several univerof educational results, you cannot
with television programs
Cost ofwould
operating
the 12-station
find a more economical investment already sities
be double
that of
in operation. Among them network
were
Elroy
L. Stromberg, professor the present FM setup, the regents
than television."
told. Operating cost of the
Concensus of the meeting on edu- of psychology, Western Reserve were
cational television programs for U.; Armand L. Hunter, director of latter annually is $275,000.
The construction program of
the three institutions of the con- television development, Michigan
solidated U. of North Carolina is State College, and Richard Hull, $16.3 million is for 1953-55. All
that they are desirable provided manager
told,
the regents are asking for
of WOI-TV, Iowa State
$64
million in new construction by
high quality can be maintained and College.
1959.
adequate funds for financing can
board of regents of the U.
be obtained. The conclusions were of TheWisconsin
has voted to seek
The State Radio Council has been
summarized at the final session $100,000 from the 1953 state legis- designated
Governor
Walter
Wednesday.
lature to construct a closed circuit Kohler Jr. tobyhandle
all state
TV
Among those present were deans educational TV laboratory on the interests.
and directors of the three institu- Madison campus. Such facilities
At a meeting on May 27, a newlytions of the consolidated university, would permit the university to ex- formed
Citizens
Comperiment in TV techniques and to
a committee of the board of trusmitteeWisconsin
for Educational
Television
unanimously voted to request FCC
to reconsider its allocation plan
and
assignto VHF
instead
of UHF
channels
education
in Madison,
LaCrosse,
Eau
Claire,
Wausau
and
Green Bay.
WISC Madison already has indicated it would prefer that the
sole VHF channel at Madison
(Channelcationa3)l use rather
be reserved
than oneforof eduthe
three UHF channels allocated
there.
The State Radio Council pointed
out
that greater
could by
be
obtained
for eachcoverage
dollar spent
using theVHF.
councilprobably
noted
that
use The
of VHF
would
result
in
a
reduction
of
TV SPORTS clinic held by the National Assn. of Radio and TV Station Rep- number of transmitters needed theto
resentatives Inc. in New York May 27 included (I to r, seated): T. F. Flanagan,
managing director, NARTSR; Peter James, Weed & Co.; Robert M. Gray, cover the state.
More lished
thanand well-known
two dozen "well
estabadvertising
salesFree
promotion
Esso Dennis,
StandardTheOilKatz
Co., Agency;
clinic's
organizaguest; Jack and
Brooke,
& Petersmanager,
Inc.; Ralph
tions"
have
joined
in
the
formastanding, Edgar Filion, Robert Meeker Assoc.; Lloyd Griffin, Free & Peters;
tion(Continued
of the Wisconsin
Lewis H. Avery and John Wade,BlairAvery-Knodel
Inc.; Robert Dooley, John
on pagecitizens'
91) TV
& Co.
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TV Applications
(Continued from page 60)
and seven others with less than 1%
each. Address: W-3173 First National
Bank Bldg., St. Paul 1, Minn.
f SPRINGFIELD, Mo.— Springfield
Television Inc., Ch. 3 (60-66 mc). ERP
10 kw visual; antenna height above
average terrain 544% ft., above ground
550 ft. Estimated construction cost
$272,000 first year operating cost $100,000, revenue $100,000. Studio and transmit er 9 9 West Sunshine St., 37° 10'
59"
N. Lat.,RCA,
93° antenna
18' 11" RCA.
W. Long.
Transmitter
Legal
counsel Fisher, Wayland, Duvall &
Southmayd, Washington. Consulting
engineer Craven, Lohnes & Culver,
Washington. Principals include:
President Lester E. Cox (49 out of
250 shares), 49% owner of KWTO
Springfield, president and 507c owner
of Pioneer Adv., Springfield, vice president and 12V2% owner of KOAM
Pittsburg, Kan., and vice president
49V2% owner of KCMO Kansas City,
Mo.; Vice President T. W. Duvall (1
out offield250Newspapers
shares'),(Springfield
president ofNews
Springand
Leader Press) and KGBX Springfield;
Treasurer J. Gordon Wardell (37% out
of 250 shares), general manager of
KGBX; Secretary Tarns Bixby Jr. (1
out of 250 shares), vice president of
Springfield News and Leader Press and
KGBX, and president and 40% owner
of Muskogee (Okla.) Phoenix and
Times-Democrat,
and KBIXInc. Muskogee,
Springfield
Newspapers
owns 121
out of 250 shares. Address: 605 Boonville Ave., Springfield.
t CLEVELAND, Ohio — United Bcstg.
Co., UHF Ch. 19 (500-506 mc), ERP
223 kw visual; antenna height above
average
682 ft.,
above ground
759
ft. terrain
Estimated
construction
cost
$593,430, first year operating cost
$400,000,cationrevenue
$150,000.
Studio
5,000 Euclid Ave. TransmitterloTerminal Tower Bldg., 41° 29' 55" N.
Lat., 81°antenna
41' 41" RCA.
W. Long.Legal
Transmitter
RCA,
counsel
Hanson, Lovett & Dale, Washington.
Consulting
engineer
Jansky
&
Bailey, Washington. Applicant is licensee
of WHK-AM-FM Cleveland, WHKCAM-FM
Columbus,
Ohio;owner
WHKKof
Akron, Ohio,
and 407c
WKBN-AM-FM
Youngstown,
Ohio.
Principals include: President Sterling
E. Graham, vice president of Forest
City Publishing Co., publisher of
Cleveland Plain Dealer and News, and
Vice President Paul Bellamy, vice
president, Cleveland Plain Dealer and
News. All stock owned by Forest City
Publishing Co. Address: 5000 Euclid
Ave., Cleveland.
FARGO, N. D.— North Dakota Bcstg.
Co., Ch. 13 (210-216 mc), ERP 5.783
kw visual; antenna height above average terrain 386 ft., above ground 420
ft. Estimated construction cost $152,185, first year operating cost $120,000,
revenue $144,000. Studio and transmitter location on U. S. Highway 81, 4
mi. South of jet. with U. S. 10, 46° 48'
55"
N.
Lat., DuMont,
96° 47' antenna
58" W. Long.
Transmitter
RCA.
Legal
counsel
Prince,
Taylor
Crampton, Washington. Consulting & engineer
Lloyd R. Amoo, Des Moines. Applicant
is licensee of KSJB Jamestown, N. D.,
and KCJB Minot, N. D. Principal
stockholder is John W. Boler, owner
of KSJBdress:and
president of KCJB. AdN. D. North Dakota Bcstg. Co., Minot,
t DAYTON, Ohio— Skyland Bcstg.
Co.,
Ch. 22antenna
(518-524height
mc), above
ERP
206.4 UHF
kw visual;
average
terrain
500
ft.,
above
ground
449 ft. Estimated construction cost
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owner of Dr. Pepper Bottling Co.,
Corinth; Dave M. Palmer Jr. (6.67c),
general manager Bell Coal & Transfer
Co., ton
Corinth;
attorney D.withF. Prince,
Prince, WashingTaylor &
Crampton, holders.
and Address:
three Williams
minority stockBldg.,
Jackson, Tenn.
t SEATTLE,
Fisher's
Station
Inc., Ch.Wash.—
4 (66-72
mc), Blend
ERP
100 kw visual; antenna height above
average terrain 841 ft., above ground
880 ft. Estimated construction cost
$1,115,460, first year operating cost
$1,001,979,
revenue100$1,110,400.
Studio
and
transmitter
4th Ave. North,
47°
37'
09"
N.
Lat.,
122°
20'
51"
Long. Transmitter RCA, antenna RCA.W.
Legal
counsel Fisher, Wayland, Duvall
EXAMINING the new external cavity-tuning Klystron power tube used in the & Southmayd,
Washington. Consulting
DuMont 5 kw UHF-TV transmitter undergoing tests at Allen B. DuMont Labs, engineer A. D. Ring & Co., Washingin Passaic, N. J., are (I to r) Gene Chennault, Sheldon W. Anderson, William
ton. Seattle.
Applicant isFisher
licensee
of KOMOFlouring
Mills
H. Sayer Jr., and John P. Hearne. Mr. Sayer, a DuMont engineer, is explain- AM-FM
Co. is sole owner. Principals include:
ing advantages of the Klystron tube to Messrs. Chennault, Anderson and Director
O.
D.
Fisher;
President
Hearne, owners of KCOK Tulare, Calif. KCOK has ordered the DuMont UHF W. Fisher; Vice President D. O.R.
transmitter in anticipation of its entry into UHF-TV.
Fisher, and Vice President W. W.
Warren, general
KOMO.
President Samuel M. Altdoeffer Address:
$349,378,
first
year
operating
cost
and
100 4th manager
Ave. North,of Seattle.
revenue not estimated. Studio and (6.67c), and Secretary - Treasurer
transmitter location near Lebanon Barbara
Altdoeffer (12.57c ). Adt SPOKANE, Wash. — KHQ Inc., Ch
dres : 252 N. Queen St., Lancaster.
Pike, 5V2 mi. South of center of Day6 (82-88tenna mc),
ERP average
100 kw visual;
height above
terrain an941
ton,
39°
40'
03"
N.
Lat.,
84°
10'
01"
Pa.— Susquehanna Bcstg. ft., above ground 826 ft. Estimated
W. Long. Transmitter RCA, antenna Co.,t YORK,
Ch. 43antenna
(644-650height
mc), above
ERP construction cost $331,896, first year
RCA. Legal counsel Fly, Shuebruk & 171 kwUHFvisual;
Blume, New York. Consulting engineer average terrain 527 ft., above ground operating cost $195,000, revenue $160,Georgecant is licensee
P. Adair,of Washington.
Appli- 417 ft. Estimated construction cost 000. Studio location Radio Central
WONE and WTWO
Transmitter location 4102 Regal
$305,480, first year operating cost Bldg.
(FM)
Dayton.
Principals
include:
St., Long.
47° 37' Transmitter
00" N. Lat., GE,
117° antenna
22' 30"
President Ronald B. Woodyard (18%) ; $195,000, revenue $161,480. Studio 53 W.
N.
Duke
St.,
York.
Transmitter
State
Vice President Loren M. Berry
GE. Legal counsel Kirkland,
Fleming,
(12.3%), president, L. M. Berry Co., Highway 24, 2V2 mi. south of York, Green, Martin & Ellis, Washington.
25" N. Lat.,
41' 59"RCA.W. Consulting engineer George C. Davis,
Winnepeg,
Canada, Col.
and Gustav
Buckeye Hirsch
Lum- 39°
Long.56'Transmitter
RCA,76°antenna
ber Co., Dayton;
Applicant is licensee of
counsel Loucks, Zias, Young & Washington.
(12.3%), 99% owner of Gustav Hirsch Legal
Spokane.
Principals
Washington. Consulting en- KHQ
Engineering & Construction Co., and Jansky, gineer
President
Richard
O. Dunning,include:
genGeorge C. Davis, Washington.
Treasurer James F. Gallaher (8%),
eral
manager
of
KHQ.
Sole stockApplicant
is
licensee
of
WSBA
York.
chairman of the board and 51% owner Principals include: President Louis J. Bldg. holder of KHQ is Spokane
Daily
of Gallaher Drug Co. Address: 5 South Appell Jr., Executive Vice President Chronicle, of which W. H. Cowles is
Jefferson St., Dayton 2, Ohio.
Walter J. Rothensies, Vice President president. Address: 700 Radio Central
(Mrs.) Helen P. Appell, Secretary
f CHAMBERSBURG, Pa. — Cham- Philip
H. Kable and Treasurer George
bersburg
Bcstg.104Co.,kwUHFvisual;
Ch. antenna
46 (662- N. Appell.
SPOKANE, Wash.— Louis Wasmer,
668
mc), ERP
All J.stockAppell,
is owned
Ch. 2 (54-60 mc), ERP 100 kw visual;
deceased,by antenna
height above average terrain 1,153 ft., estate of Louis
above average terrain
above ground 167 ft. Estimated con- and is voted by (Mrs.) Helen P. Ap- 781 ft.,height
above ground
712 ft.
cost $426,870,
pell, Louis J. Appell Jr., George N. Estimated construction
struction cost $245,532, first year operating cost $90,000, revenue $75,000. Appell and York National Bank & first year operating cost $312,000, revStudio location Craft Press Bldg.
The Messrs. Apenue $185,000. Studio and transmitter
Transmitter location on Appalachian Trust pell,Co.,Mrs. trustees.
Appell,are andalso Messrs.
location117°41st22' and
Regal,Long.
47° Transmit36' 56" N.
Train, Snowy Mtn., 1 mi. South of and Rothensies
principalsKablein Lat.,
06" W.
Realty Co. (owner and operter GE, antenna
GE. Legal
counsel
SouthN. Mountain
Sanitarium,
39°Long.50' L. A. atoB.r of properties
McKenna
and
Wilkinson,
Washington.
02"
Lat.,
77°
29'
41"
W.
in
York
and
vicinTransmitter GE, antenna GE. Legal
ity), Penn York
Inc. (outdoor
Consulting engineer Robert M. Sillercounsel Loucks, Zias, Young & Jansky, advertising)
and Adv.
Pfaltzgraff
Pottery man,
Washington.
Applicant(butis hasliWashington. Consulting engineer Kear Co. (wide variety of clay products).
cense of KSPO Spokane
& Kennedy, Washington. Applicant is Address: 53 N. Duke St., York.
bought KREM Spokane and sold KSPO,
licensee of WCHA Chambersburg.
awaiting FCC apJACKSON, Tenn.— Dixie Bcstg. Co., both transactions
Principals include: President C. M.
ownsKXLL
437o Missoula,
of KOL Seattle
Cassel (8.2%); Vice President John Ch. 9 (186-192 mc), ERP 57.7 kw and 22% proval),
of
S. Booth (32.67c), general manager of visual; antenna height above average Mr. Wasmer formerly owned KHQMont.;
and
terrain
344
ft.,
above
ground
244
ft.
WCHA;
Secretary-Treasurer
M.
O.
both in Spokane. - Address:
Warrenfeltz (8.2%), and T. K. Cassel Estimated construction cost $181,750, KGA,
Davenport
Hotel.
(25.87), owner of WATS Sayre, Pa., first year operating cost $130,000, revenue $145,000.
and 99% owner of WDAD Indiana, Pa. location
Wis.— Oshkosh Bcstg.
3.2 mi.Studio
northand oftransmitter
Madison Co.,t OSHKOSH,
Address:
Ch. 48 (674-680 mc), ERP 1.31
bersburg. Craft Press Bldg., Cham- County Courthouse, 35° 39' 50" N. Lat., kw
visual;
antenna
height
av88°
49'
20"
W.
Long.
Transmitter
terrain 313 ft.,
aboveabove
ground
f LANCASTER, PA.— Peoples Bcstg. RCA, antenna RCA. Legal counsel 344 ft.erageEstimated
construction cost
Co.,
Ch.
8
(180-186
mc),
ERP
316
kw
Prince,
Taylor
&
Crampton,
Washing$133,839, first year operating cost
visual; antenna height above average
ton.. Consulting engineer Kear & Ken- $80,000,
revenue
$120,000.
terrain 379 ft., above ground 427 ft.
location
1235 Studio
Bowen and
St.,
nedy,
Washington.
Applicant
is li- transmitter
Estimated constructed cost $323,000,
cense of WDXI
Jackson.
Principals
include: President Aaron B. Robinson 43.6"
first year
operating
cost
$440,000,
revOshkosh,
44°
02'
46"
N.
Lat.,
88°
31'
W.
Long.
Transmitter
GE,
anenue $640,000. Studio location 252 N.
has controlling
tenna GE. Legal counsel Frederick
Queen St. Transmitter Gypsy Hill (57.3%),terest inwho
WENKalso Union
City, Tenn.,in- A. Collatz,
St.
Paul.
Consulting
enParis, Tenn., 550 out of 1200
gineer Nathan Williams, Oshkosh
Road,N.2.4Lat'.,
mi. SE76°of 16'Lancaster,
01' WTPR
shares of WCMA Corinth, Miss., and
11"
W. 40°Long.
isWSHB
licenseeStillwater,
of WOSH Minn.
OshTransmitter
DuMont, 39"
antenna
RCA. is sole owner of WDXE Lawrenceburg; Applicant
kosh
Legal counsel Arthur Scharfeld and Vice President Dr. Frank M. Davis Principalsand include:
William
F.
Johns
Stephen sulting
Tuhy engineer
Jr., Washington.
. Con- Corinth,
(6.6%), half-owner
of Davis Harley
Clinic, Jr. (517c); William F. Johns Sr
Commercial Radio
Miss.; Vice President
(177c); Penrose
and
RenshawH. Johns
(15%>).(177c),
Address:
Equipment Co., Washington. Ap- H. Moses (6.67c), owner of Moses Oil Frederick
plicant is licensee of WLAN Lan- & Auto Supply Co.; Harold L. Simpson Oshkosh Bcstg. Co., Oshkosh, Wis.
Principals
include:(80.9%),
Presi- Stores
(6.6%), (food
ownerstore
of Simpson's
Super
chain), Jackson;
dent caster.
Frank H.
Altdoeffer
HONOLULU,
(Continued Hawaii
on page— Advertise:
71 )
general manager of WLAN; Vice Treasurer Cecil G. Murdock (6.6%),
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

This July is a month to be marked in history. When
the curtain goes up on the national political conventions
in Chicago, people from coast to coast can watch the
nomination of presidential candidates.
In seven short years the Bell System has expanded the
intercity television network so that it is now possible for
99% of the television viewers across the nation to watch
the same program simultaneously. Behind this expansion
is a story of achievement. Radio-relay and coaxial cable

routes were planned and built. Special equipment was
designed, tested and perfected. And men of special talents
were trained in its special use.
The present value of the network, furnished by the
Long Lines Department of the American Telephone and
Telegraph Company and the Bell Telephone Companies,
is about $90,000,000. Yet the cost of service is low. The
telephone
totalhour
network
charges time.
average about
10 cents a companies'
mile for a half
of program
BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM ®

Providing transmission channels for intercity radio and television broadcasting today and tomorrow

BROADCASTING
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CALIFORNIA'S
THIRD MARKET

In 1951,
the SAN DIEGO
MARKET escaped
the mild,
country-wide
recession in
consumer goods,
because of
larger defense
spending in the
area . . . bringing
many new workers
and a rising
level of personal
income.

Page 64

WRS'
(ContinuedPriority
from pagePlan
59)
with priorities 2 and 4 at a much
earlier
date."one-station Pittsburgh,
Similarly,
which under FCC's temporary processing procedure falls near the
end of the B group city listings and
is the last city on the list for all of
Pennsylvania, ranks fifth on the
Westinghouse's city area list. On
the metropolitan area list, Pittsburgh ranks first.
In its petition, Matta Broadcasting contends the Sixth Report "arnd capriciously"
denies
Channel 4 bitatrarily aBraddock
(Pittsburgh
area) by changing, the assignment
of WLWC from Channel 3 to Channel 4. The petition points out that
Channel 4 could be assigned to
Braddock in accordance with the
Commission's minimum spacing
rule by changing WLWC to Chan10 and switching
WBNS-TV
from nelChannel
10 to Channel
4.
Braddock's
post
office
is
169.39
miles from the transmitter of
WLWC at Columbus.
Distance
Braddock's
post
office
to the from
transmitter
of WBNS-TV is 170 miles, the petition asserts, thus permitting Channel 4 to
be assigned to both Braddock and
Columbus.
Thus,. . "an
television service
. couldadditional
be made
available
to
the
public,"
FCC was
informed.
Not to permit this added channel
use, Matta Broadcasting contends,
is "contrary to the Commission's
ownThe'priorities'
this proceeding."
petition infurther
notes that
under the Commission allocation,
Channel 4 at Columbus for WLWC
is only 159.043 miles from the
transmitter of WWJ-TV Detroit
instead of the required 170 miles.
Under the Matta Broadcasting
plan, assigning Channel 4 to
WBNS-TV, the transmitter separation with WWJ-TV is increased
to 162.9 miles.
Permitting "sub-minimal cochannel mileage separations in favor of existing licensees and permit e s— which in itself constitues an arbitrary and unlawful discrimination infavor of existing licensees and permittees," the petition charges, "does not legalize
the Commission's
ment of Channel 4proposed
to WLWCassignfor
two reasons: (1) no existing licensee or permittee is presently authorized to operate on Channel 4
at Columbus, Ohio; and (2) the cochannel separation of WLWC on
Channel 3 (from WDTV at Pittsburgh) of 162.459 miles would be
reduced to a co-channel separation
on Channel 4 (from WWJ-TV at
Detroit) of 159.043 miles."
Matta Broadcasting further conthe Commission's
refusal tois
allocatetends Channel
4 at Braddock
illegal
because
of
the
FCC's
to give adequate legal notice failure
of the
basesder ofthe Administrative
its action as required
unProcedure
Act.

PRINCIPALS in Ziv Television Programs Inc. sales expansion, announced by
M. J. Rif kin, sales vice president, are (I to r): Michael M. Sillerman, eastern
sales manager who also will head New York sales; Martin Katz, formerly
with WOR-TV, now New York account executive; Mr. Rifkin; Vincent Van
Beuren, formerly with Bothwell Adv., now New York account executive for
TV drug cooperative programs; Russell Clancy, New York account executive.
notice to petitioner . . . derives
from the failure of the Commission applications for authorization on
to adopt technical standards for
"Such 2."
substitution does not retelevision stations before requiring Channel
duce interference, make available
a
reasonable
number of channels
interested persons to plead to the
or effect a maximum utilization of
Commission's
proposed
specific
allocation table of assignments of VHF channels," Zenith contends,
"since these factors are unchanged
television channels."
whether it is Balaban & Katz,
Right
to
"full
and
fair
hearing
. . . was debased in this proceeding who
Zenith,is granted
or some Channel
other applicant"
2.
to a guessing
in which
petitioner had, atgame
its peril,
to guess
Zenith
notes
that
FCC,
coincident with the Sixth Report, issued
which ofnicalthestandards
infinite
tech- a memorandum
thepossible
Commission
opinion and order
out that determinations
might adopt — simultaneously with pointing
its decision on allocations of chan- made in the Sixth Report required
nels— and to base its participation amendment of Zenith's application
hereintion oncontends.
such a guess," the peti- and rendered moot an earlier petition seeking clarification of Channel 2's status. The memorandum
Another principal assertion of
the Matta Broadcasting petition is said that Zenith, if it filed a
properly
application
that the city-to-city mileage sepa- the
rules amended
of the Sixth
Report, under
may
ration
requirement
"is
an
arbitrary
again
raise
the
quesprinciple of channel assignment at thetion of time
its status and the status of
and unlawfully deprives Braddock
Balaban & Katz respecting Chan... of the use of Channel 4."
n
e
l
2
.
The petition notes "it is clear
of the status quo
from the Commission's general ob- of Maintenance
Channel 2, until comparative
servations that the 'assignment hearings
among all applicants were
spacing'
was adopted
solely forrequirement
the convenience
of the held, "would not appear to preCommission in preparing an asjudice
interest" orsignificantly
rights oftheanypublic
parties,
signment table and without regard
to the effect of the principle on the Zenith contends. It would mean a
public interest involved in specific brief continuance in Chicago "and
a few tionsaffected
of condiallocation problems."
which have localities
in any event
been
"The city-to-city co-channel spac- in existence
since
the
imposition
ing does not determine the coverage the 'freeze'." WBKB would con-of
of potential television stations or
tinue temporarily on Channel 4
interference between such stations
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee would
in different communities," the peti- and
for that time on Chantion observes, stating that "ob- continue
nel 3, rather than switching to
jections tothe co-channel minimum Channel
4 as proposed, the petition
city-to-city spacing on the ground notes.
of irrelevance were registered in
Another reason for maintaining
this proceeding
but, while
mission acknowledged
the thefilingCom-of the status quo, according to Zenith,
concerns
the proposed sale of
these objections . . . the Sixth ReWBKB
byCBS,
Paramount's
port
and
Order
disregarded
them."
Katz
to
contingent Balaban
upon the&
Zenith Radio Corp. contends in
approvalParamount
for mergerTheatres.
of ABC and
its petition that FCCs proposal to United
switch WBKB (TV) Chicago from
Zenith says that Balaban & Katz
Channel 4 to Channel 2 in order
to reduce interference and "effect actually holds only a "temporary
the maximum utilization" of VHF license" to operate commercially
channels "presents only a problem upon Channel 4 for two reasons:
of preferment of Balaban & Katz (1) FCC has been unable to determine the renewal of license of
Corp. [WBKB], which had never
applied for any authorization on WBKB and (2) when FCC issued
Channel 2, over those such as it's Third Notice of allocations pro"Fundamentally," the petition Zenith
who have had long-pending
(Continued on page 68)
argues, "the lack of adequate legal
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to launch
a successful
television

UHF

station

And Du Mont can help you get all three.
Write today for this informative booklet,
"UHF, The New Big Development in
Television", and find out how you can
get on the air quickly and profitably . . ,
with Du Mont UHF transmitting equipment
with Du Mont Television programs
with a Du Mont-built UHF audience
Learn how these three Du Mont operations,
working together, can help make
your UHF plans a successful reality.

ou

Mont

ALLEN B. DU MONT LABORATORIES, INC., CLIFTON. N.J.

I BROADCASTING
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Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories, Inc.
1500 MainN.J.Ave. (DEPT. BT U4)
Clifton,
Please send me my copy of "UHF The New Big
Development in TV".
Name
Company
*
Address
-
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'Lucy' Tops In
YESTERDAY
and
TODAY
in
Central Indiana

WFBM-TV
"JjUlaL ul QndianjoL "

Yesterday ....
On May 30, 1949 there
were 2500 Sets in WFBMTV's coverage area.
Today ....
there are

235,000
Sets in use
in WFBM-TV's
coverage area
In planning your TV coverage remember to TAKE
A CLOSE LOOK at the
Central Indiana Market —
COMPLETELY COVERED by WFBM-TV.
Represented nationally by
The Katz Agency Inc.

WFBM-TV
Channel
6

"JiA&L ul SnditHML'
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Two Ratings
telestatus
'Lucy' Still Heads
Nielsen List on TV
NATIONAL ratings for top 10
television programs for the two
weeks ending May 10 have been
released
follows : by A. C. Nielsen Co. as
NUMBER OF TV HOMES REACHED
Rank Program Homes
(000)
12 Red
I LoveSkelton
Lucy (CBS)
10,200
(NBC)
7,527
34 Colgate
Comedy &HourFriends
(NBC) 6,998
Arthur
(LiggettGodfrey
& Myers)
(CBS)
6,887
56 Texaco
Goodyear
TV
Playhouse
(NBC) 6,431
6,522
StarYourTheatre
(NBC)
78 You
Bet
Life
(NBC)
6,283
FiresideShowTheatre
(NBC) 6,198
9 Your
of Shows
(R.
J.
Reynolds)
10 Your Show of Shows(NBC) 6,080
(Participating) (NBC) 5,788
PERINCENT
OF TVSTATION
HOMES AREAS
REACHED
PROGRAM
Homes
Rank Program %
1 I Love Lucy (CBS) 60.8
23 Arthur
Godfrey's
Scouts (CBS) 46.2
50.0
Skelton
(NBC)
4 Red
Arthur
Godfrey
& Friends
(Liggett
&
Myers)
(CBS)
45.3
56 Colgate
Pabst BlueComedy
RibbonHourBouts(NBC)
(CBS) 42.6
40.5
87 Goodyear
Your Show TVof Playhouse
Shows (NBC) 40.1
(R.
J.
Reynolds)
(NBC)
40.1
109 Texaco
Your ShowStar ofTheatre
Shows (NBC) 40.0
(Participating) (NBC) 39.8
Copyright 1952 by A. C. Nielsen Co.

(Report 219)

It
WTOP-TV Washington reports a
circulation increase of 39%, according to George Hartford, vice
president in charge of sales. Class
A time goes from $550 to $700 per
hour and Class A announcements
from $120 to $140, effective June
15, Mr. Hartford said.
WTOP-TV's new rate card No.
3 is based on an estimated 370,000
TV sets in operation in the Washington area, whereas rate card No.
2, which has been in effect since
May 15, 1951, is based on 265,250
sets, Mr. Hartford said.
Anticipating extension of the
broadcasttroducesday,
WTOP-TV
inClass D on
its new rate
card at $250 per hour base rate for
periods from sign-on to 4 p.m. The
station also announces a new volume discount of 45% after other
earned discounts for 12 or more
daytime and specified nighttime announcements perweek and allows a
maximum of four Class A station
identifications.
tion lasts to Dec. Advertiser
31, 1952. protec-

schools at start of experiment to
"discover worthwhile educational
experiences which can be furnished
theTests
pupils,"
will shebe explained.
made from kindergarten through sixth grade with
telecasts varying from "journeyrod!
around
community"
histo:an
science, the
geography,
art, tomusic
language
instructions.
Shut-in
dents will also be able to get stuthe
instruction in their homes.

As
Top TV 'Lucy'
Program
ARB
HEADINGLists
the American Research
Bureau television rating list for
viewing from May 1-7 was CBS
Television's I Love Lucy, withRatinga
rating
65.3 and viewing in more
2. 11 ofmillion
than
homes. ARB figures
were:
9.
Program
1 Love Lucy (CBS)
%
Talent Scouts (CBS)
65.3
62.6
You Bet &YourFriendsLife(CBS)(NBC)
3.4.8. Godfrey
52.4
Blue
Ribbon
Bouts
(CBS)
5. (Davey vs. Vejar)
51.4
Red
Skelton
(NBC)
6. My Friend Irma (CBS)
47.3
43.1
43.6
Show
of
Shows
(NBC)
49-1
L. A. Elementary Schools
What'sTheatre
My Line?
41.5
(NBC) (CBS)
10.4. StarProgram
Plan Classroom Test
Homes
40.8
11.160
1 love Lucy (CBS)
TWENTY-FIVE Los Angeles ele- 7. You
Bet
Your
Life
(NBC)
mentary schools will try out TV in 2.
& Friends
classrooms next fall, according to 3. Godfrey
Red Skelton
(NBC)(NBC)(CBS)
WTOP-TV Announces
8,010
Show
of
Shows
Mrs.
Margaret
W.
Divisia,
super5.
7,770
Blue
Ribbon
Bouts
New Rate Card No. 3
6. (Davey vs. Vejar)(CBS)
visor
of
the
system's
audio-visual
7,750
Star Theatre
IN ANNOUNCING a rate increase department.
Scouts (NBC)
(CBS)
7. Ta'ent
7,750
7,610
will be twoCity20-inch sets in 8.9. Robert Montgomery (NBC)
of 27% for Class A time and eachThereclassroom
in the scattered 10. Fireside Theatre (NBC)
16.5% for Class A announcements,
7,590
6,800
6,630
(000'.
6,610
City
Weekly Television Summary — june 9, ^-telecasting survey
Outlets On Air
Outlets On Air
Sets in Area Louisville
Sets in Area
WAVE-TV. WHAS-TV
Albuquerque KOB-TV
14,400
Matamoros (Mexico)150,148
185,000
WOI-TV
Ames
91
,207
Brownsville, Tex. XELD-TV
WAGA-TV,
WSB-TV
WLTV
Atlanta
WTVJ
Miami
WMCT
Baltimore
WAAM,
WBAL-TV,
WMAR-TV
Memphis
385,867
70,000
133,326
20,300
WNBF-TV
Binghamton
116,000
WAFM-TV, WBRC-TV
WTTV
Birmingham
90,000 Milwaukee
Minn.-St.
Paul WTMJ-TV
KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
144,000
Bloomington
Nashville
895,141
WBZ-TV,
WNAC-TV
332,460
WSM-TV
Boston
Haven WNHC-TV
268,127
WBEN-TV
Buffalo
322,900
New Orleans
WBTV
152,096 New
Charlotte
WDSU-TVWCBS-TV, WJZ-TV, WNBT
Chicago
274,000
Newark
68,418
WBKB, WENR-TV,
WGN-TV,
WNBQ
WABD,
1,145,984
New
YorkWOR-TV,
WPIX,
WATV
Cincinnati
WCPO-TV,
WKRC-TV.
WLWT
348,000
WTAR-TV
613,548
WEWS,
WNBK,
WXEL
Norfolk
Cleveland
277,000
Oklahoma
City
92,977
WKY-TV
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
115,100
Columbus
Philadelphia KMTV,
127,913
WOW-TV
3,059,400
171,791
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV,
WPTZ
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
Ft.
Worth
DallasPhoenix
KPHO-TV
129,437
110,700 Pittsburgh
Davenport
WDTV
Include Davenport,
Rock Ise., E. Moline235,000
Quad Cities WOC-TV
1 ,042.000
WJAR-TV
Providence
WHIO-TV,
WLWD Moline,
214,000
Dayton
750,000
59,200
WTVR
Richmond
393,000
Detroit
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV,
WXYZ-TV
WICU
162,384 Rochester
Erie
124,342
WHBF-TV
144,000
IslandCities WHAM-TV
171,791 Rock
Ft.Dallas
WorthQuad
E.
Moline
WBAP-TV,
KRLD-TV,
WFAA-TV
Include
Davenport,
Moline,
Rock
Ise.,
217,081
Salt Lake City KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
99,952
Grand
Rapids WCCD-TV
113,034
76,652
Greensboro
KEYL- WOAI-TV
San Antonio
Diego
141,000 San
WFMY-TV
Houston
KPRC-TV
San
Francisco
KFMB-TV
80,423
133,250
KGO-TV,
KPIX,
KRON-TV
90,565
WRGB
Huntington376,500
Albany-Troy
Charleston
Indianapolis WSAZ-TV
WFBM-TV
235,000 SchenectadyJacksonville
WMBR-TV
209,800
Louis
151,775
58,000 St.Seattle
Johnstown
KING-TV
223,992
W
J
AC-TV
Ko'omczoo
144,200
Tulsa
WKZO-TV
KSD-TV WSYR-TV
Toledo
Syracuse
206,598
WHEN.
Kansas City WDAF-TV
398,000
177,581
150,093
KOTV
Lancaster
WSPD-TV
174.00C
Utica-Rome
WGAL-TV
Lansing
93,000
WKTV
Washington
WJ1M-TV KFI-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH
Wilmington
Los Angeles KECA-TV.
WMAL-TV,
WNBW,
WTOP-TV,
WTTG
1
01 ,75<
KNXT, KTLA, KTTV
1,252,184
363,543
70,000
114,870
WDEl-TV
Total Markets o n Air 64*
Estimated Sets in Use 17,220,049
Stations on Air 109
Includes XELD-TV Matamoros, Mexico
Editor's Note:
Totals for
eachofmarket
representareestimated
area. Where TVcoverage
areascommittees,
overlap setelectric
countscompanies
may bf
partially
duplicated.
Sources
set estimates
based onsetsdatawithin
from television
dealers, distributors,
circulation
and
manufacturers.
necessarily
approximate.Since many are compiled monthly, some may remain unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets in all areas are
BROADCASTING
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A•Jiows
long four
shot setsof WMAR-TV's
in full during
action
in use. The lorge
picturestudio
was taken
telecast of the 7-hours-a-v>eek "National Revue."

Of the over 100 ho s of weekly programming
WMAR-TV, CBS, the /orld's leading television r
work, supplies more than half.

The smaller studio is equipped with a full-scale working kitchen.AngleAnn Mar is heredailyconducting
program. "The
Woman's

f,eld came
WMAR-TV'f

vo remote un
have covered

mploying
than 1400fiveeventsTV

Weekly Quarter
Firsts B*'
WMAR-TV
Station Hour
A. Station
11:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M.
90
56
47
6:00 P.M. to 1 1 :00 P.M.
74
50
16
164 106
WMAR-TV is a big film producer, a shown by these The box score ot WMAR-TV's Maryland leadership,
two Hsome
ou'.ton8600Processors.
Its daily
■wsreel alone has according to April A.R.B., is 164 quarter-hour firsts
filmed
news stories
since rt nception.
ofstations
the week's
333 when all three Baltimore television
are on-the-air.

In Maryland,

most

people

63

watch

WMAR-TV
SUNPAPERS TELEVISION
CHANNEL 2 * BALTIMORE, MD.
Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY, INC. new york • Detroit • kansas city • san francisco
CHICAGO • ATLANTA • DALLAS* LOS ANGELES * TELEVISION AFFILIATE OF THE COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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WRS' Priority Plan
(Continued from page 6h)
posing to delete Channel 4 at Chi- for channels to about 350 cities, or
of thehave
totalsmaller
numby Balaban
cities which
& Katzcago,."any. license
. becameheldsubject
to the aboutber ofone-third
infirmity that the Commission population than Palm Springs.
might finalize its proposed deletion
In opposing tlft WHPE petition,
ofthe Channel
4." This
done by Havens & Martin points out that
Sixth Report,
Zenithwas indicated.
the use of Channel 6 at High
Zenith contends, therefore, that Point would cause interference to
Grade
and
the Commission "may not now . . . WTVR's
with theB service
use of area
Channel
give its consent to the transfer interfere
from Balaban & Katz Corp. to 6 at Wilmington, N. C.
Columbia of a license which, since
Havens & Martin's petition notes
March 1951, has been infirm and
"in the High Point petition a
which, since the issuance of the that
great deal of emphasis is placed
upon the fact that there is already
Commission's
overriding
Sixth
Report and Order, is foredoomed to a VHF station in operation in the
early, inevitable cancellation. What general area, a considerable numBalaban & Katz proposes to transber of VHF receiving sets are
fer to Columbia (apart from its located in the vicinity and a UHF
physical facilities) is not a license broadcaster would face great hardbut a legal argument that the
ships under the circumstances.s In
transferree should have an im- fact, from
the general tenor of this
portant competitive advantage in petition, the conclusion is inescapany contest for Channel 2 in Chiable that The High Point EnterInc. isthrough
motivatedthe byrevolving
the decago."
sirepriseto go
Dr. Forbes Farms, in seeking the
allocation of Channel 14 to Palm door of television broadcasting on
someone else's
rather than
Springs,
pointsisoutlocated
that theat nearsuchpush
pioneering
in theto
est channel
San undertake
Bernardino, 47 miles distant. Palm area as might be required of a
broadcaster."
Springs' explains,
populationnoting,
is 7,428,
the UHFFollowing
are given the two
petition
however,
that the allocation table provides priority listings suggested by West-

Washington

|||
ovLes
Watches \Jnt
TWO TOP PACKAGES
AVAILABLE
WNBW is offering for sale a
series of 26 first-run mystery
films, to be shown at 11:05 p.m.
Fridays, and the second run of
26 Peerless films, to be scheduled at 10:30 p,m. Wednesdays.
Ratings for these periods are
high- — costs are reasonable.
Get details now! *

Watch
Washington
Effective buying income in the Washington metropolitan
area has increased 78 percent over 1950 — and the average family income in the District of Columbia alone is
35 percent higher than the national average. Are you
getting your share of this rich market?
wnbw
Channel 4
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NBC Television in Washington
Represented by NBC Spot Sales

inghouse, based upon use of the
television service factor (population divided by number of existing
stations). The first list is based
on city population, the second on
metropolitan area populations.
Only priority
those cities
given in FCC's
city
groups
B-5 are
included
[B*T,B-2Maythrough
26].

Servic
Facte
806
806,701
Houston
737,203
2,240,767
San
Francisco732,992
Providence
Oakland
Seattle
685,405
New
Orleans
4,367,911
Los Angeles
,116,509
556,808
Minneapolis551,777
SanTroy
St. Diego
Paul
Indianapolis
514,490
Albany-Schenectady- 495,084
Miami,
Cleveland,Fla. Ohio 1,465,511
487,632
482,393
Rochester
Memphis
Norfolk-PortsmouthNewport News 1,337,373
446,200
395,551
Baltimore
Toledo
358,081
Hartford
1,464,089
Washington
361,253
331,770
Fort
PhoenixWorth
328,050
325,352
Richmond
Oklahoma City
321,758
614,799
Nashville
Dallas
304,029
904,402
Jacksonville
Cincinnati Pa.
291,354
290,547
Johnstown,
San Jose, Calif. 576,900
Louisville
288,292
Grand Rapids
558,928
268.387
Birmingham
Wilmington,
Del.
264,622
500,460
New Haven
245,795
San Antonio
234,717
Huntington
457,333
Lancaster
226,010
DaytonMoines
671,797
Des
219.388
Atlanta
Erie,
Pa. N. C. 197,052
191,057
Charlotte,
Greensboro,
N. C. 184,698
366,395
Omaha
Lansing
Binghamton, N. Y. 172,941
503,410
Columbus, Ohio 146,135
145,673
Winston-Salem
139,514
Albuquerque
Altoona,
Salt LakePa.City 274,895
126,707
Kalamazoo
Davenport,
Ia.-Rock
Island-Moline 234,256
Ogden, Utah 83,319

(1)
(1)
(3)
(1)
(1)
(7)
(2)
(1)
(1)

(1)
(1)
CITIES RECEIVING TV SERVICE
(3)
(1)
(Combined List of Cities in FCC Lists
(1)
City
B2, CITY
B3, B4AREA
and B5)
TV
(1)
(3)
(1)
Service
Population
(1)
Channels)
(6) Factor
New
1315.0
ChicagoYork . . (TV7,891,557
(4)
907.5
3,620,962
(4)
856,796
(1)
(1)
St. Louis
Philadelphia
2,071,605
(3)
(1)
690.0
676.8
Pittsburgh
676,806 (1) 856.7
(1)
671,004 (1)
(1)
(2)
Niagara Falls 637,392 (1) 671.0
BuffaloMilwaukee
637.3
(1)
616.5
1,849,568
(3)
Detroit
596,163
(1)
(3)
596.0
Houston,
(1)
570,445 (1)
(1)
(1)
New OrleansTex.
467,591
(2)
Seattle City, Mo 427,173
456,622 (1)
(1) 467.5
570.4
Kansas
(1)
456.6
(2)
Indianapolis
427.1
833,067
(2)
(1)
Minneapolis801,444 (2) 416.5
St. Paul
(1)
(2)
Boston
396,000 (1) 400.7
(1)
Memphis, Tenn.
396.0
(1)
SanOakland
Francisco- 1,1!
(2)
(1)
335,910
(1)
Norfolk-Portsmouth335.9
(3)
(1) 334.4
(1)
SanNewport
Diego News 334.487
332.488
(1)
Rochester
(1)
949,708 (3)
(3) 332.4
Baltimore
914,808
(1)
316.5
303,616 (1) 304.9
Cleveland
(2)
(1)
Toledo
303.6
Albany-Schenectady
(1)
(3)
Troy
299,091
(1)
299.0
(1)
Los
278.7
(1)
Fort Angeles
Worth, Tex. 1,970,358
278,778 (7)
(1) 281.5
(1)
Miami
(1)
249.2
248.6
Providence 249,276
248,674 (1)
(2)
(1)
Oklahoma City
243,504
Richmond,
Va.
230,310 (1)
(1) 243.5
230.3
Jacksonville,
Fla.
204,517
(1)
204.2
(2)
San Antonio 408,442 (2) 204.5
(2)
Washington,
D. C. 369,129
802,178 (2)
(4) 184.5
Louisville, Ky.
200.5
182.7
Tulsa,
Okla.
182,740
(1)
Des Moines 177,965 (1) 177.9
177.3
Hartford,
Conn. 177,397
CUTS
Grand Rapids
176,515 (1)
(1) 176.5 WPIX (TV)
Summer Rates Se
Nashville,
Tenn.
174,307
(1)
Cincinnati 503,998 (3) 174.3
167.9 REDUCTION of about 50<J
New Haven, Conn.
164,443 (1)
163.0
Birmingham,
Ala. 326,027
(2) 164.4
rates for certain prograir
Tacoma, Wash. 143,673 (1) 143.6 regular
and participations, effective Jur
Utica-Rome,
N.
Y.
143,213
(1)
143.2
Charlotte, N. C. 134,042 (1) 134.0
130.8 15 to Sept. 14, wag announce
Erie,
Pa. 251,117
130,803 (1)
last week by WPIX (TV) Ne
Omaha
(2)
Columbus, Ohio 375,901 (3) 125.5
125.3 York.
Dayton
243,872
(2)
121.9
The hot-weather rate offers
Dallas
Atlanta 434,462
331,314 (2)
(3) 117.2
110.4
eight-second
identification spol
Wilmington
(1) 106.8
110.3 on a run-of-the-station
basis f<
Phoenix 110,356
106,818 (1)
Albuquerque
96,815 (1)
$500 or 60 such spots per seven-da
96.8
San Jose, Calif. 95,280
(1)
$1,000. Individual spoi
95.2 week for are
Lansing
92,129 (1)
$30 each.
Salt Lake City 182,121
(2)
91.5 normally
92.1
Winston-Salem
87,811
(1)
Packages
be offered Sunday
at a decrea:Fil
-63.2
87.8
are Matineeto Newsreel,
Huntington 86,353 (1)
Binghamton, N. Y. 80,674 (1)
Theatre, StarMovietime
Film Theatre,
Six-GiOx
80.6 Playhouse,
86.3
and
Night
Davenport,
Ia.-Rock
Theatre,
all
movie
features;
Telespor
Island-Moline,
(2)
77,177
(1)
Altoona,
Pa. 111. 160,656
Digest,
with
Harry
Wismer;
and
It Haj
80.3
(1)
77.1 pened
This Week, a Sunday news r<
Greensboro, N. C. 74,389
63,774 -<*)■
(1)
view.
Lancaster,
Pa.
■-63,-232
63.7 Matinee Newsreel is offered at $H
Johnstown, Pa.
57,704 (1)
program.
ItflatHappened
This Weef<
35.0 per
Kalamazoo, Va.
Mich. 35,054
is13 offered
as aSix-Gun
$10,000Playhouse,
package
74.3
57.7
(1)
Petersburg,
57,112 (2)
weeks.
limited
to
participations
of
60 secon(
Ogden, Utah Ind. 22,898
28,163 (1)
(1)
28.5 or less.
Bloomington,
Ames,
Iowa
16,790
(1)
22.8
Mesa, Ariz.
14.5
28,937 (2)
16.7
28.1
Provo,
Utah
CBS-TV Names Banker
City METROPOLITAN
AREA
ROBERT M. BANKER, unit mai
TV
Pittsburgh
Factor ager of CBS Television's dramati
(TVPopulation
Channels) Service
2,213,236 (1) 2213.2 series, Studio One, has been at
New York
(1)
pointed casting
for th
1844.5
(Newark)
(7)
effective director
today (Monday
1681.2 network,
Chicago
12,911,994
St. Louis
1,681,281 (2)
Mr.
Banker
replaces
Robert
Freyei
1376.4
(4)
5,495,364
Philadelphia
Boston
(3) 1223.6
3,671,048 (1)
After serving as accour
1184.5 resigned.
2,369,986
executive
on
Studio
One
for
1089.2 Murray Martin public relationth
Niagara Falls 1,089,230
BuffaloDetroit
1005.4
3,016,197
871.0 firm,
Milwaukee
Kansas City
871,047 (1)(1) 814.3
in 1950.Mr. Banker joined CBS-T
814,357 (3)
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A fifth of a mile straight
up
This
slim
steel
needle
reaching
skyward
Heavy
guy
wires
of
Bethlehem
galvaThe
tower's
location
rightfromwithin
Atis one of the tallest structures on earth.
nized strand, attached to the tower at
lanta and less than a mile
the cenIt is the antenna tower of Station
two levels, have the main responsibility
ter
of
the
city's
business
district
means
television at its best for the large Atlanta
WSB-TV at Atlanta. From the ground for holding it in position and bracing it TV
audience. And the great height of
level to the tip of the beacon that tops it against winds. In addition, a substantial
off, the tower measures 1 062 feet, almost amount of Bethlehem steel was utilized the tower insures maximum coverage of
TV sets in a very wide surrounding area.
exactly one-fifth of a mile.
Topmost portion of the structure is in providing the structural cross-bracing.
the
57-foot
FM
pylon
with
the
200-foot
TV antenna just below it. The rest of
the three-sided tower, from the 800-foot
BETHLEHEM
STEEL
level down to earth, is a supporting
structure for the pylon and the antenna.
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Here's Where We
Started Using

WHEN
TELEVISION

FOR

WILL SELL
YOU, TOO!

Sound programming that creates viewer preference, plus
smart merchandising, makes
WHEN your best TV "buy" in
Central New York. Here's a
rich market that will look at
your product, listen to your
story, and buy, when you Sell
via WHEN.
CENTRAL NEW YORK'S MOST
LOOKED AT TELEVISION STATION
Represented Nationally
By the KATZ AGENCY
CBS • ABC • DUMONT
WHEN
TELEVISION
SYRACUSE
A MEREDITH TV STATION
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FCC Hears Dr. DuMont, Fustest, Gets Mostest
Latimer, Edwards
YOU DON'T own a TV set
AB
C-UPTa judge and a theatre operator testified during last
but want to watch the politAN INVENTOR,
ical conventions this sumweek's
ABC-UPTwasmerger
hearing
at the FCC.
mer
a first-come,
firstThe inventor
Dr. Allen
B. DuMont,
president of Allen B. DuMont
served? Onbasis,
the DuMont
Labs. He had testified earlier in the hearing, but returned to cover some
Labs,
will
install,
free
of
details
of DuMont's
*
tion in the
early 1940s.financial
He saidsituathat jest,"
charge,itan NewTVYorksetshomes
in metropolbut
a
serious
statement.
for
the
Paul Raibourn, who was head of
The theatre operator who testientire week of either the
Television Productions Inc.
GOP or Democratic conclave.
week's hearing was
(wholly-owned Paramount subsidi- Davidfied G.at last
Edwards,
who
was
manary), wanted to convert DuMont
ager for the Lawrence theatres.
stock at what Dr. DuMont thought
testified that he, too, had met
was a low rate. Dr. DuMont testi- withHe Messrs.
Goldenson and Demfied that Mr. Raibourn wanted the
brow,
with Mr. Lawrence, and that NBC BREAK SPOTS
lower rate so TPI could get more Mr. Goldenson
Standardized Plan Set told him that Parashares of stock.
Dr. DuMont asserted that at that
mount would "blitz" the Lawrence TEN-second shared identification
theatres
just
as
Hitler
was
blitzing
time he felt Paramount was trying Europe.
breaks have been standardized on
to take advantage of DuMont.
eight of NBC's spot TV stations,
Relationship between Scophony
Mr. Edwards asserted Mr. Gold- all
B. McFadden, NBC direcenson had told him that Paramount Thomas
Corp. of America and DuMont
tor of national spot sales, an"had learned a lot from this guy
Labs, sionwascounselalsoArthur
probedGladstone.
by Commisnounced Thursday.
Dr. Hitler. We will send the bombers
The single minimum standard
DuMont said he only saw the SCA over. . . . You fellows opened up a
executives once or twice but was closed situation that we paid a lot will permit the spot advertiser reasonable flexibility for the design
not interested in a patent-licensing of money to get and we are not
agreement with them.
going to idly standby by and of his commercial message and,
simultaneously,
greatly reduce
Judge George W. Latimer, appointed last June to the U. S. Court
After that, Mr. Edwards said, agency production problems and
of Military Appeals, was on the he
savings in prosecond run pic- effect substantial
duction costs, he said, pointing out
Utah Supreme Court bench before takegotit."tures,occasional
that. A decade ago he was on active following buttheit wasn't
Justice unitl
Dept. 1946
probe— that NBC is the first in the indus- f
military duty but was recalled by into the major motion picture com- try to adopt the standards [Closed
Joe Lawrence, operator of Salt
panies— that he could obtain better Circuit, May 12]. The cost savings
Lake City theatres, to attend a
should tiserinduce
s to increasepresent
their spot
buyingadverand
meeting in Los Angeles with Leo- pictures.
week, only witness to testify
nard Goldenson, then in charge of is This
help
persuade
new
advertisers
Arthur
F.
Sass,
Chicago
theatre
Paramount theatres and now presi- owner, who returns for cross-ex- enter TV on a multiple-marketto
dent of United Paramount Theahe explained.
amination [B*T, May 26]. On June basis,
tres; Austin C. Keough, chief
The NBC standards conform
Dr. A. H. Rosenthal, called the
counsel for Paramount; Sam Dem- 26,
inventor of the dark-trace (Skia- with those recently recommended
brow, at that time a Paramount tron)
the National Assn. of Radio and
TV tube, will testify for the by
executive, and Mr. Lawrence.
He is expected
to dis- Television Station Representatives,
The meeting concerned a theatre first time.
the background
of Scophony
Mr. McFadden pointed out.
in Salt Lake City which had been and cuss
Basis of the system is that the
its relationship with Parataken over by its landlord after
mount and General Precision Equip- upper right hand quarter of the TV
Inter-Mountain Theatres, a Parament
(both
Class
B
stockholders)
mount subsidiary, had not renewed as it affected his work.
screen
is reserved
the station's
identification,
with for
advertising
copy
the lease.
to
occupy
the
remaining
three
Judge Latimer testified that
Messrs. Keough and Goldenson said
quarters.
Thus, agencies can use one film
at the meeting that no one else Plans UHF Tests
piece of toart beforused
an advertisement
would
if theytried
didn't,it, FURTHER UHF propagation tests orscheduled
on a number
and thatrun iftheMr.theatre
Lawrence
of
outlets.
Instead
of redesigning
to
determine
the
effect
of
antenna
he would get no first-run pictures. height on transmissions are planned the film for each station
Judge Latimer said it was "not a by RCA, according to applications dually, the agency will haveindivi
only
filed with FCC for approval to em- to strip in the proper logotype
ploy
four
transmitters
in
the
840the
top
right-hand
corners
—
the
Networks'
Time
854 mc band using output of 20 w. station identification — of the differ(Continued from
page Sales
25)
RCA told the Commission it plans
ent
prints.
works at present, averaging about to use four antennas on the tower
Timing breakdown for the ten
one-third the number of outlets of of WOR-TV New York, spaced at second
audio picture
allows for
for mthe
the average radio network for com- heights of 185, 370, 550 and 735 ft. seconds spot's
of silent
mercial programs. Only nine prod- Each antenna will have a gain of opening, six seconds for the adver
uct classes gave more money to about 100 and will be tiltable up- tiser's
commercial, 2 seconds of
radio in March than to TV, netward 2° and downward 10°. RCA silent picture for station identifies
will
take
measureworkwise, including three groups — mobile mentsunits
tion,
V2
second of silent picture for
in the area for about six
agriculture, horticulture and transclosing and five seconds of protecmonths.
p
o
r
t
a
t
i
o
n
—
not
represented
in
nettive padding for the freeze frame,
work TV at all.
TABLE V
Top TV Network Advertiser in EachInsurance
Product Group in March 1952
Apparel, Footwear
& Access International Shoe Co.
Benefit He ilth & Accident
Automotive,
Automotive
CamerasOptical Goods & Mutual
Jewelry,
Access. & Equip.
Spiedel Corp.
Beer, WineMaterials,
& Liquor Equip.
Office
Equip,
Stationery,
Building
& Writing Supplies
Political
Hall Brothers
& Fixtures & Soft Drinks Johns-Manville
27,24C
Mars Inc.Murray
Citizens
For Eisenhower
Confectionery
Publishing & Media
Arthur
Curtis Publishing
Co.
47,580
Consumer
Services
Radios,
TV Sets, PhonoAmerican
Home
Products
Drugs
&
Remedies
General
Foods
Food & FoodLubricants
Products&
graphs, etc. Mail
RCA
& Direct
Gasoline,
20.35C
Drugstore
TV Productions
92,49(1
Texas Co.
178,100 Retail
Other Fuels
Smoking Materials
34,231
Reynolds Tobacco
Co.
193.85C
300,940
Household
Equip.,
&
Supplies
General
Electric
Soaps,
Cleansers
&
Polishes
Procter
& Gamble Co.
185,500
89,040
Toiletries
&
Toilet
Goods
Household
Furniture
Armstrong
Cork
Co.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
Co.
Industrial Material Reynolds Metals Co
Miscellaneous
86,40C
Quaker Oats
475.115
648,755
1,028,420
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NCAA
Controls—
(Continued
from page'5259) Plan
late and propose his own coverage make any one or more of the games
?hedule, both of which are to be involved available without charge
networks
and indeubmitted, in competition with to any other
pendent stations
which may
wish
thers for NCAA selection of the
to
carry
such
games
on
a
sustain'inning bidder. Only after his
ing
basis
simultaneously
with
the
election will the sponsor be free
presenting the series."
o bid individually with the various network
Mr. Hall explained that any staolleges for TV rights.
tion seeking simultaneous, sustainThe plan explains that "the
ing coverage
all probability, also would,
have toin take
the
ponsor must provide national covrage"
63 markets
sponsor's
less it could
figurecommercial,
out a way un-to
on each— defined
of the 12asdates,
and must— original
predict the often quick insertion
of an announcement between plays.
And if commercials could be deTV Applications
leted, it seemed unlikely any ad(Continued from page 62)
vertiser would pay for coverage to
be
shared
with other networks or
ublishing
Ltd., Ch.antenna
4 (66-72height
mc), stations. Thus,
it seemed that, reRP 31.3 kwCo. visual;
g
a
r
d
l
e
s
of NCAA intentions, only
ibove average terrain 5 ft., above
one network would carry the games.
ground
250%
ft.
Estimated
construcion cost $189,520, first year operating
Another puzzler was the request
ost $100,000, revenue $100,000. Studio
Kind transmitter location Kapiolani that, on as many dates as praccollege games — as
[Blvd. 157°
and 51'South
St.,Long.
21° 18'Transmit21" N. defined byticable,thesmall National
Collegiate
[Lat.,
30" W.RCA.
fter RCA,
antenna
Legal counsel Athletic Bureau — be included on a
i!Kirkland, Fleming, Green, Martin & local
basis,
"either
in
supplement
[Ellis,neerWashington.
engi- of the series or in substitution for
CommercialApplicant
RadioConsulting
Equipment
Washington.
is licenseeCo.,of a series
game."wondered last week
HKGU Honolulu. Principals include: whyNetworks
an advertiser would add small
0President Lorrin P. Thurston (20.79r),
play — and higher costs — to
[general
manager,of Honolulu
AdvertiserAdvertiser;
Publish- college
his schedule, how often a small
[dng
Co., owner
; Vice President Walter F. Dillingham, college game would be of national
president of Oahu Railway & Land interest, and how the importance of
Co.; Vice
President
Robert Advertiser;
S. Thurs- each game could be determined beton (10.6%),
Honolulu
fore the season's
The NCAA
,,Vice
President
Raymond
S.
edi- answer
is that start.
advertisers
will
,tor of Honolulu Advertiser; Coll,
Margaret
create
much
ill
will
if
they
impose
; Address:
Twigg-SmithP. O.(15.8%),
and
128
others.
Box 3110, Honolulu, an outside game on a local audience
'T. H.
interested in the home team, that
costs can be cut by sharing cover]• 2 HONOLULU,
Hawaii—
Royaltel,
Ch.
age with a local advertiser.
(54-60 mc), ERP 27.8 kw visual; antenna height above average terrain
High Standards Desired
above ground
ft. EstiThe sponsor, it was noted, must
1^1,727
mated ft.,construction
cost 400
$283,868,
first
I year operating cost $180,000, revenue be an "organization of high stand$180,000. Studio and transmitter on
ds," a factor
that will
1 Mt. Tantalus, just off Tantalus Drive, almost aras
importantly,
Mr. weigh
Hall
, 21° 20' 06" N. Lat., 157° 49' 00" W. said, as the coverage and money
,1Long. Transmitter DuMont, antenna factors. Asked if the plan doesn't
[ Washington.
RCA. Legal counsel
Claggett &engineer
Schilz, expect too much from the sponsor
Consulting
1 George E.cipalsGautney,
Washington.
Prin- he said that similar arrangements
include: Herman B. Rosen
in last
right.year's plan had woi-ked out
(%), general manager of Royal all
Amusements Ltd. (motion picture disOther
portions of the plan
tributor and exhibitor) and manag- are that notable
each team can make only
inglulu;partner
of
Tasty
Foods,
Honoone
TV
appearance
per season, in
Louis P. Rosen (%), executive
vice president of Royal Amusements contrast to last year's two — one at
home
and
one
away
— and all TV
Ltd. and Vz owner of Rosen-Sydman
(general insurance and bonding), Los receipts will be assessed "to meet
Angeles; Ralph Davis C/i), Royal requirements"
the NCAAcentstele-of
Amusements Ltd. and V± owner of
vision budget.ofEighteen
Adolph Ramish Inc. (holding company every TV dollar was withheld last
and real estate), Los Angeles, and season, but Mr. Hall thought the
Helen Address:
Speck (%),1370Royal
would be less this year
Ltd.
SouthAmusements
Beretania amount
since no TV survey, comparable to
St., Honolulu, T. H.
last
year's
SAN JUAN, P. R.— Empire Coil Co., conducted. $50,000 study, is being
Ch.
2 (54-60
ERP average
56 kw visual;
"Any success
previous
for athle-to
antenna
heightmc),above
terrain
pale rewards
in comparison
2,884 ft., above ground 149 ft. Esti- the ticrewards
of intelevision,"
mated construction cost $320,185, first committee stated
its letter the
exyear operating cost $300,000, revenue
ing TV control to faculties and
$300,000. Studio 1812 Loiza St. Trans- officers ofplainmember
colleges.
mit er El Yunque National Park atop
Noting the ten-man group was
E. Yunque Mtn., 18° 18' 43" N. Lat., "convinced"
of this only after care65°
47'
33"
W.
Long.
Transmitter
ful study, the letter said TV reRCA, antenna RCA. Legal counsel
"constantly multiply
as more
Lyon, Wilner & Bergson, Washing- sets arewardsinstalled,
more television
stations are put into use and the
(Continued on page 73)
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networks expand to all corners of
the nation. If television offers irresistible premiums for sports glory
today, the TV committee wishes to
point
and underline
more
serious upproblem
which will thebe posed
when rive'pay-as-you-see'
television
ars— a period estimated by experts to be not more than three
years away. The rights for a few
network games, now measured in
thousands
of dollars,
will when
be mea-an
sured in millions
of dollars
effective 'pay-as-you-see' system is
placed
in operation."
The NCAA
feels it has protected
itself from possible restraint of
trade charges, not only by requir-

ing that TV coverage be shared,
but
also requirement.
by dropping last noyear's
blackout
college would be forced toAnd
participate
in television, it was pointed out.
Further protection was injected
with a statement that the committee can, if special considerations
arise,
rules. make exceptions to all its
The TVdations committee's
are subject to recommentwo-thirds
approval
by
referendum
of member
colleges, scheduled
to have
been
completed Sunday. Members voted
163-8 in favor of television control
at their cin annual
convention in Cinati last January.

see
difference

on

WBN

WBNS-TV maintains an auxiliary transmitter in addition
to its regular transmitter in order to fully guarantee a
continuity of service. This supplementary equipment,
plus WBNS-TV's fine facilities, expertly operated, supervised and maintained, is further proof of why advertisers
and viewers all agree — you can see the difference on
WBNS-TV.

Western Round-Up 4:45 p.m. —
A popular
complete
with
chuck western
wagon, show
rope tricks
and
brands. Excellent
use
of
live
strations, slides and film makedemonthis
an up-to-the-minute participation program that ranks in the top 10 listings.

TV Weatherman — 10:00 p.m. —
A daily comprehensive weather show
using the cistations
fine production
lities and complete
wire andfaweather services. This top rated probeen continuously
sponsgramored ohasn WBNS-TV
for 2i/2 years.

COLUMBUS, OHIO
CHANNEL 10
CBS-TV NETWORK
• Affiliate
ith Columbus Dispatch <
WBNS-AM
• General
Sales ite:
33 North High Sir
REPRESENTED
BLAIR tv
TV
uibnBYsJune 9, 1952 • Page 71

Free (Continued
Plugs Prove
Fool's23) Gold
from page
alent advertising would cost on a to average around $60 to $90 per
regular basis. The mechanics of plug. The reward also may take
placement depend to a great extent the form of an equivalent credit
at a department store, for instance,
upon
publicist's
contacts among
stars, thewriters
and producers
of the a supply of the plugged products
programs, but techniques, charges or some other appropriate gift. Or
and compensation vary.
there may be no payment at all,
The cost to the advertiser in- except insofar as the idea surrounding the plug is a contribution to
cludes al charges attendant to getting the plug on the air, plus the the program.
fee to the publicist making the
There are divergent accounts of
placement. The publicist may work the willingness of talent to particion a retainer basis or he may
pate in the plug game.
On one hand there are reports of
charge on a per-plug or quantityplus basis. Some firms charge "The List," which is described as
more for placing a plug on a night- a compendium of names whose use
time show than on a daytime show; on the air will bring compensation
others make no distinction. The to the user. According to this vercost for a plug on a network show,
sion, "The List" is circulated among
of course, generally runs higher
producers and performers
than on an individual station or writers,
— or they may easily learn the
small group of stations.
names that are on it by investing
It is a popular conception that in a telephone call to the public
the writer, producer, performer or relations agency which keeps it.
whoever works a plug into a show
'Sneak Plugs' Get In
subsequently finds on his doorstep,
by way of compensation, a case of
At the other extreme, a radio-TV
whiskey. This is by no means en- publicist reported he had never
tirely accurate, but the belief is known a writer, producer or star
not without some foundation.
who would accept a plug merely for
offered.hadBut hehe ever
con"Giving
whiskey received
probably payment
started - compensation
ceded that neither
when
somebody
inone thepublicist
form reported.
of his 125th watch," heard of compensation having been
returned. He contended that proThe watch-and-whiskey compenposition
sertgramplugspersonnel
are tooin awell
paid toto inbe
sation category has been expanded
to include a number of mementos, interested in plug money and, that
from a selfish standpoint, they
including
money.
The
"standard"
payment, where it is cash, is said would not jeopardize the success

Originating Station
JOHNS HOPKINS SCIENCE REVIEW
ask

any

Baltimore
time

buyer

about

WAAM
TELEVISION
CHANNEL 13
Represented Nationally by
HARRINGTON, RIGHTER & PARSONS, INC.
Chicago
NEW YORK
San Francisco
DUMONT-ABC AFFILIATE
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fidence and greater receptivity to
of a show by using plugs which
would detract from it. Yet he future plug ideas.
But in any defense of "legiti- (
agreed that what he called "sneak
plugs" are often ad libbed in "from mate"
plugsisthe
"as-bad-as" cited
example that
as effectively
leftSome
field,"comedians
to program
detriment.
— who as a as any, perhaps, is some of the TV
group are the most frequent coverage of this year's Easter
culprits in this respect, since gags parade in New York, where it was
lend themselves more easily to a rare clothes designer who failed
to get a prominent plug of the free
quick plugs
been known
rattle
off —a have
succession
of plugto variety. This, too, has been an obnames before they could be
ject of criticism
by NBC's
"Plugs"
in gags
are a SPAC.
natural
squelched.
By no means are all plugs development. They started with
planted. And the unplanted plug the use of certain brand names in
generally pays off for the plugger
or sketches,
for any re-'
muneration
from thenot manufacturer
in gifts from the plugged product bits
as well, or almost as well, as does but for the comedy value of the
name itself in a situation. Pens,
the planted publicity.
For instance, one radio-TV public that "write under water" are an
relations practitioner reported that example. Gradually the publicity
a gag on one leading comedy show or advertising value of such nameemploying, without solicitation, the dropping became apparent, and so,
name of a nationally advertised gradually it became a business.
electric razor resulted in the deBefore the radio-TV plug, there
livery to the comedian of a gross was the plug in motion pictures,
—of 144,
less — of electric razors which similarily went through a
that nobrand.
of evolution. For example:
In the area of planted plugs, an Aperiod
movie star was shown, perhaps
instance involving the Hess Bros, only fleetingly, with a package of
department store in Allentown, Pa., X Brand cigarettes. The makers of
Brand and the makers of the
was cited as an example of pub- Xmovie
realized that that shot was
licity which not only has no cash
or equivalent payoff for program worth something to the manutalent but also is a contribution to facturer.
programming.
Deal Now Refined
On behalf of the Hess Bros,
first it was the custom for
store, a "stunt" was worked out theAtmanufacturer
to pay the studio
and submitted to the Philip Morrissponsored Truth or Consequences to use his product, or, in the case
of
expensive
items
as trains
program.
fore Easter.It occurred shortly be- or automobiles or such
elephants, to
supply the product gratis.
Stunt Described
type of deal gradually has
The stunt involved dressing a beenThisrefined
until now, instead of
T or C contestant in an Easter making outright
payments, the
manufacturer
some cases agrees
bunny hikeoutfit
and
having
him
hitchfrom Hollywood, where the that in a certainin amount
of his own
show originated, to Allentown, Pa.,
he also will advertise
where he would be feted by Hess advertising
the
film
involved.
An
X Brand
Bros, and local notables. Each
ad might say, for examweek the program carried a pickup cigarette
of Z Show,
bringing listeners up to date on smokesple: "Joe
X Doe,
Brand star
cigarettes.
Thus
the contestant's cross - country the studio's own advertising budprogress
up
to
and
including
his
get can be reduced.
arrival in Allentown. Thus Hess
Publicists concentrating on radio
Bros, got mentions on a network
show for five consecutive weeks, and television plugs say the number of regular sponsors who forbid
and — it was emphasized — the pro- other-product
plugs on their program benefited from the stunt idea.
not so great as one might
Similarily, many other examples expect.grams isIndiscriminate
plugs are
were offered as representative of frowned on, and some advertisers
"legitimate and constructive" plug- have set a ceiling of one or two
ging— interviews with people engaged in interesting or unusual
program.
and more major manuoccupations, discussions of books perMore
facturers, publicists say, are comor plays,
and the
like.onThegiveaway
recitation of prizes
offered
ing to feel that they should augment their regular advertising and
shows, and the giving of credits to
firms supplying dresses or hats or their newspaper - magazine pubcostumes for performers on TV
licity with publicity — plugs — in the
shows, were cited as other types broadcast
media.
On occasion,
vertisers have been
known ad-to
of "plugs" which arouse no general
undertake plug placement themobjections.
Sometimes, it was noted, publi- reportedselves,hedirect.hadOnebeenradio-TV
writer
by an
cists provide TV shows with needed advertiser and offeredcalled
a $1,000
props or sets — thereby cutting watch
as
bait
to
work
the
name
of
down the
own production
costs,
oftensponsor's
substantially,
while in
advertiser's
product
the process maneuvering a plug the
television
show which
he wasintothena
client's product or name before the preparing.
steady gaze of the audience. There
The networks are most acutely
are occasions, too, it was said, when
-the publicists provide program irked, of course, by the "sneak"
ideas involving no plugs at all, thus plug, the dragged-in plug, whose
at one swoop building contacts, con- lack of point makes it obvious and
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itating. But what are they doing
eliminate it?
;n answer to that question, Harry
unerle, CBS-TV program directold Broadcasting • Telecast3y that
"Wethrough
police viewing
it in every
possible
the
jff'ipt
before
airing.
In
•i the ad lib that gets most
acrosscases
and
'■' the air."
I Although he considers such merI andising sometimes helpful "if
I sely tied together," Guy Delia
l oppa, CBS Radio vice-president
i charge of network programs,
Ibllywood, declared that in gen1%1
networkprogramming
"does not endorse
itchthebroad
prac«;:es."
[."When
a
national
manufacturer
lies free plugs it is bad for adl:rtising,"
he said.
"However,
irery
case should
be individually
the realm
deredand all within nds
Insigood
taste. It depe upon
,)w far they go. All free plugs
■e watched very carefully by
Ibs.
■irpe
"We ofareinsert
particularly
against
the
plug used
by well
laid writers to derive added injt>me or merchandise. We make
I^ery effort to eliminate them."
|i Carl Watson, assistant manager
l;! the continuity acceptance deI irtment of NBC radio and teleII esion,
time
havereported
come to that
know"bythethisregular
l^rformers who are likely to drift
J'way
from anda given
l ie script,
these 'business'
are watchedin
larefully."
he said, and
"scripts
reAdditionally,
screened beforehand
rehearsals usually are covered to be
hre that plugs are not placed in
ne show. Most performers know
8-hat is and what is not acceptable
«y now."
5 Another network executive suggested the only real method of
olicing against out-of-taste plugs
rould be to restrict all trade-name
'ags to products which are also
ponsors
of regular radio and teleision shows.
' It also was brought out that
'heponnetworks
rely and
to a directors
great extentto
producers
eep an eye ou£ for unseemly
lugs. At least one producer, it
/as learned, has warned performrs on his shows that any member
'ho works an unapproved unreearsed plug into a broadcast will
ave his pay cut back to union
eale.

TV Applications
(Continued from page 71 )
ton. Consulting engineer Russell P.
May, Washington. Applicant is license of WXEL (TV) Parma (Cleveland), Ohio. Principals include: President Herbert Mayer (45%), Vice President Franklin Snyder, station manager of WXEL (TV); Treasurer Frances
Mayer (45%),
and Secretary
Alma
Schmidt.
Address:
85 Beachwood
Ave., New Rochelle, N. Y.
Existing Stations
Change in Channels
(The following stations request
change in frequency as required under
provisions of FCC Sixth Report &
Order [B»T, April 14].)
WDEL-TV WILMINGTON, Del.—
WDEL Inc., Ch. 12 (204-210 mc), ERP
316 kw visual; antenna height above
average terrain 605 ft. Change from
Ch. 7 (174-180 mc), ERP 476 w.
WHAS-TV LOUISVILLE, Ky. —
WHAS Inc., Ch. 11 (198-204 mc), ERP
316 kw visual; antenna height above
average terrain 529 ft. Change from
Ch. 9 (186-192 mc), ERP 200 kw.
WLWT (TV) CINCINNATI, Ohio—
Crosley Bcstg. Corp., Ch. 5 (76-82 mc),
ERP 100 kw visual; antenna height
above average terrain 670 ft., above
ground 1,363 ft. Estimated cost of
change $123,000. Transmitter RCA.
Changekw. from Ch. 4 (66-72 mc), ERP
23.1
WLWC (TV) COLUMBUS, Ohio—
Crosley Bcstg. Corp., Ch. 4 (66-72 mc),
ERP 100 kw visual; antenna height
above average terrain 436 ft., above
ground 569 ft. Estimated cost of
change $155,000. Transmitter RCA.
Changekw. from Ch. 3 (60-66 mc), ERP
15.2
WLWD (TV) DAYTON, Ohio —
Crosley Bcstg. Corp., Ch. 2 (54-60
mc), ERP 100 kw visual; antenna
height above average terrain 508 ft.,
above ground 459 ft. Estimated cost
of change $166,500. Transmitter RCA.
Change
16 kw. from Ch. 5 (76-82 mc), ERP
WGAL-TV LANCASTER, Pa. —
WGAL Inc., Ch. 8 (180-186 mc), ERP
316 kw visual; antenna height above
average terrain 1,000 ft. Transmitter
location to be near Hallam, York
County, Pa. Change from Ch. 4 (6672 mc), ERP 1 kw; transmitter, 8
West King St., Lancaster.
WTAR-TV Norfolk, Va.— WTAR
Radio Corp., Ch. 3 (60-66 mc), ERP
100 kw visual; antenna height above
average terrain 376 ft., above ground
414 ft. Transmitter RCA. Change
from Ch. 4 (66-72 mc), ERP 24 kw.
WTMJ-TV MILWAUKEE, Wis.—
The Journal Co., Ch. 4 (66-72 mc),
ERP 100 kw visual; antenna height
above average terrain 908 ft., above
Venezuela TV Station
ground 1,032 ft. Estimated cost of
•LANS for Venezuela's first TV change $372,027. Transmitter RCA.
tation, scheduled to begin trans- Change from Ch. 3 (60-66 mc), ERP
lission this November, were 925 w.
ivulged May 29 with announcelent of a contract between Veneuelan Minister of Communications
nd an RCA international distribu- Tele-Q Patent
or, Dr.dent of Intelec
Luis F. S.Jiminez
presi- PATENT for its system of cueing
A. NewM., station
TV performers has been issued the
3 to be built in Caracas, with an Tele-Q Corp., New York, Tele-Q
tCA 10 kw transmitter capable of Sales Co. President Larry Merchant
providing adequate intracity cover- announced Wednesday. Tele - Q
ige. To be operated by the govern- equipment was first used commercial y in November 1950 and is now
nent, the outlet will not carry comnercial programs.
widely used in New York.
IROADCASTING
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Okla. and Fla. U.
Praise Industry
TWO
leading
universities
staging
highly
successful
TV educational proBOONtelevision stations
ATORS'
EDUC
grams in cooperation
with commercial
have voiced
publicly
They aretheir
U. ofappreciation
Oklahoma ofandtheU.industry's
of Florida.participation in their work.
*
Lawton, producer
TheSherman
Open P.Window,
which hasof ing
1951-52. Fifty-nine different
been seen on WKY-TV Oklahoma faculty
members participated durCity and KOTV (TV) Tulsa, stated
with a total of 61
as chairman of the U. of Oklahoma facultying 1950-51,
participations.
In 1951-52,
Committee on Broadcasting, that 55 different faculty members
participated, with a total of 71 faculty
92 TV programs had been produced
under the title in two years.
participations.
"One hundred seventy-three stutime"This
valuerepresents
of $29,900,a asminimum
loss of
dents took part in the shows durrevenue to the stations, plus cost
ing 1950-51 and 147 during 195152. Thirty-one different students
of operation,"
he
reported,
amounting to a gift of well over $60,000 got experience in planning, script
from the stations to the university. and production directly associated
Working with commercial sta- with the series, a total of 70 stutions, the university has enjoyed
dent-producer experiences during
a low cost of .008 of one cent per 1950- 51. During 1951-52, 33 difviewer-impression, Chairman Lawferent students got planning exton reported. Cost to the univerperience with a total of 77 studentsity was $2,200 for the period, ex- producer experiences. Non-faculty
clusive of salaries and student as- and non-student guests on the prosistant wages.
grams in 1950-51 totaled 71, while
105 such guests appeared during
"The
the programs
indicatedsuccess
by a ofHooper
rating inis 1951- 52. Five civic and welfare
Oklahoma City of 28, as contrasted
well contributed
as state and work
fedwith 1.6 for educational programs groups,eralasagencies,
in the New York City area," Prof.. during the 1950-51 season and six
"Mailandresponse
1951-52.
inLawton
both continued.
Oklahoma City
Tulsa during
"In addition, arrangements were
has been excellent. Total audience made
through this office for sevimpressions
during the series exeral vision
facultyprograms
participations
ceeded 26,200,000.
other thanin teleThe
Window and we served as
"Twenty-five different areas of aOpen
clearing house for a number of
instruction were represented dur- students
earn talent fees on
ing the 1950-51 season and 28 dur- commercialto shows.
"One of the values of the series
to the university is that a number
of properties built for the prohave becometechniques
a part of onclassroomgramsinstruction
the
Breakdown of Audience
campus."
The signals of the two commercial TV stations are reaching viewers over an extensive area, reaching as far north as Wichita, Kan.,
IN THE QUAD-CITY AREA
according to the repoi-t. Half the
audience group,
is in the
middle"in
"C1 ACH
this TV setby
income
and "upper
about 20%
total month
is ascertained
the "upper" income group. The
Quad-City
wholesalers
servActually,
the
mail has a "higher class" flavor
totaling thisof area.
TV homes
reached
than usual for typical radio proby WHBF-TV is consideragrams, itwasmail
stated,
we have
bly larger as our TV signals
had enough
from"butapparently
are received over an extenlower income people that we had
sive
area
beyond
the
Quadbeen deceived into thinking that
Cities.
we were drawing a large number
Increased
doubled power
WHBF-TV hasradiated
of According
them." to Dr. T. C. Battin,
strength;cilities the
staff andmovedfaassistant professor of speech and
have recently
director
of television and radio at
into enlarged quarters.
True to a 25 year tradition
the U. of Florida, the university at
of service in radio broadGainesville has completed its first
casting, WHBF-TV now also
venture in TV education with conserves
Quad-Citians
well
—
clusion of 32 weeks of telecasting.
and advertisers profitably.
"We wish to commend the manLes Johnson, V.P. and Gen. Mgr.
agers
of WMBR-TV
Jacksonvilleand staff
for their
excellent
cooperation in helping to make the
series
a success,"
Dr. Battin
said.
Programs
were titled
Knowledge
in Action. Rating of 40.5 was
achieved, indicating a large audience every Monday evening, he
continued. Programs are prepared
WHBF
H
as a package show on the campus
TEiCO BUILDING. ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS
by members of the production staff
headed by Dr. Battin and faculty
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D. C. Talent Raid?
PICK TEMPLE, cowboy singing star of WTOP-TV Washsat children
last Mon-of
day for ington,
the babythree
Walter Compton, general
manager of WTTG (TV)
Washington. wasMr.a door
Temple's
baby-sitting
prize
at the annual jamboree of the
Advertising Club of Washington May 24. The prize was
actually
by Alex
Sheftell,
WTTGwonaccount
executive,
but Mr.
Sheftell
planning to bemonth.
marriedSoisn't
until
some
time this
he turned
over his prize to Mr. Compton
who, with Mrs. Compton,
attended the Washington
opening of the play, "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes."
members. Each program has been
planned, written and rehearsed on
the
going toA WMBRTV campus
for finalbefore
rehearsal.
student
production
crew
is
trainedto for
six
months in the studios
handle
duties of a TV crew. Students
act as assistant directors, floor
managers,
form relatedannouncers
functions. and perDr. Battin said the time is
donated by WMBR-TV and a full
crew stands
by final
duringtelecast
the re-to
hearsals and the
help the student production staff.
"The series is to be continued
as a part
the U.to ofrecognize
Florida's the
desire and ofeffort
tremendous potentialities of the
most effective means of mass communication yet developed," Dr.
Battin said. "Plans for a continuing
program
of adult have
education
means of television
alreadyby
been completed and the series,
Knowledge in Action, will present
video courses each week. The series
has a dual purpose in mind: to
offer adult education and to give
training and practical experience
in the various phases of television
production. These programs have
been carefully planned to offer education in' an interesting
well
as entertaining
manner and assurvey
results have shown how successfully this has been done this year."
TV APPLICANTS
Four Buy UHF Transmitters
ALLEN visionB. Transmitter
DuMONTDiv.Labs.
last Teleweek
announced sale of four 5-kw UHF
TV transmitters to WSOY and
WDZ
WHIZ Tulare,
Zanesville, Decatur,
Ohio; and111.;KCOK
Calif. Deliveries are slated for
1953. The four outlets have applied
to FCC for TV stations and await
channel grants.
The new transmitter equipment
employs the Eimac Klystron power
tube and is now available at the
same price as the standard DuMont
VHF transmitter with equivalent
power, company spokesmen said.
DuMONT TV network will carry New
York Times Youth Forum starting
Sept. 14 with sessions to be taped for
broadcast
New York, station ownedonby WQXR
the Times.

WEWS-WRU
SERIES for 2 fj
Will Extend
JAMES C. HANRAHAN, gener
manager,
WEWSS. Millis,
(TV) Clevelar
and Dr. John
presidei
Western Reserve U., last week a
nounced
a
two-year
extension
two educational series.
One program
is a halfby-hour
course,
home study
TV teliicredit, and the other is a Sund;
series known as University Cirei
a half -hour program about ti
school and community cultural lifi
"Western Reserve U. is grate
for the
WEYv
has
givenopportunity
to carry onwhich
its progra
of
Milliseducation
said. by television," D
Editors
Name
'Lucy7
LUCILLE
BALL andwas
votedLuct'r
best
comedienne
/ Love
the best comedy drama in the fir
annual American Weekly Tel
vision Poll, conducted among T
editors of 23 metropolitan new
OtherShow
winners:
Best variety
prograipr
Your
of Shows;
dramatic
gram.
Celanese
Theatre;
myste
drama.
Dragnet;
musical
prograi
papers.
Fred Waring;
discussion
program.
Me
the
Press;
quiz
show.
You
Bet
Yo
Life;
best comedian,
Jimmy Durant
children's
program.
Kukla,
Fran
Ollie;special
news. See It Now; and an awa
for
J. Sheen. achievement. Bishop Fult
GUIDANCE SERIES
Planned By WMCT Memph
WMCT (TV) Memphis is plannin
a series of weekly vocationguidance programs to aid hig
school and college students
choosing careers, Wilson Moun
executive program manager, ha
announced.
In addition to aiding student
Mr. Mount
that "the
will
be so said
designed
that program
they wi
prove of much interest to the tele
vision public, as the opportunitie
for
youngfieldspeople
that lieandin thth
various
of business
professions are pictured and e>
covered
theAmong
cotton fields
industry,to be
medical
profesai
sion, industrial economics, banking
lumber manufacturer, journalisn
plained."
and
the livestock industry.
Tailor-made

LMSWIS
TVR
Animation
and
Live Action
• 8 Seconds
• 20 Seconds
• One Minute
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CONVENTIONS
AT&T Plans Full Linkage
\LL U. S. TV stations except
JOB-TV Albuquerque may be connected with AT&T's live TV network in time for the political contentions next month, under plans
idvanced by the telephone company
ast week.
The company's
announced
plans toLong
add Lines
PhoenixDept.to
;he
live
network,
saying
"efforts
ire being made to provide the
network connection in time to carry
'|ie national political conventions
in July"
and ispointing
when
Phoenix
included, out
the that
Bell
System
network
"will
make
letwork programs available to live
107
stations in 65 cities.
Only other U. S. television city
Dutside the live network then would
De Albuquerque.
Plans for bringing Phoenix
into television
the live network
ig^(KPHO-TV)
lifeall for routing
signals
• i-from Los Angeles over a coaxial
|cable which already is in service
WjEpr telephone use. Equipment will
/ , be added to permit use of the cable
osjijfor
television as well as telephone
service.
ursiilr The Republican national convenjljltion opens July 7 ; the Democratic
: ■j convention
in Chicago. July 21. Both will be
"T I while
AT&T's
Dept.weekmeanappliedLongto Lines
FCC last
for
^authority to construct a microJj'wave relay link which will provide
"Ttwo TV channels, along with hun' ii'dreds of telephone circuits, between
'"'Dallas and San Antonio. The profor becomple:"'^posed
I tion latelink,thisscheduled
year, would
built
"^between
Dallas and
where
Tit will connect
withAustin,
the AustinSan Antonio system which was
1?m"M 'Iopened
February.
Under fortheservice
plan, inAT&T
will con1 n 'struct six intermediate radio relay
^.'stations
along
the
192-mile
between Dallas and Austin. route
To provide one TV channel to
Jj||an Antonio in time for the July
" political
Lines is
installing conventions,
temporaryLongradio-relay
equipment between Dallas and
"[| Austin. This equipment will be re:- moved upon completion of the new
mf project, AT&T said.
It was pointed out that one coninection with AT&T's nation-wide
television network facilities will
be made at Dallas from Jackson,
Miss., while a second connection
will be provided upon completion
of a radio relay system, now under
construction, between Kansas City
and Dallas. Dallas and San Antonio— both two-station markets —
Will then have two TV channels
available.

WAVE-TV CASTS
'Back-fo-Back' Remotes
DOUBLE wereremote
telecasts
made "back-to-back"
by WAVE-TV
Louisville on Armed Forces Day
May 17 when Vice President Alben
W. Barkley and Army Secretary
Frank Pace both delivered addres es at separate places there.
Borrowing equipment from
WIRE Indianapolis which had not
yet begun telecasting, WAVE-TV
set up one mobile unit in the
Brown Hotel for the Pace speech
at the 26th annual National Defense dinner which climaxed
Armed Forces Day observances,
and the second unit in the Seelbach
Hotel where Vice President Barkley addressed the Jefferson-Jackson
Day dinner.
The station scheduled the Pace
telecast from 9-9:30 p.m. and the
Barkley speech from 9:30-10:30
p.m. The Barkley program was
micro-relayed by Southern Bell
Telephone Co. engineers to the

New WCBS-TV Business
WCBS-TV New York booked more
than $1 million worth of new local
business in the seven-week period
ending May 23, George R. Dunham,
general sales manager, has announced. He said the accomplishment was pace-setting if not recordbreaking for local contracts.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasti

It's
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TELENEWS GROWTH
McManus Heads New Dept.
IN LINE with its new expansion
policy, Telenews Productions Inc.,
New York, television newsreel producer, last week announced formationmentof a understation
relations ofdepartthe direction
Tom
McManus.
First step will be a tour of client
stations by Mr. McManus, during
which he will meet with station
At WAVE-TV controls during the executives to discuss operating
Barkley address are (seated, I to r)
Louis Lau, audio engineer, Bob procedure.
In his announcement of the new
Roth, video engineer, Bob Brewer, station relations division, Charles
director and (standing) Ryan Hal- N. Burris, Telenews general manloran, announcer.
ager, stated: "Telenews is going
* * *
right ahead in its plans for expanTelephone Building from where
the signal then was carried to
sion. .. ."
WAVE-TV on the regular co-ax.
JULIUS dio-TV
MATTFELD,
CBS Ramusic library,headhasof compiled
SPARTON Radio-Television, Jackson,
of all music published in
Mich., is offering free UHF tuner chronology
U. S. to be published June 12, Prentice
strips
Hall. Title is Variety Music CavalTV sets.for 1952 Sparton Cosmic Eye cade.

RESULTS
COUNT!

In May, an agency account
man wrote WGN-TV:
"
We are grateful to you for your original
suggestion that we use this show. All records to
date are most encouraging. We have made pilot
checks in stores that report very satisfactory retail
level response. The reports from salesmen on contacts with accounts have been most enthusiastic."
Get the Most out of your Chicago TELEVISION Dollar...
Check your WGN-TV representative for top availabilities.

Gftje Chicago tribune Celebtsiion station
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film report
Four New Companies . . .
FORMATIONood,of Guild Films
TV film proInc., Hollyw
duction-distribution firm, was
announanced last week by Reuben
Kaufm and W. Lee Wilder.
Mr. Kaufman resigned last
month from his position as president of Snader Telescription Sales
Inc., reportedly in a dispute over
operational policy.
Mr. Wilder, independent motion
picture producer-director, will serve
as president of the new firm; Mr.
Kaufman as vice president-secretary and distribution chief. Headquarters for Guild Films Inc. are
in studios of KTTV (TV) Los Angeles.
Production is underway on a 13
quarter-hour situation comedy TV
film series, Hello Darling. Future
plans include comedy
Gallagher's
quarter-hour
series; Travels,
Adventures in Storyland, fairy tale program, and Musical Americans. Mr.
Kaufman was in New York last
week to open sales offices and to
conclude negotiations on feature
films for TV distribution.
At the time of Mr. Kaufman's resignation, Louis Snader, president,
Snader Telescription Corp., parent

S (covAH
firstOM
TV area
PulseA'
survey
ering 22 Nebraska, Iowa, and
Missouri Counties) reveals that
WOW-TV
is
OUT IN FRONT ,
in
Multi-Weekly Shows
(8 of the top 10)
Once-Weekly Shows
(8 of the top 15)
Share-of-Audience
(Leads in 6 of the
9 classifications)
Put your sales, messages OUT
IN FRONT, too! For complete
availabilities, wire or phone
JOHN BL AIR-TV or Fred
Ebener, Sales Manager at — WOW-Tf
OMAHA
FRANK P. FOG ARTY, General Manager
A MEREDITH STATION
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organization of STS, announced
that E. Jonny Graff, would replace
Mr. Kaufman as head of sales for
STS [B»T, May 19, 12].
Emanuel H. Demby and Myron L.
Broun last Tuesday announced formation of Demby, Broun & Co.,
New York,
motion picture
television film production
firm,andlocated
at9-2495.
34 East 51st St., telephone Plaza
With Mr. Demby as president
and Mr. Broun as vice president,
the new firm will take over all TV
and film properties formerly held
by The
Dembyfirm,
Co., which
New York
public relations
continues
in latter capacity.
Among properties acquired by
the new firm is What's Playing,
TV package formerly seen on
WJZ-TV New York and now in
process of being re-packaged and
offered for sponsorship under direction of Mr. Demby. Currently
in production is a 15-minute cowboy
film
seriesJimfeaturing
western star
Atkins. ABC-TV
Newly incorporated for $200,000 is
Wilshire Television Productions,
headquartered at 1915 Wilshire
Blvd., Los Angeles. Plans encompass TV film medium from oneminute commercials to hour-long
programs in addition to production of live shows. Hollywood atFreedman
chairmantorneyof Nathan
boardO. with
David X.is
Miller, musical director at Universal-International, named executive
producer.
Theing taken
9,000oversq. by
ft. two-story
build-be
the firm will
known as Wilshire TV Center.
* * *
Jack Goodwin announces that he is
going into regular film production
in Africa. Among the first series
are 52 15-minute self-contained
stories of the reminisences of "Old
Fletcher,"
a retired will
big-game
er. The subjects
deal huntwith
hunting, bushmen, native ritual
etc., Mr. Goodwin said. His first
two sample productions will be
completed in September. He will
fly to the U. S. to arrange syndication and sponsors. Mr. Goodwin
said he also will be making a series
of three- and five-minute shorts enaddresstitledisAfrican
P. O.Visit.
Box Mr.4801,Goodwin's
Johannesburg, South Africa.
Production . . .
Scripts written for television by
playwright-author
Saroyan26
will be the basis ofWilliam
a projected
half-hour TV color film series to
be produced by the newly-formed
William Saroyan Television Playhouse Inc., Hollywood. Acting as
co-producer-director with Mr. Saro-

yan will be Rodney Amateau, completing directional assignment on
"Monsoon," motion picture filmed in
India. Mr. Saroyan will introduce
each film. Cost of all 26 is estimated at $500,000.
* * *
Concentrating on "highlights and
sidelights"
than Telenews
duplicating networkrather
coverage,
Productions Inc., New York, is complans for filming
Republican andpleting
Democratic
national
conventions inJuly. Staff of more than
25 will handle coverage, Ted Genock, Telenews editor-in-chief, said,
with Production Manager Marshall
Davidson supervising makeup operations. Telenews last week also announced its daily television newsreel, formerly eight minutes in
length has been increased to a minimum 12-minute length. The comTelenews
producedpany'sin newsreel,
conjunction
with Daily,
INS,
has been expanded, it was noted,
totions.meet growing
needs
of
TV
sta* # ,#
After having acquired TV rights
to Kerry Drake, a syndicated comic
strip, production is getting underway on 26 half-hour films by Hafner-Halperin Inc. Sterling Hayden
will portray the title role. Marjorie
feminineReynolds
lead. is assigned the
Normandy Productions Inc., Hollywood, has two field units out shooting backgrounds for new TV film
packages. One, headed by producer
John F. Ewing, is covering Pacific
Northwest for 13 films tentatively
titled Americana. The other, an
untitled hour-long group of 13, will
be shot throughout U. S. Arthur
Fellows, an associate producer for
David O. Selznick, recently joined
the firm as a *producer-director.
* *
United-World Films, subsidiary of
Universal - International Pictures,
began riesitsof 13initial
televisionlastfilmweek.
sehalf-hours
TitledMortFighting
Man,andtheCliff
filmsClark
costar
Thompson
with George Clair as director and
Malcolm Stuart Boylan as the production supervisor. There are three
more
stage. series in the pre-production
Sales . . .
United Television Programs, New
York tors,andhas sold
Chicago
TV filmQuick
distribuits Movie
Quiz
packagekets, for
two
additional
marbringing total sales to 26.
Beginning June 20, IGA Stores will
sponsor show on WNBK (TV)
Cleveland; and Oaklawn Appliance Co., Dallas, will underwrite
program
in thatJunecity 19.
on KRLDTV,
effective
Aaron

(EST FOR'TV FILMS

Beckwith, UTP sales directo:
meanwhile reported one additions,
contract has been signed for Hollv
wood
half-hourDouglas,
detectivo:
series Off-Beat,
starring Melvyn
WFIL-TV Philadelphia.
* * *
Negotiations have been conclude
by Louis Snader whereby films fror
Snader
Telescriptions
Library
be
released
to Jens Fr.
Lawaetswi'j
head
government-owned
stationof inthe Copenhagen,
DenmarkT1
for one year. This marks the firs
entry into the European market fo
Snader Telescriptions Corp., Be\<
erly Hills, Calif.
Dudley Television Corp., Beverl;
Hills,
is toinproduce
13 quarter-hou
TV films
color for
Martin Out
board Motors, Eau Claire, Wis
Programs, built around types o<
fishing, will be ready for fall re
lease.
* * *
Film People . . .
Syd Lewis and Art Sanchez, night
club entertainers, have been signet
by
Jerry Hills,
Courneya
Beverly
to appearProductions
in Lewi
&television
Sanchezfilms,
Play,starting
13 quarter-hou:
in August
The format will consist of musi<
and impersonations held togethe:
by a story line.
* * *
John Ireland has been signed b?
Pennant Television Productions Inc.
Hollywood, to play the leading rolt
inhalf-hour
upcomingfilm"Silence
the City,'
in Datein With
Des
tiny
TV
series.
Production
start;
end of June with film stars Stepher
McNally, Maria Palmer and Zsa Zs«
Gaborin already
films
series. signed for othei
Alan Hartman, formerly associatec
with MCA, Frederic W. Ziv Co.
and Official Films as sales repre
sentative, last week was namec
eastern sales representative oi
United Television Programs, T\
film distributors. He will have
headquarters
in UTP's
New BeckYork
offices as assistant
to Aaron
with, director of sales, and will
handle the metropolitan New York
Philadelphia,
Washington and Baltimore territories.
* * *
Les Kaufman, vice-president ir
charge West Coast operations Ettinger tionsCo.,firm),Hollywood
relato William(public
F. BroirJy
Productions, that city, as director
of newly expanded
sales promotionmerchandising
department.
OPERATING
beenschedule
expandedat WENR-TV
from 71 to
81Chicago
hours hasweekly.

Company
Toogood
Recording
221 North. La Salle St., sync-sound:
Chicago 1, Illinois
RANGERTONES
73 WINTHROP ST
NEWARK 4, N. J. |
BROADCASTING
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The new G-R
n Type 1183-T T-V
an Monitor
tot
meets all requirements
of the FCC,o including those b
recently
established for offset operation. It not only provides complete monitoring faciHties for VHF and UHF stations in accordance with FCC
specifications, it assures the quality of everyday transmissions as
well. Monitoring of distortion, noise, modulation level, and video
and audio carrier frequencies, with the aid of this instrument,
results in the rapid detection of substandard operation. The T-V
Monitor provides:
if Continuous visual indication of aural transmitter frequencydeviation in terms of a highly stable master crystal.
if Continuous visual indication of frequency-deviation of visual
transmitter in terms of same master crystal.
if High fidelity
output
for distortion and noise-level
measurements
and audio
for audio
monitoring.
if Continuousalarm.
indication of percentage modulation and an overmodulation
This instrument — the first UHF Monitor — ■ is another
example of the pioneering in engineering, design and workmanship which has characterized G-R monitoring equipment since the
beginning of broadcasting. Stability, accuracy, ease of maintenance and operation, dependability and long life are optimum.
The G-R trademark guarantees trouble free operation with a minimum of maintenance. Simplifications in convenience to operating
personnel are a Major Feature.

Prices: From $2435 to $2535
Panel switch allows simultaneous indication on
depending on Frequency Bands if Pilot lamp indicates adequate R-F input level. if modulation
meter of both positive and negative
if Terminals are provided for connecting remote
peaks,
as well as choice of either peak.
if Excellent signal to noise ratio through channel 83.
center-frequency
and
modulation
meters
and
overmodulation indicators.
if New cabinet simplifies installation and removal
if Large illuminated meter scales for easy operation.
monitor from rack for maintenance.
if
Separate
a-c direct
inputs connection
for heater ofandcrystal
monitorovencir-to if ofChassis
if Overmodulation lamp flashes when modulation
cuits
enable
exceeds level set by a dial.
and
easy arranged
servicing.for maximum heat dissipation
station stand-by power circuit.
GENERAL
RADIO
Company
275 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge 39, Massachusetts, U. S. A.
90 West Streef NEW YORK 6 920 S. Michigan Ave. CHICAGO 5 7000 N. Seward St. LOS ANGELES 38
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ATTACK
DE of NARTB
TV
is "stultifying
and week
illegal
Amer-to
COCODE
ican Civil Liberties
Union
charged last
in censorship,"
a letter of the
protest
FCC. The civil rights organization requested a hearing to determine
whether the industry code violates the Communications Act.
At the same time, ACLU attacked
the congressional probe of radio life," the letter contended, explainand TV programming which got
ing the code will "create conformunderway last week (see story
ity and reduce TV to dull medithis issue).
Signed by Thomas Carskadon,
Writing FCC Chairman Paul A. ocrity."
Walker, ACLU noted that radio chairman of the ACLU radio committee, and Patrick Murphy Malin,
and TV programming which got ACLU executive
director, the letter
have had final responsibility for
program content and that the Com- held thatnation in restraint
the TV code
"is aincombiof trade
ideas
munications Act precludes prior
censorship.
which may well constitute a violation of the anti-trust laws, in
ACLUvides forcharged
the TVformcodeof"proan extreme
cen- which case all stations abiding by
sorship which, in effect, rules out the Code might be held to lack the
material which would be offensive requisite qualifications for the holding of licenses. For this reason, a
to many groups or parts thereof,
in any community in the country, public hearing is even more essenhowever reasonable or unreasonable
tial to cleai-ly establish this point."
-ACLU told FCC that the code
the particular potential objectors
"would
prohibit
the
might be."
productioncompletely
of any adult,
mature
"It tionseems
to us that this
of responsibility
for abnegalicensee programs dealing with issues of a
self-restraint and the substitution serious nature, except that in some
thereof of a code of industry-wide cases treatment of such problems
would be permitted if the solutions
censorship,"
"is thereof
improper andACLU
fraughtcontinued,
with great
conformed to certain redangers both to the free operation
quirements laid ofdownproductions
by the Code."
of radio and TV and the public at Examples cited
that
could not be presented under the
large."
Television under the code will be code included "Death of a Sales"a diluted force in our national
man," "Streetcar Named Desire"
and "Cocktail Party."
The letter continued:
Each individual
has a re-or
bility to see licensee
thatis nosentobscene
otherairwaves,
illegal sponsimaterial
outonlyoverof
the
on
penalty
not
Morning
loss
of the aslicense
butTheof complete
criminal
prosecution
well.
abandonment
of > that
responsibility
through
adherence
to
a
Code
one
Means
which mitthis
Commission
should itnotiswould
per.conformity
If allowed
to and
continue,
create
reduce
TV
dull and
mediocrity.
for theitsto
rise
strength One
of TVreason
has been
Sales
ability peredtoby censorship
produce programs
unham. . This
mis ion,defend
we believethe .should
helpofComthat
growth
and
principle
free
Don't sionjudge
all
morning
televiby the static, uninspired
expression
by
removing the
stultify-in
ing
cancer
of
censorship
embodied
the code.
programming you see in some
cities. Morning TV really means
Concerning Congress'
probe andof
something to viewers in the three- programming,
Messrs. Malin
city market of Cincinnati, Day- Carskadon termed the inquiry "a
ton and Columbus — because threat of censorship which would
have repressive effects on the press
WLW-Television led in programming the morning hours with and broadcasting and probably
fresh, bright shows that attract could not result in any new legislative problems which would be conbig audiences.
stitutional."
People in WLW-Telecity watch
WLW-Television morning programs— advertisers prove it every
SUED
day with sales. When you plan SKELTON
Contract Breach Alleged
your advertising campaign, consider the potential of this great RED SKELTON faced a $3,500
morning market with an effective damage suit last week from a
buying income of over $5y2 bil- writer who charges he breached an
lion. Your quickest, most effec- "implied contract" and wrongfully
tive way to reach this market is appropriated literary property.
through the three-station netFiled by Leonard T. Galezio in
work of WLW-T, WLW-D and Los Angeles Superior Court, the
WLW-C.
suit also named NBC-TV and Procter & Gamble Co., the TV sponsor,
as defendants. Mr. Galezio charges
Television
he sent the comedian a skit which
was acknowledged and the material
used on a Skelton TV show, but
TV SERVICE OF THE NATION'S STATION that he was not paid.
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WLWD Aids Defendant
WLWD (TV) Dayton's program log helped to win a not
guilty verdict for a defendant
in an automobile accident
case. Man had been arrested
as suspect. He could not
have been involved in the accident, he told police, because
he had been watching
WLWD. Police asked the
station to submit program log
to check the suspect's statements.
defendant's
mentsTheagreed
with thestatelog
and, after a two-day trial,
the defendant was acquitted.
SKELTON RETURN
Special Theatre Planned
WITH Red Skelton returning to
NBC next fall for both radio and
television under a year-by-year
agreement, a deal has been worked
out whereby the network will build
a special theatre to accommodate
his weekly video show at its new
$25 million Television Center now
under construction in Burbank,
Calif.
With definite ideas as to what
he wants, the comedian is reported
to have had a hand personally in
the
design.by ItSeptember
is to be
readytheatre's
for occupancy
28 when his TV show resumes under sponsorship of Procter &
Gamble Co., Sunday, 7-7:30 p.m.
(EST).
Skelton'swillradiostartshow,in
not
yet Mr.
sponsored,
October.
Freeman Keyes, president of
Russel M. Seeds Co., program
packager,
negotiating
radio-TVa
deal with inNBC,
also acquired
7:30-8 p.m. (EST) television time
slot following the Red Skelton
Show.
This time, it is understood, is to
be utilized for a projected comedy
show built around Eddie Mayehoff,
who is under contract to Mr. Keyes
for TV only. Although the show is
currently without a sponsor, it is
believed Procter & Gamble will be
the advertiser.

DuMONT REPLY
Denies ACLU's Scott Charge
DuMONT Television Network last
week denied the charge of talent
"blacklisting"
had been put
before FCC in that
a complaint
by the
American Civil Liberties Union
[B»T, Monica,
April 14].Calif.,
Earlier,
KOWL
Santa
answered
similar
June
2]. ACLU charge [B*T,
ACLU's petition, which also
named WPIX (TV) New York
CBS, NBC and ABC as defendants
urged
not to named
renew the
licensesFCCof those
untilstation1
they
take an oath against discrimination and agree to insert a no-blacklist clause in advertising contracts
ACLU contended DuMont can
celled the program of pianist
singer Hazel Scott in September
1950 "probably because of allegedl
pro-Communist affiliations, though
she is in fact violently anti-ComDuMont, in its reply, told FCC
the charges made in the ACLU
complaint "are both unfounded am
munist."
lacking
DuMontin responsibility."
pointed out that Miss
Scott's
sor hadcontract
failed toexpired,
renew herandsponthe
network's
department
had Jl<
been
unablesales
to sell
the program.
Further, the reply noted, Miss
Scott hasprogram.
appeared since on other
DuMont
The DuMont reply stated
DuMontin
andTheMissbasicHazelcontract
Scott between
was extended
April 1950its fornormal
a period
of fivedate
weeksof
beyond
expiration
August
The purpose
this tela((nl
extension18,was1950.to afford
DuMontof sales
personnel additional time in which to
sell
the
Hazel
Scott
show,
ta
endeavor,
the sales department was this
not S:
successful,
was
dropped.and accordingly, the show
The program
was ininnothemanner
"cancharged
rather and
thecel ed" aswas
contract
expired bycomplaint
its own
terms
not revived.
Inasmuc!
assponsor
the "Hazel
Scott who
Show"washadnothadsut a
previously
ficiently
to renew
contract, andinterested
had no sponsor
afterhisAugust
18, 1950,carded
it was
in theandclass
ofsalable
"dismerchandise"
less
than
it been a previously unsponsored had
program.
With a relatively low popularity rating (nextworks)tothe the
lowest
of thea four
netbecame
liability
financially
andshow
program-wise
torelatively
the Du
Mont
Network.
Both
its
high cost ($400 to $600 per weekly
quarter with
hour),television
and its audiences
low acceptance
rating
urged
its
abandonment
the interests
DuMont
and of theinviewing
public, of

PROTECT YOURSELF, your STAFF, your CLIENTS
from the daily hazard of
LIBEL, SLANDER, INFRINGEMENT OF
COPYRIGHT, INVASION OF PRIVACY
Arising
Editorializing,
Speeches.
Newscasts, AdMan-on-the-street
libs, Financial
Comment,fromMystery
Plots, Gossipy
Announcements,
Interviews.
USE CAUTION -LADY LUCK IS A DESERTER!
IT COSTS SO LITTLE TO BE SURE WITH INSURANCE.
For details, write to the Pioneer in this line.
EMPLOYERS REINSURANCE CORPORATION
Insurance Exchange Bldg.
—
Kansas City, Mo.
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lt's Fun . . .'
VICTOR C. DIEHM, president-general manager, WAZL
Hazleton, Pa., was in attendance as a trustee at graduation ceremonies of Bloomsburg (Pa.) State Teachers
College May 26. After ceremonies got underway, Mr.
Diehm received a note from
the college president, saying
"You're going to be the main
speaker
man
scheduled today."
to give The
the main
address had not yet arrived.
Without any preparation, Mr.
Diehm spoke on "It's Fun To
Live In America." The graduating class gave him quite
an ovation. Other stations
with which Mr. Diehm is affiliated are WHOL Allentown
and WHLM Bloomsburg, both
Pennsylvania, and WIDE Biddeford, Me,

1 KYTE ELECTED
Heads L. A. Ad Club
j (ti,WILLI AM 0. KYTE, advertisingIsales promotion manager, General
(Electric Co., has been elected president of the Los Angeles Advertising Club, succeeding Russell Z.
Eller, advertising manager, Sunkist Growers Inc., who continues
';;|asFirst
director.
and second vice-presidents are
ftlilLeland A. Phillips, manager, Grand
^'Central Market, and Glenn E. Carter,
vice-president,
s(Jjiassistant
niiAmerica. George
W. Purcell,Bankadver-of
shofbitising manager, Van de Ka nips Bak, Jjers, is new
treasurer
Helen Ed-&
3iwards,
president,
Helenand Edwards
Staff, secretary,
idsMlter,
if Newvice-president,
directors include
Nelson
Foote,
ConeCar-&
'"I'Belding;
J.
A.
Crooks,
advertising
BjAmanager, Certified Grocers of Calif.,
lsM*land D. J. Gould, head of sales servP*; ice-public relations, Western LithoJjgraph Co.
KlJ|i Continuing on the board are Milton
'WJames, sales department, Federal En„l||Velope Co.; Robert M. Sample, vice(M'lpresident, Better Business Bureau,
*|;and
G. Beach,
advertising agent,
['JnUnionPaulPacific
Railroad.

Z
WDUWOR
B C NET K

GREEN BAY, WIS.
SHEIL
COMPANY
(J.W.T.)10OIL
JUST
RENEWED
THEIR
P.M.
366 NIGHTS IN NEWS
1952. FOR

Strictly Business
(Continued from page 18)
program promotion. He also was
among the earliest to realize that
a program will not build listenership without enthusiastic support
of dealers and distributors.
At the outset, therefore, he
visited the field, learning advertising and promotion problems of local
dealers and distributors. Today,
he still continues this practice.
Circumstances which led to Mr.
DeBow's career with Cities Service
began shortly before 1926 when he
was a member of the production department of Lord & Thomas, first
agency to handle the Cities Service
radio account.
Shortly thereafter, he went to
Cities Service as editor of a company house organ. He was soon
given the additional duty of being
inadvertising.
charge of theThus
company's
today, financial
at age
50, he is well grounded in the tools
of his calling. Mr. DeBow has been
manager of the Cities Service advertising and news department
insince1945.1943, except for a Navy hitch
Born in New York City, May 15,
1907, he received his early schooling there and attended Columbia
U. In 1931, he married the former
Dorothea Camden.
They have two children, Jay, 20,
who majors in radio and advertising at the Henry A. Grady School
of Journalism, U. of Georgia, and
Tom, who is 12.
Mr. DeBow likes to fish and hunt.
In summer, he spends weekends in
Maine, commuting from New York
by plane. He is a member of the
Assn. of National Advertisers, the
Advertising Club of New York, Radio Executives Club, Downtown
Athletic
Golf Club. Club and the Plandome
FTC PERSONNEL
Mead Announces Changes
ROBERT B. DAWKINS, assistant
general counsel in charge of special
legal assistants at the Federal
Trade Commission, succeeds James
W. Cassedy as assistant general
counsel in charge of appeals, FTC
Chairman James M. Mead announced last week. John V. Buffmgton succeeds Mr. Dawkins.
Mr. Cassedy resigned to join a
law firm which brought the comment from Chairman Mead that
"we might as well face the fact
that government can no longer
compete with private business in
the matter of salaries."
WCAU Inc. Labor Vote
NATIONAL Labor Relations Board
confirmed last week that in elections held April 18 at WCAU Inc.,
Philadelphia, among all film technicians, the AFL-Electrical Workers, Radio & Television Broadcast Technicians, Local 1241, received al of the eight votes cast.
WCAU Inc. operates WCAU-AMFM-TV.

BEN A. LAIRD. PRES
CALL JOHN E. PEARSON CO.
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Advertisement
From

where

6y Joe

g

Advisin

I sit

Marsh

a Banker!

- invited to a
The Missus and MI e
were
big dinner over at Balesville the other
night. I sat next to a banker from the
state capital.
"Mighty nice country you've got
down there, Mr. Marsh," he says.
"Don't be surprised if I come to live
there myself. In a few years I plan to
get away from everybody, buy a farm

and just take it easy."
"Well," I told him, "we'd like to
have you. But when someone plans to
buy a farm and 'take it easy' he often
winds up working harder than ever.
It takes a lot of work to run a farm
right no matter how many hands you
can afford to hire.
"And from where I sit," I continued, "you won't 'get away' from
people either. Neighbors are plenty
important in a farming community —
whether it's helping one another out or
just friendly visiting over a sociable
glass of beer." "Hard work and neighbors dropping in all the time?" he
asks, looking over his glasses. Then
he smiles and says, "Sounds wonderful. You've just sold me on a farm."

Copyright, 1952, United States Brewers Foundation
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allied arts
GEORGE W. HENYAN, chief of
components
electronics division, branch,
returns NPA's
to General
Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y., as
general manager of tube department.
URSULAwan, N. HALLORAN,
Rogers & firm,
CoY., public relations
elected vice president.
MARSHALL WARD Jr., manager of
merchandising reuctssearch,Div.,Vick ProdVick
Chemical Co., N.
Y., promoted to diment. rector of departJACK ABEL to Insuline Corp. of
America,
land City,Long
N. IsY.,
in charge of mechanical
engineerMr. Ward ing department.
FRANK LYON Co., Little Rock, Ark.,
appointed
distributor for RCA Victor
in southwest.

E. A.cialTISCHLER,
consultant
speassignment, Hoffman
P.adioonCorp.,
L. A., named publicity director.
DONALD E. LARSON, advertising
manager,tor. Sales
becomes
advertising
promotion
managerdirec-is
ROY tive,
D. Foote,
SODERLIND,
account
execuCone & Belding, Chicago.
GEORGE
BURTT,
advertising
ager, Western Stove Co., Culver manCity,
Calif., opens GEORGE BURTT ADV.
SERVICE, 830 N. La Brea Ave., Hollywo d, to handle promotion for radio
stations and publishers. Telephone is
Hollywood 9-5739.
UNIVERSAL PRINTING & LITHOGRAPH Co., L. A., relocates at 1850
Beverly Blvd. Telephone is Dunkirk
8-3106.
JIM McGUINN, former public relations counsel for advertising agencies,
named director of public relations for
USO Camp Shows Inc.
BARKIN, HERMAN & Assoc., MilPlayhouse owaukee,
f StarspublicityandfirmHallsfor ofSchlitz
Ivy, opens
offices in New York and Hollywood.
THOBEN F. ELROD, branch manager,
DistributROBERT N. KATZ, advertising man- Crosley
ing Corp., Atlanta,
ager, Harper-Megee Inc., Seattle, to
westKaye-Halbert Corp., Culver City, promoted
ern sales tomanager
Calif., ceedsinED ALTSHULER,
similar capacity.
He suc- succeeded
by J. D.
now national
CRAWFORD,
who
marketing director.
transfers from
firm's Portland,
Ore. office.
JAMES M. SKINNERdentJr.,in vice
chargepresi-of
Mr. Elrod
sales of refrigeration division, Philco Corp., named vice
president in charge of distribution
for firm's domestic divisions.
MILTON
WEISS, account executive,
11. Sm
Rogers & Cowan, Beverly Hills, pubdent.lic relations firm, elected vice-presi-

CBS World News
Don Hollenbeck, Newscaster
7:00—7:15 A.M.
Monday thru Saturday
Can be purchased as a 2, 3, or
6-time a week property.
Contains
from
the
news remote
capitals pick-ups
of the world.
First major newscast every
morning in El Paso.
greater than any other station
in El Paso, regardless of power
If^iTTTTl
600 KC
5,000 WATTS
CBS RADIO IN EL PASO
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
BY THE O. L. TAYLOR CO.
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nt of America, Long
INSULINE
£<jjuipmeCorp.
Island City,
N. Y.,to announces
manufacture of dolly
facilitate moving
heavy material including radio-TV
test instruments,
oscilloscopes,
transmit ers and receivers.
Dolly carries
catalog number 4086.
GENERAL ELECTRIC Co., Schenectady, N. Y., announces availability of
"high
reliability"
receiving and
tubescomfor
installation
in industrial
munications equipment. Tubes reduce tube failure by 10 to 1 in certain applications.
TAPEMASTER
Inc.,of Chicago,
announces development
new portable
power amplifier and speaker termed
Model SA-13 designed as companion
unit to Model PT-125 tape recorder.
Combination provides professional
quality tape recorder and playback
assembly.
'Technical •
BARNEY TILLEY Jr. named chief
engineer, WVOW Logan, W. Va.
WILLARD F. MATHESON, cameraman, KTLA (TV) Hollywood, elected
president of Television Broadcasting
Employes Local 815, IATSE.

AGENCY ELECTION
Lennen, Newell Top List
PHILIP W. LENNEN and H. W.
Newell, who are planning a new
agency to be known as Lennen &
Newell [B»T, May 26], were elected
chairman of the board and president, respectively, at the annual
meeting of Lennen & Mitchell, New
York, last week. The agency will
continue to function as Lennen &
Mitchell pending completion of the
change to Lennen & Newell.
Meanwhile, it was announced
that Walter O'Meara, for the past
ten years director of creative deof the review boardparoftments anJ.d chairman
Walter Thompson
Co., New York, will join Lennen &
Newell as vice president, director
and chairman of the plans board
and executive director of all creative work.
Other officers elected at the L&M
meeting:
Walter J.F. Madar,
Swertfager,
vice president;
Michael
secretary
and vice
president;
Hans artSauer,
vice president
and
executive
director;
John D.
Speirs,
treasurer;
Todd
B.
Franklin,
vice ingpresident
in charge
of merchandisand
research;
Catherine
V.
Parker,
vice
president
in charge
ofRobert
media;B.
Frederick
W.
Reynolds
Jr.,
Owens
Jr., Thomas
P. Doughton,
Daniel
M.
Daley
Jr.,
Jackson
Taylor
and
StephenV. M.Keveson,
Kenyon,vicevicepresident
presidents;
Peter
and
radio
and
television
copy
chief;
Nicholas
Keesley,
vice president in
charge of E.radio
and television.
Board Chairman Lennen is a cofounder of Lennen & Mitchell.
President Newell formerly was
executive vice president of Gayer,
Newell & Ganger, from which post
he resigned as of last Monday.
Ray Vir Den, former president of
Lennenago.& Mitchell, resigned some
time

TOLEDO STATION
Fourth AM Grant Proposed
INITIAL decision recommending
the grant of the fourth AM statioi
at Toledo was issued by FCC las
week. The proposed grant, for :
kw fulltime on 1470 kc, directional
day and Broadcasting
night, would Co.
go to Mid
western
In the initial ruling, Hear in <
Examiner Fanney N. Litvin pro
posed
deny oftheToledo
competitive
stationtobids
Blade nev
Co.
Radio Corp. of Toledo and RuraJ
Broadcasting Co. of Ohio, Oal;
Harbor, Ohio. The examiner alsc
would deny the application o:
WTOD Toledo to change from J
kw daytime on 1560 kc to 1 kw full ,
time, directional, on 1470 kc.
The examiner preferred Mid
western Broadcasting on the basi:
of greater integration of ownershij
and day-to-day management of thf
proposed outlet. Proposals o:|
Toledo Blade Co., Radio Corp. o:
Toledo
and Rural
Broadcasting
-Co [[
were found
to involve
interference
to CFOS Owen Sound, Ont.
The examiner ruled for denial o:M
the Toledo Blade Co. application oiprp
the ground that it had not met al
legal qualifications. Toledo Blade
Co. owns P. G. Pub. Co., which ir
turn owns WWSW Inc., licensee oi
WWSW Pittsburgh. However, th<
officers concerned are neither offi
cers nor directors of P. G. Pub. Co
or WWSW Inc., the ruling noted
The examiner also found that th(
Rural Broadcasting Co. bid mus'
be
denied onforthe30basis
of FCC'j
requirement
kc separatior
between stations where their respective 2and 25 mv/m contours
Sen. Russell Names
overlap. WLEC Sandusky, Ohio
is
assigned
1450 kc.
SEN. RICHARD B. RUSSELL
Principals
in Midwestern
Broadcasting
include:
Ford
R. and
Weber,5.7%
investmen
(D-Ga.),craticcandidate
for
the
Demobanker, W.president,
Presidential nomination, has Arthur
Weber
(no
relation
toowner
Fore
appointed Thomas D. Blake, for- R.),
attorneyexecutive
and certified
countant,
vice public
presidentac
merly assistant to the late Stephen treasurer,
14.2%;
Russell
Gohring,
for- ,»
T. Early, White House press-radio mer
program
director
and Co.productior
for Fort
Industry
station:
^
secretary, to his public relations manager
(now
Storer
Broadcasting
Co.),
nov
staff. Oliver W. De Wolf continues credit manager of La Salle & Koch Co
department
store,
station
director
anc
to work with the press, radio and director, 8.5%; Joseph H. Kroeger
television for Sen. Russell, the can- branch manager, Toledo Tabulating
didate said. Booth Mooney, of sales
Div., manager,
Remington14.2%;
Rand,Adaline
vice president
Gressler
Mooneytions &consultants
Cullman,
publicassists
rela- former
public
school
teacher, educa5.7%. tional
of
Dallas,
director
and
director,
14.2%'
Mr. De Wolf.
Russell G. Perry, program director.

the NBC
greater

station

serving

YOUNGSTOWN,

30th population
5,000

area

O.

in U.S.

WATTS

Duplicating on 50,000 Watts FM
MJWF
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D'ARCY EXPANDS
Plans Announced at Fete
CELEBRATING expansion of its
New Yorkvertisioperations,
D'arcy host
Adng Co. played
to 75 members
of itsluncheon
New York
Monday.at the Waldorf-Astoria last
staff
J. F. Oberwinder, president of
the agency,
announced
to thenewmembers the addition
of four
accounts
and
34
members
of the former Federal Adv.
He also explained the appointment of a three-man administraOM AXELSON (I), chairman, Den- IN THE DENVIR Ad Club competition, KLZ Denver won first awards in public
tive committee which will be re;r(itsAd Club awards committee, pre- service
programming and local music program production, and special awards
sponsible for all decisions on manAd
of
the
Year"
award
to
radna Hammersley, KOA Denver in news commentary, public service and children's programming. Public servagement policy affecting the New
York operation. This committee is
iceingfirstimportant
awards controversial
was for KLZ'squestions.
Sounding Above
Board, (IFriday
evening
vehicle
for
airrformer known to listeners as "Lora
r) are Jack Tipton, KLZ composed of Vice President John
rice", while Numa James (r), ad account executive; Sheldon Peterson, KLZ news todirector,
holding the Public Young Brown, who will sit as
ub president, looks on. Presenta- Service Award; M. D. Marlow, advertising manager, McMurtry
chairman and Vice Presidents Kention Savoy
was madeHotel
at Denver's
Shirley- Co., holding Local Music Program Origination Award; John Manufacturing
G. McMurtry,
neth W. Plumb and John B. Morse.
bnii
May
29.
ersli
company president; Tom Axelson, Axelson Agency, and Hugh B. Terry, KLZ
He further announced the apgeneral manager.
f tt ;,
pointment of an eight-man plans
board which will serve as an agency
IARKETERS MEET
team on all advertising campaigns
Madden, Dunville to Talk BELL, GEROT
and problems of clients served by
the New York office. Headed by
Head Gen. Mills, Pillsbury NIELSEN DOUBT
Ml ELE VISION and radio will be
Vice
President Gordon E. Hyde,
Expressed on BMB Survey the plans
iscussedandby Crosley
NBC's Broadcasting
Edward D. TWO major milling companies in
board will include Vice
ual t ladden
CHECK
with
A.
C.
Nielsen
Co.
Presidents
Brown, Plumb, Morse,
Minneapolis
have
elected
new
presiiono corp. President Robert E. Dundents: Charles H. Bell of General Audimeters at the time BMB audi- Paul Louis, Jamie T. Irvien,
ille, respectively, at a session of Mills Inc.,
ence measurement survey No. 2 Douglas Boyd and Frank S. Ott.
and
Paul
S.
Gerot
of
American
Marketing
ich ijjiieeting
in Cincinnati
next Assn.'s
week. Pillsbury Mills Inc.
underway
in the
late 1940's
"showed
that the
average
radio
succeeds Leslie N. Per- was
1 Mr. Madden, NBC vice presi- rin,Mr.65,Bell
SUMMER series of NBC radio The
actually listened weekly Railroad
retired. Formerly family
lent in charge of TV network executivewhovicehas president,
Hour, started June 2, fea(during
the
daytime)
to
59%
more
Mr.
Bell
perations and sales, will talk on is the third generation of his family radio stations than the BMB ballots
turing 18 new operettas written or
Television, a Revolution in Mar- to be president of General Mills or reported," according to Mr. Nielsen. adapted
ert Lee. by Jerome Lawrence and Robeting,"
TuesdayMr. afternoon.
At a predecessor company.
His statement June 2 came with
le same onsession,
Dunville will
distribution
of
a
brochure
giving
Mr. Gerot moved up through
iscuss "Radio Today and TomorMr. Richard H. Hehman
dw." Among other speakers will various sales and advertising posi- details of a new "Nielsen Coverage
Ribbon Man
atio (2 Richard D. Crisp, Tatham-Laird,
tions to become executive vice presi"Expressed another way, this Blue
The Pabst Co.
i "A Case Study in Copy Redent last year. In his new post, he means
Chicago
that
the
mail
ballot
system
Service."
arch." through
The meeting
is scheduled
succeeds Philip W. Pillsbury, who short-changed radio by 37% on
nlonday
Wednesday
at the becomes
chairman. John S. Pills- this one point alone," he continued,
Tetherland Plaza Hotel.
asserting these findings are being Dere Dick:
bury, who had been chairman, is reported
because radio now is
now honorary chairman.
W e're about to git a powerhouse punch
"being forced to fight for fair down here in th' Kanawhathey
vallie
buildin'
awhen
gits
donebig
lux Changes Format
new
'lectric
He contends the new NCS proplant.
Seems
recognition."
all I here about
iMJ'OR
the last
five June
broadcasts
ject, now in progress with results
aSSe current
season,
2-30, CBSof Kefauver Vs. Taft
in the early fall, goes
isratin'
new plants
geneatioi Radio's Lux Theatre becomes Lux SENS. Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.) promised
since
war
"far
beyond"
the
BMB
mail
survey
but itth'must
Jfowr of Romance and Mystery with and Robert A. Taft (R-Ohio) are and will provide the first nation'wo half-hour programs, Romance scheduled to discuss their respecwide
measurement
of
TV
coverage
nd Broadway Is My Beat, filling
hev
somethin'
to do thet
with newth'
fact
as well as radio coverage, show TV
tie Monday 9-10 p.m. (EDT) time American
tive policiesForum
on Theodore
Granik's
of the Air
June and radio ownership on a county
eriod. J. Walter Thompson Co.,
ways bein'old
put
plant.
up
and
basis,
car
radio
ownership,
out-of.OS
15 (Sunday), 10:30-11 p.m. EDT home listening and viewing, and
.ever Angeles,
Bros. is the agency for over
more
lecktricNBC's radio and TV networks. other data, classified according to
ity.
thev
plantsWheniz usin'
"Th' "What'll
family characteristics.
sez
Kanawha
you
hev",
Asserting that NCS is viewed as
guess th' bigI
"a continuing
or
repetitive"
servshots
iz sayin'
ice, Mr. Nielsen said plans for No.
vallie"
like
when just
you
2 (in 1953 or 1954) are being made,
and points out that the discount
say hez"
"What'll
you
more
and
more
peestructure on subscriptions includes
pies here al-is
10% off for subscribing now to the
second study. NCS is offered on
sayin'
Pabst
BlueYrs.,Ribbon.
two bases: "Basic" and "compreThey
here
hensive," the latter including
"basic." Copies of the brochure
W
CHS*
with
describing NCS are being mailed to
5,000 at 580.
all radio and TV stations and leadALGY.
ing advertisers and agencies.
JOHN T. FLYNN, WMGM New York
news commentator,
has completed
revisions for sixth edition
of his bestW C H S
seller, While You Slept. New material
Charleston, W. Va,
is
based
on
McCarran
Committee
hearin TOPE
K 5A
as
ings in U. S. Senate, and the Korean
an
hEVDice'/K
T
W
B
I
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PAIR of tickets to a Cleveland
Indians ball game are going to
each of five or six telephone
contestants
each evening
on It's
Hit! on WTAM
Cleveland.
Newa
musical baseball quiz was created
by Joe Bova, station program director. Contestants comprise a
team. When the song is identified
correctly team gets a man on first
base. If a score is made before
"three collects
outs" each
member of the
team
two tickets.
WOMEN'S CLUBS WORKSHOP
PLANS are being drawn up by
Ruth Crane, WMAL-AM-TV Washington women's director, for a TV
institute for women's club officers.
Two TV workshops will be scheduled. Miss Crane will present a
"model" club program with club
leaders as studio guests. Discussion period will follow.
NEWSY STATION BREAKS
STATION break news flashes went
into effect June 5 at KSTP-AM-TV
Minneapolis-St. Paul. Twelve spot
summaries per day use local and
national items closing with a plug
for the next scheduled newscast.
WOW-AM-TV FARM TOUR
WOW-AM-TV
Omahato fifth
Farm Study Tour
Mexicoannual"
and
Texas will take place September
14-30 under Mai Hansen, station
farm director, when a minimum
of 165 persons will visit citrus and
cattle raising areas in Texas and
agricultural regions of Mexico.

Jnquirer Station
Firsf on the Dial
In America's Third Marker
;nted by IriE KATZ AGENCY
3a?e 82 • Jut

at the end of June. Two outstanc
ing vocalists will win an all-e:
pense trip Chicagoland
to compete forMusic
nationsi
honors
Fe:i
tival in atAugust.

programs prom
oti0n

TV MECHANICS COURSE
AVERAGE householder started
getting pointers on how and when
to make repairs and insure proper
maintenance when WTVJ (TV)
Miami began a series of programs,
Home Mechanics, last week. Telecasts are presented in cooperation
with the evening division of the
U. of Miami. Course, consisting of
eight half hour programs, will also
stress evaluation of household merchandise for good design, construction and material.
BROCHURE ON PROMOTION
PHOTOGRAPHS of grocery displays and stores where displays are
featured
"marketeering"
brochure highlight
sent to agencies
and accounts by KXYZ Houston. Copy
stresses
that
advertiser's
product
will
on-the-air promotion
in anyto
time getclassification
in addition
promotion in 124 leading grocery
stores if KXYZ facilities are used
to sell merchandise.
PROGRAM'S MAIL RESPONSE
KING size promotion is the theme
used in a mailing piece plugging
Ed King and the KDKA Pittsburgh Party Line show. Illustrated with playing cards, copy points
up mid-April,
the program'stwo pull.
On a show
in
one-minute
announcements were made offering
copies of a promotional newspaper.
Station reports 5,800 responses
were received.
INDIAN FILMS ON TV
SPECIAL arrangements with the
Embassy of India, Washington,
D. C, were made by WFIL-TV
Philadelphia for a series of cultural and social films dealing with
that country. Half hour movies
covering all phases of Indian life,
are being presented to inform the
public
on conditions existing in the
Far East.
•— • — •
ELECTION COVERAGE
EIGHTY additional persons were
employed by WGST Atlanta to
heln give extensive coverage to
st^te primary elections last month.
WGST reports that 10 minutes
after polls closed the station aired
the first flashes of precinct returns.
•— •— •
WLW's TALENT SEARCH
STAR search conducted recently
by WLW Cincinnati drew 1,873
entries and originated from 174
theatres in WLW's four state
listening area, according to station
reports. Three finalists will be
named for cash prizes and will receive three-month contracts with
the station. Contracts will be open
for
renewal
if the acts are successful.

KBIG INTRODUCTIONS
premiums
REALIZING impossibility of v
"WILLY" AWARDS
four account executives being per
introduced to Souther
AWARDS designed to foster and sonally
California advertising agencies bi
stimulate the study of broadcast- fore
station
operatin
ing were presented to two Michi- KBIG Avalon started
picture an
gan State College students last brief biography sent
of each accour
week by WILS Lansing, Mich. At executive to all agencies.
An at
an awards luncheon, Lee Hanson
companying
letter
read, in pari 1
and
Clayton
Roehl
received
"Willy"
statuettes for work in announcing "If you haven't seen this fac 1
and radio production, respectively. haunting your reception room ye f
RECIPE BOOKLET
AS service to her TV audience,
illustrated mimeographed booklets
containing recipes for summer parties are being mailed by Mary
Landis,
WBAL-TV
Baltimore's
kitchen expert.
Recipes included
are
those used by Miss Landis on her
cooking program.

you will soon."
'GRASS
ROOTS' SURVEY
WGAR Cleveland's News Editc
Charles Day, in a "grass roots,
political
editors ofsurvey,
rural isandinterviewin
suburba \
newspapers on his program, Ohi
Opinion. In addition to probin
political
thinking
in regard
Presidential
race, Mr.
Day asksto thhi f
editor-guests about any cultural c
industrial improvements in thei
areas of northern Ohio which migr
be
of general interests WGAR lis f
teners.

NEW STATION BREAKS
NEW
to station
breaks
is beingapproach
tried at WIP
Philadelphia.
Children of staff announcers idendads tify
and themselves,
announce tell
the about
station their
call ACADEMIC SERIES
letters.
SERIES covering activities
schools and
of medicine,
law, dentistry
music
science affiliated
wit Ir
PROFESSORS FEATURED
the U. of Louisville has begun a
PROFESSORS from Bryant Col- WAVE-TV Louisville. Universitylege, Providence, R. I. took to the Today brings to viewers such pre
airways last Saturday when a new grams as the comic opera, "Cot
series of broadcasts was inaugu- Fan Tutte." This program tele
rated on WPRO that city. Titled cast last week was the city's firs
produced TV opera, sta
Bryant's View, the program marks locally
WAVE also claims a
the college's entrance into the radio tion reports. response
from layme
field with regularly scheduled pro- enthusiastic
and
critics
alike.
grams. Al lecturers on the weekly
broadcast will be members of the
faculty.
WFOR LOCAL COVERAGE
WFOR Hattiesburg, Miss., too
POLITICAL TELECAST
advantage of an opportunity t fe
TELEVIEWERS in the Southwest carry out its renewed policy of em
were given five and a half hours phasizing local news and specis
of on-the-spot reporting of the events coverage when fire brok &n
Texas Democratic convention by out in a half-block of building
KEYL (TV) San Antonio last week. adjacent to the station. Davi
Waite, WFOR newsman, was
Members of convention
the station'snotables
news staff
interviewed
and on
the roof of the studio in tim
to
broadcast the arrival of the fir
covered
the
event
from
the
city's
Municipal auditorium.
fight:'ng equipment. One of th
sparkplugs of the local-emphasi
WNAX FORUM
policy is Don Cunningham, new
WNAX Yankton, S. D., awarded editor, who said that he was gettin
$250 to a Yankton high school complete cooperation from the sta
pupil
at the culminating
sixth annual program
"Spring tion.
Workshop,"
of the WNAX High School Forum.
The winner was adjudged "most "LOST AND FOUND" STATION
effective" of the finalists who spoke WDIA Memphis is attaining a ren
on,
We Inof Danger
Losing utation as the "lost and four
Our "Are
Freedom
Speech ofThrough
children's station," reports Pro
Government Action?"
gram Director Christine C. Spin
del, citing the recent case of
AUDITIONS AT WBEN
lost four-year-old. Just after th
EIGHTH
annual
audifr'ons
for
mother had telephoned the descrip
Buffalo's "Voices of Tomorrow" tion
to WDIA, a second call can.
competition are being conducted in from
the finder, obviating th
by
that the
city.station
Final
willWBEN-AM-TV
be simulcast over
necessity for a broadcast.
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ARAMOUNT LABS
Sold for $550,000
IRCHASE of Paramount Labs.,
illywood, for $550,000, by G.
rleton Hunt and Hans De Schuliss, partners of Unicorn Theses Inc., San Francisco, took place
ly 26.
The property, to be taken over
30 days and renamed, will start
erations within 60 days as a
mplete commercial laboratory to
ocess 35mm and 16mm film for
T and motion pictures. Paramount
^tures,
Robert
inter, hadrepresented
closed its bylaboratory
jril 19 because of its work on a
or program.
USY YOUNGSTER
CLWs 20th Birthday Noted
CLW Windsor-Detroit celebrated
. 20th birthday anniversary June
and officials reflected that the
ition has been "a mighty busy
ungster."
Detroit's
Common congratulating
Council passed
official resolution
£LW "for two decades of commdable
progress"
in theLouis
field ofC.
dio. Acting
Mayor
iriani presented the resolution
Joseph E. Campeau, CKLW
esident, at a birthday party in
e Detroit Athletic Club.
Mr. Campeau commented,
'wenty
years ago But
todaywhenseemswe
:e only yesterday.
3k back over our 153,358 hours
broadcast time — the 11,804 adrtisers we've served — the 48,620
iurs
we've5
•nated,of public
and ourservice
growthtimefrom
v to 50 kw, then and only then
i we realize we've been a mighty
isy
youngster."
CKLW
officials extended permal congratulations to staffmen
ho had been with the station the
11 20 years. These veterans inude William H. Gatfield, treas■er; William J. Carter, chief en* neer ; Walter Collins, master conol engineer, and Gordon Fleming,
ofejfrganist.
\DIO-TV performer Nelson Case is
eparing
a book,
Brookn Dodgers,
whichHistory
will ofbe thepublished
Jinder Co. upon comple-

book reviews
ANTENNAS:
THEORYSchelkunoff
AND PRACSergei
and
Harald TICE&T.by Sons
Friis.Inc.,A.Published
by John
Wiley
440
Fourth
New York 16, N. Y.; 639 pp.;
$10. Ave.,
ADVANCED ANTENNA THEORY by
Sergei Wiley
A. Schelkunoff.
Published by
John
Ave., New
York& Sons
16, N. Inc.,
Y.; 216440pp.;Fourth
$6.50.
BOTH books are part of the Wiley
Applied Mathematics Series, of
which I. S. Sokolnikoff is the editor.
The first, Antennas: Theory and
Practice, offers a thorough treatment of the basic ideas and techniquesbehavior
necessary and
to understand
tenna
design. Itan-is
a comprehensive book dealing with
antennas of various types in various frequency ranges.
Book treats antenna principles
and the theory of radiation with
practical applications; it stresses
physical ideas and pictures as well
as methods of quantitative analysis.
The second volume, Advanced
Antenna Theory, presents the
theory behind antenna behavior
and broad band antenna design.
It is devoted to recent, important
work in advanced antenna theory
and would serve as an excellent review of current trends in antenna
research and development.
Dr. Schelkunoff, internationally
known authority on antennas, has
for more than 20 years been with
Bell Telephone Labs, as a consultant. Dr. Friis is director of research in high frequency and
electronics at Bell Labs and is the
originator of 24 patents.
TWENTY CEIVER
BASIC POINTS FOR
TVSaunREders. Indianapolis,
PublishedSERVICEby bythe A.Ind.;
PaulC. H.44W. Wendel
Pub. Co.,
pp.; $1.
FIFTH notebook in the Television
Technician's
Lecture
Service, this
booklet presents
the essentials
for
rapid TV servicing by circuit
analysis.
Twenty basic circuit points are
described in text and profuse diagrams: Design of video amplifiers
for broadband response, control
of stage gain, function of automatic gain control, tuned circuit
response, gain and bandwidth comparisons, stagger tuning of 1-F
stages, parallel effect of grid cir-
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NCAB AGENDA
for June
PROBLEMS Set
in labor
relations79-20
and
operating costs will be described
by Richard P. Doherty, NARTB
employe-employer
direc-of
tor, at the June 19-20relations
convention
the North casterCarolina
Assn.
of
Broads, at The Carolinian, Nags
Head.
Mr. Doherty will be opening
speaker after the call to order by
President T. H. Patterson, WRRF
Washington, N. C. Afternoon program for opening day calls for a
Cape Hatteras cruise.
Ed Ruggles, director of the North
Carolina State College Extension
Service, will speak the second day
on joint plans of NCAB and the
college
to settheupshortage
technicaloftraining to ease
first
class operators. John Smith,
NARTB FM director, will speak on
"Revived Interest in FM BroadPlans for the July statewide radio promotion will be outlined by
casting."
J. Frank Jarman, WDNC Durham,
to be sion.followed
by anbeachopenpartydiscusAn afternoon
will
be held, with the U. S. Brewers
Foundation as host. Transcription
companies will provide prizes for
a treasure
hunt. Forces
Other events
include an Armed
air show

• Telecasting

cuit on plate load, design requirements of video detectors, phase inversion properties of a conventional amplifier and others. Voltage waveforms and concise data
on proper ion trap adjustment are
also given.
Mr. Saunders'
is director
Saunders
Radio and
Electronicof
School, Boston, and president of
the Radio-Television Technicians'
Guild,
developed
his lectures
circuitanalysisandtechnique
during
toUnited
TV servicemen
throughout
the
States.
RADIO ANTENNA ENGINEERING by
Edmund A. Graw-Hill
Laport. Published by McNew York 36, N.BookY.;Co.,563330pp.;W.$9. 42d St.,
ANTENNAS made of wires,
masts and towers with frequencies
up to 30 mc are grist for Mr.
Laport, chief
Internationalengineer,
Div. The book RCA
includes
some of the more advanced designs for both UHF and VHF and
is illustrated with graphs, charts
and photographs.
Callings on a backlog of 30 years
of world-wide engineering experience, Mr. Laport treats radiation,
circuital and mechanical engineer- and a prevue of "The Lost Colony"
ing aspects separately for each
SUMMER long spot campaign to protype of antenna and includes con- pageant.
mote highway
safetyNewhas Brunswick,
been insideration of operational requireaugurated at WCTC
ments, bandwidth, propagation en- N. J. Campaign was instituted for
gine ring and system engineering. summer weekend broadcast.
Miss Fox's Year
KATHERINE FOX, director
of special
for
WLW broadcast
and WLWTservices
(TV)
Cincinnati, has won six
awards in
the past
five months.
Early this
Call's magMc, year,
azine recognized Miss
Fox
as
outstandingan
woman
executive;
Miss Fox broadcast
the English-Speaking Union
presented her with a citation
during her visit to London
for her contributions
to international understanding;
two publications
in
the
entertainment field cited public
service programs, inspired,
produced and directed by
Miss Fox; vertthe
ising Club Cincinnati
selected herAd-as
the "Cincinnati Advertising
Women
the Year," gave
and the
duPont ofFoundation
the
Crosley Broadcasting Corp.
a commendation
for its public service programming
(Crosley
says
that
the basis
for the duPont commendation
was a program series designed by Miss Fox).

Watch

that

"Follow-thru"
Even
Bismarck knows that no
matter how much power you
follow-thru
counts.
put into yourthatswing,
it's theIf
you're
interested
in
the
rich
Midwest market, KFYR, with
the nation's largest area coverage, i"must"
s youron your
media
list— gives
advertising
dollar a pre-war stretch in
this wealthy, rural market.
KFYR
LBISMARCK, N. DAK 7
5000 WATTS-N B.C. AFFILIATE
Rep. by John Blair
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Miller Advises
Broadcasters
POLITICAL ISSUES
BROADCASTERS have the right to editorialize during political campaigns and are entitled to take definite stands on issues and candidates,
according to Judge Justin Miller, chairman of the NARTB board.
Writing in response to a query from Arthur L. Greene, manager of
KLTI-AM-FM Longview, Tex., *
Judge Miller summarized the rights of broadcasting."
and privileges of broadcasters.
Going into the legal duty of a
Mr. Greene had inquired about the
under the law and unposition his stations might take in broadcaster
der FCC rulings, Judge Miller exa local wet-dry campaign.
plained that Sec. 315 of the Communications Act permits a station
"I hope youyour
will own
go ahead
and to refuse facilities
to both sides
editorialize
position
frankly and forcibly," Judge Mil- and sidestep the issue, or permits
it to sell or give time to one canler wrote that
Mr. Greene,
didate to speak on one side in which
audience
it is your"telling
right your
and
case it must give equal opportunity
privilege tostitutiondoand law
so, under
the
Conof the land. in time, day or night, to his opThen, responsible
I hope' youcitizens
will invite
If the second alternative is
many
— as youas ponent.
can conveniently program — to adopted, Judge Miller warned, the
speak on all phases of the problem station must not censor the script
for, against or in-between; telling of any candidate who broadcasts,
your audience, in doing so, that you involving possible risk.
are inviting those people to speak
has ruled, he reminded,
— not in derogation of your own thatThe theFCCword
censor in Sec. 315
right to editorialize — but in order forbids the broadcaster to delete
that the people may hear all sides any part of, or in any way change,
of the question and decide intelli- the script of the candidate, even
gently how to vote ; being fully con- though it may be libelous on its
fident the truth will prevail if all face.
This heFCCnoted,
"dictum"
up a
sides are presented.
dilemma,
if thesetsbroadcaster should refuse to allow a
"This,
in
my
opinion,
is
the
true
!
editorial tradition, and the one best candidate to broadcast libelous macalculated to maintain the respect
persuade him to recast it.
and confidence of your community, Such aterial orcourse
would involve the
as well as to establish the prestige danger of having FCC deny license
renewal.
Possible Repercussions
On the other hand, Judge Miller
continued, if he allows the candidate to broadcast a libel he may
suffer a judgment for damages
under the law of his state. A number of states have laws freeing the
broadcaster from liability in such
cases unless he was himself a party
to the libelous broadcast.
Another risk in Sec. 315 was
pointed out by Judge Miller, who
observed that "it would require a
broadcaster who permitted a Democrat and a Republican to use his
station, also to permit a Communist to use it, if the Communist
KWK delivers to its sponsors the
were a qualified candidate. The
Supreme Court has recently decided
most welcome package of all . . . the
that a Communist is a criminal,
St. Louis radio audience at KWK's
because he advocates the overthrow of government by violence.
LOW — low cost per 1000 radio homes
"Hence, if a member of the Comdelivered .
munist party qualifies as a candidate and preaches the overthrow of
government over a broadcasting
yfout Katz man
station — assuming that the broadhas the bundle of facts . . . based
caster knowingly permits him to do
so
and fails to strike out the crimion Pulse!
nal preachment — then the broadcaster might be charged as an acces ory to the crime.
Globe- Democrat Tower B/dg.
"The incongruity of Sec. 315, and
Saint Louis
the FCC's interpretation of it, thus
become more and more apparent."
Judge Miller
summed
troversial issue
doctrineup the
in conthis
way:
It is the duty of the broadcasting
licensee, in the public interest, to see
to it — in the programming of his station— that liberal attention is given
to controversial issues affecting the
<1U KATZ AGENCY
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public interest of his community. It
is his duty, moreover, to see to it that
both sides of such issues are fully
and adequately presented ; hence, that
he must use due diligence to select
proper subjects for such discussions
and due diligence to find qualified
speakers on each side. The FCC has
enunciatedcasions andthis
on many that
ochas doctrine
clearly indicated
it will give serious consideration, in
renewal hearings, to whether or not
licensees have complied with the
doctrine.
Judge Miller emphasized that the
First Amendment of the Constitution — forbidding Congress to
make any law abridging freedom
of speech and press — and Sec. 326
of the Communications Act — forbidding FCC from interfering with
freedom of speech and press —
"clearly guarantee to broadcasters
the privilege and the right to editorialize." He recalled
that FCC banin
1949 reversed
its earlier
against editorializing but still requires the broadcaster who editorializes togive the public a reasonably balanced presentation of all
responsible viewpoints on the issue.
He urged
caster to tell the
the Longview
community,broadas a
newspaper
editor
would do,massing
"how
you feel about the subject,
your arguments as effectively as
possible. Then I hope you will graciously invite responsible persons
to present their responsible viewpoints, also. In this way you conform to the applicable laws, doctrines, rules and interpretations,
but you will do so in a dignified
way; consistent with the prestige
of broadcasting and with your
rights and duties under the ConstiJudge Miller said that a good
case
can be made by challenging
tution."
the validity of Sec. 315 and the
FCC's decision on constitutional
grounds. He chided broadcasters
for failure to fight for their rights
under the First Amendment and
Commerce Clause, referring to the
way publications
lenges to freedom ofhave
the met
press. chal"If you
can
set
a
pattern
of editorial courage and understanding
which will show willingness to assume, voluntarily, the normal responsibility ofan editor in his community," Judge Miller
said: the
"if
other broadcasters
throughout
country will do the same; perhaps,

WIS

MISSOURI Governor Forrest Si
signs the State Senate bill provid i
broadcasters immunity from suit
suiting from libelous statements ma lie
by candidates making radio-TV a ii
pearances.
planrco to veto the Gov.
bill, Smith,
signed who
it after
ference with Missouri station spoke
men [B*T, May 26].
after a time, we can put broadcas
ing upon such a footing as to mal
possible the same bold insisten
upon the constitutional principl
as that of the editors today. Unl
time the inoddsthearecourts
againstand us-b jj
inthatCongress,
fore
the FCC." TOUR
'CARAVAN'

On Westinghouse Sales Plat jt
"CONVENTION
carnival introducingCARAVAN,"
Westinghou _. |
radio-television fall merchandise
plans
to dealers
and today
distributor
is to arrive
in Chicago
(Mo: (ft
day) for
the firstJ.ofF.seven
countr;T%i
wide
meetings,
Walsh,
Radio division sales manager,
nounced last Tuesday.
While meetings feature a calf
nival atmosphere, with Broadwt id
artists performing, the basic then
is Westinghouse Electric Corp.
sponsorship of CBS radio and tel|
vision coverage of the coming poli
ical conventions and campaign jf'
From Chicago the caravan wi w
move to New York, Philadelphi
Atlanta, Dallas, Los Angeles, ar^sei
San Francisco.
LEADING the country in sixth annul
aptitudeof tests
by Americsl
Assn.
Adv. sponsored
Agencies was
Los A|
geles area with 91 candidates.

Spearheads

Record

Scrap pr/Ve/

(See Front Cover)
Clear Channel Home of the National Barn Dance
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EMO. FUNDS
Radio-TV Monies Asked
ALL for the rank and file of the
emocratic Party to contribute to
victory chest so the Democratic
ational Committee can carry out
comprehensive plan for a naonwide radio-TV campaign" was
ade
ons. last week in party publicaThe party faithful were asked to
mtribute $5, $10, $25, $50, $100
$500 to a radio-TV fund. Acjrding to Publicity Director Same.1
C. Brightman
it for
the fund. no goal has been
i( i« j In a full page "ad" in June 2
Wifiisue of The Democrat, Chairman
'rank battle
E. McKinney
that
The
is on. Thedeclared
Republican
:onfusion'
in highit.
ear. We campaign
need money... tois fight
money ! We need a real radio
tad television fund to tell America
ae truth — in the kind of language
~f'aeIn people
. . ."in the
a frontunderstand.
page editorial
ame issue of The Democrat, radio
'^f'nd TVwere
plansreferred
of the toDemocratic
lllW'arty
in these
u|i'-ords : "It takes money to broad' T ast the word to every farm, town
™'|nd
cityonin— the
Radio and
ic
the Democrat
and nation.
Ielevisi
'arty
plans
to
use
them
in a more
xciting, more dramatic way
than
j| ny political party ever dreamed of
FIc i-cost money. Big money!"
EA ELECTED
fl |b
ibuto
< Head Jr. Adv. Club of L. A.
(I ))ON LEA of the White King Soap
rastnJo. advertising department, has
i Tf'een
electedof president
of Junior
»i.dv. Club
Los Angeles,
newly
ormed group resulting from a merger
of
L.
A.
Junior
Adv.
Women
adw >nd L. A. Junior Adv. Men.
p First and second vice presidents are
rf.'arolyntary,M.MacAfeeMcClyman,
executive
secre& Edwards,
andHelen
assistant
lUblic wardrelations
director,
Eds
&
Staff,
and
Noel
Lee,
executive
ecretary, Chain Store Age. Ed Wirsing,
1/.'rust
dvertising
department,
Union
Bank
Co., is treasurer.
Recording
and&
orresponding
secretaries
are Elva
Armstrong,
partner,
Independent
Refrigeration, and John Cochran, sales
romotion.
Engraving
Co. Janice
Board of Art's
directors
includes
'orgette, Inc.;
assistant
media buyer,
Mogge'rivett
copyaccount
chief,
burroughs
Inc.;BobJones
DonVogel,
Martin,
xecutive,
Keith
Representatives;
.nd
Alan
Gardner,
public
relations
ector, Florence Gardner Pictures. di-

K

X

CAN!

Humor in High Places
'HUMOR
QUOTIENT'
will
be
established
for Presidential candidates Warren, Kefauver, Russell, Kerr, HumMcMahon, Taft,
burn andphrey,
Eisenhower
in aRaytest
to be given by the Washington Chapter of the National
Assn. of Gagwriters, Bill
Treadwell, director of the
Museum of American Comedy, has announced. The
querying of candidates is
part of a national survey being conducted by the museum
to find if Americans are losing their sense of humor, he
said.
NBC Availabilities
NBC will make five political convention radio programs available
for local sale on a cooperative basis,
spokesmen have reported. The programs: June 28, 7-7:30 p.m.; July
1 and July 3, 10:35-11 p.m.; July
16, 10-10:30 p.m., and July 17,
10:35-11 p.m. Talent charge per
program in case of full sponsorship will beapplicable
one-fifth half
of the-hour
station's
one-time
rate;
where participations are sold, the
charge will be in the same ratio
torate.thePrograms
station's may
spot announcement
not be sold to
advertisers competing with Philco
Corp., which will sponsor NBC
radio and TV coverage of conventions.
PHILLIES'
Fans AskGAMES
More Broadcasts
SO MANY basefall fans have regreater radio-TV
coverage
of theirquested
games,
the Philadelphia
Phillies
have
composed
a
form
letter, which reads in part:
The
Phillies
wish
that
all
our
games
could be broadcast. Unfortunately,
sponsorsis sufficient
apparentlyinterest
do notto feel
that
there
warrant
the extra
expense
of a separate
station
for
each
Philadelphia
club.
.
.
The vise Phillies
would
alsoof like
togames.
tele-.
a
greater
number
our
At
time, however,
there
are
only present
threedelphiatelevision
stations
in Phila,
a
n
d
because
of
network
demands onvetheir
time, theymore
find itbaseball
inconnient to schedule
games. ...
If you
havea further
g
e
s
t
i
o
n
s
o
n
this
matter,
letter
to sugthe
television stations might be helpful.

0

EL CENTRO
CALIF.

and
DOES!

||

Call PAUL H. RAYMER CO., National Representatives
5ROADCASTING

• Telecasting

CHURCH NAMED
CBS Radio News Director
WELLS CHURCH, acting director
of news and public affairs of the
CBS Radio Network since April,
has been named director, CBS
Radio President
Adrian
Murphy
announced last
weekPrior to being
named recacting
tor, Mr. Churchdiserved 'asofeditorin-chief
CBS
Radio News, and
in his new post
he will have
Mr. Church
charge of the
news operations for CBS Radio
coverage venoftions in Chicago
the Presidential
this July.con-A
veteran newsman with varied experience in both radio and newspaper work,inMr.1931Church
first joined
CBS Radio
at Washington,
D. C.
He became acting director of
news torandEdmund
publicChester
affairs when
Direc-to
resigned
become general manager and part
owner of RHC-Cadena Azul in
Cuba [B«T, April 14].

LBS SUCCESSOR
Planned Regional Suspends
McLENDON BROADCASTING
System, new West Coast regional
network scheduled to start operations June 7 [B«T, June 2], was
suspended last Wednesday. "Various according
circumstances"
were McLendon,
responsible,
to Gordon
president
of
the
regional
and
operating head of Liberty Broadcasting
System, which suspended last
month
[B»T, included
May 19].
These
circumstances
two lengthy
absences from Hollywood headquarters by Mr. McLendon, who
was to have handled personally
daily re-creations of major league
baseball games.
Mr. McLendon is to appear June
17 in Philadelphia as a witness in
the government's anti-trust action
against professional football and
also will give depositions in his own
suit against organized baseball, set
for August 18 in Chicago.
Although 17 West Coast stations
had contracted for regional service,
Mr. McLendon and Benton Paschall, executive vice president, said
they felt it would be impossible to
carry out agreements this season.
The regional was incorporated in
California and the name will be reDEWES ELECTED
tained for possible resumption of
Heads Ad Club in St. Louis operation at a future date.
BONNIE
first place
win- CHARLES MICHELSON Inc., N. Y.,
ner in theDEWES,
Erma Proetz
Awards
TV transcription firm, named
competition for her television work, radio
U. S. distributor for Canadian radio
Wom- package,
president
elected
was. en's
The Happy Gang.
Advertising
Club ofof the
St. Louis.
Miss Dewes, of the market research
department,
D'Arcy who
Adv. will
Co.,serve
succeeds Helen Prange,
as an honorary member of the
board of directors.
Others elected at the meeting in
the Forest Park Hotel June 2 are :
Josephine Hickey, vice president;
Mrs. L. Ha Baker, secretary, and
Leonora Allen, treasurer. Nine new
committee chairmen are: Mrs.
Robert A. Willier, program; Mrs.
Hazel Wagner, membership ;
Esther Lee Bride, educational;
Jeanne Hynes, press; Mrs. Beulah
Schacht Cochrum, publication ;
Grace Stockhus, business & civic;
Mrs. Virginia Stobie, entertainment; Mrs. Marie Addison, attendance, and Mrs. Elmer C. McCaddon,
personal relations.
Roper Series Begins
ELMO ROPER, public opinion
analyst,
began thea series
telecastson
called Where
Peopleof Stand
the NBC-TV network, 10 p.m.
Wednesday. First half-hour program featured, besides Mr. Roper,
a panel of three leading newspaper
editors representing different political opinions from different sections
of the country. The analyst,
heard on the NBC radio network
weekly at 3 p.m. EDT Sunday, will
present a second political analysis
on television June 25.
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FOR FINEST TAPE RECORDING
June 4 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION
AM — 860 kcEN BANC
KTRB
Modesto,
Grantedon a;:81 lei
plication to increaseCalif.—
D power
kc from 5 to 10 kw and install DAModification of License
KFNF
Shenandoah,
Mod. 1 liceai
to500 specify
unl. shared
on 920Iowatime
kc — with
kw
w N. KFNF
with
KUS:
Vermillion,
S.
D.
(%
and
Vs April
divisk
respectively)
until
KUSD,
on
kc1952,1 kw,
,
was D.authorized
to operate on 6 !
Petition Denied
WJEL petition
Springfield,
Ohio— applicatic
By orda
denied
to reinstate
1600 kc 500
fromw 5'I
wto toincrease
1 kw Dpower
and toon operate
using DA-DN. Granted STA
WTIP Sec.
Charleston,
Va.— By (4)ordear
waived
3.165 andW. 3.181(b)
granted STA to Aug. 1 to operate tran|_
byWGNC
remote Gastonia,
control. N. C. — By ordeJ—
waived
3.165 trans,
of rulesby and
grants
STA to Sec.
operate
remote
pervision.ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Comr. Frieda B. Hennock
California,
San Francist
— Television
Granted request
for dismissal
of pet
hearing.
tion
for
clarification
of
effective fro:
da'
of order removing TV applications
KSRT
(FM)
Beverly
Hills,
Calif,
Granted
petition
amend
applicatican
to change
type
oftoremoval
ant. increase
height
and
ERP;
of
tion, as amended, from hearing applic
docke
Montrose Bcstg. Corp., Montrose, P:
—to Granted
petition
to
amend
applicatir
specify 1250 kc in lieu of 960 kc. ar ^
from
the Norwich
hearing
docket.Norwich,
forRadio
removal
of application
as amende
Inc.,
N. Y ™
WATS
Sayre, removed
Pa. — On from
Commission
own
motion,
hearir
docket
applications
dio Norwich
Inc. of WATS and R;|_
By Comr. Edward M. Webster
Hawthorn Bcstg. Co. St. Louisextensionto ofIniti;
tintoGranted
June petition
9intoproceeding
file forexceptions
Decision
re applicatioEi «,
and
that
of
Hirsch
Communication
gineering Corp., Sparta, 111.
ByElizabeth
Hearing C.Examiner
Smith
Desert Radio & Telecasting Co., Pal
Springs,
Calif.
—
Granted
continuance of hearing frompetition
May 28 f<
June 12, 1952, at Washington, D. C, :
application.
ByHughHearing
Examiner
B. Hutchison
WBUD
Trenton,
N.
record in proceeding J.—
be Ordered
reopened thfc
purpose
of incorporating
letter cor
sidered
relevant
and
necessary
termination of one of the issuesto andef- ■
that, closed.
upon such incorporation, recor
was
By Hearing Examiner Fanney N. Litv
Azalea petition
Bcstg. toCo.,amendMobile,
Granted
so as toAla.spe

K T B S
Shreveport, L<s.

m

CHOIC
OF ENGINEERS
Only Magnecorder
all the flexibility, high fidelity offers
and features
you
require — at a price you want to pay!
FITS EVERY PURPOSE — EVERY PURSI
PORTABLE
Recorder inin— theLIGHTWEIGHT
oneother.
case Easy—
Amplifier
QUICKLY
MOUNTED
Units canoperation
beRACKcombined
studio
of for
CONSOLE OR CONSOLETTE
Operationbining available
comunits in rich byMagne-

FINAL
TV
ALLOCATIONS
REPORT
Extra copies of this 196-page
printed
each. report available at $3.00
This complete,
volume shows theeasy-to-read
entire city-bycity breakdowns for all 2,053
proposed
munities. stations in 1291 comFor extra work copies, tear
copies, library copies send the
coupon below. Supply is limited
so order your copies now.
Broadcasting •Telecasting
870 National Press Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Please send
copies of
the Final Television Allocations
Report at $3.00 each.
□ M/O, check □ please bill
Name
Company
City

Zone
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State

A
FCC actions AMAY 29 THROUGH
D-day JUNE 5
ant. -antenna cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
N-night
mod. -modification
ERP-effective radiated power
aur.-aural
trans. -transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
unl.-unlimited
hours
vis.-visual
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
SSA-special service authorization
Grants authorizing new stations and transfers, accompanied by a
roundup of new station and transfer applications, begin on page 91.
and completion
May 29 Decisions . . .
months and me8ncementmonths
from dates
date of2
grant, respectively.
COMMISSION EN BANC
Mich— Mod.
To Remain Silent
CPsWCAR-AM-FM
for extension Pontiac,
of completion
date
9-1-52.
KVOB silent
Alexandria,
La. — Authority
remain
for additional
90 daysto to WBZ-TV
Boston—
Mod.
CP for exfrom
April
5
pending
consummation
of
tension of completion dates to 12-26-52.
assignment of license.
Mt. Vernon,
Ohio— Mod.
Extension of Authorization
7-26-52.
forWMVO
extension
of completion
date CPto
WIBK
Knoxville,
Tenn.—
Extension
of
temp,
authorizationto toexpire
operate
111.— Mod.
for experiod
Sept. for1, WEEK tensioPeoria,
n of completion
date toCP 8-1-52.
1952,proceedings
or ofuntil90 days
30in days
afterCourt
conclusion
WJAR-TV
Providence,
R. I.—dateMod.to
ofUnited
Supreme
of
the
CP
for
extension
of
completion
11-1-52.
States
which whichever
have beenperiodintuted by applicant,
shall be stishorter.
License For FM
WLEU-FM
Erie,Ch.Pa. 250;
— License
FM
WHIL SSA Extended
station:
97.9
mc;
7.8 kw;newminus
245
ft.
Medford,on 1430
Mass.—
Extension
of
TV— Ch. 6
SSAWHIL
toout approved
operate
kc
250
w
D
withmonitor,
for
period
of been
60type
days,frequency
or until WHIL
authority
WJIM-TV Lansing,18.7 kwMich.—
CP to
shall
have
granted
to change
aur. to 8.7ERPkw from
vis. 4.3 kw aur.vis. 9.3 kw
operate
program
tests
in
accordance
with
latest
mod
CP,
whichever
is
sooner.
Granted Reinstatement
June 3 Applications . . .
KWPM-FM West Plains, Mo.— ReinACCEPTED
FOR kcFILING
AM— 1320
FM station. statement of expired CP for Class B
To Remain Silent
WHWD Hollywood,
Fla.—for Mod.
CP
new AMstudio
approval
KMHBmain silentBelton,
Tex.—60Authority
re- which
of ant.authorized
trans,
and
location.
additional
days from toMay
AMENDED
to
change
power
from
1
kw
25, pending reorganization.
to 500 w.
License Renewal
Mcr/ 29 Applications . . .
WGCH of Greenwich,
renewal
license. Conn.— Requests
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
CP to Change Location
Change Studio Location
Grand Rapids,
Mod.
San Juan, Puerto Rico— CP CPWJEF-FM
which
authorized
newkw;FMMich.—
to change
tonewWKAQ
change
from
550 toto 115
trans,
and
trans. trans, location and install ERP
studio
location
corner
AB
Ave.
KIJVandHuron,
D. — CP to change height.
24th St. near Plainwell, Mich, and ant.&
trans,
studio S.location.
Extension of Completion Date
TENDERED FOR FILING
WWOC authorized
Manitowoc, Wis.—
Mod. CP
Change ERP
which
sion of completion new
date. AM for extenKSTP-TV
St. Paul—
AMENDED to
WKAT-FM
Miami
Beach—
Mod. CP aur.
changeto 100
ERP kwfrom
vis. 98.7
60 kwkw aur.vis. 54.3 kw
which
authorized
new
FM
for
extension
of completion date.
WBEN - TV Buffalo — Mod. CP to
(FM)authorized
Springfield, Mass.— Mod.
CPWEDK
whichmercial
educational FM newfor non-comextension
of completion date.
License Renewal
SERVICE DIRECTORY

KRDO ColoTENDERED FOR FILING
CP to Increase Power
WEASfromDecatur,
CP toinstall
increase
power
10 to 50Ga.—
kw and
new
trans.
June 3 Decisions . . .
BY BROADCAST BUREAU
To Remain Silent
WCAT thoritRapid
City, S. D.—
auy
t
o
remain
for Granted
period duringtieswhich
regular silent
instructional
are suspended
from June activi1 to
Sept. 8.
Extension of Completion Date
KFRB Fairbanks, Alaska— Mod. CP
to change ant. system, and extend com-

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
STerling 3626

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
Engineer on duty all night every night
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Me

• TOWERS •
AM • FMinstallations
• TV •
Complete
TOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
6100Portland
N. E. 11,

VACANCY
YOUR
in thisreaders—
"vacancy"
will tion
beFIRM'S
seen andNAME
by managers,
15,500
owners
chief staengineers
and
technicians—
applicants
for
AM,
FM,
Television
and
facsimile
facilities.

BROADCASTING

• Tel e c a s t i r j

CONSULTING

RADIO

&

TELEVISION

ENGINEERS

JANSKY & BAILEY
xecutive Offices
National Press Building
Iffices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. ADams 2414
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE *

— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper
Montclair,Great
N. J.Notch,
MO. 3-3000
Laboratories
N. J.

GEORGE C. DAVIS
501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE*

ommercial Radio Equip. Co.
'Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

There is no substitute for experience
GILLETT & BERGQUIST
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG. NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GEORGE E. GAUTNEY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C
Member AFCCE*

MclNTOSH & INGLIS
1216 WYATT BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Metropolitan 4477
Member AFCCE *

RUSSELL P. MAY
John A. Moffet, Associate
1422 F St., N. W. Kellogg Bldg.
Washington, D. C. REpublic 3984
Member AFCCE*

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
OND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261
Member AFCCE *

REAR & KENNEDY
1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas Seattle, Wash.
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. 4742 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE*
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
27 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
AR 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.
Republic 6646
Washington 7, D. C.

LYNNE C. SMEBY
Registered Professional Engineer"
1311 G St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Radio Engineers
QuarterConsulting
Century
Professional
Experience
Radio-TelevisionElectronics-Communications
1833
M
St.,
N.
W.,
Wash.
D. C.
Executive 1230 — Executive6, 5851
(Nights-holidays, Lockwood 5-1819)
Member AFCCE *

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TVFCC BROADCAST
ALLOCATION,
& FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3738 Kanawha
St., N.W., 8071
Wash., D. C.
Phone ORdway
Box 2468PhoneBirmingham,
6-2924 Ala.

ROBERT L. HAMMETT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
230 BANKERS INVESTMENT BLDG.
SAN FRANCISCO 2, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER
815 E. 83rd St. Hiland 7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

GRANT R. WRATHALL
Aptos, California
Appointments
San Francisco
Seattlearranged
Salt Lakefor Cit
Los Angeles Portland Phoeni
Box 260 APTOS— 3352
Member AFCCE *

RAYMOND M. WILMOTTE
1469 Church Street, N.W. DEcatur 1231
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

HARRY R. LUBCKE
CONSULTING TELEVISION ENGINEER
Television Engineering Since 1929
2443 CRESTON WAY HO 9-3266
HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA
91)
procedure
at ashearing;
(4)maysuchbe
other matters
then
and and
thererecord,
resolved
in order
to shorten
to
sharpen pletioissues,
and
to
expedite
comn of hearing.
KGBS
Harlingen, ofTex.—
Granted
tion for extension
fromreply
Junemo-to2
to June
12, 1952, fortimefiling
proposedclusions
findings
of
fact
and
submitted by KOA Denver.con(Continued on

WALTER J. STILES

Vandivere,
Cohen & Wearn
Consulting Electronic Engineers
612 Evans Bldg. NA. 2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
fy
site,
furnish
additional
coverage,
of
interference
to be caused
by prond for removal from hearing.
posed station to service
WIBA. Granted
pendingings andmotion
tofurther
reconvene
proceedBy Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond
set
for
hearing
Banted
& C Radio toCo.,amend
Rockford, 111. — 18 at Washington. Further orderedJuneattneering
orneys for theconsultants
parties and attheir
engishow: petition
(1) present officers ofapplication
corpora- Commission
10:00 a.m.appear
Friday, offices
June 13,of
at
conference
considering:
(1)
simplification
and
clarification
of
the
technical
) corrected
site; and
(4) corected
showingplatand
of of250(5)ant.mv/m
500 issues
in this proceeding;
of stipulating
with respect (2)to possibility
facts; (3)
w/m contours;
map portrayals
ROADCASTING
• Telecasting
BERNARD ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
5010 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif. NOrmandy 2-6715

I Aztec, San Fernando, California
Loyalty EMpire
Building,1-4906
Portland, Oregon
ATwater
4282

Member AFCCE
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted 20tf per word — $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 254 per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 304 per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting • Telecasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately,
please).
All transcriptions,
to box numbers
sent at orowner's
ing expressly
repudiates anyphotos,
liabilityetc.or sent
responsibility
for theirarecustody
return. risk. Broadcasting • TelecastHelp Wanted
Managerial
Experienced
manager
net Boxaffiliate in excellent
Iowa for
market.
301P,
ING. BROADCASTING . TELECASTGeneral
manager
withforsuccessful
recordtionin small
similarmarket.
posiin opportunity
largermarket
metropolitan
Unusual
for
advancement
for
with experience.
ambition, sales
and man
executive
Box ability
371P,
BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING.
Very successful, highly rated midwest
independent
needs commercial
ager agement
immediately
help carry manmanload. Stateto qualifications
salary
requirements.
do and
not
phone. Jerome Sill, WMIL,Please
Milwaukee.
Experienced
station
and
commercial
manager
for 1000
station
on airG. one
year.wattBigdaytime
opportunity.
Reply
R. Lockhard,
Secretary;
Box
389,
West
Frankfort,
Illinois.
Telephone
797; home phone 1252 -W.
Salesmen
First classin salesman
wanted state.
by AM-FM
station
south Atlantic
Must
be reliable,
industrious,
sober.
Don't
expect
a
world
beater
but
a plugger.
All
type
accounts
including
department
stores. Box 235P, BROADCASTING .
TELE
CASTING.
Excellent opportunity
for gooddrawing
local
salesman.
Liberal
account,
plus
list
ofguarantee,
accounts
now
on
air. Beautiful
resort
town
but
reasonableable.
livingSendcosts.
Good information
housing avail-at
complete
once. Box 350P, BROADCASTING .
TELE
CASTING.
Time
salesman for Texas
plus
commission.
Good station.
market.Salary
Box
361P,
ING. BROADCASTING • TELECASTAnnouncers
Experiencedenty-fiveannouncer-engineer.
Sevstart. Upper midwest.
Box
26P, BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING^
Announcer-engineer
with ability.
first phone.
Must have top announcing
CBS
stationern city.
in highly
competitive
southeastSend
all
pertinent
information,
salary
requirement,
telephone
number, etc. DoBox not253P,sendBROADCASTaudition unINGtil .requested.
TELECASTING.
Announcer-engineer
(two),for emphasis
on announcing,
at once
Virginia
Mutual
station.
$300.00
month
to start.
Tell
all
first
letter.
Box
277P,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Announcer-engineer,
announcer,
first
phone
be topstation.
quality
announcer,
CBS must
midwest
Box
281P,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Good announcer
who has experience
at
copywriting,
Pennsylvania
independent.
Send tion,
fullphotoresume
experience,
plus
audiand
sample
copy.
Box
289P,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Younging varied
combo
man, first
seekexperience
livephone,
Wisconsin
city. Emphasis
on inannouncing
and
commercialmotion. Writecopy.
Opportunity
for
proBox 297P, BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Announcer.
that
big
step
awayOpportunity
from midwest,
a smallto take
town net250
watter.work affiliate
1000
watt,
in market
overtop100,000
needs inggood
announcernews.
strong Send
on gatherandexpected,
reporting
salaryletter.
detailsdisc,in
first
Box and
339P,other
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Progressive
opening
for
announcerindependent
with sports hasexperience.
Box
372P,
BROADCASTING
•
TELECASTING.
Wanted: Staff announcer
who can also
do good newscast.
Please
sendrequireall information,Great
including
salary
ments to KFBB,
Falls, Montana.

Help Wanted
(Cont'd)
Two combo
watt ABC
affiliate
fifty men
miles forfrom250 Yellowstone
Park
in
the
heart
of
the
world's
best
hunting
and
fishing
country.
call collect if interested: KODI,WireCody,or
Wyoming.
Announcer,
announcer-salesman.
Top
salary.
Audition,
particulars
Larry
Filkins,
KSCB,photo,
Liberal,
Kansas. to
Announcer-writer.
Wyoming's
pioneer
station has opportunity
for permanent,
capable, nalist.experienced
or graduateinformajourSend
picture,
complete
audition, salary desired to KSPR,
Casper,tion,Wyoming.
Staff announcer
with goodSendnewsreferder CBS to affiliate.
encesliveandry fotape
WCOV, Montgomery,
Alabama.
Adding
to staff. Want experienced
local
news
reporter-announcer.
Top salary.
Experience
required.
Personal
interviewcation,
arranged.
Send
experience,
discedu-or
tape to WMIX,personalMt.background,
Vernon, Illinois.
Network
station,
application,Better
has
opening for
staff TVannouncer.
than average
opportunities.
SendCarson,
audition
and
resume
to
J.
W.
WMOX, Meridian, Mississippi.
Experienced announcer for 1000 watt
daytime
station. Salary,
Good living
working conditions.
br.rsd and
on ability,
unlimited.
ville,
Missouri.Telephone 965, CaruthersTechnical
Immediate
opening for first
class operator.
No
announcing.
Experience
not
necessary.
South .Carolina.
Box 332P,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Engineer
neededtop immediately
for 1000in
watt
network
affiliate
marketmidwest
over 100,000.
Write full
details
toCASTING.
Box 340P, BROADCASTING . TELETransmitternouncing.position
open. BoxNo 362P,
anPermanent.
Texas.
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
First class engineer, key position.
$75.00, forty-four
hour BROADCASTweek. State
availability.
Box 192P,
ING .TELECASTING.
Immediate
opening$60.
for first
phone. New
Station.
Contact
Box 778, Salary
North Platte,
Nebraska.KNBR,
Transmitter
with Good
first-phone
for
futureman.
TVengineer
operation.
salary
for
KTSM,qualifications,
El Paso, Texas,
NBC right
affiliate.
Send
ex-in
p
e
r
i
e
n
c
e
a
n
d
salary
requirements
first letter.
Radio
operator
or second classby
phone
license with
neededfirstimmediately
5 kw regional.
Waterloo,
Iowa. Radio State KWWL,
Immediate
for first replacement.
phone operRegularopening
andde summer
WASA,ator.Havre
Grace, Md.
Engineer-announcer.
Immediate
ing for experienced,
workingopenindividual. Smcoverage.
al town hard
independent
with
wide
outside
Good
salary.
Permanent.
Wire,
write
or
phone
WASL, Annapolis, Maryland.
First
licensed
engineers
write
fully
inclass
strictest
confidence.
Interested
especially
if
you
know
5000
watt
Collins
transmitter, tape
operation
and recorders.
repair of
Magnecord
and Presto
Howard
Stanley, WEAM.
Arlington, Va.
First
class
engineer-operator
needed
immediately
station.
announcing. for
WFAH,fulltime
Alliance,
Ohio. No
Michigan
station hasengineer.
immediateNoopening for first
announcing class
required.
Annual
and
paid
vacation
time.
Send bonus
complete
qualifications
to
Chief
Engineer,
WHFB,
Benton Harbor, Michigan.

Help Wanted Starting
(Cont'd) salary
Engineer-announcer.
$70.00 per week WIRB, Enterprise, Alabama.
Immediately;
experienced
combination
man.
Aircel enwork
important.Contact
SalaryManext
.
S
e
n
d
recording.
ager, WITZ, Jasper, Indiana.
Engineer.
preferred,
but
we offerCombination
announcer man
training.
Ideal
living
and
working
conditions.
Fiveday
week.
Some
overtime
at
time
one-half.
Good WOCB,
future, West
good Yarmouth,
salary and
and
other
benefits.
Cape Cod, Mass.
Engineer
withannouncing.
first class license.
ing to learn
WREL, WillLexington, Virginia.
Immediatecense. No experience
opening forneeded.
first phone
Car re-liContact Chief
Engineer,
dio Stationquired.WTNS,
Coshocton,
Ohio. RaWUSJ, Lockport, New York. Immediate
opening plant.
in western
New York's work.
most
modern
combination
First
ticketNoweek.
required.
$55.00Jack
for
5Gelzer.
day,class
40 hour
Contact
Engineer,
first experience
class. Immediate
openPrevious
not essential.
Contacting.
Trewin,Valley,
Station
visor,James
WVCV, Cherry
New SuperYork.
Production-Programming, Others
CBS affiliate
inpromotion
leading man,
southeastern
market
needs
preferably
with
radio
and
TV
experience.
Excellent opportunity. Please
send
full
details
to
Box
315P,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Opportunity
male
copywriters.
Some
announcing. Submit• TELECASTING.
samples. Box 363P,
BROADCASTING
Program
director—
Opening
June 15 for
for
capablewith
man.ideas.
Good Applicants
opportunity
man
from
Illinois
and
adjoining
states
only
can
be
considered.
necessary.
Apply Personal
Bill Holm,interview
WLPO,
LaSalle.
Illinois.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Manager.
Promotion.
Manager
profitable small
independent
wants
market.
Married,
Phi Betaexperience
Kappalarger
college
grad,
27,
4
years
phases andradio.
Canall
build
hold Promotion-minded.
listeners, clients. Must
earn lent
$7500 to consider
ExcelBox change.
288P, BROADCASTINGreferences.
♦ TELECASTING.
sales manager:
Midwest Best
AM
orStation
TV. orOutstanding
salesinrecord.
references.
Experienced
competitive
market.
Now
employed.
Desire
permanancy
salary, profit-sharing• TELEbasis.
Box
365P,on BROADCASTING
CASTING.
Salesmen
Salesmanopportunity
and experienced
announcer
Prefer
offering
future Box
TV
ING
sales.
Nine years radio,
all. TELECASTphases.
351P, BROADCASTING
Salesman-announcer-production.
S ix
years
commercial
radioWillexperience.
Original,
profitable
ideas.
relocate.
Box
358P,
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING.
Announcers
Hillbilly DJnouncing,
specialist.
GeneralDesire
anmusician.experience.
Board.
change.
Nine years
Tape,
details
request.
Box
307P,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Announcer
seeks step up ladder
from
250 watter.
Good newscaster. YearBAof Degree.
board, .writing.
Box
ING.
314P, BROADCASTING
TELECAST-

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer
— 4 Friendly,
years experience.
staff duties.
informal BoD,A
Intelligent
news. Draft exempt.
ING.
318P, BROADCASTING . TELECAST
Experienced announcer, radio scho
graduate.
Draft exempt.
PreferBROAD
sout'
Operate
Box 331P,
CASTING console.
. TELECASTING.
Announcer,
employed,
DJ news, remotes,
sales experienceand boar
operation.
Radio
School.College
Prefergraduate
upper and
midwesSB'
Disc
available.
Box
333P,
CASTING . TELECASTING. BROAD ;
Attention Florida, Gulf Coast, soutl
west. Experienced announcer enployed MC.
large Well
marketbalanced
in midwest. manDJ
news,
Married
Box 334P.staff
BROAD
CASTING veteran.
. TELECASTING.
Announcer
- salesman.
Strongmarket
new;
commercials,
good
competitive
Prefer
south.
Box
335P,
BROADCAST
ING . TELECASTING.
Announcer-engineer, first phone, ex
perienced,
married,
veteran, college
Desires
position
Florid;
preferred.
Box with
336P,sports.
BROADCAST
ING . TELECASTING
No prima
donna. I'm
anme?
adult,Boxexperi
enced
announcer.
Need
338P
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Experienced
announcer.
Can
do
and record
Deep voice,
single.
Will shows.
go anywhere.
Box 344P3:
BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING
Attention-Minnesota, Wisconsin, Thf
Dakota's,
got sports 9s
news,
DJ, Indiana.
a lot ofto IfBox
airyou've
work
for
combo,
345P, available
BROADCASTING
.write
TELECASTING.
Will bet my $90 a week that I can pro
duce a any
show you'vemorning
got and buile
you
night
besides.
First and/or
class busy).
ticket, 33,Boxaudience
married
no
children
(too
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.348P
Three-piece
band,seeking
headed jotb>
experienced Hillbilly
announcer,
with hillbilly
in south
or southwest. Verystation
versatile,
exceptionally
good, worth investigation. For details
photo, tapeCASTING write
Box 352P, BROAD.TELECASTING.
Draft exempt announcer with eight jr
years
experience
desires
move toBROADRocky —
Mountain
region.
Box 353P,
CASTING •TELECASTING.
Announcer,perience,first
phone.
Five
years
al phases. Married veteran,ex28. Desire _ position within 50 mile I" 1
Gainfully
employed,
ready to move
up.
Topflight
DJ, butannouncer,
MC
Five years
experience.
25, single, veteran.
Box
366P,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Combination
man. of Two
yearsoperation
experience. All phases
station
Married, draftmediatelexempt.
Available imy
.
B
o
x
367P,
BROADCAST
ING . TELECASTING.
Tell your story, sell your story! Collegeence.graduate
with two 200yearsmilesexpericago. BoxVeteran,
369P,family.
BROADCASTINGChi- .
TELECASTING.
Announcer and control board operator.
Single, draft exempt.
reliable.
Experience
light butCapable,
concentrated.
News, tions.
DJ,Preferall-around
station operasmall
community.
Willing toence,travel
onaudition
short notice.
Referresume,
tape available.
Box
374P,
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING.
After hours DJ with smooth, comstyle. Personable,
Experienced allin -dramatics,mercialsports.
round
ING.
staff man.
Negro,
draft-exempt.
375P,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTBox
Experienced
play-by-play
announce::
seeks position
with activefamiliar
sports
station. College
letterman,
with
all
sports.
Also
experienced
staffCollege;
man.
Married
vet,
draft
exempt.
grad. Box 376P, BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Personality DJ with voice that sells
Experienced
stage. MC, vocalist.
staff
man, Box
man-on-street.
Negro, Good
draf :
exempt.
377P, BROADCASTINC
. TELECASTING.
College
trained
graduate,
some
com
mercial
experience.
Single,
will
travel
east
coast,
midwest.
Contact
James
McKee, 2313 N. Stuart St., ArlingtonD
Va. Telephone Jackson 4-0021.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
nnouncer-engjneer
— 1st Strong
phone. news,
Up to
)jorts.
kw. Will
Experience.
travel.
miiam Rogel,
1275 GrantDraft
Avenue,exempt,
New
ork City, N. Y.
nnouncer
with
ticket,
write
copy.
Dere west;
good Harry
offer,
[ore
ambitionwillthanconsider
experience.
faith,
Battle
Ground,
Wash.
Tele:1 hone 3270.
H onegro with
DJ withadvancement.
experience wants
idwij
Canposi-do
iO.irI .raight
and programming.
ependable,announcing
ambitious
non-drinker.
ox 355F, BROADCASTING • TELE;:| ASTING.
Technical
iy.tfl nce,
ransmitter
engineer, sixprefer
years experino
announcing,
Tdk
Ohio, married.
Box 284P, Michigan
BROAD;;>! ASTING
. TELECASTING.
■ ill ngineer, first phone. Experienced
•ansmitter and console. Desire posi~~J. HP.
on with
progressive .station.
Box
BROADCASTING
TELECASTfr
s:
:ASarhief engineer to G.
take charge of probroadcast and television
staaj ressive
on in southwest
of U. S.,experipre;K*;;rably
California.portion
10 years
'p f nce (includingExtensive
construction)
at 5 kwof
l±j.irectional.
knowledge
and first
techniques.
Ine,nefljjlevision
ffiiiiide full circuits
information
letter. Can
:- m ite'rview
about July
17. Box 343F,
RO ADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
-i resent Wishes
chief engineer
to re5ort|>cate.
stay wishes
inofCalifornia.
xperienced
in allto Have
phases
mainten0A[{;nce
and
repair.
car.
Married
! nd very reliable. Wish permanent
—iPfteP,
->cation.BROADCASTING
Very good references.
Box
• TELECAST™ji ^
G
.
-jjjVirst
phone.
Small
amount
experience,
dm) in east preferred. Box 357P,
C "r! ROADCASTING
TELECASTING.Four
Trrngineer.
Control . room-combo.
Slcgars experience. Anywhere in States.
'•" Si 317,
hone Screven,
T. O. Collins,
Ga. 2763.Brunswick, Ga.
^[Production-Programming, others
'■Civilly
?* D, news,
publicityBox or continuity
chief
qualified.
250P, BROADgl1
ASTING director:
. TELECASTING.
Q^irogram
play-by-play.
Ex; 3llent dee-jay.
Six years Box
of experi—/ ni-nce.
Top references.
ROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.330P,
Qjj](mployed
continuity woman
seeks
adancement,
CollegeBox
graduate.
—E I1Pise,
copy,aironwork.
request.
356P,
ROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
■:;f|:
ewsman, draft
2 yearsexempt,
experience,
guraduate,
Midwest,college
$75.
• • ox 378P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Television
V
Friday.
Experienced
in proTV
i InIIIIm, Girl
operations,
nction,TV
(member
A. three
F.continuity,
R. years
A.) talent,
ake
advantage
of
radio
id TV experience. Clerical? Yes!
V-even
so. Box 370P, BROADASTING more
• TELECASTING.
For Sale
Stations
oration.
sale:FullEstablished
successful
Ohio
or
half interest
available,
ox 156P, BROADCASTING
. TELEASTING.
Employment Agency
ENGINEERS

For Sale (Cont'd)
Western
250 watt
fulltimeWonderful
independent.
Single
station
market.
town
for
family ownership.
living.
VeryGross
profitable
under
absentee
near $70,000
—can
be
increased.
Will
assign
license
or sellless100%forcorporation
$80,000—
cash. Seestockthis.forTELEquick!
Box
283P, BROADCASTING
CASTING.
$15,000 for
interestlocated
in estab-in
lished 1,000controlling
watt daytimer
one
of
Ohio's
rich
industrial
areas.
Box
364P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Western
station.$40,000.
Independent
250 w. Noto
competition.
good
operator.
Box Good
379P, terms
BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Western filiates.
stations.
Independents,
afPriced from
$18,000 to4958$750,000.
Jack roseL.Ave.,Stoll
Associates,
Los &Angeles
29, Calif. MelEquipment, etc.
150,000 wire.
feet #10
Copperweld
ground
radial
Immediate
Box
234P, BROADCASTING
»delivery.
TELECASTING.
GY250
Gatestotransmitter.
Fall
1949. Fine
replace yourNew,
oldtimer
rig
braska.with. KCNI, Broken Bow, NeOne RCANew,
type 76-B console and power
supply.
Welasco,
Texas.never uncrated. KRGV,
Three new American Pencil microphones,Electro-Voice,
Dynamic D-22, I.M.P.
and three
Model 50-HI
V-3.
WFUL,
Fulton,
Kentucky.
One 640AA condenser microphone and
SlightlyRCAusedTA5Cbutstabilizing
in good amplifiers.
condition,
three
One DuMont
type 5105-A
monitor
ceiver.
Nice
discount
on
any
or WSMall re-of
above.
Contact
Chief
Engineer,
TV, Nashville, Tennassse.
Buda model M766 gasoline engine direct
coupled
Wooley
62 \'2ACKVAgenerator,
50 kw
230
volt,shielded.
32 Aphase
60Includes
cycle
radio
spare
parts
and
275
gallon
gas
tank.
Used
for
emergency
power inonly.
Aboutcondition.
5 years
old.
Maintained
excellent
$2500 FOB
Va. plant. ConChiefArlington,
Engineer,
WarnertactBldg.,
WashingtonWTOP,
4, D. C.Inc.,
Complete
recording
studio.
Fineston
equipment.
Good
lease
with
option
building.
Will
sell
as
is
or
just
recording equipment, if Radio
necessary. Owner
service
Studios, bound.
4306 N. Central,Production
Phoenix,
Arizona.
Wanted to Buy
Equipment, etc.
Wanted
— Quarter
and one kw FM
broadcast
transmitters,
FM monitor receivers, fixed-frequency
used or new.
Box
17P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING^
Wanted:
Used
equipment:
Limiting
amplifier,
console, jack
Universal
pickups
with
preamplifiers,
panel,
Cabinet
rack,
1%
coaxial
cable
51
ohm,
Presto
turntables.
Box 313P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
_

Employment Agency
First - Second
Phone

Applications accepted for Immediate
Placement in Thirty-Three States
NEWSCASTER— PROGRAM DIRECTOR— ANNOUNCERS
MANY COMBINATION
One
Week's
salary
when placed, the only fee.
WRITE:

17 East 48th Street, New York 17, New York
PL 5-1127
E. C. Lojpdell, Licensee

Wanted Andrew
to Buy 1304
(Cont'd)
FM antenna.
or similar.
4-bay
or antenna.
more for Can
side usemounting
on
present
too. WIVY, Jacksonville, Fla.coax line
ply
wire Corp.,
collect.LosGiveAngeles
serial 32,
number.
Birtcher
California.
Miscellaneous
FCC first-phone
in 6 weeks.courses
Both
residence
and
correspondence
available.
Grantham
RadioHollywood,
License
School,
706
North
Wilcox,
California.
Help Wanted
Announcers
WANTED
Top Hillbilly iisc Jockey
Only
top ratedinmena tough
need apply. This
ismarket
a position
requiring
a hillbilly
versatilecompetitive
man who
knows
his
western,
music.
You
must
havetouchoriginality,
humor
andto that
certain
which
will
appeal
theto
common
folk.
You
must
be
able
hit
a
commercial
hard
and
sell
it.
Showmanship
isbeimportant
and
above
all
you
must
able
to
build
and
maintain
a high
Hooper
rating.
You
can want.
earn big
ifbeyoupaid
havea what
wesalary,
Youmoneywill
basea
talent,
commissions
and
bonus.
hit the You'll
nearby have
towns anforopportunity
personal ap-to
s. Disc jockeysfromon $5000
this sta-to
tion are nowpearanceearning
$10,000 and
a year.
If keen
you are
wide
awake
have
a
fresh
app
r
o
a
c
h
a
n
d
want
to
work
on
the
most
successful
independent
in a this
top isSouthern
market
of
over
500,000
your
big chance. No hillbilly is at present
doing
a goodwithjobpromotion
in this city.andYou'll
supported
adver-forbe
Weyouare can
also play
an applicant
TVsingandyourtisiifng. opporltssjiSy
a
gcnitar
and
is even greater.
Write fullcluding pand
hoSe bufcomplete
no disc. details
If we areininterested
you'll hear from. TELECASTus. Box
ING. BROADCASTING
368P,
Situations Wanted
Announcers
NEWSMAN
AM-TV. Widely-known, respected,with
commercially
successful newsman
20 years
experience
offers
maturity,
profes ional skil , camera presence
and exceptionally authoritative
delivery. References testify reand integrity.
Available garding
on loyalty
customary
notice.
Minimum salary required: $15,000 per year. BOX 337P,
BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Salesmen
SALES EXECUTIVE
Now earning $20,000 annually with fifteen
years experience in advertising field, including local andagement. network
radio where
sales and
manDesires connection
incentive,
not salary, is as good or better.
BOX 342P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING
Television
Production-Programming , Others
DO YOU NEED
production,KnowanncngLOW-COST T\
vision.
Dependable, sober, 32, full references!
AVAILABLElong-term
SOON for TV or radio-TV
with solid
operation,
man.
For personalCASTING •TELECASTING.
interview opportunity
write Box for346P,rightBROADMiscellaneous
MR. TV APPLICANT —
DO YOU NEED HELP?
Are you wondering aboi
ming — operating costs —
personnel?
Are younomics ofconcerned
the eco-to
your market,aboutits ability
profitably support your station?
Then why not discuss these and other
perplexing
problems
with a man
who
has built and
successfully
managed
radio stations
in several operated
markets; who
built
and successfully
one
ofwhothehasnation's
pioneerto TVshowstations:
never failed
a substantial profit in any of these operaSuch a man is now available on a
consulting
your prob-at
lems and basis
assisttoyouanalyze
in arriving
sound solutions.
Box
347P,
CASTING •TELECASTING.BROADEmployment Service
EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
for competent
commercial managers,
managers, program
directors, chief engineers,
disc jockeys.
Reliable,service.
confidential,
nation-wide
Send for full
information
today.
H.OWABD S. Frazieb
TV &BondRadioBldg.,
Management
728
WashingtonConsultants
5, D. C.

Haall© Station and Newspaper
s
Tax, estate and App
many rai
othersal
personal problems create
the need for an independent appraisal. Extensive experience and a national organization enable Blackburn-Hamilton Company
in minimum
time.to make accurate, authoritative appraisals

Appraisals • Negotiations • Financing
BLACKBURN -HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON,
D. C. Ray CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
James W. Blackburn
V. Hamilton Lester
M. Smith
Washington Bldg. Tribune Tower 235 Montgomery St.
Sterling 4341-2 Delaware 7-2755-6 Exbrook 2-5672

Agency Recognition
EDITOR:
On page 14 of your May 26 issue
you state that Helene Curtis Industries (permanents) , Chicago, is
sponsoring Tuesday and Thursday
segments
JohnnyRussel
Olsen'sM.
Rumpus Roomof through
Seeds Co. The name of the agency
is in error.
This Helene Curtis television is
being handled by Gordon Best Co.
Inc.
Richard Best
Radio-TV Director
Gordon Best Co. Inc.
Chicago
Subversive Literature
EDITOR:
How we love your "Tearsheets
for Radio" feature in the May 26
issue. For right there accompanying this radio yarn and supplementing your bio of author Gene
F. Seehafer, new manager of research and sales promotion of CBS
Chicago, is a photo of Mr. Seehafer holding an NBC Television
rate card.
Guess there's nothing like keeption. ing up-to-date with the competiHarold A. Smith
Advertising & Promotion
Manager
NBC-TV Chicago
EDITOR:
I am surprised at my good friend
For Immediate SALE!
TV TRANSMITTER
Now in operation and
available for inspection
RCA TT-5A TV Transmitter, including:
set of new spare
tube
control console
side band filter
d up lexer, and other
essential equipment
(If interested, suggest
immediate attention as
equipment will be disposed of as soon as
possible )
Write to: K P I X
Al Towne
Director of Engineering
San Francisco
Page 90 • June 9, 1952

open mike

Gene Seehafer. As manager of research and sales promotion for
CBS, he should have a new picture
taken. What is that in his hand,
an NBC-TV rate card?
John Grandy
Commercial Manager
WQUA Moline, III.
[EDITOR'S
NOTE:
The picture
made
when
was was
still
teaching
at hold
theMr.U.an Seehafer
ofNBC-TV
Minnesota
and
hence
could
rate card
below.] burning his fingers.
without
See

Proof Positive
EDITOR:
I have been delightedly looking
through the recent "Take Your
Choice"theypublication
BABthanin
which
compare theof more
105 million radios in the United
States with other media and products. One of the most interesting was the statement that there
are more radios in the United
States than there are beds. We
have been toying with an idea
which we are not going to put on
the air:
"Recent statistics have shown
that there are more radios in the
United States than there are beds
. . . proving once again that radio
is your best form of entertainment. . . ."Bradford
Bill
KSST Sulphur Springs, Tex.
Speak for Yourself
EDITOR:
... A certain comedy team which
has
for
more been
than a 20radio
years,"institution"
and which has
made its fortune in radio, and radio
alone, had an opportunity last Sunnight would
to put have
in ameant
"plug"much
for
radio daythat
to the industry in its efforts to sell
radio as "the world's best medium
of advertising."
pened? They put inButone what
of the hapbest
arguments for newspaper advertising that I've heard via radio. In-

stead of advertising a summer cottage by radio, an ad was inserted
in a newspaper,
and the
"over-to
whelming" results were
referred
on two occasions.
Why couldn't the actors have
said, "We'll call Radio Station
and put it onwhelming"theresultsair"?
The "overbeen attributed
to could
radio.have
No, then
the
thing that we in radio have been
fighting for years was completely
ignored, and the competition was
glorified! This example is not cited
as criticism of this program in
particular, but merely a recent exself ample of radio's failure to "sell" itIt is workssuggested
that stations,
and BAB write
letters tonetall
key persons who appear on radio
or who speak in public, and ask
them to give radio its just due. If
they heard it on radio, ask them
to say so. And certainly script
winters should be admonished to
give radio
a break and delete references to newspapers.
Every reference on the air to a
specific newspaper, or newspapers
generally, is giving them the advantage of the world's
medium
of advertising
free of best
charge.
...
advertising for which we charge
our sponsors, but give away to our
competition.
I'd like
what others think
about
it.Daveto hear
Highbaugh
Program
Director Ky.
WHIR Danville,

MD.-D. C. MEET
Scheduled for June 13-1'
SPRING meeting of the Maryland
D. C. Radio & Television Broad
casters Assn. will be held June IS
14 at the Hotel Stephen Decatui
Ocean City, Md. Charles Truiti
WBOC Salisbury, Md., will presidi
as association president.
After a Friday morning busines: U
meeting,
Mayor Thomas
D'Alesan i
dro,
will address
luncheonBaltimore,
session. Broadcast
Adver
tising Bureau will conduct an after
noon sales clinic. BAB Presiden
Bill Ryan is on the program. Vin
cent Waslewski, of the NARTI
Legal Dept., will discuss legisla
tion affecting broadcasters. Richain
Maybone, sales promotion directo:
of Kann's Department Store, Wash
ington, will speak on promotion anc
advertising
problems facing thf
retailer.
An afternoon panel on regiona
sales problems will include Josepl
L. Brechner, WGAY Silver Spring
Jack Surrick, WFBR Baltimore
Switch
John S. Hayes, WTOP Wash
EDITOR:
ington;
Richard
Eaton, Rudolph
WOOL'
Washington;
Richard
Always get a big kick out of your
Baltimore; Charles E
cartoons. Here is an original of WITH
Smith,
WTBO
Cumberland.
Speakei
mine you can use if you care to.
atComr.
the George
Friday Sterling.
dinner will be FCC
Saturday's
program
television panel with includes
Ewell Ki
Jett, WMAR-TV Baltimore; Hert
Cohan, WAAM (TV) Baltimore
Leslie
H. Peard
Jr., WBAL-TV
Baltimore;
Gene Juster,
WNBTY
(TV) Washington, and Richard
Davis, WELI-UHF-TV New Haven
Ken Sparnon, of BMI, will spealJ(f!
following
the panel.Co.,EdwillGross,
Sydney Hollander
give of™
:
factual analysis of the Maryland
D.luncheon.
C. trading area at the afternoon
'(Aor.<t Tobacco w£m <jie ?e/N/iciu.iv
Jones
TUAN E.AMYT. OTrt£*.,."
Say If With a Rose
Sales Promotion Manager
NBC observed National SecEngineering Products Dept.
retaries Day last Wednesday
RCA Victor Div.
Camden, N. J.
by
presentingin each
of theYork
432
secretaries
its New
offices
with
a
rose
accomP.R. Prescription
panied by aexpression
card which ofread:
EDITOR:
"A small
our
real appreciation and our
I would like to answer Mr. Stanmany thanks."
Similar ob-in
ley's letter
to you from KCIM Carservances were scheduled
roll,
Iowa [Open
19].
NBS offices in other cities.
He mentioned thatMike,civicMaygroups
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fCC roundup
New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications
box score

SUMMARY THROUGH JUNE 5
Appls. Hearing
In
Licensed
CPs Pending
2,328581
87
328
2178
69
10
97
11
576 19
of the FCC, page 86.)

On Air
\M
Stations
2,350
FM
Stations
633
IV Stations
108
(Also see Actions
INITIAL DECISIONS
Ohio — TheExaminer
Midwestern
![ Co.Toledo,
FCC Hearing
FanneyBcstg.N.
j towards
Litvin issued
initial
decision
looking
grant
of
1470
kc,
1
kw
fulltime,
DA-DN,
conditions.
Simultaneously,
j following
applicationsandwereRadiodenied:
The
Toledo Blade
^Toledo,
WTOD Co.Toledo
to moveCorp.fromof
!j time,
1560 kc,and1 Rural
kw-D, Bcstg.
to 1470Co.kc, of1 Ohio
kw fullfor
11470
1 kw fulltime
Ohio. kc,Decision
June 3. at Oak Harbor,
f WBUD Trenton, N. J. — Morrisville
n'.Bcstg
FCC Hearing
Examiner
Hugh sionB.Co.looking
Hutchison
decitowards issued
grant initial
of applicaWAPO BID DENIED
Jf ccc Turns Down ST A Request
rHE FCC last week denied a rejuest by WAPO Chattanooga, a
ndeo applicant, that it be given a
special temporary authorization to
lse its present TV equipment to
)ring the national political contentions to Chattanoogans owning
IT sets [B»T, May 19].
In a reply dated Wednesday to
Mountain City Television Inc.,
iVAPO organization set up to
>perate WAPO's television, Comnission said STAs "are not inended to replace basic construction
permits, which are . . . prerequisite
o the installation, construction,
ind operation of transmitting
equipment of the nature contemilated in your request.
"Further," believes
the FCCthatsaid,
"the
Commission
a grant
■f an STA of the nature requested
»y you would be likely to give you,
n your capacity as an applicant,
in undue advantage should you beome engaged in a comparative
learing with other applicants for
Channel 3 in Chattanooga."

tion formit mod.
CP to specify
er site. Decision
June 4.new transFINAL DECISION
New
Bern,
N.
C.
—
Croven
Bcstg.
Co,
Commission1490 announced
final
decision
granting
kc,
250
w
fulltime,
and
denying by default application of EastJune 5.ern Carolina Bcstg. Co. Decision
MEMORANDUM OPINION & ORDER
GrandCo.Island,
Neb. — denied
Grand petition
Island
Bcstg.
Commission
for
review30,of 1951,
Hearing
Examiner's
action
of Nov.
removing
from
ing docket Memorandum
application for Opinion
1430 kc, hear1 and
kw
fulltime.
Order June 5.

BROADCAST PRODUCT
Gives
A FULL product display at the
point-of-sale installed by radio or
television
givessuccess
the product a 90% stations
chance for
and
sale, in the opinion of Jack Zinselmeier, merchandising director for
WLW Cincinnati.
Components of merchandising,
were discussed by Mr. Zinselmeier
Wednesday before members of the
Chicago Radio Management Club
and the Television Council. On
the same panel were James Shelby,
radio-television director of McCann-Erickson, and O. Johler, merchandising manager for the IGA
grocery stores.
The trio attempted to explain
the specifics of merchandising. Mr.
Zinselmeier termed it "a mental
nudge" which brings an advertised
product to the attention of the consumer at the point-of-sale, bridging
the gap between the creation of the
desire for a product or service with
advertising and the actual sale.
Mr. Zinselmeier heads a merchandising staff which operates
separately from promotion or pub(FEL Sets Up Studio
licity, and which has 25 different
services. He recomJENE ger ofO'FALLON,
general
man- merchandising
mended as basic in local outlet merKFEL Denver,
informed
najor TV networks last week that
chandising the proper and full-view
CFEL had set up a TV studio in display of the product, which
he Brown Palace Hotel next to the "glamorizes it," prices on each display which have been set by the
Eisenhower headquarters. KFEL
store, and tie-ins with the
ias leased telephone l^nes from the local
tudio and can service networks media story.
/ith television programming durAt WLW, the merchandising staff
ng the Presidential candidate's has jurisdiction over any activity
tay in Denver. Last autumn KFEL in which the client or product name
rovided World Series service off is involved, Mr. Zinselmeier said.
Publicity handles station activities
he transcontinental link although which
are to be brought to public
)enver has no TV station.
attention, and the promotion staff
concerns itself only with audience
FCC ACTIONS
and show building.
Merchandising, despite some inbegin on page 86
dustry belief, has "no black magic
BROADCASTING
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Educators Mull Plans
(Continued from page 61)
committee. The group already has different television production techadvised FCC by letter of its suppreparatory toTheprogramming
university
port for the allocation change pro- its ownniquesstation.
posed at Madison.
anticipates providing a community
including inA special booklet has been pre- television forservice,
mation for farmers, housewives
pared by the committee to solicit
and parents; refresher courses for
public
supportTV forthere.
development
educational
Of the 12of professional and technical groups;
channels reserved in Wisconsin, supplementary classroom instruction programs for elementary and
the booklet
says, "These
facilitiesof secondary
would
be valued
at millions
schools; appreciation of
arts and programs to develop
dollars by commercial broadcast- the
understanding of public affairs.
Dr. Bevis noted costs of installCopies of the booklet are being
distributed nationally by JCET.
ingtionandvaryoperating
widely. a television staIn Columbus, Ohio State U. has
I
can
say atwillthisbetime
been authorized by its board of we "All
feel the costs
withinis that
the
trustees to proceed with steps necessary
for
the
establishment
of
a
resources
of
the
university,"
he
commented.
ers."
television station for educational
The board of trustees of the U.
use. The board approved the recommendat;on of President Howard of Illinois on May 26 authorized
L. Bevis that the university should its corporate officers to file an application with FCC for a station on
"seek the best available television
channel" for that purpose.
Channel 12, assigned to the Champaign-Urbana area for educational
Now vision
broadcasting
tele- use.
stations, OSU onis local
exploring
Wayne
U., Detroit,
has encour-in
aged community
participation
DISPLAY
planning
for
the
use
of
UHF Chan-A
nel 56, reserved for education.
Product 90% Chance for Sale general
advisory committee, with
representation from all educational
in it", he said. It is a very old interests in the Detroit area, alpractice, with women as the best
ready has explored the possibilities
practitioners
with and
theirlow "tight
and programskirts and sweaters
neck- of the mingadministration
of an educational television
station.
Mr. Shelby outlined promotions
reported that the license
and merchandising theories used willIt beis held
by a non-profit educaby
McCann-Erickson
for
Standard
lines."
tional
corporation
with basic
poliOil of Indiana and its 30 division
cies
of
the
station
directed
points in its Midwest distribution by a board of trusteesto beof some
area. Merchandising, in his opin- persons selected from the com-15
ion, makes a show and a product
munity. Time allocations and stamore acceptable,
tion operation would be the respontening habit. and sells the liss
i
b
i
l
i
ty of an operating committee
Mr. Johler of IGA detailed mer- working under
the board.
chandising used for the 10,000
The facilities of WDET (FM)
stores in the U. S., emphasizing
also an upcoming two-week cam- then, presented to Wayne U. by
paign on Mutual in which 5,500 UAW (CIO), will be adapted for
stores are participating.
television broadcasting, according
"In merchandising, it isn't what to William E. Stirton, assistant to
you know but how you do it," he the president of Wayne. Use of
claimed, citing follow-through and the station's land, buildings and
enthusiasm as the most important tower will cut construction costs
factors for success. The Mutual for the Detroit educators, it was
campaign begins late this month. explained.
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Operator Rules — FCC Solicits Comment
(Continued from page 29)
moval of the "obsolete" first-class with non-directional antennas?
(g) What degree of control of the
operator requirement would greatly
apparatus is necessary
increase the possibilities of a sta- transmitting
the broadcast operating position in
tion obtaining a staff with the atorder
to
provide
satisfactory operamany qualifications necessary to
tion by remote control?
enable it to do the best possible
(h)
To
what
extent
it be
job within its budget. Operating feasible to permit holderswould
ofpermits
restrict-to
resources of small stations in rural
ed
radiotelephone
operator
areas are particularly limited, it change a standard broadcasting transwas noted.
mitter from one frequency to another
One broadcaster pointed out that and from one power to another in
in order to comthe proposed changes would permit timesply ofwith emergency
emergencyProgram?
operathe smaller station to hire a local
tion suchplans
as theforConelrad
man who could qualify under a re(i)
To
what
extent
would
it
be
stricted license in lieu of having to
sible to permit remote controlfea-of
bid higher and higher on the scarce standard
broadcasting transmitters
big-city market to acquire an en- and still provide for compliance with
gine r. He noted that the present Conelrad operating objectives?
(j) What contingencies, if any, with
requirement
local
station specifies
must usethatthea 250-w
same respect
to conditions of improper
operation,
other sta-to
calibre
engineer
as
the
50-kw_
outtions, lossinterference
of service,to damage
let having a complicated directional
array. The job demands vary equipment, and injury to persons or
would possibly and probably
widely, he noted, with engineering property
the adoption
the amendtalent going to waste most of the arise from
requested
and toofwhat
extent
time at the smaller station, al- should ments
the
Commission
attempt
to
though still on the payroll.
prevent
these
conditions
by
prescribing
operator
requirements
and
qualiFCC spokesmen observed that
em- fications?
about 20 FM stations are now
In requesting FCC permission to
ploying remote control of their
author-"
operate its AM transmitter by respecialthus
under
ters
transmit
far,
reports
to
g
mote supervision, WGNC pointed
ity. Accordin
work- out that announcers with restricted
such operations appear to be noted.
permits would be able to operate
ing out "satisfactorily," they
WGNC'scated at the
transmitter
sinceTelephone
it is loFCC's Questions
studio site.
Concerning the NARTB pro- readings of the AM transmitter
"the meters would be relayed by direct
notice llystated
posals, FCC'sespecia
requests
Commission
a first class operator located
t infor- atwiretheto WGNC-FM
data and other pertinen
on a
mation in response" to the follow- nearby mountain, transmitter
the Commission
ing questions:
was
informed.
If
any
major
adjustshould an operator
(a) What dutiesa transmi
were required, they would be
tter watch, made byments either
perform during must
the first class engidurhe performrequire
duties
and iwhat
neer
or
the
station manager, who
which
ng atransmitter watch
also holds a first class permit, FCC
g when was
technical trainin
significant
advised.
operating either standard or FM
broadcasting transmitters of each
WTIP's Explanation
Comthe
in
for
d non-directional
power valuemission'sprovide
WTIP explained it would operate
with
rules,
s?
antenna
its transmitter by remote control
er failure occurs through the use of two telephone
transmitt
(b) Ifa awatch,
what steps, if any, lines in addition to its regular produring
should be taken by the operator on
gram line. The transmitter is 1%
transmitter operation
duty to restore either
or FM miles from the studio.
standard
operating
when
The
WTIP remote control operating
ters
of each
broadcas
transmit
tion will function in the following
Com- manner,
in thetional
for
power valuemission'sprovided
FCC was told:
Rules
non-direc
with
antennas?
One cloop
will be used
solely for Samindia
t
i
o
n
o
f
transmitter
performance.
occurs
failure
er
transmitt
(c) Ifa a watch,
ple voltages
indicating
the antenna
final plate
what steps, if any, voltage,
during
final
plate
current,
RF
current, power line voltage,
tower light
could be taken to restore service by current
frequency
will
holding radiotele- be selectedand attransmitter
stationphonepersonnel
the
transmitter
by
means
class operator
of a tostepping
relay and fed over
one
ephonepermits
operatoror atloop
restrictedthird radiotel
an indicator-recorder
installed
the studios.
This recorder
will
scan,
permits?
measure
and
record
once
every
minute
onIt istheplanned
chart moving
per hour.of
(d) Tomentswhat
may the toamendtoinstrument
make onethe inch
sensitivity
requestedextent
be expected
affect the
recording
such
that
the percentage
of
technical
transmissample
a 0-150all
sion difficulties?
chart. Thevoltages
recorderreadwill100thenon indicate
from
originally
(e) To what extent would personnel per centlecteddeviation
normal values. Variations aboveseholding radiotelephone third class or below pre-determined
normalof values
will be called
the orattention
studio
operator permits or restricted radio- personnel
by atoloop
bell
buzzer.
telephone operator permits be subThe
second
will
provide
means
jected to physical danger when oper- for
transmitter
power
adjustment
and
frequency monitor
failurecontrol
alarm. ofThese
atingcasting
either transmitters
standard ofor each
FM broadalongto select
with
the
power functions
stepping
relay
sample
voltages
value provided for in the Commis- will be accomplished simply by using
relays
made
polarity
sensitive
with
sion's
Rules
with
non-directional
antennas?
series rectifiers
— no carriers,
sensitive
devices filters,
will beor
utilized.
(f) What are the advantages or dis- amplitude
An
approved
modulation
monitor
willby
a
d
v
a
n
t
a
g
e
s
o
f
permitting
remote
coninstalled atTRFthe studio
trol of standard or FM broadcasting be broadband
receiver.and
Thedriven
flasher
transmitters of each power value pro- aand
modulation
indicator
will
be
placed
vided for in the Commission's Rules convenient to the studio operator. The
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off the air
signaldrive
from the
the modulationaudio
monitor will
studio
monitor
speaker system.
The controlled
percentage
of
modulation
will
be
from the studio.
The program
will be another
center
tapped
at each willendloop
provide
circuit which
beto used
for turning
the transmitter
on
and
off.
Lamps
cating whether
transmitterat the
is onindi-or
off dithe
will the
bewillinstalled
o— theseair lamps
be controlled stu-by
amonitor.
circuitceiverenergized
TRF rewhich drivesfromthe themodulation
The changes in FCC's rules proposed by NARTB were affixed to
the
proposed rule-making
an appendix.
As reported notice
by FCC,as
they are as follows:
AMENDMENTS
PROPOSED OFBYRADIO
THE
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
AND TELEVISION BROADCASTERS

authorization;other
provideillahi
however,
that diotelephone
any operator
thalis;
amayfirstnot class
radiotelephone
undertake
any internaloperate!^;
tunirl
adjustments, major
repairs
or ovejj
hauls,
underfirst
the
immediate
s i A''
pervisionexcept
of such
class
operato§8
the
duties
of operators operators
other thanbeiri,^,
firf11class
radiotelephone
limited to such operations as placirl
the station
on orlog,off making
the air, externii^
keepii:lDt
the
transmitter
tuning adjustments, making such othef0adjustments
as maypower
asminor
a result
supplp?' variations
andof primary
failures,
andbe require'*6
replace*
ment
parts :PC
tubes, only
fuses ofandsuchotherdefective
items designed
forAddsimple
replacement."
a newplug-in
subsection
(d) to SectiofP32
3.165
to read:
"(d) aEach
broadcast
stcftiti
tion
shall
employ
holder
a radicle
telephone first class license ofas its
chief [&
engineer
or
other
technical
supervise,
who
shall besupervise
responsible
for and mak
II
or directly
the making
of, at-,
internaland
tuning
adjustments,
majortecrlrtl' tl
pairs
overhauls,
all other
nical
installations
orandcorrections
authorized
to be undertaken
by an nel
o{mttl
erator of another class under subset!
tion
(c)
above.
Such
radiotelephori1'6
firstbeclassin operator
shall shall
not
bebe require!61tobroadcast
the
full-time
employ
thj15
station
but
onof cafe
and reasonably available to fulfill hf
specified
duties."LogsSection
Change3.181—
subsection (c) (2) to reac
"The time observation
the dailv visual
otht'
authorized
of theor tows,

(1) AM Broadcast Stations
Section 3.60— Frequency MonitorChange
read:at"The
licenseetion shall
of first
each sentence
standard tobroadcast
stathe
transmitter have
or at inthe operation
approved remote
control point
a
frequency
monitor
independent of the frequency control of the
transmitter."
Section 3.65— Inspection of tower lights
and associated control equipmentChange orsubsection
(a) to read: "Make lights (2)
aof visual
otherlightsauthorized
was FMmade."
Broadcast Stations
atthatleastallobservation
once
3.252— Frequency monitor— j
24 the
hourstowerto insure
lightsevery
are Section
Change
the
sentence
to reac
functioning
required."opera- "The licensee first
of each
FM broadca:
Section 3.66—properly
Remote as control
station
shallor have
in authorized
operation
at trj
transmitter
at
the
remotj
control point
an approved
frequenc
Add "Section
a new section,
Sectioncontrol
3.66, toof monitor
independent
of
the
frequencl
read:
3.66.
Remote
operation
— The totransmitter
of each
broadcast
the extent that
such control of the transmitter."
tion— station
Section 3.253 — Modulation monitor — j
station tional
is operation
authorized
for omnidirecwith
power
of
10
kw "The
Change
the first
sentence
to reai
licensee
of each
FM broadca
or lessthemay,Commission,
upon priorbe authorization
from
operated by station
shallorhave
in authorized
operation
at tl
transmitter
at
the
remo
remote control.
An
application
for
aucontrol point an approved modulatic
ation to operate
bypartremote
control may beplicatthoiroiznmade
as
a
of
an
apfor construction
license, or modification
thereof.permit
For theor Section 3.257 — Changes in equipmef
purpose
section,
remote
control monitor."
and
systemto— ■subsection (b
Add antenna
the following
is definedmit eofr by asathis
the
operation
of
a
licensed from
operatorwhich
fromtransan "(8) Change in the authorized tran:
operating
position
the
transmitter is not directly accessible to mitter remote control point."
but isator.under
oper- Section 3.265 — Operator requirements
Authoritythefor control
operationof bytheremote
control
shall
be
subject
to
the
followChange
first sentence
read: at"Oifir;tl
orclass
more
licensed
radiotelephone
ing conditions
applications
for such
operators
shall
be onto duty
authority
shallandtheclearly
indicate
where
thewith
transmitter
apparati
means
whereby
conditions
will thebe ofplace
each
station
a
transmitter
met:
output
in excess
of 10thereof
kw iswhenev
locpow
and
in
actual
charge
"(1) The ingequipment
at
the
operatand
transmitting
position
shall be and
on premises
underof the
Add
newso subsection
Secti 6I
is being
operated."
control
the it3.265
toa coincide
with the(b)newto subse
licensee
at allsupervision
timestoandpersons
shall
tionAdd(c) a proposed
above
to
Section
3.16
not
be
accessible
new subsection (c) to Sectici
other than the licensee or his 3.265 to coincide
with the new subseel
tion
(d)
proposed
above
to
Section
3.161|
"(2) agents.
The control circuits from the
Section 3.270— Inspection of tower ligh
operatingmit er shposition
to positive
the trans-on
and
associated
control
equipment
— I
a
l
provide
and off
control
and shallshortbe a Change
(a) to read:observ.l
"Malel
visual
orsubsection
other lights
authorized
such
thatgrounds
open circuits,
tion
of
the
tower
at
least
one
circuits,
or
other
line
faults will not actuate the every 24 hours to insure that all ligh;< ]
functioning properly as required!
transmitter
anycontrol
fault causing loss of andsuch
will are
Section 3.274 — Remote control operj
automatically
place
the
transdition.
mit er in an inoperative conAdd thea newnewSection
3.2743.66to propose
coincicPa
with
"(3) Controlmentand
monitoring
equipabovestations.
with regardSection
to remote
control
shall
be
installed
so
as
AM
tothe allow
the control
operatorpoint
either atat
remote
tion
— 3.281—
Section
Logsthe
transmitter
performor all
Change
(2) to rea
of the
functionsto required
by "The
time subsection
the daily (c)visual
oth
the
Commission's
Rules
and
observation
of theor towe
Standards to be performed by authorized
operatorsmit er ionn thedutyabsence
at the oftransre- lights was made."
control." Requirements — Section 3.552 — Frequency monitorSection 3.165 —moteOperator
first sentence of subsectio
(a) to read:
"(a) (a)Change
TheChange
licenseesubsection
of each station
shall have
to read: "The
licensee of each norst;
a licensed operator or operators of the commercial
licensed educational
for transmitterbroadcast
power ou
grade specified by the Commission on tion
put
above
10
watts
shall have
duty during
alltransmitter
periods of atactual
operation at the
transmitter
orpoint
at intheopea\
a
t
i
o
n
o
f
the
the
place
thorized
remote
control
where the transmitting equipment is quency monitor independent of thea fr<fr<
located, or at the authorized remote
of the transmitter
Section control
3.553— Modulation
monitor "
control
Add a point."
new subsection (c), to Section quency
Change first sentence of subsectio
3.165 tobroadcast
read: "(c)station
The totransmitter
each
the extentof commercial
(a)
to
read:
"The
licensee
of
noi
educational
FM each
broadca
that such station
isoperation
authorized
for omnistation licensed
for transmitter
pow
directional
with
power
of
10
output
above
10
watts
shall
have
kw or less may be operated by an operation at the transmitter or at tl
operator with a restricted or other ra- authorized remote control point a mo
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bia reported a decrease.
Registration Up 5.8%
California had the most vehicles
registered, 4,926,543; New York
In 1951 Over 1950
AUTO TOTALS
was second with 3,931,559 and
AUTO registrations in the United States totaled 42,682,591 in 1951, an Pennsylvania third with 3,189,198.
Operators of motor vehicles paid
increase of 5.8% over the 40,333,591 registered in 1950, according to the total
state taxes of $1,803,802,000
Bureau of Public Roads, Dept. of Commerce. Number of trucks registered
was 9,000,913, an increase of 4.6% over the year before.
on
38,304,398,000
gallonsan ofincrease
motor
fuel consumed in 1951,
With the percentage of radio *
equipped passenger automobiles of all registered motor vehicles are in consumption of 7.2%. Average
state tax was 4.74 cents per gallon.
and trucks increasing every year, equipped with radios.
automobile registration has become
Total motor vehicle registration
Florida, Nevada and South Caroan important factor in the broadlina reported increases of more in 1951 by states (including trucks,
casting audience. Researchers have than 11% in total vehicles regis- follows:
buses
and publicly owned vehicles)
estimated that between 50 and 60%
tered. Only the District of Columcentage
Total
Total
Total
centage
Total
1950
State
Increase
State
Increase
Registrations
Registrations
Registrations
Registrations
Alabama
172,339
1951
Hampshire
6.5 New Jersey
Arizona
730,101
180,162
685,812
270,799
293,833
258,838
1,579,181
499,642
Arkansas
237,741
Per-4.7 New
Mexico
477,265
1,685,304
California
York
6.6
4,926,543
3,735,113
599,613
8.5
4,620,078
Colorado
3,931,559
564,210
North
6.36.7 New
Per1,056,309
764,241
276,027
Connecticut
North Carolina
Dakota
1,129,454
715,935
283,809
Delaware
7.8
116,750
108,272
Ohio
831,368
2,940,388
2,795,073
Florida
11.3
984,838
Oregon
Oklahoma
865,530
1,096,065
Georgia
969,167
689,447
5.2
897,518
Idaho
281,372
691,397
272,362
3.3 Pennsylvania
250,869
Illinois
3,009,820
3,189,198
2,789,546
261,024
8.0
Rhode
Island
578,802
2,650,968
Indiana
4.7
5.4
South
Carolina
1,513,025
1,434,885
648,297
Iowa
4.7 Tennessee
2.6
290,080
South
Dakota
1,100,191
298,412
1,072,290
Kansas
893,932
858,111
853,462
Kentucky
905,298
820,339
783,724
Texas
Louisiana
247,317
2,968,143
735,997
706,733
4.11.3 Utah
120,598
264,711
3,157,009
123,988
Maine
280,141
276,421
5.0
917,744
7.6
684,748
736,827
Maryland
924,220
984,276
Washington
4.2
969,783
Virginia
Massachusetts
5.2
1,346,520
Michigan
1,280,329
490,21 1
482,275
2,555,257
West Virginia
2,432,684
Minnesota
1,217,450
1,201,188
145,423
1,168,887
Mississippi
1,246,136
510,286
4.6
149,334
5.3 Wisconsin
484,374
Wyoming
194,958
Missouri
4.7
1,320,113
191,316
1,261,420
District of Columbil
Montana
277,031
264,892
11.6
Nebraska
6.8
569,497
608,484
49,161,691
Nevada
77,142
86,062
51,913,965
TV, 334 by magazines, and 240
by Innewspapers.
a pitch for CBS Radio in
RADIO'S POWER AND PULL
particular,
the filmisclaims
"the
bigger that
on CBS
Theme of CBS Radio's Sales Fill average audience
Radio," that "CBS Radio has more
A DOCUMENTARY film dramatiz- summer, next season will be bigger top programs — daytime or nighttime— than all other networks coming the power and pull of radio as
a sales medium was unveiled last thanThe last
year."on fall program orbined," that CBS Radio's cost is
report
week by CBS Radio, which reportfar wrapped up was given lowest
andanyhascommodity
stayed "lower
almost
you than
can
edly already has sold 89% as many by Mr.ders thusHausman.
told the New
quarter-hours for this fall as it York group that, He
name,"
and
that,
as
evidence
of
as
of
that
time,
had on the air last September.
CBS Radio had orders which, in their belief in the network, "adverinvest more dollars-to-buildTitled "More Than Meets the terms of daytime shows, represent sales ontisers CBS
Radio than on any
Eye"
as the
first 91%; of the number on the netbusinessandfilmdescribed
ever to tell
its story
work
last
September.
For
both
daythrough animated abstract art 89%. time and nighttime, the figure was other network."
[B»T,revealed
June 2],
presentationat
was
first the
in Hollywood
"More than Meets the Eye," proa Monday night showing for some
duced for CBS Radio by United
400 executives,
stars,
writers,
muProductions
of America and featursicians and newsmen, and was
ing the voice of newscaster Robert
shown
in
New
York
at
a
party
Trout,
is
designed
to show visually
Thursday.
power of sound as a medium. It
CBS Radio President Adrian the
emphasizes that with 105 million
Murphy,
who with
Vice
President
Louis Administrative
Hausman flew sets in 43 million homes and 23 million automobiles, "radio's coverage
Hollywood for the showing is greater
HIRTY winners have been selected to
the coverage of any
emphasized
impact on other massthanmedium"
om 100 applicants for the first there,
the buying
habitsradio's
of Americans.
and "goes
He asserted:
~ nlli /estinghouse-John
HopkinsGroupAwards
wherever
there
are people."
t electrical engineering.
will
Where
the
average
time
spent
"A few months ago, a general
igin a three-year work study pro- gloom pervaded the entire industry. per day with radio is 108 minutes,
The foremostvertisersnational
aduse WEVD andyearlocalafter
wl ""ram,
be inaugurated
by the
CBS Radio notes, the average with
Despite cost
radio'sperbroad
coverage
and
dustryfirston toa college
level, on June
23. lowest
year
to
reach
the
vast
TV
is
43
minutes,
with
newspapers
thousand people
Jewish Market
reached, many important advertis- 34, and with magazines 18. Further,
ers
were
experimenting
with a new the film notes: "More than 14 mil1i of Metropolitan
New York
Looking for Radio &
1. Top adult programming
medium, and pessimists felt that
lion people listen in the middle of
Television Technicians?
■ 2. Strong audience impact
radio was in a decline from which it the morning, 14 million in the
RCA
Institutes,
Inc.,
graduates
students
0 3.4.Inherent
would not recover.
atoperators
regularandintervals,
as technicians,
afternoon, 25 million at night. And
■
Potentiallistener
buying loyalty
power
aids.RadioOur
these totals are conservative — for
^
Send for a copy of
men
graduateLicense.
withlaboratory
a firston class
"Well, I'm happy to report . . . national
Telephone
Call
us
for
your
rating services regularly
a great renewal of interest in ratechnical personnel needs.
dio by advertisers, star performers, measure only about half of all raWrite to: PLACEMENT MANAGER
£
"WHO'S WHO ON WEVD"
and listeners. Most of the big star
Henry Greenfield, Managing Director
RCA INSTITUTES, MC
programs will be back on the
Radio
also
"reaches
prospects
at
ej^ WEVD 117-119 West 46th St.,
sets." cost" — 934 persons per
air next fall, and with the new the diolowest
^
New York 19
shows that are being developed this dollar by radio;
365 per dollar by
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broadcast
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r-re ;Standards
J. With Respect
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jafcS'l) Concerning AM Broadcast Stations
'"part 12— Construction, General Opera™ff
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ments —and Safety of Life Require| Changean Part
D (2)mustto beread:
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'md'Vhere
operator
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luring operation,
suitable facilities
for
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: sr^nd
rather than
their monitors,
complete
*,.Ljll^xts
tliexts behere,
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that
these
modified
to
provide
for
instal:ilrionitors
oulition of atfrequency
and point
modulation
the remote
when
^.transmitters are controlled remotely.
|2) Concerning FM Broadcast Stations
Se3'art 8 — Transmitters and associated
S ilffli equipment —
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Changean Part
D (2)
"(2)
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operator
mustto facilities
beread:
on duty
in3lHluring
operation,
suitable
for
is
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and
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shall
be
pros'Wided."
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18— to the location of
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These12,parts
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and modify
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rather
than
theirthat
complete
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here,
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these
'
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be
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provide
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of
frequency
and
modulation
lonitors at the remote point when
J -ansmitters are controlled remotely.

NEW CO-OP REGIONAL FORMED
BY EX-LBS AFFILIATES
NEW REGIONAL network comprising over
dozen stations in mid-Atlantic area, formerly
affiliates of Liberty network, scheduled to start
June 16, with one-month experimental news
service keyed from WOL Washington. Interested stations set cooperative project in
motion
two-day meeting concluded Friday
at WOL atstudios.
Basic experimental plan proposes 7 p.m. news
origination for three weeks out of WOL, including Sunday newscast by Joseph C. Harsch,
winner of duPont award. Fourth-week programs would come from Chicago during Republican convention. Telephone line extends from
Johnson City, Tenn., through North Carolina,
Virginia, District of Columbia, Pennsylvania
and into northern Ohio. WRFD Worthington,
Ohio, owned, like WOL, by Peoples Broadcasting Corp.
Herbert E. Evans, Peoples vice presidentgeneral manager, elected temporary chairman
at two-day meeting. Group discussed extension of service to two-hour basis.
ONE RADIO, THREE TV
SALES REPORTED BY ABC
FIRST WEEK of June provided renewed business activity for ABC, with one new radio sale
and three television renewals reported Friday
by Charles T. Ayres, radio network vice president, and John B. Lanigan, vice president for
TV sales.
TONI Co. (Toni Home Permanent, Tonette
and White Rain), Chicago, through TathamLaird, same city, purchased weekly hour on
radio with backing of Tuesday, Thursday halfhours of Break the Bank. Monday, Wednesday and Friday segments continue to be sponby Bristol-Myers through Doherty, Cliffordsored& Shenfield.
Three TV renewals involve Nash-Kelvinator
Corp., Detroit, which signed for 52 weeks of
Paul Whiteman TV Teen Club on Coast-toCoast network, effective June 7. Agency:
Geyer, Newell & Ganger, same city. C. H. Masland & Sons, Carlisle, Pa., renewed alternate
Friday sponsorship of ABC-TV's Tales of Tomorrow, effective July 4, with Jacques Kreisler Mfg. Corp., North Bergen, N. J., backing
remaining Fridays as of Aug. 15. Agency
for C. H. Masland is Anderson & Cairns, New
York, and for Jacques Kreisler, Hirshon-Garfield, also New York.
NEW NBC AFFILIATES
WTMC Ocala, Fla., and WIKC Bogalusa, La.,
to affiliate with NBC radio network. WTMC,
on 1290 kc with 1 kw, is owned by Ocala
Broadcasting Co. and managed by Thomas Gilchrist. WIKC, on 1490 kc with 250 w, is owned
by Enterprise Publishing Co. and managed by
Curt Sieglin.
Formerly affiliated with MBS, WTMC to be
replaced on Mutual by WLBE Leesburg, Fla.,
on 790 kc with 1 kw. Mrs. Eleanor Hunter is
station president, with T. Hoke McCallie as
general and commercial manager. WIKC, also
MBS affiliate, not being replaced by Mutual
after it joins NBC Aug. 8.
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BOY TROUBLE
WHITEOUT of NBC telecast of WalcottCharles fight just as decision was announced was due to small boy's desire to
"see better." Network officials reported
Friday that boy in audience climbed pole
from ingwhich
power for telecast
comand inadvertently
kicked awasswitch,
throwing network off air. By time
trouble was located and power restored
NBC had had to fill in with audio announcement of decision from its New
York studios. Boy was unhurt.
Business Briefly
(Continued from page 5)
cago (Zippy liquid starch), which recently
named Roberts, MacAvinche & Senne, same
city, to handle its advertising, begins proposed radio and TV schedule this week with
participations in Housewives Protective
League on WBBM Chicago. Agency handles
business for 18-state Midwest area, with divisions on each coast having their own agencies.
Henry Senne is account executive.
SERVEL NAMES AGENCY © Servel Inc.,
N. Y., has appointed Hicks & Greist, same city,
to handle advertising for its refrigerators,
water heaters and room air conditioners.
GOSPEL RENEWS • Gospel Broadcasting
Assn., Pasadena, Calif., renews The Old-Fashioned Revival Hour on ABC Radio, Sunday,
4-5 p.m. (EDT), for 52 weeks from June 22.
Agency, R. H. Alber Co., Los Angeles.
SEALY BUYS # Sealy Inc., Chicago (mattresses), through Olian Adv. Co., same city,
signed for Balance Your Budget, audience
participation show on CBS-TV, alternate Tuesdays, 10:30-11 p.m., effective Oct. 14.
ESSO ADDS TV CITY © Esso Standard Oil
Co., N. Y., through Marschalk & Pratt Co.,
that city, effective June 16 will add WFIL-TV
Philadelphia to its 15-minute five-a-week
telecasts of Your Esso Reporter, bringing total
television coverage to seven major cities.
RYBUTAL BUYS # Rybutal (vitamin compound) buys 15-min. program, nine times
weekly on five-station Metropolitan Network
starting June 9. Agency, Duane Jones Co. Inc.
CLERIC LAUDS NARTB
NARTB has done "big job" in "short
time"Theodore
by enforcing
its Television
Rev.
H. Eisner,
president ofCode,
National Religious Broadcasters Inc., wrote
Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.), chairman of
House subcommittee probing programs
(see probe story page 27). Rev. Eisner
is chairman of Radio Commission of National Assn. of Evangelicals and previously had protested code recommendation against sponsored religious programs (see code story page 5). He told
Chairman Harris association opposes
legislative action, believing more time
should be given TV industry to correct
offensive programming. He found "definite improvement" as result of inards. dustry's "sincere effort" to raise stand-

PEOPLE...
RICHARDS W. COTTON, assistant to presi
dent of Philco Corp., appointed director of NP/
Electronics Div., and also chairman of Elec
tronics Production Board, succeeding J. A
Milling who returns to RCA. Appointment ef
fective June 16.
FCC COMR. GEORGE STERLING electe.
to life membership in Eastern Assn. of Fir>
Chiefs, Reading, Pa. He long has been ae
tive volunteer fireman in home community
Peaks Islands, Me., near Portland.
WILLIAM DOTY EDOUARDE, sales repre
sentative for NBC-TV spot sales in Hollywooc
named TV spot sales manager for Wester;
Div.,in heading
spotto sales
ties
11 westernNBC-TV's
states. Prior
joiningactivi
net
work in May 1951, he was sales manager o
KFWB Hollywood, and before that serve
with Compton Adv. and Badger & Browning <!
Hersey, both New York.
F. STODDARD DRAKE, Compton Adv., N. Y
tocapacity.
Carl S. Brown Co., same city, in executiv
HELEN WHEELER, production assistant o
George F. Foley's
Dr. George
Shov
transcribed
series aired
on some Gallup
130 station:
promoted to production supervisor.
HENRY G. WENTHEN, production staff, Ber
ton & Bowles, N. Y., to Scheideler, Beck <
Werner, that city, in similar capacity.
RICHARD L. LINKROUN, CBS-TV produce
and director, to Geyer, Newell & Ganger, N. Y
as executive producer.
RONALD G. VAN TINE, Washington news
man, named assistant to George Sandefe:
radio-TV director of U. S. Chamber of Coir
merce.
JOHN H. L. TRAUTFELTER, vice president
treasurer of WFBR Baltimore, elected pres:
dent of Maryland Assn. of Certified Account
ants, first radio executive to hold this post.
WILLIAM C. KLEIN, member of sales stal
at WLS Chicago many years, joins WEN!
(ABC) Chicago radio spot and local sales.
HOWARD G. SAWYER, vice president fo
plans
and York
research,
Chirur;ap
Co., New
and James
Boston Thomas
ad agency,
pointed member of American Assn. of Ad
vertising
Research. Agencies Standing Committee o:
JOHN F. REEDER, account executive an
head of plans board of William H. Wein
traub & Co., N. Y., to Benton & Bowles, sam
city, as vice president and account supervisoi
STANLEY LUKE, director of industrial re
lations for International Telephone & Tele
graph
Corp. and
affiliated firms both here an<
abroad
dent of since
IT&T.1945, elected assistant vice presi
NEW TECHNIQUE
NEW experimental technique, combining movi
and TV methods, to be used on final prograr,
of RCA Victor Show, NBC-TV, Friday, 8 p.ir
EDT. TV cameras to shoot scenes of Ezi
Pinza on location several days in advance fo
transmission to Hollywood for filming and ed
iting.
Orchestra to play "live" during tele
cast, however.
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• A *InLarger
Market*
the lation
Kansas
Metropolitan
Area12 alone
there(Sales
has been
a popuincrease City
of 16,900
in the past
months.
Management
Survey of Buying Power estimate 1/1/51, 820,400 — SMSB pop. est
1/1/52, 837,300).
• A Richer Market*
*TypicaI
is the increase
in effective
income1 billion,
in the Kansas
City
Metropolitan
area, (SMSB
estimatebuying
for 1951,
433 million
dollars) — 150 million dollars more than 1950! Retail sales, too, are
up with
a total estimate for 1951 (SMSB) of over 1 billion, 73 million dollars.
• The
ENTIRE
Market*
♦Larger
and richer,
fact Kansas
is, that City
The Primary
KMBC-KFRM
Team delivers
the the
entireimportant
rectangular
Trade
Area, as established by the Chamber of Commerce of Kansas City
and including
all
of
Kansas,
western
Missouri
and
adjoining
segments of Iowa, Nebraska, Colorado, Oklahoma and Texas.
**Call KMBC-KFRM, Kansas City, or your nearest Free & Peters Colonel. Get
prompt, efficient delivery of this year's larger and richer Heart of America.
IELL THE WHOLE HEART OF AMERICA WHOLEHEARTEDLY, WITH

OWNED

AND

CBS RADIO FOR THE HEART OF AMERICA
OPERATED
BY MIDLAND
BROADCASTING

COMPANY

"Why, they're listening to the radio!"
There are 690,140 radio sets within 60 miles of Louisville, making
a whopping big average of 2.2 sets per home!
But each of these 313,700 homes averages only 1.64 regularly
received newspapers, and only .48 TV sets!
That's one more reason why WAVE radio can deliver 1000 impressions
for only 37 <t! Get all the facts from Free & Peters!

Facts
from scientific, authoritative surrey ^A^k^V Jt^^ MKFVM
made above
by Dr.are Raymond
A. Kemper (head of the
^K^^L ^H^v
I
Psychological Services Center, University of Louisville) ^I^^^^^V
^ff^nEi^W ^K^^k
^^BF ^fl
in WAVE area, July, 1951.
W
MM
5000

WATTS

•

NBC

•

LOUISVILLE

Free & Peters, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
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Like
with

beer

goes

pretzels

Reports April
itworks Sales
That's how low-cost results go with W-I-T-H in Baltimore! And how the
local merchants do know it! W-I-T-H regularly carries the advertising of twice as
many of them as any other station in town.
Here's why: W-I-T-H delivers mors listeners-per-dollar than any other
radio or TV station in Baltimore. And this BIG audience, at such LOW rates,
produces low-cost results!
W-I-T-H can do it for you too. Get in on this natural combination — lowcost, resultful advertising and W-I-T-H. Your Forjoe man will give you all
the details.
BALTIMORE

year

in

W-l-T
TOM TINSLEY, PRESIDENT • REPRESENTED BY FORJOE AND COMPANY

OCalls

mode

'OPERATION
GROCER

IS

Ik in the way it combines
powerful radio, grocer-group newspaper,
and point-of-purchase activity!
in the way it focuses all three
of these at a specific time, in behalf of your
product!
in the way your product benefits
from this concentrated advertising-merchandising plan, week after week after
week.
There's a complete brochure waiting with your name on it the minute you call
or wire (don't wait to write). A WLS salesman or a John Blair man is ready to explain how
easily and economically you can profit from the advertising-merchandising plan that
was fully tested and proved all through the summer of 1951 — the advertising-merchandising
plan that is now ready . . . and right for your grocery-sold product. Call today about
"OPE

RATION GROCER"
originated by the radio station that gave you FEATURE FOODS- Dinner Bell Time- SCHOOL TIME
-and the one and only NATIONAL BARN DANCE1230 WEST WASHINGTON BOULEVARD
890 KILOCYCLES, 50,000 WATTS, ABC NETWORK — REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR

CHICAGO 7
& COMPANY

Some
to

our

public

answers

mail:

CJS What advantages will I get from the use of
NIELSEN COVERAGE SERVICE?
ft I NCS will give you extensive, up-to-date data on the
geographic spread of your station area, the size of
your audience, the depth of your coverage, frequency of listening, the characteristics of your listeners, area marketing information.

CJ I If the network with which I'm affiliated subscribes,
although I don't, am I entitled to use NCS data for
promotional purposes?
a* No. Such use is not permissible.

CJ* Since I operate only until sundown, my rate card
includes evening rates. Must this be included in the
calculation of NCS price?
CJ* What data can I get on my competition?
a* Your competitive standing against other stations
locally, and against stations coming in from "out-

a* No. In such cases, price is based on your daytime
rate only and there is a special minimum for such
stations.

side."
CJ* What's the next step?
CJ* Can my total station audience be broken down by
TV and non-TV homes?
a J Yes. Subscribers to the Comprehensive Report can
have it broken down this way, area by area. Subscribers tothe Basic Report will be able to classify
their audiences as being in TV or non-TV counties.

a I Send in your order now, qualify for the pre-publication discounts, and get the most thorough, accurate measurement of audiences at your command:
NIELSEN
COVERAGE
SERVICE
A Service of A. C. Nielsen Company
World's Largest Marketing Research Organization
500 Fifth Avenue, New York 36, N. Y.
2101 Howard Street, Chicago 45, 111.

rcuiuoij u, u™^^^
ui oaimaij duu
issues puonsneu1933,
Numbers 53rd and b4tnmatter
■i pverv Mondav with Yearbook Entered
at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3,
March 14,
as second class
BuSg W^ton 4 D C

WGAL
LANCASTER,

PENNSYLVANIA

AM

T

V

years

of public

service

WGAL — one of the pioneer stations in the nation —
FM

grew rapidly into a community public service bulwark.
After World War II, FM was added to its facilities.
And, in 1949, WGAL brought the thrill of television
to its viewers.
WGAL, in the future as in the past, is pledged to operate
in the best interests of its listeners and viewers. It is
pledged to present the best in entertainment; bring
news and sports as they happen; place public service
first and always.
WGAL, one of America's complete broadcasting services, will keep faith with its thirty years' heritage.
A Steinman Station
Clair McCollough, Pres.
Represented by
ROBERT Chicago
MEEKER, Associates
San Francisco
Los Angeles-
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CLOSED

CIRCUIT

1 HOW MUCH has ABC-United Paramount
merger proceedings cost ABC radio and TV
networks in potential business losses? Educated guess by one key official: $10 million
worth of business which would have gone networks' wayultimately
if it had not
uncertainty
as to what
wouldbeenbe fordecided.
WHO COMPLAINED to White House about
McFarland Bill (S 658) to revamp FCC proedures ? That's question stumping Chmn. Paul
A. Walker. Last Thursday he asked FCC mem>ers individually and collectively about purported complaint which resulted in White House
request to withdraw bill from calendar only
to have it returned for consideration tomorrow
(Tuesday). Answers were all negative (see
J story page 29).
ON RATE front, there's all sorts of speculawhat'sofupcoming.
There's talkOneof
radicaltion about
revision
network operations.
suggestion is that networks discontinue regI ular service after 6 p.m., permitting affiliates
to make own arrangements on lines and service
after that hour (see story page 23).
j ALTHOUGH
FCC last week
unanimously
rescinded its "blacklisting"
action
wherein several important stations were placed on temporary renewal, FCC legal staff is still moping.
Effort to have FCC approve statements, notaI bly answering editorial (FCC Black Magic) in
June 9 issue of B»T proved futile.
BING CROSBY, seeking means of diversifying
his holdings (he now heads Bing Crosby Enterprises Inc.), has joined with Kenyon Brown,
owner of KWFT Wichita Falls, in acquisition
of 80% of Westex Boot Co., makers of fancy
cowboy boots. It's understood Crosby-Brown
combination contemplates TV station enter| prises in West, with application for VHF
Channel 8 at Monterey, Calif., already in works.
THAT INDEPENDENT theatre television interests intend going all out in applications for
July It1 filing
deadline wasthatindi-in
i■TV
catedprior
last toweek.
was ascertained
one Washington law office alone, dozen such
applications are being readied for filing.
SINDLINGER & Co., of Radox fame, has been
commissioned by United Paramount Theatres
Inc. (wholly apart from projected merger with
ABC now awaiting FCC decision) to tackle
| most comprehensive survey of concentrated
| metropolitan area ever undertaken. Area is
within Philadelphia involving one million peoj pie
and is first
of 40-market
made
on overall
listening,
looking,study
motionto bepicture,
and reading habits. Study now in fifth week
I of 14-week project, already has resulted in
| preliminaryvertising wconclusion
station
adil do more tothatboostradio
motion
picture
[ box office than any other medium. Conclusion
j} ismotion
that picture
judiciouspatronage.
use of radio can increase
ADVANCE MEETING of CBS affiliates group
which arranged July 1-2 conference with CBS
on network crisis, meets today (Monday) in
Detroit to discuss preliminary planning. Group
(Continued on page 6)
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P&G RENEWS SIX
SHOWS ON NBC
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co. has renewed six
NBC five-a-week daytime programs for another
year, representing annual gross billings of
$5,649,332 and bringing amount of new and
renewed sponsorships on NBC radio network
since Jan. 1 of this year to annual gross billings total of $24,361,290, John K. Herbert,
NBC vice president in charge of radio network
sales, announced Friday. Of total, $5,067,701
represents
new business and $19,293,589 renewals, he said.
Programs renewed by P&G, all effective
June
30, Life
are: Can
Welcome
Travelers
a.m.) and
Be Beautiful,
Road(10-10:30
of Life,
Pepper Young's Family, Right To Happiness,
Backstage Wife (3-4:15 p.m.), all broadcast
Monday through Friday. With Young Dr.
Malone and Brighter Day, which starts June
23 for this company (Mon.-Fri., 9:30-10 a.m.),
P&G has eight
on NBCof $7,326,000.
radio, representing annualprograms
gross billings
P&G renewals, on heels of company's new
program
purchases,
are "heartening
evidence
of the ability
of network
radiq to attract
the
wise advertiser," Mr. Herbert said. "We of the
NBC radio network are happy that the nation's largest advertiser is leading the way
in utilizing radio's mass-coverage-at-low-cost
effectiveness."
FCC REBROADCAST ORDER
CHALLENGED BY CBS
FCC's "legalized larceny" order aimed at program property rights should be postponed to
give networks and stations chance to be heard,
CBS stated in brief filed with FCC late Friday.
Order handed down last month [B»T, May 19]
will increase FCC workload, it was stated
(early story page 49).
CBS contends order, which makes stations
justify refusal to permit rebroadcasts, amounts
to legislation and contends Commission cannot
issue rule that supersedes explicit Congressional language merely on ground broadcast
business is different today than when law was
Conflict with Federal Reports Act cited by
passed.
CBS, which added that competitors are free
to make indiscriminate and nuisance requests.
Requesting party not required to fill out
similar reports, CBS notes, asking FCC to
omit any reference in rule that places license
in jeopardy.
TOM C. GOOCH DIES
TOM C. GOOCH, 72, chairman of board,
KRLD-AM-FM-TV Dallas, and publisher of
Dallas Times Herald, died at 6:45 a.m. Friday
at his Dallas home after illness of 10 weeks.
Mr. Gooch spent half-century helping build
Dallas and for over 30 years had waged fight
in Southwest for better journalism. He had
national reputation as vigorous, fair and
progressive
editor inandBonham,
publisher.Texas, Jan. 25,
He was born
1880, son of Harold and Mattie R. Gooch. His
great grandmother, Mrs. Mabel Gilbert, was
first white woman to arrive in Dallas soon
after establishment of Republic of Texas. He
was Episcopalian and 32d degree Mason. His
wife, Mrs. Lula Flateau Gooch, survives.

BUSINESS BRIEFLY
RAILWAY COMMENTARY © Chesapeake &
Ohio Railway Co., Cleveland, through Robert
Conahay & Assoc., N. Y., planning 15-minute
commentary program to be placed locally in
cities where railway runs, starting July 2 for
13 weeks. Program will be taped by agency in
New York and sent to stations.
FILMS FOR SINGER 6 Singer Sewing Machine Co., N. Y., understood to be buying film
program weeks.
Four Stars
be inusedneighborhood
half-hour,
alternate
Price isto said
of $20,000.
Network
and
time
not
yet
mined. Young & Rubicam, N. Y., is agency.deterBABBITT BIDDING # Number of agencies
are bidding for $3 million Babbitt & Co.
(Bab-O) account,
fromJulyWilliam
Weintraub
& Co., N.resigning
Y., effective
1. DuaneH.
Jones & Co., as well as Harry B. Cohen Adv.,
are among those in running
SPOT FOR HOSIERY • Ring Clear hosiery,
Boston, through Arnold & Co., that city, buying spot radio announcement campaigns in
half-dozen major cities.
RADIO FOR STARCHES ® Hilton & Riggio, N. Y., has recommended spot radio in
half-dozen markets for Hood Chemical Co.'s
starches. Decision expected in fortnight.
ALLEN ON TV % Lennen & Mitchell, N. Y.,
understood to be actively interested in placing
new Fred Allen panel show on NBC-TV for
its clients, Lehn & Fink.
RTDG CONTRACT
WITH NETWORKS
THREATENED STRIKE by New York local
of Radio & Television Directors Guild (AFL)
was averted when union membership meetapprovedCBS,
termsDuMont
of 22-month
contract
with
ABC,ingNBC,
and Mutual
covering
radio and TV directors, associate directors and
floor managers, union announced Friday. Union authorized its negotiating committee to
finalize
settlementfor"iffreesatisfactory
can be concluded
lance TV contracts
directors
and for network staff personnel in Hollywood,
Chicago, Cleveland and Pittsburgh," union reNew network contracts provide wage inported.
creases of 14% to 21%, with new minimums
of $90 for AM local director, $115 for AM
associate director, $165 for AM network director, $150 for TV local director, $120 for TV
associate directors and floor managers, $175
for TV network directors, .subject to WSB
Pact also provides for eight-hour work day
approval.
for
associate TV directors and floor managers, two consecutive days off for AM local
directors and both AM and TV network associate directors and floor managers, national
guild shop, specific job definitions, military
and
leaves, removal
of "kick-back"
clausematernity
for TV directors,
improved
credits for
TV director, banning of per diem employment,
penalty time provisions distinguished from
overtime and improved lunch hour conditions,
union said.
for more AT DEADLINE turn page ^
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NARTSR STANDARDIZES
TV IDENTIFICATION
TO SPEED standardization of TV station
identification requirements, NARTSR Thursday asked stations for rapid acceptance of
four points agreed on by NARTSR TV committee and New York agency group and approved by NARTSR board. Points are:
"1. Trade
of ID ofsegment
— It was
agreed
that name
for purposes
standardization
and definition of spot as specific segment of
time these spots would be identified by agencies,
as well as stations, as 10-seconds even though
actual commercial and station ID portion totalled only 8-seconds.
"2. Position of station ID audio — It was
agreed that position of audio portion of station identification would follow audio portion of
commercial.
"3. Position of station ID on screen: Agencies agreed to utilize three-quarters of screen
area, leaving upper right quarter of screen
area for station identification.
"4. Timing: Actual timing would be:
iy2 seconds (36 frames) — Open
6 seconds — commercial audio
2 seconds — Station identification audio
Y2 second (12 frames) — Close"
WWXL SOLD
PURCHASE of WWXL Peoria, 111., for $17,050 was announced Friday by Hugh R. Norman, manager-owner of KSTT Davenport,
Iowa, and Walter Kean, Riverside, 111., consulting engineer. New owners made $17,050 bid
for property after bankruptcy court turned
down $11,000 bid made last April by Cecil W.
Roberts, president of KREI Farmington, Mo.
WWXL has been silent since early this year.
It holds license for 1590 kc with 1 kw daytime.
It is owned by Central Illinois Radio Corp.
FLYNN PROMOTED BY CBS
HENRY FLYNN, assistant sales manager,
promoted to eastern sales manager of CBS
Radio Spot Sales. With CBS since 1939, except for war service in Navy, Mr. Flynn has
served as network salesman in Los Angeles,
as manager of Los Angeles office of CBS Radio Sales, moved to New York in 1949 and
has been assistant sales manager of CBS Radio Spot Sales since last October.
WFRO SEEKS CHANNEL
SECOND petition for rule making to add TV
channel to town with no assigned channels
under FCC Sixth Report [B*T, April 14], expected to be filed today (Monday). WFROAM-FM Fremont, Ohio, will request that UHF
Channel 59 be assigned there. Originally, UHF
Ch. 59 was assigned to Sandusky, Ohio, but
under Sixth Report that city got Ch. 42 instead.
First petition to allocate channel under provision of 15-mile rule came from Dr. Forbes
Farms Inc. [B*T, June 9]. WFRO attorney is
Abe L. Stein, Washington.
WVOP NOW MUTUAL
WVOP Vidalia, Ga., joined MBS, with affiliation effective June 15, General Manager Howard C. Gilreath announced Friday. Station,
on 1450 kc with 250 w, was formerly affiliated
with LBS until that network ceased operations.
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In this Issue—
What's the future of network radio? A
special Broadcasting • Telecasting
analysis shows how the present radio
network crisis developed and how
management hopes to pull the patients
through. Page 23.
New radio survey in Louisville shows
that despite great gains of television
radio is bigger than ever. In past year
radio set ownership has increased by
.56 sets-per-family. People are listenreach.ing to radio
Page avidly
26. in places TV can't
Five court actions filed in challenge of
FCC's
Sixth Report
Order, each
liftingof
the television
freeze.andThough
the suits attacks only those portions of
the report pertaining to their own
areas, some of the legal arguments advanced seem to have a bearing on allocations elsewhere. Page 73.
If it keeps on with its present system of
selling, television may price itself out
of the toadvertiser's
reach. Maybe
ought
revise its techniques
to sellit
time as magazines sell space. These
are thoughts of a leading advertiser,
expressed to the Advertising Federation of America. Page 74. For other
news of AFA convention see Page 30.
Five national advertisers drop fall television network programs and will
reallocate the budgets to radio and
television spot campaigns. Page 25.
NARTB radio and television boards plan
vigorous campaign against growing
trend toward censorship of bi-oadcast28. political season, teleIn ing.this Page
feverish
vision isalternately blasted and blessed
by politicians
and political
tors. Both radio
and TV commentawill play
bigger roles in this Presidential year
than broadcasting ever played before.
Page 29. Bill to rewrite the ComMcFarland
munications Act is yanked from the
House calendar and then replaced,
amid rumors that the FCC elements
which oppose the measure had put
pressure on the White House to stall off
a House vote. Page 29.
CBS asks FCC to sever the proposed
merger of ABC and United Paramount
Theatres from over-all Paramount
hearing and approve CBS acquisition
of WBKB (TV) Chicago, owned by
United
Balaban severance
& Katz.
DuMont,Paramount's
however, opposes
of the case from the Paramount hearing. Page 73.
Britain takes first step toward introductiontion ofto the
commercial
television competiBBC monopoly.
Page 44.
Upcoming
June 16-18: National Assn. Radio Farm
Directors, Raleigh Hotel, Washington.
June 1*-19: National Advertising Agency
Network, Skytop Lodge, Skytop, Pa.
June 19-20:casters,North
Carolina Assn. of BroadThe Carolinian,
Nags
(Other Upcomings pags Head,
97) N. C.

Closed
(Continued onCircuit
page 5)
of nine also will meet June 30 in New Yor
with CBS Radio Affiliates Advisory Board pre
paratory
tha
registrationto two-day
fee will sessions.
be chargedIt's tolikely
conforr
with possible legal requirements, this bein
considered on advice of counsel.
EXPECT government to withhold plans to re
lax controls on construction. Steel strike ha
NPA officials worried, with some feeling tha
controls may have to be tightened temporarily
not relaxed. Although withholding of sched
uled easements will only affect general cori
struction, radio-TV project approvals last wee
(see story on page 59) may be revised alsc
HIGH NETWORK brass has been trekking t
Washington during past fortnight because o
complications
over FCC's
Section 315, governing
equal interpretation
time for politicao
candidates for public office. Fortnight age
CBS Acting President Joseph H. Ream con
ferred in Washington over Taft-Kefauver pro
test against Eisenhower appearances, demand
ing equal time, and last week NBC Presiden
Joseph H. McConnell was in town for sam<
purpose and during course of visit, saw Sen
Taft, as well as FCC officials.
WISECRACK of week: When Joseph H. Mc
Connell, NBC president, and F. M. Russell
NBC Washington vice president, called upo
Sen. Taft last Monday to discuss with hin
class of time to offset Eisenhower Kansas cov
erage, Mr. Russell commented NBC could no
guarantee to give him a Kansas rainstorm
Quipped Taft: "We'll waive that."
ADDITIONAL APPLICATIONS
EIGHT new and amended television statioi
applications filed Friday at FCC. One reques
for channel change for existing station wa
also filed (see early story page 75). TV appli
cations since April 14 total 84. Submitted t
FCC Friday were these requests:
KLZ above
Denver,average
Ch. 7, terrain
ERP 72.5928 kwft., visual,
antenn
height
cost kw$440,000.
WHOO
Orlando,
Fla.,
Ch.
9,
ERP
277
visua
antenna height 484 ft., cost $324,415.
Empire
Coil 263Co.,kwTampa-St.
Petersburg,
Fla.,462UH1ft
Ch.
38,
ERP
visual,
antenna
height
cost
(TV) $391,700.
Cleveland.)(Empire Coil Co. is licensee of WXEI
WBOK
New Orleans,
ERP 75.2 kv
visual, antenna
height 419UHFft., Ch.
cost 26,$285,894.
WWL height
New 710
Orleans,
4, ERP 100 kw visual, an
tenna
ft., costCh. $545,539.
WDAYheight
Fargo,460 N.ft.,D.,costCh.$344,000.
6, ERP 65 kw visual, an
tenna
WNOW height
York, 473Pa., ft.,UHFcostCh.$176,500.
49, ERP 95.8 kw visual
antenna
WAIM
Anderson,
S.
C,
UHF
Ch. $401,444.
58, ERP 200 kv
visual, antenna height 378 ft., cost
WCPO-TVheightCincinnati,
316 kw $206,1
visu
antenna
665 ft., Ch.cost9, ERP
of change
(changeReport
from &Ch.Order,
7 withB.T,ERP April
24 kw,14).required unde
Sixth
Meanwhile, Oklahoma City Oklahoman anc
licensee of WKY-TV Oklahoma City, Okla
Friday
announced
for Wichita,
Kan. intention to file for Ch. 1(
MAGAZINE ADS UP
MAGAZINE advertising in May up 14.7f
over last May — $54,747,430 this May to $47
728,383 for May of 1951, Magazine Advertising
Bureau reported Friday. Cumulative January
May dollar volume of magazine ads up 11.4C
this year over last. MAB also reported Sun
day
Art
five newspaper
months of supplement
this year addownvolume
11.3%for froi}
same period of 1951.
for more AT DEADLINE see page 106 |
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mmSBBI
- TV
* WDAF
WDAF
THE MID-WESTERN STATIONS KEYED TO COMMUNITY SERVICE
Owned and Operated by The Kansas City Star Company
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Indiana's
50,000

First and ONLY
WATT

STATION

► Wl BC's 50,000 watt coverage offers
you friendly contact with 1,077,356
radio families in Indianapolis and
the surrounding 70 county area.

> WIBC consistently outpulls all
other Indianapolis stations. More
advertisers use WIBC exclusively
than all other Indianapolis network
stations combined. That's due to intelligent programming and high rated
shows with loyal followers.

► WIBC's rates are on the same
general level as other local stations,
and definitely the lowest of any 50,000
watt station in this area.

^ Only on WIBC do you get these three big advantages. Call or see your John Blair representative.
Buy today . . . sell tomorrow!

WIBC

1070

KC

e Friendly Voice of Indiana
wi
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TO West Washington Street • Indianapolis 6, Indiana
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7,000

more

people

Every night the U.S.A. sits down to
dinner, there are 7,000 more people
reaching for the meat platter. This is
like adding a city about the size of
Providence, Rhode Island, every
month, or a state about the size of
Indiana every year.
With an average population gain
that large, every year's meat supply
has to be larger than that for the year
before — or everybody would have to
be satisfied with a smaller serving.

for dinner

tonight!

But nobody wants smaller portions.
Nearly everybody wants more meat.
That means we must grow more meat
animals on America's farms and
ranches. It means that the meat packing industry must be able to expand
its plants and facilities in pace with
the country's need for meat.
It means that production must be
encouraged. The best way to do this
is to let the economic laws of supply
and demand operate freely.

AMERICAN MEAT INSTITUTE
Headquarters, Chicago • Members throughout the U. S.
ROADCASTING
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BUY
ON

NEWS
ANY

IN THIS

OF

THESE

ELECTION
GREAT

YEAR

STATIONS

SPOT
WSB
WBAL
WBEN
WGAR

Memo from
ION
PETRV PROMOT

AH uOff ices
All Men - ^
n
FROM: Promotio

TOs

Spot Radio.

* CO., «C
EDWARD PETKY

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY

RADIO LIST
NBC
NBC
Atlanta
Baltimore
NBC
Buffalo
CBS
Cleveland
NBC
( Dallas I
ABC
/ Ft. Worth I
WJR
Detroit
CBS
ABC
KARM Fresno
NBC
Houston
KFOR
Lincoln
ABC
NBC
KARK Little Rock
NBC
*
A
A
F
Los
Angeles
KFI W
Minneapolis / NBC
Paul 1 NBC
KSTPKPRC- *St.
Nashville
WSM
WSMB New Orleans
ABC
WTAR
NBC
Norfolk
KOIL
Omaha
ABC
WIP
Philadelphia
MBS
KPHO
ABC
Phoenix
NBC
KGW
Portland, Ore.
ABC
WRNL Richmond
NBC
KOMO San Antonio
NBC
KTBS
Seattle
NBC
Shreveport
KGA
ABC
WMAS
Spokane
CBS
KVOO
NBC
Tulsa
Springfield
*
WOAI
KFH
Wichita
CBS
*Also represented as key
stations of the
TEXAS QUALITY NETWORK

BY

EDWARD
PETRY
&
CO.,
INC.
488 MADISON AVE., NEW YORK 22, N.Y. MU 8-0200
CHICAGO
* LOS ANGELES
• DETROIT
ST. LOUIS • SAN FRANCISCO
• DALLAS
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WILLIAM J. GRIFFING and NORMAN H. STROUSE elected
board of directors of J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y. JAMES
CLARKSON Jr., HERBERT G. DRAKE, HENRY C. L. JOHNSO
EDMUND C. RICE, EDWARD N. ROBINSON and HENRY M. JACI
SON, elected vice presidents.
EARL WENNERGREN appointed radio-TV director, MacGruder, Bak,
well, Kostka Inc., Denver.
ROLAND ISRAEL to Aitkin-Kynett Co., Phila., as account execute
WALTER M. SWERTFAGER, vice president, director and member
plans board, Lennen & Mitchell, N. Y., named chairman of executi
committee of Lennen & Newell, same city [B»T, June 2].
SCHULTZ & ASSOC. Adv., Portland, changes to SCHULTZ & BAILI
Co., headquartered at 1217 Southwest 19th St. THOMAS N. BAILE
KPOJ Portland, purchased interest in agency which was owned by ERN
SCHULTZ.
RUTH BURKE SAMMIS, copy director, American Home magazine,
Grant Adv., N. Y. as publicity coordinator for Silex Co. account.

on all accounts

HIATUS
in the

"pays dividends
TOLEDO
area

Why do national sponsors take a Vacation from SALES?
Local sponsors for years have financed trips to Florida by
snapping up your "HIATUS TIME" because they know that
listening and sales pick up in the WSPD area during the
summer months. Toledo is the heart of the Lake Erie Vacationland — all summer long transient dollars pour into local
coffers. In Southern Michigan with its hundreds of lakes and
thousands of vacationists — the blanketing Voice Of Radio
is WSPD. This summer be wise — capitalize on WSPD's coverage inVacationland . . . sell the pleasure spender the "Speedy
Way" byWSPD.
keeping your "HIATUS TIME" on Ohio's Pioneer
Station

Storer Broadcasting Company
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Represented Nationally
by KATZ

part of his assignment was to he
Corp.,, New
York,
nt ofis on the legal aspects of Preside
preside
IN STONE
MARTKagran
speeches and messag
s one
perhaptinguished
of
most
disthe
men in the industry, Roosevelt's
1946, upon
his releaseto fr<N
and one to whom distinctions have theIn Navy,
he returned
come with a frequency rivaled only York to become
a partner in t
law firm of Cohen, Bingham
l
by thetion,awards
to his theorigina
Author Meets
Critics.crea- Stone. Meanwhile, Author Me
Mr. Stone, a young man in his the Critics had moved to WQ5
mid-thirties, and a muscular six New
York, and by 1947 had 1
feet, two inches, was graduated come a network show (NBC).
It was at that time that R
from St. Stephens College, Columbia U., a Phi Beta Kappa and Stone took leave of absence frc
Sig Cum Laude. He
his
lawhasfirmpersist
was canansoccerAll-Ameritowhich
the present
day
player in
1935.
Turning down the
successes
have
his
radio more
and r
minated
prospect of a Rhodes
more
of
his
time a
Scholarship, triculheated at Yale
maenergies.
Law School, where
Author was tak
over
he captured
ships his firstscholarthree
Foods(Sunday,
inbya TVGene
sion
8 p.v«
years. Upon graduNBC
-TV).
Seve
a
t
i
n
g
,
h
e
was
selected to serve as law
months later ]V
secretary to Chief
Stone sold progra
anotl
television
Justiceman Irving
Lehof the New
Americana,
to
Fi
York Supreme
stone Tire & Rubl
Court.
Co. end
(NBC-TV),
Mr. STONE
It was while in
the
of the sailfc
Albany with Chief
year,
he and B,
Justice Lehman that
Smith
began
he first conceived Author Meets the fabulous Howdy Doody associatith
Critics. The program later moved on NBC-TV.
By the following year, ]\
to New York. Its creator meanwhile moved to Washington in
properties also inclui
1942 to become a legal aide to Stone's
Gulf
Road Show on televisi
Secretary of State Edward R. Room U16
on radio, and Somethi
Ought
To BetoDone,
also onandrai
Stettinius,istratiworking
on the
on of lend lease.
Thatadminyear In
addition
his radio
(Continued on page 95)
he enlisted in the Navy, where
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beat
#51
GUY S. WARREN Jr., account executive, D. P. Brother & Co., Detroit,
elected vice president in charge of general creative groups.
KENNETH HARRIS, radio-TV staff, W. B. Doner Co., Chicago, to Earle
Bal Ludgin & Co., same city, in merchandising department.
EARL LINES, W. W. Garrison Co., Chicago, to Casler, Hempstead & He
ford, that city, as vice president-account executive.
JOHN motL.ed to assistant
LANGHEIM,
Guenther, Brown & Berne, Cincinnati, protreasurer.
ilLR. J. T. DANIELS and HARRY HILL announce formation of DANIELS &
tlLE} HILL Adv., Denver. Office is at 204 Enterprise Bldg.
ERX(V
AUDREY GILL, space and radio writer, Benton & Bowles, N. Y., to
WNHC-AM-TV New Haven, Conn., as publicity director. She succeeds
line, JOSEPH ROBINSON, appointed head of station's new merchandising
t. | division.
PAUL B. PHILLIPS, radio-TV director, Aitkin-Kynett Co., Phila.,
elected a director of board of governors of Television Assn., that city.
WALTER R. STONE, copy chief, Peterson & Kemper, N. Y., to copy
| staff, Morey,
& Johnstone,
BAXTER, FRED
Remington Rand,Humm
to latter
agency asthatcopycity.andOSMOND
contact T.executive.
; LIDA and CHANDLER MESSIMER to MH & J as production manager
in Rockefeller Center office and sales promotion writer, respectively.
J CLYDE D. CARDER, community relations staff, General Electric Co.,
and WILLIAM J. STEVENSON to public relations staff, Lewis & Gil.".J, man, Phila.
\J JAMES H. GILMOUR, director of personnel, Nestle Co., N. Y., to DancerFitzgerald-Sample,
that city, as assistant to president in charge of perand office management.
hamIj'I sonnel
Jfj
WILLIAM C. SCOTT named creative director of sales promotion, Mcad 1 Cann-Erickson, Chicago.
j.i
at Vl MacMANUS, JOHN & ADAMS, L. A., moved to new headquarters at
:efi 6399 Wilshire Blvd. Telephone is Webster 3-9569.
WARD & WHEELOCK Co. Phila., elected to membership in American
Assn. of Adv. Agencies.
CHARLES M. SWART, senior associate, Raymond Rich & Thomas
Devine Assoc., N. Y., to public relations staff, Gray & Rogers, Phila.
RODERICK A. MITCHELL, program manager, WKRC-TV Cincinnati,
to N. W. Ayer & Son, Chicago, in radio-TV department. FRANCIS
H. WATERS JR., assistant to president of Assn. of National Advertisers,
to Ayer public relations staff in New York. DIRK A. WATSON, rejoins
Ayer in time-buying department, after tour of duty with Navy.
LEE RICH, print supervisor of publication media, appointed assistant
r^?°ib'media director of Procter & Gamble group for Benton & Bowles, N. Y.
V R GORDON AGNEW, radio-TV consultant to Ben Sackheim Inc., N. Y.,
joins staff as radio and television director.
JACK O'MARA, head of research-promotion, John I. Edwards & Assoc.
ociaf'1 Hollywood, father of boy, Thomas Waldron.
GRANT Adv. opens offices in Montreal in Dominion Square Bldg
CLAUDE GARNEAU appointed French director there.
ROGER KENNEDY, art director, Walter McCreery Inc., Beverly Hills,
cited by Los Angeles Art Directors Club in annual contest for stimulating new techniques in graphic arts.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

^Jlte iPrestiye Station
of tlte (^arolinad
GREENSBORO,

NORTH

CAROLINA

Look at part of WBIG's potential out-ofhome audience! In addition to 186,870
radio homes in WBIG's Sixteen County
Market * there were 279,436 cars (Sept.
30, 1951 f). The composite result of 4 spot
checks** in Greensboro and High Point,
N. C., covering 6,474 cars revealed
64.74% equipped with radios.
SOURCES:
• BMB Stndy No. 2
f N. C. Dept. of Motor Vehicles
Va. Dept. of Highways
** Greensboro & High Point Police Depts.
Member, High Point Fire Dept.
Hege, Middleton & Neal

Represented by Hollingbery
5000
Watts

CBS
Affiliate
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WINTER'S
TALE...
with a
year-round
moral

What is so rare as a blazing hearth in June? A radio network
scoring gains during the past winter, that's what. And
why do we tell you this tale now? These gains can affect your
selling plans any time in the year, that's why.
All last winter (November-March, including latest Nielsen
reports) an increasing share of the total radio audience
was tuned to Mutual ... an 8% larger share than in the same
months a year ago. And Mutual has the largest gain in
share of audience among all radio networks.
During these same heart-warming months, advertisers were
steadily adding investments in Mutual time ...15% more
than a year ago. And Mutual has the largest gain in advertiser billings among all radio networks.
Naturally, it takes a full supply of seasoned advantages to
keep these unique plusses going . . . advantages like the
world's-largest-network pattern of the most stations in the
most markets (nearly double anybody else's).
And because all these advantages are stacked and ready for
immediate use, we welcome you to a chair beside the PLUS
fireplace now— to plan for any kind of sales weather to come.
the MUTUAL

network of 550 affiliates

new business
fjjl

Spat • • • Co., Binghamton, N. Y. (skin solution), sponsoring spots
THYOQUENT
and
15 minute
mai-kets Fred
where C.company
previously
used 10TV.andContract
is forprograms
13 weeks.in Agency:
Zusi, Clifton,
N. J.
MOHAWK CARPET MILLS Inc., Amsterdam, N. Y., to sponsor national ,
radio-TV
beginning
mid-September.
minute
nouncementsspotandcampaign
chain breaks
will beinused.
Agency: MaxonOne Inc.,
N. Y.an- j
PONTIAC DEALERS CLUB OF SOUTHERN CALIF., L.A., started intensive spot campaign on KMPC, KLAC and KFWB, all Hollywood, for
13 weeks from June 2. Agency: McManus, John & Adams, L. A.
WESTINGHOUSE Corp., L. A. (TV sets), started concentrated spot
announcement campaign on KECA KFAC KFI that city, KLAC KNX
KMPC KFWB KHJ Hollywood and KXLA Pasadena, for six weeks from
June 9. Agency: Irwin Co. Inc., Beverly Hills.

and enjoy the scenery. WGST stays on the
job in the busy Atlanta Market selling your
merchandise to its big loyal audience.
We've been here for 28 years and offer you
complete know-how to gain additional sales
and distribution in the key outlets. Backed
by top net and local shows plus an aggressive merchandising plan we present you the
key to Atlanta. Contact WGST or our nationo

• ~s now — then RELAX.
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DEEPFREEZE APPLIANCE DIV., Motor Products Corp., Chicago, signs
Gabriel Heatter, news commentator, on MBS Thurs., 7:30 p.m. EDT for
52 weeks effective June 26. Agency: Roche, Williams & Cleary, Chicago.
LURR PRODUCTS Corp., L. A. (insecticide), sponsoring The Answer
Man on Don Lee-Mutual network and Jack Owens Show on CBS Radio
Pacific Coast network effective today (Monday). Agency: Rand
Adv., L.A.
SIMMONS
Co., N.show,
Y. (sofas,
beds, mattresses),
to sponsor
It's News
Me,
news panel
on CBS-TV
alternate Fridays
effective
Oct. to3.
Agency: Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
HAZEL BISHOP Inc., N. Y. (lipstick), to sponsor portion of All Star
Revue, NBC-TV Sat., 8-9 p.m. EDT for last three weeks of season effective fortnight ago. Agency: Raymond Spector Co., N. Y.
TEXAS Co., N. Y., renews sponsorship of Texaco Star Theatre, Sept. 16,
for three out of every four weeks on NBC-TV in 63 cities, Tues., 8-9
p.m. Agency: Kudner Agency, N. Y.
MUTUAL BENEFIT HEALTH & ACCIDENT Assn. of Omaha extends
sponsorship of On the Line With Bob Considine on NBC-TV 9:45 p.m.
CT for 13 weeks from Oct. 28. Agency: Bozell & Jacobs, Chicago.
■flyency -flppointmtnti • • •
ZENITH RADIO Corp., Chicago, appoints Young & Rubicam, N. Y., for
TV and radio products.
LADY'S CHOICE FOODS, L. A. (grocery products), names Milton
Weinberg
Adv. Co.,
city. Campaign starting immediately for firm's
powdered bleach
usingthatradio-TV.
AMBROSE & Co., Denver (Ambrose 7-11 wine), names Bill Bonsib Adv.,
that city. Radio-TV campaign starts this fall.
SINGER SEWING MACHINE Co., appoints McCann-Erickson, Lima,
Peru, to handle advertising in that country. Radio will be used.
JAYVEE BRAND Inc., Portland (mfrs. infant wear), names Don Dawson
Co., that city.
MERRICK MEDICINE Co., Waco, Tex. (Percy medicine), names Street
& Finney, N. Y.
JAMISON BEDDING Inc., Nashville, and HOLTHOUSE & HARTUP Inc.,
Waynesboro,
ville. Radio andTenn.
TV (tool
will behandles),
used. appoint Noble-Dury & Assoc., NashCHUN KING ORIENTAL AMERICAN FOODS, Duluth and HOUSE
(Continued on page 9U)
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RADIO WCAU

Scores

Grand

Annual

Radio

TELEVISION • PHILADELPHIA

Slam

and

in

T. V. Awards

Variety Showmanagement Award
For Origination of Network TV Shows —
"WCAU-TV's recent addition of its fifth and
sixth network originations has virtually given
the station exclusive property rights to CBSTV's Sunday daytime schedule."

George Foster Peabody Award
For "What in the World" — "For the stimulating manner in which it brings noted scholars
to the television screen for a delightfully entertaining and informal display of their learning
— a superb blending of the academic and the
entertaining."

Ohio State Institute for Education by Radio
For "Freedom Revisited" — "For a humble and
sincere reiteration of principles of positive
Americanism that can be utilized as a daily
creed; and for the permanence of auto-impulsion on the individual that a thirty-minute radio
program can make."

Alfred 1. du Pont Awards Foundation
For Public Service Radio and Television Programming—"To Stations WCAU and WCAU-TV,
for outstanding public service in encouraging,
promoting and developing American ideals of
freedom and for loyal, devoted service to the
nation and the communities served by it."

Ohio State Institute for Education by
Television
For entertainment
"Big Top"— "Honorable
mentionat
for wholesome
for children
home and skill in capturing the flavor of the
circus, a great American tradition."

Freedom's Foundation Award
For "Freedom Revisited" — "To WCAU for its
public service radio series representing six radio
pilgrimages to the shrines of liberty in the Philadelphia area and reconstructing the epic history
of the parts they played in the creation of a
free America."
This is the ihird award from Freedom's Foundation in three years.

General Federation of Women's Clubs
For "Big Top"— A poll of 11,000,000 members of
the General Federation of Women's Clubs voted
"Bigchildren.
Top" top honors in television programs
for

No other station in America
has EVER won all these important
awards in a single year

RADIO WCAU

TELEVISION

The Philadelphia Bulletin Stations • CBS affiliate
Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales and CBS Television Spot Sales
ROADCASTING

• Telecastini
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"Operation
Heat

Wave'

The hottest thing in town
these days, outside of Washington's famous summer
weather, is WRC's "OPERATION
HEAT WAVE."
For the first time,
WRC is
affording its advertisers a
chance to make the heat pay
off. . . .
If you're selling a seasonal
product that moves best
when the sun is hottest,
here's your chance to buy
radio spots in Washington
on those "fair and warmer"
days only — and save and
save in the bargain.
WHEN: From May 25
through
ber 25. SeptemWHAT : 20-second station
breaks.
WHO : Seasonal hot weather products
only, such as
fans, bathing
suits and sun tan
lotion. (Products
subject to WRC
acceptance).
COST: It's lower than
you think !
For complete details on how
to stretch your radio dollars
in the Washington market
during the summer months,
contact the New York office
of NBC Spot Sales or the
WRC Sales Department.

feature of the meek

ion teamed
televis
RADIupO withandpoint-o
f-sale
advernia
tising in Southern Califor
nding
e an outsta
promoto produc
tion in the brewing industry.
Covering a six - week period,
Maier Brewing Co., Los Angeles,
on behalf of Brew 102 beer, in a
wrestler-popularity contest set up
by John I. Edwards & Assoc.,
agency servicing the account,
tallied 2,852,842 votes cast at the
point-of-sale.
Inviting the public to vote for
"King 102, America's Perfect
Wrestler," the firm utilized about
15% of its regular
weekly
spot and
announcement schedules
on KNX
KMPC Hollywood. Also used was
part
"cushion"
segmentof onthe10215-minute
Theatre and
dressing room interviews on Monday
Night Wrestling, both on KTTV
(TV) Hollywood. This tied in
with the brewing company's long
time
tling. sponsorship of telecast wresTwelve wrestlers, nominated by
a committee of Los Angeles radioTV and sports editors, vied for the
honor. They appeared on Brew
102 TV programs and electioneered
for themselves by personal appearances. This radio-television promotion was backed up with 500 sevensheet tiposters
additionpapers.
to menons in the localin trade
Voting took place at more than
10,000 ballot-box
display
instal ed at Brew 102
dealerunitsstores
duringing Co.the
campaign.
Maier
Brewfound it necessary to triple
its original printing order for ballots, according to Jack O'Mara,

ii

LEADS ALL

SANOAKLANDFRANCISCO
Homage
paid Thesz)
to "Kingby 102"
(grappleris Lou
(I to (I)r)
Ed (Strangler) Lewis, former
wrestling champion and now Mr.
Thesz' manager; Richard A. Moore,
KTTV vice president and general
manager; Mr. Edwards, and
George M.
president of
MaierStout,
Brewing.
promotion
director for the advertising agency.
The
campaign
climaxedas
with coronation of was
Lou Thesz
"King 102" on the May 12 Monday
Night Wrestling telecast.
Although disclosing no figures or
percentages, 97% of the Brew 102
salesmen and distributors surveyed
declared the promotion definitely
helped them sell more beer during
that period than they would normally have merchandised. The radio-television campaign was described as "conclusive evidence of
both media's selling powers."

INDtPENDtNT

Stations

9

iOE

12
strictly business

IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL
YOUR BEST BUY IS
FIRST in WASHINGTON

5,000 Watts • 980 KG
Represented by NBC Spot Sales
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(
KLX

RALPH C. KELLEY

Hooper

me
nightti
ion has
televis
GH into
HOUinroads
ALTmade
s, "there
businesdemand
radio spot
Periods!
for
be a good
will always
ng
Ralph
to
accordi
spot,"
daytime
Hooper Share of Audience,
Clark Kelley, vice president of the
Walker Co., station representative
May through September,
r of its midwest
manage
and
firm,
office.
Oakland
Mr. Kelley believes also that a
rate adjustment similar to that
made by stations and networks on
time costs will take place with spot
when new television stations span
KLX
the country in the next few years.
For now, however, he says the tra- TRIBUNE TOWER • OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA
ditional summer hiatus "doesn't
seem west
to agencies
be materializing."
MidRepresented Nationally by
are busily buying
spot for fall, seasonal and special
BURN-SMITH., INC.
campaigns, he reports, in contrast
(Continued on page 62)
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B
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A:

/

Cereal or soap, the way to sell in inland California and western
Nevada is . . . on the BEELINE ! It's the five-station radio combination that gives you
THE MOST LISTENERS More audience than the eleven other
leading local stations needed to cover inland California and western
Nevada.
(BMB State Area Report)
LOWEST COST PER THOUSAND More audience plus favorable
Beeline combination rates naturally means lowest cost per thousand
listeners.
(BMB and Standard Rate & Data)
Ask
Raymer
for
the
full
story
on
this
3-billion-dollar
market — inland
California and western Nevada.
McClatchy Broadcasting Company
Sacramento, California Paul H. Raymer, National Representative
Affiliated withBEEInland
THE SACRAMENTO
• THE California's
MODESTO 3BEELeading
• THE Papers
FRESNO BEE
KWG
KMJ
KFBK
KOH
KERN
Reno (NBC)
5000
watts,
day;
1000
watts, night 630 kc.
A million people listen to the Bee
(OADCASTING

• Telecasting
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"BUSINESSES BUILT BY RA
DIO" MAILING
ABLE?
WE NEEDPIECES
50. AVAIL
JAMES H. FIRMIN
GEN. MGR.
WMOK METROPOLIS,
open mike
ILL.
EDITOR:
... I could use 12 of these t
would like to have 50 copies of this.
Fudd & Friends
Please bill me for them. . . .
very good
Arthuradvantage.
J. Barry . . .
EDITOR:
Curtis O. Liles
Pres.
Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
Congratulations on your initiaWEOK Poughkeepsie, N. X
WMLS * Sylacauga,
Ala.
tion. tive in the Eustace T. Fudd promo* *
[EDITOR'S
NOTE:
The readers
abov
are
referring
to wide-awake
a brochure
reprintin
The whole radio industry should EDITOR:
B.T
stories
of
merchant
bless you for this one.
who, unlike the mythical and misan
YOUR LATEST REPRINT thropic
grocer,good"),
EustacehaveT. Fudd
("radi
D. L. Provost
damn
"RADIO
IS NO CAN
DAMNWE GOOD"
ableno businesses
by the useis built
ofavailable
radioprofllada
V. P. & Gen. Mgr.
WONDERFUL.
HAVE isvertising.
The
brochure
the
following
rates:
single
copy,
35c
Radio-TV Div.
100 REPRINTS.
25
copies,$20;$7.50;
50copies,
copies,$25.$15;Flu7
The Hearst Corp.
ODES
E.
ROBINSON
copies,
100
postage.]
Baltimore
PRES.
* * *
* * *
WVMI BILOXI, MISS.
EDITOR:
Who's on First?
Today I received the promotional EDITOR:
EDITOR:
copy ber ofof success
B»T built
a num-I
I was extremely
ARE EXTRA COPIES OF WNAX's
stories.around
If possible
[Yankton, interested
S. D.] p
[advertisement] in the May 2
issue of Broadcasting • Telecast
ing. The copy described the firf
radio broadcasting accepted by th
Library of Congress, the WNA
documentary on the Missouri flooc
I want to extend congratulation
to WNAX on the thought, but
think we will have to change th
claim on the first broadcast to b
deposited in the Congression
Library. On Sept. 11, 1946, KXO]
deposited with the Library th
program,
for J.oldB.",Jefferso
a docu
mentary of"Taps
historic
Barracks
which was abandoned a
an army post.
So we'll put in our claim as th
first, but
beaten
us. maybe someone ha
PERFORMANCE
Bruce Barrington
News Director
OCT ffCOB BQQCO FLINT iMEM
KXOK St. Louis
* * *
For thirty years, WFDF has been doing a conBetter to Give
sistent selling job for hundreds of local and
EDITOR:
. . . About a week ago I aj
national advertisers. Through those thirty
proached the branch manager of
company
for a prize
years, WFDF has grown in both size and efwhich I intended
to useof real
in a qualit
contes
fectivenes — it is the No. 1 radio station in
insaidour the
WFBRcompany
"FamilyhadDay."
decideH
the rich ($315,840,000 retail sales last year)
against
give-aways.
This
sion made me think back expre
to la:
Flint market. Follow the lead of over 600
year when WFBR plugged h
product
in
every
local
program
o
Flint merchants — SELL your product over
a rotating basis for a month an
a
half.
In
addition
to
this
hi
Flint's FIRST station— WFDF.
prize was pictured on the fror
page of a Baltimore weekly an
identified
— space
can'tis buwh
The question
in myyoumind
gives what away? . . .
I think it's about time that radi
did something to take the stigm
M.cJ.
WFDF
of give-away off the necks of pre
motion people . . .
BASIC AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY • 910 KILOCYCLES
There are some real problems
this phase of radio showmansh
OUR 31st YEAR!
and anything
in TV also,
guess.makeI'll mam,
sett]
for
thatI will
facturers realize that radio tim
Associated with WOOD and WOOD-TV Grand Rapids—
is worth something and that th5
WFBM and WFBM-TV Indianapolis— WEOA Evansville.
aren't a lot of Santa Clauses w:
give away
...
REPRESENTED
BY THE KATZ AGENCY
Bill Roche
WFBR Baltimore
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin
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Same Boat
EDITOR:
I just want to tell you how much
I appreciate your interest in giving
so much attention in the current
issue [June 9] to the talk I made
in Hartford.
It encourages us all to know of
the importance you attach to this
subject too. In my judgment we
can't emphasize too often that we
are all in it together whenever the
freedom of expression is attacked
from any source.
Eric Johnston
President
Motion Picture Assn.
of America Inc.
Washington, D. C.
[EDITOR'S pointed
NOTE: outIn his
Mr.
Johnston
how speech,
vigorously
the ingmotion
picture
industry
wasall media
fightcensorship
and
asked
that
of information join in the fight.]

LISTENERS..

$2,137,708,000
Folks in our nation's capital are pretty
well known for spending money —
Here in the Southwest, listeners to
50,000 watt clear channel WOAI
spend more money for products over
sales counters than do those people
who live in Washington, D. C.
OUR POINT IS —
WOAI serves one of the nation's
LEADING MARKETS
*Copr. 1951 Soles
Management
Survey of Buying
Power; further rereproduction
not
licensed.
NBC
TQN

BROADCASTING

AND —
WOAI is its MOST POWERFUL
advertising influence!
BUY

WOAI

Representee/ Nationally by
EDWARD PETRY & COMPANY, INC.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES
ST. LOUIS • DALLAS • SAN FRANCISCO • DETROIT
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of Crowing

AM
WILMINGTON,

DELAWARE

19?£ marks for WDEL, three decades of broadcast opera=
Hon — thirty years of growing with the many vigorous,,
expanding communities in its listening and viewing area.

Established in 1922, WDEL was Delaware's first station.
In 1947, it broadened its services to bring frequency modulation to its listeners. And three years ago, in 1949, it
pioneered the State's first television station. Today, WDEL
is Delaware's only three-way broadcast operation.
On the occasion of its thirtieth birthday, WDEL restates its
past and future plans and philosophy of operation. These
are to improve constantly its programming and technical facilities and to serve always the best interests
of the people in its area — listeners, viewers and
\
advertisers.
Represented by
ROBERT
MEEKER
ASSOCIATES
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
LOS ANGELES
SAN FRANCISCO
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By EDWIN RADIO
H. JAMES
THE
NETWORKS'
AND
CURES
TOTAL
RADIO NETWORK TIME SALES TAKE ACRISIS
HEADER
millions
'CEISIS" is a word that no busiNet time sales (before agency and other com- of dollars |126.7
=
nessman likes to have applied to
mis ions) of the four nationwide radio nethis business.
works
rose
after
World
War
II
to
$133.7
million
In its common connotation,
peak in 1948. Then television came along. Last
"crisis"
is an frequently
unpleasantof word,
full
of anxiety,
fear.
year radio network sales were down to $116.6
But the word has other meanings. To a doctor it represents a
million.*
time of anxiousness, but not
1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 1951
anxiety, a moment anticipated and
prepared for. The doctor scientifically analyzes the reasons for the
expected crisis and sets out a care- AFFILIATES' REVENUE FROM NETWORKS FOLLOWS SUIT
In general total revenue accruing to all affiliful plan to survive it.
One big element in the U. S.
ated stations from time sales by the major
radio business has been in a crisis
radio networks has followed the patterns of
for more than a year, without a
total network sales: $50.3 million in 1946;
doctor in attendance, or at least
$49.3 million in 1947; $52.8 million in 1948;
without a doctor who could prescribe and treat at will. By last
$48.3 million in 1949; $45.1 million in 1950.*
week it had become apparent that
* No figures available for 1951.
the nationwide radio networks can1946 1947 1948 1949 1950
not survive the crisis without receiving competent and perhaps
40
drastic medication soon.
FOR ALL STATIONS SPOT HOLDS OWN, LOCAL RISES
(local
50
An
indication
of
the
patients'
The revenues received by network affiliates
condition may be shown thus:
percent
from network, spot and local time sales have
—
10
been changing in relationship. Network busi30
ness provided 24.5% of all revenues received
'national
<spot
in these three categories in 1946, only 18.6%
20
in 1950. The proportion of spot has risen
network
slightly. Local now provides almost half —
48.1% — of money taken in from these three
n
kinds of sales.
1946 1947
1948
1949 1950
BUT MORE STATIONS MEAN LESS REVENUE FOR EACH
Since 1946, the number of major radio network affiliates included in FCC reports has
increased from 791 to 1,130. More stations
have been cutting up the pie into pieces of
decreasing size. Chart at right shows total
revenue for average affiliate from network,
spot and local time sales and proportions obtained from each of the three categories.

In some ways, this graphic
representation
is deceptively
favorable. The stacks
of dollars above
stand for total income (before federal income tax) of the nationwide
radio networks and their 18 owned
and operated stations. Take out
the income that could properly be
attributed to the owned and operated stations, and you have little or
AVERAGE Using
AFFILIATE
THAN chart
EN '46at
nothing left.
1946 GROSSES
as base LESS
year NOW
(100%),
The truth is that by the most
right shows how increase in number of affiliconservative accounts the networks
ates has meant decrease in revenue for each.
(Continued on page 6U)
For average affiliate, network revenue in 1950
was only 62.8% of the 1946 level; spot revenue
TV Allocations Attacked
was down to 85.8% of 1946; local down to
In Court; Filed
Five Appeals
92.0%.
See Page 73
BROADCASTING
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1946

1947

1948

1949 1950

<loca!
<spot
1946
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WEED
Radio RE-ALIGNS
and TV Separated
SEPARATION of the radio and
television operations of Weed &
Co., station representation firm, was
announced last week following the
establishment of Weed Television
in new offices at 501 Madison Ave.,
New York, under the direction of
Peter B. James.
Weed & Co. will handle radio
representation, continuing under
the managership of Jerry Lyons,
while Weed Television concentrates
on representation of TV stations.
Joseph J. Weed, owner, will conmaintain
supervisiontinueoftoboth
radiooverall
and television
divisions.
Weed
&
Co.'s
New
offices are at 350 Madison Ave.York
The new Weed Television organization was described by Mr. Weed
as a completely separate organization, fully staffed with sales, service, merchandising, research, and
promotion personnel and designed
to serve station clients in all phases
of TV representation. Among its
sei-vices,
from regular
activities, aside
is assistance
to clientssalesin
the preparation of FCC applications
for new or changed television facilities.
Clients include WBKB (TV) Chicago, WATV (TV) Newark-New
York, WJAR-TV Providence, and
WOI-TV Ames, Iowa.
Mr. James, who has been manager of Weedsince& its
Co.'sfounding
televisionin
department
February 1948, meanwhile announced the appointment of two
new account executives of Weed
Television: Ray Stone, formerly assistant manager of the CBS-TV
Network sales service department,
and Joseph Miller, who has been
associated with the RCA Victor
Film Recording Div., Ross Television Reports, and American Film
Producers.
For 10 years before World War
II, Mr. James was divisional manager of the Kellogg (cereals) Sales
Co. in northern New England.

[r. James

Mr. Weed

Grants WCAR Move
MOVE of the transmitter site of
WCAR Pontiac, Mich., to Detroit
was authorized by the FCC last
week. The Commission authorized
modification of a construction permit which it earlier granted to
WCAR for change of studio location to Detroit and for change in
operating assignment from 1 kw
daytime on 1130 kc to 50 kw day,
10 kw night, on that frequency,
using a directional antenna. Comr.
E. M. Webster voted for hearing
on the modification.
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SCRIPPS FIRM
Formed with Foss, Duschinsky
NEW telecommunications consulting firm, William J. Scripps Assoc.,
was formed last week with offices
in Washington, New York and
at Birmingham,
.ggU^H3fl Mich.,
aaresuburb
cipals
Mr.
f^^^B
°f Detroit.
PrinScripps,
founderof
and operator
WWJ-AM
-TV
Detroit; William
L. Foss,
head of
the
engineering
consulting firm
and Walter
Duhis name,
Mr. Scripps planningbearing
consultant
who
has been anschinsky,adviser
to The United
Nations.
Serving inboththecivil and military
interests
United States and
Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix foreign countries,
"Why, Jim!
the firm
announces it will
. can't you see the Continental is looking."
Buys Additional Hours provide pletea television
comservice for proOn ABC Radio
GENERAL MILLS
spective
appliGENERAL MILLS last week signed for 3% additional hours a week on
including
ABC radio, which coincidentally is planning a major realignment of its market cants,studies,
Mr. Foss
afternoon program format with western music slated for the 2:35-4:30 architecture, enp.m. period [B»T, May 26].
g
i
n
e
r
i
n
g
,
p
u
r
and legal
The contract
Generala Mills
★
■
called
for five with
half-hours
week president
for the radio network, activities.chase of equipment
meanwhile
announced
that
Silver
(4-4:30 p.m. Mon. -Fri.) plus five
Mr. Scripps said the consulting
quarter-hours
(12:30-45tentatively
p.m., Mon-is Eagle had been renewed for another
Fri.). Cal Tinney
52 weeks,work. over
the fullwasradio
net- service will cover all phases of staThe renewal
through
tion planning and management, in
slated for one of the across-the- Knox Reeves.
board series, and a hillbilly musical
programming. He plans, to
General Mills meanwhile renewed eluding
spend most of his time with the
group featuring Tennessee Ernie
its Whispering Streets on ABC firm although he will retain his
for thetails hadother,
although
exact
denot been worked out.
radio (Mon-Fri., 10:25-45 a.m.) directorship in the Evening News
The 4-4:30 series is slated to for 52 weeks, giving the network
TV. He operating
has been inWWJ
radio and
over WWJ
three
start June 30 and will be carried another strong boost (see story Assn.,
on 274 stations; the 12:30-45 pro- page 25). General Mills also decades, starting voice broadcasts
grams will begin on the same date sponsors two other ABC radio in August 1920, with call letters
on 165 stations,
be in-of shows: Lone Ranger (Mon., Wed., 8CS and 8MK, which soon became
creased to 172 on which
Sept. will
1. Sale
and Fri., 7:30-8 p.m.) and Silver WWJ.
For some time Mr. Scripps has
the half -hours was handled through Eagle (Tues. and Thurs., 7:30-8
been active, in the Crusade for
Dancer-Fitzgerald-S ample, Chip.m.).
and the quarter-hours
Freedom movement, as co-chairman
Knox cago,Reeves,
Minneapolis. through
with Henry Ford II. Last year he
The swing to hillbilly program- COX ELECTED
directed the launching of propaming in the mid-afternoon block,
ganda balloons into Iron Curtain
Pres. of KGW Licensee countries.
has submitted to the
occasioned
in
part
by
recent
sponsor cancellations of serials in that H QUENTON COX has been government Hea plan
a Friendship
segment, will install a sustaining elected president of Pioneer Balloon Lift, in for
which tangible
western program with Tennessee Broadcasters Inc., operating KGW items such as cigarettes
would be
Ernie as m.c. in the 2:35-4 p.m.
Portland, Ore. flown behind the Iron Curtain
period, after which the General
He
will
continue
Mills program — probably featuring
Tinney — will extend the block
as general mantoCal4:30.
agertion.of the
staThe 12:30-45 p.m. General Mills
Joins Father's
ouslyHehadprevibeen BEN
FISHER, sonFirm
of Ben S.
program, to be broadcast over a
assistant
treas- Fisher,C.partner
substantially smaller number of
urer.
in the Washington
scattered stations, also will add a
radio law firm of Fisher, Wayland
Mr.
Cox
joined
rural flavor, according to present
KGW in 1936. Duvall & Southmayd, has joined
plans. The change in format for
His promotion his father's office, it was announced
both the 12:30-45 and the 2:35-4:30
occurstrol ofasPioneer
con- last week. The younger Mr. Fisher
periods goes into effect June 30,
when General Mills sponsorship of Broadcasters Inc. passes from Mrs. is a graduate of Harvard Law
the additional period begins.
Mitzi E. Newhouse to her son, S. I.
he was
of legalwhere
research
for thediThe amount of billings involved Newhouse Jr., now in the Army. School, rector1951,
in the new General Mills purchase Mr. Newhouse, a vice president, Harvard Law Review. During th(
was not disclosed. Some of it rep- will part'cipate in management of past year he has been clerk tc
resented funds formerly budgeted KGW's TV project when he leaves Justice Learned Hand of the U. S.
on Liberty Broadcasting System the
service. His brother, Donald,
of Appeals, New York. The
also a vice president. Charles Court
programs,
younger
Mr. from
Fisherthereceived
ations. before LBS ceased oper- isGoldman,
New York attorney, joins B.A.
in
1948
U. of Illihit
Charles T. Ayres, ABC vice the Pioneer board.
nois. He is a Phi Beta Kappa.
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ln Rad,o> TV But|gets
SPOT
board
in markets across the coun- putting- a reduced budget into
try. TO
radio, using spots and 10 and 15Snow Crop Frozen Foods, New minute
programs in exactly the
York, which has dropped spon- same markets it previously reached
sorship of All-Star Revue, Satur- in TV. Contract? start almost immediately and will run for 13 weeks
day on NBC-TV, will put its telev;sion money into radio and TV
page 18). Adsaturation spot campaigns. The (see New vertiBusiness,
ser is clearly attempting to
firm is currently realigning its use radio to hold markets already
budget and expects to use six or gained from TV. Fred C. Zusi, Clifton, N. J. is the agency.
eight-week penetration spot campaigns in markets across the counPackard Considering
try for all of its products. Maxon
On another front, Packard cars,
Inc., New York, is the agency.
which
was
one of the major adverGeneral Foods (Jell-O), which
tisers using a half-hour show on
sponsored a half-hour show, Mr. a regional
last season
ReBobbin, on NBC-TV last fall, will
has basis
not renewed
the —series
use part of its TV budget in a but isbound—currently
both
radio and TV spot campaign start- radio and television,considering
and is looking
ing July 1 and running through
and costs. A decithe summer. In the fall, however, into markets
sion
is
expected
early
Jell-0 is expected to return to a Maxon Inc. is the agency. in July.
combination radio-TV network proBusiness signed by the networks,
gram if the proper personality
included:
show can be negotiated. Young & meanwhile,
Drug Inc., effective July 7
Rubicam, New York, is the agency. willSterling
launch
sponsorship
of My True
Mohawk Carpets is another na- Story on ABC radio (Mon.-Fri.,
tional advertiser turning to a sat- 10:25 a.m.). Agency: Dancer-Fitz-10uration TV-radio spot campaign
gerald-Sample, New York.
this fall. It will start in midNew TV
sponsorsCorp.,
on ABC-TV
are
Frank
H. Fleer
Philadelphia,
September,
employing
one-minute
announcements and chain breaks underwriting Pud's Prize Party (Sat.,
11:30-45 a.m.) starting June 21, and
through Maxon Inc., New York American
Chicle Co., which has ac(see New Business, page 18).
quired A Date With Judy (Thurs., 8In possibly the most unusual
p.m.). The agency for Fleer is
move of all, Thyoquent (a skin 8:30
and
solution), Binghamton, N. Y., Lewis & Gilman, Philadelphia,
Dancer-Fitzwhich has used spot television for that for Americangerald-Sample,Chicle,
N
e
w
York.
the past two years in 10 markets,
ABC-TV renewals include the Billy
is cancelling its TV schedule and Graham Evangelistic Assn. for Hour

SWI
NEW
By FLORENCE
SMALLNG
IN A DRAMATIC departure in
programming at least five national
advertisers have almost simultaneously decided to drop their fall
network television shows. They
will channel their budgets into
radio-TV spot campaigns exclusively. In addition, a sixth advertiser is withdrawing its television
spot schedule and diverting its
money to local radio this summer.
Those were the major findings
of a Broadcasting • Telecasting
spot check in a week which saw the
following
(1) advertisers
ABC captured twoactions:
new radio
and two in TV while recording two
renewals in TV; (2) NBC-TV acquired two new shows and NBC
one radio show; (3) CBS Radio
came up with a new advertiser, and
(4) MBS signed another in radio.
The dominating news was the
diversion from network TV to spot.
Several reasons were being advanced privately by agencies and
advertisers for the development.
In sum, the conclusions seemed to
be that (1) the studied placing of
campaigns on a regional basis prevented duplication which occurred
when both a network and a spot
schedule were used, and (2) the
spot method reached a specific market withpact.precisely
imElaboratingtheon required
the latter,
they said the high cost of network
TV gave emphasis to the fact that
spot coverage does not commit them
to 39 weeks but can be used seasonably and generally can be increased or decreased quickly.
Reasons Advanced
Mennen & Co., New York, one of
WANTS
VALUE
the spot devotees, has dropped RYAN
sponsorship of Twenty Questions on
plugs:
DuMont TV and is expanding its THE PROBLEM of the "free plug" planned
you give a plug, make
early-morning radio program and its vast potential for depriv- sure"When
given for value received
ing radio and television of legiti- by theit'sstation
schedule. Mennen has been using
or network and that
mate advertising revenue [B*T,
10 and 15-minute news shows in
9] was taken up last week by it's not a giveaway or plug to an
early morning time, 7-9 a.m., in June
about 60 markets on a 52-week BAB President William B. Ryan, otherwise qualified advertiser or to
contract basis. Effective July 1 who recommended that broadcast- a promoter or client who is making
ers permit it only when there is money on your free time."
the firm will expand the use of the
In other words: Get an equitable
10 and 15-minute local news shows "value received."
At the same time, in recognition return for each plug, or don't
to at least 90 markets. Mennen
was one of the first national ad- of the magnitude of the question,
vertisers to use early-morning BAB solicited the opinions of broad- giveMr.it. Ryan conceded that the
"sneak plug" may be slipped in ad
radio schedules. Kenyon & Eckcasters "on all phases of this prob- lib,
with the broadcaster having no
hardt, New York is the agency.
lem." (See editorial, page 56.)
opportunity
to plugs,
eliminateit has
it inbeen
adAnother advertiser riding the
The
"free
plug,"
which
in
its
more
vance. These
unpalatable
forms
has
aggravated
new trend is Lambert Pharmacal
Co. (Listerine), which drops its members of the NBC Stations' shown, result almost invariably in
television program (Sammy Kaye Planning and Advisory Committee "gifts" to the persons who slip
demanding that NBC-TV take them in,fered inwhether
on CBS-TV, Sat., 7-7:30 p.m.) to into
advance the
or reward
not. is ofaction [B»T, May 5], is The BAB
put the money into TV spots, start- affirmative
chief
felt,
however,
an
on-the-air
mention
of
the
name
ing in the fall. Agency is Lambert
the big appeal of the reward
& Feasley, New York. Phillips of a company, product, service, or that
to
the
writer,
performer,
producer,
Petroleum Co. (Phillips 66), Bar- person not connected with the com- etc., lies not in its monetary
tlesville, Okla., meanwhile drops its
pany sponsoring the program. In
radio program (Rex Allen Show on television, where the problem ap- value, but in "the idea of getting
pears to be increasing, display of a something for free." More than
67 CBS Radio stations, Mon.,
a brand-name
prod- that, he said, the person "who could
10:30-45 p.m.) to sponsor local TV branduct canname
be anor even
more effective
programs in 17 markets. In addiafford to buy" is probably the most
tion the company is adding at least name.
"plug" than aural mention of the vulnerable to the attraction of "for
free" items. Mr. Ryan explained:
a dozen radio markets for quarspecial greeting at the door
ter-hour programs as proper availThe president
of radio's
BAB by "APierre
and a big dinner for the
abilities open. The present radio suggested
the
following
as
probentire
party ... a big, big box of
ably
the
most
enlightened
policy
schedule includes 30 programs,
half-hour once a week, and as many for a broadcaster to follow with re- sweets addressed to Mrs. Writer,
spect to acceptance or rejection of Producer, Commentator or Comequarter-hour shows, across-theBROADCASTING
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of Decision (Sun., 10-10:15 p.m.)
throughcago, Walter
Bennettginger
& Co.,ale Chiand CanadaF. Dry
for
its
portion
of
Super
Circus
(Sun.,
5-6
p.m.)
through
J.
M.
Mathes
Inc.,
New
York. In addition General Mills signed
for
quarter-hours
and fiveeffective
halfhoursfive
weekstory
on ABC
June
30per (see
page Radio,
24).
New programs and sponsors on NBC
include
RCA Willson
Victor's Show
sponsorship
the
Meredith
(Sun., of88:30 p.m., NBC radio), which already
is under way, and Curtain Call (Fri.,
8-8:30 p.m., NBC-TV), which starts
June
20,Fran
plus & a Ollie
half-hour
version onof
Kukla,
on NBC-TV
alternate
Sunday
evenings,
starting
this fall.
Also on NBC, Pepsi-Cola acquired
Tuesday and Thursday quarter-hour
segments
with Short Short Story
(7:15-30 p.m.).
NBC-TV also announced that R. J.
Reynolds will
Tobacco
Co.'s Camel startNews
Caravan
go coast-to-coast
ing June 30 when KNBH (TV) Los
Angeles,
and
KDYL-TV KRON-TV
Salt Lake SanCityFrancisco
join 39 other
TV stations carrying the program.
Seven southwestern stations will carry
the show starting July 1, and KINGTV Seattle may be added July 7. Show
has been sponsored by Camel via William Esty & Co. for the past four
CBS Radio meanwhile signed Sonotone Corp., Elmsford, N. Y., (Kudner
years.Arthur
Agency)
to underwrite
a segmentshowof
the
Godfrey morning
[B*T, June 91.
Mutual reported that the deep freeze
appliance division of Motor Products
Corp., North Chicago, 111., had signed
Gabriel Heatter to a 52-week contract
for Thursday night newscasts (7:30
p.m.) listarting
June
26. Roche, WilChicago,
(see Newams & Cleary,
Business,
page is18).the agency

For 'Free Plugs
dian ... a weekend at Broiling
Su'nhur Springs ... a delicious
ready-to-eat, melt-in-your-mouth
ham ... a waterproof, drop-on-theconcrete -proof 21-jewel watch — ■
these are the tools of the 'free
"If we can inculcate a sense of
values and ethics in the people who
are tempted by these things, then
we
will have resolved most of the
plugger.'
'for-free'
problems."
He added: "BAB would like to
hear broadcasters' opinions on all
phases
this problem."
It is aof subject,
Mr. Ryan asserted, on which BAB received frequent
complaints.
Some queries, he reported, deal
with
a different
sort of of"plug"
the requests,
for example
a great—
number of industries, individually,
for radio stations' observance of a
"national" day or week payingtribute to whatever industry is
making the request.
Very often, he said, the industries making such requests emphasize pointedly that stations are
obligated to do this sort of thing
from a purely public service standpoint. BAB's
advice,
when it'sto
asked for,
is for
the station
schedule
such
a
"day"
—
but
time in connection with it. to sell
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LAST Oct I, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING published a
survey which caused wide comment because it proved that
more people were listening to the radio in Louisville, a city with
two big and energetic television stations, than ever listened before
TV
to town.
Here's a professor
second survey
researcher,
Dr. came
Raymond
A. Kemper,
at theby the
U. ofsameLouisville
and
head of Raymond A. Kemper Assoc., market research firm. Between June 1951, when the first Kemper study was made, and
March 1952, the time of his new one, television ownership in
Louisville has increased from 37% to 57%. What has happened
to radio in that interval?
# Radio set ownership has increased by .56 sets-per-family.
# Portable sets now constitute 15.8% of all AM sets whereas a year ago the proportion of portables to others
was only 4.8%.
# Non-portables added since the first survey have without exception been installed in places where television
is not usually found — kitchens, bedrooms, etc.
# In a typical week, some 1,150,100 adult-hours are spent
in listening to auto radios in Louisville.
It all adds up to the fact that- though radio listening patterns
are changing (the audience is moving out of the living room to
other places
that TVbigger.
doesn't reach), radio is still big and apparently isgetting
By DR. RAYMOND A. KEMPER
LAST JUNE, when we first researched Louisville's 60-mile-market,
we
concluded:
are listening to radio"More
over people
more
sets in 'Louisville Market' homes
and
automobiles,
than
ever
before."
During March of this year, we went
back to a majority of the households in the original cross-section
to evaluate changes and trends in
the market picture. And, again,
we can reach but one conclusion:
Louisville radio is BIG, and it
seems to be getting even bigger,
despite an amazing increase in TVownership throughout the market!
For example, when we projected
the results obtained in March to
the estimated population of 315,000
households
we found. . in. . the 60-mile-market,
% There are now approximately 897,750 AM sets (inreceivers,cluding,HI,620,550750non-portable
portable
sets and 135,450 auto-radio
sets) among an estimated 308,000 radio-households in the '
market.
% Among these radio-families, there are approximately
1,139,600 people (317,250 are
adult men, 415,800 adult women and 243,300 children betwe n 5 and 18) potentially
available as a listening audience, in their homes and/or in
their radio-equipped cars.
@ The 126,700 auto-radio
families (some with more than
one radio-equipped car and
truck) make approximately
4,117,570 separate trips in
their family-owned autos and
trucks during a typical 7-day
week. And, during the course
of these trips (which average
some 57.4 minutes, including
'parking')
contribute
about
864,700they
adult man-hours
of listening to the total radiolistening in the market during
a typical week.
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# And, all of this is in the
face of an increase in TVownership from 37% in June,
to 55% in March.
There can be little doubt that
though the patterns of radio listening are changing, radio, as an
effective advertising medium, is
solid. And, as the logic of the
situation clearly indicates, radio
can do nothing but become even
more solid.
Here's why: Radio reaches into
the hard-to-get-to places and, particularly during the summer
months, customers cloister in those
hard-to-get-to places. And, in
these 'hard-to-get-to' places, radio
picks up most of the marbles. The
listener cannot lug his TV set with
him on a family picnic, nor is he
very likely to bring along newspapers or magazines to read. But
he
can
alongto the
'portable'.
And he bring
can listen
his auto-radio
as he drives along to the rustic
retreat. So, if there is anything to
this idea of a 'summer hiatus', it
certainly
apply to radio
present-is
day radio.doesn't
If anything,
even more vital in the summer —
assuming that broadcasters are
programming
tening to. something worth lisSearch for Facts
Our March study was, in one
sense, a re-test, designed to evaluate changes in the market. In June
of 1951, we personally interviewed
adult respondents in a 3,500-household sample representative of the
60-mile-market. In March, we went
back to some 2,800 of the households in the original sample — with
a mail-questionnaire, this time —
and we came up with some very
interesting data. This second study
was one of a continuing series, and
as in June, it was sponsored by
WAVE (Louisville's NBC affiliashonestly-designed
a 'popularity contest',
but
asate),annot valid
effort
to obtain
and reliable facts.
First, we selected at random but

NEW

SURVEY

RADIO'S

SHOWS

BIGNESS

within spatial and demographic
# Newly able)added
in-the-home(non-portreceivers
proportions 2,800 households from
have been placed, without
the "Louisville . 60-Mile-Market"
panel used in June, 1951. Each of
exception, in rooms and
the sample homes had been measother places
whereimprobteleviewing is highly
ured during the June survey. Maila
b
l
e
.
.
.
kitchens,
bedquestionnaires
were sent
out — in
rooms, utility rooms,
14 representatively
proportioned
barns,
etc.
'mailings', between March 9 and
Where, in June of 1951 the 1,044
March 22 — to each household, and
had averaged 2.29 AM
(following a series of seven 'follow- households
sets-per-family,
they now average
up' mailings to non-respondents)
2.85 AM sets-per-family.
by April 6 tsome
1,044
usable
quesion aires had been returned us,
Sets-Per-Family
for a percentage of 37.3%. This In-The-Home (non- 'Average
June (1951)
March (1952)in:
relatively high return, no doubt,
Sets
1.73
1.97
was due to the unique premium Portable AMportable)
Sets 0.11 0.45
offered respondents.
Auto-Radio
Sets
0.45
0.43
For each questionnaire returned
to us in a usable condition prior Total AM Receivers 2.29 2.85
to a set time-limit, we offered to
pay 25 cents to a medical charity of
And, portable
sets have share
contributed adisproportionate
the respondent's own choice. The (0.34 sets-per-family)
to
this
total
questionnaires were pre-coded to
allow for the identification of re- 0.56 sets-per-family increase.
spondent-households and of non- Where in June 1951 portables
respondents. They were sent out made up only 4.8% of the AM sets
via first class mail, in order that owned by the sample households,
we might obtain some idea of how they now constitute 15.8 % of all
sets in the cross-section (See
many panel members had changed AM
their places of residence during the chart II, next page.)
nine-month period.
When we asked, as we had in
June, where AM sets were placed
Comparable Samples
in and about the home, we disWe were particularly gratified sovered
that all newly-added (nonby another aspect of the 'return'.
portable) in-the-home sets have
The original 2,800-household 'mail been placed, without exception, in
sample' had been carefully propor- rooms and places that are virtually
next page.)
tioned (spatially and to
by city-townfarm distribution)
represent inaccessible to TV. (See chart I,
the best available estimates of popas in June, we continued
ulation parameters (e.g., 1951 Esti- ourJust
attempts, in this March study,
mates, Consumer Markets). The to help
design some new approach
sample of returned questionnaires
(see Table
I,
page
92)
was
essentially similar to the original sample,
in terms
of spatial Onandthecity-townfarm
distribution.
basis of
this similarity, coupled with the
similarity between the two samples
in respect to demographic data, we
may reasonably assume that the
cross-section is essentially representative of the 315,000-household
population of the 60-mile-market.
When we compared the "average
number
sets-per-family"
statistics,offorAMJune
(1951) and
March (1952), we found:
Q There has been an overall
increase of 0.56 sets-perfamily, during the interim
® period.
Portable sets now constitute alarger nortion of the
total
(15.8%"
AM
sets), than
they ofdid all
in June
Dr. KEMPER
(4.8% of all AM sets).
BROADCASTING
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CHART I— RADIO SETS AND LISTENERS ARE MOVING AWAY FROM TV RECEIVER SITES

The number of sets in the home is
growing, but the newly added sets
are being placed in rooms where
television is seldom if ever found.
Note in chart at right how the percentage of sets in kitchens, children's bedrooms and "other" places
such as utility rooms, work rooms,
bathrooms, etc. has been rising.
Meanwhile, the percentage of radios in living rooms, where most
TV viewing takes place, has declined from h3.3% in June, 1951,
to 37.6% in March, 1952.

to the traditional research method- we continued in this March study
ology, something by means of which to design and (we hope) make more
we might obtain some equitable, precise and usable a research
valid and reliable measurement of methodology which may eventually
lead to the really valid and reliable
radio's circulation.
radio's truemedium.
effecFor some time, we have been of measurement
tivenes as an ofadvertising
the opinion
tion has beenthatmostradio's
hurt reputaby its
In June, as some of you will recall, we accomplished two things:
supposed friends, the 'program
raters'. In a talk before District 7, (1) We
measured
circulation
on the
basis ofradio's
the same
criNARTB (Nov. 9, 1951), we atterion used by the publishers and
tempted to point-out the obvious
fact that . . . "Ratings are rotten the display people (volume of
'unit radio
circulation')
and we(2)found
research". And, for two major that
led the, pack;
We
reasons:
measured
newspapers
and maga(1) Because of sampling limitazines
on
the
basis
of
the
same
critions, or precision-of -measurement
limitations, or both, none of the
terion now used to measure radio's
circulation
of spe"program
cific items),("readership"
and, again, radio
led
ent use canrating"
possiblymethods
provideina prestrue the rest!
and reliable picture of radio's cirDouble
Standard
Bad
culation. No "ratings" (except, perhaps, the infamous "diary" meth— in our own opinion, at
ods) ,in present use, include lis- leastHaving
— clearly indicated that the
tening reports from non-urban present
"double standard"
for
areas, and, in most markets, it is media
measurement
is inequitable,
in justareas
thesethat
farmTVandhasrural
it consistently and systemfarm
made non-its and that atically
acts to the detriment of
least serious inroads. Most "rat- the broadcaster,
we were ready to
ings"
(again
excepting
"diaries")
look
for
some
path out of
do not include listening involving the methodologicalsound
in which
secondary-sets (tertiary, quater- radio research now morass
finds itself.
nary, etc.) in-the-home but in
In addition to bringing our
places removed, barns, garages,
utility rooms, etc. And, no rating "radio set distribution and placement"tempdata
up to date,twowe new
atsystem now in use can possibly inted to accomplish
clude adequate and reliable meas- measurements
in this March study :
urement of listening that takes
place in automobiles.
(1) We obtained information
about the number of people availRadio Short-Changed
able (that is, "in the home, and
(2) And, secondly, because they awake") to radio, hour-by-hour
place the broadcaster on a different throughout the broadcast day.
(2) We attempted to obtain a
and distinctly unfair 'medium
usableextent
evalua-of
measurement' basis, because they valid tionandof thereasonably
and
require the broadcaster to justify the auto-radionature
listening in the marhis circulation on one criterion, ket.
while his competition, the publishTo bring out the information for
ers and display people, are able to
first of these, we asked the
justify their circulation on a dis- the
following
questions in series:
similar and much less stringent
Including:
yourself, how many
basis, "program ratings" are the
people are there in your regular
household?
(The respondent was
very
determinants
of
radio's
sickly
reputation.
required to classify the regular
members of the household in
Just as we did in the June study,
BROADCASTING
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these categories : adult men, adult
women, children to 5 years, children between
between 105 and
dren
and 914years,
years chiland
children between 15 and 18 years.)
The results obtained with this
question, in terms of the "typical
market household," are summarized as follows (figures in parentheses are projections of the
statistics to an estimated population of 315,00 households in the
60-Mile Market) :
There were 1.03 adult men per
household (324,450); 1.35 adult
women per household (425,250) ;
0.53 children to 5 years of age
per family
; 0.35 (110,children 5-9 years(166,950)
per family
250) ; 0.29 children 10-14 years per
family (91,350), and 0.15 children
15-18 years per family (47,250).
Having determined the size and
the composition of a sample household, we followed with this question:
In terms of what happened
YESTERDAY, how many of these
regular members of your house-

hold were IN THE HOME during
each
listed of
below?the one-hour periods
DIRECTIONS: If no one was at
home during any particular
across
row the
representing
that
period, thewrite
word "none"
period. If some member of the
family was at home for all, or
more
than half, of record
a one-hour
period,
writing-inyou theshould
number of itmen,by
women and children in the spaces
of the row representing that
period. PLEASE record someFOR EACH INOF theTHElist!ONEHOUR thingPERIODS
Ifthe anyfamilyor all
the members
wereofasleep
during anyof
of the time-periods, please
CIRCLE that
the were
numberasleep.
(s) in that
interval
In Table II, page 92, we have
indicated the "average number of
household members, in the home
and awake, per market family,"
hour-by-hour, for a "typical weekday," a "typical Saturday" and a
"typical Sunday." The subsample
mailings
were spaced
over 92)a con(Continued
on page

CHART II— PROPORTION OF PORTABLE SETS IS GROWING
(non-portoble ) j|j ^| |j
AUTO PORTABLE
SETS
IN-THE-HOME jl '«'■ ■ •'
^RACWS^
19.7% m
76.5%
June 1951
48
2.29 AM
sets-per-family
19.1% 154%
There are more sets per, family now than in June, 1951, and more of the
sets are portables. Above chart shows how total sets-per- family have
increased and how proportions of non-portable, portable and auto sets
have changed.
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ALL members of NARTB Radio Board attended Thursday
meeting in Washington, many for their first sessions as
directors. Present were (front row, I to r): Jack Todd,
KAKE Wichita; Henry B. Clay, KWKH Shreveport, La.;
Harold E. Fellows, NARTB president; Judge Justin Miller,
NARTB board chairman; Michael R. Hanna, WHCU-FM
Ithaca, N. Y.; Leonard Kapner, WCAE Pittsburgh; E. K.
Hartenbower, KCMO Kansas City; Harry W. Linder,
KWLM Willmar, Minn.
Second row: Thad Holt, WAPI Birmingham; John H.
DeWitt Jr., WSM Nashville; H Quenton Cox, KGW Portland, Ore.; Glenn Shaw, KLX Oakland; Robert T. Mason,

SHIP
ORBEATTY
CE
By NS
J. FRANK
NARTB will meet head-on all efforts of Congress and the FCC to
censor programs, suppress the right
to cover public events or destroy
property rights.
The two NARTB directoratesRadio Board and Television Board
— decided last week to fight such
crippling proposals as bans on news
coveragesions or ofcensorship
House andof Senate
sesprograms.
They decided, too, to ask FCC to
reverse its recent order putting stations and networks in regulatory
irons
if they bydon't
program
rebroadcasts
otherallow
stations
(see
rebroadcast story page 49).
The Radio Board held a long oneday session Thursday at the Mayflower Hotel, Washington, completing the business at one sitting
though a two-day agenda had been
scheduled. TV directors met Monday-Tuesday at The Homestead,
Hot Springs, Va. (see separate
story page 36).
Both boards lauded President
Harold E. Fellows and the association staff for their opposition to
the resolution (S. Res. 319) introduced in the Senate by Sen. Patrick
A. McCarran (D-Nev.), proposing
to amend Senate rules. The plan
would prevent direct or delayed
radio or television coverage of Senate floor or committee proceedings
[B*T, May 26].
The boards heard a legislative
report on the status of the Gathings
resolution (H. Res. 278) calling for
an investigation of radio and TV
programming.
were House
started in early JuneHearings
by a special
subcommittee [B#T, June 9], under
chairmanship of Rep. Oren Harris
(D-Ark.). President Fellows and
John E. Fetzer, owner-operator of
the Fetzer radio-TV stations, are
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WMRN Marion, Ohio; Lee W. Jacobs, KBKR Baker, Ore.;
Ben Strouse, WWDC-FM Washington.
Third row: Kenyon Brown, KWFT Wichita Falls, Tex.;
Paul W. Morency, WTIC Hartford; A. D. Willard Jr.,
WGAC Augusta, Ga.; William H. Fineshriber Jr., MBS;
Albert D. Johnson, KOY Phoenix, Ariz.; E. R. Vadeboncoeur, WSYR Syracuse; Hugh B. Terry, KLZ Denver.
Fourth row: Harold Essex, WSJS Winston-Salem, N. C;
Stanley R. Pratt, WSOO Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.; William
C. Grove, KFBC Cheyenne, Wyo.; Merrill Lindsay, WSOY
Decatur, III.; William B. McGrath, WHDH Boston; C. E.
Arney
NARTBGa. secretary-treasurer; Edgar Kobak,
WTWA Jr.,
Thomson,

d by NARTB Board
T before Vo*e
GH
FIto
scheduled
appear
the ket.
competitive advertising sales marHarris
subcommittee
late
this
month.
Earlier in the week the TV
Board had tabled a proposal to
Ralph ernment
W. relations
Hardy,director,
NARTBtold govthe allocate $10,000 for a measurement
Radio Board Thursday that more study by ARF, cooperatively representing media, advertisers and
than 80 pieces of legislation affecting the broadcast field are pending
pending receipt of a rein Congress. He said much of the agencies,
port from Edgar Kobak, WTWA
legislation is of a restrictive nature Thomson, Ga., ARF president.
and even enters the sphere of cen- Broadcast Advertising Bureau has
sorship.
granted ARF $15,000 for the study.
The Radio Board adopted a resoA fiscal year budget totaling
lution endorsing the Advertising around $567,000 was approved.
Research Foundation plan to set This is about $30,000 over the tenup an industry yardstick of audibudget approved on a threeence measurement. A research reso- month tative
the board's
lution had been sidetracked at the
arybasis
meeting.at The
budget Februreport
NARTB Chicago convention and was submitted by Harold Essex,
referred to the board.
C, chairThe original resolution had WSJS manWinston-Salem,
of the Finance N.Committee,
pointed to the need for accurate which met Wednesday.
information on audience and staApplication of 89 radio and 30
tion circulation in an increasingly television
stations under the com-

bination dues plan were approved.
This plan provides discounts for
commonly owned station if all are
in membership. Enjoyment of
retroactive discounts to last April
1 will be granted on applications
received up to Aug. 31 deadline.
Michael R. Hanna, WHCU Ithaca, N. Y., reported on progress
of the effort to obtain easing of
the antiquated FCC transcription
rule. He heads a committee that
has been in touch with FCC. The
group asks elimination of many of
the transcription identifications in
line with progress of the art.
William C. Grove, KFBC Cheyenne, Wyo., and Bernard Koteen,
attorney, reported on the petition
of the association for relaxed engineering rules governing radio
operators
transmitters.and remotely controlled
A problem of growing industry
importance — multiplicity of meetings— will Industry
be studiedgroups
by a holding
special
committee.
series tionof include
meetings
all
over
the
naNARTB, Broadcast
Advertising Bureau, Broadcast
Music Inc., Associated Press and
others.
The committee is to propose ways
of cutting down time and travel
costs entailed in attendance at
various types of broadcast industry meetings.
Richard P. Doherty, NARTB
employe-employer relations director, reported on his activity as
a delegate to the International
Labor Organization conference
held in Geneva recently.
The Radio Board voted to join,
and contribute financially, to
American Council on Education for
Journalism,
whichin accredits
nalism curricula
college. jourBen Strouse, WWDC Washington, chairman
FM
Committee
and ofan NARTB's
FM director,
reported on the FM Promotion
Plan conducted
Television
Mfrs.jointly
Assn.with(seeRadioFM
story page
59).
Mr.
Strouse
reported on behalf of J. H. Smith
Jr., NARTB FM Dept. director.

Set June 25
SPOKESMEN for radio and TV
ernment relations director. Leadthey called "indecent"
and "horror"
broadcasters
will faceJune
a congresing off will
be Michigan
programs.
Among objectors
was
INDUSTRY
REPLY
sional subcommittee
25 and 'MORALS'
station
owner
John E. radio-TV
Fetzer,
tator. Harvey, ABC news commen
26 to answer allegations that chairman of the NARTB Television Paul
Code Review Board.
broadcast
programs
are "immoral"
Opening sessions of the hearing
and
offensive
to the
American
Also due to be heard, but not yet
public, it was announced last week. scheduled, are the FCC spokes- heard
Rep. Gathings useto describe
turn-ofthe-century
men. It is understood
the
Brewers'
Bulk of the testimony, to be pre- Foundation
a dance act phraseology
he witnessed on TV,
also
has
asked
for
a
sented to Rep. Oren Harris (Dto appear.
The words he used were "hootchyArk.) and other members of the chance
In the three-day hearing two cootchy" and "shimmy."
House Interstate and Foreign ComRep. Gathings is to be named this
ago,heard the
Harris
subcom- week
merce subcommittee probing pro- weeks mittee
as chairman of a select suba score
of witnesses,
grams, will be given by NARTB
majority of whom decried beer books and pictures.
officials. Also scheduled to appear the
com it e to investigate
"filthy"
In his original
and
wine
commercials
and
drinking
will
the Arkansas lawmaker
scenes in programs on radio and resolution,
tives. be CBS and NBC representa- TV
asked for a select committee to
[B»T, June 9].
NARTB witnesses scheduled are
Other witnesses, including Rep. investigate the moral level of all
understood to include Harold E. E. C. Gathings (D-Ark.) who spon- media — books, pictures, radio and
Fellows, president; Thad Brown,
sored the resolution authorizing TV. At the insistence of the House
(Continued on page 52)
TV director, and Ralph Hardy, gov- the investigation, objected to what
BROADCASTING
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Pre-Convention Action Worms
POLITICS
ON RADIO-TV
WHILE
RADIO and television
eral manager of WAVE-TV Louisedged ahead with intricate plans
ville, that television will "play a
for coverage of the national polit- larger part in the campaign this
ical conventions next month, the year than ever before. . . . Therefore, itis important that the Dempoliticians last week evidenced — in
ocratic Party be in a position to
one case by a challenge to the letake
advantage
of this new means
gality of commercial sponsorship
— further mounting faith in the of pubilicity and information since
broadcast media as instruments to many people would be governed by
influence voters.
the appearance and manner of the
The Progressive Party, wanting candidates."
more detailed coverage of its own
® Democratic Candidate Keconvention, served notice late fauver's expressed view that teleThursday that it would take action
vision may eliminate decision-making in smoke-filled rooms: "By
charging "four major radio-TV
networks" with discrimination and bringing the conventions into millions of homes it will help to bring
also challenging their right to sell
politics out into the open. . . .
their coverage to sponsors.
Television
will help produce open
TV Will Sway Votes
political decisions openly arrived
There were other evidences of at. In doing this it will merit the
superlative political belief that grateful
all people."
Newthanks
York ofTimes
also lauded
sight-and-sound reporting, espe- theThevalue
of television in politics.
cially with television operating
nation-wide,
will
sway
votes
this
its editorial, "TV as a Political
summer and fall as votes have not InForce",
Times issaid:
The TV theaudience
now nationwide
been swayed before (see editorial,
time
in a national
campage 56). For instance, there were: for the paign,first
and
the
camera
is also
ubiquitous.
Television inwill
watchnewly
the
0 The
prompt
and
vigorous
depolitical
conventions
Chicago.
mands of both Sens. Robert A. Taft will examine the spellbinders. It makesIt
(R-Ohio) and Estes Kefauver (D- a goldfish bowl out of every rostrum.
the litmus
test tobores.
shenani-It
Tenn.) for network time equiva- It applies
gans,thephonies
andfromplain
lent to that provided Gen. Dwight
men
the
boys.
D. Eisenhower in his Abilene speech separates
It is one thing for a candidate. .to.
[B*T, June 9] — demands that paid
off last week, at least in part, for
both men.
O The demands by Eisenhower
backers who, incensed by what they McFARLAND
considered a Taft "steal" of dele- FATE of the McFarland Bill
gates in Texas and other southern (S 658) gyrated wildly last week
states, insisted that the proceeding when
it was displaced on the House
of the Republican Convention Cre- floor calendar
on Tuesday ostensidentials
Committee's
session
on
bly
permit debate on the $2
delegate contests be opened to both billion to military
construction bill.
radio and TV so that as many vot- On Thursday, it was
that
ers as possible might hear and see. the measure, heavilyreported
opposed by
# The radio plan unveiled the FCC, would be rescheduled for
Thursday by Democratic Candi- House action tomorrow (June 17).
date W. Averell Harriman to exMysterious goings-on which saw
pand his "personal" appearances the bill yanked from the House
through exclusive transcribed "in- "program" in what is understood
terviews" in which he would anbeen White House presswer, on tape, questions sent him, to havesure, so nettled
sponsor Sen. Ernalso onmen intape,
by
local
station
newsest
W.
McFarland
(D-Ariz.) and
some 100 cities to which other interested legislators
that
the offer was extended.
an offensive was immediately
launched
to
ensure
consideration
# Vice President Alben W.
Barkley's tribute to TV in a letter of the measure before Congress adin which he told Nathan Lord, gen- July. journs— aimed for first week in
Sen. McFarland, who is also
Senate Majority Leader, conferred
with Presidential Special Counsel
Charles S. Murphy, House Majority
Leader John W. McCormack
(D-Mass.), House Majority Whip
J. Percy Priest (D-Tenn.) and Rep.
Oren Harris
(D-Ark.), chairman
communica-of
tions subcommittee
the House Interstate & Foreign
Commerce Committee, who is responsible for the bill on the floor.
"adjusted"
a Differences
pledge to were
reschedule
the and
bill
was given to the Arizona Senator.
What prompted the attempt to
sidetrack the bill could not be
learned at first hand. Consensus
Berryman in Washington Evening Star of Capitol Hill observers was that
BROADCASTING
• Tele

mount the platform and read a speech,
which he himself may or may not have
written.
is another
thing for men
him
to face a Itroomful
of newspaper
and submittioning. Intono informed
critical
quesrespect has television
made a greater contribution of public
service,
perhaps,
in putting
a pressis
conference
on thethan
The thepublic
able at first-hand
to air.
measure
forthrightness,
the courage Itorwatches
the evasivenes of a candidate.
while
the
subject
speaks Iton catches
topics heallmight
prefer
to
avoid.
the
hesitations and the nuances.
The
Progressive
Party's
"Legal
Actions" were to be filed with FCC
and Attorney General James McGranery and were to be announced
at a news conference Friday afteraccording tolatenotices
distributednoon,
to newsmen
Thursday.
Progressive Party Secretary and
Campaign
C. B. Baldwin,
who
sent outManager
the invitations
to the
Friday news conference, said the
complaints would charge the networks withblanking
discrimination
"in virtually
out the Progressive
Party Convention in Chicago July
4, 5 and 6 while devoting up to 96
hours each to the two major parties." The GOP Convention gets
under way in Chicago July 7 and
the Democratic Convention opens
there July 21.
In his invitation, Mr. Baldwin

Up

also said
"the right
of the networks to solicit
and contract
for
commercial sponsorship of political
campaign coverage, involving such
costs as $1.5 million for convention
coverage by one network alone,
now subsidized by existing contracts with large commercial sponsors will be legally challenged in
He actions."
said the news conference
these
would
be conducted by himself and
David Rein, Washington attorney
who, he reported, will handle the
case before FCC and the Justice
Dept.
Win Partial Victories
In the Taft-Kefauver joust with
the networks via FCC in an effort
to secure broadcast time similar to
coverage of the Eisenhower Abilene
speech, both candidates had won
partial victories late last week.
NBC radio,
CBS-TVa
offered
Sen. NBC-TV
Taft (who andaccepted)
7-7:30
p.m.
spot
on
Thursday,
while
both radio and television networks
of NBC offered Sen. Kefauver an
evening half-hour for July 1 and
CBS Radio and CBS-TV on Thursday offered him a half hour at a
time to be mutually worked out.
Following receipt of the offer
(Continued on page 68)

Derailment Is Thwarted
Bill
the FCC "reached" the White candidates [B»T, March 17]. Also
House with its objections. The pending is a bill with similar provisions (HR 7756) by Rep. Pat
White House, through Mr. Murphy,
then is believed to have requested Sutton (D-Tenn.). A bill (HR
Rep. McCormack to withdraw the 7782),
permitting
stations tomatter
censor libelous
and defamatory
bill from the House schedule.
Major FCC objections were to from candidates'
speeches,
was
int
r
o
d
u
c
e
d
l
a
s
t
month
by
Rep.
Joseph
the provisions (1) separating staff
and Commissioners, (2) requiring H. O'Hara (R-Minn.). On the
Senate side, Sen. Edwin C. Johnson
that foare it could
30-daysetnotice
be given bean application
for (D-Col.), chairman of the Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce
a hearing or grant it without a
hearing, and (3) forbidding it to Committee, which handles - radiodiscriminate against newspaper TV matters, submitted a bill
(S 2539) which
that
applicants [B«T, May 12, 5].
candidates
post would
a bondrequire
to protect
Protection Against Libel
the
station
from
libel
actions.
Fact that it was revealed that
Bound to be heard, it appears,
"adjustments" will be made —
Congressmen's
compresumably by amendments from will be angry
plaints about rates
charged them
the floor — seem to indicate that in political
years. The
some of these provisions may be fact that mostcampaign
stations charge canrevised or eliminated altogether.
didates national rates, instead of
It was also learned that among local charges, has aroused the ire
other amendments expected to be of many legislators.
offered by Congressmen is one deEfforts are being made to ascersigned to protect stations against
tain who was responsible for the
the dangers of libel suits for re- privately-admitted
"terrible
mismarks
made
over
the
air
by
candiin withdrawing
the McFardates.
landtake" Bill
from the House
floor
According to Section 315 of the calendar. Proponents of the bill
Communications Act, stations are
struck by the action of the
not permitted to censor speeches were
White House in interceding in the
matter before the more normal
by
political
candidates
—
but
there
is no protection for the station procedure of expressing the Presiagainst libel suits.
dent's displeasure
Pending in Congress is a bill the course
of his bychecka veto.
into theIn
(HR 7062) by Rep. Walt Horan reasons for the displacement of
(R-Wash.) which would safeguard
Sen. McFarland reportedly
broadcasters from libel uttered his bill,
(Continued on page 69)
over their stations by political
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business or industry desiring to
present its case before the bar of
public opinion, is vital to preserve
our American heritage and the
freedom of speech and press guaranteed under the Constitution." The
resolution ofnoted
that "certain
spokesmen
the federal
govern
ment, including the President of
the United States, have questioned
the right of American business and
industries to defend themselves
against hostile acts or assertions
of those in positions of power,
through advertising or other established means of communication."
Calling this type of advertising
"not
only
but necessary
the conduct proper
of American
business/in
the
AFA
resolution
protests
criticism and implied denial of "the
the
rights of American business and
industry to present facts and opinions to the public through advertising and other appropriate chan
nels." It further urges "the vigor
ous support of all those engaged in
the business of advertising includ
ing media,
agencies
ment, to defend
the and
rightmanagestated
herein; and in pursuance thereof,
that each member of AFA and its
member clubs
repre-to
sentatives inthepetition
U. S. their
Congress
use every remedy at their command
to defeat any effort whatsoever to
curtail or restrain the legitimate
use of advertising by any Ameri
can citizen, business or industry.'

Advertisers' Riqht to Defend
AFA UPHOLDS
THE RIGHT of American industive vice president, Campbell try to use advertising to defend continued."
Robert M. Gray, advertising and Ewald Co., Detroit; George S. Mcsales
promotion
manager
of
Esso
vice president,
itself against "hostile acts or as- Standard Oil Co., New York, and
ers Co.,Millan,New
York, Bristol-Myand Ralph
sertions" of government officials
vice president, Sullivan,
was upheld in a vigorously-worded general chairman of the AFA con- Smith,
vention, was elected AFA board Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, New
resolution adopted by the 48th annual convention of the Advertising chairman; Rita Eastman, public York.
Federation of America last week relations director of Van Sant,
The Council on Advertising
in New York (also see story, page Dugdale & Co., Baltimore, was Clubs on Tuesday elected as chair74).
elected secretary, and Ben R. Donman, Franklin R. Hawkins, LibbyOwens-Ford Glass Co., Toledo, and
aldson,director
advertising
and Motor
sales proAnother AFA resolution reafmotion
of
Ford
Co.,
as vice chairmen: Dale Rogers, adfirmed the organization's
Dearborn, byMich.,
was re-elected
and support
of voluntary "approval
measures treasurer
Mid-Continent
the AFA
board of Petroleum vertising
Corp.,manager,
Tulsa,
and James
taken by media,
agencies,
trade
associations and business leaders in directors.
Spillan, Benjamin Eshleman Co.,
Philadelphia. Mrs. Mabel Obenmaintaining the highest standElected to Board
chain, Midwest advertising and
ards of truth, helpfulness and conThe AFA membership, at a Tues- promotion manager, Famous Feaduct in all advertising functions
day
business
meeting,
elected
to
Syndicate,ofChicago,
was elect-on
and practices"
and calleda commiton the the board of directors: Martin
edtures
chairman
the Council
AFA
board to establish
Lundy, tionnational
retail
sales
promoWomen's
Advertising
Clubs.
By
tee
to
create
"a
pattern
and
plan"
and advertising manager, virtue of these offices, these four
whereby the principles of good ad- Sears, Roebuck
&
Co.,
Chicago;
become
AFA
vice
presidents.
vertising "may be implemented and Frederic Schneller, vice president,
AFA Resolution
D'Arcy Patterson,
Adv. Co., publisher,
St. Louis,Farm
and
The AFA resolution declared that
NATIONAL NIELSEN RATINGS Graham
Journal and Pathfinder, Chicago, "freedom of advertising is as necTOP RADIO PROGRAMS
es ary to the preservation of our
AFA board chairman.
(Total U, S. Area, Including Small-Town, previously
Re-elected to the board were: democratic system as is freedom
Farm and Urban Homes — and including Tele- Vernon
of
all
other
avenues of information
Brooks, associate business
phone and Non-Telephone Homes)
manager, New York World Tele- and ingeducation"
that "advertisRegular Week May 4-10, 1952
of a factualandnature,
published
gram & Sun; Fairfax M. Cone,
NIELSEN RATING*
Current
Rating president, Foote, Cone & Belding, in good faith and with proper
identification by any American
Chicago;
Henry
G.
Little,
execuCurrent
Homes
Rank Program %
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK (Average For
All Programs) (4.9)
1 Lux Radio Theatre (CBS) 11.1
r to Make Study
2 You Bet Your Life (NBC) 10.0 IN a move calculatedIC
Alexande
S York,OF
Alexander has been working most
were setCB
up bySthe affiliates
3 Jack Benny (CBS)
9.6 ECONOM to bolster
4 Charlie McCarthy Show (CBS) 9.3 long-range planning for its radio in consultation with network exec- recently with CBS Chairman Paley,
utives and their stated pupose is who heads the Materials Policy
56 Amos
Andy (CBS) 8.8
9.2 and television networks, CBS last
Dragnet 'n' (NBC)
S. Alexander, to consider "the current network Commission but who now, for all
7 Big Story (NBC)
8.4 week named Sidney
chief of the gen- radio
to mostof general purposes, is back at CBS
8 Fibber McGee & Molly (NBC) 8.3
observerssituation,"
means thewhich
imminence
on a fulltime basis. All that re9 Our Miss Brooks (CBS) 7.9
jgHpw
eral
analysis
secfurther,
perhaps
substantial
cuts
mains of his governmental assign10 Great Gildersleeve (NBC) 7.4
PresideMa-nt in network
ofn's
tion
rates,
at
least
for
night^V
ment is completion and presentajJlf
■■f
\
Truma
time
hours.
EVENING, MULTI-WEEKLY (Average For
the expected
Commission's
report —a
Policyas
All Programs) (3.1) inflBL* 4 terials
Commission,
to prove
CBS Board Chairman William whichtion of is
(NBC) 4.6
5.0
its economic ad- S. Paley, CBS President Frank President.
newsworthy
document
—
to the
21 One
Lone Man's
RangerFamily
(ABC)
viser, a new post. Stanton and CBS Radio President
3 News of the World (NBC) 4.2
Adrian
Murphy
have
agreed
to
Mr.
Alexander
joined
the
maMr.
Alexander's
first assignment, participate in the July 2 conference
WEEKDAY (Average For All Programs) (3.7)
terials policy commission in April.
1 Our Gal, Sunday (CBS) 7.1
it was under- with the affiliates, more than 100 of Before that time he had served
2 Romance of Helen Trent (CBS) 6.9 Mr. Alexander stood, will be to whom have indicated they will be since 1949 with the International
3 Arthur(CBS)
Godfrey (Liggett & Myers) 6.8 make an economic study of what is represented. Mr. Stanton is abbre- Monetary Fund, where he reached
generally regarded as CBS No. 1
post of acting chief of the re4 Big Sister (CBS)
6.5 priority
order to vbeiating a European
on hand. vacation in the
problemwhich
— thealready
network
sion. search department's finance divi5 Ma Perkins (CBS)
6.3 radio situation,
has
Pepper Godfrey
Young's (Nabisco)
Family (NBC)
No Specific Assignments
Prior to his entrance into the
point where another
76 Arthur
(CBS) 6.15.8 reachedof the
rate cuts by all networks
The formal announcement of Mr. government service, he was an as8 Right to Happiness (NBC) 5.8 isround
generally
expected
(also
see
story
professor of economics at
Alexander's appointment as CBS Harvard sistant
9 Guiding Light (CBS) 5.7
U. and a lecturerer onj
economic adviser, issued by Presi10 Backstage Wife (NBC) 5.7 pageHe 23).
economic problems of Occupied
joined
CBS
last
Wednesday,
dent
Stanton,
did
not
delineate
DAY, SUNDAY (Average For All
leaves him relatively little specific assignments for him.
Germany in the Staff Officers
Programs) (1.9) which
time to make an exhaustive radio
Training Program at Columbia U.
"Through the preparation of In
1 Martin Kane, Private Eye (NBC) 3.8 appraisal in advance of the July 2 special
he conducted several
economic studies," Presi- yearsaddition,
2 Hollywood Star Playhouse (NBC) 3.8 "crisis conference" of top CBS Raon the financial
dent Stantontosaid,
"Mr. strengthen
Alexander structureof research
3 Shadow, The (MBS) 3.6
of American corporations
dio officials with representatives of will serve
further
stations
affiliated
with
the
CBS
for
the
National
Bureau
of EcoDAY, SATURDAY (Average For All
nomic Research.
Programs) (2.8) Radio Network [B*T, June 2, 9]. CBS' long-range business planning
During
World
War
II,
he
headed
This meeting, called by George
1 Stars Over Hollywood (CBS) 5.6
Spokesmen reported, however, economic research on Europe
for
2 Theatre of Today (CBS) 5.3 B. Storer of Storer Broadcasting that
his
job
will
be
to
make
radio
Office of Strategic Services .
and television business studies the
3 Grand Central Station (CBS) 4.8 Co. and eight executives of other program."
holding
the
rank
of
first
lieutenant)
affiliates, will be preself-analyses which com- in the Army. He also has served
reachedexcept
duringfor allhomes
or anylistening
part CBS Radio
ceded by a July 1 session in which similar patonies in other
fields conduct regof(*) theHomesprogram,
consultant to the Office
affiliates will meet privately,
u
l
a
r
l
y
a
s
an
aid to sound planning ofas economic
only 1 to 5 minutes. For 5-minute programs. the
Secretary of Defense, the Rand
before the network executives are for the future.
Average Audience basis is used.
Corp., the Economic
Cooperation
Copyright 1952 by A. C. Nielsen Company called in.
In his post with the President's and
the Treasury the
Dept.State Dept
The sessions, to be held in New Materials Policy Commission, Mr. Administration,
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WHO
Gentlemen :
I want topreciatiexpress
thanks years
and ap-of
on for the lastmy several
public service that you have given to the
general
public and also to motoring public in general.
Many times in the past, your news as
to the weather and complete road conditions has altered
way travel.
My onlyourhopecourse
is thatof inhighthe
near future, other states might follow
in your path to help in so complete a
safetyportsmeasure.
weather
regiven out by Regular
most stations
are not
enough to be of much help when over
the road truck traffic is depending on
positive conditions. You will probably
never hear of it, but your station has
saved the Trucking Industry many
thousandsditions report.
of dollars by its road conI, for one, was delayed in a nearby
state forways.twoBeforedays
becauseI had
of icytriedhigh-to
starting
contact local police and newspapers for
weather conditions and with little success. The report
I could
not reach
WHO was,
as wecolder.
were too
far
away. If I could have reached your
station, I could have altered my route
and would not have had any additional
mileage.
madeDakota
a triplastintowinter
the
snow
area I ofalsoSouth
on the strength of your station's weather
report.
There are more motorists who depend
on WHO for their news and road conditions than from any other source. I,
for one,station
am very
for having
Iowa
thatgrateful
is interested
in thean
safety of its motoring public.
J. E. McCuixough
McCullough Transfer Co.
Mt. Pleasant, Iowa
Dear Mr. Woods:
in making
possiblein
forYour
somecourtesy
movie scenes
to beit taken
the WHO
appreciated. It wasstudio
a joywasto greatly
work with
you
and members
who cooperated so fineofin your
makingstaff
arrangements
inforit.this filming as well as participating
When the first contact was made with
you it was not our intention to spend so
much time in your studio. However, it
did mean
a great deal
the folks fromas
the
International
Filmto Foundation
well as for the other participants to be
able
other sequence of the
class toalsotakein thethe studio.
Thanks so much for your help and
ifdo wenot may
ever tobe call
of assistance
to you
hesitate
on the Extension
Service.
Sincerely yours,
Louise M. Rosenfeld
Assistant Director
Cooperative
State of IowaExtension Work

Gentlemen :
I wish to extend to you the thanks of
our
for community
our school for
and your
also announcements
for the Lions
Club. It is a wonderful service. Your
coverage is nearly 100% here.
We heard noyou
say howin those
many few
anuncements you made
days.
Would
you
mind
sending
me
that number? Yours,
Thanks so much.
L. R. Welker
Pres.,
Board,
and alsoMurray
Lions School
Club Member
Murray, Iowa
Dear Sir:
Thank derful
you cooperation
very much
for your wonin scheduling
our
spot announcements.
It is only through such a program
that we can hope to compile the statistics
necessary
work —sclerosis.
to find
the
cause toandcarry
cure onof our
multiple
Your valued assistance in helping us
achieve our aim Cordially,
is sincerely appreciated.
Cornelius H. Traeger,
Medical M.D.
Director
National Multiple Sclerosis Society
New York, N.Y.

Dear Mr. Woods:
We want to thank WHO for the fine
cooperation in presenting the Quiz Kids
program on Saturday, March 11. We
have heard many excellent comments
about this program. We hope that it
measured
standards. up to your professional
The children seemed to enjoy themselves and we felt that they were repoised. Allwetheworked
WHO were
personnelmarkably
with whom
most cooperative.
Thank you again for the opportunity
that you gave us to show our interest in
handicapped
children and to demonstrate
their
ability. Yours
sincerely,
Mrs. Dorothy Phillips
Executive Director
Society for Crippled Children
and Adults, Inc.
Des Moines, Iowa
Gentlemen :
I greatly appreciate your broadcasting
the
programshould
"The beNewan important
Frontier." factor
Such
programs
in the effort
to eliminate prejudice.
I
hope that theyYours
may sincerely,
continue.
Erma X. Anderson
Des Moines, Iowa

/opnotch time buyers
times makes them too
them forget that what
listeners — confidence —

have told us their work some"statistical" — sometimes makes
they're really trying to buy is
friends.

Out here at WHO, we've created millions of friends
who know we have earned their confidence. Our mailbags prove it. So do our advertisers' sales records,
month after month and year after year. . . .

WIKI©
♦/or Iowa PLUS #
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
FREE & PETERS, INC., National Representatives

STERLING
DEFENDS
STRONG DEFENSE of the FCC's rebuttal to statements of Comr.
television allocation plan was made Robert Jones, who dissented from
last Friday by FCC Comr. George the majority decision on TV assignments, Comr. Sterling said:
E. Sterling- in an address to the
Maryland-District
of Columbia
"If mewent of stations
had permitted
dio & TV Broadcasters
Assn. Raon the hittheandassignmiss
Mr. Sterling struck out at critics basis of fortuitous applications filed
of
the saying
FCC's that
Sixththeir
Report
and by persons interested solely in the
Order,
motives
coverage possibilities of their own
were to get more VHF channels particular community, we would
into big cities, at the expense of undoubtedly not have met our observice to smaller communities.
ligation tomake the best use of our
"One of the basic duties of the
Commission in establishing the tele- spectrum."
He defended the mileage separations prescribed in the Sixth Report
vision broadcasting service," he
as intended "to insure that the outsaid,ice"was
lying areas receive a high quality
availableto tomakeall television
the people.serv-A
recognition of this important duty
the same obwas one of the prime considerations picture."jective, heTosaid,attain
FCC hadheights
prowhich impelled the Commission to
vided for greatertheantenna
establish a Table of Television As- and higher radiated powers which
signments rather than permit in- "are needed so that the stations
dividual applicants to pick any may make effective use of the
channel they wished for use in any potential service that can be
rendered by virtue of wide separacommunity."
In what was interpreted as a
tions."
Radio Needs Muscle
MANY of us who grew with the
radio business, and who are now
also engaged in TV, still have
a warm spot in our hearts for
the old boy, even though he did
grow fat and sluggish in the
immediate pre-TV era. After
all, radio failings were common
human failings — not too much
woi'k had to be done to produce
a good living — and the fat
built up in rolls.
But callyradio's
strong, andphysique
now thatis basisome
of the fat has to be worked off
in the battle for survival against
this
TV youngster, let's
assessbrash
the prospects.
First off — radio will always
be audio only, or it ceases to
be radio. So how interesting can
we make that audio? And here
is where radio has been given a
second chance that comes to few
who have been victims of easy
living. For now radio has the
best chance of its life to develop
as it began, as a service to its
own community. Freed of network domination by nighttime
commercials, and certainly in a
more commanding position so
far as the daily schedule is concerned, radio stations have the
opportunity of developing tunein, by the broadcasts of more
events that directly concern
their own community — they
have the opportunity of more
local spot news broadcasts— they
have the wonderful opportunity
of again working with the people and things that make up
their immediate sphere of
activity.
If broadcasters can no longer
get all of the people all of the
time, they can attempt to get
all of the people some of the
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BLAYNE RICHARD BUTCHER,
49, hos been in radio nearly half
his life. A native of Blackwell,
Okla., he entered radio in the late
1920's
Norfolk,at Va.
to
1927,at WTAR
he served
WLVAUp
Lynchburg, Va., WGH Newport
News, WBAP Fort Worth, WLW
Cincinnati and WCAU Philadelphia. From 1934 to 1943, he was
radio director at Lennen & Mitchell. He was radio-TV director at
the Newell-Emmett Co. (now Cunningham & Walsh) from 1943 to
1950. During 1950-1951 Mr.
Butcher was a producer at KTTV
(TV) Los Angeles. Last year he
joined Cecil & Presbrey.
time, and in these days of plenty
of car and portable radios and
multi-set homes, they will maintain a sizeable audience worthy
of advertising attention. They
can try to interest the eyeweary TV viewer, who is per-

that "television would start in the
larger cities most able to support
this
new expensive medium of communication.
"It is only if the Commission
As to criticisms that mileage chooses
to disregard the interests
separations
the VHF
assign- of the smaller
cities and those rements are tooin wide,
Mr. Sterling
siding in outlying areas that it can
said:
at
this
time,
on
the basis of the
"As a matter of fact, unless we
facts it now possesses
reduce separations substantially, engineering
reduce
the
mileage
separations in
the number
additional
ments that weof would
pick assignup by order to permit additional assign
reduced separations would be few.
And if we did take such action, we ments in larger cities."
would be employing separations
below those necessary
to We
insurewould
interference-free service.
Proposed by FCC
be right back in the ice age, flirting WHOLMove RE-GRANT
'PROPOSAL
to
re-grant WHOL
with"Theanother
'freeze.'
memory of some men is, Allentown the construction
permit
for
a
new
station
on 1230 kc with
indeed,
short."other arguments adDespite
vanced by critics, said Mr. Sterling, 250 w, fulltime in that city — made
ago — wasby contained
in an
"when all the smoke clears away, five yearsdecision
FCC Hearing
the obvious reason why our critics initial
are urging narrower separations Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith last
is to get that additional VHF chan- week.
Hearings were reopened when
larger
Henel intosaidthethat
the cities."
FCC recognized the U. S. Court of Appeals in 1949
that economic facts of life dictated remanded the case back to the FCC
on thecisionground
1949 the
dedid not takethatintoitsaccount
relative needs of Allentown and
Easton, Pa., for new service and
the relative abilities of the two
Qlcupne Hutched
applicants
to serve the greater
need.
haps tired of being glued to his
The other applicant in the case
screen, and who might like some
is the Easton Publishing Co. (Eas
freedom of movement around
ton Express)
the house, without sacrificing
WEEX
(FM). which operates
contact with what's going on
Miss Smith found that the rec
in the world, or without sacrificord
shows"radio
a greater
ing the possibility of escape
for "clearly
additional
serviceneedin
through entertainment.
Allentown than in Easton. She
And to digress for a moment,
also placed greater reliance on the
why are radio stations, espeWHOL record than that of the
cially those with no TV affiliaEaston applicant.
tion, so backward about using a
"The Allentown applicant propositive approach in competing
poses a program service which is
for their audience? There's a
geared
to the needs and interests
welter of words about "promoof
the
community it would serve
tion,"
a
lot
of
conversation
and
includes
many local programs
about the vast audience radio
not otherwise available to the comstill has, but few direct pitches.
munity," Miss Smithprograms
ruled, "asof well
Why doesn't radio bluntly say
as the network
the
to
listeners
Columbia Broadcasting System
eyes its
awhile
— Have— "Rest
freedomyourof
which,
too,
are
not
otherwise
availmovement around the house —
able to the city of Allentown and
Use your
imaginationseveral other nearby cities which
sters watching
the kid— Youngshows?
Tune in the kitchen or bedroom
would
The receive
examinerservice."
declared that she
radio" — and other such phrases
that play up the advantages of
was unsure of Easton's program
radio listening from the radio
proposals, since the applicant was
not certain whether it would affistation'sdeed would
viewpoint.
liate with a network or not. She
be the Foolish
advertiserinwho didn't
point
up
his
legitialso complained
"evasivemate claims . . . what is radio
ness" of nesses.
someShe mentioned
of ofthetheEaston
afraid of? This is a fight for
that witthe
survival, and no legitimate holds
Easton
Express
had
not
carried
should be barred.
the program logs of WEST Easton,
but did those of its own WEEX
Radio should again go "grass
roots" and cater to the basic
(FM).
Initial decision also revealed that
interests of people. These interests are the same as they
WHOL, which began operating late
have always been. Interests in
in 1948, lost $15,223.64 in 1948,
themselves, their neighbors,
$22,012.86 in 1949, made a small
their community, and on up the
profit of $2,548 in 1950 and an
estimated profit of $90,000 in 1951.
scale to state, national and inBetween the first grant and the
ternational affairs. In the first
new hearing, the ownership of
three categories radio once did,
WHOL
changed hands. WHOL is
and again can do, an outstanding
now controlled by Victor C. Diehm
job —(Continued
a job thaton probably
will
and associates. Mr. Diehm is genpage 9U)
eral manager andHazleton,
25% owner
WAZL-AM-FM
Pa. of
BROADCASTING
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FCC Allocation Plan

]
Politics
and

out-of-home
listening

Extra values this summer
local RADIO

for

news advertisers

The hottest election year in two decades means that news — the people's
favorite Radio fare — will pull bigger audiences than ever this summer.
With 23,500,000 auto radios and 34,000,000 secondary and portables —
people wherever they go will be listening to local Radio news.
For instance, did you know that:
"73% of all people with TV sets turn to the Radio for news?
Families with TV sets listen to their auto radios 7 times as
much in the afternoon as those without TV?"
These and other pertinent facts about local Radio news are in the "NEWS IS IN
THE SUMMER AIR" booklet available at your nearest NBC Spot Sales office.

}

NBC
Spot Sales
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N.Y.
CHICAGO
CLEVELAND WASHINGTON
SAN FRANCISCO HOLLYWOOD
DENVER
ATLANTA CHARLOTTE
representing radio stations:
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WNBC
WMAQ
KNBC
WTAM
KOA
WRC
WGY

New
York
Chicago
San Francisco
Cleveland
Denver
Washington
SchenectadyAlbany-Troy
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MBS,
WOR-AM-FM-TV
WITH THEIR executive lineup for
consolidated operations all set and
in effect [B°T, June 9], officials of
Mutual and WOR-AM-FM-TV New
York last week were working on
plans
tions. for early physical consolidaOnly moves definitely set late
last week called for the Mutual
program department — which under
the combined operations plan is
also the program department of
WOR radio — to move from the 19th
floor of 1440 Broadway to the 21st
floor of the same building, with the
combined Mutual-WOR radio and
TV advertising, research and public relations department temporarily occupying the space thus vacated on the 19th floor. Both MBS
and WOR are largely quartered in
the
1440
Broadway building already.
Program Duplication Seen
In addition to the physical realignments, the consolidation is expected gradually to see greater
duplication of programs by Mutual
and WOR than has been the case
in the past. Program operations
were said to be high on the priority
list for detailed study.
The consolidation plan has been
expected since shortly after General Tire & Rubber Co. acquired
control of the WOR stations — and
with them, control of Mutual —
early this year.
The new executive lineup, disclosed 10 days ago and effective immediately, was devised by top executives including General Tire's
Thomasdent andF.board
O'Neil,
Mutual Mutual
presichairman;
Executive Vice President William
H. Fineshriber Jr., who heads the
combined Mutual-WOR radio operations, and J.Tire
Glen executive
Taylor, longtime General
and
now a vice president of its overall
radio-TV properties, Thomas S.
Lee Enterprises Inc. (including the E. M. Johnson, who has been MuYankee and Don Lee networks as
tual vice president in charge of
well as the WOR stations and about station relations and engineering,
is now vice president for station
58% of MBS stock).
Theodore C. Streibert, who has relations only; Julius F. Seebach
WOR-AM-TV vice president
headed the WOR stations, is under- Jr.,
sto d to be slated for special duties in charge of programming, now is
in
charge
of programming for Muin the overall Lee Enterprises orand WOR radio; Harvey Marganization, with one of his first as- low tualcontinues
in charge of prosignments expected to be a TV film
gram ing for WOR-TV.
syndication project. His new role
James E. Wallen, Mutual secrehas not been officially announced,
however.
tary and treasurer, now has additional responsibility for account
Authorities estimated that ap- and administrative
of
proximately 25 persons in the Mu- WOR radio and TV;operations
Robert A.
tual and WOR organizations are Schmid, MBS vice president
for
being released as a result of the advertising,
public relations and
consolidation.
research, now is also in charge of
The Top Realignment
these functions for the WOR stations; Adolf N. Hult continues as
The new executive lineup is as
follows, aside from Mr. Fine- Mutual vice president in charge of
sales;
William
continues
shriber'sbined responsibility
com- as sales managerCrawford
radio operations forof theMutual
for WOR radio,
and WOR:
while R. C. Maddux, who has been
WOR-AM-TV vice president in
J. R. Poppele, WOR vice presi- charge
of sales, will concentrate on
dent in charge of engineering for
radio and television, now is also in WOR-TV sales, assisted by Robert
charge of Mutual engineering; Mayo, WOR-TV sales manager.
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Mr. Schmid Mr. Seebach

Mr. Wallen

Mr. Crawford

First Racing Case
wtuxWas renewed
WTUX Wilmington, Del., harassed threepolicy,
years last
by the
anti-racing
weekFCC's
was
granted
renewal
of
its
license.
First of the list of stations cited
for afternoon horse racing broad
casts, the Commission said it was
applying to the renewal petition
its policy of recognizing a station
changed attitude and discontinuance of programs "which appeared
to Renewal
aid in theapplication
violation ofof law."
WTUX
was first heard in May-June 1949
before an examiner, with a grant
recommended. The general counsel
of FCC excepted and asked for
denial, with the FCC itself hearing
the case Feb. 17, 1950. The routine
continued until Oct. 11, 1950, when
FCC denied the renewal.
This denial was based on the
thesis that WTUX race results
were designed to aid illegal betting
and that it had neglected public affairs programming.
All stations were directed Jan
16, 1951 to answer a questionnaire
on racing programs, with a number
set for hearing. Since that time
some of the stations have been
granted renewals where they dis
continued programs which FCC
felt might aid in violation of law
[B»T, March 3, 10].
Request of Leonard H. Marks
attorney for WHIM Providence
R. I., for a ruling on certain types
of racing programs was denied
Mr. Marks had asked [B*T, April
21] if broadcasting a feature race
and a summary of results at the
close of the day would be contrary
to public interest. FCC turned
down the petition with the observa
tion that programming responsibil
ity rests with the licensee.

BOSTON AWRT CHAPTER
Organizational Meet June 20
NEW ENGLAND women broadasters wil meet
Boston's
Statler cJune
20 forin the
purposeHotelof
organizing
a
local
chapter
of American Women in Radio & Television,
it was announced last week. Highlight of the meeting will be a talk
by Harold E. Fellows, president of
NARTB,
who will act as chief dinAnner speaker.
all-day session is slated to
include panel discussions, a busimeeting and
and dinnernesssessions.
At luncheon
the morning
session will be a panel on "Today and
Tomorrow
in
Radio
and
TV,"
moderated by Boston,
Louiseand Morgan,
WNAC-AM-TV
Heloise
Parker Broeg, WEEI. Panel will
include Marjorie Mills, WBZ; Mildred Carlson, WBZ-AM-TV; Claire
Crawford,
WORL,
Harold Cabot
& Co.and Jan Gilbert
Luncheon
meeting
willbybeDoris
devoted principally to talks
Corwith of NBC, AWRT national
president, and Betty Stuart Smith
J.
York.Walter Thompson Co., Nev,
BROADCASTING
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II. S. TO PROTEST
Korea VOA Shutoff
PROTEST by the U.S. State Dept.
was planned Thursday after the
South Korean government ordered
all Voice of America broadcasts to
that country shut off, apparently
because they were critical of PresiSyngman Rhee'selections
attemptsfromto
switchdentPresidential
the National Assembly to a popular
vote, according to CBS reports.
State Dept. Press Officer Lincoln
White said John J. Muccio, U.S.
Ambassador to South Korea, is trying to get the broadcasts, which are
made in the Korean language, reinstated. American press association news broadcasts also were forbidden by the
Korean government.South
Korean stations
had
relayed by longwave the shortwave
signals from the U.S.
FOURTH Annual Frolics will be held
by American Federation of Radio
Artists,fast Club.June 20, at Los Angeles Break-

N«

Between

test

Rating

the

Services

in Houston!
Houston's First PULSE REPORT
(April -May 1952) Confirms
HOOPERATINGS through many years

KPRC

is FIRST

By APRIL-MAY
PULSE REPORT,
Daytime
8:00 A.M. toVa6:00Hours
P.M.
Monday through Friday
KPRC
Network Station B
Network Station C
Network Station D
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26
10
4
O

TOO!
Monday
Nighttime Vi Hours
through Sunday
40
22
4
18
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REBROADCAST RULE TCf
NARTB should attack FCC's policy decision interpreting rebroadcast
provisions of the Communications Act. [B«T, May 19], in the opinion
of the association's TV Board, which met Monday-Tuesday at Hot
Spi-ings,
Va. stated its opposition
The board
to the plan and recommended that member from WMCT (TV) Memphis, informed the group all
the association take action. A similar proposal was adopted by the Scripps-Howard stations were
joining.
This would add WNOX
NARTB Radio Board at its Thursday meeting in Washington (see Knoxville, Tenn., and WCPO Cincinnati to the present list of
Radio Board story, page 28; see
FCC decision story, page 49).
Scripps-Howard members, which
The board tabled a proposal to includes WCPO-TV Cincinnati,
allot $10,000 to Advertising Re- WEWS (TV) Cleveland; WMC
search Foundation for a study of (TV) and WMCT Memphis.
Of the 108 operating TV staaudience research techniques, pendons, 8 are NARTB TV members
ingect.receipt
of aAdvertising
report on theBureau,
proj- along tiwith
the four national TV
Broadcast
it was stated, will help finance the networks.
The TV Board objected to an
ARF study with a $15,000 grant.
ARF is a cooperative research FCC requirement covering reports
station programming for a
group halfconducting
be- on
composite period, contending the
of advertisers,projects
agencieson and
media. Edgar Kobak, WTWA period is too short. The board suggested the annual log reports
Thomson, Ga., is ARF president.
The TV directors approved should be compiled on a four-week
basis
to
reflect a true picture of
^NARTB's efforts to protect teleprogram service.
casters'
rights and
in government
Many of the actions taken by the
of TV towers
air hazards. study
Con.TV Board were subject to action
tinued action was urged.
taken by the Radio Board. In some
Code Fees Continue
cases a mail ballot may be needed
Present subscription fees for the where subjects require composite
NARTB Television Code will con- action.
tinue, it was stated. The fees are
All directors attended the Hot
scaled downward as the number of Springs
meeting M.with
the excepsubscribers increases, with distion of Frank
Russell,
NBC,
counts given NARTB TV members. who was excused.
Ninety works
stations
and
four
TV
netsubscribe to the code.
John E. Fetzer, owner-operator
of the Fetzer radio and TV starepoi-ted as chairman
of the
NARTBtions, Television
Code Review
E. SCRIPPS, 70, pioBoard on the board's activity and WILLIAM
neer broadcaster and publisher,
developments at its June 5-6 meet- died early
Thursday
at his country
ing [B*T, June 9].
A three-man TV Board commit- estate near Lake Orion, Mich.
Death
was
due
to
a
heart conditee will be named to study the
whole problem of TV station dues, illness.tion induced by a year's respiratory
reporting back to the board in NoA member of a prominent jourvember on any proposed changes.
nalistic family, Mr. Scripps and
At present TV stations pay the
his
son, William J. WWJ
Scripps,Detroit
startedin
association half the highest quarter-hour or the five minute rate,
the
summer
of
whichever is lower, as their
1920 inand1947.WWJmonthly association dues. AM staTV
The
tions are assessed a rising-scale
elder Mr.
fee based on their income, a comof levy.to PresScripps encourent TVpletely
duesdifferent
willtypecontinue
next
radio agedactivities
his son's
April.
in 1920 by proAt this
stage
in
TV's
developviding ham
the TV Board
transmitters at
card ment,formula
is felt,
best thebutrate-it
home
and
at
the
W.
E.
Scripps
awaits
Detroit News.
studies. results of the committee's
Head
of
the
Nei
>s since 1926, Mr.
The NARTB's combination dues
the newsplan was set in motion last win- Scrippspaperhadfoundedbeenby with
his father, the
ter. Under it, stations get a vary- late James E. Scripps,
nearly 56
ing discount if all stations under
a common owner belong to NARTB. years.
In directing his radio and newsThe TV board voted to set Aug.
31 as the last day the discount can
paper interests, Mr. Scripps prefer ed to take a behind-the-scenes
be obtained retroactive to last April
role.
He
became interested in avia1, when the plan went into effect.
tion as a sport and the News soon
Station groups applying for the
discount after Aug. 31 will not get was pioneering delivery of newsthe retroactive feature, the disapers by planes.
For psome
years he had spent
count
startinginstead
at timeof the
cation is filed
fromapplilast much of his time at his well-known
farm, Wildwood, which produced
April 1.
Henry W. Slavick, TV board prize-winning cattle. The farm inPage 36 • June 16, 1952

NARTB DISTRICTS
Meeting Schedule Approved
APPROVAL was given the schedule of 1952 NARTB district meetings at board meetings held last
week. Sessions open Aug. 18 and
wind up Oct. 21.
Basic agendas for the meetings
are being developed by NARTB
board members and district directors,
time toThebe allocated with
for TVspecific
discussions.
final
schedule, just completed, follows
(including hotels):
DistrictCleveland.
7 (Ky.. Ohio)— Aug. 18-19,
Statler,
DistrictMacinac
8 (Ind.,Island.
Mich.)—
Grand,
Mich.Aug. 21-22,
District
11 (Minn.,
D., S. D.) — Aug.
25-26,
Duluth,
Duluth.N. Minn.
District
(Alaska, Ore.,
Wash.)Ore.—
Aug.
28-29. 17Multnomah.
Portland.
District
15 (N.Hopkins,
Calif., Hawaii,
Nev.) —
Sept.
4-5.
Mark
San
Francisco.
16 (Ariz.. Coronado
S. Calif .)—Beach,
Sept.
8-9,District
Del Coronado,
Calif.
District 14 (Col.. Ida.. Mont., N. M.,
Utah, S.orD.,Cosmopolitan.
Wyo.)— Sept. Denver.
11-13, Brown
Palace
DistrictWichita.
12 (Kan., Okla.)— Sept. 15-16,
Lassen,
FortDistrict
Worth.13 (Tex.)— Sept. 18-19, Texas,
District
(Iowa, Mo.,
Neb.) Mo.
— Sept.
22-23.
Elms,10 Excelsior
Springs,
District 9 Milwaukee.
(111., Wis.)— Sept. 25-26,
Plankinton,
4 (D. C, Pinehurst,
N. C, S. C,N. Va.)—
Oct.District
2-3. Carolina,
C.
5 (Ala., Atlanta.
Fla., Ga., P. R.) —
Oct.District
6-7, Biltmore,
6 (Ark., La..
Miss., Tenn.) —
Oct.District
9-10. Peabody.
Memphis.
(Del.,Harris.
Md., Harrisburg,
Pa., W. Va.)—
Oct.District
13-14, 3Penn
Pa.
District 2 (N.
Westchester.
N. Y.Y., N. J.)— Oct. 16-17,
District 1 (Conn., Me., Mass., N. H.,
R. I., Vt.)— Oct. 20-21, Statler, Boston.

ACLU COMPLAINT
FCC Votes to Dismiss
REVERSING a previous vote, the
FCC last week voted to dismiss the
complaint
of theagainst
American
Civil
Liberties Union
ABC, CBS,
DuMont, NBC and stations WPIX
(TV) New York and KOWL Santa
Monica, Calif.
Commission's order specifically
dismissed only that portion of the
ACLU complaint which asked that
the licenses
the two
networks'
stations and the ofother
mentioned
be put on temporary extension.
Order also renewed for regular
one-year (TV)
periodNewtheYork
licenses
WNBT
(NBC)of
and of WCBS-TV New York (CBS).
Both these stations' licenses were
due for renewal June 1 — but Commission's failure to act on them
two weeks ago extended them temporarily. Also involved were a
number of remote and pickup licenses by the various networks.
DuMont stations are at present
on temporary license due to that
network'smountinvolvement
in the Paracase and, therefore,
last
week's
FCC
order
made
no memtion of them.
Neither did last week's order
mentioncense doesKOWL.
That until
station's
not expire
May li-1,
1954.
Two weeks ago the Commission
voted 3 to 2 not to take any action
on those licenses up for renewal
because of the ACLU complaint.
FCC Chairman Paul A. Walker and
Comrs. Frieda B. Hennock and
E. M. Webster were the majority,
Comrs. Rosel H. Hyde and Robert
Bartley the minority. Comrs.
eluded a game refuge of 3,8csu acres T.
George E. Sterling and Robert F.
and he was active in reforestation. Jones
were out of town.
He had many charities and had
vote was unanimous,
given his private art collection to withLastallweek's
Commissioners present.
the city of Detroit as well as his
It was understood that originalhome, which became Mt. St. Maly the FCC
renew the liry's Residence for Girls.
censes voted
involved tonotwithstanding
Mr. Scripps'
was a halfbrother
of thefather
late Edward
W. the complaint, but upon the urging of General Counsel Benedict
Scripps, who had held a controlling
the decision not to reinterest in the Scripps-Howard P. Cottone
newMagic,"
was taken.
newspaper chain. Edward
B*T, [See
June editorial
9].
W. Scripps also founded United "Black
The
ACLU
complaint
was
filed
Press
and
Newspaper
Enterprise
Assn.
with the FCC last April [B*T,
April 14].andIt individual
charged that
the
Born in Detroit May 6, 1882, Wil- networks
stations
liam E. Scripps attended Michigan
were "blacklisting" certain
Military Academy and joined the named
performers because their names
News in 1896. Besides serving as were
listed in the anti-communist
publisher of the News, he was pres- Red Channels.
It asked that the
ident of Scripps Motor Co., manu- FCC put on temporary
the
facturing marine engines. In 1941 stations involved, or if suchlicense
licenses
he was a member of the Seaway wer renewed that the Commission
for Defense Committee, formed by require the licensees to sign a
civic and business leaders to get
not tothatuse the
a blacklist.
support
the project.
Great Lakes-St. pledge
also asked
CommissionIt
Lawrence for
Seaway
an wasinquiry
on
whetherby
He was a member of the Asso- conduct
blacklisting
being
practiced
ciated Press, Detroit Board of radio-TV stations.
Commerce, Detroit Athletic and
Technically, the request for an
Bloomfield Hills Country Clubs, and
inquiry stillmis ion.pends
before the
ComCountry Club of Detroit.
It is believed
doubtful
Surviving are his widow, the
that anything approach
former Nina Downey, whom he however,
a full-scale investigation wil
married in 1901; three children, ing
William J., Robert W. and Mrs. eventuate.
In replies to the ACLU comRichard M. Spitzley, all of Detroit;
plaint, the networks and stations
12 grandchildren and three great- denied that
they were using a blackgrandchildren.
list to keep performers off the air,
BROADCASTING
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USIC
. . . the Atlas
of the
Entertainment

World

In ancient fables, Atlas supported the world upon his shoulders.
Today it's a fact that music supports the entertainment world ... a
multi-billion dollar industry ... a world of radio, television, movies,
night clubs, dance halls, concerts, musicals, etc.
Entertainment without music would be entertainment without profit,
singers without songs, orchestra leaders without orchestras.
And where does this music come from? It comes from hundreds
of composers and lyricists who can keep on writing these songs for
the entertainment industry only because they receive royalties for the
public performance for profit of their works.
That is where the American Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers enters the picture. By acting as a clearing house for the
receipt and distribution of performance fees, ASCAP enables these
writers to keep turning out the songs and melodies for the enjoyment
of the American public. All of the thousands of songs composed by
the Society's members are available to you under a single ASCAP license.
And that is what makes this license important to you. It helps make
your business profitable by giving you ready access to the best in the
music of America — the music people have requested, over and over
again, through the years.
This is the first in a series of
advertisements telling the story of ASCAP

AMERICAN
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

SOCIETY OF COMPOSERS, AUTHORS AND
575 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK 22, NEW YORK

PUBLISHERS
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324 Advertisers Buy Radio
APRIL
NETWORK
SALES
TABLE II
A TOTAL of 161 advertisers in
April bought $13,943,887 worth of
Leading Radio Network Advertiser
April 1952
radio network time, averaging
Gross 1
Gross
Timefor EachClassProduct Group During Advertiser
Purchases
Purchases
Advertiser
$86,608 apiece, while 163 advertisClass
U.
S.
Steel
Corp.
Industrial
Materials
ers spent $15,014,091 for TV net- Agriculture & Farming
Allis-Chalmers
Mfg. Co.
Prudential Insurance Co. $ 97,560
Insurance
work time, an average of $92,111 Apparel,
Cannon
Mills
Footwear
&
Access.
$31,052
of
America
132,173
each, according to a Broadcasting Automotive,
9,440 Jewelry,
Optical Goods & Longines-Wittnauer Watch Co 91,824
Equip. Auto. Access. & Goodyear
Tire & Corp.
Rubber Co. 79,860
Cameras
Falstaff
Brewing
• Telecasting analysis of adver- Building
81,631 Office
WineMaterials,
& LiquorEquip.
Equip.,
Stationery & RCA
tising expenditures for network Beer,_
Writing
Supplies
Johns-Manville
2,1
& Fixtures
Publishing & Media
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65,984
Wrigley Jr.Corp.Co.
& Soft Drinks Wm.
Radios,
TV
Sets,
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Consumer Services
formation Bureau.by Publishers In- Confectionery
Electric Companies
Adver58,558
&
Musical
Inst.
&
Access.
63,055 Retail Stores & Direct Mail
Miles Labstising Program
Dr. Hiss Shoe Stores
983,013
597,239
Network television held a simi- Drugs
Materials & Polishes Procter
General Foods Corp.
Liggett && Myers
Tobacco
Co. 474,489
Foods && Remedies
Food
Products&
562,379 Smoking
lar slight lead over network radio Gasoline,
376,305
Gamble
Co.
Soaps,
Cleansers
Lubricants
Procter
&
Gamble
Co.
Toiletries
&
Toilet
Goods
for the first four months of 1952,
Standard
Oil Seed
Co. ofCo.Indiana 102,222
Other Fuels
Transportation,
Hotels
&
Horticulture
Ferry-Morse
22,068
Resorts
Philco
Corp.
as it did in April. During the Jan- Household Equip. & Supplies
Assn.
61,902
138,139
33,136 Miscellaneous
Americanof American
Federation Railroads
of Labor 100,531
Armstrong Cork Co.
179 advertisers
used time onuary-Apriltheperiod,radio
networks, Household Furnishings
spending in the four months a
combined total of $56,544,685, or
an average of $315,892. Meanwhile,
TABLE III
TV networks boasted a total of 191
clients who bought $60,686,549
Gross
Radio
Network
Time
Sales
by
Product
Groups
for April and January-April, 1952
Compared with 1951
worth of TV network time or an
Jan.-April
Jan.-April
1952
1952 Jan.-April
April
1951 Jan.-Ap
.1951
1951
1951
April
average of $317,731. All dollar fig1952
'
April
31
9,
Insurance
12
5
$263,930 $1,033,908
ures are calculated at the one-time Agriculture & Farming $60,514 $255,498 $60,196 $252,886 Jewelry, Optical Goods
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Footwear
&
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Retail
Stores & Direct
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Other
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1
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Totals
$13,943,887 $56,544,685 $15,921,908 $64,054,755
Peet Co., General Foods, General Source: Publishe
Mills, Lever Bros, and Liggett &
Myers, in addition to P & G. Leading advertiser in each product
group workof medium
advertisers
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3,021,974
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Materials & 2,331,600
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Soaps,
1
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Colgate-Pa
Imolive-Peet
Co.
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&
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Equip.
&
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Goods
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267,223
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Industrial Materials
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$60,686,549 $9,633,479 $36,071,987
10. General Motors Corp
286,745
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wherever
there's

you go

radio . . .

transmitted through
Truscon Steel Towers
Truscon Steel Towers dot the landscape in
America and foreign lands, performing
dependably under the greatest extremes of
geographical and meteorological conditions.
Typical example is the new 409 feet high
Truscon Guyed Tower with RCA 4-section
HD pylon 56 feet high, erected for WCOPFM Broadcasting Station at Boston, Mass.
Lessons learned through experience, observation, and coordination with leading tower
erectors during construction of hundreds of
towers, are reflected in the design, detail,
and safe and simple field assembly of all
Truscon Steel Radio Towers.
Your phone call or letter to any convenient
Truscon district office, or to our home office
in Youngstown, will bring you immediate,
capable engineering assistance on your
tower problems. Call or write today.
TRUSCON® STEEL COMPANY
1074 Albert Street
Youngstown 1, Ohio
Subsidiary of Republic Steel Corporation

TRUSCON ... a name
you can build on
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NOW...say

timing

goodbye

error

to

problems!

"SCOTCH" Brand's sensational, NEW 7" plastic professional reel
cuts timing error of tape recorded programs up to ONE HALF

If timing problems are the bug-a-boo of your job as a
recording engineer, you are no exception. Recording engineers
agree that nothing is as distressing as having a tape
recorded program run over or under specified time, creating
a scheduling problem. But why not relax and breathe
easy? You can, you know, because "SCOTCH" Brand, first
in sound recording tape, announces its new, exclusive 7"
plastic professional reel.

HAILED

BY BROADCASTING

& RECORDING

INDUSTRY

LEADERS

Every test on professional recording machines proved
conclusively the superiority of "SCOTCH" Brand's exclusive,
new 7" reel as contrasted to the standard 7" reel. In every instance
the maximum deviation of the recorder speed has been reduced
to one-half that experienced using the standard 7" reel.

EXTRA

ADVANTAGES

OF
LASTIC PROFESSIONAL

REDUCTION OF PITCH CHANGES — Pitch changes
can be a source of trouble when making continuous long recordings on two machines. Because
of the closer speed control made possible by the
new plastic professional reel, pitch changes in
musical selections are greatly reduced.

7" REEL

MINIMIZED MECHANICAL DISTORTION OF TAPE—
On the new professional reel there is only one
smallicalthreading
This minimizes
the mechandistortion of slot.
the layers
of tape nearest
the hub.

MORE UNIFORM WINDING— The new plastic profes ional re l does not attain as high a rotational
speed as theand standard
reel. This results in less
vibration
smoother7"re-winding.
ORDER TODAY FROM YOUR ELECTRONIC PARTS DISTRIBUTOR
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EXCLUSIVE
IN PROFESSIONAL

7

REELS

REG. U.S. PAT. OFF.
SCOTCH

Sound

"SCOTCH" Brand's new, professional reel has
an exclusive, large-sized hub (23A" in diameter
as compared to the l3// diameter hub for the
standard
7" reel). This
"SCOTCH"
new,
professional
reel gives
the same
ratio of Brand's
outside
diameter to hub diameter as that of the standard
NAB metal reel.
While timing is also determined by mechanical
considerations in recording machines, tape reels
play an important part in this problem. With
the standard 7" reel, as tape is spooled from the
supply reel on to the take-up reel, tension is

Recording

Tape

constantly varying because of the changes in the
effective reel diameters. This change in tension
causes slight variations in speed; the tape running faster at the beginning of the reel, and
slower at the end. The hub of "SCOTCH"
Brand'slarge
new to
plastic
professional
is purposely
made
eliminate
tensionreelchange
while
the tape is playing.
More than
1200 feet ofSound
"SCOTCH"
Brand's
clusive dry lubricated
Recording
Tape ex-is
readily stored on the new professional 7" reel.

aesie* "scotch"
Ss^a?
minus
V2 db from reel to reeL ' and- 15:WJess th™
Plus orat
^^^T'o^S?^
variation

The
term "SCOTCH"
are registeredMINING
trademarks
for Sound
Recording
Tape made andin U.theS.plaid
A. bydesign
MINNESOTA
& MFG.
CO.,
St. Paul 6, Minn.— also makers of "SCOTCH" Brand Pressure-sensitive Tapes,
"Underseal" Rubberized Coating, "Scotchlite" Reflective Sheeting,"Safety-Walk'J
Non-Slip NewSurfacing,
"3M"London,
Adhesives.
Avenue,
York 17,"3M"N.Y.Abrasives,
In Canada:
Ont., General
Can. Export: 270 Park
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WNAR Norristown, Pa., helped
to send a blind bowling team
to the National Blind Tournament
in New York. The bowling team had
wanted to participate in the tournament but needed $150 in travel
funds. WNAR conducted a weeklong campaign over the Allan
Michaels Morning Show, getting
more than $200 in contributions.
KGLO Raises Funds
THREE fund-raising campaigns by
KGLO Mason City, Iowa, secured
$1,100 for flood relief, $800 for a
recreation area beautification project and $1,600 for the local polio
drive, according to Bud Suter,
KGLO program and sports director.
WESC Aids Child
WESC Greenville, S. C, through
disc jockeys Fred Heckman and
Jack Strong, appealed to listeners

in public

service . . .
Trail, a radio quiz and celebrities
for
hospital
fundsofforbraina five-yearold child
in need
surgery. show.
Red Cross Jamboree
Listeners responded with $135.
This amount, added to $100 do- RED CROSS drive by KYMA,
nated by the local chapter of the Yuma, Ariz., saw $14,000 goal there
American Red Cross, was enough reached
with Program Director
to have the child admitted to Duke
Bob Vache
acting as climb
a "human"
U. Hospital in Durham, N. C.
gauge
in a four-hour
up the
250-w station's antenna to measure
progress of contributions. The
Funds for Announcer
KYMA drive featured a "Red
STAFFERS of CHUM Toronto, Cross Jamboree."
* * *
Ont.,
a fund-raising
Radio Solves Robbery
which began
eventually
reached $941driveto
a lone robber held up a
pay the medical expenses for Cam WHEN
Langford, CJOY Guelph, Ont., an- bank in California, Mo., he was
nouncer, who was paralyzed after apprehended three hours afterward. Aonlistener
heard a Jefferson
descripauto accident
injuries.
Contribution
the KWOS
tions came from
listeners,
radio
City
MFA
Neighbors
and
notified
and recording people, and the audi- law officials.
ences at a performance of Treasure

HEREVER YOU

AD/O

All over Western
New York, Northern Pennsylvania
and nearby Ontario,
WGRis the MOST
LISTENED-TO
RADIO Station.

RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO 3, N. Y.
National Representatives: Free & Peters, Inc.
Leo J. ("Fitz") Fitzpafriek
I. R. ("Ike") Lounsbtrry
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FOR THE 19th consecutive year, the
two persons above have gone through
this ceremony of signing a contract.
Clothier Henry Holmes (I), president
of H. G. Holmes & Sons, once again
signs for
NewsKTULat
Home,
whileKTUL
R. P. Tulsa's
(Bud) Akin,
senior account executive, beams satisfaction. Mr. Holmes,
the station's
oldest continuous
advertiser,
was one
of Mr. Akin's lasting.
first sales clients, a
pleasant relationship that has been
WTMJ CHANGES
Three Executives Affected
THREE changes in the executive
staff of WTMJ-AM-TV Milwaukee
have been announced by Walter J.
Damm, vice president and general
manager of the stations.
Russell G. Winnie becomes assistant general manager of radio
succeeding L. W. Herzog. George
Comte will be stations' manager
succeeding Mr. Winnie. Mr. Herzog's
post iscoordinator.
to be research and
development
Mr. Winnie joined the Journal
stations in 1928 and has been stations' manager
1945.
Mr. Comte
has since
been June
at WTMJ
since 1935 and became an assistant
to the manager in 1950. Mr. Herzog
has been with the Journal interests
since 1924. He became station manager of WTMJ in 1939 and in 1945
was named assistant general manager of radio.

WLPO's New Plant
CONSOLIDATION of office and
studio facilities under the same
roof by WLPO La Salle, 111., is
scheduled to take place Wednesday without interruption in regular broadcast operations, according to Bill Holm, general manager. The station's
new quarters
are located
at the transmitter
site
immediately south of La Salle-Peru.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting B

HELICOPTER DROPS OIL EXPLORATION CREW into rough California terrain where
geologists will study surface rock structures in their never-ending search for oil. Despite
long chances involved, U. S. oilmen last year found twice as much new oil as nation used.

Biggest Search

in History

Pays Off For
U. S. Oil Consumers
Last year oilmen found two barrels of new oil in the United States
for every barrel the nation used, in
spite of the tremendous odds against
finding new sources of oil. As a
result, the nation's known underground oil supplies are now at an
all-time high— over four times what
they were thirty years ago.
These record discoveries are remarkable when you consider the
risks oilmen take in their search for
oil. The odds are 8 to 1 against
bringing in a producing well in an
area where oil has never been found
before. Yet by drilling more wells in

1951 than ever before, oilmen discovered record
a
amount of new oil
to assure your future needs.
It is no accident that year after
year America's thousands of privately-managed oilbusinesses find
more oil in the U. S. than America
uses. The odds against finding new
sources of oil are great, but the men
who compete in the search for oil
are willing to accept these odds as
long as the chance to stay in business by earning a fair profit exists.
This is America's competitive system at work— and a good example of
how it benefits you and the nation.

Oil Industry Information Committee
American Petroleum Institute, 50 West 50th Street, New York 20, N. Y.
IROADCASTING
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MINIATURE EARTHQUAKES like this were set off by the hundreds of thousands last year to chart underground rock formations, permitting exploration crews to pinpoint likely oil
drilling locations. Even using latest scientific equipment, odds
against finding new oil are great.
U.S. KNOWN UNDERGROUND
OIL SUPPLIES
(IN BILLIONS OF BARRELS)

ENOUGH OIL FOR THE FUTURE? This chart gives the answer. America's known underground oil supplies are increasing
steadily though U. S. uses more oil every year. Ample oil suppityligasoline
es help makecostsoil about
productssamea realas gasoline
bargain. Today's
high qualin 1925
taxes are higher.
Yet 2 gallons
now do work did3 used
to do.— only
June 16, 1952
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First Step To Commercialism
for some time to come. FurtherFIRST STEP'S
toward thePOL
introduc-ICY
BBC
tion of commercial competition
to
more, there is as yet no machinery
the BBC monopoly in broadcasting for issuing commercial TV licenses
in Great Britain was taken last there. The White Paper pointed
Wednesday, when the House of out:
Commons approved a Government
••"As the policy governing the
White Paper on the future of broad- BBC charter and license is alcasting, including a proposal for
ways considered by Parliament on
of renewal, the govprivately-owned advertising-sup- the occasion
ernment thinks that Parliament
ported TV stations to operate
should
have
a
similar opportunity
alongside the BBC's non-commer- of considering, before
licensing
cial tax-supported stations. In ra-= of the first station, thetheterms
and
dio, the castingBBC's
exclusive
rights were
extendedbroadfor conditions under which competitive television would operate.
another 10 years.
Step was a long one, marking as
"It would be necessary to introsafeguards against possible
it did the first time that any offi- abusesduceand
a controlling body
cial sanction has been given in the
United Kingdom to anything but would be required for this purfor regulating the conduct of
the BBC's monopolistic public new pose,stations,
for exercising a
service type of radio and TV operation. While only television is men- general oversight of the protioned in the measure, informed
grammes and for advising on apobservers seem to be in agreement
It has beena
that once commercial television commented propriate
that ifmatters."
in establishing
has been added to the broadcast- British counterpart of our FCC the
ing scene, the introduction of com- above language should be retained,
"advising on aphind. mercial radio can not lag far be- that final phrase
propriate matters"
well
prove as plaguing
to might
the English
No Early Commercials
But it should not be assumed as the "public interest, convenience
of our
communications
that the vote means that the Brit- oractnecessity"
has in this
countryish public will start getting com"The
new
stations
would not be
mercial programs on their TV sets
in the near future. The date when permitted to engage in political or
religious broadcasting," the governvideo commercials first go out into ment/States.
for any
the English air is still some years stations would"Licenses
be granted
(and,newif
away, estimates of just how many necessary, withdrawn)
by
the
years varying from 3 to 10 or more.
General on the advice
Estimates like the House of Com- ofPostmaster
this
body,
subject
to
reservation
mons vote are based primarily
the government of all rights in
on the political views of the esti- by
mators.
time of emergency."
Technical Aspects
Specifically, the government proOn the technical side, the White
posed and the House adopted the
Paper points out that the private
suggestion
"that inprovision
the expanding
field of television
should TV stations would have to use
be made to permit some element "higher frequencies." The introduction of competitive TV service
of competition [to the BBC] when
the calls on capital resources at would also require changes in the
present needed for purposes of design of English TV receivers for
greater national importance make multi-station reception and the
production of adaptors for present
this feasible."
which can receive only the
Freely translating "purposes of sets,
now utilized for telegreater national importance" as single channel
casting by the BBC TV stations.
"rearmament"
it apparent
Even when material is free for
that no privatemakes
broadcasters
are
going to be licensed in England such non-defense uses as the erecGET THE BIG PLUS
IX CINCINNATI
See Centerspread This Issue
ON THE AIR EVERYWHERE 24 HOURS A DAY
50,000 WATTS
OF
SELLING POWER
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Youthful Applicants
TWO young
who that
evidentally
havemen—
heard
radio
is
a
young
man's
game
— filed for a new AM station for Oxford, Ohio, last
week. pierThe
duo, Eugene
Naand Richard
Plessinger,
are 17 and 18 years old, reThey seek 1090
kc with 500 spectively.
w daytime,
and
expect
that
the
station$23,000
will
cost $10,350 to build,
a year to operate, and take
in $27,000 a year revenue.
"The station will give the
sponsorsibleasand much
time make
as pos-it
still not
hard on the listener," they
state in their application. Mr.
Napier
at the
Stewart isHigha student
School, Oxford,
and Mr. icemanPlessinger
is
a
servfor McFarland Radio
Service, also in Oxford.

tion of TV stations, commercial
operators will not be at the head
of thehindline,
but must
cue up bethe BBC.
The Government
White Paper states:
"For many years the BBC has
been prevented by limitations on
capital investment from developing television in certain areas and
from introducing very high frequency sound broadcasting. The
government considers that the BBC
has a continuing obligation to
provide adequate
national broadcasting services throughout
the
Unitedment Kingdom
and
the clearly
fulfillof this policy must
have first claim when labor and maThereterialsarebecomenowavailable."
four TV stations
in the United Kingdom — three in
one in scheduled
Scotland — towithbe
aEngland
fifth, inandWales,
added in August. BBC plans also ANTI-TRUST CASE
call for the future erection of five
New Delay to September
lower powered video transmitters.
HEARING
on modification
RCA's motionof the
for
At present, all stations broadcast withdrawal or
the same programs, originated
government
subpoena
for
RCA
mostly in London.
records in its anti-trust probe of
Half-Million TV Sets
manufacturing inThere are about 500,000 TV sets the electronics
dustry has been postponed to
installed in the United Kingdom,
which has some 12 million licensed Sept. 2.hearing had been slated for
radio sets. License fees of 2 lastTheThursday
in the U. S. Court
pounds
($5.60)thata year
the Southern District of New
and of twice
sum ononradio
TV sets
sets for
was rescheduled for Sepfurnish the money with which the York, but tember,
government authorities
BBC operates.
said,
upon
RCA request
and ap-in
At present all this revenue goes
p
r
o
v
a
l
o
f
Justice
Dept. officials
to the BBC; the government pro- Washington.
poses that 15% be put into the naAuthorities said the action nation's general finances,
with the
turally delays RCA compliance
BBC operating
on the remaining
with
subpoena but does not
85%, for the first three years of affect the
that of other manufacturers
the new proposed 10-year charter. subpoenaed, which, it is generally
After the three-year period, op- accepted, includes virtually all maportunity would be arrangement.
provided to rejor producers of AM, TV or FM
view this financial
March 3, et seq.].equipment [B»T,
In the debate of the White transmitting
Paper in the House of Lords, it was
Except for RCA, it was reported,
reported
thatfeesthe runs
BBC'sat the
revenue
from license
rate manufacturers who received subof about $32.2 million a year.
poenas have complied "in whole or
in part" quest.
withAttorneys
the are
Justice
During
the
House
of
Lords
denow Dept.
engagedrebate, which was pushed vigorously in the substantial
task of sifting
by both proponents and opponents through the mass of corporate
of sponsored programs, it was re- records, correspondence, reports,
ported that public opinion polls in
have been submitted.
recent years have shown about etc.,In which
seeking modification or with65% of the British public favor
d
r
a
w
a
l
o
f
its
subpoena,
RCA consome competition to the BBC.
tends the demand
for voluminous
Newspaper associations have op- data — some dating back to 1934 —
posed the introduction of advertis- is "too broad, unreasonable and
ing into TV. Somewhat more sur- oppressive." Further company
that a part of the subprising is the report that English claims are
poena relating to RCA licensing
advertisers and advertising agen- was adjudicated
in acourts
1932 ruled
consentHi
cies are divided on the advisability decree and that the
of commercial TV, although the ma- 1942, when the Attorney General
had attempted
to re-open the case,
idea. jority of each group favors the that
it was closed.
The vote of the Incorporated
Society of British Advertisers was ALAN REED, who portrays PasquaL
169 in favor to 122 against, while on CBS Radio Life With Luigi, organized marathon broadcasts conductec.
the Institute of Incorporated Practitioners in Advertising members
Los Angeles
area bydiscIrving
m.c.'s, ThaiMay
26- June
7, sponsored
voted 201 for commercial television by
berg
for benefit of Little Flower
and 181 against.
Home Lodge
for Girls.
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. RADIO

HOMES

!

Radio time today is bought on a basis of radio
homes. The county-by- county breakdown of
radio homes in America is the circulation figure for all radio. These figures for the 3,070
counties in the United States are the most basic statistical data.
Of all source and data books, the BROADCASTING Marketbook is the only place where
the number of radio homes can be found. This
information will be published exclusively
the 1952 BROADCASTING
Marketbook.
The

Radio

Homes

listing, along with

in

other

important data in the Marketbook, is the reason that time-buyers use it every day.
Therefore, the 1952 BROADCASTING
Marketbook isa strategic advertising buy. Reserve
space today.

SPOT RATE FINDER
Auto
Retail Registrations
Sales
Farm Income
THE 1952 MARKETBOOK
Taxable
State MapsPayrolls
EmploymentMap
ill also include: Television
And Other Features

Publication Date: August 18 • Deadline: July 20 • Regular Rates

TEXAS
STAR RULING
WHEN the FCC considers an ap- Star in Dallas on 740 kc with 10
plication for a new station, it must kw LS, 5 kw N, DA.
balance the proposed gain in servAppealing
decision
ice by the applicant against the timer
KSEO the
Durant,
Okla.,wason day750
loss to be suffered by an existing kc with 250 w, which claimed that
licensee.
interference to its service area
Thistion isof the
the most
significant
by the Commisdecision
issued porlast must be considered
that the burden
of proof
Thursday by the U. S. Court of must sionbeand carried
by the new applic
a
n
t
.
I
t
claimed
that
the
new
staAppeals maninded to the
Washing-ton
which
reFCC its grant of a
tion (KACE) eliminated 41% of
new station to Texas Star Broad- the population
casting Co. (Roy Hofheinz). Depeople). it was serving (164,cision was No. 10692, Democrat 300Also
involved in the FCC hearPrinting Co. v. FCC and Texas
ings on the Dallas applicant was
Star Broadcasting Co.
KTRH
Houston (740 kc, 50 kw,
The Court also held that the Com- DA) which
for a change in
mission may not deviate from its its directionalasked
pattern.
Initial
deengineering standards in cases dec
i
s
i
o
n
i
n
1949
proposed
to grant
implicationcidedwasby examiners.
that the FCCThemust
rule KTRH but deny Texas Star. In
itself when it wished to change a 1950, however, the Commission restandard.
versed the examiner's proposal,
Case, begun in 1947, involved the granted Texas Star and denied
grant of a new station to Texas KTRH. In June 1950, KSEO ap-

sales managers

Court Remands
e decision to a three-judge
Court ofpealed thAppeals.
Case was argued last fall before
retired Judge Kimbrough Stone
and Judges Wilbur K. Miller and
David L. Bazelon. Judge Bazelon
wrote the decision, in which Judge
Miller concurred. The Court ruled:
If the requirements of the public
interest are to be satisfied the Commission must consider not only the
public benefit from the operation of
the new station, but also any public
loss which it might occasion. Only
by suchsion reach
a balancing
Commisa legally can
validtheconclusion
oninterest.
the ultimate question of the public
By refusing to base its decision
upon a 'comparative consideration of
KSEO
and the
Dallas disregarded
proposal' the
Commission
effectively
its
Rule 3.24 [Showing Required for
Broadcast Facilities] . . . the Com-

onfy knew

Grant

mission could not regard as irrelevant
what Rule 3.24 and the public interest
command — a determination as to the
comparative
meritsof ofinterference.
the two stations in the area
The Court also refused to accept
the contention that the burden of
proof regarding loss of service was
the responsibility of KSEO. Texas
Star in its FCC presentation attempted to show how KSEO program ed for the area in question,
but the examiner rejected this
evidence and was upheld in this respect by the full Commission.
The Court held that the Commission "deviated" from its own engineering standards in approving
the grant of the new Dallas station, since the new station violated
Par. 4, dealing with blanket areas.
Standards state that a transmitter shall be located so that not
more than 1% of the metropolitan population to be served live
within the blanket area — the area
near the transmitter where radio
receivers find it difficult to tune-in
other signals due to the strength of
the
mitter.signal from the nearby trans-

Commission's Standards
Commissions standards provide
that other transmitter locations
may be permitted if not more than
1% of the population comes within
the 500cantuv/m
if the giving
applisubmits contour,
an affidavit,
reasons why he cannot live up to
the regular requirements, and if
the applicant assumes full respon
sibility for adjusting the receivers
of complaining
listeners in the
blanket
area.
The Court pointed out that the
Commission's grant to Texas Star
violated even that exception, in that
1.3% of the population resided in
the 500 uv/m contour and that
what
Texas Star
fidavit calleddidfor.not submit the afOn another point raised by
Kansas farmers KSEO,
the Court brought up th
know
question of the financial effect on
the operation of an existing station
when a new grant is made which
affects
former'sthatoperation.
KSEOtheclaimed
there was no
substantial evidence to support the
Commission's
thatimpair
"the
grant
to Texas findings
Star will not
Every farmer knows the trick of introducing
WIBW! It's the station most listened to by the the ability of KSEO to continue to
the Durant area."
a new pig into a family like this. Unless it's done
state's biggest-spending, most desirable market.* serve
TheorCourt
right, the newcomer is likely to go hungry.
may agreed
not be toablethat.to "KSEO
survive
Because we're a welcome daily visitor in these may
financially if its signal is blocked
There's an equally simple method of introduchomes, we'll get you SPEEDY SALES RESULTS
by the "The
proposed
interference,
it stated.
evidence
furnishes '
ing a new product to the farm and small town
. . . just like we have for hundreds of other out
WIBW advertisers.
families of Kansas. Tell them about it over
no basis for an answer."
Hofheinz
owns in50-kw
addition
Kansas Radio Audience, 1951 theMr.grant
for KACE,
KSOXto 0K",
Harlingen (1530 kc, 10 kw at
night) and 5-kw KTHT Houston £
(on 790 kc).
WIBW
GOVERNMENT of India Information
"THE MAGIC CIRCLE"
Services has announced that All-India
Radio
now operates
22 stations
— morein
than double
the number
that were
Ben Ludy, Gen. Mgr. . WIBW . KCKN
Rep. Capper Publications,
operation before India achieved indt
pendence in 1947.
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°PP05itio" Developing
RULE
BROADCAST sion for rebroadcast.
RE
It
is
holding
WIDESPREAD protests against
orbitant sum to another broadcaster seeking rebroadcast rights.
FCC'sing onnew
"legalized rights
larceny"started
rul- discussions with FCC on the subrebroadcast
The all-day advisory discussions
to develop in the industry last week ject.Industry concern over the FCC's brought
out many proposals to simas legality of the decision was rebroadcast order continued to
plify FCC questionnaires
ease
challenged.
mount last week as its impact on the burden
of filling out and
all sorts
NARTB, NBC and CBS were stations and networks was studied of returns with
detailed
informapreparing to ask reconsideration in detail. The rule specifies that if
tion. In renewal applications, for
of the order [B*T, May 19] as well a station refuses to permit rebroad- example, it was proposed that staas stay of execution prior to the
cast of a program it has carried,
tions file a simple balance sheet
July 1 effective date.
it must tell the FCC why it re- instead of long forms. Use by
Indignation marked meetings of fused.
FCC
of
an income form resembling
the two NARTB directorates —
If the Commission figures the income tax computations was sugRadio Board and TV Board— last reasons
g
e
s
ted as a means of saving work.
aren't
satisfactory,
it
week. Both boards took up the might question the very qualificaIn the case of forms covering
FCC's tionsorder
and
adopted
resolut
i
o
n
s
o
f
the
licensee
under
the
pubproperties that are relacalling for quick action (see
lic service provisions of the Com- broadcasttively small
units in large enterboard stories, pages 28 and 36).
munications Act, it was pointed
prises, it was proposed that FCC
The NBC and CBS protests were out.
need
not
examine
in great detail
about complete at the weekend,
A broadcaster suggested to the all the phases of the commonly conwith prospect they would be filed joint
trolled
properties.
Consolidation
of
committee that a special enearly this week. Legal staffs of
problem would arise if annual and interim ownership reboth networks gave priority to the a station forcement
would demand an exmatter.
Curiously, the most heated critiports.
cism of FCC's
order — whichcarpet
puts
a station
on the Commission
if its fails to let another station rebroadcast a program — occurred
within the government [Closed
Circuit, June 9].
This criticism developed within
the Budget Bureau because FCC
had failed to clear its decision with
the bureau as required by the
Federal Reports Act of 1942.
The Commission found itself on
the spot at a Tuesday session of
its lawyers and representatives of
the Budget Bureau, part of an allday discussion with the Broadcast
Industry Committee of the Advisory Council on Federal Reports.
The advisory council consists of
business organizations which advise with the Budget Bureau in
simplifying and improving question aire and reporting procedures
of federal agencies.
Benedict Cottone, FCC general
council, is understood to have told
the broadcast advisory group the
subject was not properly before
the body, adding that the FCC
didn't
the Budget
Bureau's
consent need
to issue
the order.
After conferring with other FCC
representatives, Mr. Cottone apologized for his observations, according to some of those who took part
in the meeting.
The Budget Bureau, citing the
Federal Reports Act, contended no
agency shall collect information
without its approval. The bureau
does not question the FCC's power
from a policy standpoint. However, ittakes the position that if a
Federal agency issues a rule calling for a report, and that report is
disapproved by the bureau, the rule
would then be invalid.
It was brought out Tuesday that
the rebroadcast order had been informally discussed at the staff level
by FCC and bureau personnel, but
the
final
cleared. FCC rule had not been
The bureau now has the matter
before it, looking into the procedure involved in network and station reports on refusal of permis-

Attending the advisory Sessions
were Ben Strouse, WWDC Washington, chairman of the Broadcast
Industry Committee; David Cohen
and C. P. Modlin, economists of the
Budget
Bureau'sC. Office
of Statistical Standards;
T. Lucy,
WRVA
Richmond; Richard C. Steele,
WTAG Worcester, Mass.; E. K.
Jett, WMAR-TV Baltimore; Ralph
W. Hardy,
for
SecretaryNARTB,
C. E. substituting
Arney Jr.;
Richard P. Doherty and Charles H.
Tower, NARTB, observers; Leon
Brooks, Carl Burkland, Craig Lawrence, CBS; James E. Greeley, Paul
B. Lynch, NBC; Mr. Cottone,
Daniel
Ohlbaum,
Plummer, Robert
Leahy,Curtis
HugoB. Reyer,
H. H. Golden, James Sheridan, Eric
Stewart, FCC.
UNITED NATIONS Radio has produced a special series titled Jungle in
Retreat, story of three U. N. reporters
in southeast Asia, starring screen actor
Gene Kelly. Series will be carried by
NBC radio June 21, 28 and July 5.

AMONG THOSE attending the West Virginia AP news
clinic were (front row, I to r) H. B. Kenny, WCOM
Parkersburg; Paul A. Myers, WWVA; Phil Vogel, WGKV
Charleston; Frank J. Stearns, AP field representative,
Washington, D. C; Ned Skaff, WCHS; Nick Basso, WSAZ
Huntington; Gilbert D. Brooks and Mr. Hays, WKNA;
second row, Aud Archer, WCOM; A. G. Ferrise, WMMN
Fairmont; Johnnie Villani, WBRW Welch; Mr. Saunders;

WILLIAM D. NIETFELD (I), KCBS
San Francisco news director, is congratulated on his election to the
chairmanship of the California AP
Radio Assn. by Les Mawhinney, KHJ
news director, and retiring chairman.
VOTING GUIDE
Ad Council Catalog Mailed
HUNDREDS OF radio-television
broadcasters are among the estimated 10,000 persons receiving The
Advertising
new 28-page
Register and Council's
Vote campaign
guide,
scheduled for mailing to advertisers, agencies, broadcasters and
editors early last week.
Prepared by Leo Burnett Co.,
Chicago, the catalog of advertising
and action materials designed to
help get out the national political vote was displayed for the first
time at the annual convention of
the Advertising Federation of
America
in New York's WaldorfAstoria Monday.
This material will be distributed to radio and TV stations
through the council's regular allocation plan, with monthly supplemental material issued by the
American Heritage Foundation
and the NARTB.
Radio outlets will be supplied
scripts and program ideas to urge
citizens to vote, with special proand tie-ins planned
both
networkgrams commercial
and for
sustaining shows.
TV stations will receive onePage 50 • June 16, 1952

W. VA. AP CLINIC
State, Local News Lauded
STATE and local news was
termed the "most salable radio
commodity"
an AP Boone
news Hotel,
clinic
June
5 in theat Daniel
Charleston, W. Va. Don O. Hays,
program
director,
WKNA Charleston, told some
40 broadcasters
that
it behooved them to exploit these
Such news "builds not only auprograms.
dience, listener loyalty and advertiser acceptance, but also serves as
an ideal vehicle for promotion and
publicity,"
he said. WCHS CharlesErnie Saunders,
ton
sports
director,
an analysis
Mr. Aspinwall; Mr. Rine, and John S. Phillips, WHTN of sports coverage, insaid
he felt
Huntington; standing, Doug Martin, WCHS; Carl Lipps that too much time was devoted
and Charlie Brotman, WRON Ronceverte; Bill Powell, horseracing. More, he said, thanto
WMMN; Mort Cohen and Bill Buckley, WCHS; Ellis stations in small cities want or will
Landreth, WBRW; Cebe Tweel, WPLH Huntington; Mr. use.
Fullerton; Bill Austin, WPLH; Bert Shimp, WSAZ; Charles
Mr. Saunders also urged that the
R. Lewis, AP sports editor, Charleston; Richard K. Boyd, betting
on allwiresports
AP correspondent, Huntington, and Flem Evans, WPLH. eliminatedoddsfrom
copy.events be
John Aspinwall, AP radio news
editor,
described
association's
New York
radio the
operations.
Max
R. Fullerton, Baltimore bureau
chief, led parative
a discussion
of theamong
comuse of AP copy
member stations. Mr. Fullerton
said tionthatto himit was
that athehappy
day revelaof the
"rip
and
read"
announcer
has
waned. William E. Rine, managing
director, WWVA Wheeling, is president of the West Virginia AP
Broadcasters Assn.

WWJ 'LIVE' POLICY
Urges Return to Spontaneity
INCREASED importance on the
of spontaneity in radio has
PENNSYLVANIA and Delaware AP stations hear Robert K. Richards (I), value
become the policy at WWJ Detroit,
NARTB public affairs director, urge support of get-out-the-vote campaign. Don DeGroot, manager, announced
Here Joe Cleary (2d I), incoming president of Pennsylvania-Delaware AP last week.
Broadcasters, is greeted by Ed Darlington, WCNR Bloomsburg, Pa., outgoing
In a statement to his staff, Mr.
president. Joe Snyder (r) is AP secretary.
Philadelphia bureau chief and association DeGroot said, "Radio has always
served the public best as an 'on the
spot' medium.
or reminute and 20-second film spots,
cording removesSince
shows,taping
interviews
contributed by Five Star Produc- NARTB 'VOTE' DRIVE
and
special
events
an
additional
tions, Hollywood. Main campaign
Maine, Illinois Join step from the spontaneity which is
themes are dramatized through
of radio's greatest assets, and
live-action and art techniques, TWO more states, Illinois and one
programs get the adwith emphasis of all announce- Maine, have joined the NARTB since 'live'
ge ofword-of -mouth publicity
"Register and Vote" campaign, from the vantaparticipants,
ments on the final "See you at the conducted
please make
in
conjunction
with
the
polls" message.
matter of policy in the future
American Heritage Foundation. itto aschedule
radio programs on a
Formation
of
four
committees
preAustrian Quiz
viously had been announced, with 'live' basis whenever possible.
"If it is impractical to keep the
NARTB President Harold E. FelUSING an American-type
lows contacting
all 38 state
assoentirenarrator,
programthe'live,'
then atorleast
quiz show with participants
c
i
a
t
i
o
n
s
i
n
connection
with
the
the
announcer,
the
donating their prizes, the
drive. Goal of the campaign is a voice that ties it together should
U.S.
Dept.
of
State's
Redrecord
election
vote.
be done 'live.' Your cooperation in
White-Red network in Austhis can help maintain the public
New state committees follow:
tria won over many Ausconsciousness of radio's matchless
trian,
Hungarian
and
CzechoILLINOIS—
William
Holm,
WLPO
Laslovak Catholics in a drive
Salle, chairman; Charles Cook, WJPF
Herrin;field;Oliver
Keller,
WTAX
Springto rebuild the war-damaged
Safford,
WLS Chicago; WVLK
immediacy."Change
TomMAINEGavin,—HaroldFaust
WIRL
Peoria.
800-year-old
St. Stephan's
Couture,
WCOU
Cathedral. Using
two new
Lewiston;
Carleton
Brown,
WTVL
100 kw transmitters, one
Waterville,
secretary;SamWilliam
Rines, FCC granted permission last week
WCSH Bangor;
Portland;
Henderson,
near the Czech border and
WGUY
EldenGlidden,
Shute,
WLAM to WVLK Versailles, Ky., to change
the other near Hungary,
Lewiston;
H.
D.
WGAM
its main studio location to LexingPresque Isle.
RWR is preferred by 76% of
ton. WVLK will maintain a remote
the Austrians to the RussianCommis-to
controlled RAVAG, accordPOPULARITY poll conducted by TV studiosionatnoted.Versailles,
Station isthelicensed
Digest indicated that John Facenda, Blue Grass Broadcasting Co. and is
ing to Paul A. Shinkman,
WIP
favorite
public information officer.
1 kw fulltime on 590 kc,
news Philadelphia,
commentator isinthethat
area. local assigned
directional. It is a Mutual affiliate.
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NEW
WONDERS

COLOR
OF

FILM

MODERN

SHOWS
COAL

MINING-

Actual on-the-job scenes shot
• MARVELOUS AUTOMATIC MINING MACHINES AT WORK
• SAFETY MEASURES THAT PREVENT MINE ACCIDENTS
• HOW COAL CONTRIBUTES TO ELECTRIC POWER...
STEEL . . . CHEMICALS ... AND SYNTHETIC FUELS.
This new film shows what coal mining is actually like today. It contains some of the finest
high-quality color sequences ever made of
mechanized underground mining.
Now audiences can see the extensive measures
that are taken to insure miners' safety . . . marvelous machines harnessed to produce coal at
almost unbelievable speed . . . mining aboveground, where giant shovels high as eight-story
buildings peel back the earth to expose the coal.
Modern coal "laundries" are shown that wash,
size, grade and treat coal to do its many jobs.
Exciting scenes show coal doing these jobs.
There are scenes, too, of the chemical marvels
that are possible because of coal, including views
of a new synthetic fuels plant where coal is transformed into gasoline and oil.
This 25-minute film is 16 mm., in full color and
sound. It is free of any advertising or propaganda, and is being hailed, for its high interest
value and dramatic qualities, as one of the finest
industrial films ever produced.
HOW THE FILM CAN BE SEEN
"Powering America's Progress" is available for
schools, colleges, scientific and technical societies, business and civic organizations, and
other recognized groups. Prints can be obtained
through the Bituminous Coal Institute and from
the Graphic Services Section, U. S. Bureau of
Mines, 4800 Forbes St., Pittsburgh 13, Pa. Copies
of the film are also available for television.
For further information write to:
BITUMINOUS COAL INSTITUTE
A Department of National Coal Association
320 Southern Building, Washington, D. C.
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Industry
(Continued'Morals'
from page Reply
28)
Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee, which has jurisdiction
over radio and TV, the probe into
broadcast programs was handed
to it.
In thenessesfirst
hearings, most
witand committee
members
agreed no censorship nor legislation was required. Only concrete
proposals were: (1) that the investigation be continued indefinitely to give publicity to objections and (2) that a National
Citizens' Advisory
Boarda similar
be established to perform
function.
General agreement also was
voiced that the TV Code, which
went into effect March 1, was a
step in the right direction. There
were some expressions of doubt
that the broadcasters could police
themselves.
Broadcasters should abandon any
idea that the program probe is
something to be casually brushed
aside or laughed off, according to
Rep.
Klein (D-N. Y.), a
memberArthur
of theG. group.
"It is very
important
the
television
and radio
industrythatshould
not take this too lightly," Rep.
Klein told Broadcasting • Telecasting Thursday.
Rep. Klein's Views
Expressing personal antipathy
to any form of official censorship,
Rep. Klein emphasized his belief
that if broadcasters fail to take a
serious view of criticisms of some
types of programs seen and heard
on
the air faced
today with
"theya may
find
themselves
situation
that we'd all like to avoid."
The subcommittee, he said, would
like to know more about the
NARTB code and its enforcement
provisions, so it can decide whether
the industry is capable and willing
to police itself or whether some
outside control is necessary to protect the public from objectionable
fare broadcast into homes.
As an example of how serious
could be the failure of the broadcasters to present a full and adequate answer to critics' charges,
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OPEN HOUSE for persons born June 8, 1922, was held by WFBR Baltimore
on its 30rh anniversary the same day this year. At cake cutting are (I to r)
John E. Surrick, WFBR vice president and general manager; Mrs. Regina
Conzelmann, one of 13 birthday guests; Robert S. Maslin Jr., on behalf of
WFBR President Robert S. Maslin, unable to attend; J. H. L. Trautfelter, vice
president and treasurer, and Bert Hanauer, program director.
Rep. Klein cited the appearance
before the subcommittee of a number of representatives of groups
opposed to advertising of alcoholic
beverages on the air.
"The subcommittee had no intention to get into this subject," Rep.
Klein
said, of"butletters
we got
literally
thousands
asking
that
beer and wine advertising on radio
and television be stopped." This
public pressure could not be
ignored and the subcommitee heard
the complaints
men, he said. of the "dry" spokesSpurred
by a "large
number"fromof
complaints,
particularly
"church groups," Rep. Thomas J.
Lane (D-Mass.) closed the June 10
session of the lower house of Congress on the subject "Is TV RunAlthough
ning Wild?" admitting he is not a
regular TV fan himself, Mr. Lane
told Broadcasting • Telecasting
he was dismayed at the "cheap
stuff ondren.TV"
and its toeffectcrime
on chilHe referred
and
horror shows and programs that
featured "burley" scenes.
In his House remarks, the Massachusetts Congressman warned
that unless the industry cleaned
itself up, Congress would have to
impose controls.
He also seemed to be recom-

mendingAfter
some formalluding
of "pay-asyou-see" TV.
to surveys
proving
"that
the
are
willing to pay for goodpeople
movies,
plays, operas, prize fights and for
better entertainment," he added:
"If the show is to go on and improve, there must be a combination
of better taste and better financfollow : ing." Excerpts from his speech
social Impact is ofbeginning
this new tomedium
of The
communication
alarm
the
the televisers
are
not innation,
a moodbecause
to discipline
themselves.
Even tatomic
energy
hasanother,
to be orcon-it
r
o
l
e
d
i
n
one
way
or
would destroy us physically.
So toolimitations
much TV before
becomeits subject
certain
unbridledto
power gcorrupts
the taste,of the
ence, and the character
our intelliyouth.
The mass-production
of murder,
aggravated assaults, horrors,
on TV has
effect of beingyoungsters.
a 'school for crime'
tothe openmouthed
And there are other sophisticated or
'cheesecake'for programs
revealing
their tenderwhich
years.are too
Theredren are
ways
of
entertaining
chilkeeping
thembrains
in a ofstate
of morbid without
tension,
but the
the
new loidindustry
are
working
at
the
tabare failing
suitablelevelandandsatisfying
showsto create
for young
America.
I cannot understand why advertisers
do notties to realize
their ingreater
responsibilithe public
this very
sensitive
field.sor Surely
meanbusiness.
to sponprograms they
that don't
will lose

WALKER FETED
For VOD Contest Aid
LUNCHEON
honoring
man Paul Walker
was FCC
held Chairat the
Mayflower Hotel, Washington,
D. C, Friday with Allen M.
Wood a 11, president of WDAK
Columbus,
Ga., asinhost.
The lunch-of
eon was held
recognition
Chairman
Walker's
participation
in the Voice of Democracy contest.
Dwight Clark Jr. of Fort Collins, Col.,winners,
one of was
the four
1951-52
national
a guest.
Mr.
Clark is being conducted on a
speaking
tour around
Mr. Woodall.
Robert Georgia
Burnett, bya '
1950-51 winner, also was a guest.
He is employed on Mr. Woodall's
stations.
Among Washington
Judge
Chief guests
Judge,
TJ.wereS.
DistrictBolitha
Court Laws,
for District
of Columbia;dent;
HaroldJudgeE. Justin
Fellows Miller,
NARTB NARTB
presiboard
chairman
andHill general
counsel;
Rep.
William
S.
(R-Col.);
Rep.
E.
L. Forrester
(D-Ga.);
Leeman
Anderson,
secretary
to Sen.
Richard
Russell
(D-Ga.);
Robert
K.
Richards,
NARTB assistant to the president and
public tional
affairs
as nachairmandirector
of manager
the asVODwellofCommittee; Ray Ringson,
WRDW
Augusta,tions; SolGa.,
one ofandMr.J. Woodall's
staTaishoff
Frank Beatty.
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING;
Oscar Elder.
affairs
director.NARTB assistant public
GERMAN PACT
VOA, RIAS to Continue
AGREEMENT signed Wednesday
with Germany permits operation
of two U. S. broadcasting stations
in the Federal Republic — Voice of
America in Munich and RIAS (Radio in American Sector) in Hof —
for an indefinite period. Both stations have been powerful antiCommunist
the inVOAseveral
station beamingweapons,
broadcasts
languages,
including
behind the Iron
Curtain,Russian,
and RIAS
airing
Germany.East German news to East
The agreement, signed by Chancellor Konrad Adenauer and Samuel Reber, misacting
U. S.been
highsigned
comioner, was to have
at the time of the Bonn peace contract, but high German officials
demanded time for "further study."

TOP HONORS in the Cleveland
Female vocalist: Gloria Busse
(WDOK), (WDOK).
Judy Dell (WDOK). June
Press' seventh annual local radio Anthony
poll went to WGAR Cleveland for Instrumentalist: Henry pildner
the sixth straight year, according (WGAR),McCormick
Walter Trimmer
(WGAR). (WERE).
to results announced Wednesday Tommy
Live music:
Clevelandaires
which gave WGAR 30 ^ points, Music
Starlight
Trio
(WGAR),
Say (WTAM).
It Witli
(WHK).
WERE 17%, WHK 15V2, WTAM
Record show: Bill Gordon (WHK).
10, WDOK
7
and
WJW
iy2.
Winners are:
Bill
Tunes Handle
(WGAR (WERE).
and WHK).Ten O'Clock
BestGordon
program:
OhioFairytale
Story (WTAM).
Disc Randle
jockey: (WERE).
Bill Gordon
Bill
(WHK),
Theatre
Bill
Bill (WHK).
Mayer
(WGAR).
Best performer:
Bill Gordon
Sportscaster: Jim Dudley (WERE and
Esther
Mullin (WGAR).
Bill (WHK),
Handle (WGAR).
(WERE).
Bob Neal (WERE). Jack Grane '
Women's
program:
Ladies' Jane
Day WJW),
(WERE).
Newscaster: Wayne Johnson (WERE .
(WGAR),
Maggie
Wulff (WERE),
Stevens
(WJW).
Jim Martin (WGAR), Tom Fieli
Children's Toddler
program: Fairytale Theatre
(WGAR),
Studio announcer: Tom Armstrong
Kousin
Kay (WDOK). Time (WERE), (WTAM).
Tom Field (WTAM), Bo)
Public service: City Club (WGAR), (WGAR),
(WGAR).
Ask City Hall (WGAR), Press Club Smiley
Best
commercial:
Cleveland Electric; 1
(WHK).
Male vocalist: Reg Merridew Hluminating Co. (D'Arcy
agency). Ohi)
(WGAR),
Dick O'Heren (WHK), Ken Bell (McCann-Erickson),
Clark RestauWard
(WTAM).
rant (no agency).
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In Milwaukee it's
and » ^Wisconsin's
-J\ Richest
860 Market
KC

...at the time they
are considering your
market and how best
to cover it?
All year 'round thousands of national advertisers consult
consumer markets. Here is a busy traffic point where you
can "meet more national advertisers." Here your Service-Ad
can interpret the facts about your market; tell how your
Station serves your trading area.
Look at it this way— nobody, except perhaps an occasional
college professor, ever opens a copy of consumer markets
just for the sake of assembling statistics. Nearly everybody
who uses CM is interested in markets for a specific product;
and has an interest in how best to cover each market.
Your Service-Ad next to the data on your market encounters:
Sales Managers working up market plans • Advertising
Managers originating or revising campaigns •Account Executives drafting
proposals or defending those they
have already made • Research Directors making comparative market studies • Media men planning and preparing lists.
More than 450 separate media placed
Service-Ads in the 1951-52 edition of
CM to help their prospects make better
use of the market facts it contains.
1952-1953 edition, to be issued in
September, closes July 1st, 1952

A Service-Ad like this takes advantage of an important fact -CONSUMER MARKETS is used continuously by men seeking market information . . . and
always with the underlying purpose of finding the best
way to reach the right people in the markets they select.
how national advertisers use CM
Assistant Research Director, Large Advertising
Agency:
"I would
say that
principal with
use weourmake
of CONSUMER
MARKETS
is intheconnection
test
market work, of which we do a good deal. An important stage in these tests is the determination of
typical towns in which the tests will be conducted;
and also to define the areas that we would want to
use or would consider using from a research point
Account Executive, Large Advertising Agency:
MARKETS is a terrific book, I was in the
ofCONSUMER
view."Department
Medio
before I became an account
executive, and I used it constantly. It combines all
the information about a market, in capsule form,
that I would normally have to go to several sources
for. It is a wonderful handbook to have around."
Media Buyer, Medium-to-Large Advertising Agency:
"I hove found the maps in CONSUMER MARKETS extremely useful; it is the only source I know of where
the maps are set up in so helpful a form."
Market Research Analyst. Medium Sized AdverAgency: it"Our
their
money tisingwhere
does clients
the mostexpect
good,us soto spend
we concentrate the advertising in those regions which have a
good potential. We use CONSUMER MARKETS for the
breakdown of markets for the retail sales potentials,
and if the client asks us to justify our selection of
regions, we refer him to the statistical information
that CM gives us."

The comprehensive single source of authoritative market data
consumer markets
PUBLISHED BY STANDARD RATE & DATA SERVICE. INC ♦ WALTER E BOTTHOF. PUBLISHER
1740 Ridge Avenue, fvanston, Illinois • New York • Chicago • Los
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THE

THE

OUT

OF

HOME

FIGURES
IN CINCINNATI, 39.1% OF ALL HOMES HAVE PE
THIS OUT OF HOME LISTENING REPRESENTS
DOMINATES

THIS OUT OF HOME LISTENING WIT

IN RATING IN 47 OF 48 QUARTER-HOURS

•

13

7 AM tc

MORE AND MORE ADVERTISERS ARE FINDING
ENCE AT THE LOWEST COST PER THOUSAND IN
THE OUT OF HOME AUDIENCE— A COMBINATIO

WC

K Y

ON

THE

AIR

EVERYWHERE

T W E N 7

6a

JDIENCE

ON

dke

Bi?

PMts

WCKY

PlfNS LISTENING ONCE OR MORE A DAY OUT OF HOME.
OF THE TOTAL LISTENING, AND WCKY COMPLETELY
W1JIOF THE TOP 10 SHOWS— AND IS FIRST OR SECOND
It I'M. (Jan. 1952 Out of Home Pulse)

IT IN ADDITION TO RECEIVING THE IN HOME AUDIINNATI, WCKY ALSO GIVES THEM THE BIG PLUS OF
IAT MAKES WCKY
THE BEST

CALL COLLECT:
Tom Welstead
Eastern Sales Manager
53 E. 51st St., New York City
Phone: Eldorado 5-1127
TWX: NY 1-1688
C. H. "Top"
Topmiller
WCKY
Cincinnati
Phone: Cherry 6565
TWX: Ci. 281

POUR

HOURS

A

DAY

SEVEN

DAYS

A

WEEK

editorial

*|

Plug-Uglies (The McCoys)
IT IS futile to try to estimate, within the
limitations of a margin-of-error that does not
approximate the size of the national debt, the
value of radio and television advertising that
is being, has been, and — unless firm corrective
measures are taken — will be given away for
absolutely nothing through the device known,
rather
innocuously,
the "free plug."
Broadcasters
and asbroadcasting
would be far
better off, however, if all hands would pause
for a few minutes to attempt to make such an
estimate, despite the unlikelihood that anyone
would reach a reasonably accurate dollar figure.
The menace of the free plug — that is, the
free mention of a product or service on a
program which is sponsored by some other
advertiser, or, indeed, not sponsored by anyone— and the machinations behind it were examined in detail last week [B»T, June 9].
We do not quarrel with contentions that
some plugs are "good" — i.e., that they "contribute something" to the program. Our prime complaint is against the type of plug which indiscriminately employs brand names in gags and
stunts which never would have been used if
the writer, performer, producer — or somebody
— had not been offered a case of liquor or some
other reward which is equivalently inexpensive,
compared to the advertising value received,
for getting the names mentioned on the air.
It is time for broadcasters to appraise the
entire free-plug question and to take firm action
— punitive action, if necessary — to put a stop
to practices which give advertising time away
for nothing and alienate audiences in the
process. The problem is big enough to demand,
too, the attention of an overall radio-television
committee
or organization.
BAB this
already has shown
an interest Radio's
(see story,
issue). We commend it also to the NARTB.
Machine Against TV
UNTIL THIS Presidential year, the elections
have been decided, machine against machine.
That has been so at the nominating conventions. Ithas carried through to the elections.
This year,
machine
against
TV. it'sThecrystal
travailclearoverthatTVit'stime
has
exceeded even that which had been predicted.
The Eisenhower forces obviously are pinning
their hopes on the open-faced sincerity of their
candidate. They want all the preliminaries of
the GOP convention on the air, to offset the
steam-roller power of the Taft organization.
On the other side of the political street, the
Democrats, with no candidate yet in clear
focus, are making quiet but detailed TV plans.
They have drafted into their camp an old hand
at air campaigning — J. Leonard Reinsch, and
his consulting duties are exclusively TV.
In no other national campaign can we recall
anything approaching the tugging and hauling
over radio and TV time. Section 315 of the
Communications Act, prescribing equal time
for qualified candidates, is becoming better
known to the electorate than Point Four.
Crackpots and other irresponsible people seeking public office are being given open sesame
to the microphones and cameras on equal footing
by simply citing
Sectionwith315bonato fide
the candidates,
FCC.
The Kefauver lesson has been learned by the
politicians. The appearance and the manner of
a candidate, given access to the TV networks
and 75 million people, may well offset the

power of the well-oiled political machines.
As for Section 315 relief, it looks like a forhope until
campaigncontroversy
is over. It's
simplelorn case
of thethe political
beinga
too controversial for the politicians in an election year. The broadcasters themselves actually
did little to protect themselves. If, for example,
they had charged the candidates for the lines
and cables (not for the time) many of the
irresponsible elements invoking Section 315,
for free, would have just dried up.
The time to do the 315 job is in an offelection year, when things are quiescent.
We're not given to political soothsaying.
But we'll
the lost
1952 onPresidential
tions will beventure
won and
the air. elecMurder at Midnight
UP ONdunit Capitol
pondering
a whothat wends Hill
its they're
mysterious
way from
the
FCC to the White House to the House floor.
Who killed the McFarland Bill (S-658), was
the question? After many months of doing,
this measure, which would take away from the
FCC staff the authority it had usurped, finally
hit the House calendar. It was to have been
considered by the House last Thursday. On
Tuesday, Majority Leader McCormack summarily announced that the bill would be replaced and that there would be no time this
session to consider it.
Things began to happen. Senate Majority
Leader McFarland, author of the measure
which had passed the Senate four times, hit
the
wasn'tHouse
long hadbefore
word
seepedwar-path.
out that theIt White
instructed
Mr. McCormack to kill the McFarland Bill.
And to the White House went Sen. McFarland,
who for six years had shepherded his bill
through the tortuous legislative processes, and
against persistent sabotaging by FCC people.
What transpired between Wednesday and
Thursday may never be pieced together. But
enough happened to cause Mr. McCormack to
announce on Thursday that it was all a mistake
and that the McFarland Bill would be rescheduled for consideration this week. That
there was
House intercession
isn'tFCC
refuted. AndWhite
the participation
of certain
people
can't
be,
since
it
is
the
only
agency,
public or private, that has voiced objection.
Now the McFarland Bill, as revised by the
House,
far from
perfect. Broadcasters
won't
go alongis with
its suspension
and fine provisions
— tantamount to the supreme penalty and as
objectionable as revocation. Nor do the larger
entities like the "double 'jeopardy" provision.
There's opposition
the the
wholeCommissioners
FCC to the
provision
that wouldfrom
isolate
from the staff. The House proposal that would
specify non-discrimination against newspapers,
thereby implying that they should get preferential treatment over non-newspaper applicants
certainly lacks unanimous endorsement. (It's
better to provide there shall be no discrimination becauseWeof have
the nature
the trepidation
applicant's
business.)
looked ofwith
upon sist"
theorders.
provision permitting "cease and deAt all events, there was the tacit understanding that differences between Senate and
House would be composed by the conferees.
Everything was in order — until the White
House, goaded by one or more individuals at
the FCC— moved in.
It looksto persistence
like there'll andbe legislation
all,
thanks
courage of after
Sen. McFarland. We think FCC Chairman Walker
should ascertain forthwith who went to White
House Presidential special counsel Charles S.
Murphy
the Mr.
anti-McFarland
pitch.
We
doubt with
whether
McFarland or Bill
Chairman
Ed Johnson of the Senate Interstate Commerce
Committee will allow this to become a closed
incident without explanation.

ff - our respects to:

CLEM JOHN RANDAU
A WIDELY-KNOWN
and newspaper
executive for overradio
30 years,
Clem J.
Randau is looking westward and reaising his placebutinrewarding
the broadcasting
industry afterap rtaxing
service with
the federal government.
This westward movement is spelled out in
Mr. Randau's
FCC step
approval, of KXOBpurchase,
Stockton,subject
Calif.; toanother
in a variegated career that has spanned radio,
newspapers, oil interests, a press association
and other pursuits.
This reappraisal is indicated by the fact that
Mr. Randau is moving to Stockton and resuming radio interests after some 16 months with
the Federal Civil Defense Administration. It
may
that theembarked
native-bornin
Iowansafely
will benotreported
find himself
strange waters despite his semi-retirement
prior to government service.
Mr. Randau resigned his FCDA post last
April 30. From January 1951 to May 1952 he
survived the rigors of office with no noticeable
scars, though the task peculiar to alerting
America
civil defense
less and onunenviable
one. is generally a thankFCDA's success has been due in no small
part
Randau's acceptance
of myriad
duties toandMr.responsibilities.
Originally
special
assistant to Millard F. Caldwell Jr., agency administrator, and later executive director of
FCDA, Mr. Randau functioned at top strata
as chairman of its Policy Committee.
"My work
with [FCDA]
is the I most
lenging and toughest
assignment
have chalever
tried," he has freely acknowledged.
While he retired from active business in
1947, Mr. Randau. retained some newspaper
and oil interests and still is director-minority
stockholder in WNEW New York. He also was
president-director of KFBI Wichita, Kan., in
theAslatea '40s.
result of the new transaction, he
and his wife will own 55% of stock in KXOB,
an MBS affiliate on 1280 kc with 1 kw. Mr.
Randau, with other principals, bought the station from Lincoln Dellar for a reported
$200,000.
"Having learned the radio business at the
top, I'm starting now to learn radio and TV
in
orderlytofashion,"
Mr. Randau explains ir.
reference
his
time. KXOB to which he plans to devote
A modest man in demeanor and disinclinec
to discuss his own achievements since he began learning the business topside, Mr. Randau
has, nevertheless, certain accomplishments
(Continued on page 61 )
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LAN
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WAGA
5000w
590kc
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SAVANNAH
MACON
WTOC
5000 w
1290kc

MAZ
10,000w
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the TRIO

940kc

offers advertisers

CBS

at one

low

cost

• concentrated coverage • merchandising assistance •
listener loyalty built by local programming • dealer loyalties
... IN THREE MAJOR MARKETS
represented
individually
| T H E KATZ
AGENCY,
INC.
as a group and
by
I
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STANTON P. KETTLER (I), southern
district vice president, Storer Broadcasting Co., presents an award to Jack
Callaghan, who was named the 19511952 outstanding member of the U.
of Miami radio and TV department.
Presentation was made Memorial Day
at a dinner, jointly staged by the
department. Alpha Epsilon Rho honorary radio fraternity, and the Television Advisory Council. Mr. Kettler is
retiring chairman of the Advisory
Council.
PHILCO'S 'CHEF7
Recipes Beamed by WRUL
WRUL BOSTON has just begun
a novel feature as part of Philco
Rendezvous, a weekly program
beamed at Latin America.
The station selected a "Chef of
the Month" to share a favorite
recipe with listeners in the West
Indies, Central and South America.
The June selection was Chef
Manuel
of New
York's
Hotel
Pierre. Mr.OrtaOrta,
a native
of Spain,
broadcast in both Spanish and
English. After the program,
Philco International Corp., the
sponsor, offered a special recipe to
listeners upon request. Programs
originate in New York and are
carried bymit ersleased
at Boston.wire to five transWRUL is independently owned
and operated by Walter S. Lemmon, president of World Wide
Broadcasting Corp. Mr. Lemmon
me thatbe
acommented,
similar type"Itofoccurred
program tomight
of value to many of the managers
of local radio stations who could use
the idea for food and restaurant
accounts in their own areas."

KBIG AVALON
New Station Is on the Air
KBIG AVALON, Santa Catalina
Island, Calif., 10 kw on 740 kc, began operations
June 1previews.
with ceremonies and program
In a day without commercials,
mayors of 24 Southern California
communities gave brief welcoming
talks from Hollywood studios at
6540 Sunset Blvd. Many radio, TV
and motion picture entertainers
also added their greetings.
John H.mentalPoole,
licensee
of experiUHF station
KM2XAZ
Los
Angeles, and former owner of
KALI Pasadena, is owner-operator
of KBIG. Cliff Gill is operations
manager and Robert J. McAndrews,
commercial manager.
The staff includes Stuart Wilson,
production manager and director of
special events; Alan Lisser, program director; Carl Bailey, disc
jockey; Gene McGhee, John Haradon and Larry Berrill, announcers;
H. Phillip Dexheimer, Joe Seideman, Carl Hill and Wayne Muller,
salesmen; Gordon Calcote, Sam
Margolin, William Dalton and Judson Edwards, engineers, and Phillis
Nungester, traffic manager.
HOLLYWOOD AD CLUB
Morgan Elected President
JAMES MORGAN, vice-president
in charge of radio-TV, Raymond
R. Morgan Co., last week was
elected president of Hollywood Advertising Club. He succeeds Robert
J. McAndrews, commercial manager, KBIG Avalon, Calif. Mr.
Morgan served as club vice president during the past year.
Harlan Palmer, managing editor and
assistant
to the and
publisher, "Hollywood
Citizen-News,"
B. Tatum,
ABC
Western
Div. Donn
director
television,
were
named
first and ofElected
second
vice
presidents,
respectively.
secretary
was
Benton
Paschall,
vice
president
of System.
the suspended
Liberty
Broadcasting
Irving& Eckhoff,
partner
in
Roche-Eckhoff
Assoc.,
Hollywood agency, was named club
New to the board of directors are
Leon Wrey,
salesC. manager,
KHJ Coast
Hollywood; Robert
Coleson, West
representative,
Advertising
Council
Inc.;
Mary
Roche,
sales representative,
United
Air manager-publicity
Lines; David
R. Showalter,
assistant
director,
National Safety
Council, Los Angeles.

RADIO SALES TRAINING SCHOOL
Salt Lake City
will be held June 23-24-25

Mi
Give your salesmen this training —
Better tools to work with —
A Bonus for both salesman and station.
Write or wire for information and reservations
THE
CO.
WORTHINGTON, OHIO
Telephone Worthington 2-7346
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front office
ONALD B. ABERT, former station manager, WTMJ Milwaukee,
D elected
AM-TV. a vice president of The Journal Co., licensee of WTMJIRVING F. TEETSELL, sales staff, Frederic W. Ziv Co., to sales staff,
WCAU Philadelphia.
HERBERT S. STEWART, general manager, WICU (TV) Erie, Pa.,
elected vice president of The Dispatch Inc., licensee of WICU, WIKK
Erie and The Erie Dispatch.
CHARLES A. HAMMARSTROM, former account executive, The Katz
Agency and Paul H. Raymer Co., station representafirms, to Keystone Broadcasting System, N. Y., in
same tivecapacity.
TOM SANSING appointed acting station manager at
KDMS El Dorado, Ark., replacing C. H. SIDDENS who
has resigned.
TOM COMPERE, attorney at NBC Chicago, has rely^ turned from active duty as lieutenant colonel in Army's
Command and General Staff College, Fort Leavenworth.
Hammarstrom
WILLIAM H. SELDON to sales staff, WBAL-TV Baltimore. AL
O'BRIEN, Baltimore advertising man, to WBAL's radio sales staff.
INDIE SALES Inc. appointed national representative by WELP Easley, S. C.
PAN AMERICAN BROADCASTING Co., N. Y., appointed national representative byWNEL Santurce, Puerto Rico.
STEPHEN W. RYDER, station manager, and FRANCIS H. BRINKLEY,
managing director,treasurer
WENE and
Binghamton-Endicott,
N. Y., named assistant
treasurer, respectively,
of Ottaway Stations Inc., licensee
of WENE and WDOS Oneonta, N. Y.
EDWARD BOGHOSIAN, WNBH New
Bedford, Mass. program manager and
sales representative, to sales staff,
WJAR-TV Providence, R. I.
RAY DEXTER, manager, KDRS
Paragould, Ark., to KNBY Newport,
Ark., in same capacity.
KEN WILLSON, sales manager, WMRC Greenville, S. C, to Ryder
Tobacco
Network, Raleigh, N. C, as general sales manager.
Brinkley

T. H. PATTERSON, manager, WRRF Washington, N. C, elected president of city's Lions Club. . . . T. E. PAISLEY Jr., assistant to sales
director, WFIL Philadelphia, father of girl, Melissa, May 28. . . . BOB
COVINGTON, assistant vice president, WBT and WBTV (TV) Charlotte,
N. C, father of boy, May 26. . . . LEE GORE, account executive, WOAITV San Antonio, and Jane Seligmann Strauss were married June 6.
V. D. RAMSEUR, president, WAKE Greenville, S. C, elected president
of city's Chamber of Commerce. . . . EDWARD LAMB, president, Edward
Lamb Enterprises, to sponsor 1952-53 season of Junior Concerts by Toledo
Orchestra. . . . CHARLES E. SALIK, president, KCBQ San Diego, presented plaque by city's Council of Churches on behalf of station's "outstanding community service."
CHARLES A. COMISKEY, former vice president in charge of sports for
Liberty Broadcasting System, returns to Chicago and the White Sox
baseball team as vice president.
ANNE NELSON, administrative assistant director of business affairs,
CBS Radio, Hollywood, mother of girl, Gaye, June 9. She is wife of
HARMON NELSON, assistant to vice president ROBERT WOLFE,
Keynon & Eckhardt Inc., that city. . . . IRA HIRSCHMANN, president,
WABF(FM) New York, was guest of Holland Music Festival Committee
at annual cultural event at The Hague June 15.
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'VOTE' CAMPAIGN
JOINT FM TEST
KMBC, KFRM Set Example
Drafted for Regional Use
JOINT campaign, developed in a
OUTSTANDING example of how
stations are helping get out the
series of experimental FM promotions, has been drafted by NARTB
vote is being shown by KMBC and
and Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.
KFRM, both Midland Bcstg. Co.
for regional use. A score of areas
stations in Kansas City, Mo.
are on the waiting list and will be
"We are spending nearly a thouselected if there is a community of
sand a day in air time," said Harinterest in FM development and
old W. Storm,
promotion
evidence that broadcasters and disdirector,
addingstations'
that there
were
tributors want to cooperate.
"over
6,000
new
registrants
Kansas City, Mo. yesterday [Junein
The formula was developed in
North Carolina, Wisconsin and DisDrive was begun in mid-May
trict of Columbia. It was. credited
with selling over 9,000 FM sets. DETROIT GREETING is extended to Charles L. Shugerr (second from left). under the banner, "Make the Heart
Currently a joint AM-FM promo- Shell Oil Co. assistant advertising manager, on his visit there. Left to right: of9]
alone." Trulyare American."
America
carrying a All
retion is under way in New York
V. Grubb, managing director, WJBK-AM-TV; Mr. Shugert; "Miss live broadcasts
minder
to
listeners
to register.
; state (exclusive of Manhattan). Gayle
The details will be included in a Activated"; Tom Harker, Storer Broadcasting Co. national sales representative. Station breaks have been designed
guide titled "How to Sell More Rato carry the slogan — "Be American
SMPTE Region Meet
— Register
This same
dio Sets With F-M-phasis."
has and
been Vote!"
incorporated
into
Two key selling aids will be NPA APPROVALS
THREE television-film topics are slogan
drop-in slugs of various sizes and
Given 15 Radio-TV Projects on the agenda of the Pacific Coast furnished
offered participating distributors
in
mat
form
to
newspaat cost by RTMA: Industrywide APPROVAL of 15 radio-TV con- Section, Society of Motion Picture
per advertisers in Greater Kansas
FM display piece at $1.70 each and
projects amounting to
Engineers, meeting at City and the entire trade area.
self-mailer dealer brochure on FM more than struction
$12 million for the third &ABCTelevision
In
addition, stations are giving
Radio Center, Hollywood, to- full cooperation
Month at $84 per thousand. Manu- quarter of 1952 was announced by
to civic workers
facture wholesaler
strategy is the National Production Authority
morrow night (Tuesday). George doing house-to-house
campaigning,
last week.
guided
by anby RTMA
Cain and Rudolph Vlasak are to and to organizations
tee headed
David H.subcommitGrigsby,
similar
efforts.
The
total
approvals
for
830
conZenith Radio Corp.
struction projects amounted to discuss "The Teleprompter." Sid
to speak on "Current Mo- TAREN Corp., Hollywood, packaging
No Longer Experimental
more than $1 billion. For 54 elec- Solow tionisPicture
and Television Prac- quarter-hour radio and TV version
tronics and communication equipJ. H. Smith Jr., NARTB FM diHandycharacter
Andy Show,
which features
ment projects, of which radio-TV
rector, said announcement of plans is a part,
tices
in
England
demonstrating
use of
total approvals amounted Frank J. Somers isandto France."
talk on title
to extend the project marks the to $96,656,178.
everyday
tools
in
making
household
Bulk
of
approvals
articles and repairs.
end of the experimental period and
"Video
Effects."
for expanstamps the promotion formula as a in thatsion of category
electronicswere
manufacturing
"proven product."
Mr.
Smith
sufacilities.
pervised development of the plan.
Most of the 15 radio-TV projects
He added:
SOUTHWEST VIRGINIA'S I'tOttee/l RADIO STATION
were for TV expansion, although
Conditions
in eachfactor.
marketTherenow must
be- the
list also included one community
come
the
primary
be a outsound
sales
reason
for
FM
throughTV system — Vermont Television
the areathe involved
uniform
interest
FM stationsand ina that
area Inc., Barre, Vt.
inlisteners
tellingbyintheir
Radio
ARE
Radio-TV Authorizations
the ownareaFMmuststories.
be able
to
get either more program choices or
Following
is
a
list
of
radio-TV
greater hearability
on an must
FM-equipped
followed by the total
receiver.
be en- approvals
amount of the project:
thusedBroadcasters
enough
to work
hand-in-hand
with
radio
dealers
and
to
carry
spot
Clark
Associates
Inc., Binghamton,
announcements
FM. DistribuWNBF-AM-FM-T V) , new offices
must really boosting
want
to anmove
FM camsets. N.andY. (studios,
SPOT RADIO?
$300,000;
The torsgeographic
size
of
ideal
paign area is entirelyIt isdependent
onrea-its Broadcasting System Inc., Columbia
Los AnSpot radio lets you hand-pick the station which will
FM cohesiveness.
for
these
Calif. (KNXT (TV)), four TV
sons that the two associations must now studios,geles,$5,330,000;
do the best selling job for you — market-by-market.
B. DuMont
ask requesting
stations
to totaketheirthecon-in- Labs. Inc., New YorkAllen
i
t
i
a
t
i
v
e
i
n
selling
the
idea
(WABD
(TV)),
temporaries.
TV offices and studios, $1,750,000;
James D. Secrest, RTMA general
Coil Co., Cleveland, Ohio
SOUTHWEST VIRGINIA?
manager, who is liaison with Empire
(WXEL (TV)), TV tower, $47,695;
NARTB in the promotions, said Storer Broadcasting Co., Detroit, Mich.
VHP. Southwest Virginia, of which Roanoke is the hub,
TV
tower
and
transareas selected for the campaign can (WJBK-TV),
is a complete market within itself. It represents
building, $299,504; Havens &
be assured of adequate distribution Martin, mitter
Va. (WTVR (TV)),
about one-fourth of Virginia's total buying power.
of FM-equipped receivers. He said TV tower,Richmond,
$165,000.
scheduling will be determined by
KTAR Broadcasting Co., Phoenix,
RTMA's
so timing
can Ariz.
(KTAR), Broadcasting
new quarters,Co., $400,000 ; National
New
be
gearedcommittee
to production
and can
WDBJ?
York, N. Y. (WNBT (TV)), wiring
avoid conflicts with "selling sea- new
equipment,
$8,500;
National
WDBJ is a 28-year-old pioneer in this rich market
sons" in other appliance lines.
Broadcasting Co., Los Angeles, Calif.
— a consistent leader year after year in listener
Areas that have requested cam- (KNBH (TV)), two studios, $2,700,loyalty, prestige, coverage, and sales results! Acpaigns are: Alabama, Tri-state 000; Radio Broadcasting Inc., Hot
Ark. (KTHS),
construction
cording to 1949 BMB WDBJ's weekly coverage
Mississippi River area, New York ofSprings,
new
station
in
Little
Rock,
Ark.,
represents 110,590 families daytime, and 85,830
City, Florida, Northern Illinois- $295,313.
Chicago, San Antonio, Philadelphia,
familiesence inatRoanoke
night. WDBJ's
average sharehigh.
of audiSouthern
Radio &Fla.Television
is phenomenally
Ask
ment Co., Miami,
(WTVJ Equip(TV)),
Eastern Ohio, Boston, outstate
Free & Peters!
TV antenna system, $50,000; Vermont
Massachusetts, Pittsburgh, San Television
Inc.,
Barre,
Vt.,
community
Francisco Bay, Greater St. Louis,
■ m m
■ Established 1924 . CBS Since 1929
system, $26,000; Wachusett
Indiana, Michigan, Georgia, Iowa, television
Broadcasting Corp., Fitchburg, Mass.
■AM W\ ^1 I AM • 5000 WATTS . 960 KC
Kentucky, Cleveland and South (WFGM), TV antenna system, $118,Inc., Rochester, N. Y.
■|V I I W^k I FM . 41.000 WATTS . 94.9 MC
Carolina. Future requests must 569; WHECremodeling
and new buildWW IF W0W
ROANOKE, VA.
emanate from NARTB members, (WHEC),
ing,
$419,023;
WWSW
Inc.,
PittsOwned and Operated by the TIMES- WORLD CORPORATION
although non-members can particiburgh,
Pa.
(WWSW-AM-FM),
new
radio tower, $60,803.
pate in the drives.
FREE & PETERS, INC.,' National Representatives
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CAB CLARIFIES
Network Salute to Queen
SPECIAL anniversary tribute network broadcast last Monday on
Queen Elizabeth's birthday was
conceived
by a group andof private
tions in Montreal
marks stathe
first time in 15 years the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. has given
permission for a coast-to-coast
private station network in Canada,
the Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters has emphasized.
CBC assumed the cost of lines
only for those stations which normally receive its network services.
Line, program and other costs for
the special broadcast were to be
assumed by the privately-owned
stations involved who do not regularly receive these services, the
CAB said. The broadcast also was
scheduled in the U. S. on a 1,000station network by NBC, ABC
and MBS, and in Britain by the
BBC. CAB expressed thanks to
CBC for assuming costs as indicated and to the artists and
musicians unions for their cooperation in the broadcast.
No Curtailing Curley
JAMES M. CURLEY, 77,
former Massachusetts governor, four times Boston
mayor and former U.S. Congres man, who was pardoned
by President Truman after
serving a prison sentence on
mail fraud charges, was
scheduled to begin today
(Monday)
as aBoston.
commentator on WBMS
An
announcement of Mr. Curley's three
casts weeklyone-hour
on politicsbroadand
Irish
independence,
said, "Itin
is specifically stipulated
the agreement that he is to
be allowed to talk about anything he pleases, without
censorship or hindrance for
the station."
Spend your summer
vacation in beautiful
Western Montana
and see for yourself
OLe ^Jrt WosL St ationi
KGvO'Kflnn
Missoula
5 kw Anaconda
Butte
Day & Nite 250 kw
MONTANA
THE TREASURE •STATE OF THE 48
Between Glacier and Yellowstone Parks in the Heart of
the Dude Ranch
• Country
Reps: GILL, KEEFE & PERNA,
N.Y., Chi., La. & SF.
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KGAE OPENING
Oregon Outlet Begins
DEDICATION programs marked
the first day on the air for KGAE
air-cas
ters ^
Salem, isOre.,
on June
2. power
The newof
jp
station
on 1430
kc with
1 kw day, according to W. Gordon
director of operations who
HITCHINS promoted to tures feature film, "Tropical Heat Allen,
R OBERT
also operates KGAL Lebanon, Ore.
supervisor of sales promotion,
Other
staff members are: Tom
WAYNE BAKER named promotion
NBC radio
network, succeeding
OLD W. SHEPARD
now managerHAR-of A.manager,
Kelly, business manager, formerly
KSL Salt Lake City.
sales development, advertising and Wave."
of
WCDL
Pa.; Byron
NORMAN REED, program director, Stevenson, Carbondale,
promotion
news director, formerly
presented
ComMay
26]. for NBC Spot Sales [B»T, WWDC Washington,
missioners Traffic
Advisory Board of KERG Eugene, Ore.; Del Olney,
CHARLES E. McDANIEL to produc- Award on behalf
of station.
director, formerly of
tion staff, WHAS- NICK NELSON, star of KTTV (TV) program
KGAL; David B. Thompson, chief
TV Louisville.
engineer,
a
veteran of 20 years at
Hollywood
Mr.
Whistle,
cited
for
"outJOE
standing showmanship in the field of KOAC Corvallis, operated by the
musicalO'NEILL,
director,
State
Board
of Higher Education
KVOO Tulsa, juvenile
entertainment"
by
Hollywood
and Oregon State College, and Pat
Okla., appointed Actors Council.
Withers,
traffic
manager, from the
FRAN ALLISON,
star was
of NBC-TV's
program
Fran & Ollie,
guest of U. of Oregon.
succeedingdirector
TOM Kukla,
at Coe College, Cedar Rapids,
DeVORE,rector of area
now dedi- honor
Iowa, her alma mater, at annual alumni
vepartment
lopment, newcreated
de- dinner June 7.
WILL JONES, photographer, WSYR Hollywood Ad Club Meet
graduated from School of TAPE recording for radio and
by KVOO. LYNCH Syracuse,
Mr. McDaniel BARBARA
Speech and Dramatic Art, Syracuse U. television
will be discussed by Boyd
manager,
WCBT
appointed
traffic
GUY
EWING,
WEOL Elyria, Ohio, to McKnight, field engineer for MinneRoanoke
Rapids,
N.
C,
succeeding
WGAR
Cleveland,
as
summer
replaceBARBARA TURNER BRADLEY who
sota Mining & Mfg. Co. and Harry
ment announcer. KATHY CONWAY,
has resigned.
Bryant, vice-president, Radio
WHK Cleveland music librarian, to L.
DR. ROY K. MARSHALL, educational WGAR
in same capacity replacing Recorders, at a Hollywood Ad Club
HELEN MAE KAMPS who transfers meeting in the Hollywood Roosevelt
•director,
presented WPIL-AM-TV
with honoraryPhiladelphia,
Doctor of to traffic.
O'Mara,& Assoc.,
media
Science degree at annual commence- NORMAN NOWICKI, TV floor man- Hotel
director,today.
John Jack
I. Edwards
ment of Philadelphia College of
Hollywood agency, will preside.
ager,
WTMJ-TV
Milwaukee,
and
Pharmacy and Science.
ROBERT PETRIE, program director,
JOHN S. STANLEY, parttime an- WHBY Appleton, Wis., appointed pronouncer, WDRC Hartford, Conn., joins
ducer-directors atWTMJ.
NBC PUBLIC SERVICE
station fulltime following graduation
from Trinity College, Hartford.
Messages Are Personalized
CAPT. MAURICE DALLIMORE, account executive, D. J. Keymer & Co.,
PUBLIC service messages preBombay, India, and formerly with
pared by the Advertising Council
Indian
Army,
to
NBC-TV
New
York's
and aired on a number of proadvertising staff handling network
sales space advertising.
ment grams
once aweekly
day get
on thespecial
NBC treatradio
RICHARD A. COBB, radio producer,
network:
People,
personally
afWBZ
Boston,
received
Master's
degree
fected
by
the
organizations,
tell
at Staley College, Brookline, Mass.
LYNN GEORGE, WSVS Crewe, Va.,
by
ences.transcription of their experito WPAZ Pottstown, Pa., as women's
Mr. Petrie
feature
Mr. Nowicki
Primarily responsible for illuscaster. and Hollywood news broad- RALPH
star of NBC
trating "the human interest in
WALTER WHITE, author, newspaper radio TruthEDWARDS,
or
Consequences
and
NBCterms
themselves,"
columnist and executive secretary, TV Ralph Edwards Shew, named best- to use ofhertheownpeople
phrase,
is Hilda
National Assn. for Advancement of groomed male personality in radio-TV
Colored People, adds duties of radio by National Men's Fashion Pageant. Watson,
assistant
to
NBC's
Ed
Stanley, who started the whole
commentator with weekly program at
thing with an announcement for
WWDC Washington.
FRANK
DANE,
actor
on
NBC-TV's
the
Girl
Scouts
of
America
last
JACK KRUSCHEN, Hollywood radio Hawkins Falls, father of a son June 3. March. Miss Watson decided to
actor, assigned role in Republic Pic- HELENE SATINOVER, continuity su- have a girl scout make the organpervisor,A.WFIL-TVRuttenberg
Philadelphia,
Dr.
Bertram
will andbe
ization's appeal and ended up with
CANADIAN RATINGS
married
June 22.
a 55-second report from a blind
Elliott Haymes Reports JEFF WAUGH, continuity chief, child who told how, as a scout, she
FOUR CANADIAN evening pro- WDVA Danville, Va., father of girl, helped others learn she did not
require extraordinary help by begrams are listed among the first Candice.
BOB director,
CLARKE,
promotion
fatherstation's
of girl,
ten during May, according to the new
Elizabeth.
coming the group's fastest walker.
national rating report of ElliottSince then, public service mescopy
writer,
ABC
HollyHaynes Ltd., Toronto. Leading the BY COLVIG,
sages
been delivered on
wood sales promotion department, Cancer by have
Canadian evening network shows
doctors, nurses and rewere Charlie McCarthy with a rat- father of girl, Malinda, June 2.
searchers; on the need
for nurses'on
ing of 29.1, Radio Theatre 28.3,
aids by hospital
personnel;
eurA • • •
Amos V Andy 26.4, Our Miss
forest fires by parachutists who
Brooks 23.7, Twenty Questions 18.5, RAY SNYDER, chief announcer, fought
blazes; school children who
Take a Chance 18.2 (Canadian), WWSW
Pittsburgh, adds duties of
gave
graphic
explanations
the
Ford Theatre 17.8 (Canadian), news editor.
need
for
safety, and ofmany
Great Gildersleeve 17.7, Share the JACK BILLINGS to KUGN Eugene, other suchhighway
personalized messages.
Wealth 16.3 (Canadian) and Ore., news staff as AP correspondent
Treasure Trail 16 (Canadian).
One transcribed message is inafter recent separation from U. S.
cluded every Monday, Wednesday
Daytime leading five programs Marine Corps.
were Ma Perkins 16, Big Sister CLIFTON UTLEY, NBC Chicago local and Friday on the network's sustaining Merrill Mueller program;
and network commentator, elected to
15.8, Pepper
Family
of directors, South Side Crime Tuesday and Thursday on the
Happy
Gang Young's
(Canadian)
14.3, 14.4,
and board
Commission.
Road of Life 14.2.
morning World News Roundup."
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Our Respects To
(Continued from page 56)
which are a matter of record. One
involves his service with United
Press, in the mid-'30s, which served
as the traspringboard
for UP's ennce in the radio field.
He also compiled an enviable record with Field Enterprises Inc.,
helping to put the Field radionewspaper properties on a more
profitable basis in the past 10 years.
A cornhusker by birth (Jan. 7,
1895) and the son of Fred and
Bertha (Eymann) Randau, youthful Clem, his brother Carl and
WNAX570
mother moved to Wellington, Kan.,
about
five
years
after
his
father's
warning to motordeath. In 1906, they settled in Los BONE-RATTLING
ists was anchored along U.S. HighAngeles.
way
81
by
WNAX
Yankton-Sioux
As a youth, Mr. Randau toiled
S. D., as part of a three-day
as carrier boy and, later, adver- City,
safety
program.
This
reminder, and
tising clerk for the Los Angeles
announcements on station
Express. He became an advertising safety
breaks,
plus
an
accurate
salesman at 18, worked his way highway mishaps in the areacountwhichof
through high school and entered was
reported on each newscast, comStanford U. in 1914 on the strength
prised the safety
station'sdrive.Memorial Day
of his savings.
In a throwback to those times,
Mr. Randau recalls that the major
universities and high schools played Field Seven, Issoudun — training
for the Third Aviation Flying
rugby instead of American-style field
Center.
football
Stanford— byandpresidential
California. decree
When ata
Lt. Randau won a promotion to
knee injury curtailed his rugby ac- captain in the fall of 1918 and got
tivities, he dabbled in track and be- himself assigned to the front with
the 22d Squadron, Second Pursuit
came proficient at tennis.
In the summer, young Mr. Ran- Group,isfiedFirst
with his Army,
lack of AEF.
service Dissatthere,
dau sold Wear Ever cooking Capt. Randau
dickered with the
utensils
house
to
house,
"hashed"
Bolivian
Military
Mission
in
for his board, kept books for the for a position of chief of itsParis
air
University Press, acted as agent
He also applied for service
for the Pacific Navigation Co. and service.
Squadron.
helped found the Stanford Illus- withBut thehe Kosciusko
by-passed
trated Review, of which he was and attended
SorbonnetheseU. ventures
in Paris
business manager.
months. He also reIn the summer of 1916, Clem and for four
united
with
his
brother
Carl,
Carl Randau shelled out $400 for a by then (spring of 1919) who
was
Ford to peddle Wear Ever. Their covering
the Peace Conference in
earnings
came
to
about
$800
"but
Paris.
we were puzzled by the problem of
to the U. S. that year,
supporting the Ford during the Mr.Returning
Randau wanted to re-enter
school year," Mr. Randau recalls. Stanford to complete his senior
But
it workedWilson
out: to"Webeat betCharles
$500 year. After three days he quit —
on Woodrow
joined UP as a reporter.
Evans Hughes for the Presidency. and
later gave him an A.B.
Our bets were scattered over the by(Stanford
giving
him credits in view of
Stanford campus. Wilson squeaked his military
service and Paris
by, so we were able to keep the courses.)
Ford."
He pushed rapidly ahead as a
reporter. He covered the 1920
Worked for 'Review'
National Convention in
As a Stanford junior, Clem Ran- Democratic
San
Francisco, the Jack Dempsey
dau found life hectic, soliciting ad- "slacker"
trial,
and the trial
famousat
vertisements for the Review, and Armistice Day murder
he admits his grades "dropped off Centralia, Wash., among other
seriously — but not quite to the newsworthy events.
fiunking-out
That Stanford
fall he
After other Pacific Coast assignhelped organizestage."
the First
Mr. Randau was shifted in
Ambulance Unit, which went to 1921 toments,UP's
staff
in Newof
France. A second was formed early York where hesales
his mark
in 1917 and Mr. Randau was set progress. During left
the next 20 years
to leave with it when World War I he became salesman,
division manbroke.
ager, sales manager, general busiMr. Randau then enlisted in the
ness manager and finally vice president— with considerable worldwide
Aviation Section of the U. S. Signal Corps (now the Air Force). travel thrown in.
After two months training at CorUnder Mr. Randau's guiding
"groundItaly.
school,"
he was hand, UP launched its radio client
sent tonell U.Foggia,
He received
service
— in the mid-30's — and beat
his wings and commission about out its
competitor, Associated
Christmas 1917. After being shunt- Press, by at least two years. Aded around, 1st Lt. Randau was
ditional y, the service contributed
named officer-in-charge of flying at to UP's eminence in the news servBROADCASTING
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ice field, Mr. Randau feels.
In 1942, Mr. Randau was appointed business manager of the
Fields' Chicago Sun, then gasping
for breath (and now breathing
easier as the Sun-Times). He later
became vice president of Field Enterprises Inc., which also owns
WJJD and WFMF (FM) Chicago;
KOIN-AM-FM Portland, Ore., and
KJR Seattle, Wash. Also part of
the Field empire are Pocket Books
Inc., arid a controlling interest in
Simon & Schuster and World Book
Encyclopedia Inc.
KFBI Interest
After Mr. Randau quit the Sun
in November
he bought
interest in KFBI1946,
Wichita,
of which
he was president; Illinois-Wyoming
(Oil) Co., which he also headed;
Faresac Co. ; and the New Milford
(Conn.) Times, of which he still is
co-publisher. He also has served on
WNEW rectNew
board and
of di-is
ors the pastYork's
five years,
a director of the New Rochelle,
N. Y., Coal and Lumber Co.
Though it generally was not
known
at the to
time,FCDA
Mr. Randau's
appointment
shortly
after
its formation
in December
1950 resulted from a long distance
telephone call from Washington.
W. Stuart Symington, then chairman of the National Security Resources Board, prevailed upon the
radio-newspaper executive to join
the
agency
front battle. and help fight the home
"If, asis likely
all reports
indicate,by
America
to be attacked
Russia, there is no more important
work that anyone can do to help
inspire Americans to prepare to
mV/O

meet
and defeat such
attack,"
he remarked.
Policyan Committee head, Mr.AsRandau
watched
FCDA mushroom in importance
within two years and command the
cooperation of radio, TV and other
media toward a common objective
despite the always present lack
of federal funds. Some months ago,
he and his wife took an extended
business-social trip to Europe.
Mr. Randau married Beatrice M.
Lyons, a former Boston Telegram
reporter, on Jan. 30, 1926. They
have two sons, John, 21, and Paul,
20, who attended Yale U. in recent
years, and now at Stanford. John,
who graduates this year was a Yale
correspondent for UP, and is an
aspiringtions leanjournalist.
Paul's inclinatoward becoming
a doctor. Mrs. Randau has engaged in
voluntary
hospital
work
"and
so far resisted my urgings that has
she
take
up
writing
as
a
profession,"
he adds.
Mr. Randau has been a member
of the American Legion, Sigma
Chi, and Sigma Delta Chi professional journalism fraternity. He
numbers among his clubs the Union
League, the Tavern Club of Chicago, thethe
Stanford
of Club
New
York and
NationalClubPress
of Washington — with membership
at one time or another.
Some years ago Mr. Randau resumed piloting "strictly for pleasonly in recreations,
small planes."which
His
otherure, andcurrent
presumably will not suffer for lack
of suitable climate in California,
are golf "and sedate tennis."
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'HAMS' FIELD DAY
6,000 to Participate
MORE THAN 6,000 amateur radio
operators
will participate
a 24hour demonstration
of indisaster
communications facilities this Saturday and Sunday during the 16th
annual field day sponsored by the
American Radio Relay League.
To simulate actual emergency
conditions, field day stations will
be set up away from commercial
electric power, according to F. E.
Handy, league communications
manager. He said each station in
contact with other stations will
transmit brief messages of the location and a signal report.

Portland Radio Homes
STANDARD metropolitan area of
Portland, Me., contained 33,985 radio homes, 98.3% of the 34,565
homes tabulated by the Census Bureau, according to figures just
compiled by the bureau. The Maine
radio-TV census count showed the
state with a 96% radio saturation
[B*T, June 9]. The Portland SMA
TV count as of April 1950 was 330
sets, a 1% TV saturation. Portland's urbanized area had a 98.3%
radio saturation, or 32,150 of 32,710
homes reporting. There were 300
of the 32,505 reporting homes with
TV, a saturation of 0.9%. The
Portland incorporated area had
22,375 radio homes out of 22,835
reporting. This area had TV in 195
of 22,665 homes.
Adage Disproved
CONTRARY to popular opinion, lightning can strike twice
in the same place, according
to report from WCHS
Charleston, W. Va. Bill
Dixon, lateschief
rea bolt engineer,
of lightning
struck one of the WCHS
towers last month causing
$600 damage and putting the
station off the air for an hour.
Thirteen hours later, same
tower was struck again.
Second time the station was
unable to broadcast for 15
minutes but cost of the repair
was negligible.

"Operation

allied arts
NE electeSd
RT THOR
GILBEent
G . presid
S. R. inHERKE
advanced
to vice and
president
charge
of sales of Motorola-Chicago Co., Chicago, distributor of Motorola products.
HAROLD mation oSUGARMAN
announcesInc.,for-35
f Duex Film Studios
W. 53rd St., N. Y., to produce dubbed
versions
of foreign language feature
films in English.
RAY C. ELLIS, vice president, Raytheon Mfg. Co., Waltham, Mass., appointed director of company's
formed international
division. newly
PETER N. PRUSSING, sales manager
for major
Graybar
tric Co., L. appliances,
A., to Whirlpool
Corp.,Elec-St.
Joseph,ager forMich.,
as
regional
sales
southwest territory. manHENRY A. SCHOBER and C. G. McPROUD have purchased Audio Engimonthly publication
offices at 342neering,Madison
Ave., N. Y. with
ROBERT M. GARRICK, publicitypromotion director, Factor-Breyer
Inc., L. A., to Carson-Rub Assoc.,
■that
relations
directorcity,of public
West Coast
office. firm, as
FILM MUSIC Co., N. Y. (filmed music
library),
opens Hollywood
Hollywood Blvd.
headquarters at 7764
with
ROBERTA ADYE as manager.
JAY M. ALLEN and RICARDO MUNIZ
appointedtendent manager
and superinof manufacturing,
respect
i
v
e
l
y
,
o
f
Westinghouse
Radio Div., Sunbury, Pa. Television• • &• MFG. Co.,
£<fiuipntentMINING
MINNESOTA
St. Paul, announces production of new
spring-type
connectorno that
shake
loose
and requires
tools.can'tTermed
the Scotchlok, connector provides
tight permanent splice for single or
multi-strand
up tocombinations.
gauge 10 in
more than 300wires
different
TELEWAVE LABORATORIES Inc.,
Brooklyn,
announces
production of TypeN. R Y.,
resistor
for microwave
applications. Unit is used for power
measurements, resistive pick up
loops, pads, tenuaimpedance
matching, and
attors in both wavequide
coax.
RCA, Camden, N. J., announces de-

Grocer

rctawKse
(see inside
frontWe
cover)
ves
Mo
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velopment ofnew 27 inch metal shell
TV picture tube now being sampled
to TV industry set manufacturers.
POLARAD ELECTRONICS Corp.,
Brooklyn,facture of new
N. Y.,
announces
portable
picture manumonitor Model 102-C using 7 inch kinepresents
TV picture
black scope
and whichwhite
or color
signals ofin
black and white at turn of a switch.
CLAROSTAT MFG. Co., Dover, N. H.,
announces production of TV ballast
designed
to be plugged
in between
set
and electric
receptacle
for use TVin
areas where line voltage tends to increase up to 140 volts. Units are
available in Type TVA, 200-300 w and
Type
TVB,
300-375 w. Co., Syracuse,
GENERAL ELECTRIC
N.
Y.,
adds
21TA and ModelModel21T521C-200,
line of Model
Black
Daylite TV set. All new models
feature
21
inch
cylindrical
picture
tube.
"Technical • • •
GINO RICCIARDELLIS, assistant
chief engineer, WNBF Binghamton,
N. Y., to WQAN Scranton, Pa., as
chief engineer.
TED
announcer-sportscaster,
WJAXBOOTH,
Jacksonville,
Fla., to WJVB
Jacksonville Beach, as engineer, replacing JACK WATSON,
announcer-engine r atWRHC now
Jacksonville.
WILLIAM H. VANDERSLICE added
to engineering staff, WCBT Roanoke
Rapids, N. C.
RODNEY D. CHIPP, director of engineering,
DuMont Television
Netelected
treasurer
Technical
Societieswork, Council
of New ofYork.
DEAN SHERIDAN, WALTER
BROWN, JOHN CRISPE and EARL
VIEAUX
Chicago. to engineering staff, NBC
MIKE GEORGIANNI and NORM
ROSS, engineers, WSYR Syracuse,
graduated
fromSyracuse
School ofU. Speech and
Dramatic Art,
RUSH SAWYERS, chief engineer,
WDVA
Michael. Danville, Va., father of boy,
JAMES ROLFE, chief engineer,
WFIU (FM) Bloomington, Ind., father
of boy, June 8.
HAROLD E. HODGEMAN, WFIL-TV
Philadelphia
newsreelMay cameraman,
father
of girl, Denise,
24.

Strictly Business
(Continued from page 18)
with
March.the dog days of February and
Mr. Kelley, a young and energetic
newcomer to the station representative field, has covered midwest agencies for The Walker Co.
since last October. Selling some
50
AM stations,
he works'
out of
Chicago
and in Detroit,
Cincinnati,
St. Louis and Cleveland.
He went to Walker from WAAF,
the Drovers Journal station in
Chicago, where he sold and serviced
local accounts on the music-news <
independent, which concentrates its j
coverage on the metropolitan area. !
Previously,
AM - FM j
Alton, 111., heatwasWOKZ
sales - manager.
Mr. Kelley's
first
job
after wasattending Loyola U. in Chicago
selling tion.
space
for
a
trade
publica-in
At school he majored
English and philosophy, and was
feature editor of the college newsA native Chicagoan, he is unmarried and lives with his parents on
the
city's
north onside.
the
paper.
summer, hefarcarries
his Inwinter
habits of listening to the radio and
watching television, adding in Chicago's heat, mint juleps and golf.
theoristit ascomes
well asto a radio
pragmatistA when
and
TV, Mr. Kelley works closely with
his stations, advising them on
agency buying
trendstrend
which
foresees.
A current
is thehe
desire on the part of almost every
agency and client, "the biggest
ones, too,"
to find
advance
what
a station
will outdo inin the
way
of merchandising and promotion.
Many times, he says, contracts are
placed
mind. with this knowledge in
MAN BITES DOG
Editor Salutes Radio, TV
AN EDITORIAL in the Hardin
County Enterprise, Elizabeth town,
Ky., salutes radio and television
in general, and WIEL Elizabethtown in particular, as a friend and
welcome competitor.
The editorial observed that
"There is not a sporting event,
a political convention or any other
event of major importance which
cannot be more accurately reported
and interpreted if all three media
are represented rather than only

New GE Tube Plant
GENERAL ELECTRIC Co. opened oneAsor for
two." advertising, the news-'
its new $6 million electronic tube paper commented,
one compliments the other."Each
Actually,
adplant to the public last Thursday,
begets advertising. The
following dedication ceremonies at station hasvertising
developed accounts . . .
the plant near Anniston, Ala. Prin- heretofore non - advertisers and
cipal speaker at the ceremonies was many of these accounts, once being
Dr. W. R. G. Baker, GE vice presi- sold on the value of advertising,
dent and general manager of the have become regular users of newscompany's
Electronics
which
the Anniston
TubeDiv.,
Worksof
of WIEL, the editorial
is a part. By next year, it was said, saidSpeaking
"The city,thatand thethestation
trade
the plant will employ an estimated area, that,
paper fortunate
space."
are
2,000 persons, 85% of them women, is owned, managed and operated
in production of miniature glass by such a group of public spirited,
receiving tubes for radio, TV and high type men. We wish WIEL
a variety of other communications many more years of accomplishand industrial equipment.
ment— and of success."
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PUSH BUTTON OPERATION
. . . on all five functions
BUILT-IN PREAMPLIFIER
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PRECISION TIMING
... within 3.6 seconds per 30 minutes
FULL AUDIO RANGE
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MINIMUM MAINTENANCE
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LOW NOISE LEVEL
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• Model 403 - Full- frack Recording
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ACCESSIBILITY
ALL OVER
.even in operation
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panel are hinged for
quick, easy inspection
of any recorder component.

CONSOLE
00
f.o.b. ReJwooJ City,
California

REMOTE
CONTROL BOX
For 100% push* button
operation
saves
NEWthattime!
on operating
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or Request a DEMONSTRATION
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Radio Networks'
Crisis
(Continued from
page and
23) Cures
as a group are at best breaking enlarged would more than offset
even and are probably losing the losses on the principal talent.
The principle is not unknown in
money tions.
on Whenradio
network asoperaa business
well
trade.
In Skelton
a retailer's
established as network radio loses the
sense,retail
Messrs.
Benny,
and
money, or is on the verge of it, the others were to be "loss lead"crisis"
It must be remembered that CBS
to apply. is not too strong a word
The purpose of this article is to was not alone in adopting and
examine the nature of the crisis pursuing this principle. Other neters." works did the same. Whether in
and what brought it on.
About 14 months ago, after CBS
against CBS
had announced a 10-15% reduction orself-defense
for other reasons,
ABC "raiding"
and NBC
in radio network time rates and wrote substantial contracts of their
own
with
some
stars.
while other radio netwoi'ks were
preparing to cut their prices acQuite workspossibly
would havethebeenradio
ablenet-to
cordingly, ahigh official of a leading network told Broadcasting • amortize the very large commitTelecasting that not a single proments to radio talent if television
gram had been sold by any major had not progressed as rapidly as it
network on a clean, above-board did. Though no one of high office
basis and at card rates during the at the network will officially admit
preceding six months.
1948 rate
anSo far as can be learned, about it, CBS management
ticipated amuch more inhalting
the same can be said for the in- of television advancement than
terval since then. Though the 10- actually took place. The time at
15% rate reductions last July may which
advertisers began investing
have brought some business into heavily in network television and
some radio networks without quit buying high-priced talent on
under-the-table concessions, by far network radio arrived sooner than
the bulk of network radio contracts the network policy - makers had
signed in the past 20 months have,
The TV
timetable
estiin one way or another, involved guessed.mates of other
networks
also must
"deals."
have been askew, else they would
Actually, the "deal" originated not have countered CBS bidding
earlier.
for talent with bidding of their
The Talent Wars
own.
When the talent prices began to
Toward the end of 1948 dea hole was opened in the
veloped the now-historic wars for soften,
dike.
talent among the networks. Such
former NBC stars as Jack Benny,
The were
earlymostly
"deals"concessions
in networkin
radio
Amos
Andy, Ozzie
and Harriet
and Red'n Skelton,
and Bing
Crosby the prices of talent and production.
from trABC,
woundRadio
up Network.
under con- But as television competition deact to the CBS
veloped and a buyer's market grew
The theory of CBS at the time up in network radio, the concessions inevitably were extended to
seemed to make sense, from the
cover time as well. Long before the
competitive,
network ofpoint
of
view: Hireintera -handful
the four networks invoked the rate reductions of last July 1, both time
most popular entertainers to build
and talent were being bartered in
up the attract
network'scustomers
ratings, and
would
not they
only some instances at price levels far
for themselves but for other shows below the 10-15% that was officially
in the program structure which knocked off network rates by the
was strengthened by their pres- announced reductions.
At least two networks, it can
Even if theto high-priced
under ence.contract
the network talent
could now be reported, would have liked
not itself be sold for as much as it to cut the rates more drastically,
was costing, the total returns from but they believed that the 10-15%
the general sales that were to be was the most they could get their
GET THE BIG PL1I§
IN CINCINNATI
See Centerspread This Issue
ON m
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POWER

affiliated stations to agree to with- show on that station. Hence he
out insurrection.
- minute anTo many affiliates, the chaos in can buy threenouncementone
s (the maximum althe network business was hardly
lowed in a half - hour network
on a spot basis at half the
comprehensible.
enue from networkThough
time their
sales revhad show)
cost of time alone for the halfbeen decreasing, their spot and hour network program on that stalocal business had held up well.
tion. Addition of program producAs shown by the chart on page
tion costs to the network show
23, the average major network make the discrepancy between buyaffiliate had experienced a decline
ingmentsthreeby spot
one-minute
in general revenue from 1946, an
placementannounceand by
easy money year before the radio network programming even
station population began its postThis argument would seem to
war expansion, to 1950. But the greater.
decline was not alarming, at least lead
inevitably
the conclusion
that
there
is notoeconomic
reason
in respect
local busi-as for the
ness, and toit spot
was and
understood
continuation of networking. But the networks point out
being primarily
causedof bystations.
the in- that spot
crease in the number
time would not be worth
From 1946 to 1950 the number a tinker's dam if it were not ins
e
r
t
e
d
i
n
or
between programs that
of major network affiliates rose
from 791 to 1,130. That meant attracted audiences.
And networks, the networks say,
that more of them were whacking
up the pie. In the case of spot are the only instrumentalities that
and local, the pie itself was getting canquantity.
provide quality programming
bigger and hence the individual in How
can networks continue to
pieces, though divided among more
stations, did not diminish as much provide quality service if they go
as the pieces cut from the network on losing money? Not even the
pie
which began to shrink after TV networks have pat answers to that
arrived.
one.
It is known, however, that the
Network Spot Revenue
leaders that bill the biggest
In 1950, the latest year for which two
business feel that the first step
such figures are available, the aver- must be to restore stability in network pricing.
from age
spotnetwork
time affiliate's
sales was revenue
85.8%
One networks
top executiveBroadcasting
of one of
of average revenue from that these
source in 1946 and from local time • Telecasting told
that the next rate
sales, 92.0% of 1946 levels. Net- cuts must be severe enough to "adrevenue,wasfor down
the average
minister shock"intohistheview,
industry.
liawork
te in 1950
to 62.8% affi-of The reductions,
must
what it had been in 1946.
be
at
least
down
to
the
basement
But averages can be deceptive. levels at which network business
Though
figures
for such ita may
group-be has lately been conducted and probing are not
obtainable,
ably should be enough below those
properly
assumed
that
the
general
business levels of the 791 stations levels
"deals."to utterly discourage further
that were affiliated in 1946 probAgrees in Principle
through
Though he put it more mildly, a
than ablydidheld up
thosebetter
of the
339 1950
that
executive
of the other
joined
networks
after generally
1946. Well-do policy-level
network agreed
in principle.
established
stations
He said that the cuts must be
better than new ones, and, additional y, in the 1946 group of 791 deep
network
businessenough
back toon get
the radio
rate card
and
were all the powerful outlets which further
the new rates should
customarily take in large business embrace that
such attractive discount
volume.
Obviously, however, even the advertisers
structures astovirtually
stay on tothe"compel"
air 52
most
powerful
and have
well-established
network
affiliates
suffered a weeks a year.
decline in network revenue in the
One of the economic curses afpast two or three years.
flicting network
mer hiatus."
ComeradioJuneis the
and "sumJuly,
It is not easy to explain this
phenomenon to operators who have programs regularly scheduled
not encountered serious advertiser through the rest of the year and
hesitancy in their personal selling many of their sponsors desert the
to local sponsors or even in na- air in swarms, leaving gaps that
tional spot sales through their must be filled by network-created
representatives. Especially in the programming.
latter case, the station operator
In dio,thethe summer
richer days
of network
wonders why a national advertiser
hiatus
was not ra-as
will quit network radio and at the severe a problem as it is today.
same time buy spot radio time in Indeed in some respects networks
the very television markets where counted it an advantage for it prohe feels his network radio has
vided an opportunity to test out
goneTheto networks
pot.
shows and new personalities.
have an answer newNowadays,
addito that quandary. An analysis of
tional expensehowever,
of fillingthesummer
spot and network rates shows, they schedules
with replacements for
say, that on the average an adver- the sponsored programs that have
tiser can buy a one-minute an- gone on vacation adds to an overnouncement on a spot basis on a
head that already is taxing in the
station for about one-sixth of the extreme.
Costly tryouts of summer
time cost of a half-hour network shows are luxuries which network
BROADCASTING
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radio cannot afford any longer.
Achieving year-around continuity
in programming is one way of
cutting down operational expenses.
Other means of reducing overhead
will also have to be found.
In the view of policy-makers at
CBS and NBC, the strong medicine
which must be administered to network radio comes in three doses.
First must be the rate cuts to
stabilize the pricing structure of
the industry. Second must be a
severe retrenching to reduce exThird must be a build-up of
business penses.volume.
I If this triple dosage effects its
* emerge
hoped-forsomewhat
cure, themorepatient
will
lean than
it was before the crisis, but it will
survive, the networks think. The
fat talent costs will have been
melted away. In place of the highpriced, gramsstar-studded,
glamour
there will be shows
that proare
of more realistic cost in relation to
today's
size. up to pretty
These audience
doses add
strong medicine, but the networks
believe that weaker stuff will only
prolong a crisis which the radio
network business cannot perpetually endure.
Are there other remedies which
could be used successfully without
cutting network rates ? Many operators of affiliated stations, including a lot who are businessmen of
proven judgment, believe there are.
In the view of these affiliates, networks should hold the line on rates,
take economy measures wherever
possible, and invigorate their sales
efforts. In the long run, after the
dizzying glamour of television has
worn
off, that
advertisers
reconvinced
network will
radiobe still
is a worthwhile buy.
An inherent element in this
argument is that network radio was
terribly underpriced at the time
television competition developed. It
is pointed, out that even today, with
radio audiences demonstrably re! duced in television markets, radio
still delivers more advertising ims for the advertiser's money
than otherpres ionmedia.
Statistically, this argument is
unanswerable. But the networks
i feel it does not take into consider-

JOS. WEED & CO.,
350 Madison Ave., New York.
Know About the
5000 WATT TRANSMITTER
Now in Use at
C H N S
HALIFAX
NOVA SCOTIA
The Maritimes
BUSIEST
Commercial Station
BROADCASTING

ation all the realities in the case.
Underpriced though it may have
been up to 1949, network radio today does not offer the advertiser
anything like the values it offered
two to three years ago. Try though
they may to persuade the advertiser
that network radio in 1952, in relation to other media, still is priced
favorably, the networks have been
unable
distract
attentionto from
the the
fact advertiser's
that radio
in 1952, in relation to pre-television
radio, is costing infinitely more.
Moreover, the advertiser is unmoved by the argument that he got
an almost unbelievable bargain
when he bought network radio in its
underpriced pre-television days and
that the dwindling of the radio audience has meant only that radio
network prices have been brought
into more comparable association
with those of other media.
The advertiser dismisses that
argument with the explanation that
if network radio were underpriced,
it was not his fault but that of the
network management. He bought
radio, underpriced or not, in relation with purchases in other media.
The decrease in the network radio
audience (which means higher cost
per listener reached) has thrown
his media allocations out of pretelevision proportions.
All sides of these questions will
be argued thoroughly in the next
few weeks.
big discussion on the The
radiofirst
network
crisis
will
come
July
1-2
when
CBS
Radio affiliates and CBS heads meet
in New York (see story, page 30).
Whatever course the arguments
take, the ultimate outcome seems
reasonably clear.
Networks are going to reduce
rates, whether affiliates like it or
not. Present planning is to cut
night rates by 40-50<7(, perhaps to
increase morning rates by 12-18%,
thus
over-allor rate
cut
in theobtaining
order ofan 25%
slightly
more.
After cutting rates, they will
then trim expenses and try to build
radio programming that competes
effectively with television but at
what they regard as a realistic cost.
The hope must be held that those
measures will not only keep the
patient alive but restore its energy.
If they fail, the radio network, as
traditionally constructed and operated in the U. S., will disappear.
What would replace it, no one of
authority ventures to predict.

SCOTUS REVERSES
Seattle Case Conyictio?!
QUESTION whether to retry Ralph
Casey, wardGeorge
La Clair
and Ed-of
Plesa, whose
conviction
operating a radio transmitter illegally was reversed by the Supreme Court 6 to 3 last week, was
being weighed by Federal officials
in Seattle this week. Complaints
that the men were illegally operating aradio transmitter enabling
them to place bets with bookies
after a race had been run but before bookmakers had received news
of the results were the basis for
the FCC investigation.
• Telecasting

CHICAGO ACTIVITY
On Convention Handling
REPUBLICAN Committee on National Political Convention Arrangements glanced only briefly at
plans for broadcast coverage during a special meeting in Chicago
last week. It also postponed its
discussion on use of radio and television advertising in the Presidential
campa'gn until after the nomine is selected.
Ed Ingle,
Chairman for theRadio-Television
Republican National
Committee, said plans for convention coverage
fromAmphitheatre
Chicago's
International
are completed, and that purchase of time
will not be decided on specifically
until after the convention closes.
He reportedly visited networks
in New York after the Monday and
Tuesday meetings in Chicago to
outline in general terms what the
National Committee may want in
time and programming for the fall
political campaign.
The 46-member Arrangements
Committee toured the Amphitheatre Monday to check convention facilities for delegates, speakers and
press-radio accommodations.
At the same time $1 million
worth of radio and television equipment arrived at ABC Chicago for
convention use. All of the equipment, made up of portable field
units, will be installed in the Amphitheatre and at the Conrad HiltontralHotelDiv.under
supervision of CenHorstman. Chief Engineer E. C.

KTUR AND TAFT
Turlock Time Available
SOME radio stations are not too
proud to go after business. When
Sen. Robert A. Taft (R-Ohio) complained to the FCC that he was
rebuffed by radio and TV networks
in asking for time equivalent to
that givenhower's
Gen.Abilene
Dwight
speechD. Eisen[B#T,
June
9],
1-kw,
independent
Turlock, Calif., heard about KTUR
it and
immediately sent him the following wire: ask the FCC to give you
"Why
broadcast facilities . . . when you
can
buy KTUR
all the .time
you bewant
KTUR?
. . will
happyon
to sell you all the time you want at
regular national rates. . . . Speak,
by transcription, to all the home
folks on their local independent
stations. People know and trust
their
local News
independents.
. ."
KTUR
Editor .McDowell
Starkey initiated the action, backed
by Station
A. McMillen.
As of Manager
WednesdayH. the
station
had not received word from Taft
headquarters.
CONDENSER Products Co., Chicago
(electronic equipment), has been
acquired by New Haven Watch & Clock
Co. Combined companies are expected
to have a total annual sales volume of
$10 million, according to Max A. Geller,
president of the purchasing firm.
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Sports . . tainment
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Reactivation Proposed
LBS RIPPLES
By Dallas Committee
PROPOSAL to reconstitute Liberty Broadcasting System, which suspended operation May 15 [B»T, May 19], was made last week to exLiberty network affiliates by the Liberty Reorganization Committee, Box
27, Dallas.
Wil- ★
HamChairman
A. Ware,of the
saidcommittee,
the committee
tractual arrangements that will be
wants to reactivate Liberty, with necessary between your stations
programming to resume between and the new corporation. The corporation wil pay for your time at
June
July 1. Gordon
Mr. Ware's
letter 20saidandPresident
Mc- the same rates LBS was paying.
With
regard
to the affiliation fee,
Lendon
of LBS,
"will be freed
his many
administrative
dutiesof it will remain approximately the
in order that his great talents may same as before based on the cost
be used consistently in improving of providing line and . service to
the network's programming.
Mr. Ware said LBS was forced
"A greatly improved 16 hours a
cease "because
it did not
day will be offered you — new shows, tosufficient
time available
fromhaveits
new talent including a topflight
to meet its operating
comedian, several of the former affiliates
you."In order to operate on a reacommentators plus new ones — costs.
sonably profitable basis, the new
programs as fine and as appealing
as any network can offer and that network will require from you, two
hours per day at no charge to the
you will be proud to air."
Going into finances, Mr. Ware network. In addition, on non-sport
days, one hour and 15 minutes will
said the network "must also be be
sold nationally, the other half
able to operate economically and
you. You will be paid your
at a profit. LBS was dependent on by
contract
this time sold
baseball for its principal income; nationally.rateWe forbelieve
that upon
the new network will not be. This
analysis you will find this
does not mean that we will not ■ tocareful
be
a
fair
arrangement.
carry baseball, for we will, but it "An escrow fund to safeguard
does mean that we will build on a
initial advance affiliation fees
foundation of sponsored programs. your
has been established with a bank
Baseball and other sports, which in Dallas. In accordance with the
we will continue to carry on a par provisions of the fund, it will not
with LBS, will be in addition.
be available for use by the coruntil the day the switch
"Now, let's examine the con- is thrownporation delivering
service to
WSYR's Local
Radio Sales
UP
39%
For the period ending April
30,
local radio
sales
wereWSYR's
39% ahead
of 1951.
The local advertisers responsible for this increase
are the ones in the best
position to test the effectiveness of all media. They
know which advertising
keeps the cash registers
ringing.
National Spot
Advertisers
TAKE
NOTE
Write, Wire, Phone or Ask
Headley-Reed
\ACUSE
NBC Affilial
570 KC
WSYR-AM-FM-TV
The Only
Complete
Broadcast Institution
in Central
New York
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BABY ROBINS
you." Mig Figi Aids Transfer
WHEN progress of construction at
a bank displaced the nest home of
a family of robins, Mig Figi, general manager, WAUX Waukesha,
Wis., was instrumental in finding
the baby robins a new home — and
a new mother. The resulting story
was carried on a national news
wire service.
Since it would be necessary to
move the nest, WAUX, the bank
and the construction company offered a $25 Defense Bond for the
best idea. At first, Mr. Figi and
a construction superintendent
transferred the nest from inside
the bank to a sheltered area on
the roof. The mother and father
robin could not be guided to their
three babies. Another solution had
to be found.
The construction superintendent
remembered that another robin was
nesting in a tree of his front lawn.
Mr. Figi removed the fledgling
robins from their home in the tree
and replaced them with the bank
babies. The displaced babies are
older and can be cared for by humans. The foster mother robin settled on the nest with her new trio
and the father robin soon began
bringing worms.

SIGNING a joint contract between KULA and KPOA Honolulu and the
Honolulu Stadium for broadcast coverage of all sports events played in the
stadium are (I to r) seated. Jack Burnett, general manager, KULA: Fin Hollinger, station manager, KPOA; standing. Pump Searle, promotion manager,
and Lew Tate, general manager for the stadium.
milestones

.

.

.

FM outlets are programmed
► WILLARD L. DOUGHERTY, and
assistant sales manager of WSRS separately.
Cleveland, was honored upon his
New England's
first anniversary
TV station
20th year in radio by staff mem- ►celebrated
its fourth
bers and friends at a party. For- last week. WBZ-TV Boston went
merly with other Cleveland sta- on the air June 9, 1948. In the
Mr. Dougherty
it began
dio attions,
WMBO
Auburn, began
N. Y. in ra- brief tion,period
the stationsinceclaims
many operafirsts,
among
them
the
first
football
► KFQD Anchorage, key station to be telecast in the region game
of the Alaska Broadcasting Sys- years ago, and the initial usefourof
tem and CBS affiliate for central
Alaska, has celebrated its 28th year the Zoomar-lens in the area in
of operation. A special anni- 1949.
versary program traced the growth
ofler radio
in Alaska. Charles Moh- NIAA MEETING
is manager.
Set June 30 in Chicago
► ELBERT HALING, regional THE NATION'S industrial advertisers will meet in Chicago June
radio-press officer, U. S. Dept. of
Commerce, Dallas, is currently en- 30 through July 2 to study the
economic,
social and advertising
32d year infields.
the broadcastjoyingandhisnewspaper
Mr. problems confronting them. The
Haling began his career in 1920 30th annual
convention
of theAssn.
NaIndustrial
Advertisers
when,
age 10,station.
he operated 5HY, his will be tional
held at the Palmer House.
own "ham"
Fairfax N. Cone, president of Foote,
► FIVE CHILDREN born on the Cone & Belding, will outline "Current
same day WJMO Cleveland went Public
Relations Problems of Busion the air five years ago were given
ness."include
Other speakers
their subjects
Chester H.and Lang,
vice
prizes
the spots
station'sthroughout
anniversary,
president, General
Electric
"How
June 1,on and
the Advertising
Men Can
HelpCo,Explain
day carried
voices American Economic System to Workwishing
WJMOthe a children's
happy birthday,
ers and the Public," and H. I. Orwig.
according
to
Dave
Baylor,
general
vice president, Buchen Co, "Discusmanager.
sion of Export Advertising."
Pre-conference
registration and
► WPRS-AM-FM Paris, 111, hon- a supper party are scheduled for
ored its advertisers at a day-long
29. Separate funcopen house May 23 marking its Sunday,tions haveJune
been planned for womfirst anniversary. Each guest reen
guests.
ceived a small birthday cake and
heard taped interviews with local
civic leaders and congratulations
from Gov. Adlai Stevenson. During
the noon hour, boys distributed
dummy newspapers in the town
ROUGH KEEPS IF
REPRESENTED BY
squaretra!bearing
the headline,
"ExWPRS Birthday
Today! Come
EVERETT
McKINNEY,
INC
Out and Visit the Studios!" AM
BROADCASTING
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MANUFACTURING COMPANY
4212 S. BUCKNER BLVD.
DALLAS 10, TEXAS
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Wilkes-Barre's Powerful
5000 Watt Station
Offers
Advertisers
MORE
LISTENERS
34.1% Higher
Average !/4 Hour
from 7 A.M. to 1 P.M.
Than Next
Best Station
Rating*
*Pulse: November 1951
MORE
COVERAGE
in the
Wilkes-Barre
Metropolitan Area
(Pennsylvania's
Largest Market)3rd
PLUS
Bonus Coverage
in 14 Surrounding
Counties
MORE
FOR

YOUR

ADVERTISING
DOLLAR!

WftK
980 KC AM-FM
W (d) 1000 W (n)
A B C 5000
AFFILIATE
AVERY
KNODEL
Inc.,*Nat'l.
Rep.
★ New York
★ Chicago
Los Angeles
★ Atlanta ★ San Francisco ★ Dallas
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Politics on Radio-TV
(Continued from page 29)
ABC-UPT
Sass Testifies at FCC
from NBC, Sen. Kefauver said he June 28, 8-8:30 p.m. EDT; July 1,
would withdraw the complaint 10:35-11 p.m. EDT; July 3, 10:35- CHICAGO theatre operator Arwhich he had filed with FCC 11 p.m. EDT; July 5, 10-10:30 p.m.
thur F. Sass was the only witness
against that network, and it was EDT, and July 6, 9:30-10 p.m.
during Paramount
last week's hearing
session
assumed he would do so in the case EDT. The first three of this series toof testify
the
of the CBS networks in view of are being offered to NBC radio at the lengthyFCC [B»T,
June 9].
local sales on a coThe hearing is concerned with
their subsequent offer. ABC spokes- affiliates for
operative basis, as are two others proposal for merger of ABC and
men said they had heard no more
about the matter after sending scheduled immediately preceding United Paramount Theatres Inc.,
Democratic Convention: July among other issues.
FCC copies of their letters reject- the
Mr. Sass, who testified under
ing the original requests of Sens. 16, 10-10:30 p.m. EDT, and July 17,
Taft and Kefauver.
direct examination May 23, re10:35-11 p.m. EDT.
turned last Thursday and Friday
CBS Radio, while hopeful that
Candidate Averell Harriman's
offer of personal — albeit at long dis- more rigid convention pickup sched- for
cross
Louis'
Paramount byPictures
tance— radio interviews was outules will be possible this year than Phillips, examination
lined in a letter sent Thursday to in the past, noted that no firm Corp.'s New York attorney.
stations in 100 cities which Mr. plans for convention-floor broadMr. Sass was questioned about
Harriman is not likely to visit.
casts can be made until after the the advice he received from Barney
"Put on tape 1V2 IPS, any convention leaders have set de- Balaban after Lubliner & Trinz,
finite hours for getting sessions a Balaban & Katz affiliate, received
five questions you want Mr. Harri- under way.
man to answer," the letter in25%
interest
Mr. Sass's
Theatre.
Thein advice
was Alamo
part
structs. "On July 1 Mr. Harriman
Looking toward the convention "payment"
will go into a studio and answer itself,
for
L&T's
interest
the network already is carry- the theatre, Mr. Sass testified. in
your questions. The answers, on
ing a Monday night political
another roll of tape, will be sent
Last month Mr. Sass testified he
program (11:15-30 p.m.
to you along with your tape of .analysis
EDT),
and for the Sunday before was required to enter into the
questions. With a simple editing the conventions
get under way a agreement with L&T in order to
job you'll have an exclusive news "preview" show is planned (prob- get films from Paramount Pictures
ablytween
in theJune 304:30-5
p.m. 4,spot).
Be- Inc., which was then the parent
Offer, exclusive to one station in
feature."
and July
You and
company
to B&K.
time he
each city, is the brainchild of Lou the World
also testified
that At
B&Kthatthreatened
(Mon.-Fri.,
6:15-30
p.m.
Frankel, Harriman campaign di- EDT) will present five convention to build a competing theatre nearrector of radio and TV, former newsmen and editors in rotation
by if he didn't "sell" B&K the 25%
manager of WFDR (FM) New to
explain convention procedures, interest.
York.
In his earlier testimony Mr.
terminology, and plans for CBS
coverage — which, as is the Sass indicated that the advice he
While the networks' legal' ex- Radio
pertsmandswereandjuggling
candidates'
de- case also with CBS-TV coverage, is received from Mr. Balaban apclaims, plans
for prosponsored
by Westinghouse.
peared to be inconsistent with Mr.
gramming before, during and after
Balaban's
in the Inoperathe conventions were gradually
tion
of
the practices
B&K theatres.
last
shaping up. The scheduling of HEALTH AIDS FIRM week's testimony,
Mr.
Sass said Mr.
actual convention pickups was
had advised against inCited by FTC Balaban stalling
more difficult, owing to lack of
air conditioning in the
finality about the times when con- COMPLAINT of false and mis- Alamo Theatre.
When air conditionvention sessions would get under
ing
was
installed
several years
leading advertising has been filed
way, plus the usual uncertainty as by the Federal
Trade
Commission
claimed
it was into which sessions were apt to prove against National Health Aids Inc., later, Mr. Sass
strumental in raising attendance
most newsworthy.
Baltimore, Md., a large user of at the theatre.
Probable Opening Times
radio and TV, it was announced
Under cross examination, Mr.
Sass testified he was not actually
Reports on probable opening today (Monday).
times for the convention sessions
The charge that NHA Complex, prevented from making improvements in his theatres but was
ranged from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. a vitamin-mineral preparation, has
EDT for the daytime meetings and been advertised as a virtual cure- merely discouraged from doing so
from 1 p.m. to 10 p.m. EDT for all prompted the complaint, FTC by Mr. Balaban.
the night sessions. For the most stated. Company, including its
Last year Mr. Sass filed antipresident Charles D. Kasher and
part the networks — radio and TV — its
trust suits against five major moadvertising agency, Television
indicated they would carry the ses- Advertising
tion picture companies totaling
Associates
Inc.,
has
20
sion openings, but how long they
nearly
$2 million [B*T, May 26].
would continue in any specific case days to answer the complaint.
would depend to a great extent Hearing is scheduled in Washington July 21Frank
beforeHier.FTC Hearing KBKO STOCK SALE
upon the news interest of the pro- Examiner
ceedings involved.
Except
where
such diseases or
NBC-TV announced plans for 14
Allen, Kelly to Buy
disorders are the result of mild vi- SALE of 70%
convention
"prelude"
programs
interest in KBKO
tamin
and
mineral
deficiencies,
starting July 1 and scheduled as
Ore., to W. Gordon Allen
Complex is of no value, the Portland,
follows: July 1, 7-7:30 p.m. EDT; NHA
and
Tom
Kelly,
operators of two
FTC
complaint
alleged.
July 2, 8-9 p.m. and 10-10:30 p.m.
Oregon
stations,
was
Singled out also in the complaint last
EDT; July 3, 8:30-9 p.m. EDT;
week.
Sale
is
subjectannounced
to FCC
is the allegation said to have been
July 5, 4:30-5:30 p.m. and 10-10:30 made
in
NHA
advertisements
that
p.m. EDT; July 6, 4-5 p.m. EDT;
Price of controlling interest in
approval.
July 7 and 8, 10-11 a.m. and 7-7:30 "all
persons
the United
States,
consume
a dietinwhich
is deficient
in the 1 kw daytime independent on
p.m. EDT; July 9, 10-11 a.m. and vitamins
and
minerals
and
must
1290
kc was $28,000 plus an employ8-9 p.m. EDT, and July 10, 8:30-9 use a dietary supplement to assure
ment agreement for the present
p.m. EDT.
this
series The
willJuly
be 6-10
undershows
Philcoin their bodies of the minimum daily owners,
Harold Krieger and Gordon
E.
Bambrick.
sponsorship as part of its under- requirements. . . ."
Mr.
Allen
owns 60% interest in KGAL
Among the radio-TV programs Lebanon, Ore.,
writing of NBC radio and NBC-TV
of KGAEOre.Salem,
50%andof hasKSGA33%%
Redmond,
coverage of both Republican and cited in the FTC complaints, were Ore.,
only),
on (CP
filein
Democratic Conventions.
the following: Who Ya Laffin' At, with the FCC forana application
new
AM station
NBC radio meanwhile has sched- Let's Live a Little, Stop Fooling Lewistown,
Idaho.
Mr.
Kelly
is
associated
with
Mr.
Allen
in
managerial
Yourself and Animal, Vegetable, operations of the Oregon stations. The
uled five special broadcasts preced- Mineral.
ing the Republican Convention:
Hamilton
KBKO saleCo.was handled by BlackburnBROADCASTING
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McFarland Bill
(Continued from page 29)
asked FCC Chairman Paul A.
Walker who was responsible. It is
believed
Senator unless
will pur-he
sue this that
matterthe further
receives a satisfactory reply.
Although broadcasters are generally backing the McFarland Bill,
there are a number of provisions
they do not like. Among these
are the provisions giving the FCC
authority to (1) issue cease and
desist orders, and (2) impose
temporary suspension and fines.
Failure to eliminate the "double
jeopardy"
provisionsActof also
the present
Communications
disappointed representatives of larger
stations and networks. This section permits the FCC to revoke
licenses if licensees or their parent
companies
are convicted of antitrust violations.

Named Asst. to NARTB Pres.
RICHARDS
Public Affairs Expanded
ROBERT K. RICHARDS has been advanced to a new NARTB post,
assistant to the president, by President Harold E. Fellows, in line with
a program to expand the association's services.
Mr. Richards continues as director of public affairs, a post he has
held assistant
since 1947.will beAn added
administrative
to the *
These committees
Public Affairs are to bespectiveinareas.operation
not later
Dept.
than
July
15.
They
will work diThe expansion
rectly
with
the
Station
Relations
plan provides for Dept., seeking closer liaison
beopening
of a Westin
tween stations and the association.
Coast office
Resolution for the membership
charge of a field project
introduced by H Quenton
representative of Cox, KGWwas Portland,
Ore., chairman
the
Station
Relaof
the
NARTB
Membership
Committ;ons Dept., which
tee. Other members
of the committee,
which
met
Wednesday
prior
the
is
headed
by
Willr. Richards field. liam T. Stubble- board session, are Henry B. toClay,
KWKH Shreveport, La.; Thad Holt,
WAPI KCMO
Birmingham;
E. K.JackHartenBudget provisions for the pro- bower,
Kansas City;
Todd,
gram were approved last week by
Wichita; Stanley Pratt, WSOO
the Radio Board and TV Board, KAKE
Sault
Ste.
Marie,
Mich.;
Campbell
Arwhich held separate meetings (see
Norfolk, Va., representing TV.
main TV board story, this issue). noux, WTAR-TV
Since he joined NARTB, Mr.
Richards has directed promotion
activities of the association and
CBS Radio SALES
Handles in N. Y. developed the Voice of Democracy BMI N.Y. CLINIC
WCBS'
contest for high school students,
Agenda Set for June 23-24
CBS RADIO'S
of thecompetitions.
nation's outstanding
ment will handleSpotNewSales
Yorkdepartsales one
scholastic
He has WITH its early May whirlwind
for the networks WCBS New York, taken
campaign
42 field clinics in two
an active
in policymany
de- weeks now ofhistory,
starting today (Monday), in addiBMI will wind
and hasparthandled
tion to representing the station in NARTB cisions
contacts
with
associations
up its spring clinic season June
all other markets, as it has in the and commercial enterprises. He is 23-24
with a two-day session in
past.
a member of the Advisory Council New York, 19th program clinic
Carl Ward, general manager of to
city. has staged in its headquarters
the National Assn. of Radio BMI
WCBS, asserted that the sta- News Directors and secretary to
tion's local sales staff "has done the Council on Radio-Television
Herbert V. Akerberg, CBS Radio and CBS TV vice president in
an excellent job" with May billings, Journalism. Recently he was named
"up 29% over last year," but that to direct NARTB's participation in charge of station relations, will act
"we have long felt the need for
and Vote" campaign. as chairman for the first day's
enlarged representation and serv- the "Register
meeting. The agenda includes
Served in Censorship
ice
to
New
York
advertisers."
He
talks by Ben Laird, president,
continued:
Mr. Richards was editorial di- WDUZ Green Bay, Wis.; J. Scott
rector of Broadcasting • Tele- True, farm director, WFTM Mays"Through
facilitiesSpotandSales,
person el of CBSthe Radio
casting before joining NARTB in ville, Ky.; John M. Outler, general
the station will expand its cover- 1947. During the war he served as manager,
Atlanta; Harry
age of New York agencies and assistant broadcasting censor un- Bannister, WSB
NBC vice president in
der J. Harold Ryan, who headed
advertisers. At the same time, it
charge
of
station
relations; Dorowill reduce duplicate calls from this operation in the Office of Cenmoderator, New York
two different sales staffs calling on
sorship. He is 39 years of age and Timesthy Gordon,
Youth
Forum
on WQXR
a graduate of Ohio State U. After
the same agencies."
The change puts WCBS local graduation he was employed at New York; George J. Higgins, vice
the WCPO,
Cincin- president, KMBC Kansas City.
sales operation on a parallel with Campbell-Ewald
nati Post and its Co.,
affiliated
Leonard Patricelli, program manWCBS-TV's,
which
already
is
hanand
Fort
Industry
Co.,
now
Storer
dled by CBS TV Spot Sales.
ager, WTIC Hartford, will be the
Co.
Wendell B. Campbell, general Broadcasting
He is a member of Radio Pio- second day clinic chairman and will
sales manager of CBS Radio Spot
and Sigma Delta Chi, Mind
present Your
a special
sessionprogram
of WTIC'sat
Sales, reported meanwhile that five honoraryneers Clubjournalistic
Manners
fraternity.
new
account
executives
—
including
the
luncheon
session.
Speakers
The
new
addition
to
the
Public
four transfers from the WCBS Affairs Dept. will report to Oscar include Norman Reed, program will
disales
the Elder, assistant director.
rector, WWDC Washington; Clarsales staff
force— inarehisbeing
New added
York tooffice
ence L. Menser, general manager,
In announcing expansion of the
to handle sales for WCBS Station
Relations Dept., with a WJBS Deland, Fla.; Ted Cott, NBC
while
servicemaintaining
to all of the
the department's
13 stations West Coast office to be opened in vice president and general manager
San Francisco, President Fellows of WNBC-WNBT (TV) New York,
it represents.
two important objectives will and others.
The five are Don Miller, who has besaidachieved.
the department
been sales manager of WCBS; Sam will be able toFirst,
Although the New York meeting
broaden its services
Maxwell, former eastern sales rep- to TV stations now belonging to will conclude BMI's program clinic
resentative for CBS-owned WBBM NARTB. Second, the department activities until fall, the industry's
Chicago; Kent Patterson, John will be able to broaden services to music licensing organization in coCrandall, and Tom Gorman, all overall membership with addition
operation with Colorado broadcastformer WCBS account executives of the San Francisco offices and at
ers is conducting a one-week semsame time contkiue recruiting
who will work exclusively on local the
inar at Denver U., Aug. 3-8.
and retail accounts for WCBS new members.
The Radio Board, at its Thursradio.
meeting, each
approved
Two other members of the underday which
of thea 17resolution
district NOTRE DAME football games will be
WCBS sales staff are being let directors will appoint district mem- carried next season by WCUE Akron,
go, it was understood.
bership committees for their re- which has exclusive rights in that city.
BROADCASTING
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BMI
Cordially Invites You
to attend its

AM
PROGR
C
CLINI
IN NEW YORK
MONDAY
19*1*
JUNE 23
and
TUESDAY
JUNE 24
at the
Waldorf Astoria Hotel
This is one BMI Program
Clinic you won't want to
miss! The subjects coming up for discussion have
not heen covered hefore.
Herhert V. Ackerherg will
be your Clinic Chairman
on Monday; Paul Morency
is Tuesday's chairman;
Harry Bannister, luncheon
speaker.panel speakers bring
Your
to the Clinic fresh, hardhitting facts and practical
ideas.
Question and answer periods and the chance to have
your specific
problems
discussed are added
reasons
for your presence.
REGISTER NOW
No attendance fee,
but advance application is requested.
Write or call BMI
today.
Station Service Dept.
BROADCAST MUSIC, IlVC.
5 8 0 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK 36, N.Y.
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book
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0n

the dotted line

CHARTER
program
KBIGmgr.;
Avalon,
new acct.
10 kwexec,
station, includes
(I to sponsor
r) Cliff sign-up
Gill, KBIGwithops.
Don Calif.,
Parmalee,
Hixson
&
Jorgensen
Inc.,
L.
A.,
agency
servicing
account;
Robert
J.
McAndrews, KBIG coml. mgr., and L. J. Condon, v. p. of Western Div., Local
Loan Co., sponsor.

airingFBIof is/ Was
a Commu-for
\S WEEKLY
nist tor the
contracted
broadcast 52 weeks on WABB Mobile.
L to r: Dewey Long, WABB mgr.; E.
J. Curran, v. p., Malbis Bakery,
Mobile, sponsor; Carl Haug, WABB
..k acct. exec, and W. J. Hearin Jr.,
v. p. and gen. mgr. Mobile Press
Register, WABB owners.

SIGNING for weekly Bold Venture for
WGH Newport News, Va., airing are
(I to r) Edward E. Edgar, WGH coml.
mgr.; John L. Gunn, acct. exec, John
McLauchlin
Adv., representing
Mechancial Engineering,
local appliance
firm, and General Electric, sponsors;
Clyde Meades, WGH sis. rep., and
agency's John McLauchlin.

PRINCIPALS
for WJHP
Jacksonville's
Brooks
& The inLogsigning
Cabin Folks
Show include
(I to r,Cousin
standing)Wilbur,
RobertBlondie
Buck,
asst. adv. mgr., Pet Milk Co., producer of Golden Key milk and the sponsor;
"Blondie
Brooks";
"Cousin
Wilbur";
John
Thorwald,
radio
and
TV
dir.,
H. Perry stations; seated, O. F. Thomas, dist. sis. mgr.. Pet Milk; MilfordJohnA.
Reynolds,fromWJHPPerrygen.stations
mgr., and
Thorwald
since"Little
pictureWilbur."
was madeMr. [B*T,
June has9]. resigned
ARRANGING for six-a-week half-hour program on WFAA-570 Dallas are
(I to Reichman,
r): Alex Keese,
WFAA mgr.;
Hayes,Bradford,
Earl Hayeswho Chevrolet
Co., Dallas;
Joe
bandleader,
and Earl
Reuben
will alternate
three
days a week with Jacobs
Mr. Reichman,
and
M.
O.
Rike,
v.
p.
&
mgr.,
Bozell &
Inc., Dallas, handling account.

reviews

.

BROADCASTING: RADIO AND TELEVISION by Henry Harper
L. Ewbank Bros.,
and Sherman P. Lawton.
33d St.,
New York 16, N.& Y.;
528 49pp.;E.
$4.50.
THIS BOOK,
in "non-techlanguagewritten
"primarily
collegenical"students
and
programfor staff
members of radio and television stations," is in textbook style with
reading lists, exercises and assignmentscludeafter
each bibliography
chapter. Book and
ins a basic
glossary.
In fourcussesparts,
the book
first and
disbroadcasting
history
background, "in the public interest," mechanics, government
"non-government"
controls. and
Second part, on program planning, describes program types and
audience building. The third, on
preparing the program, gives samples of talks and interviews, conversations and discussions, documentary, actuality and dramatized
discussions, adaptations, original
plays, variety
andnewsaudience
participation shows,
and sports
as well as programs for specific
audiences,
continuity, titles and
commercial copy.
Fourth part instructs on direction of radio and TV programs, use
of the voice, evaluation of programs and effects of listening.
Dr. Ewbank is chairman of the
U. of Wisconsin Radio Committee,
and of the State Radio Council,
which operates WHA Madison and
WLBL Auburndale, and is in
charge of an eight-station FM network. Dr. Lawton is professor of
radio and coordinator of broadcasthoma.ing instruction at the U. of Okla-

bers. ASCAP's organization and
operation are succinctly described
in a prefacedirector
by theofbook's
ASCAP's
publiceditor,
relations.
ADVERTISING TERMINOLOGY by H.
Victor
Grohmann. NeedhamPlaza,
& Grohmann
New
York 20,Inc.,N. 30Y.;Rockefeller
86 pp.; $1.
PRIVATELY printed by Mr. Grohmann "as a service and token of
gratitude to the field of advertising," this book defines 600 terms
used in advertising in five diviart, general,
media, production sions:
and radio
and television,
plus
listings of initials and names of
associations in advertising and
proofreader's * marks.
★ *
THE The
MAGIC WINDOW,
byTELEVISION,
Frank
Denman.
Co.,
60 Fifth Ave., New York, MacMillan
N. Y.; 60 pp.;
TELEVISION is traced from its
earliest beginnings in terms easily
understood by any junior high
school pupil in this book by Frank
Denman, an advertising executive.
It is an excellent book for children
interested
in the scientific aspects
¥2.
of how television operates. Perhaps
its chief value to professional telecasters, is that it would be perfect
gift for any uninitiated who wants
to know, "What makes television

Bavarian Set Output
GRUNDIG-RADIOWERKE,
German radio receiver manufacturer,
lastrun?"
week at its plant at Fuerth,
Bavaria, announced that it had
produced
receiving
sets since athemillion
war. radio
The company,
THE
ASCAP Biographical
Dictionary which
ofeditedComposers,
Authors
&
Publishers,
resumed
production
in 1946
by Daniel I.423McNamara.
only 40 workers, now claims
Y.YorkCrowell
Fourth$5. Ave.,Thomas
New with
16, N. Co.,
Y.; 636 pp.;
to be the largest and most modern
SECOND EDITION of this musi- manufacturer in Europe. It was
cal reference work devotes most reported also that the West Gerradio market
of its pages to thumbnail biogra- active manybecause
30% should
of theremain
West
phies of the creators of popular
German
population
still
is without
songs
who
comprise
ASCAP's
membership. Appended lists of radio sets, and some 6-7 million
members by place of birth, date of radio listeners have no FM rebirth and residence should prove
time-saving to continuity writers
preparing special musical salutes Scrubber Harris
to dates, months or places. AnIN A BROADCAST, Jack
other appendix lists publisher memHarris, announcer for Tello
Test, Walter Schwimmer
Productions' giveaway, on
VAB Meet Is Set
KGCU Mandan, N. D., offered
to do the family laundry for
FCC Comr. Rosel H. Hyde and
the housewife identifying,
NARTB President Harold E. Fellows headline the list of speakers
the p°rson "whose last
words were 'so little done, so
slated for the annual meeting of
much to do'." Woman who
the Virginia Assn. of Broadcasters to be held June 26-27 at the
came up with the winning anChamberlin Hotel, Fort Monroe,
swer, which waslaundress
"Cecil John
Rhodes,"
Va. Among other speakers are
the State was
Training School forin
George C. Davis, Washington conMandan.
Mr.
Harris
had a
sulting engineer; Ben Strouse,
scrubbing
day
for
the
benefit
manager, WWDC-AM-FM Washof 300 inmates. His comment :
ington, and Joseph L. Brechner,
"So little done, so much to
manager, WGAY, Silver Spring,
Md.

STING

TELECi

TOTAL AVERAGE
PROGRAM RATINGS
STATION RATING
15.3
12.9
6.9

WABD

3.8
3.0
2.2
MORE
NEW

PROOF

YORK'S

THAT

BEST

TELEVISION

BUY

IS

111
Channel 5
in our

7

Yes, WaBD ranks a strong third among all
New York stations in average program ratrates are much lower
Yet, WABD's
than ings.
those
of other New York network
stations.
No wonder so many advertisers are turning to WABD for the top television advertising value in New York.

year

'Nielsen, New York— 4 weeks ending April 12, 1952
(Mon.-Sai. 7:00 P.M.- Mid.) (Sun. 9:00 A.M.- Mid.)

NEW YORK
Key Station of the
OUMONT
TELEVISION NETWORK
515 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.
MU 8-2600
Division of The Allen B. Du Mont
Laboratories, Inc.

Los. Angeles

CHANNEL 5

KTLA
the

leading

America's
television

First

in

station

in

second

market

. . . Coverage
. . . Programming
. . .Public Service
. . . Audience

*****
KTLA Studios • 5451 Marathon St., Los Angeles 38 • Hollywood 9-6363
Eastern Offices • 1 501 Broadway, New York 36 • BRyant 9-8700
PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY • NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
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IN COURT
SIXTH REPORT
THE SIXTH REPORT and Order
came effective June 2 upon publi- address the Maryland-D.C. Broad- appeals of the other four stations
cation in the Federal Register.
casters Assn. (see story, page 32). were filed in Washington on Thurs—which
FCC'slifted
final theTV TVallocation
freeze — plan
was
Further protest of the Sixth Reday and Friday.
appeals tendered last
taken to court last week by five
port is understood to be developing weekAll toof thethecourts
were filed under
FCC's final
applicants on appeals protesting within the Federal Communica- the terms of the Hobbs Act of 1950 of Regarding
VHF
Channels
2, 11allocation
and retions Bar Assn. Last Wednesday, which replaces certain provisions
their respective city channel as- the FCBA
s
e
r
v
e
d
1
3
and
UHF
Channels 16,
Practice and Procedure of Sec. 402(a) of the Communica- 47 and 53 to Pittsburgh,
signments but which may have
WWSW
broad import affecting the entire Committee voted to recommend that
tions Act. Formerly, Sec. 402(a)
contends the allocation "is
allocation plan.
the association's Executive Commit- set no time limit after an FCC rul- there
on its face
so inadequate as to conThe first protest, presented to
tee present to the entire membering
became
effective
within
which
ship the consideration of a petition appeal of that order might be made. discretion.stitute error in law and abuse of
the U. S. Court of Appeals, Third
Circuit, Philadelphia, was filed by to FCC for review of the Sixth Re- The Hobbs Act puts a 60-day limit
"The FCC thereby has failed to
port provision which precludes ap- on such appeals.
WWSW Pittsburgh [B*T, June 9].
perform its statutory duties: To
plications where no channels have
It challenges
FCC's 4failure
al- been allocated.
Segal Appeal to Court
provide
an adequate
efficient facilities;
nation-wideto
locate VHF Channel
to the toPittsMr. directly
Segal's WWSW
appealand wasno service with
The majority of the Practice and taken
burgh metropolitan area because
to
the
court
make
proper
regulations
to preventto
Procedure
Committee
indicated
the
the Pittsburgh area site (Braddock,
petitionfirstforwithreconsideration
was interference between stations;
Pa.) would be a fraction of a mile Sixth Report illegally deprives ap- filed
the
Commission.
encourage
the
larger
and
more
less than the 170 miles required for
plicants of a hearing under Sec.
is allowed under the Hobbs effective use of radio in the public
of the Communications Act This
co-channel spacing from WLWC in309(a)
Act.
interest; to establish areas and
instances where they apply for
(TV) Columbus, Ohio. Latter is to
Although reconsideration
Mr. Scharfeld has
pe- zones to be served by stations; to
switch to Channel 4 under the Sixth channels not in the assignment
in his
make such distribution of licenses,
Report.
table. They held this policy un- four casestitions forpending
beforehe the
Comfrequencies and hours of operation,
neces arily wil preclude service to
The WWSW appeal, filed by Paul
m
i
s
i
o
n
a
t
this
time,
filed
the
many
areas
of
the
country.
Segal, Washington radio-TV attorappeals as a tactical measure and of power among the several
ney, complains only of the Channel
The recommendation is to be con- court
communities as to prolosing the right to ap- statesvide and
sidered tonight (Monday) by a to prevent
4 situation at Pittsburgh and is not
a fair, efficient and equitable
under theIt60-day
limit of the
intended to challenge basic legality special meeting of the FCBA Ex- Hobbspeal Act.
was
pointed
out
distribution
of radio service to each
of the Sixth Report. Certain legal
ecutive Committee. It was called by
the courts have not determined of the same; and has placed itself
observers, however, contend the Mr. Scharfeld, FCBA president. that
whether
the
filing
of
a
petition
for
such a position that it has
WWSW protest does raise issues
On Friday, Comr. George E. reconsideration with FCC automat- in
fundamental to the lawfulness of Sterling
was to defend the Sixth
"tolls" the deadline for filing abnegated all discretion and is
the Sixth Report. Opinion on this Report and specifically answer its of an ically
appeal until after FCC acts unable to consider the standard of
point was mixed among Washing- major critics, including Comr. on the petition to reconsider.
'public interest, convenience or
ton practitioners last week.
Robert F. Jones [B«T, May 26].
The WWSW appeal was filed in necessity' in passing upon applica(Continued on page 82)
Comr. Sterling was scheduled to Philadelphia on Wednesday. The
Filed by Scharfeld
The four other appeals, filed by
the Washington law office of Arthur
Scharfeld, were presented to the
U. S. Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia in behalf of
CBS Supports Severonce
RG
MEwill
be ER
strengthened. Schedules
T of a comUP
WLOA Braddock, Pa.; KVOL La- AB
CBS came
to the
support
Ction supporting
the Commission
ABC-UPT re-it
fayet e, La.; WISC Madison, Wis.,
for
fall
programs
begin
to
finalize
petitive network, ABC— in the intold the
and WLAN Lancaster, Pa. The
that month, it was noted. "believesquest, CBSthat
terest of bolstering network com- during
granting
the relief
WLOA complaint also protested
The
competitive
status
of
ABC
as
petition— when it petitioned FCC
soughtpublic
by ABC-UPT
would onbe itsin
legality of the failure to allocate last week
to sever the proposed well as its owned stations and affil- the
interest.
Based
iates, both radio and TV, was held own experience in, and knowledge
Channel 4 in the Pittsburgh metro- merger of ABC and United Parapolitan area.
mount Theatres Inc. from the over- to depend on prompt action.
of, the business and economics of
all Paramount hearing (see story
In addition, both CBS and Bala- the
Although these four appeals proindustry,additional
CBS believes
the
ban & Katz last week filed opposi- extended
delay thatwhich,
test specific allocation rulings, ob- page 68).
tions to the earlier protest of absent severance, appears to be
DuMont, however, failed to share
servers note certain of the appeal
Zenith
Radio
Corp.
with
respect
to
arguments, particularly that of to share CBS' view and filed a
the final disposition of
the status of Channel 2 at Chicago, inevitable in proceedings
KVOL, have direct relation to allo- petition opposing the severance.
will but
adCBS asked the Commission for the facility to which WBKB would the entire
cations throughout the U.S. and
versely affect not only ABC
challenge basic premises of the prompt approval of the merger and be switched, from its present Chan- will, as ABC and UPT state, tend
Sixth Report.
for grant of the contingent sale of
nel 4, under terms of the Commis- to frustrate the statutory objective
At the same time, it was learned WBKB (TV) Chicago from Parasion's Sixth Report
which the
finalized
allocations
and lifted
TV of achieving nation-wide competiadditional petitions for reconsidera- mount's Balaban & Katz to CBS freeze.
tive petition
networking." added, concerning
tion of provisions of the Sixth Re- for $6 million. ABC-UPT on June 6
Zenith holds that FCC legally theThecontingent
WBKB sale, that
port are in preparation by Wash- filed the joint petition for severance
ington attorneys and are expected and grant which CBS now sup- cannot prejudge the assignment of "while the hardship upon [CBS]
Channel 2 to WBKB through the attendant on further delay is not
to be filed this week. June 23, next
ports
[B*T,
June
9].
Favorable action on the proposed use of the show cause order and
Monday, is considered the last day
either in kind or deon which such petitions can be merger is hoped for by August in must afford all applicants there the comparable,
gree, with the hardship on ABC,
presented to the FCC under its order that network operations re- opportunity to compete equally in nevertheless,
a considerable
(Continued
on page 76) finanspecting the fall business line-up a comparative hearing. In its peti20-day rule. The Sixth Report beBROADCASTING
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the Channel 10 station 63 miles anJ
the UHF station 59 miles, he sail
Improvement in both the mann
facture of films for television an.
in their broadcast techniques hs
eliminated much of the former pre i
udice against TV film program
George T. Shupert, vice presiden
Peerless Television, reported.
Quoting a Katz Agency stud
stating that "an advertiser
buy
a group
of 39oninter-connecte
station
markets
a spot bas:
using a half-hour film prograi
for 19% less than on a networ
basis," Mr. Shupert said the
"comparatively few advertisei
want or need national coverage
More want regional or local covei
age. Limited
handicap
their advertising
desire to usebudget1
tele
vision because most of them ai
bound to be dissatisfied with an
thing
big-timeseems
entertair
ment. less
Thethansolution
to li :
largely in sharing costs throug
local sponsorship of national show
or purchases of film on a spo
Filmed demonstrations of a num
ber of new camera techniques pre ;
viding rainstorm effects, reflec r
tions on water, performers defy
ing
appearing ofupsid
basis."
down gravity
and thebyintroduction
liv
actors into photographed sceneryall done electronically with actor
performing on a dry studio stagewere
CBS-TV.vice Walte
Craig, supplied
Benton &by Bowles
presi
dent,
also
talked
on
"The Futur<
of Live Television Production.
Eugene S. Thomas, vice presi
dent, George P. Hollingbery Co.
presided at the morning TV session

Cited at AFA Meet
HIGH TV RATES
of the 60 leading food and drug
By BRUCE ROBERTSON
once." If have
by April
10 newall TVat markets
been firms for 1950 and 1951 showed
CHARGE that television is pricing to1953digest
itself out of the reach of American opened up, he said, they probably 80% with increased budgets in 1951
advertisers was vigorously debated will be added to the current net- over 1950. "However," he noted,
Wednesday morning during a panel
work program lists by advertisers. "42% cut magazines, 61% cut
newspaper supplements, 72% cut
discussion of the significance of the
Echoing Mr. Schachte's views, radio
and 98% added to their TV
"TV
advertisers,
agencies, Mr. Midgely declared: "There is a
stationthaw"
and tonetwork
operators.
very selfrealout ofdanger
of
TV
pricing
itall consideration. At a
The panel was part of a morning
Withturesnational
expendi-of
for the firsttelevision
three months
session on television held as part current rate of $52,000 gross for appropriations."
of the 48th annual convention of a nighttime hour on 63 stations, 1952 running about 75% ahead of
will the cost for a network of
the Advertising Federation of what
150 stations be? Somewhere along last
accountyear,for "we
aboutcan$850expect
millionTV thisto
America at New York's Waldorf- the
line the whole philosophy of year — or about 10% of the total
Astoria Hotel June 8-11. (Also see
stories below and on page 30.)
pricing TV must undergo a com- money spent for all advertising
plete revision, and I think that media,"
he said.
Henry Schachte, advertising diRaymond
F. Guy, NBC manager
rector of Borden Co., opened the
Concluding
the
panel
discussion
of
radio
and allocations engineerattack on TV's price structure by it will."
ing,
in
a
talk
on "Taking the Mysof
the
effects
of
the
"TV
thaw,"
pointing
that a"today
sion showoutwith
modesta televitalent Fred M. Thrower, CBS-TV vice
UHF" explained
that
from teryaOut ofperformance
viewpoint,
budget and a line-up of about 30 president,
discounted
the
arguments that TV is pricing itself out "the difference lies in the way in
stations
costs
around
$1.5
million."
When new stations are added and of business. "Costs have increased, which these waves scatter and bend
a TV network will comprise 150 to it's true," he said, "but our critics as they carry the television mesfrom the transmitting point
always seem to forget that tele- to thesagereceiving
200
sponsor's
. . . UHF
cost stations,
will rise tothemore
than $2annual
milvision's rising costs are accom- . . . does not bend point.
and fill in behind
panied by tremendous increases in
lion, he said, pointing out that durobjects as well as VHF . . . now
ing 1951 only 67 advertisers spent value received.
as much as that amount for all . "Actually, television has become
Mr. Guy reported that in using
betterstated.
buy Since
each 1949,
year,"
Mr. 300
media
exceptnotnewspapers
"andor that
ft. towers and maximum power,
he said,
total does
include radio
TV aThrower
in VHF
use."
a
TV station on Channel 4
CBS-TV Network time costs have
talent
charges."
He said
each TV network has 56 increased about eight times, but would cover an area of about 50
circulation increased 18 times, miles from the antenna, a VHF
half-hour evening periods a week TV
resulting in a decreased cost per station on Channel 10 or 11 would
for sale, but said that even if there thousand
TV homes from $3.45 in get about 45 miles coverage and a
were only two networks and if the
top 11 advertisers (those spending January 1949 to $1.74 in June 1952. UHF station about 40 miles. With
1,000 feet high the ChanMr. Thrower reported that com- antennas
more than $10 million a year in all
nel 4 station would reach 75 miles,
parison of the advertising budgets
media) were to sponsor two network programs apiece, with the top
five advertisers sponsoring three
each, this still would account for
Admen Must Aid — Fetze
only 83on TV.
sponsored evening halfhours
VIDEO'S
must join STANDARD
the TV
served that has
"as the
productivity
Fetzerthesaid.
must goalone.
farthei
Speaking for the broadcasters, J. ADVERTISING
nation
increased,
millionsof than
show"Weconcept
We (.
in E.raising
video's
stand-of our.
Leonard Reinsch, managing direc- industry
ards,
John
Fetzer,
chairman
must
entertain,
but
so
must
we atof
people
are
receiving
incomes
tor of the Cox radio and TV sta- the NARTB Television Code Review which have outrun their cultural
t
e
m
p
t
t
o
instruct,
we
must
use
the
tions, reviewed the inevitable deIt is a fact not to be comedy, but so must we bow in suplays before new TV stations will Board, told the 48th annual con- development.
denied
that
these
people
must
be
p
l
i
c
a
t
i
o
n
;
w
e
must
dramatize,
but
v
e
n
t
i
o
n
o
f
the
Advertising
Federabegin operations, with hearings
tion of America. (See story this appealed to at their own intellec- so must we cover every important
certain in every major market and
tual level. It's a great enigma, but world event. In short, we must, with
with the FCC staff able to handle page.) Mr. Fetzer, also owner of
the Fetzer radio - TV stations, it entails probably the greatest op- equal force, represent the best
only about 50 cases a year.
urged the effort to preserve the
portunity for advertising and tele- standards of the show business, the
May Be Years Yet
American system of operation in
press, the educational institution,
vision
Program today."standards must not be the church and the public forum.
the public interest.
may"Inbe hotly-contested
three or four ormarkets
even fiveit
Emphasizingin the
advertisers'
"I cannot help but entertain the
seeking
proper judged "by the gate alone," Mr. feeling
years before new TV stations are responsibility
that many times we lost
program standards, Mr. Fetzer told
our sense of perspective by relying
licensed,"
he
said.
Educational
channels not applied for within the the AFA: "Our system of free
so heavily upon mass program ratnext year may be thrown into the television will survive if people
commercial station picture, com- want it — and they will want it if
Going into TV code problems
plicating things further, he noted.
satisfiespeople
them." are buying TVMr. Fetzer recalled the successful
When stations do go on the air, it While
operation of voluntary radio centhey must adopt pricing policies advertised products, this "does not
sorship during the war, when he
that will enable the advertiser to necessarily indicate that there is
was assistant director of censorship
use television profitably, Mr. any real understanding of the sysings."
Reinsch said, estimating that VHF
inbelieve
chargethat
of broadcasting.
firmh
tem that advertised it," he said,
government "Iprogram
stations in new TV markets pro- adding that this means elimination
censorship
can
never
occur
withbably will start with base rates of of bad advertising practices and atout the consent of the American
about $200 and UHF stations with
tention to "our vital responsibility
people,"
he
said.
"Therein
lies
base rates of about $150, increas- toward the family group.
real court of appeal, as well as our
oui
ing them with the TV audience.
"Let the critics of advertising
ultimate source of confidence."
that
it
supplies
the
dolThe anticipated slow increase in remember
lars without which we could not
The Television Code Review
TV markets is a good thing from
Board believes in cooperation
the advertising agency view- have a free television system," Mr.
said, adding that the board recog
Fetzer said. "It's the advertiser
point, Charles E. Midgely Jr., man- who
buys freedom for the viewer
ager of broadcast media for Ted
nizes "there is more than one wa
at the same time that he is buying
Bates
Inc.,
reported,
because
"a
tocodedo isa subject
thing right.
That's based
why theon
to revision,
heaping platter of 2,000 new TV time and talent."
MR. FETZER
stations would be a huge portion
Going into programming, he oboperating experience."
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television applications
Digest of Those Filed With FCC June 7 through June 72
Cf Indicates pre-thaw application re-filed.)
VHF UHF Total*
Joxscore
^Applications filed since April 14
49
25 75
* One applicant did not specify channel number.
pals include President T. H. Barton
(80%), owner of The Barton Corp.,
engaged in purchase and sale of
securities, owner of Real Properties
Inc., chairman of board of Lion Oil
Co. and owner of 98,000 shares of
Lion Oil common stock and president
and 10% owner of The Sonbar Corp.
(oil and gas producer and real estate
holding
company);
Vice ofPresident
T. K. Barton
(20%), owner
30% of
The
Sonbar
Corp.
Address:
East Capitol Ave., Little Rock. 112-14
PUEBLO, Col.— Pueblo Radio Co.,
Ch. 3 (60-66 mc), ERP 10.58 kw visual;
antenna height above average terrain
300 ft.,matedabove
ground
ft. Esticonstruction
cost 505
$167,000,
first
year operating cost $100,000, revenue
$115,000. Studio and transmitter 3011
Elizabeth
17' 30"
N. Lat.,
104° 36' 40"St.,W.38°Long.
Transmitter
RCA, antenna
RCA. Consulting
engine r J. B. Heffelfinger,
Kansas City,
Mo. Applicant is licensee of KDZA
Pueblo. Principals include President
Dee B. Crouch (16%), manager of
KDZA; Vice President Allen Pezoldt
(20%), Colorado
Springs,
Col., residence and business
construction;
Secretary - Treasurer Zula Seaton
(52%), retired businesswoman, and
Assistant Secretary-Treasurer Nina
Ulrich (12%), owner of travel courts
in Arkansas City, Kan. Address: 3011
Elizabeth, Pueblo, Col.
t MACON, Ga. — Southeastern Bcstg.
Co., Ch. 13 (210-216 mc), ERP 306 kw
visual; antenna height above average
terrain 613 ft., above ground 555 ft.
Estimated construction cost $345,500,
first year
operating
revenue $230,000.
Studiocostand$200,000,
transmitter
Clinton
Road
at
Boulevard
St.,
32°
51'
26"
N. Lat., DuMont,
83° 36' 57"
W. Long.
Transmitter
antenna
GE.
Legalsey,counsel
Segal,Consulting
Smith & engineer
HennesWashington.
Georgecant C.is licensee
Davis, Washington.
Appliof WMAZ-AM-FM
Macon. Principals include President
George P. Rankin Jr. (71%), chief
engineer
of WMAZ-AM-FM;
Vice
President Wallace
Miller (3%), senior
partner of Miller, Miller & Miller,
Macon law firm; Secretary-Treasurer
Wilton E. Cobb (23%), general manager of WMAZ-AM-FM, and Mary S.
Miller (3%), wife of Wallace Miller.
Address: 666 Cherry St., Macon, Ga.
f LITTLE ROCK, Ark.— Arkansas
t SAVANNAH, Ga.— WSAV Inc., Ch.
Radio & Equipment Co., Ch. 4 (66-72
ERP 35 kw visual; anmc), ERP 100 kw visual; antenna 3 (60-66tennamc),
height above average terrain
height above average terrain 785 ft.,
above ground 559 ft. Estimated con- 369 ft., above ground 339 ft. Estimated
struction cost $729,682, first year construction cost $171,905, first year
operating
revenuelocation
$403,- operating cost $120,000, revenue $144,835. Studiocostand$319,452,
transmitter
Studio and transmitter Liberty
6815 Cantrell Road, 34° 46' 05" N. Lat., 000.
Nat. Bank Bldg., corner of Bull and
92°
21'
05"
W.
Long.
Transmitter
RCA, antenna RCA. Legal counsel Broughton Sts., Savannah, 32° 04' 44"
Spearman & Roberson, Washington. N. Lat., 81° 05' 32" W. Long. Transmitter RCA, antenna RCA. Legal
Consulting engineer Craven, Lohnes
& Culver, Washington. Applicant is counsel Cohn & Marks, Washington.
licensee of KARK Little Rock. Princi- Consulting engineer A. Earl Cullum
BROADCASTING
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ei-agELEVEN stations
applications
new
[Jbelevision
were for
received
jJLt the FCC last week, bringing
>Jpo 75 the number of TV requests
i)jlfiled since the issuance of the
iJbrder
jjlCommission's
Sixth 14].
Report and
[B»T, April
. J Four new and seven amended apr0IJ|olications
to the
FCC. Therewereweresubmitted
eight requests
for VHF stations, while three applicants seek UHF facilities.
Three TV stations now on the
air filed requests to change their
channel, as required under the
Sixth Report. There are 30 stations which have to change frequency. So far, 16 have applied for
permission to do so. Most of those
which have to change channels also
are seeking higher power.
Nine of the 75 applications filed
have been returned. However, two
ofmitted.
these have already been resubpresi
Listed by States
q, oMONTGOMERY,
Ala. — Southern
-^Enterprises,
Ch. 20antenna
(506-512height
mc),
ERP 19.8 kwUHFvisual;
^
above
average
terrain
384
ft.,
above
Z6I Aground 340 ft. Estimated construction
cost $165,722, first year operating cost
$170,000, revenue $195,000. Studio and
transmitter 330 Clayton St. 32° 22' 23"
N. Lat.,mitter86°RCA, antenna
18' 39" W.RCA.Long.
TransConsulting
engineer Raymond C. Watson Jr.,
Anniston, Ala. Principals include
President Dr. John Randolf Penton
Jr. (15%), physician; Vice President
Woodley C. Campbell (10%), partner
'with Azar & Campbell, Montgomery
law firm; Secretary-Treasurer Charles
'A. Casmus
Jr. (12%), Press
executive
secretary of Montgomery
& Radio
Club;ant Grace
F.
Casmus
(21%),
assistmanager of Press & Radio Club;
Felix Robinson Jr. (12%), announcerwriter-salesman at WMGY Montgomery; Albert David Capeloto (10%), Vs
ownerGeorge
of David's
Dr.
Blue Grill,
PentonMontgomery;
(10%), intern at Jefferson-Hillman Hospital,
Birmingham, and Dorothy Shafer Casmus (6%), 85% owner of Candlelight
Co. (business property rentals). AdAla. dres : 3 0 Clayton St., Montgomery 5,

Jr., Dallas, Tex. Applicant is licensee
of WSAV-AM-FM Savannah. Principals include President Harben Daniel
(42.33%), Vice
general
managerCatherine
of WSAV-M.
AM-FM;
President
Daniel (10.66%),tary-Treasurerhousewife;
SecreMeredith E. Thompson
(0.66%),
chief
engineer
WSAV-AMFM; William K. Jenkins (19.83%),
owner of 37%% of WMOG Brunswick,
Ga., 16%% of WLAG LaGrange, Ga.,
and associated with Georgia Theatre
Co., Atlanta; Aaron Shelton (6.66%),
chief engineer WSM-TV Nashville,
Tenn.,ing Co.,andNashville,
% owner andof Castle
RecordFirst C.National
Bank of Atlanta, Margaret
Lucas
and Fred G. Storey, as co-trustees
U/W Arthur
Lucas
(19.83%).
Address: Liberty National Bank Bldg.,
Bull and Broughton Sts., Savannah.
f PEORIA, 111.— Peoria Bcstg. Co.,
Ch. 8 ual;
(180-186
mc), ERPabove
316 average
kw visantenna height
terrain 995 ft., above ground 894 ft.
Estimated construction cost $550,474,
first year
operating
revenue $400,000.
Studiocost212$320,000,
S. Jefferson
St. Transmitter 1 mi. South of Groveland, 111., 40° 34' 35" N. Lat., 89° 32'

03"
W. Long.
antenna
GE. Transmitter
Legal counselDuMont,
Dow,
Lohnes & Albertson, Washington.
Consulting engineer Craven, Lohnes
& Culver, Washington. Applicant is
licensee of WMBD-AM-FM Peoria.
Principals Charles
include C.President
and
Treasurer
Caley (25%),
general
manager
of WMBD-AM-FM
and
president
owner (12.6%),
of WDZ
Decatur,
111.; and
Carl 25%P. Slane
president
of
Peoria
Journal-Transcript
and Morning Star; Frances P. Slane
(31.2%), director
for PeoriaStar,
JournalTranscript
and Morning
and
Elizabeth P. Talbott (31.2%), director
for
Peoria
Journal-Transcript
and
Morning Star. Address: 212 E. Jefferson St., Peoria 2, 111.
t MUNCIE,Ch. Ind.—
Tri City
Corp.,
49antenna
(680-686
mc), Radio
ERP
17.4 kwUHFvisual;
height
above
average
terrain
524
ft.,
above
ground
542 ft. Estimated construction cost
$196,952.87, first year operating cost
$204,348.10, revenue $233,909. Studio
and transmitter 1/5 mi. East of Jet.
of State Rd. 21 and State Ds. 3 and 67,
(Continued on page 78)

To File for Five
BOOTH PLANS
TV Outlets
'PLAN
to
file
for
the
legal
limit
of
five
TV
stations
time was
revealed by Booth Radio & Television Stations Inc. atlastoneweek.
The
Michigan
company
expects
to
submit
its
applications
to
the FCC
within a fortnight.
Booth Radio & Television is the *
licensee of WJLB-AM-FM Detroit, All the talents of Martin Theatres
WBBC Flint and WSGW Saginaw, — which for over a century has dealt
Mich.
with a moving, visual
Here are the cities and facilities exclusively
media of communication — will be
sought:
by the
TV station."
Detroit,antenna
UHF Channel
kw utilized
Southern
Television
Inc. expects
visual,
height 62,467ERPft. 224above
average
terrain.
to Moses
file itsLebovitz
application
this
Grand
Rapids,
UHF
Channel
23,
ERP
is president week.
of STI,•
196 kw visual,
antenna
height
UHF
Channel
54,528ERPft.562 21.6ft. and also is president of Independent
kwLansing,
visual,
antenna
height
Theatres
Inc.,
which
operates
suburban
Flint, Channel
theatres in the Chattaantenna
height 33312, ft.ERP 20 kw visual, and drive-in
nooga area.isSTIchairman
vice president, Z. CarBay City,
visual,
antennaChannel
height 5,271ERPft. 79.44 kw the terFirstPatten,
Federal Savingsof &theLoanboardAssn.of
in Chattanooga
civic
Legal counsel for Booth is Pier- and
affairs.prominent
Other stockholders
are Manuel
son & Ball, Washington.
president ofRock
WescoProducts
Paving Co.;
Co.
Booth Radio & Television is Russ,
and
Chattanooga
Martin, a building contractor;
the second company to announce John
Seagle,
associated
its intention of seeking a group of Burton
Martin; Abe
Solomon,
chairmanwithof Mr.
the
of Independent Theatres; Joel
TV outlets
per- board
imeter. Lastaround
month, Detroit's
WJR Detroit
Solomon,
treasurer
and
general
mansaid it would seek four stations
ager of Independent
presChattanoogaTheatres
Jaycees;andRobert
near Detroit, one in Cleveland Lebovitz,ident of secretary
of Independent
The[B*T, May 5].
atres;
Felix
Diamond,
in
real
estate
insurance business; W. C. Hudlow and
Jr.,
Forerunners of anticipated flood president
general Co.,
manager
of Homer
Arrow
of applications from independent Transfer and
&
Storage
and
J.
motion picture theatre interests
Chattanooga CPA.
also were disclosed last week when Hardy,
Estimated construction cost will
two large theatre chains announced be more than $300,000, Mr. Lebovitz said. He also revealed that
their intentions of filing for facilities in the South. The Martin The- STI has completed negotiations
atres of Georgia Inc., operating with the International Ladies Garexhibition houses in Georgia, FlorWorkers Union for option to
ida and the Carolinas, announced buy ment
the former building and
that it would file for UHF Channel grounds
of its FM station on Wald28 in Columbus,
Ga. Television
Almost simulStudiosChattanooga.
would be lotaneously, Southern
Inc., en's Ridge.
cated in downtown
made up of a dozen stockholders
Mr. Lebovitz said "the only
including four identified with Inthing
needthe isFCC."
the 'go ahead'
dependent for
Theatres Channel
Inc., announced
signalthewefrom
it would file
12 at that
station
will be onHe thehopes
air
Chattanooga.
in
time
to
telecast
President of Martin Theatres of the national elections.the results of
Georgia Inc. is E. D. Martin. He
Applications
for and
bothSouthern
Martin
said
that "for
years careful
Martin Theatres
of Georgia
Theatres
has several
been giving
consideration to the possibility of Television Inc. will be filed by the
law firm of Cohn &
building, owning and operating a Washington
television station in Columbus. . . . Marks.
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ABC-UPT Merger
(Continued from page 73)
cial loss to CBS accumulates daily. approved the sale of KFWB Los
As established at the hearings, the Angeles by Warner Bros. Pictures
annual rate of profit of WBKB is to KFWB Broadcasting Corp., the
substantially in excess of $1,500,- petition noted, even though KFWB
000; such profit is, of course, per- was then on temporary license because of anti-trust violations demanently lost to CBS for the period during which the application
scribed in the Similarly,
government'sFCCmajor
for assignment remains pending. movie case.
reFurther, during such period, not
newed
the
licenses
of the Richards'
only economic resources, but other stations (WJR Detroit,
WGAR
benefits necessary to competitive Cleveland and KMPC Hollywood)
network equality, are lost to CBS. and approved their involuntary
And the uncertainty for so long a transfer to new owners, the petiperiod makes proper long-range
tion observed, without first determining that G. A. (Dick) Richards
planning
difficult."hearing, in addition would have
The Paramount
been entitled to renewal
toUPTtheandproposal
for
merger
of
ABCof the licenses if he had not died.
sale
of
WBKB
to
CBS,
invmount
olves the Television
license Productions
application ofInc.Para-for This was done over the protests of
KTLArenewal
(TV) Los license
Angeles;applications
the licenseof the Commission's own General
and
Counsel and chief of its Broadcast
Allen
B. DuMontofWDTV
Labs, (TV)
for WTTG
(TV) Bureau,
Washington,
Pittsburgh
the petition noted.
and WABD
(TV)
New
York;
the
liIn its opposition to the severcense
andBalaban
renewal &of Katz
licensefor applicat
i
o
n
s
o
f
WBKB
ance,
DuMont told the Commission
andParamount
WBIK (FM)Pictures
Chicago;
Inc. applications
for consent
that "earlier in this case" it petitoof transfer
control
of
Paramount
Teletioned
FCC to sever its applicaProductions
Inc. and Allen
DuMont visionLabs,
to Paramount
PicturesB.
tions, noting "the Commission did
Corp.;trol of Balaban
application& Katz
for transfer
of
conpetition.to The
failfrom Paramount
Paramount not uregrant
of the that
Commission
separate
Pictures
Inc. application
to United
DuMont applications signified
Theatres, Inc.
and
of Paramount
Pictures
and E. V. Richards
Jr. for the
transfer ceofnse of control
ofNewWSMBOrleans,
Inc., li- as a practical matter the relationWSMB Theatres
of a television network to moUnited Paramount
Inc. to ■ ship tion
picture company derived from
The ABC-UPT petition con- Paramount Pictures Inc. would be
tended that "the consolidation of studied in the light of all the isthe several applications involved
sues of the consolidated proceedin this proceeding . . . was ordered
by the Commission not because of
Cites Sec. 1.724
legal necessity or requirements but
Observing
that FCC's
rules (Sec.
as a matter of convenience."
ing."
permit
the Commission
assertedarethatmutually
"none to1.724(a))
consolidate relative cases, Duof The
saidpetition
applications
petition
statedconsidered
"it follows
exclusive or competitive in the Mont's
Commission
the
sense of requiring contemporaneous that theevolved
from the proposed
or comparative hearings but mere- issues
merger
to
be
interwoven
with
the
ly involve, in differing degree, the problems arising from the original
same or similar questions of fact transfers
of
licenses
from
ParaandThelaw."petition observed that the
mount Pictures Inc. to Picture Co.
hearing to date has consumed 78 and the Theatre Co. pursuant to
days of testimony covering 11,200 the consent decree" terminating
the Justice Dept. movie anti-trust
pages of transcript and 700 ex- case.
hibits, many quite detailed, and
"The integration of all the appli"more than
75%" of
the motion
record
pertains
to history
of the
into theafter
'samethe cause'
camecations
apparent
failure be-of
picture anti - trust proceedings
the Commission to grant the Duby Justice Dept.
The petition concluded that all
petition for severance," the
evidence which is material to the cpetitionMontargued.
Noting ABC emphasizes its need
proposed merger of ABC-UPT and
sale ofthatWBKB
now establishes
been taken for capital to operate its network,
and
such "has
evidence
the DuMont petition commented
an adequate and proper basis for that "the need of ABC does not
an initial and final decision on said exceed the requirements of other
parties to this proceeding. This
applications."
The petition asserted that the record clearly demonstrates the
evidence pertaining to all other competitive disadvantage under
applications involved in the hear- which the DuMont network finds
itself because of its inability to
be completed
mattering "cannot
of many
weeks, or forevena own and operate five television stations. The effective operation of
months."
ABC seeable
"is future
now will
and continue
for the tofore-be DuMont as a national television
network also depends on an expein need of capital, not only for the
ditious decision in this case."
purpose of meeting its normal and
Balaban & Katz, in reply to the
ever-increasing operation expenses, Zenith petition, held that Zenith's
but to improve its program position in the proceeding was unservice and to establish and maintimely and that its petition has no
tain additions to its plant and substantative basis to warrant a
equipment necessary for its con- grant of its requests. Balaban &
Katz explained that the Chicago
tinued effective operation."
Ample precedent exists for ap- allocation as finalized was proproving the transfer of WBKB to
posed in the Third Report, comCBS, the petition pointed out. FCC
ments to which were due June 11,
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1951. WBKB agreed to the proposed change to Channel 2 in May
1951, the petition recalled, but
Zenith did not ask for declaratory
ruling respecting the status of
Channel 2 until July 24 of that
The change of assignment of
WBKB, as in the case of 30 other
year.
stations, the WBKB petition pointed out, was directed by the Commis ion by show cause order pursuant to the provisions of Sees.
303(f) andnicatio312(b)
the Communs Act as anof integral
part
of the total allocation plan, to reduce interference, and to provide
for the maximum utilization of
channels. The petition continued to
explainment forthat
"there is hearings
no requirecomparative
between
applicants
and
existing
stations effectuated by show cause
proceedings instituted by the Commis ion as part of this proceeding."
Neither Sec.munications309(a)
the ComAct nor theof Ashbacker
case requires such procedure, the
petition asserted.
MEDICAL VIDEO
Ulcer Operation Telecast
COMMERCIAL television made
medical history in Chicago Tuesday night as a 60-year-old patient
suffering from an ulcer for 34
years went under the knife at Wesley Memorial Hospital before
viewers from coast to coast.
For the first time, the American
Medical Assn., meeting in convention at Chicago for four days, permitted telecasting of two halfhour live programs. Time was
bought by Smith, Kline & French,
pharmaceutical laboratory in Philadelphia.
The ulcer operation was featured Tuesday night from 8:30 to
9 p.m. CDT, followed Wednesday
evening, 9 to 9:30 CDT, by a symposium on the latest developments
in group therapy for the overweight, military medicine, with the
showingthesia unit.
of a new portable anesRoy K. Marshall,
TVDr. Philadelphia,
was WFIL-AMnarrator,
with Ad Schneider, NBC-TV New
York, as producer and Don Meier,
ofdirector.
the network's
Chicagodemonstrastaff, as
The second
tion originated at Navy Pier, where
14,000annual
physicians
met for their
101st
convention.

KTTV (TV) BACKED
On 'Unscheduled' Events
GENERAL Petroleum Corp., Los
Angeles, (Mobilgas dealers) ,
through West-Marquis Inc., that
city, has signed with KTTV (TV)
Los Angeles to sponsor all future
"unscheduled" local special events
telecast by the station.
The TV contract, believed to be
the first Under
of its kind,
is on an "open"
basis.
well-defined
terms,
"unscheduled" events are "news-,
worthy" and "of great timely interesttionto the
publicis and
the presentaof which
a service
to the
community."
No
limits
on the number of events areor placed
extent
of coverage. Financial arrangements depend on activity and start
with a base minimum of $75,000
annually, according to Richard A.
Moore, station vice president and
general manager, who described
the plan as "a broadcaster's dream
come true." Contract provisions
give KTTV a "roving commission"
to developfortorendering
the maximum,
TV's
capacity
public service by on-the-spot reporting of
events, he said.

WAGES SUIT
WICU Denies Charges
SUIT totime"recover
$5,144.50 due
in "overwages allegedly
three
former employes
of WICU (TV)
Erie, Pa., brought an answer from
Herbert S. Stewart, WICU general manager, that "employes,
past and present, have been paid
for all overtime work."
Mr.ing toStewart
that, "Accordrecords, said
employes
are paid
for all hours submitted on weekly
timeWilliam
card." Hargadine Jr., region
director,
U. S.and Dept.
Labor's
Wage
& Hour
Public ofContracts
Div., announced last month that the
suit had
been filed in Federal District Court.
The suit was filed on behalf of
Alan G. Payne, production man;
Samuel J. Anderson, announcertraffic manager, and Donald H.
Goldberger, camera and film man,
who seek to recover back wages
allegedly due them for overtime.
As a result of an investigation
supervised by Mr. Hargadine, a
civil complaint charging Dispatch
Inc., station owner, with violations
TV-UNLIMITED
of the Fair Labor Standards Act
was
filed in November
Offers European Facilities 1951. originally
Disposition of this complaint
TV-UNLIMITED Inc., newly or- still is pending. Mr. Stewart had
ganized and incorporated in New denied the charges.
York, will replace the Broadcasting
Program
President
Herbert Rosen,Service,
announced
last ADDITION of KNBH (TV) Los Anweek.
geles and KRON (TV) San Francisco
Firm will specialize in the pro- makes a total of 26 markets carrying
duction of low-cost and syndicated United Television Programs' Double
television shows, and will work Play with Durocher and Day, quarter
through its established Euro- hour film package starring Laraine
pean affiliates in conjunction with
and Leo Durocher. California
American producers and agencies Day
State Tire Dealers, through Paul
interested in utilizing production show
Castleman
agency, S. F., will sponsor
on KRON.
facilities abroad, Mr. Rosen said.
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TELEVISION

Pioneer in Individualized
Television Station Representation
Takes Pride in Announcing
the opening of new and larger offices
exclusively for television at
501 Madison Avenue
New York 22, N. Y.
Telephone : PLaza 3-4617
under the direction of peter b. JAMES
WEED

TELEVISION

PERFECTIONISTS

IN

SALES

"set'S;atwotk relations.
a\l phases oi
\ • *
ass:
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san vmo's
1st and Only
TELEVISION STATION

CALIFORNIA'S
THIRD MARKET
San Diego . . ,
the
fastest
growing
LARGE

city

in the
entire
U. S. A.
Wise Buyers
BUYYKFMWl
one

Represented by The Branham Co.
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Eleven New TV Applications
JETT SELECTS
(Continued from page 75)
CBS-TV Interim Group
Baker sell;
II; Secretary
Treasurer
George
F.
RusSouth
of
Muncie,
40°
09'
01"
N.
Lat.,
JETT, vice presiB.president
Welch; E. K.dent and(JACK)
85° 22' 45" W. Long. Transmitter Alton F. Baker Charles
general manager, WMARRCA, antenna RCA. Legal counsel and 63%% owner (12.46%),
TV
Baltimore,
last
Thursday named
of
Eugene
(Ore.)
John H. Midlen, Washington. Con- Register-Guard and KERG Eugene; four other managers
CBS-TV
sulting engineer George C. Davis, Elbert H. Baker Jr. (12.46%), presi- basic affiliates to serveofwith
himWashington.
Applicant
is
licensee
of
self
as
an
Interim
Committee,
dent of Locke Machine Co., CleveWLBC and WMUN (FM) Muncie.
land, Ohio, and Louise B. Hastings pending the organization of a
Principals
include
President
and
Treasurer Donald A. Burton (51%), (12.46%), widow. Address: 711 St. permanent CBS-TV Affiliates Advisory Board, whose members will
general manager of WLBC and Helens Ave., Tacoma 1, Wash.
WMUN (FM), and Vice President
bethemselves.
elected by the CBS-TV affiliates
f FAIRMONT,
W. 35 Va.—
Fairmont
William F. Craig (46.5%), commercial Bcstg.
Co.,
UHF
Ch.
(596-602
mc),
manager of WLBC and WMUN (FM). ERP 17.4 kw visual; antenna height
Purpose
CommitAddress: 420 Alden Road, Muncie.
above average terrain 237 ft., above
tee— as wellof asthe ofInterim
the permanent
board
when
it
is
established
— will
ground
222
ft.
Estimated
construction cost $100,580, first year operating
f ALEXANDRIA, La. — Alexandria
"to better acquaint the top
Bcstg. Co., Ch. 5 (76-82 mc), ERP 60 cost $40,000, revenue $50,000. Studio be
operating
and
policy
executives
kw visual;
antenna
height
av- and transmitter location Leonard Ave., the CBS Television Network withof
terrain
552 ft.,
aboveabove
ground
19" N. Lat., 80°.
27" W. the problems faced by affiliates,
583 ft.erageEstimated
construction
cost 39°
Long.28' Transmitter
RCA,08' antenna
$231,480, first year operating cost RCA. Consulting engineer A. D. Ring and also to make it possible for
$150,000, revenue $250,000. Studio 6th & Co., Washington. Applicant is li- CBS-TV officials to share and help
and Washington. Transmitter 1 mi.
cense of WWW and WJPB (FM)
S.E. of Pineville, La., corporation lim- Fairmont. Principals include Presi- with problems peculiar to individent
and Treasurer J. P. Beacom
Chosen stations."
on the basis of providing
its,
31°
18'
22.2"
N.
Lat.,
92°
24'
56.4"
W. Long. Transmitter RCA, antenna (96%), and
Vice President Jennings good dualgeographical
representation,
RCA. Legal counsel Kirkland, Flem- Randolph (4%).
Address:
119
Fairas
the
advisory
board will do, memmont Ave., Fairmont, W. Va.
ing,ton.Green,
Martinengineer
& Ellis,Commercial
Washingbers of the Interim Committee, in
Consulting
Existing Stations
addition to Mr. Jett, are: Philip G.
Radio Equipment Co., Washington.
Change in Channels
general manager, KPIX
Applicant
(The following stations request Lasky,
(TV) San Francisco; Clyde W.
Alexandria.is licensee
Principalsof KALB-AM-FM
include Presi- change
in frequency as required under Rembert,
dentdentW. Grove
H. Allen
(52%);
Vice
PresiKRLDof FCC Sixth Report & TV Dallas;general
Stafford (0.8%), partner provisions
Jamesmanager,
C. Hanrahan,
Order [B«T, April 14].)
with
Stafford
&
Pitts,
Alexandria
lawvice
president
and
general
manGRAND RAPIDS, Mich.
firm, and(47.2%),
Secretary-Treasurer
T. B. — WOOD-TV
ager, WE WS(Jr.,TV)general
Cleveland;
Glenn
Lanford
50% owner of KRRV
Grandwood Bcstg. Co., Ch. 8 (180- Marshall
manager,
Sherman, Tex., 23% owner of WSLI 186 mc), ERP 316 kw visual; antenna
Jackson, Miss., 48% owner of KRMD height above average terrain 1,000 ft. WMBR-TV Jacksonville, Fla.
Changekw from
Shreveport, La., Vs owner of KPLC 19.7
Plans for setting up the permavisual.Ch. 7 (174-180 mc), ERP
Lake Charles, La., % owner of D & L
nent advisory board call for a
Co. (real estate), Shreveport, % owner
division of the country into a
WJAC-TV
JOHNSTOWN,
Pa.
—
of Cullom-Walker Inc. (Packard Motor WJAC Inc., Ch. 6 (82-88 mc), ERP 70 number of regional districts corresCar distributing company), Texarkantenna height above averroughly with the CBS-TV
ana, Tex., and 37%% interest in Lou- kw visual;
age terrain 1,123 4/5 ft., above ground network'spondingoperational
zan Lumber
&
Supply
Co.,
Shreve174%
ft.
Estimated
of change
ated CBS-TV stations plan.
in eachAffilidisport. Address: 6th and Washington $138,030. Transmitter cost
RCA.
Change
trict
would
elect
a
representative
Streets, Alexandria, La.
from Ch. 13 (210-216 mc), ERP 6.5 kw to serve on the board each year,
visual.
TACOMA, Wash. — KMO Inc., Ch. 13
(TV) PROVIDENCE, R. I.— the board to meet several times a
(210-216 mc), ERP 114 kw visual; TheWJAR
Outlet Co., Ch. 10 (192-198 mc), year with officials of the network.
antenna height above average terrain ERP
316 kw visual; antenna height
To accept a place on the interim
554 2/5 mated
ft., construction
above ground
400 ft. Estiterrain 601 ft., above
Mr. Marshall
has recost $341,945,
first above average
523% ft. Estimated cost of committee,
signed as District
4 representative
year operating cost $240,000, revenue ground
change
$260,000.
Transmitter
RCA.
on
the
Columbia
Affiliates
Ad$250,000. Studio location to be deter- Change from Ch. 11 (198-204 mc),
visory Board,
nine-man
affiliates
mined. Transmitter Dash Point, 47° ERP 30 kw visual.
consultant
group
which
formerly
18' 20" N. Lat.,
24' 56"RCA.
W. Long.
Application Returned
handled both radio and TV matters,
Transmitter
RCA,122°antenna
Legal
SALISBURY, Md.— The Peninsula
counsel Bingham, Collins, Porter &
now presumably will confine
Bcstg. Co. (WBOC). Returned to at- but
Kistler,
Washington.
Consulting
engiitselfCBS
to problems
neer Millard M. Garrison, Washington.
torney; obsolete forms and incom- the
network.of the
An affiliates
election ofis
Principals include Carl E. Haymond
now
being
conducted
in
District 4
(93.3%),
principal
of KMOFreeze
and plete.
for a successor to Mr. Marshall.
KIT
Yakima,
ownerowner
of Foster
PROFIT
PATTERN
Stores, Nos. 5 and 118, Long Beach,
Calif., and owner of Hot Dog Show,
Textbook in Preparation
Long Beach, Calif., and Vice Presi- TEXTBOOK titled "Pattern for EADEH APPOINTED
dent Carl D. Haymond (6.7%). Address: 914% Broadway, P. O. Box TV Profit" is being prepared for
To DuMont- Research Post
the guidance of executive, engi1651, Tacoma, Wash.
EDWARD R. EADEH, for the
neering
and
operational
staffs
of
TACOMA, Wash.— Tribune Publish- new VHF and UHF television sta- past five years director of coverCh. 11 antenna
(198-204height
mc), above
ERP
age and market research at ABC,
tions by. five leading AM and TV
30.07 ingkwCo.,visual;
Bookfall.is slated for pub- has been named manager of the
average terrain 449% ft., above engineers.lication in the
research departground 287 ft. Estimated construcText has chapters on FCC function cost $188,000, first year operating
mentMont
of theTelevision
Dutions, space requirements, layout,
cost $75,000, revenue $100,000. Studio
efficiency, air conditionf
Network,
G
e nand transmitter 1701 S. 11th St., 47° operating
fUm e r a 1 Manager
ing and installation plans for all15' 06" N. Lat.,GE,122°antenna
27' 34" GE.W. Long.
Chris J. Witting
Transmitter
Legal size stations. Charts and diagrams
counsel Dow, Lohnes & Albertson, are included for each subject.
announced ThursWashington. Consulting engineer AlFive engineers who collaborated
day. He succeeds
vin H. Barnard, Portland, Ore. Appli- on the book are A. B. Chamberlain,
cant is license of KTNT (FM) Tacoma CBS; Raymond Guy, NBC; RodMelvin A. Goldand permittee of new Tacoma AM staberg, who hasa
Chipp, DuMont; Frank
tion. Principals of Tribune Publishing Marx,ney D.ABC,
been
granted
leave
of absence
and Thomas E.
Co., owner of Tacoma News Tribune, Howard,
in
order
to join
chief engineer, WPIX
Mr. Eadeh
include President Frank S. Baker
(62.6%); Vice President Elbert H. (TV) New York.
the U. S. Department of State.
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the 16mm.

Cine-Kodak

Special II Camera
One minute you're filming a commercial in a
studio . . . the next you're shooting an on-thespot news event. Television calls for a camera
that's versatile enough for every assignment,
yet easily portable. That's why a great number
of America's television stations use the CineKodak Special II Camera. No other easily
portable 16mm. camera gives you so many
special features!
• It's the only 16mm. camera with a true reflex
finder. Focusing and framing are fast and accurate through the lens — without rack-over. You
know your scenes are sharp and on target.
• The variable shutter (shown center left) gives
you unusual command of exposure and depth
of field.
• Multiple film chambers (shown left below) come
in 100- and 200-foot sizes, allow extra film chambers to be threaded ahead of time, ready for
emergency use.
© The basic twin-turret camera comes complete
with
Kodak's
truly superb
finest one
ever ofmade
for 16mm.
cameras.Ektar Lenses,
• It accepts either single- or double-perforated film.
• Fades, dissolves, mask shots, double and multiple
exposures,
montages,
all can be made
with theandbasicstop-motion
camera. No effects
need —to
resort to special laboratory work. The film is set
to show as soon as it's processed!
These are a few of the "Special Il's" highlights. Let
your nearest Kodak, dealer give you the full story —
or mail us the coupon below.
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Dept. 8-V, Rochester 4, N. Y.
Please send me more information about the Cine-Kodak Special II Camera.
NAME.
COMPANY.
STREET
CITY
STATE.
nk

Station
telestatus

Dallas
7e%*& Watt "Pcwen^ed
*7elevUio*t Station
SERVES THE LARGEST
TELEVISION
MARKET...

DALLAS

and

FORT WORTH
More than a Million
urban population in the
50-mile area
More than TWO MILLION
in the 100-mile area . . .
NOW

TELEVISION HOMES

V'S
in KRLD-T
EFFECTIVE
COVERAGE
AREA
EXCLUSIVE CBS
TELEVISION OUTLET EOR
DALLAS-FORT WORTH
AREAS

Channol 4 . . . Represented by
The BRANHAM Company
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TV Color Schemes
Are Explained
(Report 220)

it
politan New York of 56.9, and an Meek, president of Scott Radii
NEW reference book for artists,
scenic and costume designers ex- 85.7 share of TV audience. Sets- Labs., Chicago, who a fortnight ag
plaining relative hues of 200 colors in-use during the telecast was 66.4, charged
that "a officials
handful hold
of televithe
to figures released last sion network
for use in black-and-white televi- according
bv C. E. Hooper Inc., New greatest power over the votes of
sion has been prepared for NBC week
York.
the American people ever held Rtgby
television by Albert W. Protzman,
NBC-TV technical production diany small group in the country's
rector, and Cliff Stiegelbauer, Growth of 14%
network supervisor of design. Text Bn Seattle Sets
was edited by Robert J. Wade,
Comedy-Variety Leads Avg
NBC executive coordinator of pro- THE SEATTLE area TV set sur- history."
Multipulse Program Study
duction development.
by the fifthAnalysis
annual indicates
Seattle MULTIPULSE TV programs by
TimesveyConsumer
"The whole point of this guide 32.1%
5,000 homes checked had types according to program averis to tell designers not what to do TV setsof compared
age rating and number of quartei
with 17.9% in
but what to avoid," Mr. Wade ex- 1951 and 5.2% in 1950.
weekInc.,
for New
May York,
1-7, arereEstimated hours lper
plained.
"Whereas
an
easel
painter
eased by Pulse
as of January 1952 was 58,- as follows:
can use his eye to judge, the eye total
131
sets.
isn't sufficient in television. No deNo.Hrs.of
indicated 58.7% of
signer has an opportunity to test theThesets survey
5.]
and Mysteries
5388
were less than a year old. Drama
Quiz-Audience
Participation
200In different
gradations
of
color."
10.18.19?
order to avoid last-minute — Preferred sets were RCA Victor Kid Shows
16.4
(9.6%), Motorola
(8.8%), SilverVariety
295862
and often expensive — changes in tone
and Admiral
(8%). Musical
6.19.C
scenery, drapes or costumes, the Plans (8.3%)
Daytime
Variety
to buy a new set in 1952 Comedy Variety
49
book offers the "NBC comparative were indicated
25.:
by
9.8%,
compared
3962
Forums,
3.13.t
graycalibrated
color chart."
An arrangement
Interviews Discussion
of
color-aid
and Mun- with 6.1% of those questioned in Comedy
2612
Situations
sell neutral gray scale swatches,
19.3
Serial
Stories
*
*
*
6.7
the chart provides a quick method 1951.
Talent
2074
Homemaking Service
Boxing
19
of determining the gray scale equiv- Meek Suggests Standard Wrestling
16.33.J
Religion
12
alent of any desired color. If On TV Air Time
9.S
chart is to be used properly, spokes25
10
15.<
Educational
men added, texture and surface of ALL TV stations should "be re- Westerns
8
materials must also be considered.
86 20.74.9
quired to program "a substantial Film Shorts
portion"discussion
of their airandtimeeducational
with local Music
6.1
*Horse Racing
news,
46
Walcott-Charles Bout
2.1
material. In addition, political and Feature Films
44 20.2
Rates 56.9 in New York controversial remarks made on net- Political
2.4
10.2
686
Miscellaneous
8
work shows not billed as controver- Total
JOE WALCOTT - Ezzard Charles
fight on NBC-TV June 5 received
sial should
City of John S. 'Kentucky Derby
These
are bethe "taboo."
opinions
4.9
a TV-home Hooperating in metroCity

June 16, 1952 — Telecasting Survey
Weekly Television Summary—
Sets in Area Louisville
Outlets On Air
Outlets
Air
Sets in Area
Albuquerque WOI-TV
WAVE-TV,On WHAS-TV
KOB-TV .
14,400
(Mexico)Ames
150,148
91,207 Matamoros
Brownsville.
Tex.
X
ELD-TV
Atlanta
185,000
WAGA-TV,
WSB-TV
WLTV
Baltimore
WMCT
Memphis
390,914
WAAM,
WBAL-TV,
WMAR-TV
Miami
WTVJ
70,000 Milwaukee
Binghamton
WNBF-TV WBRC-TV
133,326
119,500
21,500
Birmingham
WAFM-TV,
90,000 Minn.-St.
332,460
150,000
Bloomington WTTV
322,900
KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
Nashville Paul WTMJ-TV
Boston
WBZ-TV,
WNAC-TV
895,141
Buffalo
New
Haven
WSM-TV
WBEN-TV
268,127
274.000
New
Orleans
WNHC-TV
Charlotte
WBTV
152,096
Chicago
71,399
WBKB, WENR-TV,
WGN-TV,
NewNewark
York- WDSU-TV
1,145,984
WABD,
WJZ-TV, WNBT
Cincinnati
WOR-TV,WCBS-TV,
WPIX, WATV
WCPO-TV,
WKRC-TV,
WLWT WNBQ
351,000
97,912
Norfolk
Cleveland
623,613
WEWS,
WNBK,
WXEL
Oklahoma City WTAR-TV
WKY-TV
Columbus
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
Omaha
277,000 Philadelphia
3,059,400
119,125
Ft. Worth KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
KMTV,
Dollas129,437
WCAU-TV,WOW-TV
WFIUTV, WPTZ
Phoenix
171,791 Pittsburgh
130,313
110,700
Davenport
KPHO-TV
Quad Cities WOC-TV
E.
Moline
WDTV
Include
Davenport,
Moline,
Rock
Ise.,
Providence
235,000
WHIO-TV, WLWD
Dayton
59,200
WJAR-TV
1,042,000
WTVR
750,000 Richmond
Detroit
WJBK-TV, WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
393,000
Erie
WICU
165,100 Rochester
Rock Quad
IslandCities WHAM-TV
214,000
127,006
WHBF-TV
Ft.Dallas
Worth144,000
Salt Lake City Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise.
171,791
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
Grand
Rapids WBAP-TV,
217,081
E. Moline110,700
KDYL-TV,
KSL-TV
116,415 San
WOOD-TV
San Antonio
Diego
Greensboro
WFMY-TV
KEYlWOAI-TV
150,800
Houston
KPRC-TV
San
Francisco KFMB-TV
77,813
HuntingtonCharleston WSAZ-TV
SchenectadyAlbany-Troy
WRGB KPIX, KRON-TV
KGO-TV,
240,000
90,565
137,750
Indianapolis
Seattle
81,373
WFBM-TV
376,500
58,000
Jacksonville
154,297
WMBR-TV
St.
Louis
KING-TV
Johnstown
WJAC-TV
212,600
Toledo
223,992
Kalamazoo
WKZO-TV
KSD-TV
210,105
Kansas
City
Syracuse
144,200
WDAF-TV
150,093 Tulsa
WHEN, WSYR-TV
402,000
Lancaster
WSPD-TV
Lansing
WOAUTV
KOTV
100,000 Utica-Romo
177,581
Washington
174,000
WJIM-TV KFI-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH
WKTV
Los Angeles KECA-TV,
Wilmington
119,800
KNXT, KTLA, KTTV
WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
1,252,184
71,500
WDEL-TV
Total Markets a n Air 64*
S atiotts on Air 10*
Estimated Sets in
363,543
106,227
* Includes XELD-TV Matamoros, Mexico
Use 17,323,374
sets within television area. Where
Editor's Note:
Totals for
eachof market represent »estimated
partially
duplicated.
Sources
based on data from dealers, distributors, TV circulation overlap set counts
and
manufacturers.
necessarily
approximate.Since many are eom| piled monthly, some may remain unchanged in successive summaries. ■mittoM,
Total eeteelectric
in all
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A nice picture for advertisers who want returns today . . . and

Here

is where

looking at WSB-TV

is becoming

with one of the country s standout advertising buys.
This coverage can be had only on
WSB-TV. Nothing else in the area can
touch it.

The coverage* pattern you see is unique
in telecasting.
A unique telecasting formula makes
it possible: 50,000 watts of radiated
power from a 1,062-foot tower over
Channel 2.
Fortify this with WSB-TV's ability to
program for the South and you come up

wsb-fv
Atlanta, Georgia
AFFILIATED

ROADCASTING

WITH

• Telecasting

THE ATLANTA

a habit

* During a single 30-day period, four WSB-TV staff produced shows pulled over 7,000 pieces of unsolicited mail
from shaded counties on the map.
World's tallest TV tower
50,000 watts, channel 2
Represented by Petry

JOURNAL

AND

THE ATLANTA CONSTITUTION
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Sixth Report Taken to Court
(Continued from page 73 )
tions for station construction per- are under
high frequencies
and its which
attemptsdo
circumstances
mits and licenses."
The Pittsburgh allocation deci- not make the results useful for the
sion "accordingly should be held Pittsburgh area. It is universally
that ultra-high frequenunlawful
and should be set aside," conceded
WWSW argues.
cies are especially unsuited for
the inadequate
provisions ofin rugged, hilly and wooded terrain
the"Particularly
allocation are
such as prevails in and about Allethat Channel 13 . . . may be used
County." notes that on May
only by pedagogical organizations
The gheny
petition
for non-commercial programs upon 1 there were 428,000 TV sets in the
a non-profit basis and hence is not Pittsburgh area, about 70% saturation. None of these can receive
available
for general service," the
petition declares.
the petition states, contendIt also contends the provisions UHF,ing that
"if it is at all possible to
ofin the
"inadequate"
that allocation
the threeareUHF
channels bring about the creation of listening
and
viewing
for UHF
assigned there
"little, use
if any,in there, "it would audience"
take so long and
immediate
or have
prospective
would be at such heavy and proAllegheny County."
longed losses as to make it entirely
UHF Performances
impracticable for the petitioner to
make
application
for the use" of a
"The performance of television
transmission at the ultra-high fre- UHF channel.
quencies is a speculative matter
Therefore, the "only available
about which little is known," the general-service VHF channel there
petition
explains,
continuing:
"Only
is
Channel
11," out
the that
petition
one station in the world has ever
cludes, pointing
since consix
attempted to render a regular tele- applications already have asked for
vision program service at ultra- VHF there and more are expected

Feature Film Series
SKYROCKETS

LAGGING AUTOMOBILE SALES
Around Jan. 1, auto sales lagged. To whip this lag,
Bill Piggott, head of Rock
Nash
bearing
his name, got Nash dealersIsland
area toagency
sponsor
late
Saturday night film series in
on WOC-TV.
Program
titleders "Airflyte
Theater"
debuted
Jan.
19—
fifteen
dealparticipating.
By end of January, Piggott
15 new cars.
Appearing on Feb. 16 program,hadhesolddisplayed
chart
showing only 3 new cars left at his agency. Told viewers to hurry if they wanted one of these. With sale
ofmoved
these313 new
cars Nashes
by 11 o'clock
next morning,
had
3 demonstrato
rs. Piggott
ALL WITHIN MONTH OF FIRST TELECAST. '
Theatre"
is nowsponsoring
in its second
and"Airflyte
other Nash
dealers
series13-week
report cycle
sales
successes
similar
to
Piggott's.
that
WOC-TV
... for further proof get facts Proof
from
your
nearest
F Sells
&P
man ... or us, direct.
FREE & PETERS, INC.
Exclusive National Representatives
t The Quint Cities
COL. B. J. PALMER, President
ERNEST C. SANDERS,
Resident Manager
Channel 5
WOC-TV
Davenport, Iowa
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tances from the exact location
to be filed, "there must inevitably the antenna
of WLWC (TV) C(
be a prolonged,
difficult
and
expensive competitive hearing amongst lumbus,
Ohio,
"to whathasthe said
Deparai
ment
of
Commerce
the various conflicting applica- the coordinates for
Braddoc
The petition notes this hearing (Pa.)," FCC determined the di?
cannot be resolved for three or four tance from WLWC's antenna
be 169.39 miles.
tions."
years
"and it County
is therefore
It was because these sepaiE
that Allegheny
during likely
that
tions
fall short of the 170-mi]
time
(169.5-plus mile) minimum spat
tion. will have but one" VHF sta- ing
rule that the allocation c
"Neither one nor two stations Channel
4 to the Pittsburgh are
are, or even can be, adequate to was
denied,
WWSW notes.
serve the public needs of the Pitts"The
FCC
assumes that Pitts
burgh community even if three
is exactly at the pinpoir
UHF stations were to be estab- burgh
intersection of longtitude 80 d*
lished," the petition states.
grees,
00 minutes,
00 seconds26 wes
with latitude
40 degrees,
mir
'Committed an Abuse'
utes,
19
seconds
north, wherea
Contending "FCC refused to there are in fact substantial
area
allocate Channel 4 anywhere within Allegheny County and thereby inadequate
the Pittsburgh
area- befromrendere
whic
service can
committed so manifest an abuse that
from an antenna locate
of discretion as to constitute error more area
than 170 miles from the ar
in
law," WWSW
1945 tenna of WLWC," the petitio
regulations
of thenotes
FCC "the
specified
that the same television channel professes. "There is no excuse fo
using Department
of Commerc
may be used by stations 150 miles coordinates
when actual
transmit
apart" and that the "required ter sites are available for consid
separation might be modified ac- eration.
cording to interference and service
of Braddock, the us
conditions which called for modi- of "Inthethepostcaseoffice
site is entirel
fication.
unwarranted,"
WWSW
argue:
"Under the 1952 regulations "Even if there were
any legal
challenged by this petition," regulatory justification for th
WWSWand says,
"there presumptions
are set up use of the post office site, the de
basic
irrefutable
of the Commission to den
by which the FCC declares itself cision
Channel 4 to the Pittsburgh ai
finally bound and from which it because
of the post office site
entirely capricious and fantast
says it will not depart."
of The
FCC "conclusive
which WWSW presumptions"
cites are:
Since
the regulations provid
cally
unrealistic."
That everypermissible
televisionpower
station(here,
will that
use(a)maximum
in computing distances suf
100
kw)
in
an
antenna
at
the
maximum
decimal figures be used t<
permitted height (here, 1,000 ft.) and ficient
determine the distances to th
therebysiblecause
the maximum
interference
to other permisstations nearest
mile, WWSW assumes tha
using the same
frequency.
(b) That ofsuch
maxima
will be usedof were the distance of the Braddoc]
regardless
the
size
or
importance
the community in which the television post office 169.51 miles from th
station is porlocated,
regardless
im- antenna of WLWC, Channel ■
tance of the ofmarket
whichof ittheability
serves
and
the prudence
financial
have been assigned to Pitts
ofinvestment
theregardless
licensee
or
the
of
the could
which such maxima would
burgh. Since FCC set the distano
require.costs(At approximately
present prices $150,000.)
a 1,000-ft. at 169.39 miles, "this is 12 i
tower
hundredths of a mile too little.
no physical
circumstances
such(c) tasiThat
from
average
condions dusedeviation
to
unusual
terrain
will
be
conBraddock Too Close
idered by bythewhatCommission
deterdistancesinstations
should beminingseparated.
"Some
of the post office a
(d) tionsThatwiU notinterference
sta- Braddock part
... is 633.6 feet too clos<
be consideredbetween
in that
making
aUocations
of
frequencies,
and
the
to
a
point
that
happens to be th
service areain ofmaking
stations
will not be
considered
allocations.
site of the tower of WLWC," th
(e)
That
in
the
area
here
involved
stations must be located no less than petition comments.
exactly 170 interpret
miles apart
(which
the
The petition
cites, "It
appear:t(
regulations
to miles
mean
no less
unlikely
that WLWC
is going
than
exactly170-mUe
169.5-plus
apart).
(f)
The
separation
does
not
use an antenna tower having th<
intelevision
the firstbroadcasting
instance apply
to
radioat aU.it full permissible height of 1,000 ft.
If a request
is amade,
as stations
into this
case
which is the assumed height upor
was,
to
assign
channel
a
specified
area, the FCC
wiUproposal
commence
its con(Continued on page 104)
s
i
d
e
r
a
t
i
o
n
o
f
the
by
ascertaining what atnearby
stations there
are in
operation
the
frequency
in
question.
Then question
the Commission
resolves
the 170mile
as follows.
It determines
distance
from
thecoordinates
existing
station
tothe
what
it
calls
the
of the |ND U STR IAi. F I LM S
city from which
the coordinates
aUocation proposal
originates.
If
these
are
not
contained
in
a
book
published
by
the |PROGRAMS
TV SPOTS . . .
Department of Commerce and entitled
"Air
Line
Distances
Between
Cities
in
the
United
States"
(which
was
prepared
for connection
some irrelevant
purposes
havingof
no
with
the
problems
radio-television
broadcasting),
the FCC
then
uses
the
site
of
the
main
post
office (whichregard
was established,
of course,
without
to radio-television
broadcasting
even
though
the
FCC
well
knows
that notoprivate
person television
will ever
be permitted
station
in or on establish
any mainhis post
office
anywhere).
The petition notes that the disAve
N.Y. 22, /625
N.Y. • Madison
PLaza 9-3600
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Settings

in YOUR
First Professional 16 mm
TV Background Projector
Provides 2,000 Lumens
46 ampere arc lamp, f/1.5
20 mm lens, air-cooled
film gate,mittentsprocket
that ends interfilm
wear and holds old film
steady.
TV Version of Famous
Simplex X-L 35 mm
Projector: 7,000 Lumens
An incomparable
tor used in 80% projecof all
theatres; now equipped
for TV use 80-110
with "2-3"
intermittent.
ampere arc; f/1.9 2" lens.

TV

Studios

Here, at last, is background projection made practical for
any TV studio or network . . . brilliant, steady motion
pictures that make any action scene in 16 mm or 35 mm
film libraries available as a setting for TV programs.
No complex phasing needed with TV cameras. Simply
focus camera on the background screen for a perfect picture. The GPL "2-3" intermittent pulldown, coupled with
a 60 light-pulse per second shutter, automatically meets
the camera's requirements. Special optical systems for each
projector
studio space.
Get fullreduce
details "throw"
on these required,
outstandingsaveprojectors,
now in
use on major networks. Consider them in your new studio
planning; add to the utility of your present equipment.
WRITE, WIRE or PHONE . . .
General Precision Laboratory
INCORPORATED
NEW YORK
PLEASANT VILLE

TV Camera Chains • TV Film Chains • TV Field and Studio Equipment
asting

Theatre TV Equipment
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was possible out to 75 miles unde
maximum
conditions power
(1,000 and
kw antenna
and 2,000heigh
ft.)
(2) In most communities, there wil
be only one or two UHF signals. (3
Therefore, community TV can expec
to continue in business, since viewer
still will want other signals, par
ticularly network, even though the
can receive off-the-air local broad
casts.
Manufacturers exhibiting equip
ment at the meeting were Jerrol
Electronics Corp., Philadelphia, an
Spencer-Kennedy Labs. Inc., Cam
bridge, Mass. RCA showed a docu
mentary film of the Pottsville sys
tern.
NCTA was organized in Novere
ber 1951. It claims to represen
half of the present 75 communit;
TV systems operating.
The convention re-elected Mi
Malarkey
elected
were:president.
Claud E. Also
Reinharc
Palmerton, Pa., vice president
George H. Bright Jr., Lansforc
Pa., secretary; Melvin L. Boyei
Tamaqua, Pa., treasurer. One
year directors elected were: Ken
neth A. Chapman, Honesdale, Pa.
J. Holland Rannels, Cumberland
Md.; Eli Kramer, Harrisburg, Pa
C. C. Daker, New Philadelphia
Ohio.
directors Carme
electee
were: G.Two-year
B. Henderson,
Calif. ; A. J. Malin, Laconia, N. H
Clyde Davis II, Wilkes-Barre, P
Breakdown of Boycot

Forms Notional Lines
TV GROUP
terpretation, consumers must pay
proposed a 20% tax on gross
8% tax on installation and on nally
revenue. This was finally reduced
monthly charges.
imposition
on gross that
inPottsville company, headed by to a 5%
come. It also
was announced
young (34) Martin F. Malarkey Jr. the Public Utilities Commission of
(also president of NCTA and owner Pennsylvania officially disclaimed
jurisdiction over community TV
of a retail
appliance
store who
in Pottsville, has 1,500
customers
paid systems. The Maine PUC, however,
the $135 installation charge and assumed jurisdiction and the California commission was understood
also pay tenance
$3.75
per monthThisforinvolves
mainand service.
to be considering the matter.
more than $200,000 in installation
Fact that FCC was reported too
fees and $2,625 per month in heavily engaged in other matters
charges.
to
make munityupTV should
its mindbe regulated
whether comThe Pottsville company, which
was
began operation in February 1951, considered heartening, according to
has its master antenna (located expressions of members.
atop Sharp
tuned to 3,PhiladelThe effect of TV station expanphia stationsMt.)(Channels
6, 10)
particularly in the UHF band,
75 miles away. The system cost elicitedsion,much
interest. Subject was
$200,000
to
build,
Mr.
Malarkey
handled
by
Humboldt J. Grieg of
11].
revealed
last February [B*T, Feb. WHUM Reading, Pa., (TV applicant for that city) and Dr.
Test case — on grounds the tax Frank G. Kear, of the Washington
discriminated against TV set own- consulting
ers in areas into which TV signals & Kennedy. engineering firm Kear
cannot reach — was recommended
Consensus was :
by special NCTA attorney Thomas
(1) UHF when it comes will cover
C. Egan of Philadelphia. Mr.
Egan also expressed the opinion at first 15-20 miles. Mr. Grieg quoted
that if the test case is adverse to FCC reports to the effect primary and
community TV operators, it might secondary UHF service theoretically
be necessary to get sponsors in Confor legislation
to exempt systemsgress from
tax.
It was disclosed that the Lans- FORD SERIES
By Major Film Makers
ford, Pa., city government origi- COLUMBIA PICTURES Corp., through
its subsidiary Screen Gem
Inc., will produce a series of 39 half-hour TV films for Ford Motor Co
in
an
agreement
negotiated
by
J.
Walter
Thompson Co., the agenc
servicing the account.
This contract is said to be first
of its kind between a major movie an average minimum of $10,001
studio and a national advertiser
or $20 million in earnings,
Origincrting Station
for the production of films espe- each,
The 2,000 features are thoa
JOHNS HOPKINS SCIENCE REVIEW
cially
for
television.
made
between
1930 and 1948, whei
Titled The Ford Theatre, the
series will start on 51 NBC-TV the
in toScreen
demandActors'
a shareGuild
of TVsteppei
reve
stations Oct. 2, as the replace- nue for pictures made afterwards
ment for NBC-TV's Ford Festival. : Reports in Hollywood said Co
ask any
In each teleplay, name motion
picture actors, directors and lumbia has received an offer o:
writers will be employed by Colum- $20 million for its old pictures am
Pic
bia-Screen Gems producer, Jules that Howard
Baltimore
Corp. mayHughes'
sell itsRKO
old film:
Bricken. The studio's own con- tures
for TV. President Barney Balabai
tract
players,
among
them
Broderick Crawford, Audrey Totter, of Paramount Pictures said hi:
Donna Reed, Aldo Ray and others company's old movies would not bi
time buyer
will
be utilized should the roles be sold to TV until "the right time.
suitable.
The Columbia agreement stirred
speculation that other major movie
about
studios soon might follow suit, particularly in view of the expected
PROFESSIONAL
m. INTENSIVE
SRT-TV
eventual increase in television stations and the resultant loss of more
COURSES
audiences to movies in more cities,
in TELEVISION
now that the TV thaw is taking
BROADCASTING
WAAM
Twentieth Century-Fox was
Instruction
by top-ranking
als
under actual
broadcast professionconditions
TELEVISION
place. major studios believed to
among
Complete
TV
Station
be
considering
making
films
for
Co-Educational • Oay Equipment
or Evening
CHANNEL
13
video. President Spyros P. Skouras
Approved for prospectus
Veterans
Send
has announced, his firm is consid"-Careersfor free
in Television"
Represented Nationally by
H of
SRTA:DIPT.ISchool
for TV.ering making "appropriate" movies
HARRINGTON* RIGHTER & PARSONS, INC.
Radio Technique}
The Wall Street Journal estiChicago
NEW YORK
San Francisco
mated that the seven major studios
TELEVISION STUDIOS
DUMONT-ABC AFFILIATE
America's Oldest Broadcasting School
have a backlog of 5,000 movie fea316 West 57 St., New York 19, N. Y.
tures of which a minimum of 2,000
PLaza 7-32J2
are suitable for TV, which if sold
en masse to television would bring
TBBF
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COMMUNITY
TAXES, government regulation
and expansion
were
the topics ofthatTVmostbroadcastingconcerned
more than
TV operators at the 70firstcommunity
annual convention
of the vision
National
Community
TeleAssn. at the Hotel Necho
Allen
in
Pottsville,
Pa.
last
Monday.
Members voted to fight a Bureau
of Internal Revenue ruling that
closed circuit relay systems are
liable to the 8% tax imposed on
leased wire services. Picked as the
test case for the benefit of this offshoot of telecasting was TransVideo Corp. of Pottsville.
Community TV operators — there
are some 75 in operation in the
country today — feed signals from
metropolitan
stationsMostto ofTV-isolated communities.
these
areas are in valleys beyond the
reach of regular TV broadcasts.
The organization puts up a high
gain, directional antenna on top of
a nearby mountain, runs coaxial
cable down the mountain side attached to telephone or power poles, withThere
tap-offs
to subscribers'
homes.
are believed
to be another
75 such operations in the construction or planning stage.
Tax problem was by far the most
important of the matters before the
less - than - a - year - old association.
According to Revenue Bureau in-

WKZO-TV

using FEDERAL
TRANSMITTER
Reports TOTAL

OUTAGE

for I /ear

Co1"*

, ,1, 1951
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Q
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Here's where sound design and quality
workmanship pay off. This is typical
of Federal equipment where emphasis
is placed on quality — reliability —
dependability.

Contact your Graybar distributor. Have him explain how
Federal can serve all your TV needs — reduce your initial
and operating costs — and provide the best in complete
station equipment.

Federal

Telecommunication Laboratories, Inc.
An Associate of the International Telephone and Telegraph Corp.
500 Washington Ave., Nutley, N. J.
Canadian Distributor: Federal Electric Manufacturing Co. Ltd., Montreal, P. Q.
Export Distributor: International Standard Electric Corp., 67 Broad St., New York
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film report
S, of CaMORRIAdv.,
HOWARD
vanaugh D.Morris
Pittsburgh, has announced the
formation of Cavanaugh Films Inc.
Director of film production is Ted
Mason, of Mason Marionettes.
Mr. Morris said the new company
will specialize in production of
puppet and trade mark films "for
moderate budget advertisers."
A series of 15-minute TV shows
is being prepared, the first of
which, The Enchanted Nutcracker,
will be ready for release Aug. 1.
Other films planned are Jack and
the Beanstalk, Frivolities of 1952
and 12 others, which will be released at weekly intervals.
Address of new firm is Chatham
at Wylie, Pittsburgh 19, Pa.
Sales . . .
SALES ORGANIZATION for the
distribution of more than 50 fulllength European feature films,

on

live and animated short subjects
is being set up in Chicago.
Herbert Spitzer and Burton A.
Neuberger, executive vice president who recently resigned as manager of the Chicago office of Marfree treagency,
have rights
exclusive
theaand television
in North,
Central and South America for
film products made by several leading European studios, Mr. Neuberger said.
Re-recording on the features is
being completed now with lip sync
and voice over sound tracks in English. Ready for release is a 13
quarter-hour series of operas,
made with the Bavarian State
Opera company, ballet and orchestra. A series near completion consists of 13 half-hours with stopaction
tales. puppetry in famous fairy
The company, Switzer & Assoc.,
will produce films for stations,

any

ticket . .

Want to be the party in power?
Take a tip from
effectiveness,
that the
is. last two elections — on trade paper

A leadinq 50 kw station asked 800 advertisers and agencies: "Which publication would
our place trying to reach you?" you use if you were in
A landslide for BROADCASTING • TELECASTING — by 392%
Fact Finders Associates of New York, in the first personal
interview survey of the radio-TV trade press, asked: "What
trade journal brings radio station advertising most effectively to your attention?"
A resounding first for BROADCASTING • TELECASTING—
by 445%
Whatever your platform for trade paper values — coverage,
readership,
loyalty,
influence,
effectivenessticket.
— you'll be the
party in power
on the
BROADCASTING
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packagers,
a half to agencies
a third" andof clients
the U. "atS.
cost, Mr. Neuberger said, and will
also icessupply
European
studio servto American
performers.
* * *
Alexander Film Co., Colorado
Springs, Col., announces the recent
TV commercial productions for the
following organizations:
Tivoli Brewing Co., Denver, one
60-second film through Curt Freiberger & Co., featuring Tivoli Beer.
Maurer-Neuer Meat Packers, Kansas City,C.Mo.,
one Muench
20-second& film
through
Wendel
Co.,
Chicago, featuring Rodeo Blue
Band Wieners. Redman Van & Storage, Salt Lake City, one 20-second
film through Adamson & Buchman.
Seven Up Co., St. Louis, eight 20second films. Mrs. Baird's Bread,
Houston, Tex., two 20-second films
through Tracy-Locke Co., Continental Airlines, Denver, one 20second film through Galen E.
Broyles Co., Holsum Bread Syndicate, Chicago, one 60-second, one
40-second, two 20-second and two
8-second films, through W. E. Long
Co. W. F. Thiele Co., Milwaukee,
three 20-second films through Baker, Johnson & Dickinson, featuring Thiele Meats.
Sunkist Growers Inc., Los Angeles (oranges,
lemons),
has start-on
ed Sunkist
Premiere
Playhouse
KTLA (TV) Hollywood, Fri., 9:3010 p.m. (PDT), for 13 weeks from
June 13. TV film series, produced
by Screen Televideo Productions,
Beverly
Hills,regular
marks programming.
firm's initial
TV bow into
Stuart Reynolds Productions, Beverly Hills, negotiated contract
through Foote, Cone & Belding
Inc., Hollywood.
Phil Davis Musical Enterprises,
New York, has been signed to
write and produce a new musical
commercial for Goebel Beer thru
Brooke, Smith, French & Dorrance, Detroit.
Dudley Television Corp., Beverly
Hills, is making two one-minute
and two 20-second animated TV film
commercials for Philip Morris &
Co., New York (Dunhill cigarettes).
Availabilities . . .
Crown Pictures International,
Hollywood, has acquired the completed series of 13 half-hour TV
films, Life With Buster Keaton, for
world distribution. Additional
series will be produced by CPI this
year as result of test runs held in
San Francisco. The recently acquired series was produced by Carl
Hittleman, directed by Eddie Cline
from scripts by Jay Sommers,
(Continued on page 93)

MILITARY TV
'Vital Factor' Says Sarnoff
TELEVISION will be a vital factor in all military operations and
conceivably the public may watch
battles on home TV sets if global
warfare ever breaks out again,
Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA
board chairman, told the graduating class of Pennsylvania Military
College last Tuesday.
Gen. Sarnoff asserted that electronics have become an indispensable ally in aviation, controls and
atomics.
Gen. Sarnoff warned that no nation can relinquish its interest in
the sciences and remain strong.
When ofwarscience
comes,against
"it becomes
race
time, anda
America
must
be
strong
the ready,' " he declared, and
admon-'at
ishing that the importance of interest in science applies to the
science of government as well as
to Hephysical
sciences. an honorary
was awarded
degree
of
Doctor
Science during
the commencement of exercises
of the
131-year-old
educational
institution.
New CBC-TV Sponsor
CANADIAN
second this
definite
advertiser whenTV'sit opens
fall j]
will be Canadian Westinghouse Co.
Ltd., Hamilton, Ont. The firm cur-j
rently
preparing
its own
mercialsis for
Studio One,
whichcom-it|j
will sponsor for CBC-TV Montreal
beginning in August and CBC-TV
Toronto
September.
S. W. Caldwell Ltd.,in Toronto
is agency.
WHAM-TV BIRTHDAY
Marked By Blood Campaign
WHAM-TV Rochester observed its;
third birthday anniversary through
aenriched
special the
bloodRochester
donor drive
whichof
Chapter
the American Red Cross blood bank i
by Blood
23,051donor
pints.campaign began May
20 and built up to last Wednesday
which sary.
wasClimaxWHAM-TV's
of the drive anniveron the
last day was a live telecast from a
local hospital showing a patient receiving apint of that
blood morning
which hadat
been contributed
WHAM-TV's Radio City.
Special programs included films
made nethin B.Washington
of Reps.
Keating (R-N.
Y.) Kenand
Harold C. Ostertag (R-N. Y.), both
of whom
New Yorkers to geturged
behindwestern
the campaign.
FCC Chairman Paul A. Walker,
in a talk also recorded on film, said,
"Here is an example, I think, of
the kind of public service that both
radio and television are particularly able to render."

Telenews Productions, Inc.
SYNC SOUND
630 Ninth Avenue
BEST FOR'TV FILMS
pNGERIONE New York, New York RANGERTONE
73 WINTHROP ST
NEWARK 4, N. J.
BROADCASTING
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TV

Explorers Pictures
1501 BROADWAY
YORKlO 4-5592
CITY
LUNEW2-4717—
JULES
B. WEILL,
PRES.

Screen
Gems, AVENUE
Inc.
729
SEVENTH
NEW CIRCLE
YORK 5-5044
19 N Y.
WriteForo Audition
Wire * Telephone
Prints

FILMS

A IV D

THE BIG BUY
THE BIG GAME HUNT ... Action packed jungle adventures
of Martin and Osa Johnson
. . . the pictures all Americans
love to watch.

WORLD'S GREATEST MUSIC: A
series of 13 symphonic films
with a fidelity of sound track
that is amazingly realistic. Features the best-known compositions of TSCHAIKOWSKY •
BEETHOVEN • SCHUBERT •
WAGNER • MENDaSSOHN •
• GRIEG. See and hear these
masterpieces
mic beauty.filmed
Pricedwithtorhythsuit
every TV station's film budget.

Telecast Films, Inc.
112 W. 48TH STREET
NEW YORK 36, NEW YORK
JUDSON 6-5480

31 HALF-HOUR WESTERNS
Starring the famous and
well
McCOY, known
HOOT stars:
GIBSON,TIM TOM
TYLER, andLIAMS. BIG
BOY
WILAction and super
quality
rolled into
one.
Proven through
continued
use
in
many
locations.
FIRST
RUN AVAILABLE IN SOME
TERRITORIES.

For more information please
ADCASTING

• Telecasting

FEATURES

Screen
Gems, AVENUE
Inc.
729
SEVENTH
NEW CIRCLE
YORK 19,5-5044
N. Y.
WriteFor• Audition
Wire • Telephone
Prints

Explorers Pictures Corp.
1501
NEW BROADWAY
YORK CITY
LOngacre
JULES
B. WEILL,4-5592
PRES.

Governor Television
Attractions, Inc.
151 WEST 46TH STREET
NEW YORK 19, NEW YORK
JUDSON 6-4221

TV DISC JOCKEY TOONS: Now
it is possible for television stations to make use of radio's
most ordprofitable
the recshow! TV format:
DISC JOCKEY
TOONS are films that can be
used with top current records
of RCA VICTOR • DECCA •
COLUMBIA • CAPITOL • MERCURY. A perfect library servwhere!ice for TV broadcasters every-

THE BIG GAME HUNT . . .
IN ACTION . . .
VIDEODEX REPORTS
LOS ANGELES . . .
Top
Film Show
For Wednesdays
#2
of
DETROIT .Ten. . Top TV Shows
In Ten 21.8
Top Rating.
TV Shows
Solid
26'/2 MIn. Running Time
BookIn Your
it forMarket
Big Results

THE ULTIMATE IN CHILD ENTERTAINMENT -EDUCATIONPAPA BEARS NEWSREEL
A fifteen minute show in thirteen chapters done in newsreel
style andto depicting
interest
the small events
fry. of
Plus these outstanding features:
The Story of Shirley Yorke
Dark Secrets
Top
I Am Secret
With You
Lost Wilderness

te direct to the distributors.
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AFM 5% PLAN
Must Stay, Says Petrillo
CHARGING "selfish interests"
with trying to scuttle the AFM welfare fund 5% royalty formula to
which TV film producers must contribute, James C. Petrillo, president, at the American Federation
ofin Musicians'
NationallastConvention
Santa Barbara
Tuesday,
squashed all hopes it would be repealed.
Admitting the formula "isn't
perfect," Mr. Petrillo declared,
"We'll stick to it until someone
comes along with something better"."The formula must stand," he
added.
give working
up the
5% plan "Ifor wouldn't
a $5 million
guarantee in Los Angeles annually.
It will be changed only when it will
be to the benefit of all locals."
His fiery plea killed a reported
move by members of Los Angeles
Local 47 [B»T, June 2, May 12]
and New York Local 802 to introduce resolutions asking the international executive board to eliminate the royalty arangement.
Both locals contend the fund setup as it now stands prevents musicians from getting TV work because it discourages filming of video shows with live music. Los Angeles musicians several weeks ago
circulated appeal petitions among
members, getting around 2,500 signatures. They were sent to Mr.

Thanks to our
'US' Electric Plant
we're on the air!"
In choosing a
stand-by electric plant,
more and
more stations
are turning to
"U. S." units
because of
their reputation for dependability. U. S. specializes in standby
power. We'llon gladly
you information
U. S. send
electric plants suitable to your needs.
UNITED STATES
MOTORS CORP.
354 Nebraska St.
Oshkosh, Wis.
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Telethon by Hope
BOB HOPE will hold his first
coast-to-coast television marathon— for benefit of the
U.S.
— over
NBC-TVOlympic
beginningteamSaturday
at 11 p.m. and continuing
through Sunday at 1:30 p.m.
EDT. Working with Mr. Hope
will be Bing Crosby in what
NBC TV
claimed
is the latter's
first
appearance.
Petrillo for his and executive board
consideration.
Mr. Petrillo, in a 45-minute ad
lib
talk, 47assailed
members"
of Local
for their"some
activity
in the
campaign, declaring that they once
earned $800 per week and are unhappy because
He charged
theythey're
were making
stirred up$400.by
vague conversation regarding TV
employment
if the formula were
lifted.
He said Local 47 officers had met
with a group of these TV employers
to learn what guarantee would be
made if the royalty formula were
lifted. Nothing came out of it.
They didn't even offer to hire a
piano player, Mr. Petrillo reported.
Musicians in the petition campaign, he declared, were willing to
give $5 of each $50 they earned insteadbutionofto the
5% fund
tax, would
but this
contribe minute
compared
to
benefits
gained
through
the formula.
Mr.altyPetrillo's
defense
the royformula came
as aof complete
surprise to delegates. The subpect was not on the convention
agenda.
fare fundAny
setupchanges
would inhavethe towel-be
made by the international executive board, was the explanation.
He reported approximately $186,000 in the trust fund from the royalty formula. Disbursement of
the money for free public music
through locals will start next January.
Mr. Petrillo, unopposed, was reelected AFM president for his 12th
year. Re-elected vice-president was
Charles L. Bagley, Los Angeles;
Secretary, Won Cluesmann, Newark; treasurer, Harry J. Steeper,
New York.
The Los Angeles local failed to
put over a proposal calling for
AFM to "prevail" upon a member
of Congress to introduce legislation
that would stop importation of
foreign-made instrumental music
sound and
tracks
radio
TV. and recordings for
BAPTIST GROUP
Plans TV Use in 1953
SOUTHERN BAPTISTS plan to
use television more extensively to
put forward their program in 1953,
it was announced at the 94th meeting of the
Southern Baptist Convention in Miami.
Dr. S. F. Lowe, executive secretary of the said
organization's
commission,
15-minute radio
films
featuring outstanding Baptist
leaders are being prepared for TV.

RUN YON FUND
$570,211 From Berlethon
HAVING raised a total of $570,211
in cash and pledges, Milton Berle
on June 8 completed his fourth
television marathon on NBC-TV
for the benefit of the Damon Runyon Memorial Fund, rounding out
a four-year grand total of more
than $4 million.
The 22 Vz -hour telethon began at
noon EDT June 7 and continued
through 10:30 a.m. June 8. Produced by Warren Jacober and employing five camera crews in shifts,
itCity.originated
in New wasYork's
Radio
The
comedian
on the
air
almost continuously
except
during
regularly-scheduled Saturday
shows.
Station-by-station breakdown of
cash and pledges donated during
the telethon was shown as follows:
WOI-TV
$805; WSB-TV
Atlanta, $2,433; Ames,
WBAL-TV
Baltimore,WBTV
$1,293;
(TV) WBZ-TV
Charlotte,Boston,
$1,544; $8,571;
WNBQ (TV)
Chicago,nati, $1,510;
$9,550:WNBK
WLWT(TV)(TV)Cleveland,
Cincin$6,695: WLWC (TV) Columbus, $520;
WLWD (TV) Dayton, $746; WWJ-TV
Detroit,pids,$2,896;
WOOD-TV Greensboro,
Grand Ra$116; WFMY-TV,
$633;
WSAZ-TV
Huntington,
$126;
WFMB-TV
Indianapolis,
$1,205:
WMBRTV
Jacksonville,
$1,088; WJAC-TV
Johnstown.
$321;
WGAL-TV
Lancaster, $2,611: KNBH (TV) Los Angeles,
$11,697; WAVE-TV Louisville, $400;
WMCT
(TV)$2,129;
Memphis, $703; New
WSM-TV
Nashville,
Haven, $631;WTAR-TV
WNBTWNHC-TV
(TV)
New $1,435;
York,
$417,066;
Norfolk,
WOW-TV Omaha, $533; WPTZ (TV)
Philadelphia,
WDTV Providence,
(TV) Pittsburgh, $1,955;$5,434;
WJAR-TV
$3,133;
WTVR
(TV)
Richmond,
$1,661;
WHAM-TV
Rochester,
$539;
St.
Louis,KDYL-TV
$5,402; Salt
KSTP-TV
St.KSD-TV
Paul,
$10,080;
Lake
City,
$662;
KFMB-TV
San Diego,
KRON-TV
San
Francisco,
$6,016;$4,717;WRGB
(TV)
Schenectady,
$130;
WSYR-TV
Syracuse,
$4,407;
(TV) Utica, $5,620;
$280;
WNBW WKTV
(TV)
Washington,
WDEL-TV
Wilmington,
$915;
WNBFTV Binghamton,
mingham, $1,142. $217; WBRC-TV BirSEATTLE RELAY
Towers Go Up For TV
SCHEDULED for completion last
week were four towers in the Pacific Telephone & Telegraph Co.'s
radio relay system, for live telecasting of political convention coverage via KING-TV Seattle [B*T,
May 26].
The towers were erected at Orting,
Castle Rock with
and Kalama, Tenino,
all in Washington,
two
one-ton antennas atop each tower.
Four network-affiliated radio stations—KOIN KGW KEX KPOJ—
are cooperating to bring the
KING-TV
Portland, Ore.political coverage to

PRO FOOTBALL
DuMont Lines Up Sponsor:
MILLER Brewing Co., Atlantic
Refining Co., and the Admira
Corp. are among the first sponsor;
announced by the DuMont Televi
sion Network for its $1 millioi
pro football coverage, Aug. 15
Dec. 21.
The scheduled 29 professiona
and championshop games will star
with the annual midsummer all
star
Field,game
Aug. in15,Chicago's
with the Soldierstelecas
sponsored by the Admiral Corp
Chicago, through the Russel M
Seeds agency. Exact number o
citiesbeen
to seeannounced,
this year'sbutplay
not
it waha
noted by network spokesmen tha
34 DuMont stations carried th'
game
last beyear.
This the
year'scollege
con
test will
between
selectmen and the Los Angele
Rams National League champion
for 1951, and as usual, will be heli
under the auspices of the Chicagi
Tribune.
Miller Brewing Co., Milwauke
through Mathisson & Assoc., sarn
city, will sponsor the DuMon
Thanksgiving Day telecast of th
Detroit Lions-Green Bay Packer
contest in Detroit. It also•oviwil
back the National Football Leagu
championship playoff Dec. 21. Sit
of the game and the list of pai
ticipating
nounced. stations are to be ar
DuMont also will carry as man
as four games of the Nations
Football League each Sunday du
ing the regular season, splittii
the network on a regional bas
Multiple-game technique
adopted last season to assure
prehensive
coverage
pro1
football
greatestandlocalto intere
in each with
market.
league Eagles
games and
bet1twe
theNational
Philadelphia
New York Giants will be sponsor
jointly
Miller Brewing
Atlanticby Refining
Co., theanddlattett
through
N.
W.
Ayer
& Son,sponso
Ne*
York. Atlantic will also
Pittsburgh Steelers coverage.
TV networks and stations for
National League games are yet t
be announced. Six games, coi
sisting mostly of New York Giant)
play, will be seen over WAB]
(TV) New York, reportedly marl
ing
first time
New theYorkers
will since
be able1948to thsse
professional football on televisioi
DuMont will cover the 28th ar
nual East- West Shrine all-sta
game from Kezar Municipal Stt
dium over
in Santhe Francisco,
to be tel<
cast
entire network
De
27 (Saturday).
The sponsorship of all games,
was pointed out, represents an o
lay
excess of $1 million for ti:
and inrights.

NEDA Meet
PRACTICAL discussion of UHF
will be participated in by indeparts distributors
at the
National pendentElectronic
Distributors
Assn. convention in Atlantic City
Sept. 22-25. A 20-minute RCA
film on UHF will be supplemented
with discussions and a lecture.
Louis B. Calamaras, NEDA executive vice president, will describe
UHF as "a new windfall which
experts estimate will bring more WBAL-TV Baltimore and WDAFthan $800 million in business to
City have signed with II
the service man and parts dis- Kansas
Telenews, N. Y., for its 12-min
daily TV newsreel now in productioi
BROADCASTING
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NTENNA

for

VHF

and

UHF

television

The ANDREW "Skew" Antenna is the only
antenna which provides a circular radiation
pattern from antenna elements placed
around a supporting structure which is
larger than a half wave-length on a side!
With the "Skew" Antenna, it is possible to
mount a multiplicity of TV antennas on
the sides of tall buildings, on the sides of
existing towers — even towers which also
support a standard antenna on top. The
economy offered by a joint operation of
this type is obvious.
At present, the "Skew" Antenna is custom built for each installation and consequently general performance specifications
cannot be delineated. However, ANDREW
engineers will be glad to discuss its application to specific situations.
•Patents applied for
ANDREW lour element "Skew" Antenna on
the conical end of the mooring mast ot the
Empire State building, used as auxiliary
by WJZ-TV. Lower on the mooring mast, artist':
sketch
48 element
ANDREW "Skew"
Antennashows
to betheinstalled
for WATV.

ANTENNA SPECIALISTS
CORPORATION
w
e
i
d
n
/f
36j
3 EAST
75TH STREET, CHICAGO 19
TRANSMISSION LINES FOR AM-FM-TV- M ICROWAVE • ANTENNAS • Dl RECTION AL ANTEN NA EQU I PM ENT • ANTEN N A TU N I NG UNITS • TOWER LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
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ALASKA PROGRAMMING
Tape Use Cuts Materials, Shipping Costs
HIGH COST of providing tran- programs to Alaska while they
still fresh. But tape recordcriptions inlargehasvolume
iso- were ings
lated sstations
been forsolved
would reduce these shipping
costs since the reels of tape were
through the use of tape.
and not easily damFor the Midnight Sun Broad- light inaged andweight
would require no special
casting Co., which operates KFAR
Fairbanks and KENI Anchorage, heavy packaging.
Alaska, the use of tape has reduced
"In addition, the tapes could be
materials costs 85% and cut ship- used over and over again, cutting
down the cost of recording mateping charges in half.
rial. This was important since
The Alaska company was faced
with the problem of economically Midnight Sun's eventual volume of
bringing stateside network pro- recordings
would ofbe 1949,
great."the tape
By the spring
grams to its listeners. Extreme
was
operaweather conditions, coupled with recordingtion. program
Forty hours of in
programs
great distances, made radio pick-up weekly were
being
recorded
impossible. An alternative — disc Seattle and flown to Alaska. Thein
recordings of stateside network system worked so well that today
shows shipped by plane — was too 67%
— some 80 hours weekly — of
expensive.
Company officials consulted John taped.
Midnight Sun's programs are
Keating Inc., a Seattle-Portland
Direct lines to the Keating
recording studio, which advised the studio
from Seattle stations KOMO
use of tape recordings.
(NBC)
KJR (ABC) and KVI
Jack D. Ellison, Keating man- (MBS) provide
network links.
ager, explained that, "Air trans- All recording is the
was a costly
necessity
sound tape. done on "Scotch"
it was theportationonly
way to
get the— III-A
Since the taping program
started, Keating-Midnight Sun has
placed in operation some 1,500
HELEN RYAN ELECTED
reels of sound tape. Both 600 and
Heads L. A. Ad Women 1,200-foot
reels are used.
"Usingat conventional
recording
HELEN L. RYAN, promotion di- methods
the present rate
of 80
rector, Ray W. Smith Co., has
been elected president of the Los hours of recording a week, the twocost of recording materials
Angeles Adv. Women Inc. She suc- year
ceeds Helen Edwards, president, would have been more than $25,000.
Helen Edwards & Staff.
Cost of recording tape over the twoInstallation is scheduled for this year
period has totaled $4,000 —
Wednesday with Neil Reagan, vice only
president, McCann-Erickson Inc., said. 15% as much," Mr. Ellison
Hollywood, and president, Adv.
Assn. of the West, serving as m. c.
Other officers elected were:
Donald B. House
Mimiice, firstK.vice
Phillips,
owner, Margaret
Adv. Serv-H.
president;
FUNERAL
services were conFinfrock, Mile
executive
secretary-treasurer,
Miracle
Assn.,
second
vice execupresi- Donald ductB.
ed in Chicago
last
foxdent;
Mary
M.
Cripps,
account
Hause,
55, Tuesday
advertising
tive, TheAlicia
Shaw K. Co.,
corresponding
manager of Armour & Co., who
secretary;
Smith,
advertising
manager,
Rose Marie
Co., recorddied June 8 in St. Francis Hospital,
secretary;
MurielE.Reid
Schulze,
assistA coordinator of the
antingto the
president,
J. Elsonassistant
Press, Evanston.
treasurer,
and
Ida
Russell,
American
Heritage Foundation
manager,
Lisle
Sheldon
Adv.,
assistant
and former advertising manager
treasurer.
DirectorsDe include
Miss
Edwards;
of Sprague, Warner Co., Mr. Hause
Charlotte
Armond,
public
relations
was a graduate of Lake Forest
director,
Pacific
Airmotive
Corp.;
Claire
Hughes,dena, traffic
College and a World War
and Nancymanager,
Grobert,KWKW
public Pasarela- I(111.)
Navy veteran. He is survived
Co. tions department, Prudential Insurance by his wife and a son.
GET THE BIG PLUS
IX CINCINNATI
See Centerspread This Issue
ON THE AIR EVERYWHERE 24 HOURS A DAY
50,000 WATTS
OF
SELLING POWER
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N.Y. MEDIA NEWSMEN
Magazine'
Assn. Okays Constitution 'Music
EXECUTIVES,
continuity
RADIO-Newsreel Television Workwriters and members of the
ing Press Assn. of New York has
music department at WQXR
voted favorably upon a constituNew York were represented
tion for its membership. Tempowith musical compositions
rary Chairman Chester Burger of
and arrangements, when
CBS
last weekfor that
the
work bers
composed
by staffonmemdecks said
are cleared
more "now
positive
was broadcast
the
station's
Music
Magazine
proThe association was set up to
gram from 9:05-10 p.m. EDT
June 2. Works included conact
as radio
a single
for on-the-as
action."
scene
and voice
TV newsmen
cert, popular and experimenwell as newsreel cameramen,
tal songs, piano pieces, minsound men, contact men and tape
uets, toccata, variations, and
reporters. It was estimated that
dance suite by station manmore than 300 radio and TV newsager James E. Kovach, continuity wr'ter Jack Ringgold,
men are engaged
in on-the-spot
director
Alfred Simon, procoverage
in
metropolitan
New
York.
ducer Fred Grunfeld, music
director Abram Chasins, announcer Jacques Fray, rerded - program anddirector
White on WLIB
Harold coLawrence,
staff
members Marilyn Parrish
WALTER WHITE, executive
and
Eleanor
Williams.
secretary of the National Assn. for
the Advancement of Colored People
and also an author, newspaper
columnist and war correspondent, CBA CONVENTION
started a weekly radio commentary
Is Set June 20-22
program over WLIB New York
June 2 (7-7:15 p.m. EDT). Mr. CATHOLIC Broadcasters Assn.
White observes news and world will hold its Fifth National Conaffairs during
program
ininNew Orleans,
June 20-22.of
terviews leadingthenews
figures.andMrs.
Rev.vention Michael
J. Kiiloughey,
Franklin D. Roosevelt was his first The
the Catholic Information Center in
guest. Sponsor is Vim stores, New Orleans, will be host and
through Frederick-Clinton, N. Y. chairman of the convention.
Information concerning the meeting may be obtained from Father
KRDU Open House
Kiiloughey, 608 Common St., New
OPEN HOUSE for KRDU Dinuba, Orleans, or from the CBA office,
Calif., brought 1,150 visitors to the P. O. Box 1573, Wilmington, Del.
station's new offices and studios Webb Joy
May 30. New site consists of six
acres. The new building, 40x60
feet, was designed by H. A. McMillen, manager KTUR Turlock, WEBB JAY, 82, president of the
Calif. Egon Hofer is president and operating company which estabgeneral manager of KRDU.
lished WIOD Miami, Fla., died
June dent4.of Miami
Mr. Jay,Beach,
a long-time
also wasresian
ADDITION
of 45at rpm
systemLawrence,
to present facilities
WCCM
automotive engineer and inventor.
WIOD
is
owned
and
operated
by
Mass.,
has
been
announced
by
the
station.
the Miami Daily News.
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DPA TAX LIST
790 Facilities Amortized
CERTIFICATES of necessity for
accelerated tax amortization of 190
new or expanded defense facilities
have been approved by the Defense
Production Administration for the
week of nouncMay
ed last week.23-29, it was anAmounting to a total of $169,686,166 in five-year allowance
amortization for tax purposes, the
week's
list ofincluded
companies
receiving
certificates
the following
electronic manufacturers (figure
after name of company is total
amount certified, followed by percentage allowed):
Raytheon
Manufacturing
Co., electronic
equipment
and parts,
65%; Sylvania
Products$431,000,
Inc.,
tubes,
$431,000, Electric
65%; Raytheon
Mfg.
Co., tubes,
$260,172,
65%;equipment,
Allen B. $35,DuMont
Labs.,
electronic
743 65%;$2,523,
Treitel-Gratz
Co.,Bogen
electronic
parts,
80%;
David
Co.,
electronic
equipment, Corp.,
$48,934,distance
.65%;
Electric Tachometer
transmitters
for
Navy,
$13,635,
80%;
Forged tronicWasher
Co., aircraft
elecparts,
$154,010,
50%; RCA,and
$325,000,
65%;
Continental
Cantubes,
Co.,
electronic
equipment,
$100,000,
65%;
Sylvania
Electric
Products
Co.,
tubes,
$451,970, 65%.

KWBB'S 'MANHUNT SALE'
Sells 101 Used Cars in Five Days

FARM DIRECTORS
Now On MSA Foreign Tour
FOUR radio farm directors are
among 12 farm experts now on a
six-weeks tour of European and
Middle East farm communities.
The radio men were selected by Mutual Security Agency to teach local
farm agents better ways to use ration.dio to spread agricultural informaFarm directors include Sam B.
Schneider,
president of the KVOO
NationalTulsa,
Assn.andof Radio
Farm Directors; Claude Mahoney,
CBS Radio; C. W. Jackson, KCMO
Kansas City, Mo., and Lawrence
Haeg, WCCO Minneapolis. The
group July
left May
about
1. 23 and will return

Performer
LINED
outside
the "Big House"
are (I tohandling
r) Jack the
E. Grant,
executive,UPLago
& Whitehead
Inc., agency
account;account
John Young
BOB torVESEL,
direcMerrell, KWBB commercial manager; Don Schmid, motor company presiof WMTR program
Morristown,
dent; Rex Johnson, sales manager; Charles Proctor, assistant sales manN.
J.,
thinks
he
has
helped
set
ager, and Joe Andrews, Ralph Stern, Charley Andrews, N. R. Sidel, Chuck
a record for the youngest performer to appear on radio.
Tarbeck, Andy Kimes, "Ace" Kuhn and Homer Knight, all salesmen.
Two days after his wife had
KWBB Wichita has just completed lie "Ears" Proctor. Each salesgiven birth to a daughter
a highly successful sales campaign
man wore a prison-striped jacket
April 28, Mr. Vesel had refor
Don
Schmid
Motors
Inc.,
one
and
cap.
The
home
office
was
cry anda
GENEVA VACANCY
played cordedthethe infant's
tape during
of
Wichita's
leading
new
and
used
known as the "Big House."
Communications Post Open car distributors.
WMTR commercial for JerCampaign
generated
so
much
enVACANCY for a Class 3, Technical
sey Central Power & Light
thusiasm among the public that at
Using the theme, "The Manhunt
Assistant, has been announced by Sale,"
Co. Sales message: Modern
terms such as "sawed-off one point extra police were asthe International Telecommunica- rate books,"
lighting
and power make
"casin' the joint," and
signed to handle traffic, the station Union in Geneva, Switzerland. "murdering
tion notes.
today's maternity ward a
copy. prices," were tied into
Salary ranges from about $2,900 all
pretty
safe place for mother
to about $4,400, free of income tax.
and child.
The auto firm, using three 15Requirements include a degree or minute
programs and a schedule of
diploma in physics or electrical 40 floating spots, established an KSID AFFILIATES
engineering and at least three all-time high during the sale. In a With ABC and WC Networks
years experience in a responsible five-day
period, 101 used cars were
post in radio-communications.
sold, the station reports.
KSID Sydney, Neb., new daytime
station on 1540 kc, has joined ABC
Applications should be sent diUnder
title, the
Don three
Schmid's
rectly to Leon Mulatier, Secretary Used Car theParade,
pronetwork
Wyomingwhich
Cowboy
Meet
General, International Telecommuwork.andThe station,
took Netthe
included spot descriptions
nications Union, Palais Wilson, of severalgramscars.
The
programs
were
air a fortnight ago, is owned jointGeneva, Switzerland, in time to m.c.'d by KWBB's John Merrell.
ly by William
Grove, general
reach there by July 25. Although
of KFBCC. Cheyenne,
Wyo.,
campaign was built around manager
not required, it was suggested that suchSpotattention-getting
and
his
brother,
Lewis
W. Grove of
lead-offs
as
Denver.
interested persons file a duplicate
All Cars,"carried
and "Get
application with the office of Har- "Calling
is applying for full
Man!" Lead-offs
overthatto timeThe onstation
BEST
vey B. Otterman, Acting Chief, the
1340 kc. Maxwell Young
"manhunt"
angle,
warning
Telecommunications Policy Staff, a man was "wanted" and then that
has
been
named
KSID manager
ask- with Art Westergaard
:Dept. of State, Washington 25,
as chief
ing who desired a specific type of
D. C.
announcer and program director.
car described on the air.
KOWB
Laramie,
Wyo.,
last
week
Salesmen were given aliases.
ARMED FORCES Radio Service, Customers
CUSTOMER
were asked to be sure also joined
Wyoming Cowboy NetHollywood, awarded citation by Calif.
work
and
ABC.
and
see
Charles
"Shaky"
Tarbeck,
Legislature
on
AFRS'
11th
anniverWhoyour
is he? He's the Amerisary, fortnight ago.
Rex "Muscles" Johnson and Charthe current Amerday. canicanFarmer,
He'sbusiness
the real—
FM Remote Control
owner ofcapitalist.
his own
and farming is big business toREMOTE control operation of the
transmitters of WRAK-FM WilHe makes a lot, he saves a
liamsport,
Pa., was
and approved
WFRO-FMby
Fremont, Ohio,
lot,
spends a customer.
lot. He's your
FCC last week through waiver of
best heprospective
Sec.
3.265
of
its
rules.
In
each
One-tenth
of
all
these prosWisconsin ...
case, the FM transmitter will be
perous prospects for your prodcontrolledmitter siteremotely
the transin WLW-Land—
°'e° ne*5PO-00 advert
tenthuct oflive America.
The best Oneway
of the from
respective
AM
,„ 1951 P;000^«o.
You Can't
to reach them is by Radio . . .
station. About 20 other FM staComplete Your
tions now are employing this type
and the most
nomical radioeffective
in thisandareaeco-is
Coverage Without
of operation on a temporary basis,
WLW.
sV.gh
used
an
FCC
spokesman
indicated
WKTY
earlier upon issuance of the ComStotion <
The full —story
of "Your
Customer"
all the
facts Best
and
Ask
proposal regularly
allow
remotemission'scontrol
operation ofto
figures— is on film. Ask to see it.
Weed and Company
certain
FM
and
AM
stations
and
s
n'
Wisconsi
to ease transmitter operator reJune 9]. quirements in some cases [B*T,
The Nation's Station
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New Survey
Shows
(Continued
fromRadio's
page 27) Bigness
secutive 21-day period (including listening drops off sharply in urban
with the coming of warmer
"follow-up" questionnaires), with homes
each separate subsample propor- weather. But, when people in urban
tioned in terms of the population homes leave their homes for recreathey go? Some of
estimates. As a result,* we were them —tion,onwherethedobasis
of the evidence
able to obtain an adequate representation for each day in the 7-day in hand, many of them — make increasing use of their automobiles
cycle.
for recreational purposes. And,
All "program
rating" insystems
present
use are limited
terms ofin when a man uses his auto for recreone common aspect. None of them
ation (or for business) he is quite
can possibly provide an adequate likely to tune-in his auto-radio, at
least for part of the trip.
measurement
of
radio's
circulation,
because none of them include autoAuto Listening
radio listening among their data.
to obtain some measure
This limitation was not too impor- of Intheorder
extent
characteristics of
tant ten years ago, perhaps, but this auto-radioandaudience,
we asked
today — when some 40% of the mar- the following series of questions.
ket households have one, or more,
In
terms
of
what
happened
radio - equipped automobiles or
YESTERDAY, how many times
trucks — the auto-radio audience
was the family auto(s) used for
constitutes a highly important segseparate
and different trips?
ment of the total listening audiAbout
how long (in hours and
ence. And, this is particularly true
minutes) did the particular trip
during the spring, summer and fall
take? rate trip)(asked about each sepamonths when use of autos for fam"About howwas long
(in hours andin
ily
pleasure
trips
is
greatly
inminutes)
the CAR-RADIO
creased.
use
during
the
For years, broadcasters have
about each separatetrip?
trip) (asked
heard so much talk about "summer
How many people . . . men,
hiatus"lievethat
they really
have come
women and children (by agethat radio
does todiebe-a
groups) . . . were in the car
little come June. Here again, produring that particular trip?
gram ratings are at the core of the
The data obtained with this quesproblem.
The
"summer
hiatus"
contion-series are rather extensive,
cept has been justified on the basis and they will
be discussed more
of rating evidence that in-the-home fully in a separate
report. In general, however, we found that . . .
6 The average auto - radio
family makes about 32.5 separate trips, in the family car,
during a typical 7-day week.
$ Thesumesaverage
about 57.U auto-trip
minutes con(inWJPO
the radio service of the
cluding
"parking
time"),
and
the
Green Bay Press -Gazette
12.6 auto-radio
minutes perusetrip.averages
GIVING
0 On a typical trip in a family-owned auto there are about
MORE PEOPLE
1.71 people (including the
MORE REASONS
driver) in the car, on the average. This includes 0.81 adult
TO LISTEN
men, 0.52 adult women and
0.2U children between 5 and 18
MORE OFTEN
years of age.
When these statistics are proEMPHASIS ON LOCAL NEWS,
jected to the estimated 126,700
households
with auto-radio, we find
SPORTS, EVENTS, AND
that approximately U.l 17,750 separate
trips
are
made in family-owned
ENTERTAINMENT FAVORITES
radio-equipped automobiles during
PLUS
a 7-day week, and that these trips
involve some 3,936,570 hours of
auto
includingweek."parking
duringuse,a typical
And, oftime"
this
HEADLINERS
TUAL'S
MU
total, auto-radios are tuned-in
about
22%
of
the
total
time
for
an
Hcevikf Sevufoi* U tie
approximate total tune-in of 86U,(free* go? /4%e* <6m •
700 hours during a typical 7-day
week. All in all, some 1,150,100
fp*ffjfr{//fap tcft69tt t&
adult-hours are spent in auto-radio
CUtt* to WJPG Awe &e
listening in a typical week.
In summary: Radio continues to
GREEHW IS A FAVORITE TEST MARKET
hold its prime place among the
media in the Louisville Market.
WJPG Green Bay, Wisconsin
However, some definite changes in
"listener behavior" are becoming
more apparent. The great increase
in the ownership of portable sets,
McGILLVRA, Rep.
the widespread distribution of AM
New York • • • • Chicago
sets in "work rooms" in and about
Page 92 • June 16, 1952

the home, and the relatively heavy
use of auto-radio, all of these pointup
the factrapidly
that radio's
audience inis
changing,
and markedly,
TV markets.
Radio enjoys one important advantage thatIttheisother
media solely
cannot match.
the only
auditory medium. Radio reaches
people when they are concurrently
engaged in other activities. And,
if the broadcaster is to successfully
satisfy the needs of his working/

transient/relaxing audience, he advantage
tomusttheplayveryradio's
hilt. unique
He must
design ||
"stopper" commercials — messages |
with high attention-getting effec-|'
tiveness. And, in between these I1
attention-grabbers, he must pro- 1'
gram
easy-to-listen-to
materialpowers
that }jj
does not
tax the attending

of the listener too much. In short, 'J'
he
must program
"tomorrow'sisWJ"
audience"
— because for"tomorrow"
almost here.

TABLE 1
THE LOUISVILLE MARKET SAMPLE FOR MARCH, 1952
Estimated
numbe
of households
Segments
returning
Original Sample usable
96 Q-schedules.
market
segment.in
number
%
%
number 4.6
CITYJeffersonville
Households and(including
N. Albany)
9.2
Socioeconomic A (white)
(21129'mc Minos')
14,490
Socioecomonic B (white)
114
18.37.31.8
13.7
43,160
192
18.4
512
Socioeconomic C (white)
57,640
3845070
12 10.91.1
Socioeconomic D (white)
204
36
3.4
Negro Households
23,000
66
Jefferson
(Ky.), Clark TOWNS 188 2.5
21 ,110
12
1.1
& Floyd (Ind.) FARMS
1.0
7,830
6.7
TOWN Households
5,670
6.3
187
28 1.3
Northeast Quad., to 30 miles
10
0.9
28 1.0
Southeast Quad., to 30 miles
8.6
3096
2.90.7
Southwest Quad., to 30 miles
0.9
3,150
25 0.9
Northwest Quad., to 30 miles
149
4,100
162
Northeast Quad., 30-60 miles
4.0
3,150
17,960
77
5.3
2,840
Southeast Quad., 30-60 miles
163
36
16,700
9.2
225 8.05.7
Southwest Quad., 30-60 miles
42
Northwest Quad., 30-60 miles
25,200
1.5
7.4
90
18,270
22
FARM Households
5.8
16
Northeast Quad., to 30 miles
8
0.8
22 0.8
Southeast Quad., to 30 miles
1,890
6
Southwest Quad., to 30 miles
0.6
7817 0.8
6
0.6
0.6
Nortwest Quad., to 30 miles
1,890
109
2.30.6
2,520
Northeast Quad., 30-60 miles
12,280
2.9
30
Southeast Quad., 30-60 miles
3.4
2.83.9
17
Southwest Quad., 30-60 miles
101 3.6
1.9
9,140
20
Northwest Quad., 30-60 miles e-Market
2.9
11,340
24
Estimated Total In The 60-Mi 81
households
8,820
315,000 36

!

]
L
V
v

is

TABLE II
AVERAGE NUMBER OFin MEMBERS OF THE TYPICAL HOUSEHOLD
'AT HOME AND...AWAKE',
AND AVAILABLE TO IN
1 1HOME... RADIO
WEEKDAYon ain tvical
March
SATURDAY in March
SUNDAYon ain tvDical
March
(Base: 738 households) (Base: 66 households)
(Base: 240 households
Time-Segment
6am
5am — 8am
9am
6am
7am —— 10am
10am
8am - 11am
9am — 12N
1 lam - 1pm
2pm
12N — 4pm
3pm
6pm
2pm — 5pm
7pm
3pm — 8pm
4pm — 10pm
9pm
6pm
7pm —— 11pm
12M
10pm
—
9pm "Assuming
11pm
—

1
.16o o1 1 .36
.08
.20
.40 .54 .07 .10.11 .06.07 .36 .82.64 .36.18 .14.07 .10.12o .04.04<n
.38.47 1.00 .41 .11.24 .16 .09 .73.45 1.00 .36 .10 .06
.36.36 .19 .09
.21.15 .69.95.95 .42.51 .07.08 .00.00 .00.00 .36.36 1.36
.46
.09 .16 .11.06
.36.55 1.18
1.00
.11 .86.89 .43 .07.12 .03
.36
.13 .06
1.36 .36.36 .05.08 .11
.21.20.29 .94 .33 .03 .02 .01.00.01
1.18 .36 .07.10.05 .20 .09
.90 .47 .12 .00 .00 .64.45 1.09 .36 .13 .12
.06 .15.07.07
.34 .17 .14 .73 .73
.82 .18 .06
.16 .84.92.87 .41 .27.36 .16.07.20.22 .10
.91
.36
.14
.25 1.00 .41 .33.27
.64 .91 .36 .16 .25 .09.14
.63.64.48 .97 .49.38 .21 .11.14 .82.64 1.00 .27 .12.08.21 .24 .15
1.09 .27 .16.12 .24 .12
.95 .47 .15.29.10 .18.08 .12.17
.73
.82 1.09
.10
.67.54 .85 .28 .12.03
1.00 .18.18 .22
.64
.06
.09 .05.09
.91 .00 .04 .06
.42 .46.57 .00.02 .04 .09 .55 .45
.04
ness of the.00s ample,
.06 .07 any.07
.34
the essential representative
.07
BROADCASTING

.02
.25.40
.43
.40.25.35
.35
.50
.38
.50.40
.60
.70
.63
.43.65
.50.63
withir

.081 o1
.28 .10 .08 .10 .'
.35.68 .10.23 .10.15.13 .18.10 .'
.80 .25 .15.12 .'
.80
.25 .08.08 .10
.75
.68 .20.20 .10.05 .13.20.05 •<■C
.78 .23 .15.13 .{
.95 .18 .05
.73 .13.08 .15 .23.05
.65
.75 .18 .13.08.20 .23.23.25
.83 .18 .15 .
.90
.80 .16.17.18 .10
.78
.80
.60 .08.15 .03.10 .05
.43 .08 .05 .08.10
cell' statistic mc
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Film Report
(Continued from page 86)
lyde Bruckman and Harold Good- half-hour TV film series, Death
fin. Negotiations have already Valley Days, for Pacific Borax Co.,
tarted for release in South Amer- New York (20 Mule Team Borax),
sponsor of the radio version. Stuart
ca and Europe.
and Darrell McGowan, motion picterling Television Co., New York,
ture producer and director, have
las acquired from The Michel- been signed to serve in those
with Ruth Woodman
ngelo Co. exclusive rights to "The capacities
adapting scripts. McCann-Erickson
itan," Robert
Lward
winner Flaherty's
based onAcademy
life of Inc.,
New York,* is* the* agency.
lichelangelo.
Bing Crosby Enterprises, Culver
roduction . . .
City, has started production on its
recently-acquired
Bret Harte short
laurice Kosloff Productions, Hollystory, "Tennessee's
Partner,"
for
pood, is preparing a half-hour TV inclusion
in
Rebound,
a half-hour
film series, Roaring Twenties — TV film series. Jack Patrick
wrote
IU.S.A., for mid-July production, script adaptation for producer-diased on the experiences of exrector, Bernard Girard.
ew York detective, Barney Rudity of the Broadway gangster
Supporting
roles assigned
uad, each film will dramatize
nis Ross, Howard
McNearto Denand
ighlights in the lives of such
nderworld characters as Dutch George Pearson in "The Gentle
chultz, Lucky Luciano, Jack Years,"
first
in
Ethel
Barrymore
Theatre half-hour TV film series
iLegs"
ind
LouisDiamond,
Buchalter.Waxey Gordon being produced by Interstate Television Corp., Hollywood, a subWriting the scripts is Hal Biller,
sidiary of Monogram Pictures.
adio-screen writer, which Mr. Walter Brennan
stars in the first
tuditsky will open and close with film,
which
is narrated by Ethel
arration. George Moskov is to be
he director and Louie Diaz will Barrymore. Will Jason directs from
an original script by Jack Ruben
•e the associate producer.
and Jameson Brewer. Producer is
am Hersh, president of Family Lee Savin. * * *
ilms, Beverly
Hills,ofCalif.,
an- Three more films will soon go into
ounces
completion
the first
production for CBS-TV Schlitz
roup
of
13
Living
Bible
films,
prouced in color for release in color Playhouse of Stars with directorial
nd black and white. The 15-minute duties assigned to Edward Mann
Lewis. Virbsson units portray events in the by producerandEdward
Willard Parker coffe of Christ. Nelson Leigh por- star inginia Field
"Mr.
and
Mrs.
Trouble",
t-ays
Christ
in
the
films
and
filmed. Irene Dunne
narIdward Dew is the director. Ac- now being
rates the half-hour series.
Drding to Mr. Hersh, these are the
irst films using the literal text of Lou Lilly Productions, Hollywood,
le modern English of the revised
formed by Mr. Lilly, pro^andard version of the Bible. Re- has been duction
supervisor and scenario desase dates are set for September.
partment head for Jerry Fairbanks
Productions,
to film TV programs
/izard Telepictures Co., Holly- and commercials.
Headquartered
ood, has started production on a
(TV)
studios, onproducjarter-hour TV film series, The at KTTV
tion
starts
immediately
a 13
'izard of Dreams.
Fantasy-comef-musical
series co-stars
film ac- half-hour situation comedy TV
•rs Chick Chandler and Franklin film series, The Boy Friend, featuring screen actor Todd Karns.
angborn. Boris Petroff is the proicer-director. * * *
Six more half -hour films in Kellogg
ene Hollywood,
Autry's Flying
A Television13 Co.'s Wild Bill Hickok TV series,
o.,
is producing
filmed by William F. Broidy Pro-

inning

it down!

Your sales
pin-pointed in Youngstewn when you use
WBBW
- the message
new ABCis affiliate.
WBBW serves a half million listeners in
Ohio's pointthird
pinselling richest
heard inmarket.
the homesHere's
of prospective buyers — not on a distant hillside.
^^B^BwVVBBlV serves you best in Youngstown
COVERAGE
r n CONCENTRATED
AND
NO WASTE CIRCULATION
REP. FORJOE A CO. INC
ROADCASTING

• Tcleca;

Twin Celebration
NOT only
new 10 kwCalif.,
station KBIGdid Avalon,
start operating on 740 kc,
June eral1,Manager
but John
President-GenH. Poole,
was father of twin girls,
Caroline Marie and Claudia
Maria, the preceding eveing ning.
page (Story
58.) on KBIG open-

director with Harold Schuster on
films. With Destiny, half-hour TV
Date
Hillary Brooke and Clarence Kolb
have been signed for supporting
roles in CBS-TV My Little Margie,
summer replacement of / Love Lucy
for Philip Morris, being produced
byProductions,
Hal Roach Culver
Jr. andCity.
Roland Reed

William Asher, Hollywood director,
has been signed to write and direct
ductions, Hollywood, get underway 26tor quarter-hour
TV films for ProkSyndicated International,
New
June
18.
Guy
Madison
and
Andy
York, with shooting to start July
Devine head the cast.
21 on the first 13. Bernard Prokter
Film People . . .
is the producer and Don Ameche is
Walter Klinger, in charge of sales the m.c. -narrator.
for Scandinavian-American Television Co., Beverly Hills, has re- Headline Club Meet
turned from Copenhagen where
the firm is filming Hans Christian WILLIAM RAY, director of news
Andersen TV series. Already com- and special events at NBC Chicago,Club,speakschapter
to the ofChicago
pleted are "Emperor's New
Sigma HeadDelta
Clothes", "Little Claus and Big Chi linejournalism
fraternity, at a
Claus", "Simple Simon" and "The dinner meeting tomorrow
(TuesSwineherd."
Klinger on
is ar-26
day)on night.
will appear
ranging forMr.
distribution
newsHe coverage
plans infora
which are to be ready for fall re- forum
the Chicago
upcomingwith
political
conventions
lease. Recently added to company in
Charles Hacker,
is Reginald Wyer, head cameraman
for Seventh Veil, Quartet and Trio. Republican Convention manager,
W. Neilvention
Roach,
Conmanager, Democratic
and Alvin Orton,
Roland Reed, head of Roland Reed AP chief in Chicago.
Productions, Culver City, Calif., is
abroad for six weeks to study the EDGAR BERGEN, star of CBS Radio
en-Charlie
McCarthy,
starts
feasibilityduction
of outside
television
pro- Edgar
first ofBerg
several
night club
engagements,
of thefilmUnited
21, to break in material for next
States. With several proposed TV June
film series in mind. Mr. Reed will season's TV appearances.
tour England, Italy, Sweden,
France and Norway inspecting
studios and facilities.
Arthur B. Canning has joined the
George F. Foley TV packaging and
production firm
a sales
representative.asFormerly
an account
executive with Newell-Emmett Co.
and divisional sales manager of the
Brown Co., Boston, Mr. Canning
will handle such programs as Tales
of Tomorrow, Dr. George Gallup
Show, and Coast Guard Cadet on
Parade.
Arline Judge, former screen star,
is to make her TV film debut in
Kerry Drake series being produced
by
Inc., Culver
City.Hafner-Ha'perin
She will portray femme
fatale
to Sterling Hayden's detective.
Hedy Lamarr has been signed for
36 half-hour television films to be
produced
in colorin Mexico
by VictorCity.Pahlen
and associates
The
series,turetitled
Great
will feaMiss Lamarr asLoves,
the feminine
partner
love tostories.
Productionin isfamous
scheduled
start
July 1. Each film is budgeted in
excess of $20,000, it was reported.
In addition to her salary, Miss Lamarr will also share in the profits
from the venture. Director of the
series is Edgar Ulmer.
William Castle, contact director
for Columbia Pictures, is on loan
to Pennant
Television
Productions Inc., Hollywood,
as alternate

rfttcCh* final test is cost per 1000!
You'll find KWK's LOW-low cost
per thousand radio homes
delivered makes . . .
'ZCWTC t&t tacU* fay
in St. Louis!
Your Katz man has the
facts based
on Pulse reports!
Globe-Democrat Tower B/dg.
Saint Louis

/ZepAe4e*ucuioe
<1U KATZ
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Radio Needs Muscle
(Continued from page 32)
be largely neglected by TV, depend on radio's appeal to the
partly because of commercial
TV continues
indemands on TV time and partly public. roadsAson public
attentionits via
as a simple matter of TV inevitable expansion, radio must
economics.
have good sound business
Despite rea-its
Don't get medium.
me wrong. And
TV islikea recordsons offor survival.
frequent impressions
marvelous
radio it is a great challenge to at low cost, a dwindling radio
those of us working at it. I audience will of necessity become suspect under the eagle
want to see both mediums pros- eyes of
the agency research
per. But TV is a glamour boy.
boys.
If you're
him alone, andhe
So it is to be hoped that the
can
get wed
real towearisome
demanding. Radio might be com- industry
justmuch
doesn't
around
fret too
aboutsit possible
pared towhothehasunglamorous
hus- and
network rate cuts with a per
band
been bringing
home the bacon but may get un- cent of a percentage involved.
be inevitbearably dull at times. For- Some rate cuts mayadjustments
tunately it's permissible to be may beable,inand many
the
offing.
It cerbigamous
and
wed
to
both,
and
tainly isno time for crying,
but
both will be welcome under the
a time for displaying some of
same roof.
the guts that built radio in the
And fortunate indeed are first
Radio stations might
those station owners who have well place.
invest in more programa stake in both mediums, for
ming people — give bonuses to
they can complement each other. employes
who are alert and
TV can bring the complete sight come up with
suggestions for
and sound, at a price, but may feasible local programs
and pronever be able to economically
gram
stimulants.
revival of
operate locally as radio does the imagination andA drive
with its opportunity to do more pioneered the industry will that
certhings less expensively and with
tainly please the most important
less advance planning.
friend
and
ally
the
radio
staFrom the station's viewpoint,
tion has — his representative —
it's less trouble to sit on one's for certainly they have a mutual
fat fanny and just take net- interest in making the station's
work feeds, only now that the audience attractive to the card
feeds are largely sustaining, the rate buyer, who is always very
fanny is going to thin out. So jealous of his dollar's buying
since it's
thin outthe anyway, whygoing
not toreplace
fat power.
Whether prosperity continues
with a little muscle. Program- for radio, or whether austerity
ming muscle, that is.
sets in, the medium should put
The lack of network night its house in order by doing the
commercials has given radio sta- things it does best, plus the
tions this opportunity for a new things that TV is least apt to
start, and it is to be hoped that do. Tune-in incentive should be
if radio will again
the chance isn't muffed. Cur- heightened,
rently national spot business is become a more integrated part
of
the
community.
pretty
so stations
have
a far healthy,
better start
than when
Radio has to stay. We can ill
to lose such a medium.
they originally
began,
for
na- afford
tional station representation
True, radio is on a reducing
not of its own choosing,
hadn't
been was
formulated,
and diet
station yet
income
of the most
but it will eventually become a
haphazard variety. How long harder hitting, leaner looking
national spot will now prevail fellow, and will be healthier
as a major source of income will and more attractive.

GET THE BIG PLUS
IN CINCINNATI
See Center spread This Issue
ON THE AIR EVERYWHERE 24 HOURS A DAY
50,000
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BUSY Drue Smith (behind microphone), who has joined WAPO Chattanooc |
Tenn., from WDOD same city, has signed Quaker Oats Co. for sponsorship
a quarter-hour segment of her 45-minute morning show, Drue Smith &
Bee, which Quaker extended six months for Aunt Jemima all-purpose fart
flour at the end of the original 13-week contract. Arranging for the shi
were (I to r): Walter H. Stamper Jr., WAPO salesman; Nelson Krepps, WAI ft
production and promotion manager; Fred Kerns, Quaker official; Drue Sm
and her show partner, Bee Bee (Bernard Brown), and Ramon Patterson, WA! c:
owner. Other WAPO shows conducted by Drue Smith are Party Line, sponsor [
every afternoon by the Electric Power Board of Chattanooga, and House Par
sponsored Sunday afternoon by Miller Bros, department store, Charranoo

New Business
(Continued from page 16)
OF HOLLYWOOD COSMETICS, L. A., appoints Jimmy Fritz & Asso
Hollywood, to handle advertising in western states
COLLINGDALE FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN Assn. appoints Benh
Adv., Phila.
TONI Co., Chicago, appoints Weiss Geller, that city, for Prom hoi j8
permanent.
COCK 'n BULL PRODUCTS, L. A. (Ginger beer), names Leone
Shane Agency, that city. Radio-TV will be used,
SUNLITE
BAKING Co., San Jose, Calif., names Richard Jorgens^r
Adv.,
that city.
BAKER CONSTRUCTION CO., Pasadena (swimming pools), nan
L. J. Swain Adv., Whittier, Calif.
LOVEKIN WATER HEATER Co. appoints Charles A. White Jr. & C
Phila.
THRIFTY DRUG STORES, L. A., names William W. Harvey Inc., tl
city, to handle all vitamin products.
MUSIC FOR PORTLAND COMMITTEE, Portland, Ore., appoints Hot
& Leland, that city.
MAGIC PANTRY Co., L. A. (mfrs. home freezers), appoints Fact
Breyer Inc., that city. Media includes radio-TV.
■flctjaeojale • • •
HALE R. TALBOT, assistant advertising manager, Pure Oil Co
cago, promoted to advertising manager.
JOHN B. HOLMES, former media director, McCann-Erickson, Chica
named advertising manager of Hertz Driv-Ur-Self System there.
KARL F. DINNAUER, advertising manager, W. A. Sheaffer Pen (
Fort Madison, Iowa, natned assistant to GRANT F. OLSON, vice prd
dent in charge of advertising, foreign service and defense productij
DON A. REED, assistant public relations director, appointed assistant
Mr. Dinnauer.
RALPH R. LEDDER, account executive, Walter McCreery Inc., Bevc
Hills, rejoins W. & J. Sloane, that city (home furnishings), as adver
ing manager.
J. CALVIN AFFLECK, sales promotion manager, Receiver Div., A
B.
DuMont Labs., named advertising manager in addition to pres
duties.
WILLIAM H. HARR promoted to marketing service manager, Le
Div., Lever Bros. Co., N. Y.
DOLLY REED,
beauty editor,
magazine,MaxjoinsFactor
advertising
partment,
Sales Builders
Inc., L.McCall's
A. (distributors
Hollyw
make-up and Signature products).
BROADCASTING
• Telecasti IS

KFBB TRANSFER
ACLU Urges Hearing Be Held
[INFLUENCE
:;|\ iper
Mining Co.ofinAnaconda
the affairsCop-of
Montana was cited last week by
the American Civil Liberties Union in a letter urging FCC to hold
a hearing
on theofproposed
fer of control
KFBB transGreat
: j Falls, Mont., to Fairmont Corp.,
1 wholly-owned Anaconda subsidiary.
I ACLU contends approval of the
j{ transfer without a hearing would
■•JLciple
violate of"thediversification
civil libertiesin printhe
gl ownership and policies of the media
-pf mass communication." ACLU
anoo*!
"alreadynewspapers
owns or
rskipL noted
controlsAnaconda
six Montana
ifsurJ6 andThehas transfer
an interestapplication,
in a seventh."
filed
is si with the Commission early this
WA ; year, requests approval to acquie$«uJsition
controlthrough
of KFBBpurchase
by Fair-of
WA ; mount ofCorp.
0,50,1(51% interest for $157,080 from
e 4i Fred Birch [B*T, Feb. 5]. Mr.
onooi) Birch would retain a minority inI fulltime,
terest. KFBB
is assigned
kw
directional
night, on 5 1310
Lkc.

RADIO REPUBLIC INDONESIA
Is "Most Important" V/ay To Reach People
"RADIO is the more and more important way to reach ofourRadio
people,"
the director-general
Republic Indonesia said while visiting
New York.
The official, whose complete name
is Mr. Maladi, explained that broadcasting isaabout
the where
on1^ more
mass
medium in
country
than 60% of the people can not
read the Roman alphabet.
Indonesian radio is not limited
to educating and informing the peoj;le, or to explaining the 3,000-milelong archipelago to neighboring
countries, but can even be identified
as one of the primary sources of the
democratic government, itself, Mr.
Maladi said.
The facts might best be told in
Mr.As Maladi's
a teacherown instory:
Surakarta (on
the island of Java) , he was asked to
help write scripts for the local radio
station, not too long after radio
was introduced to the islands in Chris J. Witting (standing), director-general manager, DuMont
1933. He started writing sports
commentaries for the athletic- Television Network, and Mr.
IIP PLANS
minded Indonesians, who reacted Maladi inspect TV control room
Underway for Convention so strongly to such radio fare that
equipment.
blow-by-blow accounts of
FINAL vention
U.P.newsplans
for political
coverage,
on behalfcon-of today
major
American
boxing
matches
imperial imprint. Workers of the
l-'h. member radio stations, have not are rebroadcast on the islands two underground
reproduced the seal,
been drawn, but will be effected on days after the event.
broke
the original on their sets,
|!.scale
corresponding
to
reporting
listened
to
forbidden
channels and
Sports Successes
for newspaper members, which calls
replaced the official mark on
for "record strength" staffing, John
The success of sports shows led then
Mr. Maladi remem,eon$:J. Madigan, U.P. radio news man- him to suggest that the station their receivers.
bers that at that time (1943),
out similarly in other fields San Francisco's Voice of America
Newsager, hasforannounced.
TV station members branch
and develop beyond the purely
the primary source for the
r?i*will be filed over special TV script Javanese art programs it featured became
commodity otherwise controlled by
wire, it was reported, with film almost exclusively. He was given the
Japanese: world news.
coverage by United Press Movie- the chance to put his ideas into
When the Japanese were replaced
™tone
to beplant.
processed
specially effect, and at the end of the four by Dutch troops at the end of the
Iin an News
on-scene
TV coverage
was made honorary secretary war, the same local people who
is to be headed by William C. Pay- ofyearsBBRK,
the federation of nation- resisted invasion fought against
ette, U.P. television manager, asal
radio
Indonesia. It was a post colonization and continued to opersisted by Chiles Coleman, southern he held inproudly,
albeit modestly,
ate the native radio system. Today,
division news manager, William R. however,
for
he received no salary.
Higginbotham of the Washington
of thein republic's
Then the Second World War the history
ing can be read
radio logs foundmainbureau, and John Zischang and started,
the
Japanese
took
Indot
a
i
n
e
d
b
y
radio
people
during these
Charles Schuman of New York
nesia, and radio was seized by the troubled times.
Movietone bureau.
invader. People were forbidden to
After independence, Mr. Maladi,
like other underground leaders, was
PRESENTATION
of
honorary
plaque
listen
tomitted"anything
has been made to WGAR Cleveland
broadcasts andexcept
their "perfre- given a post in the government he
quently inspected radios were fixed
by 4th Group, Ohio wing of the Civil
helped establish and was named
to receive only Japanese stations, had
director-general of the national
Air Patrol
for
"outstanding
contribuwith
the
adjustments sealed by an radio
tions to the field of aviation."
network. Since 1950, he has
maintained his offices in Djarkarta,
the capital city, where broadcasting
and
government continue to be
centralized.
In Altoona it's WVAAA:
As director-general of the stateowned network, Mr. Maladi supervises a system of 24 stations, to be
First with top programming —
increased bv 10 additional outlets
First in the heart of a rich Central
Pennsylvania Market.
"Most Powerful — Most Popular"
first with the finest
DAY AND NIGHT
Weed & Co. representatives
ROADCASTING
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O Temporal O Marconi!
CLIMAX to radio giveaway
shows was reached when
Mrs. Franklin R. Hart, as
prize in a guessing contest bv
WHIL Medford, Mass., was
given
the Mrs.
stationHartitselfinvited
— for
one day.
in all the neighbors last Monday to watch WHIL engineers and disc jockeys operate from her home.

as soon as equipment ordered from
the United States arrives.
Newspaper
mated at ab-rutcirculation
15,000. Theis estilead
inpersons
educating
the
nation's
million
is thus taken by 80radio
via
the
country'soften225,000
with
one receiver
servingsetsas— many
as 200-300 people in a single commun'ty listening center.
The director-£e~eral since April
10 has been making a threemonth tour of American radio markets. After visiting, observing and
inspecting network operations in
New York, he scheduled stops in
other principal cities.
On All Accounts
(Continued from page 12)
packages,
Mr. Stone elements
now handles
the merchandising
for
Sonja Henie, Jackie Robinson,
Penguin,
Howdy
Doody,
and
Gabby
Hayes.
Currently, in addition to Howdy
Doody, which is a fully-sponsored
half-hour each day across the board
on NBC-TV,
the firm Hayes
is represented by the Gabby
Show,
sponsored by Quaker Oats, five
times weekly on television; Author
Meets the Critics on DuMont,
Howdy Doody on NBC radio, and
Jackie Robinson, sponsored by
Best Foods on NBC radio.
Mr. Stone has been married to
the former Lyndel Laura Schwartz
since Aug. 1, 1940. The Stones
have
two 6.children, Judith, 9 and
Richard,

WWI

NBC
AFFILIATE
IN
DETROIT
Owned and Operated
THE DETROIT NEWS
National Representative
GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY
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LANG-WORTH's
show,
This Is the Hour,newest
60 minutes
daily of broadway show tunes, light
classics and songs from movies,
is drawing favorable sponsor and
audience reaction, according to
C. O. Langlois, Lang- Worth president. Mr. Langlois says that This
Is thea Hour
designed
as
show wascaseespecially
for commercial
spots and that it is the first of
five hew shows of broad popular
appeal being added at monthly
intervals for release to the LangWorth Transcribed Program
Service.
BILLBOARD PLUGS RADIO
OPENING of new super highway
to Virginia Beach has prompted
WCAV Norfolk, Va., to contract
for three outdoor billboard locations on the new highway. Billds wil be used
to plug station's
summer boarresort
programming.
Business was placed through John McLaughlin Advertising.
FIRST HAND ACCOUNT
KOREAN airlift assignment has
been completed by Esther Van
Wagoner Tufty, Washington correspondent for 300 newspapers and
21 radio stations. Objective was
to pick up a GI wounded at the
front and fly back with him to the
homef ront. Report written by Mrs.
Tufty deals with her experiences
and those of Douglas MacKissock,
the wounded soldier.
o— o — •
WHAS-TV INTERNSHIP
FOUR radio arts majors at the
U. of Kentucky have been selected
by WHAS-TV Louisville for a 10weeks summer TV internship at
the station. The program will
offer the students working experience with WHAS-TV, co-sponsor
with the university of the trainingplan.
*WLBE JAMBOREE'
ENTIRE three hours of WLBE
Jamboree on WLBE Leesburg,
Fla., has been sold to Howard &
Ferguson Inc., distributor for Shell
Oil Products, and 21 area Shell
dealers. Heard from 5-8 p.m.
Saturday, WLBE Jamboree is a
hillbilly request show. J. Allen
Brimmer is m. c.

'Operation

programs promot
joll

BUSY BEE PROMOTION
HONEY colored promotion folder
has been distributed by Beehive
Network consisting of KSL Salt
Lake City and KSUB Cedar City,
Utah, and KEEP Twin Falls,
KEYY Pocatello and KID Idaho
Falls, Ida., announcing that business wise "Everything's humming
here!" Copy points out that network's outlets in Utah and Idaho
have a potential audience of 45,740
more radio families than any competing radio■ network.
.#_#_#
'MUSIC TO MOW BY'
MUSIC to read by, music to dine
by and music to buy by has always
been featured by WCCC Hartford.
Now it has Music to Mow Your
Lawn By, a new program sponsored by the Hartford Equipment
Co. The firm offers to mow the
lawn for the lucky listener who
can identify the "Mower Mystery
Melody."
says Walt
McGowan, Come
WCCC winter,
news editor,
and
listeners probably will hear music
to shovel snow by.
BEST MICHIGAN TALENT
BEST Michigan amateur teen-age
vocal talent will be aired by WJR
Detroit this summer. Talent hunt
is beingChamber
staged ofbyCommerce.
WJR and Don
the
Junior
Large, WJR choral director, will
visit the entire state and will act
as a judge in all regions. The
WJR mobile studio will be used
for most outstate programs.
Broadcasts are being handled by
Ron Gamble, director; Donn
Chown, script writer, and Jim
Garrett, m.c.
GEORGIA SONGWRITERS
YOUNG Georgia songwriters are
being given a chance to introduce
their works by WSB Atlanta. Each
day,
a Georgian's
tune isa aired.
the end
of the month
championAt
song will be selected, recorded and
forwarded
sideration. to a publisher for con-

Grocer

(see inside front cover)
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CONCISE PROGRAMMING
EFFORT is being made by WAAM
(TV) Baltimore to give Maryland
ers complete news, sports anc
weather information. Three con
secutive five-minute programs art
being presented each weekdaj
premiums
evening. Ted Jaffee, Nick Campo
freda and Bill Watson will disperse
SPOT GETS RESULTS
news, tion,
sports
and weather
informarespectively,
in the programs
MATCHING a current spot announcement onJewish Varieties on The Newsman, The Sportsman anc
WERE Cleveland dollar-for-dollar The Weatherman.
with an ad in newspapers for
Mothers Day last year, the Davis TV'S SERVICE STRESSED
Restaurant in Cleveland enjoyed
85% more business this year than STORY of community servic<
the previous one, according to sta- through TV has been told b^
tion reports. Show is aired on Sat- WEWS (TV) Cleveland in bro
urday
and is written,
pro- chure treating station's publu
duced andnightbroadcast
by Isadore
service activities. Then.e is a pic
torial account of efforts of the sta
Scheon,
one-time
program
director
at WEVD New York.
tion in cooperation with religious
civic and educational leaders tc
utilize the medium to its best
PRIMARY COVERAGE
CAMERAS were taken into the vantage. Booklet's introductior
city room of the Greensboro Daily states "Television — combining a
arts of sight and sound — car
News by WFMY-TV Greensboro, the
N. C, tocratic
coverprimary.
the May
31 Demo-C . be the clearest, brightest light tc
Arthur
illuminate our world today."
Stringer, promotion manager, said,
"We are very proud of this special SPOTS INCREASE
coverage which I am sure marks
a 'first' in the Carolinas if not TO reach Southern California
in the entire South." Gomer Lesch swing Apparel
shift workers,
Store, Orby's
L. A.,Worn
pur
was in charge of the TV operation. en's
chased some spot announcement:
on
Alex
Cooper
Show
on
KLAC
AIDS SHRINERS' EXPOSITION
Hollywood six times weekly. Re
SHRINERS'
Exposition Conn.,
at Pleaswere so gratifying that store
ure Beach, Bridgeport,
was suits
started 32 spot announcements pei
helped to success by WICC Bridge- week
for 52 weeks. Agency foi
and than
Bob Orby's is Joyce True Adv., Santa
Crane. port'sAllWallieofDunlap
the more
Monica.
80 exhibitors in the five-day fair
reported favorable business. Paid 'QUEEN' TO TOKYO
admissions were estimated unofficial y at 80,000, with all proceeds AUDIENCE for July 23d broad
going to the Cerebral Palsy cam- cast of MBS Queen for a Day must
be composed of women with son
or husbands serving with Armed
paign.
Forces in the Far East. The Old
STATION'S SALES FORMULA
SERVING a market rather than Gold cigarettes sponsored show will
send
the queen to Tokyo, via Philip
selling it is topic of promotion piece
issued by KMMJ Grand Island, pine
Airlines,
an eight-day
visit
with
son or forhusband.
Militarj
Neb., and perienced
KXXX
Colby, Kan. copy
Ex- leave will
farm programming,
be granted as soon a
points out, leads to sales. Reprint contestant is selected. On her way
of a letter from Ball & Davidson home, winner will have stop-overs
Adv., Denver, giving results of in Manila and Honolulu.
survey conducted by the agency
which placed KXXX on top in radio WORC TREASURE HUNT
listenership,
is featured in the
brochure.
TREASURE hunt was sponsored
by WORC Worcester, Mass., fort
HEALTH PROGRAMS
nightDickago.Dowling
Clues leading
were broadcast
partic
NEW radio series giving news be- by
pants
along
a
circuitous
hind the news of progress in health, which finally ended at the route
new
medicine and science began June 7 WORC studios. Mrs. Muriel Por
on NBC, Your Key to Health, ter, first to reach the prize, won
scheduled for weekly broadcast, $100. Other people finding the
stars Jane Froman, relating health finishing point were awarded mei
feature stories, and Ben Grauer re- chandise
prizes.
porting health news. Series is
being presented in cooperation with
Health Information Foundation. SALES FORECAST
SMARTEST place to spend the!
summer is at WCAU Philadelphia,
KIDDER,
PEABODYNew & York,
Co.'s ismutual
funds
department,
test- according to promotion folder released by that station. Copy builds
ing series of one-minute commercials
via WGHF-FM New York. Firm has idea that wherever you go WCAU
also extended Your Money at Work goes too. Reader is advised to "put
on WOR same city every Sunday your sales story on WCAU where
July. Doremus & Co., N. Y. there's never any vacation fron
isthrough
the agency.
listening or buying."
BROADCASTING
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upcoming
June 16 : BAB Sales Clinic, Philadelphia.
June
16-17: American Marketing Assn.,
conference,
Cincinnati. Netherland Plaza Hotel,
June
16-18: National
RadioRaleigh
Farm
Directors,
spring Assn.
meeting,
Hotel, Washington.
JuneAgency16-19:
National management
Advertising
Network,
conference,
SkytopannualLodge,
Skytop,
vJunePa. 18: BAB Sales Clinic, Baltimore.
June
18-20: trade
FTC practice
hearing rules.
on proposed
radio-TV
Federal
rules,
Federal
Trade Commission
Bldg.,
6th
&
Pennsylvania
Ave.,
N. W., Washington.
June 19: BAB Sales Clinic, Washington.
June
19-20: North
CarolinaTheAssn.Caro-of
Broadcasters
convention.
linian, Nags Head,
N. C.
June
Va. 20: BAB Sales Clinic, Richmond,

_ _ -.dL >

I

;

THIS
is the Beach,
architect's
the Jr.,
new WIRK
studio-office
of WIRK
West Palm
Fla. drawing
Joseph S.ofField
president,building
said that
when
the building is completed late this summer, it "will be one of the most modern
structures in the Palm Beaches."of Palm
It wasBeach.
designed by architect John L. Volk

Aug. 15: BAB Sales Clinic, Dallas.
Aug. 18: BAB Sales Clinic, San Antonio.
Aug. 20: BAB Sales Clinic, Houston.
Aug. 22: BAB Sales Clinic, New Orleans.
Aug.
24-25: Arkansas
Broadcasters
Assn.
and sales clinic,
Marion
Hotel, meeting
Little Rock.
June
20-21:
Communications
Institute,
Aug.
25:
BAB
Sales
Clinic,
Miami.
Bowling
Green
State
U.,
Bowling
Green, Ohio.
June
22-26:
Advertising
Assn. Olympic
of the
West,
annual
convention,
Sept. 8: BAB Sales Clinic, Cincinnati.
Hotel, Seattle.
June
23-26:House,
RTMAChicago.
annual convention, Sept. 10: BAB Sales Clinic, Louisville.
Palmer
Sept. 12: BAB Sales Clinic, Nashville.
June 23-27:castersVirginia
Assn. Chamberlin
of Broad- Sept. 15: BAB Sales Clinic, Little Rock.
spring meeting.
Hotel, Fort Monroe,
Va.
June 29- July vertisers
2: National
Ad- Sept. 19: BAB Sales Clinic, Atlanta.
annualIndustrial
conference,
Palmer House, Assn.,Chicago.
Sept.
20: IREHotel,
conference,
Roosevelt
Cedar Iowa
Rapids.section,
June 30: BAB Sales Clinic, Syracuse.
July 1: BAB Sales Clinic, Buffalo.
Sept. 22-25:tributorsNational
Electronic
DisAssn. convention, Atlantic
July 1:tionFCCprocessing.
to commence TV applicaCity, N. J.
Sept. 28-Oct.vertise1:rs fal Assn.
of National AdJuly 3: BAB Sales Clinic, Pittsburgh.
New York. meeting, Hotel Plaza,
July 7 : Republican
National
Conven29-Oct. 1:eighth
National Electronics
Chicago.tion, International Amphitheatre Sept.
Conference,
ence, Sherman Hotel, annual
Chicago.confer, July 14: BAB Sales Clinic, Detroit.
Oct.
12-15:
A
AAA,
Pacific
Council anJuly 16 : BAB Sales Clinic, Cleveland
Arrowhead
Hotel, nualSanconvention,
Bernardino,
Calif. Springs
July 18: BAB Sales Clinic, Indianapolis
Oct.Assn.,20-23:annual
Financial
Public Coronado,
Relations
July 21: BAB Sales Clinic, Chicago.
convention,
Calif.
July 21: Democratic
National
Convention,
International
Amphitheatre
Oct. 27-29:
Annual MeetChicago.
ing, Hotel IRE-RTMA
Syracuse, Syracuse,
N. Y.
July 23: BAB Sales Clinic, Milwaukee Nov.Week.9-16: National Radio & Television
July 25: BAB Sales Clinic, Minneapolis
July 28: BAB Sales Clinic, Denver.
JulyCity.30: BAB Sales Clinic, Salt Lake Dec.Conference,
27-29: American
Assn.,
Palmer Marketing
House, Chicago.

GATES

I

QUINCY,
ILLINOIS

THESE OFFICES
TO SERVE YOU
QUINCY, ILL
. .
. . . TEL. ATWOODTEL. 8202
8536
HOUSTON, TEXAS
TEL. METROPOLITAN 0522
WASHINGTON, D. C.
. . TEL. ATLANTIC 9441
MONTREAL, QUE. .
NEW YORK CITY .
TEL. MURRAY HILL 9-0200
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SHEPHEARD NAMED
Heads Marketing Assn. Unit
JOHN E. SHEPHEARD, research
director, Fletcher D. Richards Inc.,
has been elected president of the
New York Chapter of American
Marketing Assn. for the coming
year, AMA announced Thursday.
Other officers
for the 1952-53
seasonof
include:
John Coleman,
supervisor
consumer research, General Foods
Corp., vice president; Philip Agisim,
assistantsearch,director
of Advertising
Cowles magazines,
treasurer;reCaroline Garnsey, associate director of
marketing
research, Melvin
Woman's Davis,
Day
magazine,
secretary;
assistant research
director, J.Cecil
&
Presbrey,
assistantresearch
secretary;
Ernest
E. Engel, market
department,
urer. J. Lipton Inc., assistant treasThomas
Edward B. MacDonald, manager of
media research, Young & Rubicam, and
Charles W. Smith, associate manager,
McKinsey & Co., were elected directors
for two years; Margaret C. Boos, redirector,a director
D'Arcy forAdvertising
Co., was search
elected
one year.
Chapter board members serving the
second year of two-year terms are:
Donald B. Armstrong Jr., vice president, McCann-Erickson;
Sikes, service
manager, ANPAAllen
BureauB.
of Advertising; William A. Reynolds,
head of copy and media research,
BBDO. Out-going Chapter President
A. Edward Miller, director of marketing research,
ex-officio
on theLifenewmagazine,
board. will serve

PAY RAISES
WSB Okays for CBS N. Y.
AN ACROSS-THE-BOARD salary
increase of 7V2% for CBS New
York employes in the labor grade
category and on the payroll March
31 was approved by the Wage
Stabilization Board last week.
Several hundred employes of
CBS and three of its divisions were
affected—
CBS Labs.
Radio, CBS Television and CBS
Spokesmen for the company said
it was trying to pay the retroactive
adjustments last Friday, but that
because of time limitations some
employes might not get the extra BOARD of directors of Admiral Corp.
have declared
a regular
quarterly
divimoney tional
untiladjustments
next forFriday.
dend of 25 cents
per share
on stock
overtimeAddiput
payable
June
30
to
stockin since March 31, they said, will outstanding
holders of record June 16.
be paid "at the earliest possible
cost-of-living
increase
is The
based7%%
on salaries
as of March
31.
CBS spokesmen said it was accepted by the employe group of
Washington's
thedate."
Employe-Management Committee early
in April
and approval.
then submit ed to WSB
for its
CD EXHIBIT
KCBQ Airs Preview
PREVIEW broadcast by KCBQ
San Diego of the traveling federal
civil defense exhibit brought impressive response from listeners.
Charles E. Pearce, CD official,
commended
the station
for Your
"the
extremely inspiring
program.
timely half-hour broadcast indicates the great power of radio
in KCBQ
arousingNewspublic
Chiefinterest."
John
sen toured the exhibit
with Halvorvisiting
officials and workmen who were
setting up the displays. At the
request of Mr. Pearce, KCBQ sent
the program tape to Washington
as a guide
other stations planning similarto programming.
INTERIM dividend of 12% cents a
share on common stock has been declared by directors of Capitol Records
payable
holders isof regular
record
June 14.JuneAlso25 todeclared
quarterly dividend of 65 cents per
share on $2.60 cumulative convertible
preferred
stock June
payable
holders of record
15. July 1 to

Asktheyour
Blair man
wholeJohnWWDC
story for
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June 5 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Extension of Completion Date
KSWB Yuma, AM
Ari.— forMod.extension
CP whichof
authorized
completion new
date.
WKNK
Muskegon,
Mich.—
which
authorized
increase in Mod.
N powerCP
and
change
completion
date.in DA for extension of
KSKTCP which
(FM) Beverly
Hills,
Mod.
authorizeddate.
new Calif.—
FM for
extension
of completion
WBEN-FM
Buffalo—
Mod.
CP whichof
authorized
new
FM
for
extension
completion date.
AM— 1010 kc
WEAS from
Decatur,
power
10 toGa.50— kwCP toandincrease
install
new trans.
Change Studio Location
KBMYauthorized
Billings,change
Mont.—in Mod.
CP
which
frequency
and
power
increase
to
change
trans,
and
studio location
to approx.
west # ofAMENDED
on U. 2S. miles
Highway
10,business
Billings. district
Main
U. S. Highway
#ant.23, height
3.5St.,milesFostoria
south toof Fostoria:
change
95 to 205 ft. above average terrain from
AM— 1150 kc
WRNO Orangeburg,
S.w C—
CP kcto
change
kc 250new
to 1150
500 wandN from
5 kw 1450
D, studio
install
DA
change
location.trans, and
Change Operating Hours
WCATcense toRapid
City,
Mod. lichange
hoursS. ofD.— operation
from
daily
11 a.m.
daily 12:30 p.m.
to 1 top.m.1 p.m.
MST. MST to
License for CP
Mt. Vernon,
for
CPWMVO
replacing
expiredOhio—
CP License
which authorized new FM.
FM— 93.3 mc (Ch. 227)
Milwaukee—
to(Ch.WEMP-FM
change
94.1 mc (Ch.Mod.
231) license
to 93.3
227). from
License Renewal
of Following
license: stations request renewal
KSUE Ga.;Susanville,
Calif.; WBML
Macon,
WIOU Kokomo,
Ind.;
FINAL
TV
ALLOCATIONS
REPORT
Extra
copies of this 196-page
printed
each. report available at $3.00
This complete, easy-to-read volume shows the entire city-bycity breakdowns for all 2,053
proposed
munities. stations in 1291 comFor extra work copies, tear
copies, library copies send the
coupon below. Supply is limited
so order your copies now.
Broadcasting •Telecasting
870 National Press Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Please send
copies of
the Final Television Allocations
Report at $3.00 each.
□ M/O, check □ please bill
Company
Street
City
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fCC actions
A

A

ACTIONS ON MOTION
By Comr. Frieda B. Hennock
Liberty
Bcstg for
Co. dismissal
Liberty, without
Tex. —
Granted petition
prejudice of application.
— On from
Commission's
ownKTHTmotion,Houstonremoved
hearing
and restored to pending file KTHT ap- |—
Town
&
Farm
Co.
Inc.
Columbia,
Mo.
—plication.
Granted
petition
to name
amend ofapplication
tofrom
change
corporate
applicant
KMMJ
to Townapplication,
& Farm Co
Inc.,
and toInc.
retain
amended,
hearing
docket. petitionas
WLAC onNashville—
Granted
for acceptance
of late notice
of inten-on
tion to participate
argument
exceptions
to initialin oral
decision
released
in proceeding
upon
application
of Radio Reading, Reading, Pa.
By Hearing Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
WOL
Washington,
D. C—
petitionpresently
for continuance
of Granted,
hearing
from
scheduled
hearing
June
9
to
Sept.
8
at
Washington,
D.dateC.
resynchronous
application amplifier
for renewal
of
license
Md.
in Silver Spring,of
June 11 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION
AM— 1230 kcEN BANC
KSEY
Seymour,
Designated
for
hearing
application Tex.—
for 100mod.
of license
to1230increase
to 250
ing.
kc; madepowerKPATfromPampa,
Tex.,w unl.
and
KWTX Waco, Tex., parties to preceedCP For CP
KSCY Searcy, Ark.— Granted CP to
replaceized newexpired
AM 1450permit
250which
wattached
unl.authorwithto
same conditions
as kcwere
original mitgrant
which
included
that tests
pere not to commence program
until KXLR
LittletestsRock,
Ark.,kc commence
program
on
1150
and
will
licensednot onbe 1150licensed
kc. until KXLR is
Granted Power Increase
WCAR pliPontiac,
— Granted
apcatfacilities
ion for mod. CPMich.
which
authorized
change
kw-D
kw-D, 10in kw-N,
DA,fromon 1 1130
kc toand50
change troitlocation
Pontiac
to and
De, to changeinfrom
trans,
location
make
specified
maximum
expectedchanges
operating
values.
Change Main Studio
Versailles,
Granted
of WVLK
license
changeKy.—main
studiomod.location fromto Versailles
to Lexington,
Ky.
Extension of Authority
The — First
Church,
Pontiac,
Mich.
GrantedBaptist
extension
of authority
for one gramyear
to transmit
religious
pros to CKLW
Windsor,
Ont.
To Remain Silent
H. Bee Wood, Trustee in Bankruptcy
for
WSKB McComb, silent
Miss. — Granted
authority
30 days fromto remain
May 25, 1952. additional
Change Antenna System
Lansing,changes
Mich. —in Granted
mod.
CPWILS
to make
ant. system,
subjectinal grant.
to conditions specified in origLicense Renewal
WKLVnewal ofBlackstone,
Granted
license on aVa.—
regular
basis.reWATL
and
WATL-FM
Atlanta,
Ga.—
Granted
of license on a regular basis. renewal
Granted STA
WRAK-FM
order, waived WiUiamsport,
Sec. 3.265 of Pa.—
rulesBy and

JUNE 5 THROUGH JUNE 12
CP-construction permit ant.-antenna cond.-conditional
DA-directional antenna D-day LS-local sunset
ERP-effective radiated power N-night mod.-modification
STL-studio-transmitter link aur.-aural trans.-transmitter
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual unl.-unlimited hours
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
SSA-special service authorization
Grants authorizing new stations and transfers, accompanied by a
roundup of new station and transfer applications, begin on page 103.
AM— 1150 kc
WKBV
Richmond,
Ind.; KBIZ
Iowa;
WJON
St. WVOS
Cloud,
Minn.;Ottumwa,
WGBB
KRSC
Seattle—
Freeport,
N.
Y.;
Liberty,
N.
Y.
from
D to CP5 kwto increase
D, installpower
new
KVOS
Ardmore,
Okla.; WDXB Chatta
trans, 1andkw DA-DN.
AM— 1390 kc
nooga;
WDXE Lawrenceburg,
Tenn.
WNAH
Nashville;
KVLF
Alpine,
Tex.
WDNE
Elkins,
W.
Va.;
KFBC
Cheyenne,
KYAK Yakima,
CP tokc change
250 Wash.—
wandto DA.1390
1 kw,
Wyo.;
KRAL Rawlins,
Wyo.;
WEVC
install 1400
new kctrans,
(FM) Evansville,
Ind.;Detroit;
WBUR WBGO
(FM) from
Boston;
WDTR (FM)
APPLICATIONS
DISMISSED
(FM) Newark,
N. J.; WKSU-FM Okla.;
Kent,
WGAR Cleveland— DISMISSED CP to
Ohio;
WNAD-FM
mount FMrectionaant.
KUHF (FM)
Houston, Norman,
Tex.
l ar ay. on east tower of diTENDERED FOR FILING
Mo.—to DISMISSED
to KDKD
change Clinton,
from 1280
1350 kc. CP
KSL-TV
Salt
Lake
City—
AMENDED
from17.752.5 kww vis.
Decisions . . .
- toaur.change
to 45.5 ERP
kw vis.
aur. 1.25 w June BY10BROADCAST
APPLICATION RETURNED
FM— 93.3 mc (Ch.BUREAU
227)
KCRT Trinidad,
Milwaukee—
Granted tomod.
application
for renewalCol.of— RETURNED
AM license. of WEMP-FM
license
to
change
frequency
93.3
mc (Ch. 227).
June 9 Applications . . .
To Remain Silent
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
WSAJquest Grove
City, toPa.—remain
Granted refor authority
Extension of Completion Date
from June
7 through
Sept. 20, tosilent
observe
summer
vacation.
WSLM Salem,
Ind.—forMod.extension
CP whichof
AM— 1240 kc
authorized
new AM
completion date.
AM— 1340 kc
AM— 1260 kc
KSID Sidney,
Neb.— toMod.change
CP which
authorized
new
from
WTJHcenseEast
Point,
Ga.—in Granted
1540 kc D to 1340 AM
kc unl.
covering
increase
power,
in-listal ation of a new
trans,
and
change
Extension of SSA
in studio location;
1260
kc
5
kw
D.
AM— 1320 kc
Albuquerque,
N.770M.kc— Extension
of KOB
SSA
operate
25 kw N.3 WRJW Picayune, Miss. — Granted li50a.m.
kwESTDto Sept.
unl.
for1. onperiod
beginning
cense
covering
increase
tion of new
and D.power,
changes installain ant.
system;
1320 trans.,
kc 5 kw1220
AM— 1490 kc
AM—
kc
WDXE
Lawrenceburg,
Tenn
Mod.
WMFCcense forMonroeville,
Granted liincrease power
from 500 w
new AM—
AM 1570
1220Ala.—
tolicense
1 kw.to AMENDED
kckc 250 w D.
to Lawrenceburg
Bcstg.toCo.change name
KVIMcense forNew
Iberia,
License for CP
new AM
1570 La.—
kc 1Granted
kw D. liLicense
for
Extension of Completion Date
CPWTCH
which Shawano,
authorized Wis.—
unl. and
installaWEDKCP for
Springfield,
Granted
tion of DA-N.
mod.
extension Mass.—
of completion
date Granted
to 12-1-52.Temporary
License Renewal
License
licenses were extended on
of Following
license: stations request renewal a Following
temporary(FM)
basis Greenwich,
to 9-1-52: Conn.;
WULAKMBY
Eufaula,
Ala.; KWJB
Globe,
WGCH
Ariz.;
Monterey,
Calif.;
KRDU
WKSU-FM
Kent,
Ohio.
Dinuba, LaGrange,
Calif.; KSON Ga.;
San WJOB
Diego, Calif.;
WLAG
Hammond, Ind.; WAIN
Ky.;
WCTT
Corbin,
Ky.; Ky.;
WFULColumbia,
Fulton,Lansing
Ky.;
WOMI
Owensboro,
WJIM
Mich.;
Miss.; KBMY
SERVICE DIRECTORY
Billings,WMOX
Mont.; Meridian,
WGVAN. C;
Geneva,
Y.;
WENC
Whiteville,
KASAN.Okla.;
Elk
City,
Okla.;
KHBG
Okmulgee.
WKIN ville;
Kingsport,
Tenn.; KORA
WMAK Bryan,
NashWKDA Nashville;
Tex.;
KOCA
Kilgore,Manitowoc,
Tex.; WROV
COMMERCIAL RADIO
Roanoke,
Va.;
WOMT
Wis.;
Custom-Built Equipment
WJIZ Vegas,
(FM) Hammond.
Ind.; KENO-FM
MONITORING COMPANY
Las
Nev.;
WFAS-FM
White
U.
S.
RECORDING
CO.
PRECISION
FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
Plains, N. Y.; WOPA-FM Oak Park 111. 1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
Engineer on duty all night every night
Change ERP
JACKSON 5302
Sterling 3626
WROV-FMERP from
Roanoke,
change
285 w Va.terrain
to —2.28CPfrom
kw;to
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
ant.
height
above
average
5 to 20 ft., overall from 194 to 192 ft.
TENDERED
FOR kcFILING
AM— 1550
• TOWERS •
DAV
EAU
KEAR creaseSanpower Mateo,
Calif.—
CP toinstall
inAM • FMInstallations
• TV •
from
1
to
10
kw,
Complete
new
from DA N to
DA-DN.trans, andAM—change
TOWER
SALES
&
ERECTING
CO.
1480 kc
6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.
GUIDANCE
WDAS1400 Philadelphia—
change
from
kc
250
w
1480CP kcto1 kw,
in1, Oregon
stall new trans, andto DA-DN.
dy, new row
BROADCASTING
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CONSULTING

RADIO

&

TELEVISION

ENGINEERS

JANSKY & BAILEY
ic^ ' Executive OfficesNational Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. ADams 2414
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE *

— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J. MO. 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE *

GEORGE C. DAVIS
501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.

Commercia! Radio Equip. Co.
^ INTERNATIONAL
Everett L. Dillard,
Gen. Dl.Mgr.1319
BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

There is no substitute for experience
GILLETT & BERGQUIST
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG. NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GEORGE E. GAUTNEY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C
Member AFCCE'

MclNTOSH & INGLIS
1216 WYATT BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Metropolitan 4477
Member AFCCE*

RUSSELL P. MAY
John A. Moffet, Associate
1422 F St., N. W. Kellogg Bldg.
Washington, D. C. REpublic 3984
Member AFCCE*

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas Seattle, Wash.
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. 4742 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE *

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261
Member AFCCE *

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss Inc.
27 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
AR 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.
Republic 7,6646D. C.
Washington

LYNNE C. SMEBY
"Registered Professional Engineer"
1311 G St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Radio Engineers
QuarterConsulting
Century
Professional
Experienci
Radio-TelevisionElectronics-Communications
1833
M St., 1230
N. W.,
Wash. 6, 5851
D. C.
Executive
— Executive
(Nights-holidays, Lockwood 5-1819)
Member AFCCE *

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TVFCC BROADCAST
ALLOCATION,
& FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3738 Kanawha St., N.W., Wash., D. C.
Phone ORdway 8071
Box 2468 Birmingham, Ala.
Phone 6-2924
Member AFCCE*

ROBERT L. HAMMETT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
230 BANKERS INVESTMENT BLDG.
SAN FRANCISCO 2, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER
815 E. 83rd St. Hiland 7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

GRANT R. WRATHALL
Aptos, California
Appointments
arranged
San Francisco
Salt LakeforPhoenix
City
Los
Angeles Seattle
Portland
Box 260 APTOS— 3352
Member AFCCE*

RAYMOND M. WILMOTTE
1469 Church Street, N.W. DEcatur 1231
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

BERNARD ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
5010 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood, Cali . NOrmandy 2-6715

Vandivere,
Cohen & Wectrn
Consulting Electronic Engineers
612 Evans Bldg. NA. 2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

HARRY R. LUBCKE
CONSULTING TELEVISION ENGINEER
Television Engineering Since 1929
2443 CRESTON WAY HO 9-3266
HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA
change
from from
1.15 to1 to3.423 kwkw, andchange
trans, output
ant.
height
to 128 ft.above average terrain from 130
WMRN Marion,
Ohio— Mod. CP which
authorized
from
7.6 to new
25 kw.FM to change ERP
License Renewal
Following
stationson request
(Continued
page 103)renewal

WALTER J. STILES
Consulting Television Engineer
14230 Aztec, San Fernando, California
1003 Loyalty EMpire
Building,1-4906
Portland, Oregon
ATwater
4282
Washington, D. C— REpublic 6160

anted STA to operate FM trans, by June 11 Applications . .
mote control from trans, site of
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
RAK-AM, for 6 months.
License for CP
WFRO-FM Fremont, Ohio— By order,
lived Sec. 3.265 of rules and granted
A to operate FM trans, by remote
Change ERP
titrol from trans, site of WFRO-AM,
KWPM-FM West Plains, Mo.— Mod.
- 6 months.
CP' which authorized new FM to
ROADCASTING
• Telecast)

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE <
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted 20<t per word — $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 25# per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 30tf per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting • Telecasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately,
please).
All transcriptions,
to box numbers
sent at orowner's
ing -expressly
repudiates anyphotos,
liabilityetc.or sent
responsibility
for theirarecustody
return. risk. Broadcasting • TelecastHelp Wanted
Managerial
Managerial
post open
at KGAE, Salem,
Oregon.
Ideal
Gordon Allen. conditions. Contact
Very successful, highly rated midwest
independent
needs commercial
manager agement
immediately
help carry manload. Stateto qualifications
and
salary
requirements.
Please
do
phone. Jerome Sill, WMIL, Milwaukee.not
Salesmen
Time
salesman
for Texas
plus commission.
Good station.
market.Salary
Box
361P,
ING. BROADCASTING . TELECASTProgressive
salesman
wanted immediately by10005000watt
wattdirectional
non-directional
daystationtimewith
network
affiliationnight-time
in large
southeastern
city. Exceptional
tunity for aggressive
withopporgood
radio
and man
a proven
sales
record.mitbackground
State
full
particulars
and
subphoto with . reply.
Box 430P,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Experienced
man wanted
by indein competitive
market. Nopendenthot
shots permanence
or southern
fry-by-nights.
Performance
insures
and
pood Iincome.
Box
454F,
BROADCASTNG . TELECASTING.
Salesman
1000 wattsof in350,000.
three station
New
Yorkformarket
Good
proposition.
Draw
with
house
Box 456P, BROADCASTING accounts.
• TELECASTING.
Can you sell?
Immediate
needproduction
for exsalesman inwith
ideas.
Singleperienced
station
sports
country.
Good
housing.
Wire
or
phone
KPRK,
Livingston, Montana.
Experiencedmis ion. $50salesman:
15
percent
weekly guarantee for comfirst
60 days.pects.Unrestricted,
protected prosMust
have
WNMP, Evanston. car.
Illinois.Angus D. Pfaff,
Announcers
Experiencedenty-fiveannouncer-engineer.
start. Upper midwest. SevBox
2CP.
ING. BROADCASTING • TELECASTAnnouncer-engineer,
announcer,
first
phone
must be topstation.
quality
announcer,
CBS midwest
Box
281P,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Good announcer
who has experience
at
copywriting,
Pennsylvania
independent.
Send tion,
fullphotoresume
experience,
plus
audiand
sample
copy.
Box
289P,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Younging varied
combo
man, first
seekexperience
inannouncing
livephone,
Wisconsin
city.
Emphasis
on
and
commercialmotion. Writecopy.
for proBox Opportunity
297P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Progressive
independent
opening
for
announcer
with sports hasexperience.
Box
372P, BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING.
Minnesota
station
wants
able totypist.
handle
traffic
work. announcer
Must be
good
Carinto
necessary.
Possibility
of
working
program
director.
Good salary. Box 395P, BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING.
Announcers
phone, one as.
chief. Box with
397P, first
BROADCASTING
TEL
ECASTING.
NBC tionregional
with TVdesires
applicalocated one
inaffiliate
deep
two
announcers:
heavysouth
selling,
DJevents,
type;
the
other
to
specialize
in
special
news and
play-by-play
football.
Expermanent
position
for
firstcellent
classopportunity,
men.and
Submit
audition,
picture,
experience
salary
requirements in first .letter.
Box 407P,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Copywriter-announcer.
write copy
copy
that
sells. Send audition,Mustsample
and full particulars.
Box 438P, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Combo man.commissions.
Good announcer.
Salary,
talent
work,
30 to 40andhours.
Michigan Daytime
1 kw station.
Box
452P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Announcer with emphasis on news and
DJ. Goodphere. pay
atmostoandBoxa pleasant
450P, BROADCASTIWrite
NG .TELECASTING.
Combination
announcer-engineer.
Send
qualifications,
photo, audition. KCHJ,
Delano,
California.
Wanted: Staff announcer who can also
do good newscast.
Please
sendrequireall information,Great
including
salary
ments to KFBB,
Falls, Montana.
Announcer — 1st class engineer with
pleasant
voice. farm
KMMO,station.
Marshall, Missouri— daytime
Announcer-engineer
with
class
ticket needed to start at $65firstweekly.
Immediate
ford, Texas.opening with KPAN, HereAnnouncer.
Straight Send
staff.
No
east-westExperienced.
coast applicants.
complete turnable
details
salary
expected.
Retape or Only
disc. Long estab250 ABC.
30,000
market. lishedKWNO,
Winona,station
Minnesota.
Announcer-engineer,
immediately
with
first phone
license.Virginia.
250 watt$60.00
Mutual
station
inweek,
northern
for
40Profit
hoursharing
overtime
after
40
hours.
plan
after three
months
service.tails to Raises
on
merit.
Send
all
deKen Gordon, WFTR, Front
Royal, Virginia.
Wanted
—
Combination
man for $75.00
night
shift, emphasis on announcing.
weekly.
town, Ky. Walt Gaines, WIEL, ElizabethExperienced pendent.
announcer
for 250 w inde-to
Salary commensurate
ability.
Sendsalary
complete
information,
audition
and
expected
to WJPD,
Ishpeming, Michigan.
Engineer-announcer (first phone) to
augment mitter.
staffStudioatofmountain
top trans325,000 watt
ERPWMIT,
Clingman'sSeePeak,
Mt. 1951
Mitchell,
Northdio Carolina.
August,
'RaCommunications'
magazine forshould
detailed
description. Applications
state qualifications
and
references.
dress Box 546, Charlotte, N. C. AdAnnouncer with first class ticket. Good
pay, plyexcellent
working Pulaski,
conditions.
Reto Station WPUV,
Virginia.
Help.
Morning
man
moving
up
to
larger
Need goodstation.
air manImmediate
to start atopening.
$80.00,
must ager,
haveWRAY,firstPrinceton,
phone. Indiana.
Contact ManImmediate
openingGoodcombination
man.
Network tions.station.
condiAbove Walthall,
average working
pay.
Wire
or
phone
A.
W.
7263,
Orange,
Virginia.
Technical
First classquired.engineer.
No experience
reVirginia network
Box
ING. BROADCASTING
238K,
• station.
TELECAST-

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
First class
ately. Goodengineer
andwanted
good immediworking
conditions.
Boxpay 382P,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Regional
station in upstate
York
with
application
TV filed New
with
FCC
needs
qualified fortransmitter
engineer
fulltime. gressive
Finestationopportunity
with
proif
you
have
what
takes. Forty hour shift, good workingit
conditions. CASTIWrite
Box 394P, BROADNG .TELECASTING.
Network affiliate, 1 kw, to employ five
first phone combo
engineers
to$400announce
AM
schedule,
men,
per month
if experienced.
Livemetropolitan
in ideal
small
town
bordering
large
area
in Illinois. Write full
details Box 398P,
BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING.
Opening
for
experienced
announcerMustat
1000
watt ondaytime
independent.
be good
news, complete
commercial
and DJ
programs.
Send
information
and disc to WDBL, Springfield,
Tenn.
Chief
engineer
wanted
by
Minnesota
station. Mustnouncing.beGoodable
to doBox
some 420P,
anBROADCASTING .salary.
TELECASTING.
Engineer-salesman.
Salary forfor40selling.
hours
engineering plus 15 percent
Good inproposition
watt fulltime
New York with
350.0001000market.
Box
ING.
455P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTEngineer,
first class.experience
Immediateneeded.
opening. No night
previous
Straight
shift.
$180
monthly.
KAOK, Lake Charles, Louisiana.
Transmitter
with Good
first salary
phone
for
futureman.
TVengineer
operation.
for right
KTSM, El Paso,
Texas,
NBC affiliate.
Send
qualifications,
exfirst letter.perience and salary requirements in
Immediate
for first phone operRegularopening
andde summer
WASA,ator.Havre
Grace, Md.replacement.
Engineer-announcer. Immediate opening for experienced,
working with
individual. Smcoverage.
al town hard
independent
wide
outside
Goodor salary.
Permanent.
Wire,
write
phone
WASL, Annapolis, Maryland.
Engineer,
ticket.
Experience
unWCED, DuBois,
Pennsylvania. firstnecessary.

Engineer
$64.40, 44 hours,
overtime
$2.10
hour.
Mount,
NorthPermanent.
Carolina. WEED, Rocky
First
class engineer-operator
needed
immediately
for
station.
announcing.
WFAH,fulltime
Alliance,
Ohio. No
Michigan
stationclasshasengineer.
immediateNoopening for first
announcing
required.
Annual
and
paid vacationto Chief
time. Engineer,
Send bonus
complete
qualifications
WHFB,
Benton Harbor, Michigan.
with
first phone
who wants
toEngineer
learn
all phases
ofplace
broadcasting.
Will
find WIDE
an ideal
to WIDE,
gather
experience.
Write
full
details,
Biddeford, Maine.
Engineer-announcer.
salary
bama. per week WIRB, Starting
$70.00
Enterprise, AlaImmediately;
experienced
combination
man. Aircel enwork
important.Contact
SalaryManexFirst
class
engineer,
key
position.
t. SenJasper,
d recording.
$75.00,
forty-four
hour
week.
State
ager,
WITZ,
Indiana.
availability.
Box
192P,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Immediate opening for combination
Immediate
opening for first
class operman holding
operator'sParis,license. WPRSfirst
and class
WPRS-FM,
ator. No announcing.
Experience
not Illinois.
necessary.
South
Carolina.
Box
332P,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
opportunitywith— Experienced
transmitter
engineer
Transmitternouncing.position
open. BoxNo 362P,
an- Immediate
qualifications.
WSTC,Conn. 270supervisory
Atlantic
Permanent.
Texas.
Street,
Stamford,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.

Production-Programming, otheru
Opportunity
male copywriters.
announcing. Submit
samples. Box Somi
363P
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Newsman
to
become
member
of
OhicJ
CBS
station news staff. MustJ
have:affiliate
experience
and
writing
local news inandgathering
editing wirejf(ll
4
copy; abilitythoritativtoe and interesting
broadcast manner.
news in auWci
want a high calibre newsman capable
ofSendjoining
a topnotch news
operationNc
full until
background
first letter.
auditions
requested.
Box 387P,j
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Combination radio writer and producer;
capable
of writing and
producing
variety,
documentary,
andj
similar shows.
Must havedramatic
experience.;
Prefer
man
under
30.
Excellent
op-"!
ING.
portunity
withsouthern
largecity.station
in progressive
In replying,
give
of education
and experi-i
ence details
and enclose
photograph.
Box
406P, BROADCASTING • TELECAST -ji
Newsman—
Gather, $300.00
edit, write
news.
Some announcing.
per month,
plus mileage.
Photo,
audition, re-•
q
u
i
r
e
d
.
B
o
x
424P,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Program
director — farm
under new ownership.
Pays operation
well for man|
who produces listenable shows, handles]
traffic
and
supervises
announcers.
[*
KMMO. Marshall, Missouri.
Production-programming copy writer. IP1
Your tionsalary
is $70hadpertwoweekor more
at thisyears']
staif you have
experience
in turning
out lotsofof small
selling
copy
for
cross-section
market
If you get
needin atouch;
better jobJohn
atbusinesses.
a Conwell,
better station
with
KNCM, Moberly,
Mo., immediately.
IEOutstanding
for experienced woman opportunity
with programming
backChance totopplan
musical programs forground.
nation's
and
sports
Box A, music,
WIND, news
Chicago.
Illinois. station.
Situations Wanted
)ral
Managerial
Ifwantyou're
building
a
new
station,
or
IRC
to revitalize an old one, I can
bring saalong
orI'veanyjustpartsold,of includa verstaf of alloneannouncers,
ingtileengineers,
salesmen,
writers.
Have
been
in
radio
20
years
aslfnar
executive and owner, doing most of myf
own selling and heading many civic!
organizations.
Am
interested
in
medmarket. Box 396P, BROAD |S
CASTING ium-sized
. TELECASTING.
Manager. Network and independent:
experience. Good salesman, announcer.
First
able 30class
days.license.
Prefer Employed,
city over avail-1
30,000,
population.
Box 416P, BROADCASTING •TELECASTING.
General manager. Top administrator
and sales
of experience in salesexecutive.
manager Years
jobs with
major
companies, leading markets. Five years
sales
manager
with
5
kw
in
south's
largest outlet.
market. Family
Currently
Mutual
man, managing
BS and
MBA Degrees
from
allrecord
leadingwhichuniversities.
Proven
sales
will
stand investigation.
Desire
manager Kentucky.
Gulf Best
Coast,references.
Virginia
West
Virginia,
Box
418P
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Young
family andman,wants
five ayears
selling,
knows radio
commercial
managership
or
high-paying
sales
positiIoNGn .inTELECASTING.
west. Box 459P, BROADCASTSalesmen
Salesman andexperienced
all phases
radio.!5:|Ei
network
independent.
Firstveteran.
phone.
Presently
employed,
married
|]<
West
coast
only.
Box
440P,
BROAD1^
CASTING . TELECASTING.
Announcers
Announcer
years experience.
All
staff duties.— 4 Friendly,
informal DJ.
Intelligent news. Draft exempt. Box It;
ING.
318P, BROADCASTING . TELECAST.
Capableence.announcer
with Prefers
year's experiVeteran, single.
upper
midwest. Write
Box 422P, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Three-piece
hillbilly
band,seeking
headed jobby
experienced
announcer,
with hillbilly
station
in south
or southwest.
Very
versatile,
exceptionally
good,
investigation.
ForBROADdetails,
photo, worth
tapeCASTING write
Box
352P,
•TELECASTING.
[Combinationphases
man. of Two
yearsoperation.
experistation
Married,ence. Alldraft
Available
immediatelexempt.
y. Box 357P, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Icomboman. Construction, sales, prochief. Excellentgramming
voice. experience.
AvailableNow immediately
kor ripht salary.
Box 383P, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
ingingdiscannouncer.
Experienced,
un■ '' usual
program. and
Qualified
news'"'
faster,
sportscaster,
play-by-play.
WJjfeB Degree in radio. Presently em]™"vip)oved.
Married veteran.
Box 386P,
S 'BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Experienced announcer, MC. Strong
— ion
music, 25,newssingle
and sports. College
graduate,
Prefer
«tli:t -northeast.
Box 390P,veteran.
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Versatile
strongandonboard
play-byplay, announcer,
commercials,
adlib
op„ [eration.
Seek position
with sportsman
minded
station.
Draft
exempt
family•
rnan.
Box
392P,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
— |-Announcer. Draft exempt, married,
■ritfl college
background.
Light experience
in announcing
and promotion.
Versed
-", inTELECASTING.
music. Box 393P, BROADCASTING
5&.
.^, sports
Qualifieddelivery
staff announcer
with terrificto
wants opportunity
- learn
play-by-play.
College
man,experiradio
school
graduate,
one
year
Box 401P, BROADCASTING
.
. I ence.
TELECASTING.
( Announcer,
first
phone.
Recent
radio
school graduate, trained in all phases.
Married,
aged 25, draft
exempt, Box
will
■3i"! 402P,
travel. BROADCASTING
Available
immediately.
• TELECAST"ING.
Announcer seeks opportunity to break
into sports for
staff, play-by-play
and color.
Qualified
staff assignments.
Draft
exempt allveteran.
Box 403P,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Combination man. Four years experience.director,
Third class
license.
program
record,
news Here's
and sports
,man. westPresently
Prefer midlocation. Boxemployed.
405P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
(Hillbilly DJ. Single 26 years. Old radio
school
graduate. asOnestaffandannouncer,
one-half
years experience
,want lin;change
tohillbilly
hillbillygroup.
DJ. PlayPresent
viocan
MC
employer
will recommend.
Prefer
south
,orBROADCASTING
southwest.
$75 minimum.
Box
408P,
. TELECASTING.
editor. Currently
featuredon
Lin.Newscaster,
regional network.
Tape, history
'request. Box 415P, BROADCASTING .
;'TELECASTING.
^Experienced
hillbillycontrol
DJ, guitarist,
cleanWant
living,
man, future26,
IIjsingle,
engineer.
better opportunities,
"presently employed.
Box
423P,
CASTING •TELECASTING. BROADVersatile
announcer,
two yearsallied
— proven
record selling intangibles,
field.
" Eastern
Wants toseaboard
return preferred.
to first loveBox— radio.
425P,
( BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
"Fourteen
years
of radio
hire.salesTop
jrnan,
mnouncer,
excellent
writer,for good
news-wise,
program,
promotion,
production,
two
years
on
Mutual,
play3y-playPresently
sports. program
Married, director.
31, draftSolid
exampt.
.references.
Southeast preferred.
Go
Nojob "big
JustSalary
good
IUnywhere.
permanent
withtime!"
future.
j.jpen,
location
primary.
All
inquiries
answered.
Box 429P, BROAD:ASTING .Hurry.
TELECASTING.
Versatile announcer. Single, excellent
•eferences.
Available
Pre:erTELECASTING.
south. Box
431P, immediately.
BROADCASTING
\nnouncer
withanddistinctive
speech
raining.Welles
Young
experienced.
No
)rson
but (1) production
good
newscaster:ditor,
(2)
strong
backIround,
and
(3)
knowledge
of
TV
writngequest.
and Box
directing
Disc on.
434P, techniques.
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Versatile
announcer
experienced
from
DJPresently
to sports
and everything
between.
employed
at 1 kw Desire
independent.locate
Married,
27,
deferred.
rein northeast.
Personal permanently
interview . only.
Box 435P,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
First
phone.school
No station
Technical
graduate.experience.
Married
veteran age. 31.TELECASTING.
Box 437P, BROADCASTING
Topflight
sportscaster
now
available
due
live city,
broadcast
brought
major toleague
cuttingbaseball
games refertointobe
broadcast
in half.
Best
ences.
Major,
minor
league
experience.
Box
442P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING^
Announcer.mercialIntelligent
news,Prefer
good coms and disc work.
New
York,
England
area.available
Draft exempt.
Tape, New
details,
myself
immediately. Box 443P,STI
BROADCASTING
TELECA
NG. •
Announcer.
Thoroughly
experienced
in
all phases:immediate
news, disc,
shows, remotes.
Desires
employment.
Night
turn
references.
Write .acceptable.
orTELECASTING.
wire Box Excellent
444P, BROADCASTING
Announcer.
Experienced,
veteran,
single, DJ.22, neat,
sober.
Specialize
morning
Also
news
and
sports.
Have
done copywriting,
programming;
ging. Ready toorleave.
Call inBROADN. logY.,
AStoria
Box 445P,
CASTING 4-9038
. TELECASTING.
Experienced
young
announcer
desires
permanent
station.
Welletc.position
versed
inwith
all topflight
phases:
DJ,
news,
Free
to
travel.
exempt.
Single. State
salary. Box Draft
447P,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Experienced
announcer.
News, quiz
showsgle, 2and
staff.
College
graduate,
sin7. PreferTwo northeast
but all offers
considered.
years
commercial
and
AFRS
Box 449P, BROADCASTINGexperience.
. TELECASTING.
DJ with change.
15 years Prefers
successfuleastexperience
desires
coast or
California.
Available
two
Can
handle
himself
aswithin
staffnecessary.
man weeks.
or His
DJ
and can sell hard when
own record
libraryacquainted
of over 18,000
records.
Personally
with
most
top musical
Also has
Variety,
Cash personalities.
BoxOneandchild,Metronome
listings.
reliable.
Salary notMarried?
as important
as opportunity.
Welcomes
personal
interview or audi-.
tion.
Box
450P,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Announcer with eight years experience
in all phases.
CBS BROADCASTING
trained. Board, re-•
motes. Box 451P,
TELECASTING.
Sports, news or combination post with
future
sought
by radio-TV
director
doublingtional
inorganization.
publicity
unit
naAlsomajor
interested
promotion opportunity.
Currently
doingin
sportslege part-time.
Ex-newsman, backcolgraduate,references.
33, veteran,
ground,
Box 457P,goodBROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING.
Staff announcer.
Morning inman,
five
years
midwest.
Part
orwith
full NBC
time interview.
inaffiliate
or near New
York
City.
Personal
Box
458P,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Topnotch
experienced
play-by-play
man,
allpresent
sports.
Highest P.recommendaemployer.
O. Box 692,
CedartionRapids,
Iowa.
Boy from the farm desires start in
farm
Single, non-reserve,
radio radio.
experience.
BA Radio, some
MA.
Radio, onagriculture
minor.
Master's
thesis
farm
radio.
Bill Colorado.
Arneson,
4408 West 34th Ave., Denver,
Announcer, 6 years experience, 50 kw
experience,
desiresstaff.position
caster or general
Minimumas news$85.00
anywhere.
Bob Donaldson,
Hotel, Nashville,
Tenn. until Sam
June Davis
20th.
Mature
top
commercial
announcer,
five
years
Superior
voice, versatile
technique. experience.
Mark Fidler,
3148
Wilson,
Chicago. Irving
Selling commercials,
news 8-1681.
and Kenneth
DJ. Vet,
married,
32.
Johnson,
727 Disc
N.061
21available.
St., .
Milwaukee.
Div. 2-4
Available immediately. Announcer —
operate empt.board.
Married,
28, draftN. ex-Y.
Will travel.
Experience
Bob
1141 Elder
Ave., N.Y.C.
Tlvoli Miller,
2-4780.
To manager
large
station,
sizeable
market looking for
thoroughlydependable
experienced,
(minimum
5with excellent
years),
announcer
voice,
smoothknowledge
phases radio,exempt
ability toness,
adlib,
MC allconvincingly,
and beD. Murphey,
permanent, 153should
HarMountcontact
Joy Place,
New veyRochelle,
New York.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Combo-program
director. Three
years
all
phases
independent
Mutual.
GI, family.at 24.
Pleasing and
personality.
Hard
worker.
Doesn't
drink
or
smoke.
Prefer
Rocky available.
Mountain T.states.
TV.
Resume,
S. Neilsen,
Lewiston, disc
Utah.
Experiencedvacation
combo relief
man only.
all phases.
Available
mercial
voice,
news,
adlib.
TapeComrequest.
Have open.
car, West
first phone.
Julyon
open.
Salary
only.
Wire,
phone
Vacation
announcer,
KYOR,
Blythe, Calif.
Morning ofman,
draft free,
voice.
Plenty
knowhow.
$60.00deep
minimum,
go
ton, anywhere.
N. C. Phone 705-W, MorganSalesman-announcer. Ten years experience, al nouncer,
phasesworkedradio.
Started Canas an-do
into sales.
play-by-play.
Proven married,
sales record.
Three years college,
sober,
capable,ences,thoroughly
reliable.
Referdisc
furnished.
Presently
employedwhere.butBoxdesire
change. Go any462P, BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING.
New York
newspaperman
(you'll
recognize byline I ,turned
— exde p voice — broadcaster
wantsstation,
newscast
ing spot withperiencedmetropolitan
part
or fullcialtime.
Background
includes
speevents,
announcing,
commercial
copy
and
continuity
writing.
Box
463P,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Top - flight news - sportscaster desires
change
larger radio-TV
market.in
Nine
yearstoincluding
experience
play-by-play
all sports
hockey,
ski-jumping.
Four
years
successful
station
management.
children,
exempt.
Best Married,
references.
Box 464P,33,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Announcer-control
board operator,
cent on DJ. Available
immediately,actravel, New
Lonnie Y.Padron,
520 W.York139thexperience.
St., New York,
N.will
Announcer-engineer
1st phone,
fine
strong voice.middle-east.
Experienced.
DJ,
etc.
WriteGood
or wire
Dale Prefer
Woodbine,
c/o General
Delivery,
Bridgeport,
Conn.
Technical
Chief engineer
to take
of progressive
broadcast
and charge
television
station in southwest
portion
of U. S.,experipreferably
California.
10
years
ence
(including
construction)
at
5
directional. Extensive knowledge kwof
television
and first
techniques.
Include ful circuits
information
Can
interview
about July
17. letter.
Box 343P,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Present locate.
chiefWishesengineer
to reto stay wishes
in California.
Experienced
in all Have
phasescar.of Married
maintenance
and
repair.
and
very Very
reliable.
permanent
ING.
location.
good Wish
references.
Box
354P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTEngineer.
Married
veteran experience
with first
phone license.
Six months
plus 2 years
thorough
radio, Please
communic
a
t
i
o
n
s
a
n
d
TV
schooling.
forwardST
complete
details inG.
first .letter
CA
IN
Box
391P,
BROADCASTING
TELE-to
Experienced
with firstfrom
phoneaccredited
desires
AM
or TV.
Graduated
TEL
school.
Box
409P,STI
BROADCASTING
ECA
NG. .
Chiefandengineer.
Six years
experienceor
AM
FM.
Desires
chiefTVposition
engineer
large
station.
CA
ST
IN
G..training.
Box 419P, BROADCASTING
TELEChief engineer.
Twenty
years
broadcast,rienced
five years
television. Expeoperation,
construction,
ning television.
Desire
changeBoxto planprogressive
station.
$10,000.
426P,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Studio
technician.
AugustAll graduate-TV
Workshop,
New Will
York.
studio operations.
travel. aspects
Box 427P,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Engineer,
experienced,
veteran. Prefer
Newsingle,
York,26,Pennsbeyrlv1a.niBox
a but southern
will435P,
travel.BROADCASTING
Available
Sept
e
m
. TELECASTING.
Announcer-engineer, first phone. Fine
voice
quality.
minimum.
Ohio
only.
Box Seventy-five
446P, BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Engineer-operator.
Experienced
construction, maintenance,
control room,
etc. EasternCASTING .TELECASTING.
states. Box 4S1P, BROAD-

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
1st phone,
experience.
24,Available
single,
draft
exempt,some
June
23rd.
Writeengineer
Alfred only.
Lipschitz,
Dorchester
Rd.,
Brooklyn
2S, N. Y. 2112
Production-Programming , Others
Programcellentdirector:
ExSixplay-by-play.
years Box
of experience. Topdee-jay.
references.
330P,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Employed continuity
woman
seeks
ad, air work.
CollegeBox
graduate.
Disc, copy,vancementon
request.
356P,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Experienced
program Practical,
director forworking
small
market
AM station.
executive
background
that speaks
for
itself. with
Excellent
newscaster.
Also
sell.
Ten employed
years radio-TV.
Married.
Presently
metropolitan
station.
Seeks
opportunity
for
versatility.
MidwestING • TELECASTING.
onlv. Box 400P. BROADCASTFemme
continuity
writer,including
with twoair
years
experience
work niteisversatile
interested
in
position
with defien's future
director.in programming
Midwest
only. orBoxas wom404P,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Radio-TV
program
continuity
director.
Experienced-employed.
My programs
attract audiences:
my copy
customers; customers
meancreates
sponsors:
which
means
you'll
be
ableBoxto 410P,
raise
my
$5000
starting
salary.
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Newslocaldirector
available special
immediately.
Top
news reporting,
events,
documentaries.
Member
NARND,
SDX.
News
background
over
past
ten years.
Four
and
one-half
years
radio.
Ohio
State affiliate.
graduate. TopNow ratines.
with metropolitan
CBS
Telegraph
Box
411P, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Copywriter. perieEfficient,
ambitious,
exnced. Salary write
secondary
to opportunity. For details
Miss Box
417P,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
PD (genuine!). Know
programming,
adoverallBoxstation
Emoloyed. CAvertising,
428P, operation.
BROADS$5,000.
TING .TELECASTING.
Program director, 29. Thoroughly experienced, familytape
man and
with resume
top refer-on
TELences.
ECA
STI
NG.
request.
BoxDisc or432P,
BROADCASTING
•
Program
director.
Five
years
experience aducing
s assistant
PD. through
Capable effective
of prorating results
programming.
Presently
employed.
Married,
family.
Box
433P,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
News
writing wanted.
Although short
oneducation,
experience,
soundinterests.
background
travel,
Nowfromin
magazineuate. work.
gradVeteran,
25.1951Boxjournalism
441P, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Promotion
or assistant.
Available July 1.manager
27. Family.
4 years agency
and media
experience.
WNAX,
Yankton,
S. D. Al Jones,
Television
Situations Wanted
Managerial
TV station
manager.
Creative, inprac-all
tical executive
experienced
phases work,
of radio,
TV,
local
station,
netagency,
time-buying,
programming.
Four
years
heavy
TV
experience. Married,TV dependable
with
knowhow
off quickly.
Abilityto make
warrants station
good pay
incentive
deal.
Box
439P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
For Sale
Stations
$15,000 for
controlling
interestlocated
in estab-in
lished
1,000
watt
day timer
ING^
one
of Ohio's rich industrial areas. Box
364P, BROADCASTING . TELECAST5,000 watt forradio$70,000.
station inaccept
Picayune,
cash
orMississippi
terms. If interested,Willplease
write
Box
381P.
BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING.
(Continued on next page)

For Sale (Cont'd)
Southwest: 1000 watts. Nets $2,000
month.
Ideal
in fast-growing area. Box opportunity
388P, BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Eastern fulltime
independent.
Single
station
population.
Controlingmarket.
interest. 60,000
860,000.
Box 453P,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Equipment, etc.
3 kw FMAll amplifiers;
one
GETwo 250newwattGE exciter.
export packed.
Very reasonable.
Box 384P, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
TV equipment.
generator;
monoscopeandSynchronizing
camera;
cameraswitchcontrols;
monitors
push-button
ingtion.equipment
forwilllarge
orat 50small
staOwner
ill,
sell
percent
discount.
new, export .
packed. BoxEquipment
385P. BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
GE, FM,plete withstudio
link typereceiver,
BL-2A, comtransmitter,
antennae,
coax,
926 mgs.; cost 2-dish
$4200,
used tion
two eliminates
years. need.
ChangedExcellent
studio locaperformance.
Improve
your
fidelity
compete
withBROADCASTING
TV. Highest cash. TELEoffer.to
Box
421P,
CASTING.
Two Radio Music
VL-1Dwithvertical
assemblies
spare pickup
head.
Never
been complete
used, Brush
BK-403
tape
recorderplete withLingo
antenna
194'equipment,
9" comguys,
lighting
and
tuning
unit.
Box
448P,
BROADCASTING
GY250 Gates. TELECASTING.
transmitter. New. Fall
1949. Fine to replace your oldtimer
rig
braska.with. KCNI, Broken Bow, NeNew Gates
Gates 21A antenna
tuningchokes.
unit.
New
24B lighting
Used MO 2765modelrectifier.
Also used
VD
Rek-O-Kut
cabinet,
turntable,
cutting
arm, head.
Dumas,
Texas. Contact Chief, KDDD,
Complete
station equipment pricedoneinforkilowatt
immediate
equipment
service
less sale.
than RCA
four
years.
Also
complete
directional
with four Wincharger towers, coaxarray
line
and phasing
equipment.
KROC,
Rochester, Minnesota.
Gates l-MO-2830
model BF-250-A
FM
transmitter,
HP monitor
and antenna
complete.
Excellent
operating Contact
condition.
Best
offer
accepted.
Albert
A. Connecticut.
DeFilippo, c/o WAVZ, New
Haven 10,
200
foot
Wincharger
type 101 WDOR,
tower,
guys,
and flasher.
Sturgeoninsulator
Bay, Wisconsin.
One 640AA condenser microphone and
RA-1095
with WJR,
plug,
cable and amplifier
suspensionequipped
ring-$350.00.
Detroit.
1 kw, Gates.
BC-1E
transmitter
for
imiate sale due4 years
to 5000old watts
increase. medOnly
and inpower
good
• supply.
conditionYours
withformore
than
lOO^o
tube
S4.000. Contact
Dowling, WOOF, Dothan,
Alabama.R. A.
RCA
BFO,
68-B
$275.00.
RCA
noise meter, $325.00. Presto Dist.
model&
"Y" discAll recorder,
mounted
in cabinet,
S400.
excellent
condition.
WPAG,
Ann Arbor, Michigan .
RCA 308Apower
field supply
intensityex meter
with
portable
con Osterrecalireasonable.Illinois.
Ray
busch & brated.
Son,VeryWheaton,

Wanted to Buy
Equipment, etc.
REL
model
646-B FMtransmitter.
receiver. Model
Also
one
GE
250
BT-l-B.
Boxwatt389P,FM BROADCASTING
•
TELECASTING.
Wanted:
Used
Limiting
amplifier,
console.equipment:
Universal
with
preamplifiers,
jack
panel. pickups
Cabinet
rack, 1S'8 coaxial
ohm. Presto
turntables.
Box cable
313P, 51BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Ready spect
to forsell?
Returning
to station
east to in-in
purchase
Middle-Atlantic
states.smallInterested
in
medium
sized,
non-metropolitan
market.
Will
pay
cash.
Not
broker.
You
will be chaser.
contacted
by pur- .
Box 414P, personally
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Used
308Atradeor BFederal
120 to 101B
18,000 with
kc,
cash orRCAwill
broadcast
loop.
Also
want
3C8A
120
550
kc loopRd.,only.
Walter111.F. Kean, to1
Riverside
Riverside,
Miscellaneous
Needed:
all
types
television
programs.
Ifgroup,
you educational
have
an idea
for a
discussion
lecture,
dramatic
show,
etc.,
write
giving
particulars
to
Box 413P, BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING.
Include
costs,
if
possible,
numbergram, andofas persons
required
promany details
arefornecesAll asreplies
will
be keptsary forinclarification.
strictest confidence.
Include
amaterial
stamped,is toself-addressed
be returned. envelope if
FCC first-phone
in 6 weeks.courses
Both
residence
and
correspondence
available.
Grantham
RadioHollywood,
License
School,
706
North
Wilcox,
California.
Help Wanted
Announcers
DISC JOCKEY
Top-Rated Independent. Excellent
opportunitysonalityfor
outstanding per. Rush audition.
WNOR
Norfolk, Virginia
Technical
Operating
wantedchiefforengineers,
defense
radio
project.engineers
Foursupervisors,
station
four
transmitter
four receiver16
supervisors,
16
transmitter
operators,
receiver
operators, radio
telegraph,
radiodetelephone.
amateur
license$6,000
sired but onAdvanced
not anecessary.
Salary,
toexpenses
S9.000
per
diem
basis.
Travel
paid.D. E.C. 600
C. Page.
Radio
Bond Consulting
Building,
Washington,Engineers.

Midwest Indeperademt
SHHhOOO.OO
One of the very successful midwest independents with
a consistent record of increases in gross and profits.
Ahove average plant and equipment. Delivered free
and clear plus more than 830,000.00 in cash and accounts
receivable.
Appraisals • Negotiations • Financing
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
SAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON,
D. C. Ray CHICAGO
Lester
M. Smith
James
W.
Blackburn
V. Hamilton
235Exbrook
Montgomery
Washington
Bldg.
Tribune
Tower
2-5672 St.
Sterling 4341-2 Delaware 7-2755-6
Page 102 • June 16, 1952

Help Wanted (Con't)
CALIFORNIA VHF TV APPLICANT
We1. have:
Money
2. Local Ownership
3. this
Outstanding
communityprincipals, tops in
4. Knowhow
5. Good chance of getting grant
We1. Broadcast
don't have:
experience
2. Ownership-management inteWe gration
want:
One or two associates, persons of
unquestioned
qualifications, withcharacter
importantandbroadcast
experience — preferably in TV — to
participate in ownership and management. Initial investment required
l/20th ofapplication,
costs attendant on (about
prosecuting
hearings).vestmenAdditional
$23,000
t if CP granted. Preferinperson
who
devote insubstantial
time and takecanresidence
area.
BOX 232P,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING •

For Sale (Cont'd)
For Immediate SALE!
TV TRANSMITTER
Now in operation and
available for inspection
RCA TT-5A TV Transmit
ter, including:
1 set of new spare
tubes
control console
side band filter
duplexer,
and other
essential equipment
(If interested, suggest
immediate attention as
equipment will be dispossible posed) of as soon as

Equipment, etc.
New 250 w Transmitter
A real
Used less
than buy.
a week —
Write tor particulars.
KTRI
Sioux City, Iowa
I
1
5 KW TRANSMITTER
WESTERN ELECTRIC
dependability
off theHigh
air only
89Highminutes
in past— year.
stability— never
3 cycles most
off.
Includes
tubesmoreworththan 92,230,
brand new. Complete operating records
engineer'sMunsey
opinion, seeavailable.
GeorgeFor Lohnes,
Building,
Washington,
D.
C.
take good 250 watt transmitterWillas
part payment.
or refor moreSend
factsyour
to offer
Joe Close,
WKNE,quest Keene,
New
Hampshire.

Write to: KPIX
Al Towne
Director of Engineering
San Francisco
Employment Service
EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
We have
selected Managers
General, ; Commercial and Program
Chief
Engineers,
Disc
Jockeys
and other
specialists.
Delays
are
costly;
tell
us your needs today.
Howard S. Frazier
TV & Radio Management Consultants
728 Bond Bldg., Washington 5, D. C.

Employment Agency

Employment Agency
STATIONS
Although we are slow in meeting the heavy demand for combination men it is more and more possible for us to meet your needs
inand such
fieldsEngineering.
as: — Management, Sales, Production, Announcing,
Straight

COMBINATION ANNOUNCER-ENGINEERS:
Seeking to relocate? Write to us for Application Forms. Many
choiceOTHER
openingsCHARGES.
in your field. Our fee — ONLY one week's salary.
NO

17 East 48th Street, New York 17, New York
PL 5-1127
E. C. Lobdell, Licensee
BROADCASTING

• Telecast)

fCC roundup
New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications
SUMMARY THROUGH JUNE 12
Appls. Hearing
In
Licensed
On Air
CPs Pending
86 327 2118
AM
Stations
2,350
2,331
FM
Stations
633
58197
587
TV Stations
108
. CALL ASSIGNMENTS: WPNX Phenix City, Ala. (Community Bcstg. Corp., 1270
•wWkc,
1 kwSaratoga
D); WARN
Fort N.Pierce,
Fla.Bcstrs.
(Hurricane
1 kw D);
WSPN
Springs,
990Bcstg.
kc, 250Service,
wSumter,
D); 1330
KSGAS.kc, C.Redmond,
Ore.
Co.,Y.1240(Spa
250 wInc.,unl.);
Sumter,(Redmond
1240 kc, Bcstg.
100 w unl.);
KBRZkc, Freeport,
Tex. WSSC
(Brazosport
Bcstg. Co.,(Radio
1460
kc, kw),
500 w andD); KLBS
WTND-FM
Orangeburg,
S. C. Bcstg.
(WTNDCorp.,
Inc., changed
102.7 mc from
[Ch. KLEE).
274] ERP
e 4.1
Houston,
Tex. (Trinity
(Also see Actions of the FCC, page 98.)
cipals include
and
Docket- Actions . . .
Edwin
H. Estes,Cary
who Lee
are Graham
licensees
WETOtionGadsden,
Ala.
(Original
applica-of
OPINION AND ORDER
requested
1340
kc.
250
w
fulltime,
WTUX Co.Wilmington,
Del.— Portopinion
Frere B.T, April 9, 1951.) Granted June 11.
Bcstg.
By memorandum
— Green engineering
Bay Bcstg.
and orderhearingFCCand other
granted
petition
for re- Co.,Menominee,
1340 kc,Estimated
100Mich.
w fulltime,
relief
and
supplecondition.
construction cost
mentsFCCtheretodecision
filed by released
WTUX directed
$12,550,
first
year
operating
cost
$54,000,
against
Oct.
12,
Applicant
1950
[B.T,
Oct. 16,FCC1950],
which decision
denied revenue
of WDUZ $70,000.
Green Bay,
Mich. is licensee
license
renewal.
set aside
insofar
as
it
denied
renewal
application
TRANSFER GRANTS
and
WTUX12. (see
story granted
this issue).renewal
Orderof June
KCLFment of Clifton,
Ariz. —Dwight
Granted Hawkins
assignlicense
from
INITIAL DECISION
musement
Enterprises
Inc. to Saguaro
WHOL
AUentown,
Pa.
—
Allentown
Bcstg.
Co.
through
formation
of
Bcstg. Co.
FCC Hearing
Examinerdecision
Eliz- corporation, 50% of stock in which new
will
abeth C. Smith
issued initial
by DwightInc.,Hawkins
looking
toward
grant
of
1230
kc,
250
w be owned
ment Darwin,
Enterprises
and manager
50%Amuseby H.of
fulltime. aminerSimultaneously,
Hearing
ExChester
general
Smith denied
application
of KCLF, who will become president of
Easton Publishing
Co. (WHOL
seeking is same
facilities
at Easton,
Pa.
now new corporation.
broadcasting
under
special
authorizaKPAS Banning, Calif.—
astion on 1230 ofkc,proceedings
250 w fulltime,
pending
from Granted
Byron-Wood
conclusion
in this
caseS. Motors, d/bsignment asof license
Passfor Bcstg.
Co., Mr.
to Kenwhich
was
remanded
to
FCC
by
U.
n
e
t
h
L
.
Colborn
$10,400.
ColCourtissue.)
of Appeals
D. C;11. see story born
is owner
of The property
Center Inc.,in which
this
Decisionfor June
controls
business
Palm
Springs, Calif.
Non-Docket- Actions . . .
KD
AC
Fort
Bragg,
Calif.—
Granted
assignment of license from Charles R.
AM GRANTS
Weller, receiver
pendente
liteto ofEdward
Mendocino Coast
Bcstg.
Mobile,
Ala.
— daytime;
The Gadsden
Radio Co.,
Mertle,
for
whom
courtCo.,
judgment
has
960
kc,
1
kw
condition.
Esbeen granted
following
conclusion
and
itimated construction cost $11,525. Prin- settlement
of partnership litigation,
during which time Superior Court of
Mendocino County appointed Mr. WelFCC Actions
ler receiver
pending
final court
disX
tioWest
n of case.
Mr. Mertle
is owner
ofWelcome
Golden posiInn
Hotel,
Fort
Bragg,
and
(Continued from page 99)
Restaurant & Bar, Fort
Bragg.
of license for regular period:
WCOV Montgomery, Ala.; KHUM
KMOR sOroville,
;Eureka,
Calif.; WBHB
Fitzgerald,
Ga.;
KDEC field,Decorah,
WHAI Greenignment of license Calif.—
from J.Granted
Steventon,asMass.:Tenn.;
WFAKIowa;
Memphis;
WOKE d/b as Oroville
Bcstrs.,
to
Orovilleof
Oak
Ridge,
WJEJ
Hagerstown.
Bcstrs.,
new corporation
composed
Md.
Mr. Steventon
and two others.
New
APPLICATION RETURNED
stockholders
will pay about $7,751.55
for their interest.
WJXNto change
Jackson,trans,Miss.location,
— RETURNED
CP
install
KBLF Redof Bluff,
.—Granted
new trans, and change ant. system.
assignment
licenseCaliffrom
Arvo
! APPLICATION DISMISSED
Haapanen
and
Victor
Lahti,
a partners
h
i
p
,
t
o
Hal
K.
Shade
for
cancellation
WKOX MISSED
Framingham,
Mass.
—
DISof license to change and release ligaoftions. MrTehama
Bcstg.Russell
Co.'s ob-G.
main studio mod.
location.
. Shade pays
Frey,
holder
of
Tehama
Bcstg.
Co.'s
promissory notes, $27,500, of which
June 12 Applications . . .
$5,000
is paidatat $150
close monthly
of agreement
and
remainder
for
not
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
more
than
five
years.
Mr.
Shade
owns
Modification of CP
30% of KNPT Newport, Ore., and is
managerradioof H.sales),
W. Critchlow
Co.
WKOV Wellston, new Ohio—
Mod. CP general
(syndicated
Red Bluff,
which
it. andauthorized
ground system. AM to change Calif.
License for CP
WBIB transfer
(FM) New
Haven,fromConn.—
of control
The
WIPRCP Santurce,
Puerto Rico — License Granted
Church Court Co. to Samuel Botwinik,
orans.
which
location. authorized change in Louis
Botwinik,
Meyer
J.
Botwinik,
Norman through
I. Botwinik
and William
Extension of Completion Date
stock transfer;
same
RACE Dallas,
Tex.—
Mod.extension
CP whichof Horowitz
individualstionatecontinue
to
authorized
new
AM
for
shares of stock.holdNo proporactual
(completion date.
change of ownership or control, no
License Renewal
Simultane-of
stations request renewal monetary
ously, consentconsideration.
granted to assignment
of Following
licensetion Inc.to Connecticut Radio Founda"cense for
regularAla.;period:
WWWB
Jasper,
KSMA
Santa
Maria, Calif.; KCRT Trinidad. Col.:
WCNH Quincy, byFla.—Andrew
Granted LetacWPAX Ohio;
Thomasville, Ga.;
WHIZ Zainesville.
Charlottesville,WHBQ
Va. Memphis; WCHV son throughquisition of control
sale of 320 out of 500 B.shares
Broadcasting • Teiecastin,
box score

of stockeral for
Mr. Letson
is gen-of
manager$18,400.
and chief
engineer
26%
inWCNH,
station;and healready
will holdholds78.2%
ofinterest
stock.
He also
is applicantFla.for new AM station in Tallahassee,
KCLO Leavenworth,
Kan.Leavenworth
— Granted
assignment
licenseW.fromRoberts
Bcstg. Mr.
Co. Roberts
toof Cecil
$31,000.
is
owner
offor KREI
Farmington,
Mo., KNEMMo.,Nevada,
Mo.,
and
KCHIplicant for new
Chillicothe,
and
is
apAM station in Chanute,
Kan.
WUST-AM-FM
Bethesda,
Trans
fer
of control
HaroldD.Md.—
S. Russell,
Parker
Jones,from
Carl J. W.Batter,
whoWillard
each holdEgolf
25%,andto
same
group,
except that
Egolf'sis
stock
is retired,
Jones'Mr.
stock
decreased
to 0.46%, Mr.Messrs.
Russell
and
Batter's
stock
is
increased
to
40.57%
each andacquires
a new stockholder,
W. Parker
Jones,
18.40%
interest.
Parker
attorney.Jones is a Washington, D. W.C,
KOBK ofOwantonna,
Minn.William
— GrantedF.
transfer
control from
Johns
Jr.
to H.Myles
H. isJohns
for and
$6,888.50.
Myles
Johns
president
50%
owner
ofMinn.,
Broadcasting
Serviceof
Inc.,
St.
Paul,
and
a
brother
William F. Johns Jr.
KOB-AM-TV
Albuquerque,
M.—
By
memorandum
opinion
andN. T.order
granted
transfer
of Inc.
control
from
Pepparday
to
Time
and
Wayne
CoyM.
for reorganizations,
$900,000 [B.T, June
2]. will
Aftertransfer
series
ofassets
which
to Albuquerque
Co., a
Time
50%Bcstg.
station Inc.
will subsidiary,
be sold to Mr.
Coyinterest
for $75,-in
000, plus
eight-year
as gen-In
eral manager
at $26,000contract
per year.
addition,sultant tMr.
CoyInc.will
remain
cono
Time
at
fee
of
$24,000
per
year.
TimeandInc.other
publishes
Time,
Life,
Fortune
periodicals.
InFCC memorandum
opinion
and toorder,
saidwhichapproval
wastakesubject
action
it S.mayCourt
toAppeals
carry any
out
mandate
of
U.
of
set
forth
in
ABC
v.
FCC;
further,
FCCas
ordered
denial
of
(1)
petition
of
ABC
requesting
dismissal
of pending
tion ocfensKOB
for mod.
CP and applicaforabovelie, (2) request
thatout mandate
mentioned
be
carried
on transfer application prior
case, toandaction(3)
requesttion by that
AuthorizawhichSpecial
KOB Service
is presently
operated be rescinded.
WTRF-AM-FM
Bellaire,
Ohio—
Grantnegative
fromed relinquishment
Thomas
M. ofBloch
andof control
Betty
Bloch
Harris,
co-executors
of Jesse
A.
Bloch,
deceased,
andtoestate
Gordon
C.
Dix
and
Albert
V.
Dix,
the
same parties
Robert W. Ferguson
through
a stockplustransaction.
KUGN-AM-FM
Eugene,
Ore.— control
GrantedO. relinquishment
of negative
by
E.C. Berke
andThe
P.Messrs.
R. Berke
to
Ewing
Kelly.
who
each
holdinterest
25% interest,
willBerke.
sell
total
of
5%
to
Mr.
Kelly
for
S4,602.91
(leavingin them
withMr.totalKellyof
45% interest);
addition,
has option
buy next
remaining
45% for
interest withinto the
two years
$41,426.19
plus 5%If Mr.
interest
sale is closed.
Kellyfrom
does time
not
elect toperiod,
buy remaining
45% Berke
within have
twoyear
option
to buy the
5% Messrs.
interest they
sold to
Mr. Kelly
for
S4,602.91.
Other
50%
interest of KUGN in owned
by C. H. Fisher
not Messrs.
affected
the
Berke agreements
and Mr. Kelly.between
KFDA -transfer
AM - FMof control
Amarillo,fromTex.—
Granted
Gilmore
N.
Nunn,
J.
Lindsey
Nunn
and
Gilmore
N.
Nunn,
trustee,
to
Amarillo
Bcstg.
(a Delaware
corporation),
whichson,isCo.
owned
equally
by
C.
C.
WoodB. Jordan
and GeneWendellL. Mayes,
Cagle, Charles
for $240,000.
Mr.
Woodson
owns 95% interest
in Brownwood
Newspapers
Inc.
(Brovmwood
Bulletin)
,
Brownwood,
Tex.,
and
other
TexasandandgasFlorida
newspapers;
hehehasis
oil
interests
in Texas;
applicant
for
new
television
stations
Austin,owned
Tex., and
and
at onein
time
50% Amarillo,
interestAustin,
in KBWD
Brownwood
and
KNOW
interest in KRIO McAllen, Tex., 24%
and
WACO,ious AMWaco,
stationsTex.;was hissoldinterest
by 1950.in varMr.
Mayes nowtrolling isinterestpresident
and
owns
coninin KBWD
and
KNOW;
hewhichhadwasinterest
KRIO
and
WACO
1949. Mr.Dallas
Jordanforwas20
associated sold
within WRR
years, last
seven
of
which
he
was presimandirector; he general
is now manager
vice
dentagingand assistant
of
Texas dentState
Network
and vice WACO,
presiof
KABC
San
Antonio,
KRIO and KFJZ Fort Worth. Mr.
Cagle is president,
director
and general
manager
of TexasandState
KABC, WACO
KRIO;Network,
he also KFJZ,
owns

34% of capital
Texas100%State-of
Network,
which ofstock
in KFJZ,
turnofowns
capital Texas
stock
WACO
and
KRIO;
State Network
is applicant
for
new
television
station
in Fort
Worth.
WDVA Danville,
Va.— Granted
linquishment
of control
by JohnBcstg.reS.
Meade
to Virginia-Carolina
Corp.,
through
transfer
of
22% of will
Mr.
52% interest.
Transferred
beMeade's
3,550
shares
of
stock,
of
which
2,150
shares willholders abend remaining
transfered 2,150
to other stockwill
be transferred
to Harry Meadeshares
and John
S. Meade Jr., Mr. Meade's sons.
KPUY Puyallup,
Granted
as-E.
ignment of licenseWash.—
from
Clarence
Wilson toandspartnership
composed
Mr.
Wilson
P. D. Jackson,
d/b ofas and
Radio
Station
KPUY.
Messrs.
Wilson
Jackson are equal partners owning
KWCO Chickasha,
Okla., KTMCfor new
McAlester,
Okla.,in and
applicants
TV Jackson
station
City, forOkla.his
Mr.
paysOklahoma
about S15.130
interest in KPUY.
WTRW ofTwocontrol
Rivers,
transfer
fromWis.—
Two Granted
Rivers
Bcstg.
Co. farm
to Chrisoperator;
Hansen,
fruit
grower
and
fruit
Charles
Whitford,
also
fruit
grower
and
fruit
farm
operator,
andof Wendell
Hansen,
trainerexhibitor
"Bertelles'
Birds,"
for
$40,000 for 95% interest.
New Applications
AM APPLICATIONS
Richmond, Ky. — Richmond Bcstg. Co.,
1340 kc, 250structiown cost fulltime.
con$12,388, firstEstimated
year operating cost $60,000, revenue S80,000. Equal
V3 partners
include
J.
W.
Betts,
general manager of WFTM Maysville, Ky.;
Charles P. Clarke, farm owner, and
J. M. Finchtractor. Jr.,
Maysville
Filed June
2. building conPontiac, Mich.— William R. Reed, 1460
kc, 500tion wcost daytime.
Estimated
construc$15,556,
first
year
operating
cost S90.000,
revenue
$105,000.
From
1947 to 1951 Mr. Reed was administra(Continued on page 10i)
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FCC Roundup
(Continued from page 82)
tive ton.
assistant,
Filed June U.10. S. Senate, WashingColumbia,
— Southwestern
Bdcstg. Co. of Miss.
Mississippi,
980 kc, 500
construction
Estimated
wcost daytime.
$9,225,
first
year
operating
costall
S24.000,
revenue
$30,000.
Principals,
equal
1/3D.partners,
are: Louis
Alford,
Phillip
Brady
and
Albert
Mack
Smith, McComb,
who areMiss.equalFiledpartners
WAPF
June 10. m
Napier and
Eugene
Ohio—
Oxford,
Richardtime.Plessinger.
1090 kc,on500costw day$10,constructi
Estimated
$23,000.
year operating
350, first $27,000.
partners
50%cost
Equal
revenue
Stewart
at
student
Napier,
Eugene
are
Richard
Oxford, nOhio,for andMcFarland
High School,
. servicema
Plessinger
Radio
Service,
Oxford. Filed June 12.
Raymondville, kwTex.—
WillacyEstimated
Bdcstg.
daytime.
Co 1470 kc, 1cost
construction
$23,350,
first$40,000.
year
revenue
$36,000,
cost
operating are Kelly Bell (75%) and
Principals
owns
Bell
Mr.
(25%).
Stallings
J.KOSFC. Nacogdoches, Tex., and 50% of
KBRZ 25%Freeport,
2.
Filed Mr.JuneStallings
of KBRZ.Tex.
owns
G. Merrill,
Va. — GlacusEstimated
W. daytime.
Keyser
conkw
1
1270 kc, struction cost $19,970, fi'st year operMr.of
$38,000.
revenue
$21,000,
cost
ating
treasurer
and
is president
Merrill
, W. Va. Filed June 2.
WHAR Clarksburg
FM APPLICATIONS
Inc., 93.7
— WIVY
le,ERPFla. 3.256
Jacksonvil
Estimated
kw. year
229),
(Ch.
mc
oper$5,000, fi«t$5,000.
cost revenue
on
constructi
Applicost $4,800, of WIVY Jacksonvil
atingt is licensee
le.
Filed canJune
4.
Mateo dJunior
San Estimate
Calif.—
San Mateo,
con10 w. Non-conimercial
College, 91.1struction cmc,
$16,500.
t
s
o
nal FM. Dr. Elon E. Hildreth
presiden
iseducatio
Filed
June t 9.of San Mateo Jr. College.
TRANSFER REQUEST
Okla.—
Oklahoma
KTOK
Co.Prin-to
Taylor TransL.$225,000.
fromCo. O.City,
fer of control
for
Amarillocipals in Bcstg.
President
include:
transferee
and
president
Wendell Mayes (25%),
Brownin KBWD
stockholder
major
25%
Austin;
KNOW
and
Tex.,
wood,
former
Amarillo;
owner ofofKFDA
owner
KRIOTex.,
McAllen,
Tex., partand
Vice
1949.
sold in (25%),
Waco,
WACO
President
C.
C.
Woodson
95%
owner of Brownwood (Tex.) Bulletin,
newspa-in
and other
pers; he hasTexasoil forand
and Florida
gasTVinterests
in
outlets
Texas; applicant
Amarillo
and Austin, new
Tex.;
25%
in50%owner
owned and
at one andtimeKNOW,
of KFDA;
t
e
r
e
s
t
i
n
KBWD
24%
interest in KRIO and WACO;
interest
Secin these stations wasretary-sold
Jordan
Treasurer Chabyrfor
les B.1950.
years,
20
Dallas
WRR
with
(25%),
last seven of which he was managing
director;
now ofviceTexas
president
genNetwork
State and
manager
eral vice
and
president
ofWorth,
KABC KRIO
San Antonio,
KFJZ
Fort
and
WACO; L.he Cagle
is now (25%),
25% owner
of KFDA.
Gene
president
and
generalwork,manager
of KRIO
Texas andStateWACO;
NetKABC,
KFJZ,
owner
of
34%
capital
stock
of
Texas
State ofNetwork,
whichof inKABC,
turn KFJZ,
owns
100%
capital
stock
WACO
and
KRIO,
and
is
applicant
for
new
station ofin KFDA.
Fort Worth;
also
is 25%TV owner
Sale heterms:
$10,000fer date,in $75,000
escrow, promissory
$140,000 cashnoteat transto be
paid off by $1,000 monthly at 4% interest.
New Program Firm
PILSBURY PUBLISHERS Inc.,
New tionYork,
has television
announced division
formaof a new
called Pilsbury Productions Inc.
Firm will package and distribute
both live and film TV programs.
It is located at 170 E. 79 St., New
York. Telephone is Trafalgar
9-9208. Larry Merchant, president
of the publishing firm, will be executive producer and Bob Blum,
formerly of NBC, is in charge of
directing and script editing. First
effort, a children's program, is beingtion shown
agencies for presentain the tofall.
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— As
APRIL-MAY FCC BOXSCORE — As
STATUS of broadcast station authorizations at the FCC:
AM
AM of FMApril 30—TV
646
Total
authorized
108 2,418
632 108
Total
on
the
air
Licensed (all permits
on air)
2,415 6713 53
2,347
Construction
579
973
1338 644
536 2,352
Total
applications inpending
2,325
217
Total
applications
hearing
9 94149 323
32490
Requests
for
new
stations
208
2110
9760
Requests
to change stations
existing facilities
Deletion
2091 41 00
0
Deletion ofof licensed
construction permits

oi
FM TV
647
108
630
May 31 108
—
66 65614
125
8 5417
10
16
64
2
0 00

this proceeding to a guessing gam
in which petitioner had, at it
peril,
to guess technical
which ofstandard
the ir
finite possible
the Commission might adoptsimultaneously with its decisio 6
on allocation of channels — and t
base its participation therein o
suchThe aWLOA
guess."appeal challenges th
legality of FCC's use of "assigi:
ment
(city - tospacing
- city
rather spacing"
than "facility
(transmitter - to - transmitter
WLOA argues the Sixth Repoi
therefore "elevates administrativ
convenience above the substantiv
standards of the Communication
Act and defeats the public intei

Sixth Report Taken to Court
(Continued from page 82)
tween Braddock and the transmitwhich the 170-mile separation is
ter of WBNS-TV is 170 miles, the
based." It notes WLWC in its ap- allowable
minimum, the petition
plication to change from Channel notes.
'Reconsider Such Assignment'
3 to Channel 4, as provided for in
the Sixth Report, proposes to use
The WLOA petition points out
The petition further challenge
a tower of only 436 ft.
that in assigning Channel 4 to the legality of the FCC sho^
"A reduction in height of only WLWC, a co-channel separation cause order to change WLWC froi
a few feet below the 1,000-foot of only 159.043 miles results be- Channel 3 to Channel 4 since
tween WLWC and WWJ-TV De- precludes comparative considerate
permissible maximum would make
the allocation of Channel 4 to
troit, whereas assigning Channel tion with the mutually exclusiv
4 to WBNS-TV would increase this request for Channel 4 at Brad |g
Braddock entirely within the Com- less-than-minimum
separation to dock.
mission's standards as regards in- 162.9 miles.
terference, yet WLWC proposes
Theest."petition asks the court t
to use only 44% of the maximum
"Permitting
sub-minimal
co-in "set aside and determine to
channel
mileage,
separations
invalid" the Sixth Report in s
permissible
height," that
the this
petition
continues, remarking
de- favor of existing licensees and far as it denied the allocation o
Channel 4 to Braddock or i:
which inanditself
concision of WLWC "is obviously a permitteesstitutes—an arbitrary
as it modified the assignmen
proper
one in market.
view of Ittheis equally
size of discrimination in favor of unlawful
existing far
the Columbus
of WLWC from Channel 3
unlikely that any applicant for licensees and permittees — does not Channel 4. WLOA asks the com- fas
the use of Channel 4 in the Pitts- legalize the Commission's proposed to remand the matter to FCC "wit f
burgh area will be able prudently assignment of Channel 4 to WLWC instructions to reconsider such a? ! I
for two reasons," the petition as- signment on reasonable and law
to use a 1,000-foot tower."
are: "(1) isNo presently
existing
The petition
explains district
that "theis licenseeserts.orThesepermittee
Pittsburgh
metropolitan
appeals to the cour
to operate on Channel fulWISC
grounds."
irregularly shaped, having a maxi- authorized
respecting
FCC's
at Columbus and (2) the co- locate
mum length of 62 miles and a 4channel
UHF
Channelfailure
21 forto con
separation of WLWC on mercial broadcasting
maximum width of 80.8 miles. It is
at Madiso
Channel
3
(from
WDTV
at
Pittsand failure to allocate VHF Char
illogical, unreasonable and arbimiles would be nel
trary to fix the site of this huge reduced butorgh) of 162.459
3 there for noncommercial edv
a co-channel separation
metropolis at the exact pinpoint
of the latitude and longitude fixed on Channel 4 (from WWJ-TV at tested
cational theuse. inter-mixture
WISC earlier ofhad VET
pre ^:t in its book by the Department of Detroit) of 159.043 miles."
The petition further asserts that and UHF for commercial telecast Commerce for entirely unrelated
the "standard of notice established
ing on the ground it would preclud :
by the Administrative Procedure "truly competitive" commercif
Refusal Unjustified
Act was not met in the television nels
purposes."
theretwoareUHFChannel
The other
chai~f':::
making proceeding in view service.allocated
"Accordingly," the petition con- rule
of the entire lack of correlation 27 and 33.
cludes,
"the
refusal
to
allocate
WISC
contends
FCC
erroneousl;
Channel 4 to Pittsburgh or to between
the Commission's
of the technical
standards on notice
which considered its "objections to intei
Braddock
is entirely
unjustifiable."
to
baseWLWC
its allocation
The petition
requests
the court itof proposed
in place
of thecity-by-cit
station'
Channel
4
to
and
the mixture"
"comments"
on the
to "remand to FCC the matter of technical standards which is actallocation of channels at Madiso
the assignment of Channel 4 to
and
hence
was
denied
full
and fai
ually
adopted
and
used
in
the
Pittsburgh or Braddock, with in- Sixth Report. Thus, petitioner had hearing.
structions that by appropriate pro- no notice that the co-channel asce dings the FCC redetermine on
FCC's failure to assign VHllj.:
separation for VHF Channel
the basis of cogent reasons partic- channels insignment
Madisoularly related to the provisions bus area wouldthebe Braddock-Columis
attacked3 toby education
WISC as atbeing
con t:
170 miles rather
and purposes
of
the
Communicatrary
to
the
Commission's
"avowe
tions Act of 1934 whether or not than 180 miles; or that 'reference policy" to assign VHF to educa jr!
Channel 4 may be assigned to points' and methods of determin- tion wherever possible in a majo
ing distances selected by the Com- educational center. "In 21 com
Pittsburgh or Braddock and that
mission would involve distances be- munities the Commission has re
the Commission publish its findtween transmitters of existing sta- served a VHF channel for educa
ings, conclusions and order in the
tions and post offices of certain tional
use where only one VH1 :
channel has been assigned. Thes
The other court appeal respectpremises."
Lack of adequate legal notice 21 communities include 16 com |
ing the failure to add Channel 4
to the Pittsburgh area, filed by fundamentally "derives from the munities in which UHF channel
WLOA, contends this action was failure
of the Commission to adopt were available for assignment t
cities."
technical standards for television educational use," the appeal ob |
"arbitrary
and capricious"
such an allocation
could bebecause
made stations before requiring interested serves. It asks that the matter b
"in accordance with the Commis- persons to plead to the Commis- remanded to FCC for reconsidera
tion.
sion's Rules by changing the asproposed specificof allocation
Taking a position similar to tha jj
from ofChannel
ofsion'sassignments
television
3 to Channelsignment" ofWLWC
10 (instead
Chan- table
argued
by WLOA, KVOL in its ap E
nel 4 as done) and changing channels. " Petitioner's right to
WBNS-TV Columbus from Channel "full and fair" notice and hearing, lated
peal contends
the Commission
the Administrative
Procedurvie ;~
10 to Channel 4. Separation be- WLOA asserts, "was debased in Act when it failed to give du
ROADCASTING
• Telecastin

??atj notice andexpectedfullaction hearing
its unassigningon Channel
5 to Alexandria, La., instead of
'^Lafayette.
KVOL also attacks FCC's failure
to give adequate legal notice
through failure to adopt technical
flu ^standards
requiring
paries to pleadbefore
to the
proposedthe table
lipf city-by-city allocations,
assig [] "Independent of considerations of
: ' action
lotice," favoring
the petitionAlexandria
asserts, "FCC's
since
it has a population of 35,000 while
Lafayette has only 34,000 is aroitrary and capricious."
», KVOL Assertions
Willis Henry Belfz (r), former
KVOL further asserts that Sees. CAPT.
RCA engineer, takes over as director
309(a) and 307(b) of the Commu- of the Naval Research Laboratory,
lications Act have been violated by Washington, from Capt. Frederick
FCC's Sixth Report since its pend- Raymond Furth, who, in turn, sucing application for Channel 5 canCapt. Beltz as assistant chief
lot be considered with the chan- of the ceeds
Bureau of Ships for Electronics.
lel removed.
"What the Commission has done
the extent that it purin its rule making proceeding," invalid portstoto decide
what WGAL-TV
:*i KVOL asserts, "is to prejudge the shall operate on Channel
8, if that
eliisivhetitioner's
application
without
givNrag petitioner the opportunity of channel is allocated to Lancaster,
rule making proceeding which
presenting, by means of its right- incana decide
only the communities to
ist tlful hearing, all of the facts releio i/ant to determining that the fa- which channels shall be assigned.
Any
advance
decision . . . that
in sUilities requested by the petitioner
tion cwould provide a fair, efficient and WGAL Inc.'s subsequent application for Channel 8 must be grantin s|;3quitable
of television
ifacilities distribution
and has decided
on the
ed deprives any timely applicant
for the same channel at Lancaster
oasis
of
inadequate
and
partial
innformation that Channel 5 should of its hearing rights under 309(a)
toe used in Alexandria rather than of the Communications Act and the
Jch a: ifn Lafayette."
case."WLAN filed with
Meanwhile,
d lan|j In its appeal, WLAN contends Ashbacker
petition for compar;hat FCC's show cause order FCC another
ative hearing of its application
switching WGAL-TV from Channel 4 to Channel 8 unlawfully de- with that of WGAL-TV for Channel 8. The petition also asked that
Drives it of comparative hearing
>n its application for Channel 8.
WGAL-TV's license renewal application, filed in late April, be inChar i» ^ne Potion notes that the memcluded in the proceeding.
ja]£(j,(prandum opinion and order disWGAL-TV in turn filed with the
missed
WLAN's
protest
of
the
FCC
proposal to switch WGAL-TV to Commission its opposition to the
,I!hannel 8 on the ground that the earlier WLAN petition for reconsideration. WGAL-TV asks FCC
protest was filed before the final
. ei; - issignment of the channel at Lan- to dismiss
the
request
"beit does notWLAN
set forth
a single
and
because with
WLAN's
appli- reason causewhich
cation, incommon
all pending
has not been previ■ .Ijpaster
ne. ipplications,
would have to be
ously considered by the Commisimended to conform with the new
hiles and regulations or be disWGAL-TV incharges
"has
■ nissed.
consistently
all ofWLAN
its subsetation i Fjnaj assignment of Channel 8 sion." quent actions and pleadings misconstrued this type of proceeding
af- and has been
days Reas 30Sixth
was described
'' herepublicatio
faWjer
attempting to conn of the
1,llalhort in the Federal Register, hence
fuse
and
confound
the issues."
IVLAN could amend its applica- noted
WGAL-TV
contends "itannounced
is to be
the Commission
i VP ion and again bring up the quesJadisc' ion of whether it was entitled to at the outset that the proceeding
omparative hearing with WGAL- under the show cause order" resa?of Wy respecting Channel 8, the petipecting
ceeding underWGAL-TV
Sec. "was
303(f)a proand
ii* ion recalls from the memorandum
312(b) of the Communications
i majo '.pinion of the Commission.
Act. . . . This was not a proLI!! WLAN Argues
ceeding under further
Sec. 309."argues that
WGAL-TV
educa s WLAN's appeal argues that the
eThesyfll 5Commission
"hasof arbitrarily
Broadcasting
petio consider all
the prayersfailed
for Peoples
tion for reconsideration,Co.'s
in addition to being repetitive, should be
$ elief" recited by WLAN in its
jjannelpetitions.
particularly,
the dismissed because, in part:
ommission"More
has failed
to consider
(a) Peoples reasons
seeks for toits own
peculiar
discriminate
jjl otphe matters of law involved in peti- and
aeainstselfish
and reduce an existing
licensee,
with hundreds
thousands
jiterbdioner's requests that (1) the order ofWGAL-TV,
dollars ininvested
in over
itsof pioneering
jjjderap show cause (re WGAL-TV) be operation
television
past
etpplications
aside andbe (2)
the
petitioner's
several
years,
to
the
status
ofthea Innew
for a seeks
television
station.
accorded a compar- applicant
doing, Peoples
to destroy
not onlyso
tive hearing prior to any assign- the
large investment
WGAL-TV
in
lent
WGALorderInc."to television,
it alsotheof seeks
to foreshadowestablished
andbutbelittle
good-will
and
WLANof Channel
contends8 to the
prestige
by
the
pioneering
how cause issued to WGAL-TV "is efforts of this licensee when the possiIROADCASTING
• Telecasting

bility ofoperations
financialwere
returnsvaguefromandtelevision
unknown at the outset.
(b) Peoples
forgets
and fails
to tesreittifeyrinagtien its
that itsbehalf
own atengineer
when
hearing in that
this
proceeding, stated in a substance
Peoples
not interested
in pioneeringassignment
a UHFwas channel
Lancaster
if. . a.
VHF
wasUHFinnotChannel
available.21 now
Instead
of
seeking
available
.
.
.
Peoples
prefers
to:
(1)
adhere to the
policy
announced
in the
testimony
of
its
engineer;
(2)
reiterate
its untenable
position
now finally
determined by the
Commission
moot
and
(3) continue
topioneering
harangue licensee
andas harass
antelevision,
existing
and
in
(c) The WGAL-TV.
prayerof the
of Peoples
is foranda
reconsideration
Sixth
Keport
Order,
asandwellOrder.
as the
Opinion
. . .Memorandum
Nowhere anyin
the
petition
does outlining
Peoples
set
facts
or
reasons
the forth
necessityof
orthe propriety
for
the
reconsideration
entire
Sixth
Orderramifications
of the Commission,
with
its
many
and
allocations
coveringfor thea reconsideration
whole country.
Peoples
request
of the entire
Order cited
by the CommissiontooSixth
withoutfrivolous
any
therefore
to be reasons
worthy
of serious isconsideration.
Alexandria Broadcasting Co.,
new TV applicant at Alexandria
for Channel 11, in its opposition
and request for dismissal of the
petition for reconsideration filed by
KVOL, argues that if KVOL has
any right to have its application
for Channel 5 acted upon, then
Alexandria has equal right to consideration ofits bid for Channel 11.
The Sixth Report deleted Channel
11
from 5.Alexandria, substituting
Channel
Alexandria Broadcasting, anclaim changes,
of no prior
notice to swering
the KVOL's
channel
observes,
"There
is
no
legal
requirement of identity between proposed
regulations and the regulations as
finally adopted. Such a requirement would defeat the very purpose of the rule-making proceedPetitions FCC
Since KVOL did not file comments on the allocation proposals
within the deadlines set by FCC,
Alexandria
Broadcasting comments
ing."
that KVOLstated itsappears
to have
"overclaim to
procedural
Meanwhile, the State Radio
Council of Wisconsin, through Gov.
rights."
Walter J. Kohler Jr., last week
petitioned FCC to amend its allocation of VHF Channel 3 at Madison
so as to reserve the lone VHF
facility for noncommercial, educational use rather than UHF Channel 21 [B#T, June 9]. It is the
first of five petitions to seek reserved allocation of VHF channels
for educational use also at Eau
Claire, Green Bay, LaCrosse and
Wausau. UHF channels are reserved in those cities now.
In a brief, supplemental petition
to its earlier request for reservation of Channel 3 rather than
Channel 21, WISC last week also
pointsfuloutstatement
that "the
openposition
and force-by
of its
the State of Wisconsin now brings
its participation in these proceedings into full accord with the Commission's announced allocation policy" to reserve VHF channels
where
possible
in major educational centers.
In other quarters, more edureported channels.
working On
towardcators
use ofwere reserved
Tuesday, joint sponsorship by sev-

eral counties of an educational TV
station in Tampa, Fla., where
Channel 3 is reserved, was explored by educators. Principal
speaker was Dr. I. Keith Tyler,
Ohio State U., JCET member.
One plan drafted by a committee
under the chairmanship of Denton
L. Cook, supervisory principal of
Plant Citylishmentschools,
calls forprogram
estabof a five-county
to divide the costs among the respective counties. Construction cost
was estimated at about $250,000
with operating costs per year ranging from $50,000 to $250,000 depending on the hours of operation.
A similar area meeting was held
among tiveslocal
educational
representain Milwaukee
on June
3 while
a like moresession
is
planned
at BaltiJune 19.
More than 100 Iowa educators
met June 9 at the WOI-TV studios
on the Iowa State College campus
at Ames to further explore the
utilization of television in enriching the school curriculum. The conference was sponsored by WOITV in cooperation with the Iowa
Department of Public Instruction.
Martha Gable, director of radio
and TV education in the Philadelphia public chief
schools;of Dr.
lin Dunham,
radioFrankand
television, U. S. Dept. of Education,
and
Richard
B.
Hull,
RadioTV director of Iowa State College,
were featured speakers. Miss Gable
also produced
cast similar toa demonstration
those used in telethe
Philadelphia school system.
FOR FINEST TAPE RECORDING
WG
B A
Columbus, Georgia

FIRST CHOICE
OF ENGINEERS!
Only Magnecorder
offers features
all the flexyou
require —ibilitaty, highafidelity
price and
you want to pay!
FITS EVERY PURPOSE - EVERY PURSE!
PORTABLE - LIGHTWEIGHT
Recorder inin theoneother.
case Easy—
Amplifier
QUICKLY RACK MOUNTED
CONSOLE OR CONSOLETTE
corder cabinets.
For new catalog — wt

INC.
;Mognecord, Inc., 360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicasjo 1, III.
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McCONNELL SAYS TV
RIGHTS ARE CLEAR
NBC PRESIDENT Joseph H. McConnell, in
Friday evening address before North Carolina
Bar Assn. at Wrightsville Beach, N. C, urged
legal profession to use its great influence to
oppose any restrictions on television reportage
of matters of public interest. Mr. McConnell
said he recognized that there are proceedings
which "should be held in closed sessions to
protect the national interest or private rights.
"But," he declared, "where the public is
physically admitted, we must assume that
public attendance is proper. In these cases the
only limitation on the number of people who
can attend is a physical limitation. Television
gets onerid
of thisAndlimitation.
to attend.
we must Itstandpermits
on theeverybasic
principle that wherever the public is admitted
the television camera should be admitted, so
that all can see."
WMAW NOW WCAN
WMAW Milwaukee has become WCAN, with
approval of FCC. Following transfer of station
May 15, call letters of 5 kw regional were shifted. Station, ABC affiliate, operating on 1250
kc, was sold by Midwest Broadcasting Co.
stockholders, headed by Clifford Randall, to
group headed by Alex Rosenman, formerly vice
president of WCAU Philadelphia, and Lou Poller, owner of WPWA Chester and part owner
of WARL Arlington, for $235,000. Mr. Rosenman has taken over active direction of station
as president and general manager. He replaced
Jack Bundy, who resigned.

LUCY' BEATS WALCOTT
MILLION and half people in Chicago
in 500,000 homes saw Charles-Walcott
fight, which earned rating of 43.4, according to June Videodex. First hour
rating of 46 slumped to 33.1 after picture and sound were lost. Also in Chicago, Gen. Eisenhower had 3 rating on
Tuesday morning press conference from
Pentagon, 12.8 on Wednesday night Abilene speech, and 7.2 on Thursday morning press conference. Chicago top 10 for
June were: / Love Lucy, 50.5; CharlesWalcottboxing
fight,on 43.4
; What'snight,
My Line,
37.3;
Wednesday
36.2;
Red Skelton, 36.1; Talent Scouts, 35.2;
Godfrey & Friends, 34.4; My Friend
Irma, 27.1; The Web, 26.5; Strike It
Rich, 26.1.
MARYLAND-D. C. STATIONS
HOLD SPRING MEETING
MEMBERS of Maryland-District of Columbia
Broadcasters Assn. opened two - day spring
meeting Friday at Ocean City, Md., with 60
members and wives attending.
Jack Surrick, WFBR Baltimore, president of
association, said medium hasn't even scratched
surface of promotional potentialities in showing advertisers value of medium. He compared
broadcast advertising to promotional job done
by newspapers and magazines. Describing
work of new association, he said it obtained
passage of bill giving some measure of libel
protection in political talks but added that
political maneuvering had softened bill somewhat in legislature.

Progressive Party Challenges Sponsored
both the candidates and the political organizaLEGALITY of sponsorship of radio-TV
political coverage challenged by Progressive
tions involved."
Party Friday in letters sent to FCC and to
Mr. Baldwin also said "it is our understandAttorney General McGranery. Letters also
ing that there is an implicit condition in the
accused networks of discriminating against
contract between the networks and these advertisers that coverage on this program be
thirdage party
—
they've
scheduled
96
hours'
coverfor each of major party conventions and 15 given only to the views and candidacies of
those
on
the
Republican and Democratic ticket,
minutesasked
for Progressives',
spokesmen
claimed
—and
FCC to act before
Progressives
and that no coverage be afforded to the Proconvene July 4, 5, 6 (also see early story page
Party andFCC,its candidates."
con!i: 29).
ditigressive
on, he told
would violateSuch
political
broadcast section of Communications Act.
Citing Westinghouse sponsorship of CBS
Radio-TV convention coverage, Philco's on
Letter, to attorney general, asking "investigaNBC radioC. and
TV, and party
Admiral's
on ABC
and prosecution,"
NBC, convention
CBS, and
radio-TV,
B. Baldwin,
secretary,
told ABC tionnetworks
and theirnamed
respective
attorney general that "sponsoring of these sponsors. Letter to FCC, charging "disprograms" violates Federal Corrupt Practices
said "all offorthe full
majorcoverage
networks"of
had announcedcrimination," plans
Act, and that "the conduct of these corporations constitutes a violation" of Hatch act.
Corrupt practices act, he said, forbids this type
of contributions or expenditure "in connection
TRUMAN STATISTICS
with"
a "political convention"
. held to
select candidates.
Hatch act, he. . continued,
CAPITAL confusion hit new high last
i forbids purchase of goods or advertising if
week when President Truman, answering news conference query on stumping
proceeds
of purchase
or indirectly
inures to the
benefits of "directly
. . . any candidate
...
plans, said U. S. has U7 million TV sets.
or any political committee or other political
This tops B*T circulation figure by 30
million receivers. Wrapping it up, Chief
organization." Mr. Baldwin asserted:
Executive said TV ownership shows how
"It is perfectly evident that the sponsorship
prosperous nation has been in last few
of these programs by these corporations, thus
\- making such extensive coverage of the convention possible, will inure to the benefit of
years.
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PEOPLE..
J. E. BAUDINO, vice president and general
manager, Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc.,
elected to BMI Board to serve until October, [
completing unexpired term of late Walter C.f
Evans, WRS president at time of his death l
May 28 [B»T, June 2].
RICHARD ASH, formerly with Getschal &!
Richard and Blaine Thompson Co., N. Y. ad-f
vertising agencies, has joined McGraw Assoc. J
that city, radio & TV program producers, as^
co-partner in charge of sales.
SYDNEY JURIN has been named nationalf
sales manager for Majestic Radio & Television,!
Div. of Wilcox-Gay Corp., N. Y., having for-*
merly served with Pilot Radio Corp. and Tele4
Tone Radio Corp. in similar capacity. To be irtl
charge of sales of company's radio and TV!
receivers,
Mr. Jurin,
with Harold
Ash-|
bach,
Majestic
vice along
president,
has beguni
seven-week tour of major TV markets to pro-|
mote summer sales.
JAY RUSSELL, formerly DuMont TV Net
work publicity director in Pittsburgh, has
joined Sidney Koretz & Co., Newark agency,]
as director of radio-TV.
WILLOUGHBY (BILL) WALSH, staff mem-l
ber of DuMont
TV named
Network's
accounting
de-|
partment
since 1947,
network
purchasing!
agent, succeeding late Roy Skaar.
ROLAND P. S. CAMPBELL, product man-|
ager in charge of Post Cereals sales and!
advertising, division of General Foods, joins|
Andrew Jergens Co., Cincinnati, in charge off
Jergens
relations. and Woodbury advertising and publicf
WILLIAM F. MILLER, for past year Newj
York sales representative for CBS - owned!
KMOX St. Louis, named general sales manager|
of
todaynetwork's
(Monday).WCBS New York, effectivel
Political Coverage!
Republican and Democratic conventions but
that tual
Progressives'
convention
suffer plans
"virblackout" unless
present will
coverage
are changed.
David Rein, Progressives' Washington at-:
torney, tunity
saidrequirement
party'sof reliance
on equal-opporCommunications
Act got
strong support
from
FCC's
recent
decision upholding demand of William R. Schneider,
St.
Louis attorney, who had entered New Hamp-j
shire and Oregon preferential primaries asj
candidate for GOP Presidential nomination,]
for time on CBS Radio Network [B»T, June
9, 2]. CBS
announced
its Presidential Radio
Profiles series
would Friday
be extended
one
week to permit broadcast by Mr. Schneiderji
(Thurs., 10:30-11 p.m. EDT).
In other political coverage developments,
Robert C. Doyle, ABC producer and director,
was named executive producer for pooled portions of Democratic and Republican convention!
pickups. He will be assisted by TV direct* i
named by each TV network covering conclaves^
Meanwhile, United Press announced that,
whereas, final details are yet to be worked outj
UP's"record
coveragestrength"
of Chicago
conventions will call
for
staffing.
News for television station members will be §|
filed over special TV script wire, with film
coverage by United Press Movietone News to ||
be processed
story,
page 95).specially in on-scene plant (see j
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Interviewers found that Whitley County families listen to WOWO almost twice as much as to all other stations combined
midnight
sign-off.butAvailabilities are limited,
WOWO
Startling
Newspaper Survey Develops
or Free & Peters will do thenBuying
best to help you get the schedule you want.
Lesson in Midwest limeone-sided than had been Fire Prevention Award
Columbia
Ind. —County,
A mar- more
anticipated.
ket survey City,
of Whitley
Ind., recently completed by
Listed in the survey were Again Won by WOWO
the Columbia
City Post,County
indi- 2,232
families with radios and
cates that Whitley
public service
only
40 without (better than inForFireoutstanding
families listen to WOWO 6
Prevention,the National
Board of Fire Underwriters has
times more frequently than to 98% ownership).
This typical survey of a
its nearest competitor . . and
winalmost twice as often as to typical county underscores the againner ofnamed
its GoldWOWO
Medal theaward.
all other stations combined. fact that WOWO is simply This makes a total of two gold
indispensable in reaching the
Since Whitley County lies rich tri-state area centering in medalstionsand
presentedtwoto honor
WOWO citaby
within shopping range of Fort Fort Wayne. A powerful signal the NBFU since 1945.
Wayne, it was expected that and popular programs . . aided
Station WOWO would figure by continuing promotion
"Five Alarm Follies," a pupprominently in replies to packed with local color. .
pet performance
keep
thousands
and
thousands
schools
throughoutpresented
the Fortin
the question "What stations of sets tuned to the WOWO
Wayne
area,
spearheaded
do
you
listen
to
most?"
But
the preferences expressed
activity. 1952 fire prevention
from the early- WOWO's
in the survey were even wavelength,
morning Farm Show till postFORT

WAYNE

NBC

WOWO
STATIONS Inc
KYW • KDKA • KEX • WBZ • WBZA • WOWO • WBZ-TV
National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV NBC Spot Sales
WEST

INGHOUSE

RADIO

AFFILIATE

BROADCASTING

TELECASTING

IN THIS ISSUE:
Cavalier renews
co-sponsorship

of

"BROADWAY

TV THEATRE"
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. picks up Cavalier option four
weeks ahead of time — to extend run through
summer— on television's top dramatic show. . . original
Broadway hits, presented live, five nights a week,
reaching more homes per dollar than any other TV drama.

year

WOR-tv
1440 Broadway, New York
LOngacre 4-8000

Go

where

there's

GROWTH...

mWHAS/

FARMING

IN KENTUCKY

IS BIG BUSINESS!
There's more to the Kentucky Farm Story than last
year's record crop ! There's the story of tractors and
trucks . . . 59,193 tractors were in use in 1950; an
increase of 142. 5-% over 1945! 50,032 farm trucks
were in use in 1950; up 102% over 1945! From
1939 to 1949, farm gasoline and other petroleum
fuel and oil purchases increased 410% . . . and
tractors in use were up 396% !
That's a lot of tractors, trucks and petroleum fuel !
FARMING IN KENTUCKY IS BIG BUSINESS!

GO

WHAS/

No other station, or group of stations in this market can match the audience
delivered by WHAS . . . seven days a week; morning, afternoon and night.
WHAS farm programs have an average listenership 329% greater than
that of the next highest rated station. (Benson and Benson)

THE WHAS MARKET
105 Kentucky counties
25 Indiana counties

ASSOCIATED WITH THE COURIER-JOURNAL-LOUISVILLE TIMES • VICTOR A. SHOLIS, Director • NEIL D. CLINE, Sales Director
Represented Nationally by Henry I. Christal Co., New York, Chicago

WKMH

1253

GETS

Orders

from

RESULTS!

18 Spot Announcements

(Letters Contained an Average of $1.75 for a Total of $2,192.75)
WHERE

DID THESE

ORDERS

79 Michigan Cities
• Detroit
• Dearborn
• Pontiac
• Mt. Clemens
• Monroe

•
•
•
•
•
For

COME

FROM?

Including:
• Ann Arbor
• Saginaw
• Flint
• Bay City
• Port Huron

36 Ohio Cities Including:
Toledo
• Lorain
Fremont
• Mansfield
Sandusky
• Fostoria
Tiflfan
• Norwalk
Findlay
• Cleveland

Coverage of METROPOLITAN
DETROIT
SOUTHEASTERN MICHIGAN and NORTHERN OHIO

I

BUY

WKMH
7370 ON THE DIAL
5000

WATTS

DAYTIME

1000
*

Affiliated with WKHM
SEE YOUR LATEST PULSE

WATTS

NIGHT
Jackson, Mich.

AND YOUR HEADLEY

REED

MAN

Published Building,
every Monday,
with 4,Yearbook
Numbersas (53rd
issues)March
published
in January
by Broadcasting
Publications.
Inc., 8703, National
Washington
D. C. Entered
secondandclass54thmatter
14, 1933,
at Post and
OfficeFebruary
at Washington,
D. C, under
act of March
1879. Press

DALLAS- FORT WORTH
VIEWING AREA
KRLD-TV
I. The best picture and audio signal in North Texas . . . Survey
of 750 Television dealers.
II. 10 out of the first 15 Television shows in the Dallas-Fort Worth
area are on KRLD-TV. Current Videodex. [individual station)
III. More local and retail advertisers than all other stations in
Dallas and Fort Worth combined. "Rorabaugh"
IV. Telephone Answering Services report KRLD-TV produces the
same number of calls in Fort Worth as Dallas, in proportion
to population.
V. Exclusive programming . . . KRLD-TV is the only TV station to
televise the great Columbia Television Network programs in
Dallas-Fort Worth and contiguous areas.
VI. Texas' Most Powerful Television Station on low Channel 4.
ad
KRLD-TV becomes a basic, inter-connected
member of the COLUMBIA BROADCASTING TELEVISION Network.
Programs direct from New York, Los
Angeles . . . and the momentous Democratic and Republican conventions at Chicago will be telecast by KRLD-TV.
See More on Channel 4.

KRLOW

Company, Exclusive Representative
John W. Runyon, President
Clyde W. Rembert, Managing Director
Page
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CLOSED

CIRCUIT

PRESSURES
of advertisers
and turned
agencies also
follower radio rates
now being
against proposals that daytime rates be
boosted as partial offset for widely expected
cuts in network nighttime charges. Group of
major agencies, who contend daytime charges
should be reduced, too, though probably not as
much as nighttime rates, is seeking permission
to appear and present arguments when CBS
Radio affiliates and CBS officials meet July 1-2
! to consider network radio problems. Another
request for "outside" participation — by NAR|I theory
TSR — was
by affiliates'
group on
these rejected
are in-the-family
meetings.
I IS THERE change in Detroit affiliation of CBS
upcoming?
it's learned,
is making against
coverage survey ofCBS,Detroit
area presumably
day it negotiates with WJR for contract renetwork's
rate —
I full ratenewal. Station
minusgetsusual
sales highest
commissions,
! amounting to about 50% of card rate. This as
j against
maximum full37%%
for major market
stations carrying
schedules.
DON'T WRITE off deal involving KMPC Los
• Angeles in not distant future. Transaction in
neighborhood of $1 million is entirely possible,
either with NBC which is only network not
owning Los Angeles key, or syndicate headed
by John McNeil, former ABC executive and
now with Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield, national advertising agency, or group headed by
Robert 0. Reynolds, vice president-general
manager and part owner of KMPC.
NEWS OF SALE of NBC's KOA Denver
may come any day. Network officials were
said Friday to be still undecided whether to
[ sell,
but it was acknowledged
had
several
offersJoseph
— one ofV.they'd
which
led
Financial"flattering"
Vice President
Heffernan
to Denver for negotiations earlier in week.
Among bidders: Bob Hope and Denver Mayor
QuiggbertNewton,
for one;of Don
HerHollister (owners
KMMJSearle
GrandandIsland,
Neb., and KXXX Colby, Kan.), for another
[Closed Circuit, June 9, May 19].
; BROADCASTERS in South have been alerted
I to plan of NABET-CIO to undertake "Operation Dixie"andlooking
toward organization
technical
programming
staffs. Reportof
reaching them is that $300,000 war chest has
been established and that 35 to 40 organizers
will be assigned in area.
NEW TWIST to proposals for amendment of
FCC temporary processing procedure to get
big cities off bottom of city priority listing will
be suggestion that cities with applications in
hearing prior to freeze be given preference.
Pioneer applicants would gain indirect equity
at least for efforts. Request expected to be
made today (Monday), deadline for petitions
ijfreeze.
for reconsideration
Report
lifting also
TV
Several otherof Sixth
bids for
rehearing
j expected today (see page 63).
FURTHER evidence that TV towers won't be
major menace to air navigation — as feared by
aviation groups when FCC issued Sixth Report
heralding 2,000 stations and 2,000-ft. anten(Continued on page 6)
i; BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

MARTIN QUITS CROSLEY,
JOINS GENERAL TELERADIO
DWIGHT D. MARTIN, vice president and
assistant general manager of Crosley Broadcasting Corp., resigning to become vice president of General
& Rubber
Co.'s radio-TV
subsidiary,
whichTiretoday
(Monday)
officially
changes name from Thomas S. Lee Enterprises Inc. to General Teleradio Inc. Announcement of his appointment by General Teleradio, being released today, does not specify
his duties except to say that he will be vice
president and general officer. He has been
especially active in TV.
General Teleradio is licensee name of WOR
New York radio and TV properties, which
were acquired by General Tire early this year.
New General Teleradio is incorporated under
California laws, encompasses all General
Tire broadcasting properties: Don Lee and
Yankee networks, controlling interest (about
58%) in Mutual, plus WOR stations.
K & E RESIGNS KELLOGG
KENYON & ECKHARDT, New York, Friday
resigned estimated $3 million Kellogg Co. account, effective Oct. 1. Leo Burnett Agency,
Chicago, is expected to pick up some of
Kellogg business since it already handles part
of it. It was understood that K & E may have
another cereal company to service in near
future.

BUSINESS BRIEFLY
PONTIAC HOUR SHOW @ Pontic dealers
signed for 15-week series of full-hour evening
shows, Pontiac Film Theatre, on WCBS-TV
New York, starting Tuesday (8-9 p.m.). Purchase represents estimated $75,000 in billings.
Agency, MacManus, John & Adams, New York.
HARRIS MAY EXPAND # Harris Chemical
Co., Cortland,
N. Y. (Fly-Ban
currently
in two-week
radio spotinsecticide),
campaign,
will expandcessful.toMarfree
40 Agency,
or 50 markets
is sucN. Y., ifis test
servicing.
NAME AGENCY # Economics Lab., St. Paul
(Soilax household cleaner and electra-sol dishwater compound), names Scheideler, Beck &
Werner, N. Y., as its advertising agency. Account formerly serviced by Cunningham &
Walsh.
SWANSDOWN MAY EXPAND $ General
Foods, N. Y. (Swansdown cake flour), which
is sponsoring The Second Mrs. Burton on CBS
Radio (2:15 p.m., five times weekly), is considering possibility of increasing station lineup or adding another network radio show to
combat
competitors'
increasing use of daytime
radio.
SEABROOK LOOKING $ Seabrook Farms,
Bridgeton, N. J. (frozen foods), through its
agency, Hilton & Riggio, N. Y., asking for
half -hour radio availabilities in about 110 markets. Campaign will start mid-August.

Without Discounts Network Sales Up
ADVERTISERS in May spent $28,696,746 for May and January-May, this year compared
time on national radio and TV networks, rise with last, show:NETWORK RADIO
of 7.9% over broadcast network time sales of
May
May
-May Jan. 1951
-May
1952
1951 Jan.1952
$26,598,029
in same released
month of
last (Monday),
year, according to figures
today
ABC
$ 4,989,424
3,323,092 $ 2,991,227
$16,402,402
$14,664,888
CBS
6,745,098
25,036,805
32,958,144
by Publishers Information Bureau, which re- MBS
1,820,521 1,510,818
8,628,653 25,260,843
7,668,217
ports its figures in terms of gross time sales, NBC
3,861,882
5,329,752 20,475,920
calculated at one-time rate, before discounts
Total:
$13,994,919 $16,576,895 $70,543,789 $80,552,092
of any kind.
NETWORK TELEVISION
Combined gross of four nationwide radio
May
May
-May Jan. 1951
-May
1952
1951$Jan.9,434,888
1952
networks for May totaled $13,994,919, decline ABC
$
1,501,148
$ 1,385,901
$14,168,546
6,941,260
CBS
5,602,634
3,066,249
27,065,274
of 15.6 percent from May 1951 gross of $16,- DuMont
775,063 4,946,338
662,646 35,162,947
3,740,274 22,495,292
2,496,088
6,822,982
576,895. Concurrently, time sales of four NBC
TV networks totaled $14,701,827 in May of Total:
$13,994,919 $16,576,895 $70,543,780 $80,552,092
this year, increase of 46% over TV gross of
Month-by-month gross time sales for each
radio and TV network, corrected as of June 19,
$10,021,134 for May 1951.
follows
:
Network-by-network tabulations of PIB for
NBC
NETWORK RADIO TOTALS TO DATE
Total
MBS
CBS
ABC
1952
Jan.
$14,519,511
13,560,894
Feb.
May
$3,301,479
$5,161,397
3,177,970
14,520,393
3,994,018
4,788,507
$1,699,282
1,600,399
$4,357,353
March
5,154,077
4,184,074
1,826,527
3,355,715
4,943,400
3,244,146
April
4,078,593
13,994,919
3,681,882
13,948,063*
4,989,424
3,323,092
1,681,924*
Total:
$25,036,805 1,820,521
$8,628,653 $20,475,920
NBC
$16,402,402
$70,543,780
NETWORK TELEVISION TOTALS TO DATE
Total
CBS
ABC
1952
DuMont
Jan.
Feb.
14,813,603
748,544
$15,071,559
May
$5,074,643
$2,020,461
$717,148
2,148,467
5,103,043
$7,259,307
March
6,813,549
7,320,358
738,926
2,065,052
5,643,123
14,701,827
775,063
6,946,751
April
5,641,831
15,789,126*
6,882,982
1,501,148
1,699,760*
760,593*
5,602,634
15,027,268*
$75,403,383
Total:
$9,434,888
$35,162,947
$27,065,274
$3,740,274
(*) Revised as of June 19, 1952.
for more AT DEADLINE turn page ^
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THREE MORE PROTEST
SIXTH REPORT; FCC REPLIES
THREE MORE petitions for reconsideration
of FCC's Sixth Report to lift TV freeze were
filed with Commission Friday. FCC concurrently made public its reply to protest of
Pittsburgh Mayor David L. Lawrence respecting failure of Commission to allocate more
VHF channels to that rugged terrain area
(see story, page 63). Letter includes new war
of words between Comrs. Robert F. Jones
and George E. Sterling.
Chesapeake Television Broadcasting Inc.,
Baltimore TV applicant, seeks reshuffle of
UHF channels there and in Harrisburg and
Reading, Pa., to make channels workable in
area. Firm points out UHF allocation in area
overlooks minimum spacing provisions and
contends site to south of city which meets
minimum separation prevents inadequate coverage because of terrain.
WFOX Milwaukee, TV applicant prior to
freeze, seeks "same procedural and substantive rights" on Channel 12 as it had on Channel 8, for which it went through hearing and,
when extra applicant withdrew, petitioned for
grant just days before September 1948 freeze
order. Otherwise, WFOX asks restoration of
four VHF channels there. FCC now assigns
three VHF (one reserved) and three UHF.
WJDX Jackson, Miss., challenges legality of
Sixth Report in establishing zone system and
wider spacings in Zone III than proposed in
earliertion of Third
order toReport.
switchWJDX
city toasks
ZonemodificaII and
permit allocation of VHF Channel 3 there.
FCC menttold
Lawrenceat Pittsburgh
it couldn't since
comon VHFMayor
allocations
case has been appealed to courts and is also
before Commission for reconsideration. Pittsburgh fared as well as other major cities in
priority list, FCC indicated. Comr. Jones,
however, stituted
in separate
viewprocessing
charged letter
conamendment of
procedure
since FCC said Group A and Group B applications would be processed simultaneously. Thus,
he argued, some Group B cities with multiple
services would get still more before Pittsburgh got second service or some Group A
cities got first service. Comr. Sterling, in addiview, opposed
Comr. Jones' ofholding
lettertional
constitutes
no amendment
procedure
since simultaneous processing of A and B
applications was provided in Sixth Report.
ABC SIGNS EIGHT
SIGNING of eight new affiliates reported by
ABC Radio on Friday, bringing total to 336.
They were listed as:
KGPH Flagstaff, Ariz. (1230 kc, 250 w), owned
by Frontier Bcstg. Co. and managed by A. S.
Holm; KCLF
Clifton,Bostg.
Ariz.Co.(1400
250 Darwin
w), licensed to Saguaro
withkc,Chet
as manager; KGAN Kingman, Ariz. (1230 kc, 250
w), owned by J. J. Glancy; KTBB Tyler, Tex. (600
kc,
500 w daytime,
1 kw night),
owned
Blackstone
Co., (1300
managed
M. only),
E. byDanbom;
WGRA Bcstg.
Cairo, Ga.
kc, 1 by
kw day
owned
by Grady Mitchell Bcstg. Co., managed by Jim
Honey; WDWD Dawson, Ga. (990 kc, 1 kw day
only), owned by Dawson Bcstg. Co., managed by
W. C. Woodall Jr.; WARN Fort Pierce, Fla. (1330
kc, 1 kwj, owned by Hurricane Bcstg. Service,
managed by Claude C. Tillman Jr.; WBCU Union,
S. C. (1460 kc, 1 kw), owned by Union-Carolina
Bcstg Co., managed by C. P. Stribling.
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In this Issue—
Regular commercial sponsors are figuring out how to adjust their schedules
to the disruptions that are bound to
be caused by radio-television coverage
of the political conventions. And the
Democratic Party has made contracts
for radio-TV network time next fall.
The political season is both help and
headache to broadcasters. Page 23.
NBC moves toward reintegration of radio and TV. Pat Weaver is put -in
charge of both radio and television networks, and Frank White becomes general manager of both. Meanwhile,
CBS Radio affiliates committee, planJuly 1-2in New
meetingYork,of
all CBSning strategy
Radio foraffiliates
swears to resist any rate reductions.
Page 27.
House passes McFarland Bill with some
important changes from version that
the Senate
passed.
One is an immune
amendment to make
broadcasters
to libel suits arising from political
broadcasts. Some other discrepancies
between House and Senate measures
will have to be ironed out in joint conference committee. Page 25.
Wise sponsors will buy both radio and
television, the "best unduplicated buy
an
advertiser
can president
make," Edward
Madden,
NBC vice
in chargeD.
of TV sales and operations, tells American Marketing Assn. Page 26.
Tallhazard
TV towers
navigation
that won't
aviationbe the
interests
first
feared they would be. A study in
preparation for the industry-government committee investigating this
question shows that most new telecasters will not want to put up towers
tall enough to interfere with the airways. Page 63.
TV applications and arguments over the
processing procedure proposed by the
FCC are on the increase. Commission
denies petition to amend its processing
plan and says it will stick with its
city priority listing. Page 63.
This week broadcasters will come to their
own defense in the radio-TV morals
hearings of the House subcommittee
which two weeks ago saw a demonstration ofthe "hootchie
a Congressman
who said kootchie"
he had seenby
it on TV. Page 38.
After-midnight broadcasting is attracting listeners and sponsors. Here's a
special
report on Page
24-hour-perday radioB«Tbroadcasting.
28.
Upcoming
June 22-26: Advertising Assn. of the West,
Olympic Hotel, Seattle.
JuneHouse,
23-26:
RTMA Convention, Palmer
Chicago.
JuneChamberlin
26-27: Virginia
of Broadcasters,
Hotel, Assn.
Fort Monroe,
Va.
June 29-July 2: National Industrial Advertisers Assn., Palmer House, Chicago.
(Other Upcomings page 44)

Closed Circuit
(Continued from, page 5)
nas — contained in fact that nearly half of
1,200 communities assigned channels have populations around 10,000. Such cities economically
can't
support
tall tower
stations,
observers
pointbigout.power,
Statistics
of towers
currently
planned
also
show
minority
above
1,000
ft. (see story page 63).
AMICABLE solution expected soon in only
major problem thus far tossed into lap of
NARTB Code Review Board. Details still under wrapsor butmorals
it's known
necklines
involved.there aren't any,
LOOK FOR ANNOUNCEMENT this week
that one of major radio-TV set manufacturers
is makingmercialsubstantial
grant togethelpoff noncomeducational television
ground
on nation-wide basis, coupled with plan looking toward raising multi-million dollar fund
for similar purposes through manufacturers
in number of fields.
SPACE accommodations for independent stations desiring to cover political conventions no
problem but cost factor poses obstacle. As with
networks, stations must bear facilities installation costs. National committees' formula
was todiespro-rate
number plans,
of inwanting in.costs
Somebased
haveon dropped
however, with resultant higher tab for others.
Plan to parcel out space set off by sound-proof
curtains.
LAPFULL of political time lost by major network when all its brass happened to be "in
conference" or "busy" while buyer cooled heels
in
reception
room, and finally went across
street.
THERE'S TALK that Harris subcommittee of
House investigating morals of radio-TV programs isandthinking
seriously toof answer
inviting charges
advertising
talent agencies
of
"offensive"
performers
and
shows.
Some
committeemen also understood to be impressed
with "dry" testimony regarding frequency
and "sell" of beer and wine commercials, want
to
ask agency men who's responsible — they
or advertisers.
GENERAL FOODS, N. Y., through Young &
Rubicam, N. Y., late Friday was still trying to
clear daytime strip on CBS Radio for sponsorCrosby by Jell-O.
TalentIf figure
said toship ofbeBingin neighorhood
of $16,000.
radio
time not acceptable to all sides, GF-Crosby
negotiations
probably will dissolve and advershow. tiser will be forced to start again with another
STORM CLOUDS are gathering over FCC
proposal to relax transmitter operator rules,
permit remote operation of some transmitters
June 9].
engineer
as[B»T,
comments
beginIt'stobroadcaster
flood FCC, vs.
NARTB
and
unions. Management says technical help is
short, wages forced disproportionately high.
Engineers, some seeking tougher rules, say
stations want cheap operation, bigger profits.
Watch for this argument against relaxation:
Unattended
transmitters will be wide open to
enemy
sabotage.
PRIVATE study of TV program sources understo d to show no network produces even half
of commercial programs on its facilities, with
one said to "own" less than 5%.
for more AT DEADLINE see page 98 ^
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All It Took

was

a Hot

Lick . . .

. . . And Joshua really "sent" Jericho— tumbling, that is.
KOWH swiped the page from history and tried it on the Omaha, Council Bluffs area.
Darned if it didn't work! Popular music "hath charms" . . . especially when served up
a la KOWH, garnished by program techniques that have placed KOWH first in the nation!
For an idea of how many walls are being penetrated by KOWH, glance at the below
Hooper share-of-audience chart averaged for October, 1951 -April, 1952, 8 A.M. -6 P.M.,
Monday through Saturday.
36.5%

Sta. "A"

Largest total audience of any
Omaha station, 8 A. M. to
6 P. M., Monday through Saturday!1952.)
(Hooper, Oct., 1951
thru April,
% Largest share of audience, in
any individual time period, of
any independent
America!
(April, station
1952.) in all

STATIONOTHER
RATINGS
Sta. "B"

Sta. "C
Sta. "D"

n
Sta. ME'

O

M

A

imerica's
Listened-to
Independent
Statii
General
Manager,Most
Todd Storz;
Represented Nationally
By The BOLLING
CO.

BROADCASTING
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BIG

BUSINESS

AT

WGY

Sponsors using WGY have the benefit of tremendous support
for theirtional sales
activities —messages through the station's many promoAUDIENCE PROMOTION:
# WGY publishes Mike and Camera monthly and distributes it to
an up-to-date mailing list containing over 20,000 subscribers.
# Over uled900each hard-hitting
promotional announcements are schedmonth.
# Over 10,000 lines of advertising are placed in Albany and
Schenectady newspapers each month.
# sister
One minute
station —movies
WRGB.of station artists are shown on WGY's
# Motorists on area highways have their attention called to the
station by seven 8' by 24' colorful scotchlited billboards.
# WGY artists are furnished with promotional postcards on
which they answer their large volume of mail.
# The complete WGY program schedule is carried in 14 area
dailies having a circulation of 332,934 and in three Sunday
papers with a circulation of 217,797.
9 Many remote broadcasts are conducted throughout the year,
including several from N.Y.S. Fair and County Fairs in the area.
MERCHANDISING:
# Dealer letters and postcards are mailed on request to 1436
grocers and 299 druggists.
WGY IS A TOP PROMOTIONAL BUY! The extensive
promotional activities insure a maximum audience for
all sales messages broadcast by this pioneer station
which serves 840,000 radio families in 53 counties in
Eastern New York and Western New England.
Represented by
NBC Spot Sales

mm m
50.000^^/(ilwatts
affiliated with fffi(j
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FORECAST

FOR

ARKANSAS:

WEATH

ER

POLITIC

S..

!H(iil

|§

!ft%J

t

In this election year, something besides the weather is going to be HOT in
Arkansas! Folks down here like their politics at a boil and their politicians
"pouring on the heat"! It makes for more interesting elections just as it makes
for a more enlightened electorate.
^ With five men in the race for governor, with a Congressional seat at stake, with
other state, county and local offices being contested for . . . summer in Arkansas
will surely be "Hot and Unsettled"!
KLRA will cover the state political scene from all angles. Only KLRA with
the state's only full-time News Department (soon to be implemented with special
personnel), is in a position to fully report the news of politics as well as the usual
run of events.
Special coverage of the Democratic Primary on July 29, as well as the Run-Off
Primary on August 12, has been planned. The general election in November
will be covered by CBS on a national scale and by KLRA on a state-wide basis.
Gubernatorial candidates will be heard on special public service broadcasts as
well as paid political time. Significant, we believe, is the fact that the first gubernatorial candidate to make his opening address chose KLRA alone of the Little
Rock stations to carry his message to Central Arkansas.
■jf The National Conventions of both parties will be completely covered by CBS
Radio under the sponsorship of Westinghouse. This is an ambitious coverage,
and Arkansas will be listening avidly, because the choice of both Republicans
and Democrats will be important to the people of Arkansas. KLRA, which has
proven itself "Arkansas's Listening Habit", is proud of the fact that it is "CBS
Radio for Arkansas".
So there will be no "summer slump" in listening to KLRA this summer (there
NEVER has been!) but advertisers with a message for this up-and-coming market
will get MORE VALUE than ever with a schedule on KLRA.
For the Complete KLRA

10,000
5,000

WATTS
WATTS

1010 KC • CBS
BROADCASTING

Telecasting

Story Ask any 0. L. Taylor Company

Office

DAYTIME
NIGHT
RADIO

LITTLE

ROCK
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Chary of Charity
EDITOR:
Plugs" in
theYour
Junereport
9 issueon of"Free
Broadcasting
• Telecasting was welcome coverage of a most irritating income
loss to radio stations and networks
■— but it stopped short of the most
serious "steal" of all.
You failed to mention the fact
that one entire industry depends
almost entirely for its success on
radio — and spends only pennies for
paid advertising on the air while
pouring literally thousands into
newspapers and magazines . . .
and thousands more into the palms
of individuals on the talent payrol s of the nation's stations.
Of course, I mean the phonograph record folks. Forcost 25^'of oronelessof
— the manufacturing
their discs — they can "buy" a mini-
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open mike
mum of three minutes of commercial devoted entirely to their product. And when you hear some of
of theter that
DJ'sarrived
slobbering
a plat-of
a dayoverahead
the rest, you realize that the cash
value of these "commercials" runs
into staggering figures. . . .
The interesting thing about it
all is the fact that any group of
stations in a sizable area could
torpedo
days. Alltheit whole
takes "steal"
is a littlein or-30
ganized effort. No label mentions,
for example. Some judicious
"knocking" of pet releases. The

before I reached here, I was poundingpanyawaywith ata lot
this of"steal",
in comself-respecting
operators
who learned
long ago
that "you can't sell it if you give
Maurice B. Mitchell
3
Vice President
it away."
Associated Program Service
New
York
omission of a major label for a
month — from all stations, all programs. Tearing
up allreturn
those "topten" reports
and those
post- FudcTs No Dud
cards from the publicity depart- EDITOR:
m
e
n
t
s
.
I
f
that
treatment
doesn't
slam sales down and scare up some
OUR COMPLIMENTS ON THE
fast, legitimate advertising dollars, SERVICE RENDERED
then our medium is no good in the THROUGH "BUSINESS BUILT
first place and the record people BY RADIO." IF AVAILABLE,
are simply being charitable, send- PLEASE SEND AND BILL US
FOR 100 ADDITIONAL COPIES.
those "free"
It ingwillout all
be suggested
thatrecords!
my inGEORGE M. BURBACH
terest in this subject stems from
GENERAL MANAGER
my connection with the transcripKSD
ST. LOUIS
tion library field. Not at all. Long
* * *
EDITOR:
Your dissertation on "Eustace
T. Fudd" really hits the mark and
certainly, in my estimation, should
take its place among the masterpieces of radio promotion. . . .
John
Bernhard Jr.
GeneralE. Manager
WFOY St. Augustine, Fla.
EDITOR:
"Radio Is No Damn Good" . . .
is a fine job . . . handled with your
usual high quality . . . and should
be most effective.
What'll reprints run? . . . want
to use it as soon as possible.
Ralph
Robinson
General J.Manager
WACE *Chicopee,
* * Mass.
EDITOR:
Congratulations on the collection
of radio success stories and the excellent form in which you have
presented them.
Can tiyou
pleaseandsendbillmeus.an addional 25 copies
Del Leeson
Promotion Manager
KDYL Salt Lake City
* * *
War or Peace?
EDITOR:
I see in your June 9 issue that
you have declared a state of war
exists: "Research Wrangle — NielSAMS Battle."
tell meis
who sen,
invaded
whom. Please
All I know
that we announced we were a going
business
a very service,
up-todate new producing
kind of coverage
NCS.
There was a time when we had
hoped a single combined service
(Nielsen-SAMS)
might but
haveSAMS
been
offered
to the industry,
preferred to fan the embers of a
once live BMB, rather than tackle
the real problem of answering radio
and TV's
currentlyand different
lems on coverage
audiences.prob-So
we went on alone to research the
problem and develop NCS.
Way back in B. B. (before Baker), BMB said no to personal in(Continued on page 16)
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Go

Home-Town
with

Yankee

the

Home-Town

Food

Show

featuring
RUTH

MUGGLEBEE
and

BILL HAHN
These products are
featured regularly on
YANKEE HOME-TOWN
FOOD SHOW
AMAZO
CERTO
SURE-JELL
GLENWOOD RANGES
HABITANT SOUPS
LA CHOY PRODUCTS
LAMOUR COLOR COMB
SHAMP-O-PADS
LOG CABIN SYRUP
DAWN FRESH
MUSHROOM SAUCE

THE

Yankee Home-Town Food Show is the sensation of New
England food shows — and for good reasons:
1. It's a great show featuring Ruth Mugglebee, Woman's
Editor Boston Record-American and Sunday Advertiser and
Bill Hahn, Yankee Radio and TV Personality —
Monday thru Friday, 1:15-1:45 P.M.
2. It reaches locally into more places where volume sales
are made than any other food show.
3. The merchandising plan is exclusive and distinctive in
New England. Renewals prove the high selling impact of this
show.
Go Yankee! Go Home-Town = — with the
Yankee Home-Town Food Show!

YANKEE

NETWORK

DIVISION OF THOMAS S. LEE ENTERPRISES, INC.
B ROADCASTING

21 BROOKLINE AVENUE, BOSTON 15, MASS.
• Telecasting
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COVERAGE:
With 5,000 watts on 580 k.c. WGAC and
only WGAC blankets the twenty county, 500,000 population, four hundred million dollar
Augusta Retail Trading Area, with an average
daytime penetration of 71% and with 80%
more listeners than its nearest competitor
(Broadcast Measurement Bureau Study No. 2).
RATINGS:
WGAC captures first place in 47 of 52 quarter
hours daily, Monday through Friday, 7 A.M.
to 8 P.M., in the Augusta Retail Trading Area
(Pulse, January 1952).
ADVERTISING:
More local and national spot advertisers spend
more money on WGAC than on any other
Augusta radio station.
MAIL PULL:
Always
Augusta's
top mailsuperiority
pull station,
WGAC
demonstrated
its marked
in this
category last Christmas when, to eliminate confusion among the small fry all four Augusta radio
stations carried the same Santa Claus at the
same time. WGAC accounted for a fat 40%
of the total mail response:
WGAC
2,174 Letters
Station B
1,345
Station C
1,002
Station D
489
Right now?1,000
Typically,
Block tois
averaging
letters Busby's
a week Bargain
in response
its Mystery Tune contest on WGAC.

TOP TALENT:
WGAC's local personalities capture first place
in the 1952 Pulse ratings whenever they are on
the air.
1. Claude Casey and the WGAC Sagedusters
at 7:15daily.A.M., 12:15 to 1:00 P.M. and 6:30
P.M.
daily.
Hay ward,
who 1:15
conducts
Augusta's
only2. Joyce
women's
program,
to 2:00
P.M.
3. Hugh Grant, former U. S. Minister to
Albania
and Thailand,
and daily.
Augusta's only news
commentator,
at 7:00 P.M.
4.7:00Warren
WGAC's
star newscaster,
daily.
atNoon
A.M., Hites,
7:55 A.M.,
8:30 A.M.
and 12:00
5. Farmer Chambers, Richmond County
Agent
and Augusta's
commentator,
hour
6:15 ).A.M.
daily (notonly
ratedfarmbecause
of early
COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES:
WGAC, its personnel and its management are
active
in nearlyon every
phaseare oftheAugusta's
life. Included
its staff
Chairmancivicof
the Augusta Chapter of the American Red Cross,
the President of the Civitan Club, the Chairman
of the Hospital Entertainment Committee of
the Red Cross, the Campaign Chairman and
Treasurer
the Scrap
Boys' Mobilization
Club of Augusta,
the
Chairman ofof the
Committee
of the Augusta area and members of the Boards
of Directors of the Community Chest, the
Red Cross,Businessmen's
Boys' Club, Club
Kiwanis
the
American
and Club,
the Merchants' Association.
COMMERCIAL:
By any measure, by any yardstick, WGAC is
the Augusta area's first station. No matter what
measurement
you prefer,
we've see
got ourit. For results, use WGAC.
For action,
NATIONAL REPS:
Avery-Knodel, Inc. — New York, Atlanta, San
Francisco, Los Angeles and Chicago.

#

#

*
agency

audience,

all

morning,

in

ARVIN FRANK, executive vice president, W. B. Doner, Chicago,
M elected president.
PENELOPE SIMMONS, radio-TV timebuyer, Federal Adv., N. Y., to
Foote, Cone & Belding, same city, in same capacity.
ROD McKENZIE, Sherman & Marquette Inc., N. Y., elected vice president and account supervisor.
TED READY, radio-TV director, Lloyd Mansfield Co.,
to Pitluk Adv. Co., San Antonio, in same capacity.
NICHOLAS B. BJORNSON, Levenson Bureau, Phila.,
to Gray & Rogers, that city, in copy department.
RICHARD S. OLMSTED to Cecil & Presbrey Inc.,
N. Y., as assistant account executive. NORMAN WEXMr. McKenzie LER, Brooke, Smith, French & Dorrance, to C&P's
copy staff.
GAR W. YATES, vice president of Rogers & Smith, Chicago, and HOWARD N. SMITH Jr. of Dallas office, elected to board of directors.
DUDLEY D. CARROLL, manager of N. W. Ayer & Son, Honolulu, returns to Philadelphia office, replaced by JAMES P. SMITH. FRANCIS
M. WATERS, assistant to president, Assn. of National Advertisers, to
agency's
on public department
relations staff.
Navy. toNewlatterYorkofficeofficein radio-TV
returns
afterDIRK
tour A.of WATSON
duty with

on all accounts
Chattanooga

the

next

network

than

two

stations

combined/
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by BRANHAM

Baker took over promotion and
career eron publicity operations.
er Examin
Francisco
the San newspap
A BRIEF
"The pace was fast, but the preserved as the portal for entrance
conditioning inso many fields has
into the agency field for Maury
TV director of the come in mighty handy since I've
Baker, radioSan Francisco office of BBDO.
been
with
BBDO,"
joined BBDO in Mr.
June,Baker
1951.says.
Born at Salt Lake City in 1915, He Not
so much an account man
the son of a newspaperman there,
Mr. Baker was graduated from the as he is a radio-TV specialist, Mr.
U. of California, but admits he Baker works on all accounts at
learned more as managing editor present active in the broadcasting
of the informal Daily Califomian media. These are Standard Oil of
thanHis
he didnewspaper
in the halls of learning. California, Gallo Wine, Pacific
Telephone,
Coffee andMJBCircus
work led to general
assignments and
Foods.
beat work on the
In 1949, Mr. Baker
Examiner. When
won a national
World
War
II
began
award
for his proslenderizing city
motional and adroom staffs, he
vertising activities
with
KGO-TV.
joined the advertisis a member Heof
ing
department
of
Associated Oil, and
Alpha Delta Sigma
shortly afterward
and a oflongthe- time
member
San
was appointed
assistant director of
Francisco Press
public
relations
for
Club.
Married in 1945,
the western division
of the American Red
he is father of two
Cross.
sons, lives
ages 6inandPalo1.
After an interim
He
Alto.
Mr. BAKER
of three wartime
Although Mr.
years assionedaofficercommisin the
enthusiasticBaker
booster of isbothanradio
China-Burma-India theater, he entered radio with KGO San Fran- and television, he admits: "TV
grabbed me by the ears when ABC
ABC's owned
station cisco,
there.
When and
ABC operated
opened first
opened its San Francisco video
its extensive television plant, Mr. plant. It hasn't let go yet."
BROADCASTING
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beat
LEONARD H. RUSSELL, supervisor of research operations, Young &
Rubicam, N. Y., to Warwick & Legler, same city, as director of research
and member of plans board.
EARL WENNERGREN, William Kostka & Assoc., Denver (public relations firm), joins MacGruder-Bakewell-Kostka Inc., that city, as radio
director. He succeeds JOSEPH W. PALMER, who transfers to Oil Industry Information Committee of American Petroleum Institute as
representative, that city.
PAUL BRILLMAN, Electrical Distributing Co., Portland, to Jame:
Emmett Adv., that city, as account executive.
RICHARD MARSHALL, junior account executive, Foote, Cone & Belding Inc., L. A., named media manager.
VINCENT P. BLACK, Perfex Corp., Milwaukee, to Grant Adv., Detroit,
as vice president serving as account executive on Chrysler Airtemp,
Udylite Corp. and Frederic B. Stevens Inc. accounts.
LEONARD S. NAURISON, Thomas & Delehanty Inc., N. Y., to S. R.
Leon Co., same city, as account executive.
DALE PLUMB, Vancouver (Wash.) Sun, to Showalter Lynch Adv.,
Portland, as account executive.
RAY McCAREN, account executive, Julian R. Besel & Assoc., L. A.,
to Clyde D. Graham Co., that city, in similar capacity.
FRAZIER NOUNNAN, J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, to Ruthrauff
& Ryan, that city, as director of public relations and publicity.
DONALD A. BENJAMIN, Geyer, Newell & Ganger, N. Y., to Grant
Adv., N. Y., to handle eastern area public relations for Dodge Div.,
Chrysler Corp.
ELIZABETH BEOHM, radio-TV writer, Sales Builders Inc., L. A., to
Milton Weinberg Adv., that city, as copywriter.
POLLY PREDMORE, Aerogram Studio, Hollywood, joins Blitz Adv.,
Portland, as chief copywriter.
JAMES SPILLAN, Benjamin Eshelman Adv., Phila., elected vice president of Council of Adv. Clubs, Adv. Federation of America.
PHIL LAVEN, Tintair Co., N. Y., to Action Adv., Memphis, as division
manager supervising offices in central and mid-southern states.
SAM HERMAN, assistant copy chief, Gourfain-Cobb, Chicago, to copy
staff, William Hart Adler, that city.
RALPH WEINSTOCK, Ted H. Bell Co., Hollywood, to Consolidated
Adv. Directors, L. A., as account executive and head of sales and merchandising staf .
FRANK E. CLARKE, Erwin, Wasey & Co., L. A., elected president of
Adv.
Agency Production
Managers'
Assn. there.
NamedHALL,
vice president
was WILLIAM
M. CLARK,
West-Marquis
Inc. JOE
The McCarty
Co.,
is
new
secretary
and
GIL
RICH,
Martin
R.
Klitten Co.,
treasurer.
MORTON & CLYDE, Portland, changes to HENRY J. MORTON Co.
with sole ownership purchased by HENRY J. MORTON from VELMA
CLYDE, who has resigned because of ill health.
HIXSON & JORGENSEN Inc., discontinued San Francisco office with
accounts transferred to Los Angeles headquarters.
RUPERT ARNOLD Adv., L. A., moved to new headquarters at 439 S.
Western Ave. Telephone is Dunkirk 2-4409.
BROADCASTING
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Open Mike
(Continued from page 10)
ments. And as for programs, Page
terviews (and it was my voice that
was used). available
There justNielsen
wasn'tfielda 5 of our ballot only goes to a subwell-trained
sample
isn't usedregardless
for stationof
staff that could tackle such a job; coverageandanyway
what
SAMS
would
like
to think.
and, answers
anyway, from
it wasn't
necessary ra-to
get
non-owners,
These trade
get
after press
20 years."wars"
We have
dio owners and TV owners in pro- wearisome
per proportions. Nor had anyone a job of helping radio and TV and
aboutfora
developed
the "family
edit" to But
in- that's
crusadebattle
insteadenough.
of a How
civil war
sure full interview
cooperation.
a change.
times have changed.
John K. Churchill,
NCS has to find all those missing
Vice President,
pieces of radio (and TV) listening
A. C. Nielsen Co.
— in the living room, up in the back
bedroom and yes, out of home, too. [EDITOR'S NOTE: Mr. Churchill, who
was director of research of BMB,
And we don't want any "forget- isonceadvised
that if war exists, BROADdid not
ting"
or
"exaggerating."
Our
Audeclare
it.] CASTING •*TELECASTING
dimeter will help us there because
* *
we have the perfect check in what
these machines record against what Thank-You Note
the same homes report. The ma- EDITOR:
chines must be pretty good or NRI
At this time it is possible to
and NTI subscribers wouldn't use examine
the results of our efforts
them for programs, far more demanding than circulation measure- in obtaining cooperation from the

radio and television industries for
our 1952 crusade . . .
During
the Month,
month ofandApril,
Cancer Crusade
the early
part of May, into which the crusade was extended, the radio networks gave us 346 appeals as compared with 240 last year. For the
same period, the television networks gave us a total of 156 appeals as compared with 135 last
year. We had three simulcasts, 12
radio and 18 television integrations, and 10 advertisers using national spot radio gave us mentions
running well above 200. In radio
there were four network programs
devoted either completely or mostly
to the American Cancer Society and
in television there were seven fea-

tures . . .
The figures I gave above are for
network cooperation, but our field
representatives tell me of areas
throughout the country where it
was impossible to avoid hearing the
subject ofofApril.
cancer throughout the
month
We are grateful to you for helping us tell the industries of our
crusade and we are thankful to
the good men and women in radio
and television for helping so admirably in the fight to control
cancer. Walter King
Dir.
of Radio-TV
American
Cancer Society
New York

in the public interest .
IN an all-out safety drive, WABJ schools in Lenawee County, awardAdrian,listedMich.,
27 monthsin 11ago high
en- buttons
in theandcasestudents'
of schools
with
ing pennants
"safety"
13,000 students
schools and more than 100 grade no accidents for a month. Weekly
Safety Quiz is recorded in various
schools
for broadcast and Mon.safety.
Fri. Safety Story Lady promotes
* * *
A TOP Testimonial
Share-Ride Service
DURING transportation strike,
WGSM Huntington, L. I., secured
for a TOP Program
transportation to New York for
200 commuters through morning
disc jockey Bob Murphy, who acted
as intermediary between the strikebound Nassau-Suffolk commuters
on the Midwest's TOP Station
and 53 car owners who offered
rides
during
the program's 6:159:15 a.m.
period.
An Agency Executive wrote WGN in May:
Air Raid Instructions
"I can say that without qualification that
AIR RAID test alert in Hartford,
the "M.J.B. Show" was the best participation
program that we used anywhere in the West or
Conn., found WDRC there ahead
Far West. In fact, he outpulled almost all of
of time with a mobile unit cruising
the streets giving instructions to
the other 50,000 watt stations combined and
listeners
on what to do when the
these stations were located in Cleveland,
sirens went off. In the mobile unit
Detroit, Los Angeles, Pittsburgh, Boston and
were Station Manager Walter
other important markets throughout the
Haase, lations
a civil
defense
public Leif
recountry
official and
announcer
Jensen.
* * *
^emem&en . . . radio sells more to more people for less . . .
WBAL Aids Reunion
AFTER a 20-year separation, Navy
and your BASIC BUY in the Middle West is WGN . . . delivering
seaman Robert Phipps and his
the greatest coverage and the most homes reached per week*
father, Ralph Hamblin of Geneva,
N. Y., were reunited last Monday
on NBC-TV's Today (Mon.-Fri.,
7-9 a.m. EDT and CDT). Seaman
Phipps hadmentator
written
Archdale toJ. news
Jonescom-of
Chicago 11
Baltimore
News
Post's
WBAL,
seeking aid in locating his
real
A Clear Channel Station ... t i f# «
Illinois
father,
whom
he
had
not
seen
since
»00 Watts
his
adoption
as
an
infant
by
720
Serving the Middle West
another family. Knowing only that
Robert had been born 21 years ago
MBS
I ^ On Your Dial
in Waterloo,
Y., radio
Mr. Jones
enlisted the aid N.of his
audience
Chicago office for Mlnneapolis-St. Paul, Detroit, Cincinnati and Milwaukee
and followed tips until he located
Eastern Sales Office: 220 E. 42nd Street. Geo.
New P.YorkHolHngbery
17, N. V. forCo. New York City, Philadelphia and Bosto
Mr. Hamblin in Geneva, N. Y.
Advertising Solicitors for All Other Cities
Until their belated introduction
Los Angeles— 411 W. 5th Street • New York— 500 5th Avenue • Atlanta — 223 Peach Street
during
the program, neither SeaChicago— 307 N. Michigan Avenue . San Francisco— 400 Montgomery Street
man Phipps nor
the reason
for Mr.
his Hamblin
invitationknewto
appear on Today.
BROADCASTING
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NBC's

MEN

IN THE

NEWS:

Henle

"I
love

politicians'9

Photograph by RALPH STEINER

IROADCASTING

Ray Henle has a long, sincere
and requited affection for the
political genus. It goes back to
his first years in Washington
and one of his first big political
stories — when President
Coolidge chose not to run. In the
intervening years, Henle has
covered every convention and
traveled extensively with each
president as well as candidates
Landon, Willkie and Dewey.
As editor-in-chief of Three
Star Extra, his understanding
• Telecasting

of and continuing interest in
politicians stands him in good stead.
With Albert Warner as expert on
international affairs, Ned Brooks
covering domestic news, and Henle
on the Washington beat, the Sun
Oil Company's Three Star Extra
presents nightly the interpretations
of three experts — each working
in his special field.
Credit NBC with another unique
format for broadcasting news, and
credit NBC for having such

eminently able newsmen as Henle,
Warner and Brooks.
It's not easy to hold news leadership
in both radio and television as
NBC consistently does. It has to be
done the hard way — by having
a larger, more distinguished news
f oixe and by broadcasting more
hours of news every week. That's
why most people hear the news
first and hear more of it from NBC.
NBC radio and television
a service of Radio Corporation of America
June 23, 1952 • Page 17
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MUFFIN

is m/l/f
ym
ANYM

• We're not lisping, either
. . . when we say there's no
myth to Mrs. Muffin's capturing the interest and imagination of"the younger
set" in New Orleans.
• Bright and early each Saturday morning, young ears
are literally glued to their
radios (WDSU, of course)
between 8 and 9 o'clock.
During these sixty magic
minutes, Mrs. Muffin
weaves fascinating stories
... as well as giving tips
on health, safety, and
good deeds.
As proof of her magnetic
personality, recently Mrs.
Muffin received more than
6,000 letters during a single week. If sales to the
"small fry" is your problem . . . Mrs. Muffin can
easily
tion! provide the solu• Don't ever be fooled by
myths ... let WDSU show
you real
salesNewin the
"Billion Dollar
Orleans
Market."

Write, Wire
or Phone Your
JOHN BLAIR Man

new business f^2

EMERSONCAN WORLD
RADIOAIRWAYS,
& PHONOGRAPH
Y., and
PAN AMERIto sponsorCorp.,
radioN. spot
campaign
in variSpot
ous
markets
to
boost
sales
of
Emerson
"
Pan
American"
portable during vacation season. Agency: Grey Adv., N. Y.
REV. PERCY CROSBY planning to place radio version of TV show,
Young
Church through
of the Air,
in LosAgency
Angeles,
PontiacDetroit People's
areas Monday
Friday.
: JohnChicago
Camp and
Agency,
Ft.
Wayne, Ind.
INTERNATIONAL SHOE Co., St. Louis, adds 45 stations to lineup on
Howdy Doody, NBC-TV. Company bas 52-week contract for a quarterhour, adding the new list to its current 81 stations. Agency: Henri,
Hurst & McDonald, Chicago.
LYON VAN & STORAGE Co., L. A., starting Elmer Peterson and the
News on 13 NBC Pacific Coast radio stations, Tues., 5:45-6 p.m. PDT,
for 26 weeks from Aug. 5. Agency: Smalley, Levitt & Smith Inc., L. A.
GENERAL FOODS Ltd., Toronto (Swansdown flour), has started spot
announcements on a number of Canadian stations. Agency: Baker
Adv. Ltd., Toronto.
A/etwotk • • •
NAUMKEAG STEAM COTTON Co., N. Y. (Pequot sheets and pillow
cases), to sponsor Tuesday and Thursday segments of 15-minute Paula
Stone Show on MBS, Mon. through Fri., 10:15-30 a.m. EDT effective
July 22. Agency: Jackson & Co., N. Y.
KRAFT FOODS Co., Chicago, renews The Great Gildersleeve on NBC
from
July 23Chicago.
for 59 weeks, Wed., 7:30 p.m. CT. Agency: Needham, Louis
& Brorby,
CHEVROLET dealers renewing Dinah Shore Show, Tues. and Thurs.,
N.7:30-45
Y. p.m. on NEC-TV for 1952-53 season. Agency: Campbell-Ewald,
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co. (Camel cigarettes), to sponsor Pantomime Quiz as summer replacement for My Friend Irma beginning July 4
on CBS-TV, Fri., 8:30-9 p.m. EDT. Agency: William Esty & Co., N. Y.
PROCTER & GAMBLE, Cincinnati, to sponsor Boss Lady as summer replacement for Fireside Theatre from July 1 on NBC-TV, Tues., 9-9:30
p.m. Agency: Compton Adv., N. Y.
■Qgencij
pointASSOCIATED
men t& • •Co., N. Y., appoints Wilson, Haight
IMPERIAL -Op
KNIFE
& Welch, N. Y. Account executive is CHARLES B. H. PARKER.
WESTERN IRRIGATION Co., Eugene, Ore. (Dry-Lift drain valve),
and
MEADOWLAND CREAMERY Co., that city, appoint Coleman Adv.,
Portland.
THRIFTY DRUG STORES, L. A., appoints William W. Harvey Inc., that
city, to handle vitamin products' advertising.
J.House
HENRY
HELSER
& Leland,
that &city.Co., Portland (investment counselors), names
COBBLERS Inc., L. A. (women's shoes, bags), HOLLYWOOD STATE
BANK, Hollywood, and COMPUTYPER Corp., L. A. (div. Benson-Lehner
Corp., applied cybernetics, business machines), name Vick Knight Inc.,
Hollywood.
■fldjaeojale
RAYMOND K. MEFFEN, sales manager, Bymart-Tintair Inc, N. Y.
(hair coloring), named director of newly created professional division.
ALBERT and
M. BEHRENS
publicity
point of saleappointed
material. coordinator of all firm's advertising,
DON
HOYT, art-production
Adolph L. manager.
Bloch Adv., Portland,
to Mixermobile
Mfg. Co., thatdepartment,
city, as advertising
J. J. CURTIS, eastern regional manager, Johnson's Wax, named national
accounts manager to coordinate company's advertising and marketing
policies succeeded by R. W. GRIFFITH. G. O. POTTER of firm's Chicago office, appointed
and western
areas. national accounts manager in charge of midwest
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KXL
PORTLAND
New York 17, N. Y.
347 Madison Avenue
The Walker Company

KXLY
SPOKANE

KXLF
BUTTE

KXLL
MISSOULA

Hollywood 28, Calif.
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Pacific Northwest Broadcasters

KXLJ
HELENA
San Francisco 4, Calif.
79 Post Street
Pacific Northwest Broadcaster

RESULTFUL ADVERTISING
on the XL Stations Pays Big
Dividends Continuously.
KXLQ
KXLK
BOZEMAN
Great Falls
Illinois
360Chicago
North 1,Michigan
The Walker Company

feature of the meek
G byofa cars
WINsion
ST onSHO
new
televi
FIR"live"
and used car firm in the Philadelphia area is claimed by John
B. White Inc., Ford dealer there.
Capitalizing on the new WCAUTV studios'
accessibility
ground
level, permitting
cars from
and
trucks to enter the studios, the
White
companyin initiated
"live"
demonstrations
the commercial
portions of its news show a week
after opening of the WCAU center [B*T, June 2].
The firm's advertising agency,
J. Cunningham Cox, reported the
"live" demonstrations televised
excellently with favorable consumer reaction.
onstrations onall Firm
futureplans
shows.demJjidtomA <&)dq&
cars,on"television
specials,"
areSixshown
each program,
and
Do you want to know whether the firm thus can keep track of
-sales
attributed
to
TV.
you can take a dog into Canada
Keyed in this manner, the firm
on a hunting trip? Or the cost
of a hunting license in Ohio? Or
how to cook blowfish?

Or do you want to know how to
sell more fishing tackle and
hunting equipment, or beer, or
potato chips, or soft drinks?

Its Coverage
That Counts!

Mr. Facenda, star of news program
sponsored by John B. White Inc.,
helps "sell" a new Ford during a
commercial.
has been able to keep track of sales
directly attributed
to their
TV expenditures. Acompany
spokesman
stated
a
"good
number"
of
have been traced to television,salesof
which
the greater percentage were
used cars.

strictly business
good
in radio
and several
TV." ocHe taste
iscasions
proud
of the
If you have a product which apNarragansett
and his other
clients have been honored for expeals to the outdoorsman, young
cel ence of entertainment. Naror old, man or woman, "Ludragansett, with its heavy use
lam's Lodge" can answer these
of radio and its pioneering adver- Grandfather sure knew the
tising on television making it one
questions.
of the biggest advertisers in New
England, received a certificate
of coverage. He didn't
In the 5-5:30 p.m. Saturday spot
Award of Merit from City College value
take any chance of getting
of New York in 1947.
on WRC for over a year, "LudA Brown U. man (treasurer,
lam's Lodge" is now available to
Class of 1919), Mr. Haley first ap- burned . . . and speaking of
national advertisers. Kennedy
peared on radio as commentator,
actor and commercial announcer on
Ludlam solves problems in the
a wide variety of local broadcasts coverage, WBRE is the "must"
field of outdoor sports for all his
sponsored by firms with products buy to reach this 3rd largest
listeners. He's also the man who
ranging
from chewing gum to public utilities.
can solve your selling problems
He
probably
has byestablished
in the Washington market — so
some sort of a record
writing, populated market in Pennsylwhy not call your nearest NBC
producing
and
being
featured
vania. Yes, it's coverage that
Rhode Island Historian, one onof
Spot Sales office now for details?
counts
and WBRE and only
radio's grams.
oldest
JACK HALEY
Sponsoredcommercial
continuouslypro-by
IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL
the
Providence
Institution
for
APPEAL to advertisers to join Savings, a Mutual Savings Bank, WBRE can deliver this miningYOUR BEST BUY IS
the TV industry in raising from 1927 through 1949, the weekly
video's standards, made June radio program was supplemented manufacturing market to you.
11
by
Television
Re- only with occasional newspaper inFIRST in WASHINGTON
viewNARTB
Board Chairman
JohnCode
E. Fetstitutional advertising.
Radio scripts of the Historian
zer, probably will fetch a wholehearted approval from John W. program have been printed in
(Jack) Haley, advertising manager pamphlet utform
and mailing
widely lists,
dised to request
of Narragansett Brewing Co. of and four tribbound
volumes still are
Cranston, R. I.
in demand at libraries and schools
Head ofvertisithe
brewing
firm's this
ad- — each has passed the 20,000
n
g
s
i
n
c
e
1933,
Mr.
Haley
mark. Many have been
5,000 Watts * 980 KC
year breezes through his 25th year copies
printed
in Braille.
in
radio.
His
associates
tag
him
Mr. Haley
is in national demand
Represented by NBC Spot Sales
(Continued on page 4.2)
"an extremely vocal proponent of
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SAM SCHNEIDER

At the request of the Mutual Security
Agency of the United States Government, Sam
Schneider, KVOO Farm Director and President
of the National Association of Radio Farm Directors will head a delegation of his co-workers
on
weeks'
tour farm
of Europe
help
establisha asixmore
effective
radio toservice
on the continent.
An important part of Sam's work, in addition, will be to set up a GREENER PASTURES
PROGRAM modeled after the highly successful KVOO Greener Pastures Program which
has already been adopted in several South
American nations.

Translations of this highly important and
effective plan* have already been made available to European farm directors in order that
they may be prepared to plan progressive
steps toward its accomplishment when the
American delegation arrives.
The success of the KVOO GREENER PASTURES PROGRAM is a source of pride to us
and we are happy for the opportunity of sharing it with our friends in South America and
Europe. The land is basic, whether here or
any other place in the world. Let's all work
to improve and restore it to its rich, original
beauty and fertility.

*Your copy of this important Program is free for the asking. Just address your request to KVOO or your nearest
Petry & Company office.

RADIO
STATION
KVOO
N8C AFFILIATE
EDWARD PETRY AND CO., INC. NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
50.000 WATTS
TULSA. OKLA.
OKLAHOMA'S
CREATEST STATION
NBC AFFILIATE
OADCASTING
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Like

pork

goes

with

beans

That's the way successful advertising goes with W-I-T-H in Baltimore! And how the
local merchants do know it! W-I-T-H regularly carries the advertising of twice as many of
them as any other station in town.
Here's why: W-I-T-H delivers more listeners-per-dollar than any other radio or TV station
in Baltimore. And this BIG audience, at such LOW rates, produces low-cost results!
W-I-T-H can do it for you too. Get in on this natural combination — low-cost, resultful
advertising and W-I-T-H. Your Forjoe man will give you all the details.

N BALTIMORE
TOM TINSLEY, PRESIDENT
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POLITICS

ON

Democrats Already
Are Buying Up Time
By JOHN OSBON
PACTS for "excellent time
periods"
and television have in
beenradio
corralled
by the
Democratic National Committee for the post-convention politiweek.cal campaign, it was revealed last
While actual sums were not
specified, it was learned that the
contracts involve "hundreds of
thousands of dollars" covering
basic time purchases on all major
radio-TV networks.
In announcing that contracts
have been signed, Committee Chairman Frank E. McKinney boasted
that the Democrats, for the first
time, had skirted time pre-emption
problems at a great saving to the
national committee — and incidentally minimizing
headaches
of
network
executivesthelater
on.
The purchases cover basic time
only on "all national networks" for
programs to be broadcast and telecast starting next September and
ending
prior to the came
electionas
Nov. 5. just
The announcement
the committee accelerated its Victory Chest drive to raise funds for

s

AIR:

$10

MILLION

In the feverish campaigning for the Presidential elections,
political broadcasting will play hob with commercial schedules on radio and television throughout the summer and the
fall. Regular sponsors are already making plans to adjust
their spots and programs to the dislocation bound to be
made by the broadcasts of next month's political conventions.
And politicians have already entered the market to buy up
time next fall.

radio, television and other media.
Results for radio-TV funds thus
far have been gratifying.
Details were not available late
last week but will be released
shortly so Democratic officials can
coordinate state and local camplans with
national
schedule.paign The
JosephtheKatz
Co.,
Baltimore, has been instructed to
push ahead on programs.
Early Bird
"I believe we have secured excellent time periods which will
reach every city, every town, every
community and rural area in the
country," Chairman McKinney said.
"By
moving sums
early, ofwe money.
have saved
substantial
We
plan to see that this time is used
to achieve the maximum effect."
Thus, the contracts presumably
were signed with ABC, CBS and
NBC radio and television networks; with MBS,Network.
and withThere
DuMont Television
were some reports that commitments will approximate $1 million,
give and take either way.
It was reliably learned the Demhad purchased
ElectionocratsEve
network 10:30-11
segments.p.m.
Chairman McKinney pointed out
that choice time periods were obtained early — "before commercial
sponsors have signed their fall contracts." In a letter to Democratic
party workers, Mr. McKinney explained:
. . . By contracting
for this sums
time
now
savingcampaigns
substantial
which wein are
previous
we have
had touledpaysponsored
to remove
regularly
schedshows to make way for
political
expensewhatever broadcasts.
amount it costThis
to produce
the
CHAIRMAN McKINNEY
program
—
was
in
addition
to thetime.money
paid
to
the
network
for
the
... He beat commercial sponsors
To
give
you
some
idea
of
what
kind
to the punch
of money this involved, the producBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

tionmuch
cost of many
top television
isandasabove
$50,000,shows
over
theascost$40,000
of theor network
time.
This
year,
however,
we
have
secured
choice
time
periods
on
television
and
radio
commercial
sponsors
have
signed before
their
fall
contracts.
Ifsignwe these
had
waited
until
late
summer
to
contracts we would have had to pay
running well shows
into insixorder
figuresto
tomoney
get remove
the samesponsored
time we now have
under
contract.
Mr. McKinney noted that the
Victory Chest drive [B»T, June 9]
"is offof tothea contributions
good start," although
most
have not
been large
and "it takes
a lot theof
these
contributions
to meet
high
cost
of
radio
and
TV
In fact, the radio-TV appealtime."
bids
fair to become "the most successful
campaign"
the party has ever conducted, he added.
The Democratic chairman assured party workers that emphasis
on the radio-TV fund did not mean
"we are going to rely only on those
media."
He proposed
a "wellrounded publicity
and advertising
program,
utilizing
every
medium
of communication to the maximum
that our legal campaign ceiling
will permit."Fund Raising
Mr. McKinney referred to the $3
million ceiling imposed on camtionpaignyearexpenditures
under theduring
Hatchan elecAct.
Early for
estimates
placed radio-TV
funds
the Democrats
at somewhere between $l-$2 million.
"We will be able to do a better
job in all [media] fields because
we are moving early to raise our
radio and TV fund to contract for
basic national network time," Mr.
McKinney observed. He called on
party (Continued
workers to onsendpagein any
97) con-

HEADACHE
How Sponsors Plan .
To Meet Disruptions
By FLORENCE SMALL
AN ESTIMATED seven to
ten million dollars worth of
radio and TV spot announcement schedules will be disrupted by the networks'
of the political
conventionscoverage
during
July, with agencies split in their
demands for either time-credit or
substitute ("make good") time, the
latter to be cleared with the agencies in advance.
The situation derives from the
fact that the networks anticipate
that note
during
keyaddressestheandconventions'
dramatic occasions like the first balloting, coverage will not be interrupted for
station identification. However,
duringtion all predictable
the networks convention
will strive acfor
at least half-hour breaks in radio of the usual 30 seconds duration and at least one break during
the hour in television.
Disappearing Spots
Thus,
sincenetwork
the individual
station on the
will be able
most of the time to retain the 30
seconds for station identification,
that revenue will not be unduly affected, but the stations still face
the loss of the quarter-hour spot.
One of the first radio station
representatives to query New York
agencies on the problem last week
was the O. L. Taylor Co. President
Lloyd G. Venard sent letters to the
agencies asking
a sug-in
guested
method approval
to be ofused
handling affected national accounts.
Mr. Venard's plan as expressed
in
his letter
suggested
"if
a national
account
is missedthat
during
the convention, the station is to
run that announcement on the first
break that is open. If for instance,
an announcement is scheduled for
11 a.m. and is knocked out by the
convention, it would run at the
Although
it was too early for
first
open break."
Mr. Venard to have received complete
replies, B«T onwaspageable30)to spot
(Continued
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ATTENDING the National Assn. of Radio & TV Station Representatives' Spot
Radio
in New Inc.;
York's
Biltmore
June C.10 L.areMiller
(I toCo.,r):
Arthur Clinic
McCoy,luncheon
Avery-Knodel
C. L.Hotel
Miller,
president,
honored guest; T. F. Flanagan, managing director, NARTSR, and Jones
Scovern, Free & Peters Inc.
LBS VS. MAJORS
Trial Date Now Jan. 79
THE EXPIRING Liberty Broadcasting System was revived a bit
last week as a Chicago federal district court judge set Jan. 19 as the
trial date
in the network's
trust suit charging
conspiracyanti-by
major league baseball clubs.
Liberty'sLutkin
Chicago
law firm,
Connell,
& Van
Hook, Mc-on
Tuesday requested and received a
January trial date. The early date
is expected to influence creditors so
they may agree to continuance of
the costly litigation.
Creditors of Liberty — to whom
almost $1% million is owed —
will meet in Dallas July 8 to select
the trustee in bankruptcy, who is
the permanent replacement for the
receiver. The receiver is William
J. Rochelle, Dallas attorney, who
may also be named trustee.
The trustee and creditors will
decide what disposition is to be
made of the baseball suit. Should
the network win a favorable decision, creditors would stand to collect everything owed them. However, they might decide to drop
the suit because of litigation costs
and the possible time involved in
getting a decision. As it is now,
debts might be paid off at. the rate
ofliquid
10 cents
Liberty's
assetson the
are dollar.
unknown,
but
presumably
include
accounts
receivable from former affiliates and
equipment.
COPYRIGHT BILL
Senate Group Okays
BILL to broaden the Copyright Act
to protect recording rights of authors of non-dramatic literary
works [B«T, March 31, 24] was reported favorably last week by the
Senate Judiciary Committee. Bill
(HR 3589) is substantially the
same as the House-passed version,
which would require broadcasters
to secure the consent of the author
for airing.
Maximum damages of $100 are
permitted "where
the heinfringing
broadcaster
shows that
was not
aware that he was infringing and
that such infringement could not
have been reasonably foreseen."
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HUMPHREY LAUDS
Talent on OPS Shows
PRAISE for patriotic services
donated by radio and film talent in
connection with radio programs of
the Office of Price Stabilization was
given by Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey
(D-Minn.). He paid the tribute to
their "patriotism and selflessness"
in response
to charges
casters and artists
were that
aidingbroadOPS
"propaganda" programs.
Sen. Humphrey's
introduced in the statement,
Congressional
Record, pointed out that the people must understand the OPS program to check inflation as well as
maintain and expand production.
He said:
I am confident that your contribution of talent and time has the appreciation of all Americans who fear
inflation and desire to protect their
economy. You and your associates
have been criticized by a small handful of my colleagues for assisting
your government. If helping your
government in its anti-inflation program is to be considered controversial
and political, then I say that we are
only a step away from condemning
any individual who desires to help
his government carry out a program
enacted by law through Congress.
BAB CLINICS
Management Units Held
SERIES of Broadcast Advertising
Bureau clinics for station managers
and sales managers was held in the
East last week, with sessions at
Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington and Richmond, Va. Kevin B.
Sweeney, BAB vice president, and
Jack Hardesty, director of local
promotion, made the tour.
Morningoperations,
programs with
coveredpresentaBAB's
internal
tion of income distribution
and
jobs accomplished along with plans
for the rest of the year. These
plans include extensive advertising
and retail sales promotion drives.
Afternoon sessions were devoted
to sales discussions with station
sales and program executives. BAB
projects were described in detail.

DORLAND ASSETS
Liquidation Authorized
LIQUIDATION of the fiscal assets
of Dorland Inc., New York, was
authorized last week after the
agency, with liabilities said to be
$190,006,
an assignment
for
benefit of filed
creditors
in New York
County Court.
The authorization was given to
A. Alan Reich, attorney for the
assignee, at a meeting at which
of the agency's
largestNewcreditors
—32 among
them WOR
York
($28,260)
and
the
DuMont
TV
Network ($25,000)
— metcreditors.
to appoint
committee
of five
Theya
are: Merrell Morgan, representing
DuMont Network, Chauncey H.
Levy, Henle,
GeneralABC;Television-Radio
Muriel
Joseph Lewis, ;
Bingham Photo Engravers, and
Leo
Co. M. Rogers, Rogers Engravers
The creditors' committee also
employed an accountant to go over
the books
and a report
to the committee within
fortnight.
Among the questions for the accountant to pursue are the relaonships, ifany, (1)Adv.among
land Inc., tiDorland
Ltd., Dorand
Dorland International, and (2) between Dorland Inc. and the Wesley
Assoc.fice space
agency,
ofwith which
Dorlandoccupies
Adv. Ltd.
and whose staff includes Dorland
President Atherton Pettingell and
Executive Vice President Walter
Maas.
At the creditors' meeting, Eugene Roth, attorney for Dorland
Inc. saidtivities ofthat
merchandising
acradio-TV
division under
Harold Kaye were the main cause
ofHe the
saidagency's
Mr. Kayefinancial
was partbreak-up.
owner
of some of the companies that were
delinquent in paying their bills.
Lewis Ullman, attorney for Mr.
Kaye, who was not represented at
the
meeting, back
pointedin out
that Mr.in
a settlement
March
Kaye paid Dorland Inc. approxi-

Clandesrine VOA?
IS THE Voice of America
violating the law of Japan?
The Japanese Foreign Office
and Radio Regulatory Commission, according to newsthink language
perhaps
VOA paper
andaccounts,
Korean
broadcasts may run afoul of
Japan's
law. A
section ofelectric
that lawwavestipulates
that no license for operating
a station shall be given to a
foreign country- But the U. S.
expressly demanded the right
of broadcasts
when pact
it negotiated the security
with
Japan.
Nipponese
authorities
hold the broadcasts are not
intended for U. S. forces there
but the local populace.
mately
$15,000 rebate
and that
there oris
still a possible
of $2,000
so owed to Mr. Kaye by Dorland.
The original settlement of $15,000
was made,
afterduring
Mr. Pettingell statedhe insaid,
a letter
the
Dorland-Kaye litigation that "we
may have
been
in
error
with
reamountwas ofdue.$46,142.04,
which spweect to the
asserted
. . . The
figure alleged now appears to have
been unduly large."
FRENCH SARDINE BUYS
Godfrey Show Segments
FRENCH SARDINE Co. of Terminal Island, Calif., has bought two
weekly quarter-hours of the simulGodfrey's
morning
show castonof Arthur
CBS radio
and CBS-TV,
effective Sept. 2, bringing to 14
the number of 15-minute simulfall. cast segments already sold for this
CBS-TV Network Sales Vice
President Fred M. Thrower announced the purchase
of the simulcast on Tuesday
and Thursday
for
the firm's Starkist Tunafish product, through Rhoades & Davis, San
Francisco.

Drawn for Broadcasting . Telecasting by Dick Wang
"Just think! In twenty minutes your appendix will be in practically
every living room in the city!"
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Also Libel Measure

BILL
McFARLAND
PASSES
HOUSE
debate produced no opposition to provision eliminating the double
This motion,
and
the
debate
preBy EARL ABRAMS
ceding and following it, brought the bill. Most of the time was
clause. debate was on the
FIRST major municrevision
the ComMost spirited
the admission from the bill's man-/ spent on the newspaper section jeopardy
ations Act in 18 ofyears
is in agers
respective merits of the Horan and
the political censorship amend- the
Oren Harris (D-Ark.)^ and
the hands of Senate-House con- and J.— Reps.
ment.
O'Hara amendments. The forPriest (D-Tenn.) —
ferees this week, following passage that the Percy
newspaper provision does { Representing the Senate in the
mer,
was adopted,
would exlast Tuesday of the House version not
emptwhich
broadcasters
from liability
for
bar
the
FCC
from
turning
down
conference
committee
are
Demoof the Senate-passed McFarland a newspaper applicant if in its \
libel uttered on the air by political
cratic
Sens.
Ernest
W.
McFarland
candidates
or
their
authorized
Bill (S 658).
judgment
a
favorable
grant
would'
(Ariz.), author of the bill; Edwin
Only major amendment adopted
in the dis- C. Johnson (Col.), Lester C. Hunt spokesmen. The latter would have
on the House floor was a provision conduce to seminmonopoly
ation ofnews in the commu- (Wyo.), and Republican Sens. permitted stations to censor politto exempt radio stations from
Charles W. Tobey (N. H.) and
nity involved.
ical speeches for "defamation and
damages
for libelor uttered
by politThis is one of the provisions Homer E. Capehart (Ind.).
ical candidates
their authorized
which
was
believed
to
have
been
at
The
O'Hara amendment was deRepresenting
the
House
are
spokesmen. This was offered by the root of the White House's ob- Democratic Reps. J. Percy Priest obscenity."
feated by a House which felt poRep. Walt Horan (R-Wash.).
j
e
c
t
i
o
n
s
t
o
the
McFarland
bill,
and
Oren Harris (Ark.), Ho- be inviolate
litical candidates'
and thatspeeches
it was should
unfair ~?;
The same amendment would for- which led to its removal from the (Tenn.),
mer
Thornberry
(Tex.)
and
Repubb'd
stations from
lican Reps. Charles A. Wolverton to station owners to require them )
schedule two weeks ago.
candidates
more charging
than thepolitical
com- House
(N. J.) and Carl Hinshaw (Calif.). and
[B*T, June 16].
to giveforbid
time them
to political
cand:dates
commercial rate.
to censor
such 7
Bill as passed by the House folHoran parable
amendment
was adopted
Agreement
Seen
talks,
while
at
the
same
time perlows the general outline of the
Little
difficulty
is
expected
in
92 to 27, after the House defeated legislation
mitting
them
to
be
sued
for
libel.
passed in February 1951 "compromising" differences beby 59 to 37 an amendment offered by the Senate
Adoption
the Horan
with several importween the House and Senate bills.
O'Hara (Rment evokedof strong
wordsamendfrom
P.
Joseph
Rep.
by
tant
differences
(see summary of
Broadcast spokesmen are hopeful Mr. O'Hara.
Minn.)ted station
which operators
would haveto permitAfter
raising the
points below).
censor principal
that the provisions relating to sus- question
of
constitutionality,
Mr.
Senate
House
conferees
are
O'Hara
declared:
pensions, cease and desist orders
candidates'
speeches for defama- scheduled to meet this week behind and fines will
tion and obscenity.
be eliminated. They
I
do
not
believe,
and
I
assure
you
closed
doors.
No
major
changes
are
House also defeated by voice
also believe that the provision re- ICongress
say thisof intheallUnited
sincerity,
the \
Statesthatcould
vote an amendment by Rep. Harry expected to be made in the McFarg
a
r
d
i
n
g
t
h
e
purchase
of
the
appawhich thewould
someit was said two
ratus of unsuccessful applicants pass oanne . . act. from
R. Sheppard (D-Calif.) to strike weeksland bill,agoalthough
libelexempt
laws,
that the FCC had
civil isorjustcriminal,
States,either
the nrovision to forbid the FCC
renewal by the success- that
what youof the
are going
to andbe
the White House which for license
ful
grantee
can
be
deleted.
They
to discriminate against newspaper "reached"
on in this provision.
had ordered that certain provisions feel that the language of the Horan passing
applicants
"solely"
because
of
Adoption of the amendment drew ,
amendment referring to political even
newspaper ownership.
be Fact
"adjusted."
stronger words from Rep. (
that the only attempt to charges will be clarified.
Clare
E. Hoffman (R-Mich.) :
"soften" the bill was made by Rerj.
Spokesmen
for
major
broadcast"This
amendment
... is36)
an in- j
ers also are hopeful that House
Sheppard
surprised
industry
ob(Continued
on page
conferees
will
accept
the
Senate
Horan Amendment
servers. The four-and-a-half-hour
REVISED Section 315 of the
Communications Act, adopted
by the House by a vote of 92
to 27 upon a motion by Rep.
Main Points in House Version of New Bill
Walt Horan
follows
: (R-Wash.), is as
" 'Facilities
Public Officefor Candidates for
found guilty by Fed- House bill does not include this
SALIENT features of the McFar- any licensee
eral court of anti-trust violations provision.
*' 'Sec.
315. any(a) legally
If any qualified
licensee
land Bill (S 658), passed last week
Declaratory orders — Senate bill
shall
permit
or communications busiby the House and now the subject in radio
for general,
any publicor other
office
ness. House version does not touch orders FCC to issue declaratory
incandidate
a primary,
of
Senate-House
conference,
are
as
only when requested. House
election,
or any byperson
authorfollows:
this provision, leaving this section orders
ized itno speak
writing
such
candi-to
bill does not include this provision.
on hisstation,
behalf,
Cease and desist orders, suspen- as status quo.
use adatebroadcasting
such
Sale
of equipment — House bill
sion of licenses, fines — House bill
Separation
staffforbid
and Commislicensee tushall
opporFCC to compel a successnities in thestationafford
useto ofallequal
such
broadsioners— Both ofbills
staff of requires
gives
FCC
power
to
suspend
licasting
other
such
ful
grantee
to purchase equipment
censes up to 90 days, issue cease FCC from consulting with or mak- of unsuccessful
candidates
for thatinoffice
or byto
when
persons
authorized
writing
and
desist
orders,
levy
fines
up
to
ing recommendations to Commis- latter ' is licensee applicant
"stftth
other
candidates
to
speak
of facility
in- on their behalf.
sioners
regarding
decisions
on
$500
per
day
per
infraction.
This
volved.
Senate
bill
does
not
include
cases
before
them.
Both
bills
set
"
'(b)
The
licensee
shall
have
is in addition to existing authority
nobroadcast
power byto censor
the material
provision.
to revoke licenses for cause. up a review staff whose only func- thisRenewals
any
person
who
is
— Both bills put burden
permitted
use enumerated
its station in
Senate bill permits issuance only
tion is to digest
evidence
any
of the to(a)cases
missioners. Senate
bill addsfora Comlegal of proving that a licensee is not
of cease and desist orders.
subsection
or who uses suchin
qualified
for
renewal of license on
station mentby specified
reason inof such
any requireNewspaper
ownership
— House assistant to staff of each Commis- the FCC.
subsection;
and
the
licensee
shall
not
bill
forbids
FCC
to
discriminate
sioner.
House
bill
adds
a
"profesHearing procedures — Both bills
be liable
civillocal.or State,
crimsional" assistant to staff of each require
against newspaper applicants Commissioner.
inal actionincourt
inanyanybecause
FCC to notify applicant
bill is more
ormaterial
Federal
of any
"solely" because of newspaper rigid than SenateHouse
and
other interested parties of time
in
such
a
broadcast
version.
ownership or association. Senate
except
in
case
said
licensee
shall
Action on cases — Both bills re- and place of hearing and reasons
bill does not contain this provision.
willfully,
knowingly,
and within
intent broadcast.
to defame
participate
quire FCC to reach final decision why grant cannot be made. AppliPolitical broadcasts — House bill on applications
such
three months
cant ispermitted to object to FCC's
" '(c) Except
to the
extent
exexempts broadcasters from dam- after filing on within
pressly
provided
in
subsection
not requiring reasoning. If FCC, after reply of
ages for libel uttered by political hearings, withincases
(a), nothing
in any
this licensee
section shall
still feels it cannot grant
six months after applicant,
impose
upon
any
candidates
speaking
over
stations.
without hearing, it may
obligation to station
allow theby useany ofper-its
close of hearing on hearing cases. application
It
also
forbids
stations
to
charge
then
set
case
for hearing.
broadcasting
also require full report to
son.
more than the "minimum charges Both
Protests
and petitions for re"
'(d)
The
charges
made
for
Congress
on
cases
not
acted
upon
made for use of such station for which are on file for longer than
the usetion forofanyanyof broadcasting
stahearing— Both bills permit protests
the purposes
set
other purposes"
political
broad- above periods.
forth
this minimum
section
shall
not
against grants
or petitions
recasts. Senate billfordoes
not contain
exceedforin the
charges
hearing to be filed
up to 30fordays
made
comparable
use
of
such
Job jumping — Senate bill pro- after a grant.
these provisions.
station
for
other
purposes.
Both bills also rehibits any Commissioner from
" '(e) The
Commission
Double jeopardy — Senate bill de- representing
quire FCC to answer protests or
client before FCC petitions
prescribe
appropriate
rules shall
and
letes that portion of Section 311 of for one year aafter
for
rehearing
within 15
regulationsvisions of this
to carry
out
the
proresignation.
It
Communications Act which gives
days after filing.
section.' "
FCC power to revoke licenses of also applies to staff executives.
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""ft"*1
SELLS BEST
RADIO-TV
viewers at 85 cents a thousand. you find it's made up of two imviewers in 2,057,000 homes, deliv- ing"I'm
not saying that you will
ers viewers at the price of $3.57 a
elements: One,
not have individual sponsorship of
gram,portant
which listeners
couldthegetpro-by
thousand, he reported.
In contrast to these TV costs individual programs," Mr. Madden turning to the same station, on the
of $3.36 for an evening half -hour declared. "What I want to get same day, every week; two, the
is that television adand continuous advertisand $3.57 for a daytime half-hour across to you
vertising wil not be frozen into frequent
impressions the advertiser
per thousand persons reached, Mr. the traditional
patterns of network could ingmake
on the audience atMadden said that a black-and-white
tracted by the program.
page in Life costs $3.83 per thou"These
two
— the mass
sand and a 500-line ad in the leadAsking,
these the
new soundness
TV sell- audience and theelements
ing concepts"Dovitiate
frequent, continuing newspaper in 64 markets costs of advertising
practices established
ing advertising exposure — we must
$5.17 per thousand. "The most eco- radio."
Mr. Madden pointed out and will retain in the new selling
nomical medium is television," he inthatradio?"
plans
television will develop. In
"in
radio
you
had
the
same
noted,low either
"which
is substantially
the largest
magazine be-or advertiser sponsoring the same many instances we will have to
program
on
the
same
stations
week
forego
the luxury of exclusive adnewspaper
week in 13-week cycles. You
vertiser identification with the proRealizing advertising."
several years ago that after
had frequency and continuity of
as TV circulation increased, costs advertising
g
r
a
m
,
as youorganizations
had in radio."
impressions
on
a
mass
Research
should
rewould alsotroducedincrease,
vise(Continued
their radio
evaluation
methods
new sellingNBC-TV
concepts"in-of market of consumers.
on page 97)
"If you analyze that situation,
multiple participating sponsorship,
which are making network television advertising available to modTheme of Doherty Talk
budget advertisers," Mr.
Madden eratestated.
Head Meet
PROFIT
SQUEEZE
also enable
advertisersto BROADCASTERS, one of few industriesAt toNags
absorb rising operating
with"They
somewhat
larger budgets
co-sponsor programs which they costs out of profits, must avoid or minimize the squeeze between income
and operating costs, Richard P. Doherty, NARTB employe-employer
alone couldn't
afford,"
mented, reporting
that ofhethecom-50 relations director, told the North Carolina Assn. of Broadcasters, meetleading advertisers, 48 are using
at Nags
N. radio
C. ★
AtingtheFridaysame
time, Head,
he said,
television
of those
48, "36 are seems
their profitsintoandthe 'red-ink'
to be the only industry con- maintain
using someandform
of participating
black."
profits to pay higher stations are toto getradio's
sponsorship."
the next
50 ad-19 coststent toofreduce
absorption
operation. The results of Referring
vertisers, 35 areIn using
TV and
rising costs out of profits,
Mr.
some form of participating spon- could be "devastating" if inflation Doherty said:
continues, he added.
sorship, he said.
and rather
other lines
of business have raised
substantially
John H. Smith Jr., NARTB FM theNewspapers
"Actually,
what forwe're
is to director,
prices theof steady
their product
orinarch
servicesof
called on broadcasters to to cover
make
it as easy
the doing
advertiser
upward
In fact, it iswho,ironical
thatownso
to buy TV as it is for him to buy get FM out of the "foreign lan- costs.
many
businessmen
in
their
guage class and into the great ofbusinesses,
know upon
full well
thevirtually
impact
space
in
magazines,"
Mr.
Madden
higher
costs
prices
said. He pointed out that an ad- radio family" by talking "radio and fail to realize that radio has been
vertiser who wants to reach house- TV" instead of "FM, AM and TV." equally subjected to higher wages,
costs costs
of equipment,
higher
wives can buy 15 minutes of the
In his analysis of labor and higher higher
for services
and,
Kate Smith Hour (Monday-Friday, operating costs, Mr. Doherty said taxes,
in
total,
higher
operating
cost
ratios.
NARTB's
campaign
for
4-5 p.m.) for $12,044, at a cost per the upward spiral will continue better
controlthree-year
of operating
and labor
thousand of $2.27. A quarter -hour "regardless of the political outcome costs has
segof Howdy Doody (Monday-Friday, of the November elections." He said and hasment contributed
of theassisted
radio agreatly
andsubstantial
TVtoward
industry
the
5:30-6 p.m.) costing $12,541, will inflationary forces "have jumped improvement in the industry's profit
deliver viewers (90% kids) at a the national income from $233 bil- margin. . . .
Operating
costs
for
the
majority
cost of $1.93 per thousand. To reach
lion in 1947 to $328 billion in 1951
and TV stations are too high.of
the whole family, Mr. Madden no- — an increase of 41%. During the radio
These
relative
result
primarily high
from operating
excessive costs
payroll
ted, the advertiser can use as little same period the revenue of the
expenditures.
Whileefficient
many minimum
stations
as a five-minute segment of Today radio
broadcasting industry rose operate
with
an
(Monday-Friday, 7-9 a.m.) for
50%,employ
if not toomore,
the
Radio
stations additional
and net- staff,
nation'ssaons. . . full
stations
manyof per$2,352, or a cost per thousand of by 30%.works need
a combined
.
$1.36. The three advertisers who income of some $153 million if the
Chiding management, he said:
jointly
hour of sponsored
Your Showtheofmiddle
Shows halfpaid industry is to get the same pro- "The fault with many station
portionate
share
of
the
nation's
managements
is that they onare their
con$17,329 each a week, he said, reach- income as was received in the 1946tent to sit complacently
profitnotmargains
manyrideofoutwhich
Lists Operating Problems
are
too fat —— and
the
50 Operating
period."
problemsandof the
broad- 'liquidation' of radio broadcasting.
caster are shaped
influenced
Established
businesses
don't
by broad and complicated national .die;. . they
wither from
managerial
trends, Mr. Doherty said. He listed
of the arteries. We like
these as: National policies which tohardening
think of radio as one of Amerigenerate inflation; national tax
younger industries; some of
programs which affect potential radio'sca'smanagement
wants to act
sponsor advertising budgets; na- like old men sitting out
the green
tional wage and employment pat- bench era .... There is nothing
terns; nationwide union practices; wrong with radio that creative
national radio rate tendencies;
national legislation which directly courageous and competent manaffects, or threatens, the standards
agement cannotforsolve.
. . ." of
In calling
recognition
of all radio and TV operations.
FM broadcasting, Mr. Smith said
"Never before in the history of "the
great
discovery"
being
continued,
in manyFM more
places, isinclud
AMOUNT of selling copy in 35-word commercial is demonstrated to William bi-oadcasting,"
been such hea crying
need "has
for made
ing
radio
manufacturing
firms
H. Weintraub & Co. executives Carlos Franco (1), head of radio and TV, there
industry-wide cooperation and for had grown apathetic about FM. that
and Les Blumenthal (r) by George Backus, Edward Petry & Co. New York outside
operating services and aids least two firms are resuming proA
salesman, in the Petry drive to sell more 20-second chain breaks. Copy was if profit-making
stations are
are tou> auction
ne saiu.
duction ofoi rFMm sets, he
said
prepared for Kaiser-Frazer.
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COMBINED
"BESTtiser canunduplicated
an advermake is thebuycombination
of
radio
and
television,"
Edwardin
D. Madden, NBC vice president
charge of TV
sales and operations, said Tuesday in an address
before the American Marketing
Assn. meeting in
Cincinnati.
Citing Nielsen
figurestual onexperience
"an ac-of
last
year,"
Mr. Mr. Madden
Madden reported
that an advertiser sponsored a network radio program reaching 14.1 %
of all U.S. homes and a network
TV show reaching 7.9% of the nation's homes, but with only l/10th
of 1% of all homes reached by
both programs.
Duplicated Audience
"The important thing here is
that the duplicated audience — the
number of homes reached by both
programs
only homes
43,000 reached
out of
almost 10— is
million
by the advertiser with this combination," Mr. Madden pointed out.
"Radio,"
he declared,
"hasin adtoo
much
basic circulation
— and,
dition, secondary sets, portable and
auto sets — to be passed over. It
has too much grass roots penetration, too much advertising impact,
for it to be omitted from any advertiser's schedule."
Answering
critics who have
charged TV with pricing itself out
of the reach of most advertisers,
Mr. Madden stated that "day or
night, television gathers an audience for the advertiser at an economical cost per viewer. And its
price is low in comparison with the
cost of reaching people through
theHeolder
visualup media."
backed
these statements
with figures showing that an average NBC-TV sponsored evening
half-hour cost the advertiser $37,600 for time and talent and reached
11,192,000 viewers in 4,204,000
homes for an average cost of $3.36
per thousand viewers. The average
NBC-TV daytime half-hour, costing $15,100 and reaching 4,224,000

NBC Reinforces; CBS
MEETING
THE CRISIS
THE biggest problem facing network radio — how to re-stabilize it
—was approached in separate but
significant moves last week by the
management of NBC and a group
of affiliates of CBS Radio.
9 NBC, to coordinate its radio
and TV activities more fully, put
NBC-TV Vice President Sylvester
L. (Pat) Weaver Jr. in charge of
both the radio and TV networks and
installed Frank White as vice
president and general manager of
both, almost simultaneously starting to promote the use of radio and
TV in combination as the most
effective advertising buy.
9 Looking toward the July 1-2
"Crisis Conference" of CBS Radio
affiliates and CBS officials, members
of the
steering
Mr. WEAVER
tee met affiliates'
in an agenda
sessioncommitwhose
Mr. WHITE
tenor gave notice that the network . . . heads radio and TV networks . . . vice president & gen. manager
faces a scrap if and when it
undertakes
any major reduction in made our NBC television network
rates.
more exciting supplementa success. The NBC television homes arya program
schedule on radio.
The NBC realignment, calculated such
audience
will
have
the
advantage
We
expect
to be more
to result in "more use of radio in of a coordinated schedule of enter- use of radiothe inresult
both radio-only
both radio-only and television
tainment
and
information
prohomes,"
as wellwarning.
as to benefit
TV,
McConnellhomes."
also felt the new
grams on both radio and television. andMr.television
came without
Announced
would mean improved
by President Joseph H. McConnell
"We expect this coordinated arrangement
sales
service
to
advertisers
late Tuesday, it makes Mr. Weav- management to give new excitement both radio and TV, and moreusing
coprogramming by bringer's abilities — recognized especial- to ouring radio
ordinated supervision and guidance
into
radio
many
of
our
telely in the
programming
field
—
availfor
NBC
employes.
vision
stars
and
attractions.
This
able to the radio as well as the
will benefit our audience in homes
Almost simultaneously with the
TV network,
giving both
ra- which
use radio as the primary new appointments — which became
dio and TV while
the benefit
of Mr.
entertainment
and infor- effective immediately — NBC's apWhite's broadministrationexperience
in ad-in source of mation.
This same coordinated
proach to advertisers began to
and sales and also
labor and talent negotiations and planning will also offer television emphasize the advantages of corelations.
Mr. White, who resigned as presiHeads New NBC
dent of Mutual effective May 31,
joined NBC June 10 and had been ROBERT SARNOFF
Film Division
slated jected
to head
pro- ROBERT W. SARNOFF, vice president of NBC and director of Unit
television the
film network's
division. This
post went, almost simultaneously Productions in its television network, last week was named to head a
with the Weaver-White appoint- new NBC film division which will encompass all film activities of the
ments, to Vice President Robert network including a projected expansion of film syndication.
Announcing creation of the new
W. Sarnoff, who will be responsible for all NBC film activities in- division and the appointment of NBC Unit Productions last June
cluding planned expansion of film Mr. Sarnoff to direct it, NBC Pres- 22. Before that he had progressed
syndication, reporting to Mr.
ident Joseph H. McConnell said from network sales account execuWhite (see separate story, this "we at NBC betive to production manager for the
lieve that films
page).
television network, and manager of
will play an ever
Denny Status
program
The exact future role of Charles greater role in
As Unit sales.
Productions, director, he
R. Denny, executive vice president the futurevision"ofand telewas
responsible for the several
that
of NBC and acting head of the "we intend to stay
special NBC production units for
radio network, was not defined. in the forefront
The Comedy Hour, All-Star Revue,
Officials said* however, that he in this field as
Saturday
Night Revue, Kate Smith
would remain in an executive ca- we have in other
Hour, and the Victory, at Sea
pacity.
documentary which will be released
President McConnelPs statement aspects of televiof the goals of the Weaver-White . In his new post Mr. Sarnoff this fall.
Mr. Sarnoff, a son of RCA Board
appointments — which represent a Mr. Sarnoff, who joined NBC-TV
reversal of the concept which led assion."
an account executive in network
Sarnoff, was asthe network to separate its radio sales in January 1948, will report Chairmansistant toDavid
the publisher of Look
and TV operations a few years ago directly to Frank White, vice pres- Magazine, and previously had
— was as follows:
ident and general manager of the served with the Des Moines Regisunder the
ter and Tribune in a similar ca"Placing of the actual operating radio and TV networks
which installed Sylto joining
NBC.and Hea
management of the radio and tele- reorganization
the priorNavy
for three
vester L. (Pat) Weaver Jr. as vice was in pacity,
vision ordinated
networkscontrolunder
single, our
cowill abenefit
half years, with rank of lieutenant,
president
in
charge
of
both
netand before that he served in the
audience and our customers. NBC
works (see story above).
The new film division chief was office of Gen. William Donovan,
radio network listeners will gain
elected a vice president of NBC in Coordinator of Information, in
access alities
to andtheattractions
outstanding
whichpersonhave June 1951, and became director of Washington.
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Stations Buck Cuts
ordinated use of both radio and
television as combined sales tools,
and authorities expected that this
would become standard procedure.
The 43-year-old Mr. Weaver,
with NBC since August 1949, has
won reputation as a new-program
idea man. Some of the departures
from standard programming concepts which he has installed at
NBC-TV are represented in the
Saturday-night Show of Shows,
with its rotation of stars, and
Today,
the two-hourprogram.
early-morning communications
He started his career with advertising copy writing in Los Angeles
following graduation from Dartmouth College in 1930, moved next
into radio program production with
CBS-Don Lee network, and became program manager of Don
Lee's KFRC San Francisco. Moving to duced
Newthe Fred
York Allen
in 1935,Show
he profor
Young & Rubicam. By 1936 he had
become
manager Inof 1938
the heagency's
radio department.
joined
American Tobacco Co. and a year
later — at 31 — he was its advertising manager. After wartime
service which started in 1941, he
returned to American Tobacco in
1945, then went back to Y&R,
where he was vice president in
charge of radio and television — the
post he held before moving to NBC.
Mr. White, who reports to Mr.
Weaver in the new organizational
structure, served both CBS and
Mutual before joining NBC early
this month. His entry into the
broadcast field came in 1937, when
he joined CBS as treasurer. In
1942 he was elected a vice president and director, continuing also
as treasurer until 1947 when he
was named
president
of the
sidiary Columbia
Records
Inc. subHe
moved from CRI into the Mutual
presidencystantial
on advances
May in1, MBS
1949. sales
Subwere made under his three-year
administration.
CBS Radio Session
The CBS Radio affiliates' steering committee members met in Detroit on Monday. Though the details of their
for the public,
July 1-2it
sessions
were plans
not made
was learned that they shared the
conviction that reductions in rates
— the subject which is expected to
occupy the limelight at the meetings, in view of wide speculation
that CBS Radio is planning cuts —
will never stabilize radio, but insteadtaiwillnties alead
nd losses.to greater uncerThe group, it was learned, felt
that officials of the networks tend
toreductions
rationalizein rates,
the "inevitability"
and fail to takeof
into account the full vitality that
does exist in the medium. Stabilization of the network radio situation
can be achieved better by rate increases, ifanything, and by rejec(Continued on page 3U)
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THE have
"wee kept
smalla surprisingly
hours" havelarge
meantlistening
big business
many station
informed
and operators
audienceforentertained
who
between midnight and 6 a.m. Formats vary from a program including information on how fish are biting to that of a mysterious female disc jockey whose
signature is "Lovingly Yours, Laura."

SALES

LIFT

the New York market that showed
one in every ten homes in that a
uses the radio after midnight. The
report indicated that on the averused agetheweek-day
radio 10.3%
from of12 allto families
1 a.m
4.3% from 1 to 2 a.m.; 1.7% from
2 to 3 a.m.; .4% from 3 to 4 a.m.;
.4% from 4 to 5 a.m. and .6%
from 5 to 6 a.m.
Other markets with substantial
swing shift factory operation or
other night activity report an even
larger percentage of late night listeners.
Since stations checked included
those in every part of the country
and formats varied widely the following capsule reports should prove
interesting to advertisers consideringtionthismanagers
time segment
to sta-of
who are and
thinking
ming.
expanding into late-hour programWGN Chicago
The WGN 720 Club takes over
promptly at midnight daily except
Monday and continues to 6 a.m.
Programming
with five minutesconsists
of news ofeachrecords
hour
on
the
hour.
First
hours of
® Favorite
format: Records the show is devoted tofourpopular
and
news.
muFelix
Grant,
WWDC
Washington,
Jim
O'Leary,
KCBQ record
San Diego,
sic while the 4 to 6 a.m. period is
Midnight
to Dawn
man. combines sales and public service.
® Average personnel: Disc made up almost entirely of hilljockey and engineer.
billy tunes.
Two personalities handle the
© Typicalnesssponsors:
(wishing to Local
appealbusi-to show:
Bob McKee, a staff announcer
night
listeners)
and national
became interested in the new
advertisers
(a good
part of who
and
different
sellingcommercials
methods needthese
ed for mail order
and
stations).per inquiry on some
Delores (Del from Dixie) Ward
0 Success: Every station re- of Macon, Ga. Mr. McKee believes he is perhaps the only hillreaction. ported satisfactory listener
billy announcer who ever went to
Of course there are many varia- Harvard. Miss Ward, with her soft
tions. While most stations prefer to
voice, has a great followkeep to a format of popular music, southern
ing both above and below the
chatter and regular news roundups, , Mason-Dixon
line. the
The night.
two alterothers have found variations that
nate hours during
appeal to their markets. KFAC
Much of the program is seasonal
Los Angeles uses classical music advertising. Best results are obinstead of popular. WWJ Detroit
from the 12
has a mystery girl disc jockey. to 1 a.m.tained,andWGN reports,
4 to 6 a.m. periods.
WIP Philadelphia
interviews
celebMany
advertisers
are
on
a per inrities. KDAL Duluth tells how fish
quiry basis. Advertisers participate
are biting.
in
either
10
or
15-minute
segments.
Proof that there is a substantial
WIND Chicago
after-midnight audience has come
Beer and amusement advertising
from a number of sources. Adverid Bob McKee alternate as imcees after midnight on test Research made a report in mid- give a solid background of sponWGN Chicago
March of this year on a study of
sorship for the midnight-to-mornBROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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BROADCASTING after midnight
can be successful, too.
Stations on the air 24 hours a
day
report revenue
happy sponsors
worthwhile
from the and12
p.m. to 6 a.m. segment of their
operation.
Others admit that while extrahour programming does not always
pay its way in cash it is a prestige
builder for the station and makes
radio more attractive to advertisers
in other time classifications.
Increased local and national spot
business is making many a station
manager take a second look at the
possibilities of these usually
"blacked out" hours.
Advertisers who have difficulty
finding the time they want during
daylight or early evening hours or
who like a lot of time for a comparatively low rate are looking at
this "neglected" period, too.
A baker's
dozen ofstation
managers in all parts
the country
who have operated 24 hours a day
anywhere from one year to 20 were
checked by Broadcasting • Teleconclusions:casting. Here are some of their

[WITH

THE

SWING

SHIFT

Ted Jones presides over Night Beat
on KNUZ Houston.
ing segment on WIND Chicago. mercial possibilities. In its sixth
The station started its extra-hour month on the station, the late shift
operation with a 22-hours-a-day is covered by one disc jockey who
schedule in January 1933. On Dec. plays request numbers and makes
8, 1941 the schedule was expanded dedications. Advertisers have been
to 24 hours and has continued since. attracted to the program and are
The program first had the name buying spot announcements. WSRS
is pleased by the mail
Milkman's Matinee but this was management
and listener response atchanged in 1936 to The Night count
tracted.
Watch. Popular music on records
is used, with five minutes of news
WJR Detroit
each half-hour.
successful in drawing
While the program is not a big vastConstantly
amounts of mail is the WJR
revenue producer for the station, Detroit
format
of transcribed
continuance is felt worthwhile.
Management of the station believes music with five minutes of news
hour from midnight to 5 a.m.
a large industrial population is nec- every
The station employs four disc
es ary to make this type of pro- jockeys
for the period, including
gram self-sustaining.
Marty McNeely, Johnny Russell,
WCKY Cincinnati
Bill Barber and Vic Cotton. Bob
reports news during the
The nighttime audience in the Conger while
the disc jockeys keep
Cincinnati area is largely male, in period
listeners
informed of the regional
the opinion
of WCKY's
reports,
road conditions
ment. The station
has beenmanageon the weather
air all night since 1947 with its andThetime.station has received mail
Nighthawks program. To cater to
states, six Canadian provmen listeners WCKY plays pop from 43inces,
Greenland, Cuba,
with a sprinkling of pop hillbilly Puerto Rico Alaska,
and New Zealand. One
until 4 a.m. with five minutes of
sports highlights every hour. At example of the program's pull came
4 the format is changed with an duringmentawhenChrysler-sponsored
an offer was madeseg-to
hour of relaxing waltz music.
Frank Taylor, disc jockey han- give those who wrote in within 24
dling the show, claims 5,000 mem- hours an automatic pencil. Although the offer was made on Sunbers belong to the Nighthawks
day morning and many postoffices
club.
Most sponsors are mail order
advertisers.
were closed,
requests
marked within17,129
the time
limit postwere
The late show boasts a number
of outstanding success stories. One received.
occurred last summer when the
While the after-midnight segment is currently unsponsored on
South Carolina Peach Growers'
station management believes
Assn. reported a bumper crop with itWJR,
well
worth continuing because of
few truckers coming into the marthe prestige and listener interest it
ket. The agency, Henderson Adv., builds.
in the program
of Greenville, S. C, bought a satur- has been Interest
by several national
ation schedule telling fruit truckers advertisersshown
because of its apparent
in what area the peaches were ripe.
Agency and association were pullingable rates.
power and present favorpleased with results.
While WCKY finds it difficult to
WWJ Detroit
make the late programming pay
From 2:05 to 6 a.m., WWJ
its own way with direct advertis- Detroit
listeners are soothed and
ing revenue, management believes
the
public service it performs is entertained
by the
station's
mysworthwhile.
terious girl disc
jockey,
who signs
herself,
"Lovingly
Yours,
Laura."
WSRS Cleveland
For more than a year she has spun
Newcomer to the 24-hour opera- discs and dispensed chatter six
tion field, WSRS Cleveland is still nights a week. On the seventh her
experimenting with format and as counterpart, Lorraine, takes over.
yet has not investigated its com- Beyond their voices the audience
BROADCASTING
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has no knowledge of who they are.
Her secret identity, WWJ executives feel, adds relish to the proLaura does a five-minute newsgram. cast on the hour and between records chats anonymously about her
family, friends, apartment, and the
neighbors'
and practical
children. side,
Her
voice has dogs
a very
however. It has sold such commodities as new and used cars,
men's clothes, women's clothes,
gasoline,ment store
riveritems
boat and
cruises,
ale.departWhen
Laura
announced
a
special
Day offer for a florist, hisMother's
entire
supply of special plants was sold
out by 9 a.m. Her signature, "LovYours, Laura,"
has caught
on in ingly
Detroit
and listeners
have
given her name to favorite pets.
Biggest thrill came when a man
and his wife sent her a birth notice.
The couple had waited for a taxi
and the stork at the same time
while they listened to her program.
When the stork won, the baby was
named for Laura.
segmentKing,on
WWJThe ismidnight-to-2
handled by Johnny
an old showman and night club
m.c. who uses show business for
the
basis of his between-record
comments.
KDAL Duluth
So
greatly
Duluth's
audience seemdidto KDAL
appreciate
the
station's first experiments with 24hour operation and its Vacationland Calling program that it continued the plan after the vacation
season. Since favorable comment
has followed and actual loss is
small in carrying the program
through the months when there is
little sponsorship, management
plans to continue.
Decision to begin extra-hour programming came after a long, cold
spring in 1950 threatened Minsecond greatest
the touristnesota's
business.
KDAL industry,
checked
schedules of other stations on 610
kc and found only one station, on
the Atlantic Coast, operating after
midnight. Assured of a big area
of audience the station immediately
started Vacationland Calling.
With Robert Daniels, an expert
on fishing and woodcraft, in charge,

format consisted of recorded music,
time and temperature reports. Detailedditionsdescriptions
of fishing
conin Northern
Minnesota
lakes were given, plus information
on camping sites and on the many
resorts equipped for tourists. Within two weeks inquiries were reby theandMinnesota
Arrow-15
headceivedAssn.
KDAL from
states as far south as Texas, and
tourists started to arrive. It was
estimated 70% of the early tourists
on the Gunflint trail reported they
had heard
the inprogram
came interested
the area.and beAdvertising during the vacation
season has been brisk, much coming from hotels and merchants
that profit from the influx of tourists. During the winter all-night
filling stations
and similar
lishments have continued
to useestabthe
program. KNUZ Houston
Houston's only 24-hour station,
KNUZ, programs its 12 to 5 a.m.
segment with Night Beat, a music
and news record show emceed by
Ted Jones and its 5 to 7 a.m. segment with 123 Ranch. Write-ins
and wires prove the popularity of
both programs.
Good(Continued
example onof page
past-midnight
85)

Frank Taylor is disc jockey for
WCKY
Cincinnati
Club. Nighthawks
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ON HAND for signing of contract for Amoco's 10th year of sponsoring the
Washington Redskins National Football League games on WMAL-AM-FM-TV
Washington were (I to r) Ben Baylor, WMAL assistant general manager;
K. H. Berkeley, WMAL vice president-general manager; E. F. Kalkhof, American Oil Co. advertising manager, and Joseph Katr of the Joseph Katz Co.,
Baltimore,
Amoco's
In 1943,
WMAL35 other
fed theradiogames
to only
other station.
This agency.
season outlet
will feed
stations
and onesix
other TV stations.
Advertisers to Meet Disruptions
(Continued from page 23)
the following approaches to the whether "make goods" or credit
situation:
would be in order. "We will treat
Best Foods and General Foods, each one individually," a BBDO
through Benton & Bowles, New "executive
said. Among
agency's
will be the
affected
are
York, will be guided by suitable accounts which
Lever
Brothers,
Breeze,
"make good" arrangements. In the Seltzer, General Electric,Bromo
Vick
case of a participation show, how- Chemical (TV only), Schaefer Beer,
ever, they will not consider a spot
outside the show as a substitute Polaroid Corp. and Johnny Mop.
SSC&B, New York, on behalf of
fill-in. They will agree to retaining
the spot in the participation show Arrid and Filbert will accept
if the show as a whole is aired at "make-goods" within a reasonable
time after the convention sessions
a later or different time.
if time is not available shortly
Spot radio-TV advertisers such itbutwill
take credit.
as Utica Club Beer, Four-Way Cold
& Eckhardt, New York,
Tablets, Lydia Pinkham, Black hasKenyon
advised
station representatives
Draft Beer, Groves Chill Tonic,
that
the
agency
would like "make
will accept substitutes, providing
offers
wherever
possible take
for
the time is first cleared through good"
Kellogg
Co.
Agency
the agency. If the agency — Harry "make goods" instead will
of credit
B. Cohen — does not agree to the where possible. Amazo Desserts
are
new time it would prefer credit.
also using
"make credits
goods" ininothers.
some
On the other hand, an executive cases
and taking
at Young & Rubicam told B»T
Cunningham & Walsh, New York,
that "if the spots do not run as for Chesterfield Cigarettes will accept substitute time providing the
scheduled" its accounts will expect
full credit and will not accept sub- "make good" is comparable to the
stitute time. Among the major original time scheduled — for exspot advertisers that this policy
applies to are Lipton Tea, Borden vention. ample, before and after the conScheideler, Beck & Werner, New
products, national
General
Silver. Foods and Inter- York,
expects to take credit in
At the Ted Bates agency, such most cases, unless the "make good"
summer advertisers as Minute is so attractive that it can't be
down. Agency summer spot
Maid Coffee, American Sugar Re- turned
are Muellers Products,
fining, B& B Mushrooms and Car- accounts
Sterling
Salt and A-l Sauce.
ter
products
will
ask
for
"credits"
unless equally acceptable time is
presented, a spokesman told B*T WISMER QUITS
As for Colgate-Palmolive-Peet, at
Redskins for N. Y. Giants
the same agency, no definite plan
has yet been formulated but C-P-P AFTER a nine-year association as
usually accepts "make-goods."
radio-TV commentator with the
Washington Redskins professional
C'ompton Coffee
agency,andclients
as AtStandard
Tea, such
Hu- football team, Harry Wismer has
binger Starch, Goetz Beer and resigned and will do the telecasts
Crisco, will take omission credits of the New York Giants' football
during the convention.
games this fall, Jack Mara, Giants
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New president announced last week.
Mr. Wismer, an MBS vice presiYork, will also demand credits for
dent, handles five shows a week
its General Mills and Procter &
from New York and gave this as
Gamble spot omissions.
reason for making the change.
BBDO, New York, indicated that the
it had no firm policy but will leave Marty Glickman will continue to
it entirely to the account to say call the Giants' plays on radio.
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Pre-Convention Radio-TV Developments
Spivak, Rountree Set Series; Eastman-Kodak Plans
Rapid Processing in Chicago
Expand
'Meet E.the SPIVAK
Press' and RAPID processing for 16mm CineLAWRENCE
at its Chicago ProcessMartha Rountree, owner-producers Kodaking film
connection with film
of Meet the Press and Keep Posted coverageLab. ofin the
political
programs, will launch a new half- conventions was national
announced last
hour TV ferenshow,
Nation's
News
Conweek
by
Eastman
Kodak
Co.
There
in a special starting
pre-convention
be no extra charge for the
series on ceNBC-TV,
July 1 will
during the conven(7 p.m.). Current plans call for the specialtions,service
it was added.
program to be telecast frequently
The company suggested that M.
during the conventions.
Francis, Eastman Kodak Co.,
Meanwhile the owner-producers D.
1712 Prairie Ave., Chicago, 16, be
will
present
special
full-hour
Meet
notified
intentions to use the
the Press shows on NBC-TV inter- laboratoryof facilities.
The laboraviewing al leading candidates for
tory will remain open on weekends
the nomination on the nights before for prompt
processing.
the Republican and Democratic
conventions (July 6 and 20, 7-8
p.m.).tionThese
programs,special
double pre-conventhe usual Convention Conduct to Change
length of Meet the Press, will orig- Because of TV — India Edwards
inate in NBC-TV convention cover- POLITICAL conventions next
age headquarters in Chicago. Show month in Chicago will be tailored
is sponsored by Revere Copper & especially for television, with demonstrations cut down in order to
Brass Inc., through St. George &
hold the attention of televiewers,
Keyes, New York.
★ ★ *
India Edwards, vice chairman of
the Democratic National CommitCBS Radio Series to Trace
tee, said last week.
Convention Strategy
In a speech prepared for delivery
TO advise listeners when and where Saturday before the Sixth Annual
to expect the strategic moves at the Political Institute of the New York
committee's Youth Division
Republican
and Democratic
na- atState
Hobart College in Geneva, N. Y.,
tional conventions,
CBS Radio will
broadcast a five-day series, You and Mrs. Edwards
noted that
"continuous TV coverage
will cause
the Political Conventions, June 30July 4 at 6:15-6:30 p.m. Wells more complications than are imChurch, CBS Radio director of
mediately apparent."
could She
catchwarned
delenews and public affairs, and CBS that TVgates incameras
not calculated
Radio newsmen Charles Colling- to impress situations
home
audiences.
wood,
Bancroft,willEric
Sevareid andGrifnng
Bill Shadel
be heard
Television now has a "new secret
the series, with Dwight Cooke weapon," the Zoomar or telescopic
ason host.
lens, that could focus on delegates
without
suspectshaves
the
men will warning.
have to watch"I their
GOP Film Unit Moves
and
women
their
lipstick
a
little
To Chicago July 7
more closely this year," she added.
Mrs. Edwards also used TV as
REPUBLICAN National Committee is planning to move its TV projection board for favoring nafilm equipment to Chicago with the
tional conventions — "the biggest
idea ofators"shooting"
Republicanon Senshow on earth"
— over naand Hous,e members
the politicaltional
primaries
because of colorPresidential
and drama.
floor of the convention which opens
July 7.
Sixteen-millimeter films will be
processed in Chicago and airmailed FELLOWS AT AWRT
to the tions
Congressmen's
Stresses Vote Messages
without cost. local
IdeaTV issta-to
insert the 3% -5 minute clips dur- SUPPORT of the drive to bring
out voters in the Presidential elecing dullerage moments
tiondentwasHarold
askedE. by
NARTBin a Presiof convention.of networks' covFellows
June
Plan is dependent on acceptances
from TV stations. Managers who 20 address to the New England
desire the service can write to Ken chapter of American Women in
& Television at the Hotel
Adams, director of TV films, Re- Radio
publican National Committee TV Statler, Boston.
Women in radio and TV can play
Studio, 210 First St., S. E., Washa great part in the campaign, Mr.
ington.
Fellows
"because as a group
Studio produces six to eight pro- you talk said,
to more women than any
grams aweek. Programs run from other single
professional
group in
9V2 to 13 y2 minutes. Studio in- the action. You have, therefore,
cludes an Auricon film camera and special obligations in the field of
associated equipment, it was noted
NARTB currently is conducting
by
party plans.
spokesman in setting citizenship."
convention
"Get Out the Vote" campaign.
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WHO
Dear Mr. Shelley:
These few lines are just a "Thank
You"
note forwhich
the article
concerningand ourso
son, Robert,
you received
kindly sent on to us. I had thought of
writing toyouyoukept
for these
this butarticles
didn'tonknow
whether
file
or destroyed them after they were used.
Bob is our only son and has been over
in Korea since the beginning of the War.
And since I've never had any special
reason
writing
WHO beforeto I'm
going tofor take
thistoopportunity
tell
you how much our family enjoys your
station
and
it's
the
station
most
often
listened to in our home. We can even
tell
when Wea strange
voice
is heard.
enjoy allannouncer's
your entertainand what
wouldn't
giveAustin,
to be
able tomentplay
the Ipiano
like Bill
sing like the "Chore Gang" and that
guy,
GenewifeGodtcould
and his witticism.
bet his
him some-I'll
times. We even likechoke
the chuckles
he
provokes
from the
fellows
the studio. To make
a long
storyin short
we
just enjoy all of WHO. Only one thing
that
haven't aheard
long Kertime
that wewe enjoyed
great for
deal,a Jack
rigan's
singing.
The
last
we
heard
of
him he was in the office, too.
My
"Thank
You"
has
gotten
quite
lengthy but did want you to know how
much we appreciated your thoughtfulness.
Mr. & Mrs. Thos. McClelland
Madrid, la.
Dear Mr. Loyet :
Thistion ofletter
is to Milk
express
the appreciathe Iowa
Dealers
Association and Association of Ice Cream Manufacturers of Iowa for the fine program
conducted
by WHO.
Herb Plambeck on your
Radio Station
We appreciate
Mr. Plambeck evidently thetookfact athatconsiderable
amount of time to make a study of our
industry which was so interesting and
so capably
explained
during
cast Wednesday
morning,
May his17th.broadThanks operation
again
for
the
coyour Radio Stationsplendid
has given
the Iowa Industry.
John Executive
H. Brockway
Secretary
Association of Ice Cream Manufacturers
Des Moines, Iowa
Dear Sirs :
This is to tell you how high we rate
WHO above all other stations especially
for News. We left our home at Greene,
la. last June & have been in Miss., Montana, Wash., Oreg., Calif., full length,
then here in very south of Texas. We
couldn't
get delighted
you on the West youCoasthere.&
surelyheard
were
We
the basket toballhear
broadcasts &
scores on billboard often & were on the
night our Marble Rock won over Allison
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Iowans items
here
&to alltakearetournament.
anxious for Many
the weather
athere10:15
P.M.
often
cold
there
&
92°
during day. This is a nice place.
VeryMr.prettyandcountry
—
Mrs. Galen R. Gates
Val Verde Motel, Dorma, Texas
To WHO-all !
I am determined to write you a letter
rightpaper?
now, and do you s'pose I can find
any
But I just wanted to greet each and
every one of you and thank you for the
joy you
thru
WHOhave! ! given us this past year
Herb Plambeck, Gene Godt — oh what
a kick I get out of your humorous
episodes! We sure enjoyed the WHO
kids'
Saturday
! BudJackHovland
Lucia hour
congrats
on baby!
Shelly —&
Song
fellows
—
We
love
you
!
In
fact we
love all ofFrom
you alldown
ofSamuel
usthere. (11)
Karl
Peter (10)
(9)
Tom (8)
Miriam (4)
Knute (11
mo.)'
Olaf & Bernice
Watne
Gait, Iowa

Dear Mr. Shelley:
I wish to express my appreciation for
the emergency broadcast announced by
your station today on the 12 :30 News
to locate me. My family had been trynightdeathto of
reacha member
me to
informing since
me last
of the
of my family.
A friend in Marshalltown heard the
broadcast and told me on my arrival
there this afternoon. Many thanks for
your trouble and Yours
kindness.very truly,
Des Moines, Iowa L. R. Binder
Gentlemen :
This is a note of appreciation in behalf of the thirty-eight churches in the
Presbytery of Des Moines for airing
the Presbyterian News of our General
Assembly
Cincinnati,
We wishmeeting
to thankat the
sponsorsOhio.
of the
Lowelling their
Thomas
program
for more
relinquishtime
so
that
the
9800 members of our denominationthanin
this presbytery
have the opportunity of hearingmight
the highlights
of the
Assembly.
Sincerely yours,
Harold S. Gilleney
Stated Clerk
Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A.
Presbytery of Des Moines

a sophisticated, big-city advertising man, it may be
difficult for you to realize what WHO means in Iowa Plus.
Day in and day out, our mailbags are jammed with
personal letters of friendship and confidence — "stampof -approval" evidence, from your customers, that WHO
is giving a unique radio service to the millions of
people in Iowa Plus.

WIHI©
*/or Iowa PLUS +
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
FREE & PETERS, INC., National Representatives
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BIG

push

by

a

BIG

put
My sincere thanks to . . .
The KBIG Staff
Emma Barberio, Accounting
Carl Bailey, Larry Berrill, John Haradon,
Gene McGehee, George Sanders, Announcers
J. D. Edwards, Sam Margolin, Gordon Calcote,
C. B. Carlin, Bill Dalton, Roy Glanton,
Charlie Green, Engineers
Gloria Bizzarri, Carol Cook, Lois Haszillo
Phyllis Nungester, Shirley Wray, General Office
Cliff Gill, Operations
Alan Lisser and Stu Wilson, Program Department
Jeannette Huston and Peggy Wood, Publicity
Patti Kelly, Record Librarian
Bob McAndrews, Phil Dexheimer, Carl Hill,
Wayne Muller, Joe Seideman, Sales Department
Our Test Boots and Their Skippers
Larry Wilson of the La Belle
Oscar Griffith of the Hurricane
Nick Nojkovich of the Bess Ross II
Our Contractor and Sub-Contractors
Herbert Lutz and Robert Larson and
The Austin Company
O. R. Benedict and O. R. Benedict Co., Excavation
Fischbach & Moore, Inc., Electrical Work
Carl W. Garson, Plumbing
Clifford Monk, Painting
Western Air & Refrigeration, Air Conditioning
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Frank S. Smith, Concrete Block Work
Los Angeles Millwork Co., Millwork
California Glass & Mirror Co., Glazing
J. F. Holbrook Co., Water & Oil Tanks
Olcott's Inc., Flooring
R. W. Downer Co., Inc., Acoustical Installation
Owen Parks Lumber Co., Lumber
Cal Conrad, Landscaping
Anderson & O'Brien, Generator Installation
Our Equipment Suppliers
Robert Kuhl and Gates Radio Co.
William Whiteman and International Derrick &
Equipment Co. (Div. of Dresser Industries)
MoeTower
Kudler
Co. and Speed Krogar and Advance Radio
Robert Walker and General Electric Co.
Jack Frost and R.C.A. Radio Equipment Division
Robert Yorke and R.C.A. Record Division
Art DePaul and George Oliver and
Leo J. Meyberg Co.
Robert Thompson and Johnny Valardo and
Graybar Electric Co.
Robert Kronkright and Kierulff & Co.
Jay Eisman and Hollywood Radio Supply
Our General Suppliers
P. K. Wrigley, Arthur Meyerhoff, Malcolm Renton,
Orval Liddell and Santa Catalina Island Co.
Edgar Bergen and Peggy Purcell and Cal Interests

BROADCASTING
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the

air

Ken Wilson, Distributor, and Chris Craft Co.
James Plusch and Glen Conrad and Long Beach
Technical Junior College
Joe Quinn and United Press
Claude McCue and Clyde Wood and A.F.R.A.
George Mulkey and Harry Stillman and I.B.E.W.
Bob Meeker, Don Pontius, Carl Jewett, Tracy Moore
and Robert Meeker Associates
Harry Timmins and Harry L. Timmins Co.,
Multigraphing
BudJimEdwards,
Jack John
O'Mara,
Jimmy Vandiveer,
Jonson and
I. Edwards
and Associates
James A. McKenna and Vernon Wilkinson, Attorneys
Andrew G. Haley, Attorney
Robert E. Ritch and George Adair and George P.
Adair Co., Consulting Engineers
Jay Tapp and T. & T. Radio Measurements
Jim Wally and Jack Reader, Field Engineers
Catalina Transfer
Avalon Transfer
Ralph Baetz and Ralph Baetz Transfer

Without the help of all these people
KBIG would never have been launched
so successfully.
$ohn K. (pook
JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING COMPANY,
OPERATING
KBIG,

Giant Economy
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Package

And my thanks to our charter sponsors and
their agencies, who showed their faith in
KBIG by signing contracts before we commenced broadcasting :
Advertisers
Tom Frederick
Ashbrook Bailes
Dodge-Plymouth
2.1. Dr.
3.4. Berman
Clothing
Co.
Best
Motor
Exchange
5. Carrell Speedway
6.7. Catalina
CaliforniaInnAir College
8. Catalina Steamship Company
9.
J.
10. FourB. Finch
Seasons,Furniture
Inc. Co.
11.
Gledhill
Dodge-Plymouth
12. Golden State Company, Ltd.
13.
Good Housekeeping
14. Hoffman
Auto RepairsFurniture
15. Jerseymaid
MilkDealers
Products
Co.
16.
Kaiser-Frazer
17. Fred Klein Mortgage
Co.Association
18.
Kramer's
TV
19. Lee's
Distributing
Co.
20. Local
Lloyd'sLoan
of Avalon
21.
Co.
22.
23. Los
Macy Angeles
Jewelry Daily
Co. News
24. Media
Don Manchester's
ParrotMagazi:
Cage e
25.
Agencies
Clients
26.
J. Meyberg
27. Leo
Murnat
Motors Co.
28. Arthur Murray School of Dancing
29. Eddy
NativeNelson
Daughters
30.
Dodgeof the Golden West
31. Nix-Ine Co.
32.
33. Northrop
O'Keefe &Aircraft,
Merrit Inc.
34.
Pacific
Telephone
& Telegraph Co.
35. Palomar Watch Company
36. Prudential Insurance Co.
37.
A.
P.
Smiley
&
Son
38. Streamland Park
39. Thrifty Drug Stores
40. Troy Upholstering Co.
41.
42. Vent-A-Hood
Vine Street Motors
43.
Conditioning Co. of America
44. Water
Earl Weatherford
45. West
Welch'sElectric
Restaura-t
46.
47. Western AirlinesSewing Machine Co.
48. Western Amusement Company
49.
Western-Holly
Co.
50.
Hotel & Appliance
51. Wilton
Dean Witter
Co.
1.2. Action
in Advertising
Agencies
Ad Associates
3.4. Arc
BruceAdvertising
Altman Advertising
Agency
Richard Barton
B. Atchison
Advertising
6.5.7. Brooks
Batten
Durstine
Advertising Agency& Osborn
8. Calkins & Holden, Carlock McClinton & Smith
Caples Co.Advertising
10.9. AlTheCarmona
11.
Darwin
H. Clark Advertising
12. John I. Edwards
and Associates
13.
Spence
Fennell & & Bonfigli
Associates
14.
Guild
Bascom
15.
Heintz
and
Co.,
Inc.
16.
Hixson && Jorgensen,
17. McNeill
McCleery Inc.
18. The Mayers Company, Inc.
19. Jack
Mears
Advertising
20.
Arthur
Meyerhoff
21.
Dan B. Miner
Co. & Co.
22. Mogge-Privett,
Inc.
23.
Claire Rankin Agency
24. Roche-Eckhoff & Associates
25.
Rutledge
&
Schideler,
26. Lisle Sheldon AdvertisingAdvtg.
Agency
27. Jack Vaughn Advertising Agency
28.
Milton
Weinberg
Advertising
29. Welsh-Hollander Advertising Co.
30. West-Marquis, Inc.
of Southern

California

Radio
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$900,000,000
BONANZA
New
earns
yearly
within

England's vacation industry
approximately $900,000,000
. . . and a large share of that
WPRO's coverge area.
WPRO
5000
630 KCW

■BLOCK
ISLAND
In Rhode Island, vacationists find hundreds of miles
of seashore and beaches . . . excellent sailing . . .
the best in salt water fishing . . . sports for the entire
family ... a state crammed with historic and scenic
interest. Neighboring Massachusetts offers exciting Cape Cod and a shore line famous for vacation
glamour.
Most of each New England vacation dollar is spent
for the PRODUCT YOU SELL— 230 for general merchandise .. . 220 for food ... 120 for gas, oil and
transportation services. Get your share of that dollar by talking to the vacationist thru WPRO — the
most-listened-to-station in this rich, New England
vacation-land.
More New

Englanders listen to WPRO

than ANY

other Rhode Island station

WPROn.
PROVIDENCE- 630 KC 5000 W
REPRESENTED BY RAYMER
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Meeting the Crisis
(Continued from page 27)
tion of under-the-counter deals
even though such an attitude might
mean temporary loss of some busines , itwas contended.
George B. Storer of the Storer
Broadcasting Co., one of the principal initiators of the July 1-2 conference, was named chairman for
the July 1 meeting, which will be
confined to the affiliates themselves.
Victor
A. Sholis,
of WHAS-AMTV Louisville,
is slated
to deliver
the "keynote" address at the opening session. CBS officials will participate in the July 2 conferences.
Top executives are expected to be
on hand,
headedS. by
BoardPresident
Chairman William
Paley,
Frank Stanton, and CBS Radio
President Adrian Murphy.
The steering committee in its Detroit session rejected a request of
the National Assn. of Radio and
Television Station Representatives
that NARTSR be permitted to take
part atin the
the Ambassador
July 1-2 sessions,
held
Hotel, toNewbe
York. The rejection, it was reported, was based solely on the belief
that in these meetings the discussions would be more fruitful if participation isconfined
the affiliates and the
network toalone.
Steering Committee
Steering committee members at
the meeting were Messrs. Storer
and Sholis ; William Quarton, WMT
Cedar Rapids; John E. Fetzer,
WKZO Kalamazoo; Hulbert Taft,
WKRC Cincinnati, and John F.
Patt, WGAR Cleveland and WJR
Detroit. Members unable to attend
were itaKenyon
Falls, Tex.;Brown,
Saul KWFT
Haas, WichKIRO
Seattle, and Ray Herndon, KTRH
Houston.
In the discussion of rates, it was
understood, there was some feeling
that reductions may be justified in
some cases, though this feeling was
not shared by all members. Those
who did indicate such a view, howreduc-be
tionsever,that maintained
might bethat
madeanyshould
decided
upon
only
on
a
case-by-case
basis.
CBS Radio also was said to have
come in for criticism for its renegotiation of affiliation contracts to
obtain the right to change affiliates' network
virtuallyfeltatthea
moments
notice.ratesAffiliates
network originally asked for this
contract change so that it would
be able to adjust quickly in case
some other network reduced rates,
and
for the now
purpose
— which
some notaffiliates
apparently
suspect
—
of
initiating
a
round
of
cuts itself.

RADIO-TV HEALTH
McDaniel Notes Growth
PUBLIC confidence in advertising
has permitted
growth
and
developmentthe of"healthy
both radio
and
television
broadcasting"
turn have been
responsiblewhich
for thein
growth of the set manufacturing
industry, Glen McDaniel, president
of Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.,
told the annual conference of the
Assn. of Better Business Bureau,
Friday at Swampscott, Mass.
Advertising, to be effective, must
be honest, he said, adding that the
economic soundness of many broadcasting operations would be imperiled if the public were to lose
confidence in the advertising it sees
and hears.
RTMA is encouraging and promoting improved ethical trade
practices, Mr. McDaniel said, referring to current negotiations
with Federal Trade Commission to
expand the radio trade practice
code to include television. He predicted the new code would contain
clauses on color TV, adaptors for
UHF, size ofof viewing
effectiveness
antennas.screen and
Since the formation of RTMA in
1924, he said, only one case involvinvgertainsinFTC
adg of radioorder
or TVagainst
Sets has
come to the federal courts, and this
involved technical questions. He
cited factors in TV set advertising,
such as erratic behavior of electromagnetic waves.time, Mr. McDaniel
At the same
said, radio set makers are entitled
to indulge in time-honored "puffing" practices and cannot be expected to dwell on adverse or derogatory factors in advertisements.
Description of picture tube areas
and diameters presents a special
problem, he said.
Mr. McDaniel
said RTMA's
engineering standardization
work has
eliminated much public confusion.

D.C. BOXING BILL
Set for Senate Debate
BOXING COMMISSION for the
District of Columbia will be cut in
for 10% of any income from the
sale of radio-TV and motion picture rights, as well as from general admissions if the Senate approves a House-passed bill (HR
5768) reported favorably last week
by the Senate District Committee.
Bill was scheduled for Senate
debate Saturday (June 21). It is
based on the fact that the D. C.
Boxing Commission does not have
the power to collect a percentage
of gross income, only of admissions.
Itmonth.
was passed by the House last
In a letter to the Congress in
1951, former president of the D. C.
Population Rises
John RusTOTAL population of the United BoardsellofYoungCommissioners
that the impact
States was approximately 156,602,- of TV on thestated
income
of
the local
000 as of May 1, 1952, according
has
been
"disto Roy V. Peel, director of the Boxing Commission
astrous." He cited figures showing
Census Bureau. This figure, which that the Boxing
Commission's
includes armed forces overseas, is
come has slumped from a high in-of
3.6%, or 5,469,000 persons, above $37,900 in 1944 to $13,031 in 1950
the April 1950 total.
and $12,548 in 1951. ecastmg
BROADCASTING
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DAVE SHANKS . . . AUSTIN'S BEST KNOWN
FARM EDITOR ... in
"Reuben's Radio Half-Acre"
6:30-6:45 A.M. Monday through Friday
Sponsors: The Purina Dealers of Central Texas
Safe-Way Farm Products
PAUL BOLTON . . . DEAN OF CENTRAL TEXAS
RADIO NEWS EDITORS ... in
"Straight Texas News" . . .
with emphasis on Austin and Central Texas . . .
7:30-7:45 A.M., Monday through Saturday
Sponsor: The T. H. Williams Company
"CACTUS" PRYOR . . . AUSTIN'S OWN
RADIO PERSONALITY ... in
"The Austin Hoedown"
8:15-8:55 A.M., Monday through Saturday
. . . for laughs, drama, music and SALES ....
"Cactus ain't a lady, but the ladies listen and buy!"
Available for non-competitive one-minute announcements.

ami

CBS.'foo/

KTBC

590 on your dial
AUSTIN, TEXAS

"The Strongest Voice in the
Capital of the Biggest State'
Represented Nationally by The 0. L. Taylor Company
BROADCASTING
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where
571,000 people
have $420,267,000
in Effective Buying
Income*
Hot Springs
Arkansas
MV/M area:
^^0.5^^^^
Population . . . 138,400
Radio homes . . . 39,500
Eff. buying income $ 96,375,000
Retail sales . . . 91,822,000
Texarkana
Ark., Tex.
0.5 MV/M area:
Population . . . 223,200
Radio homes . . . 62,800
Eff. buying income $175,750,000
Retail sales . . . 145,127,000
Camden
Arkansas
0.5 MV/M area:
Population
Radio homes .. .. .
. 209,400
57,900
Eff. buying income $148,142,000
Retail sales . . . 130,589,000

(Sold Singly or in Groups)
For Facts, write
Frank O. Myers, Gen. Mgr.
THE ARKTEX STATIONS
Gazette Bldg., Texarka
Ark., Tex.
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in athese
mannercontested
similar proceedings
to that of a .court. .
inThe
House Passes McFarland Bill
committee
regards
provision
of
the
bill
asthis
of particular
vital
im(Continued from page 25)
portance incases
guaranteeing
fair
and open
hearings
in
involving
applications
for licenses.
the House
to
any
proposivitation to a foul, dirty, vilifying membertion thatofwould
authorize
and estab-of Matter of requiring stations to
lish or encourage
a monopoly
campaign
over George
the radio."
tape-record all programs w a s
anda community
news-disseminatAnd Rep.
A. Dondero newsgathering
ing
agencies
in
. .an . brought up by Rep. Albert P. Mo
[But]
I
feel
that
simply
because
(R-Mich.)
added:
"I
think
the
(R-Conn.). He referred to
amendment ... is an invitation individual is a publisher of a news- rano
applies
for a license
to the WMCA-Barry Gray situation
for the lowest kind of a political operate paper,a andradio
or
television
station,
there
should
nothim into abegin
sensewithbe .two. . last year when it was alleged the
strikespublic
againstinterest
disc jockey
had "adin
campaign."
must always
be New York
Mr. Hoffman's interest in the The
criticisms
of a column
paramount.
I doserved
not believe
that thea libbed"
amendment stemmed from his con- public
the Greenwich (Conn.) Times [B
is
best
by
granting
cern over the technicalities of legal monopoly
or news- T, Oct. 29, 1951]. Attempts by the
agencies.
service forfamationdamages
de- disseminatingto newsgathering
ascerwhen utteredagainst
over the
Rep. Harris, in answer to other editortainofwhatthe
was newspaper
said were tofruitless,
air. He has pending a bill to make questions, emphasized that: "It was it was said, because the station
liable the speaker who broadcasts in no way to give any preference had
no tape recording of Mr. Gray's
defamation in the district in which to newspaper applicants" that the remarks.
Reason for the inclusion of the
the victim famatioresides
was recommended.
n isheard. or where the de- provision
Speaking enthusiastically
for the provision requiring a successful
was Ohio publisher
References to discrimination amendment
applicant to purchase the equipment of the unsuccessful applicant,
Rep.
Clarence
J.
Brown
(R.)
He
againsttions arenewspapers
radio stawhere the latter is a licensee, was
absolved ofifliability
for warned:
defamation were answered by I say to you that if the FCC, through given
by Rep. Carl Hinshaw (R
ruling,happens
can saytoanhave
Ameri-an Calif.) in answer to a question by
spokesmen for the amendment who an arbitrary
can citizen
who
Rep. James G. Donovan (D-N. Y.)
pointed censed,
outthat that
stations
are
liinterest
in
a
newspaper
or
magazine,
He said FCC granted WJKS
they are required to or who is engaged in the publishing
Gary, WIBO
Ind., which deleted
shall
beor considered
unfit
to and
give equal treatment to political business,
receive
a
radio
television
license,
throughWPCC
candidates
and that
are for- then just as easily the Commission fault of the Chicago
latter.
Subsequently,
bid en to censor
such they
speeches.
might rule that if a manunfithas toredownhaira the Supreme Court upheld the
Potent support for the Horan he shall be considered
to engagecaninsay,tele-if right of the FCC to act in this
amendment was furnished by Rep. radio station
vision, or the orCommission
you Methodist
please, thatChurch
if a man
belongs
to manner in 1933, Mr. Hinshaw said
John W. McCormack (D-Mass.), the
or thefrom
Catholic
the House Majority Leader. He and
Churchtelevision.
he shall be barred
radio
also led the fight for inclusion of
Similar sentiments were voiced ABC AGAIN ASKS
the section prohibiting stations
from charging candidates more by the Republican Minority Leader,
Denial of KOB Requests
Rep. James W. Martin Jr. (Mass.),
than comparable commercial rates. also
a newspaper publisher.
ABC
on Tuesday
He said:
FCC again
to dismisspetitioned
pending apthe
Certainly,
if we proper
are going
tojustifiable
do anyClarifying questions were asked plications
thing
now
about
and
of
KOB-AM-TV
Albuby Rep. Clintonowner
D. McKinnon
(Dprotection of men and women who Calif.),
querque for modification of permit
of KCBQ and
aspire
to publicandoffice
in the stations,
use of the San former
and license to operate KOB on
Diego Journal.
radio
stations
television
now is the time to see that we are not
770 kc. ABC's
WJZ outlet
New assigned
York is
Mr. McKinnon pleaded for addi- the
channel
charged memore
than theto minimum
rcial rate charged
others. comtional funds for the FCC: "Con- 770 clear
kc.
g
r
e
s
,
I
think,
sometimes
has
been
Mr. McCormack's sentiments penny-wise and pound-foolish in
The ABC petition for dismissal
were
of
KOB's
application
bers. echoed by other House mem- not providing
the
FCC
with
sufficient funds to operate efficiently
fer of ownership
from T.forM.transPepDiscrimination Point Debated
perday
to
Time
Inc. and Wayne
and with
sult of thatgoodwe speed,
have and
deniedas aa relot Coy was refused by FCC on May
Import of the provision forbidding the FCC to discriminate of people the right to be in busi- 28 [B«T, June 2], the transfer
was June
granted
and thethetrans
FCC
ness who would otherwise be serv- permit
against newspaper applicants
was notified
13 that
ing the public and making tax fer
aroused the greatest amount of
transaction had been made.
debate.
Uncle Sam."
ABC based its new petition on
Staff Scored
Rep. Harris, was asked repeatedly money FCCfor Legal
Paragraph 4 of the FCC memoran
whether the provision might be conFCC's
legal
staff
came
in
for
dum
opinion and order of May 28
strued to hamstring the FCC from castigating, as did some former
permission for the KOB
deciding against a newspaper ap- FCC charimen, by Rep. Eugene E. granting
sale.
The paragraph stated in part
plicant if a grant meant monopoly
(D-Ga.), long-time
baiter theof that "whether
the Albuquerque apof the means of news dissemina- Cox
the Commission.
He urged
should be dismissed is
tion.
adoption of a provision to forbid not properlyplications
before
us at this time
practicing
before
the
FCC
for
one
Time and again, Mr. Harris and
since, as a matter of law, we cannot
other members of the House Inter- year following
resignation
of comsay
that
the
corporate
licensee is
m
i
s
i
o
n
e
r
s
a
n
d
key
staffmen.
This
state & Foreign Commerce Com- provision was in the Senate ver- now owned by new parties.
We
mittee answered that it did not—
therefore
must
deny
that
portion of
sion, but is not in the House bill.
that if the Commission determined
the
petition
seeking
dismissal
of
After relating the history of rethat a grant to a newspaper applicent chairmen of the Commission, the pending
Albuquerque
applicacant might unduly concentrate the
tions
and
we
do
so
without
passing
media of communications, it could Rep. Cox declared, "I am told that upon whether, in the event the
the process of washing it out is transfer is consummated, those
decide against such a grant.
"If there is a question of mo- veryIn Mr.
rapidly
goingdescription
forward." of the applications would be dismissed by
Harris'
nopoly involved, where you have bill, which
he revealed
had been
two applicants, then certainly the under
The ABC petition Tuesday
executive
consideration
by
Commission could not say that it
KOB had been given 11 years
House
Interstate
&
Foreign
Com- stated
would be in the public convenience
of
special service authorizations
merce Committee for 23 days foland necessity to give it to a station
lowing
the
close
of
hearings,
he
for
"temporary"
operation opinion
on 770
that would bring about a monopoly
In its memorandum
out that
most "vital"
por- kc.
in this field," Mr. Harris asserted. pointedtion related
to
separation
of
staff
May 28, the FCC conditioned its
Exact meaning of the provision,
commissioners. He said:
approval
for the
the transfer
to whatin this light, was given by Rep. from
ever action
Commission
may
The committee
[House
Interstate
&
Priest, House Majority Whip and Foreign
Commerce
Committee]
be- take to carry out the mandate of
lieves
that
this
will
have
a
very
author of the provision :
salutary
effect onand thewilloperations
Court of Appeals to reCommission
make it actof the U. S.consider
I am just as strongly opposed as any the
KOB's status on 770 kc.
BROADCASTING
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"SUCCESS STORY"
19«fc ANNUAL PERFORMANCE
starring
ORIGINAL

CAST

^ H. V. Holmes, president of S. G.
Holmes & Sons, clothiers, Tulsa,
Oklahoma.
^ R. P. (Bud)ecutive,Akin,
the KTUL senior
Sales account
Staff. ex-

This oft-repeated scene has become a tradition
between Clothier H. V. Holmes and KTUL Account Executive R. P. (Bud) Akin. For the 19th
consecutive year, these two men have swapped
signatures on KTUL advertising contracts. The
satisfaction is obviously mutual.

• KTUL has MORE LOCAL PROGRAM
network radio stations COMBINED.
• LOCAL ACCEPTANCE
SELLING POWER!

SPONSORS than ALL OTHER TULSA

is the "GRASS ROOTS" TEST of a Radio Station's

• Get the KTUL story from your nearest AVERY-KNODEL, Inc., office.

7te
AUDIEN

RADIO

STATION^

JOHN ESAU — Vice President — General Manager
AFFBLQ^ TED with KFPW, FORT SMITH. Ark., and KOMA
ROADCASTING

• Telecastin

CBS Radio Network
OKLAHOMA

CITY
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(1) to get the attention
Industry Prepares for desires:
of the largest possible number of ABC PROGRAMS
viewers (2) to persuade them to
buy their goods (3) to get the Summer Changes Announced
'Day in Court'
'M
ORtone
ALS'
MORAL
of radio-TV
be defended June 25 and 26 viewers to think well of the comPRprograms
OBappear
E willbefore
DETAILS of ABC radio's summer
when broadcast representatives
the Harris subcommittee
pany which did
offers
not the
thinkproduct."
the last program format re-alignment,
investigating "immorality" and "offensiveness" on radio and television Mr. Meeman
by aof two-hour
mid[B»T, June 16, 9].
*
factor looms large in the adver- highlighted
afternoon block
hillbilly music
The right of broadcasters to selftiser's mind these days.
lowing NARTB's
appearance.
His
and
commentary
effective
June
regulate themselves is also ex- topic would
be radio
monopolies
After reciting the great potenti- [B*T, June 16], were announced30
pected to be urged when NARTB and network influence on the type
alities of TV, Mr. Meeman closed last week by Leonard Reeg, vice
and network officials take the stand and character of programs as well with these
words: "We are allowfor radio programs.
before the House subcommittee, as FCC's past views on networks.
ing the tremendous influence of president
Evening lineup changes will
Brewers Foundation also is ex- television to be shaped by the de- bring
headed
by
Rep.
Oren
Harris
(DThe Mayor of Times Square,
Ark.).
sire for entertainment and the
pected to have a witness testify
featuring band leader Vincent LoCommittee was set up under a in rebuttal to complaints of tem- gratifying of our whims.
pez, into the 8-8:30 p.m. EDT
perance leaders that beer and wine
resolution by Rep. E. C. Gathings
"Not only istertainmentthere
too much
blatant and repetitive.
, but too much
of iten-is Tuesday spot beginning tomorrow
(D-Ark.) which authorized a probe adsA aresubsequent
session
will
be
of radio-TV programs.
provided by the same source as (Tuesday) and a weekly half -hour
Expected to be the first industry scheduled for FCC officials, it is provide entertainment for night of sentimental songs in the 8:30p.m. Valentino,
Wednesday starting
period under
understood. The Commission al- clubs and the sophisticated Broad- 9title,
witnessman ofisthe
JohnNARTB
E. Fetzer,
chairJuly 2.the
Television
ready has furnished the subcomPostmark U. S. A. moved into
way theatre, and it isn't suited for
Code Review Board. Mr. Fetzer
mittee with a breakdown of com8-8:30 p.m. Wednesday slot last
the familyRep.at all."
plaints in its files.
is owner-operator of WKZO-AMGathings sponsored the
week, featuring Jimmy Blaine in
In the Congressional Record for theWhen
TV Kalamazoo and WJEF-AMinvestigation
of
radio-TV
proa
new
type audience participation
June 18, Rep. Joseph R. Bryson
FM Grand Rapids, Mich.
grams, he also asked for a probe show, and
Summer Cruise, a proOther NARTB witnesses will be (D-S. C.) inserted an editorial by of pornography
in
books,
magazines
gramcomedy
of light
classical
Harold Fellows, president; Thad Memphis Press-Scimitar's editor and comics.
cal
was to and
take musiover
Edward
J.
Meeman.
Memphis
H. Brown, TV director, and Ralph
week, the special committee the Friday music
9:30-10 p.m. period.
Press-Scimitar is affiliated with to This
study
the
morals
of
printed
Hardy,
government
relations
diMasquerade,
another
light
musical
rector.
WMC, WMCF (FM) and WMCT media was tentatively given $25,is to start July 6 in the
CBS is scheduled to be repre- (TV) in Memphis and through 000 by a House Administration program,
sented by Jack Van Volkenburg, Scripps-Howard Radio Inc. with subcommittee. The sum must still Sunday 9:15-9:45 p.m. spot.
president of CBS Television; NBC WCPO-AM-FM-TV Cincinnati, be approved by the full committee
Mr. Broadway, described as "a
by Charles R. Denny Jr., executive ' WEWS
latter-day
of O. Hen-8Knoxville.(TV) Cleveland and KNOX and then by the House.
ry will be counterpart"
presented Thursday
vice president.
Appointed
to
the
special
com8:30 p.m. beginning July 10.
Gordon P. Brown, WSAY RochMr. Meeman's
editorial
took
admittee,
which
Mr.
Gathings
heads,
Afternoon programming for
vertisers to task for appealing to were Democratic Reps. Reva Beck
ester, N. Y., who proposes to set
up American Assn. of Affiliated & the "common denominator . . . Bosone (Utah), Emanuel Celler youngsters will start at 5 p.m.,
Jon andby Sparkie
from in5Independent Radio & Television
(N.Y.), Francis E. Walter (Pa.), with
prettyMr.common."
5:30, Big
followed
Fun Factory
This isis how
Meeman rea- George
Broadcasters to take advantage of [which]
P.
Miller
(Calif.)
and
Rethe
5:30-5:50
p.m.
slot.
World
soned:
"In
choosing
programs
the
the FCC's rebroadcast rule, has
publican Reps. Edward H. Rees Flight Reporter will be heard
at
requested a chance to testify fol- advertisers are motivated by these (Kan.), Louis
E. Graham (Pa.),
and a sportscast featurKatherine St. George (N.Y.) and 5:50-5:55
ing Frankie Frisch will be aired
Carroll D. Kearns (Pa.).
from 5:55-6 p.m.
Earlybird
Mid-afternoon programming will
TRIAL EXAMINERS
offer a sustaining hillbilly musical
GRASSROOTS COMMENTATOR
program with Tennessee Ernie
2:30-4 p.m. Monday-throughCALL forCeller
"high Urges
quality 'Quality'
decisions, from
Holds 55% of the 7:00 A.M. audience*
Friday. The
following Calhalf-hour,
concisely reasoned and expedi- featuring
commentator
Tinney,
tiously rendered" was made by will be sponsored by General Mills
Rep. Emanuel Celler (D-N. Y.) in (Monday - Friday ). Additionally,
a speech before the Federal Trial General Mills for Pura Snow, Rex
ROCKFORD,
ILLINOIS
Examiners Conference annual din- and other products, will sponsor
No. 2 MACHINE TOOL CENTER IN THE NATION
ner in Washington two weeks ago.
Show, new 15-minute
Discussing the Administrative The Bill Ring
and countryProcedure Act, which set hearing program
music,of inwestern
the 12:30-12:45
p.m.,
officers apart from the agencies in style
EDT time slot, effective June 30.
which
they
work,
Mr.
Celler
said
:
Rounding out the afternoon, the
We are interested in the maintenance
will present pianist Ronof complete
independence
dom of decision
on the
partandWeoffreethe network
nie Kemper from 4:30-4:45 p.m.,
administrative
hearing
officer.
owe
followed by news commentator
an
obligation
to
the
people
who
are
subject to prosecution
ortelevision,
those whose
Cameron, from 4:45-5 p.m.
investments
in radio,
air-or Dean
Coincident with its new afterlines,arerailroads,
motor
carriers
securities
daily
subject
to
regulanoon programming, the network
tion and adjudication
by these
administrawill offer, effective June 30, a new
tive
to insure
cies do agencies
not control
the that
decision
of agentheir forenoon series, Top of the World,
hearingwardofficers
either bypromotion,
hope of re-or featuring Tom Reddy as commenthrough
selective
through
imposition
of sanctions
tator, 11:15-11:30 a.m., EDT.
discriminatory
assignment
of cases, or,by
worse, through
arbitrary
budget inmanipulation so as toforce.
cause .reduction
the
trial examiner
..
It is important
that the litigating Willson Radio-TV Plan
agency
be in a position
JOHN J. DIXON
the trialnotexaminer
functions.to .influence
..
WHAT is believed to be the first
Mr.
Celler,
who
is chairman of
camanother reason why
the House Judiciary Committee, comprehensive
paign in the suntelevision
glasses spot
industry
also
made
a
plea
for
reasonable
is
being
inaugurated
by
Willson
NATIONAL ADVERTISERS
haste in decisions:
Products Inc., Reading, Pa., and
Justice beforeagencies
the heavily
burdened
will include radio and TV during
buy more listeners per advertising dollar
administrative
often
depends
the
summer months, covering 20
upon
the
rendition
of
a
final
decision
on
within
a
reasonably
short
time.
The
major markets on TV immediately
applicant
for
a
television
license
or
an
before
the Fourth of July and parairline
who must
wait five result
years
or
moreroutemay
before
the
ultimate
Stop the
Music 8 jackishis known
not
be
able
to
earmark
WROK-AM-FMH-R Nat'I Reps
pots
on
ABCticipating inradio
network,
p.m.
a period.
in resources
processingfor such
always
favorsDelay
the Sunday. Agency is Beaumont, Hel* CONLAN SURVEY— 1952
"haves" . . . [not] the "havenots."
ler & Sperling Inc., Reading.
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Now, for the first time, timebuyers will
know where are the 24,000,000 car radios . . .

THE 1952 BROADCASTING-TELECASTING

MARKETBOOK

will contain a county-by-county listing of automotive registrations. This is the information that buyers have requested.
These are the figures that key radio research men have said
will be used throughout the year.*
Automotive listening has become a basic part of total
radio circulation. Automotive listening is big. Automotive
listening is adult. Automotive listening today is an important factor in buying and selling radio time.
The big push is on out-of-home and automotive listening.
Hook your promotion to a car— 24,000,000 of them. Put your
sales into high gear and reserve space in
THE 1952 BROADCASTING-TELECASTING Marketbook today!

*These facts are also to be included in the 1952 Marketbook that will be used throughout
the year.Spot Rate Finder • Radio Homes • Foreign longuoge Markets* State Maps* ond other features

RELAX RULES
Md.-D. C. Group Endorses
PROPOSED relaxing of its operator requirements rules by FCC
[B*T, June 9] was endorsed by
the Maryland-District of Columbia
Broadcasters Assn. at its June 1314 meeting at Ocean City, Md. The
association adopted a resolution
approving the plan, long advocated
by NARTB.
Next meeting of the group will
be held in November at Baltimore.
Jack Surrick, WFBR Baltimore,
association president, presided at
the weekend sessions [B«T, June
16].
In a sales clinic, John S. Hayes, BOARDWALK GROUP at the Maryland-D. C. association session, held at
WTOP Washington, laid down five Ocean
Md. (I to r): Jack Surrick, WFBR Baltimore, president; Joseph L.
rules for sale of time to retailers, Brechner,City,manager,
WGAY Silver Spring; Herman M. Paris, WWDC Washexplaining that retailing is the only
ington; FCC Comr. George E. Sterling; Charles E. Smith, WTBO Cumberland.
major industry in Washington
ling; Leslie H. Peard Jr., WBAL
aside from the government.
Baltimore; Eugene Juster, WRC CRIME HEARINGS
First, Mr. Hayes said, the sta- Washington;
Maury Long, BroadChicago Okays Some Casts
tion must understand the retailer's
casting • Telecasting; Thomas Ma- MAJORITY
of Chicago City Counselling problems, including items guire, WCEM
Cambridge;
Shelton
cil's nine-man Emergency Crime
to be sold, type of customer to be Earp Jr., WBMD Baltimore; Charles
last week voted to perreached, locale, and appropriate W. Irwin, WASA Havre de Grace; Committee
mit broadcasting and telecasting
media.
Howard Bell, Vincent Wasilewski,
Church and Mr. Stubblefield, of committee hearings, which have
Second, he continued, the retailer Robert
NARTB; J. W. Paulsgrove, WJEJ been opened to the public. Still
must be indoctrinated with knowl- Hagerstown;
L. Breckner, banned to broadcast newsmen,
edge of the radio medium since he WGAY SilverJoseph
Spring, Md.; Ken
are the more informative
is newspaper conscious and his ad- Sparnon, BMI; Allan W. Long, however,
sessions in which subFrederick; D. L. Provost, and colorful
' vertising employes are generally WFMD
poenaed
will testify in
WBAL Baltimore; Richard Rudolph, the campaign witnesses
newspaper-trained.
"I
think
you
to rid the city of
will find that any time you invest WITH Baltimore; William B. Ryan, crime. First meeting
open to radioBroadcast
Advertising
Bureau;
Roy
personally in simply discussing ra- H. Knotts, WCUM Cumberland.
TV newsmen is July 14, when
dio, the makeup of radio audience,
committee
policies
and
procedures
the intricacies of radio research,
will be set.
and tricks of radio copy and presen- NABET WRITERS
Although
one
broadcast
concestation with every retailer with
by the council,
May Strike in Chicago biggersion hasonesbeenaremade
whom you come in contact, will in
sought
by
militant
ABC and NBC Chicago have been newsmen, including Bill Ray, news
the long run pay dividends."
notified staff newswriters, members director at NBC who formerly
Community Action Urged
Assn. of BroadFreedom of InformaMr. Hayes urged stations to be of thecastNational
and Technicians headedtiontheCommittee
of the National
active in community affairs, so the (CIO), willEngineers
Assn.
of
Radio
News Directors,
strike
if
contract
necommunity-minded
retailers
will
gotiation agreement has not been and Sigma Delta Chi, professional
think of the broadcaster when he reached July
1.
journalism
fraternity.
They protest
has a sales problem. Fourth, he
The news writers, who recently
I said, the account must be well bolted from Radio Writers Guild discrimination in favor of newsserviced since retailing is a day-by- (independent) to affiliate with the
The council's closed-door stand
day operation and the retailer ex- engineers union, seek $130 weekly papers.
on broadcasting presumably is
pects a day-to-day interest in his for staff writers employed more based on a declaration by members
radio advertising.
year, $110 weekly for be- of the Chicago Bar Assn., who say
! Retailers are bound to find out than one ginners,
witnesses can object to radio and
name credits
on commercial shows and
commercial
fees, TV on constitutional grounds.
I what you charge for your facilities,
he added, urging that time be sold as well as a one-year instead of a
, by the rate card.
five-year
escalator.of the old RWG
Under terms
FIRM
William T. Stubblefield, NARTB contract,
which expired May 31, HOWARDSs Formed
station relations director, discussed beginners
in New York
received $325 monthly
i future trends in broadcasting and with a maximum
of $500 over a FORMATION of Sandy Howard
■ telecasting
at
the
closing
luncheon
Productions,
New
York,
television
session. A check of transmitter five-year period. Companies refirm,bywasSandy
anhave offered to raise the and radionouncedpackaging
manufacturers, he said, indicated minimum portedly
early
last
week
that no UHF transmitters are in to $530. to $350 and the maximum Howard, president. Company is
production.
George Smith, president of the located at 152 W. 42nd St., New
Attending the two-day meeting Chicago
local, is representing the York, 36. Telephone: Bryant 9-6286.
were E. K. Jett, WMAR (TV) Balti- newsmen,
five at ABC and eight at
As its initial project, the new firm
more; Mr. Surrick; Charles E. Smith,
WBBM (CBS) and WGN has taken over complete producWTBO Cumberland, secretary-treas- NBC.
(Mutual)
are
excluded
because
urer;viceCharles
J. Truitt,Mr.WBOC
tion of WOR-TV New York's daybury,
president;
Hayes;SalisEd they do not belong to NABET.
time children's show The Merry
Gross, Sydney Hollander Co.; R. C. Attorneys Walt Emerson and Tom Mailman,
HeatherEmbrey, WITH Baltimore; William Compere represent ABC and NBC, ton. Under starring
terms of Ray
contract
with
Cochran, DuMont; Frank Stearns, respectively.
.station, SHP will also handle pro| Associated
Press;
Norman
Reed,
Hermotion,
publicity,
sales,
and
act
as
man M. Paris, WWDC Washington;
licensee on profit-sharing basis for
H. B. Cahan, WAAM (TV) Baltimore; TSN's 20th Affiliate
E. S. Clammer, R. L. Haeseler, RCA; KTTB Tyler, Tex., on June 29 will merchandising the program. Additionally, SHP has been authorBert Hanauer, WFBR Baltimore; become the 20th affiliate station
Rudy Frank, Frank King, WELI New
ized by WOR-TV to handle producHaven, Conn.; Ed Tracy, RCA; Frank of the Texas State Network, action of theShopnew(WOR-TV,
Dave Ehnan's
cording to Gene L. Cagle, TSN Curiosity
Barnes, William Cody, General ElecSuntric Co.; FCC Comr. George E. Ster- president.
day, 8-8:30 P.M. EDT).
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should you
do about
automotive
listening

in your
coverage
area?
Promote Aulo Radio Circulation
in your Area by
Reserving space ad jacent to your
county listing in the 1952
BROADCASTING -TELECASTING
MARKETBOOK
Regular rates apply.
Deadline July 20th.

Send in
today!
your coupon
Reserve space in the
following state data:
Signed
Radio Station
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Strictly Business
Gee I Want to Hear . . .
(Continued from page 20 )
Gla in England are soon to
Advertisement as a public speaker, often -in the
hear a recorded tape taken
directly
off the air from
person of the "Rhode Island HisWSPD Toledo. Cpl. Frank
the radio
character anhe
Roach,
native
Toledoan,
created. torian,"
Once
he addressed
wrote to WSPD, requesting
Indian pow-wow. He has produced
a
"recording
of
several
of
outstanding documentary films, in
your
programs — andHere
includein
From where I sit addition to many TV public servthe
commercials.
ice sequences.
For the past 25 years Mr. Haley
England, radio just isn't the
same — or for
as good
— and we're
also has written, produced and been
homesick
American
radio
featured in an annual Christmas
6y Joe Marsh
and
commercials."
In segreradio program for the Outlet Co.,
sponse,
WSPD
taped
owners
ments of the noon newscast
Providence. ofThisWJAR-AM-FM-TV
dramatization of
featuring Jim Uebelhart; the
religious and Yuletide themes has
Sidewalk Interview program
been such a high spot of southern
of John Saunders, and of
New England broadcasting that a
Petticoat Partyline, a disc
juvenile mail response to this special feature exceeded 25,000 as far
jockeyson Kimble.
show m. c.'d by EmerWell, What Do You Know?
back as 1929.
Under
Mr.
Haley's
supervision,
Narragansett Brewery at present
co-sponsors Red Sox broadcasts and MULTIPLE SETS
Do you believe in a bunch of old
telecasts, with a 31 radio station
Double One-Radio Homes
network and three TV station
tales about lightning — about how it's
hookups (WBZ-TV WNAC - TV THERE are twice as many multiattracted by cats or the warmth of
Boston and WJAR-TV), plus
radio homes (66.1%) as
cattle . . . how it never strikes in the
heavy spot schedules regionally there areple-set
single-set homes (33.9%),
and live weekly sports show over according to "Extra Sets," a brosame place twice ... or how it's liable
WNHC-TV New Haven.
chure released last week by BAB.
to turn milk sour? Lots of people often
Reporting on a survey of 5,000
Other Public Activities
families
20 metropolitan areas
do — but they're wrong.
He has served as chairman of conductedin last
January by Pulse
the
New
York
World
Fair
ComInc.
covering
the number of radios
Dad Hawkins inspired this colmis ion for Rhode Island. He is an
active member of the Rhode Island and tratheir
Sets" location
reveals: in the home, "Exumn today. He's really studied up on
Historical Society and American
"There are more families with
lightning since his own cow barn was
Legion,
and
during
World
War
II
radios (37.1%) than with one
was chairman of the Aviation two
radio (33.9%) and nearly as many
struck that time.
Cadet Committee.
families with three or more radios
He is director of the Rhode Is- (29.0%) as there are with one radio. More than one home in ten
"Trouble is, most of us don't know
Cancer SocietyHouse.
and theHe Nickerson landSettlement
is a (10.8%) now has four or more
half enough about the subject," Dad
member of the corporation of the radios.
"Today's radio family is a twoRhode Island Hospital, Butler Hossays. "And about half of what we do
pital,and Roger
Williams
GeneralDistrict
Hos- radio family." On the average, each
know is false!"
pital
the
Rhode
Island
family
would own 2.11 radios.
Nursing Assn.
"Radio - television homes have
From where I sit, Dad's statement
With his wife, Beatrice, he lives more radio sets than radio-only
on Blackstone Blvd., Providence. homes" — 2.34 to 1.87.
applies to a lot of things besides lightThe
children —
Other study
findings
of the
BABning. Too many people think they
John Haleys
Jr., who have
is in four
the advertising
indicate
ownership
and printing business; Nancy, a financed
of
extra
sets
tends
to
parallel
the
know their neighbor's wrong when he
registered
nurse,Jr.;now
economic
status,
that living
there
votes for his candidate instead of theirs.
ander G. Lyle
JaneMrs.
and AlexAnn, family's
are
more
radios
outside
twin daughters, 19, who recently
than in them, with roughly
Some people even resent our right to
were graduated from Southern rooms
half of all radio homes having sets
Seminary, Buena Vista, Va. — and in bedroom and kitchen, and that
enjoy a friendly glass of beer if and
four grandchildren, whom Mr. the distribution of sets in TV
when we choose. Opinions based on
Hr.ley says are "naturals" for radio homes is "significantly different"
careers.
misinformation and prejudice, instead
than in radio-only homes.
The survey did not count auto
radios nor sets not in regular use
of being "grounded" on true facts
SINGLE RATE
in the home.
can cause more damage than lightning
WMDN Begins New Policy
The brochure was announced
ever did.
WMDN Midland, Mich., last week Monday by Kevin B. Sweeney, BAB
announced a new single rate policy vice president, at a BAB sales
clinic attended
at Philadelphia's
Barclay
for national and local accounts dur- Hotel,
by 85 management
ing all hours.
and
sales
representatives
of
memJoseph A. Sturgeon, WMDN genber stations
in eastern
Pennsylvania. Another
BAB clinic
was
eral manager and news director,
held Thursday at the Hotel Statler
said fiedthatme that
studies
and
tests
"satisall time was equally in Washington, D. C, and a third
at the Jefferson Hotel,
valuable, and that local stations Friday
could and did hold their audiences Richmond.
Copyright, 1952, United States Brewers Foundation
The schedule calls for 27 more
with the right programming. And
the advertiser could expect returns BAB clinics, with the chairmanrotated among William B.
on his advertising dollar in propor- Ryan, ship
BAB president, Mr. Sweeney
tion to the placing of his messages and John
F. Hardesty, director of
local promotions.
at the proper times."
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I/,
Vic

RADIO
profit

Diefim

Says:

ulse

WHLM...in my "airem" this lovely blossom from Bloomsburg, Pa. is one of my favorites. And why not? She covers a prosmanufacturing
and farming
the leadperous
of other
stations,
and this area
is herfar5thin
straight year for major league baseball.
WIDE.. . Here is the newest member of my
"airem". She hails from the Biddeford-Saco
Old Orchard Beach area of Maine. She is
the "must-listen" to station in a prosperous
manufacturing center and the leading resort
section of that great state.
WAZL
HAZLETON, , PA. NBC-MBS
NBC-MBS ALLENTOWN, PA. CBS
(Represented by Robert Meeker Associates).
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

WHLM
BLOOMSBURG, PA.
BIDDEFORD-SACO, ME. MBS-YANKEE
ed and Operated by Harry L. Magee).
(Represented by Edward Devney).
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NBC radio-TV coverage plans for the Republican and Democratic national for candidates, delegates and each party and serve as originating point for
conventions in Chicago next month are blueprinted in two sketches giving
several NBC radio-TV programs.
interior and exterior views of layout at the International Amphitheatre.
RIGHT
PHOTO
(with
amphitheater position reversed) — Exterior view
LEFT PHOTO — NBC studios in Conrad Hilton Hotel and equipment in
shows space for TV camera, radio-TV commentators, radio pool, NBC's booth,
amphitheatre
pipe
news
to
network's
news
center
for
channeling
to
radio-TV
studios and use as running commentary and on special programs. Programs loudspeakers, microwave relay, film processing compartment, and self-contained radio-TV mobile unit. Seat placements for microphones, delegates and
are transmitted to NBC headquarters in Merchandise Mart and sent out over
respective radio and video networks. Also seen are placements for mobile alternates, press and national committee chairmen also are indicated. Sketches
unit and newsreels. Conrad Hilton will house caucus rooms and headquarters
were made for NBC by Logan Reavis.
Aug.
24-25: Arkansas
Broadcasters
Assn.
and sales clinic,
Marion
Hotel, meeting
Little Rock.
Aug.
25:
BAB
Sales
Clinic,
Miami.
Aug.
25-26:Duluth,
NARTB Minn.
District 11, Hotel
Duluth,
upcoming
Aug.
Salem.27: BAB Sales Clinic, WinstonAug. 28-29:nomah NARTB
DistrictOre.17, MultHotel, Portland,
June
22-26:
Advertising
Assn. Olympic
of the
West
annual
convention,
Hotel, Seattle.
June
8: BAB Sales Clinic, Cincinnati.
York.23-24: BMI Program Clinic, New Sept.
8-9: NARTBCoronado
DistrictBeach,
16, Hotel
Del Coronado,
Calif.
June
23-26:House,
RTMAChicago.
annual convention, Sept.
Palmer
Sept.
10:
BAB
Sales
Clinic,
Louisville.
June 26-27:castersVirginia
Assn.
of
BroadSept.
11-13:
NARTB
District
14,
Brown
annual meeting,
Hotel, Fort Monroe,
Va. Chamberlin
June 29- July vertisers
2: National
Ad- Sept. 12: BAB Sales Clinic, Nashville.
annualIndustrial
conference,
Sept. 15: BAB Sales Clinic, Little Rock.
Palmer House, Assn.Chicago.
Sept.
NARTB District 12, Lassen
June 30: BAB Sales Clinic, Syracuse.
Hotel,15-16:
Wichita.
Juiyi: BAB Sales Clinic, Buffalo.
July 1:tionFCCprocessing.
to commence TV applicaJuly 3: BAB Sales Clinic, Pittsburgh.
Sept. 19: BAB Sales Clinic, Atlanta.
20: IREHotel,
conference,
July 7 : Republican
National
Conven- Sept.
Roosevelt
Cedar Iowa
Rapids.section,
tion,
International
Amphitheatre.
Chicago.
Sept.
22-23:
NARTBSprings,
District
Elms,
Excelsior
Mo. 10, The
July 14: BAB Sales Clinic, Detroit.
Sept.
22-25:
National
Electronic
Distributors Assn. convention, Atlantic
July 16: BAB Sales Clinic, Cleveland.
City, N. J.
July 18: BAB Sales Clinic, Indianapolis.
July 21: BAB Sales Clinic, Chicago.
28-Oct. 1: Assn. of National AdJuly 21: Democratic
National Conven- Sept.
New York.vertisers fal meeting, Hotel Plaza,
Chicago.tion, International Amphitheatre, Sept.
National Electronics
29-Oct.
July 23: BAB Sales Clinic, Milwaukee.
July 25: BAB Sales Clinic, Minneapolis. ence, Sherman Hotel. Chicago.
July 28: BAB Sales Clinic, Denver.
Oct. 12-15:
A
AAA,
Pacific
Council anArrowhead
JulyCity.30: BAB Sales Clinic, Salt Lake
Hotel, nualSanconvention.
Bernardino,
Calif. Springs
Financial Public Relations
Aug.
3-8: BMI-Colorado Broadcasters Oct. 20-23:
Assn.
Calif. annual convention, Coronado,
Denver.program seminar, Denver U., Assn.
Oct. 27-29:
Annual MeetAug. 15: BAB Sales Clinic, Dallas.
ing, Hotel IRE-RTMA
Syracuse, Syracuse,
N. Y.
Aug. 18: BAB Sales Clinic, San Antonio. Nov. 9-16:
National Radio & Television
Aug.
18-19:
NARTB
District
7,
Hotel
Week.
Statler, Cleveland.
Dec. 1-3: National
Assn. ofCleveland.
Radio News
Aug. 20: BAB Sales Clinic, Houston.
convention,
Aug.
21-22:
NARTB Island,
DistrictMich.8, Grand Dec.Directors
Hotel,
Mackinac
27-29:
American
Marketing
Assn.,
Conference, Palmer House, Chicago.
Aug. 22: BAB Sales Clinic, New Orleans.
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Pays Off in Results;
KINGAN RADIO Godfrey Show Renewed
KINGAN & Co., whose first investment in network radio last fall involved more money than the company had been spending in all media,
found denttheN. Bruce
investment
off in last
salesweek.
results, Kingan Sales Vice PresiAshby paid
reported
His statement
announcement
that came
Kinganwithis the
renewing King Arthur Godfrey and His
Round Table on CBS Radio (Sunday, 5-5:30 p.m.
EDT) in
for October
another
52 weeks,
starting
[B*T,
June
9].
Warwick
ler, New York, is the agency.& Leg"The CBS Radio Network program has paid off for Kingan or
we would not have renewed at
this time for our coming fiscal
year," Mr. Ashby asserted.
When Kingan embarked on the
Godfrey Round Table series in October 1951, the meat company executive said, "there still were a
number of major points where we
had inadequate or no distribution
on our consumer identified prod-

★
we have
tion anddesired
volume. to. expand
. . The distribuGodfrey
personality and our particular type
of program has been very well
adapted and very well used for
point - of - sale merchandising
materialtions.and
store stations
promoLocal CBSin -Radio
have been very cooperative in
helping make the promotions successful.
"Finally, of course, the sales results warranted renewal. I attribute these sales results to an excellent sales job by Arthur Godfrey
over
air and
a well-coordinated
sellingthe and
merchandising
job by
CBS, Warwick & Legler, and KinMr. Ashby pointed out that when
Kingan undertook Round Table
sponorship,
"the program
called
Sinceinite gains
then,havehe been
continued,
"Defin network
made in all for a major investment,
classes and types of retail trade radio alone, greater than total company expenditures for all types of
handling meat products, from the
ucts."
independent operator right through advertising during recent preceding
years,"
and that Kingan officials
theInlarge
corporate chains."
"obviously" feel their decision
this connection,
he said:
"was sound."
"Some of the specific advantages
Round Table series consists
gan."
that have been gained through the of Therecorded
highlights from the
combination of Godfrey and His
programs, inteRound Table, CBS Radio and Kin- Godfreygrated morning
into a weekly half -hour show
gan merchandising are a definite and presented
at
a
time suitable
pin-pointed
attack items
on selected
con- for listening by persons
unable to
sumer identified
on which
hear the morning shows.
ROADCASTING
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spot

Want to buy spots for less than in 1946?
Well, the place is Memphis, and the Station
is WREC — where your advertising actually
costs lO.l^o less than in 1946.
That's because more people are hearing
your message — the area has grown, and also
— WREC has the highest average Hooper
rating of any Memphis radio station.
Ask salesmen who travel the huge WREC
territory— ask advertisers on WREC. They
will tell you from experience your spot on
WREC is a wonderful spot in a thriving area
completely covered by WREC.

H|

■

REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY
REPR

LW
MEMPHIS

NO.

1 STATION

AFFILIATED WITH CBS. 600 KC, 5000 WATTS

BROADCASTING
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'GREEN
CAMPAIGN'
WTMA Builds
Used Car Sales
BROADCASTING

EQUIPMENT

is custom-built to your requirements
For broadcasting
equipment individually
engineered to
meet exact station
requirements, put
CONTINENTAL skill and
experience to work
on your next installation.
CONTINENTAL specializes
in the production
of all types of antenna
phasing equipment,
and each layout is.
specifically designed
to meet the
requirements of the
particular directional
array involved.

A typical Phasing Control
and Power Division Unit
by CONTINENTAL is shown above. This
modern unit was manufactured especially
or Radio Station KWTO, Springfield,
Mo. It is housed in a new style, unified,
all aluminum cabinet, and is designed
to be a companion unit to any of the
CONTINENTAL transmitters.

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. Dallas 10, Texos
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Arthur Feldman (I) records a special WLFH opening-day message
from former President Hoover.
* * *
WLFH UTTLE FALLS
Ressdly to Make Air Bow
WLFH Little Falls, N. Y., announced last week that it expected
to begin operation within 10 days.
The station, an MBS affiliate, is
to operate on 1230 kc with 100 w.
WLFH co-owners are Arthur
Feldman, MBS director of special
events, and M. Robert Feldman,
of Little Falls.
Heading a list of well-known
public figures to participate in the
special opening-day program is
Herbertex-President.
Hoover, the Robert
nation'sEarle,
only
living
formerly with WKAT Rome and
WKTV Utica, both New York, is
generalmerlymanager.
Ed Dumas,
forwith Pan-American
Airways
Communications in South America, is chief engineer.

WTMA Charleston, S. C, is credited with making a success of a
campaign which ties the wearing
of green hats by salesmen to the
idea of saving used-car buyers "on
theAdvertising
long green."stunt was staged by
Frank Norris Motors of Charleston. Manager Bevie L. Machen
equipped
used With
- car Ralph
salesmenJ.
with
greenhishats.
Shade, WTMA account executive,
he worked out a system of spots.
Spots included teasers and then a
continuing series of telephone conversations between WTMA announcer Red Munro and automobile
salesmen.
Norris used-car sales jumped
about 100% the first month, WTMA
reports, and each succeeding month
has brought continued increases.
WTMA Sales Manager Grange S.
Cuthbert Jr. wore a green hat as
a gag and in one afternoon picked
up three prospects for the automobile agency, station observes.
Mr. Machen comments,
"The
man-in-the-green-hat
campaign,
conducted by WTMA for Frank
Norris Motors, was one of the most
successful advertising campaigns
we ever tried. The enthusiasm
generated among our own salesmen
and the public was of the highest
order of any campaign yet under-

NEW WISN CENTER
taken."
CARSON NAMED
Planned on Milwaukee Site
For Seven-Year FTC Term ERECTION of a radio-television
PRESIDENT Truman last Wed- center will be carried out by
nesday nominated John Carson for WISN-AM-FM Milwaukee at a
re-appointment to the Federal downtown site which the station
Trade Commission for a seven-year has purchased on West Wisconsin
term beginning
Sept. 28.
nom- Ave., Milwaukee's main thoroughination was referred
to theTheSenate
19th St., according to
Interstate & Foreign Commerce Harry fare,D.at N.Peck,
manager.
Committee, which has not yet
The 120,000-sq. ft. site cost $145,scheduled action.
Peck said. He said plans
Almost simultaneously, FTC was 000, Mr.
are on the drawing board for
brought to full strength for the now
the
new
center,
which will house all
first time since last January as
and
telecasting
activAlbert A. Carretta. Washington broadcasting
and offices. WISN
is a division
attorney, was sworn mxo office. Mr. of theitiesHearst
Corp.
Carretta, confirmed by the Senate
June 12, fills the unexpired term
of the late William Ayres ending
in September 1954. The oath was NU NBC INSTITUTE
administered to Mr. Carretta Wed57 Enroll for Session
nesday by Chief Judge Harold M. SIX-WEEK professional session in
Stephens, U. S. Court of Appeals
radio and video training which befor the District of Columbia.
gins todayNorthwestern
(Monday) at U.-N
the 11th
Mr. Carson, former research and annual
BC
information director for the U. S. Summer Institute
has
57
Cooperative League, was the center from 25 states and three enrollees
foreign
of controversy during committee countries.
hearings on his nomination three
Of
the
students,
15
are
employed
years ago. He was nominated in at broadcasting stations, and a
April 1949 t* fill the unexpired
term of then Comr. Robert Freer, smaller number work in broadcast
educational
instituwho resigned to re-enter private departments
tions. Foreignat students
include
one
practice. Mr. Carson was con- from Italy, two from Canada and
firmed that September.
one from the Philippines.
Telecasting
BROADCASTING

$50,000

a day-

for waiting!
These manufacturers are waiting.
In their factory, the production line
has halted, the men are idle. And every
day of this inactivity is costing them
$50,000-and more!
What happened? One small breakdown in an important machine has
stopped the works !
Even though replacement parts are
hundreds of miles away, there's one
BROAD CASTING

• Telecasting

way they could cut those days of waiting
to hours. It's
an answer that thousands
is saving
thousands
of manufacturers
of dollars every day.
That answer is— Air Express !
Air Express speed means production
line speed. Whether your business is
factories,
why
: films, or food, you can profit
from regular use of Air Express. Here's
it's fastest — Air Express gets top
priority of all commercial shipping
services — gives the fastest, most complete door-to-door pick-up and delivery
service in all cities and principal towns
at no extra cost.
it's dependable — Air Express provides one-carrier responsibility all the

way and gets a receipt upon delivery.
it's less
profitable—
Express
costs
than you Airthink,
givesservice
you
many profit-making opportunities.
Call your local agent of Air Express
Division, Railway Express Agency.

'MEOWS

GETS THERE FIRST
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First or Second in

Quarter Hours
Between 6 a.m. and 7p.m.
WFBR "HOME-CROWN"
SHOWS OUTSTANDING
IN AUDIENCE AND
RESPONSE!
Looking for a place to put
your minute spots in Baltimore? Pick the WFBR
"home-growns" — outstanding participation shows! For
instance:
Completely outclasses its
field — No . 1 show of its kind !
MELODY BALLROOM
Top-rated
in Baltimore!disc jockey show
NELSON BAKER SHOW
1st in its time period!
EVERY WOMAN'S HOUR
Top-rated 30 - minute
woman's show!
SHOPPIN FUN
Top locally produced show
in its period !
MORNING IN MARYLAND
Misses being tops for 3 -hour
period by a fraction!
Buy where the top shows
are — buy on . . .
*Jan.-Feb. 1952
Pulte Report

ABC NETWORK
500* WATTS IN BALTIMORE, MP.
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PLANNING next fall's United Red Feather campaigns, to receive support by
all networks, are (I to r) Sylvester Weaver, NBC-TV vice president; Joseph
Allan, Bristol-Myers vice president and chairman of Red Feather Radio-TVFilms Committee, and Charles Denny, NBC executive vice president.

► STARTING his 25th year in
broadcasting on June 12 was C. L.
(Chet) Thomas, KXOK-AM-FM
St. Louis. He began at WLW Cincinnati and became general manager of KXOK in March 1943.
► JOCKO MAXWELL, sports director of WWRL Woodside, L. I.,
billed as the nation's first Negro
sportscaster,niversary inobserved
20th anradio lasthisSaturday.
He started in 1932 on the former
WNJ Newark with a morning
sports program. After WNJ ceased
operations, he moved in 1937 to
WWRL, where he conducts a
weekly Sports Digest. He also
writes a weekly sports column,
and magazine
thor of a book. articles and is au► HOUSEWIVES took over at
the 10th anniversary of Edith Hansen's radio homemaking
Shenandoah,
Iowa, June on6, KMA
when
more than 1,200 honored her at
the station auditorium. A Shenandoah housewife, Mrs. Hansen airs
programs heard today on 54 radio stations throughout the country. She started on KMA. Edward May, president, KMA, presented her with an engraved silver
tray. Also taking part in the
festivities were J. C. Rapp, president, and A. W. Ramsey, vice president, Tidy House Products Co.
Mr. Rapp is a former general manager of KMA, Mr. Ramsey a former sales manager at the station.
► TWELVE-year-old Quiz Kids
will be feted at Chicago's Bismark
Hotel on Host
the program's
birthday.
is Louis G.June
Cowan,26
owner and originator of the radioTV package. Joe Kelly, m.c, and
Mr. Cowan will greet more than
400 former and present program
kid stars.
will onbe its
tape-recorded for Show
broadcast
CBS
Radio Saturday time period.

SUMMER MUSIC
Replaces MGM Shows on MBS
MUSICAL SHOWS have been
picked by Mutual as summer replacements for the MGM productions which occupy the 8-8:30 p.m.
EDTJuliusperiods
Mon.-Fri.Jr., in charge
F. Seebach
of MBS programs, announced last
week that the Mon.-Fri. summertime schedule would see the following programs in the 8-8:30
spot, starting June 30:
Monday, Jazz Nocturne, featuring Sylvan Levin, MBS musical
director in New York, arid orchestra plus singer Jean Tighe and a
quartette, the Mac and Jack Singers; Tuesday, Jimmy Carroll Show,
with Jimmy Carroll, guest vocalist,
and Emerson Buckley and orchestra; Wednesday, Music for a HalfHour, a program of operetta and
musical comedy melodies with
Jimmy Carroll and guests; Thursday,ersonSymphonic
with EmBuckley andStrings,
orchestra;
and
Friday, Concerto Festival, with
Sylvan Levin and orchestra, plus
A participation quiz, The Great
guests.
Day Show, is scheduled for the
8:30-9 p.m. period on Wednesday,
which currently is the second half
of the hour-long M-G-M Musical
Comedy Theatre.
MGM shows vacationing for the
summer in addition to Musical
Comedy Theatre, are Woman of the
Year, starring Bette Davis and
George Brent; Black Museum, with
Orsen Welles; Modern Adventures
of Casanova, with Errol Flynnr
and Adventures of Maisie, with
Ann Sothern.

BAB SIGNS
For Special Nielsen Service
BAB has contracted for a special
Nielsen service, making available
to BAB members information developed from the Nielsen Radio
Index Service, Nielsen Coverage
Servicedex and
Food-Drug
InService,Nielsen
it was
announced
Thursday in a joint release from
W. B. Ryan, president of BAB,
and Arthur C. Nielsen, president
of A. C. Nielsen Co.
Signing of the contract followed
months of negotiations between
the radiomotion
industry's
proorganizationselfand-owned
the market research firm, in which Edgar
Kobak, business consultant, whose
clients include the Nielsen firm,
and also
chairmanreportedly
of BAB's played
executive committee,
a major part.
First reports to be developed by
BAB from NRI material will includeteninganalyses
lisand TVof general
viewingradio
habits,
early morning and late evening
radio audiences, evening radio listening in TV areas, cumulative
weekly and monthly audiences of
programs
often
than once broadcast
a week andmoreaudience
size studies of national spot radio
campaigns, Mr. Ryan said.
Auto Data in Fall
Food and Drug Index Service
will provide material for additional
reports on seasonal variations in
the sale of packaged goods, importance of rural and small town
marketsucts andforcase
various
types ofof prodhistories
radio
advertising successes as reflected
in store sales records, the joint
release stated. In the fall the first
NCS report will give BAB subscribers up-to-date information on
automobile and other out-of-home
listening.
"Through the Special Nielsen
Service" Mr. Ryan said, "BAB
members will be armed with important new facts about radio listening and the movement of goods
resulting from radio advertising.
We expect
that presentations
some of BAB's
most
significant
for
local and national advertisers will
be based on the tremendous fund
of information which A. C. Nielsen
has spent many millions of dollars
BAB officials would not comment
toon acquire."
the amount the organization is
paying for Nielsen service other
than to indicate the sum is "rea-

Locke Buys Programs
LOCKE Stove Co., Kansas City,
through Calkins & Holden, same
sonable." Sales Expand
city,
has bought
on a Gallup
27-station
southerna half-hour
NBC network
EIGHT additional sales of Dr.
for broadcast of a folk music and George Gallup Show, transcribed
varietyville.show
Nash-13 radio program, were announced
Contractoriginating
is effectivein for
last week by George F. Foley Inc.,
weeks from Aug. 16, Saturdays, N. Y., film packaging and distrib9:30 to 10 p.m. CT.
uting firm. Bringing total sales to
station W.
salesVa.;
include WWVAnewWheeling,
PHILCO Corp., Philadelphia, has es- 130 markets,
new scholarship fund for WMAZ Macon, Ga.; WMT Cedar
WOR NEW YORK supplied about 30 engineeringtablishedstudents
Lehigh U., Rapids, Iowa; WDNC Durham,,
portable radios to Ebbets Field, Brook- Bethlehem, Pa. Grant atof $18,000
will
lyn, last Thursday, when some 400
C; KMED Medford, Ore.; KMO
blind persons attended Dodgers-Cubs provide for three scholarships valued N.Tacoma,
WLOK Lima,
at $1,500 annually for next four years. Ohio; WMASWash.;
game as guests of Dodgers.
Springfield, Mass.
BROADCASTING
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How

the

Flying

Tigers;

got

over

the

Hump

1. In November, 1 945, we told the story, in this series, of
12,teerIndia-China
flyers from
from the
VolunGroup who"hump"
came home
the American
war and started
an air freight business. They called their company
The Flying Tiger Line Inc.

5* The company has used Union Oil aviation
products since it began operations in 1945. But
that
doesn't
nearlywereas important
to us as
the fact
that seem
the men
able to accomplish
these things. It could hardly have happened
under anything but the American profit and loss
system.

2* As we told you then, the veterans pooled
all their savings but they still needed additional
capital to launch their project. Several Los
Angeles businessmen offered to furnish this capital on a 50-50 basis— the veterans to operate the
company. This capital enabled them to start operations on June 25, 1945, with 8 war surplus
Conestoga cargo planes.

3*
Overhasthebeenlastspectacular.
seven years
growth
Their thefleetcompany's
of planes
has grown from 8 to 39. In 1949 they received the
first certificate to fly U.S. Air Freight Route 100.
And they now operate daily transcontinental
schedules
to 43 charter
cities, inservices.
addition The
to world-wide
contract and
company
has
now
contracted
for
seven
new
DC-6A's
the largest order ever placed for cargo planes.—
UNION

4* Last year their fleet earned a total revenue
of $15J4 million compared to $458 thousand the
first year. In 1951 their planes flew a total of
over 1Z14 million miles compared to M million
miles the first year. Today The Flying Tiger
Line
the world's
largest certificated
freightInc.,
and iscontract
air carrier.

OIL COMPANY
OF CAIIIOR1VIA
INCORPORATED IN CALIFORNIA, OCTOBER 17, i«90
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

6* For without the profit incentive the businessmen wouldn'tin have
put place.
up theWithout
capital theto start
the business
the first
hope
of gaining financial independence, the veterans
wouldn't have had the incentive to sweat out the
problems of starting the company and developing it. Altogether,
we think
a wonderful
example
of the advantages
of ourit'sAmerican
free
enterprise system over others.

This series, sponsored by the people of Union Oil Company, is dedicated to a
discussion
why American
business functions.
hope Write:
you'll feel
free to sendof inhowanyandsuggestions
or criticisms
you have toWeoffer.
The
President, Union Oil Company, Union Oil Building, Los Angeles 17, California.
Manufacturers of Royal Triton, the amazing purple motor oil
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THANK

tailed questionnaires
questionnaires

YOU

to all 109

were returned and the above

results printed in

Billboard TV Quarterly, June 14, 1952. We're gratified ... we're elated
...we're happy... we're proud. All we can say is- thanks... gee whizz.
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Price War
NO MATTER whose the fault (if indeed anyone can be singled out for blame) much radio
network business in the past year and a half
has been conducted in the haggling traditions
of a Near Eastern bazaar, where nobody pays
the first price asked unless he is a rich and
stupid tourist.
A wandering rug merchant may be able to
do his pittance of business that way, but it
does not work out well for larger enterprises.
It certainly has not worked out well for radio,
as a special made
article disturbingly
in last week'sclear.
issue of this
publication
The trouble has been that not very many
people in radio have brought themselves to
admit that radio network business has really
degenerated
level. dealing
It is notin
easy
to believeto the
that hawker's
an enterprise
more than $100 million a year could have let
its price structure fall into utter chaos.
Only recently, it seems to us, has the radio
industry as a whole begun to recognize this
problem. The next step, which it appears will
soon be taken, is to deal with it realistically.
The heart of the problem is prices.
Quite obviously, many of their canniest customers think that radio networks today are
overpriced. Although we certainly do not
agree, we must concede that, whatever the
reason, the networks have been unable to persuade these customers that the price (or at
least the announced price) is equitable.
It was an unhappy consequence that haggling came about once enough customers objected to the first prices asked. There is no
point now in wondering whether the line could
have been held if the networks as a group had
steadfastly stuck to their prices.
Radio networks now have no choice other
than to set a new price scale. It must be
reasonable enough to attract buyers but high
enough to enable networks and their affiliated
stations to make a living.
Above all, the price scale must be one to
which
all the networks
will adhere.
the readjustment
that seems
inevitable,If, a after
new
period of haggling ensues, the demoralization
of radio networks will be complete and their
destruction unavoidable.

Timely Testimony
INERTIA,
which hasapparent
plagued inbroadcasters
for
years, is nowhere
the approach
toward the so-called Gathings investigation
in Congress,by which
so farexhibitions
has been and
markedan
primarily
side-show
oblique effort of prohibitionists to force alcoholic beverage advertising from the air.
A formidable team of spokesmen for broadcasters and telecasters will testify next week
before the House Interstate and Foreign Com, merce Subcommittee. They will come prepared
to show that radio and television are entirely
■ capable of regulating themselves.
Many broadcasters were deluded by what
transpired when the hearings opened three
" weeks ago. The witnesses launched diatribes
against "hootchy-cootchy" dancers and "beer; hunting
casts." Itthatlooked
like many
more Hill
of thehearings.
headlineanimates
A timely note of caution is sounded by Com[| mitteeman
Arthur
G. Klein (D-N.
Y.). And
He
urges complete
and forthright
testimony.
he cited the appearance of the prohibitionists,
who earlier in the session were thwarted in a
i| drive to get through a Senate committee a
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bill to prohibit alcoholic beverage advertising.
This happened by the slim margin of one vote.
So the campaign was carried to the House,
smuggled in under the broad terms of the
Gathings Resolution, theoretically aimed at
purported
programs. headed by
Thus far,"offensive"
an NARTBTV delegation
President Harold E. Fellows and including
Code Review Board Chairman John E. Fetzer
has scheduled appearances before the subcommittee. Network representatives plan to testify. The Brewers' Foundation, recognizing
the ruse of the blue-nosers, also contemplates
an appearance.
This is gratifying.
foe hasn't
been
underestimated.
A strongTheshowing
should spell
the end of these forays against free media (for
the moment, anyway). It will become apparent
that
can't legislate
withoutCongress
contravening
the Bill ofprogram
Rights. content
Revision Needed
IN
SOME
versionby ofthetheHouse
McFarland BillDETAILS,
passed lastthe week
is unacceptable.
Though retaining some of the major provisions of the original measure, as proposed
by Sen. Ernest W. McFarland (D-Ariz.) and
passed by the Senate, the House version
strayed in just enough particulars to pervert
what could be a useful piece of legislation
into an extremely dangerous one.
Discrepancies between the Senate and House
versions are summarized elsewhere in this
issue. Those which strike us as especially in
need of straightening out include:
The failure of the House to change Sec. 311
of the existing Communications Act which
permits the FCC to refuse broadcasting licenses to persons found guilty in federal court
of monopolizing radio communications. This
section was eliminated from the act in the
Senate bill on the quite justifiable grounds
that it constituted "double jeopardy."
The addition by the House of a section authorizing the FCC to suspend licenses for 90
days and
fines of $500 Act.
a dayTheforSenate,
violations of thelevyCommunications
in its bill, would give the FCC power to issue
cease and desist orders, which would be bad
enough. The House would make the situation
intolerable. An intemperate or willful Commission could wreck a station easily by exercising suchofpunitive
present power
license powers.
revocationTheis FCC's
adequate.
The House bill subsection preventing stations from establishing political broadcasting
ratescomparable
that exceeduse"theof minimum
charges
for
such station
for made
other
purposes."
In
the
absence
of
further
explanation, this subsection could be interpreted
most
unfairly. Suppose the political broadcast replaced a show regularly scheduled under a
long-term contract earning a favorable discount. Would the discount be figured in when
computing
These andtheother"minimum
apparent charges"?
flaws in the House
version must be eliminated before broadcasters can regard this legislation favorably.
Fortunately, the measure will be taken up by
bea joint
hopedSenate-House
the ills will committee
be removed.where, it is to
There would seem to be a chance that a
sensible bill may emerge. It is interesting that
the roadblocks which certain FCC personnel
tried to place in the way of the measure proved
ineffective in the House, which passed the bill
overwhelmingly. This would indicate that if
the conferees can produce a compromise bill
reasonably soon, it would have a chance of
adoption before the adjournment of Congress.
But one thing must be kept in mind. It(
would be better to have no new bill at all than /
one containing serious shortcomings.

jf - our respects to:

BENEDICT GIMBEL JR.

.

)

like show
business,
unless, noof
TObusiness
BENEDICT
GIMBEL
Jr. there's
course, it's broadcasting.
Happily, Mr. Gimbel, president - general
manager, Pennsylvania Broadcasting Co., license of WIP-AM-FM Philadelphia, has been
able to combine both of his loves.
Twenty-two years ago, Mr. Gimbel assumed
the presidency of WIP and since that time
has directed its efforts in entertainment and
civic affairs.
How successful has he been? Mr. Gimbel's
answer to that query shows that whereas, he
brings much imagination to his programming,
his feet are solidly on the ground insofar as
the practical aspects of station operation.
He has a one-word yardstick with which to
measure success. That word is simply: Results.
"Many people have been depreciating radio
and
he commented.
WIP itsfeeleffectiveness,"
differently. The
year just past"Weshowsat
an increase of 26% in local billing over the
year before . . . the highest in the 30 years
of WIP's existence.
"Next year is going to be even better," he
added optimistically.
"I don'tchallenge
think anyto radio
other
medium
can offer a serious
on a coverage basis or on a cost basis.
"Everyone knows that the set sales are the
highest ever and radio sales volume is the
highest in its history.
"It all adds more
up," said
Mr. Gimbel,
more
penetration,
listeners,
more "to
business.
Radio is a great medium and I think it will
continue to be for years to come. It's economical and it produces. Isn't that the answer
to The
any early
good direction
medium?" of Mr. Gimbel's life was
not pointed
It wasof his
assumed that hetoward
would broadcasting.
inherit the mantle
family's famous mercantile business.
A native Philadelphian, Mr. Gimbel attended
Central High School there, then completed his
secondary education at Thorpe School, Stamerland.ford, Conn., and at La Villa, Lausanne, SwitzCollege School
trainingwasat interrupted
the U. of Pennsylvania's
Wharton
in Mr. Gimbel's sophomore year when he joined the Army
during World War I. He was discharged as a
sergeant
months'in 1921.
service. He was
graduated after
from 16Wharton
Then, as planned, he began his business
career with the Gimbel store in Philadelphia.
Following an apprenticeship of two years,
during which he served in every department,
young Mr. (Gimbel
merContinuedwason made
page assistant
54 )
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Here's

how

mum

to

your

impact
Detroit

in

the

Market

MARKET MAGIC is a combination
selling plan that ties your WWJ onthe-air advertising to A&P in-the-store
merchandising. It adds to WWJ's
powerful radio salesmanship the direct
eye-catching impact of point-of-sale
promotion in the 93 A&P stores dominating the Detroit area.
MARKET MAGIC advertisers who
distribute their products through A&P
stores— where Detroiters spend $100,000,000 annually— are assured a oneweek preferred position display in each
of these stores, for any one product
during a 13-week cycle.
MARKET MAGIC produces double
impact from one sales campaign, at
one low cost, through one medium.
WWJ, Detroit's NBC station.

BROADC

ifPROOF
POSITIVE
that K-NUZ
brings results!

RESTAURANT
Kaphan's
Speaks Out
for K-NUZ
Pull Power . . .
Here is a letter K-NUZ received from Peter Petkas, owner
of
Kaphan's Restaurant in
Houston.
Gentlemen:
As we begin our 40th week on
K-NUZ I would like to thank the
personnel of your station for their
friendlyance. Asco-operation
evident in ourandfourthassist-renewal of our original contract, we
are
than obtained
pieased with
the
resultsmorewe have
from our
program
"Dinner
Date"
with
Paul
Berlin. I think you will appreciate
over-all16%,volume
ofknowing
businessthathas ourincreased
and
holidayscrease ohave
shown
a 19%beforeinver the same period
going
on K-NUZ.
We are
to continuedlooking
success withforward
your station.
Very
truly
yours,
Peter Petkas

Call FORJOE
National
Representative
or DAVE MORRIS
General Manager
At KE-2581

HOUSTON'S HADING INDEPENDENT
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burgh. Also,expansion
Mr. Gimbel
Our Respect To
tensive
of WIP. plans ex(Continued from page 52)
He has full faith in the future of
chandise manager of the ready-tolibrary is an en- radio but TV quite naturally, has
wear departments. A year later he personalviablerecord
collection, as are his collec- a fascination for him, too. Every
tion of strange hats, brought from new show would mean an "open
was named merchandise manager
of those sections.
far parts of the world.
and the familiarly beAs a youth, Mr. Gimbel was an ing night"
In 1922, Gimbel Bros, purchased
loved backstage call, "Curtain
avid polo player. He rode for the
WIP as an adjunct to its advertis- Lancaster
Polo Club and for the
ing department. The station shared
time in those days with WFAN, Philmont Polo Club. A team mate
going up!" BALLCAST
then owned by the Levy brothers was William S. Paley, CBS board WTSP
of CBS fame. In the early 30s, chairman. Incidentally, Mr. Paley
Studio Outdraws Ballpark
Gimbel Bros, bought out WFAN, also is a "brother" in Zeta Beta
deleted the call letters, and WIP Tau fraternity.
started to hit its stride under the
Polo playing now, however, at- STUDIO recreation parties held
guidance of Benedict Gimbel Jr.
WTSP St. Petersburg, Fla., tod
only a spectator's
At 49, he interest
follows by
During those long months while from Mr.tractsGimbel.
stimulate fan interest in minor
he was learning merchandising, more sedentary pursuits such as league baseball have become
Mr. Gimbel had longed for some the study of words, their meanings, successful that the station actually
active ness.
participation
show came
busi- derivations and proper usage. His outdrew the ballpark in attendance
When the radioinstation
libraryence ofbooks dictionaries
one occasion.
boasts more andthanrefer100 on This
along, he seized the opportunity.
was the enthusiastic report
Here was a field in which he could volumes, and includes a research from
Jack Faulkner, WTSP proon curious and little-known
enlist his knowledge of show busi- library
gram
director, in commenting on
facts.
ness on behalf of the station's adthe station's newest activity. The
vertisers.
Club Memberships
parties
have
been a regular feaUnder his imaginative direction,
In addition, Mr. Gimbel is a
ture the past few weeks, with atWIP was the first station in the member
t
e
n
d
a
n
c
e
a
t
the baseball broadof the
Philadelphia's
Poor
Philadelphia area to go on a 24- Richard Club,
Radio Executives
casts hitting 120 for each game.
hour daily, seven-day-a-week oper- Club of New York, the Radio Admission is free and cooperative
ation; it was the first in PhiladelClub Club
of Newof sponsors supply free sandwiches,
phia to broadcast from airplane to Pioneers,
York andthetheLamb's
Variety
soft drinks, ice cream and cigarettes.
ground and the first to broadcast Philadelphia.
from the bottom of the sea.
He is now married to the former
When the local Saints team
This progressive programming
Kane, of Philadelphia. A
has led to well satisfied advertisers. J.sonJessie
the weak Braves
second-division
of Mr. Gimbel by a former played
Fort
in a
A source of pride with Mr. Gimbel marriage is Edward Nathanson, Florida Lauderdale
International
League game,
is the fact that many of the sta- ABC-TV producer-director.
As for future ambitions, the some wags wagered the studio
tion's current
have been
with WIP
for 10sponsors
to 15 years.
One Pennsylvania Broadcasting Co. has party would draw more people
advertiser has just celebrated its just filed for UHF TV stations in than the game at Fort Lauder21st anniversary with the station. Philadelphia, Milwaukee and Pittsdale. It did— by 20 fans.
Mr. Gimbel not only sets the
policy of the station, but he is
active also in helping carry it out.
He is at his office usually before 9
a.m. and remains in harness as long
as he feels he is needed. This
sometimes means that he still is
working at midnight.
Covers Local Stories
Many ideas are originated by
him. And, since WIP tries to give
full coverage of local happenings,
he often covers stories himself. He
WBNS Radio has a point to
is an honorary Philadelphia fire
prove and facts which add up to
chief.
an answer sponsors like to hear.
Philadelphia being his "home
town,"
an active
Here's why sponsors profit from
part in Mr.
civic Gimbel
affairs.takes
He lately
was
spot announcements on WBNS:
honored by the Boys Clubs of
America for his more than 15
Domination of 24 Central Ohio
years of service as a member of
the board of the Crime Prevention
counties,
ll/4 million strong, that
Assn. He also is a member of the
spend a billion dollars annually.
board of directors of MBS and
serves as president of the PhilaWBNS carries the 20 top-rated
delphiaAssn.Radio & Television Broadcasters
programs with more listeners than
On June 3, just three weeks ago,
all other local stations combined.
he was awarded an honorary degree of Doctor of Humane Letters
For
only more
CBS sales,
outletputto Central
work forOhio's
you.
by Lincoln U., Oxford, Pa., during
the
university's
98th
commencement.
He has attended every major
JOHN BLAIR
show's
opening night
performance
POWER 5,000
WBNS
in
Philadelphia
for the
past 17
WELD-FM—— 53.000
years.
Mr.Gimbel's
home
guest
COLUMBUS. OHIO
book bears the names of most of
OUTLET
the great and near-great of the
theatre, movie and radio world; his
CENTRAL OHIO'S ONLY
collection of autographed photographs number nearly 1,500; his
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WGEZ

DUNKS
Stages Sears Day

I1tj|three
TIWGEZ topBeloit,
local Wis.,
Sears helped
Roebuckdunk&
||Co. executives into a river as a
[result of the success of an annual
,1 feears sale.
| For several days preceding
I "Sears Days," and throughout the
rporlclS1 nine-dav
WGEZthe event.
aired In11
spots daily sa^e>
plugging
f addition, Sears co-sponsored Chimin cag0 white Sox baseball games
l: to \over the station.
Immediately preceding the sale,
°! John
a "planning
was given.
Barrows, party"
store manager,
set
the quota, and announced that if
129% of it were reached, he would
lji asubmit
himself,
fully indressed,
for
thorough
dunking
the Rock
ajRiver, just north of Beloit. If
Id 131% were reached, Gordon Wedge,
assistant manager, would be
tut!-: dunked, and if 135% were reached,
road- f-J Alvin Collins, credit manager,
ame . < would receive the same treatment,
atives Opening night brought the largfHli est crowd in the history of the
W store. In three hours, about 10%
of the quota was reached. At the
earn i end of the nine-day sale, total busiision fnness equalled 141% of the quota.
5 >p Employes declared "D (for dunkand Messrs.
Wedge ing)andDay" Collins
lived upBarrows,
to their
end of the bargain.
WGEZ was on hand at the dunking to give a gurgle-by-gurgle description.
All three executives praised
makingcommented,
the sale
aWGEZ's
success.part
Mr. inWedge
"We feel that the success of the
sale was due greatly to the power
of radio and especially in the kind
of promotion we have come to expect of your station after two years
of advertising with you."

In the Employment Office, too..
GOOD

COMMUNITY

RELATIONS

are essential. Radio can be a real help!
KAUFMAN AGENCY
Wins 18 NAAN Awaards
HENRY J. KAUFMAN & Assoc.,
Washington, received 18 awards at
the 21st Annual Conference of the
In countless companies, the Employment Director
National Advertising Agency Netif you're located in any one of six leading indusfaces a terrific task these days. Management calls
trial areas.. Boston, Springfield, Philadelphia,
work, which met Monday-Friday
last week at Skytop, Pa.
Pittsburgh, Fort Wayne, or Portland, Oregon.,
for
continuing
additions
to
the
force,
while
comThe annual creative awards competition grows stiffer all the time.
you're in luck. You can count on the specialized
petition had 384 entries by the 30
advertising network members.
programming experience of a Westinghouse radio
Good community relations can be of tremendous
Kaufman clients who won awards
station to help you make friends with your
assistance. And, as many companies have shown,
include:
radio is an excellent tool for fostering friendship
neighbors.
WMT Cedar Rapids; Christian
Heurich Brewing Co., Washington,
in a plant's neighborhood. Radio programs help
local merchandising campaign and
make friends not only with families near at hand,
spot radio advertising; Potomac
but also with those in outlying areas that other
Electric Power Co., local general
WESTINGHOUSE RADIO STATIONS Inc
media usually fail to reach.
newspaper campaign and radio
program; First Federal Savings &
WBZ • WBZA • KYW • KDKA • W0W0 • KEX • WBZ-TV
If you're not already using radio as an aid to National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for
Loan Assoc., Washington, spot TV
announcements, and Mason Root
recruitment, it will pay you to look into it. And
WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
Beer
Bottling Co., Washington, TV
program.
Judges included Stuart M. ArmNational Radio
Joseph
L.strong,Brechner,
WGAYInstitute;
Silver
Spring, Md.;
John S. Hayes,
WTOPAM-FM-TV
Washington;
Gene
Juster,
?£C,i„Cnarles
L
KellyWMAL-AMFM-TV NARTB>
Washington;andRobert
RichSol K.Taishoff,
BROADCASTING
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operati

critical
W0

i!
%

the chips are down... the client's ok is in the balance
This is the crisis of the schedule. The agency is pre- The account executive finishes his presentation ; a cold
senting itsmedia recommendations for the year ahead. silence falls on the group.
The client men listen in stony-faced silence. . . . Their
turn will come soon enough.
What do they think of it? Why doesn't
somebody say something?
The client's ad manager shuffles his papers; steals a look
at his boss. The agency men force themselves to keep
still. They know it's the client's turn to speak. The media
director unconsciously fingers his copy of Standard Rate
. . . and waits for the inevitable storm of questions to come.

Page 56
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Every agency man who's been
through it knows Operation
Critical. A recommendation in
five figures— or six— is on the table
. . . the result of weeks of research,
dozens of interviews with helpful
and hopeful representatives,
agency sessions far into the night,
untold man-hours of just plain
work. And all for nothing, if the
client doesn't go along.

The questions begin:
"How much of a break in rates would we get
if we put the whole magazine campaign
into these top five?"
"This newspaper — how well does it cover the
city and trading area population?"
"Has there been any study of listening habits
in the Kansas City region?"
"Do these business publications get read by
employees below management level?"
Questions, questions. They range from simple to complex, from naive to shrewd. But they must be answered,
then and there. The time for preparation is gone. This is
it — Operation Critical.
The media director's fingers flyConsumer
as he flips to Markets,
a figure in

As usual, the "standard" questions are relatively easy
to answer. Standard Rate & Consumer Markets have
most of the facts organized. But some of the questions go
beyond
trends . facts,
. . into interpretations;. comparative studies;
"Which of these women's magazines carries
the most ethical drug advertising?"
"Do young people read this Sunday
supplement?"
"Has
this station's audience grown in the
last year? How much?"
"Would it be worthwhile to add a second
paper in this city?"
Listings of standard facts cannot answer many such
questions — they're not supposed to. But the need for
quick access to summarized information has been anticipated by many publishers and station operators who
know from experience what goes on day and night in
the media department, in the agency review sessions, and
in Operation Critical.
That's why approximately 1,050 individual media
used 8,500 Service-Ads in 1951 to supply needed information inpackaged form . . . and to place this information near their market listings (in CONSUMER Markets)
and near their media listings (in SRDS).

i^"
&
~~; quicklv turns to a fact in
5Bj7^^w'"™:^^^-^JHH| The
Standard
Rateexecutive
& Data.
account
cites a previous experience while the media man

STANDARD

ice-Ads supplement the basic facts . . . and they are right
, jn the conference room, when this supplementary informant most needed. They help buyers boy... they help buyers sell.

RATE 8 DATA SERVICE, INC.
the national authority serving the media-buying function

Walter E. Botthof, Publisher
1740 RIDGE AVENUE • EVANSTON, ILLINOIS
SALES OFFICES: NEW YORK • CHICAGO
• LOS ANGELES
of consumer magazine rates and data • business publication rates and data • national network radio and
ervice • radio rates and data • television rates and data • newspaper rates and data • transportation advertising
rates and data • A. B. C. weekly newspaper rates and data • consumer markets, serving the market-media selection function
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front office
ROBERT J. BODDEN, program director, WRCO Richland Center,
Wis., appointed general manager, WRDB Reedsburg, Wis.
W. W. (NICK) CARTER Jr., station manager, WTRY Troy, N. Y., promoted to general manager and director there.
GEORGE W. CLARK Inc., N. Y., appointed national
representative by KRSC Seattle.
IRWIN HOTT, sales staff, WONE Dayton, Ohio, and
former musical director at WOL Washington and
WRFD Worthington, Ohio, to WVKO-AM-FM Columbus, in sales capacity.

Mr. Carter
DAVID A. CARLISLE added to sales staff, WFIL-TV Philadelphia.
LEWIS D. STEARNS, account executive, KECA Hollywood, has resigned.

KEITH McKENNEY, sales staff, Free & Peters, to WJBK-TV Detroit,
in same capacity.
WAYNE MACK, sales staff, WDOK Cleveland, resigns
to devote full time to announcing and producing.
THOMAS C. HARRISON to WSM Nashville, as director of national spot sales.

HOME
AWAY

AND
GAMES

GARDNER COWLES, president, KRNT Des Moines,
re-elected chairman of the board, Minneapolis Star and
Tribune. KINGSLEY H. MURPHY, president, KSO
Des Moines, re-elected to board of directors.
THOMAS F. CLARK Co., N. Y., elected to membership in National Assn.
of Radio & Television Station Representatives.

FEIST ELECTED
Music Publishers Assn. Pres.
LEONARD FEIST of Mercury
Music Corp. was elected president
of
the
U. Music
S. for Publishers'
the coming Assn.
year, ofat the
group's
58th
annual
meeting,
held
June 12-13 at the Warwick Hotel.
New York.
Joseph A. Fischer of J. Fischer
& Bro., retiring president, autoMPA vice
dent. matically
Donald becomes
H. Gray
of H.presiW
Gray
Co.
was
re-elected
and Willard Sniffin ofsecretary
Harold
Flammer Inc. was elected treasurer.
Four new directors were elected:
Donald F. Malin of C. C. Birchard Co.,
Kermit
A. Walkerof ofC.Bourne
Inc., Corp.,
Walter Heinrichsen
F. Peters
and Robert Schell of Shawnee Press.
Benjamin Pepper of New York was apMPA. pointed permanent legal counsel for
Mitchell Elected
L. SPENCER MITCHELL, general
manager of WDAE Tampa, has
been elected director of District
No. 4 of the Columbia Affiliates
Advisory Board to serve out the
unexpired Jr.,
(1952-53)
term manager,
of Glenn
Marshall
general
WMBR-TV Jacksonville, who resigned from CAAB
to joinBoard
the CBSTV Affiliates
Advisory
now
being organized [B»T, June 16].
Mr. Mitchell was chosen in a specialment forelection
select a replaceMr. toMarshall.

PetionaL • •
EARL
W. WINGER, president, WDOD Chattanooga, presented award
with
on behalf of station for "outstanding service in the field of safety pro* BYRUM SAAM
motion" by National Safety Council. . . . ARTHUR H. CROGHAN,
owner-general manager, KOWL Santa Monica, cited by Southern Calif.
* GENE KELLY
Broadcasters Assn. and Adv. Club of Los Angeles on 25th anniversary
* CLAUDE HARRING i in radio.
(scatters
HUGH A. L. HALFF, president, WOAI-AM-TV San Antonio, elected to
Fine!
(really)
Philadelphia's top sportscasters
The Water's
board of trustees of National Jewish Hospital, Denver. . . . DANA
CLARK, guest relations manager, ABC Hollywood, recovering from
stroke suffered recently.
ADakota
quickpool
dip ofinto
the power
North
buying
will convince you that KFYR
JOHN T. GELDER, vice president, WCHS Charleston, W. Va., elected
in this agriculturally wealthy
president of city's Symphony Orchestra Society. . . . ROY V. SMITH,
spot sales manager, Alaska Radio Sales, N. Y. father of girl, Deborah
state pays
handsome dollar.
diviWIBG
dends per advertising
Jean, June 14. . . . BILL GIETZ, sales staff, WTAR-AM-TV Norfolk,
Ask John Blair for KFYR facts
Va., cited by Norfolk Sales Executive Club as one of area's outstanding
and figures.
salesmen. . . . HARRY MAIZLISH, president-general manager, KFWB
Hollywood and ERNEST L. SPENCER, president-general manager,
KVOE Santa Ana, elected to board of directors of Southern Calif.
10,000
Broadcasters Assn.
WATTS
KFYR
LES BEIDERMAN, owner of Paul Bunyon Network and general manPHILADELPHIA'S
MOST
POWERFUL
BISMARCK, N. DAK.
ager
of
WTCM
Traverse
City,
Mich.,
made
honorary
alumnus
of
U.
of
INDEPENDENT
Michigan. . . . COLIN M. SELPH, president, Santa Barbara Broadcasting & Television Corp., Santa Baroara, elected to board of directors of
5000 WATTS-N. B.C. AFFILIATE
REPRESENTED BY
city's Better Business Bureau and chairman of executive committee of
RADIO REPRESENTATIVES, INC.
Rep. by John Blair
Golfers' Assn.
June 23, 1952
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KBLA BURBANK
Begins in California
KBLA Burbank, Calif., 250 kw on
1490 kc, was to begin fulltime operation
Saturdayatfrom
transmitter studio
239 itsAmherst
Drive. Permanent studios and executive offices at 11516 Oxnard St.,
North Hollywood, are expected to
be ready this weekend.
Licensed to Broadcasters of Burbank, KBLA is owned equally by
Floyd J. Jolley, Burbank councilman; Arthur J. Crowley, attorney;
Gordon A. Rogers, contractor ; Walter Mansfield and Albert S. Hall,
realtors. Robert S. Marshall, formerly of KFMV (FM) Hollywood,
is KBLA general and commercial
manager.
The staff includes Nicholas Muskey, assistant manager and program director; Charles Powers, account executive; Julie Cummings,
copy writer-traffic manager ; Robert
Skiles and Robert Miller, announcers; and Thomas Payne, engineer.

MORE AND EARLIER CHRISTMAS RADIO
NRDGA Studies Department Stores '52 Plans
RADIO, widely used in depart- as much and probably increased
emphasis on Christmas radio proment
pre-Christmas
tions stores'
last year,
is expected promoto do
gram ing as compared with last
as well or better this year, while
TV is still an unknown factor with
On the video front, Mr. Abramost stores, according to Howard
hams reported
"onlyreporting
a small
of thethatstores
Abrahams, sales promotion head percentage
of the National Retail Dry Goods Christmas plans, use television
regularly as a selling medium.
Assn.
In the June issue of Promotion Generally,
year." the TV users reslanted
Exchange, NRDGA bulletin service, their telecasting, whether it consisted of programs or spots, to
Mr. Abrahams said that although
Thanksgiving Day is the tradi- Christmas themes. Last year,
tional starting time for retail several stores added TV at Christmas time. These stores are divided
Christmas advertising, reports
their thinking as to whether
from stores indicate that "1952's in
will repeat their TV this
Christmas promotions will defi- they
Christmas.
on the
Plans arenitely bemade
much earlier
earlier, side."
with
"However, stores which had specialized programs slanted to chil"newspaper
planned on theandmostradio
part themes
during
dren'sthusiastic
audiences
are effect
definitely
enabout the
of these
late summer, although actual
Christmas formats are not cre- programs and will repeat these
said. ated until later in the season," he techniques this year."
"Of 91 stores studied, 52 used
Arthur M. Semones
radio in the 1951 Christmas sea- RADIO FESTIVAL
ARTHUR M. SEMONES, 53, who
son," Mr. Abrahams reported.
Inaugurated by WBEZ
worked at Henri, Hurst and Mc- Stores with regular programs on POLITICS
of Britain and the
Donald agency, Chicago, since it the air generally reslanted them at
of Oscar Wilde highlighted
was organized in 1916, died Tues- Christmas time, while "a substan- drama
first summer radio festival
day after a long illness. Funeral
tial number" of stores added spe- the
services were conducted Friday.
cial pre-Christmas programs, Mr. sponsored last week by the Chicago
Three years ago he became a vice Abrahams added.
Board of Education on its FM stapresident. Surviving are his wife
tion, WBEZ. The five-day pro"From their reports," he said,
and two sons.
"it is evident that stores will put
from 9 a.m.to toeducational
4 p.m. included showsgrammingrelayed
stations throughout the country by
the National Assn. of Educational
MEMBERS
OF A GREAT RADIO
Broadcasters.
The radio festival included programs from the U. of Michigan, U.
EQUIPMENT FAMILY
of Illinois and U. of Chicago,
Northwestern U. and the British
for
COLLINS
Broadcasting Corp. George Jenthe board's
broadcast equipment
council,nings,saiddirectortheof effort
will be radio
continued during school holidays and
of unquestioned quality
summer vacations if response is
favorable.

Collins 212A
Studio Console
Your studio installation deserves
the built-in quality and superior
performance the Collins 212A
speech input console will supply.
Unit amplifiers are individually
shock mounted. Main frame and
end castings are solid aluminum.
Tilt -to -service feature allows installation against window or wall.
Write for complete technical information.
COLLINS RADIO COMPANY
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Dogwood
Fountain Road
City
KNOXVILLE
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Safety by Radio
PENNSYLVANIA ASSN. of
Broadcasters,
noting
mounting traffic deaths,
is planning
a saturation public service
spot
campaign
all holidayof
weekends
in theon interest
traffic safety. PAB board of
directors, who met in Harrisburg June 12, is advocating
that all members participate
in the plan. It is believed,
said Robert Trace, station
manager,
Meadville, WMGW-AM-FM
Pa., that radio can
play a accidents
major roleby inconstantly
reducing
traffic
alerting motorists of dangers
which lurk on crowded highways. Plan is to incorporate
messages in station breaks.
BMI is sponsoring series of 10 concerts by the Berkshire String Quartet, which will perform new works of
chamber music by 29 contemporary
composers. Series will be held at
Music Mountain, near Falls Village,
Conn.

Only ONE Station
DOMINATES
This Rich
Growing
15-County

Market
with
FOOD

SALES

of
56,000*7952
$124,7
* Sales
Management,
Survey of Buying Power.

WINSTON-SALEM
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RADIO STATIONS
Now Carry
JOHN T. FLYNN
Transcribed

• This is the amazing
record which has been
built up in just one month
by the John T. Flynn
daily news commentary
which is now being offered to radio stations on
a transcribed basis.
• This program, a prestige-building vehicle in
production for more than
three years, has gained
national recognition as an
audience-building, sponsor -pleasing, down - to earth analysis of current
events, featuring the nation's
outstanding and
authority
on economic
social subjects.
• It is offered exclusively in each market —
fifteen minutes one, five,
or six times weekly — at
no cost to stations while
broadcast sustaining. A
nominal talent fee is
asked when commercial.
© Full cooperation, including visual sales aids,
is provided by the distributor to all stations seeking sponsorship- Your inquiry iscordially invited.
R. K. Scott, Sales Director
America's Future, Inc.
205 East 42nd Street,
New York 17, N. Y.
MUrray Hill 4-6023
Also Available
AMERICANS,
SPEAK UP!
— fifteen minutes weekly —
transcribed — featuring nationally-known personalities interby Bill SlaterFoundation
— winner
of a 1951viewedFreedoms
radio honor medal.
60 • June 23, 1952

air-casters
ROLLAND pointed
C. merchandising
BOURBEAU
apmanager,
WBAL LIAMBaltimore,
MASON, who succeeding
transfers J.to WILsales
service, WBAL-AM-TV.
PATRICIA SCANLAN to CBS Radio
public affairs staff, Washington.
ROBERT C. CURRIE, producer-director, WCAU-TV Philadelphia, appointed production manager.
PAUL SCHRIMPF, news editor,
KWOS Jefferson City, Mo., to farm
programming
Kansas City, Mo.department, WDAF
GEORGE SANDERS, Hollywood disc
m.c, adds similar duties at KBIG
Avalon, Calif.
DONALD McGILL, announcer and producer, CBM Montreal, appointed program director.
TIM OSBORNE, senior announcer,
KTHT Houston, promoted to program
director, replacing JOHN KNAPP,
who
same transfers
capacity. to KSOX Harlingen in

ED F. SHADBURNE, sales staff,
WAVE-TV Louisville, Ky., to advertising staff, KVOR Colorado Springs.
NORMAN HANSEN appointed assistant farm commentator for Pacific
region of Canadian Broadcasting
Corp., Vancouver.
FRED GREGG, promotion man with
Scripps - Howard
papers,
to WLWT
(TV)
as headCincinnati,
of new
client service department. Assisting him will
JAMES
ALLEN,be
former city editor,
Cincinnati Post,
and JACK FRAZIER.
Mr. Gregg
JACK ROSS,
WCRO Johnstown,
Pa., to WCFM (FM) Washington, as
special events director.
JOSEPH R. COX, coordinator of traffic operations for DuMont Television
Network,relations
appointeddepartment
area supervisor
station
succeededin
by
JAMES
P.
O'BRIEN,
who
tranfers from WTTM Trenton.
E. S. COATSWORTH, formerly with
moving picture
interests including
Arthur
Rank Organization,
Toronto,J.
and National Film Board, Ottawa,
named nadian
TV Broadcasting
publicity Corp.,
directorToronto.
for Ca-

MAX TERHUNE, star of KNXT (TV)
Hollywood ofAlibi's
Tent Show,
namedof
president
Hollywood
chapter
Society
of
American
Magicians
and
West Coast vice president of national
chapter.
CHRIS MACK, farm service director,
WNAX Yankton-Sioux City, S. D.,
granted
six-monthon leave to service as
radio consultant
agriculture
information to Mutual
Security Agency.
He will be headquartered in Paris.
CHARLES
KURALT,
U.
of
North
Carolina student
and former winner
of NARTB "Voice
test, to WBT conand
Mr. Mack
of Democracy"
WBTV lot e(TV)
Char, N. C, for summer months.
BOB MENEFEE, WIP Philadelphia
announcer,
McGowan
were married andJune Barbara
7.
WAYNE GIBBS, mail department,
ABC Hollywood, father of girl, Linda
Marie, June 3.
WALTER DUNDON, manager, script
department, CBS Radio, Hollywood,
married JACQUELINE AKERS,
ecutive
nell Adv.,secretary,
that city, Anderson-McConJune 2.
GEORGE DOBSON, sports announcer,
KTFS Texarkana, Tex., father of boy,
William.
BINGO PIVER, star of KECA-TV Los
Angeles Accent on You, and Keith
Whipple will be married July 26.
TOM McCOLLUM, director, WSYRTV Syracuse,
N. Y.,June
and Jean
man were married
13. Zimmer-

Mr. Knapp
Mr. Osborne
KNOX TAUSSIG Jr., account executive, KMOX St. Louis, appointed merWSYR's
Local
chandising manager at station.
ART WOLDT to announcing staff,
WSYR Syracuse, N. Y.
Radio Sales
GRANT RECKSIECK, assistant advertising-promotion manager, NBC
Chicago, to KNBH (TV) Hollywood
as director of sales promotion.
UP
39%
A. C. WILLIAMS, disc jockey, WDIA
Memphis,
sultant. promoted to promotion conJOSEPH C. BEAL, program consultWDSU - TV
For thewereperiod
WSYR's
radio
New ant,Orleans,
sales
39% ending
ahead ofApril
1951.30, The
local local
advertisers
named
manager. production
responsible for this increase are the ones in the best
ROBERT M.
position to test the effectiveness of all media. They
ADAMS, director
know which advertising keeps the cash register
ofrelations,
press and Wpublic
0L
Washington, to
WRC and WNBW
(TV) thatcapacity.
city, in
National Spot Advertisers
similar
J^RRY REUTER,
Mr. Beal
KLRA Little Rock,
TAKE
NOTE
Ark.,
Louis. to announcing staff, KWK St.
HAL LAWSON to WJR Detroit anWrite, Wire, Phone or Ask Headley-Reed
nouncing staf .
MORTON COHN, program director,
WCHS Charleston, W. Va., and
HARRY BRAWLEY, public affairs
director
there,Players
electedandto Charleston
presidency
of Kanawha
ACUSE
Open Forum, respectively.
570 KC
FRANK FONTAINE, star of CBS Radio Frank Fontaine Show, assigned
Complete
OnlyNew
InstitutiTVon in_ The
Central
York
role in Paramount Pictures feature B Broadcas
WSYR —t AM-FMfilm, "Scared Stiff."
.-. NBC Affiliate • Headley-Reed, National Representatives
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When you put a CBS Television Film Sales show on the road
for your product, we're just starting to sell. As part of the package,
we now offer you merchandising services which assure the show
and the product of catching your customers' eyes.
For our shirt-sleeve staff not only will make a full kit of selling tools
available, but will go into your markets to give you on-the-spot
counsel and assistance, where indicated.
Whatever type of show you start out with, we'd like to help make it
a success story. Just ask us for details.
CBS Television Film Sales
aith offices in New York, Chicago, Los Angeles and Memphis

ON

THE

MARCH

Neither Sergeant H. A. Ries, of the
Pennsylvania State Police, nor Sergeant John
Eihleiter, School Safety Officer of the
Lancaster City Police, was available on May 3 to
conduct WGAL-TV's regular Saturday
afternoon safety program. Both were
busy supervising the FIFTEENTH annual
Lancaster City and County Parade
of School Safety Patrols, an event sponsored by
the AAA in conjunction with the Pennsylvania
State Police and the Lancaster City Police.
WGAL-TV covered the parade with 3,500
safety patrolmen marching to the music of
26 high-school bands. Forty thousand spectators
watched the parade and 11,000 saw the
safety demonstration which climaxed the event.
Purpose of the parade was to highlight
once again the instruction youngsters receive
in highway safety. Through alternate
Saturday afternoon safety programs —
"Guardians of Safety," conducted by the City
Police, and "Highway Safety," conducted by
the Pennsylvania State Police — WGAL-TV plays
an important role in safety instruction to
many young people throughout a wide area.

WGAL-TV
LANCASTER, PENNSYLVANIA
A Steinman Station
Clair R. McCollough, Pres.
Represented by
ROBERT
MEEKER
Associates
New York
Chicago
San Francisco
Los Angeles
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ZA
HA
TOWER
L CHRISTOPHER
TAL
of America,
that Congress
amend RD
By LARRY
899 ft., none 900-999 ft., seven applications;
cation pending.2,000 ft. up, one applithe
Communications
Act
to
specify
1,000-1,499
ft.
and
none
1,500
ft.
AIR HAZARD potential of tall TV that authority [B*T, April 7].
and
above.
The
study
also discloses that two
towers does not appear as serious
The study also finds that as of towers over 1,000 ft. have been apThe study of the probable inas aviation interests once feared,
s
t
a
n
c
e
o
f
high
towers,
based
on
p
r
o
v
e
d
i
n
Zone
I, the eastern U. S.,
June
1
there
were
133
tower
apaccording to statistics contained in statistics available today, is being
requests pending before and four requests are pending bea study now being prepared for compiled for the ad hoc committee regionalproval
fore airspace subcommittees there,
airspace
subcommittees
the
industry-government
hoc" by Robert E. L. Kennedy, Wash- throughout the country. This is but it is considered doubtful they
committee
considering the "ad
problem.
ington radio-TV consulting engi- based on cities of 50,000 population will be employed since less than
The study shows there is but one
maximum power would be required.
ne r. It is one of four subcommit- or greater.
application pending before a retee
reports
being prepared for the
The various airspace subcommit- FCC's Sixth Report limits towers
gional airspace subcommittee for ad hoc group.
tees,
the
study
finds,
already
have
to
1,000mum power
ft. inis Zone
a 2,000 -ft. tower (Dallas -Ft.
to the Kennedy study, approved 62 towers, and have 21
used. I when maxiWorth) while there are only three of According
92
TV
applications
on
file
at
The
ad
hoc
committee
last Tuesapplications pending, in the 500requests pending before airspace FCC early last week, 47 specify 599
For 600-699 ft.
day considered
its second
subcomsubcommittees in the entire U. S. towers less than 500 ft. high (above thereft.arecategory.
mittee
report,
that
of
the
special
11
approvals
plus
12
apfor towers in the 1,500-1,999 ft. ground, not above average terrain).
projects
committee.
This
report
plications
pending;
700-799
ft.,
11
category. Two towers in this range In most cases, towers less than approvals and 11 applications; 800layman's
language
maalready have been approved, the 500 ft. do not require CAA clear- 899 ft., four approvals and four putsjorinto
problems
such
as
placing
all
TV
study shows.
ance. The study also shows that applications; 900-999 ft., two ap- antennas on a single tower in each
and
the
use
of
satellite
Aviation Interests Alarmed
provals, three pending; 1,000-1,499 community
25 applications specify towers 500- ft., 11 approvals,
stations to eliminate the
28 applications; booster
Aviation interests became 599 ft., three fall within 600-699
(Continued on page 65)
alarmed at the prospects of 2,000- ft., four each 700-799 ft. and 800- 1,500-1,999 ft., two approvals, three
f t. towers sprouting over the country when FCC announced its Sixth
Report and Order lifting the TV
freeze and finalizing the allocation
cts KXEL Petition
of channels for some 2,000 TV sta- CITY PRIORITY
a month ago [B«T, FCC
May 26] Reie
gravely disturbed by what seems
tions in about 1,200 communities FCC's TEMPORARY processing about
places Waterloo 61st in Group to us to be the unfortunate man[B»T, April 14]. The Sixth Re- procedure for handling new TV and
ner in which our city has been
Waterloo's population was
port provides for tower heights station applications "will . . . make A-2.
possible the affording of television given as 65,198. It is 72 miles treated by the Commission in the
up to 2,000 ft.
assignment
commercial VHF
service
to
the
greatest
number
of
nearest TV station, FCC's channels." Heof asked
The ad hoc committee is a work- people in the shortest period of from
listingthestates.
reconsideraing group studying in detail the
tion.
The
Sixth
Report allocated
Applications for Group A-2 cities
tall tower air hazard problems and
(more
than
40
miles
from
existing
two
VHF
and
three
UHF
commerThat
is
what
the
Commission
detheir possible solutions. It is com- time." clared Thursday in denying the stations) will be processed begincial channels there.
posed of TV, aviation and governning
July
1
in
order
of
the
city
ment representatives, both FCC petition of Josh Higgins Broad- listing by population, according to
ft Rep. L. Mendel Rivers (Dand CAA, and was appointed to
casting Co. (KXEL-AM-FM
procedure. Concur- S.C.) on Friday, attacking the
loo, Iowa)
for amendment Waterof the the temporary
the task ference
by on tall
the first
Sixth isReport,
told ontheearth
Housewhich"if
rently, applications for Group B there
towersmajor
heldcon-in temporary processing procedure in cities (less
anything
40 miles from needs revision,
it is the policy and
April under the joint chairmanship order to place Waterloo in a more service) will bethanprocessed,
starting
of FCC Comr. E. M. Webster and favorable position [B«T, May 5].
the lauded
way of the
doingSixth
business"
FCC.
with Group B-l.
CAA Deputy Administrator F. B.
Report atdissent
Smaller Cities Cut Out
In week:
other allocation developments He
and
late
speeches
of
Comr.
Robert
Lee [B«T, April 28]. The ad hoc
last
KXEL maintained that by using
group will submit its reports
F. Jones.
• Both WLWC (TV) and
shortly to Comr. Webster and Dep- city population as the basis of
Amend 15 Mile Rule
uty Administrator Lee, at which priority, applications for the larger WBNS (TV) Columbus, Ohio, filed
cities with no service would get oppositions with FCC to the petitime another large industry-gov- relatively
6
WKDN
peticonsideration,
ernment conference is expected to but smaller prompt
tion of WLOA Braddock, Pa., for
tioned FCC toCamden,
amend N.theJ.,newly
cities would have no reconsideration
be called to act on the reports.
of the Sixth Report adopted Sec. 3.607 (b)— the "15
Meanwhile, in FCC correspond- months
getting
"for so as to assign Channel 4 at Brad- mile rule" — so it can seek a Philaorof even
years, service
even though
ence disclosed last week on Capitol chance
dock (greater Pittsburgh) [B»T,
delphia commercial channel at
stations in these smaller cities may June
9]. WLOA suggests channel Camden. WKDN explained the rule
Hill, it was learned that the Com- serve
other substantial populations changes
mission considers it has full authorinvolving both Columbus now precludes such a request since
ity under the Communications Act outside the city to which the chan- stations.
Camden
has a there.
noncommercial channel allocated
nel is allocated." noted big cities
to deny "any applications which
• WIBA Madison, Wis., asked
may involve a hazard to air navi- haveFCC,ruralhowever,
to dismiss the petition of the
9 FCC
areas which would get FCC
State Radio Council of Wisconsin
ne rs J. G. advised
Rountreeconsulting
and A. engiEarl
gation."
The statement was made April service as well.
which
seeks
conversion
of
the
nonCullum
Jr.,
Dallas,
that while
18 by Comr. Rosel H. Hyde in a
The temporary processing procecommercial educational reservation minimum station spacings
are not
letter to Rep. Robert Crosser (D- Sixth dureReport
stems from
one of three UHF chan- provided in the rules by the Sixth
and the
OrderCommission's
lifting the there from
Ohio), chairman of the House Innels
to
the
only
VHF
channel
Report
with
respect
to
Canada
and
terstate & Foreign Commerce TV freeze [B*T, April 14].
Mexico, the U. S. minimums should
Committee. The letter replied to
The city priority listing, com- [B* T.June 16].
be
used
since
they
may
figure
in
piled in accord with the temporary
a request by S. G. Tipton, general
• Mayor David Lawrence of
(Continued on page 72)
counsel for the Air Transport Assn. procedure, was issued by FCC Pittsburgh has written FCC: "I am
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WITH 35 new and amended television station applications filed last
week at the FCC, the total number
of requests for new TV outlets
filed since the FCC Sixth Report &
Order [B«T, April 14] rose to 110.
There were 13 new applications
filed
mitted.and 22 amended requests subFourteen applicants seek UHF
stations,
cants wanttheVHFremaining
facilities. 21 appliThere was only one request for a
change in channel, filed by WCPOTV Cincinnati [B*T, June 16]. One
application was returned.
Three TV applications came from
the Empire Coil Co., licensee of
WXEL (TV) Cleveland. It seeks
stations in St. Petersburg, Fla.,
Portland, Ore., and Denver. Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc. filed
two applications; it asks for facilities in Pittsburgh and Portland,
Ore.
LISTED BY STATES
f MONTGOMERY,
Ala. —VHFMont-c.h.
gomery Bcstg. Co. (WSFA),
12158 (204-210
mc);
ERP
kw visual,
kw aural; antenna 316height
above
average terrain 1,039 ft., above
ground 823.5 ft. Estimated construction cost $480,000, first year operating costOffice
$276,000,
revenue
000. Post
address:
Box $366,1031,
Montgomery 2, Ala. Studio location:
Delano St. between South Court and
South Perry. Transmitter location:
On Mt. Carmel, 21 mi. South of Montgomery. Geographic cordinates: 32°
01'
15.8"Transmitter
N. Lat., 86°RCA,
20' 54.4"
Long.
antennaW.
RCA. Legal counsel Spearman &
Roberson, Washington. Consulting
engineer George E. Gautney, Washington. Principals include President
Howard E. Pill (25%), Vice President R. F. Hudson Sr. (25%), Treasurer H. S. Durden (33%%), Secretary
D. E. Dunn (8%%) and Sebie B.
Smith (8%%.).
tDENVER, Col.— Aladdin Radio &
TV Inc., (KLZ) Ch. 7 (174-180 mc),
ERP 72.5 kw visual, 36.3 kw aural; antenna height above average terrain
928 ft.,mated
above
groundcost192.5
ft. Esticonstruction
$440,095,
first
year enueoperating
cost
$700,690,
not estimated. Post office revaddress: 17th and Lincoln Sts., Denver
2,Sherman
Col. Studio
location:
Spear
and
Aves. Transmitter location:
Lookout Mtn. Geographic coordinates:
39°
43'
46"
N. Lat., 105°
12" W.
Long. Transmitter
RCA,14' antenna
RCA Legal counsel Pierson & Ball,
Washington. Consulting engineer E.
C. Page,cludeWashington.
President HarryPrincipals
E. Hoffmanin(13.3%), Executive Vice President
Hugh B. Terry (16%), Treasurer
Frank H. Ricketson Jr. (13.5%), Vice
President J. Elroy McCaw (20.3%),
and Vice President Theodore R. Gamble (20.3%).
DENVER, Col.— Empire Coil Co.,
VHF Ch. 9 (186-192 mo; ERP 61 kw
visual, 30.5 kw aural; antenna height
above average terrain 1,042 ft., above
groundtion cost237$346,900,
ft. Estimated
construcfirst year operating
cost $400,000, revenue $450,000. Post
Office address: 85 Beechwood Ave.,
New Rochelle, N. Y. Studio location
to be determined. Transmitter location, outside Denver city limits. Geographic
coordinates:
39"' 43'Transmit06" N.
Lat.,ter105'
14' 34"
W.RCA.
Long.
RCA, antenna
Legal counsel Lyon, Wilner & Bergson, Washington. Consulting engineer BenjaPage 64 • June 23, 1952

television applications
Digest of Those Filed With FCC June 13 through June 19
(f Indicates pre-thaw application re-filed.)
Boxscore
VHF UHF Total
Applications filed since April 14
70
39 110
* One applicant did not specify channel number.

Legal counsel Loucks, Zias, Young &
Jansky,neer A.Washington.
Consulting
engiD. Ring & Co.,
Washington.
Principals include President John S.
Knight (who is authorized to vote
stock
MiamiPublishing
Bcstg. Co.,Co.,owned
Miami ofHerald
totalingby
100% ) , Vice President James L.
Knight,
Secretary
C. Blake
and Assistant
Secretary
OwenMcDowell
Uridge.

t MIAMI PEACH, Fla.— WKAT Inc.
(WKAT), VHF Ch. 10 (192-198 mc) ;
ERP 316 kw visual, 25 kw aural; antenna height above average terrain
464.4 ft.,
above
ground
ft. Estimated
construction
cost 500
$428,082,
first
Treas- year operating
min Adler, New Rochelle, N. Y. Prin- and 33%%
urer Dr. owner
Winburnof WONN;
A. Shearouse
cost
$144,000,
revenue
cipals include: President Herbert
$150,000.
Post
Office
address:
1759
Mayerlin Snyder,
(45.2%),
Vice President
(5.8%),ens (5.8%),
dentist;dentist;
Dr. Morris
Pick- Bay Road, Miami Beach. Studio trans-N.
Dr. Dr.J.B.Robert
Frank
Treasurer
Frances FrankMayer Hawkins
mitter location: 1759 N. Bay Road.
(5.8%),
dentist;
(45.2%) and Secretary Alma Schmidt.
Vason
dentist;
Dr. SamApplicant
25° 47' 34"
uel J. Clark(5.8%),
(5.8%),
physician;
Dr. N.Geographic
Cleveland. is licensee of WXEL (TV) F.Dodge
Lat.,
80° RCA,coordinates:
08'antenna
38" W. Long.
mitter
RCA. TransStudio
D. Mentzer (5.8%), physician;
LAKELAND, Fla.— WONN-TV Inc., Dr. Ralph B. Hanahan (5.8%), radi- equipment RCA. Legal counsel Arnold,
UHF Ch. 16 (482-488 mc); ERP 84.3
o
l
o
g
i
s
t
;
D
r
.
F.
Stuart
Roux
(5.8%),
Fortas
&
Porter,
Washington.
Conkw visual, 42.1 kw aural; antenna dentist; Dr. William P. Logan (5.8%),
sulting engineer James C. McNary,
height above average terrain 730 ft., physician;
Sole
stockholder
is
Dr. Luther M. Beal (5.8%), Washington.
above ground 653 ft. Estimated con- dentist; Dr. James T. Shelden (5.8%), President A. Frank Katzentine.
struction cost $153,800, first year op- radiologist; Dr. John E. Daughtrey
ORLANDO. Fla — WHOO Inc.
cost $80,000,
revenue
physician; Dr. S. L. Watson (WHOO),
9 (186-192
ERP
000. PosteratingOffice
address:
P. O.$120,Box (2.9%),
(2.9%), physician; Dr. John H. Miller 277
kw visual,Ch. 137.3
kw aural,mc),antenna
2038, Lakeland,
Fla.
Studio
and
trans(5.8%), (5.8%),
physician,
and
Dr.
Roger
height
above
average
terrain
484.5
ft.,
mitter location: Lakeland Highlands Prosser
dentist.
above ground
ft. Estimated
Road at Seward Lake Drive, 3.5 mi.
struction cost 500
$324,415,
first year conopt MIAMI, Fla.— Miami Bcstg. Co.
S. E. of Lakeland. Geographic coordierating cost $270,677, revenue $305,000.
(WQAM-AM-FM) , VHF Ch. 7 (174- Post office
nates: 27° 57'
31" N. Lat.,DuMont,
81° 55' 31"
address: 545 N. Orange
180 mc); ERP 316 kw visual, 158 kw St.,
_W. Long.
Transmitter
an- aural;
Orlando. Studio location: 545 N.
tenna RCA.
Legal counsel
Fisher,
antenna height above average Orange
St.
location:
710 ft., above ground 744 ft. 6 mi. N.W. ofTransmitter
Wayland, ington.
DuvallConsulting
& Southmayd,
Wash- terrain
Orlando near OrloEstimated construction cost $1,246,682, viesta,
engineer George
Fla.
Geographic
coordinates:
E. Gautney, Washington. Principals first year operating cost $825,916, 28° 34' 50" N. Lat., 81° 27' 00" W.
include: President Robert S. Taylor revenue $757,641. Post Office address: Long. Transmitter DuMont, antenna
duPont Bldg., 169 E. Flager St., Miami, RCA. Legal counsel Fly, Shuebruk &
(5.8%), president, general manager Fla.
Studio location: 1425 Northeast
and 33%%
owner ofE. WONN
Lake- Bayshore
Washington.
Consulting
enland; Vice President
D. Covington
Place, Miami. Transmitter Blume, gineer
Mcintosh & Inglis,
WashingJr. (5.8%), vice president, program location: Near Miami on State HighApplicantWTRT
is also(FM)
licensee
director and 33%% owner of WONN;
way No. 9. Geographic coordinates: WTODton. and
Toledo,of
Secretary Duane F. McConnell (5.8%), 25° 57' 10" N. Lat., 80° 10' 51" W.
(TV) Columbus, Ohio, and
secretary-treasurer, chief engineer Long. Transmitter GE, antenna GE. WTVN
WIKK and WICU (TV) Erie,
Pa. Principals include: President
Edward Lamb (98.4%), president of
Erie
Dispatch,Inc.president
of Ed Lamb
University, Businessmen Enterprises
(amusement
park,
real estate and investments), and
ST. LOUIS BID
partner
in
law
firm
of
Lamb
&
Mack,
Apply For Channel 7 7
Vice President Frank C.
ST. LOUIS U. and 10 St. Louis businessmen, with an authorized capital Toledo; (0.8%),
and Secretary Carl
of $1 million as St. Louis Telecast Inc., are applying for VHF Channel F.Oswald
Hallberg (0.8%).
11 allocated to that city for commercial TV operation, the Very Rev.
Paul C. Reinert, S.J., university president, announced Tuesday.
TAMPA-ST. PETERSBURG, Fla.—
Father Reinert said the new com- ★Empire
Coil
UHF
Ch. 38135(614620
ERP Co.,
263height
kw visual,
kw
treasurer;
Henry
J.
Lunnemann,
pany's
application
to the
for university controller, secretary.
aural;mc),antenna
above average
a construction
permit
will FCC
be filed
terrain
462
ft.,
above
ground
491.5
by June 30, supplanting an earlier
Stockholders, besides the univer- Estimated construction cost $391,700,ft.
application filed by St. Louis U.
sity, are: Howard F. Baer, presi- first year operating cost $400,000,
Jan. 29, 1948. He said all necesA. S. Aloe Co.; Donald Dan- revenue $450,000. Post office address:
sary equipment for operation of a forth, dent,president,
Ralston Purina 85 Beechwood Ave., New Rochelle,
TV
station
has
been
ordered
from
Co.;
Russell
L. Dearmont, counsel
location:location:
To be deterRCA.
for trustee of Missouri-Pacific N. Y. Studio
mined. Transmitter
10000
He said plans were to devote at Railroad Co.; Leo C. Fuller, board 4th St. North Geographic coordichairman,
Stix,
Baer
&
Fuller
Co.;
least 24% of the station's time to
27° 51' 48" N. GE,
Lat.,antenna
82° 38' GE.
17"
W. Long.nates: Transmitter
educational and public service pro- Gale F. Johnston, president, Mer- Legal
counsel Lyon, Wilner & Bergcantile Trust Co.; Bernard C. Macgram ing, but that St. Louis U.
son, Benjamin
Washington.
engiwould continue, nevertheless, to Donald, president, B. C. MacDonald
Adler,Consulting
New Rochelle,
work with other city educational & Co., manufacturers' represent- N. Y.neerPrincipals
include:
President
ative;
Richard
C.
Muckerman,
exagencies to put on the air a nonMayer (45.2%), president of
commercial educational TV station
ecutive vice president, City Prod- Herbert
Empire Coil Co. and WXEL (TV)
ucts Corp.; James J. Mullen Jr., Cleveland; Vice President Franklin
to occupy Channel 9, tentatively
assigned St. Louis for educational president, Moloney Electric Co.; Snyder, general manager of WXEL
Daniel M. Sheehan, vice president (TV); Treasurer Frances Mayer
purposes.
(45.2%), and andSecretary
Alma
controller, Monsanto Chemical Schmidt.
The university presently owns and
Frances Mayer
Leif J. Sverdrup, president, hold 9.6%Herbert
and operates WEW St. Louis, Co.;
of
stock
in
trust
for
Sverdrup
&
Parcel
Inc.,
consulting
which he said in 1921 became the
Herbert Mayer Jr.
second station in the U. S. to go on engineers.
Directors
are
Father
Reinert
and
ALBANY. Ga. — Southeastern Bcstg.
the air.
Johnston, Bert- System, VHF Ch. 10 (192-198 mc);
Officers of St. Louis Telecast Messrs.
ram and Dearmont,
Volz.
ERP 54.8 kw visual, 27.4 kw aural;
Inc. are: Father Reinert, presiThe university owns the neces- antenna height above average terrain
ground$107,200,
438 ft. Estimated
dent; George A. Volz, WEW gensary tower for the station at 3673 420 ft., above cost
first year
eral manager, vice president; West Pine Blvd. and location of the construction
operating
cost
$75,000,
revenue $75,000.
transmitter
would
be
3621
Olive
Frederick A. Bertram, university
and transmitter
location:
director of business and finance. St., according to Father Reinert. Studio(Continued
on page
75) SlapBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Tall Tower Hazard Study
(Continued from page 63)
need for high tower, high power an observer but he was not assostations.
ciated with the proposals.
The criteria subcommittee report
The ad hoc group earlier con- states:
sidered the report of the subcomconsidered
the
mit e on criteria for use by air- The subcommittee
criteria
for have
use
bybeenairspace
subcommittees
which
under
space subcommittees in making suggested
consideration
by
the
main
committee
aeronautical studies of TV tower and
concludedestablishment
these criteria
related
of minimum
applications [B#T, June 2]. The ensolelyrouteto thealtitudes
and therefore
were17
report, now
being
circulated,
is
connot
pertinent
for
inclusion
in
Part
sidered the basic document of the of the FCC rules.
The
intent
of
these
criteria
would
ad hoc group in that it recommends implemented more appropriately beif
were included
in Part
610 of the
the "status quo" in handling of they
Regulations
the
Administrator
tower approval applications on a governing
the ofinstrument
establishment
of minicase-to-case basis as now provided
mum en route
altitudes.
Voice of Democracy winners and FCC Chairman Paul A. Walker were
Prior to orpublication
theyroutine
will beman-co- TWO
in
Part
17
of
FCC's
rules
and
d
i
n
a
t
e
d
i
n
the
normal
honor guests at Washington luncheon June 13, with Allen M. Woodall, presregulations.
ner anddustrthe
comments
of
the
TV
inColumbus, Ga., as host [B»T, June 16]. Left to right:
y wil bePartsolicited.
ItTSO-N18
was notedin- Harold idenE.t of WDAK
The alternative proposal has that neither
Fellows, NARTB president; Mr. Woodall; Dwight Clark, Fort Collins,
17 norestablishment
cludes criteriaILS,
for and
the
of Col., 1951-52
winner;
Robert Burnett, 1950-51 winner; Chairman Walker;
been
to
adopt
fixed
"criteria"
to
radio
range,
VOR
instrument
guide airspace subcommittees in approach procedures, nor do they relate
Judge Justin Miller, NARTB board chairman.
toroutethealtitudes
establishment
of
minimum
en
handling
tower
applications
[B*T,
accordance
with
current
FCC Part 17 television channels contemplates the
on therecommends
civil airways.that
April 7].
Thesuggested
subcommittee
of verycoverage
high towers
to provide
and Airspace
Subcommitteeprocedures.
coordina- use
maximum
of the
United
criteria
be
withdrawn
tion
and
recommendation
Concerning the fixed criteria the
from consideration by the joint group
State-. The television industry in at(2) AJ1 tower
applications
involving
"the
states
and
published
by
the
CAA
in
the
apreport
proposed
towers
under
500
feet
in
the
proposal,
tbid
empting to provide
the service
is exsubcommittee doubts that general the Administrator.
propriate part of the Regulations of height above the ground be considered very hirh
p
e
c
t
e
d
t
o
for
channels
and
propose
towers.industries
Both themust
aviation
onconsidered
the samein basis
as they have been and television
standards can be developed for use
the past.
subcommittee
doubts
that gencostandards
can
be
developed
for
in special aeronautical studies useThe eral
operate
toward the toendaccept
that neither
in(3) Theeffortairscace
subcommittee
make
aeronautical studies every
d
u
s
t
r
y
i
s
expected
unreasonto
work
with
television
which can be applied to tower ap- whichincanspecial
able
restrictions.
ben a purely
appliedmechanical
to towermanap- applicants to recommend sites or areas
plications in a purely mechanical
p
l
i
c
a
t
i
o
n
s
i
within
the
community
which
will
acner
to
determine
whether
or
not
a
Mr. Tipton's
letter to the
House
manner to determine whether or specific tower could or could not be
commodate television towers 500 ft. Interstate
& Foreign
Commerce
and above
in height.
not a specific tower could or could hazard
approvedviewpoint.
from an air navigation practical,
Committee sought to amend the
the several
siting
ofareas
towersofWhenever
in comone, Communications
rather
than
a
not be approved from an air naviAct
by
amending
However, it is probable that guidance
should be encouraged by the S 653, the McFarland Bill, passed
can be provided
to the out
airspace
sub- airspace munity
gation hazardtheviewpoint."
subcommittees.
In o-thederair-to by .he House last week (see story
com it e s in working
television
Elsewhere,
report notes the tower problems
assist inspacesuch
encouragement,
at
specific
locations.
may
recommend
subcommittee considered the proThis idea siderinvolves
theandover-all
con- adjustments subcommittees
in
the
use
of
the
airspace,
25). A and
full policy
explanation
a
t
i
o
n
o
f
aviation
television
route asaltitudes,
orrequired
other traffic
flow page
the procedure
of FCCof
posed criteria "and concluded these requirements at any given community enchanges
may
be
to permit
criteria related solely to the estab- and
a
concerted
joint
effort
to
resolve
the
establishment
and
protection
of
respecting
towers
and
the
air
naviofairspace
interest that
may exist. high television tower sites. Towers of
lishment ofminimum en route alti- any conflicts
gation hazard problem is presented
general,
subcommittees
1.000 ft. and above extend well into the by Comr.
tudes and therefore were not per- In
Hyde
in
his
reply,
sent
would
determine
maximum
heights
of
altitudes
normally
used
by
small
airstructures
various areas
tinent for inclusion in Part 17 of antenna
craft, and regardless of the day and
Rep. Grosser.
surrounding
a minimize
givenincommunity
and
night marking placed on them, pre- to Commissioner
Hyde,
as
acting
the
FCC
rules."
Rather,
they
would
seek
to
the
hazard
insent
degree subcommittees
of hazard. Thereshould be included in Part 610 of
troduced by tall towers to the extent
fore, thesomeevaluate
airspace
must FCC chairman, wrote in part:
in consideration of re- carefully
the risks, difficulties
the regulations
of the Civil
Aero- practicable
The Commission
carefully
contions. quired coverage of the television sta- and
this proposalhascomments
and
wishes
nautics Administrator
governing
restrictions
these
towers
will
thesideredfollowing
to yourto
sent to aviation operations of pre-all submit
It is suggested that the following
the establishment of minimum en general
committee.
approved.
Encouragement
be used,in nowithwaythe change
under- types
Mr. ofTipton
his proposal
route instrument altitudes, the re- or affectguides
sFCC
tanding that they
should boif given
to selection
of sites oi light
histo has
statedmadebelief
that asit intois
Part 17,study
whichof requires
port says.
tall
buildings or located on well-defined necessary
remove
any
doubt
special
aeronautical
antenna
landmarks.
towers over 500 feet above the ground:
authorityradio
to deny
apUse Single Tower
involve
or tele(1) All applications be handled in (4) The FCC table of assignments of the Commission's
visionplications
towers whichwhich
might constitute
Suggesting that airspace suba
hazard
to
air
navigation.
The
Comion is of the belief
already
committees work with TV applifull misauthority,
underthattheit existing
NBC TV Plan has
cants to put their antennas on a
provisions
of theapplications
Communications
Act,
to
deny
any
which
may
single tower where practical, the MERCHANDISING
involve
a ofhazard
to airtonavigation.
The
subcommittee report indicates that
question
hazards
air
navigation
1
is clearly
onesections
element307.of309.public
in"in order to assist in such encour- NEW, NBC-TV merchandising service, to be available byByOct.Oct
terest
which
and
319
1,
was
anthe Communications
Actgranting
direct apthe
agement, the airspace subcommitnounced Tuesday by Edward D. Madden, NBC vice president in charge ofCommission
to
consider
in
tees may recommend adjustments of TV sales
and
operations.
He
also
announced
that
later
this
year
NBC
plications for licenses and construction
in the use of the airspace, en route will release a study made with Schwerin Research Corp. demonstrating permits. Section
303 (q)the ofCommission
the Communications Act gives
altitudes, or other traffic flow through actual case histories ways *
specific
authority
to require
the towers
paintchanges as may be required to per- in which TV advertisers have been and Summer Television Advertising
and/or
illumination
of
radio
where
they
may constitute
a menace
mit the establishment and protec- able to improve their commercials.
ing,
Mr.
Madden
said.
to
air
navigation.
That
section
tion of high television tower sites.
not
purportpower
to limit
in anyCommission
way does
the
Thesevide precise
studies,measurements
he explained, of"proSpeaking at the American Marlicensing
of the
The report, however, notes that
the
keting
Assn.
convention
in
Cincinand
the
Commission's
duty
in
the
extowers of 1,000 ft. and above extend
e
r
c
i
s
e
o
f
that
power
to
determine
nati (see separate story, page 26), sales effectiveness of television ad- whether or not in individual cases the
into altitudes normally used by Mr. Madden
said that the new televertising" by comparing, not TV grant of an application would serve
small aircraft "and regardless of
interest.303(q)
The authority
vision merchandising service is homes with non-TV homes, nor TV the public
tained in section
certainly condoes
the day and night marking placed being developed
the lines of areas with non-TV areas, but pro- not meanerles to deny
that thean Commission
on them, present some degree of the radio servicealong
application isonpowthe
started
by
NBC
gram
viewers
versus
matched
nonhazard." The report urged that less than a year ago. This serv- viewers.
groundtionthat
the
hazard
of
air
navigacreatedit bywoulda proposed
antenna
"encouragement
should
be
given
is
such
that
not
be
eliminated
ice "has proved its value by knitThe frequently used technique of
sufficiently minimized
painting
to selection of sites on tall buildMoreover,
thebyfield
Commisting the network, the individual comparing TV markets with non- oror illumination.
ings or located on well-defined affiliated
sion's
authority
in
this
was
stations,
the
national
adlandmarks."
upheldCommunications
in the case of ComSimmarkets
isadvertiser
"predestined"
to give specifically
vertisers and the local retailers into TV
mons v. Federal
The criteria subcommittee was a compact
the
average
an
incorrect
m
i
s
i
o
n
(
7
9
App.
D.
C.
264,
145
and powerful sales answer of the effectiveness of his 2d 578), where the Court of AppealsF.
composed of Chairman D. D. team," he reported.
Thomas, L. R. Wright and 0. F.
App. convenience,
D. C. at 286):
"We
advertising, Mr. Madden said, stated
think that(79 public
interest,
The Schwerin study to be re- TV
Thomas, all CAA; R. G. Dinning,
clearly
require thefor Com"in the TV market his and necessity
leased by NBC-TV is the latest in because
ATA; Capt. R. G. Armstrong, a series
m
i
s
i
o
n
t
o
deny
applications
construction which would menace air
television research brand is bucking the competition of
Navy, and
A. ofB. State
McMullen,
Na- studies whichof have
cost NBC about other television advertising for Pursuant to its statutory powers and
tional Assn.
Aviation
duties, themulgated rulesCommission
hascertain
probrands. In the non-TV navigation."
Officials. Mr. Kennedy, represent- a quarter of a million dollars and competing
prescribe
and which
standards
with66)respect
ing the Assn. of Federal Communi- have produced three reports — the market this competitive television procedures
(Continued
on
page
cations Consulting Engineers, was Hofstra Study, Television Today advertising is not present."
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Tall Tower Hazards
(Continued from page 65)
toproposed
the Commission's
consideration
antenna structures
which areof
designed
to serve
as a guide
to perintending
to apply
stationsonslicenses.
These
rules forare radio
contained
inand part
17
of
the
Commission's
Regulations, a copy of whichRulesis
enclosed, and
formulated
in conjunction withwere
the
Civil Aeronautics
Administration,
the Department
of Defense,
other
Government
agencies
and
the
radio industry
afterof exhaustive
consideration
of
all
facets
the
problems and inperience ilight
of
many
years
of
exn thiswould
fieldalsoof like
the toparties
concerned.
point
out
that theWeministCivil
Aeronautics
Adration and the are
Federal Comconsidering munication
the Commission
possibilitynowthatjointly
part
17to ofbe the
Commission's!
rules
maylighthaveof
amended filing
or amplified
the expected
of a vastin number
of applications
tions as a resultforofnewthe television
lifting of stathe
Commission's
"freeze."
In accordancetelevision
with part
17 of the
Commission's
proposed
structures, whichrules,
in light
of the antenna
criteria
set forth nautical
in study,
the arerules,referred
requirebyaerothe
Commission
to Airthe Coordinating
Airspace Subcommmiittee offthe
Comor its recommendation as to
whether stitutae a menace
proposedto tower
will conair navigation.
The
Air
Coordinating
Committee
was
created in 1946 by Executive
Order
No. 9781ment toand coordination
provide for theof developaviation
policies. Subcommittee
The voting members
of the
Airspace
are representatives of various Government
agencies
and representatives
of the aviation
instry sit on the subcommittee
but not
have a duvote.
It is important to note that while
the Airspace Subcommittee
makes
recom endations with respect
to proposed antennatermination astructures,
thean final
des
to
whether
applicationposed amusttowerbe which
denied will
because
it probe
a
menace
tomadeair bynavigation
must necessarily
be
thisstatutory
Commission
in accordance
with
duties.
If the
Airspaceits Subcommittee
recommends
denial) ment
of ansatisfactory
application
and notheadjustboth
comapplicant
it e and the toapplicant
cansub-be
reached,
the
must
besection
afforded
a(a)hearing
as
specified
by
the Communications
Act. 309
As ofexplained
above,
theadequate
Commission
believes
that
it
now
has
authority to deny applications
which may
involve
navigation
and
that the hazards
proceduresto air
established
by part
17 of the tioning
Commission's
rules therefore,
are funcsatisfactorily,
and
we arement tofo the
theCommunications
opinion that
noActamending the Commissionsuchwithapplications
specificvestaunecessary.thority to deny
The amendment suggestedis
by thevidesAir
Transport
Association
profor procedures which are similar
to those
now17 followed
the the
Commission in part
of itsthatrules,byit would
but
considers
beComunwise tomission
freeze
these
procedures
un-of
n
e
c
e
s
a
r
i
l
y
b
y
making
them
part
the
Communications
Act.
Both
the
aviation and radio industries are now
undergoing
unprecedented
growth
and
changetion andwhich
may
require
revaluareadjustment of the Commission'sofprocedures
with the
problem
hazardsfortowers.
todealing
air navigation
caused
by
antenna
The
Commission
appreciates
your
action
in affording
an opportunity
to comment
on thisusproposal
and we
shall betionalhappy
to
furnish
any
addicomments or information that
your committee
may has
desire.
The Bu-us
the noBudget
informed
that itreau ofhas
objection
to the
subm
i
s
i
o
n
o
f
these
comments
to your
committee.
Eidophor Showing
FIRST American demonstrations
of the Eidophor system for projection of large screen theatre television with CBS color are being
held at private showings this week
in New York. Private showing for
the press is being given by 20th
Century-Fox Film Corp., owner of
the American rights to the Eidophor system, developed at the
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich.
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OF TIME
To Do Miller Series SAG TERMS
ATFP Would Agree on Pay
MILLER Brewing Co., Milwaukee,
has commissioned the March of FACED with a Screen Actors Guild
Time, New York, to film a series of walkout tomorrow (June 24), mem26 half-hour news-documentaries
of the Alliance of Television
for
next befall.
The Film bersProducers
in an eleventh-hour
Marchsponsorship
of Time will
converted
from the popular theatre format to move last weekend indicated they
television for the first time.
would agree to SAG terms on reuse payment for actors in video
Miller's agency, Mathisson and
Assoc., Milwaukee, will begin buy- films. Issue has been holding up
ing time in some 50 markets early signing
of a newby collective
bargaining contract
both groups.
next month. The TV campaign will
With four member companies of
be implemented by a similar radio
drive. Plans for radio are not de- the Association of Motion Picture
finite, a company spokesman said, Producers — Columbia, RKO Radio,
and no decision has been made Universal International and Repubabout purchase of regional network
lic— having started negotiating an
and/or spot. Miller dropped its interim deal with SAG for re-use
Mutual network sponsorship of payment to actors in films for
Gabriel Heatter late in March, and television, ATFP members feel
this summer will use only occa- that to avert a strike they have
sional radio spots and TV shows.
no choice and must follow pattern
Current news footage will be set by these major studios.
shot by the March of Time staff
Residual Rights Issue
each week for the film series. WestFILM CENTER
brook Van Voorhis will handle narIn negotiations for some months
Fred Feldkamp is super- on a new collective bargaining conAsked by FPA of N. Y.
visor ration.
and director.
tract, SAG and ATFP talks have
APPOINTMENT of a committee to
March
of
Time staffs throughstymied over the residual
explore prospects for a TV film
out the world will work on the been
rights
issue. TV producers have
production center in New York was
The brewing com- stiffly resisted SAG demands for
- made last week at a meeting of the Millerpanyseries.
such
additional
payment. Both
previously
sponsored
Crusade
Film Producers Assn. of New York
groups,
however,
are new
in accord
with city governmental, business, in
sameEurope
concern.on TV, filmed by the all
other
issues
of
the
contract.on
and civic authorities.
The
guild,
in
conformity
with
David I. Pincus, Caravel Films
the Taft-Hartley Act, last April
president, was named to head a BUILDING ORDER
four-man FPA committee to work More Aluminum for Radio-TV served a 60-day notice that it would
"assert its legal rights" and cancel
on the mitproject,
and a by
cityMayor
comexisting arrangements with ATFP
e is to be named
NEW
government
directive
permitmembers
an agreement on
Vincent R. Impellitteri and City
radio-TV broadcasters and all issues unless
of the new contract was
Commerce Commissioner Walter other ting
industrial-classified groups reached
by
June
24,
thus stressing
Shirley, spokesmen reported.
to self-authorize greater quantities
The movement for a city-built of aluminum for construction and the importance
tion of residuals.placed on the quesremodeling projects was issued last
film center for New York's 300 film Wednesday.
Since there is no actual existing
producing companies is motivated
Broadcasters now may write contract between the groups, it was
by fear most future film production
may center in Hollywood, with an their own ticket for 2,000 pounds explained
that SAG's
instruct executive
members
estimated $2 billion loss to New of aluminum per quarter per proj- board can legally
ect instead of the previous 1,000 not to work. However, the customYork in five years unless greater
facilities are available. New York pounds. Carbon and alloy steel to takeary guild
policyvote
is for
a strike
and the
then board
send
real estate and insurance represen- quotas (25 tons) and copper and bership.
tatives, along with Chamber of copper-base alloys (2,000 pounds) out a referendum to its memCommerce and other businessmen, remain the same. Aluminum may
are cooperating in the project, an be substituted
tain instances. for copper in cerFPA official said.
In announcing the revised order,
He reported a preliminary search
for
a site already has been Henry H. Fowler, National Prolaunched.
duction Authority administrator, TV 'SUPERon CIRCUS'
Co-op From ABC
increased shares were made Available
Named by FPA to the committee said
by availability of copper ABC's successful television feature,
with Mr. Pincus were: Ed Lamm, possible
imports and failure of demands Super Circus, is being sold for
Pathescope Productions; Walter for
aluminum to materalize.
the first time on a cooperative basis
Lowendal, Transfilm Inc., and Pete
Radio-TV broadcasters have con- to stimulate sales during summer
Mooney, Audio Productions, who
tinued to receive authorizations in months. Canada Dry ginger ale, a
also is president of FPA.
late months for materials above regular winter sponsor, through J.
self-ordered ceilings on larger M. Mathes agency, New York, rebuilding projects. One such aptains alternate weeks of the first
proval was for 15 construction proKen Murray Signed
hour of the Sunday, 4-5 p.m.
16]. grams totaling over $12 million half
show.
KEN MURRAY, producer-star of for the third quarter [B«T, June Chicago-originated
The first portion is offered for
CBS-TV's Ken Murray Show, has
co-op ketssponsorship
in various
marsigned a new long-term exclusive
every other week
until Sept.
contract with CBS Television Net14 and the second portion weekly
WHK Legal Counsel
work, Hubbell Robinson Jr., vice WHK-AM-TV
31. The
-hour
Ohio, untilbeenAug.telecast
president in charge of network pro- which has filed Cleveland,
live first
on 22 half
stations,
application with has
grams, announced last week. Plans FCC for UHF Channel
with
a
total
lineup
of
38;
the
19 [B#T,
are now underway for the come- June 9], retains Loucks,
ond-half, live on 30 with a totalsec-of
Zias,
Dean Milk Co., Chicago, for
dian's new series of programs for Young & Jansky as its Washing- 48.
CBS-TV this fall, Mr. Robinson
ton legal counsel. Resume of the Scoop ice cream, will sponsor the
noted. Ken Murray Show went off
Leo Mars
Burapplication incorrectly second segment
agency, samethrough
city, until
the air June 14 for a summer WHK-TV
listed
its Washington counsel as Inc., nettChicago
hiatus.
candySept.concern,
Hanson, Lovett & Dale.
sumes sponsorship
14. reBROADCASTING
• Telecasting
For the Tardy Tuner
AN ANSWER to the problemvie"of after
tuning
a TV "moit hasin started
and
never discovering how it began
has
been
found
by
WJZTV New York. Beginning
June 7, station launched
Complete Theater starting
at 8:30 p.m. and continuing
until sign-off. Two consecutive showings of one fulllength film will be offered
each Saturday, one starting
at 8:30 and the other at
10:30 p.m. According to
station spokesmen,
advertisers have alreadyninesigned
for spot announcements on
the program, which is offered
for sale on a participating
sponsorship basis.

MARCH

TO FOLLOW

THE SUN

time zone— same

with a message ... hit every

day, same

hour — straight

across the country — to do all this efficiently,
economically — USE FILM . . .
Complete information concerning film selection and processing available . . . also detail
concerning special Eastman technical services, equipment, and materials.
Address: Motion Picture Film Department, Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N. Y.
East Coast Division, 342 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
Midwest Division, 137 North Wabash Avenue, Chicago 2, Illinois.
West Coast Division, 6706 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, California.

Trendex, Nielsen Report;
TelePulse Expanding
(Report 221)

telestatus
TOP TEN network TV programs,
according to Trendex Inc. ratings
for week of June 1-7, were released
last week as follows, based on the
one live broadcast during that
week:
I Love Scout?
Lucy (CBS)
2.1. Talent
(CBS) 49.6
38.1
Godfrey's
(CBS) 31.8
32.1
4.3. Red
SkeltonFriends
(NBC)
5.6. What's
My Line (CBS) 31.0
Gangbusters
29.7
7. Star
Theatre (NBC)
(NBC) 28.0
8.9. The
Big Town
(CBS)
27.8
Web
(CBS)
10. Strike It Rich (CBS) 27.7
27.1
SPECIAL SPORTING EVENT:
Walcott-Chorles Boxing (NBC-TV) 58.6

UP "10. -

TelePulse Expanding
To 26 Markets
THE PULSE
Inc., that
New beginning
York, announced last week
with multi-market TelePulse for
June, the number of markets included will be increased to 26, covering more than nine million TV
families. New markets are Milwaukee, Pittsburgh, Richmond,
San Antonio, Toledo and Syracuse.
Three additional markets — Providence, San Diego and Rochester
— will be included in monthly reports beginning in September when
the surveys
mer hiatus. resume after a sumNetwork TV programs seen in
four or more markets will be incvidual
luded in themarket reports,
indiratings with
computed
IN
THE

City

according to the number of TV
families in the area.
* * *
'Boys Life'A'Surveys
Set Ownership
HALF the families of a group of
boys,
to 17, boys,
representing
than 210million
own TV more
sets,
according
to
a
survey
Boys'Scouts
Life,
official magazine of theby Boy
of America.
The study indicated 80% of
families own record players and
nearly all own radios, 53% owning
three or more. Most popular TV
sets and phonographs were RCA
Victor, while Philco radios ranked
first,
Boys'about
Life record-purchasing,
reported.
Asked
most of the boys said they first
heard their favorite records on the
radio. Others listed TV, juke
boxes, record
and the
individualshops,
programsmovies
such as
Arthur Godfrey show.
Quizzed on record speed preferences, the boys indicated 70% of
families own 78 RPM phonographs,
19% had 45 RPM machines and
7% owned 33 % RPM players.
Three-speed players were owned by
26% of the families.
The boys chose the Red Skelton
Show as their favorite radio and
TV program. Next TV choices
were Colgate Comedy Hour and
/ Love Lucy. Next radio favorites
were Dragnet and Lone Ranger.
City

Viewers Love 'Lucy/
Nielsen Report Shows
VIEWERS throughout the nation
apparently
love /theLoveCBS-TV
Monday nightstillshow,
Lucy,
sponsored by Philip Morris. The
top-ranking show
the husband-and-wife
team stars
of Lucille
Ball
and Desi Arnaz. Other shows
which
the two rated
weeks Nielsen's
ending Maytop 24,10 arefor:
NUMBER OF TV HOMES REACHED
Rank
Program Homes
(000)
1 IRedLoveSkelton
Lucy (NBC)
(CBS) 10,494
7,420 |
32 Texaco
Star Theatre
(NBC) 7,415
4 Pabst Blue Ribbon Bouts (CBS) 7,051
56 Philco
Playhouse
(NBC) 7,002
FiresideTVTheatre
(NBC)
6,880
7 Arthur Godfrey & Friends
(Liggett
&
Myers
Tob.)
(CBS)
6,657
8 You Bet Your Life (NBC) 6,455
9 Yo»r(R. Show
of ShowsTob.) (NBC) 6,353
J. Reynolds
10 Robt.(American
Montgomery
Presents(NBC) 6,186
Tob. Co.)
Rank
1 I Love Program
Lucy (CBS)
Arthur Blue
Godfrey's
Scours (CBS)
324 Pabst
Red SkeltonRibbon
(NBC) Bouts (CBS)
5 Texaco Star Theatre (NBC)
6 Arthur
(LiggettGodfrey
& Myers& Friends
Tob.) (CBS)
7 Your(Participating)
Show of Shows
(NBC)
8 Philco TV Playhouse (NBC)
9 Your(R. J.ShowReynolds
of Shows
Tob.) (NBC)
10 Fireside Theatre (NBC)
Copyright 1952 by A. C. Nielsen Co.

WBBkly TolBvision Sumnidry — june 23, 1952— telecasting survey
Sets in Area
Outlets On Air
Outlets On Air
Louisville
Sets in Area
Albuquerque
KOB-TV
WAVE-TV, WHAS-TVTex.
Ames
16,500 Matamoros (Mexico)-Brownsville,
WOI-TV
185,000
91,207
174,143
Atlanta
WAGA-TV,
WSB-TV
WLTV
*
**
Baltimore
X
ELD-TV
WTVJ
WMCT
133,326
390,914 Miami
WAAM,
WBAL-TV, W MAR-TV
Memphis
98%
MARKET
Binghamton
WNBF-TV
70,000
21,500
Milwaukee
Birmingham
WAFM-TV,
WBRC-TV
119,500
WTMJ-TV
WTTV
90,000 Minn.-St.
Paul KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
Bloomington
336,433
150,000
PREFER
Nashville
Boston
WBZ-TV,
WNAC-TV
904,185
Buffalo
322,900
New Orleans
Haven WSM-TV
WBEN-TV
WBTV
152,096 New
271,057
Charlotte
71,399
WNHC-TV
286,000
W3KB,
WENR-TV,
WGN-TV,
WNBQ
WDSU-TV
1,145,984
WABD,
WCBS-TV,
WJZ-TV,
WNBT
Cincinnati
Newark
WCPO-TV.
WKRC-TV.
WLWT
97,912
New
YorkWSPD-TV
351,000
WOR-TV,
WPIX,
WATV
Norfolk
Cleveland
WEWS,
WNBK,
WXEL
623,613
277,000 Oklahoma City WTAR-TV
Columbus
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
WKY-TV
Toledo's
only
TV
station
Omaha
3,059,400
119,125
Philadelphia KMTV, WOW-TV
An NBC television affiliate with only DallasFt. Worth KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
171,791
WCAU-TV, WFIL-TV, WPTZ
Phoenix
110,700 Pittsburgh
the best from CBS, ABC, DTN Davenport
129,437
130,313
KPHO-TV
Providence
Quad Cities WOC-TV
Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline235,000 Richmond
WDTV
1,052,259
59,200
WHIO-TV, WLWD
448,000
Rochester
Dayton
WJAR-TV
750,000
218,500
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
Detroit
WHAM-TV
Rock Island WTVR
127,006
Erie
WICU
165,100
149,000
Ft.Dallas
Worth
QuadCityCities WHFB-TV
Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise.
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
171,791 Salt Lake
110,700
Grand
Rapids WBAP-TV,
217,081
KDYL-TV, KSl-TV
WOOD-TV
Diego
San
Antonio
Greensboro
NBC AFFILIATE
116,415
WFMY-TV
Houston
KEYL,
WOAI-TV
150,800
KPRC-TV
San
Francisco
KFMB-TV
77,813
STORER BROADCASTING COMPANY
HuntingtonWRGB KPIX, KRON-TV
Albany-Troy KGO-TV,
Charleston WSAZ-TV
Schenectady137,750
WFBM-TV
240,000
82,181
90,565 Seattle
395,000
Rep. by The Katx Agency, Inc.
WMBR-TV
KING-TV
58,000
St.
Louis
Johnstown
154,297 Toledo
WJAC-TV
Ka'amazoo
KSD-TV
223,992
212,600
Kansas City WKZOTV
Jacksonville*
148,500
Syracuse
Tulsa
KOTV
WHEN,
WDAF-TV
210,105
Lancaster
WS?D-TVWSYR-TV
Utica-Rome
Lansing
402,000
WGAL-TV
150,093
WKTV
WJIM-TV
180,062
WSPD-TV
Washington WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
100,000 Wilmington
KECA-TV,
KHJ-TV,
KLAC-TV,
KNBH
186,000
119,800
CHANNEL 13
KNXT, KTLA, KTTV
1,252,184
WDEL-TV
Total Markets on Air 64*
106,227
TOLEDO, OHIO
71,500
Estimated
Sets
in
Use
17,537,316
369,579
* Includes XELD-TV Matamoros, Mexii
Editor's
Note:
Totals
for
each
representareestimated
within
area. Where TVcoverage
areas overlcp setelectric
counts may be
partially
duplicated. Since
Sourcesman;o market
set estimates
basedsomeonsetsdata
from television
dealers,
Nat. Sales Hq. 488 Madison Avenue, and
manufacturers.
are
compiled monthly,
may remain
unchangeddistributors,
in successive circulation
summaries. committees,
Total sets in all companies
areas ore
New York 22. ELdorado 5-2455
My approximate.
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TOLEDO

■*!

turns
ike

ladies'
heads

Carolina ladies by the thousands turn to their TV screens
at 3 (M-W-F) when cavalier Kurt Webster animates their
afternoon with his half-hour "Kaleidoscope." Appearances by
authoritative guests from the worlds of fashion, gardening
and entertainment are aptly integrated with Snader telescriptions
to produce a gay and intimate setting for your advertising
message.
Let usbuying
show patterns.
you how "Kaleidoscope" creates
new Carolina

SEfiVI n G THE CAROL IHAS
AIGGEST
TtLEVISIOIl flUDIEnCE
Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Company
Represented Nationally by CBS Television Spot Sales

ABC
VICE-PRESIDENT
FrankbeingMarxusedsays:on "These
studio
camera
channels are
one of thenewmostG-E difficult
shows we produce. They have been in daily operation for 5
months and have given satisfactory service."

QUICK CHANGE OF IMAGE ORTHICON can be effected in 2 minutes. Only one thumb screw and turret to remove. Silent blower system cools I. O. tube uniformly, lengthening tube life.

NEW

G-E TELEVISION

HANDLE

DOLLYING-IN FOR CLOSE -UPS is no major operation with new
camera, which fits any standard TV tripod or dolly. Low
center of gravity permits camera head to remain steady
while in motion. Channel components easily accessible.

FLUSH VIEWFINDER WINDOW and adjustable, removable visor provide full picture viewing from any angle. All essential control knobs are recessed— easy to adjust, yet protected against
accidental misalignment. Note cue sheet below lens handle.

TOUGH

JOBS

CAMERAS
AT ABC

Network finds intricate shows like "SPACE CADET"
no problem for new fast-focus, multi-lens G-E units
# Lightweight, quiet, and a vast improvement over conventional studio
equipment, General Electric's latest TV camera channel is setting new
standards of technical efficiency for ABC. Only 3 hours after these cameras were turned over to ABC operations, they were on the air handling
tough commercial shows like "SPACE CADET"— at a remarkable saving
in installation, maintenance and operating expense.
More than 30 specific improvements over previous models and those
now installed are incorporated in the new units. Engineers at Electronics
Park, General Electric's television headquarters near Syracuse, New York,
spent 2 years perfecting the equipment now in quantity production.
TV broadcasters who want all-purpose reliability in studio camera
channels will find it here— and these units are completely interchangeable
with most existing standard makes.
The G-E Broadcast specialist at our office near you has more data on
the complete G-E line of transmitters, antenna and studio equipment.
Call him for full information, or write: General Electric Company, Electronics Park, Syracuse, New York.

QUICK, POSITIVE FOCUS. Shooting through skyport of space ship "Polaris", cameraman
can
usingsharp
outside
crank Magnification
or inside coupling
Viewfinder tube is aluminized'line
for up'
bright,
pictures.
up to knob.
2 5 times.

Complete Television Equipment for UHF and VHF
GENERAL®

ELECTRIC
HIGH-SPEED COATED LENSES, made for G.E. by Bausch&Lomb,
are provided with each camera. More than 1 5 different
lens types can be fitted to the turret, will snap into
operating positions without jiggle or wobble.

surrounding area a UHF station
FCC On City Priority
will not provide a comparable or
(Continued from page 63)
competitive
station. To all sei-vice
intents toanda VHF
purposes,
community,operating
whether in any
stations
are
international
agreements in the presently
the
community,
therefore,
the
Commission
assigns
future.
etc. In formulating
these categories,
not considered
by theit to Pittsburgh only two commercial
(H Executive Committee of the population wasWithin
each subgroup,
Federal Communications Bar Assn., isCommission.
correct,
the
Commission
has
estab- television
WDTV stations."
(TV), a DuMont-owned
meeting last Monday, turned down
hed as a controlling factor populaolfiscities.
the only TV outlet servWe tionare
of the view, however, that station,ing isPittsburgh.
a proposal
to
petition
for
reconsidassigned
this
is
the
most
fair
and
equitable
eration of the Sixth Report. Rea- rieans for the processing of applica- Channel 3 but underIt theis Sixth
Resons: Petition would only reaffirm
tions
within
each
such
category.
We
port
will
change
to
Channel
2.
FCBA majority view of a year ago we
believe
that
the
processing
procedure
Other
VHF
channels
allocated
established will, within each
that a fixed allocation plan is il- grouphaveas categorized,
make
possible
the
there
are
Channels
11
and
13.
Latlegal and the association is not in averting of television service to the
ter is reserved. Three UHF chana position to carry its case to court. greatest
nels are assigned.
est periodnumber
of time.of people in the shortThe KXEL petition, first of two
Furthermore,
it
is
rot
true
that
the
tinued : Lawrence's letter conMayor
afforded
to
the
largest
cities
directed to the Commission's tem- priority
eachwillsubgroup
will mean
that
porary processing procedure, spe- within
rural
areas
be
deprived
of
service.
Pittsburgh
is market
the area
eighthin largest
metExtensn-e
rural theand larger
sparsely
asked amendment
foot- areas
the
surround
citiessettled
and, States. Theropolitanseven
markets
whichUnited
are
note 10 ofcificallySec.
1.371 of theof rules.
consequently,
such
areas
would
receive
larger
were
assigned
by
the
CommisFootnote 10 sets forth the tem- service from stations located in these
sion
an
average
of
over
four
commerlarger
cities.
Petitioner
supplies
no
cial
VHF
stations
apiece,
the
assignporary procedure.
from seven
in somethe cases
for changing the tem- to threements ranging
The other
protest respecting the adequateporarybasis
in others.
Despite
fact
procedure
as presthe Commission
states
in its Sixth
procedure was filed a fortnight ago of the entlrules.
y set outprocessing
in footnote
10, Sec.
1.371 that
Report
and
Order
that
population
is
by Westinghouse Rad'o Stations
most important
in assigning
Both WLWC and WBNS-TV the
channels,
27 marketsfactorsmaller
(some
Inc., which submitted an alterna- contend
that the WLOA petition much
smaller)
than
Pittsburgh
are
astive plan in part [B«T, June 9]. seeking addition
signed threeNo or market
four commercial VHF
4 at
FCC has not acted on the Westing- Braddock should ofbeChannel
denied on channels.
size asin two
the commercial
United StatesofVHFiscomparable
given so
house petition.
few
that full opportunity for The Commission in its Sixthchannels.
Report
Applicant for Channel 7 at grounds
comments
and
participation
were
Waterloo, KXEL told the FCC it afforded by the Commission and
"is in general agreement with the should not now be repeated.
policies adopted by the CommisWLOA contends Channel 4 can ABC-UPT INQUIRY
sion regarding the consideration of
applications for new or changed be allocated to Braddock since the
Dr. Rosenthal Testifies
television facilities [but] feels that failure to meet the 170-mile min- THE PARAMOUNT hearing before
imum
spacing
rule
is
so
negligible.
the
population
of
the
city
to
which
FCC, which involves a number
a channel is allocated should not Braddock's post office is 169.39 the
of issues including the proposed
be the sole factor in determining miles from the transmitter of merger
of United Paramount Theathe precedence which should be WLWC. The latter station is to
with ABC, entered its sixth
change from Channel 3 to Channel monthtreslast
week with two days of
given to applications."
4 under terms of the Sixth Report. testimony from
KXEL Quotes Census
Dr. A. H. RosenAs
an
alternative,
WLOA
sugthal, an inventor.
KXEL pointed out that the cengests WLWC switch to Channel 10
sus figures shows 43.5% of the
Dr.tor ofRosenthal,
the inventhe dark called
trace (Skiatron)
change from Chanpopulation lives in rural areas and and WBNS-TV
10 to Channel
4.
WBNS-TV
TV
tube,
underwent
lengthy
exthat less than 29% lives in cities is 170nel miles
from Braddock, WLOA
amination by FCC Counsel Max
with population over 100,000. notes.
Paglin and FCC Hearing Examiner
There are about 100 cities with
populations over 100,000, KXEL
Both Columbus stations, how- LeoHe Resnick.
discussed in highly technical
noted, 100 cities with populations
ever* charge this alternative can- language
the dark trace tube and
between 50,000 and 100,000 and
not
be
considered
by
the
Commission after the final order since it is its possible military and domestic
about 200 cities between 25,000 and
50,000.
a new proposal. Full opportunity
Dr. Rosenthal was employed by
was given during the proceeding applications.
Because
Commission's
Scophony
Corp. Pictures
of America,
limited
staffofandtheavailable
funds, to consider all proposals, they which
Inc. andof
KXEL said, there will be "substan- argue, and to consider new pro- GeneralParamount
Precision
Equipment
Corp.
posals now makes the Sixth Report owned 25% each.
tialsing.delay"This, inplusapplication
the factor procesof big only tentative, not final.
cities coming first in processing,
Development Suppressed
Charges Untimeliness
will put off service to smaller cities
Earlier in the hearing, Arthur
Similar charge of untimeliness Levy, Scophony president, testified
with large rural areas to serve,
KXEL contended.
was made by WIBA respecting the Paramount had tried to suppress
proposal" of the State the development of SCA. Paul
Long delay in tse granting of "counter
to switch the educaPictures
service to rural areas "is tanta- Radio Council
tional
reservation at Madison to Raibourn, now inParamount
mount to a temporary denial,"
charge of televiKXEL argued, hence, considera- the sole VHF channel. The council, vice president
sion, testified the SCA patents
tion of applications solely upon the
of no military value and while
operates
the state's
educa-to were
tional
FM network,
is seeking
World War II was on he felt Parapopulat;on of the principal city to which
establish a similar TV network.
be
served
"unfairly
discriminates
mount need not encourage the deagainst rural areas and smaller
velopment of the SCA inventions.
Pittsburgh Mayor David LawDr. Rosenthal is no longer with
rence,
concern;ng
failure
of
FCC
In denying the KXEL petition, to allocate more VHF channels inSCA.1948.He joined Freed Radio Corp.
cities."
FCC observed
stat'on "adconcluded
his letter,
vances no specifictheamendment
for there, that
Meanwhile, FCC Comr. Frieda B.
I will that
bein able
retain"I
the conviction
thisto unfair
adoption. Moreover, petitioner hope
Hennock granted FCC Broadcast
contends erroneously that the only treatment was the result of inad- Bureau
Chief Curtis Plummer an
consideration the Commission has
vertence which the Commission extension of time from June 16 to
established for priority in the pro- will be prompt to correct and it is June 23 to file a reply to the joint
ces ing of television applications is in that hope that I am writing ask- petition of ABC and UPT for reing you to reconsider the matter of
moval of the mei-ger issue from the
population
of cities." continued:
9]. ABCby
assigning commercial VHF chan- hearing
FCC's explanation
and UPT, [B«T,
which June
were 16,
supported
In fact,
the Commission
hasof estabnels to Pittsburgh."
l
i
s
h
e
d
a
detailed
breakdown
cities
into
numerous
groups
and
subgroups
in
CBS
but
opposed
by
DuMont,
The
Mayor
noted
"the
consensus
that actionindi-be
light
of several factors
factors such
withoutas service
regard of engineering opinion is that be- taken caonted it istheimportant
merger
by August, in
toreceived
population,
c
a
u
s
e
o
f
the
unusual
character
of
existingarestations,
only UHFfromchannels
assignedwhether
to a the terrain in Pittsburgh and the view of ABC's financial status.
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and
Order the(paragraph
363) explicitly
recognized
factcommercial
that Pittsburgh
was
entitled nels.
to more
VHF explicit
chanNotwithstanding
this
recognition,
it
refused
to
put
Channel
1 9 in Pittsburgh in preference to Steu[benville.
(The two
Wheeling/Steubenviile
[area
commercial
VHF
channelsbisurgh— although
—given
the same
number
as Pittsit
is
only
one-seventh
[[Despite
the size theof fact
Pittsburgh
population.
that theinsmaller
area
[involved
in
Wheeling/Steubenviile
Iwould
much
more
adequately
be served
Iwith
UHF
than
the
Pittsburgh
area,
Fthe
to permit the
use Commission
of VHF UHF
in decided
Wheeling/Steubenviile
and
than assiened
Channel 9.) to Pittsburgh rather
A comparison
the Commission
assignments of VHF ofand
channels
to theStateState
ofWestPennsylvania
to
the
showschannel
that West
Virginiaof
receivedVirginia
nine VHF
assignments
^*and ingPennsylvania
seven,of notwithstandthat the and
population
Pennsylvania
is 10.500,000
the pooulation
Virginia
is
2.000,000.
Ohio,
withof West
only
8,000,000
oopulation.
has
received
thirteenclucommercial
VHF
assignments,
exs
i
v
e
o
f
the
two
channels
allocated
to
Wheeling/Steubenviile.
The double
Ohio
allocation
is
thus
practically
that of Pennsylvania.
VHF Channelservice
4 could Pittsburgh
also be usedwith-for
commercial
out violating in any inmanner
the Commission's
minimum
separation
of 170
miles between stations. The Commission's
contention
that
the
distance
must
bein measured
from
a
Channel
4
station
Columbus,
Ohio,Street
to anandarbitrary
point
(Smithfield
Fourth
Avenue)no instation
the City
of ever
Pittsburgh
at
which
would
conceivably
be
built
rather
than
to
an
actual
site
on could
which bea Pittsburgh
Channel
station
constructed.
it to4
the
erroneous
conclusion
that4 station
theled separation
between
a
Channel
Pittsburgh
would beChannel
less than4 station
170 milesinin
from
an existing
Columbus.
(Incidentally,
Columbus,
which
a metropolitan
area
500.-of
000
— lesshasthan
the ofsizeVHF
Pittsburgh—
is one-fourth
assigned
three
channels.)
This
unrealistic
adherence
to technicalities is in marked contrast
to thecitiesCommission's
action in—
— for
example,toownchange
Milwaukee
inother
requiring
aChannel
station
from
Channel
3
to
4,
notwithstanding that4 the
changein would
requireat
Channel
operation
Milwaukee
only 165 miles from another Channel 4
station.
It is apparent
from
thebeenabove
that
Pittsburgh
could VHF
havechannels
assigned
four
commercial
instead
of two, had the Commission considered
Pittsburgh
importantits fictitious
enough tomethod
permit it to disregard
of measuring
stationChannel
separations
(which
would
have
made
4
avai'able)
and
had considered
—theas important
it claims
itcriterion
didif— itpopulation
to bePittsburgh
in comparing
with
Wheeling/Steubenviile
(which
would
have nelrequired
the assignment
ofthan
Chan-to
9
to
Pittsburgh
rather
Wheeling/Steubenviile).
No amount
argument
can get
around
the commercial
basicof fact
thatVHFPittsburgh
has
fewer
stations
than
any
comparable
market
the
United videdStates
that it couldVHF beinchanprowith fourandcommercial
nels,— which is less than the average

of the seven
larger than
than Pittsburghmarkets
and markets
is noweremore
smaller
assignedPittsburgh
— ifmany
the
Commission
had
considered
inlesstheimportant
same light
that
it
viewed
other
cities.
This
could
be
accomplished sim4ply byandproviding
for the
use
Channels
9 in present
Pittsburgh
and cfwould
not
affect
the
VHF channel
educa-astional usesiginnment of aPittsburgh
in anyformanner.
Almost
way of adding
insultif toit
the
injury byPittsburgh
will sustain
is limited
by two theVHF
commercial
television
channels,
Commission,
listing
the ofcity-by-city
priorities
forin
processing
applications
for Pittsburgh
new television
stations,
has
ranked
?3rd
the1,276
bottomcitiesof inthethelistUnited
of all
ofStates
thefromsome
and anyone
its possessions.
Ithedo connot
think that
can
avoid
clusion that the and
City ofprocedurally,
Pittsburgh, both
substantively
has
Commission
inbeenits badly
Sixth treated
Report byand theOrder.
WKDN, in seeking amendment
of Sec. 3.607(b), notes that under
the Third Report of FCC, issued
inCamden
Marchcould
1951,have"anfiledapplicant
for
for a channel
allocated
to
Philadelphia"
and
this would be in accord with Sec.
307(b) of the Communications Act
which prescribes fair distribution
of radio facilities among the states
and communities.
"However, as a result of a request by the Commissioner of Education of the State of New Jersey,"
the
WKDN petition
"the
Commission
in its explains,
Sixth Report
assigned a noncommercial educational channel to Camden (UHF
Channel 80).
But, WKDN points out, since the
Sixth Report assigns UHF Channel
80 there on a reserved basis for
noncommercial, educational use,
the present wording of Sec. 3.607
(b) prevents a Camden station
from seeking a Philadelphia channel.
"It is believed that this untoward
result is entirely inadvertent. If
not, it is arbitrary, contrary to
the public interest and in contravention of Sec. 307(b) of the Communications Act," WKDN contends.
WKDN asks FCC to amend the
rule by adding to Sec. 3.607(b)
this final
sentence:
the purpose of this
section "For
a community
shall
be
deemed
'unlisted'
commercial television channelif hasno
been allocated thereto."
Concerning the inquiries of consulting engineers Rountree and
Cullumtions toasbe toobserved
the mileage
KPIX NEW ANTENNA
betweenseparaU.S.
Operation Begins July 1 stations and assignments or stat
i
o
n
s
i
n
Canada,
Mexico
and
Cuba,
NEW type antenna, part of a mod- FCC wrote the following:
ernization program begun last Janyou theare rules
aware,adopted
the Sixth
Report
uary, will be nressed into action . .As. and
therein
disJuly 1 by KPIX (TV) San Francussed television
agreements
entered
between
Mexico
and
the
United
cisco which hopes it will solve cer- into
States
and
Canada
and
the
United
tain transmission and reception entered
States only.
Nobetween
agreement
hasand been
difficulties.
into with
Cubato television
the
United States
respect
A low gain, wide beam General assignments
and except
for special
cases
arise mileagebetween
sepaElectric antenna will operate from which may
needpossibly
not television
be considered
a new transmitter site on the sum- United rations
States
stations and
Cuban television stations and assignmit of Mt. Sutro. It will share the ments.
same tower now used by KGO-TV
With bereference
to separations
that
maintained
betweenor United
that city under a leasehold arrange- should
andassignments,
Mexican
Canament. Cost of development is esti- Statesdianstations
stations
or
it
should
mated at $100,000. By using the be observed
that specified
no minimum
separations have been
inas our
rules
mew antenna, the station expects to and standards.
However,
indicated
extend its service area by more inseparations
the Sixth above
Reporttheandminimum
Order mileage
specithan 1,680 square miles to 5,236
in the Commission's
Rules
have
square miles. Al Town, KPIX engi- been fiedobserved
in connection
with separations between
stations across
the
neering
director,
supervised
the
construction.
(Continued on page 7U)
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IN
INTERESTED

FIGURES?

Here's what we
mean when we

buy
you don't
say, just
Bloomington
when you buy

WW

WTTV coverage area takes in 36 counties (32
in Indiana and 4 in Illinois) with a population of
1 Vi million within a 60-mile radius.
WTTV coverage area in Indiana accounts for:
34.3% of the total population in the state
34.4% of the total families
35.1 % of the total retail sales
34.1 % of the total retail food sales
34.7% of the total retail home furnishings
37.8% of the total retail auto sales
40.4% of the total retail drug sales
Plus a big 4-county bonus in Illinois
WTTV maintains its own micro wave relay system
between Cincinnati and Bloomington to bring
LIVE network shows to viewers and listeners.

Represented Nationally by ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES, Inc.
STATION WTTV Affiliated with NBC • CBS • ABC • DUMONT
Owned and operated by Sarkes Tarzian, Bloomington, Indiana
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FCC on City Priority
(Continued /? om page 73)
borders. mit eAccordingly,
in locating
transon the McFarland bill
r
s
f
o
r
United
States
television
sta- conferees
(see story page 25), Rep. Rivers
tions,tainstation
separations
shall be tomaine
d
a
s
close
as
possible
the
"is entitled to know
assignment
separations which have said the nation
been
established.
behind the delay in bringIn this
connection your attention is the facts
ing
to
the
American
people adeinvited
to Section
newly adoptquate television. As soon as it is
ed television
rules 3.608
whichof provides
that
authorizations
issuedbroadcast
by the Commisunderstood by the Consion for television
facilities completely
gres , Iam confident we will be
are subject
to theinto
provisions
agreements entered
by Mexico
theof United
able to handle this magnifiStatesthese
with
Canadacountries
and
and better cent
avenue of entertainment,
that
foreign
may
make
timely
issued. objection to any authorizations information, education and indisWith respect
to
the
method
of
measpensable meansdefense
of communication."
urement of distances from Monterrey,
First strong
of the Sixth
NuevoeignLeon,
any
other
for- Report,
answering the attacks by
citywillitbeisMexico,
expectedorwith
that reasonable
measurements
obtained
Comr. Jones and others, was made
accuracy from appropriate maps. In by
Comr. George E. Sterling June
the event
there
are cities
existing
transmitt
e
r
s
i
n
the
foreign
the
distances
13 before
Maryland-D.Assn.
C. Ramay,
of
course,
be
calculated
from
dio and TVtheBroadcasters
He
these transmitters.
contended
the
report
fulfills
ConRep. Rivers' statement to the
gress'all the
mandatepeople
that service
House charged that FCC's televided
and notbe projust
vision
plan
"not
only
keeps
one
part
of
them
[B»T,
June
16].
great segment of our country in
Sterling Answers Critics
a twilight era but results in a calculated blackout for countless
Comr. Sterling countered that
hundreds and thousands of people "all too frequently those who critihoping to buy television sets and
cize" the table of channel assignutilize them with pleasure as other
"have made with
the public
intersections of the nation are now enestmentssynonymous
the interest
of the public residing in the large
joyipetitive
ng." He notedapplications
hearings
on
comwill delay metropolitan areas."
service two years.
He pointed
out for
a tabletheof smaller
assignments reserves
Comr. Jones'
dissent
theBringing
Sixth Report
and his
Pitts-to communities channels "which are
burgh and Columbus speeches available for use by these communities when they are ready to
particularly to the attention of
Washington
Watches

QfYomens

Sko ws

INGA'S ANGLE
2:30 p.m.
Tuesday and Thursday
Inga is the telegenic charmer
whose twice-weekly program
ofhintsbeauty,
fajhiona and
hat drawn
mail health
count
as
high
as
25,797
irt
one
month!
She
can
draw
customers for YOU.
►SPOT PARTICIPATIONS— $65«

Watch
Washington
In the District of Columbia alone, food store sales are
in excess of $277 million, apparel store sales run into $126
million and drug store sales are over $66 million. Most
of this money is spent by the women who watch WNBW
on the area's 369,579 television sets.
wnb w
Channel 4
Pago 74
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NBC Television in Wash ington
Represented by NBC Spot Sales

sistent with efficient utilization of the
enter oftelevision."
the high
so that
outcost
TV, Comr.Citing
Sterling
said spectrumlying areas
will thegetIpeople
apoint
goodin outthequality
picture.
here
"most smaller cities and rural areas that theseAndhighmayantenna
heights
and
are not in a position to support high effective radiated powers
alsoinside
imlocal television service at this time. the large
prove thecity.
qualityTheyof make
the picture
possible
the
But it is clear that every commun- use of antennas in apartment houses
the man-made
obity, insofar as it is possible, should and help overcome
structions which make
it so difficult
for manya good
city picture.
television. .owners
to
have an vision
opportunity
.
service from to areceive
local telesta- secure
amusingcritics
and who
interesting
theI find
veryit same
attack that
the
making cities
more also
asCiting conservation of the spec- Commission signmefor
ts in thenotsmaller
trum and reservation of educa- criticize the nCommission
for
maintainseparations
and
permittingIn
tional channels as additional rea- highering wider
antenna
heights effect
and powers.
the
particular
of higher
wider
adopting a table of assign- fact,
tion." sons forments,
between
stations
and
Comr. Sterling explained separations
antenna heights
and topowers
is the
a block of frequencies for educators assurance
of
service
the
smaller
to the rural areas. I also
and small towns would not be citiesit and
puzzling
that not
somemadeof theadequate
critics
practical since this could have been find
who claim
we the
have
provision
for
interests
of
smaller
done
"only
...
at
the
expense
of
argue same
— just breath
as vehemently
unnecessarily reducing the total cities,in also
the
— that we
number of channels available to and
should
havevery
nofailTable
of Assignments
at all. ...
I
to
see
how, bein posthe
meet other television needs, espe- absence
of
a
Table,
it
would
sibling
ble to upprevent
big cities from
gob-of
cial y the needs of the larger cities." the scarce
achannels
disproportionate
share
expense hasof
Concerning the Commission rea- the smaller cities. atNothepanacea
called
to number
my attention
which
respectingspacings,
technicalantenna
stand- been
would
limit
the
of
assignments
ards forsoning
station
larger oncities
if assignments
were tc
heights and powers, Comr. Sterling for
be
made
a
demand
basis
alone.
stated :
It iswenothavetrue,placed
as someon have
implied
smaller
cities
Here again,
the Commission
wasof re-its that
the
onerous
burden
of
maintaining
q
u
i
r
e
d
t
o
consider
the
effect
installations
similar
to those
standards
uponbe available
the television
service television
which
must
be
maintained
in
the
which
would
to
the
smaller
cities. ... ofIn less
fact than
any 50,000,
city withgiant
communities and the rural areas of the population
may.a
nation.tion ofForchannels
merely for
making
a
reservaunder
the
Rules,
operate
with
awith
mini-a
use
by
these
mum
of
1
kw
radiated
power
smaller communities is not enough to 300 foot antenna so long as they lay
insure that these communities will re- ancommunity
adequate to sienal
over the principal
be served.
ceivemis iadequate
service.
the Comon by reason
ofsmaller
theIf reservation
The decision
loudest criticism
directed against
ofbeenchannels
for
the
cities
had
our
is
that
led to believe that this was a tained separations in thewe VHFhavethatmainare
guarantee
of
adequate
service
to
these
wide. But separations?
why should we have
communities, it would,
indeed,
have too
reduced
confusing
answer ofthese
the critics is that weThe canready
get
amademaptheforerrorrealof service.
Ascircles
I haveon more
assignments
thatwe way.
As separaa matpointedtion wasout,thatthe thebasissmaller
for thecities
reservater
of
fact,
unless
reduce
and
tions
substantially,
the
number
of
adi ural television
areas couldservice
not generally
supportor
ditional assignments that we would
local
at this
up byAndreduced
separations
would
inthe thesmaller
immediate
future.
But time
even
if pick
be few.
if bewe employing
did
take such
cities
were
ready
at
this
tion,
we
separaac
time
to cities
establish
television,
could
wea tions belowwould
those
necessary
to
insure
expect
and
communities
with
wouldwithbe
population of 30,000 or less to support interference-free
back"Freeze."
in the service.
ice The
age, Weflirting
two orsion stations?
maybe more than two televi- right
another
memory
of
some
men
is,
indeed,
short.
.
It iseconomy
one of that
the inescapable
facts inof Now a word about the UHF. . I . must
our
people
residing
say
th?.t
on
the
whole
the
criticism
of
fringepeople
areas residing
away fromin rural
the large
cities
the UHF portion
of our plan
is notThisas
and
areon vociferous
asis the
portion.
forced,
first atinstance,
toareas
relythese
in my ofmind
only VHF
an only
indication
that
televisionin the
service
all. Under
most
our
critics
are
interested
circumstances,
the Commission
was
re- in obtaining more VHF channels for
qtionsuiredandin establishing
mileage
separacities.like. to. . point out here that
maximum
antenna
heights larger
I should
and powers
totheinsure
that
adequate
while
the VHF
so-called
between
service
from
large
city
stations
UHF
and
coveragedisparity
may presently
would get to that family on the farm. be of some substance,
it will, I be-In
How
do
standards
with
respect
to
l
i
e
v
e
,
i
n
the
long
run
be
minimized.
mileagemaximum
separations
between
stations
thestations
servicein areas
of the cities
UHF will
and
and
antenna
heights
and fact,
VHF
theinstances
same
powers The
insureanswer
service
tothatthe
outlying
undersame
verysize.many
be almost
the
areas?
is
making
it
possiblecoverage
for eachpossible
stationconsistent
to have with
the
Onegeneral
thing provide
is certain—
UHF free
will
infrom
TVthatservice
anwidest
efficient
utilization
of the outspectrum
the effects
rf a several
forms of
extends
the
television
signal
to
the
interference
that
plague
VHF
frequenfarm.
When
the
stations
in
the
larger
From a technical standpoint,
cities are placed far enough apart, the higher cies.
quality of pictures is insured.
signals
areasother
renderout service and indo thenot fringe
blot each
with
objectionable
interference.
Commis ion in establishing
thehadThe
Table
and
the
engineering
standardswere
to make
sure
the
separations
adequate;
1ATSE LOCAL
and
in
this
connection,
I
want
to
point
out thatmustthebesignal
that quality,
comes toif not
the Raps Foreign TV Film Making
farm
of
good
the best quality picture.
CLAIMING television film proThe family
thatthan
livesa onpicture
the farm
entitled
to moreand
with Itisa
duction abroad creates unemploylot
of
snow
Venetian
blinds.
ment of technicians at home, Holmay
be unfortunate
that the
outlying
and
fringe
areas
cannot
receive
the
lywood photographers Local 659
very
qualityin the
picture
which
most
has passed a resolution asking
ofreceive.
thehigh
viewers
large
cities
may IATSE
But
nothing
is
more
important
at
its international convento insure
the outlying
retion Aug. 2 in Minneapolis, to
ceive a highthatquality
picture, areas
than
the
"invoke
a
boycott
products
minimization
of
interference
by
the
establishment
wide mileage separa- sponsored byagainst
manufacturers
tions between ofstations.
through
the
medium
of
TV
where
Similarly,radiated
greaterpowers
antennaare heights
and
needed such pictures have been made by
sousethathigher
the
stations
may
make
effective
of the potential
can 'runaway' tactics."
be rendered
by virtue service
of wide that
separaThe resolution, passed by the lotions. The maximum
antenna
heights
and
maximum
effective
radiated
powers
board oftogovernors,
beer
the
are turnedcal'sover
Richard F.hasWalsh,
both Commission
designed to has
permitestablished
each station
international
president.
to serve the widest possible area conROADCASTING
• Teleca

TV Applications Filed
(Continued from page 6U)
cipals include: President C. Bruce
i pey Dr., 0.5 mi. North of city limits. McConnell
Vice President
Geographic coordinates: 31° 37' 2.4" Robert B. (54.98%),
McConnell (0.09%), 2d
N. Lat., mitter
84° RCA,
10' antenna
23.29" W. RCA.
Long. TransLegal Vice President Stokes Gresham Jr.
counsel Philip M. Baker, Washington. (0.45%), Treasurer Frank E. McKinney (14.53%), Secretary Earl H.
Consulting
W. J.is Holey,
lanta, Ga. engineer
Sole owner
James At-S. Schmidt (14.01%), Frank M. McHale
(9.45%),
Atkinson (0.01%)
'Rivers, licensee of WMJM Cordele, and
Owen John
Bush R.(2%).
Ga.; 90% owner of WTJH East Point,
Ga.; owner of 251 shares of WACL
Waycross,
SOUTH BEND, Ind.— South Bend
250 w AM Ga.,
stationandforapplicant
Albany, for
Ga. new Telecasting
Corp., UHF Ch. 46 (662668 mc) ; ERP 82.3 kw visual, 46.8 kw
f EVANSVILLE, Ind.— South Cen- aural;
antenna
height above average
Corp. (WIKYAM-FM68.5), terrain 530 ft., above
ground 447.5 ft.
VHF tralCh. Bcstg.7 (174-180
mc) ; ERP
construction cost $238,800,
kw visual, 32 kw aural; antenna height Estimated
first
year
operating
$168,000,
above average terrain 463 ft., above revenue $150,000. Post cost
address:
ground 484 ft. Estimated construction 512 National Bank Bldg.,Office
South
Bend,
cost $195,206, first year operating Ind. Studio and transmitter location
cost $200,000, revenue $175,000. P. O. near Ironwood Road between Jackson
address: P. 0. Box 148, Mt. Auburn and Ireland Roads, 1.25 mi. S. E. of
Road at Bismark St., Evansville, Ind. South Bend city limits. Geographic
Studioburntransmitter
location:
Mt. Au- coordinates: 41° 37' 50" N. Lat., 86°
Road and Bismark
St. Geographic
Transmitter Ducoordinates: 37° 59' 21" N. Lat., 87° 12' 26"Mont,W.antennaLong.
en35' 48" W. Long. Transmitter Fedgineer Jansky &RCA.
Bailey,Consulting
Washington.
:
eral
Telecommunications
Labs.,
aninclude
President
and
Treas! tenna Federal. Legal counsel Franz Principals
urer A. Harold Weber (33.33%), vice
S|ii O.
Willenbucher,
Washington.
Con- president and 22% owner of South
suiting
engineer Harold
R. Rothrock,
Bend Drug Co., president and sole
tli»|t Bedford,dent John
Ind.A.Principals
include(39.6%),
Presi- owner of A. Harold Weber Inc. (real
Engelbrecht
estate sub-dividing) , and vice president
H Vice President George F. Stoltz and
owner of Laughlin Machine
•la* (39.6%), and Secretary - Treasurer Co.; 50%
Vice
and General
Manager MarkPresident
L. Wodlinger
(8.33%%),
*|! Leighman D. Groves (19.8%).
manager of WOC-AM-FM-TV
™§| f INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. — Universal sales
Davenport, Iowa; Secretary Orlo R.
t"*
(WISH),
Ch. 8158(180partner with Seebrit, Oare &
i: Bcstg.
186 mc);Co. ERP
316 kwVHFvisual,
kw Deahl, South
Bend law firm; Assistant
aural; antenna height above average Deahl,
Secretary and Treasurer Wayne J.
terrain 1,000 ft., above ground 1,000 Blick
(4.17%),
WHO-AMl»n|i ft.
cost $597,Des Moinesauditor
and for
WOC-AM-FM980,Estimated
first yearconstruction
operating cost
$602,- FM
TV; Howard L. Cranfill (16.67%),
„ . 650, revenue $818,181. Post Office ad- president
25% owner of Cranfill
iiti' dress: 1440
Meridian
St., 1440
Indian-N. & Petersonand(brewers'
grainS.broker),
apolis, Ind. N.Studio
location:
South Bend; Carlton
Smith
irrill Meridian
St.
Transmitter
location:
president and 8%% owner
Rawls Ave. and South Post Road. of(16.67%),
Drewrys Ltd. (brewery), South
■ 'J' Geographic coordinates: 39° 45' 39" Bend; J. Harold Sunderlin (16.67%),
„JL mitter
N. Lat., DuMont,
86° 00' 21"
W. Long.
and 14% owner of Radio
nitl."
antenna
RCA. TransLegal president
Equipment Co. (appliance distributor),
"i1 [[ counsel
Segal,
Smith
&
Hennessey,
South
Bend;
Director
Washington. Consulting engineer Charles R. FreburgProgram
(2.5%), program
George C. Davis, Washington. Prin- director for WOC-AM-FM-TV,
and
Chief Engineer David J. Hauser
(1.66%), engineer for WOC-AM-FMTV.
I NBC-TV EXPERIMENT
Show Kinescoped On Location
LEXINGTON,
Central
tucky Bcstg. Co. Ky.—
(WLEX),
UHF KenCh.
33 (584-590
mc)
;
ERP
17.8
kw
visual,
NBC-TV June 13 telecast of the 8.9
kw
aural;
antenna
height
above
RCA Victor Show Starring Ezio average terrain 361 ft., above ground
Pinza was kinescoped on location 355 ft. Estimated construction cost
June 7 in a special programming $115,500, first year operating cost
experiment.
$120,000,
$175,000.Bank
Post Bldg.,
Office
address: revenue
First National
Usingnique of motion
"Stop-start"
camera
Lexington. Studio and transmitter
pictures,
each techtake location:
Russell Cave Pike. Geowas microwaved from San Juan
coordinates:W. 38°Long.
03' 57" N.
Capistrano to NBC Hollywood, 60 Lat., 84° graphic
29'
miles south. Video and audio then
mitter RCA,04.5"
antenna RCA. TransLegal
Frank U. Fletcher, Washingwere
and counsel,
edited reported
until thebyreel"hotwaskinnie"
complete.
ton. Consulting engineer, D. C. SumAfter negatives were cut, the pic- merford,clude Louisville,
President J. D.Ky.GayPrincipals
Jr. (32%),inture was ready for screening.
H. Guthrie Bell
. To circumvent the American Fed- Secretary-Treasurer
(32%), Sam Milner (12%), Joe Eaton
erationrecorofdingMusicians'
and Gay-Bell Corp. (2%).
fe , orchestral 5%
music pre-by (17%)
(Upon FCC approval of transfer of
David Rose was fed by master con- controltralofKentucky
WKLX Bcstg.
Lexington
CenCo., toWLEX
trol to New York and piped back
along cable with taped dialogue license will be surrendered to FCC.)
track, thus making entire sight
MAYSVILLE, Ky.— Standard Tobacand
co;Co.ERP(WFTM),
New sound
York. positions originate from
15.2 kw UHF
visual,Ch.7.624kw(530-536
aural;
The experiment, resulting from mc)
antenna
height
above
terrain
two months planning by Program 250 ft., above groundaverage
540
ft.
mated construction cost $182,133, Estifirst
Producer Ted Mills, might eliminate the necessity of filmed TV for year operating cost $100,000, revenue
network programs, it was reported. $100,000. Post Office address: 626
BROADCASTING
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Forest Ave.,location
Maysville.
Studio Ave.
and
transmitter
626 Forest
38° 38'
31"
N.Geographic
Lat.,mitter83°RCA, coordinates:
44' 59" W.RCA.Long.
antenna
Legal Transcounsel Harry
J.
Daly,
Washington.
Consulting engineer Fred 0. Grimwood, St.
Louis, Mo. Principals include President Charles P. Clarke (48%), Secretary-Treasurer James M. Finch Jr.
(48%) and Robert J. Bissett (4%).
LAFAYETTE, La.— Camelia Bcstg.
Co. (KLFY). UHF Ch. 38 (614-620
mc); ERP 18.25 kw visual, 9.12 kw
aural; antenna height above average
terrain 438.5 ft., above ground 440 ft.
Estimated construction cost $236,000,
first year
operating
cost address:
$76,000, P.O.
revenue $90,000.
Post Office
Box 992. Studio and transmitter location on Moss Street Extension. Geo30° Transmitter
15' 43" N.
Lat., 92° graphic
00' 23"coordinates:
W. Long.
RCA, antenna RCA. Legal counsel
Cohn & Marks, Washington. Consulting engineer Guy C. Hutcheson,
Arlington,
Tex. H.Principals
President Paul
DeClouet include
(25%),
Vice President Thomas A. DeClouet
(25%), Vice President Harold J.
Delhommer
and SecretaryTreasurer John(25%),
W. Mitchell
(25%).

• •••••

PINPOINT
YOUR
PERSISTENT
SALESMAN

NEW ORLEANS, La.— Community
Television Corp., UHF Ch. 26 (542548 mc). ERP 75.2 kw visual, 42.6
kw aural; antenna height above average
terrain 419 ft., above ground 438 ft.
Estimated construction cost $285,894,
first year operating cost $240,000,
revenue $204,000. Post office addres : 505 Baronne St., New Orleans.
Studio and transmitter location: 327353 South Rampart St. Geographical
coordinates:
N. Lat.,
90°
04' 34" 29°
W. 57'
Long.07.4"Transmitter
DuMont, antenna GE. Legal counsel
D. F. Prince, Washington. Consulting engineer Commercial Radio
Equipment Co., Washington. Principals include President Jules J. Paglin (12%%). Vice President Stanley
W. Ray Jr. (9%%) and Treasurer
Milton Adler (2V2%). Messrs. Paglin
and Ray own 50% each of WBOK
New Orleans, 42%% each of KAOK
Lake Charles, La., and are applicants
for
La. new AM station in Baton Rouge,
t NEW ORLEANS, La.— Loyola
University (WWL), Ch. 4 (66-72 mc),
ERP 100 kw visual, 50 kw aural; antenna height above average terrain
710 ft., mated
aboveconstruction
ground cost
750 ft.
Esti$545,539,
first year operating cost $616,927,
revenue $634,695. Post office address:
SELLING PROSPEROUS
6363 St. Charles Street, New Orleans
18. Studio location: 123 Baronne.
SOUTHERN NEW ENGLAND
Transmitter location: On Cooper
with
Road, 1,000 ft. from Whitney Ave.
UNDUPLICATED COVERAGE
29° 54'
27"
N.Geographical
Lat., mitter90°GE, antenna
02'coordinates:
24" W.GE. Long.
Transin 220,000 HOMES!
Legal counsel Segal, Smith & Hennessey, Wash•
ington. Engineer J. D. Bloom, chief
engineer for WWL. Applicant is
non-profit
tal stock;corporation
members without
of boardcapi-of
regents iuclude: President Rev. W. WJAR-TV
Providence
Patrick Donnelly, S.J.; Vice President Rev. Edward Doyle, S.J.; SecreJohn A.S. Ray,
Fuss,S.J.,S.J.,andTreasRepresented Nationally by
urertary Rev.Rev. Theo
Rev.
W. D. O'Leary, S.J.
Weed Television
tSHREVEPORT, La. — KTBS Inc.
(KTBS),
VHF Ch.62 3kw(60-66
; ERP
In New England — Bertha Bannan
100
kw visual,
aural;mc)antenna
height above average terrain 1,141
ft., above ground 1,150 ft. Estimated
construction cost $542,900, first year
operating cost $400,000, revenue $550,(Continued on page 76)
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000. Post Office address: 312 East Kings stock is voted by Mr. Eaton, who owns
Highway, Shreveport 77, La. Studio lo- 309 out of 310 shares of UBC.
catimitter
on 312 East
Highway.
locationKings
on State
RouteTransNo.
tHOLYOKE, Mass.— The HamndenCorp. (WHYN-AM-FM).
8, 17 mi. N. W. of Shreveport. Geo- Hampshire
UHF Ch. 55 (716-722 mc); ERP 65 kw
graphic coordinates: 32° 41' 08" N. Lat., visual,
35 kw aural; antenna height
93°
56'
00"
W.-Long.
Transmitter
RCA,
above
average
terrain 989 ft., above
antenna RCA. Legal counsel Spearman
122 ft. Estimated construction
& Roberson, Washington. Consulting ground
cost
$180,000,
first
year operating cost
engineer Weldon & Carr, Washington.
revenue
$260,000.
OfPrincipals include Chairman of the $200,000,
fice address:
180 High
St., Post
Holyoke.
Board George D. Wray Sr. (33y3%),
location 180 High St. TransPresident E. Newton Wray (33y3%), Studio mitter
location Top of Mt. Tom, in
Vice President George D. Wray Jr.
(16%%) and Secretary-Treasurer Hampden County, Mass. Geographic
Charles
W.
Wray
(16%%)
and
John
coordinates:
42° 14' 32" N. Lat., 72°
A. Hendrick.
38' 55" Mont,W. antenna
Long. Transmitter
DuLegal counsel
HAGERSTOWN. Md. — United Bingham, Collins,GE.Porter
& Kistler,
Bcstg. Co. of Western Maryland Washington.
Consulting engineer
(WARK),
Ch. 52 32.7
(698-704
mc); Kear & Kennedy, Washington.
ERP
65.32 UHF
kw visual,
kw aural;
Principals
include
William
antenna height above average terrain Dwight (26.16%),President
Vice President
292.6 ft.,matedabove
ground
429.7
ft.
EstiCharles
N.
DeRose
(0.16%),
Treasconstruction cost $213,889, first
urer Minnie R. Dwight (40.17%)
year operating cost $160,000, revenue (mother of William Dwight), Assist$175,000. Post Office address: 128
ant Treasurer Arthur Ryan (0.33%)
Prospect, Hagerstown, Md. Studio and Harriet W. DeRose and Charles
and transmitter location just off U. S. N. DeRose (as joint owners)
HighwaywealthNo.
40, North ofcoordinates:
Common- (33.16%).
Road. Geographic
AUSTIN, Minn. — Cedar Valley
39°
34" N. Lat.,DuMont,
77° 42' antenna
42" W.
Long.37' Transmitter
Bcstg. Co. (KAUS), VHF Ch. 6 (82-88
GE. Legal counsel Cohn & Marks, mc); ERP 18.7 kw visual, 9.35 kw
Washington. Consulting engineer aural; antenna height above average
Commercial Radio Equipment Co., terrain 425 ft., above ground 445 ft.
Washington. Principals include: Pres- Estimated construction cost $101,880,
first year operating cost $110,000,
ident Richard
EatonMargaret
(2%), SecretaryTreasurer
(Mrs.)
G. Eaton revenue $112,000. Post Office address:
(1%) and (Mrs.) L. G. Hart. United KAUS, Austin, Minn. Studio location:
405V2 N. Main Street. Transmitter
Bcstg. Co.,
of WOOK
ington,licensee
WINX Rockville,
Md., WashWSID location: 2V2 mi. South of Austin on
Essex, Md., and WANT Richmond, Trunk Highway 105. Geographic coVa., owns 97% of applicant; this
ordinates: 43° 37' 02" N. Lat., 92° 59'

Originating Station
JOHNS HOPKINS SCIENCE REVIEW
ask

any

Baltimore
time

buyer

about

Ht

WARM
TELEVISION
CHANNEL 13
Represented Nationally by
EINGTON, RIGHTER <£ PARSONS, INC.
Chicago
NEW YORK
San Francisco
DUMONT-ABC AFFILIATE
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20" W. Long.
antenna
RCA. Transmitter
Legal counselDuMont,
Harry
J. Daly,neer Washington.
Consulting
engiFred O. Grimwood,
St. Louis,
Mo. Principals include: President
Harry M. Smith (25%), Vice President George Wilson (12.5%), Secretary-Treasurer Albert W. Smith
(25%), Harold O. Westby (12.5%),
Martin
Bustad
(12.5%)
A. Weseman <12.5%). and Chester
tKANSAS CITY, Mo.— KCMO Bcstg.
Co. (KCMO). VHF Ch. 5 (76-82 mc);
ERP 100 kw visual, 50 kw aural; antenna height above average terrain
865 ft., above ground 783 ft. Estimated
construction cost $529,210, first year
operating cost $1,027,517, revenue
$1,279,894. Post Office address: 125
East 31st St., Kansas City 5, Mo.
Studio and transmitter location 31st
and Grand Streets. Geographic coordinates: 39° 04'
14" N. Lat.,RCA,94° an-34'
59" W. tennaLong.
Transmitter
RCA. Legal
counsel Haley &
Doty, neerWashington.
engiA. D. Ring & Consulting
Co., Washington.
Principals include President Tom L.
Evans (49.5%), Vice President Lester E. Cox (49.5%),
Secretary-TreasEvans
(0.5%) and
LesterurerL.Richard
Cox W.(0.5%).
fWATERTOWN, N. Y.— The Brockway Co. (WWNY-AM-FM). UHF Ch.
48 (674-680 mc) ; ERP 200 kw visual,
100 kw aural; antenna height above
average terrain 570 ft., above ground
362 ft. Estimated construction cost
$285,000, first year operating cost
$150,000, revenue $150,000. Post OfSt., Watertown,fice address:
N. Y.120-132
StudioArcade
and transmitter
location Rutland Ctr. Rd., 3.6 mi.
East of Watertown. Geographic coordinates: 43° 57' 23" N. Lat.,RCA,75° an-50'
28" W.tennaLong.
RCA. LegalTransmitter
counsel Fisher, Wayland, Duvall & Southmayd, Washington.
Consulting engineer George C. Davis,
Washington.
PrincipalsJohninclude
President and Treasurer
B. Johnson
(1.8%),
Estate
of
Harold
B.
Johnson,
deceased (75.6% ) and Estate of Jessie
R. Johnson, deceased (22.6%). Applicant also is licensee of WMSA-AMFM
Massena,DailyN. Times.
Y., and publishes
Watertown

SCHOOL SERIES
WICU Earns P\sudih
WICH (TV) Erie, Pa., bas just
completed » series of nublic school
telecast? which brought an expres"lasting apprec-'ation" fro
schoolsion ofofficials.
Twenty programs were aired on
a thrice-weekly basis during the
final se^en weeks of school. More
than 800 children participated
Plans are taking; shape for continuing the programs
the nextis
school-vp-ar.
A similarin series
being developed jointly by WICU
personnel and administrators of
the
Erie Catholic Diocesan school
district.
John M. Hickey. Erie schools su
nerint°ndent. w^ote Edward Lamb,
WICU president. "The reactions to
the
(Erie Pubh'c
Schools
At rrogram
Work) indicate
wide-spread
appreciation on the part of the
people and justify the tremendou
amount of extra effort on the part
of so many principals, teachers
and pupils. Be assured of our
lasting appreciation," Mr. Hickey
concluded.

nates:Long.45° Transmitter
32' 54" N. Lat.,RCA.122° antenna
45' 40'
W.
RCA. Leffal counsel Lyon, Wilner &
Bergson. Washington. Consulting engineer Bem'amin Adler. New Rochelle
N. Y. Principals include: President
HerbertdentMayer
PresiFranklin(45.2%),
Snyder, Vice
Treasurer
Frances Mayer (45.2%) and Secretary
Alma Schmidt. Applicant is licensee
of WXEL (TV) Cleveland.
t PORTLAND,
Ore.—(KEX-AM-FM)
Westinghouse
Radio
Stations Inc.
VHF
Ch.
8
(180-186
mc);
ERP 220
visual, 110 kw aural; antenna
heightkw
above average terrain 1,068 ft., above
ground 335 ft. Estimated construction
cost $855,000, first year operating
cost $822,000, revenue $638,000. Post
Office address: 1625 K Street N. W.,
D. C.
location:
t FARGO, N. D. — WDAY Inc. Washington,
1230
Southwest
MainStudio
St., Portland.
(WDAY), VHF Ch. 6 (82-88 mc);
location:
Healy
Heights,
ERP 65 kw visual, 32.2 kw aural; Transmitter
Geographic coordinates:
antenna height above average ter- Portland.
45°
29'
25"
N.
Lat.,
122°
41'
48" W.
rain 460 ft., above ground 498 ft.
Transmitter RCA, antenna
Estimated construction cost $344,000, Long.
RCA.
Principals
include:
Chairman
first year operating cost $180,000, of the Board Gwilym A. Price and
revenue $180,000. Post Office address: Vice President J. E. Baudino. Appli118 Broadway, Fargo. Studio and
cant is alsoWBZA-AM-SM-licensee £f. WBZ.A-M=*M
transmitter location: 207-215 Fifth Boston,
Springfield,
St. North. Geographic coordinates: Mass., KYW-AM-FM
Philadelphia,
46°
52'
35"
N.
Lat.,
96°
47'
03"
W.
WOWO-AM-FM
Wayne, Ind.,
Long. Transmitter RCA, antenna and KDKA-AM-FM Fort
Pittsburgh. WestRCA. Legal counsel Segal, Smith &
inghouse Radio Stations Inc. is wholHennessey, Washington. Consulting
ly-owned subsidiary
of Westinghouse
engineer Gillett & Bergquist, Wash- Electric Corp.,
Pittsburgh.
ington. Principals include: President
E. C. Reineke (54.5%); Vice Presit PHILADELPHIA,
— Pennsylvania Bcstg. Co. (WIP),Pa. UHF
Ch. 29
dent H. D. Paulson (8.9%); Secretary-Treasurer N. D. Black Jr. (560-566 mc); ERP 275 kw visual,
kw aural; antenna height above
(1.1%), and Charlotte Lontz (21.1%). 137.5
Same stockholders own controlling average terrain 804 ft., above ground
632 ft. Estimated construction cost
stock
Fargo Forum
Photo ofEngraving
Co. and Dakota $600,000, first year operating cost
revenue not estimated. Post
PORTLAND, Ore.— Empire Coil Co., $500,000,
Office address: 35 South Ninth St.,
UHF Ch. 27 (548-554 mc); ERP 91.6 Philadelphia.
Studio location: 35
kw visual, 45.8 kw aural; antenna
St. Transmitter locaheight above average terrain 1,300 ft., South tionNinth
:
S
.
W.
corner
Ivy Hill Road
above ground 496.5 ft. Estimated con- and Orchard Way. of Geographic
costruction cost $347,000, first year opo
r
d
i
n
a
t
e
s
:
4
0
°
05'
00"
N.
erating cost $450,000, revenue $525,- 38" W. Long. TransmitterLat.,GE,75° an-10'
000. Post Office address: 85 Beechtenna GE. Legal counsel Dow, Lohnes
wooddio Ave.,
N. Y.TransStu- & Albertson,
Washington. Consulting
location New
to beRochelle,
determined.
engineer
E. C. Page, Washington.
mitter location: Portland Heights,
include: Chairman of the
N. W. Skyland Blvd., near N. W. Principals
Board Arthur C. Kaufman, President
Thompson Road. Geographic coordi- Benedict Gimbel Jr., Treasurer RayBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

mond thurA. Miller.
FilskeGimbel
and Secretary
ArBros. Inc.,A. New
York, isvania sole
stockholder
of
PennsylBcstg. Co.
t PITTSBURGH, Pa.— Westinghouse
RadTO Stations Inc. (KDKA-AM-FM),
VHF visual,
Ch. 11 25(198-204
mc) ; ERP
316
kw
kw aural;
antenna
height above average terrain 672 ft.,
above ground 574 ft. Estimated construction cos$1,840,000,
t $1,810,000,revenue
first 'year
operating
cost
650,000. Post
Office address:
1625$2,-K
Streetdio location:
N. W., Grant
Washington,
D.
C.
StuTransmitter location:Bldg.,
2850Pittsburgh.
Berthoud
St., Pittsburgh. Geographic coordinates: 40° 26' 48" N. Lat., 79° 57' 50"
VW.
Transmitter
GE, antennaof
GE. Long.
Principals
include Chairman
the Board Gwilym A. Price, and Vice
President J. E. Baudino. Applicant is
also licensee of WBZ-AM-FM Boston, FIFTY New York Hmebuyers and agency executives visited WCAU-AM-TV
Philadelphia's
Center vice
last president
week. Atfor special
luncheon
were
WBZA-AM-FM Springfield, Mass., (seated,
I to r) Radio-Television
Charles Vanda, WCAU
TV; Reggie
Schuebel,
KYW-AM-FM Philadelphia, WOWOAM-FM Fort Wayne, Ind., and KEX- of Wyatt & Schuebel; Donald W. Thornburgh, WCAU Inc. president-general
AM-FM Portland, Ore. Westinghouse manager; standing (I to r) are Jack deRussy, WCAU radio sales manager,
Radio Stations Inc. is wholly-owned
and Bob McGredy, WCAU-TV commercial manager.
subsidiary of Westinghouse Electric
Corp., Pittsburgh.
Richard Shafto (1.2% ), Dorothy Hipp location Brown Bldg., corner of 8th
loca(13.6%) and Frances M. Mc- St. andtion 3.8Colorado
t YORK, Pa.— The Helm Coal Co. Gunter (9.8%).
N.St.W.Transmitter
of Texas State
Applicant isCharlotte,
also li- Capitol, miles
(WNOW), UHF Ch. 49 (680-686mc); Creery censee
Travis
County.
Geographic
of
WIST-AM-FM
ERP 95.8 kw visual, 53.8 kw aural; N. C, and WSPA-AM-FM Spartan- coordinates 30° 18' 28" N. Lat., 97°
antenna height above average ter47' 26" W. Long. Transmitter RCA,
burg, S. C.
rain 473 ft., above ground 200 ft.
counsel Cohn &
Estimated construction cost $176,500,
tCHATTANOOGA, Tenn. — WDOD antenna RCA. Legal Consulting
first year operating cost $96,000, Bcstg. Corp. (WDOD). VHF Ch. 3 Marks,ne r A.Washington.
Earl
Cullum
Jr.,
Dallas, engiTex.
revenue $90,000. Post Office address: (60-66 mc); ERP 100 kw visual, 50 kw Principals include President
Claudia
P. O. Box 226, York. Studio: 25 aural;
antenna height above average T. Johnson (99.5% ), Vice President
South Duke Street. Transmitter lo- terrain 1,062 ft., above ground 284 ft. Paul Bolton (0.25%), Vice President
cation: 2.9 mi. N.E. York city limits. Estimated construction cost $284,600, J. C. Kellam, Secretary Sam Plyler
year operating cost $200,000,
Geographic coordinates: 40° 00' 00" first
revenue $250,000. Post Office address: (0.25%) and Assistant Secretary and
N. Lat., mitter
76° DuMont,
41' 30.8"
W. Long.
antenna
RCA. TransLegal Hamilton National Bank Bldg., Chat- Treasurer A. F. Vickland Jr.
counsel McKenna & Wilkinson,
Tenn. Studio
NatBRISTOL, Va. — Appalachian
Washington. Consulting engineer
tionaltanooga,
Bank Bldg.,
7th location
and Market.
Corp. (WCYB). VHF Ch. 5
Transmitter location Taft Highway, Bcstg.
John H. cipals
Mullaney,
Washington.
Prin(76-82
mc); antenna
ERP 100 height
kw visual,
include partners Howard J. Signal Mtn., 7 miles North of Chatta- kw aural;
above50
Williams (30.4%), Morgan E. Cousler
average
terrain
1,964
ft.,
above
ground
nooga.
Geographic
coordinates
35°
09'
120 ft. Estimated construction cost
(43.5%) and Lowell Wr. Williams 41"
N. Lat., GE,85° antenna
19' 05" GE.
W. Long.
(26.1%).
Transmitter
Legal
first year operating cost
counsel, Dow, Lohnes & Albertson, $335,120,
$330,000,
revenue
Post Office
f ANDERSON, S. C— Wilton E. Washington.
Consulting
engineer
address:
P.
O. Box$415,552.
1009, Bristol,
Va.
Hall (WAIM and WCAC [FM]), George C. Davis, Washington. Princi- Studio location
Hotel Gen. Shelby,
UHF
Ch.
58
(734-740
mc)
;
ERP
182
President(50%),
and Treasurer
Cumberland
and
Front
Streets.
Transkw visual, 91 kw aural; antenna Earl palsW.includeWinger
and Vice
mitter location Jefferson National
height above average terrain 378 ft., President and Secretary Norman
A. Forest, 17 miles N.E. of Bristol. Geoabove ground 418 ft. Estimated con- Thomas (50%).
struction cost $401,444, first year
36° Transmitter
49' 45" N.
04' 47"coordinates
W. Long.
f JOHNSON CITY, Tenn.— WJHL Lat., 82° graphic
operating
cost $150,000,
000. Post Office
address: P.revenue
O. Box $138806, Inc. (WJHL). VHF Ch. 11 (198-204 GE, antenna GE. Legal counsel Fly,
Anderson. Studio and transmitter mc); ERP 108.43 kw visual, 54.21 kw Shuebruk & Blume, New York. Consulting engineer George C. Davis,
location Anderson College campus. aural; antenna height above average
terrain 716 ft., above ground 629.5 Washington. Principals include PresiGeographic coordinates: 34" 30' 52.6" ft.
d
e
n
t
J
.
Fey
Rogers (25%),(25%),
Vice PresiEstimated
construction
cost
$231,N. Lat., mitter
82° RCA,38' antenna
15.2" W. Long.
dent
RCA. TransLegal 086, first year operating cost $102,000,
taryRobert
CharlesM.M.Smith
Gore (25%),Secreand
counsel Spearman & Roberson, revenue $96,500. Post Office address: Treasurer
Harry M. JJaniel - (25%).
^Westand -Main
? St., Johnson'
Washington.
. Consulting"
"engineer
" 1-45
Studio
-transmitter
-locationCity.
143
George plicant
C. ownsDavis,
Washington.
ApAmended
Application
Returned
Independent Publishing
St. Geographic coordiOSHKOSH, Wis. — The Oshkosh
Co. (.Anderson Independent and West natesMain
26" N. Lat.,RCA,85° antenna
20' 36" Bcstg.
(WOSH),
UHF visual
Ch. 48 [B«T,
(674W. Long.36° 19'
Transmitter
Mail), tional
Palmetto
Publishing
Co.,
Na680 mc),Co. ERP
1.31 kw
Stamp News, Hall Starr Farm RCA. Legal counsel McKenna & Wilk- June
9].formsAmendment
returned; obsoand Hall Bcstg. and Television Co.
inson,
Washington.
Consulting
engilete
and
incomplete.
neer O. K. Garland, Johnson City,
(transcriptions).
Tenn. Principals include President
Application Dismissed
tCOLUMBIA,
S.
C—
The
Bcstg.
Co.
W.
H.
Lancaster Sr. (19.38%), genFRESNO, Calif.— Television Fresno
of the South (WIS). VHF Ch. 10
eral
manager
of
WJHL;
1st
Vice
Corp.,
VHF
Ch. 2 (54-60
mc). at"Pre(192-198 mc); ERP 266 kw visual, 133 President W. H. Lancaster Jr. (4%), thaw" application
dismissed
rekw aural;
manager of WJHL; 2d
q
u
e
s
t
o
f
applicant.
age terrainantenna
626 ft., height
above above
groundaver580 commercial
Vice
President
(Mrs.)
Harriet
B.
Existing
Stations
ft. Estimated construction cost $597,- Campbell; Secretary-Treasurer T. F.
719, first year operating cost $450,000,
Change in Channel
(0.4%); (Mrs.) Evelyn Lanrevenue $300,000. Post Office address: Dooley caster
(The following stations request
(22.2%)
(wife ofEdna
W. H.Dooley
Lan- change
1111 Bull St., Columbia, S. C. Studio
in frequency as required
caster
Sr.);
(Mrs.)
and transmitter location Gervais and (8.53%) (wife of T. F. Dooley) and under provisions
FCC14].Sixth ReBull Streets. Geographic coordinates Estate of S. H. Campbell Sr. (31.44%).
port & Order [B«T ofApril
34'
00'
06"
N.
Lat.,
81=
01'
44"
W.
WCPO-TV
CINCINNATI,
Ohio—
tAUSTIN,
Tex.—
Texas
Bcstg.
Corp.
Long. eral.
Transmitter
Radio Inc., Ch. 9
(KTBC).
Ch. 7 54.8
(174-180
mc). Scripps-Howard
Legal counselRCA,Dow,antenna
LohnesFed-& ERP
109.6 VHF
kw visual,
kw aural;
(186-192 met. ERP 316 kw visual,
Albertson,gineerWashington.
Consulting
enkw aural; antenna height above
Craven, Lohnes & Culver, antenna height above average terrain 158
average terrain 665 ft., above ground
485.8 ft.,mated
aboveconstruction
ground cost
289.3 $341,039,
ft. Esti- 545
Washington.
Principals
include Presift. Estimated cost of change
dent B. Calhoun
Hipp (13.6%),
Vice
President and Treasurer Francis M. first year operating cost $250,000, $206,687.
Change24 from
Ch. 7 12(174180 mc). ERP
kw visual,
kw
$200,000. Post Office address: aural.
Hipp (13.6%), Vice President Herman revenue
N. Hipp (13.6%), Vice President G. P. O. Box 717, Austin, Tex. Studio
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TELEVISION
~
Reaches the

Audience

with

N
the "Green Stu
H
ff"E
W
Here's a rich
market . . . and
$
here's Central New York's most
looked at television station —
ready to present your story to
a "buying" audience. More top
shows . . . more local advertisers .. . greater results.
Sell with WHEN
Represented Nationally
By the KATZ AGENCY
CBS • ABC • DUMONT

WHEN
TELEVISION
SYRACUSE
A MEREDITH TV STATION
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TAFT AGAINST TV
During Committee Hearings
SEN. ROBERT A. TAFT (ROhio), lican
a candidate
for the RepubPresidential nomination
told
a Washington National Press Club
audience last week, that a Congressional committee could not carry on
its business satisfactorily while being telecast.
When tasked
acivities of theabout
GOPtelevising
credentials
committee in Chicago, Sen. Taft
said :
— just
for
the"I'msameinclined
reason notthat
if Iaswere
chairman of a committee in Congress that I would not permit television proceedings. It seems to me
that where you have a proceeding
in which you're trying to determine
a semi-judicial proceeding or legislative question, the presence of
television cameras makes it almost
impossible to give any reasonable
attention to what you're doing.
Now I don't favor any rule in Congress. That's my own feeling. But
as chairman I wouldn't permit proings to be televised.
object to ce dthem
bringing Iawouldn't
camera
in to take pictures before starting.
But as far as trying to conduct
business under television lights, I
think it's utterly impossible to
reach a successful conclusion."
His view was an apparent tightening of his opinion set forth last
February in Broadcasting • Telecasting [B«T, Feb. 4].

TV

film

Third Conference Held
On Revised Standards
TRADE RULES
REVISED rules to guide manufacturers, dealers and distributors in
the commerce of radio-TV sets moved a step closer last week when a
third government-industry conference was held in Washington, D. C,
under the auspices of the Federal Trade Commission.
Suggested trade practice stand- "push money."
ards drafted by a special all-indusRTMA President Glen McDaniel
try committee were discussed last
Wednesday. When finally promul- said he felt the industry had not
deception
adgated— perhaps
by the television
year's end —as been guilty ofvertiseany
ments onpicture
size, inwhich
the rules
will cover
followed a historic pattern in
well as radio practices, which have
manufacturers have followed the the industry since TV developed.
past 13 years.
Mort Farr, president of the NaThere is general agreement, if
tional
Appliance
and Radio-TV
Assn.,
asserted
that the
not unanimity, on the rules pro- Dealers
is less one of actual size
posed by an industry group under problem
Louis B. Calamaras, executive vice measurements than deceptive
claims involving such adjectives as
presidenttronics
of Distributors
the National
Assn. ElecTop "giant-size"
the case. screens when such is
officials' of Radio-Television Mfrs. notMr.
Butz informed industry
Assn. also participated.
representatives that the National
At
the
conclusion
of
Wednesday's
session, Paul Butz, FTC Trade Better Business Bureau suggested
Practices Conference Bureau, told a rule governing deception as to
manufacturing representatives and type of cabinet — type of wood,
dealer-distributor trade groups that veneer, etc. He agreed some rule
the commission staff would study should be included to spell this
the i-ecord
and members.
summarize FTCthe then
evi- out.
dence for FTC
Twenty-nine rules were drafted
will publish a final set of rules and by the industry group, differing
hold a hearing, probably this fall. slightly from the FTC staff draft
last year [B»T, May 12]. Two
Major discussion last week cen- ofother
rules (33 and 34) were
tered on proposed rules on pricing
draft
be(inclusion of excise taxes), break- omittedcause ofinlacktheof industry
among
down on tube count, uniformity of industry members, agreement
it was explained.
reference to viewable picture tube
area, cabinet designs and so-called These cover "prohibited discrimination" (prices, rebates, discounts,
credits, advertising or promotional
allowances) and coercion in "aiding
or RTMA
abetting was
use represented
of unfair practices."
by Mr.
McDaniel and Ray Donaldson, legal
counsel. Besides Mr. Calamaras
of NEDA and Mr. Farr of NARDA,
representatives of most of the
major set
firms attended the manufacturing
conference.

spots

V

VICTOR BLDG. - STerling 4650
WASHINGTON 1, D. C.
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FOUNDATIONS
$75,000 Probe Budget Voted
TENTATIVE approval of a $75,000
appropriation for the Cox select hi
committee to investigate taxexempt foundations was given last
week by a House Administration !
subcommittee by a vote of 4 to 3.
Sum must be approved by the full
committee and then by the House.
Resolution authorizing the study
was presented by Rep. Eugene E.
Cox (D-Ga.) for the purpose of
inquiring
whether
foundations'
activities are
un-American
or sub-,
versive or otherwise "not in the
U. S."
Itinterest
passedorthetradition
House oflasttheApril
by
a 194 to 158 vote amid charges
that it would be a probe of ideas
[See editorial,
Congress,"
May "Cops
12]. and Robbers
Opposition to the appropriation
was voiced
the Housemeeting
Adminis-by
trationat subcommittee
Clarence Mitchell, director of the
Washington bureau of the National
Assn. for the Advancement of
Colored People. He claimed that
the investigation would attack
efforts to improve the opportunities
of Negroes.
Besides Rep. Cox, who is chair
man, the select committee com
prises Democratic Reps. Donald L.
O'Toole (N. Y.), Aime J. Forand
(R. I.), Brooks Hays (Ark.) and
Republican Reps. Richard M. Simp
son (Pa.), Angier L. Goodwin
(Mass.), and B. Carroll Reece
(Tenn.).

NBC TV CENTER
Unit To Be Ready in Sept
FIRST two studios of the proposed
new $25 million NBC Television
Center in Burbank, Calif., now
under construction at 3200 W
Olive Ave., will be ready for us(
by the end of September.
Built at an estimated cost of
MARKET RESEARCH
$2.7 service
million,building,
the two-studio
unit
with
is about 20%
MBS, NBC-TV, ABC Join ARF completed, according
to John K
MBS, NBC-TV and ABC (as a West, NBC Western Div. vice-president. Each studio will have seatgroup, tovisiongetmarketboth
radio and
teleresearch
informaing arrangements for 500 persons
tion) have become subscribers to
NBC in mid-April was given
the Advertising Research Founda- permission
by the NPA for a second
tion, joining CBS Radio, which had unit of studio
The net
heretofore been the only broadcast- work last yearbuildings.
bought 49 acres
ing
organization
on
the
ARF
from
Warner
Bros,
and
the
city of
roster.
Burbank for its planned television
Election of the networks to mem- center.
bership by the ARF board was announced by the foundation, which
also reported that eight publica- Jones Dismissal Ruling
tions— Advertising Age, American
Home, Better Homes & Gardens, THE APPELLATE division of the
Broadcasting • Telecasting, New York Supreme Court last
Newsweek, Redbook, Sponsor, Suc- week awarded Duane Jones Co. a
cessful Farming — and one adver- dismissal of the suit brought
tiser, Phillips Petroleum Co., had against
the agency by nine former
become participating subscribers employes
seeking compensation for
of ARF,
ber to 148.bringing the total num- their stock holdings. But spokesman for Scheideler, Beck & Werner,
agency formed by the nine former
MILES Labs., Elkhart, Ind. has signed employes,
said the dismissal was
with WMAQ Chicago for sponsorship made
with leave to file an amended
of
10 football
afternoons
startingbroadcasts
Sept. 27. SaturdayAgency complaint within ten days and that
is Geoffrey Wade Adv., Chicago.
one will be filed within that time.
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CIVIL DEFENSE
Showings Via Closed Circuits
FEDERAL civil defense planning
takes on an expanded closed circuit
TV network face next Thursday
WAVE-TV
with a presentation for policemen
10 U. S. cities in eight states.
Flushed with enthusiasm over
w o previous demonstrations
beamed to select CD target groups,
government authorities last week
;mf):[ wrapped
up plans for a more ambim tiousOverventure.
< IN KENTUCKY!
32,000
policemen will
the ,'be briefed in city
a one-hour closed
circuit telecast originated from the
studios of WMAL-TV Washington. OFFICERS chosen at the first annual meeting of the National Community
Microwave and coaxial cable fa- Television Assn. at Pottsville, Pa. [B»T June 16], were (I to r) George H.
cilities will link from the East Bright Jr., Lansford, Pa., secretary; Martin F. Malarkey Jr., Pottsville, Pa.,
Coast to the Midwest theatres in president;
Claude E. Reinhard, Palmerton, Pa., vice president, and Melvin L.
Boston, New York, Baltimore,
Boyer, Tamaqua, Pa., treasurer.
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Cleve' IN AUDIENCE!
land, Toledo, Detroit, Chicago and
Milwaukee.
In announcing the presentation,
Millard F. Caldwell Jr., Federal GSVE US ENTERTAINMENT
Public Tells KFMB-TV; Letters Hit Code
Civil Defense Administrator, explained that the 10-city network — ■
intelligence to choose their own
WHILE
political
and
pressure the
"the first of its kind ever attemped"
entertainment for their children.
'
IN HOURS
— stemmed from FCDA's success groupssion agitate
for
strict superviIf
there
is anything wrong with
and
even
censorship
of
TV
in its first two "experiments."
Red
Skelton's
program
they
better
programs,
signs
of
public
resentSo vious
successful
were
these
prement against the NARTB TV Code start banning western programs
ventures in eastern cities that
ON THE AIR!
and would-be censors are appear- because about 50% of the scenes
agency authorities now shy away ing.
from any reference to this and any
20 MORE HOURS
are
taken
in
saloons."
Pro and con comments on the
Finally, Mr. Miller wrote:
future presentation as an "experi- NARTB
PER WEEK THAN
code were received by
next thing you know we'll
m
e
n
t
"
i
n
civil
defense
training
by
closed circuit theatre TV. Yet, KFMB-TV San Diego, Calif., fol- be "The
TV —saywhere
you
lowing arecent forum program on knockhaving
on thebootleg
door and
Joe sent
withal, FCDA has been a pioneer
I found that most people who
in a type of program that has im- the subject, according to Howard you.
(May 3-10, 1952)
pelled other government depart- L. Chernoff, KFMB-TV general own TV sets after the first few
STATION "B"
weeks of owning them do a pretty
ments to analyze this method for manager.
good job of censoring their own
their own possible use [B*T, May
In
a
typical
observation,
Robert
5].
T. Logan, of 902 19th St., San programs. On your channel there
On Non-Profit Basis
Diego, said his set was purchased are some programs that I wouldn't
be caught dead watching and
one purposeSoonly,
Joining the federal planners on "for
' IU f AUEI
entertainment.
far and
you that
peopleis others I wouldn't miss for the
Thursday's project are United have done a marvelous
world,
and
I
govern
myself
accordjob
of
proIN COVERAGE!
Paramount,
Warner Bros.,
viding that entertainment. Please
RKO and Skirball
Bros., Loew's,
all of
which are offering their theatres don't ruin it by your all-too-rigid
, on a non-profit basis. Cost of the
TVMr.code."
CBS-TV DISCOUNTS
Logan wrote KFMB-TV that ingly."
WAVE-TV has perfect recep1 0!\ presentation is borne by FCDA.
Theatres by cities taking part: if he wants to hear people "put the
Formula Is Explained
tion in the Metropolitan Area.
hush
hush
on
a
drinking
joke"
he
-"T.
Loew's
State
in
Boston;
Paramount
] I! . in New York; Warner Stanley in both can "walk across the street and go AN INCREASE in CBS-TV's WAVE-TV's PLUS is that in outPhiladelphia
and
Baltimore;
Loew's
weekly dis•■/ivi Penn
in Pittsburgh;
RKO Palm
Palace in to church." If he wants to further maximumcount,station-hour
lying "fringe" areas, 63.1% of
making it 15% compared
education, he added, "San Diego to 10% heretofore,
.„..?, Cleveland;
in Detroit; Rivoli
Warnerin inToledo;
Milwaukee; State
Up- his
was
announced all TV homes "get" WAVE-TV
provides
excellent
adult
education
S™T town in Chicago.
classes
in
its
schools.
Thousands
of
fortnight ago after advertisers,
Hf City and state police will assemand prospects had been more clearly than Station "B"!
depend on the church for agencies,
miv ble in local theatres at 10 a.m. for people
advised in letters from Network
our
moral
guidance,
thousands
denetf a program designed to acquaint
Sales
Vice
Fred M.
pend
on
the
schools
for
education,
them with the magnitude of polic- and thousands depend on KFMB- Thrower [B®T,President
June 9].
ing problems in the event their
pointed out that
cities are bombed. Regular police- TV for one thing — entertainment." theMr.new Thrower
discount table affords submen form the nucleus of a civil deStand Against Censorship
stantial benefits to CBS-TV ad- WAVE-TV
fense police service force. AdmisAnother comment from L. L.
sion is by invitation.
vertisers effective June 1. It proMiller, 5208 Chollas Park Way,
CHANNEL 5
vides discounts graduated as folTwo-way audio broadcast com- San Diego, took a sharp stand
lows (based tion-hours
on thewhich the
numberadvertiser
of stamunication, over which police will against censorship of theatres and
NBC • ABC • DUMONT
be able to fire questions at in- radios "so that individuals and sponsors per week) :
structors, wil climax the hour-long small groups of people have the
Less than 5 station-hour a week, LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
program. This setup will permit right to . choose programs and
questioning by officers in Chicago, shows that they think are good for net; 5 through 9 station-hours,
Detroit, Pittsburgh and Boston.
2%%;
10 through 19 stationpeople."
FCDA Deputy Administrator the common
hours, 5%; 20 through 34 stationcontinued,
"I thought
James J. Wadsworth will open the tooHegood
to be true
that TVit was
had hours, 1V2%; 35 through 49 staFREE & PETERS, Inc.
tion-hours, 10%; 50 through 59
telecast with a presentation in escaped for so long. As the old
graphics. An animated sequence, story goes — all good things must station-hours, 11%, with each adcome
to
an
end.
I
think
that
a
ditional 10 station-hours increasshowing potential damage from an
Exclusive National Representatives
ing the discount by 1% until the
atomic blast in Baltimore, will fol- person that buys a TV set should
low. Use of civil defense in peace- have the right to view the program maximum 15% discount is reached
time disasters and duties of police he wishes." In the case of chil- with sponsorship of 90 or more
and auxiliaries will be outlined.
dren, he said, parents "should have station-hours per week.
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PAY FORMULA
AFM Board Weighs Change
RE-USE payment plan on all TV
film productions rather than the
present AFM welfare fund 5%
royalty formula to which producers must now contribute, may result from a study made by the
union's
board. international executive
Talk of revamping the present
formula, first step of which would
be to revise the ruling on TV film
commercials, highlighted a closed
special session of the board with
Los Angeles Local 47 executives in
Santa Barbara following the American Federation
of Musicians'
national
convention
there June 55th
13.
Changesamined andproposed
exthe board arewillbeing
attempt
to come up with a new plan in
keeping with President James C.
Petrillo's convention declaration
that the AFM royalty formula
must stand "until someone comes
along with something better" that
will be "to the benefit of all locals"
[B*T, June 16].
Revision of the TV film commercial spots ruling was urged by
Local 47 President John Groen,
Vice President Phil Fischer, Recording Secretary Maury Paul and
local thurexecutive
J. Rando. board member, ArTheir plan, it is understood, is
based on a fixed fee rather than
a percentage deal. Under such an
arrangement, it was pointed out, if
a set fee were established for a
13 week period, covering so many
repeat uses of a commercial on a
station, it would be an incentive
to producers to use more musicians
rather than voice-only backgrounds
for spots.
Under a re-use payment formula
for TV filmed shows, reportedly
favored by some members of the
AFM international executive board,
a certain percentage of the original music cost would be paid by
the video producer on each showing
of film. This money, under the
plan, would be paid to the AFM
trust fund rather than to the individual musician, it was said.
There is growing activity in TV
production through subsidiaries on
the part of major Hollywood movie
studios. Mr. Petrillo and the AFM
international executive board last
Thursday had a closed meeting
with top executives of those production companies.
The meeting, it is understood,
centered around royalty payment
plans for music in TV film. It was
set up as an exploratory means to
pave the way for future conferences on music fees when all major
producers will be making movies
for television.
RTONE
pN
BESTGE
FOR'TV FILMS
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Production . . .
Interstate Television Corp., Hollywood, has started second in its
Ethel Barrymore Theatre series of
half-hour TV films. "Daughters of
Zoe Akins
from
aMars,"
short adapted
story byby Louis
Bromfield,
stars Miss Barrymore and stagefilm actors, Selena Royle, Elizabeth
Risdon and Phillip Terry. Lewis
Allen is director with Lee Savin
producing.
Edward Lewis is in Mexico City to
produce five half -hour films in CBSTV Schlitz Playhouse of Stars
series. Directors, Arthur Pierson
and Herbert Kline, will handle
"The Trial," starring Gertrude
Michael; "This Plane for Hire,"
starring Lloyd Bridges; "Port of
Call," starring Victor McLaglen;
"Marriage of Lit-Lit," based on an
O. Henry short story, and "Calamity Jane."Television film rights to 8,000
Damon Runyon stories have been
acquired by Howard Welsch, executive producer, Fidelity Pictures,
Hollywood, from King Features.
Production on first of the 39 halfhour TV films starts in August at
Motion Picture Center. Negotiations were concluded by William
Morris Agency, Beverly Hills, who
will furnish talent from its freelance list.
Also scheduled for August production is TheTV Lady
a half-hour
film From
series,Lloyd's,
whose
plans
were
delayed
until
finalization of the Runyon story
deal
[B*T, May 12].* * *
Sterling Television Co., New York,
TV film distributors, has begun
production on a new music series
titled Music for Everybody featuring music expert Sigmund Spaeth
as narrator. The series — produced
for Sterling by Israel Berman of
Viking Films — will cover all phases
of music and is being prepared for
fall release.
W. R. Frank, Minneapolis motion
picture exhibitor, is now in Hollywood to start a half-hour TV film
series, Medal of Honor, which he
will co-produce with William Dean.
Series, dealing with lives of Congressional Medal of Honor winners,
goes into production at General
Service Studios July 8, under

George Heid Productions SYNC-SOUND
William Penn Hotel
RANGERTONE
Pittsburgh 30, Pa.
73 W'INTHROP ST
NEWARK 4, N:. J.

film re
port
banner of W. R. Frank Productions.
Completed scripts are "Julius
Langvein,"
whichdrummer
concerns boy,
14-year
old
Civil War
and
"Dr.
Mary
E.
Walker,"
only
so decorated, both of whichwoman
were
written by Lynn Bowers.

CBS TV FILM
Sales Service Outlined
OPERATION of CBS Television
Film
new merchandising
service Sales'
was outlined
last week by
Walter A. Scanlon, sales promo
tion manager, who set up the plan
The merchandising staff, it was
exDlained, "will make a full set of
selling tools available" and visit the
sponsors'
markets where
to giveindicated
on-the
scene
assistance,
regardless of the type of program
involved.
Merchandising tools, Mr. Scan
Ion said, include sales promotion
displays and literature, premiums
and "gimmicks," information
public relations techniques, publicity releases, personal appearances
and other exploitation devices. The !
merchand;sing program is handled
by the sponsor with the assistance
of the CBS merchandising counsel
to form a "community saturation
campaign"fromcalculated
"sellright
the
consumer
his livingtoroom
into
the
store
to
buy,"
Mr.
Scan
Ion said.
Mr. Scanlon joined CBS Televi
sion Film Sales three months ago
after extensive experience with
Alexander Smith Inc., Quality
Bakers of America, World Broadcasting System, Capitol Radio Program Service,
USO Corp.
and National
Distillers
Products

Major Television Productions Inc.,
recently organized by Irving Lesser
and Seymour Poe, has opened West
Coast headquarters at RKO Pathe
Studios, Culver City. Maurie Gresham, the firm's general manager,
upon completion of this assignment, will set up sales offices in
Chicago and Atlanta.
* * *
Commodore Productions, Hollywood, will resume production on
Clyde Beatty TV film series in
August
with newCenter.
headquarters at
Motion Picture
Sales ...
Jose Escalante & Co., Chicago
(Corina cigars), is starting Corina
Academy Theater on KECA-TV
Los Angeles, for 13 weeks from
June 23. The program is made up
of 13 half-hour TV films produced
by Revue Productions, Hollywood, WHO LEASES SITE
for Gruen Guild Theatre and
In Plan for Television
Chevron Theatre series, now available for second runs. The agency is WHO Des Moines has leased
Guenther Bradford & Co., Chicago. downtown roller skating rink for
possible use as a television studio.
Station has an application for
Screen Gems Inc., Hollywood, has Channel
before the FCC. Col. B.
signed John English to direct J. Palmer,13 president
of the Central
Jefferson Davis, a half-hour film Broadcasting Co., licensee
of WHO,
in the NBC-TV Cavalcade of said that the rink contains
more
America series being produced for
duPont. Jules Bricken, Screen than 17,000 square feet of floor
Gem'svoteproducer-director,
deIt is not anticipated, added Col.
his time to NBC-TVwillFord
space.
Palmer, that internal remodeling
Theatre,
now
being
filmed
for
Ford
Motor Co.
will begin before July 10, 1953,
effective date of the 10-year lease.
The leased building is on a midGuild Films Inc. is to open New town
one block from where
York sales headquarters at 510 WHO corner,
is located.
Madison Ave. with President
Reuben Kaufman in charge. Wilmer
Clark, West Coast sales representative for DuMont TV Film Sales, CHURCH FILMS
joins the firm in similar capacity
Rev. Mack Named Director
with headquarters at 5746 Sunset
THE REV. S. FRANKLIN MACK
Blvd., Hollywood.
was appointed director of films for
Film People . . .
the Broadcasting and Film Commis ion of the National Council of
Gilbert Kay, assistant director at
Churches of
MGM, joins Flying A Television
Christ in U. S. A.
Pictures
Inc.,
Hollywood,
in
similar
effective
June 1,
capacity.
according to the
council's
general
board
in Chicago.
WABD (TV) Business
Rev.
Mack
will
WABD (TV) New York, kev outretain his present
let of DuMont TV Network, last
week reported that it had sold
position
as execu-of
tive secretary
$243,640 worth of business during
the Committee on
the last week in May, with conRev.
Mack
Radio,
Visual&
tracts ranging from single anEducation
nouncements to52-week schedules Mass Communication
of
the
Counof spots and participations.
cil's Division of Foreign
Missions.
Tel
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:bc-tv
test
CommercialonPolicy
Pends
PIRST test patterns were telecast
it Montreal during the first week
If June, from temporary antenna
it CBC-TV Montreal, on top of
kount Royal. News of tests was
by CBC282 forfootabout
a week,on
ipithheld
permanent
antenna
Mount Royal is to be installed
soon, CBC officials stated
At Toronto, a temporary antenna
vill be used in the beginning when
]BC-TV Toronto goes on the air
n September simultaneously with
]BC-TV Montreal. Three hours at
ieast will be telecast each evening
'is a starter,
by attheeach
increase in staff judging
now at 175
Production center.
11 No decision has been announced
'ret on commercial policy, but it is
'inderstood that perhaps 25% of
fSrogram mercial
contentprogramswillpiped
be U. inS. from
comBuffalo to Toronto. Commercial
Content will likely be about 60%
Kfler allof programming,
the commercials with
beingremaintaken
Uy Canadian advertisers. CBC has
ks yet no money available for sustaining programs, but funds are
'ixpected
be allocatedrecesses
before theat
Canadian toParliament
rid of June.
1 At same time, Canadian governnent may give some sign as to how
loon private interests can start
TV stations in Canada. According
;o the Massey Royal Commission
■eport, this centers
would behavewhenbeennational
Sroduction
set up
i t i>y CBC at Toronto and Montreal,
rhis will be accomplished by this
:'all when andCBCOttawa
transmitters
Montreal
go on theat
It is understood that the CBC
poard of governors are anxious to
;et a ruling from the Canadian
government as to how soon they
an start holding hearings for TV
icenses in view of the Massey
ecommendations. The CBC board
^ias a number of applications for
TV stations at Toronto, Montreal
md Hamilton, Ont., on file.
No decision has been made as
'et on the annual TV receiver liense fee to be charged by Ottawa,
vhich is to be turned over to the
3BC
enters.for its national production

BUSINESSas itsis owner,
transacted
(TV) aColumbus,
Ohio'sYountnew Advertising
Television
Center
Edwardat WTVN
Lamb, signs
contract with
Agency
during
the
dedication.
L
to
r:
John
Rossiter,
WTVN's
Mr. Lamb; Herbert Stewart, WICU (TV) Erie, Pa., manager, and manager;
Malcom
Yount, Yount Advertising AgencyMr.ofLamb.
Erie. WICU (TV) also is owned by
GF'S BAKER
Sees 53 Million TV Sets
PREDICTION of an eventual 53
million U. S. TV sets was made by
Dr. W. R. G. Baker, General Electric vice president and general
manager of the GE Electronics
Div.,
the dedication
of GE'stube$6
millionat miniature
receiving
plant June 12 at Anniston, Ala. GE
President Ralph J. Gordiner dedicated the new plant.
Dr. Baker also predicted at the
ceremonies an eventual 2,000 TV
stations. Dr. Baker said almost 100
new stations would be in various
stages of construction by June
next year and that the demand for
receiving tubes would reach 500
million annually within the next
five years.
A new GE automatic blanket
plant was dedicated at Asheboro,
N. C, earlier this month and plans
have been announced for a new
transformer power plant in Rome,
Ga., for a total GE $50 million
annual payroll and 13,500 employes
in the Southeast. A major appliance center at Louisville, Ky., that
is planned, "will almost double
these
figures," M.President
Cordiner
said. William
Nave, Anniston
tube works manager, said the new
plant will employ 2,000 people.

VHF TRANSMITTER KIT
Zanada Set Sales
GE Claims Improvement
TELEVISION
receiver
sales
were
ip in April over those of a year GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. is
.go, according to the Radio-Televi- making available to owners of its
ion Mfrs. Assn. of Canada. April VHF TV transmitters a modification kit for conversion of the final
ales totalled 4,582 units with
•etail value
of
$2,172,624,
as
cornvideo
stage to permit use of thoriered with 4,409 sets in April 1951 ated filament
GL-6039 tubes, GE
'alued at $2,500,867. (Reduction announced last week.
if excise tax accounts for partial
Frank P. Barnes, GE broadcast
lifference in retail value.) Sales equipment sales manager, claimed
>f TV sets for first four months of that
the conversion will result in
.952 totalled 18,433 valued at $9,- improved performance, lower oper•97,864. This compares with sales
ating cost, lower power consumpn first four months of 1951 of
and longeroperating
tube life.day,
"Based
.8,461 sets valued at $10,197,722. on a tion15-hour
the
rhere are now about 97,000 sets conversion will in one year save
n use in Canada, half of them in more than twice the cost of the
he Toronto-Hamilton area.
modification kit," Mr. Barnes said.
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WTVN (TV) Center
SEN. ESTES KEFAUVER (DTenn.), now campaigning for the
Democratic Presidential nomination, interrupted his tour to participate in opening ceremonies of
WTVN vision(TV)
Center aColumbus'
fortnight new
ago. TeleSen.
Kefauver took part in a telecast
interview along with Dave Nichols,
WTVN news director, and Edward
Lamb, WTVN owner. More than
100 newspaper
radioaudience.
representatives wereand
in the

HEMISPHERIC TV
Montreal Debut Hailed
ADVENT of video in Montreal this
slimmer was hailed by J. B. Elliott,
RCA Victor vice president for consumer products, as an important
step toward realization of a Western Hem'sphere
network.
'We
shall seeTV the
day when
Canada, the United States, Mexico,
Cuba, Central and South America,
and the countries of the West Inexchangetold
programs
regularly,"
Mr. dies
Elliott
members
of the
Quebec Radio-Television Distributors Assn. at a meeting last Wednesday in Montreal.
In discussing business outlook
for TV dealers, Mr. Elliott told his
audience that "Montreal is in for
some exciting changes, and I know
He like
said them."
that the beginning of
you'll
TV operation in a city stimulates
buriness conditions in not only
that particular field but also in
such a^ied fields as furniture and
public
Mr. utilities.
Elliott cautioned dealers,
however, to prepare for this event,
if they expected to benefit from it.
After completion of the Western
Hemisphere network, Mr. Elliott
foresaw trans-ocean TV, linking
the
North American continent to
Europe.
"As TV girdles the globe," he
said, "the new medium will prove
to be a great unifying force . . ."

PRODUCE PROFESSIONAL

COMMERCIALS

AT LOW COST with the New Gray TELOP II

# Now, with the new,
Hj , versatile
telop II
JHHHP
you broadcast
canGrayproduce
and
an
amazing variety of professional-quality commercials at
surprisingly low cost. Local
sponsors will marvel at the
way telop ii presents their
selling message with opaque
cards, photographs, art work and
transparencies. And you get the
real effect of superimposition,
lap-dissolve and fade-out. Only
limitation is your imagination.
Takes up very little space. One
operator does it all!
W rite for full information on
the neiv and exciting Gray
telop It.

and Development Co.. Inc., 598 Hilliard St., Manchester, C
' MANUFACTUIWG COMfANr — Origi
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ATLANTIC Refining Co. and Miller Brewing Co. plan sponsorship of pro football games. Seated (I to r): John V. Mara, pres., N. Y. Giants; Arthur J.
Rooney, pres., Pittsburgh Stealers; Joseph A. Donoghue, bus. mgr., Philadelphia
Eagles. Standing (I to r) are Richard Borden, Atlantic adv. mgr.; Comr. Bert
Bell, National Football League; Vernon S. Mullin, Miller adv.

i

TOM MANNING (I), veteran sportscaster, contracts for new TV sports
show along with Leslie C. MsGinley,
Cleveland dist. mgr., B. F. Goodrich
Co. Show, Sports, Coast to Coast, will
be heard Mon.-Fri. 6:35-6:45 p.m.
Program will feature interviews, local
and national round-ups.

DIXIE onCupWJZ-TV
Co. buysNew Hollywood
OftBeat
York. Seated
(I to r): J. D. Catlin, Dixie adv. dir.;
Slocum Chapin, v. p. of ABC-TV
owned stations. Standing: Ted Maxwell, network acct. exec; Peter Krug,
radio-TV dir.. Hicks & Griest; Harry
Hicks Jr., agency acct. exec.

CONTRACTING for lo?al harness
racing over WNBK (TV) Cleveland
(I to r): Hamilton Shea, WNBK mgr.;
George Carter, pres., Pilssner Brewing Co. of Cleveland; Paul Warren, of
Painesville Raceways.
WILLIAM H. ANDREWS Jr. (seated),
mgr., Greensboro branch, Jefferson
Standard Life Insurance Co., signs
for three-hour telecast of North Carolina Democratic primaries on WFMYTV Greensboro. Looking on (I to r):
Dick Watts, WFMY-TV acct. exec,
and Gaines Kelley, sta. gen. mgr.

BEFORE opening of IGA
stores'
new
Lake City
(Ishowto onr): KDYL-TV
William E.SaltFeatherstone,
Featherstone Agency; Matt Kommel,
IGA storeKDYL-TV
supervisor;
J. Drucker,
acct. E.exec.

1

CALO DOG FOOD Co. starts simulcast of Calo Pet Exchange on KGFJ
and KTTV (TV) Los Angeles. L to r:
D. W. Whiting, KTTV sis. mgr.;
Frank Wright, prog. m. c. and head
of Frank Wright National Corp.,
San Francisco agency, and Marvin
Briggs, KGFJ sis. mgr. •

Playful
Lucifer popped up
APS TV ENTRY
THE DEVIL
Offers Britannica Catalog
where a politician was supASSOCIATED PROGRAM SERVposed to appear — and was
ICE, nounced
New York,
last
week
anpopped— onofftheagain
much
release of its first catalog
haste
Doug in
Edwards
of Encyclopedia Britannica Films,
news show on CBS-TV,
marking
its
official
entry
into
the
television field.
sponsored
by Columbia
Records Inc., June
10. A series
Catalog includes four suggested
of
slides
showing
former
plans for use of the films with emRepublican
keyphasis on library arrangement,
noters was Convention
being displayed
suggested program series, and a
special
events
calendar
relating
tocommentary
accompanyonMr.the Edwards'
selection
historical dates to films on the EBF
of Gen. Douglas MacArthur
list. A 20-page book in loose-leaf
form, catalog is being distributed
to
deliveraddress.
this year's
GOP
keynote
By error,
to all TV stations as well as to
interested advertisers and agencies.
a slide from
the sponsor's
In addition to the EBF catalog,
commercial
— a picture
of the
APS also announced two sales of
devil,
to
advertise
its Great American television series
new "Faust" album —CRI's
got
—on 26thequarter-hour
into the place where a piclives of men programs
and womenbasedin
ture of former Gov. Dwight
American history. Southwestern
Green of Illinois should have
Bell Telephone Co., through Gardappeared. The operator
ner Adv. will sponsor the series
hastily snapped back to the
on WDAF-TV Kansas City.
preceding slide, and the
WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh will carry
commentator proceeded to
the programs sponsored by North
talk about Mr.. Green while
Pole Real Ice Cream Co., through
Wasser, Kay & Phillips, that city.
aEarl
picture
of California's
Warren
showed on Gov.
the
APS General Manager Maurice
screen.
B. Mitchell, meanwhile, reported
that in the radio field, APS has
added 23 new subscribers to its
specialized library services, bring- KING NAMED
ing the firm's total to more than
F&P Detroit TV Sales Headfc
1,000 broadcasters. "We believe
this is the largest number yet re- PROMOTION of Lon King to sue
ported in the transcription library ceed Keith McKenney as head
field," he added.
TV salesstation
in Detroit
for Freecom &f2
Peters,
representation
pany,
has
been
announced
bJL;
SUCHMANN WINS
F&P Vice President and Televi
sion
Director
Lloyd
Griffin.
Awarded WAAM Fellowship
Mr. King has been on the com
WILLIAM SUCHMANN, graphic
TV thesalespaststaff18 inmonths.
San FranH<
artist and designer with ABC, was pany's
cisco
awarded the WAAM Television is beingfor replaced
there
by
Fellowship last Friday by the Ex- Rothlin of the sales staff of Richarc
KRON
amining Committee. The Fellow- TV San Francisco, an F&P client
ship carries a $6,000 stipend and a Mr.
King previously was with NBC
year's
study at Johns in San Francisco eight years oj
Hopkins graduate
U., Baltimore.
which five were in NBC in sale
First of its kind to be offered in activities. Mr. Rothlin, befort
the TV industry, the Fellowship joining KRON-TV, was assistan
was created by the board of direc- account executive for Young &
WAAM (TV) Baltimore Rubicam in San Francisco on the
and thetors ofuniversity.
"This Fellowship was estab- Kaiser account.
university
"in
order thatlished,"a themature
personsaid,
of high
standing and currently active in
television may have nine months Citrus Group's TV Plans
free from his professional duties THE FLORIDA Citrus Commissior
to pursue special studies of his own has discussed concentrating mos^ m
choosing which will add to his
its TV funds on a single chil
effectiveness when he returns to his of
dren's show, Ida Mae Stilley
regular
work
in
the
industry."
Party.Thompson
David O.
Mr. Suchmann was graduated Happy's
of J. Walter
Co., Core}
esti
from the U. of Pennsylvania in mated a 13-week trial, beginning
1939 and from the Franklin School in mid-August, live, over DuMont
of Professional Art in 1948. He has
in Pittsburgh, New York and Washbeen
since with
1949, ABC's
where hearthasdepartment
been asington, would cost $25,000 to $30,sistant director in charge of visual 000. If successful, the commission T
presentations for TV commercial could sponsor 26 more weeks ir
advertising and graphic portions those cities, plus eight others where
of several types of programs.
now uses TV, for a grand season
During his residency at Johns ittotal
of about $160,000. Frank
Hopkins,
Mr.
Suchmann
plans
to
Roper,
of the commission j
chology.
study visual education and psy- said hischairman
have a TVgroup
show hopes
of its some
own. day to
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FILM MAKERS
Modifying TV Stands
(CURRENT motion pictures, telecast to private homes direct from
jbhe studios that produce them, is
a rapidly approaching reality.
So declared Y. Frank Freeman,
rice-president of Paramount Pic;ures Corp. to delegates at the anmal Western Institute of Commercial and Trade Executives in
convention at Whittier College,
Whittier, Calif., June 12.
Making indirect reference to
Telemeter, a pay-as-you-see system which is 50% Paramount
owned, Mr. Freeman said that,
"Transmission facilities for broadcasting television showings of current pictures are now being perfected. Present indication, however,
is that the process may be quite
expensive."
He stated that motion picture
and TV producers now work closely together and complete cooperation in producing quality pictures
and programs is assured.
With four big companies already
active, imminent entry of all the
major studios into TV film production gains momentum daily on the
West Coast.
Columbia Pictures Corp.,
through subsidiary Screen Gems
Inc. [B*T, June 16]; Interstate
Television Corp., subsidiary of
Monogram Pictures ; UniversalInternational
Pictures, through
M United World Films
Inc. ; and Hollywood Television Service Inc., a
division of Republic Pictures, are
already in TV production.
20th Century-Fox has blueprinted an off-the-Culver City lot
TV film production subsidiary and
it is said that M-G-M will do likewise by early winter. RKO Radio
Pictures and Warner Bros., among
strong holdouts, are reported to
be doing TV research and planning
behind closed doors.
Paramount is actually in the TV
film production business through
its subsidiary, Paramount Television Productions Inc. Besides
operating KTLA Hollywood, it syndicates Time for Beany and other
video programs.

IT'S WEWS (TV)
In 'Press' Polling
NINE of 13 first-place awards went
to WEWS (TV) in the 1952
Cleveland Press viewer popularity
poll of local Cleveland TV shows,
released Thursday. WEWS (TV)
shared one first with WXEL (TV),
which won two first places, while
WNBKsults are:(TV) took one first. ReBest program:OnGiant
Tiger (WEWS),
Amateur
Hour
the House
Polka (WEWS),
Revue (WEWS).
Best
performer:
Bob
Dale
(WEWS),
Gene Carroll (WEWS), Paige Palmer
(WEWS).
Best(WEWS),
women'sLiving
program:
You
FashionBeauty
(WNBK),for
Women's
Window (WEWS).
Best
children's
program:
Charming
Children (WNBK),
Uncle (WEWS).
Jake's House
(WEWS),
The Big
Wheel
BestSchools
public
service
program:Reserve
Meet
Your
(WEWS),
Western
U.(WEWS).
Telecourses (WEWS), Pooch Parade
Best maleKen singer:
Randy Culver
(WEWS),
Whelan
(WXEL). Ward (WNBK), Bob
Best
girl
singer:
La
Reyne Judy
Dahl
(WEWS),
Janet Haley (WEWS),
Dell
(WEWS).
Best live music: On the House
(WEWS),
Polka
Revue Pappy
(WEWS).Howard (WEWS),
Best
sportscaster:
Bob Neal (WXEL),
(WEWS
and
WXEL),
Fitzgerald
Tom Manning John
(WNBK).
Best newscaster:
Dorothy Fuldheim
(WEWS),
Tom
Field, Warren
(WNBK). Guthrie (WXEL),
Best
disc
jockey:
Bob
Dale (WEWS),
Barbara
(WEWS). Page (WEWS), Linn Sheldon
Best movies: WXEL, WNBK, WEWS.
Best commercial:on Sohio
Reporter
(McCann-Erickson
10:30
Theatre
(Ketchum McLeodWXEL),
and Grove
on
WEWS),
and
Leisy's
Premiere
Theatre (McCann-Erickson on WXEL).

ROGELL TO FILM
Honor'
FILMINGVFWfor 'Medal
TV of theof Veterans
of Foreign Wars radio series,
Medal of Honor, has been arranged
with Rogell Productions Inc., Hollywood. The series dramatizes the
stories of American heroes who
won the Medal of Honor.
The announcement came last
week from Frank C. Hilton, VFW
commander-in-chief, after what
was described as "protracted negons." The half-hour
will featuretiatioMedal
of Honorpictures
winners in the Civil War, Indian wars,
Spanish-American War, Philippine
Insurrection, World Wars I and
KOIN TV CENTER
II
the Korean Campaign. The
Portland Site Purchased radioand series
featured men in only
tube
forced-air cooled
PURCHASE of a half -block of the three last-named conflicts.
The TV plans originally were
* for
downtown
Portland center
propertywasas site
a television
an- made
when the Medal radio series
rite ^
favoled
ll-airo coo
nounced last week by Harry H. began early in 1950. The radio
.sti
forced
when
Back
doM
^
Buckendahl, vice president-general program series received a special
° f 5ga
upwards
took
it
eye.
our
in
manager
of KOIN Inc., Portland, award from Freedoms Foundation
Ore.
Febru-in
Mr. Buckendahl said that the of Valley
ary. The TVForge,
films,Pa.,to last
be made
20,000 sq. feet of available ground cooperation with the Dept. of Despace thus acquired will provide
fense, will contain film footage
*j adequate facilities for the earliest made in actual combat, in the hea-.f establishment of KOIN-TV if and
roes'
home towns and in Hollywood
FCC approves the company's studios, according to Albert S.
jjoti i when
TV application.
Rogell,identdirector-producer
of Screen Directors andInc.pres- I
Jon Yost, radio-TV director of
THREE CBS-TV film series, Gene
RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
Russell C. Comer Co., which
Autry Show, Range Rider and Files of the
the radio series, will be
Jeffery Jones, have been sold to Societa produced
ELECTRON
TUBES
HARRISON. N.J.
script
supervisor
and
writer
for
Radio Audiziani Italia, Rome, Italy,
He already has prefor
1953. three year run starting January the TV paredseries.
the first 13 scripts.
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programs pronl0
|j0[1

gn
your sradio
IF include
the campai
first 100
ng
markets accordi to Population— then over 234,000
Quad-Cit:ans are among
your targets.
WHBF enjoys the ra-pect
and good will of the Qu".dCity area a progressive
community which it has
supported and served for
over 25 years.
Les Johnson, V.P. and Manager

WHBF
TEIC0 8WI.DING, ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS

We're beating
the drum

because you'll find that
LOW- low cost per thousand
radio homes delivered makes
KWK

the radio

buy in St. Louis!
Your Katz man has the facts
ready in printed form —
all based on Pulse reports!
Globe- Democrat Tower Bldg.
Saint Louis

<1U KATZ AGEXCY
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INITIAL broadcast of Time Capdescribed as first
regularlyscheduledsule,program
designed
for
re-broadcast 100 years from now,
was heard on ABC radio last Sunday. Producer Bill Berns attempted
to "capture the rhythm, color and
shape of events which identify the
peopleseriesof today."
Each program
the
will be recorded
on mag-in
netic tape, sealed and deposited
in suitable repository for revival
in 100 years.
MUSICAL EXPERIMENT
AUDIENCE reaction shows that
many musical radio programs in
the future may be slated for a
change, according to an experimental broadcast
presented
by KXYZAM-FM
Houston.
Fortnight
ago,
Saturday at the Shamrock, show
carried on the full ABC network,
was set up so that listeners could
hear music in three dimensional
sound. Resulting full richness
of tone, station relates, was picked
up only
who tuned
both
AM byandlisteners
FM receivers
at thein
same time.
TV TEACHES SWIMMING
SWIMMING lessons are now available to televiewers in the Baltimore
area on WBAL-TV. A series of
three remote broadcasts from Carlin's Park pool are planned with
Red Cross instructors giving lessons.
SPOTS STRESS CAUTION
SCHEDULE of 130 spot pnnouncements was carried by WROL Knoxville, Tenn., during the first two
weeks in June in connection with
a safety campaign emphasizing
careful driving. Campaign will continue throughout the month and
will include a special announcement
each time an accident occurs in the
city or in Knox county.
CLUB NEWS SHOW
CLUB women in the Detroit area
are given a chance to air news of
their
on Gal
About
Town,organizat:ons
new program
broadcast
twice weekly on WXYZ Detroit
and sponsored by Modern TV &
Appliance Co., that city. Show features Mary Lee Lipnincott who discus es a"Club of the Day," telling
how the group
was formed
and particulars about leading
members.

OPERATION andSUNBURST'
AUDIENCE
sales promotio
drive for summertime viewers an
sponsors was launched last week b
WLWTSunburst"
(TV) Cincinnati.
tion
features "Opers
$50,00
contest for viewers with six-rooil
completely furnished modern hom
going to the first-place winne:
of competition
is "IfareI aske
Wei
aTheme
President."
Contestants
to answer 90 questions pertainin
to the Presidency and write a shoi
essay on what he would do if h
were the White House resident.

premiums
NEVER SAY DIE
DAYTIME only stations can provide thorough election coverage too,
according to KBOE Oskaloosa,
Iowa. Station was unable to broadcastmariesevening
the 2pri-so
held in returns
the stateofJune
an "election party" was held in the HOME DECORATING SHOW
studio. Everyone was invited. Coffee and doughnuts were served and
quarter-hour Sunda
as the returns came in, they were WEEKLY
night show, Royal Tile Time, mad
posted on the blackboard in the
its bow last Sunday
on WFIL-T1
Program,
sponsore
tolobbyread.of KBOE for station's guests Philadelphia.
by Royal Tile Co., is designed t
provide home owners with uniqu
home improvement ideas. Husban
AIR-RAID BROADCAST
and wife team of Mark and Vivia
MULTI-remote broadcast of Con- Olds a"re featured in dramati
necticut's first air raid test was sketches presenting hints for hom
handled fortnight ago by WTIC decorating. Agency for the accoun
Hartford and fed to a group of sta- is Robert J. Enders Adv., Phila
tions through the state. Pickups
were made from air raid shelters,
DRUGGISTS ATTEND SEMINAI
the state'scationsCivil
Defense
center and
localcommunicontrol TELEVISION seminar was hel<
center. Eight
engineers,
seven were
an- for Gallaher Drug Co., midwesteri
nouncers and three
producers
chain, in WLWD (TV) Daytor
assigned to the broadcast.
studios last week. Speeches wer< te
made by several station executives
Workshop, demonstrating variou
REBROADCAST PLANS
of commercials and showing
CUSTOMS, music and personalities types
camera
tricks, was featured on th
of Austria compose format for
Viennese Varities, new weekly program. Question and answer per
half-hour show on KFAC Los An- iod was also arranged for the Gal
geles. Sponsor is Baker Boy Baker- laher personnel.
ies Inc. Station
that city's
Austrian
colonyrelates
has given
the COURTESY TICKETS
broadcast such support that tape COURTESY Week in Cleveland t
recordings are being prepared for providing material for TV pro< 1E
rebroadcast on Austrian State Ra- gramming. Newsreel cameramen •
dio.
are sound-filming motorists in the,
city as policemen order them ovei
to the curb to give them a ticket
TV LAW CASES
Surprised
of thecarefully
motor-^:ist
who hasreaction
been driving
SERIES law
usingcases"real"
fictional
was people
begun atin and his change of attitude when
WTOP-TV Washington on June he receives the "ticket" — for
17. Letter of the Law each week Cleveland Indians ballgame — are lt
recorded forGimmick,
broadcastoriginated
by the cam-by will present real judges, lawyers eraman.
and personalities playing them- WEWS (TV)
station
manager
selves in everything but the fictionHartley, is being used
al -case under consideration. TV J.by Harrison
all three local TV outlets.
audience will be "sworn in" as a
jury and will decide the fate of
the defendant.

REQUESTS PROVE PULL
SUCCESS
Requests— Or story
One titled
Bank "2,252
Run That
ER
SLAND
Made the Bankers Happy" fronts a
program schedule released by
and
THEN you'll
need our
WSM-TV Nashville. First National
UNIQUE
INSURANCE
covering
covers also
Bank in that city sponsored a oneInvasion thisof hazard.
Privacy. ItPlagiarism,
Piracy and Copyright. It is
time announcement offering listenADEQUATE,
SURPRISINGLYR
ers plastic dime savings banks.
INEXPENSIVE.
TV SET sales were 24% higher in Following
BEL O
day, 2,252 banks had been
LIn I
use
Nation-wide.
May for Admiral Corp., Chicago, given
out
in
14
branches
throughGET IT IN TIME!
than in the same period last year.
out the city, according to bank
Dealer inventories were at the lowest
WRITE FOR DETAILS AND RATES
point in 12 months, with company officials. To further prove station's
EMPLOYERS REINSURANCE
distributors having only one-third as pull, requests were received from
CORPORATION
many TV sets in stock as a year ago, people who had heard the spot in
tucky.
94
towns
in
Tennessee
and
Kenaccordingmiral viceto president
Wallace C.inJohnson,
Adcharge of
sales.
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Sales Lift With Swing Shift
(Continued from page 29)
air continuously since Dec. 5,
railing power came when KNUZ the
1938, when it launched its late hour
ampaigned for blood donors and Dawn
Patrol. The same m.c, Joe
lot 500ence pledges.
Amusing
experi- McCauley,
has handled the program
happened when
the Houston
ten years. The show follows
Sport Shop, one of the night pro- nearly
a
music
and
news format with Mr.
ijjtram's sponsors, offered a free McCauley playing
requests sent in
ftj
Ipool
of
nylon
fishing
line
to
lisby
letter
or
telegram. From 20,00
...J leners who called at the shop on
to
25,000
letters
and
telegrams are
^jlBaturday morning. Copy was in- received yearly.
;Jtended to read to the "first ten"
From
March
8,
1939,
for more
ifjjjwho appeared, but the agency than eight years The Pep
Dt ' omitted
qualifying
number. auto appliance firm, sponsoredBoys,
Result wasthe a deluge
of customers
the
at the sports shop, the manage- program. Their results were clear
if i ment of which now is convinced of and definite and were proven over
"specials"
M J radio's power. The shop carries two and
tied inoverwithby thestoreshow.
During that
the
ma|half-hour segments giving weather time
the firm used the show its only
fishing
similar other advertising was in the mail
j,['jireports,
^information
each data
fishingandseason.
order section of the Sunday newsKFAC Los Angeles
In 1947 format of the show was
paper.
sbanln'all-night
After 18programming,
years' experience
KFAC with
Los changed to accommodate three
Angeles has worked out a format sponsors: a night club, a beer distributor and a TV and radio store.
differing from most other 24-hour
From this beginning the show gradm \ programming
operations. While
the
12-to-l
a.m.
ually has changed to the present
is of movie music
|and show tunes, from that time on co-op sponsorship plan. Program is
sold
on
13-week basis with each
"I
the music becomesAt definitely
clas- sponsor areceiving
22 quarter-hours
5 a.m.songs
music
each night.
;'■^sical
; : revertsin tonature.
more popular
to a week. Time is rotated
-:miConcert
. ■ blend withwith
the 6-8
a.m.
Coffee
Cup
Three
quarter-hours
for
which the station six nights and four onarethegiven
seventh.
set]starts its daytime broadcasts.
At present,
the
program
accommodates seven sponsors.
The entire 12-to-6 a.m. segment
anoiLis sold to the Hollywood Ranch
So popular
Dawn artists
Patrol and
become that top has
recording
• ] Market, a large independent that
Vf operates 24 hours a day. Manage- other talent consent to frequent
] ment of the market agrees that the guest appearances. Recently Krass
program has been successful, for it Bros., clothier using the program
points to various instances of un- exclusively, announced a sale on
usual sales. At Christmas, a year the program to such success that
ago, the market was able to sell police had to control the crowd.
10,000 Christmas trees at a time Other present advertisers include
when the items were a drug on the Kaiser-Frazer, Premier Record Co.,
Los Angeles market. Another ex- exclusive on the program, and
ample was the sale of 3,000 cases Charles Antell.
of eggs in two nights. In neither
KCBQ San Diego
'case was any other advertising meRounding out its first year as
l ovei|iidium
used
except
radio.
While the late operation has not San Diego's only 24-hour station,
alwaystion,"made
the sta-J. KCBQ reports the after-midnight
General money"
ManagerforCalvin
segment of its operation successful
Smith feels that "it enhances our both financially and in listener indial position and builds a certain
terest from the first. The station
programs Monday through Sature-ar^'amount
of
listening
habit
which
is
day, allowing one night a week for
valuable to our daytime operation."
maintenance
of studio and transWIP Philadelphia
mitter.
Music follows the regular KCBQ
In Philadelphia, WIP has been on

B

IN
PORTLAND, OREGON
1,246,540 active, young-minded Westerners comprise KGWs market in 12
big, prosperous metropolitan Oregon
counties, western
plus Washington.
a generous slice of SouthREPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.
IROADC ASTING
• Telecasti

format of popular and pop-concert
with
numbers
on theor "sweet"
side. most
No race,
western
hillbilly
records are used. First two hours
are primarily new tunes in the
straight pop field with accent on
vocals but with a good instrumental
spotted about every third disc. Second two hours are devoted to popconcert and largely employ LPs of
show music. The third two hours
are early morning format — bright
tunes, some
an occasional marchnovelties
or polka.andAnnouncer
(no disc jockeys at KCBQ) is Jim
O'Leary, News
25-year-old
Marine Corps
veteran.
is an important
part
of the program.
The entire segment has been
sponsored since it began. Ruling
out participating
agement decided toprograms,
sell the manshow
to one mentorwastwo
sponsors.
sold to a localFirst
used segcar
account and the second to a small
television retailer, The Video Store,
which was so successful that the
owner
the buys
program
of the reported
best media
we "one
ever
made. The overall advertising impact of 36 hours per week on the
community even at that late hour
was very evident from our increased
At the end of the second 13-week
business."
period the TV store transferred its
business to other times on the station and the account was sold to
Waldorf-Dawson,
a home freezer
distributor.
Charles E. Salik, president and
general
24-hour
operation manager,
pays off in says
programming,
promotion
and
sales
and
is
practical for stations in any major
market.
KMOX St. Louis
Since 1948 KMOX has been on
a 24-hours-a-day basis with its
All Night Frolics from 11:35 p.m.
to 5:45 a.m. Hillbilly, western and
folk music records are used almost
exclusively. News is presented on
the hour and half-hour and complete weather reports covering the
entire area are aired three times
nightly.
Some time ago, Stan Levey, manager of night operations for the
station, experimented by cutting
down the hillbilly programming and
using pop records instead, but after
six weeks complaints were so heavy
the former format was restored.
Sponsorship is good with most of
the advertisers having used the programjority otwof theyears
or more.
accounts
are The
on a maper
inquiry basis and firms using the
station also use similar programs
throughout the country.
KMOX is the only station in the
St. Louis metropolitan area operating around the clock at present.
WWDC Washington
Since 1942 WWDC Washington
has operated 24 hours a day with
a simple format of news on the
half-hour,
interviews
with celebrities and with
just ordinary
people
and
popular
records
that
don't
the ears. Important element in jar
an
(Continued on page 86)

Mr. William J. Lewis
#1 LuxYorkPromoter
New
City, N.Y.
I wunder
where
Hi'tin weWest
seemsgit Va.allas
theSometimes
bisness thats
done here
blin' upis buball
bizness
over
th'lather.
place
Lux' like
just
from
The jiggersdeskI
th'
just boss'
seen on
show 'lectric
tion
ovur uplast35%yr.
mits isup 16%.
taxesbildin'
and
per-up
Comsumir
sales
16% so peeples
ey.
These
ness figgers
bccHiiful
biz-are
and, by gosh,
jist Ovas course,
bseutiful.
they
keep
thct
Lux
they
way which
by using
hcers about on
WCHS with
5,000 on 580.
WCHS
Charleston, W. Va.

560 kc.

inquirer Station
An ABC Affiliate
First on the Dial
In America's Third Market
Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY

Sales Lift
(Continued from "page 85)
all-night show, WWDC management feels, is that it is relaxing
without putting people to sleep.
Since the audience ranges from
cab drivers to late spooners WWDC
feels the disc jockey handling the
show shouldTheir
not beanswer
a "cornball"
comedian.
to this
problem is Felix Grant who conducts the program from 1 to 6 a.m.
On weekends, the records are
mostly dance music since Washington is not a night club town and
at-home parties usually tune to
stations with that type of music.
Consistent sponsors of WWDC's
Yawn Patrol have been Peoples
Drug stores (newscasts), Super
Music stores (one hour nightly),
Eastside Cab Co. (spots each
night),
Clothing
Store
(spots), Marvin's
White Tower
restaurants
(half-hour) and others. All the
accounts use WWDC during daytime periods as well.
NATIONAL business accounts placed
-with WKRC
now
than theyCincinnati
were atarethis65%timehigher
last
year, ageaccording
to David Inc.Taft, manr of Radio Cincinnati

'RETURN TO QUALITY'
Ed Craney Urges Net-work Affiliates
A RETURN to "quality program- way a schedule of national network
ming" by allweek
network
can season
be main-is
urged last
by Edaffiliates
Craney,wasof programstained inontheradio
1952-53
the
Pacific
Northwest
Broadcastthrough
a
radio
network
rate cut,
ers.
then, of course, a rate cut is ineviMr. Craney is president-general table.
manager of KXLY Spokane, Wash.,
"Such a rate cut distributed to
an affiliate of CBS.
stations equally on a national
With the CBS Radio Affiliates the
basis
unfair," Mr. Craney
meeting in New York July 1-2 in charged,is most
first rateexcept
cut
mind, Mr. Craney sent a letter last a year ago"and
will assolvethe nothing
week addressed simply, "Mr. Net- momentarily placing a few dollars
work Affiliate." Its overall tone is: on network radio. Some fundamental thinking and action must be
"Radio must again be made imeffected," he urged.
Mr.
Craney
pointed
to
a
current
"Radio
must again be made important."
decline forin thenetwork
"One we must porsee
tant," he declared.
"This can
meansdo
what radio
reason
decline radio.
is, of course,
due to the same people selling TV, best, music, news, word pictures.
the glamour child, as have been It means we must again view what
we, who are responsible for radio,
selling radio.
are doing to it. Radio must have
"This is being overcome," he some
important shows not dupliadded, "in lithe
most
part,
by
estabcated by TV. Radio must have a
shment of separate radio and
television organizations within the house cleaning. The lengthy, repeframework of an overall communititious, non-interesting commercial
cations company.
must be abolished as should double,
triple
and
sometimes even four or
"If thosenetworks
operatingbelieve
the radio
and more commercials
via the cowtelevision
the only
catcher and hitch-hike method. The
advertising
products
we past,
consideredofquestionable
in the

Listen to what $250,000,000 says about
the BROADCASTING MARKETBOOK

N. W. AYER— Thomas McDermott:
"Your 19511950Marketbook
excellent
Marketbook."surpassed your
MORSE
INTERNATIONAL—
Chet Slaybaugh:
"The
Marketbook
is
indispensable
in my
end of the business."
COMPTON ADVERTISING — Frank Kemp:
"A most valuable tool. Convenient and
time saving."
FOOTE, CONE & BELDING— Lillian Selb:
"The new BROADCASTIMG Marketbook
is notthe aSpotgoldRatemine,Finder
it's ispureterrific."
uranium,
and
LEVER BROS.— Stanley Pulver:
"A masterfully-designed
one volumenetwork
refersource for campaigns
blueprinting
spot andence television
quickly and
intelligently; the greatest possible help
when it is necessary to — "get this out
fast.' "

What

YOU

"Sure,
today andreserve
put mymyad space
near
my own listings."
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S S C & B— Frank Mineham:
"We helpful
find BROADCASTING'S
very
when we need dataMarketbook
on radio
HARRY COHEN ADV.— Mary Dunlavey:
markets."
"The BROADCASTING Marketbook is one
of our important timebuying yardsticks."
B.B.D.&O.— Frank Silvernail:
"It'sallthethe timebuyers'
has
market answersEncyclopedia.
from AndalusiaHe
to Zanesville."
BI0W COMPANY— Terrence Clyne:
"We find the BROADCASTING Marketbook invaluable for buying Bulova's radio
and television time."
BENTON & BOWLES— Mary McKenna:
"It's a very useful tool and has a convenient assemblage of data."

should say?
DEADLINE: JULY 20 FOR
1952 MARKETBOOK
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING
MARKETBOOK

WOV RATES RISE
Revenue Figures Also Grow
WOV NEW YORK announced las
week that not only are its revenue:
up, but that its rates are following
suit.General Manager Ralph N. Wei
reported that the independent out
let's revenue for May was 28 c
higher than the same month
yearThe ago.rate card revision was de
scribed as "generally upward/
WOV's daytime and nighttim
rates are the same, under a 10
year-old policy.
Referring to the May 1952 gaiii k
over May 1951, it was pointed ou;
that WOV "has been proving ra
dio's vitality in all the statistic
it has released for months. :
WISN BIRTHDAY
Station Marks 30th Yea
WISN Milwaukee yesterday (Sun
day) ofbegan
a week-long
celebraj H
tion
its 30th
birthday anniver
sary.
Special
broadcasts
include
the reading of congratulatory mesfrint
sages
Gov. Walte
Kohler fromandWisconsin
Milwaukee
Mayo
Frank P. Zeidler. Harry D. Pecl42i
WISN station manager, acknow}
edgedstation.
the messages on behalf ofithe
WISN, 1150 kc with 5 kw, ijr
owned and operated by the Hearsjki
Corp. Gaston W. Grignon ha
been associated with WISN sine
its beginning in 1922 and has beei.
general
manager hasfor been
the past
years. Station
a CB2* ^
affiliate since 1929.

should be reviewed."
Craney
concluded
"Thereradio
are
onlyMr. two
methods
of lawful
operation possible — quality or
quantity. Ittaneously
is notemulatepossible
simulboth. toAmerica
has looked to network operation for
quality infiliates,the
past.andLet find
us, the
afsit down
a way
to again return quality to our airways. Let us again give the people Joseph Antoine Hardy
of America a reason for listening." JOSEPH ANTOINE HARDY, 62
president, Jos. A. Hardy Ltd., sta
tion representative firm in Mon
NO RATE CUTS
Toronto and Quebec, die
Several Stations Up Prices treal,
June 14 at his home at Montreal
TEN of 17 stations at the semi- In radio for almost 25 years, h
annual convention of the Assn. of had been promotion manager o
Independent Metropolitan Stations CHRC Quebec, until 1946 when h
held May 26-28 in Louisville, Ky., started his firm which representei
stations in the Quebec province
announced
their
rates. plans for increases in He
was known as an authority oi
None were contemplating a rate Quebec French-language radio op
erations.
He is survived by fou
cut, tion
despite
vigorous
rate competiattributed
to network
affiliates
in several markets, it was reported. daughters and a son.
One station owner, Todd Storz of
KOWH encesOmaha,
are larger said,
than "Our
ever.audiWe
deliver them at a lower cost per
thousand than any other media,
and, in most instances, at a lower
cost than competing stations. Our
business volume is at a record high.
We cannot agree with those persons in high places who are willing
8 if
to sell radio short. We believe our
GREEN BAY. WIS.
rates are disproportionately low
in relation to value delivered. We're
ready for an immediate upward
MARKET . . . SIGNAL ...
AUDIENCE
. MAKE
WDUZ
"BASIC". . WITH
ABC
★
ADVERTISERS
WISCONROTATING bulletins, 12% x 47 feet,
SIN. (LIST ON INREQUEST.)
S
placed throughout metropolitan Los
Angeles, read "Music You Like — Just
Enough
News — Station,
All Day 740
Longon— KBIG
BEN A. LAIRD, PRES.
The Catalina
Your
Dial"
and motorist
pictures housewife
CALL JJHN E. PEARSON CO. |
radio and
at car radio.at kitchen
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin

:ED ELECTIONS
Gray Joins Trustee Board
ILECTION of Gordon Gray, presjent
I C, ofand WSJS
the U. ofWinston-Salem,
North Caropa, and of William Balderston,
resident of Philco Corp., to the
lard of trustees of the Committee
Ir Economic Development was announced last Thursday by Marion
Folsom, CED chairman.
:{ Among others elected trustees
4 f the non-profit economic research
lijnd
were:
ameseducation
L. Allen, organization
of Chicago, senior
A artner and chairman of the exec4 tive committee of Booz, Allen &
-Hamilton, station brokerage firm,
■Ind Stanley Marcus, of Dallas,
\ resident
of Neiman-Marcus
Co.
ED now has
143 trustees.

allied arts

ELECTRO-VOICE Inc., Buchanan,
Mich., has issued condensed catalog
No. 113 illustrating and describing
current line of microphones for TV,
radio,
cation. recording, P.A. and communi-

"Technical • • •
CHARLES R. NEWTON to WDRC
Hartford, Conn., as control room
W. E. HENGES, president, Graybar operator
JOHN
W. LOHNES,
transmitter engineer.
Co., N. Y., elected trustee of MICHAEL andMcMULLEN,
president
in charge elected
of sales vice
for Electric
engineering
Union
Dime
Savings
Bank,
that
city.
Jeffers Electronics and Speer Restaff, KNXT (TV)
sistor Div., Speer Carbon Co., Saint THOMAS A. KENNALLY, chairman of
Mary's Pa.
.
Los Angeles, to
distribution committee and vice president, Philco Corp., received honorary
ROBERT SEWARD, Paramount PicOregonPortland,
Televisionas
Inc.,
tures publicity department, to Fritz Doctor of Laws degree at commenceUfer & Assoc., Hollywood, public
ment at La Salle College, Phila.
directornical planning.
of techrelations firm.
W. LEE Assoc., L. A. (public
M. LEONARD
SAMUEL ABELOW, formerly with BURNS
relations
firm),
moved
to
new
headSAVAGE returns
CBS advertising and promotion dequarters at 607 S. Hobart Blvd. Telepartmentstaff
, N. Y., toasBAB's
national
to WLBR
phone is Dunkirk
8-4131. director for
promotion
presentation
non, Pa., as Lebachief
FREDERIC
A.
CARR,
writer.
engineer
two
ABC-TV and CBS Radio, signs as free
years withafterArmy
WILLIAM J. GREASER, General Elec- lance director with Lester Lewis ProKorea.
tric Co., to Richard H. Rogers Co.,
ductions for Hollywood Screen Test Mr. McMullen inCHARLES
A.
N. Y., as account executive and head and David Lown Productions for Better Home Show and Harmony House. Navy.
of manpower development field
JOHNS, technical
Fhree Silenced
through audio and video slide films.
staff,
KDKA
Pittsburgh,
returns
station after second tour of duty withto
president,
f'HREE
stationsYork
— WNEW
and JACK H. MOULTHROP,
Radio Television
biTMCA New
and WAAT
Newark — went off the air with one
Supply Co., L. A.,
& Co., Oceanside, L. I., WFIN Internship
i-wipe last Monday when the top
has purchased
tire interest en-in PICKERING
announces development of new 410
m a heavy crane, replacing a worn
firm
which
distribtrain-by
audio
input
system
designed
serve SUMMER
kater main in the Jersey City
ing has beenradio-journalism
instituted jointly
as audio control center.
Threeto input
uCarlson
t e s Stromberg!>ater supply system, struck power
radio
and
WFIN
Findlay,
Ohio,
and
Ohio
channels
are
provided,
two
for
high
: nes leading oftothethethree
New stations.
Jersey
U. of Athens (Ohio), the station
TV
sets,
electronic level audio signals and one for mag- notes.
transmitters
and
recording
First
person
to
take
part
netic
type
pickups.
i^NEW and WAAT were off the
in the program is Benjamin L.
equipment.
GENERAL
ELECTRIC
Co.,
Schenecjir about 20 minutes and WMCA
Mortan,
who
already
has
begun
M. KIRTLEY
tady, N. Y., announces production of his internship at WFIN. This
! bout 40 minutes, when it put its
voltage-measuring reactor to
promot- new
auxiliary transmitter into service.
Mr. Moulthrop HARRISS
provide
increased safety in measure- experience will make him eligible
ed toernsouthwestmanager,
special
seminar
studyfall.when he
ment of dcstrumentvoltage
insulating
circuit fromby power
source.in- for
returns
to Ohio
U. next
Gould, Gleiss & Benn Inc., Chicago
low Story
marketing quarconsultant
LATEST reason for a staters in Houston. firm, with headtion sign-on failure comes
ADOLPH L. GROSS Assoc., new firm
from General Manager James
of manufacturers representative and
H. Fitzpatrick of WLYC
sales consultant
specializing
This Clock gives you
Williamsport, Pa. Engineer
tronic accounts, opens
office atin 45elecW.
Paul Bosted, who was to open
45th St., N. Y. ADOLPH GROSS is
the transmitter, got caught
president; ROBERT HERTZBERG is
correct time
vice president.
behind an unbudging herd of
cattle one morning on a
JERRY
D.
LEWIS,
writer,
ABC
Racountry road that leads up a
dio This Is Your FBI, has formed
mountain toward the staJERRY D. LEWIS PRODUCTIONS
at 15219 Sunset Blvd., Pacific Palition's transmitter. Cattle
sades, for production of radio-TV
proveddio is onunconvinced
raSTYLE 37-15" S. S.
deadline. that
Result:
packages.
Sweep Seconds
Self-winding
ED
MANNING
to
Gordon
V.
ThompStation
signed-on
25
minutes
late.
Toronto, as manager of
recordson Ltd.,
division.
Hourly
DAN THOMAS, Universal-International,
elected
president
of
the
PubGREENVILLE is
licists Guild, Hollywood, succeeding
I Can be Synchronized1
KEN CARTER, from same studio.
SOUTH CAROLINA'S LARGEST
Other new officers are: ROY CRAFT,
I Unaffected by AC
METROPOLITAN AREA . . .
20th Century-Fox, vice president;
Power Failures
HOMER DAVIES, Columbia Pictures,
In RETAIL SALES
(Self-Powered)
treasurer,
and PATRICIA
McDERMOTT
BARNES,
CBS
Hollywood,
GREENVILLE $167,610,000 secretary.
► install Anywhere
(AC Power Line Not Required)
ALL-CANADA
RADIO
FACILITIES
Columbia 146,483,000 Ltd., appointed by Charles Michelson
One Clock or a Complete Synchronized Clock System
Inc., N. Y„ as Canadian distributor
Independent broadcasting stations and the major networks rely on
Speedy-Q
and EMI
Charleston 135,000,000 for
sound Gennett,
effects record
libraries.
Self Winding Clocks for Dependable, Exact Time-keeping.
Sales Management 1952
ROBERT JOSEPH, head of publicity
Western Union synchronization optional.*
for Filmakers Inc., Hollywood, joins
MAKE IT YOURS WITH
Write today for full particulars and free estimate for recommended
Harry M. Popkin Productions, that
installation to meet your requirements.
city, in similar capacity.
*Naval Observatory Time
M
0
500
C
B
F
A. B. HUNT,
manager
of
Communications Div., Northern Electric Co.
NBC affiliate for the
Ltd., Montreal (Canadian subsidiary
SELF WINDING CLOCK COMPANY, INC.
of Western Electric), was elected
Greenville-AndersonManufacturers of Standard and Specially Designed Clocks v
president
of
Radio-Television
ManuSpartanburg Markets
and Clock Systems for more than 65 Years
facturers Assn. of Canada at 23d
Represented by Avery-Knodel
annualInn,convention
207 WILLOUGHBY AVENUE • BROOKLYN 5, NEW YORK
win
Ontario. on June 13 at BigJune 23, 1952 • Page 87
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CAPT. BILL CALVERT (r), who was
with WPAT Paterson, N. J., before
recalled to active duty with the U. S.
Army Ordnance Corps, tape records
an
"on Ludwicki,
the job" interview
Alfred
Brooklyn,withN. Sgt.Y.
Capt. Calvert, ordnance public information officer for the Eighth Army,
is producing a series of special radio
programs for the Far East Network
in Korea.
Cecil Hind
FUNERAL services were conducted in Hollywood, June 15, for
Cecil Hind, 54, night news editor
of
Mr."
HindNBCdied radio,
June 11Hollywood.
of a cerebral
hemorrhage. Before he joined
NBC seven years ago, he was news
editor of Seattle Post-Intelligencer. Surviving are his wife,
Bettie, and three children.

the

playe

r
Capitol's new,
low-cost open end
dramatic show

15 minute dramas — mystery,
comedy, adventure, westerns
— easier to program
—easier to sell!
Audition discs and
brochures available now!
CAPITOL RECORDS
Disfributing Corp.
BROADCAST SALES DIVISION
1453 No. Vine, Hollywood 28, Calif.
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fitt,
Merrill,Vern,
KMABertShenandoah,
low
Laustsen,
S. Mr.
Gittins
AdMi
Milwaukee;
Lewis,
Clem,
and
ws
Furro
Ext-RFD,
New
Brunswick,
N.
J.;
M
am
Pr°9r
Plow
Q'
MTD
TAD
in
DAn U
Carthy, Don,
Mr. Kansas
& Mrs., City,
AmericM'
nMUl
rHmVlLIWJ
In Washington Meet Heref6rd
Assoc.,
McDonald,
John,
NashvilP
Martz, Homer,
KDKA,WSM
AGRICULTURAL programming on TV and information services pro- Miller,
Hank, Voice
of Pittsburgh,
America,
N<
vided by the government highlighted a two-day conference of the York;
Miller,
Bob,
WRFD,
Worthin
Ohio; Morrow,
Keith,
CBC Orrr
Fai
National Assn. of Radio Farm Directors at the U. S. Dept. of Agricul- ton,
Supervisor,
Toronto,
Canada;
ture in Washington last week.
E.John,
V., KSL,
Salt Lake City; Osbc
Broadcasting
Nearly 60 farm broadcasters,
Washington;
Peach, Don,• KOATelecastii
Denv;
Martz,
KDKA
Pittsburgh;
Mai
Quann,Raymond,
Homer, Frank
WSVA & Harrisonbui
many of them representing com- Hansen, WOW Omaha and others. Va.;
Sue
bined AM-TV broadcast operaDanville, Geo.,
Va.; Reiber, P.Houston;
R., New WD\
Yor
The TV and information session RoEsner,
tions, met with Agriculture Dept.
Ruth
Dene, 4-HKTRHCommittee,
Chicag
capped formal discussions Tuesday mann,
officials
and
Congressmen
Monday
Ruhmann,
"Doc,"
WBAP
Ft.
Wort
and Tuesday.
morning. Later RFDs met with Reynolds, Dana, MSA, Washington.
Saunders, Sandy, WKY OkiahorJ.
with a lunchTelevision at the station and farm eonorganizations
at the Washington Hotel. City; Schmitz, Harold, KFEQ 5|'
government level dominated dis- Farm broadcasters
Joseph,
Mo.; Seaman,
Gittins,
National
Farm Gerry,
& Home Bert
Houjjr§••
made
recordcussions, with government speSeabrook, Paul,
BertWes,S. WIBW
Gittins Topi1
Ad'I,
ings for local station use.
cialists sounding the theme that
Milwaukee;
Seyler,
Kan.;Smith,
Slusarczyk,
Ed, WIBX
Uticlm
Highlight
Monday was Secretary
a meet- N.ka, Y.;
eventually farm broadcasters will
Bob,
WGAR
Cleveland
ing
with
Agriculture
occupy the same niche in television Charles F. Brannan and with the Tait,
Sykes, Elton,
J. D., Penn
Ralston-Purina,
St. Louil"
State College,
Stall
as in radio.
College; Mich.;
Tautkus,Thompson,
Alex, WPAG
Ail
Committees in Con- Arbor,
Dave,
Grips
Problems in presenting video Agriculture
gress.
Panel
talks
with
governeery
Mfg.
Assoc.,
New
York;
Timmon
farm shows were thrashed out in
Jack,
KTBS
Shreveport,
La.;
True,
ment research, production and Scott, WFTM Maysville, Ky.; Turn lat
a panel session led by Maynard marketing
rounded out the John, WBUT Butler, Pa.; Tuttle, Do
Speece, Radio & TV Service, Dept. agenda. A officials
Greenfield, Mass.; Visser, Pat
and dinner WHAI
of Agriculture. Kenneth Gapen, were held at reception
Chicago;
Warner,Webster,
Al, WFB
W
the
Mayflower
Hotel NBC
Syracuse,
York;
Lyl
assistant director of information Monday under NARFD auspices.
U.
S.
D.
A.,NewY.;Washington;
Wells,Medic
Do
Buffalo,
N.
Winks,
Don,
for radio-TV, also participated.
Tuesday session opened with a and Pharmaceutical Information &\\ ^
Mr. Speece stressed the import- Point Four progress report.
reau;
WHEC Columbu
Columbu
Ohio; Zeis,
Zipf, Geo.,
Bill, WBNS
ance of variety and "idea presenta- lows:
Registration at the meeting fol- Ohio.
the consumertions" andin reaching
the rural both
audience.
He
Alampi,drews, Phil,
New WLW
York; CinAnsounded out farm broadcasters on
Harry,Arnold,Mr.WJZ
& Mrs.,
ARBI SURVEYS
cinnati;
Burnis,
WHAS
Louisa kit (scripts, visual aids), which
WLW Federation,
Cincinnati;
Joint Effort in Rocheste$\
the Dept. of Agriculture proposes Betts, ville;
Joe,Battles,FarmRoy,Bureau
Bond,
Al, Ext-RFD,
Pull- FOUR member stations of the R;
to distribute to the 100-plus TV Washington;
man,
Wash.;
Bradshaw,
John,
CRFB
outlets for use with agricultural Toronto, Canada; Brenner, Bernard,
UP
FarmConklin
Radio, Mann
Washington;
Calkins,
shows.
dio ofBroadcast
Cour1
cil
Rochester,Management
N. Y., are takin
C. F.,
&& Son,
New
York;
Carroll,
Chas., Mr.
Mrs.,Chase,
Carl part
in Advertising Research Bd
Special Events Value
Byor
&
Associates,
Chicago;
John, Mr.
Mrs., WHFB
Benton nounced
reau Inc.
Mich.;&KOTV
Diamond,
Bill,
Chicago;
Value of agricultural program- Harbor,
last surveys,
week. it was arfftr
Bruce,
(TV)
Tulsa,
ming lies in planned special events Eagon,
WARC WHAM WRNY
Chas., New England Okla.;
Mktg.
rather than in spot news coverage, Eshbach,
Boston;
Enright, M. Pittsburgh;
C, Amer- WVET, all Rochester, are spout"
Petroleum
Mr. Speece noted, citing the Service,icanPhil,
KMBCInstitute,
Kansas City, Mo.; soring four consecutive ARB dve
medium's continued search for new Evans,
surveys. Stores which are bein
Fleming,
Phil,
PMA,
New
York;
Free- tested
Bayne,Schenectady;
Chicago, 111.;
Galusha,
techniques in airing news. Addi- land,
are Sears Roebuck & Co
WGY
Gapen,
Ken,
tionally, station policy on target Merl,
TJ.
S.
D.
A.,
Washington;
Gifford,
Projansky
Inc., E. Clothing
W. Edwards
Farm
Journal,
Washington;
audiences — consumer vs. rural Claude,
McFarlin
Co <^ksi
Cliff, WSPA Spartanburg, S. C; SonTheandRochester
viewers — was reported as varying Gray,
stations
are
di| as;
Gurley, cago;Del.,Haffert,SwiftWm.,& Company,
ChiMr.
& Mrs.,
in different communities. Em- WPTZ-TV
viding the cost of the surveys a
Philadelphia;
Hansen,
Mai,
well
as
dividing
appropriation
phasis was placed on general pro- WOW Omaha;
Harper,
Dix, WIBC
Hass,
Howard,
Mich. from the stores in this manner
gramming until such time as TV Indianapolis;
State College,
E.AnnLansing;
Heath,
penetrates rural areas and on the Howard,
The lowest frequency discoun o
WPAG
Arbor,
Mich.;
Carl,
KLZ
Denver;
Hughes,
exchange of program material Herzman,
Class B time rate of each statioi
Charles,
Armour
Livestock
Bureau,
among TV stations as an economy Chicago; Hunter, Geo. WGAN Port- was added together. Each sta
measure.
land, Me.; Haystead, Lad; Hyman, tion's percentage of the total wa
Ext-RFD,
Va. then applied to the cost and
Farm broadcasters were urged Thedore,
Jennings,
Jack,
CoopBlacksburg,
League,
Washington;Lowell,
Kany, Howard,
AP, Washingto take the initiative on programpropriation of advertisers.
ton;
Kern,
Petroleum
Institute,
Jack Knabb, public relation
ming consonant with community New York; King, Joseph, Grocery Mfg.
New
York;
Kraeft,
NorRBMC, predicted thi f
needs. The Dept. of Agriculture of America,
Mr. & Mrs., WGN Chicago; counsel,
joint
may set a pattern fo:
is severely limited by lack of Laden, man,Norman,
MedicalBureau;
and LangPhar- other effort
cities to follow.
maceutical Information
funds, they were advised, with a
budget pegged at $34,000 covering
radio-TV, lowest for any section
QUINCY,
in the department. The department was cut 25% for fiscal 1953,
ILLINOIS
GATES
in addition to another 10% under
the Byrd economy rider affecting
numerous government agencies.
As a result, all but network radio
has been affected.
The agency has been active on
one TV front — preparation of a
series of five-minute films for disTHESE OFFICES
tribution to TV outlets. Production costs run close to $1,250 for
TO ONSERVE
YOU
SOstURinCE
g
E ca
roud
the prints.
QUINCY, Al
TEL 8202
Suggestions for improvement of
HOUSTON, TEXAS
TEL. ATWOOD 8536
the
government's
newsletter
to NARFDinformation
members
WASHINGTON, D. C. . . TEL. METROPOLITAN 0522
and other services were reviewed.
MONTREAL, QUE
TEL. ATLANTIC 9441
R. L. Webster, director of the OfNEW YORK CITY
TEL. MURRAY HILL 9-0200
fice of Public Information, headed
a panel that included Homer
OADCASTING
• Telecasting!

7C ACTIONS
On Tobacco, Pass Book Firms
|k.LLEGED
advertising misrepresentations in radio, television as
pell
as
in
printed
figured
actions taken by themedia
Federal
Tradein
Commission last week. Involved
rere manufacturers of two nameIrand cigarettes and a firm handljig pass book advertising.
An FTC trial examiner, in an
initial decision, recommended that
I false advertising complaint
igainst American Cigarette &
^igar Co., New York, (Pall Mall
•igarettes) be dismissed "for want
)finalprosecution."
becomes
next month Decision
unless docketed
:'or commission review.
. Examiner Earl J. Kolb observed
ihat the firm has discontinued
some of its advertising claims and
,hat other charges "are not sus;ainable
the
nedia in by
whichproof."
the adsWhile
appeared
vere not specified, the company
las used radio-TV broadcasting in
ate years. Claims were made for
>rotection of the throat against
rritation.
In a second cigarette case, FTC
leld oral argument last Tuesday
>n a similar complaint involving
taste Philip Morris & Co. Firm had appealed an initial decision by a
^liearing examiner,
raisin Similar complaint was directed
[>y FTC at respondents trading as
Metropolitan Pass Book Co., New
fork. They were accused of misrepresentations inradio and TV
spoi|t:ommercials involving a "pass book
ARE advertising scheme."
beiio According to the complaint, the
i ft (i o-partners represented that purhasers of the books would reeived $175.50 worth of guaranteed
basses"
entitlingbowling
them to
lion to theatres,
alleysadmisand
ikating rinks — all without extra
:ost beyond the $1.98 charge for the
>ook.

SET SHIPMENTS
RTMA Gives 1st Quarter 7952
SET shipments to dealers during
1952 "] the
FUNERAL
gEtjomagfor C (good)
1880 SERVICES
[
first quarter Mfrs.
Assn.accordwere
of 1952,
Thomas Caraby (Tom) Gooch, 72,
ing
to Radio-TV
asStatefollows:
board chairman of KRLD-AM-FMTV
Sets
Radio
TV
and publisher
Al b
The Dallas
Daily Times
Herald, ofwereDallas'
held
19,367
Sets
June 14. Burial was in Greenwood
26,952
Arkansas
Cemetery, Dallas.
146,434
4,077
799
1
2,662
to ora o
Mr. Gooch died June 13 at his
1 9,734
4,996
4)786
99,649
home after an illness of nine weeks
1
3,370
39,722
14,153
District of Colombia 37,583
[B*T, June 15].
21,144
18,770
5,573
3,764
One of the nation's leading newsIllinois
paper
men,
Mr.
Gooch
served
on
35)471
33,313
the staff of the Times Herald for
87,757
85,939
66,806
Kansas
30)773
more than 50 years. This half cent8,514
1 0,32627
22)4??
21,216
oui la a
ury spanned the development of the
25,960
23,085
Southwest, in which the Times
23,725
14,479
Marvlandhu etts
is!l!8
Herald and Mr. Gooch played a
26)324
Massi
ware11
la
22)905
De
prominent part.
2,379
Mississippi
69,692
Minnesota
36,294
Born in Bonham, Tex., Mr.
67,087
52,328
12,776
23,731
Gooch was a son of Harold Gooch,
23)742
Missouri
42,526
37,123
who had been born in England. The
3,94318
Nebraska
13,928
M°Nevada
h iai S
6
family included an ancestor who
6,316
15,664
had won the title of knight as an
2,833
officer under the first Duke of
New Mexico aho IQ
4,288
52)700 185,820
62,331
172,096
Marlborough. The elder Mr. said simply, "If we do a good job, New York Id
Gooch had come to the West to seek the
6,517
North Dakota
people will support us. If we Ohio
7,572
2,00526
33,790
38,995
his fortune in buffalo hides.
130,357
don't do a good job, it won't make Oregon
93,434
79
any
difference
what
kind
of
a
dediTom Gooch's mother, the former
1 49,849
211 1 ,729
139
Pennsylvania
21,792
,228
16,541
Mattie Revel Taylor, was a grand- comes after
cation you have
had. It's which
what Rhode
Island Iowa"" 110,354
8,577
the dedication
15,935
daughter of Mrs. Mabel Gilbert,
South
South Carolina
Dakota
who belonged to one of the first
Tennessee
7,960
U. S. families to settle in what was
21,896
During the closing months of his Texas
3,652
rsey5*"'6 25,525
Utah
Ne
9,527
Mr.
Gooch
repelled
all
sugthen the Mexican-Spanish region. life,
counts." gestions that he take things easier. Vermont w Je
56,071
86,449
As a boy, Tom Gooch moved with
7,176
Washington
the day he went home for the Virginia
25,793
3,709
1,579
his family to Chicago where he Untiltime,
29,121
18,389
9,086
West Virginia
17,306
he arrived at his office by Wisconsin
27,834
attended the Chicago Art Institute. last
23,944
18,117
9 a.m. to confer with business and Wyoming
52
He abandoned his art career to newsroom
25,920
executives.
become a reporter on the Fort
Mr.
Gooch
married
the
former
Totals
Wayne (Ind.) News. His next job
1,495,925 1,564,516
was with the Fort Worth (Tex.) Lulu Flateau Nov. 12, 1908. She
3,767
Record, but when a better op- is his only survivor.
portunity arose, he went to Dallas,
There's
More
30 miles east. His rise with the RUNYON ELECTED
Times Herald was meteoric, thanks
Is Tom Gooch Successor
largely to the interest of the late
Times Herald owner, E. J. Kiest.
SELL
W. RUNYON last week was
Mr. Kiest had exhibited an early JOHN
elected
board
chairman
of
The
on .
interest in radio, and had founded Daily Times Herald, Dallas, sucWRR, one of the first municipal
c
e
d
i
n
g
t
h
e
late
Thomas
C.
Gooch.
stations. In 1926, Messrs. Gooch
Mr. Runyon
and Kiest opened KRLD. One of
previously
had
been
first vice
the highlights
Mr. Gooch'sFirst
life
the birth ofof KRLD-TV.
>HIL DAVIS Musical Enterprises, was
president
of
the
■i. Y., has been commissioned by telecast of the station was the
Times Herald,
UIRIU
Arizona Brewing Co., through Adver- Southern Methodist U. - Notre
chairman of its
ising Counselors of Arizona, to write Dame football game in December
executive com:0 and 60 second musical commercials 1949.
RICHMOND
mittee, and presiMr. Gooch had decided against a
or A-l
Pilsner andbeer.New Spots
ised
in Arizona
Mexico.will be special dedicatory program. He
dent of KRLDAM-FM-TV,
the
VIRGINIA
Mr. Runyon newspaper's
broadcast affili910KC-5KW
ABC
ate. in Mr. RunHis new post comes
yon's
42d
year
with
the
Times
AFFILIATE
Herald. He began in 1910 as a
collector in the display advertising department. Since World War
II, he has supervised an expansion
program
of cost
Timesmore
Heraldthanproperties which
$2%
million.
NATIONAL
He was elected vice president
of1941.KRLD in 1937, and president in
TheVoicetf/Kansas
in TOPE K A
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STANDARD Radio Transcription
Services mento,Inc.Calif.,hasKFALaddedFulton,
KXOAMo.,Sacraand
CKTB tionsSt.subscribing
Catherines,
Ont., Program
to stato Standard
Library.

EDWARD
PETRY
SCO.,REP.INC.
—
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FINAL
TV
ALLOCATIONS
REPORT
Extra copies of this 196-page
printed report available at $3.00
each.
This complete, easy-to-read volume shows the entire city-bycity breakdowns for all 2,053
proposed
munities. stations in 1291 comFor extra work copies, tear
copies, library copies send the
coupon below. Supply is limited
so order your copies now.
Broadcasting •Telecasting
870 National Press Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Please send
copies of
the Final Television Allocations
Report at $3.00 each.
□ M/O, check □ please bill
Company
City

Zone State

FOR FINEST TAPE RECORDING
W G S T
Atlanta, Georgia

— FIRST CHOICE
OF ENGINEERS !
Only Magnecorder offers all the flexibility, high fidelity and features you
require — at a price you want to pay!
FITS EVERY PURPOSE — EVERY PURSE!
flM PORTABLE — LIGHTWEIGHT
jnfu Amplifier in the other. Easy
QUICKLY
MOUNTED
Units
beRACKcombined
studio canoperation
of portablefor
CONSOLE OR CONSOLETTE
Operationbining available
comunits in rich byMogneINC.
Mognecord, Inc., 360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicogo 1, III.
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fCC actions H

JUNE 13 THROUGH
D-day JUNE 19
ant.-antenna cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
N-night
mod. -modification
ERP-effective radiated power
trans. -transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
HOLDING telegrams from well-wish
SSA-special service authorization
ers for WNAW North Adams, Mass
Grants authorizing new stations and transfers, accompanied by a debut June 6, are (I to r) Carmc
roundup of new station and transfer applications, begin on page 95.
Tubby, program
manager;andCecil
Clifton,
owner-manager
Budd F 1 0
E. Srarcher, director and national rep
whichsion oauthorized
new
AM
for
extenJune 16 Applications . . .
f completion date.
resentative. Mr. Starcher also i
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
WDJMauthorized
Marquette,
Mod. and
CP manager of WMBM Miami Beach
which
changeMich.—
in completion
power
Extension of Completion Date
F la ., andofficeis ofheadWalter
of a F.just-opene
frequency
for
extension
of
KECCauthorized
Pittsburg,change
Calif.—in Mod.
CP date.
Miami
Bennett
which
operation
License for CP
for
extension of completion
date.
Co., advertising agency.
WPRT
Prestonsburg,
Ky.—
Mod.
CP
KLOK
Jose, Calif.
— License
for
whichsion oauthorized
which Sanauthorized
change
in hours
f completion new
date.AM for exten- CP
of
operation,
installation
of DA-N,
KNBR
North
Platte,
Neb.—
Mod.
CP
change
of
trans,
location.
whichsion oauthorized
UCLA-NBC WORKSHOP
AM— 1430 kc
f completion new
date. AM for extenKDEF authorized
Albuquerque,
N.AMM. —forMod.exten-CP
which
new
sion of completion date.
TENTH annual
radi
AM— 1430 kc
BeginsUCLA-NBC
injointly
L.A. Todaij-"
WJEF-FM
Grand
Rapids,
workshop conducted
by net
Mod.
CP which
authorized
new Mich.—
FM for
work
and
U.
of
California
at
Lo
extension
ofLicense
completion
date.
for CP
Angeles, starts today, Thomas C
WIVI
Christiansted,
Virgin
IslandsChange
Studio
Location
McCray, director of radio networi ^
License
AM. for CP which authorized new
WFOS Fostoria,
Mod.
operations
for NBC Western Div.
authorized
new
AMOhio—
to antenna
changeCP onwhich
studio
has
announced.
WVOW
Logan,
W.
Va.—
License
for
location
and
mount
FM
top
CP which authorized new AM.
of
center
tower
of
directional
array.
Western division members wh«1
KFBK-FM
Sacramento,
LiAM— 1150 kc
cense for CP which
authorized Calif.—
new FM.
participate
the Mr.
six-weel.
WARL-FM
Arlington,
Va.—
Licensein KRSC Seattle, Wash.— CP to increase will
workshop
session ininclude
Mc
for
FM
which
authorized
changes
power
from
1
to
5
kw
and
install
new
existing FM. AM— 1480 kc
Cray; Harry Bubeck, manager o:
trans.
programs
and
public
affairs,
whc
License
Renewal
will coordinate activities for the
WDAS Philadelphia—
CP1480 tokc change
from
250 w to DA-DN.
1 kw, of Following
Frank Berend, director
license: stations request renewal network;
install 1400
new kctrans,
of
network sales; Roger Sprague
AM— and
1390 kc
WCSI-FM Columbus. Ind.: WCMI- director,
news and special events:
KYAK
Yakima,
Wash.
—
CP
to
change
FM
Ashland.
Ky.:
WKBN-FM
Youngsfrom stall1400new trans,
kc 250 and
w to 1390 kc 1 kw, in- town,
Tenn. Ohio; WBIR-FM Knoxville, Helen Murray Hall, manager, advertising and promotion; Leslie
Change DA-DN.
ERP
Change ERP
Raddatz,Paulmanager,
press departKTNT ERP
(FM)fromTacoma,
Wash.
— CPant.to KSTP-TV St. Paul— AMENDED to ment;
change
10
to
20.2
kw,
Gale, manager,
station
change ERP from 98.7 kw vis. 54.3 kw relations traffic;
Andrew C. Love
ft. average terrain from 425 aur. to 100 kw vis. 60 kw aur.
toheight .5above
Change
Antenna
System
WBEN-TV change
Buffalo—
Mod. CPto change
which
and Warren Lewis, producer-diauthorized
in station
KEYL (TV)changes
San Antonio—
Mod.to reCP rector.
ERP
in
facilities
53.70 kwfromvis.0.8826.85kw kwvis.aur.0.44 kw aur. to authorizing
quest change in ant. system.
TENDERED
FOR kc FILING
NATIONWIDE contest for all radio
AM— 1380
TENDERED FOR FILING
and TV service dealers with entries—,
WACB
Kittanning,
Pa.—
Mod.
license
based on service promotion campaigns
Change in DA
to increase power from 50 w to 1 kw.
conducted
these dealers between
KGNO Dodge City, Kan.— Mod. CP June 15 andbyAug.
15 of this year has
to change from DA-DN to DA-N.
June 17 Decisions . . .
been
announced
(Continued on page 95)
eral Electric Co. by Tube Dept. GenBY BROADCAST BUREAU
Extension of Completion Date
WBUD
Trenton, N.of J.completion
— Granted mod.
CP
for extension
date
to WBEN-FM
9-1-52.
Buffalo,
New
York-of
SERVICE DIRECTORY
Granted
mod.
CP
for
extension
completion date to 10-1-52.
KSRT
Beverly
Hills,
Calif.—
Granted
mod.
for extension of completion
dateWKNK
toCP12-12-52.
COMMERCIAL RADIO
Muskegon,
Granted
Custom-Built Equipment
mod.
CP
for
extension Mich.—
of completion
MONITORING COMPANY
date to 1-3-53.AM—
1410 kc
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
U. S. RECORDING CO.
Engineer on duty all night every night
WTIMcense for Taylorville,
Granted
Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
AM 1410ni.—
kc Location
1 kw DA-D.li- 1121 VermontSterling
JACKSON 5302
3626
Changenew Transmitter
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
KBMY Billings, Mont.— Granted mod.
mcs (Ch.
278) locaan<i studio
nge transtlon FM-103.5
' VACANCY
WGMS-FMlicense Washington,
D. C—
• TOWERS •
Granted
<£7o)
19 kw; 510 ft.for FM 103.5 mcs (Ch.
AM
•
FM
•
TV
•
YOUR
in thisreaders-sta"vacancy"
Complete Installations
will tion
beFIRM'S
seen andNAME
by managers,
15,500
June 18 Applications . . .
owners
chief enTOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
gineers
and
technicians—
applicants
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
6100Portland
N. E. Columbia
for
AM, FM, Television and facsimile
11, OregonBlvd.
Extension of Completion Date
facilities.
KPOO San Francisco— Mod. CP
ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

CONSULTING

RADIO

&

TELEVISION

ENGINEERS

JANSKY & BAILEY
I Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. ADams 2414
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE *

— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper
Montclair,Great
N. J.Notch,
MO. 3-3000
Laboratories
N. J.

I ommercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
>. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

There is no substitute for experience
GILLETT & BERGQUIST
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG. NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GEORGE E. GAUTNEY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C
Member AFCCE *

MclNTOSH & INGLIS
1216 WYATT BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Metropolitan 4477
Member AFCCE*

RUSSELL P. MAY
John A. Moffet, Associate
1422 F St., N. W. Kellogg Bldg.
Washington, D. C. REpublie 3984
Member AFCCE*

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas Seattle, Wash.
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. 4742 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE *

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
IOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261
Member AFCCE *

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
■■■ '27 15th St., N. W. REpublie 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
AR 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.
Republic 7,6646D. C.
Washington

LYNNE C. SMEBY
"Registered Professional Engineer"
311 G St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Radio Engineers
QuarterConsulting
Century
Professional
Radio-Television
- Experienct
Electronics-Communications
1833
M
St.,
N.
W.,
Wash.
D. C.
Executive 1230 — Executive6, 5851
(Nights-holidays, Lockwood 5-1819)
Member AFCCE*

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM
Consulting
3738 Kanawha
Phone
Box 2468

ROBERT L. HAMMETT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
230 BANKERS INVESTMENT BLDG.
SAN FRANCISCO 2, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER
815 E. 83rd St. Hiland 7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

GRANT R. WRATHALL
Aptos, California
Appointments
arranged
San Francisco
Salt LakeforPhoenix
City
Los
Angeles Seattle
Portland
Box 260 APTOS— 3352
Member AFCCE*

RAYMOND M. WILMOTTE
1469 Church Street, N.W. DEcatur 1231
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

BERNARD ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
5010 Sunset Blvd.
iollywood, Calif. NOrmandy 2-6715

Van dive re,
Cohen & Wearn
Consulting Electronic Engineers
612 Evans Bldg. NA. 2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

HARRY R. LUBCKE
CONSULTING TELEVISION ENGINEER
Television Engineering Since 1929
2443 CRESTON WAY HO 9-3266
HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA
AMERICAN Federation of Radio Artists and Television Forecast, fan-program listing
week contributed magazine,
$500groupeach
to lastChicago
Unlimited,
organized
to collect
$25,000tion of ascityyearly
budget
for
promoas radio TV production
center. In first 10 days of drive, cash
collections were about $3,000.

WALTER J. STILES
Consulting Television Engineer
14230 Aztec, San Fernando, California
1003 Loyalty EMpire
Building,1-4906
Portland, Oregon
ATwater
4282
Washington, D. C— REpublie 6160

JAMES R. BIRD
Consulting Radio Engineer
Hotel,8. KYA,
Elm Ave.Calif.
anairmont
Francisco
Calif. Mill33 Valley,
DOuglas 2-2536
DUnlap 8-4871
*OADCASTING
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Member AFCCE'

Member AFCCE *

GEORGE C. DAVIS
501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

E. BENNS, JR.
Radio Engineer
St., N.W., 8071
Wash., D. C.
ORdway
Birmingham, Ala.

INTERNATIONAL Telephone & Telegraph sCorp.
subsidiaries
had conolidated neand
t income
of $4,735,255
for
first quarter of 1952, compared with
$4,136,256 for like period of 1951.
Board,
cash
dividend onof 20Maycents29 a declared
share, payable
July 16 to stockholders of record June
13.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted 204 per word — $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 254 per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 30^ per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting • Telecasting, 870 National Press BIdg., Washington 4, D. C.
applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately,
please).
All transcriptions,
to box numbers
sent at orowner's
ing expressly
repudiates anyphotos,
liabilityetc.or sent
responsibility
for theirarecustody
return. risk. Bboadcasting • TelecastHelp Wanted
Managerial
Managerial
post open
at KGAE, Salem,
Oregon.
Ideal
Gordon Allen. conditions. Contact
Salesmen
Time salesman for Texas station. Salary
plus commission. Good market. Box
361P,
ING. BROADCASTING . TELECASTExperienced
man wanted
by indein competitive
market. Nopendenthot
shots permanence
or southern
fly-by-nights.
Performance
insures
and
good Iincome.
Box
454P,
BROADCASTNG . TELECASTING.
Salesman
1 kw ofin 350,000.
three station
New
York formarket
Good
proposition.
Draw
with
house
Box 456P, BROADCASTING accounts.
. TELECASTING.
Sales engineer under 35 for broadcast
equipment
sales.
NationalMiddle
organization. Excellent
west.
Some
TVproducts.
experience
desirable
but nottravel.
necessary.
Replies confidential.
Box
474P,
BROADCASTING
•
TELECASTING.
Can you sell?
Immediate
needproduction
for exsalesman inwith
ideas. housing.
Singleperienced
station
sports
country.
Good
Wire
or
phone
KPRK,
Livingston, Montana.
Experiencedmis ion. $50salesman:
15 percentfor comweekly guarantee
first
60 days.pects.Unrestricted,
protected prosMust
have
car.
WNMP, Evanston, Illinois.Angus D. Pfaff,
Several soldmature
men who
have successadvertising
to retailers.
basic fullyapproach
as radio.
Earn $50Same
per
day ontion, 3the
average.
Sound
organiza8
years
old.
You
travel.
Several midwest and easternmustterritories
open. over
Three men
haveSomebeenclients
with this
house
30advertising
years. 20many
I years.
haveyearsknown
radio over
and
as
manager
and
commercial
manager
(WGST,
WSMB,
WJBW,
WWL,
WEW).
This
deal
is
right.
Ifretailers
you have
been
successful
selling
radio,everyday.
you can Call,
make write
moneyor
the
day.
wire firstA.S.Service,
(Al) Foster,
c/oVanSyndicate
Window
1330
West
Buren,
Chicago 7, 111.
Announcers
Experiencedenty-fiveannouncer-engineer.
Sevstart. Upper midwest.
Box
26P, BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Announcer-engineer.
$75.00
for fortyhour
Emphasis
on announcing.
CBS week.
midwest
station.
Box 281P,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Good announcer
who has experience
at
copywriting,
Pennsylvania
independent.
Send tion,
fullphotoresume
experience,
plus
audiand
sample
copy.
Box
289P,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Minnesota
station
able to handle
trafficwants
work. announcer
Must be
good
tyoist. Carintonecessary.
of working
program Possibility
director.
Good INGsalary.
Box
395P,
BROADCAST. TELECASTING.
Copywriter-announcer.
write copy
copy
that
sells. Send audition,Mustsample
and full particulars.
Box 438P, BROADCASTING •TELECASTING.
Announcer-engineer
phone.market,
Emphasis on announcing.firstSmall
congenial munitstaff,
ideal
southern com- .
y
.
B
o
x
482P,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcerviewing ability,
with forsuperior
voice,
interstation485P,
in important
Texas market.
Box
BROADCASTING •TELECASTING.
Good announcer with first ticket. $65.
to start—
fastBoxups.489P,Inland
California
net
affiliate.
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Wanted: Staff announcer who can also
do good newscast.
Please
sendrequireall information,Great
including
salary
ments to KFBB,
Falls, Montana.
Announcer— 1st class engineer with
pleasant
voice. farm
KMMO,station.
Marshall, Missouri— daytime
Announcer-engineer
with
class
ticket needed to start at $65firstweekly.
Immediate
ford, Texas.opening with KPAN, HereOpening
experienced
announcerMustat
watt onfordaytime
independent.
be1000good
news, complete
commercial
and DJ
programs.
Send
information
and disc to WDBL, Springfield,
Tenn.
Wanted
—
Combination
man
for
night
shift, emphasis on announcing. $75.00
weekly.
town, Ky. Walt Gaines, WIEL, ElizabethExperienced pendent.
announcer
for 250 w inde-to
Salary commensurate
ability.
Sendsalary
complete
information,
audition
and
expected
to WJPD,
Ishpeming, Michigan.
Technical
First class engineer, key position.
$75.00,
forty-four
hour BROADCASTweek. State
availability.
Box 192P,
ING • TELECASTING.
Chief engineer
forTV both
AM andin midcurrentlydle-sized
operatingmidwestern
properties
city.
Good immediategineering
opportunity
for
top
quality
enTV experience
desiredallbutinformation
not executive.
absolutely
necessary.
Send
to
Box
296P,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Transmitternouncing.position
open. BoxNo 362P,
anPermanent.
Texas.
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
First class
engineer
immediately. Experience
not wanted
necessary.
Good
pay
and
good
working
conditions.
WBBP
and
WBBP-FM,
Forest
City,
North Carolina.
Regional
station in upstate
York
with
application
TV filed New
with
FCC
needs
qualified fortransmitter
engineer
fulltime. gressive
Finestationopportunity
with
pro-it
if
you
have
what
takes.
Forty Write
hour Box
shift, 394P,
good BROADworking
conditions.
CASTING .TELECASTING.
Network
1 kw,to toannounce
employ five
first
phoneaffiliate,
engineers
AM
schedule,
combo
men,
$400
per month
if experienced.
Livemetropolitan
in ideal
small
town
bordering
large
area
in Illinois. Write full
details Box 398P,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Chief
engineer
wanted
Minnesota
station. Mustnouncing.beGoodable
tobydoBox
some 420P,
anBROADCASTING
.salary.
TELECASTING.
Engineer-salesman^
Salary forfor 40selling.
hours
engineering plus 15 percent
Good inproposition
watt fulltime
New York with
350,0001000market.
Box
455P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Immediate
opportunity
Experienced
transmitter
and
studio —engineer
with
supervisory
qualifications.
South Texas
ABC
outlet.
Box
483P,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Engineer
South TexasCdiligent
city. Boxand486P,dependable.
BROADASTING •TELECASTING.

Help engineer
Wanted with
(Cont'd)
Transmitter
first salary
phone
for
futureman.
TV operation.
Good
for right
KTSM, El Paso,
Texas,
NBC affiliate.
Send
qualifications,
exfirst letter.perience and salary requirements in
Immediate
opening fornecessary,
first classnoengine r. No experience
nouncing. KVOP, Plainview,
Texas.anFirst daytime
class engineer
for
station,needed
WAPF,immediately
McComb,
Miss.
Immediate
for first phone operRegularopening
andde summer
WASA,ator.Havre
Grace, Md.replacement.
Engineer-announcer. Immediate opening for experienced,
working with
individual.coverage.
Small-town hard
independent
wide
outside
Goodor salary.
Permanent.
Wire,
write
phone
WASL, Annapolis, Maryland.
Engineer-announcer.
ing for experienced hardImmediate
worker. openSmall
town tion.
independent.
WATM, Atmore,Permanent
Alabama. posiImmediate
first class Wire
man
who can doopening
some for
announcing.
orconsin.
phone WDOR, Sturgeon Bay, WisEngineer with first class license. First
openingtion, bestinequipment.
five years.Every
Top employee
organizabenefit
including
retirement
plan.
TV
applicant.
Contact
Chief
WENY, Elmira, New York. engineer,
Transmitter1000 operator
wanted immediwatt directional.
WGSM,ately forHuntington,
Long Island,Contact
New
York.
Michigan
station hasengineer.
immediateNoopening for first
announcing class
required.
Annual
and
paid
vacation
time.
Send bonus
complete
qualifications
to
Chief
Engineer,
WHFB,
Benton Harbor, Michigan.
Engineer-announcer. Starting salary
$70.00 per week WIRB, Enterprise, Alabama.
Immediately;
experienced
combination
man. Aircel enwork
important.Contact
SalaryManexd recording.
ager, WITZ,t. SenJasper,
Indiana.
Production-Programming, other*
Opportunity
male copywriters.
announcing. Submit
samples. Box Some
363P,
BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING.
Newsman—
Gather, $300.00
edit, write
news.
Some announcing.
per month,
plus mileage.
Photo,
audition, re-.
quired.
Box
424P,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Experienced
radio inbookkeeper
by
beautiful needed
resort.
city.Texas
Box station
484P, BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Newsman.
have local
experience
in
gathering
andMustwriting
join topnotch
Topnews5 kwto
Mutual
station.news
Send staff.
full background,
photo,ING . TELECASTING.
tape. Box 502P, BROADCASTExperienced portcopywriter.
Excellentsalary
opPlease send samples,
required, fullunity.resume
in first letter.
KENT, Shreveport, Louisiana.
Program
director — farm
operation
unnew ownership.
Paysshows,
well forhandles
man
who derproduces
listenable
traffic
and
supervises
announcers.
KMMO, Marshall, Missouri.

Situations Wanted
Managerial
Station or sales manager: Midwest A
orreferences.
TV. Outstanding
salesinrecord.
Experienced
competitiB<pe
market.
Now
employed.
Desire
manency
salary, profit-sharing. TEL
bas
Box
3S5P,on BROADCASTING
CASTING.
Manager. Network
and independe
experience.
Good salesman,
announci
First
able 30class
days.license.
Prefer Employed,
city over ava
30,OH
ponulation.
Box
416P,
BROADCAS'j
ING . TELECASTING.
Manager.
localnetwork.
midwestern
stj
tion with orPrefer
three
ofwithout
experience
allTwentj
phase!
Provenyears
managerial
record.in Desire
pel
manencyAllon opportunities
salary and profit-shariil
basis.
Box
477P, BROADCASTING considered
. TELlI
CASTING.
Manager-chief
engineer
wishes
contai;
with
persons
buildingin orstation.
buying statioM
Can
buyexperience
interest
Broadr
casting
of
26
years.
Refer
ences exchanged.
Box 509P, BROAIli
CASTING
. TELECASTING.
Young (35),withaggressive
familiar
all phasesman,of thorough
successfi |i
radio, program
and saleswise,
counting
and business
backgroundplusseelai :«tJr.
step
to general
1366, upNorfolk,
Virginia.managership. Be *
Salesmen
Sales
consultant
available
in Washin
ton area.
Free clientele.
lance
or salary;
limit
number
select
Fifteen
yea
broadcasting
background;
two yea
government.
Box
501P,
BROADCAS1
ING . TELECASTING.
Experienced
salesman
available JulyTw1
Have
had
radio
sales experience.
years
account
executive
Chicag3
agency. graduate,
Able to single
invest.with
Under
college
veteran
wit
car,
willing
to
travel.
Box
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.5101 mil
Announcers
Qualified
staff
with terrifffans
sports delivery announcer
wants opportunity
learnschool
play-by-play.
College
~ BROADCASTING
dio
graduate,
one yearman,experrdtefeiIs
Hillbilly graduate.
DJ. Single One
26 years.
Oldone-ha
rad ihcea
school
andannounce
years
experience
as staffDJ.
want
change
to
hillbilly
Play
vie «KM
lin;
can MC
hillbilly group.
employer
will recommend.
PreferPresei
sout|Tl„
CapableVeteran,
announcersingle.
with Prefers
year's exper*n,fr
ence.
midwest.
Box 422P.
BHOAuppelaji
CASTING Write
. TELECASTING.
Experienced
hillbiUycontrol
DJ, guitarist,
single,
cleanWant
living,
man, futurl2i
engineer.
better
opportunitieApo
presently
employed.
Box
423P,
CASTING . TELECASTING. BROAD
Versatile
Single, exeellerl
references. announcer.
Available immediately.
Pref
fer south. Box 431P, BROADCASTIN0
. TELECASTING.
1
Announcer,
first job
phone.southwest.
School trainecf
Desires
combo
Goal
experience. Veteran,. TELECASTING.
single. Box 479H
BROADCASTING
For
a
treat
instead
of
the usualrecord]
cruel
treatment, listen
to3 years
my audition
Announcer
with
experience
music, news and .sports.
Box 480P|
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Announcer,
better
thanyearsaverage.
Firs
class
license.
Three
experience
29,
married.
University
graduate.
Wes
only.
Aspirations;
settle Available
down, be August.
Box 48U
BROADCASTING
.happv.
TELECASTING
Good staff, news, DJ, console. Cartoon
ist and actor. Presently employed, l1
TELECASTING.
Prefer midwest.
Box 488P
years
experience.
Married,
drafltfij"L],Ty
BROADCASTING
Dependable,engineering,
capable, six
nouncing,
sellingyearsexperian
ence
— now with
chief.future.
Desires Box
permanen
position
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.490Pr
Commercial manager who is self
starter.
Has steady
six-figure
personalspark
sales
record;organization
ability toannua
traiJ
staff;
entire
witl|
sound
ideas.
Eleven
years presen
position.
Box
512P.
BROADCAST
ING . TELECASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
cperieced
draft
empt.
Fiveannouncer,
years
as 24,
DJ, single,
newscaster,
Currently
employed.
Box 495P,
B j C.tOADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
' 1' ars
inouncer with first
class license.inTwo
Wants
the
st orexperience.
Tops position
in news and
T.RECASTING.
Boxsoutheast.
498P, BROADCASTING
•
with thorough
experi-on
ce announcer
ue,
major
markets.
Emphasis
ws.
with solid
eringSeeks
goodspotfuture.
Box station
500P,
ROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
p hillbilly humor,
man desires
change.touchHaveto
iginality,
personal
mmon folk, showmanship, good
pnsii lib and can build and maintain good
jfj"Jljhting.
Am widePlayawake
keen,
sdjfj 'pesh billy
approach.
and with
know
hillcan work
personals,
ooking music
for and
opportunity,
freedom
to
Kpress,six years
responsibility.
Good
educamikeshows.
work. Draft
Haveexempt
waitg list on present
id,
pleaseBROADCASTING
state all first con-.
ct. fellows,
Box 503P,
g";'
'lELECASTING.
BOA] l Dmpetent staff announcer; board and
1rience;
phases; DJ and news;
exWrite or11 years
wire Phil
nith, 620married.
W. Broadway,
Somerset,
fcrl enna.
allege graduate with LLB wants staff
'■J!¥ uxcperience.
TV actorsinger.
on Studio
One,
Video. Trained
Legalweek
ex;rience.
exempt. $75.00
inimum.NewDraft
Apartment
venue,
York City.8C, 1192 Park
Technical
ngineer,
experienced,
vetan.
Prefer
southern
Newsingle,
York,26,Pennlvania 1.butBoxwill435P,
travel.BROADCASTING
Available
Sepmber
TELECASTING.
hief
with and
12 years
experi:e inengineer
construction
maintenance
250 to 5000 watt AM-FM transmitting
3';buipment.
Also
on
all
types
studio35,
recording
equipment.
Married,
0 idmily.
Permanent
position
desired,
ill
locate
anywhere.
References
and
terview furnished.
imediately.
Box 475P, Available
BROADCAST<TG
. TELECASTING.
teniili ransmitter
engineer
upstate AtNew
York.wishes
Unionto relocate
station
present
working
oxef erred.
497P, BROADCASTING
. combo,
TELETNG ( ^.STING.
lgineer
with
first
phone,
inexperiradilbjiced.
years August.
in radio.Box Prefer
idwest. Five
Available
498P,
lunje sfeOADC
ASTING
. TELECASTING.
rst phone.
Transmitter
posititon.
mile radius of San Francisco.
■,„ycieJe Cook, age 35. 190 Magnolia Ave.,
§11 illbrae, California. Phone OXford
cperienced
transmitterLewisoperator
'ailable.
Requirements?
Sherck,
do. General Delivery, Denver, Coloroduction-Programming, Others
opywriter.
Efficient,
ambitious,
exrienced. Salary
secondary
to oppormity. -For details .write
Miss Box417P,
ROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
ijapewslocaldirector
available special
immediately,
news reporting,
events,
bcumentaries.
Box 472P, BROAD-ASTING
. TELECASTING.
rsatile girl. Radio and TV. Box
1G.~ BROADCASTING . TELECAST-rogram
who from
came oneup staff
the
'ird way todirector
byanother.
advancing
osition
It's habit
todepartmpro5ice
selling
ideas
for
salesaudience.
e
n
t
;
t
o
hold
and
increase
:»x
511P, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
TV newsreel
pioneer
is looking
for
major
connection
market.
Comprehensive background
includes
five
years
TV
camera
work
with
leading
TVall
network station.
AlsoTV supervise
phases
producingawards
news
Have runof several
in TVshow.
field.
Excellentcoons.references
industry tyTry Box 504P,fromBROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
BA Degree
in MotionPresently
Picture employed.
and Television Production.
Four
years
experience
film
negative
cutter.
Desire
opportunity
anywhere.
Veteran.
Resume
on
request.
Hal
Bernard,
EasternTelephone
Parkway,HYacinth
Brook3-0081.lyn 25, New560 York.
For Sale
Stations
Midwest station,
500 watts.
dial
position.
Agricultural
area.Good
$52,500.
Terms
possible.
Box
473P,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Camden,watt daytimer.
New Jersey
successfulinterest.
kilo3V2
percent
Best
offer.
Box
478P,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
250
watt Texas
daytime.
Only station in
growing
Earns
$12,000.
Priceagricultural
$31,500.No Onemarket.
half
down.
Replies
confidential.
brokers
Write Box CAST
493P, BROADCASTING
TELE
ING. .
West coast
now or onspecial
air. service
Ideally
situated
for FM
regular
broadcasting.
Box 508P,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Western liatesstations.
Independents,
. Al prices.Melrose
Jack L. Stoll affiand
Associates,
Angeles 29, 4958
California. Avenue, Los

Equipment, etc.
3 kw FMAll amplifiers;
one
GETwo 250newwattGE exciter.
export packed.
Very
reasonable.
Box 384F, BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Two Radio Music
VL-1Dwithvertical
assemblies
spare pickup
head.
Never
been complete
used, Brush
BK-403
tape
recorderplete withLingo
antenna
194'
9"
comguys,
lighting
equipment,
and
tuning
unit.
Box
448P,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Collins model
20-C onecompletely
kilowatt AMrebroadcast
transmitter,
conditioned and fully guaranteed.
Box
487P,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING^
Gates 250 watt FM transmitter.
Slightly
used takes
in Newit from
York area.
First
$825 check
Box 499P,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Radio transmitting— Mfd.
towers
(2)— 152'
high
byforDominion
Bridgeself-supporting
Company.
Suitable
FM-TV,
taxi
radio,
police,
utility
services,
etc.
Ready forCFCY,shipment.
Contact P.E.I.,
Radio
Station
CanaCharlottetown,
da.
Complete
station equipment pricedoneinforkilowatt
immediate
equipment
service
less sale.
than RCA
four
years.
Also
complete
directional
with four Wincharger towers, coaxarray
line
and
phasing
equipment.
KROC,
Rochester, Minnesota.
One
640AA
condenser
microphone
and
RA-1095
amplifier
equipped with WJR,
plug,
cable andtr
suspension
De
oiring-$350.00.
t.
RCA 308A field intensity meter with
portable brpower
supply ex Ray
con Osterrecaliated. Very reasonable.
busch
Model &Y Son,
PrestoWheaton,
recorder Illinois.
with IC head.
Complete
more
Ave., $335.
Chicago.Stamford, 5641 KenWanted to Buy
Television
Stations
Technical
Ready
to
sell?
Returning
to station
east to in-in
spect for purchase
smallInterested
9raj|t,icent
graduate
desiringtechnician,
position Middle-Atlantic
4(jfl
TV SRT
station
as studio
states.
in
jfi,^-riowledge
! aowledge
of
TV
servicing.
Some
medium
sized,
non-metropolitan
market. Willcontacted
pay cash.personally
Not broker.
You
of
film
and
movie
cameras.
will
be
by
purage 28,32-32photos
on request.
chaser. Box 414P, BROADCASTING •
Pf® ;teran,
ncent Testa,
84th St.,
Jackson TELECASTING.
SB ;ights, N. Y.
Want
to
buy Coastal
station in medium
market.
preferred.or
(ft I Production-Programming, others small
No brokers.
Box 491P, state
BROADCAST*i\ ichelor
of Scienceuniversity
in Radio-Television
. TELECASTING.
m midwestern
desires to ING
Ispreferably
there a inprofitable
station One
for with
sale,
';,;.!•
television people.
production
d »rn
th experienced
Draft working
exempt, TV
theTellsouthwest?
available?
the
details,
in
conij-ork
anywhere,
any
task.
Full
parfidence, to Box 506P, BROADCASTJ IOADCASTING
ulars upon request.
Box 494P,
• TELECASTING.
ING . TELECASTING.
IROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Wanted to Buy (Cont'd)
Equipment, etc.
REL
model
646-B FMtransmitter,
receiver. Model
Also
one
GE
250
BT-l-B.
Boxwatt389P,FM BROADCASTING
•
TELECASTING.
250
watt
transmitter.
Must
be
in
good
shape.
Give BROADCASTING
complete details and. TELEprice
to Box 476P,
CASTING.
Help Wanted
Technical
Operating
engineers
for defense rddio
project.
Four
stationwanted
chief
four
i -miter
supervisors,
four engineers,
receiver receiver
supervisors, 16 transmitter
operators,
operators.
Radio
telegraph,
radio16telephone
ornecessary.
advancedSalary.
amateur$6,000license
desired
but
to $9,000.
per Radio
diem,not
travel
expenses.
E.BondC. Page,
Consulting
Engineers,
600
Building,
Washington,
D. C.
For Sale
Equipment, etc.

TEXAS CITY FIRE
KTSA Airs Full Coverage
JOHN RASCO, newsman of KTSA
San Antonio, was credited with an
outstanding performance in covering a fire at Corpus Christi, Tex.
In all, KTSA reported the fire
with some 12 hours of recordings.
KTSA
claimsChristi
to havestations
"even scooped
the Corpus
on this
After having aired two telephone
interviews with police workers and
Corpus Christi radio newsmen, Mr.
Rasco was dispatched to the Gulf
city, 150 miles south. KTSA remained on the air to take Mr. Rasco's reports
fromthethefollowing
scene. Both
that
night and
day,
one."
Mr. Rasco brought KTSA listeners
practically
episode.were
A total of every
11 livetense
broadcasts
aired by KTSA during the fire
fighting.tures andInnews
addition,
follow-up were
feadevelopments
broadcast.

5 KW TRANSMITTER
WESTERN ELECTRIC
dependability
off theHigh
air only
89Highminutes
in past— year.
stability— never
3 cycles most
off.
Includes
tubesmoreworththan $2,230,
brand new. Complete operating records
engineer'sMunsey
opinion, seeavailable.
GeorgeFor Lohnes,
Building,
D. C. Willas
take good Washington,
250 watt transmitter
part payment.
or request for moreSendfactsyourto offer
Joe Close,
WKNE, Keene, New Hampshire.
Schools
FIRST PHONE IN 6 WEEKS
Residence and correspondence
it necessitates

Mr. Rasco (extreme left) interviewing fire workers.

GRANTHAM RADIO LICENSE SCHOOL

Ad Council Appoints
ADVERTISING COUNCIL has
announced that Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, will serve as the
volunteer agency next fall for the
council's new "Engineers Wanted
Campaign," to be headed by George
T. C. Fry, K&E vice president.
Staff for the campaign to encourage high school students to train
for engineering careers will include
Chester H. Lang, General Electric
Co. vice president in charge of
public
who will
volunteerrelations,
coordinator,
and act
Grantas

Employment Service
EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
for competent
commercial managers,
managers, program
directors, chief engineers,
disc jockeys.
Reliable,service.
confidential, nation-wide
Send for full information today.
Howard S. Frazier
TV Bond
& RadioBldg.,Management
728
WashingtonConsultants
5, D. C.

Harper countserving
executive ason thethe council's
project. ac-

Wanted to Buy:
Profitable

Radio

Station

One with TV available. Preferably in the southwest.
Answer giving complete details in confidence. Write
or wire:
Box 505P, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
June 23, 1952
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CITY NEWS COVERAGE
Municipal Officials Urged to Cooperate
LOCAL radio stations and municipal governments would greatly improve their services to the public
if they banded together in a closer
working relationship and took advantage of radio's
a news and
public effectiveness
relations tool.as
These thoughts were raised by
Rex Howell, president of KFXJ
Grand Junction, Col., at a conference of mayors and city councilmen
in that city June 12. The session
was devoted to a discussion of public information problems. Mr.
Howell stressed the role of radio
in news coverage and emergencies,
and emphasized the growing threats
of censorship.
Scoring the belief of a "surprising number of people"
that radio
is exclusively
an entertainment
service, Mr. Howell said that local
stations
"need tosomeadequately
help fromcover
the
city
in order
the news of interest." He noted
that many news sources are by"simply because
not
a strongpassedliaison
betweentheretheis city
hall and the station."
Mr. Howell ascribed a tendency
to ignore radio on news tips to lack
of a central source from which it
can get necessary information on
all city activities. He pledged support of the Colorado Broadcasters
Assn., of which he is past president, behind a move for the creation of a liaison committee to help
coordinate maximum use of the
medium.
"In spite
the seeming
toward
radioof coverage
of theapathy
day
to day news of municipal government, there seems to be ready
recognition of radio's importance
inobserved.
time of emergency,"
Mr. HowellinHe cited examples
volving fire, explosions and other
tragedies.
The KFXJ president also emphasized current incidents in some
Coloradocasterscities
have beenwhereby
barred broadfrom
court rooms and council chambers. Such censorship has been
based instances
on "mistaken
notions" in
most
and broadcasters

"are most willing to cooperate
thoroughly"
properMr.broadcast
safeguards, heonadded.
Howell
suggested a committee, representing the council, to assist the station
in preparation of the final broadcast production.
"Modern methods of recording
make possible a completely uninwith from
objectionablehibited
sectionsdiscussion,
removed
the
final broadcast," Mr. Howell explained, referring to editing techniques.
SCHOOL RADIO
Theme of U. of III. Seminar
SEMINAR on "Public School
Broadcasting" was begun June 15
and will continue through "Wednesthe U. of Illinois'
Park.day atRepresentatives
of 21Allerton
school
systems were expected to attend.
Problems to be considered are
the place of broadcasting in the
public school curriculum, the nature
of public school broadcasting, the
validity of the use of broadcasting
as an aid to instruction, the goal
educational broadcasting can reasonably be expected to reach, and
the distinctive responsibility and
opportunities of public school
broadcasting.
Raccoflfra Fede'
RICHARD
E. O'DEA,
dent of WOV
New presiYork,
English and Italian-language
independent, last week was
granted a special audience
with Pope Pius XII during
which
Mr. O'Dea
His Holiness
with a presented
check for
$1,737.10 to be used toward
reconstruction of Italian
churches and religious properties. Entire sum was contributed to WOV's "Raccolta
Fede"tion (Faith
stalisteners andFund)
was byoffered
to the Pope in their name.

Southwest
Small Marktt
Network Affiliate
Calif. Independent
S40.000.00
S20.000.00
250 watt fulltime, combined
250 watt julltime station prooperation in an attractive small
viding only radio facility in
market. Now operating under
area. Far removed from TV.
absentee ownership. Liberal
Ideal for owner-operator.
financing.
Appraisals • Negotiations • Financing
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
SAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
M. Smith St.
James
TV. Blackburn
RayTribune
V. Hamilton
235Lester
Montgomery
Tower
Washington
Bldg.
Exbrook
2-5672
Delaware 7-2755-6
Sterling 4341-2
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NEWLY-FORMED
six-station
TexasGould
CoastBeech,
Network's
of covsrage on map.
L to r are
KSOX officers
Harlingsn,indicate
TCN poiiKjj
pub *
relations director; A. C. Lloyd Jr., KBKI Alice, secretary; Bill Burks, KV
Victoria, vice president; Bill Bennett, KTHT Houston, director of sales;
Hofheinz, KTHT Houston, president; Ben F. Blackmon Jr., KUNO CorpKJ
Christi, vice president, and Vernon Townsend, KIOX Bay City, treasur I 1ment
aresatellite
commonarea.
practices in
Soviet constant
'VOICE' PULL
under
scrutiny. Owners
•
The
communists
have taken
turning andoff villages
electricduring
power
Listemersraip Mounting towns
hoursincomiso) ,ro
American
broadcasts
are
through.
DESPITE
"gag"satellite
laws enacted
• A ingreat
percentage
Sov
eastern
Germany oflisten
many Soviet
countries,in officers
radio listening behind the Iron the Voice.
Curtain has mounted steadily and
mail
of the State
Dept.'s MEAT STRIKE DISPUTE
Voice pull
of America
has jumped
three-fold in the past three years, Aired by WTAM, WNBK {T N
with a daily average of 1,000 let- COMMENDATION went to Haml
ters.
general manager
This estimate is given by How- ton Shea,
WTAM and WNBK (T r 'i
land H. Sargeant, assistant sec- NBC's
Cleveland
last
week from the ci
retary for public affairs, in a cur- council for "noteworthy
interest
rent
report
on
the
State
Dept.'s
international information program. public affairs" during a strike
1,000
butchers
in
some
300 coi
"Radio ... is our primary means
meat shops.
of hammering holes through the munity
Mr.
Shea
had
persuaded
May in
Iron Curtain to carry messages of Thomas A. Burke, International;
truth
to
those
peoples,"
Secretary
Meatcutters,
AFL
Vice
Preside
Sargeant emphasized.
Harry Poole and Food Indust
Thecantreport
Committee Chairman Howard En
points: made these signifi- lish
to meet at the studios for :
•
Reception
is
about
25%
inside
Moscow
and between
airing grievances on bo
75% and and
80% Leningrad
in many outlying
areas. simulcast
sides.
the discussion tJC
• AboutBerlin98%areof regular
radio VOA
listeners
in principalsAfter
agreed to further discu
western
listeners
and
9
out
of
every
10
listeners
in
sion
which
after
six hours settlijPria
the Soviet
zone of Germany
Voice
fans.increased
Listenership
infourthe toTJ.are
S. the strike.
zone
has
from
six
million.
SIGNALIZING the tenth anniversa
Listenersto caught
"warmongering"
are• subject
Czech- of its weekly ACI survey of songs mo lent
oslovakia and imprisonment
other satellite incountries
on the air,
the office
under
"defenseto listeners
of peace" laws.repeatThis heard
has released
a list
of theof resear
top t< *
woulding what
apply
they hear over caught
VOA or BBC. tunes
of
each
year
1942
to
1951,
bas filet
on
the
number
of
station
broadcas
• Licensing
and tax oflevying
of all each received.
persons
in possession
radio equipEmployment Agency
Employment Agency
STATIONS
Although we are slow in meeting the heavy demand for combination men it is more and more possible for us to meet your needs
inand such
fieldsEngineering.
as: — Management, Sales, Production, Announcing,
Straight
COMBINATION ANNOUNCER-ENGINEERS;
Seeking to relocate? Write to us for Application Forms. Many
choiceOTHER
openingsCHARGES.
in your field. Our fee — ONLY one week's salary.
NO

17 East 48th Street, New York 17, New York
PL 5-1127
E. C. Lobdell, Licensee
BROADCASTING

• Telecast!

{Docket Actions . . .
INITIAL DECISIONS
I WKEYHearing
Covington,Examiner
Va.— EarlHugh
M. Key.
pec
IHutchison
issued
initial
decisionforlook-CPB.
ling
toward
grant
of
application
Ito
change
transmitter
location and
make
changes(WKEY
in antenna;
conditions.
on 1340 engineering
kc with 250
|w
fulltime.)
Decision
June
17. Cullen
I KURV Edinburg,
Tex.Examiner
— James
rLooney.
FCC
Hearing
James
D.looking
Cunningham
issued
initial
decision
toward
denial
of250 application
for
CP
to
change
from
w
D
to 1
ikw
JuneD, 17.250 w N, DA, on 710 kc. Decision
Non-Docket Actions . . .
AM GRANT
Blackwell, Okla. — Star Bcstg. Co.
■Granted
1580
kc, 250 wEstimated
daytime; conencondition.
pyf>t)1i gineering
structionclude cost
$14,870.
Principals
inPresident
A.
C.
Reid
(93%%),
contractor; (3%%),
Vice President
Randall
L.
McCarroll
formerly
general
manager of KMMO Marshall, Mo., and
Secretary
Treasurer
W.
J.
Britton
(3%%), technic
on College.
staifGranted
of Arkansas
June 19. PolyFM GRANTS
McComb,Mississini.
Miss. — Southwestern
Bcstg.
Co.
100.1height
mc
(Ch. of261),
ERP 270
w;Granted
antenna
above
average
terrain
178
ft.,
above
ground
223
ft.;
engineering
conditions.
Estimated
construction
cost $2,575,
first
year
orierating
cost $5,000,
revenue
$7,500.
McComb.Applicant
Granted isJunelicensee
19. of WAPF
Duluth,Co. Minn.
— Head
the
Bcstg.
Granted
92.3 ofmcabove
(Ch. Lakes
222),
ERP age64terrain
kw; 750
antenna
height
averft.
Applicant
is
of WEBC Duluth. Granted June licensee
19.
df^New Applications
...
AM APPLICATIONS
Ul"T Bcstg.
Lebanon,Co., 1470
Ky. — kc,Lebanon-Springfield
1
kw
1 1 first
Estimated
construction
cost daytime.
$14,620,
year
operating
cost
$28,800,
revenue
iI $36,000.
Equal
partners
are Charles
R.
Shuffett,
announcer
for
WKLX
Lexington,engineer
Ky., and forClarence
H.Glasgow,
Hulse Ky.
Jr.,
chief
WKAY
fjJjFiled June 17.
jJ 900Indianola,
— W. Estimated
W. Chapman,
kc, 250costw Miss.
daytime.
conllawstruction
$12,475,
first $46,000.
year operatj ing
cost
$36,000,
revenue
Mr.
Chapman
is
manager
and
50%
owner
l of Indianola Enterprise and owner of
UjjjASunfJoioer Tocsin. Filed June 18.
I'dElft!
FM APPLICATION
S Ml, I 105.3
Clemson,
— Clemson
mc (Ch.S. C.287),
ERP 53.4Bcstg.
kw.; Co.,
anheightground
above average
ononKJ"tenna
lift., above
354 ft. terrain
Estimated376
|
construction
cost
$35,400,
first
year
alaUf operating
$50,000,
revenueS. $60,000.
Principals cost
include:
President
Haskel
I| Lusk
(25%),
presidentLumber
and 80%Co.;stocksolder
of
Pendleton
Vice
I President,
Secretary
and
Treasurer
John W. AGillespie
(25%), Vice
chemist
at
;
Clemson
&
M
College;
Presi„.J,ient Charles V. Boyd (25%), an| louncer-salesman
atPresident
WSNW Fred
Seneca,
rc!iIf3.
C, and
5healy
(25%),Vicesalesman
at WSNW.C.
:1 JiFiled June 11.
TRANSFER REQUESTS
WCUE control
Akron,fromOhio—
regative
AkronTransfer
Bcstg. Co.of
;o;aleHerberich-Hall-Harter
Co.
through
of 50% and
interest
(held P.by Stroupe,
George
5. Stroupe
Dorothy
lusband
and
wife)
for
$30,000.
Transeree
deals
in
mortgage
loans
and
sstate. Principals in transferee real
are
'resident
Walter
Herberich
(2.91%),
/ice
President
Alfred Charles
HerberichG.
12.5%),
Vice
President
lerberich
(27.76%),
J. D. Crawfis
15.48%),
Mary
ind
eight others
withHerberich
minority (22.63%)
interest.
KWKH-AM-FM
Shreveport,
La.—
Transfer
of
control
from
Times
Pub.
Co.
to William
H. John
Bronson,
voting
rustee,
to
replace
D.
Ewing,
president
of
KWKH,
former
voting
rustee
now deceased. No monetary
onsideration.

fCC roundup
New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications
■»■»■»
.
ww*»«w
DOX
SCOTG
SUMMARY THROUGH
19
Appls. JUNE
In
On Air Licensed
CPs Pending
Hearing
AM
Stations
2,352
2,332
86
328
211
FM
Stations
634
582
70
TV Stations
108
97
11
62211 8
7
(Also see Actions of the FCC, page 90.)
TRANSFER REQUESTS
KCSB San
Bernardino,
Assignment of license
from EssieCalif.—
Binkley
West
to
F.
P.
D'Angelo
for
$50,000.
Mr.
D'Angelo
is owner
F. P. D'Angelo
Adv.
Agency,
North ofHollywood,
Calif.
KVEC San
Luis Obispo,
Calif.— As-M.
signtoment of license
fromandChristina
Jacobson
herself
Leslie TheH.
Hacker,
new
partnership
tr/as
Valley
Electric
Co.
Mr.
Hacker
will
have
which will
he have
pays
$25,000,% andinterest,
Mrs. for
Jacobson
% interest.
Mr.
Hacker
has
been
general managerlicensee
of KVECofsince
and
is former
KPRL1937 Paso
Robles,
Calif.
WIVY
Jacksonville,
Fla.—
Assignment
of license from WIVY Inc. to Edward
J. Oberle.
Mr. Oberleis isfromsolecorporastockhoolsole
der and assignment
t
i
o
n
t
proprietorship.
No
change
ownership or control;actualno
monetary ofconsideration.
WJCM
Sebring,
Fla. — Assignment
license
from The
Highlands
Co.of
to Clearfield
Bcstrs.
Inc. forBcstg.
$37,000.
Assignee
is
licensee
of
WCPA
Clearfield, Pa.,ofWAKU
Latrobe, Progress.
Pa., and
publisher
Clearfield
WWXLfromPeoria,
111.—H. (Pa.)
Assignment
of
license
William
Young,
trustee
in bankruptcy,
to liquidate
Hilltorj Bcstg.
Co. for
$17,050
cash
to
bankruptcy
estate.
Principals R.in assignee
include
President
Norman
(50%),of
president andHughmajority
stockholder
KSTT
Davenport,
Iowa;
SecretaryTreasurersultingWalter
F.
Kean
(50%),
conengineer,E.Riverside,
111.,
and Vicewithradio
President
C. Schocde,
partner
his
father
in
Rock
Island,
111.,WLCS
law firm.
BatonA. Rouge,
La.— Transfer
control from
M. Cadwell
and Willisof
B.of Harry
Nelson,R. co-administrators
of Lewis
estate
deceased,
Gottlieb
and Nelson,
Roland
C.stockKizerfortothrough
sale
of
about
35%
of
$46,580.
Mr. Kizer
seniorof partner
in Baton&
Rouge
law isfirm
Kizer, Heaton
Craig.ager oMr.
GottliebMotor
is owner
and Baton
manf
Standard
Car
Co.,
Rouge.
WIHL
Hammond,
La.
—
Assignment
license
Sidney partnershiD
S. Rosenblumd/bandasof
Forrest from
E. Curnutt,
WIHL
Bcstg. Co., to ofMr.Mr.Ro'senblum
through
% interesthisforourchase
$10,000 cash. Curnutt's
KMLB Monroe,
La.—bvInvoluntary
acquisition of control
Melba Liner
Gaston, tratindividually
andC. asLiner,
adminisrceased.ix of estate
of
J.
deMelba Liner Gaston now holds
4,990
shares
of she
stockwillouthold
of 10,000 shares;
transfer
shares.No
J.after
C.
Liner
III holds
2,500 7,500
shares.
monetary consideration.
KTHS from
Hot Springs,
Transfer
of
control
John H.D.Ark.—
Ewing,
voting
trustee,
to William
Bronson,
voting
trustee,
due
to
death
of
Mr.
Ewing.
No
monetary consideration.
WLDMfromDetroit,
Mich.— Transfer
of
control
old Dartnership
Harold
I. Tanner ofconsisting
andEllisJohnC.
A.Thompson,
Ross
to
new
partnership
only ofsaleMessrs.
and
Ross
through
to them Tanner
by Mr.$18,000.
Thompson
of
his will
% interest
Mr.
Tanner
become for
general manager,
retainingsibilityhis
presentdirector.
title and Mr.respono
f
program
Ross
will continue to serve as comptroller.
WSHB from
Stillwater,
Transfer
control
WilliamMinn.—
Jr.Croix
andof
Penrose
H. a Johns
d/bF. Johns
asto St.
Bcstg.
Co.,
partnership,
St.
Croix
Bcstg.
Co.,willa corporation.
Johns Jr.
continue
to holdWilliam
in-F.
terest
and Penrose
H. Johns
will95%from
cont
i
n
u
e
t
o
hold
5%
interest.
Change
partnership
actual
change toconsideration.
of corporation
ownership oronly;
control.no
No monetary
WBRM
Marion,
N.
C—
Transfer
of
control
City ofBcstg.
Corp. through
sale
21Lakeshares
stock
from
Mrs. ofBessie
P. Hunt
to W.(10.4%)
P. Erwin

(who now
already holds
39.9%) will
for
$2,100.
Erwin
have
102After
sharestransfer
of stockMr.(50.2%).
KGW-AM-FM
Portland,
Ore.—
Transfrom I.Donald
E. New-Jr.
housefer of control
to Samuel
Newhouse
through
transfer
of 233%
shares of
stock
(out
of
700
shares)
for
$116,666.67.
Samuel233%
I. Newhouse
now transfer
already
holds
sharesshares.
andJr. after
will hold
466%
KVOZ from
Laredo,
Assignment
license
E. J.Tex.—
Harpole
and W. ofJ.
Harpole, ned/b
as Uvalde
Bcstrs.,
a partrporation
ship, to Border
Bcstrs.
Inc.,
corcontrolled by them.
No aactual
change
of
ownership
or
control;
no
monetary consideration.
WRJN-AM-FM
Racine,
Wis.— Transf
e
r
o
f
control
from
First
National
Bank
& TrustwillCo.of ofFrank
Racine,
as executors
under
Starbuck,
de-to
ceased, and Harry Co.,
R.R. LePoidevin,
The ferJournal-Times
through
of 197 shares of stock out oftrans200
shares duceforno new$157,600.
Transfer
will proelements
of
control
but
will recognize interest of the Starbuck
family
of The
Times
Co.in its
and control
the
Racine
Bcstg.JournalCorp.,
WRJN-AM-FM
licensee.
PHILCO SALES
AH Time Record Seen
PREDICTION
that the"Philco
. . . will celebrate
60th Corp.
anniversary of the founding- of the company by setting an all-time sales
record
...Balderston,
in 1952," was
made byof
William
president
the
company.
Mr. Balderston spoke before the
Philco Distributing Organization
at a June 20-21 meeting at the
Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y. Previous
sales record was $335,318,054 in
1950. Occasion of the meeting was
announcement
dio-TV line. of the new 1953 raMr.
Balderston
will
be 40 million TV setssaidin "there
use within
the next four or five yeal-s and that
television continues to be the great-

FCC Actions
(Continued from page 90)
June 19 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Extension of Completion Date
WILD authorized
Birmingham,
Mod. and
CP
which
changeAla.—
in power
frequency for extension of completion
authorized
in existing
FMwhichfor
^wqam-fmofchanges
Miami-Mod.
extension
date.CPMod.
WRCM (FM)completion
New Orleans—
CP
which
replaced
expired
CP which
authorized
new
FM
for
extension
of
cornpletion
date. Oklahoma City— Mod. CP
KOMA-FM
which
new
sion ofauthorized
completion
date. kcFM for extenAM— 1550
KEAR creaseSanpowerMateo,
infrom 1Calif.—
to 10CPkwto and
change from DA-N to DA-DN.
Change
ERP
WNOW-FM
CP ant.
to change
ERP
from
13 York,
toterrain
16.74Pa.—kw;
aboveoverall
average
fromground
500 height
tofrom
450
ft.;
height
above
208 ft. to 199 ft. 10 inches.
Renewal of license
WPTZ-TVlicense
Philadelphia—
Requests
reAMENDED
to change
name ofnewal ofapplicant
to Philco Corp.
TENDEREDAM— 1230
FOR kc FILING
WSBB
New
Smyrna
Beach, Fla.—
Mod.
100 to license
250 w. to increase power from
June 19 Decisions . . .
BY Designated
COMMISSIONfor ENHearing
BANC
KTRM
Beaumont,
Tex.
—
for
hearing
application
for Designated
extension
of time
to complete
construction
under
CP to determine complishaction
taken
and acm
e
n
t
s
,
i
f
any,
in
furthering
construction of station under CP, as
modified.
KJCF Festus, Mo.
and Cecil for
W.
Roberts,
111.— Designated
hearing inpChester,
consolidated
proceeding
apkq 250 w liDcation tofo change
to Roberts
1450 facilities
kc 250 w from
unl., 1010
and
application
to operate on 1450
kc 250forw new
unl.;station
made
WPAD Paducah,
Ky.,
a
party
to
proceeding with respect
111.
application
and toWILtoChester,
Louis,
Mo.,
a party only,
withonly.
respect
theSt. Festus,
Mo. application
Request Denied
WBUDquest forMorrisville,
— Denied less
repermission
toPa. originate
than
majority
main
studios
locatedonofin programs
Morrisvillefrom
final decision
application
forpending
mod.
CP toton, N.change
J. trans, location to Trenest
of allpointed
growth outindustries."
speaker
that
over The
million
small screen
TV sets
will10
soon be obsolete. This will make the
replacement market a substantial
factor in the growth of the industry, he added.

Another BMI "Pin Vp" Hit-Published by Pemora
CUBAN NIGHTINGALE
(Sum Sun Babae)
— Col.; Tutti CamaOn Records: Mitch Miller
YaraT»o "J/".
Dec.; Tropic
ratta-Sonora
; Billy
Seeco ic;
Matancanaera—Boys-V
Vic;
-T,co; T.to
P«ente
-Tito
Sisters
o
DeCastr
Roost:
Font SMC
Rodriguez— Tico; Ralph
Non-exclusively licensed by BMI

SALESMAN WANTED J
Leading
radioSend
station
resentative.
full repde- J*
tails with BOX
photo.
513P, '
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WDAF-AM-TV
NEW $1.5 million plant housing
opened formally Monday, giving the
and improved equipment.
Dwarfing the original TV station
home adds 21,000 square feet to the
original 7,000. It is designed to
anticipate needs of the stations for
years to come.
WDAF is being transferred from
present quarters in the Kansas
City Star building on a piecemeal
basis. The new center, completely
modern in conception, is located
at 31st and Summit Sts.
Leading local and national figures participated in the formal
ceremony, among them N i 1 e s
Trammell, NBC board chairman;
Roy A. Roberts, publisher of the
Star; reDean
Fitzer,andmanaging
dictor of the radio
TV stations,
and Ed Sullivan, m.c. of CBS Television's Toast of the Town.
Mr. Roberts predicted TV will
have a revolutionary effect on
American politics, ending smokefilled room decisions in both parties. He predicted the nation will
have "fewer whistlestop campaigns
and
television."
Televised
news more
conferences
will become
rou- "
tine and accepted as part of the
political life of the nation, he
continued.
Radio Given Attention
Tracing
growth
WDAFTV from a the
garage
plantof servicing
a few thousand sets, he said the
service area
million
sets. is nearing a quarterRadio has been given careful attention in the WDAF development,
Mr.
faith Roberts
in the said,
future adding,
of radio"Ouris
best exemplified by the fact we
have installed entirely new radio
equipment both at the transmitter
plant out in Johnson County and
in the controls in this new building."
Introducing Mr. Trammell, Mr.
Roberts recalled that WDAF was
one of the five stations that constituted the first radio network.
NBC's board chairman said he believed the building was "the most
modern, best-equipped and most

$7.5 Million Plant
Formally Opened
WDAF-AM-TV Kansas City was
stations greatly expanded facilities
erected in 1949, the new radio-TV
*arranged I have seen,
efficiently
and I have seen almost all of them
in this
country." radio
He recollected
the
old Nighthawks
show and
said he hoped the quarter-century
NBC-WDAF association, pleasant
and profitable, would continue
many more decades.
Mr. Fitzer was praised by Mr.
Roberts as the guiding force in
establishing
the Star
vision and radio
fields inin the
the telelast
25 years. In turn, Mr. Fitzer commended the work of the radio-TV
station staffs along with that of
Arthur C. Wahlstedt, first president of the Star, and Joseph Flaherty, technical engineer for both
stations.
The stations were complimented
for their service to the area by
Gov. Edward F. Arn, of Kansas,
and Lt. Gov. James T. Blair Jr., of
Missouri,
officials. along with municipal
Randall Jessee, news and special events director of the stations,
took the listening and viewing audiences on a tour of the new building. Mr. Sullivan praised the new
project. He produced a Kansas City
Toast of the Town Tuesdav nigM.
Other guests included Henry I.
Christal, Henry I. Christal Co.,
New York; James Thompson, of
the Christal Chicago office; John
Harrington and V. F. Righter, New
York, and Carroll Layman, Chiof Harrington-RighterParsons;cago, alland
Sol Taishoff, editor
and
publisher
Telecasting. of Broadcasting •
WDAF-TV's
x 20-foot
studio
will be original
used for 18interviews
and similar programs, with major
productions being staged in the
new 40 x 60 studio. Smaller studios
are available. The second floor of
the center is devoted to radio with
the main studio 30 x 40 feet, supstudios. plemented by20 x 30 and 10 x 16
Back of the building is the 724-

PRINCIPAL
participantsfacilities:
in last (IMonday's
new
modern
WDAF-AM-TV
to r) Nilesceremonies
Trammell,dedicating
NBC broadthechairman; H. Dean Fitzer, managing director of the Kansas City Star stations;
Roy A. Roberts, president of the Star.
Page 96 • June 23, 1952

iboL
FRONT VIEW
of WDAF's
new inTV-Radio
$1,500,000
investment
plant andCenter,
structurerepresenting
alone.
foot tower. The main building is NEWS CENSORSHIP
of contemporary design featuring
metal, stone, crystal and light
Moody Picks Advisory Uni
color tones.
two-story
SEN. BLAIR MOODY (D-Mich.)
tower
has anTheexterior
trimstairof chairman
of the Senate Anti-Cen
polished dark red marble, furnish- sorship subcommittee,
has ap
ing
background
for
two-foot
cast
an advisory committee o FC(
aluminum call letters. The free- pointed
Washington
newsmen
to
aid
him ii
standing stairway seems to float
but actually is supported by hidden his
investigation
of
the
President'
security
order.
Object
of
the
inves
steel beams.
The center was designed by tigation, proposed by the forme
correspondent for th
Everett L. Peterson, architect, and Washington
Detroit News, is to uncover
Co. by Winn-Senter Construction unjustified
built
barriers by government
agencies
to legitimate
mation [B»T,
May 26].public infoi
NEWSPRINT MEET
Roscoe Drummond, chief of th
Bureauis chairman
of the Christia
Increased Output Weighed Washington
Science Monitor,
of th
NEWSPRINT problems were aired advisory committee. Other member 31
before the National Production are: Elmer Davis, ABC; George Cm
Authority last Wednesday, emphas- len, Bureau of National Affairs
Sterling F. Green, AP; Clark R. Mi]
ing high investment and production lenhoff,
Des Moines Register and Tr\
costs, but with relatively low re- bune; John
G. Norris, Washingto
turns.
Times. and James Reston, New Yor
Conference was called by the Post,
agency's
Paper the
and question
Paperboard Div.Pulp,
to explore
Mr. Drummond asked all Wash*1™
of increasing newsprint output in ington
newsmen
let the
con rei
of anyto case
in whic
the U. S. by using wood as a basic mittee know
raw material. Newsprint has been a government agency has at
under steady scrutiny in various tempted
distort
the President'
to suppress
legit: |^
committee quarters on Capitol Hill security toorder
in view of skyrocketing prices and mate public information.
possible effects on national and
Members are
of Sen.
sut
local advertising budgets.
Sens. Moody's
A. S. Mik
NPA indicated a possible inquiry committee
Monroney (D-Okla.), John L. Mc
into the feasibility of installing Clellan
Andrew I
new facilities in areas where news- Schoeppel (D-Ark.),
(R-Kan.) and Richar 1
print is not now produced.
M. Nixon (R-Calif.).

ARCHITECTS of the new WDAF properties: (I to r) E. Manne Russo, coi
mercial manager of WDAF-AM-TV; J. A. Flaherty, chief engineer; H. D<
Fitzer, managing director; Bill Bates, manager of WDAF-TV.
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin

Democrats Buying Time
(Continued from page 23)
tributions— no matter how large or a $267,391 balance. During the
small — because "to reach all voters three-month period, March-June,
... we must have more radio time the national committee took in
and more TV time."
$529,490 and spent $551,805, shrinkMr. McKinney is signing and ing funds from a previous level of
mailing out certificates to all con- $289,705.
tributors to the committee's fund. Whether this $550,000-plus sum
Plans for other media are to be re- included money expended on radio
vealed later, he added.
or television was not immediately
Adhering to past procedure, the known. The breakdown covered the
Republicans are keeping mum on period immediately preceding the
plans foruntilfallafter
campaign
time pur- TV
kick-off
chases
the conventions
fund. of the Victory Chest radioijext month. GOP practice is for As of the same date, the Repubthe nominee's campaign manager lican National Committee showed a
H to select the advertising agency balance of $228,790. GOP reported
that it received $361,097 in conschedules.
map programforays
It ,andPreliminary
into these tributions during the three-month
, problems have been taken by period.
"*Edward
radio-TV
chairman,
RepublicanIngle,
National
Committee.
While time purchases were not Sarnoff Honored
'disclosed,
were onmade
GEN.chairman,
DAVID wasSA'RNOFF,
able which figures
cast light
the availdepth BRIG.
RCA board
awarded
of the respective treasuries of each an honorary degree June 18 at the
national committee. They were 196th commencement exercises of
filed with the Clerk of the House the U. of Pennsylvania. Gen.
apjionAsCapitol
of JuneHill.
1, the Democrats had ofSarnoff
Laws. received the degree Doctor
CBS Says FCC
1EBR0ADCAST RIGHTS 'Legislating'
" "FCC last week was told by CBS that in issuing its ruling on rebroadcast
;r]'rights, the Commission was placing an interpretation on Sec. 325 (a) of
bhe Communications Act that is "not justified by its clear langauge.
is, inCBS
effect,petition
legislating."
itIt The
last Monday
Iwas another in the widespread mit a rebroadcast would place his
series of protests that followed the license in jeopardy.
May 15 report and order of the
CBS also said that the reporting
Commission that would put any requirement set forth is "inconstation on the carpet if it refused
sistent with declared Congressional
permission to rebroadcast its pro- policy, and imposes an intolerable
grams
to
another
station
[B*T,
burden
on broadcasters."
lune 16, May 19].
the
Federal
Reports Act of Citing
1942,
the petition held that unless the
FCC's
new
rule
requires
a
station, when it denies a rebroadcast submission of such information is
request, to report the facts to FCC. essential for a "desirable and lawCBS noted that "while an adful" purpose, it should not be
"1 ministrative agency may, by adop- sought.
CBS
also pointed out that in a
4 tion
of
rules
in
a
rule-making
oroceeding, fill in details where a great majority
consent
statute is in general terms and to rebroadcast is ofso cases,
conditioned as
Congress has left to the agency this to render it useless. This referred
f |ask of implementation, it may not to the necessity to obtain clearance
^imend a statute or alter its pur- of music, labor and other type of
contracts commonly entered into by
I* *j3ose
deemedby the
by device
it to beof issuing
desirablerulesor networks, a point which the FCC
in its report and order.
n The
the public
interest."
petition further held that mentioned
Among were
otherthatassertions
CBS'
•ules promulgated by the FCC may petition
one stationin could
lot supersede explicit Congres- be given power to "harass" others
ional language "merely on the by utilization of the amendments;
grounds that, in general, the busi- the FCC has not imposed any burless of broadcasting today is difdencaston andthethat
partythereseeking
rebroad-to
ferent from what it was when
is nothing
discourage
indiscriminate
requests
Sec.Accordingly,
325 (a) was
enacted."
CBS held, since the for permission with the hope
that
TCC
lacks
such
authority,
the
refear
of
a
drastic
penalty
may in)ort and order should be amended
duce consent where it otherwise
)y deleting "any inference" that might not have been given.
such refusal by a licensee to perIn its conclusion, CBS said the
report and order should be
amended to delete any inference
that a license would be jeopardized
by refusal of rebroadcast rights;
WE0K
that such reporting requirement is
POUGHKEEPS3E
not essential ; FCC should postpone
effective date of the new rules
(July 1),portunitypending
H.D* EVERETT McKINNEY, INC.
for comments.further op5ROADCASTING
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FCC Would Add
To AM Band
540 KC RULE
RULE-MAKING proceeding to add 540 kc to the standard (AM) band
of broadcast channels in the U. S. was proposed by FCC last week.
If adopted, the rule would permit Class II stations to be constructed
on 540 kc in a few parts of the country. The AM band now ranges
from 550 kc to 1600 kc.
*
The proposal, considered in in- conference in 1932. The Canadian
dustry quarters a long-sought vie- delegation, supported by U. S.
tory for Arthur B. Church, owner broadcasters, sought the broadcast
of KMBC Kansas City, Mo., would use of 520, 530 and 540 kc in addipermit KMBC to prosecute its ap- tion to the present band. The U. S.
plication for 540 kc at Concordia, delegation, however, opposed this
Mo.,
whereBroadcasting
the station'sCo.,
licensee,
Midland
now proposal.
Extension of the broadcast band
operates KFRM on 550 kc, day- to 540 finally was approved at the
time
with 5 kw directional. Atlantic City conference in 1947.
KFRM only,
duplicates KMBC programs.
on FCC's proposed
The rule-making proceeding was ruleComments
change are requested by July
initiated by FCC m conformity 28 ReT)lies
are
due 10 days therewith the provisions of the 1947 after
Atlantic City convention, as sup- The Commission notice observed
plemented by the 1951 Geneva that 540 kc "is close to the frequenagreement
The latter specifies cies used in other radio serviceS)
the date into
f°r bLmg"
such as theConsequently
government, andthe marine
mgeC\b
the S
540 kcaSprovision
effect. services.
action
U. S. and Canadian broadcasters announced by the Commission . . .
sought for years to extend the will have interest even beyond the
broadcast band into the more de- broadcasting field. In that consirable lower frequency area just nection, it may be noted that the
above 500 kc, the international dis- marine services have been on
tress call channel. First effort was notice since 1947 that 540 kc was
at the Madrid telecommunications intended for broadcast purposes
and the Safety of Life at Sea Con_
_
vention, which come into force next
RadlO-TV 5ellS BeSt" November, provides higher standof auto-alarms
l^esautomatic
new are
and (Continued
26) ards,
devise an effective
from pagesystem
Thefor
onlatter
shipboard."
moni.
measuring total in-home and out-of used
tori devices wWch sound when a
of -home listening Robert E Dun- a call ig interce^ed on the 500 kc
ville, president of Crosley Broad- digtress channel<
casting Corp., told the AMA. TTUnder
, the xrNorth American
. . „ReSome efforts have been made to- gional Broadcasting
? ^tter research, Mr .Dunville 540 kc is designated as Agreement,
said, but the task ahead should
channel, hence itsa Canadian
Class II
serve as a "great challenge to re- clear
statug in the v g In 193g b
search - minded and marketin
gexecutive
agreement
,
the
U.
minded people.
ceded tQ Canada the uge of S.54Qcon-kc
Mr. Dunville asserted that a in the province of Saskatchewan,
horizontal reduction in radio rates It has been used since 1939, with
is unsound and unwarranted. Ra- full 50 kw power, by the Canadian
dio, he said,
the ability
Broadcast Corp., CBK Watrous.
advertise
rs has
circulatio
n at toa offer
low In 194gingMexicQ filed formal nQ_
enough cost - per - impression to t- fa .
make it a profitable and usable .
„ _„ ,
~„
XEWA San
150 kwnowPower.
medi
j ' that
1 1 ium.
j•
. kcLuiswlth
Conceding
radio
currently is
, Potosi
, . ., .is operating, . onln
full
jt 13 not
the 540
of readjustment
a period
in
State Dept.
The believed
ls usedkw but
150 kc'
noted that, the
executive
Crosley
medium
survived
"the
greatest
strongly
protested
the
Mexican
watering down period that any in- tion, reportedly at the instance ac-of
dustry
had the
to take"
1940 to tingent
the military
1950 when
numberfromof stations
410-535which
mc uses
band, thebutcon-no
jumped
from
814
to
2,234.
That
relief
was
obtained,
decade was one of inflation which, Midland Broadcagtm Co_ firgt
together with the advent of tele- „. , „ _ , . __
,,
<f or
Clty
Kansa*
at
kc
•
,540
°f
^
reof
state
today's
to
vision, led
adjustment, Mr. Dunville said. KMBC) m May 1944. The apphcaComthe
by
of tlon was dismissed
will consist
tomorrowof stations
"Radio number
and, ofI mission m 1946.
a fewer one
outstanding network
believe,
55 to 65 stations with reduced
Looking for Radio &
talent and production costs. Radio
Television Technicians?
of the future will continue to grow
RCA regular
Institutes,intervals,
Inc., graduates
students
atoperators
as technicians,
but on a sounder basis right alongand withlaboratory
aids.RadioOur
television,"
predicted.
he
side
men
graduate
a
first
class
Telephone personnel
License. Call
on us for your
Mr. Dunville was introduced by
technical
needs.
Dr. Charles Sandage, U. of Illinois
Write to: PLACEMENT MANAGER
faculty member and the meeting
chairman. Cincinnati chapter of
RCA
the association was host to the
W0 Wnl INSTITUTES,
Fevrrt, SfrMt, Now T.tk INC
three-day
land Plazaconference
Hotel. at the NetherJune 23, 1952 • Page 97

ADDITIONAL APPLICATIONS
FOR TV STATIONS
FOURTEEN new and amended television station applications filed Friday at FCC, raising
total filed during week to 49 (see early story,
page 64). New applications were:
t KIDO Boise, Idaho, Ch. 7, ERP 52.4 kw visual,
antenna height
above average
terrain
ft., year
construction cost $189,018,
operating
cost80first
$91,300, revenue $120,000.
WTAX-AM-FM Springfield, 111., Ch. 2, ERP 100
kw visual, antenna height 521 ft., construction
cost $331,275, operating cost $325,000, revenue
$370,000.
KGLO-AM-FM Mason City, Iowa, Ch. 3, ERP
100 kw visual antenna height 464 ft., construction
cost $348,540, operating cost $237,600, revenue
$240,396.
t New Orleans Television Co., New Orleans, La.,
UHF Ch. 20, ERP 182 kw visual, antenna height
505 ft., construction cost $441,500, operating cost
$365,000, revenue $420,000 (applicant made up of
R. L. Wheelock, W. L. Pickens and H. H. Coffield,
equal partners, each independent Texas oil
operator).
f WLOS-AM-FM Asheville, N. C, Ch. 13, ERP
200 kwtion costvisual,
antenna
heightcost2,087$60,000,
ft-., construc$323,450,
operating
revenue
$60,000.
tWHUM Reading, Pa., UHF Ch. 55, ERP 261 cost
kw
visual, antenna height 1,784 ft., construction
$570,000, revenue $630,000.
cost
339, operating
$614WCOS
Columbia, S. C, UHF Ch. 25, ERP 90
ft., construction
kw visual, antenna height 649 $244,630,
revenue
operating cost
cost
$355,476.$247,117,
Southern Television Inc., Chattanooga, Tenn.,
Ch. 12, ERP 63.54 kw visual, antenna height 831 ft.,
construction cost $449,409, operating cost $350,000,
revenue $375,000 (applicant made up of President
Moses Lebovitz, 37.5%; Vice President Z. Carrter
Patten,W. 12.5%;
J. H. Hardy;
Joel
Solomon,Secretary-Treasurer
12.5%; Felix Diamond,
12.5%;
Manuel Russ, 12.5%, and William C. Hudlow,
12.5% [B*T, June 16].
t Corpus Christi Television Co., Corpus Christi,
Tex., Ch. 10, ERP 251 kw visual antenna height
393 ft., construction cost $434,000, operating cost
$374,000, revenue $370,000 (applicant made up of
R. L. Wheelock, W. L. Pickens and H. H. Coffield,
equal partners, each independent Texas oil
operator).
t UHF Television Co., Dallas, Tex., UHF Ch. 23,
ERP 222 kwstruction visual,
antenna
height cost
515 $381,000,
ft., concost $424,500,
operating
revenue $240,000 (applicant made up of R. L.
Wheelock, W. L. Pickens and H. H. Coffield, equal
partners, each independent Texas oil operator).
t KROD El Paso, Tex., Ch. 4, ERP 56.3 kw visual,
antenna height 1,052 ft., construction cost $336,400,
operating cost $132,000, revenue $120,000.
t UHF Television Co., Houston, Tex., UHF Ch.
23, ERP 176structkwion cost visual,
heightcost510 $376,000,
ft., con$430,500,antenna
operating
revenue $300,000 (applicant made up of - R. L.
Wheelock, W. L. Pickens and H. H. Coffield, equal
partners,
operator).
t KFDX each
Wichitaindependent
Falls, Tex.,Texas
Ch. 3,oilERP
58 kw
visual, antenna height 510 ft., construction cost
$308,493, operating cost $120,000, revenue $150,000.
t WSAU Wausau, Wis., Ch. 7, ERP 210 kw visual,
antenna height 436 ft., construction cost $298,927,
operating cost $240,000, revenue $230,000.
(t Indicates pre-thaw application refiled.)
DISTRICT 14 MEETING
SITE for NARTB District 14 meeting Sept.
11-13 will be Cosmopolitan Hotel, Denver, according to William C. Grove, KFBC Cheyenne,
Wyo., district director (see full meeting list,
B»T, June 16). District 14 adds extra day of
workshop
sessions to regular NARTB schedule.
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ALL-STAR COVERAGE
NBC-TV coverage of All-Star baseball
game, cludeJuly
will be ofextended
four TV8, stations
MBS— to
WOR-inTV New York, WGN-TV Chicago,
WNAC-TV Boston and KHJ-TV Los Angeles. Gillette Co., Boston, sponsoring
both telecasts on NBC-TV and broadcast on MBS, through Maxon Inc., N. Y.
107 TV STATIONS TO AIR
LIVE CONVENTION COVERAGE
ONLY 1% of nation's TV sets will not be
able to receive live coverage of national politifrom Friday
Chicago,that
'according
AT&T,cal conventions
which reported
107 out ofto
108 stations in 65 cities will carry live proceedings. New cities on network will be
Miami, New Orleans, Dallas, Fort Worth, Houston, San Antonio, Oklahoma City, Tulsa, Phoenix and Seattle. Non-TV areas, Portland, Denvercastands in theatres
Fresno, and
will hotels.
see closed
circuit more
teleIn addition,
than 1,200 network radio affiliates will be
serviced. Five thousand miles of radio relay and coaxial cable have been added.
WLAC SALE GRANTED
CONSENT was granted Friday by FCC to
assignment of license of WLAC Nashville
from J. T. Ward, trading as WLAC Broadcasting Service, to Life & Casualty Insurance Co.
of Tennessee in transaction involving $1,250,000 [B*T, April 21]. In other actions, FCC
granted
assignment
of licenseBroadcasting
of WBGE-AM-Co.
FM Atlanta
to General
(Edgar B. Pool, 20%; Robert N. Pinkerton,
80%) for $90,000 and granted consent to
George H. Thomas to sell 10% interest in
KANE New Iberia, La., to Dierrell Hamm for
$12,000. Mr. Thomas retains 50% interest.

PEOPLE...
RAY VIR DEN, recently resigned presiden;
of Lennen & Mitchell, N. Y., opening owi
agency at 270 Park Ave., N. Y.
WILLIAM E. JOHN JR., Ruthrauff & Ryan
N. Y., to Grant Adv., N. Y., as account execu
tive and supervisor of five regions handled
by
New Corp.
York office for Dodge Divi
sionagency's
of Chrysler
GERALD W. JOHNSON, political analys
and author of many books, signed by WAA1V
(TV) Baltimore for campaign commentary
series.
NARTB, NBC OPPOSE
FCC REBROADCAST RULE
DANGER
that FCC's
rebroadcast
rule maj
put Commission
into position
of regulating
charges was advanced by NARTB as one rea
son for vacating or at least suspending Julj
1 effective date of order until fuller hearing:
are held, according to petition filed Friday.
On same day, NBC, also asking for revoca
tion or suspension of rule, observed, "The
rules putclaredthe
shoe onstation
the wrong
that asking
shouldfoot,"
be derequired to report to FCC why it considerec
refusal of rebroadcast rights unreasonable."
legal ofrighl
to Both
requirepetitions
stations question
refusing FCC's
permission
rebroadcast rights to justify refusals to Commission, with implied threat that unless sucr
are reasonable FCC may question fitness oi
station to be licensee. (Earlier in week, CBS
also expressed doubt that FCC had sucl
power; see story on page 97.)
WESTINGHOUSE SPONSOR
WESTINGHOUSE Electric Corp. to sponsoi
Pick the Winner on CBS-TV for 13 weeks
starting Aug. 14 (Thurs., 9-9:30 p.m. EDT)
as part of its sponsorship of get-out-the-vote
campaign and political convention coverage or
CBS networks. Agency: Ketchum, MacLeoc
& Grove, Pittsburgh.

N. C. Group
Radio-TV Planks
PLATFORM
COMMITTEES Asks
of RepublicanFree
NARTB employe-employer-relations directoi
John H. Smith, Jr., NARTB FM directoi
and Democrat National Conventions in Chi- and
(see story page 26).
cago were urged last Friday by North Carol;na
Ed Ruggles, director of North Carolina State
Assn. of victions
Broadcasters
to
"re-affirm
their
conthat radio and television should be
explained plan for establishment this
accorded all of the privileges traditionally College,
September of technical school in Gastonia tc
ease shortage of first-class operators. Schoo
granted
the press."
At closing
session of two-day meeting at expected to turn out 25 during first year.
Nags Head, N. C, NCAB unanimously adopted
E. Z. Jones, WBBB Burlington, state direcresolution for free radio planks in platforms
tor of civilian defense, urged cooperation oi
of each party. Association petitioned state dele- broadcasters on big job immediately ahead. Ht
gations to each convention to seek action by said he had just returned from Washingtor
platform committees. Resolution recited that indoctrination and that world situation is
Senate and House by arbitrary action had ex- "very tense." In North Carolina, he added
cluded microphones, recorders and TV cameras
from Congressional hearings, contrary to priv- 8,000 volunteers
tection operation.will be needed for new air deileges heretofore accorded broadcast reporting
Successful
against 3% tax or
"as counterpart of the pencil and paper in the transcriptions litigation
imposed by state was outlinec
hands
of
the
reporter
for
the
printed
media."
by
Allen
Wannamaker,
WGTM
Wilson, witl
With about 100 present, NCAB also adopted
resolution expressing appreciation to FCC for State Supreme Court upholding broadcasters
Assessment, however, construed to apply t<
its recognition of technical manpower shortage
through interim authorization of less-than- towers but this is not recurri::- item.
first-class operators for transmitters. It
Two-day session was presided over by T. H
thanked NARTB for its follow-through, and Patterson,
manager of WRRS Wash
pledged to conform to requirement as to first- ington, N. general
officers are Cecil B. Hos
class operators when manpower situation kins, WWNCC. Other
Asheville, vice president, anc
changes
hardship. and permits compliance without undue Jack S. Younts, WEEB Southern Pines, sec
Principal speakers were Richard P. Doherty, retary-treasurer.
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That's how fast, profitable results go with W-I-T-H in Baltimore! And
how the local merchants do know it! W-I-T-H regularly carries the advertising
of twice as many of them as any other station in town.
Here's why: W-I-T-H delivers more listeners-per-dollar than any other
radio or TV station in Baltimore. And this BIG audience, at such LOW rates,
produces low-cost results!
W-I-T-H can do it for you too. Get in on this natural combination — lowcost, resultful advertising and W-I-T-H. Your Forjoe man will give you all
the details.
IN BALTIMORE
W-l-T
TOM TINSLEY, PRESIDENT • REPRESENTED BY FORJOE AND COMPANY

NATIONAL

SO

DO

HAVENS

AND

MARTIN,

does a complete

Inc. STATIONS...

job
WMBG
WCOD
WTVR

Up-up-up go sales of National Bohemian and
National Premium Beers in the rich Virginia
markets of which Richmond is the center.
And small wonder. National brews to a strict
policy ofits"Not
how much—
but how
well."howIt to
knows
business
well. And
it knows
sell Virginians via Havens & Martin radio and
TV stations of Richmond.
WTVR (TV) and WMBG (AM) are sound buys for
any advertiser. Why? Their adherence to high
broadcast standards, their long-time reputation
for service, their pioneering progress have
won the affection of Virginians. Today WTVR,
now in its fourth year, is still the only
TV station in Richmond. And WMBG means
NBC for its millions. Here's a duo that's a sound
investment for a sound (and sight) advertiser.

WMBG

am WCOD'"

Havens & Martin Inc. Stations are the only
complete broadcasting institution in Richmond.
Pioneer NBC outlets for Virginia's first market.
WTVR Nationally Represented by Blair TV, Inc.
WMBG Nationally Represented by The Boiling Co.

WTVR

tv
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ONLY
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THROUGHOUT

PACIFIC

but people
EVERY

STATE
LISTEN

50,000
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watt

WEST
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AROUND
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WORLD

ACKNOWLEDGE

— Clear
640 kc

A Southern

Channel

California

institution for over
30

NBC

for

LOS

years
ANGELES

Represented by Edward Petry Co., Inc.

Published Building,
every Monday,
with 4,Yearbook
Numbersas (53rd
issues)March
published
in January
by Broadcasting
Publications,
Inc., 8703, National
Washington
D. C. Entered
secondandclass54thmatter
14, 1933,
at Post and
OfficeFebruary
at Washington,
D. C, under
act of March
1879. Press

the
human
side
of

the

news
One of the survivors of the recent tragic collision between
the Destroyer "Hobson" and the Aircraft Carrier
"Wasp" was Fireman 2nd Class Joseph F. Arnold, of
Lebanon, Pennsylvania. Nineteen-year-old Arnold was a
witness at the Naval Inquiry investigating the collision.
In line with its policy of presenting the human side of the
news, WGAL-TV arranged for young Arnold to appear
before its cameras. Thousands of people in the area
heard Arnold's graphic, first-hand account of the collision.
It's a habit of long-standing, at WGAL-TV, to present
informative human-interest news programs such as the one
featuring Fireman 2nd Class Arnold. Bringing its
viewers the human side of the news is just one of the
many ways in which WGAL-TV fulfills its
public-service obligations.

WGAL-TV
LANCASTER
PENNSYLVANIA
A Steinman Station
Clair R. McCollough, Pres.
Represented by
ROBERT
New York
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1 THOUGH TOP PLANNERS under NBC's
■-newly re-integrated radio-TV command [B*T,
June 23] say they're still "in the casing and
planning
and have
mapped
definite moves,process"
■ speculation
persists
that nostudies
are in works to determine possibility of devising new discount structure which, without
involving
"tie-in" sales,
give specialof
credit to advertisers
who would
use combination
radio and TV in certain volume. It's said to
beon under
studyas ascomplementary
part of NBC's media,
new emphasis
radio-TV
following appointment of Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver
■Jr. as vice president in charge of both radio
and television, and Frank White as vice president and general manager of both.
UPCOMING is sale of WJMO Cleveland independent, 1kw daytimer on 1540 kc. to
Richard Eaton, operator of five stations in East
(WOOK Washington; WANT Richmond;
WARK Hagerstown; WSID Baltimore; WINX
Rockville). Price understood to be $100,000
which includes current assets of perhaps $50,000. Seller is W. J. Marshall, who established
.station
in 1947.of It's
presumed
upon
FCC approval
transfer,
will station,
cater largely
to Negro population.
EDWARD G. SMITH, who resigned recently
as manager of radio at ABC's central division,
and was formerly General Mills radio-TV director, will join WTCN Minneapolis as general
manager. F. Van Konynenburg, vice president
and general manager of Mid-Continent Broadcasting, licensee of WTCN AM-FM-TV, expected to supervise TV activity after FCC
approval of stock transfer in which CBS acquires TV station. WTCN, under proposed
new ownership, has applied for TV channel
[B*T, June 9, May 26, April 21].
[ANNOUNCEMENT
shortlystation
will bemanager
made ofof
[election of W. C. Swartley,
Westinghouse Radio Station's WBZ-AM-FMTV Boston, and Ralph Harmon, WRS chief engine r in Washington, to Board of Directors
of Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc.
ACQUISITION by John (Mystery Man) Fox
of Boston Post, generated new reports last
week of his possible entry into Boston radio.
While emphatic denial came from CBS, speculation arose that Mr. Fox's next acquisition
might be CBS-owned WEEI Boston, followed
by application for TV. Forty-five year old
financier is reportedly worth $25 million and
holds substantial interest in Western Union.
INSIDE GOP headquarters there appears to
be smug reaction to claim Democrats have jump
in buying choice radio-TV time for post-convention network campaigning, with indication
Republicans
bought plenty but aren't
tipping hand have
to opposition.
FORD FOUNDATION about ready to reveal
details of 90-minute Sunday afternoon program to start on CBS-TV right after election.
^Series will reportedly attempt to reflect diverse
facets of contemporary life, using both live
(Continued on page 6)
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McDANIEL RESIGNS
AS RTMA PRESIDENT
GLEN McDANIEL resigned Friday as president of Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. "solely
because of personal considerations which rethat I 28].
returnResignation,
to New York"
Circuit,quireJan.
effective [Closed
Oct. 1,
drew expression of regret from RTMA board
in Chicago (see RTMA story page 34) along
with praise for his achievements since taking
office April 1, 1951.
A. D. Plamondon Jr., new RTMA board
chairman, named committee of past presidents
to recommend successor to board. Members of
committee are Robert C. Sprague, retiring
chairman of board, chairman; Paul V. Galvin,
and Leslie F. Muter.
Mr. McDaniel lauded by board for long list
of major achievements on behalf of industry
and skill in presenting as well as solving problems. Staff has been expanded since he assumed office and organization has grown. He
pilotederal trade
practice proposals
through
FedTrade Commission
conferences.
In letter
of resignation he thanked entire association
and staff for cooperation.
BURNETT GETS ALL
KELLOGG BUSINESS
LEO BURNETT Co., Chicago agency, takes
on remainder of Kellogg Co., Battle Creek,
business, adding seven products to current list
of five Oct. 1. New products represent annual
billings of $4 million, which switched from
Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York [B*T, June
23]. New products are: All Bran, Pep, Bran
Flakes, Raisin Bran, Shredded Wheat, Gro-Pup,
feed division, added to products already serviced by Burnett: Corn Flakes, Rice Crispies,
Sugar Corn Pops, Corn Soya and Gold Medal
Macaroni and Spaghetti. In addition, Burnett
will handle Kellogg Co. Ltd. of Canada. James
E. Weber, vice president, is account supervisor,
working with three product men. Burnett
agency acquired initial Kellogg business in
fall of 1949. Client looking at syndicated film,
Superynayi, which would be spotted nationally
for children's audience in fall.
YOUNG QUITS WORKSHOP
JAMES WEBB YOUNG has resigned as consultant on mass communications to Ford
Foundation, effective Aug. 1. In announcing
his resignation, Henry Ford II, Foundation's
acting president, said, "We are pleased . . .
that the Television-Radio Workshop, which
was established by the Foundation at Mr.
Young's suggestion
his guidance,
continue
along the andlineswithenvisioned
by will
Mr.
Young under Robert Saudek, director of the
Workshop." Mr. Young said: "Now that the
Workshop is established and is proceeding
with plans that Mr. Saudek and I worked out
together, I feel that it is time for me to turn
my attention to a number of personal affairs
that I have been neglecting during the last
year. I have enjoyed working with the Foundation's officers and hope to be of additional
service to them on some future occasion."

BUSINESS BRIEFLY
TEXACO SPOTS % Texas Co. (gasoline and
motor oil), through its agency, Erwin, Wasey
& Co., N. Y., considering spot radio campaign
in northeast section of country.
TEA ADDS MARKETS • Tetley Tea Co.,
Greenwich, through W. Earl Bothwell, N. Y.,
adding small number of markets, effective immediately, for six weeks.
SEEK 100 MARKETS # Garret Wine Co.,
N. Y., through David J. Mahoney, that city,
starting to line up radio-TV spot campaign to
start Oct. 6, in 100 markets for ten weeks.
PREEN PARTICIPATION • A. S. Harrison
Co., South Norwalk, Conn. (Preen Floor
Polish),ments lookingparticipation
radioDay
— seg-on
and spots — forto start
after Labor
New England coast, through Calkins & Holden,
Carlock, McClinton & Smith, N. Y.
STRIKE CANCELS SCHEDULE # Radio spot schedule destined to start July 21 in
five sales districts for Lincoln-Mercury has
been temporarily cancelled because of steel
strike.
MC FARLAND COMPROMISE
EXPECTED SATURDAY
COMPROMISE between Senate and House
versions of McFarland bill (S 658) expected
to be reached Saturday by Senate-House conference committee. Led by Sen. Ernest W.
McFarland (D-Ariz.) and Rep. J. Percey
Priest (D-Tenn.), committee met Friday, discussed several non-controversial sections of
bill and was scheduled to meet next day at 10
a.m. to iron out remaining differences.
General consensus among Capitol Hill
watchers is that final bill will include these
provisions, of those significantly in conflict:
(1) FCC will have power to issue cease and
desist orders in addition to revoking licenses.
However, fine provision of House bill may
be retained for non-broadcast services. (2)
Newspaper anti-discrimination provision will
either be rewritten to make it apply to any
lawful business or occupation or it will be deleted entirely on ground White House has objected to it, might veto measure because of it.
(3) Horan amendment will be accepted, but
section forbidding charge of premium rates
for political candidates will be rewritten to
take into account broadcast practices. (4)
Double jeopardy clause in Senate version will
be retained. (5) Forced purchase of equipment of licensee who fails to get renewal will
be dropped.
DE ROCHEMONT MOVES
RICHARD DE ROCHEMONT, former executive producers of March of Time, has joined
Transfilm Inc., New York, as producer and
consultant on new business matters, moving
his business film accounts to Transfilm in deal
said to involve more than half-million dollars
worth of commercial film production. Mr. De
Rochemont plans to release two topical TV
programs this fall.
for more AT DEADLINE turn page ^
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MOORE NAMED PRESIDENT
OF VIRGINIA ASSOCIATION
JAMES H. MOORE, WSLS Roanoke, elected
president of Virginia Assn. of Broadcasters
at business session held Friday noon, winding
up two-day meeting at Old Point Comfort,
Va. (see VAB stories pages 30, 51). Robert
H. Smith,
WCYB E. Bristol,
president and Frank
Koehler,elected
WROV viceRoanoke,
secretary-treasurer.
Resolutions supported NARTB get-out-thevote campaign and FCC plan to relax operator
rules. Bernard Koteen, Washington radio attorney, cited cases supporting NARTB effort
to havedent operator
rules eased.
PresiHarold E. Fellows
spokeNARTB
at Thursday
night session.
Indication some UHF TV stations will be
eranted soon after July 1 given by FCC Comr.
Rosel H. Hyde in question session after his
talk. He declined to get into discussion of
directional TV antennas. C. T. Lucy, WRVA
Richmond, discussed legislative activities as
chairman of committee handling that work.
Others taking part in floor debates were John
W. Shultz, WMVA Martinsville; Charles P.
Blackley, WTON Staunton, retiring VAB president; Richard F. Lewis Jr., WINC Winchester; Philip P. Allen, WLVA Lynchburg, and
Robert M. Lambe, WTAR Norfolk.
Elected to VAB board were Fred L. Hart,
WLPM Suffolk; John L. Cole Jr., WHLF South
Boston: Charles R. Maillet, WFLO Farmville;
Earl M. Key, WKEY Covington; E. S. Whitlock, WRNL Richmond.
COURT ORDERS KFDM
CASE REOPENED
REOPENING of 560 kc case concerning KFDM
Beaumont, Tex., and KWTO Springfield, Mo.,
was ordered by U. S. Court of Appeals in
decision Thursday (No. 10888). Court remanded case to FCC to (1) hear testimony on
nossible directional antenna design proffered
by KFDMferenceand
amount and
of interbetween (2)
whatcompare
was estimated
what
actually has occurred.
In
1947,
FCC
granted
KFDM
authority
to
boost
power from
5 kw. increase
Short time before
KWTO
applied11 kwkwfortonight
power
5 kw grant.
local
sunset
and
to 5 kw from
full time,
thus
throwing
interference
into
KFDM's
exnanoVd
service
area.
Commission
then
revised
KFDM
grant,
to condition
it on ifacceDtance
of anv interference
that
might
ensue
KWTO FCC
SDDlication
KFDM
rejected
condition,
saidhearings.
it granted.
wouldKFDMsetTf
both
applications
for
comDarative
3nr=r,ted
condition.
In
1948.
FCC
held
hearing
on
KWTO
appealed application,
to Court ofgranted
Appeals.power boost. KFDM
In other parts of decision, Court denied
KFDM complaints that (1) it was denied comparative hearing and (2) that FCC violated
109J rule in granting KWTO increased power.
Court held that when KFDM accepted condition on its grant, it waived rights to comparative hearing. Court also said that 10 r/< rule
is part of Engineering Standards, and FCC
must have flexibility in deviating therefrom
in public interest.
AVCO REPORT
NET INCOME of Avco Mfg. Co. for six months
ended May 31 totaled $3,542,928 against SfrK547,211 in same period of 1951. Earnings in
first half of 1952 were 38 cents per common
share on 8,887,959 shares compared with 61
cents on 8,731,058 shares for similar period
last year. Dividend of 56% cents on corporation's $2.25 cumulative convertible preferred
stock, payable Aug. 1, 1952, declared Friday.
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In this IssueA summary of television station applications filed since the freeze was lifted
shows the average applicant expects
to spend $367,000 to build his station
and $292,000 to run it the first year.
Average anticipated revenue for first
year is $314,000. Page 23.
General Telecasting System is formed by
General Teleradio Inc. (subsidiary of
General Tire & Rubber Co. and principal stockholder in MBS) to produce
and distribute television programs.
Page 23.
This is the week that may settle the
immediate future of network-affiliate
relationships in radio. CBS Radio
affiliates meet with top network executives July 2 to straisrhten out differing
opinions over network rates. Page 2UMonday
isn't bluestore
any more
for Pomeroy's
department
in Pottsville,
Pa.,
since it started using Sunday radio
advertising. A special B*T report.
Page 26.
Despite summer heat, advertisers and
agencies are beginning to plan fall
schedules on radio and television.
Page 27.
The President throws his support behind
educational television, tells FCC members he hopes private foundations will
ante up the enormous sums needed to
build non-commercial facilities for
educational broadcasters. Meanwhile,
Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corp.
puts uptions.$100,000
Page 51. for educational staDetailed plans for radio and television
coverage — the most ambitious in history— ofventionthenext week.
Republican
ConPage National
25.
Harold Fellows, NARTB president, warns
against the dangers of "organized
efforts at censorship" as he testifies
before the House subcommittee investigating morals of radio-TV. Page 29.
The 1953 NARTB convention is set for
Los Angeles starting either April 28
or 29. Page 31.
National Production Authority relaxes
its ban against color television production, but like
concedes
it won'tof mean
anything
mass that
production
color
wiil be possible. Page 53.
FCC's
proposed
of transmitter
operator
rules relaxation
draws violently
opposed
1 actions. Station or-erators, on the
one side,quiressay
engineer
shortage
reeasier rules. Engineers and
unions say there is no shortage but
that stations want to hire cheap help.
Page 28.
Upcoming
June 30-July
National
tisers Assn.,2:Palmer
House,industrial
Chicago.AdverJuly 1-2: CBS Radio affiliates meeting.
Ambassador Hotel, New York.
(Other Upcomings page 73)

Closed Circuit
(Continued from page 5)
and film presentation in flexible format similar
to that of leading picture magazines. Understood that series will be available for participating sponsorship.
WHEN FCC appears before House subcommittee on Gathings investigation, it will be called
upon to analyze complaints received from public on radio-TV programming. These, as of
now, show roughly that main complaints have
been against liquor advertising (Hawaii and
Alaska), running better than 3-1 over all
others. Poor runners-up are low necklines on
TV and blatant commercials.
UNDERCURRENT of opposition evident in
FCC
legal P.ranks
over plan
of General
Benedict
Cottone
to hire
outsider Counsel
to fill
vacancy of Assistant General Counsel in
charge of litigation. J. Roger Wollenberg, of
Anti-Trust Div., Dept. of Justice, is mentioned.
Staff supports merit promotions from within,
particularly
on ground
that litigationSuggestion
will require trained
top personnel.
strongly favored is promotion of Assistant
Broadcast Bureau Chief Joseph M. Kittner to
AGC for administration, with AGC Richard
A. Sollomon promoted to litigation, and Paul
Dobin, who ably directed final TV allocations
project,
Kittner
Bureau. succeeding
All salaries Mr.
involved
are inat Broadcast
$10,800.
DON'T kiss off request of Sen. Joseph McCarthy (R-Wis.) for list of State Dept. contacts within radio-TV
newsmen. It'sas likely
come up
election campaigning
basis ofto
charge State Dept. is using private industry
for propaganda.
USE of closed circuit TV for civil defense alerting believed to have stirred keen interest inside
White House after theatre TV demonstration
for policemen last Thursday.
AMERICAN Civil Liberties Union is preparing brief to support its petition asking that
hearing be held by FCC on alleged use of blacklist by radio-TV networks and stations. Commission several weeks ago turned down ACLU
pleading asking that network stations be placed
on temporary license pending hearing [B»T,
June ing 16],
but left unresolved request for hearon subject.
YOU CAN put this down as fact: Even if
Democrats remain in White House, former
U. S.tionSen.
Mead early
will submit
his resignaas FTCJames
chairman
next year.
WMAL EXECUTIVE CHANGES
WITH resignation of Ben Baylor as assistant
general manager
and sales manager
AM-FM-TV
Washington,
Charles ofL.WMALKelly,
program director of stations, becomes assistant
general manager. Kenneth H. Berkeley, general manager
of Evening
Star BroadcastingCo., also
announced
appointment
of Mahlon
Glascock as director of radio and television
sales. Mr. Glascock, now with Kal, Ehrlich &
Merrick advertising agency, formerly director
of radio sales for WRC Washington, NBCowned
July 1. capital outlet. Appointments effective
CONVENTIONS TO WICHITA
KANS Wichita Friday completed arrange
ments to bring conventions to Wichita by
microwave
relay Station
connection
withup WKY-TV
Oklahoma City.
will set
65 to 70
sets
in
Wichita
Forum
Bldg.
Telecast
will be
presented free as public service.
for more AT DEADLINE see page 86 |)
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DES

MOINES

RADIO

Latest Hoopers show it again . . . KRNT, CBS Radio in Des Moines, delivers
the BIG audience — Morning, Afternoon, and Evening. You're right when
you buy that very highly Hooperated, sales results premeditated, CBS affiliated station in Des Moines. Katz represents KRNT, The Register and
Tribune station.

THE NEWS WEEKLY OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and Circulation Office*:
870 National Press Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone ME 1022
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TELECASTING Begins on page 49
To the radio advertiser
who inquired about an
under-the-counter deal
One of our boys recently put aside his rustic
clothes and haystrewn speech for a look at the
World. "Madison Avenue is a shambles," he
reported.
"All than
advertisers
some
are more equal
others. are
Rateequal
cards only
gyrate.
Counters for dealing under are everywhere. One
fellow even made me a Proposition!"
We calmed him down with a month's vacation
and decided to make a Statement, to wit:
1. Our rate card No. 18 became effective
June 1, 1951.
2. If rate increases become necessary a new
rate card will be issued (with a year of grace
between announcement and effective date).
3. If rate decreases go into effect a new rate
card will be issued; everyone will know about
it and benefit from the reduction.
We're old fashioned about rate cards. Ours mean
what they say. Everyone is treated the same as
anyone. This saves time-buyers embarrassment;
whereabout
theybargaining.
stand; they don't have
totheybe know
worried
We submit
published
offer a
fertile
sourcethatofWMT's
advertising
value:rates338,480
families who listen each week to WMT's exclusive
regional and CBS programming. The Katz
Agency, our national representative, says amen.
5000 WATTS, 600 KC
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
BY THE KATZ AGENCY
BASIC CBS RADIO NETWORK
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Telecasting

what

they

say

about

television?

Yes, it is true that television has had a lusty,
chaotic infancy.
It's equally that television today has matured into a major medium sold and bought on
a comparative and competitive basis.
It's also
that buyers of television time
need and want facts about television markets
to do an intelligent buying job.

The 1952 Marketbook has the answer on how
much spot or network television will cost on any
combination of stations throughout the country.
The 1952 Marketbook has the^^B on what
rating services are available in each of the television markets.
The 1952 Marketbook has the answer on the
population of each of the TV markets.

It's too, that the TELECASTING section
of the 1952 BROADCASTING-TELECASTING Marketbook will contain the basic data on
all 63 television markets.

The 1952 Marketbook will contain a television
map of the United States. This will enable timebuyers to chart coverage areas.

This data will be broken down into easy-to-read,
easy-to-refer-to information.
Time
ers need facts in a hurry. They will find
quickly and easily in the Marketbook.
the!

Because the ^^52 Marketbook has these and
many other answers, it is true that the Marketbook is the strategic buy for television stations.
It is
too, that regular rates apply.

The publication date of the Marketbook is August 18th. The deadline is July 20th.
Send in your reservation today.

agency

HERBERT A. CARLSON resigns as vice president of Henri, Hurst &
McDonald, Chicago, July 1 to enter public relations business on West
Coast.
DR. LAWRENCE DECKINGER, research director, Biow Co., N. Y.,
appointed vice president in charge of research.
HELEN M. WHIGHAM, assistant account executive,
H. M. Conner & Assoc., Hollywood (now discontinued),
to Vick Knight Inc., that city, as media director.
JOAN LIAM
M. KOOB,
J. B. new
Lippincott
Phila., and
WILSTEINER form
agency, Co.,
STEINER
& KOOB,
N. Y.
RALPH WEINSTOCK, account executive, Ted H. Ball
Co., Hollywood, to Consolidated Adv. Directors, L. A.,
as head of sales-merchandising department.
ANDREW AYRES, account executive with SulDr. Deckinger MARY livan,
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, N. Y., elected a vice
president. Her husband is CHARLES T. AYRES, vice
president in charge of radio at ABC.

on all accounts

TWO
CBS

TOP

RADIO

TWO

STATIONS

BIG

SOUTHWEST

MARKETS

ONE
LOW
COMBINATION

RATE

Sales- winning radio schedules for
the Great Southwest just naturally
include this pair of top- producing
CBS Radio Stations. Results prove
this ! Write, wire or phone our
representatives now for availabilities
and rates!
National Representatives
JOHN
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&

CO.

nalism, agriculture and radio are
ideally for the account.
levision
MAN,L.radio-te
direcSEA-, combined
Y)agency
tor of Bert
S.(JERR
Gittins
GERALD
Born on a livestock farm in Iowa,
Milwaukee, has the kind of a job
he completed work
on bachelor's
about which perhaps people dream. and
degrees
at Iowa
In the line of duty this spring, he State master's
College
in
agricultural
journg 11 South
spent four weeks
visiti
nalism.
As
an
undergraduate,
and Central American countries. wrote freelance news for local andhe
Last year he toured 15 nations in regional farm papers and national
Europe and the Near East, and magazines, waited on tables in his
next landyear
he will
lia. fly to New Zea- Delta Chi fraternity house, and was
and Austra
Mr. Seaman has averaged 100,- a member of Alpha Zeta (agricul000 flying miles
ture), Sigma Delta
yearly in the past 10
, and
Chi Cardinal
(journalism),
Key
years,ablywhich
(senior society).
makes himprobthe
After 12 months
country's fastest and
farthest-moving adas
a tantgraduate
assiswhen he divided
vertising-radio-farm
his time between
expert.
Traveling in what
teaching duties and
amounts to at least
a six-day and often
work
thesis,on hehis master's
left the
a seven-day week
campusside world.
for the
outIn 1942,
(which Mr.
peopleSeaman
don't
he returned briefly
envy),
to receive his M.S.
shepherds
radio's
oldest
farm program
after researching
and the only comand
writingHistory
a thesisof
on "The
mercial show participated in by the
Early Iowa Farm
U. S. Dept. of AgriMr. SEAMAN
Magazines,"
c
u
l
t
u
r
e
,
T
h
e
Nationyearscoverfrom
al Farm and Home
"zeroingtothe 1900."
Hour on NBC from Chicago. A
Mr. Seaman worked as field ediSaturday feature,
show andit isChicago's
tor of New Jersey Farm and Garnetwork
presentedfirstin
den, handling editorial as well as
cooperation with the USDA and advertising,
and as a salesman for
has been sponsored for 52 weeks the daily Drovers
Journal in Chiyearly
since
1945
by
the
Alliscago.
Joining
the North
Dakotain
Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee. Agriculture College
at Fargo
Bert S. Gittins is the agency.
1938, he(Continued
handled duties
as
publicity
on page 71)
Mr. Seaman's experience in jourBROADCASTING
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ARTHUR H. YOUNG, assistant sales promotion manager, Interstate
Department Stores, to merchandising staff, Young & Rubicam, N. Y.,
in charge of sales promotion and premiums.
MAXWELL M. HAMAN, operator of own direct mail agency, and
CHARLES S. HAYDEN, to copy writing staff and art department, respectively, ofN. W. Ayer & Son, N. Y. BRANTLEY LIPPINCOTT,
Ward Wheelock Co., to Ayer's Philadelphia office as staff member of
checking, audit and file bureau of media department.
WILLIAM C. RAUGHLEY, Al Paul Lefton Co., Phila., to J. M. Korn
& Co., that city, as account executive.
CLAIRE COBHAM rejoins S. R. Leon Co., N. Y., in executive capacity.
JORDAN BEYER, salesman, General Electric Supply Corp., L. A., to
Ross, Gardner & White Adv., that city, as account executive.
LUSK ROBINSON to White Adv., Oklahoma City, as account executive
in charge of business development.
TOBY A. MILLER, manager director, Ted H. Ball & Co., Hollywood,
to The Edwards Agency, L. A., as account executive and mei-chandising director.
FADELL Co., Minneapolis, changes name to MIKE FADELL Adv.
JOHN J. POLIAN appointed account executive there. DORIS ANDERSON named media director. JOAN MURPHY added to radio-TV staff.
ALLAN A. DAVID has re-opened DAVID Adv., 20 W. Jackson Blvd.,
Chicago. Telephone is Webster 9-3788.
A. E. ALDRIDGE, A. E. Aldridge Assoc., Phila., elected vice president
of First Adv. Agency Group at Buffalo convention.
JACK WHITEHOUSE, office of public information, U. of Calif., L. A., to
Martin R. Klitten Co., that city, as head of newly formed public
relations department.
GETSCHAL & RICHARD Inc., N. Y., changes to GETSCHAL Co. Office
remains at 49 E. 51st St.
BERGIE BOE, manager of radio-TV department, Roy Durstine agency,
N. Y., to radio-TV staff, Needham, Louis & Brorby, N. Y. She is wife
of BOB WOOD, midwest manager of Storer Broadcasting Co.
GILBERT W. WERNER, copy-contact man, H. B. LeQuatte Co., N. Y.,
and previously with August Adv., Miami, to copy staff of VanSant,
Dugdale & Co., Baltimore.
NORMAN C. KAL, president and treasurer, Kal, Ehrlich & Merrick Adv.,
Washington, D. C, elected business representative on board of Assn. of
Better Business Bureaus Inc.
THOMAS P. REILLY to media staff, Ted Bates & Co., N. Y., as space
buyer.
RAY VIR DEN, former president of Lennen & Mitchell, N. Y., who
was said earlier in B*T to be opening agency, reported last week that
it was office which he would use as base of operations, but not an agency.
ARTHUR PARDOLL, business manager, radio-TV department of Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles Inc., N. Y., father of girl, Martha Jean,
June 12.
EDWIN B. TYLER to Hermon W. Stevens Agency, Boston, as assistant to president.
BROADCASTING
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These figures are stoppers: A total of
$1,027,228,000 represents the annual
buying of 306,142 Buffalo market
households in 14,252 retail outlets.
This rich market is completely covered
by Buffalo's No. 1 station — WBEN.
Petry will tell you all about this
"cream" station and market.
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for

station

and

sponsor!

Associated Press . . . constantly onthe job with
• a news report of 1,000,000
words every 24 hours.
• leased news wires of 350,000
miles in the U.S. alone.
• exclusive state-by-state news
circuits.
• 100 news bureaus in the U.S.
• offices throughout the world.
• staff of 7,200 augmented by
member
and newsdaily. papers...stations
more than 100,000
men and women contributing

10* for the FISCHER BAKING COMPANY,
with seven 15-minute AP newscasts a week on WJLK:
"Our long sponsorship of AP newscasts on WJLK
shows (1) their effectiveness, and (2) our satisfaction," declares George J. Fischer. "These
newscasts accomplish two important jobs ...
a public service in keeping our audience informed
. . . and an advertising job by promoting Fischer
Baked Products to a larger-than-usual audience!"

6000
HtftSfor MEYER'S BAKERY, sponsor of
seven AP newscasts a week on KARK:
"We're in a highly competitve field," says Charles
T. Meyer, President, "and we must maintain our
leadership as marketers of quality baked goods.
Our AP newscasts on KARK help us do this by
providing a powerful selling medium plus the
public service credit and prestige which go with
sponsorship of AP news."

OF THE ASSOCIATED

PRESS."

—
AP NEWS
WILL STATION
MEAN GOOD
\Y^ NEWS
FOR YOUR
AND
AJ YOUR SPONSORS, TOO! The
~7j
alert,news
comprehensive,
authorita-by
V I tive
coverage provided
\j
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//
\J
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The Associated Press attracts,
holds, convinces audiences . . .
creates an atmosphere of
authenticity in which a sponsor's message takes on added
importance. Find out today how
the good news brought by AP
can mean good news for you

J
il
n

and Field
your sponsors!
Consult...youror
AP
Representative
write, wire, or phone:

"1Hv;5 . .«»

^

CLEVELAND

GENE ARCHER
WRC's Gene Archer, to
be exact. Gene's delightful mid-day program
features the Cliff Quartette's individual music,
popular records . . .
plus
Genebaritone
Archer'sstyle.
own
brilliant
Participation in this
choice time period (12:15-1:15 PM, Monday
through Friday) promises business in Washington. An impressive list
of current national spots
amply
supports Gene's
selling story.
Audience loyalty of
"Here's Archer" offers
an immediate association with a "Name Performer" in the Nation's
Capital.
A few choice availabilities remain, contact WRC
directly or NBC Spot
Sales.
IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL
YOUR BEST BUY IS
FIRST in WASHINGTON

wrc

a

5,000 Watts • 980 KC
Represented by NBC Spot Sales
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t*f
feature of the week
ance real
e and
estatSEL
DARY,
firm
L insur
M RUS
* owner, is putting his
ability at the organ to good use on
KMAN Manhattan, Kan.
Last March, Mr. Dary began a
quarter-hour Sunday afternoon
program on KMAN, featuring his
own organ music. The program,
Melodies at Home, is aired from
Mr. Dary's residence.
firm
hadIn two
movedmonths,
more Mr.thanDary's
$150,000
worth of real estate alone. Considering that Manhattan is a community of only 19,000 inhabitants,
this was quite a feat, Bill Friday,
KMAN commercial manager Mr. Dary, through KMAN, airs
points
The out.
insurance portion of Mr. Melodies from his living room.
Dary's
the pointbusiness
where has
it nowincreased
pays forto service type program promoting
the entire overhead expense.
First. is a member of the
Mr. Dary gives KMAN credit Safety
Mr. Dary
for helping to increase his business as much as 30% over a two- Washington Committee of the National Real Estate Board, a pastmonth period. Ten minutes after president
the Kansas Assn. of
his first quarter hour, a hitherto Real Estateof Brokers
holds the
unknown pliment
prospect
com- Kansas Assn. of Real and
Estate BrokMr. Dary phoned
on histo music
Achievement
talent. This phone call eventually Award"ersfor"Outstanding
1951.
resulted in sale of a $30,000 piece
As
a
musician,
and
as a busiof property,
which
had
been
mentioned in one of the commercials.
nessman, Mr. Dary knows that
In addition to his advertising radio brings the most harmonious
results from the broad keyboard of
over thepates l'adio,
Mr. Dary
twice weekly
in a participublic advertising.
ft

WSRS
"The Family Station"
CLEVELAND'S
ONLY
NEWS STATION
ON THE AIR
24 Hours daily
'round the clock

WSRS
WILL BE AT THE
REPUBLICAN
AND
DEMOCRATIC
CONVENTIONS
FULL TIME
COVERAGE
DIRECT FROM
CHICAGO
OVER OUR OWN
EXCLUSIVE
FACILITIES

strictly business

on Smith,
R tClarend
ARTHU
of Smith's
presiden
added
Co., has Transfer & Storage
on's
on
Washingt
to
new expressi
avocabula
ing.
ry through radio advertisThe expression, "Don't Make a
Move byWithout
Callingas Smith,"
used
Mr. Smith
a slogan.is
Children at play use it. Washington officialdom uses it. It has become ahousehold term.
More than incidentally, Mr.
Smith traces the phenomenal
growth of his moving and storage
business to radio use of that slogan,
which is whispered by the announcer.
So much, in fact, does he think
of that slogan that it has been
registered as a trademark. He
sold its use to a New York City
firm, which also is doing quite well
with it.
The whispered slogan actually
is the brainchild of Mr. Smith's
advertising representative, Courtland D. Ferguson, president of the
agency, Courtland D. Ferguson
Inc. Mr. Smith first used radio advertising in February 1943. Until

WSRS
LOCAL NEWS
EVERY SIXTY
MINUTES ON
THE HALF HOUR
'ROUND THE
CLOCK
On the air
24 hours daily
"The Family Station"
SMITH
. . . his whispered slogan became
a household expression
that time he used newspaper space WSRS
spasmodically, radio even less frequently.
CLEVELAND
In (Continued
1943, he decided
on pageto doUS) more
NAT'L REP. FORJOE & CO.
BROADCASTING
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This letter is typical.
WJBK
station isforthe
wise"pay-off"
buyers.

WJBKiffDETROIT
NATIONAL

BROADCASTING

SALES

Tops in Music — News — Sports
HEADQUARTERS: 48 8 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK
Represented Nationally by THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.

• Telecasting

22, ELDORADO 5-2455
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Network Story
EDITOR:
Thought your story on network
sales ["The Radio Networks' Crisis
and Cures," June 16 issue] was an
open mike
excellent
job of reporting and writing.
It was one of the most realistic
CONappraisals of the situation I have fully prepared, concise and most EUSTACE T. PUDDGRATULATIONS ON AND
FINE PROenlightening. . . .
seen or heard.
MOTION PIECE.
Robert H. Salk
Carl George
MICHAEL R. HANNA
The Katz Agency Inc.
V. P. & Gen. Mgr.
New York
GENERAL MANAGER
WGAR Cleveland
* * *
WHCU ITHACA, N. Y.
* * *
EDITOR:
EDITOR:
Fudd's
Friends
Just a note to tell you how much EDITOR:
SEND IMMEDIATELY 50
I enjoyed your story on the radio
PLEASE SEND 100 COPIES COPIES "RADIO IS NO DAMN
network crisis. ... It was beauti-

7\11 the neighbors listen in when
WENT is on the air, and you
can't argue with these facts:
RADIO
STATION

WENT
C B. S. Affiliate

250 W
1340 KC

GLOVERSVILLE JOHNSTOWN, N. Y.
WENT serves a prosperous dairy-farming and resort region,
studded with manufacturing centers that include Gloversville,
Johnstown and Amsterdam. The shaded area includes the lower
Mohawk and upper Hudson Valleys below 1000-foot contour,
permitting clear groundwave reception of outstanding CBS programs, augmented by carefully planned schedules of local news
and talent.
SACANDAGA BROADCASTING CO.
Gloversville, N.Y.
Page 16 • June 30, 1952

WENT is the only CBS Affiliate between Utica and Troy serving this
vast population.

GOOD." BILL US. WILL PAY
ANYTHING.
A. J. BAUER
GENERAL MANAGER
WINK
FORT
FLA.
* *MYERS,
*
[EDITOR'S a NOTE:
Because ofof the
readers'
demands,
new printing
B»T
brochure
containing
radio
success
ies has been made. The brochurestor-is
available at the following rates: Single
copy,75 35tf;
copies,
$15;
copies,25 $20;
100 $7.50;
copies, 50$25.copies,
Plus
postage.]
* * *
Bonus
EDITOR:
Thank you for . . . that extremely
nattering piece you ran about me
in Broadcasting May 12 . . . Those
who I think of as my friends still
want to know what I had to do to
win such a bonus.
Carroll Carroll
Vice President
Ward Wheelock Co.
Hollywood
* * *
Technical Tizzy
EDITOR:
Notice in the June 9 issue of
Broadcastig • Telecasting that
the NARTB and Mr. [Richard P.]
Doherty [NARTB director of emsucce ded in gettingployer-employe
an relations]
FCC have
hearing
on their proposal to drastically
reduce operator requirements. .
Even allowing
Mr. Doherty's
inimitable
use offordoublethink
and
scrambled semantics, the proposals
make very little sense from any
rational standpoint.
As for a shortage of licensed
operators, FCC figures show that
the number of first phone tickets
more than doubled between 1946
and 1950. . . . Concerning the same
operator requirements for a quarter kilowatt AM station and a television station, the truth of that
matter is that the former are not
too high, but the latter far too low.
UHF and color TV will further increase technical requirements. . . .
Lewis C. Sherlock
Denver

Score an Assist
EDITOR:
It was with great interest that
we read the article in the June 23
WENT has the top 20 rated pro- issue surveying a typical cross section of the leading advertising
grams ... a combination of top
CBS shows and local favorites.
agencies and their ideas on the
handling of spot schedules which
are disrupted by the broadcasting
of the political conventions this
George Bissell — President
July. Having an advance look into
J. Charles — Resident General Manager the situation will be of real assistance to us in planning our own
GILL-KEEFE-PERNA, INC.
procedure.
H. William Koster
National Representatives
General Manager
_____
WPJB Providence,
R.I.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

2500

SONG

WORKING

WRITERS
FOR

YOU

Suppose you put the country's 2500 leading song-writers on your
payroll to create the music your customers demand. Picture the
size of your payroll! But there is a simple way to get the same
result at a nominal cost.
The way, of course, is through an ASCAP license, which gives you
ready access to the best-loved American music ... an unparalleled
catalog containing tens of thousands of compositions of the more
than 2500 leading American song-writers . . . the favorites of the
past half-century.
In brief, you get the MUSIC that has made the field of entertainment one of America's great Industries. MUSIC is the lifeblood of
radio and television, night clubs and taverns, restaurants and hotels
. . . wherever Americans while away their hours of relaxation.
The creative talent that makes MUSIC good business for you is
available at low cost. Look at it this way . . . the total royalties paid
to writers and copyright owners last year through ASCAP by all
commercial users of music are only a fraction of a cent of each
dollar spent on entertainment by the American public.
An ASCAP license is the biggest bargain in entertainment!
This is the second of a series of
advertisements telling the story of ASCAP
FAFfS AMERICAN
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

SOCIETY OF COMPOSERS. AUTHORS AND
575 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK 22, NEW YORK

PUBLISHERS
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new business
f^f
at • e

YOU'LL BE INTERESTED
IN RADIO'S VERY LOW

Cost

per

thousand

ON WESTERN NEW YORK'S
NUMBER ONE STATION

WHAM

has available up-to-

date cost-per-thousand figures for its many
popular Participation Programs. .You'll
find them of special interest in the selling
problems of seeking the largest possible
market at low, low cost. Your nearest
HOLLINGBERY representative will gladly
show you the facts.

The Strom berg-Carlson
Station
Roshester 3, N. Y.

Basic NBC — 50.000 watts — clear channel— 1180 kc
GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY, NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
Page 18 • June 30, 1952

MALTEX
Vt., New
looking
for radio
spot availabilities
for
late fallCo.,startBurlington,
in hot cereal
England
markets.
Agency: Samuel
Croot Co., N. Y.
SHULTON TOILETRIES, N. Y., lining up possibilities for spot radio
campaign to start early fall in top 50 markets. Agency: Wesley Assoc.,
N. Y.
NESTLE'S CHOCOLATE Co., N. Y. (Semi-Sweet and cookie mix), planning radio-TV spot campaign in 25 markets starting early October.
Agency: Cecil & Presbrey, N. Y.
TEA
beginning
in fall will
TV Agency:
spots in Leo23
cities COUNCIL,
for 20 weeks'N.toY.,promote
consumption
of hotusetea.
Burnett Co., Chicago.
A/etwotk • • •
GENERAL MILLS Co., renews Betty Crocker Magazine of the Air, on
ABC for 52 weeks, Mon. through Fri., 8:40-8:45 a.m., 2:30-2:35 p.m. and
4:25-4:30 p.m. EDT, effective Sept. 1. Agency: Dancer-FitzgeraldSample, N. Y.
SERUTAN Co., Newark, moves Battle of the Ages from DuMont to
CBS-TVAdv.,starting
Bruck
N. Y. Sept. 6, Sat., 10:30-11 p.m. EDT. Agency: Franklin
TONI Co., Chicago, will sponsor five-minute program on ABC radio
twice a day, Tues. and Thurs. called It Happens Every Day, 2 :30-35 p.m.
and 10:30-35 p.m., effective July 1. Agency: Tatham-Laird Inc., Chicago.
AMERICAN TOBACCO Co., N. Y. (Lucky Strike cigarettes), to sponsor Your Lucky Clue with Basil Rathbone as m.c, effective July 13, as
summer replacement for This Is Show Business, Sun., 7:30-8 p.m. on CBSTV. Agency: BBDO, N. Y.
GENERAL FOODS, N. Y. (Instant Sanka coffee and Swans Down cake
mixes), will sponsor Footlight Theatre effective July 4, CBS-TV, 9:3010 p.m. for 13 weeks when firm will pick up Our Miss Brooks in same time
slot. Agency: Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
■@(jencif
-Oppointmanti
RUM
& MAPLE
TOBACCO Corp., N. Y. (cigarettes and smoking tobacco), appoints Rand Adv., that city, to handle radio and television
advertising.
DAYSTORM FURNITURE Corp., Olean, N. Y. (tubular and plastic furniture), reappoints N. W. Ayer & Son, N. Y.
SCUDDER FOOD PRODUCTS Inc., Monterey Park, Calif, (mayonnaise,
potato chips, peanut butter), names BBDO, L. A. Radio-TV is being used.
HOUDRY
that city. PROCESS Corp., Phila., appoints John Falkner Arndt & Co.,
HUDSON DEALERS OF SOUTHERN CALIF., L. A., appoints Erwin,
Wasey & Co., that city. TV is being used.
COMPRESSED PRODUCTS Corp., Phila., appoints Lee Ramsdell & Co.,
that city,
for new product, Delicate. GERALD F. SELINGER is account executive.
■Odpe&jaU • • •
HARRY W. CHESLEY Jr., vice president in charge of national sales,
Pepsi-Cola Co., N. Y., to Philip Morris & Co., that city, as vice president
to coordinatechandisingand
activities.supervise company's advertising, selling and merROLLA E. McDONALD, vice-president and creative director, Hoffman
& York, Milwaukee, to Payne Furnace Div. and Day & Night Div. of
Affiliated Gas Equipment Inc., Monrovia, Calif., as advertising manager.
He succeeds JOSEPH J. MURLO, who has joined Free Sewing Machine
Co.,
Hills,manager.
in similar capacity, replacing ERVING BERG, named
sales Beverly
promotion
ROBERT P. CLARKE Jr. promoted to assistant director of advertising,
Mutual Life Insurance Co., New York.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Is it time for another Declaration
The men who wrote the first one
struggled to put new ideas into simple words. Humbly, they tried to set
down clearly certain rights of man
that could be called God-given, and
hard-to-say things of a spiritual
nature — truth, equality, freedom.
And the words came alive, and the
ideas shone clear. The idea that
each man is more important than
his government; his independence
more precious than his security; his
spiritual strength more lasting than
his armies.

ROADCASTING

• Telecasting

of Independence ?

Upon these, a nation grew great.
There are always people who fear
such ideas — even today, even in
America. These people feel that man
cannot be trusted with his destiny.
They are working to make government the master — instead of the
servant — of the people.
Their distrust of the individual
has spread frighteningly in the past
few years.
It can be stopped by ideas — the
same ideas spelled out in the Declaration ofIndependence.

It's time for all of us, privately
and in public, to declare once again
our independence — to speak up for
freedom, and against anything that
threatens it.
The trend toward more and more
government controls is a threat to
every business, every family, every
individual. That's why this message
is published by America's businessmanaged, tax -paying ELECTRIC
Light and Power Companies*.
*Names on request from this magazine
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•MM
ABC
CBSSUNDAY MBS TeusNBCRangers
Tei
Beneke Bobby Benson Joel McCrea
Co-op
Geerie
Sokolsky
6:00 PM Monday
Show
„
Headlines
6:15
Herethe SBand
Comes Syncopation Nick Carter First Nighter
6:30
s
S
a
StateC.(6:55-7)
Farm
Ins.
6:45
Brown
Musical
December PeterAffairsSalemof Promenade
Etchings
Concerts
7:00
S
S
a
7:15
Doris Day Howard Cable
& HisBandConcert
7:30 Time Capsule Show
(191)
„
7:45
Great Day RCA, Meredith
Slop
the
Music
Music
8:00
Show Willson,
Room (180)
„
„*PP
8:15
Philip onMorris
Best Plays
Hour
Frt"k Enchanted
8:30 Stop the Music Playh.
(193)FBwy.
Lorillard
a
the Music Wrigle,
8:45 Stop (1ST)
Carter
Prods.
9:00 Drew075)Pearson Meet(186)Millie Opera Concert
a
Masquerade
9:15
Pearson
Pharm.
Hats
in
the Ring
„
TBA
Inner Sanctum
9:30
s
(192)
The Three
SunsS
9:45
Burton
Dixie (10-10:05) TOs Is Free Meet the Press
10:00 Harvey
Corp., Paul
(118) Bob Trout
«
„
10:15 GloriaShowSParker Convention
Broadcasts
American
William
Tusher
Forum
Little
ShowS
10:30
Symphonies of the Air
«
U.S.A.
10:45 Vacationland
NewsNBCfrom
News
NewsS
News
11:00
Thinking The Political Clifton Utley
Thoughts
Out Loud
Picture
11:15 PW In Passing (11:15-15)

9:00 AM
9:15

ABC Cross
lilton
Voice ol Pro
<BL

9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30

Message
IsraelS ol

SUNDAY MBS
CBS
E.Biggs
Power

Christian
Re!.
BackChurchto God
Class
JSUL
Voice ol
Prophecy

TUESDAY
MONDAY
NBC
ABC
CBS Ins.
MBS News
NBC
Metro.Life
Not(-7ABCii p.m.
Service Metro. CBSLife Ins. MBS News
Not in Service Allan Jackson
Bob Warren
Mon-Fri Allan Jackson
Bob
Warren
Repeat
•!
YouJBUand
S
S
You and
the World
the World
S
S
Sports
Review Co-op
Sports(MM)Review
Bill(MM)
Stern's
No* Service
(193)
No♦ Service
„
Bill Stern's
(193)
3-Star
Sun OilExtraCo.
Co-op
Co-op
Lowell
Thomas
Co-opu
3-Star
Extra
Lowell Thomas
„
. Sun Oil Co.
Co-op Westinghouse
Oil Co.
(34)Oil Co. Headline
Westinghouse Fulton LewisK'Vsjr.tri'' Pure
No^Network
CNariAUssn?jr. Pure
Headline
News(34)Time
Co-op
Todays
Convntn.
(34)
News Time
No^Network
Edition Todays Convntn. Fulton^Lewis
Edition
Co-op New's'dWMld
(34)
DinnerCo-opDate
Elmer Davis
Hazel Markel
Elmer Davis
s
General
Mills
Alistair
Cooke
General
Mills
Alistair CookeStory. Gabriel Header News d World Silver Eagle Convention Story Heatter
Lone Ranger Convention
(153) Am. Oil-Hamm.
(137) Am.Ed. R.Oil-Hamm.
Miles(168)Labs
Miles Labs
Family
(7:45-7:55)
Newsreel 1 Man's
Murrow Mutual
1 No^Network
Man's
Family
(7:45-7:55)
No^Network
(See footnote) Ed. R.(100)Murrow Mutual
Newsreel
American
Chicle
(100)
The
Scarlet
General
Motors
Times
Square
Jimmy
Carroll
Are Funny
NJr
PimpernelH R
(166)
(166) HHourR Mayor of Peope (176)
(S49) Railroad
Henry Taylor
S
(181)
SCraig 3
(159)Wide
WorldFlashes
Barrie
AA
of
RR's
Me
„
„
„
C-P-PShampooS (Co-op)
S
(Co-op)
Firestone Escape With
Lever-Lipton
This Is Music Godfrey
Investigator
of Doctor Confidential
TalentR DoesCrimeNot Pay Voice of(145)Firestone Co-opS Mr.Shave&Wrigley
Mrs.CreamNorth StoryKildare
S
Scouts (167)
o
ati
Wrigley
^ Hor
Bell Telephone Town Meeting The(185)LineupR
PaulTeenWhitemao
Club Romance
Mn
Official neet YourS Match
Detective
Co-op Telephone Hour
S
(185)
a
R
TruthMcGeeor &
Cities(185)
Steve Allen
:ibberMolly
„
Steve(186)Allen
of Service
America
(164)
Show
Mysterious Consequences
HomeFrontFront Band(111)N
War
Co-op«
Chr.Chr. S.S. Publ.
Co
«
a
Views
NewsMonitor(20
JohnGulf Daly
F.Edwards
of L
Ffl'kFEd""d What's
Oil
Oil R.WalkJ. Reynolds
Philip MyMorrisLine
JohnGull Daly
a Mile FrankA. Co-op
News
(310)
News (310) Strawhat
(10-10:30)
(135)
Lile
(104)
(137)
(171)
Dream
Harbor
1Mystery
Love A Montgomery
«
America's Dream SHarbor
1
Love
A
Lile
(104)
Mystery
S
(10:30-10:35) Hotel Edison R. Trout
Time
Co-op
Dance
R. Trout
Montgomery
(10-10:05)
DefenseFor
Dangerous
Ford
(120)
Orchestra
Bands
for
Bonds
Orchestra
Assignment
Ford
(10:30-35)
S
S
(MM)
10:30-10:35
Dance(120)
Dance
■
(10:35-11)
(10:35-11)
Orchestra
Orchestra
Baukhage
Talking
Talking
Baukhage
Band
News
from
NBC
Band
News
News
News from NBC
P8G
Dance
U.N.
Dance
theNewsWorldof Sports SReport Orchestra
U.N. Morgan
of
theNewsWorldBeatty
Sports^Report Orchestra
Highlights
Beatty
Highlights Morgan

ABC MONDAY
CBS
Ueneral
Club
World NeDoty Breakfasthods
Lockwood
Swift & Co.Club
Breakfast
Spl. (14)
ArtDr.ofPeale
Livini

ewpoint
12:001
USA
12:15 PN
Eternal
Bill Cunninghan The Light
12:30
S
12:45
Churches
of Your Invitation TL. „.
1:00 Christ
TrithHerald
(106) i To Music The News Critic af Large
American PraHealth Qui:

FRIDAY
MBS
(Co-op)
Tell Your

WEDN
ABC CBS
Not in Service Allan Jackson
Co-opa
the World
S
No Service
a
Co-op
Lowell Thomas
Westinghouse
Headline
Edition Todays Convntn
Elmer Davis
General
Mills Convention
Lone Ranger
Alistair CookeStory
(153)
Am.
Murrow
(See footnote) Ed. R.Oil-Hamm.
Postmark
(100)
TBA
U.S.A.S
«
Chesebrough
Co-op
Wrigley
Valentino
Dr. Christian
s
Mr. Gt-or
President Johnny(186)Dollar
(182) R
ShowAllen
SteveBoxing
a
John Daly
Gulf
News Oil(310)

Bouts

Dream SHarbor
LatinOrchestra
Quarter Ford
R.News
Trout(120) j
(10-10:05)
S
Orchestra
Dance
Band
Sports^Report

Today
No School

YoungJ18JL
Dr.Malom
(169)
Today
In Town
Frigidaire
Cecil(92)Brown
(150)
Toni Realemon Paula Stone
Arthur'UlsBury
Godl
General
WhisperingMills Lever Bros.R
Double or Nothini Space Patrol
Streets (224) Arthur(»6)Godfrey
m
m
~To¥
lur Godfn
(192) R
rikeC-P-PIt Rich
(178)
199)
R
lob
* Ray
nTBai
nstol-Myers
Grand Slam
(MWF)
(52)
Armour
■CB
Bank P&G Ivory Snoi
Break the (257)
(TuTh)
"
m
Miles
Labs
Curt
Massey
Prudential
c
General
ieralFoi
The Jack Berth Wendy Warren
, assJenny
Lever
Bros. JohnsonNewi& Soi Tbe Kate S
Aunt
Show(ML
(12:15-12:25)
Beneral
Milli
Title(174)TBA Helen Trent
OurWhitehall
Gal Sunday
P&G(168)Ivory
MG^Oxydel
Big Sister

1:30 PM
1:45
2:00

PhilcoCorp
Breaklast Club
(269)

Dr. Pepper
lidDanceDom. (40)Barn

Archie
Andrews
S

2:45
Mary Lee Taylor

Let's Preti
iream
of Wheat

Armstrongof Today
Cork
Theatre
(!in
Over Holly Stars
Carnation,
!!!!!
Ton!
Grand.Cei.Sta.

2:15

t TeTMIT

3:00
3:15

Hour of Decisioi

3:45

Old-Fashioned
Revival
Hr. (24?

4:15
4:30
4:45
5:00
Natl.HourFarm(174)t H. 5T3T
mm

FRIDAY
ABC
CBS MBS
Not in Service Allan Jackson KidRepeatStripsol Lionel Ricau
S
(26)and
«
theYouSWorld
Sports
Review
(MM)
Stern's
NoBillService
Network
No Service
No Service
3-Star
Sun OilExtraCo.
Co-opLowell* (193)Thomas
* (193)
Westinghouse
Westinghouse Fulton Lewis jr. Pure
Co-op Todays
Headline
News OilTimeCo.
Todays
Convntn FultonCo-op
(349)Lewis jr
Edition
» pp Convntn (349)
(34)
Network
DinnerCo-opDate No Service
Elmer Davis
Reports
General
Mills
Miles
Alistair
Cooke
Alistair
Cooke
Lone Ranger Convention Stor Gabriel Heatter News of LabsWorld
Deepfreeze
Co-opHeatter
Convention Stor Gabriel
Appliance
f| 59 >
Miles Labs
Am.Ed. R.Oil-Hamm
7:45-7:55
Murrow Mutual7:45-7:55
(See footnote) Am.Ed. R.Oil-Hamm.
Newsree 1 Man's Family
Newsree
(100)Murrow MutualConcerto
Top Guy
.American(100)Chicle Strings
General
Mr. Broadway
Festival
Musiriand
HFoodsR
Symphonic
Roy(166)(148)Rogers
*PPS
(Co-op)
Pabst
(Co-op)
'War
Kraft
The
Hardy
(193)
Grade Fields Bob 8 Ray
Defense
Attorne
'Iffl
,
Ameri.
Tob.
Co.
Equitable
Lite
The
Chase
Gildersleeve
TBA
Family
,iou;
This
Isjour
FB
Show
('l76)e"
Wrigley
L&M
Fatima
Coca-Cola
Lorillard
Pal
Blade
DeSoto
Plymout
Newsstand
Theatre The Big Time Magazine
Theatre Mario
Out of the
Mr. Chameleon Rod & Gun Club Dragnet
Show
(198)
Lanza
J_): :■ Thunder Dealers,
Your LifeYou(191)Be Amateur Hour
(171)
R
Co-op
Refining Summer Steve Allen ArmedReviewForces Short Story
Family
Steve Allen Roundup GullCounterspy
,! : Theatre
TBA
Cruise
S
Show
«
«
The1 Covered
Story
Calling
Pabst
of L.
A. F.ofL,
Oil
JohnGulf Daly
Oil
FrankA. F.Edwards
Summer
10:05-11
JohnGulf Daly
Edwards Serenade
i 1FrankA.F.OIL.
Hy Gardner
Morgan
News
(135)
(10-10:05)
*
News (310) Orchestra Frank (28)Edwards Nightbeat news ^iu) Capitol
Cloakrm stery
Words in
Heartstrings
«
My
1 Co-op
Love A
Lifethe Night
(104)
Mystery
Serenade
Eddie
Fisher's
Life
(104)
Mystery
Dance
Dance
Montgomery
Dance
Life (104) HotelOrchestra
Edison
Montgomery
|
Dance
Band
Orchestra
Montgomery
Orchestra
Co-op
Orchestra
on in.«\03)
(10:30-10:35)
!L Orchestra 1/in..1 1. JU-JU.
(10'30-10'35)
Bill Stern
a
Portrait
of a Cit
Co-op1L^'a Robt.S HisArmbruste
Music
ii
(10:35-10:45)
10:35-11:00
Talking
Baukhage
Baukhage
Co-op
NewsNBCfrom
NewsNBCfrom
News
NewsNBCfrom
Talking
n Baukhage
News
Band
Talking
Newsof
of Sports Report Dance
«in
Dance
U.N.
U.N.
theNewsof
World
U.N.
theNewsWorldBeatty
A the WorldBeatty
S
Orchestra Highlights
Highlights Morgan
Morgan Bealty Sports SReport Orchestra Highlights 1L°'0|IMorgan
— - SAIUKUAT
Y jt 1 M E
- TK1UA
MBS
MUNUA1
CBS MBS
it
5UINDAY MBS"
CBS
NBC VincentABCLepei
NBC
CBS
ABC
Luncheon
Show
U.
of
Chicago
Hour
!«. . YourTo Invitation
Merrill
Mueller
with
Lopez
Not
In
Service
Dr.
Malone
City Hospital On Discs
Music (Lutheran) Roundtable
S Oil
S
(154)Duz
(152)
Wesson
PSG
Dr.(61)Paul
Guiding(156)Light
Co-op
T5T
Hormel withS Co.H.
Top Tunes The Hour
Catholic
It With JaneShowPickens Front SS Center Music
Girls (120)
i_
M. M. McBride GFMrs.Swan-Cal.
Trendler
(137)Burton SayMusic
P8G Tide
Meredith
Willson's Musii
Perry(159)Mason
Make Way Georgia
Sunday
M String
Tennessee
Toni,
Seeman
Dixie Four Symphonic
Like A Treasury Show lor Youth Crackers
RepeatStone LiveMillionaire
Ernie
Nora
Drake
Paula
■Min Serenade
Quartet
S
Program
(170)
Lawrence Welk'
American Adventure
PSGBrighterIvoryDayFl. Co-op
TBA
Protam
PSG
Health Corp.
Quiz
(142)
Pan-American
Miles House
Labs
Galaxy
Life-Beautiful UnionS
Over Seas
Hilltop
Report
From Bandstand
of Hits Jimmy Carroll Elmo Roper
U.SJS.
Paradise
(170)
Pillsbury
Co-op
PSG
R
Adventure
House(144) Party
Intermezzo
Poole's Road(163)
In Science
of Life
P&G
(167)Bros.R
* Music
Lever
Lone Pine & Farm News
Houseparty
Bandstand
Pepper(166)Young His MountainGodwin's
U.S.A. EarlWashington
Sports Parade
For You
e rs S
(169)
R
PSG
Radio Reporters
John
Cameron
Right
to
Happi
Cedric Adams
ness (163) ABC Late Scratch Pad
Swayze
PSG
General Foods
Horse Racing Dunn's Adobe
General
!■:':.! Band of Orange Crush The Falcon
Cal TinneyMills (M-T-W)
NewsS
Grady Cole(47) 1
Backstage
S
The
Day
(274)
Sterling(152)DrugWill
J!
MTW
Chicagoa
Box ScoresSat. Stan Dougherty
Green Hornet
ThFMatinee
SL Louis Miscellaneous
Stella Dallas Finnegan's
S
Programs Sterling
Drug International
Treasury Mert's
Size-Up
U.
S.
fobacc
Main
Street
Record
Ronnie
Kemper
Musi:S Hall Under Arrest Martin Kane
Brown Widder
(151) Jazz SClub Convention Hawaii Calls
S
Bandstand Adventures Young
Manhtn. Soap
(183)
Woman
"
Dean Cameron
Dancing By
House in(181)M)
4:55-5 News
Co-opS
AmericanHollywoi
Bake
lolland Godfrey
Fuma< Wildroot Assoc.
5-5:45
p.m.
i# Arthur
Eddie
Fisher
The Sea
Roseland
Ballr
o
m
O
r
c
h
.
t
Jon & No Service Merry Mailmai Jus Plain Bill
Show
S
oundtable (141 , The Shadow Playhouse (183 BigSparkie
Whitehall
Front
Page
FarrellPSG(138)
Treasury
M-F 5:30-5:50 , ('«)
with
Williamson
FunSeeFactory
' At Home
all
Music
teh
Whi
Motorola S Whitehall
1212
Lorenzo
Jones
Rob).Admiral
Trout
Bandstand
S—
Footnol
SongsB-Bar-Bof the
S
S
(alt. wks.)
Him
Johnson
8 Son
Labs M-F 5:50-6 Ex-Lax(105)Inc.
CurtMilesMassey
True Detective
Peewee Reese
S Son Doctor's Wife Club Time
Mysteries
Time (147) R Johnson
Cecil Brown
(170)
Show
NBC
Bob Warren
Sports Review
No Service
Network
Sun
3-StarOilExtraCo.
PureNews OilTimeCo.
(34)
No Service
Network
NewsMiles(168)of LabsWorld
Miles Labs
1 Man's
(166) HFamily
R
Philip
What's(154)MyMorrisLine

ABC
Not in Service
«
«
Co-op
Headline
Edition
Co-op
Elmer Davis
General
Mills
Silver Eagle
(137)

THURSDAY
CBS MBS
Allan Jackson KidRepealStripsol
A
You and

NBC
Lionel Ricau
Sports
Review
Bill Stern's
NoService
Network
Sun3-StarOilExtra
Co.
Pure (34)Oil Co.
News 1M2
Time
No Service
Network
NewsMilesof LabsWorld
Miles(168)Labs
1 Man's
Family
A Life in
Your Hands

s"

";

El; ESDAY
■ MBS
i KidRepealStripsil
«
■
Fulton(3«)Lewis jr
i-.
Co-op
Men's Corner
;iA Gabriel Heatter
Rmi Co-op
i
i ' ^Music7:45^7:56
For A
' Half Hour

SATURDAYMBS
CBS
News
Smiley Whitley
Show
TBA
Roundup
CBS Radio Preston Sellers
S. C. Johnson
News Peewee
Reese
LarrySports
LeSeuer
(Repeat)
ThisSaturday
(Believeat Al^eller
The Chase
The Pentagon

Co-op
S
BibleCarlisle
Messages
— Tiirn*nr-"
Bob Finnegan
Sports
Management
S
LaborWomen
UniformIn
Dinner At The
Green Room Gunsmoke
wfiiiiy AutoStateIns.FarmCo.
"party'
•
TBA
B'way Is My Beat C. Brown
20 Questions
(Co-op)
(180)
«
GF-Post Cereal
« S Tarzan MGMof theTheatre
Air

Bob News
Warren
Washington
NBC Summer
EarlSymphony
Godwin's

6:00 PM
6:15
6:30

I

6:45
a
Orchestra " 7:00
u
7:15
TBA
7:30
7:45
u
Jane Ace
8:00
„
8:15
Stars In
Khaki V Blue 8:30
S
(75) R
8:45
Ohio River
u
Gangbusters
9:00
«
„
Grand
Ole
Opry
*
Lomoardoland
U.S.A. R. J. Reynolds 9:15
Waxworks
9:30
S
(178)
u
9:45
Chicago
Saturday at
of theTheatre
Air Tin Pan Valley 10:00
Shamrock
S
10:15
«
«
Soc.
Lower
10:30
Adolphus
Hotel Orchestra
Orchestra
Basin St.
S
News
10:45
NBC
News
News
News from 11:00
Dance
S
Dance
The Playboys Orchestra Orchestra
Alex Dreier
S
11:15PM
NBC
broadcast West Coast; TBA to be announced. Time
of M-F,
stations!"Stokeiy-Van
S suVtaining";~S~
re- 1
, EDT.
program,a :. .number
auu—
»- D a.m..
Camp, The
John Conte
Show
(295).
DudeJamboree
Ranch
5:5ll-5:.)5
p.m.,
M-F,
World
Flight
Reporter
5:55-6:00
p.m., M-F,
Union
Oil Co. of Calif
lio.valp.m..Banger.
Triton
BaseballAmer.
Roundup
7:30-8Lone
M-W-F,
Bakeries(275)(southeast).
* PP General
(Pyramid
Plan) Americanon The Chicle
Coffee in
Mills participations
Top Guy,&
Washington
W.,.8-8:308:30-9
Attorney,
Th.,
! p.m.,
Music. Sun.,
8:30-8:45
seg.p.m.; p.Stopm. the; Defense
CBS—Morning
8:30-9:15Calhi-rin'
a.m., Sun.,
General Foods, Sunday
(107).
del (185)a.m., Sat., Campana Sales, Bill Sha11:00-11:05
Big City
1:25-1:30
p.m., Sat., Toni Co., It Happens Every
Day
(185).
Serenade
3:45-3j50
p.m.. M-F.
M-F, ToniKellogg
Carl Smith
4:00-4:05
Co. ItCo.,Happens
Every
dav (1911p.m.
5:55-6:00
p.m. Sun., Best Foods, Larry BeSueur
The Downhomers 7:00-7:30
p.m.,
M-F,
Westinghouse
Electric,
S
(182) tion weeks of July 7 & July 21 (193).
9:25-9:30 p.m.. Sat.. 'General Foods, Sanka Sa9:25-9:30 p.m., Th., General Foods, Bill Shadel
U. S. Army
9:30-9:35
p.m., Tu.,
ella Parsons
(182)Colgate-Palmolive-Peet, LouBand
10-10:05
Robertp.m..TroutSun..(155).Thu., Fr., General Foods.
11:30-11:35ON a.m..
Sun., BillAFTERNOON
Shadel (S)
A SUNDAY
Racing
Galaxy forof You.
Hit*. 3:iin-3 ::<op m p.m. WinShowPlaceTunes8 Music
Band
ofoireei,
the Day,3:30-4
4-4:30
iviaiu
jiaii, p.m.i:au-DGamep.m. of the DayMBS—Network
2-4:30 iuusic
p.m.,(Falstaff
Mon.-Sun..
B
Brewing and Co-op).
board. Mon.-Sun.
Gillette
Warm-tin Camel
Time. Baseball
5 min. Scoreboard,
nrecedina
Mon.-Sat.Sun.
Wheaties ScoreMusicani
5■n following,
min.
following.
1Y1-1?
flalir;,,!
H.,)lfl,.VI'A
games a.m., M-Sat.. Johnson & T~K„ 1
11:25-11:30
9-9:05 p.m., M-F, Johns-Manville News (28);
Mind
NBC—Sat.,8-8:15
M-F,
MannersYour
This a.m.,
FarmingSkelly
Bus.Oil,
. 10:45"-11
a.m.
Hymn
Gen. Mills, Corp.
* MM — "Minute
Man"Time.Prnirrflms
(10). NB7n
D ThenwnlMft)
1 na VJ
Your Key
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NORTH

NORTH

CAROLINA

IS THE

SOUTH'S

ONE

STATE

North Carolina rates more firsts
in recognized market surveys than
any other Southern state. More
North Carolinians, according to
BMB study, listen to WPTF than
to any other station.

CAROLINA'S

er

50,000 WATTS

NUMBER

Salesman/

•

NBC AFFILIATE FOR RALEIGH-DURHAM

680 KC.
& EASTERN NORTH CAROLINA

FREE & PETERS, NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
R. H. MASON, GENERAL MANAGER
GUS YOUNGSTEADT, SALES MANAGER
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• Telecasting

770 to Spend $62 Million
TV APPLICANT
LIST GROWS
By LARRY CHRISTOPHER
192 mc) to Channel 8 (180-186 mc) eliminate the precedence FCC has "metropolitan district." FCC exin accord with a Sixth Report show
cities
plained the main studio must be
AS NEW TELEVISION ap- cause order. WXEL is one of the given
(those UHF
with inonethe orGroup
more B-2stations
within the corporate boundary but
plications began to arrive at 30 existing outlets required to and
having
only
UHF
channels
available).
noted
the
rule's provision for caseFCC in ever increasing num- change facilities. Increase in effecconsideration of "severe
0 Issued notice of proposed to-case
bers last week — on the eve of
tive radiated visual power from 7.5
and
undue
situations
the July 1 commencement of kw to the maximum 316 kw was rule making to add UHF Channel where studios hardship"
must be located
outSprings, Calif., as reside such boundaries.
processing — a study of the granted, along with move of main 14 at Palm
q
u
e
s
t
e
d
b
y
Dr.
Forbes
Farms
Inc.
WXEL'sOhio,
trans-to in first such petition to be filed
170 bids on file late Thursday studio location
$ Amended its multiple applimitter site atfromParma,
cation rule, Sec. 1.364, to include
showed that these applicants Cleveland.
Change will extend [B»T,fied asJune
9].
Aug.
11
was
speciTV
outlets with AM, FM and other
plan to spend more than $62 WXEL's
deadline
for
comments.
Grade
A
service
to
about
type stations. The rule provides
million in construction of 45 miles, Grade B to about 63 miles.
© Amended
its new
ap- that while one application is pendtheir facilities, a per-station Comr. Frieda B. Hennock dissented.
plication form 301
to addstation
another
ing, FCC will not accept another
average in excess of $367,000.
# Denied the petition of West- page to Section II on legal qualifi- from the same applicant which
Of these applicants, 169 estimate inghouse
cations to obtain additional infor- seeks new or additional facilities
Radio
Stations
Inc.,
supirst year operating costs totaling
ported by KROW Oakland, Calif.,
mation from applicants for non- for a station of like class to serve
>ver $49 million, an average of for modification of the temporary
commercial, educational stations.
the same community.
g292,000-plus per station. First processing procedure to establish
© Advised WDRC Hartford,
© In spite of the concern of
pear revenue estimates, of 162 ap- city priorities on the basis of a Conn., that the term "principal certain
Washington broadcast atplicants reporting their income ex- "television service factor" of popu- community" as used in Sec. 3.613
FCC informally explained
lation divided by existing services of its rules relating to main studio the new torneys,
pectations, total nearly $51 mil"application acceptance"
ion, or almost $314,000 per outlet. [B*T, June 9]. FCC held the West- location means city, town, village
on page 32)
of the Broadcast
Bureau's
Of the 30 operating stations, re- inghouse plan would substantially or other political subdivision, not policy(Continued
by FCC's
Sixthassignments
Report to
change quiredtheir
channel
to conform with the new allocation
plan
April 14], 17forto such
date
have [B»T,
filed applications
Telecosting Heod
Generd
changes with the facility Switch
D
ERT
ter.ME
General Telecasting
expects
to
IB
RETV
STmajor
and new construction to cost them NEW
program
and sales NA
distribute programs by the best
total of nearly $4.5 million, or a organization was launched last available
means, whether film, coaxweek by General Teleradio Inc. with
per-station
average
of
almost
$260,cable or radio relay. In the
000.
formation of an associate video op- earlyial stages
it was speculated that
eration, General Telecasting Sys- its main effort
Meanwhile, as nearly a score of tem.
would be concenast-minute petitions for reconsidt
r
a
t
e
d
o
n
film
programs but both
The project is based on a new
eration of the Sixth Report hit the
and live product will be disCommission on Monday, the FCC concept of nationwide television film
tributed.
last week took the following actions program distribution under the
John Sutherland, head of John
General Tire & Rubber Co. banner, Sutherland
relating to TV and allocations:
Productions, Hollywood,
General Telecasting selling
£ Indicated it could determine with
of commercial TV films,
and delivering programs to its own producer
only "in the light of the circum- stations
is
understood
to have been retained
and to affiliates and adverstances presented by a specific apby
General
Telecasting
as a productisers,
combined
two market
or more may
AM
with variations of
tion expert to advise on procureoperators plication"
in thewhethersame
ment
of
programs
for
distribution.
spot and co - op It is believed he will headquarter
legally prosecute a joint TV applibroadcasting.
cation and still retain their comTheodore C. in both Hollywood and New York.
petitive and separate AM stations.
Telecasting's
plan is with
said
Streibert, for- to General
The pronouncement, made in a
contemplate
arrangements
merly president
memorandum opinion and order
of General Tele- many production companies for
denying the petition of KFBI
radio's WOR New procurement of film and live proWichita for a declaratory ruling,
grams. It could not be learned
York, is president
was interpreted to mean FCC will
of General Tele- whether Mr. Sutherland's firm
consider such joint applications on
would
produce
films for the new
Mr. STREIBERT
a case-to-case basis.
Mr. Martin casting.
Martin, whoDwight
left company.
9 Granted the application of Crosley
Broadcasting
Corp.
a
week
It
appeared
clear
that
General
WXEL (TV) Cleveland for change ago to join General Teleradio Telecasting does not plan to en- Telecasting will have a nucleus of
in frequency from Channel 9 (186- [B*T, June 23], becomes executive
gage in TV network business in the the General Teleradio stations, including WOR -TV New York,
vice president. He also is vice accepted means. Instead it is exBoston and KHJ-TV
president and general officer of
pected to distribute programs any- WNAC-TV
Los
Angeles.
by the mostIt economical
and
General Teleradio. John Poor, Bos- efficientwhere sense.
Complete Data on Lastwas
not
clear
While
General
Teleradio is maton attorney for Yankee, is secWeek's TV Applications
retary. He is understood to have what arangements would be made
jority
stockholder
of MBS,of suggesno conStarts on Page 52
for
time
clearance
on
TV
stations.
firmation
could
be
handled incorporation of General
(Continued onmade
page 34)
In getting under way General
Telecasting under a Delaware charBROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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May Be Affected by CBS Radio Affiliates Meei
RADIO
broadcasters were waiting
posals could be firmed in time for
RADIO'S
FUTURE
presentation during the affiliates
tensely
last week for a meeting
this Tuesday and Wednesday which, conference.
The workoneand affiliates
point which
found net-on
they felt, may go a long way toin harmony
radio's future.
Thiswardisshaping
the meeting
of CBS Radio the rate
question
was
the
conclu-its
sion that if CBS Radio cuts
affiliates, first among themselves
and then with topmost CBS officials. rates, the other networks will be
The center of the discussion is ex- compelled to follow suit.
pected to be rates: Network radio
To tiesspeculation
may decree asthatmuchCBS asauthoria 50%
rates, and collaterally, the effect of
any change in those rates upon all reduction in nighttime rates — or a
40% cut, accompanied by a 10%
radio time charges.
Leaders of the affiliates — who increase in day rates, which also
are expected to number about 125 would make day and night rates
— one leading station
at the meetings
York's equivalent
executive cited this example of the
Ambassador
Hotel —at areNewmarshallupon
an affiliate:
ing arguments against the night- effect
Assume that
a station now has a
time rate cuts they fear are coming, while CBS Radio officials are nighttime sales potential of $1,000
night and is selling $550 of this.
preparing
it on problems,
the line" aThen
assume the nighttime rate is
with
a reportto on"laynetwork
including circulation and financial cut 50%. Even if the station then
data.
sells a full 100% of his potential
Some specific proposals toward at the reduced rate, it nevertheless
solution of current problems re- will be receiving $50 less than it
portedly are being prepared by the did in selling
tential at the oldonlyrate.55% of its poaffiliates'
committee,
but
Many affiliates protest that rates
committee steering
representatives
declined
to reveal them prior to the sessions. not only should not be cut but that
Network authorities said they, too, daytime rates should be increased
have been working — over a long — at least to the point where they
period — on a series of possible solu- stood before the general 10% reduction was put into effect by all
tions, but doubted that such pro-

networks a year ago.
Affiliates contend network executivesalize ahaveneed
been fortoo rate
prone reductions,
to rationignoring
also
the
high
level areof
radio business which stations
experiencing
at the
localA and
national spot sales
levels.
number
of them also are openly critical of
CBS tiRadio
for itscontracts,
recent renegotiaon of affiliation
through
which the network gained the right
toalsochange
networktheyrates
at will.affiliates'
They contend
had
thought CBS Radio was seeking
this right in order that it would
be able to change rates quickly to
"meet other
competition,"
event first.
annetwork reducedin rates
Now they fear CBS Radio is going
to usetion the
itself. right to initiate a reducHalf-Dozen Lacking
Network officials say all but a
half-dozen of their major affiliates
have agreed to the new contract.
The half-dozen includes: WJR Detroit, WGAR Cleveland, WHAS
Louisville, WREC Memphis, KOIN
Portland, Ore., and KIRO Seattle.
Representatives of four of these
six
are members
the affiliates'
steering
committeeof which
set up

The Network Picture
ALL EYES ARE on New York. CBS meets
of oldtheantagonisms
won'tthemdo.
Wednesday with its radio affiliates to attempt
It Amayreawakening
be a fact that
networks got
selves into this mess by making concessions to
to settle, amicably and across the table, the
troubled state of their business relationships.
clients, but the affiliates cannot get them out
of thefact.mess by doing nothing more than citing
Should radio rates be adjusted, day or night, this
or
both?
un
or
down?
That's
the
wrap-up
question. The only thing certain is that there
No matter who is responsible for creating
all hands must cooperate in solvwon't
without affiliates' the iproblem,
ng it.
consent,be asanywasmidnight
done in action,
April 1951.
It may be the CBS meeting will result in the
What has happened in the past solves nothconclusion that full-scale revision of
The 10-15%
tide. fateful
network-affiliate relations is essential. Radio
What ing.
happens
this cuts
week didn't
will setstemthethepattern
for other networks. The profound affect it is being sold on the local and national spot
will have cannot be overstated.
levels in greater volume than ever before.
radio isn't. There must be something
The pressure from the networks is for fur- Network
ther cuts, sharp enough to permit them to dig organically wrong.
There are favorable indications that a soluin and build anew. Affiliates contend they
tion, or at least important steps toward one,
can't stand further cuts and that the networks
come out of the CBS meeting. The nine
haven't sold radio as the biggest and best buy may
broadcasters responsible for the conference
for the advertisers' dollar.
We side with the stations, as we have from with the network are among the most intelligent and successful operators in the nation.
the beginning. But we believe if current rates
Other operators of equal ability will attend.
are to be retained, a way must be found to make
The fact that CBS is bringing in its first
sure they are observed. It is the under-thetable
that hasradio.
brought about the present team — headed by Chairman William S. Paley —
crisis deal
in network
is significant and encouraging. An impressive
No one relishes the off-card deal. The ad- congregation of network and station brains
present. If, together, these leaders canvertiser accepting one is suspicious that his will notbe create
a sound and prudent plan to restore
competitor may be getting another that is stability
to network radio, no one can.
better. The agency, in between, must bicker
and bargain, else it stands to lose accounts to
Ind-ed, if hopes are realized, the CBS meetanother agency which lets the client know it
ings could be a forerunner of a general revitalican get radio for him wholesale.
zation of network radio, a problem that simultaneously isbeing worked on seriously at rival
The workwhole
buyer-seller
fraternity
of
netradio would be relieved if the sellers networks too.
went back to selling at announced prices.
At NBC, Frank White has taken over as vice
It is to this problem that the CBS meeting president and general manager, fresh from a
must address itself: How to get network radio three-year, hard-selling job at Mutual, and Pat
back on the rate card.
Weaver has been directed to apply his proven
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the
July 1-2andsessions:
F. PatiA
of WJR
WGAR;JohnVictor
Sholis
of
WHAS,
and
Saul
Haas
oi
KIRO.

The steering committee will meei
today
(Monday)
with Board,
the Columbis
Affiliates
Advisory
headec
by I. R. Lounsberry of WGI
Buffalo, to discuss plans for the
Tuesday and Wednesday session
Tuesday's
session
will be limited
affiliates; on
Wednesday
they wilto
be joined by CBS top officials, in
eluding Board Chairman William S
Paley, President Frank Stanton
CBS Radio President Adrian Murphy, andHerbert
Station V.Relations
President
Akerberg. Vice
George B. Storer of Storei
Broadcasting Co., one of the
originators of the meeting, has
been
designated
chairman
the
affiliates
conference.
Mr. forSholis
will make the keynote speech.
Members of the steering com
mittee, in addition to Messrs
Storer, Sholis,
Patt, andWMTHaasCedai
art I11»
William
B. Quarton,
Rapids; JohnHulbert
E. Fetzer,
WKZC lhf
Kalamazoo;
Taft, WKRC
Cincinnati; Kenyon Brown,
KWFT *
Wichita Falls, Tex., and Ray Hern
don, KTRH Houston.

AN EDITORIAL k
talents
management to the radic *'
network inas program
well as television.
Mutual is beginning to function as an old-line
network under the policies and know-how of
its General Tire parent and the new ideas of ^°
young,
smart merger
Tom O'Neil.
If ABC's
with United Paramount|(l
survives the interminable scrutiny of the FCC
that network will be infused with new operat
ing capital and showmanship experience.
And,within
thoughwhich
hampered
anti-trustthestric
tures
it mustby operate,
all
radio Affiliates Committee continues to do its
job. As a meduim for the exchange of infor
mation among the outlets of various networks
if nothing else, that committee would be well
worth the trouble to which its members have
What happens this week in New York wil
set the pattern for what is to happen generally
gone.
in network radio in the future. Adjustments
admittedly, are needed. But we think they
should be principally adjustments in the atti
tudes of the networks.
A network is an aggregation of affiliate<
stations, hooked up by wires or cables. The
CBS affiliates are determined to keep it tha
way,
or maybe look for another way of doing
business.
We hone the meetings wil1 produce a re^
tionship
in which both affiliates and network'
can
bilityprosper,
of doing.as we believe there is every possi
Nothing but good can come from a full
frank and open discussion of network-affiliati
problems. The affiliates group is to be com
mended for making the effort, in broad day
light, and CBS for accepting it. Reasonable
men, fully informed, usually find the answers
BROADCASTING
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SHOW
POLITICAL
fflf CHICAGO
"THE GREATEST show on earth" plans. Coverage will be wide open,
— no longer the circus but the pass- too, and both parleys will be tailored to accommodate the audioing political parade — will unfold
with unprecedented drama and
visual media, especially television.
pageantry before the greatest
Anticipating the conventions,
viewing-listening audience in AT&T managed a herculean task
broadcasting history with the open- by laying some 5,000 miles of new
jf(j r ing of the Republican National Con- radio-relay and
coaxial10 cable
accom odate at least
new tocities
t[(|j vention
next and
Monday.
With intheChicago
emergence
growth and a good 99% of the nation's 17.5
eJt, of television it is perhaps signifi- million TV receivers. Even non-TV
cant that the words "smoke-filled cities will be availed of coverage by
of closed circuit hookups.
s jjprooms" are passing from the politi- means
also have been geared
another cian's
age.lexicon to the limbo of to Circuits
assure interconnection by long
An estimated 60 million Ameri- lines of more than 1,200 radio stacans will have a front-row seat at
tions, with many independent outthe 1952 conventions, with the aslets accredited for direct pickups
sistance of American Telephone & on an economical pro-rated fee for
Telegraph Co. and its associated the first time.
Bell system companies. And, of
Four years ago, the nominating
jjL course, "everywhere you go, there's conventions filtered out to some
cities
on a makeshift 16-station netradio."
yjiI It is apparent that television,
cities will be added to the Bell System's interconnected TV network
work comprising Boston, New York, TEN new Monday,
the opening of the Republican Nattional Convention, availmL itself, has traversed a long path — Newark, Philadelphia, Baltimore, by next
ing
"live"
of theassociated
GOP-Democratic
meets toare99%increasing
of the network
nation's
and Richmond. AT&T televiewers. coverage
1S5,,jl in progress and geographically — Washington
AT&T
Bell companies
. jX since the 1940 and 1948 nominating estimates that live telecasts will be span from 24,500 toand
29,500
miles
of
radio
relay
and
coaxial
cable
channels.
J conventions in Philadelphia. But offered, starting next week to 107 Map shows TV network routes as of July 7, hooking in every TV city save
j j, i there is every indication, too, that out of the 108 outlets in 65 cities. Albuquerque, N. M. — or 65 cities with 107 stations. "Connecting facilities,"
Only Albuquerque, N. M. (KOBindicated by dots, refer to hookups provided by other than AT&T.
l" ; radio will not be outdone in point TV),
is off the AT&T route.
mJ'jof
painstaking
arduous
planning. preparations and
Joining
the
AT&T-Bell
network
tees,
sponsors,
and Congressional will be aired at 12:30 p.m. and 9:30
I Network and independent station for the first time will be Miami,
:
coverage gives promise of rivaling New Orleans, Dallas, Fort Worth, factions
Both conventions will be held at
# Unofficial estimated cost of
— L Hollywood's own boisterous claims Houston, San Antonio, Oklahoma network
the International Amphitheatre on
pool
operations
runs
beCity,
Tulsa,
Phoenix
and
Seattle.
|n
"never-never"
land of fabutween TV$35,000andand about
$40,000$10,000
per netaddiUousthedeeds.
Indeed, advance
blue- Residents in Denver, Fresno
tional south
activities side,
to be with
broadcast
for Chicago's
(Calif.) and Portland (Ore.) will each inwork forradio.
from
the
Conrad
Hilton
Hotel,
conp.m.
l|i|'prints
of
the
broadcast
media
special
jlljsuggest that it would be folly to view activities
vention headquarters, and at other
stations will be able
ments in theatresby and
hotels.arrange- to #coverSmall
ITchronicle "the era of wonderful
both
conventions
by
heavy
points.
NBC
and
CBS
have
proLest it be reckoned that the 1952
vided sketches of their facilities
ra(ji jof
nonsense"
until radio-TV
story is one of physical spending as in the past, thanks to
"thenant political
greatest
show" iscoverage
a poig- convention
layout Tsee page 36, and also B*T,
reality.
facilities, it should be added that the National Assn. of Radio News June
convenNews Press.
BroadThe claim of the GOP and Demolaid plans of men — net- Directors,casterstheAssn. Chicago
tion23].
opens The
July Democratic
21.
and United
fcratic factions that each will be a the best
work and station, plus sponsors —
National
radio-TV
coverage
and
Wide-open convention, in full view figure auspiciously, too.
# Radio-TV representatives
are capsuled developments will number about 2,000 — more sponsorship of both conventions
I or sound of America's viewers-lis- in Here
arrangeadvance planning by networks, than 15% above the number who were negotiated
i'Mfteners, is perhaps not the least
ment which calledunder
for thean networks
F" ^attributable to these comprehensive station, national political commit- covered the 1948 parleys in Phil- to sustain
installation costs and
adelphia. They will cover more permitted them
sell sponsorship
than 300 network and individual on the conditionto that
advertisers
outlets, according to the Executive
acceptable to both national comCommittee of the Radio-TV Gal- bemittees.
leries on Capitol Hill.
and local stations also
% ABC announced a tentative wereRegional
to submit their sponsor
pickup schedule for both radio and lists toasked
che committees, which prevideo
coverage
of
the
Republican
scribed general requirements on
and Democratic meets.
# Upwards of an estimated $7 advertising messages and other
million will be spent by the netNBC spokesmen estimate that
works to telecast the two conven- phases.
network's convention program
tions, with virtually none expecting the
tocoverage.
show a profit despite sponsored costs, radio and TV, will amount
to at least $500,000, covering houstransportation,
# The Democratic National This ing,alsopersonnel,
includes
the $35,000 etc.to
Committee has named J. Leonard $40,000
pool
contribution.
The sum
Reinsch, on leave from the James does not include station compensation and pre-emptions. NBC was
Cox Radio-TV properties as consultant to Chairman Frank Mc- able to save some money on preemptions bycancelling certain proKinney [B*T, May 19], and James
grams 30 days in advance.
Sauter, widely known in broadCBS gave no estimate on its
cast circles, as co-chairmen of an
Entertainment Industry Committee radio-TV convention program exfor its convention.
pense, but generally it's expected to
# A host of special features approximate NBC's estimated halfand tape-recorded programs will be million.
ABC's probably will run
aired by the networks and local somewhat less.
stations,
respectively,
during
the
Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix
The(Continued
above figures
refer 36)
to comon page
"Mr. Taft insisted on exactly the same facilities Ike got at Abilene." political meetings. Regular pickups
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Here's tomers
the awaiting
lineuptheof opening
eager cus-of
Pomeroy's one morning after the
word had spread by radio that
good buys awaited the early birds.
: STORES'

Monday
happens storeto sales
WHAT department
in
a town which has no Sunday newspaper?
In such communities, Monday is
the ebb day of the department
store week.
But in Pottsville, Pa., Monday
has become a lively merchandising
day for one department store. And,
for some articles it has become better than any other day in the week.
The answer is radio.
In a mentscontinuance
its experion the use of ofradio
to sell
merchandise [B*T, May 5], Pomeroy's
of Pottsville
found radio
that
a properly
planned has
Sunday
campaign can sell selected, sales-

Thafr Selling Pitch
ONE of the significant aspects of the radio test being
conducted
Pottsville isbythatPomeroy's
the stationof
(WPAM) completely controls
the writing of the advertising
copy. It not only sends its
own copywriters to the store
to inspect the merchandise
chosen for promotion, but
their copy is inviolate — except for factual corrections.
Thus, the station is building up not only a roster of
success stories, but a staff of
experienced, merchandisingwise radio copywriters. This
will stand it in good stead for
selling and servicing other
accounts in its service area
of 109,000 people (Pottsville
itself has 26,000 people).
WPAM has also determined, by trial and error, the
proper uses to be made of
announcers — whether a male
or female voice is best for a
particular
type of merchandise, or a particular
type of
copy. It has also built a backlog experience on the use of
hard-selling or low pressure
copy
on different types of
merchandise.
Station checks the pull of
its copy hourly, has so geared
its operation that it can
change
on an tohour's
notice — theandscript
continue
tell
how it is pulling.
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Pomeroy's Has a Radio Answer
pricedumeitems
Monday in a volexceedingon expectations.
Pomeroy's is an Allied Stores
Corp. department store with a
sales volume of under $5 million
per year. Its ratio of sales to advertising runs 2-2%%. It had been
running about 16% of its space and
time advertising budget on radio
time purchases, but this lately was
boosted to 20%.
The campaign consists of a single half-hour Sunday afternoon
programmentsplusthroughout
eight the
spotdayannounceon the
local WPAM (250 w on 1450 kc).
The program, which has been
operating for the past month with
a light classical music format,
opens and closes with a minutelong commercial. During the show,
short, pithy sales plugs are given
preceding
the playing
each item
musical selection
for the ofsingle
chosen as the sale merchandise for
the next day.
Outlay for the Sunday campaign
runs a mere $35. This is what has
been accomplished:
® Sold six TV console receivers
plus two others (one higher priced,
one lower priced). Total sales, $1,600. Selling cost, 2.2%.
® Sold six private brand refrigerators. Total sales, $1,400.
Selling cost, 2.5%.
@ Sold two brand name refrigerators (al that were in stock)
plus others. Total sales, $1,900.
Selling cost, 1.8%.
The results of a fourth test, a
Father's
Day special on men's
slacks,
writing. had not been collated at this
Essence of the Sunday radio advertising program in Pottsville is
this :
Radio can be used by department stores in the same pattern as
they use newspaper advertisingheavy Sunday displays to promote
Monday sales.
Generally, radio has been used at
a constant level through the week.
Retailers, however, have always
plunged heavily, newspaperwise, on
weekend promotions to build sales

coupon books. This is a credit gimmick,mit ed whereby
to take good
out risks
creditarein perthe
form
of
coupon
books
— available
for immediate use.
In a 10-day spot campaign preceding last Easter, the store
pitched 255 spots at the market,
increasing its coupon book accounts
from 313 at the same period in 1951
to 494 in 1952 — an increase of
57.8%. Average value of the book
was raised from $31.64 in 1951 to
$36.04 was
in 1952.
of thein
book
raisedTotal
fromvalue$9,905
79.8%.
1951 to $17,805 in 1952— a jump of
Costs? For time, $515; for giveof $762.away (a compact), $247 — or a total
Selling cost, therefore, was only
4.7% — or, including the cost of
giveaway, 9.5%.
Result of the coupon book campaign so impressed
Pomeroy's
management that in the
two weeks
preceding Father's Day, it went all
out in a second radio spot saturation campaign on this item. This
resulted again in an 80% increase
in coupon book value.
Only one failure has so far been
reported
in these
radio's
effectiveness.
That tests
was anof attempt
to sell a $7.95 defroster unit, which
turns anytomaticrefrigerator
an auBoth into
theexecutives
department store defroster.
and radio
probed the reasons for the failure,
and then decided that the item
needed to be more fully explained
to the buying public.
This has been done by having
WPAM's daily woman's commentator mention
and howit works
everythedaydefroster
for the past
two
weeks. There is no selling.
In (Continued
another week onor page
so, the77)station

and traffic for Monday openings.
Success tests
of Pomeroy's
Sundayby
broadcast
can be measured
the results of its TV receiver sales.
Pottsville has no TV station and,
because it is in a valley, TV signals from Philadelphia (90 miles
away)
reach theCounty
55,000trading
homes
in that don't
Schuylkill
center. Pottsville TV viewers get
their TV programs via privatelyowned Trans Video community television system, which charges $135
installation fee and $3.75 a month
for service.
Therefore, the sale of six TV
sets in one day — any day of the
week — could be considered extraordinary. That such a number of
video receivers were sold on a Monday is considered even more extraordinary.
Among previous radio tests was
one
sale of a rug.
specially-priced
9x12 onft.theAxminster
Newspaper
promotions had offered them at $59
— down from the original $89 list —
and willing
had moved
was
to sellnone.
themPomeroy's
for $49,
but the radio people felt that was
too low. So the rugs were priced
at $69 — $10 higher than offered in
newspaper
advertisements.
ever, salesmen
were given Howa $5
bonus for selling the rugs to cusmotion. tomers brought in by the radio proResults? Sold $4,445 in two
radio spot campaigns. First was a
two-day mentsseries,
15 announce. It sold 11with
sales-priced
rugs,
plus eight $89 rugs for a total of
$2,605. Second was a three-day
campaign, with 67 spots. It sold 11
more sales-priced rugs plus five
$89 rugs for a total of $2,140.
Total cost
82 spots — \
$155.80.
Sellingforcost,the3.3%.
But, significantly,
other
merchandise was sold
to rug customers
—to the total
of $2,060.
Another excellent result of radio
ROBERT B. GABLE
advertising was scored by the
Pottsville store when it engaged in . . . Pomeroy's president, who wit
a saturation campaign to sell his brothers put WFPG Altoona
Pa., on the air back in 1924
BROADCASTING
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Advertisers Finalizing Plans

FALL SCHEDULES
New York — is understood to be
By FLORENCE SMALL
determining its fall radio and TV
ADVERTISERS responded to the schedule.
first week of summer with a sudFord Motor Co. (J. Walter
den gust of action directed gener- Thompson)
and General Foods
al y at fall TV and radio schedules.
(Postum, through Foote, Cone &
Executives of Grant Adv. and Belding
and
Cabin syrup
those of one of its clients, the through BentonLog
& Bowles) effecDodge Div. of Chrysler Corp., will
today (Monday) will sponsor
meet in Detroit the week of July 7, Roberttive Trout
and the News on SunB#T learned last week, to plan
days
and Tuesday through Frifor the autumn season. A televiday at 10-10:05 p.m. and Mondays
sion network show is expected to
materialize as one result of that at 10:30-35 p.m.
Among the frozen food adverplanning.
one which celebrates the
Regent cigarettes through its seventh tisers,
birthday of its trademark,
agency, Hilton & Riggio, New Teddy Snow
is planning to
York, it also was learned, has not start its radioCrop,
and television spot
schedule
in
late
summer,
about
renewed its sponsorship of a portion of Today, early morning show mid-August. Maxon Inc., New
on NBC-TV, but expects to put its York, is the agency.
Birdseye frozen orange .juice,
advertising budget instead into a
network television show to start in through Young & Rubicam, New
the fall. The agency currently is York,
plans to start a three-month
looking over program formats with spot radio and TV campaign early
that in mind.
In another fall development,
John F. Dulaney (frozen foods),
already creditably represented with
John Reed
King'sradio
Dulaney
Double
on ABC
and aDaily
spot NBC'S
KOA
more definitely
than ever
campaign in both radio and TV, inNBCthewasmarket
for a Los Angeles
is planning to increase its fall
radio
station
last
week,
after
selltelevision budget. A definite decision will be released about Aug. 1.
ingDenver
its 27-year-old
clear-channel
KOA
for
$2,250,000
to
Bob
Agency is W. Earl Bothwell, New
York.
Hope, a group of prominent Denver
business and professional men and
Bab-0 Plans
associates of Mr. Hope [Closed
In a development of another Circuit, June 2, 23].
The G. A. (Dick) Richards essort, B. T. Babbitt Co. (Bab-O),
which recently left the William
tate's KMPC (710 kc, 50 kw), for
Weintraub agency, has studied which the network has negotiated
presentations of 21 agencies and intermittently for years; Earle C.
reduced to four the list of candi- Anthony's KFI (640 kc, 50 kw),
dates for its account. Company and Harry Maizlish's KFWB (980
5 kw) were understood to be
officials are expected to assay the kc,
remaining four this week, with among stations being eyed by NBC
in
its
search for an owned station
definite assignment of the new
agency affiliation anticipated to replace KOA (850 kc, 50 kw).
July 7.
The KOA sale is, of course, subject to the customary FCC apMeanwhile,
beer, changed
another
account
whichPiel's
recently
agencies — from Kenyon & Eck- proval. Long-Speculated Sale
hardt to Young & Rubicam, both
Long-speculated
ver station — which sale
has noof the
TV Denaffiliate and could get none under NBC
You Can Bank on Radio ownership
unless the network chose
TEST CAMPAIGN of all
to give up an existing outlet to
media was conducted during
meet FCC multiple ownership rules
May by the First National
—atedtiedpolicy
nearlyof(1)stronger
NBC's promotion
reinvigorBank, Bridgeport, Conn., for
new loan accounts, with
of
radio
and
television
as
compleWICC Bridgeport bringing
mentary media, and (2) its longstanding desire for an owned radio
in 42 applicants and newspaper ads accounting for 76.
station in Los Angeles.
Because the radio campaign
It
also
dovetailed neatly with
secured more than half as
the Hope-Denver
ownmany applicants as did the
ership
ambitions.group's
TV-lessTVDenver
newspaper for one-third the
ranks
No.
1
on
FCC's
priority
list
cost of the newspaper adfor television grants and it was
vertising, the bank, accordreported
that
Metropolitan
Televiing to WICC, is completely
sion Co., an avowed aspirant for a
sold on its one-year schedule
Denver TV station, would be the
which began on WICC last
company
operating KOA under its
February. Other media innew ownership. What other TV
cluded direct mail, car cards
aspirations the new owners may
and billboards.
have could not be ascertained imROADCASTING
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in July in eight markets.
Another frozen food advertiser,
Seabrook Farms, is continuing to
line up half-hour radio programs
in 110 markets [B*T, June 23]
through Maxon Inc.
American Tobacco Budgets
For the fall, American Tobacco
Co. [B*T, March 3], for its Tuesday 9-9:30 p.m. period on CBS-TV,
has bought a film series owned and
packaged
by MusicBiffCorp.
of America and entitled
Coulter
USA.
The firm continues to sponsor, for
Lucky Strike, This Is Show Business (Sunday on CBS-TV) and
Robert Montgomery Presents
(Monday
BBDO
New York, on
is theNBC-TV).
agency. During
the summer months Man Hunt will
be the summer replacement for
Your Hit Parade for the second
successive year, Saturday on
NBC-TV, which will return for
Lucky Strike early in September.
In scotching a report its budget

would be directed in part to promoting a change in the length of
Lucky Strike. Paul Hahn, president of American Tobacco Co., announced last week that the company "is not planning to change its
principal brand Lucky Strike to
"Sales records for the industry,"
he said,ettes"show
king-size."
continue tostandard-size
be favored bycigarthe
greatlic,majority
of
the
smoking
puband account for about 85% of
the cigarettes smoked in the United
States. Sales
of Lucky
cigarettes have made
goodStrike
progress
since the first of the year," he observed.
"Pall Mall and Herbert Tareyton
cigarettes, both made by American
Tobacco Co., are the two largestselling king-size cigarettes on the
market," he added.
P. Lorillard Co. (Old Gold cigarLennen && Newell),
Mitchell
(soon toettes),bethroughLennen
New York, has signed the Fred Allen Quiz Show for its Tuesday 1010:30
period on Meanwhile,
NBC-TV,
startingp.m.
in September.
(Continued on page 3U)

Now Seeks L A. Outlet
mediately.
SALE
Although exact details of stock
distribution among the new owners
was not reported, it was said flatly
that the Denver group — composed
of 15 local business and professional men and one business concern— would have working control
of the company. This group includes William Grant, president
of Metropolitan Television Co., and
Denver Mayor Quigg Newton.
Bob Hope and his associates will
own 50% of the stock. His associates are James Saphier, and Mr.
Hope's attorneys, Martin Gang,
Robert Kapp and Norman Tyre.
NBC's desire for a radio station
of its own in the key Los Angeles
market — it is the only major network
without in
one negotiations
— has kept network officials
for
years, especially for KMPC. A few
years ago it appeared that a deal
had been made with G. A. Richards, but it fell through.
Latest talks for KMPC were
initiated several weeks ago with
representatives of the late Mr.
Richards' estate, but these also
were subsequently reported to have
struck dead-end. Their renewal at
any time was seen as a strong possibility. The snag thus far: How
much? Talks to date reportedly
have centered around figures in the
neighborhood of $1 million.
NBC President Joseph H. McConnell emphasized
nouncement that NBCin the
willKOA
seek an-to
buy a radio station in the Los
Angeles area to complement its
local television station KNBH-TV
there. This somewhat unusual
public declaration of intent was
attributed, at least to a considerable degree, to a desire to kill —
before it could arise — any specula-

tion that NBC is easing itself out
of the radio business.
Beyond that, however, is the
known fact that NBC has long
tried to buy — for the last 15 years,
one official noted — a station in the
Los Angeles market. It intends
now to realize that ambition as
soon as it can, "provided the price
is right," as a spokesman put it.
In further explanation of the
KOA sale, Mr. McConnell noted
again eralthat
had station
declinedin sevoffers NBC
for the
the
past. cialsBut,
he
said,
network
offifinally concluded that radio
and television can operate better
together in a market such as Denver, and decided to sell KOA and
seek an AM station to go with
their Los Angeles television station.
Negotiations by Heffernan
Negotiations with the DenverHope group
for the
million
transfer
of KOA
were $2.25
handled
for
NBC by Financial Vice President
Joseph V. Heffernan. Principal
negotiators for the purchasers
were Mr. Grant and R. M. Davis
and Ralph Radotsky, all of Denver.
Other members of the Denver
group: William J. Ahearn, George
B.
R. Catherwood,Berger
ThomasJr.,P.Hugh
Campbell,
Myron
Emrich, Arnold Gurdler Jr., Robert Kohn, Mayor Newton, Morrison
Shafroth, Walter M. Smith, Henry
W.
Toll, & David
Hendrie
Boltoff S.Co.Touff and the
KOA, founded Dec. 15, 1924, by
General Electric Co., became an
NBC affiliate in February 1928.
NBC took over its operation and
management in March 1930, prior
to acquisition of the station in
1941.
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OPERATOR
SUPPORTING letters— and protests— are beginning to flood FCC
concerning
proposal to relaxtheitsCommission's
transmitter operator rules and permit remote operation of certain AM and FM transmitters [B«T, June 9].
The FCC's proposed rule-making
proceeding, instituted upon petition by NARTB, would amend Part
13 of the Commission's rules and
regulations so that (1) persons
holding less than first class radiotelephone operator permits would
be allowed to stand regular transmitter watches at AM and FM stations employing non-directional antennas and operating with power
of 10 kw or less and (2) remote
control of the transmitters of such
stations would be allowed.
FCCline forhascomments
specified andAug.in 4itsas notice
deadoutlined many questions on such
operation about
information. Twowhich
of theit desires
questions
touch on fulfillment of emergency
operation under the Conelrad plan
(control of electronic radiation to
from "homplanessignals),
preventing" onenemy
broadcast
while
other questions concern the technical training and duties of transmitter operators and their ability
to cope with technical problems
that may arise.
If adopted, observers have noted,
the practical effect of the changes
would be to ease the staff and
operating cost problems of virtually
all local channel stations, a substantial number of daytime-only
outlets and many other AM and
FM stations.
Shortage of Operators
In general, station operators contend there is a shortage of qualified first class operators and the
law of supply and demand has
forced the wages of these men disproportionately high, particularly
handicapping small market stations. They further contend that
technical equipment today is stable
and does not need constant attention and adjustment by a first class
operator. stricted
Rather,
say, a the
reoperator they
can watch
meters and make the log entries.
He would work under the supervision of a first class man, usually
the chief engineer, who thus would
be freed from sitting routine
watches and have time to do "pi-eventive" maintenance and actual
repair.
The station operators argue that
by saving on engineering costs they
would be able to hire better production personnel and hence gain
better programming and service to
their community.
On the other hand, engineers and
union representatives charge there
is no shortage of engineers. They
point out, however, there is a shortage of men who are willing to work
for "day laborer's wages."
The engineers are telling FCC
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PROPOSAL
the operation of transmitters is not
as simple as management asserts,
charging that station owners are
seeking only another means to cut
costs and increase profits. They find
it hard to believe that much of the
savings would go into better programming.
Three state associations of broadcasters already are reported on record favoring the NARTB-FCC proposal. They are the South Dakota,
Kentucky and North Carolina
Assns. of Broadcasters [B*T, June
23].
Several IBEW locals already
have passed resolutions protesting
the proposal
while IBEW reports
headquarters in Washington
numerous complaints from members and non-members alike.
Resolution of Protest
IBEW Local 1224 at Cincinnati
alreadytest before
has put
resolution Central
of prothe aCincinnati
Labor Council, written all member
and non-member engineering person el of area stations and urged
■ other IBEW radio and TV locals
to take positive action.
"This matter is more serious
than
of ourother
peopleIBEW
think,"
Local most
1224 wrote
locals, "and if put into effect our
operating standards will deterit a rapid
pace." other locals
Localorate a1224
suggested
appear before their central labor
councils to have them pass resolutions of protest, write the "various
Senators,
lobbies whichRepresentatives
they may have andcontact

McFARLAND
OBJECTIONS by broadcasters to
some provisions of the Senate and
House-passed McFarland Bill (S
658) were enumerated by Ralph
W. Hardy, NARTB government relations ate-House
director, conferees
last week
as Senmet for
the
first time on Friday in an attempt
to iron out differences between the
two bills [B»T, June 23].
Broadcasters want repeal of:
£ Equipment purchase section
of House bill. This would require
the successful applicant to buy the
equipment of an unsuccessful license if the latter's license was
not renewed.
Besides putting the FCC into the
position of being "a condemnation
appraisalhaveagency"
new licensee
might
to buy theobsolete
equipment, the NARTB comment stated,
possibly from a station owner who
did not wish to remain in business.
Mr. Hardy also declared he understood the FCC was opposed to this
provision.
# Suspension and fine provisions of House bill. NARTB declared it would be satisfied if the
FCC was given authority to issue
cease and desist orders, which

Comments

Flood FCC

with and urge the FCC to study it
at length before leaving the radio
communications system of America
unattended and at the mercy of
saboteurs during the grave times
we are undergoing."
In cast
its operating
open letter
to "all broadand engineering
personnel," Local 1224 wrote, "If you
value your job, act now!" Engineers were urged to "stand up for
your letter
rights"pointed
and write
The
out: to FCC.
Your letter of opposition will be
filed
with "the
as a note
opposition
thispetition
Thisoper-ofis
definitely
atomove
bymovement.
the tosmallincrease
ators of 250
w stations
their revenue
by throwing
out engipersonnel.
further
urge
that
you neering
request
a We
tightening
the
operating
standards.
This
will
inof turn
increase
the
quality
of
the
operating
personnel
and inhelp
to prevent such
moves
as this
the future.
Theing thevarious
laborengineers
unions will
representoperating
be peoactively
opposing
this inmove.
These
ple
were
active
the
last
fighton
which
came
up
a
few
years
back
the
samein subject.
decided
our favor.The case then was
On the other hand, this is how
a typical local station operator tells
the story. C. H. Simpson, part owner and general manager of 250-w
WKBI St. Marys, Pa., supporting
the NARTB proposal, wrote FCC:
. . . It is equipment
our opinionhas that
radio
transmitting
beenwhere
refinedtheand developed
to the
point
today
necessity
to
have
a
licensed
engineeris notwithonlytheunnecessary,
equipment but
at allan
times
added
expense
which
hangsof like
milletone
around
the
neck
manya
small, who,
station,
operators,,
especially
those
for
one
reason
or
another,
find themselves
with
studios
and transmitter separate
fromthe
oneprimary
another.
In earlier
years,
goal

PAUL M. HAH N, president of the
American Tobacco Co., one of radio
and
takes television's
his place inlargest
line asadvertisers,
company
employes are processed prior to contributing blood to the Armed Forces,
A Red Cross Bloodmobile unit visited
the company's Fifth
New Ave.
York office, 111
was
to try to Stations
stay on proudly
the air asboasted
much
asof possible.
extremely
smallto amounts
offailure.
time
off
the
air
due
technical
Nowadays,
constantis taken
operation
without
technical
failure
for
granted.
The necessityhovering
to haveover
an experienced
technician
the equip-to
for the equipment
fail is ment
nowwaiting
obviated.
Having operated
WKBI without
a full
complement
of I first-class
operators
since
last June,
think both
I canfavorable,
discuss
intelligently
the
results,
and
unfavorable,
that airhavetimeresulted
therefrom.
Our lost
since
then has
tions andconsisted
the totalof ofthree
all interrupof these
interruptions
has been
less thanpoweran
hour.
Two Our
of these
were electric
failures.
third-class
operatorson
have
been
thoroughly
schooled
operation of the equipment,
keeping
of logs, safety regulations, and the like,
together
with the ofimportance
of which
keepi
n
g
a
high-level
modulation,
I'd
like
to discuss
more
fully later.for
The
third-class
men
are
studying
their (Continued
regular ticketson under
page the
76) chief

Industry States Objections
BILL
"coupled with the power to revoke
word "minimum" and
thethe following:
a license ... is completely ade- adding leting
bill
"For the purpose of this subauthorized quate."
the Senate
FCCversion
to issueofcease
charges shall include base
and desist orders in addition to rates andsection,
all other terms and conthe
existing
power
to
revoke
licenses.
ditions affecting
This would
take charges."
care of the pracNARTB statement also asked
tical problems raised by the amendment, Mr. Hardy pointed out. He
Q Senate section removing the
double jeopardy clause now in the of
that—
to thefrequency
"normal discounts,
practice"
granting
Communications Act be reinstated. referred
and additional charges over and
House
deleted
this
provision
to
eliminate this section from the Act. above the time charges — lines, special arrangements for studio equipSection in present Act permits the
ment, personnel, rehearsal time.
FCC to revoke the license of a
Basically,
however, the industry
licensee found guilty of anti-trust
opposed Mr.
to anyHardy
government
violations in radio or communica- ismaking,
pointed rateout.
tions field.
# Reinstatement of provision
in Senate version of the bill pro- Hillbilly for WINS
viding that the Commission may
only issue declaratory orders upon SWING to hillbilly music in the
8-10 p.m. time Monday
request.
dropped this in its prime
version ofHouse
the bill.
through Saturday was announced
last
week
WINSHarry
New York
Gen0 Section of Horan amenderal byManager
C. Folts.
ment regarding political broadcasts Beginning
tonight
(Monday),
this
which specifies that broadcasters
block "will feature nothmay not charge political candidates two-hour
ing
but
square
dances,
folk
songs,
more than the minimum rate for hillbilly and cowboy songs," the announcement said.
other purposes, be clarified by deBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

NARTB

Tells 'Morals Group

LET
We're
'WE
DO JOB'
sure
weUScan police
do CAN
the ourself.
job.
That, in essence, was radio-TV
broadcasters'
when NARTB
spokesmen Harold position
E. Fellows,
president, and John E. Fetzer, TV
Code chairman, testified last week
before the House Interstate &
Foreign Commerce Committee subj committee investigating offensive
radio-TV programs.
f Committee, headed by Rep. Oren
Harris (D-Ark.), adjourned after
2% -hour session Thursday. It is
not expected to resume hearings
until September, at which time it
may sit in New York.
Grind of Congressional deadline,
upcoming political conventions — Awaiting their turn to testify are Bishop Hammaker, NARTB President
and broiling Washington heat wave Fellows,
NBC Executive V.P. Denny and TV Code Chairman Fetzer . . .
— was conducive to the decision for
national criticisms . . . tend all usually does, vary from community
a hiatus in the investigation.
Investigation began early in too often to be dangerously gen- to community depending on a wide
eralized, and in many cases . . .
June, heard parade of witnesses
of factors."with this position
Disagreement
decry what they claimed to be a are inspired by organized cam- variety
paigns of minority groups having was most vocal by Rep. J. Edgar
plethora of crime and horror programs, indecent exposure in the an axe to grind."
Chenoweth (R-Col.), who declared:
matter of dress and off-color hu"You have tried to please that
"What I do say istothat
it isrigid
vir- segment
of the American people
adopt
mor and "business."
Majority ofto standardstuallyofimpossible
program acceptability who like vulgar, vile and crude,
witnesses,
however, objected
beer and wine commercials and that will meet the diversified tastes objectionable programs. . . . There
drinking scenes in programs. In- of the American people. . . . The are serious, well-founded objections
to the types of programs coming
vestigation was result of a resolution sponsored by Rep. E. C. definition of 'offensive' may, and
Gathings (D-Ark.).
Main tenor of Mr. Fellows' tesExemption Machinery Hums
timony was the "dangerously genCONTROLS
eralized"
charges
of
immorality
On Capitol Hill
and offensiveness. He also warned
AMENDMENT designed to free radio and television from wage
against "organized efforts at cen- AN
controls consonant with their price exemption status was approved by
sorship."
Recalling his 24 years as a the House last week but its adoption may have had only passing
broadcaster, Mr. Fellows, who came significance in the swelling demand for an end to all economic curbs.
to the NARTB presidency from the
The amendment was offered by industry
*rather than on a manda-:—
managership
of CBS-owned
Paul C. Jones (D-Mo.) and
Boston, told the
committee WEEI
of an Rep.
tory basis by government.
okayed
without
objection
last
Wedorganized campaign which in sevTwo other amendments of sigduring debate on extension
eral instances produced complaints of the nesday
nificance tobroadcasters and manuDefense Production Act,
of immodest dress against the which would
facturers were also rejected by
expire today (Mon- the House the
past fortnight. These
Kakla,
Fran
&
Ollie
children's
proday) unless extended.
gram.
involved
bids
to restore standby
Radio-TV employes and those of controls on consumer
Previous witnesses "with very
credit (Regufew exceptions" have failed "to other media are under wage conlation W on installment purchases)
trols administered by the Wage and to repeal the controversial
make specific allegations of 'immoral' radio and television pro- Stabilization Board which exer- Capehart formula.
over AFM, TVA,
grams," he said. are respected by AFRA cisesandjurisdiction
The House Banking & Currency
Local criticisms
other union contracts. Committee
had voted to delete conbroadcasters, he pointed out, but
The House late Thursday voted
curbs authority over
"a substantial number of so-called to end most price controls, under purchasesumerofcreditradio-TV
and
which these media had been exempt, other appliances which receivers
the Federal
and to retain wage curbs for anoth- Reserve Board suspended last
er year. The former was rejected
"The threat
Friday, however, by a Senate- month [B*T, May
credit12].expansion
has
House conference group set up ofbeendangerous
abated
for
some
considerable
to iron out differences. Senate time," the committee reported. The
voted to extend controls to March 1. Senate wants controls extended to
Rep. Jones explained that there June 30, 1953.
is no ceiling on prices charged by
The move to repeal the adverradio-TV stations and networks,
tising cost ' formula, authored
newspapers, magazines, periodicals Sen. Homer
(R-Ind.),by
and motion picture houses. Thus, was instigatedE. byCapehart
Rep.
Abraham
he felt, they should be freed from Multer (D-N. Y.). He claimedJ.
wage ceilings. Enactment of this that prices are 11% higher than
proposal probably would have vary- before Korea because of the Capeand Herlong amendments.
tions. ing effects on different-size sta- Underhart the
Capehart formula,
Salaried performers in radio and manufacturers may compute costs
television come under the jurisdic- incurred for advertising, selling,
tion of the Salary Stabilization administration and research before
NARTB's Government Relations
Director Hardy and TV Director Board, which has drafted regula- July 26, 1951, and add them to final
tions to be administered by each selling prices.
Brown put their heads together . . .
ROADCASTING
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intoSimilar
the American
attitude home."
was expressed
by
Rep. whoJoseph
(R-Minn.),
warned P.that O'Hara
unless
programs
"something
will be done.improved
[There have
been]
strong criticisms, and not just
from one person, of what goes into
But, Rep. Arthur G. Klein
(D-N.home."
Y.) termed many of the
the
"thousands of letters" received by
the Committee as from the "lunatic fringe."by"They
must totorture
themselves
listening
these
programs,"
he
said
referring
communication which he did tonota
read into the record.
He also enlivened the hearing
with the apocryphal story of the
spinster who complained to her
apartment house manager that
there was
a nude
man in the
ment across
the court.
Whenapartthe
manager came up and failed to see
any nude
course
not.man,
You she
have replied:
to stand "Ofon
a chair and lean way out in order
Klein was the committee
to Rep.
see him."
member
in the hearing earlier this
month who offered the pungent addon't viceyouto shocked
turn theviewers:
damned "Why
thing
Broadcasters undoubtedly will
adhere to the TV code, Mr. Fetzer
told the committee, because it is
to their self-interest to do so. But,
he admonished, the viewer must
exercise some discretion in his selection of programs.
"To buy a television receiver and
in effect just let the thing run
hour off!"
after hour without regard to
program selection is an indictment
of the taste and discrimination of
the viewer just as it is the station
whosaid.
puts "In
on inferior
programs,"
he
other words,
enjoyment from a television receiver is
related directly to how intelligently
the receiver is employed."
Mr. Fetzer, who is owner-operator of WKZO-AM-TV Kalamazoo
and WJEF-AM-FM Grand Rapids,
emphasized
cense isthe that
final the
arbiterstation
of whatligoes
over
the
air
from
his
transmitter.
He agreed, in response to doubts
expressed by committee members,
that broadcasters must not only
purvey to the wants of their auattempt
to elevate the diences,
tastebut also
of their
viewers.
The TV Code Board will attempt
to enforce the provisions of the
standards of good programming
by persuasion, and by withdrawal
of the seal of approval, he observed.
Broadcasters are united in their
recognition that they must regulate
themselves, Mr. Fetzer asserted.
"The public as well as the majority
of our industry have a common
goal. The industry cannot survive
without widespread public approval," he said.
Referring
the widespread
differences iton public
reaction even
within the same community, the
Michigan
broadcaster
- telecasterby
told how a lecture
on astronomy
(Continued on page 8U)
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,
necessary
rates
adjust
mended>
T" _ I^ J fighting
A n ISI Told
\VI AB
mingTVif and
program
arrives.start
before
even
examine
RADIO
THRIVES
WITH
TV
Mr. Brechner
reminded
that
as a Washington suburban
RADIO can live long and profitably in the same market with television, a revolutionary new method of food WGAY,
station, competes against all types
serving advertisers with a low-cost and efficient mass medium, the Vir- purchasing," he noted.
of
electronic
media, including a
ginia Assn. of Broadcasters was told Friday.
dozen other AM outlets, FM, TV,
The according
network picture
is
"very
Two successful broadcast operators, whose stations are operating at dark,"
Mr. Strouse,
with big advertiserstosharply
cutting transit and storecasting. "Radio
peak income in a multi-station *
video market, told the Virginians daytime ratings rebound but night- network radio, newspapers and is surviving and durable," he exwhat to expect when TV enters a
ratings level off and stay at magazines even though the bulk of He credited ingenious and inmarket and what to do about it. a pointtimebelow
TV money
money."among
The plained.spired management, plus aggressive
pre-TVhigh,
level. raise
"TV result
They were Ben Strouse, manager stations findthecosts
has beenis "new
price-cutting
of WWDC Washington, and Joseph rates," he said. "Local advertisers networks to make deals, he ex- sales policies, with radio's success
L. Brechner, manager of WGAY begin to examine costs, frequently
area. He
plained, adding, "The future of net- inMaythebusiness
was declared
one of theWGAY's
highest
Silver Spring, Md.
return to radio" because it is better
work
radio
is
not
bright."
in
the
station's
history,
with 1952
on the same dollar expenditure.
The Virginia group opened a Local
He
advised
stations
to
"program
to run 10%-15%
over 1951.
advertisers have increased the locally, particularly at night," and likely
two-day meeting Thursday at the purchase
accounts
are suburban
and
of radio time 2% times to hire more and better air sales- Most
Chamberlin Hotel, Old Point Comdowntown business, he said, with no:
men. He particularly emphasized per
fort, Va. Charles P. Blackley, since end of the war, he said.
Mr. Strouse said TV set dealers the importance of doing a good local order inquiry
WTON Staunton, Va., presided.
accounts. or guaranteed mail
job. Urging study of rate
Speakers included William B. are finding that home demonstra- news
TV's
main impact centered in
structures,
he
said
night
rates
tions
arranged
via
radio
advertisRyan, Broadcast Advertising Bubeer accounts, he explained, but
ing really work, while newspaper might have to be reduced in some two
reau president; Harold E. Fellows,
this
was
offset by a major food
TV
areas
but
daytime
rates
probNARTB president; FCC Comr. advertising "currently is not pullchain, major business.
department stores and
ably could stand an increase. He automotive
Rosel H. Hyde, and George C.
ing." He referred to extensive use
Davis, consulting engineering (see of radio for home-freezer plans, urged joint AM-TV operations to will use radio if there Advertisers
are enough
split
sales
staffs.
with
"immediate
and
sensational"
Hyde-Davis story page 51).
to justify time purchases,
Since arrival of TV in a city may listeners
that has food retailers
Messrs. Strouse and Brechner response
Safeway Grocery Stores bring a sharp decline in national he insisted. He said the small
showed how they have met the worried.
just signed a contract, he said, spot and network business, he urged businessman is "our pal because he
competition of four television sta- has
suggesting
copy will deal with radio stations "to do a job with feels we're his friend." As TV rates
tions in the Washington area, main- this subject.the"Radio
Mr. Brechner said, local
been the your local advertisers." Study your climb,
taining their community roles and medium that overnighthasestablished
newspaper competition, he recom- radio improves.
continuing to provide advertisers
with an efficient means of spreading
their message to the buying public.
TV is just another competitor,
Mr. Strouse said. "Your town goes
TV -happy
the first
six months,"
he
warned,in with
advertisers
and
listeners
going
a
bit
daffy.
He ad>« additional,
vised stations to tell TV advertisers
esq voted »»
SE
tionfairAct, 1952,
are
(sic) authorized
only $600,000
MI
SUM
of ND
$6,408,460
FCC for
MP
CO
Sforwasthevoted
FU
levyRO
and
equitable
fees
in con-to Sen. ateJohnson
what they are missing if they fail the
estimated that that
1953
fiscal
year
by
a
nection
with
the
issuing
of
licenses.
to use radio, keeping them on the
conferees,to therefore,
request
the sum would permit the hiring of 15
conference commit- The
Commission
give a prompt
attention
list of accounts against the day of Senate-House
additional examiner teams. Ten
tee last week.
to
the
matter
with
view
to
levying
influential members of the
"the awakening," even if they
The sum is $300,000 more than such fees at the earliest practicable other
spend only small sums.
Senate Commerce Comittee joined
the House voted for the FCC last date.
As to the awakening, he said March [B*T, March 24] and that
The Senate requested the Com- with Sens. Johnson and Capehart
mis ion to investigate the possibil- in signing a proposal favoring the
much less than the Senate voted
boost in FCC funds
for the Commission early this thatity such
of charging
such
"in order $800,000
of thefeesCommission
[B«T, May 26].
month [B*T, June 9]. If both may be madeworkself-sustaining
to
the
Although
FCC officials were
houses
now
accept
the
report,
the
KOIL CHANGES
grateful for the extra $300,000,
appropriation
extent possible. . . ."
Swisher Succeeds Newens White
House. bill will go to the fullest
In response to the original sug- there were indications that a drasgestion that fees be charged, made
tic realignment of personnel would
According to informed sources,
ARDEN E. SWISHER, commercial
in the 1952 appropriations, the FCC be necessary to cope with the TV
$300,000forcanTVbe because
consid- had
manager of KOIL Omaha for two the entire
ered
earmarked
workload.
activities of the
reported
that
its
investigation
and one-half years, has been named that was the sense of the Senate's showed that revenues raised CommissionOther
will be cut, it was
general manager, it was announced $600,000 increase. The conference through such a course would be
to move TV applicalast week.
the additional made tionsclear,
along the processing line.
Announcement was made by report (H Rept 2315) indicated insufficient toandjustify
work necessary.
Repeated also were warnings
George Sebastian, executive vice that the House accepted the Sen- personnel
the Commission concluded that the hiring of new personnel
ate's amendment increasing the Thus,
president, Stuart Investment Co.
that the charging of fees was not was not the end of the problem.
FCC'ssum. appropriation, but halved feasible.
of Lincoln, owner
the
It takes about a year to properly
of KOIL and
It is believed that the increase train all elements of an examiner
The Senate increase was recomKFOR Lincoln.
of $300,000 which the Commission
mended "to increased
provide more
adequateit was pointed out.
Other personnel
ly for the
workload
oc- received over that proposed by the team,
The sum recommended is $1,666,shifts were:
casioned by the lifting of the tele- House would enable it to hire be- 540 below that requested by the
Bill Talbot,
seven and eight additional President. It is also about $180,000
morningcaster at newsvision 'freeze'."committee also called examinertweenteams
Conference
to take care of the
the present operating level
KOIL
on the FCC to look into the matter expected avalanche of TV applica- below
for over seven
of Included
the Commission.
in the $6,408,460 budget
of
levying
fees
for
its
services.
tions.
An
examiner
team
comprises
years, is now pro- I
is some question whether an examiner, attorney, engineer, ac- for the July 1, 1952-June 30, 1953
"8 There
"^■t
director;
gram
countant
and
clerical
help,
at
an
the
wording
of
the
conference
reHenry Kelpe, a Mr. Swisher
year was $88,525 top for travel
port does or does not require the annual cost of $40,000.
KOIL announcer
expenses. The President had asked
to charge fees. It is
During
the
hearing
before
the
since 1940, was appointed produc- Commission
for
This raised
was cutto to$98,350
$78,felt, however, that the provision is Senate Appropriations Committee, 700 $118,000.
by the House,
tion manager, and Margaret Crog- strong
enough to force the FCC to Interstate & Foreign Commerce by the
Senate.
The
$88,525
figure
han, in the KOIL sales department reinvestigate
the feasibility of fee- Chairman Edwin C. Johnson (D- is half of the difference between
since 1937, was promoted to the charges, determine
carefully that Col.) and committee member Sen. the House and Senate recommendanost of local sales manager.
it
is
or
is
not
practicable.
E. Capehart (R-Ind.) tions.
Mr. Swisher succeeds William J.
The
wording
of
the
sentence in Homer
plumped for a boost of $800,000 on
Newens, who has resigned. Mr.
It is believed that the Commisreads:
the
assumption
that that sum would
sion will find it necessary to hold
Newens has joined Allen & Rey- question
The under
conferees
are advisedof that
theV permit the hiring
of an additional most TV hearings in Washington
the
provisions
Title
nolds,vertising
Omaha,agency.according to the ad- FCC
of the Independent Offices Appropria- 20 examiner teams. When the Sen- because of its limited travel funds.
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SET SALES
OUTLOOK for sales of radio and
TV receiving* equipment is encouraging, with the manufacturing industry in an excellent position to
meet a rising demand for TV sets
as new video markets are opened,
the Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.
was told last week at its 28th annual convention held at the Palmer
House, Chicago.
The convention closed Thursday
night with presentation of the first
RTMA Medal of Honor to Brig.
Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA board
chairman (see story this page).
While an upward trend was forese n in radio-TV demand by RTMA
President Glen McDaniel, he said
a sudden surge in set sales should
not be expected. Instead he anticipated "a gradual rise in 1952 and
forTheseveral
going years
rate ofthereafter."
electronics and
communications for civilian set
output plus replacements and acces ories, isabout $1% billion, Mr.
McDaniel told the RTMA membership. Adding $2% billion for the
military,ductionthe
prorate is industry's
$4 billion, total
exceeding
the peak during World War II.
In the military field, he said,
electronics and components output
is eight, times that of the three
months after the outbreak of the
Korean fighting and three times
the figure one year ago. A rise of
50% or more can be expected by
the end of 1952, when it will level
off, he said.
Mr. McDaniel reviewed the
greater statistical services performed by RTMA since the headquarters staff has been expanded.
He paid a tribute to General Manager James D. Secrest and to
Robert C. Sprague, RTMA board
chairman, for their services.
The RTMA is planning a major
statistical project — reports on sales

Outlook Encouraging, RTMA Told
and inventories of radio and TV
sets at the retail level, he said. facturers. vestigation of RTMA and manuThe service has been tried on an
John W. Craig, vice president and
experimental basis and is to be
manager of Crosley Div.
financed by subscriptions. Data general
and chairman of the RTMA Set Diwill be on a regional basis, with
vision, reported to the convention
first
tember.reports to be made in Sep- that radio set sales, particularly
auto models,
The joint
promotion
con- portable
continued and
surprisingly
active,"have
and
ducted with FM
NARTB
in selected
there
is
every
indication
that they
areas has shown that FM receivers will continued so in the
years
can be successfully marketed under
favorable conditions, he explained,
As to TV receivers, Mr. Craig
and tion
hasbetween
virtually
fric- predicted
sales will rise in 1953 and
ahead." for
some FMeliminated
broadcasters
remain
several years at a
and set makers.
higher
level
than at present.
Work of the RTMA Sports ComDuringduction the
year, promit e in sponsoring publication of
of radiopastandfiscal
television
sets
the
Jordan
studies
showing
TV's
was
maintained
"at
a
reasonably
effect on attendance at sports stable level except for normal seaevents has offset much of the missonal fluctuations although it did
information onthis subject, he said.
The committee was credited with not reach either the peak or the
depression of the previous year,"
"greatlytween theimproving
Pressure of scare buyindustry andrelations
sports beor- he reported.
ing, which began with the outbreak
g
a
n
i
z
a
t
i
o
n
s
b
y
inducing
set
manuof
the
Korean
War, andinventories
later acfacturers topromote public support
cumulation ofexcessive
of professional sports in their re- and slow sales, were no longer
spective communities."
Mr. McDaniel
outlined legislative factors during the last year, he
and regulatory contacts of the as- said.Mr. Craig said set sales were
sociation, including the successful
last summer when Confight against the proposed increase stimulated
gres , at RTMA and industry sugof the set tax from 10% to 25%
gestion,
Regulation W.
and relaxation of Regulation W. Production and relaxed
sales rose until the
Other activities reviewed were the end of the calendar
year, when the
1952 components symposium and
(Continued on page 8i)
the Dept. of Justice anti-trust in-

SA™°*1
mm,
FIRST "Medal of Honor" awarded
by Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.
was presented Thursday night to
Brig Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA
board chairman, for outstanding
contributions to the advancement
of the radio-television and electronics industries.
The medal was presented to Gen.
Sarnoff at the RTMA banquet
climaxing
28th House,
annual Chicago.
convention at the the
Palmer
Authorized by the RTMA board in
February, the award is to be made
yearly to the person, company or
organization
whichhas theperformed
RTMA di-a
rectors believe
distinctive service for the industry.
Gen. Sarnoff was nominated for
the award by the annual Awards
Committee, headed by Leslie F.
Muter, chairman. The selection was
unanimous. Mr. Muter said the
award recognizes
the many
ments of Gen. Sarnoff
overachievea long
period, with credit to his part in
bringing the industry to its present
stature.
Chairman Robert C. Sprague, of
RTMA, said he was presenting Gen.
Sarnoffof the
award in"aswhich
a small
token
the esteem
you
are held by your fellows and in
recognition of your many notable
achievements toward the development and progress of the radiotelevision industry."

NARTB Works Out Plans
L A. CONVENTION
ANNUAL NARTB convention in Los Angeles convention.
is sponsored by the Advertising
1953 will be held at the Biltmore
Chairman McCollough and C. E. Council and American Heritage
Hotel, Los Angeles, starting either Arney Jr., NARTB secretary-treas- Committee in cooperation with Leo
urer, will go to Los Angeles in the Burnett Agency, Chicago, which
April 28 or 29, under plans worked near future
to check facilities. All volunteered its services.
out last week by the NARTB
convention
plans are subject to
Board's Convention Committee.
NARTB will release its own maThe committee, at a meeting in negotiation of satisfactory conterials for radio and television statracts for facilities. NARTB alChicago, favored a Wednesday
tion promotion of the public service
ready has an option on the Biltmore campaign.
starting
date
for
the
annual
threepreliminary
RTMA ELECTION
day convention to take advantage Theatre andonhasotherhadfacilities.
Promotion matter will be disPlamondon Is Board Chmn. of the special airline family rates discussions
portions of the camThe Biltmore and the new Stat- ributed paign,in thetwo
available
early
in
the
week.
first extending over 30
A. B. PLAMONDON Jr., president
ler,
now
near
completion,
will
house
At
the
weekend
Chairman
Clair
of Indiana Steel Products Co. of
though other hotels may days at the local level in cooperaMcCullough, WGAL Lancaster, delegates
be utilized if necessary.
tion withLate
statelastbroadcasting
Chicago, was elected board chair- R.
week, 16 ofasso-'
the
to be considLittle work has been done on the ciations.
man of the Radio-Television Mfrs. Pa., waseringunderstood
had agreed
tolocal
exproposals for a Tuesday convention agenda other than to set 38 statetend thegroups
Assn. when it met
campaign
to
the
in Chicago Fri- starting date. This plan would still the opening time for 10:30 a.m. on level. In areas where there is no
to specialcan air-be the 28th or 29th.
day. He succeeds give linedelegates
state group, NARTB members will
rates since access
Los Angeles
Robert C. Spra- reached
Attending the Tuesday com- select a vote committee. This ingue, president of cities. within a day from most
mittee
meeting
were
Chairman
Mctensified 30-day campaign will be
Sprague Electric,
conducted in each state immediJack Harris,
KPRC-TV
North Ad a m s, Annual equipment show will be Houston; Collough;
Albert
Johnson,
KOY
ately
before
registration closes.
Mass.
staged in the Biltmore ballroom,
Lane, WJJD ChiThe second phase of the camMr. Plamondon though additional rooms may be Phoenix;cago; H.Howard
W.
Slavick,
WMC
Memtake4 place
10 days
formerly served added. Light equipment and servJ. Smith, KFAC Los
forepaignthe willNov.
election.
NARTBbeas chairman of
ice exhibits are usually placed on Angeles.phis; Calvin
to place 10 spots daily on
B. Terry,
KLZ DenRTMA's Small a special floor.
ver, was Hugh
excused.
Attending
for hopes
Mr. Plamondon Business
every station in the country, with
CommitConference will NARTB were Mr. Arney; Harold 23,000 daily as the goal.
tee, as a vice president and as be TheheldEngineering
at
the
same
time
as
the
E.
Fellows,
president,
and
Robert
Participating with the other cochairman of the Parts Division.
convention, under present K. Richards, assistant to the presioperating agencies, NARTB will
The RTMA board also re-elected main
dent.
plans,
with
meetings
to
be
held
in
release
kit aimed at
Leslie F. Muter, president of The the Philharmonic Bldg., across the
representatives also met work on a thepromotion
local and state level.
Muter Co., Chicago, as treasurer street from the Biltmore. Main withNARTB
the
Register
and
Vote
ComNARTB hopes to work out a
for his 17th term. It also re-named convention meetings will be held in
mittee in outlining procedure on package
can be aired as a
Dr. W. R. G. Baker, vice president the Biltmore Theatre, adjoining the the upcoming
get-out-the-vote cam- sponsoredwhich
public service feature.
hotel, as was the case at the 1948
paign for broadcasters. The drive
(Continued on page 8U)
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TV Applicant List Grows
(Continued /i om page 23)
WSIX Nashville asks modification
License Division will aid processing
after July 1 and not place an appli- or appeal of Sec. 3.613 to clarify "ambiguities" respecting main studio site
cant in the possible position of requirements.
learning later he must amend his
WBEC Pittsfield, Mass., requests
bid, during which time a competi- substitution
of UHF Channel 68 at
tor might get a grant.
Rutland, Vt., in lieu of Channel 49
Effective last week, the mechani- to meet separation requirements at
cal survey of applications for only suitable transmitter site.
A. Earl Cullum Jr., Dallas consult"acceptance for filing" is being
ing engineer, contends the Commisdone on the basis of the city priority lists so that all bids on hand to makesion in the
Sixth
Reportthat"proposes
decisions
are not
will be ready on time for process- consistentfinal
with the notice of hearing
by
FCC's
lawyers,
engineers
ing."
This
applies
to
the
table
of asand accountants. The License Disignments as well as technical
vision expects this check will be
he holds.
two months ahead of actual city standards,
WHYU Newport News, Va., reprocessing after the temporary
quests assignment of UHF Channel
33 there rather than to Norfolkprocedure gets under way.
Portsmouth-Newport
News as a
Petitions filed at deadline last
Monday, seeking reconsideration or whole.
P
o
1
a
n
Industries,
amendment of the Sixth Report Ohio, maker of television Youngstown,
tube blanks
lifting the TV freeze and setting and prospective TV applicant,
asks
the final allocation plan [B*T, addition or substitution of another
April 14] , included the following : UHF channel there. UHF 75-mile
problems are raised.
WMCT (TV) Memphis requests re- separation
KDTH Dubuque, Iowa, requests rering of thestation
Sixthbe Report
sion thatheathe
changed provifrom
of FCC'sallocation
denial ofof
earlier petitionconsiderationfor
Channel 4 to Channel 5. Earlier peti- VHF
Channels 5 and 11 there.
tion on fsame
subject
asked
for
modiMercer Broadcasting Co., operator
ication of the Sixth Report to specify
change to Channel 3 [B«T, May 5]. "of WTOA (FM) Trenton, N. J., asks
rehearing
with respect to the assignWMCTing it tocharges
erred 5insince
requir-its
ment of VHF channels there exclumove toFCCChannel
sive of consideration of UHF chantransmitter site is 187.5 miles from
Nashville (also allocated Channel 5),
nel assignments.
Firm andcharges
that VHF
UHF FCC's
chanthe distance being less than the re- conclusion
nels shall be allocated homogeneously
quired
190-mile
minimum
established
for Zone II stations.
rather than separately is unlawful,
WREC Memphis asks dismissal of violating Sec.
nications Act. 307(b) of the CommuWMCT's
petition
on ground
Sixth Report
requires
WMCT theto Lehigh Valley Television Inc., applicant at Allentown, Pa., seeks refile for Channel 5 and another canhearing on same grounds as Mercer
notcantbeforsubstituted.
Channel 3. WREC is appli- Broadcasting, also citing incompaWISN Milwaukee, requesting imme- bilities.rable VHF and UHF coverage capadiatecatiogrant
of its long-pending
WLAN Lancaster, Pa., asks reconn for Channel
10, petitionedapplifor
sideration and rehearing of the Sixth
reconsideration
of
Sixth
visions deleting ChannelsReport
6 andpro-10 Report to set aside FCC's show cause
Lancas-8.
from commercial assignment there. orderter switching
ChannelWGAL-TV
4 to Channel
Channel 10 is now reserved for non- WLAN fromearlier
petitioned FCC for
commercial, educational use. Similar
hearing of its applicapetition was filed earlier by WFOX comparative
tion with that of WGAL-TV for ChanMilwaukee, seeking "same procedural
nel 8 and appealed the case to the
rights"
to
Channel
12
as
it
had
to
of Appeals for the DisChannel 8, for which it was long ap- U. S. trCourt
ict of Columbia [B»T, June 16].
plicant [B»T, June 23].
WGAL-TV in turn requests FCC to
WSAL heLogansport,
Ind.,
seeks
rearing of Sixth Report provision hearing
dismiss WLAN's
and asksbidFCCfor tocomparative
issue an
denying assignment of Channel 10 order
modifying its license to specify
there.
Channel
8,
including
special
tempoKROW Oakland,
Calif.,ofasks
rary authority to continue operation
sideration and reversal
SixthreconRe- on Channel
4
until
the
changeover
port provisions which (1) removed its
also filed
application from hearing and opened can be effected. ofWGAL-TV
Appeals for interit to comparative consideration with with theventioCourt
n in the WLAN complaint.
new,
non-hearing
applications
and
(2)
reduced from six to four the number
Study of the pending applicaof commercial VHF channels assigned
tions reveals the comparative high
to the San Francisco-Oakland area. cost of television construction and
WLBR Lebanon, Pa., seeks recon- operation, based on typical balance
sideration or rehearing of allocation
income statements subof UHF Channels 15 and 30 to Leb- sheets and
mitted with the bids.
anon and Baltimore, respectively, on
The
17
stations
which have filed
grounds
requirementFCC'sof 75minimum
miles (toseparation
prevent to make facilities changes required
by
the
Sixth
Report
have costs of
image interference) would preclude
establishment of its TV transmitter conversion ranging from $91,000
atrelates
the toAMthatsite.earlier
WLBR's
argument for WSAZ-TV Huntington, W. Va.,
of Chesapeake
$561,000 for WHIO-TV Dayton,
Television Broadcasting Inc., Balti- toOhio.
WSAZ-TV seeks to change
more UHF applicant, asking reshuffle from 16.8
radiated
of UHF channels at Baltimore, Har- visual powerkwon effective
5 to 84
risburg and Reading, Pa., to over- kw on Channel 3,Channel
using same site
come minimum spacing errors [B T, and antenna. WHIO-TV,
to change
June 23].
WCAE Pittsburgh seeks rehearing transmitter site, is to change from
and assignment of Channels 4 and 9 24 kw on Channel 13 with 517 ft.
antenna to 200 kw on Channel 7
there on commercial basis.
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AFTER adoption of a constitution, the newly-formed Hawaiian Assn. of Radio
& Television Broadcasters held elections. Among those voted into office were
(I to r) William O. Paine, general manager of KGU Honolulu, secretarytreasurer; Jack A. Burnett, president-general manager, KULA Honolulu, president, and Fin Hollinger, general and commercial manager, KPOA Honolulu,
vice president. This trio automatically serve on the five-man board of directors. Other directors, not pictured here, are Ezra J. Crane, general manager,
KMVI Wailuku, Maui, and Ralph M. Fitkin, president, KHON Honolulu.
casting Corp. (WIOD), Miami,
with 1,086 ft. antenna.
VHF Channel 7, $1,259,957; and
Broadcasting Co. (WQAM),
Two will
othercostexisting
changes
more thanstations'
$450,- Miami
000 and two others exceed $350,- Miami, also seeking Channel 7,
000. The former are WDEL-TV
Westinghouse estimates it will
Wilmington, Del., and WGAL-TV $1,246,682.
Lancaster; the latter WOOD-TV cost $1,840,000
to operate
its Pittsburgh station the
first year,
with
Grand
Rapids
and
WTMJ-TV
Milwaukee.
income of $2,650,000 predicted.
WXEL's switch from Channel 9
The tions
otherestimate
threeannual
major operating
installato 8, power boost to 316 kw and
studio move, as approved by the costs and expected revenues of
a million dollars.
Commission, will cost $237,000, ac- around
Four other applicants propose
c
o
r
d
i
n
g
t
o
present
estimates.
Estimated construction costs installations of almost a million
Westinghouse seeks such
submitted for requested new sta- dollars.
tions
from $100,580
for Fair- stations in two locations, Fort
montrangeBroadcasting
Co. (WWW),
Ind.,of and
ItWayne,
is licensee
KEX Portland,
Portland. Ore.
The
seeking mont,UHF
35 at FairW. Va.,Channel
to $1,810,000
for Fort Wayne bid is for UHF Channel
21
($997,000)
;
Portland,
VHF
Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc. Channel 8 ($855,000).
seeking VHF Channel
11(KDKA),
at Pittsburgh.
Vindicator Printing Co.
Under $110,000 Cost
(WFMJ), Youngstown, Ohio, will
spend
to build on UHF
There are five applications al- Channel$971,943
there, while
the Fla.,
Triready on file for stations costing
bune Co.33(WFLA),
Tampa,
less than $110,000. In addition to expects it will take $961,887 to
WWW'S UHF bid, these include construct
nel 8 there.an outlet on VHF ChanCedar Valley Broadcasting Co.
(KAUS) for VHF Channel 6 at
42 of the applications now
Austin, Minn., estimated to cost on Some
file request stations costing less
$101,880; Southeastern Broadcast- than $200,000; 39 applications are
ing System (James S. Rivers) , Al- in the $200,000-299,999 category;
bany, Ga., VHF Channel 10, $107,$300,000-399,999; 15, $400,000200; Washtenaw Broadcasting Co. 37,
15, $500,000-599,999; 9,
(WPAG), Ann Arbor, Mich., UHF 499,999;
$600,000-699,999; 3, $700,000-799,Channel
20,
$108,000;
and
Georgia999;
1,
$800,000-899,999;
Carolina Broadcasting Co. 000-999,999; 4 in excess of3,$1$900,mil(WJBF), Augusta, Ga., VHF lion.
Channel 6, $88,000 (not including
several major items of equipment
Radio Station's
fourWestinghouse
proposed
cost to-to
on hand).
WJBF'stotaloriginal
gether in excessoutlets
of $4willmillion
cation estimated
$103,000applicost construct.
The least expensive will
of construction.
the TV counterpart for KYW
Another low cost station is pro- be
Philadelphia, on UHF Channel 17,
posed by Central Kentucky Broad- estimated at $440,000.
casting Co., licensee of WLEX LexWestinghouse expects to bear a
ington, which expects its UHF
Channel 33 outlet will cost $115,- substantial operating loss of the
500.Four pending applicants propose UHF station at Philadelphia during the first year's operation. Cost
stations costing in excess of a mil- of operation is expected to total
lion dollars. Topped by Westing- $1,117,000, while revenue of only
house's KDKA Pittsburgh at nearly $279,000 is predicted. Operation
two million, the others include estimate is based on the firm's exFisher's Blend Station Inc.
perience with its WBZ-TVapplication
Boston.
The Philadelphia
(KOMO),4 with
Seattle,
Channel
cost seeking
estimatedVHFat noted that the city is presently
(Continued on page 3U)
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Highlighting Significant Facts about Bituminous Coal

NEW COAL DEPOSITS TO AID WESTERN STEEL INDUSTRY.
Pointing again to the fact that the U. S. has tremendous coal reserves, the Bureau of
Mines has announced the discovery of new deposits of high-grade metallurgical coking
coal in the Coal Creek District of Gunnison County. Colorado, so located that the fuel
can be supplied to the growing steel industry of the Far West. The minable reserves of
the newly-found deposit, the Bureau says, will run to more than 100 million tons of
bituminous coal.
INCREASING SHARE OF COAL PRODUCTION BEING "LAUNDERED" FOR MARKET.
Today, more than 40% of the nation's coal production is being "laundered," sized, graded,
and treated for market by modern coal preparation plants. In the past four years the
number of preparation plants has grown from 461 to 638. These plants turn out coal that
is tailor-made to each customer's specific needs. This better-prepared coal is one reason
why today's modern coal-burning equipment can get anywhere from 10 to 40% more
power from each ton of coal than was possible a few years ago.
MAJOR STEP TAKEN IN BUILDING NEW COAL CHEMICALS INDUSTRY.
Coal's big future as a basic raw material has been brought nearer by Union Carbide &
Carbon Corporation's new coal hydrogenation plant in West Virginia. This pilot plant
marks the longest forward step yet taken to launch a coal chemicals industry in the
United States. Formerly coal chemicals have been produced only as by-products of the
steel industry's coking ovens, but this source of supply has not kept pace with demand.
Output of aromatic coal chemicals from coking ovens has increased only 3 to 5% a year
while demand for these chemicals has been rising at the rate of 25 to 36%.
MODERN COAL HANDLING IS FACTOR IN PRODUCING LOW-COST POWER.
A new conveyor belt that carries coal miles from mine to river barges is helping to
make possible the economical generation of additional electric power in the Kanawha
River Valley near Charleston, West Virginia. The belt, with a capacity of 550 tons of coal
an hour, eliminates an expensive 14-mile round-trip trucking operation. Result: Lowercost electric power (thanks largely to modern coal handling) which is attracting new industries tothe area. A new electric generating station is being built, and plants already
in the region are expanding their outputs in step with this increasing power potential.

// you have any questions about coal or
the coal industry, your inquiry to us will
receive prompt reply.
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BITUMINOUS COAL INSTITUTE
A Department of National Coal Association
320 Southern Building, Washington, D. C.
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TV Applicant List
(Continued from page 32)
served by three VHF stations and
VHF set circulation is over a million receivers.
"It is notcanknown
how for
rapidly
audience
be built
a newan
UHF service since it will be necessary for present set owners to
have their receivers modified or
purchaseceive thenew
sets in order
retransmission
fromto the
proposed station on Channel 17,"
was told.
"Since thestation
incomeis
ofFCCa radio
or television
related to the potential audience, it
is expected that the first year of
operation will be conducted at a
substantial
loss." Broadcasting Co.,
Pennsylvania
a subsidiary of Gimbel Bros., New
York, and licensee of WIP Philadelphia, expects it will cost $600,000
to build the UHF station it proposes on Channel 29 at Philadelphia. First year operating cost is
put
at $500,000 and revenue is not
estimated.
Typical full-power VHF station
might
Scripps-Howard
Radio beInc.thatat ofKnoxville,
Tenn.,
where it operates WNOX. Channel
10 with 316 kw ERP is sought, using 620 ft. tower. Estimated construction cost is $546,693, while
first nueyear
revewill beoperating
$441,480 cost
and and
$418,600,
respectively.
Scripps-Howard Radio operates
two TV stations now: WCPO-TV
Cincinnati (WCPO affiliate) and
WEWS (TV) Cleveland. ScrippsHoward Radio is owned by E. W.
Scripps Co., which controls the
Memphis Pub. Co., licensee of WMC
and WMCT (TV) Memphis.
Scully to Good Luck
WILLIAM H. SCULLY, advertising brand manager for Lever Division, Lever Bros. Co., New York,
has been named advertising manager vision,
of company's
Good Luck Mr.
Dieffective immediately.
Scully succeeds J. Harvey Howells,
recently promoted to advertising
manager of Lever Division.
Russell Reception
F. M. (SCOOP) RUSSELL, vice
president of NBC Washington, and
Mrs. Russell were hosts to 200
guests at the Carlton Room of the
Carlton Hotel, Washington, D. C,
last Wednesday. Among those attending the reception were members of FCC, of the Senate and
House, and radio-press representatives. Secretary of Agriculture
Charles F. Brannan; Secretary of
the Senate and Mrs. Leslie Biffle,
and other members of Washington
officialdom were among the guests.
Rayburn, Finch Split
THE WNEW New York disc jockey team of Gene Rayburn and Dee
Finch will be dissolved Jan. 1, 1953.
On that date, Mr. Rayburn will
move to WNBC and WNBT (TV)
New York with whom he has signed
a five-year contract.
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Mr. REMBERT Mr. RUNYON Mr. GREENWELL
. . . in new posts at Daily Times-Herald and KRLD stations

KRLD CHANGES
Runyon Announces New Posts
JOHN W. RUNYON, newly-elected
board chairman of The Daily
Times Herald, Dallas, last week announced executive changes at the
Times Herald, and at the newspaDallas.per affiliate, KRLD-AM-FM-TV
Mr. Runyon, who succeeded to
the board chairmanship following
the death of Thomas C. Gooch
[B»T, June nouncement
23],following
mademeetings
the an-of
the stockholders and the board of
directors.
Clyde Rembert, who has been
managing director of KRLD-AMFM-TV, was named president of the
radio-TV properties.
D. A. Greenwell, who previously
was Times Herald vice president
and treasurer, was elevated to the
post of first vice president and
treasurer of the newspaper. Mr.
Greenwell also retains the duties
of KRLD vice president-treasurer.
C. V. Upton, heretofore Times
Herald secretary, was raised to the
post of second vice president and
secretary of the paper and assistant
secretary of KRLD.
Clyde tendTaber,
general superinent of the newspaper,
retains
his title of assistant secretary of
KRLD.
Allen Merriam, until now editor,
becomes editor-in-chief. B. C. Jefferson, who has been associate
editor and chief editorial writer,
assumes the title of editor along
with his editorial writing duties.
Four new board members, who
join those men already mentioned
to compose the full board, are Sam
R. Bloom, advertising director; Albert Jackson, assistant advertising
director; James F. Chambers Jr.,
managing editor, and Mr. Rembert.
Mr. Chambers also was appointed
a member of the executive committee to fill the vacancy created when
Mr. Runyon became president of
the newspaper. Other executive
committee members are Chairman
Greenwell and Messrs. Merriam,
Upton and Jefferson.

Streibert Named General
Telecasting Head
(Continued fi om page 23)
tions that an MBS television net- charge of programs.
work was involved in the General
Board members of MBS now inTelecasting project. It was beIngrim and
lieved General prefers to keep ra- Poppele;clude E.Messrs.M. O'Neil,
Antrim, ofWGN
Chidio and TV operations completely
cago; Willet H. Brown,
Don Lee;
H. K. Carpenter, WHK Cleveland;
separate.
Official announcement was made
Jr., WIP Philadellast week that the name of Thomas Benedictphia; Gimbel
Linus Travers, Yankee NetS. Lee Enterprises, General Tire
work; Frank Schreiber, WGN Chi& Rubber Co. subsidiary, had been
cago; William H. Fineshriber,
changed to General Teleradio Inc. MBS New York; James E. Wallen,
The firm is incorporated in Cali- MBS New York.
fornia and is parent company of
All other MBS officers were reWOR-AM-TV, Yankee and Don Lee
elected Thursday, including Mr.
networks
as
well
as
MBS
majority
O'Neil asshriber aspresident
and president;
Mr. Finestockholder.
executive vice
At a meeting of MBS stockhold- Adolf N. Hult, vice president in
ers Thursday. Ward D. Inerim, charge of sales; Earl M. Johnson,
Don Lee executive vice president, vice
president in charge of station
was elected to the network board. relations;
Robert A. Schmid, vice
president
in charge of advertising,
Previously
Thomas
F.
O'Neil,
president and board chairman of MBS, public relations
and research;
had announced election of Jack R. Mr. Wallen, secretarytreasurer ;
Poppele, WOR vice president in George Ruppel, controller;
charge of engineering; for radio and Goldfarb, asistant secretaryElisha
and
TV, as engineering vice president Emmanuel
Dannett, assistant secof MBS. Julius F. Seebach Jr., retary.
WOR vice president in charge of
radio and TV programming, had
been named MBS vice president in L-W Issues New Show
SECOND of its new across-theFall Schedules
board programs, The Sunshine
Boys, 15-minute gospel songs show,
(Continued from page 23)
has been released by Lang-Worth
the
firm's heard
Old Goldin this
Amateur
Programs
presently
periodHour,
has Featurecast is set
for JulyInc.6, First
C. O.broad(Cy)
not yet been assigned a new time Langlois, president, has announced.
on the network. However, officials
of both the agency and network are
expected to conclude negotiations MATERIALS REPORT
for a new time shortly.
Paley Completes Project
Listerine toothpaste, through
Lambert & Feasley, New York, is CBS BOARD Chairman William CBS Radio Film
looking for a half -hour TV film to
be placed on a regional basis. The S. Paley last week completed his ESTIMATED 400 top-level agency
firm is expecting to introduce a special assignment as chairman of personnel in Chicago saw the CBS
film presentation, "More
temporary with
Mate- Radio
new
product on the show, it was the President's
rials Policy Commission
Than Meets the Eye," at the Drake
understood.
praise from Mr. Truman for a Hotel Tuesday. The cocktail partyEsquire shoe polish, through "landmark
buffet was preceded by showing of
public services"
Emil Mogul, New York, is expected and staff hadin achieved
during thehe the film, which is making the CBS
to renew the Kate Smith daytime June
2].
past
17
months
[Closed
Circuit,
station circuit this month. H. Leslie
program on NBC-TV on an alterAtlass, CBS Central Division Vice
nate-we k basis starting in the fall.
Formal presentation of the com- President, introduced Adrian MurAnother agency switch was anmission's "trail-blazing"
nounced late last week by Chicopee and recommendations
phy, president of CBS Radio, and
on U. S.report
raw
Mills Inc.'s cotton and plastic divi- materials
resources
for
the next John J. Karol, vice president in
sions, when Lennen & Mitchell, 25 years was made to the
charge
of network sales. Mr. Karol
New York, was named to handle Executive at the White House Chief
last in commenting on the strength of
the
firm's
advertising,
effective
immediately.
Monday. Mr. Paley and other com- the network's fall radio lineup
mission members were present for saleswise, said: "As of today CBS
Both Coca Cola Co. (D'Arcy
is 90% as solidly sold as it was in
agency) and General Foods (Young theTheceremonies.
CBS board chairman has September
& Rubicam) still are in negotiation
of last year. We are
been
commuting
to
Washington
with
Crosby for possible radio since January 1951.
convinced we can beat last year's
and TVBingpackage.
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Chicago Political Show
(Continued from page 25)
bined costs for both the GOP and
Democratic conventions.
There are conflicting reports —
and claims — about the number of
affiliates each TV network has
lined up. One estimate, completely
unofficial, was that NBC-TV will
have 46 or 47; CBS-TV 36 or 37;
ABC-TV 13 or 17.
Four DuMont stations will carry
the convention programs sponsored
by Westinghouse on CBS-TV, and
in addition DuMont may originate
some special programs of its own.
DuMont stations carrying the
Westinghouse programs — and being paid by Westinghouse — are
WGN-TV Chicago and the three
DuMont-owned stations : WABD
(TV) New York, WTTG (TV)
Washington, and WDTV (TV)
Pittsburgh. DuMont will air its
Starring the Editors at different
times July 9 and 23.
In addition to actual convention
coverage, national, regional and
local advertisers are lining up for
programs
around the two politicalbuilt
conferences.
Sponsor breakdown for national
radio-TV networks and estimated
contract value:
ABC radio and television, Admiral
Corp. ($2 million); CBS Radio and
Television, Westinghouse Electric
Corp ($3 million); DuMont, Westinghouse; MBS,television,
co-op sponsorship;
NBC
radio and
Philco Corp.
($2 million).
NBC-TV reportedly last week
was in a quandry, along with its
affiliates, over a possible conflict
with network coverage of the All
Star baseball game Tuesday (July
8). The Gillette Co. signed for
baseball coverage, as part of a
sports package, before Philco negotiated political commitments. NBC
was reported to be conferring with
the Republican National Commit e in an attempt to have the
GOP schedule routine business that
afternoon.
Interrupt for Bulletins
Mutual was beset with the same
problem. It is covering the All Star
game on radio. At last reports
MBS was planning to air the game
and interrupt for any bulletins
from the convention floor.
Individual stations using direct
lines, microphones and other equipment are joining a pool arrangements at $250 each, with an additional $200 for installation of lines.
William McAndrew and George McElrath, NBC New York, were coordinating details. Stations ordering the pooled pickup will channel
it to their individual studios.
Small stations will benefit from
the NARND arrangement, with the
trade group and Chicago Broadcasters Assn. operating a headquarters newsroom at Convention
Hall. Accredited radio-TV newsmen are invited to headquarters in
the hall, where TV sets, telephones
and other facilities will be available. Magnecord Inc. will operate
:ape recording equipment in adng space. Charge for tapes
will be $5 for five minutes and $9
36 • June 30, 1952

stations were screened by the
Radio-TV Correspondent Galleries
in cooperation with Edward Ingle
and Ken Fry, respective radio-TV
directors of the GOP and Democratic National Committees. Staff
members are led by D. Harold McGrath and Robert Menaugh, respecatetiveandgallery
House.supervisors in the SenHigh ceivepower
will the
respecial stations
service also
during
conventions through Clear Channel
Broadcasting Service, which will
maintain four large studios at the
amphitheatre, plus two more at the
Hilton hotel. CCBS will offer facilities for "live" feeds and tape recordings to some 15 stations, with
engineers from WGN and WLS
supervising details. Additionally
WJR Detroit will provide mobile
units. WLW Cincinnati, another
clear, will have its own staff.
Cost ofventionequipment
for conuse will be slated
astronomical.
NBC alone is sending about $1.5
million worth to Chicago. Neither
are other networks skimping.
Other media are going all out.
AT&T Long Lines has provided
some 670,000 miles of teletypewriter circuits, serving some 7,500
ELABORATE preparation for CBS Television Network coverage of the Re- press locations.
Illinois Bell will
publican and Democratic National Conventions from the International Amphi- have over 1,000 telephones,
30 teletheatre inChicago is sketched in this chart by the CBS-TV Graphic Arts Dept. photo and 215 radio channels,
and
Symbols are these: (A), (B) and (C), cameras; (D) speaker's rostrum; (E) 70 visual and audio TV channels,
commentators' table; (F) walkie-talkies; (G) rear entrance camera: (H) front plus walkies-talkies. More than 70
entrance studios,
camera;control
(I) commentators'
booths; (L)(J) Conrad
TV poolHilton
control
(K) United Press Movietone cameraCBS-TV
room, master control;
Hotelroom;
studios:
men, directors and other personnel
(M) WBKB (TV) CBS-TV studios; (N) two mobile units. NBC radio-TV cover- will headquarter
Chicago. Plans
age plans were blueprinted in two sketches in the June 23 issue of BROAD- are underway for inon-the-spot
procCASTING •Telecasting.
essing, according to William C.
Payette,
UP
TV
manager.
UP
up to 15 minutes covering cost of Cincinnati, WXLW Indianapolis move scripts over its TV wirewillto
and WAFM-TV Birm- client stations.
air
mailingNARND
to the explained:
newsman's home and WAPI ingham,
station.
KTRH Houston, WMT
At
previous
conventions,
only
the
Cedar
Rapids,
KRNT Des Moines
Coverage Picture
largestford stations
and
networks
could
afand
KFWB
Los
Angeles.
Here is the coverage picture by
direct
coverage
because
of exces-at
WSRS
and
KFWB
also
will
have
sive
costs.
Charges
to
be
assessed
networks
:
the 1952 cilities
convention
fa- direct lines to their stations from
indicate that forsuchbroadcast
costs will
ABC commentator staff will inseats
in
the
radio-TV
section
of
reach
an
all-time
high
this
year.
A
clude John Daly, Elmer Davis and
price of $700 booths,
was fixed forexample,
the use of the convention floor.
broadcasting
supplemented by members
At the GOP convention, 311 others,
even
when the cost for
was reduced and
beof
Newsweek
magazine and the
c
a
u
s
e
o
f
vigorous
complaints
from
raradio-TV organizations have been New York Herald-Tribune,
stations,of the
price
wasbudgets.
still beyond
and
accredited.
They
will
have
724
the diolimits
most
news
Presyndicated
columnists.
mium
charges
are
being
assessed
also
newsmen and commentators, and TV executive rosterABCwill AMbe
for
the
installation
of lines andmaking
loops radio
466
technicians
and
681
staff
men
and
other
technical
equipment,
itoriginate
additionally
for stationsHall.to (producers, directors, etc.) to headed by Thomas Velotta, overall
remotescostly
at Convention
supervisor and vice president in
the pickups.
The cost factor had posed diffi- handle
of news and special events
At the Democratic convention, charge
culties among certain individual
for ABC radio. ABC radio has
have been ac- slated 12, ABC-TV 9 special events
stations who plan out-of-town feeds 305 organizations
credited. They plan to have on deck shows July 4-6, and 430 radio and
[Closed Circuit, June 23]. Some
and commentators,
stations will carry only one of the 721 newscasters
technicians and 683 staff men. 304 TV broadcasts for both meets.
two conventions. Arrangements 468Networks
ABC worth
will oftransport
over operated
$1 milwill
have more than
Committee is headed by Spencer
equipment,
newscasters, tech- by aliontask
Allen, WGN-TV Chicago, CNBA 900 accredited
force
of
55
radio-TV
nicians and staff personnel runpresident.
ning things at the two conventions. engineers from New York, Los
Six times the number of indeFollowing are the breakdown: ABC Angeles, San Francisco and Detroit.
pendent radio-TV entities than radio,
CBS Radio
an141; CBS Radio, 105; NBC
were at the 1948 conventions asked
ed aseries last
of 230Tuesday
broadcasts
for and received space assignments radio, 201; MBS, 138; ABC-TV, for both nouncparleys,
with
66
special
100;
CBS-TV,
149;
NBC-TV,
57,
at the two conventions, the Senate- and NBC-Newsreel, 26.
programs starting today (MonHouse Radio-TV
Overlooking the convention floor regular
tendents reported. Gallery superinday) . Many
the and
network's
weeklyofnews
panel
Provisions for stations scheduled at the back of the amphitheatre programs
originate in Chicago,
will be six booths. One each have including will
to report
direct
from
Chicago
inCapitol Cloakroom and
clude 1 booths on the second floor been assigned to ABC, CBS, NBC,
Platform.
of Exhibition Hall, adjacent to the MBS, the radio pool, and the TV People's
CBS Television Network has
Amphitheatre, plus six tables for
planned previews of parley prepaAll berthed
radio-TVonorganizations
independent stations to tie-in for been
rations and coverage July 6-21,
the fifth floorhaveof
direct broadcasts to their home stasix CBS-TV shows moving
the
tions.
pool. Conrad Hilton Hotel. Room with
from
New
York t o Chicago.
Assigned booths are the follow- 539A is the headquarters of the Edward R. Murrow
will be on
ing: WINS New York, WSRS staff.
Senate - House Radio - TV Gallery hand. Additionally, the network
Cleveland, WLW Cincinnati, CBC
has launched a new program,
Applications of networks and Candidate Closeups, as part of its
and BBC, WHDH Boston, WKRC
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election year coverage.
A quintet of five newsmen will
lead special MBS radio coverage,
5:45-6 p.m. daily under sponsorship
of S. C. Johnson & Son Inc. They
are Cecil Brown, H. R. Baukhage,
Frank Singiser, Holland Engle and
Francis Coughlan. Twenty-two
Mutual commentators — Fulton
Lewis Jr., Gabriel Heatter, Bill
Henry, among them — will be on
hand for regular coverage. Mutual
will have 150 persons on hand, with
most news programs emanating
from Chicago. The network has
scheduled four successive Sunday
broadcasts (9:30-10 p.m.) to preview and review convention activities starting July 6.
NBC radio has assigned Joseph
Mevers. radio news operation manager, as director of convention
coverage. He will supervise more
than 30 commentators and newsmen. Network's
specialkicked
pre-GOPoff
convention
programs
June 28 with Convention Preview.
They tionwereeve, with
to runConvention
through convenNews
Conference, Headquarters Report
and First Ballot. Convention program ing isto include origination
of Today in Chicago during July
and Republican Review with
George Hicks July 11.
All radio - TV networks were
planning to ship engineering and
news personnel from other cities —
primarily those in which their O&O
stations are located.
Example of local sponsorship is
that by Richfield Oil Corp., Los
Angeles, which will pick up the tab
for convention coverage on KTLA
(TV) Hollywood, starting July 7
and 21. Agency is Hixson &
Jorgenson Inc. Other regional and
local advertisers were seeking
availabilities.
The Entertainment Industry
Committee
set upCommittee
by the Democratic National
with
Messrs. Rein°ch and Sauter will
work out convention and campaign
diversion plans. Vice chairmen will
be appointed from various entertainment industry segments.
DEMOCRATS
Radio-TV To Cover Hearings
PUBLIC hearings set by the Preliminary Drafting Committee
studying the 1952 Democratic platform will be open to full media
coverage, including radio and television, the Democratic National
Committee announced last Wednesday. Sessions will be held in Chicago starting July 16.
Plans for full media coverage
were given by Rep. John W. McCormack (D-Mass.), House Majority Leader and chairman of the
• platform-drafting group.
"Our platform hearings will be
'small-d'
actionevery
and
we
want democracy
the voters in
to have
opportunity to be informed . . .
through the media of newspapers,
radio, newsreels and television,"
Rep. McCormack willsaid.
Group's
recommendations
be presented
to the full Platform and Resolutions Committee at the Democratic
National Convention July 21.
BROADCASTING
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AAW

AWARDS
Go to KERO, Pabst
TOP AWARDS in competition by
the Advertising Assn. of the West
went to KERO Bakersfield, Calif.,
in radio, and to the Pabst Sales Co.
(Pabst beer), in television, at the
AAW's 49th annual convention
which ended Wednesday at Seattle.
KERO received a trophy donated
by the Vancouver Advertising &
Sales Bureau for its successful
spot campaign which sold tours
of the Golden Crust bakery. The
Pabst TV award was donated by
the Hollywood Adv. Club.
New AAW officers named at the
four-day meeting were: President,
Arthur E. House, House & Leland
agency, Portland, Ore.; senior vice
president, Howard Willoughby,
executive vice president, Lane Pub.
Co., San Francisco; vice presidentat-large, Mrs. Glad Hall Jones, account executive, KRKD Los Angers; secretary-treasurer,
Clair Co.,G.
Henderson,
Arthur G. Rippey
Denver.
Approximately
delegates
saw
three
other awards450made
for radio
and four for television, as follows:
RADIO — Commercial programs in
cities under 100,000, KOPO Tucson,
Ariz., formercialDuro's
Flower Shop;in cities
comspot announcements
over 100,000, Abbott Kimball Co., San
Francisco, for Regal Amber Brewing
Co. over regional stations; same in
cities under 100,000, KERO Bakersfield, Calif., for Golden Crust Bakery.
TELEVISION — One-minute or less
film commercials: Local advertiser,
Metropolitan Federal Savings & Loan
Assn., Los Angeles; agency, Anderson-McConnell, that city, and producer, TV Ads Inc., Hollywood. Reagency, gional
Grantadvertiser,
Adv., Folger's
Hollywood,coffee;
and
producer, lywood.
Five-Star
Productions,
HolNational, advertiser, Pabst
Sales Co.; agency, Warwick & Legler, Hollywood, and producer, FiveStar eralProductions,
Hollywood.
classification, live,
kinescopeGen-or
film commercials
of
any
length, Co.;
advertiser, Golden State Sales
agency, Guild, Baseom & Bonfigli,
San Francisco, and producer, Guild,
Bascom & Bonfigli.
BAB NAMES BROWN
To Work on Promotion
WALTER E. BROWN, advertispromotion Network,
manager, DuMonting andTelevision
has
joined the New York staff of
Broadcast Advertising Bureau, effective today (Monday), according
to William B. Ryan, BAB president.
Mr. Brown, with DuMont for the
past year and a half, will be assigned both national and local promotion for BAB. Prior to his DuMont Association, he was for six
years atisingmember
of ABC's
adverand promotion
department.
Mr. Ryan also announced the appointment of Marian Jackson, former presentation analyst with A.
C. Nielsen Co., New York, as a
research
analyst in BAB's research
department.

KLZ-31

YEARS

OF

SERVICE

Denver Honors KLZ's
Public Service Excellence!
Here is proof of KLZ's home-town impact:
The Denver Advertising Club, an organization usually dedicated to recognizing superiority ofcommercial efforts, has seen fit to
pay special
recognition
to KLZ's non-commercial public
service programming.
Of two "awards-of-the-year" for public service... both went to KLZ. The top award for
KLZ's "Sounding Board," a weekly presentation of important local controversial issues. A special award for KLZ's one-time
coverage of a question of great interest to
all Coloradoans, "Lifting of the TV Freeze."
KLZ's local and national award-winning record is consistent proof of leadership during
31 years of broadcasting in the public
interest.

KLZ
5000 WATTS— 560 KC
CBS RADIO
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE KATZ AGENCY
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Financing Effort Cited
PARAMOUNT
By Porter at Hearing
PARAMOUNT Pictures Inc., did not buy stock in Scophony Corp. of
America until SCA spent four years and "aggressive" promotion in trying
to line up American backers for the British-born company.
That was what Paul Porter, Paramount Pictures Corp. counsel, sought
★
his crossto prove lastof week
examination
Arthurin Levey,
Sco- ing by Mr. Porter, that he had
phony president, during the 24th negotiated with representatives
week of the FCC's Paramount from other motion picture comhearing.
panies (mostly Warner Brothers
One issue in the case is whether and RKO-Trans
Lux) in addition
the Commission will approve the to Paramount.
When asked why he was going
merger of ABC with United Paramount Theatres Inc. (see story this into such minute detail — he went
page) .
Mr. Levey's
Mr. Porter, who had copies of through
on day-to-day
basis —diaries
Mr. almost
Porter
the diaries which were kept by Mr. replied
that
it
was
Paramount's
Levey,utiveinterrogated
the
SCA
execpurpose
to
show
that
as
early
as
about entries made from 1938
on through to the formato 1942. Mr. Levey indicated in his 1938 tionandof SCA,
"there
were
a
whole
diary, and testified under question- series of negotiations with as many
as 15 or 20 possible sources of finNEWSMAN EJECTED thing. ances, none of which came to anyBy N. Y. Deputy Mayor
"Forfore these
a period
of four yearswere
befinal negotiations
ABC reporter Julian Anthony was developed
under
the
most
aggresejected last Thursday from New
sive kind of promotional tactics,
Yorklic City's
of Estimate
pub- there was no one who was suffihearing onBoarda proposed
increase
ciently interested to put a nickel in
in taxi-cab fare rates. Deputy the development
of an American
Mayor Charles Horowitz ordered company [Mr. Levey
was with
Mr. Anthony to "remove yourself British Scophony at the time]."
and your tape-recording machine
Mr. Porter
said, "Ihasthink
the
from the premises."
[Mr. Levey]
testified
Thomas Velotta, ABC vice presi- witness
and I think the Commission has
dent in charge of news and special alleged that the basic issue here is
events, filed a formal protest late one of suppression, and we intend
Thursday with Mayor Vincent Im- to prove that not only was there
pellitteri against the action.
not any suppression, but that both
Newspaper reporters were al- Paramount and its partner, GPE,
lowed to remain at the hearings. come into this matter after all
No other radio newsmen were in alternativies had been exhausted
attendance at the time.
. . . Mr.
An ABC spokesman said Mr. by The
otherLevey."
side of the picture,
Horowitz's action forced the can- however, was brought out by Mr.
cel ation ofa broadcast of the pro- Levey who asserted that Paul Raiceedings scheduled for delivery that bourn, Paramount vice president,
night
dangledinvestment
"bait" in inthe front
form ofof
11. over WJZ New York, 10:30- had
a large
In an informal interview with Scophony. But Mr. Raibourn did
other members of the Board of Esti- not say anything definite, Mr.
mate, the network spokesman said Levey said, which explained why
Mr. Anthony learned that none he continued to talk with other
had any objection to a tape-record- possible investors.
ing of the meeting.
Mr. Levey had earlier testified
It was pointed out that Mr. [B»T, May 19, 12] that Paramount
Anthony had covered board hear- had attempted to suppress development of his firm. He accused Paraings on the city budget April 8, 9
and 14. These proceedings reportmount and GPE of enjoying "squatedly were broadcast over WJZ.
ters rights" to valuable patents.
the NBC
greater

station

serving

YOUNGSTOWN,

30th population
5,000

area

in U.S.

WATTS

Duplicating
on M
50,000J
Watts
FM
WF
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SPLIT OPPOSED
In Paramount Case
PETITION of Paramount Pictures,
United Paramount Theatres and
ABC to split up the issues and get
a quick decision in the long-pending FCC proceeding drew opposition Thursday from Curtis B.
Plummer,
chief of the FCC Broadcast Bureau.
ABC and United Paramount
Theatres filed the petition June 6,
with CBS supporting and Allen B.
DuMont Labs, opposing such action.
First, the FCC bureau contends
NEW portable broadcast amplifier
groups
of applications
not
has been developed by General Elec- the
lend
themselves
to a split,do with
tric bCo.,
N. Y.,andwithremote
flexi- separate
ility fSyracuse,
or use in studio
action, because they are
operations. Unit (Type BA 6-B) has "inextricably tied together . . ."
The same facts and evidence are
four built-in preamplifiers, master
mixer, AC power supply, plus battery vital to the decision on identical
provisions. GE claims amplifier prac- issues involved in the cases, it is
tically eliminates "hiss, hum and argued. For example, it is stated,
microphonics"
low - noise the application to assign WBKB
miniature tubes.through
Output transformer
(TV) Chicago
which tomustCBSbe "ignores
made as theto
is so equipped as to permit broadcast decision
program to be fed to public address the legality of the purported transfers from Paramount Pictures to
system or other amplifier. New cue
amplifier gain control facilitates United Paramount Theatres and
operation in noisy locations and Paramount Pictures Corp." along
high-low level plug-in headphone with license and renewal grants.
connections are provided.
Evidence has not been completed
in relation to WBKB, the bureau
contends, with at least three Commission witnesses yet to be heard.
GENE HOWE
The bureau charges the petiFound Dead in Automobile
tioners are trying to "steamroller"
GENE HOWE, 66, president of
into the proposition
Plains Radio Broadcasting Co., ittheiscase
unnecessary
to determine"that
the
licensee of KGNC Amarillo, Tex., qualifications of a licensee, whose
was found dead in his car near
beenbecause
placed in a 'temAmarillo last Wednesday. A bullet license has
porary' instatus
had pierced his right temple and violations,
the eventof heanti-trust
wishes
an inquest verdict of suicide was to sell his station, but only that
returned. He was the son of Ed the qualifications of the transferee
Howe, who
for 50 years
pub- need be considered." ,
lisher of Atchison
(Kan.)was Globe.
potential trouble spots cited
Mr. Howe was publisher, editor by Two
the bureau include ia situation
and daily columnist of the Amarillo whereby
ABC-Paramount
Globe-News, until 1936 when he would own
KECA (TV)Theatres
while
gave
up
most
of
his
executive
duties
Paramount
Television
Productions,
but continued to write his column,
Paramount
"The Tactless Texan." At the time 100% subsidiary
tures Corp., ownsof KTLA
(TV)Pic-in
of hisman ofdeath,
he
was
board
chairthe
same
city,
involving
overlap
in
ownership.
Globe-News Publishing Co.
According to the Globe-News,
The
second
instance
deals
with
Mr. Howe
been despondent be- WBKB (TV) Chicago, owned by
cause of illhadhealth.
in turn substanHe entered the newspaper busi- Balabantially&ownedKatz,
by United Paramount
ness at 13, setting type for his
father. He started the Evening Theatres, and WENR-TV, owned
Globe in Amarillo and two years by ABC. Should an ABC-Paralater bought out the News.
mount merger be granted, ABCIn 1950 Mr. Howe announced his Paramount Theatres would then
own and operate two stations in
retirement
as
publisher
and
president of his newspaper chain to take
pending decision on prothe board chairmanship. To the Chicago posed
assignment of WBKB to
end he remained a reporter as well CBS, according
to the Broadcast
as executive and recently wrote an Bureau.
exclusive interview with Sen. Estes
Three weeks of hearings remain,
Kefauver (D-Tenn.) One of Mr. the bureau explains, with the hearHowe's achievements was originaing having passed its 82d day and
tion of Mother-in-Law Day.
of 11,776 pages of testiSome years ago he was one of the consisting
mony and 829 exhibits.
founders
of
the
Taylor-Howe-SnowThe
bureau
an initial
den station representative firm, now decision cannot estimates
be expected on the
the O. L. Taylor Co.
Surviving are his wife; a entire record before Jan. 15, 1953
daughter, Mrs. Shelby Kritser, wife at the earliest. Severance of appliof Tom Krister, manager of KGNC;
cations would save "very little
a brother James, one time AP for- time," it is claimed, and it is imeign correspondent, and a sister,
pos ible for an initial decision to
Mrs. Mateel Howe Farnham.
be issued in August, as requested.
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THE
NEW

TYPE

|
WATT

312

250
TRANSMITTER

The continental Type 312 is a 250 watt AM
t0
Transmitter
in which the design is entirely new and
indjj I
,Dg 1 different. Extreme simplification of circuitry with
} unexcelled performance are its most important features.
Extremely low values of both RMS and Intermodulation distortion are obtainable.
Only two RF stages following the crystal oscillator
iare utilized. The first of these is fixed tuned for
'the entire broadcast range of 540 to 1600 KC and the
output stage has only one control to cover the entire
range. The transmitter has one other control — the output
loading control. Since tetrode type tubes are used,
the necessity for neutralizing circuits is eliminated.
The Type 312 Transmitter is contained in one
of CONTINENTAL'S new, all aluminum cabinets. This
cabinet is of special unified, frameless design and
incorporates the well-known Transview styling together
with functional features that afford maximum
accessibility, shielding and circulation
of cooling air.

FACTORING
BUCKNER BLVD.

COMPANY

DALLAS 10, TEXAS

PHONE EVergreen

Radio's Strength Cited
N. Y. BHU
CUN/C
RADIO is far from dead and can whole is sold to the people of the tion of sound broadcasting probthrive in the future by improved country as a whole the entire inlems,fused Dr.to believe
Menser there
said, ishe astill
recrisis.
programming geared to community
dustry will suffer, Mr. Outler com- He conceded
there
were
changes
to
interests,
speakers
at
the
Broadmented: "If we sell radio short,
cast Music Inc. radio clinic told 100
ever-shifting
that theseprobdid
broadcasters at the Monday and we've committed a crime against be madelems buttohemeetadded
Tuesday meeting in New York.
theDr.community."
the fears that are
Clarence L. Menser of Stet- not justify
This viewpoint was sounded on
the industry.
son U. and WJBS Deland, Fla., plaguing
Monday by John M. Outler Jr.,
He
listed
these
fears as (1) fear
general manager of WSB and formerly vice president in charge of the FCC; (2) fear of the adverWSB-TV Atlanta, and was echoed of programs for NBC, asserted that
tising agencies ; (3 ) fear of its own
by other speakers. As a panacea sound broadcasting can thrive in judgment and (4) fear of comT. M. PEPPERDAY, publisher of the
petition, i.e., television.
to broadcasting ills, Mr. Outler of- the future if stress is placed on
fered two general suggestions: quality programming that considJournal and former
Ted Cott, vice president and gen- Albuquerque
ers the needs of the community
eral manager, WNBC and WNBT owner of KOB-AM-TV Albuquerque,
Give the people more and better
a gift from employes, tendered
(TV) New York, hammered at the opens
programs tied to their communities that is being served.
Pepperday turned over the keys
radio is the best adver- asto Mr.
"I say to the radio industry, by point that
and sell radio vigorously as a medTime
Inc., and Wayne Coy, former
tising
medium
around
because
its
which
I
mean
sound
broadcasting,
ium to the people of America.
FCC
chairman.
Mr. Pepperday sold
frequency
unit
cost
is
the
lowest
He called on broadcasters to free 'let down your buckets where you of all. He deplored the fact that KOB-AM-TV to Time
Inc. and Mr.
themselves from dependence on the are,' " Dr. Menser declared. "You the industry was not "shouting this Coy for a reported $600,000 [B*T,
June 2].
networks and develop worthwhile are in the midst of a situation that from the tree tops, to everybody
projects in their own cities. Mr. will give life to you and service to and not just to people in the trade."
Outler cited several examples of your community for many years if
Mr. Cott, in fact, assailed the has an opportunity to sell that
the steps taken by his station to you will only get the full facts "inbred
promotion" that radio has organization to its workers, which
about your real position. If you been carrying
on for years. He said
permit
its
audience
"to
become
part
called a necessary job, before
of the operation and thus to feel it have served your listeners well, there was no advantage to be gained he
tries development
to sell an advertiser."
is participating in the activities they will stick by you for those by telling other people in the in- "itThe
of the youth
dustry
"what aStation
wonderful
job" forum was explained by Dorothy
of Warning
the community."
.
things
in
which
you
can
excel."
radio
is
doing.
managers,
that unless radio as a
After long and serious considera- he said, must bring this message Gordon, moderator of the New York
York. Youth Forum on WQXR New
home to listeners — to the people Time
who ultimately foot the bills.
Norman Reed, program director,
He viewed television as no more
Washington, spoke on
competitive than a new station WWDC
how to
"Building
Personality Record
coming into the field. For the bad Shows." He warned
a "good
station, he said, TV will, of course, personality" is oftenthatruined
mean more competition. But he "poison-ality" of records chosen forby
talk to
that "nothing
help the show. Suggestions advanced by
aremarked
bad station,
it would can
probably
Mr. Reed to pick up a sagging show
$250,000,000
were the addition of telephone quizfall by the wayside anyway."
Radio Bigger in Future
mystery tune contests and
numberzes, games.
Harry
NBC vice
Other features of the meeting
dent for Bannister,
station relations,
saidpresithat
a story-telling presentation
once "radio
of thisbecomes
transi- were
by Mrs. Ellis Barrett of Good News
tional periodgets
and outbusiness
Productions,
Philadelphia, and a
stabilized, it will become bigger
production of the radio program
which was inLaird, president of WDUZ Mind YourtroduceManners
thanBen ever."
d by Leonard Patricelli of
Greeners toBay,
urgedcarefully
broadcastexploreWis.,more
the WTIC Hartford.
Allen Ludden served as moderpossibility of obtaining sponsors
ator and six teen-agers discussed
for public service programs. He
whichon were
deplored the notion prevalent problems
broadcast
June tape
28. recorded
among some leaders in the industry forGeneral
chairman for the clinic
that sponsorship
pro- was Herbert V. Akerberg, vice
grams. He cited "taints"
several such
examples
charge of station reof successful sponsorship at WDUZ presidentlations,inCBS Radio
and CBS-TV.
and reminded listeners that finanAt lowMonday's
session,were
Mr. given
HarUse the Broadcasting Marketbook — the only fact book deand
Mr.
Higgins
cial
help
makes
possible
the
broadsigned expressly for the buyer of time.
casting of programs of merit that life membership certificates in the
otherwise might have to be side- Wisconsin Broadcasters' Assn. by
Over a quarter billion dollars of spot and network radio and
tracked.
Mr. Laird.
TV is placed by buyers of time who use the MARKETBOOK
The importance of farm news
daily. Nowhere else can they find the copyrighted "Spot
was outlined by J. Scott True, farm
director of WFTM Maysville, Ky,y Uridge Appointed
Rate Finder" which enables them to compute in minutes preliminary estimates of spot campaigns. Or county-by-county
He laid down the following rules
breakdowns of essential radio facts, census figures, marketfor
farm directors : Be informative, OWEN URIDGE, manager of
ing maps, state market indicators, etc.
WQAM, ABC affiliate in Miami,
be natural, be friendly and be gra- has
been appointed a new commitcious.
It's only between the covers of one book — the MARKETBOOK
for DistrictCommittee,
8 of ABC'sreGeorge Higgins, vice president Station teeman
—and it's the only book built to help you sell t'rnie.
Advisory
and managing director of KMBCplacing
Jim
Hicks,
former
general
KFRM (FM) Kansas City, called manager of WCOS Columbia, S. C,
Reserve space now to assure
who is resigning effective July 1.
for
closer
cooperation
between
proposition near your own listing
^ -BOOK
gram, sales and management. He An alternate member for District 8,Mr. Uridge in his new caurged
joint meetings among the
g
n
i
t
represent ABC South
radio
^Pas
groups to gain a better understand- affiliatespacityinwill North
DEADLINE JULY 21, 1952 EDITION
ing of what each is doing. In this Carolina, Georgia, Carolina,
PUBLISHED MID-AUGUST
southern
way, Mr. Higgins said, management
ginia and northern Florida. VirBROADCASTING
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Five Minutes: $7,000
FIRST VENTURE into radio advertising paid off with
a $7,000 cattle sale for J. C.
Lewis,
owner Ellicott
of Meadowbrook Farms,
City,
Md., when he contracted for
a series of 13 five-minute
noontime stockyard report
programs over WBAL Baltimore. First broadcast, containing two 100-word commercials, attracted a customer 40 miles from Baltimore,
who
and apaid
bull.$7,000 for a heifer

SO. CALIF. NEWS AWARDS
Presented to 15
FIFTEEN trophy awards for radio
and TV news coverage during 1951
were made by the Radio & Television News Club of Southern California June 24 at the Nickodell
Restaurant, Hollywood.
Named consistently best in the
respective radio categories were:
(1) Jim entMcCulla,
KMPC, news
ation; (2) Chet Huntley,
ABC. presnews
commentary;
special mention;Al(3)Gordon,
Cecil KFWB,
Hind, NBC,
newsed thewriting
(Mrs.
Bettie
Hind
acceptposthumous
award
for
her
husband who died June 11 [B.T, June 23];
(4) Cameron
Cornell,
CBS,
special
events
coverage;
KFWB,
special
men- N. BRUCE ASHBY (I), vice president
t
i
o
n
;
(
5
)
Paul
White,
KFMB
San
Diego,
for sales, Kingan Co., signs renewal
news reporting
for
non-metropolitan
station;
(6)
Sam
Baiter,
KLAC,
sports
reporting.
contract for Kingan sponsorship of
Television
division:
(1)
Glenn
Hardy,
KNBH, news
presentation;
(2) (3)Wilfred
Brown,
writing;
Tom(4) King Arthur Godfrey & His Round
Harmon, KNBH,
KNXT,newssports
program;
Table, over CBS Radio for 52 weeks
KTLA,
special
events
coverage;
Clete
Roberts,
KLAC -TV,
special CBS,
mention,
[B*T, June 23]. John Karol, vice
worldcialcoverage;
Ed
Murrow,
speaward,porting;
trans-continental
re- president for network sales, CBS
Richfield Oil Co.,newsspecial
erage.
award, Japanese Peace Treaty covRadio, witnesses signing.

RADIO'S
Stressed by VITALITY
NBC's McCray
WITH receiver sets selling at the
rate of one every 2 Mi seconds all
year long, and despite propaganda
to the contrary, radio is very much
alive and is here to stay.
So stated Thomas C. McCray,
NBC Western Division director of
radio network operations, at a
Los
Angeles
Advertising Roosevelt
Women's
meeting
at Hollywood
Hotel.
Terming radio as "9.7% bigger
than been
last ayear,"
he said
has
9,300,000
new that
radiothere
set
population created thus far in 1952,
bringing the total in this country mately 25 million homes throughto more than 105 million.
out the country are reached only
Admitting that with the new
medium of television, there is by Next
radio."to mass cover-age, Mr. Mcbound to be a "certain momentary
Cray considers radio's flexibility
transference of affection," Mr. Mc- it's greatest asset to an advertiser,
Cray
declared
however
that
"this
because
most inflexible yardstick of all, set message atosponsor
the area.can fit the "sell"
sales, reinforces surveys which
point up the continuing importance
of radio to listeners and advertisers."
He told the ad women that every
new set sold means more profit for
the radio advertiser. He presented
survey figures which showed that
radio sets outnumber total circulation of all magazines by 114,000
and more than double the total circulation for all newspapers.
"There are also six times as
manyMcCray
radio sets
as TV receivers,"
Mr.
reminded.
Media Adaptability
Although radio continues the
"greatestcation tomeans
of massby communibe derived
man and
does
a
tremendous
selling
Mr. McCray stressed the
fact job,"
that
the medium never has nor does it
now claim to be the best means of
advertising for every product.
"Somefor arenewspapers,
better for magazines,
television,
some
billboards and other media," he conceded. "However those who can
pay the bill are using all available
media to bring their sales message
to the consumer. Radio will continue to play an important role in
this regard."
Backing up his statement with
success story examples, he said
that
it isn't
high-rated
program
thatalways
does thethe best
selling
job for an advertiser. High-rating
will indicate the show's popularity,
but it doesn't always mean conthe sponsor's
product, sumers
wasare buying
his explanation.
Conceding that wherever there
is TV it does an excellent selling
job, Mr. McCray said however that
radio gives the same competent
coverage
and at a fraction of the
cost.
"Radio is not only the mass
medium, but the economy medium,"
he added.product of"As
is asoby-it
mass economy
production,
is a by-product of mass coverage.
all TV setsIn
are"Currently
located in 53'/,
just of7 markets.
THE
BRANHAM
the remaining 56 TV markets,
radio-only homes far exceed TV
homes. This means that approxiBROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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ViSAZ
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.
SERVING 3 STATES

nationally
by the
KATZ
AGENCY
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New York
Chicago
Kansas City
Dallas
San Francisco
Atlanta
Detroit
Los Angeles
5000 WATTS DAY
1000 WATTS NIGHT
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WDAF-AM-TV and Star
NATIONAL NIELSEN RATINGS
TOP RADIO PROGRAMS
(Total
U.
S. Area,Homes—Including
Small-Town,
Records
Subpenaed
ANTI-TRUST
Farm and Urban
and including
Telephone and Non-Telephone
Homes) Rating
POSSIBILITY of anti-trust action against the Kansas City Star Co.
EXTRA-WEEK
arose last week in the wake of subpena action involving records and
May 11-17, 1952
contracts
holdings. negotiated by the publisher for its newspaper and radio-TV
NIELSEN-RATING*
EVENING,
ONCE-A-WEEK
The firm was ordered to produce
omes
all corporate records and contracts new $1.5 million plant facilities the Rank
Program
9.3
Lux Radio
Theatre
(CBS)
fortnight,figures
with leading
local
of the Star and WDAF-AM-TV past
Jack
Benny
(CBS)
1
and
national
participating
23 Amos 'n Andy (CBS)
Kansas City, Mo. since Jan 1,
9.4
1926.
in the ceremonies [B»T, June 23].
McCarthy& Molly
Show (NBC)
(CBS) 10.19.3
4 Charlie
7.2
Fibber McGee
Practice of offering unit rates
9.2
7.2
(NBC)
While officers in the Anti-Trust
1065 Dragnet
Bet Your
Life (NBC)
Div. of the Justice Dept. in both to advertisers in jointly-owned
78 You
Suspense
(CBS)
Life With Luigi (CBS)
Kansas City and Washington de- newspapers has been a common
9 Great
Gildersleeve (NBC)
8.77.0
the publishing indusclined comment, the Star manage- practicetry. inThe New
Orleans district * Homes reached during all or any part8.4
ment acknowledged the action is
of
the
program,
except
for
homes
listening
court
ruled
against
the
Timespart of an investigation under- Picayune Publishing Co. May 26 only 1 to 5 minutes.
taken by the government.
Copyright 1952 by A. C. Nielsen Co.
The action probably would have in a decision which it since promlittle bearing on the operation of
ised to appeal. The publishing comWDAF-AM-TV, according to H. FM New
pany is theOrleans.
licensee of WTPS-AM- KENNETT APPOINTED
Dean Fitzer, managing director of
the Star stations. He said the
The court held a complaint filed
Manager of MBS Station Div.
stations are only one phase of the by the New Orleans Item that the APPOINTMENT
L. KenKansas City Star Co. operation defendants "attempted to monop- nett, identified withof Robert
radio for more
and that he had not heard officialolize that segment of the afternoon than 20 years, as manager
the
ly of any possible anti-trust in- newspaper general and classified Southern Division of Mutual'sof stafield which was repretion
relations
department
was
anment. quiry. He declined further com- advertising
sented by those advertisers who also
nounced last week by Earl M. Johnmorning newspaper space
The firm also publishes the Kan- required
son,
station
relations
vice
president.
.sas City Times. In its statement and who could not because of budgMr. Kennett, who has been servetary limitations or financial inthe company noted that the subing as general manager of WICC
ability purchase space in both
pena
action
followed
a
recent
opinassoion of a U. S. district court in New afternoon [States and Item] news- Bridgeport,
ciated withformerly
WLW was
Cincinnati,
Orleans
the morning
WHAS
Louisville,
WONS
HartPicayuneagainst
and Evening
States.TimesThe
'Lorain Journal' Case
ford, and CBS in New York. At
court upheld certain charges and
will be directly responThe court cited the Lorain Jour- Mutualsiblehefor supervision
dismissed others in ruling on a
network
nal Co. case on "attempt to monop- relations with all MBS ofaffiliates
complaint charging Times-Picayune papers."
in
Publishing Co. with an attempt to
olize."
The
U.
S.
Supreme
Court
North
and
South
Carolina,
Georgia,
monopolize advertising through had upheld a district court ruling Florida, Tennessee, Alabama, Misthat the Lorain (Ohio) Journal
combination unit rates.
sissippi, Louisiana and Arkansas.
anti-trust laws by refusing
Roy A. Roberts, president of the toviolated
sell advertising to local adverKansas City Star Co. and publisher
tisers
who
bought
time
on
WEOL
of
the Star, told
Ohio. Similar practices Deceptive Ads
Telecasting
that Broadcasting
the management• Elyria,
were attributed to the Mansfield TOTAL
of 1,345 radiowereandsetperiodwould stand on its initial state- Journal
ical advertisements
aside
against WMAN Mansfield
ment until the company learns [B*T, Dec.
May for further study, the
17; Oct. 22, 1, 1951]. during
what, if any, charges are lodged.
Defendants were charged by the Federal Trade Commission said in
its monthly report released June
'Nothing to Conceal'
district court with an "attempt to 20.
The continuities were not
The Star management said it had destroy" WEOL.
broken
by media. Out of
The
New
Orleans
district
court
"nothing to conceal in its business noted that in the Lorain Journal 922 ads down
referred to Practices,
FTC's Bureau
practices"
and
that
its
"record
of
Antideceptive
850
of service to this community for case it was held "not necessary to
channeled to the investigation
nearly three-quarters of a century show that success rewarded ap- were
division.
Bureau
of
Industry
Copellant'sSherman
attempt to monopolize"
speaks
for itself."said no practice of and that the
operation received five advertiseAnti-Trust
Mr. Roberts
combination rates between any of Act must be directed "against (the)
ments and the general counsel's
418. FTC makes a "continuthe two newspapers and the radio- dangerous probability as well as office ing"
survey of current advertising.
TV properties is involved. Noting against the completed result."
the New Orleans decision, he said
there are 173 U. S. newspapers
— IN NEWS
which use the practice whereby advertisers buy space in two news—
IN SPORTS
papers under the same ownership
— IN MUSIC
in the same city.
FIRST
He said attorneys for the company would confer with the Justice
ASK TO SEE THE
Dept. during July to ascertain the
APRIL 1952 HOOPER
nature of the inquiry and produce
the requested data for a federal
grand jury.
The subpena called for all corporSEE RAMBEAU
ate records; all contracts signed
by the publishing firm, including
NEW LOS
YORK—ANGELES
CHICAGOthose of WDAF-AM-TV; pacts for
news services and features, and all
IMPACT RAIDO SALES— DETROIT
advertising contracts for the past
26 WDAF
years. has been on the air since
5000 WATT DAY
1922 and WDAF-TV since 1949.
1000 WATT NITE
LANSING, MICHIGAN
The TV outlet formally opened its
BROADCASTING
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Strictly Business
(Continued fr om page lb)
advertising. Mr. Ferguson con- was cut out to be a salesman. This
vinced him that since he was sell- ended his formal education — Mr.
points out that this was one
ing a service, radio was his best ofSmith
the worst mistakes he ever made.
medium.
Forty-three years ago, Mr. Smith
At that time, movers for the
his moving business with a
most part advertised only in the began
summer and autumn, the period horse and wagon. Growth was
but radio.
not rapid
he be-$1
during which most persons are in steadygan using
Todayuntil
he has
need of the service.
million
in
property,
including
Mr. Smith, however, agreed with fleet of moving vans. There area
Mr.
that 150 employes in the Smith firm,
radio Ferguson's
advertising besuggestion
used all year
around. Mr. Ferguson pays tribute some
ords. with 35 yoars company recto Mr. Smith as a "man of vision."
Obviously proud of the comFrom a business volume of $260,asofficialdom,
a mover Mr.of
CCO in 1942, the Smith Transfer & diplomatspany'sandreputation
Storage Co. business mushroomed Smith still getshigha kick
out of the
to $1,160,000 in 1947.
request which came from President
Wilson to move him out
"That was during the war years," Woodrow
Mr. Smith pointed out, "when of the White House in 1921.
Mr. Smith has personally organeverybody,
seemed,
He added itthat
when wasthe moving."
war was
ized 45 different organizations and
over, he resisted the temptation to has been president of 56 organizat
ions— charitable, social, political,
reduce his advertising and he's religious
and military.
happy he stuck by radio. "Today,
He
is most proud of his part in
I'm glad around
to say that
that figure.
we've Last
kept establishing
business
the Truman-Barkley
Club in the District
of Columbia.
yearAt wethe did
$1,360,000."
outset,
in 1943, Mr. Smith From this area, the club quickly
bought about $10,000 worth of radio spread to 28 states.
spots. Repetition of that whispered
Firm Truman Supporters
slogan was the well-advised aim.
When President Truman reMr. Smith now spends about
turned from his long campaign
$5,000 a month in all media, of
which about $2,000 is spent for trips just 10 days before the 1948
election, many Democrats had given
radio, about $1,800 in television.
Shortly, Mr. Smith said, he is up the ghost. Not Mr. Smith and
going to drop TV for the summer his small band of followers.
and put that money into additional
Although the President was
radio. He feels that too many weary, he still had time to make
one
phone call that evening. In
persons spend evenings out-ofdoors to justify the summer use of essence, he said, "Mr. Smith, I will
TV butturn to video
he saidin that
he plans to re- never forget what you and your
the fall.
group did for me today. I want to
One of those rare individuals, a say that I appreciate your faith in
native Washingtonian, Mr. Smith
has not forgotten,
was born just four days before me.Mr.. .Truman
."
Christmas, 1883.
and Mr. Smith is a frequent White
House visitor. A side-line of Mr.
In
Washington,
he
"managed"
to
advance to high school, although
match-making.
He claims
his mind dwelt more on his favor- toSmith's
have ismatched
167 couples
who
ite hobby — business — than it did on now are married.
school texts. As a boy, he had sold
"I thought Margaret Truman was
flavored ice "snowballs" for a going to make it 168," said Mr.
penny each, and later had a neigh- Smith, "but things didn't work
borhood concession for selling out. However, she said to me,
guinea pigs.
on me, Mr. Smith.' "
At 18, he convinced his father, ToDon'twhichgiveheupreplied,
"I won't, Miss
the late Clarendon Smith, that he
Margaret."
Perhaps his penchant for matchmaking may be traced to his own
happy marriage. Tn 1907, Mr. Smith
married the lovely Elizabeth Toulson, after what he terms a five-year
selling job. The Smiths have two
children,
and five grandchildren.
L
QUIL
At the age of 69, when most men
Read
are thinking of retiring, Mr. Smith
his youthful exuber"Equal Rights — For Press, has retained
ance. He is constantly looking for
Radio and Television"
ways
to
improve
and expand his
business.
By Theodore F. Koop, Director
Needless
to
say,
radio advertisCBS News and Public Affairs,
ing is taken for granted in his
Washington, D. C.
future plans. That slogan has won
in the June Issue
him friends and acquaintances in
all walks of Washington life.
The QUILL, 35 E. Wacker Dr.,
last week, Mr. Smith said,
Chicago 1, III. A monthly magazine at Only
a White House reception, a naval
for newsmen-editors. $3 a year.
officer seated next to him leaned
FOUNDED 1912
over and whispered, "Don't Make
a Move. . . ."
BROADCASTING
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WITH EFFICIENT NEW ALTEC CONSOLES
The Altec 250A and 230B consoles represent a new quality standard
for speech input equipment. Their frequency response, noise level
and low distortion more than meet the most stringent broadcast
requirements. They are compact and completely self-contained,
without external power supplies, junction boxes or other equipment. Flexibility, compactness, accessibility and ease of operation
are just a few of the outstanding features of these new consoles.

Console For the ultimate in quality
control the 250 A Console is the finest unit ever made for AM, FM or TV
studio use. Its compactness is made possible by the use of newly
designed miniature plug-in preamplifiers, line amplifiers and power
supplies. The preamps are only l5/8"x4'/4"x9".Theline amplifiers and
power Console
supplies leads
are 2%"x4V4"x9".
You more
will find
that the new
Altec
250A
to better control,
economical
operation.
Frequency Response (± 1 db 20-20,000 cycles) Color
Miniature
codedplug-in
controlsamplifiers
accordingandto power
functionsupplies
Very
lowlow distortion
Two
output
channels
with
illuminated
VU meters
Very
noise
level
Complete patching panel
As many7 simultaneously)
as 12 balanced line mike inputs
Only two amplifier types, three tube types
44(mixline
inputs
Built-in tube checking facilities
utility inputs ; 4 simultaneously)
Compact (36* x 31' x 55" including desk)
console
The 230B is the
ideal console for small
station or individual studio
operation. It has eight low level
microphone or turntable inputs controlled
by four mixing controls and four line inputs controlled by two mixers.
Its lowtrols areheight
(9%") and
provides
maximum
studioaccessible.
visibility. The
concolor coded
all parts
are readily
No other
console in its price range offers as much as the Altec 230B.

Santa Monica Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif.
Sreth Avenue, New York 13, New York
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On the Pacific Coast, sales areas are vast ...
statistics astronomical. And the population
(15,302,000) scattered over the area like stars
over the sky. You need a medium of unusual
scope and power to cover it all. You need radio!
Radio — and only radio — sells all of the Coast
at one time. Most of your West Coast
customers live and shop in the broad coastal
and valley area. Many, too, live in the
country ... far away from shopping. To sell
them all at one time, you must tell your
story to the whole Coast.
Columbia Pacific Network has the combination
of high-powered stations in strategic locations
needed to blanket metropolitan and rural areas
at the same time. Columbia Pacific covers an
area where 95% of the Coast's population is.
located . . . where 94.6% of the Coast's retail
sales are made. Only Columbia Pacific has
power where the people are!
And Columbia Pacific constantly delivers
the Coast's biggest audience, with higher
average ratings than any other regional
network on the Coast.
Advertisers with vision see beyond the claims
of partial-coverage medfla. They know from
observation (and past experience) that the
sky's the limit for sales when they penetrate
the entire West Coast via . . .
COLUMBIA PACIFIC NETWORK
Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales
Sources ; Sales Management, May 1952; „
BMB 1949, CBS nighttime minimal estimates;
Pacific NRI total day, Jan 1951— March 1952.

editorial

*|r

WEFrieda's
CANNOT helpFollow-Through
but admire the indomitable
charity of Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corp.
in announcing last week a grant of $100,000 to
educational television, at virtually the same
moment it advised stockholders that dividends
would be cut from the customary 35 cents to
a dime.
Such corporate selflessness would deserve
more than mere admiration, perhaps outright
worship, if it were not for the fact that it had
come at the persuasion of one of the most
successful political fund raisers produced by
(and still producing for) the New Deal.
FCC Comr. Frieda B. Hennock largely owes
her present job to her unstinting work raising
campaign
funds for
the Democraticand Party
before she became
a Commissioner
owes her
present political prestige to her one-woman
crusade for the reservation of television channels for non-commercial educational use.
In furtherance of her educational television
project, which, if realized, would become her
own monument, she has fallen back on her
earlier accomplishments. She has set out to
find the money with which to finance the erection of stations. It was she who encouraged
Benjamin Abrams, president of Emerson, to
drop the first dime in the hat.
In so doing, Mr. Abrams received commendation from no less a personality than the President of the United States who thoughtfully, if
at the obvious prompting of Miss Hennock,
dispatched a telegram congratulating Mr.
Abrams and hoping other industrial leaders
would follow suit.
One must assume that Miss Hennock was not
disassociated either from the President's decision to call in the full membership of the FCC
last week and urge his Commissioners to advance educational television with all their resources.
Mr. Truman reportedly told the Commissioners he was hopeful that such philanthropies
as the Ford and Carnegie Foundations would
elect to provide the necessary funds.
The timing of these events is interesting.
As reported some time ago in this publication,
the board of trustees of the Ford Foundation
meets July 15-16 to consider a host of requests
for grants
to non-commercial, educational television stations.
It would be a much less experienced fund
raiser than Miss Hennock who failed to realize
that Presidential wishes carry more weight
than those of most men, especially when they
are connected with a project bearing the
appealing name of education.
However successful Miss Hennock's present
fund raising efforts, it must be kept in mind
that there is more to television than simply
getting stations on the air. Not by wildest
imagination can it be hoped that more than
a few stations will be built — even with the
substantial support of large philanthropies —
and once built, operate effectively without
vastly greater funds.
It is with the necessity of assuring a continuity of income that Miss Hennock and her
associates must concern themselves.
In his news release announcing his comdonation, Emerson's
President Abrams
last weekpany'spointed
out that educational
stations
would undoubtedly broadcast some network
programs. This would seem to be a prelude
to the next step in the planning which is to
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change such stations, from a non-commercial to
non-profit basis.
The inherent inequity of that kind of status
has been pointed out in this journal before.
Money troubles for educational television do
not stop with the financing of construction.
They will be perpetual. The thing to watch
for and to stop when it comes is the probably
inevitable proposal for non-profit operation.
NOT TO disparage the generosity of
Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corp.,
realism compels us to mention that the
$10,000 which that company proposes
to give to each of the first 10 educational
stations going into operation would be
about one twenty-fifth of the cost of putting a modest station on the air. A hundred thousand dollars is a lot of money,
but it is only a drop in the bucket when
television economics are involved. It
shows how wholly unrealistic is the concept of non-commercial, educational television and how impossible of realization
on anything like a national scale.
The ABC's of ABC
THIS WEEK the FCC must make a fateful
decision.
network. It involves the survival of ABC as a
The FCC has before it the joint petition of
ABC and United Paramount pleading for
action on the proposed merger of the two companies. ABC confesses its radio and television
operations could go under if it does not procure
new capital to allow it to compete with other
networks. It has operated for more than a
year trying to cut expenses to meet income.
It hasn't been able to program for the fall
season. It admits the stigma of being moribund.
The FCC also has before it the opposition
of its Broadcast Bureau to the petition for
severance and early disposition. As we read
this opposition, it is a virtual restatement of
the issues involved in the hearing ordered last
August.
doesn'thastakebeenintoadduced
consideration
the
testimonyIt that
in almost
continuous hearings since last January.
Now the FCC is duty-bound to ferret out
the facts. But it cannot turn its back on practical considerations. There are some 300 affiliated stations involved — stations also confronted
with an overall price war affecting the networks. The over-riding provision of the Communications Act is that the FCC must encourage the wider use of the spectrum for the
public irood. Certainly the strangulation of an
en'erprise
through
legalisticof inaction
does not
conduce toward
fulfillment
that mandate.
Great emphasis is placed upon the anti-trust
aspect of the merger, evolving from the motion
picture consent decree which brought the
forced separation of Paramount Pictures from
the exhibition houses, which became United
Paramount. The parties went into the merger
with their eyes open. They were willing to take
their chances on anti-trust. The question here
seems to be whether the sins of the parents
should be visited on their offsprings.
Obviously, there is no "monopoly" involved
in the fusion of a network now losing money,
and a chain of theatre exhibition houses which,
while admittedly in the forefront of that field,
nevertheless has rigorous competition. If, by
virtue of the union, violation of the anti-trust
laws later appears to develop, the Department
ofmakeJustice—
the FCC— is the authority to
the firstnotmove.
It is against this backdrop that the FCC this
week must render judgment.

jf- our respects to:

ARTHUR WILLIAM SCHARFELD
ARTHUR
W. SCHARFELD,
the Federal
Communications president
Bar Assn.,of
is a busy man these days.
As are other radio-TV lawyers in Washingnels. ton, he is busy with clients seeking TV chanHe already has filed three appeals to the
U. S. Coui-t of Appeals in behalf of clients
whoThisdon't
the FCC's
plan. of
is inlike
addition
to his allocation
normal business
protecting and advising his regular radio
clients.
As president of the FCBA, he is the leader
among those who take a professional interest
inthe theApril
FCC's14 issuance
rules andofprocedures
with
the final —TVandreport,
that organization is giving the report considered review. Some Washington legal practitioners do not like the final report while
others have their own ideas on the procedures
set up for processing TV applications.
Withal, Mr. Scharfeld likes to think of himself as a procrastinator.
Writing in the 25th anniversary yearbook
of his Harvard U. class (1924), he had this
to say of himself:
"During the recent 25 year interval, I have
been continuously procrastinating and meeting deadlines as an accepted mode of life. I
have often thought that I could get along
with less procrastination, but my more lethargic disposition has always conquered that
meritorious
Apparentlyinclination."
this aptitude to dally started at
an early age. In his freshman year at Harvard,
young Scharfeld dabbled in what was then
the
roaring sobull
stock market
the '20s.
He dabbled
assiduously,
he ranof$1,000
into
$15,000
(on
paper),
to
the
detriment
of his
class attendance record.
His father, a responsible and serious-minded
Cleveland businessman, arrived in Cambridge
post-haste after receiving word from the
dean that his son didn't seem to be happy at
Harvard — he wasn't attending his classes.
A little probing and the secret came out.
Stern father laid down an ultimatum: Quit
the stock market or quit school. Young Scharfeld chose the former, and father returned
home convinced he had saved his son from the
damnation of stock market gambling.
But, young Scharfeld dallied, and was a
week in arrears in acting on his promise. He
went down to Boston's State St. finally to carry
out his oath, found that his stock broker had
been closed up as a bucket shop. Farewell,
$15,000.
Many years later, Mr. Scharfeld was sent
to Mexico on(Continued
a case. Thison was
page when
75) he was asBROADCASTING
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Mail

from

all

Chicagoland.

off

proof

Illinois cities and towns
in addition to Chicago

d in to*1

Indiana cities and towns

34
10

Michigan cities and towns

8

Wisconsin cities and towns

FORTY PER CENT of the mail was received from areas OUTSIDE Chicago
— again proving that it's Station WNBQ which offers COMPLETE Chicagoland television coverage and a loyal and responsive audience which BUYS.
A
N B
/
sA
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ELTON RULE, account executive, KLAC-TV Hollywood, to KECATV Los Angeles as assistant general sales manager in charge of
national spot sales.
HARRY BRUCE, sales staff, WFRD Worthington, Ohio, promoted to
sales manager.
JERROLD MARSHALL to sales staff, WCOJ Coatesville-West Chester, Pa., from Boston U., where he
completed year in graduate work in radio-TV.
KENNETH FISHER, treasurer and board member,
KOMO Seattle, appointed assistant general manager
of Fisher Flouring Mills Co., that city. Station is
■M
subsidiary of that company.
Mr. Bruce

RADIO TIME SALES Ltd., Toronto, appointed Canadian representative
by WGAR Cleveland and WJR Detroit.
CARROLL FOSTER, director of public affairs, KIR0 Seattle, appointed
assistant to SAUL HAAS, president.
PetlonaU • • •
WALTER HAASE, general manager, WDRC Hartford, Conn., elected
director-at-large
of city'saccount
Chamber
of Commerce
for three-year
. . . PETER MUSTAKI,
executive,
WQAM Miami,
father ofterm.
boy,
Christopher Paul.
HAYDEN HUDDLESTON, sales staff, WROV Roanoke, Va., presented
with Distinguished Salesman Award by Roanoke Sales Club . . . JAMES
BOWDEN, Minneapolis manager of John E. Pearson Co. station representative firm, father of twins, Michael Laure and Margaret Mary,
June 22 . . . STEPHEN W. RYDER, station manager, WENE Binghamton-Endicott, N. Y., elected president of Triple Cities Adv. & Sales
Club . . . GRAEME W. ZIMMER, manager of WCAV Norfolk, Va., was
special guest at recent Midshipman maneuvers in Norfolk. Mr. Zimmer
addressed group on importance of radio in Naval public relations work . . .
TOM KRITSER, general manager of KGNC Amarillo, elected to board
of directors of National Better Business Bureau, only radio station operator on board of 21 members. . . . FORTUNE POPE, president of WHOM
New York and publisher of II Progresso Halo Americano, during his current visit to Italy was granted private audience with Pope Pius XII,
was honored at luncheon by Luigi Einaudi, president of Italy, and
awarded
Alcide Degovernment's
Gasperi. highest award, The Star of Solidarity, by Premier
ALAN C. TINDAL, president, WSPR Springfield, Mass., elected to
board of directors of city's Orchestra Assn. . . . JOHN D. SCHEUER,
operations assistant to general manager, WFIL-AM-TV Philadelphia,
named chairman of public relations committee of central Philadelphia
branch, American Red Cross.

PAUL GOODYEAR returns to WFLN Philadelphia as assistant to
RAYMOND S. GREEN, general manager, after tour of duty with Army.
DICK McGEARY, account executive, KWKW Pasadena, and DALTON
DANON, general sales manager, West Coast Engineers, L. A. (garbage
disposals), to KHJ Hollywood as account executives.
GILL-KEEFE-PERNA, N. Y., appointed national representative by
WEW St. Louis and WCYB Bristol, Va.
ROBERT KLEIN, sales manager, KLAC-TV Hollywood, has resigned.
DON STALEY, San Francisco manager of Katz Agency, station repre- RCA SCHOLARSHIPS
sentative firm, to station as account executive.
Revised Program Announced WMPS ELECTIONS
Krelstein, Rudner Promoted
AN EXPANDED and revised schol- ELECTION
of Harold R. Krelarship program offered by RCA for
Leaders in TWO of the
stein as president, and William
the 1952-1953 academic year will B. Rudner
as
of
include 14 post-graduate fellow- WMPS Memphis,vicewaspresident
announced
ships and 19 scholarships, Dr. C. B. last week following a board
of diMidwest's Richest Markets!
rectors meeting.
Jolliffe,
vice announced
president last
and
technical RCA's
director,
The board also elected Abe
week.
of Plough Inc.,
Total amount of the awards will Plough,of president
the station, to the newlybe $53,000, according to Dr. Jolliffe. owner
KMTV-OMAHA
2,779,531
Soil-Rich
created
post
of
chairman
of the
This means seven new scholarships executive committee. Re-elected
Midwesterners Live
54% Saturation in a
and
one
new
fellowship
will
be
Billion Dollar Market
secWithin K AAA's Vz MV Line
made available to deserving young officers are Charles retary-Harrelson,
treasurer, and Volney EdAt last count, 2,779,531 preKMTV
top coverengineers and scientists, it was
age in the advertisers
rich Omahaget area.
More
dominantly-rural midwesterners
wards,
assistant
secretary-treasurer.
pointed out.
than V4 million people living in lived within the KMA V2 Millivolt
The revised program includes the
the
area over
have aan Billion
effective Dollars.
buying day-time contour area in Iowa,
income
award
of
the
David
Sarnoff
FellowMissouri and Kansas.
Pulse figures for the week of April Nebraska,
ship, established in honor of the
greater than Iowa,
13, 1952 show that KMTV leads That's a marketState,
RCA board chairman, for predocOklahoma or
in 68 out of 100 nighttime fe- Washington
toral
students of electrical engiColorado
and
Nebraska
combined!
ll PM) quarter-hours — Monday
ne ring at New York U. Other
through Friday. Pulse also reThey're
America's
top-spending
RCA
fellowships, for which an
veals that 4 of the top 5 multi- farm market! In 1950 these KMAannual
grant
of $2,700 is made to
weekly shows and 4 of the top 5
spent #2,819,660,000 for
each university, are available for
once-a-week shows in the Omaha Landers
goods
and
services-a
figure
surgraduate students at California
area are telecast by KMTV.
passed only by a handful of metroInstitute of Technology, Columbia
addition, plan
KMTV's
52-week
politan markets!
rateIn protection
provides
for
U.,
Cornell U., Princeton U. and Mr. Rudner
Mr. Krelstein
Here is the BIG farm market
the guarantee of rates in effect up
the
U. of Illinois.
to 52 consecutive weeks from start- . . . served by the 5,000 powerful
Mr.
Krelstein,
a
former vice
The
program
also
establishes
the
date ofmake
schedule.
of KMA
— TheIF YOU
Midwest's
Frank M. Folsom Scholarship at president, will continue as general
can ingnow
a moreAdvertisers
realistic watts
TOP Farm
Station.
sell
manager.
Mr.
Rudner
retains the
the
U.
of
Notre
Dame
in
honor
of
or services in the rural
year-round TV budget approach. products
of station director.
the president of RCA and the duties
For the best in TV coverage of and small town midwest, then
Also
a
vice
president
of Plough
Charles
B.
Jolliffe
Scholarship
at
the rich Omaha area, contact Katz YOU BELONG on KMA! ConMr. Krelstein joined WMPS
Agency or KMTV today.
tact Avery-Knodel or KMA today.
West Virginia U. Each scholar- Inc.,
in
1939.
In
1940,
he
was
ship carries an annual stipend of commercial manager. In 1943,madehe
was general
promotedmanager.
to vice president
KltlTV
KMA
and
$800.
Mr. Rudner came to WMPS in
OMAHA 2, NEBRASKA
SHENANDOAH, IOWA
NEW
book
dealing
with
psychoso1946 as a salesman and in 1948
Represented by
CHANNEL 3
matic medicine
and Your
Healthtitledby Love,
NormanEmotions
Ober, was made sales promotion and
AVERY-KNODEL, INC
Represented by KATZ AGENCY
staff member of CBS Radio program merchandising director. He became station director in 1950. His
writing division, has been published
MAY BROADCASTING COMPANY
by the Modern Living Council, N. Y. wife is the former Jocelyn Plough.
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WOR-tv

offers you:

* low-budget programs
* low-cost facilities
Week's Tclcvisf
Applications
Page 52

* time rates at Oct. '51 level
* non-preemption guaranteed
reasons
why

* New York's finest studios
* top film facilities

Latest Set Count
By Markets
Page 58

* prime 60-second availabilities
YOU

* live-commercial opportunities
* sales-booster saturation plans

can
Report on Film
A,
Activities
Page 67

SELL
N.Y.
on

n our

ACT

NOW

for best availabilities;
orders for Fall campaigns
now being signed.

channel

th
7

America's

best tv-spot buy

year

tv
WO
serving
overR3,000,000 TV homes
in the world's largest market

The eyes of Texas' richest
TV market are shining with visions of
"live" network programs . . .

here

comes

the

cable!

. . . that's a magic phrase to people
who plan to buy TV sets — and
to those who have them. It's a
transfusion for a market which will
soon have a quarter of a million TV sets!
When you point the advertising
budget toward Texas, aim for
Channel 8 — Dallas!

NBC-ABC -DUMONT
27.1 KW VIDEO • 13 KW AUDIO

RALPH NIMMONS: STATION MANAGER
EDWARD PETRY & CO.: REPRESENTATIVES
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Given by Truman, Abroms
SUPPORT
TO EDUCATORS
PRESIDENT TRUMAN has think it is important that an approerson for its $100,000 grant. Her highest concepts of the public intertelevision facilities wire follows:
est. Moreover, such action is clearly
thrown his support behind the ef- be devotedpriationtoof oureducation.
This
project
forts of educators to build non- is a source of great hope for the
It has given me great pleasure to in the best interests of that industry
com ercial TV stations.
learn
of
your
program
to
stimulate,
for
it
and educational television have
of our country. I wish success encourage and assist the development
Last week the President called tofuture
much to give to one another. Emerthe
efforts
to
carry
forward
this
of
educational
television.
As
the
members of the FCC to the White hope to reality.
son's initial program and its later
of the television indusHouse for a conference on the eduHarry S. Truman firsttrymember
will play a signifito formally initiate such a policy implementation
cant
bringing a substantial
cational TV problem.
Comr. Hennock also lauded Em- you are acting in accordance with the number roleofineducational
TV stations
In a second step, Mr. Truman
into early operation. I confidently
congratulated Emerson Radio &
believe that it will start a chain rePhonograph Corp. for its outright
action that will inevitably lead to a
gift of $10,000 to each of the first
widespread support for educational
10 educational licensees to begin
television
among the receiver manuregular TV broadcasting, calling
facturers and other industries in this
for support of educational TV "as
country. For this, you deserve the
a source of great hope for the fugratitude not only of education but
ture of our country."
of those many millions of Americans
Obviously concerned over the
who will in the future receive this
problem of financing of educational
highly beneficial TV service supplytelevision outlets, the President
ing them with the finest in education
told FCC members that private
and culture in homes and classrooms.
foundations might help stimulate
My
congratulations
at your action.
forward
the movement. He mentioned the
looking
and public spirited
Ford Foundation and recalled how
Frieda
B.
Hennock
the Carnegie Foundation had been
Commissioner, FCC
instrumental in establishing libraries in many cities.
Mr.
Abrams
voiced
hope that the
When the six FCC members left MEMBERS OF FCC at entrance to White House executive offices offer conmarking
Emerson's
the Executive Offices, Chairman
ference with President Truman on educational TV (front row, I to r): Gcorgs grant,
would be the beginning30thof
Paul A. Walker, acting as spokes- E. Sterling, Chairman Paul Walker and Frieda Hennock. Back row, Robsrt T. birthday,
(Continued on page 85)
man, said the President had shown Bartley, Robert F. Jones, Rosel H. Hyde. Comr. E. M. Webster is in Europe.
deep interest in educational television outlets.
"He
he wants
to seeto eduthat
the 242 said
channels
allocated
cators are utilized and educational HYDE
DEFENDS
TV PLAN
™
cation of channels for noncommerTV encouraged by the Commission
assignment
plan,cases
and and
accompanying
rules, should Comr.
bring Rosel
"efficial educational stations, and need
and the President," Chairman FCC'S cientTV handling
of hearing
just determinations,"
orderly settlement of assignWalker
told the
himchanthe H. Hyde told the membership of Virginia Assn. of Broadcasters Thurs- of an ment
Commissionsaid.has "We
allocated
problems along the borders.
meeting at Old Point Comfort, Va. (see VAB story, page 30) .
Theday, at their
nels. The frequencies are there but
Any one of these five elements
issues will be simplified, *
the educators have to build the Comr. Hyde
made
an
assignment plan desirable
"usually
to com- the types of VHF hearings and and necessary,
parativesaid,
examination
of applicants
Comr. Hyde said.
stations."
appeals that would have developed
for
the
same
channel
in
the
same
through the adoption of any other "All five of these basic factors
Organizational Job
city. The number of participants method. Taking the UHF band, made an assignment plan the only
be limited and the costs in
Comr. Frieda Hennock pointed will
suggested
detailed problems that feasible method of proceeding," he
time and money vastly reduced hewould
have arisen.
said, adding,
more made
satout that an "organizational job from
what would otherwise be exisfactory"No
method other
has been
must be done by the educators."
Supporting Factors
known to us." He conceded that
She said the President had sugThe
alternative
would
have
been
assignment plan could have
gested that private foundations a vast hearing mess involving
By any other method, he said, the
improved had another year
pected." complications, he con- there
could help finance these projects frightening
would have been "a proceed- been
been
devoted to its consideration,
and that he hoped the educational
ing that was administratively un- explaining,
tended, with danger of years of
stations would last forever.
"We felt
that ait good
was
feasible,
economically
wasteful
and
delay in bringing service to the so demanding in time as to make more important
to have
The
President's
wirepresident,
to Benjamplan
immediately
reflecting
the
in lowAbrams,
Emerson
folrecent freeze appear as a brief
public.
George C. Davis, engineering the
s:
us than a more perinterlude. ... In my opinion, avoid- recordfectbefore
consultant,
predicted
reasonable
plan
sometime
in
the
indeance of this administrative morass
Congratulations on your contribu- interpretation of the TV allocation and support to educational teleby the FCC would solve alone would have been more than
finite future."
vision. The scientific marvel of tele- some tionofrules the
ample
justification for the adop- hadBecause
problems.
He
disthe TV for"production
line"
vision has already proved its worth
been stopped
a considerable
cussed some of the difficulties faction of an allocation plan."
in the fields of entertainment, news
period,
he
said,
the
Commission
He
listed
other
factors
in
suping
the
Commission
along
with
and sport events, and I hope will technical problems inherent with
port of the allocation as efficient adopted "special rules" based on
continue to grow in these fields. How- TV.
use of the TV spectrum; protection public need and demand with the
ever, the basic element in American
strength and progress has been its
of providing
of
small
communities in assign- objective
Comr. Hyde
defended
FCC'sto
(Continued
on pageservice
83) "to
educational system. Therefore, I allocation
procedure,
pointing
ments; proper distribution and alloBROADCASTING
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TOTAL number of television station applications filed with FCC
since April 14 rose to 168 late last
Thursday, with 59 new and amended applications filed during the
week (see late story At Deadline) .
Actually, 62 applications were
submitted to the Commission, but
three had been filed once since midApril mand
merely resubit ed on thewere
new forms.
There were 35 requests for VHF
stations and 24 for UHF outlets.
Thirty amended applications were
tendered and 29 new ones were
turned in. There was only one request by anchannel,
existingrequh-ed
station under
for a*
change
the FCCin Sixth
Report and Order
[B*T, April 14].
Westinghouse Radio Stations,
which filed for two stations a fortnight ago, filed for two more — for
Fort Wayne, Ind., and Philadelphia
—last week. Both are for UHF
stations.
Scrinps-Howard's
ville
filed for a TV WNOX
station.KnoxThe
City of Jacksonville, which had a
CP for a TV station at one time but
lost the permit when the FCC concluded the city was taking too long
to build, filed again. And the three
Texas oil men who at one time
owned three-fourths of KPHO-TV
Phoenix, Ariz., and had control of
KEYL (TV) San Antonio, Tex.,
applied for stations in New Orleans, Dallas, Houston and Corpus
Christi. The trio is made up of
R. L. Wheelock, W. L. Pickens and
H.
H. Coffield.
Mr. applied
Coffield'sforson,a
C. H.
Coffield, also
TV outlet last week. He seeks an
Austin, Tex., station.
LISTED BY STATES
fOAKLAND, Calif.— Tribune Bldg.
Co. (KLX-AM-FM), VHF Ch. 2 (5460 mc); ERP 100 kw visual, 50 kw
aural; antenna height above average
terrain 1,338 ft., above ground 240 ft.
Estimated construction cost $651,062,
first year operating cost $682,643,
revenue
$676.528.
' Post Office
address:12,
13th
Franklin
Oakland
Calif. &Studio
location:Sts.,Tribune
Tower.
Transmitter location: 0.2 mi. W.N.W. from Redwood Peak. Geographic
coordinates: 37° 49' 08" N. Lat., 122°
10' 45" W.
RCA,
antenna
RCA.Long.
Legal Transmitter
counsel St. Clair,
Connolly & Corini, San Francisco.
Consulting engineer E. C. Page Consulting Radioinclude
Engineers,
Washington.
Principals
President
J. R.
Knowland Jr. (227,), Vice President
J. R. Knowland, Secretary-Treasurer
Jean H. Crawford, Asst. Treasurer
William F. Knowland (22V, ), Franklin
Investment Co. (55%).
t WATERBURY, Conn.— AmericanRepublican Inc. (WBRY), UHF Ch.
53114.6(704-710
mc) ;antenna
ERP 229.1height
kw visual,
kw aural;
above
average
627 ft.,
above ground
510 ft. terrain
Estimated
construction
cost
$408,769, first year operating cost
$264,000, revenue $245,000. Post Office
address: P. O. Box 1627, Waterbury.
Studio and transmitter location between Bunker Hill Road and Park
Road. Transmitter location: extension 0.6 mi. East of substation. Geographic coordinates: 41° 33' 51" N.
Lat.,ter73°
04' 29" W.RCA.Long.LegalTransmitRCA, antenna
counsel
Loucks, Zias, Young & Jansky, WashPage 52
30, 1952

antenna height above average terrain
426
ft., above cost
ground$245,340,
420 ft. Estimated
construction
first year
operating
cost
$210,000,
000. Post Office address: revenue
664 Broad$170,St.,
television applications
Augusta. Studio and transmitter loDigest of Those Filed With FCC June 20 through June 26
cation % mi. SW of Martinez, Columbia Co., Ga. Geographic coordinates
(■f Indicates pre-thaw application re-filed.)
33°
41" N. Lat.,
04' 44"RCA.W.
Long.30'Transmitter
RCA,82°antenna
Boxscore
VHF UHF Total
I egal counsel Loucks, Zias, Young &
Applications filed since April 14
104
63 168
Jansky, Washington. Consulting engineer Craven, Lohnes & Culver, Wash* One applicant did not specify channel number.
ington. Principals
include Chairman
of the Board
F. F. Kennedy
(33%%),
ington. Consulting engineer James C. tTAMPA, Fla.— Tampa Times Co. President
A.
D.
Willard
Jr., Vice President Millwee Owens (33V3%),
Vice
(WDAE-AM-FM),
VHF
Ch.
13
(210McNary,
Washington.
Principals
include President and Treasurer William 216 mc); ERP 316 kw visual, 158 kw President - Controller D. McDonald,
G.
R.
Boswell
aural; antenna height above average Pecretarv-Treasurer
J.andPape
(0.002%),
1st
Vice
President
Assistant Treasurer William B. terrain 465 ft., above ground 501 ft. (33%%).
construction cost $390,320,
Pape (1.2%), 2nd Vice President Eric Estimated
Idaho— KIDO Inc. (KIDO),
first year operating cost $400,000, VHFf BOISE,
Pape
(4.2%)Stevenson
and 3rd (5.1%).
Vice President
Ch. 7 (174-180 mc); ERP 52.4 kw
E. Robert
Pape revenue $425,000. Post Office address: visual.
26.2 kw aural: antenna height
North
Franklin
St.,
Tampa.
Studio
Shares Voting Trust hold 63% of stock. 114
location: 114 North Franklin St. above average terrain 80 ft., above
387 ft. Estimated construction
t WATERBURY, Conn. — WATR Transmitter location: Tampa and ground
cost $189,018, first year operating cost
Inc.
(WATR),
UHF
Ch.
53
(704-710
Geographic coordi- $91,300,
mc) ; ERP 257 kw visual, 120.22 kw Whitingnates: Streets.
000. Post Bldg.,
Office
42" N. Lat.,GE,82° antenna
27' 29" address: revenue
Chamber $120of Commerce
aural; antenna height above average
Long.27° 56:Transmitter
terrain 792 ft., above ground 120 ft. W.
GE.
Legal
counsel
Dow,
Lohnes
&
709
Idaho
St.,
Boise.
Studio
and
transEstimated construction cost $283,698, Albertson, Washington. Consulting
mitter location: 0.2 mi. N.-N.W. of
engineer Paul Godley Co., Upper Crestline Drive. Geographic coordifirst
operating
revenueyear$190,000.
Post cost
Office $200,000,
address: Montclair,
N.
J.
Principals
include
n
a
t
37' 50" N. Lat.,RCA,,
116° ar10'tenna
44"
440 Meadow St., Waterbury. Studio President David E. Smiley (88.58%-, W. Long.es: 43° Transmitter
location: 440 Meadow St. Transmit- Vice
RCA. Legal counsel Fisher, Wayland,
President
Joseph
F.
Smiley
ter location: West Peak, Meriden, (3.14%) and Treasurer David E. Duvall & Southmayd, Washington.
Conn.
coordinates:
41° Smiley Jr. (3.14%).
Consulting engineer Commercial Ra33' 42" N.Geographic
Lat., 72° 50'
36" W. Long.
dio Equipment
Washington.
fT/MPA, Fla— The Tribune Co.
"Transmitter
RCA.
antenna
RCA.
Concipals include Co.,
President
GeorgiaPrin-M.
sulting engineer G. W. Ray, Stratford, (WFLA) VHF Ch. 8 (180-186 mc); Dav'dson
(93.1%).
Vice
Conn. Principals include President ERP 316 kw visual, 158 kw aural; an- Walter E. Wagstaff (6.9%), President
and Sectenna height above average terrain 486
Harolddent Thomas
retary-Treasurer Oscar W. WorthLeon Thomas(98.5%),
(0.5%)Vice
and PresiB. Z. ft., above ground 531 ft. Estimated wine.
Zucker (0.5%).
construction cost $961,887, first year
HARRISBURG, 111.— Turner-Farrar
operating
t JACKSONVILLE, Fla.— City of 000.
Post cost
Office$655,000,
address:revenue
Corner$270,La- Assn. UHF Ch. 22 (518-524 mc) ; ERP
Jacksonville (WJAX-AM-FM) VHF
fayet e & Morgan Sts., Tampa, Fla. II kw visual, 5.5 kw aural; antenna
Ch.
12
(204-210
mc);
ERP
316
kw
Studio location: Lafayette & Morgan height above average terrain 502 ft.,
visual, 158 kw aural; antenna height Sts.,
ft. Estimated
con
Tampa,
Fla. Transmitter
above average terrain 548 ft., above
Near Routes
41 & 316, locanear above
structionground
cost 530
$167,194.60,
first year
ground 595 ft. Estimated construction Tampa,tion:Fla.
Geographic
coordinates
operating
cost
$75,000,
revenue
$60,000
cost $390,290, first year operating cost
55' 14" N. Lat., 82° 22' 02" W. Post Office address: 21% Wl Poplar St.
$245,000, revenue $364,562.50. Post Of- 27°
Long. Transmitter RCA, antenna RCA. Harrisburg, 111. Studio and transmitter
ficeville.address
Municipal
Bldg.,
JacksonSegal, Smith & Hennes- location 21 W. Poplar St., Harrisburg.
Studio location Hyde Park Cedar Legal sey,counsel
Washington. Consulting engineer Geographic coordinates 37° 44' 20" N.
Hills Golf
&
Country
Club,
Jackson32' 21" W. Long. Transmitville. Transmitter location same as Millard M. Garrison, Washington. Lat.,ter88°DuMont,
GE. Washington.
Legal couninclude Chairman of Board
sel McKenna &antenna
Wilkinson,
studio. Geographic coordinates 30° 17' Principals
D.
T.
Bryan,
Pres.-Treas.
John
C.
09.366"
N.
Lat.,
81°
44'
52.181".
W.
Consulting engineer Kear & Kennedy,
Long. Transmitter DuMont, antenna Council, Vice-Pres. James A. Griffin Washington.
include(25%),
GenGE. Legal counsel Dow, Lohnes & Jr., Vice-Pres. Truman Green, Secy.
eral PartnersPrincipals
O. L. Turner
Albertson, Washington. Consulting en- J. S. Bryan Jr. Vote by Proxy: J. C. Oscar L. Turner (25%), Charles O.
Upper Mont-is Council (4,933), J. A. Griffin Jr. (2,506) Farrar (25%), Ethel M. Turner (20% ),
clair, N.gineerJ.PaulTheGodley
City Co.,
of Jacksonville
Harry R. Horning (5%). O. L. Turner
sole owner. Mayor W. Haydon Burns, (out of 7,430 shares).
in: Turner-Farrar TheCommissioners J. Dillon Kennedy, Guy AUGUSTA, Ga.— Twin States Bctg. has interests
atres, Grand
operating aEnterprises,
number of Carrier
Illinois
L. Simmins, Claude Smith, Ernest L. Co. (WGAC) VHF Ch. 12 (204-210 theatres;
Haselden.
mc); ERP 108 kw visual, 54 kw aural; Mills, 111.; Albion Theatres Inc., Albion,
111.; Chester Theatres Inc., Chester 111.;
Sparta Theatres Inc., Sparta and
Coulterville, 111.; Capitol Theatre Co.,
Rosiclare, 111.; Galatia Theatre Co.,
Galatia, 111. Oscar L. Turner and his
wife, Ethel M. Turner, as partners,
have interests in: Harrisburg LumHarrisburg,
TurnerFarrarber Co.,Theatres,
Grand111.;
& Orpheum
Theatres, Eldorado, 111.; Grand Enterprises, Albion
atres;
Sparta Theatres;
Theatres; Chester
and halfThe-of
severalings. Harrisburg
business
buildO. Farrar
interests
in the Charles
following
firmshas mentioned
above: Galatia, Turner-Farrar, Albion,
Henry Horning
interests
inSparta.
Turner-Farrar,
Sparta, hasGalatia.
PEORIA, 111. — Trans-American
Television Corp. UHF Ch. 43 (644650 mc) ; ERP 22.9 kw visual, 11.45 kw
aural; antenna height above average
JASPAR N. DORSEY, district manager. Southern Bsll Telephone Co., adjusts terrain
500 ft., above ground 430 ft.
Estimated construction cost $188,811,
dial
which
brings
"perfect"
cable
picture
from
New
York
to
WTVJ
(TV)
Miami. Watching are (I to r) Hoke Welch, managing director, Miami Daily first year operating cost $120,000, reveNews; Col. Mitchell Wolfson, WTVJ president, and Lee Ruwiteh, WTVJ vice
nue(Continued
$140,000. Post onOfficepage
address
president-general manager.
62) Suite
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COLOR
BAN
PARTIAL thaw of the governtment's freeze on manufacture of
color-casting equipment last week
raised little prospect in industry
circles for any immediate progress
in the color TV mass production
market.
| In a tional
compromise
gesture, thefinally
NaProduction Authority
^issued its amended regulation
(M 90), permitting standard setvmakers to apply for authority to
-produce home-type color receivers
^under certain conditions and exempting theatre, department store
and other commercial equipment
[B*T, May 12].
Thus, NPA hoped — and frankly
conceded — that it would quiet
charges that the government had
banned the end product— color TV
equipment.
The agency left the door ajar but
j so hedged its new order with an
farray of imposing obstacles as to
continue preclusion of mass color
|TV setmentoutput
and current
related equipduring the
emergency. Instances of approval would,
indeed,
be "exceptional," NPA acknowledged.
s Listed
Higshliofghtthe
1Highlight
new directive:
ur
ct
fa
$ Manu n ers may apply
for permissiorcastingto turn out, household colo
receivers adapters and converters out of present
[materials providing they:
I (1)
Have made a "substantial" injvestmententin. color TV research and
'developm
ISand(2) other
Don't divert
key technicians
engineering
personnel
jfrom defense projects.
I (3) Maintain military schedules
land not refuse government contracts
[because of proposed colorcasting proJduction.
I (4) Use no additional amounts of
ifcteel,
copper,
aluminum, and other
controlled
materials.

production of a specific type of end
product — color television equipment— and substitutes a regulatory
Partial Thaw Stirs Little Optimism provision
which is more consistent
with NPA policy and the purposes
end product, he refused to discuss of this large-screen color TV equip- of
the
Defense
Production Act."
ment have not reached a point Mr. Fowler also heads the Defense
the order further beyond indicating he planned no direct action.
can be out,
publicly
dis- Production Administration, NPA's
Paul Raibourn, president of where they He pointed
however,
policy
Mr. parent.
Fowler acknowledged that
Paramount Television Productions that the closed.
company has an arrange- earlier
criticism of the regulation
Inc. andmountvice
president
of
Parament
with
General
Electric
for
ultiPictures Corp., stated:
justified "on against
the grounds
that
mate
of Eidophor
equip- was
it discriminated
companies
ment andproduction
that work
is progressing
"It's as well drawn as possible
to prevent the manufacture of color on the refinements of techniques devoted exclusively to the development of color television, and also
television sets for the public and and on completion of designs for
interfered with the entry of new
still withdraw from the position of industrial uses.
firms
and
new developments in the
control
of the
CBS Statement
Dr. W.
R. end
G. product."
Baker, general
television
industry."
CBS
Inc.
said
the
order
would
Noting
that
the original order,
manager
of General
Electric
Co.'s
in effect since last November, did
Electronics
Division,
Syracuse,
have
no
affect
on
its
"present
oper(Continued on page 5U)
N. Y., declared:
ations or our plans
for the future."
follows:
IfgearGeneral
at this timeof color
were CBS statement
totelevision
up receivers
forElectric
mass production
CBS-Columbia
Inc.,
the
CBS
set
it would cause
subsidiary,
enreparableInharm toFebruary
important
militaryir- manufacturing
gaged in defense
work andiswhich
hasnow plans
production.
I informed
for
increased
participation
will
NPA
that
75%
of
our
engineers
.
.
.
occupy
fully
all
available
technical
and
are
engaged
on military
projects color
and engineering personnel.
COSTS
that
commercial
production
The NPA conditional authorization PROGRAM
television
equipment
wouldtoofrequire
Nielsen Reports Lower Level
for colorplies onlyTV toreceivers
manufacture
apthe
diversion
of
from
15%
20%
of
those companies
whichin WHILE critics decried spiralling
these
engineers from
highly important
have made a substantial
investment
military
remains
research
and fewdevelopunchangedwork.
today.ThisWe situation
are entering
the color television
costs achieved
in television,
sevment.
As
NPA
points
out,
a satispeak period
propanies will be ableortobroadcaster,
qualify.com-Noor programeral shows
duction. Ifeelof itmilitary
would electronics
not
manufacturer
factory levelreached
of low during
cost perthe thoustill uncertain
times
and be,forin these
some single
even
a
small
group,
can
make
color
sand
homes
past
months
come, security
in the best
a living
homes
ofElectric
our tonational
for interests
General television
of the nation
in thereality
face inof theresistance
winter season, according to the
to undertake
issue of Nielsen Newscast.
color
television
receivers.production of or lack
ity of theof cooperation
industry. from the major- June
Bulletin is issued monthly by the
CBS,
almost
singlehandedly,
develProspect for any mass rush into
opedreceived
the systemofficial
of color
television
Radio-TV
Div. of A. C. Nielsen Co.
which
approval
of
the
home-type color TV production was FCC, and this in spite of active or
There were Captain Video, sponviewed dimly by DuMont Labs., passive opposition from most of the
sored
by
Foods Corp.
manufacturers of television across the General
Motorola Inc., John Meek Indus- large
board on Du Mont at
We time
are notfurther
justifiedmanufacin extries, Hallierafters, Admiral Corp. equipment.
t
e
n
d
i
n
g
a
t
this
7-7:30
p.m.,
which
Nielsen
figures
broadcasting
resources
and
other color
firms. receivers
They agreedaremasseffortturing andunless
it appears
thatindustry
otherin reached homes at $4.80 per thoumarket
still this
subsantial
segments
in
the
sand;
Strike
It
Rich,
ColgateareWeprepared
to go forward.
from two to three years off.
sponsored program
will,efforts
however,
Allen B. DuMont, president, research
in the continue
color fieldactive
and Palmolive-Peetwhich
thougive
full
support
to the development on CBS-TV,
Allen B. DuMont Labs., said: "This of industrial, theatre,
sand homes for $3.75;got / into
Lovea Lucy,
and
other
nonorder
won't change
at all atto sion.
broadcast applications of color televi- Philip Morris' top-rating show on
this time.
No one things
is anxious
($4.27) ; Lone Ranger,
NPA Administrator Henry H. CBS-TV ABC-TV
get into the field sequential system
network was
and it will be some time before the Fowler said he does not anticipate whose
split
between
General Mills and
dot sequential system will be avail- that many applications will be filed, American Bakeries
($6.72) ; Howbut NPA explained it will make a
able for use."
dy Doody,
performing($2.69),
for nine
"careful
investigation
and
deterRCA, ponentColumbia's
principal
opsponsors
on
NBC-TV
and
mine there will be no interference
in the color TV battle, had
Godfrey's
Talent
Scouts,
whose
with
defense
activities
before
apLever
Bros.
Co.
Lipton
Tea
plugs
only
a
firm
"no
comment"
on
the
NPA action.
proving production for a specific, reached TV homes at $2.65 a thouEarl I. Sponable of 20th Cen- limited period of time."
sand.
tury-Fox Film Corp., who headed
In announcing the amended orMorning televiewing across the
the filmphor, company's
work
on
Eidocountry
from December to
der, Mr. Fowler
said it "removes
said plans for manufacture the only
NPA restriction
on the March, thedoubled
Nielsen
reported. Between 7 statisticians
am. and noon,
the average TV set was used for
13 minutes a day in December, 27
minutes in March. Afternoon viewing also wasin up,
from 1 tohour1 hour
and
6 minutes
December
and 24 minutes in March.
meanwhile,
held
itsRadio
own inlistening,
the morning,
averaging
55 minutes per home per day in
both December and March. In the
afternoons
there set
was use,
a slight
crease in radio
from in-1
hour, 13 minutes, in December to
1 hour, 17 minutes, in March.

> # Manufacture of certain types
'pf TV posedequipment
— viz., thetheatre
proEidophor projection
"j'j'ippystem
(which is General
Electricas
,efo,l
[would make),
now exempt,
lis equipment for closed circuit
r i fc | department store use.
rW* v £ Manufacture of equipment
11 I for
industrial "experimental,
and hospital defense,
or educational
Ljl uses" still is exempt.
[T«i- The amended regulation was
half ofj'viewed with mixed reaction in
'[ manufacturing
quarters as RCAandonceCongressional
again took
ia"™J. uptemthe(seecudgels
story for
pageits54).color TV sys<1 Sen. Edwin C. Johnson (D-Col.),
j nost vociferous critic of the origueriflufnal order in Capital Hill, described
;; -he order as a "feeble step." He told
• •'• f Broadcasting « Telecasting:
HENRY J. KAUFMAN (2d I), of Henry J. Kaufman & Assos., Washington,
j 'estrictions
"Unnecessary
have andbeenuncalled
placed foron receiyes the annual Creative Awards Trophy at the National Advertising
he application of color television Assn. Network convention at Skytop, Pa. [B®T, June 23]. At ceremony were
(I to r) Harry Hoffman, Hoffman & York Inc., Milwaukee; Mr. Kaufman;
>y this order." Obviously displeased Oakleigh
R. French, ofmund,
Oakleigh
R. French
vith
despite
NPA'sactual
renovaltheof order
the ban
on the
of the
Kaufman& Assoc.,
agency.St. Louis, and Bill SigiROADCASTING
• Telecast

Spraynet Campaign
HELENE CURTIS Industries, Chicago, will use TV spot to introduce
its new Spraynet, placing of which
will be contingent
on product's
tribution. Schedule
is slated dis-to
start in Chicago, New York and
Los Angeles. Agency is Russell M.
Seeds, Chicago.
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N. Y. Demonstration
EIDOPHOR
SEENHeld
EIDOPHOR system of theatre
color television won the commendation of observers last week at its
first
U. S. "public" demonstration in the
President Spyros P. Skouras of
20th Century-Fox Film Corp., which
holds world rights to manufacture
and distribution of Eidophor projectors, said itformarks
"a new picera
of prosperity
the motion
ture
industry."
The initial U. S. demonstration,
held by 20th Century in New York
on Wednesday and to be followed
by 20 others by the middle of this
week, consisted of a 30-minute live
variety show witnessed by some
200 scientists, theatre owners, and
newspapermen.
Compared to Technicolor
The results, in the opinion of observers, appeared to be approximately comparable with those of
technicolor reproduction. Color
reproduction was accepted as faithful, except for occasional "blooming" of strong
objects,
and a colors
tendencyuponof nearby
facial
tones to vary somewhat with
changes in lighting. No color breakup was noticeable.
The Swiss-developed Eidophor
system as demonstrated by 20th
Century employs an adaptation of
the CBS color TV process (field
sequential system, but with standards different from those proposed
by CBS for home color TV). But
film
can becompany
made to spokesmen
receive any said
type "itof
TV signal either in black-and-white
or in color. . . ."
The program originated from
sound stages of Movietone News
studios two blocks from the 20th
Century home-office theatre where
it was viewed. Mr. Skouras said
that it was arranged with an eye
toward
showing
the assystem's
capabilities
and not
examplescolorof
theatre color TV shows.
But the features covered a wide
range, including singers, dancers,
chorus lines, a comedian, a drasketch, aofscene
from "Faust,"
and a maticround
boxing.
TV star
Kyle McDonnell was mistress of
ceremonies.
A 20th Century statement issued
at the demonstration gave company
thinking on Eidophor:
As now with
planned,
Eidophor
launched
a show
built aswill
upstage
forbe
telecast
in presented
the same
manner
shows
are
at
the
Music
Hall
and Roxy
Theatres
Newplayed
York intoday.
Just
as three
these
shows in are
the
theatre
a day, theathey
will trebe reception
telecastorandforfourused
thetimes
exclusive
by
each
theaaccording
toto itstelecast
individual
It treisNew
planned
thesetopolicy.
shows
from
York,
forzone.
example,
cover
the tral
Eastern
time
For
the shows
Centime
zone,
other
or
similar
will
be
telecast
from
Chicago,
or
some
other
central
location
in
that
zone;
from zone;
Denverandto from
coverLostheAngeles
Mountain
time
San Francisco
to cover
the Pacificor
time
zone.
Thereso that
can be
a new there
show willeverybe
week
eventually
three,
four
or
perhaps
more
telecasting
every
towhere
covershows
all
theatres.
Inhave
smallertwoweek
towns,
tres
may
changes
or theamore
ato week,
it
will
be
possible
for
them
different
eachhavechange.
. . . television shows for
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on FCC TEST
Approval
^0ptimism repre- RCAWaits
COLOR
not restrictColor
color TVBanZhrits
research and
development, Mr. Fowler said that 11, et seq.],sentativesmanufacturing
to
conduct
stated they are heavily RCA issive prepared
field experiments withexten-its
it prevented the utilization of the engaged in defense work and felt
"compatible
television system
"practical results of research in broadcasters are not disposed or and tri-colorcolor
tube" but thus far
products
for
general
use."
prepared
to
offer
color
TV
proindication that
The new order, he explained,
grams. Color TV was blacked out has only a vague
permithadit.turned
The Com"eliminates these objections, while for the duration last fall following FCC might
mission
previously
down
affording
protection
against
an
allthe
first
conference
[B°T,
Nov
26,
similar
requests
of
Philco,
General
out production of color television Oct 29, 22, 1951].
Electric Co. and others.
sets that could hinder defense proNPA has been under fire in recent
In an exchange of RCA-FCC
duction bydrawing engineers away months
to amend the original order correspondence,
made public Wedfrom even the most urgent military by
nesday by the Commission, RCA
exempting theatre TV interests
and
clarifying
other
provisions.
disclosedcolor
it wanted
to carrybroadcast
out on-'
The regulation partly eliminates The Defense Dept. has strongly the-air
tests during
projects."
"objections"of which
voiced Chromatic
by Paramount
retention of the order hour (see color equipment story,
Pictures,
is a supported
in its present form or, if amended,
subsidiary, and 20th Century Fox maintenance
of the ban on mass page
FCC,53).in reply to a letter sent to
Film Corp., which carried its case production in the interest of keep- Chairman
Paul A. Walker by Dr.
to NPA through the Motion Picing vital technical help on military C. B. Jolliffe, RCA vice president
ture Assn. of America, Theatre contracts.
and
technical
director, said the
Owners of America and National
Thus, NPA last Tuesday issued Commission
"uppolicy
until against
now mainExhibitors
Theatre
Television
Comt
a
i
n
e
d
a
strict
pera revised M 90 with the hope of
mittee.
mitting
experimentation
with comsatisfying
theatre
TV,
Paramount,
Sen. Johnson, chairman of the Defense Dept. and Congressional
patible color television systems
powerful Senate Interstate & For- critics.
during
broadcasting said
hours."
eign Commerce Committee, had
The Commission
it believed
Mr.
Fowler
of
NPA
frankly
sharply criticized the first order as expects few standard black and "in general" the policy "ought to
an
"unwarranted
crippling
blow"
be
maintained"
but
recognized
white
set
makers
to
qualify
for
at color TV and an attempt to ban
"that deviations from this
policy
permission to make home-type color will
the end product.
be
necessary
on
occasion
in
sets,
under
the
rigid
reservations
Sen.
has felt Television
it "appar- imposed by the NPA, and approval order to permit full scale experient . . .Johnson
that Chromatic
mentFCC
ation and fieldReply
testing."
Labs or anyone else . . . could in any
case would be "exceptional,"
conceded.
go ahead and manufacture color he
The engineering factor has
In its reply, FCC said it will
equipment so long as additional
materials, other than those duly transcended that of scarce ma- consider "on a case to case basis
terials since Nov. 20, 1951, when applications for experimental auallocated,
were
not
required.
.
.
."
It is the claim of Paramount- the order first went into effect. At
thorization during regular broadhours upon a showing that
Chromatic
that nowouldgreater
quanti-to that time materials were acutely such cast
ties of materials
be needed
experimentation
is necessary
short; now, however, while the
launch production of the Lawrence shortage has somewhat abated, in light of the individual field tests
tri-color TV tube. Under the new scarcity of electronic engineers and contemplated. Any such applicain detail the
order, Chromatic could file for technicians has become more ag- naturetionofmustthedescribe
field test and state
authority to produce a receiver
gravated.
This
condition
is
excapable of receiving both color and
pected to continue for another two exactly why such field tests cannot
be accomplished at other than
monochrome TV [B*T, Jan. 27, 7]. years, NPA said.
Mr. Raibourn feels chromatic could
broadcast
Industry's requirements for en- regular
The RCA
letterhours."
had set out
meet all NPA requirements.
and other skilled
person- reasons
for the desire to conduct
Paramount contends that any
nel havegineersmounted
substantially,
tests
during
broadcast
hours. RCA
good-quality receiver can be modi- with a number of firms reporting explained regular WNBT
fied to receive color and mono- assignment of up to 90% of their broadcasts start at 7 a.m. (TV)
five
chrome by inserting the Lawrence staffs to defense projects. Part
of this is attributable to greater mornings
a
week,
at
9
a.m.
Saturtube,ingadding
an
adapter
and
mak9:30 a.m. Sunday, nevei
minor circuitry changes. NPA
complex military elec- endingday anduntil
after midnight. This
officials said differential in mater- needs for
tronic products.
ials for circuitry changes from
"seriously
hampers and delays the
To meet facturers
this wouldcondition,
manumonochrome would be a key factor
be prohibited required testing" of its color exin approval.
from diverting electronic techniWork onperiments,
theRCA noted.
color system has
Materials Question Raised
cians, design engineers, draftsmen,
engineers, physicists now reached a point "where exWith respect to Eidophor, 20th professional
or
tool
and
die
makers
to
civilian
tensive
field
testing
and broadcast
work onCentury Fox Film Corp. has held
the-air under regular
that "little,
if
any,
critical
macolor
TV
pursuits.
"Technicians"
terial, will be required for color group includes all but those con- conditions
cation to setis required"
standards ifforan a applicomcerned with service-repair of
projection over and above that now broadcast-receiver
patible
system
is not to be delayed
equipment.
permitted for black and white theaccording
to
RCA.
applying for permission
atre television."
Progress in de-of mustFirms
Early morning tests do not
file with NPA on NPAF-207.
velopment and simplification
comparative
broadcasts RCA
with
large screen projection equipment Approval would cover only certain permit
monochrome
standards,
specified
periods
and
applies
to
in thetemCBS-20th
Century-GE
was extended
further syslast activities involving "production pointed out, and a representative
in different locaweek by private showings in New and assembly of home-type tele- numbertionsofunderviewers
varying conditions
canYork (see story, this page).
vision sets" and "attachments and
not
be
obtained.
Besides, RCA
Exemption of theatre TV was
designed to facilitate color added, time restrictions
place e
TV reception.
viewed as a victory by attorneys parts"
There was another indication severe physical burden on personfor MPAA, NETTC and TOA
which had beseeched NPA not to that manufacturers intend to con- nel.The RCA letter cited FCC actions
centrate on black-and-white set
impedeprohibitions
this "growing
industry"
with
intended
for production. For one thing, the setting standards for the "incom
home-type color sets.
government
has taken steps which that
did sequential
not close system"
the door anct(
Mr. Fowler also recalled that at virtually exempt
all but the larger patibleit field
tests. It added that th<
the second industry-government companies from controls over cop- further
FCC had restricted color tests durper and aluminum.
conference last winter [B*T, Feb.
ing regular broadcast hours.
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ONE

DIRECTION

FORWARD

To make this assurance doubly sure, KPIX telecasting
will now be powered by a great, new G-E transmitter.
The utilization of this new equipment on July 1 marks
another step in the program of progress undertaken
by KPIX with the construction of the West's finest
TV studio building, completed last February.
★
Greatest shows . . . brightest stars . . .top
production . . . finest reception. These are
your advantages on . . .

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

f&

TELEVISION CHANNEL
9
Hki. affiliated with CBS and DuMont Television Networks... represented by the Katz Agency

BROADCASTING
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FLA. FILM BID
Would Lure Producers
GOV. FULLER WARREN of
Florida served notice yesterday
(Sunday) that Florida plans to
buck Hollywood and New York for
a major slice of the growing film
industry.
In a directive to Walter Keyes,
executive head of the Florida Improvement Commission, Gov. Warren said that a strong bid must be
made in presenting
advantages to the largeFlorida's
and small
producers
who
make
motion
pictures for theatre and television
showing.
Gov. Warren recalled in the directive that Florida tried to attract
the film industry as far back as
1933 when its citizens voted a constitutional amendment exempting
such investors from all property
taxes. Though such exemptions
have since expired, Gov. Warren
indicated that additional tax concessions could be legislated to lure
segments of the industry to Florida.
He noted
that Florida's
tion prohibits
certain constitubusiness
taxes and its equitable property
taxes with homestead exemptions
would appeal to entertainers and
film production personnel.
FILMED PITCH
Made for KRON-TV by F&P
WHAT was said to be the first
16mm sound-on-film presentation
of a television
program-is
ming and talentstation's
personalities
now being shown to New York
agency account and media personnel by Free & Peters, according to
John W. Brooke, eastern television
sales manager.
The film was produced for the
San byFrancisco
Chronicle's
KRON-It
TV
Don Flagg
Productions.
stresses
the
theme,
"You
Will
Sell
More on Channel 4 Because Your
Customers See More on Channel 4."
Free & Peters is KRON-TV's national sales representative.
REED NAMED
Heads JCET Field Program
PAUL C. REED, consultant for
visual and radio education, Rochester Public Schools, has been appointed assistant director of the
Joint Committee on Educational
Television. He will head the JCET
field service program. The appointment was announced last week by
Ralph Steetle, JCET executive
director.
Mr. Reed from
is on hisoneRochesyear's
leave of absence
ter post and will headquarter with
JCET in Washington.
With JCET, Mr. Reed will administer an extensive TV consultant service. He will assign specialists in programming, engineering,
communications law and administration to conduct exploratory discussions with educational groups
who plan to utilize the TV channels
reserved for educators by FCC in
its Sixth Report [B*T, April 14].
JCET
presented
education's
for channel
reservations
during case
the
allocation proceeding.
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Candidate for TV
NCAA RIGHTS
PRESIDENTIAL candidate
or not, Gov. Adlai Stevenson
Awarded
to NBC-TV For '52
of Illinois, part owner of
TELECASTING rights to the 1952
Sangamon Valley Television
college football program as set up
by the National Collegiate Athletic
Corp. (WTAX-AM-FM
Assn. [B»T, June 9], have been
Springfield), is the first politawarded to NBC-TV, the NCAA
ical "hopeful" to become a
Television
TV applicant. The Governor
Thursday. Committee announced
is 2.5<7c owner of Sangamon,
Twelve major college gridiron
• applicant
for VHFAdditionally,
Channel 2
in Springfield.
contests will be broadcast during
Max
O'Rell
Truitt,
son-inthe
season — on 11 successive Satlaw of Vice President Alben
urday afternoons starting Sept. 20
Barkley, is shown as 8%
and
ending on Thanksgiving Day.
owner in ^he Eastern Radio
Theresive also
be "acollege
comprehenCorp. (WHUM Reading, Pa.),
WELCOME is given by Charles H.
offering will
of small
games,
Crutchfield (r), WBT and WBTV (TV)
applicant
55 in that for
city. UHF Channel
to Selection
be presented
locally."
Chorions, N. C, general manager,
of the games to be teleto George Dslios, former program
cast each week will be the responsimanager for Greek Radio Institute MOVIE TV HEARING
b
i
l
i
t
y
o
f
NBC-TV,
presumably with
of Salonika. Mr. Dslios was a guest
aid of the sponsor or sponsors
of WBT under auspices of the State MPAA, ANE Asks Fall Date the
of the series and their advertising
THEATRE television interests last agencies. NBC-TV will also negotiDept.'s
Crutchfieldexchange
had been program.
in Greece onMr.a week
asked FCC to quit putting
ate for the rights to those games
State Dept. mission.
off the long-delayed hearing on directly with the colleges. Cities
will not be blacked out as they were
their
application
for
sanction
of
last year.
service.
MIAMI U. GRANT
The case was first set for hearThree Days Negotiating
ing nearly 2% years ago, it is
For Study of TV in Elections
Award of the NCAA telecasts to
pointed
out
in
a
joint
petition
filed
.CROSLEY Broadcasting Corp., by Motion Picture Assn. of Amer- NBC-TV came at the conclusion of
Cincinnati, has awarded a $10,000
days of negotiations between
ica and National Exhibitors The- three
grant to Miami U., Oxford, Ohio,
advertisers and adatre Television Committee. Con- TV networks,
vertising agencies and the NCAA
tinuances
have
come
at
frequent
for
a study
of television's role in
the 1952
elections.
TV committee. Basis was NBCintervals,
with
the
latest
date
for
The grant was arranged by
TV's age,proposed
coverset at Jan. 12, 1953.
James D. Shouse, Crosley board hearing
its facilitiesgeographical
and its projected
Theatre interests have suffered a program
chairman, and was made to the "heavy
informing the public
burden," the petition states, about the forcolleges
their edumarketing
department
of Miami's having repeatedly prepared to meet
cational and athleticandactivities.
School of Business
Administration.
date by readying witThat department will work out the each hearing
Bob
Hall,
director
of
athletics
of
nesses and material. The Commisstudy under the direction of Dr.
to assign a minimum Yale U., chairman of the commitJoseph C. Seibert, department periodsion isofasked
in a letter
to Josephstated:
H. McConeight hearing days in the nell, te ,NBC
head.
president,
Oct. 13 or 20 sugDr. Seibert said that Crosley, autumn,gested awith
The
NBC
proposal
was
the most
s
a
starting
date.
aware of the obligation of the telecomplete and comprehensive of all the
vision industry to determine the
bids we received. . . . The public will
extent of television influence, en- FILM GRID SERIES
not only see the finest of football
listed the aid of the university. A
fare, but through
great medium
will the
be informed
...
preliminary report is scheduled for Sportsvision Gets PCC Rights ofof television
the values which are inherent
January and a final report will be SPORTSVISION Inc., Hollywood,
made next June.
in
the
college
educational
and
athannounced last week it will produce
letic programs. We are completely
This is the third annual grant five
football games a week, on film, convinced
that
NBC
will
do
the
job.
made by Crosley in its educational for
television this fall. One of the
program. The U. of Cincinnati and films — National Game of the Week
Details of NBC-TV's plan were
Xavier U. in Cincinnati have re- — will be a coast-to-coast presen- not divulged
neitherwhich
the under
commit e nor the by
network,
ceived research grants in the past
tation, the company said.
the NCAA plan could not begin
two years.
Others
to
be
filmed
are
the
Big
Crosley owns WLW and asso- Ten Game of the Week, the Big negotiating with any college or university until after its acceptance
ciated TV and FM stations in Cin- Seven Game of the Week and the
cin ati, TV and FM station in both Pacific Coast Games of the Week. by the committee. Tom Gallery, dir
e
c
t
o
r of sports for NBC-TV, who,
Dayton
and
Columbus,
and
WINS
The latter will be shown in six with Davidson
New York.
Taylor, general
western television markets.
The firm, a spokesman said, has negotiations
executive,
carried
on the netwoi-k's
with NCAA,
said that
been selected by member schools of he has already
started contacting
the Pacific Coast Conference to act
CD THEATRE SHOWING
colleges
to
arrange
the
TV
as their exclusive representatives schedule.
Officials Highly Pleased for
the sale and production of all
CLOSED CIRCUIT theatre TV "live" television and film television
NBC-TV now must also start
demonstration beamed by the Fed- rights and programs during the looking for a sponsor for the 12
eral Civil Defense Administration academic year 1952-1953.
major and many minor gridiron
for over 15,000 policemen in 10
telecasts.
year, when
U. S. cities came off last Thursday WBAP-TV Prepares
carried
theLastNCAA
season,NBC-TV
the 19
without a hitch. Agency authorigames
included
were
by
ties said they were highly pleased WBAP-TV Fort Worth is complet- Westinghouse Electricsponsored
Co.,
at a
with audience reaction thus far.
ing last-minute details toward
Westing-a
The one-hour program originated bringing area viewers their first reportedthis$633,142
year iscost.
sponsoring
in the studios of WMAL-TV Wash- "live" network programs tomorrow house
ington and was sent out by micro- (Tuesday). A crew of technicians summer-fall political series on
wave and cable to theatres in
with the political
installed a 6x8' reflector CBS-TV starting
and culminating with
Boston, New York, Baltimore, have
screen some 275' above the ground conventions
election
night
and
presumably
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, on
station's 502' antenna as not in the market thus
for another fall
Toledo, Detroit, Chicago and Mil- parttheof temporary
signal
channelfootball
TV
schedule.
waukee [B»T, June 23].
ing arrangement.
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this

man

can

sell

in

groceries

Cleveland

ice cream

in Indianapolis

You can still buy
"Dangerous Assignment"
-if you act fast— in:
BALTIMORE
JOHNSTOWN
LANCASTER
WILMINGTON
PROVIDENCE
JACKSONVILLE
RICHMOND
FORT WORTH
AMES-DES MOINES
CLEVELAND
GRAND RAPIDS
INDIANAPOLIS
SAN DIEGO

• Telecasting

in Jacksonville

Proof? Look at his nation-wide record. He's selling Durkee's foods in
San Francisco and Los Angeles . . . he's boosting sales of Manor House Coffee
in Davenport . . . he's creating customers for jewelry stores
in Erie, Pa. and Huntington, West Va.
He's moving a lot of merchandise for 39 different sponsors
in 51 TV markets. He can do it for you.
Who is he? Brian Donlevy, top radio and TV personality, and star of
"Dangerous Assignment"— NBC-TV's exciting adventure-mystery
film program produced for exclusive local sponsorship at local cost.
How does he do it? By attracting king-size audiences and holding their
attention . . . right through the commercials. Stations report these
typical May ratings: 22.1 in New York (ARB) ; 34.5 in Detroit t ARB) ;
18.8 in Columbus (Pulse); 24.2 in San Francisco (ARB);
45.5 in Milwaukee (Pulse); and 55.5 in Pittsburgh (April Pulse).
You must act fast! "Dangerous Assignment" sells for sponsors— that's
why it was sold to sponsors in 51 TV markets in less than five months.
For special audition film, list of sponsors and prices, write, wire or phone:

nbc-tv./i£m
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, New York
BROADCASTING

or soft drinks
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Station
telestatus

Dallas

'Jelevi&toit Station
★
SERVES THE LARGEST
TELEVISION
MARKET.

DALLAS

and

FORT WORTH
More than a Million
urban population in the
50-mile area
More than TWO MILLION
in the 100-mile area . . .
NOW

TELEVISION HOMES
V'S
in KRLD-T
EFFECTIVE
COVERAGE
AREA

EXCLUSIVE CBS
TELEVISION OUTLET FOR
DALLAS-FORT WORTH
AREAS

Channel 4 . . . Represented by
The BRANHAM Company
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SELECTION of "The Top Ten of
TV" Psychological
by the National
Foundation
for
Research
in an
effort to combat proposed Congressional censorship of television was
announced last week by Dr. Mason
Rose,
head.organization
Dr. foundation's
Rose said his
had conducted a survey among
thousands of TV viewers with this
conclusion: "These top ten programs clearly demonstrate that
none of them can be classed among
what certain congressmen have declared 'objectionable and in bad
The ten shows selected were:
BestCBS-TV.
dramatic
show (live) — Studio
"
taste.'
One,
Best adramatic
show Enterprises
(filmed) — Rebound,
Bing
Crosby
series,
ABC-TV.
Best musical show— The Dinah Shore
Show, NBC-TV.
" Best asituation
comedy showCBS-TV.
— I Love
Lucy,
Desilu Production,
& Best
Ollie,children's
NBC-TV.program— Kukla, Fran
Best SeenewsIt Now,
show —CBS-TV.
Edward R. Murrow's
Best varietv Drofrram— The Ken Murray Show,daytime
CBS-TV.show — The Garry
Best
Moore
Show, CBS-TV.
Best audience participation proYou Bet
Your
Life, graam— Groucho
Filmcraft Marx's
Production,
NBC-TV.
"To censor an entertainment
medium where the widest segment
of the public has selected these
stars and attractions as their reg-

It

Program Survey Made
By Research Foundation
(Report 222)

ular listening fare would be addStudy ofCommercial
the Effecing a fifth wheel to the statute his topic, tive"A
nes of Program
books," Dr. Rose stated.
Announcements on Television."
Using
personalattempted
interviewto methods, Mr. Logan
learn
Meek Sees Boxing
what typesmercialsofwereprograms
and commost
effective
reAs TV's Best Salesman
BOXING MATCHES on TV are association.garding sponsor identification and
Logan concluded also from
the medium's
salesmen,
ac- hisMr.study
that popularity rating
cording to John best
S. Meek,
president
of Scott Radio Labs., Chicago. He is no indication of commercial resaid orders for home demonstrat
e
n
t
i
o
n
o
r
program-sponsor assotions of sets are 75% higher on ciation.
Wednesdays, when a favorite bout
is telecast weekly, than on any
other day of the week. Second best
& Riggo
day is Friday, he said, when boxing Made
Survey byon Hilton
'Pitchmen'
matches
again they
are shown.
"Seeing A STUDY made by Hilton & Rigevents while
are happening
gio, New York agency, revealed
isandthethebiggest
television,
all telechanceappeal
to be ofthere
when last week
vision mailthat
orderpractically
merchandise
sold
something important is happening
by
"pitchmen"
is
sold
on
a
C.O.D.
is the greatest motivation to get basis. In addition, 85% of the
orthe set," Mr. Meek said.
dering is done by telephone and
15%Normally
by mail, about
the report
revealed.
10% of the
'Personality' Best For
C.O.D. orders- are returned, the
Effective Commercials
survey also showed. It reported
more sucUSE of a personality to deliver that thecessful"live
than thepitch"
filmed iscommercial.
the sales message was concluded to
survey also pointed out that
be the most effective method of "A"Thetime
(6 to 10 p.m.) is too extelevision program advertising in a
for this type of advertising
study by a U. of Syracuse student. and latepensiveafternoon
or 10 p.m. to
J. Daniel Logan, for his mas- sign off time is preferred. Advertisers
know
results
in
four hours,
ter's
thesis
at
the
university's
Radio & Television Center,
City chose as the agency stated.

City

30, 1952 — Telecasting Survey
Weekly Television Summary— june
Sets
in
Area
Outlets On Air
Outlets On Air
Sets in Area
Louisville
16,500 Matamoros
Albuquerque
WAVE-TV, WHAS-TVTex.
KOB-TV
Ames
174,143
(Mexico)-Brownsville,
91,207
WOI-TV
Atlanta
WAGA-TV,
WSB-TV
WLTV
185,000
XELD-TV
WTVJ
WMCT
Baltimore
390,914
Memphis
WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
21,500
Miami
70,000
119,500
WNBF-TV
133,326
Binghamton
Birmingham
WAFM-TV, WBRC-TV
90,000 Milwaukee
WTMJ-TV WTCN-TV
Minn.-St.
Paul KSTP-TV,
WTTV
Bloomington
336,433
150,000
322,900
Nashville
Boston
WBZ-TV,
71,399
Buffalo
271,057
WBEN-TV WNAC-TV
New Orleans
Haven WSM-TV
** 904,185
234,000
WBTV
WNHC-TV
227,271 New
Charlotte
WDSU-TV
Chicago
WBKB,
WENR-TV,
WGN-TV,
WNBQ
286,000
WABD,
WCBS-TV,
WJZ-TV,
WNBT
1,145,984
354,000 NewNewark
Cincinnati
WOR-TV, WPIX, WATV
WCPO-TV,
WKRC-TV,
WLWT
97,912
YorkCleveland
623,613 Oklahoma
WEWS,
Norfolk City WTAR-TV
Columbus
WBNS-TV,WNBK,
WLWC,WXELWTVN
WKY-TV
Omaha
130,313
3,059,400
119,125
Philadelphia KMTV,
Ft. Worth
Dallas134,676
WCAU-TV,WOW-TV
WFIL-TV, WPTZ
Phoenix
Pittsburgh
Davenport
KPHO-TV
Providence
Quad Cities Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise. E. Moline240,000 Richmond
1,052,259
WDTV
448,000
59,200
WTVR
WJAR-TV
Dayton
WHIO-TV,
WLWD WXYZ-TV
Rochester
218,500
Detroit
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV,
127,006
WHAM-TV
Erie
WICU
Rock
Island
149,000
Ft.Dallas
Worth
110,700
Quad Cities WHFB-TV
Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise.
171,791
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
217,081
Grand
Rapids WBAP-TV,
WOOD-TV
Salt Antonio
Lake
City KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
Greensboro
WFMY-TV
Diego
San
116,415
150,800
WOAI-TV
77,813
Houston KPRC-TV
San Francisco KEYL,
KFMB-TV KPIX, KRON-TV
HuntingtonKGO-TV,
Charleston WSAZ-TV
Albany-Troy
137,750
SchenectadyWRGB
240,000
Indianapolis WFBM-TV
82,873
395,000
90,565
58,000 Seattle
Jacksonville
WMBR-TV
154,297
KING-TV
St.ToledoLouis
212,600
Johnstown
WJAC-TV
KSD-TV
Kalamazoo
WKZO-TV
148,500
223,992
Syracuse
210,105
Kansas
City WDAF-TV
KOTV WSYR-TV
WHEN,
150,093 Tulsa
WSPD-TV
402,000
Lancaster
WGAL-TV
WKTV
100,000 Utica-Rome
186,000
180,062
Lansing
Washington
119,800
Los Angeles WJIM-TV
KECA-TV,
KHJ-TV,
KLAC-TV,
KNBH
Wilmington
WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
KNXT, KTLA, KTTV
369,579
1,272,568
71,500
106,227
WDEL-TV
Total Markets on Air 64*
Estimated Sets in Use 17,597,157
Stations on Air 109*
* Includes XELD-TV Matamoros, Mexico
Editor's
Note:
Totals for
eachofmarket
representareestimated
area. Where TVcoverage
areascommittees,
overlap setelectric
countscompanies
may be
partially
duplicated.
Sources
set estimates
based onsetsdatawithin
from television
dealers, distributors,
circulation
and
manufacturers.
necessarily
approximate.Since many are compiled monthly, some may remain unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets all areas are
** Columbus figure was higher last week because of clerical error.
BROADCASTING
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Rockhold

delivers a real rural

market on "Farmers Guide"
Here's a friendly farm show that rounds out WHIO-TV's full
schedule of diversified programming. "Farmers Guide" is aimed
at the big* rural audience here every weekday — and it's aimed
just right (12:15 to 12:30 p.m.). Joe Rockhold handles the show
right, too — and he's got the right background for it. He's been
doing farm broadcasts for the last 22 years.
A typical show gives the farmer up-to-the-minute livestock,
poultry and egg prices from Dayton, Columbus and Cincinnati —
helpful tips from the county home demonstration agent — interviews with one of the 8 county agents (who jump at the chance to
appear) or other interesting guests. Rockhold's plans for future
shows include special features for women and coverage for every
fair held in 8 different counties.
"Farmers Guide" ties in with the Future Farmers of America,
the 4-H Club and similar organizations, too. It's an all-round
rural program with time enough for 3 participating sponsors. If
you've got a message for rural delivery — give it to Rockhold.
George P. Hollingbery, our national representative, can make all
the arrangements.
*An Ohio State University survey shows that 75% of the farmers in
this rich, rural area own television sets.

DAYTON,

OHIO

You can make an expedition out of finding the
right TV spots. But the easiest way— and the best-*
is to talk with our Mr. S.
Our
has

just
where

Mr.

S

been
you're
going

For he travels farther than anyone to keep up
with seven of your top markets. And does it more
frequently, too.
In the last six months, for instance, every one
of our account men has made at least one complete
tour of all seven markets.
Our Mr. S. has brought back the most first-hand
facts on these markets you'll find in captivity.
He has an on-the-spot perspective which no one else
can give you.
And when he recommends a TV spot, you can be
sure that your product will be in the right place at
the right time.
You'll climb the highest sales curve with Mr. S.
as your guide. When you plan your next campaign,
he'd be pleased to help you.
CBS TELEVISION SPOT SALES
Representing WCBS-TV. New York; WCAU-TV, Philadelphia
WTOP-TV, Washington: WBTV. Charlotte; WAFM-TV, Birmingham;
KSL-TV, Salt Lake City; and KNXT, Los Angeles.

TV Applications Filed
(Continued from page 52)
600, 1420 Walnut St., Philadelphia 2, 0.25 mi. North of intersection of U. S.
Pa. Studio location in Peoria, 111., to
by-pass and
StateIntersection
Highway 29.of
be determined. Transmitter location 66
Transmitter
location:
3Yz mi. S. of Peoria, 111. Geographic State Highway 29 and South Grand
coordinates 40° 38' 01" N. Lat., 89° Ave. Geographic coordinates: 39° 47'
N. Lat., DuMont,
89° 35' 58"
W. Long.
35'
22" W.
RCA, 22"
antenna
RCA.Long.
Legal Transmitter
counsel McKenna
Transmitter
antenna
RCA.
& Wilkinson, Washington. Consulting Legal counsel Hogan & Hartson,
engineer A. D. Ring & Co., Washing- Washington. Consulting engineer
ton. Principals
President- Kear & Kennedy, Washington. PrinTreasurer
Jamesinclude
L. Rubenstone
include President O. J. Keller
(100%), but will own 2,700 shares or (throughcipals WTAX,
owns 32.5%
57% of voting stock when subscribed of Sangamon Valley which
Corp.) ;
stock is issued, out of total of 6,700 Vice President F. Television
M. Lindsay Jr.
shares; torneSecretary
Irwin
Apfel,
an
at(through
Illinois
Bcstg.
Co.,
which
y in Philadelphia. Mr. Rubenstone
of Sangamon Valley Teleis associated with WFIL-AM-TV Phil- owns 27.5%
vision
Corp.);
Treasurer
H.
B.
adelphia with no ownership interests,
(3.7%), Secretary Ernest L.BartIves
and is sole owner of Airston Co. (mer- holf
(2.5%),
chandise brokerage), now inactive (2.5%). and Adlai E. Stevenson
Philadelphia,
Applicantat Evansville,
also is applying for TVPa.stations
EVANSVILLE,
Ind. — VHF
Evansville
Ind., and Flint, Mich.
Television
Inc. (KPHO),
Ch. 7
(174-180
mc);
ERP
316
kw
tROCKFORD, 111. — Rockford 158 kw aural; antenna height visual,
above
Broadcasters Inc. (WROK-AM-FM) average terrain 603 ft., above ground
VHF Ch. 13 (210-216 mc); ERP 573.5 ft. Estimated construction cost
316 kw visual, 158 kw aural; antenna $439,246, first year operating cost
height above average terrain 314 ft., $240,000,
$480,000.
above groundstruction 324
ft. Estimated
con- address: revenue
408 South
East Post
FirstOffice
St.,
cost $447,000,
first year
Evansville
10.
Studio
location:
Evansoperating
cost
$250,000,
revenue
$300,v
i
l
e
,
t
o
be
determined.
Transmitter
000. Post Office address: 109 South location: N. of New Harmony Rd., 2.5
Water
Rockford,
Studio andStreet,
transmitter
location:Illinois.
3800 mi. NW of the center of Evansville.
coordinates:
37° 59' 57"
Abbottsford Road, Rockford, 111. Geo- N.Geographic
Lat., mitter
87° DuMont,
37' 06"
W. Long.
graphic
coordinates
42° 16' Transmitter
50" N. Lat.,
antenna
RCA. TransLegal
89°
02'
16"
W.
Long.
R. Barnes, WashingRCA, antenna RCA. Legal counsel Dow, counselton.Maurice
Consulting
engineer
William
Lohnes & Albertson, Washington. Con- Foss Inc., Washington. Principals in-L.
sulting engineer Craven, Lohnes &
clude President Rex Schepp (45%),
Culver, Washington. Principals include
President B. F. Schepp (13.5%),
Pres. A. G. Simms. Vice-Pres. T. B. Vice
Secretary-Treasurer
E. McManaThompson, Secty. Walter M. Koessler,
(22.5%), Mary J.Eaton
Schepp
Treas. H. J. Hanson, Rockford Con- mon
(9%), Bayard
Freeman(5%).
Keyes (5%) and
solidated Newspapers, Inc., Rockford, George
111. (100%).
t FORT WAYNE, Ind.— WestingSPRE\TGFIELD, 111.— Sangamon Val- house
Stations Inc. (WOWOley Television Corp. (WTAX-AM-FM), AM-FM),Radio
UHF Ch. 21 (512-518 mc);
VHF
Ch.
2
(54-60
mc);
ERP
100
kw
200 kw visual, 100 kw aural;
visual, 50 kw aural; antenna height ERP
above average terrain 521 ft., above antenna height above average terrain
ground
ft. Estiground 552 ft. Estimated construc- 734 ft.,matedabove
construction
cost 800
$997,000,
first
cost $331,275,
first year
operatingoperating cost $986,000, revenue
cost tion$325,000,
revenue
$370,000.
Post year
Post Office address: 1625
Office address: U. S. 66 and East Cook $886,000.
Street,andN.W.,transmitter
Washington,location:
D. C.
St., P. O. Box 214. Studio location: KStudio
Westbrook Drive at Parkwood Road.
41° 06'
01"
NBC CLAIMS FIRST
N.Geographic
Lat., 85°GE,coordinates:
08'
28" W.GE.Long.
Transantenna
Principals
With Telarc, Flexitron Use include mitter
Chairman of the Board G. A.
Price and Vice President J. E. BauApplicant also is licensee of
NBC last week claimed two "firsts" dino.
Boston, WBZA-AM-FM
— on the technical side — in its pro- WBZ-AM-FM
Springfield,
Mass., KYW-AM-FM Philduction of "Of LenaPresents
Geyer"Youron
adelphia, KDKA-AM-FM Pittsburgh
Robert Montgomery
and KEX-AM-FM Portland. WestingLucky Strike Theatre (NBC-TV,
Radio Stations Inc. is whollyalternate Mondays, 9:30-10:30 house
owned subsidiary of Westinghouse
p.m., EDT). These are the use for Electric
Corp., Pittsburgh.
the first time of the Telarc proINDIANAPOLIS, Ind. — Mid-West
jector and of the Flexitron.
VHF Ch. 13 (210-216 mc);
The Telarc projector is a rear- TV Corp.,
316 kw visual, 158.1 kw aural;
screen projecting device which ERP
above average terflashes a slide on a huge screen, antennarain 583height
above ground 624 ft.
thus creating a backdrop setting. Estimated ft.,
construction
cost, $465,746,
Iteffects
was department
designed by and
NBC'sreportedly
special first year operating cost
$504,000,
revenue
$912,000.
Post
Office
address:
gives off three-and-a-half times
Bldg., Market & Delaware Sts.,
more light intensity than previous Inland
Indianapolis. Studio location to be
rear-screen projectors.
Transmitter location:
The Flexitron is a device caus- determined.
ing the picture to wave and thereby Inland Bldg., Indianapolis. Geographic
creating a montage effect. It was coordinates: 39° 46' 06" N. Lat., 86°
Transmitter Duinvented by NBC engineer Wil- 09' 16"Mont,W.antennaLong.
not given. Legal counliam Klages and further developed
sel
Barnes
&
Neilson,
Washington.
by the network's special effects Consulting engineer William
L. Foss
department.
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Inc.,
Washington.
Principals
President
George Sadlier
(40%),include
Vice
President Paul A. Walk (2.5%), Secretary -Treasurer Harry D. Leer
(10%), Richard T. James (5%), James
K. Northam
(5%), Lawrence
Morris (10%), Thomas
K. DentonE. (5%),
Burkett C. Herrick (5%). Mr. Sadlier
is president
of Union
Federal Savings & Loan Assn.,
Indianapolis.
Mr.
Walk is new and used car sales manager
of
Ford
Motor
Co.
Indianapolis
district. Dr. Leer is a dentist. Mr.
James
is secretary-manager
ier Motor
Club. Mr. Northamof Hoosis an
attorney,
general
for United
Home Life Ins. Co.counsel
and director
and
secretary
CreditDenton
Inc.
Dr. Morris ofisAgricultural
a dentist. Mr.
is vice president of Dancer-FitzgerAdv., Chicago. J.Mr.Walter
Herrick is viceald-Samplepresident,
Thompson Co. Adv., Chicago.
t DES MOINES, Iowa — Cowles
Bcstg. Co. (KRNT-AM-FM) , VHF Ch.
8158(180-186
mc);antenna
ERP 316height
kw visual,
kw aural;
above
average
terrain
614
ft.,
above
706 ft. Estimated constructionground
cost
$665,670, first year operating cost
$668,045,
revenue
$1,050,397.
Post
Office address: 715, Locust St., Des
Moines
4,
Iowa.
Studio
and
transmitter location: Ninth and Pleasant Sts.
Geographic
coordinates:
41° 35' 18"
N. Lat., mitter93°GE, antenna
37' 46" W.GE. Long.
Legal Transcounsel Segal, Smith & Hennessey, Washington. Consulting engineer Craven,
Lohnes & Culver, Washington. Principals include President Gardner
Cowles, Chairman of the Board and
Vice President John Cowles, Vice
President
T. Hill,
President JamesLuther
S. Milloy,
ViceVicePresident
Robert R. Tincher, Vice President
Robert Dillon, Treasurer Carl T.
Koester The
and Register
Secretary & Vincent
zinger.
TribuneStarCo.
owns
all
stock,
which
is
voted by
Gardner Cowles.

ne r E. C. Page Consulting Engineers,
Washington.
Principals(9.83%),
include PresP. Loomis
tiveidentViceLee President
Herbert R.ExecuOhrt
(2.67%), Secretary Donald G. Harrer
(0.16%), Treasurer Roger Sawyer
(0.16%), Assistant Treasurer R. N.
Rorick (0.46%), Ralph Norris
(16.67%), Laura Lee (12%), Elizabeth
Norris
James(5%).Powell
(5.83%) (9.06%),
and W. (Mrs.)
Earl Hall
tSIOUX CITY, Iowa— KCOM Bcstg.
Co. (KCOM) VHF Ch. 4 (66-72 mc);
ERP 46.18 kw visual, 23.09 kw aural;
antenna height above average terrain
500 ft.,mated
above
groundcost,519 first
ft. Esticonstruction
year
operating cost, and revenue not given;
application
incomplete. Exchange
Post OfficeBldg.,
addres : 620 Insurance
Sioux City.
location
7th & Studio
Jackson and
Sts., transmitter
Sioux City.
Geographic
29' 50" N.
Lat.,
96°antenna
24' coordinates
04" W.RCA.Long.42°
Transmitter
RCA,
Legal
counsel
Miller & sulting
Schroeder,
Washington.
Conengineer Mcintosh
& Inglis,
Washington. Dietrich Dirks is president of applicant firm.
SIOUX evisioCITY,
Teln Co., VHF Iowa—
Ch. 9 Siouxland
(186-192 mc);
ERP 50 kw visual, 25 kw aural; antenna height above average terrain
600 ft.,
above ground
ft. Estimated construction
cost537$349,513,
first
year operating cost $271,450, revenue
$248,284.
Post
Office
address:
North
560 Orpheum Electric Bldg., Sioux
City, Iowa.5300
Studio
transmitter
location:
Perryand Creek
Road.

coordinates:
42° 33' 31"
N.Geographic
Lat., mitter
96° RCA,
24'antenna
04" W. Long.
RCA. TransLegal
counsel Dempsey & Koplovitz, Washington.
Consulting
engineer
Robert
E. Kennedy, Washington. Principals
include President Arthur Sanford
(55%), president
owner andof
Arthur
Sanford and
Co. 55%
(realtors
propertyident management)
and
vice
pres55% owner of Affiliated
FORT DODGE, Iowa— Northwest Theatres andInc.,
Sioux
City;
and
Television Co. (KVFD-KFMY-FM) President
Stella Sanford (45%)-, Vice
20%
UHF Ch. 21 (512-518 mc) ; ERP 22.475 office building).
of Des Moines Co. (owner of
kw visual, 12.15 kw aural; antenna owner
height above average terrain 510 ft.,
above ground 531 ft. Estimated conALEXANDRIA, La. — KSYL Inc.
struction cost $240,284, first year oper- (KSYL),
VHF Ch.50 5kw(76-82
ERP
ating
cost
$172,500,
revenue
$175,000.
100
visual,
aural;mc);antenna
Post Office address: 912 1st Avenue heightkw above
average terrain 583 ft.,
South, cation
FortNear Dodge,
Iowa. Studio169 lo-& above ground 583 ft. Estimated conU. S. Highways
struction cost $251,900, first year op20 Southwest of Fort Dodge, Iowa.
erating cost address:
$110,000, revenue
Transmitter location same as studio. Post Office
Bolton $96,000.
Ave. &
Highway
71,
Box
1489,
Alexandria.
Geographic
coordinates
42°
29'
16"
N.
Studio location: 1710 Jackson
St.,
Lat.,
94°
12'
9"
W.
Long.
Transmitter
GE, antenna GE. Legal counsel Fisher, Alexandria. Transmitter location: 4.5
mi. NE of Alexandria. Geographic
Duvall, Wayland
&
Southmayd,
Washington. Consulting engineer Everett coordinates: 31° 21' 18" N. Lat., 92°
L. Dillard,
Washington.
PrincipalsBreenin- 23' 09" W. Long. Transmitter DuMont,
clude Pres. and
Director Edward
antenna GE. Legal counsel Spearman
9% (20%-with wife Elizabeth B.), & Roberson, Washington. Consulting
Vice-Pres. and Director George Haire engineer George C. Davis, Washinginclude President
(2%), Treas.-Director Allen R. Loomis Milton ton.FoxPrincipals
(49%%), Vice
President
II(2%).
(.2%), Secty .-Director L. V. Greer Harold M. Wheelahan
(49%%),
also
manager
of
WSMB
New
Orleans;
MASON CITY, Iowa— Lee Radio Inc. Secretary Mrs. Harold M. Wheelahan
(KGLO-AM-FM), VHF Ch. 3 (60-66 Fox (%%).
mc); ERP 100 kw visual, 50 kw aural; (%%) and Treasurer Mrs. Milton
antenna height above average terrain
BATONCo. ROUGE,
— Modern
464 ft.,
above ground
ft. Estimatof BatonLa. Rouge
Inc.
ed construction
cost500$348,540,
first Bcstg.
(WAFB-AM-FM),
VHF
Ch.
year operating cost $237,600, revenue 198 mc); ERP 101.8 kw visual,10 51(192$240,396. Post Office address: 12V2 aural; antenna height above averagekw
Second St., N. E., Mason City. Studio terrain 479 ft., above ground 500 ft.
location to be determined. Transmit- Estimated
cost $278,ter location: Intersection of U. S. 65 293.04, first construction
year operating cost $180,and County Road "A." Geographic 000,
revenue
addres : P. O. $204,000.
Box 1566, Post
BatonOffice
Rouge.
coordinates: 43° 21' 25" N. Lat., 93°
12' 57" W. Long. Transmitter DuMont, Studio location: Corner of Governantenna RCA. Legal counsel Pierson
ment & Maximilian Sts., Baton Rouge
& Ball, Washington. Consulting engi- Transmitter location: Same as stuBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

BAY CITY, Mich.— Saginaw Bcstg.
Co. (WSAM-AM-FM), VHF Ch. 5 (7682 mc); ERP 61.4 kw visual, 30.7 kw
aural; antenna height above average
terrain 444 ft., above ground 493 ft.
Estimated construction cost $321,515.18, first year operating cost $240,000, revenue
Post Office
address: 2435 $342,000.
Holland Ave.,
Saginaw,
Mich. Studio location: Jones Rd., Bay
City. Transmitter location: Jones
Rd., Bay City. Geographic coordi29' 58" N. Lat.,
48' 58"
W. Long.nates: 43°Transmitter
RCA,83° antenna
RCA. Legal counsel Bingham, Collins,
t NEW ORLEANS, La. — New Or- Porter & Kistler, Washington. Conleans Television Co., UHF Ch. 20 (506sulting engineer Kear & Kennedy,
512 mc); ERP 182 kw visual, 91 kw Washington.
include (66%),
Presaural; antenna height above average
ident Milton Principals
L. Greenebaum
terrain 505 ft., above ground 529 ft. Vice President Burnett J. Abbott
Estimated construction cost $441,500, (5%), Secretary Morris Nover
first year
operatingPostcostOffice
$365,000,
rev- (17.50%), Assistant Secretary Maude
enue $420,000.
address:
Greenebaum (0.50%), Treasurer John
14th Floor, Magnolia Bldg., Dallas, W. Symons Jr. (4.50%) and Jay LenTex. Studio and transmitter location: ick (5%). Saginaw Bcstg Co. also
1100 S. Liberty St., New Orleans. owns WLEW Bad Axe, Mich.
Geographic coordinates: 29° 56' 43"
FLINT, Mich.— Trans-American TV
N. Lat., mitter
90° RCA,04'antenna
48" W. Long.
Corp. UHF Ch. 28 (554-560 mc) ; ERP
RCA. TransLegal 17.4
visual, 8.7 kw aural; antenna
counsel Ross K. Prescott, Dallas. Con- heightkw above
average terrain 491 ft.,
sulting engineer Guy C. Hutcheson,
546 ft. Estimated conArlington, Tex. Principals include above ground
struction cost $189,411, first year operR. L. Wheelock, W. L. Pickens and
ating cost $130,000, revenue $150,000.
H. H. Coffield, each Vs partner and Post Office
Suite 600, 1420
each independent Texas oil operator. Walnut St., address:
2, Pa. Studio
Same partners at one time each owned location not Philadelphia
specified.
Transmitter lo% of KPHO-TV Phoenix, Ariz., and
cation 3.1 mi. E. of Flint, Mich. Geoeach had part interest in KEYL (TV)
coordinates 43° 02' 37" N.
San Antonio, Tex., aggregate of which Lat., 83° graphic
35' 42"RCA.
W. Long.
constituted control of KEYL (TV). RCA, antenna
Legal Transmitter
counsel McSame group also is applying for TV
Ken a & Wilkinson, Washington. Constations
in
Corpus
Christi,
Tex.,
Dalsulting engineer A. D. Ring & Co.,
las and Houston.
Washington. Principals include Presireasurer James L. Rubenstone
SALISBURY, Md.— Peninsula Bcstg. (100%), but willdent-Town
2,700 shares, or
Co. (WBOC and WESN-FM), Resub- 57%
of
voting
stock
when subscribed
mitted [B*T, June 9], UHF Ch. 16
is issued, out of total of 6,700
(482-488 mc) ; ERP 112 kw visual, 56 stock
Irwin Apfel, an atkw aural; antenna height above aver- shares; tSecretary
orney in Philadelphia. Mr. Rubenage terrain 414 ft., above ground 444
is associated with WFIL-AM-TV
ft. Estimated construction cost $296,- stone
with owner
no ownership
400, first year operating cost $115,000, Philadelphia
ests, and is sole
of AirstoninterCo.
revenue $115,000. Post Office address: (merchandise
brokerage),
Radio Park, Salisbury, Md. Studio lo- Philadelphia, Pa. Applicantnowalsoinactive,
is apcation Radio Park, Salisbury. Transfor TV stations at Evansville,
mitter location same as studio. Geo- Ind., andplying Peoria,
111.
graphicW.coordinates
23' 03" N. Lat.,
75° 34' 48"
Long.38°Transmitter
DuJACKSON,
Mich.—
Jackson Bcstg. &
Mont, neerantenna
Consulting
engi- TV Corp. (WKHM) UHF
Ch. 4834.5(674A. D. RingRCA.& Co.
Washington.
680
mc)
;
ERP
69
kw
kw
Principals include President John W. aural; antenna height visual,
above
Downing (14.5%), Vice President W. terrain 193 ft., above ground average
223
ft.
Lee Allen
construction cost $202,151.17,
urer Avery (7.7%),
W. HallSecretary-Treas(0.97%), Asst. Estimated
first
year
operating
cost
$175,000,
Secretary and Manager Charles J. revenue $175,000. Post Office address:
Truitt (2.1%), Asst. Treasurer Lena 15001 Michigan Ave., Dearborn, Mich.
R. Dashiell (0.7%), I. L. Benjamin Studio location 228 W. Michigan,
(10.5%), Virginia Phillips Ward
Jackson, Mich. Trans(5.4%). The Shore Bcstg Co. (WCEM Hotel Hayes,
mitter location same as studio. GeoCambridge,
is a wholly-owned
subsidiary ofMd.)
applicant.
graphic coordinates 42° 14' 52" N. Lat.,
W. Long. Transmitter DuANN ARBOR, Mich. — Washtenaw 84° 24' 38"
antenna GE. Legal counsel
Bcstg. Co. Inc. (WPAG-AM-FM), UHF Mont,
Bingham, Collins, Porter & Kistler,
Ch. 20 (506-512 mc); ERP 1.7 kw vis- Washington.
Consulting engineer
ual, 0.92 kw aural; antenna height
above average terrain 342 ft., above Kear & Kennedy, Washington. Principals
include
President
Frederick A.
ground 276 ft. Estimated construction cost $108,004.80, first year oper- Knorr (33V3%), Vice President Harvey R. Hansen (33y3%), Secretaryating cost $55,000, revenue $65,000.
Post Office address: Hutzel Bldg., Treasurer William H. McCoy (33VS%),
Main & E. Liberty Sts., Ann Arbor. First V.P. Walter S. Paterson, Second
Studio location: Main & E. Liberty V.P. Jerrold L. Martin, Asst. Secretary
F. Zinn. First-named three
Sts., Ann Arbor. Transmitter loca- Bernard
tion: 1795 Maple Rd., near Ann Arbor. also own one-third each of WKMHAM-FM
Dearborn,
Mich.
Geographic coordinates: 42° 15' 31"
N. Lat., 83° 46' 37" W. Long. TransJACKSON,
Mich.
WIBM Inc.
mitter GE, antenna GE. Legal coun- (WIBM-AM-FM) , UHF— Ch.
48 (674sel D. F. Price Esq., Washington. 680
mc);
ERP
208
kw
visual,
104 kw
Consulting engineer Commercial Ra- aural; antenna height above average
dio Equipment Co., Washington. Prin- terrain 1,026 ft., above ground 949 ft.
cipals include President-Secretary
construction cost $487,685,
Arthur E. Greene (50%), Vice Presi- Estimated
dent-Treasurer Edward F. Baughn first year operating cost $125,000, rev(Continned on page 6 A)
(50%) and Director John W. Conlin.
ROADCASTING
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dio. Geographic coordinates: 30° 26'
36" N. Lat.,RCA,
91° antenna
10' 27" RCA.
W. Long.
Transmitter
Legal
counsel McKenna & Wilkinson, Washington. Consulting engineer Gautney
& Ray,cludeWashington.
President LouisPrincipals
S. Prejeanin(18.3%),
Vice
President
E. Gibbens (4.59%), Director C. T.C. Barnard
(14.93%), Secretary Jack S. Burk
(14.93%), Treasurer Francis H. Lee
(4.24%), Charles W. Lamar Jr.
(9.17%), also owner of KCIL Houma,
La.

• .3

service

TV spots, shorts, package
ShoWS Interesting TV shorts and package
shows that sell merchandise . . . unusual and
ingenious effects for any length TV spots . . •
motion pictures Vogue Wright has
some of the ablest script writers in the business
. . . plus producing facilities in Chicago, New
York and Hollywood . . . resulting in new approaches infilms such as the new safety film
just completed for Kaiser-Frazer Sales Corp. . . .
Slide films Expert counsel and guidance
in all forms of visual training aids ... of
particular interest in these days of "hard
selling" ... let our representative arrange a
screening of slide films produced for some of
America's largest and best known companies . . .

CHICAGO: 237 East Ontario Str
HOLLYWOOD: Sam Goldwyn Studit
NEW YORK: 225 Fe
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MANCHESTER, N. H.— The Radio
KEENE, N. H.-WKNE Corp.
TV Applications Filed
Inc. (WMUR(WKNE)22.8 UHF
Ch. 45 11.4
(656-662
mc); Voice
AM-FM)of NewVHFHampshire
Ch. 9 (186-192
mc);
ERP
kw visual,
kw aural;
(Continued from page 63)
antenna
height
above
average
terrain
ERP
59
kw
visual,
29.5
kw
aural; anenue $100,000. Post Office address: president of Mercantile Trust Co. 800 ft., above ground 375 ft. Estimated
tenna
height
above
average
terrain
2511 Kibby Rd., Jackson. Studio loca- (commercial banking and trusts); construction cost $164,615.62, first year 966 ft., above ground 191 ft. Estimated
Bernarddent ofC.B. MacDonald
(4%), &presition:mitter
2511 Kibby
Jackson.LakeTransconstruction cost $288,000, first year
operating
$74,100, 17revenue
$50,000.
C. MacDonald
Co. Post
location:Rd.,
Browns
Rd.,
Officecostaddress:
Dunbar
St., operating cost $300,000, revenue $350,(mfgrs. representative
for
railroad,
000. Post Office address: WMUR
Keene.
Studio
location
17
Dunbar
St.
Jackson. Geographic coordinates: 42° industrial
and brewery supplies);
09'
09" N. Lat.,GE, 84°antenna
24' 20" GE.W. Long.
Studio location
Transmitter
Legal Richard C. Muckerman (4%), execu- Transmitter location 7.5 mi. NW of Bldg.,
1819
ElmManchester.
St. Transmitter
location
coordinates
43°Long.01' Goffstown,
tive vice president of City Products Keene.N. Geographic
counsel Arnold, Fortas & Porter,
Lat.,
72°
21'
31"
W.
N.
H.
Geographic
coordiWashington. Consulting engineer Corp., Chicago (ice, fuel, cold stor- 06"
Transmitter
RCA,
antenna
RCA.
Legal
nates
42°
58'
59"
N.
Lat.,
71°
35' 19"
and dairy products);
Dow, Lohnes & Albertson, W. Long. Transmitter RCA, antenna
George C. Davis, Washington. Prin- James age,J. brewery
Mullen Jr. (4%), president counsel
cipals
include
President-Treasurer
Washington.
Consulting
engineer
CraRCA.
Legal
counsel
Cummings,
StanRoy Radner (40%), Vice President of Moloney Electric Co. (mfgrs. of
ven, Lohnes & Culver, Washington.
ley, Truitt & Cross, Washington.
Hermandent Irving
RadnerRadner
(60%),andViceSecretary
Presi- electrical goods); Daniel M. Sheehan Principals include President Joseph Consulting
engineer
Jansky
&
Bailey,
(4%), vice president of Monsanto
(61.78%), Treasurer George
Chemical Co., and Leif J. Sverdrup W.K. Close
Myron A. Keys.
Smith (9%), Lyman Spitzer (5%). Washington.
ident Francis Principals
P. Murphy include
(97%), Prespres(4%),
president
of
Sverdrup
&
ParFigures
represent
ownership after
ident, Parnell Investment Corp.,
cel Inc., consulting engineers.
tMINNEAPOLIS,
Minn.
—
Family
stock
subscriptions
are
issued.
Nashua,
and (3%)
Vice physician.
President
Bcstg. Corp. (KEYD) VHF Ch. 9
Dr. James N.J. H.Powers
(186-192 mc); ERP 169 kw visual, 84
kw aural;
antenna
height
above
averALBUQUERQUE,
Greer 21]&
age terrain 454 ft., above ground 604
Greer,
Resubmitted N.[B«T,M.— April
ft. Estimated construction cost $333,- SOURCE OF PROGRAMMING
VHF Ch. 7 (174-180 mc) ; ERP 91
700, first year operating cost $540,000,
kw visual, 45.5 kw aural; antenna
revenue $600,000. Post Office address:
15 N. Ninth St., Minneapolis, Minn. Independents' Output Tops Networks, Agencies in Ross Study height above average terrain 4,152 ft.,
Studio location 15 N. Ninth St. Trans- FEARS of station operators that
above ground
ft. Estimated
struction cost 274
$355,819,
first year conopmitterAve.,location
Foshay Tower,
Mar- the networks would completely dom- programs
Ross
breakdown considered,'
gives 52 the
programs
quette
Minneapolis.
Geographic
erating
cost
$180,000,
revenue
$240,000.
Post
Office
address:
Lensic
Bldg.,
inate
the
television
broadcasting
(34%)
to
the
networks,
26
(17%)
coordinates 44° 58' 30" N. Lat., 93° field through their control of video to the agencies and 76 (49%) to Santa Fe, N. M. Studio location not
16' 01" W. RCA.
Long. Legal
Transmitter
listed in application. Transmitter loantenna
counselDuMont,
Welch, programming may be safely for- the independent producers.
cation Sandia Peak, 14 mi. NE of AlMott & Morgan, Washington. Consultgotten. So, too, may the station
Noting
that
today's
"complex
Geographic coordinates
ing engineer
Mcintosh
&
Inglis,
Washowners discard any idea that the talent-network-a gene y-p a c k a g e r 35° 12' 30" N.buquerque.
Lat., 106° 27' 02" W.
ington. Principals include President advertising
agencies
might
seize
deals" make the determination of Long. Transmitter
RCA, antenna
Henry dentC. Joseph
Klages
(5.0%),
Vice
PresiTV's programs.
Legal counsel I. E. Lambert,
E. Dahl (5.4%), Vice control
Those ofconclusions
stem from an actual program control "a touchy RCA.
Washington.
Consulting
engineer A.
President and General Manager Lee analysis
proposition,"
Ross
concludes
that
of TV program data in the criteria must be : "Who controls D. Ring & Co., Washington.
L. Whiting
(40.0%)(1.0%),
Secretary
KenPrincineth E. Pettijohn
Treasurer
the
created
idea;
who
hires
and
pals
include
General
Partners
John
the
May
issue
of
Ross
Re-ports
on
Television Programming, which pays the performing and writing Greer and his wife, Saloma S.E.Greer,
C. Theo. Skanse (2.0%).
lists all programs telecast on the talent; who supervises production doing business as Greer & Greer at
JOPLIN Mo. — Air Time Inc. networks or locally in New York details, and, could the show be Sante Fe, N. M., each 50% owner. Mr.
Greer owns 18.2% of Hilton Hotel,
(KSWM)
Ch. 12 5.3
(204-210
mc) ; City during the year from May
ERP 10.6 VHF
kw visual,
kw aural;
Albuquerque; 50.64% of Sante Fe
1952. Programs still moved to another network?"
antenna height above average terrain on1951thetoairMayin April
Filmed programs, which are des- firm owning & operating four theaare listed with
cribed as "the most significant pro504 ft.,matedabove
ground
ft. Estitres; 16.67% of Denver firm o/o five
full data on station or network,
construction
cost 442
$143,401,
first time,
in Colorado and New Mexsponsor,
packager,
producer,
force yet developed," are theatres
year operating cost $100,000, revenue director, casting, commercials, pro- creditedgramwith
ico;
50%, Sante
swinging the "pack- Greer owns
$100,000. Post Office address: 1928
18.2%Feofrealty
a realtyfirm.firmMrs.in
aging
pendulum
back
in
the
direcduction cost and March Pulse ratWest 13th Street, Joplin, Mo. Studio
Albuquerque,
and
49.36%
50% Sheof
tion
of
the
independent
producers
and transmitter location 1928 W. 13th
two similar firms in Santeand Fe.
ing. The year's
programwithcasualties
St., Joplin, Mo. Geographic coordinates are listed
separately,
dates of and
away
from
the tonetworks."
owns
and
rents
ten
commercial
buildSpecial
credit
is
given
the
films
37°
45" N. Lat.,RCA,94°antenna
32' 9.5"RCA.W. debut and departure.
made expressly for video use, alLong.04'Transmitter
Itemized
by
type
of
producer
though the report includes news- percentage of their schedules,
Consulting engineer Austin A. Har- (Table I), the Ross data show that
films made pririson, Joplin. Principals include Presi- of 217 network programs, the net- reels andmarily feature
and CBS-TV contheater showing with while NBC-TV
dent
Austin
A.
Harrison
(50%),
Secy.trolledmercial
less than
comworks
produced
only
92
or
42%.
Treas. Eleanor F. Harrison (46.7%), Agencies accounted for 26 (12%), those made for especially
for TV.
shows andhalfonlytheirslightly
Vice-Pres. Herbert Van Fleet (1.65%).
more
of
their
entire
schedule
dur"Monopoly
fears,"
says
the
Ross
while independent producers contributed 9 (46%). When sustain- analyst, "are disproved by the chart
tST. LOUIS, Mo.— St. Louis Teleing
the
last
cycle."
Increased
use
of
feature
films
by
ing TV shows are taken out of the (Table I), which shows ABC-TV
cast Inc. (WEW), VHF Ch. 11 (198204 mc); ERP 316 kw visual, 158 kw total and only the 154 commercial and
DuMont controlling a minor the New York stations, which in
aural; antenna height above average
May program
of this year
the most* * *
terrain 637.5 ft., above ground 623.5
used
fare, were
accounting
for
* * *
ft. Estimated construction cost $560,609
quarter-hours
a
week,
a more
000, first year operating cost $700,000,
than
30%
increase
over
the
459
TABLE 1
'50 SHOWS ONLY (154) quarter-hours a week of feature
revenue dress:$1,200,000.
Post Office
& SUST. (217)
221 North Grand
Blvd., adSt.
'Netw.
5COMMERCIAL
SHOWSProd.
— COM'l.
1
used by these same stations
Louis 3, Mo. Studio and transmitter ABC ALL Netw.
Prod.
Inde. Prod. 4 (14%) films
Prod.
Inde
42 (11%)
(71%) Agcy.
May 1951, is credited with a
Prod.
2 (13%)
location: 3621 Olive St. Geographic
(6%)
Agcy.
Prod. in
1
(4%)
23
(82%)
7
(18%)
27
(58%)
in pushing the total
10 (18%) major role time
coordinates: 38" 38' 18" N. Lat.. 90° CBS
DuM - - 13 (36%) 21 (37%) 10 (14%)
(20%) 21
10 (67%)
in the city to 2,250
253 (45%)
(37%) 10 (18%) telecasting
(49%) 26 (34%) 10 (14%)
14' 00" W.RCA.Long.LegalTransmitter
RCA, NBC -- -- 3438 (52%)
quarter-hours a week (Table II).
antenna
counsel Segal,
25
23
(42%)
22
(40%)
26
(17%)
26
(12%)
(46%)
Smith & Hennessey, Washington.
52 (34%) 76 (49%)
92 (42%) 99
Consulting engineer Joseph A. Volk,
St. Louis 8, Mo. Principals include
TABLE II
St. Louis U. (60%), President Paul C.
Reinert, S. J., president of St. Louis
PROGRAM
TRENDS:
U.; Vice President George A. Volz,
(All programs, network & local,MAYseen 1950-'51-'52
on six NY stations)
general manager of WEW; Howard
QUARTER
F. Baer, (4%), president of A. S. Aloe
—- 2541 HOURS (1 Week)
Panel Partic.
Quii
8 +
26
2412
Co.
Dan- Feature Films
1952
Aud.
470
24
forth(hospital
(4%), supplies);
president Donald
of Ralston
609
459
835
249
15
19
- 43
536
376
Purina Co. (mfrs. of cereals and live- Daytime-Women's *
Religious
26
— 4
Educa.
Exposi.
372
417
stock and poultry feeds); Russell L. Sports Ris. 81 News
20
Talent-Showcase
20853
331183
Dearmont (4%), counsel for trustee News Reviews
25 +- 8
+- 15032
1694
158
19756
<oi Missouri Pacific Railroad Co. and Children's
22501917
136
118
+
orTotal
Quarter
Hours
chairman of the board of Federal Dramas & Adventure
15 -20
3577
26
+ 66
Reserve Bank of St. Louis; Leo C.
*Actually
Includesandplus
allWeekend Shows except206738whe
99
21
**(Evening
3356
+ 100
Fuller (4%), chairman of the board Comedy-Variety
69
Public
Affairs
55
e
except
sports,
n
33
23
daytim
re *) feature film.
43 ck arter hours.
!WS,
Musical Variety
42
7431
82
Tif Stix,ment store);
Baer Gale
& Fuller
Co.
(departwere included here in previous years.
13
F. Johnston (4%), Situation Comedy
daytime serial d
+ 22
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22
+ 18"
+ 11

ings in Sante Fe and Albuquerque.
Applicant
making
applica-Fe
tion for newfirmTV also
station
at Sante
(see below).
SANTE FE, New Mexico— Greer &
Greer, Resubmitted [B»T, April 21]
VHF
2 (54-60
ERP height
10 kw
visual,Ch.5 kw
aural;mc);antenna
above average terrain 419 ft., above
ground 600 ft. Estimated construction
cost $329,449, first year operating
cost $150,000, revenue $200,000. Post
Office address: Lensic Building, Sante
Fe, N. M. Studio location Sante Fe,
New Mexico. Transmitter location
Sante Fe, New Mexico. Geographic coordinates 35° 42' 45" N. Lat., 105°
57' 10" tenna
W. RCA.Long.
anLegalTransmitter
counsel I. RCA,
E. Lambert, Washington.
Consulting
engineer
A. D. Ring
•& Co.,
Washington.
Principals include
E. John
Greer (50%)
and Saloma
S. Greer theatre
(50%), New
Mexico and Colorado
operators
(see tionAlbuquerque,
N.
M.,
applicaabove).
t BUFFALO, N. Y.-WGR Bcstg.
Corp. (WGR), VHF Ch. 2 (54-60 mc);
ERP 100 kw visual, 50 kw aural; antenna height above average terrain
499 ft.,matedabove
ground
ft. Esticonstruction
cost 551
$558,320,
first
year
operating
cost
$624,000,
revenue
not estimated. Post Office address:
Rand Bldg., Buffalo. Studio and
transmitter location: Rand Bldg., 14
Lafayette Sq. Geographic coodinates:
42°
12" N. Lat.,GE,78°antenna
52' 25" GE.W.
Long.53' Transmitter
Legal counsel Fisher, Wayland. Duvall
& Southmayd, Washington. Consulting engineer
Georgeinclude
C. Davis,Chairman
Washington. Principals
of the Board Leo Fitzpatrick
(69.98%), President I. R. Lounsberry urer(30%)
Secretary-TreasNorman and
E. Nobes
(0.02%).

Lohnes & Culver, Washington. Principals include President Joseph K.
Close (0.56%), Vice President and
General Manager Robert M. Peebles
(1.11%), Treasurer George W. Smith
(0.10%); WKNE Corp. (50.98%), Luette S. Close (7.94%), Lyman Spitzer
(5.52%), Mildred M. Smith (5.05%),
Arthur H. Wicks (5.52%). Figures
represent ownership after stock subscriptions are issued. For ownership
of WKNE Corp., see Keene, N. H.
(WKNE) TV application, this issue.
t ASHEVILLE, N. C. — Skyway
Bcstg. Co. (WLOS-AM-FM), VHF Ch.
13 (210-216 mc); ERP 302 kw visual,
156 kw aural; antenna height above
average
2,089 construction
ft., above ground
380
ft. terrain
Estimated
cost
$441,559, first year operating cost
$156,746, revenue $250,000. Post Office address: P. O. Box 2389, Battery
Park Hotel, Asheville, N. C. Studio
location to be determined. Transmitter location: Top of Bear Mountain.
Geographic coordinates: 35° 27' 40"

ELMIRA, N. Y. — Elmira Television,
UHF visual,
Ch. 18 29(494-500
mc); ERP
kw
kw aural;
antenna58
height above average terrain 848 ft.,
above ground 431 ft. Estimated construction cost $241,380, first year opcost $200,000,
revenue
$275,000. PosteratingOffice
address:
c/o Sayles
& Evans, 415 E. Water St., Elmira.
Studio location: Mark Twain Hotel,
Elmira. Transmitter location : RFD
#1, Ashland, N. Y. Geographic coordinates: 42° 01' 51" N. Lat., 76° 47'
10" W. Long.
Transmitter
antenna
GE. Legal
counsel DuMont,
Loucks,
Zias, Young & Jansky, Washington.
Consulting engineer Kear & Kennedy,
Washington.
Principals
ners T. K. Cassel
(50%) include
and JohnPart-S.
Booth (50%). Mr. Cassel is president
and 99% owner of WDAD Indiana,
Pa., sole owner of WATS Sayre, Pa.,
25.87,- owner of WCHA Chambersburg, Pa.manager
Mr. Boothandis 33%
vice presidentgeneral
owner of
WCHA, 45% owner of a real estate
firm in Chambersburg and 45% owner
of a farm
ment firm. and real estate developKINGSTON, N. Y. — Kingston Bcstg.
Corp. (WKNY), UHF Ch. 66 (782-788
mc); ERP 24.8 kw visual, 12.4 kw
aural; antenna height above average
terrain 250 ft., above ground 436 ft.
Estimated construction cost $171,825.39, first
year $40,000.
operatingPost
cost Office
$93,927.96,
revenue
address: 17 Dunbar St., Keene, N. H.
Studio ton,location:
Plainfield St.,location:
KingsN. Y. Transmitter
Plainfield St., Kingston, N. Y. Geographic coordinates: 41° 56' 48" N.
Lat.,ter73°RCA, 59'antenna
55" W.RCA.
Long.Legal
Transmitcounsel Dow, Lohnes & Albertson, Washington. Consulting engineer Craven,
BROADCASTING
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N. Lat., 82° 21' 35" W. Long. Transmitter Federal, antenna Federal. Studio equipment Federal. Legal counsel
Frank U. Fletcher, Washington. Consulting engineer John Creutz, Washington. Principals include President
Charles M. Britt (12.21%), Vice PresidentretaryCharlesCharlesB. G.BrittLee (13.87%),
SecJr. (1.88%),
Assistant Secretary (Mrs.) Julia L.
Pfaff (0.08%), Assistant Treasurer
M. T. Karleskint (1.21%), Joe H. Britt
(16.84%) and Dr. G. Curtis Crump
(5.37%).
f CHARLOTTE,
N. C— Radio
tion WSOC Inc. (WSOC),
VHF Ch.Sta-9
(186-192 mc); ERP 316 kw visual,
158 kw aural; antenna height above
average terrain 714.5 - ft., above
groundtion cost719$575,000,
ft. Estimated
construcfirst year operating
cost $834,000, revenue $1,278,000. Post
Office address: P. O. Box 2536, Charlotte. Studio location: 1925 N. Tryon
St., Charlotte. Transmitter location:
Same as studio. Geographic coordi-

14' 34" N. Lat.,RCA,80° antenna
49' 27"
W. Long.nates: 35°Transmitter
RCA. Legal counsel Segal, Smith &
Hennessey, Washington. Consulting
engineer George C. Davis, WashingPrincipals E.include
Generalton.Manager
J. GluckPresident(0.72%),
Vice President E. E. Jones (31.432%),
Vice President Charles M. Marshall
(0.5%), (36.416%),
Secretary-Treasurer
R. S.
Morris
Hunter Marshall
(16.332%), Mrs. Adelaide M. Marshall
(14.6%).
t CANTON, Ohio—
The Brush-Moore
Newspapers
Inc. (WHBC-AM-FM),
UHF Ch. 29 (560-566 mc ) ; ERP 107
kw visual, 53.5 kw aural; antenna
height above average terrain 256 ft.,
above ground
ft. Estimated
struction cost351
$245,000,
first year conoperating cost $110,000, revenue $80,000.
Post Office address: 500 Market Ave.,
South, Canton 2, Ohio. Studio location: 550 Market Ave., South. Transmitter location: 2nd Street and Cleveland
Ave., N. W. onGeographic
(Continued
page 66 coordi)

WE THREW THE book away and engineered a brand new
"BALANCED" Tripod for every photographic and video
need. The result — a revelation in effortless operation,
super-smooth tilt and 360° pan action.
PERFECT BALANCE prevents mishap if the lock lever is
not applied. Quick release pan handle locks into desired
position. Mechanism is enclosed, rustproof, needs no
lubrication. Tension adjustment for Camera Man's preference. Built-in spirit level. Telescoping extension pan
handle. We defy you to get anything but the smoothest,
most efficient operation out of this tripod beauty.

Head illustrated
contains adjustable
camera tie-down screw for
locating center of gravity. This
feature is optional.
"BALANCED" TV TRIPOD mounted
3-wheel portable collapsible dolly.
Jfreel.yOU Commercials,
WOrk With film.
. . for Industrial
Studio, NewsBusiness,
Home Movies — it will pay you to get to
know us.
The upon
country's
foremostversatile,
profes- l
sionals depend
our portable,
adaptable equipment.

We Kent and Service
Cameras * Moviolas * Dollies
Complete line of 35mm and 16mm
equipment Standard,
available Hi-Speed,
for rental
MITCHELL:
NC, 16mm
BELlShiftover,
&BNC,HOWELL:
Standard,
Eyemos
(7nni€Rfl
16mm Cameras
' 1600 SRORDWRU€ouipm€iiT
\ n€lil yORK cuy (o.
^— MAURER:
MOVIOLA: Editing
We Calibrate
"tm I machines, Synchronizers
STOP
CALIBRATIONCenses
of all Precision
type lenses,
any focal length. Our method is approved by Motion Picture Industry
and Standard Committee of SMPTE. For proper exposure density, it is important that you have
your lens "T" stop calibrated. Lenses coated for photography. Special TV coating. Rapid service.
June 30, 1952
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TV Applications Filed
(Continued from page 65)
& Downerd
Zanes-as
nates: 40° 47' 59" N. Lat., 81° 22' 36" Downerdville.Ave.
Transmitter
location:Rd.,Same
W. Long.tenna Transmitter
DuMont, Dow,
anRCA. Legal counsel
studio.
Geographic
coordinates:
39°
Lohnes & Albertson, Washington. 55' 42" N, Lat., 81° 59' 06" W. Long.
Consulting engineer A. D. Ring & Co., Transmitter DuMont, antenna RCA.
Washington.
include Prescounsel Dow,Consulting
Lohnes & engineer
Albertident Roy D.Principals
Moore (9.15%),
Vice Legal
son, Washington.
President Joseph K. Vodrey (7.4%), Craven, Lohnes & Culver, WashingVice President Thomas S. Brush
ton. Principals include Manager and
(2.1%), Secretary-Treasurer William General Partner Clay Littick (25%),
secretary-treasurer and 48.9% owner
H. Vodrey
(8.18%),
Assistant
Secretary William H. Vodrey Jr. (7.4%), of Zanesville Pub. Co., which owns
William T. Moore (7.11%) and Louise 60% of Southeastern Ohio Bcstg. Co.,
Vodrey Boyd (7.4%).
licenseeeral ofPartners:
WHIZOrville
Zanesville;
GenB. Littick
ZANESVILLE, Ohio— Southeastern (25%), and 49.3% owner of Zanesville Pub. Co.; Arthur S. Littick
Ohio TV System, UHF Ch. 50 (686692 mc); ERP 93.6 kw visual, 46.8 kw (25%), and 1.8% interest in Zanesaural; antenna height above average
ville Pub. Co.; Ernest B. Graham
terrain 533 ft., above ground 492 ft. (15%), and owns 20% interest in
Estimated construction cost $259,- WHIZ licensee firm; Clarence A.
Graham (10%), and owns 20% of
994.65, first year operating cost $200,- WHIZ
licensee firm.
000, revenue not estimated. Post Office address: 48-52 N. Fifth St.,
Zanesville, Ohio. Studio location:
McALESTER, Okla. — McAIester
Advertisement
What
and

is the Future
Moving

of TV

Pictures?

Spyros P. Skouras, president of Twentieth CenturyFox Film Corporation, gave the answer to stockholders.
In the lower right hand to start laying
the foundation
corner
of page6th,eleven,
Printers'
Ink of June
is a news
item for future busithat every TV official and TV
ness. Of our 23,salesman should read and 309 subscribers,
ponder. To save you the time more than twoof looking it up in your file, thirds are buyhere it is:
ers of advertis- Bob Kenyon
ing: sales manSaid Mr. Skouras, at the anagers, advertis-time buyers, top
nual meeting of his stockholding
managers,
ers, "In mytelevision
opinion, andthe motion
future management,
plus thousands of
of both
people who execute the
pictures will see the merging of agency
these two mediums, to their orders of their clients.
mutual benefit. The success of
Only in Printers' Ink, "The
home television will depend,
of Authority"
the world
substantially on film entertain- Voice
of advertising
for 64in years,
will
ment— not the same as shown you
find
so
many
prospects
for
in the theatres, but, neverthe- your station. Week after week,
less, programs on film. The our editors report the happentheatre, in turn, will be beneings in the world of distribution,
fited by the introduction of the
tell buyers of advertising of
new large - screen television and
important changes that lie
which, in my opinion, will be the
ahead.
the greatest boon to theatre atNow, today, is the time to
tendance in its history."
Thousands of our readers, start your regular schedule in
Printers'
Tell buyers of
buyers of advertising, most cer- advertisingInk.
your station
tainly read this tight, clear-cut can do to aidwhatin winning
new
statement made by one of the customers.
greatest authorities in the field
of entertainment.
We would like to explain how
As new TV stations are Printers' Ink may help you.
When
may we see you?
opened, the fight for more local,
regional and chain business will
ROBERT E. KENYON, JR.
be intensified. Now, today, is
Advertising Director
the time for any TV sales staff
205/ East 42nd Street, New York 17, H. Y.
Chicago • Pasadena * Atlanta • Boston • London
Printers*
Ink
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urer Joseph Sansone. Lebanon News
Bcstg.mc);Co. ERP
(KTMC),
47 (668674
113.04UHFkw Ch.
visual,
56.8 Publishing Co. sole stockholder.
kw aural;
antenna
height
above
average terrain 450 ft., above ground 322
f PHILADELPHIA, Pa.— Daily News
ft. Estimated construction cost $142,- TV Co. (WIBG), UHF Ch. 23 (524-530
853, first year operating cost $60,000, mc); ERP 1,000 kw visual, 500 kw
antenna height above average
revenue $84,000. Post Office address: aural;
terrain 620 ft., above ground 528 ft.
P. 0.dioBox
158, McAIester,
Okla. 2 Stuand transmitter
location:
mi. Estimated construction cost $640,815,
North of McAIester business district. first year operating cost $600,000,
$500,000. Post Office address:
coordinates:
95° 44' 39" revenue
1425 Walnut St., Philadelphia. Studio
N.Geographic
Lat., mitter
34° DuMont,
56' 36"
W. Long.
antenna
RCA. TransLegal location: 13th and Market Sts., Philcounsel A. James Gordon, McAIester,
adelphia.Cheltenham
Transmitter location:
VerOkla. Consulting engineer Leonard R.
non Rd. and
Ave., Philadelphia.
Geographic
coordinates:
Lyon, Chickasha,
Okla.
Principals
include President William E. Young 40° 04' 42" N. Lat., 75° 09' 46" W.
Long. Transmitter DuMont, antenna
(5%),
President
(3%), Vice
Treasurer
C. L.Elmer
PriddyHale(2%),Jr. GE. Legal counsel Roberts & McSecretary William J. Edwards (1%), Innis,
Washington. Consulting engiManager James O. Wilson Jr. (5%),
neer: Craven, Lohnes & Culver, WashWilliam A. Cornish (20%), Clovis
ington. Principals include Seaboard
Young
Corp. (84%), Philadeland M. M.(15%),
ScheneLeo(5%).Goldberg (5%) Radio phiaBcstg.
Daily
(10%),
dent Paul F.News
Harron,Inc.First
Vice PresiPrest OKLAHOMA
CITY,
Okla.—
Oklaident
Joseph
Lang,
Second
Vice
Preshoma County Television & Bcstg. Co.,
ident Lemuel Schofield (3%), SecreUHF Ch. 25 (536-542 mc) ; ERP 17.26
tary-Treasurer
Katharine
A.
Harron.
kw visual, 8.65 kw aural; antenna
height above average terrain 500 ft., t PHILADELPHIA, Pa. — Westingabove ground
536 ft. Estimated
con- house Radio Stations Inc. (KYW-AMstruction cost $142,264,
first year operVHF Ch. 17 (488-494 mc) ; ERP
ating cost $51,000, revenue $90,000. FM),
200 kw visual, 100 kw aural; antenna
Post Office address: KWCO Chickasha, height
above average terrain 536 ft.,
Okla.tionStudio
and
transmitter
locaft. Estimated
NW 63rd and North Harvey, above ground
struction cost622
$440,000,
first year conopOklahoma City. Geographic coordie
r
a
t
i
n
g
c
o
s
t
$1,117,000,
revenue
$279,000.
Post
Office
address:
1625
K
St.,
n
a
t
e
s
:
3
5
°
32'
24"
N.
Lat.,
91°
31'
07"
W. Long. Transmitter RCA, antenna NW, Washington 6, D. C. Studio loRCA. Consulting engineer Leonard R.
cation: 1619 Walnut St. Transmitter
Lyon, Chickasha, Okla. Principals in- location: 17th and Sansom Streets.
clude
Equal
Partners
Philip
D.
Jackson and Clarence E. Wilson, each 50%
39° 57'
04"
Lat., 75°RCA, coordinates:
10'
00" W.RCA.Long.
Transowner of KWCO Chickasha, Okla. Mr. N.Geographic
antenna
Principals
Wilson is owner of KPUY Pullallup, include mitterChairman
of
the
Board
G.
A.
Wash.
Price and Vice President J. E. Baudino.
Applicant
also
is
licensee
f PORTLAND, Ore. — KOIN Inc. WBZ-AM-FM Boston, WBZA-AM-FMof
(KOIN),
VHF Ch.50 6kw(82-88
ERP Springfield, Mass., KDKA-AM-FM
100 kw visual,
aural;mc);antenna
height above average terrain 1,146 Pittsburgh, WOWO-AM-FM Fort
Wayne,land,Ind.,
and KEX-AM-FM Portft.,
above ground
ft. Estimated
Staconstruction
cost 594$666,315.73,
first
tions Inc.Ore.isWestinghouse
wholly-owned Radio
subsidiary
year operating cost $480,000, revenue ofburgh.
Westinghouse
Electric Corp., Pitts$510,000. Post Office address: New
Heathman
location: 1402 Hotel
SW 2dBldg.
Ave. Studio
Transmitter
t READING, Pa. — Eastern Radio
location: Barnes Rd., West of Port- Corp.
(WHUM),
land City Limits. Geographic coordi- mc) ; ERP
261 kw UHF
visual,Ch.13555kw(716-722
aural;
nates: 45° 30'Transmitter
58" N. Lat.,GE,122° antenna
43' 59" antenna height
above average terrain
W. Long.
ground
1,036
ft.
GE. Legal counsel Dow, Lohnes & 1,784 ft.,matedabove
construction cost $614,339, Estifirst
Albertson, Washington. Consulting year operating
$570,000, revenue
engineer E. C. Page Consulting Radio $630,000. Post cost
Office
address:
BerkEngineers, Washington. Principals
shire Hotel, Reading. Studio location:
include President Marshall Field Berkshire
Hotel, 5th and Washington
(.1%); Vice President C. Howard Streets, Reading. Transmitter location: 2.8 mi. S..S.W. of Summit StaLane (.1%); Secretary-Treasurer Carl
tion, Berks County, Pa. Geographic
J. Weitzel (.1%); Vice President
Harry H. Buckendahl (.1%), and Vice coordinates:
40° 31' Transmitter
34" N. Lat., GE,
76°
13' 43" W. Long.
President Arthur R. Kirkham (.0%). antenna
GE. Legal counsel Arnold,
Field Enterprises Inc., Chicago, owns
Fortas & Porter, Washington. Con99.4% of stock.
sulting engineer A. Earl Cullum Jr.,
Dallas. Principals include President
N. of LEBANON, Pa.— Steitz News- Humboldt
J. Greig
(32%), Vice
papers,
Inc.,
UHF
Ch.
14
(476-482
ident Richard
G. Fichthorn
(2% ),PresSecmc); ERP 19.25 kw visual, 10.7 kw
retary
Paul
A.
Flickinger
(2%),
Treasurer Jessie P. Greig (24%), Arthur
aural; antenna height above average terrain 417 ft., above ground 353 Truitt (8%).
ft. Estimated construction cost $212,- W. Hein (10.8%) and Max O'Rell
600, first year operating cost $104,COLUMBIA, S. C— Radio Columbia
000, revenue $112,000. Post Office ad- (WCOS),
Ch. 25 (536-542 mc) ;
Eighth St.,
Leba- ERP 90 kwUHFvisual,
non.dress:Studio24-26andSouthtransmitter
location:
kw aural;
anheight above 45average
terrain
Road No. T-487, N. of Lebanon, Pa. 649 ft., tenna
above
ground
548
ft.
Estimated construction cost $247,117, first
coordinates:
76° 25' 42"
N.Geographic
Lat., mitter
40° DuMont,
22' 13"
W. Long.
operating
cost $244,630,
antenna
RCA. TransLegal year
$355,476.
Post Office
address: revenue
Cornell
counsel Dow, Lohnes & Albertson, Arms
Bldg.,
Columbia.
and
Washington. Consulting engineer transmitter location: Two Studio
Notch Road
George C. Davis, Washington. Prin- and Wisteria St. Geographic coordicipals include President Adam S. Wilnates: 34° 03' 22" on
N. Lat.,
(Continued
page80°68)58' 52"
der, Secretary John Schropp, TreasBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

OLYMPIC SHOW
Nets $1 Million in 14V2 Hours
BING CROSBY, Bob Hope, Dorothy
Lamour and 250 other entertainers
teamed up to raise more than a
million dollars in pledges for the
U. S. Olympic Games fund in a 14%
hour telethon over the CBS-TV and
NBC-TV networks early last week.
The show began on Saturday,
June 21 at 11 p.m. EDT and finished
Sunday, June 22 at 1:30 p.m. EDT.
Total amount pledged was $1,000,020 with Los Angeles contributing
$309,265 and New York $279,579.
Detroit was said to have placed
third with WJBK-TV reporting
$89,156 in addition to pledges received by WWJ-TV, which carried
parts. The program was carried
over 68 CBS and NBC television
stations in 48 cities.
A sidelight was the TV debut of
three radio personalities: Bing
Crosby reportedly has been meeting with the D'Arcy Adv. Co.,
which represents Coca-Cola; Phil
Harris lately signed an exclusive
radio-TV contract with NBC and
Louella Parsons, whose TV pilot
film is being considered by LustreCreme for a CBS-TV series.
The coast-to-coast fund-raising
program was the first such telethon
to originate from the West Coast
and the first to be carried on two
networks. It was produced by Ed
Sobol and Albert Capstaff while
Warren Jacober was producer-director of the New York operation.
Norman Blackburn and Jack Hope
were in charge of talent production.
TV PRODUCER GROUP
Snader Named President
LOUIS D. SNADER, president of
Snader Telescriptions Corp., has
been re-elected president of National Society of Television Proterm. ducers, Hollywood, for a two-year
David Chudnow, president of
Rosamund Productions, was named
vice president for a one-year term
and Maleese Black, independent
producer, was elected treasurer for
a two-year period. Gladys Rubens, head of Rubens Productions,
has one more year to serve as
secretary.
New beard of directors are Max Gilford, president of Pegasus Productions
Inc.; Bob Clampett, producer-packager
of KTLA (TV) Hollywood Time for
Beany, and Jack Voglin, president of
Voglin Corp. The other board members
are Tom Armistead, Murray Lerner,
Syd Cassyd, all independent producers,
and Mike Stokey, producer-packager of
NBC-TV Pantomime Quiz-.
RANGERTONE
ECST FOR iv F:LMS

BROADCASTING

film report
Sales . . .
Colgate - Palmolive - Peet Co.,
through Sherman & Marquette Inc.,
New York, has contracted for a 39
half-hour TV film series of Mr. and
Mrs. North to be made by Federal
Television Corp., Beverly Hills.
Starting July 21, the first 20 films
are to be completed by Oct. 25. Barbara Britton and Richard Denning
will enact the title roles with Ralph
Murphy set as the director. John
Loveton, owner-producer of the
CBS Radio version, will produce.
Federal Television Corp., owned
jointly by William Collier Jr., Harry
Joe Brown and Randolph Scott, will
headquarter at Goldwyn Studios.
Jerry Fairbanks Productions,
Hollywood, is preparing The Magic
Wheel, a half-hour TV film commercial for the National Cash Register Co. The script by Leo Rosencrans shows the relationship between big business and the American way of life.
Pacific Telephone & Telegraph Co.,
San Francisco, through BBDO,
that
20secondcity,andhasthreecontracted
60-secondforTV30 film
commercials to be produced by
Jack Denove Productions, Hollywood.
Cascade Pictures of Calif. Inc.,
Culver City, is making three 60second live action TV film commercials for Toni Co., Chicago (hair
preparations). Agency is Foote,
Cone & Belding Inc., that city.
Production . . .
J. G. Stevens Television Productions, Hollywood, has completed the
first film in quarter-hour TV series,
/ Cook for a Star. Highlighting
Hollywood names through the eyes
of their cooks, each program also
will
feature foods.
star's home,
familyby
and favorite
Narrated
Reba and Bonnie Churchill, syndicated columnists, the pilot film is
built
Pat O'Brien's home,
familyaround
and cook.
* * *
Pivar Productions, Culver City,
Calif., headed by Ben Pivar, production executive at Universal-Inns a half-hour
film series toternatbeional, placalled
Bureau TVof
Missing Persons. Starting in midJuly, the programs will be based

News Reel Company
1733 Sansom Street
Philadelphia, Penn.
• Telecasting

SYNC-SOUND
RANGERTONE

on factual cases with the camera
crew shooting at the actual scenes
of thedirect.
happenings. Arthur Hilton
will
Film People . . .
Argyletive at RKO
Nelson,Radioproduction
Pictures, execujoins
Desilu Productions, Hollywood, as
general manager
in charge
production. He succeeds
Al ofSimon,
named production manager on
CBS-TVshow.George Burns and Grade
Allen
Lou Victor, who operates his own
Hollywood advertising agency, has
joined tionsWilshire
Television
ProducInc. as second
vice-president
in charge of the commercial division, to be known as Televictor
Unit.
Gene Fowler, Hollywood writer, is
in New York for conferences pertaining to distribution of the
George M. Cohan story and music
properties, developed by him and
Gene Towne as a TV package. Preproduction has started on the
team's
original
film series,
Unsinkable
Mr. TV
Ruddigore
and The
The
Looking Glass Kid.
Miscellany . . .
Interstate Television Corp., Hollywood,
of Monogram
tures,subsidiary
which holds
an option Pic-on
half-hour TV films made by National Repertory Theatre Inc., that
city,
has selected
Victim" Thefor
inclusion
in Ethel "The
Barrymore
atre TV film series. Arthur Kennedy and Edward Arnold are costarred. Through a deal recently
concluded by National Repertory
Theater and William Morris
Agency, Beverly Hills, the agency
acquires national sales rights to
future films.
Lew Kerner, executive in charge of
production for Motion Pictures for
Television, Hollywood, has acquired
the personal rights to over 22,000
short stories and articles published
in Liberty magazine from 1924-50
through Network Story Sales Inc.,
New York. Disposal or adaptation
of the properties to TV or feature
films has not been determined by
Mr. Kerner.
Guild Films Co., Hollywood, headed
by Reub Kaufman, will handle the
national distribution of a halfhour TV film series, The Guild
Theatre, produced by Telepictures
Corp., Beverly Hills. The programs,
13 of which have been completed,
are dramas of suspense and action,
featuring Richards Travis, Ann
Savage,
rian and Edward
others. Brophy, Iris Ad-

y
dIEGO'
OnlS
1?t
SAN and
TELEVISION STATION

KET
THIRD MAR
CALIFORNIA'S

The
San Diego
Area . . .
an important
center of . . .
Arms Production,
. . . Military
Activities
and one of the
MOST
EXPANDING
MARKETS
in the nation.
Wise Buyers

BUV~

KFMB-TV
C h a n n e I-8
KFMB- AM
5 50 - K. C.
John A. Kennedy, owner
Howard L. Chernoff, Gen. Mgi
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TV Applications Filed
(Continued from page 66)
W. Long.
Transmitter
D. Ring & Co., Washingtenna RCA. Legal counselDuMont,
Pierson an-& engineerton.A.Principals
include President
Ball, neer
Washington.
Consulting
engiRoger
C.
Peace,
Vice President CharGeorge C. Davis, Washington.
lie
Peace,
Secretary
B. H. Peace Jr.
Principals include President Charles and Treasurer J. Kelly
Laura
W. Pittman (71%), Executive Vice C. Peace, Roger C. Peace Sisk.
President James W. Hicks, Vice Pres- Peace, trustees of estateandof Charlie
ident H. W. Pittman (29%) and Sec- Peace, control 83.9% of stock. B. H.
retary-Treasurer Margaret B. Pittman.
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn.— Mountain
City Television, Inc. (WAPO) VHF
t GREENVILLE, S. C— The Green- Ch. 3 (60-66 mc) ; ERP 16.4 kw visual,
ville News-Piedmont Co. (WFBC-AM- 8.2 kw aural; antenna height above
FM), VHP Ch. 4 (66-72 mc); ERP 100 average terrain 1131 ft., above ground
kw visual, 50 kw aural; antenna 300 ft. Estimated construction cost
height above average terrain 1,406 ft., $381,962.58, first year operating cost
above ground 683 ft. Estimated con- $290,000, revenue $290,000. Post Office
struction cost $696,179, first year op- address: c/o Read House, Chattanooga,
erating cost $475,000, revenue $525,- Tenn. Studio location McCallie &
000. Post Office address: News Bldg., Lindsey Sts. Transmitter location
Greenville, S. C. Studio location to Fairmount Road near State Highway
be determined. Transmitter location: 8, Near Chattanooga. Geographic coParis Mountain. Geographic coordiordinates 35° 09' 39" N. Lat., 85° 18'
55' 41" N. Lat.,
24' 22" 53" W. Long. Transmitter DuMont, anW. Long.nates: 34°Transmitter
RCA,82° antenna
tenn RCA. Legal counsel Fisher, WayRCA. Legal counsel Dow, Lohnes & land, Duvall & Southmayd, Washington. Consulting engineer George E.
Albertson, Washington. Consulting
THE VOTES ARE COUNTED
-it's a LANDSLIDE
for WOC-TV
Programs
Voting Place — "Tele-Views," TV
fan
area.magazine
. . . for the Quint-City
Contest — "Tele-Views" readers
vote on popularity of locally produced TV programs. . . .
Prizes — Bronze plaques to four
programs winning most votes.
Results— THREE (left) OF THE
FOUR PLAQUES NOW IN WOCTV TROPHY ROOM. . . .
But more than that — of the 15
local programs voted "most popWOC-TV productuiolnsa.r.,." 12 were
.
LET THE NEAREST F & P MAN
TELL YOU HOW TO GET YOUR
PRODUCT OR SERVICES ON THE
SALES-WINNING BALLOT IN THE
QUINT-CITY AREA. . . .
OR WRITE US, DIRECT
FREE & PETERS, INC.
Exclusive National Representatives
The Quint-City Station
COL. B. J. PALMER, President
ERNEST C. SANDERS,
Resident Manager

Channel 5
WOC-TV
Fourth Most Popular
"Play or Pay"
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Davenport, Iowa

address: 110 South Gay St., Knoxville.
Gautney,cludeWashington.
Pres. Ramon Principals
G. Pattersonin- Studio location: 110 South Gay St.
(50%), Treas. Will Cummings (50%), Transmitter location: Top of Sharp
Vice Pres. Helen H. Patterson, Secty. Ridge. Geographic coordinates: 35°
59' 57" N. Lat.,GE, 83°antenna
56' 59"GE.W. Long.
W. Tillman Grant.
Transmitter
Legal
counsel
Segal,
Smith
& Hennessey,
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn.— Southern Washington. Consulting
engineer
Television Inc., VHP Ch. 12 (204-210 J. B. Epperson, Cleveland 14, Ohio.
mc);
63.54 height
kw visual,
aural; ERP
antenna
above 31.77
averagekw Principals include Chairman of the
terrain 831 ft., above ground 187 ft. Board Karl A. Bickel, President Jack
Estimated construction cost $449,409, R. Howard, Vice President R. B. Westergaard,
VicePresident
PresidentM.J.C.C.Watters.
Hanrafirst year operating cost $350,000, han
and Vice
revenue $375,000. Post Office address:
509 Cherry St., Chattanooga. Studio Voting rights to 100% of stock are
held by The E. W. Scripps Co., Clevelocation:mitter1103
location:Hixon
East Pike.
Brow TransRoad. land.
coordinates:
35° 09' 47"
t AMARILLO, Tex.— Plains Radio
N.Geographic
Lat., mitter
85° RCA,
18' antenna
00" W. Long.
RCA. TransLegal Bcstg. Co. (KGNC), VHF Ch. 4 (66counsel Cohn & Marks, Washington. 72aural;
mc);antenna
ERP 100
kw above
visual, average
50 kw
height
Consulting engineer Kear & Kennedy,
terrain
767
ft.,
above
ground
750
ft.
Washington.
Principals
include
President Moses Lebovitz (37.5%), presi- Estimated construction cost $700,000,
dent of Independent Theatres Inc.; first year operating cost $314,652, revVice President Z. Carrter Patten
enue $273,239. Post Office address:
8th and Harrison St., Amarillo. Studio
(12.5%), manager of property includ- location:
N. Polk. Transmitter
ing Hotel Key Bldg.; Secretary-Treas- location: 2000
4.5 mi. North of Amarillo
urer J. H. Hardy, CPA; Joel W. Solocity limits. Geographic coordinates:
mon
(12.5%),
secretary-treasurer
of
Independent Theatres Inc.; Felix 35° 18' 52" N. Lat., 101° 50' 47" W.
Diamond (12.5%), insurance agent; Long. Transmitter RCA, antenna
Manual Ross (12.5%), Chattanooga RCA. Legal counsel Dow, Lohnes &
Rock Products; William C. Hudlow Albertson, Washington. Consulting
A. Earl Cullum Jr., Dallas.
Jr. (12.5%), Arrow Transfer & Stor- engineer
Principals include President B. E.
age Co.
Walker, Vice President Parker F.
JACKSON, Tenn.— The Sun Pub- Prouty
Secretary-Treasurer
News Publishing TomCo.
lishing Co. (WTJS-AM-FM), VHF Ch. Kritser.andGlobe
81%
of stock,
which
voted38);by
9 (186-192 mc); ERP 19.2 kw visual, holds
Gene
A.
Howe
(see
story, ispage
9.6 kw aural; antenna height above
average terrain 634 ft., above ground remaining 19% of stock held by Globe
564 ft. Estimated construction cost News Employes Pool.
$195,925, first year operating cost $93,300, revenue $100,000. Post Office adCity Television Co., UHFTex.—Ch. Capital
18 (494-500
mc);
dress: 104-106 West Baltimore St., t AUSTIN,
Jackson. Studio and transmitter loca- ERP 216.5 kw visual, 108.5 kw aural;
tion on West side of Highway 45, 2.2 antenna height above average terrain
above ground
ft. Esti
mi. NW of Jackson. Geographic coor- 328
matedft.,construction
cost 472
$405,500,
first
s: 35° 38' 46" N. Lat.,
49' 57" year
W. Long.dinateTransmitter
RCA,88°antenna
operating cost $368,600, revenue
RCA. Legal counsel Dow, Lohnes & $250,000. Post Office address: Enfield
Albertson, Washington. Consulting Apartments, Enfield Road, Austin,
engineer Lynne C. Smeby, Washington. Tex. Studio and transmitter location:
Principals include President (Mrs.) Capital National Bank Bldg., 120 W.
Sally manPerson
Chair- 7th
St. N.Geographic
30°
of the Pigfird
Board W.(57.5%),
A. Caldwell
16' 10"
Lat.,
44'coordinates:
35"RCA.
W. Long.
Transmitter
RCA, 97°antenna
Legal
(1%),
Vice
President
and
General
Manager Albert A. Stone (10%), counsel Ross K. Prescott, Dallas.
Executive Vice President Harris Brown Consulting engineer Guy C. Hutche(14%) and Dr. J. L. Cook (5%).
son, Arlington, Tex. Sole owner of
Capital City Television Co. is Charles
Coffield, independent Texas oil
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. — Mountcastle Henry
Bcstg. Co. Inc. (WROL-AM-FM) VHF operator and son of H. H. Coffield,
who owns % partnership interest in
Ch.
6
(82-88
mc)
;
ERP
100
kw
visual,
50 kw aural; antenna height above firms
which are applicants for TV
average terrain 930 ft., above ground stations in New Orleans, Corpus
585 ft. Estimated construction cost Christi, Dallas and Houston.
$559,250, first year operating cost
$274,718, revenue $335,000. Post Office Christi
t CORPUS
CHRISTI,
Television
Co., Tex.—
VHF Corpus
Ch. 10
address: 612 Gay St. SW., Knoxville,
(192-198
mc); antenna
ERP 251height
kw visual,
Tenn. Studio location 612 Gay St. SW. 134
kw
aural;
above
Transmitter location Sharps Ridge average terrain 393 ft., above ground
Memorial Road 0.9 mi. West of High- 410
ft. Estimated construction cost
36° $434,000, first year operating cost
00' 13"way 33.N.Geographic
Lat., 83° 56'coordinates
35" W. Long.
revenue14th$370,000.
Post Office address:
Floor, Magnolia
Transmitter RCA, antenna RCA. Legal $374,000,
counsel Fisher, Wayland, Duvall & Bldg., Dallas,
Tex.
Studio
and
trans-N.
mitter location: Driscoll Hotel,
Southmayd, Washington. Consulting
engineer Gillett & Bergquist, Washington. Principals include President Paul
Mountcastle (100%), Vice President CBC-TV Trial Program
and General Manager W. H. Line- FIRST trial television programs
baugh, Secretary John A. Ayres,
Treasurer Paul Mountcastle Jr.
from CBC-TV Montreal are to begin July 25,national
withBaseballtelecasts
InterLeagueof games
t
KNOXVILLE,
Tenn.
—
ScrippsHoward Radio Inc. (WNOX), VHF Ch. from Montreal. Announcement
10 (192-198 mc); ERP 316 kw visual,
made last week by Aurele Se158 kw aural; antenna height above was
TV director
at CBC inMontreal.
average terrain 958 ft., above ground guin,
Additionally,
programs
drama,
620 ft. Estimated construction cost
music and
$546,693, first year operating cost comedy, variety,
mentary wil be telecast
duringdocu-an
$441,480, revenue $418,600. Post Office experimental period.
BROADCASTING
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Broadway and Antelope St. Geographic coordinates: 27° 47' 47.5" N.
Lat., ter97°GE, antenna
23' 48" W.GE.Long.
LegalTransmitcounsel
Ross K. Prescott, Dallas, Tex. Consulting engineer Guy C. Hutcheson,
Arlington, Tex, Principals include
R. L. Wheelock, W. L. Pickens and
H. H. Coffield, each Vz partner and
each independent Texas oil operator.
Same partners at one time each owned
% of KPHO-TV Phoenix, Ariz., and
each had part interest in KEYL (TV)
San Antonio, Tex., aggregate of which
constituted control of KEYL (TV).
Same group also is applying for TV
stations in New Orleans, La., Dallas
and Houston, Tex.
t DALLAS, Tex. — UHF Television
Co., kwUHFvisual,
Ch. 23116 (524-530
ERP
222
kw aural;mc);antenna
height above average terrain 515 ft.,
above ground 577 ft. Estimated construction cost $424,500, first year opcost $381,000,
$240,; 000. PosteratingOffice
address:revenue
14th Floor,
Magnolia Bldg., Dallas. Studio and
'transmitter
TowersSt.
Hotel, Zanus location:
Blvd. and Cliff
Colorado
Geographic coordinates: 34° 45' 29"
|N. Lat., mitter96°GE, antenna
49' 03" W.GE. Long.
Legal Transcounsel Ross K. Prescott, Dallas, Tex.
Consulting engineer Guy C. Hutchej son, Arlington,
Tex. W.
Principals
clude R. L. Wheelock,
L. Pickensin[•'and
H.
H.
Coffield,
each
V3
and each independent Texas oilpartner
oper> ator. Same partners at one time each
owned
%
of
KPHO-TV
Phoenix,
Ariz.,
and each had part interest in KEYL
(TV) Sanconstituted
Antonio, Tex.,
which
controlaggregate
of KEYLof
(TV). Same group also is applying
for TV stations in New Orleans, La.,
Corpus Christi and Houston, Tex.
t EL PASO, Tex.— Roderick Bcstg.
Corp. (KROD), VHF Ch. 4 (66-72
mc); ERP 56.3 kw visual, 28.1 kw
; aural; antenna height above average
terrain 1,052 ft., above ground 285 ft.
Estimated construction cost $336,400,
: first year operating cost $132,000, revenue $120,000. Post Office address:
[Wyoming and Walnut Streets, El
Paso. Studio location: 2201 Wyoming
St. Transmitter location: Top of Mt.
jFranklin. Geographic coordinates:
[31°
N. Lat., 106°
49" W.
Long.47' 29"
Transmitter
RCA,28' antenna
[RCA. Legal counsel Segal, Smith &
Hennessey, Washington. Consulting
engineer Edward P. Talbott, El Paso.
Principals include Chairman of the
Board
D. Roderick
. owner Dorrance
of 76% interest
in El(78%),
Paso
Times, 53% owner of Southwest Network Inc. (radio time selling), and
;until June 1951 64% owner of KOSA
'Odessa, Tex., and until June 1951
[Jowner
KSIL Silver City, N. M.;
Presidentof Val
Lawrence (10.1%), 52%
owner of KAVE Carlsbad, N. M.; Vice
President Bruce Barnard Jr. (2.5%),
Secretary Kelton B. Clark (3.4%) and
Treasurer Dorrance D. Roderick Jr.
(3.3%).
HARLINGEN, Tex. — Rio Grande
Television Corp. (KGBS) VHF Ch. 4
(66-72 mc); ERP 100 kw visual, 50
I kw aural; antenna height above average terrain 600 ft., above ground 634
ft. Estimated construction cost $240,303, first year operating cost $180,000,
revenue $240,303. Post Office address:
P. O. Box 711, Harlingen, Tex. Studio
location Harlingen, Tex. Transmitter
location La Feria, Tex. Geographic coordinates 26° 09' 31" N. Lat., 97° 49'
45" W. tennaLong.
Transmitter
DuMont, Zias,
anRCA. Legal
counsel Loucks,
ROADCASTING

Young & Jansky, Washington. Consulting engineer A. D. Ring & Co., Washington. Principals include Pres. McHenry Tichenor (50%), Vice-Pres.
J.
TroyC. R.Looney
McDaniel(40%),
(10%).Secy.-Treas.
t HOUSTON, Tex. — UHF Television
Co., UHF Ch. 23 (524-530 mc); ERP
176 kw visual, 88 kw aural; antenna
height above average terrain 510 ft.,
above ground 540 ft. Estimated construction cost $430,000, first year opcost $376,000,
$300,000. PosteratingOffice
address:revenue
14th Floor,
Magnolia Bldg., Dallas, Tex. Studio
and transmitter location: 4600 Calhoun Road, Houston. Geographic coordinates: 29° 43' 27.2" N. Lat., 95°
20'
13.9"
W. Long.
antenna RCA.
LegalTransmitter
counsel RossRCA,K.
Prescott, Dallas. Consulting engineer
Guy C. Hutcheson, Arlington, Tex.
Principals include R. L. Wheelock,
W. L. Pickens and H. H. Coffield, each
Vz partner and each independent
Texas oil operator. Same partners at
one time each owned V± of KPHO-TV
Phoenix, Ariz., and each had part interest in KEYL (TV) San Antonio,
Tex., aggregate of which constituted
control of KEYL (TV). Same group
also is applying for TV stations in
New
Dallas,Orleans,
Tex. La., Corpus Christi and

t LONGVIEW, Tex. — East Texas
Television Co., UHF Ch. 32 (578-584
mc); ERP 20 kw visual, 12 kw aural;
antenna height above average terrain
287 ft., above ground 340 ft. Estimated construction cost $178,873, first
year operating cost $163,500, revenue
$180,000. Post Office address: Route
3, Longview, Tex. Studio location:
6 mi. waySW26. Transmitter
of Longview location:
on State HighSame
as studio. Geographic coordinates:
32°
37" N. Lat.,GE,94°antenna
49' 5.5"RCA.W.
Long.26'Transmitter
Legal counsel: Ross K. Prescott, Dallas, Tex. Consulting engineer: Guy
C. Hutcheson, Arlington, Tex. Principals include Arlington James Henry
(sole owner),
pliance store. owner of Henry's apt WICHITA FALLS, Tex.— Wichtex
Radio & Television Co. (KFDX), VHF
Ch. 3 (60-66 mc); ERP 58 kw visual,
29 kw aural; antenna height above
average terrain 510 ft., above ground
549.5 ft. Estimated construction cost
$308,493, first year operating cost
$120,000, revenue $150,000. Post Office
address:
801 Scott St., City National
Bank Bldg., Wichita Falls. Studio
and transmitter location: State Route
30 and Old Seymour Road. Geographic
coordinates: 33° 53' 22" N. Lat., 98°
33'
26" W.RCA.Long.
antenna
LegalTransmitter
counsel Abe RCA,
Herman, Fort Worth, Tex. Consulting
engineer George C. Davis, Washington. Principals include President
Darrold A. Cannan (52.95%), Vice
President W. P. Hood (3.33%), Vice
President Howard H. Fry (6%), Sec(2.33%),
Darrold A. Cannanretary-Treasure M.Kuhfuss
Jr. (12%), John
Adams (3.67%), Mott Johnson (3.33%)
and John White (1.67%).
HARRISONBURG, Va. — Shenandoah Valley Bcstg. Corp. (WSVA),
VHF Ch. 3 (60-66 mc); ERP 12.74 kw
visual, 6.37 kw aural; antenna height
above average terrain 1,838 ft., above
ground 170 ft. Estimated construction cost $152,952.18, first year operating cost $179,853.76, revenue $193,890.24. Post Office address: Rawley
Pike, Harrisonburg, Va. Studio loca(Continued on page 85)
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Why

is every

network
Presidential

major

timing

the

Conventions
with SELF
WINDING
CLOCKS?

Sweep Style
Seconds;
Self SS.Winding
37-15"
Yes, all the major radio and television networks (and most
independents) covering the Republican and Democratic
Conventions in Chicago for nation-wide audiences are relying on Self Winding Clocks for the timing and synchronization of their programs. This also holds true for other
regularly scheduled local and national programs.
Here's WHY Can be automatically synchronized on the hour*
Unaffected by AC power failures (self-powered)
^ Install anywhere (AC power line not required)
^ One clock or a complete synchronized clock system
You, too, can have dependable, exact time-keeping for your
local and national broadcasts. Send the coupon today for
full particulars and free estimate on recommended installation to meet your requirements.
*U. S. Naval Observatory Time
SELF WINDING CLOCK COMPANY, INC.
Manufacturers of Standard and Specially Designed Clocks
and Clock Systems for more than 65 Years
207 WILLOUGHBY AVENUE
1 • BROOKLYN 5, NEW YORK
SELF WINDING CLOCK CO., INC.
207 Willoughby Ave., Brooklyn 5, N. Y.
Please send me complete information.
Company.
City.
Street
June 30, 1952
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DETROIT CONTEST
Brings 126,423 Entries
UNITED Detroit Radio Committee
last week announced the winners
of its "I Like Radio Because" contest, which drew 126,423 entries.
Seven stations used a saturation
schedule of chainbreaks and minute
announcements for the contest periodtions
May 19-27.
Participating
stawere identified
as WEXL
WJBK WJR WKMH WWJ WXYZ
Detroit
CKLW were
"Windsor.
Twentyandwinners
announced
on a special broadcast June 11,
carried by all seven stations.
Grand Prize winner was Mrs.
Marie Crowley of Detroit, who
received a new Packard donated by
the Packard Dealers Assn. of Metropolitan Detroit plus other gifts.
Contest judges were Louis Miriani,
Detroit's
City
Councilpresident
and actingof mayor
; Norman
Glenn, editor of Sponsor magazine,
and Winfield R. Levi, sales manager, Broadcasting • Telecasting.
An informal cocktail party and
dinner were held in the Statler
Hotel to celebrate the contest's
successful completion. Among those
present were:
J. E. Campeau,sales
president,
E. Wilmanager,andandCKLW;
Gordonson Wardell,
Sparks,manager,
president,
Ernie
Holder,
sales
WEXL; Gayle
Grubb, manager,
and Pat Worth
Mclnnis,Krampromotion
director,
WJBK;
er,
vice
president-manager,
and
Quello,win promotion
manager,
WJR; Jim
EdWheeler, general
manager,
and
James
Eberle,
sales
manager,
WWJ,
and
James
Riddell,
president,
and
Hal
Neal,
sales manager,
WXYZ.
Fred assistant
Knorr,
president,
and seventh
George
Millar,
sales
manager,
WKMH,
participating station, were unable to
attend.

On the job!
Our volunteer speakers are
saving thousands of lives today ... in factories and offices,
at neighborhood centers and
at organization meetings all
over this land . . . showing people what they can do to protect themselves and their families against death from cancer.
For information just telephone
the American Cancer Society
or address a letter to "Cancer,"
care of your local Post Office.
American Cancer Society
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RADIO FREE ASIA
Manila Operation Begun
RADIO FREE ASIA has begun to
shift operations from San Francisco to the Far East, John W. Elwood,
last week.RFA director, announced
Mr. Elwood disclosed that a team
of four radio experts has left for
Manila. Members were listed as
William E. Minette, Walter Briggs,
Margaretentine Liang
Wacula. Briggs and ClemRFA,
operated
Committee for Free Asia, bynowthebeams
programs from San Francisco six days
weekly via two transmitters in the
Philippines and one on Guam. Now
programs will be written and broadcast directly from Manila, he added.
"Broadcasting from Asia, in cooperation with Asians, should win
larger audiences for Radio Free f;
Asia," Mr. Elwood said.
"Through our programs," he explained, "we are
tryingnowto under
keep
alive the hopes
of Asians
Communist domination and to
stiffen Asian resistance to CommuMr. Minette,
of Palo Alto, Calif.,
will nist
be aggression."
RFA director for Manila.
He wasrectorformerly
publicFrancisco.
affairs difor KNBC San
Mr. Briggs, native of Peoria, 111.,
will be director of information. For
many years,spondent iMr.
Briggs
was United
correfor the
Press and for n Asia
the Christian
Science
Monitor. Mrs. Briggs, born in
Peiping,
China,
now an inAmerican citizen,
will and
participate
program production. During World
War II, she served as a civilian
teacher in Kunming, China. Miss
Wacula, born in Switzerland and a
former resident of Tacoma, Wash.,
will serve as administrative assistant. Miss Wacula formerly served
at KMO Tacoma, KOOL Phoenix
and KITO San Bernardino.

air-casters ^f|S
CONWAY and BETTY CLEBOBcombined
EVANS,operations,
program WSPD-AMdirector of JERRY
VENGER, publicists, KNXT (TV)
Hollywood, to CBS-TV that city, in
TV Toledo,
Ohio,
named
to
same
duties at TV outlet only. LES DANA, similar capacities. SUSAN WISE, secassistant to Mr. Evans, appointed
retary to DEAN LINGER, sales promotion-publicity manager for station,
program director of WSPD-AM.
promoted
publicist. MICHAEL
BOB LEE, program director. WPEO DOUGHERTY,to director
of public
Peoria, 111., to WNGO Mayfield, Ky.,
tions. Prudential Insurance
Co., L.relaA.,
as community service coordinator.
station as Mr. Linger's assistant.
CARL TIBBETTS, KNOW Austin, toFRANK
TEAS
to
announcing
staff,
Tex., to announcing staff, WSB-TV WGNY Newburgh, N. Y., for summer
Atlanta.
GENE MORGAN, staff amouncer, months.
KGIL San Fernando, Calif., promoted JACK C. KENASTON, Hollywood TV
film packager, to KTTV (TV) that
to program director.
DONALD GREGORY SUPINSKI to city, as sales promotion manager.
WIP
Philadelphia,
as
assistant
record
FRANK LOKEY, announcer, WBIG
librarian.
Greensboro, N. C, returns to WNOX
POLLY KAUFMAN, West Coast edi- Knoxville, Tenn., in same capacity.
tor, Movieland and Screen Guide maga- LARRY THOR who portrays Danny
zines, to KFI Los Angeles as log Clover on CBS Radio Broadway Is
editor.
Beat, assigned role in UniversalCALEB PAINE, program supervisor, My
WGY Schenectady, N. Y., named direc- International feature film, "Mississippi
tor of public service for that station KATHLEEN CROWLEY, New York
and WRGB (TV) that city. BERNARD Gambler."
assigned role in 20th CenS. KRAUSE, supervisor of science TV actress,tury-Fox
feature film, "The Farmer
broadcasting,
WGY,
appointed
production supervisor.
Takes a Wife."
ED BRITTON to CKOK Penticton,
B. C, as farm editor.
JOHN CARVER to KODY North
Platte, announcer
Neb., as announcer.
ED LAU-to
NER,
there, transfers
traffic department.
MARY SINCLAIR, New York TV actress, assigned feminine lead in Paramount Pictures feature film, "The
THOMAS
HERMAN, TV actor, asMr. Krause
Mr. Paine
Rebel." signed role in M-G-M feature film
ANNE J. HOLLAND, assistant direc- trilogy, "Story of Three Loves."
tor of public affairs and education, LEE MORRIS, announcer, WSB AtWBAL Baltimore, awarded honorary
lanta-, father of girl, Jeannay Elizamembership in Baltimore Club of U.
beth, June 15.
of Maryland Alumni.
BILL
ARRINGTON,
director, OPTOMETRY AD CLAIMS
BOB RIERSON, program director, WMRC Greenville, program
S. C, father of
D. C. Reins Proposed
WBT Charlotte, N. C, called to ac- boy,
June
12.
CLAUDE
FREEMAN,
tive duty with Navy. BILL MELSON, Phillip.
disc
jockey
there,
father
of
boy,
TIGHTENING
up of the advertisproduction manager, will handle dufreedom of optometrists
was a
ties until successor is appointed. BARBARA EILER (MRS. DON NEL- step ingnearer
the when
Districta ofHouse
CoNELSON BENTON, promotion manlumbia lastinweek
radio actress, mother of girl,
ager, WSCO Charlotte, to WBT as Laurie SON),Ann,
June 11. Father is District subcommittee approved for
publicity manager.
ABC radio Adventures of full committee action a bill (S 106)
HOWARD S. KEEFE, promotion man- writer
Ozzie andof Harriet.
the D. C. Optometry Act.
ager, WSPR Springfield, Mass., re- HAL STUBBS, program director, revising
fought measure passed
d to executive
board Prevention
of Hamp- CKVL Verdun and Ann Marino will be theBitterly
Senate
May 7. It is opposed
denelecteCounty
Accident
married July 12.
Council, that city.
by the Washington Publishers
FRANK MORIARTY, WCBS-TV New ROBERT LeMOND, staff announcer, Assn., National Retail Optical
York director, to staff of City Col- KNX Hollywood, father of boy, Ste- Assn., and others. It is favored
lege of Newand York
by the American Optometric Assn.,
June 12.
television
radio. as instructor in LARRYphen, BERRILL,
District Board
Optometric
Assn. and the
disc m.c, KBIG District
of Optometry.
DALE SHEETS, guest relations man- Avalon, Calif., father of girl, Gretchen.
ager, KTTV (TV) Hollywood, proOpponents
at subcommitmoted to film director. He replaces
tee hearingsclaimed
last month
that it
TOM CORRADINE, who has resigned. Af*wi • • •
would create an "eye glass monopDAVID M. PLATT, program director, WILLIAM (BILL) FITZGERALD, prooly"
and
was
an
attempt
to
control
WPAZ Pottstown, Pa., adds duties of
newspaper, radio and television admanager Berlin,
of Armed
Forcesto vertising.
traffic manager.
Network gramstation,
Germany,
CHARLES HEBERT, director, NBC NBC radio as newscaster.
Provisionsvertising ofof(1)thefeeslegislation
ban adprofessional
radio Mario Lanza Show, signed to di- HUGH McCOY, World Wide Broad- services,
(2) prices,
(3) for
terms
of credit,It
rect CBS Radio Club 15 next fall.
(4)
discounts
and
(5)
guarantees.
casting Foundation, to KFBA Omaha, also gives the Board of Optometry of
JACK WAGNER, KGIL San Fernando, as newscaster.
the District
of Columbia
to reCalif.; FRANK CARROLL, KLAC Holvoke or suspend
licenses toifpower
anthe optometrist
advertises
contrary
abovelywo d, and DON CALLEN, WKZO-TV JACK WALTERS, CBS newsman, to mentioned
provisions,
or
claims
proPhiladelphia, on news
Kalamazoo,
fessional
as announcers.Mich., to KHJ Hollywood WCAU-AM-TV
staff.
formance, or superiority
offers orfreesuperior
serviceper-or
examinations.
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On All Accounts
(Continued from page 10)
director and agricultural journalindustry aware of the vast
ism instructor. Because many of farm ingmarket
potential.
his students were older, he grew a
Mr. Seaman, in addition to his
foreign
business
has
mustache
who traveled in almost excursions,
liked it) to (he's
look athebit only
more one
mature.
every state to
handle
remote
broadcasts
for
the
When the war started, both these
show. His long and busy
jobs were eliminated as the need network
weeks
nevertheless
include
golf,
for publicity declined when the
Army moved in and teachers fishing (for pike), bowling and
care of the lawn at his home
weren't
busy.
the intaking
Shorewood, a Milwaukee suburb.
head of the
radioFortunately,
department left
He is married to the former Laura
campus
and
Mr.
Seaman
was
his
Sebert, whom he met during high
successor.
days in Guthrie Center,
He learned radio the hard way school
Their children are Charlotte,
but fast. His primary assignment Iowa.
15,
and
Richard,
13.
was to write, produce, appear in,
record
and
mail
a
daily
quarterhour farm show which was carried
as a public service feature by every LBS CREDITORS
station in the state. The war also
Hold First Meet July 8
hit the WDAY Fargo news staff,
and Mr. Seaman was drafted to CREDITORS of Liberty Broadhandle news editing and writing
casting System Inc., which has
there three nights weekly and on been adjudged
will hold
Saturday and Sunday. His weekly their first meetingbankrupt,
July 8 in Dallas,
work total: 100 hours.
according to D. M. Oldham, referee
His next job was serving as press in bankruptcy in the Dallas Div.,
and radio chief of the regional Northern District of Texas, U. S.
office of the U. S. Soil Conserva- District Court.
tion Service in Milwaukee, a bureau
Creditors may be asked to apof the Dept. of Agriculture which
prove aplan to use proceeds from
sent out promotion and publicity. the sale of Liberty assets toward
prosecution
LBS $12 million
In fallventured
of 1945,intowhennetwork
Allis-Chalmers
radio suit against of13 themajor
league baseBIELSKI SUCCEEDS KEIM
with
The
National
Farm
and
Home
ball clubs [B*T, Feb. 25]. LBS
In AF Radio-TV Post Hour, Mr. Seaman was offered the suspended
network service May 15
CAPT. CASS BIELSKI has been job of radio executive at the [B»T, May 19].
named chief of the Air Force Ra- agency.
Meeting of the creditors will be
dio-TV Section in the Dept. of
Allis-Chalmers, which collects held at Room 372, Federal Bank
Defense, succeeding Lt. Col. Rob- many "firsts," is the only network Bldg., Dallas at 10 a.m., July 8.
ert P. Keim, the Air Force Dept. TV sponsor among farm equipment The referee's notice said "the credhas announced.
itors may attend, prove their
manufacturers. This winter, for
Col. Keim is to assume new du- the fifth year, it will sponsor the claims, appoint a trustee, appoint
ties as chief of the Air Force Sec- judging of the grand champion a committee of creditors, examine
tion at the Armed Forces Public Steer at Chicago's International the bankrupt, and transact such
other business as may properly
Information Center in New York Livestock
Exposition on NBC-TV.
Tuesday (tomorrow). He will be
Mr. Seaman, Allis-Chalmers and come before said meeting."
The notice explained that Libthe
Gittins
agency
work
to
benefit
responsible for all AF public inforertyrupt"hasuponbeen
duly adjustedpetition
bankmation activity in that area, with agriculture 5, 10 and 25 years from
an involuntary
because a healthy and favorstress on radio-TV. At the Pen- now, able
agriculture
industry
is
basic
filed
against
it
on
June
5,
1952."
tagon he was instrumental in deof sale of Liberty assets
the nation's economy. A sound on Notice
velopment of the Air Force Hour toindustry
July
15 was
given said
by the
refalone will benefit Allisand Serenade in Blue.
eree.
Listed
are items
to have
other such com- an approximate
Capt. Bielski, who becomes chief Chalmerspanies, theyandbelieve.
value of $83,104,
All
company
of that section, has been serving and agency activity is coordinated to be the highest bidder for cash,
as deputy to Col. Keim. He also toward the betterment of agricul- at public or private sale.
Among items are 11 Ampex conture generally, and the company is
has worked on radio-TV producsole #400 tape recorders, five sets
tions in recent years.
a pioneer in making the advertis- of General
amplifying and rack
equipment one master control room,
four
sub-controls,
a master autoQUINCY,
matic switching control, consoles,
nine Gates turntables units, two
ILLINOIS
Presto master model disc recorders
GATES
with amplifiers, and similar gear.
Receiver is William J. Rochelle Jr.,
We'9 K NEEDS
911 Republic Bank Bldg., Dallas.
The sale is subject to action by the
E
referee at the July 8 creditors
meeting.
OUnRCg
in irBOrNoEadSwi
»»■
"
THESE OFFICESEquipment^
Fry, Ingle Speak
TO SERVE YOU
KEN manFRY,
chairfor the radio-television
Democratic National
QUINCY, ILL
TEL.
8202
Committee,
and
Ed
Ingle,
his
ReTEL. ATWOOD 8536
HOUSTON, TEXAS .
publican counterpart, will speak
. TEL METROPOLITAN 0522
WASHINGTON, D. C.
tonight (Monday) before the Chicago chapter of American Women
. . . TEL. ATLANTIC 9441
MONTREAL, QUE. . ,
in Radio and Television. They will
NEW VQRK CITY . ,
. TEL. MURRAY HILL 9-0200
discuss use of media at the national
political conventions.
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AWRT

CHAPTER
Elects Heloise Broeg
HELOISE PARKER BROEG, of
WEEI Boston, was elected president of the New England chapter
of American Women in Radio &
Television at its organization meeting in Boston June 20 [B*T, June
23]. Some 50 women broadcasters
and telecasters attended the meeting.
Other officers are: Connie Stackpole, Granite State Network, Manchester, N. H., vice president;
Claire Crawford, WORL Boston,
^steering committee chairman;
Eileen Kneeland, WHAV- Haverhill, Mass., secretary; Louise Morurer. gan, WNAC-AM-TV Boston, treasSpeakers included Harold E. Fellows, NARTB president; Miss Morgan; Marjorie Mills, WBZ Boston;
Mildred Carlson, WBZ and WBZTV; Mrs. Crawford; Jan Gilbert,
Harold Cabot & Co., Doris Cor!with, AWRT national president
and NBC public affairs director,
and Betty Stuart Smith, AWRT
director-at-large
public
relations
directorandof radio
J. Walter
■ WBET
ThomsponBrockton,
Co. Dorothy
Fuller,
Mass., AWRT
eastern vice president, presided.

WILLIAM C. BARNES
Was WMVA President
FUNERAL services were held
June 23 for William C. Barnes, 58,
president, Martinsville (Va.)
Broadcasting Corp., operator of
WMVA-AM-FM Martinsville. Mr.
Barnes died June 21 following a
heart attack.
Native
111., Mr:in Barnes went ofto Decatur,
Martinsville
1937
and bought the Daily Bulletin, of
which
he
served
as
publisher-owner
until its sale in 1946.
Mr. Barnes established WMVA
in 1940
and that station's FM affiliate in 1950.
His cluded
newspaper
inpublications atexperience
Decatur and
Peoria, 111., Beaumont, Tex., and
Chicago. He represented the American Legion national magazine in
Detroit, and had served as secretary to two
ington. congressmen
Survivors include inhisWashwife
and four daughters.
Mrs. Ruth Gilbert
MRS. RUTH GILBERT, wife of
Dick Gilbert, KTYL Phoenix disc
jockey,
and her
who husband
as Ruththe Wimp
formed with
radio
and theatre singing team of Gilbert
and Wimp in the early 1930s, died
June 20 in an automobile accident
near Wittman, Ariz. The husband
and wife
several tunesteam
and also
Mrs. published
Gilbert drew
pen
and
ink
portraits.
Her
mother
and a sister also survive.
We

keep

plugging

it

\

KWK is the radio
buy in St. Louis!
KWK's LOW-low costper-thousand radio homes
delivered makes it a
real catch!
Your Katz man has the
facts in booklet form . .
fully documented.
G/obe- Democrat Tower Bldg.
Saint Louis

<1Ue KATZ AGENCY
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NEC CAMPAIGN
Radio Outlets Support
NEW ENGLAND'S radio stations
have lined up solidly behind a New
England Council campaign to advance the region's economy.
In mid-May, each of the 124
stations
in Newa transcription
England's sixof
states received
13 spot announcements produced
by the council. The spots present
statistics showing that employment and payrolls are running
close to all-time highs in the region, and that new industries are
creating thousands of new job
opportunities.
To date, NEC reported, 101
stations have pledged their cooperation in using the material.
All of the region's 50 kw stations
have expressed willingness to cooperate, the Council added.
Vermont and Rhode Island have
a 100% record, with all their stations running12 thehavespots.responded.
Of Maine'sIn
14 outlets,
New Hampshire, 10 out of 12 have
agreed to cooperate; in Massachuset s, 39 out of 52, and in Connecticut, 20 out of 26.
Radio material was produced
by Deuel Richardson, general
manager and program director,
WCRB Waltham, Mass. Wallace
Dickson, NEC public relations director, said the council expects to
release additional material in midAugust.
NPA RESHUFFLE
Cotton Succeeds Milling
J. A. MILLING has returned to
RCA Service Co., from which he
was on leave, and Richards Cotton,
assistant to the president of Philco
Corp., has replaced him as director
of the Electronics Div. of the National Production Authority and
chairmantronicsof Production
the government's
ElecBoard.
Mr. Milling had been division
and board chief since the resignation of E. T. Morris Jr., who returned to Westinghouse Electric
Corp. earlier this year. Mr. Milling
came to NPA last year from RCA
Service Co., of which he is a vice
president.
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allied ar
ts

PATRICK J. McGANN elected vice
president
of International
Standard Electric Corp.,
N. Y., subsidiary
of International Telephone & Telegraph Corp.
THOMAS B. MOSELEY and JAMES
F. BECKER
appointed sales
tatives, TV Transmitter
Div., represenAllen B.
DuMont Labs., in southwest with
headquarters
in
Dallas
and
middlewest
tively. stationed in Chicago, respecJOHN OUSE, director of purchases
for American Television Inc., Chicago, TV set manu-facturer, to
Thomas
ics Inc.,ElectronPassaic,
N. J.,er manufacturof Phototron
cathode ray TV
picture tubes, as
managerwest sales,
of headmidquartered in ChiMr. Ouse cago.
JACK A. BERMAN, vice president of
Shure Bros.,
elected Parts
to rep-&
resent Assn. Chicago,
of Electronic
Equipment Mfrs. on board of Radio
Parts & Electronic Equipment Shows,
sponsor of annual Electronic Parts
Show in Chicago.
CALDWELL-CLEMENTS Inc., N. Y.,
publisher of Radio & Television Retailing, announces change in name of trade
monthly to Television Retailing.
ARTHUR B. HOGAN, chairman of
board and president of Universal Recorders, Hollywood, and head of Beverly Hills brokerage firm, elected to
membership
Exchange. in Los Angeles Stock
SEYFFER & Co., Zurich, Switzerland,
appointed
general
product
tative in that
country
for represenAllen B.
DuMont Labs., Clifton, N. J.
WILLIAM B. OGDEN RADIO OPERATIONAL ENGINEERING SCHOOL,
Burbank,
Olive Ave. Calif., has moved to 1150 W.
HENRY B. NELSON, assistant to
sales manager of General Electric
replacement tubes, appointed district
sales representative for GE Tube
Dept., Cincinnati.

J$

ARTHUR C. NIELSEN, president,
A. C. Nielsen Co., N. Y., honored by
U. of Wisconsin Alumni Assn. for
contributions to university and to
field of market research.
INSULINE Corp. of America, Long
Island City, N. Y., announces publiccomplete
ation of catalog
T-725 describline No.of antennas,
kits
and ing
accessories.
ROBERT A. P ENFIELD
advertising manappointed
pictureager,tuberadio-TV
division,
electronics,
parts,
and
tungsten
and
chemical
division,
Sylvania
Electric
Products Inc., N.Y.
CHARLESInc., MICHELSON
N. Y.,
radio -TV transcription firm, has
established special
department for
scoring background music for TV and
film programs. Company will release
to clients its library of E.M.I. (British) background music transcriptions.
WILLIAM BARNES, Wynn Rocamora
Agency, Hollywood, has opened own
talent agency at 600 N. Sepulveda
St., L. A.
PHIL DAVIS MUSICAL ENTERPRISES Inc., N. Y., commissioned by
W. D. Lyon Co., Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
to create original musical trademark
for Potosi Brewing Co. of Wisconsin.
JUSTIN R. ANDERSON, Associated
Press bureau chief
for Arkansas, appointed executive
representative
for
AP's
membership
division.
JAMESROW, W.
eastern FARzone
sales manager of
Television and Radio Div., Stromberg-Carlson N.• Co.,Y.,
Rochester,
Mr. Anderson named merchanmanager of company's sound
equipment branch.
MARK LANSBURGH, advertising-promotion director, KLAC-TV
Hollywood,
starts LANSBURGH
PRODUCTIONS
to produce and package programs and
commercials for TV. Unit is headquartered at 100 S. Wetherly Dr.,
L. A. Telephone is Crestview 4-5770.
CROSBY LABORATORIES Inc. relocates at Robbins Lane, Hicksville,
N. Y.,villeBox
3-3191. 233. Telephone is HicksTELEKING Corp., Newark, N. J. (TV
receiver sets), moves showroom and
service
Morgan department
Theatre Bldg.to 120 Broad St.,

TELEVISION COMMUNICATIONS
INDUSTRIES, Chicago, announces
production of Stay-Brite picture tube
saver store
to improve
rebrilliance ofcontrasts
old tubes.and Five
positions permit increasing filament
voltage to prolong life of all tubes
for year or more.
INSULINE Corp. of America, Long
Island City, N. Y., announces production of two new test leads designed to
fit RCA vacuum-tube voltmeter and
others equipped with screw-on microphone typeisolating
connectors.
contains
resistor No.
in its316 probe
and is intended for d-c measurement.
No. 317 is straight-through lead for
utility applications.
"Technical • • •
BUCK POOLE, engineer, WMRC
Greenville, S. C, and Lyall Lunsford
were married June 14.
NARFD DISTRICT
Sets Winston-Salem Meet
SECONDtrict annual
Disconvention Southeastern
of the National
Assn. of Radio Farm Directors,
comprising
the Mississippi,
southeast fromwill"Vir-be
ginia through
held Oct. 17-19 at Winston-Salem,
N. C, with delegates studying
latest farming practices in Forsyth
and adjoining North Carolina counties.Other studies and an entertainment program of sightseeing
have been arranged, according to
the district board of directors,
which includes Eric Lund, WLVA
Lynchburg, Va., Frank Raymond,
WDVA Danville, Va. and Harvey
Dinkins, WSJS Winston-Salem.
Forum Available
PROGRAM, The Georgetown U.
Forum, formerly presented for
radio by the Liberty Broadcasting
System, is now available to independent stations "on an exclusive
city basis," according to Rev. Francistor.
J. Heyden,
S. J.,also
forum's
The program
is seendirec-on
DuMont TV in New York and
Washington. Information can be
obtained from Father Heyden at
U., Washington 7,
D.Georgetown
C.

WIDE BLANKET COVERAGE,
CONCENTRATED AUDIENCE,
BEST PROGRAM FACILITIES,
AND NOW5000 WATT
OUTPUT !
JOS. WEED & CO.
350 Madison Ave., New York,
Can Tell You More About

GENERAL ELECTRIC Co., Syracuse,
N. .(fouljament
Y., announces
production
manium diode checker
fo use ofin gerlaboratories, quality control groups,
service shops and wherever there is
C H N S
need to check static characteristics
of diodes. New unit, Type ST-12-A,
LIFAX
NOVA SCOTIA
features
generalmetered
resistance
and accurately
power checking
supply.
BROADCASTING
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July 28: BAB Sales Clinic, Denver.
JulyCity.30: BAB Sales Clinic. Salt Lake
Aug.
3-8: BMI-Colorado Broadcasters COPPER EASED
Assn.
NPA Boosts for Radio-TV
Denver.program seminar, Denver U.,
Aug. 15: BAB Sales Clinic. Dallas.
upcoming
of copper
receivers was
further for
easedradio-TV
by the
Aug. 18: BAB Sales Clinic, San Antonio. SUPPLY
Aug.
18-19:
NARTB
District
7,
Hotel
government
fortnight
ago with
Statler, Cleveland.
manufacturers
slated
for
increased
July 7: Republican
National
ConvenAug. 20: BAB Sales Clinic, Houston.
Chicago.tion, International Amphitheatre, Aug.
21-22:
NARTB Island,
District 8, Grand allotments during the third quarHotel,
Mackinac
July 14: BAB Sales Clinic, Detroit.
22: BAB
Sales Clinic, NewMich.Orleans. needs.ter to meet these and other civilian
July 16: BAB Sales Clinic, Cleveland. Aug.
24-25: Arkansas
Broadcasters
July 18: BAB Sales Clinic, Indianapolis. Aug.
Assn.
and sales clinic,
Marion
This tional
was Production
revealedAuthority
by the inNa-a
July 21: BAB Sales Clinic, Chicago.
Hotel, meeting
Little Rock.
July 21: Democratic
National
ConvenAug.
25:
BAB
Sales
Clinic,
Miami.
series
of
orders
involving
the im25-26:
NARTB
District
11,
Hotel
Chicago.tion, International Amphitheatre, Aug.
Duluth, Duluth, Minn.
port
of
copper
from
foreign
counJuly 23: BAB Sales Clinic, Milwaukee. Aug.
27:
BAB
Sales
Clinic,
WinstonSalem.
tries by U.facturersS.are expected
producers.to realize
ManuJuly 25: BAB Sales Clinic, Minneapolis.
Aug. 28-29:nomah NARTB
DistrictOre.17. Mult- sizable boost in overall copper supHotel, Portland,
AP RADIO NEWS
plies for consumer durables, up to
improvement Comm. Set Up Sept. 8: BAB Sales Clinic, Cincinnati. 50% instead of 35% of their base
ASSOCIATED Press announced Sept. 8-9: NARTB District 16, Hotel period
Late use.
last month NPA announced
Del Coronado, Coronado Beach, Calif.
last week the formation of a seven
man committee to meet with AP Sept. 10: BAB Sales Clinic, Louisville. that quotes of controlled metals
District
14,
Cosmoexecutives to help improve the AP Sept. 11-13:politanNARTB
(copper, steel, aluminum) will be
Hotel, Denver.
radio news report.
higher starting
1 to
12: BAB Sales Clinic, Nashville. pegged set-makers
to meetJuly
expected
This action was taken at the sug- Sept;
Sept. 15: BAB Sales Clinic, Little Rock. enable
seasonal demands for radio and
gestion of the AP board of direc- Sept.
15-16:
NARTB
District
12,
Lassen
television receivers [B*T, June 2].
tors. In its annual report April 21, Hotel,17:Wichita.
BAB Sales Clinic, Birmingthe board commended radio mem- Sept.
The government
anham.
nounced that many also
planthasexpanbers for their increasing activity Sept. 18-19: NARTB District 13, Hotel
Texas,
Ft.
Worth.
sion
goals
are
either
filled
or
pendin supplying news and recom- Sept. 19: BAB Sales Clinic, Atlanta.
ing in current applications for
20: IREHotel,
conference,
that "might
con- Sept.
speedy tax writeoffs from plant
Roosevelt
Cedar Iowa
Rapids.section, manufacturers.
trmiebnudetde atmeeting
o the continuing
improve22-23:
NARTB
District
10,
The
ment of the news report of the Sept.
Elms, Excelsior Springs, Mo.
It was understood that companAssociated
Press." all of whom have Sept. 22-25:tributorsNational
Electronic
Disies turning out top priority or deAssn. convention,
Atlantic
Committeemen,
fense supporting electronics equipCity, 25-26:
N. J. NARTB District 9, Hotel
accepted invitations from AP Gen- Sept.
ment, need no longer apply for tax
Plankinton, Milwaukee.
are: eral Manager Frank J. Starzel,
amortization
expandwiththeir
facili-to
ties.
Military toneeds,
respect
Matthew
Bonebrake,
KOCY KCBD
Okla- Oldfield Promoted
homa
City;
Joe
H.
Bryant,
expansion,
are
nearing
the
point
of
Lubbock,
Tex.;
TomW. Easton,
WTIC LT. COL. Barney Oldfield, chief of being met, it was explained.
Hartford;
Daniel
Kops, WAVZ
Industry
was
advised
generally
New
Haven;
Jack
Kreuger,
WTMJ
information, Headquarters,
Milwaukee;
Jack D. Shelley, WHO public
Allied Air Forces Central Europe, by the Defense Production AdminDes
Los Moines,
Angeles. and Les Mawhinney, KHJ
no more expansion inhas been
pro- stration that
moted to the rank
The committeemen were chosen
volving tax writeoffs should be
without
prior
consultation with the
on the basis of geographical locaof colonel,
tion and station power. They will
to theaccordU. S. government.
Air ingForce,
which
meet at AP headquarters in New
announced a list
York in the fall, at a date to be
announced.
New Pulse Service
of
Col.promotions.
Oldfield, a THE PULSE Inc. has announced
commentator
at
service, reporting on auDOUBTFUL ADS
KFAB and KOIL a new dience
composition of all network
Omaha andKFOR
Better Bus. Urges Review
programs,
both
TV, year,
with
A RECOMMENDATION to trade
retwo
reports
to beradiomadeand each
Col. Oldfield Lincolncall tobefore
military spring and winter.
and business groups to form ad- service in 1940, was transferred
Spring
report
to
vertising boards of review to bring
pur1951. He is serv- is now available for industry
pressure
advertising
"is Europeing on intheearly
It shows the
not
false upon
but does
not comethatclean
staff of Gen. Lauris number chase,of Pulsemen,noted.
with
the truth"
was sounded
the Norstad, and previously worked in and children whowomen,
listenteen-agers
to each
38th annual
convention
of the atAssn.
U. S. Air Force public relations
program and watch
of Better Business Bureaus in directorate office at the Pentagon. network-radio
each
network
video
show.
Swampscott, Mass., last week.
John N. Garver, chairman of the
association's board of governors,
THAT
said that "outright lies in advertising are rare today" but he added
EARS
HEAR
there was still the current "twilight
zone" .typeandoflocal
copy advertisers.
used by some
IN Y0UNGST0WN ARE EARS THAT BUY!
national
He
called on business groups throughWBBW'S concentrated coverage is not
out the country to cooperate in a
wasted on cornfields. Here's pin point selling
falls inon a receptive
ears,really
"buying"
campaign with the bureaus to
earsthat— right
market that
counts.
"bring the full weight of business
disapproval to bear upon such adWBBW — the new ABC
affiliate in Youngstown
vertising."
brings you . . .
Concentrated
Coverage
Riple Leaves WLAW
and
WILLIAM A. RIPLE is resigning
No Waste Circulation
as general manager of WLAW
Boston - Lawrence effective to
REP.
FORJOE & CO. INC.
morrow (Tuesday) he reported
last week. Mr. Riple said he
planned a three-month vacation.
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PROPERTY SEIZURE
Senate Beats Down Vote
ATTEMPT to get the Senate to vote
ipn the McCarran resolution (S J
Res 158) prohibiting the President
from seizing private property — including radio, TV and press facilities [B«T,theJuneSenate
2]— voted
failed down
last
week when
a surprise motion to consider the
proposed constitutional amendment by vote of 42 to 32.
Motion to consider the resolution was made by Sen. Pat McvCarran (D-Nev.), author of the
resolution, last Saturday (June
21). It was defeated on a motion
to table by Majority Leader Ernest
W. McFarland (D-Ariz.). Sen.
McFarland's
eration of theobjection
resolutiontowasconsidprimarily that Senate Democratic and
•Republican leaders had agreed to
handle on Saturday nothing but
calendar bills to which there were
no objections.
Sen. McCarran's resolution would
amend the Constitution to provide
that
executive
the
United"theStates
shall power
not beof construed to extend at any time to
iany taking of private property
other than in a manner prescribed
law."
by Constitutional
amendments must
be passed by two-thirds of both the
Senate and House and ratified by
three-fourths of the States.
Although S J Res 158 stemmed
from the steel industry seizure by
the President, radio-TV and the
press got into the picture last
April. Responding to a question
by Col. J. Hale Steinman, co-owner
'of ertheJournal
Lancaster
and New(Pa.)
Era Intelligencand of the
1 Steinman radio-TV stations during
[a visit by members of the American
jPresident
Society ofTruman
Newspaper
said thatEditors,
under
,certain circumstances the Presijdent must act in the best interest
of the country. A week- later, he
.disclaimed interpretations that he
said he could seize radio and TV
stations and newspapers, but again
at his May 22 news conference he
\said he felt he had inherent powers
of seizure of all industries [B*T,
May 26, April 28, 21].
Revision of the Communications
Act last October amended Sec.
606(c) to include electromagnetic
devices and to give the power of
seizure to the President upon procwar
or threat oflamation
war,"that orthere
a stateexists
of public
peril or other national emergency,
or in order to preserve the neutrality of the Order
UnitedlastStates."
his Executive
December,In
the President delineated seizure
authority
to meanby"use
or control"
of
any station
a government
agency.

BROADCASTING

FOLDER has been issued by
KYW Philadelphia using newspaper reprints to testify to the effectivenes ofradio. Event praised
by the press was city's first baseball talkathon featuring a bull session with Eddie Sawyer, manager
of the Phillies and Lee Allen of
KYW'stionsstaff.
phoned inPairby answered
listeners quesfrom
11:15 p.m. to 5 a.m. Four telephone
operators were kept busy all
night, station reports, jotting down
queries. Response prompted KYW
to state: "Don't count radio short,
even in a TV market."
FROM LOCAL STANDPOINT
WRITER and political analyst
Gerald W. Johnson has signed a
contract with WAAM (TV) Baltimore which will bring viewers information on events "as they apfrom Bolton
St. inweekly
Baltimore."
Seriespear will
be aired
commencing July 4 from 9-9 :15 p.m.
COVERAGE DETAILS
RED, white and blue trimmed release has been sent out by WAVEAM-TV Louisville, Ky., pointing
out
of stations'
bothdetails
Democratic
and coverage
Republicanof
conventions slated fcr July in Chicago. Complete daily schedule is
offered as well as behind-the-scenes
information on how telecasts and
broadcasts will come to viewers and
listeners.

WJPG
GIVING
MORE PEOPLE
MORE REASONS
TO LISTEN
MORE OFTEN
EMPHASIS ON LOCAL NEWS,
SPORTS, EVENTS, AND
ENTERTAINMENT FAVORITES
PLUS
TUAL'S
MUHEADLINERS

(face* Say fixca. 6#A «
camfecUuty icaaa* Co
fate* to WJPG mm timecu&uf day.
CHEEK BAY IS A FAVORITE TEST MARKET
WJPG Green Bay, Wisconsin
McGILLVRA, Rep.
New York • • • • Chicago
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TWO-WAY PROMOTION
MUTUAL promotion contract running 52 weeks will be put into
effect July 1 by KBIG Avalon,
Calif., and Western Amusement
Co. Movie concern will utilize 45second trailer on KBIG in its 18
theatres in addition to mentions of
the station in printed programs.
Simultaneously, daily program,
Movietime, starts at KBIG featurules. ing theatres' motion picture schedKCMO WINS CONTEST
BROCHURES outlining programming for community service were
submitted by stations competing
for the annual Community Service
Award sponsored by the Kansas
City Judging
Adv. & wasSales
Club.
doneExecutives'
at the U.
of Missouri School of Journalism.
Contest was won by KCMO Kansastive City
year. for the second consecu'BARNDANCE CAPERS'
NEW show featuring rotating rosstation's
was
begunter oflast
week entertainers
on WLWT (TV)
Cincinnati, featuring Louis Innis,
TV personality, as m.c. Barndance
Capers, sponsored by BC Headache
Powder, will be aired weekly on
Thursday, 9:30-10 p.m. Other outlets picking up the variety program
will be WLWC (TV) Columbus and
WLWD (TV) Dayton.
CHRISTMAS IN JUNE
FORTY merchants in Nanaimo, B.
C, displayed "day-glo" signs stating "This is a Nanaimo Day Store"
prior to June 20 when "Christmas
bargains
were Special
brought jin-to
residents inof June"
the city.
gles were produced by CHUB
there. Station also supplied the
signs and placed all advertising
for the businessmen.
CRUISE NEWS
SUMMER season in Great Lakes
region has inspired a new show
on WGAR
Melody
CruiseCleveland.
features discMorgan's
jockey
Hal Morgan cruising around Lake
Erie on yachts from various local
clubs. Mr. Morgan between recordings discusses regatta coming up
for the
ous raceweek
over andthe winner
weekend.of previRACES USE RADIO
STOCK car races starting at Municipal Stadium, Phila., will receive
intensive publicity and promotion
over WFIL that city as part of
station's "Summer
Selling
Plan."by
Promotion
package will
be used
George Marshman, auto racing
backer, to publicize weekly Friday
evening races at new and specially
constructed track at the stadium.

premiums
CLEAR AND SUNNY
MIDWESTERN farmers numbering 1,500 literally prayed for rain
at Farm Day sponsored in early
June by KMA Shenandoah, Iowa.
Featured on the day's agenda was
Tom was
Swearingen,
ato "rain
maker"
who
produce
because of aunable
cloudless
sky. Those
who attended contented themselves
with machinery exhibits, a rodeo
performance
"discussion"
weather
and and
its effect
on agri-of
culture.
RELIGIOUS PROGRAMMING
RECORD is claimed by WCBC Anderson, Ind., in length of religious
broadcasting. Station fortnight
ago broadcast a two-and-one-half
hour program from annual International Camp Meeting in Anderson, sponsored by Church of God.
Program consisted of interviews
and musical solos performed by
talent from every state as well as
from Canada and Europe.
REGATTA BROADCAST
ROWING regatta featuring Olympic Rowing Trials at local Lake
Quinsigamond will be broadcast
to central New England by WTAG
Worcester July 3-5. Interconnected
mike stations will be set up at beginning, middle and course.
finish Station
line of
the mile-and-a-third
will also
pipe
its
on-the-air
description over a public address system
for the lakeshore grandstand.
WWDC'S BLOOD APPEAL
ALL-OUT radio campaign is being staged by WWDC Washington
through July 4 to point up an appeal for blood for wounded and
hospitalized military personnel.
Every ment,public
service announcestation identification
break
and the entire all-night show,
Yawn Patrol, were devoted to the
appeal on June 25 using slogan
"Share Your Blood for Independ-

MEMORY CONTEST
NOSTALGIA paid off last month
for WBOW Terre Haute, Ind., and
two entertainers, in a "memory
contest" conducted by the station as
part ofances.25th
anniversary
For a month
prior toobservJune
15,
WBOW's
birthday,
listeners
were asked to send in letters stating "What I Remember Best About
WBOW." Writer of most apt letter received $100. Station reports
that so many letters mentioned
Gene Morgan and Guy Slover, who
have been off the air seven years,
that the comics have been signed
by
show.the station for a new weekly
RADIO PROMOTES SELLOUT
PROMOTION exclusively by radio
brought sellout attendance at first
Pacific Northwest Dance Championship held14.atOnly
Seattle's
Hotel June
advanceOlympic
notice
of event was a spot announcement
campaign
on KRSC Seattleevery
with half
30second announcements
hour during last four days of a
three-week campaign. Promotion
was sponsored by Veloz & Yolanda
dance studios.
RADIO DRAMA EXPERIMENT
EXPERIMENTAL drama series
has been launched at WSUI Iowa
City, Iowa, for summer months.
Residents
of the community,
addition to students
and U. of inIowa
staff members, are participating in
acting and writing capacities on
How To Get Away From It All.
Series is attempting to create new
interest in radio drama by testing
new and unusual production techniques. Programs are aired weekly
for 45 minutes.
VACATION GIMMICK
SECONDpress,"phase
of "Vacation
summer promotion
tyingEx-in
with age26 area,
resorts
in
station's
has been launchedcover-by
WCAU Philadelphia. Resorts have
enteredincludes
into aa special
joint promotion
which
program,
Vacation Express, highlighting a
different recreation spot each
week. Station
gets advertising in resortin turn
newspapers
and
pictures
of
WCAU's
talent on
boardwalks and in theatres.

IN
PORTLAND, OREGON
1,246,540 active, young-minded Westerners comprise KGWs market in 12
big, prosperous metropolitan Oregon
counties, plus a generous slice of Southwestern
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.
BROADCASTING
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Our Respects To
(Continued from page U6)
■sociated with the late Louis G. was General Electric Co. v. the U. S.
Caldwell, dean of radio lawyers.
This involved the grant of
{■The
was Mr.scheduled
to howtake another station on the frequency
fthree job
days.
Scharfeld,
used
by the GE station in Schenecever, spent three months in Mexico.
tady (WGY). GE protested, took
the case to the Court of Appeals,
'He
swears
it
was
the
"manana"
attitude there that kept him so which reversed the FRC. The govlong, but his friends say it was beto the Supreme
cause he found the pace so greatly Court andernmentthatappealedtribunal
denied a
|to his liking.
writ of certiorari on the ground
This adherent of the art of easy that
the
Court
of
Appeals
in this
living was born, not on some south case acted as an administrative
sea isle as his characteristic might agency and not as a review court.
indicate, but in the bustling manuthose days administrative law
facturing and commercial city of wasIn not
spelled out the way it is
Cleveland. The day was June 22, today.
Courts not only reviewed
jl903.
the
legality
of decisions, but also
I At East High School, Cleveland, the facts of the
case.
he learned the arts of the advocate.
The GE case was one of the deEven then, he recalls, he opposed
cisions
which
spurred
the FRC to
centralized government and bu- get the law spelled out
in more
I reaucracy. As captain of his detail
and
to
ensure
that courts
Ischool debating team, he wowed
had
legal
review
power
only.
(Toil'em upholding the negative of the
day, manythat
students
of radio-TV
^proposition, "The Federal Govern- law wish
responsibility
had
iment Should Establish a Depart- never been changed.)
■ ment of Education."
After Harvard Law School, Mr.
Private Practice in 1931
iScharfeld in 1928 joined his uncle,
In 1931, Mr. Scharfeld joined
,;rA. E. Bernsteen, U.S. District At- his ex-boss in private practice.
year, Mr. Caldwell had become resident
Ihe was torinney in Cleveland.
WashingtonLateon that
business,
Washington partner of the Chicago
Ijwhen someone at the Department law
firm of Kirkland, Fleming,
:*of
Justice
suggested
he
see
Mr.
& Martin (now Kirkland,
Caldwell, general counsel of the Green
Fleming,
Green, Martin & Ellis).
■then new Federal Radio Commission, just organizing. Mr. Caldwell
In those days, no one was reporting FRC regulations and orders on
talked him into joining the FRC as a regular
basis. So Mr. Caldwell,
assistant counsel, among the first
as editor, and Mr. Scharfeld, as
at that agency.
I It was the days of the making associate editor, established and
Sof radio law, and for the next two published the Journal of Radio Law.
■years Mr. Scharfeld was a member This quarterly covered radio regulation and legislation with interlof the legal group who formulated
Pthe foundation of broadcasting regpretive articles general
by "names"
ulations. Among his contemporaries field, decisions,
orders,in the
exwere the following, still practicing
aminers'
reports,
and
other
regulatory memorabilia.
his legal speciality: Fanney Neyman (Litvin), Ralph Walker, Paul
It was
his long that
association withduring
Mr. Caldwell
Mr.
Segal, Duke Patrick, David Deibler,
Scharfeld was imbued with the
Ben Fisher, and Paul Spearman.
piinciple
that
radio
(and
televiEarly Legal Battles
sion) must be as free as newspapers in its rights as a medium of
During those early days, Mr. communications.
Mr. Caldwell was
Scharfeld participated in many
egal cases which established the the great advocate of free speech
right of the FRC to regulate broad- for radio.
asting and to look into the qualiMr. lawScharfeld's
philosophy
ications of a prospective licensee. radio
can be summed
up in theof
The one he recalls best, however, phrase, "The less regulation the

AGRICULTURE
farmer tor i
WIBW-adverti
Kansas and c

WIBW
BROADCASTING
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better." He feels strongly that proare just factors
as impor-in
tant ascedural
the matters
substantive
broadcast regulation. He thinks the
FCC's practices in this respect have
improved over the years but that
there is still room for improvement.
He is a great believer in settling
matters between clients and the
FCC through
and com-a
promise, negotiation
rather than through
strict, inflexible following of the
letter of the regulation with its
concomitant long, expensive hearings and litigation.
He believes that of late — perhaps
due to lack of personnel or changes
in the attitude of FCC Commissioners and staff executives — the Commis ion istending in that direction.
In 1936 Mr. Scharfeld joined
with Philip G. Loucks, then managing director of NAB, to form
Loucks & Scharfeld. It was a busy
and lucrative practice. In 1943,
Mr. iceScharfeld
in the Army.volunteered for servAfter donning khaki and two
bars on his shoulders, he was soon
in England, attached to Gen.
Montgomery's British 21st Army
Group as public safety officer.
After the Normandy invasion, he
transferred to the U. S. Army, became military government officer
in a unit training for the occupation of Bavaria. He was transferred out of that unit to a job as
deputy director of the School for
Military Government at Romilly,
France. Following that stint, he
was made a member of the military intelligence target force for
General Patch's 6th Army Group
whichernhad
through southFrancecome
into upGermany.
After
the capitulation of Germany, Capt.
Scharfeld was transferred back
to the Bavarian military governunit andarea.
served in the occupationmentof that
Returns in 1945
Major Scharfeld returned home
for demobilization Sept. 30, 1945.
After six months of "reorientaLoucks.tion,"InMr. Scharfeld
the middle rejoined
of 1948, Mr.he
openedtice ofhisadministrative
own office for law,
the pracwith
emphasis on radio and TV.
With his return to civilian pursuits, Mr. Scharfeld became active
in the work of the FCBA. He held
committee chairmanships, was a
member of the executive committee, and early this year became
president of the -organization which
represents attorneys practicing before the FCC. He is also a member of the American Bar Assn.,
the District of Columbia Bar Assn.
and the American Judicature
Society and the Radio Pioneers
Club.
Although he still likes to play
a fast game of tennis, his physician
told him recently that he's getting
too
that young
man's agame.
He oldalsofor likes
to watch
fast
stretch
at
the
races,
and
he'sold glad
that
no
man
ever
gets
too
for
that.
His big hobby, however, has been
breeding
wire-haired
terriers.
He is a member
of thefox American
Fox Terrier Club, and started

breeding the spirited canines in
1935 when he first became the
owner of one. Before the war, he
ran the Lucart Kennels, near Marlboro, Md., showed and won many
trophies with his show dogs.
In 1933, Mr. Scharfeld was
married to Lucile Hadley Speer.
Theyter were
divorced
1946. DaughDiane was
born inin 1939.
WELOON & CARR
Hagaman Joins D. C. Div.
APPOINTMENT of Boynton G.
Hagaman as engineer-in-charge
of the Weldon & Carr laboratory
facilities in the Washington Div.,
was announced
last week. Mr.
merly servedfor-as
Hagaman
chief engineer
for KDTHbuque, DuIowa,
and K L E R
Rochester,
Minn., and directed their inlations. dividual instalDuring World War II, Mr. Hagaman was project engineer on
Army and Navy contracts. He distinguished himself in the invention of the cardiotachometer. Additional y, he contributed to the
design of physiological instrumentation at Rochester's Mayo Clinic.
Mr. Hagaman

with the
SESAC
Transcribed Library
A COMPLETE SERVICE FOR
*40 ™ $57.50
A MONTH
based on advertising rates
• OVER 4000 MUSICAL SELECTIONS
• SCRIPTS • PROGRAM NOTES
• BRIDGES, MOODS AND THEMES
• DOUBLE-BARRELLED SALES AIDS
SESAC Inc., 475 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C.
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28)
Operator Proposal Comments Flood FCC
(Continued from
spends a maintenance.
goodly amount night.
Now, with acover
high percentage
modulation,
these townsof
ofengineer,
time onwhopreventive
night.as weremote
was founded
in 1950, every
So
far
control
of the
weWhen
foundWKBI
no difficulty
in obtaining
concerned,at athetransmitter
necessity
three first-class
operators
at $40
per transmitter
toseparate
maintainfromisoperators
week,
was
in lineandwith
salaries
a
studio
throughout
the
ofworkers
otherwhich
staff
members
of
factory
entire broadcast
day places
a financial
andit store
clerks
in for
the usarea.to burden
on thebeyond
small
operator
which
Today,
if
were
possible
is
completely
merit.
If
remote
secure
three tofirst-class
operators,
we control were allowed, a higher caliber
would have
pay nearly
twice
that,
engineerand could
according
to what
other
stations
in ofeachchiefstation,
the bechiefafforded
engineerby
the state
who
have
been
able
to
secould
spend
all
of
his
time
on pre-of
cure
operators
are
paying.
The
salaventive maintenance,
development
ries of other
equipment
andthanrepair
of sitting
other
still are
in lineWKBI
with staff
those members
of area new
equipment,
rather
merely
factory
and
store
workers,
that
is,
with
around passing
time,of waiting
an increase
aboutto 15%
1950, unlikely
occurrence
trouble. for an
and
it seems ofhard
justifyovera 100%
increase
engineer's
worth over
James H. Duncan, manager of
a period inof any
a year
and a half.
250 w KSIL Silver City, N. M.,
In tion
morerevenues
populous
areas where
sta- supporting
are higher,
every staff
the NARTB proposal,
member's
is higher inandsecuring
no greata wrote FCC that
difficulty
issalary
experienced
about every
full
complement
of
engineers.
But,
in
small
station
in "just
the country
and
ajustify
small market
station, it is hardlargeto particularly those
a
disproportionately
stations
in
mote or rural localities are atre-a
salary
toan aengineer,
non-productive
employeor
such
as
a
bookkeeper
very
decided
financial disadvantage
aas custodian.
Productive
employes, men,
such
programming
and announcing
when it comes to hiring engineers
salesmen,
or
public
relations
and
spe.cial events men should have propor- as the FCC now states that only
anyone does.tionately higher salaries, indeed, if first-class licensed men may be
A only
high percentage
of modulation
the
wayits aentire
low-powered
stationis
"In equitable
my opinion,"
he wrote,
"this
can
serve
trade
territory,
is not
because
the smaller
especially operators
at night. When
weout had
three used."
first-class
fresh
of
school
station
cannot
compete
financially
these
fellowstoquickly
learned
that it
the larger-market station
was
the
down toeasier
andpunch
neverthekeep
have
to button,
getmodulation
off ortheirto with
when it comes to hiring first-class
seat
reset
engineers. ... In order to secure
turn
down
the
gain
when
something
extra loud have
came been
on. The
third-class
the three engineers required to run
operators
instructed
that the
average small station, an unthe
modulation
shall
never
get below
85%
on
peaks
and
their
compliance
duly large portion of the budget
has been without question.
must
be allotted to the engineering
There are two towns in our service
department. As a result the genarea ninemitter,
andrespectively,
10 mileswhich
from our
transwe
never
eral
listenability of the station sufwere
cover class
at night
until weat
began able
usingto third
operators
Mr. Duncan believes that a lesser
grade
can handle the norfers." maloperator
operation with a first class
engineer on call to make major adjustments when necessary. He sees
WSYR's Local
no problems concerning adjustments
to
meet Conelrad requireRadio Sales
ments.
Relax Requirement
Clarence Rulong, chief engineer
UP
39%
of WAJR Morgantown, W. Va.
(250 w, 1230 kc), urged FCC to
For the period ending April
relax
the operator requirements:
30,
WSYR's
local
radio
sales
were 39% ahead of 1951.
"We feel
this fact
move that
is necessary
view
of
the
holders ofin
The local advertisers refirst class licenses are becoming
sponsible for this increase
increasingly more difficult for the
are the ones in the best
broadcaster to secure."
position to test the effectiveWilliam A. Reeves Jr., manager
ness of all media. They
of WLAY Muscle Shoals, Ala. (250
know which advertising
w,
1450 kc), wrote the Commission:
keeps the cash registers
It has ofbeenyears
our that
experience
over a
ringing.
period
one trained
operatorment in first
is sufficient
to keepcondition
equipclass
operating
at all times.seldom
Otherhave
first occasion
class operator
National Spot
employes
toread-do
more ingsthanand logmakeentries
necessary
meter
Advertisers
which
we believe
any
man
of
average
intelligence
do.
Usually, towhen
occurscould
it
is necessary
call more
introuble
thetraining
chief
engiTAKE
NOTE
neer
who
has
had
and
experience
in
order
to
have
proper
adjustments made.
Write, Wire, Phone or Ask
Robert M. Wallace, managing diHeadley-Reed
rector of WOHS Shelby, N. C. (250
w day, 730 kc), wrote in support of
the proposal:
\ACUSE
NBC Affiliate
I radio
am being
continually
contacted
by
in first
thisclass
areaoperfor
570 KC
assistance
instations
locating
aators
tors. Ahere
t the
present
time
the
operare
helping
by
parttime
WSYR-AM-FM-TV
work
to20keep
the airI aknow
station in
a cityfive
mileson stations
away.
The Only Complete Broad
least
radio
in this ofareaat
cast Institution in Central
in I need
of
one
or
more
operators.
chairman of Assn.
a committee
of
New York
the amNorth
of Broadcasters now Carolina
working with North
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lina State College toWesethope
up atoschool
tothistrain
haveof
schooloperators.
started
atin the
beginning
the
scholastic
year
September.
This
committee, however, is of the opinion
that even
with
this
school
in
operation, we will be unable
to fill
the
need
underThisthe
present
rules forand operators
regulations.
will
be
due in creased
a large
measure
to
the
indemand for
operators stations.
brought
on by the influx
of television
Hudson C. Miller Jr., manager of
WKUL Cullman, Ala. (250 w, 1340
kc), wrote FCC:
WKUL.
one oflikeyourto smaller
stations and isinI would
you that
mypublicopinion
wepoint
canweoutdoaretoa
much
better
service
if
not
requiredengineer.
to haveWemoreoperate
than with
one
first-class
combination
engineer-announcer.
This
will
permit
us
to
hire
a
much
more
qualified announcer.
tremendous
amount ofAstimeyouis know,
spent ina
getting
anecessary
first-class material
ticket byto memorizing
the
pass
the
test and then to hire themselves out
to a station
atanda higher
rate
ofto inc
o
m
e
t
o
them
higher
cost
These about
announcer
- engineers endknowus.of
nothing
the
engineering
radio
read theall meter
and fillIexcept
in thehow
log.toknown
During
these
years
have
never
one could
other
than
our
chief
engineer
who
even change a tube properly.
When
anything goes
with hadthe totransthey havewrongalways
call
the chiefmitter engineer.
Douglas Featherstone, president
and treasurer of WCRS Greenwood,
S. C. (250 w, 1450 kc), wrote that
the requirement that only first class
technicians can stand transmitter
watch "appears to us now to be
economically
injurious to stationswasteful
who areand desirous
of
doing
quality
broadcasting."
Economies allowed in transmitter
operation "would be diverted into
improved
services,"
contended,laxationprogram
if proposal.
FCC adopted
the re-he
EarlArk.,
Hodges,
engineerthe atengineer
Batesville,
suggested
"shortage" could be reduced by requesting al first class operators
to register with their local employment office when they are available.
He also would require stations to
give detailed accounting of their
efforts to acquire first class men,
"which must include a canvass of
U. S. employment offices in their
areas," and would have stations
"submit the salary or wages asked
by any prospective first class licensees and the offer made by the staDon E. Johnson, KOIL Omaha,
who termed himself "a worried
transmitter
engineer," opposed the
tion." petition
NARTB
on grounds the
WARD

stations "are not interested in rendering a better public service but
in J.cutting
costs." chief engineer of
A. Brimmer,
WLBE Leesburg, Fla., urged FCC
to adopt more strict rules. He
agreed remote operation would
save money in the long run but
pointed out a transmitter must be
observed
correctly. to see if it is running
"You can't depend absolutely on
any form of metering to do this
A transmitter would burn up before
anybody
would know
he said
He felt increased
work it,"
on installa
tion and upkeep of remote operat
ed equipment would tend to offset
any saving on payroll.
Boyd Protest
Harry R. Boyd, Louisville, an
operator for 15 years, in his pro
test to FCC took note of the
Closed Circuit [B«T, June 9]
which reported an employment firm
has noted engineers are going into
the set servicing field for $1.80 an
hour in lieu of broadcasting's $1.10
"There is no shortage of licensed
men," he wrote, "there is just
shortage
want to
work
for oflessmenthanwhoa don't
day laborer
wages. . . . This is a time when
kids come out of high school and
start
$50 a that
week requirements
as store clerks.''be|K.
He atasked
raised instead of lowered, suggesting a special
licenserequire
for chief
neers. He would
a manengi-to
serve three years before being
qualifiedneer'stoexamination.
take the chief engiLewis C. Sherlock, Denver, stated
he believes the U. S. Employment! ™
Service "classifies the field as over-ij,jri(
crowded. The constantly increasing
number censesofalso rules
outstanding
out any regular
possibilityliet
of Acton
a shortage."
Tillery, chief engineer of
KTRC Santa Fe, N. M., protested Jits
the proposal. He wrote:
In my inopinion
entering
readings
the log
is notthea meter
mere
clerical function.
to keepas theto
operator
continuallyIt'sinformed
the condition
of the equipment
as to J™^
whether
the equipment
is operating
properly
or as to Only
whether
a breakun
down
is
imminent.
a
proper
derstanding of the meanings of th

in Johnstown is TOPS
— for the Listener
— for the Advertiser

in Central Pennsylvania Market.

UIRRD
RATINGS
CBS RADIO NETWORK
RESULTS
■1stRENEWALS
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various meter readings will insure a
safe,
tion. economical and efficient operaWilliam E. Bennis Jr., Washingtof||on
engineer,
FCC
the consulting
proposed rule
changestoldwould
reduce the standard of technical
operation. He pointed out:
Operation
Strains
a poolofofbroadcast
technicianstransmitters
that can
j; needs
be "borrowed"
if
national
defense
become
more
important
A' the
best operation of broadcast than
stations.
First class operators are available
|A tions
where are
the salary
and
working
condicommensurate with their
Goodarecombination
op1! responsibility.
erator-announcers
scarce; howi ever,sonsuch
a
with two position
talents. requires a per"» Perhaps
the creation
of atechninew
i■! slass
of thatoperator,
a practical
cian,
can operate
any broadcast
■station
under
the
supervision
of
J arst-class operator might be needed. a
Typical of the protests are these
highlights taken from engineers'
letters by the IBEW headquarters in "Washington:
. . unattended
. Thisoperation
ill-disguised
foris
is reallyproposal
awhich
proposal
a):T|"for'remote"
operation,
tiirectly
contrary
to past.
the FCC's
rulesis
Wind
attitude
in
the
The
fact
;hat transmitter tubes and components
^'Ire
materials.
How complete
anyone
*:anack critical
possibly
assumeto thethat
attention
finer points
mi theofrials conservation
of
those
in the transmitters couldmate-be
jjither
inbeyond
the public. . or. private inerest
is
i . . . It may beme. that
the operation
Mjf
modern
transmitters
by
"emoteof control,
butoperation
fromis possible
the
°,js[i joint
reliable
inmake
astandtimeno
>flensecrisis
the
proposed
rules
Anyoneof who
familwkr withwhatever.
the problem
civil isdefense
J]'j ihould
certainly
be
violently
opposed
o unattended had
operation. . .experience
.
I vith theI have
operation personal
of the now-defunct
ij.VSAI
[Cincinnati]
booster
■i er. We found that in spite transmitof what
"1.hiuits
ippeared
practical control
cirand togoodbe engineering
practices,
.'relatively
,'ve had almost
constant
trouble.
Evenersimple
circuits
proved
j'ratic; we could turn it on, but
'"ppouldn't
turn it operation
off, or viceofversa.
. . . Remote
even .dethe. .
1i owest
power
transmitter
will
[enerate
to alisteners.
sloppy,
haphazard
servdjhce
to
the
To
meter
and
t Lontrol the operation, more and more
gadgets"
bea added,
but we will
-wind
up can
with
more
jl'peration
than
wehave
nowtocomplicated
have. The
-'Commission
will
- xaminations to insure therevisepublicits
/•gainst
failure.to. technologi..
... I "gadget"
am not opposed
al progress
can't agree
with
,j he
proposal butto Ilicense
unattended
operation. Our local FCC office adIpaits
that it What
can't will
policehappen
the present
egulations.
nattended operation
is allowed when
and
,| ven more monitoring and policing is
'efi' ecessary?
.
.
.
. . . Automatic
eI irplanes,
but nonepilotswillareputusedtheiron
5']1 onfidence
inaccepted
them completely.
roadcasters
of The
theli-.
'Commission when
theythe gotrulestheir
"JJ enses,
why
can't
they
stick
to
the
ules now? . . .
I
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TRANSISTORS
RCA Reports Advances
PROGRESS in transistor research
which for the first time promises
the use of transistors in VHP television, FM radio and point-to-point
radio communications
was reported
last week by RCA.
The announcement that several
developmental
point-contact
sistors were made
to oscillatetran-at
frequencies
well
up
the mc100-to200 mc band and one atin 225
was
made by Dr. Charles B. Jolliffe,
vice president and technical director of RCA. The highest frequency value previously achieved
by transistors, according to published reports, has been 50 mc.
The transistor is still in the
developmental stage. It consists
of a speck of germanium crystal
and fine contact wires and is no
greater in size than a kernel of
corn. It can perform many of the
functions of electron tubes.
Dr. Jolliffe said that prior to the
recent RCA experiments, transistors have been regarded as limited
to relatively low-frequency applications in TV, FM radio, point-topoint radio communication and
other electronic equipment for military and civilian use.
This latest development was accomplished by B. N. Slade, Transistor engineer of the RCA Tube
Dept., risRCA
on, N. J. Victor Division, Har-

SHOW MUST, ETC.
WMSA, Quimcy Howe Prove It
A SEVERE electrical storm played
hob with but did not silence
America's Town Meeting over ABC
from Massena, N. Y., last week.
Lights and power were cut off and
heavy rains delayed the arrival of
moderator Quincy Howe and two
guest
on. speakers — but the show went
The broadcast commemorated the
sesquicentennial celebration of
Massena and is likely to become a
long-remembered event. Before the
program
the Howe
local
committee got
safelyunderway,
ushered Mr.
and the guest speakers to the local
movie house where Town Meeting
program director Harriet Halsband
had grappled successfully with another problem — re - establishing
power. Since power at WMSA,
Massena's
ABC hadoutlet,
had failed,
Miss Halsband
engineers
hook
up acastbattery
and
send
to WAGE Syracuse the
and broadthence
over the network.
Rains did not prevent some 350
persons from
the way
performance. attending
They found their
to seats with the aid of flashlights
and
later participated
tion-and-answer
period. in the quesCommented moderator Howe
after his in-the-dark appearance:
"Maybe we should always work in
the dark."
Dept.(Continued
Stores'from
BluepageMonday
26)
will break with another selling stores in nearby markets showed
increases
only 11% and 4.2%
campaign to test the effectiveness for the sameof period.
of its "educational" campaign.
Federal
Reserve
Board reports
One result of this method of advertising has already become ap- on department store sales for the
parent. Traffic in the housewares week ending
Aprilover5 showed
a national increase
the previous
department of the department store
has shown a steady increase since period of 7%, and for the week
ending April 12, increase of 11%.
the beginning of the test.
Whether attributable to the radio For the Philadelphia district, in
campaigns — there have been a which Pottsville
ment store salesis located,
increaseddepart13%
dozen since late in March — or not,
the week ending April 5, 3%
there is one seriously indicative for
for week ending April 12.
note that has become apparent:
Results of all the tests are colPomeroy's total store-wide sales
lated and published by Department
for the 10-day, pre-Easter season
Studies, c/o WPAM Pottswas $99,700, compared to $82,300 Store ville,
Pa. The studies include a
in the same 1951 period. This is a
gain of 20.5%. Similar Allied description of the merchandise advertised, copies of announcements
and scripts, a detailed analysis of
costs and results. They cost $15 a
month. Coordinating the entire
program
Sam Cuff,
consultant isto Allied
Stores radio-TV
Corp.
Back in 1945, another Allied
store was the guinea pig in a broad
radio
advertisingin study.
Joske'swithof
San Antonio,
conjunction
the Broadcast Advertising Department of NARTB (now separated
and autonomous as Broadcast Advertising Bureau), conducted a
lengthy study
of "beamed"
radio
advertising
— sponsoring
programs
directed at specific segments of the
listening audience.
The study being conducted by
one and
isPomeroy's
envisagedis asa continuing
the most complete
and up-to-date test of radio advertising for department stores.

LONDON MISSION
Webster Heads U. S. Party
FCC COMR. E. M. Webster heads
a group of government officials who
will be in ference
London
for a Julyof9 conwith members
the
British Commonwealth Communications Council on proposed modifications inthe 1945 Bermuda Telecommunications Agreement. Comr.
Webster flew to England ahead of
the party, leaving June 20 in order
to survey British marine radio
systems, telecommunications and
TV developments.
In addition to Comr. Webster,
the U. S. group, which is slated to
sail for England on the United
States July 3, includes among
others, T. H. E. Nesbitt, assistant
chief of Telecommunications Policy
Staff in charge of international
communications, State Dept.; Jack
Werner, FCC Common Carrier
Bureau Chief; Marion Woodward,
chief, FCCcations Div.International
The group isCommunito return
July 23.
KERG'S Coverage
GLEN M. STADLER, news analyst, KERG Eugene, Ore., is covering activities of the Oregon delegations to the Chicago political conventions. Mr. Stadler is recording
interviews with delegates and sending
them
to
t
hLebanon,
e
Portland and KGAL
KGAE
Salem. KXL

p
laynew,
Capitol's
er
low-cost open end
dramatic show

15 minute dramas — mystery,
comedy,
— easier toadventure,
program westerns
— easier to sell!
Audition discs and
brochures available now!
CAPITOL RECORDS
Distributing Corp.
BROADCAST SALES DIVISION
1453 No. Vine, Hollywood 28, Calif.
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FINAL
TV
ALLOCATIONS
REPORT

fCC actions

Extra copies of this 196-page
printed
each. report available at $3.00
This complete, easy-to-read volume shows the entire
city breakdowns
for allcity-by2,053
proposed
stations
in 1291 communities.
For extra work copies, tear
copies, library copies 6end the
coupon below. Supply is limited
so order your copies now.
Broadcasting •Telecasting
870 National Press Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Please send
copies of
the Final Television Allocations
Report at $3.00 each.
□ M/O, check □ please bill
Company
Street
City

State

FOR FINEST TAPE RECORDING
WH AS
Louisville, Ky.

—FIRST CHOICE
OF ENGINEERS!
Only Magnecorder offers all the flexibility, high fidelity and features you
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IU4 PORTABLE — LIGHTWEIGHT
QUICKLY
MOUNTED
Units
beRACKcombined
studio canoperation
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FM— 101.1 mc (Ch. 266)
WCBS-FM
NewchangesYork—
Granted FMlicense
101.1 mc covering
(Ch. 266),
1.5 inkw existing
1,270 ft.
Cancel License
KWLK-FM
Longview, Wash.— Grantedleterequest
FM. to cancel license and deChange Transmitter Location
KTFS Texarkana, Tex.— Granted CP
tocation.
change trans, and main studio lo-

JUNE 20 THROUGH JUNE 26
CP-construction permit ant.-antenna cond.-conditional
June 24 Applications . . .
DA-directional antenna D-day LS-local sunset
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
ERP-effective radiated power N-night mod. -modification
License for CP
STL-studio-transmitter link aur.-aural trans.-transmitter
WKABauthorized
Mobile, Ala.—
License offor newCP
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual unl.-unlimited hours which
installation
automatic frequency control equipSTA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
ment.
SSA-special service authorization
WORZ-FM
Orlando, Fla.— License for
which reinstated
authorized
new FM. expired CP which
Grants authorizing new stations and transfers, accompanied by a CP
roundup of new station and transfer applications, begin on page 83.
Modification of CP
WTUS Tuskegee, Ala.AM— toMod.changeCP
Renewal of License
June 20 Applications . . .
Extension of Completion Date
ACCEPTED FOR FIXING
Marysville, Calif.—
Mod
KFSA-FM
Fort Smith,
Ark.;WOMI-FM
WDUN- CPKMYC-FM
Change Transmitter Location
which
in existFM
Gainesville,
Ga.;
extensionchanges
of completion
WPRTauthorized
Prestonsburg,
Ky.—toMod.changeCP cah,
Owensboro,
Ky.; WKYCJackson,
(FM) Mich.;
Padu- date. ing FM forauthorized
which
new
AM
Ky.;
WIBM-FM
Renewal of License
trans, location and type of trans.
WOAP-FM
Youngstown, Owosso,
Ohio. Mich.; WFMJ-FM
AM— 1380 kc
June
23
Decisions
.
.
.
WACB creaseKittanning,
Pa.—
CP
to
inWMLL (FM)(FM)Plainfield,
Evansville,
power from 500 w to 1 kw.
WXNJ
N. J.Ind., and
BY BROADCAST BUREAU
Renewal of License
Increase ERP
Extension
of
Completion
Date
WLOK-FMof license.
Lima, Ohio — Requests
WCTN (TV) Columbus,
Ohio— CP to
renewal
WJEF-FMmod.Grand
Mich.—of increase
Granted
CP forRapids,
extension
aur. to 100ERPkw from
vis. 650kwkw vis.aur.3.25 kw
Change ERP
completion
date
to
12-27-52.
(FM) Memphis,
Tenn.— Mod.
TENDERED
FOR kcFILING
KECCCP Pittsburg,
Granted
CPWMCF
which
AM— 1550
for extensionCalif.of —completion
ing FM to authorized
change ERP change
from 330in toexist325 mod.
date
to
9-1-52.
kw; rainant.from 430
height
above
average
terWHBS from
Huntsville,
Ala.— Mod.
CP to
Salem, Ind.—
Granted mod.
1 to 5 kw-D
and change
for extension
of completion
date change
above ground tofrom476 ft.;
729 overall
to 746 ft.height toCPWSLM
8-26-52.
type
of
trans.
TENDERED FOR FILING
Modification of License
WDMJCP for
Marquette,
— Granted
mod.
extensionMich.of completion
Changes in DA
WCMBcense to Lemoyne,
Pa.— Mod.
of liWISH DAIndianapolis,
Ind.move
— CPtrans,to date to 8-15-52.
specify
station
change
system
and
Harrisburg
and Lemoyne,
Pa.location
and addat
Change
Studio
Location
location
450
ft.
southeast
of
present
additional
main
studio
at
Harrisburg.
site.
KSPO censeSpokane,
Wash.—in Granted
covering change
studio andliAPPLICATION RETURNED
trans, locations.
June 24 Decisions . . .
KBOX
Modesto,
Calif.—
RETURNED
Change Operating Hours
voluntarycensee corp.
transfer
of A.control
of lifrom
G.
M.
Lynch,
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
WTCH
Shawano,
Wis.—
Granted
liCecil Lynch
and William
Harold Brown
Bowen, andto
cense covering change
Ralph
M.Hibdon.
Brown,
By Comr. Frieda B. Hennock
and installation
of DA-N.from D to unl.
Milton
WTOD,of Toledo,
The Toledo
Co., Radio
Modification of CP
Corp.
all Co.
ofBladeToledo,
Ohio,
APPLICATION DISMISSED
WPRE mod.
PrairieCP fordu approval
Chien, ofWis.—
and
The Ohio.—
Rural Bcstg
of Ohio,
Oak
Granted
ant.,
WERL MISSED
E. voluntary
Rainelle,assignment
W. Va.—ofDIS-CP trans.,
Harbor,
Granted
joint
petition
and
main
studio
location,
and
for
extension
of
time
to
August
4,
to Marvin I. Thompson.
change
type
of
trans.
within
which
to
file
exceptions
to
initial decision in this proceeding. the
WDWD-FM
Dawson,
Ga. in— Granted
mod.
CP
to
make
changes
type
of
June 20 Decisions . . .
trans,completion
and to extend
commencement
ByElizabeth
Hearing C.Examiner
and
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
Smith
months
respectivelydates
fromfrom
date 2of and
grant.8 Desert Radio
Renewal of License
and Telecasting Co..
Change
Antenna
System
Palm
Springs,
Calif.—
Granted
petition
Following
stations
were
granted
reWKOVCP toWellston,
Ohio —in the
Granted
newal of licenses on regular basis:
make changes
ant. toand amend
quencyapplication
requested
from to1230aschange
toamended.
1450fre-kc , _
KDRS
Paragould,
Ark.; KTHT
Hous- mod.
and ground
system.
to
remove
application,
ton,
Tex.;
KWAL
Wallace,
Ida.;
KWCB
from hearing docket.
WHLN
Harlan,
Ky.—
Granted
CP
to
Searcy,
Ark.;
KWHN
Ft.
Smith,
Ark.;
make changes in ant. and ground sysWACR
Miss.;
Rapid
Examiner Fanny N. Litvin
City, S. Columbus,
D.; WCFV
CliftonN.WCAT
Forge,
Va.; tem.WNVA Norton, Va.— Granted CP to ByTheHearing
Heart of the Black Hills StaWFMB
(FM)
Mayodan,
C;
WGVM
make
changes
in
the
ant.
and
ground
Greenville,
Miss.;
WHOC
Philadelphia,
tion,
Rapid
City, S. ofD.—hearing
Grantedin promoMiss.
tion for continuance
system.
June 23 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
SERVICE DIRECTORY
KBLA
CP which Burbank,
authorizedCalif.—
new License
AM. for
WQXI Atlanta—
License
for CP hours,
which
authorized
change
in and
power,
COMMERCIAL RADIO
installation
of DA-Nlocation.
change in
MONITORING COMPANY
Custom-Built Equipment
trans,
and studio
PRECISION
FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
WBBZ
Ponca
City,
Okla.—
License
U. S. RECORDING CO.
for
Engineer on duty all night every night
trans,CPandwhich
studioauthorized
location. change in 1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
JACKSON
5302
Extension of Completion Date
Sterling 3626
KMYC
Marysville,
Calif.—
Mod.
CP
P.
O.
Box
7037
Kansas
City, Mo.
which
authorized
change in date.
facilities
for extension
of completion
Changes in DA
• TOWERS •
CPKGDM
which Stockton,
authorizedCalif.—
changesLicense
in DA.for
EAU
License for CP
AM • FM • TV •
Complete Installations
Change ERP
WCPO-FM
CP ant.
to change TOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
ERP
from
10 Cincinnati—
toterrain
12.5 kw;
6100Portland
N. E. Columbia
aboveoverall
average
fromground
650 height
tofrom585
11, OregonBlvd.
ft.;
height
above
560 to 545 ft.
ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

CONSULTING

RADIO

&

TELEVISION

ENGINEERS

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. ADams 2414
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE *

— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper
Montclair,Great
N. J.Notch,
MO. 3-3000
Laboratories
N. J.

GEORGE C. DAVIS
501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE *

Commerciaf Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
cp:
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

There is no substitute for experience
GILLETT & BERGQUIST
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG. NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GEORGE E. GAUTNEY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C
Member AFCCE"

MclNTOSH & INGLIS
1216 WYATT BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Metropolitan 4477
Member AFCCE*

RUSSELL P. MAY
John A. Moffet, Associate
1422 F St., N. W. Kellogg Bldg.
Washington, D. C. REpublic 3984
Member AFCCE *

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas Seattle, Wash.
4212 S. Buclcner Blvd. 4742 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE *

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE'

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261
Member AFCCE*

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss. Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic !
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
AR 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.
Republic 7,6646D. C.
Washington

LYNNE C. SMEBY
"Registered Professional Engineer"
1311 G St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Radio Engineers
QuarterConsulting
Century Professional
Experience
Radio-TelevisionElectronics-Communications
1610Executive
Eye St., 1230
N.W.,— Executive
Wash. 6,5S31D. C.
(Nights-holidays, Lockwood 5-1819)
Member AFCCE *

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM
Consulting
3738 Kanawha
Phone
Box 2468

ROBERT L. HAMMETT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
230 BANKERS INVESTMENT BLDG.
SAN FRANCISCO 2, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER
815 E. 83rd St. Hiland 7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

GRANT R. WRATHALL
Aptos, California
Appointments
3an Francisco
Seattlearranged
Salt Lakefor Cit
Los Angeles
Portland Phoeni
Box 260 APTOS— 3352
Member AFCCE*

RAYMOND M. WILMOTTE
1469 Church Street, N.W. DEcatur 1231
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

HARRY R. LUBCKE
CONSULTING TELEVISION ENGINEER
Television Engineering Since 1929
2443 CRESTON WAY HO 9-3266
HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA

WALTER J. STILES
Consulting Television Engineer
1003 loyalty ATBuilding,
Portland, Oregon
water 4282
Washington, D. C— REpublic 6160

Vandivere,
Cohen & Wearn
Consulting Electronic Engineers
612 Evans Bldg. NA. 2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
eeding re application from June 24 ing FM.
Change Antenna Height
■> September 22, at Washington, D. C.
WRAL-FM
Raleigh,aboveN. average
C. — CP ter-to
une 25 Applications . . .
change
rain
fromant.325height
tofrom407 354
ft.; tooverall
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
above
ground
536 ft.height
License for CP
Change
ERP
License
WCAC ERP
(FM) from
Anderson,
— CPant.to
)rKPOC-FM
CP whichPocahontas,
authorized Ark.—
new FM.
41 to S.52 C.kw;
Washington—
for change(Continued
on page 83)
PWTOP-FM
which authorized
changesLicense
in existROADCASTING
• Telecasting
BERNARD ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
5010 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif. NOrmandy 2-6715

JAMES R. BIRD
Consulting Radio Engineer
Fairmont Hotel, KYA. 33 Elm Ave.
San Francisco 8. Calif. Mill Valley, Calif.
DOuglas $-2536 DVnlap 8-4871

E. BENNS, JR.
Radio Engineer
St.,
N.W., 8071
Wash., D. C.
ORdway
Birmingham, Ala.

Member AFCCE
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted 204 per word — $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 25^ per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 304 per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting • Telecasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately,
please).
All transcriptions,
to box numbers
sent at orowner's
ing expressly
repudiates anyphotos,
liabilityetc.or sent
responsibility
for theirarecustody
return. risk. Broadcasting • TelecastHelp Wanted
Managerial
We have
openings
for two
sales
managers
— onewest.east
of thefordistrict
Missis ip i, the other
Good
5 to
10created
thousand
a
year.
These
are
newly
sales
positions
in
our
merchandisingbecause
division. Single
men withtravelcars
preferred
extensive
ing. Contact
F. National
P. ofKendall,
Executive
Vice President,
Research
reau, Inc., Chicago 10, Illinois. BuSalesmen
Sales engineer under 35 for broadcast
equipment
sales.
NationalMiddle
organization. ExcellentTVproducts.
west.
Some
desirable
but nottravel.
necessary. experience
Replies confidential.
Box
474P,
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING.
Sales manager
toIncentive
join groupbonus
rehabilitating station.
and
participation
in ownership.
Box 492P,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Mountain area network affiliate in a
sales
management salesman
"preferred"
wants experienced
capableareaof
beingingcommercial
manager and Permaassumadditional
responsibilities.
nent. Established
organization
desires
topicture,
advance
the
man
selected.
Include
references in letter to Box
538P,
BROADCASTING
•
TELECASTING.
Young, experienced
with production ideas for 10salesman
kw southwestern
network mission
affiliate;
week plusSubmit
comand car $45allowance.
photo with reply. Box 550P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Salesman-announcer.
Old Dominion
station
offers fine opportunity
for man
in earlyenced30's
who sales
is capable
and experiin radio
and announcing.
Seventy-five
weekly
to
start.
Box
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.552P,
CBS stationcityinwillhighly
southeastern
add onecompetitive
salesman
to
present basis
staff.withRumuneration
commission
adequate draw.on
Write in fullperience.giving
references
and exBox 553P, BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Salesman, Salary
One station Full
market,
15,000.
Midwest.
particulars,
please.
Box 544P,open.
BROADCASTING
.
TELE
CASTING.
Salesman
or
announcer-salesman.
250
watt
east central
affiliate.
Rush references,
full network
information.
Box
558P,
IBROADCASTING
NG.. TELECASTExperiencedmis ion. $50salesman:
15 percentfor comweekly guarantee
first
60 days.pects.Unrestricted,
protected
prosMust
have
car.
Angus
D.
Pfaff,
WNMP, Evanston, Illinois.
Announcers
Experiencedenty-fiveannouncer-engineer.
Sevstart. Upper midwest.
Box
26P, BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING,
Good
announcer
who
has
experience
at
copywriting,
Pennsylvania
independent.
Send tion,
fullphotoresume
experience,
plus
audiand sample
copy. Box 289P,
BROADCASTING
♦ TELECASTING.
Regional
station infiledupstate
New needs
York
with
application
with
FCC
qualifiedFinetransmitter
engineer
fulltime.
opportunity
with
gressive station
if shift,
you have
whatpro-it
takes.
Forty
hour
good
working
conditions. Write Box 394P, BROADCASTING
. station
TELECASTING.
Minnesota
wants
announcer
able
totypist.
handle
traffic
work. Possibility
Must be
good
Carinto
necessary.
of
working
program
director.
Good
salary.
Box
395P,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Announcerviewing ability,
with superior voice, interTexas market. forBoxstation485P,in important
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING.
Good
announcer
with
first
ticket.
$65.
to
fast Boxups.489P,Inland
California
net start—
affiliate.
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.

Help Wanted
Announcer.
Midwest (Cont'd)
daytimer, city,
15,000.
Start $45. $50please.
in threeBoxmonths.
Full
particulars,
545P,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
3heavyexperienced
engineer-announcers,
on announcing.
$75 Commercial
per week,
permanent
right men.
manager.
Forto north
Radio Station
KLIC, Louisiana
Monroe, station.
La.
Combo advancement
night 42-hourforweek,
$70.00 man,
with
quick
ambitious
two
weeks
vacation,
fullystaff,
airconditioned
plant,
congenial
live
South Carolina
and Box
company.
Announcing
must town
good.
579P,
BROADCASTING
.beTELECASTING.
Opening
experienced
announcerMustat
1000
watt for
independent.
beprograms.
good
ondaytime
news, complete
commercial
and DJ
Send
information
and disc to WDBL, Springfield,
Term.
Deep-voiced,
professional
announcers
around
August
1.
Prefer
combos.
Other
personnel WSLM
needed.Salem,
New Indiana.
station
near Louisville.
Announcer-engineer
wanted.
South
Georgia Mutual network station wants
"experienced
announcer-engineer
who
can
operate
board
and
tables.
$70.00
a week. or
WVOP,gi
Telephone
Ge
a.327, Vidalia,
Wanted: Staff announcer who can also
do good newscast.
Please
sendrequireall information,Great
including
salary
ments to KFBB,
Falls, Montana.
Wanted—
Combination
man
for
night
shift, emphasis on announcing. $75.00
weekly.Ky
Walt Gaines,.
WIEL, Elizabethtown,
Announcer — 1st class nouncer-salesman.
engineerPrefer and
ansportscaster.
250 than
watt average.
fulltime.capable
Rent
somewhat higher
Salary
also higher.
Located
middlecountry.
of excellent hunting
and infishing
Wonderful
climate.
Announcer-engisalary starts at seventy-five
or
better.neerAnnouncer-salesman
salary plus
commission.
Call 789 or write
Box
1117, Farmington, New Mexico.
Technical
KPET,
Lamesa,
Texas, hasCall,a good
for
write jobor
wireengineer-announcer.
collect.
First classquired.engineer.
No experience
reVirginia network
station. Box
238K,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING^
First class engineer, key position.
$75.00,
forty-four
hour BROADCASTweek. State
availability.
Box 192P,
ING . TELECASTING.
Network
affiliate,
1
kw,
to
employ five
first
phone combo
engineers
to$400announce
AM
schedule,
men,
per month
iftownexperienced.
Live
in
ideal
small
bordering
large
metropolitan
area
in Illinois. Write full
details Box 398P,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Engineer
diligent
and
South
Texas. TELECASTING.
city. Box 486P,dependable.
BROADCASTING
Chief linaengineer
wanted
by
South
daytime
station. CaroMust
be able 1000toBoxwatt
do 523P,
some
announcing.
Good
Salary.
BROADCASTING
TEL
ECA
STI
NG. .
Engineer-announcer
foropen.
MutualBox station
near Atlanta. Salary. TELECASTING.
546P,
BROADCASTING
Engineer-announcer
at 250Announcing
watt east
central
network
affiliate.
experience
desirable but not essential.
CASTING^
Box
557P, BROADCASTING
• TELECombiation
man
Good
working
conditions iBox
n AM-FM
installation
North
Carolina.
568P,STI
BROADCASTING
. TELECA
NG.
Immediate
opening fornecessary,
first classnoengine r. No experience
nouncing. KVOP, Plainview,
Texas.anFirst class
engineer
wanted
immediately. Experience
not necessary.
Good
pay
and
good
working
conditions.
WBBP Carolina.
and WBBP-FM, Forest City,
North

Help Daytimer,
Wanted (Cont'd)or wire
Engineer,
Wallace
Werz, Chief,Write
KXGI, Fort
Madison,
Iowa.
First
class
engineer
needed
immediately
for
Miss.daytime station, WAPF, McComb,
Michigan
station hasengineer.
immediateNoopening for first
announcing class
required.
Annual
and
paid
vacation
time.
Send bonus
complete
qualifications
to
Chief
Engineer,
WHFB,
Benton Harbor, Michigan.
Engineer-announcer. Starting salary
$70.00 per week WIRB, Enterprise, Alabama.
Immediately;
experienced
combination
man. Aircel enwork
important.Contact
SalaryManext
.
S
e
n
d
recording.
ager, WITZ, Jasper, Indiana.
First class engineer. necessary.
Control board
and
recorder
WKRM,
Columbia,experience
Tennessee.
Immediate opening for two first class
phone operators
a new 5,000 watt man;
station.salary
Considerin$65.00
inexperienced
starting
for
48 hours.
Wire
or
telephone
Stuart
G.
Odell,
General Manager, WVOW. Logan, W. Va.
Engineer-announcer
for 250 watt
Mutual station in Statesboro,
Georgia.
Nice
college good
town, salary,
living job
conditions
reasonable,
open
Augustto settle
1st. Want
would
like
in town,mannotwhoa drifter.
Write son,fullWWNS,particulars
to
R.
H.
ThompStatesboro, Georgia.
Production-Programming, others
Newsman—
Gather, $300.00
edit, write
news.
Some announcing.
per month,
plus
mileage.
Photo,
audition,
TEL
ECA
quired. Box 424P,STI
BROADCASTING
NG. re-.
Experienced
radio
bookkeeper
by
Texas
station
in beautiful needed
resort
TEL
city.
BoxECA
484P, STI
BROADCASTING
NG. •
Newsman.
have local
experience
in
gathering
andMustwriting
join topnotch
Topnews5 kwto
Mutual
station. news
Send staff.
full background,
photo, . TELECASTING.
tape. Box 502P, BROADCASTING
Continuity nouncer.
writer, women'sserious.
feature andisc, sample andAmbitious,
to Box Send
539P,
BROADCASTING
.photo
TELECASTING.
Maleingcopywriter
with
some
announcexperience, to work one hour early
morning,
typeri.
show. KenPernett, Mis
manenthillbilly
offeredsou
position.
KBOA,
Experienced portcopywriter.
Excellent opPlease send samples,
required,Shreveport,
fullunity.resume
in first salary
letter.
KENT,
Louisiana.
Chief
copywriter.
Permanent.
Send
Fl
samples.
WEAT-NBC.
P.snapshot
O. or
Boxand 421,id
West a.
Palm
Beach,
Progressive
wants man northwestern
to take over Ohio
localstation
news
operation.
Send
photo,
disc
and references to Dave Lee, WLOK, Lima,
Ohio.
Sales promotion manager. Bright, aggressive young man
with sales
promotionington
experience,
WTOP,
WashPost-CBSforRadio
and The
Television
stations,
Warner
Building,
Washington,range.
D. C. Pleaase
Attention:
salaryRichardson,
Mr.
givingreply
full details
and
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Successful manager with many years
of experience— allposition
phases inradio—
devicinitysires ofmanagerial
-Texas. TELECASTING.
only. Boxstate565P,or
BROADCASTING

Situations capable
Wantedmanager^
(Cont'd)presExperienced,
ently
employed,
desires
return
west
coast. Radio pioneer with provento abilitying iinn markets
sales, programming
andpopulation
managup
to
500,000
Years
ofevents.
mike work
sports,agenews,43,
special
Familyin man
CAhealth.
STIN
good
Adequate
G.references
Box 537P, BROADCASTING . TELEManager.
Three years
present station.
Excellent
desk sitter,sales
but background.
a hard hittingNotsalesa
producer.
Started
from
Know
all departments.
First bottom.
class license.
Combination
announcer-engineer
to
networkried, engineer
to
manager.
Marsober. Industry,
and
CASTING^
bank
references.
Westernpersonal
states only.
Box 555P, BROADCASTING . TELEYoung, aggressive
radiooperation
executivedesires
experienced in stationsmall
manager position
station. With
sound
programming,
live-wiremanagesales
and efficient
outletprofitable
personnel
ment, can make
operation.
Successful
record.
Would
like
affiliation at station with challenge and
ING
. TELECASTING.
opportunity.
Box 562P, BROADCASTSeeking ship.
step-up
to familiar
general managerThoroguhly
all
phases
of successful
radio, with
program
and
saleswise,
plus
accounting
and
business
background.
Box
563P,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Salesmen
Experienced
announcer,salesman,
merchandiser. producer,
Adult, family,
now
employed,
wants to work not
for afraid
station competition,
that needs
money.
— don't an- .
swer.Fifteen
Box 564P,percenters
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Top level experience,
radio sales seeking
executive,radiolocal,or
network
TV sales agership
management
or general38, manMarried,
hard,
consistent,
solidopportunity.
workeragencies.
having nationwide contacts
with
College
graduate,
business
administration.
Over $500,000
in sales
last circles.
twelve
months.
Well known
in radio
Suggest immediate • contact.
Box 575P,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Announcers
Staff announcer
with thorough
experi-on
ence,Seeks
major markets.
Emphasis
news.
spot
with
solid
offering good future.
Box station
500P,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Announcer desires permanent position
with
growing
station.
Superior,
mature
voice. Very strong on news, capable
DJ. cial3 years
educationalCollege
FM, graduate,
commerAM experience.
draft
veteran.
North
Atlanticexempt
states area.
Disc Prefer
and brochure
on request.
Box 525P, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
20announced
years radio. Year
television. Have
produced
shows. No andprima
donna topor network
drifter.
News, MC,
disc
jockey.
Seeking Tape,
permanent position. Best references.
letter ableandwithinpicture
on request.
Availtwo
weeks.
Box
526P,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Disc
jockey with first
classpermanent
license,
very
Wants
CAexperienced.
situation
as DJ IN
personality.
Immediate.
ST
G.
Box 529P, BROADCASTING . TELEAnnouncer; first phone. Veteran, married,mountains,
family. Wants
location
good permanent
hunting, fishing.
College — fifteen
monthsemployed.
experienceBox—
references.
Presently
ING. BROADCASTING . TELECAST543P,
Announcer. Married veteran, now employed. DesiresBoxposition
Virginia.
North Carolina.
547P, BROADCASTING •TELECASTING.
Colored disc
announcer andjockey,
expert newscaster,
control board
operator, with
extra York
personality.talent
Experience and
on New
stations.
Single,sume-auSTI
toNG.
travel.
TELECA
ditionfree
disBROADCASTING
c available
upon Rere-.
quest. Box 548P,
Announcer-newsman: Three years last
position. Late night shift acceptable.
Appreciate
opportunity
with small
operation offering
long range
Responsible,
draft •exempt.
Box plan.
554P,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Newsman-AM-TV.
Proven
commercial
record. Mature, authoritative delivery.
Professional
editing,
RefAvailable
threere-write.
weeks. notice.
Box
567P,erences.BROADCASTING
CASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
So you're
reading for
the someone
ads? Thento youfill
must
be looking
niche.
Well, years
I've anexperiitch
toa certain
fill ence
thatAM announcing-DJ-newscasting,
niche. Seven
two
years
television
directing.
Talsnted
specialteaching.
events, Seek
acting, writing,
producing,
non-stuffy,
progressiveassignment
station.
Iwith
Box
577P,
BROADCASTING
CASTING.. TELEVeteran, 24, wants announcing, small
Isports-minded
midwest.
Disc
available. Littlestation,
experience,
but 100%
conscientious.
College
and SRT grad- •
uate. Box 578P,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
jcopy,
Announcer,
staff,
experienced.
Write
handle569P,
board.BROADCASTING
Prefer eastern
[area.
Box
•
TELECASTING.
innouncer,
staff,
experience,
with
operation
inconnection
Florida.
Box progressive
570P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Announcer
- writer: Formerly
college
speech instructor,
25,events,
experienced
radio-journalist-special
extensive
sports
coverage,
heavy
production
background.
NBC-TV
writing,
directing, training.
Box 573P, BROADCASTINGannouncer,
.TELECASTING.
Experienced
MC; strong
music,
news,
sports.
College
graduate,on
25, single, R.Veteran.
Prefer
northeast.
Thomas
Quain,
198
Wyoming
Avenue, South Orange, New Jersey.
ITelephone-South
Orange 2-4733.
Competent staff announcer;
board and
all phases: perience;
DJ married.
and Write
news; or11 wire
years Phil
exSmith,
620
W.
Broadway,
Rockwood,
iPenna.
Technical
Chief inengineer
with and
12 years
experij. |Ifence
construction
maintenance
:"' ! onequipment.
250 to 5000 Also
watt AM-FM
transmitting
on
all
types
studio
equipment.
Married,
: !: and
family.recording
Permanent
position
desired.35,
:V I Will
locate
anywhere.
References
and
im; interview
mediately. furnished.
Box 475P, Available
BROADCAST_ j [NG
.
TELECASTING.
Announcer
—
First
license.
Good
voice
-• quality.
weekly minimum.
Box 531P,Seventy-five
BROADCASTING
. TELE« |CAS
TIN
| Chief engineer.
Twelve G.
years in radio,
:"'
Seven
yearsConsulting
broadcastradio
experience.
TV
_n with
training.
engineering
extensive
directional
experience.
IB.5 i Desire
change
to
progressive
station.
P9.000. Full particulars in first letter,
- TEL
please. Box
534P, BROADCASTING .
ECA
STING.
Engineeryearsexperienced
S" |Eight
experiencewithAMfirstandphone.
FM.
■ ' I Tennessee.
Prefer Virginia,
West
Virginia
or
Married,
mature
and
draft
e Exempt. Box 535P, BROADCASTING .
; , TELECASTING.
ftadio enoperator
first class.including
No experice. 3 years
schooling
TV
md
radio
service
and
repair.
Desires
oosition
with
radio
broadcasting
sta;ion. Box 549P, BROADCASTING .
ITELECASTING.
'First
phone. No graduate.
station experience.
IITechnical
Married,
Veteran, Ageschool
31. Box 551P, BROAD|CASTING . TELECASTING.
First
phone,
veteran,
draft
exempt,
single,announcing.
3 years electronics
tfo
Box 560P, schooling,
BROADI CASTING . TELECASTING.
rirst phone,
years Family,
experience,
i!I 3refer
southerntwostates.
Box
'61P,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTN
G
.
ladio operator. First class license.
Wo
experience.
3 service,
years schooling,
inIji .hiding
TV, radio
repair. Deires
broadcasting
tation.position
Box with
571P, radio
BROADCASTING
| TELECASTING.
II tadio
operator. First
class
icense.telephone
No experience,
3 years
includingDesires
TV &position
radio serv|If:jcechooling
and
repair.
with
adio broadcasting station. Box 572P,
!]BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
J radio
engineer; references.
three yearsAvailable
experince, veteran,
T. L. Gunter,
805 S.
I mmediately.
Washington, Greenville,
Mississippi.
lummer
replacement.
First
ack Pugsley, 306 W. 58th St.,phone,
New
7ork City.
:xperienced
transmitterLewisoperator
vailable.
Requirements?
Sherjck,
ado. General Delivery, Denver, Colo-

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Production-Programming,
Others
Newslocaldirector
available special
immediately.
Top
news reporting,
events,
documentaries.
Box
472P,
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING.
Versatile girl. Radio and TV. Box
507P, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING^
Girl continuity
office work, Box
announcing.writer,
Excellent references.
527P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING^
Producer-writer for net and indie AM
and
TV, legitimate
radio-TV personality.
Actor-ad
director
stage, national
agency manassociation.
Young ex-serviceseeking
permanent
relocation.
Box
528P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING^
Experinced
newsman desires
city 50,000aspopulation
over.workLocal
Nowin
employed
radiocopynewsbutoreditor.
news
and
wire
no
air
work.
University B.A. Degree.
Box 556P,.
BROADCASTING
« TELECASTING.
Production
supervisor.
2
years
TV, New BoxYork.
QualificationsNBC-on
request.
. TELECASTING.574P, BROADCASTING
Television
Salesmen
TV stations only. Young (31) man with
seven waryears
of
sales
instation.
postand prewar
radio,success
singletelevision.
Now wants
to progress
with
Box
524P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING^
Production-Programming, others
TV newsreel pioneer is looking for
connectionhensive
major
market.
Comprebackground
includes
five
years
TV camera
workAlso
withsupervise
leading
TV
network
station.
all
phases
of
producing
TV
news
show.
HaveExcellent
won several
awardsfromin
TV field.
references
industry
leaders.
Try
Box
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.504P,
Young
man withtraining
18 months
excellent
TV
production
needs
experience
anywhere.
Box actual
559P,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
For Sale
Stations
West coast
FM
now oronspecial
air. service
Ideally
situated
for
regular
broadcasting.
Box 508P,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Western
station. $40,000.
Independent.
no
competition.
Good 250termsw;
to good operator.
Box 533P, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Equipment, etc.
3 kw FMAll amplifiers;
one
GETwo 250newwattGE exciter.
export packed.
Very
reasonable.
Box 384P, BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Two Radio Music
VL-1Dwithvertical
assemblies
spare pickup
head.
Never
been complete
used, Brush
BK-403
tape
recorderplete withLingo
antenna
194'
9"
comguys, lighting equipment,
and
tuning
unit.
Box
448P,
BROAD
CASTING . TELECASTING. tower, 110
coated. New
Can
beSteelextended
to 185feet,feetzinccheaply.
conditionBROADCASTING
— immediate delivery.
Box
536P,
• TELECASTING
Transmitting 2-807,
tubes to the Allhighstandard
dollar.
3-810,
brands 2-813,
never out of.1-872.
cartons.
Box 530P,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Tower,ing with
180 feet. Trusconhardware
self-supportand
lights. Brandinsulators,
new and a bargain. Box
540P, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING^
Complete
station equipment pricedoneinforkilowatt
immediate
RCA
equipment
service
less sale.
than array
four
years.
Also
complete
directional
with
four
Wincharger
towers,
coax
line
and phasing
equipment.
KROC,
Rochester, Minnesota.
New,
M.M.
Cole pay
transcription
library.complete
$190.00Center
. . . you
KTAC,
2715
Street, shipping.
Tacoma,
Washington.
500
feet
Andrew
type
452
3Va"
coaxial
line new, crated. Three type 1452
expansion joints; type
four type
1052
90°
elbows;
twelve
1752-3
support
brackets;
twelve
type
2352-3
insulated
mounting
brackets
and
other
Andrew
fittings
all
new Herbert
in originalH.crates.
For
prices
write:
Eckstein,
Technical
Director,
WCAN,
723
North
Third St., Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

For Sale (Cont'd)
°ne 640AA condenser microphone and
RCA
BFO, 68-B$325.00.
$275.00. Presto
RCA dist.
noise
model&
"Y" discAllmeter,
recorder,
mounted
in cabinet,
$400.
excellent
condition.
WFAG,
Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Stainless 200condition,
foot tower.two$1200years
prepaid.
Excellent
use.
WPAW, Pawtucket,
R. I.
Wanted to Buy
Stations
Station
in
south
wanted. Preferably
in Tennessee or Kentucky.
Tell all in
first letter.
Box
541P,
ING . TELECASTING. BROADCASTEquipment, etc.
Wanted, used FM equipment in good
shape.tion Send
information to Radio StaN. C. WFRC, P. O. Box 990, Reidsville,
modulationpickups,
monitor,
limiting ampliturntables,
WMAM,fier, Marinette,
Wisconsin.coax line.
Miscellaneous
Anyone knowing Jack Delahunt
A.K.A.
Bell'sBROADCASTING
address, please
write
to Jack
Box 542P,
. TELECASTING.
Commercialplacement
crystals
and newfor orBliley,
rebroadcastRCA
crystals
Western
Electric,
holders,
fastest service.
Also monitor
and etc.,
fremeasuring service.
Eidson 3-3901.
Electronquency
ic Co., Temple,
Texas, phone
FCC
first-phone
in
6
weeks.
Both
residence
correspondence
courses
available. andGrantham
Radio License
School,wood 28,6064
Hollywood
Blvd.,
HollyCalifornia.
Help Wanted
Managerial
COMMERCIAL
MANAGER
for a 1000 watt clear channel
in market of 2 51,000. Sell FarmCity approach at a good guarantee
against
15%. TV
Readyapplicant.
to turn 576P,
over
$3 500 billing.
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
Technical

and experienced
Engineerin
forCapable
1000 watt
directional AMChiefstation
large tailssouthern
city.
Must
know
all demaintenance.transmitter and station operation and
Have application
pending
for TV Chief
with
excellent
chanceto for
early school
grant.
will
be
sent
television
at
expense andand will
then setup.
head our entireour
television
broadcast
We want a keen young man not over
thirty-eight
(38)salary
who ofis $4200.00
willing toannualstart
at a ly,reasonable
plus
yearly
bonus
.
.
.
with
a
to advancement and a real future in viewthe
broadcast
business. and
Give experience,
complete details
of your education
plus
picture in first
letter.
Box
CASTING .TELECASTING.532P, BROADOperating
engineers
for defense radio
project. Four
stationwanted
chief
four
transmitter
supervisors,
four engineers,
receiver receivei
superoperators,
operators.visors, 16 transmitter
Radio telegraph,
radio16telephone
(Continued on next page)

EXPERIENCED
BROADCASTERS
NOW AVAILABLE
,
BOB DOELICKE:
•
The small
station's
Tony
Marvin.
Ter-MBfW,
rific
newscaster
announcer.
FormerlyBUSTERS:
1 vr. GANGcom• ' ' olive merciaShave
ls for PalmCream; vocalist
with Inter-Fraterternity
Glee Club&
... Coached
'Service
■ sports\ participated
in Military
programs.
STRONG
ON:
SPORTS.TAPETV OR
Production
& FilmNEWSEditing.
DISC.
HARRY BALDWIN:
announcer - news-caster-program director: Formerly: 3
WMS— scripMass.
asyears
announcer,
ter & tor.
music
direc-at
Educated
Mercersburg
Academy;Cincinnati
Williams
College;
Conservatory
Music. Strong onof
all types
of musical programs
and interviewer.
continuity. TAPE
Good
DJ,
boardman
and
OR DISC.
JIM
RAYMONDwith :
Announcer-DJ
RED
alisten-to
breezystyle.
easy-toistypetheannouncer
effervescentwins friends who
and
audiences fast. Creator of "Raymond's
Record
andon
shows. Room,"
Strongdisc
jf
other
good
NEWS.
CONTINU■«MING. DISC OR TAPE
ITY & AVAILABLE.
PROGRAMTONY WARREN:
Formerly
with
WTNS'
Telephone
Quiz
Shows
Platter Party
is and
ex-on
tremely strong
special
events
and
DJ
programming.
PD's will like his '
news delivery and
savvy for continuity.tage Take
advanof his
TV
knowledge
and Telecine
Production
TV setup. TAPE for
OR your
DISC. future AMJERRY CARDON:
Here'sing aannouncer
good-lookwith
a tremendous
resonantmerlyvoice.
Forwith
three
Broadway
musicals
and
the
LA.
Civic
"boy" knows
and
Light
Opera sings
this
reads music,
and can create prothat sponNEWS; grams
interviews;
find
You'll
and him
recordstrong
shows. TAPE sorsORbuy.DISC.
LEE SMALL: Take
your choice Lee is
a good newsman,
announcer
actor,
DJ,
and
TV
programmer.
While he all
does'round
your
AM
work
help
TV he'll
operation
asyourfloormanager,
film editor,
came
r
a
m
a
n
o
r
director.
He's been a freeand turns
lancenounceragency
anpitch job. TAPE
OR DISC.
Write
Dexteror HallWire
SRT
SCHOOL OF RADIO TECHNIQUE
R.K.O. Bldg. Radio City, N.Y. 20, N.Y.
PL«u 7-1111
SRT mencastingandstationswomen
are employed
all over
the Unitedin broadStates

CANADA MUSIC FEES
Protracted Hassle Looms
4-A COMMITTEES
COPYRIGHT music fees for 1952
FRANK G. SILVERNAIL of BBDO, New York, wasAppointed
named last week by Canadian broadcasters will not
be paid for a long time, judging
to head mitteetheon radio
American
Assn. of Adv.
Agencies' while
1952-53Walter
standing
and television
broadcasting,
Craigcom-of by the court actions planned by the
Benton & Bowles, New York, was appointed chairman of the standing Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters
(CAB) and Composers, Authors,
committee on radio and television *
Publishers Assn. of Canada
production.
Harlow P. Roberts of Goodkind,
(CAPAC). First test case on the
validity of the ruling of Canadian
Joice & Morgan, Chicago, was appointed vice chairman of the radioCopyright
TV broadcasting group and C. Burt
CAPAC mayAppeal
base itsBoard
fees —on that
gross
Oliver of Foote, Cone & Belding,
revenue of stations and inspect station revenue books — will be held at
Hollywood, was named to a similar
Ottawa in September before the
post on the radio-TV production
Exchequer Court. Whichever side
group. The committees are two of
RTMA (Canada) Elects
14
national
standing
committees
of
loses,
the case will appeal the deOFFICERS ELECTED for 1952cision to the Supreme Court of
4-A's,nowallbeen
of which
Mr. Craig
53 of Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn., the
to have
selected.were said
Mr. Silvernail Canada, it has been decided by
of Canada were A. B. Hunt, Northmutual
agreement.
Chairmanships
of
three
4-A
speern Electric Co. Ltd., Montreal,
cial committees also were anCanadian broadcasters meanpresident; C. A. Pollock, Dominion nounced:
while
are paying at previous rates,
Electrohome Industries, Kitchener,
based on a set sum per licensed
James M. Cecil, of Cecil & PresOnt.,
vice
president;
J.
R.
Longreceivers.
CAB is now gathering
York, chairman of spestaffe. International Resistance Co. brey, cialNewcommittee
data for test case.
on advertiser relaLtd., Toronto, vice president; S. G.
tions;
John
P.
Cunningham
of
Patterson, Canadian Radio Mfg.
& Walsh, New York,
RADIO INSTITUTE
Corp. Ltd., Toronto, vice president; Cunningham
committee on agency perE. Olson, Canadian Westinghouse special sonnel,
WBT Offers Scholarships
Loren Stone of CompCo. Ltd., Hamilton, chairman, en- ton Adv., andNew
York. 4-A's also
art Mr. Roberts
gineering committee; G. B. Elliott, consultant. Mr. Cunningham
CHARLES H. CRUTCHFIELD,
Mr. Oliver
Canadian General Electric Co. Ltd.,
executive vice president and genDearnley
of McCann-Erickson,
chairman of the 4-A's board of George
Toronto, chairman, service commit- .isdirectors.
New
York;
Vice
Chairman,
E.
Thomas
eral manager, Jefferson Standard
McBreen
of
J.
Walter
Thompson
Co.,
tee; and Stuart D. Brownlee, ToChairman and vice chairmen of Chicago.
Broadcasting Co., licensee of WBTronto, executive secretaryMedia Relations
—
Chairman,
H.
H.
the standing committees, in addi- Dobberteen
AM-FM
and WBTV (TV) Charof Benton & Bowles, New
tion to radio-TV broadcasting and York; Vice Chairman,
lotte, announced last week that the
Leonard New
Gessner
For Sale
radio-TV
production,
were
listed
as
of
Fitzgerald
Adv.
Agency,
Orleans.
company again this year will make
follows :
Chairman, Co.,
H. H.PhiladelKynett scholarship awards to the North
4-A Examinations for Advertising- ofNewspapers—
The
Aitkin-Kynett
Carolina
High Hill.
School Radio InstiBEAUTIFUL STRAND THEATER
phia;
Vice
Chairman,
Daniel
M.
GorChairman,
S. H.Co.,Giellerup
of Martute at Chapel
schalk
New York;
Vice
don of Ruthrauff
& Ryan, NewAdvertisYork.
Chairman,&Adv.Pratt
C. Inc.,
L. Greenwood
of Knox
Outdoor
and Transportation
Three
scholarships
are offered to
Reeves
Minneapolis.
ing—ChairmanDetroit;
, J.J. HartiganViceof CampPublic Auction
school pupils or recent high
Agency Buchen
Administration
Chairman,
bell-Ewald
Co.,MacDonald
Chair- high
Walther
of The —Buchen
Co., Agency,
man,
W.
F.
of
Kudner
school
graduates
in
North
Carolina
July
7,
2
p.m.
New— Chairman,
York. D. E. Robinson or South Carolina. Scholarships
D.NewC. Stewart
Real Estate and equipment offered separately.
ofChicago;
KenyonVicePapers
& Chairman,
Eckhardt,
York.
Research
Small
Down
Payment—
Balance
Monthly.
of
Price,
Robinson
&
Frank,
Chicago;
Business
—
Chairman,
H.
E.
provide
for
all
required
fees.
Your prior inspection invited by appointCassidy of The McCarty Co., Los Vice
Chairman, F. B. Manchee of
ment.
The institute is in session from
WriteAuctioneer.
or Call:509'/2 Leonard
J. Schrader.
Angeles;
Chairman,
James J. Inc.,
Mc- BBDO, New York.
MahonYork.ofViceJames
J. McMahon
Green
Street.
July 20 ducted
through
Aug. 4. It of
is conNew
Champaign,EastIllinois
The 4-A
board's
operations
comunder sponsorship
the
mit e , to oversee four main fields
Export
Advertising
— Chairman,
Lorimer
B.York;Slocum
ofChairman,
Young
&H. Rubicam,
North
Carolina
Assn.
of
Broadcastof
organizational
activity,
will
New
Vice
I.
Orwig
include:
Employment Service
of The Buchen Co., Chicago.
ers and the U. of Center.
North Carolina's
Communications
Deadline
Government,
Public William
and Educator
E. E. Sylvestre
ofbe Knox
Reevesof Adv.,
Relations
— Chairman,
Reydel
for
scholarship
applications
is June
Minneapolis,
will
in
charge
per30
(today).
of
Cunningham
&
Walsh,
New
York;
sonnel
activities;
Earle
Ludgin
of
Earle
EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
Vice
Chairman, Co.,
Enno St.D.Louis.
Winius of Ludgin & Co., Chicago, will oversee
Winius-Brandon
HenryCo.,M. New
StevensYork,of J.whoWal-is
We have
selected Managers
General, ; ComImprovement of Advertising Content research;
tervice
Thompson
mercial and Disc
Program
—Chairman,
George
Reeves Vice
of J.ChairWal- 4-A's
chairman,
be inof Campcharge YESTERDAY'S (June 29) broadcast
Engineers,
Jockeys
and ;Chief
other
ter
Thompson
Co.,
Chicago;
of
ethics,
and
Henry
G.willLittle
specialists.
Delays
are
costly
tell
of The People Act concluded the
R. DykeYork.of Young & Rubi- bell-Ewald
us your needs today.
Co.,addition,
Detroit,
will oversee
camman,Inc.,Ken New
relations.
In
William
Reyprogram's
26-week run p.m.
on CBS
Howard S. Frazier
del
of
Cunningham
&
Walsh,
New
Magazines
and
Farm
Papers
—
Chair(Sunday, 10:05-10:30
EDT)Radio
but
man,
Guy Richards
of ComptonE. Adv.,
York,
will head
the
Committeewhileon recordings
of available
the documentary
series
TV <k Radio Management Consultant:'
New
York;
Vice
Chairman,
Ross
Qualifications
for
Membership,
will
be
made
to
stations
for
728 Bond Bldg., Washington 5, D. C.
Gamble of Leo Burnett Co., Chicago. William R. Baker Jr. of Benton &
request
to thePa. People Act
York, heads the Press local
Mechanical Production — Chairman, Bowles,
Relations New
Committee.
Centeruseat onState
College,
Employment Agency
Employment Agency
Midwest Network Station
STATIONS
WOO.OOO.OO
Although we are slow in meeting the heavy demand for combination men it is more and more possible for us to meet your needs
A well established and very profitable network property. Located
inand such
fieldsEngineering.
as: — Management, Sales, Production, Announcing,
in a desirable midwest market with retail sales in excess of
Straight
845.000,000,000. This is a combined operation and the equipment
and installation is excellent. Financing arranged.
COMBINATION ANNOUNCER-ENGINEERS;
Seeking to relocate? Write to us for Application Forms. Many
Appraisals • Negotiations • Financing
choiceOTHER
openingsCHARGES.
in your field. Our fee — ONLY one week's salary.
NO
BLACKBURN -HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
SAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Lester M. Smith
James
W. Blackburn
Washington
Bldg.
17 East 48th Street, New York 17, New York
235 Montgomery St.
Delaware 7-2755-6
Exbrook 2-5672
Sterling 4341-2
PL 5-1127
E. C. Lobdell, Licensee

BALLARD APPOINTED
Sobs Manager at KGNC
JOHN BALLARD has been appointed sales manager of KGNC
Amarillo, Tex., it has been announced. He was associated previously with the station for eight
years.
From 1944 to 1951, he served the
Nunn Stations as national advertising manager. He formerly was
general manager of KFDA Amarillo.
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fCC roundup Wf
New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications
box score

SUMMARY THROUGH JUNE 26
In
Licensed CPs Pending
Appls. Hearing
211
328
88
582
70
58611
2,332
11
7
97
of the FCC, page 78)

On Air
AM Stations
2,353
108
635
FM Stations
TV Stations
Actions
(Also
PROPOSED RULE MAKING
Non Docket Actions . . .
Palm Springs,
Calif. — Dr.Notice
Forbes
Farms
...
ProposedInc.
Rule FCC
Makingadopted
looking towardsof New Applications
AM APPLICATIONS
amendingments to table
of TV Ch.channel
add UHF
14 toassignPalm
Fresno,
Calif.
—
The
McMahan Co.,
Springs,
to petition 1340 kc, 250 w fulltime. Estimated
confiled
by Dr.Calif.,
Forbespursuant
Farms Inc.
truction $50,000,
cost $27,670, revenue
first year $65,000.
operTV GRANT
ating scost
Principals:
President
Robert
O.
McWXEL
(TV)
Cleveland—
Empire
Coil
Mahan, president McMahan George
Furniture
Co. Granted change in frequency to Co.; Secretary-Treasurer
T.
Ch. 8 increase
(180-186 mc)
from
Ch. kw9 (186-192
McMahan,
secretary-treasurer
of
Mcmc),
ERP
to
316
visual
MahanHolding,
Furniture Co.,general
and manager
Director
from
7.5 kw
kw visual
and move
to 160 main
kw aural
Robert
C.
from dio3.8
aural,
and
stuto Cleveland from Parma, Ohio of McMahan Furniture Co.
Iowa—Corp.,
The 1580
Fairfield
Bcstg.w
(transmitter
site).transmitter
No change location
in an- andFairfield,
Television
kc, 250
tenna height
involved.
Afteror change
WXEL
(TV)to daytime.
Estimated construction cost
Grade
A
service
will
be
extended
$9,901.67, first $60,000.
year operating
$45,about 4563 mi.
Principals:costPresiabout
mi. andThisGrade
is firstB service
grant forto 000, revenue
dentD. CarlBoyer
D. Boyer,
owner-manager
frequency
change
required
of
30
existCarl
Insurance
Agency,
andof
TV stations
Vice-President - Secretary - Treasurer
FCC ingSixth
Reportunder
and provisions
Order [B.T,of James
. Mortwedt,
commercial
April 14]. (Comr. Frieda Hennock dissented.)
agerDof WCOW
St. Paul,
Minn. manAM GRANTS
TRANSFER REQUESTS
Albany,
—Granted
The Southeastern
KNBY byNewport,
System.Ga.engineering
1050 kc, 250 control
HaroldArk.L.— Acquisition
Sudbury andof
wBcstg.
daytime;
Gladysinterest,
Benson Sudbury,
who nowWilliam
have
Estimated
construction costcondition.
$24,467. 50%
from
Charles
Applicant
Cordele,
Craft and Mary M. Craft for $25,000
and 90% ofowns
WTJH WMJM
East Point,
Ga. Ga., for
the Crafts* 50% interest.
Oneonta,1570Ala.—
Pat w M.daytime;
Courington.
KRAI
Col. — Transfer
conGranted
kc, 250
engitrol from Craig,
Northwestern
ColoradoofBcstg.
neering
condition.
Estimated
constructo George O. Cory through sale of
tion cost $17,600. Applicant owns WCRI Co.
1,000
shares
of
stock
for
$750.
Mr.
Cory
Scottsboro,
Ala.,
and
51%
of
WAVUAM-FM Albertville, Ala.
is general manager of KRAI.
TRANSFER GRANTS
KGLN Glenwood from
Springs,
AsWesternCol. —Slope
KPHO-AM-TV
Phoenix,
Ariz.
— Bcstg. Co.signment byof license
R.
G.
Howell,
executor
Granted
transfer
of
control
of
PhoeCharlesasHowell,
deceased,
nix Bcstg. Inc.,
licenseeInc.,of licensee
KPHO, ofto estate
R. G. ofHowell
individual.
Mr.
Phoenix
Television
Howell formerly owned 50% interest
ofand
to Meredith
Co. KPHO-TV.
and Meredith
SyracuseEngineering
Television with his father; he was appointed exCorp. forense of WOW-AM-TV
$1,500,000. Meredith
is andliof father's
estate under
and isterms
now
applyingecutor for
assignment
WHEN c(TV)
Syracuse, N. Omaha
Y.
of
father's
will.
Mr.
Howell
is
general
manager
of
KGLN
and
KFXJ
Grand
KVEC assignment
San Luis Obispo,
CalifGranted
oftolicense
from
Col.
Christina
M. Jacobson
herself
and Junction,
City, IowaBcstg.
— Transfer
Leslie
H.
Hacker.
Mr.
Hacker
will
have
cf KSMN
control Mason
from Mohawk
Co. to
y3andinterest
for
which
he
pays
$25,000
Robert
M.
Carson
through
saleCarson
of 45
Mrs.terest. Mr.Jacobson
will
have
%
inshares
of
stock
for
$11,250.
Mr.
Hacker
has
been
general
manager
of KVECof KPRL
since Paso
1937 Robles,
and is KSMN.
is president and general manager of
former
licensee
Calif.
WLEW Bad Axe, Mich., and WHLS
WWXLment of license
Peoria, to111William
— GrantedH. Young,
assign- Port Huron,
— Assignment
of licenses from Mich.
Harmon
LeRoy Stevens
trustee
in
bankruptcy,
under
terms
of
and Herman
LeRoy
Stevens,
equal
court
order.
No
monetary
consideraners d/b as Port Huron Bcstg. Co.,part-to
tion.
the
Messrs.
Stevenswhoand isnewjoining
partneras
KGW-AM-FM
Portland,
Ore
—
GrantJohn
F. Wismer,
ed transfer of control from Donald E.
partner, reducing the Messrs.
Newhouse to Samuel I. Newhouse Jr. equal
to Y3hiseach.
Mr. Wisthrough transfer of 233% shares of Stevens'
mer paysisinterest
$40,000
interest.
Mr.
stock (out
shares) forJr. $116,WismerWLEW.
generalformanager
of WHLS
666.67.
Samuelof 700
I. Newhouse
now and
already holds 233% shares and after
WWNC from
Asheville,
C— Transfer
transfer will hold 4662/, shares.
control
Don S.N. Elias
to J. G.of
Adams and R. Stanford Webb through
KAND of Corsicana,
Grantedfor transfer
transfer
control to J.Tex.C.— West
ofof62%%
interestunder
for $15,762.88
resultfrom
settlement
consent
$16,985
from Wesley
and Phil asdecree
Stevenson.
J. C. W.WestWestis president
court.
ofM. KAND.
WJAS
Pittsburgh,
Pa.
—
Transfer
control from Pittsburgh Radio Supplyof
KEPOment toElKEPO
Paso, Inc.
Tex. for— Granted
assignSara A.Co.Brennen,
direc$207,500.
PrinRadioto Adv.
of Pittsburgh
cipals in KEPO Inc. include equal Housetor ofInc.
(45%); Treasurer
Margaret
M.
Brennen,
stockholders Miller G. Robertson, pres- treasurer
of Radio Adv. Co. (15%);
ident,tereswhots; Vhas
no other W.business
ice Presidents
A. Porterin- Mary Thelma Bregenser (15%); President
H.
Kenneth
president
Jr. and Ralph I. rRichardson,
and
SecAdvertising Brennen,
Co. of Pittsburgh
etary-Treasure W. B.mining
Pratt, and
who conare Radio
(15%),
and
Mary
J.
Klein
(10%),
associated struction
withinterests
coal
terms of will of H. J. Brennen. under
in Minneapolis.
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 79)
height
aboveoverall
average
tofrom325 418ft.;
heightterrain
above from
ground375
Extension of SSA
10 to 8.19 tokw.347 ft.; trans, output from
TENDERED
FOR
FILING
AM— 1010 kc
KLAS1230Laskc Vegas,
— CP kcto 1change
from
250 neww Nev.
to 1010
kw-N
Renewal of License
5 kw-D; installAM—
1580trans,
kc and DA-N.
WILL
Urbana,
111. — basis.
Granted renewal
of
license
on regular
WPAC Patchogue,
in- WVLKnewal of license
Versailles,
Ky.— Granted
from 250N. w Y.to— CP1 kwto and
on regular
basis. reinstall crease
new powertrans.
WRLD-FM
Lanett,
Ala.— Granted
newal of license
on regular
basis. reJune 26 Decisions . . .
Change Antenna Height
Fostoria, Ohio— Granted
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
CPWFOB-FM
215
ft.to change ant. height from 95 to
Change Operating Hours
Change
ERP
WCATlicense
Rapid to City,
S. D.—
WROV-FM
Roanoke,
Va.—
mod.
reduce
hoursGranted
from
CP
to
change
ERP
from
285 wGranted
to 2.3
11:00
a.m.
to
1:00
p.m.
daily
to
12:30
p.m. to 1:00 p.m.
daily. kc
20kw, ft.and ant. from minus 5 ft. to minus
AM— 1600
WNOW application
York, Pa.—change
Designated
for June 26 Applications . . .
hearing
from DA-N;
1250 kcmade
1 kw-DWWRLto 1600
kcfacilities
1 kwa
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
unl.
New
York
party to the proceeding.
Renewal of License
Change Studio Location
Following
stations request renewal
of
license:
KWEM nated West
Memphis,application
Ark.— Desig-to WO WO Fort Wayne, Ind.; WBOW
f
o
r
hearing
Haute, Ind.; WKYB Paducah,
change mainArk.,studioto Memphis,
location from
Memphis,
Tenn.West Terre
Ky.;
WHIZ
Zanesville,
Ohio; KNOB
Install Vertical Radiator
(FM) License
Long Beach,
RenewalCalif.Returned
WLAY
Muscle
Shoals,
Ala.—
Granted
application
to installlocation.
new vertical ra- application
WSIP Paintsville,
diator at different
for renewalKy.—of RETURNED
license.
To Remain Silent
Change ERP
KPRS
Olathe, silent
Kan.—forGranted
author-60 KSL-TV Salt Lake City — CP to
ity to remain
additional
change andtrans,
location, typeandof ERP
ant.
days from
June 9, pending
consum- trans,
mation of assignment
of license.
from
18.4 1.25
kwother
vis.equipment
9.2 kwAMENDED
aur. to 2.5to
kw
vis.
kw
aur.
SSA Application Dismissed
ERP from 18 kw
KCBQ San Diego, Calif.— By order, change
vis. 9 kw requested
aur.
Hyde Defends TV plan
(Continued from page 51)
herence to the specified mileage
the largest possible number of
people at the earliest practicable
Mr. Davis suggested there are
Comr. Hyde contended the rules signs
separations."
that station separation might
requiring applicants to state their be reduced as additional engineering
information becomes available.
cases
upon a bygiven
channel
"as
contemplated
the act
will condate."
He
added,
that allocation
substantribute toefficiency in the examinatial changeshowever,
in the VHF
should not be expected due to the
tion
of
application."
He
said
it
is
impossible to predict whether there expense of engineering antenna
will be a substantial number of changes, ranging from $25,000 to
non-hearing cases. On the other
hand he felt there would be "few $50,000
In a each.
number of cases AM inif any non-hearing cases in the abstal ations can serve as the operatscence
of
an
allocation
plan."
ing
point
for both
TV transmitter
He predicted the assignment plan and TV studio,
he said,
hoping the
and
rules
"should
likewise
conduce
FCC
will
not
return
to efficient handling of hearing not showing location ofapplications
the main
studio. Combined
sites are technical
not conand to"anjustenormous
determinations."
fronted with insoluble
Itcasesis still
job," he
explained, pointing to the small difficulties, he said, even in case of
staff available and the problem of directive AM antennas. He advoobtaining funds from Congress.
of small ground systems
Mr. Davis cited past FCC AM for TVcated usetowers
for lightning prodecisions leading to this conclutection and doubted if serious atsion: "While the Commission may
tention
need
be
paid to fears that
and does adopt standards which
TV antennas would proare to be strictly applied, the prac- high-gain
duce
nulls.
tical effect of reasonable Commisgiving detailedcase
consideration to sioners
a reasonable
by an Pratt Leaves Y & R
applicant will result where appro- CURTIS G. PRATT, vice president
and contact supervisor, Young &
priate need isthis
shown,
in a grant."
Applying
thought
to the
since 1932, effective June
rigid TV allocation formula, he Rubicam,
30 will resign from the agency on
suggested
"the
Commission
will
in
doctor's
orders,
it was announced
all probability not insist upon pro- last week. He will
take the summer off but has opened offices at 52
vision for 100,000 w (Ch. 2-6) , 316,000 w (Ch. 7-13) and 1,000,000 w Vanderbilt Ave. and starting this
(UHF) effective radiated power nor fall will act as a business conwill they insist upon strict ad- sultant.
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RTMA Election
(Continued from page 31)
of General Electric, as director
of engineering. James D. Secrest
continues as secretary and general
manager. John W. Van Allen is
retained as general counsel.
Nine new directors and eight
former directors, as well as division chairmen, were chosen at the
annual division meetings. New ones
include B. W. Cooper, Delco Radio
Div., General Motors Corp., Kokomo, Ind.; D. S. W. Kelly, AllanBradley Co., Milwaukee; Harry A.
Ehle, International Resistance Co.,
Philadelphia; W. S. Parsons, Central Div., Globe-Union Inc., Milwauke Matt
; Little, Quam-Nichols
Co., Electronic
Chicago; Sam
erex
Corp., Morris,
Brooklyn;Amp-F.
W. Godsey Jr., Westinghouse Electric Corp., Baltimore; E. K. Foster,
Bendix Radio Div., Bendix Aviation Corp., Baltimore, and Sidney
Harman, David Bogen Co., New
York.
Two new chairmen were elected
among the five RTMA divisions.
They are Matt Little, parts, and
C. W. Miller, Westinghouse Electric, Baltimore, technical products.
John W. Craig, Crosley Div.,
Avco Mfg., Cincinnati, was reelected chairman of the set division. Others re-elected were R. E.
Carlson, Tung-Sol Electric Inc.,
Newark, tube, and A. K. Ward,
RCA Victor Div., Camden, amplifier
and sound equipment.
Elected as vice president representing the Parts Div. was R. G.
Zender, Lenz Mfg. Co., Chicago,
former parts chairman. Others reelected vice presidents and their
divisions are John W. Craig, set,
R. E. Carlson, tube; H. J. Hoffman,
Machlett Labs., Springdale, Conn.,
technical products, and Arrie
Liberman, Talk-A-Phone Co., Chiment. cago, amplifier and sound equipFour former directors of the
parts section were elected Honorary Directors: A. Blumenkrantz,
General Instrument Corp., Elizabeth, N. J.; George R. Haase, DuKane Corp., St. Charles, 111.; J.
Hall, Stackpole Carbon Co., St.
Marys, Pa., R. L. Triplett, triplett
Electrical Instrument Co., Bluffton,
Ohio.

"at a remarkably high level" during the past year despite material
shortages and a lower output of
SALE
receivers, according to R. G. Zender, KPHO AM-TV
Approved by FCC
Lenz Electric Mfg. Co., chairman THE FCC Wednesday approved
of the RTMA Parts Division.
$1.5 million
cash Ariz,,
sale ofto
"Conservation techniques de- the
KPHO-AM-TV
Phoenix,
vbreakeloofped the
by the Korean
industry War
since were
out- Meredith Pub. Co., publisher of
& Gardens and Suclargely responsible for the ability Bettter Homes
Farming [B«T, May 5].
of parts manufacturers to continue The salecessful
was
made by Phoenix
to meet both military and industrial Broadcasting Inc.,
licensee of
requirements in practically all cate- KPHO-AM, and Phoenix Televig
o
r
i
e
s
,
"
M
r
.
Zender
reported.
sion Inc., licensee of KPHO-TV.
The Parts Division increased
In other actions, the Commission
membership from 228 to 240 in the authorized
sale of KEPO El Paso,
Mr. Zender reported, with 47
DWiGHT COOKE (I), of CBS Radio, year,
Rowley-Brown Broadalso members of other RTMA di- Tex., from
c
a
s
t
i
n
g
C
o
.
to KEPO Inc. for $207,interviews Harry A. Bullis, General visions.
500,
and
approved
the purchase of
Shipments
of
radio
and
TV
sets
Mills board chairman, on changing
in Pioneer Broadworld business conditions in the series. and parts to foreign countries in one-thirdcastersinterest
Inc.,
licensee
1951 exceeded $70 million, accord- FM Portland, Ore., ofby KGW-AMYou and the World.
Samuel I.
ing to V. S. Mameyeff, Raytheon Newhouse Jr. for $116,666.67
from
Mfg. Co., reporting as chairman of Donald
E.
Newhouse,
giving
the
the Export Committee. Receivers latter 66%% interest [FCC RoundSet Sales Outlook
accounted
for
$29
million
of
the
up,
June
23].
(Continued from page 31)
total, or slightly more than half
Inc. include
Pres-no
normal seasonal slump cut pro- the value of last year's export of Principals
identbusiness
Miller inG. KEPO
Robertson,
who hasPresiduction.
receivers.
other
interests;
Vice
dents W. A. and
PorterSecretary-Treasurer
Jr. and Ralph I.
Total radio and TV inventories
committee report reviewed Richardson,
were about 2,170,000 units at the workThe toward
B. Pratt,
who are
with
of U. S. TV W.
Dakota
Collieries
Co. associated
(coal mining)
end of fiscal 1950, but slightly under transmission adoption
standards
by
foreign
and
Consolidated
Construction
Co.,
1,500,000 at the end of May 1952, countries.
both
firms
in
Minneapolis.
The
have equal interest in KEPO Inc.four
according to Frank W. Mansfield,
The KPHO transaction gives the
Sylvania Electric Products Inc.,
chairman of the RTMA Industry
Des Moines publishing firm two
We Can Do the Job
Statistics Committee.
AM
and three TV outlets, the oth(Continued from page 29)
ers including WOW-AM-TV Oma"Factory inventories have shown
the greatest adjustment both in a U. of Michigan scientist drew a
ha, acquired in 1951 [B«T, Oct. 1,
13, 1951], and WHEN (TV)
a viewer Aug.
number of units and in per cent," heated
Syracuse. Meredith also is applithat the complaint
lecturer hadfrom
not mentioned
Mr.
reported.sets"Atin the
cant for TVN. outlets
end Mansfield
of May, 410,000
the the diety in his discourse on the Rochester,
Y. in Albany and
hands of manufacturers represented birth of the earth, nor had he given
a 391,000 unit decline from the any credence to the biblical story
The Meredith purchase called
801,000 units at the end of last of the creation — that God created for John B. Mullins, a former
stockholder, to remain as managJuly. This represents a 48% de- the Earth in six days.
cline. Distributor inventories deing director of KPHO-AM-TV and
Lastdist week's
hearing
saw
Methoclined during the same period by
for
the
followingas consultants:
former stockholdWilbur E. Hammaker
ers
to remain
John
119,000 units or 22% less and re- complete Bishop
his temperance statement B. Mills,
tailers had 186,000 fewer units or begun earlier
board
chairman
of the two
this month.
about 22% less.
former licensee firms; Dr. J. N.
Prepared to testify, but unable to Harber, secretary-treasurer of
"This adjustment has been ac; author Erskine Caldwell, vice
lished in part1950,
by lower
pro- tobecause
prolongof the
the committee's
sessions, wereinability
Ralph both
duction. cIonmpfiscal
more than
president, and Riney B. Salmon,
23 million radio and telvision sets Hardy, NARTB government rela- vice president.
Thad H. Brown,
were produced. The total for fiscal NARTBtionsTVdirector;
director; Charles R.
1951 will be only slightly over 12.5
Denny
Jr.,
NBC
executive vice
million. It should be noted, how- president; Gordon Brown,
WSAY
ever, that this lower production has Rochester; Melvin Gold, National
been characterized by less fluctua- Television Film Council, and Her- BLAIR, HOOPER
tion than industry has enjoyed in
bert Monte Levy, American Civil
Tiff Now in ARF's Lap
theProduction
recent past."
of radio-TV and elec- Liberties Union.
Research FoundaThe ACLU witness planned to ADVERTISING
tronic components was maintained
tion will hand down a decision on
oppose
any
censorship
of
radio-TV
the
argument
between
programs on the ground that it was & Co. and C. E. HooperJohnInc.Blairon
unconstitutional and that existing the
validity of the question used
laws are adequate to deal with any
problems that may arise. He also by Hooper interviewers — "Was
was planning to oppose the NARTB anyone in your home listening to
TV
Code as an "improper delega- the radio or watching television
Ranfe
&
Hill
by
tion of a aslicensee's
responsibility,"
Another BM1 "Pin W HU-PublMed
and also
a combination
in reThe Blair charge and Hooper
straint of trade." Both these alle- denial that this double-barreled
gations
were
made
by
ACLU
to
N,
just now?"short-changes radio [B*T,
AUF WIEDERSEH'
the FCC
June
9]. early this month [B*T, question
May by
19] thehasHooper
been submitted
*
RT
EA
TH
EE
SW s: Vera Lynn— London; Ames
ARF
organization,to
On Record
Shepaccording
to
the
June
issue of
y
lter-B.n
Winterha
Hugo
Coral;
—
Brothers
Merc. ; Guy Lombardo
ard_Vic: Eddy Howard—Percy
Hooperatings Stationews.
Grange Names Battles
Faith— Col.; De
Butler—
Champ
—Dec;
Newsletter
also
quotes
ARF as
ROY BATTLES, farm director of
Marco Sisters — MGM.
Non-exclusively licensed by BMI.
WLW Cincinnati, is being ap- replying
that
"the
study
we
have
pointed by the National Grange as in mind will be considerably
Assistant to the Master, according broader than just the points outto an announcement Thursday from
lined in your letter" but these are
Grange headquarters.
important points to be studied.
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TV Applications Filed
(Continued from page 69)
tion: 12 mi. NW of Harrisonburg, Bryan Jr. trustees under will of John
Va. Transmitter location: 12 mi. Stewart Bryan, deceased (30.8%).
NW of Harrisonburg-. Geographic
VANCOUVER, Wash. — Vancouver
coordinates: 38° 33' 54" N. Lat., 79° Radio
Ch. 6221kw(512-518
01' 59" W.RCA.
Long.Legal
Transmitter
ERPCorp.,
107 UHF
kw visual,
aural;
antenna
counsel RCA,
Wil- mc);
liam A. Porter, Bingham, Collins, antenna height above average terrain
Porter & Kistler, Washington. Con- 1,014 ft.,
above
ground
254
ft.
mated construction cost $220,387, Estifirst
sulting engineer Kear & Kennedy,
year operating cost $560,000, revenue
Washington.
Principals
include
President Frederick L. Allman (99.35%), $600,000. Post Office address: 707%
Vice President Mary P. Allman Main St., Vancouver, Wash. Studio
(0.65%) and Secretary-Treasurer location: Vancouver, Wash. Transmitter location: Portland, Ore. Geo» Harold A. Wright.
graphic
45° 29'Transmit21" N.
41' coordinates:
41" W. Long.
f NEWPORT NEWS, Va.— Hampton Lat., ter122°DuMont,
RCA. Legal
Roads Bcstg. Corp. (WGH-AM-FM), counsel John P.antenna
Hearne, A.SanD. FranVHF visual,
Ch. 10 115
(192-198
mc); ERP
230
cisco. Consulting engineer
Ring
kw
kw aural;
antenna
height above average terrain 376 ft., & Co.,cludeWashington.
Principals
inPresident
Sheldon
F.
Sackett
above ground 412 ft. Estimated con- (75%), Vice President D. Elwood
struction cost $355,310, first year op- Caples (20%), Secretary Fred F.
$406,000,
revenue
\000. Posterating costOffice
address
2400 $430,West Chitty (5%).
Ave., Newport News, Va. Studio and
t BECKLEY, W. Va.— Joe L. Smith
transmitter location boat harbor,
Inc. (WJLS) VHF Ch. 6 (82-88
southern end of Jefferson Ave. Geo- Jr.
mc)
; ERP 100 kw visual, 50 kw aural;
graphic coordinates 36° 57' 47" N. antenna
height above average terrain
Lat.,ter76°RCA, 24'antenna
43" W.RCA.
Long.Legal
Transmit317 ft. Esticoun- 1,209 ft.,
matedabove
constructionground
cost $339,385,
first
sel Spearman & Roberson, Washing- year operating
$160,218, revenue
ton. Consulting engineer George C. $187,598. Post cost
Office
address:
WJLS
fDavis,cludeWashington.
Principals
Main & Kanawha Sts., Beckley.
President Raymond
B. Bottom,in- Bldg.,
Studio location Main & Kanawha Sts.,
Vice President Edward E. Bishop Beckley.
Transmitter location Huff
(25.36%) and Secretary-Treasurer Knob, Shady
Spring Twp., W. Va.
William R. Van Buren Sr. The Daily
Press Inc. owns 74.64% of stock.
Geographic
coordinates
37°Transmitter
35' 23" N.
Lat.,
81°
06'
51"
antenna W.RCA.Long.Legal
counsel
t RICHMOND, Va.— Larus & Bros. RCA,
& Ball, Washington. ConsultCo. Inc. (WRVA, WRVB-FM.WRVC- Pierson
ing
engineer
A.
D.
Ring
&
Co.,
WashFM), VHF Ch. 12 (204-210 mc);
includeJr.PresidentERP 50 kw visual, 25 kw aural; Treasurerington.JoePrincipals
L.
Smith
(100%),
antenna height above average terrain Secretary Virginia N. Cooper.
799 ft.,
above ground
ft. Estimated construction
cost790$674,500,
first
CROSSE, Wis.— La Crosse Brdyear operating cost $600,000, revenue cstg.La Co.
VHF Ch.49 kw8 (180-186
$699,566. Post Office address: 22d & mc); ERP(WKTY),
98 kw visual,
aural;
Cary Streets, Richmond, Va. Studio antenna height
above average terrain
location: 900 Broad Street, Richmond, 897 ft., above ground
550
ft.
Va. Transmitter location: U. S. Route
mated construction cost $274,500, Estifirst
j#60, 1.2 miles West of Richmond. year operating
cost $135,000, revenue
Geographic coordinates: 37° 30' 25" $125,000. Post Office
address:
110
N.
N. Lat., mitter
77° DuMont,
30' 05"antenna
W. Long.
St., La Crosse, Wis. Studio
GE. TransLegal Fourth
location:
110
N.
Fourth
St.
Transmitcounsel Fisher, Wayland, Duvall &
mi., Bearing
N. 97° co-E.
Southmayd, Washington. Consulting fromter location:
Hokah,5.5Minn.
Geographic
engineer Paul Godley Co., Upper
ordinates: 43° 45' 27" N. Lat., 91° 17'
Montclair, N. J. Principals include 27" W. Long.
Transmitter
RCA, an-&
President William T. Reed and Vice
tenna RCA. Legal
counsel Pierson
President Lewis G. Larus.
Ball, Washington. Consulting engineer E. C. Page Consulting Radio
t RICHMOND, Va.— Richmond
Newspapers Inc. (WRNL), VHF Ch. Engineers, Washington. Principals
12 (204-210 mc); ERP 316 kw visual, include President Lee P. Loomis, Sec158 kw aural; antenna height above
retary-Treasure W.T. Burgess, Vice
average terrain 816 ft., above ground President and General Manager Verl
824 ft. Estimated construction cost Bratton. La Crosse Tribune Co. is
$721,848, first year operating cost sole stockholder (100%).
$575,000, revenue $985,000. Post Office
address: 111 N. Fourth St., Richmond,
t NEENAH, Wis.— Neenah-Menasha
Va. Studio location: 111 N. Fourth Bcstg.
Co. (WNAM-AM-FM), UHF
St., Richmond. Transmitter location: Ch. 42 (638-644
mc); ERP 15.53 kw
Opposite intersection Kirkwood St. visual, 7.76 kw aural; antenna height
and Kenwood Ave., Brookland Dist. above average terrain 288 ft., above
Geographic coordinates: 37° 36' 52" ground 287 ft. Estimated construction
N. Lat., 77° 30' 35" W. Long. Trans- cost $129,950, first year operating cost
mitter RCA, antenna RCA. Legal $75,000, revenue $70,000. Post Office
counsel Segal, Smith & Hennessey, address: 101 East Wisconsin Avenue,
Washington. Consulting engineer Neenah, Wis. Studio and transmitter location: 0.7 mi. South of Neenah
Jansky & Bailey, Washington. Principals include President-Treasurer city limits. Geographic coordinates:
David Tennant (2.8%), Vice Presi- 44° 09' 36" N. Lat., 88° 27' 57" W.
dent-Asst. Treasurer J. D. Wise Long. Transmitter RCA, antenna
(1.3%), Asst. Secretary - Treasurer RCA. Legal counsel McKenna and
J. L. Scott (0.1%), Secretary R. Keith Wilkinson, Washington. Consulting
Kane (0.2%), Frederick Lewis (14%), engineer Walter F. Kean, Riverside,
S. L. Slover (16.6%); R. Keith Kane, 111. Principals include President SamDavid Tennant Bryan and Stewart
uel N. Pickard (80%), SecretaryBROADCASTING
• Tele

Treasurer Reinhold D. Molzow (4%),
Vice President Don C. Wirth (.54%),
Dorothea W. Pickard (15.4%).
tWAUSAU, Wis. — WSAU Inc.
(WSAU),
Ch. 7 105
(174-180
mc) ;
ERP
210 VHF
kw visual,
kw aural;
antenna height above average terrain
436 ft.,matedabove
ground
ft. Esticonstruction
cost 403
$298,927,
first
year operating cost $240,000, revenue
$230,000. Post Office address: P. O.
Box
29, Wausau,
Studio
transmitter
location:Wis.
1.8 mi.
N. E.andof
center of Wausau. Geographic coordinates: 4 ° 58'
58" N. Lat.,RCA,89° an-36'
06" W. tenna
Long.
Transmitter
RCA. Legal
counsel Fisher,
Wayland, Duvall & Southmayd, Washington.Equipment
Consulting engineer
Commercialton.Radio
Co., President
WashingPrincipals include
John R. Tomek (51.14%) and Vice
President Charles Lemke (48.86%).
Existing Stations
Change in Channel
(The following station requests
change in frequency as required under
provisions
FCC 14].)
Sixth Report &
Order [B»T,of April
(TV)VHFCHICAGO
— Balaban
& WBKB
Katz100Corp.,
mc),
ERP
kw visual,Ch. 502 (54-60
kw aural;
antenna height above average terrain
657 ft., above ground 700 ft. Estimatedmittercost RCA,of antenna
change $129,736.
TransRCA. Change
from Ch. 4 (66-72 mc), ERP 25.2 kw
visual, 12.6 kw aural.

give guidance to the educational
telecasters
establishing
"universities of theinair"
and "a classroom
part of the plan, which Mr.
in Final
the home."
Abrams
said had yet to be worked
out in detailed form, envisages the
establishment of a fund for the
purpose of promoting educational
television
ment. He and
said:fostering its developIt
is
my
that industrialists
this
and otherhope
industries
willdesigned
join in intoa
cooperative
organization
back the educators
for establishing this new responsible
cultural medium.
Emerson portCorp.
will welcome
the op-to
u
n
i
t
y
o
f
contributing
its
share
an industry fund, which should set its
goalWhen
at $5themillion.
FCC last April 14 set
aside air space for 242 educational
TV stations, TV manufacturers
were "given a once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity
tenor of the toTV influence
industry, thenotwhole
only
for today's public but for future
generations," Mr. Abrams stated.
"The possibilities of these educational stations stagger the imagination," he said. "For the first
time, our whole intellectual heritage can be brought directly and
vividly into every classroom and
almost every living room in the

Commenting
"receiver
ufacturersthat
perhaps more
than manany
other
group
have
a
responsibility
to
see
that
television
serves
the
nation."
people
well,"
Mr.
Abrams
pointed
out that "it is also a matter of selfSupport to Educators
Educational television, he noted,
(Continued from page 51)
will
open up a vast new market for
interest."
a large-scale drive to help educa- the sale of sets to schools, will entional television become an immedicourage the purchase of sets by
ateout thereality
on a He
widesaidscalethethroughwho have not been atnation.
offer is individuals
tracted by today's TV programing,
the first step in a three-phase pro- and, especially,
will open up sales
gram. It is designed first to encour- in communities where educational
age educators contemplating TV to stations can get on the air while
make a final decision. The grants commercial applicants are still
will be given to stations for pur- tied
up in hearings. Educational
chase of capital equipment which stations also are possibilities today,
will faciliate high-quality opera- he said, in communities too small
tion or may be used in any other tions.support local commercial staway that will help provide good to
program
Second service.
phase of the plan, Mr.
WSAZ Appoints Katz
Abramsment ofreported,
is theEducational
establish- WSAZ
Huntington, W. Va., has
a Television
Council whose members will be appointed The Katz Agency, N>Y.,
sales representaeducators, scientists and public- as itstive,national
effective July 1.
spirited citizens. The council will

*
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65 TV APPLICATIONS
FILED WITH FCC
TOTAL of 65 TV bids filed at FCC Friday,
two for changes in existing stations as required by Sixth Report (see early story page
52). New applications:
1.000 kw926
42, ERPterrain
Ala.,
Birmingham,
WSGN
t
above Ch.average
height$496,500.
antenna
visual,
ft.,
construction
cost
kw,
ERP
20,
Ch.
, Ala.,
f WCOV 525Montgomery
$275,000,
n cost 87.7
constructiorevenue
ft., estimated
antenna
$360,000
$300,000,
cost
year operating
firet* KTAR
an
kw,
ERF 10U operating
Ariz., Ch.cost3, $512,595,
Phoenix,
construction
1 586 ft.,revenue
tenna $350,000,
00.
cost
$350,0
,
„^
kw antenna
ERP 25.4operating
Ch. 9,$255,000,
cost
on cost
constructiAriz.,
5 ft Tucson,
68 KCNA
$160,000,
$140,000
Kw, an
ERP 10.y operating
Ariz., Ch.cost4, $249,033,
Tucson,
-i- KVOA224revenue
construction
tenna $180,000,ft., revenue
cost
$180,000.Bcstg. Co., Ch 10 ERP
, Calif.,
on cost $296 629
ft., constructi
548 Lemert
kw, antenna
61.7t Bakersfield
$200,000, revenue $180,000. Jack
cost owner.
operating
is 8.9%
Benny
ERP £al kw, an
Calif.,on Ch.cost12, $428,957,
f KFRE1 943,Fresno,
constructi$415
tenna
cost
$355,236, revenue
000. Ch. 3, W operating
luu KW>
Calif.,
,
Sacramento
KCRA
n cost $517,896. operating
constructio
596 ft.,revenue
antenna
cost
$576,000,
$600,000.
19.8
ERP
6
Ch
Luis Obispo Calif.,
antennaSan788 ft., construction cost $131,926, oper
kw,tKVEC
at^ODStD$e5nv0e°r0'
'cX^TeRP
238 operating
kw, ancost $394,011,
tenna946 ft construction
C0^RV3HaftK%$oTnTO°Ch.
3,
ERP
kw,
ante™*ating 1,000
ft.0' construction
cosi . $454,800,100oper$766,350
revenue
$695,216,
18, ERP <!10 kw,
Conn., Ch.
* WTHT cost Hartford,
n cost $332,000, operating
constructio
805 ftrevenue
anten™
$325,000.
$480,000,
cost
178 5
30,costERP$323,879,
Ch.
Conn.,
New 919Britain,
WKNB
ion
ft., construct
antenna
kw,
estimated.
not
revenue
$199,950,
cost
operating
ERP 316 kw, antenna
Miami,ionCh.cost10,$1,253,672
cost
ft., construct
836tWGBS
$720,000Fla., Ch. 12,, operating
revenue Beach,
$720,000.
5/.< kw.
Palm
WWPG
operating
569 000.
$171 ERF
cost$35,000-$50,
on
constructi
ft.,
233
antenna
$35 000-$50,000,
costSt. Petersbur
Tampa Bay Area Telecasting
g Fla., revenue
con520 ^.
antenna cost
316 kw,operating
$437,500,
Corp., Ch. stru8,ction cERP
ost $501,305,
Robert James
PresidentTreasurer
Principals:
000.
$600
revenu^
W.
R.
building;
and
estate
real
(12.7%),
Adams
Trevor
dealer; John
Evans (12 7^) truckmanager
York;
New
WJZ-TV
general
2%),
"8
Jr
Bennett , Jr.N. Y.(8.2%), vice president
Harry W.& Marquette
Sherman
kw, anERP 316 operating
111., Ch.cost13. $447,000,
Rockford,
f WROK
construction
ft.,
314
tenna
cost $250,000, revenue
$300,000.
100
ERP
3
Ch.
Co
Illinois
111., 525
construction cost $338, 250,
ft., Bcstg
antenna
kwUrbana,
cost $261,760,
operating
licensee WSOY
Decatur. revenue $270,890. Applicant
kw, an105.3operating
Ind., Ch.cost7, ERP
WGBFtenna 543Evansville
construction
ft., revenue
$190,000. $350,000,
cost $190,000,
kw, an98.2
ERP
21,
Ch.
Ind., cost $197,900, operating
WANEtenna 473Ft.ft.,Wayne,
construction
$229,950.
revenue
$195,940,
costWHOT
Bend, Ind., cost
Ch. $206,285,
46. ERP operating
91.6 kw,
antenna
418South
ft.,revenue
construction
costf KCRG
$192,600,
$221,400.
Cedar
Rapids,
Iowa,
Ch.
9,
ERP
35.5 kw,
antenna$190,000.
343 ft.,revenue
construction
$200,049, operating
cost
$210,000.cost
tKSCJ
Sioux
City,
Iowa,
Ch.
4,
ERP
100 kw,
antenna
577 ft.,revenue
construction
cost $290,235, operating
costKWBW
$200,000,
$225,000.
Kan., Ch. 12, ERP 59 kw,
antenna$120,000,
295Hutchinson,
ft.,revenue
construction
cost
$120,000.cost $176,256, operating
KO AMtenna 540.Pittsburg,
Kan.,
Ch. 7, ERP 105 kw, anconstruction
cost $229,020,ft.,revenue
$237,890.cost S300.323, operating
KAKEtenna 443Wichita,
Kan., Ch. cost10, $571,802,
ERP 316 operating
kw, an- .
ft., revenue
construction
costWOMI
$402,000,
$405,756.
Owensboro,
Ky.,
Ch.
14,
ERP
184 kw,
antenna$245,000,
390 ft., construction
cost $279,941, operating
cost
f KPLC Lakerevenue
Charles,$255,500.
La., Ch. 7, ERP 52.7 kw,
antenna
ft., construction
cost $250,820, operating cost438
$175,000,
revenue
$175,000.
KNOE
Monroe,
La.
(resubmitted
i , cost
Ch. $331,920,
8, ERP
183
kw
antenna
739
ft.,
construction
operating
cost
$214,690,
revenue
$195,260.
WNOEft., New
Orleans, cost
Ch. 4,$836,000,
ERP 100operating
kw, antenna
1 005
construction
cost
S789* WCHS
080,' revenue
$784,519.
Portland,
Me.,
Ch.
6,
ERP
kw, antenna 590 ft., construction cost $275,800,100 operating
costWBRK$220,560,
revenueMass.,
$170,000.Ch. 64, ERP 1.32 kw,
Pittsfield,
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THEATRE TV REPORT
INCOMPLETE tabulation of figures by
Theatre Network Television (TNT) indicated Friday theatre telecast of MaximRobinson bout filled 90% of total capacity of 38 theatres in 24 cities. TNT
said telecast was carried by movie circuits, including those of Paramount Pictures, Loew's, Warner's and RKO.
antenna
ft., construction$170,000.
cost $133,000, operating cost 977
$160,000,
f KROC
Rochester,revenue
Minn., Ch. 10, ERP 107.3 kw,
antenna
620.5
ft.,
construction
cost $241,162, operating cost $115,000, revenue $120,000.
WMINtenna 514St.ft.,Paul,
Minn., Ch.cost11, $435,000,
ERP 316 operating
kw, anconstruction
cost $400,000, revenue $450,000.
t KXOK
St. Louis, Ch.
ERP 100operating
kw, antenna
547
ft., construction
cost 4,$553,803,
cost
$700,000,
revenue $950,000.
f
KFOR
Lincoln,
Neb.,
Ch.
10,
ERP
55
kw, antenna
248
ft.,
construction
cost
$300,781,
operating
cost
$170,000, revenue $150,000.
tWROW
Albany,
N.
Y.,
Ch.
41,
ERP
200
kw,
antenna
ft., construction
cost $365,474. operating cost1,160
$229,660,
revenue $250,000.
N. Y., 783
Corning
Leader Inc., cost
Ch. $236,270,
18, ERP
58.3t Elmira,
kw, antenna
ft., construction
operatingCorning
cost $144,000,
revenue
$192,000.
WCLI
and WELM
Elmira,
N. Y.,Ex-licensee
applicant
is owned
equally byJr., William
Underhillof and
Edwin S. Underhill
each 50%A. owner
stations.
t WVET 450Rochester,
N. Y., cost
Ch. $176,000,
10, ERP operating
26.2 kw,
antenna
ft.,
construction
cost $230,000, revenue $315,000.
f WTRY
Troy, N. Y., cost
Ch. 23, ERP 261 kw, antenna
927
ft., revenue
construction
$175,000,
$110,000. $343,642, operating cost
t WTIKtenna 523 Durham,
N.
C,
Ch. 11, ERP 316 kw, anconstruction
cost $240,000,ft.,revenue
$350,000.cost $436,000, operating
Winston-Salem,
N. C, Ch. cost
12, ERP 316
kw,f WSJS
antenna
ft., revenue
construction
operating
cost 500
$400,000,
$450,000. $544,553,
WTOB
Winston-Salem,
N.
C,
Ch.
12,
ERP
316 kw,
antenna
363 ft.,revenue
construction
cost $329,040,
$341,120.cost $412,092, operating
f naWAKR
Akron,
Ohio, Ch. 49, ERP 145 kw, anten319 ft.,revenue
construction
$165,300,
$175,000.cost $352,755, operating cost
WSTVtenna Steubenville,
Ohio, Ch. 9, ERP 200 kw, an992 ft.,revenue
construction
cost $300,000,
$400,000.cost $500,800, operating
KTULtenna Muskogee,
Okla.,
Ch. 8, ERP 316 kw, an1,000 ft.,revenue
construction
cost $294,400,
$347,000.cost $613,265, operating
f KOMA
Oklahoma
City, Ch.
9, ERP 316 kw, antenna 887 ft.,
construction
cost $500,000,
revenue
$550,000.cost $676,153, operating
Harrisburg,
Pa.,
Kendrick
Bcstg.
Co., cost
Ch. $246,730,
27, ERP
20.4 kw, antenna
947 ft., revenue
construction
operating
cost
$250,000,
$200,000.
Herbert
Kendrick, 50%, of WHGB Harrisburg and Triangle
Publications, 50%.
Inquirer Div. (WFIL-AM-FM-TV
Philadelphia),
f WBRE1,223Wilkes-Barre,
Pa., Ch.cost28,$438,572,
ERP 1,000
kw,
antenna
ft., construction
operating cost $340,000,
revenue $379,000.
t WRAK Williamsport, Pa., Ch. 36, ERP 20.6 kw,
LUX RATING TOP
Lux Radio Theatre (CBS, Mon., 9-10 p.m.
EDT) with 11.1 rating in 4,751,000
homes, was highest once-a-week evening
program according to national Nielsen
ratings of top network radio programs
for week of May 18-24. Top rated programs in other categories included evenmulti-weeklyp.m.),
— One5.2Man's
Family
(NBC,ing,7:45-8
in 2,226,000
homes; week day, daily — Romance of
Helen Trent (CBS, 12:30-45 p.m.), 8.4
in 3,595,000 homes; Sunday — Hollywood
Star Playhouse (NBC, 5-5:30 p.m.), 4.0
in 1,712,000 homes, and Saturday— Theatre of Today (CBS, 12-12:30 p.m.), 6.4 in
2,739,000 homes.

PEOPLE...
HARTLEY SAMUELS, formerly responsible
for retail sales at WOR New York, will join
sales staff of WJZ New York tomorrow
(Tuesday) as supervisor of retail sales, William (Bud) Materne announced last Thursday. He replaced Joseph Weisenberg, who will
shift to ABC national spot sales department.
EDWARD W. SCUDDER JR., president of
WNJR Newark, has been named Essex county
chairman for 1952 Sister Elizabeth Kenny
Foundation fund-raising campaign.
ROBERT H. DOLBEAR has been appointed
sales engineer for instrument division, Allen
B. DuMont Labs, Clifton, N. J., according to
announcement from E. G. Nichols, technical
sales manager. Mr. Dolbear was formerly
field service engineer for electronics division
of Curtiss- Wright Corp.
JANET (JAN) GILBERT, Henry Cabot Agency, Boston, expected to join Sherman & Marquetcluded),
e, N. Y.,effective
as July
media7. buyer (radio-TV inTRANSISTORS BY BULOVA
BULOVA WATCH Co., New York, called television its principal advertising medium in its
annual report last week. John H. Ballard,
president,
that Bulova
concludedannounced
licensing arrangement
with has
Western
Electric Co. for development and production of
transistors. Report listed Bulova earnings for
year ended March 31, 1952, of $2,646,063 compared with $3,911,195 in fiscal year.
antenna
construction
ing cost 1,281
$50,000,ft., revenue
$70,000.cost $137,700, operatWPROten a 51Providence,
R. I., cost
Ch. 12,$1,012,991,
ERP 316operating
kw, an0
ft.,
construction
costWORD
$530,000,
revenue $600,000.
Spartanburg,
S. C, Ch. 7, ERP 316 kw,
antenna
ft., revenue
construction
cost $376,671, operating cost 2,000
$430,470,
$494,258.
f KELO
Sioux
Falls, S. D.,
Ch. $200,500,
11, ERP operating
57.5 kw,
antenna
503
ft.,
construction
cost
cost $240,000, revenue $260,000.
f WMPStenna 1,026Memphis,
Tenn.,
Ch.
13,
ERP
316
kw, anconstruction
cost $508,230,ft.,revenue
$550,000.cost $716,025, operating
Corp.,
Ch.t Galveston,
11, ERP 226Tex.,kw,Mirador
antennaTelevision-Radio
500 ft., construction
cost
$616,817,
operating
cost R.$411,527,
revenue
$309,136.
Co-owners
are
D.
W.,
Lee,
S.
E.
and
Kempner,
havingTex.,banking
andCounty
cotton Television
interests.H.Co.,L.
f
Fort
Worth,
Tarrant
Ch. 20, ERP 272 kw, antenna 315.7 ft., construction
cost Principals
$402,500, operating
$360,000.
areBasilK. K.S. cost
Kellam$351,000,
(30%),revenue
A. associated
H. Lightfoot
with (40%)
Texas and
Motors,
Fort Roper
Worth, (30%),
Ford all
distributor.
f KFYOtenna 750 Lubbock,
Tex., Ch.cost5, $700,000,
ERP 100 operating
kw, anft., revenue
construction
cost $330,000,
$350,000.
Lubbock,
Tex.,
Bryant
Radio
and
Television
Inc.,
Ch. 11, ERP 93.1 kw, antenna 751 ft., construction
cost $342,100,
cost $312,000,
000.
Applicantoperating
52.5% owned
by KCBDrevenue
there. $350,f KWTX
Tex., Ch.cost11, $229,475,
ERP 9.9 kw, antenna 590 ft.,Waco,
construction
costKVOS
$114,600,
revenue
$125,000. Ch. 12, ERPoperating
Bellingham,
Wash.,
20 kw,
antenna 550 ft., construction cost $82,500, operating
costf KJR
$140,000,
revenue
$150,000.
Seattle,
Wash.,
Ch.
7,
ERP
316
kw,
antenna
1,291 ft., revenue
construction
cost $645,675, operating cost
$460,000,
$500,000.
f WWVA Wheeling,
W. Va., Ch. 9, ERP 282 kw,
antennaating cost1,041
ft., construction
cost $1,232,312, oper$525,000,
revenue $360,000.
Madison,
Wis.,
Television
offt.,Wisconsin
Inc., cost
Ch.
3,$480,242,
ERP 100operating
kw, antenna
712
construction
cost
$240,000,Bernhard
revenue
$240,000.
Principals:
William
E.
Walker,
M.
Moutz
and Frank A. Jones.
Existing Stations — Change in Channels
WDTV height
(TV) Pittsburgh,
Ch. 2,terrain
ERP 100808kw ft.,visual,
antenna
above(change
average
of change
$166,450
from
Ch. provisions
3, ERP cost
16.6of
kw
visual;
change
required
under
FCCWTTVSixth(TV)Report
&
Order).
Bloomington,
Ind.,
Ch.
4,
ERP
100
kw,
antenna
1,000 Ch.ft.,10,cost
change change
about required
$275,000
(change provisions
from
ERP of27.2
under
of FCC
Sixthkw;Report
& Order).
f Indicates pre-thaw application refiled.
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Does the'"Program
farmer stop milking his -cowsIV
during
summer?
teethe ".
, ,* Ridiculous!
No more than the KMBC-KFRM Service Farms stop farming during the
summer — or no more than Phil Evans, Bob Riley or Jim Leathers stop passing out that vital farm information to the Heart of America farmer who
turns on the radio in his barn to catch KMBC-KFRM farm programs while
he gets his milking done. Or no more than the Team's News Department
stops disseminating the latest news in eleven daily newscasts. Yes indeed,
KMBC-KFRM is "program-wise." Summer time — wintertime, the Team is
on-the-air with the kind of programming that it knows from thirty years of
broadcasting experience the largest share of the audience will return to, and
listen for, day after day.
It is this program wisdom which has long since placed The KMBC-KFRM
Team in top spot in The Heart of America — and continues to keep The Team
in that spot by a comfortable margin.
vj* This
the firstof America.
of a series on The KMBC-KFRM know-how which spells dominance
in theis Heart
Call KMBC-KFRM or your nearest Free & Peters Colonel for the KMBC! 1 ^r^: 3 KFRM program story. BE WISE -REALIZE ...to sell the Whole Heart of
5
America Wholeheartedly it's . . .

OWNED

AND

C-KFRM1^"
^KMB
CBS RADIO FOR THE HEART OF AMERICA
OPERATED
BY MIDLAND
BROADCASTING COMPANY

to U*!
Birthday
y
Wtyp
Maryland's pioneer radio station is proud and happy to be among
the early birds who celebrate 30 years in radio in 1952.
They've been good years, too. We've done a lot of trailblazing in
our community. We originated the first live speech by a President of the
United States, we introduced the mobile unit to Maryland, we originated
the first regularly sponsored newscast in the whole country, and many,
many more.
We intend to continue intelligent pioneering wherever possible. We
believe that radio stations have learned much in the past and have much
to learn in the future.
Here's a gentle reminder. If you're out to do a real selling job in the
Baltimore market, just cut yourself a slice of

WFBR
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